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DUMB AND DEAF.

THERE is nothing which relates to the intellectual

acquirements oi' early life more certuin, than that

the noblest of them all, the acquisition of Vocal Speech,
depends entirely on the sense of lisaring. The same
early lesson of experience which teaches the child, that,

by a certain voluntary eftbrt, he can extend his arm, in-

forms him also, that, by a similar exertion of his will,

he can produce certain vocal sounds. He endeavours to

imitate the words that are spoken by those around him.

His first attempts are unsuccessful, because Ids memory
is yet feeble ; and because his voluntary actions, in this

instance, just as in his first amusing struggles to gain

that erect position by which man is distinguished, are

irregular and unsure. But repetition brings continual

improvement ; age developes the other faculties of the

mind ; and without the least regard to those vibrations

in his throat, or those motions of his tongue and lips,

by which his purpose is accomplished, he goes on, from
indistinct prattling, to the acquisition of clear and per-

fect Speech, regulated solely by the Ear.

To those, however, who have been born Deaf, or who
have been affected with inculpable Deafness before arti-

culation had been attained, or suflicieutly impressed on
the memory, it is obvious, that this natural guide to the

acquisition of Speech is utterly denied ; and so obscure
or unattainable does the only other path to the possession

of this important faculty seem to such persons, that,

when left to themselves, no attempt is ever made by them
to gain it. The records of physiology do not present us
with a single instance of an individual born Deaf or de-

prived of hearing in infancy or childhood, who did not

remain Dumb for life ; unless cherished and instructed

by the philanthropy and ingenuity of some fellow-crea-

ture more happily gifted than himself.

It is to persons in tliis condition,—to those who are
Dumb merely because they arc Deaf,—whose organs of
Speech are perfect,—whose intellect is good,—and who
differ from other individuals only in being incapable of
sensations of somid,—that the term Deaf and Dumb, or
Deuf-mxite, is applied.

Vol. VHI. Part I.

The task of education is never, perhaps, more truly
delightful, than when this unfortunate thcu;j;h interesting
class of persons are the subjects of it. They unite, in
general, to singular steadiness of application, the great-
est gentleness and docility ; and expressions of counte-
nance, as cheering as they are unequivocal, continually
declare the emotions of gratitude with which they re-
ceive instruction. It is pleasant to become their pupils
in our turn, and to learn of them that natural pantomime
by which all their wants are expressed. Copious, how-
ever, and significant as that language is, it is necessarily
intelligible but to a few ; and it is indeed an exulting sa-
tisfaction which they seem to feel, when they are taught
to exchange it for the more powerful medium of words;
and are thus, as it were, enabled, to command the thoughts
of all mankind. We see their happiness increasing with
their knowledge; and when the sublimity of nature is first

unfolded to their opening minds, and we mark the tear
starting into their eyes, we cannot but participate in their
noble pleasure, and rejoice that such emotions can be
theirs.

In the present article, we propose to state the general
principles according to which the Education of the Deaf
and Dumb ought to be conducted ; avoiding all those mi-
nute details which could be of no interest to the general
reader, and which, even to those who mean to occupy
themselves practically with this species of instruction,
could be of little advantage; since they are of a nature
to suggest themselves to any intelligent teacher, almost
as soon as they could be taught.

We suppose the education of the Deaf and Dumb pupil
to commence at the age of eight years. By this period,
children who enjoy the sense of hearing, have always
acquired the full command of their organs of Speech;
they have learnt the meaning and application of several
hundreds of vvoi-ds ; and to the stock of knowledge, which
youthful curiosity has stimulated tiiem to obtain, by their

own personal observation, within their own limited sphere,
they have been enabled to make a most important addi-

tion, from the verbal information of others. The Inisi-
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Ut»», tlnrilore, oi liicir early ciiutalion, consisls, mere
ly, ill makiiii; tlicin ac(|u:iiiilc(l witli llif wrinen and

y>r.' woriN, whose pronunciation

i» , ami by an uiuilysiii of these,

pui..liiiK i-ui I" iicju .111 liic I'lJiA/r «ii'"* iif tliohi biniplu

i-Jiriil.itc <i<>iii i!-,, out of whicii liic wiiolc of Speech Is

CO After tl>i», rrailmg presents thcni wiili

all! : nrw words ; and siionlil any of these not

be »u;. ion by terms already known,

they ail lo collect their meaning, by

fre:|uent and atleniivv observation of the manner in

which they arc used, in conversation, by others. Nor
arc their lessoiis in lan^ua);e confined to the tasks ol the

school; at meals, at play, abroad, at home, every where,

ihty arc continualiy acquiring from the speetii of thei.-

seniors, either new terms, or new or more correct ine-

tho,ls of cmployin); the vocabulary which they already

possess.

Uut the task which the Deaf and Dun\b have to emcr
upon, is much more complicated and dilficult. Ignorant

of every part of that system of si){iis, wiiich iiiankiud

have invented for the communication of tiiou^jht, they

have to be instructed, not merely in those written cha-

racters uiiich are ti.e representatives of words; but in

the metiiod of articulutiii); the wurus tiieinseives, and of

distinguishing them when articuiated by others ; and in

the precise nieaniiiij; which CoCti of tliem is intended to

convey. Many circuiTiNtances, too, combine, to reiuier

tliis process tedious. We cannot, in their case, it is ob-

vious, define one word by another; but the si^nihcaiion

of each must be t.iu^ht, either by u direct appeal to

things llieiiis> Ives, or the pictures of tiiint^s ; or by the

Ian,;Ua|{e of gesticulation and natural sijjns. Tlie nar-

row stuck of kiiowied(^e which they iJiin^j with them,

when compared with tiiose who enjoy the sense of liear-

inj;, circumscribes greatly that field of illustration, wliich

is required in the early stajjes of instruction. And what
is a no less material disadvantage, they arc entirely cut

off from that constant source of new ideas, as well as

new woids, which other children enjoy in their inter-

course «ith soeicty.

lixpciicnce, however, has shewn that all these difficul-

ties may be overcome by perseverance ; and in pointing

out wnat appear to us to be the best means ol attaining

this important object, we shall wUir our observations to

the four following heads, viz. ll'riling. Manual S/iecch,

or Dactijlohgij. ^ocal Sfleec/i, and the Jix/iiaiialion of
the M-aning of Words.
The very first step in the education of the Deaf-mute,

is, to teach him to write. Wriiiiig is a medium of in-

struction so neccssaiy, in his siiuulion, that it cannot be
too early acquired. No particular directions are requi-
site for this purpose. It may be lauglit first on sand
•with the finger, or on a slate with the pencil, in the usual
way, and afterwards on paper with pen and ink. Com-
paratively little attcnlion, however, need be paid at the
coiimiencement to the nicety with whicli the letters are
ti-aced. The chief object is to enable the pupil to con-
nect letters together with legible distinctness, as speediiy
as possible; and, this done, practice will gradually give
the manipulation its necess.iry accuracy and precision.

Along with Wriiing, the pupil is to be taught the me-
thod of nprcseiiting letters and words by the fingers, or
what h.\s been called Dactylology. Ti.is is an easy task.
The Manual Alphabet, wnich is represented in Plate
CCXLI. seems lo us very well adapted for t.'.e pin pose.
It is that which is i»ught by Dr Watson, (Iruiructhn of

the Deaf and Dumb, Ufc. 8vo. Lond. 1809); and which,
we should conceive, is both more easily practised, and
less liable to confusion, than the one eiii|>lo\e<l by Sieurd,

in which only one liand is employed. (^Coura d' Instruc-

tion d'un Hourd-Aluet de J^aiasance, UJ'c. 8vo. Paris, 2d
eiiit. l«03 )

The uses of this Manual Sfieech are obvious. Il is

much more expeditious man v\ riling; it can be practised

in any situation, and witnout any such implements as

slale, or pencil, or papei ; it admits of being addressed
to several at a lime; and, what is a most imiiorlanl ad-

vantage, it alVords a medium of cumniuuicaliiin between
persons who are placed at a considerable distance from
each otncr. Dr Watson, too, assures us, luat ii is intel-

ligible to the touch, as wlU as lo tin sight, and conse-

quently may be used in the dark. ( Work ijuoted above,

p. 121.) It is remarkable, that even tnuse deaf and dumb
pupils WHO have been t night to speak vocally, alw.iys

employ tnis manual language alone, in addressing eifch

otiiir. Nor is it to l)e regarded merely as an instrument
of educalion. The Deaf and Dumb, in their after inter-

course with the world, will meei wiln many persons who
have taught themselves tu speak on the fingers, merely as

an amusement, and not fioni any delect in their organs
of hearing or ailii ulalion. Willi such persons, there-

fore, tney may often enjoy the pk-.isuie of conversalioii in

circumslances calculated to render Vocal Speech both
diflicult and enibai lassing.

After the pupil lias made a little progress in Writing
and Dactylology. Ihe more laborious task may be entered
upoii, of teaeiiiiig him Vocal Sficech.

Tills, uiKiuestionabiy, is the most extraordinary ac-
complishment wiiith it is possible for a Deal and Dumb
person to actjuiic. Tli.it it should be ijossiblc to instruct

such a person, througii the medium of wiiiing, as fully,

in every dcpaitmentof human knowledge, as those who
enjoy the sense of hearing, does not appear in the slight-

est degree remarkable; for it is not more difficult to as-

sociate our ideas with a system ol visible than of audible
signs. But that he should be capable of learning both
to emit sounds and to articulate them, merely by observ-
ing with his organs of touch and sight, tiiosc minute vi-

brations of the throat, and tnosc rapid and delii ate mo-
tions of the parts belonging to the mouth, which accom-
pany the speech of others, is a tiling so singular, that,

previously to experiment, we should suppose it almost
impossible. Yet ills curious to remark, that this seems
to have been a chief object even with those lo whom the

idea of instructing the Deuf and Dumb first occurred;
and that the earliest attempts which arc recorded to have
been made to teach Deaf-mutes to sjieak, appear to have
been attended with complete success. In truth, all those
WHO have enjoyed much experience in the education of
the Deaf and Dumb, agree in declaring, that this is a
deparlinent ol it, in which any one cannot fail to succeed,
who resolves to bestow sufficient time and patience on
the task ; and who has good sense and good nature
enough to encourage, by kind arts, the perseverance of
his pupil.

I n.iltending particularly to the phenomena of Speech,
two things present themselves for consideration : in the
first place, the various Hoimds wnich compose it; and,
secondly, dilTerenl Modes in which these sounds are be-
gun or ended.

The Sounds which enter into the composition of Speech
may be arranged into two classes; and these we shall

distinguish by the terms laryngaal and oral.
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Larijti^izal Sounds are those which are produced en-

tirely by the larynx. Such, for example, are the sounds

of the letters a, o, /, n. A distinction exists among these,

which, of course, is familiar to every one ; namely, some
of them are Vocal sounds, or constitute what is called

voice; others are JF/iis/ierins^ sounds, and occur only in

the ivhisper.

Both these kinds of sounds, without doubt, depend
on vibrations produced in the expired air during its

passage through the larynx; though it is not easy to as-

certain the causes of the difference betwixt them. We
may remark, however, that Vocal sounds are susceptible,

not only ol various degrees of strength or loudness, ac-

cording to the different degrees of force witli which the

air is expelled from the lungs; but also of the greatest

variations in tone, from changes in the dimensions of the

windpipe, or varieties in the shape or size of the rima of

the glottis. IVhisfiering sounds, on the other hand, are

susceptible of changes in point of loudness alone, with-

out the slightest perceptible variety in the quality of

tone ; and we are rather inclined to think, that the vibra-

tions on which they depend, are produced, not more by
the aperture between the vocal chords, than by the other

parts of the larynx. What is of more importance, how-
ever, to our present purpose to be known, is, that dur-

ing the production of every Vocal sound, a distinct vibra-

tion may be felt externally, by applying the fingers to

that prominence on the fore, and upper part of the neck
which corresponds to the larynx, and which is often de-

nominated the fiomum adami. But in the production

of a Whis/iering sound, no such vibration can be per-

ceived.

It is not, however, by any changes of loudness or tone

taking place in the larynx, that the Laryngeal sounds
employed in Speech are so much diversiticci; but by
differences in what we call, physiologically, their ex-

firession, and which depend on certain configurations vo-

luntarily given to the parts o£ the fauces and mouth,
while the sounds are emitting from the larynx. We are

accustomed, in fact, to observe a very great uniformity

in the tones and intensity of the sounds we employ in

Speech ; but were we even disposed to introduce more
variety in these qualities, still the Sounds would not un-
dergo any alteration of meaning ; unless they suffered

at some time a change in their expression. The letter a,

for example, may be sounded, in a whisper, or vocally,

with the utmost variety of loudness, and on every toiie

of more than three octaves of the musical scale, and yet

its signification remains unaltered; but the slightest

change of expression converts it into a new sound, such
as 0, or n, or r, having a different name, and a different

meaning.
Theve -are fwenXy-one Laryngaal sounds, all differing

in ex/tressio7i (vom each other, employed in the Enu lish

language. We shall consider each of these separately.

1. The sound expressed by the letter a in the words
art aiid at. In the former of these words, the sound is

expressed much more slowly than in the latter; in the

on'., inerefort, it is said to be long, and in the other short.

A long sound is usually poinied out by a straight line,

drL'Wi above the letter or I'-tters representing it, thus,

art; and a short one, by a curved line, thus, at. We
shaii enipioy ihese marks for the sake of brevity, in our
future il;vistr?l:ons.

In this s'.'.'.T.; the breath escapes entirely by the mouth,
so that i\ J i.'not be pronounced when the lips are shut.

Its ex/iression depends on a particular position of the

back part of the tongue and tlie velum of the palate.

We will not attempt to describe this ; but any one may
observe it in himself by means of a mirror. The ex-
pression suffers no change, either by varying the position
of the lips, or the teeth, or the tip of the tongue, or by
shutting the nostrils.

2. The sound which is expressed by the letter a in the
word hall, by au in taught, by o in hot, and by ou in

sought.

The expression of this sound depends on the same
parts of the tongue and fauces as the former; only the
root of the tongue is a little more arched upwards.

3. The sound expressed by o in vote, and by oa in

boat.

To give this sound its expression, thch^ck part of the
tongue is still a little more arched upwards than in the
former.

The expres.non is a good deal modified by varying the
size of the orifice of the lips. In common conversation,
it is always pronounced with a small opening of the lips,

which gives it a much more hollow expression, than when
the mouth is open, as during laughing ; and we may
observe, that the orifice is always less than during the
utterance of either of the two preceding sounds.

4. The sound expressed by a in rare, by ai in nvait^

by ay in day, by e in ell, by ea in pear, and by ei in

feign.
In this sound, as well as in the three preceding, the

breath escapes entirely by the mouth. The edge of
the tong^ie on each side is brought into contact with the
teeth of the upper jaw, as far forwards as the small
grinders ; its upper surface is formed into an arch, cor-
responding to the roof of the mouth, but separated to a
certain distance from it ; and in the channel thus formed,
the air passes forwards, and escapes between the tip of
the tongue and the fore-teeth of the upper jaw. The
expression is not altered by shutting the nostrils, nor by
varying the relative position of the jaws, nor by changing
the dimensions of the orifice of the lips, provided they
be not entirely slmt.

5. The sound expressed by the letter a in pale, by ai

in fail, and by e in elicit or devout.
The expression ot this sound depends on the same

parts as the former; only, the surface of the tongue is

brought a little nearer to the roof of the mouth, so that
the channel through which the air passes is smaller.

6. The sound expressed by the letters ea in ease, by
ee in sneeze and feece, by ei in receive, and by ie in be-
lieve and niece.

To give the expression of this sound, the tongue is

still farther elevated than in the former. Its edges are
in contact with the teeth of the upper jaw, as far for-

wards as the eye-teeth, and its upper surface is applied
to the roof the mouth, except along the middle, where
a small funnel is left for the breath, opening behind the
incisor-teeth.

The different degrees of elevation which are given to
the tongue in the production of these three sounds, may
not only be seen, but distinctly felt, by laying the finger
oa the surface of this organ when an attempt is made to
utter thein.

7. The sound expressed by the letter o in lose, by oo
mpool, and loose, by ou in wound, by n in pull, and by ue
in true.

This expression seems to depend on the same parts as
the 3d ; only the root of the tongue is raised so high,
that its posterior surface is almost perpendicular; and

A 2
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the 1 ihc throat, is made to pass

dir« bark pari of llic roof of

the mouth ll i» iiiiRliUf.i, loo, exactly like the 3(1 sound,

hy varidions in the site of tlic orifice of tlic mouth.

8. The sound exprc»»ed hy the letter r w foundtr, by

i in *Irrf, by o in ^rCniirr, and trdrrf, and by u in run.

It M im|iossible to describe with precision the confor-

mation of the pjrts within the mouth, upon wliich this

fx/imiion depends. The root of tlic tuiij^ue is not so

much elevated as in the Ist, 2d, 3d, and 7tli sounds, nor

the middle prt of it so much as in tlic 4tli, 5th, and 6th.

Its up|M-r surface is flat, and almost horizontal, and it is

not necessary that its edges should touch the upper teeth.

The breath i scapes entirely by the mouth; so that slop-

pinR the nostrils dois not produce the least modification

in the rxfirrttkin.

9. The sound expressed by the letter i, in the words

him, thick, givr.

In this fifirrtrion, the back part of the tongue is a

little more elevated than in the former; so that its sur-

face forms a slightly iHclincd plane downwards and for-

wards. This sound appears to bear the same relation to

the 8th, that the 5tli <locs to the 4th.

10. The sound expressed by the letter b, in boy, rob,

above.

In this sound, the velum of the palate is so raised as to

shut up completely the orifices leading from the throat to

the nose ; the breath, therefore, passes wholly into the

mouth. But the rjc/irrasion of the sound depends entirely

on the lips being shut; it cannot be pronounced at all

with the lips open. Now, as the air which has been

excited into vibrations in its passage through the larynx,

is afterwards, in this case, urged by the muscles of ex-

piration, entirely into the mouth, none escaping by the

nose ; and, as its escape from the mouth is also prevented

by the lips being shut, the mnuth must very soon be filled

with it, and then, of course, the sound will cease, expira-

tion being no longer possible. Accordingly, we oljservc,

that the sound of b is one, upon wliich we can hardly

dwell beyond two seconds.

The situation of the tongue docs not much affect the

rr/ireiaion of this sound, otherwise tlian in increasing its

duration and its hollowneas, when placed so as to enlarge

the cavity of the mouth, and in producing the reverse

effect, when in an opposite position. The sound is also

prolonged, and rendered more hollow, when wc permit
the inflation of the checks, for an obvious reason ; but,

in general, this indalion is prevented by muscular ac-

tions, simultaneous with those which shut the lips. The
position of the jaws does not modify the exftression.

1 1. The sound expressed by the letter d, in day, sad,

adore.

In this sound, as in tl-.e former, the pharyngaial ori-

fices of the nose are shut up by the velum of the palate ;

and the breath passes all into the mnuth. Its expies-
sion depends, however, on a very dilTcrenl situation of
parts. The edge of the tongue on each side is applied
close to the under surface of the five grini'ing teeth, and
to the inside of the eye-teeth, and then the tip is press-
ed firmly against the roof of the mouth, immediately
above the insertion of the incisors In this way, a com-
pletely close cavity is formed between the upper smfjce
of the tongue and the palate, which rcciives ine air from
the larynx, and gives it this p< culiar i jr//rf»«i(/n < alletl d.

When the cavity is filled, the sound, of course, ceases,
as in the cuse of A.

It is easy to see that this exfireation cannot be cfTccled

by shutting the nostrils, or the lips, r.or by varying the

position cl the lower jaw. When the tip of the tongue,

iiowever, instead of being applied to the roof of the

mouth, is placed under the edges of the liont teeth, a

peculiar modification of the cx/irea»ion is [uoduced, which
is extremely common in the dialects of some parts of Scot-

land, particularly in mat of Aberdeenshire.

12. The sound expressed \>y the letter g in good, dog,

begone.

In this sound, too, the passage from the throat to the

nose is stopped. The back pail of the tongue is raised

up towards the upper part of the veiuni of the palate,

and is then apptieci to it so closely as to form a small ca-

vity with it, opening downwards towards the larynx.

Tlie air passing into ibis, receives ils ex/iression ; but

as the cavity is small, and coiisequently soon filled, the

sound is one of very short duration; considerably shorter

than cither rf or b.

13. The sound expressed by the letter / in /ay, ybi/,

aictie.

Here, also, the breath passes out entirely by the mouth.
The tip of the tongue is pressed against the roof of the

mouth immediately above the insertion of the incisor

teeth ; and the edge of this organ on each side, is applied

only loosely to the inner surface of the remaining teeth

of the upper jaw ; so that the air escaping between these

teeth and the edges of the tongue, receives the cx/ires-

«ion of/. The sound cannot be pronounced unless the

lips are open.

14. The sound expressed by the letter m in tnan, him,

amend.
In this sound, the breath is urged alike towards the

mouth and the nose ; but it is on that portion of it alone,

which is directed towards the mouth, thai the ex/iression

depends. The tongue lies low, so as to allow a large

space for air, between its upper surface, and the roof of

the mouth; the jaws are slightly asunder; the lips are

shut ; and it is the breath pressing against the lips which
causes the expression of m.
Although it is necessary for this soimd that the lips

should be closed, and although the air is thus prevented
from escaping by the mouth, yet the free passr^ge for the

breath by the nose, enables expiration to go on ; and if

the nostiils be not stopped, the sound may be continued
until the lungs are emptied.
When the nostrils, however, arc lield fast, no more

air can be forced from tlie chest thr.n is sufficient to fill

the motrrti and fauces, and consccjuen'.ly the sound can-

not be prolonged bc) ond a second or two.

15. The sound expressed by the letter n in the words
no. en, and only.

Here the exfiression depends on the cavit)- of the

mouth's being shut, not by the lips, as in the former
sound, but by the tongue, which is placed exactly in the

same situation as in Ihe pronunciation of the 1 Itli sound.
With this difference, all the remarks that.have just been
made with respect to m, apply equally to n.

16. The sound expressed by the letter r in ran, far,
around.

In Ihis sound the breath escapes entirely by the mouth.
The edge of the tongue on each side is applied to the
under surface of the upper grinders and eye-teeth, as in

pronouncing d ; but the tip, allliough rendered pretty
firm by musctdar contraction, instead of being pressed
strongly against the roof of tlie mouth, is merely raised

so as to loiich gently the part immediately above the in-

sertion of the incisors. The air is then urged towards
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this point, sets the tip of the tongue into vibration, and

escapes around its edge. On this the expressioti of r

depends.

17. The sound expressed by the letter v invoiv,/iave,

aver.

The cxfiression of this sound depends on the under

lip being brought slightly ovei the edges of the upper

incisor and eye-teeth, but pressing only on the two

middle incisors Avith such force as to prevent the escape

of air. The breath, then, urged forward from the

throat entirely into the mouth, escapes between the un-

der lip and the edges of the lateral incisors and of the

cyc-tecth.

18. The sound expressed by the letter s in reason and

cousin, and by z in zoiie and lizard.

In this sound the tongue is placed nearly as in the ut-

terance of the 16th, and the breath escapes entirely be-

tween its lip and the roof of the mouth immediately above

the incisor teeth. The tip of the tongue, however, is

not set into vibration as in that sound, but remains stea-

dily in one situation, and the air in its passage receives

merely a sort of hissing exjirrstsion.

19. The sound expressed by * in {lieasurc, and by z in

azure.

Here the edge of the tongue, on each side, is placed

under the inferior surface of the upper grinding teeth ;

and its anterior part is so applied to the roof of the mouth,
as to leave only a small funnel in the middle, which ter-

minates behind the incisor teeth in a slight concavity

formed by the tip of the tongue. All the breath escapes

through this passage.

20. The sound expressed by the letters th in thus,

bathing, sivathe.

In this sound the margin of the tongue, all round, is

placed under the whole of the upper teeth ; but it is held

but loosely applied to the edges of the incisors, so that

the air, urged Ibrward from the throat, escapes between
it and these teeth.

21. The sound expressed by the letters vg in long,

gaining.

This is the only Laryngeal soutid in our languac:;e, in

which the breath escapes entirely by the nose. The in-

stant the nostrils are stopped, the sound ceases. The
cause of the cxfiression is easily seen. The velum of the

palate is brought a little downwards and forwards, ar.d

the posterior part of the tongue a little upwards and
backwards; they meet together, and shut upentirely the
passage to the mouth.

Oral sounds are such as are not produced in the La-
rynx, but by some of the parts belonging to the mouth.
Like the Laryngeal sounds, they are distinguished from
each other by iheir exfirctsion; but they differ from
these, on the other hand, in not being susceptible of the

slightest variety of tone. They arc only five in num-
ber.

1. The sound expressed by the letter r, in the words
cider, nicer; by s in sad, aslerfi, oaks ; by «r in scene;
and by sch in schi-im and schedule.

This sound depends on the l)reath being made to pass
through the mouth, without having undergone any
previous vibration in the larynx, while the tongue is

placed precisely as in the pronunciation of the 18th la-

ryngveal sound.

2. The sound expressed by the letter / in far, soft,

afraid; and hy ph w physic, phenomenon, aphorism.
This sound is caused by the breath being made to

pass out by the mouth, without any previous vibration,

while the under lip and upper teeth are exactly in the
position necessary for the utterance of the Ifth laryn-

geal sound.

3. The sound expressed by the letter t in nation; by
ch in champaign ; by sh in shew, ashamed, push.

This sound depends on the same situation of parts
within the mouth as the 19th laryngaeal sound, the breath
passing through without any previous vibration in the
larynx.

4. The sound expressed by the letters th in the words
thick, athwart, path.

This sound is caused by the breath passing out be-
tween the tongue and upper teeth, placed exactly as in

the 20th laryngeal sound, but without any previous vi-

bration in the larynx.

5. That soft but distinct sound accompanying the
emission of the breath, which we perceive at the end of
the words at, sleep, rack, and which occurs between tlie

two sounds expressed by the letters k and n in the word
acknonvledge.

Thus we find, that there are 26 distinct sounds. La-
rijngaal and Oral, employed in the English language.

Hut it is to be remarked in the next place, thut there
are certain modes, according to which, if these sounds
be either begun or ended, a material alteration will often

be produced in their meaning.
These Alodcs are five in number.
The 1st Mode is expressed by the letter c, in coal,

acme, siroc ; and by k in koran, make, lark.

This Mode consists in placing the tongue precisely in

the same situation as in the pronunciation of the 12th ia-
ryngteal sound, keeping it firmly there, and at the same
time urging the breath against it, without any vibration

in the larynx.

The 2d Mode is marked by the letter /; in hold, un-
happy.

Tliis depends on a short and quick action of the mus-
cles of expiration, by wdiich the breath is urged forward
with greater velocity than ordinary, and the sound, at its

commencement, receives a sudden sort of impulse.

This Mode is never employed to terminate sounds, but

only to begin them.

The 3d Mode is marked by the letter p in pay, up-
hold, stop.

This Alode is caused by the velum of the palate and
the lips being brought into the same situation as in ut-

tering the iOlh laryngaeal sound, andkc])t steadily there,

and thrn by the breath'sbeing urged forward agaiust the

lips, wilhout suffering any vibration in the larynx.

The 4th J\Iode is marked by the letter t in table, atone,

hat.

This JSIode depends on the breath's being urged for-

ward, without any vibration, into the mouth, the tongue
being placed exactly in the same situation as in pronoim-
cing the 11th laryngaeal sound.

The 5th Mode is marked by the letter to in ward,
awake, word, wound.

This Mode consists in urging the lips a little forward,

bringing them into contact, so as to leave only a small

hole in the middle, and then smartly enlarging that ori-

fice the instant the sound begins. The extent to which
the orifice is enlarged, depends on the nature of the sound
which is to follow.

These few remarks on the elementary sounds of our
language, are intended chiefly for the instructor of the

Deaf and Dumb, not for the pupil himself. We have
thought it proper to introduce them here, because the
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I'lject, vhich prevail in our coin-

:, kccia lo u& \cry vuguc and in-

Thr method of prorrdiirc in teaching the Deaf-mute

to • ; ^L !x>untl& uliicli wc
ha\ iLic-il, will) so much

11), by OIK wlio i.a» iiaii lilt most ample cxperi-

ihr art. l)r \Val»oii, that wc cuniiul do bcucr

Uian icn' ""i> worus.
" To I

.,'' »ays lie, " and to habituate the pu-

pil to as!>ucu'.c the sound which he ii Icuriiing to form,

with the figure of the Ullcr which ib lo he ils represen-

tative, this is disliiictly traced upon piper, or any con-

venient tablet, and he is made to look al il for a minute

or two. He then, if of acute intellect, will look u|)

with some anxiny in iiis countenance, as if he would

Bsk what he is to do wiih it. The sound is then slowly

and fully pronouiiced, and the learner made to observe,

by his eyes, the posilioii and motion ot the external or-

gai.s of speech, uiid \.o feel llic aslriclion of the muscles

of ;lic larynx, l.y plating his finger upon the throat,

carvfully making him perceive the difference lo be felt

there between soiii:d and silence. Having made these

observations for a minute or two, he will seldom hesitate

to alleinpt an iniilaiion of what he has been observing,

and thai for the most part successfully. When the con-

trary is the case, nothing more is necessary ihan patient

and good-nalurtd perseverance; for if he perceive that

his failure has excited chagrin or disappointment in his

teacher, he will make another effort with great reluctance.

The sound once acquired, must be practised sufliciently

to avoid any danger of losing it; for the greatest care

must be taken all through his progress, never lo pro-

ceed to a new scnndtill the preceding has become fami-

liar, and unaltcndetl with doubt as to the manner of pro-

nouncing it. A contrary practice would lead to endless

vexation. A principal requisite is to keep the learner

in good humour, and to make him think that he is doing
well beyond expectation,—nothing is more discouraging

than to put him bark."

On a comparison of the elementary Sounds of our
language, and the various Modes of beginning and end-

ing them, with the written characters by which they

are represented, it will be easily seen, that our alphabet
is extremely imperfect. There is not a distinct letter for

each siniple sound, and for each mode of beginning and
ending; but some sounds and modes arc represented by
one letter, and others by a combination of letters ; some-
liinrs one letter or combination is the mark of several

diflPerenl sounds or modes; and sometimes one sound or
mode is expressed by several liferent letters or combi-
nations. It is tills, among other circumstances, which
renders the pronouncing dictionary so necessary even to

natives of our own country, and which occasions so
much difficulty to the foreigner, and lo persons in the
situation of the deaf and dumb.
With a view not to perplex the pupil in his first les-

sons in elementary sounds, we would recommend, that

only one mode of representing each sound be chosen at

the commencement; the various other modes will be
pointed out afterwards, when the uses of the dilTercnt

letters of the alphabet arc iiilly exemplified. Tjius the
letter e may be selected, to represent the 4th Laryngaal
sound in the first instance ; and it may be afterwards
shewn, that Hic same sound is often expressed by a, ai,

atff ea, and ei.

After the scholar has acquired the power of pronoun-

cing the sounds in their separate state, he is next to be
instructed in the mo.ic of rombiiiing them together into

syllables ami words. Tiiis. upon trial, will be found to

be easier than might have been expected.
liul the rapidity of the pupil's progress in speaking,

andt.ie ultimate proficiency at which he arrives, will be
found to vary exceedingly in different cases. There are
very few who can be taught to pionouncc distinctly all

Ihi: Lari/ngxat sounds; one or two of these being almost
always unailainable. llut it is not always the same sound
that pi esents this difiicuity lo the learner ; in one pupil it

is the Isi, ill anotner the 3d, in another the 4lh, and so
on. Nor is il easy to instruct the Deaf and Dumb in that

gentle running of syllables into each other, that modula-
tion of the voice, and that variety of accent and of pause,
which are observed in the articulation of perfect and har-
monious Speech. On these accounts, their pronunciation
is, in general, accompanied with a kind of monotony and
broken as/iiruiion, if we may use this expression, which
renders it somewhat unpleasing. In some iiislances, how-
ever, these defects exist in a surprisingly small degree ;

and we have ourselves seen boys who had only begun to

articulate about ihreo years before, whose softness and
distinctness of utterance were altogether wonderful. .'\t

all events, it is gratifying lo know, that, however imper-
fect their speech may be, when compared with that of
others, it is, in most instances, suflitieiitly distinct to be
quite intelligible to their friends, and even to strangers,

after a little lime; and consequently thus answers the
leading purpose for wnich it is intended.

The same lessons by which the Deaf and Dumb are
taught lo articulate, and the same experience which
gives them facility of Sjjcech, instructs and improves
them, also, in the power of interpreting by the eye the
words of others. The quickness with which they come
at last to exercise this faculty, is quite remarkable. "It
is truly astonishing," says Dr Watson, " and would hard-
ly be credited by any one who had not seen it, how readily

deaf persons, who have themselves been taught to speak,
catch words, and even long sentences, from the mouths
of those who address them. Yet, in this sort of conver-
sation, il is indispensible that the speech should be im-
mediately directed to the s/iectalor, (wc must not call

him auditor,) who must have an opportunity of observing
every motion of the muscles, (as far as these can be seen
externally,) and countenance, m order to make out the
discourse. On this account, it is impossible for a deaf
person to understand the conversation of a mixed com-
pany, a discourse from the pulpit, or a harangue to an
assembly, where the speaker does not inmiediately ad-
dress him." {Jl'ork quoted at p. 180. p. 121.)

A\'e might add some very good observations, to the
same purport, from the writings of I)c VRpic; but we
shall content ourselves, at present, with quoting only a
few sentences, in which the Abbe, with characteristic

benevolence, pleads for the observation of proper indul-
gences towards the Deaf and Dumb, from all those who
wish to address them in Vocal Speech. After staling

the precautions to be observed in speaking to them, and
remarking, what indeed often surprises the by-slanders,

that there is no necessity, in doing so, for the least emis-
sion of the voice, he observes, Il est vrai que tons ceux
qui fiarlcnt vis-a-vis dcs sourds et murts- ne firennent fias

toutes Ics /irecautions que nous venons d'ex/ilii/uer, ec

c'est ce quifait qu'ils nr soni fias ausfi claircment enten-
dus.— Si Ics sourds et muets n'cnfendenl fias autant qu'ils

le fiourroient, ce n'esC fias Icur faute, mats celles dcs fier-
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senties qui fiarlent devant eux, et qui ne prennent fias lea

precautions ni-crssairrs pour se /aire entendre.

Kn vain repondroii on que ces per&onnes ne savenr pas

ks dispositions qu'elles doivcnt mettrc dans leiirs organes,

pour rendrt sensibles aux sourds et muets les paroles

qu'elles firononcent : sans douie elles ne le savant pas, et

e'est pour elli's une es/iece de myslere; mais elles les inet-

teni iiificliiiittiei^i ill {ces dispositions) dans leurs orgimcs,

sans quoi elles ne pourroient parler, et les sourds et muits

(ii.struii-!) Irs apercevront toujours^ tant qu'on ouvrira,

la bouclie aulant qu'il sera necessaire. et qu'on parlera

tentemeni en appuyant separemenl sur chaque syllabe.

JVous avons crtte complaisance pour les eirangers qui

upprenncnt notre larigue, et qui comtneJicf>n a I'entetidre

et a la parler; et di leur co'e ils font la mime chose avec

nous- tant que la leur ne tiozis est pas familiere. Pour-

quoi n'cn userions-nous pas de mime avec les sourds et

muets nosjrerrs. nos parens, nos amis, nos C07nme?isaux?"

(Encyclop. Mcii odique Arts et Me icrs, torn. v. p. 311.

4to. Paris, 1788.)

The last department of the education of the Deaf and

Dumb Avhich we proposed to consider, the Exjilanation

«/ the meaning of words, is botli the most interesting to

the teacncr, and tiie most agreeable to the pupil.

Tlie method o: procedure in this department, which
has been practised by Dr Watson, accords, with a very

few exceptions, so completely with that, which, after

considerable reflection on tliis subject, we had ourselves

set down as the best, that there is little left for us to do,

than to state this method, as nearly in that excellent au-

thor's words as possible; and to recommend its adoption

to all those wlio would attempt the instruction of the Deaf
and Dumb.

In commencing the Explanation of the meaning of
words, those terms ougiit, of couise, to be selected at

first, which are easiest to be u.^UTStood. Now, of all

the words of a langun;e, the names of the objects that

surround us admit o; the most direct application, and
they most naturally present tiieniselves to begin with.

The teacher, tbeieT'ir.-, shews a word, t>y which some
famiiar object is call-d; as body, head, face, Sec. and the

scholar is made to copy it, on iiis slate, and is taught to

pronounce it; he is then shewn the object named, and
made to point to it, w:iile he pronounces the name; till

he remembers the connection between the name and the

thing sutBciently, to point out the object wbeji shewn the

name, or 10 pronounce and write the name when slicwn

Xhti object. From the parts of the body, we proceed to

the coverinij of it, and learn tbe names of the articles of

dress in the «ame manner. We then learn the names of

the next most familiar objects; such as articles of furni-

ture, chair, table. &c. always taking care to make perfect

as we goon, and frequently going over all we have learnt,

till every word becomes familiar in its articulation, ortho-
grapiiy, and meaning.

Hitherto all is very easy. The objects, of which we
have been learning the names, are within our reach, and
about us in our apartment. But we are not always so
confined; and >ve can hardly take a step beyond tbe
threshold of our room, till we meet with something that
we know very well by sight, but cannot name. Wc can-
not remove it to oui apartment to learn its name there;
nor can we veiy conveniently cairy our writing tablets
with us, on all occasions.

Here another art, tliat speaks to the eye, comes to onr
aid: and the tool of tlie engraver, by Inrnishing us, in

small compass, with the lines that bound tbe visual ap-

pearances of objects, in perspective order, enables us
to keep their resemblances at hand; association recalling

those properties which manifest themselves to our other

senses.

With this view, Dr Watson has had executed, for the
use of his pupils, a series of engravings, representing,

with all the requisite accuracy, upwards of 600 diflcrent

objects. These are all comprehended in 80 octavo pages,

and annexed to his work, which we have already so often

quoted. The selection has been made with very great

judgment, and cannot fail to be of the utmost use in the

education of the Deaf and Dumb.
These engravings are accompanied with a printed vo-

cabulary, consisting of the names of all the objects which
the engr.ivings represent, and also of all those words
which are explained in the earlier lessons, before the

engravings are had recourse to. This vocabulary is

arranged in such a manner as to serve another very im-
portant purpose, namely, tbe explanation of a considera-

ble number of general oi generic terms. It is classified

or divided into sections; at the tup of each section is

written, in larger chaiacters, a. general term; and under
this are placed the names of various objects, to whicli

this term is applicable : Thus,

Fish.

Salmon.
Cod.
Flounder.

Sprat.

Flower.

Rose.
Pink.

Carnation.

Metal.

Gold.
Silver.

Copper.

Soal.

Whale.
Shark.

Eel, &c.

Primrose.
Violet.

Tulip, &c.

Lead.
Iron.

Tin, &c.

According to this simple and most obvious method,
may all general terms be explained. We recommend,
however, to Dr Watson, that he should revise his voca-
bulary for this purpose. It seems to us susceptible of
consi'lt r^'ble improvement. The generic names arc not

philosophically eliosen, and the illustrations of tliem often

not stridly accurate.

After having made the pupil familiar with this exten-

sive c taiogue of particul.ir and general words, wc
should be disposed to deviate a little from tbe pi.m re-

commended by this autnor, and to explain next to the
scholar as many of thos.: words wiich grammarians call

adjectives, as can conveniently be illustrated by example

:

And when he has been sufiiciently extrcised in these, it

seems to us, th :t we oug it then to proceed to instruct

him graduallv in all the remaining ki .ds of words toge-

ther; ii. verbs, and adverbs, and prepositions, &c. all in

connection. For this purpose, we ougnt to begin with
the iliustration of short and simple sentences, and pro-

ceed by degrees to such as are longer and more compli-
cated. Considerable assistance, we believe, may be de-
rived at the commencement from the engravings by Dr
Watson already referred to ; for many of these do net
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(jl>jccts, but objects

, "KJinciimcs actiii);,

,>.(|m.Mly, iliry arc applicable

All thc'l'laK 4, from IMate 4.

A luiivi-. It lii» work, seem \iry well adapt-

. vl. \Vi- k; '.w not whether tlic micl!i(;ent

•ultior hu» ever . » iiitliii manner.

But ill il > n <i: '1 stages, it will be found, that

our ill' lllu^l be cUrivtd cmiicly eitlicr from

actull t:,,... ,
.. . or fiom the lanpuage ol tmlural gi^ns.

Dr Wits.in sironnly inculcates the propriety ol the

teacher's learniiij; this natural lani^uatjo from the Deaf

aii<l Dumb themselves; unci the application which he af-

tcrwarxli directs should be made of it to the piirpobcsof

their own instruction, seems to us cxcctdinKly judicious.

«• Kvery one," says he," who would undrrluke the ardu-

ous tiisk of succissfully tcachini; the Deaf and Dumb,

should closely turn his attention to the study of th.-it lun-

Kuai;c termed naltmil. where il consists of gesture and

feature, in order to enable him to comprehend, as far as

possible, the signs of his scholars. Of liow much im-

jHJitancc it is to a tcaclier of the Deaf and Dumb to un-

derstand their si<iis, will readily be apprehended, if any

one will attempt either to teach or to learn a language,

without having another, common to master and scholar.

As if, for instance, an Englishman, understanding no

lang\iagc but his own, should attempt to teach it to a

Ocrnian, or vice vma. But r.- \ er let any tiling so chi-

merical be thought of, as an atti.njit to turn master to

the Deaf and Dumb, in the art of signing. Whatever

others may say. I own, I havo always found it best to be-

come, in some measure, a learner, instead of teacher, oF

this mode of expression."—" How much more fanciful

and useless," he afterwards remarks, (having just sup-

posed a European endcnvouring to new-model the scanty

vocabulary of a South Sea isl-.;nder)—" how much more
fanciful and useless, is an attempt to methodize signs

for the instruction of the Deaf and Dumb ! Would it

not be a more natural and rational mode of procedure

for the teacher to begin, by watching the objects and

occasions to which his scholar applied the words of his

barbarous speech; that by knowing tliese he might gra-

dually substitute tlic words of the language to be taught,

vising the yormer only as an introduction to the latter f

This is the sort of use I make of signs, their rude lan-

guage, in teaching the Deaf." I'age 81.

In the illustration of all those teims which express

the various forms of human action, it is obvious, that the

greatest advantage might be derived, from the aid of

some intelligent assistant no: affected witli Deafness. If

wc may judge fi-om the silt nee of those who have written

on the education of the Deaf and Dumb, as to this im-
portant help, it does not seem to have been sufficiently

t mploycd.
In all that remains, we are inclined to follow Dr Wat-

son implicitly. We perfectly agree with him, that it is

altogether injudicious to load the memory of the pupil,

at the outset, with those vague and subtle distinctions

among vrords, with which grammarians occupy them-
selves so much and so unproiitably, and about which
ihcy are slill so much at variance with each other. It is

quite enough, in the first instance, that they arjc taught,

by examples continually diversified and repeated, to use
words accurately, and as others use them. The meta-
physic of grammar is a fitter study for riper years. If

we be correct in tliis opinion, it may be doulnful whether

the education of those who arc not Deaf, might not bor-

row some improvements from the mode of instructing

those who arc;—whether the young scholar's earlier

years might not be more usefully employed in ac(iuiriiig,

by varied reading, writing, and conversation, greater co-

piousness, precision, and case of expression, than in

parsing meagre sentences, wiihout the slightest regard

to their spirit or meaning;—whether a few of those pre-

cious hours, which are sometimes wasted over the unpro-

fitable pages of some modern Hermes, had not belter be

devoted to the nobler task of seeking out the strength

of our language, and the best array of thouglit, in the

pages of Shakspcare, and Milton, and Addison, and

Hume.
After the pupil has proceeded thus far, Dr Watson

recommends that he should go over his vocabulary again,

with a view to learn the mode of drfining words, that is,

of telling the meaning of one word by another, or by

others. He prescribes this employment, not because he

thinks he will better understand the words in his vocabu-

lary, by being taught to define them, but because it

alVords an opportunity of enlarging it, by the ititroduction

of synonymous words, and words that arc derived in

some way from those wc are defining.

The scholar is now sufficiently far advanced to endea-

vour to acquire both amusement and instruction by read-

iiiff; and having arrived at this point, Dr Watson im-

poses on him a new and most important task. To dis-

cover the progress he is making, and to assist him in the

composition of sentences, he is required every day to

furiiish a certain number of lines, according to his capa

city, from his own ideas. He is at liberty to choose his

subject. He may relate what he has seen in his walk, or

in his play-ground; he may unfold the stores of his me-
mory, relative to more distant places and periods; he

may ask questions. Sec. His rude essays at expression

arc often curious, andretiuire some skill in the language

of pantomime to discover tlicir meaning by his own ex-

planations. This attained, il is put into correct, but easy

language; he commits it to his memory thus corrected,

and goes to work again, at his leisure hour in the evening,

for next day, generally profiting considerably by the

alterations it was necessary to make in his preceding

essay.

This is an exercise which has been prescribed with

the utmost success to the pupils of the Institution fur the

Deaf and Dumb in Edinburgh, by their teacher, Mr
Kinnibnrgli. Ho directs his scholars to address liim in

the form of letter; and in reading a considerable collec-

tion of these juvenile epistles with whicli Mr Kinnil)urgh

has favoured ns, we own tliat we have often been exceed-

ingly delighted with the simplicity and minuteness of the

narrative. Mr Kinnil)nrgh, with the same liberality vvith

which he has permitted us to be spectators of his lessons

at the Institution, has enaljled us to present our readers

with the following specimens.

The first is a letter from Charles Mackechnie, a lad of

sixteen, who is in the third year of his education, and can

speak tolerably well. It describes a visit to the college

court-yard, where a live Polar bear is at present kept,

and to the Museum of Natural History.

" Dear Sir, £dinbjirgh, March 1814.

Percival Clenncl's father, and his brother, and gentle-

man, came to your house to tUt; parlour, and he spoke

to you. When (xijion luhicli) you tuid us, ' Come to me,

you will change your coal;' and I went to the closet and

changed iny coat, and I went down stairs. And we went
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to the college ; and his father met his mother in North

Bridge, and we went to the college. And a gentleman

went to the house, and took a key out, and came to us.

And we went to the door, and he opened the door, and I

wondered at a bear. And I saw a fence at the bear, and

a lad took a pole, and he held it to the bear, and it roared.

And he gave his father a pole, and he took and held it

through the fence to take out flesh and bone, and it caught

it, and it roared. And Percival Ciennel and his brother

were afraid of bear in the den, when we went from it to

the door, and shut the door. And we went to a house,

and man opened the door, and wc went to the beasts and

birds in the room. And I saw an elephant's head by the

bone, and young lion, and a littie ostrich witli a big egg,

and cassowary, and serpents, and black monkey, and a

deer had a long horn, and unicorn has a very long horn,

and ducks, and shells, and marbles, and pebbles, and

wild shark, and humming birds, and many clothes and

shoes for Indian in cup-board hanging on the partition ;

and his father spelled to us the names of beast and

birds.

I am, Sir, your affectionate pupil."

The next is by Joseph Turner, a lad of fifteen, who
is also in the third year of his education, and speaks

pretty well. It is entitled, a I'isic Co the Court uf Ses-

sion.

Edinburgh, Wth Feb. \^\i.
" I, John Wilkic, and Charles Mackechnie, went to

the Court of Session, and we saw a number of gentle-

men and advocates walking in the Court of Session. And
a judge was sitting on a soft chair near the wall. He had

a red gown on him, and a powdered wig on his head,

and a large white band for a neckcloth on his breast.

The advocates were sitting on the form before the judge,

and they had black gowns on their bodies, and powdered
wigs on their heads. One of the advocates got up from
the form, and spoke out to the judge, and he hearkened

to him speaking. When he sat down, the judge wrote

in a book on the desk. Two advocates got up from the

form, and one did not speak out ; but the other advocate

spoke out to the judge, and he listened to him speaking
out. I saw a gentleman put many pieces of paper on
the desk, and the judge wrote them; when the gentle-

man took them from the desk, and put them on another

desk. When the judge had done writing them, he lean-

ed his back on the back of the chair at the wall, and lis-

tened to the advocates speaking. Do you know what
the advocates were speaking to the judge? Many large

pictures hang on the wall of the Court of Session. An
image of a judge* sat up on the chair at the wall."

The next is an extract of a letter from the same. It

describes, with no small degree of poetic feeling, one of

the most pleasing cares of a pastoral life.

' "Sir, Edinburgh, 1 0th March 1814.

1 was a keeper of bees. My motiier told me that I

was a good boy to watch the bees flying round the bee-

hives in the garden, in the summer or autumn of year
1808 and 1809. It was pleasant; for bees flew round
the hives. She told me, that " you must watch the
bees flying round them, if they fly away in the air from
the bee-hives.' When (ufioji which) I ran to my mo-
ther's house, and told her that the bees flew away in the
air; and then we went to her garden, to see the bees
flying in. the air. I threw at the bees flying with clay,

and my mother beat the iron pan with one iron stick ;t

for the bees sat on the trees in my father's field, and
they did not fly. She told me to go and biing another
bee-hive, and a table. I went away to the house, and
I took them to the field, and I gave them to her. And
she put the bee-hive on the tree or the bush near the

bees; and I saw she covered her face with a white veil,

and she shaked them into the bee-hive from the bush
with her right hand. In the evening, I and my father

went to his field, and took the bee- hive to his garden,

and put it on the broad stone; and we went into his

house and rested ourselves.

Yours, &C."

These specimens have been copied literally from the

manuscripts of the pupils, and have not undergone the

slightest correction from the inaster. The general turn

of the expression in some parts, but particularly in the

last specimen, seems to us to bear a striking resemblance
to the language of scripture; and yet v/e are assured,

that all these compositions were written before either of

the boys had begun to read from books of any sort.

In concluding the consideration of this department,
we have only further to remark, that it is quite unneces-
sary to delay beginning the explanation of words, until

a certain progress has been made in Writing, and Dac-
tylology, and Speech. It might even be entered on, be-
fore any of these departments are commenced. The
connection betwixt objects and the written characters

which represent them, can be established equally well,

whether the pupil to whose organs of vision they are

addressed, is or is not, able to speak or to write them.
The explanation of v;ords, therefore, ought to be begun
as soon perhaps as the scholar enters on his education,

although but a very small portion of his time can, at

this early stage, be devoted to that object.

We have now gone through, with all the minuteness
that appeared retiuisite to ourselves, and perhaps with

more than may have seemed necessary to some of our
readers, the different departments of the education of
the Deaf and Dumb. Wc s'lall be happy if our remarks
are found calculated to afford the slightest assistance to

any humane individual, who may have resolved to at-

tempt the instruction of any Deal and Dumb relation or

friend, in the privacy and retirement of his own home.
But we much fear that private tuition, in the case of the

Deaf and Dumb, as vrell as in th:U of other children, can

seldom be conducted with so much judgment as to afford

adviintages to the pupil, equal to the metliod of public

instruction. We should wish, therefore, to regard all

the early domestic lessons, which the natural affection of

a parent may lead him to bestow on his Deaf and Dumb

• A marble statue of the Lord President Forbes.

•J Our readers will recollect that this practice is at least as old as Virgil .

-" Hue tu jussos adsperge sapores.

Vol. VIII. Part. I.

" Trita melisphylla, et cerinthse igiiobile p^amen

:

" Tinnitusque cie, et Matris equate cymbala circum."

Georg. lib.

B
63.
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child, in Uie liglit merely of preparation for his inlroduc-

lion into some public school.

There is much reason to rcjjrct, that the public insti-

tutions for this purpose in tlrc.a Britain arc so few in

We arc ac(|uaintcd only witli two that liavc yet

. any reputation, one in London, and the other in

l.dii.juixh.

The former is entitled, the "Asylum for educating

the Deaf and Dumb Cliildrcn of the Poor," and was in-

stituted in 179J. This asylum contains at the present

time, if we arc not niisiiifornud, about lUO pupils; and

these arc fortunate ctioUKh to have for their iustiuctor,

the very judicious person whom wc Have had occasion

M> often to ijuotc, Dr Josc-ph Watson. It docs not, how-

ever, admit any children on the charitable foundation

until they arc nine years old. " The reason for fixing

upon this aKe,"say8 l)r Watson, " was not any idea that

it was the earliest at which reguiai education could be

advantageously be>;un ; but ^ve years bcinjj deemed,

generally speakinR, sulTitieul to acconii)lish that course

of instruction thought most essential to children, desti-

ned to earn their brcail by the labour of their hands, and

/iurteen t)cnig the earliest age at wiiich they could be

apprenticed, it w.is judged best, for the economical

purposes of the institution, not to receive them before

the dt;e of nine years."

Tnat he may not be misapprehended, Dr Watson af-

tcrwanls states precisely wli;U he untlerstaiids by an edu-

ca'ion most essential to di al children of the class men-

tioned. " I decn\ it essential," says he, " that they should

have such a knowkdije of language, as to enable tliem

to express their idiHS on common occasions; to uiider-

s'.aMf! the commands or directions it may be necessary to

giv.- them in ordinary cases. Sec; to read with intelli-

ge.ice the precepts, the cx:iniples, and the promises,

which arc coi.lained in the scriptures, particularly the

New Testament; that they should write a good hand,

spell correctly the words they use, and understand the

principal rules of arithmetic. When 1 say that these ac-

quirements may be attained in^vf years, I mean to state

that as the shortest lime, even where the capacity of the

leainer is ^ood."

The " Edinburgh Institution for the Education of

the Deaf and Dumb Children of the Poor," was esta-

blished only in UIO. Its objects are precisely the same
as those of the London Asylum. It docs not admit chil-

dren before eight, nor after fourteen years of age. It

already contains 33 pupils, and yet we arc persuaded

that its advantages only retiuire to be more generally

known in this part of the island, to secure to it still

more of the public favour than it h^s already enjoyed.

We can speak from our own observation, as to the jus-

tice done this institution by the teacher Mr Kinniburgh,

who is a person in every respect well cjuallificd for the

important and laborious duties of his situation.

Wc shall conclude tliis article with a few historical

remarks.
If the authorities to whom we have found reference,

relative to this point, be correct, a Spanish Benedictine

monk, of the convent of Sahagun in Spain, named Pe-

dro de Ponce, who died in 1584, is the first person

ivho is recorded to have instructed the Deaf and Dumb,
and taught them to speak. Ambrosio Morales, the con-

temporary and friend of this Pedro dt Ponce, in a work
on the Antiquities of Spain, which seems to have been
\Trittcn about 1583, speaks of him thus: "Pedro de

Ponce has taught the Deaf and Dumb to speak witlj

singular perfection. He is the inventor of that art. He
has already taught, in this manner, two brothers and a

sistei ol the Constable ; and is at present occupied in

instiucting a son of the Governor ol .VriMgon, wno, like

the preceding, has been Deaf and Dumb from birth.

What is most surprising in this art, is, that his pupils,

notwitlistanding tneir deafness, speak, write, arid rea-

son very well. I have a paper belonging to one of

them, Don Pedro tie Velasco, the brother of the Con-
stable, ill which he tells me, that it is to Father Ponce
he is indehleil for being able to speak." {(juotcd bij

Don ICmmanuel jVunez de Taboatla, in a note to p.

xxxviii. vj I'rrf. to ^natomie el Physiologic dit Hysteme

A'crvcux en General, par V. J. Gall it G. Spurz leim,

vol. i. 4io, Pari:> 18iO.) Vallcs, also a coniemporary and
friend of De Ponce's, in a work entitled, De Sacra Phi-

loso/ihia, published about 1588, bus this expression re-

specting him : " Peirus Pontius, Monachus Santti Be-
nedict!, amicus mens, qui, res nnrabilis ! natos surdos

(locebat loqui." In confirmation of these testimonies,

Don Emmanuel Nunez, a Spaniard, mentions that, he
has read in tiic register of deaths of the Benedictine

Convent of San Salvador de Ona, where Pedro de
Ponce passed the greater part ol his life, the following

note :' " Obdorinivit in domino, frater Petrus de Ponce,

hujus domus benefactor, qui, intei ceieras virtutes, quae

in illo maxime tut runt, in nac praccipue Hcjruil, ac tele-

berrimus toto urbc fuit r.abitus, scilicet, Mvros Loqui
DocENDi. Obiii anno 1584, niense Augusio." (^U'ork

quoted abo-ve, p. xl.) The same person states, loo, that

other Spanish authors, such as Lepez and Caslaniza,

some of tiieni contemporaries ol De Ponce's, also speak
of him in the highest lernis, and assure us that he not

only taught his pupils to speak, but instructed them in

every science which it is possible to teach to those who
enjoy all the senses.

in the anonymous translation into English of the

Aobe de I'Epee's Method of Edurating the Deaf and
Dui7ib,' (8vo. London 18ol,) llic iranshilor, in a prelace,

makes the following remark : Of former instructors, he
who seems to have obtained greatest notice was Oonet,

a piiesi. Secretary to the Constable of Castile, whose
younger brother had lost the sense of hearing w hen two
years old. The difficulty of procuring instruction for

him creating much distress in the family, Bonet, qua-
lified for the province of tuition by great knowledge
and uncommon learning, undertook the care of his edu-

cation ; in which he succeeded beyond every hope. The
system which he formed on the occasion was printed at

Madrid in 1 620, under the title of Reduction de las Le-
tras, y Arte fiara ensenar a hablar los JMudos, detiicated

to I'hiiip HI. and accompanied, according to the custom
of the age, with encomiums in verse and prose, from
poets and philosophers. The author is said to have been
afterwards in tlie service of the Prince of Carignan, and
to have continued many years to teach persons to whom
the misfortune of Deafness made his lessons needful."

Nunez, however, to whom we have already referred,

maintains, tliat Juan Paulo Bonnet must have derived

his knowledge and his method regarding this subject,

entirely from De Ponce ; for Bonnet was secretary to

the Constable at the very time De Ponce was employ-
ed in teaching the Constable's two brothers and sister.

[^IVork quoted above, p. xli.)

Tnere is, therefore, some obscurity connected with

the history of this work, tvliich it will not noW; pef-
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Jiaps, be easy to remove. We have neitlier seen the

Treatise itself, nor any account of its contents; but we
presume it has considerable merit, as we observe that it

was much consulted by De I'Epee, when he first began

to teach his pupils to speak.

Tiie translator of De I'Epee's Met/iod, mentions a

treatise as having been published by Dr John Bulwer,

an English physician, in 1648, entitled, Philocojihus,

or the Deaf and Dumb Mail's Friend. We have not

seen this work either; but we believe we can form some
idea of its value, from two other short publications by

tlie same author, which appeared in 1 644, the one enti-

tled Cliirologia^ or the J^i'alural Language of the Hand.,

and the other Chironomia, or the Art of Manual Rlieto-

rique ; in neither of which are there even absurdities suf-

ficient to reward their perusal. We presume it is the

same Bulwer who wrote a curious book, entitled, An-
throfiomorphosis ; in which he treats of the various

shapes and dresses, which men have assumed in the dif-

ferent ages of the world.

In 1653, a work of great labour appeared by Dr
Wallis, entitled Grammatica Lingue Anglicanie ; and to

this was prefixed, by the same author, a treatise of con-

siderable acuteness and originality, De Loquela, give de

Sonorian omnium, loquetarium formaiione. In conse-

quence of these investigations, his attention seems to

have been directed to the subject of the education of

the Deaf and Dumb. A very interesting letter of his

to Mr Boyle, dated from Oxford, March 1662, is in-

serted in the Philoso/ihical Transactions for July 1670;
wherein he informs Mr Boyle of his having just entered

on the task of endeavouring to teach a person to speak
and to understand a language, who had lost his hearing,

and consequently his speech, when about five years old.

He states the considerations which induced him to at-

tempt this work, and the manner in which he proposes

to conduct it; and nothing can be more sound or judi-

cious than all his remarks on this subject. " The task

itself," says he, " consists of two very different parts ;

each of which doth render the other more difficult : for,

beside that which appears upon the first view, to teach

a person who cannot hear, to fironoiince the sound of
words, there is that other, of teaching liim to under-
stand a language, and know the signification of those

words, whether spoken or written, whereby he may both
express his own sense, and understand the thoughts of
others ; without which latter, that former were only to

speak like a parrot, or to write like a scrivener, who,
understanding no language but English, transcribes a
piece of Latin, Welch, or Irish; or like a printer of
Greek or Arabic, who knows neither the sound nor sig-

nification of what he prinleth."

At the conclusion of the letter, he mentions the pro-
gress he had already made, which he pronounces to

have exceeded his expectations. His pupil had been
with him only about two months ; and yet in that short
time he had got over the greatest difficulties of both de-
partments; there was hardly any word which (with
deliberation) he could not pronounce ; and he had al-

ready learned the meaning of a considerable part of
those English words which are in most frequent use.

About thirty-six years after this, a letter of Dr Wal-
lis's was printed in the Philosophical Transactions,
(Phil. Trans. 1698, p. 353.) in reply to one from Mr
Thomas Beverly, in which that gentleman had request-
ed his advice, relative to the education of five Deaf and
Pumb children. In this letter Dr Wallis mentions,

that, four or five-and-thlrty years before, he had taught
Mr Alexander Popham, who had been born Deaf, to
speak distinctly, and to understand a Language so as
to express his mind tolerably well by writing, and to
understand what was written to him by others. Prior
to this, too, he states his having taught Mr Daniel
Whaley ; the same gentleman, we presume, whose edu-
cation he had just entered upon, when he wrote to INlr

Boyle in 1662. "Some other Deaf persons, " he also
adds, "I have not attempted teaching them to speak;
but only so as (in good measure) to understand a lan-
guage, and to express their mind (tolerably well) in
writing. Who have thereby attained a much greater
measure of knowledge in many things, than was thought
attainable to persons in their circumstances; and be-
come capable (upon further 'improvement) of such fur-
ther knowledge as is attainable by reading."

After stating shortly the mode of proceeding in
teaching the Dumb to s/iea{-, and referring to his Trea-
tise de Loijuela, with that view, he observes : " This is,

indeed, the shorter work of the two, (however looked
upon as the more stupendous.) But this, without the
other, would be of little use. Eor, to pronounce words
only as a parrot, without knowing what they signify,
would do us but little service. The other part of the
work (to teach a Language) is \diat you now enquire
about." He then goes on to detail the method he had
followed in this department with success, and which
reflects equal credit on his acuteness and good sense.

In the Philoso/ihical Transactions for January 1668,
p. 602, there is an account of a small Tract which was
published the preceding year, both in Latin and Ger-
man, by F. M. B. V. Helmont, entitled Alfihabetum.
JVaturx. In the first dialogue of the first part, the au-
thor is said to treat "of the motions and configura-
tions of the mouth of man : and how a man born Deaf,
and consequently Dumb, may come to understand, both
them, and by them, the mind of him that forms them;
where it is observed, that a man born Deaf is not alto-
gether destitute of all motion of his tongue, and that he
may be taught to understand others by the motions of
the mouth and tongue, much after the manner as
others are taught to read. To which is annnexed, a
method suitable to that principle, of teaching Deaf and
Dumb men to speak ; together with an example of a
musician, who being altogether Deaf, and weak-sighted
withal, was, by the author, brought so far in the space
of three weeks, that he was able to answer to all that
was spoken to him, provided it were done slowly, and
with a well opened mouth ; who also afterwards by him-
self, as soon as he had by this very way learned to know
the letters, and to read, did, by confronting only the Ger-
man and Hebrew Bibles, learn in a short time the He-
brew tongue so well, that now he understands the whole
Hebrew Bible.

The subjects of the remaining parts of this work, all

relate to Speech or Language ; but they seem to be
treated in a very whimsical manner.

In 1669, Dr Holder publishfd his Elements of Sjieecit,

with an A/ifiendix concerning persons Deaf and Dumb.
Tiie appendix contains an account of the mclliod he
employed in the education of a Deaf and Dumb per-
son, who was recommended to his care in 1659, and
whom he tauglit successfully to speak. The whole
work is rather tedious and obscure.
The translator of De L'Epee's Method, (Pref. p. vii.)

refers to a work printed in 1 670, entitled a Treatise.
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Hote thai ere born Dtaf and Dumb ; and

iinc of Gcor)»r Siiis' iiK-, as ilb auilior. It

.J iicjt of ihc tuiiiuii of thu Di-af ami Uiimb,

III a loose »n(l jjcncial nuiincr, as a suhjcct of

k| ' ulaijve cii(|Uiry ; but wc ha\o ncvtr stcn it.

Ihc ucxl work, in point i,f dale, rtln'.ivc to this sub-

ject, i» ;i 4iiij" trv-itisc by Gco.,;r UalRanio, published

at Oxford in 168 , under tlic loilo.\inv; title: Uidai-

nhfofibut, 'jr 'Hr Uraf and Dumb man't Tutor, to viliich

ia addrd, a Viicourte of the tiulurr and number /'

Doub'r Comonantt : Buih 's/iich Tracia bring tbf first

(7"or »Aof thK Author knoxm) that havr been /luilithed

upon ti:her tj the Subjects.

Tiiis ti-catinc is purely speculative. The author docs

not profess to have actually taught the Deaf and

Dumb; he only pouii^ out tlieir capability of being in-

structed, <i.d lj)s down the ijcneval princii)lcs accord-

ing to -.vnicti he conceives thjt their Education oii:.^hl

to be conductcU. It is obvious, however, not only from

the lillc-pnf;c. but :'iso from liic whole tenor of his

ireati:^'-, I ' t he \*.is altogether ignorant of Ihc success-

ful LIkju'-s oI WaMis and Holder, and the other au-

thor! to wnom we have referred, as preceding him in

this Jtpartroci '. , a circumstance for which it is not

easy to nct'.ui!'., wiien we consider that he had lived

at O.ii.rd lor i:pwarJs of twenty years prior to the pub-

lica'.'on of ni» bj j*.

Tne oi'iy media, he conceives, by wl\ich instruction

cai. be cfl'.ctuaily conveyed to the Deaf and Dumb, or

by whirii tlity can be enabled to communicate their

thougnis to others, arc Wriiiiit; and Manual speech. He
h»s no doubt that a Deaf Man may be taugiU to speak

vocatiy ; but he seems to think that this sort of speech

will always be so imperfect in him, that it is not worth

his ac'iuiring. As to such a person's being able, by

the eye, to undcrstatid the speech of others, he endea-

vours to prove that that is impossible, by an argument

i fiottcriori, as he calls it, delivered in the regular form

of Syllogism.

In consequence of these false views, his attention

seems to have been chiefly directed to the improve-

ment of the department of Dactylology ; and after much
search and many changes, he fixes on a Finger-Alphabei

performed with one hand, which he regards as a very

important discovery, and which he describes minutely

in hi» eighth Chapter.

The parts of his treatise, however, which appear to

us to possess most merit, are those he entitles the

Deaf Afan't Dictionary, and the Grammcr fur Deaf
Peraoni. The general principles according to which

he proposes, in these, that the D.af and Dumb should

be in<-tructed in the Meaning of IVords, are (piile cor-

rect; and accord completely with tiiose which Wallis

had laid down in his letter to Boyle, and by which he had

actually regulated liis practice nearly twenty years be-

fore. His method, howevtr, whei> considered in detail,

is inferior to that of Wallis, both in arrangement and
perspicuity.

The treatise, taken as a whole, is spirited and amu-
sing; and is, obviously, the production of an original

Oiind.

About the year 1690, a Swiss physician, named John
Conrad Amman, was requested to undertake the educa-

tion of a young girl at Hacrlcm, who had been bom Deaf
and Duinb. He succeeded so well in this task, that, in

two months, she could not only read distinctly, but could

write Uovrr. n'hatever was slowly spoken to her ; and at

last could support a conversation on any subject, and re
ply with promptness to those who iiiteirogated her; hear-

ing, as it w..re, by the eyes.

He ,Aiblished an account of the method he employed
on tliis occasion, in 1 69'J, entitled, Surdut Loquent. Uul
after having occupien himself occas^ottally, as it would
seem, in this species of education, for several )ears,

during his residence as a physician at Amsterdam, he

published this essay \inder an enlarged form in 1709, en-

titling it DUcrrtaiio de Loijuda. In this Dissertation he

treats, not oidy of the means by which the Deaf and
Dumb may be taught to speak, but of Voice and Spcccli

in general, and of the nature and treatment of certain

imp'.'diments or imperfections of Speech. The treatise

is inferior, we tliink, in all its branches, to the writing*

of Wallis on the same svd)jects, but superior to the work
of Holder. The author does not seem to have been,

aware when he composed it, that so much had been
written befcirc him relative to the Education of the Deaf
and Dumb. He only became acquainted with what Wal-
lis had done in this department, when his Dissertation

was printing.

Alter this period, the number of teachers of the Deaf
and Dumb seems to have increased very rapidly on the

continent.

In 1749, the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, re-

port very favouiably, of the exertions of a M. Pereire,

who seems to have been employed for some time pre-

viously, in educating the Deaf and Dumb in that city.

They state, that M. Pereire had presented to the Aca-
demy, two young persons born Deaf and Dumb, whom
he had instructed to uiiderstand whatever was addressed

to them, either in writing or by signs, and to reply either

in writing, omivi voci ; that they read and pronounced
all sorts of expressions in French; that they were ac-

quainted with Grammar and Arithmciic; and knew a

little of Geography : That Pcrcire, in addressing his

pupils, employed either Writing, or a Manual Alpha-
bet; but that he hoped to teach them, in lime, to com-
prehend what was said to them, merely by the motions

of the lips: That the progress of his pupils skewed the

goodness of his Method of Instruction, which, however,
lie kept a secret; and that the Academy conceived they

could not loo much encourage M. Pereire to cultivate

so useful an art. {^cc Hist.de I'Acad. Roy. dea Sciences,

1719, 8vo. p. 269.)

It does not appear that Pereire ever published a syste-

matic account of his mode of Instruction. But De
I'Epfee asserts (with what truth we kiiow not) that he

hati profited by the labours of Wallis, and Bonnet, and

Amman, (/i. 277. of IVork quoted at fi. 6.) A well

written memoir of his. however, will be found in the

5th volume of the M^moires Presentea a I'jlcademie

Royale, (4to, Paris 1768,) in reply to one inserted in the

same volume by M. Ernauld. In this memoir, besides

vindicating his claim to the discovery of a very curious

fact relative to the Deaf and Dumb, namely, tliat they

may be taught to distinguish sounds to a certain extent,

merely by the impressions produced on their skin by the

breath of the person speaking, Pereire points out several

very important distinctions in the degree of Deafness,

with which different Deaf-mutes are affected.

M. Ernauld, who called forth this Memoir from Pe-
reire, undertook the education of two Deaf-mules at

Bordeaux in 1756, and the following year they appear
to have been presented to the Royal Academy of Sciences.

But there is every reason to suspect, that he had derived
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hints of the method he pursued from Pereire, and that

he acted uncandidly towards this person. The Memoir,
besides some general observations, contains an account of

his successful proijress w^th a third pupil.

From the report of tlie Royal Academy, it would ap-

pear that, prior to Pereire's kssons, Emmanuel Ramiies,

Pierre de Castro, and Father Vaniii, had been employed

in teaching the Deaf and Dumb in Paris; and Ernauld

mentions, in 1768, that Rosset, Professor of Theology

at Lausanne, and Rousset, residing near Nimes, had then

devoted themselves to this occupation. None of these

individuals, however, seem to have communicated either

their methods, or the results of their exertions, to the

public.

No person, perhaps, has ever conducted the educa-

tion of the Deaf and Dumb, in all its branches, with more
distinguished success, than Mr Thomas Braidwood. Mr
Braidwood was the first person who kept a regular aca-

demy, for this purpose, in Great Britain. He entered

on the profession, with a single pupil, at Edinburgh,

in 1764; but the number of his scholars increased with

his reputation, and he continued teaching a large school,

for many years, in this city, and afterwards at Hackney,
near London, until his death in 1 806. Innumerable testi-

monies might be produced as to the great proficiency

of his scholars ; but we shall content ourselves with

selecting one or two sentences from Dr Johnson on this

subject, who visited Mr Biaidwood's academy, while

in Edinburgh, on his return from the Western Isles, in

1773.
" There is one subject of philosophical curiosity,"

says he, " to be found in Edinburgh, which no other

city has to show; a college of the Deaf and Dumb, who
are taugat to speak, to read, to write, and to practise

arithmetic, by a gentleman whose name is Braidwood.
The number which attends him, is, I think, about
twelve, which he brings together into a little school, and
instructs according to their several degrees of profi-

ciency."
"—This school I visited, and found some of thescho-

lars waiting for their master, v/hom they are said to

receive at his entrance with smiling countenances and
sparkling eyes, delighted with the hope of new I'leLO,"

"•—The improvement of Mr Braidwood's pupils is

wonderful. They not only speak, write, and understand

what is written, but if he that speaks looks towards
them, and modifies his organs by distinct and lull ut-

terance, they know so well what is spoken, thr.t it is

an expression scarcely figurative to suy they hear with
the eye."

He afterwards adds, in his characteristic manner: " It

was pleasing to see one of the most desp.rate of human
calamiti(;s capable of so much help : whatever enlarges
hope, will exalt conrage; after having seen the Deaf
taught arithmetic, who would be afraid to cultivate the
Hebrides?" (Joumeij to the Western Isles.)

It is said that Mr Braidwood was restrained from lay-

ing his system before the public, solely by a persuasion
that he could not explain it in ivorda with sufficient pre-

cision to enable any one to act upon it. But '.ve fortu-

nately possess the means of appreciating its merits fully,

in the work of his relation and able assistant Dr Watson

;

who, it is generally understood, teaches according to the

principles of his master. That work, to which we h;ive

already referred so frequently, is, without any exception,
the best that has yet appeared relative to the education

•J the Deaf and Dumb. How far Mr Braidwood was

acquainted with the writings of Wallis we know not

;

but his general views are the same. Dr Watson seems
to have methodised and improved the systems of both.

All this had been done and written, before the name
of De L'Epee was known. But chance now directed
the attention of this reverend person to the education of
the Deaf and Dumb ; and he had soon the good fortune,

not only to acquire a much more general reputation
throughout Europe, than ever had been enjoyed by
his predecessors or cotemporaries ; but even to be look-
ed on with admiration by many, as the first philosopher
who had discovered the possibility of illuminating the
minds of this unfortunate class of persons. The Abb^
happening to go into the house of a lady in Paris, who
had two daughters that were born Deaf and Dumb,
foimd her disconsolate for the death of their preceptor
Father Vanin. He was touched with pity for their con.

dition, and went home reflecting how he could best sup-
ply the place of their teacher. Soon after, he returned ;

put some of his reflections to the test of experiment,
was satisfied ; and resolved to bccotne their preceptor
himself. Thus began his philanthropical exertions as an

instructor of the Deaf and Dumb, and thus commenced
his fame.

The English translator of his Method informs us,

(Pref. p. viii.) that the Abb^ instituted a seminary, in

which he received as many of the Deaf and Dumb, as

he could superintend, and forined preceptors to teach

those in distant parts. " The number of his scholars,"

says Ite, " grew to upwards of sixty ; and, as the fame
of his operations extended, persons from Germany, from
Switzerland, from Spain, and from Holland, came to

Paris to be initiated in the method he practised, and
transfer it to their several countries."

" The expences," this author observes afterwards,
" attending the seminary which he established, were
wholly defrayed by himself He inherited an income,

as M. de Bouiliy informs us, amounting to about 14,000

livres, (nearly 600/. sterling,) of which he allowed 2000

for his own person, and considered the residue as the

patrimony of the Deaf and Dumb, to whose use it was
faithfully applied. So strictly he adhered to thisappro-

pri:.tion, that in the rigorous winter of 1788, when in his

6Stii year, and suffering under the infirmities of age,

he denied himself fuel rather than intrench upon the fund

he baa destined them. His housekeeper having observ-

ed his rigid restriction, and. doubtless, imputing it to

its real nirtive, led into his apartment forty of his pupils,

who besought him, with tears, to preserve himself for

their iukes. Having been thus prevailed on to exceed
his ordinary expenditure about 300 livres, he would af-

ter\»:trds say, in playing with his sciiolars, " I have

wroi Led my children out of a hundred crowns."

In 1776, he published a work in French, Entitled

Insirurtion of the Deaf ar.d Dumb by the way of Me-
thodical Signs; and, in 1784, a new edition of tijis, much
alten^d. appearea imder tae title of. La veritable maniire

d'inseruire les sovrda et niuets, confirmee fiar une hngue
exfi6rience. It is lis l.>l work which nc iiitrodur >; into

the Encyclofiedie Methodigue, under the article Mueta et

Sourds, {jiart referred lo at p. 6.) and wnich was

translated into Englisi., anonymously, at London, in

1801.

He continued to teach at Paris, with unremitting per-

severance, until 1790, when he diet!, aged 67.

After the great and almost universal celebrity Arhich

the Abbe seems to have acquired, wc shall hardly be
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liticMtl lo when wo affimii thai ihe system which he

Uu|;h( wa» utterly u»elc»». Yet llul tliis was the case, i»

but too obvious fniin the works which he liimself lius

pubhihed,—front the criticismn made on his melliod in

the work even of his pujiil and luccessor SicanI,—and

frt»m hi« own confidential letters rcspecliiiK it, which

Sicard ha» presented, ^long with these ciilicisnis, to the

public.

When he first bepin his career as an instructor of the

Deaf and Dumb, he !>eenis to have been entirely igno-

rant that I'creire was then teaching, and had laujjhl, for

several years at Paris; or that this species of education

had ever been the subject, either of spcculalionor prac-

tice, at anv former time, or in any other country; and

he • 'liat it never occurred to him to be practica-

ble ; .14 pupils to speak, liut the works of Bon-

net and Amman »i>ou became known to him; and, jjuided

by their direction, he seems to have succeeded in be-

stowing the gift of Speech on seveial of his scholafrs.

Latterly, however, he appears lo have neglected this

branch very much; whether from a mistaken idea of its

inutility, or really (as he professes) from liis inability to

undergo the labour of teaching a number of pupils at

once, is very doubtful. In the part of his book wliich

relates to this subject, he pretends to no more, than to

have added a few rellcclions of his own, to what he had

found in Bonnet and Amman.
But the peculiarity of his method of education, and

the object lo which every other seems to have been sacri-

ficed, was his system of " Methodical Signs." This was
an extremely complicated Language of the Hand, re-

presenting, not single letters as in the common Manual
Alphabet, but whole words; and the sole occupation of

the pupil seems to have been, acquiring this language,

and converting Methodical Signs into Writing, or Writ-
ing into Methodical Signs, according to the dictation of

the master.

It is only necessary to reflect, however, that this sys-

tem of signs was entirely peculiar to Dc I'Epde, lo see,

that it must have been altogether useless to his pupils as
soon as they passed from school into society; and that it

was an absurd and inexcusaMe waste of time to teach
them a complicated artificial language, which was per-
fectly unintelligible to the whole of the rest of the world.
It is true, indeed, that while the Abbe instructed his

scholars in these Methodical Signs, he professes also

to have taught them the meaning of the words which
they were intended to represent. But whatever may have
been his wishes or his professions on this subject, the fact

is, that the slock of words which \.\\iiy actually understood.)
seems to have been exceedingly small. He appears to
have established in their minds, merely an association
l>ctween Manual Signs and Written Characters; ne-
glecting or failing to accomplish a connection of infinite-

ly more importance, ihat between Written Characters
and Things. They appear not to have been trained to
any original exertion of intellect;—the composition of
a sentence even of moderate length in French, was a
task of which they were incapable;—in all those public
trials before kings, and princes, and philosophers, of
which Europe has heard so much, the pupils had ques-
tion and answer alike dictated lo them by their teacher,
without their knowing in general the real meaning cither
of the one or the other;—and those parents who fondly
flattered themselves, that when their children returned
from the instructions of De I'Epee, they would be enabled
to enjoy the interchange of ideas with them through the

medium of writing, were mortified to find that they

knew not how to ask a single question thefnselve.><, and

that to .dl those that were addressed to them, they coulJ

onl\ answer by a yes or a no.

These imperfections in Ihc Abbfc's system do not seem
to have entirely escaped the notice of those who visited

his public lessons, or the lessons of persons who had
been taught under him. His method was impugned by
Fereire and Nicolai; and although an utlack made on it

by lleinich, a teacher of the Deaf and Duinb at Leipsic,

called forth a decision of the Academy of Zurick in fa-

vour of the Abb6, yet wc do not think that that learned

body ac(|uire(l much reputation by their defence.

Two documents have been preserved by Sicard (who,
certainly, has not been over regardful of the reputation

of his master, in presenting them lo the public), which
shew, in a very unequivocal manner, how very limited

Dc I'Epfeu's notions were as to the extent to whicii the

education of Deaf and Dumb persons might be carried;

and clearly developc the real ol)ject (we had almost said

the whole lri..k) of that system, according to which so

many were taught, and by which so few profited.

Sicard, in conducting the education of a Deaf and
Dumb pupil at Bordeaux, had communicated to the

Abbe an account of his proj^ress, and of some devia-

tions which he had ventured upon from the Abbe's me-
thod. De rEp6e replied in a letter, from which we
translate the following extract.

" I applaud sincerely your success, my dear colleague,

(I set you the example, I wish no more lobe called mas-
ter), but I fear much that you are becoming the dupe of

an ambition lo make your pupils metaphysicians. Don't
imagine that they will ever be able lo express their ideas

in writing. Our language is not theirs ; theirs is the

language of signs. Content yourself that they know
how to turn ours into theirs, just as we ourselves trans-

late foreign languages, without knowing or caring how
to express ourselves in them. Is it not enough for your
glory, to be destined to partake of mine ? And what
more is necessary to secure this, than that your pupils,

like mine, should merely know how to write, to the dic-

tation of signs r"

Another letter, written a few weeks afterwards, is

still more explicit. The following is a translation of
it.

—

"What, my dear colleague, your pupils not yet know
how to write short sentences, to the dictation of signs!

What are you doing? What arc you trifling about? You
wish absolutely lo make writers, when our method is in

fact capable only of making copyists. You have assisted

at all my public lessons; have you ever seen that the
spectators required of my pupils what you expect of
yours ? If questions have been occasionally proposed to

them to answer, these have been short familiar interro-

gations, which arc always the same; and yet you have
seen that the greatest personages of the court and the

city, and even foreign princes, hare asked no more.
Take my advice, my dear colleague; renounce your
pretensions, which smack a little of the Garonne; and
satisfy yourself contentedly with the portion of glory
which you see me enjoy. Teach your pupils, without
delay, declension and conjugation; teach them the signs
of my dictionary of verbs ; teach them to construct parts
of sentences, according to the table of which you have
a copy, without flattering yourself that your scholars
will ever express themselves in French, more loan I

can express myself in Italian, although I can translate
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that language very well." (p. 484 of Work quoted at p.

2-)

Wc have done with the Abbe de I'Epee. That he was
industnous, and ingenious, and singidarly benevolent, is

beyond all question; but it seems to us equally clear,

that, as a teacher of the Deaf and Dumb, he was greatly

inferior to most of his predecessors, in tiie soundness of

his principles and the utility of his practice. We think

too, that we are fully justified in adding, that, in order

to secure that glory which beloved, he seems occasion-

ally to have indulged in an empiricism which it became
him to despise.

There is an essay on the " Method of teaching the

Deaf and Dumb to Speak," by Dr William Thornton,

in the third volume of the Transactions of the American
Philosofihical Society (4to, Philad. 1793, p. 310); but it

contains nothing that may not be found in the works of

preceding authors. The treatise to wliich it is appended,

on the Elements of Written Language, contains obser-

vations which have a much better claim to originality.

The latest work on the Deaf and Dumb, is that of

the Abbe Sicard. Sicard, after having been for some
time the assistant of De I'Epe.', first employed himself

as a teacher at Bordeaux. But on the death of his mas-
ter at Paris, he was appointed to fill his place, and he
now conducts a very numerous seminary in that city.

Although he still continues to trammel his pupils with

the system of Methodical Signs, he has so far improved
upon the method of his predecessor, that he instructs

them fully and correctly in the meaning of words, and
teaches them to compose for themselves. Many of them,
we have understood, are extremely intelligent; but why
he does not teach them Speech, we know not. If, how-
ever, the method which he pursued in instructing Mas-
sieu at Bordeaux, and the detail of whicli constitutes his

work, be that which he adopts in general towards all his

pupils, we must say, that his system is one of the most
tedious, intricate, and metaphysical, that it is possible to

conceive. They who have profited by the simplicity and
good sense of Wallis and Watson, will not be readily

prevailed on to wade through many pages of the decla-

mation and useless subtlety of Sicard. (g. j.)

DUMB, De.\f, and Blind. For an account of an
interesting young lad, born in this unfortunate condition,

see Mitchell.
DUMBARTON, a town of Scotland, situated at the

confluence of the livers Clyde and Leven, and within the
pai'isli and county of the same name. Dumbritton (the

fort of BritO! s) was the ancient name of the castle, which
has been a place of strength from the earliest times, and
was long deemed impregnable. It is a bold and insulated

basaltic rock, rising to a great height out of the sands on
the north side of the Clyde. It is naturally inaccessible;

but by artificial means, on the north-east side, where it

is strongly fortified, access to the summit is obtained.

Ne.ir the top it divides into two points, on which batte-

ries are erected. In the hollow betwixt these, there are

a battery, bariacks for the garrison, and a well, which
aff )rds a constant supply of water. Bede says, that this

fortress was called Alcluith, or Jncltiid, (a place oi the

Cluid or Clyde,) although tne Cak-donians named itDum-
britton. Boetnius affirms, that the Caledonians possessed
it before the Britons, and that it successfully resisted the
attacks of Agricola, by whom it was besieged. In the
reign of Egbert of Northumberland, (756.) it was, how-
ever, reduced by famine ; and again in 1371, duriiig4he
jToubles of Queen Mary's reign, it was taken by escalade

and surprize. Fleming, the governor, who was in Mary's
interest, vaunted that he held in his hands the fetters of
Scotland, and that he could with a little assistance easily

put them on. A common soldier, however, broke these
boasted chains. He proposed to scale the rock and for-

tifications in the night. Some intrepid followers succeed-
ed in the perilous enterprize, and placed in the hands of
the regent the only fort occupied for the Queen. This
castle commands the navigation of the Clyde, and, while
it was necessary, served to keep the Western Highland-
ers in awe. It is one of the Scottish forts which are still

kept in repair, and garrisoned. Some parts of the rock
are magnetic. This is noticed by Buchanan; and Pro-
fessor Anderson of Glasgow has recently ascertained the

fact by experiment, and marked the places. The pros-

pect from the top of the castle is extensive and varied.

Loch Lomond, the Clyde, and the Leven, an intermina-

ble range of mountains overtopped by Benlomond, and
the towns of Glasgow, Greenock, Port Glasgow, and
Dumbarton, with the villages, gentlemen's seats, and
cottages, with which the rich intervening valiies are

covered, form an assemblage of objects peculiarly in-

teresting.

The town of Dumbarton, situated a little to the north-

west of the castle on the eastern bank of the Leven,
which flows nearly round it, is a royal burgh, and was
erected in 1221 by Alexander II. It sends a member to

Parliament along with the burghs of Glasgow, Renfrew,
and Rutherglen.

It consists chiefly of one large street in a crescent

form. The houses are generally old. The inhabitants

amount to about 2000. Like most other burghs, the ex-

clusive privilegesof its freemen, intended in a rude state

of society to encourage trade, now operate with an op-

posite elfect; and the heavy entries required by the cor-

porations, have led to the establishment of several vil-

lages in the neighbourhood, where the inhabitants are

free from such burdens. Dumbarton is not in an increas-

ing or flourishing state. Its natural advantages, how-
ever,—a good harbour, where large vessels lie safe in

all weather, the navigation of the Clyde, and the de-

mands of an improving vicinity,—prevent it from going

to decay. About 2000 tons of snipping belong to the

port, and nearly 100 seamen are employed. A manu-
factory of glass is curried on to such an extent, as to

pay nearly 4000/. of duty annually, and to employ about

130 persons. .Many of the inhabitants find work in the

manufacture of thread, and at the printfields in the neigh-

bourhood. The salmon fishing both in the Clyde and

Leven is here considerable. Porpoises, however, go up
the Clyde, and destroy the fisii. See Dumbartonshire;
Robertson's Hisl of Scotland; Pennant's and Garnet's

Tourx; Statist. Account, fee. (a. p)
DUMliARTONSilIRE, a county in Scotland, (for-

merly Lviinox,) consists of two parts, separated from

one another. The westeni is the larger, being about

40 miles in length from no;th-west to south-east, and

where the broadest, about 12 in breadth from north-east

to south-west. The other division is about 12 miles in

length from east to west, and four in breadth. The for-

mer is bounded on the north by Perthshire, on the west

by Argyleshire and Loch-long, on the south-west by the

ClyUe, on the south by Lanarkshire, and on the east by

Stirlingshire ; the latter is encircled by L mark and Stir-

liiigshires. The county lies between 55° 53' and 56° 25'

of north latitude, and between 3° 55' and 4° 53' of west

longitude. No accurate surveys have been made of tjre.
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toperficial extent of thi» county; but from the moM
pUusitile coinpvilttions, it is stated to be about 330

•quart: miles, contuining UT.JOJ EnK''">''i t nearly

ll«,000 Scotch acres exclusive of lakes and arms of the

•ea within its boundaries. This shire takes its name

{roiii Dumbarton, the county town.

The county of Dun>barton was formerly a part of the

Wgalily of Lennox. Since tlie abolition of heritable

jurisdictions, it forn)s a sherilT.lom by itself, and it sends

a member to parliament. This county is divided into 12

parishes. It is within the commissariot of Cllasgow;

and the civil and ecclciiastical juiisiliclions in it are the

same as those common to the rest of Scotland.

The county of Dumbarton embraces every variety and

erery beauty in the scenery of Scotland. Of its charms,

in this respect, no adequate description can be given.

The most conspicuous object of admiration is Loch-lo-

mond. Tills fine lake is 30 miles in length, and in some

places eight or ten in breadth ; its surface is above

SO.OOO aires in extent, its greatest depth 100 fathoms;

the bottom, to the dcplli of five feet, being composed of

fine mud mixed with mica. It contains 30 islands of va-

rious dimensions, one of which extends to about 150

acres. These arc scattered on the bosom of the lake,

•ome of them scarcely appearing above it, and others

swelling to a greater height; some of them tufted with

Wood, and others more sparingly supplied with foliage.

The wcll-woodcd banks, the soil and verdant fields, and

the rugged and towering mountains which rise on the

northern verge of the lake, produce the most picturesque

combination of beauties in landscape on which the ima-

gination can dwell. One of the islands, Inch Rlurrin,

feeds about 200 deer. On the west end of it, the ruins

of an old castle, an ancient residence of the Earls of

Lennox, stands; and near it the Duke of Montrose, in

1793, budt a neat hunting box. A gamekeeper and his

family are now the only inhal)itants. The north end of

the loch is never frozen, but towards the south it has
often been; and after great floods it has been known to

rise six feet higher than usual. In 1755, when there
was an earthquake at Lisbon, Loch-lomond was agitated,

and rose and fell for some time above and below its or-

dirkary level. Its surface is sometimes ruffled with
undulations when there is no wind to produce such an
effect.

This county, from the latest and best information, con-
uins about 21,739 souls. In 1756, it was said to contain

13,253; and, when the Statistical Account was publish-
ed (1790-8), 17,743; being an increase, in 54 years, of
8490. This increase is to be ascribed chiefly to the esta-

blishment of numerous manufactures. The number of
landed proprietors is 149 ; the valued rent is 35 382/. 7s.

8rf. Sciili; the real rent, as nearly as can be ascertained,
56,000/. No proprietor of land perhaps draws an an-
nual revenue from his property above 3000/.; and none
of them have very large estates. The farmers arc, ge-
nerally speaking, jiossesscd of very moderate skill, and
very little capital; and these facts being stated, we need
hardly adtl, that agriculture is nut in its most improved
state. The lands, howcvf-r, are let on leases, and im-
provements are gradually creeping in, although they
must struggle at once with the poverty and the prcju-
dicfsof the inhabitants, in whose character there is no-
thiii\j yci7 prominent to distinguish iliem from those of
the ndj;irfnt counties.

Tiic only river of any consequence which can be said
to belong to Dumbartonshire, is the Leven, This stream

is the outlet of Loch-lomond, after leaving which it runs
with a rapid current for about five miles through a fine

valley, till it Joins the Clyde at Dumbarton castle. In
spring and autumn there is an imperfect navigation on
the Leven for lighters and small craft, which float down
the stream, and are towed by horses in an opposite di-

rection. The other rivers arc I'Voon, Luss, l-'inlay's

Douglas, and I'ulloch, all which arc mountain torrents,

falling into Luch-lomond and Laggie.
In the p.irishes of Kitkintultoch and Cumbernauld,

and also in the eastern part of the larger division of the

county, the predominant soil is what in Scotland is gene-

rally called till; a shistose clay mixed with a few small

stones, impervious to moisture, and generally incumbent
on sand-stone. Along the banks of the Clyde, in the

parislics of Dumbarton and West Kilpatrick, there are

many fields of arid) black loam, of the most fertile qua-

lity, though suffering from moisture on account of their

being l)ut little elevated above the surface of the river.

Some fields of nearly a similar description arc to be
found on the banks of the Endrick, in the parish of Kil-

marnock, and of Kelvin near Kirkintulloch. On the river

Leven, and to the northwest of that stream, llie arable

land is, for the most part, of a liglit gravel, mixed on
the sea-shore with shells and other maiine productions,

and covered with a thin stratum of vegetable soil. The
extent, however, of arable ground of every description

is inconsiderable, as by far tlie greatest part of the coun-

ty consists of lofty mountains, incapable of any thing like

cultivation. In the parish of Arroquhar, which is more
than twelve miles in length and four in breadth, and con-

sequently must contain 24,000 acres, there are not 200
arable, or capable of being made so. This parish is in-

deed singularly mountainous, and rises in some places

to the height of no less tlian 3000 feet above the level of

the sea; but the parishes of Rew, Roseneath, and Luss,

are also, for the most part, composed of mountains, and
have comparatively but a small proportion of arable or

low pasture. In Cardross and Bonhill, there is a consi-

derable track of high moor ; and that part of the west

division of the county which lies to the east of the river

Leven, is intersected by a continuation of the lofty

ridge, which crosses the island from Forfarshire to the

Frith of Clyde.

Oats have been long the grain chiefly cultivated in

this county. Barley was some years ago raised to a con-

siderable extent, but the h'gh duty on malt, and the de-

mand for wheat, have induced the farmers to give it up
in a great measure, and during that period a greater

quantity of wheat has been raised. Beans are sown in

greater quantities than pease, and their culture is daily

becoming more general. Spring tares arc the only kind

to be seen, and these only on the farms of a few gentle-

men. Potatoes arc cultivated in the most complete man-
ner, and with great success, and are planted on every

variety of soil. Swedish, common white, and yellow
turnip, and carrots, arc cultivated. Rye grass is uni-

versally sown for hay. White clover grows naturally

on all the dry land, and red clover is sown down witli

rye grass, but seldom by ilself. Flax is less cultiva-

ted than formerly, but a little is raised on almost every

farm.

There is very little rich land kept exclusively fo:-

pasture. On most farms the improved husbandry pre-

vails; and each field in rotation, after having bi-en pas-

tured two or three years, is broken up and returned fo*

tillage.
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Cows and oxen are chiefly brought from the west

Highlands, and milch cows from Ayr and Renfrew

:

only a small proporiion are reared in Dumbartonshire.

The number of horses in the county, however, is by no

means considerable. The only sheep in Dumbarton-
shire are of the black-faced or mountain bree<l, with the

exception of a few English of the Leicestershire breed,

kept by some gentlemen around their houses.

An abundant and truly valuable source of melioration

to this county is found in the sea-weed, which is cast in

by the sea, and collected on its shores; but it is reckon-

ed much more valuable, when it can be cut with sickles,

at low water, in the spring, when it is in a high state of

vegetation, and full of sea salts. It can only be cut once

in two years, and so soon as it is cut, it is spread very

thin on the ground, and ploughed down immediately be-

fore its fertilizing juices are exhaled. Lime is much
used, and sometimes shell sand. Tiie soil and grounds

are, in many places, well adapted for irrigation.

The wages of a farm-servant in 181 1, was estimated

at 18/., 22/., 28/., and sometimes 30/. a year, and a woman
for farm-work will get fiom 8/. to 12/. a year, and a day-

labourer has 2«. and 2s. 6d. per day.

The average price of beef may be estimated at 8(/.

per pound, mutton 9d. veal, poik, grain, and vegetables,

are in proportion still dearer. Salmon Is. 6(1. per pound,

and salt herrings sell high, as v.cU as every kind of food,

owing to its vicinity to large towns.

Copse woods form a very important article in this coun-

ty. They cover some thousand acres of soil, which
would otherwise be altogether or nearly useless, and
yield an income to the proprietors almost equal to what
they derive from their best lands. Large tracts of land

formerly barren are made to yield a large and useful pro-

duce. During the last thirty years large plantations have
been formed.

Amongst the various and extensive manufactures esta-

blished in this county, the printing of cottons is the most
important. It is can led on by seven diflcrent companies

;

and besides the bleaching of printed goods, there are nine

bleachfields for whitening cotton goods; three cotton

spinning mills ; three paper mills ; and at Dalnotter iron

work, nails, edge tools, and all sorts of wrought iron

goods are manufactured on an extensive scale. A large

glass manufactory is carried on in Dumbarton. Alkali

is manuf ctured at Burnfoot of Dalmuir. At Millburn
there is a distillery of pyrolignous acid. This liquor is

employed in making colours for calico printers, and
while this liquor is distilling, a quantity of tar and char-

coal is produced; and in the town of Dumbarton there

are a few tan works.

The only branches of commerce which deserve to be
noticed are the importation of grain, and the exporta-

tion of tlie produce of the salmon and herring fisheries.

The former of these has long been the staple trade of
the port of Dumbarton.
The total gross produce of the salmon fishings will

probably be rather undervalued if stated at 1000/. a year,

and the gross value of the herrings annually caught, (al-

though there are no reguhir fishers.) amounts, on an
average of years, to about 4500/. See Macfarlane and

White's Agricultural Refiort e/ Dumbartonshire, 1813.
(A. P.)

DUMBLAN'E, a town of Scotland, in the county of
Perth, is pleasatitly situated on the banks of the river

Allan. It contains many good houses, but is principally
celebrated for its cathedral, which was founded by King
David I. in 1143. This venerable edifice stands on an
eminence on the eastern bank of the river, and overlooks
the town. It is 216 feet long, and 76 broad; the height
of the walls is 50 feet, and that of the tower, which is a
modern building, 128 feet. The cathedral is unroofed;
but the choir is kept in repair as the parish church.
There are j2 prebends stalls at the west end of the bishop
and dean's seats, made of elegantly carved oak, on the

north of the entrance to the cathedral.

The following is an abstract of the population retui'B

for the parish in 181 1.

Inhabited houses , . . , 473
Families ...... 639
Do. employed in agriculture . . 163

Do. in trades and manufactures . 293
Total population in 1811 . . . 3,733

DUMFRIES, formerly Drumfries, the chief town.of

a county of the same name in the south of Scotland, to

which it gives its name, is delightfully situated in the

vale of Nith, on the left bank of that beautiful river,

and somewhat more than a mile below its confluence
with the Cluden. There are no historical documents
extant by which we can ascertain at what period this

town was founded. From some remains of antiquity,

however, particularly from two circular mounds retain-

ing the Saxon appellation of moat, one of which was
lately to be traced on the high ground at the north end
of the burgh, and th.e other of which is still visible on
an eminence to the south-east, we may conjecture that

this was a place of considerable resort before the close of

the eighth century. If we are to credit etymologists,

wlio derive Drum-fries from two Gaelic words, Z)rMij;i-

/i/ircas, a hill covered with brushwood, this place must
have received its present name before it could boast of a

numerous population. It does not appear that there is

any thing on record relative to its history previously to

the middle of the 13th century, when a convent was
erected, for friars of the Franciscan order, on a sloping

bank, at no great distance from the first of the moats
just mentioned. The situation of this religious house
must have been very fine. To the north-west, it com-
manded the rich dsie of the Nith, embracing the neigh-

bouring Abbey of Lincluden,^ and the more distant cas-

tle of Dalswinton, then the chief residence of the Co~
myns. To the eastward striitches the beautiful range of

gently rising hills, on which were erected the strong

castle of Torthorwald, ;.nd Amisfield the seat of the

once powerful clan of Cliarteris. To the south-east,

romantically seated in the foreground, at a place still

named Castle-dykes, was anotiier fortress belonging to

the Comyns,^ with the placid Nith glidint? pist, and
slowly winding through a fine A o/;n' towards the Solway

Frith ; and in that direction the view is bounded by the

1 Linchulen was built about 100 years before.
i It is not known at wiiut time this buiKlinfj was erected. There is an item in the accounts of the Conaptroller of tlie Wardr

King F.dward I wliicli marks the pavlialitv of the Knglish monarch to his protege, and seems at the same time to ii^ply, tii.l the cc

obe to

^ , „ -
ountjy

here described bad at that lime been deficient in one great ornament, wood. We allude to a charge for a pallisade granted by Edward
for this castle, frum tire forest of Inplcvood in Cumberland.

3 I hi-n called Comyn's Holm, now Kingholm,
Vol. VIII. Part I. C
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<li»uni Mioaiitaiiu ot C uiuberUnd. Nearly due south,

the huKc CTiflVP is the most pruiniiiciit obicct, to the

right ol which is seen a riilj;c of more rutjijccl and highly

picturcMjUc mountains in Cijlloway; and to the west,

upon an extended plain, icrniinati-d by the swelling liills

of Irongray, stood Tcrrcglcs, the residence of the Max-
wells, chiefs of Nithsdalc. 'I'he base of the mountain

on which the convent stood is washed on the north and

west by the Nith, which here makes a beautiful sweep

fo the southward.

To facilitate the communication of Dunifiics with

Oalloway, the muiiificcnt foundress of this edifice caus-

cil a bridge* to he built across the river, at the spot

most convenient for the inmates of her friary. The
narrow street which leads fronj this bridge to the spot

where the convent stood, retains the name of the Friar's

fennel.

Dumfries having never made a conspicuous figure in

history, its annals can only be traced by incidental and

insulated notices, a few of which it may be proper to

specify. It was in the chapel and cloisters of the con-

vent just named, that the two Coniyns were slain' by

fhe patriotic King Robert Bruce,* who was aided on
this occasion by Roger' de Kirkpairic, and James
Lindsay.

In 1307, the year after Bruce's coronation, when the
" proud usurper" again forced Scotland for a time to

bear the English yoke, Edward II. advanced to Dum-
fries, and there received the reluctant homage of seve-

ral Scottish noblemen. It is even stated by some histo-

rians, that he then held a convention of the estates in that

town.

From its vicinity to the borders of the rival kingdom,
Dumfries was peculiarly liable to the ravages of inva-

ders. It was burnt by the English before 1448, when
the Lord Maxwell gained tlie battle of S;u k ; and in

1536, it again fell a prey to the flames kindled by these

deadly foes. This latter injury did not pass unpunished.

It vas amply revenged by llic Lord .Maxwell of the day,

who, in the bold spirit of enterprize peculiar to the times,

penetrated into England with a small but chosen body of

retaineis, and having entered Penrith, took the market-
cross, by way of bravado, in his arms, and his troops
dispersing through the town, reduced it in a few hours
to ashes. About this period, the Maxwells, having in-

creased in power, erected a magnificent castle at Dum-
fries, out of the ruins, and almost occupying the site of
the friary.

•

We hear little more of Dumfries till the year 1563,

at which date Queen Mary and her privy council were
there, ratifying a convention of peace with England.
Two years after this, her disafTected subjects, having
assembled a force in the neighbourhood, under the Earls
of Aigyle, Murray, and Rothes, Mary advanced upon
the town with an army of 18,C)00 men. At her approach,
these obnoxious nobles fled into England; and Maxwell
of Terrcgles, who, on her former visit, had entertained

the queen at his house with much hospitality, having
now incurred the royal displeasure, was glad to make
his peace by surrendering his castle of Dumfries info

the hands of his sovereign. The government of this

fortress, however, was not withdrawn from the family;

for in 1567, we find it vested in the same Maxwell, who,
the year before, had by marriage acquired the title of

Lord Herries, and was then devoted to the interests of

the queen. It was probably in consequence of the deci-

ded attachment shewn by so powerful a nobleman to the

cause of his mistress, that the populace of Dumfries
tore from the market-cross the herald who attempted ta

proclaim the Lord Murray regent.

In 1570, the castle was taken and sacked by the Eng-
lish under the Earl of Sussex and Lord Scropc, who at

the same time did not fail to ravage the town also.

In 1617, after having been many years resident iu

England, James VI. being seized, as he told his privy

council, " with a longing to see the place of his breed-

ing, a salmon-like instinct," set out on a tour through
the northern division of his empire, and in his return

passed through Dumfries, a place which he had not

seen for 29 years before. Here he experienced a recep-

tion at once dutiful and affectionate; and it is believed

that, on this occasion, as a reward for their loyalty, and
an encouragement to martial exercises, he presented to

the incorporated trades of the burgh a small silver tube
in the form of a gun-barrel, as an honorary prize, to be
awarded from time to time to the best marksman amongst
their members.''

There does not appear to be any thing in the annals

of the town worthy of record from this date till 1706, in

which year the inhabitants manifested iheir keen parti-

cipation in the jealousy excited among their countrymen,
by the incorporation of the kingdom with England. On
the 20th Nov. a tumultuous meeting assembled at the

cross, and there indignantly committed to the flames the

articles of Union, with the names of the commissioners.
When the rebellion broke out, however, in 1715, the

DumlViesians retrieved their character, and evinced the

most ardent zeal in the cause of the reigning family.

' In a vale at the foot of this conspicuous mountain, rose the beautiful abbey of Sweet-heart, which was founded by the same pious
imlividual as the convent at Dumfries ; viz Uervegild, or Dcrvorgilla, daughter to Allan, Lord of Galloway, and tlie mother of John
Ralicil, King of Scotland

i This structure is said by some to have consisted originally of thirteen arches, by others of len ; but the number is now reduced to

eight, which are still in tolerable preservation, and in consequence of the river having shifted its cliannel from the rigt bank, are quite
sufficient. This bridge is used only by foot passengers.

3 In consequence of a deed so sacrilegious as the shedding of blood before the very altar, the friai-y is said to have been interdicted,

ar at least deserted. Certain it is, that the people began, soon after this period, to resort in greater numbers to St Michael's chapel,
at the other end of the town, where St Michael's church now stands.

• lie was son to the cousin-german of the foundress of this edifice.

• Mr Hume erroneously names tliis patriot Thomas. The family records bear that he was called Roger.
• Caiii€ Street in the modern town, passes through what formerly constituted the grounds attached to this edifice, and the place is

g^tl currently named die Cattle GarJem.
' This royal gift die trades preserve with pious care, and on the day appointed for the contest, (a day which recurs every five or

si J years, or oftcner if the parties concerned be so inclined,) the silver gun is conveyed in grand procession to a field, where, after

having b?en shot fur, it is suspended by a ribb.ind to the hat of the victor, who cnlers the town with it triumphantly displayed, and
pemains its nomin.d po.ssessor till the next festival of the kind On these occasions, there is a motley niiistenng of the tradesmen, who
»rc all obliged, under a penalty, to answer to their names, and to appear armed with muskets. See Mr Mayne's ptJem, entitled the"
Silier Gun.
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Hearing that the insurgents intended to march upon the

town, they constructed a rampart' from the margin of

the river, near the moat above the town, to St Michael's

church-yard, and from thence to the river again below

the town, which was thus completely insulated, being

embraced betwixt the extreme points by the natural

curve of the Nith. These prepai-ations for resistance

proved effectual. The enemy, seeing the determined

loyalty of the inhabitants, did not venture forward to the

assault, but judged it most prudent to alter the direction

of their march. In the rebellion of 1745, however, the

town was found in a defenceless state, and was entered

without resistance by tiie insurgent army under Charles,

who remained from Saturday evening till Monday morn-

ing, and laid the citizens under contribution.

Dumfries has one vote out of five for a member of

Parliament. The other burghs grouped with it are

Annan, Lochmaben, Sanquhar, and Kirkcudbright. Its

municipal government is vested in a town council, aid-

ed, in terms of an act of Parliament passed in 1811, by

12 commissioners of police. The council consists of a

provost, three bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, 12

merchant councillors, and seven deacons of incorpora-

tions,—in all 25 members. These choose their succes-

sors in office, except the deacons, who are annually

elected by their respective trades. As nearly as can be

ascertained, there are 30 hammermen, 77 squaremen,
60 weavers, 40 tailors. 132 shoemakers, 8 skinners, and
17 flebhers,—in all 464 freemen.

The couiu il chaml)er being an inelegant and incom-
modious apartment, themagistrates, on solemn occasions,

assemble in the county court-house, in which they liave

a share. Here, too, the circuit Court of Justiciary for

Dumfries-shire and Kirkcudbright, the sheriff's court,

and the quarter sessions, are held, as well as all county-

meetings. The place, however, though new, is ill suit-

ed to these purposes, and a large building on the oppo-

site side of the street, originally a place of worship, is

about to be prepared for the more convenient accommo-
dation of these courts, after the plan of an eminent ar-

chitect.

Behind this court house, in a low damp yard, surround-

ed by a high wall, stands the new county jail. The debt-

ors have the liberty of exercising themselves in this in-

closure, the situation of which has certainly not been se-

lected by a medical man. The building is, withal, in-

convenient, and much too small for the accommodation
of the prisoners; but the removal of the courts, accord-

ing to the projected improvement, will enable the coun-

ty to provide more effectually for their health and com-
fort. Till 1807, the jail was in the centre of the town.

The trades' hall, a chaste and handsome structure, was
built in 1804. Besides the apartment peculiarly appro-

,

priated to tbe incorporations, there is one allotted to the

meetings of friendly societies for the aid of sick mem-
bers, or widows and orphans. The trades, as a body,

possess a fund of this nature, and each incorporation se-

parately has one of its own; but besides these, there

are many private institutions of the same kind in the

town.
In the centre of the square fronted by this edifice,

stands a Doric pillar, intended as an expression of the

respect in which the public held the virtues of Charles,
emphatically designated the Good Duke of Queensberry.
This column was reared about the year 1780, by the gen-
tlemen of the county, who certainly did not anticipate,

that in less than thirty years, it would be so far dilapidated

by neglect, that not a trace of the inscription should re-

main.
It has already been stated, that there are two churches.

The original parish church, St Michael's, which stands

at the south-east end of the town, was rebuilt in 174.5,

with a tall and handsome spire. It is sui rounded by a
crowded burying-ground, which contains several remark-
able monuments. Here rest the ashes of Burns, over
whose grave a splendid mausoleum is about to be reared
as a tribute to his genius. The A'Vw Church., for it still

preposterously retains that designation, occupies the site

of the castle which the Lord Maxwell erected out of the

ruins of the friary, and its walls are partly built of the

materials which that once magnificenl fortification afford-

ed. This church is also furnished with a steeple. A
third steeple, attached to what was formerly the court-

house, obtrudes itself ratlier awkwardly upon the high-

street, that it may take its station directly in a line be-

twixt the two first.

We have already mentioned the bridge built by the

Lady Dervongillon over the Nith. That venerable fa-

bric, after having withstood the floods of nearly six cen-

turies, though still fit for service, yet having been built

before the common use of wheel carriages, was found
from its narrowness to be extremely incommodious. Ac-
cordingly, in 1792, the foundation stone of a new bridge,

to consist of five wide arches, was laid a little higher
up the river; and, in 1795, this new communication with
Galloway was opened. The structure impresses the mind
with the idea of strength rather than elegance ; neverthe-
less it is handsome.
The academy is a splendid building, in a fine airy si-

tuation, erected several years ago by subscription, but
for want of funds, left in an unfinished state. It is sup-
plied with masters of eminence for teaching English,
writing, arithmetic, and mathematics; French, Latin,

and Greek. There is an evident taste in the place for

literary information. There are two public subscription

libraries, each of which is well furnished; and in 1812,
public reading rooms were opened for about 80 subscri-

bers, where there is also an infant library, and where the

most esteemed periodical works are taken in.

Among other useful establishments, is the Dumfries
and Galloway Horticultural Society, which was formed
in this town in 1812, for the purpose of encouraging in-

dustry, improvements, and useful discoveries, connect-

ed with gardening, by a judicious distribution of prizes.

In the immediate neighbourhood of Dumfries, not less

than one hundred acres are occupied by gardens and
nurseries.

Nor are the inhabitants less distinguished for their be-

nevolence to the afflicted. They have an infirmary, in-

cluding a lunatic asylum, and a dispensary; and there

is also an hospital for the superannuated, widowed, and
orphan poor. Both of these institutions are under ex-
cellent management. There is also a female society for

educating the children of the poor on the plan of Dr Bell.

t A little mount at the east side of the town, near the junction of the roads leading^ from Annan and Lochmaben, still known by
the name of the old chapel, was the site of a chapel reared by Bruce for the repose of the soul of his brother-in-law, whom Edward I.

had caused to be hanged on that spot. The rampart passed near this building, the walls of which were pulled down to assist in its

construction.

C 2
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T!ip loirn Is well suppiicc! with provisions. The
wrcl- '\ mrkc't is held every \\\<liicj(ky, but there urc

cx' y nurkils loi bi..ik cjtli. , of wiiich sur-

pi

,

, liers aic &0I1I .kIiouI Wi.uuiiclay and M;ir-

tinri.s. Tncre are alvj f.iiis for horses in Ortobtr ;iiid

February. At this latter fair, a larger cjiiaiuiiy of hure-

klLii.s is anriiully dispobcd uf, than in any oilier town in

Scoitindi not fewer, on an average, liian t/iirty thou-

lani! t Vciy prvat quuniities of pork are brouglit in by

the fanners at the proper season, ami sent olV iiy dealers

lobe curtd, chieny to England. The town carries on

BO nianufucturc on a large scale. The maniifaruiie of

Imis and slockinRS is the most flourisbintj. That tlie

commerce of Uumfrics, however, is rapidly increasing,

¥rii; .jv seen by the following table of the averagu num-
ber of vessels entered and cleared at the port of Uiim-

fries, (which includes A.nnin), witli their l)urthiii, and

the sum total of ttic hands employed, for periods of five

years inclusive.

Year*.
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hills and ridges. Three principal dales open towards the

south, and lesser laternl vales communicate with each of

them, oil either side; the courses of the rivers and

Streams having tracts of holm or haugh lands along their

margins. As the main rivers approach tlie Solway, their

separating ridges vanish, and their course for some miles

is through an open country, elevated a little above the

sea, and exhibiting a surface, not level, but in that wav-

ing form which commonly indicates a light soil, improv-

able rather than rich, and a country naturally adapted for

pleasing embellishment and agreeable residence.

From what has been mentioned relative to the moun-
tains on the north, and ridges of hills which descend as

arms from these downwards to the maritime parts of the

county; and from the aspect of the mountain faces, and
the principal dales towards the meridian sun, it may be
supposed that the climate of the vales is comparatively
favourable. Situated in the southern extremity of Scot-

land, and so far west as not to be liable to cold rains or

hoars from the eastern quarter, the county of Dumfries
enjoys a mild climate. It is, indeed, liable to rains from
the south-west, especially in the mountainous districts;

but, from the south, it is partially protected by the West-
moreland and Cumberland mountains; and, from the

west, by those of Galloway and Ayrshire. On the whole,
the climate is both agreeable and salubrious Few clay

bogs of remarkable extent exist in it; and, though con-

siderable tracts of peat bog appear in various parts, and

one of uncommon extent near Dumfries, in the maritime

district,—the marsh-fever seldom occurs within the

county. It is particularly well adapted for the rearing

of cattle and sheep ; and all the kinds and varieties of

corn which are cultivated as field crops in the south of

Scotland or north of England, prosper in Dumfries-shire.

The soil, however, is not commonly suitable for the bean,

nor the climate for the later varieties of the pea, as ordi-

nary crops in the fields.

The mountains of Dumfries-shire do not form any re-

gular continued chain. Black Larg and Corsoncone, in

the north-west quarter, are on the confines of Ayrshire;

the Lowthers are an elevated groupe of mountains, on
the borders of Lanarkshire. Queensljerry, on the same
border, stands almost in die central parts of Dumfries-
shire, into which, in that point, Lrinarkshire makes a

deep inroad. This mountain appears like a central giant,

sending out his arms in several directions. The most
eminent of the mountains is the Haitfell groupe, on the

confines of the shire of Peebles, being the highest land

«outh of the Forth in this island, excepting only Snow-
don in Wales. This groupe includes Hartfell aiid

White Coom in this county, and Broad Law ii. that of

Peebles. Ettrick-pcn, on tiic confines of Selkirkshire,

. and Lochfell near it, within the county of Dumfries, in

the north-eastern quarter, and the hills that separate

Eskdale from Roxburgshire, all terminate the list of the

principal environing mountains which defend this county

from the northern blasts; and, forming an elevated bar-

rier in that direction, give Dumfries-shire a favourable

slope and aspect to the south.

Of these mountains, Queensberry has been included

in the general survey carried on lately by order of the

Board of Ordnance, and its elevation has been ascertain-

ed to be 2259 feet above sea-level ; the latitude of the

summit being S5° 17' 2" north, and the longitude 3° 34'

47" west. The heiglit of Wisp Hill in Ewes has been
«^so found, and is 1934 feet. The spirit-level applied
•vn tbe top of Queensberry {allowance being made for

curvature and refraction), discovers Lochfell to be fully

higher, and the Lowthers and Hartfell considerably so.

This last has been generally considered, from Dr
Walker's computations, to be about 3300 feet above the
sea ; and the Lowthers appear to be nearly, though not
quite as high. The peak of Skiddaw, near the coast of
Cumberland, which forms a striking object to the inha-
bitants of most parts of Dumfries-shire, is only 3023
feet above sea-level. From the summit of Queensberry
the view is rich, embracing Aimandale from the sea to

Moffat, and the two finest portions of Nithsdale, the

vale of Dumfries, and the circular district in which
Closebuni lies. The summit of Hartfell affords a view
that extends wider, but is not so rich; this mountain be-

ing situated rather too remote from the richer parts of
the county, and having the Cloves Head, an elevated

hill, though inferior in height, contiguous to it, by which
the view down Aunandale is partly obstructed. It reaches,

however, to a vast extent, in various directions, em-
bracing a great part of the north of England, from the

Cheviot Hills to St Bee's head, near Whitehaven, and
reaching, in clear weather, to the German sea in one
direction, and with a setting sun to Benlomond in ano-

ther.

The chief rivers of Dumfries-shire have already beeti

mentioned, viz. the Nith on the west, the Annan in the
central jiarts, and the Esk on the east. The course of
these rivers is towards the south, and they all pour their

waters into the Solway Frith. Among the mountains at

or near their sources, the Nith is above 20 miles from
the Annan, and the Annan above 10 miles from the Nith.

As they descend, they approach nearer each other. The
Nith, which rises in the county of Ayr, and runs the

longest course, contains also most water, and receives

the streams of a more extended tract of country. The
Annan passes through a wider vale. The river Esk is

confined in its course, and enters Cumberland before it

passes into the Frith.

Into each of these rivers, various lateral streams de-

scend, on either hand, opening lesser vales into the prin-

cipal river courses. The Nith receives the waters of the

beautiful river Clouden or Cairn, and those of the Shin-

nel. Scar, Cample, Carron, Minnick, Eschan, and Kellp.

The Annan receives the waters of the Milk, Dryfe, Kin-

nel, Ae, Wamphray, Moffat, and Evan. Into the Esk
descend the streams of Ewes, and of Liddei, Tarras,

Wauchope, and Meggot.
The vale of Nith enjoys the benefit of the county town

of Dumfries near its lower, and of the royal burgh of

Sanquhar near its upper extreniity. It possesses also

coal-mines near the head of the vale, and well worked
limestone quarries near the centre of it. This valley is

nst'irally divided into three parts, by the approach of

the hilli near to each other on its banks, hi two particu-

lar places, forming three sub-divisions of the vale; the

uppermost at Sanquhar, the middle division at Close-

burn, and the lower at the county town of Dumfries : but

every stream that has been mentioned as flowing into the

Nith, opens a lesser vale to the right or the left. Tl*
vale of Annan contains moi-e champaign or open lands,

and is less boldly divided by the hills, than that of Nith;

yet the ridges approach each other on either side, parti-

cularly in two parts; and various lateral vales open into

it on each bank. It possesses lime-quarries in the \o\^ev

districts, but no lime or coal above. The river Eb>k

passes through a vale, for the most part confined, but

openiiig wider near the borders of Ciumberland. Coal
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irc found in ihe lower part* of Eskdalc. Ilc-

iiinin rivers, the Sark, which is a Border stream,

il.c Kirtle, which, thouRh it (lows in the vale of An-

nan, i» not connected with this river,—and the Lochar,

which is a dark rivulet, flowing from the nio'*^ of the

*anie name,—all pass directly into the Solway I'rilh.

Those extensive tracts of mountain lands, which arc

rhiefly in sheep walk, near the sources of the principal

rivers, are broken, and pleasantly diversified by the in-

terjacent larger and lesser vales, where cattle also arc

reared, and crops raised in considerable variety. The
sheep-walks of Kskdale are mostly ^jrecn hills, well

drained, ttuiURh naturally moist, and supporting strong

flocks of the Cheviot breed. The sheep-walks of An-

nandalc and NIthsdale contain more of rock and gravel,

and arc therefore drier, and bear a larger (juantity of

heath. Cheviot flocks occupy most of the sheep-walks of

Annandale; and the forest or black-faced sheep still

possess a large proportion of those of Nithsdale. No-
thing, however, seems to be wanting excepting shelter

for the ewes and lambs, to prepare lor the introduction

of Cheviot flocks into almost every sheep farm in the

county where they arc still wanting. These mountainous

tracts, having vales interspersed, extend over 17 pa-

rishes and 597 scpiare miles of territory, being nearly

.y'.ths of the whole surface of the county.

The midlands contain hills and luw ridges, with a

large proportion of low situated lands; and they possess

a few flocks of sheep, together with a considerable num-

ber of black cattle, and a corresponding extent of arable

soils. The whole contain 18 parishes and 322 square

miles of surface, being about T*,tiis of the county.

In the maritime district, which is nearly all a low

rountry, above 20 miles long from east to west along

the Solway Frith, and about four miles broad from that

k'rith northwards, there is little waste land except peat-

Ixjus. The soil is, or may be cultivated to great advan-

tage. Considerable riuantitics of corn of all kinds are

produced ; and a suitable number of cattle, with some
flocks of sheep, of the improved breeds, answering low

districts, are also reared. This maritime district con-

tains 86 square miles, being about -^jth the surface of

the county.

A territory more adapted for improvement can scarcely

be mentioned. Yet it may be truly said, tliat, with re-

spect to most part of it, this work is hardly commenced.
The means in some parts, especially in upper Annan-
dale, are at a distance; neither coal nor lime being work-
ed there ; and the markets arc also remote. In various

parts, the conditions on which lands have been held, are

not well adapted for their improvement. There is no
certain and easy market within the county for well fed

rattle and sheep in quantities. The market for wool is

heavy and ill regulated. Many of the farmers are de-

ficient in capital and enterprise. The system of over-

cropping for corn still prevails, and that of cultivating

rich grass in the pastures and meadows is far too little

encouraged.
The population has augmented so much as to furnish

hands for the labour necessary in executing improve-
ments, and also an additional demand for produce. In
1755, the inhabitants of the county were returned to

Dr Webster at 39,788 ; by the public statutary returns
in 1801, the number had risen to 54,597; and by the
same retui-ns in 1811, this number was farther augment-
ed to 62,783; not including 120 yeomanry in three
troops, 400 men in a battalion of six companies, and

719 in each of the two battalions of ten companies,

fust of the Nithsdale, and, secondly, of the Annandale

and Lskdale local militia, in all 1958 men; which, with

284 men serving for this county in the regular militia,

amount in whole to 2242 men, as the domestic or de-

fensive force of the county. This number, added to

the last population list, raises the total number to 65,025

souls, not including those who serve in the regular army
or the navy.

The mincralogical structure of Dumfries-shire has

been repeatedly surveyed. Professor Jameson publish-

ed a survey in 1805, which having been designed as

the first part of a general survey of Scotland, was drawn
up on a plan suited for that purpose. Previous to that

scientific survey, the county gentlemen, in 1800, had

engaged Messrs Busby, coal viewers from Northumber-
land, to make a practical survey ; and some directions

having been prepared by liie late Dr Walker and also

by Mr Jameson, the county meeting of Dumfries gave

instructions to the M'-ssrs Busby, and they made their

survey and report in 1800, which was published by Dr
Singer in the Appendix ol his Agricultural Survey 1812.

Major General Uirom of Mount Annan having suggest-

ed these useful undertakings, as proper to accompany
the map of the county prepared by Mr W. Crawford,

he also fnrmed a table witli sections of the mincralogical
structure of Duuil'i ics aliiic, which was adilcd to the

other engravings on that map, and contains a very dis-

tinct and intelligent abstract. But few counties have
been surveyed of late yeais, with more general attention

than Duiiifnes-shirc ; a great deal oi useful information
was communicated by the Busbys, and also in General
Dirom's table, and m the work published by Piofessor
Jameson, all in succession; and yet, after all, the field

of investigation appears to be little more than opened.
The discovery of coal and lime in various districts where
these mineral treasures are much wanted, remains yet
to be made ; and no roof slate or metallic repositories
have been opened in consequence of the late surveys.

According to Professor Jameson, nearly the whole of
the upper part of this county is composed of transi-

tion rocks. Among these, he particularly observed
grey-wacke, greenstone, and flinty-alum, or grey-wacke-
slate. These rocks he considers the oldest in the county,
and the basis of all the newer formations.

Next in point of age he reckons the independent coal

formation, which pervades the low part of the county,
disposed in strata from the Nith to the Esk, over the
transition rocks; or lying in hollows of these rocks,

as at Sanquhar, Closeburn near Dumfries, at Whitehjll,

Baldcraig, Corncockle Muir, Chapel Hill by Moffat, and
Canobic.

The newest of the universal formations he states to
be the floetz trap, covering sometimes the transition

rocks, and sometimes the independent coal formation

;

and consisting in the lower parts of the county, of por-
phyritic greenstone and amygdaloid from the bridge of
Langholm to Denbie ; while, in the upper parts, (as
between Wamphray and Langholm,) it lies on the sum-
mit of transition mountains, generally in the shape of
mountain caps, blackish pitchstone being subordinate

to it.

Of that arrangement of compound minerals which
divides them into five classes, (viz. the primitive, the
transition, stratified or secondary class, the alluvial, and
the volcanic,) the first and last classes of rocks do not
seem to have presented themselres in this county. TJic
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trjinsition mountains are of great extent; the secondary

strata run up the three principal valleys to the very

bases of those mountains ; and the alluvial class em-
braces a variety of soils, the most remarkable of which

are the haugh or holm lands, near the rivers, and some
fields of sleech near the sea. The practical coal view-

ers have not made any other distinction than into the

primitive or primary rocks, and the secondary or stra-

tified.

From the rocky faces and broken scars of the princi-

pal mountains, their conformation seems to be similar

in them all. Wacken and trap are the rocks which pre-

vail, with slate of different characters. Near the bases

of the largest mountains, beds of ferruginous clay ap-

pear, and masses of conglomerate occasionally present

themselves, with black shistus resembling coal blaes,

though not containing bitumen, but smelling of sulphur,

as black ore of copper does. Here also chalybeate wa-

ters frequently issue in springs.

The mines of Wanlockhead are computed as yielding

about 30,000/. worth of lead annually, one-sixth of which
belongs to the Duke of Buccleuch, as the superior and

proprietor. The produce in 1808 was 15,552 bars, of

nine stones avoirdupois each bar ; and the price for that

year was 32/. per ton. It has been said that the mines
•f Leadhills in Lanarkshire, and of Wanlockhead in

this county, which are near each other in the same
range of mountains, were opened in consequence of a

discovery by one Martin Templeton in 1517 ; but others

believe them to have been open of a much older date

;

and some think they may have been known even to the

Romans, whose public roads passed near those moun-
tains, and who might the more readily have known of

ihe veins, as most of them have appeared on the surface.

It is the more probable, since two lead bars are said to

exist still, which had been worked by the Romans, and
are marked with the date and the name of tlie emperor,
the one at Ripley, and the other in the British museum.
A drift was opened in search of copper and lead, in the

mountains near Hartfell, many years ago, without success.

It is now of particular importance to open slate quar-

ries in the districts remote from the sea. The very su-

perior slates of Lancashire, betwixt prime cost, and
land and water carriage, are very expensive. Gleno-
char is remote, and the slate is rather soft, and not al-

ways to be obtained.

Among the secondary strata which are found in most
of the lower parts of this county, coal is worked at San-
quhar and Kirkconnel, in the north western part of the

county, towards the head of Nithsdale ; and also in the
parish of Canobie, in the south-eastern parts, near the
lower part of Eskdale. It is unfortunately not found in

the neighbourhood of the greatest population ; nor at

Closeburn, or Kelhead, near the principal quarries of
limestone. The upper districts of Annandale and Esk-
dale, which are very remote from the sea, feel exceed-
ingly the want of coal and lime ; the mere carriage of

a single cart load of the former now costing at least

fifteen, and of the latter twelve shillings. The last

boring in this county was lately made in the vicinity of
Moffat, in search of coal. It was put down about 100
feet, mostly at the expence of the ordinary inhabitants,

and went through various thick seams of red sand stone.

This colour has been commonly held as an unfavourable
sign of coal ; but it has been understood of late, both
from concurring facts, and the admissions of men emi-
nent for mineralogical science, that coal (Joes really

associate with red sandstone. The trial above-mention-
ed, and most of the other unsuccessful borings made in

the county, seem to have been deficient in depth.
In the bogs of Canobie, where Mr Keir bored to the

depth of 148 feet, thick beds of red sandstone were
found alternating with what are commonly denomina-
ted the coal metals. At Sanquhar, the Busbys remark-
ed, that in proceeding towards the dip of the seams, a
stratum of red sandstone, six feet thick, appeared to
overlap the coal metals ; and, at Whitehaven, they ob-
served, that the coal appeared to have a connection with
that of Workington ; that, for a considerable way towards
St Bee's Head, there is a great body of red strata, in some
places reported from 45 to 60 fathoms, chiefly of the
sandstone and shistose description, with some reddish
limestone also, all much resembling those of Annan-
dale ; that at the sea shore, where the seam of coal is 14
feet thick, the workings are 120 fathoms deep, the red
strata overlapping the coal metals j and that the pre-
sent workings below the sea are opposite to St Bee's
Head, where the greatest body of the red strata ap-
pear, below which is a seam of coal, about 18 inches
thick, succeeded by the ordinary coal metals.

These facts, and many others, naturally lead to the
opinion, that coal may be discovered below the red
sandstone of Dumfries-shire ; but that 140 feet cannot
be considered as a sufficient depth for a fair trial. Yet
none of the late unsuccessful borings have been car-
ried farther; although at Canobie it was beyond this

depth that the best workable seam appeared.
The mere existence of coal, however, is not the only

consideration to be attended to. In the neighbourhood
of Criffle, a mountain in the stewartry, but near Dum-
fries, the coal metals, and even thin seams of coal ap-
pear ; but they are in a disturbed and confused arrange-
ment, probably owing to their approaching sienite rocks
in that mountain. Coal appears in various parts, as in

Achintaggert-burn, but of inferior quality. The regu-
larity of the seams, facility of working them, quality

of the coal, population of the district, means of work-
ing pumps by water wheels, and facility of conveyance
to other parts, are all considerations of importance

;

together with the price and value in the place where
a seam is found.

The use of lime in this county is very liberal and ex-

tensive, not less than 1,500,000 Winchester bushels of
shells being used annually, one way or other. This
would fully load 100,000 single horse carts ; and four-

fifths of the whole are computed to be consumed on
the land, about 14,000 acres being manured with lime.

The kilns within the county furnish the greater part of

all this; and the remainder is imported by sea, or en-

ters the upper district of Annandale from tlie Douglas
lime-works in Lanarkshire, and the head of Nithsdale

from Ayrshire. About 140,000 acres of cultivated land

are under the lime husbandry in tliis county ; and in-

calculable improvement has thereby been effected in

the soil and produce. The total expence is now rising

very high, approaching to 60,00 )/. a year for lime as a

manure ; and on each acre leading to an expenditure of

from 4/. to 5/. every ten years, being annually from
eight to nine shillings. The prices are also rising;

and if it be desired that farmers should drain and lime

their waste lands and common pastures, efforts must
be made for coal to burn the lime, and for coal and

lime also in the remote districts.

The principal ef the present lime-works are thtse 4£
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Clwiiliillii And of Rrlhcad ; but other kilns have been

opened in various part* of the h>wer dislricis of Annan-

dale and Eskdale, or in the ccnlral porta of Niliibdalc.

In this lalier part of the county, coal is carried down

from Sanquhar by land, a considerable dibtancc, to burn

the lime ; and most of thi- other kilns arc- supplied with

coal WBtor-bornc Iron* lln^;land, ami subject also to

land carnage from the Solway I'rith.

The hmcbtonc of this county is generally stratified,

and contains very thin seams of clay between tbc strata,

which are useful in separating and workinj; tbc stone.

Petrifactions arc frequently founil in it of difTcrcnt kinds ;

andsomttimcs hollows occur in tbc stone, either empty,

or filled with clay. Tbc barjari; limestone is a con-

tinuation of the same that occurs at Closeburn. Tbc
brown n)uir limestone is supposed to extend through

most ports of the lower district of Aniiandale. The
BUckwood rid^c limestone is mixed with clay, but

jrields very white and pure lime, and appears to be tbc

same with what is worked also at the Uonkins. At
Caldronlec and Hiph Muir, the stono is trough-shaped.

In Eskdalc, the coal formation begins at Langholm-
bridge, and extends to the Solway Frith ; and limestone

appears in many dilTerciit places of this district.

The valued rent is in Scots money, (ascertained in

the prutcctin-atc or usurpation, and adopted virtually

thereafter,) 158,627/. 6*. 9tl.; which in Merks Scots is

038,000, and in sterling money 1 3,223/. 18s. 4rf. Tlie

real rent* taken from the statistical volumes, and cor-

responthng neariy to the medium year 1795, were
109,700/.; and the returns of land rents and of difTcr-

cnt mines to the '.ax-olTif c in 1808, were 219,037/. lOs.

*(/. But the present value of tl\e lands and ntines of tlie

'Whole county, in open market, is jji-eatly more.
The ^rczt western Roman inad from Carlisle into

Annandale and Nith&dale, and up these districts to the
Castle of Crawford, where the litres meet, having also

a branch up Eskdalc to Castle Oc'r, was planned by
Agricola ; andbiing executed by bis successors, was
most fre(|uented by the Roman armies down to the time
of Severus. Many remarkable stations occur in the

vicinity of these lines of road ; and coins and other
thiniTS have been discovered, indicating that Romans
had frequented the country.

Dumfries-shire is now opened up by six lines of
turnpike roads ; five of which are under the direction
of the commissioners within the couiity, having twenty-
nine toll-gates, and returning for the year ending at

Whitsunday 181 I, the gross rent of 4134/. 5s. One
important line is now carrying through, executed part-
ly by the commercial interest of Glasgow, and partly
depending on subscriptions in this county and on go-
vernment aid. Tlic fjistricl or county roads and bridges,
arc made and repaired by the convened value of the
statute labour, now authorised to be raised as high as
30*. in the 100 merks valued rent from the occupants
of b.iid, which, if carried to the maximum, would raise

a gross fund of 3570/. a ye.ir: in aid of which fund,
the county is in use to assess landholders in a moderate
sum for bridges; and individuals are also accustomed
to subscHbe.

Rlr.nufacturcs on a very moderate scale are carried
on in carpets, in paper, cotton-yarn, spades, tanned
leather, soap, candles, sait, ale. and beer, poiter and
stockings. Linen is hardly made for sale, though it is

manufaciurtd for use. The ninnufrcturc of wuol is al-

njt»3t lost in this couDty, and over Scotland in general,

fur want of correct utepling houses, to assort the ram
matetial.

Comniarce is improving; and by the Custom-ho ise

returns for 1H09, there wore 4'.)3 cargoes inwards, id

2U7 cargoes outwards ; inc total uf the burdens 29,1-37

tons.

The royal borough of Dumfries is the county iow%
The other royal burghs arc Anuiin, Loclunaben, and
Sanijubar. Annan is already niucb iniproved; but it

wants a port. Locbmaben stands in the tincst and most
open and improvable district in the county, and is likely

to be soon iniproved inalerially, together with the adja-

cent country, by means of a canal from the mouth of the

river Annan by the liincworks ut Kelhcad.
The fine village of MofTut, situated at the base of

Ilartfell m<uintain, shekeied from the noitli and cast,

and furnished with sulphur and chalybeate waters, and
with accommodations for genteel strangers,—is well

known. That of Langholm on the river Esk, and of
Thornliill on the Nith, are advantageously situated. New
villages have been laid out on the properties of DalS"
winlon. Mount Annan, Kellhcad, and Rockhall.

It is not supposed that the woods and plantations of

the whole county exceed six or seven thousand acres.

Many of the heath ridges appear to have been in culture

for corn at a remote period of time ; and peat mosses
have accumulated in rich forest lands. The Scots pine

grew in some of these lands naturally. Most of the

moimtain arms of Dumfries-shire, that intersect it from
north to south, are admirable subjects for the planter l^

work in.

Tne total number of sheep is supposed to exceed
200,000. Of these mountain flocks, tlie greater part
are now of the Clieviot breed, and next in number arc

those of the black-faced breed. Lesser flocks of New
L'-iccster sheep are reared in the lower farms, by the
most respectable inipiovers. A few small parcels, also,

of the Spanish, and some of llie iVIerino blood. Th&
cattle are mostly of the Galloway race, and rise in num-
ber to about 30,000. It has been found, that so many
pigs are now reared as to furnish bacon for export from
the county, to the extent of nearly 50.00)/. a-year. The
returns matlein gross from tlie milk cows and other cat-

tle, and from the sheep in the common walks and lower
districts of Duinfries-shire, have been computed as ris-

ing above 300,()(;0/. a-year. The gross produce of the
crops raised on 150,000 acres of cultivated soils, is con-
sidered as rather more than all the returns from live

stock; the lands in pasture not being included.

The number of the fieebolders on the last roll was 74;
and that of the commissioners of supply about 198. There
are 20 <lepuly lieutenants to assist the lord or vice-lieu-

tenant in arranging and maintaining the domestic force

of tlie county ; and the justices of the peace exceed 140.

The property taxes levied in this county for the year
1808. ;il't<r all deductions ond abatements were made,
amounted to 31,709/. 1 Is. Id.; being from two to three
times tlie whole valued rents at the lime of the usurpa-
tion.

Wheat is now cultivated throughout all the county,
except in the very highest parts of it. It is believed
that ill remote times, this valuable grain was cultivated

in quantities in Dumfries, Galloway, and Ayr. Oats are
in high perfection, raised in all jiarts of the county. Po-
tatoes are almost the staple produce. Sown grasses and
meadow hay are abundant.

The principal articles of export are in lead, cattit,
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wool, grain, and potatoes; and those of import consist

mostly of coal, sUites, and foreign pine timber, with gro-

ceries of all kinds, wine, and iron.

The most venerable castles are those of Caerlaverock,

Lochmaben, Achincass, Morton, Sanquhar, Comlongan,
Tortliorwald, &;c. : and the chief houses are those of

Urunilanrig, Rachills, Dalswinton, Castlemilk, Close-

burn, Springkell, Blackwood, Sec.

The fishings in the rivers have greatly failed of late

years. This failure is ascribed to the killing of the spawn-

ing fisii in these rivers; and a new act to prevent it was
lately obtained. But it proceeds very much from the

almost entire capture of the fish as they move up the

Sohvay, in the numerous nets that are placed there in

the salt water.

Fuel, in various parts of Dumfries-shire, is expen-
sive; coal being remote, and the peat-mosses requiring

mucli labour, time, and expence.

The common lands, in this county, have been either

altogether or for the most part divided, and are now
cither improved, or in process for tliat purpose. A
great proportion of the marches of conterminous estates

have also been straightened and fenced; and inclosure

and subdivision are going forward in most of the farms.

(K. K.)

DUMOSjE. See Botany, p. 73.

DUNBAR is situated at the mouth of the Frith of

Forth. It consists of a large and spacious street, ex-

tending from north and south, and containing many good
houses, wliich arc in general three stories high. The
principal public buildings arc the Town Hail, tlie Church,
and the New Inn. The Town Hall is a wretched build-

ing, with a paltry spire in a state of extreme decay. The
church is a long mean Ijuilding, willi a square tower at

its west end, having small turrets at each angle, and a

larger turret in the centre, by way of a spire. The
New Inn is one of the best buildings of this kind in any

of the provincial towns of Scotland. It is three stories

high, large and commodious, with suitable stables, &c.

At the north end of the principal street stands the resi-

dence of the Earl of Lauderdale, with its back turned

most contemptuously to the town, and forming the actual

termination of the sti'eet. The front of this house is

built of fine freestone. It has a semicircular porch sup-

ported by six columns of the Ionic ordei-. The wings,

which are unusually large, are higher than the body of the

house, and appear to contain the public rooms: a balus-

trade runs along the front wall.

The harbour of Dunbar is far from being large. It

consists of an inner and an outer harbour with a diy dock.

In the inner harbour there is generally 16 feet of water

at stream tides. The outer harbour is defended by a

small fort, mounted with several cannon, and standing

upon a rock of columnar sandstone.

The ruins of the old castle of Dunbar stand to the

north-east of the harbour. It is situated on several pro-

jecting rocky promontories, hollowed out by the action

of the sea into huge caverns, sometimes open above,

and crossed by natural arches of rock. It has a very
interesting and unusual appearance, and is particularly

deserving of notice, (to)

DUNDEE, a sea-port and manufacturing town in

Scotland, is situated on the north bank of the Frith of
Tay, and within the county of Angus or Forfarshire.

In 1811 the popidation amounted to 29,716, exclusive of
seamen and militia, being an increase in ten years of
nearly 4000; and the seamen belonging to this port

Vol.. VIII. PAtiT I.

amount at present to about 1273. The town of Dundee
is far from elegant; but there are many iiaiidsome pub-
lic buildings and private houses in it. The High Street
is an oblong 360 feet in length, by 100 f ci broad; the
other streets diverging from it are gc.nevf'.jy narrow. A
little to the west of this street stands thf Old Church,
having a large square Gothic tower 155 feet high; on
the south side of it the town-house is built uj)on the scite

of an old church, and contains a guild-hr.il, court-room,
prison, the Dundee bank, &c. At the east end of the
square there is a handsome trades hall. St Andrew's
Church is an elegant new building, with a spire 139 feet

high. A large infirmary has been for a considerable
time established; and a lunatic asylum, planned by the
late Mr Stark, is partly finished. The other public
buildings of any appearance are a small theatre, and a
new Gothic chapel for an Episcopalian congregation.
Dundee is a royal borough. It has enjoyed privileges

as ample as those of any borough in Scotland, since the
reign of William, which began in 1165: and tliese

were recognised by a charter of King Robert Bruce,
dated March 14th, in the 22d year of liis reign. The
privileges were greatly increased in subsequent reigns,

until, in that of James VI. in January 1601, they were
all confirmed, and last of all ratifieil by Chailes I. in
what is called the great charter, which bears that all its

articles were ratified in parliament, 1641. The govern-
ment of tlie town is vested in a council of twenty per-
sons, who, in the ordinary way thrnugliout Scotland,
chuse a provost and four bailies annually. I'he revenues,
of which the magistrates have tljs managemerit, anjount
to about 4(j00 per annum.
The tiade of this port isvery coi'siderable, and although

of late years the actual exports and imports, owing to

the general obstructions of commerce, afTord no ade-
quate idea of the tendency to increase, we shall state

them for the year 1813, with this remark, that the direct

imijorts and exports bear no proportion to the goods car-

ried to and from Dundee coastwise, which are not here
included.

Impokts in 18 13.

Flax .

Hemp
Iron

Tallow
Ashes
Lintseed

Tons. Cwls. Qis
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ion wool 35 tons, tea 47,743 |>ounds, 1080 hhUs. ol [>or-

ter, 38,oai tons of coals, lugmr S83J tons. Thirc arc

at present 3o vessels of iliftcrenl sires belonging to Dun-

dee, einplo) ed it> llic foreign trade, 4»9 1 tons ; 1 16

»hi|>v 7184 tons in the coasting irudc; and 8 ships in

the tishin*; trade, 2634 tons; tnaking riic whole tonnage

of - ;Mig to the port U.ysu.

I . » which of late have had a prejudicial

inlliuiitt oil ii.Kic, have also operated on manulacturcs,

and tliosc «f Dundee can only be correctly viewed by

taking? n retrospect. I'lie linen inanvifaclure has been

loin; carried on in it to a great extent. Ilelwixl 1788 and

1789, the (luantiiyof Osiiiburghs stamped amounted to

4,243,653 yards, valued at lu8 78J/. U«. irf. ; and sup-

posing a fourth of this quunliiy to luive been brought

from the neighbourhood to the Dundee slanip-onkes,

the ({uanlily made in the town and vicinit) would be

3,181,9'.'0 yards, worth 80,587/ Os. 8(/.

\S\- add a note of the stamped liiicii cloths lor the last

four years.

1810.

1811.

1812.

1813.

(2,969.051 J yards. Va
^2,489 518 .
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is now included in the romantic grounds of PittencrieF,

belonging to Mr Hunt. A little to the eastward of the

tower, on the brow of the glen, the remnant of a pa-

lace, afterwai-ds built, and long inhabited by the kings

of Scotland, still exists. One wall is pretty entire, and

affords a specimen of its ancient magnificence. Charles

I. and the Princess Elizabeth, his sister, from whom
the House of Hanover derive their title by descent, were
born in this royal residence. The Abbey, of which no-

thing but the ruins now remain, is another interesting re-

lict of other times. It was one of the earliest and richest

religious houses in Scotland. It was founded as a monas-
tery by Malcolm Canmore, for the monks of the Bene-
dictine order, completed by his son Alexander I. and
dedicated, with its church, to the Holy Trinity, and St

Margaret, the queen of Malcolm. It was governed by

a prior till the reign of David, who converted it into an

abbey; and was at one time so magnificent and exten-

sive, that " three sovereign princes, with all their reti-

nue, might have been lodged conveniently within its

precincts." Its revenues were derived from places at a

considerable distance; but it suffered amidst the ravages

of war and reformation, with the other monuments of

superstition and royal prodigality. The Abbey was
nearly burnt down in the 14th century. Edward I. win-

tered at Dunfermline in 1303. The church and some
cells which had been spared, were, however, nearly de-

molished in 1560, by the reformers; and the Abbey be-

ing erected into a temporal lordship in 1593, and be-

stowed on Queen Anne of Denmark, all that now re-

mains of this once splendid ecclesiastical edifice, is a

part of the great church, built by Malcolm, and the

rubbish and ruins which surround it. The part of the

church which is still preserved, is occupied as a place

of worship. Adjacent to the church, the cemetery of

many kings of Scotland is pointed out ; and wc learn

from Sir Robert Sibbald's History of Fife, that the fol-

lowing royal personages are here interred : Malcolm III.

Queen Margaret, King Edgar, Alexander I. Sibilla his

queen, David I. his two wives, Malcolm IV. Alexander
III. his queen Margaret, Robert I. his queen Isobel,

Edward II. son of Malcolm III.; his brother Etheldrade,
earl of Fife; M'Duff, earl of Fife; Constantine, earl of

Fife; William Ramsay, earl of Fife; Thomas Randel,
earl of Murray, governor of Scotland. Robert the Bruce,
the most illustrious of our Scottish kings, is also said to

be buried at Dunfermline. But all marks of royalty are

obliterated from their graves.

The manufactures of Dunfermline are principally dia-

per and damask, for which this town has long been dis-

tinguished. A few years ago, the annual receipt from
the sale of tiiese kinds of cloth was calculated to amount
to 150,000/.; but of late, a great diminution has taken
place. The manufacturers in Dunfermline, and its im-
mediate vicinity, who, in September 1813, amounted to

1114, were, until within the period alluded to, employed
exclusively in the manufucture of diaper and damask,
but many of the operative weavers now receive work
from Glasgow, and other places, and some are still alto-

gether unemployed. Great improvements have been
made in the Dunfermline branch of manufactures, and
there are at present many persons employed in it. For
a long period, the goods manufactured wci'e chiefly

bought for tlie London market, by people who came and
purchased them on the spot; but for the last twenty
years, great quantities of them have been disposed of in

the usual way, by the manufacturers going to London,

and other places, and receiving orders. Previously to

1749, it was customary to weave ticks and checks dur-
ing the winter months; but since that time, until of lale

that the cotton goods for manufacturers in Glasgow, &c.
have been woven, nothing, comparatively, but damasks
and diapers have been made in Dunfermline.

Dunfermline is the seat of a presbytery; and recently
a sheriff-substitute has been appointed, and holds courts
for the administration of justice in the western district

of Fife. The magistrates also exercise a jurisdiction

competent within burgh. Besides a parish church,
which is a collegiate charge, there are various places of
public worship, and a great variety of sects. Ralph
Erskine, a leader in the secession from the established

church of Scotland, in 1740, was one of the ministers of
Dunfermline. There are a chapel of ease, a relief meet-
ing-house, two Burgher and two Antiburgher houses,

two congregations of Baptists, and one of Methodists.

There is no parochial school ; but a grammar school, the

patronage of which is in the Marquis of Tweedale, on
the recommendation of the town council, has long exist-

ed in the burgh. Besides the doctor of the grammar
school, there is a " master of the song," or precentor,

who teaches church music, the English language, and
arithmetic, also under the same patronage. But these

means of education have been found so extremely defi-

cient, that there are several private schools in the town ;

and the council, guildry, and most respectable inhabi-

tants, have lately united in subscribing liberally for the

purpose of erecting and endowing an academy suitable

to the place. A master has been chosen, but the ar-

rangements are not yet completed for settling the esta-

blishment. The Lancastrian system of education, in a

modified shape, has been introduced wilh success; and

there is one gratis school for the instruction of poor chil-

dren. There are three subscription and one circulating

libraries in Dunfermline; two subscription coffee-rooms,

and various institutions of a charitable character, the

particular objects of which are partly of a permanent

and partly of a casual description. The poor, of whom
few beg, are supported by the contributions of the heri-

tors, and the collections at the chtirch doors; but a great

deal is done to prevent the increase of parochial paupers,

by means of friendly and other benevolent societies. In

1812, the money given by these, chiefly to poor house-

holders and distressed families, amounted to about 1500/.

A guildhall has lately been erected, hut is not yet finish-

ed. It is a handsome building, with a spire, and will

contain rooms for public purposes, an inn, kc. There
are eight fairs in the year, and two weekly markets, one

for the sale of grain, and another for butter, eggs. Sec.

There are branches of the bank of Scotland, and the

British Linen Company; and four agencies for insurance

companies against fire. Formerly there was a conside-

rable number of breweries, and a distillery; but theie

arc now only five common brewers, three of whom make
strong ale and porter. The town is amply supplied with

water, brought in pipes about two miles. The streets

are well lighted and paved ; and many of the houses

comfortable and well built. Coal is abundant, good and

cheap. There is one good inn, and above 100 of an in-

ferior description. The situation and vicinity of Dun-
fermline are extremely pleasant. See Statistical Account

of Scotland, Isfc. (a p.)

DUNG. See AoRicuLxunE Index.

DUNKIRK, or Dunqueuque, in Dutch and F'lemish

Brabant, a considerable sea port of France, in tlie dc-

D2
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partinciit of the North, 30 mile* nortli-cast of Calais.

'I'Uf t>anic denotes the " church on the Downs, or sand

hilK" »'"' '!>«; plnic i» of j-rrat uiili(|Uity. It belonged

for »fviral cL'iituricB lo the KarK of l-'luiidcrs, and pass-

ed, in llic lilh cciiiury, to the liotisc of Austria. It

remained under the Spjiiisli braiicli of thai llou>e a coii-

aidemlilc time, hut clian^cd iiiaslcrs more th:iii oiicu, in

the wars in the Low Countries carried on in the minori-

ty of lx>ui* XIV. Croiiiwell liaxinj; l.ikcii part av;.iiiist

Spain, and huvin(; assisted the Krench in obtaining pos-

session ol Dunkirk, it was put into his liaiuls, and its

foruncations coiisiilei-ably cxtemlcd by liim. It rcmain-

ed, however, only four years in our possession, Charles

II. selling it, ill 1663, to Louis XIV. for llu- sum of

a09,(Xx7. sterling. Tiiat ambitious monarch expended

lar|(c sums in strengthening its foniiications, so that Dun-

kirk afterwards became the seat of very formidable an-

noyance to the Lnglisli commerce. It is said, that in

the war of the Succession, the prizes carried into Dun-
kirk exceeded the value of a million surling : a loss of

such importance, that, at the peace of Ulrccht, our

ministers made a point of stipulating for the destruction

of the fortifications, and even of the harbour. This ac-

cordingly look place, in a considerable degree, in the

year 1713; but though, in the subsequer.l treaties of

1746 and 1763, similar stipulations were inserted, the

Frtnch contrived to evade their execution, and the Bii-

tisii ministers have been disposed to consider the inser-

tion of the article as little else than an expedient for ac-

quiring popularity. Since the American war, the French
have been at liberty to improve the harbour and fortifi-

cations as they thought proper. It is generally thought,

that the Duke of York might have succeeded in taking

possession of this place in the autunui of 1793, had his

operations been properly combined. Reicliard taking

his account from the Terrier office, (le Bureau de Cadaa-
rre,) makes the population of Dunkirk to be 16,832. It

may be taken at about 22,000. The houses arc built of
white brick. The communication between the harbour
and the interior of the town is by a quay, which is very
long anil solid. The rope yard and sailors' magazine
are two buildings, each of nearly 600 feet in front. The
barracks are beautiful. There is h.ere a i)u'olic school
for teaching mathematics and hydrography. The road-
stead of Dunkirk is at the distance of a mile and a half
north of the town, and lies witliin a sand bank, which
runs parallel to the shore for an extent of nearly five

miles in length. Of late years, it has suffered in point
(if trade in the same way as other towns in France, and
Its inhabitants have little other occupation than that of
privateering, and of a few inland manufactures, such as
glass, ropes, leather, delf ware and st.irch. Sec. In time
of peace, it will, in all probability, enjoy a considerable
foreign trade, and might be expected to employ nearly
200 merchantmen, and 2500 or 3')00 seamen. It is the
native place of the celebrated Jean Bart. E. Long. 2° 7'

N. L.t. 51" 2*.

DUODECIMAL 0/ a Tone, in Music, {-^T.) is an
interval which Aristoxenus, according to Dr Holder,
constituted as a degree, or common-measure for inter-
vals. It is =8 68964.i5;-)-m. (oi 8^r-)-Jf+^,„ ;) i,s com-
mon logarithm is .9957372.8980; ^: 01416 3 it, F.uler's
logs, or decimals of the octave : —7901 17xr^8 697507
X S. Kc. Some of the ancient writers on music stem to
have assumed, that this interval was tlic sani' wii ' tii

of tic -ninor fourth, but which is ^8.48'i5l4SXm ZZ
^958353,7545 in common logs; and others, that it was

the same wiihy^d of the octave, but whichisizS S2.'8692

-l-m,^ 9958 190.2784. These ditVeienccs, tnou^h so
sm.dl .ip|jareiitiy in these small intervals, are neverthe-
less sulHeieiitly great, when often repeated, in compos-
ing or calculating of intervals by their means, us to ren-

der tiiem very unfit for their intended purpose. Sec
Co.MMONMKASL'iiK ol Intervals, (f)
DL'RA .Matkk. See Anaio.my.
DLH.\.\ I'A, a genus of plants of the class Didyna-

inia, ami order Angiospcrmia. SeelloiAKV, p. 249.

DUKEK, Aliieut, a celebrated (ii rnuiii painter antt

engraver, was born at Nuremberg, A. D. 147 1. In the

shop of his father, who was a gohlsmith, he made iiis

first essays with the pencil ; but was taught by an in-

ferior artist named Martin llupse, to manage colours,

and engrave upon co|>per. When he was about 26
years of age, he began to exhil^it some of liis W(jrks to

the public ; and soon acquired great celebrity by his

engravings. lie was one of tlie first improvers ol tnat

art, which he carried to a high degree of periVction;

and, excepting his contemporary Michael Angelo Buo-
naroli, he had no etjual during his life, lie possess-

ed an inexhaustible fund of designs ; and, in order to

execute them more expeditiously, he engraved many
upon wood. His prints are, of consequence, extremely
numerous, and were rapidly bought up as soon as tiicy

were thrown off. Besides tiie excellence of tne execu-
tion and design, they possess a recommendation, wnich
was not common among tlic productions of tnose times,

namely, ihat they are entirely free from obscene le-

preseiitations. One of his best engravings is that of St

Eustachius kneeling before a slag, wuich nas a crucifix

Ijetwcen its horns; and the principal merit of this piece

is supposed lo consisl in the bcauly and varieiy of at-

titudes imparted lo the dogs. He did not produce many
paintings; and few of them arc now to be seen, except
in the more rare collections, or in t.ie palaces of princes.

One ol the most eminent of these is his painting of
Adam and Eve iyi the palace of Prague, wliich Gaspar
Velius has celebrated in the following couplet

:

Angehis hos cerneiis, miratus (l\s\l, ab horlo
Non iu tbrmosos vos ego depukram.

He was well skilled also in statuary, architecture,
optics, and geometry; and wiote several treatises upon
these subjccls, which wei'C published after his death,

after having been translated from the original CJcrnian

into the Latin language. He enjoyed the patronage
and esteem of the Emperor Maximilian, who bestowed
upon liiin a handsome pension, with letters of nobility;

and he continued to experience the liberality of Charles
V. and of his brother Ferdinand, king of Hungary.
He was for many years the chief magistrate of his na-

tive city ; and, being in easy circumstances, practised

his art more as an aniuscmcnt than a profcssioji. He
lived, however, in a very frugal style, and with all tiic

appearance of poverty raliier than of wealth ; but was
a man of cheerful dispositions, and highly agreeable in

conversation. Dislinguisiicd, in short, by the mild vir-

tue of his character, as well as by the extent of his

genius, he was highly respected during his life ; and
died at Nuremberg in 1528, where his friend and pa-
tron Pirckheinicr, has honoured his memory with a suit-

able sepulchral inscription. See Melr.hior Adam in vi-

lis Phil'is. (ierinan ; Vasari vitc de Pittori ; Sandrart,

Pilki..v',ioii, Sec. (f/)

DURHAM, IS a marlime county in the nortli of
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Englanrl. Its form is nearly thnt of an equilateral tri-

anp;le ; the eastern side, from its soullicrn extremity at

Sockbiirn lo the mouth of the 'I'yiie, meiisurinji; rather

less than the distance of tliosc two points from its wes-

tern extremity, where it joins the counties of Cumber-
land and Westmoreland. It is situated lielween the la-

titudes of 54° 29' and .15" .T ; on the north it is separa-

ted from Norihnmijcrland by the rivers 'I'ync and Dcr-

went ; on the west from Cumberland and Westmore-
land, by the Crookburn and the 'i'ecs, and by barren

hills and moors; on the south and south-east, from

Yorkshire by the Tecs ; and on the cast it is bounded

by the (ienuan Ocean. The greatest extent of the coun-

ty, from Shields in the north to Sockburn in the south,

is rather more than 36 miles; and its [greatest breadth,

from the peninsula of Hartlepool on the east to the

mouth of the Crookburn on the west, where the three

coimlies of Durban), Cumberland, and Westmoreland
unite, scarcely reaches 45 miles. Its circuml'erencc is

about 180 miles, and it contains about 582,400 acres.

It is divided into four wards : Chester ward, which con-

tains three divisions ; Dailin^ton ward, which con-

tains the same numiier of divisions; and I",asinnton and
Stockton wards, each of which contain (wo divisions.

IJut l;esides these, part of the county of Durham liits at

the north-eastern extremity of I'^nj^laiul, se])arated from
the main body of it by the whole length of Norihiiinber-

land. This detached portion is divided into two parts,

Islandshire (so called fiom its comprehending Holy
Island,) which commences a little to the north of llam-

borough, and rinis along the sea coast, and for seven

or eiglit miles inland, as far as Herwick u])on Tweed ;

and Norhamshire, which lies to the west of Islandshire,

and runs uj) Tweedside, nearly as far as where the Till

falls into that river. These two detached portions of

Durham contain about 72 sf|uare miles of good land,

well cultivated. Tliis county pays three parts of the

land tax, and provides 400 men for the militia. The
natural districts of Durham are not very distinctly

marked ; nevertheless the sea coast may be distinguish-

ed by a flatness and tamcness of surface, when com-
paied with the centre parts of the county; the banks of

the Tecs, by lowness of situation and productiveness of

soil ; the moorlands, which occupy the western parts

of the county, on the contrary, are characterized by ele-

vation and barrenness; and the interior is marked by the

irregularity of its surface, and the diversity of its soils,

comparatively witii the ixst of the county. The prin-

cipal vale land consists of the Vale of Stockton, which
is well defended by the rotund, prominent iiills, which
rise about nine miles northward of the Tees; the Hat

vale land sj)reading seven or eight miles from that river.

The centra! district is the largest of the natural districts,

commencing at the foot of Gateshcad-fell, anrl extend-

ing southward as far as the vale of Stockton: the sea

coast district bovnids it on the east ; and the moorlands,
with the valley of Walsingham, on the west, 'l"he ge-
neral appearance of the moorlands of Durham is simi-

lar to that of the moorlands of Yorkshire and Noithuin-
berland. It is crossed by that lidge of hills, which
have been not unaptly called the Apennines of Eng-
land, though none rise very high in this county. From
this description of the face of this district, it will be
seen that the general aspect of the county is hilly and
naked. As it extends from the sea coast nearly lo the

lop of Crossfell, which is 3400 feel al)ove the level

of the sea, the climate of Durham must vaiy very con-

siderably. In favourable seasons, and early situations,

the harvest commences about the middht of August
;

but when the seasons are cold and wet, little corn is

cut, even in the low and sheltered ])arts of the comity,
before Se|)teml)er; and not inifre<|uently, in the w<tsli:rn

parts, it is proti acted till the beginning; oj' niiddU^ of
November. In the spring, cold north and easterly winds
prevail ; these sometimes continue till the bejviiming of
.lune, and are succeeded by south and wc^slerly wiinls,

bringing much rain ; but the heaviest falls of rain and
snow are from the south-east.

The soil, in the south-east pari of the county, is for

the most part a strong fertile clayey loam ; to the west-

ward of this, and northwuid, near Sunderland, is a poor
iniferlile clay, suitable neither for corn nor grass. The
vale lands of the Tees, Skern, and Tyn'-'t consist of ciry

mellow loams, rather strong: the vale lands of the

Wear are of a more friable and sandy nature. There
are two districts of limestone ; the eastern, beginning

at Sunderland, and stretching to Mornington, is dry,

but not veiy productive; whereas the soil on the west-

ern limestone, near Stanhope, Sec. raidvs among the best

grazing lands in the north of l'",ngland. A variety of

soil, very thin, and lying on an impervious yellow clay,

is found in many parts of the county, lo which, fiom

its being apt to throw out the plants of wheal, &e. when
the water which li(^s on its suiface is frozen, the appro-

priate name of -wutcr nlmkrn is provincially given.

I'ealy soils, incumbent either on yellow clay, or while

sand, pievail in most parts of the western ilivision of

the coujity.

The princi|)al rivers which (low into the sea, arc the

Wear and the Tees; the Tyne is more geneially consi-

dered as a Noithmnberland riM.i-. The Wear rises in

those vast moors which separate Y(nkshire from Dur-
ham, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Norlhiiniher-

land. It runs at fiist to the south-east; at liishop Auk-
land il turns to the north-east, and alter nearly surround-

ing the city of Durham, il ilovvs northward to (.;heHlei-

le-strect, and then inclines a little towards the east, till

it falls into the sea at Sunderland, 'i'he Tees linds its

source in the same wild range of moois which give rise

to the Wear, but considerably lo the south of that river.

Its course is ijearly ])arallel to it: at first it I'alher iri-

clines to the south-east, iiut when it reaches bi:low Dar-
lington, it turns abruptly to the north-east, and falls into

the sea below Stockton. Teesdale, through which it

flows, presents a long winding stripe of I'erlile land,

surrounded with some of the wildest districts in the

kingdom, llel'.w Uukeby, the Tees receives the Greta

from Yorkshire. 'I'o the northward of the Wear, in the

fiamc lange of mooi s, the Darwent takes its rise : at (Irsl

il pursues an easleily direction, but aftei'wards inclines

more to the north as it ap|)roa';hes the Tyne, into which

it falls a litlie above Newcasllc. The rivers of Durham
arc not of very much advantage lo its intiinal navigation ;

though the Tees might be renrlercfl much more so than

il is at present. A little below Stockton its navigation

is very tedious, and often difiicull, by reason of an ex-

traordinary peninsula; for though the neck of land be-

tween the two parts of the rivi:r is oidy 200 yards, yet

the coiirse of the river is above 2 | miles. As, however,

an act of parliament ha* been obtained lo make a cm
across the narrov/esl part of the [jeninsula, and the woili

is actually begun, it is lo be Jioped thai thi.-, impediincDi

will soon be removed.
In this county there are bomc very large CBlalCH; but
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.. 1 •• > .i- me below lOOO^ a-ycar. The
u>ld, uikI Icatichuldi the south-

.., ,,.^iioUI. A ihird part of the county

. uf l'Cl'lcsiu^tical tenure : llicy arc con-

.tiicuvi .1-. lu^MiuUls ol" inlicrttance. If the copyholder,

however, die with tlie ItRal estate veste<l in him, the

ostate will RO to liie heir-at-law, as in the case of no

will in freehold, except that the widow, instead of her

11 entitled to the ti-Ao/r for her life, flic church

lie cither for twenty-one years or three lives.

Ulhti- leases aic for three, five, or seven years, a few

for twelve or fourteen ; and many farms are let to ten-

iU)'- The larf;cst farm in the county docs not

cx> acres, 'jherc arc a coisidcrable number
hoiu ;jj lo -ioO ; but the jjrcatest part of the county is

divided into farn>s from 150 to 50 acres. The best gra-

cing pastures in the middle and eastern parts of the

county let from 21. and 3/. /(cracre; in tlie western, for

J0» and iOt. Arabic land lets considerably lower. Of
the houses of proprietors, Raby Castle, the seat of the

r.arl of Darlin);toii, is an ancient, magnihcciil, and noble

edifice : and Lumby Castle, belonging to the Earl of

Scarliorouj^h ; Auckland Castle, the episcopal palace of

the Bishop of Durham ; and Brancepeth Castle,—are

also remarkable structures. Of the other buildini^s in

ihe county, some of the bridges only deserve particular

notice or description: Winch Bridge, over the Tecs, is

very singular in its construction; it is a woo<lcn bridge,

laid upon iron chains, which are firmly Kxcd in the rocks

on each side of the river. I'roni rock to rock the width

IS about "0 feel. In order to keep the bridge steady,

and to prevent its vibrating, chains are also fixed on
both sides, at the distance of about a third of the length

of the bridge from each end; and the ends of these chains

are fastened to the rocks. Although the iron bridge over
the Wear, at Sunderland, has been already described un-

der the article Bridge, yet a very brief account of it may
not improperly be given here. It was built in 1795 and
1796, from a model upon a new construction, of uniting

hammered iron with cast iron. The arch is a segment
of a circle, the span of wliich is 236 feet, and the versed
sine 3-i feet. The breadth of the passage on the bridge
is 32 feet: the height from the river, at low water, 100
leet ; so that vessels may sail under it witliout striking

their masts. It cost in building 27,000/. and tlie average
yearly amount of the tolls is 2030/. The weight of cast

iron employed in it is 214 tons; of malleable iron 46
tons: in all, SCO tons.

Durham is more distinguished for its grazing than
its arable husbandry. The produce of wheal upon
good land cannot be estimated higher than between
twenty and thirty bushels per acre. As barley is sel-

dom grown, except upon soils drcst kindly, the pro-
duce of it is larger, viz. from thirty to forty bushels.
Oats are grown on a great variety of soils ; and r.s they
also form the princi|>al grain-produce of the western or
moory part of the county, the average return per acre
varies very much

; probably it may be estimated at

from twenty to forty bushels. Of beans, from fourteen
to, twenty bushels. Fease seldom succeed, and their
produce caimot be rated higher than from eight to
iwclve bushels per acre. The produce of tlie hay-lands
is not great ; some indeed yield two tons of hay per acre,
but in general the produce is below half a ton. The wood-
lands are not of any considerable extent ; and though the
soil in many parts is pcru'lmly adapted to the oak, this

tree is seldom met with. The ash is much more com-
mon. The banks of some of the rivers, however, are

adorned with limber. As the materials for making
roads are good and abundant, the roads in this county
arc in general excellent, except in the western parts,

where the township roads are narrow and ill-constructed.

Tecs water has long been famous for its breed of

cattle : They are of the short horned kin'l. The first

attempt to improve them, was by introducing a bull

from llulland ; l)Ut this did not succeed. Mr Bakewell's

mode was then followed, and, by judicious selection and
crossing, they have been brougiit to a high state of per-

fection. Many of them have been remarkable for fat

and great weight. The celebrated Durham ox was bred
by Mr Charles Collins of kellon, in the year 1796. His
form in every respect was nearly perfect; and as he sliew-

ed an early disposition to take on fat, great attention was
paid to him. At five years old he was deemed so sur-

prising an animal, that lie was purchased to be exhibited

as a show for 140/., and soon afterwards 2000/. were
oflered for him. He was killed in 1807; and, notwith-

standing his being carried so much about for exhibition,

yet he weighed upwards of 186 stone, 14 lb. to the stone.

The lower parts of this county were formerly remarka-
ble for their large breed of sheep : They were, indeed,

the largest in the kingdom, many of them weighing froni

50 lb. to 00 lb. the quarter. Some of them were nearly

the height of a Shetland poncy. But these sheep fell

out of repute, when the Tees water farmers (who are

the principal and most intelligent graziers in the county)
turned their attention to Mr Bakewell's breed, which is

now the prevailing and favourite one in this part of the

county. Besides these, however, there are heath sheep,
which are distinguished by their black and mottled faces,

black legs, and coarse wool. They are mostly found
in the western district, on the borders of the moors.
Their wool is long and coarse; the average weight of it

about 4 lb. In the south-cast part of Durham, as well

as in the opposite district of Yorkshire, a breed of hor-

ses has long been famous, known by the name of Cleve-
land bays. Tlicy are supposed to be the original stock,

front which the old English coach horse, stronger hun-
ters, and road horses sprung. Tlicy are remarkably good
draught horses. Their form is very compact ; their legs

short and sinewy ; and they are remarkably strong and
active, frequently going sixty or seventy miles for coals

or lime in twenty-four hours.

The botany of Durham aflbrds several rare and beau-
tiful plants, among which the barnet rose and the gen-
tiana verim may be particularly enumerated. They arc

both met with in the neiglil)ourhood of Winch Bridge.
The latter, till it was discovered here, was not known to

exist in Great Britain. But this county is more interest-

ing to the mineralogist than to the botanist, as its mines
arc very numerous and valuable.

The mineralogical districts are pretty well distin-

guished. In entering the county from the west, we im-
mediately meet witli the lead district, wliich strctclies

the whole breadth of it in this part, and extends to the

east, as far as a line drawn from Allaresford nearly lo

Barnard Castle. Wlun we pass this line, we enter on
the coal district, which is moie irregular in its form.

Interposed between it and the sea, at least from Moin-
ington a little to the north of Whitburn, is the principal

limestone district. There are also othci- liiKcsu.iL' liis-

tricts. On entering the county from the south, at Pierce-
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bridge, we meet with it. Another lies farther north,

on the ridge extending from Houghton to Aykley. Lime-
stone is also found in the lead n)ine district.

The coal district occupies a space of twenty-two miles

in length, and eleven and a half in breadth, and contains

about 160,000 acres. The collieries are divided into

" water sale" and " land sale:" the former occupy about

one-third, the latter two-thirds of the district. As, how-

ever, there are several parts in which no coal is found,

or at least where it is eitlier thrown out by dikes, or lies

so low as not to be workable, the actual district of work-

able coals cannot be estimated to occupy more than

100,000 acres. The strata are very various in thickness,

and in the quality of tiie coal. The land sale collieries

lie in the south and western parts of the district, the

•water sale in the norlhei'n parts. It is calculated, that

in the water sale collieries 1,333,000 chaldrons are

wrought annually, which employ 701 1 men; and that

in t!ie land sale collieries 147,080 chaldrons are wrought,
which employ 382. The kreelmen employed on the two
rivers of Tyne and the Wear are 3257; so that the total

number of chaldrons arc 1,480,080, and the number of

men employed is 10,650. It is calculated, that if the

seamen who navigate the colliers which sail from Sun-
derland are taken into the account, the number of iwen

employed in the coal trade on the river Wear are 15,000;

and their families being computed at 11,000, there will

thus be 26,000 persons supported by the coal works. As
each clialdion of coals weighs 28 cwt. and a cubic yard

of coal weighs a ton, there are 1,866,200 cubic yards

wrought yearly for exportation, which occupy 1 12 acres.

The average thickness of the workable seams is about
five yards. The strata seldom lie horizontally, but ge-
nerally at a small angle; and whatever the angle of in-

clination in one seam may be, let there be ever so many,
they have all ihe same inclination. 'I'he fall dip is gene-
rally in a south-westerly direction. The dikes are divided

into up-cast dikes and down-cast dikes, as the strata are

cast up or down. The gut of the dikes is mostly filled

with clay. The most remarkable dike is the whinstone
dike, upon Cockfield Fell : it runs nearly in a south-

easterly direction : it is a " down-cast" to the north, of
three fathoms. The breadth is seventeen yards, which
is occupied by whinstone, that appears to liave been in a

state of fusion when it filled up the fracture. This is

inferred from the appearance and nature of the coal, to

the distance of some feet on each side of it, wiiich is

turned into a sooty substance, and becomes cinder as the

distance from the whinstone increases. By degrees, how-
ever, it assumes the natural appearance of coal, and
possesses all its properties. This takes place completely
at about fifty yards from the whinstone. Considerable
quantities of ore of sulphur, of a beautiful bright yellow
colour, and of an angular form, is found on the under
surface of the stratum, lying on that part of the seam
which is converted into cinder. The cinder burns clear,

without smoke, and aflbrds a durable heat. In a dike
somewliat similar to this, near Durham, some small
quantities of lead ore have been found. The coals are

brought out of the pits on machines drawn by steam;
and from the pits to the water on waggons, which run on
iron railways. It may not be improper here to notice an
ingenious contrivance by the late Mr George Dixon of
Cockfield, in this county, for conveying coals, or other
bodies of nearly the same specific gravity, by water,
without boats: "The specific gravity of coals not being
much greater than water, he calculated the declivity ne-

cessary to give water a sufficient force to overcome the
excess of weight that an equal bulk of coals had over an
equal bulk of water, and had a cut made upon Cockfield
Fell, about four feet wide at top, and three feet deep,
with such an inclination as to give the water the necessary
velocity. When a cart load of coals was put into it, they
swam, or were carried gently by the water into a reser-
voir, or standing pool, at the lower end, and deposited
in proper vessels, to be drawn out as they were filled."

Lead appears to have been wrought in this county at a

very early period. In the neighbourhood of Eggleston,
in Teesdale, there are lead mines which have been
wrought from the time of Edward VI. Various ancient
workings have also been traced here, which, by the dif-

ferent implements found in them, are supposed to have
been wrought by the Romans. The lead nsines, as has
been already noticed, lie principally in Teesdale and
Weardale. The ore is mostly found in veins. Where
the adjoining strata consist of limestone, the ore gene-
rally produces a considerable quantity of metal ; but
where the adjoining strata are freestone, indurated ar-

gillaceous earth, which arc called here " plate beds,"
there is little metal in proportion to the ore. Of the

different strata of limestone, that which is called " the

great limestone," and which is seventy feet thick, has
probably produced more ore than all the other strata

together. There are generally about eighty-six lead
mines wrought in this county : Of which, in 1809, four
were in Derwent ; twenty in Weardale on the north side

of the river ; fourteen on the south side of the river; and
forty-eight in Teesdale. The rent paid to the proprie

tors is generally one-fifth of the ore. The number of
people employed has not been accurately ascertained.

Their earnings are about 40/. a-year on an average, each
man. Thirty-two cwt. of clean ore generally produces
20 cwt. of lead. The proportion of silver varies much

;

on the average, 22 ounces are produced from each fother

(22 cwt.) in Teesdale. If a ton will not yield 8 ounces,

it is not worth refining. In Derwent there are four small

mills, in Weardale three, and in Teesdale five. In the

parish of Middlcton, which extends nearly twenty miles

from west to east, and between two and three from north

to south, nearly the whole of the northern half is one se-

ries of lead mines. As the district is very mountainous,
the mode of clearing them of water, called hus/iinff, is

frequently practised. These " hushings" frequently

raise and discolour the water of the Tees, destroying its

fish in great quantities.

In the western parts of the coal district, great abun-
dance of iron ore is found ; and tradition reports, that

the Danes wrought it. It certainly appears to have been
smelted at some remote period, from the immense heaps
of iron slag which are found in various places. They
were certainly very regularly and extensively wrought
in the middle of the 14th century. In the lead-mine dis-

trict, a few miles to the north of Stanhope, there is a

large quarry, from which grey or fi'eestone millstones,

of a very superior quality, are procured. The bed of

stone is 21 feet thick ; but not more than half of this con-

sists of real millstone. Above it lies a seam of finer

freestone. About 40 millstones are sold on an average

in the course of the year. What are generally called

Newcastle grindstones are got on Gatesheadfell in this

county. They have been wrought for a great number of

vears. Some are cut as large as 76 inches in diameter,

and 14 or 15 inches thick. A cubic foot of them weigh>;

1 cwt. 1 qr. 14 lbs. F'"'e f'r-usand chaldrons, each chal
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iluiit any other stone or bricks. In the wis-

i Durham, KViy slate for roofing is ahundanl.

What IS lalli-d silver sanil, and is used in the manufac-

ture of the finer kmds of glass, has been discovered ut

Scaham.
Out next to coal and lead, limestone is the most abun-

dant in Durham. The positions and limits of the differ-

ent limestone districts have already been pointed out. In

Weanlule, near Krostirly, a limestone is found that takes

a fine polish, and the colours are so Inautifully varie-

gated, that it is fre(|uently used as marble for chimney-

pieces; at Pallison also, several strata of limestone have

been lately discovered, which approach still nearer the

(juality of marble: lliey arc clouded with all the varie-

ties of brown, from a dark brown to a cream colour.

This limestone takes a very fiiie polish, stands any wea-

ther, and will net lly with lual: there arc four strata of

this fine limestone, each three or four inches thick ; they

lie near the bottom of the tjuarry ; above them is lime of

the common fjualily. For the purposes of agriculture,

it has been found that the lime from the quariies to the

eastwaril of the coal district, differ in their effects from

the lime brought from the (juari ics to the w estward of

this district: the former, when laid on the land in heaps,

and suffeied to lie some time before it is spicad, renders

the ground uniler it unproductive; and hence it is called,

" burning lime;" whereas the other lime produces no

such effect, and is called '• mild lime." These limes

have been carefully analyzed by Sir Humphry Davy aiul

other chemists ; and the result is, that the limestones to

the east of the coal district, that is, the hot or burning

lime, contain a large portion of magnesia ; and those to

the west of the coal districts, called mild lime, are per-

fectly free from magnesia. The purest of the mild lime-

stone contains 96 of carbonate of lime, and only 4 of re-

siduum ; and the worst of the burning lime contains only

44 of carbonate of lime, 42 of carbonate of magnesia,

and 1 4 of residuum. The bad effects on the land were

uniformly found to be in proportion to the quantity of

magnesia which each contained. According to Mr Mar-

shall, the limestone of Sunderland contains 97 of carbo-

nate of lime. This limestone is of a lightish grey colour;

the rock near Sunderland, out of which it is wrought,

is upwards of 50 feet high; it is covered with 10 feel of

pale clay; there are no regular seams; but it is com-
posed of huge blocks; the interstices arc filled with a

species of marl.

About ttiirty years ago, a salt spring was discovered

in an engine pit, constructed for drawing water out of

the coal mines neur Birtlcy. As it mixed with the fresh

water in the same pit, it would prol)ably have remained
unnoticed, but for an accident which happened to the

boiler, the bottom of vviiich suddcidy dropt out. On
examining it, it was discovered to be corroded, and en-

crusted with a large quantity of strong salt. On this the

workings were examined, and the springs were found to

be confined to a stone drift, that hail been driven 200
yards in a north-east direction into the mine. Xo trace

of it is detected any where else, though the pit, and
every other near it, have been excavated, both above

and below it many fathoms. The depth of the spring is

about 150 yards. It is conveyed to the bottom of the pit,

whence it is raised by the colliery steam-engine. The
spring has never been known to vary, and is as strong

now as when first discovered. About 1100 tons of salt

are made annually. It produces about 20,000 gallons

per day, which is four times stronger than any sea water.

At Uutteiby, near Durham, in the bed of the river Wear,

is a spaw, arising from a sjjring of water, strongly im-

pregnated with salt and sulphur. From the circumstance

of its being mixed with the fresli water of the river, it

is difficult to ascertain what quantity of salt it holds in

solution ; but, on several tiials, it has pmduced double

the quantity obtained from sta-water. It is mucli resort-

ed to for its medicinal qualities. Doresdak spaw is sul-

l)hureous : it was discovered, in 1789, in searching for

coal. The spring burst forth, with a strong sulphureous

smell, at the depth of 24 yards, after boring tlu-ough red

freestone and whiristonc. To the south of ilartlepool is a

chalybeate spring, covered every tide by the sea. It is

impregnated with a small degree of sulphur;—a gallon

yields 120 grains of sediment, in which there appears to

be also a considerable portion of lime. In tiie bed of the

river Tees, near Barnard Castle, a sulphureous water

springs from the crevices of the rocks. It is of the same

quality as Harwich water, used for the same diseases,

but not so strong.

There are a considerable variety of manufactures in

Durham, particularly in the northern part of the county.

At Smalwell, anchors of all sizes are made, as well as

other kinds of iron work for shipping. At Winlaton
Mills, tlicy manufacture files, edge-tools, cane bills for

the West Indies, &.c. At this place there is a slitting

mill, a mill for grinding edge-tools, and a tiil-forge,

which makes 480 strokes in a minute;—these are all

driven by water. There are several foundcries for iron

and brass, at Gateshead, near Chcster-le-strect, at Sun-

derland, Darlington, Sec. On the banks of the Tyne,

near (iatcshcad, and in the vicinity of Sunderland, great

quantities of glass of all descriptions are made. For-

merly saltworks at South Shields were very numerous;
but latterly their number has much decreased. There
arc in the county three works for the manufacture of cop-

peras, one on the Tyne, and two on the Wear. Cotton

goods were inade till within these few years at Durham;
but the manufacture is now laid aside. Darlington is

famous for huckaback, diapers, sheetings, kc. which

employ 500 looms. Mills for spinning flax were invent-

ed here. There arc also mills for dressing chamois lea-

ther, and for grinding and polisliing spectacle glasses.

South Siiields, Sunderland, and Stockton, are the piin-

cipal ports in the county; the first has risen into great

consc(|uence and wealth within th.is last half centuiy ;

since 1740, only four ships belonged to it, amounting to

800 tons; now there arc between 40,000 and 50,000 tons

of shipping. The number of ships built here annually,

on an average, amounts to upwards of 30. Sunderland

has also greatly increased in size and commerce. The
principal trade, both from this port and South Shields,

besides coals, is to the Baltic, and, in time of peace, to

Holland. Corn and lead are the principal expoits from

Stockton.

There arc some interesting natural curiosities in the

county of Durham. About three miles from Darling-

ton are cavities in the earth, called /lail kc tiles, the ori-

gin of which is unknown. Sonic suppose ihcui to be

shafts of old coal works, but this is not likely, as their

diameters run from 75 to lU feet; the depth of the
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largrest is only 19^ feet; and that of the smallest St feet.

Fi' ni the probable derivation of the name hall, the an-

cient British for salt, and kiddle, a dam, some imagine

them to have been salt pits. About five miles to the

north of Hartlepool, is a singular and romantic cluster

of rocks, called tlie Blackhalls; some run many yards

beyond the light of day; others are open, and supported

by natural pillars, which in some places resemble the

towers of a cathedral ; in other places, the rock is so

perfoialed, as to resemble a fine pointed arch gateway.

Marston rocks, between Shields and Sunderland, are

much visited: it is an enormous craggy mass, detached

from the coast by the violence of the sea : there is a large

opening in the, body of the ruck, through which boats

sail. The quantity of manure left by the sea-fowl which
fretjuent it, is so considerable, as at the expiration of

every five or seven years to be generally sold for 100/.

Roman antiquities are not uncommon : near Lanches-
ter is one of tiie cnost perfect in the kingdom, the Gla-
nowrita of Antoninus' Itinerary; the form is oblong, and

it measures 174 paces frou; north to south, and 160 from
east to west, vvilnin the vallum. At ijinchester there is

anotner station, the Vi,,obium of Antoninus; but it is

mucli less perfect than tnat at Laiichester. *-

At the p' rioii of the invasion of the Romans, Durham
was Uitlu^ir.d in the country of the Brigantcs; and on
the conquest of Britain, it formed part of tlie division.

Maxima Caesariensis. In the time of the Saxons, it was
part of the kingdom of Northumberland. From the cir-

cumstance of its not being mentioned in Domesday Book,
it is supposed at this period to have been in possession

of the Scots, or at least in such a disturbed state, as not

to be safe for a survey. It is a county palatine, the pri-

vileges of which it is supposed to have obtained in the

time of St Cuthbert. Many of the original very exten-

sive privileges of the Bishop are now taken away, but he
is still in possession of great power. He either acts as

lord-lieutenant of the county, or appoints one. The she-

riff is appointed by him; he is perpetual chancellor in

his territories, all tenures of land originate from liim, all

estates to which no title can be made escheat to him, and
the admiralty jurisdiction belongs to him. Durham
sends 4 members to parliament, two for the county and
two for the city ; but neither were represented till the

reign of Charles II. By the returns of the population

act in 1811, it appears that the

Inhabited houses vi'ere .

The families inhabiting them
The houses building

The uninhabited houses
Families employed in agriculture

Do. in trade, manufactures, 8cc.

29.033

39,288

152

890
10,288

17,094

Do. not comprehended in the preceding
classes ...... 11,906

Males 83,671
Females 93,954
Total population 177.625

Do. in 1801 165,'700

Increase 11,925

(w.s.)

DURHAM, City of, is in the ward of Easington,

260 miles north from London. Its situation is particu-

larly striking and picturesque; indeed a more singular

position for the capital of a county can hardly be ima-
gined. It is situated on a rocky emhience rising near

Vol. VIII. Part I.

the centre of the county, and almost surrounded by the

river Wear, the banks of which here are beautifully

and richly fringed with wood. The city descends in steep
winding streets to its three bridges, which terminate in

long suburbs. From all the neighbouring points of view,
its appearance is grand and imposing, its public edifices

displaying a great degree of magnificence; but when we
enter it, much of the grandeur with which it strikes us
at a distance is lost; for in general the houses are old,

inconvenient, and dirty, and the streets narrow, wind-
ing, steep, and extremely incommodious. The majestic

cathedral and stately castle stand on a high ciicular hill

;

these, with the streets ciUled the Baileys, aie included

within the ancient city walls. The situation of the cathe-

dral adds much to its grandeur. The base of the rocks
which support its west end, are washed by the Wear ;

and from the square, called the Palace Green, by which
it i§ generally approached, the whole of its north front is

at once beheld. Il was begun to be built in tlie ytar 1093.

The centre tower was erected between the years 1233
and 1258. No material alditions were made to it since,

till the year 1776; at that period great improvements
were begun, which are still going on. The cathedral

is interesting to architects, as affording " a most instruc-

tive series of examples, illustrating the gradual change
of style which took place during the reigns of the three

first Henries, till by degrees the pointed had completely
superseded the semicircular arch ; and the heavy clusters

of the Norman pillars were polished into the light shafts

of the early English." There are several ancient monu-
ments in it; and those of the venerable Bedc, Lord Ne-
ville, and Bishop Hatfield, are particularly deserving of

notice. The Episcopal throne, chapel of 9 altars, library,

&c. are also worthy of attention. On the north of the

cathedral, there is a large open area, called the Palace

Green, on which the castle stands; it is the residence of

the Bishop whenever he visits Duiham. The views

from its upper apartments are singularly commanding,
taking in the whole of the city, and the windings of the

Wear through a fine county to a considerable distance.

It is not known at what period it was built, but probably

before the reign of William the Conqueror. The Keep
or Tower is the most ancient part; it is an irregular oc-

tagon. At present it is a mere shell, but appears ori-

ginally to have contained four stories besides the vaults:

the perpendicular iieight of the mount on which it stands

is 44 feet; round it three pleasant terraces have been

formed, each 10 feet wide, and comnmiucating with one

another. As the buildings which compose the castle

were erected at different periods, there is no uniformity

of taste or style in them. Out of its north gateway the

prison is formed, the anterior accommodations of which

have been lately much improved. There are three

bridges over the Wear, one of which, called the Bank's

Bridge, is rather an elegant structure. Besides these

there are six parish churches, exchequer, law courts,

college, guildhall, infirmary, &c. From the Palace

Green is an avenue that leads to the public walks on the

banks of the river ; these were made and are kept in re-

pair by the dean and chapter: they accompany ihe wind-

ing of the stream, and command some beautiful views of

the city and cathedral. On the one hand, the banks are

rocky and abrupt, while on the other they slope gently

to the river, covered with wood. " The combtnation

here of trees and buildings, water and rock, home sylvan

scenery, and fine distances, is at once beautiful and

grand."
E
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Durlitm scriils twi> meniljcrs to parliaincnl. Tin-

riglii of citilioii i» vested in llic toi|>or.ilioii auc! frtctncn,

who kt prcbciil amount to about I 2<M : llii- city is govci li-

ed bv a mayor, twelve aUlcfiiicii, tweiity-lour cmniuoij-

touiicUmeii, reiorJer, town tleik, &cc. It is deemed

one of the be»tbis!.opric» in Enpl.ind; and the livings in

the bishop's gift, the richest. I'lie prt.-.cnt cndi»\vinent

fora deanery was established by llmry \11I. witli twelve

prelicndaiies, twelve minor canons, Uc. During tlic

protectorate of Oliver Cromwell, an attempt was made

to establish an university here, but it was suppressed at

the restoration, and the buildin)^s, which are still called

the college, were (jivcn to the dean.

The manufactures consist of woollen goods, such as

shalloons, tammies, carpets, kc. The neighbourhood of

the city is famous for large crops of mustard, which pay

remarkably well, Durham mustard being in great request

all over tiie ki:igdom. At the end of March there is a

fair, which lasts for llircc days, principally for cattle,

sheep, and horses; there are also fairs on Whit-Tuesday,

and on the 15th of September. Saturday is the market

day. The population in 1811 was 67G3 Sec Ilutchin's

Hutory a/ Durham; Warner's .Vor/A^rn Tour; Granger's

.iccount (f the Agriculture of Durham; Bailey's Agri-

culture (jf Durham; Marshall's Review of the Agricul-

tural RefiortB from the .M'orthern Defiarimenl of England;

dJ\(i Reautiei (f England and Jl'alcs, Yo\. w (w. s.)

DURIO, a gc:uis of plants of the class Polyadclphia,

ando'-der Polyandna. See Botanv, p. 281.

DL'ROIA, a genus of plants of the class Hcxandria,

and order Munogynia. See Botany, p. 178.

DURSLI'Y, a town of England in Gloucestershire, is

situated at the base of a steep hill, clothed with a fine

hanging wood of beech trees. The town, which is irre-

gularly built, consists of two narrow streets, crossing

each other nearly in the shape of the letter T. The
principal public edifice is the church of St James's,

which is a large and elegant building. It consists of a

spacious nave, side aisles, and a chancel, with a modern
Gothic lower at the west end, and an elegant portal on

the south. The old spire fell in 1699, during the ring-

ing of the bells, and several persons lost their lives. In

1700, it was rebuilt at the expenceof 1000/. The mar-
ket house, which stands near the centre of the town, was
built in 1738, and is wholly of free-stone. At the east

end of it there is a statue of Queen Anne. " On the

south-east side of the cliurch-yard," says Mr Rudge,
" some springs arise out of the ground like boiling wa-
ter, in so copious a manner, as to drive a fulling mill at

about a hundred yards distance below, and are never
known to diminish in quantity. At their rise they cover

a fine level gravelly bottom for about 15 feet square."

The cloth manufacture is carried on here to a great

extent, by means of machinery, and cards are also ma-
nufactured for the clothiers. There is an extensive pa-

per manufactory adjacent to the town. There is found
in the neighbourhood a peculiar kind of stone, witliout

any chip or slit, called towie stone, which is at first soft,

and afterwards indurates by exposure to the air.

The following is the abstract of the population return
for the parish in 1811.

lamilles employed in agriculture

Do. in trade and iiiaiiufucturcs

Males
I'einales .....
Total population

CO

365
1151

U29
2580

Inhabited houses
I'amilics that occupy them

489
561

Sec Rudge's Glocetterihire, vol. ii. p. 216; Bigland's

Cloceatershire, vol. i. p. 513; and Brayley and Brilton's

licautics of England and Wales, vol. v. p. 585. (ir)

DUSKY Bay. See Zealand New.
DUSSELDORF, a town of CJcrmany, and recently

the capital of the grand duchy of Clcves and Berg, is

situated on the Rhine near its conduence with the river

Dussel. The streets are regular, clean, and spacious,

the houses lofty, and the public buildings numerous and

handsome. The principal objects of cuiiosity, arc the

hotel de ville, the equestrian statue of John William,

Elector Palatine, by Ciiipello; the hotel of the former

government ; the barracks, which were built by the Elec-

tor John William, and hold eight battalions, each of

which has its particular church; the collegiate church,

containing a marble monument of the Duke John; the

cidevant church of the Jesuits, which is the finest in

Dusseldort; the convent of Franciscans ; the hospital for

paupers; the five fauxbourgs, particularly the fauxbourg

of Neustadt; and the market-place and Charles' Square.

The fortifications of the town were demolished duiing

the war of the revolution; and the castle, which is now a

heap of ruins, was burned in the bombardment of 1794.

Dusseldorf possesses an academy of painting and de-

sign, and a college; but it has been chiefly celebrated

for its splendid gallery of paintings. This gallery was
carried off to Munich, and nothing was left but a single

picture of Cignani or Rubens, painted upon wood. It lias

lately been sent back to the town ; and it contain* the

chef d'oeuvres of Vandyck, Vandcrwerff, Rubens, and
other Flemish masters. The collection of plasters and
designs belonging to the academy, and the physical cabi-

net of the college, deserve also to be noticed.

The manufactures of Dusseldorf consist of silks, glass,

vinegar, and refineries of sugar.

The chief promenades are the garden of the court, the

walks of Neustadt, and the Place d'Armes.
At the distance of abdiit half a league from the town

stands the convent of La Trappe, where the religious

manufacture and sell snuff-lioxes with cyphers, which arc

held in high estimation. Cromford and its manufactories,

the fine view from the summit of the Grafcnberg, and
the cavern in the mountain of Klutter, are also worthy
of being seen. At the distance of 4i miles fiom Dussel-
dorf are the baths of Schwelm, whicli are much frequent-

ed ill summer. The population of llie town is 12,000.

Its position, according to trigonometrical observations, is

in East Long. 6° 46' 25", North Lat. 51° 13' 42". An
account of the Dusseldorf gallery of paintings will be
found in the Galerie Eleclorale de Dusseldorf par Nico-
las de Pigage, Bale, 1777, folio; and engravings of them
in the Almanack of M. Mohn, entitled JViedcrrheinischcs

Taschenbuch, which is published annually. An account
of the baths of Schwelm will be found in Ueber den
Scheiuelmer Gesundbrunnen, von D. Castringius, Dort-
mund, 1800. (t)

DWARF. See Pigmy.
DWINA. See Dvina.
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DYEING.
1. Dyeing is the art of extracting the colouring princi-

ple, under its various modifications, from the different

substances with which it exists in a state of combination;
transferring it to stuffs, heightening its brilliancy, and
rendering it as far as possible permanent. It is there-

fore of the last importance to the dyer to ascertain the

nature of the colouring principle, and to determine its

relations with the stuffs to which it is to be applied; as

well as the qualities of the chemical agents which may
be necessary to give it fixity, and improve its beauty.

2. Before chemistry had attained its present advanced
state, the most absurd theories were employed to explain

the principles of dyeing. It was long maintained, that

the colouring matter was merely deposited in the pores
and cavities of the stuffs; and that the various processes

to which the latter were exposed, were merely mecha-
nical operations to open and dilate the interstices of the

cloth, or other matter to be dyed, for the reception of the

colour. This theory, which was suggested by Hcllot,

and adopted by Macquer, was universally admitted to

afford a true explanation of the principles of dyeing, un-
til Bergman and Berthollet turned their attention to the

subject, and demonstrated, by a series of accurate ex-
periments, that the processes of the art are in reality par-

ticular exemplifications of the laws of affinity; and tnat

the colouring matter is attached to the stuff by the influ-

ence of chemical action alone.

3. In some instances, this action is the immediate re-

sult of a mutual affinity subsisting between the colour-

ing principle and the stuff; while in others it is so feeble,

that recourse iTiust be had to an intermediate substance,

having a decided attraction for each, and thus serving as

a bond of union between them. These intermediate

substances, so very important in the practice of dyeing,

received the name of mordants from the earlier French
writers, on account of the mechanical action which they

were supposed to exert upon the stuff; and they still re-

tain the same appellation, though the opinions which
gave rise to it have been completely disproved.

4. In discussing the subject of dyeing, we propose to

bei^in with a historical sketch of the origin and progress

ol the ait. Ill the next place we shall take a view of the

various kinds of colouring matters employed by the dyer,

and describe the processes to which they must be sub-

jected before they are presented to the stuff. We shall

then examine tiie properties of the different stuffs to

which dyes are usually applied; and, after considering

the action and preparation of mordants, give an account

of the ipethods of preparing, by means of them, the

stuffs f;.. the reception of colouring matters. And,
lastly, we shall conclude with a detailed account of the

practical methods of dyeing.

SECTION I.

History of Dyeing.

3. The perception of colour seems to be accompanied

with immediate pleasure; and though the effect is pro-

bably heightened by association, it is so instantaneously

produced, that we are only conscious of the pleasing

emotion, and seldom think of searching beyond it for the

source of our delight. Long before wo are capable of
analyzing our feelings, the eye is caught with the bril-

liancy of colour, and the splendour of illumination.
Even the lower animals are not altogether insensible to
the beauties of rich and variegated tints; and man in his
rudest state, has always regarded colour as a principal
constituent of ornament. Nor is it only in the judgment
of the infant or the savage that colours rank high among
the elements of beauty ; in the most refined periods of
human society, they retain an undiminished attraction,

or rather acquire a more powerful influence by the culti-

vation of taste. " Among the several kinds of beauty,"
says Mr Addison, " the eye takes most delight in colours.

We no where meet with a more glorious or pleasing
show in nature, than what appears in the heavens at the

rising and setting of the sun, which is wholly made up
of those different stains of light, that show themselves in

clouds of a different situation. For this reason we find

the poets, who are always addressing themselves to the

imagination, borrowing more of their epithets from co-

lours, than from any other topic."

—

Sfiecl. No. 412.

6. To this delight which we derive from the percep-
tion of colour, must be referred the origin of dyeing.
The savage would naturally wish to recal the pleasure
which he experienced from viewing the varied and deli-

cate tints of the vegetable world, by transferring their

colouring principles to objects less fleeting in their na-

ture, and more frequently present to his sight. His first

efforts would be rude and imperfect; and might consist

in rubbing his body with the exjjicssed juices of fruits

and flowers, or in communicating a fugaceous tinge to

his simple articles of dress. His fondness for brilliancy

and variety, would prompt him to make trial of different

substances; and though many of his experiments, as

they were guided by no fixed principle, might fail, some
of them would succeed, and thus gradually lead to the

discovery of useful dyes. Perseverance would supply
the place of knowledge, and accident would sometimes
disclose what ingenuity might never have found out.

These remarks may even be applied to dyeing, after the

art had attained a more advanced state, and when it

might have been expected that science would have lent

greater assistance to a subject so susceptible of being

improved by inductive investigation. It has often been
regretted, however, and not without reason, that almost
every important discovery in the arts has been the off-

sprint;; of accident, and that science has done little more
than suggest some hints for improving what chance may
have offered to human ol)servaiion.

7. The origin of dyeing must, therefore, be referred

to a period far beyond tiie records of authentic history.

The art appears to ha\e been cultivated by the Egyptians

from the earliest times; but it is extremely probable that

it passed to that people from the Hindoos and other inha-

bitants of India, who seem to have practised dyeing at a

still more remote period. Indeed, almost all the arts

and sciences have orii^inated in that qu irter of tiie globe;

and though, on account of the political and religious in-

stitutions of the East, they never attained there any great

degree of perfection, they gradu dly sj)read among other

nations less fettered by prejudice, and more disposed to

adopt whatever might be regarded as improvement. It

E 2
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;.c(i l>y Major Rcnncl, " that a passion for Indian

uris and prwiucts has acliiiitcd tl\c people of

<.\c:v a>;c, ill Lower Asia, as well as in the civiliicil

><»r(s of Europe: the delicate ami uiiiivalled, as well as

-cr and more useful fabrics of cotton of that

l>:(rtirulsrly suitiiit; the inhabitants along the

iluxinc seas. To lliisti-adc, the Pcr-

ulfh oi>cned an easy passage ; the latter

ly, a» ihe land carriat^e between the Red Sea

Nile, and between the Red Sea and the Mediler-

>ok ujj only a few days. It is highly probable,

. he, and tradilion in India warrants the belief

ol it, tiiat there was, from time iinineniorial, an inter-

course between Egypt and Iliiuloslan, at least the mari-

time part of it ; similarity of customs in many instances,

as related of the ancient Egyptians by Herodotus, (and

which can hardly be referred to physical causes,) existing

in the two countries."

8. The natur.vl fertility of India, and the great varie-

ty of materials which it alTords for cultivating the art of

dy« ing, were extremely favourable to its improvement.

Dut religious prejudices, and the unalterable division in-

to caiti, soon imposed restraints upon industry; the arts

became stationary ; and it wouid seem that the knowJedgc
of dyeing cotton was as far advanced when Alexander
(he (ireat invaded the country, as it is ul present. Even
at this day, the Ii.(li.>n processes are socomplicuted, tedi-

ous, and imperil ct, that they would be impracticable in

any otiitr country, on account of llie price of labour.

European industry nas far surpassed them in correctness

of design, variety of shade, and facility of execution;

and if we are inferior to them with respect to the liveli-

ness of two or three colours, it is solely to be ascriljcd to

the superior (luality of some of llieir dyes, or pcrhajis to

the length and multiplicity of their operations.—See
Berlhollet.

9. The Egyptians do not seem to have made any im-
portant additions to the knowledge of dyeing, wliicii they

borrowed from their eastern neiglibouis; and indeed

little could be expictcd from the genius or inilustry of a

people who were strictly prohibited by the principles of

their religion, from changing even tlieir most indifl'erent

customs. It a|>pcars, however, accordini; to Pliny, that

ihcy were acquainted with a mode of dyeing, very much
resembling calico-printing. He mentions that the Egyp-
tians began by painting on white cloths, with certain

drugs, which in themselves possessed no colour, but
had the property of abstracting or absorbing coiouring
matters; that these cloths were afterwar>is immersed
in a heated dyeing liquor, of a uniform colour, and yet

when removed from it soon after, that '.hey were found to

be stained with indelible colours, differing from one ano-
ther according to the nature of the drugs which had been
previously applied to difl'trent parts of the stufl'—See
Ptin. lib. XXXV. cap. ii.

10. From Egypt, the knowledge of dyeing seems to

have been communicated to the inhabitants of Tyre, to

whom the art became indebted for the discovery of one
of the njost celebrated dyes known to the ancients. This
species of dye, called the Tyrian purpie, which was
subsequently either lost or neglected, soon became an
object of the most refined luxury, and contributed great-
ly to the opulence of that enteiprizing and industrious
people. The circumstances which led lo the discovery
of it arc very imperfectly known: but fiction has sup-

plied the want of historical facts, and described its origiu

with suflicicnt minuteness of detail, .\ccording to one

account, the merit of its discovery is due to a dog he-

longing to a certain Hercules. Wc are informed, that

when this dog was accompanying his master along the

sea-shore, who was then foUowini; the nymph Tyros,

the animal seized one of the /i«r/iurir lying on the sand,

and breaking the shell with his teeth, his mouth soon

became coloured with the purple juice. The nymph
having observed the cfTecl, immediately expressed a

strong desire to obtain a dress dyed of the same beautiful

colour; and her lover, no less anxious to gratify her

wishes, at last succeeded in discovering a method of

applying it to cloth. The name of the nymph by whom
the colour was first worn being 'i'yros. the dye itself was

called the Tyi ian purple.—See Cassiodorus, lib. 1. ; Jutiun

Pollux, lib. 1.4.

11. Others ascribe the discovery to the Pliacnician

Hercules, and aflirm, that he afterwards communicatccl

it to the King of Piicenicia, wno immediate ly after be-

gan to wear purple, and was so jealous of us beauty,

that he forbade the use of it to ais subjects, reserving it

exclusively for the robes of royalty. It is prohiible,

however, that this colour was first discovered at Tyre,

and on that account received the name of Tyiiaii pur-

ple ; more particularly, as the epithet Sarrunus' from
Harra, the ancient name of Tyre, was Ireciuenlly ap-

plied to it.

12. The more ancient writers differ no less with re-

spect to the time when the Tyrian purple was discover-

ed, than with respect to the circumstances which led to

its discovery; some slating it to have been 1500 years

before the commencement of the Christian ara, and
others nearly a century later, at the time Minos reign-

ed in Crete. Fre(|uent mention is made of purple in

the books of Moses; but whether the colour alluded to

was the Tyrian puiple, or communicated by a difl'erent

process, is difficult to determine. At any rate the fre-

quency (Exod. XX v. 4; xxvi. 1.) with which it is men-
tioned, implies that some method of dyeing purple was
common among the Israelites soon after they quilted

Egypt, which was nearly about the period already sta-

ted (1491 B. C.) The great antiquity of this colour is

also confiriTied by the testimony of Homer, who repre-
sents his heroes to have been dressed in purple.

13. This coloui' was so highly valued by the ancients,

that it was either consecrated to the worship of the Deity,

or conceived to be fil only for the garments of royalty.

Under the Mosaic dispensation, the slutl's for the service

of the altar, and the habits of the hi^li priest, were en-
joined to be of purple. The Babylonians devoted this

colour to the dress of their idols, and most of the other
nations of antiquity seem lo have done the same thing,

Pliny informs us, that it was used by Romulus, and the
succeeding kings of Rome, as well as by the consuls,

and first magistrates under the repulilic. The Roman
emperors at last appiiiprialcd it entirely lo their own
use, and denounced the punishincnl of death against

those who should dare to wear il though covered with
another colo«r. This absurd and tyrannical restriction

confined the dyeing of the Tyrian puiple to a few indi-

vidu.ils; and in a saort time the knoul.dge of the pro-
cess was completely lost. In the Iwelfui century, nei-

ther the shell fish which furnished ihe dye, nor the me-
thods which the aiicients employed to communicate to

• Ut gemma bibat, et Sarrano donaiat Ostro. Viro. Georg. lib. U. 506.
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cloths the rich and beautiful purple which it afforded,

were at all known ; and on the revival of learning, it

was even suspected by many, that the accounts which

have come down to us respecting this celebrated colour,

were entirely fabulous.

14. Notwitlistanding the very high esteem in which

the Tyrian purple was held by the ancients, and the

great encomiums which have been bestowed on it by

many of the moderns, the loss of it is perhaps scarcely

an object of regret. The shell fish which furnished the

purple dye probably exist now, says Berthollet, in as

grcLit abundance as formerly. They have been so accu-

rately described, that they may be recognized ; and, in

fact, Thomas Gage informs us, that shell fish have been

found near Nicoya, a small Spanish town in South Ame-
rica, Avhich possess all the properties described by Pliny,

and other ancient writers. Tliese shell-fish, it appears,

are at present used in dyeing cotton on the coasts of

Guagaquil and Guatimala. Cole, in the year 1686, dis-

covered some of them on the English coast, and Plu-

mier found a species of them at the Antilles. Reaumur
has made many experiments on the whelks whicli he ob-

tained from the coasts of Poitou, and Duhamel has mi-
nutely examined the colouring liquor of the purple shell

fish which he found in great abundance on the coast of

Provence. He observed, that this liquor does not take

a purple colour without the action of light, a circum-
stance which Reaumur had before remarked respecting

that of the whelk; that though at first white, it be-

comes of a yellowish green, which deepens to a sort of

blue; that it afterwards reddens, and in less than five

minutes becomes of a very fine deep purple. In all

these respects, the colour produced possessed the cha-

racters of the ancient purple. If this method, therefore,

of dyeing purple is no longer practised, it is not on ac-

count of our ignorance of the process, but because we
are acquainted with more beautiful, as well as much less

expensive dyes; though, as Dr Bancroft remarks, the

purple afforded by the shell-fish in question, may still

be applied with advantage in topical dyeing, for which
but little colouring matter is required.

15. The art of dyeing seems to have made hut little

progress among the Greeks ; a fact w liich must undoubt-
edly be ascribed to the little estimation in which the arts

that contribute to conveiiiency or luj^iry were held by
that warlike and high-minded people. Public opinion

placed the fine and the usiiful arts at an immense dis-

tance from each other; for while the highest glory was
connected with the former, the latter were degraded
among the dishonourable and servile employments. Ac-
cordingly we find, that though the more opulent inha-

bitants of Athens preferred coloured clothes, the dress

of the common people was made of cloth which had re-

ceived no dye. The art of dyeing linen appears to have
been unknown in Greece before Alexander the Great in-

vadtd India; where, according to Pliny, his captains, in

skirmishing on the banks of the Indus, first saw, to their

astonishment, the enemy changinq: the ensigns of their

vessels, and suddenly displaying others of diflerent co-

lours. Even the dyeing of woollen stuff's seems to have
made little progress at that time, as the same author,

after declaiming against the luxury of his cotempora-
ries for wearing clothes dyed of colours which rivalled

those of the finest natural flowers, observes, that none
of these flowery colours were in use during the time of
Alexander. It is probable, however, that the compaiiions

>f that conqueror brought back from Persia and India

some information respecting the rich dyes employed in

those countries, which they afterwards difl'used among
their countrymen.

15. The Romans borrowed almost all the knowledge
of dyeing which they possessed from the Greeks, toge-
ther with the same contemptuous notions with regard to

the art. The sentiments of the Greeks and Romans in

this respect, afford a remarkable contrast to the more
liberal and enlightened views of the present day, and
furnish one of the most striking characters by which
the philosophy of the ancients is distinguished from
that of the moderns. The ancients appear to have un-
dervalued every thing that contributed to domestic com-
fort and enjoyment ; and while they professed the most
enthusiastic regard for the public good, to have forgot-

ten that the grand aim of all patriotism ought to be the

promotion of individual happiness. They accordingly
degraded the useful employments, and reserved their

esteem for arts whose productions could seldom be
brought in contact with ordinary affairs. The moderns,
less actuated by feeling, and more influenced by reason,

set a due value upon the fine arts, without underrating
those wliich are subservient to the more coininon con-
cerns of liie. A philosepher of the present times does
not afl'ect the austere and reserved habits of the sages
of anti(|uity : he mixes freely in society, and does not

disdain to derive information from whatever nature or
art may offer to his observation. The instruction he
has received from the artist has been amply repaid, by
the lig.it which science has shed upon the arts, and the
explanations which it has afforded of their various pro-

cesses.

17. Next to the Tyrian purple, the Romans valued
most highly the colour obtained from the kerines, or
coccus ilicis. Pliny mentions that tiiis dye was some-
times employed with the colour of murex and buccinum,
(the shell-fish which gave the Tyrian purple) in pro-
ducing a sort of purplish crimson, called by the Romans
hysginus. He states, that this substance was brought
from Galatia, or from the neighbourhood of Eiueritia in

Portugal, and that the latter was reckoned most valuable.

AVe learn also from Pliny, that tiie kcrmes, like the Ty-
rian dye, was at last appropriated for dyeing the impe-
rial robes, though it must have yielded a colour greatly

inferior lo that which is obtained from it at present, as

he insinuates that it was not durable. This last circum-
stance would lend us to suspect, that at that time the

ancients were unacquainted with the use of alum as a

mordant, though such an opinion is rather discounte-

nanced by other facts stated by Pliny. In his 35th book,

chap. XV. De Sul/i/iure, Alianine, et gcntribus eoru?n, ifc.

he describes several species of alum ; that of these the

island of Cyprus afforded two, one while, and the other

black ; and that though their colours differed but little,

their uses were extremely different. The white alum,

he adds, is principally used for dyeing wool with clear

and bright colours ; the black, for dyeing brown and

dark colours. He afterwards notices five different kinds,

and concludes with observing that all the different kinds

of alum were possessed of an astringent property. Beck-

mann has endeiivoured'Ho prove that the alum of the

ancients was totally different from the triple compound

to which the moderns apply tlie term alum, and consist-

ed in a combination of sulphuric acid, with either iron

or copper, or perhaps zinc, fonm riy known by the names

of green, blue, and wiiite vitriols. In support of his

opiiiion, he mentions that the Greek and Roman writers
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laemien only native tluni, a bait of very raic occur-

rence ; while no account is ({ivcii of ony work for its

•riiiicial prtparalion, cxcrjA one ii- Spuin, noticcil by

Vluiy, which was intcmleil to crysialli/c tiic sulphates of

copper or iron, liut the pa»»a);r already referred to,

reiHlers it extremely probable lli.-l the common sulphate

of aluininc was incluilcd anlon^; tl.e substances to which

he gave the appellation ol alumm : though it is no less

certain, that the sulphates of iiiin and copper were class-

ed aloHK with it, as he exprtssly stales that two of them

produced a black, colour, with galls, and the peels of the

puine^ranatc.

17. We have already staled, that before the time of

Pliny, the £i;ypliaiis practised a kind of calico-priiitinj;,

whicii they borioued from Hindustan; and it may be

presumed, thai crjslallized alum, whicli is even now oc-

casionally imported lo tliis rouiilry from India, and has

been used Uicre in the processes of dyeinu; dming many
centuiics. would have been carried thence with other

(iyeing drui;s lo Egypt. Whether the l£>;yptians, after

obtaining alum from Indi.i, discovered at some future

pcrio the method of manufacturing it at home, or af-

terwards derived their supply of lliis article from the in-

habitants of some of the countries bordeiing on India,

wlio might have acquired the knowledge of preparing it

from the Himloos, would be very dilTicult to determine ;

but it is certain that the Egyptian alum was long hii^hly

celebiatctl ; and Pliny expressly mentions that it was
held in higher estimation than ai y oilier. If the Romans
actually employed alum in dyeing with the kciines, they

probabi) le.irnid ine use of it from the Egyptians.

18. licsides the Tyrian purple, and the various shades

of led from the kcrines, the Homans were acqiuiinted

with several other colours. It was customary anion;;

them, from the eariiisl limes, fur newly married women
to wear a yellow veil, a colour which was confined en-

tirely to matrons; and those who were employed in the

games of the circus were distributed iiito divisions, each
of which was dressed in an appropriate colour. The co-

lours mentioned are color /irnasinuii, green ; riijiitiis,

orange; venelua, grey, or perli.i|)s a light blue; aiid

white. Some idea may be foimcd of the (|ualities of
these colours, by enumerating the substances with
which they were procured. It is diniciilt to give a

complete account of them; hut the following seem to

have been the most important: madder, wcad, the

roots of anchusa tinctoria, or alkanct; the genista linc-

loria, or dyer's hioom ; gallnuts, ponic;j;ranate peels,

alder bark, the rinds of walnuts, tl.e bark of the wal-
nut tree, and the pods of the Egyptian acacia. No ac-
count, however, has been transmittrd to us, either by
Greek or Roman writers, respecting the methods in

which these substances were employed, or of the mor-
dants that were used along with them to give fixity to

thrir colouring; principles.

19. The ancients were ignorant of the use of soap, a
ouhstaiicc wl.ich gives the mnden.s a d. cided supi riority

over them in prepaii;,g thi stuil" fcr ti.e lecirption of the
dye. In ordei to remove the grease from the wool, and
wash linen, they cmjiioyed a plant called by Pliny radi-
cula, and b) the Ciieeks ^r^vSit^ supposed to he oui sa-
ponaria, or so.ip-wort. Pliny iiotiL( s another plant which
was used for the same purpose. Homer repri.sehts the
Princess N;iusica and her allendi'iits washing tlitir linen
clothes in the ditches, by trampling on them with their
feet.

20. Whatever knowledge of dyeing the ancients pos-

sessed, appears to have been lost about the fifth century,

a period when almost all the arts were forgotten, and

scarce any truces of civilization remained in the western

empire. A faint knowledge of the arts was, indeed, re-

tained in Italy, and kept ulive by occasional intercourse

with the East, in conse(|Uence of the crusades; and also

by the impui talion ol various articles of luxury and re-

finement, which was made at that time by ine Vene-
tians from the same tjuarter. This importation Loniinu-

ally alToided new materials for industry, and new objects

for imil.ition, and gradually led to the revival of the

arts in Italy. The knowii dge of the nietliods of dye-

ing, as practised by the Greeks and Romans, was in

some measure restored by tiie acquisition of chemical

science, which now began to shed a feeble liglit over

the objects of liuinan iiulustiy, and attained a slate of

improvement probably not inferior to tliat in which it

existed in ancient limes.

21. Trom Italy, the knowledge of dyeing gradually

spread itself through the other states of Europe. Ar-
chil is said to have been iliscovered at riorence about

the year 13o(), by a merchant of that city, who hap-

pening to observe that urine imparted a very tine co-

lour to a certain species of moss, was induced to make
expeiiiiients upon it, and thus learned the preparation of

archil. In the year 1429, a treatise on dyeing maile its

appearance at Venice, of which aii improved edition was
afterwards published in 1510 This work, however, was
still very imperfect ; and in order to render it more use-

ful and extensive, Giovan Ventura Rosetti, overseer of

the arsenal at Venice, resolved to travel through the

difi'erent parts o! Italy, and the neighbouring countries,

where dyeing was practised, to obtain an accurate ac-

quaintance with the various processes of the art, and
reduce them under a systematic form. He accordingly

carried his design into efTrri, and in 1548. published the

result of his observutions and eiujuiries under the as-

sumed nan:e of Plictho. This work united the different

processes then employed, and, in the opinion of BischofT,

ought to be regarded as an important step towards the

perfection which the art of dyeing afterwards attained,

though, according to llellot, it is but little entitled to

attention. It is a curious fact, that it contains no ac-

count cither of cochineal or indigo. BcrthoUet explains

this circumstance, by supposing that neither of these

dyes was employe at tlat time in Italy. Whatever un-

certainty may exist with respect to tlic time when co-

chineal was first used as a dye, no doubt can be enter-

tained, that long before the period at wliich Rosetti pub-
lished his work, the propeities of indigo were well

known. BischofT indeed conjectures, that the indicuin

of Pliny was not a dyeing drug, but a substance used as

a paint, and very difiVrent from our indigo; aiid that the

coimact which was made in 1194, between the cities of

Bologna and I'eiraia, respecting certain duties to be
levied at the former upon indigo, had a leferein.c to

the Indicuin of Pliny. Dr Bancroft, i^PhitoaoJilitj of
Permanent Colours, vol. i. 242,) however, has shewn
the kitntity ol these substances, from the exact coinci-

dence ol the pioperties of indicum, as described by Pli-

ny, will) those of the modern indigo; and he quotes a
passai;i from Cunepaiius, whicli ))roves that indigo was
l)roui;ht Ly merchants from Iiuli i and Alexandria, and
thence imported to Venice, when that city was the entre-

pot of Europe and the ICast. The statement of Canepa-
rius alho seems to correct a mistake commitled by Bcr-
thoUet, who mentions iliat the first indiijo employed in
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Europe was imported by the Dutch from the Enst In-

dies. The fact is, that long before the Dutch had any

intercourse witli that country, indigo had been imported

in considerable quantity from Egypt and Syria to Italy,

and employed in dyeing.* Bischoff also has established,

by the most decisive evidence, that indigo was employed

as a dye before the Dutch visited the East Indies. He
informs us, that woad-dyers were recognized among the

Germans as a distinct trade, so early as 1339, and that

they were afterwards incorporated by charter with cer-

tain dyers from Italy and Flanders, under the name of

Art, Woad, and Fine Dyers ; that this body, soon after

its esfablishmeiit, excited the jealousy of a more ancient

corporation, the Black Dyers; nnd as indigo was em-
ployed by the former, the Black Dyers exerted them-

selves so successlully in decrying the use of it, that the

Elector of Saxony, listening to their selfish suggestions,

was prevailed upon to issue severe prohibitions against

those who should employ it in dyeing. In the prohibi-

tory edicts which were passed against it, it is described

as a corrosive colour, and tit food only for the devil.

These acts were passed between the years 1 52 1 and

1547, which was a considerable time before the first voy-

age undertaken by the Dutch to the East Indies. See

Indigo.
22. Though the knowledge of dyeing had now extend-

ed itself over the more civilized parts of Europe, the

principles of the art seem to have been still in a great

measure confined to Italy and Venice ; a circumstance

which contributed in no small degree, to the prosperity

of these states. Accident, however, has frequently led

the way to important discoveries, and in some cases

contributed more to the improvement of the arts, than

the most refined speculation guided by experience. This
remark is peculiarly applicable to the discovery oi scarlet,

one of the most brilliant colours known in dyeing. " The
etymology of the term scarlet is involved in some obscu-

rity. Pezronius thought it of Celtic origin, and that it

signified Galaticus rubor. (See .dntU;. Celt. p. 69 ) But
according to Bt'ckmami, Stiler asserts that scarluch is a

German word, compounded of sc/ior, fire, and lacken,

eloth ; while Rcrske, on the contrary, derives the word
in question from the Arabic scharal, meanuig the kermes
dye." See Bancroft.

23. Whatever be the origin of the term, the colour to

which it was applied seems to have been known at a very

early period. Beckmann quotes a passage from the

Hisioria Gelrica Fontani, in which it is affirmed, that

Henry III. of France conferred upon the Count of Cleves

the Burgraviate of Nimeguen, on condition of his deliver-

ing to him annually three pieces of scarlet cloth, manutac-

tured from English wool, [ires /lannos scarlatinas .Atit^li-

sanos. The same author also refers to a work pubiis'icd

in 1211, entitled, '' Gtrvasii Tilberiensis otia Imfierialia

at Ottonem IV. Imfieratorem" from which he quote > the

following observation applied to the kermes : " Vcrmi-
culus hie est, quo tinguntur pretiosissimi reguni panni,

sive serici, ut examiti, sive lanei, ut scharlata." The
colour, however, to which the term that gave rise to our

word scarlet, was then applied, was very different from
the colour Vvhich now bears that name; the former ha-

ving been obtained from the kermes, whereas the latter

is procured from cochineal, and exalted in brilliancy by
the application of a particular mordant. The insect to
which wo give the name of cochineal was unknown in

Europe before tlie discovery of America. When the
Spaniards first visited Mexico about the year 1518, they
observed that the native inhabitants of the country em-
ployed cochineal for communicating a colour to some
parts of their domestic utensils, ornaments, &c. and also
as a dye for cotton. They were so struck with its beau-
ty, that an account of it was transmitted to the Spanish
ministry; who accordingly, in the year 1523, ordered
Cortes to adopt proper measures for increasing the pro-
duce of a commodity which appeared to be of the utmost
value as a dye. The Mexicans are said to have employ-
ed cochineal as a dye long before they were visited by
Europeans, and to have used an aluminous mordant to
give it fixity. It appears even that for a considerable
time after the iiitroduction of the cochineal into Europe,
this was the only mordant employed in dyeing with it; so
that the only colour obtained iVom cochineal at first must
have been a crimsoi-, which we learn indeed was the case,
on the testimony of Canepaiius {De ylUramcntis, p. 191.)
About the year 1630, it was accidentally discovered that
the nitrate of tin possessed the property of exalting, inn
very eminent degree, the colour of this drug, and convert-
ing it from a dull crimson to an intense and brilliant scar-
let. Kunckel and some others inform us, that a German
chemist, of the name of Kuster or Kuffler, having acciden-
tally dropped a solution of tin by aquafortis into a decoc-
tion of cochineal, was the first who observed the singular
effect; while Beckmann asserts, that we owe the disco-
very of scarlet to a Dutch chemist of the name of Cor-
nelius Drebbel, who was born in Alkmaar, and died at

London in 1634; and that Drebbel communicated the
discovery to KufHer, who was then an eminent dyer at

Leyden, and afterwards became the son-in-law of Dreb-
bel. Beckmann also states, that Kuffler soon after took
advantage of the discovery, and reduced it to prac-
tice in his dye-house ; and that the scarlet thus obtained
was at first named KufRer's colour, and afterwards Dutch
scarlet. A Flemish painter of the name of Kloeck or
Gluck got possession of the secret, either directly from
Kuffler himself, or by means of some hints wiiich he had
obtained concerning the process employed by the latter.

Gluck communicated the information wliich he had thus
procured to the famous Gobelins at Paris; and another
Fleming, named Kepler, carried the secret to England
about tlio year 1643. A dye-liouse was soon after esta-

blished at Bow, near London, and hence the new scarlet

was for some years called the Bow dije. See Bancroft,

vol. i. p. 448.

24. About the year 1662, the Royal Society of Lon-
don, then recently established, directed their attention

to dyeing ; and in order to promote the improvement of
the art, desired Dr llaak to prepai e a translation of the

work, entitled, Plictho, which, as we have already stated,

had been puolished about a centur; before in Italy. Tliis

translation, however, was never executed ; but at that

time Sir William Petty, in consequence of a request

from the Society, laid before them "An Apparatus to

the History of tne common practice of Dyeing," wliich

afterwards appeared in Dr Spralt's History of the Royal

• This is proved by the following passage from Caneparius, " Isatis est herba, que ante florem coUigitur et sub niola tunditur,

et facto ex ipsa cumulo maceratur soli, mox in magnos globos redacta, et sub tegto locata aspt-rgitui- rcjhi, ut muf;is, potiusque ma-
teretur, tunc edit magnum fetorem et nigvescit, et sic prsparatis isatis sive glasti dicitur idem .st, pe.ficitur ad tincturas "—"The
supposition of Caneparius," says Dr Bancroft, " that indigo was obtained from the isatis, or woad plant, seems to have bun preva-

lent in this country, so late as 1640."
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<-• ' ii perhaps the first oi-ipinal treatise on (lyc-

^ »p|>carfd in our lati^,'na)»c. Soon alter,

,Mi .e III uccoiint to the Society of his cxpc-

riiiH .our*; and towards the conclusion of 1664,

the Suiitiv 1

' ilial -Mlic way of fixing colours

•ihoulil he rf< I to Mr Howard, Mr Uoylc, and

Dr Meritt." Tlii* itcommcndation does not appear to

have been productive of any iiHiful discovery in dyeing,

or even of any improvement ol its processes ; but it

served to turn the attention of oilier nirmbers to the sub-

ject, and on the II th of November 1669, " Mr Hook,"

who was always diiliiiKuishcd by the ingenuity and ori-

ginality of his views, "produced a piece of calico stain-

ed after the way contrived by himself, which he was de-

sired to prosecute on other colours bisidcs those that

appeared in this piece." (Birch, Him. Hoy. Soc. vol ii.

401.) And accor(linj,'ly, on the 9th of the followinf^

month, " he producetl another specimen ol staining with

yellow, red, green, lilue, and purple colouis, which he

said would endure washing with warm water anil soap."

It was not to be CNpcctcd, however, that, in the very im-

perfect state of chemical science at that lime, a few ran-

dom experiments could give much information to prac-

tical <lyers, who had better oppoilunities of observing

the result of fortuitous mixtures, and were equally well

prepared to take advantage of whatever accident might
present to their notice. We accordingly find, that for

nearly a cenlnry afterwards, no important improvement
in dyeing was suggested by men of science in this coun-

try.

25. In France, industry, which had languished during
the administration of Richlicu and Mazarin, was revived

by the fostering care of Colbert, and raised to a high
pitch of pre-eminence among that of the other nations

of Europe. Thai enlightened statesman, among other

objects of his care, turned his attention to the improve-
ment of dyeing. He invited the most skilful artists to

settle in France, and afforded every encouragement to

the establishment of manufactories in various parts of

the country. In order to correct, as well as to prevent
the frauds which were practised by dyers, he published,

with the assistance of M. D'Albo, a set of regulations

in 1669, and afterwards in 1672, under the title of In-
tlriiclion generate et fiour la tcinlure <Us laines et ma-
iiufaclurm deg laines dc toutes nuances, et fiour la cul-

ture de» drogues quon y emfiloie. This legislator first

endeavours to shew that dyeing is an object deserving
public attention, from the additional value which it con-
fers ujion many of the articles of commerce. " If the
manufactories of silk, wool, and thread, are to be reckon-
ed among those which most contribute to the support of
commerce, dyeing," says Colbert, " whlcli gives them
that striking variety of colour, by which they resemble
what is most beautiful in nature, may be considered as
the soul of them, witliout which the body could scarcely
exist. \Vool and silk, the natural colour of which ra-
ther inilicatcs the rudeness of former ages, than the ge-
nius and improvement of the present, would be in no
great request, if the art of dyeing did not furnish attrac-
tions which recommend them even to the most barba-
rous nations. All visible objects arc distinguished and
recommended by colours ; but, for the purposes of com-
merce, it is not only necessary that they should be beau-
tiful, but that they should be good, and that their dura-
tion should e(|ual that of the materials which they adorn."
The regulations of Colbert were intended, however, ra-
ther as restrictions to controul, than as directions to in-

struct the dyers in the management of their operations.

They admitted the former division of dyers " en grand,"
who were confined to colours deemed permanent, and
dyers " en fxetit teint," who were permitted to dye only
such as were lugitivc ; while they particularly specified

the different substances which both were to employ in

their respective processes. These restrictions, which
were imposed chiefly with the view of guarding the pub-
lic against imposition, would have been productive of

still greater evils than those they, were intended to ob-

viate, had they not been easily eluded, and had not the

government at the same time held out the promise of re-

wards to those whose experiments contributed to the pro-

gress of the art.

26 Doling the administration of M. D'Orry, the
" Instruclion" of Colbert was in a great measure annull-

ed by a new legislative act, passed in 1737, which re-

moved the restrictions that had been imposed upon the
practical operations of dyeing, and afforded more scope
tor the improvement of the art. Dufay, who was con-
sulted in drawing \\p this act, appears to have been the
first who entertained just notions concerning the cause
of the adhesion of colouring matters to stuffs, particu-

larly in those cases in which an immediate affinity sub-

sists between them. Without this affinity, he stated,

that the cloth in a dyeing bath would never acquire an
intensity of colour greater than that of the litjuor in

which it was immersed, but sh;ire the colouring parti-

cles, by a mechanical division, equally between itself

and the bath; a state of things which is by no means
conformable with experience, as the stuff sometimes
attracts all the colouring matter, and leaves the licjuor

in which it was dissolved perfectly limpid. "This seems
to indicate." says Dufay, "that the ingiedients have less

attraction for the water than for the particles ol the wool."
He also observed the different degrees of attraction which
different substances, as wool and cotton, exert upon co-

louring matters; but he appears to have had no just

opinion concerning the operation of mordants, or those

substances which are sometimes necessary to connect
the colour with the stuff". His successor Hellot publish-

ed an excellent practical treatise on the methods of dye-
ing wool; but all his theoretical notions were led astray

by a very absurd liypothesis, which he seems to have
adopted without the smallest proof. In all the processes
of dyeing, he conceived that a sulphate of potash was
formed; and tliat this salt, being sparingly soluble in

cold water, and little affected by air or light, first dilated

the pores of the stuff to be dyed, thus preparing it lor

the reception of the colouring particles, and al'tcrwards

wedged these particles so closely together, that it be-

came impossible for them to make tlieir escape. This
hypothesis, which was neither supported by fact, nor
countenanced by sound reasoning, was admitted without
proof, and regarded for a considerable length of time as

a true explanation of the cause of the adhesion of the

colouring matter to the stuff. " I believe," says he, "it

may be laid down as a general principle in the art of
which I am now treating, that all the invisible mecha-
nism of dyeing consists in dilating the pores of the body
to be dyed, in depositing in them particles of foreign

matters, and retaining them there by a kind of covering
not liable to be affected by water, rain, or the rays of the

sun; in choosing colouring particles of such a degree of
fineness as to be tendered sufficiently fixed in the pores
of the stuff opened by the heat of boiling water, and
again constricted by cold, and also coated by the kind of
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varnish which the salts employed in its preparation had

left in those pores ; whence it follows, that the pores of

the fibres of the wool which has been wrought, or is to

be wrought into cloth, sliould he cleansed, enlarged,

coated over, and then constricted, so that the colouring

pai tides may be retained in them nearly in the same

manner as the diamond is retained in the collet of a

ring." Notwithstanding the erroneous views of Hellot,

the inferences wliich he deduced from them were not

destitute of practical utility, and many of the processes

which he recommended maybe followed with the same
advantage as if they had been derived from more scienti-

fic principles. Nor shall we wonder at this, if we reflect

that the most correct theory seldom docs more than illus-

trate the nature of the practical operation which expe-

rience has previously discovered to be useful.

27. The theoretical opinions of Hellot were adopted

by the celebrated Macquer, whom the I'rench govern-

ment had appointed his successor for superintending the

practice of dyeing, and cultivating such branches of

science as had a tendency to promote the improvement
of the art. In a memoir which is printed among those of

the Royal Academy of Sciences for 1749, he not only

admits the justness of HcUot's views, but expresses a

hig!) admiriilion of tlu- ingenuity of his theory. CV sa-

vant chymiste est le fircmicr yui ait fiortc le Jlambeau tie

la physirjtic dans I'art obscure dc la teinlure, et rjui ait

rasscmble et mis eri ordre, suivant les firinci/ies d'une

thcorie ingenieuse, les fihenom6nes et les operations bizarres

de cet art : il a mis les chijmistes a fiorle de x'Oir, clair

dans ce chaos tenebreux. Maeo,uer seems to have held

the same sentiments concerning this very absurd hypo-
thesis, so lately as the year 17 66; for, in the eulogium
pronounced by him on Hellot, and inserted in the IMe-

moirs of the Academy for that year, he expresses him-
self thus strongly, a t'aide de cette theorie si lumineuse,

on 7ie sera plus trompe dans la pratique de cet art, tjue

lors qu'on vendra bicn I'eire. Some allowance, indeed,

must be made for that studied determination to praise,

which characterizes too many of these eulogies.

28. The labours of Macquer, however, contributed

greatly to improve and extend the practical operations of
dyeing, particularly of dyeing silk, to whicli he devoted
much of his attention. He was the first who ascertained

the real nature of Prussian blue, and ho endeavoured to

make an application of his discovery to the purposes of

dyeing. He intended to have puljlished a complete dis-

sertation on the art, and in 1781 actually drew up a

prospectus of the work ; but a continued state of bad
health prevented him from prosecuting his design, and
he died in 1784 without ha\ing accomplished his ir.ten-

tions. Before his deiith, he abandoned the hypothetical

Opinions of Hellot, and embraced the more rational theory
of the processes of dyeing, which, before that event, had
been suggested by Keir, and demonstrated by Bergman
and Berthollet.

29. Mr Keir, the ingenious translator of Macquer's
Chemical Dictionary, appears, according to Mr Henry,
to have been the first who proposed a true explanation
of the cause of the adhesion of the colouring matters to

stuffs. He suspected that when the aluminous mordant
was employed, the earth of alum was precipitated, and
in this state became attached to the cloth; an opinion
which, as we have already hinted, was latterly adopted
by Macquer himself, and enforced at the article Teiiilure

of his Diclionnairc de Chymie. Berthollet, on the other
hand, ascribes the true theory of mordants to Bergman,

Vol. Vni. Pa,rt I.

and affirms that this illustrious chemist first referred the
fixing of colours, by dyeing, to the i,,iiuenceof chemical
affinity. He observed that, wncn wool and siik were
immersed in a solution of indigo in sulpluiric acid, the
former attr.?xted the colouring particles more forcibly

than the !?tter; and that both having a stro:.,ier affinity

for the indigo than the solvent, were by this means able
to deprive the batli of its colour, and attach it to their

own fibres. Upon the same piincijiles he explained why
the colours communicated to wool were more durable, as
well as more intense, than those communicated by the

same process to silk. A similar explanation of the phe-
nomena of dyeing seems to have been pioposed, at an
earlier period, by Dr Bancroft: In a communication
which he made to the Royal Society in 1773, he distinct-

ly ascribed the pioduction of ink and the black dye to an
affinity between iron and the colouring principle of galls,

and so far, at least, may be said to have anticipated ooth
Keir and Bergman.

30. We are indebted to Bergman, however, and more
particularly to Berthollet, for the complete demonstra-
tion of the truth ijf these opinions. The latter ol these

celebrated chemists succeeded Macquer in the place of
trust which he held in France under ihe commercial de-

partment of administration, and \iy conjoining extensive

observation with enlightened tlieory, has done more than

any of his predecessors to promote the improvement of
dyeing, and to raise it from an obsctire empirical art, to

the rank of a branch of chemical science. Since his ap-
pointment to the superintendence of the arts connected
vvith chemistry, almost all the investigations which he
has inserted in the Memoirs of the Academy, in the Jour-

nal de Physique, and the Annalcs de Chymie^ relate more
or less to the elucidation of tiie arts. In 1791, he pub-
lished \\K Elements of the Art of Dyeing, in 2 vols. Svo,

a second edition of which, with considerable improve-
ments, appeared in 1803. This treatise may be regard-
ed as a standard work on dyeing, since it contains not

only a detailed account of the practical operations of the
art, but a theoretical view of tlie principles upon which
they are founded. Tiie subject of dyein;^- has also attract-

ed the attention of Chaplal, who held, for a considera-

ble time, the office of minister of the interior, under the
French government. This excellent chemist, in his

work entitled, Chymie appliquee aux Arts, has introduced

many original observations on dyeing, and described the

leading processes of the art with much philosophical

elegance. He investigated, with great care, the nature

of Adrianople red, and published the result of his ex-

periments and observations on that celebrated colour,

in the 25th vol. of the Annales de Chymie. Several other

cliemists in France have written dissertations on dyeing,

which deserve to be noticed in this place. Among these

we may mention a small but useful work by M. Vitalis

of Rouen, entitled Manuel de Teinturier sur fil et sur

colon Jile; a French translation of Scheffer, which first

appeared in 1748, and was republisiied with notes by
Bei'gman ; anotht rof Pjerner from the German; and an

original work by Dambourney. The treatise of Scheffer

was chiefly intended for the benefit of Swedish dyers
;

that of Paerner contains an account of many expcrinienls

made by the author to ascertain the qualities of difl'erent

dyes, but these seem to have been gui'Icd by no scientific

views; and the work of Dambourney is still more defec-

tive in that respect.

31. Any improvennents in dyeing, which have been
made in Bi'itain, must be ascribed cntirelv to the exer-

F
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I'lont 111' prmtc individuals, un»idcd by titc )>3tronage of

:ii. Ill France ihc case was dillVrciii; the

..r iliai country, as wc liovc already stated,

!cil proper persoiiH to superintend ofli-

, .,., ...^ ...... iiic ol' dyeing in alt its deparlnicnls, but

lield out suitable rewards for tlic cncouiagcnicnt ol" such
' '-!s as should contribute by their discoveries to

. ssof the art. The beneficial cfTccts of this

.;! jiid enlightened policy were quickly felt in the

.reus improvcnu-iits in dyeing, which were suggest-

ed trom time to lime by the eminent men who filled these

ofltcial situations i and it is cert.iinly mutter of regret,

that no appointment of the same kind has ever been pro-

posed in our own country, where so much importance is

attached to arts and manufactures. Wc arc supported

by the authority of Mr Anderson* and .Mr Home.t in

^ that the superior brilliancy of colour, which

lies several articles of French manufacture

.,\h,\c those of other nations, is greatly owing to this

l')->;ning care of government.

32. But though the British government has hitherto

neglected to encourage an art, upon the proper cultiva-

tion of which so much of the success of our commercial

competition with other nations must depend, a few of

our countrymen have devoted their attention to dyeing,

and furnished, at their own cxpcncc, the most valuable

information to the public. Air Henry ol Manchester

directed his attention to the subject at a very early pe-

riod, and published an interesting paper, (which is in-

serted in the 3(1 volume of the Memoirs of the Manches-
ter Society.) "on the nature of wool, silk, and cotton,

as objects of the art of dyeing; on the various prepara-

tions and mordants requisite for these dilVerent substan-

rcs; and on the nature and properties of colouring mat-
ter," kc. This paper is drawn up with the author's

iisual philosopiiicul pi'ecision, and contains many inge-

nious views, and much useful information. His obser-

vations respecting the cause of the durability of Adria-
nople red, display an intimate acquaintance with the

subject, and do great credit to his talents and informa-

tion. Wc are indebted to Mr Henry for the first account
of the nature of the aluminous mordant. He shewed,
that when the acetate of lead was presented to the sul-

phate of alumine, a double decomposition took place ;

thai the acetic acid quitted tiic lead, and combined with
tlie alumine, while the sulphuric acid united with the
lead, thus forming two new salts, the acetate of alumine,
and the sulphate of lead.

33. No original treatise on dyeing, however, appear-
ed in our language, till Dr Bancroft published his ex-
cellent work, entitled, " Experimental Researches con-
cerning the Philosophy of Permanent Colours." The
first volume of this work appeared in I "94; and the
.econd, which had been long expected with much
nxicty, so lately as 1813. The author has furnished
he world with the results of an immense number of ex-
,)Crimcnts, prosecuted with unremitting care during a
f)ng course of years, and at a great expense. Though
le has been preceded by authors of such dislinguislicd
ibility, as Mr Henry and Mr Berthollet, the new facts
ind observations which he offers to his readers shew, lo
ise his own words, that he did not find the subject cx-
".auslcd. His views arc often entirely original ; and he
iias detected a considerable number of mistakes into
' hich Berthollet and others had fallen. He has investi-

gated with much ability the action of tartar in the ilycing

of scarlet, and proved by the most dicisivc expciinicnts,

that, with cochineal, the salts of tin produce only a
crimson, contraiy to the statements of that able chemist,
who had entirely misrepresented the operation of tlieso

substances in the production of the former of these co-

lours. He has ascertained, that scailel is a compound
colour, formed by the superinductiun of a crimson upon
yellow ; and, ill consequence of this discovery, he has

proposed a method of dyeing this colour more cheaply,

more expeditiously, and more durably, than by the ordi-

nary process. But the most important service which
Dr Bancroft has rendered to the art of dyeing was, the

introduction of quercitron as a yellow colouring mailer,

the use and application of wliich for dyeing, calico-print-

ing. Sec. were exclusively vested in him for a term of

years, by an act of parliament passed in the 23tli year of

his present Majesty's rci.^n. Alter the term of the act

expired, an unsuccessful attempt was made lo obtain a

renewal of it, on the grounds that the Doctor had exer-

cised his ri;^hl more beneficially and liberally lor the

Ijublic, than providently towards himself and family;

and that he had also been deprived of a gre.il part of his

just profits by various infringements of Ihe act. A bill

for that purpose was accordingly passed in the House
of Commons, in the 39th of his present Majesty ; but it

was lost in tlie House of Lords, in consequence of the

strong opposition which it encountered from a great

number of persons in the northern part of the kingdom,
some of whom had grown rich by the discovery. It docs

not appear tliat the puldic derived much advantage liuni

this alienation of the Doctor's right, as the bark in ques-

tion soon rose lo three limes the price at which he iiad

invariably supplied il, and would have been bound lo

supply it, for another term of seven years, if ihe bill

had passed in his favour. The policy of sanctioning a

monopoly expressly by law may be justly questioned ;

but every candid and liberal miiid will readily admit,

that, considering the very important improvements in

dyeing which Dr Bancroft has inlroduced, the long and
severe labour to wnich he has submitted, and the gieat

expense which he has incurred in the prosecution of his

inquiries, he is entitled to some higher remuneration for

his services, than the country has yet thought proper to

bestow.

34. " Of all the arts," says Berthollet, " that of dye-

ing, perhaps, with respect to its theory, requires the

most extensive knowledge of natural philosophy ; be-

cause it is that which presents the greatest number of

phenomena lo analyze, of uncertain changes to ascer-

tain, and of relations lo establish with air, light, heat,

and many other agents, of which our knowledge hithei-

lo has been very imperfect." But these remarks, though
certainly well-founded, ought not to discourage. If

many facts remain still lo be explained, science has al-

ready done much in determining the essential circum-

stances of particular processes, and excluding such as

arc either .ibsurd or superfluous; in analyzing the sub-

stances employed by the dyer, and discovering the cau-

ses to which their action is to be ascribed; and lastly, in

suggesting the means most likely lo improve the art.

35. In Ihe following account which we propose to

give of the operations of dyeing, our object is not so

much to bring forward a new treatise, as to collect and
condense every thing useful thai has already been \vriuei>

• HistoKj' of CrnnmcTc*. t Essay on Bleaching.
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on the subject; and to present a view of the art, whicli

shall include the most recent improvements, without

neglecting the description of those processes which

have long received the sanction of experience. In the

execution of this plan, we shall freely avail ourselves of

the labours of the most approved writers on dyeing, par-

ticularly of Berthollet and Bancroft, as well as of the

difTerent individuals who may have suggested improve-

ments in particular processes. In short, we shall aim at

usefulness rather than novelty, and never introduce theo-

retical views, unless they have an obvious tendency to

simplify or improve practical operations When facts

occur which we cannot explain, we must be satisfied

with detailing the process of the art, and wait for further

light from experience, before we attempt to reduce them
to theory.

SECTION II.

Or Colouring Matters.

CHAP. I.

Of Colouring Matters in general.

36. The knowledge of the laws according to which
bodies appear of various colours, by absorbing some of

the rays of light, and reflecting others, is of very little

use to the practical dyer. His object is merely to ex-

tract the colouring principle from the substances which
form its original basis; to transfer it to the stuff; to

modify it by those agents which have been found by pre-

vious experiment to affect its nature; and to give it per-

manency in its new state of combination. Still, however,
it may not be altogether foreign to our purpose to take a

slight view of the theoretical opinions which are enter-

tained on this subject.

37. The property which bodies possess of uniformly
reflecting certain rays of light, constitutes their colour:

when all the rays are absorbed, a body appears totally

destitute of colour, or black ; and wlien particular rays

are absorbed, and othei's reflected, it seems to be of the

colour which the reflected ray is capable of exciting in

our organs of vision. When the substances which thus
appear coloured are transferred to colourless bodies, they
generally communicate to these bodies their particular

colour; and when they are transferred to bodies already

coloured, they blend or mingle their colour with that of
the bodies to which they are applied, and give rise to

mixed colours.

38. The aptitude of reflecting particular rays of light,

seems to depend not so much upon the chemical consti-

tution of a body, as upon a certain arrangement, or dis-

position of the particles of the surface. Many bodies
display different colours, according to the particular an-

gle under which they are viewed; while others assume
a change of colour, simply by the change of their me-
chanical condition.

39. Hence it appears that colour ought not to be re-

garded as a distinct principle, existing separately from
the coloured body ; but merely as a faculty which the

constituent elements of bodies possess of reflecting par-

ticular rays of light decomposed at their surface, and
which is capable of being modified by changes in the
mechanical structure, or in the proportion of the ele-

mentary p.irts. It is therefore impossible to predict,

a firiorif the colour of a compound body, from a know-

ledge of the principles of which it is composed. Fre-
quently two colourless bodies form a coloured compound
by mixture; and it often happens that two substances,
each of which has a very deep colour, are rendered en-
tirely colourless when they are united together. In
short, we can only determine by observation and experi-
ment, the colours which shall result from particular

combinations of bodies.

40. These views, however, do not altogether accord
with the opinions of several eminent chemists, particu-
larly with respect to colours of vegetable origin. Many
seem to think that a peculiar proximate principle exists

in vegetables, in which their colour generally resides,

and to which they have given the name of colouring

matter. " In this opinion," as Mr Murray justly ob-

serves, " there is a degree of obscurity and vagueness."
Colour being, as we have already stated, a secondary
quality, which may reside in any principle, and being
often exhibited by principles of the most opposite kind,

there is no good reason for supposing that there is any
distinct principle to which it exclusively belongs. At
the same time, it must be admitted that there is appa-
rently a similarity in chemical constitution between cer-

tain vegetable products, in which colouring matters re-

side in the deepest intensity; and that these colouring-

matters may be detached from their state of combination
by the agency of various solvents, and transferred to

other substances with which they appear to have a more
powerful affinity, and this too without our being able to

refer the appearances which take place to any known
proximate principle.

41. These facts, however, by no means authorise us
to conclude that the colouring matter is a separate ami
independent principle ; all that can be inferred from them
is, that the colouring matter does not uniformly exist in

combination with any particular proximate principle, but
probably with different proximate principles, or various

combinations of them ; though the present state of che-
mical analysis does not enable us to ascertain the compo-
sition of the colouring particles with a degree of preci-

sion sufficient to detect the principles to which they owe
their properties. Without taking any notice, therefore,

of the theories which have been advanced to explain the

cause of colour, we shall be satisfied with presenting a
general view of the different colouring matters, and
leave tofuture investigation the task of discovering whe-
ther these colouring matters form separate substances,

or exist uniformly in combination with some particular

proximate principle as a basis.

42. It has been proposed to divide the colouring par-

ticK'S of vegetables into extractive and resinous; but
this division is attended with no advantage, and indeed
only serves to convey very imperfect and erroneous ideas

of thfir properties, as some of the most important dyes
are not at all affected by the usual solvents which act

upon these two classes of substances. The truth is, that

the colouring particles possess chemical properties

which are peculiar to themselves, and distinguish them
from all other substances; though these properties are

different in different colourmg matters. They unite with

acids, alkalies, metallic oxides, and some of the earthy

bodies, particularly alumine. They are said to precipi-

tate oxides and alumine from the acids which hold them
in combination; but this is doubtful, or at least the de-
conipobilion is very partial. They more frequently form
tripU" compounds with the salts, and in this state of com-
bination unite witn the stuffs to which they are present-

F 2
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cd, ill » tnoro uiunute manner than ihey wouUl do with-

out the imclnDlioii of these 'Hnliib.

4". Ti..- . i.lotiriiig pttititlcs iiu iioi. however, unite

,: I with tlicsc chi niicnl a^'Ciils, and Uiere-

li,,, ,.,p .llerent sulveniii suited to their lespeclivc

quaii(ic». The iitusl Cdiiiiiiun sotNeiils arc walei, acids,

•ml alkalies; alcohol is seUloni usi d. unit bs when we

wisli to act on liic coloul'ill^ nialtcrof very small bodies.

Of ti<ehu »uliktaiice», witri i!> most extensively eni|)ioy-

ed, Iwtli oil accouut of its al>uiid.iiicc, and the ureal

suUiit^ power uhicli it exens over almost all colouiinjj

mmterH; alkalies arc eniployeil to pmuiote the solution

ut -'.iirii.({ principle cohtained in indi)ro, the llow-

ri-,.! .;.ir<i ».iffi<in, itc; '.'iid the acids are used in

some casc-k to dissolve coiours, and in others lo precipi-

tate tlie colouring principles from their solutions in

alkalies.

44 Before colouring principles are exposed to the

action ol a solvent, tlity ou»^iit to be divided as minulely

lu possible, by in-.cliunical means. This is tibtained by

Irituratint; tiu-ni in a niorlar, or by means of a muller,

and .iftcrwards passini; tiiem, in a reduced suilc, through

a fine sieve, that no t;''oss particles may escape notice.

The metliods by which the division of colouiinji substan-

ces is produced, vary according to the consistence, sti uc-

ture, and volaiility of the matters upon which the opera-

lion is performed. In some cases, the substance con-

tainin); the colourinj; principle is reduced to chips or

scales, by means of a sharp instrument; in others, it is

perfectly sufTiciciit to bruise it imdcr mulkrs. in the

same manner as lan is j;round. In whatever way pul-

verization is pcrfornud, the operation is attended with

the diflubinn of a subtile powder through the workshop,

which is both injurious to respiration, and the cause of

a consitbrable loss to the manufacturer, particularly if

the article be expensive. These disadvantages may be

ijuardcd aj;ainst, by performini; the process of tiituralion

in coveicd places, or moislcnin!; tlu; mailers acted upon

with water. Alter the colouring principle is suflicicntly

comminuted, it may be dissolved, without difticully, in

some of the solvents formerly mentioned.

45. With the exception of some colouring matters of

a resinous or starciiy nature, waier may be regarded as

u universal solvent of that class of bodies; while it pos-

jesses ihe important property of forinini; a very imper-

fect union wil!i lliem, and readily purls with them again

to the slufT. Warm water extracts the colouring prin-

ciple more copiously than cold wuter; but dilVercnt sub-

stances require diflVrent degrees of temperature foi' that

purpose. Some colourini; piintiples can only be dis-

solved by long protracted maceration; others require a

very gentle heat, and suffer in their brilliancy by being

exposed to too elevated a temperature; and oliiers still

yield but little of their colour, unless they be raised to a

considerable degree of heal. A knowledge of these cir-

cumstances is absolutely necessary to the dyer, in order

that he may conduct his operations with certainty and
success.

46. A great deal has been ascribed to the qualities of

waters used in dyiing, nothing being more common than

to refer tiie brilliancy <if some coli)\irs, and the poverty

of others, entirely to this cause. Without adopting im-
plicitly all that has been published on this subject, it must
be allowed that wati-rs contribute essentially to the qua-
lities of liyes ; and it may be jdded, that ditfcrent colours,

and even the same colour in difiertnt slides. rc(iuire tliat

waters of very different natures should be employed.

Rapid and runiiiii|i^ waters are generally the purest, nnd
standing waters most impregnated wilii earthy and saline

matters. In some cases, however, the latter may be
used with great advaniigc in dyeing, because the putrid

animal and vegetable mutters suspended in them, con-
tribute to form ammonia and sulphuretcd liydrogen,

which precipitate the earthy and metallic principles.

47. Waters holding calcareous salts in solution, are

particularly prejudicial to the dyeing cotton of u red co-

lour. The lime which is precipitated during the pro-

cess attaches itself to the stulV, and obscures the coioiu'

to such a degree that it isulinost impossible to revive it.

Uut if the object be to obtain u dark colour, these salts

are lather bcnclicial than hurtful, as tney tend to in-

crease tne body of the red colour and its modifications;

hence tliey may be usv'd with advanla.^e when it is intend-

ed to convert scarlet into crimson.

48. Calcareous salts dissolved in water, not only affect

the biilliancy of some colours, but possess the inconve-

nience of weakening the solvent which holds them in

solution, and thus extract iinpcifectly the colouring

principle. It is of consequence, therefore, to be able to

detect the presence of these salts, lh.it we may cither

avoid tlie water which contains them, or correct its pre-

judicial qualities. Chemistry furnishes us with ihe

means not only of discovering the difierent ingrediKiits

wiiich exist in water, but of ascertaining with precision

the quaiitily of each. The salts of lime, the most com-
mon earth which is to he found in water', are easily de-

tected by the copious while ])recipltate which ihey af-

foi'd will) the oxalate of ammonia, and those of iron by
a solution of galls. In generul, water which contains

earthy or metallic salts, in such ([uanlily as to be inju-

rious, readily decomposes soap by a double affinity: the

acid combines with the alkali of the soap, while the

earthy basis unites with the oil, and forming an earthy

soap which is insoluble, produces the curdling appear-

ance observable on such occasions. If then a water be

clear, destitute of taste and smell, and capable of dis-

solving soap readily, it may be regarded proper for the

objects of dyeing; and all waters wliich possess these

properties are equally fit for the purpose. But it may
be remarked, that waters which hold the earths mecha-
nically suspended, that is, such as arc muddy, are less

piejudicial than those which hold them in solution : In

the first case, they attach themselves but loosely to the

stuff; in the second, they are precipitated in a state of

minute division, and combining with the mordant, be-

come intimately united with the cloth.

49. But as it is not always in our power to choose war

ter of the best quality, means have been devised for

correcting the injurious properties of tiiis fluid, when
it happens to be bad. The most common correcli\e for

this purpose is bran, which is allowed to remain in tne

water until it actiuircs a sour taste. Twenty-four bushels

of bran are put into a tub or vat that will contain about

10 hogsheads; a largo bnilcr is filled wilh water, which,

when just ready to boil, is poured into the vat: the acid

fermentation soon commences, and in 24 hours the liquor

is ready for use. Bertliollel conceives that the sour wa-

ter acts by decomposing the carbonate of lime and mag-
nesia, from wi'icli its acid, being more powerful, disen-

gages the carbonic acid ; and that in this way the earthy

sediment, wiiich is occasioned by boiling, is pi-evcnted

from taking place

50. Alkali, the next solvent in order which we men-
tioned, is employed to dissolve several colours. In gcr
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neral, as Chaptal remarks, the colours which are pro-

duced by fermentation are less soluble in water tiian

alkali. This is llic case with indigo, woad, kc. Thus,
boilini^ water dissolves only a ninth-part of its weicjht of

indi;40; woad conmiunicates very little colour to this

fluid ; and annotta can scarcely be dissolved in it at all

witliout the aid of alkali. After the colouring matter

has been extracted l>y an alkali, it is precipitated by the

addition of some weak acid.

51. Acids are sometimes employed as solvents of co-

louring principles. The chemical blue of Pxrtier, or

the Saxon blue of dyers, is a solution of indigo in con-

centrated sulphuric acid. Guhliciie has proposed to

extract the colour of yellow wood, broom, turmeric, &c.

by means of the aceto-citric, and simple acetic acid, or

any other of the vegetable acids. The nitric and oxy-

muriatic acids impart a yellow tinge to all animal sub-

stances ; and the former of these acids is even success-

fully cinployed to communicate to silk and wool a very

beautiful yellow colour. The nitric acid produces a

similar effect on madder; but the yellow thus developed

disappears when the acid is neutralized.

52. Tlie simple colours, or at least those obtained

from the decomposition of light by means of the prism,

are seven in number, viz. red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, and violet. These colours are supposed

to be homogeneous or simple, because when they are

transmitted a second time through the prism, tl\ey are

refracted without undergoing any farther change. This
argument, however, is by no means conclusive ; for if

any coloured ray be composed of two others, each of

these must have the same refrangibility, as it is in con-

sequence of this circumstance alone that they could oc-

cupy the same place in the prismatic spectrum ; and, in

that case, a second refiaction could not separate them.

The truth is, that the prism furnishes only one means of

the analysis of light, and merely shews that certain rays

differ from otiicis in refrangibility.

53. Before the iliscovericsof Newton, the red, yellow,

and blue, were generally supposed to be primary rays,

and the rest to be compound colours arising from their

intermixture. Thus, red with yellow, produces orange ;

yellow with blue, green; and blue with red, indiso.

Another hypothesis has been lately advanced by Prieur,

and supported by very ingenious reasoning. According
to him, the red, green, and violet, are the primary rays;

the red and green giving rise, by their intermixture, to

orange or yellow, according as the former or the latter

prcklominates ; the green and violet formins^ blue; and

th<> violet and red, piuple ; and thus, by various modifica-

tions of the three original colours, all the others are ob-

tained. We shall give an example of the kind of proof

which has been adiiuced in support of this hypothesis.

Lit one of the rays, as orange, be selected—a colour

which is supposed to be a compound of red and green,

the former being in excess. If this colour be really a

compound of red and green, and if the arrival of the rays

to the part of the spectrum which the orange usually oc-

cupies be pievented, by the interposition of a substance
that allows only the red or tlie green rays to pass, we
ought to find beyond this substance only red or green

;

on the other hand, if the orange be simple, these rays

will pass through neither of the interposed substances,

and beyond this we should have only black. The results

conespoiided with the hypothesis in a great variety of

trials. An additional argument was also derived for its

support, by combining the red, green, and blue rays,

and thus obtaining white light.

54. In a practical point of view, such opinions are of
very little moment; and perhaps it may be more useful

to attend to those distinctive characters of the colouring
principles, which are founded on their chemical relations

with the stuffs. Accordingly, Dr Bancroft has suggest-
ed the division of colouring matters into substantive and
adjective; " the first including those matters which, when
put into a state of soluiiun, may be fixed with all the per-
manency of which they are susceptible, and made fully

to exhibit their colours in or upon the dyed substance,

without the interposition of any earthy or metallic basis;

and the second comprehending all those matters which
are incapable of being so fixed, and made to display their

proper colours without the mediation of some such basis."

(Pkiloso/i/n/ of Permanent Colours, vol. i. p. 118.) These
terms, though perhaps not altogether unexceptionable,

must at least be admitted to have a reference to real dif-

ferences between the substances which they are intended

to distinguish ; ai\d though the advantages which are de-

rived from this arrangement are indeed but slight, since

very few colouring matters are contained under the first

head, but most of them under the second, there can be

no impropriety in adopting them, particularly as they

are intended to express a fact, and not a theoretical opi-

nion. In treating of colouring matters, we shall there-

fore observe Dr Bancroft's distribution of them ; but in

describing the processes by which these are applied to

the stuffs, we conceive it will be inore convenient, and
not less systematic, to follow some arrangement which
has a reference to the colours themselves, rather than to

the colouring matters from which they are procured.

We shall accordingly divide the colours, without any

regard to the decompositions obtained by the prism, into

simple and compound; meaning by tjie latter, such as

can, and by the former, such as cannot, be produced by

the intermixture of other colours. Under simple co-

lours, we shall include red, yellow, and blue; and under

compound colours, the various modifications of these

which are obtained by mixture or superinduction

CHAP. II.

Of Substantive Colouring Mattel's.

I. Of Animal Substantive Colouring Matters.

55. Dr Bancroft has subdivided this class of colourinp,

matters into animal, vegetable, and mineral. The prin-

cipal dye belonaing to the first head of arrangement, is

the celebrated Tyrian purple. The substance which

yielded that beauliful colour, was a whitish half-flutid
^

matter, secreted by particular organs in certain uiiival-

vular shell fish, and retained by the animal in an appro-

priate receptacle. The accounts which have been trans-

mitted to us by the ancients respecting the shell-fish in

question, are obscure and contradictory. Those of Pliny

are the most explicit and intelligible, though they are

sometimes inconsistent with each other. He mentions

the shell-fish which afforded this dye, under the several

names of conchvlium, mnrex, purpura, and buccinum;

all of which are also used by other Roman writers. This

curious subject has been so ably investigated by Dr Ban-

croft, that very little further elucidation can be thrown

upon it ; we shall therefore avail ourselves of his re

.
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»earcbti« and cuinmunicale the substance of tlicm as

fuUy M is consistcrii with the nature of our work.

56. It appears tiul labius Columns, a Ncapoliian no-

bleman, wjs the earliest modern writer who wrote a

dissertation on the Purpura, uliicli he pubiishcil in 1616.

After bving at inucli pains lo elucidate and reconcile tlio

differciit p 'if ancient writers on liiis subject, he

lamc tot: -on that there were two kinds or ge-

nera of bln.ii-..Mi iiicd for procuring the purple five, via.

the purpura and buccinuni ; t'>»' i''= tern> coiichyliuin

>iEnified ncnrrally all the species of purpurx, and some-

times the purple colour itself; and that the term murcx

was also used in the same generic sense. Fliny, indeed,

expressly mentions, that all the shcll-fish yielding the

purple and other lighter colours of the conchylia, arc in

matter the same, and differ only in tcmpcruniciil; that

ihcy are of two kinds, one being called buccinum, from

its resemblance to the instrument called the liorn, and

the other /lur/iura. The former he describes as being

round at the aperture, and having a serrated margin

;

the latter as having a projecting pipe-shaped beak, with

a lateral winding cavity, through which it puts forth its

tongue. lie mentions also that the body of the shell of

the purpura is muiicated or armed with seven vows of

spires, which are wanting in the buccinum. He adds,

that the buccinum adheres to rocks and large stones,

whence alone it can be collected.

57. The best purpurx found on the coasts of Asia

were caught in the sea adjoining to Tyre; on the Afri-

can coast, the best were those of Meiiinx and the Ge-
tulian shores; and the best on the coasts of Europe wcie
found at Laconica. Pliny informs us, that the Tyriaiis took

the finest out of the larger shells, in order to extract the

purple more effectually, but obtained the colour from the

smaller by grinding them in mills. He adils, that when
the purpurx were caught, the receptacle which contained

the dyeing liquor was taken out and laid in salt for three

days ; and that after a sufficiency of the matter had been
collected, it was boiled slowiy in leaden vessels over a
gentle fire, the workmen skimming off from time to

time the fleshy impurities. This process lasted ten days,

after which the liquor was tried by dipping wool into it,

and if the colour produced by it was defective, the boil-

ing was renewed. Pliny afterwards erroneously repre-
sents the liquor of the buccinum as only yielding a fugi-

tive colour, and says that it was usually mixed with more
than half as much of the licjuorof the purpura, which of
itself gave a very dark purple; and that the mixture
produced a beautiful amethyst colour, the latter giving
permanency to the former, and being in return brighten-
ed and enlivened by it. We learn on the same authority,
that the Tyrians produced their purple by first dyeing
the wool with the unprepared or greenish liquor of the
pelagium, (another name which he applies to the pur-
pura), and aitcrwards in the liquor of the buccinum, and
that the resulting colour was deemed most perfect when
it resembled that of co.igulated blood.

58. It is farther stated by Pliny, that it not being thought
atifficicnt to communicate the colour of the amethyst to
wool, it became customary to dye it again with the Ty-
rian purple ; and that in refeiencc to this circumstance,
the compound colour produced by this refinement in
luxury, was called Tyriamethystus. He adds, that, not
content with thus coml)iiung colours obtained from the
ocean, recourse was also had to those produced on the
land; and that wool or cloth dyed crimson from the
coccus (kermcs) was afterwards made to imbibe the

Tyrian purple, in order that it might assume the colour

which was imuitd hyatpnus, after a llower so called.

Other colouring nialttis were emplo)ed, sometimes to

economize, and at other limes vary the effects of the

li(|Uors of the purpura and bucciiuim. Among these.

Pliny enumerates fucua niarinua or anchil, and the an-

ehiua linelaria or alkanet, l>olli of which arc siill used as

dves. By ilu »c and other means, the puiple colour was
made to assume u variety of shades, some inclining more
to the blue, and others more to the crimson.

59. Under the history of dyeing, we took notice of

the restrictions which had been imposed upon the use of

the Tyrian purple, and mentioned other circumstances
which gradually leil to the total neglect of that celebrated

dye; we shall now describe a little more minutely the
methods of communicating that colour, by means of

shell-fish, Mhich have been employed in modern times.

In the year 1683, Mr William Cole of Bristol being
at Minchead, he was there told of a person living at a

sea port in Ireland, who had made considerable gain
by n)arking with a delicate durable crimson colour, the
fine linen of ladies anil gentlemen sent to him for that

purpose, and that this colour was made by some liquid

substance taken out of shcll-fish. Mr Cole, being a

lover of natural history, and having his curiosity thus
excited, went in quest of these shcll-fish ; and after try-

ing various kinds without success, he at length found
considerable quantities of a species of buccinum on
the sea coasts of Somersetshire, and the opjiosite coasts

of South Wales. After many ineffectual endeavours, he
discovered the colouring matter placed in a "white
vein, lying transversely in a little furrow or cleft next
to the head of the fish, which," says he, " must be dig-

ged out with the stiff point of a horse hair pencil, made
short and tapering, by reason of the viscous clamminess
of the white liquor in the vein, that so by its stifi'ness

it may drive in the matter into the fine linen or white
silk" intended to be marked. Letters or marks made
in this way, with tlic w hitc liquor in question, " will

presently," adds he, " appear of a pleasent green colour,

and if placed in the sun, will change into the following
colours, i.e. u in the winter, about noon, if in the sum-
mer, an hour or two afier sunrise, and so much before
setting, (for in the heat of the day in summer, the co-
lours will come on so fast tliat the succession of each
colour will scarce be distinguishable;) next to the first

light green will appear a deep green, and in a few mi-
nutes this will change into a full sea-green, after which
in a few minutes more, it will alter into a waichet blue,

and from that in a little time more, it will be of a pur-
plish red, after which, lying an hour or two, (supposing
the sun still shining) it will be of a very deep purple
red, beyond w hich the sun can do no more." He re-

marks, however, that " these changes arc made faster or
slower, according to the degree of the sun's heat;" "but
then," adds he, "the last and most beautiful colour, af-

ter washing in scalding water and soap, will (the mat-
ter being again exposed to tiie sun or wind to dry) be
much a difl'ering colour from all those mentioned, i. e.

a fair brigiit crimson, or near to the Prince's colour,

which, afterwards, notwithstanding there is no styptic

to bind the colour, will continue the same, if well or-

dered, as I have found in hankerchiefs that have been
washed more than forty times, only it will be somewhat
alloyed from what it was after the first washing."

60. M. Cole sent some of the linen marked in this

way to Dv Plot, then one of the secretaries of the Royai
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Society, in November 1684; which was soon after

shewn to Churles the Second, who admired it great-

ly, and desired that some of the liquor might be sent

to town, in order tliat he might witness its eflects. But
before this could be done, the king died, and it appears

that little further interest was at that time excited

about the matter. After an interval of twenty -four

years, iVl. Jussieu found -a. small species of bucciiium

on the western shores of France, and presented some
of them ill 1709 to the Royal academy of Sciences at

Paris ; and in the following year, Reaumur discovered

great numbers of the same shell-tish on the coast of

Poitou. Reaumur observed, that tlie stones and little

sandy ridges roimd which they had collected, were co-

vered with a kind of oval "ffraines," some of which
were white, and others of a yellowish colour ; and ha-

ving squeezed some of them upon the sleeve of his

shirt, he was agreeably surprised, in about half an hour,

to find it stained of a fine purple colour, which he was
unable to discharge by washing. He next collected a

quantity of these grains, and carrying them to liis apart-

ment, bruised and squeezed different parcels of them
upon bits of linen ; but, to his great surprise, after wait-

ing two or three hours, no colour appeared upon the

spots wetted with the liquor. Unable to conceive the

reason of this disappointment, and having almost deter-

mined to return again to the sea-snore, and repeat the

experiment on the same plan as before, he chanced to

perceive some purple spots, occasioned by drops of the

liquor which had accidentally fallen upon a part of the

plaster of Paris witli which the sides , of the window
were covered, and which having been more strongly

acted upon by the lignt than the bits of linen wetted
with the same liquor in the interior part of the room,
had become purple, though the day was then cloudy.

He afterwards made a variety of experiments with the

liquor of the buccinuni ; but as he was, from the out-

set, impressed with the notion that the conversion of it

to purple was occasioned by some mechanical action of

the uir, he never discovered the true cause of the pro-

duction of that colour.

61. Reaumur conceived the grains in question to be
the eggs or spawn of some fish, but v^ hether of tlie buc-
cinuni or any otlier species, he was uncertain, and under
this uncertainty he proposed calling them eu/s de pour-
pre, eggs of purple. The colour which they produced
was at least equal, if not superior, in beauty, as well as

durability, to that of the buccii.um ; though the colour-

ing matter of the latter was njuch thicker, and passed
less quickly through the different shades of colour, on
exposure to the light of the sun. He also found that

the liquor of the buccinum tasted as hot as the hottest

pepper, whilst that of the purple eggs was saltish. But
even the latter was so viscid, that, when topically ap-
plied to linen, it did not run ; and as the grains were,
according to his accounts, so plentiiul, that one man
might collect half a bushel of them in a few hours,
there is certainly reason to conclude, says Dr Bancroft,

that they would be highly useful, at least in calico-

printing, where their liquor might be applied with tbe

greatest facility, both for penciling and printing, as a

substaritive topical colour, and where a small quantity
would go far, especially upon fine muslins.

62. About the beginning of the year 1736, Duhamel
discovered the purpura in great abundance upon the

coast of Provence. He found the viscid colouring mat-
ter of the fish to be white, except in a few instances in
which it was green, an appearance which he ascribed
to disease. The white liquor being exposed to the sun's
rays, assumed the following colours : 1. A pale yellowish
green; 2. An emerald green; 3. A dark blueish green;
4. A blue with a tinge of red ; 5. A purple ; and these
changes all happened in less than five minutes. In all
the experiments which were made with the purpura,
the presence of light was iound essential to the forma-
tion of the purple colour; and the effect was produced
most expeditiously when the influence of the sun's rays
was most powerful.

63. Little doubt can now be entertained of the identity
of the shell-fish employed by the ancients, and those dis-
covered by Cole, Keaumur, and Duhamel. Both Ari-
stotle and Pliny have informed us, that the liquor of the
purpura was white ; and the latter also remarks, that
the purple colour which it afforded was not instanta-
neously produced, but after a succession of several co-
lours, of which green* was one. We have also a de-
scription of the manner of catching the shell-fish, em-
ployed for the purple dye, written by an eye witness,
Eudocia Macreinbolitissa, daughter of the emperor
Constantino the Eighth, who lived in the eleventh cen-
tury, while the knowledge of dycmg the Tyrian purple
still remained ; and from which it appears, that the
ancient purple did not acquire its due lustre and per-
fection until it had been exposed to the sun's rays.

64. BerthoUet is inclined to believe, that the changes,
which the liquor of tlie purpura and buccinum under-
goes by exposure to the sun's rays, are owing to the
absorption of oxygen; but Dr Bancroft, who has exa-
mined this subject very minutely, has ascertained that
the purple colour is produced without the access of air,
and tiiat its formation is more probably owing to the
extrication of oxygen. Having procured, in the month
of September 18U3, a large quantity of shell-fish, ap-
parently of the same species with those which Mr Cole
liad employed, and agreeing in their specific characters
with tiie buccinum lafiillus of Linnaeus, he made a great
number of experiments with the liquor which yielded
the purple colour, from which he found reason to con-
clude, that the presence of light was essentially neces-
sary to Its production, and that the change of colour
Was effected most speedily when the substances stained
with the liquor were exposed to the deoxidizing rays.
Some bits of muslin which he had stained with the
liquor, and preserved between the leaves of a book, re-
tained their original yellowish colour for nearly nine
years; and on being exposed after that time to the rays
of the sun, they were found as capable as ever of exhi-
biting all the changes of colour, and at last becoming^
purple.

65. A species of buccinum has also been found on
the coasts of Guayaquil and Guatemala in South Ame-
rica, which appears to have been long used by the na-
tives for dyeing or staining cotton. Don Antonio Ulloa
describes them as larger than a nut, and containing a
juice, which, when expressed, is the true purple; foiy

he adds, if a thread of cotton, or the like, be dipped into

this liquor, it becomes of a most vivid colour, which
repeated washings are so far from obliterating, that they
rather improve it; nor does it fade by wearing. He
mentions also, that the purple colour does not appear

' Color austerus in Glauco, et irascentl sirailis mari. lib. ix. ck>. 36.
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In.n.iaijioly, ihc juice being «t fust ot a milky colour,

li it ch«iiK'» to • !{'«*"» ""J lasl'y '" ^'''* ^'^'

; , iirplc. L'ika, v.l. i. p. 268.

66. C«u»i>y, in hi» accouiit of the Bahama Ulaiids,

(vol. i. p. »•) mcnlion* umoni; the !>hcll>> louml there,

a ipfcic* of buccwum which "yielded a pin pie litiuor

like llic murcx, and wliich did not wash out of linen

btaiii«-d with it. Josselyn also, in his .AVto England Ha-

ntif* Lucovrrcd," p. 37. says, at Pasclialaw.iy, a plan-

tation abuut lilty leaRUct by sea castwartl ol Boston, in

It small cove called Baker's Cove, they found this kind

of iiiuM-le, which halii a purple vein, which beiiiR prick-

ed *ilh a ncedir, yiehlclh a perfect purple or scarlet

juice, dyeing linen so that no washini; will wear it out,

but ke« ps its lustre many years : we mark our hand-

ken liicfs and sliirls with it." .Mr John Nieuliofi" also

relates, that "abundance of pur|)lc snails aic found in

the islands over against Uatavia." " They arc boiled,"

says he, "and eaten by the Chinese, who have a way

of polishing the shells, and pick out of the middle of

the sn:vil a certain purplc-coli)ured substance, which

ihey use in colouring, and in making red ink.

67. In addition to these, we may mention that Mr
Martin Lister {/'/iilo»o/i/i. Trans, vol. vi. remarks, that

"the common hawthorn caterpillar will strike a purple

or carnation, with lye, and stand; the heads of beetles

and pismires will, with lye, strike the same carnation co-

lour, and stand ; and the aniiicr-colourcd scolopcndra will

give, with lye, a most beautiful and pleasant amethys-

tine, and stand." In anr;*licr part of the same volume,

Mr Lister mentions an insect cimrx, whose eggs, bruised

upon white jjapcr, " stain of themselves witliout any

addition of salt, of a lively vermilion colour."

68. Dr Bancroft is of opinion, that the colouring juices

of some of these animals, particularly that of the bucci-

iium, might still be rendered beneficial in staining or

printing fine muslins, for which but little colouring mat-

ter is required. No substance, he remarks, will allbrd a

substantive purple of equal beauty and durability, and

capable of being topically applied to linen and cotton,

with so much simplicity and expedition. Hut the dif-

ficulty of procuring and preserving the shell- fish, pre-

sent great obstacles to their ever being extensively em-
ployed for the purposes of dyeing; particularly, as we
can obtain by other means, colours more beautiful, and
equally lasting.

H. Of Vegetable Substantive Colours.

69. The substantive colours obtained from vegetables

are more numerous than those which are of animal ori-

gin, and far more interesting to the dyer. Of these,

the most singular, as well as the most important, is in-

digo, a blue colouring substance extracted from a genus
of plants known by the name of imtigofcrx and indigo,

whicli arc cultivated for its production in .'Xmerica and
the West Indies. Indigo consists of a peculiar colour-

ii,g matter, which may he denominated its basis, and
which being combined with a certain portion of oxygen,
is, during its union, insuluble by any means unless
buch as exert an agency more or less destructive on the
basis itself. This basis is, in its uncombined stale, en-
tirely destitute of colour ; and seems to be forjned by
certain peculiar secretory organs, possessed by a few
particular plants. Dr liTincroft states, that the expressed
juice of the leaves of the indigo plant communicate to

calico a greenish tinge, which in dyeing approaches to

blue, and ultimately assumes that colour ; and that re-

peated applications of it to the same "spot, increase the

deepness of the shade, and at lust produce a full blue,

lie suspects, however, that the colouring matter o! the

iiuligo, when thus applied in its native state, does not

absorb so much oxygen, as when it undergoes the fer-

mcntive process by which it is usually prepared lor the
purposes of dyeing.

70. In another part of this work, (See Indigo,)
we shall describe the various processes which are cm-
ployed for preparing indigo, and confine ourselves at

present to a description of its nature and propel lies as a

tlyc. In its prepared stale, indigo is of a very rich blue

colour, which varies, however, in its shade, in diilerent

specimens. This difference seems to be owing not so

much to any real difl'erencc of ([uality in the colouring

matter, as to the foreign substances with which il is oc-

casionally united. When indigo is pure, it is liglit and
friable ; tasteless, and almost destitute of smell ; and
having a smooth fracture. Some varieties arc lighter

than water; and the lightest is generally the purest.

Indigo is fretiuently adulterated by adding lo it gummy,
resinous, and earthy substances, particularly an extract

from the fruit of the cmbryopteris glutinifera, denomina-
ted gaub in the East Indies. Both ils weight and its

purity are affected by the presence of lime, which hav-

ing been used in excess, as a preci|))tatc, had subsided

with the colouring matter, and carried down other im-
purities along with it.

71. The finest and most valuable indigo was formerly

brought from Guatimala; but since tiie manufacture of

this coniniodily engaged the aticnlion of the British

inhabitants in the East Indies, indigo superior even to

that of Guatimala has been imported, in considerable

quantity, from that quarter. Dr Bancroft enumerates
three varieties of American indigo: of which the first,

called by the Spaniards^^ra, has a very fine blue colour;

the second, which bears the name of xobre salicnte, is vio-

let; and the third, named curti-color, is copper-colour-

ed. When the first of these, he adds, sells at 9s. a

pound, the second is commonly thought to be worth 7.v.

and the third 5s. 6d. The finest blue indigo from the

East Indies commonly sells 20 per cent, higher even
than the finest glo\viug, (though the last probably con-

tains nearly as much colouring matter as the first)

;

and 70 or 80 per cent, higher than the best copper-co-
loured.

72. Berthollet has proposed a method of determining

the relative "values of different specimeris of indigo, by

dissolving equal portions of each in sulphuric acid, and
afterwards destroying their colour by means of oxymu-
I'iatic acid ; that specimen being considered as the n)ost

valuable wh.ich required the greatest (]uantity of oxymu-
riatic acid to destroy its colour. Dr Bancroft has sug-

gested another method of ascertaining the same thing,

which is more simple, and perhaps not less accurate.

lie proposes to mix equal portions of different solutions

in sulijhuric acid, and, after diluting these Vi ith a cer-

tain quantity of water, to compare the siiades of colour

possessed by the several mixtures.

73. According to the experiments of Bergman, one
part in nine of indigo is soluble in water by boiling; and
this part appeared to consist ol mucilaginous, astringent,

and saponaccou.s particles. The astringent particles are

precipitated by solutions of alum, sulphate of iron, and
sidphate of copper. M. Quatramerc also has sep:irated

the soluble parts by means of water. lie mentions, ;iuit
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their quantity is greater in proportion as the indigo is

inferior in quality, and that the residuum, after this

operation, is equal to the finest indigo. He accordingly

proposes to purify indigo of inferior quality by boiling it

in a bag, renewing the water till it acquires no more co-

lour. For the chemical properties and composition of

indigo, see Chemistry, vol. vi.

74. About the year 1790, Mr Alderman Prinsep, who
had then lately returned from India, presented Dr Ban-

croft with a specimen of indigo which he had procured

in that country, and to which he gave the name of green

indigo. Dr Bancroft at first entertained the hope of its

proving the same kind of colouring matter as that ob-

tained by the inhabitants of Cochin-china from a plant

called tsai, which, when macerated and fermented like

indigo, yields a green fecula capable of dyeing a beau-

tiful and lasting emerald green. The specimen was too

small, however, to enable Dr Bancroft to examine its

properties with sufficient precision ; but he ascertained,

that it differed in several respects from common indigo,

and particularly that it did not produce, like that sub-

stance, a fixed colour on linen or cotton by topical appli-

cation. See Bancroft, i. 264.

75. About three years afterwards, considerable atten-

tion was excited, among those who took an interest in

the improvements of dyeing, to another species of in-

digo which had been sent from Calcutta, under the

name of barasal-verte. It was described to be a simple

substance, and to have been prepared with water and
fire only, " from an indigoferous plant, an ever green,

with leaves somewhat resembling those of the laurel,

bearing large clusters of small yellow flowers, and pro-

ducing seeds in large pods pointed at the end;" and it

was added, "that the seed did not vegetate in Bengal."

It was also represented as giving a durable light green
colour, without any mordant or basis, to silk and wool.

Dr Bancroft soon procured a specimen of this colouring

matter, and, with his usual zeal, set about an examina-
tion of its properties. After making a few experiments
upon it, he discovered that it was a species of impure
indigo, and that it owed its green colour to the presence

of an olive-coloured matter, which, on being burnt, ap-

peared to consist chiefly of carbon. The manufacture
of this dye was therefore abandoned.

76. Pastel, or woad, also affords a blue colouring

matter, which possesses properties somewhat analogous

to those of indigo. Two species of plants are distin-

guished under this name, the isatis tinctoria, and the

isatis Lusitanica. The former is chiefly cultivated in

Languedoc, Provence, and Normandy; and also in

some parts of England. The plant, after being cut

down, is washed in a running stream, and then dried in

the sun as speedily as possible. When it is dried slowly,

it is in danger of being spoiled by the colour becoming
black. It is next carried to the mill to be ground, and
reduced to a paste. In this state it is formed into heaps,
which are covered to secure them from rain. At the end
of a fortnight these heaps ai-e opened, and beaten, to

produce a thorough intermixture of the crust formed on
the surface with the internal part. It is then made into

round balls, and placed in a situation whci-e it may be
freed from the moisture which still adheres to it. The
balls are afterwards heaped above one another, to un-
dergo the process of fermentation, and evolve the blue
colour yielded by the plant. As the process advances,
the smell of ammonia is exhaled, and the balls are gra-
Voi^ VIII. Part I.

dually reduced to a coarse powder; the state in which
woad occurs in commerce.

77. Pastel affords, without the assistance of indigo, a
blue colour of considerable permanency, but little lus-

tre. As it yields a small quantity of colouring matter
in comparison of indigo, and of inferior beauty, the use
of woad, as a dye, is now almost totally abandoned.
Astruc affirms, that pastel treated like indigofera yields

a colouring matter which greatly resembles indigo; and
Chaptal states, that, from experiments which he made
in 1795, with the view of adding some vegetables to

the list of those which furnish blue colours, he disco-

vered that goats rue, sain foin, chick jicas, and luceni,

yielded a blue colour when treated like indigo, which
he did not, however, succeed in precipitating. D'Am-
bourney also attempted to procure indigo from pastel.

He succeeded by letting fresh leaves of pastel ferment
in a certain quantity of water; taking out the leaves,

and pouring solution of caustic alkali into the liquor,

and afterwards filtering. The fecula which remained
on the filter, he says, resembles Carolina indigo. Thirty-

five pounds of fresh ripe pastel leaves yielded eight oun-
ces of fecula.

78. Turmeric is enumerated by Dr Bancroft among
the vegetable colouring matters which he calls substan-

tive; though the little durabilily which it possesses, as

a dye, scarcely entitles it to that epithet. Turmeric is

the root of the curcuma, of which there are two species,

the rotunda and the longa. The former is chiefly culti-

vated for the use of the dyer. Turmeric is of a very
rich colour, and surpasses every other yellow colouring

matter in beauty ; but it has a very slight attraction

either to stuffs, or the mordants which are usually em-
ployed to give fixity to colours. The root must be re-

duced to powder to be fit for use. It is sometimes em-
ployed to give the yellows made with weld a golden cast,

and to communicate an orange tint to scarlet ; but its

effects soon disappear.

79. Mr Bayley, who, in 1793, was extensively en-

gaged in dyeing silk handkerchiefs to imitate those of

India, informed Dr Bancroft that the yellow spots were
produced solely by a tincture of turmeric, made by di-

gesting six pounds of the powder of turmeric in a gallon

of malt spirits, and afterwards by a press separating three

quarts of a rich tincture, which cost about four shillings

the quart. The tincture was applied topically, and with-

out thickening, to the spots of the silk handkerchiefs,

which in the dyeing had been reserved white by the

usual means. Dr Bancroft found that a tincture of tur-

meric so obtained, and gummed, when applied topically

to calico, produced a beautiful yellow, which, by wash-

ing with soap, became red ; but being well rinced, and

exposed to the atmosphere, it recovered its former co-

lour, and retained it after several washings. See Ban-
croft, vol. i. p. 278.

80. The seeds of the bixa orellana, which grows spon-

taneously in different parts of Guiana, are covered with

a reddish pulp, which is collected and exported to dif-

ferent parts of Europe under the names of annotta, ar-

notta, and roucon. This substance is sometimes ejn-

ployed for dyeing silk, and occasionally for cotton ; but

in either case it adheres but slightly to the stuff. It par-

takes so much of a resinous nature, that it is very im-

perfectly dissolved in water. It is therefore usual to

employ at least its own weight of potash to increase its

solubility, and afterwards to immerse, in the solution,

G
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the silk, or rotioii lo be tlycii, without any mordant. The

tolotii ol ilic annoHi thus dissolved may be rendered ol

va: lb of yellow, by <lc»ttoying, by inemis oi

eii . tlic cnecls of the alkali. In dye-houses,

whiit ntuv-hannotlais consumed, it is put into a copper

cullender, having very small holes, (being previously

reduced lo a state of iiiinule liivision,) and the whole

immersed in a copper filled with tepid water. The an-

nolta is stiiied and difTusctl by a stick in the form of a

pestic, and passes into the bath ihroUKli the holes of the

cullender. Ihe sliainer is then filled with ashes from

the drcRSof wine, which is treated in the same man-

ner; alter which the bath is well stirred, and made to

boil up two or three limes, when the boiling; is slopped

by throwing in cold water. When the bath is not sufli-

ciently alkalized, it produces a biick or tile colour; in

which case an additional quaiilily is applied, it is made

to boil up. and the boiling' slopped as before with cold

water. (C/ia/tial.) In Britain, annotta is scarcely em-

ployed for any other purpose than in giving a yellowish

orange lint to cheese.

81. Caithamus, or bastard saffron, {carthamus lincto-

riu«,)of which the flower only is useful in dyeing, is an

annual plant, cultivated in ihe southern parts of Europe,

Egypt, and the Levant. The tlower of carthamus af-

fords two colouring matters, one of which is soluble in

water, and yields an inferior yellow; the other is resin-

ous, and obtained by the action of the fixed alkalies.

The latlcr alone is valuable, as it furnishes a red of

greater delicacy and beauty than can be procured from

any other colouring mailer, though of but little dura-

bility.

82. The colour is obtained by tying up the flowers in

a linen bag, and then subjecting them lo maceration and

pressure. in clear running water, until all the yellow co-

louring mailer which they contain is dissolved, and wash-

ed away, .\fter this has been done, the flowers are again

macerated in a solution of pure soda, just sufficient to

dissolve and extract the resinous colouring mailer, which

is separated by draining, and the repeated effusion of

portions of water, until it is wholly dissolved and carried

off. A solution of the colouring matter being thus ob-

tained, the soda is neutralized by an acid; the citric is

usually preferred, and it is thought to answer the pur-

pose best, when it is in the stale in which it exists in

lemons, or limes beginning to spoil. Ncxtlo the citric

acid, some have recommended that of tamarinds and tar-

tar; though Bergman prefers the sulpliuric, if it be not

used in excess. Scheffer affirms that the acid juice of
the mountain ash produces a better, and more durable
colour than even the citric acid. The expressed juice,

after being allowed lo ferment, is bottled up, and be-

comes filter for use the longer it is kept.

83. The rose colour of carthamus, extracted by soda,

and afterwards detached from the alkali by citric acid,

affords the basis of the beautiful paint known by the
name oi rouge. The colouring mailer ' being slowly
dried in the shade, is finely ground willi the purest talc,

and in this stale is applied to give lo the cheeks the liue

of health and beauty, by those females who are distrust-

ful of their native charms.

84. Archil, or orr.hall, is a colouring matter, obtained
from several species of lichens. When it is .prepared
for the purposes of dyeing, it is in the form of a paste,
andof a led violet colour. The most valuable is extract-
ed from the lichen rocrella, JJnn. which grows at Cape
Verd, and the Canary Isles, on the rocks near the sea.

Diilenius has endeavoured to shew, that this jjlant is the

same that was used by the ancients, and held by them in

such estimation, that the colour which it afl'orded was
reckoned more beautiful, w hen first dyed, e\eii than the

Tyrian purple. It is mentioned by I'liny uniler the name
of fuciis nntrinus, and was used in his time as a ground
for that colour.

83. The knowledge of archil as a dye, was lost, however,

in Europe, till about the beginning of the I4lh century,

w hen it was restored by a native of Florence, who had be-

come iiciiuaiuted with its properties during his residence

in tlic Levant. He communicated the infoimalion he

had aciiuired lo his fellow citizens, and for a coiisidera-

ble lime the Florentines enjoyed \.\\^ exclusive use of it

as a dye, as they purchased all thai could he |)iocured

of it, among the islands of the Archipelago, and on the

shores of the Mediterranean. After llie discovery of the

Canary Isles, the lichen, which yielded the archil, was
found in great abundance on their coasts, and by this

means the other nations of Europe were relieved from
their dependence upon Italy for a supply of the commo-
dity. The plants w'lich yield this colouring matter,

have also been discovered in great abundance at the

Cape Verd Isles; and as they had been allowed lo at-

tain their full maturity, they were found lo be richer in

colouring mailer than any which had been previously

known.
86. Micheli has given an account of the method of

preparing archil, conformable to the practice of Flo-

rence. The plant was first reduced lo a fine powder,

and after being passed through a sieve, was inoislencd

slightly with stale urine. The mixture was stirred once

a day, and a certain portion of soda added each time,

till it acquired a dove colour. It was then put into a

wooden cask, and covered with a sulTicient quantity of

urine, lime water, or a solution of gypsum ; and in this

slate it was retained until wanted by the dyer. In the

description given in Plictho, (a work which we men-
tioned under the history of dyeing,) sal ammoiii;ic, sal

gem, and saltpetre, arc added in ine preparation ; but

Hcllot thinks, from experience, that lime and urine arc

the only ingredients necessary ; and that the mixture
ought lo be fretjuenlly stirred, adding, at the same lime,

fresh quanlilics of these. It is proper when the process

iscotnpleted, says Bcrlhollet, to allow the volatile alkali

which has formed, to evaporate, that llic archil may have

the violet smell of that which is well prepared. To pre-

serve it any length of time, however, it must be kept

moistened with urine.

The best kind of archil is extracted from the rocella,

or orchella; but this colouring matter is obtained from
several olher species of lichens. The French have long

employed fortius purpose a kind of lichen called furclle,

whicli commonly adheres to volcanic stones or produc-

tions. The plant in question has been generally repre-

sented to be the lichen /larellus of Linnxus; but this

supposition is disproved by a memoir of M. Cocq, lately

published in the 81st vol. of the .^nna/f« de Chimie. He
stales, that in Auvergnc, where the perclle is princi-

pally gathered, the true lichen parellus is called la

ponuntlee, and is always rejected as unfit by the persons

employed for this purpose. M. Cocq describes, in the

same memoir, the process by which the perelle is pre-

pared al Clermont for the use of the dyer. It appears,

that the perelle is macerated and fermented in wooden
troughs, which are commonly about six feet in length,

two or three in breadth, (contracting towards the bottom),
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and about two feet in depth. Each trough is furnished

with a cover, which fits it exactly, and retains as much
as possible of the volatile alkali of the human urine.*

About 200 libs, of perelle and 240 libs, of urine are

mixed together in each trough, and afterwards stirred

every three hours, during two days and nights, taking

oflF the cover only as often and as long as is necessary

for the stirring. On the third day, 10 libs, of sifted and

slacked lime nmst be added, and well mixed, together

with a quarter of a pound of arsenic, and an equal weight

of alum. The workmen must avoid the fumes of the

arsenic as much as possible, for some hours after its ad-

mixture. The stirring is then to be repeated several

times, once every quarter of an hour, and afterwards

every half hour, till tlie fermentation is established

;

when this is the case, the mixture need not be stirred

more frequently than is necessary to prevent a crust

from forming on the surface, which, by obstructing the

fermenting process, would resist the complete evolution

of the colour. After the fermentation has continued 48

hours, it commonly begins to diminish, and must be re-

newed by the addition of two libs, more of sifted lime,

and the stirring continued once every hour until the fifth

day, when the frequency of stirring may be gradually

diminished. After the eighth day, it is sufficient to stir

the mixture every six hours, extending the process a

fortnight, iind even in some cases three weeks longer.

The colouring matter thus prepared, is afterwards to be

kept moist in close casks. It improves during the first

year; suffers little change during the second; the third,

it begins to decline, and becomes inferior in quality after-

wards.

88. During a very long period, the inhabitants of

Sweden, Scotland, Ireland, and some of the northern

parts of England, have been in the practice of dyeing,

by means of different species of lichen, macerated in

urine. Of these, the Lichen omjihalides has been much
used, under the name of cork, corker^ and arcol; in Wales
it is called kenkering. This lichen gives a dark crimson

to wool and woollen stuffs. Linnaeus says, that it is pro-

duced in great abundance in the island of Aland, in the

Baltic. The Lkhcn tarfareus, which grows on limestone

rocks, yields a similar colour, and has been long used as

a dye by the peasants of Wales and the Orkneys. The
inhabitants of West Gothland prepare a beautiful crim-

son dye from this lichen, which, under the name of

Byttelet, is used over all Sweden. It also forms an ar-

ticle of exportation, and is known in this country by the

name of Cudbear, a name given to it by the late Dr Cuth-
bert Gordon, who obtaiiied a patent for its preparation.

At the proper season, and in places where the Lichen
Tartareus is produced, one person may collect from
twenty to thirty pounds of it daily. It should be allowed

five years growth before it is gathered ; and it is prepared

for use by washing and drying it, which commonly re-

duces it to half the original weight. It is macerated and
stirred in wooden troughs, in the same manner as the

perelle at Clermont; only aqua ammonia prepared from
human urine is employed, instead of urine itself. Dr
Bancroft, who has frequently prepared the colouring

matter yielded by this lichen, states that the ammonia
has important advantages over the urine; and that he is

convinced that the alum recommended by Cocq is com-
pletely useless, while the arsenic is not only useless,

but dangerous. He also thinks that much labour in

stirring, and much waste of volatile alkali, might be
avoidedjby employing hogsheads instead of fixed troughs.
For this purpose, he recommends the lichen to be first

ground in a mill, and afterwards to be introduced into the
hogshead along with a suitable quantity of liquid ammo-
nia. The bung-hole being well secured, the hogshead
might be rolled from time to time, or subjected to any
other kind of agitation.

89. The colours obtained from cudbear prepared by
these processes, possess great beauty and lustre at first,

but they quickly fade, and ought never to be employed,
unless for the purpose of heightening the brilliancy of
some more permanent dye. The colour extracted from
therocella, or orchella, is more beautiful and less fugi-

tive than that yielded by any other species of lichen;

but none of these colours are lasting. Cudbear is chiefly

employed in this country to give body and lustre to the

blues dyed with indigo ; it is also sometimes used as a

ground for madder reds. It stains marble of a durable
violet colour. Dufay says, that he has seen marble stained

with this colour unaltered at the end of two years.

90. The infusion of archil is of a crimson, inclining to

violet. Acids impart to it a red colour: but as it con-
tains ammonia, by which its natural colour has been al-

ready modified, fixed alkalies produce little change on
it, only rendering its colour somewhat deeper, and more
inclined to violet. Alum forms with it a dark red preci-

pitate, without rendering the colour more permanent.
The nitro-muriate of tin inakes the colour died with it to

approach nearer to a criinson, which is less fugitive than

when that ingredient is not employed.
91. Besides the lichens, whose colouring matter is

prepared with ammonia, some of them afford substan-

tive dyes less beautiful, but more permanent, by mere
boiling with water. Of these, the muscus pulmonarius
of Caspar Bauhine, or the lichenoides pulmonium reti-

culatum vulgare marginibus peltiferis of Dillenius,

known in the northern parts of England by the name of
rugs, or stone-rag dyes, without any mordant, a very
durable dark-brown colour upon white wool or cloth;

and a fine lasting black upon wool or cloth which has
previously received a dark blue from indigo. See Ban-
croft, Perm. Col. i. 305.

III. Of Mineral Substantive Colours.

92. Th« greater number of mineral substances used
in dyeing, are employed chiefly with a view of attaching

colouring matters to stuffs, or of heightening their lus-

tre after they have been so applied. Some of them,
however, particularly iron and copper, are occasionally

employed for giving substantive colours.

9 3. Iron, in every form of its solution, has a strong
affinity for linen and cotton, and readily combines, in the
state of an oxide, with their fibres. The colours which
it affords vary with the degree of oxidation; but as the

oxide, in all its combinations, is disposed to attract more
oxygen from the atmosphere, these colours all terminate

in the rusty colour commonly called iron-mould. This
absorption of oxygen, being a kind of slow combustion,
renders' the oxide corrosive, and gradually injures the

texture of the cloth. The rigidity which it occasions in

the fibres, also renders them more brittle, and less du-
rable. Hence iron-moulds at last produce holes. This
injurious property of the oxide of iron, is in some dc

• This is contrary to what is recommended by Berthollet.

G 2
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(»ree counicracicil by combiiiuig ilic exidc with other

substances; but there is reason to fear, that, in every

comlilion, the oxide of iron is hurtful to studs. It is to

(hii priipcrty that the rottenness so generally complained

of, with respect to the black dye, is to be ascribed.

94. The oxide of iron is usually applied to linen or

cotton in combination with some acid, \incgar was

usually employed for this pinpose ; and the resultinjj

sail, the acetate of iron, lias been lonj^ known to dyers

under the name of iron tu/uor. Another acid lias ol late

been fre(|ueiitly subslnutcd for the vinepar, called the

pyroligneous, which is distilled from wood, and is in

renliiy the acetic acid in condjination with a portion of

cmpyrcuniatic oil. This compound acid dissolves iron

better than the acetic, and forms a salt wliich is more

useful in dyeing than the acetate. The oxide combines

with the acid at diflerent stages of oxidation; but the

resulting solution forms the most intimate and permanent

union with the fibres of linen and cotton, when the oxi-

dation is greatest. M.Ciiaplal has ascertained lliat the

different buflf colours, and the imitations of nankeen,

may be greatly improved by combining the oxide ot iron

with alumine. He accoidmgly first impregnates the

linen or cotton with a solution of the oxide of iron in the

pyroligncous, or some other vegetable acid, marking

three degrees on the areometer of Beaunx. and, alter

wringing it properly, plunges it immeiliatciy into a so-

lution of potash marking two degiecs, with which a sa-

turated solution of alum liSs been mixed, but so as not

to precipitate the alumine. By this mixture, the colour

of the oxide is heightened, and the cloth acquires an

agreeable, smooth, and soft appearance.—See Ann. dc

Shim. xxvi. p. 270.

9$. The application of potash conjointly with an oxide

of iron, is stated by Dr Bancroft to have been practised

at Manchester for almost half a century. The iron was

usually, but improperly, dissolved in aquafortis, as this

acid acts with great energy on the fibres of linen and

cotton, and soon destroys their texture.

96. The colours produced by iron, though very dura-

ble, arc liable to be affected by the infusion of tea, and

other substances which contain tlie gallic acid. The spots

occasioned by these may, however, be removed by an

oxymuriate of potash or lime.

97. Dr Bancroft has proposed to employ the oxides of

copper as substantive colours, though the advantage to

be derived from their use in this respect is extremely

doubtful. He mentions that he had produced acciden-

tally, and fixed permanently upon calico, a brownish red

oxide of copper, nearly resembling the ruby copper ore

in colour, which withstood repeated washing with soap,

and six weeks exposure to the atmosphere, without al-

teration. He thinks that this colour may prove useful by

simple topical application, in calico printing; but he

has not examined it sufficiently to give a decided opinion

on the subject.

98. The green colour exhibited by most of the pre-

parations of copper arises fiom the absorption of oxy-

gen, for which the oxides of this metal have a strong

affinity. It docs not appear that any of the solutions of

copper or its oxides, can be applied simply to linen or

cotton, so as to resist the action of soap, though they

suffer but little change from exposure to the sun and air.

If li(|nid ammonia be saturated with copper, and thick-

ened with gum, it may, by simple topical application, be

fixed ujion linen or cotton, when, by :iu evaporation of

« part of the volatile alkali, and the absorption probably

of both oxygen and carbonic acid, its blue colour will

be changed into a green rcsemhlin;; that of verdigrease,

or rather that of the malachite, «hith will sufiiciently re-

sist the impression of sun and air, and bear a considera-

ble number of washings with soup, without being affect-

ed thereby. It may thciefore, says Dr Bancroft, be
usefully employed in this way, especially upon fine mus-
lins, by reason of the great delicacy of its colour, and
the facility of its application.

—

Perm. Col. i. p. 320.

99. The oxides of larious other metals have been pro-

posed to be used in dyeing; but it does not appear that

any of them can be usefully or extensively employed as

colouring matters upon cloth.

CHAP. HI.

Of Mjective Colouring Mailers.

I. 0/ Jnimal Adjective Colours.

100. The most important and valuable colouring mat-
ter belonging to this class, is the coccus cadi of Lin-

naeus, or cochineal. We have already described the

methods which arc employed for rearing this insect, and
shall tlierelore confine ourselves at present to an account

of its qualities as a dye. See Cochineal.
101. Two kinds of cochineal arc employed in dyeing:

they are distinguislied in Mexico by the Spanish terms
grana Jina, and grana sylvestra. i'hc first variety, be-

ing of a larger size, and yielding a greater quantity of

colouring matter, is reckoned the most valual)lc ; the

other is smaller, and covered with a downy substance,

resembling cotton, which increases its weight, without

being of any use in dyeing.

102. Cochineal which lias been properly prepared,

and carefully kept, is of a greyish colour, inclining to

purple. The greyish colour is occasioned by a powder,
which covers the insect in its natural state, and part of

which still adheres to it : the purple shade is owing to

the colouring matter extracted by the hot water in which
the insect has been killed. Cochineal retains its pro-

perties for a very long lime if it be properly kept. Hel-
lot says, that he made some experiments with a ciuantity

of it which was 130 years old, and that its properties as

a dye were unchanged.
103. The colouring matter of cochineal may be ex-

ti-actcd by water. The decoction is of a crimson colour,

inclining to violet. A little sulphuric acid being added
to it, causes the liquor to assume a red colour, inclining

to yellow, and forms a small quantity of a beautiful red
precipitate. Muriatic acid produces nearly the same ef-

fect, but no precipitate. A solution of tartar converts

the liquor into a yellowish red, and slowly produces a

small <|uantity of a pale red precipitate. The superna-

tant lifjuor retains a yellow tinge, wliich is changed into

purple by the addition of an alkali. The precipitate is

quickly dissolved by the alkali, and tlie solution becomes
purple. A solution of alum heightens the colour of the

infusion, renders it redder, and produces a crimson pre-

cipitate. A mixture of aium and tartar produces a bright

lively colour, inclining to a yellowish red. A solution

of muriate of soda, (common salt), renders the colour

somewhat deeper, but does not make the liquor turbid.

Muriate of ammonia gives a purple tinge, without any
precipitate. Sulphate of soda produces no change. The
acetate of lead forms a purple, inclining to violet. Ni-

trate of lead, a delicate lively colour, between red and
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cinnamon, but inclining most to the former. The sul-

phate, nitrate, muriate, and acetate of iron, produce a

dark violet, and even a full black colour, when they are

used in sufficient quantity. The salts of copper and

mercury debase the colouring matter of cochineal. Ni-

trate of zinc gives a lively bright blue colour, approach-

ing to purple. Muriate of zinc, a colour like the last,

but more of a purplish tinge. The salts of bismuth pro-

duce indifferent colours ; and the same remark may be

applied to the salts of cobalt, nickel, tungsten, antimony,

and manganese.
104. Of all the metallic salts which afTect the colour

of cochineal, ihe most important is the oxide of tin.

About the year 1630, it was discovered by the acciden-

tal falling of a solution of the nitrate of tin into a de-

coction of cochineal, that the colour of the latter in-

stantly passed from purple to a vivid scarlet. DifTerent

salts of tin produce different effects ; but we must re-

serve the particular consideration of their properties im-

til we come to examine the nature of mordants.

105. When alum is added to a decoction of cochineal,

it combines with its colouring matter, and forms the

beautiful lake called carmine. A certain proportion of

antour, a bark brought from the Levant, of a colour

paler than cinnamon, and in general, chouan, the seed of

a plant likewise brought from the Levant, are added.

Berthollet supposes tliat these two substances f\irnish,

with alum, a yellow precipitate, which serves to bright-

en the colour of the cochineal lake. Carmine was for-

merly prepared from kermes, from which it takes its

name, and the nature of which we shall now consider.

106. Kermes. (coccus ilicis), is an insect found in se-

veral parts of Asia, and the south of Europe. It ap-

pears to have been employed at a very early period as a

dye, and was known to the ancients by the name of

coccus ba/ilricus, coccus iyifcctorius, granum tinctorium.

The term kermes is supposed to be ot Arabic origin, and
signifies a little worm. The Italians afterwards formed
from it the words chermisi, cremesino, and chermesind

;

and the French those of carmesen, carmine, and cra-

moisi. The Englisli words carmine, and crimson, are of

the same origin. At a later p.-riod, kermes was also

called coccum scarlatinum, though the time at which it

first received tiiis appelialion cannot now be accurately

ascertained. The term grarzum was applied to it on ac-

count of its resemblance to a grain or berry ; and hence

colours dyed from this insect were frequently called

grain, or engrain colours.

107. When the living insect is bruised, it yields a

red colour, the smell of which is not unpleasant. Its

taste is bitter, harsh, and pungent. In the dried state,

it imparts this smell and taste to water and alcohol, giv-

ing to botn a deep red colour, which is retained by the

extracts made by these infusions.

108. Kermes is one of the most ancient dyes with

which we are acquainted, but it has fallen greatly into

disuse since the introduction of cochineal. Most of the

writers on dyeing admit, that the colour which kermes
imparts to wool, is infciior in beauty to the scarlet made
with cochineal. Dr Bancroft, however, maintains, that

by employing along with it a solution of tin or nitro-

muriatic acid, he procured a scarlet in every respect as

beautiful and estimable as any wnich can be dyed with

that insect. This statement deserves attention, as the

colour communicated by the kermes is more durable,

and spots of grease may be discharged from it without

injury. Hellot mentions that the red draperies of the

figures represented in the ancient Brussels, and other
Flemish tapestries, were all dyed from kei-mes, and that
this colour, after having stood more than 200 years,
seems to possess the same brilliancy as at first. Beck-
man affirms the same thing with respect to some pieces
of tapestry supposed to have been dyed with kermes
about the twelfth century. Dr Bancroft states, that the
decoction of kermes exhibits, in almost every case, the
same appearances with the different chemical agents as
cochineal : and he has accordingly concluded, that the
colour of both is " exactly similar."

109. The coccus Jiolonicus is a small round insect, si-

milar to the kermes, and employed for nearly the same
purposes. It is found adhering to the roots of a species

of polygonum (scleranthus fierennis). Before the intro-

duction of cochineal caused the use of it to be abandoned
in Europe, it was chiefly collected in the Ukraine and
other provinces of Poland, under the name Czeriviec.

The juice of the coccus polonicus is still employed as a
dye by the Turks and Armenians, particularly for wool,
silk, and horse hair. The women also use it to colour
their nails.

110. Several other insects might be noticed which af-

ford a red colour, and some of them have been employ-
ed for that purpose in Europe ; but the advantages of-

fered by cochineal have entirely superseded their use,

and caused them to fall into neglect.

111. Lac is a colouring matter, of animal origin, ha-
ving a colour more or less red. It is produced in the

East Indies by the coccus lacca, a small winged insect,

ai'id is generally deposited on the small branches of the
croton lacciferum. " The fly is nourished by the tree,

and there deposits its eggs, which nature has provided
with the means of defending from external injury, by a

collection of this lac, evidently serving the twofold pur-
pose of a nidus and covering to the ovum and insect in

its first stage, and food for the maggot in its more ad-
vanced state. The lac is formed into complete cells,

finished with as much rcgulaiity and art as a honey-

comb, but differently arranged. The flies are invited

to deposit their eggs on the branches of the tree, by
besmearing them with some of the fresh lac, steeped in

water, which attracts the fly, and gives a better and a
larger crop. The egg, which is about the size of an
ant's, is of a pure red, perfectly transparent, except in

the centre, which exhibits evident marks of the embryo
forming."

1 12. The cells are filled with a glutinous liquid, which
is sweetish to the taste, and of a fine red colour, soluble

in water. This liquid is secreted by the insect, and is

destined as a food to the embryo, from the time of its

animation till able to quit its cell in quest of food. The
natives of Assam use it as a dye, and cotton dipped in

it makes afterwards a very good red ink. The eggs, and

dark coloured glutinous liquid with which they are sur-

rounded, communicate a very beautiful red colour to

water while they are fresh; but alter they have been

dried and kept for some time, the colour they afford is

less bright. " It would therefore be well worth while,"

says Dr Roxburgh, " for those who are situated near

places where the lac is plentiful, to try to extract and
preserve the colouring principles by such means as

would prevent them being injured by keeping. I doubt

not," continues he, " but in time a method may be dis-

covered to render this colouring matter as valuable as

cochineal."

113. As an article of commerce, lac is known in Eu-
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lope under ilic appelbuoiis of tiick-lac, leed-lac, anil

ifieil-Uc Tin- fii»i U tiic lac ill ils native slate, as

it i» luund titlhcriii^ to the twij;» on wliich it was orii^i-

nailv «lf positi-il. The berd-lac is said to be the slick-lift

brukc iiilu &iiiall pieces, and tliiis .ippcaring in a pramila-

trd form. Triis, liowcver, i;* a mistake; secd-hc brin^j

ll.c yellowish hard reasimius powder, which remains after

l)ic red colour o( slick-lac has been extracted, as fiir as

it can convei.iiiilly be done, by water. Shell-lac is pro-

duced from »eed-lac, by pulling the lattir into loui; cy-

liniliicul ba|;sul cotton clolli ; nitlliii^ it, by holding the

bi({s over a charcoal fire ; and Wiien ihc lac melts, strain-

ing it through the cloth, by twisting the bags. The lac

thus strained, is allowed to fall upon the smooth junk of

:> pUnune irei, antl is thorc spread into thin plates. In

this form it is brought to Euiope, and is chiifly employ-

ed in the con^posilion of varnishes and sealing-wax.

I U. For the puiposc-s of dyeing, stick-lac of the

deepest colour should be chosen. The colour which it

affords is less brilliant than the scarlet obtained from

cochineal ; but it has the advantage of possessing greater

dumbility. IK-rthollel says, that it may be employed to

ynod purpose by mixing a certain (|uanlily in the cochi-

neal, when, if it be not in too large proportion, the

scarlet will be rendered more permanent, without losing

any thing of its beauty.

lis. Water dissolves lac, and the decoction is of a

deep crimson colour. The so!ubilily is increased by al-

kaline substances. Pure potash and soda completely
ditsolvc the difTercni kinds of l:ic. Pure ammonia, and
carbonate of ammonia, also act on its colouring; matter.

To separate the part soluble in water, and calculate its

proportion to the wax or resin, Hcllot used to extract it

by means of water and mucilage of comfrcy, to precipi-

tate the colouring matter with alum, and to collect and
dry this precipitate, the weight of which was only one
fifth of the lac. This precipitate is a compound of the

colouring matter and alumine : liellot used it for dye-
ing.

116. Dr Bancroft seems to be of opinion, that lac

employed with the nitro-muriatc of tin and tartar, might
be made to dye scarlets, equal in vivacity and beautj' to

any which have been produced from cochineal, and by
the same means, taking care only to employ them in a
proportion somewhat larger. He ascertained, in the
course of his experiments on this substance, that water,
at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere between
the tropics, dissolved and extracted almost as much of
the colour of powdered slick-lac, as when assisted by a
boiling heat. He discovered also, that water of this tem-
perature extracted the colouring matter free from other
substances, which were dissolved by it at the boiling
point. Having carefully evaporated a few cpjai ts of this

cold infusion of powdered slick-lac, made during some
warm days in the early part of September, he obtained
an extract, which, when dried and rubbed in a mortar,
broke readily into fine powder, and was afterwards found
to dissolve almost as readily as refined sugar; and ha-
ving tried this powder to dye small pieces of broad cloth,
with the usual mordants, he says he had no difficulty in
producing therewith scarlet colours equal to the best
wliich could be any where found, and with little more
than half as much in weight of the powder as would have
been required of cochineal to ])roduce similar colours.
In consc'iuence of these results, and considering the low
price of stick-lac in the East Indies, he was convinced
that this colouring matter might be successfully introdu-

ced as a substitute for cochineal. He accordingly com-
municated his opinion on the subject to the Chairman of
the Court of Directors of the East India Company, and
oflered to disclose the result of his experiments, for a
moderate but suitable remuneration. The Committee of
Directon., l)cfore coming to a final dcterminuliun. pru-
dently proposed the dyeing of a piece of lotig-etl (the

woollen clolli of which the Company's exports arc cliii-lly

composed,) in order that the practicability of the method
might be ascertained on a sufficiently large scale ; the

samples which Dr Bancroft had produced being taken
from small bits of cloth. The first experiment succeed-
ed so well, tliat the colour produced was approved of by
very competent judges; l)Ul in some subsequent trials,

the results fell short of expectation, the colour being

deficient in brightness. When the decoction of the lac

began to at ciuire a little of the consistency of a soft ex-
tract, a sudden and remarkable diminution of the beauti-

ful colour of tlie liquor was observed. The cliange was
ascribed to the absorption of oxygen ; Dr Bancroft having
noticed a similar cfTcct produced on logwood in the same
circumstances. To obviate this inconvenience, he has
proposed to obtain the extract by evaporation with the

heat of the sun only; but it is extremely doubtful

whether the absorbtion of oxygen from the atmosphere
would not lake place in an equal degree, during so pro-

tracted a mode of extracting the colour. He has also

proposed to collect the colouring matter of lac by preci-

pitating it from its aqueous solution by the oxide of tin,

and after letting off the superincumbent watei, to separate

the precipitate from all the remaining moisture, by sus-

pending it in close linen bags, and afterwards diving it

in the sun, or even in the shade. One pound of muriate
of tin, in which the acid of the ordinary strength ( 1. 17o)

was saturated with the metal, appeared capalile of pre-

cipitating as much of the colouring matter of lac, as, in

its effects, would be equal to one pound of cochineal.

He accordingly attempted to dye a piece of cloth with

this precipitate, but owing to deficiency of colouring-

matter, and other causes which he mentions to account
for the failure, the experiment was not successful. He
still seems to think, however, that in this, or some other

form, lac might be used with considerable advantage as

a dye, and even as a substitute for cochineal.

117. We shall conclude this division of adjective co-

louring matters, with a short account of those properties

of Prussian blue which we have not considered under
the head of Prussic acid: (See Chemistry, p. 60.)

Prussian blue is a triple compound of Prussic acid, an
oxide of iron, and potash. The oxide of iron may com-
bine in difTercnt proportions with the acid ; when it is in

excess, the solution is yellowish, but when it is in a pro-

per proportion, it is blue. Tlie excess of the oxide of
iron may be taken up by an acid : the muriatic is found
to answer the purpose l)est, and when it is added, the

compound Ijccomcs of a beautiful blue.

1 18. An alkali digested on Prussian blue or prussiatc

of iron, combines with the Prussic acid, and separates

the iron from it. The addition of an acid wiiich has a
more powerful attraction for the alkali llian the Prussic,

detaches the latter from the alkali, and a double play of
affinities is brought into action. The acid which is add-
ed unites with the alkali, while the Prussic acid forms
wil!i the oxide of iron the Prussian blue. At the mini-
mum of oxidation, iron is iiicapaljle, in whatever propor-

tion It may be applied, of producing a blue with the Prus-
sic acid ; and hence, if the prussiate of potash be added
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to a recently prepared sulphate of iron, the precipitate

is white, and remains colourless until it absorbs oxygen
from the atmosphere. Berthollet supposes that the

wlute prussiatc of iron differs from the blue, not Ijecause

it is less oxygenated, but because the sulphuric acid in

the green sulphate of iron adheres more strongly to its

basis tlian when the iron is more highly oxidized; and as

a proof of this, he states, that, by adding the muriatic,

the sulphurous, or phosphorous acids to the white prus-

siate, it becomes blue, though none of these acids can af-

ford oxygen.
119. Whatever theoretical opinion may be entertain-

ed with respect to the cause of the formation of Prussian
blue, the uncommon beauty and lustre of the colour it-

self have recommended it as a dye, and occasioned va-

rious attempts to fix it equally and permanently upon
cloth. No method which has hitherto been proposed can

be said to have completely answered the purpose ; for

whatever care has been taken, the colour is frequently

weak and dull, and always uneven. Dr Bancroft has in-

deed described a metliod, (wliich we shall afterwards no-

tice,) by which, he says, he was alile to obviate the diffi-

culties hitherto attending the use of this colouring mat-
ter. Some pieces of cloth so dyed possessed an intense-

ly full colour, and a lustre greatly surpassing every thing

before seen in wool, emulating even the transparency and
brilliancy of the finest sapphire to such a degree, that the

gye which has once seen the Prussian blue so communi-
cated, disdains afterwards to fix itself upon the common
indigo blue.

120. The Prussic acid produces coloured compounds
with other metallic oxides besides those of iren. The
most remarkable, and perhaps the most important of
these, is the red prussiate of copper. This colour was
obtained by Dr Bancroft from the diflFerent solutions of

copper in the sulphuric, the nitric, the muriatic, and the

acetous acids, and particularly well by that in the vola-

tile alkali. The prussiate of copper is distinguished

from the prussiate of iron by its extraordinary perma-
nency ; for though all the alkalies readily decompose the

Prussian blue, they have no effect upon the combination

of the Prussic acid with copper. Such, indeed, is its

durability, that neither the acids * nor washings with

soap, however numerous, nor exposure to the weather
for the longest space of time, seem capable, in the least

degree, of diminishing either its body or its lustre. Dr
Bancroft says, that this colour might prove highly useful,

by way of topical application upon cottons, and perhaps

in dyeing cotton yarn for stripes of muslins, borders of
handkerchiefs, &c.
^

II. Of Vegetable Adjective Colours.

121. One of the most important colouring mratters

belont'ing to this class is madder. This substance is the

root of a plant, wli'ch Linnaeus divides into two species,

the rubia tinctorum foliis senis, and the rubia fiervgrina

foliis tjuaternis. The madder, in a state of preparation

for dyeing, is distinguished into different sorts : that ob-

tained from the principal roots is called grafie madder,
and that produced from the stalks, which, by being bu-
ried ill the earth, are transformed into roots, non gra/te.

When the madder roots are gathered, the latter -are se-

parated to form the non grape, together with the fibres

of the roots, which do not exceed a certain degree of

thickness, and also such as are too thick, and contain
much woody matter. The best roots are about the thick-
ness of a goose quill : they are semitransparent, of a
reddish colour, with a strong smell, and a smooth bark.

122. If the roots of madder be examined with a mi-
croscope, the interior part is observed to contain a con-
siderable proportion of specks of a bright red colour

;

but the ligneous part which surrounds these, as well as
the bark, abounds with a brownish yellow colouring mat-
ter, which tends greatly to degrade the red that madder
would otherwise afford. The pernicious effects of this
yellow matter, when madder is used as a dye, may in
some degree be avoided, by extracting the colouring
matter in water which is but moderately warm, the yel-
low matter being but imperleclly dissolved so long as the
heat is below the boiling point. The outer bark and
ligneous parts are also more easily pounded than the pa-
rachymatous parts, to which the red colour is more im-
mediately attached, and, on this account, a separation
may, to a certain extent, be effected by mechanical
means. This separation established among the French
dyers the distinction of madder into robee, mis-robee, ami
courle. After the first operation of the mill, the madder
is passed through a sieve with a cover fitted to it, and,
by this means, what is called the short madder, which is

used for inferior colours, is obtained ; the remainder be-
ing again ground and sifted, produces the mis-rob6e

;

and a third operation affords the robee or finest madder.
123. Water of the ordinary temperature of the at-

mosphere may be made to dissolve almost all the red
colouring matter from madder ; but for this purpose it

must be employed in large quantity; and the colour is

more beautiful when the solution is obtained by cold
than by hot water. Alkalies increase the solving power
of water, particularly with respect to the yellow mat-
ter. The residuum is very inconsiderable, so that mad-
der appears to consist almost wholly of colouring mat-
ter. The latter pnrflnn<; (iC tlip pxtract, which seems to
be chiefly yielded by the ligneous and cortical parts, is

fawn-coloured.

124. The red colouring matter of madder is soluble
in alcohol, and, on evaporation, a deep red residuum is

left. Fixed alkali forms, with this solution, a violet; the
sulphuric acid, a fawn-coloured; and the sulphate of
potash, a fine red precipitate. Precipitates of various
shades may be obtained by alum, nitre, chalk, acetite of
lead, and muriate of tin. The infusion of the best Zea-
land madder, a solution of alum having been previously
added to it, affords, with alkaline carbonates, a lake of a
blood-red colour, which has greater or less intensity, ac-
cording to the quantity of alum that has been dissolved
in it. This lake i^ transparent in oil, but with water it

is opaque, and destitute of beauty. Calcareous earth
precipitates a more d. rk and brown-coloured lake than
alkalies, particularly if employed in the form of lime-
water. The carbonate of magnesia produces with alum
a clear blood-red extract, which readily dissolves in wa-
ter.

125. D'Ambourney and some others pretend, that the
roots of madder may be used with greater advantage
when they are freshly gathered, than after they have
been kept for some time, and reduced to the state of
powder. This assertion, however, is by no means coun-
tenanced by the general experience of practical dyers,

who find, that, if properly dried, and carefully preserved

• Except the oiymuriatic, which decomposes it.
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from moiiiuic, madUcr improves by keeping, at least

duriiiq; ll>c two first years.

136. Tlic colour yielded by the <hay, chayavcr ol llic

TanuiU, wbicli Ur Hoxburjjh has aictrtaincd to be a

!il)ecics of bldenlatiJui, is nearly allied to that of madder.

This plant is a small biennial, rarely a triennial, (growing

i>|)ontane<>usly on lii;ht sandy soils, and extensively culli-

\alc(l on the Coi-omundel toast. The cultivated roots

arc very slender, and from one to two feet in length ; the

wild ore shorter, and yield more colouring matter, which

is also of a superior (|ualily. The colour, which is oi

an orange hue, seems to reside almost entirely in the

bark of the roots.

IJ7. The cliay root is said to be extensively employ-

ed as a dve in Indi.i; but the colours obtained from it,

by those who have examined its properties in this coun-

try, do not warrant us to recommend its importation.

Dr Hancioft slates, ll;at the best specimens of it which

he could procure, did not seem, in any instance, to

yield a colour superior to that of madder, but, in gene-

ral, greatly inferior bolh in beauty and durahilily. With
the solutions of tin, it produced a vei-y bright and last-

ing red on wool ; tliough, like that oi madder, it incli-

ned too much to the orange. With the oxides of iron it

produced nothing darker than drab colours, either upon

wool or cotton, liroad cloth dyed without any basis, ac-

(juired from chay root a brownish red, whicli was nei-

ther so bright nor so durable as that which it assumes

in the same way from madder.

128. The colouring matter yielded by the roots of ga-

lium, a genus of plants belonging to the same order as

the preceding, differs but little from that of madder ; on-

ly when the brown external covering of the root is re-

moved, the colour which it imparts to wool is somewhat
brighter, with an aluminous basis. The several species

of galium chiefly employed in dyeing, arc the follow-

ing : (ialiun> tinctoriiim, galium verum, galium mollu-
go, galium sylvalicum, gnliuin boi-falo, galium aparine.

The galium tinctorium is found in great abundance in

the woods of North America, and its roots arc employed
by the native inhabitants to dye porcupine quills of a red

colour. The galium vcrum, yelloiv ladies' bed-straw,

or r/iff»f r<rHfi/;;,5', affords a colour which is but little in-

ferior to the scarlets dyed with cochineal. The roots,

which afford the colouring matter, are covered by a very

dark bark, which must be removed, to prevent its affect-

ing the colour of the rest of the root. 'J'he dye thus

obtained is employed by the peo])le of the Highlands,
and of some of the islands of Scotland, for giving a

bright red to their woollen stuffs. The galium mollugo
and the galium sylvalicum, yield a cololir ecjually bright

and lasting. The galiumborealc is said to afford a more
brilliant red than any other species. Its roots are used
as a dye by the inhaliitants of Switzerland. The galium
aparine, common rough ladies bed-straw, cleavers, or
goose grass, also affords a red dye, but inferior to the
last. Dr Bancroft has noticed a variety of other colour-
ing matters nearly allied to madder, but their properties
are too unimportant to merit consideration in tliis work

;

we shall therefore now proceed to make some observa-
tions on Brazil wood.

129. Brazil wood, as an article used in dyeing, is the
heart, or central part, of a large tree which grows in Bra-
zil. Bcrthollet states, that it derives its name from that
part of South America ; but Dr Bancroft has decidedly
proved, that the country look its name from the wood,
not the wood from the country. Brazil wood is men-

tioned in some old charters, particularly one dated in

1 198, and another ii- 130C, under the name of Braxjlis,

which, as well as Brasilis, is undcrslood to be derived
from bragio, a burning coal, to denote its fiery red, or

flame colour. It is alco called I'ernambucca, wood of
St Martha, of Japan, and of Ha/ian. Linnxus describes

the tree which furnishes Brazil wood under the name
Caaal/iina crista ; that which gives the Japan or Sapan
wood, by the name Ctcsalpina sa/i/ian ; and that of An-
tilles, which is the least esteemed, he calls Cttsat/iina

veaicaria. That which comes from l'"ernambucca is the

most valuable.

130. Brazil wood is very hard, and takes a good po-
lish. It is pale when first cut, but reddens by exposure
to the air. It sinks in water, and its goodness is known
by ils weight. Boiling water extracts the whole of its

colouring matter, and becomes of a fine red if the boil-

ing be continued sufficiently long. A black residuum
remains, which still yields much colouring matter to al-

kalies. A more perfect solution is obtained by alcohol,

and also by ammonia ; at least the colour is deeper.

The practice of sprinkling the powder of Brazil wood,
during the operation of grinding it, with stale urine,

probably raises the colour, by means of the volatile al-

kali which it contains.

131. I'resh decoction of Brazil wood yields, by the

addition of sulphuric acid, a small quantity of a red pre-

cipitate, inclining to fawn colour ; the liquor remains
yellow and transparent. Nitric acid renders the liquor

yellow at first; but if more be added, the liquor ac-

quires a deep orange colour, and becomes transparent,

after having deposited a precipitate nearly resembling
the former in colour, but more copious. Muriatic acid

produces the same efl'ects as the sulphuric. Oxalic
acid produces a precipitate of an orange red, nearly as

copious as the nitric acid does. The liquor remains
transparent, and of the same colour as in the former
trials. Distilled viiregar gives a very little precipitate

of the same colour : the liquor remaining transparent,

and a little more inclining to orange. Tartar furnishes
still less precipitate, and leaves the liquor turbid. Fixed
alkali restores the decoction to a crimson, or deep violet

inclining to brown. Ammoniac gives a brighter purple,
or violet, and a little precipitate of a fine purple. Alum
occasions a red precipitate inclining to crimson : the li-

quor also affords a copious precipitate on saturating the
acid of the alum with an alkali. In this way an inferior

sort of carmine is prepared, and also a liquid lake for

miniature painting. Alum and tartar produce a little

brownish red precipitate. Sulphate of iron causes the

tincture to assume a black colour, inclining to violdt.

Sulphate of copper produces a very copious precipitate

of a still darker colour. A solution of acetate of lead

causes an abundant precipitate of a pretty fine deep red.

A solution of nitro-muriate of tin gives a very copious
precipitate of a fine rose colour: the liquor remaining
transparent, and perfectly colourless.

132. It has been remarked, that the decoction of Bra-
zil wood is less proper for dyeing when fresh, than when
it has been kept for some time after being prepared

;

and it is even said, that it answers the purpose best after

it has undergone a certain degree of fermentation. Hel-
lot recommends the hardest water that can be procured
for making the decoction: such water deepens the co-

lour, by means of the earthy salts which it contains.

Having boiled the wood reduced into chips for three

hours, the liquor is poured into a cask ; fresh water is
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added to the Brazil, it is boiled three hours longer, and

the liquor is added to the former. When the wood is

used in a dye-batli, or flat, it is proper to inclose it, and

indeed all colouring woods, in a thin linen bag.

133. The colouring matter of the Cassalpinia sappan

is so nearly allied in its properties and effects to that of

Brazil wood, that any particular account of it is unne-

cessary. The principal difference between these woods,

is in regard to the quantity of colouring matter which

they afford. That of the best sappan wood, according

to the experiments of Dr Bancroft, does not amount to

one-half of that which may be obtained from an equal

weight of Brazil wood, while, at the same time, it is less

bright.

1 34. Pcachwood is almost as heavy and deeply colour-

ed as the true Brazil wood, but it does not afford one-

third the quantity of colouring matter, which is both

less beautiful and less durable. Some of the varieties

of this wood are still more inferior in quality, and sell

proportionably cheap. The best is produced near the

Rio de la Hacha, eastward of St Martha, and gives near-

ly half as much colouring matter as Brazil wood. The
Dutch have given it the name of Stock-vish-hout (stock-

fish-wood). Camwood, the wood of a tree imported
from Africa by the Portuguese, affords a red colouring

matter similar to that of peachwood, and may be treated

in the same manner as a dye. Jamaica braziletto, and
Bahama braziletto, probably belong to the same species,

though they are usually classed as different. They af-

ford the least valuable of the dyeing woods, and are

only employed for producing inferior and fugitive co-

lours.

135. Barwood is obtained from Africa, principally

from Angola, and is used as a dye. With the alumi-
nous mordant, it affords yellowish-brown reds to wool
and cotton, though they are rather fugitive on the latter.

The colour extracted from barwood may be saddened
by employing solutions of iron along with it, either alone

or conjointly with alum. The dark red, which is com-
monly seen upon the British imitations of East India silk

handkerchiefs, is generally given by barwood and sul-

phate of iron.

1 36. Red Saunders, the wood of a tree which is brought
from Coromandel, is also used as a dye. Its colouring
matter is imperfectly soluble in water, even with the as-

sistance of potash or soda. Dr Bancroft found, that a

diluted sulphuric acid acted very efficaciously in ex-
tracting the colour of this wood. Vogler says, that, by
extracting the colour of red saundcrs by alcohol, he
communicated to wool a colotu' almost equal to scarlet.

A very bright and lasting orange may be given to

broad-cloth, prepared, as usual, with alum and tartar, by
employing equal portions of ground sumach and rasped
saunders.

137. The wood of the Hsmatoxylon Campcchianum
affords a colouring matter, which is used very exten-
-sively in dyeing. In commerce, it is known by the
name of logwood, and also of India or Campeachy
wood. Logwood is so heavy as to sink in water ; it

possesses great hardness, and, by the compactness of its

grain, takes a fine polish. Its prevailing colour is red,

tinged with shades of orange, yellow, and brownish
black, and is extracted in the same manner as that of
Brazil-wood. Six quarts of distilled boiling water are
capable of extracting almost all the colouring matter of
one pound of logwood properly chipped. The decoc-
tion is of a yellow colour, and has a sweetish taste. If

Vol. VIII. Part. I.

the decoction be made with common water, it exhibits a

full red, or dark blood colour, probably by the action of
the calcareous earth which common water usually con-
tains in combination with it ; but l)y adding to it sulphu-
ric, nitric, or muriatic acid, the yellow is restored.

138. When logwood is of a good quality, it yields

from one-fifteenth to one-twentieth of its weight of pure'

colouring matter, soluble in water and in alcohol, if the
decoction after being obtained has been speedily evapo-
rated to dryness ; but if an interval of several weeks has
been allowed to intervene, or if the evaporation has been
conducted slowly, and the decoction has been exposed to

the sun and air, the colouring matter will absorb a large

quantity of oxygen from the atmosphere, and become
nearly insoluble in water, while the colours dyed from it

will be more fugitive than those produced by a decoc-
tion recently prepared. In this respect it differs greatly

from Brazil wood.
139. Chips of logwood being boiled in water acidulat-

ed with sulphuric acid, afford a brownish yellow decoc-
tion, which communicates to wool a strong yellowish

bright snuff colour, of considerable durability. Nitric

acid being mixed with a decoction of logwood, produces
a fine bright yellow, which becomes a yellowish brown
by boiling, and imparts the same colour to wool. Clolii

boiled with a decoction of logwood, slightly acidulated

by muriatic acid, takes a brownish yellow colour. If a

sufficient quantity of alum be added to a decoction of

logwood, the colouring matter is all precipitated in

combination with the alumine, of a purple or reddish

violet colour. A sulphate of iron occasions a copious

bluish black precipitate. All the solutions of tin \iro-

duce purple or violet colours, and a complete precipita-

tion of the colouring matter. Sulphate of copper gives

a purplish blue colour; sulphate of pure zinc, a dark

purple ; muriate of mercury, an orange red ; muriate

of antimony, a beautiful crimson ; acetate of lead, a

black precipitate, with a slight tinge of red; muriate of

barytes, a leddish purple ; muriate of magnesia, a yel-

low ; sulphate of lime, a purple; arseniate of potash, a

deep yellow.

140. The best and most permanent of the purple or

violet colours obtained from logwood, are produced by
mordants, principally composed of the solutions of tin.

In another part of this article, we shall describe the pro-

cess employed for dyeing in this way upon wool, a co-

lour which was very fashionable in France, upwards cf

thirty years ago, under the name oi Prune de Motisienr.

Wool dyed with logwood, and cither sulphate of copper

or verdigrise, acquires a blue colour, of little brightness

and durability, which is chiefly recommended by its

cheapness. The high price of indigo has of late ren-

dered this mode of dyeing blue very general, particular-

ly in France.

141. The principal consumption of logwood is for

blacks, to which it gives a lustre and velvety cast, and

for greys of certain shades. It is also employed very

extensively for different compound colours, which it

would be difficult to obtain of equal beauty and variety,

from colouring matters of a more permanent nature. It

is frequently mixed with Brazil wood, to render colours

deeper, the proportion of the two woods being varied

according to the shade desired. In short, no colouring-

matter with which we are acquainted, is capable of af-

fording so great a variety of dyes, though this advantage

is much diminished by their want of permanency.

142. The bark of the quercus nigra of Linnaeus af-

H
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fords a yellow dye, which i» at prcseiu very generally

cniplovcd. This »ub»t»nce was lintl prcparcil as a dye

by l)r Uancrofi; he hating j;i»cn ii llic name of qurr-

tiiron, Ijy wliich it is now uiii\cisally rctoi'iiiy.cd. " The
bark ol tlic ijiuicus i.igia appears," according to his ac-

count, " to consist of thii-c paits or coals. 1st. Theepi-

fltiniis, or external coal, llnoui;h which llie several ex-

cretions of the tree are trunsniiued, uhich, in pari at

least, udnere to ivs outer surlace, and become almost

bLi k by conaeiisalion. Jd. Ihe middle or cellular coat,

ill which the colourinn mailer principally rcs^ides. 3(1,

The interior or cortical p.irl, consislii.,, chiefly of lami-

na, formed l>y lUe rciii.iiin of jlifTcrent vessels, which be-

come more liurd and fiuious as they are placed ncaiesl

to ine woody part ol the tree, and have therefore less

room to roiilaiii tne coIoiirin(^ mailer."

143 Ucluie extractiinf the colour from the bark, ihe

epiileriiiia, or exun.al loveiiiig, ought to be removed,

by sliaviii)^. T:.e reinainiiig parts beinj^ then properly

ground by mill-stones, separate partly lulo a light fine

ponilci, and partly into stringy tilaiiienls or fibres,

which last yield but abuut half as much colour as the

powder, and therefore care should be always taken to

employ both togellitr, and as nearly as possible in their

natural proportions, otherwise the quanlity of colour

produced may either greatly exceed or fall short of what

is expected. The (juercilron bark tiius prepared and

proportioned, says Dr Bancroft, will generally yield as

much colour as eight or ten times its weight of the weld

plant, and about four limes as much as its weight of the

chipped old fustic. The colouring mailer, continues he,

most nearly resembles that of the weld plant, with this

advantage, however, that it is capable alone of produc-

ing more cheaply all, or very nearly all, the efl'ecls of

every other yellow dyeing drug ; and, moreover, some
cfTecis which arc not attainable by any other means yet

known.
144. The colouring matter of quercitron readily dis-

solves in water, even at a blood heat. If the infusion be

strained and left at rest, a <|uanlity of resinous matter

subsides in the form ol a whitish powder, wiiicli pro-

duces the same efTccts in ciyeing as ihc pan remaining

in solution. The clear efTiision being evapoialcd and

driec), affords an extract etjual in weight to about one
twelfth of the bark fiom which it was obtained. Much
care, however, must lie employed in procuring tliis ex-

tract, so as to make it prociuce colours equal m beauty

to those obtained directly from the bark ilself. If tne

evaporation be carried on rapidly, ai.d the heat be too

great, the colour is tarnished, probably, as Dr Bancroft

conjectures, from the absor|)rion ol oxygen, the colour

thus undergoing a sort of semi-coinhuslion. On the

other hand, if the evaporation be conducted too slowly,

the coloaiing matter suficrs another change, and soon
spoils by keeping.

145. The decoction of quercitron is of a yellowish
brown colour, which is darkened by alkalies, and bright-

en' d by acids. A solution of alum hi iiig added to it,

separai'js a sniall portion of the colouring matler, which
su'.si'ics in the form of a deep yellow precipitate. The
solutions of tin prf.duci a more copious precipitate, and
of a beautiful livily yellow colour. Sulphate of iron
causes a copious oinc precipitate, sulphate of copper,
a yellow of an olive cast.

146 The weld plant, (reseda lureola,) seems to have
been employed from the i cniotisl limes as a yellow dye.
Two sorts of it arc distinguished, the cultivated and ihc

wild ; the forincr is preferred, as ii yields more colon*'

ing matter. The wild species diflVrs Ironi li.e cuiiital-

cd, in producing taller and stionger stalks. The whole
of the plaiit is used in dyeing.

147. A strong decoction of weld is of a yellow colour,

inclining to brown; if it be greully chluted witti water,

its yellow, which is more or less pale, has a gn eiiisji

tinge. The addition of an alkali deepens the coiuui of

the decoction, and after a eeilain Uiiic a little a»ii-co-

loured precipitate is thrown down, wliich is insoluble in

alkalies. The acids in general render its colour paler,

and produce a little precipitate wbii h dissolves in alka-

lies, and gives them a yellowish brown colour. A>um
occasions a yellowish prccipit.ite, aiid the liquor retains

a fine lemon colour. Tne soiulions of tin produce a co-

pious bright yellow precipitate. Sulphate of iron pro-

duces a copious dark grey precipitate, and the superna-

tant liquor is brownish. Sulpiiale of copper causes a

brownish green precipitate, and the iiquois preserve a

pale green colour.

148. To extr.ict the colour of weld for dyeing, the

plant is boiled in a fresh bath, inclosing it in a bag of

thin linen, and keeping it from rising to the to|> by

means of a heavy wooden cross. Some dyers coiiliiiue

the boiling till it sinks to ihe bottom of tlie copper, and

then let a cross down upon it ; others when il is boiled,

take it out with a rake, and throw il away. The decoc-

tion should be employed as soon as possible after it has

been prepared, as it soon suffers a decomposition, which

renders it useless.

149. Common salt added to the weld bath, renders its

colour richer and deeper; sulphate of lime or gypsum
also deepens it. Alum renders it paler, but more live-

ly ; and tartar still paler. Sulphate of iron makes il in-

cline to brown. The shades obtained from weld may be

modified, with these additions, by the proporlion of the

weld, by the length of the operation, and by li.e mor-
dants employed in preparing the slufl'. The colour may
be modified also by passing the cloth, when it is taken

out of the bath, through other dyes.

150. Dr Bancroft has stated several objections to the

use of weld, compared with quercitron, as a dye. Wlicn
it is employed in topical dyeing, the colouring mallei- of

weld is fixed by a heal very little less than ihat of boil-

ing water, and the parts wanted to be preserved white

are then so much stained, that it is difficull to brigi.ten

them afterwards, particularly during the damp and clou-

dy weather of winter. Weld also produces another h.id

effect in topical dyeing upon linens or cottons, which
have previously received niaddei colours: the weld yel-

low atlaching ilself so closely to these colours, as great-

ly to tarnish and impair their lustre. Quercitron is near-

ly, if not wholly, free from these defects. It is obvious,

however, lliat, in many cases, these qualities must re-

commend the use of weld.

151. Fustic, tiie wood of the morus tinctoria, a tree

of considerable size, which grows in various parts of

the West Indies, aflbrds a yellow colouring matler,

which is very extensively used in dyeing. The colour

which it yields is neither high nor bright, but it pos-

sesses considerable durability, and is less affected by

acids than the quercitron and weld yellows. Fustic

abounds much in colouring panicles, though in this re-

spect il is greatly inferior to (juercilron, as it only affords

one-fourth the quantity of colouring matter.

152. \ strong decoction of fustic is of deep reddish

yellow colour, which becomes an orange yellow when
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diluted with water. The greater number of the acids lively yellow, but one which is destitute of durability,

render this liquor turbid ; a small quantity of a greenish They are chiefly used for topical dyeing, in calico print-

yellow precipitate is formed, and the supernatant liquor ing. The colour which they communicate is so very
IS of a pale yellow. Alkalies redissolve the precipitate, fugitive, that the practice of dyeing from them should
and give the liquor a deep reddish colour. Alum forms

a small precipitate of a yellow colour; alum and tartar

a like precipitate. Muriate of soda makes the liquor a

little more deeply coloured, without producing any pre-

cipitate. Sulphate of iron forms a precipitate, which is

at first yellow, but afterwards becomes more and more
brown. Sulphate yields a copious brownish yellow pre-

cipitate. Fustic and weld are sometimes used together,

in quantities proportioned to the desired effect. Fustic

is also very commonly employed with the sulphate of in-

digo, in dyehig Saxon greens upon cloth.

153. Fustic, as well as many other woods which yield

a yellow colour, contains a quantity of resinous and e::-

Iractive matter in combination with a portion of tannin.

This last principle diminishes the brilliancy of the yellow

afforded by fustic ; but Chaptal has proposed an easy

method of detaching it from the colouring matter, though
it may affect its durability. The method to which we
allude, is founded upon the attraction of tannin for glue.

He accordingly recommends that animal substances,

containing gelatinous matter, such as bits of leather,

glue, he. should be added to the decoctions of fustic.

This process precipitates tlie tannin, and enables the co-

lour to exhibit greater brilliancy.

154. Venice sumach, the wood of the rhus cotiniis, a

shrub growing principally in Italy, and the South of

France, affords a full high yellow of little durability.

Dr Bancroft, indeed, mentions that this defect may, in

a great degree, be remedied, by employing tartar, along

with the muriate of tin, tlie mordant by means of whicl

be abandoned.

159. Saw-wort, serratula tinctoria, affords a better
dye, and may be used as a substitute for weld with the
aluminous basis. It yields a bright lemon yellow of con-
siderable permanency, which may be heightened with
the nitromuriate of tin and tartar.

CHAP. IV.

Of the Durability of Colours.

160. In the view which we have hitherto taken of co-
louring matters, we have considered the mechanical
methods by which they are separated from the substan-
ces with which they exist in a state of combination, and
the general appearances which they exhibit with a va-
riety of chemical agents. In descril)ing these appear-
ances, we treated them rather as modifications produced
upon the original colouring matters, than as actual chan-
ges effected in their composition. It must be evident,
however, that, from the nature of the chemical agents
to whicli, in some instances, the colouring matters were
submitted, decompositions must have taken place, and
new compounds been formed; and that these compounds
must be more or less durable in proportion as tliey arc
capable of resisting the action of the substances to which
they are afterwards to be most frequently exposed, viz.

light, air, water, acids, alkalies, and soap.

161. The influence of light upon colouring matters
has been long known; but it was reserved for the deli-

this colouring matter is usually fixed. Four pounds of cate precision of modern analysis to discover the mode
the rhus cotinus chipped, afford no more colour than one

pound of quercitron. It is frequently mixed with other

colouring substances, particularly cochineal, to give a

fine colour to scarlet ; also for pomegranates, oranges,

jonquilles, gold colours, bufis, and in general for all

those colours which it \a wished should have an orange

cast.

155. Common sumach, [rhus coriaria,) a shrub, grow-

of its operation. To do this, a knowledge of the com-
position of light itself, the most subtile of all material
substances, was no less necessary than an acquaintance
with the constitution of coloured bodies. Without en-
tering into any detail on this subject, it will be sufficient
to state the results which have been obtained by experi-
ment.

162. Light appears to consist of three kind of rays.

ing naturally in Syria, Palestine, Spain, Portugal, and -which form one homogeneous compound in the solar

some parts of North America, yields a pale yellow dye,

with the aluminous basis. The infusion, which is ob-

tained from the wood previously reduced to powder by a

mill, is of a greenish fawn colour, but it soon becomes
brown by exposure to the air.

156. A solution of polasli produces vciy little change
on it, while recent; acids brighten its colour, and turn it

yellow. A solution of alum renders it turbid, and pj-o-

duces a small yellow precipitate. Of all astringents,

sumach bears the greatest resemblance to galls. The
precipitate which it produces with solutions of iron is

less in quantity than what is obtained by an equal weight
of galls, but it is very copious, and may be substituted

for them by increa,sing the quantity.

157. Sumach alone gives a fawn colour inclining to

green ; but cotton stuff's, which have been impregnated
with the acetate of alumine, take from it a very good
durable yellow. It is principally employed for drab and
dove colours in calico printing, and for dyeing black
with iron, and the solutions of that metal.

158. The berries of the rhainnus in/ectorius give a

beam. These have been termed calorific, colorific, and
deoxidizing rays: (See CKKMisruy, vol. v.) It is the
nature of the latter which we propose to consider more
particularly at present. The deoxidizing rays exert
their agency chiefly in occasioning decomposition. The
element which they most frequently detach from a state

of combination with other bodies, is oxygen; and from
tliis property, indeed, they derive their name. Colour-
less nitric acid exposed to the rays of the sun soon be-
comes red and fuming, a state which is known to pro-
ceed from a partial separation of its oxygen. Oxymu-
riatic* acid gas is also decomposed by it, and its oxygen
is set at liberty. Several of the oxides of the metals
suffer like changes by exposure to light ; the oxides of
gold and silver are in this way partially revived and re-

stored to the metallic state. Paper moistened with a so-

lution of the niti'ate of silver is blackened in a few mi-
nutes, and the muriate of the same metal undergoes that
change still more speedily.

1 63. The effects of light upon the colouring matter of
vegetables are equally striking, and more immediately

• The influence of lisfht in evolving oxygen is equally demonstrated by this experiment, whether we retain the old opinion rcspectinK
tills gas, or adopt the hvpolhesis of Sir Humphry Davy.

H 2
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.niiiwrird Mill) (lie .subject undcr constidcratiou. Tiicsc

<c nlsu 10 be u!>cribcil to tlic ili!tcii^a);i-inent of

In the pruccsn uf blcuchii));, tlic culouriiig

1 the thread is exposed to the ag;ciu:y of that

-. 1... i,,ic by the dcroniposition of the water which is ap-

plied to the stuff. The combination of oxygen with the

colouring matter being a species of combustion, the co-

lour is gntdually destroyed, and the substance to be

bleached at last rendered wliite. This theory receives a

happy ilhistration from the powerful agency exerted

by tile oxymuriatic acid in tlie destruction of colour. It

appears, then, that light produces changes in colouring

principles, j-alher by disengaging oxygen than by its

own inmiediatc operation. We shall therefore consider

a little more particularly the action of that principle on

colouring matteis.

164. 1-ourcroy has made several observations on the

effects of oxygen on colouring particles, which enable

us to form some opinion respecting the nature of the

changes which they undergo. His experiments were
r.hiefly made with watery solutions of colouring matter

left exposed to the atmosphere, or subjected to a boiling

heat. He observed, that, in consequence of the action of

ihe air, vegetable decoctions formed pellicles, which
lost their solubility, and underwent successive changes

of colour. He marked the gradations of colour thus

produced, and concluded front his observations, that

oxygen entered into the composition of the colouring

particles; that when it combined with them, their shade

wa-, changed, and that the more Ihcy received, the more
Gxed their colour became. He therefore inferred, that

the best method of obtaining permanent colours for

painting, was to choose such as had been exposed to the

action of the oxynmriatic acid.

165. It appears, that, in some cases, the absorption

of oxygen by the colouring matter produces a change
of colour, in conscquince of the oxygen combining
with the hydrogen, and thus forming water; so that the

change which takes place is rather to be ascribed to the

separation of hydrogen, than to the permanent union of

the oxygen with the colouring particles. Berthollet

observed, that the oxymuriatic acid exhibited different

phenomena with the colouring matter; that sometimes it

discharged their colcur and rendered them white; that

most frequently it changed them to a yellow, fawn co-

lour, brown, or black, according to the intensity of its

action; and that, when their colour appeared only dis-

charged or rendered white, heat, or a length of time,

was capable of rendering them yellow. He concluded,

that the effects of the oxymuriatic acid were similar to

those of combustion, occasioning a destruction of the

hydrogen, which, combining with the oxygen more
easily, and at a lower temperature than charcoal does,

leaves the latter predominant; so that the natural colour

of charcoal is more or less blended with the original co-

lour. Oxygen has certainly an influence in many other

cases on the changes which take place in the colouring

particles of vegetables. These particles arc formed
chiefly in the leaves, flowers, and inner bark of trees ;

by degrees they undergo a slight combustion, either

from the action of the atmospheric air which surrounds
'.hem, or from tiiat of the air which is carried by a parti-

crdarset of vessels into the internal parts of vegetables.

Hence most trees contain faun coloured particles, in-

clining more or less to yellow, i-ed, or brown, which, in

consequence of this combustion, grow thick, and arc at

last thrown out of the vascular fibres of the bark.

166. From what has been stated, it appears, that

changes may be produced in the coloms of bodies, ei-

ther by the separation of oxygen, or by the union of thai

principle with one of the elements of the colouring mat-
ter. In the latter case, which applies chiefly to vegeta-
ble substances, the oxygen combines with the hydrogen;
the attraction of the colouring panicles for their basis is

thus weakened, and they arc easily carried off by water.

This efl'ect takes place more or less rapidly, according
to the nature of the coloin-ing particles, or rather, ac-

cording to the propel ties which they possess in the state

of condiination into which they have entered. Colouring
substances, therefore, resist the action of the air the

less they arc disposed to unite with oxygen, and theix-by

suffer, more or less (|uickly, a smaller or a greater
degree of combustion. Light promotes this efl'ect, which,
It many cases, is not produced without its assistance;

but the colouring matter, in its separate state, is more
liable to suffer tliis combustion than when united to a

substance such as alumine, which may either defend it

by its own ])ower of resisting combustion, or, by attract-

ing it strongly, weaken its action on otiier substances,

which is the chief effect of mordants ; and, finally, this

last compound ac(|uires still greater rlurubility when it

is capable of combining intimately witli the stuff.

167. Dr Bancroft has staled several objections to this

theory, some of which appear to possess considerable

weight, while others are founded upon limited views of
the subject. Berthollet has stated, that, in consequence
of oxygen combining with the hydrogen of colouring
matter, the charcoal becomes predominant, and mani-
fests its presence by the brownish appearance which the
colouring matter exhibits. Dr Bancroft seems to con-
ceive, that this explanation implied, that charcoal exist-

ed in vegetable matters in the same state in which it is

found in charred wood, and that it was naturally of a
black colour ; but this supposition is by no means ne-
cessary for the truth of the theory It is a certain fact,

that in whatever way the carbonization of vegetable mat-
ter is effected, the charcoal obtained is always of a dark
colour: this is the case, whether the vegetable matter
be subjected to combustion in close vessels, or placed in

a situation (under water, for example) where the vohitile

matters either make their cscipc, or unite witli the bo-
dies with which they are in contact. The charcoal thus
obtained, may not have existed in the very same state in

the vegetable suljstance from which it has l)een procur-
ed ; and, indeed, there is every reason to conclude, that

charcoal is a combination of oxygen and pure carbon;
but, at any rate, it is enouglr for M. Berthollet to state,

in support of his opinion, lluit in all cases when the vola-

tile parts of vegetable matter have made their escape,
the carbonaceous part which remains behind is b/ack.

We conceive, therefore, that Dr Bancroft has done no-

thing to disprove the correctness of Bcrthollet's opinion,

by simply maintaining, tiiat " he should never be con-
vinced that tliesc matters hr>d naturally contfflncd ready
formed i/arX- charcoal, and that the degradation of tlic

faded or injured colour, resulted from a greater mani-
festation, and predominance of this charcoal, with its

supposed naturally black colour."

168. Asa ])racticul inference from his theory, Berthol-

let has proposed to employ the oxyminialie acid for de-

termining the (Unability of colours: " When we wish to

examine a colour," says he, " wc need only ])ut a pattern

of the slufV into oxygenated muriatic acid, along with a

pattern of the same colour which has been properly
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dyed ; the comparative power of resisting its action,

shewn by the colours of the two patterns, becomes the

measure of their goodness ; but as this liquor has a very

strong action on the colouring particles, it must be em-
ployed in a very dilute state. This proof has also the

advantage of shewing us very nearly the shades and

changes through which a stuff must pass, when it comes
to be acted upon by the air. Still, however," he adds,

with much philosophic candour, '' were it necessary to

examine a colour juridically, T should not venture to rely

entirely upon the action of the oxygenated muriatic acid,

and would only decide with confidence, from the results

afforded by exposure to the air." He afterwards asserts,

however, that the oxygenated muriatic acid seems to

furnish a scale for the comparison of colours as com-
pletely as could be desired; because, when we compare
indigo with indigo, the nature of the colouring particles

is the same, or nearly the same, and no foreign affinity

can interfere, to prevent the action of the oxygenated
muriatic acid from determining the proportional quan-

tity of colouring matter.

169. "When, therefore, we wish," continues he, "to
compare together two or more colouring substances of

the same nature, and to determine the relative quality

and quantity of the colouring particles in each, we need
only compare the quantities of the same oxygenated mu-
riatic acid required to produce the same degree of de-

terioration in an equal weight of each; the qualities of

these substances, or the quantity of colouring particles

they contain, are directly proportionate to the quantities

of liquor required to produce the same effect on each
;

but, in this experiment, it is necessary that the colour-

ing matter of each substance siiould have been dissolved

in a proper liquor, and that all the circumstances in the

process of comparison should be siinilar. If we wish,

for example, to compare several kinds of indigo, we
take an equal weight of each, powder them carefully,

and put them into separate matresses, with eight times

their weight of concentrated sulphuric acid : These are

to be kept for twenty-four hours, in a heat of from 30°

to 40° (86° to 104° of Fahrenheit). Each solution is

then to be diluted with a quantity of water, filtered, and
the residue found on the filters to be collected, and
ground in a glass mortar, and again digested with the

addition of a little more sulphuric acid : the last solu-

tions are also diluted with equal quantities of water,

filtered, and each added to its corresponding liquor.

Finally, to each solution is added as much oxygenated
muriatic acid as will discharge the colour, or rather

bring them all to the same shade of yellow. The quali-

ties of the different kinds of indigo, are proportionate to

the quantities of oxygenated muriatic acid required to

destroy their colour. The proofs of such colouring par-

ticles as are soluble in water, are much more simple : it

is only requisite, after having extracted them as much as

possible, to mix oxygenated muriatic acid with equal

bulks of the decoction, of the same weight of each sub-

stance, and to compare the quantity of acid required to

bring them all to the same hue."
170. Though we are inclined to adopt the general

principles of Berthollct's theory, and to admit, that the

oxygen of the atmosphere and the oxymuriatic acid act

xipoii colouring matters in a manner somewhat similar,

we are not disposed to believe, with this eminent che-
mist, that the mode of action in the two cases is exactly

alike, or, that the effects produced by the one afford a

precise criterion of the nature of the operation of the

other. Dr Bancroft has very justly remarked, that the
properties of oxygen are greatly diversified by its union
with other bodies ; and that, in selecting the oxymuria-
tic acid as an accurate test of the changes which colour-
ing matters suffer from exposure to the air, BerthoUct
entirely overlooked the action of the basis with which
the oxygen is united; though there cannot be a doubt,
that so powerful an agent as the muriatic acid must
greatly modify the effects of the oxygen. Dr Bancroft
mentions several experiments which add considerable
weight to his objections, and at least prove, that the
oxymuriatic acid cannot, in all cases, be considered as

an accurate test of the durability of colour. He put
into a small phial cuttings from three skains of cotton

yarn, which had been dyed and sent to him by Chaptal.
One of these had received the Turkey red, another the
Nankeen buff from an oxide of iron, and the third a black
from madder and galls, as he supposed, applied upon
the basis of iron dissolved by the pyrolignous acid,
" Upon these colours," says he, " I poured oxymuriatic
acid, which had been prepared by Mr Accum, and kept
secluded from light. Its acidity was so slight as to be
hardly perceptible to the taste, and, I believe, it might
have been put into the eye without occasioning much
pain. I found, however, that in less than two minutes
the colour of the Turkey red was much impaired, and,

in five, the yarn throughout the greater part of its sur-

face had become white, without passing through any-

intermediate colour; and, at the end of half an hour,

but a very few sparks of red, less than a pin's head,

were perceptible. The buff colour, at that time, was
found to have acquired a little body, and the black to

have lost a little, but without ceasing to be still a good
black. At the same time, I put other cuttings of the

same colours into another phial, and poured upon them
undiluted aquafortis as prepared for the scarlet dyers;

and I found, that, in a single minute, the black, which
had withstood the oxymuriatic acid, was changed to a

bufl' colour, resulting solely from the ferruginous basis

with which it had been dyed ; and the Turkey red began
to exhibit the appearance of a scarlet, inclining to the

orange; and this last (of a lively tint) became apparent-

ly its settled colour at the end of an hour, when the bufl",

by acquiring more oxygen, was considerably raised.

Here, then, was a very great diversity between the effect of

the nitric and the oxymuriatic acids, in no degree accord-

ing or proportionate to their degrees of acidity ; that of
the nitric acid being at least fifty, and perhaps one hun-
dred times greater than that ot the oxymuriatic acid,

(which being tasted at the time when its action upon the

Turkey red was strongest, and when, according to

Davy's opinion, it must have already decomposed water,

had not, to iny taste, acquired any greater degree of

acidity); and yet the former could only change the com-
plexion of the Turkey red to a bright orange, (probably

by imparting oxygen to it,) whilst the latter (not, as I

conceive, by any such, or other addition, but by a com-
plete decomposition,) had at once aiuiihilated all the co-

lour (leaving the cotton yarn white) as fast and as far as

the decomposition took place; and this without any in-

termediate tint, which would not have been the case, if

the effect of the oxymuriatic acid had, as M. Berthollet

supposes, resembled combustion. And, on the other

hand, the black, on which the oxymuriatic acid could

make but a very slight impression, was completely de-

stroyed (excepting the colour of its fcrrua;inous basis)

by the nitric acid." Dr Bancroft accordingly infers,,
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that the pottciful action cstiicd by the oxyminiatic acid

on colouring malirrv docs not result fmin the abstrac-

liui of i •< oxygtn, but from sonic (jualiiy peculiar to

itself; " fi-om the combined avjciicy of its coiislilucnl

pans, and iiot from the action of liihcr separately, as has

been supposed."

in. It IS obvious, however, that, in reasoning con-

cerning the cfTecltofthc i.itiic and oxymuriatic acids,

the Doctor has confounded two tliinj^s which arc perfectly

distinct: the ;iciilily of these bodies, and their disposi-

tion ti> part with ihiir osytjcn. l".ven adniilling that the.

quantity of oxygen conlaine<l in acid bodies was piopni-

tional to their acidity, it would not follow, that liie most

acid subitances would most readily impart their oxygen

to other bodies. The nitrons oxide siipi)orts combustion

with a brilliancy little inferior to oxygen gas itself; the

nitric oxide, which, with the same base, contains double

the riuanlily of oxygen, so far IVoin suppoi ting conil)us-

lion, immediately exlinguishes the greater number of

burning bodies which are plunged into it. It cannot be

inferred, therefore, that, because nitric acid possesses

greater acidity than oxymuriatic acid, the former must

necessarily give out more oxygen than the latter, to the

substances brought within the spheres of their activity.

But though this argument is by no means conclusive

with respect to the dissimilarity of effect pioduced by

atmospheric air and oxymuriatic acid, and though seve-

ral explanations might be ofi'ercd to account for the dif-

ferent results obtained in the preceding experiments, in

perfect consistency with Benliollct's theory, the follow-

ing facts, which Dr Bancroft has stated, certainly tend

to prove, that whatever analogy may hold belv.cen the

action of common air und oxymuriatic acid, the latter

cannot be regarded, in all cases, as a measure or indica-

tion of what colours would suffer by exposure to sun and

air.

172. He put into an cnip;y glass-stopped phial, the

following colours upon separate bits of muslin, viz.

" 1st, A fast madder-red, dyed topically by an eminent

calico printer, upon a basis, from acetate of alumina

applied by the block.

" 2d, A fast yellow, dyed from weld upon the same
basis, by the same calico printer.

" Jd, A fast yellow, dyed upon the same basis, from
quercitron bark.

"4th, A fine duraljlc ])urplc, jiroduced by the colour-

ing matter of the buccinum lapillus.

" 5th, A logwood purple, produced by mixing with a

strong decoction of that wood as much muriate of tin as

rendered the former slightly acid, and, after thickening

the mixture with gum-arabic, applying it in spots to

muslin; which, after being properly dried, was washed
with soap and water.

"6th, A full bright yellow, produced from a similar

decoction of the quercitron bark rendered slightly acid

by an admixture of nitro-muriate of tin, made with

two parts of nitric to one part of muriatic acid ; gummed
and topically applied in the same manner as tlic log-

wood purple, and in like manner dried, and afterwards

washed.
" 7th, A similar yellow, made from the quercitron

bark, only substituting muriosulphate of tin for the

iiitro-muriate."

173. " Upon these colours," says Dr Bancroft, " I

poured oxymuriatic acid, with which ^Ir Accum had
recently supplied me, (and which I had kept secluded

from the light) until the phial was full; after which, in

less than two mintitcs, I found that the bits of muslin,

with the madder, weld, and quercitron colours, dyed
upon the alunvnous basis, were become perfectly white,

by a complete extinction of their several colours. Whilst
the logwood purple, that from the buccinum, and the

(|uercitron yellows, with solutions of tin, were not ap-

parently changed. But, in about five minutes, the log-

wood purple appeared to be losing body, as did the

(lucrcitron yellows soon after; and a similar effect soon

became evident in the shell purple. In about fifteen

minutes from the lime when these colours were im-

mersed in the oxymuriatic acid, the logwood purple had

nearly disappeared; and this was the case of the quer-

cilion yellows in about three minutes afterwards, and of

the shell purple about two minutes later; excepting

that a part of ibc latter, as well as a part of one of the

yellows given with tin, had each preserved a portion of

colour, by having been protected by the bits of muslin

from tlic sun's rays, which, as the sky was clear, had

had free access to the phial containing them at the win-

dow where this experiment was made; a fact which
manifested the influence of solar light in promoting the

destructive action of the oxymuriatic acid on the colours

in question. It is here to be recollected," continues he,

*' that the three first-mentioned colours, dyed upon the

aluminous basis, would have resisted the action of sun

and air for two or three months, and the madder for a

much longer time ; and yet they were completely de-

stroyed in an eighth part of the time which was required

to destroy the logwood purple, and the yellows with tin;

neither of which could have been exposed to the sun

and air for a single week without becoming of a faded

brown. It is also worthy of observation, that the Tyrian
or shell purple was destroyed by the oxymuriatic acid

almost as soon as the logwood purple and quercitron

yellows last mentioned, though it would have resisted

the sun and air probably fifty times longer than either of

them." These experiments certainly shew, that what-

ever similarity may subsist between the effects of oxy-

muriatic acid and atmospheric air on colouring matters,

the former cannot be regarded as the very accurate test

of the durability of colours, which Beithollct was dis-

posed to represent it. Indeed, the only sure mode of de-

termining the durability of colours, appears to be direct

exposure to air, sun, water, and the other agents to

which dyed RtuH's arc most frequently exposed. \Vc
shall therefore subjoin the observations of Ilclloton this

subject, together with his account of the methods em-
ployed by Dufay, which laid the foundation of the regu-

lations adopted by the Trench government respecting

fading and durable colours :
•' The lale iMr Dufay," says

Plellot, " who had been selected by government as a

person whose labours might greatly improve the art of
dyeing, made experiments on the subject, by dyeing
wool of all colours, and even with dyes of all sorts, used
cither lor durable or fading colours; he even sent to the

different piovinces for such as are not employed at Paris;

and, finally, he collected most of the difl'erent suostances

which he conceived might be employed in the art, and
tried a very great number of them, investigating their

good or bud ([ualitics, without paying any regard to the

prejudices of the dyers.

174-. With a viciv to know what colours were, and
what were not durable and f.Kiitig, he exposed to the

sun and air, for twelve days, some patterns of all co-

lours, which had been dyed in his own house with

known composilions. It appears that this time was
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sufficient for a trial of them ; for the durable colours are

not at all, or but little injured, while the fading ones

are almost entirely obliterated ; so that, after twelve

days exposure to the heat of the sun, and tlie dampness
of the nig-ht air in summer, there can be no doubt as

to the class in which each colour should be placed.

175. But there still remains a difficulty, which was
this, that as all these colours had not been exposed to

the air precisely at the same time and in the same sea-

son, some might have had more sun, and, consequent-

ly, might have suffered a greater change in the twelve
days, than others exposed in more cloudy weather, or

when the ciays were shoitcr. But he discovered a re-

medy for this inconvenience, which removed all diffi-

culty and doubt as to the accuracy of the experiments;
he chose one of the worst colours, that is, one on which
the sun had produced the greatest effect in twelve days.

Tills colour served as a standard in the experiments;
and whenever he exposed patterns to the air, he always
exposed a piece of the stuff along with them ; so that he

did not calculate by the number of days, but by the co-

lour of his standard, always keeping the pattern expo-
sed, till it had lost as much as that would liiive done by
twelve days exposure in summer. As he always noted

the day on which he exposed his patterns, he was led

to observe, that in winter it was only necessary to leave

them four or live days longer exposed to the air llian

in summer. By pursuing this method, he removed all

doubt as to the accuracy of his experiments. In this

trial, by exposure to the air and to the rays of the sun, he
had a still farmer object, which was, to find the proper
proof for each colour. What is called proof, is the trial

of a stuff, with a view to discover whether its dye be
permanent or not : a pattern is boiled with alum, tar-

tar, soap, vinegar, lemon juice. Sec. and its quality is

judged of by the effect these substances produce. The
proofs used in 1733 were so insufficient, that they did

not even assist Mr Dufay in discovering more certain

ones; they even destroyed some good colours, while

they produced very little effect upon the bad ; so that

he was obliged to fix upon several, each of which serves

for a great number of colours. The following is a short

description of the method he pursued in order to dis-

cover tliem.

176. After having observed the effect of air on each

colour, whether good or bad, he tried the same stuff

with different proofs, and stopped when he found one

which produced the same effect with the air ; then no-

ting the weight of the ingredients, the quantity of the

water, and the length of the trial, he was sure to be

able to produce on a colour an effect equal to that

which the air would have produced, supposing it had
been dyed in the same way with his; tliat is, accord-

ing to the methods employed by the dyers of true and
false colours. Having thus examined all the colours,

and all the ingredients employed in dyeing, he found

out a method, which may be considered as accurate, of

distinguishing tlie good or bad qualities of eacii colour,

by making by means of the proof, a sort of analysis of

the materials which composed it. We cannot, without

injustice, refuse to acknowledge, that the means Mr
Dufay employed, in the discovery of these proofs, or

tests for colour, are ingenious ; for the trial by air and
sun cannot be made on those, where it is necessary to

judge immediately, whether a stuff" exposed to sale, at

a fair or elsewhere, as if a true dye, be really so or

not.

177. The proofs mentioned in the new regulations,
made in consequence of Mr Dufay's memoirs, dischar-
ges in a few minutes as much of a colour, where it is

not dyed of a durable colour, as would be lost by
twelve or fifteen days exposure to the air. But, as ge-
neral rules for such trials must be liable to many ex-
ceptions which neither cannot be foreseen, or, though
foreseen, cannot be particularized, without the risk of
causing confusion, or of affording matter for innumera-
ble disputes, it follows, that these rules, considered per-
haps as too general, are also too severe in many cases
wherein light colours require salts, or quantities of
salts, which shall be less active than those necessary for

deep or loaded colours, which may allow a considerable
portion of their colouring matter to be carried off by a
proof, Avithout shewing a very visible alteration. It

would, therefore, have been very necessary to prescribe
a proof for almost every shade, which, from their infi-

nite variety, would be impossible. Thus the air and
the sun will always be the true test; and every colour

which is not changed by them in a certain length ol'

time, or which, by exposure, acquires what the dyers

call a body, ought to be considered as a standing colour,

even though it should be considerably changed by the

proofs. Of this we liave an example in scarlet ; as soap

almost entirely discharges this colour, it has been sub-

mitted to the trial by alum ; and when it has been dyed
with cochineal alone, without any mixture of other in-

gredients, it ought to assume a purple colour in a boil-

ing solution of alum. If scarlet be exposed to the sun,

it loses some of its brightness, and becomes deeper ;

but this deep shade is not similar to that imparted by
alum. Proofs, then, in certain cases, cannot be substi-

tuted for the action of the air and sun, at least so far as

respects similarity of effect.

178. By means of Brazil wood, which, like almost all

the other woods loaded with colour, gives a fading dye.

I prepared a red which was much finer than the madder
reds, and as bright as those made with kermes ; this red

remained exposed to the air for the two last months of

the year 1740, which were very rainy, and for the two
first of 1741 ; notwithstanding the rain and bad weather,

it stood, upon account of its peculiar preparation, which
will be mentioned in the proper place, and was so far

from losing, that it acquired body. Yet the same led

which is so durable in the air, does not resist the trial

by tartar. Would it then be proper to proscribe this

colour, because that salt discharges it, or are the stuffs

we employ for clothing intended to be boiled with tartar,

alum, or soap i I do not, however, mean to disapprove

of the trial by proofs; they are useful because they are

ready, but there are cases in which they ought not to

serve as a ground for pronouncing a sentence of confis-

cation, especially when ihcy cannot show that a colour

which should have been dyed from ma.terials for durablo

colours, has been dyed with those of a fading nature."

179. Upon the whole, then, it appears that the only

sure test we can employ, is direct exposure to air and

light, for those stuffs winch are not to be Icyed ; and

washing with alkalies and soap for such as arc to be

occasionally exposed to these substances. In order to

try the colours of silk, it is generally thought sufficient

to expose them to heat in acetous acid, or lemon juice
;

and they are considered as good and permanent colours

if they stand this test. And, indeed, when the woods
or archil alone have been employed, the colours are

made red by the, action of a vegetable acid; but if t{ie
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solution of tin ba!» been u»cd lo dye with ibc&c substances,

the colour which hns been prepared in an aci<l liriuor,

is not afterwards atlVi ted by vegetable acids, anil in that

ca»c a colour may be ritkoiicd good, which has been

much lc!>!i expensive, and will prove less durable. So

that for silk. al->o the only test wc can rely upon with

. rinriitriirc is exposure lo the air and light.

SECTION III.

Or Srurrs.

CiiAT. I. Of the Kature of Stuft in ffwimi/.

180. Though a knowledge of the structure of orga-

nized bodies, and of the proportions in which their ul-

timate principles arc combined together, can seldom,

without the aid of experiment, afl'ord much information

respecting their relations with other substances, we can-

not doubt that an intimate acquaintance with their me-

chanical form and chemical composition will throw some

light on these relations, and point out the best means of

investigating such as cannot be discovered by analogy

alone. We shall thercfoic endeavour to ascertain tlie

mechanical and chemical constitution of the various

kinds of stuffs, as a knowledge of these may assist us

in discovering the cncumslanccs upon which their at-

tractions for colouring matters depend.

181. The stuffs usually submitted to the operation of

dyeing, arc wool, silk, cotton, and flax. The two first

arc of animal origin ; the two last are vegetable pro-

ducts. These substances disagree with one another in

chemical composition, and arc characterised by tliosc

(lifTcrcnces of constitution which usually distinguish the

pro<luctions of the animal and vegetable kingdom. Ani-

mal substances difler from vegetable products, by con-

taining a considerable quantity of nitrogen, an clement

which exists but sparingly in vegetables ; and also a

larger projiortion of hydrogen. This diflerencc of che-

mical constitution is rendered very obvious, when ani-

mal and vegetable products are subjected lo distillation.

The former yield a large quantity of ammonia, the latter

seldom give out that substance, but frequently an acid.

The former yield much oil, while, in many cases, vege-

table products do not yield the smallest (|uantily. llcncc,

animal substances, during their combustion, afford a

bright flame, tliough of short continuance, as it is soon

extinguished by the charcoal wl.ich is formed ; they, at

the same time, emit a very pungent odour, owing to

the extrication of ammonia, and of the empyreumatic
oil, which nidkcs its escape wiiiiout being consumed.
Animal substances are very liable lo putrefaction, and
during the advancement of the process, evolve n»uch
ammonia ; while vegetable products suffer more slowly
the vinous or acetous fermentation.

182. As substances are most readily decomposed
when the elements which enter into their composition
arc numerous, animal matters arc more liable than ve-
getables lo be destroyed by the diffeient agents to which
they are exposed. The number of elementary princi-

ples which Ihcy contain, eidargcs in an ec(ual degree the
sphere of their chemical affinity ; and hence they are
also more disposed to combine wiili colouring matters.

Thus the pure alkalies quickly destroy animal substan-

ces, because they combine with them, and lose their

causticity, while they have little or no effect on vege-

tables. The nitric and sulphuric acids also act with
considerable energy on animal substances ; the former
decomposes them, extricates the nitrogen, separates the

fatty mailer, and forms carbonic and oxalic acid ; the

latter extricates the hydrogen, a small portion of nitro-

gen, and leaves a carbonaceous residuum.
183. Silk, though an animal product, partakes a good

deal of a vegetable nature. It is less disposed lo com-
bine with colouring matters than wool, and resists bet-

ter the action of acids and alkalies Cotton and flax

withstand the action of acids and alkalies more power-
fully than wool and silk, the former being destroyed

with ditViculty even by the nitric acid. These difl'e-

rcnces are chiefly owing to differences in chemical con-

stitution ; but they may be partly ascribed to difTercn-

ces in the conformation of their fibres and organic

structure.

Chap. II. Of IVool.

184. The different kinds of wool vary chiefly in the

length and delicacy of the fibre. Its qualities depend
partly upon the breed of the sheep from which the

wool is taken, and partly upon the parts of the animal

to which it adhered. Tlie finest wool is brought from
Spain ; though Berlhollct affirms, on the authority of

D'Aubenton, that it might be produced in Trance of a

quality equally good, by a little attention on tlic part

of the shepherd. Attempts have been made of late to

introduce the Spanish breed of sheep into this country,

with the view of rendering us independent of a supply

of wool from abroad ; but it is probable that change of

climate may afi'crt the habits of the animal, and produce
alterations on tlie fleece. It is well known that the na-

ture of the pasture has a considerable effect on the qua-

lity of wool. The manufacturer should be able to judge
with accuracy respecting the fineness of it ; and, as

simple inspection is insulBcient for the purpose, the

fibres should be closely examined with a microscope,

and compared with those of other wools, selected as

standards.

185. In the raw state, wool is covered by a sort of

unctuous matter called yolk, or suint, which preserves

it from the attacks of moths, and, on that account,

ought not to be prematurely removed. This substance

has been examined by Vauc|uclin, and appears to be a

kind of animal soap, having potash for its basis, together

with a quantity of fatty matter, and a portion of lime

ill combination with the carbonic, acetic, and muriatic

acids. The wool of healthy sheep is always more abun-

dantly covered with yolk than that of the sickly and
diseased.

186. Before wool is submitted to the operation of

dyeing, the yolk is removed by scouring or maceration

for about a quarter of an hour in water, mixed with a

fourth part of stale urine, and heated so as the hand
can just bear the temperature. After being duly stir-

red in tliis mixture, it is taken out and drained ; it is

then carried to a stream of running water, and moved
about lill the greasy matter appears to be completely

separated, and ceases to render the water turbid. M.
Vauquelin recommends, that the wool, after being

cleansed as efTcctually as possible with pure water,

should be soaked for a few hours in a tepid solution of

soap, one pound of soap being employed for every
twenty pounds of wool to be scoured. M. Roard is of

opinion that one pound of Flanders soap, employed in
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this manner, is sufficient for thirty pounds of wool ; he

recommends, however, that the water should be heated

to 60° of Reaumur, (167" of Fahrenheit.) He affirms

that wool which has been spun in the yolk, and scoured

afterwards, is much whiter than if scoured before being

spun. Whatever method is adopted, the scouring should

be performed with great care, as the wool is rendered,

by that operation, much fitter for receiving the dye.

187. The wool is dyed in the fleece, or before being

spun, chiefly when it is to be manufactured into cloths of

mixed colours, and it is dyed after being spun when it is

intended for tapestry. But it is most commonly dyed af-

ter it has been manufactured into cloth. When wool is

dyed in the fleece, its filaments being separate, are in a

situation for absorbing a greater proportion of colouring

matters than wiien it is spun, and still more than when
it is in the form of cloth ; but different woollen stuffs

vary considerably in this respect, according to their fine-

ness and closeness of texture. These circumstances

taken into consideration with the different qualities of

dyeing ingredients, prevent us from relying with implicit

confidence on the processes usually recommended.
188. After wool has been spun and wove, it is sub-

jected to the operations o( felling anil fulling. Accord-
ing to the observations of M. Monge, the fibres of wool
consist either of a great number of small lamina over-

lapping one another from the root to the extremity, or of

a series of annular concretions, like the horns of ani-

mals, gradually decreasing in diameter towards the point.

From this structure of the woolly fibre, if a hair be held

with one hand by the root, and drawn between the thumb
and finger of the other hand, scarcely any friction or re-

sistance is perceived ; but if it be drawn in like manner,
in a contrary direction, a tremulous motion is distinctly

felt, accompanied with a sensible grating noise. By this

conformation of the fibre, a hair when it is pressed must
suffer greater resistance, when it slides in the direction

of the point, than in that of the root ; and to obviate the

inconvenience which this would occasion in spinning,

wool is covered with some unctuous matter, which in

some measure smooths its asperities, and thus facilitates

that operation. After the wool is manufactured, the oil

being no longer useful, is removed both for the sake of
cleanliness, and to enable the stuff to absorb more effec-

tually the dye. The cloth is therefore taken to the full-

ing mill, where it is beaten with large beetles, in a

trough of water, containing diffused through it a quan-
tity of fullers earth. The earthy matter uniting with
the oil, forms a kind of soap, which is carried off by the

constant action of the machinery, and the effusion of

fresh portions of water. See Wool.

Chap. III. Of Silk.

189. Silk is of animal origin, and consists of the fine

threads with which the bombyx mori, a moth belonging
to Linnxus's third order of insects, envelopes itself be-

fore it emerges in the perfect state. Silk is naturally co-

vered with a gummy or glutinous substance, to which it

owes its stiffness and elasticity ; it is also frequently

tinged with a yellowish colouring matter. The purposes
for which silk is usually employed, require that it should
be freed from both these matters ; and this is commonly
done by means of soap. Besides the gummy and co-

louring matters, there is also, according to Roard, a sub-
stance to be removed, which has a considerable resem-
blance to wax. He states, that the gummy matter,
Vol. Vin. Part I.

which is soluble in water, usually amounts to about 21
per cent, and the colouring matter to about l-55th, or
l-60th part of the silk; the wax seldom exceeds the
1- 100th part of the silk, and is frequently less than half
that quantity. All these substances are removed bv
scouring with soap ; but this operation must be slightly
modified, according to the purposes for which the silk is

intended : it ought not to be so complete for silks ivhicli

are to be dyed, as for those which are to be while, and a
difference ought to be observed in the former case, ac-
cording to the colour to be given. For common colours,

it is generally thought sufficient to boil the silk for three
or four hours, in a solution of twenty pounds of soap for

each hundred of silk, taking care to fill up the kettle

from time to time, to replace the water carried off by
evaporation. The quantity of soap is increased for those
silks which are to be dyed blue ; and still more for those
which are to be scarlet, cherry-colour, Sec. these colours
requiring a brighter ground for their display than such
as are of a more delicate hue.

190. Silk which is to remain white commonly under-
goes three operations. In the first of these, which is in-

tended to remove the gummy matter, it is kept in a so-

lution of thirty pounds of soap to a hundred of silk, the
solution being very hot, but not boiling. When it has
been immersed a sufficient length of time for the remo-
val of the gum, which is known by the whiteness it ac-
quires, it is taken out and wrung. In the second opera-
tion, the silk is put into bags of cloth, and boiled in ;i

weaker solution of soap for about an hour and a half,

taking care to keep the bags constantly stirred, to pre-
vent those which touch the bottom receiving too much
heat. The third operation is intended to soften the
white, and render it more pleasing, by giving it a slight

shade of some delicate colour. For this purpose, a so-

lution of silk is employed, the proper strength of which
is determined by its mode of frothing ; this is slightly

tinged with a colour of the shade to be given, and the
silk is then moved about in it until it acquires the de-
sired hue. At Lyons, where silk is scoured of a beau-
tiful white, no soap is used in the third operation ; but
after the second, the silks are washed, fumigated with
sulphur, and azured with river water.

191. Roard thinks, that instead of employing the soap
at different times, it is more advantageous to employ the
whole quantity to be used at once, and by that means
shorten tne boiling to an hour, or a little more ; the silk

is thus left with more of its natural softness and lustre,

as well as stronger and more elastic. He recommends,
indeed, that when it is to be dyed of a crimson, or any
other colour which would not be affected by the yellow-
ish tinge of the silk in its raw state, the latter ought not
to be completely removed ; because, when this is done,

the dyed colour possesses less brilliancy than it would
otherwise have.

192. As soap seerns to impair the lustre of silk, the

Academy of Sciences, in 1761, proposed, as the subject
of a prize dissertation, to find a method of scouring it

without soap; and the prize was adjudged to M. Ri-
gaud of St Quentin, who proposed substituting for soap
a solution of soda, or carbonate of soda, so much diluted

as not to affect the texture of the silk. But some incon-
venience must have attended the practice of this method,
as it is not adojjted, though generally known, and easy
of execution. Roard, indeed, affirms, that the gummy
matter of the silk is less effectually removed by soda
than by soap.
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193. The Abl)6 Colloirb has Riven an account of a

rnctlioJ of scouring bilk by the aclion of water alone,

vfliitli deserves aticntioi). Having boiled silk for about

three liiiurs in common water, he found that its weight

»*a» diniuii'.bed about onc-t-i(;lith ; and upon repealing

Ihc operation, llic loss of weight aniouiiled nearly to

onc-rourth. The. silk still retained a yellowish or cha-

mois colour; and though it did not possess a sullicienlly

bright ground for the more brilliant colours, it answer-

ed very well for those which were not allVclc'l by the

tinge it ntnined. It took a finer and more glossy black,

for cx.iniple, than if it had been scoured in the usual

way with soap.

i94 When silk is intended for the manufacture of

blonds and gauzes, its natural elasticity and stilTness

should be preservcil as much as possible; but as the

methods usually employed for removing the colouring

matter, also deprived it of the gum, it became a desi-

deiatum to whiten silk without atVcciing its elasticity.

M. Ueaumi discovered a method of doing this by means

of muriatic acid and alcohol. 'I'lie process, hovj'cvcr, is

said to be liable to accidents; and, notwithstanding the

advantages which it appears to present, it is scarcely

employed.
195. Before silk can be dyed, it must be prepared

with alum, as without this operation tlie greatest part of

the colours applied would possess neither beauty nor fix-

ity. This preparation consists in mixing, in a tun or

vat, about forty or fifty pails of water, with an equal

number of pounds of Roman alum, which has been

previously dissolved in warm water; the solution being

well stirred during the mixture, to prevent the alum re-

turning to the crystallized state. The silk, after being

well washed and wrung, to free it completely from any

soap which may have adhered to it, is immersed in the

alum liquor, where it is allowed to remain for eight or

nine hours, after which it is wrung out, and washed in

a stream of pure water. The above (|uaiuity of liquor

is sufficient for 150 lbs. of silk, and with the addition of

a little more alum when the solution begins to grow
weak, may be used for a fresh portion, as before : this

addition may be repeated until the liquor acf|uires a dis-

agreeable smell, and it may then be employed in the

preparation of stuffs intended for dark colours, till all its

strength is exhausted. The preparation must be per-

formed in the cold, because the licjuor, when it is em-
ployed hot, impairs the lustre of the silk. Sec Silk.

Chap. IV. Of Cotton.

196. Cotton is the downy substance contained In tlic

pods of a genus of plants denominated Gossu/iiuyn, of
which Linnxus describes five species, the /lerbaceum,

arborcum, /lirsutum, reliffiosuni, and barbadtnse. The
qualities of the cotton vary in these diflcrent species,

and depend not less upon the climate than upon the

plant itself. Great varieties of the gossypium occur in

the American islands; but, according to Mr Bcnnet,thc
inhabitants have hitherto neglected to choose the most
valuable species, and have tKus lost much of the benefit

which they might have derived from this valuable arti-

cle of commerce.
,197. Cottons dilTer principally in the length of the

filaments, their fineness, strength, and colour. The
structure of the fibre has not been well ascertained.

Lewenhoek, who examined it with a microscope, aflirms,

that it has two sharp sides; a conformation which serves

to cxplaiji the irritating property of cotton, when it i«

employed in dressing wounds and ulcers instead of

lint. \iv IJancrofi seems to ascribe the disposition which
cotton has of imbibing colours more readily than linen

to this mechanical structure ; and yet, with some degree
of inconsistency, he has bestowed considerable pains in

controverting a similar opinion of M. le I'ilcur d'.Aplig-

ny. " This author," says he, " endeavoured to explain

the cause why colours arc less durable when dyed in

bilk, cotton, and linen, than in wool, by supjiosing that

the pores of the three first of these substances were
smaller than those of wool ; and that, therefore, colour-

ing i)arlicles could not enter into them so easily and free-

ly as into those of wool. JUil the very reverse of this

supposition seems true, there being little didiculty iii

making silk, cotton, or linen, imbibe colours, even when
topically applied cold, without any artificial dilatation of

their pores, which is necessary in the dyeing of wool.

The real difncully, therefore, is not in making ihem im-
bibe, but in making them retain the colouring particles

when imbibed ; because being admitted so readily into

their undilalcd pores, they cannot be afterwards com-
pressed and held therein by any contraction of these

pores, as is done in those of wool. We know that it re-

quires twice as much cochineal to produce a crimson on

silk as on wool, which is a proof that it can take up a

greater (|uaMtiiy, and conscc|uently that its pores are at

least sufficiently large and accessible : we know also,

that unbleached cotton is always preferred for dyeing

the Turkey red, it being found to retain the colour most
pcrmant iitly ; doubtless, because its pores or interstices

are less open before than after the operation of bleach-

ing. This is also the case of raw or unsecured silk,

winch, as the ingenious Mr Henry of Manchester ob-

serves, is more easily and permanently dyed than that

which has passed the above described process of whiten-

ing and scouring; and, indeed, the openness ol the pores

of cotton and linen, and their consequent readiness to

imbibe both colouring particles, and the earthy or metal-

lic bases employed to fi.x most of them, arc circum-

stances upon which the art of calico printing is in a great

degree founded."—The sentiments of Dr Bancroft re-

specting the cause of the ur.ion and durability of the co-

louring matter with the stuff, as they are expressed in

the passage wc have just (luoled, seem to agree com-
pletely with the exploded notions of Hellot on the same
subject. Both refer tlic operations of dyeing to the di-

latation of the pores of the stuff; to the deposition in

them of particles of foreign matter ; and to the reten-

tion of these pa: tides in their new situation, by the sub-

sequent contraction of the pores. No notice whatever

is taken of the influence of chemical affinity, but the

whole process is described as depending upon mechani-

cal principles. This is the more surprising, as Dr Ban-

croft, in other parts of his excellent treatise On the Phi-

loaofihy of Permanent Colours, has distinctly referred

the combination of the colouring matter, with the stufi"

to which it is applied, to the inlluence of chemical at-

traction.

1 93. In order to dispose cotton to receive the dye, it

must undergo the operation of scouring. It is some-
times boiled in sour water, but more frequently in alka-

line ley. The boiling is carried on for two hours, after

which it is wrung out ; it is afterwards well rinsed in a

stream of water, and then dried. Cotton stufl's are pre-

pared for calico printing by soaking them in water mix-
ed with at most l-50th of sulphuric acid, washing them
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afterwards in a stream of water, and then drying thein.

Berthollet observed, that the acid used in this operation,

combined with a quantity of calcareous earth and iron,

wliich would injure the colours.

199. To prepare cotton for being dyed, it must also be

exposed to the operations of aluming and galling: In

the preparation with alum, about four ounces of it are

required to each pound of stuff. Some add a solution

of soda, in the proportion of 1-I6th of the alum ; others,

3 small quantity of tartar and arsenic. The cotton is

thoroughly impregnated with this solution, by working

it in small quantities ; it is then put altogether into a

vessel, and what remains of the liquor is poured over

it. In this state, it is left for twenty-four hours, and

then carried to a stream of water, where it is allowed

to remain an hour and a half, or two hours, to remove

the superfluous alum ; after which it is washed. In

the operation of galling, different quantities of galls

are employed, according to the quantity of astringents,

and the effect desired. The galls powdered are boiled

for about two. hours, in a quantity of water proportion-

ed to that of the cotton to be galled. The liquor is

then suffered to cool to a temperature which the hand

can bear, after which the stuff is divided into a num-
ber of equal parts, that it may be wrought pound by

pound, and what remains after the operation, is poured

upon the whole together, as in the process of aluming,

already described. It is then left for twenty-four hours,

especially when intended to be maddcred for black

;

but for other colours, twelve or fifteen hours are suffi-

cient. When stuffs are galled, which have already re-

ceived a colour, the operation must be performed in

the cold, that the colpur may not be injured. See Cot-
ton.

Chap. V. Of Flax.

200. As we wish to describe, at present, only those

properties of stuffs which are immediately connected

with dyeing, and as in this respect flax so nearly re-

sembles cotton, that to prepare it for the reception of

the dye, it must undergo the very same operations, we
shall refer the reader, for the other properties of flax,

to the articles Flax and Linen. Hemp is also treated

in the same manner as cotton, so far as relates to dye-

ing. See Hemp.

SECTION IV.

Or Mordants.

201. The colouring particles seldom have such a de-
cided affinity for the substances usually submitted to

the operations of dyeing, as to form witli them a per-
manent union; it frequently happens, indeed, that tlie

same solvent which deposits the colouring matter on
the stuff, will, with equal facility, re-dissolve ant! erase

it. Wc have already stated, however, that the colour-

ing matters possess very strong attractions for earths

and metallic oxides, particularly for the earth of alumine
and the oxides of iron ; and as these bodies also unite
readily with the fibres of which stuffs are usually faliri-

cated, a triple compound may thus be formed, consist-

ing of the stuff, the colouring- matter, and the chemi-
cal agent having an attraction for both. The substan-
ces which serve as a bond of union between the colour-
ing matter and the stuff, are called mordants, a term

applied to th6m from the mechanical action which they
were supposed to exert upon the latter, to prepare it

for the reception of the dye. As the theory concern-
ing the action of mordants, which first suggested the
term, is now completely exploded, Mr Henry has pro-
posed to substitute in place of mordant, the word basis.

We shall sometimes employ the one term and some-
times the other.

202. The word mordant is also applied in a more ex-
tensive sense, not only to denote those substances which
promote the union of the colouring matter with the
cloth, and render that union permanent, but all those
agents which affect, in any respect, the colouring mat
ter in its new state of combination. Dr Bancroft has
proposed to apply the term alterants to this class of bo-
dies, their object being not so much to fix, as to var}-

and modify tlie shades of adjective colouring matters.
203. The nature of mordants deserves to be investi-

gated with the utmost attention, for though almost all

the substances included under this appellation have been
discovered by accident, an accurate analysis of their ac-
tion must tend greatly to improve the principles of dye-
ing, and give something like a scientific form to its pro-
cesses.

204. A mordant is not always a simple agent; new
combinations are sometimes formed by the. ingredients
of which it is composed, so that the substances employed
are not the immediate agents, but the compounds to

which they give rise. " The substances which com-
pose a mordant, are sometimes incapable," says Ber-
thollet, " of decomposing each other solely by their own
attractions; but the atti-aclioii of the stuff for one of
their constituent parts brings about a decomposition
and new combinations, and sometimes this effect is not
produced or completed without the aid of the attraction

of the colouring particles. Tliis appears to be the case
in the mixture of alum and tartar, one of the most com-
mon mordants employed in the dyeing of wool."

205. "I dissolve" continues he, "equal weights of
alum and tartar; the latter salt, by this mixture, acqui-
red a greater degree of solubility than it naturally pos-
sesses, but by evaporation and a second crystallization,

the alum and the tartar were separated, so tliat tliey had
not decomposed each other. I boiled for an hour half

an ounce of alum with an ounce of wool, a precipitate

was formed, which I washed carefully; it consisted
chiefly of small filaments of wool incrusted with earth;
to this I added sulphuric acid, and evaporated to dry-
ness, dissolved it, and obtained crystals of alum. Some
carbonaceous particles separated from it. I evapora-
ted the liquor in which the wool had been boiled, but
obtained from it only a few grains of alum ; the remain-
der would not crystallize. I rc-dissolved it, and pre-
cipitated the alumine by an alkali: tlie precipitate was
of a slate colour ; it grew black upon a red hot coal, and
emitted alkaline vapours.

" By this experiment," says he, " we see that the wool
had decomposed the alum; that a part of the alumine
had combir.cd with its most detached filaments, which
were least retained by the force of aggregation ; tiiat a

part of its animal substance had been dissolved and pre-

cipitated by the alkali, from the triple combination
which it had formed. I made the same experiment
with half an ounce of alum, and two drams of tartar;

no precipitation took place. I obtained by evaporation a

small portion of the tartar, and some very irregular

crvstals of alum, the rest would not crystallize ; thi^^

12
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! wilh waier prccipiliUcd l)y potnsli, and ob-

i c\.iporation a ^all wliich burned like tartar."

Jit i,i>r«aids infers from the whole, "that the wool

had b. ^;un a decoiiipositu.n of the alum, that it had

iitiiteil with a part of the aluniiiu-, and that even the part

of alum which retained its aluminc had dissolved some

of the anini.d matter ; that the tartar and alum, which

cannot drtompose each other solely by their own at-

tractions, become capable of acting on each other when

their attractions arc assisted by that of wool ;
that the

tartar apiniais principally useful for moderating the

too poweiful action of the alum upon the wool, where-

by it is injured, for tartar is not used in the aluming

of silk and thread, which have less action on the alum

than wool has.*

206. Bertliollct has shewn the attraction of alum for

animal substances by an experiment not less decisive:

having mixed a solution of glue with a solution of alum,

he precipitated the earthy base by an alkali, when the

aluminc fill down, and carried along with it a portion

of combined glue. The decomposition of alum is not

so readily produced by vegetable substances, though it

is partially cfTcctcd by the assistance of the astrmgent

prinriplc. When a stuff is impregnated with the latter,

and placed, after it has been allowed to dry, in a solu-

tion of alum, a combination is established between the

alunilne and th.- tannin.

207. The attraction of aluminc for the greater num-
ber of colouring substances may also be shewn by di-

rect cxp'iiment. If a solution of colouring matter be

mixed with a solution of alum, a precipitation general-

ly takes place, consisting of the colouring particles com-
bined with alumiiie. The pr'-cipitatc is known in the

arts under the name of lac or lake, and is more readily

formed when an alkali is added to detach the acid, and

leave the aluminc at greater liberty to unite with the

colouring matter. An excess of alkali ought not to be

added, however, because alkalies dissolve the greater

number of the lakes. M. Thenard has shewn that alu-

minc may even be intimately mixed witli several me-
tallic colouring matters, as prussiate of iron, oxide of

cobalt, tec.

208. The metallic oxides have also a strong attrac-

tion for colouring matters, and when they are presented

to the latter in combination with an acid, they frequent-

ly quit the solvent, and are precipitated like the alu-

minc in combination with the colouring matter. This
class of bodies has also the property of combining with

animal substances, and of tlius serving as a bond of

union between these and colouring particles, liut not

only have the oxides a strong attraction for colouring

particles, and animal matters, but their solutions in

acids possess properties which render them no less fit

to be employed as moidants; and indeed it is generally

in this state that they arc used in dyeing.

20S'. In order that a substance may be fit for being

employed as a mordant, it is not always sufficient that

it should possess an affinity to the colouring principle

and the stuff; it must also be perfectly white, other-

wise its colour, mixing with that of the colouring prin-

ciple, would produce an intermediate or mixed colour.

In some cases, indeed, this may be an advantage, and
a substamc may be employed both as a colouring mat
ter, and a mordant. Thus the oxide of iron, which, if

it wcie employed alone, would pioducc a nankeen or

buff colour, commimicates to cotton a violet with mad-
der red ; and in like manner, the oxide of tin not only

fixes, but greatly exalts several colouring matters.

Mordants ought also to be little liable to change, by

the action of air and water, the two agents to wl.ich

dyed stuffs are most frequently exposed. The metallic

oxides, fiom their disposition to attract additional por-

tions of oxvgen from the atmosphere, and on that ac-

count to suffer chaiiges themselves, as well as to affect

the shailes of colouring matters, are less valuable as mor-
dants than they woulil otherwise be.

210. Neutral salts, pr-.rticularly nitre and muriate of

soda, (common salt,) act as mor<lants, and modify co-

lours; but the natuie of their action has been little at-

tended to, and is imperfectly understood. Berthollet

found that the muriate of soda was contained in the

precipitates produced from some kinds of colouring

matter, and that these precipitates retained a consider-

able degree of solubility ; lie conceives that a small

part of the salt attaches itself to tiie colouring principle

and the stuff. Salts with calcareous bases also modify

colours ; but as the changes to which they give rise

may be produced by the addition of a small quantity of

lime, it is probable that they suffer a partial deconqiosi-

tion, and that when they arc use d in dyeing, a little of

the calcareous base enters into combination with the co-

louring particles and the stuff.

211. The two mordants most extensively employed

at present, are salts of alumine and tin. The former

is prepared, according to Berthollet, by dissolving in

eight pounds of hot water, three pounds of alum, and

one pound of acetate of lead, (sugar of lead,) to which

two ounces of potash, and afterwards two ounces of

powdered chalk, are added. The alum is decomposed
by the acetate of lead, because the oxide of lead com-
bines with the sulphuric acid of the alum, and forms an

insoluble compound, which is therefore precipitated.

• These experiments of ncrtlioUel, which seemed to establish the fact, that a powerful affinity subsists between alumine and the fibres

of wool, have bern questioned, or ratlicr thiir accuracy has been distinctly denied b_v Tlicnard and Uiiard. By a scries of experi-

ments, of which llicy h:i>e L'ivcn a minule statement, in a memoir read at the I'liysical and Mathematical class of the rrencli Nation-

al Institute, they ascertaiiud, that alum and tartar do not decompose each other when dissolved in water and boiled «ilh wool ; that,

in ihia buiUng, the wool combines with the alum without decomposing it in any d piee, and also with the tartar; and that e(jual parts

of alum and tartar would dissolve in two fifths less of water tiian would be required to dissolve them separately Tliey iound that

wool, as it is commonly clcinstd for being alumed, was not deprived of the carbonate of lime naturally combiiud with it ; and lliat

this wool being boiled the usu.il lime, with one fourth of its weight of alum, .lud one sixteenth of its weight of cream of tartar, ren-

dered the bath or water troubled or muddy, and produced a copious white sedinitiil, which, being collected, washed, and examined,

Was found to consist chiefly of a sulphate of lime, and a saturated sulphate of aUiitiine; that when wool had been properly cleansed,

and freed from the carbon.ite of lime, no sulphate was obtained ; and tliul, when in this state, it was boiled in pure water, with the

proportions just mentioned of alum and latt;ir, the residuum of the bath after tvapoiatii n was found to consist of alum cream of

tartar, and a compound difficultly crystallizible, composed of tartritc of polasli ar,d animal matter. The wool itself afforded, by
repeated washings, alum and a small quaniity of cream of tartar, besid'S a vei-v sour combination of taiiaiic acid, alum, and animal

matter The results obtained by lliese chemists have led them to conclude, tlia', in the process of aluming animal suhslaiices, the

nhim combines with tlirm ciitin wi'liout sufitring decomposition. They have also drawn a similar conclusion with respect to stuHs

of vegetable origin, vii cotton and liricn.
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W^iiie the alumine is attracted by the disengaged ace-

tous acid, and forms the acetate of alumine. The
chalk and the potash are added to neutralize the excess

of the sulphuric acid, and thus to assist the operation of

the acetic acid. The substitution of the acetic acid for

the sulphuric, in the preparation of the aluminous mor-
dant, is attended with several advantages. The acetate of

alumine being much more soluble than alum, the same
quantity of solvent will hold suspended a greater quan-

tity of the former than the latter, and thus present the

mordant in a more concentrated state to the stuff;

while, on account of its great solubility, it will not be

apt to crystallize when mixed with starch or gum, to

prepare it for being applied to the block, in topical

dyeing. The alumine is also retained less powerfully

in a state of combination by the acetic than by the sul-

phuric acid, and is therefore at greater liberty to attach

itself to the stuff and the colouring particles. Lastly,

the acetic acid being volatile, gradually separates itself

from the earthy basis, and thus leaves the alumine to

act with full energy as a mordant, without affecting the

colour of the colouring matter.

212. Dr Bancroft mentions, that an acetate of alumine
may be prepared more cheaply, by dissolving white lead,

not adulterated by carbonate of lime, in strong vinegar,

and then adding to the solution a proper proportion of
alum. He found also, that litharge, dissolved in vine-

gar, instead of white lead, was equally useful for de-

composing alum. The pyroligneous acid, as it was for-

merly termed, may be substituted very advantageously
for vinegar, to dissolve the oxide or carbonate of lead ;

and the acetate of lead thus formed, united with the
empyreumatic oil which comes over along with the acid,

may be employed instead of the common acetate of lead,

for decomposing alun\. It has also been recently dis-

covered, that lime, dissolved in the pyroligneous, or
other acetic acid, may be employed with still greater
advantage for decomposing alum, and forming the ace-
tate of alumine. See Philosofihy of Permanent Colours,

vol. i. p. 366.

213. The solution of tin usually employed by the

dyers, and which they term s/iiric, is prepared with a

very dilute nitric acid, called in the language of the

hhops. Single Aquafortis. In this state, nitric acid is

capable, at its ordinary degree of concentration, to dis-

solve about one-eighth of its weight of tin previously

reduced to a granulated form, by pouring it, when melt-

ed, into water briskly agitated with a bundle of small

ixads. From one to two ounces of sea salt are commonly
added for each pound of acid, tliough some prefer the

muriate of ammonia {sal ammoniac)- The acid is diluted

with half its bulk of water, lo moderate the energy of

its action with the tin : a circumstance whicii seems lo

be of the utmost importance lo the proper preparation

of the mordant. The solutions of tin wiiich are made
most slowly, and with the least decomposition of tlie

acid, have been found to answer the purpose best ; pro-

bably, as Dr Bancroft observes, because the tin is less

calcined, or oxygenated, and the solution is thus enabled

to retain a larger proportion of nitrogen. Two ounces
of granulated tin are usually allotted to every pound of

aquafortis; the tin being added in minutt- portions, and
at separate intervals, to prevent the solution proceeding
too rapidly. The quantity of water which is employed
lo dilute the acid should he carefully noted clown, in or-

4er that a suitable allowance may be made for determin-

ing the proportion of the metallic oxide contained in a
given quantity of the solution, which is generally one-
fourteenth part of the whole.

214. Other preparations of tin have been proposed
and employed as mordants. Hellot took eight ounces of
nitric acid mixed with an equal quantity of water, and
dissolved in it gradually half an ounce of very white sal

ammoniac, two drachms of pure nitre, and afterwards
half an ounce of granulated tin. Schcffer dissolved one
part of tin in four parts of nitro-muriatic acid. Mac-
quer dissolved three parts of tin in eight parts of nitric

acid, with which he mixed one part of sal ammoniac and
six parts of water. Poerner put an ounce and a half of
sal ammoniac into a pound of nitric acid mixed with a
pound of water, and in the liquor he dissolved two oun-
ces of tin. Guliliche mixed a pound of fuming nitrous

acid with a pound of water, and two ounces of sal am-
moniac, and this liquor he saturated with as much tin

as it could dissolve, adding it by small quantities at a

time. After many trials, Berthollet found, that the so-

lution which gave the most beautiful colour with cochi-

neal, both in wool and silk, and which could also be pre-

served the longest without being changed into a gelatin-

ous precipitate, was prepared by dissolving in nitric

acid of the specific gravity 1.24, (water being 1,) one-

eighth of its weight of muriate of ammonia, adding by
small portions an eighth of its weight of tin, and after-

wards diluting the solution with a fourth of its weight of

water.

215. Dr Bancroft has examined, with great care, and
at no small expence, the different salts of tin, and the

effects which they produce as mordants. We shall use
the liberty of giving an abstract of the results of his ex-
periments. Cochineal, with a solution of tin by muria-
tic acid, only dyed a beautiful crimson or rose colour;

and with a solution of that metal by a mixture of tartar

and muriatic acid, a beautiful scarlet. The same colour-

ing matter pioduced, with tin dissolved by a mixture of

muiiatic and pyroligneous acid, a dark crimson. Cochi-

neal, with tin calcined by the long continued action of

sulphuric acid, dyed a salmon colour; and with a recent

solution of tin, it pioduced a reddish salmon colour, in-

clining a little to crimson. Tin dissolved by the pure
acid of tartar, dyed with cochineal, on cloth, a very

lively and beautiful scarlet, inclining a little to orange.

A similar colour was produced by water saturated with

cream of tartar, in wiiich granulated tin had been kept

six weeks. Tin may be readily dissolved by pure citric

acid, and more slowly by lemon juice. The solution,

freshly prepared, dyes with cochineal a very beautiful

scarlet. If it were not too costly, says Dr Bancroft, this

solution would deserve the preference of every other for

dyeing that colour Tin dissolved by the pyroligneous

acid, produced with cochineal a colour between scarlet

and a rose colour. Phosphoric acid produced a perma-
nently transparent and colourless solution of tin, which,

wiih cochineal, dyed a bn,y;lit yellowish scarlet. Tin
dissolved by fluoric acid, produced with cochineal a

very bright scarlet. Tin dissolved by a direct mixture

of pure nitric and muriatic acids, in ecjual proportions,

the former of the specific gravity of 1.5, and the latter of

1 17, pioduced with cochineal, and the common allow-

ance of tartar, a very bright lively scarlet. A similar

solution, with an addition of sulphinic acid equid to one-

fourth of the nitric, yielded only a salmon coiou)-; the

oxide of tin having been precipitated from the common
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dyers' spirit by soda, and afterwards dissolved by sul-

phuric acid, was incapable of dyeing, with cochineal,

any colour more elevated tlian oi-ange.

316. Dr Bancroft ascertained, that a muriate of tin,

containing only half the quantity of the metal which ihc

acid is capable of dissolving, operated even more suc-

cessfully in dyeing scarlet, than an equal quantity con-

taining twice as much fin; and he therefore concludes,

that nearly one half the tin which ihc scarlet dyers com-

monly iliksolve with aciuafortis, and a little sea salt, is

wastefully employed; a fact, he adds, which, cpnsider-

ingihc increased price of tin, may, by proper attention,

produce a saving of very considerable importance. He
iound also, that the same quantity of tin dissolved in

muriatic acid, combined with about one-fourth of its

weight of oil of vitriol, forming wliat he calls a murio-

sulphatc of tin, produced excellent eflects as a mordant.

The proportions which he found lo answer the purpose

best, were about 14 ounces of tin in a mixture of two

pounds of oil of vitriol (of the usual strength), with

about three pounds of muriatic acid of the specific gra-

vity of 1.17. The muriatic acid should be first poured

upon a large quantity of granulated tin, in a capacious

glass receiver, and the oil of vitriol afterwards added
slowly ; and these acids being mixed, should be left to

saturate themselves with tin, which they will do in a

longer or a shorter lime, according to the temperature
of the atmosphere, without any artificial heat. The
murio-sulphate of tin, prepared according to the above
directions, is perfectly iranspareiit and colourless, and
will probably remain so for many years. It will produce
fully twice as much effect as tlie dyers' spirit, or nitro-

muriatic solution of tin, at less than a third of the ex-
pence. It has also the property of exalting the colours

of all adjective dyes, says Dr Bancroft, more than the
dyers' spirit, and fully as much as the tartrite of tin,

without changing the natural crimson of cochineal to-

wards the yellowish hue; and therefore he concludes,
after having made a great number of experiments with
it, " I think myself warranted in strongly recommend-
ing the murio-sulphate of tin, for dyeing the compound
scarlet colour from the cochineal and crimson, and quer-
citron yellow."

217. Some chemists pretend that the muriate of tin

answers the purposes of a mordant most eflicaciously

when the metal is most highly oxidated; but the experi-
ments of Dr Bancroft, and the results obtained by the
writer of this article, lead to the very opposite conclu-
sion. The experience of practical dyers is also at vari-
ance with that opinion; for it is well known, that when
the muriate of tin has been long kept, and thus had time
to absorb more oxygen, it acts less powerfully in fixing
and exalting colours. Constant observation teaches them,
that a less lively and agreeable colour is obtained when
the solution is made with rapidity, and the disengage-
ment of much vapour, than when it is conducted slowly

;

doubtless, because in the former case the metal is more
highly oxidated. (Jn this account, fresh solutions made
with ordinary caution, arc preferable to old ones, how-
ever carefully prepared.

218. Tiie tin employed in the preparation of the mor-
dants, which have for their bases the oxides of that me-
tal, should be of the utmost purity ; common tin' being
frequently adulterated with copper and lead, each of
which is prejudicial to the colour. Malacca, and good
English tin, are reckoned the best; though even the
latter generally contains a little copper in combination

with it. The presence of iron and coppermay easily be
detected, by pouring a little prussiate of lime into the
solution: the precipitate is blue if iron be present, and of
a bronze colour if it contains copjjcr.

219. The muriatic, acid should also be in the purest
stale in which it can be procured. When it is unconta-
minatcd with foreign matter, it is perfectly limpid and
colourless; but it is frequently of a light yellowish ap-
pearance, owing chiefly, it is supposed, to the presence
of a small (|uantity of iron derived from the sea-salt,

used in procuring the acid. It may be obtained pure,
by subjecting it to a second distillation, from a retoi t con-
noted with a range of Woulfc's bottles, a little muriate
of soda having been put with it into the retort, and a
gentle heat applied.

220. Chaptal has recommended a method of forming
the muriate of tin, by causing the vapour of muriatic
acid, as it is disengaged from the muriate of soda, to

pass through a succession of large receivers, containing
granulated tin, with a little water, to absorb the acid.

The heat produced by the absorption of the vapour is

sufficient to ])romotc a solution of the metal without the
cxpence of fuel. If the receivers be constructed and
adapted to each other, upon the principles of Woulfe's
apparatus, the process may, in this way, be conducted
with a considerable saving of expence, as no loss will

be sustained by the evaporation of the acid, or of the tin

in combination with it, which takes place to a considera-
ble extent, according to the ordinary method of effect-

ing the solution.

221. The salts which have already fallen under con-

sideration, constitute the principal mordants used in

dyeing, though several other substances are occasionally

employed for the same purpose. M. D'Ambourney," of
Rouen, has made much use of a solution of bismuth,
which had formerly been proposed by M. Folic, of the

same city. One part of bismuth is dissolved in four

parts of nitric acid; the solution is afterwards introduced

into a bath containing tartar; and into which is poured,
at the same lime, a solution of sea-salt. BerthoUet has
shewn, that in whatever way this mordant is prepared,

there is always formed a precipitate by the addition of
water, which renders the colouring matter of a brown
colour. Chaptal made use of it in dyeing cotton red,

for which its author has proposed it; but it was not pro-

ductive of a greater effect than water acidulated with

nitric acid.

222. The oxide of arsenic is also employed as a mor-
dant in dyeing. Vogler appears to have used with ad-

vantage a solution of ibis oxide with potash, in dyeing
thread and cotton of a red colour. After dissolving the

solution in two parts of water, he added to it a saturated

solution of alum. The mixture is at first turbid and
gelatinous; but it recovers its transparency, by gra-

dually adding to it a solution of alum. Thread and cot-

ton immersed for twelve hours in this mordant, on being
washed and dried, assume, with madder, a very deep
colour. The sulphurets of arsenic, known by the names
of orpimcnt, realgar, sandarach, yellow arsenic, red

arsenic. Sec. arc also used in dyeing, particularly in the

preparation of indigo. The sulphuret of antimony may
he substituted for that of arsenic ; but it does not com-
municate lo the colour the same brightness.

223. The corrosive sublimate is also used in dyeing.
Wilson employed it in tlie composition of the aluminous
mordant for printing linen, in the proportion of onc-
figlith of Ihc sugar of lead. It appears, by the cxperi-
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ments of Vogler, that this salt renders the colour of

madder darker and more durable.

224. The oxides of lead have been used as mordants,

but they tarnish the lustre of colours. Vogler obtained

a beautiful black, by galling thread and cotton impreg-

nated with the salt of lead, putting them afterwards in

a solution of sulphate of copper, and boiling them in a

logwood bath.

225. Some metallic oxides have so strong an affinity

for the substances to which they are applied, that they

remain permanently fixed on them, and produce colours

which arc almost indestructible. In treating of the oxide

of iron as a mineral substantive colouring matter, we
noticed the readiness with which it enters into combina-

tion with stuffs, and the easy method of communicating,

by means of it, a buff colour to cotton. We have now
to remark, that the same substance may also be used as

a mordant, to produce, with different colouring princi-

ples, violet, prune, and lilac colours. This oxide like-

wise constitutes the basis of black colours ; so that it

may justly be regarded as one of the most useful sub-

stances employed in dyeing, whether in producing co-

lours by itself, or in acting as a mordant to madder red,

•with tannin, or the astringent principle.

226. The mordant of iron is applied under different

forms. Some manufacturers employ the sulphate with-

out any addition; others compose it by dissolving iron in

vinegar; some add to it a decoction of rye flour, while

others mix it with urine, herring brine. See. The lon-

ger the composition is kept, the better it becomes. At
present, instead of the sulphuric, acetic, or other acids,

is substituted, as we formerly observed, the pyroligne-

ous acid, which differs from the acetic by holding in

combination a portion of empyrcumatic oil.

227. Mortlants are not procured from the earthy and
metallic bodies alone; for, under certain circumstances,
vegetable and animal substances serve as mordants for

each other. Thus, in the complicated process for dye-

ing Adrianople red, the stuff is first impregnated with

an animal substance; the astringent principle is then
applied, and after tliis preparation, the cotton is present-

ed to the aluminous mordant. In this case, therefore,

the mordant is a triple compound of oil, the astringent

principle, and alumine. The astringent principle merits
particular consideration, not merely on account of its

extensive use as a mordant, but also as a colouring prin-

ciple. The class of substances included under the head
of astringent principles, is rather vaguely defined. Fre-
quently some slight resemblance in taste only has been
attended to, and under the name of astringents, alum,

and many vegetables possessing very dissimilar pi'oper-

ties, have been confounded together, both in medicine
and the arts; and more frequently still, every substance

which renders a solution of iron black, has been consi-

dered as astringent. It does not appear, however, that

either the property of corrugating the animal fibre, or

producing a dark preci|)itate witli the salts of iron, is

sufficiently distinctive of the substances to which the

term astringent is usually applied. Many vegetable

products, which are decidedly astringent to the taste,

afford no black precipitate with the salts of iron; and on
the other hand, several substances which yield a copious

black precipitate with the salts of that metal, exhibit no
traces of astringency. The substance from which the

astringent principle is usually extracted, is an excres-

cence formed on the branches of the oak, and known by
the name of gall-nut : (See Chemistry.) As this is

almost the only substance employed to afford the astrin-

gent principle for the purposes of dyeing, we shall con-
fine our observations respecting astringents chiefly to its

properties.

228. There are different kinds of the gall-nut; some
inclining to white, yellow, green, brown, or red; others
are ash-coloui-ed, or blackish. They also differ greatly
in magnitude, and are either round or irregular, heavy
or light, smooth or covered with protuberances. Those
which are small, knotted, and heavy, are reckoned the
best; they are known by the name of Aleppo galls, and
come fi'om Aleppo, Tripoli, and Smyrna. Galls are

almost entirely soluble in water by long ebullition. Six-

teen drachms afibrded Neumann fourteen of extract;

fi'om the remaining two drachms alcohol extracted only

four grains.

229. The decoction of galls precipitates the oxide of
iron of a deep black colour, and forms the well-known
substance ink. The solutions of mercury, mixed with

an infusion of galls, assumes a brick colour, which soon

becomes of a reddish grey. Copper is easily precipi-

tated: the precipitate is at first green, but becomes of

an ash grey, and acquires a reddish coppery tinge in dry-

ing. Zinc yields a diity green precipitate. Cobalt

forms a light blue precipitate, which quickly becomes of

an ash grey.

230. If the asti'ingent pi'operty was owing to some in-

dividual principle, which was always the same in the

different vegetables in which it occurs, the precipitates

obtained by their means from a solution of iron, would
always form the same compound, and exhibit the same
genei-al appearances; but this is not the case. The pre-

cipitate produced by galls is of a blackish blue ; that by
logwood has a different sliade of blue; that by oak is of

a fawn-colour; that by quinquina of a blackish green,

&c. These precipitates are also formed with different

attendant circumstances, and when fixed on stuffs, are

differently affected by alum and tartar. So that the sub-

stances denominated astringents form, with iron, differ-

ent kinds of precipitates, and, consequently, do not de-

rive their propei-ties from an individual principle found
in different vegetables. This diversity of pi-operties has

induced Dr Bancroft to rank the substances denominated
astringents as colouring matters.—" I have invariably

applied the name of colouring matter," says he, " to

those parts of vegetable dyeing drugs which are found
to produce colour with an earthy or a metallic basis

;

and I have certainly never been able to discover any
good reason for doing otherwise, in regard to those ve-

getable matters which afford ink, or a black dye with
iron; matters which, indeed, are extremely various in

their other properties, and even in the sorts of black
which they produce ; though chemists have, as I think

improperly, confounded most of them imder the general

denomination of astringents; a term which may be un-

objectionable, as signifying acerbity in vegetables, but

not as indicating, or being invariably connected with,

any such property of matter as they have been supposed

universally to possess, that of producing a black colour

with iron."

231. Although chemists have considered the astrin-

gent principle as always the same, experience had taught

us that all astringent substances were not equally proper

for producing a beautiful and durable black. Of twenty-

one species of astringents compared with galls, oak saw
dust, and yellow myrobolans, were the only substances

which produced a fine black, but inferior in beauty and
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ilurebiiiiy 10 liiat obtained by means of the common

eall. M. Ueunic, who made llic conipaialivc Uial of

their propertii* in this respect, found that tlic oak saw

riust was prefci-uMc to the bark, which is employed by

the dyers of thrcai!, and he remarks it is cheaper.

732. Laroi&icr, Vandcrinondc, Fourcroy, and Bcr-

tliolltt, wei^; desired to try experiments on the different

«siriii>;ents, for the purpose of makiiiR a report on the

subject to the academy. The substances u|X)n which

they instituted the experiments of comparison, were

galls, oak-bark, raspings of heart of oak, of the exter-

nul part of oak, of logwooil, and sumach. To deter-

mine the proportion of astringent principle contained in

these substances, ihcy look two ounces of each sepa-

rately, wiiich they boiled half an hour in three pounds

of water; after the first water they added a second,

which underwent a similar ebullition, and continued

these operations until the substances appeared exhaust-

ed; they then mixetl together the decoctions belonging

to each. They en»ployed a transparent solution of sul-

phate of iron, in which the proportions of water and

sulphate were exactly known. They first estimated the

fjuanlity of the astringent principle by the quantity of

sulphate which each li(|uor could decompose, and after-

•wanls by the weight of tlie black precipitate which was

formed. To saturate the decoction of two ounces of

galls, three drachms and sixty one grains of sulphate

of iron were recpiirtd, and the precipitate, when collect-

ed and dried, weighed seven drachms twenty four grains.

The decoction of oak bark is of a deep yellow; a very

small portion of sulphate of iron gives it a dirty reddish

colour, and a larger one changes it into a deep brown.

The quantity of sulphate required to saturate the decoc-

tion of two ounces of this bark was eighteen grains,

and the precipitate, when collected and dried, weighed
iwcnty-lwo grains. The inner bark of the oak afforded

very nearly the same result. The decoction of the rasp-

ings of the heart of oak required for its saturation one

drachm twenty four grains, and ihc precipitate obtained

was of the same weight. The decoction of the external

wood of the oak produced very little precipitate. The
decoction of sumach acquired a reddish violet colour

when a small (juantityof the sulphate of iron was added.

The quantity rc(iuirc(l for its saturation was two drachms,

eighteen grains. The decoction of logwood became of

a sappliire blue colour by the addition of sulphate of

iron; beyond the point of saturation the blue becomes
greenish and dirty. The exact quantity required for sa-

turation was one drachm, forty eight grains, and the

weight of the precipitate was two drachms, twelve
grains. All the precipitations in which the oak was used
took place readily; that by logwood a little more diffi-

cultly, hut still more easily than that of galls. These
cniinenl chemists afterwards ascertained, that the quan-
tity of astringent substances rccjuircd to give a black co-

lour of equal intensity, to an equal weight of the same
cloth, was proportional to the quantities of astringent

principle which had been estimated in each kind by the

foregoing experiments ; but the black obtained by means
of the different parts of the oak, did not resist proofs or
tests so well as that produced by galls. It appeared
also, that logwood alone was incapable of producing so
intense a black as galls or oak, nor was the colour so
permanent.

233. flaving thus examined the properties of the as-

tringent principle, with respect to its aflfinities with so-

lutions of iron, it ought also to be considered with re-

spect to its affmitics with stuffs, since its action as a

mord'int must depend upon its attraction to the latter as

well as to colouring ni.uters. Silk acquires by galling,

wliich consists in macerating a stuff in a decoction of

galls, an addition to its weight which cannot be taken from

it again, beyond a certain degree, by repeated washings ;

after which operation, the stuff, when put into a solution

of iron, is dyed black, bccatise the astringent principle,

deconiposing the sulphate of iron, forms a triple com-
pound with the oxide of iron and the stuff.

234. A trailed stuff is also capable of combining with

other colouring particles, the colours of which thereby

acquire fixity, if they do not naturally possess it, so that

the astringent communicates its durability to the triple

compound, or perhaps the more complex one which is

formed, but the colour is commonly rendered deeper by

this union.

235. As the mordants and colouring particles have a

mutual action upon each other, the nature of the latter

is often so much altered by their union, that by varying

the mordants, we may multiply prodigiously the shades

of colour obtained from the same colouring matter.

This may be done by simply varying the mode of their

application: thus we shall obtain different effects by im-

pregnating the stuff with the mordant, or by mixing the

mordant with the bath, by applying heat, or using re-

peated exsiccations. The greater or less disp>osition of'

the stuff to unite with the colouring matter, gives rise

to considerable differences in the mode of applying the

mordant. If the attraction of the colouring matter to

the stuff be strong, the mordant may be mixed with the

colouring matter, and in this state both may be present-

ed at once to the stuff; but if it be weak, the compound
formed by tlic mordant and colouring matter might, in

this way, be precipitated in the bath without attaching

itself to the stuff; and to prevent this inconvenience,

the stuff must first be impregnated with the mordant,

and afterwards exposed to the colouring matter. In the

dyeing of some colours, it is necessary to employ one

mordant for the stuff, and another for the colouring

principle.

SECTION V.

Of the PnocESSES of Dyeing.

CHAP. I.

General View of the Practical Ofierations of Dyeing.

236. In order that a dyeing manufactory may be con-

ducted ill the most advantageous manner, BerthoUet re-

marks, it ought to be upon an extensive scale ; the sub-

division of labour affording an opportunity for each
workman, by his attention being directed exclusively to

one object, of acquiring dexterity and perfection of

execution, while the whole operations are managed in a

connected manner, and carried on in detail without loss

of time. To these considerations it may be added, that

a variety of materials, which, in a small establishment,

would be rejected as useless, may often be applied with

the utmost success to a different operation. Thus a bath

which has been too much weakened for a particular co-

lour, or even for the lighter shades of that colour, may
frequently be found serviceable, by affording a ground
for other stuffs, or forming a new bath by the addition of
fresh ingredients.
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237. A dye-liouse should be spacious, well lighted,

and placed in a situation to command an easy and abun-

dant supply of a stream of good water. The floor ought

to be well paved, and proper gutters formed for carry-

ing off dirty water and spent baths. In short, every

thing should be coDStructed with a due regard to clean-

liness, both on account of the h^lth of the workmen,
and the better performance of the different manipula-

tions. Drying houses sliould be built in exposed situa-

tions, and constructed in such a manner as to exclude

the rays of light, while they admit a free current of

air.

238. The caldrons, the size and position of which are

to be regulated by the operations for which they are de-

signed, should be made of brass or copper, unless for

dyeing scarlet, in the preparation of which it is belter

to use tin vessels, as well as for other delicate colours

in which a solution of tin is employed. Brass is pre-

ferable to copper, as it is less liable to be acted upon by

saline substances, and thus to spot the stuffs. Vessels

of a very large size should be fiu-nished with stop-cocks

at the bottom to empty them when necessary; and some
contrivance should be employed above each caldran for

supporting the stud's which have been immersed in them,
in order that during the act of draining, the liquor may
drip back into them without being lost. For manufac-
tured stuffs, a winch or reel is used, the ends of which
are placed on two iron forks, which may be put at plea-

sure into holes made in the curb which supports the

sides of the copptr. iVIany dyes for silk, where a boil-

ing heat is not necessary, are prepared in long copper
or wooden vessels, called troughs or backs.

239. As most of the colours used for silk are extreme-
ly delicate, they require to be quickly dried, that they

may not be affected by the air during the process. It

is therefore necessary to dry them in a chamber heated
by a stove. The silk is stretched on a moveable pole,

called a shaker, which is hung up, and kept in contiraia!

motion to accelerate the drying.

240. It would serve no good purpose to enter into a

minute detail of every thing necessary in the construc-

tion of a dye-house ; and, indeed, more knowledge may
be gained in a few minutes by inspection, than can be
conveyed by tlie most laboured description; besides,

dye-houses require to be const! ucted differently, accord-
ing to the operatioiis for which they are intended. We
shall therefore confine ourselves to a brief description of
the manipulations whicii are most common, having in

view rather the information of the general reader, than
the instruction of the practical dyer.

241. The manipulations in dyeing ai'e neither difficult

nor complicated. Their object is to dissolve the colour-

ing particles; to apply them in a state of solution to the
stuff', by the intervention of mordants, when necessary;
to cause the action of the air to concur in fixing iheni,

and giving them brightness ; and, finally, to remove such
as have not fixed in the stuff.

242. When whole pieces of stuff, and even manv of
these, are to be dyed at once, the winch, noticed above,
should be used; one end of the stuff' being laid above it,

the winch is turned round pretty briskly, until the whole
has passed through the batli ; after which it is turned the
contrary way, so that the part of the stuff" first immersed,
is last in the second immersion. By this means, the
colouring particles are applied as equally as possible to

the stuff'. If wool is to be dyed in the fleece, a kind of
broad ladder, with the rounds very close, called a scraw,
Vol. VIII. Part I.

or scray, is placed over the copper, on which the wool
is to be put, in order to be drained and aired, or removed
when the bath requires to be changed. If the wool is

in skains, rods are passed through them, (and the opera-
tion is the same for silk or thread,) and the hanks of silk,

and the skains of thread or wool, are turned upon the
skain sticks ia the liquor.

243. After silk or thread has been dyed, it is wrung
out, in order to separate the superabundant colouring
particles. This operation is performed more eff'ectually

than it could be done by the hand, by introducing through
the hank, at one end, a pin, which is in a fixed position,

while the other end is put over the hook of a jack; it is

then forcibly turned round by means of a winch connected
with it. This operation is repeated several times suc-
cessively, for the purpose of drying expeditiously, and
retainini>:the lustre of the silk or thread.

244. When the same stufi'is repeatedly passed through
the same bath, each operation is called a di/i; and when
one colour is communicated with the intention of giving
a diff'erent one, in order to produce a compound colour,
the first operation is called giving- a ground.

245. The water employed in preparing the baths should
be as pure as possible. In every process, the exact tem-
perature suited to each operation should be carefully at-

tended to ; and, in order that the stuff may be fully and
equally saturated with the dye in every part, it is neces-
sary to employ precautions, of which few dyers are suf-

ficiently aware, who have not acquired considerable ex-
perience in the exercise of their art.

Having made these preliminary remarks, we shall

now proceed to give a detailed view of the various pro-
cesses which arc employed for dyeing particular colours,

observing the arrangement we proposed to adopt under
the head of colouring matters.

CHAP. II.

Processes for Dyeing Red..

246. The coloui-ing matters principally used in dye
ing red, and its various shades, are cochineal, kermes,
lac, madder, carthamus, archil, safilower, chay-root,

Brazil-wood, sappanwood, camwood, barwood, red
Saunders, logwood, &c. each of which we have already
described. The shades of red given by these substan-
ces are various, and depend partly upon the nature of
the colouring matter, and partly upon that of the mor-
dant, with which it is employed.

I. Fracases for Dyeing Wool Red.

247. Of all the red colours communicated to wool by
the process of dyeing, the finest and most splendid is

scarlet. This beautiful colour is of diff'erent shades
;

sometimes it is required to be of a deeper and more
perfect red, at other times to incline more or less to the
colour of fire. It is difficult to obtain a particular shade,
from the precise proportion of ingredients prescribed

;

because the quantity of colouring matter contained in

dilferent kinds of cochineal varies, and still more, be-

caMse the solutions of tin differ so much from one ano-
ther.

248. Dyeing scarlet is usually performed at two ope-
rations : the first is called the boiling; the second, the

finish or reddening. For the boiling intended for dyeing
K
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too lbs. of cloth, 6 lbs. of pure tartar arc tiirown inlo

the water when a little more than warm. The bath is

briskly Ntirrcd, and when it has become a little warmer,

hair a pound of powdered cochineal is added, and well

mixed. A moment after, 5 lbs. of very clear solution

uf tin arc poured in and carefully mixed. As soon as the

bath begins tu boil, the cloth is put in and moved briskly

for two or three turns, after which it is moved more
slowly. The boiling having continued for two hours, it

is taken out, aired, and carried to the river to be well

washed.
249. To prepare the second bath, which is the red-

dening, the boiler is to be emptieil. When the bath is

ready to boil, 5i lbs. of cochineal, powdered and sifted,

arc put in. These being carefully mixed, when, after

having ceased stirring, a crust, which forms on the sur-

face, opens of itself in several places, 13 lbs. or 14 lbs.

of solution of tin arc poured in. If, after that, the bath

rises above the brim of the boiler, it must be cooled by

the addition of cold water. When the solution is well

mixed, the cloth is to be put into the bath, taking care

to turn it (|uickly the first two or three turns. In this

bath it is boiled for an hour, pushing it down with a stick

when the boiling raises it up. It is then taken out, aired,

and cooled ; after which it is washed in the river, and
dried.

250. Such is the process for dyeing scarlet, as de-

scribed by Bcrthollct. He adds, that the proportions of

cochineal, and of solution of tin, put either into the

boiling or inlo the reddening, are not fixed. There are
dyers vrho, according to llcllot's account, succeed very
well by putting two-thirds of the composition, and a
fourth of the cochineal, into the boiling, and the re-

maining third of the composition, with the remaining
three-fourths of the cochineal, into the reddening. Hel-
lot asserts also, that it does no harm to use tartar in the
reddening, provided that not more of it than half the
weight of the cochineal be put in; and it has appeared
to him even to render the colour inore permanent. This
is at present the practice of several dyers.

251. Some dyers do not take the cloth out of the boil-

ing, only refreshing it to make the reddening in the same
bath, by pouring in an infusion of cochineal, which they
have made apart, and with which they have mixed the
proper quantity of comfiosUion, i. e. solution of tin. In
this way they save lime and fuel, and obtain a scarlet
equally fine.

252. In dyeing scarlet, it is of advantage to use tin

boilers, because the acid employed attacks copper, and
the solution it forms with it may affect the beauty of the
colour. But as these are difficult to make of any con-
siderable size, and arc liable to melt if the workmen for-

get to withdraw the fire before emptying them, many
dyers use copper boilers. It is necessary, however, to
keep these very clean, not to allow the acid liquor to

remain in them, and to prevent the cloih dyed in them
from touching the copper, by means either of a net or a
wicker basket.

253. Schefl'er directs for the boiling an oimce and a
half of solution of tin, with an eciual quantity of starch,
and as much tartar to every pound of cloth. He ob-
serves, that the starch serves to render the colour more
uniform ; and he directs, to throw into the water when it

boils, a drachm of cochineal, to stir it well, to boil the
•wool an hour, and afterwards to wash it. The wool is

then to be boiled half an hour in the reddening bath,

with half an ounce of starch, tiu°ec quarters of an oimce
of solution of tin, half an ounce of tartar, and seven
drachms of cochineal. It appears, that Scheffer employs
a much smaller ([uantity of solution of tin than Ilellot:

but Ilellot's solution, the manner of preparing which we
described under Mordanis (J2,\i.), contains much more
tin.

254. Pccrncr describes three principal processes for

dyeing scarlet, according as the colour is to be more or

less deep, or more or less inclining to orange. He puts

no cochineal into the boiling, which he composes of one
ounce six drachms of tartar, and an equal weight of so-

lution of tin, added after the tartar is dissolved, for every
pound of cloth. After it has begun to boil, he introduces

the cloth, and boils it for two hours. For the reddening
of the first process, he uses two drachms of tartar, and
an ounce of cochineal, afterwards adding gradually two
ounces of solution of tin. For the reddening of the se-

cond process, he uses the same quantity of cochineal,

and two ounces of solution of tin without any tartar. For
that of the third, he directs two drachms of tartar, an
ounce of solution of tin, and two ounces of common salt,

with the above quantity of cochineal. The scarlet of the

first process is of the deepest shade; that of the second
is less full, but more lively ; that of the third is still more
bright and pale.

255. Dr Bancroft states, that he has often given to

cloth a scarlet colour at a single but protracted boiling,

by mixing the whole quantity of tartar and solution of
tin, and adding the cochineal, after the cloth has boiled

ten or fifteen minutes; for such, says he, is the attrac-

tion of wool for the colouring matter, as well as for the

oxide of tin, that it will take up both very freely, and
retain them permanently, when thus mixed. He ac-
knowledges, however, that in this way, the cloth is lia-

ble to imbibe both the mordant and the colour, with
some inequalities, owing to differences in the quality of
the wool ; and that it is safest to employ a previous boil-

ing in the way coinmonly practised. He also mentions
that he has often dyed very beautiful scarlets, by pre-
paring or boiling the cloth with the whole quantity of
solution of tin and tartar at once, (as is commonly done
with alum and tartar), and afterwards dyeing it unrinsed,
with the whole of the cochineal in clean water only. In
this way he found the colouring particles so completely
taken up by the cloth, that the liquor became as clear
as the purest water, and the colour was generally very
good.

256. After having directed his attention very particu-
larly, and for a long period of time, to the dyeing of scar-
let, Dr Bancroft perceived that scarlet was in reality a
compound colour, consisting of about three-fourths of a
most lively pure crimson or rose-colour, and about one-
fourth of a pure bright yellow; and, consequently, that

when the natural crimson of the cochineal is made scar-
let by the means always hitherto employed for dyeing
that colour, there must be a change produced equiva-
lent to a conversion of one-fourth of the cochineal co-

louring matter, from its natural crimson to the yellow
colour; and as a better yellow might be obtained from
other drugs where it naturally exists, and at a much
cheaper rate than it costs obtained in this way, he con-
cluded that the ordinary method of producing a scarlet

was highly injudicious, because unnecessarily expen-
sive.

" Convinced of this important truth," says he, " and
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at the same time believing too easily, on the authority

of Hellot, Macquer, and others, that the natural crim-

son of cochineal was rendered scarlet only by the nitric

acid employed to dissolve the tin used in dyeing that

colour, I began a series of experiments for producing

it, without any such waste of the cochineal colouring

matter. For this purpose, it seemed necessary to dis-

cover a m.ordant or basis, capalile of permanently fixing,

and strongly reflecting the pure vivid cochineal crimson

or rose colour, without making it incline to the yellow.

I concluded, and found by experiments, that the ne-

cessary purity and vivacity of colour could not be ob-

tained from an aluminous basis, however dissolved,

though it doubtless fixes the particles of cochineal

more durably than any other mordant; and the like

defect was found to accompany the solution of all the

other earths, as well as of the metals, tin alone except-

ed ; and with this further disadvantage, that most of

them either degraded or altered the natural colour of

cochineal very considerably. It followed, therefore,

that a basis to suit my purpose must be sought for in the

pure white calx or oxide of tin, so dissolved or com-
bined, as to reflect the cochineal crimson unchanged,

and with the greatest possible lustre. To produce a

scarlet, therefore, it was only necessary to superadd,

and intimately combine, with this crimson or rose co-

lour, a suitable portion of a lively golden yellow, ca-

pable of being properly fixed and reflected by the same
basis. Such a yellow I had previously discovered in

the quercitron bark, and also in what is properly called

young fustic, (R/ius cotiiius), though its colour was less

bright and less durable than that of the Cjuercitron bark.

This last had also the advantage of being not only the

brighest, but the cheapest of all yellows; since one
pound of the bark in powder, which cost but three-

pence farthing, dyed, with a sufficient quantity of muriate

of tin, between thirty and forty pounds weight of wool-

Jen cloth, of a full bright golden yellow ; and this being

afterwards dyed in the same liquor, with one-fourth less

of cochineal than what is usually employed, acquired a

scarlet, equal in beauty and durability to any which is

usually given by the ordinary means with a full propor-

tion of cochineal ; and such were the general results of

a great number of experiments."

257. Dr Bancroft was accordingly induced to make
trial of this method of dyeing scarlet on a large scale,

at the dye-house of Messrs Goodwin, Piatt and Co. Bank-
side, Southwark ; but owing to the muriate of tin being
either too much concentrated, or too higlily oxygenized,
the result was far from being attended with the success
expected. In a subsequent trial, in which a nitro-mu-
riate of tin was used, by mixing the muriatic acid with
about one-third less than its weight of the nitric, the

mordant acted very feebly, or rather failed in exalting

the yellow colour of the bark, which took but slowly on
the stuff, and never rose higher than a straw colour

;

while a considerable quantity of yellow colouring mat-
ter, united to the calx of tin, remained floating in the

bath ;
" not because the calx was too intimately combin-

ed with the acid, as in the first experiment, but because,
for want of a sufficient attraction between them, it had
been almost wholly decomposed as soon as they were
put into water; and in boiling, it fixed itself witli (he
bark colour upon the cloth very sparingly, superficially,

and slowly.

258. " As this nitro-muriate of tin," says Dr Bancroft,
" though exempt from the defects of the muriatic solu-

tion, had failed tlirough others of a very opposite na-
ture, I was induced to mix much greater proportions of
nitric with muriatic acid, for dissolving tin, in order to

see how much of the former could be used in this way,
without so far yellowing the cochineal crimson as to pre-
clude the use of any of the quercitron yellow in the dye-
ing of scarlet, an effect which I still expected from the
nitric acid, when used in a very large proportion ; but, to
my great surprise, I could discover no such effect, even
when I had dissolved the metal in nitric acid alone. At
first I suspected some impurity in the acid which had
been employed; but having procured a fresh supply,
and ascertained its purity by the proper means, I still

found that tin dissolved by it, had not the least tendency
to change the cochineal crimson towards a yellowish or
scarlet hue; and t/iat this effect, in the usual way of
dyeing that colour, resulted luholly from the tartar, (aci-

dulated tartrite of potash,) luhich is always employed at

the same ti?ne. This fact I ascertained by repeated and
varied experiments, in which I constantly found that

cochineal, with the dyers' common solution of tin, and
even with that made by nitric acid only, would produce
nothing but a crimson, without tartar; and that cochi-

neal, '.uith tartar, would produce a scarlet, not only with
these last mentioned solutions, but also, and equally
well, with the muriatic solution of that metal ; and there-

fore that every thing which had been taught and believ-

ed to the contrary, was repugnant to truth. And here I

cannot conceal my wonder, that an error of so much
consequence, and so destitute of all foundation, should
have been propagated and confirmed by so many acute
reasoners and sagacious observers in other respects

;

for, besides other eminent writers, Mr Pcerncr has more
recently adopted and propagated the same error, after

making a great number of experiments, several of
which, if they had been duly considered, would have
taught him the truth on this subject. This was even
more lately done by Berthollet, in his Elemens de l\irt

de la Teinture, where, to adopt the words of Dr Hamil-
ton's translation, he says, " Tartar, as we have seen,

gives a deefier and more rosy hue to the colouring mat-
ter of cochineal, precipitated by the solution of tin. It

moderates the action of the nitro-muriatic acid, which
tends to give scarlet an orange cast, though this orange
cast is not to be seen in the precipitate produced by the

solution of tin, which is, on the contrary, of a fine red,

It is probable that the solution of tin gives scarlet an
orange tinge, by means of the action the nitro-muriatic

acid exerts on the wool, which, as well as all other ani-

mal substances, it has the property of turning yellow.

Thus, (adds he,) by putting more of tartar into the red-

dening, a deeper and fuller scarlet may be obtained ; and
on the contrary, the scarlet may be rendered more in-

clining to orange, by omitting this ingredient." Here
then it is manifest, (says Dr Bancroft,) that the nitro-mu-
riates of tin are each supposed to produce effects direct-

ly co7itrary to what are really produced by them, the ef-

fects of each being ascribed to the other ; a mistake ca-

pable of producing much disappointment and detri-

ment." In the last edition of his Elements on Dyeing,
Berthollet has accordingly, with much candour, aclcnow-

ledged his error, and admitted the truth of Dr Ban-
croft's observations.

259. Had Dr Bancroft's attempts to simplify and im-
prove the method of dyeing scarlet with cochineal, pro-

duced no other effect than the correction of a mistake,

which had prevailed so long and so universallv, the rc-

K ::
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ault, even in f^iis [wirii of view, niiRlii hsvc jusily la-en

deemed inijx'rtuit ; bill llic I'jiltircs which he had hi-

therto c\ in realizinvt liis speculative opinions,

instead I'l •">(? !»!> coiitidcncc in his former rea-

soning, oiiiy iiitic.ised his (liii>;cncc in searching after

more suitahlc means for acconiplisliinp; his purpose, and

at length, uftcr various experiineius, he ihscuvered that

the murio-siilphate of tin, the composition of whiili \vc

have already described (:il6.), lornicd un excellent mor-

dant for the process he had pr(>|)osccl.

260. To dye a scarlet with this mordniit, it is necessa-

ry to put the cloth, suppose 1 00 lb. weight, into a proper

tin vessel, nearly filled with water, in which about 8 lb.

of the murio-sulphuric solution of tin have been prc-

Tiously mixed, to make the liquor boil, turnintj the cloth

as usual through it by the winch, for a (|iiartcr of an

hour; then taking the cloth otit of the liquor, to put in-

to it about four pounds of cochineal, and two pounds and

a half of quercitron bark in powder; and having mix-

ed them well, to return the cloth again into the liquor,

making it boil, and continuing the operation as usual, un-

til the colour be duly raised, and the b;ah exhausted,

'Which will be the case in about fifteen or twenty mi-

nutes ; after which, the cloth may be taken out and rin-

sed as usual. " In this way," says Dr liancrofl, " the

time, libour, and fuel necessary for filling and healing

the dyeing vessel a second lime, will be saved ; the ope-

ration finished much more speedily than in the common
way ; and there will be a saving of all the tartar, as

well as of two thirds of the cost of s/iiril, or nitroiiiu-

riatic solution of tin, which for dyeing 100 lbs. of wool,

commonly amounts to 10». ; whereas, 8 lbs. of the mu-
rio-sulphuric solution will only cost about 3s. There
will be, moreover, a saving of at least one-fourth of the

cochineal usually employed (which is generally comput-

ed at the rale of one ounce for every pound of cloth),

and the colour produced will certainly not prove infe-

rior, in any respect, to that dyed with much more ex-

pense and trouble, in the ordinary way. When a rose

colour is wanted, it may be readily and cheaply dyed in

this way, only omitting the quercitron bark, instead of

the complex method now practised, of first producing a

scarlet, and llicn changing it to a rose, by the volatile al-

kali contained in stale urine, set free or decomposed by

potash or by lime ; and even if any one should still un-

wisely choose to continue the practice of dyeing scarlet

without quercitron bark, he need only employ the usual

proportions of tartar and cochineal, with a suitable quan-

tity of the murio-sulphatc of tin, which, while it costs

so much less, will be more effectual than the dyers' spi-

261. " Several hundreds of experiments warrant my
assertion, that at least a fourth part of the cochineal ge-

nerally employed in dyeing scarlet may be saved, by ob-

taining so much yellow as is necessary to compose this

colour from the quercitron bark ; and indeed nothing can

be more self-evident, than thai such an effect, ceteris fla-

ribut, oujjht necessarily to result from this combination
of different colouring matters, suited to produce the

compound colour in question."

262. " The scarlet composed of cochineal crimson,
and quercitron yellow, is moreover attended with this

advantage, that it may be dyed upon wool and woollen
yarn, without any danger of its being changed to a rose

or crimson, by ihe process of fulling, as always happens
to scarlet dyed by the usual means. This last, being,

in fact, nothing but a crimson or rose colour, yellowed by

some specific or particular action of the acid of tartar,

is liable to be made crimson again by the application of

many chemical agents (which rcaoiiy overcome the

changeable yellow produced by the tartar), and particu-

larly by calcareous earths, soap, alkaline sails. See. liiii

where the cochineal colouring matter is applied and fix-

ed, merely as a crimson or rose colour, and is rendered

scarlet by superadding a very permanent quercitron yel-

low, capable of resisting the strongest acids and alka-

lies, (which it docs wh«^ <iycd with solutions of tin), no

such change can take place, because the cochineal co-

lour having never ceased to be crimson, cannot be ren-

tlercd more so, and llierefore cannot suffer by those im-
pressions or applications which fre(|Uenlly change or

spot scarlets dyed according to the present piactice."

263. " There is also a singular property attending the

compound scarlet dyed with cochineal and quercitron

bark, which is, that if it be compared with aiiotlier piece

of scarlet dyed in the usual way, and both appear by day-

light exactly of the same shade, the former, if they be

afterwards compared by candle-light, will appear to be

at least several shades higher and fuller than the latter;

a circumstance of some importance, when it is consider-

ed how much lliis and other gay colouis are generally

worn and exhibited by candle light during a considerable

part of the year."

264. " To illustrate more clearly," continues I)r Ban-
croft, " the effects of the murio-sulphuric solution of tin

with cochineal in dyeing, I shall slate a very few of my
numerous experiments therewith ; observing, however,
that they were all several times repeated, and always

with similar effects :

" 1st, I boiled one hundred parts of woollen cloth in

water, with eight parts ef the murio-sulphuric solution

of tin, during the space of ten or fifteen minutes ; I

then added to the same water four parts of cochineal,

and two parts and a half of quercitron bark in powder,
and boiled the cloth fifteen or twenty minutes longer; at

the end of which it had nearly imbibed all the colour of

the dyeing liquor, and received a very good, even, and
bright scarlet. Similar cloth dyed of that colour at the

same time in the usual way, and wiih a fourth part more
of cochineal, was found upon comparison to have some-
what less body than the former ; the effect of the quer-

citron bark in the first case having been more than equal

to the additional portion of cochineal employed in the

latter, and made yellow by the action of tartar.

" 2d, To see whether the tartritc of tin would, be-

sides yellowing the cochineal crimson, contribute to

raise and exalt its colour more than the murio-sulphatc

of that metal, I boiled a hundred parts of cloth with

eight parts of the murio-sulphuric solution, and six parts

of tartar, for the space of one hour: I then dyed the

cloth unrinsed, in clean water, with four parts of cochi-

neal, and two parts and a half of quercitron bark, which
produced a bright aurora colour, because a double por-

tion of yellow had been here produced, first by the quer-

citron bark, and then by the action of tartar upon the

cochineal colouring matter. To bring back this aurora

to the scarlet colour, by taking away or changing the

yellow produced by the tartar, I divided the cloth whilst

unrinsed into three equal parts, and boiled one of them
a few minutes in water, slightly impregnated with pot-

ash; another in water with a little ammonia; and the

third in water containing a very little powdered chalk,

by which all the pieces became scarlet ; but the two last

appeared brighter than the first, the ammonia and the
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chalk having each rosed the cochineal coloiir rather

more advantag'-ously than ttie potash. The best of tliese,

however, by comparison, did not seem preferable to the

compound scarlet dyed without tartar, as in the preced-

ing experiment; consequently, this did not seem to ex-

alt the cochineal colour more than the murio-sulpliate of

tin ; had it done so, the use of it in this way would have

been easy, without relinquishing the advantages of the

quercitron yellow.

" od, I boiled one hundred parts of woollen clotli

with eight parts of the murio-sulpiiuric solution of tin

for about ten minutes, and then added four parts of co-

chineal in powder, which by ten or fifteen minutes more
of boiling, produced a fine crimson. This I divided in-

to two equal parts, one of which I yellowed, or made
scarlet, by boiliVig it for fifteen minutes, with a tenth of

its weight of tartar, in clear water; and the other, by

boiling it with a fortieth of its weight of quercitron

bark, and the same weight of murio-sulphuric solution

of tin ; so that in this last case, there was an addition of

yellow colouring matter from the bark, whilst in the for-

mer, no such addition took place, the yellow necessary

for producing the scarlet having been wholly gained by
a change and diminution of the cochineal crimson or

rose-colour; and the two pieces being compared with

each other, that which had been rendeied scarlet by an

addition of quercitron yellow was, as might have been
expected, several shades fuller than the other.

" 4th, I dyed one hundred parts of woollen cloth

scarlet, by boiling it first in water, with eight parts of

murio-stilphate of tin, and twelve parts of tartar, for ten

minutes, and then adding five parts of cochineal, and
continuing the boiling for fifteen minutes. This scarlet

cloth I divided equally, and made one part crimson, by
boiling it with a little ammonia in clean water ; after

which I again rendered it scarlet by boiling it in clean

water, with a fortieth of its weight of quercitron bark,

and the same weight of murio-sulphate of tin ; and this

last, being compared with the other half, to which no
quercitron yellow had been applied, was found to pos-

sess the most colour, as might have been expected. A
piece of the cloth which had been dyed scarlet by cochi-

neal and quercitron bark, as in the first experiment, be-
ing at the same time boiled in the same water with am-
monia, did not become crimson, like that dyed scarlet

without the bark."
" In this way of compounding a scarlet from cochi-

neal and quercitron bark, the dyer will at all times be
able, with the utmost certainty, to produce every possi-

ble shade between the crimson and yellow colours, by
only increasing or diminishing the proportion of bark. It

has, indeed, been usual at times, when scarlets approach-
ing nearly to the aurora colour were in fashion, to su-
peradd a fugitive yellow, either from turmeric, or from
what is called young fustic {rhus cotinus) ; but this was
only when the cochineal colour had been previously yel-
lowed as much as possible by the use of tartar, as in the
common way of dyeing scarlet ; and therefore that prac-
tice ought not to be confounded with my improvement,
wliich has for its object to preclude the loss of any part
of the cochineal rose or crimson, by its conversion to-

wards a yellow colour, which may be so much more
cheaply obtained from the quercitron bark."

" By sufficient trials, I have satisfied myself that the
cochineal colours, dyed with the murio-sulphuric solu-
tion of tin, are in every respect at least as durable as
any which can be dyed with any other preparation of

that metal ; and they even seem to withstand the rxtion
of boiling soap suds souiewhat longer, and therefore I

cannot avoid earnestly recommending its use for dyeing
rose and other cochineal colours, as well as for com-
pounding a scarlet with the quercitron bark." {Phil, of
Perm. Colours, i. 485.) Sucli are the results of Dr iJan-
crofl's researches on this very important colour. His
experiments certainly deserve tlie attention of the prac-
tical dyer; and, indeed, wc understand tJiat a poitioii of
yellow colouring matter obtained from the quercitron
bark, or rhus co/inus, is now very generally employed in

this country with cochineal for dyeing scarlet. The tar-

tar is not, however, entirely abandoned, though it is

much more sparingly used than formerly.

265. As the reddening which has been used for dye-
ing scarlet is never entirely exhausted of its colouring
matter, but still contains a portion which varies in quan-
tity according to the fineness of the powder to which
the cochineal was reduced, and the length of tinie it has
been boiled, it may still be employed to produce shades
of a sadder cast ; but the nature of the residuum being
seldom the same, it would be vain to point out the par-
ticular colours to be dyed with it, or the ingredients ne-
cessary to be added for brighter shades. Every thing, in

such cases, must be left to the skill and experience of
the practical dyer.

266. Wool is dyed with kermes, by first boiling it

half an hour in water with bran ; then two hours in a
fresh bath, with one-fifth of Roman alum, and one tenth
of tartar, to which sour water (49.) is commonly added

;

after which it is taken out, tied up in a linen bag, and
carried to a cool place, where it is left some days. To
obtain a full colour, as much kermes as equals three-
fourths, or even the whole of the weight of the wool, is

put into a warm bath, and the wool is put in at the first

boiling. Cloth being more dense than wool, either spun
or in the fleece, it requires one-fourth less of the salts
in the boiling, and of kermes in the bath. Before the
wool which has just been dyed is taken to the river, it

may be dipped in a bath of water a little warm, in which
a small quantity of soap has been dissolved. In this way
the colour will acquire more brightness, though it will
be rendered a little of a rosy or crimson cast.

Ser. Solution of tin has been tried with kermes as
well as with cochineal. Scheffcr describes several pro-
cesses for dyeing in this way, but the colour always in-
clines to yellow or cinnamon, because the compound
formed of its colouring matter and the oxide of tin al-

ways retains a yellow hue. Berthollet ascribes this to
the action of the acid, but it is more probably owing, as
in the case of cochineal scarlet, to that of the tartar.
Dr Bancroft affirms, that with the same bases or mor-
dants, the colours from cochineal and from kermes close»
ly resembled each other.

268. The red colour dyed upon wool with madder, is

greatly inferior in beauty to that obtained fiom cochi-
neal or kermes; but it has the advantage of being cheap-
er and more durable. It is, therefore, often applied to
coarser stuffs, which cannot admit of expensive dyes.
Belore a woollen stuff is put into the madder bath, it is

first impregnated with a suitable mordant, by belling it

for two or three hours with alum and tartar. It is then
left to drain, and after being slightly wrung and put into
a linen bag, it is carried to a cool place, where it is allow-
ed to remain for several days.

269. The quantities of alum and tartar vary in differ-

ent manufactories. Hellot recommends five ounces pf
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alum and one -ounce of tartar to each pound of wool.

Pcriiier diminishes the pi-oportioii of tartar, and directs

that it bhouUI be only one-seventh of liic aUini ;
while

Schtffcr, on the contrary, says, that the quaniiiy of tar-

tar should be double that of tlic alum. Bcrthollci found

that by employing one half tartar, the colour sensibly

bordered more on the cinnamon than when the propor-

tion was only one-fourth. Ur Hancrofi slates tlie pro-

portions of the aluminous mord.inl to be, the alum one-

fourth or onc-sixih, and the tartar one-twelfth or one-

sixteenth of the V. eight of the stuff.

270. In preparing the madder, tlie bath must not he

allowed to boil, because that degree of heat would dis-

solve the fawn-coloured particles, which are less soluble

than the red, and thus debase the colour. After the wa-

ter has reached a temperature which the hand can just

bear, Hcllot directs us to throw in half a pound of the

best grape madder for each pound of wool to be dyed,

and to stir it well before the wool is put in, which must

remain for an hour without boiling ; after which it is re-

commended, in order that the colour may be more ef-

fectually fixed, to boil it for fo\ir or five minutes at the

end of the operation. " \\hether the colour be in reali-

ty fixed more permanently by boiling the dyed cloths a

lew minutes, as is commonly practised at the conclusion

of the operation, is a question (says Dr Bancroft) which

I am afraid to answer, as the results of several trials

uhich I have made were not uniform; but if it should

be found expedient to employ a boiling heat for this

|)urposc, all danger of any harm from it might be avoid-

id, by giving it with clean water, in a separate pan, to

uhich the cloths might be removed, after having alrea-

dy imbibed sufficient colour, with only a scalding heat;

in this way there would be no danger of increasing the

extraction of the yellowish-brown colouring matter, or

promoting its application either to the cloth, or the alu-

minous basis." See Phil, of Perm. Col. ii. 227.

271. The quantity of madder employed by Poerner is

only one-third the weight of the wool, and Scheffer ad-

vises only one-fourth. Pcerner says, tiiat having added

to the alum and tartar a quantity of solution of tin, of

eciual weight with the tartar, and after two hours boil-

ing, having let tlie cloth remain in the bath that had been

left to cool for tlirec or four days, he dyed it in the usual

way, and obtained a pleasing red. He describes another

process, in which, after having prepared the cloth by the

common boiling, he dyed it in a bath but slightly heat-

ed, with a larger quantity of madder, tartar, and solution

of tin ; he let the cloth remain twenty-four hours in the

bath, and after it had become cold, he put it into another

bath made with madder only, and there left it for twenty-

four hours. In this way he obtained a ])leasing red, a

little clearer than the common red, and inclining some-
what to yellow.

27'2. 13y composing a bath of cochineal and madder,

ill the proportion of from two to three, or even four

pounds of the latter, with one potind of the former, Dr
JLiancroft obtained, witii the murio-sulphatc of tin as a

inordant, a scarlet which was little inforior to one pro-

cured in the ordinaiy way, from cochineal alone.

273. Madder reds arc sometimes rosed, or heightened

in brilliancy, with arcliil and brazil-wood. This process

renders them more beautiful and velvety, but the bright-

uess given them in this way soon fades.

274. Wool may be dyed crimson, of various shades,

either by giving it that colour at once, or by first dye-

ing it scarlet, and then deepening it to the desired

shade.

275. To dye crimson by a single process, a solution of

two ounces and a half of alum, and an ounce and a half

of tartar, to every pound of cloth, is used for the boil-

ing; and the cloth is afterwards dyed with an ounce of

cochineal. Solution of tin is commonly added, but in

less proportion than for scarlet. The processes employ-

ed vary greatly, according as the shade required is deep-

er or lighter, or more or less distant from scarlet. Some
use common salt in the boiling.

276. Archil and potash arc frequently used for sad-

dening crimson, and giving thcin more bloom ; but the

effect which these substances produce soon vanishes.

The boiling for crimson is sometimes prepared from a

scarlet batii, by the addition of tartar and alum ; and it

is even affirmed, that the soutie au vin has more bloom,

if both its boiling and reddening be inade after scarlet,

than when it is dyed in a fresh bath.

277. The colour of scarlet is converted into a crim-

son, by all those substances which counteract the effects

of the tartar and solution of tin, employed for giving

tlic former of these colours. Thus the alkalies, alum,

and several other earthy salts, change the colour of scar-

let to crimson, which is the natural colour of cochineal.

Accordingly, if a stuff previously dyed scarlet be boiled

for about an hour in a solution of alum, it will become a

crimson, which may be rendered of any required shade,

by varying the strength of the solution.

278. Crimsons in half gram are made by substituting

madder for half the quantity of the cochineal, and fol-

lowing in other respects the processes for reddening.

Other proportions may be employed according to the in-

tended effect.

279. Wool may be dyed red by means of carlhamiis,

but the colour soon changes to an orange ; and as the red

thus imparted is inferior to what is obtained from cochi-

neal, both in point of beauty and durability, the use of

this dye for wool is entirely relinquished.

II. Processes for Dyeing Silk Red.

2S0. Silk which is intended to be dyed crimson with

cochineal, ought not to be boiled with more than twenty

pounds of soap to a hundred of silk, as the slight yel-

low tinge which silk has, when so far scoured, is favour-

able to the brightness of the colour. After the silk has

been well cleansed from the soap at the river, it is to be

immersed in an alum liquor of the full strength, where
it is allowed to remain from the evening till next morn-
ing. It is again washed and beetled at the river.

281. To prepare the bath, a long boiler is more than

half filled with water; and when the water boils, white

galls powdered arc thrown in, from half an ounce to

two ounces for every pound of silk. After boiling a

few seconds, from t>^vo to three ounces of cochineal,

powdered and sifted, for every pound of silk, according

to the shade required, are put in, adding afterwards an

ounce of tartar to every pound of cochineal, and as

soon as the tartar is dissolved, an ounce of solution of

tin to every ounce of tartar. This solution ought to

contain more tin than that used for scarlet, otherwise

the colour would be too bright. Macquer directs it to

be made witli one pound of nitric acid, two ounces of

sal ammoniac, six ounces of fine grain tin. and twelve

ounces of water.
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282. When these ingredients are mixed, the boiler is

filled up with cold water. The proportion of the bath

is about eight or ten quarts of water to every pound of

silk. In this the silk, is immediately dipped, and turned

on the skain sticks, till it appears to be of a uniform co-

lour. The fire is then increased, and the bath made to

boil for two hours, turning the silk from time to time.

The fire is then withdrawn ; and after the silk has been

allowed to remain in the bath two hours longer, it is ta-

ken out, washed at the river, beetled twice, and, lastly,

wrung and dried.

283. It has been seen, that a very small quantity of so-

lution of tin is put into the bath for dyeing silk crimson
;

if the same process as that for dyeing wool scarlet were
employed, the silk would lose its bloom, and acquire on-

ly a faint colour. Macquer and Scheflcr, however, have

both published processes, which differ from it only in a

few circumstances, for dyeing silk rose and poppy co-

lours, by means of solution of tin, used cold, that it might
not act too violently on the silk.

284. In Macquer's process, the solution of tin is pre-

pared from three pounds of tin, four pounds of nitric

acid, and two pounds of muriatic ; the tin being thrown
in, a little at a time, after the acids have been mixed.
When the solution is finished, six pounds of silk, that

lias previously had an annotta bath, are to be put into it,

and left there half an hour. The silk is then taken out

to be wrung, and washed as long as it makes the water

foul. To prepare the bath, four ounces of cochineal,

and a quarter of an ounce of tartar, are taken for every

pound : wiien the water into which these have been put
boils, cold water is added, till one's hand can be held in

it ; the silk is then put in, the heat of the bath is in-

creased, and the silk, after having been boiled a minute,

is taken out and washed.
285. Scheffer's process, which was published before

that of Macquer, is not very different : one part of tin

is dissolved in a mixture of four parts of nitric acid,

and one of common salt, and the silk is put into the

solution, after it has been diluted with twice its bulk
of water. The silk is allowed to remain twenty-four

hours in this solution ; it is then taken out, and washed
in clean water till it ceases to render it turbid. The
silk is dyed by boiling it a quarter of an hour with five-

sixths of its weight of cochineal, in a small quantity of
water.

286. Scheffer describes some variations in his pro-
cess, by which different shades are obtained. If the

silk be wrung out of the solution of tin, left all night in

a cold solution of alum, (composed of an ounce to a

quart of water,) wrung and dried, then washed, and
afterwards boiled with cochineal, it will take only a
pale poppy colour. If the silk be steeped twelve hours
in the solution of tin diluted with eight parts of water,

then left all night in the solution of alum, washed, dried,

and passed through two baths of cochineal as before,

adding to the second bath a little sulphuric acid, it will

assume a fine poppy red.

287. Bcrthollet remarks, with respect to these pro-
cesses, that though he varied his experiments in several

ways, he was never able to obtain a shade comparable
to scarlet; and he adds, that by the information he
obtained from persons who assisted at Macquer's trials

at the Gobelins, the silk dyed by his process never
reached that colour. Scarlet, however, is so much in

request, that the attention of several individuals has
been excited to discover means of giving it to silk.

Those who have been most successful in France, begin
with dyeing the silk crimson ; this dye is covered over
with one of carthamus, by a process which we shall
afterwards describe ; and, lastly, they give it a yellow
dye without heat. By these means, a fine colour is
produced, but the action of the air soon destroys the
dye of the carthamus, and darkens the shade.

288. Dr Bancroft recommends the following process:
Soak the silk for the space of two hours, in a solution
of the murio-sulphate of tin, diluted with about five
times its weight of water; take it out of the solution,
and let it be moderately squeezed or pressed, and after-
wards partially dried ; and, lastly, dye it as usual, in a
bath prepared with cochineal and quercitron bark, in
the proportion of four parts of the former to three of
the latter. The colour thus imparted to the silk will
approach very nearly to a scarlet. A better body may
be communicated to it by a farther slight immersion
into_ the diluted murio-sulphate of tin, and a second
dyeing in the bath with cochineal and quercitron bark.
If afterwards a little of the red colouring matter of saf-
flower be superadded, by the usual method of applying
it, a good scarlet may be produced.

289.^ A colour denominated false crimson, to distin-
guish it from the cochineal crimson, is imparted to silk,
by means of Brazil wood. To apply this dye, the silk
should be boiled with soap, in the proportion of twenty
pounds of the latter to a hundred of the former, and
afterwards alumed. Less aluming is required for this
than for grain or cochineal crimson. Having refreshed
it at the river, it is dipped in a bath more or less charged
with the colour of the Brazil wood, according to the
shade to be given. If water containing no earthy salt
be employed, the colour will be too red for crimson

;

but this may be remedied by passing the stuff through
a slight alkaline solution, or by the addition of a little

alkali to the bath. False crimsons may be rejidered
deeper, by adding juice of logwood to the Brazil bath,
after the silk has been impregnated with the latter. To
imitate poppy or fire colour, the silk should receive an
annotta ground ; after which it is washed, alumed, and
dyed with the Brazil juice, to which a little soap-suds
is usually added.

290. Madder is seldom used for dyeing silk, as its
colour is not sufficiently delicate and bright for the pur-
pose. The following processes, however, have been
recommended. According to the process of De la Fo-
lic, half a pound of alum is to be dissolved in each
quart of hot water, to which two ounces of potash are
to be added ; after the effervescence has ceased, and
the liquor has begun to grow clear, the silk must be
soaked in it for two hours, and then washed and put
into a madder bath. The process of Scheffer is some-
what different: the silk is to be alumed in a solution of
four ounces of alum, with six drachms of chalk, for
each pound of scoured silk ; when a sediment is form-
ed, the solution is to be decanted ; and after having
become quite cold, the silk is to be put into it, and to
be left eighteen hours. It is then taken out and dried,
after which it is dyed with an equal weight of madder,
when it takes a pretty good, but rather dark colour.
Guhliche also describes a process for dyeing silk with
madder ; for one pound of silk, he orders a bath of four
ounces of alum, and one ounce of a solution of tin.

The liquor is to be left to settle, when it is decanted,
and the silk carefully soaked in it, and left for twelve
hours. It is then immersed in a bath, containing half
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a |>ouiul of madder, soficncd by boiling, with an infu-

sion of galls in while wini- : this bath is kipt moderate-

ly hot for an hour, after which it is to be made to boil

for two minute!.. After being taken out of the bath,

the silk is to be washitl in a stream of water, and dried

in the sun. The brightness of the colour may be rais-

ed, by afterwards passing it through a bath of Brazil-

wood, to which an ounce of solution of tin has been addct.

391. Carthamus is employed for dyeing silk poppy-

colour, a bright orange red, cherry, rose, and fjcsh-

colour. The proccssts difler according to the inlcn-

bity of the colo\ir to be eiven, and the degree in which

it is to approach that of fire: but the carthamus b:ith,

which varies in the mode of using it, is prepared in

the following manner : Af'cr having extracted the yel-

low matter of the carthumiis, and opened the cakes,

it is put into a deal trougl), where it is sprinkled at

ilifftrcnt times with soda, well powdered and sifted, in

the proportion of six pounds to a hundred. The car-

thamus being well mixed with the alkali, is put into a

.small trough, with a grated bottom, lined willi a close-

ly woven cloth. When this cloth is nearly half filled,

it is placed upon the large one, and cold water is pour-

ed on it till the lower trough is full. The carthamus

is then set over another trough till the water comes

from it almost colourless ; a liiile more alkali is then

added, and fresh water poured on. These operations

arc repeated till the carthamus is exhausted and be-

comes yellow. The silk being distributed on the rods in

hanks, lemon juice, or one of the acids formerly re-

commended, (82.), is poured into the bath, till it as-

sumes a fine cherry colour. Having stirred the bath

well, the silk is dipped in, and turned on the skain

sticks, as long as it appears to gain colour. For poppy

colour, it is taken out, wrung, drained, and passed

through a new bath, where it is treated as in the former.

It is then diied, and passed through fresh baths, wash-

ing and drying it after every operation, till it acquires

the desiied shade. When it has taken the proper co-

lour, it is brightened, by turning it seven or eight times

in a bath of hot water, to every bucket of which, about

J. gallon of lemon juice is to be added.

292. If a poppy or fire colour is to be given, the

bilk must be first scoured as for white, and then receive

a slight annotta ground; but it nmst not be alumed.

Uright orange red, and deep cherry colours, are treated

in the same way as poppy colour, except that they have

not the annotta ground. The lighter cherry colours,

rose colours of every shade, and flesh colours, are made

from baths of the second and third runiiing of the car-

thamus, which arc weaker than the first. The lightest

of all these shades, which is a very pale flesli colour,

rtiiuires a little soap to he put into the bath : this soft-

ens the colour, and prevents it from taking too quickly

or unevenly.

293. The baths of carthamus arc used as soon as

they are prepared, and as quickly as possible, as their

colour loses nmch by keeping; and indeed, after some
time, entirely tlisappears. They are also used cold,

because the red feculx lose their colour by exposure to

heat.

III. Proccssct for Dyeing Cotton and Linen Red.

294. Cochineal, which, by the aid of the oxides of

tin, impriils the most beautiful of all dyes to wool,

communicates to cotton and linen a colour which pos-

sesses neither beauty nor durability. If cotton be im-
pregnated, however, with the aluminous mordant, it

receives, when dyed with cochineal, a very beautiful

crimson, capable of bearing several washings, and of

resisting, for some time, the action of the air, though

not long enough to deserve the appellation of a fast co-

lour.

295. Madder is therefore usually employed for dye-

ing red, and its various sliades, upon cotton and linen;

and in this respect it is certainly the niost useful of all

colouring substances. Its affinity for linen is moie fee-

ble than for cotton, but the processes which are em-
ployed for fixing it upon the one, are found to answer

best when applied to the other; we shall accordingly

make no distinction between them.

295. The madder red communicated to cotton, is

distinguished into two kinds : the one is called sini/ile

madder red, and the other, which is much brighter, and

more permanent, Turkey, or Mrianc/ile red. Bot]\ are

dyed upon the alumijious bas:s, but with a considera-

ble dillerence in the subordinate parts of the process.

29r. M idder reds also differ greatly, both in beauty

and periuanciicy, according to the processes employed.

For the common madder red, linen or cotton, after be-

ing boiled in a weak lixivium of potash or soda, is to

be macerated in a decoction of powdered galls, in the

proportion of four ounces to every pound of linen or

cotton to be dyed. After it is duly impregnated with

the solution of galls, and dried, the stuff is alumed, by

soaking it thoroughly in a saturated lukewarm solution

of alum, employed also at tiie rale of four ounces to

each pound of linen or cotton, the excess of sulphuric

acid having been previously neutralized in the alum,

by adding to the solution an ounce of soda for every

pound of alum. When this has been done, the stuff is

moderately wrung ; it is then dried, and afterwards

alumed a second time, dissolving for that purpose half

as much alum as for the first alum.ing, and adding to it

the residue of the former solution. After tliis second

alumint;, it is again well dried, and then rinsed, to re-

move the superfluous alum wliich has not united itself

to the stuff. The acetate of alumine may be substitu-

ted for common alum, with greater advantage to the

process, but it woultl be attended with more expence.

298. The linen or cotton having been thus impreg-

nated with the aluminous basis, is to be dyed with the

best crop madder, at the rate of three-lounhs of a

l)ound for each pound of stuff. The heat of the bath

is gradually raised, so as to make it begin to boil in

about fifty minutes, or at most an hour ; after the boil-

ing has continued a very few minutes, the stuff is ta-

ken out and slightly rinsed ; it is then dyed a second

time in the same manner, and with the same quantity

of madder. After the second dyeing, followed by the

usual rinsing and drying, it is commonly thougiit ex-

pedient to steep the linen or cotton in a luke warm so-

lution of soap, in the ])roportion of about two ounces

of the latter to each pound of stuff, in order to give

greater brilliancy to the red colour, and remove all the

imcombined colouring matter. The process is completed

by rinsing and drying as usual.

299. The Adrianople or Tuikey red possesses a great-

er degree of brightness than the common madder red,

and resists more powerfully the effect of different re-

agents, such as alkalies, acids, alum, and soap. It ap-

pears, from the inquiries of Dr Banci-oft, respecting this

beautiful dye, that the complicated process by which the
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Turkey red can alone be dyed, was long ago practised,

and perhaps invented, by the inhabitants of Malabar and

Coromandel ; that a knowledge of it was carried from

India to Persia, Armenia, Syria, and Greece, and after

a long interval to France, in consequence of the ac-

counts transmitted at different times, by the French

ambassadors resident at Constantinople, of the means

employed to dye this red, particularly at Adrianople.

See Phil. Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 246.

300. The Abbe Mazeas publislied some experiments

concerning this dye, which threw a considerable light

on the subject, and the French government, from the

information it received^ published, in 1765, an instruc-

tion under the title of A memoir C07itaining the process

for dyeing s/iun cotton of the same scarlet red as that of

the Adrianople cotton. The directions given in this

memoir, were first attempted to be reduced to practice

at Rouen, or near that city ; but, for a considerable

time, with very little success. At present, however,

the Turkey red is supposed to be dyed in that part of

France as beautifully and durably, as in Greece or any

part of the Ottoman empire. The steps of the process

are carried on, with considerable modifications, in dif-

ferent manufactories, but as they are generally kept se-

cret, wc have little means of selecting those which have

been found to answer best. The following description

is given by Berthollet of the method followed by M.
Clere, who had the management of a manufactory at

Vaudreuil, and sent him patterns of his cotton dyed of

a beautiful and durable red :

301. " When a hundred pounds of cotton are to be
dyed, we must begin by scouring it well. This opera-

tion consists in boiling the cotton in a ley of soda, mark-
ing one degree of the areometer, to which is commonly
added the remainder of the bath, which has been em-
ployed for passing the cottons through for the white
preparation called sickiou.

" In order to scour the cotton properly, and prevent
it from entangling, a cord is passed through three hanks,

each of which weighs a pound, and it is thrown into the

ley when it begins to boil ; it is carefully immersed,
that it may not be scorched by the upper part of the

caldron, which should contain about 150 gallons of

water for 100 pounds of cotton. The cotton is complete-

ly scoured when it sinks of itself in the caldron; it is

then taken out, and washed knot by knot in the river,

wrung, and hung out to dry.

" A hundred pounds of Alicant soda (barilla) in coarse
powder are put into a tub, with a hole near its bottom
to allow the water to run into another tub placed under
it ; seventy-five gallons of lixivial water are poured on
the soda in the upper tub ; when the water which has
run into the lower one marks two degrees of the soap-
maker's areometer, it is proper for the bath with dung,
v.'hich is made in the following manner :

" Twenty-five or thirty pounds of shceps dung are
mixed with the above ley in a large earthen vessel, and
stirred with a wooden pestle, then passed through a

hair sieve placed over the vat in which the bath is to be
prepared. Twelve pounds and a half of Provence oil

are then poured into the vat, and kept constantly stirring

with a rake, that it may be perfectly mixed with the ley

and the dung; the soda ley is poiu'ed upon it, nine
buckets of water (each equal to four gallons) are com-
monly required for a hundred pounds of cotton. The

bath being thus prepared, is in a proper state to receive
the cotton. For this purpose, some of the bath is taken
in a wooden bowl, and poured into an earthen pan set in

brick work, at a proper height for working. A hank of
cotton is taken and well wrought with the hands; it is

frequently taken up and turned in the pan, and then
hung upon a wooden peg fixed to the wall; it is slightly

wrung out, and thrown upon a table; and the same ope-
ration is repeated with each hank. The table upon which
the cotton is thrown ought to be raised eight or ten in-

ches from tlie ground. A workman takes a hank in each
hand, and strikes on the table to stretch the threads ; he
turns it three times, and then makes a small twist to

form a head for the hank, and lays it upon the table.

Not more than three hanks should be placed one upon
another, as too great weight would squeeze the bath
out of the under hanks. The cotton ought to remain
ten or twelve hours on the table, and then be hung out
to dry.

" Ley of soda also at two degrees of the areometer is

taken ; and after the vat in w hich the bath with dung
was made has been well cleaned, twelve pounds and u
half of olive oil are put into it, and the ley of soda added,
while it is kept constantly stirred with a rake, in order
to mix the oil completely. This bath ought to resemble
thick milk ; and that it may be good, it is necessary that

the oil should not rise to the surface. Some of this bath
is then put into the pan, and the cotton dipped hank by
hank, as in the former operation. It is then thrown on
the table and beat upon it ; it is left there till the next
day, and then hung out to dry. For this bath about eight
buckets of ley are required.

" Fresh soda is added to the remainder of that first

put into the tub, if the water poured upon it has not
attained three degrees. For this operation, eight buckets
of ley are poured into the vat upon the remains of the
white bath, and the cotton is passed through it in the
same manner as before.

" The cotton is passed through a ley of soda at four

degrees, the working being conducted as already de-
scribed.

" The cotton is passed through a Icy of soda at five

degrees.
" The cotton is passed through a ley of soda at six

degrees, the same precautions being observed, and then
carried out to be dried on very small poles ; when dry,

it is taken to the river to be washed in the following

manner :

" The cotton must be first soaked in the water, then

taken out and put upon the horne to drain. \Vater is

repeatedly thrown on it that it may be well soaked, and
an hour after it is washed knot by knot, to free it com-
pletely from the oil, which is absolutely necessary to

its taking the galling well. It is then wrung with the

jack and pin, and stretched upon the poles to dry. Tiie

cotton, when thus washed, ought to be of a beautiful

white.
" For the galling, we must choose good galls in sorts,*

and having bruised tliem, put for each hundred pounds
of cotton twelve pounds and a half into a copper, and
boil them in six buckets of clear river water. Three
hours are generally required to boil them sufficiently,

and we perceive that this is accomplished when they

break readily between the fingers. Three buckets of

cold water are then added, and the whole passed through

Vol. VIII. Part I'.

' Black and white galls in equal quantities.
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a very close hair sieve, squeezing with the hand what

has not passed through, in order to separate all the re-

sinous particles. When the water has settled and be-

come clear, the galling is perlormed in the following

manner. Nine or ten quarts of the galling is poured

into an cailhcn pan set in the wall at a height convenient

for working, and the cotton is dipped into it by separate

hanks, working it well with the hands. It is then wrung

with the pin, and carried out to be dried as fast as it is

dipped ; a precaution essentially necessary to prevent

the cotton from growing black. When the cotton is

thoroughly dried, we proceed to the aluming, in the

following mannu-

:

" The cop])er in which the decoction of galls was

made being well cleaned, eight buckets of river water,

and eighteen pounds of Roman alum, are put into it,

and the alum dissolved without boiling. When the so-

lution is complete, half a bucket of soda ley at four

degrees of the areometer is added, and the cotton then

wrought in it hank by hank, as in the galling. It is then

spread out to dry, and afterwards washed from the alum,

as follows :

" Having left the cotton to soak and drain for an

hour upon the horse, each hank is washed sepaiately

three times, wrung with a pin, and carried to the tenter

ground.
'• This operation consists in a repetition of the for-

mer ones. A white bath is prepared, similar to that

described in the third operation; twelve pounds and a

half of good Provence oil are put into a vat; and eight

buckets of ley, at two degrees of the soapniaker's areo-

meter, added to it; and the bath being well stirred, the

cotton is dipped in the manner described in the operation

referred to.

" The cotton, after being well dried, is dipped in a

ley at three degrees.
" After the cotton has been well dried, it is dipt in a

ley at four degrees.
" When the cotton is again dry, it is dipped in a ley at

five degrees, and this concludes the dips. After being
dried, it is washed, galled, and alumed, with the same
proportions, and attention to the same circumstances as

in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh operations. The cotton

has now received all the preparations necessary for tak-

ing the dye, and ought to be of the colour of the bark of

a tree. A very essential circumstance to be attended to,

is, never to dip the cotton until it is perfectly dry, other-

wise we run the risk of rendering the colour spotted.

When the cotton has hung out upon the poles, it must
be frequently shaken and turned, to make it dry uni-
formly.

" A copper of an oblong square form is generally em-
ployed, which ought to be capable of holding about one
hundred gallons, in which quantity twenty-five pounds
of cotton may be dyed at once. The process for dyeing
is begun by filling the copper with water, within four or
five inches of the brim, and pouring on a pail-full of
bullock's blood, or what is still belter, when it can be
I)rocured, sheep's blood, (this is equal to about five gal-
lons,) and then adding the lizary (Smyrna Madder.)
When we wish to obtain a fine bright colour, which
penetrates, and has a good body, we commonly mix se-
veral kinds of lizary together, as one pound and a half
of lizary of Provence, with half a pound of lizary of
Cyprus; or if these cannot be had, a pound of that of
Provence, with as much of the lizary from Tripoli or
Smyrna, allowing always two pounds for one of cotton.

When the lizary is in the copper, it is stirred with the
rake, to break the clods or lumps, and when the bath
is warm, the cotton is put in on skain sticks, two hanks
commonly on each. Care must be taken to immerse it

properly, and to turn the cotton on the skain sticks, by
means of a pointed stick passed along them within the
hanks. This process is continued for an hour; and when
the copper begins to boil, the cotton is taken off the

skain-sticks, and immersed in it, each hank being sus-

pended, l)y means of a cord passed through it, to sticks

supported over the copper. It is now taken out, and
washed knot by knot at the river, wrung with the pin,

and dried.

" Soda ley at two degrees is poured into the copper
used for scouring, which should hold a hundred and
fifty gallons of water, and it is then filled within ten or
twelve inches of the brim; four or five pounds of olive

oil are then added, and six pounds of white Marseilles
soap cut very small : it is kept stirring until the soap is

dissolved, and when the copper begins to boil, the cot-

ton is put in, a cord being previously passed through it,

to prevent its being entangled. The copper is then co-
vered up, and stopped with rags, loaded and made te

boil gently for four or five hours: the cover being now
taken off, the cotton should appear finished, and of a
beautiful red. The cotton must not be taken out of the-

copper for ten or twelve hours, because it improves in

the bath, and acquires a much greater degree of bright-

ness. It must be well washed, knot by knot, and the
operation is complete." See BerthoUet, Elein. of Dye-
ing-

302. The following process, which has a considerable
resemblance to the one we have just described, was long
practised with great success at Glasgow, by M. Pierre
Jacques Papillon, a native of France, and communicated
by him for an adequate reward to the Commissioners and
Trustees for Manufactures in Scotland. By agreement,
the process was kept a secret during a term of years,

for the benefit of M. Papillon; that term having expired,
the process was laid before the public in 1803. In de-

scribing the different steps of which it consists, we shall

avail ourselves of some very judicious observations of
Dr Bancroft, intended principally, he remarks, to ex-
plain its difference, where any occurs, with the corres-

pondent operations generally practised at Rouen, as they
have been lately published by M. Vitalis.

303. For 100 lbs. of cotton, take 100 lbs. of Alicant
barilla, 20 lbs. of pearl ashes, 100 lbs. of quicklime;
mix the barilla with soft water in a deep tub, having a
small hole near its bottom, which is to be stopped at

first with a peg, but covered within by a cloth support-
ed by two bricks, in order that the ashes may be hinder-
ed from either running through the hole, or choking it

while the ley filters through it. Under this tub another
is to be placed to receive the Icy; and pure water is to

be repeatedly passed through the first tub, to form leys

of different strength, which are to be kept separate un-
til their strength has been examined. The strongest re-

quired for use must swim or float an egg, and is called

the ley of six degrees of the French areometer. The
weaker are afterwards brought to this strength, by pass-
ing them through fresh barilla; but a certain quantity of
the weak, which is to mark two degrees of the instru-

ment, must be reserved for dissolving the oil, the gum,
and the salt, which are used in subsequent parts of the
])rocess. The ley of two degrees is called the weak
barilla liquor, the other is called the strong.
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Dissolve the pearl ashes in ten pails (containing four

gallons each) of soft water, and the lime in fourteen

pails.

Let all the liquors stand until they become quite clear,

and then mix ten pails of each.

Boil the cotton in the mi.xture five hours, then wash
it in running water, and then dry it.

Remark by Dr Bancroft : " At Rouen two courses of

operations are practised to produce the Turkey red; one
is called the grey course, and the other the yellow course.

In the former, the cotton, after being alumed, receives

no more oil, but goes to the dyeing vessel, retaining the

grey colour, which naturally results from its being im-

pregnated with alum and galls in combination. But in

the yellow course, the cotton, after being alumed, is

again immersed in the oleaginous mixtures or steeps, to

be mentioned hereafter, by which it acquires a yellow

colour. The grey course may consist either of fifteen

steeps, or of nineteen, and the yellow of twenty. The
first of these courses has most similitude to that of M.
Papilion; and it is this which we shall principally com-
pare with the latter, occasionally noticing any peculiarity

in the yellow course.
" At Rouen, the first or cleansing operation is per-

formed with a very weak ley of soda of only one degree
of the areometer, employing 150 gallons to 100 lbs. of

cotton, which is to be boiled therein six hours, then
drained, well rinsed in running water, and afterwards

dried. This operation is intended to free the cotton

from all impure or extraneous matter; but not to pro-

duce effects like those of bleaching, by exposure upon
the grass, which, until lately, it was believed would
lessen the durability of the colours to be subsequently
dyed."
Take a sufficient quantity (ten pails) of the strong

barilla water in a tub, and dissolve or dilute in it two
pails full of sheep's dung; then pour into it two quart

bottles of oil of vitriol, one pound of gum arable, and
one pound of sal ammoniac, both previously dissolved

in a sufficient quantity of weak barilla water; and lastly,

twenty-five pounds of olive oil, which has been previ-

ously dissolved, or well mixed with two pails of the

weak barilla water.

The materials of this steep being mixed, tramp or
tread down the cotton therein, until it is well soaked :

Let it steep twenty-four hours, then wring it hard, and
dry it.

Steep it again twenty-four hours, and again wring and
dry it.

Steep it a third time twenty-four hours, after which
wring and dry it; and lastly, wash it well, and dry it.

Remark by Dr Bancroft " The steep here pre-
scribed, contains three ingredients not employed, so far

as I can recollect, by any other person ; and one of these,

I mean the sulphuric acid, seems to indicate a want of

chemical knowledge in M. Papilion ; because, by neu-
tralizing the soda, it must obstruct the effect which the

latter is intended to produce, (that of rendering the oil

miscible with water,) or at least, render a greater pro-
portion of it necessary, in order to obtain that effect. In

regard to the other two ingredients, viz. the gum and sal

ammoniac, I shall only observe of the former, that the

quantity is by much too small to produce any considera-

ble effect, either good or bad, without offering any opi-

nion of the latter, because I am unable to form even a

conjecture, respecting the purpose which it may have
been intended to answer. Did M. Papilion wish, by

these additions, to give to his process some appcaranci-
of novelty or fu-ciiliaritij which might render it more de-
serving of a reward ? At Rouen, the bain bia is prepar-
ed by steeping twenty-live or thirty pounds of sheep's
dung several days in a ley of soda, marking four de-
grees, which is to he afteiwards diluted until it amoinits
to forty gallons; and tlie dmig being sf[ucczed, aiUl bro-
ken by the hands, is afterwards made to pass with the
liquor through the bottom of a copper pan, provided
with numerous small holes or perforations, into a iui>

containing twelve pounds and a half of fat oil ; and in

this the oil and dung are, by sufficient stirring, to be
well mixed with the ley, and with each other; and in

this mixture, which contains but half the tiuantity of oil

prescribed by M. Papilion, the cotton (100 lbs.) is to be
steeped. Sec. as directed by the latter. It is highly im-
portant after this, and each of the succeeding opera-
tions, that the cotton should be thoroughly and com-
pletely dried, by a slove heat ; that of the open air, in

this climate, not being sufficient, even in summer."
This part of the process is precisely the same with

the last in every particular, except that the sheep's dung
is omitted in the composition of the steep.

Remark by Dr Bancroft.—" At Rouen, this steep is

prepared by mixing thirty-eight gallons of ley of soda
with ten pounds of olive oil, and stirring them until the
mixture becomes uniformly milky; which it will do
witiiout much difficulty, and remain- so without any se-

paration of the oil, if the quality of the latter be suited

to this use ; this they add to what may have been left of
the former steep, and after mixing them properly, they
impregnate the cotton therewith by the usual treatment

;

drying it after an interval of twelve hours, first in the
open air, and afterwards by a stove heat. This steeping
and subsequent drying must be repeated once, twice, or
three times, according to circumstances, to be mention-
ed hereafter.

Between this white steep, and the following gall steep,

it is the practice at Rouen to employ three salt steeps,

and one cleansing operation. In the first, (called pre-
mier sel,) twenty-four gallons of the ley of soda, mark-
ing two and a half degrees, are mixed in a tub, with the

remnant of the white steep ; and with this the cotton is

impregnated, and dried as in the former operations. In
the next, (called second scl,) the renmant of the last

steep is mixed with twenty-four gallons of the ley of so-

da, marking three degrees, and the cotton steeped there-

in, and dried as before. In the third, (called froisieme

sel,) the remnant of the prece<ling steep is mixed with
twenty-four gallons of the ley of soda, marking three

and a half degrees ; and with this the cotton is to be
impregnated, and dried as before. The residimm of this

steep, called sikiou, is preserved, to be used in the

brightening operation.

In the cleansing operation, (called degraissdgc,) the

cotton is steeped one hour in lukewarm water, then

wrung by the hands, and afterwards washed in a stream
of water, to remove any superfluous or uncombined oil,

which, as is supposed, might obstruct the equal appli-

cation and uniform effect of the following gall steep,

and thei'eby render the colour when dyed unequal. Af-
ter being so washed, the cotton is to be dried, first in

the open air, and afterwards by a stove heat."

Boil twenty-five pounds of galls, bruised, in ten pails

of river water, until four or five are boiled away ; strain

the liquor into a tub, and pour cold water on the galls

in the strainer, to wash out of them all their tincture.

L 2
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As soon as the lii|uor is bucomc inilk-warm, dip the cot-

ton iiilo it hank by liaiili, hamlliiii; it cautuUy all the

time, and let it steep twenly-loiir hours; then wring it

carefully and eciually, and dry it well without wash-

ing-

Remark by Dr Bancroft : " This constitutes the

eighth operation at Uoueu, where, as well as in M. Pa-

pillon's process, sjails in sorts seem to be now employed,

though it was formerly tliought by the dyers of Turkey

red, (as several of tlum assured nie.) that only the white

galls, or those from which, at nmturity, the insects had

made their escape, were fit lor this purpose ; the others

being supposed to give an injurious brown stain to the

cotton. But prol)aDly it has been since found, that this

slain is removed without any trouble by the subsecjuent

brightening operation. At Rouen, the cotton, as soon as

it lias bulTiciently imbibed the soluble part of the galls,

and been very moderately wrung, is spread as expedi-

tiously as possible in the open air, if tlie weather be dry,

or if not, under cover ; but the drying is always tiiil .bed

by a stove heat.

Dissolve twenty-five pounds of Roman alum in four-

teen pails of warm water, without nuiking it boil ; skim

the li(|Uor well, and add two pails of strong barilla water,

and then let it cool until it be lukewarm. Dip your cot-

ton, and handle it hank by hank, and let it steep twenty-

four hours ; wring it ecjually, and dry it well without

washing.
Remark by Dr Bancroft : " At Rouen, thirty or thir-

ty-five pounds of the purest alum are commonly em-
ployed for this steep, with only seven pails of hot water;

adding, when the alum has been dissolved, two gallons

only of the lixivium, or ley of soda, marking four de-

grees. But when these proportions are employed, the

cotton is not subjected to a second steep with alum, as

directed in M. Papillon's si.\th step. Sometimes, how-
ever, at Rouen, two steeps, with the aluminous mor-
dants, are employed ; and, in that case, twenty pounds

of alum are dissolved for the first, and fifteen pounds for

the second, leaving an interval of two days between

them, during which the cotton should retain its mois-

ture, after being slightly wrung from the first steep. It

is, however, to be well dried before it goes into the se-

cond.
« This steep is performed in every particular like the

last; but when the cotton is dry, steep it six hours in

the river, and then wash and dry it again.

" The cotton is dyed in parcels of about ten pounds

at once ; for which take about two gallons and a halt of

ox blood, and mix it in the copper, with twenty-eight

pails of milk-warm water, which are to be well stirred
;

then add twenty-five pounds of madder, and stir the

whole well together. Then having before hand put the

ten pounds of cotton on sticks, dip into the liquor, and
move and turn it ronstaiitly one hour, durinij wliich gra-

dually increase the heat, so that the liquor may begin to

boil at the end of the hour. Then sink the cotton, and
boil it gently one hour longer. And lastly, wash and dry

it. Take out so much of the boiling liquor as will leave

the remainder only milk warm, when mixed with as

much fresh water as may be required to fill the copper
again, and then proceed to make up a dyeing liquor, as

before, for the next ten pounds of cotton ; and so pro-
ceed in succ'jssion with the whole."
Remark by Dr Bancroft—^" At Rouen the cotton is

dyed in parcels of twenty-five pounds each; and the

dyeing vessel is of a quadrangular form, containing

about 100 gallons of liquor. One quart of ox blood i?

employed for each pound of cotton, v. ith two pounds of

Provence madder, or one pound of the latter, with one

pound of Smyrna madder. Sonic peisons, however,
think it best to cfTect the ilyeing by two separate opera-

tions, employing half of the before-mcnlioiKd propor-

tion of madder for one dyeing, and half for the other;

but always taking care not to dry the cotton between the

first and second dyeings. There are, moreover, some at

Rouen who give cotton another alum steep between
these dyeing operations, employing for that purpose half

as much alum as was used for the first steep ; and after-

wards washing, Sec. as usual.

" Mix equal parts of the grey steep liquor, and of the

white steep licjuor, taking five or six pails of each

;

tread down the cotton into this mixture, and let it steep

six hours, then wring it moderately and equally, and drj"

it without washing.
" Ten pounds of white soap must be dissolved care-

fully and completely, in sixteen or eighteen pails of

warm water ; because if any little bits of the soap re-

main undissolved, tliey will make spots on the cotton.

Add to this four pails of strong barilla water, and
stir it well. Sink the cotton in this liquor, keepiijg it

down with cross sticks, and cover it up ; boil it gently

two hours, when, being washed and dried, it will be fi-

nished.

Remark by Dr Bancroft " This constitutes the four-

teenth operation in the first set ot grey courses at Rouen ;

where, after having macerated the cotton with the si-

kiou, they boil it five or six hours with six or eight

pounds of white soap, previously dissolved in one hun-
dred and forty-five gallons of water, and in a vessel co-

vered at the top, so as to leave only a very small open-

ing for the necessary escape of the steam, which might
otherwise occasion an explosion. The effect of this

ebullition with soap, is to dissolve and separate from
the cotton all the yellowish brown part of the madder
colour which may have been applied to it in the dyeing
operation ; and by this separation to change the colour

from the dull brownish red, which it would otherwise re-

tain, to a bright lively colour, nearly equal to that of the

finest cochineal scarlet. It is only by the singular de-

gree of fixity wiiich the pure red part of the madder ac-

quires, in consequence of the operations just described,

that this beautiful red can be obtained ; for though the

reds given from madder in calico-printing arc sufiiciently

durable for all common uses, they are not fixed suffi-

ciently to bear, witliout injury, that extent of boiling witli

soap, which is necessary to separate the yeliowisli brown
part of the colour, and produce the pure vivid red,

which results from the operations under consideration.

Such, indeed, is the stability of the Turkey red, wlien

well dyed, that some of the peisons employed in dyeing
it have assured me, that their colours would sustain

boiling with soap for the space of thirty-six hours, with-

out injury.

Ill addition to the steps or operations prescribed by
M. Papillon, they employ another at Rouen, called ro-

sace, which is intended to make the red incline more to

the rose colour, and at the same time to increase its vi-

vacity. For this operation, for the former quantity of
cotton, (100 lbs.), they dissolve in one hundred and for-

ty-five gallons of water, sixteen or eighteen pounds of

white soaj) ; and as soon as the liquor begins to boil,

they add to it from a pound and a half to two pounds of
the crystallized muriate of tin, previously dissolved in
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two quarts of water, and mixed with eight ounces of

sin:<le a(|uafortis; and liaving efjually dispersed this

mixture through the boilin.u; solution of soap, by stir-

ring, &c. the cotton is put into il, and boiled with the

same precautions as in the briglitening- operation, until

the desired eft'cct has been obtained, whicii is to be dis-

covered by frequent examinations." See Phil, of Perm.
Col. vol. ii. p. 249.

3iJ4. Pallas has given a detailed account of the me-
thod of dyeing- the Turkey red, as it is practised by the

Armenians, wlio had been foiced, by the troubles in Per-

sia, to take up their residence in Astracan. The limits

which we have prescribed to ourselves, do not permit us

to give the process in the author's own words ; but tlie

following brief outline will convey some information re-

specting it. The cotton to be dyed, after being well

washed in running water, and dried, is alternately im-
pregnated with Jisit oil, and exposed to the atmosphere
for the space of seven days ; the impregnation being

performed during the night, and the dyeing during the

day. They have ascertained, tliat other oils do not suc-

ceed ; and, indeed, they do not use the oil of all iish in-

discriminately, but choose that which becomes milky
upon being mixed with an alkaline solution. After these

repeated impregnations and exsiccations, they wash the

cotton and dry it ; they then give it an astringent bath,

to which a little alum is added; they dye it in a madder
bath, with which calves blood has been mixed ; and, fi-

nally, they digest it in a solution of soda. It appears,

that much of the success of the process depends upon
the alkaline bath : The cotton being thrown into it, the

bath is made to boil over a steady fire till the colour ac-

quires the proper tint. The workman watches with the

utmost care for the moment when it is necessary to take

out the stuff, and he will rather burn his hand than miss

that opportunity.

305. Notwithstanding the numerous attempts which
have been made to improve the Turkey red, and to as-

certain the circumstances upon which its beauty and

durability depend, the theory of the processes is still

involved in much obscurity. The object of impregna-
ting the cotton with oil, is doubtless to affoj'd a ground
to the stuff, by which its attraction for the colouring

matter is to be increased; and yet the methods usually

employed for giving this impregnation, do not seem
the most effectual for the purpose. In order that the

soda, which is mixed with the oil, may produce suita-

ble effects, it must be used, it is said, in the caustic

state, otherwise their combination will be imperfect,

and the oil will be applied unequally to the cotton.

Now, it is well known, that in this intimate stale of

union, a caustic alkali and oil form soap ; and how the

oil thus applied should attach itself to the stuff, we
confess wc cannot conceive ; it is added, indeed, that

the oil should be in excess, rather than in a state of ab-

solute saturation with the soda, as it would otherwise

abandon the cotton in the subsequent washings or rin-

sings without benefiting the dye. Il appears to us, that

a great part of the oil employed, uniting itself (as it

must do) with the caustic soda, can operate merely as

a detergent, and that it is only the excess which com-
bines with the stuff, and affords a ground for the co-

louring matter. In the process followed at Astracan,

the oil is applied immediately to tlie cotton, without the

intervention of an alkali; and at iVIasuiipalam and Pu-
licat, where the reds are excellent, the cotton is soak-

ed either in the oil of sesamum, or in melted hogs-lard
;

and being afterwards pressed, to free it from the super-
fluous oleaginous matter, ii is exposed to the sun and
air for some days; this operation is repeated three
times, after which the cotton is well washed. We may
conclude, from these facts, that the union of the soda
with the oil is not absolutely essential to the impregna-
tion of the stuff with the latter; and that the object in
view may be attained by the direct application of a suit-
able quantity of oleaginous matter, the cotton having
been previously well scoured and prepared for its re-
ception.

306. We are not prepared to speak so decidedly with
regard to the effects that may be produced by the dung,
or the blood of ruminating animals ; though Chaptal, Le
Pileur d'Apligny, and I'clix, have all given it as their
opinion, that whatever effect these substances may have
in heightening the vivacity of the colour, they do not
at all contribute to it'> durability. Dr Bancroft has ex-
pressed his sentiments on this subject more cautiously
and philosophically : After a great number of unsuc-
cessful attempts, which he varied in every possible way,
to produce the colour in question from oil, galls, arid

alum, he has concluded, ' that the gelatine contained
in the dung of ruminating animals, or the albumen
which it also affords in a much larger proportion, or
some other matter derived from it, and probably from
their blood, is essentially necessary to produce that fix-

ity, as well as beauty of colour, for which the Turkey
red is so much admired ; though at present we only
know with certainty of this inatter, and this colour, that

both may be communicated by the successive applica-
tions and operations which have been recently descri-

bed, but of the particular effect of either we are in
a great degree ignorant." See PhUoso/ihy of Permanent
Coeours, vol. ii. p. 273.

307. The process of galling is attended with several

advantages : The acid contained in the decoction of galls

decomposes the saponaceous liquor with which the cot-

ton is impregnated, and thus tends to fix the oil in the
stuff, while the astringent principle unites with the oil,

and forms a compound which is little soluble in water,

and has a considerable affinity with the colouring prin-

ciple of madder. The oil may also owe much of its

fixity to its being mixed with the gelatinous matter
derived from the dung, and the mixtuie being after-

wards precipitated and attached to the cloth by the tan-

nin of the galls. In confirmation of this opinion, it may
be st;:Led, that, by the common process of dyeing mad-
der red, the addition of a little glue is found to add
greatly to the beauty of the colour. In short, were we
to advance any theoretical opinion on a subject which is

still involved in so much uncertainty, we would venture

to offer as a conjecture, that the ultimate cfi'ect of the

different steps of the process for dyeing Turkey red,

previous to the aluming step, is impregnating the fibres

of the cotton with a small portion of a leathery oleagi-

nous matter.

3v)8. The other ingredient which enters into the

composilion of the mordant for this celebrated colour,

is alum, which in this case operates in the usual manner,

by heightening the madder- red, and giving fixity to the

colouring matter. If ihe impregnation, which we have

supposed, actually takes place, it will be easy to explain

the increased affinity of the stuff lor the aluminous mor-

dant, as well as the superior brilliancy which the latter

communicates to tlie colouring matter. The stuff, par-

taking of the nature of animal substances, by reason of
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the operations to which it has been subjected, must

possess similar properties witli respect to colouring

matters, ami absorb the dye with correspoiuling lustre

and cfTtct.

309. The mordant composed of these different sub-

stances, is undoubtedly the most complicated of any

which is employed in dyeing ; and it still deserves to

be investigated with attention. " It is only from a

great degree of precision," says Chaptal, " in this com-

bination, and a great portion of judgment in the artist

who produces it, that a beautiful colour can be expect-

ed ; but though it be possible for him to conduct him-

self without error, through the labyrinth of these nu-

merous operations, by taking the clue of experiment

as his guide, he will find it very difTicult to simplify his

progress, or bring it nuich nearer to perfection. It is only

by reasoning on his operations, and calculating the re-

sult, as well as the principle of each, that he can hope

to become master of his processes, to correct their

faults, and to obtain invariable products. Without this,

the practice of the most experienced artist will afford

nothing in his hands, but the discouraging alternative

of success and disappointment."

CHAP. III.

Processes for Dyeing Yellow.

310. A yellow colouring matter, possessing different

degrees of brightness, is afibrded by a great variety of

substances; but under all its modifications, it has a

very slight affinity for stuffs, and must be fixed by the

intervention of mordants. The substances from which

yellows are usually extracted, are weld, rhus cotinus

or fustic, sumach, annotta, dyer's broom, turmeric, and

quercitron : of these, the most important are weld and

tpiercitron.

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool Yelloiv,

311. The yellow communicated to wool by weld, has

little durability, unless the stuff be previously impreg-
nated with some mordant. Alum and tartar are ac-

cordingly employed, and by their means, wool acquires

from that plant a beautiful and permanent yellow.

312. For the boiling, which is managed in the usual

way, Hellot directs four ounces of alum to every pound
of wool, and only one ounce of tartar ; though many
dyers use them in equal quantities. In preparing the

weld bath, the plant is inclosed in a bag of thin linen,

and prevented from rising in the boiler, by means of a

heavy wooden cross. Some boil it till it sinks to the

bottom, and keep it there by a cross, while others take
it out with a rake, and throw it away.

313. Hellot recommends five or six pounds of weld
for every pound of cloth ; but the quantity must be pro-
portional to the depth of shade required. Lighter and
brighter shades may be obtained by dyeing after deep-
er ones, water being added at each dipping, and the
bath kept boiling; but light shades procured in this
way are not so lively as those which are dyed in fresh
baths suited to the desired shade.

314. Lime favours the extraction of the colouring
matter of weld, and heightens its colour, but it renders
it more liable to be affected by acids. Common salt

lenders it richer and deeper; sulphate of lime also

deepens it ; alum renders it paler, but more lively ; and

tartar still paler. The shades of yellow obtained from

weld may be modified by such additions, by the pro-

portion of the plant, by the length of the process, and

by the mordant used m preparing the stuff. Scheffer

affirms, that by boiling the stuff two hours with a

fourth of its weight of solution of tin, and the same

of tartar, washing it, and boiling it fifteen minutes with

an equal weight of weld, it will take a fine yellow,

which, however, will not penetrate the internal part of

the fibre. Poerner directs the cloth to be prepared in.

the same manner as for the scarlet dye.

315. The colour may be modified also by passing the

stufi', when it comes out of the weld dye, through ano-

ther bath. Thus to produce a golden yellow, the cloth,

when it is taken out of the welding, may be passed

through a slight madder red ; and for a tawny, through

a bath made with a little soot.

316. The colouring matter of quercitron affords a

yellow dye, which, in every point of view, ought to

be regarded as a valuable acquisition to the art of dye-

ing. This drug was first introduced to the notice of

dyers by Dr Bancroft, who has given a very full ac-

count of its properties and uses. We shall now de-

scribe the processes which he has recommended for

obtaining from it the various shades of yellow.

317. "The cheapest and most simple method of ap-

plying the quercitron colour upon wool," says Dr Ban-
croft, " is that of boiling up the bark with its weight,

or a third more than its weight of alum, in a suitable

portion of water, for about ten minutes, and then dye-

ing therein the wool or cloth previously scoured, as

before mentioned, taking care to give the higher co-

lours first, and the paler straw colours afterwards. In
this way yellows not wanted to be very full or bright

may be dyed very expeditiously and cheaply ; and they

may afterwards be considerably raised and enlivened,

by passing the wool or cloth, unrinsed, a few times
through hot water, into which a little clean powdered
chalk has been previously stirred, in th§ proportion of

about a pound or a pound and a half of chalk for each
hundred pounds weight of wool or cloth. The bark
when used in dyeing, (being first ground,) should al-

ways be tied up in a linen bag, of a loose open texture,

and suspended in the dyeing liquor by a cord, with

which it may be dragged occasionally backwards and
forwards through it, to extract and spread the colour-

ing matter more equally."

318. When a deeper and more permanent colour is

to be given, the stuff should be boiled in the ordinary

way, but without either tartar or argol, for the space of
an hour, or an hour and a quarter, with about one-
sixth or one-eighth of its weight of alum dissolved in

a suitable quantity of water ; it should then be immers-
ed, without being rinsed, with about as many pounds
of powdered bark as there were used of alum to pre-
pare the stuff, and turned as usual through the boiling

liquor, till it assumes the proper shade. About one
pound of clean powdered chalk for every hundred
pounds of wool, may then be mixed with the bath, and
the boiling continued eight or ten minutes longer, when
the yellow will have become both higher and brighter.

319. Woollen stuffs may be dyed of a beautiful orange
yellow, by the following process. For every hundred
pounds of wool or cloth, take ten pounds of quercitron,

and an equal weight of the murio-sulphate of tin ; let
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the bark, in the state of powder, and inclosed in a bag,

be first introduced into the dyeing vessel, with liot

water ; six or eight minutes after, add the nmrio-sul-
phate of tin to the bath, and stir the wliole well for two
or three minutes; after which the cloth is put into the

dyeing liquor, and turned briskly for a few minutes.

The colouring matter attaches itself so quickly, and at

the same time so uniformly to the cloth, that after the

commencement of the boiling, the highest yellow may
be communicated in less than fifteen minutes, without
the smallest danger of its being uneven.

320. When a very bright golden yellow approach-

ing less to the orange is wanted, Dr Bancroft recom-
mends seven or eight pounds of murio-sulpliate of tin,

with about five pounds of alum, and ten pounds of
bark for every hundred pounds of cloth. The bark
is first boiled a few minutes, then the murio-sulpliate

of tin with the alum is added ; after which the cloth is

dyed, as already directed. By using smaller propor-
tions of the ingredients, pure bright yellows of less

body may be obtained, having every variety of shade.
321. Yellows of a delicate greenish tinge may be

obtained, by employing, in addition to these ingredi-

ents, a quantity of tartar. Thus, for a full bright yel-

low, delicately inclining to the greenish tinge, Dr Ban-
croft advises eight pounds of bark and six pounds of

murio-sulphate of tin, with six pounds of alum, and
four of cream of tartar. A little more alum and tar-

tar will render the yellow more delicate, and give it

more of the greenish tinge ; and when this clean, live-

ly, delicate greenish tinge is desired in the utmost per-

fection, he recommends these different ingredients to

be employed in equal quantity. As these very delicate

shades are not required to possess much fulness or body,
ten pounds of bark, and the like quantities of murio-
sulphate of tin, alum, and tartar, are quite sufficient

for dyeing three or four hundred pounds weight of
stuffs.

322. In order to dye these very pale greenish shades
with exquisite delicacy and beauty, Dr Bancroft re-

commends to boil the bark with a small proportion of
water in a separate tin vessel for the space of six or
eight minutes, then to add the murio-sulphate of tin,

alum, and tartar, and boil them altogether for about
fifteen ininutes ; and afterwards put a little of this yel-

low liquor into a dyeing vessel, previously supplied with
water sufficiently heated. The mixture being proper-

ly stirred, the cloth is intioduced into it, and dyed as

usual ; fresh supplies of the yellow liquor being added
as it is needed. In this way, the palest and most de-

licate shades may always be dyed with ease and cer-

tainty ; and those who have never seen the effects of
this process, will hardly, in Dr Bancroft's opinion, con-

ceive the exquisite beauty and delicacy of these pale,

but lively, greenish lemon yellows.

323. The colours obtained by these means from quer-
citron are extremely durable, and are found to resist

even the action of strong mineral acids, and of boiling

soap-suds, as well as exposure to the air. The last

they are enabled to withstand by the good effects of the

alum, and more especially of tartar.

324. By employing very small proportions of cochi-

neal with quercitron, and the mordants used in the
processes already mentioned, the colour is exalted to a
beautiful orange, and even to an aurora. Madder pro-

duces the same effect when used with quercitron, but
in an inferior degree.

II. Proeesaea for Dyeing Silk Yeltom.

325. Before the introduction of quercitron bark, weld
was almost the only colouring matter employed for dye-
ing silk of a plain yellow. The silk to be dyed ought
to be previously scoured with soap, in the proportion of
twenty pounds of soap to the hundred of stuff, and after-
wards alumcd, and refreshed or washed after the alum-
ing.

326. The bath is prepared with two pounds of weld
for each pound of silk, and after boiling a <iuarter of an
hour, is passed through a sieve or cloth into a vat.
When the temperature is such as the hand can bear, the
silk is put in, and turned until the colour is become uni-
form. In the meantime, the weld is exjiosed to a se-
cond boiling in fresh water; and half the first bath be-
ing removed, its place is supplied by a fresh decoction.
This bath may be usi d a little hotter than the first, but
care must be taken not to allow it to be so warm as to
dissolve any part of the colour already fixed. Tlic silk

is turned as before; and in the meantime a quantity ol

soda is to be dissolved in a part of the second decoction.
After being turned a few minutes, a hank is wrung with
the pin, to ascertain if the colour is sufficiently full, and
has the proper golden cast ; if not, a little more of the
alkaline solution is added, until the silk attains the de-
sired shade.

327. When we wish to produce yellows, with more
of a gold or jonquille colour, a quantity of annotta, pro-
portioned to the shade required, is added to the weld bath,
along with the alkali. If the lighter shades are to be
given, such as pale lemon, or canary-bird colour, the
silk must be previously well scoured, as the beauty will

depend greatly upon the whiteness of the ground to
which they are applied. The strength of tlie bath is re-

gulated by the shade required; and if it be intended that
the colour should have a greenish tinge, a little indigo
is added to the bath; but this will be unnecessary if the
silk has been previously azured. For these lighter shades,
a smaller proportion of alum should be used.

328. Scheffer directs, that the silk should be soaked
twenty-four hours in a solution of tin, made with four
parts of nitric acid, one of common suit, and one of tin,

and saturated with tartar; that it should be washed, and
then boiled half an hour with an equal quantity of weld
flowers. He says, that a fine straw colour is thus obtain-
ed, which possesses the advantage of resisting the action
of acids. By following this process, says Bcrthollct,

very little tin should be left in the solution, because the
acid of tartar precipitates it.

329. " All the different shades of yellow," says Dr
Bancroft, " commonly dyed upon silk from weld, may
be obtained with equal facility and beauty, and more
cheaply, by employing the bark (quercitron) in its stead,

after the rate of from one or two pounds for every twelve
pounds of silk, according to the particular shade of co-

lour wanted. For this i)urpose, the bark, powdered and
tied up in a bag, should be put into the dyeing vessel

whilst the water is cold ; and as soon as it becomes a
little more than blood warm, the silk, previously alum-
ed, should also be put in and dyed as usual; and when
the higher yellows are wanted, a little chalk or pearl

ashes may be added towards the end of the operation, as

mentioned for the dyeing of wool.

330. " Where shades of yellow, more lively than any
which can be given, cither by weld or bark, with the

aluminous basis only, arc wanted, it will be advantageous
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to employ a liiilc ot tlie murio-sulphate of tin; and but

a litllc of it, because the caU of tin, unless spaiingly

used, always diminisUes the glossiness of silk. To pro-

duce the shades in question, it will be sullicient to boil,

after the rate of four pounds of bark, «itli three pounds

of alum, and two pounds of nuirio-sulphatc of tin, in a

suitable (juantity ol water, for ten or fifteen minutes ;

and the heat of the licjuor being afterwards reduced, so

that the hand can bear it, the silk is to be put in and dyed

as usual, vnilil it has accjuircd the proper shade, (which

it will do speedily,) taking care, howev(;r, to agitate the

liquor constantly, that the colouring matter, which would

otherwise subside in a considerable degree, may be kept

equally dispersed through (he liquor." See Phil, of

Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 146.

331. An aurora colour may be communicated to silk

by annotta. The silk to be dyed is previously well scour-

ed, with twenty pounds of soap to the hundred of stuff,

and then immersed in a bath of water, to v hich more or

less of the alkaline solution of annotta has been added,

according to the shade required. The heat of the bath

ought to be between that of ti pid and boiling water.

After the silk has acquired a uniform colour, one of the

hanks must be taken out, washed, and wrung, to ascer-

tain the state of the colour; if it is not sufficiently deep,

more solution of annotta must be added, and the silk

again turned. When the desired shade has been obtain-

ed, the silk is well washed, and beetled twice by a stream

of water, to free it from the superfluous colouring mat-

ter, which would only injure the beauty of the colour.

The colour thus communicated may be rendered orange,

by reddening the silks with vinegar, alum, or lemon
juice. The acid saturates the alkali employed in dis-

solving the colouring matter of annotta, and destroys the

yellow shade which the alkali had imparted, while it re-

stores the natural colour of the annotta, which inclines

a good deal to red.

332. A yellow of great brightness, but little durability,

may be dyed upon silk by turmeric. Two processes are

recommended by Guhliche, which appear to be in sub-

stance the same. The first consists in aluming in the

cold for twelve hours, a pound of silk in a solution of

two ounces of alum, and dyeing it hot, but without boil-

ing, in a bath composed of two ounces of turmeric, and
a quart of aceto-citric acid, mixed with three quarts of
water; by the second process, the colouring matter of
the turmeric is extracted by aceto-citric acid, and the

silk alumed, is dyed, either cold, or only moderately
warm.

III. Processes for Dyeing Cotton and Linen Yellow.

333. Cotton is prepared for the yellow dye by pre-
viously scouring it with a ley composed of the ashes of
green wood ; it is then washed, dried, and alumed with
one-fourth of its weight of alum; after twenty-four hours
it is taken out of the aluming and dried without being
washed. A weld bath is tliL-n prepared, in the propor-
tion of a pound and a quarter of weld for each pound of
cotton, into which the cotton is immersed and wrought
in it till it acquires the proper shade. It is then taken
out, and soaked for an hour and a half in a solution of
sulphate of copper or blue vitriol, in the proportion of
one-fourth the weight of the cotton. Lastly, it is thrown,
without being washed, into a boiling solution of white
soap made with the same proportions; and after being

duly stirred and boiled in it for nearly an hour, it is well

washed and dried.

334. When a deeper yellow is required, the cotton is

not alumed, but two pounds and a half of weld are em-
ployed for each pound of cotton, to which a drachm of

verdigrise, mixed with a part of the bath, is added. The
cotton is dipped and wrought in this bath until it has

acquired an uniform colour; it is then taken out that a

little ley of soda may be added; after which it is return-

ed into the bath, and kept there for a full quarter of ar>

hour, when it is taken out, wrimg, and dried.

335. Lemon colour is dyed by the same process, with
this difference, that only one pound of weld is employed
for each pound of cotton, and that the proportion of

verdigrise is diminished, or even entirely omitted, and
alum substituted in its stead. The shades of yellow may
thus be varied in many different ways.

336. A more vivid and lasting yellow may be given to

cotton by the following cheap process, recommended by
Dr Bancroft. Take a sufficient quantity of the acetate

of alumina, formed by dissolving after the rate of one
pound of sugar of lead and three pounds of alum, and
the cotton or linen being properly cleansed, immerse it

in this mordant, (which ought to be about blood-warm,)
for the space of two hours; let it then be taken out and
moderately pressed or squeezed over a proper vessel,

to prevent the unnecessary waste of the mordant; this

being done, let it be well dried in a stove heat, where it

can be conveniently applied, and then soaked again in

the aluminous mordant; it is then taken out, and again
pressed or squeezed as before, after which, without be-

ing rinsed, it is thoroughly wetted in as much, and only

as much, lime water as will conveniently suffice for that

purpose, and afterwards dried. If a very full, bright,

and durable yellow be wanted, it may be proper to soak
the stuff" a third time in the diluted aluminous mordant,
and after drying, wet it a second time with lime-water,

and dry it again ; but in either case, the cotton or linen,

after its last immersion, should be well rinsed in clear

water, to separate the uncombined particles of the mor-
dant, which are always injurious in the dyeing bath. The
lime water produces a more copious deposition of the
alumine upon the stuff, while, at the same time, it leaves

a portion of calcareous matter united with the mordant,
a circumstance of considerable utility for the subsequent
raising of the colour.

oo7 . The bath is prepared by taking the quercitron

bark powdered, and inclosed in a linen bag, at the rate

of from twelve to eighteen pounds for every hiuidred

pounds weight of cloth, and putting it into the dyeing
vessel, containing a suitable quantity of cold water; a
small fire is then lighted, and immediately after the cot-

ton or linen is introduced and turned for the space of an
kour or longer, during which the water should gradually

become warmer, but never warmer than the hand can
bear. At the end of the time mentioned, the fire may
be gradually increased until the liquor begins to boil,

after which the stuff may be allowed to remain in it for a
few minutes only, because longer boiling always renders
the colour of a brownish east. The linen or cotton hav-
ing thus acquired the proper shade of colour, is taken
out, rinsed, and dried as usual.

338. " All the different shades of yellow," says Dr
Bancroft, " may hi this way be dyed from quercitron
bark. If it be used sparingly with a very moderate heat,

and the operation continued only for about half an hour,
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a paie, tliougli lively yellow, will vesult; if used more
copiously, and the operation coniiiiucd somewhat longer,

a fuller colour will be produced; and this may be raisid

higher and higher, according as the heat and proportion

of bark are increased, and the dyeing oper;ition prolong-

ed, so as indeed to produce a very dark brownisli yellow,

if tiie rK|uor be made to boil for half an hour." See
Phil, of Perm. Col. ii. 155.

CHAP. IV.

Processes for Dyeing Blue.

339. The substances which arc employed for dyeing

blue are few in number. The only vegetable products

used for this purpose being indigo and wo.d; Prussian

blue being scarcely ever employed as a dye. Vegeta-
bles yield by solution a carbon of a very fine blue; and
it seems probable, that when the blue colour is obtained

by fermentation, as is the case with indigo, the carbona-

ceous matter is nearly set free, and remains combined
with an oil, which gives additional fixity to the colour,

and indicates the most suitable solvent.

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool Blue,

340. Various methods are employed for dyeing blue

by means of indigo. To enter into a niinuie detail of

these would be foreign to the object of this Work ; and

we must, therefore, restrict ourselves to a general view
of such processes as appear to be best. The bath for

dyeing blue is not prepared, as for other colours, in a

copper, but in a wooden vat, which is sunk into the

ground so as to be only breast high above it; and as it is

of great consequence to preserve the heat of the bath,

the vat is placed in a situation where it is least apt to

cool.

341. Blue inay be dyed with pastel or woad, which
gives a permanent but nut deep blue ; but if indigo be

mixed with them, vats will be obtained very rich in

colour; and indeed these are almost the only ones used
for wool or woolleil stulfs. They are called pastel or

woad vats, to distinguish them from those in which in-

digo alone is used.

342. The celebrated woad vat, so generally employed
for dyeing blue, is more complicated than any we have

liiihtrlo mentioned. The operations which are employ-
ed in different nianufactoiies vary a good deal from one
anotlier : we shall select the description of one, which,

in the opinion of Chaptal, is the most perfect of any

with which, in the course of his extensive experience,

he was acquainted.

343. Four hundred pounds of woad, well divided, are

put into a vat seven feet in depth by five feet in diameter.

Thirty pounds of woad are tnen put into a caldron, to

which, alter three hours boiling, are added twenty pounds

of madder and an equal (|uantily of bran. The ebullition

is afterwards continued for half an hour, when the bath

is recruited with twenty buckets of water. The woad is

then withdrawn, and the bath allowed to become clear,

after which it is returned into the vat. The bath is then

raked or stirred for half an hour, after which the vat is

covered, and at the end of six hours again raUed during

another half hour. This operation is repeated at the end

of every three hours. When blue streaks make their ap-

pearance on the surface of the liquor, eight or nine pounds
of quicklime are mixed with it, which the workmen
Vol. Vlil. Part I.

term giving bottom to llie vat. They also inUoducc, at

the same lime, indigo triturated with water, whicii is

used in the proportion of from 10 lbs. to 30 lbs. according
to the shade of colour rctpiircd. The raking is con-
tinued at the intervals prescribed, until the blue froth,

already mentioned, be formed on the surface of the li-

quor, after which it begins to work. The vat is then
carefully covered with its lid, and some thick blankets,

to prevent it becoming too cold; though, notwitl stand-

ing every precaution, and the situation of the vat itself,

the temperature graduidly decreases. When it becomes
too low, its heat must be restored, by drawing off a por-
tion of the liquor from the bath, and pouring it back boil-

ing hot into the vat.

344. When the lime is used cither in too great or in

too small a ])roportion, it occasions two very troublesome
consequences. In the first case 'the colour becomes
black, the odour is pungent, and the stuff immersed in

the batli comes out ot a pale grey colour; in the se-

cond, the colour becomes rusty, the matter at the bottom
is raised up, tne smell is fetid, and, in short, a state of

putrefaction has commenced.
345. The first state of the vat is corrected by adding

to the licjuor madder, bran, urine, tartar, &c. ; by re-

heating the bath ; by leaving it at rest without being ra-

ked, and by throwing into it a basketful or two of fresh

woad. The putrefactive state is corrected by the addi-

tion of lime, by frequent raking, &c.
346. When cloth is to be dyed in a woad vat, the bath

is stirred about two hours before the immersion of the

stuff; and to prevent the latter coming in contact with

the sediment at the bottom of the vat, it is supported by
a netting, stretched upon iron or copper hoops, which
are fastened with cords to hooks on the sides of the vat.

When wool is to be dyed, another netting is put over it,

to keep it under the surface of the bath. I}y means of

this apparatus, the stuff, previously wrung out of tepid

water, is introduced into the vat, and kept there a lon-

ger or a shorter time, according to the degree of

strength wished to be given to it. After being taken

out, it is wrung above the dyeing vessel, and exposed to

the air, when the green colour which it had imbibed in

the bath is instantly changed into a blue, by the absorp-

tion of the oxygen of the atmosphere. In a rich bath,

it is difficult to give an uniform colour to light blues :

The best method of obtaining such shades, therefore, is

to use vats already exhausted, and which arc beginninjj

to grow cold.

347. That none of the indigo adhering to it may be
lost, the stuff is first rinsed in a tub ; it is then put
through running water, and dried in tlie shade. Whea
the colour is dull and muddy, the stuff is passed through
boiling water, in order to free it from any extraiicous

impregnation. Stuffs which arc of a very deep blue,

ought even to be carefully cleansed by fulling tin n»

with soap, which will tend to equalize the shade witiiout

affecting the colour.

348. A vat in which indigo alone is employed, without

either pastel or woad, is called an indigo vat. The ves-

sel used in preparing it is a copper, wliich being of a co-

nical shape, leaves between il and the surroundhig Inick

work at the bottom sufficient space for containing the

fire. Into this copper are poured about forty buckets of
water, (more or less, according to its capacity,) in which
have been boiled six pounds of salt of tartar or potash,

twelve ounces of madder, and six ])ounds of bran. 'I'lie

whole of this mixture, giounds and all, is put into the

M
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vat ; sis- pounds of iiuligo, giountl in water, arc then to

be put in, ami, "fter raking it carefully, tlic vat is to be

rovereil, a slow fire being kept up round it. Twelve

Sioiirs Blicr it lias been filled, it is to be raked a second

lime ; and so on every twelve hours, till the liquor be-

comes blue, which happens in about forty-ciijlit hours.

If t!ie bath has been well managed, it will then be of a

line green, covered with coppery coloured scales, and a

due scum or llower. The theory of the process for

preparing this bath is the same as for the preceding, the

principal difference consisting in the indigo being dis-

solved by means of an alkali instead of lime. Tiie dye-

ing process is conducted with it in the same manner.

349. Hellot has described two indigo vats, in wiiich

;hc colouring matter is dissolved I)y means of urine. A
quantity of madder is added to both ; and in the one

vinegar, in the other alum and tartar, of each a weight

equal to that of the indigo. The (juantity of urine must

be considerable. Bcrthollet thinks it probable, that the

indigo, deprived of its oxygen by the urine and madder

in a state of fermentation, is dissolved by the ammoniac
which is formed in the urine, cither by the action of the

heat, or the putrefactive process. These vats, it must
be remarked, are by no means comparable with that of

pastel, or that of indigo already described, much less

work being expedited by them, so that they are adapted

only to small dye-houses.

350. Another preparation for dyeing blue with indigo

is obtained by dissolving it in sulphuric acid. The re-

sulting compound, which wc shall call the sulphate of

indigo, was first applied to the purposes of dyeing at

Grosschayn in Saxony, and hence the dye which it af-

fords is usually known by the name of Saxon Hue. It is

also sometimes called the chemical blue of Parner.

351. Bergman made many experiments, with the view
of ascertaining the best method of dissolving indigo in

sulphuric acid, and applying it in that state as a dye.

From these he concluded, tliat if the sulphate of indi-

go has hitherto afforded a dye of little permanency, it

was entirely owing to the acid being used in too diluted a

state. He accordingly used the sulphuric acid in a ve-

ry concentrated state, putting one part of indigo, finely

powdered, into eight parts of the acid, of the specific

gravity 1.9. The mixture was made in a glass vessel

slightly stopped, and was accompanied with a considera-

ble heat. After a digestion of twenty-four hours in a

heat of 30 or 40 degrees, (from 86° to 1U4° of Fahren-
heit,) the indigo was dissolved, and formed an opaque
black solution. By the gradual addition of water, the

intensity of colour was reduced, and exhibited in succes-

sion every shade of blue. In several experiments de-

scribed by that illustrious chemist, he kept the stuff to

be dyed twenty-four hours in boiling water, and then put
a given weight of it into the bath, more or less strong,

till the colour of the bath was exhausted. From these
experiments he ascertained, that one part of indigo
•would, in this way, produce a deep blue on two hundred
and sixty parts of stuff, which appeared to be then satu-

rated with the colouring matter.

352. This blue penetrates into stuffs with difficulty;

and in order to obviate tliis inconvenience, Quatremere
and Poerner have recommended an addition of potash to

the acid. The alkali renders the colour more lively,

full, and penetrating. Pcerner directs, in the process
which he has prescribed for preparing Saxon blue, four
parts of sulphuric acid to one of indigo reduced to a fine

powder. The mixture is to be stirred for some time.

After having stood twenty-four hours, one part of good
dry potash in fine powder is added ; the whole is again

well stirred, and, having stood twenty-four hours longer,

more or less water is gradually added. Instead of pot-

ash, Dr Bancroft has used clean chalk, and sometimes
even in such quantities as to saturate the acid. The in-

digo was then precipitated with the chalk, and being

collected in a solid mass, it was found to be still capable

of dyeing a bhie on wool, though it took much more
slowly, tl)an in the ordinary way of dyeing Saxon blue.

Chaptal remarks, that when the sulphuric acid contains

the smallest portion of nitric acid, the indigo assumes a

greenish cast.

353. When cloth is to be dyed of a Saxon blue, it is

prepared with alum and tartar; and a greater or a less

proportion of the solution of indigo is to be put into the

bath, according to the deepness of the required shade.

The light shades may be given after the deep ones; but

they have greater lustre when they are dyed in a fresh

bath, probably because the finer particles of the indigo

are first attracted by the stuff. For deep shades, it is

best to employ the solution of indigo in successive por-

tions, raising the cloth on the winch.

354. In the history of colouring matters, (119.) we al-

luded to the attempts which had been made to dye

cloths by means of Prussian blue. Wc shall now de-

scribe some of the processes which have been proposed

for this purpose. Two methods have been suggested

by Macquer, neither of which can be said to be attended

with the desired effect. In one he soaked the stuffs in

a solution of alum and sulphate of iron, and then in a

diluted prussiate of potash, containing an excess of

prussic acid ; and lastly, in water acidulated with sul-

phuric acid, to dissolve that portion of the oxide of iron

not combined with the prussic acid, which the unconi-

bined alkali had precipitated. By repeating successive-

ly these immersions, he at last obtained a fine blue, but'

very unequal ; while the stuffs, by the action of tlie sul-

phuric acid and the alkali, had become harsh to the

touch. It is easy to see, that this process could not suc-

ceed. For, as BerthoUet remarks, since an alkali not

saturated with prussic acid was used in the second im-
mersion, that part of the alkali which was not saturated

must dissolve more or less of the blue taken up in the

first. If any one, therefore, should repeat these experi-

ments, he ought to employ an alkali saturated with
prussic acid, or perhaps lime water, or rather magnesia,
both of which have the property of combining with that

acid.

355. In Macquer's second process, the stuffs to be
dyed were boiled in a solution of alum and tartar, and
afterwards in water containing Prussian blue, diffused

through it in a finely powdered state. They were now
dyed uniformly, but the colour was faint, and seemed
merely to be united mechanically with the fibres of the

stuffs.

356. M. Roland de la Platriere has published an ar-

count of another method of dyeing with Prussian blue,

which in many respects has a considerable resemblance
to Macquer's second process. On fine Prussian blue, in

the proportion of a pound to a piece of stuff", powdered
and passed through a very fine sieve, he poured in a ves-

sel of delft ware as much muriaiic acid as reduced it to

the consistence of a syrup. The mixture, which imme-
diately began to ferment, was well stirred for about half

an hour ; it was then considerably diluted with water,

and stirred every hour for a day, till the fermentation
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ceased, and the partictes of the Prussian blue, in a state

of very minute division, were intimately united with the

acid. Into a trough, narrower than those usually em-
ployed, but widening more towards the top, being two
feet and a half high, two feet and a half diameter at top,

and two feet at bottom, seven or eight buckets of water

were poured for one piece of stuff. The colouring com-
position, well diluted with water in a separate vessel,

was then added, by pouring it into the bath through a

very fine sieve. When the stuff was placed on the

winch over the trough, the bath was briskly agitated,

and at the same time the stuff" was let down quickly in-

to the bath, and worked as fast as possible for two or

three hours. As the Prussian blue is only in a state of

mechanical solution, the particles are very apt to be un-

equally deposited upon the stuff, and it therefore requires

the utmost attention on the part of the workman to prevent

this taking place. He must work and rework the stuff;

wash those parts which may have taken too deep a

shade in the bath itself; work it Over again, now one
end first, then the other ; dry it ; work it again ; and in

short, use every means which his ingenuity can suggest

for rendering the colour uniform. The stuff should al-

ways be washed and beetled between the dryings, and
in every dip introduced into the bath in a wet state.

After the proper colour has been obtained, it is dried

on the tenters in the open air, either in the sun or the

shade.

357. Dr Bancroft has also proposed a method of dye-

ing with Prussian blue, which does not seem to labour

under the disadvantages hitherto attending its use as a

dye. By reflecting that the inequality of colour to

which the dyeing with this substance is liable, was pro-

bably owing to the difficulty of applying the ferruginous

basis equally to all the fibres of the stuff, he boiled up
what he conceived to be suitable proportions of sulphate

of iron with quercitron bark, fustic, and logwood, sepa-

rately, (these vegetable dyeing drugs having been cho-

sen, not on account of their colours, but their cheapness,)

and applied the oxide of iron in this state of combina-
tion to the cloth, which by this means appeared to have
imbibed it uniformly. He then immersed it in warm
diluted prussiate of potash, neutralized by sulphuric

acid, when the stuff became beautifully blue ; and
though he admits there were some inequalities in the

colour of one of the pieces, he ascribed it rather to his

own want of attention to the proper stirring and manage-
ment of the dyeing liquor, and of the cloth, than to any
unavoidable difficulty in giving evenness to the dye. The
Prussian colouring matter must be used in a moderate
}ieat, otherwise it will be precipitated by the sulphuric

acid, and rendered unfit for the purpose, unless dissolv-

ed again by potash, lime, &c.

358. The colour produced by these processes is one
of the most beautiful obtained in dyeing, and suffers no
change by exposure to the air in all its vicissitudes.

Roland de la Platriere left patterns of it in the open air

for six months together. For a long time the colour

gained in vivacity, and at last lost but little. Acids arc

not injurious to it; and boiling with alum even produces
in it but little alteration. Dust, however, and rubliing

on the creases of it, soon tarnish it ; and it is instantly

affected by the slightest touch of an alkali.

n. Processes for Dyeing Silk Blue.

859, Silk is dyed blue, by employing the indigo vat

(348.) already described. Sometimes a larger pro-
portion of indigo is employed than is there directed,
but nearly the same quantities of bran and madder.
Macquer states, that if half a pound of madder be cm-
ployed for every pound of salt of tartar or potash, the
vat becomes greener, and its colour is more fixed in the
silk, without being of a less pleasing cast. The pastet
or woad vat is not used for dyeing silk, because it docs
not readily impart to it a sulliciency of colour. When
the bath has undergone its usual course, it is refreshed
with about two pounds of potash, and three or four oun-
ces of madder; it is then raked; and in four hours is

fit for dyeing.

350. 13efore being immersed in the bath, the silk is

boiled with soap, in the proportion of thirty pounds of
the latter for every hundred pounds of the former ; and
afterwards well cleansed from it by two or more beetlings
at the river. As silk is apt to take the dye unequally, it

is necessary to dye it in small portions, one hank being
dipped at a time, by applying it to a wooden cylinder,

and turning it once or oftener in the bath. It is then well
wrung and aired, to change the green colour to a blue.

When it has assumed the proper shade of colour, it is

thrown into clear water, and then wrung repeatedly with
the pin. Lastly, it is dried as speedily as possible. In
winter, and in damp weather, it should be dried in a

chamber heated by a stove, and hung upon a frame kept
constantly in motion.

361. ^Vhen it is required to give silk a deep blue, in-

digo alone is insufficient for the purpose : it must first

receive a ground from some other colouring matter.

For the Turkey blue, which is tlie deepest, the silk

must be prepared in a strong bath of archil ; and, for the

Royal blue, one of the same kind, but weaker. A blue,

equal in deepness to the royal blue, may be given by
employing cochineal instead of archil.

362. A blue of little durability is communicated to

silk by means of verdigrise and logwood. Bcrthollet

says, that this dye might be rendered more lasting, by
first giving it a lighter shade than is intended, in a bath

of this kind, afterwards dipping it in an archil bath, and,

lastly, in the indigo vat.

563. To dye raw silk blue, that which is naturally

white should he chosen. It ought to be thoroughly
soaked in water, and afterwards put into the vat in sepa-

rate hanks, as already mentioned with respect to scoured

silk. If raw silk is to be dyed of the deeper shades ol

blue, it must also be treated in the same manner. The
mode of applying the Prussian blue to silk is the same
as the process already described for dyeing it upon wool

:

in both cases, the dye is very feebly united with the

stuff.

III. Processes for Dyeing Cotton and Linen Blue.

364. The vat for dyeing cotton and linen blue, is, ar-

cordine: to Pilcur d'Apligny, a cask containing about

120 gallons. The quantity of indigo used is generally

from six to eight pounds, wliich, after being pounded,

is boikil in a Icy, drawn off clear from a quantity of

lime equal to the indigo, and double its weight of pot-

ash. The boiling is continued till the indigo is thorough-

ly penetrated by tlie Icy, carefully stirring it all the wliile,

to prevent the indigo adhering to the bottom, and being

burnt.

365. Whilst the indigo is boiling, an equal weight of

quicklime is slaked; about twenty quarts of warm tva-

M2
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ter are added, and in ttils is dissolved as much green

vitriol or sulphate of iron, as is iqual to twice the weight

of the lime. When the solution is completed, the liquor

is to be poured into the vat, which must lie previously

hall" filled with water. To this the solution of the indigo

must be added, with the remainder of the ley not used

in boiling it. When all these are put into the vat, it is

filled up to within two or three fingers of the brim, and

stirred with the rake two or three times a-day, till it is in

a slate fit for dyeing, which it will be in about forty-eight

hours, sometimes sooner, according to the temperature

of the atmosphere.
366. A simpler process is followed at Rouen, which

is thus described by Qualremerc. " The vats arc con-

structed of a kind of Hint, covered, within and without,

with a coating of fine cement. Every dye-house is fur-

nished with a certain number of these, arranged in pa-

rallel lines. Each vat is capable of containing four hogs-

headsof water, and into it may be put eighteen or twenty

pounds of indigo. The indigo having been macerated

for a week in a caustic ley sufficiently strong to bear an

egg, and then ground in a mill, in which not unfrequent-

ly the maceration is made, about three hogsheads and a

half of water arc put into the vat, and afterwards twenty

pounds of lime. When the lime is thoroughly slaked,

the vat is raked, and thirty-six pounds of sulphate of

iron are put in. When the solution is completed, the

ground indigo is poured in through a sieve. On that

day it is raked seven or eight times ; and, after having

stood at rest six-and-thirty hours, it is fit for dyeing.

367. In dyeing-establishments upon a large scale, vats

are set or prepared at different times. The cotton or

thread is first dipped in the bath which has been pre-

viously most exhausted ; and then carried from vat to

vat, till it attains the proper shade. It ought to be wet-
ted before it is put into the first vat, and should not be
left in the bath more than five minutes, as, in that time,

it imbibes all the colouring matter it can take up. As
soon as the dyeing in one vat is finished, the bath should
be raked, and not used again till it has stood at least

twenty-four hours; but if it has been freshly prepared,

it need nojt stand so long.

368. When a vat has been used three or four times,

it begins to change; no more veins appear on the sur-

face after raking, or it becomes black. It must then

be refreshed; and, for this purpose, four pounds of sul-

phate of iron, with two of quicklime, are added, and it

is raked twice. A vat may thus be refreshed three or
four times, diminishing the ingredients each time, as it

declines in strength and quality.

369. Haussman describes a bath in which a much
smaller proportion of indigo is employed. For three

thousand pounds of water, he takes thirty-six pounds of
quicklinie, which he slakes in two hundred pounds cf
water: with this he mixes the indigo, well ground; in

it dissolves thirty pounds of sulpb.ate of iron in a hun-
dred-and-twenty pounds of hot water; and, having left

the whole at rest for a quarter of an hour, he finishes

the filling of the vat, gently stirring it, without inter-

mission. The blue vat, he observes, 'may be made at

discretion, by varying the quantity of indigo. From
twelve to twenty pounds may be taken for the quantity
of water above directed, or even more, if a colour like

that of indigo in substance be required, particularly

when it is for dyeing linen. When the vat begins to

grow turbid, dyeing in it must be discontinued : it must
then be stirred, and left till the liquor above the sedi-

ment become clear. If the lime ceases to operate, fiom
being saturated w'ith carbonic acid, a fresh portion of it

must be added after being slaked in a sufficient fiuantlty

of water. If the iron be too mueh oxidated to act on
the indigo, sulphate of iron is to be added, always taking
care that there he more lime than is necessary to satu-

rate the sulphuric acid, the excess being necessary to

dissolve the indigo. When the indigo is exhausted, all

that is retiuisitc, is to add a fresh portion ground in wa-
ter, to stir the vat repeatedly, and to let it settle; after

which it is fit for dyeing afresh. By observing these

precautions, M. Haussman preserved the same vat in a

state fit lor dyeing during two year.s ; and he might have
kept it still longer, had it not been for the accumulation
of sediment, which at last rendered it impracticable to

dip the stuffs sufficiently deep in the bath.

370. Bergman mentions another vat, which answers
very well for dyeing thread or cotton. The following is

the process, as described by Scheffer: To very strong
soap-boiler's ley, indigo well powdered is added, in the

proportion of three drachms to a quart; and after a few
minutes, Avhen the colouring matter is well penetrated
by the ley, six drachms of powdered orpimcnt are add-
ed. The bath is then well raked. In a few minutes it

becomes green, and exhibits the blue flower at the top,

when the fire is extinguished, and the dyeing process

begun.
371. Cotton and linen take very pale shades from

Saxon blue; but Prussian blue may be applied more
successfully to these stuffs, by the processes already

described, than to wool or silk.

CHAP. V.

Processes for Dyeing Cojiijiound Colours.

372. Compound colours, in dyeing, are such as are
formed from various modifications of the simple colours,,

whether by admixture or supcrinduction. If the pro-
cesses by which these modifications are efl'ected were of

a mechanical nature, the resulting colour arising from
the combuiation of particular colours might be pretty

accurately determined ; but the chemical action of the

mordant, employed in dyeing one colour, exerting its

influence upon the mixed or supciinduced colouring

matter employed in dyeing another, produces efl'ecls,

which, in most cases, can only be ascertained by obser-

vation and experiment. Trusting, therefore, but little

to the deductions of theory, our attention must be prin-

cipally directed to the effects of the chemical agents we
employ.

373 Pure or unmixed colours are rarely found in na-

ture ; and, indeed, in the preceding part of this article,

we have described processes for dyeing colours, many
of which were, strictly speaking, of a compound nature.

Thus, red is almost uniformly found intermingled with

yellow, scarlet, and madder colours, being comjiosed of

these principles; and indigo, which appears to furnish

the most perfect blue, is always debased by a certain

admixture of yellow. We did not consider these de-

viations, however, from the simple colours which we
have already discussed, as a sufficient reason for sepa-

rating processes nearly connected with each other, and
which scarcely admit of any systematic arrangement
that is altogether free from objection. The compound
colours are as unlimited as the combinations of simple
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colours, by means of wliicli they arc formed. We can

only consider, however, the principal mixtures; and

these may be comprehended iiiulcr the followini^ classes.

1st, A mixture of blue and yellow, which produces

all the intermediate shades between the yellowish green,

and the dark screen vert^ing to black.

2d, A mixture of red and blue, which comprehends
ajl the shades from a deep violet colour to a lilac.

3d, A mixture of red and yellow, whicii embraces all

the shades from a scarlet colour to that of musk and to-

bacco.

^
Class I. Processes for Dyeing ATixtures of Blue and

Yellow, or Green.

o74,. Several plants are capable of affording green co-

lours, but the dyes which they communicate are all of a

failing nature. D'Ambourniy, indeed, asserts, that he

obtained a permantnt green from the fermented juice of

the berries of the berry-bearing alder, by preparing the

cloth with tartar, nitrous solution of bismuth, and com-
mon salt, and adding to the fermented juice of the ber-

ries, when wanned, a little acetate of lead. The cloth

acquired in this bath a middle shade, between parrot and

grass green. Green is obtained by the dyers from an

admixture of blue and yellow, cither of these colours

being first applied, and then the other. It is usual,

however, to apply the blue dye first, and afterwards the

yellow. The pastel vat is commonly employed ; but for

some kinds of green, the solution of indigo in the sul-

phuric acid is used. In the latter case, the blue and
yellow are either dyed separately, or all the ingredients

are mixed together to dye by a single operation. Some-
times greens arc produced by employing solutions of

copper with yellow substances.

I. Processes for Dyeinff Wool Green.

375. The blue ground, which is usually applied first,

ought to be proportioned in intensity to the deepness of

the green we wish to obtain: Thus for the green like

that of a drake's neck, a ground of deep royal blue is

given; for parrot green, a ground of sky blue, &c. The
cloths having received the proper ground, they are

washed in the fulling-mill, and then boiled as for common
welding; but for the ligliter shades, a smaller quantity

of salts is used. In general, the cloths which are to have

the lighter shades are boiled first; and when these are

taken out, tartar and alum are added ; and this practice

is pursued until we come to the cloths intended for the

darker shades, more and more tartar and alum being
successively added.

376. The process of welding is conducted in the same
manner as formerly desciibed for dyeing yellow, with

this difference, that a larger quantity of weld is employ-
ed, unless lor the light shades, when the proportion is

rather diminished. Frequently, a succession of shades,

from the deepest to the lightest, is dyed at the same
time, beginning with the deepest, and proceeding to

the lightest. Between each dip, which lasts from half

an hour to three quarters, water is added to the bath.

Some dyers give each parcel two dips, beginning the

first time with the deep shades, and the second with the

light ones. In that case each parcel should remain a

shorter time in the bath, which should never be allow-

ed to reach the boiling point for the lighter shades. Deep

greens arc browned with logwood, and a little sulphate
of iron.

377. The green obtained by means of solutions of in-

digo in sulphuric acid, known by the name of Saxon
green, is more beautiful than the green procuretl by liic

preceding process, but it has less duraljiliiy. According
to a description of the process publishrd in 1750, by the
French guvernment, tlic cloth lor this dye i« boiled for

half an hour with alum and tartar, and then taken out
and aired, without being washed. The bath is next to

be cooled, and the solution of indigo well mixed with it,

adding at first only one-half; the cloth is then put in and
turned rapidly, williout boiling, for five or six minutes;
it is then taken out, that the remainder of the solution

may be added, which ought to be mixed with great care.

After having gently boiled the cloth in it for seven or
eight minutes, it is taken out and cooled; the bath is

emptied to about three-fourths, perhaps somewhat more
or less, according to the shade of green to be produced;
it is then filled with a decoction of fustic, and when this

bath is very hot, the cloth which had been dyed blue, and
cooled, is dipped into it, until it has accpiircd the propel
shade.

378. The following process, which is more simple, is

described by BeithoUet. A boiling is first given as for

welding; und the cloth, being afterwards washed, fusti<

in chips inclosed in a bag is put into the same bath, and
boiled for an hour and a half; it is then taken nut, and
the bath cooled to a temperature which the hand can
support. Nearly a pound and a quarter of the solution

of indigo, for each piece of cloth of eighteen ells to be
dyed, is then added; at first it is to be turned rapidly,

and afterwards slowly; the cloth is to be taken out be-

fore the batli boils. It is proper to put in only two-thirds

of the solution at first, to take out the cloth after two or
three turns, and then to add the last third; the colour is

thus rendered more uniform. If it is observed, that the

colour docs not take well, a little calcined alum reduced
to powder is added. The Saxon apple-green is dyed in

the bath which has served for Saxon green, after one-
third or one-half of it has been taken out, and after it

has been cooled. The cloth is turned in it until it is

near boiling.

379. Woollen stuffs, which have previously been dyed
blue in the common indigo vat, may also receive any of
the various shades of green, which are usually commu-
nicated in this way froin weld, by boiling them in water
v.iih about one-eiglith part of their weight of alum, and
alierwards dyeing them unrinsed with about the same
proportion of (juercitron bark, and a little chalk added
towards the end of the process. A beautiful Saxon green
may be obtained from quercitron, by the following pro-

cess, recommended by Dr Bancroft. The cloth having
previously received the Saxon blue, should aflcrwai'ds

be well rinsed, to scparat<', as far as water will do it,

the acid imbibed in combination with the indigo, and
which has a Strang tendency to throw down and weaken
the quercitron, as well as the weld yellows. To coun-
teract more etfectually tlic opeiatioii of the acid, it will

be proper to add about three pounds of chalk, with ten

or twelve pounds of alum, for the preparation liquor of
a hundred pounds weight of cloth, which is to be turned
and boiled, as usual, for about an horn; and then, with-

out changing the liquor, ten or twelve pounds of bark,

powdered and tied up in a bag, may be put into it, and
the dyeing continued, taking care frequently to agitate

the bag, in order that the colour of the bark may syitad
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equally througli the liquOi'. It wili be found, however,

th»t tl\c )'cllow will inanifest itself but slowly in this way,

by reason of the sulphuric acid imbibed with the blue

colour, joined to that of the alum in the preparation li-

quor, which the portion of chalk before mentioned will

not have been sufficient to overcome ; and therefore when
the dyeing with bark has continued about 15 minutes, it

>vill be proper to add another iiound of clean powdered

chalk, stirring it well through the liquor, and to repeat

this addition afterwards, once, twice, and even three

times, at intervals of six or eight minutes, if the colour

does not rise sufficiently without it. By these additions,

says Dr Bancroft, the quercitron yellow will manifest

and apply itself abundantly and equally, so as to produce

very beautiful greens, which, by varying the propor-

tions of indigo, as well as of bark and alum, may be va-

ried at pleasure. The chalk in this case does not merely

answer the purpose of separating the acid left in the

cloth, by the sulphate of indigo and the alum ; but by

uniting with this acid, it becomes a sulphate of lime,

and fixes itself, in part at least, as a basis in the fibres

of the cloth, where it helps to raise the colour, and also

to render it a little more durable. At present the Saxon
greens are commonly dyed with the old fustic, because

the colour of this wood is not thrown down by acids, so

much as that of the bark and weld : and this difference

enables the dyer, when he has extracted the fustic colour

by previous boiling, to mix the sulphate of indigo with

it, and dye the cloth green by one operation, after it has

been prepared as usual with alum and tartar. The pro-

cess, however, which Ur Bancroft has described for

doing this with bark, is fully as cheap and expeditious,

and the green produced will be more beautiful, be-

.-.ause the quercitron yellow is much more bright and
clear than that of fustic. See Phil, of Perm. Col. vol. ii.

p. 125.

380. Dr Bancroft has described another process, by
which beautiful Saxon greens may be produced, cheaply
and expeditiously, by combining the yellow of querci-

tron, the murio-sulphate of tin and alum, with the sul-

phate of indigo. " To produce this combination most
-advantageously, (says he,) the dyer, for a full bodied
green, should put into the dyeing vessel after the rate of
six or eight pounds of powdered bark (in a bag) for

every hundred pounds weight of cloth, with only a small
proportion of water, as soon as it begins to grow warm

;

and when it begins to boil, he should add about six

pounds of murio-sulphate of tin, (with the usual pre-
cautions.) and a few minutes after about four pounds of
alum; these having boiled together five or six minutes,
cold water sliould be added, and the fire diminished so
as to bring the heat of the liquor nearly dov.n to what
the hand is able to bear; and immediately afler this, as

jnuch sulphate of indigo is to be added as will suffice to

produce the shade of green intended to be dyed, taking
care to mix it thoroughly with the dyeing liquor by
stirring, fee; and this being done, the cloth, previously
scoured and moistened, should be expeditiously put into
the licjuor, and turned very briskly through it for a quar-
ter of an hour, in order tliat the colour may apply itself

equally to every part, which it will certainly do in this

way with i)roper care. By these means, very full, even,
..nd beautiful greens, may generally be dyed in half an
hour; and during this space, it is best to keep the liquor
at rather less than a boiling heat. Murio-sulphate of tin

is infinitely preferable, for this use, to the dyers' spirit;
•because the latter consists chiefly of nitric acid, which,

by its liighly injurious action upoii indigo, would rcndei
that part of the green colour very fugitive, as I have
found by repeated trials. But no such effect can result

from the murio-sulphate of tin, since the muriatic acid
has no action upon indigo, and the sulphuric is that very
acid which alone is proper to dissolve it for this use.

Respecting the beauty of the colour thus produced}
those who are acquainted with the unequalled lustre and
brightness of the quercitron yellows dyed with the tin

basis, must necessarily conclude, that the greens com-
posed therewith, will prove infinitely superior to any
which can result from the dull muddy yellow of old fus-

tic: and in point of expence, it is certain that the bark,

murio-sulphate of tin, and alum, necessary to dye a given
quantity of cloth in this way, will cost less than the much
greater quantity (six or eight times more) of fustic, with
the alum necessary for dyeing it in the common way;
the sulphate of indigo being the same in both cases. But
in dyeing with the bark, the vessel is only to be filled and
heated once; and the cloth, without any previous pre-

paration, may be completely dyed in half an hour; whilst,

in the common way of producing Saxon greens, the
copper is to be twice (5 lied; and to this must be joined
the fuel and labour of an hour and a half's boiling, and
turning the cloth in the course of preparation, besides
nearly as much boiling in another vessel, to extract the

colour of the fustic; and, after all, the dyeing process
remains to be performed, which will be equal in time
and trouble to the whole of the process for producing a
Saxon green with the bark; so that this colour obtained
from bark will not only prove superior in beauty, but in

cheapness, to that dyed as usual with old fustic." See
Phil, of Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 136.

\\. Processes for Dyeing Silk, Greeru

381. When silk is to be dyed green, the process of
scouring is the same as for other colours; but when the
lighter shades are to be applied, that operation must be
performed as effectually as for blue. The dyeing pro-
cess is managed a little differently from thatof woollen
stuffs. The silk, after being well alumed, is slightly

•washed at the river, and divided into small hanks, that
it may receive the dye as equally as possible, it being
extremely difficult to prevent the green being spotted
or striped. It is then put into the weld bath, and care-
fully turned. After the ground is thought sufficiently

deep, a pattern is tried in the vat, to ascertain if the
colour has acquired the proper shade ; if not, decoction
of weld is added until this is the case. The silk is then
taken out of the bath, washed, and dipped in the vat as
for blue. To deepen and vary the hue, decoction of
logwood, fustic, or annotta, are sometimes added to
the yellow bath, after the weld has been taken out or
exhausted ; and for the very light shades, such as apple
and sea-green, a much weaker ground is given. Yellow
baths, which have been already used, answer best for

the delicate shades, as the silk takes the colour from
these more slowly and uniformly.

382. When the blue vat is employed to dye green,
saw-wort (159.) may be substituted for weld ; it is even
preferable, because its yellow is naturally of a greenish
cast : dyers' brown may also be used, and sometimes
these substances are mixed together. Other substances,
affording a yellow colourin.g matter, may be employed
for the same purpose, and particularly quercitron, which
affords so many beautiful shades of yellow.
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383. SaxoB green may be communicated to silk, ac-

cording to Guhliche, by three yellow substances, turme-

ric, fustic, and French berries; and to these may be

added quercitron. The greens obtained by means of

turmeric, are the most beautiful and delicate, but they

arc also the most fading. The silk is alumcd in the pro-

portion of four ounces of alum to the pound, and left

twelve hours in the solution when cold. A bath is pre-

pared with an ounce of pounded turmeric, to whicli as

much sulphate of indigo as will give it a sufficiently green

colour is added ; an ounce of solution of tin is then mix-

ed with it, and the alumcd silk dipped initil it has ac-

quired a line green colour. It is then wrung, washed,

and dried in the shade. When fustic is used, the yellow-

ing is conducted in the same manner as with weld. If

the tincture of French berries in aceto-citric acid be em-
ployed, half the quantity of alum may be taken that has

been recommended for turmeric; in other respects, the

process is the same.

384. Dr Bancroft gives the following simple process

for producing, with quercitron, Saxon greens by one
operation. Boil, after the rate of four pounds of quer-

citron bark with three pounds of alum, and two pounds
of murio-sulphate of tin, in a suitable quantity of water,

for tenor fifteen minutes; when the heat of the liquor is

afterwards reduced, so that the hand can bear it, put in

the silk, and retain it a proper time in the bath, taking

care, however, to agitate the liquor constantly, that the

colouring matter, which would otherwise subside, may
be kept equally diffused. By addii.g suitable proportions

of sulphate of indigo to this yellow liquor, and keeping
it well stirred, various and beautiful shades of Saxon
green may be dyed in the same way, of a uniform shade,

and at a small expence. The shades intended to incline

most to the yellow, should be first dyed, and afterwards,

by adding more sulpliate of indigo, those partaking more
of the blue maybe readily produced; and, indeed, says

Dr Bancroft, nothing can be more commodious or certain,

than this way of dyeing the most beautiful Saxon greens

upon silk. See Phil, of Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 147.

385. A dye called English green, which unites the

beauty of Saxon with the durability of common green,

is sometimes applied to silks. In order to give this

green, Guhliche first gives the silk a light blue in the

cold vat, soaks it in warm water, and washes it in a

stream ; he then dips it in a weak solution of alum, pre-

pares a bath with the sulphate of indigo, an ounce of

solution of tin, and the tincture of French berries. In

this bath the silk is kept till it has taken the desired shade

of green, when it is washed and dried in a shady place.

The shades are rendered more or less blue or yellow, by
the proportions of the ingredients by which these colon; s

are communicated. When a goslin green is to be given

to silk, it is first dyed of a light blue, then passed through
hot water, and washed in a stream ; lastly, while still

moist, it is dipped in an annotta bath.

111. Processes for Dyeing Cotton, mid Linen, Green.

386. When cotton or linen is to be dyed green, a ground
of blue is commonly applied first, the stuffs having pre-

viously been properly scoured. The proportion of yellow

is regulated by the shade of colour to be given; and so

also is the previous ground of blue. Pilcur de Apligny
has described a process for dyeing cotton, or skains of

cotton, of a sea or apple green, in a single bath. For

this process, verdigrise is mixed with vmcgar, and the
mixture kept well slopped hltccn days in a stove ; lour
hoijrs before using it, a solution ol potash, equal in
weight to that of the verdigrise, is addyd, and the mix-
ture is ke|)t hot. The cotton thread or velvet arc pre-
pared, by being soaked in a warm solution of alum, made
in the proportion of one ounce of salt, and live quarts of
water, to the pound; they arc then taken out, and tho
verdigrise mixture added to the bath, into which they
are returned, in order lobe dyed.

387. To dye beautiful greens upon cotton, Chaplal
has recommended that it be first dyed of a sky-blue
colour, by means of indigo dissolved by potash and
orpiment, and afterwards macerated in a strong decoc-
tion of sumach ; it is then to be dried and soaked in

the acetate of alumine; dried again, rinsed, and fmal-
ly dyed with ([uercitron bark, employing twelve pounds
of the latter to fifty pounds of cotton.

388. The various shades of olive green, and drake's
neck green, are given to thread after it has rertived a

blue ground, by galling it, and dipping it in a weaker
or stronger bath of the acetate of iron, then in the weld
bath with verdigrise; and lastly, in the bath with sul-

phate of copper. After the dyeing process is finished,

the colour is brightened with soap.

389. In describing the processes of dyeing by means
of Prussian blue, we described a method of applying
that colouring matter to cloth, which had been sug-
gested by Dr Bancroft: he also ascertained, that if,

instead of dyeing the cloth with weld or (juercitron

bark, and sulphate of iron only, he used alum along
with the latter, an olive was produced ; and this being
soaked, as before mentioned, in warm diluted prussiatc
of potash (neutralized with sulphuric acid), it produced
a beautiful green ; the alum and quercitron bark or weld,
furnishing a sufficient quantity of yellow for that pur-
pose, and the Prussian blue, by its supeiior brightness,

giving the green an increased lustre. It is unnecessa-
ry to mention, that this green would be instantly tarnish-

ed, and at last decomposed entirely by soap.

Class II. Processes for Dyeing Mixtures of Red and
Blue.

390. By various mixtures of red and blue, we obtain
violet, purple, dove-colour, panscy, amaranth, lilac, and
a great number of other shades, determined by the na-
ture and proportion of the colouring matters used in

the production of the simple colours, and the mordants
employed to give them fixity, or heighten their lustre.

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool, Violet, Pur/ile, (Jfc.

391. According to the observations of Hcllot, stuffs

whicli have previously received the scarlet dye, take
an unequal colour when blue is superadded. The blue
is, therefore, given first, which even for violet and
purple ought not to be deeper than the shade distin-

guished by the name of sky-blue. After a boiling has
been given v.ith alum, mixed with two-fifths of tartar,

the stuff is dipped in a bath, composed of nearly two-
thirds as much cochineal as for scarlet, to which tartar

is always added. The only circumstance in which the
process for dyeing purple differs from that for dyeing
violet, is, that for the former a lighter blue ground is

given, and a larger proportion of cochineal Lilae^,
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and other light shades ol the same kind, may be pro-

duced, hy employing these means more sparingly, or

by using the ballis which have already been employed

lor dyeing full violets and purple. A lilllc solution of

lin is added, for ionie reddish shades, such as peach-

blossom.

392. Poerner has recommended the sulphate of indi-

go, instead of the indigo vat, as producing a brighter

blue, for the basis of purple and violet, and that too by

a shorter and less expensive process. The colours ob-

tained in this way, are, indeed, not so durable as when

the blue vat is employed; but Poerner asserts that

their durabiliiy may be increased by the addition of al-

kali to the solution of indigo. He accordingly pre-

pares a pound of clulli, willi tiiice ounces of alum, by

boiling it for an hour and a half, and leaving it for a

night in the liquor after it is cold. He makes the bath

with an ounce and a half of cochineal, and two ounces

of tartar, boiling it for three <|ui\rters of an hour, and

then adding two ounces of solution of hidigo, he stirs,

and makes it boil gently for a ([uarter of an hour. He
thus obtains a very beautiful violet. Other shades, re-

sulting from the mixture of red and blue, are obtained,

by increasing or diminishing the proportion of solution

of indigo. He increases it as far as five ounces, and di-

minishes it to five drachms for each pound of cloth ; he

also reduces the quantity of cocliineal, hut never below
an ounce, as the colour would tlien become too dull

;

he changes the proportion of tartar; and, lastly, he va-

ries the preparation given to the cloth, by the addition

of tartar, or solution of tin in different proportions.

393. With respect to these processes, it is justly re-

marked by Dr Bancroft, that the cochineal colour will

only be united to the aluminous, and not to the tin basis;

and, consequently, that they can only produce a crim-
son, of much less vivacity than the rose colour, which it

would aflbrd with a nitro-muriate of tin. But this lat-

ter mordant has always been avoided in dyeing purple
and violet with indigo, on account of the injurious ef-

fects which it produces on the colouring matter of that

substance. The same objection does not apply to the
murio-sulphate of tin, as the muriatic acid has no ef-

fect upon indigo, nor even the sulphuric in the very di-

luted state in which it is used in that mordant. Dr
Bancroft has, therefore, very happily introduced the
use of the murio-sulphate of tin with cochineal and
the sulphate of indigo, for dyeing the colours in ques-
tion, and produced violets and purples of greater beau-
ty and vivacity, llian can be obtained by tlie preceding
processes. See P/iil. of Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 383.

394. Logwood is sometimes employed to communi-
cate to wool, sloe, damasceTie, purple, and other shades,
which may be considered as modifications of red and
blue. This wood, with the adilition of galls, readily
affords all these colours to wool ; but they possess
little stability. Decroizillc, a wcllinformeci dyer in
Fiance, has, however, disclosed a process to Berthol-
Ict, by which he succeeded in obtaining, from logwood,
a very good and duiable dye. The mordant he first

employed was con)posed of soluiion of tin, muriate of
.soda, (common salt,) acididous tartrite of potash, (cream
of tartar.) and sulphate of copper. He afterwards learn-
ed a better way of preparing it from M. Giros, who
formed it by dissolving the tin in a mixture of sul-
phuric acid and sea salt, with a suitable portion of
\yater, to which the tartrite of potash and sulphate of

copper were added afterwards. Wool, in the fjeece,

was dyed with tnis moidant, by employing the latter in

the proportion of one-third of the weight of the stufT;

but, for cioth, one filth was deemed sufficient. A bath
was prepared of a temperature which the band could
bear, with which the mordant was well mixed. The
wool was then dipped in it and dvily stirred, the same
degree of heat being kept up for two hours, and even
increased a little. Tlie cloth was then taken out, aired,

and well washed. A IVesli bath of pure water Wjs then
prepaied, to which a sufficient qu-mtity of the decoc-
tion of logwood was added. The stuff was again im-
mersed, stirred, and tiie bath raised to a boiling heat,

which was continued for a quarter of an liour. The
stiiPF was then taken out, carefully rinsed, and dried,

which finished the process. Wi;en a portion of Bnizil

wood was added, the siiade partook more of the led,

and afforded the colour known in France by the name
of /irune de JMonsicur.

II. Processes fur Dyeing Silk, Violet, Pur/ile, cs'c.

395. In dyeing silk, two kinds of violets are distin-

guished; the fine and the false To produce the fine

violet, the silk is first p.issed througii a bath of cochi-
neal, and aftei wards dipped in the indigo vat. More or
less cocliineal is used, accoiding to tne depth of the
desired shade ; but neitlier tartar nor solution of tin

form parts of the mordaijt, widch consists of alum only.

The usual proportion of cocliineal for a fine violet, is

two ounces for each pound of silk. Wnen the silk is

dyed, it is washed at the river, and beetled twice. It is

then dipjied in an indigo vat, of greater or less strength,

according to the depth we wish to give the violet. It

is then washed, and carefully dried. To give greater

beauty and strength to the colour, it is commonly pass-

ed through the archil bath ; a practice which, as Ber-
thollet observes, though frequently abused, is indispen-

sible for the light shades, the colour of which would
otherwise be too dull.

396. When the silk is intended to be dyed purple, a
very light blue shade must be given to it, after receiving

the cochineal dye. The deepest shades must be dipped
in a very weak vat, and those which are lighter, in cold
water, with which a little of the liquor of the vat has
been mixed. The light shades of this colour, such as

gilly-flower, gridelin, peach-blossom, &c. are obtained

by redurnig the proportion of cociiineal.

397. The false violets are given to silk in various

ways, but the most beautiful are usually cominunicated
by arcliil, the strength of the bath being adapted to the

colour we wish to pioiiuce. After being scoured and
beetled at the river, the silk is introduced into the bath,

and turned in it on skain slicks. \V'ben tne colour is

supposed to have sufficiently taken, a pattern is tried in

the indigo vat, to ascertain if it acquires the desired

shade of violet; and after the shade is found to he of
the proper depth, the silk is beetled at the river, and
dipped in the vat, in the same manner as for the fine

violets.

39 8. A violet is given to silk, by dipping it in wa-
ter containing a solution of verdigrise, without alumiug
it, and then giving it a bath of logwood. The blue
colour which it assumes in the bath is changed to violet,

either by the addition of alum while it remains tiiere, or
by passing it, after being taken out, through a weaker o»
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slrqiigcr solution of that substance. This violet possess-

es neither durability nor beauty. A better violet may
be communicated, by passing alumed silk fiisl through

a bath of Brazil wood, and again, after it has been wash-

ed at the river, through a bath of archil.

III. Processes for Dijeing Cotton or Linen, Fiolet, Pur-
flic, isfc.

399. Cotton is usually dyed violet, by first giving it

a blue ground in the vat, suited to the proposed deep-

ness of shade, and then drying it. After being left for

twelve or fifteeen hours in a gall bath, prepared in the

proportion of three ounces of galls to a pound of the

stuff, it is again wrung and dried. It is next passed

through a decoction of logwood, from which, after being

well soaked, it is taken out, when two drachms of alum
and one drachm of dissolved verdigrise for every pound
of cotton, are added to the bath. It is then redipped on

the skain sticks, and turned for a full quarter of an hour,

after which it is taken out and aired. This being done,

it is once more immersed in the bath for a quarter of an

hour, and then taken out and wrung. The dyeing is

completed by introducing the cotton into a fresh bath of

logwood, to which two drachms of alum are added, and
retaining till it acquires the desired shade.

400. Violets and purples, extremely durable, may be
communicated to cotton prepared and dyed as for the

Turkey red, with this difference, that to the alum-steep

or mordant, a greater or less portion of sulphate of iron

is added, according as the colour is wished to incline

more or less to a dark shade. Cotton which has re-

ceived a light indigo blue, may also be rendered purple

or violet, by impregnating it with the aluminous basis,

and dyeing it with madder.
401. A good and durable violet may also be applied

to cotton or thread by the following process : The cot-

ton to be dyed is macerated in a decoction of galls, (em-
ploying one pound of the latter to six pounds of the

former,) then dried, and afterwards soaked in a satura-

ted solution of equal parts of alum and sulphate of iron ;

it is then rinsed, dried, and afterwai-ds dyed with its

weight of madder. The colour, which is durable, may
be made to incline more or less to the purple or violet,

by varying the proportions of alum and sulphate of iron.

An acetate or pyrolignite of iron may be advantageously
substituted for the sulphate.

Class III. Processes for Dyeing Mixtures of Red and
Yellow.

402. An infinite variety of shades may be obtained

from the combination of red and yellow, by altering the

proportions of the ingredients which afford these colours,

and varying the mordants employed in the dye bath.

Poerner also describes a great number of varieties of the
same kind, which he produced by using different yellow
dyes, and by employing in the preparation of the stuff

or in the bath, tartar, alum, sulphate of zinc, or sulphate
of copper. The principal colour resulting from this

combination is orange.

II. Processes for Dyeing Wool, Orange, iJfc.

403. By boiling fustic in a scarlet bath, and heighten-

insr it by a small portion of cream of tartar and the sohi-

VoL. VIII. Part. I.

tionof tin, wc may produce successively a pomegranate,
orange, a jonquillc, &c. Quercitron may be substituted
for fustic, and both must be used in proportion to the
shade rcciuired. The addition of a little madder will

pi-oduce a gold colour. If, in place of bright yellows,
we employ colouring matters of a brownish cast, such
as the greater number of astringents, wc shall obtain
less brilliant but more solid colours : thus hazel roots,

walnut peels, sumach, kc. yield tobacco chesnut musk
colours, Sec.

II. Processes for Dyeing Silk, Orange, is'c.

404. In describing the processes for dyeing silk yel-

low, we noticed various methods of giving it an orange
cast. Marrones, cinnamons, and all the intermediate
shades, arc communicated to silk by various proportions
of logwood, Brazil wood, and fustic. The silk having
been scoured as usual, and alumed, is put into a bath

prepared by mixing decoctions of these woods, accord-
ing to the desired shade, but causiiig the fustic to predo-
minate. The silk is turned in the bath in the usual way,
and afterwards introduced into a frrsh bith of the same
ingredients, if necessary. Brick colours are given by
dipping the silk, prepared with solution of galls, mixed
with a certain quantity of solution of iron, in an annotta

bath.

III. Processes for Dyeing Cotton or Linen, Orange, (S'c.

405. For the different shades of man-one, cotton is

galled, and then dipped, and worked in the usual man-
ner, in a bath, to which more or less of the pyrolignite

of iron has been added ; it is then washed in a bath,

with which verdigrise has been mixed, welded, and dyed
in a bath of fustic, to which a solution of soda and alum
are sometimes added. After the cotton thus prepai-ed

has been completely washed, it is well maddered, then

dipped in a weak solution of sulphate of copper, and,

lastly, in soap suds.

406. Cinnamon and mor-dore colours are given by
dyeing them first with verdigrise and weld; they arc

then dipped in a solution of sulphate or acetate of iron,

wrung, and dr-ied. When dry, they are galled, in the

proportion of three ounces of galls to the pound of stuff,

dried again, alumed as for red, and maddered. When
dyed and washed, they are put into very warm soap-suds,

and turned until they are sufficiently bright. Decoction
of fustic is sometimes added in the aluming.

407. According to M. le Pileur d'Apligny, a fine olive

may be communicated to thread and cotton, by boiling

separately four parts of weld with one of potash, in a

sufficient quantity of water, and Bi'azil-wood which has

steeped over night with a little verdigrise, and then mix-

ing the two solutions in different pi'oportions, accoi'ding

to the shade required, as a dyeing bath. The cotton

and thread are then dipped in it, in the usual way.

CHAP. V.

Processes for Dyeing Black,

408. The appearance called black, consisting strictly

in the absence of all colour, the processes for producing

it upon stuffs could not with propriety be introduced, ei-

N
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ther under simple or compound colours; it ouglit to be

remarked, however, that the dyer is but little iunuenced

by the prismatic distinctions, und regards as a colour

every palpable chani^c produced on the appearance of

stufls by the union ol' vegetable matter. Black is there-

fore usually treated, by the writers on dyeiiiir, as a sim-

ple colour; but witli no great propriety, for iliough this

appearance may certainly be communicated to stiifTs by

means of a mordant, and a single vegetable colouring

matter, the most beautiful and perfect blacks are given

by a combination of several colours. These considera-

tions have induced us to allot to it a separate Chapter,

and to give the processes for dyeing black, after having

described the methods of applying colours, properly so

called. At the same time, that wc may not increase to

an unnecessary degree the subdivisions of this article,

Founded upon distinctions of colour, we shall annex the

methods of dyeing such shades of colour as may be con-

sidered to be modifications of black with other colours.

409. Perhaps no substance in nature possesses the

property of absorbing all the rajs of light; and, accord-

ingly, there can scarcely be said to be any colouring mat-

ter which is capable of dyeing, alone, a deep and per-

manent black. The juice of the cashew-nut communi-
cates to linen a dark colour, but it cannot be called black.

The same may be said of the anacardium occidcntale,

and several other plants, which produce similar efTects.

And, indeed, as Dr Bancroft justly remarks, a substance

which was perfectly black, and neither reflected nor trans-

mitted a single ray of light, would be absolutely invisi-

ble, and incapable of exciting any sensation of colour

whatever. What we commonly denominate black, there-

fore, does not result from a total absorption of the rays

of light, but from a feeble reflection or transmission of

those which are dark-coloured. Black may, accord-

ingly, be produced upon stuffs by a condensation of such
matters as reflect the dark rays most imperfectly, parti-

cularly blue and violet.

410. Several substances, both animal and vegetable,

possess the property of forming very dark compounds
ivith the oxide of iron, at a maximum of oxidation : this

is the case with the prussic acid, and more especially

with what is called the astringent principle. Blacks are,

therefore, usually communicated to stuffs by means of
the salts of iron, and the astringent principle. A ground
of blue is generally given, before the application of the
black dye, as then a less quantity of the ingredients is

necessary to produce a deep tint, and the stuff is less apt
to be injured by the ferruginous mordant. A ground of
any other dark colour may be used instead of blue, but
the black will be inferior in deepness and glossiness.

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool, Black, 'Cfc.

411. According to the process described by Hellot,
woollen cloth, which is to be dyed black, ought previ-
ously to receive a deep blue ground, to be washed in llie

river immediately after being taken out of the vat, and
afterwards cleansed at the fulling-mill. For a hundred
pounds of stuff, ten pounds of logwood, and an equal
quantity of Aleppo galls in powder, are put into a bag,
and boiled for twelve hours in a copper, with a sufficient
quantity of water. One-third of this bath is transferred
to another copper, with two pounds of verdigrise, and
into this the stuff is immersed, turning it continually for

two hours, and keeping the bath very hot, without allow-

ing it to boil. The stuff is tlicn taken out, and a portion

of the bath, equal to the former, is put into the copper,

with eight pounds of sulphate of iron. While the sul-

phate of iion is dissolving, the lire is diminished, and
the bath suffered to cool for half an hour; the stuff is

again put in, moved well about for an hour, and again

taken out to air. The remainder of the bath is now
added, taking care to press the bag wdl, which contains

the dyeing ingredients. Fifteen or twenty pounds of

sumach are also added ; and the bath being l)rought just

to the boiling point, the el)ullition is instantly checked
with a little cold water. Two pouritls more of sulphate

of iron are added, and the stufi' is immersed for another

hour. It is then taken out, washed, aired, and return-

ed again to the copper for anotlier liour, during which
it is constantly stirred. Lastly, it is taken ut, well wash-
ed at the river, and fulled. When the water comes off

clear, another bath is prepared with weld, which is made
to boil for a moment, and, after being cooled, the stuff

is passed through it, to soften it, and give the black a
better body.

412. Hellot describes another process, which is less

tedious and complicated than the preceding, but it pro-

duces an inferior black. He recommends for fifteen ells

of deep blue cloth, a bath composed of a pound and a

half of yellow-wood (t)iorus tinctoria), five pounds of
logwood, and ten pounds of sumach. After boiling the

cloth in this bath for three hours, it is taken out, when
ten pounds of sulphate of iron are put into the copper,
and the cloth is kept in it two hours longer: it is then
aired, put into the bath again for another hour, and,

lastly, washed and fulled.

413. Broad cloth may be made to acquire a black, in

every respect unexceptionable, by boiling it two hours in

a decoction previously prepared with about one-seventh
of its weight of galls, and as much chipped logwood;
afterwards passing it for another two hours through a

solution of one-tenth of its weight of sulphate of iron,

and keeping the solution at a scalding heat only. Most
dyers are satisfied with a smaller proportion of galls, and
supply the deficiency by increasing the quantity of log-
wood, and by adding also a portion of sumach.

414. For coarse stuffs, and cheap woollens, the blue
ground from woad is omitted, its place being badly sup-
plied by logwood and sulphate of copper or verdigrise

;

or the latter is dissolved with the sulphate of iron, to

convert a part of the colouring matter of the logwood
into a kind of blue. Dr Bancroft disapproves of this

practice. He says, that the only use of the sulphate of
copper, or verdigrise, is, to produce a logwood blue,
which soon changes to a rusty brownish colour; and that

it would be better to use the logwood with the sulphate
of iron alone : {Phil, of Perm. Col. ii. 454.) He adds,
that, with sulphate of iron and logwood, it is not difficult

to produce a full and deep black, but that it is not so

lasting as the black with sulphate of iron, and galls or
sumach, either alone, or with a moderate proportion of
logwood ; which last certainly improves the appearance
of the black dyed from galls and iron, by rendering it

more intense, glossy, and soft. All black cloths, for the
dyeing of which a large proportion of logwood has been
used, are reddened by the application of muriatic acid

;

a little liquid ammonia restores the colour.

415. About the year 1753, Bergman strongly recom-
mended a method of dyeing cloth black, by dippinp'
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vrooUens whicli had previously received a blue ground,

in a bath composed of eight pounds of cream of tartar,

sixteen pounds of sulphate of iron, two pounds of verdi-

grise, and ten pounds of woad, to a hundred pounds
weight of cloth, and afterwards boiling it for two hours

in a decoction of a hundred and fifty pounds of ura ursi,

or bear's foot.

416. Dr Bancroft states, that a fine lasting black may
be dyed, without iron or any other basis, upon blue cloth,

from a species of lichen, imescus /lulmonarms, (91.) ;

and that, if this substance could be readily and coi)ious-

!y obtained, it would, probably, deserve to be preferred

to madder and weld for rendering blue cloth black.

417. The proportions of ingredients for dyeing black,

usually employed by the dyers of this country, are, for a

hundred pounds of woollen cloth, dyed first a deep blue,

about five pounds of sulpliate of iron, the same (juantity

of galls, and thirty pounds of logwood. The cloth is

first galled, and then passed through the decoction of

logwood, to which the sulphate of iron has been added.

When the cloth is completely dyed, it is washed in a

river, and fulled till the water comes off clear and co-

lourless. Some recommend fine cloths to be fulled with

soap-suds; but this operation requires an experienced
workman to free the cloth perfectly from the soap. Many
advise to give the cloth a dip in a bath of wt- Id when it

comes from the fulling-mill, which is said to soften, and
fix the black.

418. To give a browning, the stuff which has been
just dyed, is dipped in a solution of sulphate of iron, to

which an astringent has been added. More frequently

a small portion of solution of iron is mixed with a bath

of water; and more is added, till the stuff dipped in it

has attained the desired shade. Pcerner frequently soaks

the stuff in a solution of sulphate of iron ; to which he
sometimes adds other ingredients ; and, when taken out

of this mordant, he dips it in the dye bath. The first

method is employed for mcirrones, coffee, damascene
colours, and other shades of browns ; a more or less deep
colour being given them, according to the shade we wish
to obtain by browning: a bath is then prepared of galls,

sumach, and alder bark, with the addition of sulphate of

iron. The stuffs intended for the lighter shades are dip-

ped first; and, when they are finished, the browner ones

are dipped; a quantity of sulpliate of iron, proportionate

to the end proposed, being added for each operation.

419. Drab colours, of various shades, are very con-

veniently and cheaply dyed, by the quercitron-bark, and

an iron basis. For this purpose, Dr. Bancroft recom-
mends the bark to be boiled for a few minutes in a cop-

per vessel, with one-third or one-fourth of its weight of

sulphate of iron; and the liquor having been well mix-
ed, and a little cooled, the cloth may be dyed in it as

usual. To sadden and darken the colour still farther, a

little sunuioli may be employed with the bark. See F/iil.

of Perm. Cul. ii. 144.

'1 hs''
II. Processes for Dyeing Silk, Tilack, isfc.

420. Silk which is intended to be dyed, is common-
ly boiled four or five hours with a fifth of its weight of
white soap, after which it is beetled and carefully washed.
It is then galled, by leaving it from twelve to thiity-six

hoursrin a decoction prepared with about three-fourths

of its weight of galls, which have been boiled three or

four hours; after which it is taken out, and washed in
the river.

421. As silks are capable of combining with a greater
or less quantity of the astringent principle, they receive,
when dyed black, a greater or a less augmentation to
their weight, not only from the astringent principle, but
also from the oxide of iron which combines with it in
like proportion. The dyeing process is, therefore, vari-
ed, according as the operator is desirous of rendering
the silk more or less heavy. Hence the distinction of
lig-/i/ and heavy black.

422. The dirt'erence in the process for obtaining heavy
black, consists in leaving the silk a longer time in the
decoction of galls, in repeating the galling, in dipping
the silk in the dye a greater number of times, and leav-
ing it long;er in the bath each time.

423. Silk dyers usually preserve a vat for the black,
and its composition, which generally consists of many su-
perlluous ingredients, and varies greatly in different dye
houses. The vat is frequently continued for many years,
the black dye being always renewed when it is nearly
exhausted. Macqucr has given a description of one of
these vats; it contained seeds of fenugreek, flea-wort,
cummin, colocyntli, buckthorn berries, agaric, nitre, am-
moniac, sal gem, litharge, antimony, lead ore, orpiment,
corrosive muriate of mercury, together with a variety of
other ingredients apparently added at random. Mac-
quer acknowledges, that many of these substances arc
useless ; and, indeed, few of them arc now employed.
Iron filings are genernlly added to the dye-bath; but
some dyers in France use in its stead the powder found
in the troughs of cutlers' grindstones.

424. The bath for dyeing silk ought never to be allow-
ed to boil. Gum and solution of iron are added to it,

in different proportions, according to the various pro-
cesses ; and when it is observed that the gum is dissolv-
ed, and the liquor nearly boiling, it is allowed to set-

tle for about an hour. The silk, being di[)ped in the
bath, and managed in the usual way, is taken out when
it has absorbed a sufficiency of the dye, wrung, and ex-
posed to the action of the air, which deepens the black.
After it has had three wringings, the bath is heated
anew, fresh portions of gum and sulphate of iron being
added as at first : the operation performed in the interval

between two healings is, in France, called a fire {itnjeu).

The light black receives two fires, but the lieavy requires
three ; and the silk is also allowed to remain in the bath
for twelve hours after the last fire. When the dyeing
is finished, the silk is linsed in a vessel with cold water,
by turning or shaking it.

425. When silk is taken out of the black dye, it is

extremely harsh ; and to free it from this quality, it

must undergo an operation called sofiening. For this

purpose, a solution of 4 or 5 pounds of soap for every
huudied pounds of silk, is poured through a cloth into

a large vessel of water: being well mixed, the silk is

put in, and left about a quarter of an hour, when it is

wrurig and diied.

426. The quantity of galls necessary for dyeing silk

black, renders the process very expensive ; and it is

therefore an object of considerable impoi'tance, to find

some metiiod ol tliminishing tiieir cju-xntity. The f illow-

ing i)rocess has, for this pui-posc, been reconmiended by
M. Angie'i, who was a competitor for the ])rizc propo-

sed in 1776, by the Academy of Lyons, of whicli this

was the object.

N 3
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427. Silk carefully boiled anil washed in the river, is

to be inimerscd in a strong decoction of jjrccn walnut

peels, and left in it till the colour of the bath is exhaust-

ed. It is then taken out, slightly wrung with the pin,

dried, and washed in the river. The decoction of wal-

nut peels is made by boiling a full (juarter of an hour,

«hcn it is taken from the fire, and allowed to subside

bcfoie dipping the silk, which has been previously im-

mersed in warm water. A blue ground is next given,

by means of logwood and verdigrisc. For every pound

of silk, an ounce of vcrdigrise is dissolved in cold wa-

ter ; the silk is left in this solution two hours ; it is then

dipped in a strong decoction of logwood, wrung out

slightly, and dried before it is washed at the river. For

light blacks, galling may be altogether omitted ; but to

obtain a heavy black, half a pound of galls may be used

for every pound of silk. To prepare the bath, two

pounds of galls and three of sumach, are macerated in

twenty-five gallons of water, over a slow fire, for twelve

hours. After straining, three pounds of sulphate of

iron, and as much gum-arabic, are dissolved in it. In

this solution, the silk is dipped at two different times,

leaving it in two hours each time, taking care to air it

after the first dipping, and to dry it before giving it the

second fire, when it is to be again aired and dried. It

is then beetled twice at the river ; after which a third

fire is given it in the same manner as before, except that

it is left in the bath four or five hours. When drained

and dried, it is again beetled twice at the river. Care
must be taken that the heat during the operation does not

exceed 122" of Fahrenheit's thermometer; and before

the last two fires, half a pound of sulphate of iron, and
MS much gum-arabic, must be added. For removing
the harshness of the black dye, M. Angles prefers the

decoction of weld to the solution of soap.

428. M. Angles asserts, that if silk be dyed blue

with indigo, previous to its being dipped for black,

it will take only a mealy colour; but that a velvety

black will be obtained if it be prepared with logwood
and verdigrise. He says also that green walnut peels

soften the silk. Though a fine black may be procured
from green walnut peels, and the bath above described,

he notwithstanding adds logwood and verdigrise, that

he may not be obliged to use a large quantity of sul-

phate of iron, which weakens the silk. Lastly, he
thinks that galls serve only to give the silk weight, and
that sumach is sufficient for the dye.

429. The Chinese are said to improve their black dye
upon silk, by passing it, when dyed, through a bath
containing one pound of starch, with half as much of
the oil of linseed, or of rape or hempseed, for every five

or six quarts of water. A great variety of shades are
obtained by the mixture of Brazil-wood, logwood, ar-

chil, and galls, and by a browning with sulphate of
iron ; but all these shades, though they have a pleasing
lustre, are apt to fade. It is rather by the eye, than by
any particular rules, that the dyer is to be guided in
communicating them.

III. Processes for Dyeing Cotton and Linen, Black, 'cfc.

430. In order to dye cotton and linen black, a solu-
tion of iron is employed, which, in France, receives the
name of the black vaC. The solution, which is a kind
of acetate of iron, resembling a preparation of that me-

tal, described under the head of Mordants (94.), is form-

ed with vinegar or small beer, or small wine made from
grapes, after they have been pressed, by adding water

to them ; rye meal, or some other ingredient being add-

ed to assist the acetification. Pieces of old iron are

thrown into this liquor, which is allowed to stand till

wanted, but never used in less than six weeks, or two
months. To this bath astringents are frequently add-

ed, particularly the decoction of alder bark, which of

itself has the property of dissolving a considerable por-

tion of oxide of iron.

431. The following method of dyeing cotton and li-

nen, as practised at Rouen, is given by M. le Pileur

d'Apligny. They are first dyed sky-blue in the vat,

then wrung out, and dried. They are next galled,

using four ounces of galls to every pound of stuff", and
leaving it twenty-four hours in the gall liquor, after

which they are again wrung out and dried. About five

quarts of the liquor of the black vat for every pound
are then poured into a tub, in which the thread is work-
ed with the hand, pound by pound, about a quarter of

an hour, when it is wrung out, and aired. This ope-
ration IS twice repeated, adding each time a fresh sup-
ply of the black vat, which ought to be carefully scum-
med. It is then taken out, aired, wrung, washed at

the river to cleanse it effectually, and dried. When
this stuff is to be dyed, a pound of alder bark for every

pound of the stuff" is boiled for an hour in a sufficient

quantity of water. About half the bath that served for

the galling, and half as much sumach as alder bark is

then added, and the whole boiled together for two
hours, and then stiained through a sieve. When the

liquor is cold, the stuff is put in and carefully worked,
airing it from time to time ; it is then let down into the.

bath again, left in it twenty-four hours, wrung out, and
dried. It is then softened by soaking or working it in

the remains of a weld bath, that has been used for other

colours; adding to it a little logwood. From this it is

taken out and wrung, and instantly put into a tub of
warm water, into which has been poured an ounce of
olive oil for every pound of stuff". Lastly, it is wriing
out and dried. See £ssai sur les Moijens, kc. p. 155.

432. The Abbe Maz6as has described a process for

dyeing cotton and linen black, by dyeing them with
madder, having previously prepared them with the
sickiou of the Turkey red, galling them with myroba-
lans, and passing them througii a mordant, composed
of lime-water and verdigrisc. The process is tedious

and expensive, and, according to M. le Pileur d'Apligny,

does not produce a better black than is obtained by the
preceding method.

433. M. le Pileur d'Apligny mentions another me-
thod of giving black to cotton and linen, which he de-

scribes as very fine and durable. The stuff is first

scoured as usual, galled, alumed, and afterwards dipped
in the weld bath. When taken out of this bath, it is

to be dyed in a decoction of logwood, to which a quar-
ter of a pound of sulphate of copper has been added for

every pound of stuff". After this, it is to be washed in

the river, and wrung repeatedly, but not too hard. Fi-

nally, it is dyed in a madder bath, in the proportion of
half a pound to each pound of stuff. See Essai sur les

Moyens, Sec. p. 168.

434. Guhliche has described a solution of iron, which
produces excellent effects in dyeing black. He directs

a pound of rice to be boiled in twelve or fifteen quarts
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of water, till it is wholly dissolved : into thfs solution

is to be thrown as much old iron, made red hot, as will

come half way up to the surface of the liquor. This

is to be done in a vat exposed under cover to the air

and light, at least a week. An equal quantity of red

hot iron is thrown into as much warm vinep;ar as there

was solution of rice in another vessel, and in like man-
ner exposed to the air and light. After some days the

contents of the two vessels are to be mixed togctiicr,

and the mixture is to be left a week exposed to the

open air. The liquor is then to be decanted, and pre-

served in a close vessel for use. To dye cotton and

linen in this mixture, all that is necessary is to leave

them in the liquor till they acquire a sufficient black,

which will not be longer than twenty-four hours at most.

If the liquor does not contain enough of ferruginous par-

ticles, the stuff, after being taken out, must be put in-

to a fresh portion. In this way a fine and permanent
black will be produced.

435. In all the processes we have described, the gall-

ing, when that operation was employed, was always

given first, and the solution of iron applied afterwards.

Dr Bancroft considers this practice to be extremely in-

judicious, and proposes to reverse the order of these

operations, applying first the solution of iron as a mor-
dant, and then that of the galls as a colouring matter.
'' It is notorious," says he, " that calico-printers, when
they wish to produce any adjective colour by the aid of

iron, or its oxide, as a basis, invariably begin by apply-

ing the basis, (commonly the acetate or pyrolignite of

iron), separately to the calico, superadding the vegeta-

ble colouring matter afterwards ; excepting only in those

cases where a less permanent prosubstantivc black or

other colour is applied, for which the basis or mordant
is previously mixed and combined witli the vegetable

colouring matters. And it is well known, that the black

and other colours given by calico-printers from sumach,
madder, weld, quercitron bark, &c. upon an iron basis,

applied first and separately, are much more lasting

than tlie same colours produced in a different manner
by the ordinary dyers." He afterwards concludes, " and

I am confident, from the results of many experiments,

tliat being so applied, there can be no difficulty after-

wards in producing a full and permanent black by dye-

ing the linen or cotton, which has received this basis,

with a suitable portion of galls, with or without an ad-

dition of sumach, and even without the co-operation of

a blue ground from indigo, which is commonly thought

necessary, at least for tlie finer and more costly cotton

or linen goods intended to be made black." {Phil, of Perm.
Col. vol. ii. p. 469.) These observations certainly de-

serve the attention of the practical dyer.

436. For black-gray, iron-gray, and slate-gray, cotton

and linen have a blue ground given ihcni, but for no
other. All the shades require a galling proportionate
to the gray to be produced. When the iluead has been
galled, wrung, and dried, it is dipped on the skain sticks
in a tub of cold water, to which is added a proper (juan-
tity of the bath from the black vat, and of a decoction
of logwood: the thread is worked in this pound by pound,
washed, and dried.

437. M. le Pileur d'Apligny gives the two following
processes for gray.

1st, The thread is galled, dipped in a very weak bat!)

of the black vat, and then maddcred.
2d, The thread is dipped in a very hot solution of tar-

tar, wrung gently, and dried. It is then dyed in a de-
coction of logwood. After this operation, the thread
appears black ; but on working it attentively in warm
soap-suds, the surplus of the dye is discharged, and it

remains of a pleasing and durable gray.

Tor calico-printing, see ToricAi. Dyeing.
See the following works on dyeing : L'jirt de la Tein-

ture des Laines, parllellot; L'Jrl de la Teinlure en
Sole, par Macquer; Essai sur lea moijens de Jierfection-

ner I'art de la Teinture, par M. le Pileur d'Apligny ; In-
strucCion sur I'art de la Teinture, a translation from the
German of Pcerner; £lemcns de I'art de la Teinture,

par BcrthoUet ; Philosolihxj of Permanent Colours, by
Dr Bancroft, 2d edit. 1813; Decouverte d'une nouvellc
teintre de pourpre, Mem. de I'Aead. Roy. 1711.—Ob-
servatioiis Physiques sur le melange de quclques cou-
leurs dans la Teinture, Mem. de I'Acad. Roy. 1737.

—

Analyse de I'Indigo, Mem. de Sav. JUran. torn, ix

Observ. Physico-Chym. sur les Couleurs, Journ. dc
Pftys. tom. viii.—Versuchc mit Mineralischcn sauern
Geistern aus dem holzen farben zu zichen, 1770, in

Abhandlungen der Baicrischcn Akadonii'.—De Tingendo
jier jVitri Acidum, &c. T. Fried. Gmciin Prof. Getting.
Erfurt, 1785.

—

Ann. de Chitnie, tom. i..—Berncric/ies

Magazin der Ai'aturhurst und Wisscnscltaften, vol. i.

—

Sur I'Indigo et ses Dissolvans, Jour, de Phys. 1788.

—

Memoir sur I'Indigo, par INI. M. D'Orval et Ribau-
court.

—

Memoire sur la Teinlure en .Voir f/ui a rcmfioni
le firix de la Societe de Bruxelles, en 1771 Jour, de

Phys. \7&5.—Mem. dans le Recucil des Memoires de

rinstitut. tom. vii.—Mem. sur le Teinture, et le Com-
merce du coton file rouge de la Grecc, Ann. de Chimic,

tom. xxxi.—Exper. lina xylina tingendi Flor. Carth.

Tinct. Co?nment. Soc. Reg. Gotting. vol. iii. 1780.

—

L'Art de la Teinture du Coton en Rouge, &c. i)ar J. A.
Chaptal.—Exper. on Indigo, Transact, of the Soc. of
Arts, Manuf. and Commerce, vol. xxviii.

—

L'Art d'Aji-

iireter et de Teindrc toutes Sortes de Peaux, par Quc-
miset.

—

Essai sur I'Art de la Teinture, par Bergman
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Chay, its properties as a dve.
126.

Chen-y red, method of dyeing
It. 291.

°

Chinese, thtir method of im-
proving a black colour, 427.

Coccus cacti. See Cochineal.
Coccus ilicis. See Kermes
Coccus Pulonicus, its use iu dye-

ing, 109.
Cochineal, introduction of it as

a dye, 23.

Cochineal, its external ch.irac-
ters. 102.

its properties as a
dye, 10 3.

effects of the salts of
tin upon it, 104.

saving of, by Dr Ban-
croft's method of
dyeing starlet, 260.

Cocq, his account of the pre-
paration of archil. 85.

Colbert, his endeaiours to pro-
route the at nf dyting. 25.

Cole, his experimems on purule
shell lish. 59.

Collt-nib, his method ofscouriug
s.lk. 193.

Colour, in what it consists. 37.
not inherent ni bodies,

39.

Coloring matter, vegetable ad-
jective. :2i.

iheir auraciionfor
alumine, 207.

and fur metallic
oxides, 208.

CoIumnafFabiusj hi»3cconni of
tJie ihell h.b yielding the ly-
rian purple. 6

Composition. See Tin, (nitre*
muriate of.)

Compound colours.gencral view
of. 372.

division of, 373.
Conchylium a shell fish afford-

ing the I'jTian uurplr, 55.
Copper, oxides oV pioposed to

be used as a dye. 97.
pruisiaie of its pioper-

. tie> ui dyeing 120.
Corrosive subli r,ate used as a
mordant, 223.

Cotton, dirt.-rent kinds of. 196.
its rxicrnai tharactt^ri.

197.

process of scouring, 198,
aluming and ga. line: of,

199.

process for dyeing it

common madder red,
295.

proc -ss for dyeing it

Turkey red, 299.
process for dyeing it

ye. low, 332.
process for dyeing it

lemon colour, 334.
process for dyeing it

bl;ie, 363.
process for dyeing it

green. 386.
process for dyeing it sea
or ai-ple green, ib.

process tor dyeing it

gteen with Prussian
blue, 389.

process fur dyeing it

violet, purjle, &c.
599.

prucess for dyeing it cin-
namon and luordore,
406.

process for dyeing it
bl.^ek, 430.

proL-ess for dyeing it
gr^iy, 436.

Crimson, process for dyeing
wool that coliiiir, 274.

saddening and bloom-
ing nf, 276.

in half grain, 273.
Cudbear, method of preparing

it, S8.

properties of, in dyeing,
89.

Curcuma. See Turmeric.

Egyptian!, their knowledge of
dyenig, 9.

Fehing, operaiion of 183.
FeniambiKca. See Brazil wood.
Fax treand lik< cotti.n in the

processes of dyeing, 2C0.
Flortniii.es, ih ir • ethod of

I
rep-ringHrchil S5.

Fntliiig, oi-erminii of. 188.
Fustii, h. story ot 151.

its proptttiei. 152.
its eoluunug mailer im-
proved by lauii n, 153,

52.

simple and compound, Drab colours, process for dye-
^^ ingthem cheaply upon wool,

419,
Dufay, his theory of dyeing. 26.

his nieihod of determin-
ing the durabdity of
colon I, 173.

Duhamel, his experiments on
p rple sh U fi^h. 62.

Dyeing, dtfinition of, 1.

theories to explain its

hypothesis of Prieur re-

siKCting it. 53.
efti cisof lighton il. 161.
oxymurialic acid used as
a test of, 168.

Dufiy's method of de-
termining its durabili-
ty, 173.

Colouring matter not cunfined
to any particular
vegetable princi-
ple, 41.

division of. into e.x-

tractive and re-
sinous, 42.

djfiere .t solvents
of, 43.

mechanical pro*
cerises to prepare
it for solution,
44.

division of, into
substantive and
adjective, 54.

animal substantive,
55.

v.getable substan-
tive, 69.

mineral substan-
tive 92.

animal adjecijvc,
100.

proc sse», 2.

its origin, 6.

slate of it iu India. 8,

state of it among the
Egyptians, 9.

state of it among the
Greeks. i5.

slate of it among the
Hnnians. 16.

its decline and subse-
quent revival. 20.

its progress in France,
25.

its progress in Britain,
32.

means of improving it,

34
general view of its

practical operations^
2.6.

Dye-hftuses, iheir situation antl
construction, 257.

Galium, its properties as a dye.
128.

'^

Galling its effects on stufft,
233.

'

Gall nuts, diffcent kinds oC
228,

^

propertie* of a decoc-
tion of 2:9.

saving of in dycinff
black. 426.

Gray process for dyt ing u upon
cotton iiufl linen 436.

Green, processes tor dyeing that
colour, .374.

process P.r dyeing it iipoa
wool, 375.

process for dyeing It upon
silk, 381

process for dyeing it uiwn
cotton. 386.

Green"(Gosling) process for dye-
ing it upon Silk, 335.

Green (Knghslt) iirocess for dye-
uigit upon silk 335.

Green (olive) process for dyeing
it upon cotton, 383.

Greei. (SaxonJ process for dye-
ing it upon wool, 377.

Green (Sa-.un) process for dye-
ing it upon silk, 383

Giveks, state of dyeing among
them, 15.

H
Hsmatoxylon Campechianuro.
See Logwood.

Haussman, his process f.T dye-
ing cotton blue, 369.

Hellut, his theorttici! views of
dyeing incorrect, 26.

his obser\-ations on the
proofs of colour. 173.

hii process for obtaining
a solution of tin. 214.

his process for dy.-ing
wool)ei!ow, 313.

his rnerhods of preparing
an indigo \at. 349.

Henry, his ihLOietical views
respecting the operations of
dyeing. 32.

Hooke, his experiments in dye-
ing 24.

HydroiT'n, changes cf colon r
produced by its disengage-
meut, 165.

India, state of dyeing in that
country. 8.

Indigo, its introduction as a dve.
21.

'^
hisiory and properties of.

69.
*

difJi rent kinds of, 71.
tests of Its goodness, 72-
itscompoii'ioii, 73.
e.\tratttrd from woad
and othei substances.
77.

•

vat. how prepared, 348.
Indigo, (sulphate of j. Bergman's

process for dyeine-
wiih it 35J. ^

process of dyeing wool
with it, gre. n, 377.

process of dyeing silk
with it, green. 353.

Indjgo, (giieeo), account of^ 74
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Jonqmlle colour, process ofdjc*

ing; it upon silk, 326.

Iron, pi'0|»erties of its peroxide

as a tlye, 93.

ncutateof, its properties in

dyeing-, 9-i.

oxide of, used as a tnor-

dsnt, 225.

Isatis. Set- Woatl.
.lusfcJeii. his expf riments on pur-

]ile slicll fish, GO.

Keir, his theory of mordants,
29.

Kermes, historj- of, 106.

its colouring matter not
inferior to that of co-

chineal, 107.

meihod of dyciiiff wool
with it. red, 260.

Euster, his atcidentat discovery

of cochineal scarlet, 23,

Lac, histor>- of. 111.

diffVrtnt Kinds of, 11'!.

its pr'iperties in dyeing,
lU.

Lake, what, ?07.

Lead, ox'des of, used as mor-
dants. 224.

JL£ Clei'e, his process for dyeing
TurUeyred. 301.

Lichen, aivhil extracted from
varcons species of. 84.

different species ol", used
in dyfiiiF. 83.

Light, chemical etietts of, 163.

its effects on colours coun-
teracted bv inui-daiits,

166.

direct exposure to, one of
the best tests of colour,

179.
Linen, treated like cotton in

dyeing, 200.

Litlnige, its use in preparing
the acetate of ahiniine, 212.

Logwood, its qualities as a dye,

J37.
its principal use in dye-

ing, 141.

processes for dyeing
sloe, damascene. Ike.

with it upon wool,
39-1.

M
Macqiier, important services he

rendered to dyeing,
27.

his method of preparing
the mordant of tin,

214.

his process for dyeing
silk crinison. 284

Iiis process of dyeing
silk with Prussian
bluf. 353.

Madder, different kinds of, 121-

its appearance with a
microscope, 122.

solvents of, 123.

lake prepan-d irom its

sol ition. 124.

how affected by keep-
ing, 125.

preparation of the bath
of, for Woo!, 270.

prepariition of the bath
ot; for Silk, 2'30.

preparation <(f the Iiath

of, for cotton, 298,

Marrone colours, process for

dyeing them upon silk, 404.

Mii-hfU, his account of the me-
thod of preparing archil, 86-

Mill* ral substantive colot>rs,

what, 92
Mordants, general view of their

natuie. 201.

do not always act by
their immediate
agency. 204.

their action, and that
of the stutf, mu-
tual. 205.

should in general be
di stitute of colour,
2^9.

Moi-dants, general view of their
rtftcts. 235.

Morus tinctuni. Sec Fiisiic.

Murio suliihate of tin. Sir Tin.
Mijsciis pulmonarius u&cd as a

tlye, I'l,

O

Olive, procesi fordycirg it upon
cotton, 407.

Oiange, process for dyeing it

upon wool, 403.

process for dyeing it

upon silk. -lOt.

Orchall. Sic Anhd.
0\ides, their attraction for co-

louring matters, 20S.

O.'sjgen, its t-ffects on vegetable
infusions, 104.

these counttratted by
moi-dr.nts, 1(J6

Oxymiuiatic acid used ;is a test

ofcolour, 163.

method of employing
it, 169.

objections to this use
of it, 170.

Pftpillon. his process for dyeing
Turkey red. 302.

Pasiel. See Woad.
Peach wood, its qualities as a

dye, 134.

Perelle, methods of pr-'paring it,

86.

Phctho, an early work on dye-
ing, 21.

Poppy red) how given lo silk,

289.

Pioots ofcolour, 168.

Prune de Monsieur, process for

dyeing it, 391.

Prussian blue, nature of, 118.

its properties as a dye,
119.

Macqui r's process of
dyeing with it, 354.

Dela Pl.itriere's, 356.

Dr Bancroft's, 357.
process of dyeing green

bj' means of it. 389.

Prussiate ot copjier, its proper-
ties as a dye, 120.

Purple, process for dyeing it up-
on wool, 391.

process for dyeing it up-
on silk, 395.

process for dyeing it up-
on cotton, 399.

Purple, CTyriaii). See Tjrian
purple.

Purpura, a species of shell fish

used in dyeing Tyri-
an purple, 56.

where fouivf best in
quality. 57.

PjTolignite of ii-on, its proper-
ties as ailye, 94.

of alumine, how pre-
pared, 212.

Q

Quercitron, intrcwlnced as a dye
byDrB:incroil.33.

its f\tern;il tliarac-

t' rs, 142.

how prepared fordvc-
iog, 143.

iispruptrtiesas a dye,
144.

conir.istcd with weld,
150.

employed in dyeing
sc^rkt, 260.

different shades of
yellow from it up-
on wool. 316.

diflVreiit shades of
yeilow from it up-
on silk, 328-

diffeient shades of
yellow from it up-
on cotton, 335.

process for dyeing
Su\on gncn upon
wool fioui it, 379.

R

R3gs< See Muscus puUnooa'
rius.

IleQumur, his experiments on
piirpK^hell fish, 60.

Itcd, Mil»t»nces used in dyeing
tiiHt CuluUi. 246.

fVom k< rnics, np))lted to

wool, 266.
fiotn nmdd>T, 268.
from cat thannis, 279,
pioicis of dyeing it upon

s:lk with maddt-r, 290.

dirtVii-nt sliadrs ol, given to
silk Ijy cariliamus, 291.

proci'sse-i for applying it to
col (on, 294.

Sec 'I'uikey red.

Red Satinders, its properties as
a dye 1.16.

Rigaud. his method of scouring
silk. 192.

Rh.>mnu^ infectorius, its propel^
lies as a dye. 158.

Rhus coriaria. its properties as a
dye, 155.

cotinus, its properties as a
dyL", 155.

Roard, his method of removing
the yolk of wool. 186.

his mi thod of scouring
sdk, 191.

his experiments on mor-
dants, (See Note), 205,

Romans, state of dy* iiig among
tliem, 16.

Rosing, ill wh;it it consists, 273,
Rouge how prepared from car-

thamiis, 83.

Royai Society, early attempts
of, to improve dyeing, 24.

Safilower. See Carthamus.
Saw-wort, its use in dyeing, 159,

Saxon blue. See IJhie.

green. See Green.
Scarlet, origin of the woi-d, 22.

method of dyeing that

colour. 247.

SchelTer's process, 253.

Pcerner's process, 254.

discovered by Dr Ban-
croft to be a com-
pound colour, 256.

important mistake re-

specting it, 258.

new process for dyeing
it, 260.

how converted into

crimson, 277
difficulty of dyeing it

upon silk, 287.

Scheffer, hu method of prepar-
ing the mortlant of
tin, 214.

Iu3 process for dyeing
silk crimson. 285.

his process for dyeing
silk led. with mad-
der, 290.

Shclinsh, account of those
which afforded the

Tyrian purple, 55.

methods oidjcing with
them practised by the

moderns, 59.

may be employed in to-

pical ilyeing, 61.

cause or I heir change of
colour, r- 1.

Silk, nature of. in the raw state,

1S9.

methods of scouring it, 190.

to whiten it without affect-

ing its elasticity, 194.

processof aluming it. 195.

process for dyeing it crim-
son, 280.

difficulty of dyeing it scar-

let, 287.

process for dyeing it poppy-
colour, 289.

different shadrsof red given

it by cartliamus, 291.

proceis for dyeing it yellow,
324,

process for dveing it golden
and jonquille colours, 326.

process for dyeing it straw-
colour, 327.

process for dyeing it lively

yellows, by quercitron,
328.

process for dyeing it aurora,

3}9.

Silk, proccn ford^-cing it yellow,
by turmeric, 110.

process for d)eiiig it blue,
359.

process for dyeing it TuiHicy
blue. 300.

prot ess for dyeing it royal
blue, ill.

process for dyeing it Kreen,
381.

process for ilyeing it Saxon
green. 3b:(.

procen for dyeing it Eng-
lish gr* en, 85.

proceis for dyeing it gosling
gri'en ib.

process for dyeing it violet,

purple, &c, 395.
process for dyeing it orange,

404.

process for dyeing it black,
420.

Soap unknown to ilic ancients,
19.

Spirit. See Tin, (nitro-mni'iatc
of.)

Straw colour, processof dyeing
it u[)on silk, 327.

Stuff's, organic structure and
cumposiiion uf. IRO.

difference between those
of animal and vegeta-
ble origin. 181.

Stuffs, action uf mordants with
them, 205.

Substantive colouring matters,
54.

Sumach. See Rhus cotinus.

Tannin, its effects npon fustic,

153.

Tartar, mistake r* specting iti

action on coihiiieal,

2^8.
saving of.in djeing scar-

let, by Dr Bancroft's
pi-oci ss, 250.

Tea. spots occasioned by it on
butt* colour, how removed, 96.

Theiiard his e\perimtnis on
liiurdaiits, (see Note), 205.

Tin, nitrate uf, when first used
as a mordant, 23.

nlro muriate of various
methoils of preparing it,

213.

mtino-siilphate of, composi-
tion and Uses of, 216.

salts of, act best as moitlants
when le:tst oxidated, 217.

should be jiure when used
in the preparation of mor-
dants. 218.

muriate of, Chaptal's me-
thod of preparing it, 220.

n.tro-inuiiate of, mistake re-

specting its action in dye-
ing scarlet. 253.

tarinte of Dr Bancroft's ex-
periments wiih it ai a
mordant, 264.

Turkey rtd, experiments of
Abbe Mazeas respect-
ing it, 300.

Le C'lerc's process for
dyeing it, 301.

I'apillon's process, 302.
process followed at As-

tracun, 304.

observations on the pro-
cesses for dyeing it,

505.

conjectures respecting it,

307.

remarks on it by Chap*
tal, 309.

Turmeric, liiuory of, 78.

Its i.H-3 in dyeing, 79.

employed to dye silk

yellow, 330.

employed to d>'e silk

Saxon gi"een, 383.

TjTiamtlliystus, a colour dyed
by the ancients, 58.

'lyrian purple, its origin, 10.

niellH)d ofdycingit
lost, 13.

revivul of ihe pro-
cess, :4.

bell fish which af-

foitl It, 55.

Violet, procon roril)*riiigii up*
on wool, 341

proctsi fur dyeing it upoa
lilk. 395

proceii for d)ring it upon
volioii. 3^'*

Vitafn, till Hccouni of the pit>.

ct« of dyeing Turkev n-d,
30i.

"Water, a solvent of colouring
matten. 45.

qualiiiei it ought to pov
«ei» for d)-eiiig. 4ft.

method of coiticiing its

bad qualities. 49.
W(ld, account of, 146

prufHTties of tlic decoc-
tion of 147.

its qualities as dy^
compartHl Midi thoie
of quercitron. I50.

bath uf, for wool, 312.

silk. 320.
cotton, 333.

"White lead, its use in prepiring
the acetate of alumine, 212.

M'oad, ht&ioi^of 76.
affonli a portion of indi-

go, 77.

prepariition of, for dye-
ing, 341.

V>'¥o\, i:« general propenie*.
1S4.

metJiods offl*ceing it front
the yolk. ISA

felling and fulling oi,

188.

process for dyeing it scar
let withcuehtneal, 247.

process for dyeing it reil

w>ih kirrmei. 2<ni.

prucciWHi- ilyeing it red
with tiiadikr, 2oS.

process lor dyeing it jel-
low with wi Id, 311,

process for dyeing it yel-
low M-ith queix-itrun.
316.

process for* dyeing it

orange yellow. 3lV.
process for dye ng it gol-
den yellow. 320.

process for dyeing it

greenish yellow, 321.
proiess for dyeing it au-

rora Colour, 324,
process for dveuig it blue,

340.

proc*!ss for dyeing it

gre. n, 375.
process for dyeing it Sax-
on gieen, 377.

procei* for dveing it vio-
let and pur'ple, 390.

pruces<i for dj ( injj it %\oe,
d.»iiia«C"ne, fc;c. 394.

process for dyeing it

or.inge, 303,
process lor dyeing it

black, 411.
*^

pro:e»» fni- dyeing it

blown, 418.
process for dyeing it

dralvtolour, 419.

Yellow, colouring matter pro-
ducing it, 310.

pTOcesi for djeing it

upon wool wall weld.
311.

jiroeesi for dyeing it

upon wool with qucr-
(iirun, 317.

with a shade of orange,
319.

with a shade of gold,
32«-

greeniih, 321.

proceitv for ilyeing if

upon silk with weld,
324.

proceu for rtjving ir

upon kilk with quet
citron, 339.
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DYER, JoHK, an English poet of some note, was

born in ilic year 1700, the second son of Robert Dyer

of Abcrglasney, ui Caemiarthcnshirc, an able and emi-

nent solicitor. He was educated at Westminster school,

under the care of Dr Frcind, and was afterwards called

home, to be instructed in his father's profession. But

having little relish for legal pursuits, lie, upon the death

of his father, abandoned the study of the law; and, be-

ing fond of drawing, he became a pupil of the celebrated

Richardson. After having studied for some time under

ttiis master, he wandered about South Wales, and the

country adjacent, as an itinerant painter; and about the

year 1727, he printed his first poetical production,

Grongar Hill, in Lewis's Miscellany.

With the view of improving his talents as an artist,

he undertook a journey to Italy ; and upon his return to

his native country in 1740, published the Ruins of Home.

Declining health, and love of study, afterwards induced

him to enter into orders ; and about the same time he

married a lady of the name of Ensor, " whose grandmo-

ther," he says, <' was a Shakspeare, descended from a

brother of every body's Shakspeare." He was fortunate

enough to obtain several livings in the church, but did

not long enjoy his ecclesiastical preferments. In 1757,

he publislied his greatest poetical work, T/ie Fleece; of

which the following ludicrous anec<lote has been trans-

mitted. Dodslcy, the bookseller, was one day mentioning
it to a critical visitor with greater expectations of success
than the other seemed disposed to admit. The author's

age was asked ; and being represented as advanced in

life, He will, said the critic, be buried in woollen. He
died in the year 1758.

Although neither the number nor the merit of Dyer's
productions are sufficient to elevate him to the first rank
among our English bards, yet he must ever be allowed
a distinguished place in the list of our minor poets.

Grongar Hill, according to the opinion of Dr Johnson,
is the happiest of his effusions. But the well known
antipathy of that celebrated critic to blank verse, seems
to have rendered him blind to the merit of the other pro-

ductions of Dyer ; although he is forced to admit, that

some passages are conceived with the mind of a poet.

The title of the Mains of Rome perhaps raises expecta-

tions which few poets are capable of gratifying; yet the

poem of Dyer will be perused with a pleasure resulting

at once from the sublimity of the subject, the grandeur
of the conceptions, and the skilfulness of the versifica-

tion. T/ie Fleece, it must be admitted, is an unpromis-
ing subject for a poem, but Dyer has the merit of having

given to it all the interest which the art of a. poet could
confer upon a barren topic, (z)

DYNAMICS.
Dynamics is that branch of Mechanical Philosophy

which treats of the action of forces when they give rise

to motion, and consists of the two following problems,

viz.

1. From some of the circumstances which we ob-

serve in a motion, to determine the forces by which it

is produced ; and, 2. Conversely, from the knowledge
which we have acquired of the forces, to determine
all the circumstances of the motion to which they give

rise.

It is customary, however, to give under Dynamics
only the more general doctrines, and to reserve the rest

for distinct articles. We shall, therefore, in this article,

1st, Give a short history of dynamics ; 2dly, State some
preliminary views with regard to the nature and measure
of forces; 3dly, Lay down the general rules or laws ac-
cording to which they act ; 4thly, Deduce consequences
with regard to their composition and resolution; and,
Sthly, Apply these general doctrines to some of the most
general cases of dynamics.

HISTORY.

The ancients were extremely little acquainted with
dynamics. The wants of society, indeed, from the ear-
liest times, required mechanical arts, and many of the
Roman machines explained in Vitruvius excite our asto-
nishment. But these inventions seem to have proceeded
rather from numerous trials and natural sagacity, than
from a proper acquaintance with the general principles of
motion.

The ancients did not even know the first law of mo-
tion, and, instead of conceiving that the motion of a body
was naturally uniform and rectilineal, they supposed that

a circle, being the most perfect of figures, was that in

which a body would naturally revolve. They cultivated

both astronomy and geometry with considerable success;

the former affording some of the finest examples of mo-
tion, and the latter furnishing the best assistance for the

investigation of its properties; but they wanted our ex-

perimental method of inquiry. Hence Aristotle, pro-
found and accurate in most subjects, is extremely defi-

cient when he treats of motion. Archimedes, it is true,

who ranks at the head of ancient geometers as well as of

ancient mechanicians, knew in some machines the true

ratio of the power to the resistance in the case of equili-

brium ; but none of his writings discover an acquaint-

ance with the principle of the composition of forces,

from which may be deduced the conditions of equili-

brium in all machines, and still less does he appear to

have been acquainted with the general method of calcu-

lating the motion of bodies, which forms the principal

business of dynamics. In short, dynamics, as a science,

is of modern date. The celebrated Galileo, about 200
years ago, laid the foundation of it. In his treatise on
the motion of falling bodies, he shewed that he was ac-

quainted with the two first laws of motion, and likewise

made a happy application of them. The law of reac-

tion was a discovery of still later times. Des Cartes at-

tempted to find out the law that obtains in the mutual
collision of bodies, but failed, notwithstanding the acute-

ness of his genius. At last the Royal Society of London,
after making it the subject of discussion at several of
their meetings, devolved the task on three of their mem-
bers, highly distinguished in that society, and throughout
Europe, for their skill in geometry and mechanics. These
were Wren, Wallis, and Huygens. The result was,
that each separately made the happy discovery about the
same time, in the year 1661. These three laws are the
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general principles on which hinges the whole of dyna-

mical science, and indeed the whole science, wlietlier of

equilibrium or of mulion.

Dynamics lias continued to improve, by the happy ex-
amples that have l)een tjiven of the application of these

principles to the solution of particular pioblems ; by de-

ductions from these of oilier princi|)lcs, less i^eneral, but
more convenient for purlicular classes of c|uestions ; and
likewise by every discovery in abstract mathematics, that

great instrument for penetrating the secrets of nature.

In all these respects, the contributions of Newton to

dynamical science are beyond all praise. D'Alembeit
furnished a powerful principle, whicli will be given un-
der Mechanics; and our countryman M'Laurin, in his

Fluxions, was the firbt lo represent the motion of a body,

by resolving the force that actuates it into directions

parallel to fixed axis: a method that has contributed not

a little to the solution of dynamical problems.

SECTION I.

Ahtiirc ajtd Measure of Forces.

1. Force d^Jined.—Any thing that causes, or tends to

cause motion, is called force. The term is in familiar

use; and the mcarjing attached to it by philosophers and
the vulgar is the same. It is divided into two kinds,

impulse and pressure. The former produces its whole
effect almost instantaneously ; the latter continues to act

during a sensible portion of time. It comprehends pres-

sures, properly so called, and also attractions and re-

pulsions.

2. Measure of Weight.— \V"e naturally judge two
weights to be equal, when they produce exactly the

same effect in the same circumstances; as when they
counterpoise one another at the extremities of a balance,

whose arms are precisely alike, or to whichever arm
they are respectively suspended. We also naturally

consider the parts of a body which are alike in every
other respect as alike in point of weight, and thus con-

clude the weight of sucli a body to be proportional to its

bulk. We aclually find it to be so. Hence, by assum-
ing the weight of a certain bulk of a certain body, a cu-
bic foot of water for example, as an unit, and taking mul-
tiples and submultiples of that bulk, we obtain conve-

nient measures of all weights whatsoever.

3. Measure of any other Pressure.—The pressure of

gravity being thus easily measured, and also being one
with which we are familiar, is well fitted to form a stand-

ard for measuring all other pressures. It is proper to

bear in mind, that the specific gravity of a btidy is the

weight of a certain bulk of it, and hence to^BS.
4. Mass or Quantity of Matter measured.—Any thing

is best measured by some quality which is measurable,
which distinguishes it from every thing else, and which
always belongs to it in the same degree, or whose varia-

tion, if there be any, is known. Weight possesses some
of these pruperties, but in others it seems to be defi-

cient. It is different at different places, seems to de-

pend on the accidental neighbourhood of the earth, and
perhaps at a very great distance may vanish altogether.

A quality free from such objections is the force neces-

sary to give a body a certain velocity- Suppose that, by
particular contrivances, we have rendered insensible the

resistances arising from the weight of a body, from
friction and from the air, still force will be necessary to

,VoL. VIII. Part I,

put the body in motion; but the smallest force will be
sufficient, and the same force will give different bodies
a different velocity. Now we may consider the (juai.ti-

ties of matter in two bodies to be proportional to the for-

ces, which, acting during the same time, give them the
same velocity. Estimating the quantity of matter in mis
way, we find, by experiments with Alwood's machine,
that it is proportional to the weight in the same place,
which, being easily measured, will serve conveniently
to point out the (|uanlity of matter. The density of a

body is tlie (|uantily of matter in a certain bulk of it,

and bears the same relation to its whole (pianiity of mat-
ter, that the specific gravity docs to the whole weigiit.

Hence the mass is proportional to the bulk multiplied
by the density, or m ==*(/. It will sometimes facilitate

our conceptions, and perhaps the supposition is not far

from the truth, to suppose all bodies made u]) of small
elementary particles, possessing the same weigiit or
quantity of matter. In tiiis view, the whole (luantity of
matter in a body will depend on the number of these
elementary particles, and the density on the number in a

given bulk.

5. Another Measure of Pressure—When a pressure,
by continuing lo act for some time, ijas produced mo-
tion, the product of the mass moved by tlie velocity ac-

quired in the same time will always be proiiorlioiidl lo

the pressure. That the mass is propoi tioiial to the pres-
sure when the velocity is the same, appears from the
very definition of mass; and that the velocity is propor-
tional to the pressure when the mass is the same, appears
from further experiineiits wit.'i At«ood's machine, and
hence, in general, it will be proportional lo the product.

This product, then, will serve as another measure ol the

force of pressure, and the same ralio will be obtained
whichsover of the measures we employ. Tiic mass
multiplied by the velocity of a body, is often called its

quantity of motion or momenlum, and hence a (orce of
prcssuie may be said to be measured by the momentum
or quantity of motion which it can generate in a given
time. Suppose that ;« t; and MV aie two effects of
the same force in the same time, then m-!':^.\l\', iience

lu
will be reciprocally proportional to the velocities gene-
rated.

6. Imfiulse comjiared rjilh Pressure.— .\ force of pns-
sure is supprised to act every instant ; hence the velocity,

and conseciuenlly the momentum, generated every in-

stant, must be infinitely small. .-V force of impulse must
act in a similar manner, by making the body pass from
the velocity (()), through all the intermediate degrees of

velocity to that with which it sets out; hence its effect

also in an instant must be infinitely small, and a finite

time must elapse before any sensible motion can ensue.

It is not true, then, as it has often been said, that a force

of impulse, however small, is infinitely greater than any
force of pressure however great. The true slate of the

matter is this : An impulse produces, in a portion of

time smaller than we can measure, a velocity as great as

any force of pressure with which we are acquainted can
produce in a considerable time. Hence the one must be
vastly greater than the other when the masses are the

same ; it follows, too, that we can in no case stale the ra-

lio ; but it follows, at the same time, thai the two forc-s

may in some cases be c(piai, in consequence eitner of
the mass moved by the force of pressure being exceed-

ingly large, or that moved bv the force of impulse being
O

=V, and Tj:-=M, also M: : V : V, or the masses
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exceedingly small. Since, however, we are always un-

ac(iuainit(l with the time during which tlie action of im-

pulse continues, we can in no case state the ratio of the

two forces, and we can only in any case infer their equa-

lity from their balancing one another in like ciicumstan-

ces.

7. One Imfiuhe comftared lailh another.—Though we
cannot compare an impulse with a pressure by the quan-

tity of molion jjcncrated, yet we may by that principle

compare imi)ulscs with one another; for the time in

which each produces its effect being exceedingly small,

and to us unknown, may he considered as the same ; and

hence" the force may naturally be regarded as propor-

tional to the momentum generated, or y=mT'.
8. Force ofa Body in Motion.—As we estimate a force

by the quantity of motion which it communicates, so will

we naturally estimate the force of a body in motion by the

quantity of motion which it is capable of communicating

by impulse before it is brought to rest. Now, it will ap-

pear afterwards from the third law of motion, that a

body communicates by collision just as much motion as

it loses ; hence it will be capable of communicating be-

fore it is brought to rest just all the motion it has, and

hence its force will naturally be estimated by its momen-
tum or quantity of motion, or f=mv. Some effects

which a body is capable of producing before it is brought

to rest, being proportional to mn^, have made some phi-

losophers consider the force as following that ratio. But
the quantity of motion the body can communicate, seems
to be the most natural measure which we can assume, as

it preserves a harmony betweeen this and other forces.

The su!)ject, however, is now generally allowed to be

entirely a matter of definition ; if the measure we mean
to employ is explained before we set out, and strictly ad-

hered to in the course of the investigation, it cannot alter

the nature of our deductions ; and the heat with which
the controversy was long carried on betwixt the most
eminent men, is a proof that sound metaphysics is not

always found in conjunction with profound skill in mathe-
matical and physical science. With regard to the force

which a body in motion actually exerts in any given case

of collision, it will be measured according to last article

by the quantity of motion which it actually communicates
to the other body. The method of predicting this will

be given under (Impulse.) It will be there seen that it

depends partly on the mass struck, but that when the

two masses are the same, it is proportional to the velo-

city of the striking body.

SECTION II.

J^<fU)s of Motion, or General Rules according to which
Forces act.

There are three general rules which a body obeys in

its molion, whatever be the kind of body or the kind of

force that impels it; whether it be a particle of dust dri-

ven by the wind, or a planet revolving in consequence of

an original impulse through the celestial spaces.

These rules arc the key that unlocks all the treasures

of mechanical pliilosophy: they form the guide, which,
assisted by the torch of geometry, conducted the great
Newton through all the labyrinths of nature.

Their simplicity, and the smallness of their number,
give to mechanical science a genej'ality and beautv
which no otlier can boast.

Since they act so iinpoi'tant a part through the wlvolc

of natural philosophy, it must be of the greatest con-

sequence to establish their truth.

The first law describes what will happen to a body
if left to itself, and unfolds a property of matter conv
monly known by the name of inertia. This law may
therefore be called the Latu of Inertia.

The second law describes what will happen when the

body, impelled by any force, is at the same time acted

on by several other forces, or has been previously put

in motion, and therefore may be called the Law of Se-

veral Forces.

The third law maintains that when one body acts on
another, the other reacts in a particular manner on the

first, and may therefore be called the Law of Reaction.

First Latu, or Law of Inertia.

A body does not change its state either of rest or of

motion, unless in consequence of some external cause.

The most general principle in philosophical reason-

ing, indeed the foundation of all philosophy, is, that in

the same circumstances the same event always happens ;

that, in like circumstances, a like event happens; and
that the liker the circumstances, the liker is the event.

This principle is agreeable to the constitution of our
minds, and confirmed by universal experience. In or-

der, therefore, to shew, that in two given cases the

effects shall be alike, we have only to shew that the

circumstances, at least the influencing circumstances,

are alike Probably all the circumstances are never
alike, and what are the influencing circumstances can
only be known from previous experience on the sub-

ject in question. Again, in geometry, that property of a
figure which we assume for its definition, involves all the

other properties, so that they are deducible from it by a
process of reasoning. This arises from the simplicity

of the subject, and from the circumstance that all the
properties are of one kind. The case is different with
an object existing in nature. We employ for its defi-

nition such a property, or assemblage of properties, as

is sufficient to distinguish it from other objects. But
the object may possess many properties which are in-

dependent of this, and cannot be deduced from it by
reasoning. Having premised these remarks, we pro-
ceed to the proofs of the law.

Probably no body whatsoever is absolutely at rest,

and every motion which we see commence, is perhaps
only a change on some motion that previously existed.

But every change evidently depends on mind, or on
some other body. With regard to inind, it moves the

body which it animates ; but since it does not animate
every body, it is not necessarily inherent in matter,

and therefore its operation is to be considered as that

of something external. With regard to other bodies,

the direction of the change always depends on the di-

rection of some other body, and the magnitude of the

change on its distance ; and hence we conclude, that if

the action of mind and of other bodies were withheld,

no change could ensue ; that if the body were absolute-

ly at rest, it would continue at rest ; and if in motion,

it would continue to move uniformly in a straight line.

In short, we know from experience, that the circum-
stances on which its state of motion or rest depends,
are not within itself, but wholly external. So long, then,

as the external circumstances continue the same, so

long, for instance, as there is no external action, its
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previous state of motion or rest must continue unalter-

ed. This is a proof from reason.

We find accordingly, that, in proportion as we take

care to diminish the effect of external action, the mo-
tion becomes more nearly rectilineal and uniform. A
ball observes this law more nearly when roiled along

the horizontal ground which supports its weight, than

when projected through the air, where gravity causes a

perpetual deflection, and more nearly on the ice which
is smooth, than on the pavement where the friction is

considerable. We conclude, that if the resistance of the

air and of friction, and the action of gravity, were com-
pletely removed, the law would obtain with perfect ac-

curacy. 'I'his is a proof more immediately from experi-

ence.

Farther, by assuming this law and reasoning from it,

we arrive at conclusions which agree still more nearly

with observation, because they refer to cases in which
the causes of deviation have less influence. This holds

remarkably with regard to the motions performed in

vessels emptied of air, and likewise the celestial mo-
tions which seem to be performed in free space.

Thus the first law is proved partly by reason, partly

by experience, and partly by its sviccess, when assumed
as a principle of philosophy.

It is worthy of remark, that even the first and last

of the three proofs are founded also on experience,

though more remotely than the second. Thus in the

first proof we reason from the nature of matter, but that

nature we had learned only from experience. In the

last proof we assume the law, and apply it to the phe-

nomena of nature, but the success of this assumption is

ascertained only by experience. Indeed, it is evident,

that all our knowledge of external nature must be from
this source, either directly or indirectly, through a pro-

cess of reasoning. To say that this law enters into our
very idea of matter, that it is a law of human thought,

and that to suppose the contrary, would be to deny
that matter is matter, does not alter, in the smallest de-

gree, the foundation of the evidence ; for granting that

such were our idea of matter, whence did we derive it

unless from experience ? If philosophers chuse to set

out with defining matter as a substance that possesses

the property mentioned in this law, it is well ; but still

no application could be made of the law till we had
learned from experience that such a substance existed.

Besides, it is evident, that though the resistance which
matter offers to motion, or the effect it produces on any

of our senses, might be sufficient to give us a general

idea of matter, or to constitute its definition, yet, not-

withstanding this idea, we could conceive matter to

have obeyed a law very different from that under dis-

cussion. The circumstance that this law was unknown
to the ancients, and is a discovery of very modern date,

is a striking proof of what we have advanced. The
first part of the law indeed which relates to rest, is abun-
dantly obvious, because instances of apparent rest, at

least, are continually presenting themselves. That part

whioh relates to motion is rather contrary to first ap-
pearances, because, in consequence of retarding and de-

flecting causes, we never meet with an instance of mo-
tion perfectly uniform and rectilineal. But though the
Whole were a matter of vulgar observation, it would be
proper to direct upon it a cautious and philosophical eye.

If the facts on which it rests are so very obvious, their

evidence cannot surely be impaired by inquiry. First

impressions often need to be corrected by subsequent

rtflection. Fven some of ilie common axioms of geo-
metry have been contested. INluch more must the first
principles of physical science be open to discussion. It
was held as a first principle by Aristotle, that the carlli
is at rest merely because it appears lo he so, and it re-
quired nearly two thousand years to shew that this prin-
ciple is false.

Second Law, or Law of Several Porcc^i.

The effect is always proportional to the force impics-
sed, and takes place in the direction in which the forco
acts; or, more precisely, provided the force exerted is

the same, the effect of its momentary action is tho sojiic,

whether the body was previously at rest or in motion,
and whether it is acted on by that force alone, or sub- 'Ik

jected at the same time to the action of several other ^
forces ; so that the effect of the joint action of several
forces is an exact compound of their separate effects, or
the sanie as if each had acted successively. Thus the
eflcct of two forces at once on a body in the same di-
rection, is equal to the sum of their single or separate
effects. Sec.

This is a proposition which cannot be deduced cither
from the general definition of matter, or from the first

law. We can infer, indeed, that when the body is act-
ed on by several forces, the motion that ensues must be
uniform and rectilineal ; for, though urged in several
directions, it can set out only in one direction, and in
whatever direction it sets out, it must continue to move
uniformly by the first law.

This seems to be the amount of what can be proved
by reasoning from the general principles. The //arn'-
cutar direction in which the body shall set out, depends
in many cases on the effect of each force ; and that this
efl'ect would be the same as when the force acted alone,
could be gathered only from experience. To say that
this law is a mere affair of definition, and that in all

cases we measure a force by the effect which it is found
to have produced, whether alone or in combination,
seems to be very unphilosopiiical. We measure a
force by the effect which we find it has produced in a
given case ; (the more nearly the body was at rest, and
the less under the influence of other forces the better,)
but experience alone could inform us, that the measure
deduced in this case would exactly agree with the effect
of the same force in all other cases. If, indeed, the
itifluencing circumstances in all other cases were the
same ; we would be justified in concluding that the ef-

fect would be the same. But how could wc know un-
less from experience, that the circumstance of other
forces acting in combination would not be an iri/luertciiiff

circumstance ?

Analogical experience could by no means have led
us to the conclusion. We find that a very slight diffe-

rence of circumstances is suflicient to change the me-
chanical action of bodies. Wc find that at sensible

distances bodies attract, while at insensible distances

they repel one another, so that a mere difference of dis-

tance, less than the millionth part of an inch, is suffi-

cient to change the action from attraction to repulsion,

that is, from one direction to another directly opposite.

We find in chemistry, that two bodies, which separately

burn animal matter, yet in a state of combination exert

no such action. How could we know unless from ex-
perience, that in the case of forces also, the qualities of

the ingredient are not in a great measure lost in those

O 2
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of the compound ? In eslimating the effect on the body,

wc have a dinkulty in abstaining; fioni the notion that

the body has been imnii-diately niidei- the influence of

all the foixcs ; but we should consider that an event Iras

intervened, that a new siiv^lc action has arisen from all

the scptiratc actions, that it is only a knowledge of this

action which can enable us to crlculate the ifl'ect, and

that this action can be learned only by experience.

Many attempts have been made to demonstrate the law,

but the view i^ivcii above is sufTicient to shew that such

attempts must be fruitless. The same conclusion is

suggested, when we carefully analyse the most cele-

brated of these pretended demonstrations. Tiie gene-

ral definition of matter, and the first law, are found to

be totally inadequate to conduct to the second. The
mathematician, labouring under the burden of his task,

finds himself, at every step, obliged to make assump-

tions of ti)e same nature as the proposition to be proved.

Thus, lately, Dr Olynthus Gregory, in his valuable

work on mechanics, (p. 16.) first assumes, that when
forces act in the same direction, the result is obviously

equal to the sum of the separate ett'ects, and when in

opposite directions, equal to their difference. He, in-

deed, wishes to give this principle the air of demonstra-

tion, by referring to the definition of force, and the

third law of motion. But it has appeared already that

the mere definition is quite insuthtient, and, as to the

third law, it is perhaps even less obvious than the se-

cond. Having made this assumption, he advances with

its aid to the case of two forces acting at an angle.

But he has not gone far, when he is obliged to make
another assumption, viz. that " if to a material point

already kept in equilibrium by a system of forces, ano-

ther system is applied also in equilibrium, this will not

destroy the pre-existing equilibrium." This is by no
means manifest, from the general definitions of force

and of body. It is a second assumption of the very

same nature as the proposition to be proved. It as-

sumes that the action of forces will not be altered by
their composition with other forces. It is in fact a case

of the law in question ; nor is it a case either more ob-

vious to reason, or more easily confirmed by experience,

than many other cases. Other assumptions of exactly

the same nature are drawn in as he advances, and yet

he professes to tread in the path of the celebrated D'A-
lembert, and even to improve upon his demonstration,
after it had been already improved by Francseur.

There is an illusion on this point, arising from our
mathematical habits. In pure geometry, the length of
the reasoning that conducts us to the conclusion, does
not in the least impair the certainty of that conclusion,
or our conviction of its truth. Each previous step
being certain, the last must be certain also. We are
apt to have the same opinion of physical science ; but in

doing so we shall often be egregiously mistaken. If
the principle from which we set out is doubtful, the
conclusion must be at least as doubtful, however pure
our subsequent reasoning, and however free it may have
been from other assumptions. But if, at a number of
stages in the reasoning, we assume other doubtful prin-
ciples, the conclusion must depend on the chance that
all these principles are true, and is therefore probably
much more doubtful than any of them

; just as in throw-
ing a die there is much less chance for an ace in each of
ten successive throws, than in one throw. If we la-

bour so much to shew that this law is indemonstrable,
it is not because wc undervalue the force and advan-

tage of reasoning. On the other hand, we would wisii

to borrow as little from external nature, and as much
from the resources of mind, as possible. Provided the
workmanship is good, and ihc foundation sound, we
should consider the edifice of science as tlie more beau-
tiful and not less secure, the loftier its summit and the
narrower its base. But at the same time it is liiL;hly im-
portant to know the grounds of our knowledge, and to

riiark the point where demonstration must end and obser-
vation begin. Such nice discussions about the bounda-
ries of evidence, sharpen the intellectual faculties, make
us better acquainted with the instruments of knowledge,
and thus prepare us for pursuing with greater success
tlie career of future discovery.

This second law, as well as the first, is perpetually
confirmed by experience, and by its success when as-

sumed as a principle of philosophy. The case in which
the forces are pressures, might be deduced with consi-
derable confidence from the case of impulses, or con-
versely, since we have shewn in the first Section, that

pressures arc proportional to the motions which thev
generate. An experiment illustrative of this case wiH
be seen in Case 1. Sect. 3.

Third Laiv, or Larj of Reaction.

When one body acts on another, the other exerts an

equal force against it in the opposite direction, which is

usually expressed by saying, that action and reaction are

equal and contrary.

This law holds whether the bodies attract or repel

one another, and whether they act at a distance or in

apparent contact; and the grand basis on which it rests

is experience.

Thus, if one body attract another at a distance, the

other attracts it with equal force in the opposite direc-

tion ; so that, if motion ensues, the quantity of motion
produced in the one is equal to that produced in the

other; and, if motion is prevented, the pressure neces-
sary to prevent it in the one, is the same as in the

other.

If one body repels another at a distance, the other
repels it with equal force in the opposite direction, the
equality of force being estimated in the same way as

above.

The same law holds when the bodies act in apparent

contact. In this case, if they attract, you have no great-

er reason to ascribe the force with which tlicy coliere,

or which is necessary to separate them, to the attraction

of the one than of the other ; if they repel, as in impulse
or pressure, the reaction seems to Ise intimately connect-

ed with our first conceptions of matter. When one body
strikes against another at rest, witliout producing motion,

the same change is induced on the striking body, as if it

being fixed had been struck by a body of equal mass and
velocity in the opposite direction; and if it be the hand
that strikes, the same sensation is experienced. These
circumstances imply an equal reaction. If two bodies

meet when moving in opposite directions, with equal

momenta or quantities of motion, we may presume they

will stop one another; for equal momenta being the ef-

fects of equal forces, may be supposed to possess equal

forces, and such will balance one another. Tliis is ac-

tually the case. It appears from this that a force will

be able to destroy just as much motion as it can com-
municate, and hence that it may be measured by either

of these eflects. If a body strike another at rest, or mov-^
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ing bti'bro it in the same tlircction, \vc may expect i'rom

the analogy of the last case, that the reaction will be

equal to the action. We acconhntjly iind that the (.|iian-

tity ol" motion wliich the im|;inging body has comnnini-

catcd is e<[iial to what it has lost, that is to what the otiicr

by its reaction has destroyed. If the bodies move in op-

posite directions, we may presume that the body with

the gfeater momentuni will prevail, that it will first

spend some of its motion in reducing Ine other to rest,

and then some of the remainder in moving the other,

and that in both parts of the process the reaction will be

equal to the action, according to two foregoing cases.

This is also really the case. The same holds in all ana-

logous cases, when bodies press against one another. If

the bodies, in consequence of meeting, alter their shape,

and again recover it, they will act on one another du-

ring tlie recovery, and tlien also the action is mutual and

equal.

The same law may be expected to hold, and actually

holds, when one body acts on ariother through the me-
dium of a third, as when one body pulls another by means
of a thread, or repels it by means of a pole. In this case

the third body is merely a mediumof communication, and
cannot be supposed to alter the action of the forces, un-
less that its mass when considerable would need to be
taken into the account.

SECTION III.

Com/iosi/ion of Forces.

A body is often acted on by several forces at once,

and it is required to find the effect of this joint action, or

a single force which would produce the same effect.

This single force is called the equivalent, resulting, or

compound force ; and the process for finding it is called

the composition of forces. The whole depends on the

second law of motion.

Case I. Tivo forces alijdied at the same point cfabocly.—If they act in the same direction, the equivalent will

be in that direction, and equal to their sum ; if in oppo-
site directions, the equivalent will be lu the direction of
the greater, and equal to this difference ; if at an «.mcrle,

the equivalent will be in the same plane, and represehi

ed by the diagonal of a parallelogram of which the two
sides represent the simple forces.

This follows immediately from the second law of mo-
tion ; the only case which needs any demonstration is that

when the forces act at an angle.

If the one force alone would make the body move
along A13, (Plate CCXLl. Fig. 1.) and the other along

AC in the same time, me two by their joint action will

make it move along the diagonal AD in the same time.

For by the second law, its motion parallel to AB will

be equal to AB, and its motion parallel to AC will be

equal to AC ; hence al the end of the time it must be

at D. In like manner, suppose that by the separate

action of the forces, the body would at any intermediate

point of time be at E and F, then completing the para-

lelogram FE, their joint action will bring it to G at that

time. But it is easy to see th.it AB : AE : : AC : AF.
For both motions being uniform, (first law of motion,)

the spaces past over in both d..; sare proportional to the

times, and hence proportional to .jiie another. Hence the

two parallelograms are similar, and consequently about

the same diagonal, (£uc. xxvi. 6
)

If the forces arc pressures, the effects of the momen-

tary action will be extremely small, but the same de-
monstration still applies. Though equilibrium is not
the direct object of this article, yet the following remarks
may not be improper, as tending to illustrate the subject.
If no motion ensues, still the diagonal will express llic

tendency to move, as well as the direction of that tenden-
cy. It will express the force applied in the contrary di-
rection, which has destroyed the motion, whether that
force be an active one, or merely the reaction of a fixed
obstacle. In the case of pressures, it will express the
pressure that arises against the oljstaclc; a conclusion
which we are justified in drawing from the analogy es-

tablished in the first Section betwixt pressures and the
motions which they generate, and which, besides, is con-
firmed by experience. The case of impulses is illus-

trated in some treatises of natural philosophy, by a com-
plex piece of machinery. The case of pressures may be
illustrated by the loUowing simple apparatus.

Let the three weights hung aromid the two fixed pul-
leys, as in the Figure, (Fig. 2.) be in a state of C(iuili-

briuni ; let AB, AC, be taken propoitional to the weights
N, JM, respectively, which act in the directions of AB,
AC; then the parallelogram being constructed, the dia-

gonal AD, which is the equivalent according to our pro-
position, will be found to be vertical, that is directly op-
posite to P, and also proportional to P.

Cor. 1. The equivalent is represented by the third

side of a triangle, whose other two sides are drawn in

succession parallel and cc|ual to the single forces. This
is evident by inspecting the triangle ABD (Fig. 1.) It

is evident also, tliat the included angle of this triangle is

the supplement of that at which the forces act.

The sides of any triangle perpendicular respectively
to those of ABD, will also express the magnitudes of the
forces, and of their equivalent ; for such a triangle will

be similar to ABD.
CoK. 2. Given two forces and the angle which their

directions make, the equivalent may be found either by
constructing the paralellogram, or the triangle, or by
trigonometrical calculation. The angle BAD being
found, will e.\press the direction of the eqtiivalent.

It is easy to shew by help of Eucl. 12, 13. 2. that if

a, 6 denote the two forces, c the angle which they make,
and c/ their equivalent,

Then d^^a" -\-'2a bx cos. c+ i", the radius being
unity; also a.u sine of the angle which rf makes with »

ax sine, c

It is easy to se e from 47. 1 Eucl. that if the angle is

right, then r/

—

\/'rr -}-/,•

.

Cor. 3. When the two forces act at an angle, the
equivalent is less than the sum, and greater than the
difference; and it is more nearly equal to the sum the
smaller the angle, so that when the angle vanishes it

will become equal to the sum.
This is evident from tiie properties of a triangle.

CoK. 4. The simple forces are inversely as the per-
pendiculars droi)t on their directions from any point in

the direction of the equivalent.
1st, If dropt from D, (Fig. 3.) the AACDztA-^DB,

hence ACxDM=:ABxD\. Therefore AC : AB : :

DN : DM.
2d, If dropt from any other point G, it is easy to sec

by similar tiiangles, that DN : D.M : : GE : OF; hence
AC: Aa::GE:(iF.
Case 2. ./Uny ?iumb.'r of forcen afifdied at a fioint.'—

The equivalent will be found by rompountling two ac-
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cording to last case, tlien compounding the cciuivalcni

will) a third, and so on.

It all the forces lie in one plane, it is evident that the

most expeditious way of finding the iciuivali-nt will Ijo

by drawing successively lines cqu.il and paralkl to tnose

representing the forces, as in Figure (Tif^. 4.); and tiien

the line drawn in completing the polygon will be the

ri|uivaleiit.

The equivalent of three forces is the diagonal of a pa-

ralielopiped, of which the three forces are the adjacent

lineal edges.

AB, AC, AD (Fig. 5.) being the three forces applied

at A, the diagonal AE will he the equivalent.

For joinin:j: Bli, AG, the equivalent of AC, AD is

AG, because DC is a parallelogram, and since the plane

in which the parallels AB, EG arc, is cut by parallel

planes, the lines of common section BE, AG, will be

parallel, (Euel. 16. 11.) hence the Figure BG is a pa-

rallelogram, then lore AE is the equivalent of AB, AG,
that is of AB, AC, AD.

It is easy from the Figure to perceive, by help of

(Eucl. 47. 1.) that if the paiallelopiped is rectangular,

and if a, b, c denote the three simple forces, and d the

ccjuivalcnt, then (/zr\/u^+6* -f-c".

C'ASt 3. Tvo /larallelforces a/i/ilied to cliff'crenl fioinfs

of a body in Che name direction.—Since the two parallels

may be considered as coming from a point infinitely dis-

tant, or as making an infinitely small angle with one an-

other, their equivalenl will be equal and parallel to their

sum by Cor. 3. to Case 1. and it will divide the straight

line joining the points of application in the inverse ratio

of the forces.

For by Cor. 4. the forces are inversely as the perpen-

diculars on their directions, which, in this case, are as

the segments of the joining line. The Figure (Fig. 6.)

is sufficient to show this.

Case 4. Tivo ftaratlelforces afiftlied in o/i/iosite direc-

tions.—The equivalent will be equal to their difference,

in the direction of the greater, on the other side of it,

and divide the straight line produced through the points

of application in the inverse ratio of the forces.

This will follow from last case; for let NA (Fig. 7.)

be a force whicli, together with CD, balances FE, or, in

other words, which prevents the line AD from moving,
then, bv last case, NA-fCD must be rzFE, and CD be-

ing to NA : : AE : ED, CD will be to F£., as AE : AD

;

biit since NA keeps the line "om moving, it must be

equal and opposite to the equivalent which we are seek-

ing; hence, if AO:^AN, what we have demonstrated of

AN will hold of AG.
Case 3. Jny number of fiarallel forces.—Compound

two, then the equivalent with a third, and so on. If

some act in one direction, and others in the opposite, it

will be most convenient first to compound all those in

one direction, and then all those in the opposite ; and,

lastly, compound the two equivalents. It is easy to see

from the nature of the process, that the point through
which the last equivalent must pass will be the same,

so long as the forces and points of application are the

same, although the direction of the forces should be
changed. This remarkable point is called the centre of

parallel forces.

Case 6. Forces afifdied to different points, but not fia-

rallel.—If they are in one plane, you may produce them
till they intersect, and then compound them two and two.

If they arc not in one plane, but converge toward one
point, you may consider them all as applied at that point,

and then find their equivalent, as in Case 2. If they d»
not converge toward the same point, the case requires

the reduction of forces, and will be explained under Art.

4. of next Section.

SECTION IV.

Resolution of Force*.

This consists in resolving a single force into others

to which it is equivalent, and which are to have given
directions.

1. n the given directions are all in the same plane
with that of the given force, we can always perform the

resolution into any number of forces, by inverting ths

process of Case 1. last Section.

Thus, if two, we will make a parallelogram, of which
the diagonal represents the given force, and the sides

are parallel to the given directions. If three, we may
first resolve a part of the given force into two of the

given directions, and then the remainder into one of

these directions, and the third direction.

2. When the given directions are not in the same
plane with that of the given force, we cannot resolve it

into two, but we can always resolve it into three given
directions, provided two of them are in one plane. We
can first resolve it into two forces, one of which is pa-
rallel to one of the given directions, and the other paral-

lel to the plane of the other two ; and then resolve this

other into the other two given directions.

3. One important application of the resolution of for-

ces, is to find the effect of a force in a given direction, or

in other words, to reduce it to a given direction.

It is evident that, in order to do this, we have only

to resolve the force into two, one of which is parallel to

the given direction, and the other at right angles to it.

The latter can have no effect in the given direction, and
therefore the other will express the whole effect.

4. Another important application of this subject is to

the composition of forces.

The last case of "composition cannot be managed un-

less by resolu'Ion. You may fix on three directions,

two of them in one plane; resolve each force into three,

parallel to these directions, find the equivalent of all

those parallel to one line, then of those parallel to ano-
ther, &c. then compound the three equivalents, if they
pass through the same point; if not, the problem is im-
possible, that is, there is no single force equivalent to

them all.

The most convenient directions to fix on will be three

straight lines passing through the same point at right

angles to one another, and the most convenient way of
resolving, will be to calculate on the principle mention-
ed in Case 2d of last Section, that the three adjacent

edges of a parallelopiped compose a force equal to the

diagonal. Hence, since in this case the parallelopiped

is rectangular, letydenote any force.

a the angle it makes with the parallel

to one of the assumed lines.

/'xcos. d
Then R : cos. a : :f.-—„ ~ the force estimated

in that direction.

Let 6, c, rf, denote the three equivalents found ; then,

if they pass through the same point, they will be three

edges of a rectangular parallelopiped, of which the dia-

gonal is the equivalent sought, vrhich call m; then
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m—\/a* + 6'^+c^. The same method may be applied

•with advantage to Case 2d of composition, when the

forces are not all in one plane; and even when the for-

ces are all in one plane, a similar method will some-

times be convenient, only in that case it will be sufli-

cient to resolve each force in tlie direction of two per-

pendicular liftes. It is evident that in Case 2d the

composition can always be effected, because the three

equivalents will always pass through the point to which
all the given forces are supposed to be applied.

SECTION V.

^Ififilication of the GeJieral Princiftles of Dynamics to

some Cases in luhicli the bulk of the body is overlooked,

•r rather in which the Body is regarded as having its

whole Matter collected in a Point.

Case 1. ^ body acted on by an impulsive force.—By
the first law the motion will be uniform and rectili-

neal.

Hence, if t)~ the velocity, or space through which
the force will make the body go in a certain unit of

time, t ZZ the whole time or immber of units during

which the body moves, s~ the whole space or line pass-

ed over, it is evident that

sZZZv t.

This is the fundamental equation, which involves all

the rest.

Thus —-^t.
V

Hence also «==; v, ==t when v the same, and =v when t

the same.

t==—,==s when v the same, and =— when s
V V

the same.

Tu=— , =s when t the same, and =—when s

the same.

Case 2. j1 body acted on by two im/iulsive forces.—
If they act in the same direction, the velocity will be
equal to the sum of the separate velocities.

If in opposite directions, it will be equal to their dif-

ference.

If at an angle, the velocity and direction will be found
by the rule given for finding the equivalent of two forces,

in last Section ; that is, by finding the diagonal of a pa-
rallelogram, of which the sides represent the separate
velocities.

Case 3. .^ body acted on by an equal impulsix>eforce at

equal intervals of time in the same dircctio7i.—Suppose
the iorce is such, that during tlie first interval of time
the body will pass over the space a.

With this velocity it would go on uniformly, but at

the end of the interval it receives an equal impulse,
which according to the 2d law, will just add as much
to its velocity, and so on : hence during the second in-

terval, it will pass over the space 2a; during the third,

3 a, Ecc. ; so that if t denote the whole time, or whole
number of intervals, it will, during the « interval, pass
over the space t a.

Hence it is evident, that the velocity at any period of

the motion will be in proportion to the number of inter-

vals, or to the time that has clapsc<l.

The whole space will be :z the sum of the arithmeti-

cal progression o, 2 a, 3 a . .

t+t^

a+ta ta+ l^a

a X

Cor. 1. If ( the number of intervals is very great,
then t^ will be very great in comparison with t, so that

the space will be— nearly.

Cor. 2. Hence, too, in this case, the space will be
nearly proportional to t'- , since a and 2 are constant.

CoR. 3. The space over which the body would go
with the last actjuired velocity in the time / would be
taxiZ^t''a, nearly double the space already gone over,

if I is great.

Case 4. ji body acted on by pressure, always acting
in the seine direction, and with the same intensity.

When once a body has acquired a finite velocity, by
the action of an unremitting force, and the action has
ceased, the motion (according to law 1st,) will be pcr-
fectlv uniform, and therefore all its circumstances cal-

cr.cJted as in Case 1. Hut in the i)rescnt case, a consi'

derable time elapses before a considerable velocity is ac-

quired, and it is interesting to investigate the circum-
stances of the motion during tne lapse of that time.

The action being renewed at the end of every instant,

the velocity will not remain the same longer than an in-

stant, or the motion will bo perpetually accelerated.

The velocity at any point is expressed by the space
passed over during the next instant, or by tlie space it

would pass over during tlie next unit of any magnitude,
were it to preserve its motion unaltered, or nearly by
the space actually passed over during the next mo-
ment.

When the force is supposed to act with the same in-

tensity, the velocity added at the end of each instant

will be the same ; and hence if t denote the number of

instants in any finite portion of time, and v the velocity

acquired, it follows by the demonstration in last case,

that v^t. Also, since in this case t is infinitely great,

s=t'^ exactly.

but v==t ; hence s=-i;^.

For the same reason, in this case, the space through
which the body will go with the last acquired velocity

in the time t, will be exactly— twice the space it has al-

ready gone over.

Cor. 1. In the case of any pressure, having ascertained

by experiment the space passed over in a certain time,

such as a second, we will have the space that would be

passed over during the next unit with the motion un-

altered, that is, the velocity acquired, and we will be

able, given any one of these three, t, v, s, to find the

other two.

Thus we will be able to find s when / is given, or :

when « is given, by the formula a==t^.

We will find v when / is given, or / when v is given,

by the formula v=t.
And we will find s when v is given, or v when a is

given by the formula «=-j^.

Or an absolute ccjiiation may be derived, for each of

the six problems that may arise. Thus, let /j—tlie space

passed over during the first unit of time, and conse-

quently 2/j will be—the velocity acquired during tliat

time.
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Then 1'

Ilcncc J^='-

:/< -.Kz^lii-

Coit. -.

1 : r : : 2 /i : VZZi /i

.

Hence —-^^
2/1

4/1' : 7J« ::/<:« = '

Hence 2 *//!«—v.

-vt, aiitl consoqiicntly-

4/'

-=r, and— =i^r.

CoK. 3. If the limes, coiintins; from the beginning of

the nioliun, are taken as 1,2, 3, 5cc. the spaces will be

as I, 4, 9, )6i, &c. and the spaces passed over during

the successive equal intervals of time, Mill be as the dif-

ferences of these numbers, that is, as the odd numbers
1,5.7, &c.

CoR. 4. Since \viih the same pixssurc, the velocity ac-

quired is proportional to the lime, in comparing two

pressures, wc will obtain the same ratio, whatever be

the time wc assume. This shews the consistency and

propriety of the measure we adopted.

Coil. 5. If one of the two pressures produce the same
velocity in the same body in half the time, it is evv.vjit

it would, in tlie same lime, produce double the velocity;

hence the force would be double, and so on. There-

fore, when the mass and the velocity, or in and v are

the same, then /==
1 , , ,

. mv— . Hence wc havey=? , or
c t

2«

/— , if we measure/ by the effect in an unit of time.

Cor. 6. Again, since tj~ — , if we substitute the lat-

ter in the expression of the foregoing corollary, we get

2 m s

J fi

2 s
Cor. 7. Also, since t^— , if we substitute the lat-

TJ

ter, we get/=-

Con. 8. Further, it may sometimes happen, that we
do not know the circumstances of a motion from its

commencement, and we may wish to determine the

force by observing the increments on the time, space,

or velocity.

Now, it is easy to shew that the above formula will

apply to the increments, reckoning from any point, as

well as from the beginning.

Thus, let v'. t', s', denote the corresponding incre-

ments on V. t, s.

c- •
', ^' -''

bmce V =i=/, lience—~ —r.

will be measured by the velocity generated in the unit

of time ; and the expression for it will evidently be had
by dividing ine above formula by ??i, or by expunging it.

Cob. 10. If the force continually increases, the velo-

city will increase faster than in the ratio of the times,

and tlie spaces faster than in the ratio of the squares of
the times. The reverse will hold, if the force continu-

ally diminish.

Case 5. A body acted on by /iressure, always in the

same direction, and continually varying its intensity ac~

cording to a certain taw.—Here, as in last case, the mo-
tion being uniform only for an instant, it will follow by
the doctrine of uniform motion, that if v is the velocity

already acquired, and s the small space passed over du-

ring the next instant s:^vt.

In last case it appeared, that when a force continues
to act with the same intensity, and the mass remains the

same, yizi-T". Here, where the same intensity continues

only for an instant,/" -r-

t

Tt'-V
In a smiilar manner, since by last case /—^—i, ii

follows, that in this case f:^ ^^-
2« «

2 s'
Also since by last case/—-^7, hence in this case

2tt tc

Farther, since s=vt, and consequently x':^-:-, there

-

fore taking the fluxions of these quantities n— (
~

) ^

substituting this instead of v in the second fornmla, we

get/zzf— j, wliich becomes /iz^7 when t constant.

t

Hence, bringing together all the formulae necessary
in the present case, we have

s^lvt, hence —~;,and^-=T'.

Therefore/—

t

m v'

Since s==t^ hence—7~ —-.

Therefore /z:-
2 mi

•zi

Smce s=rv , hence———

.

T;xr.fore/=2L4'.
2 s

Cor. 9. When the mass remains the same, the force

/zz—r, hence/ :^v

r VV
,

fZZ—r ) hence/s—T

/~^, hence fttzzis.

f:-(f)
, which becomes f=-r- when t constant.

t I t^

These formulae may be employed either for finding

tlie relations of «, -y, and ;, wiicn you know the law of
the force, expressed according to some function of one
of them ; and, conversely, you have only to substitute

the given relation in the proper formula, and then inte-

grate. The law of the force is commonly expressed ac-
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cording to some function of S; tlie two following pro-

blems will involve almost every thing that can be desired

on this subject.

Prob. I.

Suppose that the force varies as sonic Riven power n
(ii the distance from a point toward which the body is

moving, and which we may call the point of attraction,

it is required to determine the relations of the space

passed over, the time elapsed, and the velocity acquired,

so as to enable us to infer one from another.

Let a=the distance of the body from the point of at-

traction at the outset,

s=the space it has past over,

rrrthe velocity acquired,

;=:the time elapsed,

then a—s will be the distance now from the point of at-

traction, and a—s]" multiplied by some constant quantity,

which we may call ?n, will be the force that now acts on
the body. It is evident that in any case vi will be known
when we know the force at some given distance.

To discover the relations of v and s, we will substi-

tute the expression for the force, in the third formula,

where u and s occur.

Hence my.(a—sYy,s^=.vv.

Having now got an equation involvir.g the fluxions of ti

and 8 with known ter.;is, we will, by takiuf^- the fluents,

get an equation involving u ands themselves with known
terms.

Hence '—
n-\-i

Now the constant quantity C

when s=0, hence C=:-

must be such
nti

Hence

Or,

72+1

n-t-l ~T
7l-\-l 2

negative.

Consequently mx ( L, a—L, (a

—

s)]

Thus, when n——2, which is one of the most inter-

esting cases, then

P=y 2,«X (a-*->-.,-) = y2„,x (-l-_l-)=
y2;n / s 1 2m •/a a—s^ ....— X «y = ^ X , on mullinlyinc-

each term of the last fraction by a—s.

Hence ;=»

—

V'2«

/ a a—n

Now the last part of this expression, viz
%/«

is evidently equal to ~/— X « H x ,
—

=

^-

Vqs—a' 2 v' a *—«'

the first term of whiWi has for its fluei.t ^^^ g^, and

that of the second (by supposing «=» z) will bi — X

2r a 2a
an arch whose cosine is =.—^= .

a a

Hence t=J-^ x \ ^J^H? +Y X arch

( COS. =—^j— 1 f and this case requires no correciioh.

because s must be =0 when;=;0.

CoR. I. When «=a, thenxi is infinite, and t-='/— x
2m

that 7^~0 ac

This applies whether n be positive or negative, whole
or fractional, unless when n=— 1. In this case, the

formula is evidently absurd, and in order to have the
proper fluents, we must recur to the fluxional equation,

which becomes mx(a—s)~'^xs=^vv.
Hence, taking the fluents, and employing L to de-

note hyperbolic logarithm, we get —mxl-,(a—s)-)-C=r

2
'

The constant quantity C must be such that t=0 when
a—0, hence CzZmxl^, a.

v"

Or TOxL, ::^—

.

a—s 2

Again, to discover the i>eIations of s and t in any case,

we have only by the above formula to find the expres-
sion for -v in terms of s, and substitute that expression

instead of v in the fundamental equation —~ ^. We
V

will thus have a fluxional equation involving the fluxions

•f s and t with known terms, and taking the fluents, we
vill obtain an equation involving « and t themselves with
inown terms.

Vol. VIII. Part I.

— where c is the circumference of a circle whose dia-
2

meter is unity ; hence the whole time of descent to the

centre of attraction by a body setting out at different dis-
3

tances is ==n!^a=a^, that is, proportional to the square

root of the cube of the distance.

If the force varies as some given power n of the dis-

tance from a given point farther back than that from
which the body sets out, the equation that expresses the

relation of v and s will be the same as before, only hav-

ing a-f-s instead of a

—

s.

Cor. 2. Hence, if the body is acted on by several pres-

sures in the same or opposite directions, the effect may
be found by calculating the separate effects, and then

taking the sum or difference.

Problem II. Suppose that the relation betwixt t and

s is given ; suppose, for instance, that t -i=a—s|", and

consequently =7?ixa—i]", m being a known (jiuantity-

required the law of the force expressed according to .r.

Since /=:(-^j

i

.. , • , — s t
if we regard « as constant, we get/=

—

-.
—

Now t- zi m X {a-—*)"r :^— " m X (a—s)"-'^-

hence <••'—— "3 m' x (a—sp"—''s-^

and f =— nms- X (n— 1) X (a—s)''~^X— «•= n mt
(n—l)X(a—«)"-*

P
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hence /=
n>,-

' X (k— I )x(a—«)"-'

i^m'- X (a—«)"'-'

_(„— I )X(«—S-:

Here /=;-(«—»)'-'"

The great object in this case of dynamics is, given the

relation of the force to s, v, or t, to find the relation of

these to one another, or, given the relations of two of

these to find the relation of the force to them. The re-

lation most easy to observe, is that of the force to s, or of

« to?.

Cask 6. ^1 body acted on by imjiuhe and fircssure at

the same time.—II is necessary to bear in mind, that the

impulse ceases to act almost immediately, but that the

pressure continues to operate. It is eviilcnt that tiic

cftect will be the same, as if the body had acquired a

finite velocity in ar.y other manner, and then begun to

be acted on by the pressure.

Variety 1. When the im/iulse and firessure both act in

the same direction.— It is clear that the motion will be

in that direction, and that the effect in any given time

will be found, by calculating separately the effects of the

impulse and pn-ssurc, and adding them together.

V'ariety 2. When the two forces act in o/i/tosite direc-

tions.—It is evident, that the motion will be continually

retarded, and at last destroyed. To find the relations of

s, V, and t, you have only to calculate the effect of the

initial velocity, supposing it to remain the same, and

then subtract the effect of the pressure. To find the time

in which the whole initial velocity will be destroyed, or

the body brought to rest, we have only to calculate in

what time the pressure would be able to generate that

velocity. It is evident, that if the pressure acts always

with the same intensity, the motion will be uniformly re-

tarded, or the body will lose equal portions of velocity in

equal times; also, the whole time will be proportional

<o the initial velocity, and the whole space proportional

to the square of the wdiole time, or of the initial velocity.

Thus, it is evident, this variety of Case 6th will come
within the range of former problems.

Variety 3. Jl'hen the im/iulse and firessure act at an
angle.—This is by far the most important and most dif-

ficult variety, and is usually discussed under the title of

Central Forces.
If a body, already proceeding with a finite velocity, in

consequence of an impulse, or some other cause, is act-

ed on at finite intervals of time by new impulses, each of

which differs in its direction from that of the previous
motion, its path will evidently be a succession of straight

lines making angles with one another. If, instead of be-

ing an impulse, the force be pressure, and act incessant-

ly, the straight lines will become infinitely short, and the

path consequently become curvilineal. The curve -.vill

lie wholly in one plane, if the direction of the pressure
be always in the same plane with the original direction

of the motion, and it will be concave on that side toward
which the pressure is directed. Again, since a body, if

left to itself, moves in a straight line, we may conclude,
when it moves in a curve, without being compelled to it

by a fixed obstacle, that there is a force of pressure con-
stantly deflecting it from the direction of the tangent.
The arch, through which the body moves in an in-

stant, or through which it would move in any unit of
time in the direction of the tangent, if the pressure were
to cease, is the projectile velocity at that point of the
-vjrve.

In the cases that most commonly occur, the pressure

is an attraction ; it is commonly directed to the same
point during a considerable part of the motion; that

point is called the centre of attraction, and the force is

called a centriftetal force.

The force w ith which the body, in consequence of its

projectile motion, endeavours to recede from the centre

of attraction, is called a centrifugal force. These two

forces have the general name of central forces.

A straight line, drawn from any point of the curve to

the centre of attraction, is called the radius vector.

The angular velocity at any point of the curve, is the

velocity with which the radius vector at that point de-

scribes an angle, that is, the angle which it passes over

in an instant, or that which it would pass over in any

unit of time, were its angular motion to remain urii-

forra.

When the lirie which the body describes returns into

itself, like a circle or an oval, it is called an orbit, and
the time of describing the whole of it is called the /le-

riodic time.

The following arc the most important propositions on

the subject of central forces.

Proi'. I.

If the centre of attraction remains always the same,,

the curve will lie wholly in one plane, passing thiotigh

that centre; and the areas described by the radius vec-
tor, will be proportional to the times of description.

First, suppose the central force to act during equal
finite intervals of time ; suppose c (Plate CCXLI. Fig.

8.) the centre of attraction, AB the line passed over in

one of the equal intervals, the body with its uniform mo-
tion would, during the next equal portion of time, go
over a line BD^rAB, but at B it is acted on by the cen-

tral force. Suppose the momentary action is such, that

in the same time the body would move along BE, then
completing the parallelogram, BF will be the real lino

of the motion. Joining CD, the A ABC is :z: aBDC,
because they have equal bases, and the same altitude

;

and the A FBC is ~ A BDC, because they are on the

same base, and between the same parallels ; therefore,

ABC~FBC. The same thing niay be shewn with re-

gard to the next triangle, &cc. Hence, the sum of all

the triangles, or the whole area, described in a given
time, will be proportiorjal to the time of description.

Also, all the triangles are in one plane; for CFB is in

the plane of CDB, since they are betAveen Uvo parallels

which necessarily lie in one plane, and CDB is evidently

in the plane of ABC ; therefore CFB is in the plane
of ABC. It is clear, also, that the point C must always
be in the plane of the Figure. Suppose now that the

central force acts incessantly, or that the equal intervals

of time are infinitely small, the path then becomes a

curve, and the ti'iangles become infinitely small, but still

the same demonstration will hold ; and hence we infer

the proposition.

Conversely.—Prop. II.

If the curve described lie wholly in one plane, and
the radius vector drawn from a certain point in the
plane, always describe around that point areas jjropor-

tional to the times, that point is the centre of attrac-

tion.

For around any other point than the centre of at»
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traction, llic aicas described in equal times cannot be

equal.

Thus, in the same Figure, take any other point G, it

is evident that GBF cannot be equal to GUA ; for in or-

der that this might hold, DF would need to be parallel to

GB, whereas it is parallel to CB.

Prop. III.

The projectile velocity at any point of the curve is in-

versely as the perpendicular let fail on the tangent at that

point from the centre of attraction.

For the small triangle described in an instant, by the

radius vector being every where of the same area, its

base must be inversely as its perpendicular ; but the base

is the projectile velocity, and the perpendicular on the

base is just the perpendicular on the tangent.

Prop. IV'.

The angular velocity is inversely as the square of the

distance or of the radius vector.

Let ACB (Fig. 9.) be the small triangle described in an

instant, and therefore the angle C the angular velocity

when the body is at A. Let AD be a circular arch, of

which C is the centre. It may be regarded as a perpen-

dicular on Cli.

AD
From the nature of the circle, the angle C is=i=-T-TT;

but the area of the triangle described in an instant be-

ing always the same, the perpendicular will be inverse-

ly as the base; hence, AD H=rrTT> that is = —— , be-

cause AC is ultimately^ CB; hence the angle C =

-; or let a be the angular velocity, and r the radius
AC

vector, then a

any point is directly as the sijuare of (lie projectile ve-

locity, and inversely as that part of the radius vector
produced wliich the circle intercepts, often called the

deflective chord.

Let .'\B Fig. 11. be the arch described in an instant,

BD
II
the tangent, BD the lajigent, C the point of attrac-

tion, then AD measures the centripetal force.

Joining AB and BE, it is easy to sec from similar

triangles, that AD : AB i : AB : AE ; hence AD ~-r-fr

But the chord AB is ultimately equal to the arch, and
therefore equal to the projectile velocity ; hence, the

vcl.2 vel.2
centripetal force~ -r—.—;

, =^-r-?—;

—

-.•

del. chord del. chord

Prop. V'III.

If the body move uniformly in a circle, the centripetal

force will be directly as the square of the projectile ve-

locity, and inversely as the diameter.

For the centre of the circle will be the centre of at-

traction, (Prop. 6.), and hence the deflective chord will

be the diameter. Hence, the Prop, follows from the

last,/=^.

Prop. IX.

If the body move uniformly in a circle, the centripe-

tal force will bo directly as the radius, and inversely as

the square of the periodic lime.

For in uniform molion, the velocity is proportional

to the space divided by the time. Hence, let c denote

c
the circumference, he. then tj = —, but c == r, thcrc-

. 1

Prop. V.

fore v =—, and v^ =- Substituting this value of

«^ in last Prop, we gety=—j.

The centripetal force, at any point, will be propor-

tional to the versed sine of the arch described in an in-

stant, reckoning the versed sine toward the centre of

attraction.

For the small arch AD (Fig. 10.) may be considered as

tlie diagonal of the parallelogram EI5, of which the side

AB expresses the effect of the projectile force, and AE
that of the central force.

Cor. 1. You may measure the centripetal force by the

velocity generated in an instant, and then you will employ
twice .\E ; but the ratio is of course the same.

Cor. 2. BD, wh.ich is equal to AE, is the instantaneous

deflection from the tangent, and may also serve to mea-
sure the centripetal force.

Circle.—Prop. VI.

Sectors of a circle being proportional to the arches on
which they stand, when the body describes the circum-
ference uniformly, the radius vector will describe the

area uniformly ; hence the centre of the circle must be
the centre of attraction by Prop. 1. The converse fol-

lows in a similar manner from Prop. C.

Prop. VII.

!f the body describe a circle, the centripetal force at

Prop. X.

If the body move uniformly in a circle, the centripetal

force will be directly as the product of the distance by the

square of the angular vt locily.

For let a denote the angular velocity. It is evident

that t ==— andr' ==—j-. Substituting this value of C'

in last Prop, we gety"== ra-.

The four last propositions give us proportional equa-

tions, with regard to the revolution in a circle.

The two ne.xt afford us absolute equations, which arc

also of frequent use.

Prop. XL

If the body revolve uniformly in a circle, the space

througli which it would move by the action of the cen-

tripetal force alone in any luiil of time, such as a se-

cond, will be equal to the scjuare of the arch described

in the same unit, divided by the diameter, or twice the

radius.

It appeared in Prop. 7. that the space through wliich

the body would move in an instant by the action of the

centripetal force, is equal to the square of the arch de-

scribed in an instant, divided by the deflective chord ;

P 2
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whicli, in tins case, is ilic diameter. But the space de-

bcribcd in consequence of an attiaction acting always

witli the same intensity, is proporiional to the sriuarc

of the time; and the motion in the circle being uni-

Ibrni, the arch described is proportional to the time

;

and, tlicreforc, the square of the arch proportional to

ihe square of time. Hence, the eflect of the attractive

force in any time is proportional to the square of the

arch described in the same time ; and, therefore, since

the proposition holds in the case of an instant, it must

hold in the case of any other unit; or /^— , the

unit of time being the same for/and v, but of any mag-
nitude.

Coil. 1. Of these three, viz. /, x', r, any two being

given, the third may be found.

Coil. 2. The projectile velocity is equal to that which

a body would acquire in falling through half the radius

by the uniform action of tlie centripetal force.

For by the doctrine of accelei-ated motion, the ve-

/7^_ / 4 / r
locity so acquired would be ~ 2 V—— v —'7,

—
^\/2 rf, and by the formula in this proposition, v~

Cor. 3. It is evident that this proposition, and the

preceding corollaries, will apply to a circle described

with a variable motion, if you substitute half the deflec-

tive chord instead of radius, and the space that would be

described in the same unit with an unaltered velocity,

instead of the arch actually described.

Prop. XII.

If the body revolve uniformly in a circle, the space

through which the body would move by the action of

ihe centripetal force alone, in any unit of time, will be

equal to twice the radius, multiplied by the square of

the circumference of tlie circle whose diameter is unity,

and divided by the square of the periodic time, or/ z:

—5—, where m denotes the circumference of a circle

whose diameter is unity, and therefore — 3.1416 nearly.

For the circumference of the given circle will be

, , . , . .r 2r m ,

2 r w ; and the motion being unnorm, v ~ , and

4r* m-

as 2 ;n : 1 : : nj : ^, that is, as the circumference of a cir-

cle to radius.

Prop. XIII.

The centripetal force necessary to make a body de-
scribe a circle with the same angular velocity as it has

in the different points of its orbit, of whatever form, is

inversely as the cube of the distance from the centre of

attraction.

For in circular motion f == r a^ (Prop. 10.) and in

any curve a == r— (Prop. 4.) and a^ = — , where r

. ; but by last Prop./" — , therefore /—
2 r Tfi" r

5— z: 19.739 X — nearly.

Cor. 1. Of these three, viz. /, r, t, any two being
given, the third may be found.

Cou. 2. The periodic time is to the time of falling

along half the radius by the uniform action of the cen-

tripetal force, as the circumference of a circle to the

radius.

For, by the doctrine of accelerated motion, the time

of falling along half the radius will be ^ (^—r, and
2y

y2 r
—TT ^ m X

^^ —yZZ ~mx tj — . Hence the latter to the former

r2

1

denotes the radius vector. Hence,/ ==

Prop. XIV.

If one body describe a curve (BE Plate CCXLI. Fig.

12.) around a centre of attraction (r), and another de-

scend toward that centre in a straight line (AC) by the

mere action of the centripetal force, which is supposed
to be the same at equal distances; and if in any two points

(B, A) equi-distant from the centre, the bodies have
equal velocities, they will also have equal velocities in

any other two points equidistant from it.

Take the indefinitely small arch BE. From C, as a
centre, with the radii CB, CE, describe the arches BA,
ED, the velocities at E and D shall be equal, for draw
FG J. BE.
The increments on the velocity, in describing these

small spaces, will be as the product of the accelerating

force by the time. Now, the velocities at A and B be-

ing equal, the times of describing AD and BE will be
as the lines AD and BE. Again, the centripetal forces

at A and B being equal, will be as the equal lines AD
and BF; but the body at A is accelerated by the whole
of the centripetal force ; whereas at B, the centripetal

force is to that wliich accelerates the body along the

curve, as BF to BG ; hence the accelerating forces at

A and B are as AD and BG. Hence, the increments
on the velocities, in describing these small spaces, will

be as AD", and BGxBE. But bv similar triangles,

BG : BF : : BF : BE; and therefore BGxBE=:AD^
Therefore, the increments are equal, aud consequently
the velocities at D and E equal. Now, since, in ma-
king equal and infinitely small approaches toward the

centre, the increments of velocity are equal, it follows

that, in making equal finite approaches, the increments

will be equal, and therefore the velocities acquired will

be equal.

Prop. XV.

If the orbit which a body describes in consequence of

a centripetal force, and which we may call the simple

orbit, revolve from whatever cause in its own plane

around the centre of attraction with an angular velocity,

which bears a constant ratio to that of tlie body, the com-
pound orbit which the body describes in consequence of

this compound motion will be deflected toward the same
centre of attraction.

For, in the compound orbit, the angular velocity of
the body will be every where equal to what it had in

the simple orbit, plus or minus the angular velocity of

the orbit, accordin'g as the orbit revolves in the same
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direction as the body, or in a contrary one ; hence
(from the constant ratio mentioned in the enunciation)

it is clear, that the angular velocity in the compound
erbit will be every where proportional to the angular

velocity in the simple orbit ; but the angular velocity

in the two orbits will evidently be proportional to the

momentary increase of area, the distances being the

same. Hence, the areas in the two orbits will increase

at the same rate ; but in the simple orbit, the areas are

proportional to the times, (Prop. 1.) Hence this will

also hold in the compound orbit, and hence this orbit

may be considei'ed as having the same centre of attrac-

tion, (Prop. 2.)

Phop. XVI.

The same supposition being made as in last proposi-

tion, the difference at any point betwixt the centripetal

force that acts on the body in the simple orbit, and that

which acts on, or will be necessary to retain the body
in the compound orbit, will be inversely, as the cube
of the distance of the point from the centre of attrac-

tion.

To simplify the expression of tlie reasoning, suppose
that the body is approaching nearer to the centre of at-

traction. It is evident, that the approach made in the

same time will be the same in both orbits, since the

mere revolution of an orbit cannot effect the distance

of any point in it from the centre. The rate of ap-

proach being the same, but the angular velocity being

different, it is evident, that the centripetal force must
be different; less, for instance, where the angular ve-

locity is greater. The approach made at any point in

an instant in cither orbit will be the excess of the cen-

tripetal force above what would be necessary to retain

the body in a circle moving with the same angular ve-

locity ; hence the excess in the one orbit will be equal

to the excess in the other. Let a, b denote the centri-

petal forces in the compound and simple orbit ; c, d
those in the circles described with the same angular ve-

locities. It appears that a—c~(!i

—

d, hence transposing

a—b'^.c—d ; but in each orbit the centripetal force ne-

cessary to describe a circle with the same angular velo-

city is inversely as the cube of the distance from the

centre, (Prop. 13.) and tlierefore the difference of cen-

tripetal forces necessary to do the same must also be in-

versely as the cube of the distance. Hence, at any
point the difference of centripetal forces, employed in

describing the orbits themselves, will be inversely, as

the cube of the distance.

Prop. XVII.

If there be two free bodies, the one cannot remain

at rest, while, by its attraction, it causes the other to

move round it ; but if the two bodies receive equal im-

pulses in opposite and parallel directions, their centre

of gravity will remain at rest, and they will describe si-

milar curves.

The first part of the proposition is manifest from the

third law of motion, for as the one body attracts the

other, the other will attract the first, and cause it to

approach.
The second part will appear thus: Let A and B

(Plate CCXLI. Fig. 13.) be the two bodies, C their cen-

tre of gravity. It follows, (see Gravity,) that AC : CB

: : the mass of B : the mass of A, or shortly : : B : A.
Let the bodies receive etjual and parallel impulses in the
directions BF and AG, and suppose thai (leaving out
the attraction) the body A would move along AG in a
moment

; join GC, and produce it to F ; BF will be the
line past over by B in the same moment ; for the im-
pulses being equal, tlic velocities will be inversely a^ the
masses, that is, directly as AC : BC, but by similar tri-

angles AG : BF : : AC : BC. Again, suppose that, in

consequence of the mutual attraction, tlie bodies, in the
moment alluded to, describe the curves BD, AE, then
GE, FD will be the momentary deflections.

The attractions being ec|ual, GE will be to FD : :

B : A, that is, AC : CB : : GC : CF ; and hence the re-

mainder EC will be to the remainder CD also in the
same proportion, viz. : : B : A. Hence the same point

C will still be the centre of gravity of the two bodie:>

when they have arrived at E and D, and hence it will bu
so continually.

Again, it is clear that the small arches AE and BI)
are similar, since all the straight lines connected with

the one are proportional to the corresponding lines con-
nected with the other. The arches described the next
moment will be similar, for a like reason ; and hence
the whole arches described in equal finite times will be
similar.

. Prop. XVIII.

The same supposition being made as in last proposi-

tion, the curves described will be similar to the curve
which one of the bodies would appear to describe to a

spectator situated on the other, and conceiving himself
at rest.

Suppose the spectator at A (Fig. 14.) : Suppose that

the arches AE and BD are described in a moment, and
may therefore be considered as straight lines. By the

principles of apparent motion, the body B will appear
to move in the direction BD with a vel. ^: the sum of

the two velocities, viz. BD, AE. Hence, producing
BD to H, making DH—AE, BIl will be the apparent

motion of B. Join AH; it is parallel to CD, because
FID is =, and [1 AE. Hence the A AHB is similar

to the A CDB or ACE. In the same manner, the small

A, apparently described, and that actually described the

next moment, will be similar; therefore the curves ap-

parently described, and those actually described in any

finite time, will be similar.

Prop. XIX.

The same supposition being made as in the two last

propositions, the times in which the bodies describe

their curves, will be to tlic time in which one of the

bodies would describe a similar curve around the other

restrained from moving, as tiie square root of the mass

of the other body to the square root of the sum of the

masses.
Suppose that the similar arches described, BD, BH,

are infinitely small ; let BG be a tangent, then FD
and GH will be the small deflections caused by the

same force in the two curves. Now, when a force

of pressure remains the same, the time is proportion -

al to the square root of the space. Hence v^FD :

v'gFi :: time in FD : lime in Gil : : time in BD ;
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time ill Ull: l>ut llic figures being siinihr, ^I'D :

V(TFl : : ^Cti : v/AB ; that is, : : ^A : -^A+ ti.

Hence lime in BI) : time in BH : : v^A : v/.V+U.

J'Ik- snnic ratio will hold with i-egard to the next two

sniall similar arches, and hence with regard to any finite

similar arche;;.

CoH. The hodics will describe areas proportional to

tliC limes around the centre of gravity. For by the

proposition the tiincs of dcscril)irig similar sectors arc

in a constant ratio ; and it is easy to sec that similar

sectors are in a constant ratio. But in the large figure,

the sectors described are proportional to the limes,

(Piop. 1.) therefore this must hold also in the small fi-

gures.

Supposing the body to liave bulk, it can be shewn

tlial a force passing through its centre of inertia or of

gravity will produce the same efl'ect as if the whole

mass were collected in that point, and that in any other

direction it will produce two motions, the one rotatory,

and ti.c other progressive : See Rotation. The discus-

sion of Centu.\l ToiicEs, given above, exhibits some
of the chief cases of the action of bodies on one another

at a distance. The article Astronomy Physical exhi-

bits others. The action of bodies on one another in con-

tact will be given under Impulse ; and their action on

one another, through the medium of a third, will be seen

under Mechanics.
On Dynamics, the reader may consult La Grange's

Mcclianujue Analytique ; D'Alembert's Dynamique ,i.

Ciregory's Mcc/ianics. (t. d.)

DYNAMOMETER, From St^vai^n strength, and ftcTfov

a measure, is the name of an instrument for measuring
the relative strength of men and animals.

The dynamometer invented by i\Ir George Grahame,
andimpiovedbv Dr Desaguliers, consists ofa strong frame
of wood, ABCi), (Plate CCXLII. Fig. 1.) Through the

piece DC is a liole D, sufficiently large to admit a cylin-

drical iron bar, about an inch in diameter. Upon this

bar is a square to receive the two separate and unequal
arms ofa bent lever DF, DE, which are kept tight in

their place by a strong screw nut d. The arm DE,
which carries a weight W, is prevented from falling be-

low a horizontal position, by a metallic pin at K, which
stops the arm DF in its progress towards C, but both

the arms move freely in the opposite direction. At the

lop of the arm DF, seen separately at df, is a round
cross bar about six inches long. The iron piece LN, also

seen separately, has likewise a cross bar at top, and holes

for iron pins to fasten it in its place. Another piece of

iron HGI, seen separately at hgi, is fastened to the lim-

ber that carries the lever by a strong wooden screw at

I, and by the pin K going through its wings and the tim-

ber. The collar S is to be put on when the upright arm
of the lever is not used, and M is the centre of gravity

of the steel-yard DE.
In using this machine, the person who wishes to try

his strength, must take hold with his left hand of the

round part of the cross at N, and of the round part of

the cross at F with his right hand, and then by bring-

ing his right hand towards the left, in the direction

FX, he will move DE, and elevate the weight \V.
Wiien this weight is lifted up so as to make the arm
FD just quit the pin at K, the force of the arm will be
determined in the following manner: Suppose the
>\ eight W to be 56 pounds, and the distance from the
fidcrum, viz. WD, fifteen inches, then the momentum
ofW will be 56x15^:840. Let us suppose also, that

it rcffuires six pounds applied at M, the centre of gravity
of the steelyard, to balance the steelyard itself. Then if

MDzilO, we shall have 6x10:^:60 for the additional
resistance made to the force of the arm ; so that the
whole resistance will be 840+ 60^:900, which divided
by FDnilC inches, the distance of the power, will give
ninety pounds for the force of the man's arms when ap-
plied at F and N. If another man is capable of raising
double the weight W, added to double the weight of

the steelyard at M, he will be twice as strong. In-

stead of increasing the weight at ^V, the weight may
be removed towards E. Desaguliers has described se-

veral variations in the construction of this machine,
and has also given a drawing and description of an in-

strument for measuring the strf;ngth of the fingers; but
for an account of tliese, we must refer tlie reader to his

Course of Experimental Philosojihy, vol. i. p. 291, 292.

Annot. on Sect. iv.

The dynamometer invented by Lcroy, of the Acade-
my of Sciences, consisted of a metal tube, ten or twelve
inches long, placed vertically on a stand, and contain-

ing a spiral spring, having above it a graduated shank
terminating in a globe. This shank, together with the

spring, was pressed into the tube in proportion to the
force which was applied to it, and pointed out upon the

graduated shank the strength of the person who exerted
the force.

The most valuable dynamometer, however, is that

which was invented by Regnier, and of which we have
given a representation in Plate CCXLII.

This instrument, which resembles a common grapho-
meterin its form and size, consists of a spring AA (Fig.

2.) twelve inches long, and bent into the form of an ellip-

sis. This spring is covered with leather to prevent it

from hurting the fingers when strongly pressed with the

hands. It is composed of the best steel, excellently weld-
ed and tempered, and subjected to a greater force than
it ever can be exposed to when in use, in order that it

may not lose any of its elasticity by frequent use. A
piece of steel B, Fig. 3. is firndy fastened to the spring
by means of a claw and screws, and is intended to sup-
port a semicircular ])latc of brass C, Fig. 2. for receiving

the scales or graduated arcs. The outermost of these

arcs is divided into myriogrammes, and the other into

kilogrammes. Each of these arcs is still farther subdi-

vided by points, which express the weight in pounds
marc; and the various parts of the scale arc determined
experimentally, by appending accurate weights to one
of the extremities of the elliptical spring. On the other

branch of the spring, is a small steel support D, furnish-

ed with a horizontal cleft at its ujiper extremity, to re-

ceive freely a small copper lever E, which is kept in its

place by a steel pin a. This pi-.rl of the machine is re-

presented on an enlarged scale in Fig. 4.

In the centre of the semicircular plate C, (Fig. 2.) a
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light slccl index V is li>:c(l upon iis axis by a screw, and

lias a double point, viz. at ?n ;uk1 h, for indicating the di-

visions on botli scales. A small piece of leather, or cloth,

is glued upon the lower side of the circular part C, to

render uniform, and diminish the friction on the plate.

The point m of the index, and the scale of niyriogrammes
is emploved in all experiments, in which the spring is to

be pulled in the direction of its greater axis AA, and the

point n and the scale of kilogrammes is used, when it is

to be employed for experiments in which the two sides

of the spring are to be compressed.
The mechanism now described is covered with a small

plate of brass CD, Fig. 5, to prevent it from being in-

jured. Upon this plate is a divided arc, corresponding

with the first arc of the machine, and by the play of a

small index 6 (Fig- i) under the plate, the movements
of the spring may be ascertained. Through the aper-

ture K, a small turnscrew is introduced, for the purpose
of relieving or tightening the index, when necessary.

A pallet of brass L, Fig. 3. has a screw, with a cap like

that on the neetUe in the mariner's compass, in which the

lower pivot of the lever that pushes rcund the index is

made to play. This pallet, acting like a spring, yields

to any sudden concussion, and prevents the mechanism
from being deranged. RI (Fig. 5.) is a socket rivetted

on the plate CD, in which the upper pivot of the lever

turns. N, N, N, are small cylindrical pillars, to which
the plate CD is fixed by three screws.

When it is intended to try the strength of the human
body, it is necessary to have an iron rack. Fig. 6. on the

lower part of which the feet of the person must rest ; and
also a double handle of wood, with an iron hook, F'ig. 7.

which he must at the same time hold with both his hands.

When the strength of animals is to be determined, it

is necessary to have a double iron hook, shewn in Fig.

8. one end of which is to be hooked to the end of the

spring, and the other to a rope fixed to a stake, as at c, c,

Fig. 9.

The three methods of using the dynamometer are re-

presented in Fig. 9, 10, and 11.

Fig. 9. represents the method of applying the dyna-

mometer to ascertain the strengtii of animals. The ani-

mal is yoked to the chains PQ, and the force whicli it

exerts against the fixed obstacle R is shewn by the in-

dex of the interposed dynamometer T. The pin d, Fig. 4.

pushes forward the index, which always remains at the

place to which it is brought. M. Regnier made experi-

ments with four excellent horses, and obtained the fol-

lowing results

:

MyiiograinmeE.

Force exerted by the first 36

second 38 A

third 26i
fourth 43.

4)144

Mean result 35

which is equal to 736 pounds marc.

Fig. 10. sliews the method of determining the strength

of the hands, cr the muscular force of the arms. The
person lays hold of the two sides of the spring nearest to

the centre, so that his arms may be a little stretched and

inclined downwards, at an angle almost of 45 degrees.

This position is considered by Regnier as the most na-

tural, and aa that in which a man can exert his whole

force. The index will then point out on the scale of ki-

logrammes the force which has been exerted. The-
strength of each hand may be tried separately, and tiie

sum of the two will always be found equal to that of both
when exerted together.

F'ig. 11. represents the method of measuring the
strength of the reins of the human body. The person
places his feet on the bottom part of the rack, shewn
separately in Fig. 6, after one of the ends of the spring
has been placed in one of the hooks of llie rack, and the

hook of the handle. Fig. 7, put into the other end of the
sjiring. The strength which he exerts in this position

is then indicated upon the scale of myriogrammes.
The preceding dynamometer is obviously an instru-

ment of great use; and as it does not weigh more than
two pouruls and a half, there are few practical purposes
to which it may not be conveniently applied. For cases,

however, wlicre the load or the resistance is stationary,

as in those represented in Fig. 9, 10, and 1 1, we think

that a much simpler and more accurate dynamometer
might be constructed in the following manner.

Let ABCD (Fig. 12.) be a vessel containing water,

and EF a long cylinder, made of any substance heavier
than water, suspended in the lluid by a rope GUI at-

tached to the hook G, and passing over a pulley H.
When the ui)per surface E of the cylinder is on a level

with the surface of the water, the weight of the cylinder,

or the force wliich it exerts upon the rope GHI, will be
equal lo the absolute weight of the cylinder in air, dimi-
nished by the weight of a quantity of water of the same,

magniude as the cylinder. When a horse or a man pulls

at the rope IH, so as to raise the cylinder above the lluid

surface, the weight of the cylinder will gradually in-

crease ; and if the magnitude and specific gravity of the

cylinder are duly adjusted to the description of force

which is applied, there will be a particular position of
the cylinder, at which its weight will exactly balance the

force which is applied at I. The forces which are iheTi

in equilibrio, or the force required to be measured, will

be equal to the absolute weight of the cylinder diminish-

ed by the weight of a quantity of water equal to the mag-
nitude of the immersed part of the cylinder. In this

way the force of men and animals, and of particular parts

of the human body, may be ascertained with the utmost
accuracy and facility; and by fixing a scale upon the cy-

linder, the measure of the force in cuts, or pounds may
be seen by simple inspection. The length of the scale

will obviously be increased by lengthening the cylinder

and diminishing its diameter; or a dial plate with an in-

dex may be readily applied, so as to obtain the most mi-

nute subdivisions.

In measuring the strength of the reins, we have only

to apply a hook, similar to that shewn in Fig. 7. to the

hook G; the person who exerts the force standing upon

a board placed at a cc:.venicnt height from the ground;

or the same thing may be effected by sinking the vessel

AB either wholly or partly into the ground.

If we suppose the solid cylinder EF to weigh two

cwt. and to be made of a solid whose specific gravity is

twice that of water, then its weight, when wholly im-

mersed in the fluid, will be oidy one cwt. and by means
of it all forces between one and two cwt. may be accu-

rately measured. As the specific gravity of the cylin-

der is increased, the range of the scale will diminish in

the same proportion. A greater range of scale, how-

ever, may be obtained by making the cylinder hollow;

—

and by increasing its magnitude, any force from the
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smallest to ihc greatest may be ascertained. If the cy-

linder, for cxamijle, weij^hs six cwt. in nir, and is made

so hollow as to weic;h only one pound in water, \vc have

a length of scale extending from one pound to six cwt.

The slightest consideration of this instrument must

satisfy every person, tiiat in measuring forces where the

instrument itself is stationary, it is greatly superior to

Rcgnier's, and has the advantage of a natural and im-

moveable scale ; wlicrcas the scale of the spring dyna-

mometer must be determined experimentally ; and with

every precaution that can be taken, the spring must to a

certain extent lose its cluslicity, and derange the scale.

See Desagulicr's Course of F.xticrimental Philosofihy,

vol. i. p. 291; Journal De L'Ecole Polytcchniquc ; Til-

loch's P/iihso/i/iical Magazine, vol. i. p. 399. (tt)

DYSART, the name of a royal burgh of Scotland,

situated on the north side of the Frith of Forth. About

the beginning of tiie 16th century, when Dysart receiv-

ed its charter, it was one of the most opulent and flou-

rishing towns in File; but since that period its trade has

tmdergone several fluctuations.

The harbour, thougli very much exposed, is suscepti-

ble of great improve- lucnts. The trade of the town was

formerly carried on ijy means of twenty-four square rig-

ged vessels; but the town has now only eight vessels of

this description, and a sloop.

The principal exports of Dysart are salt, coals, iron-

stone. About 17,100 bushels of salt are annually ex-

EAS

ported. Nearly 15,000 tons of coal are raised every

year, and about 3200 tons of ironstone are exported an-

nually to the Carroll works. This ironstone yields com-
monly 12 cwt. of metal per ton of ore. About 500 looms
arc employed in the manufacture of checks, of which

about 530,000 yards are made annually. A number of

hands were formerly employed in building ships, but this

branch of business has recently been laid aside; though,

from the promising aspect of public affairs, this and the

other manufactures of the burgh arc beginning to re-

vive. A greater degree of activity already appears in

the harbour, and it is hoped that the revival of the Bal-

tic trade will restore to Dysart its former commercial

importance.

At a very short distance from the town is a mineral

well, which is supposed to be of the same quality as the

Pitcaithley water. It is covered by the sea at high wa-

ter during spring tides. Population of the town about

1730, and of the parish 5385. See Fifeshire.
DYSENTERY. See Medicine.
DYSODIUM, a genus of plants of the class Syngc-

nesia, and order Polygamia Necessaria. See Botant,
p. 306.

DYTISCUS. See Entomology.
DYSPHANIA, a genus of plants of the class Poly-

gamia, and order Monoscia. See Brown's Prodromus
&c. p. 411; and Botany, p. 342.

E.

EAGLE. See Astuonomv.
EAR. See Acoustics, Anatomy, Medicine,

Physiology, and Surgery.
EARTH. See Astronomy Index, and Surveying

Trigonometrical.
EARTH, Theories OF THE. See Geology.
EARTHQUAKE. See Physical Geography.
EASTER, is the name of a feast of the church held in

mercory of the resurrection of our Saviour. See Chro-
nology.
EASTER Island, is the name of an island in the

South Pacific Ocean, situated in West. Long. 109° 46'

20", and South Lat. 27" 5' 30". It is supposed, without
much reason, to have been visited by Captain Davis, in

1686. It was touched at by Roggeweinin 1722, and has
since been visited and examined by Captain Cook in 1774,
and La Perouse in 1785.

This island is from 30 to 36 miles in circumference;
its surface is mountainous and stony, and the hills rise

10 such a height, that they are visible at the distance of
about 45 miles. On the north-east coast of the island,

the land is remarkably high ; on the south-east, the
shore forms an open 1)ay, where Roggewein is supposed
to have anchored. On tlie south are two rocky islands ;

and, about three miles to the north of the south point,
is Cook's Bay, having 20 fathoms of water over a sandy
bottom, at the distance of three quarters of a mile from
the shore. This bay, however, is very dangerous when
westerly winds prevail.

At the southern extremity of the island is the crater

of a volcano, of great size, depth, and regularity. It

was like the frustum of a cone, whose upper and low-
er bases appeared more than two miles in circumference,
and it was at least 800 feet deep. The marsh at the bot-

tom was surrounded with plantations of bananas and
mulberry trees, and contained several pools of fresh wa-
ter, apparently on a level with the sea.

Although the soil is so exceedingly fertile that three

days labour is sufficient to procure the Indian subsist-

ence for a year, yet only about a tenth part of the island

is under cultivation ; the rest being covered with a
coarse kind of grass, which extends to the tops of the

mountains. The cultivated portions are of an oblong
form, without any enclosures. The weeds are carefully

pulled up, and burned in heaps to fertilize the soil ; and
the soil is kept cool and moist by large stones that lie

loose upon the surface. The principal productions of
the island are potatoes, yams, taraoreddy root, gourds,
plantain and sugar-canes.

The appearance, dress, language, and manners of the
people, has such an affinity to those of the other South
Sea islanders, that it would be unnecessary to give any
particular account of them in this article. The females
offered their favours for presents, and the men assisted

in this inteichangc of commodities. They even dragged
along girls of 13 or 14 years of age, with the hope of
receiving a part of the reward. Their houses are form-
ed of upright sticks,bent towardseach other, and tied at

the top ; and one of them, seen by Captain Cook, was 60
feet long, nine feet high in the middle, and three or four
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at each end, its breadth being nearly equal to its hcighth.

La Peroiise, however, saw one which was 300 feet long,

10 broad, and 10 high, and capable of holding 200 persons.

Easter Island abounds with monuments and statues,

which appear to bear the character of antiquity. The
monuments are small pyramidal heaps of stones, the

upper stone being whitened with lime water, and are

erected near the sea shore. The statues, which are of

a gigantic size, are raised on platforms of solid masonry,

35 feet long, 14 feet broad, and from 3 to 12 feet high.

They are faced with hewn stones, and are specimens of

excellent workmanship. Although no cement is em-
ployed, yet the joints are very close, and the stones are

morticed into one another with great skill. The statues

are rudely sculptured out ofa volcanic production. The
nose and chin are not badly shaped ; the ears are out of

all proportion, and the bodies have no resemblance to

the human form. The largest of these statues is about

14 feet six inches long, seven feet six inches across

the shoulders, three feet thick and six feet broad in the

belly, and five feet thick at the base.

Only three or four canoes were seen. They were
about 19 feet long, and seemed unfit for any distant na-

vigation.

According to Captain Cook, the population did not

exceed 600 or 700, about two-thirds of whom were
males. In 1785, La Perousc considered the population

as nearly 2000, and saw no marks of their being upon
the decline. See Cook's Second Voyage, vol. i. and La
Perouse's Voyage, vol. i. (y)

EBRO. See Spain.
ECASTAPHYLLUM, a genus of plants of the class

Diadelphia, and order Decan^lria. See Botany, p. 279.

ECBATANA, or Ecbatane, the ancient metropolis

of Media, and the summer residence of the Persian and
Median kings, existed in great splendour at a very early

period in the history of the world. Diodorus Siculus

ascribes its origin to Semiramis ; and speaks of many
astonishing works completed by that heroine for the

embellishment of the city, and the convenience of the

inhabitants. It is generally considered, however, as

U.aving been founded by Dejoces, called in the book of

.Tudith, Arphaxax, and the first who rcigucd in Media
after that country had shaken off the .\ssyrian yoke.
It was situated on a rising ground, about \2 stadia from
Mount Orontes, and 1200 south of Pulus Spauta. Its

walls are described by ancient writers in a style of ro-

mantic exaggeration, and particularly by lleroilolus
and the author of the book of .ludiih. Accnrding to
the former, they were seven in number, all of a circu-
lar forni, and gradually rising above each other towards
the centre of the city ; the first or outermost of which,
about 178 furlongs in circumference, had white battle-

ments, the second black, the third purple, the fouilh

blue, the fifth deep orange, the sixth was covered with
silver, and the seventh, which inclosed the royal palace,

with gold. According to the latter, these walls were
70 cubits high and 50 broad ; the towers on the gates

60 cubits broad at the foundation, and a hundred in

height ; and the whole built of hewn stone, each stone

being six cubits in length and three in breadth. Daniel
is said by Josephus to have built one of its most mag-
nificent palaces, some of the beams of which were of

silver, and the rest of cedar plated with gold. This
splendid edifice afterwards served as a mausoleum to

the kings of Media ; and is attirmed by the last men-
tioned author to have been entire in his time. There
are no traces now remaining of these lofty buildings

;

and even the scile of this celebrated city has become a

subject of dispute among modern travellers. Sir John
Chardin fixes upon Tauris as the most probable situa-

tion ; but, at the same time, admits that no remarkable
ruins are to be seen there ; and that the materials of

those, which have been found, are diflcrent from those

which the Medes employed in the structure of their

palaces. Others suppose it to be liamedan ; and some
Gasbin in the province of Yerrack. Merodach, whom
some suppose to have been Nebuchadnezzar, overthrew
Dejoces, and defaced his capital, A. M. 3347 ; and it

was more fatally pillaged by the army of Alexander,
A. M. 3725. See Ancie7it Univ. Hist. vol. v. p. 4;
Judith, c. i. V. 2, 4 ; Herodotus, 1. i. c. 98 ; Chardin Voy-

age en Perec, vol. i. p. 181 ; Joseph. Antiq. l.x.; Quint-

Curt. 1. V. 8. (?)

ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.

There are two aspects in which the church of Christ

presents itself to the notice of impartial history. It

may either be regarded in its connection with the civil

and political establishments existing in the world, or it

may be viewed as a separate and distinct society, reared

upon its own principles, and possessing a character and
features exclusively belonging to it. Ecclesiastical his-

tory therefore respects, either the support which Chris-

tianity has received from the secular power, together

with the benefits or the disadvantages resulting from this

support; or as it respects the internal administration of

the church, its constitution and discipline, its doctrine

and its worship. Under the first of these heads, we
shall be able to trace the rise and the decline of priestly

usurpation, and especially that of the papacy ; and un-

der the second, we shall have it in our power to mark
the revolutions of theological opinion, connected as they

have uniformly been with those of philosophy and litera-

ture, during the long period of eighteen centuries.

Vol. VIII. Part I.

Under the one or the other of the divisions now men-
tioned, almost every thing interesting or profitable in

ecclesiastical history may be conveniently introduced.

In the following article, therefore, we shall endeavour to

keep these divisions steadily in view.

The period of eighteen centuries, above alluded to,

may be separated into four great portions. The first

extends from the birth of Christ to the reign of Con-
stantine, A. D. 325, when Christianity became the re-

ligion of the empire. The second reaches onward

from the time of Constantine to the year 755, when the

supremacy of the Pope was acknowledged, and his tem-

poral dominion established. The third portion extends

from the acknowledgment of the Pope's supremacy and

the establishment of his temporal dominion, to the era

of the Reformation, about the year 1580. And the last

portion includes the interval between the era of the rc-

I'ormalion and the present time.
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CHAP. I.

The History ofQie Church from the Birth of Christ to the

reign of Constantinc, A. D. 323, vihen Christianity

became the Jieligion of the Emfiire.

In the 753tl year of Rome, and in the icign of Au-

RUSlus Cxsar, Jesus Clirist was born. Tlie place of

ills nalivily was Bcllilolicin in Judea, and his reputed

father was Josepii, a carpenter of Galilee. At the time

of his birth, t!\e whole world was at peace. The events

of our Saviour's life, which are recorded in the four

evanpelical histories that have come down to us, are

well known to his followers, and it is upon the efficacy

of his vicarious sufferings and propitiatory dtath, that

all true Christians build their hopes of evcrlasling hap-

piness. Some time previous to his ascension into heaven,

the founder of our religion gave a charge to his apostles,

commanding them to preach the doctrine which he had

taught them, and assuring them that they should be

furnished with extraordinary gifts as tlie evidences of

their commission. The words of the charge, which has

been preserved by the cnangelist Matthew, are these,

" Go ye, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost." And another of the inspired writers informs

us, that they were instructed to wait at Jerusalem, till

they should " receive power" by miraculous communi-

cation from heaven. In obedience to their Master's in-

junction, we find the apostles remaining in tlie Jewish

capital, and " when the day of Pentecost was fully

come" they were all assembled in one place. " And
suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rush-

ing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where

they were sitting ; and there appeared unto thern clo-

ven tongues, like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them.

And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and did

speak in tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance."

In this way the promise of Jesus was accomplished.

The Holy Ghost was poured forth in mighty strength

upon the apostles. They were furnished with extra-

ordinary powers, and especially with the gift of tongues.

And Saul of Tarsus having seen Jesus after his ascen-

sion, " as one born out of due time," and having been

miraculously called to the apostleship, those first mis-

sionaries of the faith, proceeded in the great work of

turning mankind from darkness to light, from ignorance

and wickedness, to knowledge, to righteousness, and to

peace.

The reception of.the new doctrine varied according

to the circumstances in which the apostles were placed.

In general, however, it met with a very great degree

of opposition, and the preachers were frequently re-

duced to the necessity of exercising their functions at

•lie hazard of their lives.

The Jews, having persecuted our Saviour from the

commencement of his ministry, and having at length

succeeded in putting him to death, could not be ex-

pected to treat his disciples with greater lenity. At
this time, there were three sects, or descriptions of men,
considered in a religious and political point of view,

among the Hebrew people ; and each of these sects

seemed to vie with the others, in marked and zealous

opposition to the Christian cause. However much they

differed from one another in the principles which they

professed, they agreed in rejecting the claims of Jesus ;

4hey considered him as a pretender to the character of

the Messiah ; ana thought it not only innocent, but me-
ritorious, as well as necessary, to suppress the religion

which he taught.

The sects alluded to were the Pharisees, the Saddu-
cecs, and the Essenes. The Essenes were the Thera-
peutx of Judea ; a class of men who lived, or affected

to live, in contemplative retirement, and to take no
part in the concerns of the state. They are not men-
tioned in the sacred books ; but from other sources of
information we learn, that they held the doctrine of the
malignity of matter, ascribing all evil passions to the

body, and attenijiting, by abstinence, silence, and other
varieties of mortification, to purify the soul, and to pre-

pare it for heaven. While they acknowledged the law
of Mtises, they regarded the Pentateuch as a collection

of allegorical and mysterious truths ; and of course the
chief labour and difiiculty of their theology, was to find

the hidden meaning, the holy and celestial import which
the literal enunciation was supposed to conceal. Of all

the Jewish sects, the Essenes appear to have made, in

point of fact, the least opposition to the progress of
Christianity. The Sadducees were the unbelievers in

religion. They denied the existence of angels or spi-

rits, contending, that man stood at the head of all the
works which God had made ; and they rejected the no-

tion of the soul's immortality. Their scepticism, how-
ever, had its limits ; for they admitted the books of
Moses, and received them as the communications of
heaven to the great legislator of their nation ; but they

refused the other parts of the sacred canon, except in

so far as they contained the civil and political history

of the Hebrew people. Though not remarkable for

their numbers, they were of great consideration in ths

state. Their influence in the Sanhedrim was such as

to render it necessary to court their favour. Many of

the sect were rich, many of them learned ; and they
enjoyed, almost exclusively, the patronage and pro
tection of the great. During the course of our Savi-

our's ministry, they proposed to him many insidious

questions, either with a view to confound him by their

skill in argument, or to expose him lo the resentment
of the Roman procurator, or to the derision of the peo-
ple. And when the apostles of Jesus discoursed to

their hearers of a resurrection and a future judgment,
doctrines so completely opposite to the tenets of ths

Sadducees, this powerful sect soon proved themselves
to be the most violent of all the persecutors and op-

pressors of Christianity.

In point of numbers, however, as well as influence

over the public opinion, the Sadducees were constrained

to yield to the Pharisees. This last was by far the most
popular of the Jewish sects. Their errors, if not more
deeply rooted, were more extensively difl'used ; they pre-

sided in the schools ; they were the chief doctors of the

law, the favourite expositors of the Levitical institute,

and interpreters of the pi'ophecies ; and, in the estima-

tion of the multitude, they were the surest guides to a

holy life. If the creed of the Sadducees was narrow,

the Pharisees were ample believers. They received the

books of Moses, and all the other parts of the Jewish

scriptures which enter into the canon ; and they added

to these their traditionary doctrine or oral law, which
they represented as of equal obligation and value with

the written statute itself Many of the precepts contain-

ed in this oral law, were in direct opposition, not only

to the spirit, but even to the letter of the decalogue ;

and as these precepts were not committed to writing, it
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was in the power of the Pharisees to alter or to modify

them at pleasure. Hence it was that the precepts in

question were so managed in the application, as to in-

crease the wealth, and support the pretensions, of this

predominating sect. Hence it was that the Pharisees

"devoured widows houses" with impunity, and " bound

lieavy burdens upon the poor, which they themselves

would not touch with one of their fingers." And hence

it was that our Saviour, after pronouncing a woe u/ion

them, declares, that they had made void the law, that

is the decalogue, and the precepts connected with it,

or illustrative of its enactments, by their traditions.

The character of the leading persons belonging to this

sect was such, as to excite the highest aversion and

disgust of every enlightened and well-regulated mind.

They were very far from having attained to that pure
and heavenly virtue which the people ascribed to them.
Though most scrupulous and elaborate in the exercises

of piety, they were not devout ; with long prayers in

their mouths, they fancied themselves in need of no

spiritual gift ; and while they enlarged their phylac-

teries, and paid tithe of mint, and aloes, and cumin,

they neglected the great and necessary duties of jus-

tice, mercy, and truth. They afford us the most com-
plete specimens of meditated and consummate hypo-

crisy, and constitute the most perfect examples which
the New Testament exhibits, of all that we are bound
to avoid and to abhor.

The hatred of the Pharisees towards Christ and his

apostles, w"as marked by its extraordinary virulence.

From some incorrect interpretations of the prophecies,

they had figured to themselves the Messiah as a mighty
deliverer, who was to rescue the Israelitisli nation from
the oppression of the Roman yoke, and subject the whole
world to the institutions and the authority of Moses.
Our Saviour was not the deliverer whom they expected :

he appeared without the pomp and splendour of royalty
;

without armies or attendants ; and he declared, in the

plainest manner, that his kingdom was not of this world.

The pride of the nation was offended, and the opposi-

tion of the Pharisees was roused in all its bitterness and
malignity. After repeated and fruitless attempts to in-

volve Jesus in some charge which might affect his life,

ihey succeeded in gaining over one of his iinmcdiate

followers, and by the well-known treachery of Judas
Iscariot, he was given up to their fury. It was the im-

petuous zeal of the Pharisees that urged the Roman
procurator to put our Saviour to death. It was the

Pharisees who sealed the stone Avhich covered the

mouth of the sepulchre ; and it was the same active

and persevering party that bribed the soldiers who
•watched the grave, and instructed them to publish the

false account of the resurrection. They were the chief

agents in the martyrdom of Stephen. They granted

to Saul the commission which authorised him to bring

the Christians of every description bound to Jerusalem.

And by their ill-supported expositions of the sacred

books, and the delusive hopes with which they flatter-

ed and amused the people, they urged on the destiny,

and precipitated the destruction of their country. Groan-
ing under the severeties of a foreign administration, se-

verities rendered necessary by the factious disposition

and impatient spirit of the Jews, this unhappy people at

length broke out into open rebellion ; and still dream-
ing that the era of deliverance was at hand, they rashly

and foolishly set the Roman power at defiance. The
war raged tlu'oughout Asia Minor and a great part of

the East. The armies of the empire, under the or-

ders of Titus, marched into the sacred territory. The
chief city of the Jews was besieged, and for six long
months its devoted inhabitants were subjected to all

that extremity of suffering with which oflended hea-
ven is wont to chastise the aggravated disobedience of
man. Tlie Romans assailed them from without, while
famine and discord, with the delusions of hope, and
the determination of despair, destroyed them within

the walls. At length, in the 70th year of the Christian

era, Jerusalem was taken by storm, and its temple re-

duced to ashes. And the prophecy of Jesus was lite-

rally accomplished, that of this lofty and splendid edi-

fice, the pride of Palestine, not one stone should be
left upon another which should not be thrown down.
Eleven thousand of the Jews perished in the siege and
in the assault ; an incredible multitude of them were car-

ried away to be sold as slaves; and the markets became
at last so glutted, that no purchasers were to be found.

The altar of God was thrown from its place, and broken
in pieces ; the sacrifice and the oblation ceased, and the

smoking ruins proclaimed " that the glory was depart-
ed."

Amidst these calamities, the followers of Jesus, who
had increased to a considerable number under the mi-
nistry of Peter and John, availed themselves of a fa-

vourable opportunity; and in compliance with our Sa-
viour's instructions, withdrew from the city and the hor-

rors of the siege. They retired to Pella, a small town
beyond the river Jordan, and continued for a while uni-

ted among themselves, and undisturbed in the exercise

of their religion.

Among the Gentiles the progress of Christianity was
distinguished at once by its extraordinary rapidity, and
the apparent inadequacy of the means employed to pub-
lish it. In an article of this kind, it is impossible to

shew at any great length in what respects the different

systems of philosophy which prevailed in the ancient

world, were at variance with the doctrines and precepts
of our religion. But there is one observation which we
feel ourselves constrained to make, and it is this: that

whatever might be the philosophical systems of anti-

quity, and however wide the distinctions which sepa-

rated them from one another, the patrons of all those

systems, the masters of all the schools, agreed in sup-
porting, with the whole weight of their authority, and
the whole effect of their example, the religion acknow-
ledged by the state. Whether with the Epicureans, a

refined atheism was maintained, and pleasure was court-

ed for its own sake, or whether with the Stoics it was
believed that happiness consisted in a repulsive and un-
tractable virtue; whether truth was supposed to be at-

tainable by human endeavours, or all was pronounced
to be uncertain, fluctuating, and momentary,—it was
universally held to be the part of a wise and patriotic

man, to comply with the religion established in the

country to which we belong. Even Socrates, who seems
to have expressed himself more openly than others with

regard to the Paganism of his time, is known to have

sacrificed a cock to yEsculapius, a veiy short time pre-

vious to his death. Indeed it appears to have been an

opinion by no means uncommon among the different

sects of philoso|)her5, that all the forms of religion

were equally useful in governing the people, and equally

destitute of a foundation in truth. To interfere with the

acknowledged religion, therefore, was regarded not only

as unnecessary, but as imprudent and pernicious ; and

Q2
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lie wlio slioiiltl attempt to oveiturn it altogether, and

to substitute another religion in its place, was repre-

sented as an innovator, whom it was incumbent on the

magistrate to resist and to punish. The opinion, as wc
have mentioned, was general ; and the practical conse-

quence was, that the philosophers of Greece and Rome
were sometimes found among the keenest opposers of

Christianity, and the most cruel persecutors of its minis-

ters. Besides, there was nothing in the religion of Je-

sus which was calculated to fill the imagination of the

statesman, to excite his ambition, or to reward his ac-

tivity. It was not associated in the mind with ideas of

political glory, or recommended by any connections,

real or imaginary, with military success. The founder

of the new system belonged to a hated nation, and he

had suflered a public and a disgraceful death : the apos-

tles and evangelists were poor men ; they could make
no promises of wealth or distinction ; they had no re-

wards to allure the covetous, and no honours to bestow

on the vain. " Silver and gold have I none," says St

Peter to the cripple whom he was about to cure, " but

such as I have give I to thee.—In the name of Jesus

Christ of Nazareth, rise up and walk."

The case was very different with the popular supersti-

tion. The prosperity of the state was intimately asso-

ciated with its religious institutions, and the glory of

its military commanders with that of the gods under

whose auspices they had fought. Among the Romans,

in particular, the same individual was at once the pro-

genitor of the nation, and an object of their religious

worship. The standard under which this victorious

people had subdued the world, was the bird sacred to

Jupiter ; the capitol, the great object of their rever-

ence, and the sight of which never failed to awaken
and to elevate their patriotism, was consecrated to the

same divinity ; the national history was filled with in-

stances of oracular warning, or of protecting care ; and,

in one word, all that could engage the attention, and ri-

vet the attachment, of the politician or the citizen, was
identified with the existence and the honour of the gods.

Nor was this the whole matter. The Pagan supersti-

tion had its intrinsic and peculiar attractions. Many
of its observances were such as recommended them-
selves, in the strongest manner, to the most powerful

tendencies and passions of our nature. In the worship
of Venus, prostitution was an acknowledged part ; the

festivals of Bacchus were scenes of intoxication and riot

;

and the very father of gods ami men himself, to whom
there was none equal or second in authority or in place,

was, in many particulars of his history, a notable exam-
ple of cruelty and debauchery. Religion is the imitation

of the gods which are worshipped. The people were
not reluctant or slow to comply. A system which al-

lowed of such indulgencies, and afforded such exam-
ples, was not likely to be speedily abandoned. It had
enlisted the ruling passions on its side ; it had fixed its

dominion in the heart, and there seemed to be no power
on earth which was equal to the task of driving it from
its place. It was the ancient religion, it was sanction-

ed by the learned and the wise, it was patronised by
the rich and supported by the great, it was closely as-

sociated in the minds of men with the national glory,

and it had captivated and enslaved the people by its

splendid rites and licentious indulgencies. What, then,

must have been the opposition which Christianity was
•loomed to encounter I And how great must have been
the labours and the patience of those who were com-

missioned to preach its doctrine, and to establish it in

the world

!

The labours and the patience of the apostles were
undoubtedly very great ; but it is not to these alone

that wc must ascribe the rapid progress of Christianity.

While we give all credit to the early teachers of our
religion for their unextinguishablc zeal and unwearied
activity, wc must not forget that their apparent means
were few in number, and limited in their operation.

They had no arms in their hands, like Mahomet and his

warlike followers ; it was not at the head of a devoted

soldiery that they preached the gospel; they were ut-

terly destitute of wealth or influence ; and, except in

the case of the apostle Paul, they had no pretensions to

learning. The current of popular opinion and of popu-
lar feeling ran strong against them; and they knew very

well, that they were "hated of all men" on account of

the religion which they professed. It is to other and
higher causes, to a mightier machinery, and to a power
more than human, that we must ascribe the extraordi-

nary rapidity with which Christianity was propagated.

The apostles and evangelists were endowed with miracu-
lous gifts : they healed the sick, they cleansed the lepers,

they restored the dead to life. And Avhat fitted them, in

a remarkable degree, for the important work which they

had undertaken, they spoke to every nation which they

visited in its own language, proclaiming ihe glad tidings

of reconciliation and of peace, and supporting and com-
forting their disciples amidst the sufferings to which they

were exposed. " There was in their very words," says

a respectable writer, " an incredible energy, an amazing
power of sending light into the understanding, and con-

viction into the heart. To this were added the command-
ing influence of stupendous miracles, the foretelling of

future events, the power of discerning the secret thoughts

and intentions of the heart, a magnanimity superior to

all difficulties, a contempt of riches and honours, a se-

rene tranquillity in the face of death, and an invincible

patience under torments still more dreadful than death

itself; and all this accompanied with lives free from f
every stain, and adorned by the constant practice of the

sublimest virtue." They were enabled likewise to com-
municate the same extraordinary powers to others, of

which they were themselves possessed. The evidences

of their commission were multiplied on every side ; the

temples of idolatry began speedily to be forsaken, the

slumber of ages was broken and dissipated, the eye was
filled with the prospect of immortality, and the world,

awakened and active, pressed forward to everlasting life.

Churches were quickly established in almost every por-

tion of the Roman empire ; in Phrygia and Galatia, pro-

vinces of Asia Minor, and in Ethiopia; at Corinth, at

Philippi, at Thessalonica, and in the capital itself. In

a short time, nations and cities more remote, heard of
Jesus and of his doctrine. The Gauls received the know-
ledge of Christianity from the immediate successors of
the apostles; and during the course of the second cen-

tury, the Germans, the Spaniards, and the Britons, were
added to the multitudes in other places, who made open
profession of the Christian faith.

Fortunately for the cause of Jesus, and the best inter-

ests of mankind, our holy religion had acquired a consi-

derable degree of stability before any laws were enacted
against it. The Christians were at first almost univer-

sally regarded as a sect of the Jews, and they escaped
from persecution under the general toleration which had
been extended to the Hebrew people. The distinction,
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Lowcver, between Christianity and Judaism, came in

time to be known. The followers of Jesus made such
open and zealous attacks upon the Paganism with which
they were surrounded, that the populace considered

them as atheists; and this opinion, most incorrect and
injurious in itself, having been once entertained, speedi-

ly gained strength and currency, because it was per-

ceived that the Christians had no temples, altars, or sa-

crifices. They held likewise their meetings in secret

;

they often assembled in the night; and it was sagacious-

ly inferred tliat they withdrew from the public eye, in

order to practise some abominable rites, which they

were afraid or ashamed to disclose.

In these circumstances, the Emperor Nero set fire

to the city of Rome, and reduced a great part of it to

ashes. This wanton act excited the indignation of the

people. The emperor, anxious, as it seems, for his

popularity, laid the guilt, and all the odium connected
with it, to the charge of the Christians. He commenced
a very severe persecution against them. He inflicted

upon them the most cruel punishments. Some of theia

were crucified, others were impaled, some were thrown
to the wild beasts ; and not a few, having been wrapped
in clothes smeared with pitch and sulphur, were burnt
during the night, and made to serve as torches for illu-

minating the gardens of the emperor. In the meantime,
this prodigy of inhumanity entertained the people with

Circensian games, and was himself an unblushing spec-

tator of the whole ; sometimes walking about in the dress

of a charioteer, and mingling with the crowd, and at other

limes viewing the exhibitions from his car. But all his

attempts were without effect ; neither his largesses, nor

his concern for the honour of the gods, nor his merciless

severity towards the unhappy followers of Christ, were
sufficient to remove from him the imputation of having
given orders to set the city on fire. And accordingly he
lias been transmitted to us by the pen of Tacitus, in the

doulsle character of an incendiary and a persecutor; and
his very name is proverbial for all that is tyrannical,

cruel, and brutal, and for all that is malignant, perfidious,

and mean. After this persecution, which took place

about the year 64, and during which St Paul was be-

headed at Rome, the churches had rest for a time. Un-
der many of the succeeding emperors, however, they

were exposed to the resentment of their enemies. In

the reign of Domitian, the apostle John was banished to

the island of Patmos, where he wrote his Apocalypse.

And a countless multitude of individuals, whose names
no history records, and who have long ago passed away
out of the memory of man, boldly avowed their attach-

ment to the faith " once delivered to the saints," and
" rejoiced that they were counted worthy" to suffer or

to die in the cause of Christianity.

Even the Emperor Trajan, who has been described

as a mild and accomplished prince, is to be numbered
among the persecutors of the church; and mild and ac-

complished as he undoubtedly was, when compared with
his predecessors, he appears to have meditated nothing

less than the extinction of the Christian name. There
kas come down to us a correspondence between this

emperor and the younger Pliny, who was governor of

Bithynia, and it refers to the very subject which now
occupies our attention. The con-espondence in question

is deserving of particular notice, both because it shows
us how the Christians were treated in those modes of

investigation to which the name of trial has been given,

and because it affords us the testimony of a Roman

magistrate, to the purity and simplicity of their manners.
After expressing to the emperor his doubts with regard
to the plan of conduct whicli he ought to follow, the pro-
curator of Bilhynia, the enlightened ami philosophic
Pliny, thus declares what he had already done; (Pliny's
Ji/iistles, vol. X. p. 97, 98.^ " In the mean lime," says
he, " this has been iny method with respect to those who
were brought before me as Christians. I asked them if

they were Christians: if they pleaded guilty, I interro-
gated them twice afresh, with a menace of capital piui-
ishment. In case of obstinate perseverance, I ordered
them to be executed. For of this 1 liad no doubt, what-
ever was the nature of their religion, that a sullen and
inflexible obstinacy called for the vengeance of the ma-
gistrate." Strange conduct this for a judge, and a very
extraordinary mode of trial indeed ! Yet such was the
treatment of the Christians at the tribunal of the younger
Pliny; a man whose character for benevolence, and even
for justice, is perhaps the most unexcejitionable of any
which pagan antiquity can furnish. The tcstiinony, how-
ever, given by the same distinguished person to the sim-
plicity and purity of the Christian manners, must not

be hastily passed over. " And this," says he, " was
their account of the religion which they ])rofessed, whe-
ther it deserves the appellation of a ciime or an error,

namely, that on a stated day, they were accustomed to

assemble before sunrise, and to repeat among themselves
a hynm to Christ in the character of a God, {Christo quasi
Deo,) and to bind themselves, by an oath, not to commit
any wickedness, but, on the contrary, to abstain from
thefts, robberies, and adulteries ; not to violate their pro-
mise or deny a pledge : after which," continues the
judge, " it is their custom to separate, and then to meet
again, sitting down to a harndess meal, of which all are
invited to partake." We are proud of this testimony :

it comes from one who evidently believed the statement
to be correct ; it comes from a man of education and dis-

cernment, and it is to be found in a confidential letter

from this man to the emperor, acknowledging his inex-

perience, and begging to be informed how he should act

in so peculiar a case. And it puts to flight, for ever, all

the accusations which interest and malice have brought
against the tendency of the Christian doctrine, and the

purity of the Christian assemblies. The persecution,

however, with some restrictions, went on. " The Chris.-

tians," says the emperor in his reply, " are not to be
sought for ; but if any are brought before you, and con-
victed, they are to be punished."

Indeed the human mind revolts at the sufferings which
the followers of Christ were doomed in many places to

experience. They were publicly whipped till their bones
and sinews appeared ; their flesh was torn from them
with pincers; they were consumed in a slow fire, care-

fully prevented from reaching the vital parts; they were
tortured in iron chairs, made red hot, and kept glowing
to receive them. The aged and venerable Polycarp was
put to death ; the excellent and learned Justin obtained

the crown of martyrdom. In the beginning of the tliird

century, Irensus, bishop of Lyons, sealed his testimony

with his blood. Pontamiaena, a woman of great beauty,

was condemned to suffer on account of her religion, and,

with Marcella her mother, was burnt to death, melted

pitch having been poured over their naked bodies. The
time would fail us should we attempt to enumerate tho

victims of superstition. Neither age nor sex was spared.

The arm of power was lifted up ; the genius of man
•was exhausted in the invention of tortures; andj to a
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liasty observer, it Tniy;ht sccin, that llic hour was at

icnRth come wlicn Christianity, subdued and worn out

with sufferings, would resign her name and her place

aiTionp; men.
This conclusion, howevci', would be the very reverse

of the truth. The Christians had multiplied in a most

extraordinary degree. They filled the senate-house and

the armv, and they were to be found in all situations and

employments. Persecution had produced upon them its

usual effects,— it had not only united them more closely

together, but it had inflamed tlicir zeal and quickened

their activity. Their opinions soon became general ; a

very great majority of the people embraced and avow-

ed them, till at length, in the year 325, Constantine the

Great was invested with the purple, and the religion of

Jesus became the religion of the empire. From this

lime Christianity was not only tolerated, but protected

and cherished. The number of the edifices consecrated

to the worship of God was increased, and the emperor
liiniself was not ashamed to be seen engaging in the ex-

ercises of religion, or in the devout observance of the

ceremonies ordained by the church. It has been said,

that when Constantino was about to engage in battle

with his rival Maxentius, he saw in the heavens a lumi-

nous cross, with the following inscription, " by this over-

come ;" and that in consequence of the vision, and the

success which attended his arms, he embraced Christia-

nity. We are aware that the stoiy has been suspected,

and perhaps not without reason ; but whatever truth or

falsehood there may be in it, we have no hesitation in

ranking the Emperor Constantine among the sincere

professors of the Christian faith.

The doctrine of the primitive church is to be learnt

with the utmost certainty from the books of the New
Testament. These books were received by the leading

men in the Christian assemblies, and approved of by the

people at large ; they were publicly read, and carefully

preserved and transmitted; and having been collected

into a volume, towards the end of the first century, they

became, to all the followers of Jesus throughout the

world, the only standard of faith, and the only rule of

righteous conduct. The primitive church believed that

there is one God, uncreated and everlasting : that the

Logos, or word of God, " who was in the beginning
with God, and was God," became " bone of our bone,

and flesh of our flesh," and dwelt upon this earth: that

he gave himself for us, " an offering and a sacrifice;"

and that, " being justified by faith in him, we have peace
with God." That our present state is a state of condem-
nation, corruption, and suffering: that, by the trans-

gression of our first progenitor, "sin entered into the
world, and death by sin;" and that " death hath passed
upon all men, for that all have sinned." That the soul

of man shall exist in a future and unchangeable state of
happiness or misery: that, by the infiuence of the Holy
Ghost, our understandings arc enlightened in all heaven-
ly knowledge, and our hearts changed from all evil dis-

positions : that Jesus Christ, having risen from the dead,
will appear in the end of all things as the judge of the
whole world; and that in the great day of trial and of
retribution, he will receive his followers into " man-
sions" of happiness, where they shall abide for ever,
" beholding his glory, the glory which he had with the
j'ather, before the world was." Such is the sum of the
doctrine maintained by the early clairches ; and it is this

doctrine alone which they agreed in considering as " the
,;ailh once delivered to the sidiits."

From the doctrine of the primitive church, we arts

naturally led to the consideration of the heresies with
which it was infested. Some of these heresies appear
to have arisen very soon after the first promulgation of

Christianity ; nor is our religion, even at this moment,
and in the coimtries where it is professed in its great-

est purity, entirely free from their influence. Most of

the heresies in question derived their origin from the

union of philosophical speculation, or what was called

philosophical speculation, with the doctrine of the sa-

.

cred books. This was particularly the case with the

heresy of the Gnostics; a heresy which must be consi-

dered as the fruitful parent of many others, we had al-

most said of every error which has corrupted and disfi-

gured the simplicity ^of the primitive faith.

At the bottom of this predominating heresy, lay the

eastern dogma of the two principles, the one the source

of good and the other the source of evil. To the good
principle, the Gnostics gave the titles of the Supreme
Divinity and the Everlasting Father ; while they consi-

dered matter as the evil principle, and represented it as

independent and active, the antagonist, and, in some in-

stances, the successful rival of the benignant power.
To the evil principle, they attributed the creation of

the earth, and the disposition or arrangement of the

habitable globe. They held too, that the soul, which,
according to their idea of it, was naturally ethereal and
pure, was clogged and depressed by the material body

;

that its inherent energies were restrained, and its pro-

gress towards heavenly happiness obstructed. They
contended, that a great Messenger and Deliverer was
expected from above, who was to put an end to all

such restraints and obstnuctions, to emancipate the im-
prisoned and shackled spirit, and to relieve the whole
intellectual world from the dominion of matter. They
believed in JesusChrist as the messenger and deliverer,

by whom those mighty revolutions were to be accom-
plished. They spoke of him as the Son of the Supreme
Divinity, commissioned and dispatched from the habi-

tation of the Everlasting Father. They regarded him
as a created existence; and maintained, that though to

the eye of rhan he appeared to be invested with a real

body, and exposed to actual pains and privations, he
was, in point of fact, destitute of all corporeal organs,

and incapable of suffering. In a perfect consistency
with their own opinions, they denied the resurrection

of Christ, and that of the body in general. They be-

lieved, moreover, in a great /;/eromc, or space above the
visible heavens ; and this pleroma they sometimes re-

presented as the immediate residence of the benevolent
divinity, and at other times as filled with inferior exis-

tencies, called CEons. To the higher CEons were added
the genii, whose abode was chiefly upon the earth, and
whose business and delight it was to thwart the pur-
poses, and disturb the enjoyments of the human race.

And in addition to all these jarring particulars, they denied

the authority of the Jewish scriptures, and, with an un-
accountable and repulsive absurdity, held the eerfient in

high estimation as the author of sin.

From the motley and incoherent system which we
have now attempted to describe, certain practical con-
sequences arose. First of all, it led the Gnostics to the
incessant study of magic, in order to avert the influence,

or weaken the power of the malignant genii. And, se-

condly, they were taught by it to practice all the va-

rieties of mortification and modes of austerity. The
body was the source and centre of evil, and it was not
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to be supported or cherished, lest the sou!, the ethereal

part, should be still farther degraded and enslaved.

Hence the more rigid of the sect abstained from tlie most
innocent gratifications; they rejected marriage and the

society of women, and spent their whole lives in a com-
plete abstraction from the world, in ])enitcnce, obmutcs-

cence, and praj'cr. Wlio docs not see that tlic celibacy

of the Romish clergy, and the penances which the Ro-
mish church enjoins upon her votaries, may be traced

to the heresy of the Gnostics, and especially totlial part

of it which respects the malignity of matter? Monastic

institutions had their origin in the same error. Simon
Stylites must be regarded as a practical disciple of the

Gnostic school. St Dunstan, if there be any truth in tlie

history which is given of him, may be classed with Si-

mon Stylites; and the race of pilgrims and flagellants

will complete the catalogue of deluded individuals, and

the triumph of philosophical speculation over the sim-

plicity of genuine Christianity, and the obvious applica-

tion of its precepts. What we liave stated al)ove was the

practice of the more numerous and rigid of the Gnostics ;

others of them, however, made a difVerent use of their

favourite notion, the malignity of matter ; for they re-

garded the soul as utterly unaflfected by the actions of

the body, asserted the innocency and the propriety of

yielding to every dictate of nature, and indulged them-
selves in every species of vice. This division of the

Gnostics could not possibly have any great respect for

the decalogue or the authority of Moses ; and we may
not perhaps be very far mistaken, if we suppose them to

have been the chief admirers of the serpent.

The tenets of the later Platonists were scarcely less

pernicious than the reveries of the Gnostics. Besides

their philosophical opinions, which were those of the

Eclectics, they maintained that the morality of tlie sa-

cred scriptures was of two sorts, one more gross for the

multitude, and another more refined, for Christians of

superior merit and sanctity. Hence the counsels of our

religion were distinguished from its jirecefits ; the for-

mer being meant for those who, by contemplative ab-

straction, aspired to an immediate intercourse with the

Divinity, and the latter for such as were disposed to sa-

tisfy themselves with discharging the ordinary duties of

life. They maintained likewise the pernicious dogma,
that t/ie end, if good, justifies the means which are em-
ployed in order to attain it, of whatever description those

means may be. It is true, this sentiment was propagated

at first with great caution, and with many explanations ;

but it soon spread abroad, and was generally received,

and it gave birth to all that train of imposture, and all

those pretended miracles and legends, which, in suc-

ceeding ages, brought disgrace upon the Christian

church. Alexandria was the chief seat of the later Pla-

tonists. Ammonius Saccus is regarded as the founder

of the sect ; and it ranks among its adherents no less a

man than the respectable Origen liimsclf.

For an account of the primitive order and government
of the church, the reader may consult the history of tlie

following period, where the rise and progress of the pa-

pacy is traced.

CHAP. n.

The History of the Christian Church from the time of
Constantine, A. D. 325, to the Year 755, when the su-

premacy of the Pope was acknowledged, and his tem-

poral Dominion established.

The order established and recognized in the primi-

tive church, was exceedingly simple. The care of each
congregation was entrusted to its pastor or bishop, along
with a certain number of assistants ; and these last were
particularly consulted in mutters of government and dis-

cipline. To the pastor or bishop, and his assistants,

were added the deacons, whose business it was to lake
charge of the poor. The oflice of p.istor continued for
life, unless it was forfeited by some instance of miscon-
duct on the pan of him who enjoyed it. lie was com-
monly styled the bishop or overseer, and sometimes the
angel of the congregation to which he belonged: (See
HiSHor.) In the first age, the ecclesiastical functiona-

ries were supported by the voluntary contributions of the

jieople altaciied to them. The whole society was join-

ed together in one principle of love, and its memljcrs
were distinguished by a " simplicity and godly sineeVity,"

whicli we shall look for in vain in the succeeding ages of

the chuich.

Out of this primeval simplicity, the hierarchy and the

papacy arose; but they arose by gradual steps, and con-
secutive and sometimes impercepiilde deviations, from
the apostolical pattern. JVemo ft repente tnrpissimus,

is a maxim which applies not only to individuals, but to

societies. The interest and the splendour of an order of
men may be promoted and secured by unjustifiable means,
as well as the interest and the splendour of anyone man.
But in both cases, the changes are commonly slow, and
the encroachments gradual and successive. Let us trace,

as shortly and distinctly as we can, the steps by which
the usurpations of the hierarchy reached their unwarrant-
able and criminal heigiit.

First of all, the distinction betv/een the bishop and liis

assistants was rendered more obvious and considerable.

Next, an idea began to prevail, that these assistants were
only the representatives of llie bishop, deriving their

powers exclusively from him, and subject, in the exer-
cise of those powers, to his suiierintendence, inspection,

and controul. He ordained the functionaries in (jucstiou

to the clerical office, and they were tried in what may
be called, even at this early period, his consistory court.

The property of the church, arising from the liberal

donations of the Christian brethren, was now regarded
as belonging, in a great degree, to the bishop, and in

the disposal and use of it, he not unfrequently consulted

his own importance and splendour. This property was
sometimes in land; but whether in land, or in money,
or in cups and vestments, when once consigned to the

church, it remained forever in her possession. She
could acquire property, but she could not lose it; no in-

dividual could deteriorate it to tlie injury of his succes-

sor ; no deed or settlement could alienate it, to the inju-

ry of the community.
The next step seems to have been taken by the bishops

residing in large towns. In those towns, the ecclesiasti-

cal assemblies were usually held: the bishop, always on

the spot, and growing daily in wealth and influence, was
commonly chosen president of these assemblies. When
once chosen, he would not easily be prevailed upon to

resign his place. In a sliort lime, he would cluim it as

his right. Prescription would sanction what usurpation

had begun. And thus the bishop, once upon a level

with his presbyters, or at most upon a level with his

brethren of the episcopate, would be estahlislieil in pre-

cedency and splendour, as the metropolitan of the pro-

vince to which he belonged. liis powers were then

extended and confirmed ; new claims were made and

allowed; the civil polity of Constantine afforded an ex-
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ample ; the ccclcsiaslical constitution was made to ap-

proximate to llic political ; the rulers of the church cor-

responded to the high ofiiccrs and governors of the state;

their provinces were of similar extent, and though their

functions were different, their authority was nearly the

same. The metropolitan now became a patriarch, and

in process of time the patriarch became a pope.

This last change, however, the completion of sacer-

dotal aggrandizement, was the result of other circum-

stances and considerations, besides those which we have

mentioned above. It had been observed, that in the

enumeration of the apostles, given by the sacred wri-

ters, Peter held the first place, probably on account of

his age, and personal respectability. " Now the names
of the twelve apostles," says St Matthew, " are these,

first, Simon, who is called Peter, v^ajti 'S.ifi.uo i A£--«,«.£vo{

riil^t^:" frst Peter, that is, as Dr Campbell seems to

think, " Peter, occupying the first place." It had been

remarked likewise, that this apostle is represented by

Christ himself as the rock on which the church was
to be founded. " Thou art Peter," says he to him,
" and on this rock, (alluding to the name,) will I build

my church ;" that is, in consequence of thy ministry and

apostolical labours, shall the religion which I am com-
missioned to teach, be introduced into the world, and

finally established. Accordingly, the apostle Peter was
the first who preached to the Jews the doctrine of our
Saviour's resurrection as a tenet of the Christian faith ;

and he was the first also who announced to the Gentiles,

that they were admitted into the covenant of Abraham,
and entitled to all its privileges and blessings. By the

bishop of Rome, however, and his adherents, these pas-

sages of holy writ were understood in a very different

sense. In their apprehension, St Peter occupied the

first place, not on account of his years, and his personal

respectability, but solely on account of those powers
and dignities which were conferred upon him by Christ.

He was the rock, they affirmed, on which the church
was built, the foundation and support of the whole.

And in their zeal for their own aggrandizement and
interest, they forgot the declaration in which we are

assured that the church is built on "the apostles and
prophets" generally, " Jesus Christ himself being the

chief corner-stone."

But it would be of no consequence to invest St Peter
with powers and dignities, unless the bishop of Rome
could prove himself to be the legitimate successor of

that venerable apostle. This, of course, he attempted.

It was given out, and very soon believed, that the see

cf Rome was founded by the apostle alluded to ; though
it docs not appear from any historical document, that he
ever visited the capital of the Roman world. There was
a prevalent tradition, however, that such had been the
case. The claim once made, was not to be abandoned.
It was affirmed more loudly than ever, that St Peter, the
first and chief of all the apostles, was the founder of the
holy see. And it was no less pertinaciously maintained,
that the pswers originally conferred on this distinguished
individual, had descended by regular devolution upon
his successors in office. The inference was plain. The
Bishop of Rome, like St Peter himself, was the rock on
which the church was built, the foundation and basis of
the whole superstructure, without which it could not
stand together for a moment, but must instantly fall into
ruins. The powers of the church were invested in him
alone, laid up as it were, and condensed in his sacred
person. If others were the branches, he was the root

;

if others might be permitted to call themselves the

streams, he was the inexhaustible fountain which sup-
plied the whole. In one word, he was constituted by
Jesus Christ himself the supreme legislator and judge
of the universal church ; and all bishops, metropolitans,

and patriarchs, were subject to his authority, and depen-
dent on his sovereign will.

This, it must be owned, was a sweeping conclusion ;

but the premises were received as good, and the conse-
quence appeared to be unavoidable. The value of the

new logic, however, was not universally allowed. The
patriarch of Constantinople, in particular, was extremely
dissatisfied with it. I'here were other churches, he
said, which were founded by the apostle Peter, as well

as that of Rome. By the consent of all antiquity, the
church ol Antioch was one of these. And he insinuated

in a way which could not be misunderstood, that as

Constantinople was the seat of empire, the place where
the Master of the world condescended to reside, the

bishop of that city was clearly entitled to the first voice

in point of authority, and to all precedency in point of
rank. He had his claims as well as Rome ; his footing

was good, and his assurance strong ; and so satisfied

was he of his right and privilege, and so jealous of his

rival, that he was the first wlio took the title of univer-
sal bishop. But vi/hatever might be the claims of the
Byzantine church, these claims were not ultimately es-

tablished. The bishop of the West was at one time too

powerful, and at another too cunning, for the Eastern
prelate. The Latin churches likewise united more cor-
dially and effectually, in supporting the pretensions of
their ecclesiastical head. And at length, Felix the Se-
cond, a hold and resolute pontiff, summoned the patriarch
of Constantinople before himself, and a synod of his

Italian clergy, and after due consultation, solemnly de-
graded him from his rank, and deposed him from his

office. It is true, the Eastern bishop laughed at the im-
potent attempt of his lofty antagonist, and anathematized
him in his turn. But the Byzantine pontiff gradually
sunk into the second place ; and though his claims were
not relinquished, he found it necessary to urge them only
at favourable seasons, and with great prudence.
We are not to suppose that, even in the first century,

the power of the Christian bishops was limited to matters
of doctrinal decision, or of ecclesiastical polity. It

comprehended a very great proportion of those questions
which now belong exclusively to the jurisdiction of the
civil magistrate. There is some countenance given to

this extension of the episcopal power in the sacred writ-
ings, and especially in the epistles of St Paul ; and it

was perhaps necessary, in the early and unsettled state

of the Christian communities. " If thy brother," says
Jesus, (Matth. xviii. 15.) "trespass against thee, go and
tell him his fault between thee and him alone : if he
hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother ; but if he will

not hear thee, then take with thee one or two more, that
at the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may
be established. And if he neglect to hear them, lell it

to the church ; but if he neglect to hear the church, let

him be to thee as a heathen man and a publican. Verily
I say unto you, whatsoever ye shall bind on earth, shall

be bound in heaven, and whatsoever ye shall loose on
earth shall be loosed in heaven." And in conformity
with the spirit of what has now been quoted, the apostle

Paul enquires of the Corinthian Christians, why they
went to law " before the unjust, and not before the saints ?

Is it so," says he, (1 Cor. vi. 5.) " that there is not a wise
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nian amonq; you ? No, not one that sliall be able to judge

btlwfcn liis brethren; but biother goctli to law with bro-

ther, and that before the unbelievers. Now iherclbre

there is utterly a fault among you, because ye go to law

one witi) anotiier."

We do not stop to enquire whether these passages

were rightly interpreted or not. It is sufficient for our

purpose to state, that these and similar passages were

long supposed to sanction, in the most authoritative

manner, and to the utmost extent, those encroachments

on the civil power, which characterize the ambition, and

disfigure the annals of tlie popish church. By a little

management, almost every question was made to put on

an ecclesiastical aspect, and as such it was tried in the

episcopal courts. The parties concerned might indeed

belong to the laity, and not to the clergy; but the

cause, considered as distinct from the parties, was pro-

nounced to be of a different nature. Or justice had been

denied by the civil magistrate : and where had the poor

man, injured and oppressed as he was declared to be,

an opportunity of making his complaint, unless before

the rulers of the church, the constituted guardians of

innocence, and the delegates of heaven ? Or the case

was from the beginning of a mixed nature, and belong-

ed in its substance and character to the bishop as vvell

as to the magistrate. Or the feudal officers were too

fond of their amusements, too careless, or too illiterate

to interfere. From these cituses, it grew into a maxim,
" that exceiit in places bordering on the infidels, a good
lawyer m.iki.s a better bishop than a good divine." En-
croachment followed encroachment. The clergy, wliile

they exercised their functions as judges, and in civil

questions too, proceeded also to legislate. The princi-

ples of the canon law gave an aspect and colouring to

those of the civil ; and the supremacy of the Roman
pontiff, in ecclesiastical matters, being acknowledged,

the ambition of the papal see appeared to look forward

to nothing less than a despotic sway over the whole
Christian world, in all its interests and concerns. In ad-

dition to this, the pope was now raised to the dignity of

a temporal prince. About the year 755, Pepin king of

France, made over to him twenty-two cities of Italy
;

and in one part of Europe, at least, the successor of the

poor and humble Peter reigned uncontrolled in the exer-

cise of the civil as well as the ecclesiastical authority,

and united in his own person the highest ofliccs of king

and of priest. In a succeeding age he laid claim to in-

fallibility ; and in the prostration of the human under-

standing, and presumptuous plenitude of apostolical

power, he disposed of crowns and governments at his

pleasure.

No sooner had Constantine the Great ascended the

throne of the Cffisars, than his attention was directed to

tht? Arian heresy. This heresy, which long divided and

afflicted the church, had many patrons and supporters.

It gave rise to many personal disputes, and it broke and

disturbed the peace which Christianity might have enjoy-

ed under the ireiperial protection.

The heresy alluded to was propagated by Alius, a

presbyter of the church of Alexandria : He was a man
of considerable learning, acuteness, and eloquence, and

his natural abilities were sharpened and improved by the

opposition which he met with, and the controversies in

which he was engaged. lie maintained, in an assembly

of the Alexandrian presbyters, and against the opinioji

of his bishop, that, in tiie sacred Trimly, the Son was
csaentiaUy different from the Father j that there was a

Vol. Vlil. Part I.

time hid in the dejjths of eternity, when he did not exist

;

or, in other words, that he was really a eieature, pro-
duced or brought into being by the supreme volilioii of
the true C.od. He contended farther, that though a
creature thus produced, the Father " had impressed
upon him the cfTuli^encc of his glory, and transfused into
him his ample Spirit;" that he was the framer of the
World, and that he governed the universe as tlie repre-
sentative of the eternal and unchangeable Divinity. In
consequence of these tenets, ,\rius was publicly con-
demned antl excommunicated by .Mexander, his bisiiop.

He retired, however, into Palestine, where he was re-

ceived and protected. The number of his foltowers

increased. The angry passions were awakened, and the
controversy was agitated with the utmost violence. Dis-
tant provinces and churches engaged in the dispute. The
combatants became every day more and more warm

;

reproach took place of argument; and the sacred scrip-

tures themselves, and even the very subject of the dis-

cussion, were forgotten amidst personal quarrels and
mutual reviling. The contests of the schoolmen, iit the

dark ages, may have been violent, but they must have
exceeded all common measures of asperity, if tliey sur-

passed, in malignant zeal and fiercK recrimination, the

dispute v/hich now rent and dishonoured the church.

In these circumstances, Constantine, with a laudable
concern, but perhaps with little knowledge of Human
nature, wrote first of all to the bishop of -Mexandria,

and afterwards to Alius himself,, reprimanding them for

their indecent hostility, and exhorting them to peace.

But it soon appeared, tiial the paternal advice of the em-
peror might have been spared. Neither of the parties

was willing to yield, because each of them, of course,

believed his antagonist in the wrong. The subordinate

agents likewise in the dispitte, iit'd their victories to

gain, their enemies to ciush, and llicir interests to serve.

In reality, the letter of the emperor had no other effect

than that of magnifying the controversy in the |>ublic

estimation, and of inducing those, who, from indolence

or prudence, had iiilherto been silent, to range themselves

witn the one p;.rty or wiili the other; to resist the here-.

tic, or to abandon the church. Sometliing more decisive,

therefore, was to be done. Accordingly the imperial

summons was issued, and' an acumenical or general coun-

cil convoked: And in the year 325, the representatives

of the wliole Christian world assembled at Nice in iJiiiiy-

nia, to ascertain the Catliolic doctrine, and p:o\ide for

the tranquillity of future generations.

The appearance of the assembly was venerable in the

highest degree. No fewer than two thousand ecclesias-

tics, according to some accounts, had risen from their

retirements in obedience to the imperial summoiis, and

of these three hundred and eighteen were bishops. The
emperor himself presided in the council, " exceeding,"

as Eusebius says, " ail his attendants in stature, grace-

fulness, and strength, and dazzling every eye with the

splendour of his apparel." And the question to be de-

cided related to nothing less than the peculiai distinctions

which may be predicated of ihocliNine essence, and the

honour which belongs to the Son of God. Impartiality,

however, obliges us to declare, that the conduct and de-

jjortnient of the fathers did not exactly correspond, cither

with the respect .bilily of their apjiearancc, or the so-

lenuiity of the occasion. They seemed to think, that

they had met together, rather wit!) a view to settle their

private disputes, than to ascertain the Catholic .faitli.

Numerous complaints were made, and loads of nieiito-

n
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inls transniittcd lo Uic cmpci'or. These memorials

were little else than accusations of parties or of indivi-

iluals, each man libelling his antagonist, and represent-

ing him as an enemy lo the church. It is said that the

emperor, having collected the libels in question, threw

the whole ofthem into the fire ; advising the fathers, ac-

cording to the precept of our Saviour, to forgive one

another as they themselves expected to be fort;ivcn, an*d

modestly hinting, (as Sozomen observes,) that it did not

belong to him to decide the differences of Christian bi-

shops. Ilaviiii^ proceeded so far, he requested the im-

mediate attention of the council to the weighty matter

Avhich lay before them. Upon this subject, however,

there was a very s^reat and unexpected unanimity. The
doctrine of the church appears to have Ijeen so com-
pletely scpar.ted from the heresy of Arius, that no pri-

vate dissensions, or remaining rancour anions the mem-
bers of the synod, could prevent them from agreeing

upon the question at issue. The tenets of the disputa-

tious presbyter, as he was called, were solemnly con-

demned ; and, by the order of the emperor, he was

banished intolliyria. The llomoousian doctrine, or the

doctrine of Consubstantiality, was pronounced to be the

faith of the church; and though there were certain dif-

ferences of opinion with regard to the correct meaning
of t've term vsrorras-fj, and though it was for soine time

disputed, whetiicr tuis term applied to the nature of the

Godhead, or to the/jcrso?;* (wjorajra) in the blessed Tri-

nity, still it was finally deciareil, wim scarcely a dissent-

ing voice, that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was not,

in substance or essence, distinct from the Father. Arius
himself was present in this assembly, the most numerous
which the Christian world had ever witnessed before. He
was supported by Eusebius of Nicomedia, Maris of

Chalccdon, and Tlieognis of Nice. These ecclesiastics,

who seem to have been persons of cor,siderable ability,

attempted to explain or to qualify the heretical opinions
;

but Eusebius alone persisted in refusing to subscribe the

sentence of the council. Among the orthodox, the chief

speaker was the famous Athanasius, then only a deacon
in the church of Alexandria.

The following may be considered as a summary of the

Catholic faith, as it relates lo the second person in the

Heavenly Tiinity, at the period to which our observa-

tions refer. It is a version of the jVicene creed, as it

appears in the Epistle of Eusebius to the Caesareans, &c.
" We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker
of all things, visible and invisible. And in one Lord
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the only begotten ; be-

gotten of the Father, that is, of the substance of the Fa-
ther. God of God, Light of Light, true. God of true
God; begotten, not made; consubstantial with the Fa-
ther, by whom all things were made, both things in

heaven and things on earth : who, for us men, and for

our salvation, came down, and was incarnate, and be-
came man, suffered and rose again the third day, and
ascended into the heavens, and comes to judge the quick
and the dead : and in the Holy Cihost. And the Catholic
and Apostolical church doth anathematize those persons,
who say, that there was a time when the Son of God was
not; that he was not before he was born; that he was
made of nothing, or of another substance or being, or
that he is created, changeable, or convertible."

To the Arian controversy succeeded the Pelagian, in

which St Augustine distinguished himself; but as the
heresy of Pelagius is nearly allied to that of Arminius,

we shall afterwards have occasion to treat of it, in giving

our account of the Synod of Dorl.

Our attention must now be directed to another quar-

ter. About the coinmencement of the seventh cen-
tury, a new religion began to spread itself in Arabia;
and Christianity received a blow, nearly fatal, from the

doctrines and the conquests of Mahomet. In whatever
light we view the prophet of Mecca, we cannot hesitate

to [jfonounce him an extraordinary man. Without that

leai'ning which is to be derived from books, he was far

from being ignorant ; of great natural acuteness, he
employed that talent in distinguishing between human
characters, and in ascertaining the motives l)y wiiicii they

are influenced or formed; and pi'udent and de.xtrous, he
rarely let slip an ppportujiity of increasing his know-
ledge, or cstal)lishing his reputation. While yet in the

service of Cadijah, a rich widow, whom lie afterwards

married, he travelled into Egypt, Syria, and Palestine;

comparing the maimers of the people, noting their ge-

nius, antl marking the defects or the excellencies of the

goverimicnts under which they lived. Though origi-

nally poor, he was born of an illustrious race. His per-

son was beautiful, his forehead large and liberal, and
his eye comprehensive and keen ; his judgment was
clear, his conduct decisive; his wit easy antl social, his

elocution fluent, and he spoke the purest of all the dia-

lects which then prevailed in Arabia.

In the depths of solitary retirement, and in the cave
of Hera, about three iniles from Mecca, the impostor
of the East appears to have conceived the first idea of

his prophetical mission. His visions were many, and
his intercourse with heaven is said to have been fre-

quent and beatific. For a while, he confined his exer-

tions and his teaching to his own family and kindred.

Success, however, soon emboldened him to take a more
ample range, and to display himself upon a wider field.

Being constrained to fly from Mecca, in order to avoid

the rage of his enemies, the citizens of Medina, who had
already heard of his name and his pretensions, received

him with open arms. Here he erected his standard,

and declared his commission ; with consummate art, he
touched the predominating feelings of his countrymen,
and filled their imaginations with the prospect of rich-

es and glory. The effect exceeded his utmost wishes.

Multitudes from every quarter enlisted themselves un-
der his banners, anxious and zealous to propagate the

faith, and longing to share the possessions of those who
should call in question the authority of their leader.

The fanaticism of the prophet now became more furi-

ous, and his artifice inore profound; and his plans be-

ing at length mature, he proclaimed to the whole world
the great dogma of Islamism, '' T/ml there is one true

God, and that Mahomet is his firofihet."

The system adopted by Mahomet was eminently cal-

culated to ensure success. His mode of proselytism,

though not extremely novel, was remarkable for its ef-

ficacy. Whoever refused to acknowledge his mission,

was instantly put to death. It was with a naked sword
in his hand, and with uplifted arm, that this mrlitary

apostle preached the Koran. A logic so powerful was
not easily resisted. After completing the conquest of

Arabia, the leader of tiie fiiithful burst like a torrent

into the Roman territories, and soon convinced the
Christians, that whatever they might think of his argu-
ments or his eloquence, his sword was ncit to be des-

pised. Christianity, indeed, was now very dififerent
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from what it once had been. The \nu-c worship, the

zealous attachment, and the map;naniinous devotion of

the early times, had in a great measure disappeared ;

and the church, torn with dissensions, enfeebled and

listless, became an easy prey to its ferocious invaders.

Tlie means by which the disciples of Mahomet were re-

tained and secured, were not less cflcctual than his de-

cisive way of propagating the faith. The rewards of

Ishuiiisni were neitlier reniotc nor spiritual ; neither dis-

tant in the period of enjoyment, nor at all unintelligible

to the sense. • A fifth part being reserved for pious and
charitable purposes, the spoil of the conquered nations

was divided in equal portions among the soldiers. The
true and faithful servant of tlie prophet was permitted

to indulge in all sensual gratifications; he was allowed

a plurality of wives, and he was assured that in the

paradise of the blessed above, to which of course he was
admitted, he should be attended by females (houries)

of resplendent beauty, whose sole employment it should

be to execute his commands, or minister to his pleasures.

And it was declared to him, that his capacity for en-

joyment would be enlarged and perfected, according to

his means of gratification. The effect of all this upon
a gross and voluptuous people, may easily be conceived.

This, however, is not the whole matter. While by one
part of the system, the love of pleasure was stimulated

and gratified, by another part of it the fear of death and
of danger was completely destroyed. The prophet of

Mecca taught the doctrine of unbroken and immove-
able fatality. The world, he said, stood secure by the

unalterable appointment of him who created it. The
lot of man was fixed ; no courage or dexterity could
change it. I'o our destiny we must come. Why should
we distress ourselves about future dangers, when these

dangers cannot be prevented ? Why should we harass

ourselves with the fear of death ? No concern of ours
can stop the progress of dissolution. The fate of the

world is not to be reversed ; the glory of the prophet
and of his followers is decreed ; victory is on our side,

and our names are enrolled in the records of the bles-

sed.

The successors .of Mahomet, not only-propagated his

doctrine, but imitated his example. Their arms were
evei-y where victorious; and such was the rapidity of.

their progress, that in little more than half a century,

the whole of Persia, Syria, and Egypt, and a great ]xirt

of .\frica and Spain, had yielded to their irresistible

valour, and acknowledged the dominion of the prophet.

CHAP. III.

T/ie History of the Church of Christy from the year 755,

when the Supremacy of the Pope ivan acknoiuledged,

and his Temporal Dominion establinh'-d., to the era of
the Reformation., about the Year 1545.

This period may justly be denominated the period

of darkness. It comprehends in it more' instances of

false opinion and elaborate folly, than all the other por-

tions into which the history of the church may bo di-

vided. In this melancholy jjerind, the religion of Je-

sus seems to be veiy nearly extinct, and imposture and

fanaticism are dignified with its name. T!ie historian

finds himself lost amidst the aberiMtions of the human
ui rsiaiiding, and the exprcssio.is (.f mistaken piety

;

and has to grope his way through the monastic institu-

tions, and relics, and canonizations, and indulgei.ces.
and to conduct his readers safe, amidst the interdicts of
the popes, the battles of tiic crusaders, and the wrang-
ling of the schools. To expatiate on all these topics,
would carry us far beyond our limits ; we shall onlv
touch upon a few of them, and refer our readers to the
accounts which are given, .under the differcni titles, in
other parts of the work.

In the beginning of the ninth century, the passion
for accumulating the relics of the saints, appears to
have reached an extraordinary height. A respect for

holy men when alive seems to have been extended to

their corrupted remains after their death ; and the more
so, as every year brought new accounts of the miracles
performed by these exuviae of the faithful. In conse-
quence of his abstinences and his penances, the ancho-
rite is supposed to have overcome the malignity of mat'
ter, and to have purified and refined it, by infusing a
portion of his spiritual excellence into its native depra-
vity. And matter, once believed to be the origin and
the seat of all evil, is now represented as effectual in

healing the sick, and in restoring the dead to life. Many
persons, some of whom were in eminent stations, and
others, distinguished by the learning which was preva-
lent at the time, travelled into Judea for the express
purpose ofobtaining relics. The bodies of the apostles
and first martyrs are said to have been dug up, and in-

numerable fragments, bones, or pieces of bones, legs,

arms, toes and fingers, skulls, jaw-bones and teeth,

were brought into Italy. Very large sums of money
were often paid for them; they were incased in gold,
surrounded witli precious stones, and worn as amulets
about the neck. In some instance?, the purchaser does
not appear to have been extremely nice or scrupulous
in his enquiries. If the bone presented to him was re-

ported to have been dug up in Judea, or if it only
looked like an old bone, or was in reality a rotten bone,

ho seemed content to buy it. Hence the knavery of
the Greeks led them to substitute the i-emains of other
animals for those of human beings, and particularly for

those of the saints. And he who records tlie fulness

of human credulity, will not fail to state, that many a
devotee has wept over the leg or the spine of a dog or

a jackall, and pleased himself at tlie same time with
supposing that he had before him a relic of St Mark,
St Bartholomew, or St James. Sometimes the remains
in ciuestion were found in consequence of an immedi-
ate revelation from heaven ; a holy monk, or female re-

nowned for chastity, being directed to the place where
they lay dispersed or inteired. Many real crosses and
fragments of them were obtained ; and, last of aU, the

thirty pieces ol silver with wliich Judas Iscariot was
bribed, and wnich, by some confusion among the his-

torians, are now called thirty pieces of gold, were dis-

covered and known ; and, p.issing througii several hands,

are still (it seems) possessed by the curious in relics,

in different parts of the world. There is one of them
" as large as an Eiji-lisii noble," which is shewn in the

entrance to St Peter's at Rome. " But though the ve-

neration for the remains of celebrated persons," observes

an elegant writer, " when carried to such an extreme
as to be converted into a speci'-s of rcliijious worship,

is certainly culpable ; and though the miracles which
were attributed to these remains, must be coiisidcrcd

either as delusions of the fancy, or as forgeries ol priest-

craft; still we arc not to suppose th'- passion itself,

without a foundation in the principles of liunian na-

il 2
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Uiic. It is impossible to conline the human affections

in llicii- operation : it is in)possil)lc not to connect with

tiie objects of ouf regard every tbii)<„' wliich was origi-

nally connected witii tbcm. The axe, which termi-

nated the existence of the innocent and be;\utiriil Anne

Bnllen, is still contemplated with some sensations of

sympathy ; and wi re it possible to survey the real cross

on wiiich the Saviour ol mankind had been suspended,

the person who did not consider it as more than an ob-

ject of curiosity, must be destitute. of all the must ami-

able feelings of the human heart."

Monastic institutions kept pace with the passion for

relics. The monk (,«t»v«z«-«) was orii^inally a hermit or

anchorite, who withdrew from society, and spent his

time in solitary devotion. St Anthony the Egyptian is

usually considered as the founder of monachism. He
was i^^'norant in the very highest degree, and, boasted

of his ignorance; regarding learning as useless at least,

if not pernicious. lie was a severe ascetic and flagel-

lant, lived much with tlie wild beasts, and supported

himself upon fruits and herbs, the spontaneous produc-

tions of the earth. From ligypt and the East, mona-

chism passed over into CJreece. The Latins lecuived it

from the Greeks; and so highly was it valued in Italy,

that in the beginning of the ninth century, multitudes

of pcrsoi.s, in' all ranks and situations, withdrew from

the world, and wasted their days in celibacy and soli-

tude. The madness spread from province to province,

and from one country of Europe to another; and even

kings, dukes, and great lords of the court, forgot their

true dignity as well as their duty to society, and joined

with the poorest of their subjects or dependants, in all

the severities of the xnonastic life.

There is reason to believe that monachism, in its first

institution, was the result of a sincere, though mista-

ken piety. Like the passion for relics, it unquestion-

i'.bly has a foundation in the principles of human na-

ture. Beyond all doubt, it is wise and profitable to

retire occasionally at least from the world, from its bu-

siness and its allurements, and to prepare ourselves for

an evei lasting separation. In process of time, however,

it was found convenient and desirable to relax the se-

verity of the primitive institution. The fervour of fa-

naticism evaporated ; mankind, too, became at length

familiar with the tale of voluntary infliction, and were

less prompt to approve, and less vociferous in their

praise ; and the monks, in the course of a few centu-

ries, contrived to join abstinence with the gratification

of the appetites, to unite society with retirement, and

the appearance of poverty with the possession of much
weaTth. The very nature of the monastic institutions

afforded a salvo for the conscience. As individuals, the

recluses were poor, but as a community they were rich;

no one could boast of his acquisitions, yet the society

grew daily in wealth and splendour. The monasteries

were magnificent and commodious; to the eye of a
stranger, they would have appeared rather as the palaces

of princes, fully stored with all the luxuries of life,

than as the cells of the anchorite, or the retreats of pe-
nitence. They were often not merely liberally, but
profusely endowed. Many large estates had been con-

ferred on some of them ; legacies and bequests formed
the riches of others. At one time a prince of the blood,

having spent a long life in oppression and profligacy,

made a liberal gift to some religious house, and con-

ceived, that in this way he secured the forgiveness of

his sins ; and at another, a rich merchant, able to re-

tain his wealth no longer, bestowed a portion of it upon
the church. And by the invariable maxim of an artful

priesthood, property once given to the church bee Miies

ever after the property of God. It is sacrilege to t juch

it; a loud anathema is pronounced against him whoshall

convert it to any secular use.

Nothing appears too gross in the eyes of an igno-

rant and credulous people. The very dress of the
.

monks was held to be possessed of peculiar and extra-

ordinary virtues ; and men of rank and eminence, when
they found themselves about to die, often directed their

servants to clothe them with the monastic vestments,
" thinking tiiat the sanctity of the garb would protect

them against a condemnatory sentence of the omni-
scient Judge." False miracles, legends, and lies, wen;
produced on every side. The multitude heard and be-

lieved. New followers of the apostles and evangelists

were found out, each of them with a name and a his-

tory attached to it. Egypt and the East, in all their

caves and cells, were peopled afi'esh: and the worthies

lately enrolled ; and held up to the jjublic admiration,

were even more powerful than their predecessors, in

protracted prayer, in exorcisms, and in their contests

with the devil. The expression is somewhat coarse,

but it has been justly said, that when the monks want-

ed a saint they made one, and when they wanted a

miracle they made that too. Indeed it must be owned,
that on subjects of this kind the good fathers were of

a ready invention; and their facility in contriving is

equalled by nothing but the prompt acceptance and
capacious faith of those who svvallO'Wed the impos-
ture.

Before Monachism was corrupted in the highest de-

gree, the friars sometimes discharged the duty of the

secular clergy. These last seem almost to have forgot-

ten that they had any duty to discharge: they were,

in truth, equally ignorant and remiss, and, in many in-

stances, distinguished by all the vices which character-

ize the period in which they lived. Even on those rare

occasions when they entered the pulpit, they conducted
themselves in the most impious and shameless manner.
Of this we have a remarkable example in the case of

the Grecian Patriarch Thcophylact. The prelate al-

luded to was by no means famous, eitiier for his virtues

in private life, or for his public performances as a func-

tionary of the church. lie sold, without scruple, every
ecclesiastical benefice as soon as it became vacant, and
converted the money to his own use. The writers of

his times, (the lOlh century,) have told us notiiing of

his dexterity as a patriarch in managing his clergv, of

his integrity as a judge in the episcopal courts, of his

commanding oratory or persuasive address ; but they

have given us very particular information about his ex-
cellent stud. He was, indeed, the very Nimrod of the

middle ages, a mighty hunter; he had no fewer than

2000 horses in his stables, and these he fed with pig-nuts,

pistachios, dried grapes, and figs steeped in wine. One
Holy Thursday, when engaged in celebrating high mass,

a groom brought him the intelligence that a favourite

mare had foaled ; upon which he instantly stopt short,

threw down the liturgy, and running to the stable in an
ecstacy of curiosity and dispatch, ascertained, by ocular

demonstration, that the joyful news was true. And be-

ing now assured that a real and living foal was actually

produced, he returned to the altar, took up the liturgy,

and finished the service. It must be owned, however,
that such flagrant instances were rare. Idleness and
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luxury, a tendency to polilical intiigue, nnd an insatiable

ambition, are llie vices w'ah wliicli tlie secular clcri^y

are more justly charged. To these qunlities must be

added a most profouiid ignorance. They seldom preach-

ed, for they could not compose; and they never studied,

because thoy could not read. In the 12th, 13th, and 14th

centuries, the sacred scriptures were little known. Tlic

volume of the New Testament was rarely to be found;

many bishops had never once seen it injhcir whole lives:

what they knew of its doctrines and precepts, they learnt

solely from their missals. The people had no learning,

and no sense of its value. At first the friars were some-
what more attentive to their duty than the secuh\r clergy,

cr.joinintj at least the exercises of fasting and prayer.

Tiiey even attempted to instruct the people in public ;

but their discourses had scarcely any relation to the

Christianity of the sacred books, being chielly occupied
with the exploits of the saints; their power over the de-

vil, especially in siriglc combat; their watchings, fast-

ings, and flagellations. When these topics failed, they
bad recourse to the virtues of holy water, crossing and
chrism. I5y degrees, however, all public instruction

•was given up: the daikness spread itself, thick and
heavy, over the kingdoms of Europe; the intellect was
degraded and enslaved; the curiosity asleep; and, at

the period of the Reformation, it seems to have been uni-

versally held, tliat to repeat cred'js and ove marias, in

rapid succession, to undertake pilgrimages, to observe

the holidays appointed by the church, and to pay the

tythes and perquisites of the clergy, constituted the sum
of religious duty, and formed the principal, if not the

otdy excellencies of the Chri-^tian character.

Were we required to select any individual out of the

whole fraternity of ascetics and recluses, who had in-

fluenced, in any remarkable degree, the opinions and
the conduct of men, we could not fail to make choice

of Petet the Hermit. And should we be asked to spe-

cify any one of the religious societies, whose principles

and zealous activity have produced the most striking

effects, we slioidd be constrained to give, as our
example, the society of the Jesuits. Let us nov.', there-

fore, introduce a short accomit of the extraordinary indi-

vidual whose name we have mentioned, and of this no-

table society.

Peter, commonly called the Hermit, was born at

Amiens in Picaidy. In his youth he had been a soldier,

and had served with reputation under the Counts of Bou-
logne. It is not, however, in his military capacity, that

we are at present to view liim. la truth, he very soon re-

linquished the sword, and all worldly employments along

with it. He made a tedious and painful pilgrimage to

Jerusalem; and during his residence in that city and in

Palestine, he beheld, with inexpressible concern, the suf-

ferings which the Ciiristians endured, from the tyranny

and insolence of the Saracens. Immediately upon his

return, he conceived the design of arming the sovereigns,

and the people of Europe, in order to rescue the holy

sepulchre from the pollution of the infidels. For this

purpose he travelled from kingdom to kingdom, repre-

senting tlie suft'eriiigs of the pilgrims, and calling aloud

for vengeance. He declared that he was willing to lead

the armies himself, if no better general could be found :

lie spoke with confidence of special revelations, and pre-

ternatural assurances of success.

As he travelled from place to place, the Hermit exhi-

bited, in his own person, the most complete specimen
of monkish abstemiousness and frantic enthusiasm. His

body, which was covered with a coarse garincnt, seemed
wasted with fasting ; his head was bare, his feel naked ;

he bore aloft in his hand a large and wciglity crucifix;
and his prayers were frcijuent, long, and loud. He ac-
costed every person whom he nu t ; and entered, without
hesitation, both the palaces of the great and wealthy, ami
the cottages of the poor. If the power of eloquence i.s

to be estimated by the cfTccts which it produces,, it ccr-
taiidy did not expire with Demosthenes and Cicero.
The exhortations of the Hermit to rc])entance and lo

arms, roused the people from their letharjiy : he painted
the sufl'trings of tlie pilgrims in such globing colours,
that every heart was melted into compassion ; and touch-
ing, with the hand of amaster, the chivalrous spirit of
the age, he challenged'the brave to rescue their bre-
thren from oppression, and to protect the holy earth in

which their Saviour had been inicned. Every eye kin-
dled with indignation as he spoke, and the sword was
already drawn to carry into eficct the puri>ose of ven-
geance. Nor were these the only arts which were
practised by this enthusiastic preacher. We have al-

ready hinted, that he built his hopes of success ujion the
assurances of heaven. He aflirmed that Jesus Christ,
and the holy Virgin his mother, had both appeared to

him ; and he mentioned the names of many saints with
whom he had personally conversed. He even produced
a letter, which he assured the people was written in

heaven : it was addressed, he said, to all true Christians
residing upon the earth ; and its only object was to rouse
their courage, and to animate their zeal, in the great
and pious work which he urged them to undertake.
This letter, we presume, was not loo curiously inspect-
ed. It was, perhaps, deemed unnecessary to examine
it ; and some who might wish to satisfy themselves, might
be unable, through the ignorance which prevailed, to

decypher its contents.

In consequence of the zeal and the labours of the
Hermit, a very considerable sensation was produced in

many parts of Europe. It seemed to be just and rea-
sonable that the pilgrims should be relieved ; anil it was
acknowledged as the will of heaven, that the holy se-

pulchre should no longer be defiled. Urban H. the
reigning Pope, availed himself of the predominating
feeling. He assembled a council at Clermont, in Au-
vergnc. The prelates, great lords, and princes of Eu-
rope, with their numerous retainers, hastily obeyed the
summons. No house could be found large enough to

receive the multitude that were met together, and llle

deliberations took place in the open air. The pope
himself, the head of all the churches, and represent.i-

tive of the true God, addressed the council : he made ;.

powerful and deep impressio/i upon the audience, es

pecially the French who were present, and whose cha-
racter, naturally susceptil)lc and impetuous, reridered

them the most proj>er subjects for the papal oratorv.

The hermit in his turn was not deficient. Plenary in-

dulgence, and full absolution, were proclaimed to all

who should devote themselves to the service of the

cross. And such was the effect, that the whole as-

sembly, as if moved by some divine impulse, cried oiU
vith one voice, '• It is the will of God ! it is the will of

God 1" Nor were these, by any means, words without

import or consequence. An incredible number en-

listed themselves in the sacred cause : peasants aqd ar-

tisans, nobles with extensive domains, and sovereigns

renowned for their romantic valour, eagerly pressed

forward, and requested permission to fight undfr ''.^t-
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consecrated banner. Kaily in ihc year 1096, no fewer

than 300,000 men, under the orders of Peter the Her-

mit, und Gauticr or Walter the Moneyless, set out

from llie confines of France and Lorraine, and marched

through Hungary and liulgaria, to the capital of the

Grecian empire. These, however, were an undisci-

plined rabble ; labourers, indolent tradesmen, malefac-

tors let loose from prison, monks and slaves; all, in

short, to whom warfare was an amusement, or plunder

was desirable. Many of them wurc partially armed,

others were otterly unprovided with any military wea-

pon. Behind this promiscuous and noisy assemblage,

more like the collected banditti of Europe than a con-

stituted soldiery, the regular troops advanced. These
were men properly trained and appointed ; conducted

by the leaders of their respective nations or provinces,

eager for the combat, as well as experienced in the

field. By universal consent, the supreme command
was conferred on the illustrious Godfrey of Bouillon,

duke of Lorraine. He "vas supported by Baldevin his

brother; Robert, duke of Normandy; Hugh, count of

Vermaindois ; Ravmond, courjt of Tholouse ; and Ste-

phen, count of Blois. When the troops were numbered
on the plains of Asia, they amounted to 700,000 fight-

ing men. Tlie fortune of tlie crusaders was various.

Many of the soldiers died in battle, or perished through
fatigue, and tiic diseases incident to the climate. In

tlie end, however, the holy city was taken, and puri-

fied from infidel pollution; and Godfrey was saluted
" King of Jerusalem" by all the troops under his com-
mand. The expedition itself has formed the subject of
the well known epic poem of Tasso, a work inferior

only to that of iNIilton, in modern times, if it be at all

inferior; and ever to be named with those of Homer
and Virgil, among the ancients, when we are verifying,

by examples, the extent of the human genius.
If Peter the HernJt was remarkable as an indivi-

dual, for tlie effects which he produced on the opinions
and conduct of men, the Jesuits were not less so as a
society. The order now mentioned was founded by
Ignatius Loyola, a Spanish i^cnileman, about the year
1540. It'cUtfcied in many respects from all the other
monastic institutions; its form of government, or eccle-

siastical rule, was peculiar to itself; a great proportion
of its members were trained to business, as well as to

literature; and, instead of cultivating retirement, it

was, from the beginning, a chief part of their duty to

mingle Avith the world.

Loyola was equal to any of liis predecessors in monk-
ish austerity. He suffered his hair to grow, and che-
rished his nails to an extraordinary length; he begged
from door to door.—fasted, according to the statement
of his biographer, «> datjs in the week—whipped him-
self often—lay upon tlie ground without bedding—and
spent seven hours of each day « in vocal prayer." To
the austeiily of the monk, he added the usual portion
of fanatical zeal. He undertook a pilgrimage to Jeru-
salem—a circumstance which seems to have been ne-
cessary, in those days, to form the character of a per-
fect saint ; and, in the course of his journey, he had
many visions and miraculous adventures. Some say he
had more than the requisite number of personal conflicts
with the devil. His chief ambition, however, was to
become the founder of a religious community. For this
purpose, he produced a plan, or order, suggested, as
he affirmed, by immediate inspiration ; and hastening to

J?ome, presented it to the pope for his acceptance. Paul

III. who at that time filled the chair of St Peter, appear-

ed at first inclined to reject the proposal of the zealous

monk. Loyola, however, recommended his plan by an
offer too powerful to be resisted. Besides the three

monastic vows, of poverty, chastity, and submission to

the rules of the order, he engaged, that all his followers

should swear fealty and devoted obedienc'e to the see of
Rome—that they should acknowledge themselves the

servants of tlie IJope, ready, upon the earliest significa-

tion of his wishes, to execute his commands, and to sup-
port his aulnorily. The advantages to be derived from
such an offer were instantly perceived. Paul HI. im-
mediately confirmed the institution, endowed the society

with ample privileges, and appointed Loyola himself the
first general of the order.

Among the Jesuits, the ecclesiastical rule put on the

appearance of a simple and unlimited monarchy. The
most iinplicit obedience was required from all the mem-
bers of the society to the will of the superior. They
were bound to yield up to him the very faculties and
sentiments of their minds. " They were to listen to

his injunctions as if they had been the commandments
of Christ. Under his direction, they were to be mere
passive instruments, like clay in the hands of the pot-

ter, or like dead carcasses incapable of resistance." The
general himself was responsible to none but the Pope.
In him were vested all the revenues and funds belong-

ing to the society. He nominated, without partner,

and without controul, the provincials, rectors, and other

functionaries of the order, and could remove them at

pleasure. To liiin every novice was obliged to mani-

fest his conscience ; that is, to confess his sins and
strongest propensities, and to lay open the inmost re-

cesses of the soul. And to him also, or to a person
whom he should choose to appoint, the reports of the

subordinate societies were regularly transmitted. These
reports were minute and circumstantial in the highest

degree, containing exact information respecting the

characters of the novices and firofessed members, their

talents, dispositions, and prevailing tendencies, and,

above all, their knowledge of human nature, and ex-
perience in afi'airs. And thus the general, placed at

the head of the whole institution, could issue his orders
with the most perfect propriety; could appoint to each
man his station, and to each man his reward ; could
allot the chief duties to the highest abilities ; could
elevate or degrade, exclude or retain.

By the fundamental principles of their constitution,

the Jesuits were connected with the world, and almost
necessarily involved in its business and troubles. What-
ever tended to promote the instruction of the ignorant

;

to dissemminate the true religion, either in countries

already professing Christianity, or among Heathen na-
tions,—and whatever contributed, or might be supposed
to contribute, to the interests of the holy see, formed
their peculiar province and cure. Hence their chief

study was human nature, and their chief art lay in ma-
naging and directing it. Hence they allowed no pub-
lic transaction to take place without observation, for

public transactions have much influence upon religion;

and hence they attached themselves to tlie great and
the powciful, for the titiie might come wlien their al-

liance anil aid would be serviceable to the Pope. They
cultivated learning, because they perceived its use in

governing mankind ; and were not only theologians,

but grammarians, critics, mathematicians, pliilosophers,

and poets. Within fifty years after the institution of
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the order, they liac! obtained llio chief direction in Uic

education of youth throughout all the Catholic countries

of Europe. The books "j>j usum Dct/ihiui" form a

portion of tiic proofs wiiich remain to us of their un-

wearied labour, and skill in the critical art. Nor were
they salisficU with biassing the mind in early life ; they

were at the same tiuie the spiritual guides of those

more advanced in )ears. Every ptince had his con-

fessor, and that coniessor was a Jesuit. In weak reigns,

this functionary was superior in iniluence wnd authori-

ty even to the chief mi;ii:>ur liimscif; and t'le politi-

cian, with all his foresight and address, was frequently

constrained to yield to the intriguing- skill and more
successful activity of the monk. Tne wiiole scciety

were closely united in promoting the interests of the

order: to tins paramont object all their efforts were
directed; they correspondecl with one aiio'.hcr usually

in cypher; and gave the earliest information; they were
always upon the spot, and always attentive, dextrous,

and persevering. Ambition was their fault, and the

cause of their ruin; they had made large acquisitions

of territory and of Indian subjects in South America,
and unwisely grasping at independence, they provoked
the jealousy of the European princes, and precipitated

their fall. After a keen controversy with the Janse-

nists, and a considerable variety of fortune, the order

was suppressed by Clement XI\^ in the year 1773.

For an account of the inquisitorial tribunals, see

Dominicans and Inquisition.
During the period which extends from the year 755

to the reformation by Luther, many strange and novel

doctrines were introduced into the church. It would
be 'altogether improper to call them heresies; for they

were either propounded by the pope himself, and de-

livered from the chair of infallibility, as existing arti-

cles, or integral parts of the catholic faith ; or they were
generated in the schools, and growing into notice, were
at length confirmed by the authority of the holy see.

Of the doctrines alluded to, there is none more worthy

of a place in ecclesiastical history, than that which re-

lates to the presence of Christ's body and blood in the

sacrament of the supper. Even so early as the 11th

century, an opinion began to bo entertained, that the

bread and wine, when consecrated by the priest, were

not mere symbols or representations. In the year 1201,

the pope's legate enjoined the people of Cologne to

prostrate themselves at the elevation of the host. The
cucharist was no longer regarded as a commemorative
rite ; it was held to be sacrilicial and propitiatory ; the

consecrated bread was represented as the victim, [lios-

tia,) the Saviour himself was declared to be actually

and substantially present, and to be really offered up to

God as a sacrifice for the sins of the world ; and the

people were commanded to adore. But lest we should

err in giving our account of tiiis monstrous doctrine,

let us state it in the language of one ot its most zealous

defenders: "The bread and wine," says Humbert, in

the confession prepared for Bercnger, archbishop of

Angers, vrho had maintained the opposite doctrine,

" the bread and wine, after consecration, are not only

a sacrament, but also the real body and blood of Je-

sus Christ ; and this body and blood are handled by

the priests, and consumed by the faithful, and not in a

sacramental sense, but in reality and in truth, as other

sensible objects are." This undoubtedly is bro.id and

plain enough. It was regarded as no sufFn lent objec-

tion to the doctrine in question, that it contradicted the

senses ; it was a mystery, and mysteries, by their very
naiure, arc dilTicuU to be understood. Nor was it held
sufficient to say, that the body of Christ was in heaven,
and that, if we suppose it to he a real body, tangible
and visible, it could not retain its qualities of length,
breadth, and thickness, and yet be present in many
])laces at the same time. The answer was easy, " we
allow that the doctrine is mysterious." The words o(
Jesus likewise were (pioted, as putting an end to the
controversy, t/iis is mij body, broken for you ; and thougli
these words might have been consiilered as opposed,
and reduced in their signification, by such expressions
as the lollowing: "I am the door, I am tlie true vine,

I am the way," &c. still the doctrine of the real pre-
sence was believed, and with certain modifications, not

very easy to be discerned and understood, it remains to

this hour the doctrine of the Romish church.
Another of the doctrines which i>rcvailed during -the

period above alluded to, was that of purgatory, or a
temporary state of punishment in the world to come.
Something resembling this doctrine, appears to have
been taught in very early times; there art traces of it

in the writings of Origen ; and CJregory Nazi.Tuzen and
Ambrose speak still more decisively concerning it. It

may be incjuired whether the intimations of a hades., or
separate state, which are given to us in the scriptures

themselves, ought not to be regarded as the founds! ion,

on which the doctrine of purgatory was afterwards
raised.

In the tenth century, the fear of purgatory was car-

ried to an extraordinary height, exceeding even the

apprehension of final judgment, and everlasting misery.

And in later times, prayeis and masses were continually

ofiered up for the souls of those who had passed into

this preparatory state ; all the saints in heaven were
supplicated, in order to shorten or mitigate the punish-
ment, and rich gifts were bestowed upon the church.
Some of the largest bequests which the clergy ever in-

herited, were the results of this profitable doctrine.

The season of sickness and the hour of death were the

times when such donations, " for the good of the soul,"

were usually made. The dyeing transgressor readily

parted with his possessions to secure the mediation of

the saints ; and all antiquity had declared, that the me-
diation of the saints was not to be secured without pro-

per benefactions to the clergy. The following are the

arguments by which the doctrine of purgatory is main-
tained : 1. As every sin, however inconsiderable, is an
offence to God, it is deserving of punishment. 2. Many
sins are so inconsiderable, as not to deserve everlasting

punishment. 3. There must be a place or state of

existence, where these inconsiderable transgressions are

punished according to the measuie of their enormity;

and to this place, or stale of existence, (say the Catho-

lics,) we give the name of Purgatory. 4. There is no
man who is altogether free from the stain of sin at the pe-

riod of his dissolution. 5. There must, of consequence,

be an intermediate slate, a state of purification, where
the sovil is cleansed from all defilement, and llie stain

of corruption is completely washed away. And, (say

the Catholics again,) we do nothing more than apply the

name of Purgatory to this intermeiliatc stale.

The doctrine which relates to absolution and indul-

gence, must be mentioned in tlie tiiird place. These
two varieties of imposture have been joined together by

the ecclesiastical nistoiians, and with sufficient reason
;

for the tendency of both was to produce on the nimd.>i
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of men, one great unci pernicious effect, namely, that

of substitutinf; the po|)e in tiie room of Alniiu;hly Gofl,

anil c-staolishiii>< our lille to the happiness of heaven,

Milhuiil tilt- cultivalion of prrsonal virtue. While such

doctrines and practices dej^rade the undcrst;'.nding, by

subjecting it to the opinion and the antliority of an in-

diviiUiui, they relax at the s.inie time the ties of all

inovai obligation. The puwer of absolution is one of

those numerous consequences which result from what is

tecliiiically called " the possession of the keys." We
trust we need not repeat the ari^uineiils by which the

CjUkjIics attempt to support the exercise of this power.

The extraordinary i;ifls which were conferred upon St

Peter, were tratis'inittcd, (as they affirm,) to his succes-

sor the pope. And to Peter it is distinctly said, " I give

unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven ; and what-

soever thou shall hind on earth, shall be bound in hea-

ven j and whatsoevei- thou shall loose on earth, shall be

loosed in heaven." It is more proper to observe, that

the power of absolution was exercised in ail its pre-

sumptuous and blasphemous extent, during the period

of the crusades. In ther course of these expeditions,

few sins were left unpardoned. Simply to enrol the

r name in the lists of the sanctified soldiery, was held

' suilicient to secure the high blessing of unlimited for-

giveness. The gates of paradise were opened wide to

receive the consecrated battalions. The warriors of the

cross were washed and cleansed by one deed of the

pope, from all their iniquities. And in the thick dark-

ness of the age, there were few who were able to search

into llie foundations of the papal authority, and few

who were willing to expose its absurdity, even if they

had had the ptnetralion to detect it. Some planet

seems to have struck the nations, or some fatality to

have depressed tiie faculties of tlie human mind.

Indulgencies, though producing nearly the same ef-

fects with absolution, may be considered as somewhat
difl'erent in their description and history. And they

are deserving of more particular notice, as it was the

indiscreet use of indulgences that provoked the oppo-
sition of Luther, and gave rise to the reformation in

Germany.
The doctrine respecting this branch of the papal im-

posture, seems to be merely an extension of that which
relates to penances. It was universally admitted, that

it belongs to the church, upon sufficient considerations,

to relax the severity of her discipline, to shorten the
period of piobation, and to lessen the number of peni-
tentiary inlliclions. And it was granted likewise, that

the church is the only judge of those considerations
which she may hold to be sufficient. To allow there-
fore certain sins to be committed, without subjecting

V the. individual to the usual penances, was supposed to

be within the legitimate range and just exercise of the
ecclesiastical power; and when the permission was
signified in writing, the document alone, or the fact

and the document taken together, constituted what, in

the primary acceptation of the term, was calUd an in-

dulgence. But the matter did not remain long in this

situation. An additional import was given to the word

;

the practice was extended ; and the remission of pe-
nances prepared the way for the remission of sins. If

the individual was freed from all penitentiary inflictions,

in tiie former case, in the latter he was exempted from
all punishment whatever; and if the indulgence was
filfiiary, he might transgress with impunity every sta-

tute in the decalogue, and every ordinance of the

church. To this favoured individual, purgatory, and'

even hell itself, were divested of their terrors; in the

prospect of tlie last judgment, he was ali'eady acquitted.

Nor were arguments wanting to support the doctrine

and the practice which we have thus cursorily described.

Indulgences were purchased; the error was lucrative,

and a lucrative error never fails to find its champions
in the schools, ready to arm themselves, and to sally

forth in its defence. "There actually exists," says St

Thomas, " an immense treasure of merit, composed of

the pious deeds and virtuous actions wnich the saints

have performed, beyond w/iar is necessary for their own
salvation, and which are therefore applicable to the

benefit of others; the guardian and dispenser of this

precious treasure is the Roman pontiff; and of conse-
quence he is empowered to assign to such as he thinks

proper, a fiortion of this inexhaustible source of merit,

suitable to their respective guilt, and sufficient to deli-

ver them from the punishment due to their crimes."
From the tumult of the crusades, the blasphemous im-

piety of the absolution, and the corruption of morals ari-

sing from indulgences, let us turn for a moment to the
abodes of literature, and the retreats of philosophy.
Here, perhaps, we may find something to rest upon
with satisfaction ; some light, however scanty, to diver-

sily the scene; some straggling ray to prove to us that

the darkness may yet be broken and dispelled. We must
own, however, tliat we are far from being relieved or

gratified by the change. The literature of the middle
ages is occupied chiefly with the miracles of the saints;

and the combats of the crusaders are surpassed in every
thing, except the shedding of human blood, by the war-
larc of the schools. The Nominalists gave keen battle

to the Realists, and the Realists, no less valorous than
they, maintained the conllict. John the Sophist and the

famous Rijsrelin led on the bands of the former, while

the latter marched under the banner of Thomas Aqui-
nas, and of Albert the Great. The doctors, subtle,

irrefragable, seraphic, and angelic, all mingled in the

fray, and augmented the noise by very large accessions.

The great question among these fierce dispulers was,
whether the uiiiversals were things actually existing in

nature, or whether they were merely words, that is,

things existing only by designation. We trust our rea-

ders will see that this ([uestion was much more easily

proposed tlian answered. In point of fact it proved to

be so; but on that verv account, it formed the better

subject of discussion. Argument was held upon it after

argument, and syllogism tried after syllogism ; objec-

tions were made and rejoinders tendered, divisions took

place, and deadly feuds were established. The learned

every where engaged in the dispute, and all Europe
rung again with the momentous controversy. Books
were published; numerous and heavy comments were
written, and aniiotalions upon commenls. Nor do we
believe that this abstruse and subtle question is deter-

mined even at the present day. Our latest philosophers

range themselves on opposite sides ; Dr Reid embracing
the opinion of the Realists, and Dr Berkeley and Pro-
fessor Stewart attaching themselves to that of their more
popular antagonists.

The question above referred to was one of breadth
and generality. There were others, however, of a more
particular nature; and some, if not very important in

the result, were sufficiently amusing in the enunciation.

Of these last the following are instances : " Can an an-

gel pass fi-omone extreme to another, without travelling
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through the Tniddle space ? When a niun leads a pig to

market, oy int*ans of a rope, is the pig led by the manor
by the rope ? (Ihis qucsiiori avus prcpoi'.tided in ;i dispute

about causes.) Is a Neyro black cm' white ? (answer, he

is white secwidum quid, tiii\t is, m relation to his teeth.)

Other questions entertained in the schools were impious
and blasphemous in the hij^hest degree. We shall men-
tion a few of these in the language in which they were
originally proposed, jln jtossibite fuit habere Mariam,
filures Jilios, unica generations, qttd genuerit verbum ?

An Maria dorniiendo, habuerit usum rationis ? An fuerit

afiostoloriim afiostota, et omnium artium vtechanicarum

fierila ? An instatuinnocentiis, esqualis numerus futurus
fuisset, virorum et mutierum ? An fiasseres, et alia bruta

ecclesiam fxdantia Herat excommunicarc ? An fiossit baji-

tizari aliguis, in laxivio, mulso, jure carriium, brodio

piscium, urina? An teneat bafitismus, si conferatur in

no7nine Diaboli ? Utrum 7ia(uram mulieris, asini, scr/irti-

tis, -net columb/s Christus debuerit aut ftotuerit assumere?
An he ac similes /iro/iositiones, Deus est v/iu/ia, est scara-

b<cus, (Sque si?it possibiles atque ilia, Deus eat homo ? An
pontifex Romanus, sit Deus, an homo, an ex utroque
unum ? From these questions, it will appear, that a re-

formation was no less necessary in the schools than it

was in the church.

CHAP. IV.

The History of the Church of Christ, from the JEra of
the Reformation (^inclusive) about the Year 1545 to the

present Time.

In the year 1517, John Tetzel, a Dominican friar, be-

g;an to publish indulgences in Germany, and to offer

them for sale. He was employed by Albert, elector of

Metz and archbishop of Magdeburg ; and Albert him-

self was the immediate agent of Leo X. whose profuse

munificence had exhausted the papal treasury, and in-

^ duced him to replenish it by the most unjustifiable means.

The indulgences in question were plenary, in the high-

est sense of the word ; for Tetzel proclaimed the com-
plete remission of sins, whether past, or present, or

future, to all who could pay the stipulated sum. He
who had money, or who had interest enough to borrow
it, might transgress with impunity every precept of the

decalogue, and set the justice of heaven at defiance.

With an absolution already in his possession, nothing

but the punishments of the civil magistrate could restrain

him from committing the most atrocious wickedness

;

and, by the usurpations of the ecclesiastical courts, the

number even of heinous crimes which fell within the

jurisdiction of the civil magistrate was exceedingly

small. The church, or, more correctly speaking, the

pope, reigned triumphant; the nrerogativi of the Su-

preme Judge was violated and destroyed; and the thun-

derbolt of the divine wrath snatched from the hand of

Omnipotence. All morality was relaxed—all govern-

ment weakened—and all subordination and obedience

appeared likely to cease ; and the pernicious tendency

of the doctrine was surpassed by nothing but the shame-
less impudence of Tetzel, and his associates, who pub-

!ished the indulgences, and magnified their value. The
lives, too, of these unblushing apostles, corresponded
with the nature of their mission; they often squandered,

jn low debauchery, the money which had been given by

the pious and the simple, in tjie hope of obtaining cver-

VoL.VIII, Part I.

lasting happiness; and such was the perception of their
worthlessness, and general opinion of tiieir character,
that even those wiio purchased the indulgences were
ashamed to be seen in the company of the persons who
sold tliem. Tiic princes and great lords were provoked
to find their subjects drained of their wealth, in order to
supply the prolusion of the sovereign pontiff; men ol
reflection, superior to the times in wh.ich tbey lived,
marked tlie deep ignorance of the age; and men of
learning anticipated a brighter era, or hailed the indica-
tions of its approach.

In these circumstances, it seemed good to the provi-
dence of Almigiity God, to scatter the darkness, to put
a stop to the accumulating corruption, to awaken in-

quiry, and restore tho intellect of man to its exercise
and strength. The dominion of imposture, and the des-
potism of Rome, were now to be sliakcn. At the junc-
ture of affairs which wo have described aliove, there
arose in Germany, the celebrated Maitiii Lullier, a man
of hunil)le exti-action, I)ut end<nved with penetration,
witli learning, and witli courage, far beyond the propor-
tion which fitlls to the lot ol ordinary mortals. lie was
a native of Eisieben in Srxony, and in early life had en-

tered a convent of the Augustine friars. Ueing speedily

distinguished, on account of his piety, his love of know-
ledge, and unwearied application, he was appointed by
Frederic the Wise, Elector of Saxony, to teach philoso-

phy and theology in the university of Wittenbiu-g. The
prince just mentioned had lately founded the imiversity,

and was anxious to fill it with men who were celebrated

for their learning.

Nothing is more certain, than that he who teache?
others must first be taught himself. Wlicn knowledge
is disseminated through the world, it is taken for grant-

ed, that some individual mind has previously been in-

structed. It would be gratifying, therefore, if we had
it in our power, to ascertain the endeavours and ap-

proximations, in consequence of which Luther's own
sentiments were formed. It would be interesting as a

philosophical inquiry, and it would be most satisfactory

to the readers of ecclesiastical history, could we trace

the steps by which this extraordinary individual was led

to call in question the truth of the prevailing opinions,

—to resist the authority of the pope—and to expose the

insufficiency of his pretensions. But, whatever other
helps Luther might have used, there is reason to be-

lieve, that his sentiments were formed, in a very great
degree, by the perusal of the holy scriptures themselves.

He drew his knowledge from the original source, pure
and living; he sought Christianity in her first estate,

and discovered her in all her native simplicity and beau-
ty. There lay in an obscure corner of his monastery a

neglected copy of the New Testament, to which his at-

tention was casually directed ; and having once begun
to read in it, he commenced the study of the inspired

volume, with all tlve eagerness and perseverance which
belonged to his character. What must have been his

einotio: j, when he contrasted the simplicity of the pri-

mitive institute, with the presumptuous pomp of the

hierarchy and the papacy; and placed in opposition to

one another, the humble follower of Jesus, and the

mighty monarch, who reigned uncontrolled over the

understandings and the consciences of men ! What must
have been his feelings, when he marked the terms of
acceptance with God, as these terms are proposed to us

in the sacred books, and bethought himself, for a mo-
ment, of the penances, and relics, and the intercessioi*

S
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of the saints, and works of supererogation, and indul-

gences, and all the solemn trilling and elaborate mum-
mery, by which the Church of Home directed her vota-

ries on the way to heaven! How diPTcrent the language

of inspiration, " believe on the Lord Jisus Christ and

thou shall be saved," and the language of tlie ])apal bulls,

and even of the eoinicils of Chri^>tcn(lonl !

At first, Luther contented himself with a bold and

vehement opposition to Telzcl and the Doniiuicans. He
declaimed against indulgences, in all the power of liis

clo(jucnce, from the pulpit of the great cliurch at Wit-

tcnbnrg; pointed out, witli bitter reprehension, the vi-

cious lives of the monks, their injustice, extortion, and

vulgar debauchery; and, adopting already the first prin-

ciple of Protcslantisni, he warn'^d the people of their

danger, in trusting for pardon and acceptance with hea-

ven, to any other means than tliose which God had ap-

pointed in his word. The pope, he said, might uiupies-

tionably remit the penances which he had himself im-

posed, er dispense with the ceremonies ordained by the

church; but it belonged to the Supreme Judge, and to

him alone, to forgive the transgressions of llie moral

law. To the pope, he acknowledged tlial he owed all

h- submission; and he even spoke of referring the question

at issue between him and his antagonists, to the decision

of the sovereign pontiff. From tliis, it is evident, that

the sentiments of Luther, with regard to the powers of

'

the papacy, were not yet mature; and had Leo X. con-

ducted himself on the present occasion with the prudence

often displayed by the successors of St Peter, the dispute

might either have been teriuinated among the combatants

themselves, or left undecided altogether; and historians

would have handed it down to us as nothing more than a

contest between certain ecclesiastics in Germany, scarce-

ly deserving of particular notice. But the temper of

Leo appears to have been violent, and his canse was ra-

dically bad : by threats and ferocious dogmatism, he

roused the courage and sharpened the acuteness of the

reformer, induced him to prosecute his inquiries, and in

the end gave occasion to that memorable rupture, which
has rent asunder the Christian church, and shaken, even

in its own estimation, the supremacy of the holy see.

If ever there was a time when thi eats and dogmatism
were improper to be used, it was the time of the con-

troversy between Luther and the agents of the Pope.
The era of ignorance was now hastening towards its close.

The human mind was quickened and stimulated, the in-

tellectual eye began to open, learning had revived, books
were printed and circulated, inquiries were made, and
investigations pursued- The reverence for antiquity

was already much abated ; and mankind now looked for

argument in the decision of theological as well as philo-

sophical questions; or if authority was referred to, they
proceeded to examine the grounds on which the autho-
rity was built. Reformations were talked of; abuses
specified; the names of WicklifTe and Huss were men-
tioned with respect ; whispers were abroad unfavourable
to the honour of Rome, and the security of the papal
power.
At this most inauspicious time, Leo X. and his agents

proceeded against Luther, wholly in the way of despotic
authority and simple recantation. The reformer was
summoned to appear at Augsburg, before Cardinal
Cajctan, a Dominican monk, at once the friend of Tet-
zel, and the undisguised enemy of the new opinions.
The cardinal, who had the reputation of learnuig, and
was at the same time the pope's legate in Germany, was

imprudently nominated sole avl)i'ter in the cause. Luv
ther, though he perceived from the beginning, that little

was to be expected from the impartiality of the judge,

repaired to the place appointed, ready to defend the sen-

timents wliicli he had published, and animated with a

courage which nothing could resist. The event corre-

sponded exactly with the anticipations of the reformer.

The cardinal stood high upon his dignity, refused to en-

ter into a dispute witli an y\ugustine monk, would listen

to none of the reasons with which Luther endeavoured
to support his opinions, and required him, " by virtue

of the apostolic powers with which he was clothed, to

retract his errors in regard to indulgences and the nature

of faith, and to abstain, for the future, from the publica-

tion of new and dangerous doctrines." Nor was this all.

The reformer was not only commanded to retract and to

abstain,—he was also commanded to believe. And for

the accommodation of his understanding, and as the sub-

ject of his belief, the cardinal propounded to him, in con-

sequence of the apostolic powers which we have just

alluded to, the following authoritative dogma : " T/iat

one draft of Christ's blood being sufficient to redeem the

whole human race, the remaining quantity-, ivliich was shed
in the garden and ufiori the cross, was left as a legacy to

the church, to be a treasure, from whence indulgences

can be drawn and administered by the Romaii fiontiff.''

The answer of Luther was temperate, yet firm. He
declared, in direct asseveration, tliat he could not re-

nounce those opinions which he held to be entirely con-

sonant with the sacred scriptures; and that nothing-

should ever induce him to do what he conceived to be
so unworthy in itself, and so dishonourable and offensive

to God. He expressed his willingness, at the same
time, either to reason the matter to an end with the car-

dinal himself, or to refer it to the decision of certain

universities which he named. He even went so far as

to engage that he would abstain, in all time to come,
from preaching or writing against indulgences, provi-

ded his enemies were enjoined to observe a similar

silence with respect to them. This equitable and mo-
derate conduct, however, and these concessions, had no

effect upon the cardinal. He still insisted upon a sim-

ple and unqualified recantation. He branded Luther
with the name of a schismatic, and stigmatised him, as

indeed the pope himself had already done, in several of

his briefs and letters, under the characters of a child of
iniejuity, and avian given up. to a reprobate sense. And
such was tlic tyrannical violence of this lofty prelate,

that the reformer, after solemnly appealing from his

judgment, to the more mature deliberation and decision

of the holy see, complied with the earnest intreaties of

his friends, and withdrew himself privately from Augs-
burg.

From what we have stated, however, our readers will

easily percetye, that ai- appeal to the pope was both un-

wise and unnecessary. The dispute respecting indul-

gences affected not only tiie authority of the papal chair,

but the revenues of the pontiff. The cultivated magni-
ficence and the splendid liberality of Leo, required ex-

tensive funds. By diminishing the value of indulgen-

ces, the profits of the sale were lessened. One country

of Christendom would imitate another; the resources of

the church would be impaired ; and who does not know-

that the power of the pope has always been intimately

connected with the resources of the church ? But tlie

appeal in question was umiecessary, as well as unwise.

The court of Rome had already decided against Luther

Tim
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add his followers. The sovereign pontiff had declared

the now doctrines heretical ; and a bull was in agitation,

to ciu off the seditious monk, and to cast him out fronj

the bosom of the church. The document, it" it may be

called so, v.'as very solemnly prepared. The whole col-

lege of cardinals were consulted upon the occasion, and

were repeatedly assembled, in order to select the most
objectionable passages from the writings of the reform-

er; and the schools were ransacked to procure some
able canonists, that the sentence might be expressed

with unexceptionable formality. At length, on the

iSth day of June, A. D. 1520, the bull, so' fatal to the

papal interests, was issued. " l"orty-five propositions,

extracted from Luther's works, are condemned in it as

heretical, scandalous, and offensive to pious ears ; all

persons are forbidden to read his writings, upon pain

of excommunication; such as had any of them in their

custody, are commanded to commit them to the flames
;

he himself, if he did not, within sixty days, publicly re-

cant his errors, and burn his own books, is pronounced
an obstinate heretic, is excommunicated, and delivered

over to Satan for the destruction of his flesh ; and all

secular princes are required, under pain of incurring

the same censure, to seize his person, that he might be

punished as his crimes deserved."

This famous bull had no other effect upon the mind
of Luther, than that of exciting him to keener opposi-

tion, and more systematic hostility. He had persever-

ed with habitual diligence, and with humble prayer

to God, in the study of the sacred scriptures. He had
read of the " man of sin," the antichrist who was to

come in the latter days of the church ; that power
which was to oppose itself to the interests of true reli-

gion, and the dominion of the everlasting God. He
marked the resemblance between the descriptions of

this power given to us in the sacred books, and the un-

justifiable pretensions and blasphemous arrogance of

ihe holy see. He noted the distinguishing circumstances

alluded to in the particulars, " of sitting in the temple
of God, (referring to the man of sin,) and showing him-
self that he is God," of " lying wonders," and the " de-

ceivableness of unrighteousness," of "forbidding to

marry," aixl" commanding to abstain from meats;" and
revolving the whole matter in his mind, he at length

boldly pronounced the Pope to be the man of sin, and

the ix)wer of the Romish church to be the deadly power,

which should raise itself, in the latter days, against the

sovereignty of Christ. Amidst a vast assemblage of

people in the town of Wittenburg, he threw the papal

bull, and the volumes of the canon law, into the flames;

appealing to a general council, which he declared to be

the only tribunal where his cause could be judged, and

to which, in the opinion of Christendom, the pope him-
self was subject. He warmly exhorted the princes of

Europe to shake off the yoke which they had too long

and too ignoniiniously borne ; and offered thanks-

givings to Almighty God, that he had been selected as

the advocate of true religion, and, according to the mea-
sure of his abilities, as a friend to the liberties of man-
kind.

Nor was the voice of the reformer lifted up in vain.

The new opinions found supporters in almost every

kingdom of Europe. In Switzerland, Uliic Zuinglius,

a man of a republican spirit, attacked the ancient su-

perstition, with a courage by no means inferior to that

of Luther himself. The elector of- Saxony was the pa-

tron of the Reformation. Most of the Prussian princes

joined with the elector. The edict of Worms, which
was unfavourable to lAithcr, could not be executed.
At the same diet in which the edict alluded to was pro-
nounced, it was resolved, that every secular prince
should manage the ecclesiastical affairs of his own do-
minions, as he himself should judge to be most proper.
till the meeting of a general council. We must own.
however, that, at a subsequent diet, this whr)losomc re-

solution was reversed ; but wc must not fail to slate,

that against the sentence of reversal, the elector ol

Saxony, the landgrave of Hesse, the marquis of Bran-
denburgh, together with the princes of Luncnburgh and
Anhalt, and the representatives of fourteen Imperial
cities, entered their most solemn firoiest. They declar-
ed the sentence to be unjust as well as impious. From
the circumstance of protesting on the part of the princes
and representatives, mentioned above, the name of Pro'
TESTANrs had its origi;-, ; a name since applied to all

the variety of sects which have withdrawn, upon any
account, from the communion of Rome. The sacred
scriptures were translated into the (>crman tongue, and
were read with astonishing avidity. Melancthon, who
had assisted Luther in the translation, drew up the
conciliatory creed, entitled the " Confession of Augs-
burg." The league of Smalcalde was formed, and the
Protestant states were united into a regular body. The
Helvetic cantons, under the auspices of the famous
John Calvin, proclaimed aloud their determined hosti-

lity to the rites and ceremonies of the papal institute.

The secret friends of the Reformation abounded in

France, Spain, Hungary, Bohemia, and the Nether-
lands. And to crown the whole. King Henry V'HL of

England, after writing in defence of the papacy, and
obtaining from the holy see the title of " Defender of
the Faith," suddenly deserted the cause which he had
espoused, and commenced a rough and hasty, but ef-

fectual reformation throughout his dominions, dethron-

ing the pope, and with blustering magnanimity, sub-
stituting himself'iw his place.

Still, however, the enemies of the Reformation were
both numerous and powerful. A very great proportion
of the European princes remained attached to the an-

cient system; some of them from religious considera-

tions, and others from motives of interest or policy.

Among the last class we must reckon the Emperor
Charles V. It was in opposition to this monarch that

the league of Smalcalde was formed ; and during a
considerable part of his reign he was engaged in open
war with the Protestant leaders. The sovereigns of

F'rance, Spain, and Portugal, continued to acknow-
ledge the powers of the holy see. All the Italian states

remained submissive to the pope. The numbers on
both sides were great; the interests jarring, yet weighty ;

but the strength of argument, and the power of elo-

quence and of truth, belonged chiefly to the Protestants.

They rejoiced in the exercise of their faculties, emanci-
pated and enlarged; they published their opinions, and
challenged investigation. True religion is ever friend-

ly to inquiry ; it is error alone that hastens to hide itself

in darkness. Every new discovery which was made
in the arts, or in the sciences, and every copy of the

holy scriptures that was printed, conveyed additional

light to tlie understanding, and gave additional vigour to

the champions of reformation.

In. this "situation of affairs, and when religious dis-

putes were about to be settled by an appeal to arms;

the council nf Ti-cnt was unexpectedly convoked. If

a 2
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was summoned by the authority of the pope, and sat

down, at the place from which it takes its name, in the

year 1545. Strange as it may apjjcar, the Catholics

were now the most forward in demanding a general

council ; and those oecumenical assemblies, which in the

preceding ages were the terror and the abhorrence of the

popes, were at length convoked, if not with greater ala-

trity, at least with fewer objections. The weakness of

human nature had been duly estimated. The court of

Home, always intriguing in its character, and rendered

de.Ntrous by long practice in affairs, perceived that ge-

neral councils might be influenced and managed as well

as other bodies of men. It was easy to throw difficul-

ties in the way, and make it disagreeable or inconve-

nient for the Protestant leaders to attend ; some of the

members might be flattered into acquiescence, and others

overawed. Lribes were to be tried in the first instance,

and if these were found to be unavailing, threatenings

might be employed.

But tlic cause of Protestantism, identified as we must
conceive it to be with that of true religion, suffered

about this time in a very different way. Luther, the

great father of the Reformation, died at Eisleben in Sax-

ony, on the 18th of February 15-16. His health had

for some time been declining, and his constitution, na-

turally strong, was exhausted with incessant study, and

that agitation of mind to which controversy almost ne-

cessarily gives rise. To a zealous regard for truth, he

added an apostolical intrepidity in its defence. His
manners were pure, perhaps even austere ; his diet was
plain; his whole mode of living characterized by a pri-

mitive simplicity. He knew nothing, and wished to

know nothing, of the elegancies which belong to culti-

vated society : he was satisfied with the emoluments of

his professorship, and left the preferments and honours
of the church entirely to his disciples. Upright in his

Intentions, and fair and direct in all his conduct, no man
could justly charge him with duplicity ; he disdained the

crooked artifices of little minds; but his zeal was often

excessive, his temper inflexible and haughty, and his

language, especially in controversy, contemptuous and
coarse. Yet there was, in this coarseness, a barbaric

strength ; and such was the power of his opposition, that

it was not safe for any one who valued himself upon his

literary reputation, to awaken him into rage. His piety

was very great and sincere ; and, in his last moments, he

discoursed to his friends of the happiness of heaven,

with a fervour and delight which could result from no-

thing but a well-grounded hope of immortality. He left

a character to be imitated almost in every thing but the

excess of his zeal : nor will the friend of genuine Christi-

anity, of literature, or of liberty, ever mention his name,
but with the gratitude and reverence which are due to

the benefactors of mankind.
We return, however, to the narrative of events. When

the council met, in obedience to the papal mandate, it

was found to consist almost entirely of tlie Italian and
Spanish prelates. In the first session, there were jjre-

sent only the Pope's legates, who presided, four arch-
bishops, and twenty-two bishops : yet this inconsider-

able number immediately declared themselves to be a
•general council, and proceeded to determine controver-

.sies, and to enact laws for the benefit of the church.
The subsequent sittings were better attended ; but still

the Italian and Spanish clergy formed by far the great-

er part; and, even of these, some who were refractory,

and w!io spoke of abuses and reformations, were awed

into silence by the overbearing authority of the papa!
legates. The Protestant leaders had long ago declined

the jurisdiction of the council: they would not allow it

to be a synod properly convoked ; and far less would
they acknowledge it as an cccumenical assembly of the

Christian church. Every thing, of course, was trans-

acted according to the despotic wU of the holy see.

The case of St Peter, whom the Protestants have justly

described as the most blundering of all the apostles, was
introduced, and argued at large. In the eye of Catholic

interpretation, St Peter was the shepherd, and the Chris-

tian world were the sheep :—" Silly animals," as Lainez-,

the general of the Jesuits, expressed it, " which have no
part or choice whatever in conducting themselves." St

Cyprian, too,(observed tlve general), comparesthe aposto-

lic see to the root, the head, the fountain, the sun ; shewing,

by these comparisons, that the supreme jurisdiction

resides in her alone ; and that it exists in others only by
derivation and participation. And this is the meaning (con-

tinued he) of the ancient language, when it is said, Uiat

St Peter and the Pope possess the plenitude of power,
while others do nothing more than participate in the

cure. To the arguments of the general no effectual re-

ply was made. The authority of the Pope was confirm-

ed in all its extent and latitude. The French ambassa-
dor alone appears to have spoken in favour of the Pro-

testants, declaring that, so far from being the cause of

the troubles which existed in France, they were the in-

jured party. He plainly stated, that abuses had crept

into the church ; that reformations were necessary ; and
that his most Christian majesty, and the whole French
people, expected nothing less than certain very consi-

derable changes. And he requested, in the name of his

master, that the council should not satisfy themselves

with enacting laws, but that Uie Pope and the clergy

should make use of their power, in order to carry them
into execution. " If the Fathers," said he, " should ask,

why France is not in peace ?—no other answer can be

given, than that which Jehu gave to Joram of old, ll'/ial

peace {can there be) so long as the whoredoms of thy

mother Jezebel and her luitchcrafts are so many .?"

But if the council were unwilling to reform abuses,

or to acknowledge their existence, they were sufiicient-

ly attentive to the security of their own rights and pri-

vileges. They enacted many statutes, the tendency of

which was, to secure the ecclesiastical orders from all

interference on the part of the civil powers. By the

spirit, and even by the letter of these statutes, no cler-

gyman could be tried in any secular court. He was
responsible, indeed, in matters of civil delinquency;

but, with the exception of a few cases, peculiarly ag-

gravated, he was responsible only to tlie judicatories of

the church. And, even in the excepted cases, it was
determined that the trial of an ecclesiastic before the

secular judge must be preceded by a declaration or per-

mission from the episcopal court. The property of the

church is pronounced to be sacred : the clergy cannot

be compelled to pay taxes, even under the name of loans

or free gifts, whether those taxes, loans, or free gifts,

apply to their patrimonial possessions, or to the goods
belonging to the community. The mandatory letters,

sentences, or citations, of the ecclesiastical judges, are

to be executed without inquiry or delay. From the en-

actments now alluded to, as well as others of a similar

description, which our limits prevent us from specifying,

we may form some idea of the height to which sacerdotal

presumption was carried in the sixteenth century, and
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of that independence upon the civil authorities to wliich

the exertions of the Romish church were so long and so

unjustly directed.

But while the council were at all pains to secure their

own rights and privileges, they found it necessary to put

forth a statute, " concerning the rule which should be

held as supreme and decisive, in matters of faith." An
ordinance relative to this important particular, was im-

periously demanded by the progress of the Reforma-

tion; and it was chiefly with a view to ascertain the opi-

nion of the church with regard to it, that the council had

been convened. Accordingly, at their fourth silting,

and when only forty-nine members were present, they

promulgated their famous decree respecting the canon

of scripture, and the value of the apostolical traditions;

a decree which pronounces the apocryphal books to be

of the same authority with those which are genuine, and
which places the traditions of the fathers on a level witli

both; an enactment which declares, that the Vulgate
Version of the Sacred Scriptures, though not written,

as its very title implies, either in the ancient language

of the prophets, or in that of the apostles and evangelists,

is nevertheless to be received and used throughout the

church, as authentic and canonical. Of this notable de-

cree, the following is a short account. It is solemnly

determined, " that the books to which the designation

of a}iocryfiIial hath been given, are of equal authority

with those which were received by the Jews and the

primitive Christians into the sacred canon ; that the tra-

ditions handed down from the apostolic age, and pre-

served in the church, are entitled to as much regard as

the doctrines and precepts which the inspired authors

have committed to writing; and that the Latin transla-

tion of the Scriptures made or revised by St Jerome, and

known by the name of the Vulgate Translation, shall be

lead in the churches, and appealed to in the schools, as

authentic and canonical;" and all persons who refuse to

subscribe these tenets, are anathematized, and cut ofi"

from the communion of the church. Upon this decree,

which has occupied so much attention, and been the topic

of so much discussion since the era of the Reformation,

we shall make only one or two additional remarks. First

of all, when the council were employed in concocting

it, they seem to have felt vciy indignant that pedants and
grammarians {^fielits maitrcs de grammaire) should pre-

sume to contend about the meaning of scripture with

doctors in theology. And, secondly, while they pro-

nounced the Vulgate \'ersion to be authentic and cano-

nical, they appointed, at the same time, a committee of

six persons, apparently the whole number present that

were acquainted with the original languages, to revise

and correct it.

Such is the well known decree of the Tridentine coun-

(11, with regard to i\\t, rule of faith. It had passed with

some difficulty, and not without considerable argumen-
tation, even among the small number of members who
were present. No sooner, however, was this famous
decree promulgated, than the pope, representing him-
self as superior to the council, and ultimate in decision,

confirmed it by his apostolical authority, prohibiting at

the same time all Christians, in communion with the

holy see, from writing notes or comments upon it. They
were not even allowed to illustrate or to defend it, with-

out the permission of the sovereign pontiff.

Having confirmed the decree respecting the rule of

faith, as well as the other acts of the council, the next

iitfp, on the part of the pope, was to procure the formal

and implicit acknowledgment of the whole, by the dif-

ferent nations of Kuropt. The N'ciietians, with a duti-

ful submission to the supreme ecclesiastical authority,

readily actiuiesced. The I'oles likewise expressed their

willingness to abide by the decisions of the council. The
Spaniards, too, manifested a considerable prompliiude
of comprehension and compliance; though in some pro-
vinces the Tridentine decrees were received with cer-

tain murnmrings, doubts, entiuirius, and reservations.

It \Vas thought that the episcopal order was too much
reduced, and the powers of the papacy extended too far.

Among the Geiinan Catholics, there were many who
objected. But the most refractory of all the papal sub-

jects were the Trench. No commanding attitude on the

part of the holy see, no stratagem of ecclesiastical dex-

terity on the part of its devoted agents, could induce tlie

Gallican church to accept of the Tridentine decisions.

They specified no fewer than twenty-three articles which,

as tiiey affirmed, were directly opposite, even in llie

very letter of the enactments, to the ancient usages of

the realm ; and they pronounced them to be equally de-

structive of civil and of religious liberty. " In all which
particulars," says the celebrated Pasquier, alluding to

certain portions of the twenty-three articles, " we have
found such a repugnance and contravention to our ancient

liberties, that we can never be induced to receive this

council. For, first of all, it takes away from the bishops

the power of reforming the churches which are situated

within their own dioceses; and grants them only such a

measure of power as the holy see shall think proper to

allot them; a procedure which we believe to be utterly

irreconcileable with the ancient canons approved of by

the Gallican church. And besides this, the council

seems d»sirous of establishing a new empire over kings,

princes, barons, and every civil jurisdiction; which, in

plain language, is to introduce old abuses which we
have long ago reformed. Whereas, I can demonstrate,

that our national privileges, and the liberties of the Gal-

lican church, are such as the authority of neither Jio/t/:

nor council can abrogate, being founded on the broad and
sacred reason of things (sur ^inc ruiaon taincte cl geue-

rale.) By the admission of such decrees, (continues he\
instead of securing order, we should bring in disorder,

and introduce at the same time a monarchy, a thing

which we have never hitherto beheld, into the middle of

our own. Wisely, then, has this council never been

received in France, by which, with a single stroke of

the pen, the pope would acquire more authority than he

has been able to do since the commencement of our
common Christianity. I have no intention, (observes

the same writer), to depreciate the good Fathers of

Trent ; but I cannot help wishing tliat their zeal and

devotion had been accompanied with a little more wis-

dom and discretion ; and that in guarding the firetcnded

privileges of the holy see, they had not furuislied its

real enemies with the fittest weapons to oveiihrow it."

From the short account which we have just given of

the Council of Trent, our readers will easily perceive,

that it was by no means likely to put any efi'cclual stop

to the progress of the Reformation. It was considered

by the patrons of the new opinions, as the exertion of a

power which felt itself to be unslal)le. Its authoritative

decisions were ridiculed by the Protestants, and even

the Catholics have ceased to regard and to observe them
with their wonted veneration. The revolutionary spiiit

appeared, by indications not to be questioned, in many
of the kingdoms of Europe, In England, the changes
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were both numei-oiis and radical. The i-eformations of

llenrv VIII. were no less effectual lluin liasty and tumul-

liious. He was declared by his parliament to be " the

supreme head, on eaith, of the church of lingland ;"

and he proceeded, not only to secuic llie property be-

longing 10 the monasteries which he had suppressed, but

td fabricate, with all liis royal dilij^ence and skill, a

suitable creed for the English people. History may rc-

c ord him as the first layman who took to himself, in the

ecclesijstical sense of the expression, the title of su-

preme head of the church. The rough reformations of

Heniy, were succeeded by the more deliberate and steady

measures pursued by the goveriimcnt, during the mino-

rity of Edward VI. The Bible, which had been trans-

lated into English, was allowed to be more generally

read; a new litur.j;y was composed; and the service was

performed in the vernacular tongue. The persecutions

under Mary, in the course of which the virtuous Ridley,

and the aged Latimer, were put to death, terminated

v.'ith the reign of that infatuated princess. Elizabeth,

her successor, openly avowed and protected the new re-

ligion. The sacred scriptures, together with the liturgy

and the homilies, were freely circulated. The eflorts of

Spain and of Rome to restore the dominion of the papacy,

were crushed by the defeat of the celebrated armada

;

the Scottish Catliolics in the interest of their beautiful

and unfortunate queen, were no less unsuccessful ; the

parliament united with the sovereign and her ministers;

a very great majority of the nation supported the mea-
sures of the executive ; and the reign of Elizabeth,

though its full brightness is shaded by some acts of cru-

elty, must ever be regarded as that illustrious period,

uhen truth and genuine Christianity secured for them-
selves a place, and established their abode among the

English people.

In Scotland, the Reformation was eflTectuated by dif-

ferent means. Here we are constrained to look, not to

the ruler, but to the subject. In the country alluded to,

the Reformation could not, with any measure of pro-

priety, be denominated a contest between the sovereign

and the holy see, about the possession and the exercise

of unlimited power : At the commencement of the

changes, the civil and ecclesiastical authorities were not

opposed. In this country, the Reformation took its rise

from beginnings almost imperceptible. It was a poor
man who achieved the mighty work in our native land.

We hail the father of Scottish independence, the mag-
nanimous Knox ; at once the champion of truth and of

liberty ; stern, indeed, in his aspect, and fierce in his

opposition, but stern only towards those whose iniquities

he reproved, and fierce only when summoned by the

mandate of heaven to arouse his courage, and to " wax
valiant in fight." To his unwearied exertions, we owe
oui' emancipation from an enslaving superstition, our
successful system of education, the intelligence of our
people, the discipline of our ecclesiastical polity, and
whatever remains of genuine piety in the remoter pro-

vinces and sequestered vales of the country to which
we belong. We venerate his injuired name, and re-

joice that a biographer has at length appeared, who has
done justice to the character of the Scottish reformer,

and, at the same time, has secured for his own perform-

ance an abiding place among the literature of the na-

'ion.

\Vilh the exception of the miraculous powers, the

weapons used by Knox were the very same weapons
with those which were employed by the apostles in the

early period of the church. It was chiefly by the •< preach*
ing of the word" that the Scottish rcfoimer accomplish-
ed the great work which he had undertaken. Though
of an inferior stature, and of an appearance little en-

gaging, his eloquence was efTicacious in the highest de-
gree. During the circuit of the country which he made
soon after his return from the continent, he produced an
extraordinary change upon the sentiments and feelings

of the pcoi>Je. Multitudes from every quarter of the
kingdom att'^nded him, and eagerly listened, while he
proposed and explained to them the doctrines of the Re-
formation. E'^ery eye was fixed upon him, and every
heart throbbed with emotion, as he prayed for deliver-

ance to the enslaved land. The mind sprang forward,

rejoicing in its liberty, and the courage even of the fear-

ful arose. " Come out of her, my people," was the di-

vine command; and never was it pronounced in allusion

to a church so gross and festering with corruption, and
never, since the times of inspiration, was it pronounced
with greater energy, or with more important results. No
speech uttered even by Demosthenes himself, in all the

mighty fierceness of his declamations, was ever follow-

ed by such effects as the sermons of Knox. With the

irresistible power of truth and of heaven, he took pos-

session of the understanding, and captivated the affec-

tions. Undismayed by opposition, and not fearing the

face of man, he overlooked all distinctions between the

rich and the poor, the great and the humble ; and ad-

dressing them indiscriminately in the character of guilty

and condemned creatures, he proclaimed to them, with
apostolical energy, the " glad tidings" of pardon and of
peace. The sinner trembled under the denunciation of
punishment, and the desponding were comforted and
established in their most holy faitli.

It is to be regretted that the zeal excited by the dis-

courses of Knox could not uniformly be restrained with-

in the limits which he himself would have prescribed

for it. The multitude, animated and inflamed by the
eloquence of the reformer, and moved likewise, in a
very considerable degree, by the imprudence of the Ca-
tholic party, proceeded, with ungovernable fury, to de-

stroy the objects and the monuments of the papal wor-
ship. The images, relics, and altars, were broken in

pieces ; some of the religious houses shared a similar

fate; the barriers were removed; tlie waters were out;

and in the overwhelming tide and fierceness of the inun-

dation, the superstitions of ancient times were swept
away from the land. We are not aware that the destruc-

tion of the images and relics is to be lamented with ex-

traordinary sorrow; but antiquaries and architects have
wept, and perhaps not without sufficient reason, over the

fate of the monasteries. Let it be remembered, how-
ever, that when the machinery of superstition was bro-

ken, the superstition itself was annihilated. The doctrines

of popery, considered as distinct from the authoritative

enactments of the holy see, had no possession and no
place in the public mind ; it was a system of external

observances; and when the tools by which the work
was carried on were destroyed, the work itself could

no longer be performed. To remove the means of ini-

quity, is, in many instances, to put an end to its exis-

tence.

But it was not only on the minds of the people, that

the eloquence of Knox produced its effects. Many of

the nobility attached themselves to the cause of the Re-
formation. There is reason to believe, that a consider-

able number of these were arfuated by a sincere regard
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ior the interests of religion, and the welfare of their

country. With others, the motives wire of a mixed iiiid

doubtful nature ; and not a few ap]>ear to have adopted

the new opinions, because the success of the Reforma-

tion aiforded them the immediate piospcct of seizing

and appropriating the ample possessions of the church.

The meetings of the Protcsiants, were attended by the

great lords and their retainers, in arms. The Earls

Marischal and Glencairn were at once the disciples and

protectors of Knox. A powerful party, variously com-
posed, existed in the country; and, by uniting them-
selves in a solemn covenant, for mutual support and
defence, they at once ascertained their nunibers, and

concentrated their strength. The political events, so

well known to every reader of Scouish history, facili-

tated the progress of tiie reformers. The inauspicious

marriage of the young and beautiful queen, the murder
of Darnlcy, the infamous conduct of the Earl of liolh-

well, the zeal, the valour, and the prudence of Murray,
all conspired with the labours of the preachers, and the

increasing intelligence of the people; till at length the

public voice became nearly unilbrm, and whenever the

public voice becomes uniform or nearly uniform, the ex-

perience of ages will tell us, that it is neither to be triiicd

with, nor resisted. The parliament of the nation sup-

ported and confirmed the sentiments of the people. The
Papacy was abolished ; even the order of bishops was
completely subverted ; and Presbyterianism, a system,

the leading principle of which is, that every teacher of

religion, shall employ himself in the work of instruction

among the people committed to his care, was establish-

ed and acknowledged throughout the country. This
wholesome system has ever since been fondly cherished

by the Scottish nation; nor could all the eiibrts of the

English couit in later times, a court professing a regard

for Episcopacy indeed, but secretly and slavishly devoted

to the cause o*" Rome, induce them to swerve, even in

the slightest degree, from the doctrine and the institute

of the great reformer of their church. More than twen-

ty years of cruel persecution, and of military apostlcship,

were tried in vain. Their attachment remained un-

broken; and Presbyterianism, continues to this day the

object of sacred estimation, in the eyes of the Scottish

people.

For an account of the progress of the Reformation in

France, the massacre of St Bartholomew, and that

v.-hich followed the revocation of the edict of Nantz,

see France.
The doctrine of the Protestant churches is the next

topic which demands our attention. This doctrine, op-

posed as it is, in many important and prominent par-

ticulars, to the articles of the Romish faith, is detailed

at considerable length, in the creeds and confessions,

which have at different times been puiilishcd by the

chief persons and societies of the Reformation. The
' Confession of Augsburg," which is understood to ix-

presentthe Lutheran tenets, has been mentioned above.

The doctrine of the English church is contained in her

XXXIX Articles; and that still adhered to in Scotland,

is to be found in the Confession of Faith, and in the

Larger and Shorter Catechisms of our national church.

In the Scottish formularies, the peculiar doctrines of

the Holy Scriptures are supposed to be more amply and

distinctly set forth. It is woitiiy of notice, however,

that in all the creeds and confessions above alluded to,

there is a very remarkable agreement ; a harmony so

•;onspicuo«s indeed, as well as gratifying, that the reader,

by carefully consulting any one out of the whole number,
may arrive at a suflicicnt degree of information, respect-

ing the doctrine professed and maintained by the reform-
ed communities. To one or other of these rormularics.

therefore, wc refer our readers; and shall proceed to

offer a short account of the most important controversies

which have been agitated among the Protestants, since

the time of Luther to the present day.

When the leaders of the Reformation withdrew from
the communion of Rome, they separated from her by

different stages of removal, and with diflerent degrees

of aversion. Of all the distinguished individuals among
the Protestants, Mclancthon apjicars to have retained

the greatest attachment to the ancient opinions. lie was
a person extremely gentle in his dispositions, and he

seems to have thought, that by mutual concessions and

ai)proximations, the peace of the church might be re-

stored and esiablislied. In one particular, the doctrine

maintained by Luther himself, appears to have been re-

moved only a short way from the corresponding article

of the Romish faith ; and, with regard to this one parti-

cular, the Father of the Reformation was long engaged
in controversy, even with those who agreed with him in

the general system of his belief The particular to which
we allude, is that very mysterious one, respecting the

body and blood of Clirist in the sacrament of the supper.

It is true, that Luther denied and rejected, with abhor-

rence, the doctrine of transubstautiation, and would by

no means allow, that the sacramental bread \\:\s conven-

ed into tlie real body of Christ, liut while he denied any

conversion of this nature, he strenuously maintained,

that though the eucharistic bread continued, after the

solemnity of consecration, to be nothing more than

bread, the real body of Jesus, distinguished of course,

as we should be inclined to think, by the usual material

qualities, extended, visible and tangible, was present

along ivith the bread. In one word, he held the doctrine

of coNSUBSTANTiATiON, Or what was afterwards descri-

bed by the still more barbarous term ui iw/^anation. It

was the age of minute and evanescent distinctions, and

of scholastic refinement; a taste for subtle discrimina-

tion among kindred or similar ideas prevailed ; and nei-

ther arguments nor illustrations were wanting. " As in

red hot iron," said Luther, " two distinct substances,

viz. iron and Jire, are united, so is the body of Christ

joined with the bread in the eucharist." To such an

argument or illustration, if it deserve tlic name of cither,

was a man even of Luther's sagacity reduced, when h.c

set himself to maintain, what he felt to be absurd. liut

while the Saxon reformer was zealously employed in

maintaining the inconiprehensib' tenet of corisubstantia-

tion, a more plain and accessible docliinc w.is proposed

by Zuinglius, his cotemporary. Wc have already men-

tioned the name of this dislii)-.;uished person, as tl.e fir^t

reformer of Switzerland ; and have stated, that he com-

menced his career with an activity equal or superior to

that of Luther himseif Ztiinglius rejected at once both

the doctrine of the Romish church, respecting the eu-

charist, and the notion of consubstantiation; maintaining,

certainly with a greater appearance of reason, " that the

body and blood of Christ were not really present in the

eucharist; and that the bread and wine were no more

than external signs or atjmboU, intended to excite in the

minds of Christi.ms the remembrance of the sufferings

and death of the divine Saviour, and of the benefits which

result from his heavenly intercession." Besides the

. names of Luther and Zuinglius, as leaders in this mys-
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tci-ious controversy, we must not fail to mention that of

tlic celebrated Calvin. This last reformer was not a

uhit behind the gvcaicst of his cotemporaries in activity

and zeal. He maintained, however, a doctrine apparent-

ly intermediate between that of Luther and the opinion

i.fZuinglius; though it is not to be denied, that, upon

this subject, he expressed himself with such an extra-

ordinary diversity, and even ambiguity of phrase, as

renders it diiricult or impossible to ascertain what his

real sentiments were. Upon the whole, the opinion of

Calvin seems to have been, that Christ was " sfiirilually

Jimsent" in the eucharist; or, in other words, that as

uur blessed Saviour, accortling to the promise which he

made to his disciples, is present with them, whenever

t'.vo or three of them are met together, so he is more

immediately and effectually present, when they approach

him in the solemn service of the Supper.

About the middle .-,nd towards the close of the six-

teenth century, the heresy of the Socinians began to ap-

pear in different parts of Europe, and especially in Po-

land. This heresy derives its name from its chief pa-

trons, Laelius and Faustus Socinus : the former, a man
of considerable learning as well as acuteness; the latter,

distinguished by his rcbolution and his prudence. The
heresy in question may be regarded as an extension

of the Arian doctrine, respecting the nature and the

person of Christ, his inherent dignity, and the worship

which is paid to him. Arius, indeed, went no farther

than maintaining, that there was a time hid in the depths

of eternity, when the Son of God did not exist ; Socinus

and his followers contended, that he had no existence at

all, pi'evious to his miraculous conception in the womb
if the virgin. Arius regarded our Saviour as the crea-

tor of the visible world ; Socinus acknowledged him only

as a messenger from heaven, and a true prophet. In a

word, the Polish sectaries maintained that Christ, in his

nature or essence, was a man, and nothing more, {-^iMi

a.-.f^u'xoi) ; but, with a strange inconsistency, they allow-

ed that he was produced by extraordinary and heavenly

generation ; and that it was incumbent on all Christians

to address him as an object of worship. They denied

the plenary inspiration of the sacred books, and rejected

the personality of the Holy Ghost. The tenets of the

Socinians are fully set forth in the Racovian catechism

;

and their interpretations of scripture are to be found at

large in the complete collection of their writings, enti-

tled, the Bibtiothcca FratTum Polonorum. " The ancient

catechism," says Mosheim, " which was no more tiian

a rude and incoherent sketch, was laid aside, and a new
form of doctrine was drawn up by Socinus himself.

This form was corrected by some, augmented by others,

and revised by all the Socinian doctors of any note; and,

having thus acquired a competent degree of accuracy
and perfection, was published under the title of the "Ca-
techism of Racow," and is still considered as the " Con-
fcsiion of Faith of the whole sect."

In later times a certain modification of the Socinian
doctrine was proposed by Dr Priestley, and represented,
in his numerous writings, as the only doctrine contained
ki the sacred books. More daring than the first patrons
c,f the cause, the modern heresiarch declares that Jesus
Christ is a man in every sense of the word, born of Jo-
seph and Mary, in the way of ordinary generation ; that
he was put to death as some of the apostles and early
Christians were, in consequence of the hatred and the
power of his enemies; and that he is to be distinguished
from the primitive preachers of our religion, only by the

circumstances of rising from tlie dead, and of presiding
at the general judgment. Dr Priestley likewise con-
tended, and with perfect consistency, thai every act of
worship addressed to Jesus is an act of idolatry ; disre-

garding, as it appears, the prayer of the holy martyr
Stephen, when expiring under the fury of his persecu-
tors. In conjunction with their predecessors, the pa-
trons of the new doctrine deny the plenary inspiration of
the sacred writings ; find out, with a discernment not
very easily communicated to their disciples, what pas-

sages we are to reject, and what portions we are bound
to receive; and even venture to aflirm, without awe or
concern, that they have detected the great apostle of
the Gentiles " in reasoning inconclusively." The mo-
dern system, too, is coupled with certain philosophical

and recondite speculations, about the materiality of the

human soul, and the necoBsity of moral actions ; and,

wheu its parts are taken together, or put into juxtapo-
sition, it forms, beyond all question, the most extra-

ordinary phenomenon which the theology of the eigh-

teenth century can produce. The antagonists of Dr
Priestley, were, Dr Price in the philosophical depart-

ment, and Dr Horsley, bishop of St Asaph, in the cri-

tical and historical ; and the latter, in particular, is un-
derstood to have established the primitive or Nicene
faith with singular and tremendous ability, and with tri-

unipliant success.

The third and last heresy which we shall mention, is

that which derives its name from Arminius. It is mere-
ly a less repulsive form of the doctrine proposed in the

fifth century by Pelagius, a man once famous in the

estimation of the learned, but now so far moved from
his place, and clouded in the lustre of his ,reputation,

that no country in Europe contends with our native

island for the honour of his birth. He is the father of
the sect denominated Pelagians. Arminius, whom we
have just mentioned as adopting, with some variety,

the tenets of this sect, was the disciple of Beza, and
profes.sor of divinity at Leyden. In a controversial

point of view, he is to be considered as the antagonist

of Calvin; and he is justly recorded as the first who
attacked the theology of Geneva with any measure
of success. The tenets of Arminius were solemnly
condemned in a synod, which met at Dort in the

year 1618. They are usually called the " five Armi-
nian points ;" and the doctrine contained in them is

expressed in the following propositions. The Armi-
nian sectaries hold, 1. That God, from all eternity, has
determined to bestow salvation on those only, with re-

gard to whom he has foreseen, that they will persevere

unto the end in their faith in Christ Jesus; and to in-

flict everlasting punishments upon those who shall con-

tinue in their unbelief, and resist unto the end his di-

vine succours ; so that election is conditional, and re-

probation, in like manner, the result of foreseen infide-

lity and persevering wickedness. 2. That Jesus Christ,

by his sufferings and death, has made an atonement for

the sins of all mankind in general, and of every indivi-

dual in particular: but that none, excepting those who
believe in him, can be partakers of this divine benefit.

3. That true faith cannot proceed from the exercise of

our natural faculties and powers, nor from the force and
operation of free will; since man, in consequence of

his natural conception, is incapable either of thinking or

of doing any good thing; and that therefore it is neces*

sary to his conversion and salvation, that he be regene-

rated and renewed by the operation of the Holy Ghost,
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M'hich is the gilt of God, through Jesus Christ. 4. That
this, ciivine grace, or energy of the Holy Ghost, which
heals the disorder of our corrupted nature, begins, ad-

vances, and brings to perfection, every thing tliat can be

called good in man ; and that, consequently, all good
works, without exception, are to be attributed to God
alone, and to the operation of his grace : that, neverthe-

less, this grace does not force tlie man to act against his

inclination, but may be resisted and rendered ineffectual,

by the perverse will of the impenitent sinner. 5. That
they who are united to Christ by laith are furnished with

abundant strength, and with succours suflicient to enable

them to triumph over tlie seductions of Satan and the

allurements of the vorld; but that the question, "\Vhc-
tiier such may fall from their faith, and forfeit fin.\lly

this state of grace?" has not yet been resolved with suf-

ficient perspicuity ; and must thereline be yet more
carefully examined by an attentive study of what the holy

scriptures have declared, in relation to this important
point. This is the fifth article as it was originally pro-

pounded by Simon Episcopius and the other Armenians
in the Synod of Dort. " It is to be observed, however,"
says Mosheim with regard to this article, " that it was
afterwards changed by the Arniinians, who in process of

time declared their sentiments with less caution, and po-

sitively afiirined, that tlie saints might fall aivay from a

state qf grace. For a full account of the Arminian con-

troversy, the reader may consult the works of Armiiiius
himself, together with those of Episcopius and Grotius,

Brandt's History of the Reformation in the United Pro-
vinces, vol. ii. and iii. ; Whitby's Treatise on the Fwc
jirminian Points; and a work ol great pretensions, lately

set fortii by Dr Tondinc, Bishop of Lincoln. On the

other hand, he may consult the volumes of Calvin and
Gill, and a very profound and masterly Treatise on Free
will, by the celebrated Dr Jonathan Edwards of Ame-
rica.

In a work like tlie present, the article Ecclesiastical
HisrouY must, of course, be a very general one. Hav-
ing, therefore, now given a short account of the most
important controversies which have been agitated among
the Protestants since the time of Luthei' to the present

day, we sliail bring oui' labours to a close. Aiul in look-

ing around us, we cannot contemplate the existing state

of Christianity without the sincerest emotions of grati-

tude and joy. Not many years ago, the security of our
iioly reiii;ion was sliaken by the torrent of infidelity,

wi)ich threatened to overspread, with its mighty force,

every country of Cin-jstendoin. The fanaticism which
prevailed, had its origin in France. In this unhappy
kingdom, the su])crsiilions of Rome had been so con-

I'ounded with genuine Christianity, that they were com-
pletely identified in the estimation of the people. An
wring philosophy, that failed to distiriguish between
things unquestionably different, had gained possession

of the public mind: the chief authority was put into the

hands of the nmllitudr, ever captivated v.ith the novelty

and the acquisition of povv'er, and ever ready to abuse it;

the whole system of Christianity was ferociously over-

thrown; the observance of the Sabbath was abolished :

—the human understanding seemed to be perverted be-

yond the hope or the possibility of recovery, and the

human character, as exemplified among the revolution-

ists of France, appeared to become every day, more and
more degraded and brutal. The convulsions of the state

kept pace with the downfall of the church. The mad-
ness hcii^htened, and was exasperated; the hearts of

Vol. VHI. Part J.

men, who looked on and witnessed the scene,. failed
them through fear : other nations felt the shock of dis-
solving empire, or were cngulphed in its ruins. But
better days have at lenglli arrived. The contending
elements have found their balance and their proper
place. We rejoice in the cessation of a protracted war-
fare, and would record in our jiages too, and with no
little or feigned satisfaction, that the captains and the
mighty men have met together, each of tlicin with " the
green branch" in his hand. A reputable, and, as wc
trust, a permanent peace has at last been attained. But
we know not ourselves at all, if this be the only cause
of our joy. The human mind has returned to a sense of
religion, and the acknowle<lgment of a God. The throne
of the Redeemer has again been erected. From Eng-
land a light is gone forth which shall illuminate the most
distant lands. Christian benevolence has multiplied her
children. A society has been formed and established

for the printing and the circulation of the holy scriptures ;

differences are laid aside, dissensions are forgotten; the
lofiy churctiman unites with the humbler Presbyterian,

or still humbler Methodist; one feeling bounds in every
breast, and every prayer which is breathed to heaven is

breathed for the accomplishment of the prophecy, which
assures us, ''that the knowledge of the Lord shall cover
the cai'th as the waters cover the sea." In point of fact,

this prophecy, thiough the exertions of the British and
Foreign Bible Society, has already, in part, been fulfill-

ed : and it is now true, with a peculiar >ignificancy in the
statement, and extent in the application of the language,
" that the heathen is given" to Christ Jesus " for his in-

heritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for a
possession." See Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History,

passim ; Lardner's Works, passim ; Du Piii's Church
History ; Campbell's Lectures on Ecclesiastical History;

Histoire EcclesiasHrjue par Fleury, edit. Bruxellc ; Fa-
ther Paul Surpi's History of the Council of Trent, trans-

lated from the Italian into French by De la Houssaic ;

Jortin's Remarks on Flcclcsiaslical History; Niai's His-

tory of the Puriians; M'Crie's Life of John Knox; and
Refiorts of the British and Foreign Bible Society, passim.

ECHINUS. See ?»1ollusca.

ECHO, from the Greek word tix'fy a sound. In the

article Acoustics, we have already treated the subject

of echoes, as connected with the general doctrines of
sound, having reserved for the present ai tide, brief no-

tices of some of the must celebrated echoes.

DrPlot, in his A'a/ural History of O.rfordshire, men-
tions an echo in Woodstock Park, in Oxioidshire, which
repeats 17 syllables in the day-time, and 80 in the night.

This effect he ascribes to the superior density of the air

during the night, which diminishes the velocity of the

sound.

Harris describes an echo on the north side of Shipley

church, in Sussex, as re])eaiing 21 syllables distinctly,

under favourable circumstances.

Dr Birch informs us, that there was an echo at Rose-

neath, in Argylisliirc, in Scotland, which distinctly re-

peated, three times, a tune played on a tru(npet. When
a person, placed at a proper distance, plays eii^ht ^ten
notes, they are correctly repeated, but a third lower ;

after a short silence, another repetition is heard, in :i

still lower tone; and, after another short interval, there

is a third repetition, in a still lower tone.

Addison describes an echo at the palace of Simonetta.

near Milan, as returning the sound of a pistol 56 times.

T
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rhc palace has two wings ; and, when a pistol is fired

from a window in one of ihe wings, the sound is reflect-

ed from a dead wall in the otlier winj^, and is heard from

a window in the back front. The following account of

it, liowever, from Keysler, is more minute and interest-

ing.
" At the Marquis Simonctta's villa is a very extraordi-

nary echo; it is occasioned by the reflection of the voice

between the opposite parallel wings of the building,

which are fifty-eight common paces from each other,

and without any windows or doors, by which the sound

might be dissipated or lost. The repetition of the sound

dwells chiefly on the last syllable, which might have been

altered by allowing a greater distance between the two

wings ; but possibly it was apprehended, that the num-
ber of the repetitions would be diminished by that means.

Two or more bodies placed opposite each other, at dif-

ferent distances, are requisite to form a multiplied echo ;

or the wall at which the speaker stands, must have ano-

ther wall opposite to it, so as to form two parallel planes,

which will alternately reflect to each other the sound

communicated to them, with as little dissipation as pos-

sible. This last circumstance is found in the two paral-

lel wings of this seat, which, forming right angles with

the main body of the building, have a very surprising

effect. A man's voice is repeated above forty titnes,

and the report of a pistol above sixty, by this echo : but

the 1 epetition is so quick, that it is difficult to tell them,

or even to mark them down, unless it be early in the

morning, or in a calm still evening : when the air is ra-

ther too moist or too dry, the effect is found not to an-

swer so well."

Southwell mentions a building, similar to the palace of

Simonetta, which had projecting wings, and produced
60 repetitions of every sound.

The Abb6 Guynet describes an echo on the road from
Rochepot to Chalons, which repeats, in the day-time,

14 syllables well articulated, and, during the night, 16

syllables.

About three leagues from Verdun, there is a singular

echo, occasioned by two towers projecting from the body
of a house, and distant 26 toises, or about 50 metres.

When a person stands in the line between the two towers,

and pronounces a word in a pretty high tone, he will

hear it repeated 12 or 13 times at equal intervals, and
always more feebly. If he places himself at a certain

distance out of this line, the echo is no longer heard.

One of these towers has a low apartment vaulted with
hewn stone, while the other has its vestibule vaulted.

See Hint. Acad. Par. 1710.

In the Memoirs of the French Academy of Sciences
for 1792, there is described a curious echo, at Genefay,
in the neighbourhood of Rouen. A person who sings,

does not hear the repetition of the echo, but merely his

own voice; whilst those who listen hear only the repe-
tition of the echo, though with singular variations. Some-
times the echo seem.s to approach, and at other times to

recede. One person hears a single voice, and another
several voices : one persori hears the echo on the right,

and another on the left; the echo always varying with
the position of the person who hears it.

M. Quesnet has described another singular echo near
Rouen, in the Memoirs of the Academy for 1664.

In the neighbourhood of Coblentz, on the banks of
the Rhine, there is a very remarkable echo, which is

described by Barthius, in his notes upon the Thebivid of
Statius. He has heard it repeat words seventeen timeS)

and It produces exactly the same effects as that at Gcncr
fay, near Rouen.

At Locheneilan, a lake in Inverness-shire, and the
property of J. P. Grant, Esq. of Rothiemurchus, there

is a very fine echo. The wall of an old castle, in the
middle of the lake, repeals several syllables with great

distinctness; and when a pistol is fired, the sound is

repeated about thirty times, from the numerous and lofty

hills with which the lake is encircled.

In the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, in the King's
Park, there is a place called the Echoing Rock. A per-

son standing in front of this, will hear repeated with
great distinctness several syllables which he may utter.

The sound is in this case reflected from a circular wall

at no great distance, and the rock to which the property
is ascribed merely happens to be near the centre of the
circular wall.

In erecting the baptistery of the church of Pisa, the
architect, Giovanni Pisano, disposed the concavity of
the cupola in such a manner, that any noise from below
is followed with a very loud and long double echo. The
repetition, however, is not so distinct as that of Simon-
etta. Two persons whispering, and standing opposite

to each other, with their faces near the wall, can con-

verse together without being overheard by the company
between. This arises from the elliptical form of the

cupola, each person being placed in the focus of the

ellipse.

In the cathedral church of Gloucester, there is a whis-

pering gallery above the eastern extremity of the choir,

and which extends fiom one end of the church to the

other. If two persons, placed at the distance of 25 toises,

speak to one another in the lowest voice, it is distinctly

heard. A similar effect is produced in the vestibule of

the Observatory of Paris, and in the cupola of St Paul's

in London. Mr Southwell informs us, that, in Italy, on
the way to Naples, and two days journey from Rome, he
saw in an inn, a square vault, where a whisper could
easily be heard at the opposite corner; but not at all on
the side corner that was near to you. This property was
common to each corner of the room. He saw another-

on the way from Paris to Lyons, in the porch of a com-
mon inn, which had a round vault. When any pei'son

held his mouth to the side of the wall, several persons

could hear his whisper on the opposite side.

See Harris's Z-exicora Techniciim, Art. Echo; Birch's

Hist, of the Royal Society, vol. i. p. 137; Addison's

Traveln, Edit. 1718, p. 32; Keyslcr's Travels, vol. i. p.

428, 490; Southwell, Phil. Traits. 1746, vol. xliv. No.
480. p. 219; Guynet, Mem. Acad. Par. 1770, Hist. 23;
Quesnet, Alem. Acad. Par. 1666, tom. ii. p. 87; Abbe
Gallois, Mem. Acad. Par. tom. x. p. 127; Actis, Mevi.
Turin, 1788, vol. iv. App. 43. (a-)

ECLECTICS, a name given to certain ancient philo-

sophers, who endeavoured to form a system of opinions

by selecting from every sect those doctrines which
seemed to approach nearest to the truth. Hence their

denomination, derived from txMya, " I choose," may be

considered as referring either to themselves or their

tenets; and may signify either "one that chooses," or
<' that which may be chosen." They were also deno-
minated analogetici ; but generally called themselves
Philalelhes, i. e. " lover of truth," or rather never as-

sumed any distinct name, but wished to be considered

as chiefly followers of Plato, whose philosophy they
made the foundation of their system. The notion of
such a philosophical selection had been adopted by
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several of the leaders among the Grecian sects, even by
Plato, Zeno, and Aristotle; hatl been suiriciently com-
mon among the Alexandrian philosophers, from the

commencement of their schools ; had particularly pre-

vailed, (as appears from Philo, who was himself an ec-

lectic,) about the beginning of the Christian era ; and
was followed, in a later period, by Plutarch, Pliny, Ga-
len, and many others. Between the endless contests

of the dogmatists, and the dark uncertainty of the scep-

tics, it was by no means an irrational scheme to sepa-

rate from every former system its ])urest and best sup-

ported tenets, and to form them into a new institute of

philosophical and religious truth. The idea was pecu-

liarly acceptable to those Heathen philosophers, who
felt the growing ascendency of Christianity ; and who
endeavoured to support the declining influence of their

own schools, by incorporating Christian principles into

their new system. The first, however, who attempted

to establish a distinct sect upon this scheme, appears to

have been Polamo of Alexandria, who is supposed by

some to have flourished during the reigns of Augustus
and Tiberius; but, according to others, about the close

of the second century. Nothing more is known of his

system, but that he endeavoured to reconcile the tenets

of Plato with those of other philosophers; and it is ge-

nerally concluded, that his attempt to found a school

upon the eclectic principle proved unsuccessful. The
eclectic philosophy received its proper form and esta-

blishment from Ammonius, another philosopher of Alex-

andria, who flourished about the beginning of the third

century, and who, from his former profession of a porter,

(<r«)tKo^o|o5,) was sirnamed Sacca. (See Ammonius.)
This philosopher, however, and his followers, ought
properly to be considered, like their precursor Potamo,
as merely modern Platonists ; and there is a gross im-

propriety in giving them the name of eclectics. Instead

of selecting a little from each, he professed to unite all

sects in one. He maiijtained, that the great principles

of pliilosophical and religious truth were to be found

equally in all the diff'erent systems; that they differed

from each other only in their method of expressing

their tenets, except a few points of minor importance;

and that, by a proper interpretation of their respec-

tive sentiments, they might easily be united into one

body. He considered the ancient philosophy of the

East, preserved in his opinion uncorj rtpted by Plato,

as the primitive standard, and actual substance, of all

the religious systems in the world ; and affirmed, that

to remove the errors which in all nations had been more
or less blended with this ancient theology, and thus to

restore them to their original purity, was the great de-

sign of Jesus Christ in descending upon earth. Upon
this principle, as all the sects were fundamentally right,

there was no occasion to select any thing from each;

and it was even of little consequence which of them
was chosen, as the enquirer, by merely removing the

supervening errors, was sure to find in any one of them
the true doctrine at the bottom. As Anmionius left no

writings of his own, and as he taught his more sublime

mysteries only to a few select disciples, under a solemn
injunction of secrecy, it is scarcely possible to ascer-

tain what he considered as the original and uncorrupt-

ed system of truth ; and though several of his follow-

ers afterwards divulged the secrets of his school, their

expositions are so full of obscurity, and so mixed with

dogmas of their own, that the real system of their foun-

der cannot be separated with any degree of certainly
from so confused a mass. The leading object of the
whole sect was to obstruct the progress of the Chrisliaij

religion, by forming such a combination of the prin-
cipal tenets of the Heathen and Christian schools, as
might confirm the former in their attachment to the old
superstitions, and reconcile the latter to the doctrines
of Paganism. Hence, on the one hand they represent-
ed Jesus Christ as the friend of God, who came not to

abolish, but to purify the ancient leligions; incorpora-
ted into their system many of the peculiar doctrines of
revelation, and even adopted, on many occasions, the
language of the Christian Fathers. On the other hand,
they endeavoured to conceal the absurdities of Pagan-
ism under the veil of allegory; and represen'.-.'d the nu-
merous train of Heathen divinities, us celestial minis-
ters emanating from the Supreme Deity, who was him-
self worshiped in tlie adoration wiiich they received.
The philosophy of Plato, already united with that of
Pythagiaas, formed the basis of the new system; and
with these doctrines they attempted to blend those of
Aristotle, of the Stoics, and of almost every system ex-
cept that of Epicurus, whose mechanical prhiciples of
nature could never be made to coalesce with the doc-
trines of Platonism. Not satisfied with the intuitive

contemplation of intelligibies, and especially of the first

intelligence, which Plato proposed as the summit of
human felicity, they aspired after a sort of deification of
the human mind; adopted from the Oriental philosophy
the system of emanation, one of an indefinite series of
spiritual natures derived from the supreme source; and,
besides supposing, that the soul of man, by various stages
of purification, might at length reach a mysterious union
with the divine nature, they conceived, that, even in this

life, it might be prepared, by previous discipline, to en-
joy, in ecstacy, an intuitive vision of the Deity. Upon
such fanciful foundations, they constructed systems of
metaphysics, morals, and theology, of which it is im-
possible to convey any intelligible idea, and which indeed
seem never to liave been properly fixed or defined in

the minds of their authors. Their great principle, also,

of producing an apparent harmony among systems es-

sentially different, necessarily compelled them to have
recourse to vague expressions, fanciful interpretations,

and subtle distinctions, till they at length involved
themselves and their readers in endless subtleties and
impenetrable obscurity.

After the death of Ammonius, the system was com-
pleted by his disciple and successor Piotinus; taught
also by Porphyry, and Jamblichus ; adopted by Longi-
nus, Eustathius, Julian the apostate, Hierocle's, Chry-
santhus. Sec. In the reign of Julian, it was publicly

professed at Athens, and, by the emperor's appointment,
was taught there by Chrysanthus last mentioned, who
was succeeded by Plutarch the son of Ncstorius, Syrian,

Proclus, Marinus, Isidorus, Zenodotus, U.C. It was sup-
ported by the celebrated llypatia, Macrobius, Ammi-
anus Marcellinus, &c. but expired among the Pagans
in the 7th century. It received, even from its com-
mencement, the approbation of many eminent teachers
among the Christians, especially Athenagoras, Pantae-

nus, and Clemens Alcxandrinus ; and became, through
many succeeding ages, a fruitful source of confusion
and corruption in the church of Christ. But, in the

course of the 17th century, arose the true eclectic phi-

losophy, which admits of no sectarian subdivisions, rc-

T 2
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jects prejudices of every descrjplion, renounces all sub-

mission to celebrated names or ancient sects, subjects

the opinions of ull former philosoplicrs to the strict scru-

tiny of reason, and admits no conclusions but what may

be clearly deduced from principles founded on the

nature of things, or discovered by actual experience.

Of this method, the principal promoters were Bacon,

Des Cartes, Leibnitz, Malebranche, Locke, Grotius,

Selden, PufTendorf, Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Boyle,

Newton; and the more faithfully that the pure eclectic

principle is pursued, the more certainly will physical,

moral, and religious truth eventually enlighten the minds

and improve the hearts of the human race. See Mo-
sheim's Ecctes. Hist. vol. i. p. 37, 1"!

; Cudworlh's

Intel. Stjstrm, c. iv. § 23, 30, &c. Cave, Hist. Lit. Sac.

p. 251 ; Fabricius, Bibl. Grtsc. lib. iv. c. 26; Lardner's

Credibility, part. ii. c. 36 ; and Brucker's Hist, of Phi-

lot, by Enfield, vol. ii. p. 59, and 509. (7)

ECLIFSAREON, the name of an instrument for

exhiliiting the time, quantity, duration, and progress of

solar eclipses at all parts of the earth. A drawing and

description of this instrument will be found in Fergu-

son's A/stronomy, vol. ii. p. 32. (-y)

ECLIPSES. Sec Astronomy Index, and Chroxo-
LOGV.
ECLIPTA, a genus of plants of the class Syngene-

sia, and order Polygamia Superflua. See Botany, p.

298.

ECLIPTIC. See Astronomy.
ECTROSIA, a genus of plants of the class Trian-

dria, and order Digynia. See Botany, p. 109.

EDDYSTONE Rocks. These rocks are chiefly co-

vered by the tide, and are well known to mariners as

highly dangerous, particularly to the navigation of Ply-

mouth Sound. They have been noted as the cause of

numerous shipwrecks, and have been much celebrated

on account of the lighthouses which have been erected

upon them. The first of these was hardly completed,

in 1698, when it was unfortunately swept away in a

storm, the engineer and all his people losing their lives.

The second had the misfortune to be demolished by ac-

cidental fire in 1755. In 1759, Mr Snieaton completed
the present Eddystone lighthouse entirely of stone, which

remains a proud monument of the fame of that illustri-

ous engineer, who has, besides, left a most complete

and luminous narrative of the progress of the work,
where our readers will find a distinct and accurate ac-

count of every particular connected with this arduous
undertaking. We shall here give some general de-

scription of the situation and circumstances connected

with these dangerous rocks, referring the furtlier ac-

count of the several buildings to our article Light-
house.

Tlie Eddystone rocks have evidently derived their

name from their situation, relatively to the set or cur-

rent of the tides. An eddy of the tide, is luiderstood

to be a current setting in a direction contrary to the main
stream, and is occasioned by an island, or rock oppo-
sed immediately to the tide ; and therefore, according
to the velocity of the stream, and the magnitude of the

interposed body, the eddy is found to produce either a

smoothness on the surface of the water, or a cun-ent in

the opposite direction to the tide. Thus, it is not uncom-
mon in the rapid tides and eddies of the Pentland Frith,

between the shores of Caithness an<l tlie ishtnds of Ork-
ney, to see ships carried along under similar circum-

stances, in opposite directions, merely by the impulse of
these currents. Although no such eflect is to be looked
for at the Eddystone, where the rocks are comparative!)

small, and the tides less rapid, yet in moderate weather
they cause a smoothness in the water, and produce va-

rious currents, according to the lie of the rocks.

The position of the Eddystone rocks is such, as to

render the entrance of Plymouth Sound extremely dif-

ficult. Tliey are situated in W. Long. 4° 5', and N.
Lat 50° 10', bearing about 14 miles south-west from
Plymouth, 10 miles south-west by south from the

Ramhead in Cornwall, and 21 miles cast, one-half
north, from the Bollhead in Devonshire.

The Eddystone rocks consist of three principal ridges,

which have been distinguished by the relative names of
House Keef, South Reef, and East Reef. These rocks,

in their greatest extent, lie north and south, and in tliis

direction measure about 600 or 700 feet in length ; be-

sides a small rock, seen only in spring tides, called the
north east rock, which lies about one thousand feet from
the house rock. From the general aspect and appear-
ance of the Eddystone rocks, there is reason to infer

that the whole consists of the same kind of stone. The
state of the weather did not admit of the writer of this

article touching at any of the rocks excepting that on
which the lighthouse is built, which he the more re-

grets, as, from the smallness of the house rock, it would
be a kind of sacrilege to mutilate it by breaking off spe-

cimens, so that he was left to judge imperfectly of its

composition from parts which were worn by the feet of
the light keepers. It seems to be either granite or gneiss,

called mooTstone in Cornwall. The felspar is most abun-
dant in it, and is chiefly of a brownish colour, containing
large irregularly shaped white specks. It dips towards
the north west, at the rate of about one perpendicular to

two horizontal, is extremely hard, and has a very rug-
ged appearance. Its greatest horizontal dimensions at

low water is about 65 feet, and its least about 35 feet.

On the eastern side it is perpendicular to tlic surface of

the water, and at one place may be said rather to over-

hang, where the top of the rock is elevated about 18

feet above low water mark of spring tides, and is there-

fore seldom covered by the rise of the tide, but on the

western side it slopes towards low water mark. The
lighthouse is of difficult access on all sides, and can
only be approacifcd in moderate weather. Tiie gut, or

landing place, is formed by tl;e house reef, and the south

reef, which afford some shelter for a boat at lov/ water.

In this gut there is about one fathom of water at the low-
est tides, but in all directions from the rocks the water
suddenly deepens to 15 and 20 fathoms, and at greater

distances to 45 and 50 fathoms.

On the days of new and full moon, it is high water

at the Eddystone at a quarter past five o'clock. The
tide of flood sets easterly, or ufi Channel, and the ebb
tide sets westerly. Spring tides rise from 16 to 18

feet, and neap tides from 10 to II feet; but in storms,

the sea at this place flies to an incredible height. At
these rocks, and upon the opposite shores, it is high

water about two hours and a half sooner than in the

middle of the channel.

The nature of the stone, and the small dimensions of

the i>ouse rock, are adverse to the growth of marine fuci,

or to the habitation of animals. Of the former, only the

smaller sorts of sea-weed were observed, asfucus mamil-
losus, fucus palmatus, the common dulse, and confer-
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va rupcstris, whicli, in continued storms, appears to ac- caught by the light kccpcfs, and, in the vicinity of the
quire a growtli ujion the western side of the lighthouse, rock, the fish common upon the coasts of Cornwall and
about 20 feet upon the building. The ordy shcll-fish Devonshire, arc caught in abundance, as liukc, John
seem to be the lenas balanoidcs. or barnacle, and a few Dorip. rod. mnn-cr fil. dno-.r,.;!, l,..,i.i,.„i. ...i. :.:..„ ,iseem to be the Icpas balanoidcs, or barnacle, and a few
limpets of a small size : these last might perhaps in-

crease both in number and in bulk, were they not apt to

be destroyed for bait before they are matured in growth.
In very moderate weather, a few young coal iish are

Doric, cod, conger eel, dog-fish, haddock, whiting, skate,
turbot, holiljut, flounder, sole, mackerel, lierrinK, an<l

pilchard. (,v)

EDGAR. Sec England.

EDINBURGH.
EDiNBrRGH, the metropolis of Scotland, is situated in

the northern part of the county of the same name, or Mid-
Lothian. The centre of the city lies in 55° 57' 5S" north

latitude, .3° 1 1' 55" west longitude, and is about two miles
from the sestuary called the Frith of Forth, where, in

Leith harbour, tlie tide rises nearly 16 feet. But inter-

mediate buildings, which are rapidly increasing, will

soon identify Edinburgh with the town of Leith ; and, in

general calculations, they arc even now mcluded toge-

ther. The following observations, however, are restricted

to the former.

The length of Edinburgh, from cast to west, is be-

tween a mile and a half and two miles ; the breadth is

about the same ; and the circuit is calculated at eight

miles. Its general site may be described as on three ele-

vations ; the centre of the city standing on a high nar-

row ridge, declining towards the east, from a lofty pre-

cipitous rock, on each side of which are two vallies, one
entirely occupied by buildings, the other partly so, but

chiefly consisting of a marsh, nearly dry in summer.
This marsh, which is 200 feet below the top of the rock,

is crossed by a bridge 1270 feet long, of five arches ; by
an immense earthen mound of great breadth and depth;
and also by an intermediate mound of smaller dimensions,
all to the north. The buildings to the soutli of the city,

independently of other communications, are connected
by another bridge of 22 arches, with more level ground,
on which the city is extended. Only one of these arch-
es, 30 feet wide, is visible ; the rest being fronted by
houses, of which they form a part. The span of the

larger arches of the first, or North Bridge, is 72 feet,

and the height to the top of the parapet 68 ; but the arch-

es and piers occupy only 310 feet of the whole 1270,
which partly form a street. From thence, the city, to

the north, occupies a slight elevation, which soon be-

comes a gradual declivity down to the sea. Edinlnirgh
is thus divided, by the North Bridge and Earthen
Mounds, into two parts, known by tlie distinguishing ap-

pellations of the Old and New Town: liie former has

been built from all difl'erent periods down to tlie present

t]ay, with little order or regularity; but the latter, being
altogether of modern erection, and formed after a cer-

tain determinate plan, e.\hibits an elegant assemblage of

edifices, disposed in ample streets and spacious siiuares.

This portion of the city is the residence of the better class

of inhabitants, though not exclusively; for some part of

the old town, to the south, also consists of modern build-

ings, equally commodious.
The two principal streets in the Old Town intersect

each other at right angles: first, the High Street, which
stretches from the castle to the abbey, 5570 feet, under
different names; and secondly, a street, commencing at

the Register Office, and termir»ating in St Patrick's

Square, after also passing by diflercnt names, of nearly
the same extent. From the High Street, which occu-
pies the elevated ridge, numerous lanes diverge on cither
side down the declivity; and some arc so steep as to re-
quire steps for the security of passengers. There arc
three principal streets in the New Town; Frincc's
Street, George's Street, and Queen's Street uniting with
York Place. The first is 4110 feet long by 100 broad;
the second 2640 by 115; and the third 4440 by luO.
These principal streets, and others which, now in pro-
gress, will soon merit the same denomination, are inter-

sected at right angles in several places, by wide cross
streets. George's Street terminates in a s(|uare at cither
extremity ; and there are on each side two subordinate
parallel streets. Rose Street and Thistle Street, 30 feel

in width, and extending half a mile.

There are few squares in this city, considering its

magnitude ; and of these, the principal arc, George's
Square, in the Old Town, which measures 665 feet by
510 ; and St Andrew's and Charlotte Square in the New-
Town. There arc several, however, such as St James's,
St Patrick's, and Nicholson's sc]uare, of smaller dimen-
sions ; but the inequality of the ground, the width of the
streets, and the salubrity of the atmosphere, render the
want of squares a less sensible defect. From many
points of the city, the most \aried and delightful pro-
spect is commanded, cither in ranges of hills, distant

mountains, or verdant fields, bounded by a beautiful
river, which is traversed by numerous vessels.

Almost the whole city is built of fair huwn stone,

from inexhaustible quarries in the neighbourhood ; and
the houses are covered with slates. The New Town is

invariably so; and the front of all the buildings in the
principal and cross streets are fenced with neat iron rail-

ing. Here they arc less commodious than the exterior

would indicate ; but the high price of grounil-rcnt obli-

ges the arthiiict to seek that -..ccommodalion in altitude

which would bo more conveniontly disposed in surface.

Thus two stories arc sometimes sunk below the level of
the street. Ground-rents are in many places 10/., 20/.,

or even nearly 30/., lor the site of the house and a small
plot behind it; and the price of the best houses is 2000/.,

3000/., or 4000/. The yearly lent of such is from lOo/.

to 160/. or more. In the Old Town, on the other lianti,

the houses being for the most part crowded together,

their inhabitants are deprived of many conveniences
found in more modern edifices. Fic(|uently they

rise to a great height, being five, six, or seven stories

from the street; and there arc even instances of some
houses consisting, on one side, of eleven or fourteen sto-

ries, each of which is inliahitcd by a different funiily.

But this uncommon structure is owing to the sudden de-

clivity of the bank on which they are founded.
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Edinburgh is a remarkably beautiful city, not only

from its situation, but from tUewiillli ol the streets, par-

ticularly of the nioilcrn part, the regularity of architec-

ture, and the colour of the stone employed in the buikl-

jnjjs. Nor is its general appearance less sini^ular, Irom

lofty edifices on a hie;li ridge, overlooliiiiu; those which

occupy the lower grounds; from the two bridges, with-

out water to either; and the immense mound connecting

the difterent divisions of the city. The magnitude of

this may truly be the subject of admiration, especially

considering the few years in which it has been produced.

The Earthen Mound is 960 feet in length, 188 feet

broad at the first opening to the north in the wall travers-

ing it ; and, at the same place, about 100 in perpendicular

height, but somewhat more at the opposite extremity.

It is composed almost entirely of the rubbish excavated

from the foundation of the iiouses in the New-Town,

since the year ir83. An enormous quantity of earth has

sunk into'the marsh below, and the whole is still yield-

ing, from the accumulated pressure.

The most striking object, on approaching this city, is

tl)c Castle, perched on a lofty isolated rock, elevated on

three sides from a level plain. Part of it, especially on

the north, is absolutely perpendicular, or somewhat over-

hanging the base, to the height of 150 or 200 feet; but

to render the rest still more inaccessible, we read, that

the governor who held it for the adherents of Mary,

took pains to " pare away the green grass" that had

taken a slender root in the fissures of the rock. Of old,

the castle was certainly a place of great strength, and it

lias stood many tedious sieges; but, being commanded
by ground within the range of artillery, its importance in

modern warfare is much diminished. Etymologists have

found equal difliculty in the derivation of Castrum ^la-

tum, the Maiden Castle, or Edinburgh ; but it seems

more generally admitted to have been from Edwin, the

Northumbrian potentate, in the seventh century ; and that

the town, gradually seeking protection under its walls,

thence received the name of Edwinesburg, by which it

M'as anciently known. The castle is now separated from
the city by a vacant regular acclivity, 350 feet long, and

nearly as broad, which has lately been supported by a

strong wall, sunk several feet below the level. Its en-

trance is by a drawbridge, which is raised every night,

over a wide dry ditch, and guarded by strong palisades

^vithout, where the heaviest ordnance on the batteries

may be pointed. Different gates within open into a wind-

ing way, which ascends to various ediiices, for stores,

barracks, or other purposes; and the grooves, from
which two portcullises descended, still denote the obsta-

cles opposed to an assailing enemy. The suifaceofthe
rock, extending to six or seven acres, is disposed in bat-

teries, or for the accommodation of troops, and what is

requisite for a garrison; and the highest part, up long

flights of stairs, consists of a square, which is used as a
parade. A deep draw-well is on the higher part of the
castle; but as the water recedes with the firing of can-

non, it becomes a precarious resource : and there are in-

stances of the besieged being obliged to resort to a well
without the ramparts, which, on one occasion, an enemy
poisoned, and thus forced them to surrender. To sup-
ply this defect, a capacious cistern has been erected,

which is filled by pipes brought into the castle from a
reservoir at a distance. There are numerous cannon on
the walls, whose signals have long been devoted to fes-

tivities only ; and there is a small armoury, which, when
full, can contain 30,000 stand of arms. It is said that

2000 men can be accotnmodated in the castle. Part of
the barracks are of recent erection, and by an injudicious

and inconsistent style of architecture, have materially

impaired the grand and imposing aspect which this for-

tress presented. King James the Sixth of Scotland, un-

der whom the island of Britain became one empire, was
born here in a small square apartment in the south east

part of the castle. The date of his birth is painted on
the wall, also the royal arms of Scotland in good preser-

vation, and some indifferent verses written under them.
In a late examination, no date older than 1565 could any
where be observed. At the time of the Union, the Scot-

tish regalia were deposited with much solemnity in a

room with strong grated windows ; and the door, which
enters from a staircase, is also strongly secured, though
not built up. Whether they still remain is uncertain ;

but most probably prudential reasons have long ago led

to their destruction or removal. They were too danger-
ous insignia of royalty to lie within the reach of the dis-

affected during the rebellions of the preceding century.

Towards its close, however, a vague report having ari-

sen, that part of the records of the kingdom were con-

tained in the same rooiri, a warrant to search it was issued

from the office of the secretary of state, addressed to

several individuals holding high official situations here.

Nothing was found but an old chest covered with dust;

and doubts being started by one of the deputation,

whether the words of the warrant contained authority to

go farther than simple inspection of the room, the search
was abandoned, and an opportunity of ascertaining the

fact, not likely to recur, was lost.

The history of the castle of Edinburgh would be an
abbreviated history of the kingdom. Contending fac-

tions anxiously sought possession of it, and its fall was
usually followed by that of the metropolis. Of old it was
a royal residence, more particularly in those unsettled

periods, when strength constituted the chief security of

individuals.

The Abbey of Holyrood, however, at the opposite ex-
tremity of the city, was the principal abode of the kings
of Scotland for several centuries preceding the union of
the crowns ; even during the rebellion, it was occupied
by the last descendant of the Stuarts; but it has never
been visited by any sovereign of the house of Hanover.
This abbey was originally founded in 1 128 by David I. in

commemoration of his escape from danger, while hunting

in the neighbouring forests, and endowed with ample re-

venues. But we know that he dwelt in the castle, and
that it was not until the time of his successor James V.
in the sixteenth century, that adjoining buildings render-

ed it a royal palace. Only the walls of the abbey re-

main: the eastern window, which was an elegant rem-
nant of Gothic architecture, yielded to an extraordinary

tempest in the year 1795. The remainder has long been

in a state of progressive decay. James VI. is said to

have repaired and embellished the church, at the same
time providing it with an organ, a throne for the sove-

reign, and twelve stalls for the knights of the thistle. But
the mob, in abhorrence of popery, immediately after-

wards broke in, and, in the fervour of their zeal, com-
mitted greater devastation than was wont to be done by

a public enemy. Their ravages being repaired at a con-

siderable interval, a new roof of ponderous flag-stones

was raised upon the walls, which speedily appeared very

insufficient to bear it. The impending danger was com-
municated to the Barons of Exchequer, but no measures
having been taken to prevent it, the roof fell in during?
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tTie year 1768, since which time the abbey itself has been
a total ruin. It was the royal cemetery ofold, and also a

place of sepulture for distinguished persons. James V.
his queen, and several of their children and successors,

were entombed here. A vault, containing the body of

the king, was visited by some curious and intelligent

persons, in the year 1683, when they found it coloured
black, from the balsam in the cofhn resembling melted
pitch. He died in the year 1542, but hair still seemed
to be on the head. There was also a coffin containing

the body of Queen Magdalen, who died immediately
on landing in Scotland in 1537. Tliat of James was
in wood, encircled by another coffin of lead. But when
the roof fell in 1768, the sepulchres were violated, and
the chapel again ransacked by the mob. Arnot in his

History relates, that between the years 1776 and 1779,

the leaden coffin ofJames V. and some others, were sto-

len. " The head of Queen Magdalen, which was then

entire, and even beautiful, and the skull of Uarnley,

were also stolen." Several bones of enormous size, re-

puted to be those of this nobleman, the husband of Ma-
i"y, were lately exhibited, as also a body called that of a

Countess of Roxburghe, converted to a mummy. The
entrance to the vaults containing these relics, was built

up within these few years, so that the dead can be dis-

turbed no longer. Most of the area of the church is now
covered with rubbish ; but on examining parts of the

pavement, figured stones, with inscriptions of conside-

rable antiquity, may be discovered. It is still used,

though on rare occasions, for the sepultures of different

families and their connections. On the exterior, two
coats armorial, with supporters of great antiquity, are vi-

sible, though much defaced by time.

The palace itself is a large quadrangular edifice of
hewn stone, with a court within, surrounded by a piazza.

The west front, which extends 230 feet in length, con-

sists of two lofty double circular towers at each angle,

connected by a lower building, ornamented above by a

double balustrade ; and in the centre is a porch, which
is the principal entrance, with stone columns, " sup-
porting a cupola in form of an imperial crown."
Above the entrance are the arms of Scotland, as borne
previous to the Union ; and within are the same arms as

borne after it. A small garden is before the east front,

which is of modern architecture.

In this palace, there is a gallery 1 50 feet long, by
2ti wide, and 1 8 feet high, containing portraits of all

She Scottish kings, from the reputed time of Fergus.
But few or none are gen\iine, although some may be
topics of originals; and we are told that a Dutch artist,

named De Witt, was employed to make the collection.

A great desire that the nation should I'emount to extra-

ordinary antiquity, has always prevailed in Scotland

;

and it appears that, amidst the pageantry exhibited to

Charles I. by the University of Edinburgh in 1633, at

his public entry, there were portraits of 109 kings in

Scotland : the number in Holyrood-house is said to be
only 111. Mercury was there represented bringing up
Fergus I. in suitable attire, " who delivered to his Ma-
jesty a very grave speech, containing many precious ad-

vices to his royal successor." This gallery is now used
at the election of the sixteen peers of Scotland to repre-
sent their order in Parliament; and during the residence

of the princes of the house of Bourbon and the French
noblesse, mass was sometimes performed in it. There
are some other pictures in the palace, particularly one
of Charles I. and his Queen, and several old portraits.

The bed-chamber occupied by the unfortunate Mary,
with her own bed, now advancing to decay, are still to

be seen; also a cabinet where her secretary, David R'lZ-

zio, was seized in her presence, dragged lurtii and as-
sassinated. The credulous are taught to believe that
his blood yet stains the floor of the adjoining apart-
ment.

The Duke of Hamilton, who is heritable keeper of
the i)alace, has a considerable jiart of it allotted for his

accommodation, and it is now occupied by his family.

Other noblemen have suites of apartments, and also dif-

ferent persons who have mterest to procure a dwelling
here. A large portion of the whole underwent conipltie

repair about twenty years ago, when the French princes
sought an asylum in it after the revolution.

The precincts of llolyrood-house, embracing a cir-

cuit of about three miles, including the King's Park,
Arthur's Seat, and Salisbury Craigs, afford a sanctuary
to debtors. Thus there are constantly a number of per-
sons either insolvent, or who have experienced sudden
reverses which they hope to retrieve, resident in houses
of mean appearance within the boundary. A jurisdiction

is exercised over them by an officer, called the bailie of
the abbey, who is always appointed from some of the
law department ; and there is a prison pertaining to the
abbey, in which they may be confined for debts contract-

ed there, or offences against the inhabitants. The pri-

vilege of sanctuary is strictly linutcd to civil debts. No
protection is afforded for breaches of the peace, or
crimes of any description. There is a similar sanctuary
i.i Edinburgh, within the precincts formerly appropria-
ted for the royal mint ; but here the period of protec-

tion from arrest is understood to subsist only during 24
hours.

The situation of no two edifices in the same city can
be more opposite than that of the castle and the abbey ;

the one on a high precipitous insulated rock, the other
on a plain, surrounded in a manner by hills: yet they
are equally picturesque, equally denoting their respec-
tive purposes of strength for warfare, and retirement for

tranquillity.

The metropolitan church is dedicated to St Giles:
but history has not preserved the reasons which induced
the citizens to choose a Saint of Greek extraction for

their patron. Nevertheless, he was held in high vene-
ration ; and a person of some consequence, who, in the
fifteenth century, presented a relic, part of his arm, to

the community, was rewarded with the piivilege of hear-

ing it at all public processions. But so versatile are the
opinions of men, that the safety of the city was endan-
gered in the subsequent century by the anxiety of the

nmltitude to tear the picture of their tutelar saint from
the standards, and demolish his image wherever it could
be found. All the relics, the sacred utensils of gold and
silver belonging to the church, and the rich vestments
of velvet and bi-ocade serving for the priesthood, were
then seized on, and sold for the puljlic behoof. This
church is an ancient Gothic building, known to have
stood since the fourteenth century, and now forms tho

north side of the Parliament-square. The dimensions
of the fabric are 206 feet in length, 1 10 feet broad at the

west end, 76 at the cast, and 129 in the middle. A
square tower rises from the centre, surmounted by in-

tersecting arches, forming an imperial crown, with pin-

nacles from the curvatures, and a spire above the whole,
161 feet in height Four separate places of worship are

contained within, which go by different names, but the
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casicm is the largebt, and best deserving attention, con-

sisting of cloisters with liigh pointed arches, and a lofty

roof. Rude monuniciital sculptures, almost ehaccd,

ma) be seen on the pavement below, and on the roof in-

scriptions of considerable antiquily at the junction of the

arches. Here there is a seal for the royal family, wliich

is occupied by the coniinissioiicr to the General Assem-

bly of the Ciuircli of Scotland, as representing the king.

The judges of the Court of Session, the barons of Ex-

chequer, and the mai<istrales of the city, also sit here,

where they appear with their insignia of office. James

Earl of Murr.iy, Regent of Scotland, who zealously pro-

moted the Reformation, is entombed within the walls of

the church; and also Napier of Merchiston, the cele-

brated inventor of logarillims. In common with other

sacred edifices, it was formerly used as a cemetery, and

whole cart loads of bones, disturbed by the successive

reparations which the church fabric has undergone, have

been removed to other places of repose. Around it also

was a burying-ground, in which the remains of John

Knox, the gieat Scottish reformer, were deposited.

In the steeple of St Giles, there is a set of music bells,

©r carillons, which are played during an hour every

forenoon; and a family performing the oidinary office of

beadle, finds a dwelling somewhere in the recesses on

the top of the church.

An aisle of this building is appropriated for the use of

the General Assembly, which meets a few days in the

month of May : other parts are devoted to a police office,

and the accommodation of a Serjeant's guard. Its tmi-

formity is greatly impaired by every successive altera-

tion; as in one place is to be seen an attempt to restore

or preserve the original architecture, which in another

undergoes partial demolition; while a third presents

what is altogether discordant with both.

The church of St Giles became a cathedral in 1633,

an the restoration of Episcopacy, when Edinburgh was
first constituted a bishop's see.

Another church, of which the history can be better

traced, was founded by Mary of Gueldres, widow of
James II. soon after his decease, and is called the Tri-
nity College Church. It occupies jiart of the valley on
the north of the city, and although unfinished, is an edi-

fice of the most genuine antiquity in Edinburgh. The
original object of the pious founder was to endow a

collegiate church for " a provost, eight chaplains, two
boys; as also an hospital for the maintenance of thir-

teen paupers, and two clerks, who should be subser-
vient to the direction of the provost." The interior

now presents a dull and gloomy aspect : it contains no
striking monument of antiquily; and although the
foundress lies interred in one of the aisles, her place
of sepulture is unmarked by any memorial. Tiie hos-
pital which stood south-east of the church having be-
come ruinous, was transferred to a more convenient
situation.

There are no other ancient churches now extant in

Edinburgh, of many thai were once devoted to religi-

ous purposes. Perhaps the oldest of all was St Cuth-
bert's, near the base of the castle rock, which is men-
tioned in the earliest records; but it was renewed a few
years ago, in a plain modern building, capable of con-
taining a large congregation, and decorated with a spire.
It stands on very low ground, amidst an extensive ce-
metery.

The churches of older erection in the city are the
Greyfriars, Canongate, and Tron Church. The first of

these stands near a spot that was the site of a mohas*
tcry of the same name, and contains two places of wor-
ship under one roof. A cemetery, equally extensive as

the former, environs it, wherein are many monuments,
recording the existence of celebrated characters. Al-
though this cemetei7 was probably used as such by the

monks, it was not appropriated to leceive the bodies of

deceased citizens until the year 1561 ; and about 1612,

the church called Old Greyfriars was erected. The
New Greyfriars church adjoining, was built in 1721.

Must of the children maintained in pulilic hospitals sit

in these churches, under the care of their respective in-

structors.

In the earlier part of the 17th century, a fund seems
to have been raised by voluntary contribution, for the

purpose of erecting a cliurch dciiicated to Cnrist, which
was founded near the castle, on the site of the present

reservoir. But soon afterwards, the materials were
transferred to a more convenient situation, and what is

now called the Tron Church founded in 1637. In the

year 1644, 16,000 pounds of copper were purchased in

Holland to cover the roof; but tiiis design being alter-

ed, lead and slates were substituted m its place. The
whole exterior was lately renewed, and is at present a
neat plain edifice, with a steeple and a clock. It ap-
pears that, in 1641, it was dedicated to Christ and the

church, by the citizens of Edinburgh.
In the year 1647, Margaret Ker, Lady Yester, daugh.^

ter of the first Earl of Lothian, founded a church, op-
posite to which the Royal Infirmary has since been
erected. She not only gave a sutlicient sum to the com-
munity to complete the building, but liberally devoted
a farther endowment to provide for the clergyman.
The chui-ch was finished in 1055 ; but a few years ago
it was taken down, and a handsome edifice, after the

antique, built almost exactly on the same site. It stands

amidst a small cemetery, wherein patients dying in the

infirmary arc interred.

The chapel in the abbey seems to have been resorted

to, subsequent to the Reformation in 1560, as a place of

public worship. But when King James VII. restored it

to its original purpose, for the exercise of the Roman
Catholic religion, the protestants were necessarily ex-
cluded. However, the inconvenience was not of long
subsistence, for Thomas Moodie, a merchant of Edin-
burgh, having given 1 100/. sterling, to be employed in

building a church, his design was carried into effect by
the royal mandate in 16S8, and the Canongaie church
erected. It is a heavy edifice, has the end fronting the

street, and stands amidst a large cemetery.
There are two churches for the established religion,

entirely of mode rn erection, in the New Town; the one
dedicated to St Andrew, the other to St George. This
relic of Popish superstition, the dedication of every new
church to a saint, is singular in a country where no-

thing but strict Presbyterian forms are recognized by
the legislature. The former, St Andrew's church, is

an oval building 87 feet by 64 of internal capacity. A
handsome poitico fronting the street, is supported by
four columns of the Corinthian order, from which springs

a spire, executed in good taste, 168 feet high. The
churcn is lighted by two rows of windows, and a gallery

runs along two-thirds of the wall ; but the extreme plain-

ness of the whole, which is entirely void of relief or de-

coration, gives a mean aspect to an edifice which would
otherwise ha\ e been both elegant and ornamental.

St George's church presents a front of 112 feet t©
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Charlotte-square, with a porUco, supported by four Io-

nic columns, 33 feet high, inciuding llie capitals. They
are elevated on an extensive flight of steps, forminij the

entrance to the church, wliicli is 128 feet in extreme
Avidth, and can accommodate 1600 persons. A great

dome rises from a basement 48 feet square, behind tlie

portico, above wliich is a circular row of colunuis, with

their entablature and balustrade, surmounted by the

upper compartments of the dome. The whole is crown-

ed by a lantern, with a cross, 160 feet above the ground;

and produces a fine effect when viewed from dificrent

parts of the city or the avenues approaching; it. This

church was erected at the expense of above 30,000/. and

opened for divine service on the 5th of June 1814.

These are the principal churches for exercise of the

established religion. There are besides, in connection

with the establishment, a chapel of ease, which stands

amidst a small cemetery on the south side of the town,

belonging to the parish of St Cutl>bcrl's, and erected

in 1737; another built l)y Lady Glcnorchy in 1773; and

two others connected with the Canongatc.

A number of the citizens of Edinburgh are very im-

pel fectly acquainted with the Englisli language, from

being Highlanders by birth. These are chielly among
the lower ranks, and their usual communications are in

Gaelic only. Two places are appropriated for public

worship in that language; one near the Grass market,

and the other close to the college.

But many inhabitants of tiiis city professing other

modes of worship, there are various churches and cha-

pels in different parts of the city for their accommodation.

Of these, the chief for the Episcopalians is what is com-
monly called the Cowgate cha|)cl, a plain building,

which, though in a very unfavourable situation, stands

apart from other buildings. The dimensions without arc

90 feet by 75. It has a good organ made by Snctzlcr
;

some paintings; and is decorated with a steeple of mo-
derate height, provided with a bell said to have formerly

belonged to the chapel royal of Holyrood-house. It was

founded in the year 1771. Another chapel, dedicated to

St Guorge, was built in Queen Street in 1794, after a

design in Gothic architecture, Ijy Mr Robert Adam;
and Charlotte chapel, a building in which nothing but

simplicity seems to have been studied, was still more
recently erected in the vicinity of Charlotte Square.

There are other three Episcopal chapels; one in Hox-
^>urgh Place, another in Blackfriars Wynd, and another

in Carubber's Close.

An elegant Roman Catholic chapel is nearly complet-

ed, in place of the one which was burrit in tiie year I7S0.

The purest Gotliic architecture is studied here; the

door enters by a pointed arch supported on columns, and

the windows are also pointed above. Pinnacles, accord-

ing to the antique, rise from tlic front, wiiich is to the

cast, and produce a line eftect to those who admire the

> stile adopted. This chapel we believe is aljout .100 feet

long, by 32 in breadth; it stands a little to the south of

Tork Place, with an end front to the street.

There are three meeting houses belonging to the An-
tiburghers, four to the Burghers, three to the Relief,

two to the Independents, hvc to the Baptists, one to the

Caniernnians, one to the Quakers, one to the Methodists,

one to the Bereans, one to the Glassites, one to the Uni-

tarians. There being only four Jews in Edinburgh, they

cannot hold a synagogue.
Edinburgh is the seat of a presbytery of the same

name : it is also the place where the Synod of Lothian

Vol. VIII. Part I.

and Tweddalc, and the General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland, meet for ecclesiastical business.

After the cdifiQcs devoted to sacred purposes, Ihosp
which next claim altciition arc the buildings aiipropriat-

ed for some of the judicial establishments abouiKling in

this city. A great irregular pile, partly old and partly

new, in the Parliament Square, serves for accommo-
dating the supreme courts of justice. In the year 1632,
a building for reception of the Scottish Parliament was
commenced, and finished in 1640, which con.stitutcs a

large portion of it. This consists of one extensive hall,

122 feet in length by 49 in width, and not less than 40
feel liigh ; the inner roof, of a polygonal figure, of massy
oak timbers, ornamented with gilding, and supported
by abutments projecting from liic wall. There is a very

large modern window at one end, besides others at the

side for admission of light. It is lilted up with benches
for different judges, and accommodation for the public,

being now converted to a couit room; and in a niche there

is a statue of white marble of Duncan Forbes of CuUo-
den, wno was long president of the court of session. A
stranger would, at first sight, conceive it impossible to

conduct business amidst tlie apparent bustle and confu-

sion which prevail in this large aparlmciU, called the

outer-house. Sometimes four barristers are pleading at

a time before four difi'cient judges ; attornies are forcing

tlieir way through a crowd almost impenetrable, in quest

of counsel already too late for impatience in dispatching-

causes; conversations are carrying on, criers vociferat-

ing names, and a universal murmur pervading- tlie re-

motest corner. Yet such is the force of habit, that many
may be seen quietly studying their papers, while otller.^

are engaged in consultations, or the judge gives delibe-

rate decisions without the slightest inconvenience.

At each side of the outer-house are two chambers^
each about 40 feet square, with a gallery, and a lofty

roof, called the inner-house, where the remainder of

the supreme ci\-il and criminal court sit in judgment.
The court of session, the former of these, consists of

fifteen judges, who sit in two divisions since the year

1808; previous to which there was such an accuniulalioii

of business, that the road to justice was totally obstruct-

ed. Vela great ])ortion of the evil, perhaps, arose less

from the multiplicity of judges called on to decide in

each cause, than from the mode in which the procedure
was conducted; for had the regulations of court been
rigidly enforced, and some skilful, energetic, and up-

riglit person been sought out to preside, the court might
possibly have remained entire. But there were exam-
ples of judges retaining papers a whole year in their

possession without pronouncing a decision; and after

judgment was pronounced, it has been known, that it,

was allowed to be objected to aljovc thirty times succes-

sively, for the purpose of delay. Besides the interest

of the agent and the client were at direct variance: the

advantage of tlie one consisted in protracting the suit,

the safety of the other in bringing it to a close; and Iroin.

the combination of these and other causes, the supreme
court entirely lost the confidence of the public. The
late division of the judges in 1808, has been attended

with infinite benefit; many cxciilent regulations hi've

been successively made, and although others seem ob-

jectionable from not protecting litigants against expense,

justice is undoubtedly more speedily and equitably :«!•

ministered. Tiie public confidence is restored, ami if

care be taken in tho selection of liberal and enlightened

men to fill the scat of justice, it will not likely be again

U
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impaired. By a st.-vtuio, iu 1810, p.o cause, iiuolvinp; a

smalU-r inlciJst tlian 25/., can be bioiiKhl oiii^iually into

the court of session, unless by appeal from an interior

jmlicatiire; and every cause is first dccideil by a single

judge in the outer-house, on oral or written pleadini^s.

The party dissatisfied may then carry it before cither di-

vision of' the inner-house within 21 days, where all the

proceedings arc printed, or if pleadings follow, it is on

printed pampers. Both panics having stated their case,

which is deliberately decided, he who is dissatisfied, may

bring the whole matter again under review of the same

division within an interval of 21 days. If now unsuccess-

ful, his onlv remedy lies in an appeal to the House of

Peers. Tlius, the systematic arrangements practised

here, are admirably adapted for the administration of the

laws.

The supreme civil court sits only 1 1 2 days in the year,

infinitely loo short a period for discharging- the public

service; and there is an absolute cessation of duty in the

determination of causes already brought into court dur-

ing four months at a time. Thus, any one who submits

his case to trial here, cannot expect a final decision in

less than two years, especially if the matter be contested.

The number of causes brought annually into court in

every shape, is about 2500 on an average of four years;

but it has of late decreased, partly from the exclusion of

sums bclou 25/., partly from the pressure of the times;

and in the year terminating 12th July 1814, when these

observations were written, there have been 2485. Thus,

the number for 1808 being 2867, the decrease is nearly

400. Of the wliole number, scarcely a half are the sub-

ject of protracted litigation. On a gross calculation, not

less than 400 causes have been decided in one chamber of

the inner-house within the time now alluded to, a year;

and the course of that prcccriure has occupied about

20,000 printed pages in quarto. But there is some pre-

ponderance of business in this chamber. The expence
of litigation is consideralile; it costs each party, to be

once heard, at least six guineas. If both unite in desir-

ing a decision, either believing himself right, a debt of

30/. may, perliaps, be established for 15/. to each. If

the case goes farther, and is taken to the inner-house on

printed papers, the costs under tlie same circumstances

are not less than 30/. From that they may amount to

200/., 300/., or 500/., according to the spirit of litiga-

tion by which the parties are animated. Much depends,
however, on the attornies who manage the suit.

One of the chambers of the Parliament House affords

accommodation to the supreme criminal court in the

trial of offences; but it proves inconvenient, from having
no entrance, except through the other chamber and
outer-house. This court consists of a lord-justice-ge-

neral, a sinecure office, which is to be abolished; a lord-

justice-clerk, who presides in the second division of the

civil court; and five lords of justiciary, who are always
appointed from among the lords of session. Great so-

lemnity prevails in the proceedings of the court; so great,

that an ordinary spectator could not credit that it is com-
posed of the same materials as the court of session;

but the source of it must be sought in the impression felt

by the public, on beholding a person in hazard of life or
liberty. The sederunt of the court is at no definite pe-

riod, but according to the commission of crimes, whicli
are but of rare occurrence; for not more than five indi-

viduals suffer capital punishment throughout all Scotland
in a year. The judges, however, travel through the
country to try crimes twice annually. Their sentences

are not subject to review by parliament, as those of the

civil court ; but no capital sentence can be inflicted with-

in 30 days of its date south of the River Forth, or 40
days north of it, in order to give time for an application

for the royal mercy. The judges wear crimson silii

robes, faced with ermine.

A new structure, 150 feet in length, and two stories

high, fronting the High Street, proceeds from the north

end of the Parliament House, from which communica-
tions enter into it. The under story is designed to con-

tain a hall for the writers to the signet, accommodation
for their library, and some offices connected with their

establislmient. The next story consists of a room or

gallery, 136 feet long by 39 in width, with a lofly roof,

through which it is partly lighted, for receiving a library

belonging to the faculty of advocates. There are also

two smaller apartments on the same floor, and two lob-

bies below, one <jf which is to be reserved as an en-

trance for tiie advocates to tlie Parliament House, and a

place for attiring themselves in their proper costume.
Tliis body has been particularly favoured by govern-
ment in the part of the new buildings allotted for them.
The writers to tlie signet paid 5000/. for accommodation
in the ground floor; the advocates contributed ground
worth only 2000/. or 3000/., for a site to the edifice, and
the portion they receive, though perhaps not so well

adapted for use as a detached structure would have been,

is estimated at 10,000/. or 12,000/. Some years ago, the

buildings for accommodating the courts of law, certain

public officers, and persons in confinement, being found
inadequate for their respective purposes, the defect was
proposed to be remedied by considerable additions to the

Parliament Flouse. Plans and estimates were accord-

ingly prepared, by which it appeared that the whole
would amount to 51,000/. However, it was about the

same time discovered, that a fund which had long before

been appropriated for the salaries of the judges, of later

years ceased to be directed into that channel, and then

amounted by accumulations to about 30,000/.; therefore,

above half the expence could at once be defrayed. A
bill was precipitately carried through parliament, chiefly

founded on the opinions of individuals; and this enor-

mous irregular pile of building has now arisen. But in

completing it, the architect has found it necessary to de-

stroy the original front of the Parliament House, to make
way for a piazza, forming part of the plan. Perhaps,

this is to be regretted, for it was not only ornamental,

but intimately corresponded with the interior, setting

aside the expence of that part of the structure from
which no material use can be derived.

Immediately adjoining to the Parliament House, and
forming part of the new buildings, are several apartments
for accommodating the court of exchequer, and a variety

of offices under their conlroul, chiefly connected with

the revenue. The piincipal of these is a court-room,

approaching a semicircular figure, with a handsome
figured stucco roof, commodiously fitted up for exche-
quer trials. Other apartments are called the treasury

chambers, where the barons of exchequer, who are five

in number, sit as lords of the treasury, or determine
causes without a jury; and various offices fill the whole
building, undt r diff'erent denominations. The meetings

of this court are held during short terms, four times in

the year; but one of the barons is frequently present in

the course of the vacations, to oversee and regulate such
matters as may be necessary for the public interest. In

some of the offices there is a great accumulation of busi-
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uess, and a subdivision into subordinate depailments
would probably be attended with benefit.

Edinburgh is a royal borout^h, and tlie maj^istracy,

collectively called the town coinicil, consists of 33 mem-
bers, viz. a provost, four bailies, a dean of guild, and
treasurer, and the same officers of the preceding year,

under the designation of old provost, old bailies, old

dean of guild, old treasurer, three merchant councillors,

two trades councillors, six ordinary and eight extraordi-

nary council deacons. AH are elected annually ; but

the provost may be re-elected a second year ; the old

provost, bailies, dean of guild, and treasurer, are one
degree lower in rank than the officiating magistrates of

this name, but precede the rest, and are elected as a

matter of course, after their own oflice expires. There
are fifteen incorporated trades, fourteen of which have
an interest in sending a member to the town council, and
the council return a representative to parliament. The
principal magistrates wear robes on public occasions

;

also gold chains always while in office, and the provost

has a sword and mace borne before him. At present his

office is more of a ministerial than a judicial nature ; but
by strict law, the jurisdiction of the magistrates extends
to all crimes, except treason, committed within the city

and liberties. In the year 1601, an offender was tried be-

fore one of the bailies, at Leith, for stealing a quantity of

grain by means of false keys, and sentenced to have his

hands tied behind his back, and to be immediately car-

ried out the harbour and drowned. Similar examples
are of more recent date, and not long ago, the magis-
trates were accustomed to banish a culprit without trial

by jury, which is a greater exercise of power than be-

longs to the supreme criminal court of Scotland. With-
in the city, the provost takes precedence of the officers

of state, and all nobility ; he is, ex officio, lord lieuten-

ant of the city, and colonel of the town guard. His sa-

lary is 500/. per annum, and 300/. more to defray the

ex pence of entertainments.

The bailies preside by rotation during a month, in a

court called the bailie court, for trying inconsiderable

causes, at which time they are assisted by an assessor,

who is a lawyer by profession, and has a small salary

annexed to the office. The dean of guild has an ex-
tensive jurisdiction. He inspects the weights and mea-
sures used in the city : he restrains the citizens from
erecting buildings, or making alterations on their pro-

perty to tlie detriment of the public, witjiout being de-

liberately considered ; and those tliat are ruinous, he

orders to be examined by a jury of fifteen tradesmen,

and pulled down.
The revenues of the city are itianaged by a chamber-

lain or factor, whose regular salary amounts to 600/. per

annum.
Part of the Royal Exchange has been lately fitted up

to accommodate the various offices and departments ne-

cessary for the town council. This building was de-

vised for the resort of merchants, and founded in the

year 175 3, on the northern bank of the ridge whereon
the piincipal street of the Old Town is situated. From
the great declivity, the back wall of tlie edifice is at

least 100 feet high, while the front is only GO. The
main body of tlie building is 1 1 1 feet long by 51 in

breadth, the south front of a piazza projects, with four

Corinthian pilasters, supporting a pediment, with the

arms of the city sculptured in stone above. Within
there is a spacious staircase, and the entrance is tliiougli

a porch into a paved court.

There are many inferior judicatories in this city, of
which very few arc accommodated in public buildings
specially appropriated for thut purpose ; such as tlic

commissary court, a remnant of ecclesiastical jurisdic-
tion, for trial of inarriages and divorce, as also actions
of scandal or defamation ; an admiralty court for trial

of cases purely maritime ; and a sherifl'-court, where
almost every (juestion occurring within the county may
be brought under discussion. One of the most lauda-
ble institutions is the small debt court, wherein the
justices of peace preside, and whose jurisdiction is li-

mited to cases not involving a greater interest than
5/. and the cxpence is also limited to the merest trifle,

not exceeding a crown. This court sits weekly, legal

practitioners arc excluded, and the parties state their

cause viva voce, unembarrassed by the subtleties of law.
An immediate decision takes place, from which there
is no appeal, or at least an appeal is attended with such
difficulty, that it is never resorted to. This court has
subsisted fourteen years on its present establishment

;

during which it has decided 58,510 causes, involving
an interest of 106,820/. \Ts. S^rf. therefore its decisions
are no less than 4179 annually, or about four times the
number of those given by the supreme civil court, and
the pecuniary interest of the parties is at an average
only about 1/. 16s. 6d. The benefit which it aflbrds is

therefore very great, especially on considering that it

is no charge whatever to the nation ; that the services
of the magistrates presiding are gratuitous, and the ex-
pences of their clerk and officers defrayed by the liti-

gants.

In 1805, a system of police was devised; but on trial

was found to be in many respects a system of ineffici-

ency and oppression. The obnoxious statute into which
it had been embodied was repealed, and, in 1812, a
new act, containing a variety of judicious clauses, sub-
stituted in its place. The sheriff of the county, and ma-
gistrates of the city, are constituted judges of the offen-

ces committed within their respective bounds; and they
appoint a supcrintendant of police, who is fiscal or
prosecutor on behalf of the public. A number of com-
missioners are named, under whose charge the streets

are cleaned and lighted, and they also take cognizance
of other matters connected witli the safely and comfort
of the citizens. It would be wrong to pass a decided
opinion on a system of such short endurance as the
present establishment of police ; it is undeniable, how-
ever, that the statute in general is prudently and tempe-
rately framed ; though a most important object, oecono-
my, seems to have been totally forgotten. The sum
levied from the inhabitants the fii-st year, at the rate of

7i per cent, on the house rents, which is its maxi(num,
was 22,000/. while the charge of the establishment, in-

cluding some expences not subject to renewal, was
25.930/.

There are two branches connected with the judicial

establishments of the country, which may be noiited

here, the Register Office, and the prisons of Edin-
burgh. The former is probably the most elegant edifice of
which the city can boast; it is appropriated solely for

depositation of the records of the kingdom, including
writings on whicli the interests of the indivicluil sub-
ject depends, and was erected after a de>ign of tiic el-

der Adams. It stands also in the most favourable si-

tuation of all others, being north of tlie North liiidgc,

and receding forty feet from the str< et. The buihiing

is of an oblong figure, 200 feet long in front, and UO
U 2
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feet broad; but this is the extrein? breadth, as part of a

large ciiculai- apartment, tcfminaling in a dome above,

projects IVoni beliind. Here t!\ere is a marble statue of

Kin^ Geori,'C III. executed by a female artist, the Hon.

Mrs Darner. The extremities of the front, and also

the middle, project somewhat from the body of the

buildiiii;; where two outer staircases conduct to a iand-

in^j-place: but these, by a strange inconsistency, are al-

ways shut up, and access is i^ained from behind, by two

entrances originally dcsiijned as private. There is a

small turret at each an::;lc in front; and the royal arms,

executed in a composition, appear in the middle. The
interior is divided into two stories, and a sunk story,

and two spacious stuircases lead to the chambers above.

All tlicse ihroutjhout the edifice are arched for security

ai;ainst fire, and paved ; they are of various dimensions,

but ecpial in height. The foundation of this edifice was

laid in 1774, and it has cost 40.000/. though only half

the original plan is completed; nor was that accomplish-

ed without very great embarrassment, owing to a defi-

cieiicy of funds. The total number of chambers was

intended to be ninety-seven ; but, in fact, tlie increase of

number is attended only with the convenience, that they

are longer of being filled. The quantity of writing re-

quired for every transaction in Scotland is incredible ;

more especially if connected with land, or buildings.

The acquisition of all property of this description, how-

ever inconsiderable in value, requires long and particu-

lar deeds, as they are called, of conveyance and investi-

ture ; if it is transferred again, the same must be repeat-

ed ; and if it then goes to a third person, the whole must
be renewed. Every paper given in during a law-suit,

must be preserved ; and every transaction of any impor-

tance, from safety or necessity, enters the record. The
great accumulation of writings can thence be belter figu-

red than described. Nay, it may be remarked, that un-

til lately, the successful litigant was obliged to obtain a

copy of every paper in his suit, verbatim, written af-

ter a certain form, to enable him to avail himself of his

advantage. Within these few years, some arrangements

have been made for the better preservation of the records,

and publication of the more curious and useful of older

date.

There are two prisons in Edinburgh, to which may
be added the prison of the Abbey, and one, which we
believe is no longer used, in the Calton, and Bridewell.

The principal prisons are situated in the High Street, and

in the Canongate ; but they have been devised on princi-

ples little consistent with humanity: there is no place for

exercise; no circulation of air; no conveniences which
licalth and cleanliness demand; and but few separate

rooms for prisoners, who pay certain rents, according to

the quality of accommodation. Nevertheless, it is not to

be denied, that the unfortunate debtor in Scotland enjoys

eminent privileges ; nay, in regard to criminals, the li-

berty of the subject is not to be encroached upon, ex-
cept in so far as the public security requires. Almost
from the day of confinement, the incarcerating creditor

may be compelled to provide an aliment for his debtor;

and after a month's imprisonment, tlie debtor may ob-

tuin his liberty, by surrendering all his property. Every
person accused, can insist on speedy trial, and force it

to a conclusion within 100 days. Should the judges
require further information, however, he may be re-

manded to prison. Thus, in the strictest view, there is

perhaps less necessity for conveniences, than where pro-

tracted confinement from unrelenting creditors may

ensue ; and it Is grateful to reflect, that there is a jH'o-

gressive amelioration in the state of prisoners. The
prison in the High Street was originally erected for

the joint purpose of accommodating the parliment of
Scotland, and the supreme courts, and for the restraint

of debtors and imalefactors : the last has been its only
use since 1641. The better class of debtors are con-
fined in the Canongate jail, which was built in the reign
of James VI.; and sometimes, tx s/icciali gratia, indi-

viduals sentenced to confinement by the Court of Jus-
ticiary ; as in a late instance of a naval officer, who
imfortunatcly killed a seaman. On very recently in-

specting the prison in the High Street, we found, not-

withstanding all its disadvantages, that much attention

was paid to the comforts of the prisoners. Cleanliness
was particularly studied ; all the ventilation was giveii

which the edifice would admit, and the prisoners were
treated with great humanity. Their number amount-
ed to forty ; but the average throughout the year is

about forty-five ; of these not above a fourth were
debtors, the remainder being confined on accusation
of crimes, or as a punishment for committing them.
They were divided into two separate and distinct classes,

and kept in opposite quarters of the prison; a judicious
arrangement, to prevent the contamination of morals.
The men and women are also kept in separate apart-

ments, extremely various in size ; but among the larger
is the condemned hold, whither criminals are con-
ducted after sentence of death, and if requisite, chained
to a massy iron bar, rivetted to the floor. Here also is

a strong iron cage, of snaall dimensions, which might
be employed for the most daring and refractory. An
incarcerating creditor pays sixpence per pound on the

amount of the debt, for which his debtor is committed:
and a freeman of the city pays two-pence a night of jail

fees, which are doubled to all others. A clergyman
performs divine service in the lobby or hall of the pri-

son, for which he has a salary of 80/. a year. The prin-

cipal jailor, who is called Captain of the jail, deserves
much commendation for his exertions to mitigate the
hardships of confinement; but the comfort of the pri-

soners might be greatly promoted, by a very trifling ex-
pence in further ventilation and proper soil pipes. The
foundation of a new prison was lately laid adjoining to

the Parliament House, but, from the apparent want of
room, one is to be erected on the Calton Hill for debt-

ors.

Bridewell is a spacious modern building, standing in

a very conspicuous situation on the Calton Hill. It was
founded in 1791, and opened for the reception of petty

offenders in the year 1796. The expcnce of its erec-

tion was defrayed by an assessment on the inhabitants

of the city and county, so judiciously apportioned as to

prove no burden, and an aid of 5000/. from government.
In addition to the petty offenders sent here, the commis-
sioners who manage it, are authorised, by a recent sta-

tute, to fit up apartments for those unfortunate females
labouring under disease, which renders it prudent to

separate them from the mass of society. The body of

this edifice approaches a semicircular figure: it consists

of five stories, containing a number of cells; and the
governor's house is so placed, that he can see all that

goes on within them, and that in concealment from the
prisoners. There are thirteen apartments for the pur-
pose of labour in each story, with a grating in front,

and looking into an inner court. The bed-chambers
look to the opposite direction, and are lighted by a lor>g
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miTow window with glass, opening; on pivots : each is

about tight I'uct loni^; hy seven in breadth, anti is provi-

ded with an iron bedstead, a straw nuutrass, and a Bible.

Wood is excluded in the structure of the edilice, except
for doors to the apartments. Prisoners, on beint^ re-

ceived, arc elotlicd in a costume peculiar to the place;

and their own clotlies, alter being cleaned, are reserved

t© be restored to them at the time of dismissal. Their
food consists of porridge, beer, and broth ; and those

who are industrious, may procure an enlarged allow-

ance, together with bread. The solo employment of

the convicts is spinning by the women, in which many
excel, thus proving the industrious habits originally im-
planted in the people of Scotland; and the men pick

oakum, or are sometimes employed in digging a gar-

den annexed to the place. Both sexes arc allowed pay-

ment for their work at a small rate, which is neverthe-

less still a stimulus to industry ; but the expencc of their

maintenance is deducted. 'I'he whole house is under
excellent management; and prisoners, except for the

infamy, find it a lighter punishment to be sent there a

second time than at first.

There are an excise-office and a custom-house in this

city, not far Irom each other; both of which were ori-

ginally built by private gentlemen for their own accom-
modation. The former is a neat plain edifice, standing

in St Andrew's Sciuare, receding from the street. The
other is inferior in appearance, and stands on lower
ground, in London Street. A great deal of business is

done in these offices, particularly in the former.

Having described the principal buildings, and their

uses, which, in a civil light, are the concern of the com-
munity at large, we shall now say a few words on the

charitable institutions of this city, and then proceed to

consider the literary establishments.

These institutions are either for the relief of the sick

and infirm, for the education of unprotected youth, or for

the poor and aged. Tliat on the largest and most im-
portant scale is the Royal Infirmary, which is a spacious

building, near the University, consisting of a mr.in body
210 feet in length, by 36 wide, and two wings, 74 feet

long, by 24 in breadth. A statue of George the Second,
in a Roman dress, stands in a niche in the front, witli an
inscription on either side, "I was naked, and yc clothed

iTie;"—"I was sick, and ye visited me." The building

is laid out in different wards; and there is a large room
at the top, lighted from above, wherein operations are

performed; hot and cold baths below; and cells for the

restraint of persons insane. A spacious court, wliere a

centincl is always posted, fronts the whole. This institu-

tion is now under a system of management, which meets
with much approbation : it is attended by two ordinary

physicians, and six surgeons, the two senior of whom
take charge of the patients and operations. An exact

register is kept of the different diseases, their progress,

and symptoms; and, as the students at the university

have an opportunity of attending the Infirmary, it "may

be said to constitute a medical school of itself. The dif-

ferent patients are classed accoiding to the diseases with

wh.ich they are afflicted ; and two wards are allotted to

the professor of clinical surgery in the University, on

the cases of which he delivers lectures. The Infirmary

can accommodate 250 patients at a time, or a gi eater

number on urgent occasions; and about 2000 individuals

are admitted yearly. Of tlitse, between 93 and 1 10 die;

S.O that the average of deutlis scarce exceeds the propor-

ticii of one to twenty ; which is extremely small, consi-

dering the number of desperate cases which must con-
stantly occur. Patients are admitted on recommenda-
tion of respectable persons, who engage, in event of their

decease, to become liable for the funeral charges. The
funds of this institution arc jjartly certain, and partly ca-
sual ; and the expenditure is dependent on the price of
conmioditics, and the number of patients in paiticular

years; but the charges, at an average, do not exceed 31.

sterling for the relief and maintenance of each, wliicli is

a satisfactory, proof of the mode in which the funds are

administered.

CJueensberry House, a large old mansion in the Ca-
nongatc, has lately been acquired by government, and
converted to a military hospital exclusively.

A lying-in hospital, formerly a private dwelling-house,

in Park Place, is appropriated for the reception of fe-

males in indigent circumstances, who arc there attend-

ed and maintained uiiiil recovery. In the year 1776, a
public dispensary was ))lanned by Dr Duncan, senior,

l)rofessor of the theory of physic, which has been of

great utility in aflbrding advice, and supplying medicines
to the poor. Numerous patients are relieved, and ac-

counts of the progress of the different diseases are pre-

served. The Dispensary stands in North Richmond
Street.

The principal hospital in Edinburgh for the mainte-

nance and education of youth, owes its origin to the be-

nevolence of George Heriot, jeweller to King James VI.
who died the year preceding that monarch. After va-

rious interruptions, his intentions were fulfilled, by com-
pletion of the edifice since called by his name, in 1650,

and at an expence of 30,000/.; a very large sum at that

period. Instead of being then applied to its original pur-
pose, Oliver Cromwell having taken possession of the

city of Edinburgh, converted it into a military hospital;

but General Monk, several years after, in 1659, at re-

quest of the managers, agreed to withdraw his troops.

This is a great quadrangular edifice, of irregular Gothic
architecture, with a coui t within, and a well in the cen-

tre. On one side of the court is a statue of the found-

er, which is carefully decorated with llowers on the an-

niversary of his birth, when ail the objects of his benc-

.volcnce, walk in procession to tlie Greyfriars' church it.i

the nciglibourhood, to hear public sersice; on which oc-

casion the magistrates of the city are present. Each
side of the building is 162 feet long, and the court within

94, both being stjuarc. There are 200 windows, almost

all of which, to gratify one of the executors of the found-

er, arc ornamented with difl'erent devices; and the high
angles of the edifice are crowned by turrets. The cha-

pel is rather more than 61 feet by 24, and paved with

black and white marble. Th.crc are different schools;

apartments for the governor and attendants; and a kitch-

en, which was paitiy fitted up under the inspection of

Count Kuniford, during his residence in this c(/untiy.

The situation of Ileriol's Hospital is extremely favoura-

ble: it stands in the middle of a small field, with some
fine old trees around it : on the north it communicates
with the city, though quite detached from all other

buildings ; and a path from the south leads to the coun-

try. The purpose of the endowment is for the maiiite-

iiancc and education of iiidigent children, the sons of the

burgesses and freemen of Ediiiburgh; and the numbers
depend on the state of the fund.s, conjoined with applica-

tions for ad'uissiftn. At first only 39 were received, in

the year 1669; in 1753 there were 130; in 1778, 110;

bitt now, in July I'S 14, there are tio less than 175. The
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average cxpLiicc ul iiiuiiitaiiiini^ each, including the ne-

cessary cxpciKliUiic of the iiisiitiuion, is ahout 48/. year-

ly. Oil yoiilhb kaviiig ihi; hospilal to follow trades, 50/.

is paidas apprLiiticc-fcc lor them; and those attending

u university, with the view oi" prei)aring themselves for

learned piofessions, are allowed a bounty of 120/. Thus,

there is much liberality practised to iiromotc their wel-

fare. The funds of this hospital are ample; and, as a

large projiortion consists in land in the immediate vici-

nity of t:dinbur:<h, they have increased wondcrlnlly of

late, and are likely to augment still farther. At present,

the annual revenue is reputed to be about 8500/. Re-

tent reforms have greatly improved the whole establish-

ment : the salary of a treasurer newly appointed, is raised

to 500/., which is found to be more economical than un-

der former arrangements, permitting him to furnish cer-

tain necessary articles for common use.

Not far from this hospital, and still more without the

precincts of the city, is another endowed by George

Watson, for maintaining and educating the sons and

grandsons of poor citizens. It was founded in 1738, and

completed in 1741, when twelve boys were admitted.

The number has been greatly augmented, and each, on

leaving the hospital, receives a bounty for apprentice-

fee, and, on attaining the age of 25, a farther bounty, if

he produce certificates of good character.

There are two hospitals, on a more limited scale, for

the maintenance of youn^' females. The first of these

is the Merchants' Maiden Hospital, a plain edifice, where
girls, the daughters of decayed merchants, arc received.

And the other, which is a more regular building, is ap-

propriated for the daughters of tradesmen. In the latter,

there are at present 50 girls, who are maintained at an

expcnce of between 25/. and 30/. yearly. Girls pay

U. 13s. id. as entry-money, on admission; and receive a

bounty of 5/. ll«. If/, at leaving the hospital No entry-

money is paid in the other; and the bounties are 8/. 6s.

8d. to some, and 3/. 6s. 8c;. to others, on quitting the in-

stitution.

The Orphan Hospital was planned by Andrew Gard-
ner, a merchant of Edinburgh, who, being supported by

public bodies and individuals, it was founded in the val-

ley east of the North Bridge, in 1734. Its object is

more comprehensive than for the children of citizens, as

orphans from any part of the kingdom may participate

in the benefit of the endowment. None are admitted un-

der seven years of age, and they quit the hospital at the

age of fourteen. In the year 1778, nearly 100 children

were maintained and educated ; at present the number
is greater. The building is neat and plain, and orna-

mented with a spire.

In the year 1461, it has already been observed, that

Mary of Gueldres, queen of James II. founded a colle-

giate church, and an hospital for 13 poor persons, dedi-

cated to the Holy Trinity; but all such institutions, at

that period, were more for a religious than for a moral
purpose ; and, at the Reformation, the hospital was strip-

ped of its revenues. They were restored, however, by
a subsequent transaction, and appropriated for the main-
tenance of decayed burgesses of Edinburgh, their wives,

and unmarried daughters; none being admitted under
fifty years of age. Each person has a separate apart-
ment, ample provisions, and sufficient clothing; they also

receive a trific annually for the purchase of necessaries,

and theie is a small libraiy for their amusement. The
total number presently on the establisliment is 131, at an
average expcnce of 15/. IDs. each. Of these, 56 live in

the hospital ; the rest are out-pensioners, who have ati

annuity of 6/. The females are about five times more
numerous than the males.

Another hospital, also for the support of aged persons,

was endowed by James Gillespie, a snufi'-merchant in

Edinburgh, who died in 1797. None are admitted un-
der 55 year of age; and a preference is given to persons

of the founder's sirname. The total number at present
supported by the institution, amounts to 49, including a
housekeeper, chaplain, gardener, and four feinale ser-

vants; and the average expence of maintaining each is

about 27/., which testifies prudent and economical ma-
nagement, considering the comforts which are enjoyed.

Persons of botli sexes are received indiscriminately ; and,

of 40 now in the hospital, 29 are females. The edifice

is a commodious oblong building, situated beyond the

south-west vei'ge of the city, amidst a small field, and
somewhat withdrawn from the high road. It is orna-

mented with battlements, and small turrets at the angles,

as if the same architecture common of old to a place of
defence, should be suitable to an hospital. Connected
with this institution is a school, also established by the

charitable founder, in which there are now seventy chil-

dren, educated and provided with all requisites free of

expence.
There are three charity workhouses in Edinburgh;

one standing on the verge of the southern district of the

city, another in the Canongate, and the third belonging

to the West Church parish. All are conducted nearly

on the same plan, being appropriated for indigent per-

sons of both sexes, and also children. Those who are

able to work, receive a sixth part of the value it pro-

duces, besides maintenance and clothing. The first of

these is on an extensive scale : it was erected by volun-

tary contribution in 1743, and is supported chiefly from
the same source, and a tax on the citizens. But the

numbers relieved are so great, that however liberally

the public contribute, the institution is always loaded

with debt; which is levied by a new assessment on the

inhabitants, and is very considerable at present. The
building is large, and so mean in external appearance
as sufficiently indicates its purpose. A large committee
of management direct the afl'airs of the establishment at

weekly meetings, and reports of its state are occasional-

ly made public. We are thus enabled to trace the in-

crease of poverty, arising either from the pressure of

the times, by which the hands of the benevolent are re-

strained from the exercise of charity, or from the great-

er resort of indigent persons to the city. The following

numbers were relieved by the aid of the institution,

cither in the house or out of it.

Ye.irs.
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avera.i^c expence for each iiulividual was 11. 7s., covcr-

in.a; all charges, and the total expenditure 72561. IJut

the debt had increased to 4354/., which the citizens are

now called on to discharge. In the I'oimer year, the

deaths in the house were 77, in the latter 55. Thus the

numbers of the poor seem to have doubled in about
seven years, and llie averatje expence of relieving each
has increased an eleventh part in a single year. Con-
nected with this establishment is an adjoining edifice

for reception of insane persons. Another, on a more
judicious and enlarged plan, is now erecting at a little

distance from the city, under the name of the Lunatic
Asylum.
An asylum for the industrious blind was instituted,

principally under the auspices of Dr Johnstone of North
Leith, in 1795, which is supported by voluntary con-

tribution, and the produce of labour. Nothing merits

greater commendation than the mode of conducting
this establishment. The industrious objects of the in-

stitution are taught all kinds of employment adapted
to their unfortunate situation; and, from the judicious

management, the produce of labour exceeds that of

other institutions of the same kind, where the nu^nbers
are greater. Here mattrasses of hair and wool are

made; mats and baskets of all descriptions; and some
of the blind have even been occupied in weaving.
The preceding observations lead us to remark, that

several expedients have been devised, in difl'ercnt coun-
tries, for the suppression and extirpation of mendicity.

So long ago as the year 1701, a pamphlet was published
in Edinburgh, laying down a system for the suppression
of begging, and for alimenting the poor. It was then
proposed, that a general contribution should be raised

by voluntary subscription, for their reception into hospi-

tals or workhouses ; that they should be employed in use-

ful occupations, and that the produce of their labour
should be sold for indemnifying those- who contributed to

carry the system into execution. Wc know not if this

proposal was put in practice ; but more than a century
later, one not dissimilar has been adopted, and, during its

continuance, has been attended with complete success.

A society, chiefly through the exertions of Mr Robert
Johnstone, one of the magistrates of Edinburgh, was in-

stituted in the beginning of the year 1813, for the sup-

pression of beggars, for the relief of occasional distress,

and for the encouragement of industry among the poor.

All these different objects have been effoctcd. Tiie city

is entirely freed of beggars, a great number of suffering

individuals have been relieved, and a considerable quan-
tity of work produced by those who were willing and able

to labour. During the first eight months of the institu-

tion, 622 persons applied for relief, of whom 456 were
females; and it would appear, that the applicants had
481 cidkli-en dependent on them. Every case is strictly

investigated, both to shun the hazard of deception, and to

afford the proper means of relief It is then referred to

one of several committees, by wliich it is suitably dispos-

ed of. This institution is entirely supported by volun-

tary contributions, and the produce of labour.

The snlhor above quoted also suggested, in 1701, a

plan for suppressing vice and idleness; and in various

places societies have been instituted for the repressing

of the vices which are principally prevalent in great

cities, or for recalling those to innocent pursuits who
are not inured to vicious habits. Youth is easily led

astray, and mankind too often fall a sacrifice to the art-

ful contaminations af their fellow creatures. In the

city of Edinburgh, there is only one institution, so fur

as wc are aware, for such laudable objects. This is

the Magdalene Asylum: an insiilulion, of which the
purpose is, to shelter, and occupy in usdul labour, those
females who may be icclaimed I'lom prostitution, to tliP

paths of virtue. An edifice was built lor ibiir reccjjiioii

in 1797, north of the Canongate, and liny are not ex-
posed to common view. The work performed Ibtrc, is

spinning, sewing, washing, and other occupiitiuns ; and,
unlike most charitable establishments connected with la-

bour, the return nearly equals the expence of subsistence.
One-third of the value of the work is allowed to the fe-

males for clothing. Erom the date of the institution, in

1797, until the first of January 1813, there had been re-

ceived into the asylum 2o2 females; 33 of whom had
claimed protection during the preceding year. Of all

tbat number, only 23 exceeded 24 years of age ; which
perhaps goes to testify, that vicious habits, when longer
rooted, become incurable. Most of the whole had been
dischar.u;e(l, and sent to service, or were reconciled to

their relations ; but some proved irreclaimable. There
then remained 59 in the house. It is singular to remark,
that although other vices are eradicated, no instance
has yet occurred of reformation from drinking; an-
other proof, added to a thousand others, of the perni-
cious effects attending the use of ardent spirits. The
ex])enditure of the house for the year now referred to,

was 1081/.; while the receipt was 1099/. Of this,

the expence of subsistence amnunted to 733/. ; and
the produce of labour to 528/. The funds arise from
annual subscriptions, occasional donations, and the value
of tlte work done in the asylum : 15ut as there is no more
than sunicient, even with rigid economy, to support the
establishment, cases of a vei y distressing and urgent ira-

ture are sometimes necessarily rejected.

There are other two institutions on a smaller scale :

one called the Repository, which is a wareroom where
the better class of females may privately send tiieir work
to be disposed of; the other called the House of Indus-
try. The latter is for the purpose of affording assistance

to aged females wanting employment, and for training

the young to industry. It is divided into three branches;
spinning, the manufacture of lace, and a school for ser-

vants. The spinners have sometimes amountcd'to 30,

and the lace- workers to 24, several under 12 years of
age. Each is paid for the work performed, after deduc-
tion for materials and the expence of the institution.

The charitable institutions of Edinburgh, wliich have
no permanent funds like those already described, or do
not make such a prominent figure, are extremely nu-
merous and useful. There is a Lancastrian School So-
ciety, having three large schools Ujider its ore, where
the children of the poor arc well taught, partly gratis,

and partly at a very cheap rate. The Kirk Sessions

have also a Lnncastiian School under their manage-
ment, and ten Sunday Schools, attended by about 600
poor children, who go regularly to church, and are ii.-

structcd by competent masters in tlic principles of re-

ligion. A Gratis .Sabbath School .Society, instituted

many years ago, has done much good. The number
of their schools at present is ,S5, and tbe number of pii-

jjils 3170. The annuid expenditure is about 190/., or
Is. 3.i. for each individual. There arc various other

charity sciiools. A school for the deaf and dumb is

taught by Mr Kinnilnirgh with much skill and suc-

cess. A Destitute Sick Society, and two Female So-

cieties, for the relief of aged and indigent women, have
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rendered vf^ry niciiioiious services to ihc lower classes

of tlie comiTiunity. The Edinliurcjh Missionary S()cie-

ty, the Auxiliary (to the London) Missionary Society,

the Edinburgh Bible Society, with its various subordi-

nate branchc's, the Rclijjious Tract Society, the Society

for Propagatini; Religious Knowlcdije in the His^hlands

and Islands of Scotland, the Society for Promoting Re-

ligious Knowledge among the Poor, the Gaelic School

Society, the Society for the Erection and Support of

Schools in Ireland, the Society for the Sons of the

Clergy, the African and Asiatic Society, may nil be

mentioned as affording favourable views of the religi-

ous zeal and benevolent spirit of the metropolis of Scot-

land.

The commercial establishments of this city, in which

the public at large may be said to be concerned, are a

chamber of commerce, (wherein matters connected with

the advantage of trade and manufactures are sui^'gested,)

banks, and insurance offices. There are three public

banks, ten private banking companies, and about twen-

ty-five agencies for country banks, besides the business

done for London. All the public banks issue notes,

of from one pound to one hundred in value ; and these

are also issued by three of the private companies, but

of smaller amount, as we believe none are above 20/.

In the year 1695, the Bank of Scotland, commonly

tailed the Old Bank, was constituted by act of parlia-

ment ; the slock of the proprietors being then only

100,000/. Now it amounts to a million, or more.

An elegant and commodious edifice has lately been

erected near the south end of the !Mound, opposite to

the High Street, for conducting the business of the

hank. The architecture is greatly admired, from unit-

ing an elegance and simplicity free of needless deco-

ration ; but this can only be said with regard to the

front and one of the sides, for the remainder of the

building bears no distant appearance to a great tower

of modern structure. Nothing can be more extraordi-

nary than selecting the spot on which it is founded, the

back being exposed to the principal street ol Edin-

burgh, and rising 100 feet perpendicularly; while the

front, being on the top of a declivity, behoved to be

restricted to very moderate height. It is ornamental,

therefore, only in one point of view ; and from Prince's

Street, the extreme disproportion is disguised by a kind

of curtain, consisting of a wall with a stone balustrade,

about half way from the foundation. On the front

there is a coat armorial, with supporters as large as life,

which was executed by an arti&t with only one hand.

The lobby is very spacious; the door-ways supported by

pillars ; and there is a teller's room, of an octagonal fi-

gure, fifty f:et in length.

The Royal Bank was constituted in 1727, by royal

charter, on 111,000/. of original stock; which was, in

1738, enlarged to 150,000/.; and now it is a million, or

more. Business is transacted in a mean looking build-

ing down a lane of the High Street, in a confined airless

situation.

Some years later, in 1746, a company was establish-

ed for promoting tlic linen nianuiaclure, and then consti-

tuted into a banking company by royal charter, by the

name of the British Linen Company. T"he advantages

soon became conspicuous, by the increase of the linen

trade, and other commercial concerns. Its capital at first

was small, but very lately it has been considerably en-

larged, after a good deal of opposition from the other

public banks. That such should have arisen in the ear-

lier years of the nineteenth century, when the spirit ol

enterprise is so great, as also the usual liberality by
which it is met, may appear singular. The terms of

dealing in simple accounts by the banks, is their lending

money at 5 per cent, and allowing 3 per cent, interest on

what is lodged with them for periods lessthan six months.

Some, nevertheless, allow 4 per cent, even on ilaily

transactions. Almost all the baiiks in Edinburgh enjoy

a high share of public confidence; resulting from the

acknowledged wealth of the partners, and from it having

been remarked, that no bank ever failed in Scotland,

wliich did not pay in full. The transactions of the bank-

ers in Edinbuigh are m general characterised by great

liberality, not only in countenancing the legitimate ob-

jects of speculative traffic, but in relieving individualsj

from temporary and unexpected |>rtssure.

There are several insurance offices here against losses

by fire, of which the oldest is called the Friendly In-

surance. In the year 1720, several owners of property

agreed to insure each other against losses of this de-

scription, whereby the party insured had to pay a pre-

mium equivalent to a fifteenth of the property ii.sured.

The sum thus paid in by the associat on was declared

a joint stock, and each proprietor had an interest pro-

portional to his share ; b'.U this interest was annexed to

tiie property, and passed along with it to every succeed-
ing owner; and as it is still transferred in the same way.
propei'ty so insured brings a high premium, along witii

the ])olicy of insurance. In 1727, the association wa-s

constituted into a body corporate, and their privileges

have since been confirmed by parliament.

More recently three companies, each exclusively of
Scotish origin, have since been established, under the

name of the Caledonian, Hercules, and North British

Insurance Offices. The shares of each are divided

among a number of proprietors, some of whom arc

among the wealthy inhabitants of Scotland, and many in-

surances which would otherwise be effected in England
are now done here. The business of all these offices

is chiefly, if not entirely, restricted to insurance fiom
fire: life insurance is little understood in Scotland; but
there are several agencies for English offices in Edin-
burgh, where insurance both on lives and against fire

may be easily effected, only, tiie proposal must always
be transmitted to the principal office for refusal or ap-

probation. In general this is a profitable concern for

the company; because the usual architecture of the

houses in Scotland is an effectual safeguard against the

ravages of fire. A fire in Edinburgh is a rare occur-
rence; a house being totally destroyed is almost unex-
ampled; and we do not know where it is preserved on
record that a life was lost.

There are numerous public and private literary insti-

tutions in this city; at the head of which is the universi-

ty. The first proposal for establishing a university in

Edinburgh, soon after the Reiijrmation in 1560, is said to

have been opposed by the uiiiversities of St Andrews,
Glasgow, and Aberdeen. However, one was founded

in the years 1530 and 1581, ami a royal grain of certain

revenues obtained for its support in 1582. Only one
professor, a clergyman of the city, seems to have origi-

nally been appointed; but others gradually increased to

the number of seven. In 1590, tiie judges, advocates,

writers to the signet, and town council, contributed a

joint stock for establishing a profcssorshi|) of law, and
Sir Adrian UimniLin, a Dane, was tlie first who held that

office. A professorship of Hebrew was instituted in
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1640, and Conrad Quo, a learned Jew, appointed by the

niagtstrates to discharge its duties. Successive chairs

were established, either under royal patronage, by the

magistrates of the city, or by the liberality of private

individuals: of the latter description is a modern endow-
ment by the late Sir William Pultency, for a course of

lectures on agriculture; and still more recently, an am-
ple fund has been bequeathed by General Reid, for in-

stituting a professorship of music, to be applied to that

purpose on the decease of certain relatives by whom it

should be liferented. So lately also as the years 1806

and 1807, the crown created two new professorships,

•ne for military surgery, and another for medical juris-

prudence. The total number of chairs now amounts t*

27, which arc classed as follows :^

Faculty of Theolo^j.

Divinity.

Church History.

Oriental Languages.

Faculty of Law.

Law of Nature and Nations.

Civil Law.
Scots Law.
Civil History and Antiquities.

Faculty of Medicine,

Anatomy and Surgery.
Practice of Medicine.
Botany.

Materia Medica.
Chemistry.
Theory of Medicine.
Midwifery.

Natural History.

Clinical Surgery.

Military Surgery.
Medical Jurisprudence.

Faculty of Arte-

Moral Philosopliy.

Rhetovio and Belles Lettrcg.

Greek.
Ijatin.

Natur^il Pliilosophy.

Mathematics.
Practical Astronomy.
Logic.

Agriculture.

On three of these branches, the law of nature and

nations, civil history, and practical astronomy, no lec-

tures have been dcliveied lor several years. The sala-

ries of the professors are for the most part about 100/.

per annum; though some have less and some considera-

bly more ; and fees of 3^ 3.s. in some classes, and 4/. 4^.

in others, for tlic session, are given by each student.

The professor of Divinity receives no fees, and those of

one class of civil law are 5/ 5* The mode of instruc-

tion is by lectures; no particular course of academical

education is followed, nor do tlie professors exercise any
controul over the other pursuits of the students. Tiie

Vol. VHL Part I.

professors lecture in gowns, but the students arc not dis-

tinguished by a particular costume; each attends what
lectures he prefers, and he lives where and how he
pleases. Particular professions, such as medicine, law,
and theology, require a regular attendance at certain
classes previous to being qualified for exercising them,
certificates of which must be produced before degrees
are obtained. The senatns acadcmicus forms a liberal

and learned body of men, and the reputation of the tmi-
versity bears ample testinwny of their capacity. As a
medical school, there is perhaps none of greater cele-
brity in Eurojjc, and students arc to be seen attending if

from various quarters of the globe. The total number
of students at this university during the session, termi-
nating in spring I8l4, was 2010.

The buildings appropriated for the professors instmct-
ing their respective classes being found mean and incon-
venient, an enormous pile was founded, in 1789, the ex-
pence of erecting which was attempted to be defrayed
by subscription. But although the public displayed unu-
sual liberality, the plan was so gigantic, as might indeed
have been anticipated, when compared with the means
of putting it in execution, that after a few years of acti-

vity the buildings became altogether stationary, and long
exhibited the appearance of a stupendous ruin. Some
pecuniary aid has lately been obtained, and part of the
structure further advanced in consequence. Tho edifice
was planned by the late Mr Robert Adam, and intended
to consist of a great quadrangle 358 feet by 255, front-

ing the cast, with a spacious court in the interior ; and
the expence of the fabric was calculated at 68,000/. Most
of the front, and the north and west walls are finished,

and part of the internal edifices. The principal gateway
enters from a portico, supported by columns of the Do-
ric order, each of single stone, 23 feet high, and, when
complete, a lofty dome is to crown the whole. Besides
the class rooms adapted for giving lectures on the vari-

ous branches taught in the mnveisity, a very large apart-

ment for a library, and one for a museum of natural his-

tory, tlic college was originally designed to contain ac-

Gommodation lor the chief professors, which we believe

is not now to be adopted. From the present state of tho
buildings, it willbe many years before they are brought
to a close; mcanliine we cannot but rcgi-tt, that more
recent edifices have been allowed to crowd and encroach
on what was meant to surpass all other structures in

Scotland.

The High School, devoted to the education of boys,
is a coiTipact, plain building, well corresponding to its

use, situated in an open area, near the royal Infirmary.

It was founded in 1 777, and consists of apartments where
the different classes are taught, a common hail and
library There are five teachers, one of whom is deno-
minated rertor. Each teacher has his class witli him
during four years; at the end of which time it is put
under the tuition of the rector, with whoiu most of the

boys continue for two years longer, A public examina-
tion annually takes place in August, when premiiims arc

distributed. Some of the masters of this school have
been much distinguished by their literary qualifications;

and it has given the elements of liberal education to

many who have afterwards made an eminent figure in

the Horld. So high <locs it stand at present in the public
estimation, that it is atlcndefl by above 700 boys. Being
found too small for their accommodation, it is about to be
enlarged.

Besides tiicse, \>hich are the chief public institutionc

X
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in this city for instruction, the elementary parts of science

and literature arc taught, either in the way of lectures

or otherwise, by private individuals, according to the

age and capacity of the pupils.

An association was established in 1810, under the

name of the Edinburgh Institute, where scientific per-

sons lecture alternately on certain subjects previously

announced; those for the present year, 1814, are natu-

lal history, astronomy, magnetism, and Oriental history.

Each lecturer receives a guinea for his lecture from a

general fund, and the lecture room is open for a stnall

tonbidcration to all who may chuse to attend it. Anato-

my and chemistry are successfully taught by private lec-

turers to numerous audiences; and there are many in-

structors of tlie arts and accomplishments, distinguished

by their ability. A royal academy for horsemanship was

established in 1764, the master or director of which has

a salary of 20C/. per annum. There is also an academy

for design, under the patronage of the Board of Trus-

tees for encouraging manufactures, the master of which

has a salary of the like amount, for the attendance of

numerous pupils. Drawing, painting, and music, are

besides taught in all their branches, by many different

persons.

There are various societies in this city for the cultiva-

tion of science and literature, the principal of which is

tlie Royal Philosophical Society. Associations of learned

men are numerous on the continent, and some of them
have subsisted long. The Royal Academy of France

preceded the Royal Society of London ; but a much
longer interval elapsed before any similar association was
formed in the Scottish capital, for the first was not of

earlier date than the year 1718. But the institution of

the Royal Society, as now established, was postponed

until 1782. It consists of many respectable members,
and volumes of Transactions are occasionally published,

containing papers which reflect high credit on their au-

thors.

A Society of Antiquarians was constituted by Royal

charter in 1781, for the purpose of investigating anti-

quities in general, but more particularly those of Scot-

land. The number of associates is considerable, and

they have a small museum ; but only one volume of

Transactions has been published, and an interval of

twenty-four years has not produced another. Although
this nation can boast of eminent historians, the genuine

study of antiquity is not a popular pursuit at present

:

indeed, it is vain to deny, that works of frivolity, those

which engraft an erroneous description of the manners
of our forefathers on imaginary events, have vitiated the

taste of the public.

A society for the promotion of natural history was
instituted about the same period as the former : many
valuable compositions were read in it during a series of

years, and a small library was collected for its use. But
after having declined for some time, it may be said to

te entirely supplanted by the Wernerian Society of re-

cent institution, which embraces the same objects. The
name, however, is considered as inferring something
circijnisciibed, and is therefore unpopular ; for the pub-
lic justly consider that they ought not to be fettered to

any particular tenets in natural history, and least of all

to geological theories, yet of such uncertain foundation,

and on v/hich the reputation of Werner is principally

founded. Some of the most intelligent naturalists have
been deterred by these considerations from joining it.

Two volumes of Transactions have been published.

There are two extensive societies, the Caledonian Gar-
deners Society, chiefly restricted to practical persons,

and the Horticultural Society, belonging to this city,

both of which award premiums for fruits and flowers at

certain seasons. The latter is on a more general scale,

in respect to the quality of its members.
A society for promoting astronomical science waS

lately instituted; and now consists of many respectable

individuals. As yet it has produced no Transactions

;

but by means of its exertions, an observatory, erected

some years ago on the Calton-hill, a situation particu-

larly favourable, has been judiciously repaired, provided

with several good instruments, and is likely to be pre-

served in such a condition as to prove useful to the

public.

There is another association, on a more comprehen-
sive establishment than any of those we have hitherto

mentioned, which may be described as a great patriotic

economical society. This association was originally form-

ed for promoting the welfare of the Highlands of Scot-

land, and is called the Highland Society ; but its views

are at this day greatly extended, and whatever is con-

nected with the prosperity of the country at large is

brought within the sphere of its patronage. Thus it is

occupied in advancing the interests of agriculture, ma-
nufactures, and the arts, by offering premiums for com-
petition; and all useful inventions and improvements,
relative to the same objects, though not originally pro-

posed by the society, are also recompensed. To attain

an accurate knowledge of the real state of the country,

different districts are periodically selected, and premi-
ums offered for the best report regarding them; the

culture of certain vegetables, promising utility, is en-

couraged ; the adoption of implements of agriculture

and machines, which have come to the knowledge of the

society, is recommended ; and when ingenious mecha-
nics, in straitened circumstances, have devised models
which apparently might be beneficial, if executed on a

suflicient scale, are unable to complete them, sums have
been bestowed for that purpose. About 650/. is yearly

distributed in premiums ; a gold medal is occasionally

bestowed, and sometimes pieces of plate to those whose
merits seem to entitle them to it. The ample funds of

this society, the patriotic spirit of its members, and the
countenance which it receives from government, all con-

tribute to its general utility and importance. It now
consists of above 1200 members, and volumes of Trans-
actions are occasionally published.

The diffusion of knowledge is justly deemed an effec-

tual means of civilizing a nation : the government itself

is materially influenced by it, and thence the happiness
of the people. A literary government is mild, but ex-
perience proves that a military one is tyrannical and
despotic. Thus in the largest and most populous
empire of the world, none but men who have under-
gone a probation in literature, are admitted to share

its administration ; and notwithstanding its unwieldy
greatness, universal tranquillity prevails : all its mea-
sures are mild and paternal. Edinburgh has been
called a hot-bed of genius. It is not to be denied that

brilliant talents have shone in it ; that it has given birth

to many celebrated works in history and philosophy
;

yet in appreciating what ought strictly to be denomi-
nated learning, much must be rejected that passes for

such in the vulgar eye : little originality is truly seen
;

the ideas of mankind, always the same, are only re-

produced under a different form; every subject of or-
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dinary tliscussion has been exhausted again and again

;

and unless for scientific inventions, and cxposini;; tlic

phenomena of nature to view, scarcely any tiling new is

to be found. The diffusion of knowledge is materially

promoted by the facility of access to public libraries, and
few cities are more favourably situated in that respect

than the Scottish metropolis. In the year 1580, Cle-

ment Little, an advocate, bequeathed his library for

the use of the citizens at large; and immediately on the

institution of the university, the books were transferred

thither by an order of the magistrates. This incon-

siderable collection, of which a catalogue is still ex-

tant in the records of the town council, was gradually

augmented by the benefactions of Drummond of Haw-
thornden, and more recent donors, until it now forms
a great accumulation, probably exceeding 50,000 vo-

lumes. By a statute passed in the reign of Queen Anne,
the College Library is entitled to a copy of every book
entered in Stationers-hall, in common with the other

universities. The wnole collection is preserved in three

apartments, one of which is a very fine room, though
wanting repair, B3 feet in length, hung with many old

portraits of foreign literati, and those of ScoLland.

Among the latter are King James \'L his preceptor
George Buchanan, and the first professor in the uni-

versity. Besides the printed books, there are some
historical and classical manuscripts, which have been
put in good order, and separated from the others. There
is a copy of Fordun's Scotichronicon, written on vel-

lum, and a protest taken against the burning of the

early reformers John Huss and Jerome of Prague, by
a convention of the Bohemian states, with numerous
seals appended. Tlie library likewise possesses a copy
of Bellenden's translation of Boetius, printed on vel-

lum, of which only three copies besides are known to

exist, and the Heures a Vusage de Rome, also printed

on vellum, which is shewn as a manuscript. Students

have the privilege of borrowing books on depositing

their value with the librarian, who is always one of the

professors; and each contributes five shillings, which
are the sole funds supporting it, on being enrolled in the

university register. It is to be regretted, that there is

no complete printed catalogue of this collection.—Be-
sides this library for the use of the students in general,

there is an excellent one belonging to the divinity hall in

particular, furnished with books not only on theological

subjects, but on those also of general knowledge.
But the largest and most celebrated library in Scot-

land is one belonging to the Faculty of Advocates, which
was founded by Sir George Mackenzie, in the year 1680.

Here the number of printed volumes now exceeds 70,000,

and there are about 1000 volumes of manuscripts; the

whole are enumerated in a printed catalogue, of above
1700 folio pages, the last part of which was terminated

in I8©7, except 10 or 12,000 articles contained in a ma-
nuscript catalogue. This library possesses many rare,

curious, and valuable printed works, and a number of

important manuscripts; among the latter are the records

of thirteen of the religious houses preserved from the

general destruction which took place at the Reformation ;

the two earliest records of criminal trials in 1494 and

1505; several confesssions of faith, written on parch-

ment, with the original subscriptions of those who swore

to maintain the established religion; a valuable manu-
script of Martial's Epigrams on vellum, nearly 1000

years old ; beautiful manuscripts of the Bible ; a copy

of the gospels in the Malay tongue, written on the leaves

of trees, and various treatises on law and history. Thn
printed \>orks embrace every diparlmcnt of science and
literature, but mort particularly the classics, history, .

antiquities, and jurisprudence. Among ilie more cu-
rious worr;s, may be iiamcd the M.izarinc Bible, in two
volumes folio, which is probably ihe earliest printed
book with an iniprtsbion on boti: pages, a.ul may be da-
ted about the year 1450. It is in tin Gotlic character,
clear and entire as it came from the prc!-s ; nnd for the
sake of preservation, is never exhibited but by .. p.irti-

cular order. This book was purchaser! in 1806 for 150
guineas. The library also possesses the fu-st and se-

cond books printed in Scotland; the one in 1508, con-
taining a collection of maxims and poems ol liUle intrin-

sic value; the other, datfd 1509, is the Breviiry of
Aberdeen. There are several wurks prnited cii vellum,
panicuiaily a breviary of the Roman Catholic church,
ol large size, in black and red, omamcnted with beau-
tiful illuminations, from the Venetian press of Jenson.
in 1478 ; a fine copy of the Heures a I'usage de Rome.
every page of whicn is bordered wiili engiavings, print-
ed about 1507; acopyol certain Scottish statutes, dated
1541; the Jntiquaiix Sufi/ielee litis Portiuiicida of Peta-
vius in 1610; aiul three modern works by the same au-
thor, printed at Edinburgh in 1809, 1811, 1814. It may
easily be conceived, that a library which lias subsisted
between 130 and 140 years, and belonging to a body al-

ways distinguished by learning, must have accumulated
an infinity of valuable works. Accordingly, we find,

among others, the Thesaurus of Ecclesiastical Anti(]ui-

ties by Ugolini; those of the Greek and Roman Anti-
quities by Grsevius and Gronovius, with the supple-
ments; the first editions of Homer and Cornelius Ne-
pos; and the modern editions of classics most in repute.
There are here the French Encyclofiedie, as originally

published in folio, by D'Alembert and Diderot, and the

Eneyclojiedie Methodique, so far as complete, in about
150 quarto volumes; some other French works of the
same description, and all the celebrated Encyclopa;dias
in English. The Transactions of different learned so-

cieties belong to this library, as those of the Royal .\ca-

demy of F'rance, the Memoirs of the National Institute,

and the Academy of Inscriptions; the Atcmorie dclla So-
cieta Iialiani; and a valuable collection, called the Serit-

tori Economiei di Milano, in 44 octavo volumes. All the
celebrated French scientific journals are here, as the
Journal de Physiyu:, yltniales de C/iimie, Annales det
jirls, Journal des AlmeF, and some less impoi lam pro-
ductions, both in French and English, as L'KsftrU det
Journaux, a collection now exceeding 400 volumes;
reviews and magazines. There is a set of the Monitcur
complete, for which the I'aculty lately paid above 25C7.

In typography, the library possesses the works of many
eminent printers, such as Fust and Guttemberg, Jenson
and Aldus, of the older class, and those of Bodoni, Ibarra,

and Degen among the moderns; besides the productions
of the most esteemed printers ol Britain. There is an
Egyptian mummy in the original case, belonging to the

library; a cabinet of Greek and Roman coins, wliich arc

but partly arranged ; and a very fine collection of Scot-
tish gold, which is in perfect order. The expense of
this establishment is about 1500/. per annum, of which
about 1000/. is devoted exclusively to the purchase of
books: and the library is besides entitled to a copy of

every work entered at Stationers' Hall. With these ad-

vantages, greater progress would be made in other hands ;

but the constant change of management, and the little

X 2
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regard paid by the Faculty to the choice of those of tlieir

own body, who oversee the whole, proves a great retar-

dation. Altliough this is eiilircly a private collection,

ready access is allowed to stranijcrs ; and if any reputa-

ble literary person has occasion lor expensive works,

\yhich he himself docs not possess, they are purchased
by the library for his accoiniviodation ;—a praise-worthy

liberality. Thus, it proves of infinite use to the public;

and we should be wanting in gratitude did we neglect to

express our sense of the assistance which this work has

derived from its ample stores.

There are several smaller libraries in Edinburgh;
such as one belonging to the writers to the signet, con-

taining 10,000 or 12,000 volumes, which is under good
management, and in excellent order ; a library lately

instituted for biblical criticism ; two private subscrip-

tion libmries, and some others. There are also six or

eight circulating libraries, where works of merit may
occasionally be found; but only novels, and that portion

consisting of books of mere entertainment, are in com-
mon re(|ucst.

Wc have yd to speak of the population of the city,

the division, and pursuits of tlio people, in so far as

not anticipated by the general notices already given.

Edinburgh consists of 1 3 parishes, St Andrew's, Canon-
gate, College Church, St Cuthberl's, St George's, New
Grey Friars, Old Grey Friars, High Church, New North
Church, Old Church, Tolbooth Church, Tron Church,
and Lady Yester's, which are subdivided into 26 wards.
The total population amounts to 82,624 individuals, of
whom 35,275 are males, and 47,329 females, being an
excess of 12,064 of the latter. The total number of fa-

milies amounts to 18,183; thus each is found to con-
sist of between four and five individuals; or one half
the families may be computed at lour, and the other
half at five. The number of families engaged in agri-
culture is 272 ; in trade, manufactures, and handicraft
operations, 7432 ; and those employed otherwise amount
to 9379. Thus the individuals, supported by agricul-
ture, trade, and manufactures, does not exceed 31,000,
a very small proportion of the whole. It is to be obser-
ved, however, that a portion of the most populous parish
being in the country, the general amount would be di-
minished to 77,786, by deducting it; but making a rea-
sonable allowance for omissions, which indubitably took
place, the whole population will be found to consist very
nearly of 80,000 souls. We are well aware, that many
are of opinion that the population exceeded this number
twenty years ago, and that it has always been increasing

;

but we are much inclined to doubt tlie progressive in-
crease. It can take place only by an influx from the
country, or by the greater frequency or greater fertility
of marriages. But the expense of subsistence must un-
doubtedly operate as a partial check on the former, and
in no town in the world perhaps are there so few m.ar-
riages. The excess of females proves the fact in some
degree, and it may be owing to a similar cause with the
other, namely, the expense of subsistence. The city
Jias extended wonderfully indeed, not so much, how-
ever, from new inhabitants seeking an abode, as from
those previously residing in it requiring more accommo-
dation. It is indisputed, that there is a gradual and con-
tinued migration from the older and less commodious
parts of the town to occupy the edifices daily erecting,
while their places are left vacant, or are occupied only
by similar numbers. But if 61 houses, which we find

were building in the year 181!, received as many fa-

milies from the country, the accession of population
would not be great, allowing the due proportion to each;
and at that time a number of houses were uninhabited.
Thus wc are induced to conclude, that although the po-
pulation may be increasing, the ratio is inferior to the
general belief. But to obtain an accurate view of the
population of a nation, the whole list, town and country,
should be taken upon the same day.

There are few persons of high rank citizens of Edin-
burgh, or those not engaged in professional pursuits.

Almost all are actively and industriously employed, and
chiefly in quest of subsistence. The principal profes-

sions here are the bar, medicine, surgery, that of at-

torney, and the more liberal mercantile vocations : the

ecclesiastical establishment is so confined, that it can
scarce find a place in calculation. As families of the

highest rank frequently breed their younger sons, or
sometimes the eldest, to the bar, the law is usually
placed first in order.

The barristers are united in a society, called the Fa-
culty of Advocates, who have the privilege of pleading
in all courts, even in the House of Peers, and can claim
exemption from prosecution in any but the supreme
court to which they belong. The only exception is in

regard to a useful judicial institution, of which we have
already treated. Candidates for the gown undergo suc-
cessive examinations in public and private, and they
must produce certificates of an academical education.

There are at present 276 advocates enrolled on the list,

but not above half the number practise at the bar, and
scarcely more than 30 gain a livelihood exclusively by
their profession.

The first class of attorneys is denominated clerks, or
writers to the signet, because they have liie privilege

of signing certain writings which pass the king's signet.

All must serve a long apprenticeship, and undergo trials

of their skill in law, before being admitted to practice.

The number is at present 365, most of whom follow the

profession. As a safeguard to the public, they are per-

mitted to charge their clients only at a certain rate, ac-

cording to a table of fees submitted to and sanctioned by
the Court of Session.

Another branch of the law department consists of
solicitors united into a faculty, who practice in the su-

preme court as attorneys; and some whose profession

is of a mixed nature, participating of that of advocate
and attorney conjoined, who practice in the inferior

courts only. We have been unable to ascertain the

numbers engaged in the various branches of the law
department, but they probably amount to several thou-
sands.

The medical profession is very celelirated in this city.

It consists of two Royal Colleges, the one of physicians,

the other of surgeons. Several distinguished foreigners

arc enrolled among the former ; but there are few phy-
sicians who practice in Edinburgh. By their charter of

incorporation into a college in 1681, and subsequent
statute, they were enjoined " to visit all the apotheca-
ries shops within the city and liberties at least twi<;e a
year, and destroy all insufficient and corrupted drugs."
The public meetings of the college are held in a beau-
tiful edifice in George Street, called the Physician's Hall,

perhaps unequalled in the city. It is built alter the an-
tique, and is in dimensions 83 feet by 63. The entrance
is gained by a fliglit of steps to a portico, supported by
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four columns of the Connlhian order; and within is a

spacious hall, with a gallery supported by ten fluted

columns.
A corporation of surgeons was constituted in Edin-

burgh so early as the year 1505 ; but by a strange asso-

ciation, united the barbers of the city, as a thing uni-

versal in Europe at the time. This incongruous bond
was broken; and, in 1657', the surgeons and apotheca-

ries conjoined in one corporation, more lately formed in-

to a royal college in 1778. The college consists of many
skilful, intelligent, and respectable members, whose
fame has materially added to the celebrity of the medical

school of Edinburgh.
This city cannot be called a place of trade or manu-

facture ; it is chiefly supported by persons in the law

and medical departments, especially the former, and by

families whose children are attending the high school or

university, and other branches of education. IJut the

great bulk of the inhabitants are not engaged in produc-
tive industry, compared with many cities of equal extent.

There are numerous manufactures, it is true, but almost

all are on an inconsiderable scale, and conducted without

the limits of the city.

There are several distilleries in the suburbs and im-
mediate vicinity of Edinburgh, where great quantities

of spirits are made. Independent of what is exported,

there arc no less than 1048 shops in the city by which
they are retailed, and 555 in the county; that is, 1603
places to supply those who require this pernicious be-

verage. The consumption is too forcibly demonstrated,

by the number of dealers finding it advantageous ; and
but for the attendant expense, it is unquestionable, that

the demand would still be greater. For a considerable

time extensive breweries have been established for the

different kinds of malt liquor, some of which is export-

ed to London. The ale in particular has long been
celebrated. Sugars are refined, though not in quan-
tities; and soap and candles of good quality are made.
The preference given to English broad cloths renders

the woollen manufacture languid ; and from the exten-

sive manufactories of Glasgow and Paisley supplying
the capital with cotton goods, they cannot be fabricated

here equally cheap. But the linen manufacture is

flourishing, and that of silks and sarsnets is daily gain-

ing ground. Between 300 and 400 weavers are em-
ployed in it ; and beautiful shawls are made, of which
the prime cost sometimes amounts to twenty-five gui-

neas. Quantities of silk stockings are made, but sent

to England for dyeing. There is also a small manu-
factory of fringe and worsted lace. Such manufac-
tures are greatly encouraged by a board of trustees

established in the earlier part of the preceding century.

Premiums are there offered for the best commodities, at

a certain price, as the best dozen of shawls at five gui-

neas each, or the best linen, of an appointed texture, at

so much a yard : and after due consideration awarded.

But the manufacturer competing, must part with his

goods, if any member of the board, or another, is willing

to take them at the value, which prevents articles of

greater worth than they ought to be from being put in

competition for the premium. The tanning of hides is

a large branch of manufacture, and formerly great

quantities of shoes were made for exportation. Buttons
were also made in quantities, and a small steam engine
employed in the different operations of the work ; but we
believe it is not carried on at present to any great ex-

tent.

Household furniture is made in quantities, both for

home use and export; and the fabrication of travelling
carriages occupies a lamibcr of hands. Perhaps, how-
ever, while their quality is improving, tlic demand is

decreasing. There arc several manufactories of carl
and carriage wheels, of agricultural implements, and
machinery for mills.

Of late a considerable trade has been carried on by
lapidaries, not so much in the greater operations of
marble cutting, whicli is also practised, as in the polish-

ing of the beautiful pebbles so common in Scotland.
The avidity with which triese arc re(|uircd, as personal
ornaments, by strangers visiting the metropolis, has
proved a great encouragement to dealers ; but the

Edinburgh lapidaries do not understand the art of work-
ing in the precious stones, though some are expert in

cutting faccttes on those of inferior haidness.
Seal engraving is well executed; and engraving in

relief, after the stile of the antique cameos, has some-
times been attempted. There are many copperplate en-
gravers, who are often employed for the London mar-
ket. Excellent specimens of their skill may be seen in

the Plates of this Work. A few busts ai-c cxecuteil in

marble ; casts in plaster of Paris are ably done ; and
there are artists who work beautifully in enamel.
The fabrication of musical instruments has much in-

creased within these ten or fifteen years. And during
a sudden and ill advised spirit of speculation in trade
to Buenos Ayres, in the year 1806, piano fortes were
to be a considerable article of export. But there is a

strong prejudice in favour of London made instruments,
therefore many of home manufacture are merely lent

out on hire; and there is probably no city in Europe
where they are so invariably seen an article of domes-
tic furniture. A single shop has been known to have
above 100 out on hire at a time.

There are several iron founderics here, where ex-
tensive orders are executed; and also brass founderics,

where the smaller work recjuired by breweries, distil-

leries, and steam engines, is finished. Bells of moderate
size are likewise founded, but, we believe, that no cast

of any magnitude has been recently produced in this

city, nor is such almost ever required, imless wc ex-
cept one of nearly a ton weight, which Mr .\rinslrong
has founded for St George's Church. Besides the vi-

cinity of Carron, a foundry celebrated over the world,
renders it a powerful and depreciating rival. Though
tlic art is well understood, and sound and beautiful

metal produced, difficulty seems to attend any cast in

brass exceeding the weight of '10 pounds.
There is an extensive manufactory of cotton card"?

near Edinburgh, which we h;',ve understood carries on
a regular traffic with the city of Morocco. A glass-

house has lately been established in the city, where ex-
cellent glass is blown; a seasonable substitute for what
was formerly manufactured at Lcitli.

A great quantity of paper is made in the neighlwur-
hood, and much is also imported from London, foi-

English writing papers are in general preleired. But
the {juantity of paper, on the whole, is not equal to

what it was in some of the lormei- years. However,
the consumpt in printing law proceedings, and the

books published in this capital, must always be con-

siderable. Bookselling and printing are among the

principal trades carried on in Edinburgh. The num-
ber of booksellers h.as nearly quailrupled within twenty

ycais; and, in 1806, it was calculated, that, 120 print-
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ing presses were at work in the city. It has been said,

that 100,000 Bibles arc annually tlirown off by the

king's printer, who enjoys this as an exclusive privilege.

AV'orks of literature and science, which would formerly

have been printed and published in London, are now
printed and published in Edinburgh. A considerable

•leal of work is likewise done by the Edinburgh print-

ers on commission, for London booksellers. Music

sellers have increased nearly in the same proportion,

hut almost all merely deal in retail, nor does it seem

so profitable a traffic as the former. It is rare to find

a variety of music with them, except for the piano forte.

Nothing but the ordinary trades, found in towns of

lesser population, arc carried on here, and none in par-

ticular to great extent. The traders supply both the

city and the country ; and 232 carriers are weekly em-

ployed in transporting goods. But a large proportion

of these is in tramtitu to Leith harbour for export.

However, the whole quantity conveyed in this way is

probably about 300 tons weekly. The principal articles

of trade are silver and plated articles, jewellery, and

cutlery, almost all brought from England: Leather,

cloths, silks, linens, and stockings; groceries; books

and paper; wines and spirits: Such articles as are for

home consumption in general, and few for export.

Various impiovements in the city and its suburbs are

in contemplation. The most important of these is the

new access to Edinburgh from the east over the Calton-

hill. We have not room for any minute description of

it. But when we think of the continuation of Prince's

Street through Shakspeare Square—the magnificent

bridge that is to connect it with the hill,—the elegant

and spacious public buildings that are to be erected

there—the new town which is to be built on the eastern

declivity—and the rich, magnificent, and extensive pros-

pects which are to be seen from the eminence in every

direction, and to which there will now be the greatest fa-

cility of access—we figure to ourselves one of the most
tasteful improvements that have yet taken place about

Edinburgh, and one of the grandest and most enchant-

ing scenes that can be seen in any part of the world.

It is but justice to record, that though the plan which
embraces so much advantage, and so much beauty, was
suggested a long while ago, we believe by more than

one individual, we are indebted for the efficient pro-

duction and application of it to Mr William Trotter,

one of the magistrates of the city, into whose spirited

views, the Lord Provost, all the members of the Town
Council, and the Sheriff of the county, entered with a

readiness and ardour which are highly honourable to

our municipal rulers.

In respect to the condition and character of the

citizens, few observations will suffice. Though some
ef the inhabitants be in independent cirgumstances, af-

fluence is rarely enjoyed, and many have nothing but
a precarious income from personal labour. The ex-
pence of subsistence, and the burdens to which they
become liable, are very great. One cannot live in his

own house without being subjected to at least 50 per
cent, of taxation on its annual value. A considerable
portion of this is levied by the magistracy for public pur-
poses. The charge for subsistence is daily augmenting

;

lodging, provisions, public burdens, are all increasing

;

nor can those economical means of living be resorted to

here, which are said to be practicable in some other great

cities. A single gentleman, living in lodgings on the

most moderate scale, must spend at least 200/. per an-

num ; and a family, of ordinary size, living in a house
rented at 60/. or 100/. can scarce live, with all duv. eco-

nomy, under 500/. a year. The innumerable applica-

tions for aid to public charities form no inconsiderable

itenj in the accounts of the year, though half art re-

jected. But the great expence consists in lodging and
the common articles of subsistence; and when tiic edu-
cation of a family is added, it requires the utmost fru-

gality to remain on a par with the same rank of so-

ciety.

The public amusements are the theatre, concerts, and
assemblies. The theatre is small, plain without, but
neatly fitted up within ; when very full it produces
about 180/. when overflowing, about 200/. On the

whole, it is but poorly attended;—seldom or never
crowded, indeed, except when an actor of first rate ta-

lents happens to perform. Card assemblies can scarcely

obtain a company, and dancing assemblies are full but

seldom throughout the winter. The rooms are admi-
rably adapted for this amusement, one being 94 feet

long by 42 in width, and 40 high ; besides others suf-

ficiently spacious. A concert on an excellent principle

subsisted near a century, but it was given up about the

year 1797, from want of attendance. Another was es-

tablished in 1809, under the name of the Amateur Con-
cert, where it was intended the performance should

chiefly be by gentlemen. After subsisting two seasons,

it also was abandoned, from the city producing too few
amateurs to preserve the performance in the style that

was desirable. Public places are now very much su-

perseded by private parties, which are preferred, for

reasons that we have not leisure to investigate, nor li-

mits to detail.

The manners of the inhabitants of Edinburgh are

characterised by sobriety and decorum. We meet with
elegance among the higher ranks ; respectability and
good sense among the middle classes ; honesty and in-

dustry ainong the common people ; and such a degree
of intelligence among all, as the literary metropolis of

a well-educated kingdom might have taught us to e>;-

pect. (f)
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EDUCATION.
EducatioNi in the most extensive acceptation of the

term, comprehends every thing, whether systematic or

accidental, which has any influence in developing, or

biassing the powers of the mind, and the tendencies of

the heart. The object of systematic education is to cul-

tivate the intellectual and moral powers, with a view to

some specific result : and education is good or bad, pro-

per or improper, complete or deficient, as the end which
it proposes is laudable or reprehensible, as the course of

discipline is more or less conducive to tliat end, and as

the means employed are adequate or inadequate to its

accomplishment.
To promote the happiness and the excellence of the

individual, to render him a valuable member of society,

and to accustom him to aspire, by the regular discharge

of all his religious and social duties, to the happiness

which awaits the good in a future world, are the great

ends which should be kept in view in the education of

all, whatever place in society they may be destined to

occupy, from the son of the meanest cottager, to the

heir apparent to the throne. But the indefinite variety

of relations in which men stand to each other, require

a corresponding variety of accomplishments, to enable

them to fill their respective stations with respectability

and satisfaction to themselves, and with advantage to

the community to which they may belong. Education,

therefore, is either general or particular : general, while

it regards us as sentient, moral, and intellectual beings,

susceptible of happiness, and capable of improvement;
particular, when it is designed to ([ualify us for some
particular station, or occupation in life.

In whatever light we view education, it cannot fail

to appear the most important subject that can engage
the attention of mankind. When we contrast the ig-

norance, the rudeness, and the helplessness of the sa-

vage, with tlie knowledge, the refinement, and the re-

sources of civilized man, the difference between them
appears so wide, that they can hardly be regarded as of

the same species. Yet compare the infant of the sa-

vage with that of the most enlightened philosopher,

and you will find them in all respects the same. The
same " high capacious powers" of mind " lie folded up"
in both; and in both, the organs of sensation adapted

10 these mental powers are exactly similar. All the dif-

ference, which is afterwards to distinguish them, de-

pends upon their education. While the mind of the

savage, left entirely neglected, will scarcely raise him
above the level of the animals around him, insensible to

all the wonders of creation, and shut out from all the

treasures of nature, the more fortunate number of en-

lightened society, whose capacities shall be evolved by a

proper education, will comprehend within the ample
range of his intelligence tlie universe of God ; all the

beauties of creation will lie unveiled before him ; nature

will unlock to him her sacicd stores, and reveal her se-

cret laws; the powers of other creatures will become
subject to his controul ; and the faculties and the attain-

ments of men will be made subservient to his advan-

tage or his delight.—Such is the importance of educa-

tion to the intellectual improvement, and consequent-

ly to the happiness of man. But it is not by his

intellectual improvement alone that it enlarges the

sphere of his enjoyment. It opens to liim sources of
still more exquisite pleasure, in the moral and religious
tendencies of his nature. The untutored barbarian, like
the beasts which he hunts for subsistence, or from which
he dreads destruction, acts merely under the guidance
of instinct, or from the impulse of appetite, passion, or
feeling. A stranger to controul, he acknowledges no
law but his own will. Not disciplined to subordination,
or trained to reflect on the relations of society, and the
duties which arise out of these relations, he submits to

no superior, but the leader whom he chooses to conduct
him to the gratification of his private or national animo-
sities ; and his wildest desires are indulged without the

slightest regard to any future consequence, or to any feel-

ings or interests but his own. His enjoyments, tiierefore,

are entirely selfish ; and gloomy as they arc contracted,

they spring merely from the gratification of the most fe-

rocious passions, or the most grovelling appetites. Even
his religion tends only to debase his nature, and to in-

crease his wretchedness. His devotion is a feeling of

terror ; and the whole system of his superstition is a fa-

bric reared by his vices, which it serves, of course, to

fortify and confirm. Ascribing to his gods his own pas-

sions and partialities, he hears in the thunder and the

hurricane only the voice of their wrath, which he is led

to appease by some dreadful expiation, or by some deed
of feller vengeance against their enemies and his own.
He may hope for immortality ; for who ever left the pre-

cincts of this world, without casting forward an anxious
look to another ? But the scenes which he pictures to

himself beyond the limits of lime, derive all their colour-

ing from his own dark imagination ; and the expectation
of a heaven, not of tranquil benignity, but of insulting

triumph over vanquished foes, inflames to greater vio-

lence the malignant passions which rankle in his breast.

Can a nature thus selfish, thus fiend-like, thus wretch-

ed, be transformed by any culture into the likeness of

man, as we contemplate him in the more enlightened

and happier regions of the world ? Do the men whom
we see united in regular communities, directed by the

same government, submitting to the same laws, and,

even in the pursuit of their private interest, co-opera-

ting towards the general good, bear any affinity to the

lawless and untractable native of the wilderness ? Are
the benevolent schemes, which embrace in their object

the happiness of millions, conceived by minds akin to

those, whose ingenuity was never exercised but in

plans of murder and devastation ? Is the heart which
knows no aim superior to the gratification of the lowest

appetites, and the most odious passions,—which invests

in its own grossness even the powers of heaven, whom
it fancies the abettors of its lust and malignity—of a

common descent, and of a kindred nature, with his,

who, spuining each low and sordid object, " exalts his

generous aim to all diviner deeds,"—-wlio, glowing with

the inspiration of celestial love, beholds in all creatures

the ol)jects of the Creator's paternal regard, and rejoices

in co-operating with the divine beneficence ? Can the

earth-bound soul, which scaicely darts a glance beyond
the tomb, or which, through tiie mist of sensuality,

seems to descry a country, where the unhallowed de-

sires by which it is now agitated, shall riot in full pu-
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joyment,—claim alliance wilh the heaven-bovn, heaven-

aspiring spirit, whose thoughts, wanderinj; through eter-

nity, rijoice in the anticipation of its escape from the

encumbrance of mortality, and of its perpetual progress

in excellence and felicity?

Yes I these natures, opposite as they appear, are

formed originally after the same image. It is to edu-

cation alone, that the civilized and enlightened man
owes all his superiority. It is education, wliich, rais-

ing him above the ilcgrading dominion of sense, teaches

him to respect the voice of reason, and to follow her as

the guide of his conduct. It is education which reminds

him of the necessity of subordination in regular commu-
nities; and which, convincing him how much the happi-

ness of the individual is promoted and secured by sub-

mission to government and laws, expands even his selfish

feelings into loyalty and patriolism. It is education

which, leading him to reflect on the lies that unite him
with friends, with kindred, and with the great family of

mankind, makes his bosom glow with social tenderness,

confirms the emotions of sympathy into habitual benevo-

lence, imparts to him the elating delight of rejoicing

with those who rejoice, and if his means arc not always

adequate to the suggestions of his charity, sooths him, at

least, with the melancholy pleasure of weeping with

those who weep : in a word, which renders even his self-

love only a modification of generosity, and enables him

to gather his purest bliss, from seeing others blest. It is

education, which, elevating his thoughts habitually to

his Creator, gives constancy to his virtues amidst all the

trials of life, and serenity to his mind amidst all its evils
;

which leads him to repose on the wisdom, the goodness,

and the omnipotence of the Lord of the iniiverse ; and

carries forward his views to the legions of immortalily,

where the apparent confusion arid intricacy of the ways
of Providence shall be unravelled into the most perfect

order; and the toils, and struggles, and sufferings of

persevering goodness, shall be rewarded with an eterni-

ty of unalloyed enjoyment.

Is this, then, a general and a fail'nful representation of

the civilized and enlightened portion of our race ? And
do these happy effects invariably flow from a well-con-

ducted education ? Vices may prevail in the most refin-

ed and enlightened communities; but their vices are not

the consequence of their knowledge and refinement.

The most judicious system of education may be coun-

teracted by unfavourable circumstances; but the failure

is not chargeable on education. The excellence which
we have described as the result of good education, has

been attained by many ; few are incapable of attaining it;

and it is this capability wliich renders education an ob-

ject of such incalculable iniportancc, and such deep re-

sponsibility to all who have the charge of forming the

human mind.

So great and so obvious is the influence of education

in the dcvelopcinent and direction of our moral and in-

tellectual fiicullies, tliat many iiigeni(jus authors have
ascribed to this cause alone all the varieties of human
character. The great vaiiety observable, however, in

the external organization of infants, and the marked di-

versity of temper and capacities, which they display al-

most as soon as they arc susceptible of any impressions,
are objections to this theory in our opinion insuperable.

The intimate connection between our physical and men-
tal powers, and their mutual dependence, will make it

impossible, we suspect, for the most attentive culture,

to render human beings exactly alike, while nature con-

tinues to vary the structure and the sensibilities of their

corporeal system. But though the influence of nature
in diversifying the characters of men be great, the in-

fluence of education is still more remarkable. By the
hand of nature, our organs of sensation may be formed
lively or dull : to give efficacy to our actual sensations,

is the part of education. Nature must bestow the sen-

sibilities of our fraiTie : by education, they may be ex-
cited or repres-sed. The powers of the mind are the
gift of nature : to education we are indebted for tluir di-

rection, their exercise, and their enlai gement. Nature
implants our affections ; education cultivates, invigorates,

and refines them.
The business of education must commence from the

moment when the child is capable of sensation. A
skilful vigilance may, even in the earliest period of

childhood, do much towards the formation of the fu-

ture character, by rearing the tender frame in such a

manner, as to render it a proper instrument for the

mind ; by presenting such objects of attraction as may
give an agreeable and useful exercise to the infant pow-
ers ; by strengthening the most valuable sensations

with associations of pleasure ; and by warding off" such
impressions as might debase or pervert the affections.

All this requires much skill and attention ; and as chil-

dren, in this early stage, are almost exclusively entrust-

ed to the care of our females, the future respectability

and happiness of their charge depends, in no small de-

gree, on their prudence and good sense. We account

it, therefore, the indispensible duty of every mother,
to qualify herself, as far as her circumstances will per-

mit, for the education of her family, in this most inter-

esting and important period of their lives. " When
we observe," says Miss Hamilton, " how ineffectually,

throughout all ages, wisdom has laboured, by her in-

structive lessons, to restrain the passions which in in-

fancy might have been subdued ; to awaken the affec-

tions, which might in infancy have been cherished

;

and to invigorate those intellectual energies, which
ought in infancy to have been exercised, it will not

secin hyperbolical to assert, that if mothers were uni-

versally qualified for the performance of these import-

ant duties, it would do more towards the progressive

improvement of the human race, than all the discove-

ries of science, and researches of philosophy." {^Leilere

on Education, Let. I.)

We know not what apology those parents can frame
to their own minds, who can resign a charge so sacred,

to the ignorance or indifference of a hireling. Yet,

wherever luxury has tnade any progress, it has been
common for mothers, in affluent circumstances, to dis-

regard so far the claims of affection, as to fore^'O the

pleasure of nursing their own children, or even of
watching over them in the helpless years of infancy.

To those who place all the happiness of life in the dis-

sipation of perpetual amusements, and who persuade
themselves tliat they were sent into this world merely
to pass through it in the most easy and unthinking
manner, it is in vain to lepresent the iminorality of so
unnatural an indifference. Yet, if every spark of feel-

ing be not extinguished within them, they might, we
should suppose, be led to ask their own hearts, whether
they consult their happiness in thus resigning all the
endearments of so tender a connection ?—whctlicr

all the varieties of that " toiling pleasure which sickens

into pain," inight not be well exchanged for the delight

of cherishing so engaging a dependant ; of seeing its
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rl;eriib countenance bi-ii^litening with tlic smile of reci-

procal aflcction, reccivinc; llic caresses of its kintliiess

and gratitude, and winding around its fvcntlo heart

the cords of indissoluble love ? We might hope, that

even a regard to their own future comfort would make
them unwilling to allow their child to transfer those af-

fections, which cannat easily be recalled, to the person

whom they have engaged to perform to it the duties of

a mother. But if none of these considerations can re-

claim them from the selfishness of luxurious indul-

gence, and the unfeeling dissipation of fashion, let them
at least do their child the justice to select for it a nurse,

whose sound and healthy constitution may impart vigour

to her charge; whose calm and patient temper may bear

with all its wants and its cries, and save it from the fict-

fulness of perpetual irritation; whose conscientious in-

tegrity may be a substitute for maternal tenderness ; and

from whose language or manners it can contract no im-

proper habits.

We all know, from experience, how much the vigour

of our mental powers depends upon the state of our
corporeal frame, and how much our thoughts and feel-

ings may be influenced, how materially even our moral

and intellectual character may be aflfected, by the exter-

nal organs of the mind, and by the firmness or delicacy of

our muscular and nervous system. The culture of our

corporeal powers, therefore, considered as the instru-

ments of our mental faculties, is entitled to the anxious

attention of all who have the charge of a human being;

and it is in the period of infancy that such attention will

be most efficacious.

It is not our design to give such detailed and explicit

directions for the management of children, as some
writers have collected under the title of Physical Edu-
cation : this would carry us far beyond the bounds

which we have prescribed to ourselves for this article;

and would, besides, be encroaching upon the province of

medicine. Yet we may be allowed to suggest, in gene-

ral, with the eloquent, though whimsical Rousseau, that,

in the treatment of infants, it should be our endeavour to

second and call forth nature, not to oppose her intentions

and operations. Let not the infant, the moment he opens

his eyes on the light, be wrapped in swathing bands,

which restrain the freedom of motion essential to the

growth and vigour of his limbs, and render even the in-

ternal parts of his frame incapable of their proper func-

tions. Let him be frequently bathed in cold water, if he

can bear it ; but if he has been at first accustomed to the

warm bath, let it gradually be made colder, till at length

he be able to endure it perfectly cold. When the con-

stitution, however, is weakly, or exhibits any phthisical

tendencies, the cold bath cannot be employed wilh safety.

Let the food of children be nourishing, but plain: their

appetite, if neither pampered nor laid under unna-

tural restraint, will be the best guide as to the quantity

that should be given them. When the weather permits,

let infants be carried frequently abroad. The open air is

peculiarly favourable to health ; and the freshness, the

beauty, the variety of the scenes of nature, impart, even

in infancy, a serenity to the temper, and enliven and invi-

gorate the powers of the mind. Healthy children, espe-

cially after they have learned to walk, will exercise

themselves sufficiently if they are permitted ; nor should

they ever be restrained, during that period when their

bodily vigour is the first concern. We are apt to adopt

too many expedients to assist children, when beginning

*o walk : it is enough if we sruard them from any dangers

Vol. VIII. Part I.

to which they might be exposed by Ihcir first cflTorts to

move about. Neither should we be loo anxious to pre-
serve them from those slight hurts which they may in-

cur, from their disposition lo activity, before (hey have
acquired suflicient caution or strength. Our excessive
attention teaches them to confide in it, and to become
careless of themselves ; and while we seem to regard ar

a dreadful calamity every trilling accident that niay be-
h\ them, v/c are forming habits of timidity and efremi-
nacy, of which they may find it difficult or impossible lo

divest themselves in future life.

Let it never be forgotten, that, even in the earliest

period of infancy, children arc acquiring those habits

which are to determine their future character, and lo

influence their future happiness. It becomes, therefore,

of the last importance, so to regulate thcii- associations,

that their desires and partialities may he directed only

towards what is usel'.d or good ; their aversions and dis-

likes towards what is bad or pernicious. The clfcct of
example is here omnipotent. Children are the creatures

of imitation, and adopt implicitly the manners and the

sentiments of those midcr whose protection and influence

Providence has placed them. This imposes on every
parent a sacred obligation to weigh well the motives
which actuate his own conduct, and anxiously to exa-
mine the temper and dispositions of his own mind. A
child necessarily connects the idea of good with that ob-
ject towards which he sees the desires of his parents, or
his elders, invariably point; and with the objects of their

aversion, he as necessarily associates the idea of evil.

By the silent instruction of example, therefore, even be-

fore they have learned to articulate our language, we
may bo forming them to virtuous conduct, and inspiring

them with benevolent affi-ctions. It is a fatal mistake
to suppose that children are at any lime too young to be
contaminated by the contagion of evil example. Long
before they can question us with regard to our motives,

they are accurate observers of our actions, which, whe-
ther good or bad, they are ever prone to imitate. Lcl
us always act before them, therefore, with that levercncc,

which, as the poet reminds us, is due to a child ; and
exhibit, in their presence, the qualities which we wish
them to acquire, in such a manner as to tempt their

imitation. Even their intellectual improvement may be
promoted in no small degree by the aid of this useful

principle. Through their pronencss to imitation, ex-
cited and cherished by their anxiety to please those who
have gained their affection, much useful information

may be conveyed to them, without the formality of di-

rect instruction, and without repressing that sprightly

gaiety which distinguishes this innocent and unclouded
period of life. From this principle, likewise, parental

authority derives much support. The habit of implicit

submission is of the utmost consequence to the improve-
ment of a child ; and it is but fair that they should be

convinced, that we require of them nothing which wc
are ourselves unwilling to perform. To the command
of a parent, thus seconded by his example, they will

submit with the same implicit resignation as to the laws

of nature. How far the restraint of parental authority

should be imposed, it is not easy to prescribe ; but it

may be laid down as an invariable maxim, that it should

never be allowed to yield to any resistance or remon-
strance on the part of the child. At a very early age
they are capable of reasoning and of moral distinctions,

and are therefore proper subjects of authority; while at

the same time they are so feeble, so inexperienced, so

V
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ignorant of the powers' and qualities of surrounding ob-

jects, and of the lanijuuge, the maimers, and the arts of

men, and of course so incapable of supporting or con-

ducting themselves without direction and assistance, that

the liabit of ready and full obedience is essentially ne-

cessary to their safely and their welfare. It may not be

always proper to explain the reasons for which their

obedience is required; for, while the range of their

ideas is less extensive than ours—while they are yet un-

acquainted with our language, and cannot understand

our reasoning—we may be unable to make them com-
prehend the causes of our restraining them, or to con-

vince them of their propriety. ^Vith one conviction,

however, we should endeavour at all times to impress

them,—the conviction that we impose no restraint but

from afiection to themselves, and to promote their ad-

vantage. For the direction of parents and guardians

in the management of children ilurnig infancy, we beg
leave to refer them to llie excellent treatises of Miss
Hamilton, Miss lliinnah More, and Miss Edgworth, on

the subject of education ; and shall in the mean time
content ourbclves with observing, that the grand ob-

jects of attention during this important period, should

be, to subviue the malevolent, and to fost.r the benevo-

lent afiections ; to counteract all inueason:»ble aversions

and antipathies ; to correct extravagant partialities; and
to regulate all the active principles of their nature, so as

to prepare them for engaging, with vigour and success,

in the studies and occupations of the succeeding stages

of life.

At what age it may be proper to fix the attention of
children to regular tasks, and to begin to teach them to

read, it is not easy to determine. So much n^ust de-

pend on the healtii, the articulation, and the apprehen-
sion of children, that the discretion of the judicious

parent or guardian will be, in this respect, the best

guide. Perhaps it might be proper to make them fa-

miliar with their alphabet as soon as they can articu-

late distinctly. But learning must approach them at

first in the most alluring form. Let them not be con-

fined to their task till it become tiresome and disgusting
;

nor be subjected to any harshness, severity, or resti'aint.

When they have been accustomed, for some time, to

tliis gentle exercise of attention, we may vcntui-e to re-

quire of them a more regular and steady application

duriitg a stated portion of time. The quickness of ap-
prehension, and tenacity of memory, which children

display at a very early period, enable them to acquire,

•without much difficulty, the art of reading. When the
pupil has learned to read with considerable fluency, he
may with propriety be taught the first principles of
grammar. To name and define the difTerent parts of
speech, will at first be all that can well be expected of
him ; but when, by practice in parsing, he has acquired
a sufficient knowledge of these, he may then be initiated

in the syntax of the language, and taught the principles
on which the construction of sentences depends. This
will be an admirable exercise for his understanding and
his ingenuity ; and will prepare him for entering, with
peculiar advantage, on the study of any other languages,
to which his attention may afterwards be directed. We
have sometimes been highly gratified by seeing childi-en,

\mder the tuition of an able English teacher, parsing
and construing any passage that was presented to them,
with all the readiness and precision which we had been
accustomed to expect only from classical scholars. Im-
portant as tWs acquisition is in itself, the habits of

steady attention, quick apprehension, and accurate dis-

crimination, which it necessarily iinparts, are still moi'c
valuable.

This is the pi-oper time, likewise, for storing the pu-
pil's memory with such passages from the most ap-
proved writers, particularly the poets, as may at once
captivate his fancy, enlarge his comprehension, and im-
prove his morals. Though he should not be able to per-

ceive at first all the beauties which these passages con-
tain, they will still afford him instruction, if not pleasui-e ;

they will recur spontaneously to his recollection in his

hours of solitary recreation ; and he will be led, as his

judgment matures, to appreciate their elegance, and to

profit by the moral lessons which they convey.

This, too, is the period, when he should be made
acquainted with the relation in which he stands to his

Maker and to mankind; with the obligations of morality,

and the duties of religion. In communicating this

branch of instruction, we are aware that much caution
and judgment are necessary. It is so difficult for chil-

dren to form any proper notions of the uncreated Sove-
reign of the Universe, that we should perhaps allow their

faculties to have advanced far towards maturity, befoi'e

we attempt to explain to them the nature of God, or the

sublime tenets of the Christian faith. Yet their hearts

are, at a very early period, susceptible of religious im-
pi'essions ; and though it may not be proper to speak to

them of the incomprehensible attributes of God, we see

no harm, but we think many advantages which might
result from teaching them, even from the dawn of rea-

son; to regard him as the Creator, not of themselves
alone, but of the whole human race ; to refer to him all

their comforts ; to look up to him as the inspector of all

their actions ; and to cherish the sentiments of love, and
gratitude, and submission, which these considerations

are fitted to inspire. In the mean time, these religious

impressions must be aided and confirmed by the uniform
tenour of our own example. Let us shew them our re-

verence for piety and virtue ; let them often listen to

us, while we discourse, though not directly to them-
selves, of the existence of a Being, who is the creatorj
preserver, and governor of the world ; let us speak of
the constant dependence of all ci'ealures on the gracious
care of their Creator; let us descant, with ardom', on the
gratitude and obedience which we owe to him, as our
Great Parent and unwearied Benefactor. From such
discourses, well-timed and properly conducted, they
will catch insensibly the glow of piety, and will be pre-
pared for a fuller explanation of the great doctrines of
religion.

There is one caution which we would most earnestly

enjoin with i-egard to the religious education of children.

Let religion be associated in their untainted minds, only
with what is lovely, cheerful and inviting. Let her ne-
ver assume the frown of austerity, or be armed with the
terrors of vengeance. Let her never be ushered in as

an unwelcome intruder upon their innocent joys; noi",

even in the moment of transgression, let their hearts be
appalled by the dread of her unrelenting severity. Let
her speak to them only in the accents of gentleness, and
captivate them with the smile of benignity. Let them
be taught to regard her as their best friend ; rejoicing

in their happiness; interested in their welfare; and
watching with tender aff'ection over their progress in

wisdom and virtue. Let them learn to regard the du-
ties which she enjoins, not as irksome restraints, from
which they would be glad to escape, but as directions
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wiiich have no end in view but their own advantage, and
with which it should be theii- delight, as it is their pri-

vilege, to comply. Let her sometimes be admitted to

their parties ot pleasure; but let it only be to give zest

to their enjoyments, and to heighten, while she refines,

the native gaiety of their hearts.

Whoever has considered the influence of early associ-

ations, will at once admit the propriety of connecting

religion in the youthful mind with the most pleasing

ideas, and the most grateful recollections. VVlio has not

experienced the power of association in biassing the af-

fections, and determining the conduct, even in opposi-

tion to the plainest dictates of reason, and the decided

conviction of the understanding ? Who has not felt his

heart revolt against persons and objects, which his so-

ber reason represented as in all respects estimable,

merely because they had at first been connected in his

imagination with something unpleasant or unlovely ?

Who has not seen the children of tlie most pious and
exemplary parents, when they came to be the masters of

their own conduct, exulting in their emancipation from
the restraints of religion, triumphing in the sophistry of

scepticism, and plunging with eagerness into the depths

of vice and profanity ? What could there be in that re-

ligion, which speaks peace and good-will to the children

of men, which breathes a spirit of universal benevolence,

which unites earth with heaven in the bond of mutual
love, which opens every avenue to happiness in the hu-

man heart, and fortifies it against every evil ;—what
could there be in such a religion, to excite their aver-

sion, and make the escape from its influence appear so

happy a deliverance ? Alas ! it was not the religion of

Jesus which they were taught: it was a religion obscu-

red by prejudices, and clouded by fears, which the Sa-

viour of the world Would disclaim ! a religion, in which
tlie malignity of human passions mingled with divine

goodness, and the voice of mercy was lost in the voice

of accusation and of vengeance. Their obedience to this

religion was founded on the most degrading principle in

their nature, the principle of fear; and all the duties

which it enjoined were regarded as so many restraints,

which inclination must resist, and which reason did not

sanction, but with which, as the unquestionable man-
dates of divine authority, a regard to their own safety

rendered it necessary to comply. Is it wonderful, then,

that they should he impatient of a religion connected in

their minds only with the most painful associations ; that

they should eagerly embrace the first opportunity of re-

covering their native freedom of action ; and, instead

of raising their minds in habitual devotion to their Hea-
venly Father, should endeavour to escape from the re-

collection of a Being, whom they had been accustomed
to regard as a relentless and avenging tyrant, the enemy
of every social joy I

But is religion, it may be asked, a system of unlimited

indulgence? Does it impose n.o restraints on our evil pas-

sions ? Does it denounce no punishments against trans-

gressors ? Does it not speak of the justice as well as of

the clemency of God ; and does it not deter us from sin

by the dread of his wrath, as well as allure us to virtue

by the hope of his favour? Unquestionably. To crea-

tures impeifect as we are, a system which recommends
unsullied purity in thought, word, and deed, must cer-

tainly be a system of restraint. Pimishments, dreadful in

magnitude and duration, are denounced against the ob-

stinate offender; and the same voice that proclaimed from

heaven the tender mercies and long-suffering of God,

proclaimed likewise that justice which can by no Tncans
clear the guilty. But is there any thing in all this in-

consistent with that character in which the Almighty
delights to be represented,—the character of a gracious
sovereign, an atl'ectionalc parent, an unceasing bene-
factor? Parental authority, even in its mildest form,
must certainly be a species of restraint, while the pro-
pensities and passions of children require to be con-
trouled or subdued. It is not restraint, but the mode
of imposing it, from which the human heart revolts.

Once convince a child of the unbounded kindness of a

parent, and of his solicitude, even while he forbids or
threatens, to promote his dearest interest, and to mul-
tiply his enjoyments, and there is no species of self-de-

nial which he will not account happiness, compared
with the evil of incurring his displeasure.

On the same principles of respect, airection, and gra-

titude, must religious ohcdience be founded. "Thou
shalt love the Lord tliy God," said our Saviour, " wiili

all thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy strength.

This is the first and great commandment." Let it be

our endeavour to prepare the hearts of our children for

this ardent love, by accustoming them to entertain those

endearing views of the Supreme Being, u> which he has
uniformly been represented by him, to whom only hf
was known. Let thcni learn to think of him as their

bountiful Creator, their tender Parent, their generous
Friend, from whom they derive all their capacities of

enjoyment, and who delights in supplying these capaci-

ties with their proper means of gratification. Let them
be taught, that the hapi)incss of his creatures was his

gracious design in forming them, and that, in all the

services which he requires, in all the dispensations of

his providence, this benevolent purpose is uniformly

kept in view. Let them he taught to reflect on their

constant dependence on his bounty, to refer to him all

the pleasures they enjoy, and, in the fulness of theii-

bliss, to pour out their hearts in gratitude to the Giv-
er of all good. How pleasing will duty appear, when
considered not as a compliance with the arbitrary man-
dates of a tyrant, but as a due submission to the autho-

rity of a kind and indulgent Father, whose commands
are founded on a regard for our happiness, and who blesses,

while he restrains us ! How will the ingcinious heart

burn with the desire of pleasing, by cheerful obedience,

so affectionate a guardian, protector, and friend I How-
dreadful an evil will it appear to incur his displeasure !

How unpardonable a crime to requite his goodness willj

ingratitude and disobedience !

When the youthful breast is thus occupied with love

to God, it will not be diflicult to make it expand in be-

nevolence to all the human race, the family of the same
Heavenly Father. " The love of God," says the excel-

lent Miss Hamilton, to whose woi'k on education we
have already referred, " being the purest, the most sub-

lime emotion of which the heart is capable, must, from
the very nature of the human soul, exalt and purify its

affections, preparing it for the exercise of those gene-

rous sympathies that flow from unbounded bcncvoience.

When the first conceptions of the Deity have tended t»

expand the heart with gratitude and love, every addi'

tional step in the knowledge of his altribtites, every new
light thrown on ' the mystery that was hid for ages,' but

now displayed in the Gospel of Jesus Christ, will add
force to these sentiments, and inspire a deeper humility,

and a more profound veneration. \V"itli such feelings,

no selfish or vindictive passions can possibly mingle.
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By true pieiy, no such passions can possibly be produ-

ced. Fron\ wlialevcr has a tendency to inspiio these

passions, under whatever imposinjj Inim it may appear,

I would endeavour to preserve the infant mind ; awl

therefore, instead of warming tlie infant heart with zeal

lor any dojjma that may be the object of veneration to

myself or my party, I would ])resei\t it as a sacrifice to

Ilim, who tills heaven and earth with the majesty of his

glory, and, by the idea of one common Father, connect

it in affection with the wide circl.; of the human race."

We cannot quit this hilercsting subject without ob-

serving, that all our endeavours to impress our cliildrcn

with proper sentiments of religion will be unavailing,

imless we shew, in all our conduct, a consistent regard

ibr whatever is sacred ; a reverence for pious and good

men, in whatever station they may be placed ; and a

marked disapprobation of vice and irreligion, however

imposing the form in which they may appear. While
we enjoin on our young pupils a respect for the ordi-

nances of religion, let us beware of counteracting the in-

junction by a marked contempt, or habitual neglect of

them. While we exhort tlieni to aspire to piety and

virtue, as the only estimable possessioris, let them not

be tempted to question oiu' sincerity, by seeing us fix-

ing our esteem and affections on possessions of a very

different kind. While we express our abhorrence of

vice and profanity, let us not taint their moral atmo-
sphere by the contagion of our own impurity. While
we endeavour to direct their natural love of praise to

its legitimate gratification; while we teach them to

hope for distinction only by superior worth, and to

prize, above all other fame, the approbation of the wise

and the good,—let us never be seen bestowing our own
admiration on the trifling distinctions of w»alth, or

rank, or even talents unallied to virtue; let us be seen

uniformly respecting excellence, however obscured by

poverty; and disdaining all intercourse with bad men,
liowever they may bask in prosperity, or be encircled

in the dazzling glare of dignity and fashion.

We find that we have been carried away by the import-

ance of our subject, far beyond the bounds which we had
prescribed to ourselves in entering upon it. Yet we
must still crave the indulgence of our readers, while we
express our opinion of the usual modes of imparling

religious instruction to children. These modes, we
fear, are but ill adapted to the great end which they

liave in view. It is not by loading the memory of a

child with tedious catechisms, comprehending a whole
.>ystem of divinity, that you will either enlighten his mind
with any proper ideas of his Creator, or raise his heart

towards him in the glow of spontaneous devotion. As
formal instruction, however, may be necessary, it might
be extremely useful to have a short and simple cate-

chism, which might be easily committed to memory,
and which should contain only those leading truths of
religion, to which the attention of a child may with
propriety be directed. One great advantage of such a

catechism would be, that, to parents, whose time or
opportunities do not allow them to frame a plan for

themselves, it would serve as a valuable guide in this

important department of education.

^ But it is to the scriptures that we must teach them
chiefly to look for direction in moral and religious duty.

Impressing them with deep reverence for the sacred
writings, as the revelation of their heavenly Father's

will, let us teach them to regard it as their greatest

privilege, and their iudispensible duty, to peruse a cer-

tain portion of them daily, and with becoming; atten-

tion. At first, it will be proper to confine them to the

simple but interesting narratives of the Old Testa-
ment; to the life, the miracles, and tlic precepts of Je-

sus, recorded in tiie Gospels; and to the delightful and
animating cfl'usions of devotion in the book of Psalms.
To insure regularity in their study of the scriptures, wc
would be disposed to recommend, that a stated portion

of each day should be devoted to this employment.
One evil, however, to be dreaded in this case, would be,

that they might regard an employment recurring so re-

gularly as an irksome task ; and wc think it W'ould be
a most important point gained, to accustom them to

look forward to the reading of the scriptures as the re-

ward of good conduct, rather than to associate with it

any idea of compulsion. We are quite convinced, that

the aversion which many persons, who have been piously

educated, have afterwards shewn to the sacred volume,
has been occasioned more frequently by the injudicious

manner in which the task of reading it has been im-
posed upon them in their early years, than by any other

cause. Surely it is possible to excite and to preserve
in youth, such a relish for the inspired writings, that

they shall read them with as much pleasure as any pro-

ductions of human genius. One effectual way of guard-
ing them against any dislike at least, to the scriptures,

is to train them, even in the most ordinary, and appa-
rently trivial, parts of education, to those dispositions

and habits which the scriptures require. If we have
never taught them to subdue their passions, and to re-

strain their desires, we cannot w'onder if they should

revolt from those lessons of sobriety which the gospel

delivers, and that spirit of self-denial which it demands.
If they have not been trained to ready obedience to their

parents and superiors, they will be but ill prepared for

that imreserved submission to their Heavenly Sovereign
which revelation enjoins. If they have been encouraged
in the idea of their own importance, and taught to ex-

pect, that every thing must bend to their pleasure, they

will scorn the humility, meekness, and patience, in short,

all the graces and virtues, which are required as the

distinguishing marks of the follower of Jesus. They
will, of course, never open, but with reluctance, the

sacred code, in which they can read only their own
condemnation ; which requires a spirit which they have
never cultivated, and prescribes duties for which their

hearts are not prepared. If, therefore, we would have
our children religious, let us begin with cherishing

within them, from their earliest infancy, those affec-

tions and tendencies which religion requires, and train-

ing them to those virtues which religion prescribes.

Thus, when they come to study the record of the di-

vine will, they will be delighted to find how much it

harmonizes with their own feelings, and how easy their-

advances in the " way of God's commandments" are

rendered, by the progress which they have already

made. Against persons thus gradually prepared for

the reception of the doctrines and precepts of religion,

all the arts of the infidel will be practised in vain.

Even the allurements of temptation will not unsettle

the principles of those, whose feelings are all engaged
on the side of religion ; and amidst all the storms and
agitations of life, that hope, which is the anchor of the

soul, will secure them from making shipwreck of their

faith.

When children have learned to read with fluency,

the cutiosity natural to their age, and the equally na«
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turnl pleasure of eKCi'cisiug Uicir newly acquired pow-
er, will probably induce tliem lo read with avidity any
books with which they may be furnished, that arc not

beyond the reach of their comprehension. To supply
them with the most proper books for engaging their at-

tention, and improving their minds, becomes, therefore,

an ol)ject of the greatest importance. Amidst the infi-

nite variety of books whicli have recently been pub-
lished for the use of the rising generation, the principal

difficulty is to select those which may at once afl'onl

them present amusement, invigorate their menial pow-
ers, and confirm, while they direct, their taste for read-

ing-. Many writers, wishing to accommodate them-
selves to the capacity of the youngest cliiklren, have
published more childish nonsense than the merest in-

fant was ever known to utter : others, by way of con-

veying to them very useful information, have penned
for their instruction a number of those obvious facts,

which every baby knows before it has learned to arti-

culate ; such as, "that is the fire—the fire, you sec, is

red, and it is hot; for if you touch it, it will burn you,"
Sec. Such contemptible productions are calculated, not

to improve, scarcely even to please children ; but only

to perpetuate their infancy, and to give their minds a

frivolous turn, which may unhappily characterize them
through life. The books which will most captivate

their fancy, and at the same time impart the most use-

ful instruction of which they are yet capable, will be
those which describe the more common actions and
characters of men, the scenes of external nature, the

properties of material objects, the forms and tempers
of animals, and whatever either at present exercises

their active powers, or can open up to them a new
sphere of employment. We ought particularly to en-

deavour so to regulate their reading, as to point their

curiosity to those objects which are soon to occupy
their more serious attention, and to prepare them for

engaging with eagerness and with advantage in their

future studies. Were we to recommend any books for

children, where there is such variety of choice, we
know none which we would prefer to the " Children's

Friend," and " Evenings at Home,"—productions so

generally known, that to have mentioned them is suffi-

cient.

When our pupil has acquired a due facility in read-

ing his own language, and a competent knowledge of

its grammar, it will be proper, if we are to allow him
the advantages of a classical education, to engage him
in the study of Latin. The acquisition of classical lite-

rature is a very important part of a liberal education.

We believe we may safely hazard the assertion, that

those who have denied the advantages of an acquaint-

ance with the languages of ancient Greece and Rome,
have, with the single exception, perhaps of Mi- Locke,
been men whose classical education had either been en-

tirely neglected, or at least had not been prosecuted so far

as to enable them to estimate, from their own experience,

the value of the acquisition. Nor does even iSlr Locke
forbid that a certain share of attention should be given,

in the education of a gentleman, to the study of Latin;

while he admits the necessity of an intimate acquaint-

ance with both Latin and Greek to those who are to

follow any of the learned professions. Classical know-
ledge, if pursued as an ultimate object, is, we own, of

very inferior importance to those sciences which explain

the properties of matter and of mind, which multiply

the resources of man, and invest him with new powers
j

and, perhaps. Mi Locke might have seen men who
knew the classics, and knew nothing more ; who would
dwell with enthusiasm on the sublimities of Homer, and
the subtleties of Aristotle, while tluy were nicapabli-
of appreciating the still higher sublimity of the disco
vcrics of Newton, or the profound speculations and
acute reasoning displayed in the Lssay on the Human
Understanding. Such instances might have led him,
Viith a partiality of judgment unworthy such a philoso-
pher, to ascribe to the study, evils which resulted only
from the absurd mistake of making that study a princi-
pal or exclusive object;—while he rather ungratefully
forgot the benefit which he himself, with a long scri('s

of great and learned men, whose names adorn the
annals of our country, had derived from a regular
classical education.

We do not know that any objections have been urged
against the study of the polished languages of anti-

quity, which have not arisen out of the same mistake
that induced Mr Locke—not to reprobate that study, but
lo undervalue it. If it be said that tUe lime spent in

acquiring these languages might be more profitably em-
ployed; we admit the validity of the objection, if tho
scholar's attention is to be confined merely lo words, or
if to construe the sentences of a Greek or Roman au-
thor, is to be the amount of his attainments. But while
he is engaged in the study of the classics, he is, if pro-
perly taught, ac(iuiring a more perfect knowledge of
the principles of grammar, than he could have attained

in any other way ; while he analyses compound words,
traces back an expression through all the steps of its

progress, from its simple and contracted, to its figura-

tive and more extended meaning, and explores in the

history or institutions of antiquity, the origin of particu-

lar phrases and idioms ; he is forming habits of accu-
rate discrimination, gaining insensibly a knowledge of
some of the most interesting operations of the human
mind, and storing his memory with many important facts

in the natural and moral history of man.
If it be said, that a knowledge of the ancient authors

is apt to engender pedantry, tho same objection may be
made to any study which is calculated to give us the least

appearance of superiority, particularly if pursued with

any degree of enthusiasm ; and we fancy we can disco-

ver at least as much pedantry in those wdio quote Rous-
seau or Madame de Stahl, or who spout modern senti-

mental poetry, as in the classical student, who edifies

his company with a precious sentence from Plato or Ci-

cero, or with the rich and melodious strains of Horace
and Pindar. Of the latter species of pedantry, howe-
ver, there is but little danger. Classical learning fur-

nishes few topics for common conversation ; and scho-

lars have in general too much sense to exhibit their

treasures where they cannot be appreciated. The pe-

dantry with which we are most frequently annoyed, is

the pedantry of those, who, having by some unlucky

chance picked up a few of the facts or allusions con-

tained in the writers of anti(julty, arc producing them
on all occasions, to show the extent of their classical

lore.

A more formidable objection has been urged against a

classical education, as tending to corrupt the minds of

the young, and to lower the tone of their moi'al feelings,

by rendering tlum familiar with the gross mythology of

the Heathens, and the licentious effusions of their po-

ets ; and by directing their admiration towards heroes

and sages, whose conduct and whose principles were, in
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many respects, ut vaiiauce with the pui'c and gentle spi-

rit of Christianity. " However," it has been said, « the

study of the classics may have opened the understand-

ing, enlarged the views, and elevated the sentiments of

men, it is to be feared that many picjiidices have flow-

ed from the same source, which are inconsistent with

the spirit of the religion wi.ich we profess; prejudices

that are inimical to that spirit, at variance with the

whole tenor of our Saviour's precepts, and the cause

of a perpetual and manifest inconsistency between the

practice and profession of Christians. These prejudices

have thrown a shade of ignominy over the mild glories

of humility, meekness, and mercy ; and exalted piide

and revenge into the rank of virtues. They have sub-

stituted the love of glory for the love of truth ; embla-

zoned the crimes of ambition with the lustre of renown,

and taught men to prefer the applause of a giddy multi-

tude to the approbation of God. By introducing false

associations of regard and prclVrence, with adventitious

circumstances altogether foreign to the moral character,

as learning, strength, valour, power, &c. they have de-

btroved the just criterion of Iniman worth, and given to

situation, which marks the nature of the duty to be per-

formed, that respect v/hich is morally due to the just

performance of duty. They have gratified the pride of

man at the expense of his virtue." Were these the ne-

cessary or the probable eft'ects oi' the study of ancient

literature, we can conceive no ndxantages by v/hich they

could possibly be compensated. IJut the charge, if not

altogether groundless, is certainly much broader tijan

facts will support. We shall admit, that there are ma-
ny very exceptionable passages in the captivating poems
of antiquity ; that the ancient heroes possessed many
»|nalilics worthy of reprobation ; and that the ancient

philosophers held opinions, and enjoined practices, alto-

gether repugnant to the spirit and doctrines of revealed

religion. But are our own poets, or, indeed, the poets

of any nation, more distinguished for their purity ? Do
our own histories record deeds more elevated, or deli-

neate characters more perfect ? Nay, are the works
even of our philosophers less chargeable with error, or

less exceptionable in morality? The indiscriminate pe-

rusal of the clr,ssics would certainly be pernicious :—
would not the indiscriminate perusal of English authors

be equally hurtful? Would you deny your pupil the

privilege of reading his own language, because there

are English books of an immoral tendency ? Would you
lock up from him the history of his own country, be-

cause, with the virtues which will command his admira-

tion, are connected qualities, which it would be impro-
per to imitate ? Would you debar him from the regions

of philosophy, because, while pursuing the road to

truth, he may occasionally be tempted into the patlis of

error ? or because, amidst the Iriiits and flowers by which,
every step he advances, he is charmed and invigorated,

there may be some that bloom but to deceive, that allure

but to destroy ? The teacher of tlie classics, as well as

the teacher of English, has the power of selection ; and
where, except in the sacred volume, can be found finer

precepts of morality, recommended by more captivating

elegance, than in the writings of tlie poets and philoso-

phers of ancient Greece and Rome ? where can be found
deeds of nobler generosity, of more magnanimous hero-
ism, of sublimer virtue, than the ancient historians re-

cord ? Let every teacher impress on the minds of his

pupils a deep respect for revelation, and accustom them
to refer, on all occasions, to the Divine law as the stan-

dard of moi\-ility. Thus directed, they may expatiate

with safety over classic ground ; nor can there be a mdre
delightful, or more improving exercise, than to trace the

various systems of the ancient sages, and while we mark
the approaches of human wisdom and virtue towards the

perfect system of the gospel, to gather new materials

for gratitude to the Divine goodness, which has reveal-

ed, even to the most simple, those important relations

and duties which the wisest men, in the most enlighten-

ed nations, were unable to discover. Even Mr Locke
recommends, that, in the education of a gentleman, Ci-

cero's Treatise De Officiis shuu.d be studied along with

the Bible, as his best guide in the science of ethics.

But supposing no particular evil to accrue from the

study of the classics, what advantages does it promise to

compensate the time which it must necessarily occupy ?

To some of these advantages we have already adverted ;

to enumerate them all would retiuire more time, ancl

fuller detail, than we can at piescnt afford. Every clas-

sical scholar knows, how essentially a knowledge of the

Greek and Roman languages aids him in understanding'

his own. Before the revival of literature, the languages
of modern Europe were rude and barbarous; and when
the study of the perfect models of antiquity had intro-

duced a taste for elegant composition, men of genius,

renouncing their own uncouth and untractable languages,

adopted the Latin, by general consent, as the medium of

all their communications. Their example soon diifused

an universal predilection for a language, which was thus

made the vehicle of all valuable information. Latin be-

came the language, not of literature alone, but of busi-

ness ; and to persons of both sexes, and of every rank,

the knowledge of it became nearly as necessary as that

of their vernacular tongue. One happy effect of their

intimate acquaintance with this elegant language was,

that it improved and enriched their own. They learned

from it to express ideas, for which they had formerly no
adequate signs ; they transferred from it, of course, ma-
ny words into their native dialect, whtre they soon be-

came naturalized. Thus more than one half of the Eng-
lish language is of Latin origin ; and whoever wishes
to study it with precision, will find a knowledge of La-
tin indispensably necessary to enable him to ascertain the

full force of many of the most familiar words, by tracing

them back to the root from which they sprung.

For the same reason, it is evident, that a knowledge of
the classics is the best key to all the modern languages.
The facility with which a person who has had a classical

education acquires any modern language, is, to those who
have not enjoyed that advantage, almost inconceivable.

Thoroughly versed in all the principles of grammar, he
soon becomes master of those peculiarities by which the

grammar of any particular language is distinguished
;

and in studying any of the modern tongues, he tinds tliat

his knowledge of Latin has already put him in posses-

sion of half its vocabulary.

But it was not only by the addition of new words that

the classical languages of antiquity contributed to the

improvement of those of modern Europe. They whose
ears had been accustomed to the melodious terminations

of Greek and Ronian words, and to the liarmonious con-

struction of which they are susceptible, could not en-

dure the harshness and dissonance of their native jargon.

Yet the intercourse of life would often require that they

should speak in the language of their country, and the

patriotic desire of benefiting even the lowest of their

countrymen by useful instruction, wo\iid induce them
sometimes to employ it in their compositions. Thus
obliged to retain their vernacular tongue, they found it
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necessary, for their own convenience, to smootli its aspe-

rities, and to correct its irregularities, till uc(|uiring a

partiality for what tlicy were daily contributing to im-

prove, they conceived the laudable emulation of raising

it from liarbarism, to vie in elegance, precision, and vi-

gour, with the noble languages of antiquity. AVhocvcr
will look back a few centuries, to contrast the language

of his ancestors, lit only for the intercourse of savages,

with the language in which Johnson has written, in which
HurUe has spoken, and Pope has sung, will have sonic

idea of the extent of our obligation to the admirable pro-

ductions of ancient Greece and Rome. From them were
drawn the treasures by which our own language has

been enriched ; in them were contemplated the models
according to which it has been improved ; with them we
must have an extensive acquaintance, before we acquire

the full command of our vocabulary, or understand the

philosophy of ovir own grammar ; and the study of tliese

classical works will be our best security against the cor-

ruption of the language, which they have so wonderfully

improved.
The principal value of all education, however, arises

from the exercise which it gives to the faculties of the

mind, and from the habits which it has a tendency to

form. In this respect we think classical education par-

ticularly, we would almost say peculiarly, valuable. No
department of education gives such exercise to the me-
mory, the judgment, the imagination, and all the moral
powers, as the study of the ancient langaages. Even the

first elements of these languages cannot be acquired

without such a patient exertion of memory, as must
contribute essentially to improve it in readiness and re-

tention ; and the frequent repetitions that are required

throughout the whole course of classical discipline, form
the habit of industrious apjilication, while they store the

iTiind with the most valuable treasures. For imparting
precision of thought and accuracy of discrimination, no
employment which we know can be more useful, than to

mark the distinction between words apparently the same
in signification ; nor can any means, perhaps, be more
effectual for enlarging the understanding and ciuicken-

ing ingenuity, than to trace back expressions to the sub-

stances and qualities in nature which they are used to re-

present, or the peculiarities of thought in which they

have originated, to compare the idioms of different lan-

guages, and explore the general laws of their analogy

and construction.

The utility of classical literature, in cultivating the

imagination and refining the taste, has never been de-

nied. Whatever partiality men may have entertained

for the writings of their own country or age, all have
been willing to acknowledge the advantage of studying

those splendid monuments of genius, which tht ancients

have bequeathed to posterity, and which, through many
centuries, have been contemplated with unabated ad-

miration. The only dispute on this point has been,

whether the moderns have not already so far improved
ty these models, as to have attained nearly equal excel-

lence ; and whether the fine specimens which our own
language affords of every kind of composition, may not

be sufficient to form the taste of the present and of fu-

ture generations, without leading them back to their pro-

totypes, through the perplexed and toilsome paths of

languages long disused. High as our admiration of an-

tiquity is, we are far from wishing tn deny tlic merit of

the classical produ'ctions of our own times, or to assert

T-that no excellence in composition may be attained, wit!i-

out being conversant with the philosophers, the histo-

rians, and the poets of Greece and Rome. Works of
much genius, and of considerable elegance, have, wc
know, been produced by some who had not the advan-
tage of a classical education ; but let it not be forgot-
ten, that the beauties which they could not contem-
plate in the original, they still admired as transcribed,
though perhaps with diminished charms, in the wri-
tings of those whose genius they had elevated, and
whose taste they had refined; and if, even in the paj'cs

of Franklin and of Uurns, we can occasionally disco-

ver some approaches to rudeness, wc may perhaps,
without rashness, conclude, that, in composition as in

the other fine arts, perfection of style can only be at-

tained by studying tlie genuine productions of the

great rnastcrs of antiiiuity. This, at least, is certain,

that, among modern authors there will not be found
one entitled to the rank of a classic, whose mind was
not deeply imbued with ancient literature, and whose
genius was not elevated and chastened by the habitual

contemplation of those pure and exalted standards which
were produced in the nourishing days of Greece and
Rome. It is thus that we recognise in the " Paradise
Lost," the fire and sublimity of the Maeonian bard; that

the " Pleasures of the Imagination" recal to us the so-

norous harmony of Lucretius, the lofty conceptions, and
the magnificent eloquence of Plato ; that the " Seasons"
delight us with the same beauty of description, the sanic

rural elegance, the same discursive fancy, which we ad-

mire in the Mantuan swain; that in the enchanting ver-

ses of Pope and of Campbell, we see renewed that exqui-
site felicity of expression, that magic melody of num-
bers, that delicacy of sentiment, and graceful case of

manner, for which the poems of Horace have been so

justly admired ; that the pap,cs of Addison reflect the

sweet but simple grace of the Memorabilia ; and that our
three great historians have restored to narration, the

beauty, the dignity, and the aiiimation, which impart such
interest to the histories of Herodotus, Thucydides, Xeno-
phon, Livy, Tacitus, and Sallust. It were of itself a suf-

ficient recommendation of classical learning, that our
admirable countryman, I)r Robertson, when visiting, as

Principal, one of the literary classes of the University of

Edinburgh, declared, for the erxouragement of the young
men in the prosecution of their studies, that if he had ac-

quired any fame as a historian, he owed it entirely to his

acquaintance with the historians of antiquity. " To all

such then," we borrow the words of Dr Blair, '-as wish

to form their taste, and nourish their genius, let us

warmly recomrnend the assiduous study of the ancient

classics, both Greek and Roman :

Kocturna versate manu, versate dluma.

Without a considerable acquaintance with them, no man
can be reckoned a polite scholar, and he will want
many assistances for v.-riting and speaking well, whicli

the knowledge of such authors would afford him. Any
one has great reason to suspect his own taste, who re-

ceives little or no pleasure from the perusal of writings,

which so many ages and nations have consented in hold-

ing up as objects of admiration. And it will be found,

that in proportion as the ancients arc generally studied

and admired, or are unknown and disregarded in any

country, good taste and good composition will fiourisU

or decline."

Great, however, as, in our estimation, the advantage.s
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of classical acquirements arc, wc are far from wishiiifj

that, in any stai;c of education, they shoultl lie the sole

object of atlcr.lion. Tiie enthusiasm of pedants, wlio

maintain that every thin^ valuable in knowledge is con-

tained in the treasures of ancient litcrati'.re, and the ab-

surd custom wiiich that enthusiasm has established in

many of our public seminaries, of making the ancient

languages, for seven or eight years, the exclusive study

of youth, have done more, perliaps, than any other

cause, to retard llie progress of science, and to bring

classical learning into discredit. Even where the par-

tiality to the Greek and Roman languages is less ex-

travagant, we are afraid that a very undue proportion

of time and attention is devoted to tliem. Aware as

we arc of the difliculty of acquiiing these languages,

we maintain, and wc are supported by experience in

maintaining, tiiat at least one half of the time usually

spent in studying them, might, without retarding the

progress of the pupil, be saved for the acquisition of

other branches of knowledge. The attention, when ex-

ercised long upon one subject, becomes fatigued and

languid : and it is not the least important, or the least

difficult duty of those to whom the education of youth

is entrusted, so to regulate their studies, that in the

hours of labour, their minds may be kept on the

stretch, without being overstrained, and that every mo-
ment employed in business may be employed to advan-

tage. With two hours a-day of assiduous preparation,

and an equal portion of time spent under the direction of

an able teaclier, a boy of ordinary capacity would, we
are confident, advance more rapidly in classical know-
ledge, than if he were doomed to drudge eight or ten

liours daily at tlie same study. Tliis would leave a great

proportion of his time vacant for other studies ; and would
thus remove one of the strongest objections which have
been urged against a classical education.

But though it would be wrong to confine the pupil's

attention exclusively to the classics, to distract it with too

great a variety of objects would be still more improper.
A change of subject is always a relief to the mind ; but

if the subject be too often changed, the attention will be-

come unsteady, and the memory will be bewildered.
Neither ought the different subjects of study to be en-

tirely homogeneous. A person who is engaged with
two or three subjects of a similar nature, will be more
apt to be confused, than one whose attention is occupied
with a greater number of objects perfectly distinct.

Thus, whoever has attempted to learn several languages
at the same time, must have found, that while his me-
7nory was perpetually confounding them, each was an
incumbrance to retard his progress in the other.

In varying the studies of our pupils, we should en-
deavour to adapt them, as much as possible, to the dif-

ferent powers of the mind, that they may all be invigo-
rated by their proper exercise. ^Vith the study of lan-

guage, whicli improves the memory, let arithmetic be
joined, which aflords more exercise to tlie reasoning
powers, than any branch of learning to which the atten-

tion of a child can be directed. An eai'ly and accurate
acquaintance with arithmetical notation and numeration,
is peculiarly calculated to impa'-t habits of precision, ar-
rangement, and classification. Notation, originating in
the operation of necessity on the powers of the human
mind, is an object worthy of the attention of the philoso-
pher; while, at the same time, from its distinctness and
•simplicity, it serves as a most important exercise to the
juvenile understanding. Aritlnnetic, accordirig to the

usual niodcs of teaching it, is little more, indeed, than an

exercise of memory; but, if taught judiciously, with a

constant reference to the princi))les on which its rules

are founded, it will contribute more than any other de-

partment of early education, to the vigour and acuteness

of the powers of the understanding, and will give a ten-

dency to order and method, which will be oflhe most es-

sential importance in every mental operation. To the

teacher who wishes to make the rules of arithmetic con-

ducive to the improvement of the reasoning powers,

there cannot be a more valuable assistant than a little

posthumous work of Condorcet, entitled, Moyen (Vap.-

prendre a Compter Surement et avec Facilite. The first

thing, as the French editor justly remarks, which distin-

guishes these elements of arithmetic, is, that they are, at

the same time, the elements of the art of reasoning. By
a clear explanation of the principles on which every rule

is founded, the learner is prepared for that which is to

succeed it; and, when he has attained to the utmost
height of the science, he sees, by one retrospective

glance, the successive steps by which he has been con-

ducted. Thus, while he acquires a precision in his ope-

rations, which no other method could impart, his judg-
ment is cultivated ; he learns to form distinct ideas ; and
commences those intellectual habits which are subser-

vient to the highest attainments of knowledge, and to the

best conduct of life. This valuable work, which was
long unknown, or strangely overlooked in this country,

has been lately translated into English by Mr Elias John-
ston, teacher of writing and mathematics in Edinburgh.
See Condorcet.
When our pupil has acquired a competent knowledge

of the principles of arithmetic, he may proceed to the

study of algebra, which possesses nearly the same ad-

vantages, and, along v/ith them, others conducive to a

still higher degree of mental culture. The study of al-

gebra confers the power of invention and combination; it

accustoms the mind to general reasoning, while at the

same time it leaves it at liberty to check and correct that

reasoning at every step.

About this time, or even along with the study of arith-

metic, geography may with propriety be made an object
of attention. Were it only as an exercise of memory,
and as subsidiary to the knowledge of history, the study
of geography would be highly valuable. It is valuable,

too, as it forms the habit of arrangement, and of associa-

ting names with the objects of w!iich they are the signs.

But it is chiefly valuable, because it is the proper vehi-
cle for many important topics of information ; and, by
leading the mind beyond the narrow sphere of its own
observation, it enlarges its comprehension, and weakens
its prejudices, and forms an interesting link between
mere sensation and abstract speculation. The plan
which Rousseau proposes for imparting a knowledge of
the relative motions of the sun and the planets, is ex-
tremely judicious. "The earth," says he, " which we
inhabit, and the sun, by whose beams we are enlighten-
ed, are the first objects which claim our attention. We
will therefore direct the attention of our pupil to the phe-
nomena of nature. We will lead him out, on sonn; beau-
tiful evening, to behold the setting sun. Here we take
particular notice of such objects as mark the plac£ of his
going down. Next morning, we visit the spot, to con-
template the rising of the glorious luminary. After
contemplating for some time the successive appearances
which the scene before us assumes, and making Emi-
lius observe the hills and the other surrounding objecffe,
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I stand silent a few moments, aflecting; to be occupied

in deep meditation. At last I address him thus : I am
thinking, that when the sun set last night, he went
down yonder ; whereas, this morning, you sec he is

risen on the opposite side of the plain here before us.

What can be the meaning of this?" I say nothing

more at this time, but rather endeavour to direct his

attention to other oljjccts. This is our first lesson on
cosmography. Our last observation was made about
ISIidsunimcr : we will next view the rising sun, on some
iinc morning in the middle of winter. This second ob-

servation siiall be made on the very same spot which
we chose for the former. When Eniilius and I perceive
the sun now emerging al)ove the horizon, we arc struck

at the change of the place of his rising. IJy such les-

sons as these may the pupil be taught a real, not a seem-
ing acquaintance with tlie relative motions of the sun
and the planets, and with geography."

Natural history is another branch of knowledge by no
means to be neglected in a liberal education. Of all the

studies in which the youthful mind can be engaged, this

is at once the most entertaining and the most instructive.

Conversant about the objects in which we feel the earli-

est concern, it is peculiarly calculated to gratify the eager
curiosity of children ; while, by engaging this strongest

principle in the juvenile breast, it trains them to the ha-

bit of observing accurately, of attaching distinct concep-

tions to words, and of classifying and arranging the sub-
jects of knowledge : it gives a new interest to every thing

around them, and, by extending their acquaintance with

the works of nature, it enlarges their ideas of their Great
Author, towards whom it of course inspires them with

warmer devotion, and with deeper reverence. " I would
recommend botany," says an eminent naturalist, '' for its

own sake. I have often alluded to its benefits as a men-
tal exercise ; nor can any exceed it in raising curiosity,

gratifying a taste for beauty and ingenuity of contrivance,

or sharpening the powers of discrimination. What then

can be better adapted for young persons ? In Sweden,
natural history is the study of the schools, by which men
rise to preferment; and there are no people with more
acute, or better regulated minds, than the Swedes."
The next study in which we would engage our pupil,

is the study of the mathematics, which, from the days
of Thales to our own, has ever been regarded as of the

most essential importance in the culture of the mind.

We are told by almost every writer on the mental pow-
ers, or the means of improving them, that if we would
enjoy the use of those powers in all their perfection, we
must devote ourselves to the study of mathematical sci-

ence. This alone, we are assured, or, at least, this more
than any other study, will correct the wild flights of ima-
gination, and will give to judgment its due superiority ;

will teach us, by perpetual examples, to conceive with

clearness, to connect our ideas in a train of dependence,
to reason with strength and demonstration, and to dis-

tinguish between truth and falsehood. Something of

these sciences, they add, should be studied by every one;

not so much, as Mr Locke expresses it, to make us ma-
thematicians, as to make us rational creatures. Now,
•while we admit the utility of the study of the mathema-
tics in improving the powers of reasoning, it is not to be
disguised, that, in one respect, their operation on these

powers is often unfavourable. On subjects susceptible

of strict demonstration, those who have been disciplined

to the clear and consecutive argumentation which cha-
racterizes mathematical science, will probably reason
Vol. VIII. Part I.

most successfully. But there arc many siii)ject» on
which, though not suscei)tible of demonstration, wc may
attain a ccitainty nearly as absolute. In the investiga-
tion of such subjects, mathematical reasoning will not
apply ; and wc have not unfrequently seen mathemati-
cians, wiio, refusing to believe what they could not de-
monstrate, were incapable of estimating the evidence ol

testimony and of cireiinistances, and were left in all th«
darkness of iniccrtainty on points which, to lubS confined
understandings, wercclearas the light of day.

A less questionable advantage of mathematical know-
ledge is, its subserviency to most of the other sci-

ences. To natural philosophy, in all its branches,
it is indispensibly necessary. Mathematics may be
called the language which that science speaks, with-
out which scarce a principle it unfolds, or a fact it

communicates, can be jjroperly understood. When our
pupil, therefore, has ac(]uiro(l a competent knowledge
of mathematics, let his attention be directed to natural
philosophy, which will open to him a wide field of en-
tertainment and instruction, and tend wonderfully to

expand the powers of his mind. What employment
can be more interesting, or more worthy of a rational

being, than to investigate the laws by which the uni-

verse is regulated, to describe the phenomena which
result from these laws, and to trace them back througli

the long chain of causes, which may have contributed

to produce them ? Such an exercise will necessarily

form the mind to habits of accurate and persevering
observation; of patient enquiry, of abstract speculation,

and of correct reasoning. While it restrains the thoughts
within the limits of reality, it at the same time afi'ords

abundant scope for the most sidiiime conceptions, and
the most excursive flights of imagination. Carrying us
beyond the boundaries of sense, it weakens each selfish

feeling, by interesting us in every thing around us. It

is the best preparation for the study of mind ; for the

rigour with which its researches are conducted, and its

cautious mode of reasoning by induction from ascertain-

ed phenomena, check that extravagant rage for theory,

which is the bane of all science. 'J"o religion it is a

most powerful auxiliary ; extending our knowledge of

the works of creation, and leading us " through nature,

up to nature's God."
From the study of the material universe, let our pupil

be conducted to the higher and more important study of
the human mind. In some of our systems of education,

mental philosophy is very preposterously made one of

the earliest objects of the student's attention. In our
Scottish universities, it is not uncommon to see lads,

who should not yet have escaped the discipline of a

grammar school, occupying the benches of a metaphy-
sical class, and listening to grave lectures on the powers
and operations of the human mind :—powers, which
their minds have scarcely begun to exercise ; operations,

of which they are almost unconscious. How can boys,

whose faculties are only beginning to open, be supposed
capable of that reflective attention to their own ideas and
emotions, often too fleeting to be arrested, too compli-

cated to be unravelled, too faint to be perceived, which
is the basis of all mental philosophy ? Or, what benefit

can they be supposed to derive from disquisitions on ab-

stract subjects, of which they cannot form an idea, and
which can be presented to them in no palpable shape ?

The incvital>le, and almost the only consequence, of en-

gaging them at so early an age in the study of what thiy

cannot understand, is to excite their disgust; and thus
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to leave ilicm in hopeless ignorance of a science, wliicli,

if not proposed to them till by previous discipline tlicy

were prepared for comprelitndiiij; it, they would have

found the most delii^hti'ul study, as it is the most impor-

tant, in wliich man can be engaged. To the successful

pursuit of mental science, an accurate and discriniinal-

ing judgineiit, a clear aud ptnelratini;: understanding,

«nd a habit of correct and cautious reasoning, are indis-

pensibly nccessaiy : the study of the mathematics and of

natural philosophy is peculiarly useful in c\iUivating

these valuable cjualitics, and ought, therefore, always

to precede the more abstract and difficult study of mind.

One peculiar advantage of this study is, that, while

it gives exercise to the highest of our faculties, it sug-

gests at the srime time the best means for improving

llicm. Uy rendering us actiuainted with human nature

in all its parts; witli its various faculties, pov/ers, and

sources of enjoyment ; and the effects which are pro-

duced on these principles, by particular circumstances

and situations ; it aids us essentially in the proper and

liberal culture of the mind, enables us to judge of our

own acquii-itions, and to employ the most effeclual

means for supplying our defects, and removing our im-

proper I'.ubils. A philosophical analysis of the princi-

ples of the mind, is the only foundation on which can be

raised a proper system of education ; and as scarcely

any of the existing systems are founded on such an ana-

lysis, almost every person of reflection, when he arrives

at maturity, finds it necessary to begin a new course of

education for himself. Now, to render that course as

complete as possible, to enable him to estimate properly

his attainments, and to know how to supply his defects,

it is necessary that he should have an accurate and com-
prehensive view of his intellectual and moral powers ;

and such a view it is the professed object of mental phi-

losophy to give. All the different branches of our know-
ledge bear a common relation to the philosophy of the

human mind; and to that philosophy, of course, must be

referred all our inquiries concerning the divisions and the

classifications of the objects of human knowledge, and

all the various rules for the investigation and the com-
munication of truth. " As a philosophical system of

logic," says Mr Stewart, " would assist us in our particu-

lar scientific investigations, by keeping steadily in our

view the attainable oljjects of human curiosity ; so, by

exhibiting to us the relation in which they all stand to

each other, and the relation wliich they all bear to what

ought to be their common aim, the advancement of hu-

man happiness, it would have a tendency to confine in-

dustry and genius to inquiries, which are of real jjracLi-

cal utility; and would communicate a dignity to the most
subordinate pursuits, which are in any respect subser-

vient to so important a purpose. When our views are

limited to one particular science, to which we have
been led to devote ourselves by taste or by accident, the

course of our studies resembles the progress of a travel-

ler through an unexplored country, wiiose wanderings
from place to place are determined merely by the im-
pulse of occasional curiosity, and whose opportunities

of information must necessaiily be limited to the objects

which accidentally present themselves to his notice. It

is the philosophy of the mind alone, which, by furnishing

us with a general map of the field of human knowledge,
can enable us to proceed with steadiness, and in a useful

direction ; and while it gratifies our curiosity, and ani-

mates our exertions, by exhibiting to us all the various

bearings of our journey, can conduct us to those eminen-

ces from whence the eye may wander over the vast aiid

unexplored regions of science."

While tlie study of mind is tluis useful in teaching us
how to exercise our own intellectual facullies, it is foimd
of peculiar advantage in those arts which operate on the

minds of others. The success of the poet, the painter,

and the orator, depends on the skill with which they adapt
the cftbrts of their genius to the povveis and sensibilities

of mankind ; and a philosophical analysis of the mind is

the only solid foundation for the improvement of all the

fine arts. The human mind, too, is the subject on which
the moralist and the statesman have to operate; and
while the former endeavours to allure men to their truest

happiness, by the cultivation of their nol)lest powers and
their finest qualities, and tlrc latter pioposes to second
the benevolent intentions of I'rovidence, by diffusing as

widely and as equally as possible the advantages of the

social union ; to each of them an extensive and accurate
knowledge of human nature is equally necessary. To
the moral improvement and happiness of the individual,

the study of mental phildsophy is still more eminently
conducive. Enabling us to trace back through all their

intricacy, our propensities and habits to their origin, it

suggests the best means of confirming those which are

laudable, and correcting those which are faulty. Teach-
ing us duly to appreciate the real excellencies of the

mind, it guides us in our efforts for their attainment.

And shewing us how our happiness is affected by differ-

ent modes of conduct, and by what means our excel-

lence is promoted or obstructed, it enables us to form
the most judicious plans for the regulation of our future

life.

After being initiated in the philosophy of the human
mind, our pupil will enter with peculiar advantages on
the study of history, which will introduce to his obser-

vation, the passions, propensities, and faculties of man-
kind, acting on the ample theatre of the world. To a

person who has made himself acquainted with the gene-
ral properties of human nature, the study of history is

peculiarly edifying. While it exhibits man in all possi-

ble circumstances, it enables him to refer to their true

cause all the diversities of human character; and, amidst
the almost boundless variety which obtains in the senti-

ments and modes of action that prevail in different com-
munities, he learns to discriminate those which originate

in the native and universal feelings of mankind, from
those which are the result of local or national contingen-
cies. He reaps the advantage of the accumulated ex-
perience of all nations and ages; and in the progress of
states and their decline, can trace, with unerring preci-

sion, the causes of their prosperity and of their ruin.

He sees the operations of Providence displayed here on
the most magnificent scale; and while he compares the

end with the beginning of the important transactions

which history records, he obtains the most exalted and
comprehensive view of those grand principles, which
regulate the moral government of the Great Ruler among
the nations. His ideas of society are enlarged, and he
escapes from those illiberal prejudices, which the love

of country, amiable as it is in itself, is too apt to excite

against those who live under difl'ercnt governments, and
in other climes. " There is scarce any folly or vice,"

says Lord Bolingbroke, "more epidemical among the

sons of men, than that ridiculous and. hateful vanity, by
which the people of each country aie apt to prefer them-
selves to those of any other, and to make their own
customs, and manners, and opinions, the standard ot
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right and wrong, of true and false." Tliis vanity is

effectually removed by the enlightened study of history.

He who is accustomed to contemplate the transactions

of other nations, to view them inlheii- mutual dependen-

cies and connections, and to take a warm concern in all

their interests, learns to consider the community to

which he belongs as only a part of a still greater com-

munity ; and without necessarily becoming indiflVrciil to

its prosperity and to its fame, is enabled to discern the

value of opinions and practices of foreign growth. To
every student, however, the history of his own country

is by far the most interesting. To trace the origin of

those laws and institutions, to which, in common with

his fellow citizens, he is subject, and of those customs

and establishments by which the character of the nation

is at once indicated and determined, is an employment

no less pleasing to curiosity, than it is improving in its

tendency. To the native of JJiitain, the study of the

history of his own country is, in this respect, particular-

ly important nd i;;ratifying. In no country have all the

great virtues been more eminently displayed ; no where
has the struggle for civil privileges been carried on with

more perseverance and success; liberty has here advan-

ced through many vicissitudes and successive revolutions,

to the most perfect triumph she ever obtained; protect-

ed by every security which wisdom can devise; and ac-

companied with ali the blessings which usually follow in

her train,—arts, s-ience, commerce, pure religion, ainl

enlightened toleration.

With the reading of history should be combined the

sti:dy of political economy, and of the peculiar laws of

our country, in so f v as to enable us to understand ex-

actly the extent of our respective rights and privileges,

and the tenure by which they are held.

While the student is engaged in the acquisition of

these accomplishnients, let him be carefully trained to

the practice of composition. The beneficial effects of

this practice are too many to be here enumerated, and

more extensive than v.c can easily calculate. The per-

fect conimand which it will give him of his own lan-

guage, and the facility of communicating to others his

sentim.nts and ideas, are perhaps among the least of its

advantages. In whatever study he may be engaged, his

progress will be more accelerated by the practice of

composition, than by any other means. This will accus-

tom hiu! to think on every subject for himself; to ascer-

tain exactly the c:;Lcnt of his attainments; and thus to

advance with a steady progress towards proficiency. To
write one page from his own reflections, will give him a

more pcitVct knowledge of his subject llian to read a

volume. The habit of correct composition almost ne-

Ycessarily produces precision in our ideas, and perspicui-

^4y in our reasnnings; and by obliging us to tldnk closely,

prevents us fioni resting satisfied with vogue and super-

iiciai notions. The improvement of our taste is another

effect of the practice of composition, scarcely less valu-

able than those which we have enumerated. He who
has learned to relish the beauties of nature and of art,

has access to the most inexhaustible sources oi enjoy-

ment. It is of the last importance, therefore, to the

future happiness of our pupils, to imbue their minds
with an early relish for the pleasures of taste. Nor is

it more essential to their happiness, than it is conduci\e

totucir cxceiience. A taste for what is great and beau-

tiful is favourable to the growth of many virtues, and

sanguine hopes may be entertained, that they whose

minds have this elegant and liberal turn, wUl become
conspicuous for the discharge of all the higher u\n\ more
im))ortant duties of human life. Tlicrc arc, indeed, few
good dispositions of any kind with which the improve-
ment of taste is not in some degree coiir.ected. It in-

creases by frecjucnt exercise, the sensibility of all our
tender and benevolent feelings ; while, on the other hand,
by impressing us with a deep sense of propriety, it lends
to weaken all the fierce and violent emotions. To be
devoid of taste, is justly regarded as an unpromising
symptom in youth, indicating their pro|)ensity to low
gratifications, and their incapacity for any thing but
what is vulgar and illiberal.

Such are the attainments which constitute a liberal

education; and such is the order, according to which,
in our opinion, they ought to be acquired. IJut small

is the proportion of mankind, whose circumstances en-

able them to cultivate their faculties by so extensive an
education. A numerous class of men, destined for par-

ticular professions and employments, receive only such
an education as seems necessai'y to qualify them for the

situations which they are to occupy in society; and a

still more numerous class, doomed to toil, almost from
infancy, for a scanty subsistence, receive little or no
education at all. Fortimately, men may become good
and respectable members of society, without any very

extensive ac<iuaintance with' science and literature; but

in whatever station or circumstances an individual may
be placed, it is indispcnsibly necessary to his respecta-

bility and his happiness, that he receive such an educa-
tion as may enable liim to exert the powers of his mind,
and prepare him for all the duties of life. Among all

classes of society, a proper education is the only per-

manent source of good conduct; and it is now pretty

generally understood,' that natioPial prosperity and hap-

piness depend, more than on any other cause, on the

diffusion of instruction among all orders of the people.

Ignorance is the parent of depravity; and most of the

vices which degrade the character, particularly of the

lowest class of the community, may be traced to the

want of knowledge.
We are proud in hsiving to appeal to our own coun-

try for a proof of the influence of general instruction in

raising the national character. Since the establishment

of parochial schools in .Scotland, the people have been
distinguished for their honesty, sobriety, and decency ;

and there is perhaps no country in Europe, as Dr Cur-
rie very justly observes, in which, in proportion to its

l)opvilation, so small a nundicr of crimes fall under the

chastisement of the criminal law as in Scotland. Every
benevolent heart must rejoice in the prospect whicli

the Lancasterian system affoids, of the extension-of the

same advantages to our sister kingdom, and throughout

the wide range of his Majesty's dominions. We do not

mean at present to enter into an investigation of all the

merits of that system, or its defects. One distinguish-

ed merit it docs uncpicstiunably possess, sufficient to re-

commend it to the waimCst patronage of every lover of

his country and of mankind,—the merit of placing with-

in the reach of the lowest of the people the blessings of

instruction, by enabling them to acquire a knowledge

of reading, writing, and accounts, at an expense which

the poorest can afford, and in a lime so short as scarcciy-

10 deprive the most necessitous of any advantage which

they might derive from the industry of their children

Z2
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EDWARD. See England.
EDWARDS, John, a learned English divine, was

born at Hertford in the year 1637; and was the son of

the Rev. Thomas Edwards, a conformist in profession,

but a zealous prcsbyterian in principle, who wrote many
polemical pieces, and who died in Holland in 1647. John

received his grammatical education at Merchant Tailors'

school in London, and in 1653 entered St John's Col-

lege, Cambridge, which was then under the govern-

ment of Dr Anthony Tuckney, a presbyterian divine of

acknowledged character and learning. Mr Edwards
distinguished himself by his application and talents; was
admitted a fellow of his college by the influence of Dr
Tuckney; and, in 1661, received the order of deacon

from Dr Saunderson, bishop of Lincoln. In 1664, he

undertook the duty of Trinity Church in Cambridge,
and his discourses were much attended by the moie
considerable mcmbs-rs of the university; but, in 1665,

during the ravages of the plague, he retired from the

college to the town, that he might devote his whole time
to the consolation of his parishioners in that calamitous
season. In 1 668, he was admitted to the degree of ba-

chelor in divinity ; and, about the same time, through
the interest of his patron Sir Robert Carr of Bugden,
was chosen lecturer at St Edmund's Bury ; but, after

discharging his office there with great acceptance for a

year, he returned to his college. In consequence, how-
ever, of some disgust, he resigned his fellowship, and
became successively minister of St Sepulchre in Cam-
bridge, and of St Peter's in Colchester; but, having
been disabled from preaching by bodily disease, he re-

turned to Cambridge in 1 697, took the degree of doctor
in divinity, and sat down with the resolution to instruct

the Chrisiian world from the press. From this period,
\mtil his death, he led a very retired and studious life,

and produced a inultitude of works. Besides a number
of single sermons, and short controversial pieces, and a

great mass of manuscripts found in his study, equal to

all that he published when alive, his principal produc-
tions were, " Enquiry into several remarkable texts of
the Old and New Testaments ;" " Demonstration of the
Existence and Providence of God;" "Twelve Sermons
on special occasions;" " A Survey of the dilTercnt Dis-
pensations of religions," in two vols. " The Preacher,"
in three parts; " Vtritas Redux, or Evangelical Truth
restored ;" « Theologia Refonnala, or the Substance and
Body of the Christian Religion," three vols, folio. Not-
withstanding his numerous publications, it is a singular
circumstance, that he never possessed a library of his

own, except Bibles, Lexicons, and similar books ; but
either procured the works which he wished to peruse
from f'ne university libraries, or borrowed them from
booksellers at a stipulated price for the loan. Owing
cither to some faults in his temper, or to his zealous
support of Whig politics and Calvinistic doctrines, he
did not live in friendly habits with the greater part of
the clergy ; but he was a popular and eloquent, yet
plain and practical preacher ; a man of extensive learn-
ing, sound piety, and exemplary moral conduct. He
irad in April 1716, in the 79th year of his age. See
liiog. Britan. (rj)

EDWARDS, George, a celebrated naturalist, was
born at Stratford, a village in Essex, in the year 1693;
and, after receiving an ordinary school education, was
put apprentice to a tradesman in Fenchurch-street, Lon-
don ; but before the term of his engagement was half
expired, his attention was diverted, by an accidental oc-

currence, into a course of study altogether foreign from
commercial pursuits. The library of a deceased phy-
sician, a relation of his master, having been removed
into the apartment of the young apprentice, he embraced,
with avidity, this unexpected opportunity of acquiring
knowledge ; and spent all his leisure through the day,
and freeiuently a considerable part of the night, in pe-
rusing treatises on natural history, astronomy, antiqui-

ties. Sec. Losing all relish for business, he adopted the
resolution, at the expiration of his servitude, to improve
his mind and enlarge his knowledge, by travelling in

foreign countries. In 1716, he visited the principal
towns of the United Provinces ; and, about two years
afterwards, spent a considerable time in examining the
natural productions of Norway. In the year 1719, he
went to Paris, with a view to enlarge his acquaintance
with natural liistory ; but, finding the menagerie almost
totally neglected, he applied his attention to the works
of sculpture and painting ; and made several journeys on
foot to different parts of France, with no small hazard
of being sent as a vagrant to the colonies on the Missis-
sippi. Upon his return to England, he employed him-
self in drawing and colwaring animals, particularly birds;

and, by his assiduity and skill in this pursuit, he at once
acquired a decent subsistence, and a number of valuable
friends. By the recommendation of Sir Hans Sloanc, he
was in 1733 appointed Librarian to the College of Phy-
sicians, an office which afforded him the best opportu-
nities of pursuing his favourite studies ; and, by a dili-

gent improvement of these advantages, he soon became
the most eminent ornithologist of the age in which he
lived. In the years 1743, 1747, 1750, and 1751, he
published his " History of Birds," in four volumes, with
coloured plates and descriptions, in French and English.
The last of these volumes he dedicated to the Supreme
Being ; an act in which his piety may be acknowledged,
but of which the example is not to be imitated. Resu-
ming his labours, he jmblish.ed in 1758, 1760, and 1763,
three additional volumes, under the title of " Gleanings
of Natural History," consisting of coloured plates of
birds, fishes, insects, and plants; and thus completed a
work containing engravings and descriptions of more
than 600 subjects in natural history. As an artist, he
was remarkable for his scrupulous exactness in copying
nature. He communicated occasional papers to the
Royal Society, of which he was chosen a member; and,
in 1 770, he published, in one volume octavo, several es-

says, which had been prefixed to his larger volumes,
containing instructions in drawing and painting in wa-
ter colours, etching on copperplate, fee. He was ad-
mitted a member of several academies in different parts
of Europe ; and, besides the friendship and correspon->'

dence of the great Linnaeus, enjoyed the patronage ol"

the principal promot.°rs of the arts and sciences in his

native country. In 1769, he retired from all public
employments to a small house at Plaistow, and devoted
the evening of his life to the conversation of a few se-
lect friends, and the perusal of a few favourite books.
During his latter years, he was greatly afflicted by the
stone, and by a cancer in one of his eyes ; but remark-
ably patient. Emaciated with age and sickness, he died
in 1773, and was interred in his native parish of West-
Ham, where a stone is erected over his grave, with a
plain inscription, to perpetuate his skill as a zoologist.

He was a man of middle stature, inclining to corpulence,
of a benevolent disposition and cheerful temper ; an en-
tertaining and communicative companion to persons of
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congenial taste with himself; but, from his diffidence

and humility, little calculated to shine in (general con-

versation. See Bioff. Brit. ; Memoirs of the Life of
Geo. Edwards ; Anecdotes of Boivyer ; and A'eiu Bioff.

Diet. {</)

EDWARDS, Thomas, a critic and a poet, was born

in London or its vicinity, in the year 1699, and received

liis grainmatjcal education at Eton school. lie entered

\ipon the study of the law at Lincoln's Inn, with the view
of practising at the bar ; but was discouraged by a re-

markable hesitation in his speech, from engaging much
in the duties of that profession. He applied himself

indeed from his youth rather to the cultivation of polite

literature, than to the perusal of the statutes ; and was,

in particular, an ardent admirer of the works of Shak-
speare. He first appeared as an author in 17t4, by
publishing a letter to the author of a late epistolary de-

dication, addressed to Mr Warljurton, in which he at-

tacked the critical tenets of that celebi-atcd writer. War-
burton had hinted in the preface to his edition of Shak-
speare, that he had once intended to have given his

readers a body of canons for literary criticism ; but now
referred them to what he had occasionally said upon the

subject in the course of his annotations. This idea was
liumorously taken up by Mr Edwards, who framed a

set of canons ridiculously absurd, whicii he illustrated

by examples from Warburton's notes. This perform-
ance appeared in 1747, as " A Supplement to Mr War-
burton's edition of Shakspeare," and afterwards under
the title of " Canons of Criticism." It was remarkably
well received by the public ; and besides eflectually ex-

posing the singular aberrations of the ingenious critic in

question, holds up to deserved contempt, the rash and
fanciful style of critical exposition and emendation which
then began to prevail. Warburton, in return, intro-

duced Edwards into the Dunciad, in a scurrilous note

vipon line 567, Sec. of book fourth; a retort which the

latter, from the irascible character of his antagonist,

might have been prepared to expect, and which scarce-

ly deserved the indignant reply which he prefixed to a

future impression of his " Canons." He pi'ocluced ano-

ther small piece, entitled, " An Account of the trial of

ihe letter T alias Y," which regards the orthograpliy of

the English language ; and in which he chiefly recom-
mends attention to uniformity in spelling, and to the

marks of etymology. He was more eminent as a clas-

sical scholar, and an elegant critic in the English lan-

guage, than as a writer of poetry. All his pieces in this

last mentioned capacity, excei)ting one ode, were in the

form of sonnets, in the style of Spensei-, thirteen of which

are printed in Dodsley's collection, eight in Pearch's,

four in Nicol's; and the whole of these, with twenty-

se.ven additional, are to be found in the last edition of

his "Canons," in 1765. A small tract on predestination,

was published after his death. From tlic year 1739, till

his decease, he resided at his estate at Turrick. He
died in January 1757; and, in an inscription upon his

monument in the church-yard of Ellesborough, is de-

scribed as a sincere Christian, a friend to the cause of

liberty, and an enemy to licentiousness and faction. See
A'ew Biog. Diet, and £iog. Britan. (7)
EDWARDS, Jonathan, an eminent American di-

vine, was born at Windsor in Connecticut in October

1703; and entered Yale College in 1716, where he re-

ceived the degree of bachelor of arts, before he was
fully seventeen years of age. He gave very early indi-

cations of his genius for abstract enquiries ; and in liis

thirteenth year, used to take the utmost delight in study-
ing Locke's Essay on the Human Umlei-standing. He
made a rapid progress in scienlific pursuits, especially
in the study of natural philosophy; but was particularly
attached to moral philosophy and theology, as connected
with his future occupa'ion. Having coniinucil at col-
lege two years after he look his first degree, he was li-

censed as a preacher of the gospel ; and, in the year
1722, he preached during ciglit months with rnucli ac-
ceptance, to the English Presbyterians in New York

;

but, as he did not consider the circumstances of that

society such as to justify him in settling as their minis-
ter, he returned to his father's house in the following
spring, where he spent the summer in close application

to study. In September 1723, he was admitted master
of arts; and, in the following year, was chosen tutor

of the college in whicii he had been educated, where
he continued in that office above two years. In 1726,
he resigned his tutorship, and was ordained pastor of
a congregation at Northampton, and colleague to his

grandfather, the Rev. Solomon Stoddard. In this si-

tuation he continued to labour with the greatest suc-
cess and approbation till the year 1744, when his en-

deavours to check the dissemination of licentious pub-
lications among the young persons of his congregation,

and to exercise greater strictness in admitting commu-
nicants to the Lord's supper, excited such violent dis-

putes and dislikes, as, in a great measure, terminated
ins comfort and usefulness at Northampton. In the

midst of the most violent and uncandid opposition, he
remained nearly six years longer, but was at length for-

mally dismissed by a vote of his congregation, in which
only 20 persons appeared in his favour, and more than

200 against him. During the whole of this aflecting

struggle, he preserved the greatest calmness and meek-
ness under the most injurious treatment, and, within a

few years after his removal, was amply vindicated by the

public acknowledgment of one of his most virulent per-

secutors. He was, in short, the last minister in New
England, of whom such an event could have been anti-

cipated ; and the whole transaction presents one of the

strongest olijcciions, from actual experience, to those

forms of church government which empower the pco-

l)le to dictate to their religious instructors. In 1751,

Mr Edwards was appointed Indian missionary, at the

town of Stockbridgc, in Massachusetts, where he was
honourably su])ported by the Society in London for

Propagating tlie Gospel in Foreign Parts; and where,

for the space of six years, he discharged the duties of

his office to the entire satisfaction of all concerned.

During his residence in this retired situation, he produ-

ced the most valuable of his writings. In the year 1757,

without any solicitation, and even with much reluctance

on his part, he was elected to the presidency of the

college of New Jersey, and removed to Princeton in

the beginning of the follov.ing year. Scarcely had he

entered upon the duties of his office, and given testimo-

ny of his eminent tiualilicalions, when he proposed, with

the advice of the physicians, and the consent of the cor-

poration, to bo inoculated with the small-pox, which

was then spreading its ravages in his neighbourhood.

He had the disease in a favourable manner, and all

danger was considered as past, but a secondary fever

put an end to his valuable life, on the 22d of March
1758, in the 55th year of his age. He uttered very

few words during his sickness, but evinced, in every

Stage of his disease, the most patient submission to the
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Divine will ; and died at last with the utmost compo-

sure, as one falling asleep. Mr Edwards had a very

infirm constitution of body ; :»n<l, on that account, as

veil as from rclij^ious prini/niUt, was remarkably abste-

mious in his diet. He was nevertheless capable of great

mental application, consUintly rising about four or fire

o'clock in the morning, and commonly spending thirteen

hours every day in his study. His usual recreation in

summer was riding on horseback, or walking ; and in

winter he was accustomed, by way of exercise, to spend

half an hour or more every day, in chopping wood

with an axe. He possessed an uncommon thirst for

knowledge, and read all the books, especially in divini-

ty, that were within his reach. His own principles were

strictly Calvinistic ; but he drew them for himself from

a thorough investigation of the sacred scriptures, and

was least of all men led by the mere authority of others.

He always studied with his pen in his hand, and, in this

way, committed to paper many observations on almost

every subject in divinity. The number of these mis-

cellaneous reflections amounted to more than 1400, and

a selection of them was published, in one volume, after

his death. He was pavtic\ilarly careful in the composi-

tion of his- sermons, which, for the first twenty years of

his ministrj', he generally wrote out at full length, and

carrying them with him to the pulpit, usually read the

greater part of what he had written. This, however, he

considered as one of his deficiencies as a preacher. His

mode of delivery was easy and natural, deficient in ges-

ture, but full of solemnity. His voice was not strong,

but distinct; and his words, witliout much noise or ex-

ternal emotion, were so full of meaning and expressive

of inward fervour, that few speakers were more suc-

cessful in commanding the attention of an audience. He
was seldom tedious either in prayer or preaching, and
generally employed the greater part of his discourses

in the application or improvement of the subject. Un-
less when he was called by the sick, or heard that any of

his people were under some particular affliction, he did

not visit them in their own houses ; because he was
aware that his talent consisted in preaching and writing,

rather than in teaching by conversation ; but he encou-
raged all who desired his advice, to repair to his study,

and regularly catechised the young persons and chil-

dren, both in public and in his own house. He kept him-
self remarkably free from worldly cares, and committed
the direction of his domestic concerns so entirely to Mrs
Edwards, that he seldom knew even whence his table

EGG
was supplied, or how many cattle he possessed. He was,
however, most anxiously attentive to the education of
his children; and his parental authority, exercised with
uniform calmness, was productive of the most cheerful
obedience. He spoke little in general society ; avoided
disputes in mixed companies ; and was rather reserved
among strangeis; but, with his intimate friends, whom
he selected with the greatest caution, he was peculiarly

affable, communicative, and instructive in conversation,

—patient of contradiction, and ready to hear every ob-
jection that could be made to his sentiments. He was
distinguished by inviolable integrity in his dealings, and
a sacred regard to truth in his words; uniformly im-
pressed by a profound sentiment of piety, and charac-

terized by an unaffected gravity of demeanour; exem-
plary in practising, as he was most urgent in recom-
mending, charity to the poor ; but always inclined to con-

ceal the amount of his alms deeds, and the exercises of

his private devotions. His principal writings, besides

single sermons and smaller tracts, were, " A Treatise

on Religious Affections," published in the year 1746;
" An Account of the Life of the Rev. David Brainerd,

Missionary to the Indians, in 1749 ;" " An Inquiry into

the modern Notion of that Freedom of the Will which
is supposed to be essential to Moral Agency," in 1754

;

" A Defence of the Christian Doctrine of Original Sm,"
which was in the press at the time of his death ; " A
History of the Work of Redemption ;" ' Miscellaneous

Observations ;" and " Eighteen Select Sermons," with

an account of his life and character, which were pub-
lished from his manuscripts. His writings, though ex-

pressed often in a clumsy and disjointed style, and capa-

ble of being greatly improved by judicious abridgment,

have been highly valued, and extensively useful in the

Christian world. He was certainly one of the greatest

divines, and ablest metaphysicians, of the age in which
he lived ; and, whatever may be the theological senti-

ments of his readers, they must, if at all capable of ap-

preciating his talents, allov/ him the praise of having
possessed extensive knowledge of his subject; of hav-

ing exercised sound judgment in his argument; and of

having produced the ablest defence of the doctrines

which he espoused. See General Biogra/i/ii/, and T/ic

Life and C/iaracter of Mr Jonathan Edwards, prefixed

to eighteen of iiis select sermons, (y)

EGBERT. See England.
EGG. See Chemistry and Orxithology.
EGG. See Anguinum Ovijm.

EGYPT.

PART I. HISTORY.

x\.voNu all the ancient nations which have been distin-

guished in history, there is none more worthy of our no-

tice than the kingdom of Egypt. If not the birth-place,

It was the early protector of the sciences ; and cherished

every species of knowledge, which was known or culti-

vated in remote times. It was the principal source from
which the Grecians derived their infoimation ; and, after

all its windings and enlargements, we may still trace

the stream of our knowlengc to the banks of the Nile.

Every ancient nation lays claim to a higher origin than

legitimate history can sanction; and Egypt extends itf.

claims to a fabulous period.

To extend the existence of Egypt as a nation to more
than a hundred thousand years, is evidently fictitious

;

and the period 473,000 at Babylon, or 1,907,000, with
more extravagant calculations still, which are found in

the Indian chronology, are suflicicnt to convince us, that

the pretensions are excessive, and the calculations mi-
true. There is a degree of vanity which every nation

feels about its origin and its honour ; and to this may in
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some degree be ascribed the extravagant claims of an-

cient nations. But this tendency is not suflicicnt to ac-

count for the inconceivable pretensions of Egypt, Chal-

dca, and llindostan; nor are wc certain that wo shall Ijc

able to point out precisely the source of such claims.

As Egypt was anciently divided into different kingdoms,
the reign of cotemporary ])rinces might be stated in tra-

ditionary history, as the reign of successive kings; but

even this is quite inadequate to account for the incredi-

ble length of years, to which their pretensions extend.

We have heard of a poetical and solar method of calcu-

lation in the East, in which a thousand years of the for-

mer are only equal to one of the latter. The Caliyoug

of the Indian astronomers is clearly an imaginary pe-

riod, as well as many other times and calculations so of-

ten alluded to in the ancient annals of the East.

It is impossible to ascertain correctly the circum-
stances which gave vise to these modes of reckoning, or

the occurrences which from time to time enlarged or

changed them ; but we may easily believe, tliat, having-

once departed fioni the plain path of rigid calculation,

they would branch out hno many bye-ways, according to

the ignorance, the fashion, or the fancy of the times. It

appears that tlie earliest mode of reckoning was by the

appearance and departure of the sun, when the evening

or the morning marked the conclusion of a day. The
changes of the moon, too, were periods of calculation.

The revolution of the moon, and that of other planets

whose courses were of short duration, appear to have

been denominated years ; as were also the terms of three

and of four months. We speak not of the distinctions

between the lunar and the solar year ; for that was a

mode of reckoning comparatively of recent date, and not

once to be named among the circumstances, which have
contributed to occasion the extravagance and uncertainty

of remote calculations. But whether we have ascertain-

ed the true sources of those incredible pretensions, or

even approximated their genuine causes, yet there can-

not remain a doubt that their history is fabulous, and
cannot be explained by the present modes or measures
of reckoning. The want, or very imperfect method, of

recording ancient facts, leaves us without the means of

entering completely into their history ; and we must
content ourselves with partial inductions, or even with
probable conjectures.

RIenes is the first king of Egypt who is presented to

our notice; but the circumstances of his reign distinctly

imply, that the age in which he lived was an advanced
period of the Egyptian history. The arrangements
which h.e made did not belong to rude times ; the wealth

and the luxury of his c6urt, were far removed from the

savage state, and the magniiicence which he introduced

into the services of religion, manifest an improvement
in the arts, and a progress in the splendour of society.

Sir Isa?.c Newton ascribes to him the building of Mem-
phis, which was not founded, or at least not famous, in

the time of Homer; for it was Thebes, and not Mem-
phis, which he celebrated as the glory of Egypt. Nor-
den supposes that the latter was adorned from the ruins

of the former ; hut even if this be true, it would not im-
ply that Memphis was unbuilt till Thebes was in ruins.

It will only shew, that, as the ancient capital was desert-

ed, the new city was adorned with some works of art,

which had been admired in the city of Thebes.
The imperfect state of the Egyptian history, in the pe-

riod under review, is further apparent, from the deficien-

cy of its annals immediately after the time which wc

have supposed to have been filled np by the reign of
Mcnes. A list has been presented of 330 kings, many
of w honi were probably cotemporarics, and not a few of i.
them perhaps imaginary. I'or if the reign of Mencs was *»
in some degree described, and did exhibit features of
einincnce and improvement, it is not likely that a period
in immediate succession would be so void of inlurnin-

tion, and bear so many marks of romance and fiction

From the 1400 years which is fancifully ascribed«<o this

interval, there is scarcely a circumstance which could
claim attention, by any promise of entertainment oi

knowledge. For the story of the Shepherd kings, which
seems to be connected w illi this place, is too obscure and
undefined to excite jntich interest, or merit much notice.

It cannot, however, be altogether passed over, as it is

evidently entwined with the history of Egypt.
Various conjectures have been formed concerning

that race of obscure kings; and some have supposed
that it is the history of the Israelites in Egypt, misrepre-
sented by fable, magnified and deformed by the uncer-
tain traditions of ancient times. But the history of that

people in Egypt has no resemblance to i reign of kings.

In the time of Joseph, they must have had inlUicncc a!

the court of Pharaoh ; but their subsequent condition in

Egypt was a state of degradation, and affords a tale of
misery and oppression. The .Shepherd kings must have
been cruel and severe, for their memory was detested ;

and their reign must have been previous to the abode of
the Israelites in the kingdom of Pharaoh ; for when Ja-

cob and his sons went down into that country, a shep-
herd was an " abomination to the Egyptians."

It would be fruitless to fatigue ourselves with conjec-
tures about the name or race of that people w ho invaded
and over-ran Egypt, and whoso governors are denomi-
nated Shepherd kings. They must have been an unpo-
lished race of men; a wandering and unsettled tribe of

warriors, whose habits of life had not risen above the pas-

toral state. Being intruders, they must have been unwel-
come in the land of Egypt. Diiierent in their manners,
rude and unformed in their habits, their conduct and
practice must have been abhorrent from the milder man-
ners of a more polished people. Severe in their habits,

and cruel toward a conquered nation, their yoke must
have been galling to a subdued and an oppressed peo-

ple. Their deliverance from so afllicting a thraldom
must have been <leiightful, and the memory of their suf-

ferings would be deep and lasting. The vast number of

years during which they arc said to have lield Egypt in

bondage, was a period which could not be reviewed but

with distressful remembrances, antl the names of their

oppressors must long have been detested.

Osymandias is the nc:;t Egyptian king whose history

has assumed any probable sha[>e; and yet the narrativo

of liis reign is doubtful and imperfect. While he was
upon the throne, the city of Thebes was still in its glory,

and some of its most iciuarkablc ornaments are attribu-

ted to this prince. His palace was an edifice of exquisite

workmanship; and in the manner of those linies, it was
of vast extent. In front there was a court of an immense
size; adjoining this space there was a portico of 400 feet

long, the roof of which was supported by animal figures

of fifteen cubits high. This portico led into another

court similar to the first, but more superb. Here,
among other ornaments, were three statues of vast size,

which is alone sufficient to shew the antiquity of Osy-
mandias' reign.

In the infancy of science, every thing is vast; and to
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commantl ailmiration among llic uncultivated, immensity

is better calculated tUan beauty, deep design, or elegance

ol" workmansliip. These statues are said to have rcprc-

senlL-d Osymandias and some of his family ; but this is

of little importance to the history of those times, which

leads us to approximate the period of society in which

Osymandias lived, by the state of literature and science

which l)clong to the period of his reign. Sculpture and

the art of buildin;^ had evidently arrived at considerable

improvements. I'or the style of architecture, as Well

as the art of the statuary, which the ruins of Thebes have

disclosed, have justly commanded the admiration of the

curious and discerning. There were other courts, and

other porticos, together with piazzas, halls, and galleries,

vhich excelled in workmanship as well as in extent.

Tiiere the chisel liad sculptured, uith wonderful art, the

triumphs of the king, the sacrifices which he offered, the

administration of justice in the courts of law, and many
other emblems of his transactions and reign. But his

tomb has been celebrated above all other buildings at

Thebes; and it has been chiefly remarkable for the em-
blems of astronomy wliich it bore. It was encompassed

with a gfljpen circle of 365 cubits in circumference, to

represent the number of days which were then included

in the year, and shews that the solar year was not then

distinctly understood. Here the rising and the setting

of the stars were represented to view ; various parts of

the ceiling in the public buildings of Osymandias were

painted blue and liespangled with stars, to exhibit an idea

of the firmament; and a hall was stored with the most
valuable writings of those times, and was significantly

denominated the dispensary of the mind. From the

whole it ajjpears, that the reign of Osymandias, though
remote and not accurately defined, was in a period of

considerable improvement.
His lineal descendants are said to have reigned in

Egypt during the course of eight generations; but their

transactions, and even their names, are not distinctly

known. Uchoreus was the last of that race; and in his

time the city of Memphis appears to have become the

successful rival of the ancient and venerable city Thebes.
It is indeed added, that he transferred the abode of the

Egyptian kings from Thebes to Memphis.
Passing by other sovereigns, who are rather alluded

to than specified in the conjectural parts of this history,

we shall take notice of Mo:ris, who would probably have
been left in the same obscurity as many other ancient

kings of Egypt have been, had not the lake which bears

his name preserved his memory. That work of stupen-

dous labour will be adverted to in a subsequent part of

this article ; and it may be considered as a remnant of
those mighty works which Mceris did to aggrandise his

kingdom. lie adorned the temple of Vulcan at Mem-
phis, and must be supposed to have been the author of
many important improvements, which have been lost in

the lapse of time, and forgotten among the changes of
early and obscure events. He was the 330th king from
Menis; and the immediate predecessor of Sesostris,

whose history is now to claim our attention.

Sesostris is known by various other names, according
to the variety which different languages and other cir-

cumstances are calculated to produce, such as Sesonchis,
Sesoosis, and Sesothis. He has also been supposed to

be the Sesncor Shishak, who took Jerusalem in the reign
of Rehoboam ; while others have supposed that he was
the Pharaoh who reigned in Egypt, and who was drown-
ed in the Red Sea, when pursuing the Israelites to bring

them back : but these are conjectures and not historical

facts,—they may amuse, but they cannot instruct. Under
the pretext of a dream, his father adopted measures
which, in his view, were calculated to furnish his son

with certain means of conquest and power. Exercising

the influence wi-.ich he seems to have possessed, he col-

lected a number of youths of the same age with his son,

and trained them up together at his own expcnce, that

they might be attached to the person of Sesostris ; and
that, by being trained up in a hardy and active manner,
they might be able to brave dangers, and be the means
of honour and aggrandisement to his son. .

Having made successful inroads into Arabia, and be-

ing led to put confidence in his own resources and skill,

Sesostris returned into Egypt, and devised measures for

such campaigns and conquests as have perpetuated his

fame. Being resolved to take the field in person, and

having the prospect of being a long time absent from his

kingdom, he adopted prudential means for preserving

tranquillity while he was abroad. By promises and sa-

lutary arrangements, he attached the army to his inte-

rest ; and he provided carefully for the internal peace of

the state. He divided the empire into 36 provinces, and

having appointed a governor to each, he constituted his

brother regent of the kingdom, with supreme power
till he himself should return. He fittesl out two fleets,

one in the Mediterranean, and the other in the Red Sea.

With the former he conquered the islands of Cyprus, to-

gether with several islands of theCyclades, and the whole

coast of Phoenicia; and with the latter he scoured the

Red Sea, and entered the Indian ocean.

His army was in great force. It consisted of 600,000

foot, 24,000 horse, and 27,000 chariots. The 1700

youths who had been trained up along with him from his

infancy, and accustomed to toil and military exercise,

were well fitted to have the chief places of trust in that

mighty army, both from their attachment to their sove-

reign, and their military ardour. With this numerous
host, he over-ran the Ethiopians, and traversed Africa,

till he reached the shores of the Atlantic. Being en-

couraged by success, he penetrated Asia, and crossed

the Ganges. Returning into Europe, he invaded Scythia

as well as Thrace ; but, according to some historians,

these warlike people resisted his invasion, and after he

had made several conquests, compelled them to retire.

A colony of Egyptians was planted by him in Colchis,

or a part of his army settled there of their own accord ;

and pillars recording his "triumphs have been found in

various parts of the world.

He appears to have aimed at universal conquest; but

though his movements were rapid, and his successes

great, yet he was forced to return to Egypt, and aban-

don the kingdoms he had acquired. There is a certain

compass, beyond which the powers of man cannot pre-

vail ; and it was never intended by nature, that one man
should lord it over the whole earth. There are limits to

the powers of the mind, and there are boundaries among
the empires and kingdoms of the earth, which it is cruel

and unjust to pass. While Sesostris was employed with

conquest abroad, his brother was perverting his authority

at home, and subverting the power and honour of the

king. Being informed of these transactions, Sesostris

hastened his return to Egypt; and having resumed the

reins of his kingdom, overthrew the proceedings of his

brother, tranquillized tlie country, and completely re-

established his own power. It is said in honour of his

humanity, tliat he saved the life of his rebel brother, who,
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H has been asserted, fled iiito Greece, and was the Da-
naus of that country, whose story seems to be partly true,

and partly fabulous.

From this time forward, Sesostris abandoned a life of

"warfare, and employed his leisure as well as liis riches in

adorning his kingdom, and improving the condition of

his people. He provided for the repose of the soldiers,

who had been his companions in arms ; and he enriched

the temples of the gods, whom the people worshijiped.

He fortified the kingdom in the most commodious parts
;

improved the state of Lower Egypt or the Delta, and

in general meliorated the state of the kingdom. He
either divided the people into casts, or rendered the di-

vision more complete, which appears to have been a fa-

vourable arrangement in those times and circumstances,

though it has created a host of prejudices unfavourable

to successive improvements. It is recorded to the dis-

grace of Sesostris, not only that he retained the kings

captive whom he had taken in war; but also that he

took a cruel pleasure in exposing their fallen state to pub-

lic observation, making them feel in a most sensible-man-

ner the degradations of their captive condition. In the

midst of these severities, one of his captive sovereigns

reminded him, by the emblem of a wheel turning rapid-

ly upside down, that fortune was capricious, and that he
who sat upon the throne might soon, like him, be ranked

amongst slaves. The remark did not fail of its natural

impression; and from that lime the captive princes were
set free. So true is it, that health is followed by sick-

ness, and prosperity by pain, that Sesostris lost his sight,

and sinking into despair, he put a period to his own
life.

Sesostris II. or Pheron as he is sometimes called,

scarcely deserves to have his name mentioned in his-

tory; for his life was inactive, and his reign inglorious.

Like the former Sesostris, he was seised with blindness ;

but by patience and proper remedies his sight was
restored. We give no heed to the fabulous manner in

which his cure has been represented ; blindness appears

to have been of old, as it is now, a common disease in

Egypt. Now a period fruitful of no authentic informa-

tion occurs again in the history of Egypt ; for here and
there are only some casual and ill ascertained spots of

verdure, transiently appearing amidst a vast succession

of arid wastes. About this time, though we cannot speak

with precision, we may venture to suppose, that the

Israelites departed from the land of Egypt. For in the

reign of Actisanes, the Ethiopian adventurer, who drove

the detested Amasis from the throne, there is an ob-

scure, and seemingly disguised account, of a foreign peo-

ple being driven from Egypt toward the land of Pales-

tine.

After a long interval we meet with Cetes,who, in the

language of Greece, was denominated Proteus. He was
celebrated in ancient fable, and on account of his wis-

dom, and perhaps his dexterity in the art of deception

and enchantments, was said to have the power of chan-

ging his form. Dwelling upon the sea-shore, or perhaps

encouraging commercial affairs, he was said to be a sea

god. Into one of his ports Paris was driven when he

was carrying off Helen from her husband Menelaus.

Finding that Paris had violated the rights of hospitality,

and fled with the wife of his friend, he dismissed him
from his presence ; but retained the fair, though faith-

less lady, to be sent back to her injured lord. In the

mean time a war was undertaken against Troy ; for the

Vol. VIII. PartL

Greeks would not be persuaded that Helen was not con- ^
ccaled in that devoted city. th
The reality of this meniorablc siege has been callnl j*^

in question by Mr Bryant ; and in many rc^<ccts his
*

opinions are singular ; but similar scntinRiils seem to be
entertained by some modern travellers; or at least, ihev
have not been able to discover the scene of those splendid
actions, which have adorned the classic page, and de-
lighted the heart of the ydulhfiil student. We bclicvt^

the siege of Tif>y was a real and minnentous transaction,

tliougii disligured by tradition, and that tradition em-
bellished by the poets. It is not wonderful, that the sit.

of Troy should not be known. Ancient cities in tin-

East consisted chiefly of mud or very perishable cotta^

ges, except the temples and a few public buildings,

which were easily overthrown in a deserted city, and
even their fragments sunk or carried away.
To Proteus succeeded Rhampsinitus orRemjihis, who

would scarcely deserve our notice, if he had not bccii

the son of the last king, and raised to the throne in due
order of succession. He is represented as having been
excessively attached to riches; and as having erected an
expensive building for the reception of his treasure. In

times like those in which he reigned, it is natural to be-

lieve that means would be employed to spoil him of his

wealth ; but the story of Herodotus concerning the de-

vice of the architect for giving himself a private mode of

access to the king's treasure, and other circumstances at-

tending the abstracting of his money, are unworthy of

record. Snares might be laid to detect the offender who
had plundered the king, but that one brother should

cutoff another's head when he was held fast, and could

not escape from the trap, which was laid to discover the

offender, and that he should carry ofl' the head to pre-

vent a discovery, is rather fabulous than probable. Far
less can we conceive, that a father, though wicked, would
induce his daughter to enter into criminal intrigues to

obtain from her admirers the secret of the theft. He
is said to have enlarged and adorned the temple of Vul-
can.

Here, again, there is a gap in the history of Egypt

;

and the first king, who claims our notice, is Cheops,

who was also distinguished by a variety of other appel-

lations, and is said to have erected the largest of the

Egyptian pyramids. He began his reign with shutting

up the temples of the gods; and forbidding every species

of religious worship. He was as tyrannical as he was

impious; and he oppressed the people for the space of

fifty years.

His successor Cephren, or Chabryis, trode in the steps

of the former king. He, too, built a pyramid with ex-

cessive labour and cxpcncetothe people, whom he had

enslaved ; and so much was he detested during the

course of a long reign, that the place of his burial was

kept secret, lest the populace hfd treated his remains

with dishonour and indignation.

Mycerinus, or Cherinus, the son of Cheops, detest-

ing the injustice and impiety of his father, pursued a

different and an amiable course. He honoured the gods,

threw open the temples, and encouraged sacrifices to be

offered. He delivered the people fron every species of

tyranny, and restored to them a life of tranquillity and

freedom. He tempered the severities of the law, and

was in truth a benevolent father to his people. But

while he was diffusing happiness around him, and all

classes of society were enjoying the fruits of his benefi-

Aa
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ccncc, a heavy and domestic calamity bcfel liimsclf.

The death of a favourite daushtei- threw a !j;Iooin over

every object of nature, and appears to have affected the

strength and steadiness of liis mind. Her sepulchre

seems to have been adorned with nuicli splendour, and

her memory to have been preserved, by the frequently

occurring observance of solemn and imi)ressive rites.

The honiinrs, wliich were ordained in remembrance

of his dau'f^hier, ajipear to have been connected with

some sacrifices or offerings of respect to the god Apis ;

and upon these circumsiances, a f.ibiilous story seems to

have been invented, about the manner of the ijrinccss's

death, and the oblations which were presented before

her tomb. Tlie king himself appears to have been af-

fected in the exercise of his intellectual powers; for he

abaiidoi:ed ids former quiet and virtuous mode of life,

and gave lumself up to every species of riot and inlem-

per.'uice. It is said also, that ho too built a pyramid,

and inscribed his name upon its northern front.

The first kin^, who is mentioned in tlic Egyptian his-

tory, after the preceding sovereign, is Gnephactus, who
is of no celebrity in the annals of his country. His man-
ners were siinplc, and his abstinence proverbial. The
luxury of his time appears to have been excessive; and

its tendency was the more alarming to his mind, when
lie brouglit it in contrast with his own moderation. The
licginning of those luxuries, of which, we presume, he

justly complained, was ascribed to the reign of Mencs,
who introduced many valuable improvements of civil

life; and who, along with these, gave a currency per-

haps to many indulgencies which had risen to excess.

It is said, that with the a])probation of the priests and
courtiers, a curse was pronounced upon tlic mcmoiy of

Menes, and the curse inscribed u])on a pillar.

What effect the proceedings of Gnephactus had upon
the dibSoKite manners and habits of the Egyptians, we
arc not informed ; but his sou and successor, Boccboris,

was a prudent prince, and appears to have adopted such
measures, as were best calculated to correct the ex-

cesses of whicli his father complained. He introduced
the best regulations into every branch of police; and ad-

ministered the public reventies with judgment and mo-
deration. He was accounted one of those princes, who
properly deserved the name of legislators in Egypt; for

he improved its domestic economy, and enlarged its fo-

reign relations. Like the Chinese, the ancient Egyp-
tians resisted an intercourse with other nations; but this

hurtful prejudice had gradually given way under the ad-

mir.istration of different kings; and Bocchoris gave his

aid towards the removal of so pernicious a restraint. He
encouraged commerce, and promoted tiie general happi-
ness of his kingdom. But in the midst of these valuable
improvements, he was attacked by Sabacco, a prince
of Ethiopia, by whom he was overthrown in battle, and
having been made a prisoner, was inhumanly put to

death.

Though Sabacco ascended the tin-one of Egypt by a
•striking ac of cruelty; yet when he had attained the so-
vereign pcwtr, he was remarkable for clemency and
conciliating nunners. But he never appears to have
reigned in the affections, or with the consent of the na-
tion. In parlictdar, the priests were hostile to his go-
vernment; and we are told in the legends of those times,
that he was warned ir, a dream to destroy the priesthood,
if he wished to remain king of Egypt. But we are ra-

tJierto believe that he found the nation unfriendly to his
authority; and as the prie&ts were then the nobles and

most powerful persons of the kingdom, and inimical to

his reign, he had probably conceived a plan of putting ^
those enemies to death, by a sudden and unexpected at- •

tack, and thereby overawing the people to submission;

but cither from principle or fear, abandoning so desperate

an undertaking, he abdicated the throne, and retired into

Ethiopia. He is supposed to have been the So of the

scriptures, who entered into a league with Hoshca the

king of Samaria, to opjwse and keep in restraint Shal-

manesei' the king of Assyria.

Scthon is the next king of Egypt, who lays claim to

our consideration. He was a jjcrson of the sacerdotal

order, and belonged to the temple of Vulcan. He had
no warlike dispositions, nor was he at all habituated to

the use of arms. Till now the soldiery had been cherish-

ed, and were a conspicuous body of men in Egypt ; and
therefore being neglected by Sethon, they were dis-

persed, and hostile to his interests. The kings of As-
syria being at this time bold and successful warriors,

and finding Egypt in a feeble and unprotected state, they

entered that country in a hostile manner, and filled the

nation with alarm. The soldiers being scattered and

disgusted, Sethon's army consisted only of raw and un-

disciplined troops, who were unable to meet a host of

victoiious invaders. Sennacherib king of Assyria, with

a numerous army, entered Egypt, and committed greai

devastations.

In this threatening and dangerous situation, when ruin

was apparently ready to burst upon the head of the

Egyptian king, a host of rats in one night gnawed the

how-strings and shield-straps of the Assyrian army; and
being thus deprived of their weapons of warfare, they

fled before tlie Egyptians with great slaughter. A story

somewhat alike to this Egyptian representation, is hand-

ed down to us in the history of Palestine, where 185,000

men of Sennacherib's army were found dead by some
sudden disaster. 'l"he better authenticated Jewish his-

tory would lead us to suppose, that the story is the same,

but misapprehended and disguised in the obscurer an-

nals of Egypt. The Babylonish Talmud supposes, tliat

this sudden destruction was brought upon the Assyrians

by the effect of lightning; while others are of opinion,

that the disaster v.as occasioned by the sumiel or hot wind
of the desert, which is known to be so destructive and
so sudden in its effects; and this idea seems to corre-

spond with the language of our sacred books. " Behold,

I will send a blast upon" Sennacherib, and he " shall

return to his own land." But to whatever cause we
ascrilie the destruction of Sennacherib's army, it was
equally the work of God; for all the parts and elements

of nature minister to his will.

For some time past there had been a feebleness in ths

government of Egypt. At one time the country had been
over-run and taken possession of by an Ethiopian adven-

turer: Tir!;nkah, a prince and warrior from Upper
Egypt, fought against Sennacherib, and appears to have
been a principal agent in driving him from the country;

Sethon seized upon the kingdom when there was no
powerful claimant to oppose his pretensions ; and in short

there seems, about this time, to have been a period of

misrule, when no legitimate sovereign was invested with

full authority.

Upon the death of Sethon, the kingdom of Egypt
was divided into twelve governments; and each of them
was entrusted to a separate head. Nothing can be a

more decisive proof than this, tiiat there was no lineal

prince to demand the throne; or that for some raalver".
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-STitions in government, the reigninfj f;\mily had best) dis-

missed from the sovereign power. The twelve princes,

to whom the government was now cmrusled, appear to

have entered upon their high oflicc, witli every resolu-

tjon of concord and public spirit; but, like all common
alliances, the harmonious union was soon dissolved.

Psammeticus, one of the twelve, was soon raised to

the sovereign power, and his colleagues were over-

thrown. The story runs, of an oracle having asserted,

that if any of the twelve governors should otTer a sacred

libation in a brazen helmet, that pcrsin should ascend to

the sovereign power. The story adds, that upon a fes-

tival of Vulcan, when all the twelve governors were to

offer libations to the god, eleven vessels through mistake
were only provided, upon which Psammeticus present-

ed his libation with his own helmet of brass. The pre-

diction of the oracle was remembered : and Psammeti-
cus claimed the sovereign power.

This elevation of Psanimeticus to the throne of Egypt,
we presume to be contingent rather in appearance than

in reality; for it was more probably a scheme, that was
concerted for restoring him to the kingdom of his fathers.

He was the son of Nechus, whom Sabacco, an Egyp-
tian invader, first dethroned, and then put to death ; and
his pretensions to the throne appear to have been ne-

glected during the troublesome and unsettled period,

which has just been described. The claim of the an-

cient royal family in the person of Psammeticus would
naturally be supported by the priests, who were the no-

bles and hereditary counsellors of state. If the story of

the helmet be not a fiction, it was probably contrived

beforehand by the fiiends of Psammeticus, to be a sig-

nal for a powerful rising and declaration in his favour,

as the destined sovereign of Egypt.
But he seems to have required the aid of foreign power

to place or establish him upon his throne ; and his reign

was distinguished by an intercourse and friendship with

Greece. The soldiers of Egypt, who are said to have

retired in disgust into, Ethiopia, were probably the ad-

herents of the eleven governors whom Psammeticus had
deprived of their power, and the remaining supporters of

the surreptitious kings, who had reigned between them
and his father Nechus. The restoration of the legiti-

mate family appears to have been the means of removing
the lutious and discontented from the bounds of the

kingdom. Psammeticus, in order to be more secure

from the dangers of intestine commotions, retired to a

residence nerr Bubastis, on the Pelusian branch of the

Nile ; and, by cultivating commerce, he enriched the

nation. He was not a warlike piinee, for the siege of

Azotus employed all his force for the space of twenty-

nhie years; and it is not certain, that he ever obtained

ijt. Fearing the warlike Scythians, he entered into an

alliance with that nation, and was rather desirous of

peace than war. He was the first prince who introdu-

ced wine into Egypt, and he attempted to discover the

source of the Nile. If, as it l-.as been reported, he brought

up two children from their infancy, till they could dis-

tinctly articulate without having heard a human voice,

in order that he might discover the language which is

natural to man,—if this be not a fiction, it was an evi-

dence of a vain imagination rather than a sound judg-

ment.; for whatever was the first language of the human
race, it could not be the effect of any natural organic

tendency to speak one language rather than another.

Psammeticus comnieuced his reign 67'J years betore the

Christian era.

His son Nechus succeeded him on the throne, who
was called in scripture Pharaoh Necho. He prosecuted
with vigour llie system of navigation, which some of his

predecessors had begun; and, by the assistance of Pha'-
nician sailors, he not only investigated the coaxls of the
Mediterranean, but, fitting out a fleet in the Red bca,
passed through the Straits of Babclniandcl, doubled the
Cape of Good Hope, and returned to Egyplihrougli the
Straits of Gibraltar. Owing to inexpericrjce in naval af-

fairs, this voyage, which could now be pcrfoDiied in three

months, cost the Egyptians as many years. Nolwiili-

standing what has been said to the contrary, there is no
reason to doubt the authority of Heroilolus, who men-
tions this navigation ; for in those early times the Puoe-
nicians sailed to Britain for oOlaining tin; Hanno esta-

blished ftilonies on the western coast of Africa; Syclax
came from the Indus to the Red Sea ; Nearchus passed

from tiie Indus to the Eiiphrales; and the llects of So-

lomon made long voyages, in search of gold and preci-

ous merchandize.
His expeditions by land were no less enterprising and

grand. He made war upon the Medcs and Babylonians.

who, according to Joscphus, had jointly overthrown the

Assyrian throne ; but we arc rather authorised to assert,

that he carried his arms against the Assyrian king him-
self Josiah, wlio was then king of Judah, and in friend-

ship with Assyiia, refused to let Nechus pass through
hi:> kingdom ; wherefore a battle was fought, in the val-

ley of Megiddo, between him and the king of E;,ypt,

when Josiah was wounded, so that he died. Pharaoh
Necno, marching on the banks of the Euphrates, look

the great city of Carchemish ; and having occupied it

with a garrison, and made various iniportaiit arrange-

ments, he returned toward Egypt. Jehoahaz had as-

siuned the royal dignity at Jerusalem upon the death of

Josiah ; the king of Egypt commanded him to appear
before him at the Riblali, cast him into cliains, and sent

him into Egypt. His brother Eliakim had his name
changed into Jehoiakim, and was left tributary king of

Jerusalem. But the Assyrians having been added to the

Babylonian empire, Nebuchadnezzar retook Carchcmisli,

and, seizing upon Nechus's other conquests, pmsued him
and his army to the city of Pelusiiim.

Besides his enterprising by sea and land, Nechus at-

tended to the improvemeiit of liis kingdom; and, among
other undertakings, he attempted to join the Red Sea
and the Nile, by means of a broad and deep car.al. The
enterprise f:iiled; and owing, we may jiresumc, to inex-

perience, much money was uselessly expended, and
12,000 men were lost. After having reigned for sixteen

years, this active prince terminated his career about

600 years before the birth of C'hrist; and was succeed-

ed by Psammis, who oidy reigned six years, and left

nothing of consequence for the historian to record.

Apries, the son of the former king, now got posses-

sion of his father's throne; but though active, he was
unwise and unfortunate. The king of Judah, bearing ill

the tributary condition of hi.s country, manifested signs

of disobedience, and Judea was inv idcd by the armies

of Babylon. To o[)pose those njighty forces, Zedekiah

king of Judah entered into treaty with the king of Egypt

;

but Jerusalem was overthrown, and the king, as well

as the otJier inhabitants, treated v.itiiout mercy ; while

one of their former kings, and many of their country-

men, were prisoners at Babylon.

Tlic Jews were warned to put r.o liust in a confede-

racy with Egypt; and anv alliance with the liings there-

A a 2
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of was evidently precarious; because the country had

been long torn by intestine divisions, and during that

jicriod every successive monarch had found more dif-

ficulty than enough to maintain his own power and pre-

rogatives. The prince now upon the throne does not

appear to have possessed the favour of his subjects; and

tlicrcfore it was rather the unsettled condition, than the

deceitful intentions of those Egyptian kings, which made
them unworthy of alliance or trust. This observation is

clearly illustrated by tlie fate of Apries.

When the Lybians were invaded by the people of Gy-

rene, the king of Egypt lent his assistance in support of

the former ; but he and his allies being overcome, his

discontented subjects at home broke out into rebellion.

To quell those disturbances, and reduce the people to

obedience, he sent Amasis on an embassy into Egypt;
but the ambassador proved faithless, and being proclaim-

ed king by the tumultuous multitude, he assumed the

royal authority. Patarbemis being sent to bring the

people of Egypt back to their duty, found it impossible

to accomplish his mission ; but upon his return to Apries,

he was dealt with as a traitor ; and these severities in-

creased the hatred of the Egyptians. Apries collected a

considerable body of adherents, mingled with foreign

troops, and fought a battle with the army of Amasis

;

but being overthrown, he was kept a while in confine-

ment, and finally put to death. During these intestine

commotions, the king of Babylon made inroads into

Egypt; but plunder being his chief object, he retired

from the country without further molestation.

Amasis, who had been called unexpectedly, and with-

out any pretensions, to tlie throne, began his reign by
attempting to improve the moral condition of the coun-
try. He appears to have lived freely, as well as some-
times riotously, while he filled an inferior station ; and
he was sometimes devoted to excess, even after he had
ascended the throne; but he was nevertheless aware how
important it is for good order, that the habits of society

should be sober. To attain this end, he required every
inhabitant of Egypt once a year to inform the govern-
ment by what means he obtained his living. But while
he was endeavouring to establish order at home, prepa-
rations were making abroad to invade Egypt, and over-
throw its government. Tlie Persian king was making
vast movements, in order to enter that country and get
possession of its dominions.

^Ve cannot ascertain the reasons of this projected in-

vasion in the court of Persia; for while no well authen-
ticated records remain, we cannot speak with certainty

from traditionary tales. It might be ambition, and it

might be revenge, or a mixture of passions and m'^ilives,

which incidents and unknown events might bring- into

action. The story runs, that instead of permitting his

daughter to be numbered amongst the women of the
king of Persia, he had sent Nilelis, the daughter of
Apries, the former king. This affront and double deal-

ing being discovered at the Persian court, Cambyses
made war upon Egypt. Several circumstances occurred
to render the invasion of Cambyses successful ; and of
these occurrences Amasis himself appears to have had a
share. Phanes, a Grecian general of considerable note,
who was engaged in the service of the Egyptian king,
fled to the court of Persia, and assisted Cambyses to con-
duct his operations against the interest and power of his
former master. Polycrates, the successful sovereign of
Samos, was formerly the ally of Amasis ; but the king of
Egypt seems imprudently to have forfeited his favour,

and he also joined with the Persian king. While these
preparations and adverse circumstances were going on,

the king of Egypt died, and escaped from the disasters

which fell immediately upon his devoted country. In
the year 525 before the birth of Christ, Psammenitus,
the son of Amasis, succeeded to the kingdom; and he
was scarcely invested with the powers of royalty, when
Cambyses approached the frontiers of Egypt. The new
king prepared for defence, and the king of Persia laid

siege to Pelusium. Taking advantage of the Egyptian
superstition, the invaders placed in the front of their ar-

my a variety of dogs, cats, and other animals, which were
held sacred by the besieged ; and the Egyptians not da-

ring to injure the sacred animals, the Persians entered
Pelusium without resistance.

Scarcely had Cambyses taken possession of the city,

when the army of Psammenitus drew nigh; and the

Greeks, who were in the service of the Egyptian king,

to revenge the defection of Phanes, their countryman and
former general, brought forth his children into the camp,
and put them to death before the eyes of their father.

Then, in conformity to the Grecian manner, they tasted

of the blood mixed with wine, in token of execration.

It Avas thus slso that Catiline prepared his adherents
for the bloody deeds, which he intended them to do
Enraged at this scene of horror, the Persians put the
Egyptian soldiers to flight, and chased them with great

slaughter to the very gates of Memphis. Having sent a

vessel up the Nile towards Memphis, with a demand to

surrender the city, the messenger and the crew were
assaulted and torn to pieces. Memphis was soon after

taken; the adjoining countries to the west of Egypt
readily submitted to the conqueror; and now Cambyses,
in his turn, did more than fill up the measure of retalia-

tion upon the king of Egypt and his devoted subjects.

Placed in a particular situation in the suburbs of Mem-
phis, Psammenitus was forced to behold the misery, the

degradation, and even the death of some of his family,

and many of his nobles. The grief was too great to per-

mit the feelings of the king to be otherwise expressed
than by oppressive silence, till last of all, an intimate

companion, old and infirm, was presented before him,
begging his bread ; and then the alHicted monarch burst

into tears.

We are told that Cambyses himself was moved witk
compassion ; but making every allowance for the rude-
ness and severity of the times, the conduct of Cambyses
was marked with cruelty. He injudiciously scourged
the priests of Apis, and increased the madness and ha-

tred of the people, by slaying that god himself. Indeed
the whole government of Persia in Egypt was unfortu-

nate and severe. The conquerers were not only dis-

liked as foreigners ; but they were hated as sacrilegious

persons, and detested as cruel and unjust. Though
Psammenitus was preserved at this time, yet he survived

but a little while the loss of his kingdom ; for either he
attempted to recover the throne, and excited an alarm,

or Cambyses was determined to free himself of a rival
;

and in a very short time he was put to death.

The ancient race of kings had now ceased in Egypt.
For several successive generations, the claims to the

throne had been wavering, the country unsettled, and
the kingdom feeble ; but Egypt was now a province of
Persia, and was destined to bear a foreign yoke. This
species of government, at all times unpleasant, was ren-

dered grievous, by the cruelty and madness of Cambyses.
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He trampled upon the laws of their country, and vio-

lated all their prejudices and prepossessions. He insult-

ed the dead bodies of their ancestors, which are dear to

every nation, but peculiarly sacred to the Egyptians. In

order to afflict that people the more, he violated the re-

mains of their patriotic king Amasis; and by every enor-

mity insulted their feelings.

In his madness for conquest, he dispatched an army
of 50,000 men from Thebes in Upper Egypt, to seize

upon the temple of Jupitei Ammon in the deserts of Afri-

ca ; but after suffering every hardship, and losing nearly

the one half of his army, he wreaked the vengeance
which should have been directed towards his own lolly,

upon the afflicted and despairing Egyptians. He reach-

ed Memphis at the time of a high festival, and, with that

jealous violence which belongs to tyranny, he was trans-

ported with rage, and would not be convinced, that the

public rejoicings were not occasioned by his disappoint-

ment and defeat. Under this persuasion, he scourged
the priests, put the magistrates to death, and, with his

own hand, slew the god Apis, whose festival the Egyp-
tians were observing. But a period was soon put to his

cruelty and his life ; for having returned to Persia to

quell an insurrection in his own kingdom, he appears to

have been assassinated ; or, as the incident is generally

related, he was mortally wounded by his own sword,

from which the scabbard had dropped, as he was eagerly

mounting his horse. Thus died Cambyscs, an object of

hatred to his subjects, and a detested tyrant to the

Egyptians.

Aryandes, to whom the government of Egypt was
committed when Cambyses returned into Persia, endea-
voured to compose the agitated feelings of the Egyptians,
and render himself in some degree acceptable ; and his

exertions were not unsuccessful. He was mild and cle-

ment as a patriot governor ; by consulting the sages and
priests, he complied with the institutions of the country,

and honoured the religious worship of their fathers. Fa-
voured with the support of the Egyptian people, he as-

sumed the ensigns of royalty ; and appears to have be-

come formidable to the Persian power. When Darius
was meditating revenge upon Greece, for the defeat

which he had sustained at the battle of INIarathon, he
found it necessary to direct his army towards Egypt, to

overthrow the influence and kingly authority which Ary-
andes had acquired. In the mean while, Darius died ;

and his son Xerxes undertook the enterprise, which his

father had intended to perform; and having overthrown
Aryandes, his brother Achinienes was constituted go-
vernor of Egypt. '

No sooner was this arrangement made, than 300,000

men were dispatched to Greece to place that country un-

der the power of Persia; and the whole of this mighty
army was to derive its provisions from Egypt. Achi-
nienes furnished 200 vessels of war properly manned

;

and a considerable body of Egyptian troops joined the

Persian army. But the brave Greeks, though compara-
tively few in number, opposed and overthrew the

mighty invaders. Upon this defeat, Xerxes returned

to Persia, and having given liimself up wholly to dis-

sipation, the affairs of his government ran into confusion,

and he fell a sacrifice to a powerful conspiracy. Arta.v-

crxes, one of his sons, ascended the throne ; but under

his reign the Egyptians were equally oppressed, and
many of them fled into different countries for safety and
protection. Inarus was at that time king of Lybia ; and

a multitude of Egyptians invited him to their aid. They

also solicited and obtained help from the Athenians; but
after various results and partial successes, they were
compelled to yield to superior power, and sunk again
under the Persian government.
For some time after this, the affairs of Egypt remain

unnoticed ; but at length we find that y\niyrtcus, who
had found protection among the fens of the Delta, had
become formidable to the Persian king. During this

period, Artaxerxes died, after a reign of forty-eight
years, and his son Xerxes succeeded to the throne

:

but his reign continued only a few weeks, when he was
assassinated by his brother Sodgianus ; and the assassin
himself was soon put to death by his brother (Jehus,
who assumed the name of Darius, and is distinguished
in history by the apijcllalion of Nothiis, which is de-
scriptive of his illegitimate birth. During these com-
motions in Persia, Amyrteus, in connection with the
Athenians, marched against Persia; but at last died, or
was slain in battle, when he had reigned about six years.

The reign of his successor, Pausiris, was short but tran-

quil ; and the patriots of Egypt acquired considerable
strength. Artaxerxes, who was now king of Persia,
saw the increasing power of Egypt, and was deici-min-
ed to suppress it. Achoris, who had acquired the go-
vernment of Egypt, made formidable preparations to

oppose the invasion, but he died in the midst of his ex-
ertions, and was succeeded by Psammuthis, whose reign
was unimportant. The same may be said of Nephreri-
tus, who held the government but a few months ; and
then Nectanebus obtained the sovereign power.

Nectanebus made active preparations to repel the Per-
sian armies, but his safety was chiefly owing to the jea-

lousy which subsisted between the Persian commander
Pharnabasus, and the Grecian general Iphicrates, who
had a command in the Persian army. Upon Egypt be-

ing freed from the eastern invaders, Nectanebus em-
ployed his time in rciuoviiig the desolations of war ; but
he soon died amidst the lamentations of his subjects.

It was obvious, that the Persian government would
not rest satisfied with the defeat which they had sustain-

ed ; and Taclios, the successor of Nectanebus, procured
assistance from Greece, and tuadc provision for the se-

curity of his kingdom ; but an unwise policy defeated his

purpose. Agesilaus, the celebrated Spartan general,

felt indignant at the treatment he received ; for, instead

of being placed at the head of the Egyptian army, as his

merit and experience deserved, he was destined by Ta-
chos to be second in command. I'rom this moment the

Spartan general was hostile to the king, and cherished

rebellion in the bosom of his kingdom. In this state of

diflitulty and danger, he fled to the Persian court, and
was succeeded in the kingdom by Nectanebus II. who
had a competitor to contend with ; but by the assistance

of Agesilaus, he came off victorious. But his triumph
was of short duration; for he was subdued by Ochus,
who succeeded to the Persian throne, and fled into Ethi-

opia, with a few attendants, and much valuable treasure.

Pherendatcs, a Persian, was now intrusted with the

government of Egypt; and his conduct was marked by

rapacity and oppression. Hitherto the severities of Per-

sia had been warded ofl' or mollified, by the intervening

influence of a national governor; but now the people

were exposed to the prejudices and cruelty of an unre-

lenting foreigner, though in the mean time the govern-

ment of Persia was on the eve of destruction. The un-

feeling conduct of Ochus towards Egypt was avenged by

liugoas, an Egyptian, who held a place of trust under
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ilie I'cibian king. Upon the death of Ochus, Codomanus

was raised to the ihroiK', with the sunuiiiic of Darius.

This feeble king was unable to inainluiii liis powei-, and

both lie and Bagoas were soon Ininiblcd in the dust.

It was in this enfeebled condition of Persia, that it was

attacked and overthrown by Alexander the Great. Per-

sia, from being an obscure but warlike state, rose to great

eminence in the scale of nations. In the days of its vi-

gour and glory, it had frequently been the terror of

Greece ; and when its power declined, the Grecian states

in their turn were desirous of invading Persia. Philip ol

Macedon had not only strengthened his country by the

military knowledge and science of Greece, but he became

generalissimo of the Grecian armies, and was ready to

invade Persia, when he fell by the poinard of an assassin.

His eldest son Alexander was but twenty years of age ;

yet having distinguished himself by extraordinary talents

as a warrior, and having been trained up under the care

of the celebrated Aristotle, he succeeded his father in

commanding the confederated army of Greece. He
marched into the Persian dominions, and was no less

successful in gaining the affections of every country

which he entered, than he was in conquering the armies

whom he engaged in battle.

In returnuig from Persia, he passed as a conqueror

ihrough Syria, took Sydon, and compelled Tyre to sur-

render. Continuing his march, he was received in Egypt
rather as a friend than a conqueror ; but his vanity led

him to the temple of Jupiter Amnion, where he was de-

clared to be the son of that deity. When he returned

into Egypt, he fouridcd the city of Alexandria, as a good
commercial station, and connected it by canals with the

river Nile. On the eve of his departure, he invested

Doloaspes, a native Egyptian, with the sover'eign power,
and he carried along with him the affections and the re-

gret of the Egyptian people.

Returtiiny; into Persia, he became master of Babylon,

Susi', and Persepolis, while Darius was treacherously

murdered ; and after a few struggles, the great and cele-

brated empii-e of Persia was dissolved. But the termi-

nation of his own life drew nigh ; for returning to ij:iby-

ion, he expired in that city, aniid the revels of feasting

and wine. It has been suggested, that he died by poi-

son, which had secretly been administered amid his

draughts of pleasure and excess; but whatever might be

the cause of his death, he was prematurely (ut off in the

32d year of his age. An event so unexpected, and such
extensive conr|uests left without a head, naturally occa-

sioned consternation, mingled with ambition, among the

principal chiefs of Alexander.
Afiera pause of several days, Arideus, the brother of

the late king, was raised to the throne ; and if Roxana
should be delivered of a son, it was appointed that he
should reign along with him, to the exclusion of his bro-

ther Hercuiis, who was born to Alcxairder by the daugh-
ter of Dr.rius ; but these an-angements were of short du-
ration ; for Perdiccas, who had been a favourite of Alex-
ander, assumed the regency, trusting to liis address and
influence for the ei^tablishment of his power. But this

step raised violent commotions amorig the generals of
Alexander ; and after a battle which was fought in Phry-
gia, the empire of Alexander was divided into separate
;iortions. Ptolemy Lagus, who was afterwards deno-
minated Soter, was enlnrsted with the government of
Egypt.

It was in the year 368 that Ptolemy took upon him
\Ue Eovei'eign authority in Egypt; and though he was

not till afterwards honoured with the name of king, yet
he was under no eontroul, and he exercised his power for

tiic good of the state. Having added Palestine, Syria,

and Phoenicia to his new dominions, he proceeded to ac-
quiic Cyprus, which abounded with wood, for the build-

ing of ships ; but he was interrupted in these proceedings
by the invasion of Antigonus, wliose capital was Baby-
lon, and whose possessions were immense. He made a

successful ini'oad into the dominions of Ptolemy ; and
Gaza, Joppa, and Tyre, were subdued. After various
struggles, and intei-changing successes between Antigo-
nus and Ptolemy, the former was slain in battle, and his

son Demetrius, after various reverses, was taken a pri-

soner of war, and retained a captive till he died. Ptole-

my Soter was of a literary character, as well as a skilful

and intrepid genei-al. He wrote the life of Alexander the

Great, which was lost amid the ravages of time ; but
from comments and observations which remain, it ap-

pears to have been elegant and much esteemed.
His taste for literature, and his love of science, appear-

ed in the exertions which he made to promote knowledge
and enquiry. He founded a college or museum, which
became the abode of learned men ; and he formed a li-

brary, to assist the cultivation of science. Among the

men of learning who flocked to Alexandria upon the invi-

tation of Ptolemy, was Demetrius Plialeriusthe Athenian.

He was a wise and a favourite governor in that city ; but
upon Athens being taken by Antigonus, the people re-

• ceived the conqueror with extravagant demonstrations of

joy, and they banished Demetrius with threatenings of

death. In tiiis situation he fled to the court 'of Ptolemy,
deeply afflicted with the changeable temper, the ungrate-

ful and hasty proceedings of the populace, when the go-

vernment is invested in their hands. The accomplished
Demetrius took charge of Ptolemy's library, and assist-

ed his royal master in literary arrangements.

The munificence of Ptolemy was manifest in the splen-

did buildings of the museum, as well as in the magnifi-

cent temple which he reared for Serapis in Alexandria,

and in the watch-tower of Pharos, which he constructed

for the commercial interests of the country. In the mean
time, Ptolemy Soter was flar advanced in years ; and, by
the influence of his favourite wife Berenice, hcrsonPhi-
ladc Iphus was nominated his successor, to the prejudice
of Ceraunus his eldest son.

Ptolemy Philadclphus obtained full possession of the

throne, upoti the demise of his father; and his accession

was celebrated with uncommon splendour. At this time
the empire of Asia was engaged in war, by Seleucus and
Lysimachus, the only surviving generals of Alexander
the Great. Cei'aunus, the elder and disappointed bro-

ther of Ptolemy Philadclphus, had left Egypt, either from
choice or necessity ; and he took an active part in the warb
which were subsisting between Seleucus and Lysima-
chus. By his artifice, the ruin of Lysimachus was ac-

complished; and then he put Seleucus to death with his

own hand. Having perpetrated these deeds, and being
supported by a multitude of adherents, he obtained the

throne of Macedonia ; but just retribution soon overtook
him, for he was slain in battle, and his dead body was
treated with indignity.

During the reign of Philadclphus, the Romans attract-

ed the public notice, in their disputes with the city of Ta-
rentuin; and the kingof Egypt solicited their friendship.

Hence a close alliance was formed between the courts of

Rome and Ale;<andria. Ptolemy Philadclphus attempted
to ass' '^" '^"'eks, when they were invaded by the J\Ia-
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cedonians; but the assistance lie C!;i'antctl was unsuccess-

ful, and liis affairs al home assumed a i^looniy aspect.

His brother Mai^as, who was governor of Lybia and Sy-

renc,lnok advantai:;e of his pcrplexinp; condition, and, by

the assistance of his fatlier-in-law Antioclius Sotcr, kinp;

of Upper Syria, he attempted to wrest the kingdom of

Egypt from the hands of Ptolemy I'hiladelphus. During
these preparations, and while tlic king of Egypt was cm-
ployed abroad, there was a revolt in the bosom of his

kiii.^dom, by 4000 Gauls whom he had employed in his

service; but overcoming all these difliculties, he finally

established liis throne. From i'ear, or a sense of du-

ty, his brother Magas was desirous of being at peace

with Ptolemy; and, as a bond of union, proposed tiiat his

daughter Berenice sliouid be united in marriage to Pto-

lemy the son of Pliiladelphus, that the possessions of both

brothers should at length centre in one family. This
proposal was carried into effect; but in the mean time

Magas died, and did not see the marriage solenmized.

This settlement was opposed by Apamia, the mother of

the young princess ; and she stirred up Antioclius Soter

to declare war upon Egypt. But the threatening storm

passed away, and Ptolemy Philadolphus was left at

peace.

This sovereign of Egypt built many cities, and erected

various temples. He had even a share in constructing

the celebrated Pharos of Alexandria ; for that watch-tow-

er was built in the latter end of the former reign, when he

was united v.-ith his father in the kingdom. He finished

the canal from Suez to the Nile, and watered the deserts

of Lybia by reservoirs and ductile streams. The couil

of Philadelphus might be called the seat of learning and
politeness ; for strangers and the unfortunate were receiv-

ed with courtesy, learning flourished, and books were
increased. But where is the perfect character ? and we
find a considerable stain upon the conduct of Ptolemy
the Second. Demetrius Phalerius, the friend and confi-

dent of his father, had counselled tlie old king not to re-

tire from the government, and to nominate his eldest son

Ceraunus to the succession. A different destination was
obtained, as we have seen, by the influence of Ptolemy
the Second's mntlier; and the young prince, not forgiving

the counsel of that venerable man, cast him into prison

after the death of Ptolemy Soter, and suffered him to die

by the bite of a scorpion. Philadelphus at length being

fandvanced in years, and much afflicted by the death of

his Queen Arsinoe, sunk under the infirmities of his con-

stitution, and only survived her a few months.

Ptolemy HI. and eldest son of the late king, was in-

vested with the powers of government; but his reign was

opened with a severe though prosperous war. No sooner

!iad Antiochusthe king of Syria heard thnt Ptolemy Phi-

ladelphus was dead, than he divorced the Egyptian Prin-

cess Berenice, and dismissed her with her infant son.

Having recalled his former Queen Laodice, she shewed
herself unworthy of the fiwour, for she conspired against

the life of her indulgent husband ; and upon his death

raised her eldest son Seleucus Callinicus to the throne of

Syria. No sooner were these proceedings known at the

court of Egypt, than Ptolemy inarched with an army to

avenge his sister's wrongs ; but he was too late to save

Berenice's life. The conduct of Laodire, however, had

rendered her odious to the Syrians, and Ptolemy inflict-

ed upon her the reward of her crimes. Seleucus was ba-

nished from the kingdom, and the dominions over which

he reigned submitted to tlie power of the Egyptian king.

Diprecess of time, Seleucus vecovcrcd some of his re-

volted possession?; but in attempting lo regain the whole,
he was defeated by Ptolemy, and forced to retire to An-
lioch without an attendant. To deliver himself from this

situation, he applied to his brother .\ntioclius, who had
then the command of an army, which he had attached to

his interests; but having made peace with Ptolemy, his

brother was dissatisfied, and oi)])oscd the interest of Se-
leucus. But his brother Antioclius was reduced by a

scries of calamities ; and Seleucus liaviiig actpiircd addi-

tional power. endeavoured lo overthrow the rising influ-

ence of Arsaces. This man being governor of Parlhia,

took advantage of the disasters which were prevalent in

the kingdom; and he attached to his interest many tif

the soldiers, as well as of the people. It was in vain

that Seleucus attempted to cotuiteract hi* influence ; and
he laid the foundation of the famous Parthian empire,
which continued in the family of Arsaces for many gene-
rations.

Ptolemv HI. was a successful as well as a warlike
prince, and, as appears from a monumental inscription,

he not only subdued the provinces which lie on this side

of the Euplirates, but crossed that river, and conquered
Mesopotamia and various small kingdoms, which ex-

tended as far as Bactria. As he was returning from this

expedition, he visited Jei'usalem, which was then tribu-

tary to Egypt ; and, amidst many expressions of afTcclion

for the people of Judea, he offered up sacrifices to the

God of Israel. Onias, the high ))riest, had neglected for

many years to pay the tribute, and soon after his return

to Egypt, Ptolemy sent a messenger to demand the ar-

rears. But indeed tlie tribute of Piiccnicia and the neigh-

bouring provinces had also been neglected, and a sum-
mons was every wheie issued requiiing payment of the

debt. Deputies arrived from various jjlaces to obtain an

accommodation ; but Joseph, the nephew of the Jewish

high priest, discovered so much integrity and unaflecl-

ed plainness of dealing on his mission, that he not only

obtained the most favourable terms for his com.try, but

was also entrusted with the power of levying the tribute

from all the adjoining iirovinces.

Ptolemv had raised the kingdom of Egypt to a very

commanding height of power ; for, besides his immense
influence by land, he was powerful at sea, and had ex-

tended his conq'.iests to the straits of Babclmandel. His

assistance was requested bv the members of the .^chaoan

league ; hut -Vrratus havinj^ formed a connection with

Antigonus of Maredon, I'tolemy was offended, and lent

his aid to Cleomenes king of Spart:i. I'ut his new ally

being defeated and overthrown in the battle of Sellasia,

fled into E'^ypt, and received protection. Amid the spoils

which Ptolemv acquired in liis Eastern conquests, he-

sides immense sums of gold and silver, he rcrovcrcti a

prodigious ntimber of statues, gold and silver shrines

and images, which Cambyses had carried away from tlVc

temples and palaces of Egypt. These vahiaiile and re-

vered relics Ptoletny rctnrned to their proper places;

and hence he was stiled I-Luergetes, or the Benefactor.

While Ptolemy Euers:etes was absent on these expe-

ditions, his afi'ectioiiate Queen Berenice was alarmed for

his safety; and vowed, if he should be reviored lo her

wishes, she would consecrate her hair in the temple of

Zephyrium. Ptolemy returned, and the sacrifice wa»
made ; but by some accident, the consecra'ed hair was

lost. The kiny; was oflended, and the jjriesls were in

danger; for the female hair was the cliief ornament of

the Egyptian as well as the Eastern ladies; and the sa-

crifice had acquired an addilionil value, because it was
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consecrated as a monument of Berenice's afTcction for her

lord. But the superstition of the times, and the address

of Conon, the celebrated mathematician of Samos, deli-

vered the priesthood from their fear. In those days,

lierocs were deified, and sometimes had a place assigned

them in the starry heavens; but Conon's fancy took a

wilder flight, and affirmed, that the consecrated hair of

Berenice had been translated to the firmament, and com-

posed the seven stars in the t?il of Leo.

Ptolemy Pliilopatcr, « hose father Eucrgetes died in

the 2'th year of his reip;n, ascended the throne of Egypt

in due order of succession. Toward the commencement
of his reign, Antiochiis, the king of Syria, attempted

to wrest from the hand of Ptolemy, the eastern pro-

vinces, which had so long been objects of contention.

In this, however, he was disappoijited ; and if the new
king of Egypt had possessed the vigour and genius of

liis father, he would have driven Antiochus entirely out

of Syria. But he was deeply immersed in pleasures,

and, by excesses of dissipation, lost his dignity, and

paved the way for rebellion at home. His queen, Arsi-

noe, was distinguished for military ardour; and having

accompanied her lord to the field of war, she frequently

shewed her spirit, by riding along the ranks, and ani-

mating the men to battle. And though the armies of

Ptolemy obtained several victories, and the kingdom of

Egypt sufl'cred no diminution of extent; yet it became
feeble at home, and the present reign terminated in the

midst of disorders.

When Pkolemy was at Jerusalem, he attempted by
force to enter into the most holy place of the Jewish
temple ; into which none but the high priest, and that

only once a year, was permitted to enter. Being for-

cibly prevented from accomplishing a wish, which was
sacrilege in the eyes of the Jews ; he became frantic with

rage, and returned to Egypt, determined to wreak his

vengeance on the Jewish people, who had hitherto en-

joyed many indulgences in the kingdom of the Ptolemies.

He instantly published a decree, putting every Jew with-

out the protection of the law, who should refuse to com-
ply with the rituals and substance of the Egyptian wor-

ship, and at the same time he offered pi'otcction and ho-

nours to those who should worship the gods of Egypt.
I'"ew of them were indifferent or profane enough to for-

sake the religion of their country ; and his wrath rising

to a greater height, he resolved to extirpate the whole
Jewish people.

For this cruel purpose, he commanded those of Alex-
andria to assemble in the Hippodrome or place of public
diversions ; and he collected 500 elephants for the de-
struction of that devoted people ; but these enraged ani-

mals rushed upon the crowd of spectators instead of the

Jews ; and many who had assembled from curiosity were
put to death. In short, the reign of Ptolemy was alto-

gether feeble; and the latter part of it unjust and cruel.

The affairs of Greece were now placed in that situation,

that Cleomenes, the king of Sparta, conceived it to be a
proper time for him to return and retrieve his affairs.

He had continued in Egypt from the reign of the for-

mer king, with many professions of affection, and pro-
mises of aid ; but his request was now absolutely re-

fused, and he was treated with severity by the Egyptian
government. Frantic with disappointment, and mad with
despair, he attempted to instigate a rebellion in the ca-
pital of Egypt. Having acquired some adherents, he
sallied forth into the streets of Alexandria ; but being
burrounded by the guards and soldiers, many of them

were slain ; and those who survived, put one another to

death, in order to avoid public disgrace.

Besides his unfeeling conduct in refusing assistance to

Cleomenes, his reign is tarnished by many cruel acts.

Soon after his accession to the throne, his brother Ma-
gas and Berenice his mother were basely put to death.

His wife Arsinoe was so completely disgusted with
the conduct of the king and the court, that, after having
tried every scheme to rectify the public and private
abuses, she prayed that an end might be put to her ex-
istence. The wicked Sosibes, who was the king's fa-

vourite, devised means for complying with her demand;
but it is not to be supposed, that he durst have ventured
upon such a step, if he had not been well assured, that

her death would be acceptable to the king his master.
Ptolemy Phiiopater sunk at last under a ruined constitu-

tion, and died in the 37th year of his age.

Ptolemy Epiphnnes, the only son of the late king,
was but five years old when his father died ; and it re-

quired some skill, as well as bold efforts, to protect him
from dangerous designs, and fit him for the important
station which he was destined to fill. AgathoclYa at-

tempted, upon the death of the king, to have the ma-
nagement of the young prince, and the direction of pub-
lic affairs. For this purpose, s!;e called to her aid her
brother Agathocles, and engaged their creatures and mi-
nions in the service ; but the indignation of the people
was roused by so base an attempt. AgathoclYa was the
favourite of the late king, and was not considered as

innocent of the despair and death of the queen. There-
fore she and her unworthy associates fell victims to the
popular fury, and the young prince was proclaimed
king.

In the former reign, the Romans had renewed their

friendship at the Egyptian court ; and the adherents of
young Ptolemy on this occasion applied to Rome for

assistance and direction. This was the more necessary,
because the infancy of Ptolemy required protection ; and
because Antiochus and Philip of Macedon had deter-
mined, in the feeble state of the Egyptian government,
to dismember that empire, and divide it amongst them-
selves. The aid of the Roman government was given
with readiness and effect. An ambassador was sent
from Rome to each of the confederated hostile kings, and
M. jEmilius Lepidus hastened to Alexandria to manage
the affairs of the Egyptian court. Having placed them
in a state of proper direction, he returned to Rome,
and set the prudent Aristomenes at the head of the
Egyptian government. Finding the Egyptian army
disorganized, as well as the court dissolved in dissipa-

tion, he resolved to inspire a new spirit into the sol-

diery ; and for this purpose, he engaged in the service

of Egypt 6000 Grecian troops, under the command of
Scopas, a general of jEtolia.

The Macedonian king having been invaded and kept
in check by the Roman armies, had neither the means
nor the opportunity of annoying Egypt ; but Antiochus,
the king of Syria, seized upon Palestine, together with

the adjoining provinces, which had been conquered by
Ptolemy ; and though he was driven back by the troops

of Scopas, yet he recovered his former conquests. With
the apparent view of a permanent friendship with

Egypt, he proposed to bestow his daughter, Cleopatra,

upon the young khig, and to give, as her portion, those

provinces, which had been so long objects of contention

and war between him and the Egyptian king. But no-

thinsr could be more remote from his intentions than the
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serious fuliihncnt of this proposal ; lor iiis numerous
successes had fed his ambition, and he seemed to aim
at universal monarchy.
Upon a report prevailing that Ptolemy Epiphanes was

dead, Aniioclius sailed with a fleet to invade the country;

but the news was unfounded, and he directed his course

to Cyprus. Here he was repulsed, and escaped with

kut a small remnant of his fleet. The Romans obser-

ving the views of Antiochus, and being desirous of ex-
tending their own dominion, attacked this sovereign
with consummate skill, and forced him to surrender
not only his conquests in Europe, but to abandon all

that part of Asia Minor which lay to the west of Mount
Taurus. After the Egyptian king had taken the reins

of government into his own hand, he received the

daughter of Antiochus in marriage ; for the Syrian
king wished to strengthen his hands against the en-

croaching power of Rome in the East. But Ptolemy
was feeble at home, and inefficient abroad. He renew-
ed an alliance with the Achaean league ; but his whole
reign was a series of disasters. The king was corrupt,

and the people were disaffected ; the court was treacher-

ous, and his generals were insincere. Under Scopas
the Etoiian, one conspiracy was formed, and though it

was detected, another more formidable was contrived ;

and though it too was discovered and overcome, yet tlie

seeds of discontentment and revenge were so cherished
by the perfidy and violence of the king, that his ene-
mies incieased, both in numbers arid resolution, till he
was cut oft' by poison in the 29th year of his age.
Upon the death of Ptolemy Epiphanes, Queen Cleo-

patra assumed the regency ; for her son, the heir to the
throne, was but six years of age. Her firm and judi-

cious conduct rendered the administration of public
affairs quiet and successful. The disputes between
Syria and Eyypt, were eitlier temperate or wholly sus-

pended ; for Seleucus, who had succeeded his father,

was the brother of Cleopatra, who managed the affairs

of Egypt. But Seleucus died, and was succeeded by
his brother Antiochus, who assumed the surname of

Epiphanes ; but his character was base, and not illus-

trious, as the name would intimate. In the mean lime
the queen regent of Egypt died, and the young king
was called to the throne as he entered upon the 15th
year of his age. In this situation of public affairs, the

uncle of the young king marched an army into Egypt,
and got possession of the irontier towns.

The winter was spent in mutual preparations ; but
Antiochus invaded Egypt in the spiing, and became
master of the whole country, excepting the city of
Alexandria. Ptolemy himself was taken prisoner ; and,

after a variety of changes, was nominally declared to

be the sovereign of Egypt. Finding that Egypt was
rfcally under subjection to Antiochus, and that the young
king was only a prisoner of state, the city of Alexan-
dria raised his younger brother Ptolemy to the throne,

whom they surnamed Euergetes the Second, to distin-

guish him from the captive king, who was Ptolemy Phi-

iometer. The conduct of Antiochus brought the two
Ptolemies to a mutual understanding ; and t-liey united

all their resources to oppose their ambitious and unna-

tural uncle. Still, however, he persisted in his scheme,
and they were in danger of being overwlielrned, when an
embassy from Rome arrested the progress and designs

of Antiochus. The successes of the Rom-.m arms, and

the growing fame of the nation, overawed the king of
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Syria, and relieved the Egyptian government. But
the harmony of the two brothers did not long remain.

Dividing the empire, Lyhia and Cyrcnc were ceded
to Ptolemy Euergetes, and the rest was retained by Pto-
lemy Philometer. The former claimed also the island
of Cyprus ; and when the claim could not be adjusted
between the brothers, the Roman senate favoured the
pretensions of Ptolemy Euergetes; still, however, Phi-
lometer resisted ; and, during the course of the struggle,
his rival brother was taken prisoner. Ptolemy Philome-
ter restored him to liberty, and gave him back his part of
the kingdom, together with an advantageous substitute

for the island of Cyprus. Thus the brothers were at

peace and friendship with one another ; but the reign
of Ptolemy Philometer was not suffered to remain in

tranquillity. On the death of the Syrian king, a suc-
cession of changes took place in the management of the

empire ; and Alexander Balas, a young adventurer,
usurped the throne of Syria. This sovereign obtained
the daughter of Ptolemy Philometer in marriage ; but
so unworthy was he of this alliance, or the throne to

which he was raised, that Ptolemy espoused the cause
of his competitor Demetrius Nicator, and gave him his

daughter, v/ho was married to the unworthy .Alexan-

der. In a short time, Ptolemy Philometer died at the

age of forty-one.

Upon the death of Ptolemy Philometer, his Queen
Cleopatra assumed the management of public affairs,

that she might preserve the kint^dom for her son, who
was yet a child. But Ptolemy Euergetes II. presented

his claim to the throne which he had once occupied ;

and having many adherents, it was thought expedient
to compromise their pretensions. By the influence of
the Roman aml>assadors, Euergetes and the queen re-

gent were united in marriage, and the son of the late

king was to ascend tlie throne on his uncle's demise.
Such an arrangement appeared to be wisely calculated'

to preserve haimony and order; but can it be believed,

that during the marriage festival, the new king stabbed

the infant prince in the arms of his mother. Ptolemy
was inauspiciously denominated Euergetes, for he was
a monster of cruelty and vice, and afterwards received

the surname of Physcon, on account of his corpulence

and unseemly figure.

From the horrible commencement of his reign, no-

thing was to be expectv;d but cruelty and crimes. He
wantonly banisliod, or put to death, tiie principal inha-

bitants of the kingdom; and the people at large were
exposed to insults and destruction. During these scenes

of unequalled cruelty, the men of science, who had been
cherished in the college of Alexandria, fled from the

kingdom; but they carried with them important disco-

veries, and much valuable knowledge, into foreign coun-
tries and foreign climes. Having invited strangers to

settle in Egypt, and found that they also were impatient

of his tyranny, he let loose his mercenary troops upon
multitudes of people, who were assembled on purpose,

for his revenge, and unfeelingly put them to death. But
being; terrified at the i)opular rage, he left Egypt and

sailed to Cyprus.
But previous to tliis, he had divorced his Queen Cleo-

patra, and forced licr daughter to receive him in mar-

riage. But, how siiall we obtain credit for t'lc cruel,

nay mad conduct wliicli he now pursued ! Finding that

his divorced queen had been raised to the throne of

Egypt, his fury exceeded all bounds; lie murdered his

B b
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son Metnpliitcs, -wliom she liad boiii lo lain in mar-

riage, and sent the mangled carcass to atllict the feel-

ings of a mother, already too much agitated and torn.

Having raised a well-appointed army, the kingdom of

Egypt was soon subdued by his power, and Cleopatra

took refuge in Syria, with her daughter and Demetrius

the king. Enraged at Demetrius for the protection,

which he afforded Cleopatra, he raised up Zebina, a ci-

tizen of Alexandria, to be a competitor for the throne of

Demetrius; and though this youth had no just preten-

sions to the government, yet upon the ruin of Deme-
trius, he obtained the Syrian empire. From this time

forward we have no further knowledge of the exiled

queen ; and after a reign of 29 years, the detestable

Physcon finislied his earthly career. During the con-

test which he maintained with liis brother, the Roman
senate espoused his cause, though toward the close of

the competition, they saw reason to support the preten-

sions of his brother Philomcter. When he obtained the

throne of Egypt upon the death of this king, the Ro-
mans could not fail to sec and detest his character.

Their intercourse with Egypt was then but slight and
casual, but, considering the value of the country, and
the disordered state of Ptolemy's government, they ap-

pear to have entertained some thoughts of rendering

Egypt a province of Rome.
The kingdom of Egypt, which had been long feeble

and convulsed, was now more than ever in a precarious

and dangerous condition. Ptolemy Physcon had left

three sons, Appion, Lathyrus, and Alexander; amongst
whom it was highly probable there would be competi-
tion and intriguing for the crown ; for in Egypt the

rules of succession had not been well ascertained, and
in various instances capricious claims had been admit-
ted. Though Appion was illegitimate, he might have
aspired to the sovereign power; yet he appears to have
been satisfied with the province of Cyrene, and retired

in peace to the seat of his government. Lathyrus, it is

believed, ascended the throne of Egypt in the order of

succession; but the Queen-mother Cleopatra, having
sufficient influence to maintain an ascendency in the go-
vernment, dismissed Lathyrus to the island of Cyprus,
and raised Alexander his younger brother to be her as-

sociate on the throne. But so agitated was the state of

Egypt, so arbitrary the conduct of Cleopatra, and so va-

rying the interests of these two princes, Lathyrus and
Alexander, that they were alternately raised to the throne,

and dismissed, by their mother's influence, to the more
humble situation of governors of Cyprus.

Alexander appears to have been the favourite of his

mother; but the preference seems to have been given,

because he was more subservient to her will : for no
virtuous affection could have influence in the breast of

a woman so ambitious and base as Queen Cleopatra.

She and Lathyrus were not only at perpetual variance

about the affairs of Egypt; but each of them took a

part in the interests of Syria, which were a subject of
contention between Antiochus of Cyzicum and his bro-

ther Grypus. Each of them employed the influence

which their Syrian conquests afforded them, for the pur-
pose of overthrowing each other's power in Egypt. La-
thyrus at length prevailed ; but his success was more
owing to other causes than his own prudence or supe-
rior skill.

The conduct of his mother was so shameful and void
cf principle, th^t his brother Alexander, notwithstand-

ing all his forbearance, was at length wearied with her

crimes, and retired in disgust. He was invited by tlie

queen to return to his duties in the state, for the nation

would not be satisfied with her government alone. When
he did return, she conspired against his life; but the

conspiracy was detected, and she was herself cut off by
cruel and unjustifiable means. It could not be disguis-

ed that the mother was put to death at the instigation

of her son, and though her character was detestable,

and self-preservation might be pleaded in his favour, yet

to encompass the death of a parent was a crime which
could not be forgiven, even by the dissolute and de-

graded Egyptians. Therefore Ptolemy Alexander was
compelled to fly from Egypt, and his brother Lathyrus
was recalled to the throne. Scarcely was he invested

with the powers of the kingdom, when the affairs of Up-
per Egypt demanded his attention. You must have ob-

served, tliat for a series of years the kingdom of the

Ptolemies was almost dissolved by contentions and mis-
rule; and we are not to be surprised that the remoter
parts of the empire should wish to obtain independence
and quiet. It is unnatural to suppose that Thebes could

be contented with her forlorn condition. She had long

been the mistress of Egypt; her glory had been at lengtli

tarnished, by the seat of government being removed to

Memphis, and now that it was carried to a still greater

distance in the lately erected city of Alexandria. The
whole strength of the government being unnerved, it

could scarcely be deemed culpable that she should at-

tempt to become again the habitation of a court, and the

head of an independent kingdom. It was natural for

Lathyrus, too, to retain his subjects within the influence

of his government, and it was a legitimate enterprise to

adopt measures for reducing Upper Egypt to its former

allegiance. The insurgents were resolute in their de-

fection ; and Lathyrus, with culpable severity, reduced

the ancient and venerable city of Thebes to a heap of

ruins, where the voice of joy and of gladness was never

more to be heard. But Lathyrus himself did not long

survive this melancholy triumph, and he left his king-

dom to increase in evils, and endure greater degrada-

tion.

Cleopatra, the daughter of Ptolemy Lathyrus, had the

only legitimate claim to the crown, and she was instant-

ly proclaimed the sovereign of Egypt. Being gentle and
conciliating in her manners, they expected a happy reign

;

but there were events in preparation which disappointed

their hopes, and exposed Egypt to a long train of anar-

chy and sufferings. Rome, from being the ancient ally

of the Ptolemies, had gradually acquired an influence in

the state; and at this time the senate supported the pre-

tensions of Alexander, the son of Ptolemy Alexander, late

king of Egypt. While his grandmother Cleopatra, dur-

ing the last reign, was taking an interest in the affairs of

Syria, she took her grandson along with her as she em-
barked for Phcenicia; but left him, together with her

jewels and valuable stores, in the island of Cos. The
whole of these deposits fell into the hands of Mithridates

the Parthian, from whom the young prince Alexander

escaped, and took refuge at Rome.
Sylla, who was then perpetual dictator, supported his

pretensions to the kingdom of Egypt; and coming from

so powerful a quarter, the recommendation could not be

slighted. To make the best accommodation that the cir-

cumstances of the case permitted, it was finally agreed

that Cleopatra should marry Alexander, and that they

should reign together on the throne of Egypt. But Pto-

IciTiy -\lexandcr was too ambitious to have any partner in
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ihc goveniment; and, accoriliiig to tlic luilc and corrupt

practices of those times, tlic young and amiable queen

was ciuclly put to death. This detestable crime excited

the hatred oi" his subjects; and, after a variety of luia-

vailing attempts to suppress his enemies, he found it ne-

cessary to flee from the country. He took refuge in Sy-

ria under the Roman general Pompcy; but seeing no

prospect of being restored to Egypt, he departed to Tyre,

where he soon died, and bequeathed Egypt, as well as

Cyprus, to tlie Roman people.

Upon the deposition of Ptolemy, Alexander II. a son

of Ptolemy Lathyrus, was admitted to the throne, who,

on account of his attachment to music, and skill in play-

ing the flute, was denominated Aulctes. But his cha-

racter possessed none of those (|ualities which were ne-

cessary for restoring Egypt to order and obcdii-nce. He
appears to have been frivolous in his manners, and

though a sovereign, yet he contended publicly for the

musical prize. The power which Rome had acquired,

rendered the senate formidable to their neighbours; and

Auletes was desirotis of obtaining their approbation to his

succession in Egypt. The Romans had habitually ac-

quired an influence in Egyptian aftairs; and he was the

more anxious to secure their approbation, because they

liad obtained a show of right to the kingdom of Egypt,

by the will which Ptolemy Alexander had left in their

favour.

Though it was not expedient that the Romans should

openly lay claim to the kingdom of the Ptolemies, yet

there was a general un-.villingness to sanction the ac-

cession of Auletes. But Caesar, the consul, being deep in

debt, he and Pompey, who was also venal, were gained

to the interests of the Egyptian king, and the Roman
people received him as meir ally. In the mean time,

the brotlier of Auletes was appointed king of Cyprus;
but having offended Clodius, a Roman naval command-
er, he was deprived of the kingdom, and Cyprus was
imited to the Roman republic. The facility with which
Ptolemy Auictes had suffered the island of Cyprus to

be separated from the Egyptian dominions, gave great

offence to his people ; and being otherwise obnoxious,

both by the meanness of his character, and by the rapaci-

ty which he exercised to repay the money which he had

borrowed to lavish upon the leading senators of Rome,
in order to obtain their approbation and support, render-

ed him so completely detestable, that his army deserted

his standard, the people were tumultuous, and he was
compelled to flee for his life. In this situation he look-

ed to Rome for assistance, and on his passage to Italy he

landed at the island of Rhodes, and there he met the ce-

lebrated Cato.

That solid and deep-thinking republican blamed his

conduct for leaving Alexandria; and persuaded him to

return without going to Rome. He might find means
to satisfy the discontents of his own people ; but the value

of Egypt itself, said Cato, will not satisfy the avidity of

the degraded senators of Rome. He proceeded, how-
ever, to the Roman metropolis ; but Caesar, whose friend-

ship he had obtained, and from whom he expected sup-

port, was abroad on inis military appointments in Gaul.

But his cause was taken up, and himself kindly enter-

tained by the celebrated Pompey, who had been assisted

by the Egyptian king in his war against Mithridates. He
was treated, however, with greater favour, because Pom-
pey was bound to his interests, by the profusion of gold,

which Ptolemy distributed to procure the support of the

more active and leading senators.

In the mean time, a numcro\is embassy arrived from
y\lexandria to stale the Egyptian complaints, and oppose
the restoration of Ptolemy Auletes ; b\il the fugitive king
found means to cut ofl' the ambassadors, with the Icarncil

Dion at their head ; and, by bribery and corruption, ob-

tained the forgiveness of the senate for what he had done.

At the same time a decree was passed for restoriiu^

Ptolemy to his kingdom ; but by the address of his ene-
mies, and the superstition of the people, an oracular re-

sponse was obtained and acted upi u, by which it was for-

bidden to employ Roman soldiers lor restoring the l.gyp-

tian king. But the enterprize was too lucrative not to be
undertaken by the avaricious servants of the Roman re-

public. By i'ompey's advice, Ciabinius, the Syrian pro-

consul, undoriouk the business for the reward of 10,000

talents, or nearly two millions of British money. Under
his direction, Mark .Vntony passed the deserts, and, by
the assistance of Gabinius, replaced Auletes upon the

throne of Egypt, though not without much resistance

and blood.

When Ptolemy Auletes fled from Egypt, his daugh-
ter Berenice was invested with the regal power, and
married to Scleucus, a king of Syria. This marriage
was accomplished to' add the strength of Syria to the

Egyptian power; but the connection was unfortunate

and transitory. It was Antiochus of Syria whom the

Egyptians designed for the consort of their queen ; but
he having died prematurely, his brother Selcucus was
invited to be her partner on the throne. He was no
less distorted in the dispositions of his mind, than he
was unseemly in his personal appearance. Among
other vices, he was covetous in the extreme, and violat-

ing the sanctuaries of the dead, which was peculiarly

sacred among the Egyptians, he seized vipon the gold-

en cotVui in wliich the body of Alexander the (ireat

had been deposited, and put in its stead one of inferior

value. By these and other means he became obnoxious
to the people, and so detested by the queen Berenice,

that, according to the practice of those ruder times, she

devised means, and put him to deatli. Then she mar-
ried Archelaus, high-priest of Comana, who was also

an able warrior, and was the Egyptian leader, who re-

sisted with so much boldness Gabinius and Mark An-
tony, when they entered Egypt to restore Ptolemy
Auletes.

The money paid to Gabinius was borrowed from
Caius Rabirius Posthumius, and he naturally expected

payment when Ptolemy had recovered the resources of

his kingdom. But the Egyptian king was in every

respect worthless and vile. lie devised means to cast

Rabirius into prison, and the unhappy though avari-

cious man, having escaped from confinement, returned

to Rome, and was prosecuted by the senate for having

degraded the character of a Roman knight, and for ha-

ving been engaged in scenes of bribery and corruption.

By the eloquence of Cicero he was actiuitted of the

crimes; but Gabinius, who was the chief instrument of

restoring Ptolemy, was found guilty, and condemned to

perpetual banishment ; but was recalled by Cxsar when
he obtained the sovereignty of Rome. No sooner was
Ptolemy Auletes settled upon the throne of Egypt, than

he put his daughter Berenice to death, whom the peo-

ple had constituted queen, and he was guilty of oppres-

sion in every forin. But his death ensued after a pe-

riod of four years; and he left his two sons and two

daughters to the care and tuition of the Roman peo-

ple.

B b 2
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Ptolemy Dionysius was the legal successor to his fa-

ther in the kingdom; but being too young for mana-

ging the afiairs of state, he, and the other children of

the late king, were under the superintendence of the

Roman senate, and the government of Kgypt was also

conducted by theuj. But as soon as the young prince

was thought to be capable of managing the state, he

was admitted to the throne; and he associated with

him, in the government, liis sister Cleopatra. But their

friendship and union were of short continuance ; and

each having their partizans, a civil war ensued. Du-
ring the occurrence of tlicse events, the affairs ofRome
had sufi'crcd wide and important changes. Julius Cee-

sar, a popular and ambitious leader, employed the

power which he had obtained, both in his army and

amongst the people, to overthrow the Roman republic,

and raise himself to the sovereign power. Pompey
stood foremost amongst the numbers, who hated and
opposed the encroachments of CjEsar; but he was
daily losing ground, whilst the other as regularly was
increasing his influence ; and at length, in the battle

of Pharsalia, Csesar conquered, and Pompey was put
to flight.

In terror of pursuit, and without protection, he di-

rected his course to Egypt, where he hoped for a ready

and welcome reception ; because, through his influence

and schemes, Ptolemy Auletes, the late king, had been
restored to his kingdom ; but he was betrayed and put
to death. The counsellors of the young king were
either afraid of giving offence to Caesar, or they were
suspicious that Pompey, even in his fallen state, might
regain some of that influence which he formerly pos-
sessed ill Egypt; and either lessen their power with
Ptolemy Dionysius, or espouse the cause of Cleopatra,
who was now driven froin the kingdom ; and therefore,

without justice or feeling, Pompey was beheaded as he
landed on the shore.

Immediately after the victory of Pharsalia, Caesar
pursued Pompey ; and with a chosen band of soldiers,

landed at Alexandria. There he found his enemy had
been put to death, and being presented with his head,
he was much afilicted ; and, instead of being gratified,

as the assassins supposed, he wept at the sight, and com-
manded the remains of Pompey to be honoured.
The kingdom of Egypt, which had long been agitat-

ed by intestine divisions, was now in a complete state

of turbulence and misrule. Cleopatra, with some of
her adherents, had fled into Syria, and Ptolemy bad as-

sembled an army between Pelusium and Mount Cassius,
in order to oppose Cleopatra, who was returning to

Egypt with an armed force. On the frontiers, every
thing was warlike ; in the interior, all was confusion.
In the capacity of guardian to the children of Ptolemy
Auletes, Caesar being then invested with the supreme
authority of Rome, commanded a statement to be laid

before him of the differences which continued to agi-

tate the kingdom, that he might pass sentence thereon,
ynd compel the parties to abide by his decision. The
power of Caesar was too great to have his will opposed

;

and therefore advocates for each side were chosen, and
every arrangement made to have the matters in dis-

pute brought to an issue. But Cleopatra, being anxious
for the success of her own claims, and aware what in-

fluence her presence and personal charms might have
upon Csesar, s":t out from Phoenicia, and arriving in the
bay of Alexandria, was secretly conveyed into the pre-
sence of Cassar,

Ptolemy, having discovered his sister's arrival, wa.-:

frantic with rage at her access to the arbiter of his des
tiny, and the whole city was in commotion. To avert
the storm which was gathering, and restore the peo-
ple to confidence, Caesar passed a decree, that Ptolemy
Dionysius and his sister Cleopatra should reign jointly

upon the throne. And further to conciliate the affec-

tions of the people, he restored the island of Cyprus,
and submitted its government to the younger son and
daughter of the late king. But the friends of Ptolemy
were suspicious of Cleopatra's power, especially as she
was obviously the favourite of Caesar, and could sup-
port her interests by the power of Rome. At the in-

stigation of Photinus, Achillas, the commander in chief,

filled the city of Alexandria with troops, and attempted
to block up the harbour, that he might thereby cut off

the Roman supplies. The attempt was frustrated by
burning the Egyptian ships ; but the flames reached a

part of the city, which was called Bruchium, and its no-

ble library was destroyed. Photinus, the fomenter of
these evils, was put to death ; but Ganymedes, his asso-

ciate, a deep designing man, continued to maintain tlie

strife, and combat the Romans.
On various occasions, Caesar was in imminent dan-

ger, and upon a time while he was hastening from the

Mole of the Pharos, the boat in which he was passing

sunk by an over-pressure of soldiers, who fled from pur-

suit. But Caesar swam to a neighbouring vessel, and
his life was preserved. Upon a promise of peace, the

king of Egypt was liberated from that bondage into

which Caesar had thrown him, while he had drawn the

sword against him and Cleopatra. But all his promises

were soon violated ; and the war acquired new strength

from the presence of the king. But the Roman disci-

pline and address overcame the numbers, as well as the

rancour of the Egyptians; and Ptolemy himself perished

while crossing a branch ofthe Nile.

A fair opportunity now occurred of Cleopatra ob-

taining the sovereign power ; but Caesar, attending to

the prejudices of her people, joined with her in the

government her younger and only surviving brother,

who had been formerly appointed to the government of

Cyprus. But this nomination was a mere show of li-

miting the power of Cleopatra; for the young prince

was but in the eleventh year of his age ; and, -according

to the accursed maxims of those times, he was soon

put to death by treachery and poison. His younger
sister Arsinoe was sent to Rome, that she might ac-

.quire no partisans, nor be the means of any disorders in

Egypt.
Hitherto Caesar had continued in Egypt with the

professed intention of settling its affairs ; but his re-

maining at Alexandria after Cleopatra was seated firmly

upon the throne, clearly betrayed an illicit and degrad-

ing attachment to the queen. In various parts of the

Roman dominions, the power of Caesar was threatened ;

but he could not be induced to leave Cleopatra till his

fortune seemed to be upon the verge of despair. Then
his usual activity returned, and from place to place he

carried victory and triumphs. Having suppressed the

insurrections in Syria, he hastened to Africa, and over-

threw the partisans of Cato, and the king of Numidia,

in the celebrated battle of Thapsus. Then, having con-

quered the remainder of Pompey's party in Spain, he
returned to Rome, and enjoyed for a while the fruit of

his triumphs. But still his affections centered in Cleo-

patra ; and it is said that he had taken some steps t©
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remove an obstacle, which the Roman law placed in

his way, for making her liis wife. Uut the Roman
people were stiil dissatisfied witli arliitrary power ; and

Caesar having become more unpopular, by repeated acts

of licentiousness and severity, was murdered in the senate

house.

A scene of confusion now ensued at Rome, and it

was difficult to sny what hardships were to be endured,

or what form of government was then to be adopted.

Antony, Lcpidus, and Octavius, who liad assumed the

name of Octavianus, foimed a coalition, with the pro-

fessed intenlion of avenging Csesar's death ; but chiefly

with the view of aspiring separately to the sovereign

power. Consequently the triumvirate was soon bro-

ken, and Lepidus falling into neglect, Antony and Octa-

vianus strove for the mastery. But Antony was pecu-

liarly conspicuous at the battle of Philippi, where the

cause of the republicans was lost, with the lives of Bru-

tus and Cassius.

Victorious and full of hope, Antony departed to Sy-

ria ; and viewing himself as the master of Rome, he

travelled into Syria, which, with the other provinces

of the East, was committed to his government ; and
having arrived at Tarsus, he commanded Cleopatra to

leave Egypt, and appear before him.
Though the kingdom of the Ptolemies had latply

been secured to her by the interest of Rome, yet it is

obvious that she did not obey the commands of An-
tony to acknowledge his authority, but perhaps to pay

respect to the avenger of Caesar; and who knows, but

the licentiousness of Cleopatra might induce her to ex-

pect another admirer in the Roman hero ? The meet-

ing of Antony and Cleopatra was splendid beyond ex-

ample; they indulged in costly presents, and their

feastings were numerous and extravagant. At her so-

licitation, and to remove every fear of a rival, her sister

Arsinoe was put to death. Like Csesar, Antony was
lost amidst the fascinating manners of Cleopatra ; and

he divorced his wife Octavia, the most virtuous of wo-
men, to remove the jealousy, and enjoy the favours of

the abandoned Cleopatra. Having subdued his ene-

mies in the East, he returned towards Rome to oppose
the growing power of Octavianus, which his own mis-

conduct had tended to enlarge.

Had Antony marched directly to Rome, the power of

Octavianus might have been overthrown ; but being

enervated with effeminate pleasures, he listened to the

voice of Cleopatra rather than the counsels of his wiser

friends ; and having hazarded a naval battle near Ac-
4ium, his fleet was van(iuished, and he fled first to Ly-
ibia, and then to Alexandria. But he was not to be

consoled by the presence of Cleopatra, and the consci-

ousness of her own errors disquieted the mind of that

jimbitious woman. She fled from the presence of An-
tony, and retired to a sepulthral monument near the

tombs of her fathers Previous to this, Octavianus had
followed up his triumphs over Antony, and was then

victorious in the city of Alexandria. Believing a re-

fort that Cleopatra had )>ut an end to her life, and seeing

himself upon the point of falling into the hands of his ri-

.val and inveterate foe, he fell upon his swoid. But not

taving instantly expired, and finding that Cleopatra was
«till in life, he was conveyed to her retreat, and after an

effecting farewell, immediately expired.

Cleopatra could no longer escape the power of Oc-
jSavianus, and she attempted to win his heart, and gain

hex liberty ; but her attempt was ineftectual : and though

she was treated with many marks of apparent respect,

yet she was still detained a prisoner, and she had good
reason to believe, that tin; Roman conqueror intended
her to complete his triumphs at Rome. She maintained
an appearance of confidence and good spirits; but she
had taken her resolution, and was determined to die. Al-
though this was suspected, and she was strictly watched,
yet she found means to obtain an aspic, by the sting of

which her life was taken away.

Thus died Cleopatra, who, to the beauty and graceful-

ness of her person, added the charms of wit, extensive

knowledge, and aflable manners. She was the patron of

letters, and added a valuable collection to the libraries

of Alexandria. Slie was licentious and vain ; but she was
born in the midst of a dissipated court, and placed in

circumstances peculiarly seductive. While we repro-

bate her conduct, we regret that her lot was not more
favourable to virtue, and that qualities which might have
been pure and illustrious in another situation, had e.x-

posed her conduct to the reprobation and dislike of

every virtuous mind. See Maneth, Herodotus, Plu-
tarch, Diod. Siculus, Dio Cassius, Brace's Travels,

Browne, Hornman, Ren. Geog., ^rrian, Lucan, Q. Cur-

tius, Eutrofi. Valcr. Maxim., Prideaiue, Justin, Josefthus,

Cicero, and Cssar.

By the death of Cleopatra, the dynasty of the Ptole-

mies was finished after it had lasted about 294 years,

and Egypt was converted into a province of Rome.
That the people of that country might continue united

to the Roman government, none of the noblemen were
allowed to have intercourse with the Egyptian people.

The kingdom of the Ptolemies was to be subject to a

governor ; and that oflicc was conferred upon Cornelius
Gallus, who was a person of equestrian rank. And
further to restrain the ambitious views of Egypt, it was
not allowed to be under tiie direction of a propraetor, as

the more favoured provinces were ; but the govern-

ment was under a prefect, nor had he the power of life

and death, nor the command of public money. His
office was continued but for one year, and all the in-

terests of Egypt were jealously watched by the eye of

Octavianus.

But all these precautions did not prevent disorders in

Egypt. Gallus, the first governor, enriched himself by
cjipressing the people ; and by inscribing his own name
and deeds u])on the pyramids and other public build-

ings, he fell under the suspicion of Octavianus; and,

being banished from the territories of Rome, he would
not survive the disgrace, but put a period to his own
life. Under t!ie prefecture of .Elius Gallus, attempts

were made to obtain the riches of India, through Pales-

tine and Arabia: and, while the governor was absent in

pursuit of that object, Candaci, the queen of Ethiopia,

invaded Upper Egypt, and took some of its cities. But
her aggressions were immediately repelled; and she

would have suffered severe rttaliatio':, had iiot the cle-

mency of Octavianus, who was now distinguished by the

name of .Augustus Cxsar, mitigated the sentence, andi

treated her more mildiy.

The Jews fell uncer the displeasure of the Emperor
Caligula, because they refused lo receive him as a dei-

ty; and, by (he orders of Avillius Fiaccus, who was then

prefect of Egypt, their sacred places were polluted by

the images snii statues of tnc emporors for, to guard
again.st iduiatiy, there was no i):jinling or similitude per-

mitted to be seca in the Jewin* devotions. Uut, ijirougU
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t*>e influence of Agrippa, llic king-elect of Jerusalem,

the prefect was removed from Egypt, and banished to

Andros. While Claudius was emperor, the Roman
conquests were extended into Africa, and the college of

Alexandria was improved in splendour; but Egypt was

robbed of an obelisk, which was conveyed to Rome, and

placed upon Mount Vatican. In the time of the Em-
jieror Nero, the Jews were still persecuted, and on their

]>art they continued turl)uleiit ancl mnvise, insomuch that,

ill a future reign, their temple at Onion was completely

destroyed.

While Adrian was emperor of Rome, he visited his

dominions in Egypt, and remained in that country for

the space Xjf two yeais. It was a region well suited to

attract the notice of an enquiring man ; for Egypt had

long been faniovis, and it had become interesting to the

masters of Rome. A nation long accustomed to inde-

pendence, could not bend with easy submission to the

authority of foreign power ; and Egypt, which had been
distracted by internal commotions before the dissolu-

tion of its government, was restless and seditious when
reduced to the condition of a Roman province. To
keep the people in check, tiiey had been deprived of se-

veral immunities, which Adrian now restored. He en-

larged the museum, reared again many public biuldings

which had been thrown down, and in ninny respt .ts his

visit was favourable to the interests ot Egypt. He looked

\ipon the tomb of Pompey with mournful meditations;

and he repaired, as well as beautified, that simple but

venerable mansion of the dead.

In the reign of Aurelius, the affairs of Egypt were
turbulent and precarious. Some of the discontented,

and perhaps oppressed, inhabitants, had taken refuge in

the fens of the Delta; and, refusing to pay tribute to

Home, they resisted its power, and destroyed not a few
of its servants. Many Greeks, who dwelt in Egypt,
joined this resistance, till they were suppressed by Avi-

dius Cassius. This successful leader aspired to the sove-

reignty of Rome, and would have been successful, if his

attempt had not been premature. But the report of the

Emperor Aurelius being dead, proving to be false, Cas-

sius and his adherents were vanquished, and some of

tliem put to death
;
yet the clemency of Aurelius was

extended to Flavius Calvisius, the prefect of Alexandria,

who had surrendered the province into the hands of the

usurper. Egypt was also visited by the Emperor Se-

verus, who viewed and repaired many of the national mo-
numents. To restrain the spirit of magic which was
common in those days, and supposed to mislead the

people, the Emperor collected the books which treated

upon that suliject, as far as they could be obtained, and
shut them up from the inspection of the nation.

But his son Caracalla was less favourable to Egypt.
The Alexandrians exposed his follies and vices to ridi-

cule ; and he cut off the followers of Aristotle from their

^ usual support in the schools of Alexandria. He executed
this purpose professedly from a dislike to the sentiments
of that philosopher, but in reality for the purpose of in-

juring Alexandria. But this disguised method of shew-
ing hostility was soon exchanged for open and avowed vio-

lence. His troops rushed into the abodes of the unof-
fending inhabitants ; and, while the whole city was full

of terror and dismay, the unworthy emperor viewed the
scene from the temple of Serapis, and smiled with sa-

vage pleasure. For several successive reigns, the Chris-
tians of Egypt were persecuted ; and the nation was agi-
tated by competing claims. for the government.

Claudius was now invested with tlic imperial robes,

and Egypt cheerfully acknowledged his authority ; but
Zeiioljia, queen of Palmyra, opened her pretensions to

the throne, because she belonged to the race of the

Ptolemies. But her pretensions were immediately re-

sisted ; and, though she had made a successful inroad
into Egypi, yet, in the reign of the following emperor
Aurelian, Zcnobia was overthrown, and carried captive

to Rome. Still, however, Egypt was not at rest : Fir-

mius, a person of great riches and power, was proclaim-
ed king of Egypt ; and, after he was subdued, Julius

Saturninus, a great general, and a worthy man, was sa-

luted king at Alexandria, with acclamations of joy ; but
he was soon taken, and finally put to death. New claims
to that kingdom still succeeded ; but, by the firm yet

temperate conduct of the emperor Dioclesian, the natio;i

was reduced to order and peace.
About this time the disturbances in Egypt assumed a

different appearance, and were mostly confined to the

Christians themselves. They had formerly been sub-
jected to suffering by their heathen adversaries; but,

from the time that Constantino the Great shielded them
under the protection of the state, they gave themselves
up to subtile reasonings, and the various parties were
hostile to one another. The Egyptians were favourable

to thp Avian <irntimcnts, because Arius, the author of
them, was a popular presbyter of the church of Alex-
andria. The principles of his opponent Athanasius, main-
tained, however, a considerable influence in Egypt; and
at length, by a solemn decision, the sentiments of Arius
were condemned. From this period the followers of

Athanasius were supported by the power of the state

;

but the Egyptians in general adhered to their former
opinions, and supported a patriarch of their own per-
suasion.

When the Christian system was declared to be the re-

ligion of the Roman empire, a scene of confusion and
violence ensued in Egypt. The heathen temples were
destroyed, and some of the indecent and lewd emblems
were exposed to public view. The multitude in gene-
ral adhering to the idol worship of their fathers, threw
themselves into an attitude of defence ; and, posting

themselves in the temple of Serapis, which was a sti-ong;

and massy building, they made a stout and long resist-

ance. But the royal mandate for destroying the heathen
temples arrived ; the friends of idolatry were overpow-
ered ; and the god Serapis himself shivered into pieces.

But the human mind is ever apt to run into extremes;
and, now that the church had acquired considerable in-

fluence in Egypt and with the Pope, a person soon ap-
peared in the see of Alexandria, who abused his power,
and degraded his character.

It was Cyril, the bishop of Alexandria, and vicar of
the Roman pontiff, who, by haughty and overbearing
conduct, created for himself a host of enemies. In the
exercise of his power, he encroached upon the authori-

ty of the civil magistrate ; and Orestes, the prefect of

Egypt, was assailed and abused by the adherents of Cy-
ril. But there was a darker shade to be added to the

character of the aspiring and violent bishop. Hypatia,

the daughter of Tlieon, a celebrated master in the school

of Alexandria, was no less fainous for learning and ele-

gant accomplishments, than she was for beauty and vir-

tuous qualities
;
yet she had offended Cyril, and her life

was the forfeit. She was the friend of Orestes the Ro-
man prefect, and being unjustly accused of cherishing

the irritation between him and Cyril, she was attacked
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Ly the multitude in the streets of Alexandria, and cru-

elly put to death. But the ambition of Cyril was as vio-

lent in public life as in private, and his intemperate dis-

pute \yith Nestorius, the bishop of Constantinople, re-

mains against him in the annals of the church. See

Suei. Dio Cass. Aur. Vitor. Euseb. Hist. Zosim. ile Ze-

7iob. Horat. Socrat. Hist. Sozomen. Baroyi, Annul. Evagr.
Jiutych. and Abulfiharag.

The western empire of Rome havinj^ already fallen,

by the intrusion of the Huns and Goths, the \'andals,

and other warlike and uncultivated nations ; the eastern

empire, of which Constantinople was the head, was also

fallen into decay, and the Queen of Persia over-ran dif-

ferent parts of the Roman dominions. She likewise

obtained possession of the principal towns and parts of

Egypt. But her triumphs here were of short duration,

and Persia itself was soon added to the dominions of the

Mahommedan conquerors.

Omar succeeded to the empire of Mahommed, and in

his reign Egypt was subdued by the arms of the caliph.

Amru Benalas marched his troops into Egypt, and, alter

much resistance, got possession of Memphis. Mocaw

-

cas, the prefect of Egypt, was hostile to the religious

tenets of Constantinople ; and when the Persians were
besieging that capital, he had revolted from his alle-

giance. For these reasons, Mocawcas supported the

interests of the Mahommedan invaders, and, after many
efforts and various changes of fortune, the city of Alex-
andria surrendered to the Saracens. The town was ex-

posed to plunder ; but at length the people were admit-

ted into the protection of the conquerors, and if they did

not become Mahommedans, they were to pay a certain

ratio or tribute. Among other disasters which befel

Alexandria, its famous library was destroyed ; for the

Saracens were then a rude people, and unacquainted

with the value of letters. And notwithstanding what has

been asserted by the author of the Decline and Fall of

the Roman Empire, the library was not only destroyed,

but learning must have sufl'ered by that unfortunate event

;

for it must have contained many valuable writings of the

Alexandrian school.

Amru, the conqueror, was also constituted the gover-
nor of Egypt; and having added to its boundaries, he
likewise regulated its internal affairs, and commanded a

canal to be opened between the Nile and the Red Sea.

When Othman was raised to the caliphate, Amru was
removed from the government of Egypt ; but his suc-

cessor Abdallah Bensaid was not acceptalile to the peo-

ple of that province. He renewed the conquest of

Africa, and was successful in his views; but liie suc-

cess was owing to the bravery of Zobcir, and r.ot to the

courage or conduct of Abdallah. But being aficrwards

unfortunate, he was removed from the government of

Egypt, and Amru restored to his former station. But
this salutary change was not of much avail, and the im-

provident conduct of Othman was hurtful to his domi-

nions, as well as fatal to himself. In tne subsequent

caliphate, Egypt was involved in the civil wars, which

•were occasioned by the competitors for the dominions of

Mahommed; and Egypt was not composed nor set at

peace till Amru was again invested witli the government

of the country, with the most ample and almost indepen-

dent powers.
During the contentions which ensued, Egypt threw

off the yoke of the Saracens; but was ogain reduced to

submission, when MerwaiUhe son of Hakem was raised

to the throne. In the caliphate of Walid, Corrali Ben-
sharik was invested with the government of Egypt; but
he was licentious in his manners, and outraged the feel-

ings and the decency of the Christian adherents. But
while he was degrading himself hy every species of
folly and vice, Mura, the lieutenant of th.e caliph's ar-

mies, was traversing Africa in triumph, and had reach-

ed the fortress of Ceuta, or Pillar of Hercules, on the

African side. Count Julian, the Gothic commander of
this fortress, not only surrendered it to Mura, but offer-

ed to conduct him into the bosom of Spain.

It was jealousy and resentment among the Gothic
chiefs, which occasioned this offer to the .Arabian war-
rior ; for Roderick, the usurper, hut reigning king of

Spain, had many enemies in his dominions, and he had
stirred up the vengeance of Jvdian, by his infamous con-

duct to the daughter of tliat chief. Musa hesitated, for

he was fearful of a snare ; but one of his confidential

generals was willing to make an experiment; and hav-

ing sailed from Ceuta, and landed at Calpc, the other

pillar of Hercules, the Saracen army pitched their first

camp where the impregnable works of Giliraltar are

erected. The expedition was successful, and Musa be-

ing jealous of Tarik or Tarif, his general, set sail for

Spain, and completed the conquests which his forerun-

ner had begun. If he treated his successful general with

unbecoming severity, Musa, in his turn, was degraded
by the caliph, and died under the pressure of infirmities

and sorrow. These things happened in the beginning of

the eighth century, and the Saracens obtained the chief

possessions and management of Spain, into which they

introduced the literature of the East.

For a considerable period of years, the affairs of

Egypt arc scarcely mentioned ; for the public mind and

the national records were employed with animosity and

violence about the succession to the caliphate. Formerly
the family of All, the immediate descendants of Ma-
hommed, had been overpowered, in attempting to assert

their right to the throne; and the house of Oramiak, by

power and good fortune, were raised to the sovereign

power. The Ommiades being in their turn overthrown

by the Abbassides or descendants of Abbas, the uncle of

the prophet retired into Spain, and established their dy-

nasty on the throne of Cordova. But the family of Om-
miah having many adherents in Syria, and some being

also attached to the descendants of AH, Almansur, the

second caliph, founded a new capital on the western

banks of the Tigris, and that city was Bagdad, famous

in the annals of eastern history.

Ilaron Alrashid succeeded to the caliphate, and in

his reign the affairs of Egypt come again into view.

Alrashid was a prince of great fame, and he is well

known as the hero of the Arabian Talcs; but in the

great .tricty of his vast engagements, Egypt, as a dis-

tant provin.-.e, attracted little of his attention, though he

visited many of his dominions, sometimes in disguise, and

sometimes openly. The disorders of that country, and

other distant possessions, called for his interposition

;

and he invested Ibrahim, the son of Aglab, with the pow-

ers of governor and lieutenant over his dominions in

Afiica upon the shores of the Mediterranean ; and Ibra-

him found means to render himself independent. Thus
he established the dynasty of the Aglabites, the seat of

whose government was at Cairwan.

During the reign of Alrashid, there was nothing re-

markable in the state of Egypt, excepting a general fee-

bleness of the government, which happened, as wc have
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already observed, in all the remote pi-ovinces ; but in the

reign of his successor Aiiuansur, the Ommiades of

Spain aliempted lo retrain the possession of Egypt. But

the caliph of Bagdad invested Abdallaii Bcrtaher with a

lii)>h commission for repelling the invaders, and restor-

ing Egypt to order. Yet the Ommiades were scarcely

dis.persed, when the Greeks of Constantinople arrived in

E,<ypt with a numerous fleet. Alarmed by this power-

ful armament, Ahmed Ben Tholan, a Turkish comman-
der, was sent into Egypt to defend the country, and re-

duce the inhabitants to order. When he had settled the

disturbances in that country, he led a powerful army in-

to tlie East, and reduced under his own power several

citi^ and provinces of the caliph. His son and succes-

sor enlarged his dominions from the falling empire of the

caliph of Bagdad, until he returned to Egypt in posses-

sion of dominions which extended from the streams of

the Euphrates to the confines of Nubia. But the pow-

er of the Tiiolonides was not of long duration, and Egypt
•Again was added to the empire of Bagdad.

The Aglabites, in Africa, ceased lo reign, and a dy-

nasty succeeded, whose princes were denominated Fa-

timites; because they professed themselves the descen-

dants of Fatinia, the wife of Aii, and daughter of the

prophet. This new race of princes aspired to the do-

minions which the Aglabites possessed in Egypt ; but

the caliph of Bagdad defended his Egyptian possessions,

and put the Fatimites to flight. At this period, Ikshid,

the governor of Egypt, laid claim to the title of an inde-

pendent prince; for the feeble and distracted caliph of

Bagdad was not able to restrain his pretensions ; and the

government of Egypt continued for a while under the

Ikshidites. Upon the deith of the conqueror who gave

name to this dynasty, Evjypt was governed in succession

by his two sons, who were both under age ; but the king-

dom was under the regency of Cafur, an old and faithful

servant. Upon the death of both the young princes,

Cafur was himself seated upon the throne ; but his

reign was of short duration, for he soon paid the debt of

nature.

The Fatimite caliph, who reigned in Africa, never
ceased to harass Egypt, and got full possession of the

•kingdom, now that the Ikshidite dynasty was ended.

Moez Lediniblah transferred his government from Cair-

wan, now Cyrene, in Barbary, to a city which his victo-

rious general Jawhar had built in Egypt. This city was
called Cahara, or the City of Mars, and is now the Grand
Cairo of Egypt. Though former princes had reigned with
professions of independence on the banks of the Nile,

yet still the caliph of Bagdad, in the capacity of Imam,
or chief priest of the INIahommedans, had been men-
tioned in the mosques and prayers of Egypt ; but the

new caliph of the Fatimite race interdicted this mark
of honour, and claimed for himself the legitimate suc-
cession to all the honours of Mahommed. An intricate

series of claims and disputes took place between the
caliphs of Bagdad and Egypt ; and if the former had
not been far in the decline of power, the latter must in-

evitably have been overthrown.

But Hakem Bamrillah maintained his authority in

Egypt, and delivered himself from the power and threat-

enings of the caliph of Bagdad; nevertheless, he did

not continue in honour, for the agitation and difficult cir-

cumstances of his kingdom seemed to have affected his
mind. The incoherency of his conduct appeared in

various instances, and at length he claimed divine
fconpurs. It is supposed that he was led into this-

folly, in imitation of Darar, an extravagant fanatic, v\rho

was put to death. But his followers were not extinct

;

and the caliph, tunning counter to every Mahommedan
practice and institution, the fasts, festivals, and pilgri-

mages, were forbidden; and when it was apprehended
that even the worship of God would have been set aside,

Hakem was assassinated, and the former order of things
restored.

Hakem's son, Daher, succeeded to the caliphate, in

whose reign nothing important happened; but in the
following caliphate, there was a multitude of occurren-
ces, which deeply affected the interests both of Bagdad
and Egypt. No sooner had the son of Daher ascended
the throne, than he assumed the name of Mostanser
Billah, and his cares were directed toward his posses-

sions in the East. But the principal anxieties of his

government, proceeded from the feebleness and disor-

ders of Bagdad. The Turks, who had lately assembled
about the throne of the eastern caliph, had also encroach-
ed considerably on his povver; and Nassasiri, one of those

slaves who had risen to povver in the government of
Bagdad, having met with opposition-in some of his ex-

travagant claims, fled into Egypt, to receive the assist-

ance of Mostanser. This application was attended with
success; for the caliph of Egypt entertained a hope that

he might seize upon Bagdad, and overthrow his rival

caliph.

Nassasiri having conducted his victorious troops to

the very gates of Bagdad, the caliph Alcayem solicited

and obtained the assistance of Togrul Bey, a Turkish
warrior and chief of the Seljucides. In the meantime,
Nassasiri entered Bag-dad, proclaimed the caliph of

Egypt sovereign of the city, and treated with great

severity the emir Alomra, as well as other persons of

distinction. But Togrul Bey approached the city, re-

stored the caliph, and Nassasiri was put to death. Thus
were the hopes of Mostanser Billah not only frustrated

with respect to Bagdad, but, upon his reverse of for-

tune, his Syrian provinces revolted, and he was divested

of every foreign possession. To his foreign disappoint-

ments, famine and pestilence were added ; and the whole
was followed by an invasion of Egypt by Naseraldoulab,
a Turkish general, who had taken refuge and found pro-

tection at tlie court of Cairo. The caliph was unexpect-
edly besieged in his palace, and, being altogether un-
prepared for such an attack, he was compelled to pur-
chase his safety at an extravagant price. After seeing
himself disgraced, and his country plundered, he wa«
relieved from his afflictions, and closed his eyes from
the sorrows of his kingdom.

Abulcasem, surnamed Almostali Billah, was seated
on the Egyptrin throne. But the affairs of Egypt em-
braced at this time little more than domestic quarrels,

with some feeble excursions into Syria and Palestine.

Caliph succeeded caliph in common succession; but
every new sovereign had his power diminished, till the
vizier, or prime minister, was in every thing caliph, ex-
cepting in name. During the reign, if it might so be
called, of Hal'edah Ledinillah, the grandson of Mostan-
ser, his vizier Redwan was saluted at Grand Cairo by
the title of king. His presumption, indeed, in procur-
ing this appellation from a party of his supporters, was
followed by dislike and violence, and he was driven from
the country, and finally put to tit;ath. Amid these in-

ternal commotions, the caliphs themselves were some-
times put to death; but still the viziers increased in

power.
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At length the appellation of vizier was not sufficiemly

dignified for the prime minister of the Egyptian caliph,

and therefore they now assumed the name of sultan;

and the dynasty of the Fatimites was drawing to a close.

In 1 1 G4, Shawer, a person of consideration, was raised

to the confidence of Aladid, the caliph of Egypt; hut a

competition for power having arisen between him and
Aldargam, they had recourse to arms, and Shawer be-

ing defeated, took refuge with Nureddin, the prince of

Syria, and solicited his assistance. The prince of Syria

sent an army into Egypt under the command of Asadod-
din, and Aidargam was soon overthrown. But Shawer
being reinstated in power, neglected to fulfil his engage-
ments with Nureddin, which occasioned several mutual
attacks. In the mean time, the armies of the crusade

had laid siege to Grand Cairo; and the caliph, with his

whole court, being in danger, Nureddin was invited to

give them assistance, which he readily consented to do;
but, before his arrival, the siege was raised by the influ-

ence of bribes and high promises. When Asadoddin,
the general of the Syrian prince, arrived at Grand Cairo,

he was received with demonstrations of joy ; but Siiawer,

conscious of his own faithlessness, and fearing the dis-

pleasure of Nureddin's general, formed a scheme of

putting him to death. But the plot was discovered, and
Shawer himself beheaded. Asadoddin was made vizier

in his stead; but having died in the course of a few
weeks, he was succeeded in office by his nephew
Saladin, whose fame became great in the annals of the

East.

The new vizier kept up a show of submission to the

prince of Syria, though he did not intend to continue in

a subordinate condition. In tlie mean time, Nureddin
ordered Saladin to omit tlie name of the caliph Aladid-

Sedinillah in the public pi'aycrs, and to substitute the

name of the caliph of Bagdad. But when the order ar-

rived, the Egyptian prince was breathing his last, and
insensible of the disgrace. In the person of this caliph,

the dynasty of the Fatimites was ended.

Upon the death of Aladid, the caliph of Egypt, Sala-

din, being in possession of the chief power in his cha-

racter of vizier, seized upon all the wealth of the late

prince, which was various and valuable. He threw his

whole family into confinement, and adopted every mea-
sure which his wisdom could devise, for establishing in

his own person the supreme authority of the state. He
maintained a show of obedience to Nureddin, the prince

of Damascus, but was secretly determined to acquire

an independent rule in Egypt. This intention, though
disguised, could not be concealed from the poweiful and

discerning Nureddin ; and, while he seemed satisfied

with the conduct of Saladin, he was raisiug a numerous
army to resist and overthrow his power; but in tiie mean
time, he was seized with a sudden illness, and died at

Damascus.
But the death of this prince did not deliver Saladin

from, danger; for Nureddin's successor was both able

and willing to give him just cause of alarm. In tliese

circumstances, Saladin wished to secure a retreat, and
for this pitrpose he sent his brolh.er Malee Tuianshah
into the kingdom of Nubia; but finding it desolate and
barren, he returned to Grand Cairo, and thence lie was
di'jpatched with a numerous army into Arabia Felix.

There he was successful, and reduced a considerable

part of that counliy under the subjection of tlic Egyp-
tian vizier. Saladin having enlarged his dominions, and
confiding in the means which he had deviseci for becom-
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mg master of Egypt, wa^ determined to Ubsume a name
suitable to his views. Not being a descendant of Ma-
hommed, he could not be denominated caliph, which im-
plied the sacerdotal as well as the kingly ollice. On this
account he chose the name of sultan, and left the oincc
of pontift', who had the charge of religious affairs, to be
filled up by a descendant of the prophet.
Though Saladin was acknowledged as the sultan of

Egypt by many of the neighbouring states, and even re-
ceived the sanction of the caliph of Bagdad, which gave
him a name and influence among the followers of Ma.
hommcd, yet he was not secure from intestine commo-
tions. The friends and adherents of the Fatiniitc ca-
liphs raised a rebellion in the kingdom, and a pretender
to the throne collected an army of 100,000 men. 'I'htse,
however, were soon defeated by the power and address
of Saladin

; but no sooner was he freed from this alarm,
than he was threatened by the soldiers of the crusades.
William II. king of Sicily, had engaged in the Christian
wars, atul hnd siege to Alexandria both by sea and land:
But the enterprising spirit of Saladin frustrated his
views. With a rapidity of movement which was pecu-
liar to the energetic mind of the Egyptian sultan, he
marched to the relief of Alexandria ; and the crusaders,
with a sudden panic, fled from the siege, leaving their
stores, baggage, and engines.

At this time the government of Damascus was under
a regency ; for Malec Alsaleh was under age, and the
government of aflUirs in his minority was not acceptable
to the people. Amidst these discontents, Saladin was re-
quested to accept the sovereign power of Syria. Having
arrived at Damascus, he found little clitBculty in becom-
ing master of the country ; but he professed to assume
the government in the name and for the interest of the
young prince. Having settled the affairs of Damascus,
he marched with a successful army through various
parts of the country, while his growing prosperity ex-
cited suspicions; and the ministers of Malec, llic prince
of Damascus, entering into a combination with some of
the neighbouring powers, sought an opportunity to check
the career and disa|)poiin the designs of Saladin. A bat-

tle ensued ; but the Syrian forces, together with all their

allies, were defeated, and the sultan of Egypt was left

master of Syria.

Saladin returned from his eastern conquests, and be-
gan to aggrandize and fortify the city of Gi'aiid Cairo.
He encouraged the sciiools and literature of the coun-
try; but was drawn away from the pursuits of elegance
and domestic iinpiovements, to the din of arms and the
ravages of war. Having ohtain<'d possession of Syria,

he was anxious to acquire Palestine ; and therefore he
led a numerous host against tlie armies of the crusade,
wlio had assemljled for the defence of the Holy Land.
But there he met with the most obstinate resistance;

muliitudts of his army perisiied in the field of battle;

and wlien he was forced to return towards Egypt, a still

greater number died in the desert, from hunger, thirst,

and disease: yet still the views of Saladin were toward
Syria and the East. At the commencement of this

campaign, his aimy was defeated both at Aleppo and
Mossul; and in the mean time the Christians of the

crusade had assembled a fleet in the Red Sea, which
thieatened the cities of Mecca and Medina ; but Abu-
beker, Saladin's viceroy in Egypt, fitted out a flcii un-

der the cominand of the brave and experienced Lulu,
which defeated the Euroijcau expedition, and gave fresh

vigour to the exertions of Saladin. In the spirit of con-

C c
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fjucst, lie c'liei'Lil tlic pioviiicts of the Hast ; ami to trace

liis progress, would be to follow him like ligluniiig from

fieltl to siege, aiitl fron» siei^e to hatile.

HaviPR run a triumphant course through Syria, he

entered Palestine witii victory and terror. Having ob-

tained possession of Aleppo and Mossul, he aimed a

blow at the Holy Land. I'or the space of three years,

Saladin continued to gain advantages over the armies

of the rrusade. Various places of strength lu.ving fallen,

Tiberius was at length taken, and Lusignan, king of

Jerusalem, was desirous of meeting Saladin in the field.

The armies met upon the banks of the Jordan, and vic-

tory was declared in favour of Saladin. The king him-

self was taken prisoner, as well as Arnold, lord of Carac.

The king of Jerusalem was treated with respect, but

Arnold was put to death by Sjladin's own hand, because

lie had inflicted many miseries on the followers of Ma-
homnied. Ptolcmais, Ncapolis, Cxsarea, and other ci-

ties, fell into the power of Saladin. I'inding nothing

to oppose his course, he marched directly toward

Jerusalem, and besieged the city. Tlie garrison was
numerous, and made a desperate defence; but after Sa-

ladin had made a breach in the walls, and was on the

point of entering the town, the commander made offers

of capitulation.

But Saladin refused to accept of the terms, and vow-
ed that he would sick and destroy the city. His cruel

Ihreaienings roused tlie spirit of the Cliristians, and a

herald declared, that they would first put 5000 mussul-
men prisoners to death; and, that no F.uropean might
be exposed to their revenge, tiiey would also destroy

their wives and children. That no booty might be

found, they would destroy every thing valuable in the

city; and, having levelled the rock which the Maliom-
medans held sacred, they would sally out in a body upon
the besiegers; and if they were not victorious, their

destruction should be accomplished by an unexampled
expence of blood and misery. This desperate resolution

moved Saladin to more reasonable terms ; and tiie gar-

rison, as well as the citizens, were spared by paying a

stipulated sum of money.

In this enfeebled state of tlic Christian armies, a third

rrusade was determined on in Eurojie ; and the emperor
of Germany, together with Philip II. of France, and Ri-

chard I. of England, liaving arrived in Palestine, en-

camped before the cily of Acca or Plolemais, whilst

many European ships rode in the harbour. In this city,

Saladin had assembled a numerous army ; and the pow-
ers of Europe were combined to delVat him. Richard I.

of England was of great courage, and therefore was sur-

nanied Coeur de Lion ; and his skill in war, added to his

prowess, had rendered him the most fauKjus general of
tlie age. If there had been as much harmony as there

was power among the different armies of the crusade,
'.he city of Ptolemais must soon have fallen ; but, after all

the distractions in the views and counsels of the allies,

Saladin was compelled to capitulate. The garrison
were allowed to march out with the honours of war ; but
u sum of money was to be paid to the besiegers.

The sultan of Egypt refused to pay the ransom ; and
historians tell us, that 3000 prisoners answered for

it with their lives. The siege was extremely bloody ;

and it is not supposed that fewer than 300,000 persons
on cither side were cut off during the conflict; and the
flower of Europe, as well as Egypt, Asia, and Syria,
perished in the combats. Ptolemais, or Acca, became
ihc residence of the hospitalers of St John, and, since

that period, the town has been denominated St John
d'Acrc.

Of all the European potentates, the king of England
only remained ; and, having laid siege to Ashkclon, he
took possession of that cily. Upon this event, Saladin
hastened to Jerusalem; and Richard followed him to the
holy city. The king of England held it in close siege ;

but when the hour arrived that the city was to be deliv-

ered up, the besieging army retreated, and the enterprise
was abandoned. The cause of this sudden and extraor-
dinary conduct has never been well explained; and dif-

ferent authors have presented different views of the
subject. It may justly be supposed to have been invo-

luntary on the part of Richard ; for his courage has never
been questioned ; and the value which he set upon his

honour could not permit him to tarnish it by unworthi-
ness of conduct. The retreat of the army, it is said, over-
whelmed him with grief; and the misfortune was pro-
bably occasioned by the discord and jealousy of the com-
bined army. The Duke of Burgundy, who was left in

Palestine by the king of France with 10,000 soldiers, is

said to have been as jealous as his master of the fame and
valour of the English king ; but, even in his retreat,

Richard was formidable. He concluded a truce with
Saladin for three years and upwards ; various places of

strength were dismantled ; the whole sea-coast from Jaffa

to Tyre was surrendered to the Christians; and the pil-

grims of Europe, travelling to Jerusalem, were to be
under the protection of the powerful Saladin. But
scarcely had the king of England returned to his coun-
try, when the health of Saladin began to decline; and
he finished his life about the 5 5th year of his age, and
after he had reigned in Egypt 24 years. See Abulfiha'
rag, D'Herbelot, Rinaudol, U'ill. Tyr. FerCoC, Sanut,Jac.
de Vitriaco, and Dr Wilson's Hist.

Ala/.iz, the second son of Saladin, was appointed to the

government of Egypt ; but, not being contented with the

portion of his father's dominions assigned to him, he
made successful inioads into Syria; but died suddenly in

the midst of his triumphs. Upon his death, several im-
jjortant changes took place with respect to the affairs of
Egypt and Syria; but nothing worthy of notice till the
reign of Alcamel.
When this prince was raised to the throne, he was

well received by the Egyptians; but he found the stale

of public affairs full of diiprder, and attended with dan-
ger. The ]Mahomniedan3 and the Christians were plot-

ting each other's destruction ; and the Christians were
at variance among themselves. In this state of inter-

nal disquietude, the soldiers of the fifth crusade landed
in Egypt, and laid siege to Damietta. The united forces

of Egyjjt and Damascus could not overcome tlie Euro-
pean army ; but Alcamel offered such terms ofaccommo-
dation as were acceptable to all the chiefs of the cru-
sade, except D'Albano, the Pope's legate.

Such influence had the see of Rome then acquired,
that his single voice prevented the negociation. The
siege was continued, and the town of Damietta fell.

Elated with this success, they pushed into the interior of
the country ; but were vanquished by the Egyptians, and
were compelled to sue for mercy. The sultan of Egypt
became powerful in Syria, as well as at home ; and, when
Frederick II. of Germany found it necessary to return ta
Euroi)e, he entered into a league with Alcamel, which
was wise and profitable for both.

Alcamel died at Damascus, and Aladel, one of his

sons, was raised to the throne; but Nojtnoddin, his eld-
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est brother, laid claiiu to the kiiigtlom. A bloody con-

test would probably bavc ensued ; but, in the mean time,

Aladel died or disappeared ; and his brother Nojmoddiii
was peaceably proclaimed sultan. He, too, accjuircd in-

fluence with the most powerful party of the crusades ;

for Richard, the earl of Cori>wall, jierccivini^ lliat the

sultan of Egypt was more powerful than the Syrian lords

of Carac and Damascus, entered into an alliance with

Nojmoddin, and renewed the treaty which Frederick of

Germany had made with Alcamel his predecessor. By
this covenant, the Christians were protected, and the

views of Nojmoddin encouraged, in opposition to his

Syrian rivals.

In this settled state of affairs, Nojmoddin passed into

Syria, and, with the help of some uncultivated tribes,

determined to overpower his eastern enemies. That
part of the crusading; armies which was favourable to

the lords of Syria, joined them in opposing the sultan

of Egypt; but Nojmoddin overthrew them with great

slaughter. In the mean time, a host of wairiors from
Europe arrived in tbe port of Damietta, with Louis IX.
of France as their leader. In the absence of the sul-

tan, and when the nation was unprepared for tliis

unexpected attack, the armies of the crusade entered

Damietta. The news of this event were quickly car-

ried into Syria; and Nojmoddin having raised the siege

of Emessa, hastened to Egypt to protect his kingdom
;

but he died by tbe way, and left a vacancy in the go-
\ernmcnt when a vigorous administration was peculiarly

wanted.

The country received a seasonable relief by the ad-

dress of Shajir Aldor, the favourite female of the late

sultan. Pretending that Nojmoddin was indisposed on
his journey, the principal lords of the country were indu-

ced to swear allegiance to his only son Turan Shaw.
The veil was then taken off, and the young prince was
proclaimed sultan, upon his arrival from Damascus with

a numerous army.
The European soldiers had by this time penetrated

far into the country ; but they paid dearly for their

rashness ; and Louis himself was taken prisoner. Tu-
ran Shaw had the name of Sultan, but none of its pow-
ers ; for Shajir Aldor, and her adherents about the court,

directed in leality the affairs of state. The young sul-

tan was sensihle of his situation, and determined to ar-

Rcrt his proper rights. Being strictly watched, .Shajir

Aldor was aware of his intention, and he was violently

put to death.

The young prince having been assassinated, Shnjir

Aldor was declared to be sovereign of the cotmlry. She
was prayed for in the mosques, and her name was im-
pressed on the coins. This active and designing wo-
man was raised to the throne by the power and influ-

ence of the Mamelukes. These were a body of Turk-
ish slaves, who had gradually acquired authority at the

Egyptian court. When Saladin usurped the sovereign-

ty of Egypt, he durst not entrust himself to the national

troops, but placed about his throne a powerful body-
guard of slaves from Kipzac, whom the Moguls acqui-

red in war, and sold into bondage. Successive sultans

increased the power of those attendants by new privile-

ges; and iijion the death of Nojmoddin, they had in

reality the disposal of the sovereign power.
Ibeg, one of the Mamelukes, who, from their power

in the state, were called emirs, was chosen to be the

prime minister, or rather regent of the kingdom. But
still the people were dissatisfied with the government of

a woman, an<l the management of a foreigner. In thiv

situation of adairs, Shajir .Mdor was deposed ; and Musa,
a descendant of Alcamel, elevated to the throne. But
his reign was short as well as turbulent; and, in iht
miclst of internal commotions, the young sultan was re-

moved from the throne ; and, with his government, the
reign of the Ayubitcs was finished.

Ibcg, who had reigned with Shajir Aldor, was pro-
claimed sultan by the Ilaharite Mamelukes, and he im-
mediately espoused Shajir Aldor; but, through jealousy,

and an idea of ingratitude, she hired assassins, and Ibcg
was put to death. By a party of the Mamelukes, Nu-
reddin Ali was raised to the throne of his father Ibeg, by
the surname of Almansur; and Shajir Akior was put lo

death. About this lime, the Moguls had overrun all the

Saracen possessions in the East, except Yemen anrt

Egypt; and the power of the caliphs was almost at an
end in Bagdad. It was in this perilous conjuncture of
affairs that iho young sultan began his reign in Egypt;
and in that situation he was overthrown and deposed by
Cu'uz, an artful and ambitious chief.

This warlike prince entered Syria with triumph; and,

for a lime, was formidable to his enemies: but Bibars,

one of his generals, acquiring influence with the Mame-
lukes, deposed Cutdz, and was proclaimed sultan in his

stead. It was pretended that the merits of Bibars had
been neglected ; but, in truth, the reason is to be disco-

vered in the power of the Mamelukes, and the feeble

state of the government. For, as the army, in the de-

cline of the Roman empire, created emperors at their

pleasure, so did the Mamelukes of Egypt, at this period

of its history, raise whom they would to the oflice of

sultan. To give his usurpation a more legitimate co-

louring, Bibais acknowledged the pretensions of Ahmed,
the professed son of Daher Billah, a caliph of Bagdad;
and he was acknowledged as imam, or pontiff of the Ma-
hommedan^ in Egypt. Bibars received the benediction

of this Mahommedan pontiff; and by that means acquired

greater influence among the people. In truth, he was a

successful warrior, as well as a benefactor lo the domi-
nions which he acquired; and, at the time of his death,

his empire extended from the interior of Africa lo the

river Euphrates.

From this time till the year 1293, there were many
changes among the sultans of Egyjit; but though the

government was unsteady, yet the nation was powerful

;

for the Mamelukes were brave and warlike. When
Naser Mahommed was proclaimed sultan, he was only

in the 9th year of his age, and sufl'ered various reverses

of fortune. Thrice had he abandoned the throne of

Egypt; twice by compulsion, and once by choice. But
in the progress of events, being firmly established in

])Ower, he exercised his authority, as well as his active

mind, to correct the abuses of the stale, and restrain the

exorbitant influence of the emirs and lords of the court.

He improved the fertile fields of the Delia, threw

streams of water into the city of Ale])po, and repaired

the canal as well as the reservoirs of Alexandria.

Upon the death of Naser, Abubeker his son succeed-

ed to the tiirone; but so rapid were the changes of

royal successioi], that twelve descendants of Naser Ma-
hommed scarcely extended their reign through the pe-

riod of forty-one years. During the short and turbu-

lent reigns between Bibars and Naser Mahommed, and
vhile the Sultan Calib was on the ihrone of Egypt, the

city of St John d'Acrc was taken horn the Christians.

The attack was violent, and the defence brave; but the

C c 2
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IMussulmaiis obtained possession of Acre, ami tlic whole

land of l'.ilcslinc, aftt-r much treasure liiid Ijccn spent,

and innumerable lives lost in the ^\ars and victories ol

the crusades. Soon afterwards, ine kiii:;l.ts templars

departed into Europe; but those of St Joini formed a

seltKnient in the island of Rhodes. From tliis situa-

tion they made frequent inroads into Egypt ; for al-

thouijh the knights were comparatively weak, yet the

distracted situation of Egypt permitted them to retire

from the coast, without the severe vengeance which

ihey might have inflicted ; but indeed Egypt was in

tlie utmost state of distraction ; and a revolution in the

government could not be avoided. If the Ayubite dy-

nasty Was superseded by the Baharite Mamelukes, who
surrounded tlieir throne, the Baharite sulians were al-

so supplanted by the Circassi;in slaves, who had been

cherished at court, and permitted to acquire unton-

Iroulable power. The sultan Hagi, who was hut a

child, was deposed by the influence of a Circassian

chief; and the Baharite dynasty was terminated in

Egypt, after it had existed about 128 years. See

Abult'.harag^ Deguignes, Olevcri Scholast. in gent. Dei
jitr Francos D'Herbclot ; and Dr ^Vilbon's Hist.

The Circassi",n slaves, whose chiefs had in their turn

become masters of Egypt, were called Borgites, be-

cause, in the capacity of soldiers, tliey had been dis-

persed through the different fortresses of the country,

to keep in check the people, who had long been in

want of subordination ; and these fortresses were called

Borges. Barcok was the first of this dynasty on the

throne of Egypt; but so powerful were the adherents

of the dethroned family, that Hagi was soon restored

to the kingdom. But his renewed power was of short

duration ; for Barcok suddenly recovered his situation,

and the Borgite dynasty was established. Scarcely had
he overcome the internal enemies of his kingdom, when
he was threatened by a formidable power from without.

Tamerlane the Great, who had formed the new empire
of the Moguls, and denominated the Cham of Tartary,

was desirous of adding Syria to his dominions ; and the

sultan of Egypt marched with an army to meet him at

Damascus. At the approach of Barcok, Tamerlane re-

tired ; and, directing his course towards India, his arms
AVere attended with great success.

In the mean time, Bajazct, at the head of the Otto-

man armies, and the rival of Tamerlane, was spread-

ing terror upon both sides of the Hellespont, and had
carried his arms to the very gates of Constantinople.

Indeed, he was determined to take possession of that

city, and establish his government, upon the ruins of

the Roman empire. For this reason, he solicited the

friendship of the Egyptian sultan, and the blessing of
the caliph, who was then residing at Grand Cairo with-

out any civil authority, but only as imam of the Ma-
hommedan faith.

About this time, Barcok died; and his son Pharage,
surnamed Abuisaadat, reigned in his stead. When this

prince obtained the government, he was but ten years

of age ; and the affairs of the kingdom were managed
by a regent. In these circumstances, the national com-
motions were continued; and his Syrian dominions
rose in rebellion. But Abuisaadat, under the influence

of his native vigour, took the reins of government in

his own hand, recovered the provinces which had re-

belled, and put his whole kingdom into a stale of or-

der and obedience. In tnis situation of affairs, Tamer-
Jane returned from India, and found that his rival had

been extending his powrr, and was. more formidable

than ever.

These ambitious and terrible wariiors were deter-

mined on each other's deslructioii. B..juzet laid claim
to the assistaiice of Egypt, because he lia;i entered into

a former alliance with tiie sultan ; but he did not re-

ceive the expected support, because he had not been
faitliful to the terms of agreement; and we may add,

that the power of Tamerlane was anoiher reason with

the sultan of Egypt, for wit!i'iolding aid from iiis rival

Bajazct. These two powerful chiefs met once and
again in the field of battle, when Bajazet was finally

overthrown, and taken prlsi.ner. ll.iving overcome
his rival, the ambition of Ta nerLuic was more unbound-
ed thi'n ever. He intended to ravage the south of Eu-
rope, cross into .\frica by tliv st.aits of GibiMllar, and
continue his course through Egypt aiid Syria, till he

arrived at the seat of his goverinuent in the East. But
there was one power of which he stood in awe, and
which prevented the project which his ambition had
laid. The knights of St John, now established at

Rhodes, and enriched by the spoils of the forfeited

Templars, were formidable to the neighbouring pow-
ers, and maintained a mighty preponderance in the scale

of nations. Though small in numbers, their strength

was great, their fame extensive, and their courage well

tried.

In these circumstances it was not expedient to at-

tack the knights directly in the island of Rhodes; bjit

he laid siege to Smyrna, and reduced it to ashes. He
was drawn away, however, from any further attempts

upon the power and interests of that religious order,

by dangers which were threatening him in the East. A
powerful prince, whom Tamerlane had subdued in his

Indian expedition, appeared again with renewed strength,

and was laying waste the kingdom of Persia. Thither
he directed his oourse, but his power was much dimi-

nished through a long succession of obstinate engage-
ments ; and, having met his enemy in greater power
than was expected, they entered into terms with mutual
agreement ; and Tamerlane, having withdrawn from
public life, retired to Samarchand, and there, in a few
years, ended an active and victorious life. In the mean
time, the distractions of Egypt still continued; and the

sultan Pharage Abuisaadat, being weary with continual

broils and confusion, retired from the dingers of public

life, and surrendered the throne to his brother Abdola-
ziz, but to assume it again.

This happened in the year 1405; and there was little

mor.e than a rapid succession of feeble nionarchs, till

the year 1517, when the Borgite dynasty was over-

thrown; and the kingdom of Egypt was converted in-

to a province of the Turkisii empire. During this pe-

riod, there were many broils, and much warfare be-

tween the sultans of Egypt and the knights of Rhodes.
The Portuguese, who had acquired some settlements

in India, alarmed the governors of Egypt, who had
long been enriched by the merchandise of the East;

and ineffectual efforts were made to overthrow tlie pow-
er of the European invaders. In the mean time, Eu-
rope itself was in commotion ; and, upon the 29th of

May 1433, Constantinople was taken by Mahommed II.

the sultan of the Turks. Tnis success opened his w-ay -

to the kingdom of Egypt ; and Tuman Bey, the last of

the Circassian or Borgite dynasty, was basely put to

death at Tavila, one of the gates of Grand Cairo.

The race of princes who were now sealed upon the
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throne of ConstantinopK;, and had added Ep:ypt to their

jloiniiiioiis, derived their origin from the Scythian or

Tirt;ir tribrs, and wor:' afurwards denominated Turks,
fioni the word in ti cir own language which denotes a

hehuct. Selini, thon h a younijcr son, got possession

of tiie Turkisli govcriinitnt, by deposing; his father, and
puttii.g to dcalli Ids cldi-r brothers. The same anibi-

tio.i which impciicd him to deeds so cruel and unnatu-

ral, induced him, in a way more honourable for a war-
rior, to csiabhsh his power, and extend Ids empire. He
successfully invaded the kingdom of Persia, engaged
the Egyptian forces at Aleppo, and, after various success-

ful eflbrls, cari-ied his victorious course to the banlvs of

the Nile, and easily became master of the country,

ivhicli had long been agitated by internal commotions,
and was then in a revolutionary state.

He co\itinued for a considerable time in Egypt, and
settled the iorm of government, after the manner which
had been adopted by the Turkish sultans. He convey-
ed with him to Constantinople the caliph, or spiritual

head of the Mahommedan religion. Upon his death,

another was appointed in his stead ; but at his demise,
the order of caliphs terminated, and a mufti was substi-

tuted, who had the supreme direction of the Moslem
faith : while the ulcma, or chosen body of men, are in-

vested with the power of interpreting the Koran. Imams,
or persons subordinate to the mufti, are sent into the

different provinces, and four of them were appointed to

Egypt. In the early times of the Turkish or Ottoman
government, there were only two Beys, who, in the ca-

pacity of chief governors, presided over the dominions
of the Turks. One of them had the command of the

European provinces, and the other was entrusted with
the command of Asia Minor. As the Ottoman empire
was extended, the number of the Beys were increased

;

and each of those in chief command was called Bcyler-
bey, or Prince of Princes. At first there was a Pasha
of Egypt, with sixteen Sanjiaks under his authority

;

but in process of time, the Sanjiuks were exchanged for

twenty-four Mamelukes, who also assumed the name of

Bey, or princes, to whom the government of the vari-

ous provinces was entrusted.

In the most peifect form of the Turkish government
in Egypt, it consisted of a divan, or council of regency,
composed of those who commanded the militaiy bodies,

and whose president was the Pasha or viceroy. From
the Mameluke beys, who commanded the provinces,

were chosen the Siitik al Belled, or governor of Grand
Cairo; the Janizary Aga, or commander of the Janiza-

ries; the Defterdar, or accountant-general; the Emir
al Hage, or conductor of the caravan ; the Emir al Said,

or governor of Upper Egypt; and the Sheik al Bikke-
ri, or director of the sherifs. In subordination to these,

there were cashiphs, or deputies, and otlier officers of

inferior note.

Soliman I. succeeded his father Selim ; and he not

only began his reign by crushing rebellion in the pro-

vinces, and adding dominions to his empire, but his

name was terrible among the nations. He was the

competitor of Charles V^. and overthrew the power of

the knights in the island of Rhodes. But even in his

time the factions in Egypt were not at rest; and in the

more feeble reigns of his successors upon the throne,

the Ottoman power in that country was much impair-

ed, and the form of government at last changed. The
beys. w!.o superinic nded the 24 departments in Egypt,
collected the revenues of their respective districts ; and

by that means acquired an influence which was not in-

tended. The heads of the seven militaiy corps and the
pasha became avaricious, and courted the favour of the
beys, who could enforce the payment of tribute wiili

severity, or remit it in part, according to their plea-
sure.

By indulging the members of the regency, the beys
increased in power till they obtained the complete dis-
posal of jjublic affairs. Every bey had originally a few
Mamelukes or slaves at his command, for enabling him
to make his authority respected in the province where
he resided ; but as the power of the b; ys was enlarged,
they increased their attendants, and in proportion to

their number of slaves, so was their strength. When a
vacancy occurred in the governnunl of the provinces,
the most powerful bey had his favourite Mameluke ap-
pointed to the office : this election increased his autho-
rity ; and, by pursuing a similar course, the most active
and powerful beys acquired a continually increasing in-

fluence in the government, and their Mamelukes be-
came the only efficient soldiers in the state.

The members of the divan having become subservient
to the pleasure of the beys, the beys got possession of
every important office, with the exception of the vice-

roy's appointment. But in their career of dissipation,

the pasha of Egypt also became subject to the Mame-
luke beys. The sheik .libelled, or governor of Grand
Cairo, was chosen from amongst the heys, but he was
approved or rejected by the pasha. The Sheik Albel-
led was the constitutional ort,an through which com-
plaints were made to the Gia.^d Signior, when the pa-
sha violated the rights of the community; but to re-

move him from his office con Id only be done by the

sultan himself. But in proccs of time, when the di-

van fell under the controul of the beys, they dismissed
them at pleasure; and when a new one was appointed,
if they discovered by their spies, that he was entrusted

with any mandate inconsistent with their views or au-

thority, they never suffered him to approach Grand
Cairo, but intimated at Constantinople, that another

pasha must be chosen.

In these circumstances of the Egyptian government,
an active youtli among the slaves who were brought from
the neighbourhood of Mount Caucasus, grew up to great
influence and fame in the house of his master Ibrahim,
who was a caya of the Janizaries. Like other Mame-
lukes, this young slave became a Mussulman, and re-

ceived the name of Ali. Having gone through differ-

ent offices in the house and service of his master, he was
raised to the office and rank of a bey. Upon the death
of Ibrahim, to whom he owed his power and elevation,

considerable commotions existed ; and in the year 1763,

Ali Bey obtained the office of Sheik Albelled, by which
he was invested willi the chief authority of the state.

In the struggle for power, Ali Bey was more than

once obliged to flee from Egypt, and seek lefuge in Pa-

lestine or Syria. He became obnoxious to the Turkish
Divan, and the Grand Signior sought his destruction.

But in the year 1768, the court of Constantinople pro-

claimed war against the Emperor of Russia; and while

the Ottomans were employed in defending their pro-

vinces against the northern invasions, Ali Bey was not

only active in reducing Egypt to obedience, but he sent

an army into Arabia Felix, for purposes of conquest and
aggrandisement. The troops of Ali, under the conduct

of Mahommed Bey, were successful against the Turkish
garrisons ; and they look possession of Gaza, Ramla,
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and Slirclicm, or Naplus. They even reached Jerusa-

lem, and having arrived at St Jolin d'Acre, they formed

a junction with the troops of the celebrated Sheik Da-

her. The forces of Ali entered Damascus. But after

tarrviniij a few days, Ins general Maliomnied hastened

to CJr.ind Cairo, and coiiijiellcd his master Aii Bey to

take refuge in l^alestii>c, vhcre his arms were attended

with success, being supported by tlie Slieik Daher.

Osraan had been constituted Pasha of Damascus, and

invested with extraordinary powers by the divan of

Constantinople, that he might oppose and subdue the

Sheik of Acre. Ali Bey and the Sheik Daher being

equally hostile to the Ottoman power, entered into a

treaty to support each other in their views and pursuits.

The Egyptian Bey had attempted to secure the assist-

ance of Hussia, by negociating with Count Alexis Or-

low, the conijiiander in chief of the Russian forces in

the Archipelago; but the negociations had been attend-

ed with little success, until a Russian transport, under

British colours, commanded by Captain Brown, appear-

ed off Jaffa, and assisted tlie forces of Daher and Ali

Bey to get possession of that town and fort. By these

and other means, Daher obtained considerable power.

But though the Sheik Daher and Ali Bey had been

so far cordial in their co-operations, yet their interests

might soon interfere, and their friendship be dissolved.

This might be a sufficient reason of itself for Ali Bey
to go in quest of possessions which were likely to be
more permanent; and both his interest and inclination

led him towards Egypt, where he had once been in

power. But his former general, and now competitor,

IMahommed Bey, was still in great power, and met him
with a ntmieious army, in the desert which lies between
Gaza and Egypt. The armies engaged, and Ali Bey,
being wounded, was taken prisoner. His rival Ma-
liommcd seemed to receive him with great respect. For
at the first interview, even in his fallen state, his former
authority might have some remaining impressions, even
upon the mind of the revolted genera! ; but upon the third

day the unfortunate Ali died, and not without suspicions
that his death was occasioned by undue means.
By the death of tliis powerful chief, Mahommed Bey

was left without a rival in the kingdom of Egypt; but
in the fluctuating slate of public afl'airs, he was aware
that competitors might soon arise, and he was well assu-
red that the divan of Constantinople would endeavour
to recover their power in Egypt, as soon as they could
withdraw their forces from the wars in which they were
engaged with the Empress of Russia. For some time
past, no Paslia had been admitted in Egypt from the
court of Constantinople, nor any tribute remitted to the
Grand Signior. But Mahommed Bey, though hostile

to the power of Constantinople, made extraordinary pro-
fessions of friendship, and transmitted to the Grand
Signior a large simi of money. Both parties dissembled;
the reigning Bey of Egypt intended to manifest his in-

dependence as soon as circumstances would allow, and
the court of Constantinople were determined to take the
first opportunity of reducing Egypt to obedience ; but
in the mean time, they made a show of attachment to

Mahommed, and raised him from the office of Sheik
Albelled to that of Pasha, or viceroy of the Sublime
Porte.

To ingratiate himself stiU more at the court of Con-
stantinople, he marched an army into the East, under
the pretext of subduing the Sheik Dalier, who was ini-

iiiical to the Ottoman authority, but in reality to obtain

such conquests in the East, as would render him formi-

dable to the power of the Grand Signior. Having gone
in person to Syria, his army was attended with success

;

but he was seized with a fever, and died on the second
day of the disease.

When Mohammed's death was announced in Egypt,
the countiy was in commotion, but the principal com-
petitors for power were the beys Ibrahim and Murad.
After various attempts to obtain the ascendency, it was
at length agreed that the powers of the state should be
held in common by the two contending chiefs. Ibra-

him was to continue in the office of Sheik Albelled, and
Murad was raised to the situation of Defterdar, or ac-

countant-general. About this time, peace was conclu-

ded between the courts of St Petersburgh and Constan-
tinople, and, as might have been expected, the Grand
Signior was determined to restore his power in the pro-

vince of Egypt.
By the active and prudent services of Prince Potem-

kin, the Empress of Russia had obtained froin the Grand
Signior a vast extent of territory, which included the

Crimea, together with the provinces of Circassia, Geor-
gia, and other districts. The fleets of St Petersburg
were permitted by treaty to traverse the Black Sea

;

and as all these circumstances weakened the Ottoman
government, it was the more necessaiy to recover Egypt,
with its resourses and tribute.

A fleet belonging to the Grand Signior arrived at

Alexandria in the month of May, and landed an army
of 25,000 men. The forces of Ibrahim and Murad
Bey were drawn ovit to oppose their progress, and the

armies met between Rosetta and Grand Cairo. The
dexterity of the Mamelukes, who always fight on horse-

back, threw the Ottoman army frequently into confu-

sion ; but the skill and perseverance of Hassan Pasha
finally triumphed over the irregular though intrepid

warfare of the Mamelukes Ibrahim and Murad Bey
withdrew by treaty into upper Egypt. Hassan return-

ed to Constantinople, and Beker was sent into Egypt
with the honourable distinction of a pasha of three

tails. Notwithstanding his power, he was but ill re-

ceived, and found it impossible to collect the tribute,

or preserve the country in order. But these irregula-

rities soon gave place to designs and achievements of

greater moment. The French directed an expedition

against tiie province of Egypt, which was followed by

warlike exertions, both of Great Britain and Constan-

tinople. See Cant. Mign. RevoU of /iU Bey, Broivn,

I'oliiey, and Life of Potenikin.

After the republican armies of France had vanquish-

ed Holland, shaken the power of Austria, overthrown
the states of Venice, and trampled upon the indepen-

dence of Italy, many inferior states sued for protec-

tion; and at Campo Formio, upon the 17th of Octo-
ber 1797, a treaty was entered into between the Em-
peror of Germany and the Republic of France. By
this convention, the Austrian Netherlands, as well as

the Venetian islands in the Levant, together with se-

veral districts of Italy, were all ceded to the French
nation ; and although Venice, with several territories

of importance, were granted to the Emperor of Ger-
many, yet they did not restore him to his proper rank

in the scale of Europe. Elated with these conquests,

F"ranee had been threatening the independence of Great
Britain, and attempted to wound her on the part of

Ireland, where many discontents were already brood-

ing.
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Aflci" tlie peace of Campo Formio, the public were
more than ever amused with the ciesigns of France
against Great Britain ; but while the attention was di-

rected to tliat quarter, preparations were secretly mak-
ing at Toulon for a great and important expedition.

The fleet was large, and the soldiers of every descrip-

tion amounted to 40,000 men. The command of the

fleet was bestowed upon Admiral Urueys, and the com-
mand of the army was entrusted to (leneral Bonaparte.
The fleet sailed about the end of May; and having
landed at Malta, got possession of the island by fear or

treachery. Having arranged the affairs of that settle-

ment, the French Heet set sail again upon the I9th of

June, and directed their course towards Egypt.
These movements of the French were not unknown

to the British government, and Admiral Sir Horatio
Nelson was appointed to the command of a squadron,

to watch the motions of the French fleet. Having look-

ed into the harbour of Toulon, and found they had
escaped, he immediately sailed toward Egypt, whither
it was supposed they had directed their course. Ha-
ving learned at Malta that they had departed from Egypt,
he crowded sail and stood after the fleet of Brueys. The
French admiral steered his course along the northern
coast of the Mediterranean Sea, while Nelson kept near
the African shore. On this account, he arrived off the

coast of Egypt before the French fleet made their ap-
pearance ; but not finding it expedient to wait upon that

station, he steered his course into the Levant. But
soon after his departure, the French fleet appeared upon
the Lybian shore, a few leagues to the westward of

Alexandria. The friends of the Grand Signior, and
the Mameluke beys, were equally alarmed at the arri-

val of the French ; for if they got possession of the

country, both the one and the other would be divested

of their power.
In this situation, no time was to be allowed for the

forces of Egypt to be collected in nimibers ; and, there-

fore, the landing of the French forces was instantly be-

gun at Marabu. Bonaparte himself led the way ; and
without waiting till the whole forces were on shore, the
troops began to march toward Alexandria on the se-

cond of July, between two and three o'clock in the
morning. They met with considerable resistance, and
the city refused to surrender ; but the French army
imrst into the town, and a dreadful slaughter ensued.
Generals Kleber and Menou were wounded, and several

French officers of distinction lost their lives. Having re-

duced Alexandria to obedience and order, Bonaparte di-

rected his troops to march for Grand Cairo; while, at the

same time, he ordered a flotilla to sail up the Nile and
meet the army at Ramaniah. In the meanwhile, Admi-
ral Brueys moored his fleet on the coast of Aboukir, with
the view, if possible, to have them afterwards removed
to the old port of Alexandria, which is the safest har-
bour in Egypt.
The troops under general Desahc marched across the

desert, and other divisions followed the same route.

They suffered much from hunger and thirst, as well as

from fatigue, and arrived upon the 19th of July at

Ameldinar, near the upper point of the Delta. By this

time there had been a general rendezvous of the French
troops; and having seen the beys appearing in force,

they resolved to give them battle. The Mamelukes re-

tired, but in the afternoon they formed in order of bat-

tle, and an engagement ensued. The Mamelukes were
received with a sudden and steady fire of musket shot,

when many of them fell ; but they rushed on, and
were received by well-directed bayonets, which cover-
ed the field with blood and dead bodies of the slain.

The plunder of Murad Bey's camp yielded a season-
able supply to the French army, by furnishing ihi-ni

with camels, baggage, and cannon, together with other
articles suitable to their wants ; and tliey also obtained
considerable sums of money, with many costly orna-
ments. In consequence of this action, the French got
possession of (Jiza, with the adjoining country, and
the island of Hoda. On tlie following morning, the
principal iniiabitants of CJrand Cairo offered to surren-
der the city, provided that property, lives and privi-

leges, were respected and preserved. These conditions
they were encouraged to expect, from the proclamation
of Bonaparte on his taking Alexandria, in which pro-
tection was promised to the Egyptians, and respect
professed for the Ottoman religion and government.
It was asserted in this manifesto, that the object of the
French expedition to Egypt was to suppress the turbu-
lent beys, and restore the legitimate influence of th'.-

Grand Signior; but the disguise was too thin to conceal
the real intention, and it was unquestionably evident,
that the French government were desirous of sub-
duing the country, and adding it to their own domi-
nions.

When Bonaparte entered Grand Cairo, the pasha fled

under the protection of Ibrahim Bey ; but to keep up
an appearance of confidence in the French, the Caya
remanicd at his station, and professedly entered into

Bonaparte's views. Murad Bey, with the remains of
his troops, fled toward Saccara, and Ibrahim, his col-
league in the government, marched with his followers
into the eastern parts of the Delta. The motions of
each of these chiefs were strictly watched, and it was
found that Ibrahim was using his utmost endeavours to

increase his arn)y, and render the people hostile to the
French. Bonaparte pursued Ibrahim with a numerous
army; but the fugitive bey was successful in escaping
from the power of his enemy. The circumstances uf
Grand Cairo did not permit Bonaparte to be longer ab-
sent from that city ; but he was alarmed, as he was
returning, by the report of an engagement wJiich had
taken place at Aboukir, between the British squadron
and the French fleet. The news were found Id be true,

and a commencement was made of the disappointments
and defeats by which the French forces were compel-
led at length to abandon Egypt.
The fleet of Admiral Brueys had been disposed in a

masterly manner near the shore of .\boukir. Some
British frigates in search of Admiral Nelson's ships,

were seen off the coast of Alexandria upon the 21st of
July, which gave the alarm; and upon the 3 1st of th«
same month, the fleet itself was observed from the
Roads of Aboukir. The French ships were moored at

a proper distance from the shore, and placed in a curved
line, according to the direction of the deep water. The
headmost vessel was placed near a sand bank, the line

cf battle was flanked by frigates, and the van protected

by a battery on a small island. No contrivances could

liavc been better formed for placing the French fleet in

an exquisite state of defence ; but danger and difiiculty

raised the spirits of Sir Horatio Nelson; and in such
situations, his fertile genius opened up astoriishiiig re-

sources.

Shortening sail on a sudden, he directed a part of hi.";

squadron to pass between t!ie Ficnch flee*, and tl^c sand
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bank, whii a the republican admiral had viewed as the

great security of his vessels. While a part of the Bri-

tish ships penclralcd in this manner between the ene-

my and the shore, others moored opposite tlicm within

a small distance; and the French being exposed to a

rioss and destructive fire, the British were victorious.

Ilavini; dropped further down on each side of the ene-

my's line as their success allowed them, the fleet of

Admiral Hrueys was either destroyed or taken, except-

ing two ships of the line and two frigates. The CuUo-

den having run aground, was prevented from having a

share in the action ; and tiuis the British admiral, with

eleven ships of the line, and one of 50 guns, had to con-

tend, and contended successfully, with 13 ships of the

enemy, all of them of equal, and some of them of su-

perior force. The French Admiral had also four fri-

- gates, while the British commander had only one brig to

employ in expeditious movements. L'Oricnt, the flag

ship of Admiral Brucys, carried 120 guns. The admi-

ral himself was killed during the action; and his ship

having taken fire, was blown to pieces.

Admiral Blanquet succeeded to the command, and se-

veral of the oflicers perished in the conflict. The Bri-

tish lost Captain Westcott, and 15 other oflicers. The
French had upwards of 3000 killed and wounded, while

the British loss scarcely amounted to nine hundred. Sir

Horatio Nelson was made a peer of Great Britain, by

the title of Baron Nelson of the Nile, and Burnham-

Thorp in the county of Norfolk. He was afterwards

raised to the dignity of viscount ; and after the celebrated

victory where he lost his life, additional honours were

accumulated on his memory; and his brother William

succeeded the hero by the names of Baron Nelson of the

Nile and Hilborough in Norfolkshire, Viscount Merton,

and Earl Nelson of Trafalgar ; to which was added the

foreign title of Duke of Bronle.

The court of Constantinople were quite transported

with the success of Nelson, and they lavished upon him
many honours. Money was also distributed among the

seamen of the British squadron. In the mean time, Bo-

naparte arranged a constitution for the province of

Egypt, somewhat resembling the Turkish model ; but

while the people had the appearance of choosing the

principal officers of state, the power of the government

was really in the hands of the French agent. Bonaparte

was much disconcerted by the events of Aboukir, but his

presence could be of no avail in that part of the country.

The British squadron had sailed from Egypt, and the

Mediterranean Sea was swarming with British vessels.

Besides, he had an expedition in view, which was con-

ceived in France to be of great interest.

Upon the death of Sheik Daher, Ahmet Aljezzar was
nominated and appointed pacha of St John d'Acre. For
many years the mercliants in Europe had been enlarging
their share of the Mediterranean trafiic ; and the divan

of Constantinople v.'as jealous of those encroachments.
Aljezzar exercised his power to check the growing
commerce ; and he had beeai peculiarly severe upon the
adventurers of France. Soon after the battle of Abou-
kir, the Grand Siguier proclaimed war against France

;

and this formed a pretext for Bonaparte carrying his

avtns into Syria, which he had formerly been determined
to do. His army consisted of 12,()00 men, and 10,000 of
them were effective troops. He had Generals Klcber,

Bon, Lannes, and Regnier, to assist his views, and exe-
cute his plans. They met with several obstacles on their

march; and had someengagements,but always with suc-

cess. They first took Alarish, then Jaffa, with several

places of inferior consideration; and in the month of

March 1799, they took possession of an eminence on the

cast side of the city of Acre, and upon the 20th opened
trenches within a few yards of the wall.

The Pacha Aljezzar was terrified at the approach of

the French troops ; for the news of their uncommon
successes had reached the whole dominions of the Grand
Signior ; but he was encouraged and kept at his post

by the advice and assistance of Sir Sidney Smith. That
enterprising officer had been appointed by the British

government to co-operate with a Turkish squadron, in

bombarding the city of Alexandria, and seizing the

French vessels which were in the harbour. Finding

that his efforts could be of little avail upon the coast of

Egypt, he directed his course to St John d'Acre, on

board the Tigre, accompanied with the two frigates,

Alliance and Theseus. He was fearful lest the Pacha
Aljezzar should yield to the formidable troops of France ;

and he arrived in time to prevent the failure of which he

was apprehensive. Under the direction of Sir Sidney

Smith, the troops of Bonaparte were baffled in various

attempts to take the town by assault.

A part of the French troops, under Kleber and Junot,

found it necessary to leave the siege of Acre, and march
towards the banks of the Jordan. When they were
hard put to it, Bonaparte himself marched with addi-

tional forces to the assistance of Kleber, and aftbrded

effectual aid. Having accomplished his purpose, he re-

turned to St John d'Acre, and renewed the siege with

vigour. He made a lodgment in one of the towers, but

was repulsed with great loss by the soldiers witliin, and

the British vessels which were moored in the roads.

In the course of a few days, the Turkish fleet made its

appearance under the command of Hassan Bey, and it

consisted of thirty sail. This addition of strength to

the forces of Aljezzar encouraged the Pacha, and sunk

the hopes of the French general. After a variety of

severe conflicts, in which many valuable lives were lost

on either side, Bonaparte was forced to abandon St John

d'Acre, after a siege of sixty days.

Having resolved to depart for Egypt, he concealed

his design, by incessantly firing upon the town, and in

the night-time made preparations for a safe escape.

Upon his retreat to Jaffa, he sunk the heavy artillery,

which could not be taken along with them in their

march ; and put the howitzers and small cannon on

board sonae small vessels, together with the wounded
soldiers, to be conveyed to Egypt. But the heavy

ordnance was discovered; and the vessels with the sick

and wounded were taken at sea. Troops of cavalry

harassed his soldiers on the rear, and bands of Arabs at-

tacked them on every quarter. By fatigue and slaugh-

ter, the road was strewn with the bodies of the dead.

The troops of Bonaparte burnt the villages as they pass-

ed, destroyed the fields of corn, and marked their route

by desolation.

In the mean time, Desaix had pursued Murad Bey
into Upper Ei^ypt as far as Syene ; but though victori-

ous, he couki iiot subdue the MameU:kes, who moved
from place to place with incredible swiftness. When
Bonaparte returned to Egypt, he found Murad among
the pyricinids of Giza, but was not able to bring that

active bey to a general action ; for he retired into the

province of Fayum. In the mean time, a Tinkish fleet

had arrived in the bay of Aboukir, with an army of 8000

or 9000 men. The news were distressing to Bonaparte

;
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unci ihe inoic bo, as he was apprehensive ihai Sir Sidney
Smith, wlio had defeated his views at St John d'Acrc,
was present with the Turkish fleet, and ready to assist

them with all his activity and skill. Hut the French
commander in chief determined upon an immediate trial

of strength and fortune. Ho marched his army, with ra-

pid movements, toward Alexandria; and thence he led

')n his forces to attack the Turkish camp.
Both wings of the Grand Signior's army were assailed

at once by detachments in advance, and General Murat
with his cavalry darted upon the centre. The lines were
thrown into confusion, and most of tlie Turkisli army
were either killed in the field, or drowned in attempting
to reacii their ships. The bravery of the Ottoman sol-

diers, and the determined skill of the Frencli, made the

conflict dreadful. After gaining so complete a triumph.
General Bonaparte returned to Grand Cairo. Tliere he
attempted to tranquillize the people, and to establish a

regular and subservient government. He had formerly
professed himself attached to the Mahommedan faith

;

and here he celebrated a grand festival of the prophet
with much solemnity. Having finished these arrange-
ments, he returned to Alexandria, professing that the si-

tuation of public affairs required his presence, but really

with an intention to embrace an opportunity of returning

to France.

In the port of Alexandria there were two frigates ly-

ing at anchor, and ready for the sea. Some hopes, aided
by a natural wish, induced the friends of Bonaparte to

encourage an expectation, that the commander in chief

was meditating a return to Europe. No intimation was
given, not a hint dropped ; but upon the morning of the

24th of August, by the dawn of day, his attendants,

trembling with expectation, were commanded to wait his

pleasure upon the sea-shore. Instantly they were on
board, and the vessels under sail, with a fair wind, steer-

ed their course along the coast of Africa. At length,

having made for "Corsica, they anchored in one of its

bays, on the first of September. Upon setting sail from
that island, they were seen and chased by a British

squadron. Ganlhcaume, who commanded the frigates,

proposed to run back to Corsica ; but Bonaparte enjoin-

ed him to steer for a port in France. The darkness of

the night favoured dieir escape; and upon the 14th of
September 1799, they arrived safely in the port of Frejus.
Never was a plan conducted with so much secrecy,

and productive of such great events. A note was con-

veyed to General Kleber, which he was enjoined not to

open till twenty-four hours after the frigate had sailed.

In that note, he appointed him commander in chief of the

French army in the East, and it contained rules for the

general management of public affairs. When Bonaparte
appeared at Pans, he was not censured for leaving his

command ; nor durst the falling authorities call his con-

duct in question. Change after change had taken place

in the French government, according as successive par-

ties had lost their influence ; and he arrived in France
upon the eve of the seventh revolution, when the Abbe
Sieyes was projecting a new constitution for a new par-

ty, who were attempting to rise into power. Discon-
. iontment ran througli every department of the state ; and
the public successes had been somewhat counteracted,

by the reverses in Italy, and the approach of Suwarrow
v.'ith his hostile troops.

At this momentous conjuncture, Bonaparte joined in

the project of Abbe Sieves, and a form of government
was established, with a senate and various nominal au-
thorities. To captivate the people, it had some names
and appointments similar to the popular government of
ancient Rome, and the office of first coiisnl was vested in
Bonaparte. But neither the name nor the authority were
commensurate with his ambition; and having at length
acquired additional influence, he was pioclaimcd empe-
ror of France. Considering the elevation to wlii< h-al
this time he was raised, and the state of degradation into
which he has now fallen, we shall quote the following
passage from a character which was drawn of this extra-
ordinary man in the height of his power.

" Viewing Bonaparte in the exalted station of empe-
ror where he now stands, we shall neither be dazzled by
the sjjlendour of his rank, nor influenced by envy at the
greatness of his success; but we shall endeavour lo
glance, without partiality, at the steps of his military
career, and form a true estimate of his character and
conduct. As a soldier, he is possessed of undaunted
courage, and no man ever questioned the daring intre-

pidity of his soul ; but he is too violent in his passions
to enjoy that self-command, and hold those deliberate
councils, which distinguish a great and characterise an
eminent commander. Few generals have equalled Bo-
naparte in point of fame or extent of conquests ; and it

is not our wish to deprive him of any part of his well-
earned trophies. But it does not appear that his merit

as a general, is fully commensurate luith his /irogress as
a congueror. The Italian states have long been desti-

tute of that martial spirit, which glowed in the legions
of Rome ; and having descended from the height of
military gloiy, they have sunk into the lap of indo-

lence, and laid themselves down on the couch of dissi-

pation. They were tainted, too, by the prevalence of
democratic sentiments, and their resistance to the
French army was rather apparent than real. They
were not unwilling to become captives to those distin-

guished heroes, who promised them liberty and sedu-
cing favours.

" The armies of Germany were harassed by the nu-
merous forces of France ; for when both were fatigued

by severe combats, the French generals brought up ex-
tensive corps of reserve, and poured fresh troops upon
the exhausted forces of the enemy. But it has also been
suggested, that many of the Germans were dazzled with
the professed, but false advantages of the I'rench revo-

lution. As examples of Bonaparte's violence in times of
irritation and difficulty, we shall not appeal to instances

of indiscreet management in affairs of state ; but we
shall turn our recollection to St John d'Acre, and bring
to our remembrance the hopeless attacks upon the town
and fortress towards the end of the siege, when blood

was spilt, and lives sacrificed to disappoir.tcd ambi-
tion and frantic rage. Even the battle of Marengo wafi

indebted for its success to the efiTccts of a daring at-

tempt, which has met with praise, because it was pros

perous; but if it had nof termin:ited in a happy man-
ner, the rashness of the proceeding would have exposed
tlie general lo pointed blame. Whether Bon, '.parte and
his family will be secured in the honotirs of a tlnone, or

whether, in the course of events, they sh?ll be hurled

from their grandeur, and levelled with the dust, ore ar-

rangements of Providence, which lie concealed in the

destiny of heaven."*

Vol. VIII, Part I.

Dr Wil.soii's History of lifyf't, vol. i'li. p. 240, '?
'

D il
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Bonapaitc is iinqueslionably possessed of consider-

able niilttai-y skill, " and a fucjliiy ol' mining to his

own advantage every proniising appearance ;" but

these qualities seem chiefly to be in full exercise

when his course is prosperous. A successful opposi-

tion deprives him of his usual discernment, and he is

governed by passion, rather than by cool discretion.

This temper of mind has made its appearance in vari-

OHS parts of his conduct. It was peculiarly predomi-

nant in the arrangements which preceded the battle of

Lcipsic ; and for him it was more fatally displayed, when

he refused the terms of accommodation so frequently

offered by the allied powers; and continued his infatu-

ated projects, till, for the benefit of the world, but to his

own disgrace, he was driven from the throne, and con-

signed to a residence in the Island of Elba. And to sum
up the whole, " heaven gave him a degree of military

skill, but without the recomincndalion of personal bra-

very ; an activity prodigious, but without aim ; a will un-

tameable, but without discernment. All his disasters

—

all the disgraces with which he has been overwhelmed,

have sprung from the same causes which produced his

triumphs. Nothing was able to soften the character, to

correct the false judgment, or to elevate the corrupt

soul of this Corsican soldier."* (*)

(») Having undertaken to republish the entire text of

this work, we cannot suppress the political opinions of

the foreign editors, which arc occasionally interspersed.

They are, of course, consonant to -the feelings of their

own nation, and in permitting them to remain, it is not

to be supposed tliat it is by any means our intention to

influence the opinions of our American readers. We
regret that the spirit of political hatred should find its

way into a book which professes to be entirely devoted

to science, literature, and those arts which humanize
jnankind, and we do not think that this is the proper

place to anticipate the sentence which posterity will pass

on Napoleon Bonaparte. Indeed, nothing is better cal-

culated to convince us not only of the fallibility, but of

the uncertainty of the judgment of cotemporaries, than

the article before us, which in the same page represents

this distinguished persona'^e as " a man of considerable

military skill," but wantin.:;" personal courage," and as

possessed of " undaunted bravery," but deficient in ta-

lents " as a commander." It were better to have pre-

served a decent silence on this invidious topic, than thus

to perplex the mind of the reader by contradictory opi-

nions which lead to no certain conclusion. In our capa-
city of American editors, and as friends to peace and
union among the followers of science, we protest against

every thing tending to irritate those fierce passions which
the mighty convulsions that agitate Europe have unfor-

tunately spread over almost the whole surface of the

globe. The honour and dignity of our own literary re-

public require that it should ever preserve that inde-
pendent altitude, which will not suffer itself to be dictat-

ed to by the political writers oCGreat Britain, France or

any other nation. And while in the infancy of our lite-

rature, we are yet obliged for a while to draw our stores

of knowledge in part from foreign sources, we owe it to

ourselves and to the world to declare, that we entertain

no opinions but those that are the result of our own re-

flection and observations, and that the republication of a

The court of Constantinople were amused with pre-

tensions on the part of Bonaparte, that he was favourable

to the Ottoman power ; and he hinted to Kleber, who
succeeded him in the command in Egypt, that he should
still offer to negociate with the grand Signior, but retain

the commercial influence of the country. But the Bri-

tish interest prevailed at Constantinople, and the over-

tures of the French were rejected. In the mean time, a
Turkish division were landed on the coast of Egypt, and
entrenched on the sea-side, between the Nile and lake

Menzalah. They were attacked by the French, under
the command of Verdier, and but few of them escaped
Intimation being given, that no treaty at Constanti-

nople could be made without the consent of Great
Britain, commissioners from all the parties opened
a conference on board the Tigre, and an armistice was
signed.

Soon afterwards, upon the 24th of January, A. D.
1800, a treaty was entered into, by which the French
were bound to leave Egypt in a given time ; but their

private property was to be preserved, and various ar-

rangements made for a safe and honourable return to

France. In the mean time, orders had been issued from
the court of London, to enter into no convention by which
the unconditional surrender of the French army was not

acknowledged, and due attention paid to the interest of

the Turks. Yet when the treaty of Alarish was commu-
nicated to the British councils, the whole was ratified,

and ordeis issued to carry it into effect; but the French
commander refused to abide by the terms of agreement.

Some deficiencies in the conduct of the Ottoman court,

and the first determination of the British, which was to

require a surrender of the French army, as prisoners of

vpar, were assigned as reasons by Kleber for not adhe-

ring to the terms of the treaty.

These, without other considerations, might have ope-
rated on the general's mind ; but such objections would
soon have been removed, if they had not been strength-

ened by the recent prosperity of the French affairs. At
Grand Cairo and its neighljourhood, a Turkish army,
which had marched from Syria, was subdued by Kle-
ber : and, under the new order of things, the internal

situation of France was improved. Notwithstanding

every effort, the people of Egypt m ere not tranquil, and
Kleber, the French commander in chief, was assassinat-

ed upon the terrace of his own garden at Grand Cairo.

Menou succeeded to the command ; and he was deter-

mined to submit to any hardship, rather than relinquish

the conquest of Egypt. He wished to recommend him-
self to the favour of the first consul, and enjoy the ho-

nour of retaining Egypt in the possession of France. In

full expectation of receiving supplies from Europe, he
carried forward the public works which his predeces-

sors had begun.

But the court of London had planned a secret expedi-

tion : Lord Keith was Admiral of the fleet, and Sir

Ralph Abercromby commander in chief of the army.

It is uneertain for what object the fleet was originally

appointed, but intervening circumstances finally directed

the expedition to Egypt. It touched at Malta, on its

foreign work, is not to be considered as tantamount to

the unqualified adaption of every sentiment that it con-
tains.

' From the address to the Emperor Alexander and King of Prussia, by a number of the French, upon their arrival at Paris.
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way to llic place of dcsliiiation ; and vas to wait for the

arrival of Turkish troops at some of the islands in the

Levant. The haven of INIai-morice was fixed upon for

the place of rendezvous ; but after w:\itinglonj;, the sup-

plies from Constantinople were scanty and inefl'cclual.

Too much time had already been wasted, and the object

of their enlerprize must be attempted. To conduct the

army from St Jolm d'Acre over land to Grand Cairo,

would have been the easiest way to penetrate into Egypt

;

but the French were in possession of Alexandria, and it

would have been hazardous to take a station in the centre

of Egypt, and permit the direct communication with

Europe to be cut off. It was therefore resolved upon,

in a general assembly of the officers belonging to the ex-

pedition, that they should sail directly for Alexandria.

Early in the morning of February 22d, A. D. 1801,

the signal was made for unmooring, and in the evening

the whole fleet was under way. During part of the voy-

age, the weather was stormy, and a Greek vessel foun-

dered. Upon the first of March, in the evening, a signal

was made that land was in sight, and in the morning the

fleet anchored in the bay of Aboukir. The weather was
too tempestuous to permit a landing, and Majoi M'Ker-
ris, who had been sent to examine the shore, had been
unfortunately killed by the enemy. Abercromby him
self reconnoitred the shore in a small vessel, and took

every precaution to effect an easy landing. When the

sea became sufficiently calm, the first division prepared

to land at an early hour in the morning. It consisted of

5000 soldiers, under the command of majors-general

JMoor, Ludlow, and Coote, together with brigadier-ge-

neral Oakes. But these preparations could not be made
without the observation of the French ; and they were
ready to receive them with ai'tillery, a large body of sol-

diers, and a number of cavalry. Though the Fury and
Tartarus bomb vessels, with sloops and gun boats, were
appointed to protect the landing of the forces, yet they

suffered dreadfully from the fire of the French, who op-

posed them on the shore.

But the British troops displayed the most undaunted
valour; and though they were scattered, and could at-

tack the enemy only in detached parties, yet the French
forces, after making a stout resistance, under the com-
mand of General Friant, were forced to retire. Du-
ring the course of the day, the most of the troops were
landed, and met with no more resistance ; for the pe-

ninsula of Aboukir was mostly abandoned to the Bri-

tish. Daily skirmishes were happening between the

two armies, but no regular engagement took place till

the 13th of March. Upon the advance of the British

forces, the army of General Menou were discovered in

a strong position upon a range of sand hills. Tlieir right

extended to the canal of Alexandria, and their left was
supported by an extensive range of ruined buildings.

The position was strong, but it was the more necessary

on that account, that the British should possess it, and

the army received orders to be in readiness for march-

ing by five o'clock in the morning.

When within gun-shot of the enemy's lines, the

French advanced with rapid movements ; but they were
received v/ith determined bravery, and were driven back

from station to station till they look their stand near

Alexandria upon the heights of Nicopolis. It would
have been desirable to have driven them from that sta-

tion, and it is believed that the business might have been
accomplished ; but there were circumstances at that

time wliich induced the British general to decline the at-

tempt. Both armies had sullc-nd si \tril> in the action,

though the loss was less serious thasi might have been
expected. Upon the landing of the ilrilish forces, Ge-
neral Menou was at a distance in the interior of the coun-
try ; but being apprised of the danger, he hastened to
Alexandria, and arrived fiom (irand Cairo with 9000
men upon the 2()th of March. He determined upon an
immediate attack, being confident of success; and Sir
Ralph Abercromby was informed by a friendly shtik of
the Arabs, that the attack was to be made on the foUuw-
ing morning. Every arrangement was made which was
suitaljle to the prospect of so important an engage-
ment.

The army was strongly encamped in the same favour-
able position which it had taken up afier the late en-
gagement, and was disposed of in the following manner.
In the centre of the first line were Majors-general Lud-
low and Coote, wilh the Royals, two battalions of the
54th, and the 92d regiment. About a quarter of a mile
in advance, upon the right. Major-general Moore was
stationed with the corps of reserve, which consisted of
the 28th and 38th regiments ; the 23d, the 42d, and the
flank companies of the 40th, together wilh the Corsican
rangers. The left wing reached the canal of Alexan-
dria, which was composed of the 8th and 18lh, the 13th
and 90th regiments, under the command of Major-ge-
neral Cradock. Upon the left, near the lake of Abou-
kir, the stafl" was placed ; and the whole extent of the ar-

my was about a mile in length.

In the second line, upon the right were the Minorca,
De RoUe and Dillon's regiments, commanded by Bri-
gadier-general Stewart. In the centre were the 30tli,

the 44th, and 89th regiments, under the command of
Brigadier-general Doyle. Upon the left was Brigadier-
general Finch, with the 26th regiment, and both the

mounted and dismounted parts of the 12th dragoons.
Also the 27th, 50tli and 79th regiments, which were
commanded by Lord Cavan. The cavalry of reserve
were placed behind the troops of General Aloore, Cap-
tain Maitland was stationed with gun-boats near the

beach, and the fleet was cruising ofl" the port of Alexan-
dria.

The French army, in the strong holds of Nicopolis,
was arranged in the following manner. The right wing
was composed of the 13lli and 85th, the 25lli, 6lst, and
75th demi-brigadcs, commanded by General Rcgnier. In
the centre were the 2 I st and 32d demi-brigades, with
two grenadier companies of the 25th, and three of the
second light battalions, entrusted to the command of ge-
neral Rampon. The left, under General Laimsse, con-

sisted of the 4th and 1 8lh, the 69th and 83th demi-bri-

gades. The army extended v.iih its right wing towards
the canal of Alexandria, and with the left it approached
the sea. Behind the centre was a powerful body of ca-

valry, commanded by (General Roise, and in the rear of

the whole was a large jjark of artillery. Early in the

morning of the 21st of March, all the troops were under
arms ; and every ofl'iccr was at his post. The intelli-

gence communitaled by ihe Arab chief might be untrue;

but it related to too important a concern to be neglected.

But his uiformation was as correct as it was valuable;

for soon after three o'clock in the morning, the report of

musketry was heard on the left; and the noise of cannon

immediately succeeded ; but Sir Ralpli Abercromby
justly considered it as a false alarm. From the situation

of the troops and the nature of the ground, that was not

the quarter from which a discerning general would make
D d 2
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his attack. Scarcely was tliis conclusion drawn, when

shouts of defiance and clashing ol'arms were heard upon

the right. It was a misty niorninij, and the division of

General Lanusse had almost approached unperccived the

position of General Moore. Upon the sta-shore, the

French troops made an attempt to enter the ruins occu-

pied by the Britisli 58th regiment; and it was not till

they were quite at hand that Colonel Houston could sec

them so distinctly, through the haze, as to distinguish

them from his own men, and direct his fire with safety.

General Silly's brigade was engaged with the 28th re-

giment, and at every point the battle was severe. The
23d and 42d regiments flew to the relief of their fellow

soldiers, and the foe was repelled.

General Rampon, with the centre division of the

Frcncii army, penetrated through the British lines, but

was forced to retire with considerable loss. While the

French were every where giving way. General Roise was

commanded to charge the British upon the right, and his

cavalry were to be supported by the infantry of Regnier.

The first charge, conducted by General Boussart, was

bravely sustained, and a second by Roise himself was not

more successful. Being repulsed in every quarter by

Britisli bravery, the French army retreated, and took, up

their late position upon the heights of Nicopolis. A
French standard, inscribed with many mottoes of victories

and trophies, was taken by Anthony Lutz, a private sol-

dier in the Queen's German regiment. This standard

was the subject of much contention ; but it seems, after

every enquiry, that the standard was first taken by Ma-
jor Stirling of the 42d regiment, and given in charge to

Serjeant Sinclair; but the serjeant being wounded, the

standard was lost and retaken by Anthony Lutz. Each of

the persons concerned had great merit for their bravery

in the hour of danger ; but Lutz was rewarded with a

pension of 20/. a year, as being tiie most suitable boon

for his situation in life.

Upon the 21st of March, 12,000 French troops were

on the field of battle, whereas the British force was lit-

tle more than 10,000 men. The French cavalry were

well mounted, whereas the horses of the British army
were of an inferior kind, supplied by the Turks ; and

as the French had been in possession of Egypt for a

considerable time, they were every way belter prepared

than tiie British army could be, who had landed but

lately on the beach. But British valour and perseve-

rance overcame every difficulty, and taught the repub-

lican soldiers of France what they were to expect from

the soldiers of Great Britain. Generals Lanusse, Beau-

det, and Roise, did not survive the late engagement,

and the loss of the French was immense. Six British

ofRcers were killed upon the 13th of March, Major
Ogle died by the bursting of a shell at the landing of

the troops, and Ensigns Warren and Mead fell also on

that memorable occasion. On the 21st of March,
which terminated so honourably to the British name.
Colonel Dutens, Major Bisset, and eight other officers,

were lost to tlieir country and their friends.

Sir Ralph Aljercroniby, their tried and much-esteem-
ed commander-in-chief, died after liie battle, on board

the Foudroyant, Admiral Keith's own ship; and his

death was occasioned by the wound of a bullet which
entered his thigh, took its direction toward^ the groin,

and could not be extracted. He was lamented by his

coimtry, and beloved by his army. His body was de-

posited in tlie north-west bastion of Fort St Elmo, in

the island of iNlalta. A monuuient was erected to hi<i

memory in St Paul's church, London ; and the king
was pleased to command, that the famous French stan-

dard, taken by de Lutz, should be deposited on his

tomb. The lady of the departed hero was dignified by
the title of Baroness Abercromby of Aboukir and Tulli-

body, which remained to the heirs male of her deceas-
ed Lord. Other remunerations accompanied these ho-

nours, and the national feelings were indulged by these

merited tokens of public favour.

Upon the death of Sir Ralph Abercromby, Major-
general John Hely Hutchinson, being the second in com-
mand, succeeded in course to the office of commander-
in-chief. The part he had to act was perilous. To
push forward immediately to Alexandria would have
been dangerous, and to remain inactive would have
been inglorious. To establish a correspondence with

the Grand Vizier, who was directing his course to

Grand Cairo, and to obstruct the communication of the

French with that important city, it Avas necessary to

reduce Rosetta and the strong post of Ramaniah. Ro-
setta was of great consequence for defending the navi-

gation of the Nile, and conveying what was necessary

to Grand Cairo ; and when it was taken, the care of the

place, and the reduction of Fort Julian, were given in

trust to the Right Hon. the Earl of Dalhousie. The
city of Alexandria being put into a respectable stale of

defence, and the communication of Grand Cairo being

rendered more difficult by the water which was thrown
into the old l)ed of the lake Mareotis, which extended
far into the desert, the British and Ottoman troops were
attended every where with success.

A party of the French advancing from Alexandria,

were attacked by General Doyle and Major Wilson ;

and being already harassed by the Araljs, they surren-

dered themselves prisoners, upon the promise of being

permitted to return to France. A considerable num-
ber of French troops were assembled at Grand Cairo,

and a detachment was sent to engage the army of the

Grand Vizier, and drive them back to Salehiah. An
engagement ensued, and the Turks were victorious.

Immediately after this victory, the Grand Vizier encamp-
ed at Benerhasset, where Major-general Hutchinson
and the Captain Pasha went to visit him, and concert

measures for the siege of Grand Cairo. Though seve-

ral skilful British officers were ready to assist the Grand
Vizier with all their talents, yet General Hutchinson

was fearful of a Turkish army meeting the well-trained

troops of France ; therefore, as the Grand Vizier advan-

ced on one side of the Nile, General Hutchinson made
progress on the other. Seeing these powerful prepara-

tions, General Belliard, the French commandant of

Grand Cairo, proposed a conference for surrendering

the city.

Brigadier General Hope apjieared for Great Britain,

Mahommed Pasha for the Vizier, Isaac Bey for the Ca-
pitan Pasha, and Osman Bey for the Mamelukes, who
were still formidable, tliough held in check. Generals

Morand and Douzeiot, with Tareyrc, a chief of brigade,

were employed in behalf of the French. Captain Tay-
lor was secretary to the conference, and, in the course

of six days, a convention was signed for surrendering

Grand Cairo. Vessels, and every necessary provision,

were furnished for facilitating the departure of that di-

vision of the French army ; and in the first week of

August they sailed from Egypt fgr their native couu-
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try. In the mean time, Mcnou was pvovidint^ for his

army at Alexandria; and General Cooto was providing

for the British interests both by sea and land.

While transports with siipi)lies for the French troops

were not permitted to land, the British forces before

Alexandria had received reinforcements and other sup-

plies from Europe. But, after all, Mcnou refused to

comply with the terms which Belliard had accepted at

Grand Cairo, and vowed to triumph or perish in the

fate of Alexandria. During- these transactions, General
Hutchinson had been created a Knight of the Bath, and
appointed Lieutenant-general of the Mediterranean. As
Menou refused to surrender, it was necessary to adopt

measures for drivini^ him from Alexandria. The most
convenient place for an attack appeared to be the penin-

sula of Marabu, on the west of Alexandria. This scene

of action was fixed upon by General Coote, and he was
appointed to conduct the operations, while Sir John
Hutchinson commanded the camp to the eastward of the

city.

The troops under the command of General Coote
were about 4000 rank and file, with a due proportion ot'

artillery and engineers. They pushed along in boats

on the lake Mareotis ; and to facilitate their landing, a

diversion was made by the troops of General Finch,

and a successful landing was effected. To distract the

attention of the French, General Hutchinson made an

attack on the enemy's whole line, upon the heights of

Nicopolis, while the western division of troops had

taken the fort of Marabu, and then pushed forward

toward Alexandria. The French in this situation were
strongly posted ; but tlieir lines must be forced, or

Alexandria could not fall. Upon the 22d of Augiist,

therefore, the British troops were under arms by dawn
of day, and moved forward in separate columns. Lord
Cavan, with Generals Ludlow and Finch, had the prin-

cipal command of the corps and divisions of that day.

Upon the right of the army was the lake MareoliH, with

four gun-boats ; and on the left the old harbour of Alex-

andria, with six sloops of war. As the army advanced,

so did the vessels on either side, keeping rather in ad-

vance, to harass the enemy, and protect the British in

their march.
The French soldiers retired, and the British having

advanced, formed an encampment upon the ancient Ni-

copolis. Both sides of Alexandria were invested by

the British troops ; an accession of ships in the old har-

bour poured destruction upon the city ; and Menou,
after various attempts to procrastinate, in the hopes of

receiving supplies from home, was compelled to capi-

tulate, upon the same terms which General Belliard had

accepted for Grand Cairo, and which General Mcnou
had formerly rejected with scorn. Here, also, Briga-

dier-General Hope was the person employed to adjust

the capitulation ; and on the 2d of September the

French surrendered. Sir John Hely Hutchinson was
created a British peer ; and Lord Keith, wlio had al-

ready an Irish title, was raised to a seat in the British

House of Lords, General Coote was invested with the

©rder of the bath; and the Grand Siguier conferred

many favours upon the principal ofiicers both by sea and

land. All the regiments who had been in Egypt were
allowed to carry a sphynx upon their colours. Upon
the 18th of Scptembei', the keys of Alexandria were
delivered to the Turks, but a division of British sol-

diers were retained, for a time, to garrison the city.

There was a deadly hatred between the court of Con-

stantinople and the Beys of Egypt ; and it was thouKht
to be expedient, as well as humane, to sec that the Ot-
toman soldiers did no injury to the humbled Beys.
The officers of the (irand Signior had determined to

ensnare the principal Beys, and carry them lo Constan-
tinople ; but the i)lot was discovered, and many lives
were lost. The British interfered, and the IKyu enter-
ed into an agreement to retire into Upper Egypt, with-
in a limited part of the country. But this was only a
temporary arrangement ; and it must have been ob-
vious, that they would seize upon the first opportunity
to return to the fertile plains of the Delta. Their spi-
rits were broken, but their designs were the same ; and
they must have been anxious to regain their influence,
and, ii possible, to become masters of the country
which they had long been accustomed to keep in con-
troul. Accordingly, in 1806, Osman Bey Bordossi, to-

gether witli Ibrahim Bey, and other chiefs of infcrioi

note, were still in possession of Upper Egypt, and np
parently faithful to the treaty they had made, while
EHi Bey, who had then risen lo great power, possessed
the left side of the Nile, from Saccari to Rosetla. Oc-
casionally the Arabs under his command pushed for

ward between the lake Mareotis and -\b(,Mkir, threaten
ing the city of Alexandria ; while Pasha Mahommed
A)i, the representative of the Grand Signior, remained
inactive at Grand Cairo, and his Albanian soldiers were
without pay, and in a state of mutiny.
The authority of the Grand Signior was obvioiislv

in a weak condition, when it could not repress the in-

cursions, nor overthrow the power of the turbulent Elfi

Bey. Notwithstanding the benefit which the British

nation had conferrct! on the court of Constantinople,
in driving the French from Egypt, and restoring the

country, without exception or reward, to the Grand
Signior; yet the intrigues of Bonaparte, who was then
subverting kingdoms, and deslroying wise and ancient
alliances, had found access to tiie councils of the Grand
Turk, and rendered the nation hostile to Great Britain.

In this situation, an expedition was fitted out against

Constantinople, and another directed to the coast of
Egypt. Tiie Egyptian expedition sailed from Sicily

on the 6th of Marcli, under the command of Major-
General Alexander Mackenzie l-'raser. It consisted of

the 35th regiment, a battalion of the 31st, and another
of the 78tli, together witli Dc Rollc's regiment, four

troops of the 20th dragoons, three companies of artil-

lery, and two of artificers,— in all about 5000 men, un-
der convoy of the Tigre and Apollo.

In the night of the 7lh, or the second night they

had been at sea, the Apollo, with nineteen transport.^

out of thirty-three, whicli were employed in conveying
the troops, parted company ; while the Tigre, with the

other fourteen, ancl-.r'.cd to the westward of Alexan-

dria, on the 16th of March. They learned by the

Wizard sloop of war, which had been sent forward to

receive instructions from Major Mlsset, that the French

consul at Alexandria was endeavouring to prevail upon
the governor to admit a body of .\lbanians for the de-

fence of the city ; and that it was necessary, to ensure

success, that an attack be made upon Alexandria with-

out delay. Having made the necessary preparations,

the British force moved for\Vard in the evening of thr

IStli, and forced their way through a pallis:idc'?f en-

tronclimcnt with a deep ditch, which ran from Fort

Des Bains to Lake Mareotis. They almost reached,

with little loss, the gate of Pompey, which thfy fiftind
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barricatled, ami the walls lined with armed men. As
the party did not exceed 1000, it was thoii!>-ht too ha-

zardous to risk an engagement, and ihcrelbrc the gene-

ral directed his troops to the neighbourhood of Aboukir,

and took up a position upon the very ground, which

Abercromby's troops occupied on the celebrated 21st

of March. A flag of truce was scut into Alexandria,

and the town, with two frigates and a corvette, surren-

dered to the British arms; and, what is remarkable,

were taken possession of upon the morning of the 21st,

the anniversary of the memorable victory obtained by

the British over the French six years ago. On the

19th, the Apollo, with the nineteen transports, arrived

on the coast of Egypt, and entered the bay of Abou-

kir.

It was stated to General Fraser by Major Misset, his

majesty's resident in Alexandria, that the city would

be reduced to famine, unless Rosctta and Ramaniah
were taken possession of by the British troops. With
the concurrence of Admiral Sir John Duckworth, some
British troops, with the Chasseurs Britaniques, under
INIajor-Generals Wauchop and Mead, were detached

and appointed to perform that service. They possessed

themselves of the heights of Abourmandour, which
commands the town, and suffered no loss ; but hav-

ing entered the town, they were severely attacked

from the houses in all quarters. General Wauchop
was killed, and General Mead severely wounded. They
retired to Aboukir, and from thence to Alexandria; and,

upon the urgent representations of the magistrates and
people of Alexandria, another attempt was made to oc-

cupy Rosetta, but the enterprise was again unfortunate.

The detachment marched by the wells of Aboukir and
the village of Edko ; and having taken possession of

Alhamet, a village where the enemy occupied a post.

they marched on to Rosetta, and drove the Turkish
soldiers into the town. It was summoned to surrender;
but the summons was despised, and General Stuart,
who commanded the troops, was obliged to retreat to

Alexandria, with the loss of about 1000 men, killed,

wounded, and missing. This enterprize was unfortu-
nate on two accounts; first, because powerful reinforce-

ments had arrived for the Turks from Grand Cairo,
which gave them an advantage ; and secondly, because
the Beys had not joined the British, as they were led

to expect. They were anxious that neither the Turkish
nor British forces should be masters of Egypt ; for they
were desirous themselves of independence ; but, on the

present occasion, they were unable to obtain it, and
therefore leaning to the strongest side, they surrendered,
and made a treaty of peace with the viceroy of Egypt.
The British ministers had been misinformed with re-

spect to the Turkish forces in Egypt, as well as the
disposition of the Beys ; and not having supplies at

hand to give them the necessary support, when pressed

by superior numbers, the expedition was rendered of

no effect, and the enterprise was abandoned. Much has
been said of the advantages which might he derived

from Egypt as a province ; but it is a question, whether
a settleiTient in that country would be of real benefit to

Britain, as the trade of the Mediterranean is sufficient-

ly open to us in the time of peace ; and the Indian com-
merce, which of old flourished in Egypt, is more con-

veniently carried on by a different route. But the go-

vernment of Egypt is miserable and depraved, and
stands much in need of some renovating power to re-

duce it to order and happiness.

See Denon, Berth. Memoir, Baldwin, Walsh, Ander-
son, Regnier, Sir Robert Wilson, Dr Wilson, and Annual
Register, (j. w.)

PART II. STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF EGYPT.

Properly speaking, Egypt is a part of Africa, being
included within the same natural division of the globe;
but, from its particular situation, and the importance
which it once held in the scale of nations, it is generally
described in a more independent and particular manner.
It is Iiounded on the cast by the isthmus of Suez and the
Red Sea, on the south by Nubia, on the west by Lybia,
and on the north by the Mediterranean Sea. It commen-
ces on the south about 23° 45' of north latitude, and at

Rosetta terminates at 31° 27', being in length about 500
miles, from south to north; and some parts of it 250 in

breadth, comprehending the greater and lesser Oases.
But this extent is merely nominal in point of value : the
principal parts of the country being the Delta, or lower
part of Egypt; and the valley of the Nile, in the higher
parts of the country, which is comparatively of a small
breadth, being bounded on both sides by high hills or
abrupt banks.

The mountains upon the east of the Nile extend to the
Arabian Gulf, and are only inhabited by Bedouins, or tra-
velling Arabs, who pitch their tents here and there, as
circumstances require ; for water is scarce, and vegeta-
tion scanty, Across these mountains is a dreary road to
Cossfcir, v.-hich is a sea port of the Arabian Gulf; but the
intercourse between that and the Nile is neither ready
nor frequent. The principal towns and villages are upon
th» eastern side of the Nile ; for, in going westwards, you

soon meet with a sandy desert, with here and there occa-

sional spots of verdure, which are called Oases, or

islands, among the sand, when they amount to a size that

deserves the appellation. Even Alexandria is hemmed
in by the burning sands of the sterile desert ; while tlie

Delta is a most luxurious tract of land. The soil is rich,

being of a pure black mould, unctuous, and stands in

need of little or no manure. It is called the Delta, from
the shape which it bears to the letter in the Greek al-

phabet of the same name.
It is evidently formed, at least in part, of an alluvial

soil ; but we cannot suppose, that the earth to any depth

was formed by the deposition of matter carried down by

the streams of the Nile. In the early state of the carth'i>

surface, more loose earth might be carried down by the

streams than there can be at present; but we are not

persuaded, that any accession of this nature could be

sufficient, in a given time, to convert a bay of the sea in-

to an expanse of land. We are rather to suppose, that

when this world was brought into shape, it consisted of

sea, dry land, atid marshy clistricts. When these swampy
parts lay low, and bordered upon the sea, they would be

occasionally overflown; and hence a comparatively small

addition of alluvial matter might gradually raise them
above high uater-mark, and permit them to become dry

and arable land.

It is not, hovyever, unlikely that shallow places of the
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sea have been forsaken by the water, which could soon

and easily be cultivated. Wc do not mean, that the wa-

ters of the sea have been diminished in Cjuantity; for if

this were the place for such discussions, it might be

sliewn, that the rains and (lie streams arc sufficiently

adc(|uate to supply the (|Uantity which is lost by evapora-

tion and absorption. Cheniic.d operations which take

place in the atinospliere, contribute more, perhaps, than

the rarefied fluids of evaporation, to produce those abun-

dant rains, which supply the springs and streams of wa-

ter that run into the sea, and maintain its bulk. While
the quantity of water remains the same, certain portions

of the sea may be converted into valleys, by the water of

the ocean being drawn off to supply new spaces ; or, in

other words, to form new branches or arms of the sea.

Convulsions of nature are supposed to have opened up
new vallies, or considerable expanses of low lying lands,

into which the waters of the ocean ran, and converted

them into seas. Such is supposed to have been the case

with the Red and Mediterranean seas, and with several

bays and inlets on the continent of America. And this

may account for such alluvial flats as the Delta of Egypt,

and many other districts of the world, which have evi-

dently been derived from the sea, and still exhibit re-

mains of marine productions.

The Delta of Egypt may be higher above sea water-

mark at present than it was in early times, from the ef-

fects of the earth accumulated by the annual decay of

luxuriant vegetable productions ; but we believe, that

the progress in this respect is extremely slow, if at all

perceptible. As much earth may be washcn off by the

streams which overflow it, as is deposited by these wa-

ters, or occasioned by vegetable products. The difi'e-

rence of cubits in the rise of the Nile, which was ne-

cessary at different times to water the Delta, sufficient-

ly for producing luxuriant crops, are ratlier to be as-

cribed to different lengths of the cubit, than to any visi-

ble difference of the height of the Delta above the gene-

ral channel of the Nile.

This river requires particular notice, from its impor-

tance to the fertility and general prosperity of Egypt. In

times of ignorance, many absurd ideas were entertained

respecting the origin and source of this celebrated river.

About 7° south of the boundaries of Egypt, two rivers

unite their streams, to form the copious waters of the

Nile. One of these is called the Bahir Alabiad, which

rises in the district of Donga, belonging to the Gebel

Alcomri, or Mountains of the Moon, in the 8th degree

of north latitude. It is also called the White River, from

the tinge which its waters acquire from the nature of the

channel over which they flow. The latter is the Ualiir

Alazrek, or Blue River, whose waters arc clear ; which

has its origin from some springs in the province of Gecsh,

in the 11° of north latitude. Tlie White River takes its

rise about 3° nearer the line tlian the Blue River; and

the former is three times the size of the latter; and yet

Mr Bruce ascribes the origin of the Nile to the province

of .Oeesh ratlier than the Mountains of the Moon.
There have been more disputes and sarcastic humour

on this head, than the merits of the case deserve. One
part of the waters of the Nile rolls its coin-se from the

Mountains of the Moon, and another from the province

of Geesh ; and the question is merely this, which of

these places is to be esteemed the source of the Nile ?

It is far from being uncommon for a river of note to

derive its name from the smaller of two branches which

compose its streams ; and the argument would hold

equally good, whether the difference he six or six hun-
dred miles. That the waters of the Nile have their ori-

ginal source in the Geljel Alcomri, is certain ; but llic

question is, how and when the Nile derived its name i

The word Nile, in some of the Eastern languages, means
the Blue River; and as the Bahir Alaziek, which rises

in the province of Geesii, is known by that appellulion,
it follows, of course, that the Nile derived its designa-
tion from the Abyssinian rivei', and nut from the Bahir
Alabiad, though its streams are more copious, and their
course of greater extent. If these ideas be correct, the
sjirings in the province of CJecsh are the source of the
Nile. But if it be asked, where the waters of the Egyp-
tian river take their first rise, we must, according to the
present state of our knowledge, direct the cncpiircr to

the White River, which has its rise in the Mountains of
the Moon. The course of the Nile is about 2000
miles; but running, ;is it docs in the whole of its track,

through a warm country and over a parched soil, it en-

ters Egyiit with a less copious supply of water than
might be expected from its length. Its breadth seldom
exceeds the third part of a mile, or its waters the depth
of 12 feet.

Between the tropics, it rains incessantly every year
for several months in succession ; and to this we must
ascribe the annual overflowings of the Nile, as well as

of other rivers that have their source in tropical coun-
tries. The Etisian winds may occasionally drive hack
the streams of the Nile, and raise the waters higher at

the mouths of its branches ; but it is to the periodical

rains toward the upper parts of the Nile, that wc are

chiefly to ascribe these inundations which feitilize the

Delta. This lower part of Egypt is not wholly covered
by the inundations of the Nile, though the houses arc

built on artificial mounds to raise them above the water,

and means are employed, by ductile streams, to render

the influence of its waters as extensive as possil)le, in

irrigating and enriching the land. It is justly supposa-

ble, that the cultivated parts of the Delta, are not so ex-

tensive now as they were in early times, when the king-

dom of Egypt was flourisliing under its native kings.

Several branches of the Nile have been wholly or in

part obstructed and filled up in the middle of the Delta
;

and those towards the extremities arc more likely to

have sufi'ered a similar fate.

It has even been alleged, that the adjoining moun-
tains were covered with verdure, while the kingdom
flourished ; but of this we may be assured, that sonic

of its best lands have been neglected and permitted to

become desert. If, therefore, the Delta were cultivated

and well watered to the very root of the moinilains, the

mountains themselves would be perfectly irrigated by

copious exhalations; and, though not fertile, they might

produce verdure, and bear some kinds of fruit. To-

wards the end of April the Nile becomes muddy, and

about the middle of June it overflows the plains of the

Delta.

Independent of canals, there are several lakes in the

Delta, and other jjlaccs of Egypt. Mcnzalah is the most

considerable, reaching from Daniielta to Pelusium. The
lake Burlos v.as formed from the SebeiMiitic branch of

the Nile, when it ceased to become a regular channel

of water; and the Edko, or Maadia Lake, made its ap-

pearance when the Canopic branch of the river was^led

up. Beside these there is the Lake Sed or Abukir

;

and the Lake Mareotis, which had long been dry, or at

most a little marshy, till it was filled with water by ibc
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British, who opened a communication, by the canal of

Alexandria, between it and Lake Abukir. Tliirty miles

webtfroni the river Nile, there is a valley in the Lvbian

desert, vliich contains six lakes of various descriptions,

and these are supplied by springs of water. The

waters of these lakes deposit dillVrent salts, the basis

of which is soda, and the lakes themselves are called the

Natron Lakes.

Tlie Liikc Sherun, supposed to be the so much cele-

brated MaM-is of old, is now of small moment, and af-

fords but a scanty subsistence to a few miserable fisher-

men. This lake is near 40 miles in leni^th, and six in

breadth ; and some have supposed that the Bathen,

which appears to have been artificial, was the Mccris of

the ancients. As to the BahirBela-Ma, or river with-

out water, it seems to have been originally a channel for

conveying water from the Nile to the adjoining plains,

which, in happier times, were well watered and fruitful.

The higher and unwatered parts of Egypt are extreme-

ly barren ; but the banks of the livcr arc capable of high

cultivation, and the fruitfulness of the Delta has been

long and justly celebrated.

The appearance of the Delta is luxuriant ; but the

palm and the date tree, to be seen every wlierc, is uni-

form and fatiguing. The orange groves about Roselta

have been much celebrated ; and that perhaps is the

most delightful scene upon the Nile. Wheat and bar-

ley are produced in profusion, with little agriculture,

and tliat of the simplest kind;;. Oats are scarcely

known in the v/armer countries ; and the Delta abounds
with rice, lentils, and maize. Dates and oranges, ci-

trons, and various kinds of pulse, are common produc-

tions, in the well cultivaltd parts of Egypt. Two or

three different kinds of crops ni;:y be obtained an-

nually.

The Egyptian sycamore was probably imported from
Arabia, and is much valued lor its shade, as well as for

its fruit. It grows with little moisture, and flourishes

on the frontiers of tlie sandy desert. The date, the

palm, the bread tree, tlie pistachia, and the Oriental

plane, are highly ornamental in tiie vicinity of their

towns, and the Cyprus overshadows tlie tombs of the

dead. The caper-bush also grows profusely among the

1 uins of Egyptian buildings ; and the henna is abundant,

from which the women prepare the yellow dye for ting-

ing their nails. Tlie papyrus, once so famous and
common in Egypt, is no longer found in its borders,

unless it be the Cyprus papyrus of Linnaeus; but the
lotus, sacred to their gods, is found in abundance in all

the canals and shallow- pools, when the streams of the
Nile retire. In Egypt, too, are found the almond and
the apricot, the fig and the orange, the pomegranate
and the peach. Melons and gourds grow to perfection,
and are highly valuable for food. Cotton, and the sugar-
cane, together with the plantain, and other productions
of different countries and climates, have been imported
to Egypt; and as they thrive well with so little care,
they would be of great importance under different treat-
ment ; and with proper cultivation, Egypt might flourish
with the most favoured climates.

The situation of Ei^ypt upon the globe makes it al-
ways warm ; and at certain seasons the heat is intolera-
ble. From March till Novemlier, the mercury in Fah-
renheit's thermometer rises in the shade to 86 or 88
degrees. This being the case in the Delta, the heat is
more intense in Upper Egypt, where the earth has lit-

tle, and in some parts no vegetable clothing, but abounds

in arid sands and burning rocks. In this situation, the
thermometer never indicates a lower temperature than
50°, and seldom less than 52°, even in the coldest sea-
son of the year. This excessive heat is partly occasion-
ed by the distance of Egypt from the ocean, and by the
moderate height of its hills ; for in places nearer the
line, where the mountains are high, the cool air de-
scending from these high regions refreshes the country,
and moderates the climate. And we may add, that

the air is never cooled by copious rains; for if we ex-
cept occasional showers on the coast of the Mediterra-
nean Sea, which happen in the months of December,
January, and February, scarcely a drop of rain falls

through all the extent of Egypt. A slight shower in

any other part of that vast country is a rare occurrence,
and seldom seen by the most aged and observing.

This peculiarity in the circumstances of Egypt, must
be accounted for by natural causes; and though vi'e

cannot pretend to detect every arrangement which
tends to produce so striking an effect, yet there are
certain causes obvious to reflecting and philosophical

minds, which are sufficient to shew in what manner this

occurrence takes place. " The tendency of the air,"_,

from the cooler regions, "to fill up the rarefied space
between the tropics, not only produces the monsoons
and trade winds, but also assists us to offer a reason for

the deficiency of rain in the districts of Egypt. Being
partly within the extent, and altogether within the in-

fluence of the northern monsoons, the clouds of that

quarter are hunied toward the equator from the month
of April to October, and, being carried both rapidly

and high, none of them descend upon Egypt, where
there are no lofty mountains to attract them, nor do
they let fall on its surface any part of their burden, but
leaving it unvisited and dry, they hasten to the moun-
tains of Abyssinia, and there deposit tlieir watery stores.

The heated and rarefied air between the tropics neces-
sarily ascends into the higher regions of the sky ; and,
yielding to the thicker atmosphere, by which it is dis-

placed, it is driven towards the northern mountains to

be loaded with vapours, and to return in a lower direc-

tion toward tlie equator." (Dr Wilson's History of
Eg-y/itf vol. i. p. 19. and 20.) But though rain seldom
falls in Egypt, yet the dews are exceedingly copious,

and refresh the ground.
The comforts of Egypt are diminished, by being sub-

ject, in some degree, to that suffocating wind of the
deserts, which spreads terror and desolation. It is call-

ed the sumitl, the simoom, and the cliamsin. It is an-

nounced by a lowering, troubled sky, and sometimes
by a hissing noise. Its heat may be compared to that

of a newly opened oven, and its effects are always dis-

tressing, and sometimes insupportable. It hardens the

skin, and destroys the vegetable growth. It affects the

lungs by its pernicious qualities, produces convulsions,

and sometimes death. It is felt in Africa, India, Syria,

and Arabia ; and it reaches Italy in a moie modified
condition, where it is called the sirocco, and is guarded
against with anxiety and care.

Every where the human race are subject to diseases,

and in Egypt some of them appear in their worst
forms. The leproi-y, with which the [leople of lliat

country are frequently aflccted, docs not seem to be so

virulent as that which was spoken of in old times. But
the diseases of the eyes are vioierit and dangerous; and
a considerable part of the people are occasionally affect-

ed, and sometimes so severely, that some of them lose
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one, and others both of their eyes. The British soldiers

brought this disease with them to Europe ; and it is to

be hoped that the attention of our experienced surgeons
has paved the way for moderating the dangers of the

disease. The sources of this affection are not well as-

certained, though it has been supposed, that it is owing
to the small dust with which the air is impregnated,

and especially to the nitrous particles with which the

soil of Egypt abounds. It may partly be ascribed to

the habit of sleeping in the open air, and being expo-
sed in the daytime to the excessive glare of tlie reflect-

ed sun. Guarding against these inconveniences, will

promote the health and comfort of the inhabitants. But
of all the diseases which affect this or any other coun-
try, the plague is the most alarming. Like other fevers,

it is supposed to proceed from miasmata, or putrid cfllu-

via, and it spreads its infectious matter in the air. A
high degree of heat, as well as the application of cold,

is said to abate its violence, and remove its effects. It

has frequently been found, that the free access of cold

air has removed the symptoms ; and we have no doubt
that using the cold bath would be found to be cffica-

-cious.

There is no room for mineralogy in the district of the

Delta, nor does the valley of the river, in any part of

its course, aflbrd subjects for the investigation of that

science ; but the mountains and higher grounds on
each side of the river, yield many curious specimens of

the fossil kingdom. The rocks, which form the banks
of the lower part of the Nile, are all calcareous, and
those on which the pyramids stand abound with shelves,

but above the town of Esnah they consist of freestone

of various qualities. The chain of mountains on the

right, or Arabian side of the river, furnish granite, pe-
trosilices, porphyry, and traps. Here too are found
pudding stones, and various kinds of breccia. It was
a species of the pudding stone of which the colossal

statute of Memnon was formed at Thebes, which, ac-

cording to ancient tradition, emitted various sounds at

the rising or setting of the sun. Granite or primitive

rocks are found in Egypt, but they chiefly prevail to-

ward the southern parts of the country. One of the

mountains toward the Red Sea, is called the Mount of

Emeralds, and precious stones had formerly been ob-

tained from that part of the country ; for those of the

best quality are still called by the Persians, the emeralds
of Alsaid. Among the fossil specimens of Egypt are

found felspar, hornblende, lapis-ollaris, marble with
veins of silver, mica, amethyst, calcedony, carnelian,

onyx, jasper, swinestone, &c. In the isthmus of Suez
there are various silicious fragments, which serve as a

bed for those curious Egyptian pebbles, which, when
cut, exhibit portraits, branches of trees, ruined build-

ings, and other imitations of nature. Egypt does not

abound in metals, yet iron as well as manganese has
been found there, and it is obvious that lead and cop-
per had formerly been worked in its mines.
The animals of Egypt are little different from those

of other countries in a similar situation. The native

horses are well made, and by proper care might be
rendered highly valuable ; but they are rather neglected
for the Arabian horses, which the Turks prefer on ac-

count of their fleetness and spirit. Upon the rich pas-
tures of the Delta, the ox, the cow, and the buffalo are

found in perfection. Sheep and goats have also their

proper pasture, and are found in numbers. Bees, in-

sects, and reptiles, are also abundant ; and the lakes, as

Vol. VIII. Part I.

well as the sea and the river, abound with fish. In
this country the ass is of considerable beauty, as well
as strength, and is emi)loyed for riding and various use-
ful purposes. The ibis, bo much reviMc-d in Egypt for-

merly, is not to be found in that countiy .•\'. present;
but from the bodies which were so carefully preserved
by ihe ancient Egyptians, it apjicars to be a curlew, and
not a species of the stork.

Few countries abound so much with ruins as Egypt
does, which not only shews iis former importance and
glory, but is a sad memorial of tlic reverses and degra-
dations to which iiunian affairs are constantly exposed.
The situation of Canopus and Zamis, witii other places
of note, may be sought for in the Delta ; but the prin-
cipal memorials of ancicr.t times arc to be found in the
more early inhabited places of the country. The re-

niains of Dcndcrah, anciently Tentyris, indicate a great-
er variety of ruins and wrecks of former arts than any
other place of Egypt. Though it does not appear to

have been the capital of any district, yet it must have
been a highly favoured residence, and under the special

protection of the kings and nobles of the country. But
the ruins of Thebes are peculiarly the objects of our
attention, as deriving a higher degree of interest from
the antiquity of the city, and the rank which it held as

the seat of royalty and science.

Yet even here one might be astonished to find sucii

scanty remains of a city, so great and so famous ; but
ancient towns and even the most celel)ratcd cities of
remote times, contained few buildings which were cal-

culated to stand the ravages of time. Excc])ting temples,
palaces, and other public edifices, the other buildings

were composed of mud or some perishable materials,

which were easily swept away by the current of events.

And this may be assigned as the reason why cities,

like the far-famed Troy, have been entirely destroyed,

and the place where they once stood scarcely ascertain-

ed. The situation of Thebes is sufficiently known, but

little more of it remains than tlie ruins of its public

buildings, its vaulted receptacles for the dead, and some
huge specimens of statuary, which command our ad-

miration. The colossal statue of Osymandius, with the

two figures, one on each side, which are supposed to

represent his wife and daughter, are still seen, and have
often been described. Near the same city, an enormous
figure, 75 feet high, is described as the celebrated statue

of Memnon. Though all these representations are only

founded on conjecture, of one thing we are certain, that

whomsoever this and the preceding statues represent,

they belong to ancient times, and arc memorials of the

progress which in those days had been made in the fine

arts. The excess which their proportions bear to the

productions of nature, is a proof of rudeness of concep-

tion, and a deficiency in taste and imitation. Still, how-
ever, in the remotest times, Egypt was eminent for its

knowledge and acquirements.

The paintings in the tomb of Thebes have wonder-
fully preserved their colours, and are specimens of

Egyptian ingenuity. They have also a tendency to

exhibit the fashions and designs of furniture whicli

were known in those early times. Since the French

and British expeditions, we have imitations of Egyptian

vases and carpets, chairs and couches, as well as other

articles of Eastern production. The ruins of (he temple

at Carnak, and the magnificent remains of Luxor, arc

curious and astonishing : but they are neither so chaste

nor elegant as the designs at Esnah, Etfu, or Tcntyra.

Ec
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Though all ihe Lgypiian relics are ancient, yet there is

a diflerencc in llieir style, and an evident progress from

the more rude to the more refined. Girgcli, which is

now the capital of Upper Egypt, is comparatively a

modern town, and not productive of antiquities ; but it

derived its ramc from a monasttiy dedicated to St

George, more ancient than the town, and built in an

carly'part of the Christian era. The Isle of Philoe, at

the entrance of the Nile into Egypt, is interesting for

many ancient remains, which have been well exhibited

by M. Denon, in his splendid and satisfactory account

of many striking remains and appearances of Egypt

;

and Elcphantina cannot be passed over without notice.

Memphis has suffered so completely in the lapse of

ages, that, like many other ancient cities, it is a question

of some curiosity where it was situated. It is most

probable, that it stood between the pyramids of Gi?a

and Saccara; and as it was of great extent, its suburbs

may have stretched themselves toward both these places,

and comprehended within its bounds Mohannon and

Metvahenny. Upon this supposition, those ancient <le-

positories of the dead, which are found at the pyramids

of Giza and Saccara, may have been the burying-places

of the dead ; without the walls of the city, according to

the practice of ancient times, and in this situation, tiiere

have been discovered vast excavations and numerous
mummies. In the article of antiquities, we speak not

of Damietta and Roselta, though they were ancient sta-

tions upon the branches of the Nile ; but they were

rather the resort of sea-faring men, than the abodes of

literature or science, and consequently afforded few

works of splendour or art to be handed down to suc-

ceeding times.

Although Alexandria was built for the accommoda-
tion of trade, and became the emporium of foreign

merchandise ;
yet it also became the residence of kings,

and flourished with grandeur and the arts ; and now,
in its forlorn condition, it exhibits many curious re-

mains, which command our reverence, while they ex-
cite our regret. The ancient Pharos was a superb
building, worthy of kings, but it has long ago been ut-

terly destroyed; and the present Pharos is an inferior

fortification, at the end of a causeway projecting into the

sea. Upon the shore, to the eastward of this tower,

are two obelisks, or Cleopatra's needles, above 70 feet

high; one of them continues erect upon its basis, while

the other has been overthrown, and was partly sunk in

the sand, till Lord Cavan, after the British victories,

liad it raised from the earth, with the view of transixjrt-

ing it to London. Not being able to have his design
accomplished, he deposited various specimens of British

and Turkish coins in the hole of the pedestal, where
the shaft had been inserted, and covered them with a
marble slab, upon which was inscribed an account of
the British exploits in subduing the French and reco-
vering Egypt for the Grand Signior. These obelisks
are inscribed with hieroglyphics, which might assign
them a very ancient origin ; but it is impossible to de-
termine whether they have a just claim to such an-
tiquity, or whether they were constructed to adorn the
royal buildings of the Ptolemies, and afterwards dedi-
cated to Cleopatra. As to the hieroglyphical figures,
they may only have been imitations, and performed
with the view of giving the obelisks an air of antiquity.
But to whatsoever age these or other obelisks of Egypt
may have belonged, it will continue to be a matter of
.astonishment, how such vast pillars were hewn out of

the rock, conveyed to their place of destination, and-
in those times of little knowledge in mechanics, how
they were elevated, and placed securely in an erect alti-

tude.

Nearly on a line with Pharos, without the walls of

ancient Alexandria, and not far from the lake Mareotis,
is the magnificent pillar of Pompey. Its height is

about 90 feet, whereof the pedestal is 10, the base above
5, the shaft rather more than 63, and the capital com-
pletes the rest of the measurement. Its principal parts

are of the Corinthian order, though the proportions and
ornaments are of a mixed species. This superb monu-
ment has been ascribed to Ptolemy Philadelphus, in

memory of his beloved Queen Arsinoe ; and others hav(i

assigned it to Ptolemy Euergetes. A few have sup-
posed, that it was erected for the Einperor Adrian or
Severus, while the power of Rome prevailed in Egypt;
but the Greek inscription upon the column dedicates it

to the Emperor Dioclesian, under the government of
Pontius, the prefect of the country. Ignorance might
ascribe its origin to different persons of note, and flattery

might dedicate the building to persons of influence or
authoijity, in the same manner as Sonnini indulged a
hope, that the pillar in question might in time be deno-
minated the pillar of the French. But why should not

the naine lead us to the founder ? It is called the pillar

of Pompey, and might be erected to his memory ; for we
know that Caesar not only lamented his death, but or-

dained honours to his memory, and, by the assistance of
Cleopatra, his favourite, he might easily accomplish th©
thing which he desired, although expensive and superb.
But Dr White of Oxford supposes, that it was original-

ly connected with the temple of the god Serapis ; and it"

his conjecture be true, its erection must have been 'v\

the time of the Ptolemies, and it might afterwards be
named in honour of Pompey; and his head, which was
presented to Csesar, might be deposited there, and the
building afterwards held sacred to his name.
The vaults in Alexandiia are monuments of ancient

designs for public convenience. The celebrated well of

Joseph, at Grand Cairo, is of the same description ; and
the mikkeas at Roda, for measuring the risings of th&

Nile, is a building of considerable elegance, and a rem-
nant of the Saracen grandeur.

The pyramids of Egypt have been more taken notice

of thati any other ancient monuments of that country.

Of the various pyramids of Giza, on the Lybian side o(-

the hill, and nearly opposite to Grand Cairo, there are

three, which, for their size and notoriety, more especial-

ly demand our attention. The height of the highest has
been diflerently represented, and owing to incorrectness,

or different standards of measure, it has been stated at

all the gradations from about eight hundred to five hun-
dred feet. But perhaps the height of the three greatest

pyramids may be stated in the following manner :—the

first at 477 feet high, founded by Cheops ; the second at

428 feet, ascribed to Chefrenes ; and the third, which
Miserinus is supposed to have built, is about 160 feet

high. St Peter's church at Rome is 437 feet high, and
therefore is 40 feet lower than the highest pyramid of

Memphis. St Paul's, in London, is 344 feet in height,

and consequently is 133 feet lower than the first pyra-

mid, and 93 feet lower than St Peter's church at Rome.
The stones of the pyramids are shaped in the form
of prisms, and there are various passages and cham^
bers within ; at least such have been found in the largest

one at Giza.
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I'lirthcr to lue soiU'n llici e ai-e other pyraniuis, wliich

r>hoot far into the deserts of Lybia, and are generally

called the pyramids of Saecara. These erections appear
to be more ancient than those about Giza. They arc

less perfect, and some of them are formed of unburntd
bricks. The most ancient bricks of Egypt were only

dried by the heat of the sun ; and that they might slick

more closely together, the clay was mixed with chopped
straw; and hence the Israelites, vhilc in slavery in

Egypt, made \ise of straw in making bricks. There
are also pyramids in India, and one at Benares is form-
ed of earth and covered with bricks. A pyramid at

INIedun, in Egypt, is formed of dificrcnt stories, every
one less than anotlier, as it rises in height ; and in this

manner, it is said that the followers of Buddlia construct-

ed their pyramids in India. Such was the form also of

the tower of Babel. The antiquity of the pyramids is not

easily ascertained, and Diodorus Siculus says, that in his

time some of them were 1000 and others 3400 yearsold.

Neither are men agreed in their conjectures about the

original design for which the pyramids were built. Tlic
greater number are of opinion, tiiat they were erected for

the tombs of kings and conquerors, which should hand
down their memory to the latest posterity, and preserve

their remains inviolate. Others have imagined, that they

were meant for altars of the gods, and that their tapering

form was in imitation of flame, as the Persians and other

nations worshipped fire. It is well known, that the Brah-
mins consider them as connected with religious ceremo-
nies. While others imagine that they were constructed

as a permanent memorial of the proper length of the cu-

1/it, of which it is said, that all their dimensions contain

a certain number of multiples. But one thing is certain,

tliat they were constructed on scientifical principles,

and give evidence of a certain progress in astronomy
;

for their sides are accurately adapted to the four curdi-

i;al points.

The present inhabitants of Egypt may be divided into

Copts, Beduin Arabs, Mamelukes, Europeans, Mussul-
mans, and Jews. The Copts are descended from the ori-

ginal inhabitants of the country, who in early times dwelt
in caves, and their descendants are very diflcrent in their

appearance from the native Africans. Their eyes are

dark, and the nose frequently aquiline; and though the

hair be sometimes curled, yet they are evidently a diflcr-

ent race of people from the negroes. Tlie present Copt-
ish race have a dusky complexion like the Arabs or In-

dians, and seem to be the same race of people as tliosc

of which the mummies are preserved. The Egyptians,

and the people of Hindostan, appear to iiave one common
origin. The Persians and Indians, the people of Egypt
and Ethiopia, are said to be descendants of Ham, the son

of Noah. Different sons of that patriarch are thought to

have separated into Ethiopia, India, and Egypt, See.

;

while others maintain, that the latter country was peo-

pled from Hindostan. Several cn'cumsfances point out

the Persian Irac, and the high country above Thibet, to-

gether with otlier adjoining places, as the regions of the

world which were most early inhabited, and from which
the people sprung who settled in Egypt, India, and other

early civilized countries of the East.

Egypt having suffered so many changes of circum-
stances and masters, was exposed to the intrusion of

different people ; and we have found, that its present in-

habitants are of different nations. The Beduins are

a wandering class of Arabs, distinguished from their

countrymen, Avho have become stationary in some situa-

tion or other, and join in trade, or in cultivating the
fields and other arts of life. The Ucduin Arabs are still

in the pastoral state, like the patriarchs of old; but
they have not their simple and pure manners, nor the
moral and religious principles for which the Jcwibli
patriarchs were renowned. Many relics of ancient ha-
bits are still preserved among ttic Beduins, but they
are a predatory race of people, and stand much in need
of religion, good laws, and civilized usages. They
chiefly dwell in the higher parts of Egypt, removinjj
their tents and their herds, their cattle and their ca-
mels, to the vicinity of wells or streams of water, where
they find drink, as well as better pasture; and at cci-
tain seasons they are permitted, upon sjiecilicd condi-
tions, to descend into the lower parts of Egypt, where
their herds feed on the luxuriance of the Delta; but
they never penetrate far into the country, for they arc
always ready to dart into the wilderness, when they"
have committed any act of violence or injustice, which
they frequently do, and which would bring upon ihcm the
vengeance of the inhabitants and laws.

The Mamelukes are a race of people whose origin has
already been explained, and who were introduced into
the country by their Turkish masters, in the capacity of
slaves, and having become numerous, acquired so much
property and influence, as to threaten the existence of
the Mahommcdan government in Egypt. Their num-
bers are still maintained by slaves imported from the un-
polished countries of Georgia, and tjie neighbourhood of
Mount Caucasus. But since the grand signior was re-

stored to his former power in Egypt, after the intrusion
of the French into tliat country, the influence of tiic beys
has been exceedingly reduced, and the number of the
Mamelukes is upon the decline. The rest of the inha-

bitants are Jews and Mahommcdans, or C'hristian mer-
chants, who reside in the jirincipal parts of Egyjit, for

the benefit of trade and commerce.
The fertility of Egypt has long been celebrated, and

the number of^ its inhal)itants is proiiorlioncd to its pro-

duce. The simple manner of living which the native

inhabitants observe, is well fitted to increase the popula-
tion^ for it is a well known fact, that the inhabitants of a
country increase in proportion to the ease with which
their food and accommodation can be procured. In the
most prosperous and higlily favoured condition of Egypt,
wlien the people lived in ease and safety, under a power-
ful race of native kings, the population must have been
more numerous than in its future state of distraction and
violence ; more especially under the injudicious govern-
ment of the Turks: but the number of inhabitants as-

signed it in very ancient times, appears to be extrava-

gant. Notwithstanding the excessive jiopulation of Chi-
na, which may be in a situation similar to the ancient

condition of Egypt, yet we can scarcely believe that

Egypt ever contained, at one time, 20,000,000 of people,

or even 7,500,000, as other authors have maintained.

Grand Cairo, which is supposed to comprehend more
than the eighth part of the people of Egypt, is not said

to contain 500,000 persons, but, perhaps, the whole may
be fairly leckoned at 2,500,000. To give us an idea of

its ancient popidation, we are told, that it contained from
eighteen to twenty thousand towns ; but the most of these,

if that number did really exist, must have been only

scattered villages of small extent and little population.

I-'or although Egypt is a ccuintry of considerable extent,

yet the places which are capable of cultivation are but

limited, and. makin<r every allowance for the liriies of its

E e 2
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greatest prosperity, couUl not have comprehended more

than an extent of 6000 square miles.

Among all the improvements which have pervaded

every dcpartn\cnt of life, the art of agriculture has,

perhaps, made the least general progress. At any rate,

there is much to be done even in the most enlightened

countries in Europe. And if there be such deficiencies,

where nature needs so much aid, and where knowledge

lias made so much progress, how lamentable must

be the defects in more favoured climates, where nature

does so much of her own accord, and where the human

mind remains in a state of inferior activity ! In Egypt,

as well as in other countries of this description, the

state of agriculture is low; and yet, from its natural

fertility, it has often been found to give ample supplies

to other countries. The government of Egypt, and

the condition of its people, are unfriendly to great exer-

tions either of body or mind, and, consequently, the

manufactures of Egypt are few and inconsiderable.

The country of itself produces an abundance of salt

from the different mines, and though not pure, it ob-

tains a ready and extensive sale. Much of it is tinged

with a red colour, mixed with a portion of calcareous

earth, and by the inhabitants of the country it is called

natron.

This becomes an article of commerce, with little la-

bour to the people. But they have considerable manu-
factures of sal-ammoniac at Giza and Rosetta. But
their chief manufactures consist of linens, woollen, and

silk goods. They spin their yarn with the distaff, and

are altogether unacquainted with machinery, which is

so valuable and effectual in Europe. The fine linens

of Egypt were formerly in the highest estimation, and
far excelled every other manufacture of the kind; but

now the linens of that country are chiefly of a coarser

texture, and fit only for the more common purposes of

life. The fine linens have yielded to the manufacture of

muslin, which is generally worn by the higher classes of

the people, being not only more fine and showy, but bet-

ter fitted for the nature of the climate. Among their

woollen goods, they form beautiful carpets, upon which
they sit in the divan, or in the halls and houses of the

great. Their silk is chiefly brought from Syria, and is

manufactured into goods after various patterns, such as

tafl'etas and satins ; but all their goods of this sort are

inferior to those which are brought from India. The
Egyptian dress is a shirt, bound about the middle with

a kind of girdle, with an upper loose garment, more or

less warm, according to the season.

The polishing of flints and precious stones is a con-
siderable business in Egypt, but is chiefly performed by
Jews ; and the Copts are excellent merchants, clerks, and
accountants. Formerly the Egyptians excelled in the art

of dyeing, and they imparted colours to glass and crystal

of such exquisite hues, tliat it was difficult to distinguish
them from valuable stones. Glass is at present manu-
factured in Egypt, but it is ehiefly of an inferior kind.
Their mirrors are small, and glass windows are seldom
>»sed in the country. Glass beads of diversified colours
form an article of traffic, but they are made at Venice,
and are transported to India and the interior of Africa,
where the women adorn themselves with these bawbles,
as the ladies in Europe and Constantinople do with
jewels and diamonds. The Egyptians might excel in

the making of glass, because their country affords the
best materials which that manufacture requires : but
they are deficient in the knowledge of that art ; and

the fuel which they employ being only straw or other
feeble combustibles, is not of sufficient strength to melt
with propriety the articles which are necessary for

forming elegant glass. With the exception of a few
trifling articles, they have no manufacture of iron-ware,

and every thing valuable in the art of cutlery comes
from the markets of Britain, France, or Germany.
Few situations are more convenient for commerce

than Egypt ; and it was this conviction which induced
Alexander the Great to found the city which he called

after his own name, and which he intended to be the
capital of his conquests. His quick discernment ena-

bled him to see the means which it possessed of being
a commercial centre for Asia, Europe, and Africa. His
unexpected death prevented the execution of his

schemes, both civil and warlike ; but under the govern-
ment of the Ptolemies, Egypt acquired the commercial
ascendency which Alexander foresaw, and which its si-

tuation was calculated to bestow.

The princes of this new dynasty encouraged a spirit

of enterprise, and from the ports of the Red Sea vessels

launched out in pursuit of new countries and new com-
merce. Being small, and the sailors unacquainted with
the principles of general navigation, they were obliged

to sail along the coasts, and move cautiously from one
point to another, seldom or never losing sight of land.

But with all these disadvantages, they made consider-

able advances in trade and riches. Moving along the

coast of Africa, they darted over to Madagascar ; and
some of them entering the Persian Gkilf, conveyed their

goods by the Euphrates to the Persians and other peo-

ple of these regions. Some penetrated to the mouths
of the Indus, visited the coast of Malabar, and reached
the Island of Ceylon. There were a few who passed

over the coast of Coromandel, and reached the Gan-
ges.

These Egyptian adventurers exported to India, silver

and iron, copper and lead, together with some kinds of

glass. They also furnished them with woollen goods,

and other articles of inferior importance. And in re-

turn brought from India, ivory and ebony, silks, and
printed or stained linens, pearls, and precious stones,

cinnamon and nutmegs, frankincense and diverse valu-

able perfumes. To facilitate the conveyance of that

merchandise to Alexandria, a canal was cut, from the

Red Sea to one of the branches of the Nile ; but when
that enterprize was unsuccessful, the goods were landed,

at the port of Berenice, and conveyed from thence

across the country to the Nile. To accommodate the

travellers and caravans, wells were dug, and resting

places provided by royal munificence. By caravans,

the different countries of Africa threw the riches of

their trade into Egypt, and Alexandria became the

most valuable centre of merchandise in the world. It

was owing to the riches derived from this traffic, that

the sovereigns of Egypt maintained their greatness

amidst so many indiscretions, and that Cleopatra, when
the empire was shaken to its foundations, was still able

to be so splendid and profuse.

Every nation that enjoyed the means of commerce
with the Mediterranean, derived pleasure as well as

profit from the merchandise of India, and, by trading

at Alexandria, added to the wealth and importance of

Egypt. When Carthage was destroyed, and Corinth

was no more in its glory, Egypt increased its means of

accumulation, and supplied the whole Mediterranean

by its own shipping. Rome became a favoured nation,
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and while it supplied the increased luxuries of the state

from tlie ports of Egypt, it afforded a source of wealth

to the Ptolemian princes, by its great consumption of

the merchandize and luxuries which were brought from

India. When the Romans became masters of Egypt,

the country continued to flourish in trade ; but the Ro-

mans, being warriors rather than merchants, were not

calculated to promote the commercial prosperity of

Egypt.
In the process of time, Egypt was subdued by the

Saracens ; and the particular circumstances of their em-

pire occasioned an extension of the trade with India.

A communication was opened between that country

and Constantinople, by means of the rivers Indus and

Oxus, in connection with the Caspian and Euxinc Seas.

The trade which was formerly carried on through the

Persian Gulf and the Euphrates, was afterwards con-

veyed by Palmyra to the Syrian coast. It was this

trade, perhaps, which raised Palmyra to so much splen-

dour, though situated in a desert ; and when circum-

stances occasioned its ruin, the trade of the Persian

Gulf was conveyed by Aleppo to Constantinople. Since

the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, tlie Indian

trade with Egypt is considerably diminished ; but per-

haps it might have been more attended to, if Egypt
had not become a province of an overgrown but feeble

and degraded empire. It still carries on a trade with

India, and the goods are landed at Suez or Cossir, and

conveyed from thence to Grand Cairo, and other parts

of the country. Various caravans convey passengers

and goods from Fez, Tunis, and Algiers, as well as

from other parts of Africa ; and the caravans, which
carry pilgrims to Mecca, are also employed in the mer-
chandize of India and Arabia. If Egypt were under

the influence of a well-regulated government, it would
become a nation of high importance, both in point of

agriculture and the arts ; as well as a place of com-
merce, well fitted to hold communication with all pla-

ces of the world. In its present circumstances, its trade

is much interrupted ; but when the Mediterranean is

open for commerce, it exports many valuable articles,

not only to Constantinople, the coast of Barbary, and

other places belonging to the Grand Signior, but also

to Venice, Marseilles, and Great Britain. Among these

articles may be comprehended Mokah coffee, myrrh,

various kinds of gum, cinnamon, with a great variety

of drugs, mother-of-pearl, dates, opium, frankincense

and rice ; to which may be added, linen clothes, buf-

falo and ox hides, and camels skins. From the same
or similar parts, they receive woollen clothes, both su-

perfine and common ; iron and lead, together with va-

rious articles of cutlery and sharp-edged tools. Silks

are even imported into Egypt of a dift'erent kind from

what is manufactured among themselves, and printed

-cottons of showy patterns ; to which may be added,

tobacco, copper, quicksilver, and, in short, every arti-

cle- of the arts, which the ingenuity of other nations

have produced.

The villages of Egypt pay a fixed revenue to the

Grand Signior ; and "the lands were formerly let for

life, upon condition of providing annually a certain

number of soldiers. These were obliged to arrange

themselves under the banners of the provincial gover-

nor, who, on that account, was called the Sangiacs, and

the number of the troops was varied as circumstances re-

quired. Now this undefined manner of providing sol-

diers is abolished; and the country at large is obliged

to supply the Grand Signior annually with 3000 troops,
if required. Another branch of revenue to the court
of Constantinople is the eustom-liouscs, wliich arc esta-

blished in various parts of Egypt ; and the last source
of income is the capitation-tax upon all those resident
people who are not Mussulmans, and that tax is called
harach. The present situation of Egypt in these re-

spects cannot be explained. It has scarcely recovered
itself from the threatening influence which the beys
had acquired, and from the shock which was given it

by the French invasion. The feel)lc autliority of the
Porte over its distant provinces, is not calculated cither

to make them productive or happy ; but we believe

Egypt has improved of late, in obedience to the orders
of the Grand Signior, and, if well managed, is able to

yield a considerable revenue.
The earliest form of government, which we find

amongst the Egyptians, was strictly monarchical ; and
appears to have been as unlimited as any before or
since that time. We are not to enter upon a discus-
sion of the advantages or disadvantages of the vaiious

modes of government, which have had their limes and
their changes among the nations of the world. We be-
lieve that in this, as well as in every other respect, ex-
tremes are dangerous ; and it seems to require no proof,

that the most happy form of government lies between
the extreme of absolute power, and that of pure demo-
cracy. In a mixed state of privileges and power, where
the people check the tendency of the rich and digni-

fied toward increased authority or absolute rule, and
where the prince and the nobles restrain tiie turbu-

lence, and chasten the innovations of popular move-
ments, there is the best chance for moderation of go-
vernment, and stability of happiness.

In some respects an absolute government is better

calculated to raise monuments of national glory. Ha-
ving the whole powers of the state at his command,
the unlimited monarch can bring ilicm more quickly

into action, and direct them to bear with greater cer-

tainty on any individual point. With a secrecy and
expedition which no popular government can obtain,

he carries into effect the purposes of his will, though
great or difficult. Hence the pyramids, the labyrinth,

and other works of great difficulty and labour in Egypt,
were accomplished by its absolute kings ; but in the

performance of these works, the oppression of abso-

lute authority was felt. To procure money for such
vast designs, the imposts were grievous, and in some
cases, where the necessities of the state were supposed
to require it, the feelings of the people were hurt, by

having the money allotted for the public services di-

verted into the channel of common life. In such ca-

ses, the labour of tlie people was excessive ; and we
know the children of Israel cried by reason of their

task-masters, wlio were severe and unrelenting. A
monarch of Egypt boasted, that his slaves and captives

only were employed in public labour, and that no na-

tive Egyptian had been engaged in works of such toil

;

but whatever an individual of influence and national

delicacy might do in saving his subjects, yet a severer

master might employ severer means; and even where
bondmen and captives can be cruelly treated, the go-

vernment is not correct, nor the arrangements such as

justice or humanity require.

But, however, the government of Egypt may be said

to have been always of an unlimited jiature. Through
every successive change, it still maintained the cbarac-
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ter of unrostraiiied mo!,n;T!iy, till it became n province

of the Tuikish governmeni ; and then it bad a divan,

at the head of which is a pasha, or deputy-governor,

with some appearances of a deliberative council. But

this form of government, though apparently allied to

a mixed and limited authority, was notwithstanding

exposed to very arbitrary exactions. And yet the ar-

rangements were so disjointed and feeble, that the go-

vernment was neither steady nor secure, for amid the

tumults of an ill-regulated state, the court of Constan-

tinople nearly lost its authority. In this condition, the

turbulent and anibitiovis beys wore striving for the su-

preme command; and since they M^ere subdued, we
suspect that the liberties of the people are neither ac-

curately defined nor well secured, so that the govern-

ment of Egypt is still absolute, and unfriendly to or-

der and happiness.

Egypt was celebrated for wisdom of old, and the

learning of that country attracted to its schools the

vise and inq\iiriiig of other nations. We are to esti-

mate its pre-eminence not by a comparison with the

present state of erudition, but by considering the rank

•»vhich it then held in the scale of knowledge. India,

Babylon, and even Phccnicia, lay claim for no iiK;on-

siderable share of literary glory. But the principal

competition seems to subsist between India and Egypt.

Each of them has its supporters, and it would be

jjvesumptuous, as well as unwise, to decide the contest

from the nature of the documents which have hitherto

been furnished. It is more becoming to say with the

poet

—

"Xon meum inter voce tantas componere lites."

Yet we may suppose, that both of them flourished about
the same period, and that there must have been an in-

tercourse, less or more frequent, between the two na-

tions. If we were disposed to argue strenuously in fa-

vour of Egypt, we might say, that there was a period

in its early history, when the learned, the wise, and
the noble, were compelled to seek refuge in oiher

countries, and many of them might land in India.

The season to which we have an eye, was tlie time
when Cambyscs desolated Egypt, destroyed its tem-
ples, and overthrew its venerated order of tilings. For
a succession of years, the natives were oppressed ; and
during such events, it was natural for mer. of emiiK-nce

and spirit to leave a country which was unwortliy of

their presence, and to take refuge in .nore favoured
;<bodes. It may also be observed, that the madness of
Ploleniy Physcon drove from his kingdom many of the

wisest and most literary persons ; and they, too, might
seek and find protection in the East.

Though the system of morals could neither be pure
nor accurate, under the circumstances in which Egypt
was placed, yet there are many reasons which lead us
to suppose, that the great principles of moral conduct
were known and inculcated there. The principles of
justice appear to have been defined with considerable
attention, and the laws of the country fairly dispensed.

The duties which were due to one another, were as

well regulated as the distributions of rank and influence

in an absolute government could allow. But still there
were many sentiments and practices whicli we should
condemn ; and to -shew the untractable nature of the
human mind, we have many deficiencies to deplore in

ihie most exalted slate of knowledge and virtue

The Greeks are supposed to Iiaye obtained the be-
ginning of their mathematics from Egypt ; but if we
may form our judgment from what is related of Thales
and Pythagoras, we shall not have reason to form a

high o])inion of their mathematical learning previous
to the time of the Ptolemies. In the schools of Alex-
andria, that science was carried to an eminent height

;

but the ancient state of learning at T-liebes, and other

schools of the country, appear to have been confined

to a lower sphere. It is told, with some interest, that

Thales was taught to measure the height of the pyra-
mids by the length of their shadows; and that Pytlia-

goras ottered a hecatombe in devotion, when he disco-

vered the relation which subsists between the hypolhe-
nuse of a right-angled triangle, and the sides of the

figure which contain that angle. Other instances may-
be adduced to the same effect ; but still it must be ac-

knowledged, that Egypt was eminent in her time, and
her philosophers appear to have made considerable pro-

gress in llie science of astronomy. The overflowing of
the Nile was an object of much national importance ;

and, in connection with it, they observed the heliacal

lising of the dog-star, which enabled them to fix the

commencement of the year, and make considerable ap-

proximations towards ascertaining the length of its du-
ration.

Thales divided the sphere into five zones, and in ma-
ny respects improved the astronomy of Greece. Py-
thagoras intimated a belief, that the planets moved
about the sun as their centre ; and if these philosophers

made further progress in knowledge than the Egyp-
tians themselves had done, yet still the origin of their

acquirements may be traced to "Ilgypt. And though
the current of science must have been enlarged by tri-

butary streams, yet the spring is to be found in the

banks of the Nile. The Egyptians had made some im-
provements in the art of metallurgy; and the golden
calf, mad< by Aaron in the wildeiness, is a monument
of his skill. No nation can have advanced far in civi-

lization and the arts of life, without having also culti-

vated the art of music. Certain tones and inflections

of the voice, being agreeable to the ear, are cherished

and diversified according to the skill and ingenuity of

tliose who are lovers of l«\rmony. It has always been
customary to mingle music with festivals and rejoicings

;

and though the scanty remains of Egyptian history fur-

nish us with few materials for ascertaining their musi-
cal attainments, yet upon the architectural ruins of the

most ancient edifices of that country, instruments of

music are represented in various states of progress, from
the most simple to a highly improved form of the harp;
and where music is cuUivated, poetry has always been
considerably improved.

Tlie arts of surgery and medicine were simple and
deficient in such ancient titnes, as those of which we
are writing; and in Egypt the inflexible adherence to

ancient practices was unfavourable to the progress of
the healing art. In the ancient state of Egypt, no re-

medy wa.s to be applied, nor any application recom-
mended, but such as were approved of in their sacred
books. But such restrictions were gradually removed

;

and in the schools of Alexandria considerable progress
was made in medical studies. Yot, even in early times,

there were some arrangeiTients, which tended strongly

to the perfection of those arts. The medical practice

was divided into various departments, and some stu-

died the diseases of the eyes, others .the teeth, the ears,
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and other arstinct parts of the human frame. The prac-

tice of divination was common in all the ancient countries

of the East, and it was even applied to the healing of dis-

eases.

The Coptic, or ancient language of Egypt, is almost

extinct, but perhaps migiit be found in its purity in

the manuscript remains, which are said to be deposited

in tlie monasteries of that country ; and the Arabic is

now in considerable use in Egypt, tlioui>;h dilTerent lan-

guages are spoken by the people of difierent nations

who sojourn there. We have no means of ascertaining

to what degree of improvement tlie Coptic was carried

by men of genius in the ancient schools; but to Thoth
or Mercury arc ascribed the most important improve-

ments of early literature and science in Egypt. Whe-
ther by Thoth we are to understand an eminent scho-

lar, who contributed largely to the advancement of

knowledge, and by whose name every literary improve-

ment was dignified ; or whether by Thoth be intended

the general means of knowledge in Egypt, is an in-

quiry which cannot be satisfied. It is enough to know,
that by Thoth, or some adequate persons or means, va-

rious advances were made in literary pursuits; and
amongst these we may enumerate the art of writing

and recording events. Dates and inscriptions were ori-

ginally cut upon the rocks, and in a more portable

manner, though not very commodious, upon stones and

bricks. Shepherds and rural nymphs cut the names
and praises of their lovers upon the bark of trees

;

leaves, too, were incribed with verses; and the Papy-
rus of Egypt was formed and compacted into sheets,

and obtained great celebrity, as valuable materials for

forming books. To this succeeded parchment, or skins

of animals, variously prepared; silks also were employ-
ed for the purpose of inscriptions; but the most valu-

able article hitherto invented, is paper, made of cotton or

linen rags.

We cannot enter into the history of alphabetical wri-

ting. Like every other simple art, it was the produce
of much generalizing, and many experiments. To ex-

press sounds by certain symbols, and to combine these

into words capable of communicating the whole thoughts

and intentions of the heart, could not be a work of

rude times, and implies considerable skill and experi-

ence. The most natural way of communicating an

idea in a state of unlettered simplicity, would be to

give signs instead of words, and to draw a picture or

representation of the things signified. Hence hiero-

glyphics, or picture writing, appears to have been the

earliest method of entering ideas upon record, or com-
municating sentiments, without words or bodily signs

;

tor, perhaps, knotted cords, which appear to have been

of. ancient use, and mark the constellations in the Chi-

>vese zodiac, may be considered as an additional step of

improvement. Picture writing appears to have been

common in ancient times. AVhen the Spanish ships

first appeared off the coast of Mexico, an alarm was
raised by figures and representations, transmitted to

the seat of government; and in the islands of the Pacific

Ocean, hieroglyphical writing is universally known.
But in. Egypt that species of writing has been more

celebrated, because it was carried to a higher pitch of

perfection. Before the use of alphabets was known, it

was practised in the ancient schools of Thebes and Ax-
ium; and when cultivated as a science, and practised

on an extensive scale, it was necessary not only to ex-

press simple ideas by a picture representation, but also

to communicate abstract notions and various qtialilics.

The simple representation of the eye only expresses
that bodily organ, but when shewn in a cloud and seen
from above, it denoted the inspection of the Divinity.

A serpent wrapped up in circular foldings, and ihc end
not easily seen, denoted the perpetual duiuiion of Clod.

The representation of a figure, with several heads and
eyes looking to every (juarter, represented his imivcr-

sal observation; and the head of a hawk, with its keen
eye, pointed out the penetrating knowledge of God.
Tliis leads us to understand why the statues of the an-

cient gods in India have many heads and many hands
;

and what is to be understood by the figures of mon-
strous animals, like the sphynx, which nature never
formed. They are all connected with hieroglyphical

sentiments, and intended to communicate various qua-

lities and dispositions of the mind.

In the same manner, a sceptre was employed to de-

note power, a lion to give an idea of strength, and a

dog of fidelity. These hints arc suflicient to shew the

nature of hieroglyphical willing; but it must be obvi-

ous, that, in the course of its application, it became
exceedingly complicated ; and the allusions being often

arbitrary, they must, in some cases, have been dillicult

to be understood. In the course of lime it fell into

disuse, and, excepting the general notion which has

been discovered of its nature and tendency, the parti-

cular knowledge of the art is lost; and the hieroglyphi-

cal writings, though seen distinctly by the eye, are the

same to us as a sealed book. Another circumstance

which has tended to conceal the meaning of hierogly-

phical inscriptions, is the progress which was gradual-

ly made from picture writing to arbitrary marks. The
representation of an car would everywhere imply hear-

ing, and a foot or a hand would denote action ; but .'i

mark assumed at pleasure, to signify an object or ab-

stract quality, could only be known, where the origi-

nal intention and arbitrary assumption was communi-
cated. Most of the hieroglyphics, which arc found in

Egypt, appear to be allied to this description; and

with the knowledge of the arbitrary signs and marks,

which were adopted to express ideas, the meaning of

the writing itself is forever lost to the world. In con-

nection with these arbitrary signs, the formation of the

Chinese language seems to be placed ; and from that

circumstance, the difficulties which attend the learning

of it ajjpear to flow. According to Ilagcr, new dynas-

ties sometimes introduced new characters ; and thus

the extent and the diflicully of the language were in-

creased. It appears from Staunton's Embassy to Chi-

na, (vol. ii. p. 576,) that approximations have been

made toward converting the Chinese chaiacters into

letters, or elementary sounds, after the nranner of al-

phabetical writing. Whenever this method shall be-

come general, the Chinese language will be as easily

acquired as other foreign tongues.

Neither having come into the world by our own
power, nor being preserved in existence without otiicr

resources than our own, it is natural to in(|uire about

the Being who made, and the Providence which pre-

serves us. Even in a rude state, whilst sentiments of

an acute or very rational nature are not to be expect-

ed, we should deem it impossible for the human mind

to be destitute of all those feelings and views which en-

ter into religion ; and hence, no nation has ever been

found without some ideas, more or less legitimate, con-

cerning the existence and nature of God. Even with-
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out the knowledge of our sacred books, we think it im-

possible that ai\ unbiassed and enlightened mind could

imagine, that the Supreme Being would form his ra-

tional creatures witliout an adequate knowledge of spi-

ritual things. Their instincts are in immediate opera-

tion ; and though their religious views might be com-

paratively imperfect, yet we may be well assured, that

Jie who takes care of the body would provide also for

the mind. The book of Genesis, which is by far the

earliest record of ancient things, represents the original

state of man as enlightened in the knowledge of God;
and the most ancient information which is handed

down respecting his religious condition, represents to

us the acknowledgment of one pure and supreme

cause. Of this tliere are many indications besides the

celebrated inscription at Sais. The first temples, too,

were built of unpolished stone, without any image or

sculptured figure; and this not only in Egypt, but in

other countries.

But a pure and spiritual worship, abstract ideas, and

the exclusion of every material object from our view,

is a difficult exercise of the mind, and requires a higher

tone of exertion, than could be easily maintained in

more rude and corrupt times. To aid the imagination,

and cherish the devotional affections, emblems, or sym-
bols, of the divinity were admitted into the worship of

the Deity. An unformed mass of stone was probably

the first memorial of the divine presence ; and it is

said, that there are African tribes who still worship

such massy blocks. Perhaps the large stones which
have raised so many conjectures in our own country,

may have been objects of worship in the time of the

Druids, or at a inore early and less informed season. In

this state of the human mind, more striking appear-

ances of nature would naturally attract the notice of

men, and be viewed as appropriate memorials of the

divine perfections. Hence, the sun, the moon, and the

stars, held their station in the list of those objects which
suggested religious ideas ; and we know, that those

parts of nature were much and generally worshipped
in the East.

Taught to consider every thing as coming from the

Deity, his presence would naturally be acknowledged
in every operation and blessing of nature ; and hence
the woods and the streams became sacred ; vegetables

and plants were deified ; and, in Egypt, divine honours
v.ere paid to some of the brute creation. We can ea-

sily see how the hosts of heaven, which commanded
admiration, might be objects of divine regard ; we can
feel how the shady grove, or the deep forest, might ex-
cite veneration in a sultry climate ; we can figure to

ourselves, how a spring of water might raise grateful

emotions in a thirsty land ; or how copious rivers, like

the Nile and the Ganges, might be worshipped, and
washed in, as agreeable services to the munificent Au-
thor of such delightful streams ; but we cannot easily
comprehend how the bull and the cow, or such animals
as the crocodile, the ichneumon, the cat, and the ibis,

could command such reverence and solemn rituals as
they did in Egypt.

It is difficult to comprehend how Osiris, whether the
representation of a hero or the sun, should be worship-
ped under the figure of an ox; but we may suppose,
that such sacrifices as these were offered for the boun-
tiful supplies of nature, in yielding the means of sub-
sistence, and even the luxuries of life The cow, and
other animals, in one period of the Egyptian history,

were common sacrifices; and it may be difficult to
shew, how this animal, as well as others, became aftei--

wards so sacred, that to take away their life was the
highest crime. It is generally understood, that the
earlier race of men subsisted solely on the fruits of the
earth, and that the use of animal food was introduced
at a much later period. It would appear, that a reli-

gious sect had sprung up in Egypt, as well as in In-

dia, to counteract this innovation in point of food ; and
as religious scruples take the most lasting as well as

firm holdof the mind, the prohibition to use animal food

would naturally be extended to the taking away of the
life of the brute creation, excepting in cases which cir-

cumstances, or ascertained forms, would prescribe. It

is probably on this account that the Hindoos confine

themselves to vegetable food.

The people, in the early improved countries of the

East, appear to have had many sentiments and manners
in common ; and we pi-esume, that the Egyptians, at

one period, had their manners and habits similar to

those of Hindostan. Each of them were divided into

different casts; both of them venerated the ox and the

cow ; and the same superstition, with respect to this

worship, is found in Thibet. The consecrated bull,

which was most venerated in Egypt, was distinguish-

ed by many peculiar marks, and of a fine figure. It

was called Apis, and was worshipped at Memphis.
The other bull was black, was denominated Mucirs,
and kept at Heliopolis. These animals were treated

with much pomp, and maintained at great expence.
Their death was lamented with bitterness, and observ-

ed with many marks of public mourning. Various
ceremonies were observed in finding a successor ; and
the consecrated calf was introduced into its situation

with much pomp, and certain ceremonies not to be com-
mended.

Osiris was said to represent the sun, and Isis the

moon. If the cow and the bull were sacred to Isis and
Osiris, the ram was worshipped at Thebes in honour
of Jupiter Ammon ; and the sheep were considered as

sacred animals. Pan was venerated at Mendis by the

symbol of a goat. Anubis was painted with a dog's
head, and accounted the divinity of sagacity and watch-
fulness. In short, there were a diversity of divinities

under different appearances, and honoured with diffe-

rent sacrifices, but all of them alluding to the bounty
and productive qualities of nature. To these we must
oppose the worship of Typhon, who was considered as

the author of evils and misfortunes. Like the foun-

tain of good, the source of evil was described by diffe-

rent names ; and to these beings the crocodile, and
other forbidding animals, were devoted. Different ci-

ties had peculiar divinities, who were worshipped there,

and under whose protection the people were supposed
to be placed.

The public festivals were celebrated with exceeding
splendour, and vast multitudes assembled to solemnize

the rites. The scenes at Juggernaut may give you an

idea of some of those Egyptian revels ; and there, too,

indecent rites were allowed. But the most afflicthig

scenes which have ever degraded the ceremonies of

idol worship, were the human sacrifices, which were
fi-cquently offered to appease the wrath of offended di-

vinities. To Typhon were such sacrifices presented

;

and as the red-haired were chosen for this purpose,

and the Egyptians being of a dark complexion, Greeks
or strangers were frequently obtained. Perhaps this
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distinction ol' colour was made on purpose to save the
natives from such a fate. This barbarous custom was
continucii in Egypt till the reign of Amasis ; and it

was not liil the time of the caliphs, that the peculiar
practice was laid aside of sacrificing annually a virgin

to the Nile, when a mock ceremony was substituted.

Heliopolis and Thebes were peculiarly marked for this

dark superstition. Every ancient nation, excepting the

Jews, were guilty of such horrors; and still prisoners

of war are sacrificed in the South Sea islands, and in

some parti of Africa, Asia, and America.
Heroes were worshipped in Egypt, and eminent per-

sons were raised to the rank of gods. At first it was
merely veneration for great characters after their death ;

but it was an easy and natural transition, in a country
where the objects of worship were so multifarious, to

suffer great respect and high veneration to pass into

prescribed forms of divine worship. When the Ro-
mans took possession of Egypt, they did not change its

religious rites; but Christianity obtained its votaries

there, as well as in other parts of the Roman dominions

;

and wlien the Saracens subdued it, they imposed upon
the inhabitants, as far as possible, the religion of Ma-
hommed. Both Jews and Christians are allowed to re-

side in Egypt ; but the only authorised religion of the

country is still the religion of Mahommed.
The ancient temples were large and costly buildings,

and, in point of splendour, outshone every other edifice.

Various circumstances contributed to give them this

pre-eminence. The priests of Egypt were the princes

of the land, and had great influence over the national

revenues. The whole national feeling was favourable

to the dignity of the public worship ; and the temples,

together with the tombs of the illustrious dead, were
the principal works upon which they bestowed much
labour or expencc. To this assertion we must not be
understood as making an exception in favour of royal

palaces, for it docs not appear that any fabric of this

nature could bear a comparison, cither in point of dig-

nity or extent, to the temples which were erected in

iionour of the gods. The holy place, where the sacred

animal, the representation, or the statue of their divi-

nity was placed, was comparatively of small extent.

At Butas, at Suis, &c. the sanctum sanctorum was of

one large stone, brought from the granite quarries of

Elephantina. The vast compass of the temple build-

ings was emploved in porticos and vestibules, open
courts, curious windings, and private abodes. In con-

nection with the temple itself, were the lodgings, or

sumptuous dwellings of the sacred order ; and the

whole constituted a grand assemblage of various apart-

ments and expensive buildings.

In this respect, an important difference subsisted be-

tween the temples of the Greeks and Romans, and
those of the Egyptian people. The views and consti-

tutions of Greece and Rome admitted an increasing se-

ries of divinities, and a vast profusion of temples was
scattered through the various cities and towns of their

respective dominions; whereas, in Egypt, though the

gods were various, yet their worship appears to have
been consistent with each other, excepting the offerings

and sacrifices which were presented to the hateful be-

ings who were supposed to be the authors of Evil. Sel-

dom, if ever, was there more than one temple in a city

of Egypt; because these buildings were erected by the

state, and not by the people, who were neither permit-

ted to deliberate nor have a choice in sacred things;

Vol.. VIII. Part I.

and while this appears to intimate, that their divinities
were more diversified by names than in reality, it en-
abled them to render their religious fabr'-cs more spaci-
ous and splendid. 'J'hrougli the whole Egyptian con-
stitution of sacred things, there were dociriiits and rites
which were concealed from the vulgar eye, and held
back from uncultivated minds; and, while il.c mulli-
tudc were invited to join in the public f.;.ti\als and
duties of religion, certain orders and individuals were
only initfated into tlie mysteries, which it v.-.is then
thought.^vjse and prudent to conceal from tin- viilj^ar :

And hence those interior and subterraneous apart-
ments, where these instructions were given, ar.d the
secret ceremonies observcil. These mysterious placi .

were kejjt secret, and not exposed to the public eye.
Among the things of a serious and important nature

\yhich claim our notice, and mark the character of na-
tions, is the care whitii is shewn toward the dead, and
the reverence maintained for the tombs of their friends.
In this respect the Egyptians were conspicuous for at-

tention and reverence. We cannot enter upon the con-
sideration of the various methods by which, in different
ages of their country, they manifested their atti nlioii

to the dead ; for though the number of bodies preser-
ved in a peculiar manner, and denominated mummies,
have led us to suppose, that this was the general mode
of disposing of their dead, yet we can scarcely imagine,
that through such a IcnfIh of time as the ancient Egyp-
tian kingdom subsistejti, the manner of treating their
departed friends was uniformly the same. Other na-
tions have pursued various methods; antl, tliough the
ancient Egyptian manners were not given to change,
but, by national prejudices, were peculiarly permanent,
yet in a long lapse of time, different methods must have
been adopted for disposing of their dead. The opera-
tions necessary for the formation of mummies, are not

consistent with a very rude state of society. Thev re-

quire preparations, and a degree of knowledge, which
imply improvements in the aits of life.

ilaving taken out the brains and bowels, the body
was anointed with oil, and deposited in nitre for a cer-

tain time. Then the cavities were filled, and the whole
perfumed with aromatic drugs; and, being wrapped
up with fillets of many folds, and the face covered, but
so as to retain its natural shape, the whole was var-

nished to defend it from the air. In this situation it

was put into an open coffin of sycamore wood, or a kind
of pasteboard, and carefully painted. Bodies thus pre-

pared were sometimes deposited in the houses of the

dead, but more commonly in the vaults of public build

ings, or in excavations hewn out of the rock. But nei-

ther in Egypt, nor in any other part of the East, do
coffins appear to have been much in use of old times,

and the mummies which are deposited ir. open coffins,

may either be su])posed to have been persons of a supe-

rior rank, or they niny liave ben prepi'red in a later

period of the Egyptian history, when changes liad beci.

introduced in the manner of preserving the d'-.id.

As a part of the Egyptian code of laws, and a mean
of promoting virtuous conduct, ^^e are told, that an in-

quest was held upon tiie dead ; and .according lo their

character, so were the ceremonies of their funeral pre-

scribed. Infamous characters were either not pcrmit-

t.^d to be buried at all. but as criminal and degraded

persons are still, among the ruder nations of the Eiist,

cast out into the streets and fields, and left without burial,

so among the Egyptians they were denied those sepul-

F f
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iliral tiles, wliicli were consicJcred as marks of merit

;ind approbation. There was a time in Ei^'vpt, when

j.ersons, pcrliaps those of distinction, were buried in the

islands of the lake Mocris ; and if the profane were not

permitted to receive such a testimony of respect, it

miglit give rise to the falilc of Ciiaron ferrying the souls

cf the departed over the Styx and Acheron ; and not be-

ing permitted to receive into his boat tlie spirits of those

whose bodies had been denied tlic rites of funeral. The

present name of the lake is Cliaron, and theft, in the

I'optic language, signifies a ferryman; whieh gives

countenance to the allegorical story which has now been

mentioned. If the tomb of Osymandcas was really so

magnificent as it lias been described, and if the pyramids

were intended for the burying place of kings, then there

is a further appearance, in these stupendous buildings,

of the excessive care which the Egyptians manifested

about the state and protection of the dead.

The houses which they dwelt in when living, were

frail buildings, composed of perishing materials; and

even the palaces of kings were inferior in splendour to

the temples of the gods : but the receptacles of the

dead were more permanent in their nature ; and princes

as well as potentates, aimed at perpetuity in the places

of their rest. And they have not altogether aimed in

vain; for the sepulchres and tombs of Egypt are the

principal remains of architectural greatness. Though
a distinction was made, and that perhaps wisely, between

the righteous and the wicked a» their death, yet their

friends and relations were permitted to remove the dis-

grace attached to their unburicd connections, by cer-

tain compliances and forms, which were necessary for

having their dead removed from their sight. And, in

conformity with this arrangement, their souls might be

represented by the poets as wafted by Charon's boat to

•he place of their final destination, after the rites of se-

pulture had been performed, or a certain lapse cf years

had been completed. Who is unacfiuainted with the

feelings which are excited, when beloved friends are re-

moved by death ? In every nation, the power of these

feelings aie expressed in a particular manner; diversi-

fied, in part, by attending circumstances, and constitu-

tional temperament; but among the Jews, as well as

other nations of the East, all the plaintive passions were
uttered with loud lamentation, and sometimes by wound-
ing their bodies, and afflicting themselves cruelly

These severities were continued for a longer or shorter

space of time, according to the rank of the deceased ;

but in every situation the nioui'ning was loud and vio-

lent.

The benefits arising from the knowledge of other

countries, are not bounded by the gratification which it

yields; but they open up a field for imitating what is

valuable ; and have a tendency to make us contented

with our own lot, when it is not inferior to the general

condition of others. The provision for happiness through-

out nature is wise and abundant, but much depends upon
knowledge and virtue : and it ought to give us satisfac-

tion in being so highly favoured as a people. The de-

graded state of Egypt, should show us the advantage of

good laws, and of such means of improvement as en-

large the mind, and promote the welfare of nations. It

is our duty to do all in our power to better the condi-

tion of others ; and it is our interest to improve the be-

nefits we ourselves enjoy, which are every way great

and valuable. See Playfair and Pinkerton's Geografihy,

Bruce, Brown, and Park's Travels. Volneij, Honnini,

Denon, and Diction. Univer. de la Geoff. Htrodot. Ken-
nel's Geog. Strab. and Ptol. Geog. Hager, Staunton,

Warburton, Jablonski, Etat de I'Architect. Afiiat. Re-
search. A'orden, and S/iav. (.t. w.)

EHRENBREITSTEN. Sec Codlextz.
EHRETIA, a genus of plants of the class Pentan-

ihia, and order JNIonogynia. .See Botany, p. 136.

EHRH.\RTA, a genus of plants of the class Hex-
:indria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 185.

EICHSTjEDT, or Eiciistett. See Aichstadt.
EIGHTH Major, in Music, (VIII), is an interval

whose ratio is J, =612 S-f 12f-|-53 rn ; otherwise called

the Greater Eighth, the Diapason, Antiphone, Octave,
or Replicative : it is a concord of the most perfect kind,

possessing the singular property of continuing a concord
when added any number of times to itself or to any other
concord. Its common logarithm is .6989r00,0434 ; its

binary log.= 1.000000; its major comma log. =55.797682;
its schisma log.zr614.2125394 : it is equal to the sum of

the three smallest concords, or = Sd-f III -f- 4th; —
r,T-f2t-f2S;=12^-f29e-l-22 2;=:7S+3S+2j':
which are a few of the more important relations or man-
ner of subdividing or composing this interval. For nu-
merous others, we refer to our article Octave.
Eighth Minor, (8); called by some writers the Les-

ser Eighth, Flat Eighth, Minor Octave, Diaiinishcd
See. Its ratio is

'X5
iNIajor Eighth,

pdnent primes arc

135
SIS' whose corn-

its common logarithm is

.7220938,0319; in decimals of the octave it isz:.923 184 1;

in major commas it is =: 51.51151 ; in schismas, =:
567.03153: in the new notation of Farey, it is 565S
+ 1 1 f + 49 m (see Plate XXX. of Vol. II.) ; it is

equal in concordant elements to 3-4ths— III ; in dia-

tonic elements to 2 T-f-2 t-|-3 S ; c= 1 1 ^ -f27£; -f20 2 ;

= 7 S-|-2^-)-2^. Some others of its relations are,

8th = 2nd -f- 7lh, = 4th + Sth, = VIII — I, = 9th
— II, = nth — IV, = 12th — V, = 14th — VII,
= Vm— S , = 49 C -1- 26 S + 1 1 f, &c. By tuning

upwards from C, three perfect minor fourths, and down-
wards therefrom a perfect major third, this interval is

correctly produced on Mr Liston's organ, and is his C [7.

Eighth Coinma-dejicient Major, (VHP), or grave
octave (VIII— C), or grave major eighth, has the ra-

34,

tio ^Vg-,
= ——

_, = 6012-f-12f-f52m; its common
2 X o

log. is .7043650,3623; = .9820781 X VIII; =:
54^.797632x0; =Z 3-4ths — 3rd ; = 2 T + 3 t -)- 2 S,

= 12/-l-28f3-|-21 S, —S2C-f29S -f- 12f. It is C" on

Mr Liston's organ, and is tuned above C thus, 4-4lhs

-fill— VIII; it is the lesser inconcinnous eighth of

some authors.

Eighth Comma-dejicient Minor, (&'), or grave mi-
nor eighth, (8— C), the aptome-defective eighth
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(VIII — P), and deficient lesser flat eiglilh, Sec. of
3'

different writers. Its ratio is |^|J, = —^, —554S +
11 f + 48 m: its common log. is .7274888,3507, zz
.905266 X VIII, = 50.5 115 IxC, = 5-4ths — 2-111 —
2-3cls, =T + 3 t-f3 S, =ll/+26(:'; + 19 S =48 c +
26 S + 11 f; it is C*

t>
of Liston's scale, and may be

tuned above C, either by 7-4th — 2 VIU, or 5-4th —
2 V.
Eighth Comma-redundant Major, (VIII'), acute

eighth, or redundant eighth of some authors, has the
2-' X 5

ratio 1^, =-—Ti— I = 623 S + 12 f + 54 m: its com-

mon log. is .6935749,7245; == 1.079219 X VIII, :z
55.797632 X C, ZZ VIII -f C, =: 3-3ds -f 2 III — 4th,

r:4T 4- t -f 2 S; = 12 2^ -f 30 f) + 23S, = 54 C
+ 29 S + 1 2 f, =: 7th -f T. It is C' on Mr Liston's

organ, and may be tuned above C tluis, 2 V -f- 3d —
4th : it is the greater inconcinnoiis eighth of 4omc au-

thors.

Eighth Defective of Holden, is an interval not be-

longing to the diatonic system, because involving the
2*

prime integer 7 ; its ratio being |-|, or

+ 11 f -f 51
X 7'

its common log.598.060766 S
.7058094,2887
Eighth Diminished-major, (VIII — ^), called by

some writers the Greater Flat Eighth, the Comma-re-
dundant Minor Eighth, (8 -f C), the Imperfect Diapa-
son, and by Listen the Acute Minor Eighth, (8'), kc.

52
is an interval whose ratio is If, :^ —r , — 576 S** 2* X 3

-f 11 f -I- 50m: its common log. is .7166987,7130;
= .9411061 X VlII, =52.51151 X c, = 2-3ds -f 4th,

ZI 3 T -I- t 4- 3 S, z: 1 1 / 4- 28 C -h 2 1 m, =z SO c -1-

25S-f-n f; = 3d -f 6th, z: 10th— III, = 13th—VI,
= VII-[-^. On Mr Liston's organ Q."q is this inteival

above C, and may be tuned thus, 6th-f-3rd ; it is also

the greater seventh, and the semidiapason of Holden.
Eighth Diminished of Liston (8—^), or diminished

minor eighth, has a ratio 112s — 'XS
, =5292-1-

211

10 f 4- 46 m: its common log. is .7398225,7015, :^
.8642902, z: 48.22538 X c, Zl3d -j- 3-4th — 2 III,

—2 T + t— 4 S, = 10/-f26-e-f-19 S, =46c+ 23 2

-f 10 f, =74-^: it maybe tuned thus, 6th-f2-4th

—

2 III, on Mr Liston's organ.

Eighth Double-dejicicnt, (V^III — 2 c), is an inter-

val whose ratio is
656 1

12^0 0' ~~ 2' X 5^
= JTTrrri' = 590 s -}- i:

f-|-5lm; its common log. is .7097600,6812, ZI.9641566
X VIII, IZ53 79764 X c, ZZ 5-4ths — III — 3-3ds, ZZ
T-i-4t-f2S, z:12i^ +27-C -f- 20 S, ZZ51c-f 29S-f-

12 f, = 3 T -|- 2 t + 2 L ; on an organ with a sufticient

number of pipes, like Mr Liston's, it may be tuned
thus, S-4ths —V—2-3ds.

Eighth Double Superfluous, (V^III+ 2c,) is an inter-

2' X5*
valwhose ratio is ||g-^= —rg— > =1634 2 + 12f-f 55 m ;

its common log. 'is .6881799,4057, Z=l.035843 X VIII,

ZZ 57.79764 x C,=5-3d-|-3 III.—3-4th.ZZ5T + 2S,= I2

,/+31'e-f-24S, =S5c+ 292-f 12 f, =3 T+2'.-|-2S ; on
Mr Liston's organ it may be tuned thus, 3V'''-|-2-3d

—

3-4th.

Eighth Minor Comma Dpfectivef{Y\ll—i^) or tlie

double tritontf (2 IN', is an intcivul whose ratio !•»

210
25!*' = 34^3, . =6022 + I2f -f 52m ; its common log.

is .7038749,2909, = 9837067 X VllT, =54.888)Sxc, =
2-3d+ 4 III—2-4Ui, =4T-f 2 t, ZZI::/-f28t' -\. C2ni,
=52 c -f 30 2 -f 12l',=I-t.VII, =XI—5lh, =X1V— 8.

Il is Mr Liston's acute redundant seventh, or note b'jl,

and is tuned thus above c, 4V+ 2I1I—2VI1I.
Eighth Superfluous, (V1II4._;^,) is a\l interval whose

2^X3
ratio is Jf, ZZ—p-, =648 2+ ISf-j- 56m; its com-

mon logarithm is .6812412,3738, =1.058894 x VIU,
=59.08377 X C,=2 III -f- 4th, =3 T + 3t-f S,= 13/-

-f30e+232, =56c+ 322-f. 13 f, =VlI-f T,=V1I-|-
II, =9th

—

E, =1X— S. On Mr Liston's organ it is

c'J$, and may be tuned thus, VI-|-III.

Eighth Superfluous of Be/nclzrieder, (Vlll-f P.)

aptome-excessive eighth, or the superfluous diapason of
21

some writers. Its ratio is J^|^, ^^-t=-, its common log.

is .670451 1,7361, =670 2 -f 1 3 f -f- 53m, =1.094734
X VIII, =61.08377xC=4-3ds,+4lII—3-4lh, =5 T+
t-fS, =13/'-f 32e+252, =58c-f 322 -}-13f, =VI14-
T, ^IX—L. It is c'ff on Mr Liston's organ, and may
be tuned thereon tlius, 4V—3-4th.

Eighth (supposed) of Mersennus. This author,
from an erroneous calculation, concluded the octave to

be equal to 58i major commas ; but which is — fi.'-.'t

7961352 -|- 12 f -j- 55m, exceeding tlie major eighth by
more than a quarter of a tone major: its common loga-
rithm is .6857393,9260. (f) ,EIGHTEENTH Major, in music (XVHI,) or the
tripled fourth major, (2 Vlll-flV.) of Holden and
some other writers on the practice of music, is a dis-

23
cordant interval, whose ratio is -',, zz—:; ,=lS25S-f-* 3*x5
30 f+ 132m, and its common log. is zr.2498774,7322.
Eighteenth Minor, (18th,) the disdiapason-diatcs-

saron, or tripled fourth minor, (2VllI-f4't'), of Holden,
3

Sec. is a concord whose ratio is-j'j, =—,zzl478Z-t-29f-|-

I28m, and its common log is .2780012,7206. (f)
EIMEO, or Imao. See Society Islands.
EINZELLEE. See Cashi an Sea.
EISENACH, the Isenacum of the ancients, is a town

of Germany, in the duchy of Saxe Weimar, and former-
ly the chief town of the principality of Saxe Eisenacli.

The town is situated in an agreeable and fertile valley

on the river Nesse, and was founded in the year 1070.

The streets arc regular, and arc well paved and liii;ht-

ed, and the town contains several good houses. The
principal objects of curiosity at Eisenach are, the an-

cient castle of Wartburg, in which Luther was con-

fined, in 1521. It is situated about two miles from the

town, on the top ol a high mountain, and is now in a

state of ruin. It is nearly an hour's walk from Ih.c town
to the top of the mountain, and the highest part of the

road is cut through the rock. The walls, the ceiling,

several ornaments, and the ancient hall of the cheva-

liers, are now filled with hay. The signal tower, the

subterraneous prisons, the chambers inhabited by the

ancient landgraves of Thurini^ia, and the chapel of the

pious Elizabeth, are still shewn. The view from the

castle is very fine and extensive. Among the surround-

ing rocks, there are two rcmarkabli; for their elevation

and their form. The English garden belonging to M.
V f 2
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Roese is upon the iK-ighis whicli suiroifncl \Varibiiig,

and ii well woilliy of being visited. There is a very

luge and ^ood library, belonging to the grammar

si:hoo), «hich was Ibur.ded in 1707, by tlic Duke John

William. Thcie is also a colle;^e, a seminary for di-

vinity, and an orjjhan hospital. Eisenach carries on a

very active commerce, and possesses manufactures of

white lead, serges, shags, ribbons and starch. The
population of tliV town is between 9000 and 10,000. For

a particubr account of the custle of Wartbmg, see the

second eililion of the description of it publislied by M.
Thori. East Long, by astronomical observations, 10°

20* 15", Nortli Li\i. 50° 58' 55". (w)

EISLEBEN, or Eiszleden, is the name of an an-

cient town of Saxony, and capital of the district of

Mansfcld. It is situated on a hill near a small stream

called Kleppenbach. The town is divided into the old

and new. The old town, which was a flourishing city

so early as 1024, has three parish churches, a grammar
scliool, an ancient castle, and 700 houses. The new
town consists of one parish, and about 300 houses. The
church ol St Andrew contains several curious monu-
ments. Ti-.e pulpit of I.,ulher is still shewn, but it is

used only three times a year, on public occasions. The
church of St Peter, the institution of M. de Burgsdorf,

and the Hotel de Ville, with its roof of copper, are the

other objects worthy of notice. The house in which
Lutlier was born has been used, since 1772, for the

public school. The mantle and the hat of the reformer

are still shewn to strangers. There are mines of cop-

per in tiie neighbourhood. The people are principally

employed in agriculture, and in the manufacture of

saltpetre and potash. About two leagues from Eisleben

is a salt water lake, and from the top of a small hill,

formeily a Trajan pagan tomb, there is a fine view of

the two lakes. Population about 6000. See Kurze
JVac/iric/il von Lut/ier's House, (J'c. vom Rector Hopf-
ner. Eisieben, 1790, 8vo. East Long. 1 1° 44', and North
Lat. 5l°40'. (to)

EISTEDDFOD, the name given to the annual con-

gress of the British bards, which was formerly held

under the sanction of the Welch princes, at one of

the royal residences of Aberfraw, Mathraval, or Caer-
wys. See Evan's Tour in JVales, and the articles Bard
and Wales.
EKEBERGIA, a genus of plants of the class De-

candria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 205.

ELJiAGNUS, a genus of plants of the class Tetran-
dria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 120.

EL.EOCARPUS, a genus of plants of the class Poly-
andria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 230.

ELAIS, a genus of plants of the class Dioecia, and
order Htx-mdiia. See Botany, p. 331.

ELASTICITY. See Mechanics, Physics, and
Pneumatics.
EL.\TE, a genus of plants of the class Monsecia, and

order Hcxandiia. See Botany, p. 319.

ELATERIUM, a genus of plants of the class Monse-
cia, and order Monandria. See Botany, p. 313.
ELATINE, a genus of plants of the class Octandria,

and order Tetragynia. See Botany, p. 199.

ELBA, an island in the Mediterranean Sea. It is

situated off the Tuscan coast in Italy, from which it is

separated by the channel of Piombino—this channel be-
ing about ten milts broad in the narrowest part. Its
iorni is extremely irregular. In circumference it may
«ieasurc nearly seventy Englisli miley. It is moun-

tainous in its general aspect. The plains and vallcvs

which it contains arc of small extent. It is favoured
with a salubrious climate, a good soil, and numerous
springs of excellent water. Its vegetable produce c^in-

sists of natural grass, corn, vines, olives, chesnuts, al-

monds, figs, walnuts, oaks, myrtles, and a great variet)

of aromatic and evergreen plants. Pears, also, apples,

cherries, peaches, and prunes, are produced ; but they

arc wild and insipid. Lemons, pomegranates, and
oranges thrive here, though not in great perfection.

There is a great want of forest trees or large wood.
Kitchen herbs are almost entirely neglected. The hus-

bandry of the island is conducted in a n>ost unskilful and
slovenly manner; so that the crops of corn do not supply
the inhabitants with more than three months consump-
tion. The vintage, however, is more than sufficient. It

takes place in September. The grapes are of an ex-
cellent quality. Two kinds of wine are made from them ;

red and white. The white is the common wine that is

consumed in the island, and is seldom or never exported.

The red is made in small quantity, but is extremely de-

licious. Two sorts of desert wine are produced, viz.

Vermont and Cileatico, both of which are of an exqui-
site flavour, and highly esteemed. In Elba, as in the

other parts of Italy, the use of the press is unknown in

the manufacture of wine.

Elba has been long celebrated for its iron. Virgil
calls it, " Insula inexhaustis clialybum generosa nie-

talba." There are several mines of this metal through-
out the island ; but the principal one, and the only one
that is now worked, is that of Rio, near the village of
Marina, on the eastern coast. It consists of an entire

mountain, which is about three miles in circumference,
and is so abundant as to afford a supply to Corsica,

Genoa, Naples, Tuscany, Romagna, and Piombino.
About 1250 quintals are sold annually, each quintal

consisting of 33,333^ lb. of Sienna. There are daily em-
ployed in exporting it to the neighbouring coasts 120
Elbese vessels, of from 40 to 100 tons. The price is

various according to the quality of the ore: it generally
runs from 50 to 52 scudi per quintal. It is an esta-

blished rule, that the Corsicans have the first choice ;

and that the Duke of Tuscany is allowed the best parts

of the ore, called /frrcia, for which, however, he pays
an extra price. The /errata is so called on account of
its metallic appearance. Its cavities are filled witli

those crystals, about which chemists have written so
much. The other ore lo which any iniportance is at-

tached is micaceous, not so rich as the ferrata, and is

called lucciola, from the shining of the little scales of
which it is composed. Mines of copper, also, exist in

Elba, but these are not open. The opinion that the isl-

and produces gold, silver, and lead, has been common,
but Thiebaut de Berneaud maintains that it is a mistake.
There are quarries of loadstone, granite, and marble,
both white and mixed. We meet also with alabastei-,

steatite, asbestos, serpentine, rocks of quarta, yenite, and
various other minerals.

There are few oxen or cows on this island ; there are
asses, and mules, and horses, and a considerable number
of sheep, goats, and pigs; but the breed of all of these
animals is small, and of some of them, particularly the
horse, it is miserably bad. Hares, red-legged par-
tridges, quails, wood-pigeons, rabbits, &c. are found in

abundance. The fields swarm with noxious reptiles,

such as the smaller scorpion, the blind worm, the adder,
asps and vipers. There is also the spotted spider,
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whose bite is said to be mortal. All lUc insects common
to Italy ai'e roimd lic:e. There arc tew bees, and no
silk-worms, though the situation is remarkably favoura-

ble for both. There are two tunny fisheries on the coast

of Elba. One of theni is carried on at Porto Fcrrajo,

the other at Marciana. That at Porto Ferrajo was estab-

lished first, but that at Marciana is more productive by
two-thirds. Tlie aiuunl value of both is estimated at

2500/. sterling. Sword-fish, dog-fish, dolphins, and
sea-calves, are soinetimes killed. There are also found

the sole, the bearded mullet, and that brilliant fish call-

ed by the Italians donzcilmz. Formerly the coast

abounded with oysters, some of them containing pearls

of considerable size and fine colour, but the greediness

of the people exhausted the beds, and various circum-
stances have contributed to prevent them from being

again replenished. There are numerous marshes in the

vicinity of Porto Ferrajo and Longone, from which a

considerable quantity of salt is manufactured. Tliese

marshes are accounisd more detrimental to the public

health, than they arc advantageous to the public prospe-

rity. The manufacture itself is conducted with no
skill. Sixty thousand sacks, containing about 150 lib.

each, are produced annually. The magazines erected

for the reception of the article are said to be fine and

commodious buildings. There is no machinery in the

island, except that of corn mills, and these are ill con-

structed, and unskilfully managed. The importations

of the island consist of grain, cheese, cattle, and other

necessary articles; the exportations of iron ore, gra-

nite, vinegar, wines, tunny, and salt. The principal

places in Elba are Porto Ferrajo, containing about 30uO
inhabitants, and situated in East Long. 10° 19' 35", and

North Lat. 42° 49' 6" ; Rio, about 2000 ; Porlo Longone,
about 1500; and Marciana, about 1200.

In 1808, the whole population of the island was esti-

mated at nearly 12,000. It appears from a calculation,

that the average of births is one in twelve, and that of

deaths, one in twenty-three. The character of the El-

bese is very superior to that of the Italians in general.*

» The inhabitants of Elba arc Tuscans, and it never was
before pretended that they are difl'erent in chaiacter or

manners from those of the neighbouring continent. The
idea of their being superior to all other Italians, is as

preposterous as if it should be said that the people of

the little island of Heligoland are superior to the whole
German nation. The authority, it seems, for these as-

sertions are Monsieur de Berneaud, a Frenchman, and
Sir Richard Colt Hoare, an Englishman, who visited the

island of Elba after the exile of Napoleon had brought
that little spot into general notice, and thought proper to

exhibit its inhabitants in the most interesting light, in

order to point a satire against the late emperor of France,

and in that manner pay their court to the existing go-

vernments of their respective countries. These, we
must acknowledge, are not the sources from which the

materials for an Jiricyciofiedia should be drawn, a work
which ought to soar above the little passions of the

times, and exhibit men and things as they really aie, not

viewed through the deceitful medium of irational or par-

ty hatred. Scarcely fifty years have elapsed since the

Corsicans were extolled to the skies for their noble re-

sistance against the tyranny of Genoa and France—Pas-

cal Paoli, a Corsican, was assimilated to the most cele-

brated heroes of Greece and Rome, and now, because an

They are extremely att.ched to their country,—indus-
trious as labourers, and brave as soldiers , simple in

their attire, and frugal in their mode of living ; not ve-
ry fond of amusements, and rather grave than lively in
their disposition; ignorant and credulous; more super-
stitious than fanatical ; somewhat addicted to flattery

,

not malicious or revengeful, but irritable and impatient
of contradiction. The men are of a robust constitution,

live to a great age, and enjoy good health. The wo-
men arc in general not beautiful. Before marriage they
arc chaste, though possessed of much sensibility; after

marriage, they are remarkable for being faithful wivcj
and affectionate mothers.
The political state of Elba has undergone many revo-

lutions. But the most remarkable event that has ever
happened to the islaiul, is that of its being assigned to

Napoleon Bonaparte as his sole dominion and retreat for

life : so th.it the El'iese are now the only subjects of u

man who, but a few years ago, commanded the destinies

of Europe; and who might still have maintahicd that

lofty eminence, had not his ambition grown so cxlrava
gant as to render his talents useless, and his oppressions
so intolerable, as to unite against him all the wisdom
and virtue of the world. Perhaps it was inipossil)le to

dispose of this extraordinary personage in a better man-
ner ; but it is not imperlincnt to ask, if he be really the

remorseless tyrant which he is universally believed to

be, of what crime had the inhabitants of Elba been
guilty, that they should be doomed to groan beneath his

rod ?t However, since it was agreed that he should re-

tain his life and his liberty, it was surely expedient that

his power of doing mischief should be circumscribed
within narrow bounds ; and probably no place could an-

swer this view so well as that little island, in which the

virtue of the people may either teach hitn to respect

while he rules them, or deprive him of his last sci ptrc,

if he shall employ it for their oppression. See Voya,^\

to the Islf of Elba, £cc. by Arsenne Thiebuut de Bci-
neaud. Tour through the Island of Elba, by Sir Rich-

ard Colt Hoare, Bart. Sec. (t)

ELBE, the Albis of the ancients, and the Labbe of

the Bohemians, is one of the principal rivers in CJerma-

ny. It takes its rise near the source of the Oder and the

Vistula, in that part of the Carp.ithian mountains, which
is called Riesengebuis, or the Mountain of the Giants.

In its course thiougli Bohemia, it receives several tri-

l)utary streams, but particularly the river Moldaii, above
Melnick. At Leutnieritz, above which it receives the

obnoxious ciiief h.appens to have drawn his first breath

in that island, its inhabitants are represented as the vilest

of men, whom the anricnt Romans would not even have

for their slaves. In the same manner, the Elbesc, who,

until now, had remained undistinguished from the iidia-

bitanis of the neighbouring shores, are suddenly disco-

vered to be the most virtuous of mankind, and this,

merely for the purpose of establishing a contrast be-

tween them and Napoleon Bonaparte, and by that means
exritine; feelings of hostility against him. But the ob-

ject of books of science is to inform the understanding,

not to inflame the passions of men. The writer who in-

fuses into a scientific work the spirit of a political pam-
phleteer, is insensible of the dignity of the task wiiicli

lie has undertaken, and never shall receive the pruists

or the thanks of posterity.

t Sec the note to the aiticle Eovi-i, page 210.
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Eger from Francoiiia, it begins to be navigable for small

boats. After leaving Bohemia, at a nan-ow pass at Win-
terbeig, near Schaniiau, which Werner conceives to

have been llie outlet of a great lake, covcrini^ tlic wliole

of Bohemia, it enters Saxony, passes by Dresden, and

receives the Mildc, not far from Dessau. After receiv-

ing the Saale above Barby, and tlic Ilevcl near Hevel-

berg, which form a communication with tlie Oder, by

means of the Spree, through Berlin, it purstics its way

through the confines of the duchies of Luncnberg and

Mecklenburg Schwerin, where it receives the Ilmcnau.

It then advances to Hamburg, where its branches form

several islands. It receives the Stoer below Gluck-

stadt, and at the distance of 100 miles from this it throws

itself into the North Sea, not far from Heligoland.

The navigation of the Elbe up to Hamburg is ex-

tremely difficult, on account of its numerous sand banks.

When a violent wind blows from the west, in autumn,

the waters are swelled to such a degree, that all the ca-

nals of Hamburg overflow their banks, fill the cellars

and magazines with water, and often inundate the

streets. An east wind produces an opposite effect. It

drives the waters of the Elbe towards the sea, with so

much force, that the canals are left dry, and passengers

cross lhen\ on foot.

The Elbe is navigable for large vessels up to Ham-
burg, and for small craft for several hundred miles, and

form the princijial channel of communication with the

wl'.olc north of Germany.
The free navigation of the river, however, is greatly

injured by an excessive number of tolls and restrictions,

' imposed by the sovereigns of the different territories

through which it flows. Merchandise sent from Pirna,

in Saxony, was obliged to pay 33 tolls before it reached

Hamburg, and at Magdeburg all vessels not under Prus-

sian colours, or carrying Prussian produce, were com-
pelled to unload, and ship their goods in Prussian ves-

sels, of which 300 were employed by Magdeburg alone.

Each prince too insists on payment in the coin of his ter-

ritory, and the officers, when certificates of payment are

granted, are often at a great distance from the water

side. Were these inconveniences removed, a voyage
on the Elbe would be both expeditious and agreeable, as

the passage boats are so constructed, that travellers, on

taking beds with them, may regularly sleep on board,

and escape the risk of bad inns.

In the year 1796, there were no fewer than 469 ves-

sels employed in the navigation of the Elbe, from Ham-
burg to Magdeburg. See Bohemia, for a particular ac-

count of the progress of the Elbe through that king-
dom; also Hamrorg and Magdeburg. See also Od-
dy's European Commerce, and Cattcau's Voyage en Al-
kmagneilsfc. vol. i. Paris, 1810. (w)
ELIUNG, a town of Prussia, in the circle of Marien-

Uurg, is situated in a fertile district on the river Elbing,
near the Fristhe llaff. This town appears to have been
founded by a colony from Lubeck in 1239, and till the
end of the 16ih century was included in the Hanseatic
League. Tlie demolition of the fortifications, at the ces-
sion of the tov;n to Prussia by Poland in 1770, has en-
riched the town with a grand Jdace. Since the year
1772, Elbing has risen in importance as a commercial
town. On an island formed by the river Elliing and a
jnoat, a custom-house and excellent warehouses have
been erected, those for corn holding no less than 30,000
lasts. About the end of the year 1803, the shipping
consisted of 7110 tons, besides 50 coasters, and 25 light-

ers, which are employed in conveying cargoes to Pillau,

50 miles distant ; as ships of 100 tons only can come up
to Elbing. Catteau, in his Tableau dc la Mer Baltique^

states the number of vessels that arrived annually at

Elbing to be between 300 and 400, the same number
clearing out annually.

The exports and imports of Elbing are nearly the

same as those of Konigsberg, and consisted of iion, iron

stone, alum, lead, Brazil wood, coffee, oranges and ci-

trons, indigo, vitriol, rice, tobacco, sugar, soda, and

French wines. This trade, however, has suffered great-

ly during the late disastrous wars, but now that peace is

established, it may soon be expected to recover its for-

mer importance.

A number of vessels are built at Elbing ; and there

are manufactories of soap, tobacco, wood-ashes, starch,

sailcloth and cordage, besides a sugar-house and a saw-
mill.

Thclibiary of the college contains some curiosities;

and in the environs of the town, viz. at Gcizhals, Thum-
berg, Haff, and Vogelsang, there are some very pictu-

resque views. Population in 1802, 19,200. East lon-

gitude 19° 22', and north latitude 54° 8' 20", by trigono-

metrical observations. See Oddy's Euro/iean Com-
merce, and Catteau's Tableau dc la Mcr Baliique, vol. ii.

p. 303. (to)

ELCHE, the Illkioi the Romans, is a town of Spain
in the province of Valencia, situated in a plain almost

entirely covered with palms. It contains several good
streets, several spacious squares, some splendid houses,

and six fountains, one of which is of marble in the shape
of a lomb, and discharges excellent water by 20 pipes.

At the end of a beautiful bridge, without any water un-
der it, is a circular marble fountain which discharges the

water by eight pipes ; but the water of this and the

other four fountains is brackish. There are three pa-

rish churches in the town, an hospital with 20 beds, two
convents of monks, and one of nuns. The church of St

Maria has a marble portal, and, according to Laborde, is

a " monstrous assemblage of plain, twisted, and spiral

fluted columns." On the road from Orihuela, on the

left as we approach the town, there is a large and hand-
some square building, which is used as barracks for the

troops. The Ducal Palace, standing on the bank of a

deep ravine, bears marks of a high antiquity.

Elche carries on a great trade in dates and palms,
with which the surrounding country is covered. There
are several tanneries and a soap manufactory in the

town.

The town is the residence of a vicar-general of the

Bishop of Orihuela, and is governed by an alcalde major,
four regidors, and some deputies of the commons.
The town is remarkably gloomy, and has no kind of

amusement, society being very rare. The inhabitants,

and particularly the husbandmen, are rich. Don George
Juan, one of the most celebrated of the Spanish mathe-
maticians, was born at Elche. Population 2700 houses,

15,000 inhabitants, of whom there are 500 families of
labourers, and several noble families. See Laborde's
Vieio of S/iain, and Townsend's Travels, vol. iii.

ELDEN HOLE. See Derbyshire.
ELECTION Laws, in Scottish jurisprudence, are

those regulations and enactments, which have been
made with the view of preserving the purity of parlia-

mentary representation. We shall have occasion to en-

ter into a more general discussion of this subject in

a future article; at present we shall merely give a
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sliort summary of the rules applicable lo elections in

Scotland.

Anciently the parliament of ScotlantI tonsisti-cl of
the cicvtjy and barons; whicli last title coiiipicliciuled

every man who hcUl iinnicdiulcly of the king, how-
ever small his property. The obligation of attendance

on parliament vas felt as a burthen by the lesser ba-

rons in those times ; and certain exemptions were
sanctioned by the act 142", c. 101, and subsequently

by that of 1587, c. 114. But, at a later period, the

feelings of proprietors changed with tlie spirit of the

times, and political rights came to be considered as a

valuable privilege, rather than as an oppressive hard-

ship. Hence it became necessary to fix, with more
precision, the nature and extent of the elector's title.

By the acts 1661, c. 35, and 1681, c. 21, it was pro-

vided, that an elector should have, in property or supe-

riority, a forty-shilling land of old extent, held of the

king or prince ; or when the old extent did not ap-

pear, that the lands should be liable in public burthens

for 400/. of valued rent. By the latter of these enact-

ments, a regular roll of the freeholders is directed to be

made up, and annually revised at the Michaelmas head
courts in the different counties. By the act 1689, c. 2,

the clergy were finally deprived of the privilege of sit-

ting in parliament. By the union of the two king-

doms (1st of May 1707) the Scottish Parliament was
absorbed in the Parliament of Great Britain ; the Scot-

tish nobility, instead of their hereditary seats, were now
to be represented by 16 of their number, and the pro-

poi'tion of the representation in the House of Com-
mons, allotted to Scotland, was 45 members, 30 from
the counties, and 15 from tlie royal boroughs. These
representatives are chosen in the following manner.

1. Election of the Peers of Scotland.

The 1 6 peers of Scotland are chosen from among the

members of the ancient Scottish Peerage, who are de-

clared to be the body of electors. When a new parlia-

ment is summoned, the peers of Scotland are called by

proclamation to meet and elect their representatives.

This proclamation must be made at Edinburgh, and in

the other county towns, 25 days at least before the day

of election. The election is held in the palace of Holy-
roodhouse ; and the meeting is attended by the Lord
Clerk Register, or two of the principal clerks of ses-

sion. After prayers, by one of the king's chaplains,

the proclamation and execution are read, the roll called,

those present marked, and the signed lists and proxies

entered in the minutes. The peers present must then

take the oaths of allegiance and abjuration, the oath of

supremacy, and the test, and those voting by pi-oxy, or

by signed lists, must, if in Scotland, have taken these

oaths before the Sheriff-depute in court, cerliiicd by the

subscription and seal of the judge. If in England, the

oaths must be taken in the Court of Chancery, King's

Bench, Common Pleas, or Exchet|uer, and certified by

writ under the seal of Court. If the Peer be out of tin:

kingdom, it will be sufficient if it be certified that he has

formerly taken the oaths-in any of these ways ; or that

he has taken the oaths in Parliament, certified under

the great seal. No peer under age, Roman Catholic,

or who declines to subscribe \.\\k formula, can either vote

or be elected. None can be received as a proxy but a

peer, who is himself qualified to vote at the election ;

and the same person cannot act as proxy for more than

two peers, The proxies and lists must be signed by the

peer, by his Scottish title ulone, in tiic presence of wit-
nesses, who must likewise subscribe.

After the oaths have been aiiminislercd to those pre-
sent, and tho opihs of the absent examined ; the voles
are then collected, the lists hivcsii^alcil, and ilic peers
chosen by a majority of votes declared. There is no
casting vote allmved in the case of an ctiuality ; but the
returning otVicer states the fact, leaving it to the House
of Peers to give their directions with regard lo the
point. A certificate of the names of the 16 peers being
made out upon parchment, is signed and read lo the
meeting by the ofiiciating clerk, and by him returned lo
Chancery, in a packet addressed to the clerk to the
crown, before the period fixed for the meeting of par-
liament.

The peers have no right to decide upon a di9i)uted
title; but any peer may enter a protest against any of
the proceedings which he considers objectioiral)lc. Such
protests must be admitted by the returning officer, and
he must give out extracts of them to any of the peers,
demanding tlicni ; but he takes no notice of these pro-
tests in the certificate of election.

2, Election of Coiiiuiinsiotiers for Shires.

The act 1 681 provided, lliat the qualification of a free-
holder should be a foity-shilling land of old extent, or
property rated at 400/. Scots of valued rent. As evi-

dence of the old extent, the act 16 Geo. II. c. 11. re-

quires a retour or extract from Chancery, prior to the
1 6th September 1681, proving the lands lo be of the
alleged value, eitlier in one or in different sums, inde-

pendently of the feu-duty. When there is no retour for

proving the old extent, it is necessary to show that the
lands stand rated in the cess books at 400/. Scots of va-
lued rent. The valuation in the cess books is instructed

by a certificate under the hands of two of the commis-
sioners of supply for the county, and of the clerk of
supply.

The lands, in order to afford a qualification, must be
held of the king or prince; and the claimant must have
been infeft, and his infeflment recorded, or his charter
expede, a year before the enrolment; excepting the

case of a husband claiming to vote on his wife's titles,

and that of an apparent heir in possession under the in-

feftments of his ancestors; in which cases, the requisite

of infeflment is dispensed with. The claimant must be
in possession of the lands, either naturally, by labouring

the ground,—or civilly, by drawing the rents or feu-du-

ties, or even by taking steps for enforcing payment of

them.
Minors and fi\tuous persons arc disqualified from

voting, as also aliens, and the eldest sons of peers.

Judges of the Court of Session, Justiciary, or Exche-
quer, are exempted, as arc also the clergy. A person
who already represents one county, cannot be chosen to

represent another. All persons are disqualified from
voting at elections, who are concerned in the manage-
ment of any duties or taxes (the Commissioners of the

Treasury excepted), all commissioners of prizes, sick

or wounded, transports, wine-licences, navy and victual-

ling-offices, secretaries or receivers of prizes, comptrol-

lers of the army accounts, agents for regiments, govern-

ors of plantations, and their deputies, officers of Mi-
norca and Gibraltar, officers of the excise and customs,

clerks and deputies in the several offices of the treasury,

exchequer, navy, victualling, admiralty, pay of the army
or navy, secretaries of state, salt, stamps, appeals, wine-
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licences, hackney-coaches, hawkpvs and pedlais, and

every person who holds any new office uniiei' the ci-own,

erected since 1705. All persons holdini; contracts with

government are incapable of beinij elected ; as arc like-

wise oil persons liuUliiis pensions Iroin the crown; and,

even after being elected, any mimbtr who accepts of an

office of profit under the crown, excepting commissions

in the army and navy, must vacate his seat, although lie

may be re-elected.

A person claiming to be enrolled, must leave a copy

of his claim with the shcrifl-clerk, two calendar months

before the Michaelmas head-court. The sheriff-clerk

must indorse on the claim the date of receiving it, and

give out copies of it, when reriuired, for the same fee

with an ordinary extract. The copy left with the she-

riff-clerk, however, need not be si^'ned by the claimant;

even tlic principal claim need not be signed, nor is it ne-

cessary for the claimant to appear in person at the meet-

ing ; any of the other freeholders may appear for him;

and the possession of his titles, which must be produced,

will be cejuivalent to a mandate. An objection to a free-

holder's remaining oiuhc toll, must also be left with the

sheriff-clerk two calendar montlis before the meeting,

and indorsed, kc. in the same manner as a claim for en-

rolment. A chum, or objection, must be supported by

one freeholder at the meeting, otherwise the sheriff-clerk

is under no obligation to bring it forward.

A meeting of freeholders is not entitled to review the

proceedings of a former meeting ; but a claimant who

has been rejected by a former meeting, may be admitted

by a subsequent one, on presenting a new claim. When
a meeting of freeholders has done wrong, by rejecting a

claim, or by striking a person off the roll, a complaint

lies to the Court of Session ; which must be brought

within four calendar months from the date of the meeting,

and is discussed in a summary manner. If no complaint

is brought against a person's admission, within four ca-

lendar months after he has been added to the roll, or if

it has been brought and dismissed by the court, he can-

not afterwards be struck off, without such a change of

circumstances as will warrant the proceeding; as, for

instance, a diminution of his qualification below the re-

quisite valuation.

The following is the mode of proceeding at the elec-

lion of a representative for a county. When a new par-

liament is called, the lord chancellor sends his warrant

to the clerk of the crown, to issue writs to the sheriff

of each county for the election of members. When the

writ comes into the hands of the sheriff, he appoints a

day for the election, which must be at least twelve days
before the meeting of parliament; and the writ must
be published three days before the election, at the head
borough of the county, on a market-day, betwixt ten and
twelve forenoon,, and at each parish-church on the Sun-
day immediately thereafter. The freeholders being as-

sembled in the court-room, between twelve and two, the
'sheriff produces the writ and reads it, and produces the

executions at the market-cross and parish churches. If

the publication has been regular, ti.e business proceeds
by the reading of the act 2 Geo. 11. c. 24. for the more
effectually preventing bribery and corruption. The she-
!iff-clerk then produces the roll of freeholders, and the
minutes of their proceedings, together with copies of
the oaths of allegiance and abjuration, written on jiarch-

ment. Tlie freeholders, whose names stand on the roll,

then proceed to make choice of a prcses and clerk. In

the case of an equality of votes, the casting vote is given

in the following order : 1. To the last representative of

the county in pailiament. 2. To the representative of

the county in a preceding parliament. 3. To the free-

holder who last presided at a meeting of election. 4. To
the freeholder who has presided at a Michaelmas meet-
ing; and, failing all these, to the freeliolder present
whose name stands first on the roll. A minute is then
prepared, stating the appointment of their officers, which
is signed by the last representative for the county, or by
the sheriff-clerk, and delivered to the clerk to the meet-
ing ; after which the freeholders proceed to take and
subscribe the oaths of allegiance, abjuration, and assu-

rance ; and the trust-oath may also now be put, if re-

quired. The next step is to clear the roll of the names
of those who have died since the former meeting. The
freeholders then proceed to consider the objections made
to those who stand on the roll, and, last of all, they take

up the claims for enrolment that have been presented.

A new roll is then made up, and delivered to the skeriff-

clerk to be recorded. The preses and clerk, however,
may alter the order of the business in any manner they
think proper.

At a meeting of election, the preses next calls the

rectified roll, and takes the votes of the freeholders for

the representative of the county, and he possesses a

casting vote in case of equality. The person having the

majority of votes is declared to be duly elected; and mi-

nutes of the whole procedure are prepared by the clerk

to the meeting, and signed by the preses and clerk. The
clerk to the meeting must immediately return the per-

son chosen ; and the sheriff, after annexing the return

to the writ, transmits both to the crown-office in Chan-
cery ; and the clerk to the crown must enter the writ

and return, in a book kept in his office, without altera-

tion, within six days after they shall have come into his

hands.

The duties incumbent on persons acting at elections

in any official capacity, are enforced by heavy fines.

The member who presides in the election of preses and

clerk must call the roll regularly, under a penalty of

300/. ; the minutes of this nomination must be made up,

and delivered under a penalty of 100/.; the clerk of the

election must make his return to the sheriff-clerk, under
a penalty of 500/. ; and the clerk of the crown-office must
perform his duty under a like penalty.

3. Election of Commissioners for Royal Boroughs.

Of the 45 commoners by whom Scotland is represent-

ed in parliumcnl, 15 arc chosen by the Ijoroughs, one by

Edinburgh, and one by each of the other 14 districts o!

royal borouglis.

The following is a list of the 14 districts of royal bo-

roughs, in the order of their precedency :

1 2 3

Tain.
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Dysart.

Kirkcaldy,

Uuriitishiul.

Kinghorn.

10

Haddington.
Jedburgh.
Dunbar.
North Berwick.
Lauder.

8
Stirling.

Invcrkeilhing.

Dunfermline.
Culross.

Queensferry.

U
Linlithgow.

Selkirk.

Lanark.
Peebles.

Glasgow.
Diinbarton.

Renfrew.
Ruthcrglcn.

12

i;

Wigton.
Whithorn.
New Galloway.

Stranraer.

Dumfries.
Kirkcudbriglit.

Annan.
Loclnnaben.

Sanquhar.
14

Ayr.
Irvine.

Rothsay.

Invcrary.

Campbelton.

When an election is to take place, each royal borough
in the district chuses a commissioner, or delegate, who
meet and chuse the representative for the district. At
the meeting of the commissioners for chusing a repre-

sentative, the commissioners from the several boroughs
in the district preside in their respective turns, and have

a casting vote in the case of an equality. Any person,

whether a burgess or not, may be chosen as a delegate,

to whom a commission is drawn up by the clerk of the

borough, authenticated with the common seal. The de-

legates from the dinVrciit boroughs meet at the picsiding
borough thiity days after the tcali of the writ issued to
the shcnlV, bttwcen eleven and twelve forenoon, for the
purpose of electing the representative. After production
of the sheriH's precepts, and reading the 2d act of Geo.
IL the commissioner lor the presiding borough adminis-
ters the oaths to government, and against bribery, to the
clerk of the presiding borough, as clerk of tlic meeting.
The commissions are then read, and, if any objections arc
made, these, with the answers, Sec. must be entered on
the minutes of the election. The commissioners then take
the oaths to government, and against bribery, and pro-
ceed to elect the representative. Minutes of the pro-
ceedings are prepared and signed by the preses and
clerk. The latter must return the person elected to the
sheriff, under the penalty of 500/., and six months im-
prisonment; and the sheriff subjoins the return to the
writ, and transmits both to the clerk of the crown.

Bribery, when it can be discovered in a candidate,
vacates his election. With the view of removing every
appearance of restraint on tlie freedom of election, it is

enacted that all soldiers quartered in any city, borough,
&c. e.xcepting the royal residence and garrisons, must,
when an election is to take place, be removed to the dis-
tance of two miles one day at least before the day of elec-
tion, and shall not approach nearer until the day after the
election. Sec the several treatises of Mr Wight and
Mr Bell on the election lawsj and the article Parlia-
ment in this work, (z)

ELECTRICITY.

Electricity, from the Greek word i/AfxTjov, amber,
properly signifies the science which treats of the phe-
nomena of attraction and repulsion, produced by the fric-

tion of amber. As similar and analogous appearances,

however," "were afterv/ards observed during the friction

of sealing-wax, glass, and a vast number of other bo-

dies, and were developed by various other means, and
under various circumstances, the term Electricity has

been extended to embrace the numerous and divei-sified

phenomena which appear to have the same origin as

those of excited amber or glass. As we are not yet

entitled to include the Galvanic phenomena as a branch

of electricity, we shall reserve for the article Galvan-
ism, the consideration of that interesting subject.

In the present treatise, we propose to give a full and
popular view of the various steps by which electricity

has advanced to its present importance among the

scicn-ces; to desciibe the numerous phenomena which

it comprehends; to explain the various theories which
have been brought forward to account for them; and to

describe the most improved machines and instruments

•which have been employed in advancing the progress

of the science, in exhibiting its splendid phenomena, or

in applying its tremendous energy to the useful pur-

poses of life.

We shall, therefore, divide the article into three

Parts. I. Descriptive Electricity, or an account

of all electrical phenomena, whether they arc produced
by natural or artificial means; IT. Phactical Elec-
tricity, or a description of electrical instruments, and
the method of constructing and using them; and III.

Theoretical Electricity, or an account of the va-

rious theories which have been proposed to explain the

phenomena.

HISTORY.

The property exhibited by amber in attracting light

bodies seems to have been known in the very infancy of

philosophy; and Thalcs of Miletus, the founder of the

Ionian school, endeavoured to explain this remarkable

effect, by ascribing to this fossil the functions of an ani-

mated being.

The attrastive power of amber was afterwards noticed

by Theopiirastus, who desci-ibes amber, and the Lyncu-
rion, (supposed to be tlie Tourmalin,') as possessini; the

same property of attracting light bodies (jAkk ya^ uTxcf

jjAfKTf ov) ; and he remarks, on the authority of Dioclcs,

that they attracted not only straws and small pieces of

wood, but also thin pieces of copper and iron. In the

Geoponic Eclogues, amber is said to possess the more
general faculty of attracting to itself all strawy and light

bodies, except Ocymum.*
Several detached but unsatisfactoi-y notices respect-

* eAfKTf (a»(!5 AiSo?, iiti a-ovxi^'ii ttmth tx u^^v^aS'it iccti M-j(pct iXy.ii Jrfos (cfjTo<t 3-Ai)» tixifin. Eclog. Genficn. lib. sv. c'.p. 1.

The oKifioi of the ancients h.is been supposed liy some authors to be buck-viheat. Beckmann has controverted this opniion, wiUiout

being able to sub.<!titute any thing precise in its place. lie supposes it to have been a sweet-smelling plant, called by later writers bail-

licum. See hist, of Iwuent. vol. ii. p. 249.

Vol. VIII. Part I. G o
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iiig amber occur in the wrhlngs of Pliny; but the an-

cients seem to have been acquainted with nothing more

tlian the meagre fact which was known in the time of

Thales.

Altliough the electrical property of amber was no-

ticed by several modern writers, such as Gassendi, Ke-

iielm Digby, and Sir Thomas Brown, yet no experi-

ments sccni to have been made upon the subject till the

lime of Ur Gilbert of Colchester. This eminent philoso-

pher, whose name will appear with still greater splendour

in the History of Magnetism, may be justly regarded as

the founder of the science of electricity. He discovered

that the power of attracting light substances was possess-

ed by many other bodies besides amber, particularly by

Diamond, Beryl, ' Mastic,

Sappliirc, Crystal, Sealing-wax, made
Carbuncle, Glass, of gum lac,

Iris, Glass of antimony, Hard rosin,

Amethyst, Sparry substances, Sal Gem,
Opal, Belemnites, Talc,

Vincentina, Sulphur,

Bristol stone,

Alum.

These various substances attracted not only light bo-

dies, but also metals, wood, stones, earth, water, oil,

thick smoke, and all solids and fluids, with the exception

of air, flame, ignited bodies, and matter extremely rare.

The substances were in general suspended in long and
thin pieces, so as to move freely about their centres,

and the electrical body, when excited by a light and

<iuick friction, was presented to one of their extremities.

With a large and smooth piece of amber, he was able

to attract substances without any previous excitation.

After having thus determined the substances which
were capable of affording electrical phenomena, Dr Gil-

bert endeavoured to observe what circumstances were
most favourable to their production. When the wind
was in the north and east, and when the air was dry, the

attractive power was exhibited in about ten minutes af-

ter the friction commenced ; but when the air was charg-
ed with moisture, and the wind blew'from the south, the
electric energy was most materially impaired, and in

some cases almost entirely extinguished. When the

body was excited, the attractive virtue was greatly en-

feebled by breathing upon the body, or by sprinkling it

with brandy or alcohol, and was wholly obstructed by the
interposition of several substances. He also remarks,
that glass, talc, and crystal, and all other electrical bo-
dies, lost their faculty of attraction after being burned
or roasted. Even in this early stage of discovery, Dr
Gilbert could not refrain from generalising the few ob-
servations which he had made. He conceived that elec-
trical attraction was similar to the attraction of cohesion,
and that it was occasioned by the effluvise of the electric
body being excited by friction.

Other hypotheses were about this time proposed, to
explain the phenomena of electric attraction. The Je-
suit Cabsus supposed that the steams which issue from
amber, when heated by rubbing, "discuss and expel the
neighbouring air; which, after it has been driven off a
little way, makes, as it were, a small whirlwind, because
of the resistance it finds from the remoter air, which
has not been wrought on by the electrical steams; and
that these shrinking back swiftly enough to the amber,
do, in their returns, bring along with them such light
bodies as they meet with in the way."

According to the hypothesis of Sir Kenelm Digby,
embraced by Dr Browne, the amber "being chafed or
heated, is made to emit certain rays or files of unctuous
steams, which, when they come to be a little cooled by
the external air, are somewhat condensed, and having
lost their former agitation, shrink back to the body
whence they sallied out, and carry with them those light

bodies that their farther ends happen to adhere to, at

the time of their retraction. As when a drop of oil or
syrup hangs from the end of a small stick, if that be dex-
trously and cautiously struck, the viscous substance will,

by that impulse, be stretched out, and presently retreat-

ing, will bring along with it the dust of other light bo-
dies that chanced to stick to the remoter parts of it."

The learned Gassendi has adopted the same hypothe-
sis as the preceding, and he supposes that "these elec-

trical rays being emitted several ways, and consequently
crossing one another, get into the pores of the straw, or
other light body to be attracted, and, by means of their

decussation, take the faster hold of it, and have the
greater force to carry it along with them, when they
shrink back to the amber whence they are emitted."
As the preceding hypotheses were imapplicable to

glass, which had not the property of emitting effluviae

when heated, Descartes attempted to account for elec-

trical attractions, by supposing certain particles, shaped
like small pieces of ribbon, to be harboured in the pores
or crevices of glass, and to be emitted by friction, like

the effluvia of amber.
The ingenious Mr Boyle, to whom some of the other

physical sciences owe such lasting obligations, directed
much of his attention to the subject of electricity, and
has left us an account of his experiments, in a small
work, entitled Exjieriments and JVotes about the Aleclta-

nical Origin and Production of Electricity, Lond. 1675.

He found that the hard transparent cake which remain-
ed after slowly evaporating the fourth part of good tur-

pentine, was electrical, and that the same property was
possessed by the dry mass which remained after distil-

ling a mixture of petroleum and strong spirit of nitre

—

by glass of antimony—glass of lead—caput mortuum of
amber—the cornelian and the emerald, the two last of
which had been supposed incapable of electrical exci-

tation. Mr Boyle also made experiments with the dia-

mond, and remarks that he never found any electric of
the same bulk so vigorous as a rough diamond, with
which he moved a needle about three minutes after he
had ceased to chafe it. The superiority of rough to po-
lished diamonds he ascribes to the loss of "effluvial mat-
ter," during the operation of cutting and polishing. He
found also that the electricity of all bodies is increased
by tersion, as he calls it, or by wiping them before they
are excited, which he supposes to remove whatever may
tend to choke tlie pores of the amber. In order to de-

termine if the electrical influence was conveyed by the
intervention of the air, he suspended a large piece of

amber, well excited, in a small glass receiver, and over
a light body, and after rapidly exhausting the receiver,

the suspended amber was let down, till it came near the

straw or feather, which was always attracted by the am-
ber. In order to determine if an excited electric was
acted upon by other bodies, he suspended liis large piece

of amber by a silken thread, and having excited it by a
pin-cushion covered with a black woollen stuff, he allow-

ed the amber to hang freely at the end of the string. As
soon as the cushion held steadily was brought near the

suspended amber, it was drawn aside, and when tlie
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cushion was removed, it returned to its former position.

" Tliis power of approaching the cushion," says Mr
Boyle, " was so durable on our vigorous piece of amber,
that, by once chafing it, I was able to make it follow the

cushion no less than ten or twelve times. Whether
from such experiments one may argue, that 'tis but as

'twere by accident that amber attracts anotlier body and

not this the amber; and whether these ought to make
us question if electrics may, with so much propriety as

has been hitherto generally supposed, be said to attract,

are doubts that my design does not here oblige me to

examine." Like all his predecessors, Mr Boyle could

not refrain from speculating on the causes of electrical

phenomena. He supports the hypothesis of emitted and

retracted effluvis, and replies to the objection of Des-
cartes, by remarking that a " stinking odour" is actually

emitted by glass, when two pieces of it are dcxtrously

rubbed together.

AVhile Mr Boyle was engaged in these experiments
in England, the celebrated Otto Guericke, Burgomaster
of Magdeburg, was successfully occupied with the same
subject. Having filled a glass globe with melted sul-

phur, and afterwards removed the glass, he mounted his

sphere of sulphur upon an axis, and performed many
electrical experiments, with a new degree of facility.

He observed the sound and the light which accompa-
nied the excitation of the globe ; he discovered, by means
of a feather suspended near his globe, that a body, when
once attracted by an excited electric, was afterwards re-

pelled, till it had been touched by some other body ; and

that bodies, placed on an electric atmosphere, receive

an electricity opposite to that of the atmosphere. This
interesting result was obtained by suspending threads

near the excited globe. He found that these threads

were often repelled by his finger, and that a feather,

when repelled by the globe, always turned the same side

towards it.

The existence of electric light was discovered about

the same time, in England, by Dr Wall. Having procur-

ed a long and tapering piece of amber, he drew it swift-

ly through a piece of woollen cloth, and he heard a

prodigious number of little cracklings, each of which
was accompanied with a small flash of light ; but, by
holding his finger at a little distance from the am-
ber, he heard a loud snap, and saw it succeeded

by a great flash of light. " It strikes the finger,"

says Dr Wall, " very sensibly, wheresoever applied,

with a push or puff like wind. This light and crack-

ling seems in some degree to represent thunder and light-

ning."

Sir Isaac Newton is entitled to be mentioned in a his-

tory of electricity, more from the splendour of his name
than from the contributions which he made to the pro-

gress of the science. He found, that when the upper
surface of a plate of glass Avas excited by friction, light

bodies were attracted to the opposite side; and in the

History of the Royal Society, he has recorded the few

experiments which he made upon this subject. In the

8th and 27th queries at the end of his Optics, he has

introduced the subject of electricity in such a manner,

as to convey some notion of the theoretical views which

he had been led to form. " A globe of glass," says he,

" about 8 or 10 inches in diameter, being put into a

frame, where it may be swiftly turned round its axis,

will, in turning, shine where it rubs against the palm of

one's hand applied to it. And if at the same time a piece

of white paper, or a white cloth, or the end of one's fin-

ger, be held at the distanrc of about a quarter of an inch,
or half an inch Irom that part of the glass where it is

most in motion, the electric vapour, which is excited by
the friction of the glass against the hand, will, by dash-
ing against the white paper, cloth, or finjjcr, be put into
such an agitation as to emit light, and make the while
paper, cloth, or finger, api)ear li\i(l like a glow worm;
and in rushing out of the glass, will sometimes push
against the finger so as to be felt. And the same things
have been found, by rubbing along a large cylinder, or
glass, or amber, with a paper held in one's hand, and
continuing the friction till the glass grew warm." " Lei
him also tell me," says he in the 27th query, *' how an
electric body can by friction emit an exhalation so rare

and subtile, and yet so potent, as by its emission to cause
no sensible diminution of the weight of the electric body,

and to be expanded through a sphere whose diameter is

above two feet, and yet to be able to agitate and carry

up leaf copper, or leaf gold, at the distance of above u

foot from the electric body ?"

The subject of electricity, as well as other branches
of natural philosopl.y, were aljout this time cultivateil

with assiduity by our countryman Mr Hawksbce. So
early as the year 1705 he ascertained that light was pro-

duced by shaking mercury in glass vessels, and that the

light became more brilliant when the air was reduced
to half its density. He observed a similar light, when
amber or glass was rubbed against flannel, glass against

oyster siiells, woollen against woollen, or glass against

glass; but he was not at tliis time aware, that the phe-
nomenon was electrical. In the course of his experi-

ments, he found that sugar and calomel when broken
produced light; that mercury in a varnished vessel,

shaken under an exhausted receiver, also exhibited light

;

and that an exhausted glass globe rubbed by the hand
became luminous, the light being diminished by the ad-

mission of the air, but appearing on the point of bis fin-

ger, or other bodies, when brought near the globe. The
experiments of Mr. Hawksbce on electrical attraction

and repulsion, were made with a pretty large glass cy-

linder, turned by a winch, and rubbed by his hand. Se-

ven threads tied round a wire hoop, were attracted to-

wards the axis of the cylinder, and this effect continued

about four minutes after excitation. He afterwards found

that the threads, when attracted by the cylinder, were

repelled by his finger at a certain distance, and attracted

by it when the distance was less. He observed also,

that threads tied to the axis of the cylinder diverged in

all directions when the cylinder was excited, and were

repelled by the finger when held on the opposite side of

the glass. When the globe was at rest and unexcitcd,

the threads were moved by the approach of an excited

electric, excepting during moist weather.

When an exhausted globe was held within the efllu-

viae of an excited one, he observed a light in the former,

which gradually vanished when it was brought to rest,

but which re-appeared when the exhausted globe was

put in motion. Upon presenting an exhausted tube to

the effluviae of an excited globe, he perceived what he

calls an interrupted (lashing light. The expcrinicnts

of Mr Hawksbce on the great subtlety of electric light,

are extremely interesting. He lined more than half of

the inside of a glass globe with sealing-wax, which in

some places was one-eighth of an inch thick, and \ihcTC

it was thhinest it would just permit a candle to be"ecn

through it in the dark. When this globe was exhausted,

and excited while in motion by his hand, Mr Hawksbce
Gg2
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saw the shape and figure of all the parts of his hand as

distinctly upon ilie concave superficies of the wax with-

in, as if no wax wl\atcvcr had intervened between his eye

and his liand. The same result was obtained, when
pitch was substituted for sealing-wax. Mclicd flowers

ol" sulphur did not produce the same eflcct; but com-

mon sulphur gave the same result as sealing-wax. When
the quantity of common sulphur was large, the light

within the globe was sometimes as great, but the shape

of his fingers was not so distinctly seen as before. It a

small portion of air was admitted into the globe when
partially lined with sealing-wax, the light completely

disappeared on the part covered with the wax, but not

on that which was uncovered. When the globe was full

of air, the attractive power of the coated part exceeded

that of the uncoated part. Upon again exhausting the

fjlobe, the coated parts attracted bodies placed near the

outside of the glass, but refused to exercise this force

when the wax was removed.
Mr Hawksbee's attention was next directed to the

electricity produced by globes of sealing-wax, rosin, and

sulphur, having a globe of wood in their centre. The
globular wax gave, in general, llie same kind of electri-

city as glass, only difl'cring from it in degree ; but he

could not make any of the electrical light adhere to his

lingers, when it was placed near the excited wax. It

was with great difficulty that lie could excite the globe

of sulphur, whereas a more powerful effect was produced
with the globe of rosin, (which had a little brick dust

mixed with it,) than with the sealing-wax. The sulphur
exhibited very little light in the dark, and the rosin none.

Mr Hawksbee endeavoured in vain to obtain electricity

from brass; and from his attempting to explain this, by
supposing that a small degree of attrition is not capable
of " putting the parts into such a motion as to produce
an electrical quality, owing to the firmness with which
they adhere," it is evident, that he was unacquainted
with the distinction between electrics and non-electrics.

After a considerable interval, during which electricity

received no accessions, the subject was taken up by Mr
Stephen Gray, a pensioner at the Charter House, who
enriched the science with the most important discoveries.

Prior to the year 1728, Mr Gray had repeatedly ob-
served, that a down feather, tied to the end of a small
.stick, would cling to the stick after it was withdrawn
from an excited tube, as if electricity had been commu-
nicated to the stick or to the feather. Hence he was led

to the experiment of exciting the feather by drawing it

between his fingers, and trying this, with a variety of
other bodies, he discovered that feathers, hair, silk, li-

nen, woollen, paper, leather, firwood shavings, parch-
ment, and gold beater's leaf in which gold had been
beaten, became electrical when excited with the hand,
lie found that the silk and the linen, and particularly a
piece of wliite pressing paper, yielded a light when rub-
bed in the dark, and the first of these bodies emitted at

the same time a crackling noise. From these results
Mr Gray was led to the division of all substances into
electrics, or those which can be excited by friction, and
non-ckctrics, or those which cannot be excited by fric-

tion.

In February 1729, when Mr Gray was making expe-
riments with a glass tube corked at one end, he was sur-
prised to find that a feather was attracted and repelled
by tke cork. He then successively fixed to the excited
tube a stick of fir, a brass wire, a pack-thread, iron,
gold, silver, copper, tin, stones, bricks, wood, animals-,

and water, and found in every case, that the electric vir-

tue was communicated most powerfully to their further

extremity. In this way he tried long canes and reeds

above 20 and 30 feet long, and obtained the same result.

In attempting to convey the electric virtue to a great

distar/ce horizontally, Mr Gray and his friend Mr Whee-
ler, found it necessary to suspend their horizontal line

by little vertical lines, to prevent it from bending. When
those supporting lines were silk, the electricity was com-
municated as formerly to the end of lines 124, 147, and
765 feet long; but the silk happening to break, and a

piece of brass wire being substituted on account of its

greater strength, they were astonished to find that the

electric virtue was no longer communicated, having
been all carried oft" by the brass wire. In this way Mr
Gray was led to the important general law, that non-

electrics, such as the metals, were conductors of electri-

city, while electrics, such as glass, silk, hair, and rosin,

were non-conduclors, and may be employed for the pur-
pose of insulating conductors, in order to convey elec-

tricity to any distance. In pursuing these inquiries, Mr
Gray next found that he could convey the electric ener-

gy from the excited tube to a thread and to a rod, with-

out bringing them into contact with the tube, and that a

bubble of water, water itself, and all animal bodies, were
likewise conductors of electricity.

Mr Gray's attention was next directed to the electri-

cal qualities of rosin, gum lac, shell lac, bees wax, sul-

phur, and pitch. Having melted in a spherical iron

ladle all these substances except the sulphur, either se-

parately, or when two or three of them were compound-
ed, he discovered, that when they were taken out of the

ladle, and had their spherical surfaces hardened, they

would not attract light bodies until they came down to

a certain temperature. The attractive power being then
developed, increased during the operation of cooling,

and became very considerable when tlie bodies were cold.

Having wrapped the smallest of these bodies in white

paper, and the larger ones in white flannel, or in black

worsted, he enclosed them in a large fir box, and he found
that after 30 days, they were as powerfully attractive

as on the first or second day; and that at^.he end of four

months, (the lime when he was writing,) they still re-

tained their power. He always melted the sulphur in

a glass vessel, and he once obtained a large and curious

cone of stone sulphur, which was made in a wine glass,

and which he had always kept covered by the wine glass

itself. When the glass was removed, the cone attract-

ed to it bodies as powerfully as the other piece of sul-

phur which was preserved covered in the box. The
glass itself exhibitel an attractive power in fair weather,

but it was inferior to that of the sulphur, which preserv-

ed its efticacy in all weathers. A cake of sulphur which
he had kept for months, had only one-tenth of the at-

tractive force of the cone. Mr Gray, in company with

Mr Wheeler, discovered, about the end of August 1 732,

that a thread suspended in a receiver was attracted by
the receiver when excited, or by an excited tube, after

the air was exhausted ; and Mr Wheeler afterwards ob-

tained the same result when the attraction passed through
five receivers, all exhausted.

Contemporary with Mr Gray in this career of disco-

very, was M. Dufay, Intendant of the Royal Gardens,
and Member of the Academy of Sciences at Paris. His
experiments were published in six long memoirs, in-

serted among those of the Academy of Sciences for 1733

5ind 1734, and entitle him to be considered as having
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\yidely enlaigcu the boundaries of electrical science.

He discovered that all bodies, excepting metals, fluids,

and sulphur, which are softened by heal or dissolved by
water, could be made electric by first heating tlicm, and

then rubbing them with any kind of cloth, the hardest

bodies requiring in general a greater degree of friction ;

ami in repeating Mi Gray's experiments on water, he

found that all bodies, wiiether solid or fluitl, were capa-

ble of receiving electricity when placed on glass, which
was either dry or slightly warmed, lie found also thaX

the electric virtue was more easily communicated by
pack-thread wlien it was wetted, and in tliis way he

conveyed it along a string 1256 feet long. M. Dufay
had also the good fortune to be the first who observed
the electric spark from a living body when suspended on

silk lines; and he has described the sensations which
he experienced when electrified in an insulated position.

The most impoitant discoveries of M. Dufay were two
general laws, which enabled him to classify a great num-
ber of obscure and inexplicable facts, lie discovered,

1. That electric bodies attract all those that are not so,

communicate electricity to them, and then repel them
as soon as they become electric. And, 2. That there arc

two distinct kinds of electricity, very different from one
another, one of which he calls vitreous, and the other rc-

sinoiis electricity. The vitreous electricity is exhibited

by glass, rock-crystal, firecious stones, hair of aiiimals,

Tjool, and many other bodies, while the resinous electri-

city is possessed by amber, cojial, gum lac^ silk, thread,

fia/ier, and a great number of other substances. A body
possessing vitreous electricity repels all bodies having

vitreous electricity, and attracts all that have resinous

electricity, and vice versa, or in other words, bodies

having the same electricities repel each other, and those

which have contrary electricities attract each other. He
likewise found that communicated electricity was always

of the same kind as that of the body which communicated
it ; and that a tube full of condensed air was not capable

of being excited.

As soon as Mr Gray was made acquainted with M.
Dufay's experiments, he repeated the greater part of

tliem, and was led to some new and interesting results.

I\I. Dufay had observed, that a piece of iron drew
sparks from the human body, when insulated by silk

cords; from which Mr Gray concluded, that the same
effect would be produced if the metal and the human
body changed places. He therefore suspended the po-

ker, the tongs, kc. before an excited electric, and found

that tliey gave sparks exactly like the human body.

Hence originated metallic conductors, which now form

essential parts of an electrifying machine. Mr Gray
likewise found, that knobs gave greater sparks than

points, and that wood was a much less perfect conduc-

tor of electricity than the iiietals ; and he very saga-

ciously conjectured, " that there may be found out a

way to collect a greater quantity of the electrical fire,

and consequently to increase the force of that power,

which, by several of these experiments, si licet magna
co7n/ionerc /larvis, seen^^ to be cj' the same nature with

that of thunder and lightning." The last labours of Mr
Gray in this field of discovery, were not marked with

the same genius which he had already exhibited. Tliese

experiments related to the revolution of small bodies

round great electrics. "This motion," says he, "will

constantly be the same way that the planets move about

the sun, viz. from the right hand to the left, or from

••.vest to east. But those little planets, if I may so call

them, move much faster in their apogeon tlian in the

perigeon parts of their orbit, which is directly cotilrary

to the motion of tlie planets about the sun." This pa-

ragraph was the last that Mr Gray ever wi-olc. He
dictated to Dr Mortimer, on liis death-bed, the other

experiments which he had made upon this subject ; but

as they were almost all f.dlacious, lliey are not worthy of

being recorded in a history of electricity.

Mr Wheeler, whom we have already mentioned as

the associate of Mr Gray in several of his rehcarches,

made a considerable nundicr of experiments by himself.

These experiments related to the repulsive force of

electricity, and were made in the autumn of 1751, and
repeated before Mr Gray in the summer of 1732. The
results of these ex])erinienis were : l.That bodies n\adc

electrical by communication with an excited electric,

are in a state of repulsion with regard to such excited

bodies. 2. That two or more bodies made electrical

by communicating with an excited electric, arc in a

state of rcptilsion with respect to one another. 3. Ex-
cited electrics do themselves repel one another. These
results are the very same as those obtained by Mr Du-
fay ; and there is every reason to believe, that they were
obtained before Mr Wheeler had any knowledge of

the labours of the I'rench philosopher. The experi-

ment by which he proved the second of his proi)osi-

tions, is remarkably beautiful. When a number of silk

threads, tied together by a knot at each extremity, were

electrified, they were expanded in a fine spherical shape

by their mutual repulsion, so that the lower knot was
made to ascend. Mr Wheeler conceived this experi-

ment as exhibiting the action of a bundle of muscular

fibres, and as suggesting a reason fur the dissolulion of

bodies in menstrua.

Dr Desaguliers, the next pliilosopher who added to

our electrical knowledge, informs us, that lie was de-

terred from pursuing this science, from the peculiar

temper of Mr Gray, who would have abandoned the

investigation entirely, if he imagined that any thing

was done in opposition to him. The deatli of Mr Gray
relieved Dr Desaguliers from this embarrassment; and

he accordingly devoted much of his attention to this

curious subject. His success, however, was not pro-

portionate to his labour; and he apjjcars to have had

a greater talent for giving a clear and succinct account

of the discoveries of others, than for original investiga-

tion. He found, while endeavouring to electrify a

burning tallow candle, that the candle attracted the

thread of trial, but not within two or three inches of

the flame ; and that, as soon as the candle was blown

out, every part of it attracted the thread. The result

was the same with a wax candle. He observed, that a

glass receiver exhiliils marks of electricity merely by

being warmed, and that sometimes rosin and wax would

exert their electricity simply by exjjosurc to the open

air. Dr Desaguliers was the first who ranked pure air

among electrics ; and hence he endeavours to account

for the rise of vapours on electrical principles. In

1742 he published an excellent dissertation on electri-

city, containing a complete account of all that had been

done upon that subject; and he had the honour of re-

ceiving for this work, the prize medal of the Academy
of Bourdeaux. Dr Desaguliers was the first who dis-

tinguished bodies into electrics and conductors ; and he

gave a list of substances which belong to theso two

classes.

About this tiinc the subject of electricity began to
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be assiduously cultivated by the Germans. Professor

Boze of Wiltembcrg revived the use of the globe of

grass, and added a firime conductor, which consisted of

ail iron or tin tube, at first supported by a man stand-

ing upon cakes of rosin, and afterwards by silk strings.

Professor Winkler invented the cushion for exciting the

globe; and Mr Gordon, a Scotch Benedictine monk,

and professor of philosophy at Erfurth, had the merit of

first introducing the cylinder of glass. The apparatus

used in Germany was much more various and powerful

than what had been employed either in France or Eng-

land ; and hence the foreign electricians were led to se-

veral interesting results. In 1744, DrLudolf, of Berlin,

set fire to the ethereal spirits of I'robenius, by the sparks

from a glass tube, and also by those from an iron conduc-

tor. Professor Winkler performed the same thing by a

spark from his finger, and also kindled French brandy,

corn spirits, and other still weaker spirits, after they were

previously heated. Oil, pitch, and sealing-wax, when
heated to a very great degree, were also kindled by the

electric spark.

A number of amusing experiments were about this

time introduced by the Gertnans. Mr Winkler con-

structed a wheel which moved by means of electricity.

^Ir Boze conveyed electricity from one man to another,

18 feet distant, by a jet of water ; and Mr Gordon also

kindled spirits by a jet of electrified water. Dr Miles,

in 1745, succeeded in kindling phosphorus by the elec-

tric spark.

Our countryman, Dr Watson, afterwards Sir Wil-
liam Watson, now began his successful career as an

electrical discoverer. His attention seems to have been

directed to this subject by the discoveries of the Ger-

mans, which he carefully repeated. He fired inflam-

mable air by the electric spark ; and, by means of a

drop of cold water, and even with ice, he kindled both

spirits of wine and inflammable air. He also succeed-

ed in firing gun-powder, and in discharging a musket
by electricity, when the gun-powder had been prepar-

ed by the admixture of a little camphor. In the ex-
periments of the Germans, the substances which were
set on fire were always held by some person who was
not electrified; but Dr Watson performed all the ex-

periments by what he has called the repulsive power of
electrictty, the fluid being held by an electrified person,

and then touched by the finger of a person not electri-

fied. He observed, that electricity experienced no de-

viation from its rectilineal direction, in passing through
glass. The electricity transmitted through the glass,

was always strongest when the glass was warm. He
showed that the fire of electricity was neither aft'ected

by the presence nor absence of other fire ; that the

smoke of original electrics was a conductor of electri-

city ; and that the flame of a candle was a perfect con-

ductor. The attention of Dr Watson was next occu-
pied by the subject of the Leyden phial, which was at

this time invented at Leyden for the purpose of accu-
mulating considerable quantities of electricity. He en-
deavoured in vain to give a theoiy of its operations ; but
he obtained a number of curious results, which, though
of importance at the time when he wrote, could not
with propriety be introduced into a short history of
electricity. Dr Watson was now at the head of a small
party of English philosophers, who associated them-
selves for the purpose of making a series of experi-
jnents on the distance to which the electric shock could
be carried, and oji the velocity of its motion. On the

14th and 18th of July 1747, they conveyed the shock
across the Thames at Westminster bridge, by an iron
wire, the water of the river forming part of the chain
of communication. One of the party held a wire in one
hand, which communicated with the phial, and receiv-

ed the shock by dipping an iron rod in the river. On
the 24th of July, at two diff'erent places, they forced
the electric shock to make a circuit of two miles at the
New River at Stoke Newington. At one of these places,
the distance by land was 800 feet, and by water 2000 ;

in the other, the distance by land was 2800, and 8000
by water. In other experiments, they found that mea-
dow-ground, covered with grass, conducted the elec-

tricity well ; and that dry, gravelly ground, was as
good a conductor as water. On the 14th of August
1747, in the driest weather, the association assembled
on Shooter's Hill, for the purpose of performing a very
magnificent experiment. The wire which communicated
with the iron rod that made the discharge, was support-
ed by rods of baked wood, and was 6732 feet long. The
wire communicating with the phial was supported in a
similar manner, and was 3868 feet in length ; the dis-

tance of the observers being about two miles. Al-
though the circuit was four miles, two of water and
two of dry ground, yet no time appeared to elapse du-
ring the passage of the shock ; so that there was every
reason to consider it as instantaneous. In another ex-
periment of the same kind, where the whole length of
the wire was 12,276, the same result was obtained.

After the completion of these experiments, Dr Wat-
son commenced his individual labours. He discovered
that glass tubes and globes did not contain the electri-

cal power in themselves, but were merely movers, or,

as he calls it, determiners of that power ; and, before

any notice of Dr Franklin's celebrated discovery had
reached England, Dr Watson had communicated to the

Royal Society of I,ondon a theory of positive and nega-
tive electricity.

While electricity was making such progress in Eng-
land, Dr Franklin was busily occupied with the same
subject in America. The extent and brilliancy of his

discoveries gave a form and dignity to the science of

electricity which it had never before possessed, and
raised their author to a high rank among the distin-

guished philosophers of the eighteenth century. His
earliest discoveries were communicated to his friend Mr
Collinson of the Royal Society, on the 28th July 1747,

and the letters which contained them were speedily

translated into the different languages of Europe. These
discoveries related to almost every branch of electricity

;

but the most important may be reduced to three, ist,

His discovery of plus and minus electricity. 2d, His
explanation of the Leyden phial. 3d, His discovery of
the identity of lightning and electricity.

1. Dr Franklin had observed, like Dr Watson, that

electricity was not created by the friction of the glass,

but was inerely collected by that operation from neigh-

bouring non-electrics. He had likewise noticed, that

no person could electrify himself, even when standing

upon wax or glass, as the tube which he rubbed could

communicate to him no more electric matter than it

had received from him during excitation; and he had
seen, that when two persons stood upon wax, they both
seemed to be electrified when one of them rubbed the
tube and the other took the fire from it ; and that the

spark between them was stronger when they touched
one another after that operation, than when any other
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person touched one of them. Ilencc Franklin was led

to conclude, that the electric matter was conveyed from

the person who excited the tuhe to the person w!\o

touched it; and he therefore supposed that he who
touched the tube received an additional quantity of

electricity to what he had naturally, or was electrified

jtlus or /lositively, while the person that excited the

tube was deprived of a part of his natural quantity of

the electric fluid, or was electrified minus or negatively.

According to this system, therefore, every body has a na-

tural quantity of electricity ; and this body may be excited

cither by increasing or diminishing that natural quantity.

2. This simple theory found a ready and a beauti-

ful application in the explanation of the Leydcn phial.

This apparatus, which was discovered by Musclien-

broek, is nothing more than a glass jar, coated both on

the outside and inside to within a certain distance of

the top with a conducting substance, such as tin-foil.

If the internal coating is connected by a wire with an

excited tube, or with the electrified conductor of an

electrical machine, while the external coating is con-

nected with the ground, .or with any conducting sub-

stance, a great quantity of electric matter may be accu-

mulated in the jar. If a communication is now made
by means of a conductor between the internal and ex-

ternal coating, a loud snap is heard, and a brilliant

spark emitted ; and if the conductor is a living being,

he will receive a severe shock in his arm and heart,

proportional to the coated surface of the jar, or rather

to the quantity of electricity which has been collected.

When the phial is thus discharged, the accumulated
electricity has escaped, and the phial is in the same state

in which it was before the commencement of the experi-

ment. When the electric shock was first discovered,

the philosophers themselves were thrown into such a

tumult of wonder and surprise, that they published the

most ridiculous and exaggerated accounts of the effects

which it produced. Muschenbroek received such a con-

cussion in his arms, shoulder, and heart, that he lost his

breath, and required two days to recover from the ef-

fects of the blow and the terror, and declared that the

kingdom of France would not induce him to take another

shock. M. Allamand lost the use of his breath for some
moments, and afterwards experienced along his right

arm such an acute pain, that he apprehended serious

consequences from it. Mr Winkler tells us, that his

body was thrown into such convulsions, and his blood

into such an agitation, that he employed cooling medi-

cines to keep off fever. At another time, he bled co-

piously at the nose; and the same effect was produced

upon his wife, who was almost deprived of the power

of walking. These remarkable effects of the electric

fluid excited the attention of all classes of people. The
learned and the vulgar were equally desirous to expe-

rience the singular sensation ; and crowds of haU-tauglit

electricians wandered through every part of Europe to

gratify the universal curiosity. It was only the curiosi-

ty of the unlearned, however, that was satisfied. The
electrical philosophers endeavoured in vain to account

for the operation of the Leyden phial ; and it was not

till the Franklinian tTieory was discovered, that it received

a proper explanation.

This explanation consists in supposing, tliat when
one side of the glass jar was electrified positively, the

other was electrified negatively, so that the charging of

tlie phial consisted merely in diminisliing the quantity

of the electric matter in one side of the glass, and ac-

cumulating electric matter in the other. Dr Franklin
had observed, that the outside coating was always ne-
gative, when the inside coating was positive ; and lie

proved the truth of this, by the attraction and i-ei)ul-

sion of a cork ball suspended by silk. When a cork
ball was suspended between the wires communicating
with each coating, and brought near one anothL-r, it was
alternately attracted and repelled by each wire, till the
phial was diseliatged. In order to shew, that, in the
charging of a phial, the one side lost as much as the
other gained, he suspended a small linen thread near
the coating of a charged phial, and observed that the
coating attracted the thread whenever he brought his

finger near the wire, the outside coating drawing in by
the thread the same quantity that was taken from the

inside by touching the wire. Several experiments ena-

bled Dr Franklin to prove, that, in the discharge of the

phial, the quantity wf electricity which left the one side

of the phial, was equal to that which was received by the

other. In one of these, he insulated the rubber of his

machine, and found that a phial, suspended from the

conductor, could not be charged, eveii though his hand
was constantly applied to it ; for though the electric

matter left the outside, there was none to be accumu-
lated on the inside. Upon removing his hand, and con-

necting the outside coating and the insulated rubber by
a conducting substance, the phial was easily charged.

Hence it followed, that the very same electric matter
which left the external coating, was conveyed by the

way of the globe, the conductor, and the wire of the

phial, into the inside of the jar.

3. Hitherto the science of electricity embraced no wider

range than the phenomena developed during the exci-

tation of glass and other electrics, and had therefore

not yet connected itself with any of the great events of
the material world. Astronomy had elevated the mind
to the contemplation of the most splendid and magnifi-

cent phenomena which the imagination could compre-
hend ; Optics had dared to investigate the properties

of that ethereal matter, which constitutes the very so\il

of the visible world ; and magnetism had connected her

facts with the polar attraction of the great globe itself.

It had indeed been conjectured, that the shock and

spark of the electrical machine, were miniature effects of

a more tremendous agent ; but it was reserved for Ur
Franklin, not only to give a form and character to this

infant science, but to raise it to a higher rank among
the other great divisions of human knowledge. The
discovery of the identity of electricity and lightning was
the step by which this great change was effected. The
vulgar were astonished at the sight of fire brought down
from heaven ; and philosophers themselves startled at the

recollection, that they had been amusing themselves

with a thunderbolt in their hands, and trifling with that

terrible agent, which had so often alarmed and convul-

sed the physical world. Human genius indeed seems

on this occasion to have made an impious cxcursion'be-

yond its mortal range, and one victim was demanded to

expiate the audacious attempt.

Suspecting that the electric fluid was similar to that

which produced lightning, Dr Franklin drew up a state-

ment of the principal points in which these two agents

resembled each olher. He found that flashes of light-

ning, like the electric spark, arc generally seen crooked

and waving in the air; that lightnifig, as well as elec-

tricity, strikes pointed objects in prefeience to all others;

that lightning and electricity take the readiest and the
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lifst conductor; that they both dissolve metals, and

inflame combustible substances; that they rend solid

bodies, strike jiersons blind, reverse the poles of a mag-

n'.'t, and destiov animal life. These points of resem-

blance ai)pcarecl to Dr I-'ranklin so very strikini^, that

he resolved to examine, by direct experiment, the trutli

of his conjecture. l-"or some time he waitctl for the

erection of a spire in Philadelphia, to assist him in his

views; but he afterwards thought of a more simple

method of carrying them into ctt'cct. Having extend-

ed a large silk handkerchief over two cross sticks, he

formed a kite, wliicli, unknown to any person but his

stm, he elevated iluring the first thunder-storm, which

happened in the month of June 1752. The kite re-

mained a considerable time in the atmosphere without

any appearance of electricity. A cloud, which had the

appearance of being charged with lightning, passed

over it without producing any result ; and Dr Frank-

lin began to despair of success. His attention, how-

ever, was roused by the erection of some loose fibres

on the hempen cord, and on holding his knuckles to the

key upon the string, he received an electric spark. Be-

fore the rain had wetted the string, other sparks were

obtained; but when the string was thoroughly wet, Dr
Franklin collected the electic fire in great abundance.

About a month before Dr Franklin had made these suc-

cessful trials, the French philosophers had obtained

similar results. In order to shew, by direct experiment,

that the electricity collected from the atmosphere had the

same properties as that which was generated by the fric-

tion of an electric, he erected an apparatus in his house

at Philadelphia, consisting of an insulated iron rod con-

nected with two bells, which indicated by their ringing

that the rod was electrified. After numerous trials, he

found that the natural and artificial electricities were in

every respect the same ; that the clouds were sometimes

negatively, and sometimes positively electrified ; and

that sometimes, in the course of one thunder-storm, they

changed several times from positive to negative. On one

occasion, when there was no thunder at all, he found the

air to be strongly electrified during a fall of snow.

The great practical application of the preceding dis-

coveries to the protection of buildings from the de-

structive effects of lightning, contributed most essen-

tially to extend the fame of Dr Franklin's discovery;

and every conductor that has been reared for this pur-

pose, may be regarded as a monument to the genius of

the Am.erican philosopher. We are disposed to doubt,

however, whether this application has been as useful as

it at first promised. When a thunder cloud is directly

above, and not far distant from, a conductor, the elec-

tric fluid will certainly be conveyed into the earth by the

conducting power of the iron rod ; but there have been
numerous instances where one end of a house has been
destroyed by lightning, when there was a conductor

Dlaccd at the other.

A great variety of miscellaneous and important ex-

periments were made about this time by Le Monnier
the younger, Mr Smcaton, and Dr Miles. Le Monnier
made a great number of experiments with a very power-
ful electrical machine. He endeavoured to shew that

homogeneous bodies receive electricity in proportion to

their surface, and that a small stripe of lead, with a given

area, received more electricity than a square sheet of

the same superficial contents. Dr Watson, however,
afterwards found that these results were incorrect.

jPrJor lo the great experiments made in England, Le

Monnier likewise made a number of experiments -or.

the passage of electricity through water and along wire,

but he was unable to determine the rate of its motion.

He was also the first, according to Buffon, who disco-

vered that t!ie Leyden phial would retain its electricity

for a long time after it was charged. In a frosty sea-

son it once retained its charge for 36 hours. Mr Smea-
ton remarked, that if any person, insulated, pressed
with the flat part of his hand against the globe or cy-

linder, while another person, not insulated, excited the

globe with his hand, the insulated person would scarcely

receive any electricity, but would be electrified very
powerfully when lie merely laid his fingers lightly on
the globe. Mr Smeaton also found, that the red hot

part of an iron bar could be electrified as strongly as

the cold parts on each side of it. Dr Miles performed
various experiments in electricity," without having made
any great discovery. He succeeded in kindHng com-
mon lamp spirits, by exciting a stick of common black
sealing wax with paper or dry flannel, and he perceived
that a globular spot of fire appeared first on his finger,

when presented to the excited wax, and that from this

spot there issued regular streams towards the wax, like

the tail of a comet. The same author procured a tube
of green glass, which he could never excite without
great trouble.

The subject of electricity was cultivated by the Abbe
Nollet with great assiduity and success. He was the

friend and associate of Dufay, and was worthy of suc-
ceeding him in his career of discovery. He observed
that the electricity of a body, placed in the atmosphere
of an electrified body, was of the same kind with that

of the electrified body, a result, however, which was
found to be incorrect ; that pointed bodies threw out
brushes of electric light, but did not display other signs

of electricity so powerfully as blunt bodies; that the

smoke of gum lac, turpentine, karabe, and sulphur,
were not so good conductors of electricity as the smoke
of linen, wood, the vapour of water, and the effluvia of

burning tallow and other fat substances; that a piece of
red hot iron throwing off ignited sparks, and placed at

the distance of 6 inches from an excited tube, deprived
it in two or three seconds of all its electricity, but re-

fused to affect the tube at the same distance before it

ceased to be red ^ that an excited tube lost none of its

elect! icity in the focus of a burning mirror; that glass

and other electrics were more strongly excited m the

open air tlian in vacuo ; that the electric light in vacuo
was more diffuse and unbroken than in tlie open air;

and that oil of turpentine, upon a piece of woollen cloth,

was Capable of exciting giass very powerfully, but lost

this quality by the least intermixture of water. The
Abbe Nollet was the first person who made any accu-
rate experiments on animal and organised bodies. Tnis
series of experiments he began with several on evapo-

ration, Sec. He ascertained that electricity augments
the natural evaporation of fluids, and that those evapo-

rate most in this way that are most evaporable in ordi-

nary cases ; that electricity has the greatest effect in

fivaporatlng fluids, when they are contained in vessels

that are non-electric, and that it does not make fluids

evaporate through the pores either of metal or glass.

Mr Boze having informed the Abbe Nollet that capillary

tubes which discharged water only by drops, afforded a

constant stream when electrified, lie made numerous ex-

periments on that subject. He found that the stream
of water was neither sensibly accelerated nor retarded
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•when the bove was above a line in (llamctcr. When it

was a line in {liameler, the fluid experienced a small

acceleration, and when it was capillary, the elcctiificd

iet not only became a eontinued stream, and divided

into several streams, but was also considerably accele-

rated, and this in proportion to the smallness of the bore.

The stream of electrified fluid exhibited in these experi-

ments had a very brilliant effect when they were perform-

ed in the dark. The Abbe's attention was now directed

to the effect of electricity upon vegetables. The fust ex-

periments on this subject had been made at Edinburgh,

in October 1T46, by Mr IMaimI)ray, who found that two
iTiyrtle trees, electrified during the month of October,

put forth small branches and blossoms much earlier than

other shrubs that had not been electrified. Tlie Abbe
repeated this experiment. He sowed seeds in two pots,

filled with the same mould, and kept in the same place.

One of the pots was electrified during 15 days, two, three,

or four hours a day, while the otlier remained uneiectri-

fied ; and it always happened that the electrified pot

exhibited sprouts two or three days sooner than the

rest, and threw out larger shoots, and a greater number
of them in a given time.

In extending his experiments to animals, the Abbe
Nollet took several pairs of cats, pigeons, chaffinches,

sparrows, &c. and placed them in diiTercnt cages. Af-

ter electrifying one of each pair for five or six hours at

a time, he weighed them accurately, and always found

that the electrified cat was 65 or 70 grains lighter than

the other, the pigeon from 35 to 38 grains lighter, and

the chaffinch and sparrow six or seven grains. Hence
he concluded that electricity increases the insensible

perspiration of animals.

Upon these and other results, tlie Abbe Nollet found-

ed a theory of electricity, which was never received by

any other philosopher. He imagined that when an elec-

tric is excited, the fluid has two opposite motions, viz.

an afflux to the electric and an efflux from it. In con-

sequence of the afflux, all light bodies are attracted or

carried towards the electric, while, in consecjuence of

the eflflux, all light bodies are carried from the electric

or repelled. Hence he was obliged to suppose, that

every electric, as well as every body which receives

electricity, has two different kinds of pores ; one for re-

ceiving, and the other for emitting the electric matter.

About this time a very simple and ingenious theory

was brought forward by Mr Ellicott, a fellow of the

Royal Society of London, which is remarkable as being

almost exactly the same as that which was afterwards

so fully illustrated by .fipinus and Cavendish. After

reciting the principal electrical phenomena, he draws

from them the following conclusions: 1. That the

phenomena of electricity are produced by means of ef-

fluvia, which, in exciting the electrical body, arc put

into motion and separated from it. 2. That the par-

ticles composing those effluvia strongly repel each other;

and, 3. That there is a mutual attraction between these

particles and those of all other bodies. Mr Ellicott af-

terwards proceeds to explain, upon these principles, a

variety of electrical experiments. See /"AjV. Trans. 1748,

vol. xlv. p. 195.

During the years 1747 and 1748, the attention of phi-

losophers was drawn to a series of experiments on the

medical effects of electricity, said to have been perfonn-

ed at Venice, and repeated at Lcipsic. J. Francisco

Pivati, a gentleman of eminence at Venice, published

a pamphlet in Italian, containing an account of these ex-

VoL. VIII. Part I.

perimcnts. He inclosed in a glass cylinder a f|uantity of
balsam of Peru, so that none of its elfluvia could escape ;

and with that cylinder he electrified anian who liad been
afflicted with a severe pain in his side. As soon as the
patient returned home, he fell asleep and ptr»|>ircd;
and so powerfully had the balsam been transfused
tlu-ough the pores of the glass cylinder into his body,
that his clothes, his hair, and his bed, were filled with
the cflluviae. On the following day Pivati electrified
another person who was in good health. In the course
of half an hour a warmth was gradually difl'uscd ihroii-jh

his whole frame, and he became unusually chccrlul.
An odour was emitted from his body, and was distinctly

perceptible to his companion. Induced by these results,

Professor Winkler of Lcipsic repeated the same expe-
riments with success. lie found that beaten sulphms
which, when enclosed in a glass sphere, emitted no
odour by being burned over the fire, sent forth a sulphu-
reous vapour, when electrified, to the distance of 10
feet. His friend. Professor HauboUl, and other visitors,

were obliged to leave the room from the intensity of the
smell, and the professor's clothes were impregnated
next day with the sulphureous vapour. He afterwards
diffused the odour of cinnamon and balsam of Peru in a

similar manner, and in both these cases the efl'ccts of the
odour remained on the day following. The experiment
was again tried upon a person ignorant of what was do-
ing, and he distinctly stated that his nose was filled with

a sweet smell like some sort of balsam. Encouraged by
the success of his first experiments, Pivati drew sparks,

for some minutes, from an ulcerated foot, which had re-

sisted every surgical application, by means of a glass

cylinder filled with proper materials. In the moriiing,

the patient iound a red tubercle on his foot. He per-

spired every night for eight days, and was then perfectly

recovered. The Bishop of Sebenico, an old man of 75,

who was miserably afflicted with the gout, was attracted

to Venice by the fame of Pivali's cures. His fingers

were immoveable, and his legs incapable of bending

;

but as soon as he had been electrified from a glass cylin-

der filled with discutient medicines, " bis Lordship open-
ed and shut both his hands, gave a hearty squeeze with

his hand to one of his attendants, rose up, walked, smote
his hands together, helped himself to a chair, and sat

down, wondering at his strength, and hardly knowing
whether or not it was a dream. He walked out of the

chamber, and down stairs, without any assistance, and

with the agility of a yoiuig man. Soon afterwards Pivati

relieved a lady, 61 years old, in like manner, from the

gout, with which she had been six months tormented.

Her fingers were much swollen, and always trembling,

and one of her arms was convulsed. Alter receiving

the electricity for two minutes, the trembling of her

fingers ceased, and the next day the swelling was so

far abated, that she could draw on her gloves, and make
use of her fingers.'' Sec Phil. Trans. 1748, vol. xlv.

p. 262.

As soon as these results were known over Europe,

every electrician endeavoured in vain to verify them.

The Abbe Nollet undertook a journey to Italy, for the

purpose of visiting the different experimenters by whom
they were published. He repeated the experiments in

their own presence ; and though he found that in parti-

cular cases, such as disorders of the eyes, the ear, and

the head, and in some cases of paralysis, the patients had

found considerable relief; yet he was convinced, that, in

other instances, the cfi'ects were greatly cKaggerated ;

II h
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and in no one criSe could he find any Iransptialion of

oclciiis U.rouijli glass, or any couinuu.icalion of the cf-

fixts of (li u;^s to iJCisoDS wlio were electrified with thcni

in their hands. The British electricians were equally

desirous with the Ahhe Nollet, either to confirm or re-

fute the experinicnlb of Pivati. They had been tried

without success by the members of the Royal Society ;

and as an account of Winkler's and Pivali's experiments

had appeared among the transactions of that learned

body, tiie secretary was desired to rccpicst from Mr
Wiiikkr a circumstantial account of his experiments,

and a loan of some of the i^iobes and tubes by which he

had oblaiiied such singular results. The German elec-

trician readily complied with this request ; and Dr Wat-

son was appointed to conduct the experiments at his

own house, on the I2th of June 175 1, before the presi-

dent ai.d office-bearers of the Royal Society. Notwith-

siandin;-; every precaution, however, in obeying the in-

structions of Mr Winkler, they were unable to force

through glass the effluvia of odoriferous bodies. Dr
Bianchihi of Venice failed in the same attempt; and

the prciendcd results of Pivati and Winkler were no

longer credited.

Mr Canton, one of the most eminent of the English

electricians, had early distinguished himself by a suc-

cessful repetition of Dr Franklin's method of drawing

electricity from the atmosphere during a thunder storm.

He was the first who discovered that air was capable of

receiving electricity by communication, and of retain-

ing it for a considerable time ; and, by a delicate appa-

ratus, he even measured the quantity of electricity

which it had received. He found also a method of

. electrifying, to a considerable degree, the whole air of a

room, either positively or negatively. In the year 1753,

he even succeeded in electrifying a room to such a pitch

that it retained its electricity for some time. In very dry

weather, the electricity thus communicated sometimes
continued above an hour.

Hitherto the same electricity had always been pro-

duced by the same electric; a result which had been in-

troduced into the very terms of -vitreous and resinous

electricity. It was reserved, however, for Mr Canton
to disprove this long established result, and to shew that

every electric was capable of aflbrding bolli kinds of

electricity, according to the slate of the surface of the

body, and according to the nature of the rubber by which
that surface was excited. Mr Canton had found before
he completed this great discovery, that he could com-
municate positive electricity to sealing-wax. The stick

was two feet and a half long, and one inch in diameter,
and when an excited glass tube was drawn several times
over one part of it without touching the other, the half
thus excited was positively, wnile the other was nega-
tively electrified. In December 1753, Mr Canton re-
moved the polish from a glass tube by grinding it with
emery and sheet-lead; and upon exciting it with new
ilannel, he found that it possessed negative electricity,
init when it was excited by a piece of dry oiled silk, it

exhibited signs of positive electricity. If the rough tube
be all greased over with tallow, and as much of \he tal-

low as possible wiped off with a napkin, the oiled silk
vnll receive a polish by rubbing it, and after a few strokes,
the tube will exhibit signs of negative electricity. When
the oiled silk is covered with chalk or whitening, the
greased rough tube will give positive electricity; but by
continuing the friction till the rubber becomes smooth,
the electricity will again become negative. « Thus,"

says Mr Canton, '• may the positive and negative powers
of electricity be produced at pleasure, by altering the
surfaces of the tube and rubber, according as the one or
the other is most affected by the friction between them ;

for if the polish be taken off one half of the tube, the

different powers may be excited with the same rubber at

a single stroke : And the rubber is found to move much
easier over the rough than over the polished part." P/ii[.

Trans. 1754, vol. xlviii. p. 780, &c. Mr Canton after-

wards found that the smoothest glass will acquire a
nega'ive electricity by being drawn over the back of a

cat.

Having observed that tire friction of mercury, inclu-

ded in a glass tube, not oidy produced electrical light,

but also electrified the glass on the outside, Mr Canton
plunged a piece of dry glass in a basin of mercury, and
found that by taking it out, the mercury was electrified

negatively, and the glass positively, and to a considera-
ble degree. He likewise found that amber, sealing-wax,
and Iceland crystal, were all electrified positively when
taken out of mercury. P'rom these experiments, Mr
Canton was led to the discovery of an amalgam of mer-
cury and tin, which he always found highly efficacious

in the excitation of glass. The subject of electric at-

mospheres was also illusti-ated by some fine cxpeiiments
of Mr Canton. These experiments exhibit a curious
variety of attractions and repulsions of electrified bodies
under different circumstances, and led to the establish-

ment of the general fact, that bodies inimerged in elec-

tric atm.ospheres always become possessed of the elec-

tricity contrary to that of the body into whose atmo-
sphere they are plunged.

Contemporary with Mr Canton, was Giambattista
Beccaria, who has laid the science of electricity under
great obligations, and has published his discoveries in a

work entitled, Dell' elettricismo artijiciale e naturale,

which appeared at Turin in 1753, and was translated into

English in 1775. Having no knowledge of the experi-
ments of Mr Canton, Beccaria made the same disco-

very respecting the communication of electricity to the
air. He demonstrates that the air which is adjacent to •>

an electrified body acquires gradually the same electri-

city ; that the electricity of tlie body is counteracted and
diminished by this electricity of the air ; and that the air

parts with its electricity very slowly. He also found that

there was a mutual repulsion between the particles of the

air and electric matter, and that a temporary vacuum is

formed by the electric fluid in passing through any por-
tion of air. His experiments on water are equally in-

teresting and important. He has shewn that water is a
very imperfect conductor of the electric fluid ; that it

conducts electricity according to its quantity; and that a
small quantity of water makes a great resistance to the

electric fluid. Small tubes of water, for example, wheti
forming part of the electric circuit, refused to transmit

a shock, while it was readily conveyed by tubes of a lar-

ger bore. He even made the electric spark visible in

water, by inserting wires nearly meeting in tubes filled

with water, and discharging shocks through them. The
electric spark appeared as if no water had been present;

but the tubes, though often 8 or 10 lines thick, were
generally broken to pieces with tremendous force. The
same philosopher discovered also that metals were not
perfect conductors ; and by suspending a wire of 500
Paris feet in length, and using a pendulum vibratitig

iialf seconds, he thought that he could determine the

rate at which the electric fluid advanced. Light bodies,
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J'oi- example, placd.! atone cudof the wire, did not move
till one vibiulioti after a charged phial had been applied

at the other extremity. When a hempen cord was used,

five or six vibiations elapsed, and only three or four

when the cord was wetted.

These experiments of Siqnor Beccaiia, valuable as

they are, were greatly surpassed by those which he

made on the electrical phenomena of the atmosphere.

An account of these experiments, however, would re-

quire us to enter into a minuteness of detail which is

inconsistent with a general history of electricity. They
will be given with more propriety in another part of the

article.

About this time, the death of Professor Richman of

St Petersburg, while employed in bringing electricity

from the heavens, created a great sensation in the scien-

tific world, and is well entitled to be particularly men-
tioned in a history of electricity. This eminent indivi-

dual was engaged in a work on the electricity of the at-

mosphere, and was therefore extremely desirous of ob-

serving the electrical state of the air during thunder

storms. On the Gth of August I "53, he had prepared

his apparatus for observation. From a metallic rod

passing through a perforated bottle, and fixed upon the

roof of his house, there passed a chain surrounded with

electrics. The other end of this chain was fixed to ano-

ther metallic rod placed in a glass vessel, and to tliis

second rod was attached a linen thread, which marked,

by its elevation on a quadrant, the intensity of the elec-

tricity of the rod.

While Professor Richman was attending an ordinary

meeting of the Academy of Sciences in the iorenoon,

his attention was excited by the sound of distant thun-

der. He immediately set ofl" for his own house to ob-

serve the electrical state of the air, and took with him
his engraver Sokolow, that he might be enabled to give

a better representation of any phenomena that should

present themselves. Richman remarked, that the thread

pointed to four degrees on his quadrant; and while he

was describing to his friend the dangerous consequences

that might ensue if the thread rose to 45°, a dreadful

clap of thunder alarmed all the inhabitants of St Peters-

burg. Richman inclined his head to the gnomon to see

the degree of electricity which was indicated, and when
lie was in that bent posture, with his head about a foot

distant from the rod, a large globe of white and bluish

fire, about the size of Mr Sokolow's fist, flashed from

the rod to his head, with a report as loud as that of a

pistol. The Professor fell back upon a chest behind

him, and instantly expired. Sokolow was stupified and

benumbed by a sort of steam or vapour, and was struck

by several fragments of the red-hot wires; and the mo-

ment he recovered, he ran out of the house, acquainting

every person whom he saw with the accident. In the

mean time. Mis Richman, who heard the stroke of thun-

der, hastened to the chamber, and found her husband

without any appearance of life, in the attitude of sitting

upon the chest, and leaning against the wall. Tlie

liouse was filled with a sulpluireous vapour; an Eng-

lish clock was slopped in an adjoining room, the ashes

were thrown from the fire-place, and the door-posts of

the house were rent asunder. As soon as medical as-

sistance was obtained, a vein of the Professor's body

was ojiened, but no blood flowed, and every attempt to

restore life by violent chafing, and other means, were

AvhoMy fruitless. When tiie body was turned upside

down, a small ijuantily of blood fell from the moutlj
during the rubbing, and on the forehead appeared a

red spot, from the pores of which some drojis of blood
oozed, without wounding the skin. The shoe on the

left foot was burst open, and below the aiiertiiie there

was a blue mark on the foot, from whii.h it is probable
that the electricity h;ul issued. .Several red ;incl blue
spots resembling leather shrunk by being burnt, appear-

ed on the left side, on the back, and on other pans of the

body. The stocking was entire at the place where the

shoe was burst, and the coat had received no damage.
The back of the engraver's coat, however, was marked
with several long and narrow burnt stripes. Upon oprninj;

the body 24 hours after the accident, the cranium and
brain were uninjured; some cxlravasated blood appear-

ed in the cavities Ijelow the lungs, and in the lungs to-

wards the back, which were of a brownish-black colour.

The throat, glands, and the thin intestines, were all in-

flamed, but none of the entrails were touched. The
singed leather-coloured spots merely penetrated the skin;

and 48 hours after death the body was completely cor-

rupted. It is a curious circumstance, that Professor

Richman had in his left coat pocket 70 rubles of silver,

which were not in the least degree affected.

Our countryman, iMr Dclaval, a member of the Royal

Society, contributed considerably to the progress of elec-

tricity. He found that the calces of metals, such as ce-

ruse, lead ashes, minium, calx of antimony, kc. are all

non-conductors, although metals themselves are the most
perfect conductors. Animal and vegetable solids also,

when reduced to ashes, were likewise non-conductors.

A piece of Portland stone, which conducted perfectly

well, became a non-conductor when powdered, exactly

like the oxides of metals; and after making similar ex-

periments with pounded alum, and gum arabic, Mr Dc-
laval believed that all bodies that can be pulverised in the

mortar will have the same property. Having formed

some of the Portland stone, (granular limestone) into

plates nearly as thin as window-glass, he heated them to

a proper degree, and coated them on both sides with me-
tal, in order to perform the Leydcn experiment. When
the heat was great enough to singe paper, the stone

conducts as perfectly as when cold. Upon cooling, it

begins to lose its conducting power and afl'ord small

shocks, which increase in intensity for ten minutes, and

then continue the same for fifteen minutes. The shocks

then became weaker as the stone cooled, and completely-

ceased a little while before the stone was cold. The"

same result was obtained with tol>acco pipes. These re-

sults were attributed, by Mr Canton, with great reason,

to the moisture contained in the Portland stone and the

tobacco pipe. When they are heated, the moisture is

expelled, and the cond.ucting power destroyed ; and

when tliey begin to cool, the moisture is absorbed, and

the conducting power restored. Mr Oelaval made some
curious experiments on calcareous spar. After being

rubbed when the heat of tlic air is moderate, it shows

weak signs of electricity. When the heat is a little

greater than that of the liaiul, it destroys completely its

electric power, and by cooling the electric power is

again revived. He plunged the same crystal into a ves-

sel of (|uicksilver surroundetl by ice. After remaining

two hours in cold water, he took it out wilh a pair of

tongs, and upon again rubbing it, it sliowed jiiore elec-

tricity than it had done formerly. He also louiid soipe

pieces of calcareous spar that did not possess this prc-

Hh 2
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pcrty. Tliis circumstance will account for the fail-

ure of Mr Bergman in trying to repeat these experi-

ments of Dclavai.

Mr Uenjaniin Wilson made a number of experiments

on electricity, which he published in 1750, in a treatise

on that subject, and in several papers in the Philosophi-

cal Transactions. He was unfortunately one of those in-

dividuals who opposed, with such obstinacy, the use of

pointed conductors for thunder-rods, and was the means

of introducing into the Royal Society those animosities

and dissentions so fatal to the character and interests of

science. The electrical properties of the tourmalin

had been lately announced in the Memoirs of the Aca-

demy of Berlin, by M. .Epinus, who found that, when
this mineral was moderately warmed, it exhibited a plus

electricity on one side, and a negative electricity on the

other. The Duke de Noya, who wrote upon this sub-

ject, maintains, that the two sides are electrified plus,

and one of them more strongly than the other. In this

state of the subject, it was taken up by Mr Wilson,

who made his experiments on a specimen belonging to

Di ileberden, which weighed about 120 grains. The
general result of these experiments was, that the tour-

malin suffers the electric fluid to pass through it only in

one direction, having, as it were, two electrical poles

;

that there are three different methods of heating the

tourmalin, which produce different electric appearances
;

that different degrees of heat give different phenome-
na ; and that friction has the same effect upon it as upon
glass. Mr Wilson found that a number of other crys-

tallized minerals of a red and orange colour, and having

the hardness of topaz, possessed the same electrical

quality as the tourmalin. Dr Thomson, however, has

remarked, that these must have been varieties of tour-

malin, which the imperfect state of mineralogy did not

enable Mr Wilson to recognize. Mr Wilson also found,

that when two electrics are rubbed together, the one is

always electrified positively and the other negatively, the

harder of the two having generally acquired the posi-

tive electricity.

About this time a number of curious experiments
were made by Mr Symmer, on the electricity of stock-

ings of different kinds. His papers were published in

the PhilosoJ-thical Transactions for 1759, and relate to

four subjects : 1. On the electricity of the human body,
and the animal substances silk and wool. 2. On the
electricity of black and white silk. 3. On electrical co-

hesion. 4. On two distinct powers in electricity. Mr
Symmer had frequently observed, that, on pulling off

his stockings in the evening, they emitted a crackling
noise, and even gave sparks of fire in the dark. He im-
mediately conjectured that these phenomena were elec-
trical, and commenced a series of experiments on the
subject. He found tlie electricity very powerful when
a silk and worsted stocking were on one leg, and it was
of no consequence which of them was uppermost.
When the stockings are thus excited, they appear more
or less inflated, discharge an electrical wind felt by the
bare leg, attract or repel another stocking visibly, and
by being touched, emit or receive electrical fire. The
best way of taking off the stockings is to put the hand
between the I-. g agd the stockings, and to push them off
together. They must then be pulled asunder, and will
exhibit signs of electricity. When the stockings were
both of the same colour, they produced no electricity,

so that it was always necessary to have one of them black
and the other white. Having worn a pair of black silk

stockings on his leg for ten tninutcs, he found them so
highly inflated when taken off, that each of them exhi-
bited the entire shape of the leg, and rushed together at

the distance of one foot and a half. All these effects

are most powerful when the stockings are either new,
or newly washed.

In order to perform these experiments with less trou-

ble, Mr Symmer made his subsequent experiments by
drawing the stockings through the hand. The follow-

ing are the leading results : Black silk is highly sus-

ceptible of electricity, being excited almost instantane-

ously, and with very little friction. White silk is great-

ly inferior to it, exhibiting neither sparks, nor emitting

a crackling noise, but affecting the electrometer very
slightly. A black and a white silk stocking drawn
through the hand together, exhibit no electricity till

they are separated. Mr Symmer went so far as to charge
the Leyden phial by means of excited stockings ; and
with four silk stockings he even kindled spirits of wine.

The electrical cohesion between white and black silk

stockings attracted Mr Symmer's particular notice. A
weight of from one to twelve ounces was required to se-

parate them. At another time they required 17 ounces,

including the scale and the black stocking, which was
20 times the weight of the white stocking that support-
ed them ; the weight acting in a direction parallel to the
cohering surfaces. When one of the stockings was
turned inside out, and put within the other, the separa-

tion required 20 ounces, whereas 10 was sufficient when
they were applied to one another externally. With
stockings of a more substantial make, one of them be-

ing put within the other, without being turned inside

out, the separating weight was nine pounds, wanting a

few pennyweights, which is 55 times the weight of the

supporting stocking. When the white was turned in-

side out, and put within the black, so that their interior

or rough sides were together, the separating weight was
no less than 15 lbs. Hdwt. which is 92 times the weight
of the supporting stocking. When the application of

the stockings was merely external, as before, they lilted

only 1^ of a pound, or 10 or 1 1 times the weight of the

whole stocking. Mr Symmer found likewise, that ex-

cited stockings adhered also to unelectrified bodies, with

broad and polished surfaces. Having thrown a slock-

ing accidentally out of his hands, he was astonished to

find it, some time afterwards, sticking to the paper hang-
ings of the apartment. They adhered also to the paint-

ed boards of the room, and to the looking-glass, and of-

ten remained suspended for a whole hour upon the hang-
ings-

Mr Symmer concludes, from his experiments, that

there are two distinct electric fluids ; that electricity

consists in the possession of a larger portion of one or
the other power than is necessary to maintain an even
balance with the body; and that the electiicity is nega-
tive or positive, according as the one or other power pre-

vails.

Siguier Alessandro Amadeo Vaudonia, who constant-

ly wore a beaver shirt between two others, in cold wea-
ther, found that the upper shirt always adhered to the

beaver shirt when it was taken oft", and emitted electric

sparks. This experiment was repeated by his friend

Beccaria,

The experiments of Mr Symmer attracted the notice

of M. Cigna, who published an account of several inte-

resting results, in the Alemoirs of the Academy of Turin
for 1763. Having extended two dry white or black silk
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ribbons above each other, upon any smooth plain sur-

face, he drew over tlieni the sharp celiac of an ivory ru-

ler. Both the ribbons adhered to the plain, and when ta-

ken from it together they attracted each other, the under

one having been electrified positively, and the upper one
negatively. When they were lifted separately, they re-

pelled one another, having both acquired the negative

electricity. In removing both the ribbons from the plain,

and in their subsequent separation, electric sparks were
always visible between them. If the ribbons, after hav-

ing acquired, by the preceding operation, the same elec-

tricity, were placed upon any rough conducting body,

such as cotton or hemp, not very dry, they exhibited, on

separation, two contrary electricities, which disappeared

upon joining them together. When the two ribbons

were rubbed on that rough surface, they always were
electrified in an opposite manner, the upper one having

the negative electricity. The effect of a rough surface

was produced by a pointed conductor. When the two
ribbons, hanging parallel, and repelling each other, had
the point of a needle drawn opposite to one of them,

along its whole length, they instantly rushed together,

the ribbon nearest the needle having its electricity

changed. An unelectrified ribbon acquired electricity

by placing it upon a rough surface, and laying an elec-

trified ribbon above it, or by holding it parallel to an elec-

trified ribbon, and drawing a pointed conductor opposite

to it, as before. If the ribbons were rubbed with any

skin, or a piece of smooth glass, in place of the ivory

ruler, the same results were obtained ; but when a stick

of sulphur was employed, the electricities were always

the reverse of what they were before, the rubbed ribbon

being always negative. If one of the ribbons was black

and the other white, then whichever of the two was the

uppermost, and in whatever way they were rubbed, the

white one was generally positive, and the black one ne-

gative. Whenever the upper piece of silk, however,

was loose, yielding, and like a net, or of the same struc-

ture as a stocking, so that it could be rubbed against the

lower one, and whenever the rubber was of such a na-

ture as to impart but little electricity to glass; under
these circumstances, the electricity imparted to the up-

per piece of silk did not depend upon the rubber, but

upon the surface which supported it, the black being

always negative, and the Avhite positive. When the

structure of the silk was hard, stiff", and close, and when
the rubber had the character of communicating much
electricity to glass, then the upper piece of silk derived

the character of its electricity from the rubber, and not

from the supporting surface.

In another set of experiments, he brought an electri-

Sed ribbon near an insulated plate of lead, and observed

a feeble attraction. When his finger was brought to

the lead, a spark was emitted, after which the ribbon

was vigorously attracted, and both togctlier exhibited

no marks of being electrified. Upon taking away the

ribbon, appearances of electricity were exhibited in

both, and a spark was seen between the plate and the

finger. When two glass plates were placed upon a

smooth conducting body, communicating with the

ground, and excited in the same manner as the ribbons,

they likcAvise acquired electricity, and stuck firmly both

to the conductor and to one another. When the con-

ductor was a plate of lead, not very thick, it was sup-

ported by the attraction. No signs of electricity were

exhibited when they were all together. Upon lemo-
ving from the conductor the two plates of glass to-

gether, their electricity was positive on both sides, while
the conductor, if it had been insulated, seemed to be
negatively electrified. When the two plates of glass
were separated, the upper one was positively electiificd,

and the lower orie negatively. ^Vilh a rough conduc-
tor they scarcely contracted any electricity, thouf^h,

upon separation they were electrified as before. Hence
he endeavours to explain the nonexcitation of a globe or
tube, from which tiic air is exhausted.

The celebrated chemist, Torbern Bergman, of Upsal,
made a few experiments on electricity. He found, what
had already been discovered by Beccaria, that a small

quantity of water was not capable of conducting the

electric fluid, but that more was transmitted as the quan-
tity of water was in^ rcased. He obtained a similar re-

sult from ice, and concluded that ice is a worse conduc-
tor than water. It was ascertained by later experiments,
that ice became a non-conductor when cooled down to

—13° of Fahrenheit.

To Mr Kinnersley, the friend and associate of Dr
Franklin, electricity owes consideralilo obligations. Mr
Kinnersley first distinguished himself by discovering

the two opposite electricities of glass and sulphur, in

which, however, he had been anticipated by Dufay ; but

he immediately saw that Dufay did not imagine that

these two electricities were the same as the positive and
negative electricities of Dr l-'ranklin. He found that a

coated flask, containing boiling water, could not be
charged, as the electricity passed off with the steam ;

but as soon as the water was cold, the flask was readily

charged. He found, that if a person insulated, and ne-

gatively electrified, should hold out in the dark a long

sharp needle, pointing upwards, a light would be ob-

served on the point of it, the electricity being-in this

case drawn from the air. Upon sending the charge of a

case of 35 bottles through a piece of brass wire about

24 inches long, with a pound weight at the lower end,

the whole wire became red hot, and was an inch longer

than before. By means of a second charge, the wire

was melted. It was drawn asunder near the middle, and

when tlie two ends were put together, it measured four

inches longer than before.*

M. Jallabert, Professor of Philosophy and Mathema-
tics at Geneva, found that a coating of pitch did not pre-

vent the conductor from being electrified ; from which
it followed, that the electric fluid entered the substance

of metals ; and he likewise showed that ice conducted

electricity by performing the Leyden experiment in a

jar in which water was frozen. lie appears also to have

been the first who observed that a body, pointed at one

end, and round at atiotlier, produced different electrical

appearances upon the same body, according as the round

or the pointed end was presented to it. He was also

the author of a theory of electricity, in which he sup-

poses that a very rare and elastic fluid fills the universe

and the pores of all bodies, tending always to an ecjuili-

briuni, by filling up any vacuities that may be occasion-

ed. He aflirms, likewise, that the density of this fluid is

not the same in all bodies, and that it is most rare in

dense bodies, and most dense in rai'C bodies. A full

account of this theory is contained Tn his work, entitled,

Jix/icriences sur rElectricite avec guc/giics conjectiirc.i

sur la cause de ses effeis, Geneva, 1748. M. Jallabert

• See Franklin's Letters, and Phil. Trans, 1763, vol. liil p. 84
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performed a singular cure by means of electricity in

1747, and was thus led to publish, in 1750, his work en-

titled, Ex/irrimenta KUctrica Unibun Medici.-! a/i/ilicata.

One of llie most successful cultivators of the science

of electricity was Mr Wilkc of Rostock, in Lower Sax-

ony, who has published an account of his labours in his

celebrated work, entitled Disfiutatio Physica cx/ierimen-

talis cle Electriciiatibus, Uoslock, 1757, 4to. His re-

searches respecting sfwntanrous electricity, a name

which he gives to the electricity produced by the melt-

ing of electric substances, have contributed most essen-

tially to the progress of the science. He found, that

sulphur melted in an earthen vessel, which he placed

upon conductors, ^as strongly electrical when taken

out afier it was cold, but it exhibited no indications of

electricity when it was cooled upon electric substances.

When melted in vessels of glass, the sulphur acquired

a strong electricity, whether the vessels were placed

upon glass vessels or not ; but it was always stronger

when they were not placed on electrics, and strongest ol

all when the glass vessel had a metallic coaling. The
electricity of the glass was, in these cases, constantly

positive, and that of the sulphur negative; and, what

was very singular, the electricity of the sulphur did not

develope itself till it began to cool and contract, and

reached its maximum at the point of greatest contrac-

tion. The electricity of the glass was then the least,

and was strongest of all when the sulphur was shaken

out of it, before its contraction commenced. Melted

sealing-wax he also found to accjuire negative electricity

when poured into glass, and positive electricity wh.en

poured into sulphur. Sealing-wax poured into baked

wood was negative, and the wood positive. Sulphur

poured into wood became negative, but when poured

into sulphur, or rough glass, it acquired no electricity.

Mr Wilke's experiments on the friction of bodies are

also interesting. When sulphur and glass were rubbed

together, the glass was strongly positive, and the sul-

phur strongly negative. Wood excited with cloth was
always negative. Wood rubbed against smooth glass is

negative, but positive when rubbed against rough glass.

Sulphur exhibited positive electricity only in the case

when it was rubbed against metals. Lead, however,
formed an exception; for sulphur became negative when
rubbed against it, and the metal itself positive; from
\>hich Wilke concludes, that lead is not such a good
conductor as the other metals. In the following cata-

logue given by Mr Wilke, the substances are arranged
in the order in which they are disposed to acquire posi-

tive or negative electricity, any one of the bodies ac-

quiring positive electricity when rubbed by any that fol-

low it in the catalogue, and a negative elcctiicity when
rubbed with any that go before it

:

Smooth glass.

Woollen cloth.

Quills.

Wood.

Paper.

Sealing-wa:{.

White wax.
Rough glass.

Lead.

Sulphur.
Metals.

Mr Wilke believed, that smooth glass gives in all

cases a positive electricity; but Mr Canton had discover-

ed that the smoothest glass may be negatively electrified

when drawn over the back of a cat.

The experiments of Dr Franklin and Mr Canton on
electric atmospheres, were verified and extended by
Mr Wilke, who concluded, that parts of non-electrics

immerged in electric atmospheres, acquire an opposite

electricity to that of the atmosphere itself. The subject

of electric light received also considerable illustration

fiom the labours of this ingenious electrician. When
two pieces of glass were rubbed togetiier, he noticed a
vivid phosphoreal light, which threw out rays, but ad-
hered to the place where it was produced, and emitted a
strong phosphoreal smell. As it was accompanied with
no attraction or repulsion, he concluded that friction was
not able of itself to produce electricity, but that it was
necessary to have the bodies of different kinds; and he
considered the production of phosphoreal light without
attraction, as the excitation of electricity without the ac-

cumulation of it. When a tube was excited with a wool-
len cloth, with white wax or oil upon it, it ejected flumes,

each of which seemed to issue from a little fiery protu-
berance. He found, that when sparks were produced
between two balls, (except when both the balls were
metallic) the light formed a cone, the base of which
was always on the body positively electrified, and the

vertex on the one negatively electrified.—a criterion

which he considers as sufficient for discriminating the

two electricities. When a point not electrified is op-
posed to a positively electrified point, the luminous
cones, which in other circumstances would have been
seen upon both of them, are not in this case visible ; but
if a positive cone be opposed to a negative cone, they
both retain their characteristic properties.

We come now to lay before our readers an account of
the labours of ^Epinus, who may be considered as the

first person who employed geometry and analysis in ex-
tending the science of electricity. He performed a se-

ries of experiments, similar to those of Mr W'ilke, on
melted sulphur. Wlien the sulphur was poured into

metallic cups and cooled, the cup and the sulphur toge-

ther shewed no signs of electricity till they were separa-

ted, when the electricity was very strong; the electrical

efl'ects always disappearing when the sulphur was put
back into tlic cup, and re-appearing when the separation

was repeated. The electricity of the cup was always
negative, and that of the sulphur positive; but if either

of the two had been deprived of its electricity when they

were separate, they both exhibited, when united, the

electricity which had not been taken away, and which
was always on the surface of the sulpliur. Upon press-

ing together two plates of looking-glass, one of them
exhibited after separation a strong negative, and the

other a strong positive electricity. When they were
again joined, the electricity of both disappeared; but

if one of them had its electricity taken of!" when separate,

then the two, when reunited, had the electricity of the'

other plate. He made the same experiments with glass

and sulphur, v>'ith several other electrics, and with an
electric and a piece of metal. jEpinus and Wilke hap-

pening to be resident at the same time at Berlin, pursued
in company their experiments on electric atmospheres,

and were led to the discovery of a beautiful method of

charging a plate of air, in the same manner as the charge

had been communicated to plates of glass. Having
found that the negative state of one of the bodies de-

pended on the opposite state of the other, which vias

precisely the case with a ch.arged pane of glass, they

tlurefore tried to give an electric shock by means of air,

which they effected, by suspending large wooden boards

coated with tin, having their fl;it suifaccs parallel, and
some inches distant. When one of llie boards was elec-

trified positively, the other possessed a negative electri-

city ; and when a person touched one of the plates with
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one hand, and the other plate with his other hand, he

received a shock exactly as in the Leydcn jar. The op-

posite clecti icitics of the two boards occasioned a strong

attraction, which it was necessary to counteract by means
of strings, which prevented the approach of the boards.

Sometimes the electricity of both the boards was dis-

charged by a strong spark between them, in the same
manner as when a pane of glass bursts with an over-

charge. A shock was experienced when the discharge

was effected by the intervention of the linger, and when
there was any enunencc on cither of the plates, the spon-

taneous discharge always jjusscd tlirough it, and a point-

ed body fixed at this place, prevented the boards from
being charged. Wilke and jEpinus considered the two
boards as representing the earth and the clouds electri-

fied in an opposite manner, and the phenomenon of light-

ning as the bursting of the plate of air by a spontaneous
discharge, which is always made through eminences.

M. yEpinus performed also some interesting experiments
on tlie tourmalin, wliich he published in the Memoirs of

the Academy of Berlin for 1756.

Notwithstanding the value of these experiments, the

greatest service which jEpinus did to electricity, was
in connecting together all the scattered phenomena by
an ingenious and plausible theory, of which he has given

a full accoiuit in his Temamen Theories Electricitatis et

Magnecismi, published at St Petersbuigh in 1759. This
theory is founded on the following simple principles :

1. That the molecules of the electric fluid mutually re-

pel each other, even at consideraI)le distances, and with

a force decreasing as the distance increases. 2. The
particles of the electric fluid attract the particles of all

known bodies, and are attracted by them in their turn,

with a force following the same law. 3. The electric

fluid exists in the pores of bodies, moving without any
perceptible obstruction in non-tlectrics., such as the

metals, water, EvC. but with extreme difficulty in the

pores of electrics, such as glass, rosin, £cc. 4. The phe-
nomena of electiicity arise from two causes, 1st, From
the transference of the fluid from a body containing

more, to another containing less of it; and, 2d, From
its attraction and repulsion, where no transference takes

place. Tlicse simple principles are managed with great

address, in explaining even the most singular pheno-
mena of electricity, and enable us to predict, witli the

utmost exactness, the result of any proposed experiment.
Tlie work of iEpinus is, periiaps, too mathematical

for ordinary readers, but it has been rendered accessible

to those who have no mathematical knowledge, by the

labours of the Abi e Hauy, in his work entitled Ex/io-

aition raisonnee d« la Theorie de I' Eleclricile et du Mag-
netisme a/ires Ics Princifics de AI. JE/iitius. Paris, 17t;7,

Svo.»

- The labours of our countryman, Dr Priestley, were
not confined to the composition of his laborious work on
the history of electricity, which appeared in the year

1767, and which contains a full and instructive account

of ad the discoveries in electricity which had been made
either in Europe or America. At the end of this work,
he has given us an account of a number of original ex-

periments, and he afterwards published several p;ipers

«n electricity in the Transactions of the Royal So( iety.

In attempting to ascertain the electrical qualities of me-

phitic air, Dr Priestley was led to make experiments on
charcoal, as it was from that substance that he procured
the gas in the greatest quaniiiy. Ik- found that char-
coal, whatever was its stale with regard to heat or cold,
was nearly as good a conductor of electricity as the me-
tals; a re:^dt which overturned the established notion,
that all other bodies but watei- and the metals arc non-
conductors. Difl'erent pieces of wood charcoal hud dif-

ferent degrees of conducting ])ower ; but the most per-
fect conductors of this kind which he found, were some
pieces of pit charcoal, which appeared to be in every
respect as perfect ct)nductors as the metals. Ur Priest-
ley observed a great variety in the electrical |)roperlics
of dillcrent pieces of pit cliarcoal ; but he hud not as-
certained the circumstances in the mode of preparing it.

from which this variety was prodticed. Dr Priestley
likewise found that common coal cinders from an open
fire were little inferior to charcoal in their conducting
power. This discovery, says a celebrated chemist,t " is

a curious and unexpected analogy between the metals
and charcoal; and chemistry furnishes us with several
others no less striking and important. When the con-
ducting power of charcoal was tried by succeeding elec-
tricians, it was found to vary in the most unaccoimtable
manner, sometimes scarcely conducting at all, some-
times imperfectly, and sometimes remarkably well.
This diversity indicates a diU'erence in the nature of
different specimens of charccal. Hence we may be
assured that charcoal is a compound, and that it of-

ten varies in the proportion of some one or other of
its ingredients." Dr Priestley also found that there
was a current of air from the points of bodies electrified

plus or minus ; that liol glass is a conductor; that elec-
tricity is easily diffused over the surfaces of new glass
tubes, and therefore that the first coat of new glass is in

some measure a conductor of electricity, but that after
six or seven months these tubes lose this faculty, and arc
as easily excited as older tubes ; and that the metallic
tinge was nmcli better communicated to the new than to

the old glass, twice the quantity of metal being in all

cases struck into it, a result which Dr Priestley ascribes
to the greater magnitude of its pores. Dr Priestley

found also that coloured circular spots are produced
upon metallic plates, which receive an electrical shock
from a strong buiteiy. The mci-t beautiful api)earance.
ot this kind was one which he made upon a gold watch-
case. The central spot was generally formed of shining
dots, and the extenral circle consisted of cavities resem-
bling those of the moon as tiiey appear through a teles-

cope; but in the spot upon '.lie gold case there appeared,
in several places of h, hollow bubbles ol the metal. The
cavities were deeper in some metals than in others, and
he thought that the following was the order, beginning
with those in which they were deepest, tin, lead, brass,

gold, steel, iron, bismuth, zinc, copper, silver. Dr
Priestley likewise observed, that when an electrical bal-

ti.ry is discharged, light bodies placed near the electrical

circuit are put in motion, an effect which he ascribes to

the sudden elasticity given to the air. He found that a

long circuit conducts worse than a short circuit, even
when the conductors are the same ; and that when the

circuit conlauis an imperfect conductor, a shock passes

to bodies near, and yet no electricity is communicated.

• Such of our readers as are prevented fi-nm consulting the ori(;in.-il work of JEpinuB, will find an admirable view of his theory in Dr
Robison's Sfstein of JSIechanicd Vhilosopliy, veil iv. wbicli is now in the ])res6. W'c have been induced to ni..ke lliis relisrence, as in \\\t

foilowin.e: article we propose to jrive a dciailed account, of tlie more perfect theory ol Cavendish, which coiiijii chends that of vEpinus.

I UrTlionijjson's History cj' the Hnyal Sorirly, p. 4'h
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The late Mr Cavendish, whose genius has extended

so many branches of physics, was likewise a successful

cultivator of electricity. He conceived and executed the

design of explaining all the phenomena of electricity by

a simple theory, and his paper was actually drawn up

and ready for the Royal Society, when he was made ac-

([uainted with the theory of yKpinus, of which, though

published ten years before, he had never received the

slightest notice. The theory of Cavendish may be con-

sidered as absolutely the same with that of jEpinus,

tliough it is more accurate and more extended. " Since

I wrote the following paper," says Mr Cavendish, " I

found that this way of accounting for the phenomena of

electricity is not new. yEpinus, in his Tentamen Tlieo-

ria, &c. has made use of tlie same, or nearly of the same
hypothesis that I liave; and the conclusions he draws

from it agree nearly with mine, as far as he goes. How-
ever, as I have carried the theory much farther than he

has done, and have considered the subject in a different,

and, I flatter myself, in a more accurate manner, I hope

the Society will not think this paper unworthy of their

acceptance." In this paper, Mr Cavendish lays down
the hypothesis, and examines by as strict mathematical

reasoning as the subject will admit, the various conse-

quences that flow from the jiypothesis, and then he com-
pares it with the various experiments tliat have been

made on the subject. Mr Cavendish informs us, that

he proposed soon to publish the results of some expe-
riments in which he had been engaged for the purpose
of trying the truth of his hypothesis, and of discovering

the law of electric attraction and repulsion.

Notwithstanding the immense interval which elapsed

between the publication of iEpinus' theory and the ap-

pearance of Mr Cavendisli's paper, yet no person can
rloubt that the lauer is entitled to the credit of a second
discoverer. Among his countrymen, at least, he is fully

entitled to this lionour; and if foreigners, who were less

acquainted with the integrity of his character, should
hesitate in conferring this secondary honour, we should

at least have expected some acknowledgment of his la-

bours, and some portion of praise for having improved
and extended the theory of the Russian philosopher.

We were therefore not a little surprised to find, that the

name of Cavendish never once appears in the exposition

of ^pinus' theory by the Abbe Hauy, published sixteen

years after the appearance of Cavendish's paper, nor in

the extract from the Register of tlie Academy of Sci-

ences, in which Laplace, Cousin, and Legendre, have
given an account of the Abb6's work.
The extraordinary shocks given by the torpedo hav-

ing been found by Mr Walsh toibe purely electrical,*

]SIr Cavendish began a scries of experiments, with the
view of obtaining an explanation of these singular ef-

fects. As the shock of the fish was given under water,
and was incapable of being transmitted through water,
of producing electric light, or of affecting an electro-
meter, the difficulty of obtaining a proper explanation
seemed to be very great. He constructed an artificial

torpedo made of wood, connected with glass tubes and
wires, and covered with a piece o£ sheep's skin leather,
and found in numerous experiments, that tlie effects of
this apparatus agreed very well with those of the natural
torpedo.

Mr Cavendish likewise discovered, that iron wire con-

ducts about 400,000,000 times better than rain or distil-

led water, or in other words, the electric fluid experi-
ences no more resistance in passing through a piece of

iron wire 400,000,000 inches long, than through a column
of water of the same diameter only one inch long. He
also found that sea-water, or a solution of one part of salt

in one of water, conducts 100 times better than fresh

water, and a saturated solution of sea-salt 720 times bet-

ter than fresh water. The former body is also a better

conductor than fresh water. From several experiments,
Mr Cavendish likewise determined, that the quantity of
electricity which coated glass of different shapes and
magnitudes will acquire from the same degree of elec-

trification, is directly as the area of the coating, and in-

versely as the thickness of the glass. See P/iil. Trans.
17"6, vol. Ixvi.

Air Cavendish was one of the first persons who suc-
cessfully employed electricity as a chemical agent, and
had the merit of beginning those brilliant investigations

which have since presented chemistry with many inte-

resting results. He succeeded in decomposing atmo-
spheric air, by means of the electric spark. He formed
pure water by exploding a mixture of hydrogen and
oxygen gas ; and he produced nitric acid, by exploding
seven measures of oxygen with three measures of nitro-

gen. A full account of these experiments will be found
in a subsequent table.

The science of electricity was now destined to receive

the most brilliant accessions from the genius of M. Cou-
lomb, to whom many of the physical sciences owe the

deepest obligations. By means of an ingenious instru-

ment invented by himself, called a torsion balance, Cou-
lomb was enabled to measure small forces with a degree
of accuracy hitherto unknown in physics. In order to

avail himself of this contrivance, he investigated, both
theoretically and experimentally, the laws of the force

of torsion, (or the force with which a body untwists it-

self,) relative to the length, the thickness, and the na-

ture of the metallic wires which he employed, and he
has applied these laws with the utmost address, and in

the most successful manner, to the most delicate re-

searches in electricity, magnetism, and hydrodynamics.
In the theories of jEpinus and Cavendish, the action of
the electric fluid, in producing attraction or repulsion,

was considered merely as diminishing with the distance ;

and in consequence of the law being undetermined, se-

veral pi'oblems received only an approximate solution.

By the contrivance, however, already mentioned, of which
we shall give a minute account in another part of this

article,t M. Coulomb discovered that the electrical force

was, like that of gravity, in the inverse ratio of the squares

of the distances; a conclusion the more interesting, as

Newton and other natural philosophers had believed that

the electrical and magnetical forces followed the invers-^

ratio of the cube, or even some higher power of the dis-

tance. The experiments from which this result was
obtained, he varied in different ways, and always found

them conformable to the preceding law ; and in another

memoir, he has explained different means by which he
had obtained a similar result. The labours of Coulomb,
however, were not confined to the determination of the

law of electrical action ; he found that the momentary
dissipation into the air of moderate degrees of electricity-

is proportional to the degree of electricity at the time

;

• See Phil. Trans. 1""3, vol. Ixiii. p. 461.

t See Pai-t I, Chap. I. Sect. IX. pp. 441,450,451.
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that the dissipation is not sensibly chan!»ed by any varia-

tion in the temperature or weight of tlie air; and that

when tlic electricity was very weak, there was no i^cr-

cepiible difference in bodies of different kinds, or differ-

ing in shape or magnitude. The dissipation, however,
was greatly affected by the hygrometrical stale of the

atniObphere, and was very nearly as the cube of tlie mois-
ture of the air. M. Coulomb likewise examined the

dissipation which took place along imperfect insulators,

in which case the electricity seems to be conveyed along
the surface of the insulator chiefly by the nioiiture v.'liich

adheres to it, and obtained the following results: 1. The
densities in different points of an imperfect insulator are

in tb.e sub-du|)licate ratio of ihcir distance from the point

of complete insulation. 2. The lengths of canal requi-

site to insulate electricity of different densities, is in the

duplicate ratio of the densities. And, 3. The length of

canal necessary for insulation, is in tlie inverse ratio of

the coercive or insulating force of the canal. M. Cou-
lomb likewise found, that the most perfect of all insula-

tors is a thread of gum lac, which, measuring its excel-

lence by its shortness, insulates ten times better than a

silk thread, as dry as possible. When the silk thread

was covered with fine sealing-wax, it had the same
power of insulation as gum lac, when it was four times

as long. The dissipation along these insulating bodies

is not wholly owing to moisture, but to a small degree
of conducting power.

The next object of M. Coulomb was to ascertain the

distribution of the electric fluid in an overcharged body.

He fbund, that if v/e bring an electrified conducting bo-

dy into contact with another in its natural state, the elec-

tricity conveyed to the latter will depend solely on the

shape of the two bodies, and in no respect upon the na-

ture of the body itself; and that the fluid diffuses itself

along the surface without penetrating the body. This
result Coulomb at first obtained for bodies similar in form,

and equal in surface ; but he afterwards extended his

inquiries to spherical bodies having surfaces of different

magnitudes; and the general result was, that when the

surfaces of the unequal spheres were as the numbers 1,

4, 16, 64, injinite, then the density on the small globe

was as the numbers I, 1.08, 1.3, 1.65, 2, but never ob-

tained the magnitude 2. The density of the fluid on

different parts of the surface of two equal spheres in con-

tact, he found to be as the numbers 0, 1, 4, 5, 6, at the an-

gles 0', 30°, 60°, 90°, 180°, being almost uniform from 90°

to 180°. M. Coulomb has likewise determined the mode
in which the electric fluid is distributed among globes

placed in a row, and also over different points of the

surface of a cylinder. In all his calculations he has em-
ployed the hypothesis of the electric fluid being compo-
sed of two fluids, which are neutralised in tlie ordinary

state of bodies, and disengaged when the body exhibits

signs of electricity. The particles of each fluid mutu-

ally repel each other, and attract those of the other fluid.

These two fluids have been called the fluid of vitreous,

and the fluid o{ resinoits electricity.

There are few philosophers of the present day to whom
electricity owes so much as M. Volta, professor of na-

tural philosopliy, at Como, in Italy. He invented an

elegant instrument for collecting electricity, called an

electrophorus,* the first hint of which is said to have

been given by .£pinus ; and another instrument, called

• The name of electrophorus was given to this instrument from

p. 342.

Vol. VIII. Part I.

a condenser, the object of which is to accumtilatc and
render visible the smallest quantities of natural or arti-

ficial eleclricit)^. The (iulvanie discoveries of Volta
have raised him to a high rank among the discoverers
of the present day ; and imder the article Galvanism
we shall have frequent occasion to follow him in his ca-
reer of discovery.

In the year 1781, MM. I,a Place, Lavoisier, and
Volta, discovered, that solid and fluid bodies passing
into the gaseous state, gave unequivocal marks of ne-

gative and positive electricity. In these experiment-.,
the bodies wliich were evai)oruted were insulated, and
when the indications of electricity appeared to be instan-

taneous, it was communicated, by a chain or wire, to a

small electrometer like that of Cavallo's; but when it

was supposed that the electricity iiicrtased by degrees,
they employed the iii'^trunienl invented liy \'olta for coii-

densing small (|Uantilics of the fluid. Having jjiaccd iron

filings ill a vessel with a large aperture, they poured upoii

the filings sulphuric acid, diluted with three parts ol

water. A brisk effervescence took place; inflamma-
blc air was rapidly disengaged, and at the end of some
minutes the condenser was so charged with elceiricily,

that it produced a strong spark. Tlie electricity was
in this case negative. When fixed air and nitrous gas
were produced, by pouring sidphuric acid and nitrous
acid upon powdered chalk, and when charcoal was
burned upon an insulated chafing dish, similar results

were obtained. There seems, however, to have been
some uncertainty in some of the other experiments ; for

when water was poured upon insulated and heated stoves
of hammered iron, the electricity was negative in the

first experiment, and positive in two other experiments.
See p. 2S6.

M. De Saussure made a series of experiments of »

similar kind. He found that the evaporation of water,

by simple ebullition, produced negative electricity ; but
was surprised to find, that when he plunged red hot iron

in a small (piantity of water, at the bottom of a inetalli<'.

vessel, it produced positive electricity. In order to dis-

cover the cause of this variation, he employed vessels of

iron, copper, and silver, kc. strongly heated, and into

these he poured a certain (|uantity of the fluid which he
wished to convert into vapour. These fluids were dis-

tilled water, spirit of wine, and ether, and he marked
the duration of the evaporation, the nature and degree of

the electricity, as well as the state of the vessel and of the

vapours that were produced. In some cases, no electrici-

ty whatever appeared, in others the electricity was posi-

tive, and in others negative. M. De Saussure was of

opinion, that when the water was decomposed during its

conversion into vapour, or the body which was in con-

tact with it, a new quantity of electric matter is evolv-

ed, and the vessel wliich is employed in the experiment
receives a positive or a negative electricity, or no elec-

tricity at all, according as the (pianlity of fluid gene-

rated is greater, less, or equal to that which the evapo-

ration carries off from the vessel. M. de Saussure has

also made some interesting observations on the electri-

city of the atmosphere. See pages 287 and 306.

Our countryman, Dr John Robison, late professor of

natural philosophy in the university of Eilinburgh, made
a number of ingenious experiments on electricity. So
early as the year 1769, Dr Robison had made numerous

its retaining or cariying its electric a irlue for a long time. See

I i
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attempts to determine tlie law of electric action. By

means of a very admirable electrometer, of liis own in-

vention, with which he could measure tlie attractions oi

oppositely electrified bodies, ho fjot absolute measures

of the attractive forces. He obtained more than a hun-

dred results with different instruments of different sizes

;

and not one of these results deviated from the medium

|th of the whole force, and there were very few that

deviated Jjl''- l^e measured all the forces by a linear

stale, and expressed them by ordinates to a base, on

which the distances were set oft" from a fixed point. A
regular curve was then drawn tlirough the summits ot

the ordinates, and he was thus enabled to observe, in

the disiinctest manner, the coincidence or the deviation

of his experiments. The general result of these expe-

riments was, that the mutual repulsion of two spheres,

electrified either positively or negatively, varied in

, or was nearly as the inverse ratio of the square of
^2.06 '

^

the distance. When the experiment was made on the

attractive force of balls oppositely electrified, the ir-

regularities were greater than in the preceding case,

amounting, in some instances, to |th of the whole force.

The results, however, deviated ratlier less than the for-

mer, from the inverse duplicate ratio of the distances;

but the deviation was in defect, as the other was in ex-

cess. From these results, Dr Robison concluded, that

the action between two spheres was like that of gravity,

in the inverse ratio of the squares of the distances of

their centres. It is much to be regretted, that Dr Ro-

bison did not publish some account of these conclusions

at the time when he obtained them. He would then

have been entitled to a considerable share of that ho-

nour which has been bestowed on Coulomb. See page

263.

Towards the end of the 17th century, electricity was

assiduously cultivated by a great number of eminent

individuals, who extended the boundaries of the science

by numerous experiments, and by the invention of inge-

nious and useful instruments.

By the aid of an admirable electrifying machine, and

powerful batteries, M. Van Marum performed a series

of interesting experiments on the fusion and the oxida-

tion of metals by the electric shock. He obtained some
curious results respecting the magnetical effects of elec-

tricity ; and he made numerous experiments to ascertain

the influence of the electric fluid upon animal and vege-

table bodies.

The late Mr Cavallo made many important additions

to the science. His experiments with electrical kites,

and thimder rods, added greatly to our knowledge of at-

mospherical electricity ; and his instruments for measur-
ing, doubling, condensing, and multiplying electricity,

bespeak a mind full of ingenuity, and intimately acquaint-

ed with the science which he cultivated.

Mr Nicholson made several curious experiments on

the form of the electric spark, and on the excitation of

electrical machines ; and he enriched the science with

two elegant instruments, which he called the spinning

condenser, and the revolving doubler.

Electricity has derived new light from the labours of

that venerable philosopher M. Hauy, who has discover-

ed, that the property of becoming electrical by heat, re-

sides in mesotype, boracite, calamine, and prehnite, as

well as in the tourmaline and the topaz. He found, that

the boracite possessed eight electrical poles; and we
owe to him the fine discovery, that the polarity which

these minerals acquire from heat, is related to the se-

co'.idary form of their crystals, those which have this

property, deviating from that symmetry of form which
is conspicuous in other minerals.

Mr Cuthbcrtson had the great merit of giving a new
degree of elegance and power to the electrical appara-

tus. His improvements on the plate glass machine;
his mode of constructing and improving batteries ; his

new condenser, and his compound electrometer, entitle

him to be considered as one of the most ingenious prac-

tical electricians of the present day. Along with Van
Troostwyk, he was the first that decomposed water by
the electric shock ; and he made many interesting ex-

periments on the fusion and oxidation of metals by elec-

tricity.

Mr Brooke was the first person who proposed the ba-

lance electrometer, and from numerous experiments on

the fusion of metals by batteries, he was enabled to de-

termine the law which was followed in the melting of

metallic wires.

Mr Bennet, by his experiments, as well as by his in-

vention of the gold leaf electrometer, and the doubler ;

Mr Read, by his experiments on atmospherical electri-

city ; Mr Morgan, by his various researches ; and Mr
Henley, by his inventions and experiments, contributed

greatly to the advancement of the science.

The conclusion of the 18th century was marked by an

electrical discovery, which excited the most general at-

tention. In 1790, M. Galvani, professor of anatomy at

Bologna, discovered that muscular contraction could be
excited in a frog recently killed, either by transmitting

through the nerve a small quantity of artificial or atmos-

plierical electricity, or by the mere contact of two diffe-

rent metals. Tliis singular experiment was every where
repeated and varied, and during the discussions to which

it gave rise, professor Volta of Como was led to the in-

vention of the Voltaic or Galvanic battery ; an instru-

ment of enormous electrical power, which has led to the

creation of a new science, and given rise to the most

brilliant discoveries in chemistry. In our article Gal-
vANiSiM, we shall have occasion to give a full account

of these splendid discoveries, and to review the labours

of Volta, Sir H. Davy, Dr WoUaston, Biot, Thenard,

Humboldt, Dr Robison, Dr Monro, Dr Henry, Dr Bos-

tock, Messrs Nicholson and Carlisle, Mr Cruickshanks,

Mr Sylvester, Mr Children, Mr Ritter, DeLuc, PsaflT,

Van Marum, Simon, Wilkinson, Hisenger, Berzelius,

Oersted, Erman and Brande.

The science of electricity seemed for a while to be

completely abandoned, and the attention of philosophers

wholly engrossed by the new science which had been

established. The 19th century, however, commenced
under circumstances very favourable to the science.

The celebrated Count La Place, the Newton of the

present age, investigated the manner in which electrici-

ty was distributed on the surface of ellipsoids of revolu-

tion. Coulomb had considered only the case of a con-

ductor perfectly spherical ; but La Place has shewn, from

an elegant application of the formulae which he used in

his researches on the figure of the earth, that the elec-

tricity will be distributed over the surfaces of all ellip-

soids of revolution, and that the thickness of the coat of

fluid at the pole will be its thickness at the equator, as

the equatorial is to the polar diameter.

In this investigation. La Place was followed by M.
Biot, a mathematician and natural philosopher of distin-

guished eminence, whose labours and discoveries we
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shall have frequent opportunities of reviewing in other

parts of our work. He extended the results obtained by-

La Place to spheroids, difl'ering b\it little from a sphere,

whatever be the irregularity of their figure ;• and he

found that the quantities of fluid carried off by discharg-

ing a glass plate by successive contacts, form a geome-
trical progression.

Our countryman Dr Wollaston had the merit of being

tlie first who decomposed water by a simple current of

sparks from an electrified conductor; and the arrange-

ment by which this was effected, is marked by that in-

genuity and beautiful simplicity which is characteristic

of the labours of that eminent philosopher.

The science of electricity was now destined to receive

the most brilliant accessions from the application of the

higher analysis. M. Poisson, a young mathematician of

rare talents, and well known by his discoveries in the

higher branches of astronomy, adopting the hypothesis

of two fluids, has determined analytically the manner in

which electricity is distributed on the surface of two
spheres of different diameters placed in contact, and the

results which he has obtained coincide wonderfully with

the experiments of Coulomb. He then applies the ana-

lysis to the case where the two fluids occur at the same
time upon the surface of the same body ; and in the case

of two spheres whose radii are as 1 to 3, and the dis-

tance of whose nearest surfaces is equal to the radius of

the smaller sphere, he has computed tables, shewing the

thickness of the coating of fluid at nine difl"erent points of

the two spheres, and the kinds of electricities which they

possess. These results also agree with the experiments
of Coulomb, so far as he has carried them, and appear
to furnish a confirmation of the theory of two fluids.

The case of two spheres leads to equations with variable

differences, and with two independent variables, which,

M. Poisson observes, is the first time that an equation

of this kind has presented itself in the solution of a phy-

sical problem.

In another part of the present article, we have given

as full an account as we were able of the researches of

this eminent mathematician ; but we trust, that in some
other part of our work we shall find an opportunity of

again calling the attention of readers to this interesting

subject.

In the different parts of the following article we have

already made references to the various works from which

our facts have been derived. The following is a list of

the principal treatises on electricity :—Desaguliers on

Electricity, Lond. 1742. Martenson, de Electricitate,

Upsal, 1740, 1742. Winckler's Gedankcn von derElec-

tricital, Lcipz. 1744. Winckler's Eigentchafien dn
EUctrischtn materia, Lcipz. 1745. Boze, Tenlamiiia
Elcclrica, Wittenb. 1744. KoWqI Easai mir I'Ekclricl-

te,l'a\: 1746. ^oHcl Jiec/irrc/iea hut I'Electriciti, Par.
1749. Nollet Lcttrca sur I'Elrciricite, Par. 1753, 1760.

Waiz Abhandluug von dcr Jileclriciiat. Ucrlin, 174i.
Piderit de Electricitate, Marburg, 17.15. .Muller Ur-
sac/i und triitzen dcr Electricitat. 1746. ^lartin on
Electricity, Bath, 1748. liecueil de Traitiit tur I'Elec-

triciii-, I'm-. 1748. Jallubcrt «ur /'A7<r/rifi7f, Par. 174y.
Boulangcr Truile d'Elcctricitt; Pur. 1750. Sccondat
Oisei~vatious J'/njiii/ucx, Par. 1750. Vcrrati sur I'Elec-

tricile, Montpell. 1750. Wilson's S/iort view o/ Electri-

city, Lond. 1780. I'ranklin on Electricity, Lund. 1769,

1774. Klingenstierna 7'al om de nyaste riin vid Elec-
l/icitatcJi, Slockh. 1755. K^elin de Electricitate. Da-
libard, Hist. Jbregee de I'Elictricite, 2 vols. Par. 1766.

Saussure dc Electricitate, Gcnev. 1766. LuUin de Elec-
tricitate, Geneva, 1766. Priestley's y«o-oc/uc/icin to Elec-
tricity, Lond. 1769. Priestley's Iliatory and Present
State of Electricity, Lond. 1767. James Ferguson's
Introduction to Electricity, Lond. 1771. Sigaud dc
la Fond, Traite de I'Eleclricite, Par. 1771. Id. Pre-
cis des Phcnomenes Elcclrirjues, Par. 1781. Jacquct
Precis de I'Elcctricite, Vienna, 1775. Becket on Elec-

tricity. Weber Elcctrische Vcrsuclie. Prince Ciallit-

zin snr I'Electricitc, Petcrsb. 1778. Herbert Theoria

fihenomenoruni Elcctricoriim, Vienna, 1778. Lord Ma-
hon's Princi/ilcs of Electricity, Lond. 1779. Lyon's
JVeiu System of Electricity, Lond. 1780. JMarat Re-
cherches Physiques sur I'Electricile, Par. 1782. La Cc-
pede sur I'Electricitc, Par. 178 1 . Milner's/i.r/jcn'mfnManrf

Observations on Electricity. Kuhn Ge.ichichte dcr Elec-

tricitat. Leipz. 1783. Tvcsmm sur le Eluide Electrigur,

Par 1786. Bennet's M-tu Ejc/icriments, Derby, 1789.

Brooke on Electricity, 1790. Peart on Electricity and
Magneti.Hm, (iuinsborough, 1791. Peart 07i Electric At-
mos/i/icres, 1793. Adams on Electricity. Lampadius
iiber Electricitat und iv'drme, IJcrl. 1793. Cavallo's Elec-

tricity, 3 vols. Lond. 1795. Morgan's Lectures on Elec-

tricity, 2 vols. Kratzenstcin Theoria Electricitaiis, Ho!.

1746. J. Eulcr dc causa Elcctricitatia, Pctersb. 1755.

Dutour sur la matiere electrique. Par. 1760. Laurentii

Beraud Theoria Electricitatis, Petcrsb. Hcidmanu The-
orie de I'ElcctricitS, 2 vols. Vienna, 1799. Carpue, /«•

traduction to Electricity and Galvanism. Cnthbertson's
Practical Electricity, houd. 1807. Byewaler's .£»»ay o?£

the History, Practice, and Theory of Electricity, Lond.
1810 ; and Singer's Elements of Electricity and Electro-

-chemistry, Lond. 1814.

PART I. DESCRIPTIVE ELECTRICITY.

Descriptive Electricity, is that branch of the science

which describes all the various phenomena which are

either produced, or supposed to be produced, by the

same cause as the phenomena of excited amber. It na-

turally divides itself into three heads : I. The plionome-

naof electricity produced by friction ; II. The phenome-

na of electricity produced without friction ; and III. The
effects of electricity, comprehending its mechanical.

chemical, and magnetical effects, and its influence upon
animal and vegetable bodies.

CHAP. I.

On the Phenomcria of Electricity /iroduccd by Eric tion.

As friction is the mean which has almost always been
employed for the production of electrical phenomena,

See Letoni de PEcole Normale, vol. vU. p. 85 ; and Bulletins de La Societi Philomaii'/ue, 18J1, Xo. 51, p. 21.
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and as the various tliscoverics wliicli liavc been made

icspecling the commuuicution, the distrihution, and the

dissipalion of the electric matter, have been made by

electricity excited in this manner, we shall introduce

into the present Chapter an account of these important

results, although they are equally dcduciblc when the

electricity has been either excited by heat, or obtained

from any other source.

Sect. I. On '.he Production of Eleclricity by Friction.

If we rub a piece of amber -.vith dry fur, or woollen

cloth, and then hold tlic amber over any light substances,

such as small pieces of paper, or the down of a feather,

the light body will be attracted by the amber. The
same effect will be produced, by rubbing the glass of a

watch against the sleeve of the coat; and slill more

powcrtuily, by rubbing a glass tube with a piece of dry

silk. In this latter case, when the tube is rubbed in

tliG dark, sparks of brilliant light, accompanied with a

crackling sound, will be emitted as long as the friction

is continued. In like manner, if a dry black silk rib-

bon, about two feet long, be laid upon a white one of

the same length, and be drawn over woollen cloth, or

bilk velvet, or even between the finger and the thumb,

they will lie found to adhere strongly to each other.

When separated, they will attract one another, and rush

together with considerable velocity. In a dark room,

the separation of the ribbons will be accompanied with

a flash of light; and anyone of the ribbons, when sepa-

rated from the other, will attract light substances like the

amber and the glass already mentioned.

Now in these three simple experiments, the amber,

the glass, and the silk ribbons have obviously received

new properties, which they did not possess before they

were rubbed, viz. the property of attracting light bodies,

and the property of emitting light in the dark. These
properties are called electrical. The amber, the glass,

and the ribbons, are said to be excited by friction. The
power of drawing to themselves light bodies, is called

I lectrical attraction, to distinguish it from the attractions

of cohesion, of gravity, and of magnetism. The light

emitted in the dark, is named the electric sfiar!;, or elec-

tric light.^ and the body which is capable of acquiring

these properties is called an electric.

By rubbing a great number of other bodies vith

woollen cloth, fur, silk. Sec. they are found to exhibit

the same properties as amber and glass ; while another

'lass of bodies exhibit no such properties, with what
ever substances, and in whatever manner, they are rub-
bed. Hence bodies are divided into two great classes,

viz. electrics, or those which acquire by friction the fa-

culty of exhibiting electrical properties ; and non-f/cT-

irics, or those which are incapable of acquiring electri-

cal properties by friction. The following is a list of
electrics arranged in the order of their perfection, those
being regarded as the most perfect which produce the
most powerful electricity by the least friction.

Table of Electrics.

Glass, and all vitrifications, even those of metallic sub-
stances.

The precious stones, such as diamonds, garnets, rubies,
topazes, emeralds, sapphires, the most transparent of
which are generally the most perfect.

Amber.

Sulphur.
Shell lac, and all resinous bodies, and resinous com-

pounds.

Bituminous substances.

Silk.

Wax.
Cotton.

Dry animal substances, as feathers, wool, hair.

Dry paper, parchment, and leather.

White sugar.

Sugar candy.

The -vafiour of quicksilver.

Perfect Toricellian vacuum.
Ice of distilled water, at the temperature of — 13° of

Fahrenheit.

Oils.

INletallic oxides.

Ashes of animal and vegetable substances.

Dry vegetable substances.

Hard stones, the hardest of which are the best electrics.

The substances in the above list which are niarked

in italics, are evidently such as cannot be excited by fric-

tion ; but they are inserted in the table, from their pos-

sessing, like the other electrics, another property, which
we shall soon have occasion to notice. All bodies not

contained in the preceding enumeration, cannot be con-

sidered as non-electrics. Those only are properly en-

titled to that name, which have been found incapable of

electrical excitation. A list of them will be introduced

with more propriety under another head.

Sect. II. On Positive and XJ'egattve Electricity.

In whatever manner, and by whatever bodies, elec-

tricity is produced, its general effects are always the

same. Electric attraction, and electric light, arc both
produced, whether we make the experiment with excit-

ed glass, or excited amber. The electricities, however,
generated from these tv.o substances, have difTcrenl cha-

racters, which manifest themselves by an attentive exa-

mination of their effects. If two small balls, turned

from the pith of elder, are suspended by silver wires,

or fine threads, as is represented in Plate CCXLIII. Fig.

1. they will remain in contact. But as soon as a tube

of glass, excited by friction, is presented to them, the

balls diverge, and separate from each other, as in the

figure. The same divergence is produced, by presenting

excited amber or wax to the pith balls. But if, when
the pith balls are in a state of divergence by the ap-

plication of excited glass, we present also to them a

slick of excited wax, the electricity will disappear, and
the balls will collapse. If, on the contrary, when the

divergency of the balls has been produced by the appli-

cation of excited wax, we present to them a tube of excit-

ed glass, the balls will collapse as before. If the excit-

ed wax, and the excited glass tube, are presented to-

gether to the pith balls, no- divergency will take place.

Here then we have an unequivocal indication of two
different kinds of electricity, viz. that of the glass and
of the sealing-wax, the one always counteracting the

effect of the other. These two kinds of electricity were
denominated the vitreous and the resinous electricities,

from the bodies by which they were produced ; but as

it has slnfe been found, that resinous electricity can be
obtained by the excitation of glass, and vitreous electri-

city from the excitation of resinous bodies, the terms of
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vitreous and resinous can no longer be admitted. Tlie

terms /loiilive and negative, or filtts and minus, liavc

therefore been universally employed to denote the vitre-

ous and resinous electricities.

The substitution of these new terms will appear still

more appropriate, when we consider that, in every case,

where a body is excited, both positive and negative

electricity are simultaneously produced, and in almost
every case can be rendered visible by the application of

the pith balls. This truth admits of a very simple proof,

by exciting sealing-wax with dry flannel, and applying

them together and separately to the pith balls. When
they are applied separately, the flannel will indicate a

positive electricity, like a tube of glass excited with silk,

while the wax will indicate negative electricity. When
they are presented together to the pith balls, no eflcct

whatever will take place, so that the positive electricity

of the flannel is in equilibrium with, or equal in efi'ect

to, the negative electricity of the wax. In the same
manner, when the black ribbon is separated from the

w hite ribbon, after bcin^ excited in the manner already
described, the black ribbon will be found negatively,

and the white ribbon ))ositivL-ly electiified.

But the positive and negative electricities arc not

only simultaneous phenomena;—any ckctric can be
made to exhibit either of the eleclricilics, according to

the nature of the substance with which it is excited, or
the state of the surface of the electric itself. This im-
portant discovery we owe to Mr Canton, who established

it by numerous experiments. Polished glass, for cx-
am])le, is positively electrified when rubbed with flannel,

but negatively electrified when rubbed with the back of

a cat ; while rough glass acquires positive electricity by
the friction of dry oiled silk, and negative electricity by

the fiiction of flannel.

The results of the numerous experiments which
have been made on this subject, are coiitaincci in the fol-

lowing Table, altered and greatly enlarged from the Ta-
ble drawn up by the late Mr Cavallo, from the experi-

ments of various electricians.

Names of the Electrics or
Substances rubbed.

Back of a living cat

Smooth glass .

Rough glass

Tourmaline . .

Hare-skin . ,

White silk . .

Black silk . .

Character of the

Electricity which
they exhibit.

Positive

Substances with which the Electrics are excited.

\ Woollen cloth

Sealing wax§

Baked wood

{

I'

Every substance which has hitherto been tried.

5 Every substance which has hitherto been tried, except the back of a cat and

I mercury.
The back of a cat, and sometimes caoutchouc.*

Dry oiled silk, sul])hur, metals, white wax, sealing-wax, or any resinous

matter ; every substance being considered resinous which is inflammable,

and soluble in oils, alcohol, and ether.

t

Woollen cloth, quills, wood, paper, the human hand, and the back of a

cat.

Amber, blast of air from bellows.

Diamonds and the human hand.

Metals, silk, loadstone, leather, human hand, paper, and baked wood.

Other finer furs.

Black silk, metals, and black cloth.

Paper, human hand, hair, weasel's skin.

Sealing wax.
Hares, weasels, and ferrets skin, loadstone, brass, silver, iron, human hand,

white silk.

Zinc strong, silver, bismuth strong, copper, lead, oligist iron.

Platina, gold, tin, antimony, gray copper strong, sulphuretted copper

strong, pyritous copper strong, sulphuretted lead, tellurium of naygag

strong, antimonial silver, sulphuretted silver strong, nickel, giay cobalt,

arsenical cobalt, sulphuretted antimony, sidpluireltcd iron, oxyduluus

iron,

'white wax, rough glass, sulphur, and all the metals that have been tried,

except iron, steel, plumbago, lead, and bismuth. Caoutchouc, according

to De Luc.
'Hares, weasels, and ferrets skin, human hand, leather, smooth glass, flan-

nel, quills, wood, paper, iron, steel, plumbago, lead, and bismuth. II
Brass,

according to De Luc.

Silk, rough glass, paper, sealing wax, white wax, lead, sulphur, and the

metals.

Flannel, smooth glass, quills, hare-skin.

• De Luc found, that when glass and caonlchouc were rubbed together, the electricity was on some days positi.e, and oh other Jaysi

"lTh:-efta^:tf::d-S:ru;'.;odKtll^ri'g.venon the authority of Ubes. Cavallo states, that .hey communicate negative

"'TTiS-eS'Seriments on the electricities produced by the fi-iction of the metals upon -•°'>-
j^t^; -:,:3^;::,!'^.:i!i,:S

He insulated the fragment of metal which he wished to try at the extremity of aslickof gum lac, ,",'.'>^"!:"K
"•',^,f:f.,V,l" \"^,"l>:^x

Positive

Negative

Positive

(^Negative

C Positive

\ Negative

5 Positive

\ Negative

5 Positive

I Negative
'Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

I

Positive

Negative

J Positive

(_
Negative

stick in his h.-ind, he"made the metallic iVagment paes several times over a piece of cloth,

widi the metallic fragment the knob of Volta's condensing electrometer, which we have rcprensmgi
See JInnaUs du Museum (I'Hiat

.\fler rubbing it live or six times, he l<iiul>cd

ntcd in Plate CCXLIX. Kig. IS. and found

.Ktilurelle, No. 17-
the kind of electricity in the common manner, aee ^nnu.c. uu .r.«oru,„.. ,.,^, ., --—

„i„.„„., ..i„rirlfird ncirativelv
« M. Libes found that seahng-vvax, when rubbed with insulated discs ol copper, z.nc, and silver was ''l";^.';^'^

n Mr Cavallo having inserted metals among the hstof substances that rendered sealiuL-wax positively elecl.ified Mr Singer repe-itcd

the experiments with great care, and obtained tlie results given above. Sec Singer a EUmtnu of UMnaty, p. jj.
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Names of llie Electrics

or Substances rub-

bed.

Sulpliur . . . .

Resinous bodies .

Character of the
Electricity which
they exhibit.

C Positive

\ Negative
C Positive

I Negative

Substances with which tlie Electrics are excited

All the metals except lead.

Lead, atul al! other substances that have been hitherto tried.

Resinous substances.

Ail bodies except resinous ones.

In the repetition of some of the preceding experiments,

the minutest attention must be paid to the state of the

bodies whicli are rubbed together, and to the manner in

which the friction is applied. When a stick of sealing-

wax is rubbed with an iron chain, the electricity of the

wax will be positive when its own surface is scratched,

and negative when it is smooth. When a silk ribbon is

drawn lengthwise over a part of another ribbon of the

same length, the ribbon which has been rubbed along

its whole length becomes positively and the other nega-

tively electrified. In like manner, when the whole

length of the bow of a violin is drawn over a limited

part of the string, the hairs of the bow exhibit a posi-

tive, and the string a negative electricity, the body whose
excited portion Js of the least extent being generally ne-

gatively electrified.* Some other examples of a similar

kind have been given in our historical account of the ex-

periments of Cigna.

In exciting metals with woollen cloth, similar anoma-
lies have been observed by Hauy; the same piece of

metal, even when placed in similar circumstances, some-
times acquiring positive and sometimes negatiye elec-

tricity. M. De Luc has observed a similar irregularity

in the friction of glass and caoutchouc. This anomaly,
however, is seen in a most beautiful manner in the mi-
neral commonly called cyanite, which was first described

by the younger Saussure, under the name of sajijiare.

Some of the crystals of this mineral acquire positive

electricity by friction, while others acquire negative
electricity; and in some of them the one species of elec-

tricity is found on one face, and the opposite species on
the other face, although neither the eye nor the touch
could discover any difference either in the lustre or the
polish of the two faces. From this property Hauy has
called the mineral disthene, which signifies having two
virtues.

The effect of minute circumstances in the simultane-
ous production of positive and negative electricity, is

excellently illustrated by the experiments of Mr Ca-
vallo, on the electricity of glass tubes containing mer-
cury, and hermetically sealed. These tubes were about
31 inclies long, less than half an inch in diameter, and
half an inch thick. Having put about three-fourths of
an ounce of mercury into the tube, he boiled it, and,
when the air was rarefied, the tube was hermetically
sealed. After cleaning and warming the tube, he brought
it into a horizontal position, and excited it by the friction
of the mercury, which took place in elevating and de-
pressing either end alternately. When the tube after
this kind of excitation was brought into a vertical posi-
tion, the end containing the mercury was electrified po-
sitively, and all the vest of the tube negatively. When
the positive end was raised, the mercury flowed to the
negative end, but the end where the mercury now stood
acquired a positive electricity, and the rest of the tube
a negative one. When the positive end where the mer-
cury first stood, tvas elevated without touching it with

the hand, it exhibited only a very slight degree of nega-
tive electricity ; and if the mercury was made to flow
back to it, and again retire from it, its electricity was
positive, while by elevating it with the finger it always
became strongly negative.

Sect. III. On the Communication of Electricity.

In the few simple experiments of which we have
given an account, the reader must already have seen,

that electricity is capable of being communicated to
other bodies. The pith balls obviously diverge, in con-
sequence of the electricity which they receive from the
excited glass or rosin, and retain it for a considerable
time. If we touch any of the pith balls, when in a state

of divergence, with a piece of glass free from moisture,
or with a dry stick of sealing-wax or sulphur, the diver-

gency will still continue. The electricity, therefore,

possessed by the balls, is not capable of being carried off"

by passing through these bodies. Glass, sealing-wax,
and sulphur, are thence called non-conductors of elec-

tricity, as they do not possess the power of transmitting

the electric matter. If, on the contrary, we touch any
of the pith balls with a piece of any metal, with the

finger, or with any body containing moisture, the pith

balls will instantly lose their electricity, and collapse.

The electricity, consequently, which occasioned their

divergence, has escaped, or been carried off by those
bodies, and hence they have received the name of con-
ductors. Between these two classes of substances, there
are others which do transmit the electric fluid, but with
less facility than those which are called conductors, and
therefore they have been distinguished by the name of
imfierfect conductors. Substances called non-conductors,
have also received the name of electrics, and sometimes
insulators, from their having the property of insulating

bodies, or forming a barrier, which prevents the com-
munication of the electricity of the insulated body to

those which surround it. The following Table contains

all the substances which have the property of conducting
electricity, arranged in the order of their conducting
power. We have followed the order assigned to them
by Mr Singer.

List of Conductors-

All the metals.

Charcoal well burnt.

Plumbago.
Concentrated acids.

Charcoal in powder.
Diluted acids.

Saline fluids.

Metallic ores.

Animal fluids.

Sea water.

Spring water.

• See Singer's Elements of Electricity, p. 34.
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River v, ater.

Ice above — 13° of Fahrenheit,

Snow.
Living vegetables.

Living animals.

Flame.
Smoke.
Steam.
Most saline substances.

Rarefied air.

Vapour of alcohol,

Vapour of ether.

Most ear ns.

Most stones.

To these we may add, powdered glass and powdered
sulphur, which have been found to be conductors by the

experiments of Van Swindcn.

Several of the bodies in the preceding table lose their

power of conducting electricity when they are made
very dry, and therefore they owe their conducting power
solely to the moisture, or the fluids which they contain:

hence vegetables and living animals, for example, con-

duct electricity solely in virtue of the juices and fluids

which they contain. The conducting power varies also

with the temperature. Hot cliarcoal and hot water trans-

mit electricity with more facility than when they are

cold; and glass, which is a perfect non-conductor when
cold and dry, becomes a tolerably good conductor when
heated to redness; and the same change takes place

upon resinous bodies when melted, and upon baked

wood when heated. Air, however, does not conduct

electricity, whatever be its temperature.

Although flame is here enumerated in the list of con-

ductors, yet it has been shewn by M. Erman, that the

insulated flames of tocx, oil, alcohol, and hydrogen gas,

only conduct positive electricity ; while other substan-

ces, such as phosfihorus, conduct only negative electri-

city. Mr Cuthbertson had observed, {Practical Electri-

city, p. 48,) that when the flame of a common candle

was placed midway between two equal balls, one posi-

tively and the other negatively electrified, the flame was
attracted to the negative ball, which became very hot,

while the positive ball remained cold.

Mr Brande* has endeavoured to explain these phe-

nomena in another manner. As some chemical bodies

are naturally negative, and others positive, he supposes

that the positive will be attracted by the negative ball,

and the negative by the positive ball ; and in order to

ascertain the probability of this conjecture, he placed

the flames of various bodies between two insulated brass

balls, one of which was electrified positively, and the

other negatively. By this apparatus he obtained tho

following very interesting results :

Substances attracted to the Positive Ball.

Sulphurous acid vapour.

A small flame of phosphuretted hydrogen slightly.f

Fumes of white arsenic slightly.

Large flame of carbonic oxide.

Vapour of burnt sulphur.
:{

Flame of phosphorus.

Vapour of phosphorus.
Stream of muriatic acid.

Stream of nitrous gas.

Vapour of benzoic acid.

Substances attracted to the J^egative Dal!

defiant gas.

Sulphuretted hydrogen slightly.

Arsenicated hydrogen.

Flame of hydrogen weakly.

Sulphuret of carbon.

Potassium in combustion, and its funics.

Flame of benzoin.

Smoke of benzoin.

Charcoal emitted by camphor in combustion.
Resinous bodies exhibit the same phenomena as

camplior.

Amber exhibits the same phenomena as benzoin.

Dr Priestley found the conducting power of charcoal

to vary very much in diflcrcnt pieces of that substance;

and it has since been found, that this variation arises

from, and is proportional to, the ditfcrent degrees of
heat that have been employed in making it.

The conducting property of ice was first discovered

by M. Jallabert, and confirmed by l)r Priestley. M.
Achard of Berlin, however, observed, in January 1776,

that ice, at the temperature of 15° of Fahrenheit, lost

its conducting ))ower, and became an electric. ,\bovc

this temperature, the ice begins to conduct. This fa-

culty increases with the temperature, and becomes very

great near the boiling point. INI Achard employed, in

his experiments, ice perfectly transparent, and free from

air-bubbles. To obtain this, lie poured distilled water

into a vessel, and placed it, in frosty weather, on the win-

dow of a room tolerably warm, when compared with the

external air. Hence the water froze on one side when
it was fluid on the other ; and the air, as it was extricat-

ed, passed into the fluid part, and thus left the ice per-

fectly transparent, and free from air-bubbles. He then

formed the ice into a spheroid, and, by rubbing it when

in motion about its axis, he was able to produce electri-

city in great quantities. The following Tabic contains

a list of bodies that are non-conductors, arranged in the

order of the resistance which they oppose to the passage

of the electric fluid.

List of .Yon-conductors.

Shell lac.

Amber.
Resins.

Sulphur.

Wax.
Jet.

Glass.

Vitrifications of all kinds.

Talc.

Diamond.
Transparent gems.
Raw silk.

Bleached silk.

Dyed silk.

• See Philosophical Transactions, 1814, Part I.

\ A large flame of this subsiaiice was equally attracted by both balls.

t The direction of the flame could not be determined.
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Wool.
Hair.

Feathers.

Dry paper.

Parcliment.

Leather.

Air.

.Ml flry irascs.

Baked wood.
Dry vcijetablc bodies.

Porcelain.

Dry marble.

Some siliceous stones.

Some argillaceous stones.

Camphor.
Caoutchouc.
Lycopodium.
Native carbonate of barytas.

Dry chalk.

Lime.
Phosphorus.
Ice at— 13° of Fahrenheit.

Many transparent crystals when perfectly dry.

Ashes of animal bodies.

Ashes of vegetable bodies.

Oils, the heaviest being the best.

Dry metallic oxides.

The remarkable property possessed by shell lac of
transmitting the electric fluid witli more difficulty than

any other body, was discovered by !\L Coulomb, and has
already been noticed in our Histoi-y of Electricity.

When any of the substances in the preceding table

Receive the least accession of moisture, their non-con-
ducting power is diminished in proportion to the quan-
tity of moisture which they have absorbed.
The slightest examination of the table is sufficient to

convince us, that there is no relation between any of the
chemical and physical properties of the bodies which it

contains, and their power of resisting the passage of the
electric fluid. The early electricians imagined that

metals and waters were the great conducting principles
;

but this property is obviously possessed by bodies which,
so far as we know, contain neither of these ingredients.

In our History of Electricity, p. 238, we have already
given some details respecting the length to which elec-
tricity has been conducted along metallic wires, and the
lapidity of its motion. These details are sufficient to
shew, that no measurable interval of time elapses dur-
ing the passage of the electric fluid along a space of
four miles.

Mr.Singer, however, has expressed a doubt respect-
ing the accuracy of these experiments. " They were
made," says he, " at a very early period, and have not,
I believe, been repeated since the improved state of the
science has affordtd the means of cfltcting such experi-
ments with precision. Metals, although the most per-
fect conductors we have, oppose some resistance to the
motion of electricity, and a charge will even prefer a
short passage through air to a circuit of 20 or 30 feet
through thin wire. It is therefore rather uncertain, that
the charge of a small phial has ever passed through an
interval of four miles." Jilemenls of JElectricily, p. 142.
note.

The subject of electric atmospheres belongs properly
to the present Section. The term atmosftkcre is here

employed to denote the space round any electrical body
through which its electrical influence extends. Mr Can-
ton was the first electrician who examined this curious

subject, and he found that all bodies immergcd in the

electric atmosphere of a positively electrified body, were
negatively electrified; while those which were placed in

the atmosphere of a negatively electrified body acquired
positive electricity. This may be proved by the very
simple experiment of holding a pair of pith balls at

some distance from an excited glass tube, and they will

be found to diverge v/ith negative electricity. In like

manner, they will diverge with positive electricity when
placed within the sphere of action of a stick of excited

sealing-wax negatively electrified.

Sect. IV. On Electrical Attraction arid Refiulsion.

The attraction exhibited by electrified bodies was one
of the first phenomena that was observed by philoso-

phers ; and we have already had occasion to notice an
example of repulsion, in the divergency of two pith balls.

These simple phenomena may be perceived with suffi-

cient distinctness, by employing merely a tube of glass

excited by a piece of silk ; but, in order to exhibit the

more interesting phenomena, of the approach and reces-

sion of light substances to an electrified body, we must
be able to produce a higher degree of electricity than
can be effected by a simple tube.

In order to obtain this, a cylinder of glass is mounted
in a frame, so that it can be turned rapidly round its

axis by means of a winch or handle. On one side of

it is placed a small cushion covered with silk, against

which the glass cylinder is rubbed during its rotatory

motion ; and on the other side a brass or metal tube,

resting upon a stand of glass, for the purpose of collect-

ing the electricity generated during the excitation of the

cylinder. This apparatus is called an Electrical J\Ia-

cliine, and the metallic tube is named the Prime Conduc-
tor. Several of these machines, fitted up in various

ways, are represented in one of our Plates, of which we
shall afterwards give a very particular description ; but
it is enough for our present purpose to know, that a ve-

ry high degree of electricity can be excited by the sim-
ple apparatus which has been mentioned.

Exji. 1. If, upon a tube of glass highly excited by a

piece of silk, or by the human hand, we let fall any light

substance, such as a piece of gold leaf or thin paper,
the substance will be attracted to the tube, and then
quickly repelled from it. If the tube is made to follow the

body, it will still escape from it, till it meets with some
other substance which is a conductor, and is not electri-

fied. To this conductor it will impart all its electricity,

and being again attracted by the tube, will experience
anpther repulsion as before. This experiment was first

made by Otto Guericke.
Exfi. 2. Having electrified the prime conductor of the

electrical machine by exciting the glass cylinder, bring
near to the conductor a pith ball, or a small feather sus-

pended by a slender wire, the ball will be attracted by
the conductor, and will continue to adhere to it till the
electricity of the conductor is dissipated.

F.xp. 3. If the ball or feather used in the preceding
experiment is suspended by a silk thread instead of the

metallic wire, it will at first be attracted by the conduc-
tor, and then immediately repelled, and will not return to

it again till it has imparted its electricity to some con-
ducting body.
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Lxfi. 4. Take a mimbcr of tlireads, from 10 to 18, and
about a foot long, and, having; tied them together at both
ends, sus]>cnd them by the up|)er knot to the conductor
of the machine. As soon as the tliicads arc electriticd,

the lower knot will rise, and they will swell out in the

middle, and assume a spherical form. This experiment
was first made by Mr Wheeler.

Kxji. 5. Suspend a metallic plate, or a wooden plate

covered with tinfoii, either from the conductor of the ma-
cliine, or from a separate stand connected by a chain
with the conductor ; and at the distance of three or four

inches below it place a similar plate on a stand connect-
ed with the ground. Put some pieces of gold leaf or
tl'.in paper between these plates, and when the conduc-
tor is electrified, they will be attracted and repelled al-

ternately by the two plates, and will continue their

motion as long as the electricity remains in the conduc-
tor.

This experiment is rendered doubly interesting, by
using small painted figures cut out of paper. These
figures will dance upon the lower plate as if they were
really animated, aEid will exhibit a number of attitudes

of the most singular kind.

This experiment is excellently represented in Plate

CCXLIII. Fig. 2. where every part of the apparatus is

so distinctly seen as to require no description.

Exfi. 6. Place two small bells on separate glass pil-

lars, threc-fouiths of an inch distant, so that the bells are

insulated. Suspend by a silk thread a clapper, or small

brass ball, so as to hang in the middle between the bells.

One of the bells being made to communicate by a con-

ducting substance with the conductor of the machine,
and the other with the ground, the small ball of biass

will oscillate between the two bells, striking them alter-

nately, and producing an electrical chime.

This experiment is still more interesting, if we bang
three bells upon a horizontal rod of brass communicat-
ing with the prime conductor. The two outermost
bells iTiust be suspended by metallic wires or chains,

and the middle one by a silk thread, so as not to com-
municate with the rod, but to have a communication
with the ground or table, by means of a chain going
from the inside of the bell. A clapper or brass ball is

suspended by silk strings upon the same horizontal rod,

and between each of the two bells. As soon as tlie con-

ductor is electrified, tlie brass balls will be alternately

attracted and repelled by the adjacent l)ells, and by stri-

king against them, they will jiroduce a chime by no
means disagreeable.

This experiment is distinctly represented in Fig. 3.

Plate CCXLIII. A still niore interesting variation of

the experiment is represented in Fig. 4. where a A is a

rod of solid glass, supported upon a wooden stand, and

passing through a perforated ball. No. 5. The other

end of the glass rod supports two metallic arms cross-

ing each other at right angles, having suspended at their

extremities, by means of wires, four bells, 1, 2, 3, 4.

From a point of each of these arms, equidistant from

the extremity and the point of intersection, is suspended

a brass ball by silk threads. Upon electrifying the con-

ductor, all the five bells will be set a ringing at the same
time.

Exf\. 7 Place upon the prime conductor a pointed

wire, and by means of it electrify the inside of a veiy

dry glass tumbler or jar. Place several pith balls on the

table, and cover them by the glass thus electrified.

Vol. V'III. Pakt I.

They will immediately begin to leap up and down
against the sides of the vessel, and wdl thus be alter-
nately atti acted by it and the table for a considerable
time.

Ex/i. 8. Suspend from the prime conductor a cir-

cular ring of brass or any other metal, about a foot in
diameter, so that the ring is in a horizontal position.
Place below the ring a circular plate of metal of a
larger diameter than the ring, upon a stand like that re-
presented in I'ig. 2, so that it can be placed at diiTcrcnt
distances from the ring. Take a very small hollow ball
of glass, blown extremely thin, and about two inches in

diameter, and having brought the surface of the metallic
plate to a distance from the ring less than its diameter,
place the ball within tlie ring, and upon the plate, and
as soon as the ring is electrified it will attract the ball,

which will l)e animaicd at the same lime with a rotatory
motion, and a circular motion of translation. If the ex-
periment be made in the dark, the ball will appear lu-

minous at all the points where it successively touches
the ring.

Exfi. 9. If the circular ring, in the preceding experi-
ment, is insulated, and stands about an inch and a half
from the flat surface of a table, and if a ball of glass,

about two inches in diameter, is placed upon the table,

and within the ring, it will first be attracted towards
the ring, and after touching the ring and becoming elec-

trified at the point of contact, this point will lecedc
and be attracted by the table, while the ring attracts

another part of the ball. Hence the ball will icvolve
about its axis, and move round the circumference of
the ling.

Ex/i 10. Fix a piece of sealing-wax at the end of a
wire, and insert it into one of the holes of the prime con-
ductor. When the sealing-wax is softened by heat,

turn the cylinder, and fine waxen fibres will be sepa-
rated from the wax, and if received on a sheet of jiaper,

will cover it with threads like red wool. By receiv-

ing it upon paper, and afterwards gently heating it,

the result of the experiment will be rendered jierma-
nent.

If the melted sealing-wax is held in the hand, at a
distance from the conductor, the waxen filaments will

dart from the wax to the conductor, and be condensed
into a kind of red wool as before.

Ex/i. II. Place a piece of lighted camphor in a me-
tallic spoon which communicates with the ])rime con-
ductor. When the conductor is electrified, the cam-
phor will throw out numerous ramifications, and will

shoot forth like a growing vegetable.

Ex/i. 12. Take a capillary tube of such a diameter,

that water will not drop from it, but be retained in vir-

tue of the attraction of cohesion. Bring this tube near
an electrified prime conductor, and the water will be
drawn out of it and discharged in a continued stream.

The electrified jet sometimes divides into several

streams, and is accelerated in proportion to the small-

ness of the bore. In this experiment, the capillary at-

traction of the tube is overcome by the more powerful
attraction of the conductor.

In all these various cases of attraction and repulsion,

and in every other ease of electric action, two bodies
electrified positively repel each other, and also two
bodies electrified negatively, while a body elecliificd

positivLiy always attracts a body possc&sinj; negative

electricity.

K k
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Sect. V. On the Accumulation of Klcclrkiiy.

The electrical effects which we have hitherto been

consiUeriiiy; are of the most transitory kind, awl exist

only tlurinp; the excitation of the electric. Altliougli

llic electricity dcvelopetl by the iriclion of a glass tube,

or of a glass' cylinder, was sufficiently slroni^ for exhi-

bitini; many inlcrcsling exjjcrinnnls, and tor tbe pur-

pose of in\ csti^ratint;; tlie nature and properties of ti>e

( icciric lluid, yet it was not till the nictliod ot accumu-

lating electricity was discovered, that philosopiiers be-

canic actiuiiintcd with the overpowering energy of lliis

extraordinary au^ent.

This ijreu't step in the pro ;ress of the science was

made by tbe celebrated Muschenbroek, in his invcntioji

of the Levden pbi:>l o'- jar. This instrument is repre-

sented in Plate CCXLill. Fig. 5, where ab is a cylin-

drical glass vessel, having the lower part b c coated

with tinfoil all around, the inside being coated in a si-

milar manner, and to nearly the same hei;^ht. Through

a perforation in the piece of wood or cork widen fills

the mouth of the jar, is inserted a brass rod d e, ha-

ving a small ball of brass cl at one end, and two or three

Inciies above the top, and communicating by its other

end with the inside co.iting, by means of a chain or

wire.

If the jar thus constructed is held to the conductor

of an electrifying machine, so that the knob d may be

about half an inch from it, a number of sparks will

pass from the conductor to the knob d, and after grow-

ing weaker and weaker, they will at last cease. The
electricity from the conductor has now been accumu-
lated in the jar, and the jar is said to be charged. If

any person now holds the jar in one hand by the out-

side coaling, while with the other he touches the knob

d, he will hear a sharp sound, accompanied with a bril-

liant flash of light, and will experience a severe and

most disagreeable concussion in his wrists, elbows, and

breast, the accumulated electricity of the jar having

passed through his body. This sensation is called the

electric s/wck, and the jar is said to be discharged.

The electiic shock may also be experienced by any

number of individuals, provided they take one ano-

ther by the hand, and form the line of communication
between the inside and outside coalings of the phial.

If the person at one end of the line touches the outside

coating, then the shock will be felt by every individual

that composes it, the instant that the person at the

other extremity touches the knob of the phial. In this

manner the Al)be Nollet electiified 180 of the French
guards in the king's presence ; and, at the Carthusian
convent in Paris, the whole of the religious formed a

line of 5400 feet by means of iron wires between every
two persons, and were all simultaneously electrified

upon the discharge of the phial.

In order to discharge the jar without receiving a

shock, it is necessary lo have two circular wiresyra, gm,
(Fig. 6.), having knobs/, ^, at each end, and connected by
a joint at m. where a glass handle, mn, is inserted. The
experimenter takes hold of the glass part, and placing

the lower knob g- on the external coating, the discharge

is effected as soon as the other knoby comes in contact

with d. This instrument is called a dit-charging rod,

and is represented in Fig. 5. in the act of discharging

the jar.

The cylindrical form of the jar is by no means ne-

cessary to the accumulation of the electric fluid. The

same effect is obiained whcri a plate of glass is coated
on both sides with tinfoil, the glass extending about two
inclics beyond the metal all around, as is represented
in Fig. 7. With this plate of glass, the same quantity
of electricity will be accumulated as in a cylindrical jar,

having the same area of coate;l suiface.

Wlien it is re{|uired to accumulate great quantities of
electricity, several of the cylindrical jars are placed in

a box containing as many compartments as there are
jars. The bottom of this box, upon which tiie jars

must rest, is eitlior covered with tinfoil or a treiiis of

wire, so that the outside coatings of the jars will com-
municate with one another by means of this metaiiic

surface. The inside coatings are made to communicate
with each other by horizontal bars of metal passin;^

through the knobs of each jar; a construction w;]ich is

represented in l-'ig. 8. which is a battery composed of
16 jars. Sometimes the wires from the inside coaling,

instead of terminating in a knob, are bent at top, and
inserted in one common central knob. This form is

shewn in Fig. 9. which represents a battery of nine

jars.

A battery may also be constructed by a combination
of panes of glass coated as in Fig. 7. Dr Franklin

formed a battery of this kind with 1 1 panes of common
window-glass, and with it he made the greater part of
his experiments.

Batteries of great size have been constructed by dif-

ferent electricians, so as to accumulate an enormous
quantity of electricity, capable of melting the hardest

metals, and of putting an instantaneous termination lo

the functions of animal life. Dr Priestley constructed

a battery consisting of 64 jars, and containing 32 square
feet of coated surface. Mr Cuthbertson completed, in

1784, for the Teylerian Museum at Haarlem, a bat-

tery of 135 jars and 132 feet of coated surface; and in

1789 he completed another battery for the same Institu-

tion, consisting of 100 jars, and containing 550 feet of

coated surface.

Batteries are charged and discharged exactly in the

same manner as a single jar. If one of the knobs of

the battery communicates with the prime conductor of
the machine in a state of action, it will soon be filled

with the electric fluid; and the discharge may be effect-

ed by making a communication between the external and
internal coating, by means of a discharging rod, or any
other conductor.

The mode of constructing batteries, and the precau-
tions which are necessary in using them, will be fully^

detailed in the practical part of this article. It is enough
to know, at present, that, by such combinations, elec-

tricity is capable of any degree of accumulation.

Sect. VI. P/ie?iomc!ia of the I^eydcn Phial.

In the preceding Section we have already had occa-

sion lo mention the general construction and use of the

Leyden phial, as a mean of accumulating the electric

fluid. It presents, however, many phenomena of a very
curious and instructive kind.

It is obvious, that the external coating of the Leyden
phial has no communication whatever, either with ;he

internal coating or with the conductor of the electri-

fying machine, and yet there is a manifest accumula-
tion of electricity on the outside of the glass, or in the

metallic coating which covers it. It becomes, there-

fore, an interesting inquiry, to discover in what way
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ihe electiicitj' is communicated to the outside of the jar,

whcthci- the electricity is accumulated in the glass or in

the coating,—what is the character of tlic internal and
external electricities,—and in what manner tlicy stand

related to each other.

Dr Franklin, to whom we are indebted for almost

every thing thai has been done rcspuclin.ij the Lcydcn
phial, began his experiments by examining the intc-r-

nal and external electricities of the jur. Having sus-

pended a cork ball by a silken thread, he found that it

was attracted by the outside coating while it was re-

pelled by the inside coating, and that it was repelled

by the outside when it was attracted by the inside coat-

ing. Hence it followed, that the insi(le of the phial al-

ways possessed an opposite electricity to the outside,

the one being electrified positively when the other was
electrified negatively. This important conclusion was
still better established, when Dr Franklin hud observed

that he coujd charge a Leyden phial by holding it by

the brass knob, and presenting the external coating to

the prime conductor. When the phial was charged in

this way, the electricity of the external coating was po-

sitive, and that of the internal coating negative ; and
when the phial was charged in the usual way by the

knobs, the internal coating was positive, and the exter-

nal one negative.

When two phials were both charged through their

knobs, a cork ball, suspended between them by a silken

thread, was first attracted and then repelled by both

the knobs as they were positively electrified. Wlien
both the phials were charged through their outside coat-

ings, the ball was also I'-pelled by them both; but

when one of the phials v.as charged by its knob, and

the other by its outside coating, the suspended cork
ball played vigorously between them both, till the jars

were nearly discharged. Hence it follows, that the one
side of the phial possesses always the opposite elec-

tricity to the other, and that the two sides are simul-

taneously electrified, whether the electricity is drawn
from the prime conductor by the one side or the other.

As glass is impenetrable to the electric fluid, it neces-

sarily followed that the electricity was not communica-
ted from the one side of the glass to the other ; and this

was easily ascertained by observing, that when the jar

was insulated it was not capable of being charged but

in a very trifling degree. Hence it followed, that the

electricity of the outside of tlie jar was supplied fiom
the earth by the conducting bodies which surrounded

it, and that whenever one side of an electric receives

one kind of electiicity, the opposite side is simultane-

ously supplied with the opposite electiicity, cither from
the earth or other conducting bodies which are near it.

The next object of Dr Franklin was, to ascertain if

the positive electricity of one side of the phial vvas

cquLil to the negative electricity of the other. For this

purpose he hung a small linen thread near the outside

coating of a charged phial, and every time that he

presented his finger to the wire, the thread was attract-

ed by the coating, the electricity taken from the inside

by touching the wire being exactly eijual to what was
drawn in on the outside by the thread. Professor Rich-

nii.n obtained the same result by a very elegant expe-

riment. Having coaled both suifaces of a pane of

glass within two inches of its edge, he fixed linen

threads to the upper part of the coating on both sides.

When the plate was not charged, the linen threads

hung down in contact with the coating ; but when the

plate was placed in a vertical position and then char-
ged, the threads were re])elled from the coaling, and
formed equal angles with it on both sides. When his

finger or any conductor was brought near one side,

the thread on the same side formed a less angle with
the coaling, while the thread on the opposite side form-
ed an angle as much greater. Upon brniging his finger

in contact with one of the sides, the corresponding
thread fell down upon the coating, while the opposite
thread formed twice the angle with the coating which
it had done before. The angle formed by the two
threads with each other was therefore always a constant

quantity.

Dr Franklin at fivst imagined that the electricity accu-
mulated ij) the jar existed in the coatings in contact with

the glass, but he soon found upon farther examination,

that the electricity was contained in the glass itself,

and that the sole use of the coating was, in the act

of charging the jar, to conduct the electricity to all the

parts of the glass which was in contact, and in the act

of discharging it, to facilitate the communication be-

tween the two sides of the glass. In order to ascertain

these points, he charged a jar, and placed it upon glass,

or any insulating stand. He then took out the cork
and the wire, .and ascertained that they did not contain
any electricity, by touching the outside coating with
one hand, and putting the finger of the other hand into

the mouth of the bottle, when he received a shock as
powerful as if the wire and cork had been in their place.

Having put water into the phial, wiiich being a con-
ductor, has always the same efl'ect as a tinfoil coating,

he cliarged the jar, and then poming the water into an
insulated bottle, found that it also would not give the

shock. It then struck him, that the electricity must
either have gone ofl' in the act of pouring out the wa-
ter, or must still be resident in the bottle. He there-

fore filled the phial with fresh water, and without
any new charge he received the shock as before, which
completely proved that the electricity resided in the

glass. Dr Franklin made similar experiments with

coaled panes of glass, and obtained the very same re-

sult, by changing the coating as he had changed the

water. The same truth may ])erhaps be more satisfac-

torily established by the following experiment. Fix
the outside coaling of an uncoated jar with a lilllc

grease ; and, instead of the inside coating, sid)stitute a

quantity of mercury, or ol small shot, or gold le.if, or

brass filings. As soon as it is charged, turn it upside

down, so as to allow the mercury or shot to fall out

along with the wire and knob, and remove also the

outside coaling. Hy this operation, the jar will not have

lost its charge; for if new niertury or shot be put into

the inside, and a new piece of tinfoil on the outside, the

shock will be felt as strongly as if no charge had taken

place.

Dr Franklin likewise found, that when the glass was
gilt, a |)art of the gililing was torn off, as if the electri-

city had passed from the glass through the gilding ; and

when a thin bottle was broken by the powerful attrjction

of the negative and poVuive electricities on each side, the

glass « as always brol-.cn inwards, while the gilding was

broken outwards. The theory by which Dr Franklin

explained these various phenomena, will be fully ex-

plained in the third Fart of the article.

Other electric substances are c.ipable of being char-

ged in the same manner as glass. Ucccaiia imparted

a considerable charge to a smooth plate of sealing-wax.

K k2
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made by pouring it in a fliii<l stale upon an oiled marble

labK-. He charged also a mixture of pitch and colo-

pliony, sulpluir, and pilch, the nia;;nilude oi" the char-

ij^cs being in the order in which tlicse substances are

named.
Ill our history of electricity, wc luwe already given a

^nflicient account ol' the beautiful cxiki imcnt in which

Wilke and .-Epinus succeeded in charginj^ a plate of air,

,nd lakini-- shocks from it as if it were a plate of glass.

We have already seen, that when a jar is discharged

Ijy the discharging rod, no etVect is Iransmittcd along

ihe glass handle. Wlicn the handle, however, is made

<if brass, or any other metal, a small shock is transmit-

ted to the person that holds it, w.en the quantity of

elcctricily accumulated in the jar is considcjable. In

like manner, if a small chain is connected witli the out-

side coaling of a charged jar, it will appear luminous

when the jar is discharged in the dark by any conduct-

ing circuit, of which this chain does not form a part.

This effect has been named the lateral exjilnsion^ and

may be shewn most conspicuously by the Ibllowing me-

thod, which was pointed out by Ur Priestley. Insulate

a thick metallic rod, and place it with one of its ends

contiguous to the external coaling of a charged jar, and

at the distance of half an inch from its other extremity

place a large body, about 6 or 7 feet long, and a few in-

ches broad. Let a chain be now placed upon the table,

at the distance of 1 \ inch from the outside coaling, and

apply one end of the discharging rod to the other extre-

mity of the chain. As soon as the opposite extremity

of the discharging rod is made to communicate with the

knob of the jar, the discharge will take place, and a

brilliant spark will be seen between the insulated metal-

lic rod and the large body adjacent to it. This spark

does not change the electrical state of the body ; and it

is therefore imagined, that this lateral spark flies from

the coating of the jar, and returns to it before an elec-

trometer can be affected. This lateral spark has the

same length and brilliancy, whether it is received on flat

or smooth surfaces, or on sharp points. In opposition

to the result of the preceding experiment, Dr Robison

informs us, that he has perceived a delicate electrome-

ter affected by the lateral explosion.

Se;cT. VII. On the Electrical Sfiark; and Electrical Li^/it.

The light which always accompanies the excitation

of an electric, was observed about the same time by Ot-

to Guericke of Magdeburg, and our countryman Dr
Wall, and attracted the particular attention of every sub-

sequent electrician.

During the excitation of a glass tube in the dark,

small flashes of light, accompanied with a crackling

noise, are always observed ; and in working an electri-

fying machine, streams of blue light are constantly flash-

ing over the surface of the glass cylinder. The electri-

cal light, however, is more distinctly observed when any

round body is brought near the prime conductor of

the machine. A brilliant light, called the electric spark,

is seen between the body and the conductor, and exhi-

bits a great variety of appearances under different cir-

cumstances.

Exp. 1. If we hold a brass ball, about three inches in

diameter, nea- the prime conductor of an electrical ma-
chine, sparks of bright white light will appear between
them, attended with a loud snapping noise. When the

ball is very near the conductor, t!.c sparks iippciir lu

quick succession, and are taen perfectly straight.

Exp. 2. Having screwed a brass ball, about 3 inches

in diameter, into the prime conddctor positively electri-

fied, so as to stand about three inches from it, hold ano-

ther ball near the first, and long ramified or zigzag sparks
will be obtained. This positive spark is represented in

Plate CCXLIII. Fig. 10. where nat denotes the ball

helfl in the hand and in a natural state of electricity,

while p s is the positive ball connected with tlie con-

ductor. When the ball on the conductor is made very
small, the spark becomes a faint divided brush of light.

E.xji. 3. If the first ball in the preceding experiment
is electrified negatively instead of positively, the sparlt

becomes dense, straight, and more lumir.ous than be-

fore. This is icpresenied in Fig. 11.

Ex/i. 4. If one of the balls is positively and the otiier

negatively electrified, the spark combines the appear-
ance both of Figs. 10. and 11. as in Fig. !'2. When the

distance between the balls is not too great, the positive

zigzag S])ark strikes the negative straight spark generally

at the distance of one-third of the Icngtli of the latter from
its i)oint, the other two-thirds being rendered very bright.

On some occasions, the positive spark strikes the nega-
tive ball at a distance from the negative spark.

Ex/i. 5. Take two conductors P, M, about three quar-

ters of an inch in diameter, with spherical ends of the

same diameter, and place them parallel to each other,

so that their distance is about two inches, and their ends

pointing in opposite directions, and six or eight inches

asunder. These conductors are to be successively elec-

trified. When P is positively electrified, it exhibits the

ramified zigzag spark, and strikes the side of the other

conductor M, as in Fig. 13. When M is negatively

electrified, P being now connected with the earth, the

sparks cease to strike as formerly ; but the end of the

electrified conductor M will exhibit the negative spark,

and strike the side of P, as in Fig. 14. When one of

the conductors is electrified positively, and the other ne-

gatively, the ramified or positive spark appears at one

end, and the negative spark at the other, streams of elec-

tricity constantly passing between the ends of the conduc-

tors, as is shewn in Fig. IS.

Exp. 6. Fix a fine point upon the extremity 4 of a

stem b c, and upon this stem place a brass ball a, about

six inches in diameter, in sucli a manner, that, by turn-

ing round the ball A, the point may be made either to

withdraw itself within the surface of the ball, or protrude

itself beyond it. The point will not act when it is be-

neath the surface of the ball, and the ramified spark will

be seen between the two balls, as in Fig. 16 ; but in pro-

portion as the point is protruded beyond the surface, it

increases the transmitting power, and may be made to

have the same effect as any ball whatever, from the

smallest size to six inches in diameter. When it pro-

jects to a sufficient distance from the ball, it acts as if no

ball were present. iVIr Nicholson, to whom we are in-

debted for the preceding experiments, remarks, " that

the effect of a positive surface appears to extend further

than those of a negative one, for the point acts like a

ball when considerably more prominent, if it be positive,

than it will if negative."

Mr Nicholsonhas applied the preceding principle to

the construction of a simple instrument for disiinguish-

ing jiositive from negative electricity, when they are suf-

ficiently strong to afTord sparks. Two metallic balls, A,
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B, Fig. 17. may be placed at different distances, by means
of a joint at C. The arms CA, CB, arc made of ijluss,

and covered with varnish, and a short point li projects

IVuni tlie ball B towards the ball A. Tliis simple appa-

ratus is now to be placed near any elettriried body, so

th.ii the electric power may pass through tlie balls ; then

if the electricity passes fiom A to B, there will be a cer-

tain distance of the balls, at which a spark will pass be-

tween tiiem, and this dist;incc will be much shorter w hen

the electricity is pa;..sina; from B to A.
Kxfi. 7. Hold an uninsulated sheet of paper near a

positively electrified conductor, and the electrical light

will form a beautiful star, about four inches in diameter,

consisting oC distinct radii, but not ramified. Perform
the same experiment with a negatively electrified con-

ductor, and instead of forming a star, it will throw out

many pointed brushes of light to the paper.

F^xli. 8. Present the point of a needle to a body posi-

tively electrified, in the dark, and the point will be il-

luminated with a star; but when the body is negatively

electrified, it w ill exhibit a pencil or brush of light.

From the two preceding experiments, it becomes
very easy to distinguish positive from negative electri-

city, by means of the different characters of the elecliic

light.

Ex{\. 9. It appeared from experiment 6, that the ef-

fect of a point was destroyed, when it was withdrawn in-

to a large brass ball, and sparks were produced as if the

point had been wholly removed. The same effect will

be obtained if the point is inclosed in a glass lube, or if

it is placed between two balls.

Exfi. 10. Wlien sparks are passing between the con-

ductor and a brass bail 1 i inches distant, present a sharp

point at double that distance, and the sparks will no long-

er appear.

The brilliancy of the electrical spark is proportional

to the conducting power of the bodies between which it

passes. Hence uietals are used for the production of

the electric spark. When an imperfect conductor, such

as wood, is employed, the electric light appears in the

form of faint red streams. The length of the spark

depends upon the power of the electrical machine, and

the state of the weather when the experiment is made.

With a very powerful electrical machine sparks may
sometimes be procured from 10 to 30 inches long, and

these sparks always pass from the positive to the nega-

tive ball.*

The electric spark always varies its character with the

nature and density of the medium tlirough which it is

transmitted. The earliest experiment upon this subject

was made by Ur Watson, on a large scale, and is one of

the most beautiful which can be exhibited.

Exii. 1. Take a glass cylinder, tliree feet long and

three inches in diameter, and fit it up at one end so as to

be able to let down a brass plate from the top, in order

to approach another brass plate fixed at the bottom of

the cylinder. Let the cylinder be now exhausted and

insulated. When the upper plate is electrified, the elec-

tric matter will pass from one plate to another, at the

greatest distance at which the plates can be plated, and

the lower plate will be electrified as if it had been cori-

nected with the prime conductor. When the room is

dark, the electric matter, which in the open air passes

in small brushes or pencils of light about an inch or two

Long, will now be transmitted in vivid coruscations of

a bright silver hue along the whole length of the tube.

'I'hcsc coruscations do not divide as in llic open air, but
from a base apparently flat, lliey fre(|uent!y dividi ihciii-

selvcs into smaller and smaller ramifications, like the

coruscations of the northern lights. When the vacuum
is very perfect, Ihc electric mailer will pass belwei-n the

plates in a continued slrcam of the same size throughout
its w hole icnglh.

yCa/i. 2. Having placed the brass plates at Ihc distance

of 10 inches, make this vacuum a part of the circuit

throxigh which a jar is discharged, and at the instant of
the discharge, a mass of bright embodied fire will be
seen to leap from oi.e of the brass plates in the tube to

the other. When the distance of ihe plates is greater

than 10 inches, the light begins to diverge and lose its

force, and this divergency is nearly proportional to the

distance of the plates.

Exli. 3. Form a Toriccllian vacuum in the angular

part of a long bent tube of glass filled with mercury and

inverted, and jilacc the legs of the bent tube in separate

basons of mercury. If this vacuum is insulated, and one

of the basons of mercury made to comniuiiicate w ilii the

conductor, while some non-electric substance touches

the other, the electric light will pervade the vacuum in

a continued arch of lambent flame, without the least di-

vergency. If one of the basons be connected with the

machine, which should be insulated, the light will per-

vade the vacuum in a contrary direction.

These three exptrimtnts were made by Dr Watson.
Exli. 8. Through the top of the receiver of an air-

pump, afoot high and half a foot broad, insert a pointed

wire, so as to project two inches into the inside. Place

the receiver on the plate of the air-pump, and connect

the wire with the prime conductor of the electrifying

machine. A brush of light will appear at the point

of the wire ; but as soon as the exhaustion of the receiv-

er commences, this brush will enlarge itself, and vary

its shape ; and when the rarefaction is considerable, the

whole of the receiver will be filled with a beautiful blush

of light, the colour of which changes with the strength

of the electricity.

Exfi- 9. Into the extremity of a glass tube 30 inches,

insert an iron wire projecting into the tube, and having

a ball on the outer end of it. Fill the tube with mercu-

ry, and at the open end place a drop of ether, and sccuic

it by the finger, while the tube is inverted so as to form

a Toricellian vacuum in the upper part: 'I'lie etl.er will

rise to the top, and upon the removal of the finger, and

the descent of the mercury, it will expand into vapour.

If electricity is now transmitted through this vapour, it

will become luminous, and assume various hues, accord-

ing to its strength. If a strong spark passes through

some inches of the vapour, the light is generally of a

blue colour.

In condensed air and in carbonic acid gas, the light of

the spark is white md brilliant, but in hydrogen gas it is

red and faint.

Exfi. 10. Charge a Lcyden phial by its knob, and

take away the knob by a stick of scaling wax. Place

the charged jar under the receiver of an air pump, and

exhaust the receiver. The electric light will then flow

out copiously from the neck of the bottle, and will divide

itself into several jets, which will bend round in order

to reach the internal surface of the jar. If ihe jar is

charged by its external coaling, and placed under the

Singer's Elements of Electricity, p. 61.
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receiver as bctoic, the clccini; light will throw itself in

jets, fiom the external couliiii^ to tlie neck of the jar.

Jix/i. II. Into apiece of soft ileal, uboul three inches

lonj,s and 1 A inch square, insert obliquely two pointed

wires, having their points IJ inch distant, and penetrat-

ing 10 diflerenl depths below the surface, but so that the

line joining them is in the direction of the fibres. AVIiile

the spark passes IVoiii Uie one wire to the other, it will ex

-

hibit diflerent colours at difVerent depths. If the one point

is deeper than the other, all Uie colours will appear at

once, as the electric light is transmiUcd at various

depU.s.

When the sparks pass through Ijalls of wood or ivory,

they are of a crimson colour. They are green when

taken from the surface of silvered leather, yellow when

taken over powdered charcoal, and of a purple colour

when taken from imperfect conductors. In the vapour

of ether, the green sparks appear while the eye is

placed close to the tube, and reddish when seen at a

considerable distance.* The colour of the spark in

very rave air is green, and in denser air it becomes blue,

and tlu-n violet and purple, till the medium has become

so dense as to be unable to conduct electricity .f Upon
rarefying the air 500 times within a glass jar, about one

foot long and eight iii<;lies in diameter, Mr Smcaton

placed the jar upon a lathe, and turned it round rapidly,

Avhilst at the same time he rubbed it with his hand. A
considerable quantity of lambent flame appeared under

his hand, variegated with all the colours of the rainbow.

The light was steady, but every part of it was constantly

changing colours.

When metallic substances are completely continuous,

and of sufficient size, they do not become luminous by

the transmission of the electric light. The difficulty

therefore of making bodies luminous by electricity,

must increase with their conducting power. When
there is any breach of continuity in the body, a spark

will always appear at every separation ; hence at each

link of an electrified chain, a spark is distinctly visible,

and, from a similar cause, perhaps, gold leaf may be ren-

dered luminous. The appearance of light at the sepa-

ration of the parts of a metallic body, is the foundation of

several curious experiments, which we shall lay before

our readers.

Ex/i. 12. Having connected one end of a chain with

the outside coating of a charged phial, place the end of

another piece of chain, coming from the knob of the jar,

at the distance of a quarter of an inch from the former,

and set a glass vessel full of water upon both these ends.

When the jar is discharged, the water will appear com-
pletely luminous.

Jixfi. 13. A strip of gold leaf, about the eighth of an
inch broad, and three feet long, will be rendered lumi-
nous throughout its whole extent by the explosion of
a jar containing two gallons. If the gold leaf is laid on
glass, and below water, it will be svil more brilliantly

illuminated when the charge of a battery is passed
ihrouL'h it.

Jix/i. 14. Attach one wire to the outside coating of a
charged jar, and another to one of the branches of the
discharging rod, and having placed their other ends at

the distance of 1-lOth of an inch, press the thumb upon
tlie two ends. Bring the other branch of the d;schargin<T

rod in contact with the knob of the jar, which being thus

discharged, the spark will pass under the thumb, and il-

luminate it in such a manner, that the bone and the prin-

cipal blood vessels may be readily observed.

Jix/i. 15. Place a lump of sugar on the table, and in

contact with the outer coating of a charged jar. Place
one of the knobs of the discharging rod on the outside of

the sugar, and bring the other to the knob of the jar.

As the spark passes through the sugar it is rendered lu-

minous, and retains the ligiit for a considerable time.

F.xp. 16. Paste upon a tube of glass a number of small
round pieces of tinfoil, as in Plate CCXLIII. Fig. IS.

the distance between each being about the 30th of an

inch. When this lube is held near the prime conduc-
tor, a brilliant line of light will appear to surround it, a

spark being visible between each of the small circles of

tinfoil.

lixli. 17. Let several of those spiral tubes be placed
on a board, as in Fig. 19. and round a central glass pillar

supporting a wire a b, having a ball a and b at each ex-
tremity, and capable of turning round an axis. Com-
municate several sparks from a conductor to the ball C,
and pushing the wire a b gently round, each tube will

receive a spark from the balls, and will be illuminated

as in the preceding experiment.
In like manner, luminous words may be made, as in

Fig. 20. and a similar efi'cct may be produced, by dis-

charging a jar coated in the manner represented in Fig.

21. where there are on the outside five rows of square
pieces of tinfoil, with eleven in each row, and the same
number on the inside of the jar, making in all 1 10 square
pieces. The diagonals of the square pieces are in a ho-
rizontal and a vertical position, and there is a round hole

in the centre of each. Every adjacent pair on the out-

side jar, have two of their square points meeting in the

centre of the round hole in the intervening pieces of tin-

foil on the inside, so that 110 sparks will be seen at once
in a horizontal direction upon the discharge of the jar,

and 110 sparks in a vertical direction.

It was imagined by some of the early electricians,

that the electric light contained no prismatic colours.

Dr Priestley observed, however, that this was a mistake,

and a similar result has been more recently obtained by
Dr Wollaston4 In every I'espect, indeed, the light of

the electric spark comports itself like the direct light of
the sun, or of a candle. The writer of this article has
found, that it is capable of being polarised like other

lights, either by transmission through a doubly refract-

ing crystal, or by reflexion at the polarising angle from
the surface of a transparent body, or by oblique refrac-

tion through a bundle of glass plates.

Sect. VIII. On the Influence of Points in receiving and
discharging Electricity.

In the Section upon electric light, we have already

seen the effect of obtuse bodies, such as balls, in carrying

off" the electricity of a conductor by a succession of bril-

liant sparks; and we bad occasion to observe, that when
a ball was thus receiving sparks, any pointed body pla-

ced at douljle tlie distance of the ball, prevented any

sparks from passing between the conductor and tlie ball,

and drew off" the whole electricity of the conductor.

This singular property of points drawing off" the electri-

• See Morgan's Lectures, p. 234, and Singer's Elements of Electricity, p. 21,92.
•j- Morgan. Phil. Trans. 1785, vol Ixxv. p. 273.

I See Priestley's History of Klectricity, p, 125, an
,
and Phil. Trans. 1802.
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city of any body to whicli tlicy arc picsciUed, arid llie

coiTcsponclini>; pi'opeily of discharging the electricity of

any body in \vliicli tliey are inserted, may be illustrated

by tl.e f .Uouing experiments.

Kxfi. 1. Bring a metallic point near the prime con-

ductor after it has been charged with electricity, and it

will draw off the whole of its electricity without any
noise, so that no spark will be received eithei' by pre-

senting the knuckle, or any metallic body. In the dark,

there will be seen at the point a plume of light if the con-

ductor be negatively electrified, and a simple point of

light if it be positively electrified.

Exfi. 2. Fix a metallic point in the prime conductor,

and when it is electrified by the action of the machine,

a hissing noise will be heard, arising from the rapid dis-

charge of the electricity from the pointed wire. IJy

holding the hand near it, a strong blast of air will be

felt as proceeding from the point, and in the dark it

will emit a beautiful ])lume of light if the conductor is

positively electrified, but will exhibit a luminous point

if the conductor is negatively electrified. Tl-.is current

of air is so strong, as to be aisle to give a rotatory motion

to pointed bodies balanced upon a pivot.

Exfi.9. If when the electricity is drawing rapidly off

by means of a point, we preserit several points together,

a spark will pass from the conductor to the points, so

that the elTectofone point is diminished by the presence

of another, and when the points are numerous, they pro-

duce the same effects as a round body.

Exji.A. If a man, insulated by standing upon a stool

with glas.s feet, holds in his hand a rod, with a ball at one

end and a point at the other, he will be able to electrify

himself, so as to give sparks when he holds the point at

a short distance from the prime conductor ; but when
he holds the round end at the same distance from the

conductor, he will not be able to draw any electricity

from the conductor.

Exp. 5. If a man, insulated as before, is electrified,

the electricity will be rapidly discharged when he holds

out any pointed body, and in the dark the light will be

seen streaming from the point.

Exfi. 6. If two cross wires ab, cd^ Plate CCXLIV.
Fig. I. with a cap c at the point ul intersection, and hav-

ing 4 sharp points, as c, 6, c, d, tuined in the same direc-

tion, be nicely balanced upon a point at the top of the in-

sulated rod or stand ef, and if they are connected with

an electrified conductor by the chain^/;, they will imme-
diatelv receive a rotatory motion. In the dark, a stream

of light will issue fr(jm eacii point, and, from the veloci-

ty of rotation, these four streams will form a beautiful

circle of light.

Ex/i. 7. Upon tlie preceding principle, an apparatus

called the electrical orrery is constructed. If a globe S

(Fig. 2.) representing the sun, has a projecting arm
S 6 F. and if upon the pointed extremity of this arm is

balanced another ball E, representing the earth car-

rying a wire M a, with a point a at one end, and at the

other a ball representing the moon; then, if a point

b is fixed in the middle of the arm S F, and if the

whole is balanced on an insulated stand, by loading

one side of the globe S, let the apparatus be connected

by a chain g h. with the priine conductor of an electri-

cal machine, and a rotatory motion will be given to both

the arms, so that the moon M will move round the earth

E. while the earth performs its revolution round the

sun S
Exfi. 8. Insert five arms of wire, having their extre-

mities pointed and turned in the same direction, into a
piece of wood supi)orted i>pon a point at th( lop of a pla-.s

jjillar, as shewn in Fig. .5. To one of these arms, which
is longer than the rest, suspend a glass clapper hy a silk
thread, and behind it a roil r d. Lit 8 bells be now pla-
ccd uijon the stand, and if a chain passes from the upper
poiiit a to the prime conductor, the points will move
round, and the glass clapper will strike uguhist the bells
during its successive revolutions.

Exfi. 9. Let an inclir.ed plane be formed of two
stiaight parallel wires, AH, CD, and insulated by four
glass pillars A, U, C, D fixed in a stand ; and let a small
wire, m n, with two little balls at its ixtreinities, be
made so as to slide down the parallel wires by the foixe
of gravity. On a pivot in its centre, balance a wire o /i,

with two points turned in the same direction. When the
wire m n is near the I wer end of the inclined plane,
connect the parallel wire with an electrified conductor
by means of a chain. The wire o fi will imme<li,itely

turn round the pivot upon 71111, and will ascend the in-

clined plane.

The great utility of points as conductors or thunder
rods for carrying off the electricity of the atmosphere,
and the theory of their mode of action, will be fully

explained in other parts of the present arricle. Stc
Sect. XI. On the Distribution of Electricily, Art. 3.

p. 278.

Sect. IX. On the Law of Electrical Jttraclion and
licftutsfjii.

Sir Isaac Newton, and some other philosophers, had
long ago imagined, that electrical and magnetical attrac-

tion followed the inverse ratio of the cube, 01 some high-

er power of the distance. ^Epinus and Cavendisli, in

their theories of electricity, ha\o assumed no particular

law, but merely that the action decreases as the distance

increases, although the former had suspected that the

law was the same as that of gravity.

Lord Stanhope had endeavoured to shew, that electric

actions followed the inverse ratio of the square of the dis-

tance, ar.d his reasonings were by no means conclusive,

and the law was still considered as undetermined.

Our countryman Dr Robison, more than 46 years ago,

made a variety of experiments on this important sub-

ject, and dctei mined that the law of electric attraction

and repulsion was nearly in the inverse duplicate ratio

of the distance. An account of his experiments was

read before a public society so early as 1769, but un-

fortunately he did not then regard them as of sufficient

importance to be laid before the pulilic. As wc conceive

that Dr Robison is entitled to a share of that honour

which is now given to Coulomb, wc shall lay before our

readers an account of the method by which he ascertain-

ed the law of electrical action.

The instrument with which Dr Robison's experiments

were made, is represented in Figs. 5. and 6. Fig. 6.

being a perspective view of the whole inslrumenl. A
polished black ball A, \ of an inch in diameter, is fixed

on the point of a very slender needle, three inches in

length, the other extremity of the needle passes through

a ball of amber or glass F. about three-fourths of an inch

in diameter; but though the ball is completely perforat-

ed, the end of the medle must not extend rjuite to the

surface. At right angles to the needle, a slender glass .

rod is fixed into the ball F ; it is bent at right angles at

E, and is continued to L, exactly above tlic centre ot
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llic bitli A. The leni^lli of this rod is six inches from
1' to L. At the extremity L is fixed a piece of amber

C, Aviih an opening in tlic middle to admit the rod DCB.
The rod DBis formed of a silk thread coated with seal-

ing-wax ; the silk thread must be very strong and very

dry, and, wiien completely penetrated by the melted

wax, it must be made straight and smooth, so as to be

sufliciently stifl" and free of all asperities. This rod

passes through a small cube of amber, which has fine

holes drilled in two of its opposite sides; and by means

of two round pins passing through the piece of amber C,

the rod DB has a free motion round these pins as an axis.

The branch CB of this rod is about three inches long,

and carries at its extremity a ball B a quarter of an inch

in diameter, which may be either made of metal, or of

cork gilt and burnished. Tiie otlier branch CD, which

is of the same length, passes through a small cork ball.

When the instrument is thus constructed, the lovver ball

B must just touch the ball A, when the arm TE is in a

vertical position. The ball F, Fig. 5. must now be fixed

at the extremity of a glass rod FI, which passes at right

angles through the centre of a divided circle GIIO, and

lias a handle of boxwood at its other extremity I. This

rod, which is perpendicular to AF, is supported by the

head of a pillar HK, in which it turns with some diffi-

culty. An index NH, fastened to the rod FI, is always

set parallel to the line L.\, drawn through the centre of

the fixed ball. This index will point out the angle which
LA forms with the vertical line. It will also be conve-

nient to have another index, which turns stiffly on FI as

an axis, and stretches a considerable way beyond the

graduated circle. The graduated circle is divided into

360 degrees; the zero of the division is placed upper-
most, and 90 on the right hand.

In order to use this instrument, take hold of the han-

dle I, and set tlie index to 90. The lines LA and CB
will now have a horizontal position, and the ball B will

rest on A. Let the balls be now electrified, and let the

index be brought back to on the scale, by the handle I

;

during this motion the balls will be seen to separate in

some particular position of the index ; repeat this ope-
ration till the exact position is ascertained at which the

separation takes place. This will shew the repulsive
force when in contact, or at a distance equal to the sum
of the radii. Let the instrument be now turned still

more towards the vertical position, and the balls will be
observed to separate more and more. An assistant must
turn the long index, so as to make it parallel, by making
the one appear to cohicide with the other. In order to

shew that this instrument will give an absolute measure
of the repulsive force of the two balls, we have only to

balance the rod BD in a horizontal position by loading
the ball D with some greater weight ; then, by comput-
ing for the proportional lengths of BC and DC, we shall

find the exact number of grains with which the balls
must repel each other, in order merely to separate, when
the rod BD has a horizontal position. When this rod
has any oblique poshion, a very simple computation will
give us the number of grains of repulsion, with which
they will then separate ; and a third computation, founded
on the resolution of forces, will give us the repulsive
force in grains, when AL has an oblique position, and
tvhenthe rod BD forms any angle.

In order to make this instrument measure the attrac-
tions of two balls, one of which is positively and the
other negatively electrified, we must incline the instru-
ment to the left, and by electrifying the balls A, B, in an

opposite manner, when at a great distance from each
other, tliey will approach by their mutual attraction;

and by means of the deviation of BC from a vertical line

towards A, we shall be able to determine the magnitude
of the attractive force. In making experiments with
this instrument, tlie greatest care should be taken to

provide as much as can be done against any dissipation

or waste of the electric matter, by having all angles and
asperities removed, by varnishing all its parts, and by
making the experiments in a warm room, and when the

atmosphere is particularly dry. Dr Robison rccomniends,
that the dissipation per minute, under various circum-
stances, should be determined by a previous set of ex-
periments.

By means of different instruments of this kind, of dif-

ferent sizes, and some of them of balls of an inch in dia-

meter, and radii of 18 inches, Dr Robison performed
more than an hundred experiments, from which he con-

cluded that the mutual repulsion of two spheres, electri-

fied in the same manner, varied as , d representirvg

the distance of their centres.

Several years after these experiments of Dr Robison's
were made, and read before a public society, the atten-

tion of Coulomb was drawn to the same topic, by the

prize on the subject of the magnetic needle, which he
had the good fortune to share with Van Swinden. His
first object was to contrive an apparatus for measuring
very small quantities of electricity. This apparatus,

which he employed in all his experiments, and which he
calls a tornion balance, is represented in Plate CCXLIV.
Fig. 7. where ABCD is a glass cylinder, 12 inches high
and 12 inches broad, on which is placed a plate of glass

AC, 13 inches in diameter. This plate, which covers

the whole of the cylinder, is pierced with two holes/", w,
both of which are 20 lines in diameter. Into the hole J'
is cemented a tube of glassy/;, two feet high, and at the

upper end of the tube at h is placed a torsion microme-
ter, which is seen on an enlarged scale in Fig. 8. The
upper part of this micrometer consists of a buttons, an
index i o, and a pair of pincers g. This upper part is

let down into the hole G, in the centre of the circle a, 6,

which is divided upon its edge into 360 degrees. This
plate is soldered upon a tube of copper X, which enters

into the tube II, F'ig. 9.; and this tube is cemented into

tlie upper extremity of the long glass lube _/ /;. The
pincers g have nearly the shape of the extremity of a so-

lid port-crayon, which can be opened and shut by means
of a ring r. These pincers lay hold of the extremity of

a very slender silver wire, the other end of which is

held at P, Fig. 10. by the pincers of an iron or copper
cylinder P o, about a line in diameter. These pincers,

like the former, are opened and shut by a ring Q. This
cylinder is perforated at C, to receive the needle a 5-.

The weight of this part of the apparatus must be suffi-

ciently great to stretch the silver wire without breaking

it. The needle a g; which must be suspended horizon-

tally about six inches from the bottom of the glass cy-

linder ABCD, is formed of a silk thread, or a straw

covered with sealing-wax, and has the part </ a, about

18 lines in length, formed of a cylinder of gum lac.

At this extremity is a small ball a of the ])ith of elder,

about two or three lines in diameter; and at the other

extremity g, is a small vertical pi ine of paper, covered

with turpentine, which serves as a counterpoise to the

ball a.
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Into the other hole m, (Plate CCXLIV. Fig. 7.) is in-

troduced a small cylinder m x t, the lower part of which,

X !, is formed of gum lac, and carries a pith ball t. At
six inches from the bottom of the glass cylinder there is

pasted round its circumference a band of paper z </, di-

vided into 360 degrees, so as to be on a level wiUi the

needle ag-.

In order to adjust this instrument for use, the hole m
is made to correspond to Ihc zero of the scale z o <j. The
index o i of the micrometer is then placed upon the zero

of its graduated circle o ft, and the whole micrometer is

turned in the tube/ h, till, in looking past the vertical

silver wire P I, and the centre of the ball, the needle a g
shall correspond with the zero of the scale z q. The other

ball t is then introduced, so that it may touch the ball a,

and so that a line joining the centre of the silver wire,

and the ball t, may also point to the zero of the scale z q.

Coulomb's I\Tet/iod oj" determining the Law of the Relml-
sive Force.

When the instrument was thus adjusted. Coulomb
applied it in the following manner to determine the law

of the repulsions of the two balls t, a. Having provided

a brass pin AB, Fig. 11. with a large head, he stuck it

into a handle AC of sealing-wax, and having electrified

it he introduced it through the hole m, Fig. 7. and touch-

ed the ball t in contact with a. The electricity of the pin

was thus communicated to the two balls, which of course

possessed the same kind of electricity ; and as soon as

the pin was withdrav/n, the balls mutually repelled each

other to a distance which is measured by observing the

degree on the circle z 9, which is pointed out by a line

joining the silver wire and the ball a. If the index o of

the micrometer is now turned in the direction /i k o, the

silver wire IP will be twisted, and we shall produce a

force proportional to the angle of torsion, which is re-

quisite to make the ball a return to the ball t. By this

means he observed the distance at which different angles

of torsion bring back the ball a to the ball t ; and in

comparing the forces of torsion with the corresponding

distances of the balls, he obtained a measure of their

repulsive force.

Exfi. I. The two balls being electrified with the head

of the pin, and the index of the micrometer being set to

zero, the ball a was repelled by the ball t to the distance

of 36 degrees.

£xfi. 3. The silver wire being twisted by turning the

index of the micrometer 126 degrees, the ball a ap-

proached to t, and stopped at the distance of 13 de-

grees from it, having moved backwards through an arch

of 18°.

£x/i. 3. Havingagain twisted the silver wire through

an arch of 567°, the two balls approached, and stopped

at the distance of 81°-

Now, as the force of torsion, or the force which is

capable of keeping a thread twisted to a certain degree,

so as to hinder it from turning round its axis, and re-

covering its natural state, has been shewn by Coulomb
to be proportional to the angle of torsion, or the arch

through which it has been twisted, we have in the first

experirnent a force of torsion eeiuai to 36"; and in the

second experiment, wlicn the distance of the balls was
18°, the angle, ard consequently the force of torsion,

was r26"+18::rl44° ; stj that the repulsive force, at the

distance of 36° was 36° : rind the repulsive force, at the

distance of 18°, v/as 144", or quadruple at half tl;e dis-

V-oi. VIII. Part T,

tancc. In the third expcrbneut, when the distance of
the balls was 8i°, the force of tfjrsion was 567°

; so that,

at a quarter of the distance, the repulsive force was
nearly eight limes as great. Hence it follows, that t/ie

rr/nilsivc force of two small globes electrified either fiosi-

lively or jugalivcly^ is in the inverse ratio oj the nquara
of the distance of the centres if the two globes.

In the preceding experiments, the wire VI was 28 in-

ches long, and Jjth of a grain in weight, and the forct-

necessary to twist it through an angle of 500°, when at

the distance a P, or four inches from the wire, is j-Vth
of a grain, as calculated from the formulae given by Cou-
lomb in his Memoir on the force of Torsion. IJcnce the
real force in the preceding experiments were,

I)ist,inces of Angles ind Forces Absolute Forces
the Halls. of Torsion. ingrains.

36° J6 T^Ti^^ °f a gjain.

18 144 ^i^
8 .^ 576 ,}j

IM. Coulomb has remarked, that with a silver wire
so fine as that which he used, and which requires only

a force of ij-tj^q part of a grain to twist it through an
angle of 5"^, it is impossible, with every precaution, to

ascertain the position of the needle to within 2° or 3°

when the force of torsion is nothing. He recominends
therefore, after electrifying the balls, to twist the wire
30° or 40°, which, joined to the observed distance of the

two balls, will give a force of torsion so great as to re-

move any sensible error arising from the uncertainty of
2° or 3° already mentioned. He recommends also the

use of a wire nearly double in diameter to that which he
tiscd, as it was liable to break witli the least agitation.

A w'ire of this thickness should also be stretched for two
or three days by a weight equal to half of that which is

necessary to break it, and should never be twisted through
an arch of more than 300°.

It must have already occurred to the reader, that

while these experiments are making, the halls were los-

ing their electricity. Coulomb found, that when they

repelled one another through an arch of 30°, they re-

approached one another about one degree in three nii-

niites ; but as he was able to make the experiments in

two minutes, he did not consider it necessary to make
any correction for the loss of electricity. By observing,

however, the rate at which the electric matter is dissi-

pated during every minute, a correction may he applied

when the air is very moist, or when the dissipation hap-
pens to be considerable.

In the preceding experiments, the distance of the

balls was measured by the angular distance to which
they were separated, which is greater than the chord,

or the correct distance ; but this is in a great dei;i-ec

compensated by an opposite error, arising from making
the lever, by which the force acts, ctpial to the radius,

or half the length of the needle, whereas it is ecjual only

to the cosine of half the angular distance of the balls.

This compensation is sufficiciuly correct, when the dis-

tance of the balls does not exceed 25 or 30 degrees ; but,

at greater arigles, the distance between the balls and the

length of the lever must be accurately computed.

Coulomb's Methods of determining the Law of the .It-

tractive Force.

The next object of M. Coulomb was to determine tlic

law wliich regulated the action of two oppositely clec-

Li
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trified bodies; but in employing his apparatus for this

purpose, he encountered a practical dilTiculty which he

had not anticipated. Wlicn the two balls, one of which

is electrified positively, and the other ncgulivcly, ap-

proach each other by their mutual attraction, the attrac-

live force which, (as will be afterwards seen) increases in

the inverse ratio of the square of the distance, often in-

creases in a greater ratio tlian the force of toision, which

only increases as the angle of torsion, so that it is only

after many experiments that one succeeds in preventing

the attracting balls from coming into mutual contact, by

opposing an electric obstacle to the motion of the needle

a i' ; the adhesion of the needle, however, to the elec-

tric obstacle disturbs the results, and occasions a delay,

during which a part of tlie electricity is dissipated.

Coulomb has shewn, in a more particular manner, the

difficulties which attend this method of making the ex-

periments, and has pointed out the limits within which

we may place confidence in the results. By carefully at-

tending to every circumstance, he arrived at the conclu-

sion, 1/iat the attractive force of tnao small globes, one of

which is electrified fiositively and the other negatively, is

in the inverse ratio of the squares of the distance of

the centres of the globes. In order to inspire more con-

fidence in this result, he employed another method of

making the experiments, which, though less simple and

direct than the first, requires fewer precautions, and is

less liable to error. It has also the advantage of admit-

ting the use of balls of a very great diameter.

The apparatus which he employed for this purpose is

represented in Plate CCXLIV. Fig. 12, where AB is a

horizontal arm of wood, which can be fixed by means of

the nut A, at any height upon the veitical stand AC, and

which has a scale of inches on one of its sides. The arm
AB carries a piece of wood, EF, which, by the screw nut

E, can be fastened on any part of the arm. The lower

part of the piece EF carries a little flat bit of wood, s t,

well dried in an oven, and covered with gum lac or seal-

ing-wax ; and to its extremity is attached a single fibre

of silk, s e, such as comes from the silk-worm, which

again suspends a horizontal needle of gum lac, Ig, 15

lines long ; at one extremity of this needle is a small cir-

cle /, seven lines in diameter, cut from a sheet of gilt pa-

per, and placed perpendicular to the needle, while at its

other extremity the gum lac is formed into a round little

ball g. The remaining part of the apparatus consists of

a globe of copper G, a foot in diameter, or a globe of

paper covered with tinfoil, resting on four glass pillars,

coated v.ith sealing-wax, and terminating above in four

pieces of sealing-wax three or four inches long. These
pillars are fixed in a plate with a vertical axis, which can

be raised or depressed by means of the screw nut N.
The globe G is now raised by the nut N, till its hori-

zontal diameter G r is in a line with the centre of the

circle I, and the stand upon which the globe rests is pla-

ced in such a position, that wlien the moveable piece E
is at the zero of the scale of inches on the arm AB, the

circle I may just touch the globe G in the point r. The
piece EF is now placed at three inches on the scale, so

that the distance rl will be exactly three inches, and

G/, the distance from the centre of G, nine inches, and
the globe G is then electrified by the spark from a Ley-
den jar. By presenting a conductor to the plate /, the

electrified globe G will communicate the opposite elec-

tricity to the circle /, so that upon removing the conduc-
tor, we shall have the globe G and the circle I in a state

of mutual attraction. Let the needle ^i^- be now made

to oscillate, so that the amplitude of the oscillations is

not more than 20 or 30 degrees from the line where the
force of torsion is nothing, and observe the number of
oscillfitions performed in a certain time. Again, place
the piece EF at 12 inches, and then at 18 inches on the
scale AB, so that the distance G / may be 18 inches and
24 inches successively ; and observe, in both these cases,
the time in which the same number of oscillations is

performed. The following were the results obtained by
Coulomb.

Distanreol^tUe
Itre of I from tlie

centre of G,

9
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a silken fibre 6 inches long, and acting at the end of a

lever of 7 or 8 lines, does not exceed the of
120,000

a grain, and Ihercfore when the whole oscillations

are not greater than 40 or 60, the force of torsion is

or —

;

, a quantity so small, that it can have
1080,000 720,000 '

'

no perceptible influence on the duration of tlie oscilla-

tions, and conscciucntiy on the results of the experi-

ments.

The preceding method may be applied without any
change to the determination of tlie repulsive forces of

similarly electrified bodies; but the method already
adopted by the use of the torsion balance is much more
simple and exact.

Sect. X. On the Disei/iation of Electricity.

When any electrified body is insulated in the most
perfect manner, the quantity of electricity which it pos-

sesses is found to suffer a gradual, and sometimes a ra-

pid diminution, till the whole of its electricity is com-
pletely dissipated. It becomes a matter of the greatest

importance, therefore, to determine the law according to

which this dissipation takes place, and we are fortunate-

ly able to lay before our readers a series of beautiful ex-
periments which have been made by Coulomb, by means
of the very delicate apparatus which we have already
described.

When any insulated electrified body dissipates its

electricity, the effect is produced by three causes ; 1. By
the conducting power of the air which surrounds the
electrified body ; 2. By the deposition of humidity on
the surfaces of the electrics, which are employed to in-

sulate the electric body; and, 3. By the imperfect insu-

lation produced by the best non-conductors. The last

of these causes has probably the smallest share in the

dissipation of the electric fiuid, and cannot easily be
estimated separately from the rest.

In measuring the dissipation produced by the two
first causes, the i-eader must see, that there is some dif-

ficulty in separating the effects of the one cause from
those of the other; for as the electrified body must al-

ways be insulated by imperfect conductors, the real

quantity of electricity dissipated during a given time
must be owing to both causes. Coulomb, whose inven-

tive genius overcame every difficulty, has succeeded
completely in separating the two effects. He saw, that

if the portion of the surface of the electrified body,

which communicated with the insulating support, was
made extremely small, the loss of electricity along this

support must be immeasurably minute, in comparison
with the loss which was due to the humiditv of the am-
bient air. He therefore put this idea to tlie test of ex-

periment, and found, that when the electrified body did

not possess much electricity, such as a pith ball 5 or 6

lines in diameter, he could insulate it completely by a

cylinder of sealing-wax, or gum lac, about half a line

in diameter, and 18 or 20 lines long; that a very fine

silk thread, penetrated with melted wax, and covered

with wax, so as to form a cylinder J of a line in diame-
'cr, had the same insulating power when it was 5 or 6

inches long; and that an ecjual degree of insulation
could not be procured by a fine thread of glass 5 or 6
inches long, or by a hair, or by a fibre of silk, unless
when the air was uncommonly dry, or the electric den-
sity of the ball very weak.

1 . On the Dissi/ialion of Ktectricity by the Contact of .Itr

Having suspended a pith ball similar lo that upon the
needle a g, (Plate CCXLIV. Tig. 7,) to a very fine silk

fibre, coveretl with sealing-wax, and terminated with u
cylinder of gum lac 18 or 20 lines in diameter. Cou-
lomb introduced it through the opening m in his torsion

balance, so as to touch the pith ball a, as in the former
experiments. By means of the conductor, I'ig. 11. he
communicated the same kind of electricity to the two
balls, which immediutely repelled one another to such u

distance, that the repulsive force was equal to the force

of torsion. Let us suppose that the angular distance pf
the balls was 40°, then twisting the thread of suspension
through 140°, Coulomb brought the ball back to 20°.

He next observed the instant when this ball pointed ex-
actly to 20°. As the electricity was dissipating, the balls

approached one another some minutes after the opera-
tion ; so that, in order to be able to observe always at the

same distance of 20°, he twisted the thread of suspen-
sion 30° by means of the index, and as the force of tor-

sion was diminished by these 30°, the balls repelled a

little more than 20°. He then wailed the instant when
the ball of the needle ariivcd at 20°, and counted, with

great exactness, the time wliich elapsed between the two
operations. Suppose that tliis lime was three minutes,

then it will follow, that at tlie first observation the dis-

tance of the balls was 20°, and the repulsive force !40-|-

20~I60 ; that three minutes afler, the repulsive force at

the same distance of 20°, was only 1 10''4-20°ZI130°, or

was diminished 30°, or 10° per minute. Hence, as

the mean force between the two observations was

^-^~14S°, and diminished 10° per minute, it

follows that the electric force of the two balls diminished

10— per minute.
)45

'

In this way Coulomb constructed the following Ta-
ble, which contains the observations made on the 28lli

May, the 29th May, the 22d June, and the 2d July,

which he selected from a multitude of others, as on these

four days the variation of the humidity of tlie air was
very great, while its temperature was very nearly the

same.
In this Tatjlc, the first column represents the instant

of observation; the second, the distance of the balls;

the third, the degree of torsion given by the microme-

ter; the /o«r/A, the time which elapsed between two

consecutive observations; theffih, the loss of the elec-

tric force during that time ; the sixth, the mean force

of repulsion between the two observations, as measured

by the mean torsion indicated by tlie micrometer added

to the distance of tlie two balls; and the seventh, the ra-

tio of the electric force lost in one minute to the tola!

force.

L 1 2
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TJBLE for determining the Quantity of Electricity lost in a Minute by the contact of jtir.

FIRST SET OF EXPERIMENTS. May 28, Morning.

Barometer 28.3 Inches.

Thermometer 1 5 J Degrees of Reaumur.
Hygrometer 75 Saussure's Hygrometer.
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It will appear by examining the sevenih column, thai

the ratio of the electric force lost to the total force is a

constant quantity during the same clay, or while tlie air

has the same degree of humidity; fiom which it follows,

that the loss of electricity is always proportional in the

same state of the air to the electrical density.

From these experiments, Coulomb has shewn how to

detennine the electricity of the two balls after any given
time. Thus from the first set of expcrin\cnts in the
Table, when the dissipation is ^U every miiuitc, he has
shewn, that if we make tzz the interval ot time, d^;
the electrical density of each ball, and D the piimitive

density of the electric fluid in each ball, and ft, the modu-
lus of the logarithmic system, then we shall have

T,'^-^-C'}>
but as the distance is constant, D^ is proportional to the

primitive action, and d^ to the action while the time is

ZZ'. Hence in using the ordinary tabic, where the mo-
dulus f4~0.4343, we shall have

0.434;

'='»^^)-41

If we now seek from this formula the value of d
in the first experiment, it will be found that at the

first experiment D-~150, and that at the 6th ex-

periment d^zzSO. Hence
0.4343

41
IZ :iog..

150

IcT'
log. 3,

and consequently t;

41 log. 3_
0.4343

~45 by the experiment.

Now the first experiment commenced at e"" 32' 30" and
the sixth at 7^ 17', the difference of which is 44' 30" in-

stead of 43', as found by the experiment.

Coulomb has also shewn, that the ratio of the force

lost in a minute to the total force, is double of the ratio

of the loss of the density of each body to the total den-

sity. For calling d their electrical density, and a their

distance, then since the two balls are equal, and receive

at first the same quantity of electricity, their reciprocal

action will be represented by-j-, and consequently its

momentary diminution will be proportional to—^ 1-

rf^ Hence the ratio of this variation of repulsion to the

2d
d

'repulsion itself, will be, neglecting d^ , equal to

But - is the relation of the loss of density of each ball to
d

its own density, and consequently the dissipation is only

one-half of the diminution of repulsion. Thus in the ex-

periment of the 28th of June, the diminution of repul-

sion was -^i from which it follows that the dissipation

was -g^ per minute.

Our author made a great number of experiments of a

similar kind with balls of different magnitudes, and when
the quantity of electricity, as well as the electrical den-

sity of each ball, were very different, he always found,

that the ratio of the dissipation of the electric force du-

ring a minute, to the total force, was uniformly a con-

stant quantity. On the 28th June, for example, though

he presented to the ball a a bail double the size, and

though he communicated to this ball a degree of elec-

tricity greater or less than that of the ball u, yet the loss

of the electrical force was constantly ^\ per minute.

The most important result, however, which he ob-
tamed, was, that when the air was <lry, and llic dc-grcc
of electricity not great, the ratio of the decrease of
the electrical density to the density itself, was always a
constant quantity, whatever was the form, and whatever
the magnitude of the electrified body. Tiiis cxpciimcnt
was made with a globe a foot in diameter, and with cy-
linders of all lengths and magnitudes: he even substitu-
ted, in the place of the balls, circles ofpapurand of me-
tal ; and, on a day particularly dry, he armed one of the
balls with a small copper wire jth of a line in diameter,
and 10 lines long

; and in measuring the dissipation of its
electricity, he found that every body which he used on
that day lost -^-J^th part of its electricity in a minute. It
must be carelully observed, however, that this er|ualiiy
of dissipation exists only when the electric density has
been reduced to a ceitain point ; for, wlien the clectricitv
is very strong, all augulru- bodies dissipate their elec-
tricity accorduig to a law which will afterwards be deter-
mined.
The nature of the body, too, has no influence on the

law of the dissipation. On the 28lh June, the electricity
decreased ^'^ per minute when pith balls were used ; anil
the same result was obtained wlien the balls were madr.
of copper or of sealing-wax.
The next object of Coulomb was to discover the re-

lation which subsisted between the humidity of the air
and the dissipation of electricity. lie therefore drew up
the following Table, in which ihc first column marks
the day when the observations were made; the Arronrf
the state of Saussure's hygrometer; the t/iird the quan-
tity of water dissolved in a cubic foot of air, when the
thermometer is between lo" and 16° of llcaumur, ac-
cording to the cxpeiimentsof Saussure;' and lUc/oiiri/i,

the dissipation of electricity per minute.

Time of

Observation.
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Hence it follows, that the diminution of tlie vepnl-

sive force, or, what is the same, of ihc electric density,

is proportional to the cube of the weight of the quantity

of waier dissolved in a given volume of air.

The preceding conclusion, however, cannot be consi-

dered as certain, since it depends upon several circum-

stances which have not been determined with sufficient

exactness. Coulomb proposed to enclose the balls in dif-

ferent kinds of air, to communicate to tlie air different

degrees of humidity, and then to determine the law of

the dissipation of the electricity of the balls; but he found

this investigation too arduous, for want of proper instru-

ments for measuring tlie purity and the humidity of the

different gases wliich he employed.

Although the quantity of water dissolved in a given

quantity of air increases with the temperature, yet this

is not indicated by the hygrometer of Saussure. As the

conducting power of the air, therefore, must increase

with the temperature, the dissipation of electricity ought
to be greater in warm weather than in cold weather, even
when Saussure's hygrometer indicates the same degree
of humidity. This conclusion Coulomb confirmed by
experiment; but tlie law of the increase depending on
the augmentation of temperature, he has not been able

to ascertain. Saussure* has published a Table, shewing
the correspondence between the degrees of his hygro-
meter, and the quantity of water which a cubic foot of

air holds in solution at every degree of the thermome-
ter. But this Table is not given by its author as cor-

rect; and therefore Coulomb merely concludes, in gene-
ral, that, in proportion as the temperature increases, the

dissipation of electricity is not so great as it ought to be,

by calculating from Saussure's Table.
The dissipation of electricity seems also to be affect-

ed by some other causes, which it is not easy to disco-
ver. On different days, when the barometer, the ther-
mometer, and the hygrometer, indicated that the air was
in the same state, the dissipation underwent considera-
ble changes. The only general observation which Cou-
lomb was enabled to make, was, that when there was
a sudden change of weather, and when the hygrometer
varied sensibly in a few hours from moist to dry, the
loss of electricity, relative to its density, remained, du-
ring some time, greater than it ought to be, according
to the degree of dryness indicated by the hygrometer,
and vice versa, when the hygrometer changes suddenly
from dry to moist. If, in 12 or 15 hours, for example,
the hygrometer passes from moist to dry eight or ten
degrees, and that it afterwards remains stationary at that
degree of dryness for several days, it will often happen
that the electrical density will decrease the first day af-

ter this rise of the hygrometer, at the rate of ^\ per mi-
nute. Some days afterwards, though the hygrometer is

stationary, the electric density will decrease more than
-^ per minute. Coulomb ascribes this variation to the
aqueous vapours contracting an adhesion to the air, after
having continued in it a certain time; and he supposes

that the hygrometer will thus only attract to itself the

aqueous parts, which are free, and which adhere feebly

to the air. The hygrometer, tlierefore, upon any sud-

den change of weather, will indicate only the quantity of

aqueous parts in the air that are free, and not the abso-
lute quantity of aqueous vapours. This opinion is sup-
ported by the fact, that the electrical dissipation is al-

most always fixed at the end of some hours, relatively

to the hygrometer, when there is a rapid change from
dryness or humidity; and that it is only in calm weather
that the contrary takes place.

Although Coulomb had satisfied himself that his re-

sults were not affected by any dissipation along the sup-

porting fibre, yet he made the following experiment to

put this point beyond a doubt. He touched the ball by
four fibres absolutely similar to those which supported
it, so that if there was any electricity lost by tlie sup-
porting fibre, there ought to have been five times as

much lost by the five fibres. Ha could not perceive,

however, any dissipation by the five fibres; so that we
are entitled to conclude, that there is no error in the ex-
periments arising from imperfect insulation.

2. On t/ie Dissipation of Electricity along imperfectly in-

sulating Electrics.

In the preceding experiments, it was necessary to in-

sulate the electrified body in the most perfect manner,
in order to obtain the unmingled effect which was due
to the contact of the air. In measuring, however, the

dissipation arising from imperfect insulation, it is ne-

cessary to insulate the balls by electrics so imperfect,

that the dissipation arising from this cause may be ex-
tremely great, when compared with that which arises

from the contact of the air. But when this relation is

very great, the electrified body will lose its electricity

so rapidly, that it would be impossible to make several

consecutive observations before the electricity was com-
pletely dissipated. Coulomb was therefore obliged to

make use of supports, which did not permit a very rapid

diminution, and to determine by calculation the part

which was lost by contact with the air, and that which
was lost by imperfect insulation.

In this way he constructed the following Table, upon
the same plan as the former. The only difference in

the apparatus was, that the ball introduced into the hole

m, (Plate CCXLIV. Fig. 7.) for the purpose of repel-

ling the ball a of the needle, instead of being insulated

as formerly by a small cylinder of gum lac, from 15 to

18 lines long, was supported by a single fibre of silk as

it comes from the worm, and 15 lines in length. The
experiments were made on the same days with those in

the last Table; so that, from a comparison of the two
Tables, we may readily determine the quantity of elec-

tricity dissipated at every instant along imperfect insu-

lators.

Essai d'Hygroinetrie, chap. V. p. 181.
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TABLE for determining the has of Electricity along imfierfectly I'laulating Electrics.

FIRST SET OF EXPERIMENTS.

May 28t/i.
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7 of ihe first set of esperimcnts in ihe preceding Table.

D 0.4343
Now die fluent of the above formub is 'og.— —

82

D bciiit^ tlio pi-lniitivc density of the ball, and 0.4343

the modulus of the common lo;j;anliiins. Hence we shall

have log. (/z;log. D '-^— t. Now if we wish to
82

tions being admitted, Coulomb demonstrates the two
following propositions. 1 . That in a very delicate

conducting fibre, the electric fluid is uniformly distri-

buted throughout all its length. And, 2. That if the

fibre has a certain degree of non-conducting power, the

action which each point experiences will depend solely

on the electrical density of the molecule in contact with

this point, and that the action of the rest of the fibre

Sect. XI. On the Distribution of Electricity.

know the density D after 40 mmutes, when the silk
„,'be regarded as nothing,

fibre begins to insulate perfectly, we shall find tor the / t. o

ball a supported by gum lac, and perfectly insulated

during the whole of the experiment, D being equal to

v'186=13.416.

Log. rfrrl . 1 2763—26482=8628= 7.29 I

.

Hence the electrical density of the ball of the needle

at 10'' 40', which at lOt 0' was equal to ^/180= 13.416,

is now equal to 7.291. But as the action of two balls

is always proportional to the product of the density, if

we call A the density of the ball supported by the silk

fibre when it insulates perfectly, or when the action of

the two balls is measured by 40°, then 7.291A=40°,

and A ZZ :z:5.49. Hence it follows, that the elec-— r.291
—

Irical density of the ball supported by the silk fibre is

5.49, when the fibre begins to insulate perfectly, the

distance of the two balls being 30"

When any conductor receives electricity from an eX'
cited electric, this electricity is instantly distributed

over the body; for every part of the conductor exhi-

bits electrical properties. It is therefore a most inte-

resting enquiry to discover the cause by which this

distribution is effected, to determine in what parts of

the conductor the electricity resides, and in what man-
ner the distribution takes place, between two or more
bodies in contact, and in bodies of various forms.

The apparatus employed by Coulomb to determine
these important points, is nearly the same as what we
have already described. The only change which he
made upon it, was to remove the divided band of pa-
per z q, (Plate CCXLIV. Fig. 7.) and to substitute in its

Makmg use of the preceding^ formulae,^ Coulomb pj^^.^ ^ „,ooden circle, like the horizon of a globe, restt„
ing on four pillars, and liaving a diameter nearly double
that of the cylinder. This circle is placed in such a

manner, that its centre may coincide with the axis of the

wire or filjre which suspends the needle, and that the

first division on the w-ooden circle may be in the same
line with the fibre of suspension, and the centre of the

ball a, when the needle a g- is at rest.

found, from a comparison of several experiments, that a

small cylinder of gum lac 18 lines long, did not cease

to insulate perfectly till the ball was charged with a

degree of electricity nearly triple that of the silk fibre,

that is, assuming 5.49 for the electrical density of the

ball when supported by the silk fibre 15 inches long;

when it begins to insulate perfectly, we must triple

tills density, to have tlie density at which the gum lac

cylinder 18 lines long commences its perfect insula-

tion.

Our author next endeavoured to find the relation

between the electrical density and the length of the

supports at which they begin to insulate perfectly ; and

1. 0?i the Cause of the Distribution of Ulectricittj.

In order to determine whether electricity was distri-

buted over conductors by an affinity or electric attrac-

he found from experiment, that the electric density, tioii for one body in preference to another, or merely in

when a silk thread, or hair, or any fine cylindrical elec

trie commenced its perfect insulation, was proportional

to the square root of the length of the support ; that

is, if a silk fibre, whose density is D, and wliosc length

is one foot, begins to insulate perfectly, a fibre 4 feet

long will be necessary to insulate perfectly when the

density is double, or 2 D. Tliis experimental result

virtue of a repulsive force. Coulomb instituted the fol-

lowing experiments.
Ex/i. 1. Having suspended in the hole m (Fig. 7.) of

the balance, by means of a cylinder of gum lac, a small
hall of copper, so as to touch the ball a of the needle
as before, he placed the centre of this ball in a straight

line with the suspending fibre and the zero of the scale

Coulomb has shown to be quite comformable to theory, on the wooden circle. The ball a of the needle which
but we cannot venture to follow this ingenious author touched the copper ball was then distant from the posi-

into the field of speculation.* We shall merely lay tion where the torsion was nothing, by the sum of the
before the reader the principle upon which he pro- semidiameters of the two touching balls. The two balls

ceeds. were then electrified by the insulated pin CAB, as in

He supposes that the imperfect insulating power of the former experiments, and the ball a was repelled to
electrics depends on the distance of the conducting the 48th degree upon the scale. The suspending fibre

molecules which compose the imperfectly insulating was then twisted 120° by the he'ad of the micrometer,
support, or which are spread over its surface, and there-

fore, in order that the electric matter may pass from
one conducting molecule to another, it must traverse

a small non-conducting space of a greater or less mag-
nitude, according to the nature of the body. He sup-
poses, likewise, that this non-conducting space opposes
;i resistance constant for the same body, because the
conducting molecules are uniformly distributed, or at

;hc same distance from one another. These supposi-

(Fig. 11.) in order to bring back the ball of the needle
into contact with the copper ball as before, and as soon
as the oscillations of the needle ceased, it stopped at 28°.

At this instant Coulomb quickly brought another pith

ball of the same size as the copper ball, and insulated

with gum lac, into contact with the copper ball, and
upon removing the pith ball, the ball a approached the

ball of copper. In order to bring it back to its first dis-

tance of 28°, it was necessary to untwist the fibre, so

See Mem. Acad. Par. 1785, p. £33.
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tliat the micrometer marked 120° before contact, and
only 44° after it.

Exit. 2. In place of tlic ball of copper, Coulomb
now substituted a circle of iron, 10 lines in diameter,

suspended by a cylinder of gum lac, and having its ver-

tical plane passing tluougli tlie zero on the wooden scale.

He then electrified the ball a and the iron disc, as in

the preceding experiment, and the ball a was repelled.

In order to bring back llie ball a into contact with the

iron disc, it was necessary to twist the fibre 110°, and
the ball a now stopped at 30° from the iron disc. He
then instantly touched tlie iron disc with a small circle

of paper of the same diameter, and having withdrawn
it, he found that, in order to make the ball a sto]) at 30°,

it was necessary to untwist the fibre, or reduce the tor-

sion to 40°.

Now, in the first of these experiments, the copper ball

having, before its contact with the pith ball, repelled

the ball a to 28°, while the micrometer marked 120°, the

force of torsion was then 1 20°+ 2fe°:z:14S°. I5iit after

its contact with the pith ball, it repelled the ball a only

to 28°, while the micrometer indicated only 44°, so that

the total force of torsion, cfpial to the repulsive force of

the two balls, was only 44°+ 28=72. A minute, how-
evef, had elapsed between the two observations, and
as the <lissipation was then -jpth per minute, the total

force of torsion must be corrected by ^'jth of 72° or 1 i°

nearly, so that the corrected force ot torsion will be

73 i°, which differs only yiyth from 74", the half of

148°, the former total force of torsion which measured
the electric repulsion before the electricity of the cop-

per ball was communicated to the ball of elder: Since

the distance of the balls, therefore, was in both cases

the same, and since the action is directly as the densi-

ties of the fluid, and inversely as the square of the

distance, it follows, that the fnth ball has received exact-

ly one half of the electricity of the ball of cu/iper, and
that the ball of cojificr has no more affinity or elective

attraction for the electric matter than the jnth ball.

In the second experiment, also, the electricity was
distributed equally between the iron disc and the disc

of paper, and by trying various other stibstances, and
repeating the experiments by means of a large torsion

balance with globes of five or six inches in diameter.

Coulomb always obtained the same result.

In repeating the preceding experiments, we must
take care to allow the pith and the copper balls to re-

main a short time in contact; for when one of the sub-

stances is an imperfect conductor, several seconds elapse

before it is able to deprive tlie other of one half of its

electricity. The time in which tliis distribution takes

place, depends not only on the conducting power of the

two bodies, but on tlieir relative extent, and on the man-
ner in which the contact is effacted. In bringing into

contact two circular discs, as in the second experiment,

we must take care that tliey touch one another symme-
trically, or that the suifice of the one is in the same
])lane as the surface of tlie other. AVhen this precau-

tion is not taken, the electric matter will be distributed

unequally between the two discs.

2. On the Superficial Distribution of Electricity.

We have hitherto seen that in the commur.ication and

distribution of the electric matter, every part of the

surface of an electrified body is charged with electricity
;
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wc have now to inquire whether this electricity per-
vades the whole mass of the body, or is merely distri-

buted over its surface. The dcltrniinalion of this point
is owing likewise to Coulomb. As a more delicate
instrument was necessary for these experiments, he
made the following change in his apparatus : Having
formed a fibre of gum lac, about 10 or 12 lines Ioiik,

and nearly as thick as a strong hair, one of its extremi-
ties was attached to tlie top of a small pin without a
head, suspended to a silk fibre, such as comes from the
silk worm; the other extremity of the gum lac fibre

being fixed to a small circle of tinsel about two lines

in diameter. When this electrometer is suspended in

a cylinder of glass, its sensibility is so great, that a force
equal lo a sixty thousandth part of a grain is sufficieni

to repel the ball and the ncidle to a distance of more
tiian 90 degrees. H.ving commimicated a small clc-

grce of electricity to the circle of tinsel, Coulomb sus-
pended it in a glass cylinder, so as not to be aflVcted by
currents of air. He then took a solid cylinder of wooil,

four inches in diameter, and pierced with several holes,

four lilies broad and four lines deep, and having placed
this cylinder upon an insulating stand, he gave it seve-
ral electiic sparks, either by means of a Leyden jar, or
the metallic plate of an electrophorus. He next insu-

lated, at the extremity of a small cylinder of gum lac a

line in diameter, a ciicle of gilt paper a line and a half

in diameter, and with this apparatus he made the fol-

lowing experiments:
Ex/i. I. The tinsel of the electrometer being electri-

fied, as we have already stated, he touched the surface
of the electrified wooden cylinder by the circle of gilt

paper, and upon presenting it to the electrometer, tlie

tinsel was repelled with force.

Exft. 2. He then introduced the circle of gilt paper
into one of the holes of the cylinder, so as to make it

touch the bottom of the hole, and upon presenting it to

the electrometer no signs of electricity were exhibited.

Now, in the first experiment, the small circle of gilt

paper, which was only the eighteenth part of a line in

thickness, became a part of the surface of the cylinder

when it was made to touch it, and consequently received

a quantity of electricity equal to that which was con-

tained in a part of tl;e surface, equal to that of the

small circle. The small circle was not only charged
with a quantity of electricity perceptible to the small

elcctroiritter, but capable of being exactly measured by

it.

In the second experiment, en the contrary, when
the small circle was placed at the bottom of one of the

holes, four lines below the surface, and twenty lines

from the axis of the cylinder, and when it was tLiken

out of the hole, so as not to touch its sides, it exhibited

no marks of electricity ; and hence it follows that there

was no electric matter in the interior of the cylinder,

even at the small depth of four lines. On some o< ca-

sions, the circle of gilt paper exhibited signs of a weak
electricity, opposite to that of the cylinder, an etl'cct

which Coulomb ascribes to a small degree of electricity

received by the gum lac, from its being within the at-

mosphere of the electrified cylintler. In order to prove

that this opposite electricity existed in the gum lac, and

not in the circle of gilt paper, he touched the gilt circle,

and was not able to destroy its electricity. 'I'lie oppo-

site electricity of the gilt circle is, however, always very

feeble when the gum lac is pure, and when the weather

is not very damp.
M m
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3. On the Distribution of Elecincily between two con-

ductinjf Bodies in contact.

In the experiments of Coulomb on ihisi subject, he

I'ouud it necessary to employ a torsion balance of a lar-

«;er size than tl)at whicli is represented in Plate CCXL\ .

!inil ol' a ditVerent form. Tne two balances wliicli he

used, are represented in Plate CCXLV. Fi.^'. 1, and 2.

Ill I'ig. 1, Ali is a square box, Ibrmed by lour platts

of glass, 2 feet loni; and 15 or 16 inches high, which

must be placed upon a table, very dry, and coated with

a iion-conductini; varnish. This stjuare box is covered

with glass, so as to leave an openini; for intioduciug the

globe a, placed atlhe end of a small cylinder a c of i^um

lac, which is terminated upwards in a small cylinder of

baked wood, coated with i^um lac, and p sssing pei'ijen-

dicularly through a hole in the piece of wood c d, in

which it is stopped by a screw e. The vertical tube m n,

from 12 to 15 inches high, is made of glass, and is sup-

ported by a frame fi q r s, carrying a semicircle r, 0, w,

about four feet in diameter, having its centre coincident

with the vertical line m «, and ilivided into two quadrants

of 90° each, beginning at 0. The suspending fibre ?« n

carries the piece u v, to which is attached a thread of

gum lac u b, terminated in b by a small disc of gilt

paper.

Fig. 2. Represents another balance of the same kind,

but still more simple. The four vertical and square

plates of glass, rise from a groove in a piece of well

baked wood. Instead of the semicircle t, 0, to, a band

of paper m n is pasted on one of the glass plates, and

on both sides from is divided into degrees, according

to the tangents of a circle, whose centre is the suspend-

ing fibre.

The micrometer m, at the top of both these balances,

does not difier materially from that which has been re-

presented in a former Figure. The head of it consists of

two circles, the lowest of which has a space of five de-

grees divided into single degrees, while the other circle

is divided into spaces of five degrees each. These two
circles are intended to adjust the needle to the zero of
the scale. The suspending fibre in both these balances

uas a copper wire of the diameter No. 12. in com-
merce.

In using the preceding apparatus. Coulomb employed
two methods for determining the manner in which the
electric matter distributed itself between two bodies in

contact. In tiie_/?rs?, he placed the electrified body in the
balance, after liaving electrified in the same manner the
small clicle of gilt paper at the end of the needle. The
needle being repelled through a certain distance, was
then brought back by means of the micrometer to any
distance from the electrified body: and the angle of tor-

sion given by the micrometer, added to the distance of
the needle from the zero of the scale, measured the re-
pulsive fo: ce which the bodies exercised at that distance.
The electrified body placed in the balance, was then
touched by the body with which it was to divide its elec-
tricity; and in untwisting the suspending fibre, the nee-
dle was brought back to the same distance from the body
as formerly, and then the angle of torsion added to the
distance of the needle from zero, measured the quantity
of electricity which was left in the body by the other, to
which part of its electricity was distributed. In this
method, unless the weather is very dry, it is necessary
to take into account the dissipation which happens dur-
ing the interval of observation. The preceding method

was employed by Coulomb, when he wished to determine

the relation between the quantities of electricity in two
bodies ; btit, in order to measure the electric density in

each point of a conductor, he had recourse to the follow-

ing ingeni.vus method.

In the small balance with which he made his first ex-

periments, he suspended his needle by a fine silver wire.

He then formed a cylinder of gum lac, bent as at ct/e

in Fig. 3. and of the thickness of a hair, and to the end
of it he attaclied a circle of gilt paper e. After having

electrified the disc carried by tiie needle with an insulated

pin as before, he electrified the body upon which the ex-

pciiments wer" to be made, and then touched the circle

e with the point of the body, whose electrical density he

wished to ascertain. He then placed this circle in the

balance, and ascertained the quantity of its electricity.

Now as this circle is only five or six lines in diameter,

and the 13tb part of a line thick, the electrical density

which it accjuires by the tangential contact, is either the

same with that of liie point which it touches, or propor-

tional to that density. Hence by making this circle touch

difVerent points of a conductor in succession, and by pre-

senting it after every contact to the needle of the balance,

taking care that it shall always have the same position,

Coulomb was enabled to ascertain the electrical densi-

ties of difi'erent points of conductors.

In the comparison of succeeding observations, we must
obviously take into account the dissipation of electricity

by the Contact of air, and the method by which this has

been done by Coulomb is remarkably simple and inge-

nious. In order to compare the electrical density of two
points, he first touched one of the points by the paper

circle, and determined its density by placing the circle

in the balance as before. He then touched the second

point, and determined its density in a similar manner ;

and after an interval equal to that which had elapsed be-

tween the two touchings, he touched the first point anew,

and again determined its density, which was of course

less than before, from the effect of dissipation. He then

took the mean between the two densities found for the

first point, which was therefore the real density at tl-.e

instant of the second observation, so that the two densi-

ties thus measured were free fioin any error arising from
dissipation.

This metliod, though in general the most convenient

and simple, as well as the most exact, is nevertheless

affected with an error in practice, arising from the gum
lac not being perfectly impenetrable to the electric mat-
ter. This error is greatest in damp weather, and witlv-

impure gum lac, the least clear being generally the most
impenetrable by the electric matter. In order to get rid

of this error, it is necessary always to try its non-con-

ducting power, by touching the electrified body with

the extremity f, and observing if it has any effect upon
the needle oi' the balance; if any sensible change is pro-

duced U))on the needle, the cylinder of gum lac must
be rejected. With these precautions, Coulomb made
the following experiments.

4. On the Distribution of £/ectricity between two Globes

of different Diameters, a7id in Contact.

Having placed in the great balance, Fig. i, an elec-

trified globe six inches and three lines in circumference,

he observed the force of torsion which was necessary

to bring back the i,eedle to a distance of thirty degrees

from the globe. He then immediately touched the first
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globe with another globe 24 inches in circiamferencc,

and observed a new force of torsion necessary to bring

it back to tlie same distance :

results which he obtained.
The following were the

Number of the

Experiment.
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Exp. 2. Jf'Uh the same Globes.
Repulsive Force,

(ilobe touched at 60° from the point of contact 21'

tilobc touched at 90 froiti the point of contact 23

Globe retouched at 60 from the ])oint of contact 17

r.lobe retouched at 90 from the point of contact 2

1

Hence taking the three first observations, the density at

60° is to liiat at 90° as 19 to 23, or . . . 1 to 1.21

Taking the three last observations, it is as 17 to

oo or 1 to 1.29
*-J oi

Mean 1 to 1.25

Exp. 3. With the same Globes.
Repulsive force,

filobe touched at 90" from the point of contact 20°

Globe touched at 130 from the point of contact 19

(;iobe retouched at 90 fronUhe point of contact 17

Globe retouched at 1 80 from the point of contact 18

Iltnce takincj the three first observations, the density at

90° is to that at 18u° as 19 to 181,or as 1 to 0.98

Taking the three last, it is to that at 180° as 181

to 17, eras 1 to 0.92

Mean 1 to 0.95

E.xp. 4. li'ith the same Ghbes. When the globes are

touched at 2j°, or at any point below it, no electricity

appears.

By comparinij the 2d, 3d, and 4th experiments, we
sliall have for the ratio of the electrical densities at 30

and 90, 4.83, the mean of which and 4.72 formerly found,

is 4.78.

The following Table will show at one view the results

of the preceding experiments.

Ratio of the electrical Distances from the

(lonsilles. point of contact.

0°

> . 20

1 30

3.72 60

4.78 90

5.03 180

When the globes were unequal, and the one half the

diameter of the other, the density of the small globe was
almost nothing till the distance was 30°.

From 60 to 90 it increases in the ratio of 10 to 17.

From 90 to 180 it increases in the ratio of 75 to 100.

When the small globe was only i the diameter of the

other, the density of the small globe increased.

Increase. Distances from contact.

from to to 30
— 1 . , . . .30 — 45

1 — 4 45 — 90
4— 5.72 .... 90— 180

In the large globe of 8 inches, the density was nothing
to the 4th or 5lh degrees from the point of contact. It

then increased rapidly, and from SO'^ to 180° it was al-

most uniform.

From these experiments we may conclude in general,

that the more the globes are unequal, the more does the
density of the small globe vary from the point of contact

to 180°, and the more does the distribution of the elec-

tric matter on the groat globe approach to uniformity, in-

creasing rapidly from the point of contact, where it is

nothing, to the 7th or 8th degree from this point, and
being uniform over all the rest of its surface.

In order to compare these experiments with the

theory of the distribution of electricity after the law of

the inverse duplicate ratio of the distance, Coulomb
found it necessary to make some subsidiary experi-

ments, which are well worthy of being detailed as gene-
ral facts.

Eocp. 1. Having placed between two electrified globes

of the same size, a small globe, whose diameter was less

than the sixth part of the diameter of either, so that all

the three were in contact, he found that the small globe,

when presented to a very sensible electrometer, gave
no signs of electricity, and that however small the middle
globe was it possessed no negative electricity.

Exji. 2. When three equal globes, two inches in di-

ameter, were placed in contact in a right line, one of the

globes, supported by the pincers Fig. 3, was placed suc-

cessively between the two others, and on each side of
both. In these different positions it was presented to the

great torsion balance, and the quantity of electricity be-

ing measured, it was found, that when it was placed ia

the middle it took more electricity than when it was
placed at either of the sides, in the ratio of 100 to

134. This result is the mean of the experiments made
after equal intervals, for the purpose of correcting the

error arising from the dissipations.

Rx/i. 3. Hitherto we have seen that when two globes

were in contact, the density at the point of contact and
in the adjacent parts was nothing, and was never negative

when the two globes were positively electrified. But the

moment the two globes are separated, then if one of the

globes is smaller than the other, and if the distance of

the two globes is not great, the point of the little globe

which was in contact with the great globe, will become
negative, till they are separated to a certain distance.

At this distance, the electricity is again nothing, and, by
increasing the distance, the same point becomes after-

wards positive.

Ex/i. 4. Having insulated a globe of 1 1 inches dia-

meter, and also another globe of a smaller size, electri-

fy them and bring them into contact. Let the small

globe be then taken to a different distance, and, by means
of a very small ball of lead suspended by gum lac, or by
means of a circle of gilt paper, touch the small globe at

the point where it touched the great globe, and examine
in the small torsion balance the nature of the electricity

of that point.

When the large globe is 1 1 inches in diameter, and
the small one 8 inches, and both positively electrified,

the point of contact of the great globe is always posi-

tively electrified, whatever be the distance between the

two. The point of contact of the small globe, however,

will be negatively electrified, till the distance of the two

is one inch. At this distance it becomes nothing, and be-

yond it its electricity is positive.

If the small globe is only 4 inches in diameter, the

other remaining the same, the phenomena are precisely

the same ; but they take place at 2 inches instead of I

inch.

When the small globe is only 2 inches in diameter,

or less than 2 inches, the other remaining the same, the

same phenomena take place, but at the distance of 2 inch-

es and 5 lines.

The following Table contains some curious results,

shewing the relation between the mean density D of the
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largest of two globes aftei" its sepnviition fiom the small

glol)c, to the density d of the point of the small glohe,

with which it was in contact, R being the raJius of the

large globe, and r that of the small one.

Ratio of the Radii,

R

Ratio of llie Elec-

trical clensiucs, or

_rf

15

1 1.27

2 1.55

4 2 35

8 3.18

Infinite 4.00

6. On the Distribution of Electricity amorig several Glebes

placed in Contact in a Line.

Exfi. 1. When six equal globes of 2 inches in diunic-

ter were in one line and electrified, and then examined
in the balance. Coulomb obtained the following results:

Density of the^rs^ is to that of t!ie second as 14S to 100.

Density of the7?rs; is to that of the t/iird as 156 to 100.

Hence, the density has been diminished one third from
the first globe to tlie second, and only one fifteenth from
the second to the third.

£x/i. 2. When twelve globes 2 inches in diameter were
placed in a row, and examined as before, the electric

Density ofthe^rst is to that of the*fco?!rfas 1.50 to 1.00.

Density of tht^^T-sf is to that of the siit/t as 1.70 to 1.00.

£.v/i. 3. When twenty-four equal globes 2 inches in

diameter were placed in a row, the electric

Density o^thejirst is to that of the second as 1.56 to 1.00.

Density of the first is to that of the twelfth

or middle globe as ...'.... 1.75 to 1.00.

It follows from these two experiments, that whatever
be the number of globes, the mean density varies consi-

derably from the first to the second, but afterwards very

slowly, from the second to the middle globe. At equal

distances from the extremities of the row, the electric

densities are equal, and therefore the density is always

least in the middle.

7. Distribution ofElectricity over several unequal Globes.

Exfi. 1. When two globes 2 inches in diameter were
placed in contact with one of 8 inches, the quantity of

electricity of the small globe most distant from the great

one, was to that of the one in contact with the great one

as 2.54 to 1.00.

Exfi. 2. When four globes of 2 inches were placed in

contact with one of eight inches diameter, the quantity

of electricity of the small globe, the most distant from
the great one, was to that of the globe nearest the great

one as %.iO to 1.00.

Exp.. 3. When five globes of 2 inches in diameter,

were placed beside another of 8 inches diameter, the ra-

tio of the density of the fourth globe was to the mean
density of the large globe as 2.08 to 1.00.

Exfi. 4. When twenty-four globes two inches in di-

ameter were placed in contact with one of eight inches.

Coulomb compared the twenty-fourth, or the last small

globe, with several of the others, and obtained the fol-

lowing results :

The quantity of clcctritity, or mean density of the elec-

tric matter in the 24lh globe, is U> that of the 23(1

as 1.49 lo 1.0)

The quantity in the 2111) is to that of the

I2lhas 1,70 lo I.OO

'Die quantity in the 24th is to that of the

2d as 2.10 to 1.00

The quantity in the 24th is to that of the

1st, or the one in contact with the large

globe, as 3 72 lo 1.00

The quantity in the 24th is lo that of the

large globe itself as 2.16 lo 1.00

This last result differs very little from that which we
have found for the fourth globe, at the end of a line of
four globes of 2 inches, in contact with a globe of eight

inches.

8. Distribution of Electricity on the Hurface of a Cylituhr.

In the following experiments. Coulomb insulated a

cylinder 30 inches long, and 2 inches in diameter; and
having electrified it, he examined its electrical density

in several places by a small circle of gilt paper as before,

and obtained the following results :

The density of the middle of the cylinder is to tliat of its

extremity as I.uoto2 3j
The density of the middle of the cylinder

is to that of a point 2 inches from the

extretnity as l.uOlo 1.2i

The density in tlie middle of the cylimlcr

is to that of a point situated in Ihc he-

misphere, wliicli terminated the cylinder

at an inch from its extremity, as . . . 1.00 lo l.HO

Hence it follows, that upon the two last inches at the

extremity of the cylinder, the electric density is much
greater than towards the middle of the cyliiuler, and liiat

it varies a little from the middle lo within 2 inches of the.

extremity.

9. On the Distribution of Electricity between a Globe and
Cylinders of different lengths, but of the same diame-
ter.

Exfi. 1. Having electrified a glol)c eight inches in

diameter, and made it touch an insulated ball nine

lines in diameter. Coulomb found its electrical foi',c

to be 154°, or 150° when corrected for the dissi-

pation. He then quickly touched the eight-inch globe

with the cylinder two inches in diamelci', and 3)

inches lo.ig, and upon withdrawing the cylinder, lie

examined its electricity by the small ball as formei'-

ly, and found it to be 68°. Hence 150° of elecuii ily

were redticed lo 68° by the conti»ct of the cylinder,

which therefore took 82° from the electricity of the

globe, leaving it only 68°. The (luaiitily of electric

iiuid, therefore, in the cylinder, is lo that in the globe

as 8i to 68, or as 1.21 to 1.00. Now, the sii|)erlici3l

area of the globe is to that of the cylinder as 60 is to

6t; conse([uently, the mean density of the electric

1.21
matter on the surface of the cylinder, or -^, will be to

1.00

~64

60

, or as 129 is to 100. This ratio may be staled more

accurately as 1.30 to 1.00, which is the mean of a great

number of experiments.

Ex/i. 2. When the cylinder was 15 or even 10 inches
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long, its electricity was divided with a globe of eight

inches in such a manner, that their mean densities were

almost exactly in the same ratio of 1.30 to 1.00, as in the

preceding experiment. When the diameter of the globe,

however, was very large compared with that of the cy-

linder, and when the cylinder had very little length, then

the mean density of the cylinder, iclative to that ol the

globe, was much less than when the length of the cylin-

der was considerable.

Exji. 3. When a small cylinder, five or six lines in

length, and two lines in diameter, was put in contact

with'a globe of eight inches, the mean density of the

electric fluid on the surface of the cylinder was to that

of the globe nearly in the ratio of two to one ; but

when the cylinder was only two lines in diameter, and

six inches long, the mean density of the cylinder was to

that of the globe as 8 to 1.

Exfi. 4. When the globe was eight inches in diame-

ter, and 30 inches long ; then,

When the diameter of the cylinder

was two inches, the mean density

of the cylinder was to that of the

globe as 1 .00 to 1 .30

When the diameter of the cylinder

was one inch, the mean densities

were as 1.00 to 2.00

When the diameter of the cylinder

was two lines, the mean densities

were 1.00 to 9.00

Hence the augmentation of density follows a smaller ra-

tio than the diameters of the cylinders.

This experiment furnishes us with a beautiful expla-

nation of the influence of points in dissipating electrici-

ty. Points may be considered as cylinders of small dia-

meter and great length. Now, in the preceding expe-

riments, we have seen that a cylinder two lines in dia-

meter, and 30 inches long, had its electric density nine

times greater than that of a globe. But when a cylin-

der was electrified and terminated by a hemisphere, the

electrical density of the extremity was to that of the

middle of the cylinder as 2.50 to 1 00. Now, this ratio

ought to be greater when the cylinder is very long, and
has one of its extremities in contact with a large globe.

Suppose, therefore, that the cylinder, two lines in diame-
ter, has its extremity rounded into a hemisphere, the

electrical (tensity of the extremity of the axis will be to

that on the surface of a globe of eight inches, as 9x
2.30—20.70 is to 1.00; but as the air is an imperfect
electric, it follows, that in making the small cylinder
touch a globe of eight inches diameter, the electric fluid

ought to escapf by the extremity of the cylinder, with a
degree of rapidity proportional to the electrical density
of the globe.

When the globes have a diameter much greater than
that of the cylinder, eight times greater, for example,
or more, the eleetiical density of the difTercnt globes in

contact with the cylinder being supposed equal to the
same quantity I), tlic densities of the electric fluid on
the suifacc of the cylinder, will be to one another as the
dlanictcrs of the globes. If, for example, we take the
globe of eight inches in contact with a cylinder of one
inch, we have seen that the density of the globe being
D, that of tlie cylinder is nearly 2 D ; but if in place of
the globe of eight inches, we put in contact w ith the

same cylinder a globe of 24 inches, and whose electrical

density we suppose to be D, then the mean electrical

density of tlie fluid in the cylinder will be nearly equal

to 6D.
From the preceding experiments, we may determine

the ratio between the electrical density of a globe, and
that of a cylinder of any diameter, touching the globe

by one of its extremities. It follows, from the results

in Exp. 1. that the electrical densities of difTerent cylin-

ders aic in the inverse ratio of the power ^ of their dia-

meters, which approaches very much to unity when the

diameter of the globe is very much greater than that of

the cylinder. For different globes and the same cylin-

der, the density of the cylinder will be as the diameters
of the globes, if their diameter is much greater than

that of the cylinder. Supposing D, then, to be the den-

sity of the globe, R its radius, d the mean density of the

cylinder, and r its radius, we shall have d — —— or

m DR , „ . , , » , .

d — , when R is much greater than r. In this

equation, the constant co-efficient m may be determined
from experiments in the following manner.
When a globe four inches radius was in contact with

a cylinder 30 inches long, and two lines in diameter,

the mean density of the cylinder rd was rf—9 D. But
R 4 inches ,„ , . ,„ r,m this case —ZZ.—r — 48 : hence a ;z 48 m L),
r 1 line

and 48mrf~9D, and dividing by D, we have mzz
9— , the constant co-efficient.
48
Coulomb has applied this result very beautifully to

the phenomena of the electrical kite flying in a thunder-

storm, and having its cord made to conduct by a wire,

insulated at its lower extremity. The cord of the kite

emits sparks with the greatest violence to all the con-

ducting bodies in its neighbourhood. Let us suppose
that the cloud charged with the electric fluid has tha

form of a globe 1000 feet radius; that the cord of the

kite is one line in radius ; then the mean density on the

surface of the cord will be dzz. , and rf~-^Xl00O

X 12X 12xD—27000. But we have already seen, that

the electrical density at the end of a cylinder terminat-

ed by a hemisphere, is to the density of the middle as

2.30 is to 100; consequently, (^—2.30x2700 Dr:62000D,
or 62,000 times greater than the density of the fluid

which is supposed to reside In the surface of the cloud.

It is, therefore, not to be wondered at, that the electric

fluid, in a state of such high condensation, should be

emitted in sparks on eveiy side.

Exji. 5. Having electrified, positively, a globe eight

inches in diameter, and also the needle of the balance,

he found the electrical density of the globe to be 144°,

by means of a small globe one inch in diameter, and

then touched the globe with a circular plane 16 inches

in diameter and ii\\ of a line thick, so that a diameter

of the globe was perpendicular to the plane at the point

of contact. He again determined the electrical density

of the globe by the small one-inch globe, and found it

equal to 47". The electricity of the globe being re-

duced from 144° to 47", the plane obviously tarried off

U4

—

i~zZ97° ; so that the quantity taken by the plane

was dou!i!e tliat which it left in the globe. Now, since

the area of a globe of eight inches in diameter, isr::201.6,

and the area of both the siu-faces of the circular plane
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~ 403.3, \v)iich is exactly double of the former, it fol-

lows, that tlie electricity is distributed between the

plane and the globe, in the ratio of their surfaces.

The preceding result was obtaineil in a ^rcM number
uf other experiments made with .u;lobcs and planes of

ilifTerent sizes ; and the ratio above nienlioned was al-

ways more exact when the plane was small in propor-

tion to the surface of the globe. A plane, for example,
six lines in diameter, when made to touch tangenlially

a globe of eight inches, takes upon each of its surfaces

an electrical density equal to that of the globe, or, what
ks the same thing, the small plane is charged with a

quantity of elecliicity double that of the portion of the

surface of the globe which it touches.

JSj./i. 6. Having insulated an electrified globe A,
eight inches in diameter, and also two equal globes A, c,

two inches in diameter, placed at a distance from it, b

being insulated upon a cylinder of glass coated, and sur-

niountcd by four branches of gum lac, and c being insu-

lated by a vertical support, the same as in Plate

CCXLV. Fig. 3, the needle of the balance and the globe

A being electrihed positively, the attractive force upon
the needle of the globe c was found to be exactly equal

ro the repulsive force of the globe 6.

F.xfi. 7. If we place an uninsulated cylinder at differ-

ent distances from an electrified globe, so that its axis

points to the centre of the globe, we shall have the fol-

lowing result. The electrical density of the extremity

of the cylinder nearest to the globe, will be a little be-

low the power | of the inverse ratio of the distance of

this extremity horn the globe.

Jix/i. 8. In placing successively two cylinders of dif-

ferent diameters at the same distance from an electrified

globe, the electrical densities of the extremity of the two
cylinders were to one another nearly in the inverse ratio

of the diameters of the cylinders, provided that their

diameters were much smaller than the diameter of the

globe.

£x/t. 9. In placing an uninsulated cylinder of a great

length at a given distance fiom an electrified globe,

Coulomb found that the electrical density of different

points of the surface of this cylinder, were inversely as

the square of the distance of these points from the cen-

tre of the electrified globe.

This law, however, does not hold upon a part of the

cylinder near the glol)e, equal to four or five diameters

of the cylinder. In this portion, the electrical density

increases towards the extremity of the cylinder in a ra-

tio much greater; and, if the cylinder is terminated by

a hemisphere, the density at the extremity of the axis

nearest the globe is nearly double that of a point whose
distance from the extremity of the axis is equal to the

diameter of the cylinder.

Ex/i. 10. If an uninsulated cylinder is pl.iced at the

sanie distance from the centre of two electrified globes

of different diameters, then, supposing the electrical

density of the globes to be the same. Coulomb found that

the density of points of the cylinder placed at the same
distance from the centre of the two globes, was as the

square of the radii of the globes.

By combining the results in the four preceding expe-

riments. Coulomb has found, that the electrical densities

cf a hemispiiere which terminates different cylinders

presented to an electrified globe, are of a contiary na-

ture to that of the globe, and in the direct compound ra-

tio of the density of the globe's surface, and the square

of the globe's diameter, and in the inverse compound ra-
tio of the power ^ "of the distance of the centre of the
globe from the extremity of the cylinder, and of the ra-
dius of the cylinder. Thus, if D be the positive elec-
trical density on th'j surface of llic globe, whose rudiui
is R ; J- the ladius of the cylinder; u the distance be-
tween the centre of the globe and the extremity of the
cylirider; then, if rf be tlie negative electiical dciistity of
the extremity of the cylinder, we sliali have

mPK'

Now, the constant (piarniiy w was found by experi-
ment to be 7w=2.orv'(l inch); hence, if the values of
a, r and R be reduced to inches, wc shall have

_ 2.07 P R''—
"r(R+ «)J'

llic applicT^tion of this lormula, deduced directly
from experiment, to the explanation of tlie efi'ecls of
conductors, will be pointed out in the next Chapter.

Bjr/i. 11. If a plane, not insulated, is placed at any
distance from an electrified globe, so that the elcctiicity

cannot be conimimicated from the one to the other but
across the stratum of air which separates them, then
Coulomb found that the electrical densities of a point in

the centre of the plane, is of a nature contiary to that of
the globe, and is inver.sely as the square of its tlistance

from the centre of the globe.

CHAP. II.

On the Phenomena of Electricity firoduced without Ex-
citation,

In the preceding Chapter wp have endeavoured to

give a succinct view of the leading phenomena of elec-

tricity as produced by fiiction : We shall now proceed
to direct the attention of the reader to a series of inter-

esting electrical phenomena as produced without fric-

tion, either by a change of temperature, by a change of
form, or by the contact of dissimilar bodies; or as exhi-

bited in the phenomena of the atmosphere, or in tlic

functions of living animals.

Seo r. I. On Electrical Phenomena firoducrd by a change

of Tcinlierature.

The property of exhibiting electiical phenomena
merely by an increase of temperature, without the aid

of friction, is possessed only by regularly crystallized

minerals. The tourmalin was, for a long time, the only

substance which was known to be capable of this kind of

excitation; but the sunic jiroijcrty has since been re-

cognized in the topaz, in calamine or the oxide of zinc,

in the borate of magnesia, and in mesotype.

I. On the Electrical Pro/tcrties of the Tourmalin.

The electrical properties of the tourmalin seem to

have been known to the ancients. The Lyncurium is

mentioned by Tlieophrastus, as being a veiy hard body,

as being used for making seals, as reqniiing a groat la-

bour to polish it, and as possessing th^; same property as

amber of attracting lii-;ht bodii s : It is therefore highly

probable that this substance was the lourinaliu of mo-
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dern fuineralogisls.' In the island of Ceylon, where it

is very ronnnon, it is known by tlie name of tournamat

;

and tlic Dutch, who first became aciiuainted with it in

this island, gave it the appellation of Aschcntrikkcr, Irom

its pioperty of attracting ashes when it is thrown into

the fire.

In the year 1717, Mons. Lemcry of the Academy of

Sciences, exhibited a stone from Ceylon, which lie said

attracted and repelled difierent light bodies, such as

ashes, filini^s of iron, bits of paper, See. in a manner dif-

ferent fion'i a loadstone.! The experiments of Lemery

were merely noticed by Linnxus in his Flora Ztylonica,

who mentions this stone by the name of /a/i/s electricus.

When the Duke de Noya was at Naples in the year

1743, he was informed by the king's secretary, Count

Pichetli, that he had seen at Constantinople, a small

stone, called tourmalin, which had the sinc,-ular faculty

..of attracting and repelling light bodies. The Duke had

completely for.a;otten this circumstance, till the year 1758,

when he happened to see some tourmalins in Holland.

He immediately purchased these stones, and, in com-

pany with Messrs Daubenton and Adanson, he made a

number of experiments with them, of which he has

published a particular account.

Before these experiments, however, were made, M.
JEpinushad been informed by Lechman of the electrical

properties of the toin-malin, and had received from him

two crystals, on which he made a variety of experi-

ments, wiiich were published in the Memoirs of the

Academy of Berlin for 1756, under the title of De
grtibtudam exficrimentin electricis notabilioribus. A se-

ries of more correct experiments were performed by

Mr Benjamin Wilson, with several fine crystals belong-

ing to Dr Heberden; and the subject was prosecuted by

Dr Priestley in 176G, \\\\.\\ the same tourmalins which

had been used by Mr Wilson.

The tourmalin crystallizes in prisms usually of nine

lilane sides terminated by summits, with three, six, nine,

or more faces, and are either of a green or blue colour.

At the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere, the

tourmalin may be electiified by friction, and the elec-

tricity which it thus acquires is always resinous; and

when two tourmalins are rubbed against each other, the

one is electrified positively and the other negatively.

If we apply different parts of a tounnalin, when ex-

cited by a heat between 991° and 212° of Fahrenheit,

(according to jEpinus), to a delicate electrometer, it

will be so excited as to exliibit two poles coinciding with

the summits of the prism, and one of them possessing

positive and the other negative electricity.

If one of the poles of the tourmalin be held near light

bodies, such as grains of ashes or saw-dust, tliese mi-

nute bodies will be attracted to the stone, and sometimes
repelled as soon as they have touched it.

Wlien two tourmalins are presented to one another,

so that the two positive or the negative poles are towards
each other, they will mutually attract one another; but
if two opposite poles are presented to one another, they
will mutually repel each other. In order to make this

experiment with success, the two crystals should be
cither balanced on a fine pivot, or suspended bv a deli-

cate fibre, or, what is the simplest method, floated upon
two pieces of cork. When the two tourmalins are heat-

ed, tie one of them upon a flat piece of cork, and pre-

seiit to one of its poles the two poles of another tourma-
lin in succession. When two similar poles are towards
each other, the floating tourmalin will turn round and
present the opposite pole ; and when two opposite poles

are presented to each other, the floating tourmalin will

follow the other in all its motions, just like a floating

needle guided by the action of a magnet.
Mr Wilson kept a flat tourmalin about half an hour

in a stron,g fire, but could tiot perceive any din)inulion of
its electrical property, though he repeated the experi-

ment with another tourmalin. When he brought the

stone, however, to a red heat, and plunged it suddenly
in cold water, it was not broken to pieces, but had the

appearance of being shivered, and lost entirely its elec-

trical property. M. Ilauy, however, has found, that

when the stone is more and more heated, there is a time
when it will cease to yield signs of its electric virtue;

and after withdrawing it from the fire, he often found it

necessary to leave it to return to a moderate tempera-
ture, befoie it exhibited any action upon the little bodies

that were presented to it. " It would seem," says that

ingenious mineralogist, " that beyond the time where its

electricity h^s become insensible through the action of

too strong a heat, there is another where its effects are

reproduced in an inverse sense. We have caused the

foci of two burning glasses to fall upon the extremities

of a tourmalin, and have observed that each pole, after

havin.g acquired its ordinary electricity, would next

cease to act, and lastly, would pass to the opposite state,

so that the attraction, after having become zero, would
give place to repulsion, or reciprocally."

The experiments made by Canton respecting the ef-

fect of heat upon the tourmalin, differ from those of Mr
Wilson and tlie Abbe Hauy. Having put a tourmalin

of the common colour into the fire, and burnt it white,

he found that its eleciricai property was completely de-

stroyed. Another tourjnaiin, heated in a similar manner,
lost only part of its electricity. Two tourmalins when
softened by heat, were joined together without losin.g

their electrical property. The polarity of another was
increased by having one of its ends melted ; and another

tourmalin letained its electrical property, after being
plunged into cold water when red hot.

To the Abbe Hauy we are indebted for a very beauti-

ful discovery respecting the tourmalin. He found that

the electrical density diminishes rapidly from the sum-
mits or poles towards the middle of the crystal, and is

almost nothing throughout a sensible space towards the

middle of the prism. The greatest density which re-

sides m the negative and positive poles, is near the sum-
mits. This singular distribution of tUc electric matter

is almost exactly the same as in a cylinder: (Sec Sect.

xi. Art. 8 ) In order to observe this property, present

the tourmalin to the electrified needle of one of Cou-
lomb's delicate electrometers, or to an insulated electri-

fied needle, finely balanced upon a pivot, and the needle

will always be observed to have a marked tendency to

one point of the stone, but when the needle points to the

middle of the prism, so that it is equidistant from the

two poles, the needle will have no motion except a mere
fluttering. The following curious experiment is given

by the Abbe Hauy. " Let T," (Plate CCXLV. Fig. 4.)

• See Dr Watson's Observations relating- to the Lyncurium of the Ancients. Phil. Trans 1759, vol.U p 394.

f This paper is entitled Observations sur une pierre i'.e I'Jslc de Ceylon qui attire et repousse difftrens corps, maistttine maniere dijft

Jtt I'aimani.

erante
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says he, " he a touiMgnalin, having its centre of rcsiiions

action placed at A, and its centi'C of vitreous action at a.

Take a slick of sealing wax, at tiie end of whicli there

is fixed a silk thread of about a ccnlinietre, oi- lour and a

half lines in length, by hcatintj the wax at that end, and
inserting one extremity of the thread in the part thus
melted. If after having rubbed the sealing wax, in

which case the free extremity of the thread will acf|uirc

resinous electricity, that same extremity be brought in

presence of the point R of the tourmalin, and if, at the

same time, the latter lie made to receive little alternate

motions from right to left, and reciprocally, the thread
will be seen to bend itself in a contrary direction to avoiti

the point R; and if the stick be brought a little nearer

the tourmalin, the thread will incline all at once, by a
curvilinear motion towards the point A. If we after-

wards present to the thread the points situated a little

beyond A, and all the succeeding ones between that and
the opposite extremity U, attractions will be manifested
throughout. But if a thread, possessing vitreous elec-

tricity be employed, such as that which should be attach-

ed to a glass tube, which had been rubbed, on present-

ing it towards the extremity U, it will avoid going on to

touch that extremity by inclining towards the point a
;

and all the points situated between a and the extremity

R, will act upon it by attraction ; so that we shall not

have precisely the inverse of the preceding effects, be-

cause, in both cases, the thread is attracted by the mid-
dle part of tl'.e tourmalin."

If a tourmalin, when in a state of excitation by heat,

is broken into two parts, however small, each fi-agment

has two opposite poles, a phenomenon analogous to what
takes place in a broken magnet, Mr Canton cut a large

irregular tourmalin into three pieces, and a piece being
cut from the positive, and another from the negative

pole, the outer side of the piece which he cut from the

negative pole was negative when cooling, and the outer

side ot the piece which he cut from the positive pole

was positive while cooling, the opposite ends of all the

pieces possessing a contrary electricity. The middle
piece had the same properties as in the outer tourmalins,

the positive end remaining positive, and the negative

end negative. He obtained the same results from two
other tourmalins that had been cut out of a large one.

Dr Priestley, who broke a tourmalin by accident into

three fraji-ments, one of which was 96 grains, another

10 grains, and another one grain, found that the largest

fragment was not injured by the accident, and its two
poles were unaltered.

INIr Canton found, that if A was the positive pole, and
B the negative pole, when a tourmalin was excited by
heat, then when the tourmalin was not electrical, but be-

came so by cooling, the pole A was negative, and the

pole B positive. Having placed a small tin cup of boil-

ing water on one end of his electrometer, which was
supported by warm glass, while the pith balls were at

the other end, he dropped a tourmalin into the water,

and observed, that during the whole time of its being
heated, and likewise during the operation of cooling,

the balls were not at all electrified. This result seems,
in some measure, to be contrary to the experiment of
Mr Wilson, who covered all his tourmalins with grease,

and when each of them was so warm as to preserve the

grease liquid, he found their electrical property only a

small degree weakened.
The following curious experiment was made by Mr

Wilson. Having brought to a red heat one end of a

Vol. VIII. Part I.'

glass tube, and exposed to it the negative pole of a
tourmalin, about three inches of the heated pari of the
glass was electrified negatively, anJ all the glass be-
yond il positively ; and this property roiitinMi-d even aficr
the glass was cold. The iiosilivc side of the tourmalin
was then applied to the same piece cf heated glass; he
found that the tube was electritied negatively about a fool
in length, witl;oul the least appearance of positive clcc-
ti icily beyond it, and this iiegalivc electricity continued
when the glass was nearly cold.

Dr Priestley made a number of curious experiments
with the larpe lourinalin, which had been used by Mr
Wilson and Mr Canton, and which had a convex and a

flat side; the convex side being always positive in cool-
ing, and the flat side negative. In these cxpcrimcnis,
Dr Priestley placed the tourmalin upon a pyrometer
heated by a spirit lamp, in order to ascertain with accu-
racy whether the temperature was increasing, decreas-
ing, or stationary. Dr Priestley began his experiments
by laying the tourmalin on a plate of fflass, and he found
that the glass had acquired an electricity equal and con-
trary to that of the side of the tourmalin, which was in

contact with it, A positively electrified feather, for ex-
ample, was always repelled at the distance of two inches
by the flat side of the stone when its heal was increasing,
while the glass attracted the feather ut.lhe same or even
at a greater distance. \Vhen the heat was ilccrcaaittf^,

the tourmalin attracted the feather, and the glass repell-

ed it at the distance of four or five inches. Wnen the
temperature, froi.i increasing, began lo decrease, the
electricities were often reversed in less than a minute.
Dr Priestley now tried the effect of heatir\g and cool-

ing the tourmalin in contact with non-conductors ami
conductors, and hence he was led to a method of re-

versing all the experiments that have been made upon
the tourmalin, so tliat he could make the electricity of
any pole just what he chose, by the application of proper
substances.

Instead of the piece of glass already mentioned, Dr
Priestley used a tourmalin, which he found lobe aflTcct-

ed exactly like the glass.

He next imbedded the negative side of a tourmalin
in hot sealing-wax, and when taken out of the wax it had
positive, while the wax had negative electricity. The
half of the toui'malin which was not in the wax was afTcct-

ed as if it had been in the open air, so that in cooling

both sides were positive.

^Vben th.; tourmalin was cooled in mercury contained
in a china cup, it was always positive when taken out,

while the mercury was left negative.

Having fastened the convex side of the large tourma-
lin to the end of a slick of sealing wax, he allowed it to

cool, and then pressed the flat side of it pretty hard
against the palm of his hand, and found il to be stixinglv

negative, contrary to what it would have been if exposed
to the open air. The stone continued negative till it ac-

([uired all the heat that it could receive from his hand,
when its power decreased without changing the iiati.rc

of its electricity. The stone was then allowed to cool in

the open air, and it became more strongly negaii\e till it

was quite cold. Hence the same side of the stone was
negative, both in healing and cooling. Dr Pricslley tlicn

healed the flat side by holdinj^ it near a red hot pokei-,

and then touching it with the palm of his hand when it

WES intolerably hot, it bccaine positive; allowing it to

cool in the open air il became negative ; and by again
touching it with his hand, it again became positive. \'.\

N 11
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this way he made the same siilc of the stone alternately

positive and nes^alive lor a considerable lime; and wlicn

the heat was such, that he conld keep it in liis hand, it

acquired a slroni^ positive elcclrii ity, which continued

till it was brought to l!ie heat of his hand. Analogous

ixsuUs were obtain.d by fastcnini,- the was to the Hat side

of the stone, and using the cunves side.

Dr Priestley made a tourmalin very hot, and having

covered it all over to the thickness of a crown piece

with melted sealing-wax, he found tliat its electrical

\irtue was as powerful when enveloped in this coat-

ing as when exposed to the open air. Having tied the

tourmalin wi a silk thread, which only touched the edge

of it on both sides, he suspended it before a fire, so

that it might be heated equally in every part; when it

was so hot^that he could hardly bi-ar to handle it, he al-

lowed it to remain in the same situation a quarter of an

hour, in order to be certain that the heat was equally

diffused. By means of a bundle of fine thread which

had for some time been held in the same degree of heat,

he took off the electricity which the stone had acquired,

and continuing it in the same situation, he found that

it did not receive any new electricity from the heat.

Hence he was satisfied of the truth of Mr Canton's

remark, that the electricity of the tourmalin derives its

electricitv, not from heat, but from the circumstance of

its changing its temperature. In the same way Dr
Priestley confirmed another observation of Mr Canton,

that when the tourmalin was heated and allowed to

cool without either of its sides being touched, the two

sides will retain the same kind of electricity during the

whole time of the heating and the cooling of the tour-

malin. On some occasions the stone often changes its

electricity very slowly, and the electricity which it ac-

quires from diminution of tetriperature continues many
hours without any very sensible decrease. In some
cases, the electricity acquired by heating may be so

strong as to overpower the virtues acquired by cooling,

so that both sides of it may exhibit the same kind of

electricity during the whole operation. Hence Dr
Priestley accounts for the mistake of the DukedeNoya,
who asserted, in opposition to ^Epinus, that both sides

of the tourmalin acquired in every case a positive elec-

tricity.

Although the property which the tourmalin possesses

of becoming electrical by heat, is strongest in transpa-

rent crystals, yet the black and opaque crystals often

possess the same property in a high degree. In some
crystals, however, which are rendered impure, by the

admixture of particles of iron and other bodies, the

electricity is often very feeble, and sometimes impercep-
tible. In such cases, the Abbe Hauy frequently found
that a fragment detached from the mass possessed po-

larity when it was not exhibited by the entire crystal,

and when the fragment was taken from the part which
approached most to the vitreous state. Hence mine-
ralogists have committed a great mistake, in dividing

the tourmalin into those which are electrical and those
yhich are opaque. M. Emmerling, in his Treatise on
Mineralogy, has attempted to make a different distinc-

tion, by maintaining that the electrical schorl or tour-

malin is the only one which loses its electrical property
by being too much heated. M. Hauy has caref\illy

examined this supposition, and has found that green as

well as black tourmalin still retain their rii-tue after

being brotight to a red heat. He found also, that when

the heat was very great, both the electrical and the black

schorl were deprived of their polaritv

.

For farther information on tlie suliject of the tourmalin,

see Due de Noya Caraffa, .s;;)- /f Tourmaline, Paris, 1759.

Benjamin Wilson, Fhil. Trans. 1759, vol. li. ;. 308.

Id. 17G2, vol. lii. p. 443. Watson on the Lyncurium
of the .indents, Phil. Trans. 1759, vol. xlix. p. 3>7.

^piiius, Alem. Acad. Bert. 1756, and iEpnius, Recueil

de Memoires sur la Tourmaline, 8vo. Pelt rsburi,', 17S2.

Bergman, P/iil. Trans. 1766. vol. Ivi. p. 236, luid Berg-
man's Ofiuscula, torn. v. p. 4iJl. Priestley's History of
Electricity, p. 314, and his Own Expurimenib, p. 697.

Wilke, Abhandlungen der Konigtichen Schwedischen

Akademie, xxviii. 95,xxx. 1. 105. Z'llingcr, Von Tour-
malin, Vienna, 1779. Hauy, Mem. Acad. Par. 1785 p.

206 ; Hauy, Traite de Physique, vol. i. and Hauv, Traite

de Mineralogie, torn. iii. p. 44. NapioJie, Sul Lincurio,

4to, Rome, 1795. See also Art. 6. of the present Sec-
tion.

2. On the Electricity of the Tofiaz.

The tourmalin was for a long time supposed to be
the oidy mineral which was capable of being excited

by heat. M. Canton, however, in the year 1760,

found, that the Brasilian topaz had the same electrical

properties as the tourmalin; and in 1761, Mr Wilson
found several other gems that had a similar property .;

but there is every reason to believe, from his own im-

perfect description ofthem, that they were either topazes

or tourmalins.

The Abbe Hauy, to whom this branch of electricity

is under peculiar obligations, has confirmed the disco-

very made by Canton of the excitation of the topaz by
heat, and he detected the same faculty in the topaz of

Siberia. The positive and negative poles reside in the

two opposite summits of the secondary form of that crys-

tal.

The topazes from Saxony have not the property of

becoming electrical by heat ; but the electricity wh'ch
they acquire by friction is so remarkable, that the

slightest friction with the finger is capable of exciting it.

The Saxon topaz often preserves its excited electricity

for more than half an hour when the weather is favour-

able. The same property belongs to the blue topaz

from Aberdeensiiire. For farther information on this

subject, see Priestley's History of Electricity, p. 324 ; and
Wilson Phil. Trans 1762, p. 44.

In the other variety, or the fierioctaedral aluminous
fluate of silica with a sex-decimal summit, M. Hauy has

observed another curious electrical phenomenon which
seems to be analogous to a phenomenon exhibited by
magnets with consecutive points. The topaz after be-

ing heated, had its two extremities in a resi^ious state,

while the intermediate part exhibited signs of vitreous

electricity. We are sorry that we cannot obtain a more
particular account of this electrical property, as it is

merely mentioned by J. A. H. Lucas, in his Tableau

Methodique, &c. who gives the following remark upon
it by Hauy. " It is," says he, " an additional instance

of resemblance between the appearances produced by
magnetism, and those which are especially exhibited by

bodies susceptible of electricity by heat, and in which the

law of electrical densities is so completely analogous to

that observed by the magrietic densities in the artificial

magnet," See Hauy, Annales de Museum, Hist. A'al
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No. V. p. 350. /(/. sv. p. 1. Ilauy, Journal des Mines.

Hauy, Traite de Mineralogic, vol. ii. p. 514, 515; and
Lucas, Tableau Methodiqiie, ix.c.

3. On the Electricity ofthe Borate of Magnesia.

In the year 1791, M. Hauy obtained two crystals of

that species of the boracitc or borate of maijnesia, which
he calls defective, [Magncsie Boralee Defective; see

our article Chystai-lographv, vol. vii. p. 315. col. 2.)

lie exposed them to the heat of the fire, and presented

them to an electrometer.* He immediately perceived

that it was electrified, and that it had several poles en-

dued with opposite electricities. He experienced at first

considerable difficulty in determining the precise po-

sition of these poles, both from the delicacy of the ex-

periment, and from the extreme smallncss of the crystals.

By comparing, however, the crystals with the tourma-
lins, he reasoned in the following manner : As in the

case of the tourmalin, there was only one axis which
coincided with that of the nucleus, there ought only to

be two electrical poles situated at the extremity of this

axis. In the cube, on the contrary, which was the nu-

cleus of borate of magnesia, there were four axes, each
of which passed throu3;h the solid angles, and conse-

quently there ought to be 8 electrical poles, one at the

extremity of each axis. Tiiis conjecture he quickly

verified by experiment.

The electricity of the borate of magnesia, is, in ge-

neral, perceptibly weaker than that of the tourmalin
;

and in repeating the experiments of Hauy, particular-

ly those which relate to the poles that exercise a repul-

sive force, the small needle, negatively electrified, must
be directed to the negative pole; for as the repulsive for-

ces are limited to a very small space, the least deviation

of the negatively electrifiedneedle will cause it to be at-

tracted by the adjacent parts of the stone, which are

nearly in their natural state of electricity.

M. Hauy likewise found that the centres of action of

the 8 poles of this mineral are situated very near the

extremities of the axes, and that from these poles the

electrical density diminishes rapidly, and disappears in

other parts of the crystal, a result which he luid before

obtained from the tourmalin. See Hauy Annales de

Chimie, torn. ix. p. 59, &c. ; Hauy jlnn. du Mu.i. xv. p.

1.; Hauy Traite de Mineralogie, torn. ii. p. 342 ; and

Traite de Physique, torn. i. See also Art. 6. of the pre-

sent Section.

4. On the Electricity of Mesotyfte.

This mineral is a species of zeolite, and was found

by M. Hauy to possess the property of being excited by
electricity. Unfortunately he could not obtain complete
crystals ; but having detached from its support a crystal

about 5 '. lines in length, he heated it, and presented it to a

silk thread negatively electrified. The thread was instant-

ly attracted by the pyramidal summit of the crystal, and
repelled by the fractured part; hence it follows, that the

pyramidal summit possessed negative electricity. Still-

bite is not electrical by heat. See Hauy Journal des

Mines^ No. xiv. p. 87.; Hauy Memoires de l' Institut.

torn. i. p. 54, 55. ; and Hauy Traite de Mineralogie, torn.

iii. p. 159, 160, Sec also An. 6. of the present Sec-
tion.

5. On the Electricity of Calamine.

This mineral lias been long found in the mines of
Brisgaw. It was brought to Paris under the name of
S/iath sttcnitcux, and was mistaken for teolile by seve-

ral mineralogists, till M. Pcllelier* proved that it was
crystallized calamine. M. Ilauy, so early as the year

1785, discovered the electrical properly of this mineral,

which is the more remarkable as it belongs to the class

of metallic substances.

The crystals of calamine are so easily excited, that

their polarity appears in two or three seconds after they

are exposed to a fire or to the fiamc of a candle, and
they often retain this polarity several hours after they

are cold. In one group of these crystals, sensible indi-

cations of electricity were distinctly visible twelve hours
after they were cold, while a tourmalin, excited at the

same time, had lost all its polarity in the couisc of a

single hour. In another species of calamine, where the

crystals were similarly grouped, but presented points of
octahedrons, Hauy found the same electrical property.

Sec Hauy, j1/t;»!. Acad. Par. 1785, p. 207. ; and Hauy
Traite de Mineralogie, vol. iv. p. 164.

6. On the Relation between the Polarity of Minerals and
the Secondary forms ofthtir Crystals.

We are wholly indebted to M. Hauy for the fine dis-

covery that the polarity wiiich minerals receive from
heat, is related to the form of their secondary crystals.

The opposite and corresponding sides of crystals

are in general similar, both with respect to the number,
the disposition, and the figure of their faces. The forms
of crystals, however, that become electrical by a change
of temperature, deviate from this symmetry of form

;

so that the poles or parts of the crystal where the oppo-
site electricities reside, although they are similarly si-

tuated at the two extremities of the secondary crystal,

yet they difler in their configuration : "one of them un-

dergoing decrements which are evanescent upon tiie op-

posite part, or to which decrements correspond that are

subjected to another law, a circumstance which may ena-

ble an observer to predict before hand, simply from the

inspection of the crystal, on what side cither species of

electricity will be found when the crystal shall be sub-

mitted to the test of experiment. Thus in the variety

of the tourmalin which we shall call isogone, and which
is represented by Plate CCXLV. Fig. 5. the shape is

that of a prism of nine plane sides, terminated at one end

by a summit liaving three faces, aiid at the other by a

summit having six faces ; and experiments prove, that

the first summit is the seat of resinous electricity, while

the second manifests vitreous electricity.

In the new variety of topaz crystals, viz. the octosev-

rfcfiwa/ aluminous fluate of silica, M. Hauy has recently

detected the same deviation from the rules of symmetry
in the secondary form of its crystals. Owing jirubably to

the imperfect state of these crystals, he has not been able

to observe the same phenomena in the secondary forms
of mesotype and calamine.

* This electrometer will be described in Part II. of the present article,

f Journal tie Physitjue, Decembre 1782.

N n :
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But of" all the crystals that exliibil tliis co-relation be-

tween the exterior configtiration and the clccliic virtue,

ihe most remarkable are those wliich appertain to an aci-

dulating substance, named borai-' of magnesia, whose

form is generally that of a cube incomplete in all its

edges, and farliicr modifiid by facets corresponding to

ihe solid angles. Here the two electricities act accord-

ing to the directions of four axes, each of which passes

through two opposite solid angles of the cube, which is

the primitive form. In one of the varieties, Fig. 6.

which we shall call dtfectivc, one of the two solid angles

situated at the extremities of the same axis is entire ;

the other has given w ay to a facet s. Now resinous clec-

tricilv is evinced at the angle, which has not undergone

any alteration ; and vitreous electi icity at the facet, w hich

supplies the place of the opposite angle; thus making

light electiic poles, four for each species of electricity.

In another variety. Fig. 7. the solid angles analogous to

those of the preceding which were supplied by the facet,

continue to present the same modification. The other

angles situated similarly to those which were entire, are

here replaced each by a like facet s ; but if it existed

jtlone, the symmetry would be found re-established,

while the law of the phenomenon requires that it should

be altered. Therefore, three other facets rrr, are ob-

served to be situated about each of the former; so that

the angles which they modify, present in this respect a

kind of superabundance, in consequence of which this

variety has been denominated su/ierabundant borate of

magnesia." See Hauy Traite dc Physique, vol. i. Aiin.

du AIus. torn. xvi. p. I.

Sect. II. On the Electricity produced by the melting of

Resinous Bodies.

Mr Stephen Gray was the first person who observed

that electricity was produced, when bodies merely chan-

ged their form. He made his experiments with black

and white roshi, stone pilch, shell or gum lac, bees wax,

and sulphur. These bodies were compounded in diffe-

rent ways, so as to form the substances in the following

Table : the ^rsl column of which contains the name of

the substance, either simple or compound; and the se-

cond its weight.

Names of Die Substances.
^Iz/'^dn Avoi.d.

1. Fine black rosin . ..20
2. Stone pitch and black rosin . 2 2

3. Fine rosin and bees wax . 2 1

4. Stone pitch .... 1 7

5. Stone sulphur . . . 3 6

6. Shell lac .... 10

7. Fine black rosin . . . 10 4

8. 15ees wax and rosin . . 9

9. Rosin 4, and gum lac 1 part, . 10

10. Sulphur . . . . 18

U Stone pitch . . . . 10 12

12. Black rosin . . . . 23
13. Wiiite rosin . . . . 7 12

14. Gum lac . . . .1114
15. Ciuni lac and black rosin . 9 12

16. Gum lac 4 parts, rosin 1 part . 17 8

17. Shell lac, fine black rosin . 28 4

18. A cylinder of stone sulphur . 19 4
19. A large cone of stone sulphur . 30
20. A cake of sulphur . . .114

All the bodies in the preceding Table, excepting Nos
1 8 and 19, were prepared in the following manner : They
were melted in the proper quantities in iron ladles, aid

as soon as they were taken ofi' the fire, they were set by

to cool and harden. The ladle was then placed on the

fire for a short time, till the substance was melted at its

bottom and sides, and, by inverting the ladle, the sub-

stance was easily taken out, and had the form of nearly

the section of a sphere, both the convex and the plane

surfaces being polished in cooling.

AVhen any of these substances were taken out of the

ladle, and their convex surfaces hardened, they did not

exhibit any electrical indications, till their temperature
was diminished to nearly that of a hen's egg when new-
ly laid. The electricity gradually increased, and when
they were cold, it was nearly 10 times greater than at the

preceding temperature. In order to preserve these bo-

dies in a state of attraction, he wrapped up tlie larger

ones in white flannel, or black worsted stockings ; and
the smaller ones in white paper, and placed them all in

a large fir box.

The cylinder of sulphur. No. IS, was formed by melt-

ing the sulphur, and pouring it into a cylindrical glass

vessel, which had been previously heated to preverit it

from cracking. As soon as the sulphur was hardened,

it fell out of the glass by inverting it, from having con-

tracted during cooling, and had a surface as perfectly

polished as the glass itself. The large cone of sulphur
was made in a similar manner, by melting the sulphur
in a large drinking glass. Mr Gray examined all the

bodies 30 days after they were made, and found that they

attracted as vigorously as they did at first, and some of

them did not lose their attraction till after 4 months.
The cone of sulphur, No. 19, began to attract about two
hours after it was taken out of the glass; and the glass

itself attracted likewise, but very feebiy. On the fol-

lowing day, when the sulphur was taken out of the

glass, its attraction was very strong, and that cf the

glass imi>erceptible. The cone of sulphur was in these

cases placed with its base on the top of the fir box,

where the other electric bodies lay, and the glass placed

over it ; but finding this place inconx'enient, Mr Gray
removed it to the table, between the two windows of his

chamber, and whenever the glass was taken off, it at-

tracted at as great a distance as the sulphur. After-

wards the glass attracted at a less distance than the sul-

phur. The cake of sulphur. No. 20, was laid with its

flat side downwards upon a table, and though it had no
covering of any kind upon it, the attraction of this, as

well as that of the other substances, always varied with

the weather; but the attraction of the cake of sulphur
was never more than one-tenth of that of the cone. iVIr

Gray observed all these attractions, by the action of the

electrical bodies upon a fine white thread tied to the end
of a stick.*

Experiments similar to those of Mr Gray were made
by M. Wilke of Rostock, who called the electricity

which was in this way produced, s/iontaneous electricity.

iEpinus made experiments on the same subject; but as
we have already given a sufficiently full account of these

in our History of Electricity, p. 246, 247, it is needless

to repeat tliem in this place.

Mr Henley repeated the cxpeiiments of Mr Gray,
and obtained nearly similar results. He discovered that

electricity was exhibited by chocolate, when it was cool-

• See Phil. Trans. 1737, vol. sxxvii. p. 235.
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eil in tlie tin pans into wliicli it is received. At first the

electricity is slrunij, and it is retained for some time after

it is taken out of the jjaiis, tliou<;li it soon loses it by
handling. When it is again melted and allowed to cool,

the electrical virtue is restored, but not to its former
strength. After the third or fourth meltinj;-, however,
the electricity is CKtremely weak. When tlie chocolate

is mixed with a little olive oil liclore it is poured out of

the pan, it then becomes strongly electrical.

Tliese experiments of Mr Ileidey were repealed and
verified, in 1784, by i\I. Pal)st, and in 1787 by M. Lip-
hardt of Konigsberg. The last of these writers being
at one time occupied in prejjaring chocolate, placed

some cakes upon one another, and having held a bundle
of silk threads within two inclies of them, they were at-

tracted with great velocity, and adhered to the cakes.

M. Liphardt also found that talc melted and cooled gave
electrical symptoms. Thinking that electricity could

not be produced without friction of some kind, M. Lip-

liardt took four ounces of warm and liquid chocolate,

and having placed them upon an iron plate, be brought
near the silk threads, but observed no indications of elec-

tricity. He then put the mass into sliape, and having

struck it well against a flat surface, as is the custom in

extending the chocolate, he took it warm out of the

shape, and found it to be electrical.

M. Liphardt made also some experiments on the elec-

trical effects produced by a sudden blow. He let fall a

piece of sealing-wax, from the height of 8 inches, upon
a table, and repeated this from 10 to 20 times, when it

exhibited marks of electricity. Gum copal gave no

electrical signs in this way, but when repeatedly struck

upon its end, against a table, it attracted the silk threads.

Sulphur produced the same effect. When a lump of

glass was struck in a similar manner against the table,

it exhibited the same electrical eflects.

No satisfactory results have yet been obtained re-

specting the cause of this kind of electricity. It has

been ascribed, with some reason, to a degree of friction

produced by the contraction whicli takes place during

cooling, or to the circumstance of being touched during

the experiment. Expeiiments were made by Messrs
Van Marum and Van Troostwryk, for the purpose of

ascertaining this point; and they found that when the

bodies were cooled under circumstances which prevent-

ed ail friction, no electrical phenomena were produced.

Messrs Van Maru]n and Van Troostwryk repeated

the experiments of 'Wilke and jEpinus, and made use

of sulphur, sealing-wax, gum lac mhced with a little ro-

sin to make it melt, rosin, pitch, and wax. They pour-

ed all these substances, when melted, upon the surface

of mercury. All of them, except the sulphur, gave
strong indications of electricity after they were taken

away from the surface of mercury. In order to deter-

mine if these bodies became electrical by losing a por-

tion of their natural quantity of fluid, they melted gum
lac mixed with rosin and pitch, in vessels of baked clay,

and having insulated these vessels, made a communica-
tion between the melted bodies and Volta's condenser,

which was very sensible. No electricity, however, was
produced, although the expeiiment was thrice repeated.

In order to shew that the vessel of baked clay had not

acquired the contrary electricity, they poured the elec-

trical substances upon linen and upon gauze suspended

by silk cords, and as soon as the bodies had lost their

fluidity by cooling, a communication was made as before

between them and the condenser, but no marks of elec-

tricity appeared. A plate of ^uni lac liad one of it<

surfaces melted over hot coals, and cooled in conl.n •

with the condenser, Imt no electricity was visible. M
Van .Marum and his hiend now eonjetlured, dial the
electricity was occasioned by the frieiionof the Ihiid bo-
dies produced in dispersing themselves o\cr llic surface
of the body on which tin y were cooled. For the pur-
pose of examining this noiion experimentally, tliiy

poured the melted bodies upon coppei-, tin, leail, gljS'>,

and English earthen-ware, anil they always fuund that
they ac(|uired the same kind of electricity as that wWicU
they would have received if rubbed with the body upon
wliich they were poured.

If this opinion was well founded, they imagined that
in melting plates of any electrical substance, ihc infe-

rior surface of each plate would be more strongly eiet-
trified than the upper one, as it is the under one alone
that undergoes the fiiction. This trial was made with
plates of gum lac and rosin, an inch thick, and tlicy al-

ways found that the separation of the balls of Cavidlo'.-i

electrometer was twice as gieal with the electricity of
the lower surface, as with that of the upper one. Tlity
also tried plates of various thicknesses, some of whicii
were an inch and a cpiarter thick, and in no case did
they perceive any difference arising from a difference of
thickness.

In order to ascertain this point with still more cor-
rectness, they melted gum lac and rosin, and having
suspended plates of copper by means of silk cords, they
allowed them to come in contact with the melted gum
lac, without any friction being produced. After the gum
lac was cooled, the plates were raised, but no electricity

was exhibited.

From these experiments their ingenious authors con-
clude, that the electricity is produced by the friction

which the electrical bodies imdergo when they are
spread upon tlie surfaces of other bodies upon which
they are poured when in a liepiid slate.

M. Cliaptal discovered, that electricity was developed
during the congelation of ghicial phosphoric acitl. The
same properly has been found in calomel, when it fixes

by sublimation to the upper part of a glass vessel.

See Gray. P/iil. Trans. 1732. vol. xxxvii. p. 285 ;

Wilke's Dis/nHatio Physica Exfitrimcntalis de Elrctri-

citalibits contrariis, Rostock 1757; J''pinus Tin.'amen
T/teoriiC Electricilatis ct A/affnelhmi, Felrop. 1758, p.
66, 67; Henley, P/iil. 7'iavs. 1777, p. 8.); Van M;,ru'n
el Van Troostwryk Sur la Cause ilc f Elcclriciu^ drs

substances f'jnducs ct nfroidics, in Rozier's Obsm-a-
tions sur la P/n/siijur, I78H, toni. 33, p. 248 ; Lipiiardi,

Sur t'Elcctricileclu C/iocolat ct i/ufl(/ucs objcta rclalif, in

Rozier's Observations, &c. 1787, vol. xxx. p. 4.>l— 433;
Pabst, .4nnales dfi C/iiniic, 1784, \). 119.

Sect. HI. On t/ie Electricity Jiroduced by Eva/iorativi.

We have already seen in our History of the Science,

that Lajilace, Lavoisier, and Volta discovered that elec-

tricity was generated during the evaporation of various

fluids.

In their experiments they made use of two different

kinds of apparatus. In both of these, the bodies that

were evajiorated were insulated by means of stands of

glass coated with scaling wax. Wlicn the disengage-

ment or the absorption of the electric matter was be-

lieved to be instantaneous, the liody was made to com-
municate directly with the electrometer by means of a
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eliain or a ilircad of archil ; but wlicn the electric mat-

ter was supposed to be discnq;aged successively, and

continued for a certain time, they made use of Volta's

condenser, which has the property of accumulating

small quantities of electric matter.

Having put iron filings into a vessel with a large

aperture, they pouied upon them sulphuric acid weak-

emd with three parts of water. After a brisk efferves-

cence, and the rapid disengagement of inflammable air,

the condenser was so powerfully electrified, that it af-

forded a lively spark, and they found from the electro-

meter that the electricity was negative.

When sulphuric acid was, in like manner, thrown in-

to some vessels that contained powdered chalk, fixed air

was rapidly disengaged, and the condenser and electro-

meter indicated that the electricity was negative. It

was, liowevcr, less than in the preceding experiment,

and produced no sensible spark.

When nitrous gas was produced, they obtained a si-

milar result; but in order to increase the electricity,

they used six vessels at once, each containing iron fil-

ings, and they poured over them nitrous acid diluted

with about two parts of water. The effervescence and

the production of air were extremely rapid, and nega-

tive electricity was distinctly produced ; but as the cir-

cumstances under which the experiment was made,
were not favourable, the electricity was very weak.

Tin-ee small chafing-dishes filled with burning charcoal

were next insulated, and made to communicate with

Volta's condenser. The negative electricity which was
generated was so sensible, tliat by augmenting the quan-

tity of charcoal they could easily have obtained from it

a spark.

The next experiments were made upon the evapora-

tion of water, produced by throwing it upon three

insulated furnaces of hammered iron, which communi-
cated with the electrometer. In three successive expe-
riments the electricity was distinctly perceptible. In

the first, however, it appeared to be negative, but in

the other two it was decidedly positive. In order to ac-

count for this result, they conjectured that the cooling

produced by evaporation had increased the signs of po-

sitive electricity more than the evaporation had diminish-

ed them. M. Volta assisted at these experiments.
The same subject was more deeply investigated by

Saussure, who has given a full account of his experi-

ments in his Voyage dans Ics Allies. Volta having ob-

served that the electricity produced by evaporation was
always negative, Saussure attempted to repeat the ex-
periment by throwing a mass of red-hot iron into a small
quantity of water in a cofl'ee-pot with a large mouth, and
suspended by silk strings. He found, however, that

the electricity thus produced was negative. This re-

sult being quite opposite to that of Volta, he varied the
experiment in the following manner. He insulated a
small chafing-dish by silk cords, and placed upon it the
cofi"ce-pot, with a small quantity of water. One elec-

trometer was connected with the chafing-dish, and ano-
ther with the coffee-pot, and wlien the water had conti-

nued for a fev/ minutes to boll strongly, both the elec-
trometers exhibited signs of negative electricity, as in

the experiments of Volta. He found also that the eva-
poration produced by the effervescence of iron in sul-

phuric acid, and by the efi"ervescence of chalk in the
same acid, likewise gave negative electricity.

In order to account for the positive electricity gene«
rated in tlie first experiment, M. Saussure conjectured
that the intensity of the heat to which the water was ex-
posed by the contact of a body brought to a white heat,

was the cause of the electricity produced by the evapo-
ration, and that a combination was then formed, by which
a new quantity of the fluid was developed. The quan-
tity of electricity was so great in the experiment, that

the balls of the electrometer were separated to the
greatest possible distance. In order to verify this con-
jecture, that tlie electricity was produced in some way
or other by the combustion of the water or the iron, Saus-
sure tried to procure positive electricity, by moderating
the heat of the iron. Into a large insulated iron cruci-

ble, five inches high, four in diameter, and six lines

thick, and made red-hot, he threw small quantities of
water successively, till the crucible had the degree of
heat sufficient to make water boil. The electricity pro-

duced at each projection of the water was carefully ob-
served, and destroyed. The electricity which was ex-
hibited was always positive. It was very strong at the
first projection, and gradually diminished to the twelfth,

when it was scarcely perceptible. In the repetition of
this experiment, Saussure found that when a small quan-
tity of water was thrown into the crucible the moment
it was taken from the fire, and while it had a pale red

colour approaching to white, he never could obtain any
indication of electricity.

In order to examine the relations which existed be-
tween the periods of evaporation and the production of
electricity, M. Saussure made a great variety of expe-
riments. His apparatus consisted of a well-baked ves-

sel of clay, 4 inches in diameter, and 15 lines thick,

which he insulated upon a clean and dry goblet of glass.

Upon the vessel of clay he placed a crucible, or any
other body powerfully heated, and by means of a wire
he connected this crucible with the electrometer. Fifty-

four grains of distilled water were thrown upon the

heated crucible, and by means of a time-piece and an
electrometer he observed the period of evaporation, and
the degree of electricity that was produced. The re-

sults which he obtained are given in the following Ta-
bles.

The first column of all the tables contains the num-
ber of projections of water that were made. The seconrf

the number of minutes and seconds that had elapsed

from the commencement of the experiment, or from the

time of tlie first projection to that of the corresponding

projection. The third column expresses in seconds the

time which was necessary to reduce the 54 grains of

distilled water to tlie state of vapour. The fourth ex-

presses in lines and tenths of a line, the distance of the

balls of the electrometer. 'Yhz fifth marks the character

of the electricity which was produced ; and the sixth

contains general remarks on the state of the crucibles,

the vapours, and the noise which was made during eva-

poration. This noise undergoes great variations. It is

almost nothing when the metal is very hot, and it in-

creases as the metal becomes colder, and dissipates more
readily the projected fluid.

The follov/iiig Table contains the results which were'

obtained, when the crucible was made of forged Iron^

2-1 inches in diameter, 32 lines iiigh, %\ lines thick, and
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TABLE I. Shewing the Electricity firotluced by the Eva/ioration of Water filaced on a healed Crucible 0/ Iron.

Niimbei-
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TABLE III. Shevjing the Electricity ftroduced by the Eva/ioration qf Water jilaced on a heated Crucible of
Co/i/ier.

Number
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TABLE r. allowing lite KkctricUy /iroduccd by the Evajioration of Water fiiaced on a heated Crucible of
white Porcelain.

Number
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TABLE VII. Showing the Ekctrkity firoduced by the Evafioration of Ether fdaced on a heated Crucible oj

fiure Silver.

Number
of

Projections,

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24

Time
of

tlie Projection

Min.

2

4

5

7

9

10

12

13

15

16

18

19

21

23
24
25

26

27

27
^28

29

32

Sec.

55

15

55

25

40

5

46
15

45

16

45.4

55

5

20

15

5

55

25

55

Duiuliiiii

of llie Eva-

poration.

Seconds

35

37

57

57

58

61

58

55

57

55

57

62

57
51

42
35

21

11

8

7

4i
30

72
85

of

Electricity.

Lines. Tenths.

4

1

2

2

8

7

6

5

4

6

5

3

2

1

Cliuractrr

of the

Electricity.

Negative.

Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.

General Observations.

Crucible red, almost white ; the ether flames and leaves

a drop which burns wilboul turning.

The ether flames, and the remaning drop burns to the

end.

The ether flames, and the drop does not burn.

The crucible no longer red ; the ether ilames, but not

the remaining drop.

Idem.
Boils without burning during 20", then flames and leaves

a drop, which burns without turning.

Boils, then flames.

The SLiiTie as in the 6th Projection.

Idem. The electricity precedes the inflammation, which

destroys it.

Flames at the end of 19", and remains the same.

Small noise and bubbling without inflammation.

A little more noise.

Silence at first, noise at the end, and then electiicity.

Idem.
The noise greater.Idem.

Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Ebullition and noise during i"

Idem.
Ebullition and noise during

silent.

and remains silent.

1 5", and then remains

Saussure was greatly surprised at observing two such

inflammable fluids as alcohol and ether following the

same laws in their evaporation as water. The evapo-

ration was always greater at the time of the strongest

heat, than when the heat was weakest. It then dimi-

nished to a certain point, and afterwards augmented till

the heat was feeblest. In the ether too, the combustion

had no sensible influence on the rapidity of the evapo-

ration.

Saussure now wished to observe the phenomena of

evaporation in a crucible almost wholly shut. He there-

fore took a granade Si inches in diameter, and brought

to a white heat, and injected into it distilled water. A
jet of brilliant flame was emitted from the mouth of the

granade. A similar effect was produced at the follow-

ing projections, till the heated granade had the colour

of a cherry ; but the brilliancy and heat of the flame

diminished gradually with the heat. Saussure suppo-
ses that the flame arose from the inflammable air, produ-

ced by the decomposition of the water, or by that of the

iron. Whenever there was any flaine, there was no ap-

pearance of electricity ; but as soon as the flame ceased,

the electricity appeared. The electricity was always
positive at the first experiment, but in the second it ap-

peared at first negative, and then nothing, when the

small measure of water was projected into the granade

;

but when half an ounce of water was thrown into it, the

electricity was positive.

In order to explain the preceding experiments, M.
Saussure supposes that the electricity is positive with

those bodies that are capable of decomposing water, or

of being themselves decomposed by their contact with

the water, and that it is negative with those which are

not decomposed or altered. This supposition was sug-

gested by the fact, that china and silver always produ-

ced negative electricity, while iron and copper gave po-

sitive electricity. If substances capable of being oxi-

dated, had constantly given a positive electricity, Avhilc

those which do not oxidate had given a negative elec-

tricity, the preceding supposition would have accjuircd

a great degree of probability ; but the phenomena have

not always followed this law, a negative electricity

being sometimes jji-oduced by the iron and the copper,

and a positive electricity by the silver. Saussure re-

marks, that he was not much embarrassed by the first

of these facts, for the iron and the copper are oxidated

with great facility in a brisk fire, and become covered

with a scaly crust, which, with the same degree of heat,

is not susceptible of farther alteration. If this crust

should therefore cover the bottom of the crucible, the

drop of water will no longer be in contact with an oxi-

dable substance, and therefore no farther decomposi-
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lion will take place, and conscquciuly no fartiicr gene-

ration of electricity. A part of the natural electricity,

lioAvever, of the apparatus, will l)c absorbed by the va-

pours which are still formed, and therefore the appara-

tus will bo electrified negatively. If, by any accident,

some of the scrdes should be so far detached that the

fluid will toiicii some parts of the metal, it may hap-

pen that the quantity of electricity thus i;cnerated com-
pensates exactly for that which the vapours absorb, and

consequently the electricity will be nothing. If the

scales are still more detached, the electricity will be su-

perabundant, and consequently positive. For the same
reason a larger quantity of water gives constantly a po-

sitive electricity, when it is poured into an iron or cop-

per crucible, because it attacks the metal in a greater

number of parts, and finds more easily the parts acces-

sible to its actioji. Hence, also, a strong positive elec-

tricity is produced when a mass of red hot iron is

thrown into water, for the points of contact being more
numerous, a more abundant decomposition takes place.

Saussure found it more difficult to explain why silver

sometimes gives a positive electricity. He conjectured,

however, that it arose from foreign bodies, such as cop-

per or other oxidable metals being mixed with the silver.

This conjecture originated in his observing, that though

the crucible was extremely clean, and the distilled wa-

ter very pure, yet when the water was reduced to a

drop, by evaporation, the drop always appeared black-

est, and left a brown or black globule after the evapo-

ration was completed.

In order to verify this explanation, he boiled spi-

rit of salt in his silver crucible, and after having

washed it with much care, he found that the electricity

which it produced was always negative, even when he

projected half an ounce of water into the crucible.

He also observed that when quartz, brought to a

white heat, was plunged in water, positive electricity

was produced ; a result which he ascribes to a small

fiuantily of iron which may have existed in the quartz.

The production of negative electricity by burning-

charcoal greatly perplexed our author. In his first ex-

pei'iments he found the electricity to be positive, but

observing that Volta had found it to be negative, he

discovered the cause of his mistake, and afterwards

obtained the same results as those of Voita. He sup-

poses that it may arise from the readiness with which

that substance loses its heat in contact with water.

Saussure endeavouied to obtain electricity from com-

bustion, but his attempts were fruitless, although Volta

had obtained distinct indications of it in similar cases.

He burned different bodies upon an insulated chafing

dish, sometimes with a clear, and sometimes with a

smoking flame ; and he endeavoured suddenly to ex-

plode small heaps of gunpowder, but no electricity

whatever appeared.

His attempts to procure electricity without ebulli-

tion were equally fruitless. He exposed great surfaces,

such as six square feet of wet linen, before a large fire,

and insulated it by silk cords. When the linen was

strongly he:ited, a greater quantity of vapour was pro-

dxiced than in a coffee-pot boiling on a chafing-dish,

and though he u^ed the most delicate electrometer, yet

]->n cl'-ctricity could be seen. He likewise spread out

on tlflF^noist ground a large plate of white iron, and

heated it strongly on a chafing-dish, but though the

earth exhaled a great quantity of vapour, no elec-

tricity was produced. See La Place and Lavoisier,

Mem. Acad. Par. 1781, p. 292 ; Volta, Journal lU- Pliy
.lifjuc, 1783; and Saussure, Voyages dana Irs Allies, 8vo,
edit. 1786, lorn. iii. p. 316—317.

Siicr. I\'. On Jilectricilij /iroduced by a aefiaration of
Parts.

One of the most singular electrical phenomena whicli

belongs to the present Section, is the evolution of elec-

tric light by the bursting of the unannealed glass tears,

called Prince Rupert's drops; a fact which was disco-

vered by Dr Brewster. These drops, which he found
to possess the property of transpolarising light, were
regularly crystallized, and had three different cleavages :

one like that of a melon, diverging from the apex of the

drop; another concentric with the surface of the drop;
and a third oblique to t!ie axis. Having laid one of

these drops upon a table in a dark room, and covered
it with a ];late of thick glass, to prevent any of the

fragments from reaching the eye, the drop was burst

by breaking off a part of its tail, and the whole of

it appeared luminous ; so that at the instant of the

fracture, a quantity of faint light, of the same shape

and size as the drop itself, was distinctly visible. The
drop which gave this singular result was made of Hint

glass, and was the largest that he had ever seen. Eve-
ry other flint glass dr<jp produced a <listinct electrical

light ; but in none of thcni, except the large one, could

he see the luminous shape of the drop. The same
light appeared v, lien they were burst under water.

The small glass drops made of bottle glass never exhi-

bited any light at the moment of bursting ; but it was
almost always visible, in small sparks, in bottle glass

drops of a larger size.

A similar phenomena is exhibited in Muscovy talc,

when its laminx are suddeidy torn asunder. Electrici-

ty is immediately developed, and a briglit flash of light

is exhibited.

Mr William Wilson found, that if a piece of dry and

warm wood is suddenly split asunder, the two conti-

guous surfaces are electrified, the one positively and the

other negatively.

When a slick of scaling wax is broken in two, the

two fractured extremities are distinctly electrified, the

one end positively and the other negatively.

Connected in soiuc measure' with the preceding re-

sults, are those which were obtained by Mr Wilson
respecting the electricity of wood shavings. Having
had frequent occasion to work very dry wood that had

lain for several hours over a large fire, Mr Wilson
often observed the shavings adhering to the tools,

and to every thing that they touched. He therefore

instituted a set of experiments, for the purpose of as-

certaining the origin of the electricity, and obtained the

following general results. When thy wood was scra-

ped with a piece of window glass, the shavings always

exhibited positive electricity. When the wood was

chipped with a knife, the electricity of the chips was

positive when the wood was hot, and the edge of the

knife not very shaip, but negative when the wood was

perfectly cold. When the edge of the knife was very

sharp, the chips were negatively electrified whatever was

the temperature of the wood. Having insulated a

penknife, by fixing it into a glass tube covered with

scaling wax, he found that it always possessed an electri-

city contrary to that of the chips, which were most frc

!'uenlly positive. The surface of the wood from which

O o 2
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ihc cliips were detached was seldom electrified, and

when it was, the electricity was always very weak, and

of the same denomination as that of the weakest of the

other two. See Thomson's ^nmils of P/iiloso/i/ii/, vol.

iv. p. 418. Mc/ioh'un's Journal, 8vo, vol. iv. p. 49—53.

Stcr. V. On the Electricity /iroduced by dro/i/iinff

Poivders on a Metallic Plate.

Mil C.WALLO and Mr Bennet have shewn, from nu-

merous experinjents, that when electrics or conductors

are reduced to powder, the powders may be rendered

electrical, merely by dropping them on an insulated

plate.

Mr Cavallo insulated a metallic plate upon a glass

stand, and connected it with a cork ball electrometer.

He held the powder to be tried in a spoon, about six

inches above the plate, and allowed it to fall gradually.

The electricity acquired by the powder was thus com-

municated to the plate, and thence conveyed to the

electrometer. When the powder of a conducting sub-

stance was used, it was placed in some electric sub-

stance, such as a glass phial, or a plate of sealing wax.

In making such experiments, it is necessary to have

the powders as dry and warm as possible, otherwise no

signs of electricity will be observed. With these pre-

cautions, Mr Cavallo obtained the following results.

Powdered rosin let fall from a metal spoon, glass, or

paper, communicates a strong negative electricity to

the plate ; and when the spoon, or body which held

the powder, was insulated, it was strongly positive.

Flowers of sulphur electrified the plate negatively, but

not so strongly. Powdered glass, dropped from a warm
and dry piece of paper, communicated a negative elec-

tricity to the plate, but it was weaker than that of the

rosin. When it was dropped from a brass cup, the

electricity was very weak but positive. Steel filings,

dropped either from paper or from a glass phial, elec-

trified the plate negatively ; but brass filings, let fall

under the same ciixumstances, electrified it positively.

Gunpowder, very fine emery, and the amalgam of tin-

foil and mercury, when dropped from a glass phial,

electrified the plate negatively ; whereas mercury itself,

let fall from a glass phial, electrified the plate positive-

ly. Soot, and the ashes of pitcoal mixed with small

cinders, when dropped from a piece of paper, electri-

fied the plate negatively.

Mr Bennet found, that powdered chalk falling from
one plate to another placed upon his electrometer, elec-

trified it negatively ; and the same efiect was prodticed
by red ochre, yellow rosin, coal ashes, powdered cro-

cus metallorum, aurum mosaicura, black lead, powder-
ed (|uiGklime, amber, lapis calamiiiaris, Spanish brown,
powdered sulphur, flowers of sulphur, iron filings, rust
of iron, and sand.

The most accurate experiments, however, which have
been made upon this subject, we owe to Mr Singers,
who employed two methods of bringing the bodies
into contact: 1st, By silling the powders on the cap of
A delicate electrometer through a fine sieve, which was
completely cleaned after every experiment ; and, 2dly,
By bringing an insulated copper plate repeatedly in

contact with the pov.ders, spread out into an extensive
sni'face on a dry sheet of paper. By the first of these
methods he obtained the following results.

J<t~e§ative electricity was produced by the followincr

ho'Jksi, when sifted on the cap of an electrometer.

Copper,
1 ron.

Zinc,

Tin,

Bismuth,
Antimony,
Nickel,

Black lead,

IJme,
Magnesia,
Baryles,

Strontites,

Alumine,
Silex,

Brown oxide of copper,

White oxide of arsenic,

Red oxide of lead,

Litharge,

White lead.

Red oxide of iron,

Acetate of copper.

Sulphate of copper,

Sulphate of soda.

Phosphate of soda,

Carbonate of soda,

Carbonate of ammonia,
Carbonate of potash.

Carbonate of lime,

^luiiate of ammonia.
Common pearl ashes,

Boracic acid,

Benzoic acid.

Oxalic acid.

Citric acid.

Tartaric acid.

Cream of taitar,

Oxymuriate of potash,

Pure potash,

Pure soda,

Rosin,

Sulpliur,

Suiphuret of lime.

Starch,

Orpiment.

Positive electricity was produced by the following bo
dies when sifted on the cap of the elcctrometei

.

Wheat flour,

Oatmeal,
Lycopodium,
Quassia,

Powdered cardamom,

Charcoal of wood,
Sulphate of potash,

Nitrate of potash,

Acetate of lead,

Oxide of tin.

When the bodies in the two preceding Tables were
sifted either through a seive of hair, flannel, or muslin,

the same kind of electricity was alwavb produced.

In applying the second method, Mr Singers broke

the pure alkalies into small pieces, and exposed them
in an open phial, lor a quarter of an hour, to a mode-
rate heat, which was not great enough to fuse the al-

kali. It was then quickly reduced to powder in a

warm and dry mortar, and instantly distributed over a

dry sheet of card paper, which, during a certain time,

he found to atfact the moisture from the alkali, as fast

as the alkali attracted it from the air. In this way he

obtained the following results, the copper plate being

always electrified in an opposite manner to that of the

powders.

Positive Electricity.

Lime, Pure potash,

Barytes, Common pearl ashes,

Strontites, Carbonate of potash.

Magnesia, Carbonate of soda,

Pure soda, Tartaric acid.

JVegativc Electricity.

Benzoic acid, Alumine,

Boracic acid,

Oxalic acid,

Citric acid,

Silex,

Carbonate of ammonia,
Sulphur,

Rosin.

From the circumstance of sulphur and rosin giving

the same kind of electricity when touched with a cop-

per plate, as that which is produced by iViction, Mr Sin-

gers supposes, that the contact of dissimilar botUes is. irv
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general the primary source of electrical excitation. Sec

Cavallo's JUectrkittj. Bcnnct, Phil. Trans. 1787, vol.

Ixxvii. p. 26. Singers' Ktemcnls of Klcclricily and Elec-

tro- Chemistry, App. § 9, p. 473—476.

Sect. VI. On the Elect ricily firoduced in the Electric

Column discovered by De Luc.

As the electricity generated in the electric column
has no appearance of heinLj proiluced by chemical action,

the consideration of it beion;js more properly to electri-

city than to galvanism.

The electric column invented by that ingenious phi-

losopher, J. A. De Luc, consisti of several hundred small

discs of zinc and gilt paper placed ujion each other alter-

nately, and inclosed in a gl.iss tube. When the number
of discs amounts to 800 or 1000, the apparatus will, at

any time, produce a perceptible effect upon the electro-

meter without any preparation. The electric column
is represented in Plate CCXLV. Fig. 8. The column is

represented at AH, supported horizontally on two rods

1, 1, made of solid glass, coated with sealing wax or any

other insulating varnish, and fixed by female screws on
(he wooden bar 2, 2. It consists of 600 groups, formed
of plates of zinc, seven tenths of an inch in diameter, and
ecjual pieces of plain gilt Dutch paper (wliicli is paper
covered with copper,) the upper side of which being

turned towards A, thus becomes the positive extremity

of the column; and since the paper seems only to sepa-

rate the binary groups of zinc and copper, the latter

being in each of them on the side of B, this becomes the

negative extremity ot the column. The groups of zinc

and Dutch gilt paper are contained between three glass

rods, coated with sealing wax, and fixed in holts of the

brass plates A, B, where they must be inserted while

the plates are hot, and tlie holes filled with sealing wax.

In the lower part of these brass plates is a pin, which
enters freely into the brass cap at the top of the pillars

1,1. Two screws 3, 3, formed on the outside in the

shape of loops, pass through the brass plates A, B, and

serve both to press the groups against the glass rods,

and to form a communication between the extremities

ofthecolunm and the electrometers M, N, as repre-

sented in the Figure. In order to determine the elec-

tric state of difl'erent parts of the colunni, a third elec-

trometer P is used. It is shewn in the Figure as con-

nected with the centre of the column by a loop upon a

thick brass plate, but when it is required to examine the

state of other parts of the column, it may be made to

commuiiicate with any point of it by the interposition of a

soft wire held in the middle by an insulating handle. For
some experiments, brass hooks 5 and 6 are fixed to the

brass plates A, B, and project about an inch ; and in ex-

periments on the conducting faculty of glass tubes filled

with water, the tube TU may be hung at the point of a

hook upon the wire suspoidedby silk threads 7, 10, 11,

passing over the pulley 10, and descending to a thin

brass plate 1 1 fixed at the base of the instrument. The
other wire 9 of the tube is hooked to the projectiujj

wire 6.

In order to accommodate the instrument for exhibit-

ing the electrical slate of ihe atmosphere, De Luc fixed

at the top of one of the pillars of the column at its posi-

tive extremity, a brass piece 13 held by a female screw,

and proj; cting forwards about 1 \ inch. On tliis pro-

jection is fixed, by means of a screw, another brass

piece, liaving on one side a vertical groove H. A brass

rod is held in this by a pin, and at the lower end of the
rod is a brass bail 15, wuich can be brou^'llt backwards
and forwards. From the top of the rod projects a brass
loop 16, to which is suspended by the finisl silver wire
a gold ball 17. The ball is fixed at one extremity of a
piece of brass 28, lying on two insu.ating |)iilars 27, 27,
upon the lead bars 19, 19. .\ brass spring 23 moveable
backv/ards and forwards upon pins 20, 20, about half an
inch in breadth at the base 24, is fixed into the piece 24,
wIkic it passes under the bent pari of an upriglil brass
piece 25. The breadth of the spiing 23 diminisiies to-

wards its end, where it is termiuateu by a brass wire
bow 22, across which is stretched the fine silver wire
21. At the top of the uprig :t brass piece 23, is a screw
26, which pn sses the spring 23 lor the pur|]ose of giv-

ing a small motion of adjustment to the wire 2\.

When the instrument is thus constructed, the leaves
or fibres of the electrometer M will tlivcigc with posi-

tive, and those in N with negative electricity; but wlicn
the linger is laid on either of tlieni, in order to produce
a communication with the groiuid, the divergency will

cease in that electrometer, and become nearly double in

the other. When the finger is removed, anil llie co-
lumn left to its own operation, the I'.ivergcncies are not

restored to their loriner state, half an hour or an hour
being necessary to reproduce them. If an insulated

body, however, electrified either positively or negative-

ly, so as merely to affect the gold leaf electrometer, is

applied to one extremity when the column is in this

state, the effect will be instanlly perceived at the other

end. In order to restore (piici;ly the state of tne diver-

gencies, the fingers should be laid on both extremities

of the colunm together, and then removed at the same
instant, when the original state of divergency will he re-

stored. By means of the third electrometer P, He Luc
has shewn that the negative efi'v.ct goes on increasing

from the zinc to the copper end of the colunm, while

the positive effect increases from the copper to the zinc

extremity, so that the electric state of eacn intermediate

point is the sum of the corresponding terms of two in-

verse progressioi>s, represented by determined, though,

in some respects, variable numbers. When the diver-

gencies at both extremities are equal, there is no diver-

gency at C, which is in a neutral state. When a com-
munication is made with the ground at B, the clcctro-

nieter at C diverges with jiosilive electricity in the same
degree as it did before at A, and the divergence of A is

now nearly double. It is now found that the whole co-

lumn is in a positive state increasing towards A, except-

ing the very extremity B, which is neutral from com-
municating will) tl'.e ground. When the communication

will) the ground is made at A, the electric states of the

column are all reversed. The electrometei C being

now negative, and C([ual to that at B in the insulated

state of the column, the negative state increases towards

B, A being neutral. When the glass tube TU is filled

with water, suspended as in the Figure, the column
being insulated, the electrometers continue in the stale

of etpial divergence; but when the hook of the wire 8

is disengaged from the silk thread, and fixed to the hook

5, the circulation of the electric fluid through the glass

tube is so rapid, that the divergences in the electrome-

ters entirely cease, and return only when the extremity

of the wire 8 is again lified up. In this way De Luc
tried the conducting powers of vaiious bodies, which

are reduced Jto slips or roils, and laid on liie hooks 5, 6.

The rods arc first laid upon two brass wire brackets I'J)
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12, fi.iced on llic fioiii ol ilic iiistruincnt, and they arc

taken nil by two glass hooks covered with scaling wax,

in Older tliat they may be placed on the hooks 5, 6, with-

out disliirbing the electrical slate o( the column. As

these substances have more or less a conducting quali-

ty, they diminish in diflVrent degrees the divergence of

the electrometer, by transmitting more or less of the

electric fluid from A to B. In this way De Luc made

a very curious experiment. A thin slip of deal cut

along the fibres was applied to the column, and almost

no divergence remained in the electrometer, while an-

other slip of the same wood, and of the same thickness

and brcadtli, but cut across, produced much less dimi-

nution in the divergence.

De Luc has likewise applied his column to flie pur-

pose of determining the insulating qualities of bodies.

These bodies should be placed upon the brackets 12, 12,

and after being allowed to remain there a little time, they

should be breathed upon, in order that the moisture of

the breath may dissipate any electricity they contain, and

conduct it to the ground. As soon as the moisture is

evaporated, the body must be taken up with insulated

hooks, and then applied to the column upon the hooks

5, 6. A naked glass rod, placed in this way upon the

hooks, sensibly diminishes, in a short time, the divergen-

cy of the electrometer. In this way De Luc found that

sealing-wax was the best electrical varnish, but that the

finest kind was not the most perfect insulator.

In converting this instrument into an aerial electro-

sco/ie, as De Luc calls it, for observing the electrical

changes which take ])lacc in our atmosphere, he em-
ployed the apparatus connected with the gold ball IT,

which we have ah-cady described. When the b.^U 17

was suspended without the apparatus at 21, 22, it often

stuck to the large ball 18; but when the horizontal sil-

ver wire 21 is so adjusted to the position of the supcnd-
ing wire 16, 17, that the two meet, the very instant be-

fore the ball 17 strikes the ball 18, the sudden jerk
which is thus produced effectually prevents the sticking

of the ball. As the strikings of the ball 17 are disturb-

ed by the least shaking motion, De Luc found it neces-
sary to place the instrument in a glazed box, and his

apparatus was then ready for use. The following ob-

servations made on the 10th of May, will show the na-

ture of the observations which our ingenious author
made with his electroscope, after having placed some
additional columns for the purpose of increasing its

power.

Mav
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liiiiij, pciluips, iii\lt a scr.oiul or more at a time. After
this they stopiji^d for sevcial days, and at other times for

hours, and on the '1 8th of November Mr Forster re-

moved them from the column.

Mr Forster made also a numbei- of experiments with
the electric column. He found that the electricity of
the column acted through a portion of air; and he com-
munitatcd a sligiu charge to a coated jar.

iVIr Singers, to whom electi icily is under great obli-

gations, constructed an apparatus with the electric co-

lumn, which never ceased to ring for 14 months, except
during its removal from one place to anotlier. During
an interval of 6 months, when it was never disturbed,

there was no interruption in the ringing. M. De Luc
has a pendulum, which has vibrated between two balls

for more than two years, and still continues.

In Plate CCXLV. we have shewn the different ways
in which the ckclric column is fitted up for different

purposes. The figures arc taken from Mr Singers'

Elements of Electricity. Fig. 11. represents a column
of 1000 series, lying horizontally ujjon the caps of two
delicate gold leaf electrometers. Fig. 12. represents
the apparatus for ringing, which consists of two vertical

columns inclosed in a glass receiver, having a bell fixed

at the lower extremity of each, and having suspended
between them, by a very fine thread of raw silk, a brass

ball. Fig. 13. represents De Luc's aerial electroscope,

which consists of a vertical column insulated and en-

closed in a glass receiver. The column consists of from
one to two thousand series. A bent wire having a ball

a at its lower end, is connected with tlie upper extremi-

ty of the column, so as to hang parallel to the column,

and at some distance from it. Opposite to this ball a is

a similar ball 6, screwed into the lower cap of the co-

lumn, and into the same cap is screwed a brass fork _/",

with a fine silver wire stretched between its prongs, for

the purpose of preventing tlie little ball from sticking,

as formerly described. The pendulum d c consists of a

fine silver wire d c, suspending a gilt pith ball, which

would alwavs be in contact with the brass ball b if in-

fluenced only by gravity.

ISL Dc. Luc has recently observed, that tlie power of

electric columns, (as pointed out by the oscillation of a

])endulum,) is increased by the action of the solar rays
;

and this remark has recently been confirmed by Mr
Hausmann. M. De Luc imagined, that this effect was
not produced by tire heat of the sun ; for he remarked,

that a column composed of paper discs thoroughly dried

had very little power. Mr Singers, however, has found

that the power of the bell-ringing apparatus is increased

by a moderate heat. It always pulsates most slowly in

winter; and whenever a fire was made in tlie room, the

ringing became more rapid. When ihe temperature of

his apartment was 50°, Mr Singers applied a colinnn of

1000 series to the cap of a gold leaf electrometer, and

he found that the gold leaf struck the sides of the glass

nine times in 60 seconds. He then placed the columns

during 10 minutes before a fire, so that the thermometer

rose to 85°. When the column was now applied to the

electrometer, the gold leaves struck the side 37 times

in 60 seconds. When it was removed to another part

of the room, so as to recover its original temperature of

50°, the gold leaves struck only nine times in 60 seconds,

as before.

As the following observations on the electric column
are both new and ingenious, we shall make no apology

for presenting them in Mr Singers' own words. " There
appears every reason to believe, that the action of a well
constructed column will be permanent. I have several
that have been constructed nearly three years, and ihcy
are still as active as at first. There is, however, a pre-
caution necessary to their constant and immediate ac-
tion. The two ends of a column should never be con-
nected by a conducting substance for any length of time ;

for if, after such continued communication, it be applied
to an electrometer, it will scarcely affect it fur some
time. It is therefore necessary when a column is laid

by, that it be placed upon two sticks of sealing-wax, so
as to keep its brass caps at the distance of about half an
inch from the tal)lc, or other conducting surface on
which it is laid ; and if a column, which appears to have
lost its action by lying by, be insulated in this way for a

few days, it will usually recover its full power.
There is another cause of deterioration wiiich is more

fatal; it is the presence of too much moisture. If the

paper be perfectly dry, it is a non-conductor, and will not

therefore produce any action in the column. But this

perfect dryness can only be obtained, by exposing the

pajier to a heat nearly suflicient to scorch it ; and in its

dryest natuial state I have always found the paper sufli-

ciently a conductor, even wlien, by exposing the paper
discs to the heat of the sun, they have been so dried as

to warp considerably. When the paper is sufficiently

dry, the action of the colunm continues without diminu-
tion : and on taking such an apparatus to pieces after it

had been constiiicted thirty months, no trace of oxida-
tion was evident on the zinc plates.

I have formed some columns of very extraordinary
power, by various novel methods of combination ; and
have noticed some very singular phenomena during va-

rious experiments on this subject, in which 1 am still

engaged, but tlic results are not yet sufficier.tly mature
for publication.

The size of the plates in the column need not be

large. I Ir.ive constructed ihcm of various sizes, and
find no proportionate advantage by extending the dia-

meter beyond five-eighths of an incii. They may even
be constructed much smaller than this.

By connecting the extremities of a column of at least

1000 series with tlie opposite coatings of a Lcydcn jar,

during a period of from one to five minutes, a charge is

usually communicated to it, ca])able of affording a small

but distinct spark, when the discharge is made by a wii-e

that is not very thick.

The most extensive series I have yet made experi-

ments with, consisted of 20,000 groups of silver, zinc,

and double discs of writing paper. Its power was con-

siderable. Pith ball electrometers, with balls of one-

fifth of an inch diameter, and threads of four inches

long, diverged to the distance of two inches and up-

wards, when connected with its opposite extremities.

An electrometer at the centre was not affected. When
either extremity of the column was connected with the

ground, the electrometer attached to that cxtremily clo-

sed, and the central electrometer opened with the same
electricity, whilst that connected with the opposite ex-

tremity had its original divergence considerably increa-

sed ; but the electro-motion was so slow, that some mi-

nutes were required to produce the full effect.

By connecting one extremity of the series with a fine

iron wire, and bringing the end of this near the other

extremity, a slight layer of varnish being interposed, a
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scries of iinnule biighi bpurks were obtained, by draw-

ing the point of the iron wire lightly over the varnished

surface.

A jar coniaiiiiny fifly square inches ot coated surlace,

was charged by ten minutes contact with the column, so

as to convry a disagreeable shock, felt distinctly in the

elbows and shoulders, and by sonic individuals across

the breast.

Tlic charge from this jar coukl perforate thick draw-

ing-paper, but not a card. It had just power to fuse

one inch of platina wire, of the five thousandth ot an

inch diameter.

Notwithstanding the considerable electric power of

this combination, it had not the slightest chemical ac-

tion ; neither the best nor worst conducting media were

afleclcd. Saline compounds, tinged with the most deli-

cate vegeta!)le colours, were exposed under the most fa-

vourable circumstances to its action, and, in some in-

stances, for many days, but no chemical cfTect was pro-

d\iced.

It therefore appears indispcnsibly necessary to the

chemical power of the Voltaic apparatus, that a liquid

be interposed between each pair of its plates ; whilst lor

the pure electrical eflects, the only condition apjxars to

be the association of the two metals, and the connection

of the diflVrcnt pairs, by some conductor that does not

interfere with their electro-motive power.

1 am now constructing, and have nearly completed,

an addition to the above series of colunuis, which will

form an arrangement together of 60,000 groups. It

was not possible for me to make the experiments with

them in lime ibr this publication ; but my principal in-

tention is to ascertain if any cliemical effect can be pro-

duced by the most powerful column. If it cannot, I

think tlie assigned condition for chemical action must
be considered as established ; and the determination of

this circumstance, will be one step towards a correct

theory of Voltaic electricity."

For farther information on this subject, see Do Luc,
A'icholson's Journal, 1810, vol. xxvii. p. 81, 161, and
241. Id. 1811, vol. xxviii. p. 5. B. M. Forstcr, P/iilo-

sofihical Ma^'azine, 1810, vol. xxxv. p. 205,317,469.
Id. 1810, vol. xxxvi. p. 75, 317, 472. /(/. xxxvii. p.

197. Singers' Elenienta of Electricity, p. 449 ; and Ap-
pendix, Art. 1 1. p. 478.

Sect. VII. On the EUctricitij exhibited by some Fishes.

Ab there is yet no reason for believing, that the elec-
tricity exhibited by several fishes is the result of any
chemical action, the consideration of this curious subject
belongs more properly to electricity than to galvanism.
There are only five fishes which are known to be capa-
ble of giving the electric shock, namely,the Raia tor/te-
do, the Gymfiotua clectricus, the Siluriis etectricus, the
Trichiurua Indicus, and the Tctraodon.

1. On the ElectricUij of the Raia Torjiedo.

The remarkable property of this fish to produce a
sensation of numbness on those who touch it, was
known to Aristotle and Pliny, who considered it as a
rnodc of defence against fish of a large size, and as a
method of catching the smaller fish, upon which it sub-
aistcd. Oppian informs us, that the torpedo, when
caught liy the hook, exerts itself in such a manner, that
its inllu.-nce passing along the line benumbs and slupi-
fies the fisherman.

N«/ )«.£< xi •lu.^y.f., &c.

The hooked torpedo, whli instinctive force,

Calls all liis magic h'oiii its stcrel source :

Quick throiigli llie siciuler line and polished wand
It darts, and tinijles in tli' oft'eiiding liand.

The palsiud fislieimaii, in dumb surprise,

Feels Uii-ougli liis h'anie the chilling vapour rise,

Drops ihe lust rod, and seems in stiHening pain,

Some trosl-fixed wanderer on the polar p^ain.

Among modern naturalists, it appears to have been first

observed in the year 1676 by Redi, who relates, that it

was a prevailing opinion among the fishermen, that the

shock of the torpedo was communicated to the hand and

arm of the person catching the fish, by means of the line

and rod to which it was suspended. A few years after-

wards, the anatomy of this animal was examined by Lo-

renzini, who published engravings of its electrical or-

gans. From this benumbing faculty, the fish received

the name of Torjiedo ; and while the philosophers of

Europe were perplexing themselves about the cause of

this extraordinary property, the Arabians had identified

its action with that of atmospherical electricity, by giv-

ing it the name of raad, or raasch, which in their lan-

guage signifies lightning.

Reaumur seems to have been the first philosopher,

who examined with any thing like accuracy the proper-

ties of the torpedo ; but he committed a great mistake

in ascribing them to the force of its muscles. He ob-

served, that when the torpedo wished to exercise its

electrical organs, it first sensibly diminished the curve
on its back, till the surface became flat, or even con-

cave, and then by a sudden motion it raised it again to

its former convexity. If the fish in this state was
touched by the finger, a sensation resembling numbness
was immediately experienced.

Kaempfer, in his Amenitates Exotica, published in

1702, has given a good description of the effects of the

torpedo ; and without imagining them to be similar to

those of electricity, he compares them to the effects of
lit,'litning. He states, however, that the benumbing in-

fluence coukl be evaded if the person held in his breath,

a circumstance which iVIr Walsh afterwards found to be
correct.

Dr Bancroft was the first philosopher who suspected,

that an analogy existed between the effects of the tor-

pedo and those of electricity, and he has mentioned this

supposition in his Natural History c^ Guiana. Mr Walsh,
however, had the merit of ascertaining this important
point; and in his valuable paper on the torpedo, he has

made us acquainted with the leading properties of that

singular animal. In order to verify the suspected re-

semblance between the torpedo and the Lcyden phial,

Mr Walsh placed a live torpedo upon a table covered
with a wet napkin, around which stood five persons insu-

lated. Two brass wires, each 13 feet in length, were
suspended to the ceiling by silken strings. The extre-

mity of one of them was placed on the wet napkin, while
its other extremity was immersed in a bason full of wa-
ter placed on a second table, on which stood four other
basons full of water. The first person jjlunged a finger

of one liand in the bason in which the wire communicat-
ing with the wet napkin was immersed, and a finger of
the other hand into the second bason. The second per-

son put a finger of one hand in this last bason, and a fin-

ger of the other liand into the third bason; and so on in

succession, till the five persons communicated with one
another by the water in the basons. Tiie extremity of
the second wire was immersed in the last bason of all;
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and Mr Walsh having taken the other end of tliis wire

in his hand, touched the back of tlic torijedo, when all

the five persons experienced a coinniotion, which difVcr-

cd only in force from that produced by the Leydcn phial

:

INIr Walsh beinc; out of the circuit, received no shock.

This experiment was repealed frecp.iently with the same
result, even when eight persons were in the circuit. In

other experiments, the shock of the torpedo was com-
municated through iron wires, and a ijreat many other

conductors ; and it was found to be incomn\unicablc

through air, glass, and other electrics. Mr Walsh was
never able to produce an electric spark, nor to commu-
nicate any electricity to the pilh balls of the cleclromc-

ler.

In general, the shock of the torpedo is not sensible

beyond the touching finger; and out of 200 shocks, only

one extended above the elbow. When the torpedo was
insulated, it was able to give 40 or 50 shocks without

any diminution of force to persons likewise insulated.

Every shock of the animal is attended with a depression

of its eyes, by means of which Mr Walsh observed its

attempts to give them even to non-conductors.

These experiments having been made solely in air,

Mr Walsh was anxious to examine its effects in water.

A large torpedo, very prolific in shocks, was held in

both hands by his electric organs above and below, and
was then suddenly plunged a foot under water, and in-

stantly raised to the same height in the air. This ope-

ration was continued for a minute. The moment his

lower surface touched the water in descending, he al-

ways gave a violent shock, and the moment that surface

Cjuitled the water upon its ascent, a still more violent

shock was experienced. Both of these shocks, but par-

ticularly the last, were always accompanied with a wri-

thing in his body, as if he was anxious to make his

escape. When the animal was wholly in the air, he al-

most always gave two shocks, and constantly one, and
sometimes two, when he was below water. The inten-

sity of the shock under water was scarcely one-fourth of

that at the surface, and not much more than one-fourth

of those given in the air. The number of shocks ap-

peared to be about 20 in a minute.

Mr Walsh next put the torpedo into a flat basket,

open at the top, but secured by a net with wide meshes,
and in this state the animal was let down about a foot

into the water. When it was now touched through the

meshes with only a single finger on one of its electric

organs, while tlio other hand was held at a distance in

the water, he gave shocks which were distinctly felt in

both hands. When the circuit for the passage of the

electricity was contracted to the finger and thumb of
one hand, the finger being applied above, and the thumb
below, to a single organ, a shock was experienced twice

as great as that which was received when the two arms
formed the circuit.

When the torpedo in the basket was raised to within

three inches of the surface of the water, and was then

touched with a shoi t iron bolt held in one hand, half out
ana half in the water, while the other hand was dipped
into the water at a distance, strong shocks passing
through the iron bolt were experienced in both hands.
When 'he communication between the bolt and the hand
was mac'.e by a wet hempen cord, the shock was convey-
ed as before.

When a powerful torpedo was suspended in a net, and
frequently rf.pped into water, as already described, slight

Vol. VIII, Paht I.

shocks were communicated llirougii ii.c net to the per-
sons that held it.

In order to explain the difft-rcnrc between the elec-
tricity of the torpedo and the Lcyden phial, Mr Walsh
observes, that the same quantity of electricity will pro-
duce very different elTecls, according as it is used in a

dense or a rare state. A small pliial, with a coated sur-
face of six S(|uarc inches, will be able to force its charge
through an inch of air, and exhibit attraciion and re.

pulsion, as well as the electric snap and the electric

spark. lUit if this same quantity of electricity is dif-

fused over two large connected jars with a coated sur-

face, with an area 400 times larger than that of the phial,

it will exhiliit the effects of the torpedo. The charge
in this diluted state will not pass through the hundredth
part of an inch of air; it will even refuse to pass through
the miiuitc inteiruption in the strip of tinfoil ; the spark
and snap, and the appioach and recession of light bodies,

will no longer be produced ; a point brought near will

not be a!)lc to draw off the charge, and yei in this at-

tenuated state it will run through a considerable circuit

of conducting bodies, and duiing its passage will make
us sensible of its impulse.

A number of experiments on the tor|)edo were made
at Leghorn by Dr Ingenhouz, in 1773. His results

were nearly the same as those obtained by Mr Walsh.
He describes the shocks or tremors, as giving the same
sensation as if a great number of very small electrical

bottles were discharged through his hand very quickly

one after another. Sometimes he found the shock very

weak, and at other times it was so strong that he was
nearly obliged to quit his hold of the animal. When
he pinched the fish with his nails, it did not give more
or fewer shocks than when it was not pinched; but

by folding his body, or by bending his right side to

his left side, he experienced the shocks more fre-

quently.

The electricity of the torpedo was examined with

great care in the year 1805, by Messrs Humboldt and
Gay Lussac, who procured several torpcdos at Naples.

The following are the principal results which were ob-

tained by these distinguished philosophers.

1. A person much in the habit of receiving electri.'

shocks, can support witli some difficulty the shock of a

vigorous torpedo 14 inches long. The action of the

torpedo below water is not perceptible, till it is raised

above the surface of the water.

2. Before each shock, the torpedo moves its pectoral

fins in a convulsive manner, and the violence of the

shock is always proportional to the extent of the surface

of contact.

3. The organs of the torpedo cannot be discharged

by us at our pleasure, nor does it always communicate
a shock when touched. It must be irritated before it

gives the shock, and, in all probability, it does not keep

its electric organs charged. It charges them, however,

with astonishing quickness, and is thence capable of

giving a long scries of shocks.

4. The shock is experienced, when a single finger is

applied to a single surface of the electric organs, or

when the two hands are placed one on the upper and

one on the under surface at the same time, and in both

these cases the shock is equally communicated, whether

the person is insulated or not.

5. If an insulated person touches the torpedo with his

finger, it mvist be in immediate contact, as no shock is

Pp
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received if the animal is touched with a kfy, or any oUser

conducting body.

6. When the torpedo was placed upon a tnetallic ])l;ite,

so that the inferior surface of its electric organ touched

the metal, the hand which supported the plate felt no

shock, although the animal was irritated by anolber in-

sulated person, and when it was obvious, from the con-

vulsive motions of its pectoral fins, that it was in a stale

of powerful action.

7. If a person, on the contrary, support with his left

hand the torpedo placed on a metallic plate, and if he

touches witii his right hrnd the upper surface of the

electric organ, a violent commotion will be felt in both

his arms at the same instant.

8. A similar shock will be received, if the fish is

placed between two metallic plates, the edges of which

do not touch, and if a person applies a hand to each plate

at the same instant.

9. If, under the circumstances of the preceding ex-

periments, there is a connection between the edges of

the two plates, no sliock will be experienced, as a com-

municalion is now formed between the two surfaces of

the organ.

10. The organs of the torpedo do not affect the most

delicate electrometer. Every method was tried in vain

of communicating electricity to the condenser of Volta.

1 1

.

A circle of coiinecticn being formed, by a number

of persons, between the upper and under surfaces of the

organs, they received no shock till their hands were

moistened in water. The shock was equally felt, when

two persons, who had their right hand applied to the tor-

pedo, instead of taking hold of each other's left hands,

plunged a pointed piece of metal into a drop of water

placed upon an insulating body.

12. By substituting flame in place of a drop of water,

no sensation was experienced till the two pointed pieces

of metal came in contact with the flame.

13. No shock will be experienced, either in air or

below water, unless the body of the electric fish is im-

mediately touched. The torpedo is unal)Ie to commu-
nicate its shock through a layer of water, however
thin.

14. The least injury done to the brain of this animal

prevents its electrical action.

A number of curious experiments on the torpedo
were made by the Abbe Spallanzani. He observed, that

when the animal was laid upon a plate of glass, the shock
was then the strongest. " In irritating the back of the

torpedo," he remarks, " I always obtained the shock
whether it was out of the water or in it. If, instead of

irritating the back, I gently irritated the breast, I also

received a shock, but not so frequently as in irritating

the back. If I irritated the back with one hand, and the
breast with another, the hand which touched the back
received the shock, but not the other. But when I irri-

tated the back with two fingers of one hand, and the
breast with four fingers of the other, then I received
the shock from the breast, and obtained all these results

Tvhether I was insulated or not." M. Spallanzani ob-
served, that some minutes before the torpedo expired,
the shocks were not given at intervals, as in the healthy
state of the animal, but were changed into a continual
battery of small shocks; and he compares the sensation
to that which would be produced by laying the fingers
upon a heart in a state of pulsation. The battery conti-

nued seven minutes, and during this short space of time
his fingers experienced S16 shocks; the shocks then

suffered an interruption, and ibc animal, immediately

before it died, gave a few very languid shocks. We
are indebted to Spallanzani for the knowledge of a still

more curious fact. He found, that even the foetuses of

a torpedo, when in the womb of the mother, possess the

s.ime electrical property as after they are born. Having
dissected a female torpedo, when she was about to ex-

pire, he saw in the ovarium eggs almost round and of

different magnitudes, and on opening two vessels which
abutted against the rectum, he found two perfectly form-

ed foetuses, which he detached from their envelopes,

and submitted to the same experiments which he had
made upon the mother. These foetuses gave a percepti-

ble shock, which was strongest when they were laid

upon a plate of glass.

The common experiments on the torpedo were re-

peated and verified at Narbonne in the month of August
1779, bytheAbb^ Bertbolon.

At the request of Mr Walsh, the celebrated anatomist

Dr Hunter e.Kamined carefully the electrical organs of

a torpedo about 18 inches long and 12 broad, and about

two inches thick in its thickest part. The following were
the results of his examination.

" The electric organs of the torpedo are placed on

each side of the cranium and gills, reaching from thence

to the semicircular cartilages of each great fin, and ex-

tending longitudinally from the anterior extremity of

the animal, to the transverse cartilage which divides

the thorax from the abdomen ; and within these limits

they occupy the whole space between the skin of the

upper and under surfaces ; they are thickest at th.e

edges near the centre of the fish, and become gradually

thinner towards the extremities. Each electric or-

gan, at its inner longitudinal edge, is unequally hol-

lowed, being exactly fitted to the irregular projection

of the cranium and gills. The outer longitudinal edge

is a convex elliptic curve. The anterior extremity of

each organ makes the section of a small circle ; and

the posterior extremity makes nearly a right angle with

the inner edge. Each organ is attached to the sur-

rounding parts by a close cellular membrane, and also

by short and strong tendinous fibres, which pass di-

rectly across from its outer edge to the semicircular

cartilages. They are covered, above and below, by

the common skin of the animal, under which there

is a thin fascia spread over the whole organ. This is

composed of fibres, which run longitudinally, and in

the direction of the body of the anin »1. These fibres

appear to be perforated in innumerable places, which
gives the fascia the appearance of being fasciculated.

Its edges all around are closely connected to the skir>,

and at last appear to be lost, or to degenerate into the

common cellular membrane of the skin. Immediate-

ly under this is another membrane exactly of the same
kind ; the fibres of which, in some measure, decus-

sate those of the former, passing from the middle line

of the body outwards and backwards. The inner edge

of this is lost with the first described ; the anterior, outer,

and posterior edges, are partly attached to the semicir-

cular cartilages, and partly lost in the common cellular

membrane.
" This inner fascia appears to be continued into the

electric organ by so many processes, and tlierely makes
the membranous sides, or sheaths of the columns,

which are presently to be described ; acd between

these processes the fascia covers the end of each co-

lumn, making the outermost, or first pa-'tition. Each
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organ of the fish uiuler consideration is about live inches

in lcn£!;th, and at the anterior end three in breadth,

though it is but little more than half an inch bmad
at the posterior extremity. Each consists wholly of

perpendicular columns, reaching from the upper to the

under surface of the l)ody, and varying in tlicir length,

according to the thickness of the |)arts of the body
where they arc placed; the longest column being about

an inch and a half, the shortest about one-fourth of

an incli in length, and their diameter about two-tenths

of an inch.

" The figures of the columns are very irregular, va-

rying according to situation, and other circumstances.

The greatest number of them are cither irregular hex-
agons, or irregular pentagons ; but, from the irregu-

larity of some of them, it happens, that a pretty regu-
lar quadrangular column is sometimes formed. Those
of the exterior one are either quadrangular or hexa-
gonal ; having one side external, two lateral, and ei-

ther one or two internal. In the second row they arc

mostly pentagonal. Their coats are very thin, and seem
transparent, closely connected with each other, having
a kind of loose network of tendinous fibres passing
transversely and obliquely between the columns, and
uniting them more firmly together. These are mostly
observable where the large trunks of the nerves pass.

The columns are also attached by strong inelastic fibres

passing directly from the one to the other.

"The number of columns in different torpedos, of

the size of that now offered to the Society, appeared to

be about 470 in each organ ; but the number varies ac-

cording to the size of the fish.* These colunms in-

crease, not only in size, but in number, during the

growth of the animal; new ones forming perhaps every
year on the exterioi edges, as they are much the small-

est. This process may be similar to the formation of

new teeth in the human jaw, as it increases. Each co-

lumn is divided by horizontal partitions placed over
each other at very small distances, and forming nume-
rous interstices, which appear to contain a fluid. These
partitions consist of a very thin membrane, considera-

bly transparent. Their edges appear to be attached to

one another, and the whole is attached by a fine cellu-

lar membrane to the inside of the columns. They are

not totally detached from one another. I have found them
adhering at different places, by blood-vessels jjassing

from one another.
" The number of partitions contained in a column of

one inch in length, of a torpedo which had been pre-

served in proof spirit, appeared, on a careful examina-

tion to be 150; and the number in a given length of

column, appears to be common to all sizes in the

same state of humidity; for by drying them they may
be greatly altered. Whence it appears probable, that

the increase in the length of a column, during the

growth of the animal, does not enlarge the distance be-

tween each partition in proportion to that growth ; but

thatnew partitions are formed and added to the extremi-

ty of the column from the fascia.

" The partitions are very vascular ; the arteries are

branches from the veins of the gills, which convey the

blood that has received the influence of respiration.

They pass along with the nerves to tlie electric organ,

and enter with them ; they then ramify, in every di-

rection, into innumerable small branches on the sides
of the columns, sending in from the circumference all

around, on each partition, small arteries, which ramify
and anastomose on it; and passing also from ono parti-

lion to another, anastomose with the vessels of the ad-
jacent partitions. The veins of the electric organ pass
out close to the nerves, and run between the gills to the
auricle of the heart.

'' The nerves inserted into each electric organ, wise
by three very large trunks from the lateral and poste-
rior part of the brain. The fir.-.t of these, in its pas-
sage outwards, turns round a cartilage of the ci-anium.
and sends a few branches to the first gill, and to the
anterior part of the head, and then passes into the or-

gan towards its anterior extremity. The second trunk
enters the gills between the first and second openings,
and, after furnishing it with small brancius, i)asscs in-

to the organ near the middle. Tlic third trunk, after

leaving the skull, divides two branches which pass to

the electric organ through the gills ; one between the

second and third openings, the other between the third

and fourth, giving small branches to the gill itself.

These nerves having entered the organs, ramify in eve-

ry direction between the columns, and send in small

branches on each partition, where they are lost.

" The magnitude and the number of the nerves be-

stowed on these organs, in proportion to their size,

must, on reflection, appear as extraordinary as the phe-
nomena they aflbrd. Nerves are given to parts either

for sensation or action. Now, if we except the more
important senses of seeing, healing, smelling, and laste-

ing, which do not belong to the electric organs, there

is no part, even of the most perfect animal, which, in

proportion to its size, is so liberally su))plied with

nerves; nor do the nei'ves seem necessary for any sen-

sation which can be supposed to belong to the electric

organs. And, with respect to action, there is no part

of any animal, with which I am acquainted, however
strong and constant its natural actions may be, which
has so great a proportion of nerves. If it be then pro-

bable, that these nerves are not necessary for the pur-

poses of sensation or action, may we not conclude, that

they arc subservient to the formation, collection, or

management of the electric lluid ; especially as it ap-

pears evident, from Mr Walsh's experiments, that the

will of the animal does absolutely controul the electric

powers of its body, which must depend on the energy of

the nerves."

In Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 1. we have given a represen-

tation of the under surface of a female torpedo. Below
a is seen the right electric organ displaycti by flaying off

the skin b, c are the nostrils in the form of a crescent, d
the mouth in a crescent contrary to that of the nostrils,

and furiiislicd with several rows of small hooked teeth,

c the broncliijl apertures, five being on each side, /the
place of tiie heart, ,i^ g ^^ the ])lace of the anterior trans-

verse cartilages, /i h the exterior margin of the great la-

teral fin, a its intier margin confining with the electric

organ, it Ihe articulation of the great lateral fin with the

sciipula, / the abdomen, 7ii mm the place of the posterior

tnaisverse cartilage, which is single, united with the

spine, and sujiports the smuller lateral fins on each side,

n nnn the two smaller lateral fins, o the anus, and /i the

fin of the tail.

• In a very liirge lor-pfdo, weighing 73 lbs and 4^ feet in length, the number of columns in oneclirtiic orpan were 1182. This tor-

pedo WM tb\vid on tlie British coast, and has been fully described bv iMp Walsh, m tlic I'lul. Tr.ir.s. 17/4, p. 464.

1' p 2
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M. GeonVoy has more recently examined the anatomy

of the other electric fishes, anil has not obtained, in the

case of the torpedo, resulis differing t;rcatly from those

of Ur Hunter. He has analysed the fluid which is

contained in the cells of the hexagonal lubes, and has

found that it is composed of albumen and gelatine ;
lie

also found organs analogous to those of the torpedo in

other species of the raia, which do not exhibit any elec-

trical properties. This transparent gelatinous lluid was

considered by Dr Ingenhouz as the reservoir of tlie elec-

trical power.

As the experiments of Mr Walsh were not con-

sidered as affording a sufficient proof of the identity of

the shock of the torpedo with that produced by a Ley-

den phial, Mr Cavendish made an attempt to imitate the

effects of the torpedo by electricity. The principal

difficulty that required explanation was the production

of a shock when the fish was held underwater, and, in

other circumstances, where the electricity had a much
readier passage than through the person's body. Mr
Cavendish explains this by stating, that when a com-

munication is made between the positive and negalive

side of a jar by any number of diHcrcnt circuits, some

electricity will pass along each, and a greater quantity

tluough those in which it meets with tlie least resist-

ance. In like manner, when any person lays one hand

on one surface of the electric organ of the torpedo, and

his other hand on the other surface of the organ, a part

of the fluid w ill pass through his body ; but if one of his

hands is laid on the tail instead of the other surface of

the organ, part of the fluid will still pass through him,

though less in this case than before. Owing to the moist-

ness of the body of the torpedo, some electricity will

pass through him, even if his hands are laid upon any

two parts of the animal, provided one of these parts is

nearer to the upper surface of the organs than the other.

Upon the same principle, if the torpedo is plunged in

water, the electi icily will pass through the water in all

directions, and even to great distances from the body
of the animal ; and the nearer any part of the water is to

the fish's body, the greater quantity of fluid will be

transmitted. Hence if any person louclics the fish in

this situation, either with one of his hands on the supe-

rior surface of its electric organ, and llic other on the

inferior one, or in any of the otlier ways formerly men-
tioned, a certain quantity of the electricity will pass

tiirough his body, but certainly less than when the

shock is received in the air; and the same thing will

happen, even if he does not touch the fish at all, but
plunges his hands in the water, so that one hand is

nearer the upper surface of the electrified organs than
ihe other.

The second difficulty which requires explanation,

is« that no spark, or sound, or electrical attraction is per-
ceived. In order to explain this, Mr Cavendish made
experiments with a number of jars, for the purpose of
finding through what distance the electric spark will fly

when a shock of a given magnitude is contained in one
or more jars. The result of these experiments was,
•' that the distance to which the spark will fly is in-

versely in a rather greater proportion than the square
root of the number of jars." That is, a charge of a
certain magnitude contained in 4 jars passes through a
space of -Jj of an inch. The same charge when contain-
ed in 100 jars will scarcely pass through -^^ of an inch.
Hence the torpedo may contain as much electricity as
•will give a shock, without being able to make it pass

through such a space of air as is necessary to produce

the electric spark. Mr Cavendish explains the absence

of attraction and repulsion by the analogous fact, that, in

a large battery, so weakly electrified, that its shock will

not pass through a chain, which is the case with the tor-

pedo, a pair of pith balls suspended from the discharg-

ing rod will not exhibit any divergence.

In order to establish these conclusions more complete-

ly, Mr Cavendish endeavoured to make an artificial

torpedo of wood, connected with glass tubes and wires,

and covered with a piece of sheep skin leather. The
difference, however, between the shock given through

this torjiedo, by means of the charge of a battery, in

air, and in water, was too great, and therefore Mr Ca-
vendish substituted thick leather for the wood. This

instrument was almost an exact imitation of the real

torpedo. In air, the shock was felt chiefly in the el-

bows, whereas under water it was felt chiefly in the

hands. A weaker shock, but one of the same kind, was
experienced when Mr Cavendish, instead of touching

his artificial torpedo, held his hands under water at two

or three inches distance from it. When this torpedo

was touched below water with only one hand, a shock

was experienced as strong as if it had been touched by

botli. Wiieii it was touched below water with two me-
tallic spoons, it gave no shock, but in the air it was very

strong.

Mr Cavendish was likewise able to imitate the tor-

pedo in its power of giving a shock to those who
trample upon it with shoes on their feet, and when
it is buried in sand ; but he could not sutlicicntly

explain the remarkable fact stated by the fishermen, that

they often received a shock through their nets when
the fish was 12 feet distant from their hands. As it

is necessary to suppose that the torpedo is provided with

a large battery, Mr Cavendish has endeavoured to com-
pute its magnitude in the torpedo examined by Mr
Hunter. Mr Cavendish's battery was composed of 49

jars of very thin glass, and appears to have contained

about 75 feet of coated surface ; and he calculates that

the torpedo alluded to could contain 14 times as much
electricity as this battery, or was equal to 1064 feet of

coated glass.

Mr Nicholson has followed ]\Ir Cavendish, w ilh much
ingenuity, in explaining the anomalous phenomena of

the torpedo, by the principles of common electricity ;

but we cannot find room for prosecuting this subject any

farther.

When the Galvanic or Voltaic pile was discovered,

philosophers imagined that they would find a striking

analogy between its action and that of the torpedo, as

fluids seemed in both cases necessary to the develope-

ment of the electrical effects. Volta himself believed,

that among the humid substances of which the electrical

organ of the torpedo is composed, some are adapted to

excite the electric virtue by their mutual contact, and
others to transmit it ; and hence he supposes, that the

superposition of the different cells formed of those sub-

stances corresponds to that of the metallic and moist con-

ductors, of which the pile consists. This analogy, how-
ever, is more imaginary than real. Messrs Humboldt
and Gay Lussac remark, " that they would rather be in-

clined to compare their action to a chain of small Leyden
phials than to the pile of Volta."—" The nerves," say

they, " without doubt, act the chief part in the produc-

tion of these phenomena; and the physiologist, who takes

a general and enlarged view of the vital actions, would,
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with reason, oppose the ideas of" the philosopher, wlio

conceives he can explain the whole by the contact of"

the albuuiino-gclatinoiis pulp with the tendinous septa

which nature has conferred in the i'orniation of the or-

gans of the torpedo."

For further information on this subject, see Redi Ex-
Jierimcnta circa res diversas nalurales. Lorcnzini Os-
scrvationi incorno alte Torficdini. I'iorcnze 1678, an ac-

count of which is given in the Phil. Trans. 1681, No. 1,

p. 42. 'Rc-dMmwv., Mem. Jcud. Par. 1714, p. 344. Han-
croft's A'atural Historij of Guiana, p. 194. Uuhaniel,
Traile general du Pcc/ies, et Histoire dea Jtoisson.t, torn,

iii. sect. ix. Walsh, P/»Y. Trans. 1773, p. 461. Id. 1775,

p. 465. Hunter, /'A;/. T'ra?;^. 1773, p. 481. Hunter 07j

the Anirrial Economy . Ingenliouz, /"AfV. Trans. 177.i, ]).

1. Pringle's Discourse on the Tor/iedo, Lond. 1775.

Cavendish, Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 196. GeoflVoy, An-
nali's du iTIuscum d'Hist. JVat. p. 392, or in Tilloch's

P/iilosophical Magazine, voh xv. p. 126. Volta, ./^/iija/cs

de Chiinie, 1802, 3Jth Frimaire, p. 255. Humboldt and
Gay Lussac, Annales de Chimic, 1805, No. 166, or in

PhU. Mag. 1806, vol. xxiii. p. 356. Nicholson's Philo-

so/ihical Journal, vol. i. 4to. p. 355. Hauy, Traile de
Physi(jue, vol. ii. p. 44, Dr O. Gregory's Translation.

Bryant, American Transactions, vol. ii. p. 166. Vassali

Eandi, Journal de Physique, vol. xlix. p. 69. Lettre de
M. I'Abbe Spallanzai.i a M. Le INLirquis de Lucchesini
in Rozier's Observations sur la Phy.iuiue, torn, xxiii. p.

217. Bertholon, De I'lLleciricite du Cor/is Humain, toni.

i. p. 172.

2. On the Electricity of the Gymnotus EUclricus.

Tlie gymnotus electricus, or the electrical eel of Su-
rinam, possesses electrical properties different from those

of the torpedo. The properties of this fish were first

made known to philosophers by M. Richer, upon his re-

turn from measuring the length of the pendulum at Cay-
enne. This fish was mentioned by Condamine, under
the name of Puraqua, and its electrical properties have
been successively noticed by Perrere, I'erinin, Bancroft,

and Vandcrlott, the latter of whom speaks of its medical
eflects. At the desire of the Academy of Sciences, the

experiments of Vanderlolt were repeated and confiimcd
by M. Bajon, at Cayenne, in 1773. The most correct

experiments, however, which have been made with it

we owe to Dr Hugh Williamson of Philadelpliia, Dr
Garden of Charlestown, and Mr Walsh. The following

are the most interesting results which tlicy obtained.

1. When the eel was touched with the hand, a shock
was experienced in the fingers, and often in the wrist

and elbow.

2. When the gymnotus was touched with an iron rod

j2 inches long, the shock was experienced in the finger

and thumb which held the rod.

3. If the hand of any person is held in the water, at

the distance of three feet, when another person provokes
the eel by touching it, he will feel a less painful sensa-

tion than if he had touched the eel itself.

4. W'hen a cat-fish was thrown into the water to the

eel, Dr Williamson put his hand in the water at some
distance, and watched what took place. The gynmotus
swam up to the cat, but turned away without oflering

any violence. It soon returned, however, and viewing

the cat-fish for some seconds, gave it a shock, which
made it turn up its belly and continue motionless. At
this time Dr Williamson felt a shock in his fingers, as

in experiment 3. When any of the fish that were thn-.

rendered motionless by the eel were taken into uiiutlier

vessel, they always recovered.

5. When the eel was touched and provoked with one
hand, and when the other was held in the water at a

small distance, a shock passed through both arms, a^

with the Leyden phial.

6. When the end of a wet stick was held in the water
with one hand, and the eel was touched with the other,

a shock passed through both arms.
7. When the preceding experiment was made by two

persons joining hands, the shock passed through ihcni

both.

8. When one of two persons joining hands touched
the head roughly, while the other touched the tail gen-

tly, they both received a severe shock.

9. When the first of 8 or 10 pflj-sons joining hands
touched the eel, while the last put his hand in the wa-
ter at some distance from it, they all received a gentle

shock.

10. When the first of the 8 pinched the tail, while

the last touched the head, they all received a severe

shock.

1 1. When two persons laid hold of the two extremi-
ties of a brass chain, and one of them put his hand in the

water, while the other touched and irritated the eel, the

shock passed through both.

12. If a silk handkerchief is wrapped round the hand,

and the eel is touched with it, no siiock is experienced,

though another person will feel the shock, who puts his

hand into the water at a little distance from the eel.

1 3. The communication between two persons was form-

ed by various bodies, such as charcoal, iron, brass, dry

wood, glass, silk. Sec. and it was always found that the

shock of the eel was conveyed through those substances

that conduct common electricity, while it refused to pass

through non-conductors.

1 4. The shock was not conveyed by a brass chain, un-

less the chain was stretehed, or the shock severe.

15. When an insulated person was electrified by the

eel, he exhibited no marks of electricity, nor did cork
balls diverge when suspended by silk threads over the

eel's back, or when touched by the insulated person

when he received the shock.

16. \ person holding a Leyden phial in one hand, put

his hand to the tail of the fish, while another, holding u

short wire in one hand that communicated with the inside

of tiic phial, grasped the fish near its head, he received

a severe shock in his hand and arms.

17. Two pieces of brass wire, about one-sixth of an

inch thick, were rounded at the ends, and fixed at tlio

distance of the hundredth part of an inch in a frame of

wood, then,when one person held the larther end of one

of the wires, while a second person held the end of the

other, as soon as one of them touched the eel, the other

having his iiand in the water near it, they received a

shock. This experiment was repeated 15 or 20 times

with vaiious success. When the distance of the wires

was one-fiftieth of an inch, the shock never passed be-

tween them. Dr Williamson, however, was never able

to see the electric spark between the two metallic points,

which he asciibed to the bad state of health of his gym-
notus. Mr Walsh repeated this experiment in a difTc-

rcnt manner. He applied to a piece of glass a sheet of

pewter, in which he had left a small scjiaration or slit.

This sheet had its two edges in communication with the

body, through which the electricity of the fish was dis-
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charged. At tlic iiislanl of ilic discliaij^c, lie perceived

an electric spark, which wtnl beyond llic little interval

made in the sheet. The success of this experiment de-

pends on the fish being in the open air; for when it is

immersed in water, the spark is not visible. M. Hiini-

boldt observed when he was in South Anierica, that the

);yninotiis gave the most frighlfiil shocks, without mak-

ing any external motion of the eyes, head, or fins, like

the torpedo.

The preceding experiments were made vipon a gym-

iiotus kept in a large vessel, and supported by pieces of

di7 timber about 3 feet above the floor. A small hole

was bored in the vessel, and when any person provoked

ihccel, another person holding his finger in the stream

lunning through this hole received the shock. From
the dili'crcnt experiments wliich he made, Ur William-

son concludes, that the gymnotus has the power of com-

nninicating a painful sensation to animals that touch or

come near it; that this effect depends solely on the will

of the eel ; that it has the power of giving a small shock,

a severe one, or none at all ; that the shock does not

depend on the muscular action of the eel, but has the

same efTect as that produced by common electricity.

In order to convey to our readers an idea of the struc-

ture of the gymnotus, we have given a representation

of it in Plate CCXLVI. Tig. 2. where the skin is remo-

ved to shew the electrical organs. The lower surface

of the head is shewn at A; the cavity of the belly at B;
the anus at C ; the fin at D ; the back of the fish, when
the skin has not been removed, at E ; the fin which ex-

tends along the lower edge of the fish at FF ; H,H, H,
are the lateral muscles of the above fin, removed and

carried back with llic skin to expose the small organs ;

1 is part of the muscle left in its place ; KKK is the large

electrical organ; LLL the small electrical organs;

m m m the substance which separates the large organ from
the small one ; and n the place where this substance is

removed.
From a minute examination of the electrical organs

of the gymnotus, Dr Hunter found, that they occupy
nearly one half of that part of the flesh in which they are
placed, and constitute perhaps more than one-third of the
whole fish. The animal possesses two pair of electrical

organs of different sizes, and placed on different sides.

The large organ KKK occupies the whole of the lower
and the lateral part of the body, constituting the thick-

ness of the fore part of the animal, and stretching from
the abdomen to near the end of the tail, where it termi-
nates almost in a point. The two organs are separated
at the upper part by the muscles of the back, at the mid-
dle part by the air bag, and at the lower part by the mid-
dle partition. The small organ extends along the lower
edge of the animal almost as far as the other, terminating
almost insensi])ly near the end of the tail. The two small
organs are separated from one another by the middle
muscle, and by tiie bones in which the fins are articu-
lated. Ill order to perceive the large organ, it is neces-
sary merely to remove the skin, which adheres to it by
a loose cellular membrane ; but in order to perceive the
small organ, we must remove the long row of small
muscles which move the fin. The organs consist of two
parts, viz. fiat partitions or septa, and cross divisions be-
tween them. These septa are veiy thin and tender mem-
branes placed parallel to one another ; they stretch in the
direction of the length of the fish; and having their
breadth nearly equal to the semi-diameter of the animal's
body, the length of the septa arc different, some of them

being as long as the whole body. The distances be-

tween the septa vary with the size of the fish. In one,

two feet four inches long, their distance was nearly A of

an inch; and in the broadest part of tlie organ, which

was an inch and a quarter, there were 34 septa. The
small organ has the same kind of septa, but they stretch

in a direction somewhat serpentine. Tiieir distance is

only about j^-th part of an inch ; and in the breadth of the

organ, which is half an incii, there are fourteen septa.

Mr Hunter is of opinion, that the septa answer tiic same
jnirpose as the columns in the torpedo, forming walls

or abutments for the subdivisions, and constituting so

many distinct organs. These septa are intersected trans-

versely by very thin plates or membranes, whose breadth

is the distance between any two septa, and therefore of

different breadths in different parts ; broadest at the edge
whicli is next to the skin ; and narrowest at that next to

the centre of the body, or to tiie middle partition which
divides the two organs. The lengths of these mem-
branes are equal to the breadths of the septa between
which they are situated, and there is a regular series of

them from one end of any two septa to the other end.

In one inch, there are no fewer than 240 of these trans-

verse membranes.
The gymnotus examined by Dr Hunter was not of a

large size. Dr Garden saw one 3 feet 8 inches long
;

and Dr Bancroft was told when he was at Guiana, that

some of these fish have been seen in the Surinam river

upwards of 20 feet long, whose shock proved immedi-
ately fatal to those who received it.

Redi, Perrault, and Lorenzini, believed that the elec-

tricity of the torpedo was owing to the emission of an in-

finite number of corpuscles continually proceeding from
the fish, and which, by penetrating animal bodies, be-

numbed tiiem by their accumulation. It was the opinion

of Borelli, that it communicated a trembling to the nerves,

which deadened the member in which it was produced.

The most extraordinary notion, however, was that of

Schilling, who imagined that he had discovered sensible

magnetic effects in the gymnotus. He maintains, that

when this eel was placed near a loadstone, it was attract-

ed by it, and adhered to it ; and became so languid when
separated from the loadstone, that it might be touched
with impunity. He observes, also, that the loadstone

which he used appeared to be covered with particles of

iron ; and that, when the fish was placed in water con-

taining iron filings, it became lively and vigorous. These
experiments were carefully repeated by Ingenhouz and
Spallanzani, who were unable to perceive any such mag-
netical effects. M. Hahn, professor of medicine at Ley-
den, remarks, that the rivers in America in which the

gymnotus is found, carry along in their current a mag-
netic sand ; and he supposes, that grains of this sand
adhering to the glutinous skin of the fish, might have
been the cause of the illusions by which Schilling was
misled in his experiments.

For further information respecting the gymnotus elec-

tricus, see Richer, Mem. Acad. Par. 1677, tom i. p. 1 16.

Id. tom. vii. par. 2. p. 92. Condamine, Relation d'un
Voyage, is'c. Mem. Acad. Par. 17*5. p. 466. Perrere,

Histoire de France Equinoxiale. Fermin, Description

de Surinam., tom. ii. p. 261. Muschenbroek, Mem.
Acad. 1760, Hist. p. 21. Bancroft's History of Guiana.
Schilling, Mem. Acad. Berlin, 1775, p. 6. Schilling,

Diatribe de Morbo, in Eurofia fiene ignolo Janvs, dicto,

1770. Williamson, P/iil Trans. 1775, vol. Ixv. p. 94.

Garden, Phil. Trans. 1775, vol. Ixv. p. 102. Walsh,
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Phil. Trans. 1775. Hunter, Phil. Trans. 1775, vol. Ixv.

p. 395. \'"aii Swiiulcii, Rfcucit cles Memoircs sur l\1na-

logic de CElectricite ct du Magnelismc. 1786, vol. i. p.

439. Lacepi'cle, Hist. A'aturtlle dfs Poissons, loiii. ii.

Bcilholon, De I'Klectricite du Ci,r/is tlumain, Paris,

1786, torn. i. p. 171.

3. On the Electricity of the Silurus Electrictis.

The silurus electricus is a fish about 20 inches long,

very broad in the fore part, and of a cinereous colour,

with a few blackish spots towards tlie tail. It was founcl

in some of the rivers of .Vfrica, particularly in the Ni-
ger by Adanson, and in the Nile by Forskal; and when
it is touched it gives an electrical shock, wliich is niucii

feebler than that of the torpedo or the gymnotus. When
laid on one hand, and touched with an iron rod six feet

long held in the other, the shock is distinctly felt. The
inhabitants on the Nile call it Raasch, the same name
which they give to the torpedo ; and the Egyptians eat

its flesh, and salt its skin, to whicii they ascribe an

aphrodisiac quality. This fish is described by I'orskal

under a wrong name, and was found to be a silurus by
Broussonet. This fish is called Onanienar by the Ne-
groes, from its electrical property ; and Lc Trembleur
du -ScHc^fi; by the French. The fish- is represented in

Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 3.

According to M. Gcoffroy, who examined the elec-

trical organs of this fish, they arc much less complicated

than those of the torpcilo and gymnotus. In the silurus,

this organ lies immediately below the skin, and stretches

all round the body of the animal. The organ is com-
posed of a collection of cellular tissue, so extremely
thick and compact, that it resembles at first a stratum of

lard, till the microscope informs us that it is composed
of tendinous or aponeurotic fibres, interwoven with each

other, and forming a reticulated mass, of which the

meshes may be distinctly seen. As in the torpedo and

gymnotus, these cells arc filled with an albuminous ge-

latinous matter. All communication is prevented in the

inside by a very strong aponeurosis, extending over the

whole reticulation, and adhering very closely to it. It is

also covered above this with a thick layer of fat. The
nerves distributed over the electric organ of this fish

proceed from the brain, and are the same with those

found in all other fishes under the lateral line of the

body. The two nerves of the eighth pair have a direc-

tion and nature pccidiar to this species. Approaching
each other as they issue from the cranium, they descend

and traverse the body of the first vertebra. They first

introduce themselves through an orifice peculiar to each
other, and then issue by one aperture on the opposite

side. After reascending, they suddenly separate, and
proceed under each of the lateral lines. They are then

found lodged between t!ie abdominal muscles, and the

aponeurosis which extends over the articulated organ.

They tiien send large branches beneath the skin, which
proceed to the right and left to the principal nerve.

These branches, which amount to twelve or fifteen on

each side, penetrate the aponeurosis which lines the in-

ner surface of the reticular tissue, and they are lost in

the latter. See Adanson, Voyage an Senegal, 1757, p.

135; Broussonet, Me7n. jicad.Par. 1782, p. 692 ; Rozitr,

Odservaiions, Isfc. vol. xxvii. p. 139; Gcoffroy, Bulletin

de la Society Philomatigue, torn. iii. p. 169; yJnnates du
Museunid'IJist.A''at.; And Phil. Mag. \o\.-s.y. i^. 125.

4. On the EUctriciKj r,J ti.e Tricliiuriis Indicns.

This fisli inhabits' the Indian seas, and possesses the
electrical faculty like the silurus electricus. So far as
wc know, its electrical organs have not been examined
by anatomists.

5. On the Electricitrj of the Telraodon Eleclricut.

This fish was discovered, by Lieulcnant William I'a-

tcrson, to possess the jiower of giving an electric shock.
He met with it on his way to the F.ast Indies, in the
Island of Johanna, one of the Comoro Isles. It is 7
inches long, 2J inches broad, and has a long projecting
mouth. It is of a dark brown colour on the back, of a
sea green colour on the belly, yellow on the sides, and
of a sandy green on the fins and tail. The body is cover-
ed over with red, green, and white spots, the latter be-
ing particularly bright. The eyes of the fish are large,

and the iris is red, having its outer edge tinged with
yellow. Mr Paterson caught this fish in the cavities of
the coral rocks, where the teniperature of the water
was 56° or 60° of Fahrenheit, llaving caught two of
them in a linen bag, he attempted to lake one of them
in his hand, when he received so severe an electrical

shock, that he was obliged to quit his hold. He then
carried them to the camp, which was about two miles
distant, but on his arrival one of them was unfortunately
dead, and the other in such a state of debility, that he
was very desirous to establish without delay the exist-

ence of the electrical faculty, by the evidence of others.

He therefore put it into a tub of water, and when the

surgeon of the regiment endeavoured to lay hold of it

between his hands, he received a distinct electrical shock.
The adjutant afterwards touched it on the back with his

finger, and experienced a slight shock. Sec the Phih-
so/ihical Transactions iov 1786. vol. Ixxvi. p. 38 J.

Seot. VIII. On the Sfiontanrous Electricity of.the
Human Body.

We have already had occasion, in our history of the

science, to mention several electrical phenomena pro-

duced on the human body. These, however, were ob-

viously generated by friction, and liave therefore rio con-

nection with the present subject. Various instances have
occurred in which sparks of electric light have been
evolved during the combing of the hair, the rubbing of

the breast and arms, and the pulling ofl' of the under
garments; but in these cases the electricity is excited

by friction, and is strong or weak in different cases, ac-

cording to the constitution of the isidividual, the dryness

of the skin, the nature of the clothes, and the stale of

the surrounding air.

M. de Saussure made a great number of experiments
on the electricity of his own body, which he examined
by means of Volta's electrometer and condenser, but ho
does not seem to have observed that kind of electricity

which is properly entitled to the name of spontaneous.

As he never could discover any electricity in his own
body when he was perfectly naked, he concluded that it

was produced by the friction of the clothes agairjst the

skin. He could never find any electrical indications

when his clothes were cold, or when his body was in a

state of perspiration. " The electricity," he observes,

" was sometimes positive, and at other limes negative,

without my being able to ascertain the cause of these
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It sometimes bappcncd that the balls of the turally positive ; for It always possesses tliis kind of clec-

triciiy wlien exposed to no violent exertion. Out of 356

experiments made when he was sitting at rest, and when
the natural heat of his body was not disturbed, JNI. Heni-

nier was 332 times in a state of positive electricity, 14

times in a state of negative electricity, and 10 times the

electricity of his body was not perceptible.

4. Cold changes the natural or positive electricity into

negative, or, at least, diminishes its intensity. Out of

62 experiments made upon liimself, when he came from
a tcmjicrature of about 32° of Fahrenheit, his electricity

was 38 times negative, \5 times positive, and 7 limes

iniperce])tible.

5. Lassitude impedes the positive electricity of the

body, and changes it into the opposite. Out of 16 times

that he walked backwards and forwards in his apartment,

or was otherwise employed, Hemmer found tlie electri-

city only ovcc weakly positive, te7i times negative, and

electrometer separated and collapsed in succession,

when, being in a state of insulation, I made a great mo-

lion, and kept one of my hands applied to the electro-

lueier. It, for example, after having bent my body for-

wards, I raised myself suddenly, I saw the balls diverge

to a considerable distance, and then collapse, unless wlitn

1 drew a« ay my hand when they were in a state of diver-

gency, and then they continued in this state of divergen-

cy, and exhibited positive electricity. Tlie electricity

wiiich appears in these experiments is obviously pro-

duced bv the fiiclion of the body against the clothes

which cover it. The motion produced by respiration is

s-unicient of itself to excite a little electricity, for when

a person remains upon the insulated stool in a state of

the most complete repose that can be observed by a li\-

ing being, sensible indications of electricity will be ex-

hii)ited, if the hand is laid for some time on one of Volta's

condensers. In order to succeed in these experiments, ^ve times imperceptible. In 32 experiments made

the clothes of the person must be warm by the heat of

the bodv; for whenever cold clothes are put on, no elec-

tricity appears. The same thing takes place when the

body is covered with perspiration. It must also be ob-

served, that there are some individuals who give no signs

of electricity. The knowledge of spontaneous electri-

city is not a matter of indifi'erence in medicine ; for how-

ever weak it may be, the continuity of its action ought

ncccssariiy to influence the animal economy. Is it not,

in part, this electricity which renders moderate exercise,

and clothes moderately warm and dry, so favourable lo

insensible perspiration, and to all the secretions of the

human body?" These experiments of Saussure were

repeated with the same results by \'olla, Landriani, and

the Abbe Bertholon.

The most successful experimenter, however, on this

branch of electricity, was INI. J. J. Hemmer, who has

published a full account of his experiments in the 6th

volume of the Transactions of the Electoral Academy of
Sciences at Manheim. In order lo examine the electri-

city of his own body, he insulated himself upon a board

sujjportcd by glass feet, and then touched for half a mi-

nute or less, the plate of a condenser of his own inven-

tion. The condenser was then applied to Cavallu's

electrometer, as improved by Saussure, and by means
of a glass tube rubbed with woollen cloth, he examined
the electricity of the diverging balls. His experiments
were made on the 21st February 1786, and have since

been repeated, both upon himself and upon persons of

various ages and constitutions, upon persons in molion
and at rest, dressed or undressed, fatigued or in good
spirits, hot or cold, fasting or lull, and sleeping or

waking. The following are the principal results obtain-

ed by Mr Hemmer.
1. The electricity of the human body is common to

all men, and it was found in 30 persons of all ages and
both sexes; but in different persons it has different de-
grees of strength, and is positive in some and negative
in others.

2. The strength and character of the electricity is

often different in the same person. In 2422 experiments,
M. Hemmer found it 1252 times positive, 771 times ne-
gative, and 399 times imperceptible. Out of 94 expe-
riments made upon his maid, it was 17 limes positive,

.33 times negative, and 44 times imperceptible.

3. Although the electricity often changes in the course
of the experiment, and even becomes impercepiible,
yet the electricity of the human body appears to be na-

when he was standing at rest, the electricity was two
times weakly positive, and 30 times imperceptible. In

27 experiments when he sat at rest, it was always strong-

ly positive; and in five experiments when walking at a

gentle pace, it was perceptibly positive.

6. The electricity of the body is changed into the

opposite kind, by sudden, speedy, and violent motion.

See Saussure, Journal de Paris, 1784, No. 101. Hem-
mer, Transactio7is of the Electoral Academy of Sciences

of Manheim, tom. vi. or Tilloch's Philosophical Maga-
zine, vol. v. pp. 1, 140. Bertholon, De I'Electricite du
Corps Huniain, tom. i. p. 133, Sec. ; and Part I. Chap. I.

Sect. I. of the present article.

Sect. IX. On the Xegative Electricity of Vitiated Air.

The production of negative electricity by the vitiation

of atmospheric air, was tirst observed by Mr John Read
of Knightsbridge. Having often noticed that the elec-

tricity of a small room in which he sat was negative,

when that of the external air, and even that of the ad-

joining apartment, was positive, he began to suspect

that this difference was owing to the vitiation of the air

by respiration. In order to determine this point, he in-

vited a friend into his room, on the 9th of July 1793,

when the weather was hot and serene, and the thermo-

meter at 75° ; and having shut up the doors and windows)

he placed himself nearly in the middleofthe room, and

his companion at the side of it. At the end of 20 mi-

nutes, Mr Read was in a profuse perspiration, and hav-

ing worked the doubler, he found the electricity nega-

tive. He then examined the electricity of his bed-room

a little while before he went to rest, and found it posi-

tive; but when he rose at six o'clock next morning, he

found that it had become negatively electrified. In a

room which had been newly white washed and painted,

and was therefore full of noxious effluvia, he also found

the electricity negative.

Mr Read examined the electricity of the air in the

charity-school at Knightsbridge, when it was vitiated

by a great number of children, and he always found it

strongly negative, while the schoolmaster's parlour ad-

joining to it was in a positive state ; and on the 5th of

July, when the thermometer was at 76°, Mr Read went

to the same school, but finding the doors and windows
open to admit fresh air, and experiencing no disagree-

able smell, he thought it unnecessary to make the ex-

periment. The schoolmaster, however, remarked, that
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there was one end of the room which was never free of
smell, and Mr Read was therc.'ore induced to work his

doubler in that end. The electricity was here negative,

while in the other end of the school, and in the school-

master's parlour it was positive. From these and other

experiments, Mr Read concludes, that air infected with

animal respiration or vegetable putrefaction is always
electrified negatively, when at the same lime tlic sur-

rounding atmosphere is electrified positively. See the

P/iiloso/ihical Transuclions, 1794, vol. Ixxxiv. p. 266.

Sect. X. On ihe Electricity of the Atmosfihcre.

As the electrical phenomena which appear in the at-

mosphere, either during the ordinary changes to which
it is subject, or during the violent perturbations into

which it is thrown by the production of thunder and
lightning, are evidently not produced by friction, or any
similar cause, the consideration of this important svib-

ject belongs properly to the present Chapter. We shall,

therefore, endeavour to include all the phenomena un-
der three heads: 1. On the electricity produced in the

atmosphere during its ordinary changes ; 2. On the elec-

tricity exhibited during thunder and lightning ; and, 3.

On the electricity exhibited in luminous meteors.

I. On the Electricity of the Atmosjihere during its ordi-

nary Changes.

The earliest experiments on the spontaneous electri-

city of the atmosphere, were made in September, 1752,

by M. Le Monnier, at St Germain en Lay, and were laid

before the Academy of Sciences in 1752. His appara-

tus consisted of a pole 32 feet high, insulated in tlie

middle of a piece of turf. At its upper extremity was
fixed a large and strong tube of glass, which carried a

tube of white iron terminating in a point. Towards the

middle of this tube was tied a small iron wire about 50
lines long, which was connected, without touching any
other body, to a silk cord stretched in a horizontal posi-

tion. M. Le Monnier observed, that there was always

more or less electricity in the atmosphere ; and he dis-

covered that in dry weather, it increased from sun-rise

when it was scarcely perceptible, to three or four o'clock

in the afternoon when it was strongest, and that it after-

wards gradually diminished till the fall of the dew, when
it again increased, and afterwards diminished till it be-

came almost insensible at midnight. This diurnal pe-

riod was afterwards confirmed by Saussure and Becca-

ria.

In the following year, the same subject was prose-

cuted by the Abbe Mazeas at the Chateau de Mainte-

non, in the months of June and July. His apparatus

consisted of an iron wire about 370 feet long, raised to

the height of 90 feet above the horizon. It was brought
k down from a very high room in the castle, where it was
fastened to a silk cord 6 feet long, and was carried from
this to the steeple of the town, where it was fixed to an-

other silk cord 8 feet long, and protected from rain. A
large key was then suspended at the end of this wire to

receive the electric matter.

From the 17th of June, when his experiments com-
menced, the electricity of the air was distinctly perceiv-

ed every day, from the rising of the sun to 7 or 8 o'clock

in the evening, excepting in damp weather, when no in-

dications of electricity appeared. When the weather
was dry, minute bodies were attracted by the wire, if

their distance was not greater than three or four lines,

Vol. VIII. Part I.

and he always found in weather not blormy that tlic elec-
tricity of the air was half as great as that of a slick of
scaling wax 2 inches long. Wlien he ^raspcd the wire
firmly in his hand, the electricity immediately ceased,
and did not reappear till after an interval of 3 or 4 mi-
nutes. With Ihc view of collecting a greater riuantily

of ckclricily, he added another wire, which couiiniiin-

cated with an electrical magazine composed of pieci i

of iron, tin plates, gilt paper, Sec. supported by silk

cords ; but he did not (iiid that the electricity had become
stronger. When he now grasped the wire firmly in his

hand, it did not return till after a longer interval than
before. The Abl 6 Mazeas likewise observed, that ihc
electricity of tiie air was not increased with storms antl

hurricanes unattended with rain; for during a violent

storm of wind, which continued without interruption for

three days, in liie month of July, he found it necessary
to place the dust within four or live lines of the conduc-
tor, before it experienced a sensible attraction. No
change was produced by the dilleient directions of the
winds. In the driest nights of summer, he was never
able to observe any electricity in the air, but it always
began to appear in the morning at sunrise, and vanished
again in the evening at half an hour after the setting of
the sun. In the month of July, in a very dry day, when
the sky was serene, and the heat of the sun intense, he
found the electricity to be stronger than he had ever ob-
served it. The dust was then attracted at the distance

of 10 or 12 lines from the conductor.

The electricity of the atmosphere, in its ordinary stale,

was observed also by Mr Kinncrsley. He found ihat

when the air was very dry, it always contained electrici-

ty, and he rendered this electricity visible by electrifying

himself negatively, and extending his arm into ihe air

when it was dark, with a long sharp needle. The elec-

tricity then appeared luminous as it converged to the

point of the needle.

Siguier Beccaria examined the subject of atmosphe-
rical electricity with particular attention, both by means
of rods and electrical kites. He found that there was
no perceptible electricity in the air, when the atmosphere
was in the three following states. I. When the weather
was clear and windy. 2. When the sky was covered
with slow moving, distinct, and black clouds; and 3dly,

When the weather was moist, and not actually raining.

The electricity was always perceptible in a clear sky and
calm weather; and in rainy weather, without ligliining,

the electricity always appeared a little while before the

rain fell, and when the rain was actually f. liing, but it

disappeared a short time before the rain had ceased.

These signs of electricity were always stronger, when
his rods reached higher into the air, and when his elec-

trical kites flew to the greatest height. Insulated strings

extended in the open air acquired a degree of electricity

which increased with the length. Having extended

across the river Po a cord 1500 Paris feet in length, he
found it as strongly electrified during a shower, unat-

tended with thunder, as a rod of metal had been during

a thunder storm.

The most complete series of observations on atmos-

pherical electricity was made by M. dc Saussure. The
general results which he obtained arc highly intercstinij,

and though they are not given by him as completely

established, yet they are well worthy of the attention of

philosophers. He found that the electricity of the at-

mosphere varied with the situation. It was generally

strongest in places the most elevated and insulated. It

Qq
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was imperccplibic under trees, in the streets, in courts,

and in jjcncral in any inclosed place. It was, however,

perceptible in towns, in the middle of lari^e squares, on

the sides of quays, but principally on bridges, wlicre he

found it nuicli sirongcr than in the open country. It is

more the relative than the absolute height of the place

of observation that affects the intensity of atmospherical

electricity. It is strongest, for example, at the angle of

a terrace raised about 15 or CO Icet above the level ot

the country, than in the middle of a flat plain, or the top

of a high iiill ; for as the niigle of the terrace is more

insulated, it has with the earth fewer points of contact,

which deprive it of its electricity.

The intensity of atmospheric electricity is subject to

great changes in the same place, ^\'hcn the weather is

not serene, it is impossible to assign the law of these va-

riations, as it docs not seem to depend upon the time of

tlie day, or u-pon any of the known modifications of the

atmosphere. Tlie reason of this is obvious. When con-

trary and variable winds prevail at different heights,

when clouds are rolling above other clouds, those winds

and clouds, which we cannot perceive, influence the stra-

tum of air in which the experiment is made, and pro-

duce changes, of which we see only the effects. In

stormy weather, for example, we observe the electricity

strong, then become imperceptible, and afterwards reco-

ver its strength, become positive, and the next moment
negative, without any apparent cause for these variations,

which sometimes occur so rapidly that it is impossible

even to note them down. When the weather is rainy,

without being stormy, these variations are less sudden.

The intensity of the electricity alone varies, being al-

most always positive in rainy or snowy weather. In

cloudy weather, when it is neither rainy nor stormy, the

electricity follows nearly the same laws as when the wea-

ther is serene. The intensity of the electricity is com-
monly diminished by strong winds, which bring the dif-

ferent strata of the atmosphere successively towards the

ground, and this promotes the uniform distribution of

the electric fluid between the air and the earth.

The state of the air, with the exception of stormy
Aveather, when the electricity of the atmosphere is strong-

est, is during the prevalence of fogs, which are always

accompanied with a very perceptible electricity, unless

when they resolve themselves into rain, when sometimes

no electricity is visible. At Geneva, the fogs area pret-

ty certain sign of good weather. They often do not rise

to a threat height above the surface of the earth; and

when the low grounds arc completely obscured, the sky

is clear on the mountains. In these cases the fogs con-

duct to the earth the electricity of the serene air which
reigns above them.

In winter and in clear weather, Saussure found that

the electricity of the air was generally weakest in the

interval which elapsed between the time when the fall-

ing of the dew had ceased in the evening, and the instant

of the rising of the sun. Its intensity then gradurdly in-

creased, and sooner or later, but almost always before

mid-day, it reached a certain maximum, after which it

diminished till the fall of the dew, when it is sometimes
stronger than it has been during the whole day. It then

gradually decreases during the night, but never becomes
imperceptible, if the weather is perfectly clear. The
electricity of the atmosphere has, therefore, a diurnal

period like the sea, increasing and decreasing twice in

every 24 hours. Its intensity is a maximum some hours

after tlie rising and setting of the sun ; and it is weakest

before the rising and setting of that luminary.

In order to give an example of this diurnal period, M.
Saussure has selected the observations of the 2id of Fe-

bruary, 1785, which was one of the coldest days ever re-

marked at Geneva; and he has also given the ol)serva-

tions made on the day which preceded and followed it.

These results are contained in the following Table. The
observations were made 60 feet above the level of the

Lake of Geneva. The thermometer and hygrometer
were suspended in the open air on a south-west terrace,

and the electrometer gave the same electricity as if it

had been placed under similar circumstances in an open

plain, for the wall of the terrace increased this electrici-

ty as much as the neighbourhood of the house diminish-

ed it. The height of the barometer is reduced, accord-

ing to the method of M. De Luc, to what it would have

been if the mercury had been constantly at the tempera-

ture of 10° of Reaumur. A weak wind from the south-

east prevailed almost constantly on the 21st, 22d, and 23d

of February, when the observations were made.

Table, sheiuing the Ekctricittj of the Almosfihere during three Days, at various Hours of the Day and JVight.
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Time of the Observation.

h. m.
8 10

9 10

10 10

U 10

1 10

2 20
3

5

6

r

8

•:3d, 45

8 5

10 r

3 45

5

6

7

8

12

Mornint;

Morning
Mornini;

Morniiii.'

Evenint.'

Evening
Evenini.

Evenini;

Evening
Evening
Evening'

Mornini;

Mo mini;

Mornini;

Evenins.

Evenin.n

Evenins;

Evenin;_

Evenint
Eveniu

State of the

Barometei-

Feet. In. Lin

26 5 2

26
26
26

26

26
20
-'6

26
26

26

26
26

26

26
26

26
26

26

4 15

4 13

4 3

4

3 14

3 13

3 13

3 14

3 14

3 13

5

5 5

6 8

6 14

r 3

r 9

7 U
9 1

State of the

Thermometer

+

+

14

10

8

4

4

4

4

6

5

4

1

1

State of tlie

Hygrometer

Idem
Idem
Idem
Idem
Idem
82
81

89

91

94
Idem
Idem
81 3

76

76

75
74

79 7

87 3

92

Stale of the

Electrome-'
tcr. I

Slate of the Sky.

1

1

2

1

1

1

I

1

Very liglit fog.

Idem.
Thicker fog.

Idem.
Idem.
Weak fog, paie sun.

Cloudy, pale sun.

Less cloudy.

More cloudy.

Idem.

Cloudy, a fog in the S. \\'

Cloudy, with more fog.

Idem.
Idem.
Cloudy, sun very pale.

C'loudy.

i<lcm.

.Almost perfectly clear.

Cloudy.

More cloudv.

It appears from the first 18 observations of the prece-

ding Tabic, which -vverc made in an interval of 24 or

25 hours, during which the sky was perfectly serene,

that the electricity of the atmosphere was very strong

about nine o'clock in the morning; that it diminished
gradually till six o'clock in tiie evening, when the first

viinimtnn took place ; that it afterwards increased till

eight o'clock, when it reached its second maximum;
that it then diminished again, making some oscillations,

till six o'clock of the following morning, when it reach-

ed its second minimum ; and then increased again till ten

o'clock in tlie evening, when it was again at a maximum.
The weather, however, being now cloudy, the periods

became less regular.

In summer, the electricity of clear weather is much
weaker than in winter. Saussure has observed the pith

balls diverge two lines in winter in an open country
;

whereas in summer their greatest divergency did not

exceed a line, at least when tlie sky was perfectly se-

rene, for in the time of a storm they often diverged as

remote as the threads ])ermiltcd tlicni. The weakness
of the electricity of clear weather in summer renders

the diurnal period less regular and less distinct; for

.since its fundamental quantity is very small, accidental

causes, such as winds, and different quantities of humid
vapour and dry exhalations that exist in the air, disturb

the regularity of the diurnal period, and make the ;j;(?a-!-

muin and minhnu7n fall in points opposite to what they

would have done in cloudy weather.

In summer, when the ground has been dry for some
days, the electricity of a dry and warm day generally

increases from tlie rising of the sim, when it is almost

insensible, to three or four o'clock in the afternoon,

when it acquires its greatest force. It then gradually

diminishes till the fall of the dew, when it recovers its

strength; and afterwards becomes almost impercejjtible

during the night. Wc have already seen that this diur-

nal period was first noticed by Le Monnier. It was af-

terwards delermnied with more exactness by Beccaria,

and Dr Gardiui obtained a simii.ir result. None of

these vviiters, however, have noticed the diurnal period

in winter which we have just described from Saussure.
It is very remarkable, also, that this period is the same
in summer in those clear days which follow rainy days,
the electricity diminishing towards the middle of the
day.

In serene weather the electricity of the atmosphere is

invariably positive, both in summer and in winter, du-
ring the day and night, at the rising of the sun and at
the falling of the dew, and in short at every time when
there are no clouds in the sky. It is impossible, there-
fore, not to conclude with Volta, that the electricity of
the atmosphere is essentially ftosiiivc, and that when
negative electricity does exhibit itself in snow, rain, and
in storms, it arises IVom the clouds being exposed to

the pressure of the electric fluid contained in the upper
regions of the atmosphere, or in clouds more elevated
than themselves. These clouds discharge a part of their

electricity into the earth or into other clouds, and are
thus electrified negatively by the effect of an electricity

originally positive, in the same manner as an electrome-
ter acquires a permanent negative electricity when it is

touched at the instant that the air is positively electri-

fied.

The interesting results obtained by Saussure. of wiiicji

we have given a very full account, cannot be considered
as of general R|)plication to climates dinTerent from that

of (ieneva. Hence it becomes a matter of importance
to have observations made in difTerenl parts of the globe,

in order to ascertain the local causes by which the electri-

city of the atmosphere may be affected. Mr Thomas
IJonnyne made a series of observations on the electrici-

ty of the atmosphere in Ireland, and obtained the follow-

ing results: He found that the air in Ireland was always
charged with positive electricity in winter, at a proper

distance from buildings, masts of ships, &c. The
electricity was climinishcd in frosty, foggy, or misty

weather, and in calm and cloudy weather if was still

perceptible. In summer lie was never able to discover

any electricity, excepting when a fog came on in the

cool of the evening, or at night, and thcii it was always

positive, but weaker than in winter fogs. AVhcn a fog

Qq2
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became very thick, Mr Ronayne icmaikcJlhat the elcc-

iriciiy diminished, but again recovered its strength

•when the fog returned to its former state. When ruin

fell in foggy weather, the electricity became impercep-

tible, but reappeared with the fog. When fogs, float-

ing near the earth, became very dense, the electricity is

impcrceplible, but when the fogs were situated high in

the air the reverse took place. Mr Henley found from

20 experiments, that the electricity of a thick fog sepa-

rated the balls of an electrometer from i to J of an inch.

MrCavalloniade a great number of valuable experi-

ments on atmospherical electricity, both with an electri-

cal kite, and another instrument of his own invention,

which he calls an atmospherical electrometer.* These

experiments with the electrical kite afforded the follow-

ing general results

:

1. The air appears to be at all times charged with po-

sitive electricity, which is stronger in frosty than in warm
weather, and is by no means less in the night than in the

day time.

2. The electricity of the kite is generally diminished

by the presence of clouds. They very seldom increase

il, and produce sometimes no effect whatever.

3. The electricity of the kite is generally negative, and

very seldom positive in the time of rain.

4. The electricity of the kite is not affected by the

aurora borealis.

5. The electrical spark from the string of the kite,

or any insulated conductor connected with it, is sel-

dom longer than a quarter of an inch, but is extreme-

ly pungent. When the index of the electrometer

does not indicate more than 20°, the person who re-

ceives the shock feels its effect in his legs, and the effect

of it resembles more the discharge of the Leyden phial,

than a spark taken from the prime conductor.

6. The electricity of the kite is in general stronger or

weaker, according asthe string is longer or shorter.

In the course of the experiinents from which these

conclusions were deduced, Mr Cavallo met with a sin-

gular example of a powerful electricity existing in the
atmosphere, when there was neither thunder nor light-

ning, and when there was none either for three days
before or three days after tiie observation. Independent
of the importance of the observation itself, it affords a

useful lesson respecting the precaution which ought at

all times to be taken by those who are engaged in ex-
amining the electricity of the atmosphere. As the ac-
count of it, given by Cavallo, will not admit of abridg-
ment, we shall present it in his own words.
"October the 18th. After having rained a great

deal in the morning and night before, the weather be-
came a little clear in the afternoon, the clouds appear-
ing separated, and pretty well defined. The wind was
west, and rather strong, and the atmosphere in a tem-
perate degree of heat. In these circumstances, at three
P. M. I raised my electrical kite with three hundred
and sixty feet of string. After that the end of the
string had been insulated, and a leather ball, covered
with tinfoil, had been hung to it, I tried the power
and quality of the electricity which appeared to be po-
sitive, and pretty strong. In a short time a small cloud
passing over, the electricity, increased a little ; but the
cloud being gone, it decreased again to its former de-
gree. The string of the kite was now fastened by the
silk lace to a post in the yard of the house wherein I

lived, which was situated near Islington, and I was re-

peatedly charging two coated phials, and giving shocks
with them. While I was so doing, the electricity, which
was still positive, began to decrease, and in two or

three minutes time it became so weak, that it could be
hardly perceived with a very sensible cork ball elec-

trometer. Observing at the same time that a large and
black cloud was approaching the zenith (which, no
doubt, caused the decrease of the electricity) indicating

imminent rain, I introduced the end of the string

through a window, in a first-floor room, wherein I

fastened it by the silk lace to an old chair. The qua-
drant electrometer was set upon the same window, and
was, by means of a wire, connected with the string of
the kite. Being now three quarters of an hour after

three o'clock, the electricity was absolutely unperceiv-
ablc ; however, in about three minutes time, it became
again perceivable, but now upon trial was found to be
negative ; it is therefore plain, that its stopping was
nothing more than a change from positive to negative,

which was evidently occasioned by the approach of the

cloud, part of which by tliis time had reached the ze-

nith of the kite, and the rain also had begun to fall in

large drops. The cloud came farther on, the rain in-

creased, and the electricity keeping pace with it, the

electrometer soon arrived to 15°. Seeing now that the

electricity was pretty strong, I began again to charge
the two coated phials, and to give shocks with them

;

but the phials had not been charged above three or four

times, before I perceived that the index of the electro-

meter was arrived at 35°, and was keeping still increas-

ing. The shocks now being very smart, I desisted

from charging the phials any longer; and, considering

the rapid advance of the electricity, thought to take

off the insulation of the string, in case that if it should
increase farther, it might be silently conducted to the

earth, without causing any bad accident, by being ac-

cumulated in the insulated string. To effect this, as I

had no proper apparatus near me, I thought to remove
the silk lace, and fasten the string itself to the chair:

accordingly I disengaged the wire that connected the

electromer with the string, laid hold of the string,

untied it from the silk lace, and fastened it to the chair

;

but while I effected this, which took up less than half a

minute of time, I received about a dozen or fifteen very
strong shocks, which I felt ail along my arms, in my
breast, and legs, shaking me in such a manner, that I

had hardly power enough to effect my purpose, and to

warn the people in the room to keep their distance. As
soon as I took my hands off the string, the electricity

(in consequence of tlic chair being a bad conductor)

began to snap between the string and the shutter of the

window, which was the nearest body to it. The snap-

pings, which were audible at a good distance out of the

room, seemed first isochronous with the shocks which I

had received, but in about a minute's time oftener ; so

that the people of the house compared their sound to

the rattling noise of a jack going when the fly is off.

The cloud now was just over the kite ; it was black,

and well defined, of almost a circular form, its diame-
ter appearing to be about 40° ; the rain was copious,
but not remarkably heavy. As the cloud was going off,

the electrical snapping began to weaken, and in a short

time became unaudible. I went then near the string, and
finding the electricity weak, but still negative, I insu-

• A description ofthese mstruments will be fonnd in Part II, of the present article.
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lated it again, thinking to keep the kite up some time
longer ; but observing that another larger and denser
cloud was approaching apace towards the zenith, as I

had then no proper apparatus at hand, to prevent every

possible bad accident, I resolved to pull the kite in ; ac-

cordingly a gentleman who was by mc l)egan pulling

it in, while I was winding up the string. The cloud was
now very nearly over the kite, and the gcnllcnian, who
was pulling in the string, told mc that he had received

one or two slight shocks in his arms, and that if he were
to feel one more, he would certainly let the string go;
upon which I laid hold of the string, and pulled the kite

in as fast as I could, without any farther observation, be-

ing then ten minutes after four o'clock."

By means of the atmospherical electrometer, with

which Cavallo made experiments several times a-day,

during many months, he obtained the following addi-

tional results :—
1. The electricity of fogs is always positive, like that

of the atmosphere.

2. The electricity is always strongest in thick fogs,

and in frosty weather, and weakest when it is cloudy and

warm, and about to rain,

3. The electricity is strongest in elevated situations.

A series of interesting observations on the electricity

of the atmosphere, were made by Mr John Read, at

Knightsbridge, in the year 1"89, 1790, and 1791, by

means of an ingenious apparatus which we shall after-

wards describe.* The monthly results of his experi-

ments in the year 1790, arc given in the following Ta-

ble, which was formed principally from the electrical

signs aflorded by the pith balls within his npai'ment.
When the balls collapsed, and were not allruticd by
the linger, he wrote clown that llicre were no signs of
electricity. When they were attracted on the approach
of the finger, but were not so strongly charged as to

produce a divergence, he wrote down weak signs of
electricity. Wlien the balls diverged and collapsed on
the approach of excited glass, he wrote down that ihc

electricity was positive; but when the balls diverged
still more, by the application of the excited glass, he

wrote down that they were electrified negatively. When
the divergency of the balls was one inch and upwards,
visible sparks were drawn from a brass ball cuniieclcd

with the apparatus. The utntost limit of regular diver-

gency were about 5 or 6 inches, above which it was very

unsteady. The pitli balls were nearly -j*,}!!!* of an inrl»

in dianieter, and were suspended by very fine flaxen

threads 5 inches in length. In carrying on these expe-
riments, Mr Read was seldom absent one hour, except-

ing during the time of sleep ; but whenever he left the

apparatus for the evening, he examined the state of the

electricity, and when the rod was unelectrified, he con-

nected with it a Lcyden phial, and next morning if the

bottle was charged, he marked down the kind of elec-

tricity with which it was charged. In Mr Read's jour-

nal, is marked the state of the wind, the barometer, and
thermometer for every day in the year, and the elcctiic

spark, the kind of electricity exhibited by pith balls, and
the state of the balls themselves, and of the weather.

Table I. Electrical State of the Atmosfihere in 1790.
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Table II. Electrical State of the Jtmosfihere in 1791.
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liar noise, passes between tlic balls of Uie apiiaratus, and
throws a bi-;!iiant lislUon every sunonnding object. When
the lightning is too powerlul to permit tlie observer to

carry on the operation in safety) he connects the insu-
lated wire with tlie vi,roiind, and transmits the accumu-
lated electricity in silence to the earth.

4th, During a driving fog, or a smart rain, the wire
is electrified almost as |5owerfully as during a thunder-
storm, and the electricity exhibits similar changes.

5lh, A weak positive electricity generally prevails in

cloudy weather. It often changes to negative when rain

falls ; but the positive electricity reappears when the rain

has ceased to fall.

6lh, The positive electricity is more intense in clear

frosty weather than in a fine summer's day.

In the following Table, Mr Crosse has given the dif-

ferent states of the air in which electricity appears, be-
ginning with those in w liich it is most powerlul.

1. During the occvu-rence of regular thunder clouds.

2. A driving fog accompanied by small rain.

3. A fall of snow, or a brisk hail storm.

4. A smart show er, especially in a hot day.

5. Hot weather succeeding a series of vet days.

6. Wet weather followmg a series of dry days.

7. Clear frosty leather, either in the night or day.

8. Clear warm summer weather.

9. A sky obscured by clouds.

10. A mackerel back or mottled sky.

U. Sultry weather, the sky covered with light hazy
clouds.

12. A cold damp night.

13. A peculiar state of the atmosphere, which occurs
during north-easterly winds, and which is regarded as

particularly unhealthy, jiroducing a sensation of dryness
and extreme cold, which is not indicated by a depression

of the thermometer.
A great number ofexperiments on atmospherical elec-

tricity have been made by Mr Henley, Mr Bennet, M.
Achard, M. Cotte, M. Erman, and various other authors,

but we cannot find room to do any thing more than refer

to their respective works.
For farther information on the subject, see Lemonnier,

Mem. jicad. Par. 1752, p. 233, 240, 241. Abbe Mazeas,
Phil. Trans. 1753, p. 377. Ueccarij, Elletlricila lerrcstre

jltinoKfilierica, § 1087, et set/. Saussure, Voyages clans

les yJl/ies, 8vo. edit. torn. iii. p. 306—315. Gar.lini, De
injluxu Electricitatis ^imosfihixricig, § 50. 51. Ror.a) ne,

Phil. Tran.i. 1772, vol. Ixii. p. 137. Henley, Phil.

Trans 1772, in remaiks at the end of Ronayne's paper.

Cavallo, Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 407, and 1777, p. 48.

Achard, Mem. Acad Berlin. 1780, p. 14.; Id. 1786. p.

13. Bennet, Phil Trans. 1787, p. 288. Read, Phil.

Trans. 1791, p. 185 ; 1792, p. 225 ; and R ad's fium-

mary Vienv ofthe Elecricity of the Earth and Atmosphere.,

Lond. 1793. Cotte, Mtm. Acad. Par. 1772, p. 1. Kr-
nian, Journal cle Physique, vol. lix. p. 98 ; und Sinyer**
Elements of Electricity, p. 270, 8cc.

2. On the Electricity of the Atmoa/ihere as exhibited Ut

Thunder and Lighlnini;.

Although the existence ofelectricity in thunder stonns
is a modern discovery, yet there can be no doubt th.il the
ancients were well acciuainted with numerous phenome-
na that had the same origin.

Herodotus informs us, that the Thracians disarmed
the heavens of its thunder, by throwing their arrows in
the air; and that the Hyperboreans produced the same
efl'ect, by launching among the clouds darts armed with
points of iron.

During the night before the battle which Posthun)iu5
gained over the Sabines, the Roman javelins emitted a
light like torches ; and when Gylippus went to Syracuse,
he perceived a ilame upon his spear.* According to
Procopius, the same appearance was seen in the war
which Belisarius waged against the Vandals. t Livyj
informs us, th,at Lucius Atreus having bought a javelin
for his son, who was about to be enrolled as a soldier, it

threw out fiames during two hours without being con-
sumed by the fire. Similar facts are mentioned in Plu-
tarchll and Pliny,§ the last of whom observed the pheno-
menon himself Caesar informs us in his Commentaries,
that in the African war, after a tremendous slorm, whicli
threw the Roman ariny into great disorder, the points of
the daits of a great number of tlie soldiers shone with a
spontaneous light. In the month of Pebruary, says he,
about the second watch of the night, there suddenly
arose a great cloud, followed by a dreadful storm of hail,

and in the same night the points of the darts of the fifth

legion apjjeared to be on fire. If

A very singular fact, analogous to those which \vc

have now stated, is mentioned by Bianchini. There had
existed from time immemorial, in one of the bastions of
the castle of Duiiio, situated in the Frioul, on the banks
of the Adriatic Sea, a pointed iron rod standing in a ver-

tical position. In summer, when the weather had the

appearance of being stormy, the soldier who mounted
guard in this bastion, examined the iron rod, and pre-

sented to it the point of an iron halbert, which was al-

ways ready for this purpose, and whenevei' he perceiv-

ed that the iron rod gave sparks, or displayed a small
gerb of fire at its point, he rung a bell to give notice to

the country people who were working in the fields, or

to the fishermen who were at sea, that stormy weather
was approaching. This custom was of great antiquity,

and is mentioned by Imperati in a letter dated 1602."'

The production of electric light was no sooner disco-

vered by Dr Wall,tt than he noticed its resemblance to

• " Gylippo Syraciisas peteiui, visa est stcUa super ipsam laiiceam conslitisie. In Romanorum castris visa sunt ardcrc pila, igni.

bus scilicet in ilia delapsis ; qui sje|>e, fulminuni more, animalla ferirc Solent et arbusta, sccl si minore vi mittuntur, dcfluunt tamum
eX insideiit, ntm fei-'miU nee viilner ant.' Sunec Nutur. Qu^est. lib. i. cap. 1.

•)• Procopius De Bell. Vandalorum, lib. ii cup. 2.

i Livy, lib. 43
. . . .

II
" In Sicilia militilxn aliqu it spicula, in Sardinia muro ciicumeunti vigilias cquiti scipionein quern in m.inu teniierat, ar6i»sc, ct lit-

toracrebris ignihiis fiilsisse " I'uitarcli De Vit J.vsnnd.

§" Vidi nociuiMiis mihtMm vit;iliis nilirerere |)ili< pro vallo fulgorem elfiijic ea bominum quoque capili vcspertinis lioris magno

prsesasio, circumiulgent." Plinv Hist. JV «. lib. 2.

^ " Per idtempns fere Cssaii>e.\trciuii res accidi: incredibilis auJitu, nempe vigilianim signo confecto, rirci'cr vifpliaseciinda noc-

tis, nimbus cum saxc-a j'laniline snbito est cor)rlus mffens ; e.aJem nucle legiouis quintx eaciimin.i -ua sporiic arserunl." Cxi Com-

ment, de Bella Jfricano, cap. C This jilienonienon was considtied .s electrical by .M d^ Coiirtivron. See .Mem .lead. Par 1752, p 10.

'• .Minding' lo tliis custom of the iuh.ibitants of Ouinn, Uc obscnes, " I.,ne'et liasia hi mire ntuntur ad imbres, graaUines, proeol-

Jasque presaj;iendas, tempore presertim xstivn." See J\Iem, .lead. Par. 1764, p. 408, See.

Ij See the History of Electricity, p. 235, col. 1.
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lightning: and the same remark was afterwards made

by Gray,* who imagined that both the thunder and the

lightning were imitated in the artificial production of

ciectricitv.

The Abbe Nollct spoke still more decidedly respect-

ing the analogy of electricity with lightning ;
and his

opinion was probably formed from the following singu-

lar fact, which is related by Saussurc : In the surnmer

of 1733, when M. Paccard, the secretary of the parish of

Chamouni, was excavating the foundation of a chalet,

which he wished to erect in the meadow of PUanpra,

upon Mount Brevcn, a violent thunder storm came on,

and compelled him to take refuge under a ncighbourmg

rock. In the place uhere he had been working he had

left a large iron lever standing vertically in the ground,

and he was astonished to observe the thunder and light-

ning, as he called it, fall several times upon the head of

the lever. On the following winter M. Paccard went to

Paris, and attended a course of lectures given by the

Abbe Nollet; and as soon as he perceived the sparks

from an electrifying machine, he was so struck with

their resemblance to the fire which had fallen upon his

lever, that he immediately communicated the observa-

tion to the Abbe NoUet.f In the possession of such in-

formation, it is unaccountable how this learned philoso-

pher should have neglected to try the experiments which,

after the lapse of eighteen years, were made by his coun-

tryman Dalibard.

Dr Franklin, some time afterwards, drew up a list of

the points of resemblance between electricity and light-

Tiing-t Still, however, these conjectures had no solid

foundation; and it is a singular fact, that no experi-

ment had been made to verify a theory of such vast im-

portance.

The celebrated naturalist BufTon, seems to have been

the first person who made any attempt to draw down
lightning from the heavens. Upon the tower of Mont-

bar, he raised an insulated bar of iron, which he connect-

ed with a conductor and with bells, to give him notice

at a distance of the presence of the electric fluid, and he

waited with anxiety for the first storm of thunder.

At the recommendation of Bufibn, M. Dalibard con-

structed a similar apparatus at Marly la Ville, about six

leagues from Pai is. It consisted of an iron rod 40 feet

long and about an inch in diameter, and pointed at its

upper extremity. The rod was bent at its lower end

into two acute angles, and was placed in a garden upon
three large poles, and insulated by means of silk strings,

and a stool with glass feet. M. Dalibard, during his ab-

sence, entrusted the charge of his apparatus to a joiner

named Coifher, who had served 14 years in the dra-

goons, and who was supposed to have sufficient courage
for such an undertaking. Dalibard had given him every
requisite instruction, and had desired him, in the event

of a thunder storm, to call in some of his neighbours,
but particularly M. Raulet, the curate of the parish. In
Dalibard's absence, the thunder storm made its appear-
ance on Wednesday the 10th of May 1752, and between
two and three o'clock in the afternoon, after a pretty loud
clap of thunder, Coiffier ran to the apparatus, and pre-
senting to it the end of an iron wire, insulated by a glass
handle, he perceived a small spark, attended with a crack-
ling noise. He then drew a second spark, more bril-

liant than the first, and attended with a louder noise, and

instantly called his neighbours as he was desired. The
curate ran towards the apparatus with great impetuosity,

and his parishioners imagined, from his great hurry, that

Coiffier had been killed by the thunder. The alarm

spread through the village, and in spite of the hail which
followed the thunder, all the inhabitants flocked after

their pastor. As soon as the curate arrived at the ap-

paratus, he presented the insulated brass wire at the

distance of about an inch and a half, and received a strong

spark, which he describes as a small column of bluish

fire, which smelt of sulphur, and which struck the end
of the brass wire with great force. He repeated the

experiment more than six limes in the space of about

four minutes, before several persons, and every experi-

ment, to use his own words, " continued during the

space of a Jiater and an ave." The sparks gradually di-

minished, and upon bringing the wire nearer the rod,

he was able to draw only a few sparks, which soon dis-

appeared. As soon as the cloud had passed, the curate

dispatched Coiffier with a letter to Dalibard, containing

the preceding statement. In the course of the experi-

ments, M. Raulet had somehow or other received a
stroke upon the arm, either from the rod or from the

brass wire. Upon uncovering it, he perceived a mark,
as if it had been made by a blow from the wire upon his

naked skin.

A few days after the preceding experiment had been
made, M. Delors, Demonstrator of Physics in Paris, who
lived in one of the most elevated quarters of the town,

had raised a bar of iron 99 feet high, insulated upon a

cake of rosin two feet square and three inches thick. On
the 18th of May, between four and five o'clock in the

afternoon, a stormy cloud passed over the apparatus, and
M. Delors received several sparks from his rod, which
resembled, in every respect, those which issued from
ordinary electrifying machines. The strongest sparks
were drawn at the distance of nine lines, whilst a shower
of rain, mixed with a little hail, fell from the cloud,

without either thunder or lightning. The conductor even
gave sparks, when the cloud was over Vincennes, at least

two leagues from the place of observation.

Buffon, though he had the merit of erecting the first

thunder rod, was unluckily the last to observe any of its

electrical phenomena. On the 19th of May, however,
a stormy cloud at length passed over Montbar, and Buf-
fon obtained froin his rod several electrical sparks.

All these experiments were made in France, before

Dr Franklin had raised his electrical kite in America;
but without any knowledge of what had been done by
the French philosophers, he succeeded in establishing

the identity of lightning and electricity in the month of
June 1752, and posterity have unanimously agreed in

associating his name with that brilliant discovery. In

our History of Electricity, we have already given a full

account of the method by which he succeeded in bring-
ing lightning from the clouds, and of the fatal accident
which happened to Professor Richman of St Petersburg,
in repeating that grand experiment.
No sooner was this great discovery published, than

numerous attempts were made, in different parts of Eu-
rope, to obtain the same result. The Abbe Mazeas, Le
Monnier, Romas, Cassini, Bertier, Canton, Bevis, Wil-

• See the History of Electricity, p. 237, col. 1.

t See Saussure, Voyages dans Us Mpes, 8vo. edit 1786, vol. iii.p. 79.
i Seethe History of Electricity, p. 239.
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son, Bcccavia, Muschcnbi'ock, Kinncisley, Piincc Gal-

litzin, Van Svvinden, Bcitliolon, Dc la CJardc, Vcrrat,

jMariii, ZanoUi, Bosc, Cordon, and ollici- pliilosoplicrs,

succCLJied in bringing- down the electric fluid from the

clouds, and have cstablisluxl, on the firmest basis, the

identity of lightning and electricity.

The most successful, as well as the most meritorious

of all these philosophers, was undoubtedly M. de Ro-
mas, wlio had not only the merit of having first* in-

vented and used the electrical kite, but obtained with

it a series of results, far surpassing, in magnificence and
grandeur, those which had been obtained by Dr l'"rank-

jin, or by any other philosopher.

Having observed on the I2th of July 1T52, that in-

sulated rods gave stronger sparks, in proportion to their

height in the atmosphere, INI. Romas resolved to ele-

vate a kite to the height of more tlian 600 feet, and he
stated this plan in a letter to the Academy of Bour-
dcaux, on the 13th July 1752; and also mentioned it

distinctly to M. le Chevalier Vivens, and several other

individuals. This kite was seven feet five inches high,

and three feet in its greatest width, with a surface of 18

square feet. The string of the kite was of cord, wrap-
ped round with copper wire. On the 14th of May
1753, he raised it in the atmosphere without obtaining

any indication of electricity, but on the 7th of June
1753, he was more successful. At one o'clock it thun-

dered a little in the east, and at half past two, M. Romas
had elevated his kite with a cord 780 feet long, and
inclined at an angle of 45° nearly, so that the elevation

of tlie kite was about 550 feet. To the extremity of the

string lie fixed a silken cord 3 j feet long, which was
placed under the cover of a pent house, and had sus-

pended to it a large stone, for the purpose of governing
the motion of the kite. Near the junction of the string

and the silk cord, was placed a tube of white iron, about

a foot long and an inch in diameter, fioni which the

sparks were to be drawn as soon as the kite and the

string were electrified. M. Romas also jjrepared a

discharging rod, formed of a tube of glass 1 2 inches long

and 3 lines in diameter, having at its end a tube of white

iron, to which was fixed a chain of brass wire sufii-

riently long to touch the ground, when sparks were
drawn from the first white iron lube. By means of

the discharging rod, he at first oljtained sparks "as
large as those produced by means of a good globe,"

and several of his assistants drew sparks with a key

and with the naked finger. These electrical phenome-
na v.ere observed during about 22 ntiinutes, and then

disappeared. In the space of seven minutes the elec-

tricity re-appeared, and again decreased, but only to

manifest itself with additional force. New sparks were

drawn by the fingers, the keys, the swords, and the

canes of the spectatoi's; and M. de Romas having pre-

sented the middle knuckle of his right hand, received a

terrible shock, which struck him in the elbows, shoul-

ders, breast, knees, and the joints of his feet. Seven

or eight of the bystanders, though they saw, from the

convulsive motions of M. Romas, that he had received a

very violent blow, did not hesitate to join hands, and

received the sparks, which struck the feet even of the

fifth person. The storm now increased—not a drop of

rain liad fallen ; but in the zenith of the kite, and about

50° round it, there were black clouds, which indicated

a great increase of electricity. Romas had therefore the

prudence to receive sparks only by the discharger. At
the distance of four inches, a spark, more than an inch
long and two lines broad, was drawn in this manner, aud,
at the distance of six inches, Romas obtained several
sparks two inches long. After this the ekciricity be-
came so powerful, that instead of sparks, Hashes of fire,

about a foot long, three iiichcs wide, and three lines in

dianjeter, were repeatedly received, and the accom-
panying noise was hcaid ul the distance of more than
500 feet. At this time, when he was more than three
feet from the cord, llomas felt a sensation as if a spider's
web had been upon his face. He advised his assistants
to keep at a greater distance, and when he liiu>self was 5

feet fiom the string, he experienced the same sensation.

He then retired still farther, and watched the pheno-
mena which took place There was no lightning, almost
no sound of thunder, and no rain. The wind, whicli
was ill the cast, blew strong, and supported the kite
at an altitude of about 650 feet. Upon casting his eyes
to the white-iron tube, at the junction of the string
and the silk cord, which is about three feet distant

from the ground, he was surprised to observe three
straws standing erect, and dancing up and down be-
low the white iron tube. One of the straws was a fool

long, another 5 inches, and the third 4 inches. This
dance of the straws, which gave great delight to the
spectators, lasted about a tjuarler of an hour, when a few
drops of rain fell, and Romas again felt the former sen-
sation upon his f.iee, which indicated a new increase
of electricity, and prevented him from drawing sparks
even wilh the discharging rod. Having ad\ised every
person to keep at a greater distance, he perceived llie

longest straw attracted by the white iron tube, and im-
mediately heard three loud noises, which some com-
pared to the crack of a postillion's whip, and others to

the sound of a lai'gc pot of earthen ware dashed in pieces
on the pavcnient. This crash was heard even in the
centre of the town, (the experiment was made out of
the town,) in spile ol the gieat noise which prevailed.

The Hash, which accompanied this explosion, had the

shape of a spindle 8 inches long, and 4 or 5 lines in

diameter. The straw which occasioned this noise, fol-

lowed the string of the kiie, and was seen even at the

distance of 45 and 50 toises, going with great rapidity,

being sometimes altracted, and sometimes repelled, and
eveiy attraction being accompanied with long plates of
fire, atlended wiih continual exi)losioiis. Afltr the

first spontaneous explosion, till the end of the experi-

ment, there was no lighthing, and almost no thunder.

A phosphoric odour, peculiar to the electric matter, was
distinctly smelt. Around the siring there appeared a

cylinder of permanent light, about tliree or four inches

in diameter ; and when the e.\perinicnt was finished, they

perceived in the ground, in a perpendicular direction,

below the tube, a hole about an inch deep, and half un

inch wide, which had probably been made by the large

flashes of fire whicli accompanied the explosion. The
wind having turned to the east, there was a heavy

shower of rain, which was succeeded by hail, and it was

no longer possible to keep the kite in the air. When
the kite fell, the string touched the roof of a house, and

about 80 fathoms of the string being drawn in, the per-

son who held it made the kite rise again, and immedi-

ately received such a violent shock in his arm, and

throughout his whole body, that he was obliged to

• After a full investigation of the history of the electrical kite, the .\cadcmy of Sciences at Paris declared, on the 4th Fcbni»ry

)764, diat M. de Romas had conceived the idea of au electric kite, more than a year betbre it was employed by Dr Franklin.

Vol. VHI. Part I. li '"
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let it go. The stiins ilicn Tell upon the feet of one

of the assistants, who also received a very violent

shock.

On the 16th of Augtist 1757, M. Romas was still

more buccessful in his experiiuents. Although the storm

was not great, there being almost no thunder, and very

little rain, yet he ohtaiiied beams of fire nine or ten feet

long, and about an inch thick, which were accompanied •

with a noise ecjual to that of a pistol. In less than an

liovir he obtained no fewer than 30 beams of this size,

without reckoning a thousand others that were below

7 fcit in lenglh. These gieal Hashes were spontane-

ous, and in spite of the abundance of fire which they

formed, they constantly fell upon the nearest non-electric

body. This circumstance inspired M. Romas with cou-

fidence. and he did not hesitate to excite the fiic v.ith

his discharging rod, at the time when the storm was

most violent; and when the glass of which it was com-

posed was two feet long, he was able to conduct, with-

out feeling the slightest sliock, beams of fire 6 and 7

feet long, with as much facility us he formerly conducted

those which were scarcely 7 or 8 inches. In this expe-

rinu-nt, the string of the kite was one half longer than

it was in his otiier experiment ; and he attributes the

magniludc of the effects to the three following causes :

1. To the great lengtli of tlie string. 2. To the con-

tinuity of the metallic wire which the siring was wrap-

ped round. And, 3. To the peculiar disposition of the

clouds.

The identity of electricity being thus established by

numerous and direct experiments, philosophers next

attempted to observe the'plienomena which accompa-

nied the production of thunder and lightning, and to

ascertain the manner in which they were generated by

the electricity of the atmospliere.

When the sky is clear and serene, low and dense

dovuls begin to form in the atmosphere. They are

spread over the heavens by a wind more or less violent,

and are succeeded by others more tliick and obscure.

These clouds arc agitated with various motions. While
some of them are moving above in one direction,

others are moving below them, in an opposite direction.

One cloud is seen to attract another, while others

are separated by a repulsive force, and, in the midst of

this universal agitation, other clouds are resting im-
moveable, in virtue of the opposing forces with which
they are influenced. Amidst this conflict of opposite
forces, flashes of blue light are seen to dart with incon-

ceivable rapidity from one cloud to another, and, after

the lapse of several seconds, the rumbling noise of dis-

tant thunder is faintly distinguished. The sky soon
becomes more obscure, the lightning more frequent and
vivid, and the thunder more loud, and succeeding the
flashes of lightning at a shorter interval. A dread-
ful gloom is now spread over nature, and the sun
almost seems to threaten the extinction of his feeble
light. The husbandman retires from the fields ; the fish-

erman forsakes his nets ; the birds of the air desert
their native element; the brute creation run up and
.lown in wild dismay, or seek for shelter from the im-
pending danger ; and the sky and the fields are thus
left unpeopled during this dreadful strife of the ele-
ments. The storm is now at its height, the accumula-
ted electricity of the clouds is seen to strike towards the

earth, shivering the strongest oak in its passage. Sur-
rounded with actual danger, man himself begins to par-

take in the general dread, and amid this play of celestial

artillery, he often feels for the first time the true rank

which he holds in the scale of being. These tremen-

dous phenomena often make the circuit of the whole
horizon, and are frequently interrupted by heavy show-

ers of rain or hail, till the atmosphere resumes its

wonted serenity.

The lesser phenomena which appear in a storm, do

not merit any particular description. The flashes of

lightning sometimes appear of an angular or zigzag
form, and is then called forked lightning. At other

times, particularly when it strikes the earth, it has

the appearance of a dense globe of fire ; and at other

times it is a sudden and universal flash, which has

received the name of sheet lightning. The sheet

lightning is most frequently seen in fine summer
evenings, and is on these occasions never accompanied
with thunder. The colour of lightning is sometimes of

various shades of blue, at other times of a vivid yellow

'Colour, and at other times of a pale straw colour; and
it is probable, that the nature and intensity of its colour

depends on the nature and density of the stratum of air

which it traverses.

The noise of the thunder, which in general follows

the flash' of lightning, has various characters, depend-
ing on the situation of the i)erson who hears it, and
probably on the state of the clouds in which it is pro-

duced. Sometimes it resembles a sudden crash, like the

sound of a piece of artillery, which is not repeated or

prolonged by reflection. Sometimes the noise is rum-
bling and irregular, like the prolonged and dying

echoes of a pistol when discharged in a mountainous
country ; and at other times it resembles the series of

sounds, which are produced by the successive discharge

of a great number of muskets. The first of these sounds
generally takes place when the thunder is near, and
has struck the ground ; and the second is generally the

character of distant thunder. The distance of the thun-

der stroke may be easily computed, by multiplying 1 142

by the number of seconds which elapse between the

flash and the thunder; the product is the number of

feet at which the stroke has taken place.

In the preceding observations, we have spoken only

of that kind of lightning which either flashes from
cloud to cloud, or descends in a thunder bolt to the

earth, destroying every non-conducting body that resists

its passage. Another kind of thunderbolt, however,

has been observed, which rises from the earth, and has

therefore received the name of the ascending thunder-

bolt. This species of thunder appears to have been
observed by the ancients ; and the Tuscans have even
divided thunder into two kinds, viz. celestial and ter-

restrial, or that which falls from the clouds and that

which rises from the earth.* The first modern writer

who noticed tliis sjjecies of thunderbolt was the iMar-

quis de Maffei, who wrote a letter on the subject on
the loth Sept. 1713 to M. Vallisnieri, professor in the
university of Padua. When living at the chateau of
Fosdinovo, situated on a n>ounlain, he observed in the
time of a storm the lightning issue from the ground, at-

tended with a loud noise. The Abbe Jerome Lioni dc
Cenedaf witnessed the very same phenomenon in a vio-

lent thunder storm. A brilliant flame rose rapidly from

• "Etruria erumpcre terra quoque fulmina arbitratur." Plin. Hist. Nat. lib. ix. cap. 33.
j- " Subito accendi flammam vividissimam conspicio, duos paulu minus cubito supra ten-am tenui tractU ajeendentem, et citius quam

nirro evanescentem, relicto tembilissima fragorc." Journal de Venjse, torn, xxxii.. art. 8. J 4',
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the earth to the height of two yards, and disappeared
with a loud noise.

George Frederick Richtcr* relates, that in the cel-

lar of the Bcnethctines of Foligno, when the servants
were pouring into a cask some wine which had been
boiled, a light flame shone round the funnel, and the
operation was scarcely finished, wlicn a frightful noise,

similar to that of loud thunder, was heard. The cellar was
filled with fire, the bottom of the cask was found pierced
with a hole three inches in diameter, the staves were
broken, and in spite of the iron hoops which rettiined

them, they were dashed with violence against the walls.

In 1725, M. Seguier of Nismes, when he was at a coun-
try house about a league from the town, observed du-
ring a thunder storm the lightning rise from a field in

the form of a flame about 6 feet wide. This phenome-
non soon disappeared, and was followed by a loud clap

of thunder. Similar phenomena have been noticed and
described by many distinguished philosophers, so that

there can be no doubt that lightning often rises both

from the surface of the earth and from the sur-

face of water in the time of thunder storms. The
Abbe Bertholon has collected, with great care, numerous
examples of this phenomenon, but we can only find room
for the references to the works in which they are con-

tained.

The Marquis MafTei and several other a>Uhors have
concluded from the preceding facts, that lightning has

its origin in the earth, and always ascends into the at-

mosphere. This conclusion, however, is obviously too

general, and is directly opposed by facts more nume-
rous than those which are brought to support it.

Having thus described the general phenomena which
accompany a storm of thunder and lightning, we shall

conclude this Section by an account of some electrical

appearances, of a very singular character, which have
been observed by individuals wiicn overtaken by thun-

der storms on the tops of lofty mountains.

In the year 1767, M. de Saussure, M. Pictet, and IM.

Jalabert, ascended to Mont Breven, which is situated

nearly in the middle of the valley of Chamouni, and al-

most exactly opposite to Mont Blanc. Their object was
to take a general view of the form and position of the

glaciers which descend from this celebrated mountain.
When they reached the summit, M. Jalabert began to

take a drawing of the glaciers, M. Pictet was engaged
in the geographical part, and M. de Saussure was pre-

paring to make his experiments on natural and artifi-

cial electricity. When M. Pictet was laying down upon his

plan some particular mountains by means of a grapho-

meter, he had occasion to ask the names of them from
the guides, and was therefore obliged to point out the

individual mountains with his finger. Every time that

he raised his hand for that purpose, he felt at the extre-

mity of his finger a kind of tremulous and prickly sen-

sation, similar to that which is experienced upon pre-

senting the finger to a globe of glass highly electrified.

M. Pictet soon perceived the origin of this phenomenon.
He observed a stormy cloud in the middle region of

Mont Blanc, directly opposite to Mojit Breven, and it in-

stantly occurred to him that he had been alTected with

the electricity of the cloud. He then requested M.
de Saussure and Jalabert to repeat the experiment,

and as soon as they extended their hands, they ex-

perienced the same sensation, which they described

as resembling a number of small electric spark»

;

but fearing that they might bo seduced by their imagi-
nation, they made their guides and their servalll^

stretch out their hands, and they felt the same sensa-
tion. The electricity of the atmosphere having now
begun to increase, the sensation bccanic stronger, and
was even accompanied with a kind of whistling noise.

M. Jalabert, who had a gold band upon his hat, was
alarmed with a buzzing noise about his head, and ha-
ving taken oil' his hat, and put it successively upon the
heads of Pictet and Saussure, they heard distinctly the
same sound, and even obtained si)arks from the golden
button of the hat. The thunder cloud had now moved
across the valley, and was dirertly above their heads.
The tliunder was loud, and the flashes of lightning so
frequent, that the travellers found it prudent to descend
abo\it 20 or 3(' yards, where no electricity could be
perceived. The guides, however, were so much de.
lighted with the experiments, that it was with great

dilliculty they were persuaded to abandon such a dan-
gerous amusement. A shower of rain soon afterwards
fell, and the storm ceased. The travellers rcascend«id

to the summit, and although they elevated an electrical

kite, they were unable to perceive any indications of
electricity in the atmosphere.
A series of electrical phenomena, very similar to

those which we have now described, were recently ob-

served by a party of Englislmien, when they were de-
scending Mount jElna, during a storm of thunder and
lightning. I have been indebted for the particulars ol

the following account of them to my friend Dr Gor-
don, to whom it was communicated ihiough the medi-
um of a letter to Dr Monciicfl', by Mr Gillies, surgeon
to his majesty's shij) Partridge. This gentleman no'

only read a detail of the phenomena in a Sicilian

journal, entitled S/!ecc/iio detla scicnza e Giornale En-
cyclo/iedica dc Sicilia, which was pidilished in July 181-1,

but received an account of them from Mr Tupper, one of

the party, coinciding in every respect with tliat which
was given in the Sicilian Journal. On the 2il of June
1814, Mr Tupper and Mr Lanfiar, accomjianied hy :i

guide, ascended Mount Mina. During their descent,

when they were at a little distance from the place called

the English House in the rcffio deserta, they were over-

taken with a storm of thunder and lightning, accom-
panied with a heavy fall of snow ; and while running
over an extensive field of snow, they were struck by a

flash of lightning, from which, however, they expe-
rienced no serious injury. Mr Tupper felt a piiinfiil

sensation in his back, which gradually ascended to-

wards his head, and occasioned a sensation as if liis

hair was moving, an effect exactly similar to that which
is produced either when a person is electrified upon
an insulated support, or when his head is presented to the

prime conductor of an electrifving machine. This sensa-

tion induced Mr Tupper to raise his hand to his head,

upon which ho was surprised to hear a buzzing noise

proceeding from his finger. Upon raising and extend-

ing his arm the noise still continued, but upon moving
his hand and fingers in diflercnt directions, and with

different degrees of velocity, he fouml that he could

produce, at pleasure, a great variety of musical sounds,

differing in their tone as well as in their intensity,

and so loud that they could be distinctly heard at the

distance of 40 feet. The Sicilian guide witnessed these

* Richter J)e r.ataHbus fulminum tractatu* physicus. Lcips. 1725.
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plienomcnn with extreme dismay, and imagiiiiii!^- that

Air 'ruppcr produced the sounds in virtue of some su-

pernatural |)owcr, he immediately beR;an to cross liim-

sclf, and invoke the protection of his saint. His

alarm, however, speedily subsided, when, upon being

<lesired to elevate his own arm, he found it as musical

as that of Mr Tupper. Mr LaiiFiar, who was a little be-

hind the rest of the party, now joined them, and found

that his fingers possessed a similar properly. In the

course of five minutes, reckoning, we presume, from

the arrival of Mr Lanfiar, their fingers lost their acous-

tic properly, the cloutl having by this lime passed to a

considerable distance. Mr Tupper had received an in-

jury in his left shoulder joint by a f:\ll from his horse,

but he never afterwards experienced any return of Ihe

pain after the copious electrisation which he received

upon Mount j£lna.

The preceding phenomena admit of a ready explana-

lion, upon the simplest [)rinciples of electricity. As
snow is a conductor next in order to water, and very

little inferior to it in its i)owcr of transniitling electri-

city, it is quite obvious that the bodies of the travellers

were not overcharged with the electric fluid in conse-

quence of any difficulty which it experienced in pass-

ing into the earth. Their fingers therefore acted like

so many points in drawing electricity fioni an atmo-
sphere highly charged, just in the same manner as when
the hand or the head is presented to an electrified prime
conductor. The variety in the character, as well as

in the intensity, of the sounds which were produced at

»he points of liieir fingers, arose from ihc different ve-

locities of their fingers, and may be readily imitated by
any other species of sound. The buzzing noise which
M. Jalabert heard round his head had a difierent origin,

having been produced by the discharge of the electric

matter which had been accumulated in the gold i)and,

and which found a readier escape into the atmosphere
by the numerous points of gold thread, than by the im-
perfect conducting power of the hat which it encircled.

Vox- farther information on the subject of this Section,

see Nollel Lemons de Physique, lorn. iv. p. 34; Paccard
in Saussure's Voyages dans ks Allies, lorn. iii. p. 79.

Note; Franklin's Letters, p. 44; Romas, Memoires des
Savans Jitrangers, torn. ii. p. 393, tom. iv. p. 514; Bec-
caria Lcllre dell Etettrieismo ; Cassini, Hist. Acad. Par.
1752, p. 10; Canton, Phil. Trans. 47; Bevis, Id.; La
Gardi, Journal dca Savans, 1753, Oct. p. 222; Verrat,
Coviment. Bononienaes, loin iii. p. 200; Muschenbroek,
lorn. i. p. 397 ; Lamanon, Phil. TraJis. vol. xlvii. p.
272 ; Gallilzin, Observations sur VJilectricite JVaturetle
fiar le moycn d'un cerf-volant ; Bertholon, De I'Elec-
iricite des Meteores, tom. i. p. 66.

The following references are to works containing facts
respecting ascending lightning: MafTei Delia formazione
del fulinini; Ceneda. Journal de Venise, tom. xxxii. §8;
Formey Elogcade Academiciens, lom.ii. p. 97; Mem. Acad.
Par. 1755, p. 281 ; Chappc, Mem. Acad. Par. 1767, p.
344; Chappe Foyage en Californie, p. 34; La Lande
Journal des Savans, Nov. 1775, p. 766. Cotte Journal
des Savans, Jan. 1777, p. 34; Journal Encyclofiedic/ue,
nth May, 1778, p. 105; Ferris in Rozier's Observa-
tions, is'c. 1783, p. 178 ; Le Genlil Voyage dans les mers
de rinde, tom. ii. p. 659; Buissart in Rozier's Obser-
vations, is'c. 1789, tom. ii. p. 279 ; Lamanon in Rozier's
Observations, 1784, p. 13; Lorgna in Rozier's Observa-
tions, isTc. Nov. 1782; GM'iUm Letlre sur quelqiies ob-
jita D'Eleclrkite, Haye 1778; and particularly Ber-

tholon, De I'Electricite des Meteores, torn. i. p. 132.

chap. iv. See Part II. for an account of the construc-

tion and use of conductors and thunder rods.

3. On the electricity exhibited in the firodnction of lumi-

nous Meteors.

The Aurora borealis is undoubtedly the most magnifi-

cent of all the luminous meteors which appear to be pro-

duced by the agency of electricity. In our article on
that subject, (see Auroua Bokeai.is,) we have already

given an account of the various theories which have
been brought forward to explain this remarkable ap-
pearance, and have pointed out its connection with the

phenomena of electricity. Almost every philosopher,

indeed, has adopted tliis opinion, and all the theories

of the aurora borealis, with the exception of that of
Monge, have called in the aid of electricity, either as a

primary or a secondary agent. In the theory of M.
Libes, for example, he supposes that a mixture of azote

and hydiogen is inflamed by the action of the electric

s[)ark; and M. Ualton, who considers the auroia borealis

as a magnetic phenomenon, still supposes that the light

is produced by the transmission of the electric fluid.

Monge has ascribed the aurora borealis to the light of
the sun, as successively reflected from clouds placed
at different distances in the heavens ; but if this were the

case, it is ol)vious that the light thus reflected would be
either wholly or partly polarised, and if the light were
not incident on the clouds at the polarising angle, the

polarisation would still be effected by the number of

reflections which it undergoes. Dr Brewster, however,
has shown, from immediate observation, that tlie light

of the aurora borealis has none of the properties of re-

flected light, and must therefore be direct light gene-
rated in our own atmosplierc.

Mr Ronayne, Mr Cavallo, and some other authors,

have often observed the state of the air during an au-
rora borealis, with electrical kites and thunder rods,

but they were not able to procure any indication of
electricity. On the other hand, a hissing and crackling
noise has been heard by Mr Nairne and by Mr Cavallo,

and Canton and Volta have obtained unusual degrees
of electricity during the prevalence of this meteor. It

must be remarked, however, that neither the existence

or non-existence of an unusual degree of electricity in

the atmosphere, during an aurora borealis, could be con-
sidered as an argument, either against or in favour
of its electrical oiigin ; for it will appear, from the fol-

lowing table, that the phenomenon takes place at such
a height above the surface of the earth, that the regions

in which it is formed miglit be highly charged with elec-

tric matter without imparling it in an unusual degree
to the lower strata of the atmosphere.

In our article Aurora Borealis we have mentioned
the method of imitating that phenomena by electrical

experiments. But the following experiment, conceived
by the Abbe Bertholon, affords the best representation

of the luminous columns by which the northern lights

are generally distinguished. Let RR, Plate CCXLVI.
Fig. 4. be the receiver of an air pump, and let a rod TT
be screwed into a hole E, in a crescent of metal CD,
whose lower surface consists of a number of angular pro-
jections; let a circular segment SS, of metal, having cor-
responding angular projections, be placed on the plate
of the air pump; then, when the receiver is exhausted,
and the metallic shoulder A is electrified, the whole of
the receiver will be filled with a superb light, and co-
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lumns of fire wHl dart from the anp;iilar projections in borcalis at various linit:., and according lo difTcrcnl
the crescent, to thowe of the plate SS. observers. Excepting two or three niiinbers. ihc Tablr
The following Taljle contains the height of the aurora is taken from Bergman.*

TABLJi shewing the heights of the .Aurora Borealis.

Date.

1621.
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The other luminous meteors, which have been con-

sidered as electrical, are fire balls or globes of fire,

shooting stars, and the fire of St Elm.

Fire balls are less frequent than other meteors, and

Rcncrally consist of large globes of fire advancing with

1. pvoRrcssivc motion. The fire ball whicli appeared on

the 17th July 1771, was seen by a great number of phi-

losophers in various parts of. England and France. It

appeared to be about a foot in diameter, or larger than

the full moon, and had a progressive motion from north-

west to south-east. The light, which was very intense.

lasted only a few seconds, and two minutes after it had

vanished, there was heard a noise similar to that of thun-

der. These globes sometimes leave behind them a lu-

minous tr.Tck ; at other times they are dispersed into

divided sparks; sometimes they are separated into globci

of a smaller size ; and on some occasions they have beer.

accompanied with a sliower of meteoric stones. The
velocity of fire balls has sometimes been computed at 5

miles in a second, at other times at 25 miles in a second.

The following is a list of the altitudes of some of the

most important.

Date.
Velocity per Second in

Miles.

1676.

1718.

Nov. 26th 1758.

July 17th 1771.

Aug. 18th 1783.

30

24

33

AUitude in

Miles.

60

I
95 at Cambridge.

[ 30 at Fort William

J
54 when it began.

> 27 when it exploded

Observers.

Oijscrvcd by Montanari.

Described by Halley.

Described by Sir John Pringle

Described by La Lande.

Described by Cavallo.

Another species of meteors, called falling or shooting

stars, are of very frequent occurrence. They have been

observed at all seasons of the year, and during every

kind of weather ; but they certainly occur most fre-

quently at the season when the aurora borcalis is visi-

ble, aiid are always seen in a lower region of the atmo-

sphere. Mr Singer has counted no fewer than 30 of

them in a single hour, and sometimes nearly twice that

number.
The fire of St Elm, or Castor and Pollux, as it has

been called, is a bright light, which often appears at

the tops of ship masts, on the points of bayonets, and on

the summits of spires. This phenomenon is obviously

nothing more than the electricity of the atmosphere dis-

charging itself into the earth by a pointed body elevated

in the air.

Several authors have employed the electric fluid, for

the purpose of accounting for volcanoes, earthquakes,

fogs, and watcr-spouts ; but no facts have yet been esta-

blished, which entitle us to consider these phenomena
as of electrical origin. See Bergman, O/iuscula, tom.

V. p. 291. Dalton, Meteorological Essayx. Ronayne,

Phil. Trans. 1772, vol. Ixii. Cavallo's Jih'ctricity, vol.

ii.; CaxsiWo's A'atural P/iiloso/i/iy, tom. iv. p. 359. Ber-

tholon, De t'Elcctricite dcs Uleteores, tom. ii. and Sing-

er's Elements of Electricity., p. 261. See Meteoric
Stones.

CHAP. III.

On the Effects of Electricity.

Sect. I. On the Mechanical Effects of Electricity.

In the transmission of the electric fluid through bo-
dies that have the power of conducting it with facility,

its passage is not marked with any mechanical effect

;

but when electricity is accumulated to such a degree as

to be capable of passing through a non-conducting sub-
stance, it experiences such a resistance in its passage,
sJtat it can only be overcome either by expanding or

shattering the substance itself. It is thus that the ac-

cumulated electricity of the atmosphere is carried off

in silence and safety when it strikes upon a rod of iron,

while a beam of wood or a tree is shivered into a thou-

sand fragments. The mechanical effects of electricity

are exhibited in its power of impelling and dispersing

light bodies, of perforating, expanding, compressing,
tearing, and breaking to pieces, all conducting sub-

stances through which it is sufficiently powerful to force

its passage.

Exp. 1. If a light wheel, having its vanes made of

card paper, be made to turn freely upon a centre, it will

be put in motion when it is presented to an electrified

point. The wheel will always move from the electrified

point, whether its electricity is positive or negative. In

this experiment, the current seems to be produced by
the recession of the similarly electrified air in contact

with the point ; and, therefore, the circumstance of the

wheel turning in the same direction when the electricity

is negative, cannot, as Mr Singer has remarked, be con-

sidered as any proof of the existence of a double cur-

rent of the electric fluid.

Ex/t. 2. Having formed a groove, either by bending
a piece of clean card paper, or by hollowing out a piece

of baked wood, or by placing parallel to each other two
straight sticks of sealing wax, lay the groove upon the

plate of Henley's universal discharger,* and place a

large pith ball, about half an inch in diameter, so as to

be at equal distances from the two brass knobs of the

discharger. The distance of these knobs should be
about four inches, and the groove placed on the line

joining the knobs. If one of the wires is connected
with the outside of a charged jar, while the knob of the

jar is brought into contact with the other wire of the
discharger, so that a small spark may pass from the one
knob of the discharger to the other, the pith ball will be
impelled from the positive to the negative knob ; that is,

to the knob which communicates with the negative side

of the jar. Mr Singer recommends the use of points

instead of the knobs employed by Cavallo ; and he has
shewn, we think satisfactorily, that the transmission of

• See Part II. of this article for a description of this inj^'enioiis instrument
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ihe charge is prevented by the use of knobbud wiics
;

and that the motion of the ball is, in that case, produced
by attraction, whereas, with ))i)iiiud wires, the clVect is

produced solely by a continued current of electricity.

Ex/i. 3. Place upon an insulating stem a light wheel
of card paper, properly suspenilcd upon ])ivots, as re-

presented in Fig. 5. Plate CCXLVl. and introduce it

between the pointed wires A U of the universal dis-

charger, placed exactly opposite to each other, and at

the distance of little more than an inch from the upjjer

vanes. Then, having connected the wire A with the

positive conductor, and the wire B with the negative

conductor of an electrical machine, the little wheel will

revolve in the direction AB; and if the wire B is con-
nected with the j)ositive end, and A with the negative

end, the motion of the wheel will be from B to A. The
transmission of a small charge through the wires, by an
insulated jar, will produce the same effect.

The preceding experiment, imagined by Mr Singei',

is considered by him as a proof that there is only one
electric fluid, and that it passes from the positive to the

negative wire; for if there were two electric fluids, he
concludes " that the wheel, being equally acted upon
by each, will obey neither, and remain stationary."

We do not pretend to explain the motion of the wheel
from the positive to the negative wire; but we cannot

help thinking, that the great question respecting the

existence of one or two fluids, must be decided by ex-
periments of a very different kind. If it could be
shewn that the result of the preceding experiment is

explicable only upon the supposition of there being one
electric fluid, we should have less hesitation in adopt-

ing Mr Singer's conclusion ; but the phenomenon may
arise from some other cause with which we are still un-

acquainted.

Exji. 4. Place a piece of card against the outside

coaling of a Leyden phial, and bring the lower knob
of the discharging rod towards the outside coating, so

that the thickness of the card is interposed lietween it

and the tinfoil ; then, when the jar is discharged by

bringing the upper knob in contact with the knob of

the jar, the charge will pass through the card and per-

forate it. On the side of the card, next the dischar-

ging rod, there will be a small bur or protrusion, and

on tlie other side a larger bur. The holes in the card

will be larger or smaller, according to the humidity or

dryness of the card. A quire of paper, or the board of

a book, may also be perforated by a great charge, and

if the paper be freely suspended, it will be perforated

without receiving the least motion, in the same manner
as a ball will pass through an open door without turn-

ing it on its hinges. When this expeiiment was made
ty Mr Symmer, the paper was laid in a horizontal po-

sition, and he found that the ragged edges pointed

•mostly outwards from the body of the quire. When
he turned over the leaves, however, he found that the

edges of the holes were bent regularly two different

•ways, and more remarkably so, about the middle of the

quire, one part of each hole upwards, and the other part

downwards, so that tracing any particular hole as it

traversed the quire, hs found that on one side the fi-

bres pointed one way, and on the other side the other

v/ay, as if the hole had beei) made in the paper, by

drawing through it two threads in opposilc direc-
tions."

MrOough has lately shcwn,t that when the preced-
ing experiment is accurately performed, the bur on ihf
negative side is always the largest.

lix/i. 5. Place in the middle of a paper book, about
the thickness of a (|uire, a slip of tinfoil, and, in anolhct
paper book of the same thickness, |)lace two oilier
slips of the same kind of tinfoil, separated by the two
middle leaves of the book. Let a strong charge be now
made to pass through these two books in succession,
and the following effects will be visible. In tlx: first

book, the paper leaves on each side of the tinfoil wilt

be perforated, while the tinfoil itself is merely indented
in opposite directions, and the burs and the perforation
will point different ways. In the second book, all the
leaves of paper will b« penetrated, excepting the two
that are includeil bctt'een the slips of tinfoil, and in these
two leaves there will be two impressions or indentations,

in opposite directions.

Rlr Symmer, who made the experiment in the pre-
sence of Dr Franklin, concluded from it, that there were
two opposite currents of electricity arising from electric

fluids, and the same conclusion has been drawn by Mr
Ezekiel ^^'alker. Mr Singer, however, has endeavoured
to shew, that these effects are produced solely by an ex-
pansion of the paper.

Jixfi. 6. Take a small phial, or a glass tube sealed

hermetically at one end, and (ill it nearly with olive oil.

Having put a cork into the phial or tube, introduce a
wire through it, so that its shaip point may touch the
inside of the phial or tube beneath the surface of the
oil. Let the vessel be now suspended to the prime
conductor of an electrifying machine, aiid the machine
being worked, biing either the knuckle or a brass ball

exactly opposite to the point of the wire within, so that

a spark may pass between the wiie and the knuckle, the

passage of the electricity through the glass will perfo-

rate it completely. By bringing the wire in contact
with dificrent parts of the glass, a great number of holes

may be made in it.

£xfi. 7. Place the ends of the two wires at the dis-

tance of an inch from each other, so that the end of one
of them is above a card, and the other below it ; then
when the discharge is made between th.e wires, a lumi-
nous flash will i)ass from the positive to the negative

wire, along the surface of the card, and a hole will be
perforated opposite to the point of the negative wire.

This hajipcns even when the card has been perforated

before hand, opposite to the positive conductor. This
experiment is by M. Lullinof (ieneva.

Kxfi. 8. Make the preceding experiment under the

receiver of an air pump, and, in proportion as the air is

exhausted, the place of perforation will happen nearer

the positive wire. When the air is half exhausted, the

hole is precisely half way between the two wires. At
every discharge, a flash passes from each conductor to

the place of perforation. This experiment was contrived

by M. Tremery.

Exft.9 Into a piece of soft tobacco-pipe clay, or

any other kind which is neither too dry nor too m6ist,

introduce two wires, so that their distance within the

clay is not very great. Let a shock be passed through

• See Phil. Trans. 1759, vol. li. p 371.

tNichol3on'sy<j:irBo/, vol. xasii. p. 1/5.
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ihc wire, as alrcaily described, uiid it will be found that

the clay is curiously expanded in the interval between

the wires. If the clay is too dry, or the shock too strong,

it will be shivered into innuniciable IVagmeiits. If tlic

clay is placed in the lube of a tobacco pipe, or in a glass

lube, and if the shock is sent through it as before, the

expansion of j;hc clay will be so powerful as to shatter

the tube which contains it.

In the course of his experiments on the effects of ex-

plosion through nietallic substances, Dr Priestley observ-

ed, that a chain through which he had sent the charge of

a battery was shorter than it was l)eforc. He then mea-

sured two feci four inches of the chain when it lay upon

the table, and having sent through it a charge of 64 square

feet of coated glass, it was shortened a quarter of an inch

in its whole length.

MrNairnc repeated the experiment with a piece of

hard iron drawn wire 10 inches long, and y^gth of an inch

in diameter. He discharged 26 feet of coated glass nine

times through the wire ; after the sixth and ninth time the

wire was measured, and was found to be shoitened in the

proportion of ^^jyth of an inch at each discharge. The
same battery was then discharged six times more through

the same wire, which continued to shorten nearly in the

same proportion, tlie total diminution of length being

fully 1 inch and -f'^th. He could not find, by a pair of

scales that turned with less than -Jtli of a grain, that there

was any diiference in its weight. It appeared, however,

to have increased in thickness, and it is probable, that its

contraction in length was owing to successive expan-

sions. Mr Nairne also found, that a piece of copper

wire plated with silver, and of the same dimensions as

the iron wire, was shortened only ^\^h of an inch by one

charge of 26 feet of coated glass, which is only -fds of

the eilcct produced upon the iron wire.

Mr Brooke found, that a battery of nine bottles, ex-

posing 16 square feet of coated surface, when discharged

nine limes through a piece of steel wire 12 inches long,

and -Yjjyth of an inch thick, diminished its length one inch

and a half.

£x/i. 10. If any other substance, inferior in conduct-

ing power to the metals, such as water, be placed in a

ijlass tube, and if a shock is sent through the wirbs as

formerly, the tube will be broken in pieces by the expan-
sion of the water. The same residt will be obtained if a

common drinking glass, filled with water, is used instead

of the tube.

Beccaria made this experiment with a drop of water
in the centre of a solid glass ball, and the ball was bro-
ken in pieces. In the same way Mr Morgan has suc-
ceeded in breaking green glass bottles filled with water,
when the distance of the wires, between which the
shock passed, exceeded two inches; and Mr Singer
has burst glass tubes half an inch thick in the sides
with a bar of the same size : Beccaria varied the expe-
riment in a very pretty manner, by constructing a small
mortar with a ball, and placing behind the ball a drop
of water, so as to be between the two wires which pass-
ed through the side of the mortar. The charge being
sent through the two wires, the drop of water was ex-
panded with such force, as to drive out the ball with great
velocity. By a drop of oil, M. Lullin of Geneva pro-
jected the ball with still greater velocity.

£xji. 11. Into the mouth of a mortar of ivory with a
cavity an inch deep, and half an inch wide, fit a cork cap,
60 as to shut up the aperture without much friction,

and having made the wires pass through the sides of

the mortar, a shock sent through the wires will suddenly

expand tlie air, and drive out the cork with considerable

violence.

Ejt/i. 12. Fill a capillary tube with mercury, and make
the charge pass tlirough it by means of wires, as former-

ly, and the expansion of the mercury will be sufficient to

burst the tube.

£x/i. 13. If the charge of a jar is made to pass over
the surface of a piece of soft dough, the track of the

fluid will be marked with a permanent depression.

Jix/i. 14. If a clean brass chain, dipped in melted ro-

sin, is laid upon paper, and if the charge of a battery of

32 square feet is sent tlirough it, the resinous coating

will be driven ofl' from every part of the chain, which will

be left as clean as if no rosin had been upon it.

£x/i. 15. If the brass chain is laid upon a piece of

glass, and a similar charge passed through it, the glass

will be marked in a beautiful manner on every part of

its surface where it had been touched by the chain,

every spot having the width and colour of the link. The
metal could be scraped off the glass at the outside of the

marks, but in the middle part it was forced within the

pores of the glass.

Dr Priestley, to whom we are indebted for the two
preceding experiments, gave the same tinge to glass

with a silver chain, and small pieces of other metals, but

he could not succeed with large pieces.

£x/t. 16. Place a piece of dry writing paper upon the

table of Henley's discharger, and having taken off the

balls, place the ends of the wires against the paper, so

that the distance between the wires may be two inches.

If a powerful shock is now sent from one wire to the

other, the paper will be torn in pieces.

£x/i. 17. In a piece of wood, half an inch long, and
a quarter of an inch thick, drill two holes at its opposite

ends, and insert the ends of two wires in the holes, so that

the points of the wires are at the distance of a quarter of

an inch. If a strong charge is now passed through the

wire, the wood will be split in pieces. Stones, sugar,

and other non-conducting and biiltle substances, may be
broken in a similar manner.

£xfl. 18. Having placed a piece of plate glass, about

an inch square, and half an inch broad, upon the table

of Henley's discharger, and having pressed it down with

a weight, set the points of the wires opposite to each
other, and against the under surface of the glass. If

the charge of a large jar is now sent through the wires,

the glass will be broken into innumerable fragments,

and some of it reduced even to an impalpable powder.
When the glass is very thick, so as to resist the efi'ects

of the shock, it will be found marked with vivid prisma-

tic colours, which, Mr Henley imagines, are produced
by thin laminae of the glass separated from it by the

shock ; but it is more probable that it is an oxidation.

£x/i. 19. If a very large charged jar has its outside

coating connected with the outside coating of another

jar about ten times less, and if a communication is made
by the discharging rod with their inside coatings, the

small jar will be broken, from the great quantity of elec-

tricity which is suddenly transferred to it.

The curious experiments of Professor Lichtenbergof
Gottingen, on the arrangement of powders upon an elec-

trified plate, may be given without much impropriety
under the present Section.

Let a plate of any resinous substance, as rosin, gum
lac. Sec. be excited either by friction or otherwise, and
let any metallic body of any shape whatever, a brass
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ring for example, be placed upon the plate. Let tliis

ring be then clcctiifiecl witii .1 electricity opposite to

t-hat of the plate, and afteiwarcls removed from the plate

by a stick of sealing-wax, or any other non-conducting

body. Let some powder of rosin, kept in a linen bag,

be now shaken upon the resinous plate; then, if the plate

is excited negatively, and the brass ring positively, the

powder will fall only on those points of the plate that

were touched by the brass ring, and will form beautifully

radiating appearances like stars, while almost no powder
will be found on any other part of the plate. 11', on the

Other hand, the plate is electrified positively, while the

ring is electrified negatively, then the powdered rosin

will fall only on the parts of the plate which were for-

merly uncovered, the figures of stars being now indicat-

ed by the absence of the powder.
These experiments, which were first known in Eng-

land in 1771, were immediately repeated and varied by
the Rev. A. Bennet, and M.Cavallo. Mr Bennet has

given the following account of his method of rendering

these figures permanent. " To make red figures, take

a pound of rasped Brazil wood, put it into a kettle with

as much water as will cover it, or rather more ; also put

in about an ounce of gum arable, and a lump of alum
about as big as a large nut ; let it boil about two hours,

or till the water is strongly coloured; strain oft" the ex-

tract into a broad dish, and set it in an iron oven, where it

is to remain till all the water be evaporated, which with

me was elfectcd in about twelve hours; but this depends

on the heat of the oven, which should not be so hot as to

endanger its burning. Sometimes I have boiled the

strained extract till it was considerably inspissated be-

fore it was placed in the oven, that it might be sooner

dry.

When it is quite dry but not burnt, scrape it out of

the dish, and grind it in a mortar till it be finely pulve-

rized. In doing this, it is proper to cover the mortar

with a cloth, having a hole through to prevent the pow-

der from flying away and ofiending the nose, and also to

do it out of doors if the weather be dry and calm, that

the air may carry away the powder necessarily escaping,

and which otherwise is very disagreeable. ^Vhen

"round fine, let it be sifted through a fine hair sieve, re-

turning the coarser part into the mortar to be ground

again. When the grinding and sifting are finished, the

powder is ready for use. The resinous plate 1 have

mostly used, was composed of five pounds of rosin, half

a pound of bees-wax, and two ounces of lamp-black,

melted together, and poured upon a board sixteen inches

square, with ribs upon the edges at least half an inch

high, to confine the composition whilst fluid: thus llie

resinous plate was half an inch thick, which is belter

than a thinner plate, tlie figures being more distinct.

After the composition is cold, it will be found covered

with small blisters, which may be taken out by holding

the plate before the fire till the surface be melted, then

let it cool again, and upon holding it a second time to the

fire, more blibters will appear; but by thus repeatedly

heating and cooling the surface, it will at last become

perfectly smooth. Some plates were made smaller, and

llic resinous composition confined to the form ol an el-

lipsis, a circle, or escutcheon, by a rim of tin half an

inch broad, and fixed upon a board.

The next thing to be done is to prepare the paper,

which is to be sof I't ! in water, either by laying the

pieces upon each otuei^ in a vessel of cold water, or first

pouring a little hot water upon the bottom of a large

Vor. VIII. PautI.

dish, then laying upon it a piece of paper, so that one
edge of the paper may lie over the cdjje of the dish, to

remain dry, that it may afterwards be more conveniently
taken up. Then pour more hot water upon its upper
surface. Upon this place another piece in the same
manner, again pouring on more water, and thus proceed
till all the pieces are laid in. By usinjj hot water, the
paper will be moi-e softened in a few minutes than if it

remains in cold water a whole day.

When the figures are to be made, the resinous plate

must lie horizontally, whilst the electricity is communi-
cated, if the experiment requires any tiling to be placed
upon the plate : but it is convenient afterwarda to hang it

up in a vertical position whilst the powder is projected,
lest too much powder should fall where it is not re-

quired.

A little of the powder may be taken between a finger
and thumb, and projected by drawing it over a brush;
or, what is better, a quantity of powder may be put into

the bellows and blown towards the plate. When the fi-

gure is sufliciently covered with powder, let the plate be
again laid horizontally upon a table ; then take one of
the softened papers out of the water by its dry edge, and
lay it carefully between the leaves of a book, pressing
the book together, and let it lie in this situation about
half a minute. Then remove the paper to a dry place
in the book, and press it again about the same time,
which will generally be sufficient to take off the super-
fluous moisture. Then take up the paper by the two
corners of its dry edge, and place the wet edge a little

beyond the figure on the resinous plate, lowering the

rest of the piece gradually till it covers the figure with-

out sliding ; then lay over it a piece of clean dry paper,

and press it gently ; let it remain a short time, and then

rub it closer to the plate with a cloth, oi-, which is better,

press it down by means of a wooden roller covered with

cloth, taking care that the paper be not moved from its

first position. When the paper is sufficiently pressed,

k't it be taken up by its dry edge, and laid upon the sur-

face of a vessel of water with tlic printed side down-
wards ; by this means the supcrfiiious powder will sink

in the water, and the figure will not be so liable after-

wards to spread in the paper. After the paper has re-

mained on the water durina; a few minutes, take it up and

place it between the leaves of a book, removing it fre-

(|uently to a dry place. If it be desired that the paper

should be s]K'edily dry, let the book-leaves in which it i^;

to be placed be previously wanned, and by rcmovini; it

to several places it will be dry much sooner than by

holding it near a fire, and wltliout drawing the paper

crooked. By the above ])roccss, it is obvious, (hat lea-

ther, calico, or linen, as well as paper, may be ))rinted

with these fii^urcs, and the eft'ecls of the diffusion of

electricity upon a resinous plate be exhibited to those

who have not leisure or inclination to perform the expe-

riments." Tlic experiments of Liclitenberi^ h.ive been

varied and extended by \'an Troostwyk and Cavallo, but

we can find room only for a reference to their works.

See Lichtenberg, A'c/T. Comm. Gotlin.t^. 1777, vol. viii. p.

!68. Symmer, P/iil Trans. 17. vol. li. p. 371. Becca-

ria Lrttere dill' KlUtiricismo, p. 74 Cavallo's Pliil.

Trans. 1780, p. 15. G.jUi^h, Niciuilson's y&urHo/, vol.

xxxiii. p 176. Ezckial Walkei, Phil ,'ifa,:^a:ini\ vol

xlii. p. 161. Singer's A7cH:<'n/A of Klrclricity, p. 167

I'ries'.ley''"- Hisionj of Elcctricinj, p. (ui. Ingenhoiisz,

Phil. Travs. 1778, vol. Ixviii. p. 1022. Nairnc, P/iil

Trati^. 1780, vol. Ixx. p. 334.
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Sect. II. On the Chemical Effects of Electricity.

The effects of electricity as a powerful chemical

agent, constitute one of the most interesting portions of

ihc science. As these effects, however, are produced to

a greater extent by the Galvanic apparatus, we shall

Iiavc occasion to treat the subject at greater length un-

der the article Galvanism. At present we shall con-

line ourselves to a few details respecting the action of

the electric fluid in inflaming combustible bodies, in

fusing and oxidating metals, in promoting the combina-

tion and decomposition of different bodies, and in ren-

dering them phosphorescent.

Exji. 1. Having placed warmed alcohol or ether in an

insulated metallic cup, electrify the cup, draw a spark

from the bottom of the cup either by the knuckle or any

other conducting body, and the alcohol will be set on fire

by the transmission of the spark.

Exfi. 2. Place powdered rosin, or phosphorus, or

i-.amplior, on some cotton wool, and wrap it round one of

the knobs of a discharging rod. Then having charged

a Ltyden jar, apply the naked knob to the external coat-

ing, and the covered knob to the ball of the phial, and

the rosin, phosphorus, or camphor, will be set on fire by

the discharge. Powdered rosin laid on the surface of wa-

ter may also be inflamed by passing a charge over the

surface of the water between two points.

Exfi. 3. Into a clean wine glass well dried on the out-

side, and nearly full of water, pour a stratum of ether,

which will of course lie upon the surface of the water.

When the water is connected with the electrified con-

ductor, and the knuckle presented to the surface of the

ether, the spark which passes from the water to the

knuckle will inflame the ether.

Exfi. 4. Fix a small cartridge containing gunpowder
upon a metallic wire, insulated at the extremity of a

handle of glass or baked wood, and having presented

the cartridge to the knob of a charged Leyden phial, the

gunpowder will be exploded.

Exji. 5. In order to light a candle by electricity,

tlirust a wire up the middle of the candle to within a lit-

tle distance of the wick, and having connected by a

chain the outside coating of a charged Leyden jar with

the lower extremity of the wire, bring the knob of the

jar to the wick, and the cafidle will instantly be lighted.

This experiment is represented in Plate CCXLVI.
Fig. 6.

Exfi. 6. In order to light a candle without a wire pe-
netrating it, wrap some loose cotton over the end of a
long brass pin or wire, and roll the cotton in some fine

powdered rosin. Having then charged a jar whose
knob is bent outwards, so as to hang a little over the bo-
dy of the phial, apply the naked extremity of the wire
to the external coating, and the cotton end to the pro-
jecting knob, and the rosin, and consetjuenlly the cotton,
will bi set on fire, and will burn lon;^' enough to light a
'.-andie. Tiiis experiment is by M. Ingenhousz, who re-
ommends the use of the powder of white or yellow ro-

sin. If the cotton is dipped in oil of turpentine, the same
effect will be produced by the aid of a larger jar ; and it

is singular, that the inflammation of the turpentine will
be assisted by strewing upon it fine particles of brass
dust.

The power of electricity in fusing metals was first ob-
«ierved by Dr Franklin, who placed thin pieces of them
between two plates of glass bound fast together, and

then passed an electric shock through them. The plates

of glass were often shattered by the discharge ; and
when they remained unbroken, they were covered with

metallic stains. A piece of gold leaf was thus driven

into the pores of the glass, so as to be protected from
the action of the strongest aquaregia. Fine gold .nade

a reddish stain, and silver a greenish one. Mr Kinners-

ley, in the presence of Dr Franklin, exploded a case of

bottles through a fine iron wire. The wire appeared at

first red-hot, and then fell into drops, which assumed a

spherical form like small-shot, ftir Canton repeated

this experiment, and found that with a case of 35 bot-

tles, he could entirely destroy brass wire l-330th of an
inch in thickness. Beccaria succeeded in melting small

stripes of metals, without placing them between panes

of glass ; and he imagined that all metals impressed the

same colours upon a surface of glass. Dr Priestley

having failed in repeating Mr Canton's experiments, he
inclosed the wire in small tubes of glass, and having

sent through them the charge of a battery of 32 square

feet, the wire was melted into globules of various sizes.

He also inclosed his wires in paper ; and on one occasion

he melted an iron wire 1 -70th of an inch in diameter witli

the same battery.

Dr Priestley likewise succeeded in melting pieces of

leaf brass, and driving them into the surface of the

glass, so as to give them a metallic tinge. For this

purpose he took three pieces of glass, and placed one of

them on each side of that to which he proposed to

communicate the tinge. A piece of leaf brass was
then placed on each side of the middle plate. He thert

sent the charge of a battery through the two stripes

of leaf brass, which projected a little over the glass

plates. The upper and lower pieces of glass were shat-

tered to pieces ; but the middle piece being equally af-

fected on both sides, remained unbioken, and had both

its sides covered with a metallic tinge. These metallic

colours have been employed to impress letters or orna-

ments on paper and silk. " The outline of the required

figure," says Mr Singer, " is first traced on thick draw-

ing paper, and afterwards cut out in the manner of stin-

cil plates. The drawing paper is tlien placed on tlie

silk or paper intended to be marked, a leaf of gold is

laid upon it, and a card over that ; the whole is then pla-

ced in a press or under a weigl.t, and a charge from a

battery sent through the gold leaf The stain is con-

fined by the interposition of the drawing paper to the li-

mit of the design, and, in this way, a profile, a flower,

or any other outline figure, may be very neatly im.-

pressed."

The most accurate experiments on the fusion of me-
tals by electricity have been made by Mr Brooke, Van
Marum, Kienmaycr, Mr Cuthbertson, and Mr Singer.

The object of r>Ir Brooke was to determine the relation

between the force of a battery and the quantity of wire

which it was able to fuse. Mr Singer recommends as

the best wire for experiments of this kind, the finest flat-

ted steel wire sold at the watch-maker's tool shops, by

the name of watch pendulum wire. The circuit be-

tween the two coatings of the jar should be made as

short as possible, and the wire should be placed in a

straight line, and confined at the ends between small wire
forceps. We have condensed the results obtained by
Mr Brooke into the following Table. The two last ex-

periments but one are by Mr Cuthbertson, and the last

by Mr Singer.
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TABLE containing the results of Mr Brooke's Exfierimenta on thf Fusion of Metallic Wires.

Number of Bottles.
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TABLE containing the Exfierimenta of Van Marum on the Fusion of Metals.

Metals. Square Feet of coated

StirlUce.

Iron

Iron

Lead
Tin
Iron

Gold
Silver

Copper
Brass

130

130

225
S2S
225
225
223
225
225

Length of tlie Wire.

180 inches

300
120

120

5

i

Diameter in Parts of
an Inch.

1
TTT

1

2T^
1

1

Tff
1

Sf
_i
^1

1

Vt

When Van Marum transmitted a charge of 225 square

feet throui;h 50 feet of iron wire -j^^ of an inch in dia-

meter, he found that the jars were not entirely dischar-

ged, and that the residuum was capable of melting two

feet of the same wire. When the explosion was sent

through 180 feet of the same wire, the residuum was

discharged through 12 inches of the same wire, but it

merely blued it.

Baron Kienmayer employed in his experiments the

plate glass machine described by Ingenhousz, with a

battery of 66 square feet of coated glass, and he obtain-

ed the following results, when the barometer was at

28 4, the thermometer at 19° of Reaumur, and Saus-

sure'e hygrometer at 65°.

Thickness of the

Wire.
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In these experiments, Mr Cuthbcrtson employed very aiul finer wires, and with a moderate charge, and oltaJD-

high charges, which is attended with great risk to the cd the following results :

—

jars. Mr Singer repeated the experiments with shorter
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and witli a jar of only SO inches of coated surface, gas

will be pioduccd in the brass tube at each discharge, in

greater quantities, and with much less trouble tlian in the

apparatus of the Dutch chemists, in consequence of there

bcini^ no electricity left in the jar after each discharge.

Mr Cuthbertson invented another very simple appa-

ratus, shewn in Plate CCXLVI. Tiij. 10. where DE is

a glass tube, 5 inches long, and half an inch wide, blown

funnel-shaped at the end .\. The otlier end has a wire

J of an inch thick sealed into it, as formerly described,

and extending nearly to the bottom of the brass dish V,
(generally within ^^^of an inch of it,) on which the tube

rests. The coated surface of the jar requires to be

about 150 inches, and the distance of the brass ball C
from the conductor A was about ^'j^th of an inch. From
experiments made with these instruments, l)r Pearson

concluded, that the gas evolved from water consisted of

oxygen and nitrogen, or azotic gas.

The apparatus for decomposing water was greatly

timplified by Dr Wollaslon. This ingenious philoso-

l)her inserted two finely pointed wires, made either of

gold or plalina, into capillary tubes. Each wire was in-

troduced into the tube till it nearly reached the end of

it, and the glass was softened by heat till it adhered to

the point of the wire, and covered it. The glass was
then gradually ground away, till the point of the wire

could be seen through a magnifying lens. One of these

wires communicating with the ground, or with the ne-

gative conductor of the machine, and the other with an

insulated ball placed near the positive conductor, the two
points were placed near each other in a vessel of water

;

when a current of sparks is discharged through the

wires, a series of minute bubbles of gas rise from the

points of the gold wires, and, when collected in an in-

verted receiver, they explode on the application of a

lighted taper. Dr Wollaston found by experiment, that

a point yJoth of an inch in diameter, decomposed the

water whentlie spark which passed from the conductor
to the insulated ball was .^th of an inch in length ; and
that a point

-j-jVo*^''
°^ ^" i""^'' i" diameter, produced a

similar eflcct when the sparks were only J^th of an inch
in length. Hence the rapidity of the decomposition was
proportional to the limited size of the point of the wire.

We are indebted also to Dr Wollaston for the following
intcrcsling experiments with the preceding apparatus.
Having transmitted a current of electric sparks, by means
of two fine gold points, along the surface of a moisten-
ed card tinged with litmus, and placed between the
points, a redness appeared about the positive wire after
a few im-ns of the machine. By placing the negative
wire upon the red spot, it was soon restored to its ori-
ginal blue colour. Hence it appears, that the positive
effect of an acid is produced with wire, and that the op-
posite electricity counteracts this effect. Having coated
two wires with sealing wax, so that the extremities only
appeared, Dr Wollaston inserted them into a solution of
copper, and, upon transmitting a current of sparks be-
tween the two wires, the negative wire was coated with
copper. When the electricity of the wire was reversed,
the coating of copper was immediately removetl.
The agency of electricity, in combining and decom-

posing the gases, has presented chemistry with very in-
teresting results. We are informed in Priestley's ex-
periments on air, that Mr Warltire fired a mixture of
common and inflammable air by means of electricity, in
a close copper vessel holding about three pints. A loss
of weight, amounting at an average to two grains, was

always perceived, although no air could escape by the
explosion. When this experiment was repeated in glass

vessels, clean and dry; the inside of the glass imme-
diately became dewy. Mr Cavendish repeated these

experiments in 1781. He exploded 500,000 grain mea-
sures of inflammable air with about 22 times that quan-
tity of common air, and he, by this means, obtained 135

grains of pure water. Mr Cavendish then exploded a

mixture of 19,500 grain measures of oxygen gas with

37,000 of hydrogen gas, and found that they were con-

densed into a liquor which weighed about 30 grains,

which was sensibly acid to the taste, and which yielded

two grains of nitre. By varying the proportions of the

gases, he found, that as he increased the proportion of

the hydrogen the acidity of the liquor was diminished,

till, with certain proportions, the liquor differed hi no
respect from pure water. In the repetition of these ex-

periments, Mr Cavendish confined the mixture of oxy-
gen and hydrogen in a glass tube A, bent into an angle,

as in Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 11; and which, after being

filled with quicksilver, was inverted into two vessels of

mercury. The gases-were then introduced by a small

thermometer tube, so as to occupy about one inch and
a half in the angular part of the tube. He then con-

nected the quicksilver in one of the glasses with an in-

sulated ball, placed at a small distance from the prime
conductor, while the quicksilver in the other glass com-
municated with the ground. Mr Cavendish found, that

the experiment succeeded best when a mixture of five

parts of oxygen with three parts of common air, was
used instead of atmospheric air. He then introduced a

little soap leys along with the air, and having sent through
it a current of electric sparks, he continued adding more
air as the air was diminished. The soap leys being then
poured out of the tube, and separated from the quick-
silver, were evaporated to dryness, and left a quantity

of salt, which was evidently pure nitrate of potash. In

consequence of several learned foreigners having failed

in the repetition of this experiment, particularly Va«
Marum, Troostwyk, Lavoisier, Hassenfratz, and Monge,
Mr Cavendish wished to authenticate it in a public man-
ner, and he therefore requested Mr Gilpin to repeat the

experiment on the 6th of December 1787, before Sir

Joseph Banks and the leading members of the Royal
Society. The experiments were in every respect suc-

cessful; and though there were some trifling differences

in the proportions of the gases absorbed, yet he obtain-

ed the following average result, that seven measures of
oxygen unite with nearly three measures of nitrogen to

form nitric acid. Van Marum had written to Mr Ca-
vendish, to learn the cause to which he attributed the

failiH-e of the continental philosophers in repeating this

experiment. Mr Cavendish replied in a very hand-
some manner, and communicated to him every infor-

mation on the subject. Van Marum, however, from
some strange misconception, has represented Mr Ca-
vendish as having refused to comply with his request.

Mr Cavendish has replied with great propriety to this

charge, by publishing his own letter to Van Marum.
We cannot find room for any further details upon

this subject; but the following Table, for which we are

indebted to Mr Singer, will exhibit the prnicipal results

which have been obtained. When the mixture consists

of inflammable gases and oxygen, the change is gene-
rally effected by a single spark; but in other cases, the

current of sparks must frequently be continued for many
hours.
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TABLE, shewhig the Results obtained by the ex/iloaion of mixed Cases by the Electric S/iark.

Names of the mixed Gases

Atmospheric air and hydrogen
Oxygen and hydrogen
Chlorine and hydrogen
Muriatic acid and oxygen
Carbonic oxide and oxygen
Nitrogen and oxygen
Sulphurous acid and oxygen
Phosphuretted hydrogen and oxygen
Sulphuretted hydrogen and oxygen
Oxygen and ammonia .

100 Olefiant gas, and 284 oxygen
100 Olefiant gas, and 100 oxygen
100 Carburetted hydrogen, and 100 oxygen
100 Carburetted hydrogen, and 200 oxygen

Besulu.

Water and nitrogen.

Water.
Muriatic acid.

Chlorine.

Carbonic acid.

Nitric acid.

Sulphuric acid.

Water and phosphoric acid.

Water and sulphurous acid.

Water and nitrogen.*

Carbonic acid and water.

Carbonic oxide and hydrogen.
Carbonic oxide and hydrogen.
Carbonic acid.

The figures prefixed to the gases denote the proportional measures which were employed.

TABLE, shewing the Results obtained by exfdoding comjiound Gases.

Names of the Compound Gases.

Muriatic acid

Fluoric acid

Nitrous gas

Carbonic acid

Sulphuretted hydrogen
Phosphuretted hydrogen
Ammonia
Olefiant gas
Carburetted hydrogen

The phosphorescent effects of electricity have been
successively investigated by Mr Canton, Mr Lane, Mr
Wilson, Mr Morgan, Mr W. Skrimshire, jun. and Mr
Singer. Mr Skrimshire in particular has examined a great

number of bodies, and has published the results which he

obtained in the I5th, 16th, and 19th volumes of Nichol-

son's Journal. He placed the substance to be examined
on a brass plate, fixed horizontally on the knob of the

prime conductor, by a thick piece of wire, and he en-

Results.

Hydrogen.

t

Hydrogen.

t

Nitric acid and nitrogen.

Carbonic oxide and oxygen.
Sulphur and hydrogen.
Phosphorus and hydrogen.
Hydrogen and nitrogen.

Charcoal and hydrogen.
Charcoal and hydrogen.

deavoured to take the spark from it by means of the ball

of the discharger. It was afterwards placed upon a wood-
en stand, and the shock of a Leyden phial first passed
over it, about a quarter of an inch above its surface, by
resting the points of the discharging rods at the distance

of an inch or more from each other upon the stone to be
tried. In all the experiments it is necessary to close the

eyes till the explosion be heard. In this way Mr Skrim-
shire obtained the following results :

TABLE, containing Mr Skrimshire's Experiments on the Phosphorescent Effects of Electricity ufion different

Bodies.

Calcareous Genua.

Calcareous spar

Common chalk,

Ketton stone,

Selenite,

Fresh nitrate of lime,

Muriate of lime.

Dark purple fluor spar.

Yellowish fluor spar,

Rendered very luminous by the shock.

C Very luminous when the sliock passed above it. When passed along its

l surface, a zigzag track of light continued several minutes.

5 Part of the stone shattered, and its luminous grains dispersed in all dircc-

I tions.

Shines for a few seconds with a vivid greenish light.

Gave small sparks, which were red flame-coloured upon its surface.

More phosphorescent than the nitrate of lime.

5 Gave no sparks, but the electric fluid passed in a purple stream with a whiz-

l zing noise.

Gave very good sparks, while dark purple fluor spar gave none.

• Nitric acid is likewise produced if there is an excess of oxypen.

t These results are given ou tlie authority of Ur Hcury and Mr Dalton.
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Sulpliuret of lime, or Canton's phos-

phorus, ....
Phosphate of lime,

Calcined oyster shells,

Ditto calcined with sulphur,

The most luminous of any substance by the electric explosion.

A minute red spark. It is inflammable by a very small shock.

Are rendered beautifully luminous, and give the prismatic colours.

Give a durable and bright light, according to Mr Singer.

Carbonate of Barytes,

Sulphate of Barytes,

Sulphuret of Barytes,

Magnesia, pure and carbonated,

Sulphate of magnesia,

Sulphuret of magnesia,

Chlorite, ....
Steatites, talc,and fibrous amianthus,

Asbestus, ....
INIica, .....
Micaceous schistus,

Alum,
Pipe clay,

Slate clay,

Slates,

Hone stone.

Fullers' earth.

Reddle,

Armenian bole.

Basalt,

Bricks and tiles

Queen's ware,

Ditto fractured,

Rock crystals,

Quartz,
Flints,

Lapis lazuli,

Agates, felspars, jaspers,

Porphyries and granites,

Pudding stones,

Mochoas,

Pumice stone,

Different kinds of glass,

Barytic Genus.

No spark, but very luminous when the shock was passed above it.

C Good sparks, but slightly luminous. According to Singer, it gives a bright.

\ green light, more bright than that of the carbonate.

Was slightly luminous by the electric explosion.

Muriatic Genus.

Were both transiently luminous by the electric explosion.

Very luminous through its whole substance.

Not more luminous than the carbonate.

Sparks branching off in minute party-coloured points.

Gave sparks, and were slightly luminous by the explosion.

Ramifications on its surface more variegated than in chlorite.

Affords sparks, but is not luminous by the explosion.

Sparks ramified as in chlorite, scarcely phosphorescent.

Argillaceous Genus.

Spark purple, rather ramified, luminous through its whole surface.

Sparks, and luminous, but not luminous when made into pipes.

Sparks, and luminous, but loses its absorbent power as it becomes bituminous.

Sparks, and absorbed electric light from the explosion.

Good spark, and phosphoric by the explosion.

Good bright spark, but slightly luminous.

No spark, but a purple stream, attended with a very sharp hissing noise.

Ramified spark. It is not luminous by the explosion.

Sparks radiated upon its surface, but not ramified.

Small purple sparks of a bright red colour, slightly luminous.
Good spark, flame-coloured, and radiated upon its surface, but not phosphoric.
The unglazed surface gives a purple spark, and is luminous by the explosion.

Siliceous Genus.

Light, first red, and then white, {^Singer ;) all phosphoric, [Skrims/ii7-e,)

Phosphoric, with a dull white light; a purple stream instead of a spark.

Small purple spark. Not so luminous as quartz.

Affords very good sparks, and is luminous by the shock.

Scots pebblesLuminous by the explosion, and gave hissing purple sparks.

Hissing purple sparks, and luminous by the shock.

. • Similar hissing sparks. Oval pebbles more luminous than the sand.

5 Good sparks from the arborescent parts, but only a hissing stream from the

( stone itself, which is slightly luminous by tlie shock.

Hissing stream in some parts, and good sparks in others, slightly luminous.
Neither give a spark nor are luminous.

Native carbonate of strontites,

Roll brimstone,

Flowers of sulphur,

Phosphorus, ....
Charcoal, ....
Cannel coal and Sunderland coal.

Hard and dry peat,

Strontian Genus.

Only a hissing purple stream, but very luminous by the explosion.

Combustibles.

Gives no spark, and is scarcely luminous by the shock.
Are not phosphoric.
Inflames both by the spark and shock.
Some kinds afford good sparks, and are phosphoric, and some not.

^
Gives sparks, beautifully variegated, in minute spangles, radiated upon their

X surface; but they are not phosphoric.
Gives a very good spark, but is scarcely luminous.
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Hard and brittle bitumen, from
Derbyshire,

Elastic bitumen from Derbysiiire,

Jet and asphaltum,

Amber, .....
Plumbago, ....

{

Gives no sparks, but the lluid spreads unilormly and silently over its whole
surface like the electric light in an exhausted receiver; it is luminous by
the shock.

Is also luminous by the shock.

Give the same phenomena a.s bitumen, hut arc not luminous by the ex-
plosion.

Gives no sparks, but is phosphorescent, particularly fai unibei.
Gives good sparks, and is not phosphoric.

Mr Skrimshire was not able to discover any phospho-
rescent appearances, either in the metallic ores or oxides,

or in the metals themselves.

M. Cavallo found, that the colours of vermilion, car-

mine, verdigrise, white and red lead, were altered by
the electric shock ; but that orpimcnt, gamboge, sap
green, red ink, ultramarine, Prussian blue, and a lew
other compounds of the above, were not altered.

We have avoided in the present Section giving any
account of tlie brilliant electro-chemical researches of

Sir Humphrey Davy, as we propose to give a full ac-

count of his splendid discoveries in our article Gal-
vanism.

For farther information on this subject, see Frank-
Jin's Letters, p. 90 ; Beccaria, Elletlricismo Artificiale,

p. 117, and Letters deU'ElleCtricismo, p. 282; Brooke's
Miscellaneous Ex/ieriments ; Cuthbertson's Practical
Electricity, p. 181—-197; Nicholson's Jourtial, 4to. vol.

ii. p. 525, and vol. v. p. 136; Warltire, in Priestley's

Exjieriments on Mr, vol. iii. ; Van Troostwyk and Dei-
man, Journal de Physique, Nov. 1789 ; Cavendish, Phil.

Trans. 1784, vol. l.xxiv. p. 119; /(/. 1785, vol. Ixxv. p.

373; Id. 1788, vol. Ixxviii. p. 26; Van Marum, Pre-
miere Continuation des Exfeerienccs Eaites jiar le ]\Ioy-

ens de la Machine Eltctrique Teylerienne, p. 182 ; Kien-
mayer, in Rozier's Journal, vol. xxxiii. page 101 ;

Pearson, Phil. Trans. 1797, vol. Ixxxvii. p. 142; Wol-
laston, P/h7. Trans. 1801, vol. xci. p. 427; Priestley's

History of Electricity, p. 294, 312 ; Skrimshire, in A''i-

chotson's Journal, vol. xv. p. 281, vol. xvi. p. 101, and
vol. xix. p. 153 ; Singer's jE/fme?!r» of Electricity, parti,

chap. iii. ; and Cavallo's Electricity.

Sect. III. On the Magnetic effects of Electricity.

In enumerating the points of resemblance between
lightning and electricity, Dr Franklin remarks, that they

have both the power not only of reversing tiic poles of

magnets, but of destroying the mugnelisni altogether.

By transmitting a shock of four large jars through a fine

sewing needle, he gave it such a degree of polarity that

it readily traversed when laid on the surface of water.

If the needle lay cast or west when it was struck, the end
which was entered by the electric shock pointed north,

but if it lay north and south, the end which lay towards

the north continued to point towards the north, whether
the shock entered at that end or at the otlier. He like-

Avise found that the communicated polarity was strong-

est when the needle was struck lying north and south,

and weakest when it lay east and west. In these expe-
riments, the needle was sometimes finely blued, like the

spring of a watch.

Beccaria repeated the experiments of Franklin, and
found tliat ligiitning always gave polarity to the magne-
tic needle, and to all bodies, such as bricks, &c. that

have any iron in their composition ; and by observing the

way in which these poles lie, he was thus enabled to

Vol. VIII. Part I.

ascertain the direction in which they were strtick by ilic

lightning. Hence he has conjectured, that a regular
and constant circulation of the whole mass of the elec-
tric lluid from north to south may be the cause of mag-
netism in general.

Mr Benjanun Robins having had occasion to compare
two compasses of a dillerent make, one of them having
a bare needle, and the other a cliart like mariners' com-
passes, he accidentally wiped off with his finger some
dust which lay upor the glass of the former, and was
surprised to observe that the needle was tliiown into u
disorderly motion, partly horizontal and partly dipping.
This disturbance he found to be owing to the electrical
excitation of the glass by the sligln friction which it re-
ceived from his finger. By rubliing the glass with his
finger, or with a bit of muslin or paper, either end of
the needle was attracted by the part thus excited, and
when the needle had for some time adhered to the glass,
and afterwards dropped loose, its vibrations were not
bisected, as usual, by that point where the needle should
have rested. At the end of IS minutes the electricity

was generally dissipated, and the needle ol>eycd the
magnetic force. By moistening the surface of the glass,

or putting a wet finger upon it, the electricity could, at

any time, be removed.
On the 9th of January 1749, the ship Dover, Captain

Waddel, bound from New York to London, was struck
and considerril)ly damaged by lightning, in West Long.
22° 15', and North Lat. 47° 30'. There were four com-
passes in the ship, one of them in a brass box, and three
in wooden boxes, and all of them were in good order
before the storm. After the ship was struck with the
ligiitning, however, Captain Waddel observed that all

the needles had lost their virtue. The hanging compass
iti the cabin was not so much injured as the rest. The
needles were at first nearly reversed, but after a little

while they moved about in every direction, and were of
no use. Mr (lowin Knight examined the compass, and
obseived that the outward case was joined together by
pieces of iron wire, 16 of which were found in the sides

of the box, and 10 in the bottom. Mr Knight applied

a small needle to each of these wires, and found that the

lightning had made tlicni strongly magnctical, particu-

larly those tlial had joined the sides.

If a steel wire is placed in a perpendicular direction,

and a strong charge of electricity sent through it, it will

be magnetized, and the lower end w ill he the north pole ;

if this end is now jilaccd uppermost, and another charge
passed through it, it will either destroy its magnetism
altogether, or reverse its poles. The polarity of a na-

tural magnet may also be destroyed, by transmitting

tiirough it a powerful shock.

The most accurate experiments, however, on the

magnetic effects of electricity, were made by M. Van
Marum with a battery of 135 jars, conl:!ii;ing 130 square
feet of coated surface, and with watch spring needles

from 3 to 6 inches long, and also with steel bars 9 inches

T t
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in length, between i and J an incii in breadth, and near- and prudent physician will only admit its efficacy when

ly a line in thickness. When the needle or bar was he has seen it estal)lishcd by a cautious and impanial in-

placed horizontally in the plane of the niat^nctic meridian, duction of well authenticated facts.

the north end of the bar acquired north polarity, and the So late as the year 1 785, there appeared a work by the

south end south polarity, in whatever way the shock Abl 6 Hcrlholon, entitled, 'De I'Klectricite du corfis hu-

was coniininiicaled. When the bars had some degree main dans Vetat de Saute et de Maladic, in 2 vols. 8vo.

of polarity before the shock, it was either diminished or This work was crowned by the Academy of Sciences at

reversed after it. When the needle or bar received the Lyons, and its respectable author, who has cultivated,

shock in a vertical position, its lowest end became the with assiduity, several branches of physics, was professor

north pole, whether it was magnciic or not before the of natural philosophy to the States-general of Langue-

cxperinicnt. In general, the degree of magnetism doc. In this work, electricity seems to be regarded as

which was communicated, was as strong in a horizontal a power which has a most extensive influence in the cure

as in a vertical position. o^ disease ; and there is scarcely a class of maladies in

When the needle or bar was laid in the magnetic which the Ablje Bertholon has not represented it as hav-

eiiualur, it never acquired any magnetism in whatever ing proved successful. He has even gone so far as to

way it received the shock, excepting when it was given maintain, that the electricity of the atmosphere lias a

through its width, and then the needle became considc- principal share in the number of deaths, and paiticularly

rably magnetical, the end which lay towards tlie west sudden deaths, and that it has a decided influence on

being the north pole, and the opposite end the south generation, conception, and parturition.* -

pole. Mr Carpue, in his Introduciion to Jileclricitij and

When the shock was so powerful as to make the nee- Galvanism, has treated this subject with more caution.

die hot, no perceptible magnetism was acquired. He has collected a number of cases in which electricity

When a magnetic bar, or a natural magnet, received has been employed, and he has given the cases in which

the electric shock, its power was always diminished in itwas unsuccessful, as well as those in which it succecd-

whalever direction it was given. ed. Mr Singer has likewise enumerated several cases,

See Franklin's Letters, p. 90. Pliil. Trans. 1751, p. in which the application of electricity has been benefi-

289, or Priestley's History of Electricity, p. 178, 179.

Ueccaria Lettcrc dell' Elleltricismo, p. 252, 262, or Priest-

ley's Hist.^. 351. Robins, Phil. Trans. 1746, vol.xliv.

p. 242. Waddel, Phil. Trans. 1749, vol. xlvi. p. 111.

Knight, Phil. Trans. 1749, vol. xlvi. p. 113.

Sect. IV. On the Effects of Electricity ujton Animal
Bodies.

When the effects of the electric shock were first ex-
hibited, the most sanguine hopes were entertained that

electricity would become a powerful agent in the cure
of diseases. A fluid, indeed, so powerful and penelrat-

cial ; but from a careful examination of these cases, we
should be disposed merely to conclude, that in rigidity,

sprains, relaxations, indolent tumors, and chronic rlieu-

matisms, the patient may reasonably expect, that he
will either be relieved or cured by the agency of elec-

tricity.

Various facts have been published respecting the ef-

fect of electrical shocks upon animals in a state of health.

Mr Morgan informs us, that if the diaphragm be brought
into the circuit of a coated surface of two square feet,

fully charged, tlie lungs will make a sudden cft'ort, wliicli

is followed by a loud shout ; but that if the charge is

small, it ahvays produces a violent fit of laughter, even
ing, which could be sent at pleasure through any part upon persons of grave and solenui habits. The effect of
of the human body, and in any given quantity, might a strong chai-ge'on the diaphragm is often followed by
well be supposed capable of restoring to action and vi- involuntary sighs and tears, and sometimes bv a fainting
gour the disordered functions of the animal frame ; and fit. When a shock is sent through the spine of a person
had this investigation been left in the hands of those standing, he will often drop on his knees, or fall pros-
eminent men who were engaged in advancing the pro- trate on the ground,
gress of electricity, science would never have been de- The effect of electricity i

graded by those gross impositions which have been prac-
tised upon the credulous.

We have already seen, in our History of Electricity,
that several respectable individuals were for a while
misled, by a number of absurd experiments said to have
been made at Venice and I3ologna. A diligent and care-

city in quickening the pulse was
long ago maintained by M. de Bozes; and M. Nollet
concluded from experiment, that it increased the sensi-

ble perspiration both of men and animals. In order to

ascertain these points, Dr Van Marum made the follow-

ing experiments. In determining the effects of electri-

..... . •. city on the pulse, he selected eleven persons, and re-
lul inquiry, however, proved them to be false ; and since pcated the experiments four times on each, both with
tliat time. It has been only among a number of wandering positive and negative electricity. In order to prevent
empirics, or among a lew ignorant practitioners, that any efl-ect being produced by the imagination, the per
the punaccal power of the electric fluid has been acknow- sons were placed in a difl-ercnt room, so that thev die no
Icdged. - ' ' •

In these general remarks, we must not be understood
as censuring, in the smallest degree, the cautious appli-
cation of electricity, in some particular cases of disease

not
know when the machine was in motion, or when it was
at rest. The result was, that in some single cases a few
beats more were observed, but, on the whole, there was

T. .11 I- , - . .
no increase of any importance. In c;cncral, however.

It were unphilosop ucal to manitain, that cures cannot the pulse was very irregular, both when the machine was
be perfoimed by this powerful agent; but the skilful in motion, and when it was at rest. For the purpose of

• " D'.iprcs un certain nombre d' observ.itions niip ;'; fu,t ;i .^n..„-i > i , ,,,••.,,
fluencc marquee sur la .^encrution. la concept ™^ct il naksance ^ 1^

"" '"". ''°"n"^
''"' 'elcctncite de I'atmosphere a une in-

commc cdle de, mor.utire. nous ont monu] ™ r.m or n ,.T fl M . r'' ^^'^^^"l
^^^ "«>««='n"s peuvcnt en ofinr despreuvcs
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examining the insensible perspiration of persons electri-

fied, Van Marum employed a very sensible balance, one
of wliosc scales was insulated by a silk cord. He placed

a boy eight years old upon this scale, and liavini;; con-

nected him ^vith the conductor, he brought the balance

into equilibrium. He then found that the boy lost 280
grains in half an hour before he was electrifii d, and 295
grains when he was electrified; that on another occasion

he lost 330 grains before he was electrified, and 310 when
he was electrified. A girl seven years old lost 180 before

she was electrified, and 165 when she was electrified.

A boy eight and a half years old lost 430 grains when un-
electrified, and 290 when electrified. A boy nine years

old lost 170 when unelectrified, and 240 when electrified.

As this boy was very quiet during the experiment, the

increase was attributed to electricity. The experiment
was therefore repeated, and it was found that he lost

550 grains when unelectrified, and 390, 330, 270, 550,

and 420 when electrified; hence it follows, that m most
of the experiments there was a decrease rather than an

increase of insensible perspiration.

According to Mr Cavendish, the sensible shock de-

pends more on the quantity of electricity than on its

force; a double force, with half the quantity, always pro-

ducing a shock rather less powerful. Volta observes,

thatordy a little more electricity is required to produce
an etpial shock from a larger surface. lie found that a

surface 16 times as large required an elevation of the

electrometer to one-tenth of the number of degrees.

According to Dr Robison, a small charge from a large

surface gives a less unpleasant shock than a large charge
of a small one, and may therefore be better fitted for

medical purposes. He found likewise that the spark
taken from a long wire is sharper than wlien it is taken

from a large body.

In order to ascertain the cause of death in those struck

with lightning, Dr Van Marum made a number of ex-

periments on eels, which are well known to retain signs

of irritability even when they are cut into three, four,

or six parts, and when deprived of their head. The eels

which he employed were a foot and a half long, and
when the shock was sent through their whole body, they

were instantly killed, and never afterwards moved ; they

were then skinned, pinched, and pricked, and salts and
sparks were applied in vain to discover if any irritability

remained. Wlien the charge was sent through indivi-

dual parts, such as the head, these only lost their irrita-

bility, while the rest retained it, and when the head was
not affected with the shock, the remaining parts only

were injured. The same results were obtained from

eels three and a half feet long. When the shock was
sent tlirough the upper and fore p.irt of the head of large

eels, the under jaw, as well as the muscles of the neck

and belly, and even the lower part of the body, preserv-

ed their irritability, while it was totally destroyed in the

parts through which the charge was transmitted. The
same results were obtained when the shocks of smaller

batteries were sent through warm-bloodett animals, such

as rabbits. Hence, as the circulation of the blood can

no longer take place when such a derangenient is pro-

duced, this circumstance is unquestionably the cause of

the sudden death of those who arc struck by lightning.

If the large arteries are not affected by the shock, the

animal i.i.iy still recover, provided the cerebellum and

Spinal marrow are not injured.

Various experiments have been made on the cITcct*
of electricity upon diflVrcnt animals; but, as the results
are in no respects interesting, we shall content ourselves
with a reference to the works in which llicy will be
found.

The effects of electricity on the corruption of (lc»d
animals, has been examined by M. Achard of licrlin.

Having divided a piece of raw beef into three parts, he
electrified one of them positively for 10 hours, the se-
cond negatively for 10 hours, while ihe third remained
unelectrified. They were then left in the same apartr
nient, and in the same temperature. Next day, the two
clectiified pieces were tender, but had no bad smell. On
the fourth day, the electrified beef had a fetid smell,
which was almost intolerable; while the unelectrified

piece had only begun to smell a little. When the ex-
[jcriment was repeated with boiled veal, the electrified

piece had an acid smidl, and an unpleasant taste, on the

following day; while the unelectrified piece continued
sweet for three days, and did not begin to emit an acid

smell till the fourth day.

M. Achard next extended his experiments to animals
killed by electricity. Having killed several birds by the

electric shock, and others by sticking a needle through
their heads, he exposed them all to the same tempera-
ture, and preserved them from insects by means of glass

covers. The birds killed by electricity corrupted much
sooner than the others, and the jnitrefaction was more
ra|)id in proportion to tlie magnitude of the shock. The
same effect has been observed in the bodies of persons

killed by lightning. The body of a farmer, who had
been killed at five or six o'clock in the evening, emitted

a smell perceptibly fetid next morning, and before 2*
hours had elapsed the smell was intolerable. From
these facts, M. Achard concludes, that putrefaction is

accelerated by electricity, and that the corruption of

flesh, and other animal bodies, arises from an accumula-
tion of electric matter in the atmosphere. Achard sup-

poses that the vessels which contain the animal fluids arc

destroyed by an electric shock, or by lightning ; and that

these fluids accelerate putrefaction, by being diffused

throughout the body.

Sec the History of Electricity, p. 241. Giovani \'i-

venz\o, 1st orici dell Etliltricila ;1/«//ca,NapoIi, 4to. 1784.

Mauduyt, A/tmoire sur les differenlcs tManieres d'.ldmi-

niatrer t'Jilectrkite, 1784, p. 266. Chii'()lc.a\i, Journal de

Medicine, Mars, 1784. Boze, Phil. Trans. 1743, vol. xliii.

page 419. NoUet, Kecherches, kc. page 366. Van
Marum, Tweede Vervolg dcr Froi/ncemingen gedaan
Viet Teeyler's Elect. Mach. Haarlem, 1795. 410. or in

Tilloch's Phil. Mag. vol. viii. p. 194, 195,318. C .v.n-

dish, Phd. Trans. 1776. Volta, in Gilbert's Journal,

vol. xiv. p. 207. Robison's System of Mec/innicat P/iito-

sofihti, vol. iv. now in the press. Henley, Phil. Trans.

1 776. p. 463. yVchard, Mem. Acad. Berlin ; or Tilloch's

Phil. Mng. vol. iii. p. 51.

Sect. V. On the Effects of Electricity ii/ion Vcgeiablct.

Wk have already* stated the results of the experi-

ments made by Mr Main\bray of Edinluirgh and the

Abbe Nollet, on the effects produced upon the growth

of vegetables by electricity. Similar cxperimciits upon
vegetables were repeated, with the same results ; and

the effect of electricity in promoting vegetation was Hoi-

• See the History of Electricity, p. 241, col. 1-

Tt 2
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versally acknowlcdjjeil, till a complete set ot experi-

ments was made by Ui- Iiif^cnhousz, who could not dis-

cover aiiv foundation for tlic general opinion.

M Jalaljcrt, iM. Uoxc, the Abbe Menon, Dr Carmoy,

the Abbi Dornioy, and the Abbe Ucilholon, have, witli-

oilt much success, endeavoured to establish the opinion

of the Abbt Nollet. The Abbe Beitholon, indeed, has

written a work solely on this subject ; and we were not

surprised to find, that an author, who seriously main-

tained the influence of atmospherical eleclricUy upon the

Rcneration of the human species, should support the

move sober opinion, that it has a powerful cflect upon

the germination of plants. By means of an instrument

called an tlectro-vegelometer, which is nothing more

than a thunder-rod for bringing down the electricity ol

the atmosphere to the earth, he has proposed to^convcy

electricity to particular spots, for the puipose of fertiliz-

ing the soil, and invigorating the health of tender plants.

And when this celestial nourishment cannot be drawn in

sufficient quantities fromtlie clouds, he proposes to sup-

ply its place by a shower of electrified water. In order

that our readers may judge for themselves of the advan-

tages which are likely to be derived from these proces-

ses, we shall lay before tliem the following general re-

marks of the Al)be Uertholon.

" By means of the electro-vegetometer just now de-

scribed, one may be able to accumulate at pleasure this

wonderful fluid, however difl"used in the regions above,

and conduct it to the surface of the earth, in those sea-

sons when it is either scantily supplied, or its quantity

is insufficient for vegetation, or, although it may be in

some degree sufficient, yet it can never produce the ef-

fects of a multiplied and highly increased vegetation.

So that by these means we shall have an excellent ve-

getable manure or nourishment, brought down, as it

were, from heaven, and that, too, at an easy expence ;

for, after the construction of this instrument, it will

cost nothing to maintain it: it will be, moreover, the

most efficacious you can employ ; no other substance

being so active, penetrating, or conducive to the ger-

mination, growth, multiplication, or reproduction, of

vegetables. This heavenly manure is that which na-

ture employs over the whole habitable earth, not ex-

cepting even those regions which arc esteemed barren,

but which, however, are often fecundated by those

agents which nature knows so well to employ to the

most useful purposes. Perhaps there was nothing

wanting to bring to a completion the useful discove-

ries that have been made in electricity, but to shew this

so advantageous an art of employing electricity as a

manure. Consequently, that all the effects which we
have already mentioned depend upon electricity alone

;

and, lastly, that all these effects, viz. acceleration in the

germination, the growth, and production of leaves,

flowers, fruit, and their multiplication, S;c. will be pro-
duced even at a lime when secondary causes are against

it ; and all this is brought about by the electric fluid,

which we have the art of accumulating over certain

portions of the earth, where we want to raise those
plants that are most calculated for our use.

" By multiplying these instruments, which are pro-
vided at little expence, (since iron rods, of the thickness
of one's finger, and even less, are sufficient for the pur-
pose), we multiply their beneficial effects, and extend
tlieir use ad injinitum.

" This apparatus having been raised with care in the
ipidst of a garden, the happiest effects were perceived.

viz. difTerent plants, herbs, and fruits, in greater for-

wardness than usual, more multiplied, and of better

(|uality. These facts arc analogous to an observation

which I have often made, viz. that plants grow fast,

am! are most vigorous, near thunder-rods, where their

situation favours their developement. They likewise

serve to explain why vegetation is so vigorous in lofty

forests, and where the trees raise their heads far from
the surface of the earth, so that they seek, as it were,

the electric fluid at a far greater height than plants less

elevated; while the sharp extremities of their leaves,

boughs, and branches, serve as so many points granted

them by the munificent hand of Nature, to draw down
from the atmosphere that electric fluid which is so pow-
erful an agent in forwarding vegetation, and in promot-

ing the ditVerent functions of plants."

The most correct experiments upon this subject have
been recently made by Van Marum. He employed
vigorous trees, such as the young stems of a common
willow tree, and he electrified them in the middle of

April, when the young branches usually shoot forth.

He sent shocks through two of these branches, eight

feet in length, in the first of them through a space 15

inches in length, and in two others through their top.

The trees were then planted, but the parts through
which the shocks went sent forth no branches. The
upper parts through which the shocks had passed, sent

forth a few shoots for some days ; but they came out

very slowly, and s'oon died. Those that were not elec-

trified, sent forth branches like other trees that were
planted near them. Hence Van Marum concludes, tiiat

the effect of electricity upon vegetation is the same as

that of lightning.

Van Marum also made some experiments, in order to

determine if the evaporation of vegetables was increas-

ed by electricity. The pots containing the plants were
insulated, and communicated with positive conductors.

When they had been electrified for a quarter of an hour,

the loss of weight by evaporation was in some cases one-

fourth, and in others one third more than what took place

without electricity. Van Marum, however, does not

place any confidence in this result, as he supposes that

the evaporation may be increased by the current of air

from the parts of the electrified leaves.

This celebrated electrician likewise made experiments

on the sensitive plants, viz. the Mimosa fiudica, and the

Hedysarum gyrans. After exposing the Mimosa fiudica

to the sun for the purpose of expanding its leaves, he

placed it at the distance of two feet from a conductor

positively electrified, and then at the same distance from

a negative conductor. No effects, however, were pro-

duced. When placed on the conductor, the small leaves

rose a little, and expanded when no sparks were drawn
from the conductor; but, when a spark was taken from
the conductor, the leaves again fell. After suffering a

few changes of this kind, they began to approach each

other, to close themselves up, and to become totally

shut. As the same effect was produced by other kinds

of shrubs, Van Marum does not think that they should

be ascribed exclusively to electricity. Electricity pro-

duced no acceleration or retardation in the motion of the

small leaves of the Hedysarum gyrans.

M. Achard of Berlin, made several experiments on

the effects of electricity on the fermentation of vegeta-

bles. He took a small quantity of rye, which had been
fermented for the purposes of distillation, and electri-

fied one half of it. After the lapse of five hours, the
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vinous fermentation was over in the electrified half,

while in the unclcctrified half it did not cease till after

eight hours. lie repeated this experiment, hy sending
a nuniher of strong sparks through a portion of rye, in-

stead of giving it the electrical bath, and, excepting in

one case, he always found that fermentation was accele-

rated by electricity.

See Nollct, Reclierchcs sur les Causes jtarticuliercs dcs

Pheno7nencs Elec/rU/ucs, p. 356, i*c. Paris, 1749. Priest-

ley's History of Eleclricitxj.. p. 140. Browning, Phil.

Trans. 1747, vol. sliv. p. S73. Ingcnhnusz Versuchv

mit )ijia7izen, 1778— 1790. Ingcnhousz, in Roiier's

Journal., vol. xxxii. page 321, and vol. xxxv. page 81.

Schwankhardt, in Rozier's Journal, vol. xxvii. p. 463,

vol. xxvili. This paper contains an account of Iiigcn-
housz's experiments, and a reply to the atlackuof Duvtr-
nier. Carmoy, in Rozier's Jourtwt, vol. xxxiii. |). Jj'J.

Rouland, Dornioy, liertholon, mul Deioziires, in Ro-
zier's yourna/, vol. xxxv. p. 3, 161, 401, and vol. xxxviii.
p. 357, 427. Chappe and Mauduyt, in Rozier's Jour-
nal, vol. xl. p. 62, 241. Herlholon, l)e I'KUciriciie ilea

I'f/fctuux. \':in Marum, Twecde ycrx'ot/^ drr Pr-irf-
nemmgen geilaan met T,yhr's J'.lrct. Mach. Haarlem,
1795, 410. or in Tilloch's I'hil. Mag. Jan. 1801, page
314, 318. Achard, Mem. JcaU. jicrtin, or Tilluch's
P/iil. Mag. vol. iii. p. 52. Kies et Koestlin De Kffecti-
bus Electricitatis. Tubingen 1775. See also the Histo-
ry of Electricity, p. 241, col. I.

PART 11. PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY.

The various subjects to which we shall have occasion

to direct the attention of the reader in the present Part

of the article, may be arranged under five diflerent

heads

:

I. On Instruments for collecting Electricity;

II. On Instruments for accumulating and discharging
Electricity

;

III. On Instruments for indicating and measuring
Electricity

;

IV. On Instruments for condensing, doubling, and mul-
tiplying Electricity ; and

V. On Instruments for general Purposes.

BOOK I.

On Instiiuments for Colleoting Electricity.

The instruments which have been employed for col-

lecting electricity, are of three kinds: 1, The electrify-

ing machine, for collecting the electricity produced by
the excitation of electric bodies ; 2. The Electrophorus,

for collecting the electricity produced by the contact of

dissimilar bodies ; and, 3. Electrical Kites, Thunder rods,

and Conductors, for collecting and discharging the elec-

tricity which exists in the atmosphere.

CHAP. I.

On the Electrifying Machine.

The electrifying machine consists of several parts

:

Of the electric substance, which is excited by motion
;

of the rubber, by which it is excited ; of the amalgam,
interposed between the rubber and the electric for in-

creasing the excitation ; ol the mechanism, for producing
the friction ; and of the /irime cojiducior, for receiving

the electricity as it is generated by tlic excitation of the

electric.

The electrics which have been generally employed in

the construction of electrifying machines, are glass, sul-

phur, rosin, gum lac, dried wood, pasteboard impregnat-

ed with amber varnish, cloth, and catskin. The most
useful and generally employed of all tlicse substances,

is glass, which, independent of its other qualities, is su-

perior to all others, both in durability and in elegance,

it has been employed sometimes in a rough state, but

almost always in a polished state ; sometimes it has

been fashioned into the shape of a globe,at other times in-

to a cylindrical form, and sometimes into a flat circular
plate. \Vlien the glass is used in the form of a globe
or cylinder, it has sometimes been found advantageous to

line the inside of it to the tliickncss of a sixpence with
a resinous composition, consisting of four parts of Ve-
nice turpentine, one part of rosin, and one of bees wax.
This must be introduced in sulVicicnt quantity into the in-

side of the globe or cylindei', and when the glass is

brought gradually to an e(|ual degree of heat through-
out, the melted substance is allowed to spread itself over
the interior surface, by turning the globe or cylinder
aljout its axis. A coating is almost never used in mo-
dern electrifying niachiiies, but it has been found of great
use in improving bati ones.

The human hand was ihc only rubber which was em-
ployed by electricians, till a cushion was introduced by
Professor Winkler of Leipsic. The ruliher consists of
three parts; the cushion, the fiap, and the stand. The
cushion is commonly made of soft leather, generally ba-
sil skin, sluflcd with llannel or hair, so as to be as hard
as the bottom of a chair, and sullicicntly soft to accom-
modate itself without much pressure to the surface of
the globe or cylinder to which it is applied. In order to
efi'cct this, a spring is formed either upon the stand
which supports the rubber, as in Piute CCXLVH. Figs.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; or a spring is placed within the rubber, as
in Fig. 10. which represents the rubber contrived by
Mr Jones. A piece of ficxible iron or hiasscc/, is pla-

ced within the rubber AIj, and keeps the surface A of
the rubl)er in a state of uniform contact with the conti-

guous surface of the glass. The length of the cushion
should be about 8 or 10 inches, and its breadth between
1} to 1} inches wide. The Hap, which was introduced
by Dr Nooth, is a piece of thin oiled silk, of the same
breadth as the length of the cushion, and nearly er|ual in

length to the semicircuniference of the cylinder. It

should be sewed on the surface of the cushion about a

quarter of an inch from its upper edge, so that the Junc-
tion of the silk with the cushion may form a straight

line rising a little above its surface. The flap should
reach to within an inch of a row of metallic points at

the extremity of the prime conductor, which wc shall

afterwards describe. This flap is not used when a globe

of glass is employed. The rubber should be insulated

upon a stand of glass, or baked wood.
The amalgam, wliich was first recommended by Can-
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ton, consisicii of ilii aiul inevrm y. Dr Higgins rccom-

mciiilcd an amsli^'atn of loui- \y.\r\i ot mercury and one ot

zinc. Tlic common anulgcim, liowcvir, wiiich was for

a loiii; tin)c used in England and on llic continent, con-

sisted of live parts of mercury and one of zinc, reduced

to the consistency of butler, either by fusion or tritura-

tion, find mixed with a little clialk, or Sijanish white,

perfectly div. The amalgam invented by Uaion Kien-

maver, consisted of mercury two parts, purified zmc one

pari, and pure tin one part. When tlie tin and zmc are

ii.limaiely mixed bv fusion, the mercury is added before

tlay are cold, and the whole is shaken to.i;ether m a

wow'.en box. It is tlien poured out on a table of mar-

ble, and reduced to a fine powder in a mortar. Kicn-

maycr found, that with the common amalgain he could

clia'rge a Levden phial having 1-^ square feet of coated

surface onlv'with 10 revolutions, whereas with the pre-

ceding amalgam he required only 6. A battery, con-

sisting of 5.". square feet of coated surface, required 230

revolutions with the common amalgam, whereas with

the new amalgam it i-equired only 150 revolutions of tlic

machine. In laying the amalgam on the cushion, he

mixed it with a little hog's lard. Nevet's amalgam con-

sists of equal parts of tin and mercury. Cuthbertson

emploved mercury with tin filings and a little oil. Ca-

vallo recommended for the tin amalgam two parts of

mercury and one of tinfoil, with a little powdered chalk;

and for the zinc amalgam, four or five parts of mercury

and one of zinc. When the zinc is melted, the mercu-

ry, heated to above the temperature of boiling water,

must be added to it, and shaken in a wooden box. It

must lhe« be triturated with a little tallow, and a very

little powdered whitening ; and one-fuurth of the amal-

gam must be afterwards added. INIr Singer inelts toge-

ther one ounce of tin and two ounces of zinc, and when
they are fluid he adds six ounces of mercury, and agi-

tates the niixtui-e in an iron or thick wooden box till it is

cold. It is then trilui-ated in a mortar, and formed into

a paste by hog's lai-d. Mr Singer is of opinion, that

when amalgams have a large proportion of mercury,

their action is variable and transient.

The friction of the electric is pi-oduced by turning it

about its axis, either with a simple winch, as in Fig. 1.

Plate CCXLVII. or by a multiplying wheel, as in Fig.

2. For this purpose, the ends of the cylinder must be
cemented into two pieces of well baked wood, which rest

upon two vertical supports, and serve also for the pi-

vots roui'.d which the cylinder is turned. The axis of

the pivots must coincide exactly with the axis of the cy-

linder-, so that the pressure of the rubber against the cy-

linder or globe may be uniform. The most common
way of putting the cylinder in motion is by a simple
winch or handle, as in Fig. 1. When a multiplying
wheel is used, as in Fig. 2. the string is always becom-
ing loose ; and, tliough more electricity is produced in a
shorter time, the labour of the operator is increased.
When a glass globe is used, it is fixed only at one end,
and is supported on a single stand, as in Fig. 4. The
best electrical cement for attaching the cylinder to its

pivots, is made by mixing five pounds of rosin, one
pound of bees' wax, one pound of red ochre, and two ta-

ble spoonfuls of plaster of Paris. The ochre and plas-
ter of Pai'is should be well dried, and then added to and
alternately mixed with the other ingredients, when they
arc in a state of fusion. This cement is recommended
•by Mr Singer.

Thcjirime conductor, or the fiositive conductor, as it is

sometimes called, was first applied by Professor Boze of

Wittenberg. It is a cylindrical tube of thin sheet br.iss,

or copper, or tin, or of pasteboard covered with g 'Id-

leaf or tinfoil, terminating m both ends with hemisp le-

rical caps, which can be taken oft' at pleasure. The con-

ductor may be made solid as well as hollow ; but this is

altogether unnecessary, as we have already seen from
Coulomb's expeiiments, that the electricity is merely
distributed over the surface of conductors, and never
penetrates the solid mass. Conductors are often made
of solid wood, covered with tinfoil. The greatest care

must be taken in the formation of the conductor, that its

surface be entirely free of all points and asperities ; and
the holes which are made in it, of the size of a quiil,for

the purpose of attaching wires and balls, and other pieces

of apparatus, must have their edges well rounded and
smoothed off. To the side or end of the conductor, ac-

cording as its side or end is presented to the cylinder, is

fixed a row of metallic points, which receive the elec-

tricity from the globe or cylinder, and which are placed

at the distance of one-eighth or one-tenth of an inch

from its surface. These points are seen in Figs. 1, 2,

and 5, as placed at the exti-emity of the conductor. The
length of the conductor is, in genei-al, a little greater

than that of the glass cylinder, and its diameter about A

of that of the cylinder. It must be insulated upon a glass

stand, having its non-conducting power increased by a

coating of sealing wax dissolved in spirits of wine, or

the glass pillar may be heated, and then rulibed over

with the wax. As gum lac is a better conductor than

sealing wax, it might be substituted in its place. On the

back of the rubber, as represented in Fig. 3, there is of-

ten fixed another conductor, called a negative conductor,

and supported, along with the rubber itself, upon a var-

nished pillar of glass.

A necessary part of the electrical apparatus, is an in-

sulating' stool, which is nothing more than a piece of ma-
hogany, or any other wood, supported upon 4 glass feet.

Sometimes it is made large enough to hold a common
chair, but, in general, it has only that size and strength

ivhich will allow a person to stand upon it with safety.

When tiie electrifying machine is about to be used,

the greatest care must be taken to free it from all parti-

cles of dust, and to dry it thoroughly, by rubbing every

part of tlie apparatus with a piece of fianncl or woollen

cloth made excessively dry, by being toasted before a
good fire. The amalgam must then be laid upon the

cushion, and spread uniformly w'ith a piece of leatlier,

so as just to reach the junction of the silk glass with the

cushion. If the machine has already been in use, the old

amalgam should be carefully taken off; the silk flap

should be freed from any dust or amalgam that may
have lodged upon its surface, and from the black spots

and lines which almost always accumulate upon the cy-

linder or plate of glass, particularly after a recent ap-

plication of the amalgam. M. Wolff, of Hanover, recom-
mends strongly that a piece of fine white paper should

be placed above the amalgam, so as to be interposed be-

tween tlie rubber and the glass. Mr Nicholson has de-

duced, fronr a variety of trials, the following !;cncriil di-

rections for producing the most powerful effects from
electrical machines. His directions refer to tliat kii'd of

rubber in which the silk flap is attached to the lower

edge of the cushion, and returns back oyer its surfuce.

After the cylinder is cleaned, and the silk well wiped,

grease the cylinder by turning it against a piece of lea-

ther containing the grease from a tallow candle. Con-
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tinue to turn llie cylinder till the silk flap has wiped off

as inuch of the grease as to render the jjlass semi-trans-

parent. Some of Higgins' amalgam must be spread

upon a piece of leather till it is uniformly bright. The
leather must then be held against the turning cylinder.

The friction will immediately increase, and the leather

must not be taken away until the friction has reached its

maximum. When these diiections are implicitly fol-

lowed, Mr Nicholson found that the excitation was ex-

tremely powerful. With a cylinder " inches in diameter,

and a cushion 8 inches long, three brushes of light esca-

ped at once from a 3 inch hall. A 9 inch cylinder and

an 8 inch rusiiion occasioned fretjuent flashes from the

round end of a conductor 4 inches in diameter. With
a 1! inch cylinder, and a rubber of 7.J inches, a 5 inch

ball gave frequent flashes upwards of 14 inches long,

and sometimes flashes were emitted from a 6 inch ball.

The 7 inch cylinder afforded a spark of loj indies at

the best, and the 9 inch cylinckr, which had not a sutli-

cicntly high su]>port, sent flashes to the table which was

14 inches distant.

See Epiiiasse, Phil. Trans. 1767, p. 185. Higgins,

Pliil. Trans. 1778, p. 861. Kienmayer, in Rozicr's

Journal, vol. xxxiii. p. 96. Singer's Elcmcnls of Klec-

/nc!/!/, p. 52. Note. Nicholson, P/iil. Trans. 1789, p.

265.

Sect. I. 0)i Electrifying l^Incliinrs made of Globes and
Cylinders of Glass.

I. Descrijuion of the common Cylindrical Electrifying

Afachine, ivilh a sim/ile Handle.

The common electrifying machine, consisting of a

glass cylinder, was first introduced by the Germans, and

notwithstanding the many changes which it has under-

gone, it is still the cheapest, the simplest, and the most

perfect of all the electrifying machines formed of glass.

This machine is represented in Plate CCXL^'1I. Fig.

1. where AB is the cylinder of glass, supported upon

the two pillars E, F, made either of glass or baked wood.

These pillars are firmly fixed into a board or stand GH,
which is screwed to a table by means of the two clamps

shewn at X and Z. The cylinder of glass receives its

rotatory motion, by means of the simple v.inch or han-

dle W. The rubber is represented at ni, suppoitcd on

a pillar R, fastened into the hoard Gil. By means of

the screw S, this pillar can be brought towards S, so as

to make the rubber m apply with sufficient tightness to

the cylinder. The silk ilap, attached to tiie rubber, is

shewn at no. The prime conductor CD is placed up-

on an insulating stand, and receives the electricity from

the cylinder, by means of the metallic points shewn at

fi. The jar and discliarger, attached to the conductor,

will be afterwards described.

2. Descri/Uion of the common Electrifying Machine, tvith

a Multifilying Wheel.

This machine is represented in Fig. 2, and is almost

exactly the same as the last, excepting in the'mcchanism

for giving the cylinder a rotatory motion. Instead of do-

ing this by the simple winch W, as in Fig. 1, a small

wiicel IV is fixed on the axis of the cylinder, whicli pro-

jects beyond the pillar F. Below this, and fastened to

the pillar F, is a large wheel W, which has a motion of

rotation round the fixed axis x, by means of the handle

seen above II. A string being passed over the wheel,
as shewn in the Figure, the revolution of iho large wheel
W will give a rajiid motion to ihc small wheel t:', Riid

thus produce more electricity in a given time. Grooves
of dilVerent diameters are cut around the wlieeN \V and
711, in order to tighten the string when it becomes loose
by freciuent use. In this drawing, we have !>hcn'ii a dif-

ferent construction of the rubber; instead of being pres-
sed against the cylinder by a screw S, as in l"ig. I, the
]nllar R is fixed into a slider, which can be pulled out
and in, and tightened in any position by the screw nut N.
The other letters in this Figure refer to tlic same parts

as those described in the preceding article.

3. Descri/ition of .A'airne'a Patent Electrifying Ma-
chine.

This machine, which is both simjile, compact, and
powerful, and has been much used, for medical pur-
poses, is represented in Fig. 3, where AB is the glass

cylinder, about 12 inches long and 7 inches in^di;imcter,

supported by the glass pillars F, F, and moved by the

simple winch W. This machine is provided with two
conductors, one of which D is the positive conductor,

and the other C, the negative conductor, attached to the

back of the rubber, which is not visible in the Figure.

Both these conductors are hollow, and admit their ends
to be taken ofl', so as to introduce a coated I.cydcn phial,

which we have represented in the Figure at P as lying

within the positive conductor U. Each of the conduc-
tors has a brass knob A-, and is supported upon glass

pillars R, S. These pillars are fixed at right angles to

sliding pieces of wood, which move in grooves formed
in the stand GH, and are kept tight in any position by
the screw nuts N, N. One of these screw nuts keeps

the rubber in contact with the cylinder, while the other

gives stability to the positive conductor. The flap on
is seen extending over the cylinder fioin the negative

conductor.

4. Description of Dr Priestley's Electrifying Machine.

As the electrical machine invented and used liy Or
Priestley, was for a long time in great repute, and as it

affords an example of a machine with a i!;lass globe, we
have given a drawing of it in Fig. 4. The glass globe

AB is fixed upon the extremity of an axis at A, whicli

passes through the upjier part of the vertical stand El',

and carries a small wiieel ro. The rubber m consists of

a hollow piece of copper covered with basil skin, and

filled with horse hair. It is supported by a socket, which

receives the cylindrical axis of a circular plate of glas'i

/, the other end of which is fixed into a spring R, which

is made to ])iess the rubber against the globe by lighten-

ing the screw S. 'I'hc ])rinie conductor C is a pear-

shaped hollow vessel, made of polished copper, and sup-

ported by a pillar inserted in a firm stand of baked wood.

It is perforated with several holes for receiving hooks

and wires. It receives its electricity from the glob^, by

means of a long arched wire CI), tciniinating in an open

ring, on which several sharp pointed wiies are hung, so

as to play ligntly upon the globe when it is revolving.

The globe is put in motion by a multiplying wheel W,
turned by the handle seen above W, wiiich, by the in-

tervention of the string Wk', drives the small wheel w,

and thus gives any degree of velocity to the globe. When
Dr Priestley wished to have positive electricity, he con-
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nccted llic rubber \viili the table or iloor by means of

the cliain in n, and when he wanted negative electricity,

he connected the rubber by a chain with an insulated

conductor, and the conductor C with the table or ground.

In the machine, as originally constructed by Dr Priest-

ley, he made provision for receiving globes of different

diameters, and also for using scveial at the same time,

as well as for employing those of such a large size that

they required support at both ends of their axis. Mr
Lane's electrometer, in its earliest state, is represented

as annexed to ilie machine at L. See Priestley's His-

tory of Electricity, p. 531.

5. Descri/ition of Read's Electrifying Mac/iine.

This machine, though assuming a very different ap-

pearance from any of those which we have described,

does not exhibit any essential improvements. It is, how-

ever, a convenient and compact machine, and has been

very generally used. The cylinder AB (Plate CCXLVII.

Fig. 5-) is placed vertically, and has the upper extremi-

ty of its axis moveable in the end of the bent iron sup-

port El". The rubber m is attached to an iron spring

R, and is pressed against the cylinder by a screw S, but

il has the disadvantage of not admitting of insulation.

The cylinder receives its motion from the multiplying

wheel \V, and small wheel -.v, by means of a string.

The conductor CD has a very peculiar form. It is

opened and bent downwards at one end, so aS to pre-

sent a series of points /;,/; for receiving tlie electricity

from the cylinder ; and it is screwed into the head of a

Leyden jar J, coated as usual. When it is not required

to give a shock, the coated jar J is removed, and an un-

coated jar put in its place, so as to serve merely for an

insulating support for the conductor. Lane's electro-

meter is represented at L, as connected with the machine.

See Priestley's History of Electricity, p. 529.

6. Descri/ition of Beccaria's Electrifying Machine.

This machine, of which it is completely unnecessary

to give a drawing, is interesting principally from its hav-

ing been employed in the experiments of Beccaria. It

consists of a cylinder turning horizontally between two

upright supports, by means of a large multiplying wheel.

This machine was supported upon a clumsy rectangular

frame of wood, which rested upon four glass feet. Each
of these glass feet was placed in semicircular boxes of

tin, put together so as to form a circular box ; and when
the machine was in use, these tin boxes were filled with

warm ashes, in order to produce a more perfect insula-

tion, by keeping off all moisture from the glass. The
prime conductor, which was suspended by silk strings,

consisted of a cylinder of tin 12 feet long, and a foot in

diameter, and had a conical end towards the cylinder of
glass, the opposite end having a hemispherical form. The
whole machine being insulated, positive electricity was
obtained, by making a communication with the ground
by means of a chain; and when negative electricity was
wanted, the whole machine becavne a negative conduc-
tor, by making the positive conductor communicate with
the ground.

7. Descrifition of the Rev. Mr Pearson's Machine.

This machine is chiefly intended for medical purposes,
:ind for administering electricity in cases of suspended

animation. It consists of a cylinder 7i inches long, and
four inches in diameter, turned by a simple winch. In-

stead of a conductor of the common kind, it has a small

insulated collector, which is a piece of smooth wood, co-

vered with tinfoil, and rounded at the ends. It is about

six inches long, and one inch in diameter, and collects

the electricity from the cylinder by means of about twelve
fixed pins of brass. It is then connected by a chain with

a plate of glass 9 \ inches by 7A, cemented to the wood at

the four corners of the box by electrical cement, and
coated on both sides with tin-foil, as in Plate CCXLIII.
Fig. 7. This plate serves for a Leyden phial. See
Nicholson's Journal, vol. i. p. 506.

Various other machines, formed with globes and cylin-

ders, have been employed by different experimental phi-

losophers ; but as they differ from those which we have
described only in the awkwardness of their construction,

it would bo an insult to our readers to offer any particu-

lar drawing or description of them.

The original electrical machine used by Otto Gue-
ricke, was merely a globe of sulphur of the size of an in-

fant's head, formed by melting sulphur in a glass globe,

and afterwards breaking the glass. It was then placed up-

on an iron axis, after being perforated in two places. Light
bodies were placed in the box below it, and when put in

motion, it was rubbed by the hand till the light k)odies

were attracted by it.

Mr Hawksbee's machine was a glass globe turned by

a large multiplying wheel, which whirled it round with

great velocity. It had no conductor. Dr Priestley has

given a drawing of il in his History of Electricity.

The machine employed by the Abbe NoUet, of which
a drawing is given by Dr Priestley, differs in nothing

but its frame from that of Hawksbee. It was furnish-

ed, however, with a conductor, which was merely a bar

of iron, or a gun barrel, and sometimes a chain sus-

pended by a silken string coming from the ceiling of the

room.
Mr Wilson's machine consisted of a cylinder, turned

with a multiplying wheel. Two horizontal silk cords

were supported upon four vertical pillars of wood, and
the conductor, which was a bar of iron, rested in an insu-

lated state upon the silk cords. See a drawing of it in

Priestley's History of Electricity.

Dr Watson's electrifying machine consisted of four

globes, supported in a vertical frame, and whirled round
by four different strings placed in four different grooves

on the surface of a huge multiplying wheel. His prime
conductor was a bar of iron suspended from the roof of

the room. A drawing of it may be seen in Priestley's

History of Electricity.

Sect. II. On Electrfying Machines made with circular

Discs of Plate Glass.

There is one obvious disadvantage attending the con-

struction of electiifying machines made of globes or cy-

linders, namely, the difficulty of cleaning their interior

surface, in case of any moisture that may have been ac-

cidentally introduced. In order to avoid this inconve-

nience, large cylinders have sometimes been construct-

ed, so that the hand could be mtroduced at one end, for

the purpose of cleaning and drying the globe. In order

to avoid this evil, as well as to render the electrifying

machine more port?Dlc and less liable to injury, a cir-

cular disc of plate glass was substituted in place of the
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glass cylinder. The honour of this invention has been
claimed for our countryman Mr R.unsdcn, and also by
Dr Ingcnhousz, physician to the Emperor of Germany.
Some persons have endeavoured to settle these claims,

by asserting that the idea was conceived by Ingenhonsz,
and executed by Ramsden, and there is every reason to

believe that this was the case. Dr Inp;enhousz proposed
the use of a circular disc of glass in 1763, and mentioned
the idea to Dr Franklin and several other persons ; and
among; the additions at the end of the first edition of Dr
Priestley's History of Optics, published in 1767, we are

informed that Mr Ramsdem had recently executed a

plate glass machine, which turned vertically, and was
rubbed by four cushions, each 1 J inches long, and placed
at the opposite ends of the vertical diameter. See Phil.

Trans. 1779, p. 659.

1. Descrifition of the Plate Glass Machine.

A small machine of this kind, chiefly intended for me-
trical purposes, is represented in Plate CCXLVII. I'ig.

6. where AB is a circular disc of plate glass, supported
upon a horizontal axis, the two exlreniiliesof which rest

on two upright pillars E, F. The plate receives its ro-

tatory motion from the simple winch W. The rubber
consists of two pair of cusliions, fixed at the opposite

ends of a diameter of the circle, to pieces of mahogany
TO, m, so thin as to be considerably elastic. These cushions

are seen more distinctly in the section of the machine
given in Fig. 8. where they are marked by the numbers
1, 2, 3, 4. The cushions are kept tight against the plate

of glass hy means of the screws s s, s s. In this macliine

the conductor CD has a particular form, for the pur-

pose of conveying the electricity to a jar J, placed as near
as possible to the pillar F, in order to make the machine
very compact. When the machine is not used for me-
dical purposes, the conductor has the form represented

in Fig. 9. where AB is the plate of glass, W the han-

dle that turns it, and CDE the arched conductor, insu-

lated by a pillar of glass R, and carrying two sets of

points /;/! for receiving the electricity fiom the ma-
chine. To each pair of rubbers is attached a flap made
of oiled silk, one of them ascending and the other de-

scending to the rows of points fi/i. These flaps are

shaded darker than the glass. A discharging electro-

ineter by Lane, is represented in Fig. 6. as inserted in

the top of the jar.

2. Cut/iberlson's Plate Glass AfacMne, ivith an insulated

stand.

Mr Cuthbertson, to whom the science of electricity is

under great obligations, not only for many valuable ad-

ditions to, and improvements upon, electrical apparatus,

but for several excellent experiments, has brought the

electrical plate machine to a state of very great perfec-

tion. As it is extremely difficult to insulate the rubbers

of the plate machine without giving it a chmisy appear-

ance, negative electricity may be obtained with equal

ease, by insulating the whole machine, as in Fig. 8. where
it is supported by four glass pillars G, H, I, K. In this

construction, it is necessary to insulate the winch W by

a glass rod. Instead of making the whole stand of one

piece, as in Fig. 8. the machine may be fastened with

clamps to a glass stool, of the same size and shape as

the stand of the machine. The conductor, insulated by

a rod of glass r, is shewn at CD.
Vol. VIII. Part I.

3. Cuthbertson'» Double Plate Machine, made /of the
Teylerian Museum at Haarlem.

The double plate machine, as constructed by Mr Cuth-
bcrtson, diflfers from the preceding only in havmg a
greater interval between the two upright pillars E, F,
for receiving two circular plates instead ol one. The
two plates arc fixed parallel to each other, on the same
axis, and are turned by the same handle. Two branch-
es of the conductor are introduced between the two
plates, and have rows of points on each side for carry-
ing off the electricity from the glass. IKiirc it is neces-
sary to support the conductor by an insulated stand se-
parate from the machine, instead of placing it in a dove-
tailed groove, as is done in Fig. 8. In the machine made
upon this principle by Mr Cuthbertson for the Teylerian
museum at Haarlem, each of the circular plates was
Jive feet Jive inches in diameter, their distance 7} inches,
and the length of the rubbers 15

J
inches. In order to

strengthen the plates, and to prevent any dissipation of
electricity along the axis, the two circular plates were
coated with a resinous substance to the distance of 1 6J
inches from the centre. The prime conductor consist-
ed of several pieces, and was sustained by three pillars

of glass 57 inches high. It was by means of this ma-
chine, wliich is celebrated in the history of electricity,

that Van Marum made his experiments on the fusion of
metals, of which we have given a full account.

4. Description of Van Marum'a Electrifying Machine.

The most perfect machine, perhaps, that has ever
been constructed, is that which was made under the di-

rection of Van Marum, and of which we have given a
perspective view and a section, in Figures I, 2, 3, 4,

and 5. of Plate CCXLVHI. Great ingenuity is dis-

played in the construction of this machine, not only
in preserving all its pans from a dissipation of electri-

city, but also in the method of obtaining positive and
negative ckclricity at pleasure. The plate of glass

AB, 31 inches in diameter, with all its apparatus, is sup-
ported upon a single column E, at the upper end of
which are two brass collars I, I, each of which is shewn
separately in Fig. 4. On these collars rests the axis

MN, which carries a counterpoise of leatl L, to prevent
too much friction on the collar 1 nearest the handle or
winch W. The rubl)ei's are shewn at nj, w. Fig. 1. being
invisible in the section in Fig 2. Each pair is sup-

ported in a hoi izontal |)osition upon the glass pillars ej,

and is attached to balls O, P. 'i'he whole of this appa-
ratus is minutely and correctly shewn in Fig 3. wlicrc

0, P are the balls, and ?«, n the rubbers, with the glass

plate moving between them. Receiving conductors

C, D, each of which is six inches long, and two and a

ha'f in diameter, arc fixed at t!ie ends of the semicircle

CGD, which is attached to an axis 5-, that turns on the

ball G, so that the conductor CGD can be turned round
into any position. A copper tube h H, tcriMinaling in

a ball 11, moves like a radius upon tlie stem of a ball

h, 2 inches in diameter, which being screwed into the

conductor G, s.-rv< s to confine the tube h If in any re-

quired position. Attached to the extremity of the

bearing piece K, is an arc c I rf of brass wire, half ait

inch in diameter, which has a motion of rotation round

1, so that it can be turned like the conductor CD into

any position. Hence by this apparatus, the i-eceiving

conductor CGD can be brought either directly opposite

Uu
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to the rubbers m, n, or placed at right angles to them

;

and the same can be done with the small conductors c,

(1, which are shewn in Fig. 1. as nearly in contact with

the rubbers m, «, while the conductors C, D have a ver-

tical position. By this ingenious contrivance, positive

and negative electricity can be produced at pleasure,

without any trouble. In the position represented in

Fig. 1. the conductor G will give positive electricity,

because the rubbers m, n communicate with the ground

by means of tlie semicircular wire c I rf, and the vertical

rod KK (Fig. 2.) But when negative electricity is

wanted, the arc cld\s moved into a vertical position

away from the cushions, while the conductor COD is

moved into a horizontal position, so as to leave the re-

ceivint,' conductors C, D opposite to the rubbers 7n, n.

In order to prevent all dissipation or loss of electricity

alonj; the surface of the glass supports, a mahogany cap

T covers the metallic caps, into which the supports are

cemented. The lower extremity of the supports is like-

wise guarded by a hollow ring of mahogany, covering

the metallic socket into which the support is inserted.

Fig. 5. is a section of the moving part of the branch

eld.
Fig. 3. shews the method of constructing the rubbers,

which have at their extremities four pieces of gum lac,

a, b, a, b.

From this brief description, our readers will be ena-

bled to form a correct idea of the excellence of this in-

genious machine ; but for a minute account of all its

parts, we must refer to the Journal de Physique for

April 1789, and Feb. 1"91 ; or to Nicholson's Journal,

vol. i. p. 84, 4to.

5. Descri/ition of Wolff's Electrifying Machine.

The machine used by M. Wolff, of Hanover, is near-

ly the same as that of Van Marum, which we have just

described, but it differs from it essentially in the con-

struction of the rubbers. The rubbers, which are 5i

inches long, 1 J broad, and } of an inch thick, are made
of dry walnut wood, soaked in amber varnish. They
are covered with a piece of thick woollen, on which
K a piece of fine neat's leather. When the leather is

fastened to the wood, it is wetted, and pressed be-

tween two boards till it is dry. It is then covered with

another piece of leather a little broader, having its rough
surface towards the glass. A piece of silk is next ap-

plied accurately to this leather, after the silk has been
heated and besmeared with butter of cacao, and a great
quantity of Kienmayer's amalgam. The leather is next
covered with amber varnish. Amalgam is spread over
this, and when the varnish is dry it is smoothed witli a

burnisher. This operation is repeated several times.
When the rubber is very dry, and has been brought by
pressure to touch the glass in all points, the leather,

after being coated with amalgam, is covered with a
piece of white paper of the same length as the leather,
and about half an inch broad, so as to cover the seam
by which the silk is joined to the leather. The paper
is then fastened to the wood, above and below, accord-
ing as it is on the ascending or descending side of the
plate. A more minute account of this construction, and
of the advantages which its author supposes it to pos-
sess, will be found in Gilbert's Annalen der Physicks
1802, and Nicholson's Journal, vol. vii. p. 124.

6. Descrifition of Musnier's Electrifying Machine.

This electrifying machine consists of a plate of glass

moving vertically, and differs only from those of the

common form in having the four cushions insulated up-

on pillars of glass, and connected with the upper ends

of these pillars by semicircular springs. A drawing and

description of the machine will be found in the Mem.
Acad. Par. 1772, p. 502; and in Bertholon, De I'Elec-

triciti itu cor/is humain, vol. ii. p. 220.

7. Description of St Julien's Machine,

This machine consists of three plates of glass put in

motion by a winch driving three toothed wheels. The
winch is fixed on one end of the axis of the largest

wheel, and at the other end of the axis is fixed the

middle plate of glass. Above and below this wheel

is another wheel, upon the axis of which is a plate of

glass, so that by turning the winch all the three plates

are put in motion. Each plate is rubbed by four rub-

bers fixed to the upright supports, between which the

plates move. The conductor is supported upon two-

glass rods, and the extremity of it nearest the machine

has three arms like a fork, the plane of which is verti-

cal. From the upper prong proceeds two long pointed

wires, which receive the electricity from the upper plate

of glass. From the middle prong proceed other two
similar wires, which draw the fluid from the middle

plate, and from the lower prong proceeds other two

wires, to take the electricity from the lower plate. Each
of the plates of glass is 15 inches in diameter; and the

machine is said to have been much more powerful than

a single plate machine tliirty inches in diameter. A
drawing and description of this machine will be found

inRozicK's Observations sur la Physique, 1788, vol, xxxiii,

p. 367—371.

Sect. III. On Electrifying Machines made of other Sub-
stances than Polished Glass.

Although we have now described the most valuable

and powerful electrifying machines, yet some of our
readers may be interested with an account of other elec-

trifying machines made of other substances, and some
of which can be constructed at very little expence, and
without the necessity of any accurate workmanship.

1. Description of the Silk Machine of .1/. ll'alckiers dc
St Amand.

This machine, of which we have given a drawing in

Plate CCXLVIII. Fig. 6. was invented by M. \Valcki-

ers of Brussels. Upon a wooden frame BBBB, is sup-
ported two large cylinders A, A, six feet long, and two
feet in diameter, which have a motion of rotation by means
of the winches C, C, C, C, about 8 or 10 fnches in radi-

us. These cylinders are made of wood, and are covered
with woollen serge. Around these two cylinders is pla-

ced a web of varnished silk, about 5 feet wide, and 25
feet long, half its length, or the distance between the two
exterior circumferences of the cylinders A, A, being 12^
feet. The cushions E, between which the silk moves
during the revolution of the cylinders, are' 7 feet long
and 2 inches in diameter, and covered by catskin or
hareskin, and can be brought together or separated by
screws, so as to increase or diminish the friction. In the

interval of two feet between the upper and under part
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of the silk, and at an equal distance from the two cylin-

ders, is placed tlic conductor FG, which is suspended by
silk strings UH, from the frame of the machine. It is

about 7 inches in diameter, and extends a little beyond
the silk on both sides. This conductor is furnished

with a number of points, on the upper and under side of

it, for receiving the electricity from the silk. The dis-

tance of the cylinders may be increased or diminished
hy means of a wedge I. The machine is moved by four

men, each of whom mounts upon the boxes L, L, L, L,

in order to reach the handles C, C, C, C. As this ma-
chine obviously produces negative electricity, it can be
made to give positive electricity by advancing the

cushions into the middle between the cylinders, and
supporting them by silk cords like the conductor,

and by making the silk itself communicate with the

ground.

This machine is said to have been so powerful, that

no person durst take a spark from it, unless with the el-

bow or the shoulder. Even in seasons the most unfa-

vourable for the production of electricity, the sparks ex-
tended to fifteen inches from the conductor.

2. Description of Rouland's Silk Machine.

This machine, constructed by M. Rouland, Profes-

sor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Paris, is

rather an improvement upon that of Walckiers than a

new machine. The rubbers employed by M. Rouland,
are tubes of tin coveredWith catskin ; and, instead of

two rows of points upon the upper and under side of

the conductor, which often tear the silk, he employed
two plates of brass, which were fixed upon the conduc-

tor, and stood at the distance of half an inch from the

silk. In other respects this machine does not differ

from that of M. Walckiers, excepting in the construc-

tion of the frame-work. See Rouland, Descrifitio?i cks

Mac/lines a Taffetas, 8 Amsterdam, 1785.

3. Ingenhousz's Portable Ribbon Machine.

This machine is nothing more than a varnished rib-

bon suspended upon a fixed pin or nail, and excited

with a rubber of catskin. A small Leyden phial is

held near the rubber, and collects negative electricity

from the silk.

4. Ingenhousz's Electrifying Machine of Pasteboard
Discs.

On account of the great expence of making a very pow-
erful electrifying machine of plate glass, Dr Ingenhousz
employed three pasteboard discs, four feet in diameter.

Having soaked them in copal or amber varnish dissol-

ved in lintseed oil, he covered them with a thick coat

of the same varnish, and dried them by the heat of a

German stove. When the varnish had become very
hard, he found that they were capable of a very power-
ful excitation by a rubber made of cat's or hare skin.

These discs were then placed in a frame, which was so

constructed as to hold twelve of them. It consisted of

two square pillars of wood, about five feet high and
three inches broad, joined together above and below by

a transverse piece of wood. In the middle of the two
pillars was a hole about an inch and a half in diameter,

made to receive a wooden axis. The pasteboard discs

were then put upon this axis, and between each two

discs was placed a Hat board, three inches broad, co-
vered on both sides with (laiinel, and then witJi hare-
skin. The two S(|uarc pillars were also covered willi
llanncl and with harrskin. When the three discs were
placed in the machine, Dr Inpcnhousz received sparks
about one and two ftct long from the front surface of
the first disc, by approaching his knuckle to it. He
then ap|>lied a tin conductor, about six ftci long, and
six inches in dianuter, divided into two branches, on
the extremities of which was a thick silver lace frinjjc

instead of points. Sparks, about four or five inches
long, and extremely brilliant and strong, were received
from this conductor. See Phil. Trans. 1779, vol. Ixix.

p. 659.

5. Electrifying Machines made of Wood.

M. P. Animersin ronstructed electrifying machines
made of a cylinder of wood, prepared by boiling it in

lintseed oil ; and he obtained positive or negative elec-
tricity, according as he employed a rubber of silk or
of wool. Professor Pickel at Wurlzburg, and Mr
Kohlreif of St Petersburg, employed discs of well dri-
ed wood. Mr Kohlreif constructed a machine, in which
he could substitute a plate of glass, or a plate of wood,
according as he wished to have positive or negative
electricity. The rubbers for the wooden plate were
covered with fine fur from rats and molcfi.

6. Van Marum's Machine, consisting of Cum Lac and
Mercury.

Van Maruni constructed an electrifying machine that

had a disc of gum lac, the inferior part of which was
immersed in a vessel containing mercury, and was ex-
cited while in motion by the friction of the mercury.
Van Marum found that the gum lac was much less af-

fected than glass with the moisture of the atmosphere.

7. Lichtenberg's Electrifying Machine.

M. Lichtenberg constructed a machine which con-
sisted principally of a drum or cylinder of wood cover-
ed with black woollen cloth. Above this cylinder he
placed a cushion lined with catskin, which rubbed
against the woollen cylinder, and produced electricity

in abundance. Beneath the drum he placed a pan con-
taining burning charcoal, in order to keep the apparatus
dry. Bohnenberger has constructed several machines
upon this principle. Their princijjal recommendation
is their cheapness and simplicity.

8. Dr Hamel's Electrifying Machine.

This machine, of which we have been favoured with

an account by Dr Hamel of St Petersburg, is an im-
provement upon that of Lichtenberg. The cylinder of tlus

machine is represented in section in Plate CCXLX'III.
rig. 7. where A is its axis, and BC the cylinder, which
is covered with wax taffetas. One end of the taffetas is

fixed by silk strings, in two grooves on the circumfer-

ence of the board B. The other end is lined with lea-

ther, along the edge of which are made a number of
small holes, through which a silk string is conducted,

and led round as many wooden pins, placed on the ex-

ternal surface of the oo ird C, at some distance from
the circumference. By this means the taffetas is stretch-

U u 2
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ed, anil it is also forced into the grooves c, r, made upon

the cyliiiclcr by means of a silk suing tied round the

pcripi'icry of tlic board C. Wlicn the tafTctas becomes

loose after long use, this string is taken otV till the tafle-

tas is again brought to a proper degree of tension. '1 he

cylinder, when niouiued on Us frame, and covered willi

a calskin, is shewn in Fig. 8. The calskin reaches Irom

F to G, and has at F three silk strings, by whu h it is

hooked on as many wooden hooks, II, II, II, fixc" }"

the principal board of the machine. It is merely laid

round the t.ifletas cylinder, and the attraction proiluced

by the electricity, excited during the motion of the cy-

linder, is more than sufficient to keep it in every part

perfectly close to the taffetas. This is an advantage

vhicli cannot be obtained in any machine, wliere the cy-

linder or plate presses against a fixed cushion. The con-

tact between the rubber and the cylinder is thus render-

ed totally independent either of the form of the cushion,

or the true centering of the cylinder. The hairy side of

the calskin is placed in contact with the taffetas, and

its other side may be covered with silk or any other

stuff. In order to prevent the cylinder from turning in

the wrong direction, a wooden ratchet wheel K is fixed

to the axis, and its hook to the frame of the machine.

The conductor M receives the electricity from the cy-

linder merely by one single point. As the catskin should

always be very dry, it would be convenient to have two,

one of which ought to be drying at the tire when the

other is in use. Dr Hamel has observed that these ma-

chines always act most powerfully in a dry cold winter

day, when the temperature of the external air was 30

or more degrees below the zero of Fahrenheit's scale,

vhatcver was the temperature of the room in which the

machine was placed.

CHAP. II.

Descrijition of the Electrophorus of Volta.

As the electrophorus of Volta is obviously an electri-

fying machine of a particular form, the description of it

belongs to the present CImpter. This ingenious instru-

iTjcnt was invented by M. Volta, professor of natural phi-

losophy at Como, and now at Padua, about the year
1774. It is represented in Plate CCXLVIII. Fig. 9.

where A is a circular metallic plate, or a plate of wood
covered with tinfoil, which has a glass handle FED
screwed into a brass or wooden nut D. The edge of
this plate must be pretty thick, and well smoothed and
rounded off. The lower plate B consists of a resinous
cake placed upon another metallic plate, and formed
by pouring the resinous compound when fluid upon a
metallic plate with a circular rim. This resinous plate
is formed by melting together equal parts of shell lac,

rosin, and Venice turpentine; -and if the plate is re-
quired to be formed separate from the lower conductor,
this compiisition should be poured while hot upon a mar-
ble table, from wliich it can be readily separated when
cold. The three plates which compose the electroplio-
rus may be distinguished by the letters A, R, C, A being
the upfirr conductor, B the resinous filate, and C the
lower conductor. The leading phenomena exhibited by
this instrument are given in the following experiments:

Exfi 1. If the resinous plate has been formed by be-
ing melted upon the lower conductor in a state of insu-
lation, it will be found to possess negative electricity,

and a spark may be drawn from any part of the com-
pound plate BC, particularly from tlic lower conductor.

This electricity, however, gradually dissipates.

I'.x/i. 2. Rub the resinous plate with a piece of flannel,

or fur, or, what is still belter, whip it with a lux's tail,

or a piece of catskin, and having placed the upper con-

ductor A upon the resinous plate B, raise it again by its

insulating handle, and the upper conductor will exhil)it

no signs, or very faint signs of electricity.

Jix/i. 3. Replace the upper conductor upon the re-

sinous plate B, and touch it when in this situation wilh

the finger, or with any other uninsulated conducting

substance. Let it then be raised by the handle, and it

will not only exhibit indications of positive electricity,

but will afford a sharp spark. Let the plate A be again

placed upon B, and again raised, and it will afiord ano-

ther spark, and this process may be repeated for a con-

siderable time, till no spark is obtained. This exhaus-

tion may be effected at once; for if when we touch the

raised plate A with the finger, we at the same time touch

the lower conductor with the thumb, a sensible shock
will be felt in the finger and thumb, and they will no lon-

ger exhibit any electricity.

Exp. 4. Let the upper conductor A be now placed

upon the excited plate B, by means of its glass handle,

and then bring the knob of a Leyden jar in contact with

it. The leaves of an electrometer when touched with

the knob of the jar, will then diverge with negative

electricity. Let the upper conductor be now raised, and
the knob of the jar again presented to it, and a spark
will pass between them. If the knob of the jar is now
brought into contact with the negatively electrified elec-

trometer, its divergence will be instantly destroyed.

This effect is obviously produced by an equal quantity of

positive electricity ; for if the positive electricity had
exceeded the negative electricity, the leaves would have

again separated with the excess, and remained slightly

positive; on the contrary, if the negative electricity had
exceeded the positive, the divergence would not have
been totally destroyed. This experiment is by Mr Singer.

Exft. 5. If the lower conductor C is now insulated, it

will exhibit negative electricity, when the resinous plate

B only is placed upon it, but when the upper conductor

A is placed upon B, the electricity of the lower con-

ductor C will change to positive. When tlie plate A is

again raised, C will become negative. Hence the two
conductors are always in opposite stales of electricity.

When the electrophorus is well made, it may be em-
ployed instead of an electrical machine. Mr Singer in-

forms us, that about 20 sparks from the upper conductor,

when raised, is sufficient to charge a Leyden phial of a

moderate size.

Sometimes the resinous plate of the eJectrophorus is

placed upon a plate of glass.

Dr Ingenhousz informs us, that the electricity pro-
duced by the electrophorus may be varied by transfer-

ring alternately the upper conductor from one resinous

cake to another, and touching it after it is placed on the
cakes. By this method, both cakes continually acquire
more and more electricity, so that the upper conductor
returns from either plate cjuite overcharged, and Ley-
den phials may be charged by it so very strongly that

they may be broken by the charge. The conductor re-

turns from one cake in a positive, and from the other in

a negative state. This method of increasing the elec-

tricities, was communicated to Dr Ingenhousz by Dr
Klincock of the University of Prague.
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See Volta in Rozier's Journal, vol. viii. 28tli Sopt.

1776; Henley, P/iil. Trans. 1776, p. 513; Id. 1778, p.

104'.i
; Acbard, Mcin- Acad. Bert. 1776, p. 122; C ivillo,

Phil. Trans. 1777, p. 116,388; Iiii^eiihousz. Phil Trans.

1778, p. 1027; Robert in \\oi\c\i'% Journal, vol. xxxvii.

p. 183; Robison's System of Mechanical I'hilosofihy, vol.

iv. now in the press; ami Singer's JCIi'ments of Electri-

city, p. 121—126.

CHAP. HI.

On Electrical Kites, Thunder Rods, and Conductors for

collecting the Electricity of the Atmosfihere.

We have already seen in our History of Electricity,

and in ilie Section upon the Electricity of ilie Atmo-
spiieve, that liy;htninu; is identical with electricity, and

that all the experiments made with a common electrify-

ini^ machine may also be made with the electricity which

is brought down from the atmosphere. The instruments

which have been used for this purpose are electrical

kites, for bringing it down from the higher regions of

the atmospnerc; thunder rods for collecting it from the

lower strata ; and conductors for carrying it off to the

ground. The terms thunder rods and conductors are

generally employed as synonymous; but in the present

Chapter we have given the name of thunder rods to those

instruments which are employed for collecting electri-

city for the purposes of experiment.

Sect. I. On Electrical Kites,

The electrical kite constructed by Dr Franklin con-

sisted of two light stripes of cedar wood put together

in the form of a cross, the arms being so long as to ex-

tend to the corners of a large thin silk handkerchief

when properly stretched out; the corners of the hand-

kerchief were then tied to the extremities of the cross,

so as to form the body of the kite. It was then supplied

with a tail, a loop, and a string, and was better able to

withstand the resistance of a thunder storm than if it had

been made of paper. To the top of the upright stick

of the cross, Dr Franklin fixed a sharp pointed wire,

which rose to more than a foot above the wood. To the

lower end of the stiing made of twine, he tied a silk

ribbon, and fastened a key at the junction of the silk and

the twine. The kite is then raised during a thunder

storm, and the person who holds the string stands within

a door, or window, or under cover, so that the silk ribbon

may not be wet, and so that the string docs not touch the

frame of the door or window. When the kite and the

string are wetted by the rain, the electricity will stream

out from the key when the knuckle is presented to it,

and a Leyden jar or a battery may be readily charged.

In our account of the experiments made by M. Romas,
•we have already given a general description of the elec-

trical kite which he employed. The twine string em-
ployed by Dr Franklin, was obviously unfit to conduct

the electricity of the atmosphere until it had been wetted

by the rain. In order to obviate this and other defects,

M. Romas made the string of twine twisted round with a

copper wire. Having formed a pretty stout thread of

good hemp, he doubled it, and twisted the two threads

and the metallic wire at the same time, so as to form only

one string. In this maimer, the string acquired a degree

of strength, which rendered it capable of resisting the

rough usage to which it must necessarily be Subjected.

In this stale, he took another hempen cord, and twined
it round tlie string, but at intervals of two feet he sewed
it to the other threads, so that if it should be broken by
any accident, the continuity of the cord would not be
broken for any considerable extent. Having received a
severe shock from the lightning when he was raising the

kite, M. Romas contrived to elevate it without touching

the cord. Tiiis he effected by means of a small chariot,

with which he could let out the string as rapidly or slow-

ly as he chose.

Mr Cavallo, in his experiments on atmospherical elec-

tricity, generally used school-boy's kites, about 4 feel

high, and two feet wide, the strings being formed, like

that of Romas, of threads of common twine and copper
wire, such as is used for trimming. In order to protect

himself from danger, he usually hung a chain from the

string, the end of which fell to the ground ; and at other

times he stood upon an insulating stool. When the kite

was raised, he commonly brought the string through a

window, and fastened it to a strong silk lace, tlie end of

which was generally tied to a heavy chain in the room.
By means of a small prime conductor standing upon a

table, and connected with the string by a wire, he ob-

served the character of the electricity which was brought
down.
Mr Cuthbertson, in his Practical Electricity, has given

a drawing of the apparatus which he employed in rais-

ing electrical kites, and which does not differ essentially

from those which we have described. The string of the

kite is coiled round a horizontal axis, supported upon
three mahogany legs; and round a drum, on a thicker

part of the same axis, is coiled a silk cord, the other end
of which is again coiled round another axis or reel 20 or

25 feet distant, which is moved by a winch; by turning

tliis winch, the string of the kite can be lengthened or

shortened at pleasure without any danger.

Mr Cuthbertson sometimes used three kites all con-

nected with one another; and on one occasion, when he
could obtain no electricity with a kite having a string

500 feet long, he succeeded by adding other two, each
of which had strings 500 feet in length. For farther

information on the construction of kites, see Franklin's

Letters, p. 90, or Phil. Trans. 1751, p. 565; Romas,
Mem. de Savans Etrangers, tom. iv. page 514, Sec; Ber-

tholon, De I'Electricite des Meteores, tom. i. p. 51, 53;
Cavallo, Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 407; Id. 1777, p. 48;
and Cuthbertson's Practical Electricity, p. 237—244.

Lond. 1807.

Sect. II. On Thunder Rods.

In our Section on tlie history of the atmosphere, wc
have already given an account of thcsimple thunder rods

which were employed by Le Monnier, Mazeas, Bccca-

ria, Dalibard, and Dclors. We shall, therefore, describe

at present the more complicated instruments Lonstructcd

and used by Mr Read. Mr Cavallo, and Mt Ronalds.

The instrument employed by Mr Read, in the expe-

riments of which we liave alrea^ly given a full account,

is represented in Plate ('CXLVIII. Fig. 10. where AA
is a wooden rod 20 feet long, and 2 inches in diameter

below, and 1 above. A solid glass pillar B covered with

wax, 22 inches long, is cemented into the lower end of

it, and along with the whole rod is supported upon a

wooden pclestal C, at the end of an iron bracket driven

into the wall. At the distance of 13 inches from D, a
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strong arm of wood E is fixed into the wall, holding a

glass lube 1', covcicd with sealiiis-wiiN. The rod AA
passes through the tube, and thus stands at the distance

ot i: inches IVom the wall. The tube 1" is lined with

cork, so that when the rod is bent by the wind, it is thus

prevented from touching or breaking the tube. At the

upper end of the rod are several sharp pointed wires G,

two of which are of copper, and about one-eighth ot an

inch thick, and one of them is twisted round the rod to

the right, and the other to the left, so as to reach the

brass collar at the top of the lower funnel II, to which

they are soldered. The two funnels H, H, arc intended

to defend the glasses H, l" from the weather. A hole is

bored through the wall at I, to receive a slass tube

coated with sealing-wax, through which a strong brass

wire is conveyed from the rod into the room. At the

end of the glass tube it passes threugh a brass ball 2 in-

ches in diameter; and proceeding a little farther, it keeps

suspended at its extremity a pith ball electrometer K,

at the distance of about 12 inches from the wall. The
outer end of the glass tube is kept dry, by a wooden box

on Uie outside of the wall. A bell N, supported on a

strong wire, is placed at the distance of 2 inches from

the ball L, and the wire of the bell communicates by a

metallic continuation R with the moist ground. This

bell is rung by a small brass ball three-tenths of an inch

in diameter, suspended from a nail at O. A small table

P is erected, for holding jars and other pieces of appa-

i-atus for making experiments. Mr Read afterwards

brought all the insulated parts of this rod under the roof

of his house, to preserve them from the moisture of the

atmosphere.
When the insulation of his principal rod was so far in-

jured by the moisture of the air that it exhibited no elec-

trical indications, he made use of what he calls a hand ex-

jiloring rod, which was about the length and thickness

of a common fishmg-rod, having plenty of small wires
twisted round it from one end to another. In order to

use this rod, he warmed the glass legs of an insulating

stool, and having placed himself upon it, he raised with
one hand the rod into a vertical position, where he kept
it for a minute or two. With the finger of the other
hand he touciied a sensible electrometer, which pointed
out the electricity of the atmosphere. When the elec-

tricity was too weak to produce any divergency in the
pith balls, which did not often happen, he added to the
rod a lighted torch, and placed it as far from his hand
as the strength of the rod would permit ; and by repeat-
ing the experiment, he always found the electricity sen-
sible, being attracted more powerfully by the flame of
the torch than by the extremity of the rod.
The atmospherical collector, with which Mr Cavallo

made numerous experiments, is represented in Plate
CCXLVIII. Fig. )l, where AB is a common jointed
fishing-rod, which wants the last or smallest joint. A
slender glass tube C is fixed at the extremity of this rod,
and is covered with sealing-wax, having a cork D at its

end, from which a pith ball electroineter is suspended.
A piece of cord HGI is fastened to the other extremity
of the lotl H, and is supported at G by a small piece of
twir.e FG. A pin is fastened at the extremity I of the
cord, and when it is pushed into the cork D, the pith
ball electrometer is in an uninsulated state. In order to
observe the electricity of the atmosphere, he fixed the
pin in the cork D, and taking the rod by the lower ex-
tremity H, he held it out of oHe of the highest windows
in the house, and having raised it into a position inclined

about 50° or 60" to the horizon, he kept it there for a

few seconds; he disengaged the pin from the cork D,

by pulling the twine at H ; and the string dropping into

the doited position KL, left the electrometer insulated

and electrified in a state opposite to that of the atmo-
sphere. He then drew the instrument into the room,

and examined the character of the electricity which it

possessed.

In order to insulate a vertical atmospherical appara-

tus, Mr Singer has applied his new system of insulation,

of which we shall give an account in our description of

his electrometer. He proposes to employ a stick oT

glass 10 inches long, and one inch in diameter, coated

with sealing-wax. The brass cap at each extremity,

must have a screw to receive the lid of a cylindrical tin

iunnel. " There are to be two such funnels, one screw-
ed at each end of the insulating pillar. They inay be
about 8 inches long, and one smaller than the other, in

such proportion, that the circumference of the stick of
glass, and the two funnels, inay form a series of concen-
tric circles, distant from each other about a quarter of

an inch. The apparatus is represented by Fig. 12, the

funnels being delineated by dotted lines. It is evident

that in this apparatus, the vapour must first traverse the

space between the outer and inner funnels, and then

the interval between the inner funnel and the stick of

glass, before the insulation can be destroyed; and this

space may be lengthened to any extent, by increasing

the number of concentric funnels. This arrangement
is very simple and durable; and though the limit of its

insulation is the distance of the funnels, that is, a quar-

ter of an inch, this will be found suflicient for the most
essential observations on the atmosphere ; and the high-

er intensities may be obtained, if desired, by prolonging
the insulator to some inches below the cap of the lower
funnel, as shewn in the Figure, or by making this lower

and internal funnel of a glass tube covered with sealing-

wax.
If an apparatus of this description be used to insulate

the horizontal wire, the open end of the larger funnel

should have a circular tin plate of nearly twice its dia-

meter, placed opposite to it, at a short distance, to pre-

vent the intrusion of driving rain or snow. (Fig. 13.)

Or, what might perhaps prove more effectual, it may be
placed within a sort of pigeon house, having a hole in its

side for the wire to pass through."
Nearly upon the preceding plan of insulation, F. Ro-

nalds, Esq. of Hammersmith, has erected an atmosphe-
rical apparatus, in a field near Highbury Terrace, Isling-

ton; but we have not yet seen an account of the obser-
vations which he has made with it. See Read, Phil.

Trans. 1791, p. 185; 1792, p. 225. Cavallo, Phil.
Trans. 1776, p. 407. Singer's Elements of Electricity,

p. 281.

Sect. HI. On Conductors for the fireservation of
Buildings.

As soon as Dr Franklin established the identity of
lightning and electricity, he applied this discovery to
the great practical purpose of defending buildings from
the effects of lightning. With this view he proposed to

erect a metallic lod, pointed at each extremity, at the
side of the building, so that it should rise to a considera-
ble height above the highest part of it, and descend low-
er than its foundation, either into water, or the nearest
ccniducting substance. Hence, if a thunder cloud is im-
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mediately above the building, its charge will be drawn

off by tiie pointed conductor, and be transmitted silently

lo the earth ; whereas had it struck the unprotected

building, the imperfect conducting bodies of which it is

composed, would have exposed such a resistance to the

passage of the lightning, tliat it would either have been
considerably injured or destroyed.

When this instrument was first proposed, a dispute

arose among the members of the Royal Society of Lon-
don, respecting the propriety of making the conductors

terminate in acute points. The subject was long and
keenly agitated ; but the party, headed by Mr Benjamin
Wilson, who insisted upon the necessity of furnishing

the extremities of the conductors with round balls, was
ultimately baffled in the contest, and the use of pointed

conductors now universally prevails. The advantages

of conductors in the protection of buildings, have been
generally illustrated by the experiments of the powder-
house, the thunder-house, and the pyramid, of which
we sliall give a short explanation, for the sake of our
young readers.

The thunder- house is represented in Fig. 14. of Plate

CCXLVIII. where a thick piece of board A, represent-

ing the end of a house, is fastened into the base B. About
8 inches from A is fixed a glass pillar C, moveable
about its axis, from the top of which proceeds a bent

wire EF, having a spring socket F, through which a

double knobbed wire FG is moveable. In the piece of

wood A is fixed a wire IIL, with a knob H at its extre-

mity, and another wire MN bent upwards at N. Into a

hole LMK, about i of an inch deep, and nearly one inch

wide, is loosely fitted a square piece of wood, of the same
shape, which can be taken out at pleasure. A diagonal

wire IK is fastened to the piece of wood. Let a charged
jar J be now placed near the apparatus, so that its inside

coating communicates with the ball E by means of a

chain, and its outside coating with the wire N by means
of another chain. Having placed tlie balls CJ, H at a

considerable distance, take out the piece of wood ILXM,
and put it in so that the wire IK lies in the direction ML,
and forms a communication with the wires HL and MI ;

then bring the balls G, H gradually nearer one another,

and at a certain distance the jar will explode, and no par-

ticular effect will be produced: the explosion being car-

ried off by the continuity of the conducting wires. Let
the wire IK be now placed as in the Figure, so that there

is an interruption in the conducting wire HLMN, and
let the jar be exploded as before. The piece of wood
ILMK will now be thrown out of its place to a conside-

rable distance, as the electricity does not find a ready
passage from L to M. In this experiment, the explo-
sion of the jar may represent a thunder cloud above the

chimney of the house A, which is saved when protected

by a continuous conductor, but thrown down when the

lightning does not find a ready passage.

The powder-house, as constructed by Mr Cuthbert-
son, is represented in Fig. 15. Plate CCXLVIII. The
brass ball A communicates with L by a brass wire; L
communicates with the ivory piece (/ by a brass chain;

and the ivory piece d communicates with the brass tube

c, standing in the brass dish e. This again communi-
cates with the brass pipe k, which is connected with the

hollow arm L. The tube c, and the ivory piece d, are

then filled with loose gunpowder, and the brass pin is

stuck into it within a quarter of an inch of the bottom.
Alcohol is poured into the dish c ; wettish gunpowder is

put into k, and L is filled with gunpowder hard pressed.

The house being then shut up, and its roof placed upon
it, the outside of a Lcydcii phial is made to communicate
with a hook below L; and as soon as the communicution
is complete, by making the inside of the jar conmiunicatc
with the ball A, the explosion of the gunpowder in c and
rf will blow off the roof, and, inflaming the alconol, will

set that part of the house on fire, and, after burning some
lime, it will kindle the gunpowder in the tube k, and
when it is consumed, the powder in the arm L will be
set on fire, and, after a loud explosion, the house will be
blown up, and fall to pieces.

The pyramid consists of several pieces of wood placed
on one another, the lowest piece forming a sciuarc base,

and the pyramidal part resting upon this base by three

small brass balls. A piece of wood is then loosely fitted

into a square hole on one side of the base, and one of the

brass balls is made to rest u])on this piece of wood, so that

the upper part of the jjyramid will stand when this piece

of wood is in its place, but will fall when it is thrown
out. The piece of wood is so constructed, that it can be
made either to complete or to interrupt the conimuiiica-

tion between the upper and the lower wire, as in the

thunder-house. When the interruption is completed,
and an explosion sent along the wires as in the thunder-
house, no effect will be produced; but, by interrupting

the circuit, the piece of wood will be thrown out, and the

pyramid will fall to pieces.

The effect of lightning upon ships may be shewn by
the following pretty ex])eriment by Mr Cuthbertson. lit

Fig. 16. Plate CCXLVIII. where AB is a trough filled

with water, C a ship swimming in it, so that the top of

the mast may nearly reach the ball L. Place the ship as

in the Figure at the end of the trough, and, by means of

a thread T attached to it, draw the ship under the ball L,
connected with the two charged jars D, F, and the charge
flying out of L will strike the mast, and break the ship in

pieces. When the ship is repaired, unscrew the round
piece of brass from the top of the spindle, and hani; the

chain y r upon it, having the star A screwed upon the

top. Bring the ship, as formerly, with considerable ra-

pidity under the ball L, and it will be struck by the shock,

the fire being seen to pass along the chain, without touch-

ing the mast. But if the ship is drawn slowly forward

beneath the ball L, no discharge will be heard, as the

electricity of the jar is drawn slowly off by the points of

the star A.
Conductors for the preservation of buildings should

be formed of a copper or iron rod, about
-J

or J of an

inch thick, made sharp at the point, and rising to the

height of four or five feet above the highest part of the

edifice. All the metallic parts on the roof of the

house should be connected with the rod, and the con-

ductor should pass to the groinid by the shortest pos-

sible path. Mr Morgan has very judiciously proposed
to attach to the sides of the foundation of each parti-

tion wall a stripe of lead, connected with a similar stripe

going round the whole of the foundation of the build-

ing. From these horizontal stripes, a perpcndicidar

stripe should rise on each side of the house, and, being,

connected with the water-pipes, itc. should be continued

to the roof to another set ot horizontal stripes, the very

same as those below. The top of the house should

then be surrounded with a stripe, continvied over every

edge and prominence up to the top of the chimney.

In order to insulate conductors, the iron or copper sta-

ples which fasten them to the walls should be consi-

derably larger than the rod, and should be covered with
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two or three folds of woollen cloth besmeared with melt-

ed pitch.
f.

For the protection of ships, chains have been tre-

qucntly employed, and they are particularly conveni-

ent, on account of their ^freat lltxibility. 1 lie con-

ducting power, however, ol the metal, is greatly dimi-

nished, by being formed into separate links; and it is

therefore better to have the conductor made of rods.

These rods should be connected with stripes of metal

encircling the deck, continued over the bottom or sides

of the keel, and connected with others embracing the

sides of the ship. If the ship is copper bottomed, it will

be sufficient to form a connection « ah the copper.

The best precautions for pcison.d security, in the time

of a thundirr-storm, is to avoid taking shelter under

trees, houses, and all other elevated bodies, and to

keep at a distance from streams and pools of water.

Within the house, the middle of tiie room is the salest

situation, so as to be at a distance from the gable end

of the house, from the bell-wires, and from the gild-

ings on the wall. See Franklin's Letters, \>. 121. Wat-

son, P/iil. Trans. 1764, p. 201. Wilson, /(/. p. 246;

Id. 1773, p. 48; Id. 1778, p. 232, 999; /(/. 1769, p.

160. Id. 1770, p. 188. Lcroy, Mem. .Acad. 1770,

p.53. /rf. 1773, p. 599. /rf. 1770, p. 472, 588. Phil.

Trans. 1773, p. 42. Henley, Id. 1774, p. 133. Nairne,

Id. 1778. p. 625. Blagden, /(/. 1782, p. 355. Psttei-

son. Trans, jimer. Phil. Soc. vol. iii. p. 321. Rcgnier,

Mem. Instil, vol. iv. Stanhope, Phil. Trans. 1787, p.

30. Bertholon, De I'Electriciie des Meteores, torn. i.

p. 193. Cuthbertson's Practical lileclricity, p. 79—85.

Morgan's Z-ecrures, vol. ii. p. 297.

BOOK II.

Ov Machines for Accumulatikg and Discharging
ELECTKlcn Y.

Sect. I. On the Construction of Jars and Coated

Plates.

Is- our Section on the Accumulation of Electricity, we
have already given a general account of the Leyden jar,

and of electrical batteries, and shall therefore confine our-

selves, at present, to some practical remarks on the con-

struction and use of these instruments.

The best form of a jar is that of a cylinder, having

its mouth sufficiently large to admit the hand, for the

purpose of coating, cleaning, and repairing it. With
this view, jars completely cylindrical were for some
time employed, paiticularty by Mr Cuthbertson ; but
he afterwards found that it was betltr to have them a

little contracted at the mouth. Dr Robison prefers bot-

tles of a globular form, and he frequently used the bal-

loons employed in distillation.

The glass of which the jars are made should have no
more thickness than what is necessary to prevent them
from being broken by a spontaneous discharge; for Mr
Cavendish has found that the rjuaniily of electricity ne-
cessaiy to charge difl'erent coated jars of the same ex-
tent, is inversely as the thickness of the jars.

The best method of coating jars, is to line them both
on the outside and the inside with tinfoil, wnich may
be made to adhere to the glass by guin water. When
the jars, however, will not admit of being lined with
tinfoil, or when tinfoil is not to be got, a coaling of brass
filings may be laid on with gum water, or a quantity of

gold leaf or Dutch metal may be placed in the jar, so as

not to rise higher than the external coating. When the

jar has a globular form, it should be coated by cutting

the tinfoil into gores or joints, in the same manner as ter-

restrial and celestial globes are covered. A coated jar

is shewn in Plate CCXLIII. Fig.5.

As jars are very often broken by the spontaneous dis-

charge through the glass, Mr Brooke proposed, as the

result of experimenl, that the tinfoil should be first past-

ed upon common writing paper. When this precaution

was taken, he very seldom had any of his jars broken.

l"or the purpose of preventing the charge of the jar

frOni being dissipated, it is of great advantage to covee

the uncoated part with melted sealing-wax or with

varnish, to prevent the deposition of moisture from the

atmosphere.

In order that the jar may retain its charge for a con-

siderable lime, it is constructed, as in Plate CCXLVII.
Pig. 1. where it is shewn suspended at the end C of the

conductor. After being coaled in the usual manner,

a glwTSS tube a 6, reaching to the bottom, is cemented into

tne cap. The inside of this tube is covered with tin-

foil rather more than half its length from the bottom,

and this lining communicates with the inner coating

of the jar. A wire c, blunted at the lower end, and

half the length of the tube, is placed loosely in a hole

in the brass cap, so mat when the jar has the position

in the Figure, tne wire c forms a communication be-

tween the brass cap and the inside coating ; but when this

wire is drawn up or taken out, there is no communication
of the internal coaling either with the brass cap or with

the external air. The phial will consequently retain

its charge, and may be carried about in the pocket till it

is needed.

M. Cavallo has invented a curious instrument, virhich

he calls a self-charging phial. It consists of a glass

tube 18 inches long, and li inches in diameter. Coat
the inside of it with tinfoil over hiilf its lengtli, place

a cork into the aperture of the co; ted end, and let a
knobbed wire pass through the cork to the coating. If

this tube is now held by the uncoated part with one
hand, while the outside of the coaled part is rubbed by
the other hand, and if the rubbing hand, after every three

or four strokes, is made to touch the knob, it will com-
municate to it a spark, and the inside coating will thus

be grailually charged. If the outside of the coated end
is now grasped with one hand, while the other touches

the knob, a shock will be experienced.

Dr Robison informs us, that he constructed a verjr

fine electric phial for the pocket, by forming tin plate

into somewhat of a phial shape with a long neck. It

was next coated with sealing-wax, about J^ of an inch

thick, quite to the end of the neck. The sealing-wax
was then coated with tinfoil, all but the neck. The tin-

plate formed the inner coating and wire, and the tinfoil

the outer coating, while the wax acted the part of glass

in the common jar.

Sect. II. On Coated Plates.

We have already seen that electricity may be accu-
mulated as well in a coated plate as in a coated jar, and
we have represented a plate of this kind in Fig. 7. of
Plate CCXLIII. Dr Bevis was the first person who
substituted coated plates of glass instead of jars, and Dr
Franklin actually used a battery consisting of coated

plates of crown glass. As the accumulation of the
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electric mutter increases witli the thickness of the glass,

Muscovy talc has been substituted in place of c;lass, and
it has the additional advantai^c of being less liable to at-

tract moisture from the atmosphere. Instead of glass,

Beccaria employed a resinous plate consisting of equal

quantities of pure colophony and powder of marble, and
having previously stuck a piece of tinfoil within five

inches of the edge of the table, he poured this composi-
tion, when melted, upon the table, and having spread
it to the thickness of a 10th of an inch with a hot iron,

he coated the upper side with tinfoil, and found that it

had the power of accumulating a greater degree of elec-

tricity than an equal plate of glass, and was less liable

to be broken by a spontaneous discharge.

Sect. III. On the Canstruction of Batteries.

The electrical battery was invented in the year 1746,

by Gralath, a German. Dr Franklin constructed one of

coated plates of glass. Dr Priestley employed one of 64

jars ; but the largest that have ever been made are those

which Mr Cuthbertson made for the Teylerian Museum
of Haarlem.
The jars which compose a battery are formed and

coated in exactly the same manner as a single Leyden
phial. In Figs. 8 and 9, of Plate CCXLIII. we have
given a representation of two batteries, shewing two dif-

ferent forms of the jar, and two different manners of

uniting the separate effects of each.

The real power of batteries ought not to be estimated

by the number of square feet of coated surface which
they contain, but by the length of nictallic wire wliich

they are capuble of igniting or cxpiociing. In the year

1774, Mr N.iirne constructed a battery, containing 50
square feet of coated surface, and he found that it was
capable of igniting 45 inches of iron wire,

-j-fo''^ P'*''* °^ '*"

inch in diameter, which corresponds to aliont^ths of an

inch of wire for each stjuarc fool. The first battery con-

structed by ?vlr Cuthbertson for the Teylerian Museum,
contained 135 square feet of coated surface, and was
capable of igniting about 180 inches of the same kind

of wire, which is nearly one inch and -f'oths of wire for

each square foot, surpassing considerably the power of

Nairne's battery. When tliis battery was increased to

225 square feet of coating, it ignited 300 inches of the

same wire, which was also at the rate of one inch and

Aths for each square foot. The large battery of !00

jars, which Mr Cuthheitson afterwards completed for

the same museum, covitained 550 square feet, was ca-

pable of igniting 655 inches of tiie same wire, which was
also at the rate ot one inch and ^-^tlis for every square

fool. Mr Cutlibertyon afterwards made a number of

batterieb of 15 jars each, and liaving about 17 square

feet of coated "uiTace. Calculating fioni Nairne's bat-

tery, these small ones ought to ignite 1 5h inches of wire,

and calculating from the Haarlem batteries, they ought

to ignite 22 inches ; but Mr Cuthbertson found them
capable of igniiii'g 60 inches of the same wire. This
remarkable increase Mr Cuthbertson could not easily

explain. The Haarlem batteries were made ofBoliemian

glass, and the small batteries mentioned above were
made of flint glass; but Mr Cuthbertson does not tnink

that the difference of pov/er can be ascribed to this

cause.

Mr Brooke had observed that a coated jar took a much
higher cnarge when it was dirty than when it was clean ;

but he does not seem to have made any experiments to

Vol. VIII. PahtI.

investigate this singular fact. In the year 1792, Mr
Cuthbertson happened accidentally to observe, that a

jar When it is a little damp in the inside, (which it al-

ways is when fresh coatetl,) look a higher ciiarge than
when it had been coated for some time and dry. He
then tried the power of a jar when it was damped by
breathing into it, and found that it was capable of igni-

ting 12 inches of wire, whereas it ignited only 5 inches
when well dried. In March 1796, in very dry weather,
Mr Cuthbertson charged a battery of 15 jars, and 17

square feet of coated surface, and found that it ii;nited

18 inches of wire; but after breathiiig into each jar
through a glass lube, and then charging the battery, he
was astonished to find that it was llicn able to ignite
60 inches of the same wire. In order to examine this

subject more accurately, Mr Cuthbertson constructed
his compound electrometer, which will be described in

the next Chapter, anrl iuBlitnted a set of experiments
to determine in what degree the charging capacity of
coated jars is increased by breathing into them. The
result of these experiments was, that the force of batte-
ries did not increase with the quantity of coated surface,
but according to the law already given in page 323.
Hence it resulted, that instead of the power of a battery
being increased 4 times, as he at first supposed, by
breathing into the jars, the increased effect was oiily

two-thirds. This incn-ase, however, is still sulliciently

great to make us regard Mr Cuthbertson's discovery of
the effects of dampness, as one of the most valuable ad-
ditions which has for a long lime been made to practical
electricity.

An effect, similar to tliat of breathing into the jar,

may be produced by placing a wet sponge witliin it, or
by slightly oiling its surface ; but as these methods are
not permanent, it has been recently proposed to paste a
slip of writing paper an ineh broad on the interior sur-
face of the jar, so as to rise about half an incii above the
upper edge of the inner coating.

rs andSect. IV. On Inslrumcnts for discharging Ja
Batteries.

A DESCRIPTION of the common discharging rod has
already been given in a former Section. Discharging
rods with only one branch, and having glass handles,
are shewn in Plate CCXLIX. Fig. 2. and are of great
service in many experiments, for completing the clec-
tiical circuit, by fastening a wire at the end a of the
metallic branch a 6. A jar may be discharged, as repre-
sented in Plate CCXLIX. Fig. 3. by connecting with
the outside coating a bent arm be, attached to a ring d c,

and by suspending any coiiductinH,- body c by a silk thread
Ijctween the knobs a and />. The body e v.'ill oscillate

between these balls till the jar is discharged. When the
body f is shaped into the form of a spidei', this experi-
ment has been called the eleclrijicd s/iidcr.

1. Henley's Universal Discharger.

One of the most useful instruments for discliarginj;

jars, was invented by Mr Henley, and is represented in

Plate CCXLIX. Fig. 4. where AB is a mahoi,'any board
II- inches long and 4 wide ; C, D, two gluss pillars ce-
mented into the base AB, and having upon their upper
extremities brass caps, and above them spring tubes m,
n, which turn round joints at o and fi, that have both a

vertical and a horizontal motion. In these spring tubes,

X X
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two wires are placed, liavmi; a ring of brass at one end

and a knob at the other. The small tabic EI", about 5

inches in diameter, has a piece of ivory inlaid upon its

surface, and may be raised or depressed by tlic screw

nut .. Tiie small mahogany pnss, represtntcd in lig.

5. is sometimes placed in the socket « instead of the ta-

bic IT It consists of two boards, which can be press-

ed together by the two nuts//, 7. When this instrument

is required to be used, the body through which the dis-

charge is to be passed, must either be laid upon the ta-

ble tr, or fixed in the press, l-ig- 5. The balls of the

slidinB wires must then be brought in contact with the

opposite sides of the body, and when one ol the rings ol

the wires is connected with a jar or a battery, while the

other ring is connected with the discharging rod, the

charge will be sent through the body with the greatest

accuracy. In many experiments, wires pointed at the

txtremilies are used instead of those which have knobs

2. Sim/ilc Discharging Electrometer.

This simple instrument, which is generally attached to

plate glass machines, is nothing more than a brass ball

at 'the end of a brass stem 1 i inch long, moveable in a

ball and socket upon the top of a glass rod fixed into the

base of the machine, so that the brass ball is about one

inch distant from the brass ball of the conductor adja-

cent to the piece of wood on wliich the receiving points

are fixed. The brass ball of this discharger can there-

fore be set at any distance, within certain limits, of the

conductor, and hence it enables us to regulate the mag-

nitude either of the sparks given Ijy the conductor, or

the shock of a jar connected with the conductor. When
the ball of the electrometer, fur example, is placed near

the conductor, the electricity of the conductor or of the

jar v.ill always be carried ofi' when it reaches a certain

magnitude, proportional to the distance of the electro-

meter ball from the conductor.

3. Lane's Discharging Electrometer.

This instrument, which is universally used, is repre-

:,cnled in Plate CCXLVII. Fig. 2. where fe is a piece

of brass fixed into the end of tlie conductor D. This

arm carries a bent piece of glass erf c, having a brass cap

c at its extremity. Through a spring tube within this

cap passes an arm of brass a b, having a ball a, i,at each

extremity. The arm (i4 is then connected with the

ground by means of a chain, as shewn in Fig. 1. where
the electrometer has a difPercnt position upon the con-

ductor. When the ball a is brought near the conductor

D, the charge of the conductor will be carried off into

the ground, by means of the chain, when it has reached
a certain magnitude. If the ball a is pushed to a greater
distance from I), the conductor will require to have a

higher charge before it passes to the ball. In this way,
the distance of the ball n from the conductor becomes a

measure of the electricity which it contains at the in-

stant of the discharge. In Fig. 6. this instrument is re-

presented as attached to a jar, but, in this case, the outer
ball or ring must be connected with the external coating
of the jar. This electrometer is represented under a
different form at L, in Figs. 4. and 5.

CHAP. II. T=t»V-srJr-" .

On Instruments for Measuring Electricity.

Instruments for measuring electricity have received

the name of Electrometers, an appellation which has been

given to those that indicate the presence of small quan-

tities of electricity, as well as to those which afford an

exact measure of its intensity.

Sect. I. Oti Instruments that indicate small Quantities

of Electricity.

1. The MbS A''ollet's Electrometer.

The electrometer used by the Abbe NoUet consisted

of two silk threads, which indicated by their divergen-

cy the presence of small quantities of electricity, and he

even attempted to measure their magnitude by ascer-

taining the angle of divergency from the shadow of the

threads upon a board. This electrometer was improved

by Mr Waitz, who suspended small weights to the silk

threads.

2. Canton's Electrometer.

This instrument consisted of a pair of balls turned

out of the dry pith of the elder. These balls were sus-

pended by the finest linen threads. Mr Canton kept

them in a narrow box, with a sliding cover, and when
he wanted to use them, he held the box by the end of

the cover, and permitted the balls to hang freely from a

pin io which they were suspended. This instrument is

represented in Plate CCXLIII. Fig. 1. as placed upon
an insulating stand. The balls are here shewn in a

stale of divergence.

3. Bennet's Gold Leaf Electrometer.

A perspective view of this instrument is shewn in

Plate CCXI.,IX. Fig. 6. and a section of it in Fig. 7. It

consists of two stripes of gold leaf m, n, suspended with-

in a glass cylinder ABED. This cylinder has a brass

cap AB, considerably broader than itself, in the centre

of which is a hole a in the inside of the cap, which re-

ceives a small wedge of wood. On each side of this

wedge two equal stripes of gold leaf, free of all ragged-
ness at their edges, are fixed by a little varnish: these

stripes are generally about two inches long, and about a

quarter of an inch broad. The inside of the cap ABj
and the upper part of the glass cylinder, are coated with

sealing-wax. On the inside of the glass cylinder ar^

pasted two stripes of tinfoil b, c, diametrically opposite

to each other, and rising higher than the stripes of gold

leaf. The lower ends of the tinfoil are in contact with

the brass stand DEF, which supports the whole. In or-

der to observe the electricity of the atmosphere, a point-

ed wire C is inserted in the brass cap AB. In order to

use the electrometer, turn round the cap AB till the sur-

faces of the gold leaf are parallel to the surfaces of the

pieces of tinfoil b, c, so that the two stripes of gold leaf

may hang in contact in the middle of the cylinder.

Then, if a body containing a small quantity of electricity

be brought in contact with the cap AB, the gold leaves

m, Ti, will diverge, and their extremities will strike the
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pieces of tinfoil 6, c, and tlius convey the electricity to

the i^round.

Mr Cavallo has proposed to Improve this electrome-

ter, by sticking two small pieces of gilt paper to the

ends of the gold leaves.

4. Mc/iolson's Imfirovement on Bennet's Electrometer.

As the divergency of llie gold leaves in the preceding

instrument is increased by the stripes of tinfoil b, c, it

might happen that the electricity was so weak that it

could only be rendered sensible by having the stripes

b, c, brought very near to the gold leaves. With this

view, Mr Nicholson constructed an apparatus, in which

he substituted two flat radii of brass in rooni of the tin-

foil, and, by means of a micrometer screw placed at the

foot of the glass cylinder, he was able to open and shut

the two radii of brass, so that their extremities could be

brought within any distance of the gold leaves. The di-

vergency of the brass radii afford a kind of measure of

the intensity of the electricity. A drawing and descrip-

tion of this improved instrument may be seen in Nichol-

son's Journal, September 1797.

5. Cavallo's Electrometers.

The electrometers constructed and used by Mr Caval-

lo are represented in Plate CCXLIX. Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 8. is his pocket electrometer, shewn in its inner case

at A, and in a state of action at B. The inner case or

handle is made of glass, and is about three inches long,

and ~g of an inch wide, half of it being covered with

sealing-wax. To the open end of the tube is fitted a

cork which tapers at both ends, so that any end of it will

suit the end of the tube. Two small cones of the pith

of.eldcr are then suspended to two linen threads attached

to one end of the cork. When the electrometer is to be

used, the end of the cork opposite to the threads must
be put into the tube, and the tube will form the insulated

handle of the electrometer, as shewn at B. The case of

this electrometer, shewn at C, contains a piece of am-
ber at one end, for electrifying the electrometer nega-

tively, and at the other end a piece of ivory insulated

upon a piece of amber, for giving positive electricity

when rubbed by woollen cloth.

Another electrometer of Cavallo's is represented in

Fig. 9. at A, which does not difier very essentially from
Bennet's, having small conical pieces of the pith of el-

dgr.. instead of gold leaves. These balls are suspended
by two silver wires, which hang parallel to one another
when the balls are at rest. The wires are shaped like

rings at the top, and hang very loosely in holes, in a

piece of ivory H. The cap of the electrometer has a

particular construction, which will be seen at B.

6. Saussure's Electrometer.

This electrometer is represented in Fig. 10. of Plate

CCXLIX. and has a general resemblance to that of Ca-
vallo's. The balls are round, and made of the pith of

elder. They are about half a line in diameter, and are
suspended to the most delicate silver wires. The glass

vessel ACB has a bell shape, and is so wide that the

balls g; g, even at their greatest divergency, cannot
reach the stripes of tinfoil h, h, within the glass. In or-

der that they may give out all their electricity, Saus-
sure used four stripes of tinfoil instead of two, each in-

ternal stripe having a corresponding one on tlie outside.

The bottom BC is made of metal, and upon the ed^e ot

it is a divided scale, fjr measuring the divergency of the

balls. This instrument of baussure's was extremely
sensible ; but when the electricity of the atmosphere
was not strong, he fixed on the top of it a pointed con-

ductor, two feel long, and on other occasions he connect-

ed with the hook A a fine metallic wire, about 50 or 60
feet long, at the end of which was a ball of lead of three

or four ounces, which he threw to the height of 40 or

50 feet, and thus brought down the electricity to the

electrometer.

The following Table contains the electrical forces

corresponding to the divergency of the balls, as deter-

mined by expcrimenls.

Distance
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...idaJc of whicl. it is iixe<l by a plug of silk. This icpcl the other ball C, and the uim EC will rise in a

.onslruclioi. is shewn in Imr. 11, of Plate CCXLIX. vertical plane. 1 he angular motion of LC is indicated

where A is a brass cap screwed upon the upper jiart of

tlic wire w, which keeps the ulniosplierc from having

free contact with the outside of ilie lube B. The Rold

leaves are fastened at the end of the wire, and the t^lass

tube B is cemented near its niicmle into the common
brass cap CC. Hence it is iviilent, that the insul.ition

of the wire, and consi-t|uenlly of the gold leaves, will

be complete, until ihe inside as well as the outside ot

the glass tube is coated with moisture. This electrome-

ter is shewn completed in Fig. 12.

Sect. II. On Electrometers for Indicating and Measur-

ing Electricity.

1. Hentrt/s Quadrant Electrometer.

This instrument is represented in Plate CCXLVII.
Fig. I I, where AB is a smooth round stem, about seven

inches long, surmounted by a ball A. Below tliis ball,

and at one side of tlie stem, is fixed a semicircle of ivory

C, having its lower f|uadranl divided into 90 degrees. A
thin piece of cane mn, A, inches long, with a ball n at its

lower end, is suspended from a pin at m in the centre of

the graduated arch, and turns freely round that pin as a

centre. When tlie instrument is electrified, the ball,

which naturally hangs in a vertical direction, is repel-

led by the stem, and indicates the electrical force by its

angular distance from the stem. Tliis instrimient may
be either placed on a stand, like D, or it may be fi.\ed

at the end of a conductor, or upon the top of a Leyden

jar. It is quite obvious, that equal spaces on the qua-

drant cannot correspond to equal degrees of electricity.

M. Achard has shewn, that the quadrant should be di-

vided according to a scale of arcs, tlie tangents of which
are in arithmetical progression.

2. Brooke's Steelyard Electrometer.

This ingenious, though complicated and expensive,
instrument, is founded on the principle, that the charge
of a jar or battery may be accurately determined by the
weight in grains, which the repulsive force of the accu-
mulated electricity is able to raise. This instrument,
which is represented in Fig. 13. Plate CCXLIX. is sup-
ported upon a base AB, about 9 J inches in diameter,
and is completely insulated upon the glass pillar DD.
The arms G and g, wluch may be hollow tubes of cop-
per, have a molion round the brass wire H, so as to be
turned as fai away as possible from the jar or battery.
The balls IK are made of hollow copper, so as to be as
light as possible. The arm G is screwed to a solid piece
within the ball F, and has a motion round an axis close
to the surface of the ball F, in a vertical plane. The
arm E has also a motion in a vertical plane round an
axis concealed behind the dial plate R, and by means of
a multiplying motion behind the dial plate, the index R
performs one complete revolution, while the arm E
moves through 90°, or from a vertical into a horizontal
position. By means of the apparatus NPH, which we
have not room to describe, the electrometer is connected
with the r.onductor, or the jar, or the battery, and all
the parts of it are electrified positively if the conductor
gives positive electricity. The two balls I, K, will of
course repel one another, and the arm G will rise in
a vertical plane. In the same manner the ball L will

upon the outer circle of the dial plate, divided into 90°

by the low er and longest arm of the index, and the force

of repulsion by which the arm GI is raised, is marked

in grains upon the inner circle, to wiiich the shorter

arm of the index points. In order to graduate the in-

ner circle, a weight ?« is moved upon the arm GI, till

it exactly counterbalances the weight in F at the other

end of the lever. One end of the weight m will there-

fore be the zero, or commencement of the scale. T'en,

having shil'led the weight m nearly to the ball I, find,

by a pair of scales, the weight of the ball 1, or the weight

produced in consequence of the motion of 7« towards

I. Divide this space into the number of grains thus

found, and subdivide the space, corresponding to each

grain, into halves and quarters. These divisions may
be readily transferred to the inner circle of the dial

plate, by observing the position of the shorter index

when 7« is standing at any number of grains in the arm
GI. When this is done, Mr Brooke even thinks that the

arms G, g, and balls I, K, may be removed as unneces-

sary. This ingenious instrument, though never brought

to perfection by its author, has given rise to several ad-

mirable electrometers founded upon the same principle,

of which we shall give a particular description.

3. Hauch's Improved Discharging Electrometer.

This instrument is an improvement upon the elec-

trometer of Mr Brooke, which M. Hauch has greatly

simplified. It consists of two levers with unequal arms,
supported on separate glass pillars, one of which is a

little higher than the other. The end of the longest

arm of the upper lever being raised by the repulsion of

a ball with which it is in contact, acts upon the end of

the shortest arm of the lowest lever; and the end of the

longest arm of the lowest lever, by being thus raised,

touches the apparatus of the upper lever, and discharges
the jar or battery. Our limits will not permit us to

give a more detailed account of this instrument ; but
a drawing and description of it will be seen in the
Phil. Mag. vol. iv. p. 267, or in the Transactions of the

Royal Society of Co/ienhagen.

4. Dr liobison's Comjiarable Electrometer.

This ingenious instrument, which is also an improve-
ment upon Brooke's electrometer, was employed by Dr
Robison in his experiments on the law of electrical ac-
tion. It is represented in Plate CCXLIV. Fig. 5. and
6. and has been fully described in p. 263, 264.

5. Coulomb's Torsion Balance Electrometers.

These ingenious instruments, three of which we
have given representations of in Plate CCXLIV. Figs.
7—11. and Plate CCXLV. Figs. 1—3, have been al-

ready fully described in pages 264, 265- 273, 274, and
are undoubtedly the most accurate instruments that
have ever been made for measuring small quantities of
electricity.

6. Cuthbertson's Coin/iound Electrometer.

This instrument is represented in Plate CCXLIX.
Fig. 14, where D, E are two glass pillars fixed in the
base AB, 18 inches long and six inches broad. These
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supports teitnjnate in brass balls D, E, uiulcr the last of

which is a brass hook lor coiuicctiiiij; it willi the outside

of a jar: upon the top of a brass pillar D 6 is supported

the metallic wire Gil, teriniiialiug in two equal balls,

and balanced like a scale-l)caiTi on a knife-edged centre,

the b;ill b being so constructed as to allow the arm Gil
to move in a verlical plane. A rectangular arm of

brass FCD is fixed at D. The arm G b is diviilcd in-

to 60 grains, and carries a slider i;, which can be set

at any nuinlicr of grains. A common Heidcy's cjua-

drant electrometer is placed at k. If the balls G and F
are electrified, and the slider g be set at 0, they will

repel one another ; G will ascend, and H will descend

till it strikes ihe hall E. If the arm GH be again set

horizontal, and the slider g at 10 grains on the scale,

the ball G will rest ui)on F with a pressure equal to 10

grains ; so that a certain quantity of electricity will be

necessary, in order that the balls may separate. Hence
the number of grains to which the index g is set, will

always be an exact measure in grains of the electricity

which separates the balls G and E. This instrument is

a combination of Henley's, Lane's, and Brooke's elcc-

tronuler. Henley's electrometer is of use to shew the

progress of the charge. See Cuthbertson's Practical

Electricity, p. 177.

For ar account of a number of other electrometers, see

Darcy's Electrometer, 7l-/em. ylcad Par. 1749, p. 63. Rich-

man's Electrometer, A^ov. Com. Petrofi. iv. p. 301. Co-
mus' Electric Platometer, Rozier's Journal, vii. p. 520.

Tony's Electrometer, Rozier, xxiv. 315. Id. xxv.

228. Boycr Brun's Electroscope for a Conductor, Ro-
zier, xxviii. p. 183. De Luc's F'undamental Electro-

meter, Ideas stir Meteorologie, cccxcvii. Chappe's
Eie-^troiiieter, Rozier, xxxiv. p. 370. Vassali, Mem.
Turin. 1790, v. p. 57 Cadet's Electrometer, Annates
cle C/iimie, xxxvii. p. 68. Nicholson's Journal, v. p. 31.

Mareci'.aux's Electrometer, Nicholson's Journal. Law-
son's Discharging Electrometer, P/iil. Mag. xi. p. 251.

BOOK IV.

On Instruments for Condensing, Doubling, and
jMultiplying Electricity.

The electrometers described in the preceding Book,
though extremely delicate, are unable to indicate the

presence of weak degrees of electricity. In order to

vemedy this defect, several ingenious instruments have
been employed for condensing, doubling, and multiply-

ing small degrees of electricity. The most important
©f these, we shall now proceed to describe.

CHAP. I.

Instruments for Condensing Electricity.

Sect. I. Volta's Condenser.

This instrument is nothing more than an applica-
tion of the electrophorus already described. Having
constructed an electrophorus with a very thin resinous
plate, and having its electricity completely extinguish-
ed, lay the upper conductor upon this resinous plate in

full contact, taking care that it does not touch the lower
conductor. A wire is now brought from the place
where the weak e'sctricity exists to the upper conduc-

tor alone. The appaiatus being left a certain time in

this situation, till the upper ( onductor has accumulated
a suHicient ([uantity of electricity, remove the conduct-
ing wire, ami raise ihc upper conductor from the resi-

nous plate by the insulating handle, and it will be found
to have condensed so much clectiicity as to alfect the

electrometer most powerfully, and even to give sparks.
As the thin resinous cake may receive some electricity,

Volta substitutetl in place of it an imperfectly conduct-
ing substance, such as a clean and dry marble slab, a
plate of wood clean and dry, or covered with a coat of
varnish, or even a conducting body, covered with a
piece of dry taffety or other dry silk.

Volta's Condenser connected ivilh an Electrometer.

This instrument, which Volta has employed for de-
termining the effects of Galvanic electricity, is repre-
sented in Plate CCXLIX. Fig. Is. The electrometer
consists of two slips of straw or, ns, perfectly even and
straight. These straws arc susjjendcd by means of two
metallic wires terminating in hooks, which move free-
ly in two small holes made in the lower eiid of a piece
of metal, whose upper extremity is soldered beneath,
the stopple of the

'y.\[-
f/i k. Above this stopple is ce-

mented the collecting plate or disc of brass c d, from
the lower surface of which proceeds a metallic wire
tipt with a metallic globule g. Above this plate is

another plate ab, with an insulating glass handle m w,

and communicating with surrounding bodies by a slip
of metal i I g, bent in such a manner as not to come
near the collecting plate. The lower surface of ab,
and the upper surface of c d, are both varnished. A
graduated scale t z is placed on the outside of the jar,

for estimating the angular distance of the straws when
in a state of divergency. The electrified body is

brought repeatedly in contact with a small globule g,
and after a certain number of contacts, the upper plate
a b is lifted up, and the straws immediately diverge.

Sect. II. Cavallo's im/troved Condenser.

It occurred to Mr Cavallo, that if the condensing-
plate of the electrophorus indicated small degrees of
electricity that could not otherwise be observed, another
smalli r plate, or small condensing apparatus, might he
employed, to condense the weak electricity of the large
plate. He therefore constructed a small plate about the
size of a shilling, having a glass handle coated with
sealing-wax, and when the large metal plate was
scarcely able to affect an electrometer, he placed the
small plate upon the inferior plane, and touched it with
the edge of the large plate. He then removed the large
plate, and upon presenting the small plate to the elec-
trometer, the balls diverged to their utmost limits.

Sect. HI. Cavallo's Condenser, or Collector oj
Electricity.

This instrument is represented in Plate CCXLIX
Fig. 16. where GHILKM. and NOPV, are two frame
of wood, fastened to a wooden base by brass hinges, so
that they can be cither placed vertically, as in the Fi-
gure, or laid out in a horizontal position, so as to be
supported on the table on which the instrument stands.

The inner surfaces of these fr;imes above their middle,
are covered either with gilt paper, or with very flat tin
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l)lulc». Thcsc> two JVamcs arc kept in a vertical posi-

uon, by means of two Hat pieces ot wood S and T, con-

nected by a hook 11. Between these two vertical Irames

there stands a flat tin plate, 13 inches lontj, and 8 inches

broad, soldered to two tin tubes A, A, only one of which

is seen in the Figure. These tin tubes l)einjj support-

ed by glass rods, D, D, coated with sealing-wax, only

one of which is seen. When the instrument is ready

for use, as in the Figure, the surfaces of the gilt paper

arc pai-allel to the tin plate, but not in contact with it.

An electrometer V. is connected with one of the tin

lubts .\, \, while the other tin tube is connected by u

Nvire with the body, whose electricity is to be conden-

sed. Wiien the tin plate apparatus has stood for a short

time 10 accumulate the electricity, the hook II is loosen-

ed, and the wooden frames arc thrown back into a hori-

zontal ]>osition, and the electrometer will then diverge

with the condensed electricity. The condensing power

of this instrument increases with the proximity of the tin

plate to the conducting gilt surface on each side of it,

and likewise with the size of the apparatus.

Sect. IV. Cuthbertson's Condenser.

A vF.RTic.\i. section of this condenser is shewn in

Plate CCXLIX Fig. 17, where « and 6 are two flat and

round brass plates, about six inches in diameter, and

screwed tightly into the brass balls c, d. The ball d is

fixed to the top of a brass pillar f, which has a joint at

its lower extremity. Tlie ball c is placed upon a glass

pillar firmly fixed into the wooden box : The plate 6 can

therefore be thrown back into the dotted position shewn

in the Figure. The insulated receiving plate a, being

connected with a wire to the body whose electricity is to

be condensed, remains in this state for some time. The
ivire is then removed. The plate 6 is thrown back into

the dotted position, and the plate a is presented to an

electrometer, as formerly.

Sec Condensing Electrometer.

This instrument, represented in Plate CCXLIX. Fig.

18, is nothing more than the preceding condenser ap-

plied to an clecirometer, the plate a of the condenser
being fixed to the cap of the electrometer instead of the

insulating stand c. When the plate a has received the

electricity from the electrified body, the plate B is then
drawn back round the joint /;, and the electrometer in-

stantly indicates the condensed electricity.

In order to increase the effect, Cuthbertson's conden-
ser is sometimes used along with this instrument, the
fixed plate of the former being connected with the fixed
plate of the latter by a small brass pin.

Sect. VI. Simtik Condenser firojiosed by Mr Singer.

Mr SiNCKn has proposed to construct a very simple
condenser, by placing tiiree small spots of sealing wax,
so as to form a triangle on the lower surface of the up-
per conductor of the electrophorus. These spots of
wax serve as short insulating legs, by wliich the plate
may be supported at the distance of about the twelfth
of an inch from the surface of a smooth and even table.
'I'hc plate is then connected, as formerly, with the elec-
•rificd body, and, after some time, the connecting wire

is removed; and the plate, when raised from the tablp,

will exhibit the condensed electricity.

Sect. V'II. Read's Condenser.

In this instrument, the fixed plate is placed horizon-

tally on a vertical insulated stand, and the moveable plate

is separated from it by turning a screw nut, and allowing

it to descend to the bottom of the stand.

Sect. VIII. JVicholson'a Sftinning Condenser.

A VERTICAL section of this ingenious instrument is

represented in Plate CCXLIX. Fig. 19, where A is a

metallic vase, having a long steel axis, which passes

through a hole in the stand H at K, and rests with its

pointed end upon an adjustable socket at C. The two
shaded plates D and E are circular, and are made of

glass, being nearly IJ inch in diameter, and f^ths of an

inch thick. The plate D is fixed to the vase A, and re-

volves along with it, while the plate H is fixed to the

stand. Two metallic hooks, F, G, are cemented oppo-
site to each other, into holes drilled in the edge of the

plate F ; and into the upper plate are cemented two
small tails of the fine flattened wire used in making silver

lace. These tails are bent down, as shewn in the Figure,

so as to strike the hooks F. G during the revolution, but

so as to be free from the rest of the apparatus. By means
of the screw at C, the distance between the glass plates

D, E may be increased or diminished. The two conti-

guous faces of the glass plates are coated, as shewn in

Fig. 20. Each of the tails communicates with the tin-

foil coating of the plate D, and the hook F with that of

the plate E; but the other hook G is completely insulat-

ed, and is intended to communicate only with the electri-

fied body. The instrument being thus constructed, the

moveable part of it, viz. the plate D, and all above it

and the steel axis, is set a spinning by the action of the

finger and tinimb upon the top T. One of the tails will

strike the hook G, connected with the electrified body,

and will receive and communicate to the coating of the
plate D some of its electricity. At the end of half a

revolution, the tail touches the hook F, and electrifies it

along with the upper coating, and the lower coating on
the side of F. The tail proceeds, collecting more elec-

tricity iVom the liook G, and again deposits it at F, till

there is so much condensed as is requisite to produce a
divergency in the pith ball electrometer suspended at F.

Mr Nicholson constructed an instrument of this kind
five inches high,,and found it capable of condensing very
small degrees of electricity. See Nicholson's Journal,

April 1797.

For an account of other condensers, see Henimer's
Condenser in Grcn's Journal der Physik, vol. ii. part ii.

p. 210 Dumotiez's Condenser in Rozlur's Journal, xxxj.

p. 431. Weber's Glass Condenser iii GWhtvx'^ Annalen,
xi. p. 344. Wilson's Condenser, Doubler, and Multi-
plier, in Nicholson's Journal, vol. ix. p. 19.

CHAP. III.

On Instruments for Doubling Electricity.

The instruments called Doubters, aic those which are
constructed in such a manner, that very small quantities
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of electricity may be continually doubled, till it becomes
perceptible by the common electrometer. The first in-

strument of this kind was invented by the Rev. Abraham
Bennet.

Sect. I. Descri/ilion of Bennet's Doubter.

This instrument consists of two brass plates, which

we shall call A and B. The plate A has an insulating

handle fixed in its centre, wliile the plate B has a similar

handle fixed in its circumference. Excepting the upper

side of A, all the sides of these plates are varnished.

The third plate C is a plate of brass varnished on its

upper side, and laid upon Bennet's gold-leaf electrome-

ter.

The body, whose electricity is to be doubled, is ap-

plied to the under side of the plate C, which lies upon

the electrometer, while B is touched with a finger of

the other band, and then removing the communication

with the electrified body, B is lifted up by its insulating

handle; and if the electricity is not now sensible by the

electrometer, A is placed, by means of its insulating han-

dle, upon B, thus elevated; then touching A, by stretch-

ing a finger over the juncture of its insulating Iiandle,

and again withdrawing the finger, A is separated from

B. In this situation, two of the plates have evidently

nearly equal quantities of one kind of electricity, while

the other plate has the opposite electricity. The plate

A is then applied to touch the under surface of C, which
remains upon the electrometer, and C is at the same
time covered with B. The plate B is then touched, by

stretching a finger over the juncture of its insulating

handle, and removing A, and then withdrawing the fin-

ger from B, and lifting it up from C, the electricity be-

comes doubled.

If the electricity is not sensible aficr duplication, Mr
Bennet proposes to repeat the operation 10 or 20 times,

which, by doubling it every time, will render visible the

smallest conceivable quantity of electricity, for at the

end of the 20tl|i operation it is augmented above 500,000

times. This operation, so often repeated, may appear

tedious, yet when the art of performing it readily is ac-

quired, it will not occupy 40 seconds. When it is re-

<iuircd to elicit sparks, the plates must be placed upon
an insulating stand, without an electrometer, and the

doubling repeated till the sparks are emitted.

In making the preceding experiments, great care

must be taken not to excite any electricity by the friction

of the finger upon the varnished side of the plate. In

order to avoid this, Mr Bennet joined to each of the

plates a conducting handle of unbaked mahogany, by

means of an insulating nut of baked wood, covered with

sealing wax, so that he did not require to touch the seal-

ing wax of the insulated nut, but occasionally to stretch

a finger over it, to touch the plate, whilst the mahogany
handle was held in the hand. Mr Bennet likewise put

thimbles on the ends of the touching fingers; but after

every precaution, he still found that electricity was pro-

duced in the instrument without previous communica-
tion. See F/iil. Trans. 1787, p. 288.

Sect. II. Dai-win's Moveable Doubkr,

In order to avoid the labour of the preceding opera-

tionj Dr Darwin invented the moveable doublcr, con-

sisting of four metallic plates, which could be moved
by wheel work into positions which required them to Ijc

touched by tlie h-.nd, in order to produce the effect.

This instrument was shewn to Mr Nicholson in Decem-
ber 1787, and it occurred to him that the whole of the

operation might be performed by the rotation of a simple
winch, and hence he was led to the construction of the

following instrument.

Sect. III. J\/'ic/ioUon's Revolving Doubter.

This instrument is represented in Figs. 1. and 2. of

Plate CCL. It is supported on a glass pillar 6i inches

long, and consists of two fixed plates of brass A, C,
two inches in diameter, separately insulated, and placed

in the same plane, so that a revolving plate B may pass

near them witliout touching. A brass ball D, two in-

ches in diameter, is fixed on the end of the axis that

carries the plate B, and is loaded within at one side, to

act as a counterpoise to the revolving plate B, so as to

keep it at rest in any position. The axis PN is made oF

varnished glass, and so arc the axes that join the three

plates with the brass axis NO. The axis NO passes

through the brass piece M, which supports the plates

A and C. At one extremity of this axis is the ball L), and

the other is connected with a rod of glass NP, upon
which the handle L is fixed, and also the piece GH se-

parately insulated. The pins E, F rise out of the back

of the fixed plates A, C, at unequal distances from the

axis. The piece K, is parallel to Gil; and both of tlicm

have their ends armed with small pieces of harj)sichord

wire, that they may touch the pins E, F in certain points

of their revolution. In the piece M there is fixed a pin

I, which intercepts a small wire proceeding from the re-

volving plate B. Those wires are so adjusted by bending,

that when the plate B is exactly opposite to D, the piece

GH connects tlie two fixed plates, while the wire and

pin at I form a connection between the ball D and the

plate B. On the contrary, when the plate B is exactly

opposite to the plate C, the ball D becomes connected

with C, by the contact of F Mith the wire at K, the

plates A and B being then completely unconnected with

any other part of the apparatus. In all other positions,

the three plates and the ball will be perfectly unconnect-

ed with each otiier.

" When the plates A and B," says Mr Nicholson, " are

opposite to each other, the two fixed plates A and C may
be considered as one mass ; and the revolving plate B,

together with the ball D, will constitute another mass.

All the experiments yet made, concur to prove that these

two masses will not possess the same electric state; but

that, with respect to each other, their electricities will

be /i/w.s and minus. These plates would be simple, and
witliout any compensation, if the masses were remote

from each other; but as that is not the case, a jiart of

the redundant electricity will take the form of a charge

in the opposed plates A and B. From other experiments,

I find that the effect of the compensation on plates oppo-

sed to each other at the distance of one fortieth pjit of

an inch is such, that they require, to ])rodu<c a given

intensity, at least 100 times the (juantity of electricity

that would have produced it in eilhcr, singly ami apart.

The redundant electricities in the masses under consi-

deration, will therefore he unequally distributed: the

plate A will have about 99 parts, and the plate C one :

and, for the same reason, the icvolviug plate 15 will
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cariic-s B (Vom A
K connects tlie ball

situation, the electricity in

liavc 99 parts of the opposite electricity, and the ball

D one. The rotution, by destroying the contacts, pre

serves this vuiequal distribution, and

to C, at the same time that the tail

with the plate C. In this

B acts upon that in C, and produces the contrary state,

hv virtue of the coninuinication between C and the ball

;

which last must therefore acquire an electricity of the

same kind with that of the revolving plate. But the

rotation again destroys the contact, and restores B to its

first situation opposite A. Here, if we attend to the

effect of the whole revolution, we shall find that the

electric states of the respective masses have been great-

ly increased; for the 99 parts in A and in B remain, and

the one part of electricity in C has been increased so as

nearly to compensate 99 parts of the opposite electricity

in the revolving plate B, while the communication pro-

duced an equal mutation in the electricity of the ball. A
second rotation will of course produce a proportional

augmentation of these increased ciuantities, and a con-

tinuance of tuining will soon bring the intensities to

their maximum, which is limited by an explosion be-

tween the plates.

If one of the parts be connected with an electrome-

ter, more especially that of Bcnnet, these effects will be

very clearly seen. The spark is usually produced by

a number of turns between 1 1 and 20; and the electro-

meter is sensibly acted upon by still fewer. When
one of the parts is occasionally connected with the

earth, or when the adjustment of the plates is altered,

there are some variations in the effects not difficult to

be reduced to the general principles, but sufficiently cu-

rious to e.xcite the meditations of jjersons the most ex-

perienced in this branch of natural philosophy.

If the ball be connected with the lower part of Ben-

net's electrometer, and the plate A with the upper part,

and any weak electricity be communicated to the elec-

trometer, while the position of the apparatus is such that

the cross piece GH touches the two pins, a very few

turns will render it perceptible. But here, as well as

in the common doubler, the effect is rendered uncertain,

by the condition that the communicated electricity must

be strong enough to destroy and predominate over any

other electricity the plates may possess. I scarcely

nciid observe, that, if this difficulty should be hereafter

removed, the instrument will liavc great advantages as

a multiplier of electricity in the facility of its use, the

very speedy manner of its operation, and the unequi-

vocal nature of its results." See Fhii. Trans. 1788, p.

403.

Sect. IV. Bennet's Imfirovement ufion his Doubler.

We have already seen, that Mr Bennet was aware,

that electricity was produced in his doubler even when
none had been previously communicated to it. In order

to remedy this, he connected the plates A and C by a

wire, having at its ends hooks, which went into two
small knobs on the back of the plates, the pillar which
supports the doubler being in contact with the middle of

the same wire. Another wire connected the back of the

plate B with the brass ball D. In this manner all the

plalv'S communicated with tlie ground, and by turning

the wihch, all its electricity could be discharged in eve-

ry pan of its revolution. Mr Bennet observed, that the

spontaneous discharge of the doubler was always nega-
tive. With a phial positively charged he touched A and

C, and turned the douUlcr till it produced sparks for a

long time together. He now hooked on the wires as

fornaerly described, and made the plate B revolve about

100 times, which so completely dei)rived the doubler ot

its positive electricity, that, when the wires were taken

off, it produced a negative charge at about the same
number of revolutions which it formerly required. The
phial charged positively was again applied, and the wires

being again hooked upon the plates, B was made to re-

volve SO times, which was found sufficient to dejirive it

of its positive charge. In many cases, five or six revo-

lutions answered this purpose ; but Mr Bennet generally

allowed 40 or 50 turns of the handle.

Sect. V. Cavallo's Imjirovemenl iijion Bennet's Doubter.

Mr Cavallo having found, that, after doubling 20

or 30 times, the doubler became strongly electrified al-

though no electricity had been communicated to it, ima-

gined that this electricity arose from some friction of the

varnished plates. In order to avoid this source of elec-

tricity, he constructed three plates without the least var-

nish, and which stood within the eighth of an inch of each

other. Each plate stood vertically, and was supported

by two glass sticks, which were coated with sealing-

wax, and fixed on a wooden pedestal 7i inches long, 2i-

broad, and li- thick. The vertical plate is about 8 in-

ches in diameter, and is made of strong tin. The stand

is so narrow, that it projects only a little beyond the face

of the tin plate, so as just to prevent the two faces from

coming in contact when they are placed facing one ano-

ther upon a table. The method of doubling with these

plates is exactly the same as with Bennet's doubler, only

instead of placing the one upon the other, they are placed

facing each other ; and in performing the operations,

they are held by the wooden stand, so that no friction can

take place. Even with these precautions, however, Mr
Cavallo candidly acknowledges that the plates still pro-

duced electricity from themselves, and that the instru-

ment could not be depended upon. See Phil. Trans.

1788, vol. Ixxviii. page 1.

Sect. VI. Dr Robison's Imfirovement ufion Bennet's

Doubler.

Dr Robison was of opinion, that the instrument as

originally constructed by iVIr Bennet, might be freed

from the error of producing electricity without commu-
nications, by employing a plate of air as the intermedium
between the three plates of the doubler. To effect this,

he proposes to stick on one of the plates three small

spherules, made from a capillary tube of glass, or from
a fibre of melted sealing-wax. The other plate being
made to rest on these three points, will be separated

from the other by a plate of air, and will scarcely re-

ceive any friction that will affect the results of tlie ope-
ration. Dr Robison was also of opinion, that if the fine

wires, which form the connections in Nicholson's dou-
bler, were tipped with little balls, the dissipation would
be greatly prevented, and the instrument much impro-
ved. He likewise thinks, that an alternate motion like

that of a pump handle might be advantageously used,

as the plates would thus be permitted to approach each
other face to face, and admit a greater multiplication, if

it were thought necessary. See Robison's System of
Mechanical Philosophy, vol. iv. now in the press.

For an account of other doublers, see Journal de Phy-
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aiguef vol. xlv. p. 463. Hacliettc and Desorme's Dou-
bler, Bulletins Soc. Philomaiicjuc, No. 83.

CHAP. III.

On Instruments for Multiplying Electricity.

Sect. I. Descrifition of Cavallo's Multiplier.

This ingenious instrument, which is represented in

Plate CCL. Fig. 3, was invented by Mr Cavallo before

the year 1795, and appears to give less equivocal results

than the doublcr, when made in its best form. Two
glass rods G, H, are firmly fixed in the wooden stand

RSQ, and carry two flat brass plates A, C, of a square
form. A similar brass plate B is supported by another

glass rod I, fixed by cement in the wooden lever KL,
which has a motion of rotation round a pin K, screwed
into the base RSQ. By means of this lever the plate B
can be moved from its present position into the position

B', the lever KL having then the dotted position KX. A
thick brass wire N is fixed at the corner Q, and there

proceeds a crooked wire m O from the brass socket O,
on the back of the plate B. A fourth brass plate D,
similar to the other three, is supported upon a brass wire

screwed firmly at P into a piece of brass FP, which slides

in a groove made in the wooden base, so that by pulling

out this slider, tlie plate D can be removed to any dis-

tance from the plate C. When FP is pushed as far in

as it will go, the distance between the two surfaces of

the plates D and C is every where ^gtli of an inch.

When the lever LK is pushed as far round towards Q
as possible, the surfaces of the plates A, B are likewise

2'gth of an inch distant from each other, and the bent

extremity of the wire Om just touches the fixed wire

N, and of course renders the plate B uninsulated. When
the lever KL, however, begins to move towards X, the

extremity m of the wire O m is withdrawn from N, and

the plate B remains insulated; and when the lever lias

reached the position KX as far as it can go, tlie wire m
touches the plate C, so that the insulated plates B and C
now communicate with each other.

When the plates A and B are together, as in the Fi-

gure, A has its capacity for electricity increased by tlie

presence of the uninsulated plate B, and therefore if any

weakly electrified body is made to touch A, it will ac-

quire a greater quantity of electricity from the contact

than it would otherwise have done. Let us suppose that

A acquires a small quantity of positive electricity, then

B will acquire nep;ative electricity. On moving the le-

ver KL towards X, B remains insulated and possessed

of negative electricity. When B touches C by means of

the wire mO-, its negative electricity passes almost en-

tirely to C, as the capacity of C for electricity is greatly

increased by the presence of the uninsulated plate D.

If the plate B is carried back to A, it will acquire a new
quantity of negative electricity, which in a similar man-

ner may be communicated to C. By a repetition of this

process, the electricity will be multiplied or accumula-

ted in C. The plate D is then drawn out from C by

means of the slider FP, and hence the capacity of C for

electricity will be much diminished. Coiisequciitly, if

an electrometer be brought into contact with it, the ne-

gative electricity will be indicated by the divergency of

the gold leaves. Mr Cavallo is of opinion, that the prin-

cipal cause that renders this instrument certain in its ef-

VoL. Vin. Part L

fects, is, that all the residuum of electricity which can
remain upon the plate A, after an experiment is per-
formed, and after that plate is touched, is too inconsi-

derable to induce a contrary electricity in B, the elec-
tricity which is originally communicated to A not being
increased upon it in the course of the experiment. The
drawing is about |d of the real size of the instrument.
See Cavallo's Treatise on Electricily, 4th edit. vol. iii. p.
98, and his Elements of A'atural Pliilosoji/ty, vol. iii. p.
425—429.

BOOK. V.

On Instruments for General Pi/rposes.

Sect. I. On Kinnersley's Electrical Mr Thermometer.

This instrument is represented in Plate CCL. Fig. 4.

where AB is a glass tube about 10 inches long and two
inches in diameter, and made air tight at both ends by
two brass caps. A small tube, HA, open at both ends,
passes through a hole in the upper cap, and descends into

some water at the bottom of the tube. The two hooked
wires FG, EI, slide through the caps, so that the brass
knobs G, I can be set at any distance. This instrument
is placed upon a wooden stand CD. If the knobs G, I

are brought into contact, and a charge sent through them,
by connecting the hooks E, F with the outside and inside

of a Leyden jar, no effect will be produced ; but if the

knobs are separated, so that the charge is sent through
the intervening mass of air, the air displaced and rari-

fied will press upon the water at the bottom of the tube,

and raise it almost to the top of the small tube AH ; it

will then sink a little, and will afterwards gradually sub-
side into its first position.

Sect. II. Volta's Hydrogen Lamji.

The facility with which hydrogen gas is inflamed,

even by a small electric spark, suggested to Mr Volta
the construction of his hydrogen lamp. A quantity of
hydrogen gas is put into a reservoir, and, by means of
the pressuie of a column of water, the gas is allowed to

escape from a small aperture by turning a stop-cock.

An electrophorus is placed in a box below this reser-

voir, and a wire passes through a glass tube from the

upper part of the box to the small aperture. The co-

ver of the electrophorus being connected by a silk cord
with the handle of the stop cock, is raised when the cock
is opened, and the spaik from this cover is conveyed by
the insulated wire to the stream of gas, which it iiiitantly

kindles, so that a candle may be immediately lighted.

As only a small quantity of the gas is consumed, a light

may be procured above a hundred times before all the

gas in the reservoir is exhausted.

Sect. III. Volta's Electric Pistol.

This instrument consists of a brass vessel, of an ob-

long s|)hcroidal form, pierced at its two vertices. Into

one of these openings, a glass tube of the same diame-

ter is introduced, which projects about four Inches be-

yond the vessel, and is continued nearly to the middle

of the cavity. A metallic stem passes through this tube,

the outer end of which carries a brass ball, while the

other end extends be)ond the inner extremity of the tube.

Y V
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ThrouRh the otlicr apemuc in llic spheroidal vessel, is its convexity, and a spark sent from the prime conductor

Introduced an cciual mixture of inilanimabic gas and at- to the metallic ball, will instantly inflame the gas, and

niosplicric air, and the aperture is then closed by a cork, drive out the cork with a smart explosion.

The vessel is now taken in the hand, by tiic middle of

P.UIT III. THEORETICAL ELECTRICITY.

Having thus laid before our readers the great body of

facts which constitute the Science of Electricity, we sliall

now proceed to that branch of the subject which pro-

fesses to connect together, by one general principle, the

various phenomena whicii we have described. Tbis

principle, however, is nothing more than a hypothesis;

and while our attention is occupied with the electric fluid,

and with the properties which it is assumed to possess,

we must never forget that we are speaking of a substance,

the existence of which is yet undetermined, and which

we know merely from its effects.

CHAP. I.

On the Theories of Electricity before the time of

jS/tinus and Cavendish.

In our History of Electricity, we have already given

a sufficiently full account of the crude hypotheses of

Cabsus, Dtscartes, and Boyle ; of the more rational

views of Dufay, NoUet, Symmers, and EUicott; and of

the admirable hypothesis of negative and positive elec-

tricity advanced by Dr Franklin, which afterwards form-

ed the ground work of the more perfect theories of jEpi-

nus and Cavendish.

To enter into any farther details upon these hypothe-

ses, would be to waste the time without adding to the in-

formation of the reader.

The late Professor Russel, who filled the chair of

Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh
with distinguished ability, endeavoured to explain the

phenomena of electricity, by a substance which he called

the electrical fluid, which was connected with bodies

by attractive and repulsive forces, diminishing as the
distance increases. He considered the electrical fluid

as a compound fluid, containing elementary fire, and
deriving from it a high degree of elasticity, or a mu-
tual repulsion of its particle. This repulsive force,

however, acts at a distance ; and hence bodies contain-
ing more electric fluid than the spaces around them, re-
pel each other. The principal ingredient of the com-
pound fluid is electricity, which is united with the elastic
fluid by chemical affinity or elective attraction. This at-

traction extends to all distances, but diminishes accord-
ing to a law different from that of the mutual repulsion of
the elastic fluid; and its general tendency is to repress
these repulsions when the fluid exists in its compound
state. Conducting bodies are attracted by the electricity

at all distances, but it attracts electrics only at insensible
distances, and at such distances its own particles attract
each other. This complex theory, in which the forces
are all accommodated to the phenomena, though pro-
posed merely as a conjecture by its ingenious author,
was received at the time with great satisfaction, and
accorded pretty well with the common electrical phe-
nomena.

A hypothesis somewhat similar to that of Professor
Russel, was proposed by a celebrated and able natural-

ist, M. De Luc. Having had occasion to read Volta's

theory of electric influences, De Luc was struck with
the resemblance between the phenomena of the electro-

phorus, and the hygroscopic phenomena of the conden-
sation and evaporation of moisture; and by a more ex-
tensive examination, he observed a striking analogy be-
tween all the other phenomena of electricity and hy-

grometry. He was therefore led to refer all the phe-
nomena of electricity to the operation of a compound
expansive substance, called the electric fluid. This
fluid he supposed to consist first oi electric matter, which
is the gravitating part of the compound, and of the elec-

tric deferent fuid, or carrying fluid, by which the elec-

tric matter was conveyed from one body to another.

We cannot occupy the attention of the reader with any
farther account of this theory. Those who think it

worth their while to pursue it farther, will find it fully

detailed in De Luc's Idees sur Meteorologie,^ 266 ; or a

general view of it in Dr Robison's System of Mechanical
Philosofihy, vol. iv. where an account of Professor Rus-
sel's i.ypothesis will also be found. See also Nichol-
son's Journal, vol. xxviii. p. 3, for some recent observa-
tions of De Luc respecting his own theory.

CHAP. n.

Theory of^jiinua and Cavendish.

The circumstances under which the theories of jEpi-
nus and Cavendish were laid before the public, have al-

ready been sufliciently detailed in our History of Elec-
tricity. The two theories in which all the phenome-
na are explained by the agency of a single fluid, are
essentially the same, and were frained without any com-
munication between these two philosophers. jEpinus,
however, having published his theory about ten years be-
fore that of Cavendish appeared, has justly leceived the
credit of the invention ; and even in this country, his

name has been alone associated with the theory which he
formed. The justice of this decision we are neither
disposed nor entitled to question ; but the claims of Mr
Cavendish, as a second inventor, have scarcely in his
own country received due attention, while on tliC con-
tinent, his name is almost never mentioned by those
illustrious men, who have cultivated and extended the
science of electricity since the publication of his valua-
ble researches.

We trust, therefore, that we are doing an act of jus-
tice to the memory of that distinguished philosopher,
as well as a service to science, in giving, almost in his
own words, a full account of his theory, which has ne-
ver yet appeared in any work but the Pliilosophical
Transactions, in which it was at first published. The
hypothesis of ^pinus has already been more than once
published in our own language; and such of our read-
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ers as wish to see a full and able abridgment of it, are

referred to the fourth volume of Dr Robison's Sys!t?>i of

Mechanical P/iUosofihy.

Sect. I. Cavendish's Hypothesis.

The electric Jluidls a substance, the particles of which
vepcl each other, and attract the particles of all other

matter, with a force inversely as the square of the dis-

tance.

The particles of all other matter also repel each other,

and attract those of the electric fluid, with a force vary-

ing according to the same law. Or, if we consider the

electric fluid as matter different from all other matter,

the particles of all matter, both those of the electric

fluid, and of other matter, repel particles of the same
kind, and attract those of a contrary kind, with a force

inversely as the square of the distance.* Mr Cavendish
never comprehends the electric fluid under the general

term vtatter, but considers it only as another sort of

matter. He regards it as indifi'erent, whether all sorts

of matter are supposed to possess in an equal degree
the attraction and repulsion described in the hypothe-
sis, or whether some sorts only are supposed to possess

it in a greater degree than others. It is probable, how-
ever, that the electric fluid possesses this properly in a

much greater degree than any other matter; for its

weight in any body probably bears a very small pro-

portion to the weight of the matter in the body, but yet

the force with wliich the electric fluid in any body at-

tracts any particle of matter in that body, must be equal

to the force with which the matter of the body repels

that particle, otherwise the body would appear electrical,

as will afterwards appear.

In order to explain this hypothesis more fully, Mr
Cavendish supposes that one grain of electric fluid at-

tracts a particle of matter at a given distance, with as

much force as four grains, (or any other number,) of

any matter, such as lead, for example, repel it ; then one
grain of electric fluid will repel a particle of electric

fluid, with as much force as four grains of lead attract

it, and one grain of electric fluid will repel one grain of

electric fluid, with as much force as four grains of lead

will repel four grains of lead.

All bodies in their natural state, with regard to elec-

tricity, contain such a quantity of electric fluid, inter-

spersed between their particles, that the attraction of

the electric fluid, in any small part of the body, on a

given particle of matter, shall be equal to the repulsion

of the matter, in the same small part on the same par-

ticle. When a body is in this state, Mr Cavendish calls

it saturated with electric Jluid ; when the body contains

more than this quantity of electric fluid, he calls it over-

charged, and when it contains less, he calls it under-
charged.

Lemma 1. Let EA e (Plate CCLI. Fig. 1.) repre-

sent a cone continued infinitely ; let A be the vertex,

and B b and D d planes parallel to the base ; and let the

cone be filled with uniform matter, whose particles repel

each other with a force inversely as the n power of

the distance. If n is greater than 3, the force with

which a particle at A is repelled by EB b e, or all that

part of the cone beyond U 4 is as
1

Ali"--i
I'or sup-

posing AB to flow, the fluxion of EB *« is proportion-

al to—ABxAB^, and the fluxion of its repulsion on

• , —ABA IS proportional 1°;^,::^; the Puent of which is

n~ixA\i"-^ '
'^^^^'^^ ^^'^*^" ^^ '^ infinite is equal to

nothing ; consequently the repulsion of EB 6 e is pro-

portional to —rur—, or to --,-—;.

Corul. If AB is infinitely small, -r-,-—. is infinitclv

great ; therefore the repulsion of that part of the cone
between A and B b, on A, is infinitely greater than the
repulsion of all that beyond it.

Lemma 2. By the same method of reasoning it ap-
pears, that if n is equal to 3, the repulsion of the mat-
ter between B b and D rf on a particle at A, is pro-

AD
portional to the logarithm of -^-— ; consequently, theAB
repulsion of that partis infinitely small in respect of that

between A and B b, and also infinitely small in respect of
that beyond D d.

Lemma 3. In like manner, if n is less than 3, the
repulsion of the part between A and B 4 on A is pro-
portional to AB^-" ; consequently, tlie repulsion of the
matter between A and B 6 on A, is infinitely small in

respect of that beyond it.

Definition. If the electi'ic fluid in any body is by any
means confined in such a manner that it cannot move
from one part of the body to the other, it is called im-
moveable : if it is able to move readily from one pan to

another, it is called moveable.

Pro/i. I. A body overcharged with electric fluid at-

tracts or repels a particle of matter or fluid, and is at-

tracted or repelled by it, with exactly the same force
as it would, if the matter in it, together with so much
of the fluid as is sufficient to saturate it, was taken away,
or as if tlie body consisted only of the redundant fluid

in it. In like manner an undercharged body attracts

or repels with the same force, as if it consisted only of
the redundant matter ; the electric fluid, together with
so much of the matter as is sufficient to saturate it, being
taken away. This is evident from the definition of sa-

turation.

Prop.. II. Two over or undercharged bodies attract

or repel each other with just the same force that they
would, if each body consisted only of the redundant
fluid in it, if overcharged, or of the redundant mat-
ter in it, if undercharged. For, let the two bodies be
called A and B : by the last proposition, the redundant
substance in B impels each particle of fluid and matter
in A, and consequently impels the whole body A, with
the same force that the whole body B impels it : for the
same reason, tlie redundant substance in A impels the
redundant substance in B, with the same force that the
whole body A impels it. It is shown, therefore, that

the whole body B impels the whole body A, with the
same force that the redundant substance in B impels
the whole body A, or with which the whole body A

• In Mr Cavendish's own statement of his hypothesis, he characterises the electric force as a force varying, inversely, as some less
power of the distance than the cube; but as the real law ofactioa has been ascertained, (see page 263,) we have substituted it in

the test.

Yy 2
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impels the rctluiubiit substance in B ; and tiial tlic

whole body A impels tlic rcdunilant substance in B

with the same fwce that the rcdiuidant substance in A
impels the redundant substance in IJ. Therefore the

whole body U impels the whole body A, with the

same force with which the redundant substance in A
impels the redundant substance in B, or with which

the redundant substance in B impels the redundant

substance in A.

Cord. Let the matter in all the rest of space, except

in two given bodies, be saturated with immoveable fluid;

and let the fluid in those two bodies be also immoveable.

Then, if one of the bodies is saturated, and the other

cither over or under charged, they will not at all attract

or repel each other. If the bodies are both overchar-

ged, they will repel each other. If they are both under-

charged, they will also repel each other. If one is over-

charged and the other undercharged, they will attract

each other.

;V. B. In this corollary it is understood that a body

overcharged is overcharged in all parts, or at least no

where undercharged ; in like manner, that a body un-

dercharged is undercharged in all parts, or at least no

where overcharged.

fro/i. HI. If all the bodies in the universe are satu-

rated with electric fluid, it is plain that no part of the

fluid can have any tendency to move.
Fro/1. IV. If the quantity of electric fluid in the uni-

verse is exactly sufficient to saturate the matter there-

in, but unequally dispersed, so that some bodies are

overcharged and others undercharged; then, if the elec-

tric fluid is not confined, it will immediately move till

all the bodies in the universe are saturated. For, sup-

posing that any body is overcharged, and the bodies

near it are not, a particle at the surface of that body will

be repelled from it by tlie redundant fluid within ; conse-

quently some fluid will run out of that body ; but if the

body is undercharged, a particle at its surface will be at-

tracted towards the body by the redundant matter with-

in, so that some fluid will run into the body.

Lemma 4. Let BDE, d d e, and ^h, (Fig. 2.) be con-

centric spherical surfaces, whose centre is C ; if the

space* B 6 is filled with uniform matter, whose particles

repel with a force inversely as the square of the distance ;

a particle placed any where within the space C b, as at

P, will be repelled with as much force in one direction

as another, or it will not be impelled in any direction.

This is demonstrated in J^eivt. Princifi. lib.i. prop. 70.

Lemmas. If the repulsion is inversely as the square
«f the distance, a particle placed any where without the

sphere BDE, is repelled by that sphere, and also by tlie

space B6, with the same force that it would if all the

matter therein was collected in the centre of the sphere
;

provided the density of the matter in it is every where
the same at the same distance from the centre. This is

easily deduced from Prop. 71. of the same book, and has
been demonstrated by other authors.

Prob. V. Profi. 1. Let the sphere BDE be filled with
uniform solid matter, overcharged with electric fluid;

let the fluid in it be moveable, but unable to escape from
it; let the fluid in the rest of infinite space be moveable,
and suflicient to saturate the matter in it; and let the
matter in the whole of infinite space, or at least in the
space B/3, whose dimensions will be given below, be

uniform and solid ; and let the law of llic electric at-

traction and iO|)ulsion be inversely as the square of the

distance; it is required to detciniinc in what manner the

fluid will be disposed both within and without the globe.

Take the space B6 such, that the interstices between

the particles of matter in it shall be just sufficient to

hold a quantity of electric fluid, whose particles are

pressed close together, so as to touch each other, equal

to the whole redundant fluid in the globe, besides the

quantity requisite to saturate the matter in BA; and take

the space B/3 such, that the matter in it shall be just able

to saturate the redundant fluid in the giobe; then, in all

parts of the space B6, the fluid will be pressed close to-

gether, so that its particles shall touch each other; the

space B/3 will be entirely deprived of fluid; and in the

space C b, and all the rest of infinite space, the matter

will be exactly saturated.

For, if the fluid is disposed in the above mentioned
manner, a particle of fluid placed any where within the

space C b will not be impelled in any direction by the

fluid in B6, or the matter in B/3, and will therefore have

no tendency to move. A particle placed any where with-

out the sphere /3 iS'e will be attracted with just as much
force by the matter in Bj3, as it is repelled by the redun-

dant fluid in B6, and will therefore have no tendency to

move. A particle placed any where within the space

B/3, will indeed be repelled towards the surface, by all

the redundant fluid in that space which is placed nearer

the centre than itself; but as the fluid in that space is

already pressed as close together as possible, it will not

have any tendency to move; and in the space B/3 there

is no fluid to move, so that no part of the fluid can have

any tendency to move.
Besides, it seems impossible for the fluid to be at rest,

if it is disposed in any other form; for if the density of

the fluid is not every where the same at the same dis-

tance from the centre, but is greater near b than near
rf, a particle placed any where between these two points

will move from b tow-ards d; but if the density is every
where the same at the same distance from the centre,

and the fluid in B 6 is not pressed close together, the

space C b will be overcharged, and consequently a par-

ticle at b will be repelled from the centre, and cannot be
at rest. In like manner, if there is any fluid in B/3, it

cannot be at rest. And, by the same kind of reasoning,

it might be shown, that, if the fluid is not spread uni-

formly withii] the space C6, and without the sphere ,a J" .=
,

it cannot be at rest.

Corol. 1. If the globe BDE is undercharged, every
thing else being the same as before, there will be a
space B6, in which the matter will be entirely deprived
of fluid, and a space B/3, in which the fluid will be press-
ed close together; the matter in V>b being equal to the
whole i'cdundant matter in the globe, and the redundant
fluid in B/3, being just sufficient to saturate the matter
in B6; and in all the rest of space the matter will be
exactly saturated. The demonstration is exactly si-

milar to the foregoing.

Corol. 2. The fluid in the globe BDE will be dispo9»
ed in exactly the same manner, whether the fluid with-
out is immoveable, and disposed in such a manner that

the matter shall be every where saturated, or'whetlier it

is disposed as above described ; and the fluid without
the globe will be disposed in just the same manner,

• By the space Bi orB^, is meant the space compreliended between the spherical surfaces BDE aad i </ e, or between BDE and
h; by the space Cb or C^ is meant the spheres A tic or/jJs.
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whether the fluid within 13 disposed uniformly, or whe-
ther it is disposed as above described.

Lemma 6. Let the whole space comprehended between
two parallel planes, infinitely extended each w?y, be fill-

ed with vmilorni matter, the repulsion of whose particles

their natural quantity of fluid. And, 4th, tlic spaces BC
and I"G will be saturated in all parts.

For, 1st, if the fluid is disposed in this manner, no par-

ticle of it can have any tendency to move ; for a particle

placed any where in the spaces UC and 1"G, is attracted

is iiiversely as the square of the distance; the plate of with just as much force by EF, as it is repelled by CI);
matter formed thereby will repel a particle of matter

with exactly the same force, at whatever distance from
it, it be ])laced.

For, suppose that there arc two such plates, of equal

thickness, placed parallel to each other, let A (Fip;. 3.)

be any point not placed in or between the two plates

:

let BCD represent any part of the nearest plate : draw
the lines Aii, AC, and AD, cutting; the farthest plate

in i5, c, and d; for it is plain, that if they cut one plate,

they must, if produce cut the other; the triantjlc BCD
is to the triangle A, c, d, as AB'^ to Ai^ ; therefore, a

particle of matter at A will be repelled with the same
force by the matter in the triangle BCD, as by that in

bed. Whence it appears, that a particle at A will be
repelled with as much force by the nearest plate, as by
the more distant; and consequently will be impelled

with the same force by either plate, at whatever distance

from it, it be placed.

Pro/i. VI. Prob. 2. In Fig;. 4. let the parallel lines

An, B6, &c. represent parallel planes infinitely extend-

ed each way : let the spaces* AD and EH be filled with

and it is repelled or attracted with just as much forte by
AB, as it is in a contrary direction by (ill, and conse-
quently has no tendency to move. A particle placed any
where in the space CD, or in the spaces AB and Gil, if

they arc overcharged, is indeed repelled with more force

towards the planes Drf, A a, and 11/;, than it is in the con-

trary direction ; but as the fluid in these spaces is already

as much compressed as possible, the particle will have
no tendency to move.

2d. It seems impossible that the fluid should be at

rest, if it is disposed in any other manner; but as this

part of the demonstiation is exactly similar to the latter

part of that of problem first, it is omitted.

Carol. 1. If the two spaces AD and EH are both over-
charged, the redundant fluid in CD is half the difference
of the redundant fluid in these spaces : for half the dif-

ference of the redundant fluid in those spaces, added to

the quantity in AB, which is half the sum, is equal to

the whole quantity in AD. For a liUc reason, if AD
and EH are both undercharged, the redundant matter in

EF is half the difl'erence of tlie rcdinidant matter in

iHiiform solid matter: let the electric fluid in each of those spaces ; and if AD is overcharged and EH under-

those spaces be moveable and unable to escape ; and let

all the rest of the matter in the universe be saturated

with immoveable fluid; and let the electric attraction

and repulsion be inversely as the square of the distance.

It is required to determine in what manner the fluid will

be disposed in the spaces AD and EH, according as one
or both of them are over and undercharged.

Let AD be that space which contains the greatest

quantity of redundant fluid, if both spaces are over-

charged, or which contains the least redundant matter,

if both are undercharged ; or, if one is overcharged,

and the other undercharged, let AD be the overcharged
one. Then, first, there will be two spaces, AB and
GH, which will either be entirely deprived of fluid, or

in which the particles will be pressed close together;

namely, if the whole quantity of fluid in AD and EH
together, is less than sufficient to saturate the matter

therein, they will be entirely deprived of fluid, the quan-

tity of redundant matter in each being half tlie whole

redundant matter in AD and EH together ; but if the

fluid in AD and EH together is more than sufficient to

saturate the matter, the fluid in AB and GH will be

pressed close together; the quantity of redundant fluid

in each being half the whole redundant fluid in both

spaces. 2d, In the space CD the fluid will be pressed

close together; the quantity of fluid in it being such, as

to leave just enough fluid in BC to saturate the matter

in it. 3d, The space EF will be entirely deprived of

fluid; the quantity of matter in it being such, that the

fluid in FG shall be just sufficient to saturate the matter

in it: consequently the redundant fluid in CD will be

just sufficient to saturate the redundant matter in EF;
for as AB and GH together contain the whole redundant

fluid or matter in both spaces, the spaces BD and EG
together contain their natural quantity of fluid; and

therefore, as BC and FG each contain their natural quan

charged, the redundant fluid in CD exceeds half the re-

dundant fluid in AD, by a quantity sufficient to saturate

half the redundant matter in EH.
Carol. 2. It was before said, that the fluid in the spa-

ces AB and (iH (when there is any fluid in them) is re-

pelled against the planes A a and H/; ; and consequently

would run out through those planes, if there was any
opening for it to do so. The force with which the fluid

presses against the planes A a and H /;, is that with which
the redundant fluid in AB is repelled by that in GH ;

that is, with which half the redundant fluid in both spa-

ces is repelled by an equal quantity of fluid. There-
fore the pressure against A a and II h depends only on
the quantity of redundant fluid in both sjiaces together,

and not at all on the thickiicss or distance of those spa-

ces, or on the proportion in which the fluid is divided

between the two spaces. If there is no fluid in AB and
Cill, a particle placed on the outside of the spaces AD
and EH, contiguous to the planes An or li/;, is attract-

ed towards those planes Ijy all the matter in ,'\B and GH,
/. e. by all the redundant matter in both spaces, anil con-

sequently endeavours to insinuate itself in the space AD
or EH ; and the force with which it docs so, depends
only on the quantity of redundant matter in both spaces

together. The fluid in CD also piesscs against the plane

D d, and the force with which it does so, is that with

which the redundant fluid in CD is attracted by the mat-

ter in EF.
Carol 3. If.\D is overcharged, and EH undercharged,

and the redundant fluid in .*VD is exactly suflicicnt to sa-

turate the redundant matter in EH, all tiie redundant

fluid in AD will be collected in the space CD. where it

will be pressed close together : the space EF will be en-

tirely deprived of fluid, the quantity of matter in it being

just sufficient to saturate the redundant fluid in CD, and

the spaces AC and FII will be every where saturated.

tity of fluid, the spaces CD and EF togetiier contain Besides, if an opening is m;vle in the planes Aa or H/i,

By the space AD or AB, &c. is meant the space comprehended between the planes .\ a and D J, ov b^ctwcen A a and R *.
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the fluid within ihc spaces AD or EH will have no ten-

dency to run out at it, nor will the fluid on the outside

h;\ve any tendency to run in at it : a particle of fluid too,

placed any where on the outside of both spaces, as at

P, will not be at all attracted or repelled by these spaces,

any more than if they were both saturated ; but a particle

placed any where between these spaces, as at S, will be

Fcpelled from d towards e ; and if a communication was

made between the two spaces, by the canal cl e, the fluid

would run out of AD into EH, till they were both satu-

rated.

In the following propositions, the bodies are suppos-

ed to consist of solid matter, confined to the same spot,

so as not to be able to alter its shape or situation by the

attraction or repulsion of other bodies on it : tlie electric

fluid in these bodies is supposed to be moveable, but un-

able to escape, unless when otherwise expressed. As
for the matter in all the rest of the universe, it is sup-

posed to be saturated with immoveable fluid. The elec-

tric attraction and repulsion is supposed to be inversely

as any power of the distance less than the cube, except

when otherwise expressed.

By a canal, he means a slender thread of matter, of

such kind that the electric fluid shall be able to move
readily along it, but shall not be able to escape from it,

except at the ends, where it communicates with other

bodies. Thus when he says that two bodies communi-
cate with each other by a canal, he means that the fluid

shall be able to pass readily from one body to the other

by that canal.

Profi. VII. If any body, at a distance from any over
or undercharged body, be overcharged, the fluid within

it will be lodged in greater quantity near the surface of
the body tlu\n near the centre. For, if you suppose it to

be spread uniformly all over the body, a particle of fluid

in it, near the surface, will be repelled towards the sur-

face by a greater quantity of fluid than that by which it

is repelled from it ; consequently the fluid will flow to-

wards the surface, and make it denser there : moreover,
the particles of fluid close to the surface will be pressed
close together; for otherwise, a particle placed so near
it, that llie quantity of redundant fluid between it and
the surface should be very small, would move towards it;

as the small quantity of redundant fluid between it and
the surface would be unable to balance the repulsion of
that on the other side.

From the two problems, it seems likely, that almost
all the redundant fluid in the body will be lodged close
to the surface, and there pressed close together, and the
rest of the body will be saturated.

Carol. If the body is undercharged, the deficiency of
fluid will be greater near the surface than near the centre,
and the matter near the surface will be entirely deprived
of fluid. It is likely, too, that all parts, except near the
surface, will be saturated.

Pro/i. VIII. Let the bodies A and D (Fig. 5.) com-
municate with each other by the canal EF; and let one
of them, as D, be overcharged ; the other body A will
be so also. For as the fluid in the canal is repelled by
the redundant fluid in D, it is plain, that unless A was
overcharged, so as to balance that repulsion, the fluid
would run out of D into A. In like manner, if one is
imdercharged, the other must be so too.

Profi. IX. Let the body A (Fig, 6.) be either satu-
rated, or over or undercharged, and let the fluid within
It be in equilibrio. Let now the l)ody B, placed near it,
be rendered overcharged, the fluid within it being sup-

posed immoveable, and disposed in such a. maimer that

no part of it shall be undercharged ; the fluid in A will

no longer be in equilibrio, but will be repelled from B ;

therefore the fl\iid will flow from those parts of A which
are nearest to B, to those which are more distant from
it; and consequently the part adjacent to MN. (that part

of the surface of A which is turned towards B) will be

made to contain less electric fluid than it did before, and
that adjacent to the opposite surface RS will contain

more than before.

It must be observed, that when a sufficient quantity of

fluid has flowed from MN towards RS, the repulsion,

which the fluid in the part adjacent to MN exerts on
the rest of the fluid in A, will be so much weakened,
and the repulsion of that in the part near RS will he so

much increased, as to compensate the repulsion of B,

which will prevent any more fluid flowing &om MN to

RS. The reason why the fluid in B is supposed to be

immoveable, is, that otherwise a question might arise,

whether the attraction or repulsion of the body A might
not cause such an alteration in the disposition of the

fluid in B, as to cause some parts of it to be underchar-

ged ; which might make it doubtful, whether B did on

the whole repel the fluid in A. It is evident, however,

that this proposition would hold good though some
parts of B were imdercharged, provided it did on the

whole repel the fluid in A.
Carol. If B had been made undercharged instead of

overcharged, it is plain that some fluid would have flow-

ed from the farther part RS to the nearer part MN, in-

stead of from MN to RS.
Pro/!. X. Let us now suppose that the body A com-

municates by the canal EF, with another body D placed

on the contrary side of it from B, as in Fig. 5, and let

these two bodies be either saturated, or over or under-
charged, and let the fluid within them be in equilibrio.

Let now the body B be overcharged : it is plain that

some fluid will be driven from the nearer part MN to

the farther part RS, as in the former proposition ; and
also some fluid will be driven from RS, through the ca-

nal, to the body D ; so that the quantity of fluid in D
will thus be increased, and the quantity in A, taking the
whole body together, will be diminished; the quantity in

the part near MN will also be diminished : but whether
the quantity in the part near RS will be diminished or
not, does not appear for certain ; but Mr Cavendish ima-
gines it would be not much altered.

Coral. In like manner, if B is made imdercharged,
some fluid will flow from D to A, and also from that
part of A near RS to the part near MN.

Profi. XI. Suppose now, that the bodies A and D
communicate by the bent canal MPNnfim (Fig. 7),
instead of the straight one EF : let the bodies be either

saturated, or over or undercharged, as before, and let

the fluid be at rest; then if the body B is made over-
charged, some fluid will still run out of A into D, pro-
vided the repulsion of B on the fluid in the canal is not
too great.

The repulsion of B on the fluid in the canal, will at

hrst drive some fluid out of the leg MP fi m into A, and
out of NP/j n into D, till the quantity of fluid in that
part of the canal which is nearest to B is so much dimi-
nished, and its repulsion on the rest of the fluid in the
canal is so much diminished also, as to compensate the
repulsion of B ; but as the leg NP/i n is longer than the
other, the repulsion of B on the fluid in it will be great-

er ; consequently some fluid will run out of A into D,
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on the same principle that water is drawn out of a vessel

through a syphon : but if the repulsion of B on the fluid

in the canal is so great, as to di ivc all the fluid out of the

space GPH/iG, so that the fluid in the leg MG/im does
not join to that in NH^n, then it is plain that no fluid

can run out of A into D, any more than water will run
out of a vessel through a syphon, if the height of the

bend of the syphon above the water in the vessel is

greater than that to which water will rise in vacuo.
Carol. If B is made undercharged, some fluid will

run out of D into A, and that though the attraction of B
on the fluid in the canal is ever so great.

Profi. XII. Let ABC (Fig. 8.) be a body overcharged
with immoveable fluid uniformly spread ; let the bodies
near ABC on the outside be saturated with immoveable
fluid ; and let D be a body inclosed within ABC, and
communicating by tbe canal DG with other distant bo-

dies saturated with fluid ; and let the fluid in D, and
the canal and those bodies be moveable ; then will the
body D be rendered undercharged.

For let us first suppose that D and the canal are satu-

rated, and that D is nearer to B than to the opposite
part of the body C ; then will all the fluid in the canal

be repelled from C by the redundant fluid in ABC
;

but if D is nearer to C than to B, take the point F, such
that a particle placed there would be repelled from C
with as much force, as one at D is repelled towards C ;

the fluid in DF, taking the whole together, will be re-

pelled with as much force one way as the other, and
the fluid in FG is all of it repelled from C : therefore, in

both cases, the fluid in the canal, taking the whole toge-

ther, is repelled from C ; consequently some fluid will

run out of D and the canal, till the attraction of the un-

saturated matter there is sufficient to balance the repul-

sion of the redundant fluid in ABC.
Prop. XIII. If we now suppose that the fluid on the

outside of ABC is moveable, the matter adjacent to ABC
on the outside will become undercharged. There is no
reason, however, to think, that that will prevent the bo-

dy D from being undercharged ; but it is not easy to say

exactly what effect it will have, except when ABC is

spherical, and the repulsion is inversely as the square of

the distance. In this case, it appears by Prob. 1. that

the fluid in the part DB of the canal will be repelled

from C, with just as much force as in the last proposi-

tion ; but the fluid in the part BG will not be repelled

at all : consequently D will be undercharged, but not so

much as in the last proposition.

Carol. If ABC is now supposed to be undercharged,

it is certain that D will be overcharged, provided the

matter near ABC on the outside is saturated with im-

moveable fluid ; and there is great reason to think that

•it will be so, though the fluid in that matter is move-
able.

Profi. XIV. Let AEFB, Fig. 9. be a long cylindric

body, and D an undercharged body ; and let the quanti-

ty of fluid in AEFB be such, that the part near EF shall

be saturated. It appears from what has been said be-

fore, that the part near AB will be overcharged; and

moreover there will be a certain space, as A o 6 B, ad-

joining to the plane AB, in which the fluid will be

pressed close together; and the fluid in that space will

press against the plane AB, and will endeavour to es-

cape from it ; and, by Pro/i. 2. the two bodies will at-

tract each other: then the force with which the fluid

presses against the plane AB, is very nearly the same
with which the two bodies attract each other in the di-

rection EA, provided that no part of AEFB is under,
charged.

Suppose so much of the fluid in each part of the cy-
linder, as is sufficient to saturate the matter in that part,
to become solid, the remainder, or the redundant fluid,
remaining fluid as before. In this case, the pressure
against the plane AB must be exactly equal to that with
which the two bodies attract each other in the direction
EA ; for the force with which D attracts that part of
the fluid which we supposed to become solid, is exactly
equal to that with which it repels the matter in the cy-
linder ; and the redundant fluid in En 6 F is at liberty to
move, if it had any tendency to do so, without moving
the cylinder; so that the only thing which has any ten-
dency to impel the cylinder in the direction EA, is the
pressure of the redundant fluid in A a 4 B against AB

;

and as the part near EF is saturated, there is no redun-
dant fluid to press against the plane EF, and thus to
counteract the pressure against AB. Suppose now all

the electric fluid in the cylinder to become fluid, the
force with which the two bodies attract each other will
remain exactly the same ; and the only alteration in the
pressure against AB will be, that that part of the fluid

in Aa6B, which we at first supposed solid and unable
to press against the plane, will now be at liberty to press
against it ; but as the density of the fluid, when its par-
ticles are pressed close together, may be supposed many
times greater than when it is no denser than sufficient to
saturate the matter in the cylinder, and consequently the
quantity of redundant fluid in Aa 6 B many times greater
than that which is required to saturate the matter in it,

it follows that the pressure against AB will be very lit-

tle more than on the first supposition.

N. B. If any part of the cylinder is undercharged,
the pressure against AB is greater than the force with
which the bodies attract. If the electric repulsion is

inversely as the square or some higher power of the dis-
tance, it seems very unlikely that any part of the cylin-
der should be undercharged.
Lemma 7. Let AB (Fig. 10.) represent an infinitely

thin flat circular plate, seen edgewise, so as to appear
to the eye as a straight line ; let C be the centre of the
circle ; and let DC, passing through C, be perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the plate; and let the plate be of
uniform thickness, and consist of uniform matter, whose
particles repel with a force inversely as the n power of
the distance; n being greater than 1, and less than 3 :

the repulsion of the plate on a particle at D, is propor-
. , DC DC
tional to _^— I) A"-' ' P''°^'°^'' "'^ thickness of the

plate and size of the particle D is given.

For if CA is supposed to flow, the corresponding
fluxion of the quantity of matter in the plate, is pro-

portional to CAxCA; and the corresponding fluxion

of the repulsion of the plate on the particle D, in the

,. .. T^^ . .. ,. CAxCA DC
direction DC, is proportional to—ttt:::— X

DAxDC
for DA is to CA

DA" '' DA ' ~
CA : DA, the varia-

—DC
DA"

ble part of the fluent of which is ,. . —- .
' n— 1 X D.V"-'

whence the repulsion of the plate on the particle D, is

proportional to

DC DC DC DC
n—\ xDC"-» ~n—\ xUa'^'

°'^ '° DC""' DA"-''

Coral. If DC"-' is very small in respect of CA"-^,
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the particle D is repelled with very nearly the same

force as if tlic diameter of the plate was infinite.

Lemma 8. Let L and / represent tlie two legs of a

rieht angled triangle, and h the hypothenuse ;
if the

shorter leg /is so much less tnan the other, that/" ' is

very small in respect of L^"', then /,»-"— L'"" will be

very small in respect of /'"".

rorA'-"=(L=+/^y^=L^-''X^l+-jj) 2

therefore AS-"—L'-"=

3—nX^

3

—

nxt-

3—»x«

—

\y.i*

sT?
'

3—?iX"- ix/«

SvC.

&c.

fore if a quantity of matter, which is to the whole quan-

tity in the plate as 2 AC to AC, be collected in the cir-

cumference, its repulsion on the column DC, will be to

that of the whole plate as 3—n X AC X AC x [ a (^n-i

— -jr-4—: ] to DC3-" + ACS-"_ DA^-" ; and conse-
DA"~' /

qiiently the repulsion of the plate, when all the matter

is collected in its circumference, is to its repulsion
3 ,; y^ AC^

when the matter is spread uniformly, as x

/'-"XS-

2L"-' SL"*'

n X /"-' /'-" X 3

—

n X n— 1 X Z"'^'—
2L"-' 8L"'^'

Ecc. which is very small in respect of P-", as /"-' is by

the supposition very small in respect of L""'.

Lemma 9. Let DC now represent the axis of a cylin-

dric or prismatic column of uniform matter; and let

the diameter of the column be so small, that the repul-

sion of the plate Ali on it shall not be sensibly different

from what it would be, if all the matter in it was col-

lected in the axis. The force with wliicli the plate re-

pels the colunm, is proportional to DC^-"+ AC3-"

—

DA'-", supposing tlie thickness of tlie plate and base

of the column to be given. For if DC is supposed to

flow, the corresponding fluxion of the repulsion is pro-

DC DCxDC_ DC DA
portionalto^^T^-

the fluent of which,

DA"-' ~ UC"-> DA"-
AC'-"-f DC'-"—DA3-"

3

—

n
vanishes

when DC vanishes.

Carol. 1. If the length of the column is so great, that

AC"-', is very small in respect of DC"-'', the repulsion

of the plate on it is vei-y nearly the same as if the

column was infinitely continued. For, by lemma 8,

AC'-"-fD( '-"—DA'-" differs very little in this case
from AC^"" ; and if DC is infinite, it is exactly equal

to it.

Carol. 2. If AC"-' is very small in respect of DC"-',
and the point E be taken in DC, such that EC"-' shall

be very small in respect of AC"-', the repulsion of the
plate on the small part of the column EC, is to its re-

pulsion on the whole column DC, very nearly as EC'-"
to AC'-".
Lemma 10. If we now suppose all the matter of the

plate to be collected in the circumference of the circle,

so as to form an infinitely slender uniform ring, its re-
pulsion o>. the column DC will be less tlian when the
matter is spread uniformly all over the plate in the ra-

r 3—nxAC^ /I 1 \ ^
tio of XI 1 to DC'-" -;-

2 \^AC"-' DA"- i '" ^"- -+-

AC*-"—DA^-".
For it was before said, that if the matter of the plate

be spread uniformly, its repulsion on the column will
be proportional to DC'-"-f AC'-" DA'-", or inay be
expressed by it ; let now AC, the semidiameter of the

plate, be increased by the infinitely small quantity AC
;

the quantity of matter in the plate will be increased by
a quantity, which is to the whole as 2AC to AC; and
the repulsion of the plate on the column will be increa-

sed by 3— « X AC X AC2-"~ AC'x-^^ X 3— re xDA
DA-"=3_. X ACx AC x(^-jji^^)lhere.

1

A"-' .'

to DC'-"-f AC'-"—DA'-".
\AC"-> DA" -,

Carol. 1. If the length of the column is so great, that

AC"-' is very small in respect to DC"-', the repulsion

of the plate, wiien all the matter is collected in the cir-

cumference, is to its repulsion when the matter is spread
g fj XAC—

"

uniformly, very nearly as ^ to AC'-", or as

3

—

n to 2.

Carol. 2. If EC"-' is very small in respect of AC"-',
the repulsion of the plate on the short column EC, when
all the matter in the plate is collected in its circumfe-

rence, is to its repulsion when the matter is spread uni-

r , ,
3—nx"— lxEC2

lormly, very nearly as
,^^_^

— to EC'-",

or as 3

—

nXn— 1 X EC"-' to 4 AC"-', and is therefore

very small in comparison of what it is when the matter

is spread uniformly.

For, by the same kind of process as was used in lem-
ma 8, it appears, that if EC^ is very small in respect of

AC^, then AC^X
[ ^rn-i

—
y in-i )

'''^'^''5 very little

from
n— lxEC2

from

E.

-IXEC^
and if EC-i is

2EA"-' '

""
2 AC"-'

very small in respect of AC"-', then EC^ is a fortiori

very small in respect of AC^.
Carol. 3. Suppose now that the matter of the plate is

denser near the circurijiference than near the middle,
and that the density at and near the middle is to the
mean density, or the density which it would every where
be of if the matter was sj)read uniformly, as J" to 1, then
the repulsion of the plate on EC will be less than if the
matter was spread uniformly, in a ratio approaching
much nearer to tiiat of J" to 1, than to that of equality.

Carol. 4. Let every thing be as in the last corollary,

and let t be taken to I , as the force with which the plate

actually repels tlie column DC (DC"—' being very great
in respect of AC"-') is to the force with wliich it would
repel it, if the matter was spread uniformly; the repul-

sion of the plate on EC will be to its repulsion on DC,
in a ratio between that of EC'-" x ^ to AC'-" x t, and
that of EC'-" to AC'-"X5i-, but will approach much
nearer to the former ratio than to the latter.

Lemma 11. In the line DC produced, take CF equal
to CA : if all the matter of the plate AB is collected in

the circumference, its I'cpulsion on the column CD, in-

finitely continued, is equal to the repulsion of the same
quantity of matter collected in the point F, on the same
column. For the repulsion of the plate on the columi*
in the direction CD, is the same whether the matter ol

it be collected in the whole circumference, or in the
point A. Suppose it therefore to be collected in A, and
let an equal quantity of matter be collected in F; take
FG constantly equal to AD, and let AD and FG flow;
the fluxion of CD is to the fluxion of FG, as AD to CD

;
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and the repulsion of A on the point D, in the direction

CD, is to the repulsion of F on G, as CD tu AD ; tlicie-

ibre the fluxion of the repulsion of A on the column CD,
in llie direction CD, is equal to the fluxion of the ri;pul-

sion of F on CG; and when AD equals AC, the repul-

sion of both A and F on their respective columns va-

nishes; and therefore the repulsion of A on the whole
column CD, equals that of F on CG ; and when CD and

CG are both infinitely extended, they may be considered

as the same column.

Profi. XV^. Let two similar bodies, of different sizes,

and consisting of diilerent sorts of matter, be both over-

charged, or both undercharged, but in diflcrent degrees;

-and let the redundance or deficicnce of fluid in ench be

very small, in respect of the whole quantity of fluid in

them: it is impossible for the fluid to be disposed accu-

rately in a similar manner in both of them ;* as it has

been shown that there will be <\ space, close to the sur-

face, which will either be as full of fluid as it can hold,

or will be entirely deprived of fluid ; but it will be dis-

posed as nearly in a similar manner in both as is possi-

ble. To explain this, let BDE and bde. Fig. 12, be the

two similar bodies ; and let the space comprehended
between the surfaces BDE and FGII (or the space BF
as it may be called for shortness) be that part of BDE,
which is either as full of fluid as it can hold, or entirely

deprived of it: draw the surface ^g-/;, such that the

•space 6y, shall be to the space BF, as the quantity of re-

dundant or deficient fluid in bde, to that in BDE, and

that the thickness of the space bf shall every where
bear the same proportion to the corresponding thickness

of BF: then will the space bf be either as full of fluid

as it can hold, or entirely depiived of it; and the fluid

within the space y^' A will be disposed very nearly simi-

larly to that in the space FGH.
For it is plain, that if the fluid could be disposed ac-

curately in a similar manner in both bodies, the fluid

would be in equilibrio in one body, if it was in tlie other;

therefore draw the surface pJt such that the thickness of

the space /Sy, shall be eveiy where to the corresponding

thickness of BF, as the diameter of 6 rfe to the diameter

of BDE; and let the redundant fluid or matter in bfh<i
spread uniformly over the space |S/; then if the fluid in

the space y"^/j is disposed exactly similarly to that in

FGH, it will be in equilibrio; as the fluid will then be

disposed exactly similarly in the spaces /3 J'e and BDE:
but as, by the supposition, the thickness of the space /3/

is very small in respect of the diameter of b rfe, the fluid

or matter in the space bf will exert very nearly the

same force on the rest of the fluid, whether it is spread

over the space /3/, or whether it is collected in bf.

Profi. XVI. Let two bodies, B and b, be connected

to each other by a canal of any kind, and be either over

or undercharged: it is plain that the quantity of redun-

dant or deficient fluid in B, would bear exactly the same
proportion to that in b, whatever sort of matter B consist-

ed of, if it was possible for the redundant or deficient

fluid in any body, to be disposed accurately in tlie same
manner, whatever sort of matter it consisted of. For

suppose B to consist of any sort of matter; and let the

fluid in the canal and two bodies be in equilibrio: let now
B be made to consi-st of some other sort of matter, which

requires a different quantity of fluid to saturate it; but
let the (piantity and disposition of the redundant or defi-

cient fluid in it remain the same as before : ii is plain that

the fluid will still be in etpulibrio; as the atliaelion or

repulsion of any body depends only on the quantily and
disposition of the redundant and deficient fluid in it.

Therefore, by the preceding proposition, the quantity

of redundant or deficient fluid in B, will actually bear

very nearly the same proportion to that in 6, whatevci

sort of matter B consists of; provided the quantity of re-

dundant or deficient fluid in it is very small in respect of

the whole.

Pro/i. XVn. Let two bodies B and b (Fig. 11.) be
connected together by a very slender canal AVida, either

straight or crooked: let the canal be every whereof the

same breadth and thickness; so that all sections of this

canal, made by ])hines perpendicular to the direction of

the canal in that part, shall be equal and similar: let

the canal be composed of uniform matter; and let the

electric fluid in it be supposed incompressible, and of

such density as exactly to saturate the matter in it; and
let it nevertheless be able to move readily along the ca-

nal; and let each particle of fluid in the canal be attract-

ed and repelled by the matter and fluid in the canal and
in the bodies B and 6, just in the same manner that it

would be if it was not incompressible; and let the bodies

B and b be either over or undercharged. Then the

force with which the whole quantity of fluid in the canal

is impelled from A towards D, in the direction of the

axis of the canal, by the united attractions and repulsions

of the two bodies, must be nothing; as otherwise the

fluid in the canal could not be at rest: observing that by
the force with which the whole quantity of fluid is im-
pelled in the direction of the axis of the canal, is meant
the sum of the forces, with which the fluid in each part

of the canal is impelled in the direction of the axis of

the canal in that place, from A towards D ; and observ-

ing also, that an impulse in the contrary direction, from
D towards A, must be considered as negative.

For as the canal is exactly saturated with fluid, the

fluid in it is attracted or repelled only by the redundant

matter or fluid in the two bodies. Suppose now that

the fluid in any section of the canal, as Ee, is impelled

with any given force in the direction of the canal at that

place, the section Dd would, in consequence of it, be

impelled with exactly the same force in the direction of

the canal at D, if the fluid between Ec and D </ was not

at all attracted or repelled by the two bodies; and con-

sequently the section Df/ is impelled in the direction of

the canal with the sum of the forces, with which the

fluid in each part of the canal is impelled, by the attrac-

tion or repulsion of the two bodies in the direction of the

axis in that part; and consequently, unless this sum was
nothing, the fluid in D d could not be at rest.

Carol. Therefore the force with which the fluid in the

canal is impelled one way in the direction of the axis, by

the body B, must be equal to that with which it is im-

pelled by b in the contrary direction.

Pro/!. XVIll. Let two similar bodies B and b. Fig. 13.

be connected by the very slender cylindric or prismatic

canal A a, filled with incompressible fluid, in the same
manner as described in the preceding proposition: let

* By the fluid being disposed in a similar manner in both bodies, is meant that tlic quantity of redundant or deficieiii fluid, in any

small part of one body, is to lh;,i in the corresponding sn. all part of the other, as the whole quantity of redunitant or d. f.citm fluid in

one body, to that in the other. By the quantity cf deficient fluid m a body, is meant the quantity of fluid \v.intHig- to saturate it. This

.expression is used, in i^rder to avoid chxumlocution.

Vol.. VIIL PartL Z z
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tlie bodies be overcharged; but let the quantity of re-

dundant fluid in each bear so small a proportion to the

whole, that the fluid may be considered as disposed in a

similar manner in both ; let the bodies also be similarly

situated in respect of the canal Aa; and let them be

placed at an infinite distance from each otiier, or at so

great a one, that the repulsion of either body on the

fluid in tlie canal, shall not be sensibly less tlian if they

•\vere at an infinite distance : then, if llic electric attrac-

tion and repulsion is inversely as tlic n power of the dis-

tance, n beinp; greater than 1, and less than 3, the quan-

tity of redundant fluid in the two bodies will be to each

other, as the n— 1 power of their corresponding diame-

ters AF and af.

For if the (|uantity of redundant fluid in the two bo-

dies is in this proportion, the repulsion of one body on

the fluid in the canal, will be eciual to that of the other

body on it, in the contrary direction; and consequently

the fluid will have no tendency to flow from one body to

the other, as may thus be proved. Take the points D
and E very near to each other; and take da to DA, and

ta to EA, as ay to AF; the repulsion of the body B on

a particle at D, will be to the repulsion of b on a parti-

cle at ds as -r-= to — , for, as the fluid is disposed simi-
Ar aJ

larly in both bodies, the quantity of fluid in any small

part of B, is to the quantity in the corresponding part of

b, as AI""' to af''~'^ ; and consequently the repulsion of

that small part of B, on D, is to the repulsion of the cor-

AF"-! 1 1

responding part of b on rf, as , or -j-r, to —-.. ButA r

"

A r qj
the quantity of fluid in the small part DE of the canal,

is to that in de, as DE to de, or as AF to af; therefore

the repulsion of B on the fluid in DE. is equal to that

of b on the fluid in de: therefore taking ag to Aa, as

a/ to AF, the repulsion of b on the fluid in ag, is equal
to that of B on the fluid in Aa ; but the repulsion of b

on ag may be considered as the same as its repulsion on
Aa; for, by the supposition, the repulsion of B on Aa
may be considered as the same as if it was continued in-

finitely; and therefore the repulsion of 6 on ag may be
considered as the same as if it was continued infinitely.

Corol. By just the same method of reasoning it ap-
pears, that if the bodies are undercharged, the quan-
tity of deficient fluid in b will be to that in B, as a/"-'
to AF"-!.

Proft. XIX. Let a thin flat plate be connected to any
other body, as in the preceding proposition, by a canal
of incompressible fluid, perpendicular to the plane of
the plate; and let that body be overcharged; then the
quantity of redundant fluid in the plate will bear very
nearly the same proportion to that in the other body, what-
ever the thickness of the plate may be, provided its thick-
ness is very small in proportion to its breadth, or small-
est diameter. For there can be no doubt, but under that
restriction, the fluid will be disposed very nearly in the
same manner in the plate, whatever its thickness may
be; and therefore its repulsion on the fluid in the canal
will be very nearly the same, whatever its thickness may
be.

Proji. XX. Let AB and DF, Fig. U, represent two
equal and parallel circular plates, whose centres are C
and E; let the plates be placed so, that a right line
joining their centres shall be perpendicular to the
plates ; let the thickness of the plates be very small in

respect to their distance CE ; let the plate AB commu-
nicate with the body H, and the plate DF with the body
L, by the canals CG and EM of incompressible fluid,

such as arc described in Prop. 17 ; let these canals meet
their respective plates in their centres C and E, and be
perpendicular to the plane of the plates; and let their

length be so great, that the repulsion of the plates on the
fluid in them may be considered as the same as if they
were continued infinitely ; let the body H be overcharg-
ed, and let L be saturated. It is plain, from Prop. 10,

that DF will be undercharged, and AB will be more
overcharged than it would otherwise be. Suppose now.
that the redundant fluid in AB is disposed in the same
manner as tl\e deficient fluid is in DF ; let P be to 1, as
the force with which the plate AB would repel the fluid

in CE, if the canal ME was continued to C, is to the
force with which it would repel the fluid in CAI ; and let

the force with which AB repels the fluid in CG, be to

the force with which it would repel it, if the redundant
fluid in it was spread uniformly as 5r to 1 ; and let the
force with which the body H repels tiie fluid in CG, be
the same with which a quantity of redundant fluid, whicii

we will call B, spread uniformly over AB, would repel
it in the contrary direction. Then will the redundant

fluid in AB be equal to --— —;— ; and therefore, if

P is very small, Avill be very nearly equal to—j^— ; and

the deficient fluid in DF will be to the redundant fluid in

AB, as 1—P to 1 ; and therefore, if P is very small,
will be very nearly equal to the redundaut fluid in AB.

For it is plain, that the force with which AB repels
the fluid in EM, must be equal to that with whicli DF
attracts it ; for otherwise some fluid would run out of
DF into L, or out of L into DF : for the same reason,
the excess of the repulsion of AB on the fluid in CG,
above the attraction of FD on it, must be equal to the
force with which a quantity of redundant fluid equal to

B, spread uniformly over AB, would repel it, or it must

be equal to that with which a quantity equal to —

,

spread in the manner in which the redundant fluid is

actually spread in AB, would repel it. By the supposi-
tion, the force with which AB repels the fluid in EM,
is to the force with which it would repel the fluid in CM,
supposing EM to be continued to C, as I—P to 1 ; but
the force with which any quantity of fluid in AB would
repel the fluid in CM, is the same with which an equal
quantity similarly disposed in DF, would repel the fluid

in EM ; therefore the force with which the redundant
fluid in AB repels the fluid in EM, is to that with which
an equal quantity similarly disposed in DF, would repel
it, as 1—P to 1 : therefore, if the redundant fluid in AB
be called A, the deficient fluid in DF must be Ax 1—P :

for the same reason, the force with which DF attracts.

the fluid in CG, is to that with which AB repels it, as

Axl—Pxl—P, or Ax(l—P)-, to A; therefore, the
excess of the force with which AB repels CG, above
that with which DF attracts it, is equal to that with
which a quantity of redundant fluid equal to A—Ax
(1—P)-, or Ax(2P—P^), spread over AB, in the man-
ner in which the redundant fluid in it is actually spread,^

would repel it : therefore, Ax(2P—Pa) must be equal

. B
, ^ , B

to — , or A must be equal to—=r —=—

.
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Carol. 1. If tbe density of ilie redundant fluid near

the middle of the plate AB is less tluin the mean den-

sity, or the density which it would every where be of,

if it was spread uniformly, in the ratio of ^ to 1 ; and if

the distance of the two plates is so small, that EC"—' is

very small in respect of AC"-', and that EC'~" is very

small in respect of AC^-", the quantity of redundant

B /AC\3-"
T><(ec)

B /AC \
^~"

less than -^x I ifp )
,but will approach much tiearer

to the latter value than the former. For, in this case,

(EC \'-"
-r-rr

)
and

repel it in a conlrai-y direction : therefore, if the lluid in

the plate H was spread uniformly, the quajilily of re-

dundant fluid in it would be B ; and if it was all collect-

ed in the circumference, would be

fluid in AB will be greater than — x

greater thanm X ^, but approaches much nearer

to the latter value than the former ; and if EC^"" is very

small in respect of AC'~", P is very small.

Remarks. If DF was not undercharged, it is certain

that AB would be considerably more overcharged near

the circumference of the circle than near the centre ;

for if the fluid was spread uniformly, a particle placed

any where at a distance from the centre, as at N, would
be repelled with considerably more force towards the

circumference, than it would towards the centre. If

the plates are very near together, and consequently DF
nearly as much undercharged as AB is overcharged, AB
will still be more overcharged near the circumference

than near the centre, but the difference will not be near

so great as in the former case: for, let NR be many
times greater than CE, and NS less than CE ; and take

Er and Es equal to CR and CS ; there can be no doubt,

bethinks, but that the deficient fluid in DF will be lodg-

ed nearly in the same manner as the redundant fluid in

AB ; and' therefore the repulsion of the redundant fluid

at R, on a particle at N, will be very nearly balanced

by the attraction of the redundant matter at r, for R is

not much nearer to N than r is ; but the repulsion of S
will not be near balanced by that of s ; for the distance of

S from N is much less than that of 5. Let now a small

circle, whose diameter is ST, be drawn round the cen-

tre N, on the plane of the plate ; as the density of the

fluid is greater at T than at S, the repulsion of the re-

dundant fluid within the small circle tends to impel the

point N towards C ; but as there is a much greater quan-

tity of fluid between N and B, than between N and A,
the repulsion of the fluid without the small circle tends

to balance that ; but the effect of the fluid within the

small circle is not much less than it would be, if DF
was not undercharged ; whereas much the greater part

of the eff'ect of that part of the plate on the outside of

the circle, is taken off by the effect of the corresponding

part of DF : consequently the difference of density be-

tween T and S will not be near so great, as if DF was
not undercharged. Hence it is probable, that if the two
plates are very nearly together, the density of the re-

dundant fluid near the centre will not be much less than

the mean density, or S' will not be much less than I ;

moreover, the less the distance of the plates, the nearer

will J" approach to 1.

Carol. 2. Let now the body H consist of a circular plate,

of the same size as AB, placed so that the canal CG
shall pass through its centre, and be perpendicular to its

plane ; by the supposition, the force with which H repels

the fluid in the canal CG, is the same with which a quan-

tity of fluid, equal to B, spread uniformly over AB, would

2B
3—

«

; and therefore

the real quantity will be greater than B, and less than
2B

and -'—

"

Coral. 3. Therefore, it we suppose d to be e(|ual to I,

the quantity of redundant fluid in AB will exceed that in

the plate H, in a greater ratio than that of I —
to 1, and less than that of I j^-pr

m
X 1 to one : and

from the preceding remarks it appears, that the real

quantity of redundant fluid in AB can hardly be much
greater than it would be if S" was equal to I

.

Carol. 4. Hence the redundant fluid in AB, supposing
^ to be equal to 1, will exceed that in the plate H, in a

greater ratio than that of AC to 4CE, and less than that

of AC to2CE.
Carat. 5. Let now the body H consist of a globe whose

diameter equals AB ; the globe being situated in such a
manner that the canal CG, if continued, would pas«

through its centre, the quantity of redundant fluid in the

globe will be 2B; for the fluid will be spread uniformly

over the surface of the globe, and its repulsion on the

canal will be the same as if it was all collected in the

centre of the sphere, and will therefore be the same
with which an equal quantity, disposed in the circum-
ference of AB, would repel it in tlic contrary direction,

or with which half that quantity, or B, would repel it,

if spread uniformly over the plate.

Carol. 6. Therefore, if J" was equal to 1, the redundant
fluid in AB would exceed that in the globe, in the ratio

of AC to 4CE; and therefore it will in reality exceed
that in the globe, in a rather greater ratio than that of

AC to 4CE ; but if the plates are very near together, it

will approach very near to that ratio, and the nearer the

plates are, the nearer it will approach to it.

Carol. 7. If the body H is as much undercharged a;5

it was before overcharged, AB will be as much under-
charged as it was before overcharged, and DF as much
overcharged as it was before undercharged.

Carol. 8. If the size and distance of the plates be alter-

ed, the quantity of redundant or deficient fluid in the body
H remaining the same, it appears, by comparing this

proposition with the 18th and 19th iJropositions, that the

quantity of redundant and deficient fluid in AB, will be

.„ ,
/ACn^-" AC^

as A C"-' X I rrp ) '
'^'' ^*

v
'

ri-" ^ supposmg the va-

lue of S" to remain the same.
Pro/!. XXI. LetAE, I'ig. I5.be a cylindric canal, in-

finitely continued beyond E ; and let AF be a bent canal

meeting the other at A, and infinitely continued beyond
F : let the section of this canal in all parts of it be equal
to that of the cylindric canal, and let both canals be filled

with uniform fluid of the same density: then the force

with which a particle of fluid P, placed any where, at

pleasure, repels the whole quantity of fluid in EF, in

the direction of the canal, is the same with which it repels

the fluid in the canal AE, in the direction AE—On the

centre P draw two circular arches BD and 6 d, infinitely

near to each other, cutting AE in B and fi, anil AF in D
and ^i and draw the radii P* and Pd. As PB=.PD,
the force with which P repels a particle at B, in the di-

Z z 2
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rcction La, is lo llut witli wliicli it repels an equal pai

B4 D(/ 1

b^liclc at D, in the direction US', »* "n^
'"
"nj

°'" ''*

to — ; and llicrcfore the force with which it repels the

whole fluid in B/3, in the direction Bp, is the same with

which it repels the whole fluid in D}, in the direction

DJ', that is in the direction of the canal ; and therefore

the force with which it repels the whole fluid in AE,
in the direction AE, is the same witii which it repels

the whole fluid in AF, in the direction of the canal.

Carol. If the bent canal ADF, instead of being infi-

nitely continued, meets the c) lindric canal in E, as in

rij;. 16. the repulsion of P on the fluid in the bent canal

ADE, in the direction of the canal, will still be equal

to its repulsion on that in the cylindric canal AE, in the

direction AE.

Profi. XXII. If two bodies, for instance the plate AB
and the body II of Prop. 20, communicate with each

other by a canal filled with incompressible fluid, and are

cither over or undercharged; the quantity of redundant

fluid in them will bear the same proportion to each

other, whether the canal by which they communicate is

straight or crooked, or into whatever part of the bodies

the canal is inserted, or in whatever manner the two

bodies arc situated in respect of each other, provided

that their distance is infinite, or so great that the repul-

sion of each body on the fluid in the canal shall not be

sensibly less than if it was infinite.

Let the parallelograms AB and DF, Fig. 1", repre-

sent the two plates, and H and L the bodies communi-
cating with them ; let now H be removed to A, and let

it communicate with AB, by the bent canal g c, the

quantity of fluid in the plates and bodies remaining the

same as before, and let us, for the sake of ease in the

demonstration, suppose the canal ^c to be every where
of the same thickness as the canal GC, though the pro-

position will evidently hold equally good whether it is or

not, then the fluid will still be in cquilibrio. For let us
first suppose the canal 5- c to be continued through the
substance of the plate AB to C, along the line c r C; the
part crC being of the same thickness as the rest of the
canal, and the fluid in it of the same density : by the pre-
ceding proposition, the repulsior^ ov attraction of each
particle of fluid or matter in the plates AB and DF, on
the fluid in the whole canal Crc g, in the direction of that
canal, is equal to its repulsion or attraction on the fluid
in the canal CG, in the direction CG ; and therefore the
whole repulsion or attraction of the two plates on the
canal Crc 5- is equal to their repulsion or attraction on
CG ; but as the fluid in the plate AB is in equilibrio,
each particle of fluid in the part C r c of the canal, is im-
pelled by the plates, with as much force in one direction
as the other, and consequently the plates impel the fluid
in the canal r^-, with as much force as they do that in
the whole canal C rcg-, that is, with the same force that
they impel the fluid in CG. In like manner the body
/( impels the fluid in eg, \siith the same force that H
does the fluid in CG, and consequently /; impels the fluid
-in eg one way in the direction of the canal, with the
same force that the two plates impel it the contrary way
and therefore the fluid in eg has no tendency to flow from'
one body to the other.

Corol. By the same inethod of reasoning, with the
help of the corollaiy to the 21st proposition", it appears
tfiat if AB and H each communicate with a third Uody,

by canals of incompressible fluid, and a communicatioit

is made between AB and H by another canal of incom-
pressible fluid, the fluid will have no tendency to flow

from one to the other through this canal, supposing that

the fluid was in equilibrio before this communication was
made. In like manner, if AB and II comnmnicate with

each other, or each communicate with a third body, by
canals of real fluid, instead of the imaginary canals of

incompressible fluid used in these propositions, and a
communication is also made between them by a canal

of incompressible fluid, the fluid can have no tendency

to flow from one to the other. The truth of the latter

part of tliis corollary will appear by supposing an ima-
ginary canal of incompressible fluid to be continued

through the whole length of the real one.

Proji. XXIII. Let now a communication be made be-

tween the two plates AB and DF, by the canal NRS
of incompressible fluid of any length, and let the body
H and the plate AB be overcharged. It is plain that

the fluid will flow through that canal from AB to DF.
Now tlie whole force with which the fluid in the canal

is impelled along it, by the joint action of the two
plates, is the same with which the whole quantity

of fluid in the canal CG or c g \% impelled by them, sup-

posing the canal NRS to be every where of the same
breadth and thickness as CG or eg. For suppose that

the canal NRS, instead of communicating with the

plate DF, is bent back just before it touches it, and
continued infinitely along tlie line S s ; the force with
which the two plates impel the fluid in S s, is the same
with which they impel tliat in EL, supposing S* to be
of the same breadth and thickness as EL, and is there-

fore nothing; therefore the force with which they im-
pel the fluid in NRS, is the same with which they im-
pel that in NRS s, which is the same with which they-

impel that in CG.
Projx. XXIV. Let now :r v s be a body of an infinite-

sixe, containing just fluid enough to saturate it; and let

a communication be made between /; and x y z, by the

canal /; y ol incompressible fluid, of thu same breadth

and thickness as ^ c or GC, the fluid will flow through,

it from li lo X y z ; and the force with which the fluid in

that canal is impelled along it, is equal to that with which
the fluid in NRS is impelled by the two plates.

If the canal hy is of so great a length, that the re-

pulsion of // on it is the same as if it was continued in-

finitely, then the thing is evident ; but if it is not, let

the canal /; v, instead of communicating with xy z, so
that the fluid can flow out of the canal into x i/ -, be con-
tinued infinitely through its substance, along the line

yv : now, it must be observed, that a small part of the
body xy z, namely, that which is turned towards /t, will,

by the action of A on it, be rendered undercharged, but
all the rest of the body will be saturated ; for the fluid

driven out of the undercharged part will not make the

remainder, which is supposed to be of an infinite size,

sensibly overcharged: now the force with which the
fluid in the infinite canal /lyv, is impelled by the body
h and the undercharged part of x y :, is the same with
which the fluid in go is impelled by them; but as the
fluid in all parts ol x y z is in equilibrio, a particle in

any part of yi> caimot be impelled in any direction ; and
therefore the fluid in A y is impelled with as much force
as that in /lyu, and therefore the fluid in /i y is impell-
ed w ith as much force as that in g c, and is therefore
impelled with as much force as the fluid in NRS is im-
pelled by the two plates: .^
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It perhaps may be asked, whether this method of de-

monstiation would not ec|ually tend to prove that the

fluid in liy was impelled with the same force as that in

NRS, though xijz did not contain just fluid enough to

saturate it ; but this is not the case, for this demonstra-
tion depends on the canal y v being continued, within the

ho^lyx yz, to an infinite distance beyond any over or

undercharged part, which could not be if x t/ z contained

either more or less fluid than that.

Profi. XXV. Let two bodies B and 6, Fig. 13. be join-

ed by a cylindric or prismatic canal A a, filled with real

fluid, and not by an imaginary canal of incompressible

fluid, as in the 16th proposition, and let the fluid in

it be in equilibrio, the force with which the whole or

any given part of the fluid in the canal is impelled in

the direction of its axis, by the united repulsions and
attractions of the redundant fluid or matter in the two
bodies and the canal, must be nothing; or the force

with which it is impelled one way in the direction of

the ax-is of the canal, must be equal to that with which
it is impelled the other way. For as the canal is sup-
posed cylindric or prismatic, no particle of fluid in it

can be prevented from moving in the direction of its

axis, by the sides of the canal ; and therefore the force

with which each particle is impelled either way in the

direction of the axis, by the united attractions and re-

pulsions of the two bodies and the canal, must be no-

thing, otherwise it could not be at rest; and therefore

the force with which the whole, or any given part of
the fluid in the canal, is impelled in the direction of the

axis must be nothing.

Carol. 1. If the fluid in the canal is disposed in such
manner, that the repulsion or attraction of the redun-
dant fluid or matter in it, on the whole or any given
part of the fluid in the canal, has no tendency to impel
it either way in the direction of the axis; then the force

with which that whole or given part is impelled by the

two bodies, must be nothing; or the force Avith which
it is impelled one way in the direction of the axis, by
the body B, must be equal to that with which it is im-
pelled in the contrary direction by the other body, but
not if the fluid in the canal is disposed in a different

manner.
Corel. 2. If the bodies, and consequently the canal,

is overcharged ; then, in whatever manner the fluid in

the canal is disposed, the force with which the whole
quantity of redundant fluid in the canal is repelled by
the body B, in the direction A a, must be equal to that

with which it is repelled by b, in the contrary direction.

For the force with which the redundant fluid is im-
pelled in the direction A a, by its own repulsion, is no-

thing ; for the repulsion of the particles of any body
on each other, have no tendency to make the whole
body move in any direction.

Sect. II. Com/iarison of the fireceding Hy/iol/iesis with
Exfierimeiits.

1. It appears from experiment, that some bodies suf-

fer the electric fluid to pass with great readiness be-
tween their pores, while others will not suffer it to do
so without great dilBculty, and some hardly suffer it to

do so at all. The first sort of bodies are called conduc-
tors, the others non-conductors. It is evident that the
electric fluid in non-conductors may be considered as
moveable, or answering to the definition given of that

term immediately before Prop. 1. As to the fluid con-

tained in non-conducting substances, though it does not

absolutely answer to the definition of immoveable, as it

is not absolutely confined from moving, but only does
so with great difliculty

; yet it may in most cases be con-

sidered as such without sensible error. Air docs in

some measure permit the electric fluid to pass through
it ; though, if it is dry, it lets it pass but very slowly,

and not without dilTiculty; it is therefore to be called a
non-co7iductor.

It appears that conductors would readily suffer the

fluid to run in and out of them, were it not for the air

which surrounds them; for if the end of a conductor is

inserted into a vacuum, the fluid runs in and out of it

with perfect readiness; but when it is surrounded on all

sides by the air, as no fluid can run out of it without
running into the air, the fluid will not do so without
difficulty.

Though the terms /lositively and negatively electrified

are much used, yet the precise sense in which they are

to be understood, seems not well asceitained; namely,
whether they are to be understood in the same sense
with the words over or under charged, or whether, when
any number of bodies, insulated and communicating with
each other by conducting substances, are electrified by
means of excited glass, they are all to be called fio.'ii-

tively electrified, (supposing, according to the usuiil

opinion, that excited glass contains more than its natural

quantity of electricity), even though some of them, by
the approach of a stronger electrified body, are made
undercharged. The words are here used in the latter

sense; but it will be proper to ascertain more accurate-
ly the sense in which they are employed. In order to

judge whether any body, as A, is positively or negative-

ly electrified, suppose another body B, of a given shape
and size, to be placed at an infinite distance from it, and
from any other over or undercharged body, and let B
contain the same quantity of electric fluid, as if it com-
municated with A by a canal of incompressible fluid :

then if B is overcharged, A is called /io«;Vn'f/i/ electri-

fied, and if it is undercharged, A is called negatively

electrified ; and the greater the degree in which B is

over or undercharged, the greater is the degree in

which A is positively or negatively electrified..

It appears from the corol. to the 20th proposition, that

if several bodies are insulated, and connected together

by conducting substances, and one of these bodies is po-
sitively or negatively electrified, all the otlier bodies must
be electrified in the same degree ; for suppose a given
body B to be placed at an infinite distance from any over
or undercharged body, and to contain the same quantity

of fluid as if it communicated with one of those bodies

by a canal of incompressible fluid, all the rest of these

bodies must, by that corol. contain the same quantity of

fluid as if they communicated with B by canals of in-

compressible fluid; but yet it is possible that some of
those bodies may be overcharged, and others under-
charged : for suppose the bodies to be positively electri-

fied, and let an overcharged body D be brought near
one of them, that body will become undercharged, pro-

vided D is sufficiently overcharged; and yet by the defi-

nition it will still be positively electrified in the same de-
gree as before.

Besides, if several bodies are insulated and connected
together by conducting substances, and one of these bo-
dies is electrified by excited glass, there can be no doubt
but they will all be positively electrified ; for if there is

no other over or undercharged body placed near any of
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these bodies, the thing is cTideiU; and iliough some of

these bodies may, by the approach of a sufliciently over-

charged body, l)C rendered undercharged, yet it does

not appear possible to prevent a body placed at an infi-

nite distance, and communicating with tlitin by a canal

of incompressible fluid, from being overcharged. In like

manner if one of these bodies is electrified by excited

sealing wax, they will all be negatively electrified.

It is impossible for any body communicating with the

ground to be cither positively or negatively electrified ;

for the earth, taking the whole together, contains just

fluid enough to saturate it, and consists in general of con-

dueling substances; and consequently, though it is pos-

sible for small parts of the surface of the earth to be ren-

dered over or undercharged, by the approach of elec-

trified clouds, or other causes; yet the bulk of the earth,

and especially the interior parts, must be saturated with

electricity. Therefore assume any part of the earth

which is itself saturated, and is at a great distance from

any over or undercharged part ; any body communicating

with the ground, contains as much electricity as if it

communicated with this part by a canal of incompressi-

ble fluid, and therefore is not at all electrified.

If any body A, insulated, and saturated with electri-

city, is placed at a great distance from any over or un-

dercharged body, it is plain that jj cannot be electri-

fied ; but if an overcharged body is brought near it, it

will be positively electrified; for supposing A to com-
municate with any body B, at an infinite distance, by a

canal of incompressible fluid, it is plain that unless B is

overcharged, the fluid in the canal could not be in

equilibrio, but would run from A to B. For the same
reason, a body insulated and saturated with fluid, will

be negatively electrified if placed near an undercharged

body.

2. The phenomena of the attraction and repulsion of

electrified bodies seem to agree exactly with the theo-

ry ; as will appear by considering the following cases.

Caic 1. Let two bodies, A and B, both conductors of

electricity, and both placed at a great distance from any
other electrified bodies, be brought near each other.

Let A be insulated, and contain just fluid enough to sa-

turate it ; and let B be positively electrified. They will

attract each other ; for as B is positively electrified, and
at a great distance from any overcharged body, it will

be overcharged ; therefore, on approaching A and B to

each other, some fluid will be driven from that part of
A which is nearest to B to the farther part : but when
the fluid in A was spread uniformly, the repulsion of B
on the fluid in A was equal to its attraction on the matter
in it; therefore when some fluid is removed from those
parts where the repulsion of B is strongest, to those
where it is weaker, B will repel the fluid in A with less

force than it attracts the matter ; and consequently the
bodies will attract each other.

Case 2. If we now suppose that the fluid is at li-

berty to escape out of A, if it has any disposition to
do so, the quantity of fluid in it before the approach of
B being still sufficient to saturate it ; that is, if A is not
insulated and not electrified, B being still positively
electrified, they will attract with more force than be-
fore : for in this case, not only some fluid will be dri-
ven from that part of A which is nearest to B to the
opposite part, but also some fluid will be driven out of
A. It must be observed, that if the repulsion of B on
a particle at E, Fig. 19, the farthest part of A, is very
small in respect of its repulsion on an equal particle

placed at D, the nearest part of A, tbe two bodies will

attract with very nearly the same force, whether A is

insulated or not ; but if the repulsion of B, on a particle

at E, is very near as great as on one at D, ihey will

attract with very little force if A is insulated. Eor in-

stance, let a small overcharged ball be brought near

one end of a long conductor not electritied ; they will

attract with very near the same force, whether the con-

ductor be insulated or not ; but if the conductor be

overcharged, and brought near a small unelectrified

ball, they will not attract with near so much force, if

the ball is insulated, as if it is not.

Case 3. If we now suppose that A is negatively elec-

trified, and not insulated, it is plain that they will at-

tract with more force than in the last case ; as A will be

still more undercharged in this case than in the last.

.v. B. In these three cases, we have not as yet taken

notice of the effect which the body A will have in alter-

ing the quantity and disposition of the fluid in B; but

in reality this will make the bodies attract each other

with more force than they would otherwise do; for in

each of these cases the body A attracts the fluid in B;
which will cause some fluid to flow from the farther parts

of B to the nearer, and will also cause some fluid to flow

into it, if it is not insulated, and will consequently cause

B to act upon A with more force than it would other-

wise do.

Case 4. Let us now suppose that B is negatively elec-

trified; and let A be insulated, and contain just fluid

enougli to saturate it, they will attract eacii other; for

B will be undercharged; it will therefore attract the

fluid in A, and will cause some fluid to flow from the

farthest part of A, where it is attracted with less force,

to the nearest part, where it is attracted with more force

;

so that B will attract the fluid in A with more force than

it repels the matter.

Case 5. and 6. If A is now supposed to be not insula-

ted and not electrified, B being still negatively electri-

fied ; it is plain that they will attract with more force

than in the last case : and if A is positively electrified,

they will attract with still more force.

In these last three cases also, the effect which A has

in altering the quantity and disposition of the fluid in B,

tends to increase the force with which the two bodies

attract.

Case 7 . It is plain that a non-conducting body satu-

rated with fluid, is not at all attracted or repelled by an

over or undercharged body, until, by the action of the

electrified body on it, it has either acquired some addi-

tional fluid from the air, or had some driven out of it,

or till some fluid is driven from one part of the body to

the other.

Case 8. Let us now suppose that the two bodies A
and B are both positively electrified in the same degree.

It is plain, that w ere it not for the action of one body on

the other, they v/ould both be overcharged, and would
repel each other. But it may perhaps be said, that one
of them, as A, may, by the action of the other on it, be
either rendered undercharged on the whole, or at least

may be rendered undercharged in that part nearest to B ;

and that the attraction of this undercharged part on a

particle of the fluid in B, may be greater than the re-

pulsion of the more distant overcharged part : so that

on the whole the body A may attract a particle of fluid

in B. If so, it must be affirmed, that the body B repels

the fluid in A; for otherwise, that part of A which is

nearest to B could not be rendered undercliarged. There-
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fore, to obviate this objection, let tlie bodies be joined

by the straight canal DC of incompressible fluid (Fig.

19.) The body B will repel the fluid in all parts of this

canal ; for as A is supposed to attract the fluid in B, B
will not only be more overcharged than it would other-

wise be, but it will also be more overcharged in that

part nearest to A, than in the opposite part. Moreover,
as the near undercharged part of A is supposed to attract

a particle of fluid in B, with more force than the more
distant overcharged part repels it ; it must, a fortiori,

attract a particle in the canal with more force than the

other repels it ; therefore the body A must attract the

fluid in the canal ; and consequently some fluid must
flow from B to A, which is impossible ; for as A and B
are both electrified in the same degree, they contain the

same quantity of fluid as if they both communicated with

a third body at an infinite distance, by canals of incom-
pressible fluid; and therefore by the cor. to Prop. 22,

if a communication is made between them by a canal of

incompressible fluid, the fluid would have no disposition

to flow from one to the other.

Case 9. But if one of the bodies, as A, is positively

electrified in a less degree than B, then it is possible for

the bodies to attract each other ; for in this case the force

with which B repels the fluid in A may be so great, as

to make the body A either entirely undercharged, or at

least to make the nearest part of it so much luiderchar-

ged, that A shall on the whole attract a particle of fluid

in B. It may be worth remaiking, with regard to this

case, that when two bodies, both electrified positively

but unequally, attract each other, you may, by removing
them to a greater distance from each other, cause them
to repel ; for as the stronger electrified body repels the

fluid in the weaker with less force when removed to a

greater distance, it will not be able to drive so much
fluid out of it, or from the nearer to the farther part, as

when placed at a less distance.

Case 10. and 11. By the same reasoning it appears,

that if the two bodies are both negatively electrified in

the same degree, they must repel each other : but if they

are both negatively electrified in different degrees, it is

possible for them to attract each other.

All these cases are conformable to experiment.

Case 12. Let two cork balls be suspended by conduct-

ing threads, from tlie same positively electrified body,

in such a manner, that if they did not repel, they would
hang close together : they will both be equally electri-

fied, and will repel each other : let now an overcharged
body, more strongly electrified than them, be brought
under them ; they will become less overcharged, and
will separate less than before : on bringing the body still

nearer, they will become not at all overcharged, and
will not separate at all : and on bringing the body still

nearer, they will become undercharged, and will separate

again.

Case 13. Let all the air of a room be overcharged;
and let two cork balls be suspended close to each other

by conducting threads communicating with the wall.

By Prop. 1."?, it is highly probable that the balls will

be undercharged ; and therefore they should repel each
other.

These last two cases are experiments of Mr Canton's,

and are described in Phil. Trans. 1753, p. 330, where
are other experiments of the same kind, all readily ex-
plicable by the preceding theory.

3. On the cases in which bodies receive electricity

from or part with it to the air.

Lemna 1. Let the body A, Plate CCLL Fig. 6, cither
stand near some over or inidercharged body, or at a
distance from any. It seems highly probable, that if

any part of its surface, as MN, is overcharged, the fluid

will endeavour to run out through that part, provided
tlie air adjacent to it is not overcharged.

For let G be any point in that surface, and P a point
within the body, extremely near to it; it is plain that a
particle of fluid at P must be repelled with as much
force in one direction as anotiier (otherwise it could not
be at rest,) unless all the fluid between P and fJ is press-
ed close together ; in which case it may be repelled with
more force towards G, than it is in the contiary direc-
tion: now, a particle at G is repelled in the direction

PG, 7. e. from P to G, by all the redundant fluid between
P and G ; and a particle at P is repelled by the same
fluid in the contrary direction ; so that, as the particle

at P is repelled with not less force in the direction I'G
than in the contrary, Mr C. does not see how a particle

at G can help being repelled with more force in that di-

rection than the contrary, unless the air on the outside
of the surface MN was more overcharged tliaii the space
between P and G.

In like manner, if any part of the surface is under-
charged, the fluid will have a tendency to run in at that

part from the air. The truth of this is somewhat con-
firmed by the second problem ; as in all the cases of that
problem, the fluid was shown to have a tendency to run
out of the spaces AD and EH, at any surface which
was overcharged, and to run in at any which was under-
charged.

Carol. I. If anybody at a distance from other over
or undercharged bodies, be positively electrified, the
fluid will gradually run out of it from all parts of its sur-
face into the adjoining air ; as it is plain that all parts
of the surface of that body will be overcharged: and if

the body is negatively electrified, the fluid w^ill gradu-
ally run into it at all parts of its surface from the ad-
joining air.

Corol. 2. Let the body A, Fig. 6, insulated, and con-
taining just fluid enough to saturate it, be 1)rought near
the overcharged body B ; that part of the surface of A
which is turned towards B will, by Prop. 2, be rendered
undercharged, and will therefore imbibe electricity from
the air; and at the opposite surface RS, the fluid will
run out of the body into the air.

Corol. 3. If we now suppose that A is not insulated,
but communicates with the ground, and consequently
that it contained just fluid enough to saturate it bcfpre
the approach of B, it is plain that the surface MN will
be more undercharged than before; and therefore the
fluid will run in there with more force than before; but
it can hardly have any disposition to run out at the op-
posite surface RS ; for if the canal by which A commu-
nicates with the ground is placed opposite to B, as in

Fig. 5, then the fluid will run out through that canal,

till it has no longer any tendency to run out at RS ; and
by the remarks at the end of Prop. 25, it seems proba-
ble that Ihe fluid in A will be nearly in the same cjuan-

tity, and disposed nearly in the same manner, into what-
ever part of A the canal is inserted, by which it com-
municates with the grotuid.

Conl. 4. If B is undercharged, the case will be re-

versed ; that is, it will run out where it before ran in,

and will run in where it before ran out.

These corollaries seem conformable to experiment

:

thus far is certain, that bodies at a distance from other
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electrified bodies receive electricity from the air, if ne-

gatively clcclriried, and part willi some to it if positive-

ly electrified : and a body not electrified, and not insula-

ted, rcceivi-s electricity from the air if brought near an

overcharged body, and' loses sonit.- when brouijht near

an undercharged body : and a body insulated and con-

taining its natural quantity of fluid, in some cases re-

ceives, and in others loses ekciricity, when brought

near an over or undercharged body.

4. The well-known effects of points in causing a quick

discharge of electricity, seem to agree very well with

this theory.

It appears from the 18lh Proposilion, that if two si-

milar bodies of different sizes arc placed at a very great

distance from each other, and connected by a slender

canal, and overcharged, the force with which a particle

of fluid, placed close to corresponding parts of their sur-

face, is repelled from them, is inversely as the corre-

sponding diameters of the bodies. If the distance of the

two bodies is small, there is not so much difference in

the force with which the particle is repelled by the two

bodies ; but still, if the diameters of the two bodies are

very different, the particle will be repelled with much
more force from the smaller body than from the larger.

It is true, indeed, that a particle placed at a certain dis-

tance from the smaller body, will be repelled with less

force than if it be placed at the same dibtance from the

greater body : but this distance is, in most cases, pretty

considerable; if the bodies are spherical, and the repul-

sion. inversely as the square of tiie distance, a particle

placed at any distance from the surface of the smaller

body, less than a mean proportional between tlie radii of

the two bodies, will be repelled from it with more force

than if it be placed at the same distance from the larger

body.

Hence if two similar bodies are connected tog;etlier by

a slender canal, and are overcharged, the fluid must

escape faster from a smaller body than from an equal

surface of the larger; but as tlie surface ol the larger

body is greatest, it does not appear which body ouglu to

lose most electricity in the same time ; and indeed it

seems impf)ssible to determine positively from tiiis the-

ory which sliould, as it depends in great measure on the

manner in which the air opposes the entrance of the

electric fluid into it. Perhaps in some degrees of elec-

trification the smaller body may lose most, and in others

the larger.

Let now ACB, Fig. 18, be a conical point, standing

on any body 1).\B, C being the vertex of the cone; and

lefDAB be overcharged : A particle of fluid placed close

to the surfaccofthe cone, any where between b and C, must
be repelled with at least as much, if not moie force, than

it would, if the part A a 6 B of the cone was taken away,
and the part aCb connected to DAB by a slender canal;

and consequently, from what has been said before, it

seems reasonable to suppose, that the waste of electri-

city from tlie end of the cone must be very great in pro-

portion to its surface ; though it docs not appear from
this reasoning, whether the waste of electricitj^from the

whole cone, should be greater or less than from a cy-

linder of the same base and altitude. All that has been
here said relating to the flowing out of electricity from
overcharged bodies, holds equally true with regard to

the flowing in of electricity into undercharged bodies.

But a circumstance which contributes as much as any
thing to the quick discharge of electricity from points,

is the swift current of air caused by them, and taken no-

tice of by Mr Wilsoti and Dr Priestley, (see Priestley,

p. 1 17 and 591 ;) and which is produced in this maimer.

If a globular body ABD is overcharged, the air close to

it, all round its surface, is rendered overcharged by the

electric fluid, which flows into it from the body ; it will

therefore be repelled by the body ; but as the air all round

the body is repelled with the same force, it is in equili-

brio, and has no tendency to fly off from it. If now the

conical point ACB be made to stand out from the globe,

as the fluid will escape much faster in proportion to the

surface from the end of the point, than from the rest of

the body, the air close to it will be much more over-

charged than that close to the rest of the body ; it will

therefore be repelled with much more force ; and conse-

quently a current of air will flow along the sides of the

cone, from B towards C ; by which means there is a con-

tinual supply of fresh air, not much overcharged, brought

in contact with the point; whereas otherwise the air ad-

joining to it would be so much overcharged, that the

electricity would have but little disposition to flow from

the point into it.

The same current of air is produced in a less degree,

without the help of the point, if the body, instead of

being globular, is oblong or flat, or has knobs on it, or

is otherwise formed in such a manner as to make the

electricity escape faster from some parts of it than the

rest.

In like manner, if the body ABD be undercharged,

the air adjoining to it will also be undercharged, and

will therefore be repelled by it; but as the air close to

the end of the point will be more undercharged than that

close to the rest of the body, it will be repelled with

much more force ; which will cause exactly the same
current of air, flowing the same way, as if the body was
overcharged ; and consequently the velocity with which
the electric fluid flows into the body, will be very much
increased. Mr C. believes, indeed, that it may be laid

down as a constant rule, that the faster the electric fluid

escapes from any body when overcharged, the faster will

it run into that body when undercharged.
Points are not the only bodies which cause a quick

discharge of electricity ; in particular, it escapes very

fast from the ends of long slender cylinders ; and a

swift current of air is caused to flow from the middle of
the cylinder towards the end ; this will easily appear by
consitlering, that the redundant fluid is collected in much
greater quantity near the ends of the cylinders, tnan

near the middle. The same thing may be said, but he
bilievcs ill a less degree, of the edges of thin plates.

What has been just said concerning the current of
air, serves to explain the reason of the revolving motion
of Dr Hamilton's and Mr Kinnersley's bent pointed

wires, (sec PMl. Trans, vol. li. p. 905, and vol. liii. p.

86 ; also Priestley, p. 429, and page 263 of this article) :

for the same repulsion which impels the air from the

thick part of the wire towards the point, tends to impel

the wire in the contrary direction.

It is well known, that if a body B is positively electri-

fied, and another body A, communicating with the ground,

be then brought near it, the electric fluid will escape

faster from B, at that part of it which is turned towards

A, than before. This is plainly conformable to theory
;

for as A is thus rendered undercharged, B will in its

turn be made more overcharged, in that part of it which
is turned towards A, than it was before. But it is also

well known, that the fluid will escape faster from B, if A
be pointed, than if it be blunt ; though B will be less
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overcharged in this case than in the other ; for the

broader tlic surface of A, which is turned towards B, the

more effect will it have in increasing the overcharge of

B. The cause of this phenomenon is as follows :

If A is pointed, and the pointed end turned towards

B, the air close to the point will be very much under-

charged, and therefore will he strongly repelled by A,
and attracted by B, which will cause a swift current of

air to flow Ironi it towards B, by which means a constant

supply of undercharged air will be brought in contact

with B, which will accelerate the discharge of electrici-

ty from it in a very great degree : and, moreover, the

jnore pointed A is, the swifter will be this current. If,

on the other hand, that end of A which is turned to-

wards B is so blunt, that the electricity is not disposed to

run into A faster than it is to run out of B, the air ad-

joining to B may be as much overcharged as that adjoin-

ing to A is undercharged j and therefore may, by the

joint repulsion of B and attraction of A, be impelled

i'rom B to A, with as much or more force than the air

adjoining to A is impelled in the contrary direction ; so

that what little current of air there is, may flow in the

contrary direction.

It is easy to apply what has been here said to the case

in which B is negatively electrified.

5. In the paper of Mr Canton's, quoted in the 2d sec-

tion, and in a paper of Dr Franklin's {^Phil Trans. 1775,

p. 3>;0, and Franklin's Letters,^. 155.) are some re-

markable experiments, showing that when an overchar-

ged body is brought near another body, some fluid is

driven to the farther end of this body, and also some dri-

ven out of it, if it is not insulated. The experiments
are all strictly conformable to the 9th, lOtli, and 11th

propositions: but it is needless to point out the agree-

ment, as the explanation given by the authors does it

sufficiently.

6. On the Leyden phial.—The shock produced by the

Lcyden phial seems owing only to the great quantity of

redundant fluid collected on its positive side, and the

great deficiency on its negative side ; so that if a con-

ductor was prepared of so great a size, as to be able to

receive as nnicli additional fluid by the same degree of
electrification, as the positive side of a Leyden phial, and
was positively electrified in the same degree as the phi-

al, he does not doubt but what as great a shock would
be produced by making a communication between this

conductor and the ground, as between the two surfaces

of the Leyden phial, supposing both communications to

be made by canals of tlie same length and same kind.

It appears plainly from the experiments which have
been made on this subject, that the electric fluid is not

able to pass through the glass; but yet it seems as if it

was able to penetrate, without much difficulty, to a cer-

tain small depth, perhaps he might say an imperceptible

depth, within the glass; as Dr Franklin's analysis of tiie

Leyden phial shows that its electricity is contained chief-

ly in the glass itself, and that the coaling is not greatly

over or undercharged.
It is v,'ell known that glass is not the only substance

which can be charged in the manner of the Leyden
phial ; but that the same effect may be produced by any

Other electric.

Hence* the phenomena of the phial seem easily ex-
plicable by means of the 2Jth proposition. For let

ACGM, Fig. 20, represent a flat plate of glass, or any
other substance which will not suflVr the electric fluid

to pass through it, seen edgewise; and let B 6 d D, and
E f/F, or B d and E/, as they may be called for short-

ness, be two plates of conducting matter of the same
size, placed in contact with the glass o])posite to each
other; and let Be/ be jjositively electrified ; and let E/
communicate with the ground; and let the fluid be sup~
posed either able to enter a little way into the glass, but
not to pass through it, or unable to enter it at all ; and
if it is able to enter a little way into it, let b^^d, or bi.,

as it may be called, represent that part of the glass into

which the fluid can enter from the plate B f/, and e(p

that which the fluid from Ey" can enter. By the above
mentioned proposition, if be, the thickness of the glass,

is very small in respect ol b d, the diameter of the plates,

the quantity of redundant fluid forced into the space
B d, or B S', that is, into the plate B d, if the fluid is una-
ble to penetrate at all into the glass, or into the plate

B d, and the space b S" together, if the fluid is able to

penetrate into the glass, will be many times greater than
what would be forced into it by the same degree of elec-

trification, if it had been placed by itself; and the quan-
tity of fluid driven out of E (3, will be nearly equal to the
redundant fluid in B J".

If a communication be now made between B^ and
Eip, by the canal NRS, the redundant fluid will run
from B ^ to F.<p; and if in its way it passes through the
body of any animal, it will, by the rapidity of its mo-
tion, produce in it that sensation called a shock.

It appears from the 22d proposition, that if a body of
any size was electrified in the same degree as the plate

B d, and a communication was made between that body
and the ground, by a canal of the same length, breadth,
and thickness, as NRS ; that then the fluid in that canal
would be impelled with the same force as that in NRS,
supposing the fluid in both canals to be incompressible;
and consequently, as the quantity of fluid to be moved,
and the resistance to its motion, are the same in both ca-

nals, the fluid should move with the same rapidity in

both ; and there is no reason to think that the case will

be difl'erent, if the communication is made by canals of

real fluid.

Therefore what was said in the beginning of this Sec-
tion, namely, that as great a shock would be produced by
making a communication between the conductor and the

ground, as between the two sides of the Leyden phial,

by canals of the same length and same kind, seems a ne-

cessary consequence of this theory; as the quantity of

fluid which passes through the canal is, by the supposi-

tion, the same in both ; and there is t)ie greatest reason

to think, that the rapidity with which it passes will be
nearly, if not quite, the same in both.

It may be worth observing, that the longer the canal

NRS is, by which the communication is made, the less

will be the rapidity with which the fluid moves along it;

for the longer the canal is, the greater is the resistance

to tlie motion of the fluid in it; whereas the force with

which the whole quantity of fluid in it is impelled, is the

same, whatever be the length of the canal. According-

• The following explication is strictly applicable only to that sm of Leyden phial, wliich consists of a flat plate of glass or other

matter. It is evident, howevur, that the result must be nearly of llit. same kind, though the glass js made into the shape of a bottle, as

usual, or into any otlier furm.

Vol. VIII. PaktI. 3 A
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ly, it is found in meking small wires, by directing a shock

through thtni, that the longer the wire the greater

charge it requires to melt it.

As the fluid ill 15 S is attracted with great force by the

redundant matter in E<), it is plain tliat if the fluid is

able to penetrate at uU into the glass, great part of the

redundant fluid will be lodged in b^; and in like man-

ner there will be a great deficiency of fluid in e<f>. But

in order to form some estimate of the proportion of the

redundant fluid, which w ill be lodged in b S; let the com-

municalioh between E/ and the ground be taken away,

as well as that by wliich U (/ is electrified; and let so

1T> '. fluid be taken from US', as to make the redundant

fliiiil in it equal to the defu ient fluid in E<?. If we sup-

pose that all the redundant fluid is colkxted in b ^, and

all the deficient in e<p, so as to leave Bd and £/ satu-

rated ; then, if the electric repulsion is inversely as tlie

square of the distance, a particle of fluid placed any

where in the plane b d, except near the extremities b and

d, will be attracted with very near as much force by the

redundant matter in e <f>,
as it is repelled by the redundant

fluid in b i. Hence it follows, that if the depth to which

the fluid can penetrate, is very small in respect of the

thickness of the glass, but yet is such that the quantity

of fluid naturally contained in bS;ov c<p, is considerably

more than the redmidant fluid in B J"; then almost all

the redundant fluid will be collected in b S", leaving the

plate Bd not very much overcharged ; and in like man-

ner E/will be not very much undercharged.

7. In the experiment of Wilke and ipinus, called

electrifying a plate of air, (see page 353,) it does not

appear whether the air contained between the two boards

is very much overcharged on one side, and very much
undercharged on the ether, as is the case with the plate

of glass in the Leyden phial ; or whether the case is,

that the redundant or deficient fluid is lodged only in the

two boards, and that the air between them serves only

to prevent the electricity from running from one board

to the other; but whichever of these is the case, the ex-

periment is equally conformable to the theory.

It must be observed, that a "particle of fluid, placed be-

tween the two plates, is drawn towards the undercharged
plate, with a force exceeding that with which it would
be repelled from the overcharged plate, if it was elec-

trified with the same force, the other plate being taken
away, nearly in the ratio of twice the quantity of redun-
dant fluid contained in the plate, to that which it would
contain if electrified with tlie same force by itself; so

that, unless the plate is very weakly electrified, or their

distance very considerable, the fluid will fly from one to

the other, in the form of sparks.

8. Whenever any conducting body, as A, communi-
raling with the ground, is brought sufficiently near an
overcharged body B, the electric fluid is apt to fly

through the air from B to A, in the form of a spark :

the way by which this is brought about seems to be
this. The fluid placed any where between the two bo-
dies, is repelled from B towards A, and will consequent-
ly move slowly through the air from one to the other

;

now it seems as if this motion increased the elasticity of
the air, and made it rai-cr ; this will enable the fluid to
flow in a swifter current, which will still further increase
the elasticity of the air, till at last it is so much rarefied,
as to form very little opposition to the motion of the elec-

tric fluid, on which it flies in an uninterrupted mass from
one body to tlie other.

In the same manner may the electric fluid pass from
one body to another, in the form of a spark, if tlie first

body communicates with the ground, and the other is

negatively uleclrificd, or in any other case in which one

body is strongly disposed to part with its electricity to

the air, and the other to receive it.

In like manner, when the electric fluid is made to pass

through water, in the form of a spark, as in Beccariu's*

and Lane'sf expt- riments, the water, by the rapid motion
of the eleclrii fluid through it, is turned into an elastic

fluid, and so nuicli rarefied as to make very little oppo-
sition to its motion ; and when stones are burst or thrown
out from buildings struck by lightning, that effect is

probably caused by the moisture in the stone, or some
of the stone itself being turned into an elastic fluid.

It appears plainly, from the sudden rising of the wa-
ter in Kinnersley's electrical air therinometer,^: that

when the electric fluid passes through the air, in the

form of a spark, the air in its passage is either very

much rarefied, or entirely displaced ; and the bursting

of the glass vessels, in Beccaria's and Lane's experi-

ments, shows that the same thing happens with regard

to the water, when the electric fluid passes through it

in the form of a spark. Now there are no means by
which the displacing of the air or water can be brought
about, but by supposing its elasticity to be increased,

by the motion of the electric fluid through it, unless

we suppose it to be actually pushed aside, by the force

with which the electric fluid endeavours to issue from
the overcharged body; but he can by no means think,

that the force with which the fluid endeavours to issue,

in the ordinary cases in which electric sparks are pro-

duced, is sufficient to overcome the pressure of the at-

mosphere, much less that it is sufficient to burst the

glass vessels in Beccaria's and Lane's experiments.

This is confirmed by Prop. 12. For, let an under-
charged body be brought near to, and opposite to the

end of a long cylindrical body, communicating with the

ground, the pressure of the electric fluid against the

base of the cylinder, is scarcely greater than the force

with which the two bodies attract each other, provided
that no part of the cylinder is undercharged ; and con-

sequently, if the spark was produced by the air be-

ing pushed aside, by the force with which the fluid

endeavours to issue from the cylinder, no sparks should

be produced, unless the electricity was so strong, that

the force with which the bodies attracted each other

was as great as the pressure of the atmosphere against

the base of the cylinder ; whereas it is well known, that

a spark may be produced, when the force, with which
the bodies attract, is very trifling in respect of.that.

In discharging a Leyden phial if the two knobs are

brought together very slowly, a hissing noise will be
perceived before the spark ; which shows, that the fluid

begins to flow from one knob to the other, before it passes

in the form of a spark."

CHAP. III.

On the Theory oftwo Fluids.

The theory of two fluids originated in the discovery

• EUttricismo artificial e naturate, p. 110. Priestley, p- 209
t Phii. Trans. 1767, p. 451. 4. Id. 1763, p. 84. Priestley, p. 216.
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made by M. Dufay of vitreous and resinous electricity;

and was afterwards warmly supported by our coujiiry-

nian Mr Symmer, who thought that he discovered in

the mechanical eft'ects of the electric spark indubita-

ble proofs of two opposite currents. For a long time,

however, the question of one or two fluids scarcely oc-

cupied the attention of philosophers, who were more
solicitous to discover new facts, than to connect togeth-

er, by any general principles, the scaUcred phenomena
of electricity.

In the theories of iEpinus and Cavendish, the doc-

trine of a single fluid was adopted ; but, in order to

accommodate this hypothesis to the phenomena, they

were obliged to assume, contrary to every physical

analogy, that the particles of solid bodies repelled each

other with the same force with which they attracted

the particles of the electric fluid, or with which these

particles mutually repelled each other. From this part

of the hypothesis it will follow, that while all the par-

ticles of solid bodies are endued with an attractive

force, diminishing as the square of the distance in-

creases ; they are also endued with a repulsive force,

following the same law, but infinitely greater in point

of intensity, than the attractive force of gravity. This

assumption we conceive to be most unphilosophical, as

it ascribes to the particles of solid bodies a new property,

almost the very reverse of that which th^y are known
to possess ; and whatever simplicity may appear in the

doctrine of a single fluid, we consider it as merely nomi-

nal, and more than counterbalanced by the assumption

which is necessary to its existence.

The doctrine of two fluids, which has never been adopt-

ed in this country since the time of Symmer, was sup-

ported by Coulomb, who has employed it in calculating

the various phenomena which he observed.

In this hypothesis it is assumed, that there are two
electric fluids, the vitreous and the resinous. The par-

ticles of the vitreous fluid repel one anotiier with a force

in the inverse ratio of the s(|uare of the distance, while

they attract the particles of the resinous fluid with a

force following the same law; and the particles of the

resinous fluid repel one another, while they attract those

oi Khe vitreous fluid according to the same law.

The fine experiments of Coulomb on the distribution

of electricity over the surface of conductors, have aflbrd-

cd an excellent opportunity of comparing the theory

with observation ; and in so far as this has been done, the

agreement is very surprising.

Coulornb has demonstrated, both by theory and

experiment, that when electricity is communicated
to any conducting body, it will be di'awn from the inte-

rior of the body, and would difl'use itself indefinitely in

space, if it were not arrested in its progress by the sur-

rounding air, which, being a non-conductor, will oppose

a resistance to its farther diffusion, and lorce it to distri-

bute itself on the surface of the conducting body, in a thin

envelope or coating, the thickness of which will vary in

different parts with the form of the body. His demon-
stration, however, only applies to the case of a spherical

body, in which the coating of fluid will be equally thick

in every part of its surface.

This part of the tlieory has occupied tlie attention of

the illustrious La Place, who has applied to it, in a most
elegant manner, the formulas which he employed in de-

termining the figure of the eartn. He has shewn, by a

method purely synthetical, that, in nil L-llipsoids, ol revo-

lution, the electric fluid will distribute itself over their

surface, and that the repulsive force of the fluid, or its

tension at the pole of thu ellipsoid, wjll be to that of the

fluid at the e([uator, as the polar is to the equatorial axis.

These interesting results have been extended by M.
Blot to all spheroiils difl'ering but little from a sphere,

whatever be the irregularity of their figure. This emi-

nent mathematician has also examined analytically, the

law which regulates the losses of fluid sustained by the

two surfaces of a jar, or plate of coated glass, when dis-

charged by successive contacts; and has shewn, that the

losses of fluid form a geometrical progression. He has

also found the same law to obtain in the discharge by suc-

cessive contacts of a scries of jais or plates in a state of

mutual communication.
The analytical investigation of this subject has been

carried to a veiy great length by M. Poisson of the In-

stitute of France, a mathematician of the very first emi-
nence, who had already distinguished himself by some
improvements on the higher analysis, and by several fine

discoveries on some of the most abstruse branches of

physical astronomy. We expected, through the kind-

ness of M. Poisson, to have had it in our power to pre-

sent our readers with a very full account of his import-

ant researches ; but we believe that the last memoirs,
which he has drawn up, have not yet been printed. Wc
must therefore content ourselves with giving as copious

an abstract as we can of his two first memoirs on the dis-

tribution of electricity on the surface of conductors.

In order to determine in what manner electricity is

distributed on the surface of a conducting body, M.
Poisson has shewn, that the problem may be reduced
to this, to find what ought to be the thickness of the

coat of fluid on each point of the surface, in order that

the action may be nothing in the interior of the elec-

trified body. If the thickness of the coat of fluid is sup-

posed to be very small, we shall have the distribution of

electricity on the surface of a spheroid, differing very
little from a perfect sphere. By the application of the

formula for the attraction of spheroids, M. Poisson has

calculated the attraction of the coating, for a point pla-

ced within or without the conductor ; and he has found,

that, at the surface of a spheroid, differing very little

from a sphere, the repulsive force of the fluid in each
point is proportional to the thickness of the coat at that

point; and the same is true for ellipsoids of revolution,

whatever be the ratio of their axes. Hci»je, in spheroids
approaching to a sphere, and in ellipsoids of revolution,

the electrical repulsion is greatest in those places where
the accunmlation of the electricity is a maximum.

In the determination of the electrical state of two
or more conducting bodies, placed within the sphere of
each others activity, M. Poisson has laid down the fol-

lowing general piinciple, which holds good whether each
of the conducting bodies is covered over all its surface

with only a single fluid, either vitreous or resinous, or
whet'ier, in consequence of their mutual influence, one or

more of the bodies are paitly covered by the vitreous and
partly by the resinous fluid. This principle is thus enun-
ciated :

'' If several electrified conducting bodies are placed in

the presence of each other, and arrive at a permanent
electric state, it is necessary that the resulting force aris-

ing from the actions of all the electric coats, which co-

ver them upon any point in the interior of one of the bo-

dies, be equal to nothing."

If this force is not eijual to nothing, it will act upon
the natural fluid which the flifi'erent bodies contain, and

3 A 2
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eonscqiicmV a new <iu;uility of this nuiil will be dccom-

postd, and llicir ckcliic state will be changed. On the

contrary, when this force is nothing, it is easy to see that

fhc coat of electricity which is distributed over each bo-

dy is in a slate of c(iuilibriuni at its surface, so that the

preceding principles contain the only condition which it

is necessary to consider.

This principle will furnish, in any particular case, as

many etiuations as there arc conductors, and these equa-

tions will serve to determine the variable thickness of the

eoat of fluid which envelopes these difterent bodies.

In his first memoir, M. Poisson has confined himself

to the case of two spheres formed of matter which is a

perfect conductor, and placed at any distance from each

other; and after having shewn how to reduce the equa-

tions formed from the general principle, to ordinary

equations with variable differences, and a single indepen-

dent variable quantity, he resolves the problem in two

different cases: 1st, When the two spheres are in con-

tact ; and, 2d, When their distance is very great in rela-

tion to one of their radii.

When two unequal spheres are in contact, the equa-

tions may be integrated in a very simple manner by de-

finite integrals, and they afford the following results. At

the point of contact of the two spheres, the thickness of

the coat of electricity will be nothing, that is, there will

be no electricity at the point of contact ; a result precise-

ly the same as that which was obtained by Coulomb from

direct experiment. See pp. 275, 276.

In the neighbourhood of the point of contact, and to

a considerable distance from it, the coat is very thin, and

the electricity very weak upon the two spheres. When
It amounts to a sensible quantity, it is at first most in-

tense on the largest of the two spheres, but afterwards it

increases at the greatest rate upon the smallest sphere,

so that at 180° from contact it is always greater in the

smaller sphere than on the corresponding point of the

greater sphere. This result harmonizes also with Cou-
lomb's experiments so far as they go.

When the two spheres are separated, it follows from
the theory, that each carries off the whole quantity of

electricity with which it was covered; and when they are

at the sphere of their mutual action, tiie electricity is uni-

formly distributed upon each sphere.

In determining the electrical densities of two unequal
ojlobes in coic.act, M. Poisson finds, that the ratio in

which the electricity is divided between the two globes,

is'always less than that of the surfaces; so tliat, after

separation, the mean thickness of the coat of fluid is al-

ways greatest on the smallest of the two globes. The
ratio between these two thicknesses tends towards a con-
stant limit, which is equal to the square of the ratio of the
circumference to the diameter divided by six, which is

very nearly as 5 to 3 ; that is, if a very small spherical con-
ducting body is placed upon an electrified spherical con-
ductor of considerable size, the electricity will be divid-
ed between the two bodies, in the ratio of about 5 times
the surface of the small sphere to three times the surface
of the great sphere. The experiments of Coulomb, of
which we have given a full account in page 275, enable
us again to examine the theory by experiment. Coulomb
found, that the ratio to which the electrical density con-
stantly approached, was 2.0, which is the same as 6 to

3, while the theory gives the ratio of 1.67, or of 5 to 3.

This difference is, at first sight, a little more than might
have been expected ; but when we consider the diflicul-

»ji of determining such a limit experitnentally, we sliail

rather be surprised at the coincideece between the tlTe-

ory aiid experiment. It ought to be considered, too,

that Couloiiil) always found the ratio below 2, or below
6 to 3 ; and the highest ratio which he appears, from his

Table, to have found, is 1.65; which is almost e.tactly

the same as that obtained by M. Poisson, and is, perhaps,

not far from the limiting ratio.

M. Poisson proceeds to apply the analysis to a new
case, where these two fluids occur at the same time on
the surface of the same body. This takes place in the

case of two spheres placed at a distance, which is great

when compared to one of the two radii. If the smaller
of the two spheres is not electiified directly, but mere-
ly from being within the atmosphere of the greater

sphere, it will, of course, be possessed of an electricity

opposite to that of the gieat sphere. This electricit)

accumulates towards the point that is least distant from
the great sphere, while the electricity similar to that of

the great sphere accumulates on the opposite point.

Tlie two opposite electricities on those two opposite

points are almost equal ; and the neutral line which sepa-

rates them, almost coincides with the great circle which
is perpendicular to the line joining the sectors of the

globes, and tlivides the smaller globe into two equal

parts. By means of very simple formulas, the electri-

cal density, and the character of the electricity, may be
determined for any part of the two surfaces. This re-

sult is confirmed by Coulomb's experiments, so far as

they go. See Exp. 3. and 4, col. 1. p. 276.

In his second Memoir, M. Poisson has given the ge-
neral integrals of the two equations of the problem, first

under the form of a series, and then under a finite form,
by means of definite integrals. By the nature of these

equations, their integrals contain an arbitrary periodical

function, which seems to indicate, that the problem is

indeterminate, or that tlie distribution of the electric

fluid, the law of which depends on these integrals, may
take place in an infinite variety of ways. M. Poisson,

however, has demonstrated, in a rigorous manner, that

this function is foreign to the question, and that the

term which contains it ought to be suppressed. Aftciw

doing this, he obtains series which contain only de-
terminate quantities, and which express the thickness

of the coat of fluid, or what is the same thing, the elec-

tric density at any point on the two surfaces of the

spheres. Except in the case where the two spheres are

very near to one another, these series are very conver-
gent, and as they tend very rapidly to geometrical pro-

gressions, it is easy to obtain from them sufficiently ac-

curate values. M. Poisson has calculated ables in the

case of two spheres, whose radii are as one to three, and
whose surfaces are separated by an interval equal to the

smallest of the two radii. These tables contain the

thickness of the coating of fluid to less than the 10,000th

part, in nine different equidistant points upon eacli of
the two spheres, viz. at the extreme points where the line

joining the centres penetrates the surfaces of the spheres,

and on other points of the great circles which pass
through these extreme points. The simple inspection

of these tables shews if the electricity increases or de-
creases upon one of the spheres, from the point nearest
to the other sphere to the most remote point. They
shew also whether the electricity is vitreous or resinous,

and through what points passes the line of separation
between the two fluids. On these different circum-
stances will depend the total quantities of electric fluid,

whether vitreous or resinous, with which the two spheres
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ai'c chargcj. Wc may make the electrical densities

of the two splieics of any niagniliule wc choose, and
make them eithei' vitreous or resinous; and if we take

one of these quantities equal to zero, we shall have the

case where one of the two spheres is clectrilicil solely

by the influence of the other, and we shall obtain, at

the same time, the reaction of this electrified sphere

upon the sphere from which it derives its electricity.

When the smallest of the two spheres is electrified by
being placed within the atmosphere of the greater one,

the latter presents a very remarkable circumstance.

The electricity will diminish upon its surface from the

point nearest the little sphere to a distance of 67° 30'

from that point, and will then increase to the point 180°

distant from the point of contact; so that the thickness

of the coating of fluid, without changing its sign upon
this surface, reaches its minimum abo\it 67° 30'.

In making equal to one another the thicknesses of

the coat of fluid which correspond to two difl'erent

points upon the same sphere, and in determinmg by
this e<|uation the relation between the quantities of

electricity with which the two spheres are charged, M.
Poisson could ])roducc at pleasure a similar minimum,
which will fall somewhere between the two thickness-

es which were made equal. By making equal to each
other the two extreme thicknesses upon the small

sphere, M. Poisson has given another example of this

minimum This particular case is remarkable, as the

thickness of the coat is almost constant throughout the

whole of the little sphere, and does not vary ^'^th above
or below the mean thickness, so that it appears to have
experienced no change from its proximity to the great

sphere. In this case the electricity upon the surface of

the great sphere, passes from positive to negative, and
experiences considerable variations of intensity.

The memoirs of Coulomb do not furnish us with any
experiments which could be compared with these re-

sults, excepting experiments 3d and 4th, which we have
given in p. 276, col. I, and which agree with the re-

sults obtained by M. Poisson.

The series which represent the thicknesbes of the
cuat cff nuia ccaac lu i..uuvcii^o ^vlicn ine spheres are

very near each other; and in order to apply the se-

ries in this case, it is necessary to give them another

form, by expressing them in definite integrals. In this

way, M. Poisson has transformed them into another se-

ries, which becomes more convergent as the distance be-

tween the two spheres diminishes. He has thus been

able to explain what happens during the progressive ap-

proach of the two spheres before contact, and what hap-

pens when they are brought into contact, and then se-

parated.

In the first case, the thickness of the coat of fluid,

at the nearest points upon the two surfaces, increases

indefinitely, in proportion as the distance of the

spheres diminishes. The same thing is true of the

pressure which the fluid exercises against the air in-

tercepted between the two bodies; as this pressure is

always proportional to the square of the thickness, it

Plight at last to overcome the resistance of the air, and

the fluid in escaping, under the form of a spark, or
otherwise ought to pass, before contact takes place,
from one surface to the other. The fluid thus accumu-
lated before the spaik, is of a different kind, and nearly
C(|ual in intensity upon both the spheres: If they are
electrified, one vitrcously and the other rcsinously, it is

vitreous upon the first and resinous upon the second
;

but when they are similarly electrified, positively for

example, the sphere, which contains less of the fluid

than it ought to have at contact, becomes negative at

the point where the spark is preparing itself, and, on
the contrary, the sphere which contains more than it

ought to have at contact, remains positive over all its

surface.

When the two spheres are brought into contact, anrt

then separated to a little distance, the ratio which ex-
ists between their total fiuanlities of electricity, causes
to disappear, in the expression of the thickness, the

term, which becomes infinitely great for an infinitely

small distance. The electricity of the points nearest
to each other upon the two surfaces, is then very weak
for very small distances : it decreases with the distances,

according to a law which M. Poisson has determined.
Its intensity is nearly the same upon the two spheres;
but when the spheres are unequal, this electricity is po-
sitive upon one, and negative upon the other; and it

is always upon the smallest that it takes a sign contra-

ry to that of the total electricity.

This result is quite conformable to the experiment
of Coulomb formerly mentioned, (£.r/i. 4. p. 276, col.

1 .) ; and M. Poisson considers it as furnishing an im-
portant confirmation of the theory of two fluids. When
the two spheres are equal, the electricity during con-

tact and after separation, distributes itself in the same
manner upon both. Hence it is natural to think, that

in tliis case the fluid is of the same kind over the whole
of each surface, however small be the distance which
separates the two spheres. This is in reality what is

deduced from the formulae, when the radii of the two
spheres are supposed equal.

M. Poisson next considers what will take place, in the-

approach of the two spheres, at the most distant points

Upon their surfaces. The formulae which express for

very snmll distances the quantities of electricity rela-

tive to these points, shew that the thickness of the coal of

fluid which corresponds to them, tends towards a con-
stant limit, in proportion as the two spheres approach
one another; and that tliis limit is the thickness which
the coats would have had at the same points, at the in-

stant of contact. These formulae also shew, that the

quantity which they represent, converges very slowly

to its limit, so that, for very small distances, the elec-

tricity of the most distant points upon the two surfaces,

still difl'ers much from what it will be in contact, or

after the spark. Hence M. Poisson concludes, that the

spark, when it takes place at a sensible distance, cliangcs

the distribution of the electric fluid over the whole ex-

tent of the two surfaces, and even to points diametri<

cally opposite to those where it is produced, (fl)
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ELECTUARY. See Pharmacy.
ELLIGIA, a genus ol' plants of the class Dioecia, and

order Triaiidria. See Botany, p. 328.

ELLlCiY. See Poetry.
ELE.MENTAKY Comma, in music (c), is an inter-

val, whose ratio has |y^ 1 1 2 -f ni, and is the Comma
major. Sec that article.

Elementary Semitone {'fi,), the hemitone of DrSmith
and otiiers, (H), or minor second (2nd), is an interval,
whose ratio is ||, :^57 2 + f -f 5 m. See Semitone
Major.

ELEMENTS, in Music, are the intervals between
the adjacent notes of different scales, or systems of mu-
sical intervals: these are of several kiixls, via.

Chromatic Elements of the donzeave, or system of 12
notes, which are the major, the medius, and the minor
semitones, S, Q, and J>, (see Plate XXX. Vol. II.); and
the octave is made upot 7 S+ 3 § + 2^, ^iVIII. S«e
the Philoso/ihical Magazine, vol. xx,\ix. p. 414.

Concordant Elements, or elements of harmony, are
the three smallest concords; the minor fourth, and ma-
jor and minor third ; 4th -f III + 3d— VIII. See Con-
cord.

Diatonic of the septave, or system of seven notes; these
arc the tones major and minor, and the semitone major,
T, I, and S in our notation ; T, t, and H in Dr R, Smith's

;

and G, L, and S in Mr Maxwell's notation : here 3 T -f
2t-f- 2 Sz: VIII. See Diatonic Elements.
Of Music, according to Chambers, are T, t, S, and

.f ;
yet these four elements seem incapable of beins- all

combined together in one octave; but any three of
them, except T, S, and ^, may ; and, in these cases,we may have 5T-f-2t-f 2S. zrVlII (as above), 3T-f-
4t—2S,=:VIII, and 3T-f4S-f2j^, == VIII.

A'umeral, or occurring between the intervals that are7mmmf«//y designated, as 1, I, 2, II, 3, III, &c. These
numeral differences, or elements, are S, <2 .* anH .t.
and we have 4S+6S -f 2^-i-3e=VIII. "^' ^'
Of Perfect Tune, according to Mr J. Farev, who inthe « Philosophical Magazine," vol. xxxvii. p! 274?!

"

troduced a notation by /, .e, and £, under this itle,for expressing the notes of Mr Liston's organ sea eMr L.ston, however, in his subsequent work, rejectedus notation; and we think with giod reason beSe
1 appears, in no material degree, superior to the nnfpUon by T, t and S that Mrlist;,n hfd used ; and ^'e;It seems evident, that a notation by 2, f, and m wouldhave greatly simplified Mr Liston's' work, on accoJnt ofthe acihty that the artificial commas in the first columnof this notation give, for performing eveJy eqi ^Tte

calculation of intervals in Mr Liston's scale, as shewn
in the Monthly Magazine, vol. xxxvi. p. 217.
Of Tempered regular Douzeaves, or systems of 12

notes, wherein all the fifths are equally tempered, ex-
cept between GJf and E^ : these are the major and the
minor liinma, L and 1, (the latter representing the in-
terval i^ or b); and we have 7L+5l:i:VIII. See the
Phil Mag. vol. xxxix. p. 415. It should be observed,
here, that L has, in this case, not the fixed value 46S
-ff-f5m, assigned to it in our 30th Plate, vol. ii. ; nor
have D and d the same values, but vary in each d'iffer-
eiitly tempered system, being sometimes less than 1

;

and that in the isotonic or equal temperament systeni

Of Temfiered regular VingKjiiatreaves, or systems of
24 notes, wherein the fifths are all equal, in the order
of modulation, as far as Y^^jfi Cjfif, and Fb Bb b ; the
elements are here the minor limma, and the major and
minor diesis 1, D, and d, and 7i-f l2D-f 5ii=VIII. See
the Phil. Mag. vol. xxxix. p. 418, and our article Diesis
of Tempered Scales.

Elements J^umerical, in Music, are the four smallest
prime integers, viz. 1, 2, 3, and 5 ; by the multiplica-
tion ot which, every musical number, or such as enter
into the compasition of diatonic ratios; all of whose
intervals are capable of being expressed by whole num-
bers of S, f and m, respectively, without the decimal
or vulgar fractions of 2, that unavoidably occur in our
notation, whenever 7, 1 1, 13, or any larger primes en-
ter into the ratio, as well as in the calculations of tem-
pered systems, in most instances,

(f

)

ELEMENTS. See Astronomy and Chemistry-.
ELEMI. See Chemistry.
ELEOCHARIS, a genus of plants of the class Tri-

andria, and order Monogynia. See R. Brown's Prodro-
mus Plant, mv. Holl. &c. p. 224, and Botany, n 106ELEODENDRUM, a genus of plants of the class

J^T^'rw^'xT^n'L"!;^/''
Monogynia. See Botany, p. 147.ELEVEN TH Major, in music (XI), or the doubled

fourth major (VIII+IV) of Holden and some other
writers on the practice of Music, is a discordant inter-

val, whose ratio is If,
=:_i^, =9132-f la f-f 79 m,

and its common log. is = .5509074,6888. (?)

rVn?-Z4tV^"n/'H M^'":^^'
'^^ ''°"'^'^^ *'°"'-'h minor(Vlll-f 4^0 ot Holden, &c. is a concord, whose ratio

'^ ^' = 2^' =8662-f I7f-f 75m, and its common log. is

= .5690312,6773; it is the Diapason Diatesseron, whichsee.
(f)

ELEPHANT.
fTo"m S^^r^rotesTal"'""'''

'" ^»-'-" of mankind
strength, ,anTh sa.'Lit'v H

"°""' °^ '''^ ^i^'^' ''-

ancients as a powerfuTen^in.f
'"'' considered by the

as a valuable part of he^ f TV' ""^ '* ^'^" '"^S^ded
the transpona^i^^: t^t^Z^::^, t^^^TZlTV ''"

a necessary appendage to eaJtern malSnee hI
/'"'

and manners have often hppn rv,,J^ .
' ^isform

scription, and many uriou p" £l1' 'f'.J"',"^
'^^

have been detailed 'by enrpr^Ti "tt: „: 3''%':?^,';-e have cause to regret, th'at co^jectur r^ J^'^^^

instances, has occupied the place of observation, so thatqualities have been ascribed to the elephant wh ch hedoes not possess, and habits to which he is a stran^jerand that a love of the marvellous has been gratTfied at

BulT'"'"°^'T'^' '° ''''' "'^ g^"dy description oBuflon must yield, ,n point of accuracy, to the simnle

vou^loT
°',^/'^'°''- I" 'his article, ^^e shaH end£

hZl
'^y^fo--.^ O"-- '•eaders the principal facts in thehistory of the animal, which appear deserving of notice

th"etenu: EI^T'"^
°' '''

"'J^^^"^
specie! of' whichthe genus Elephas is composed j and then describe the
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methods employed to obtain him from his native haunts,

and to educate him for the service of man.

Sect. I. General Descri/ition,

The skin of the elephant is of a dusky black colour,

with a few scattered hairs upon it, except on the crown

of the head, where they are pretty tliick, and are about

the length of a hog's bristle. The skin is generally

smooth and soft, and only becomes hard and callous, and

sometimes knotty, from use or disease. The head is

somewhat small in proportion to the size of the body.

The forehead is remarkably prominent, and gives to the

countenance an expression of dignity and intelligence.

The eye is small, quick, and penetrating-. The ears

are large and pendulous ; the back is considerably arch-

ed in the middle, and the tail is slender, with a tuft of

long hair nearly reaching the ground ; the legs are suit-

ed to the size of the animal, being thick, strong, and

massy, and the foot which is not divided into toes, is

furnished with five horny nails on the fore feet, and four

on the hind feet.

Among individuals of the same species there appears

to be a considerable difference in point of size, as they

are known to vary from 7 to 1 2 feet in height.

The dimensions of a full grov/n male elephant, as

measured in India, were as follows :

Feet. Inch.

From foot to foot over the shoulders . 22 10^

From the top of the shoulder, perpendicu-

lar height 10 6

From the top of the head, when set up as

he ought to march in state . . 12 2

From the front of the face to the insertion

of the tail 15 U

The female elephant is always snviller than the male,

and, in the Indian species, seldom exceeds eight feet

in height. When either males or females are much
below this size, they are not considered as of sufficient

strength to sustain the requisite burdens. The standard

of the Honourable the East India Company, for ser-

viceable elephants, is seven feet and upwards, measur-
ed at the shoulder in the same manner as the height of

liorses is ascertained.

The most remarkable organ which the elephant pos-

sesses, is his trunk or proboscis, formed by an elonga-

tion of the snout, and answering the purposes of a nose.

It is sometimes eight feet in length, of a conical form,

and composed of muscles entirely at the will of the ani-

mal ; he can move or bend it, contract, lengthen, or

twist it in any direction. The extremity of the trunk

terminates in a small protuberance, which stretches out

on the upper side, and possesses an astonishing degree

of feeling and power. By means of this finger-like

protuberance, he can seize, with the greatest facility, the

smallest object, lift a piece of money from the ground,

or untie the knots of ropes. By means of his snout and

trunk, the elephant renders himself most serviceable to

man. By his trunk he can raise a considerable weight,

and by his snout he can move about pieces of ordnance,

and roll away casks. In a wild state, this organ likewise

answers the most important purposes. With it iie gathers

his food, and puts it into his mouth, draws up water to

quench his thirst, or to sprinkle his body, and collects

dust, which he throws over his skin to keep off the mus-
VoL. VIII. Part I.

quitoes and flics that annoy him. On all occasions he is

most careful of his trunk, and unless when tied and

picketed he seldom uses it as a means of offence. The
males use their tusks for this purpose, and the females

endeavour, by falling upon the tiger, to crush him by

their weight.

The elephant has no cuttnig teeth in cither jaw in

front ; but he is furnished with most powerful grinders,

that enable him to bruise the vegetables on wliich he

feeds. These teeth, as in all herbivorous animals, have *

an uneven surface ; but do not rise into points as in ani-

mals which feed on flesh. The structure of these grinders

has excited much attention among anatomists, and led to

many important conclusions, which it would be out of

place here to enumerate. Each grinder is composed of

a number of perpendicular laminsc, which may be consi-

dered as so many teeth, each covered with a strong ena-

mel, and joined to one another by a bony suljstance of

the same quality as ivory. This last substance being

much softer than the enamel, wears away faster by the

mastication of the food, so that the enamel remains con-

siderably higher, and, in this manner, the surface of

each grnider ac(|uircs a ribbed appearance as if original-

ly formed with ridges. From veiy accurate observations,

which have been made on the Asiatic elephant, it appears,

that the first set of grinders, or milk teeth, begin to cut

the jaw eight or ten days after birth, and the grinders of

the upper jaw appear before those of the lower one.

These milk grinders are not shed, but are gradually

worn away during the time the second set are coming

forv/ard, and as soon as the body of the grinder is nearly

worn away, the fangs, begin to be absorbed. From the

end of the second to the beginning of the sixth year, the

third set come gradually forward as the jaw lengthens,

not only to fill up this additional space, but also to supply

the place of the second set, which are, during the same

period, gradually worn away, and have their fangs ab-

sorbed. From the beginning of the sixth to the end of

the ninth year, the fourth set of grinders come forward,

to supply the gradual waste of the third set. In this

manner, to the end of life, the elephant obtains a set of

new teeth as the old ones become unfit for the mastica-

tion of his food—a wise provision of nature, where the

vast size of the carcase, to be maintained, must require

increased exertions of the teeth in the preparation of

food.

The milk grinders consist each of four teeth, or la-

minae ; the second set of gi-inders of eight or nine lami-

nae ; the third set of 12 or 13 ; the fourth set of 15, and

so on to the 7th or 8th set, when each grinder consists

of 22 or 23 ; and it may be added that each succeeding

grinder takes at least a year more than its predecessor to

be completed.

The tusks of the elephant, which correspond with the

canine teeth of other animals, are to him most powerful

instruments of defence, as, by means of them, he can

defend himself, or gore to death the objects of his rage.

They are two in number, situated one on each side of the

upper jaw. They vary in form and size, according to

the age, the sex, or the variety of the individual. In the

female the tusks are very small compared whh those of

the male. The tusks of the male elephant vary in form

and appearance. Those called dauntclah, or elephants

with large teeth, vary from the projecting horizontal, but

rather elevated curve of the puUeydant or the perfect

elephant, to the nearly straight tusks of the mooknah,

which point directly downwards. Between these two

3 B
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tlicre is a crcat variety in the form of ihc tusks. The The rrics of the elepliant arc ol three kinds. By the

larp.-st teeth found in the mAc elephant are from 5 to 8 first, which is very shrill, and caused by his trunk, he

fcxl in Icnsth, an<l from 4 to 8 inches in diameter, and expresses his playlul humour. The second is a low noti-,

wtii'li from 20 to 80 lb. each tooth. The increase of the pro.hiced by the mouth, and is expressive ol want. The

tusks arises from circular layers of ivorv, which are sup- third is a violent roar, proceeding from the throat, and

plied ii.ternallv from the pulp on which they arc formed, indicates irritation or revenge.

In some instances, hulls have been found in the body of It is impossible to ascertain the age to which elephants

the tusk with which the animal has been shot when young, arrive in a wild state. We may, however, form some

or, at least, the bulls must have entered near the base opinion of the term of their existence, by judging from

of'the tooth, as they are found imbedded in its hard sub- the circumstance, that, in a state of confinement, they

stance. The temporarv, or milk tusks, drop in twelve have been known to live a hundred and thirty years
;

or sixteen months afterbirth, and are succeeded by the and we are probably within proper bounds, when we fix

permanent tusks, which continue growing successively the extent of the period at two hundred years.

throueh life. ^ '^^ sexual connection of the ehphant has been the

The elephant seems naturally of a social disposition, subject of much discussion. As these animals rarely

and is seldom to be met with alone. The herd, in gene- copulate in a domestic state, several naturalists have at-

ral, consists of from ten to a hundred of young and old

of both sexes. This herd is governed by an aged male

and female, and seems to be completely under their di-

rection.

These herds reside in the extensive forests, which

they seldom leave, although the males sometimes make

tempted to account for the circumstance, by ascribing

to the elephant ideas of independence unknown even to

man, supposing them possessed of too much greatness of

soul to propagate their species in bondage, and beget a

race of slaves ; or of too much modesty to suffer any hu-

man creature, or even any of their own kind, to witness

predatory excursions to the outskirts in search of more their union. But reasons have lately been assigned why
palatable food. Their haunts are seldom at a great dis- the males seldom show much inclination to have coniiec-

tance from a spring of water, or from a river. They tion w ith the females in a domestic state. When a male

avoid the margins of muddy rivers with the greatest elephant is taken in the prime of life, he is bold and un-

care, lest their unwieldy bodies should stick fast in the

ooze ; and over the large and deep rivers they swim with

readiness, to the distance of one or two miles. Their
bodies and even heads sink under the water ; but, by

means of their trunks, which they keep above the sur-

face, they are able to respire, to direct their course, to

governable, and is not easily tamed until he is much re-

duced in body; and when thus brought low, it requires a

considerable time, as well as much attention and ex-

pence, before he can be brought into such high order as

is necessary to inspire him with thoughts of the other

sex. Further, unless he is of a gentle disposition, and

avoid running foul of one another, and to know, by the disposed to put confidence in his keeper, and thus es-

smcll, the approach of the opposite shore. In sultry

weather they frequently squirt water over their bodies,

by means of their trunk, and seem equally to avoid the

extremes of heat and cold.

When we take into consideration the size of this ani-

cape the influence of fear and distrust, he will shew no
inclination for sensual intercourse. But this continence

of the elephant, in a domestic state, has been asserted

without proof, and in direct opposition to the testimony

of the ancients. The Romans collected elephants both

mal, we need not be surprised at the quantity of food from the east and the south, to accompany their armies,
said to be required for his support. A full grown ele- and to add to the parade of their courts ; and they had an

phant is said to consume, each day, from 100 to 150 opportunity of witnessing the fertility of these animals in

pounds weight of vegetables. In his wild state he feeds
on grass, shrubs, the leaves and young branches of
trees. When a herd of the animals approach the habi-
tations of men, and enter the fields and vineyards in

search of rice, sugar canes, and plantain trees, desolation

a state of confinement, as their historians have faithfully

recorded. jElian says, " Cum Tiberii Caesaris nepos

Germanicus, gladiatorum spectaculum edidit, pluies jam
grandes utriusque sexus citphanti Romae erant, e quibus

alii plerique generali extiterunt : quorum artus interea

marks their steps. The portion which they consume is dum cominittcbantur et confirmabantur, et membra in

small, when compared with the quantity which they firma conglutinaljantur, peritus vir ad pertractandos
trample down and crush with their feet. They appear eorum sensus animosquemirabili quodam disciplinas ge-
to give a decided preference to sweet fruits and to plants nere eos erudiebat." M\hn (translation by Conrad Ges
which yield sugar.

The elephant, when young and healthy, lies down to
sleep in the same way as other herbivorous animals do;
but it is believed that, in an advanced pi riod of life, when
the body becomes stiff, he usually takes his repose in a
standing posture, sometimes leaning on a tree, or other
support. When an elephant is first taken, it is always
considered as a good sign when he lies down to sleep a
few months after, as it shows him to be of a good tem-
per, not suspicious, but reconciled to his fate ; but some
elephants have been known to stand twelve months at
their pickets without lying down to sleep, though occa-
sionally they took a short nap standing.

ner) de jlniynal. A'at. lib. ii. cap. 1 1. Columella more ex-

pressly affirms, " India perhibetur molibus ferarum mi-
rabilis, paii tum in liac terra (Italy) vastitate belluas pro-

generari quis neget, cum inter mania nostra natos ani-

madvertanius elephantos i" De Re Rustica, lib. iii.

cap. 8. y
These passages appear to have been overlooked by

succeeding observers, and every naturalist, in the ab-

sence of farts, was left to form his own opinion on the

subject. At last an experiment was instituted in India,

by Mr Corse,* whose opportunities were favourable, and
whose talents and habits of observntion qualified him fdr

the task. This gentleman was then Resident at Tipperah,

Now John Corse Scott, Esq. of Sinton, Selkirksliii-e, and Fellow of the Roval Society, whose excellent observations on the history
ot the elephant, puMi^lied m the PhiUsoph.cal Tr„mmtions, liavc- comributed 'i number of the most important facts in this article, and
whose subsequent observaUons in MS. have been kindly submitted to our inspection and use.
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y province of Bengal, situated at the eastern extremity

of the British dominions in Asia, where herds of ele-

phants are taken every season. He kept a young liand-

Eome male elephant, of a most docile disposition, and a

favouiite female together, in a spacious shade erected

on purpose for their accommodation. In the day they

went out together to feed ; they also brought home a

load of such succulent food as tlieir drivers and attend-

ants could collect. After their return they stood to-

gether, slept near each other, and every opportunity

was granted them to form a inutual attachment. In

the evening they had each ten or twelve pounds of rice

soaked in water, to which a little salt was added; and
from the middle of May until the latter end of June,

some warm stimulants, such as onions, garlic, turmeric,

and ginger, were added to their usual allowance of rice.

Long before this, however, a partiality had taken place,

as was evident from their mutual endearments, and ca-

ressing each other with their trunks, and tliis without

ceremony before a number of other elepliants, as well as

their attendants. "Near the end of June 1793, (says Mr
Corse,) I was satisfied the male would not, even to re-

gain his freedom, quit the object of his regard ; I there-

lore ordered the keepers to picket the female by one of

her fore-legs only, in the house where they stood, but to

leave the male at full liberty. Feaiful, however, of

hurting their supposed delicacy, and thinking the near-

ness and sight of the attendants might possibly give

umbrage to their modesty, I desired them to remain
quiet in a little hut erected on the outside of the build-

ing appropriated to the elephants, where they could see

equally well as if nearer. On the evening of the 28th

of June 1793, the male was let loose from his pickets,

and soon after he covered the female, without any dif-

ficultv, although before this she never could have re-

ceived the male, being taken when very you\)g, about
five years and a half prior to this period. The male
was then led quietly to his stall ; but early on the morn-
ing of the 29th he became so troublesome that the dri-

vers, as they said, in order to quiet him, but partly I

suspect to indulge their own curiosity, permitted him
to cover lier a second time, whicii he readily did before

the usual attendants, as well as a number of other spec-

tators. After this the driver brought me a particular

account of the whole process. Though much pleased

with the success of the experiment, yet I was rather

chagrined he had not given me notice, that I might have

been myself an eye-witness, and therefore told him he

should not receive the promised reward till I had satisfied

myself of the fact.

" About two in the afternoon of the same day, I was
desired to repair to the place where the elephants stood,

as the male had been trying to get nearer the female.

On this I proceeded to the spot, when I ordered the

iriale to be freed from his shackles, and after some toy-

ing, and a few mutual caresses, I had the satisfaction of

seeing him cover the female. When the male mount-
ed, he placed one of his fore legs on each side of her

spine, with his feet turned to and pressing against her

shoulders, and his trunk round her neck, supporting him-

self firmly in this position during coition, which he ac-

complished nearly in the same time, and in the same
manner, as a horse with a mare.

" III three months after she was covered, she became
fuller, her flesh felt softei', and her breasts began to

swell. During the period of her pregnancy, she like-

wise increased considerably in height. When covered

she was only seven feet three inches high, but before"
she brought forth, she exceeded seven feet eight inches,
On the 1 6th of March 1795, she produced a fine male,
just twenty months and eighteen days after she was
first covered." Subse()uent observations have convinced
Mr Corse Scott that this is the ordinary period of ges-
tation, and that there is no dilFerence as to the length of
the term, whether the elephant is pregnant with a male
or a female calf. Many Europeans, and generally all

the natives of Bengal, believe that there is a difVerence
of two months, but this opinion is now found to be er-
roneous.

The young elephant, at its birth, is about thirty-five

inches high, and increases in size during the first seven
years, in the following proportions, according to Mr
Corse Scott :

Feet. Inches.

Height at birth 2 11 high
In one year he grew I 1 inches, and was 3 10

In the second year 8 4 6

In the third year 6 5

In the fourth year 5 5 5

In the fifth year 5 5 10

In the sixth year SJ 6 IJ
In the seventh year 2i 6 4

The young elephant begins to nibble and suck the
breast soon after birth. He presses it witli his trunk,

in order to cause the milk to flow more readily while
sucking. The mother never lies down to give her
young ones suck, but sometimes bends her body to-

wards them; and the keeper, in order that they may
grasp the nipple more readily, frequently raises a little

mound of earth under the mother's belly. The aff"ection

of the mother, it would appear, is by no means great.

In a tamed state she is never sufTered to remain loose, as
instances have frequently occurred of a love of liberty

overcoming maternal fondness, and inducing her to for-

sake her young one, and flee to the woods. If a wild ele-

pluuit happens to be separated from her young for only
two days, (which often happens in the enclosure into

which they are driven to be taken,) though giving suck,
she never after recognises it, although the young elephant
should know its dam, and by its plaintive cries and sub-
missive approaches solicit her assistance.

It would appear that in a wild state elephants have
no particular seasons of love as other animals. The fe-

males taken in India, while in a state of pregnancy, pro-
duced their full grown young in difl'erent months of the

year. The female is said to be disposed to receive the

embraces of the male before she arrives at the age of
fourteen.

Destined to feed on the vegetable productions of the

earth, the elephant lives at peace with the other inhabi-

tants of the forest. His great size and strength renders

him an object of terror ; as with such power and such
sagacity, neither the lion nor the tiger can contend with

any prospect of success. Were he to exercise his vast

powers in oft'ensive operations, or were he jjrolific in

proportion to his size, he would soon become the master

of the wood. But man, even in his rudest state, appears
destined to check his progress. Even when untutored

by civilization, he kindles a fire, and the elephant re-

treats in terror^ he poisons an arrow, and inflicts a

wound which speedilv ends m death; or he digs a pit,

3 B 2
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'uiultlie huge monster, unconscious of danger, is sudden-

ly an-cstcd.

Tlie elephant is pursued for the sake of his liesh by

ihe Hottentots of the Cape. When Sparrman in his

travels at the Cape baited at the Diep river, several Hot-

tentots of the Boshiesman race, who were in the ser-

vice of the farmer, had their huts, which were compos-

ed of straw, covered with large slips of elephant's flesh,

, cut out irregularly in strings of the thickness of two

or three fingers breadth, and strung together to the

length of several yards. Some of them were wound

round the huts, while others were stretched from one

hut to another, for the purpose of drying them. At that

linic, the men, women, and children in the place, had no

other employment but to sleep, smoke, and gormandise

upon elephant's flesli. The feet and the trunk are reck-

oned the most delicious pieces.

As the tusks of the elephant form the well-known ar-

ticle IvoHY, a considerable temptation is held out to the

huntsman to endeavour to kill these animals. Attempts

of this sort appear to be attended with no small difficul-

ty. From two farmers employed in a hunt of this kind,

Sparrman obtained the following interesting narrative.

The evening on which they observed the wild elephant,

they determined to pursue it on horseback, though they

never before had seen one. Their horses, though equally

unaccustomed as their riders to the sight of this colossus-

like animal, yet did not flinch in the least; nor indeed

did the elephant appear to give himself any trouble

about them till they came within sixty or seventy paces

of him. At that moment, one of the party, agree-

ably to the usual manner of the Cape huntsmen, jump-
ed from his horse, and fastening the bridle, fell upon
one knee, and with his left hand sticking his ramrod
into the ground, rested his gun upon it, took his aim,

and fired at the elephant, which had then got about

forty or fifty paces farther off; for in this country

when they hunt the larger kinds of animals, they com-
monly choose to take the opportunity of firing at the

distance of one hundred and fifty paces, both because

they load their pieces in such a manner, that the ball,

as they think, does most execution at that distance ; and
also tiiey can in this way gain time to mount their hor-

ses again and ride ofl", before the wounded animal can
make up to them to take his revenge. Our sportsman
had scarcely got into the saddle, and turned round his

horse's head, before he found that the elephant was at

his heels. At that very instant, the animal set up a

shrill piercing cry, which he imagined he felt pierce to

the very marrow of his bones, and which occasioned his

horse also to make several hasty leaps, and then gallop
off twice as fast as before. In the mean time, the hunts-
man had sufficient presence of mind to ride his horse
up an ascent, well knowing that elephants, and such like
heavy animals, are slow and unwieldy in going up a
hill in proportion to their weight, and the contrary in de-
icending a hill. He, by this means, not only more cer-
tainly distanced his antagonist, but his companion had
the more time to advance on one side of the elephant,
where he imagined he could most easily direct his shot
at the heart and the larger arteries connected with the
lungs of the animal. This shot did not, hov/ever, hit
in any dangerous part, as the horse was rather unruly
and pulled at the bridle, which the man had hanging over
his right arm, at the instant that he had jumped oft" his
horse and discharged his piece, in the same manner as
the former. The elephant now turned upon this last

antagonist, but was soon wearied of pursuing him, as

the sportsman had an opportunity of riding away from
him up a still sleeper hill than his companion. The two
hunters found that it would answer their purpose better

to hold each others horses, so that they should not get

off, while each of the sportsmen fired their pieces by
turns. The elephant, even after the third ball, still

threatened vengeance, but the fourth entirely cooled his

courage : he did not, however, absolutely drop till he
had received the eighth. None of the balls, of course,

had taken effect in the directly vital parts.

In former times, when the elephant could be employ-
ed in battle, a sort of castle was erected on his back,
from which missile weapons were thrown ; and his

sides were armed with sharp edged instruments, to en-

able him to force his way through the opposing ranks.

But since the invention of gunpowder, this animal has
become useless in battle. The fire and the smoke ter-

rify him. But he is still of great utility in transporting

baggage of all sorts, and, as a beast of burden, exceeds
all others in strength and intelligence. Were it not for

the great quantity of food necessary to his subsistence,

he would be found a very valuable addition to our western
colonies, where land carriage is difficult and expensive.

With regard to the senses of the elephant, he clearly

appears to possess, in great perfection, all the five ge-
nerally enumerated. His eye is quick, and he sees at a
considerable distance. His large ears, which he can
move backwards and forwards at pleasure, give an ad-
ditional acuteness to his organs of hearing. Although
his skin seems hard, yet insects often an(ioy him ; and
the termination of his trunk possesses a deiicacy of touch
equal to that which belongs to the tips of the human
fingers. The sense of smell is most probably the most
acute of all the other senses of the elephant. When
hunting him, the sportsman must be careful to keep on
the lee side, otherwise the elephant would soon discover
his enemy, and make him suffer for his rashness. Thus
Sparrman relates the adventure of one Dirk Marcus,
who nearly suffered in the chase. " Once (says this

adventurer) in my younger days, when, from a hill co-
vered with bushes near a wood, I was endeavouring to

steal upon an elephant to the leeward of me, on a sud-
den, I heard from the lee-side a frightful cry or noise ;

and although at that time I was one of the boldest ele-

phant hunters in the whole country, I must confess
that I was in a terrible quaking, insomuch that I be-
lieve the hah-s on my head stood quite erect. At the
same time, it appeared to me as though I had had seve-
ral pails of water thrown over me ; without my being able

to stir from the spot, before I sav/ this huge creature so
near me that he was almost on the point of laying hold of
me with his trunk. At that instant, I fortunately had
the presence of mind to take to my legs, and to my no
small astonishment, found myself so swift, that I thought
I hardly touched the ground. The beast, however,
was in the mean time pretty close to my heels, but
having at last got to the wood, and crept away from
him under the trees, the elephant could not easily follow
me. With respect to the place I was in at first, I am
certain that the animal could not see me, and conse-
quently that he fiist found me out by the scent."

In examining the intellectual qualities of the ele-
phant, much caution is requisite in the admission of
evidence, as there appears to be a strong desire to as-
cribe to this animal powers of mind, proportional to
his physical strength. Thus he has been praised for
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\incommon modesty, in opiiositlon to historical evi-

dence, and without the testimony of a single fact. His

lofty independence has been extolled, although he is,

unquestionably, the inost tameable and the most servile

brute in the creation ; and, in the Hindoo mythology,

he is made the representative of the God of Wisdom.
The vulgar are ever accustomed to attribute stupidity

to animals which have long snouts, as cranes and wood-

cocks ; but when some circumstances tend to elevate

the facial line, without augmenting the capacity of

the cranium, we fancy we see, in animals of that de-

scription, a peculiar air of intelligence. This last cir-

cumstance happens in the case of the elephant, where
the frontal sinuses swell the cranium to such a degree,

that they elevate the facial angle much beyond what

the proportion of the brain would require. While the

brain in man forms J^d part of his whole body, in the

elephant it only forms -550^'^ P^''^-

It has been stated, that the sagacity of the elephant

is so great, and his memory so retentive, that, when
once he has received an injury, or been in bondage, and

afterwards escapes, it is not possible, by any art, to en-

trap him. The following fact, to which Mr C. Scott

was an eye witness, will shew how unfounded such spe-

culations are, in which some pseudo-naturalists have in-

dulged :

"In June 1787," (says Mr C. Scott), « Jattra Mun-
gul, a male elephant taken the year before, was tra-

velling in company with some other elephants, towards

Chittigong, laden with a tent and some baggage, for

our accommodation in the journey. Having come up-

on a tiger's track, which elephants discover readily by

the smell, he took fright and ran oft" to the Avoods, in

spite of the efforts of his driver. On entering the wood,
the driver saved himself by springing from the ele-

phant and clinging to the branch of a tree, under which
lie was passing. When the elephant got rid of his

driver, he soon contrived to shake off his load. As soon

as he ran away, a trained female was dispatched after

him, but could not get up in time to prevent his escape
;

she, however, brought back his driver, and the load he

had thrown ofi', aud we proceeded without any hope of

ever seeing him again. Eighteen months after this,

when a herd of elephants had been taken, and had
remained several days in the inclosure, till they were
enticed into the outlet, then tied and led out in the

usual manner, one of the drivers, viewing a male ele-

phant very attentively, declared he resembled the one

which had run away. This excited the curiosity of

every one to go and look at him ; but when any per-

son came near, the animal struck at them with his

trunk, and, in every respect, appeared as wild and out-

rageous as any of the other elephants. At length an

old hun-ter, coming and examining him narrowly, de-

clared he was the very elephant that had made his es-

cape about eighteen months before. Confident of this,

he boldly rode up to him, on a tame elephant, and or-

dered him to lie down, pulling him by the ear at the

same time. The animal seemed quite taken by sur-

prise, and instantly obeyed the word of command, with

as much quickness as the ropes with which he was tied

permitted; uttering, at the same time, a peculiar shrill

squeak through his trunk, as he had formerly been
known to do, by which he was immediately recogni-

sed by every person who had ever been acquainted with

this peculiarity. Thus we see that this elephant, for

the space of eight or ten days, during which he was in

the enclosure, and even while he was tying in the out-

let, appeared equally wild and fierce as the boldest ele-

phant then taken, so that he was not even suspected
of having been formerly taken, till he was conducted
from the outlet. The moment, however, he was ad-
dressed in a commanding tone, the recollection of his

former obedience seemed to rush upon him at once,
and, without any difliculty, he permitted a driver to be
seated on his neck, who, in a few days, made him as
tractable as ever."

We shall conclude this account of the sagacity of the
elephant, by quoting a few of those stones, which have
been commonly related, as illustrative of the degree of
intellect which he is supposed to possess, for the pur-
pose of gratifying the general reader.

In India, elephants were once employed in launching
of ships. One was directed to force a very large vessel
into the water ; the work proved superior to his strength

;

his master, with a sarcastic tone, bid the keeper lake
away this lazy beast, and bring another in his stead; the
poor animal instantly increased his efforts, and, in doing
so, fractured his skull on the spot.

In Delhi, an elephant passing along the streets, put
his trunk into a tailor's shop, where several people
were at work ; one of them pricked the end of it with
his needle. The beast passed on ; but, in the next dirty

puddle, filled his trunk with water, returned to the shop,
and spurting every drop among the people who had of-

fended him, spoiled their work.
An elephant, in Adsmecr, which often passed through

the bazar, or market, as he went by a certain herb wo-
man, always received from her a mouthful of greens.
At length he was seized with one of his periodical fits

of rage, broke from his fetters, and, running through
the market, put the crowd to flight; and among others
this woman, who, in haste, forgot a little child she had
brought with her. The animal, gratefully recollecting
the spot where his benefactress was wont to sit, laid

aside his fury, and taking up the infant gently in his

trunk, placed it in safety on a stall before a neighbour-
ing house.

Another in Dekan, not having received some arrack
which had been promised by the Cornacy or governor,
by way of revenge, killed him. The comae's wife,

who was an eye-witness to this, took her two children
and flung them before the elephant, saying, " Now, you
have destroyed their father, you may as well put an
end to their lives and mine." He instantly stopped, re-
lented, took the biggest of the children, placed him on
his neck, adopted him for his cornac, and never after-

wards would permit any body else to mount him.
A soldier at Pondlcherry, who was accustomed, when-

ever he received his share of lujuor, to carry a certain
quantity of it to one of these animals, having one day
drunk rather too freely, and finding himself pursued
by the guards who were going to take him to prison,
took refuge under the elephant's body, and fell asleep.

In vain did the guard try to force him from this asy-

lum, as the elephant protected him with his trunk.
The next morning, the soldier recovering from his

drunken fit, shuddered with horror to find himself
stretched under the belly of this huge animal. The
elephant, which, wltliout doubt, perceived the man's
embarrassment, caressed him with his trunk, in order
to inspire him with courage, and made him understand
that he might now depart in safety.

A painter was desirous of drawing the elephant
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vhich was ke|it in the menagerie at Versailles, in an

uncommon alliludc, which was ihal of hoidiug his

trunk raised up in the air, with his nioulii open. 1 he

painter's bov, in order to keep the aniniul in tins pos-

ture, threw' I'ruit into liis mouth; but as he had ire-

quentlv deceived him, and made an od'cr oniy of throw-

ing him the fruit, he grew angry; and, as il lie had

known the painter's intention of (Uawing him was the

cause of the aflront that was offered him, instead of re-

venging himself on the lad, he turned his resentment

on the master, and, taking up a iiuantily of water in

Ills trunk, threw it on the paper on which the painter

was drawing and spoiled it.

Sect. II. Particular Descri/ition of the Sfiecies.

AVf. come now to consider the situation of the cle-

pliant, in the system of nature, to examine the charac-

ter, of the diflereiit species, and point out their physical

disiribution.

Il is but recently that naturalists began to investigate

the characters of the elephants of India and Africa, or

to suppose that they constituted two distinct species.

The ancients, who appear to have used in «ar animals

from both countries, were aware, that the elephants of

Africa were inferior both in size and courage to those

of India. But the characters which constitute them

distinct species, were never pointed out until Camper,

from the form of the teeth, proved their title to rank as

independent species. The observations of Camper have

been still farther elucidated by the investigations of

Cuvier, who has, besides, added a third species to the

genus.

By Linnseus, the elephant is placed in the order Bru-

ta, in the class Mammalia, with the following generic

character: '' Denies /irimores nulli utrinque, Laniarii

superiores elongati, Proboscis longissimus, prehensilis,

Cor/ius nudiusculuni." By Cuvier the elephant is pla-

ced among the Pachydermata, or thick-skinned quadru-

peds, in company with the sow, the river-hoise, and the

rhinoceros. Under this genius are now ranked the fol-

lowing species.

S/i. 1. Elephas Jfricanus. The African elephant.

Scull rounded., firoccsscs of the enamel in the grinders,

forming a series of lozenges touching each other in the

7)iiddle ; ears large ; toes fotir before and three behind.

The tusks of tiiis species yield the best ivory, and are

the largest in point of size. The tusks of the female

differ but little in size from those of the male. Tlie

ears ai;e very large, and fall back and cover the shoulder.

The hide is of a deep brown colour. The ordinary

height is from eight to upwards of ten feet.

The native country of this species of elephant, is

Africa. He inhabits the immense forests and dreary
was'es of that extensive continent. In modern times
few attempts have been made to bring this species into

bondage, or to employ him for any useful purpose.
Hence it is, that we know less of the manners of this

species than of the following, which in the East has
long been the slave of man.

Sfi. 2 Elephas Indicus. Asiatic elephant. Scull
lengthened, forehead concave, enamel of the grinders dis-

fiosed in the form of flattened ovals placed across the
tooth ; ears large ; horny 7iails, five before and four be-
hind

La Menagerie du Museum jYational d'Hisloire .Katu-
relic, 1801, p. 1, tab. 1, 2.

The females of this species, and some varieties of the

male, have small straight tusks. The ears are small, and

often angular. The hide is grey, speckled with brown,

and sometimes white. The height from eight to twelve

feet.

The elephants in Bengal are divided by the natives in-

to two casis, which they term Koomareah or princely

race, and the Merghee or hunting race. The Kooma-
reah is a decp-boilied, strong, compact animal, with a

large trunk (which is always esteemed a great beauty in

an elephant,) legs short, but thick in proportion to the

size of the animal. This variety is preferred, as it is of

superior strength, can undergo greater fatigue, and car-

ry heavier burdens than the following. An elephant of

the Merghee cast, when full grown, is generally taller

than the former, but has not so compact a form ; his legs

are long, he travels fast, has a lighter body, and his

trunk is both short and slender in proportion to his

height. There appears no predilection in any of these

elephants to have exclusive connection with his own
particular cast, and hence the mixed breed is held in

greater or less estimation, in proportion as it partakes of

the qualities of the Koomareah or Merghee cast. In

some elephants the tusks are large, as in the variety-

termed the Dauntelah, in which they generally pro-

ject forwards, and curve upwards. In the variety term-

ed the Mooknah, the tusks are very small and straight,

and point almost directly downwards.
An elephant of this species is said to be perfect when

his ears are large and rounded, not ragged or indented

at the margin ; his eyes of a dark hazle colour, free from

specks ; the roof of his mouth and his tongue without

dark or black spots of any considerable size ; his trunk

large, and his tail long, with a tuft of hair reaching

nearly to the ground. There must be five nails on

each of his fore feet, and four on each of the hind ones,

making eighteen in all; his head well set on, and car-

ried rather high. The arch or curve of his back rising

gradually from the shoulder to the middle, and thence

descending to the insertion of the tail.

This species inhabits the continent of Asia, and is

found on both sides of the Ganges, in China, and in the

larger islands of the Indian Ocean. He has long been
brought into a state of subjection to man. His manners _

are therefore very well known, and have been briefly de-

tailed in the preceding general description.

Sli. 3. Elephas Primigenius. Fossil Elephant or

Mammoth. Scull lengthened, forehead concave, tinder

jaw obtuse, grinders large, parallel firoct sses of the ena-

mel di.tflosed in closely set ribbands, sockets of the tusks

very long.

As many of our readers may be unacquainted with

tills species, which it is highly probable no longer exists

in a living state on the surface of the globe, we shall

subjoin a few remarks illustrative of its history.

In various parts of Europe, from the shores of the

frozen ocean to the Mediterranean Sea, bones and teeth

of a large size have, at difl'erent times, been dug up.

They have been found in alluvial strata of earth, gravel,

or sand, generally in valleys, near the mouths of large

rivers, and likewise in islands, as Iceland and Great Bri-

tain. These bones were at first considered as belonging

to an extir.ct race of giants. But, in proportion as the

science of natural history was cultivated, such ridicu-

lous fables disappeared, and these bones were consideied

as belonging to the elephant, at that time supposed to be
the largest animal which had ever existed. This was an
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important step in the invesligalion of these fossil re-

mains, and little else seemed wanting in their iiistory but

to account for the means by which they were brought

to their present situation. Had they been found only in

those countries, which had been conquered by the arms
of the Macedonians, Cailhaginians, or Romans, it might
have been supposed that they iiad been brought by man
to their present situation, since these nations carried

along with them a powerful host of trained elephants.

But tlie occurrence of those bones in Iceland, and at the

mouths of the rivers of Siberia, clearly proved that these

relics were not the remains of elephants slain in battle.

The inhabitants of Russia invented a much more simple

tale, to account for the occurrence of these fossil relics.

They supposed them to belong to an animal, in its man-
ners resembling a mole, living under tlie surface of

the earth, and unable to endure the light of day. To
this subterraneous animal they gave the name of Mam-
moth.

Naturalists, finding these explanations merely acknow-
ledgments of the difficulty, and still attaching to the idea

of elephant a warm region, fancied that these fossil

bones belonged to elephants formerly reared in Asia,

and afterwards transported by some violent cause to their

present situation. The Deluge was instantly resorted

to, and the elephants browsing on the banks of the Gan-
ges, were supposed to have been transported by the Hood
from their native haunts, and interred in the plains of

Europe. But the high state of preservation of these

bones, the situation of nearly entire skeletons in beds,

formed at different though not remote intervals, and

their general distribution over such extensive tracts,

forbade the introduction of any torrent to bring them to

their present position.

Had naturalists attended more to an examination of

facts, the difficulty here complained of would soon have
disappeared, and a rational explanation would have been
obtained of so curious a phenomenon. It is to the la-

bours of the illustrious Cuvier that we stand indebted

for the first accurate observations on the subject. Some
approaches to the truth had indeed been made by the la-

bours of other anatomists, who had ascertained that the

remains of the elephant found in a fossil state bear a

closer resemblance to the bones of the Asiatic than to

the bones of the African elephant. Hence some were
disposed to believe, that these fossil bones had belonged

to individuals of the Asiatic species. But Cuvier has

now clearly proved, that the points of difference are so

numerous, that the fossil elephant has a title to rank as

a distinct species. In the fossil elephant, he ascertained

that the teeth are larger in proportion than those belong-

ing to tlie Asiatic species; that the processes of enamel
on the surface of the grinders, are not only more nume-
rous, but less festooned ; that the tusks are larger, and
more curved ; and that the sockets of the tusks are

much more produced. This last circumstance must
have influenced the form of the trunk, and given to its

base a thickness and size widely different from those of

the existing species. Its general height seems to have

been little more than the Asiatic species sometimes at-

tains, but its form must have been more rounded and

thick.

Viewing all the circumstances in connection, it ap-

pears certain that the fossil bones belong to a species of

elephant which formerly inhabited Europe in considera-

ble numbers, but which has become extinct, in conse-

quence of tire revohuipns which the earth has under-

gone. Nor has this extinction extended to the elephant

alone: species of the genus Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus,
and Tapir, besides many genera of fishes, sIkIIs, and co-

rals, have shared the same fate. The crust of the earth

appears to have been inhabited by very different races of

beings, during the different periods of its formation and
progress. Thus, during the period of the deposition ol'

the ilo3lz rocks, the then existing animals appear to

have been very different from those which we find in the

subse(|ucnt formations of clialk and gypsum. And the

organic remains which occur in the older alluvial str.ita,

differ from the species which now exist, in form, habit,

and geographical distribution.

It may surprise some, perhaps, to be told, that species

of the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, and tapir,

animals confined at present to the warmest regions, for-

merly ranged our forests, and lived on the continent of

Europe. But why be deceived merely by the name ?

The European ox, and the Indian arnee, our horse and
the African zebra, are species of the same genera, yet

they inhabit very difl'erent regions. It is not unreasona-

ble therefore to conclude, that the elephants which for-

merly lived in Europe possessed a constitution and co-

vering which fitted them to dwell on the shores of the

Tanais, the Lina, the Rhine, and the Po.

It is fortunate that we are not left to conjecture on
this subject. The rhinoceros found on the banks of the

Lina, with its skin and part of its flesh preserved, had,

according to the observation of Pallas, more hair on one
of its feet than is to be found on the whole body of any
of the existing species; thus indicating its aptitude to

endure the cold of a northern climate. And the follow-

ing curious discovery of a fossil elephant places beyond
a doubt the fact, that it was adapted to live in high lati-

tudes, and endure the rigours of a northern winter.

" In the year 1799, a Tungusian fisherman observed a

strange shapeless mass projecting from an ice-bank near
the mouth of a river in the north of Siberia, tlie nature

of which he did not understand, and which was so high
in the bank as to be beyond his reach. The next year,

he observed the same object, which was then rather more
disengaged from among the ice, but he was still unable
to conceive what it was. Towards the end of the fol-

lowing summer, 1801, he could distinctly see that it was
the frozen carcase of an enormous animal, the entire

flank of which, and one of its tusks, had become disen-

gaged from the ice. In consequence of the ice begin-

ning to melt earlier, and to a greater degree than usual,

in 1803, the fifth year of this discovery, the enormous
carcase became entirely disengaged, and fell down from
the ice-crag on a sand-bank forming part of the coast of
the Arctic Ocean. In the month of March of that year,

the Tungusian carried away the two tusks, which ne sold

for the value of 50 rubles; and at this time (says Cu-
vier, whose relation we quote) a drawing Wds made of
the animal, of which I possess a copy. Two years af-

terwards, or in 1806, Mr Adams went to examine this

animal, which still remained on the sand-bank wliere it

had fallen from the ice ; but its body was then greatly

mutilated. The Tuckuts of the neighbourhood had ta-

ken away considerable (piantilies of its flesh to feed their

dogs; and the wild animals, particularly the white bears,

had also feasted on the carcase : yet the skeleton remain-
ed quite entire, except that one of the fore legs was gone.

The entire spine, tlie pelvis, one shoulder-blade, and
three legs, were still held together by their ligaments

and by some remains of the skin ; and the other shoul-
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dcr-bla<le was found at a short distance. The licad re-

niainiil covered by the dried skin, and the pupil of the

eye was still distinguishable. Tlic brain also remained

vithin tlie scull, but a good deal shrunk and dried up,

and one of the tars was in excellent preservation, still

retaining a tuft of strong bristly hair. The upper lip

Mas a good deal eaten away, and the under lip was en-

tirely gone, so that the teeth were distinctly seen. The
animal was a male, and had a long mane on its neck.

The skin was extremely thick and heavy, and as much
of it remained as required the exertions of ten men to

carry away, which ihcy did witli considerable difficulty.

Moie ihaii thirty pounds weight of the hair and bristles

of this animal were gathered from the wet sand-bank,

having been trampled into the mud by the wliite bears

while devouring the carcase. Some of the hair was pre-

sented to our Museum of Natural History, by M. Targe,

censor in the I^yceum of Charlemagne. It consists of

three distinct kinds. One of these is stiff' black bris-

tles, a foot or more in length ; another is thinner bris-

tles, or coarse flexible hair, of a ixddish brown colour;

and the thiid is a coarse reddisii brown wool, which grew
among the roots of the long hair. Tiicse aflbrd an un-

deniable proof that this animal had belonged to a race

of elephants inhabiting a cold region, with which we are

now unacquainted, and by no means fitted to dwell in the

torrid zone. It is also evident, that this enormous ani-

mal must have been frozen up by the ice at the moment
of its death. Mr Adams, who bestowed the utmost care

in collecting all the parts of the skeleton of this animal,

proposes to publish an exact account of its osteology,

which must be an exceedingly valuable present to the

philosophical world. In the mean time, from the draw-
ing (says Cuvier) which I have now before me, I have
every reason to believe that the sockets of the teeth of

this northern elephant have the same proportional

lengths with those of other fossil elephants, of which the

entire sculls have been found in other places."

The geographical distribution of this species, presents

many curious and important facts. Its remains have
been dug up in all the countries of Europe, from the

Mediterranean Sea to the Arctic Circle. In Asiatic
Russia they occur in the greatest abundance. They have
likewise been found in the European isles, as Iceland,

and various parts of Great Britain and Ireland. Its

S bones have even been dug up in South and in North
America, and in Hudson's Bay.

Si-.cT. III. Method of Catcliing and Training the Wild
Elefihant.

The elephant has long been disturbed in his native
haunts by the enterprising sportsman. In Southern Afri-
ca, the ignorant Hottentot pursues him for the sake of his
flesh, the equally ignorant boor prizes the ivory of his
tusks, and the planter regards him as the enemy of his
fields and vineyards. Hence it is that various methods
have been devised to gain possession of the imwieldy
monster. The savage employs his poisoned arrow, and
puts an end to the lingering torture by means of his lance.
Where the use of gunpowder is known, the musket is
usually made use of; but for this purpose the calibre
must be of a considerable size, and, in order to inflict a
mortal wound, the ball should strike him a little above
the insertion of the trunk. But this kind of sport is at-
tended with the greatest danger, as he is seldom brought
dead to the ground, and when slightly wounded pursues

with the greatest eagerness, and often with fatal certain-

ty, the author of his pain. The most simple, and pro-

bably the most ancient method of catching the elephant,

is one frequently employed by savage tribes. A round
and deep hole is dug in the earth, near his ordinary

haunts, which is carefully covered at the mouth with the

branches of trees and grass, by which means the unwary
animal is deceived, and falls headlong into the snare.

But other methods are resorted to when the elephant is

sought after as an animal capable of being trained and
rendered useful to man. In what manner the ancients

recruited the vast hosts of these animals which were at-

tached to their armies, we are at present ignorant. The
practice followed at present in tlie different districts of

Asia, and which has obtained for many generations, seems
to be the result of an intimate knowledge of the habits of

the animal, and appears to be both ingenious and effec-

tive. We propose to lay before our readers a short ac-

count of this method, from the interesting paper of Mr
Corse Scott.

Previous to an elephant hunt, which is a work of great

labour, a few of the more intelligent and active natives

are sent into the forests, for the purpose of discovering

the retreats of the aniiTials. They endeavour to ascertain

in what direction they range in the greatest numbers,
and where they are accustomed to feed. " When a herd
is discovered, about 300 people are employed to sur-

round it, who divide themselves into small parties, con-
sisting generally of three men, each at the distance of
twenty or thirty yards from each other, and form an ir-

regular circle, in which the elephants are inclosed : each
party lights a fire and clears a foot path to the station that

is next him, by which a regular coinmunication is soon
formed through the whole circumference from one to

the other. By this path reinforcements can immediately
be brought to any place where an alarm is given ; and it

is also necessary for the superintendants, who are al-

ways going round to see that the people are alert upon
their posts. The first circle being thus formed, the re-

maining part of the day and night is spent in keeping-

watch by turns, or in cooking for themselves and com-
panions. Early next morning, one man is detached from
each station, to form another circle in that direction,

where they wish the elephants to advance. When it is

finished, the people stationed nearest to the new circle,

put out their fires, and file off to the right and left, to

form the advanced party; thus leaving an opening for

the herd to advance through, and, by this movement,
both the old and new circle are joined, and form an ob-
long. The people from behind now begin shouting and
making a noise with their rattles, drums, &c. to cause
the elephants to advance ; and as soon as they are got
within the new circle, the people close up, take then-

proper stations, and pass the remaining part of the day
and night as before. In the morning the same process
is repeated, and in this manner the herd advances slowly
in that direction, where they find themselves least in-

commoded by the noise and clamour of the hunters,
feeding, as they go along, upon branches of ti-ees, &cc.

If they suspected any snare, they could easily break
through the circle ; but this inoffensive animal, going
merely in quest of food, and not seeing any of the peo-
ple who surround him, and who are concealed by the
thick jungle, advances without suspicion, and appears
only to avoid being pestered by their noise. As fire is

the thing elephants seem most afraid of in their wild

state, and will seldom venture near it, the hunters al-
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ways have a number of fires liglited, and particularly at

night, to prevent the elephants coming too near, as well

as to cook their victuals and keep them warm. The
centinels supply these fires with fuel, especially green

bamboos, which are generally at hand, and which, by

the crackling and loud report they make, together with

the noise of the watchmen, deter the elephants from
coming near ; so that the herd generally remains at a

distance near the centre of the circle. Should they at

any time advance, the alarm is given, and all the peo-

jjle immediately make a noise and use their rattles, to

make them keep at a greater distance. In this manner
they are gradually brought to the Keddah, or ))lace

where they are to be secured. The Kcddali is diti'er-

ently constructed in different places. At Tippera it

usually consists of three inclosures, communicating with

each other by means of narrow openings or gateways.

The outer inclosure, or the one next to the place where
the elephants are to enter, is the largest; the middle
one is generally, though not always, the next in size,

and the third or furthermost is the smallest; and when
in the third or last inclosure, the elephants are then only

deemed secure : here they are kept six or eight days,

and are regularly, though scantily, fed from a scafl'old

on the outside, close to the entrance of an outlet, which
is about sixty feet long and very narrow, and through
which the elephants are to be taken out one by one. In

many places this mode is not adopted ; for, as soon as

the herd has been surrounded by a strong palisade,

Koomkees are sent in with proper people, who tie them
on the spot, in the same manner as is done with the

Goondahs or male elephants that are taken singly. These
enclosures are all pretty strong, but the third is the

strongest, and has, like the other two, a pretty deep
ditch on the inside; and upon the bank of earth, that

is thrown up from the excavation, a row of strong pa-

lisades of middle sized trees is planted, strengthened
with, cross bars, which are tied to them about tiie dis-

tance of fourteen inches from each other, and these are

supported on the outside by strong posts like buttresses,

having one end sunk in the earth, and the other press-

ing agauist the cross bars to which they are fastened.

The greatest difficulty is to get the herd to enter the en-
closure ; for, notwithstanding the precautions taken to

disguise the entry, as well as the palisade which sur-

rounds this inclosure, the leader now appears to suspect
some snare, from the difficulty and hesitation with which
in general she passes into it ; but, as soon as she enters,

the whole herd implicitly follows. Immediately, when
they are all passed the gateway, fires are lighted round
the greatest part of the inclosure, and particularly at the

entries, to prevent the elephants from returning. The
hunters from without' then make a terrible noise, by
shouting, beating of drums, firing blunt cartridges, &c.
to urge the herd on to the next inclosure. The elephants,

finding themselves ensnared, scream and make a noise,

but seeing no opening except the entrance to the next
inclosure, and which they at first generally avoid, they
return to the place through which they lately passed,
thinking, perhaps, to escape, but now find it strongly
barricaded, and, as there is no ditch at tlii^) place, the
hunters, to prevent their coming near and forcing their

way, keep a line of fire constantly burning all along
where the ditch is interrupted, and supply it with fuel

from the top of the palisade, and the people from with-
out make a noise, shouting and hallooing to drive them
away. Wherever they turn, they find themselves op-

Voi.. VIII. Part I.

posed by burning fiics, or bundles of roeds and dried
grass, which are thrust through the opening of the pa-
lisades, except towards the entrance of the second in-
closure. After traversing the first inclosure, and find-
ing no chance of escaping but through the gateway into
the next inclosure, the leader enter's, and the rest fol-
low

; the gate is instantly shut, by people who are sli;-

tioned on a small scafiold immediately above it, and
strongly barricadoed, fires are lighted, and the same
discordant din made and continued, till the herd has
passed through another gateway into the last inclosure,
the gate of which is secured in the same manner as the
former was. Tlie elephants being now completely sur-
rounded on all sides, and perceiving no outlet through
which they can escape, appear desperate, and in their
fury advance frequently to tlie ditch, in order to break
down the palisade, inflating their trunks, screaming
louder and shriller than any trumpet, sometimes grum-
bling like the hollow murmur of distant thunder; but
wherever they make an attack, they are opposed by
lighted fires, and by the noise and triumphant shouts of
the hunters. As they must remain some time in this in-
closure, care is always taken to have part of the ditch
filled with water, which is supplied by a small stream,
either natural, or conducted through an artificial chan-
nel from some neighbouring reservoir. The elephants
have recourse to thi^ water to quench their thirst after
their fatigues, by sucking the water into their trunks,
and then squirting it over every part of their bodies.
While they remain in this inclosure they continue sulky,
and seem to meditate their escape ; but the hunters
build huts around them close to the palisade, watchmen
are placed, and every precaution used to prevent their
breaking through.
When the herd has continued a few days in the Ked-

dah, the door of the outlet is opened, into which some
one of the elephants is enticed to enter, by having 'food
thrown first before, and then graduatly further on into
the passage, till the elephant has advanced far enough
to admit of the gates being shut. Above this wicker
gate, two men are stationed on a small scaflbhl, who
throw down the food. When the elephant has passed
beyond the door, they give the signal to a man, who,
from without, shuts it by pulling a string, and they se-
cure it by throwing two bars that stood perpendicular on
each side, the one across the other thus x, and then two
similar bars are thrown across each other, behind the
door next to the Keddah, so that the door is in the cen-
tre. For farther security, horizontal bars are pushed
across the outlet, through the openings of the palisades,
both before and behind those crosses, to prevent the pos-
sibility of the doors being broken. The outlet is so nar-
row that a large elephant cannot turn in it ; but as soon
as he hears the noise that is made in shutting the gate,
he retreats backwards, and endeavours to force it ; being
now secured in the manner already noticed, his efforts
are unavailing. Finding his retreat thus cut off, he ad-
vances and exerts his utmost force to break down the
bars, which were previously put across a little faither
on in the outlet, by running against them, screaming and
roaring and battering them like a ram by repeated blows
of his head, retreating and advancing with the utmost
fury." After he has fatigued himself in this confine-
ment, strong ropes with running nooses are laid down,
and as soon as he puts a foot within the noose it is im-
mediately drawn tight, and fastened to tlie palisades.
When all his feet have been made fast, two men place

3 C
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themselves beliiiid some bars that run across tlic pass-

age to provciU liis kicking tliem, and with great caution

tie his hind legs together, by passing a cord alternately

from the one to the other like the figure 8, and then

fastening these turns in the middle. A strong rope is

now put twice round his body close to his lore legs like

a girth, and lied beliuid nis sliouldcv, thi-n the long end

is carried back close to his rump, and there lasltned,

after a couple of turns more have been madu round his

body. Another cord is next lastenetl to the giitli, and

from thence carried under his tail like a crupper, and

brought forward and fastened by a turn or two to each

of tiie girths, by which the whole is connected, and each

turn of these cords serves to keep the rest in their places.

After this a strong rope is put round his buttocks, and

made last on each side to the girth and crupper, so as

to conticie the motion of his thighs, and prevent his taking

a lull step These smaller ropes being properly adjust-

ed, a couple of large cables with running nooses are

put round his neck, and, after being drawn moderately

tight, and the nooses secured from runnuig closer, they

are tied to the ropes on each side. This operation is

represented in Plate CCL. Fig. 5. horn an original

drawing, communicated by Mr Corse Scott. While
these operations are going on, the other hunters stand

before the gate of the passage, tickling his trunk, and

dive, ting his attention with a pike or a bunch ol cocoa-

nut leaves, plantain leaves, or sugar canes, so that the

cords are, in general, made fast without difficulty or

opposition. Sometimes, however, he seizes the ropes

with his trunk, and endeavours to break them, particu-

larly those with which his feet are tied, or tries to bite

them through with his grinders; but the hunters then

goad him with sharpened bamboos, or light spears, so

35 to make him quit his hold. Those who are employ-

ed in putting the ropes round his body and over his head,

stand above him on a small kind of platlorm, consisting

of a few bars lun across through the openings of the

palisades, and as an elephant cannot see any thing that

is above, and rather behind his head, they are very lit-

tle incommoded by him, although he appears lo smell
them, and endeavours to catch them with his trunk.

When the whole of the apparatus is properly secured,
the ends of the two cables, which were tasiened round
his neck, are brought forward to the outer end of the
outlet, where two tame elephants trained to the business
are wailing, and to them these cables are made fast.

When every thing is ready, the door at the end of the
pussnge is opened, and the ropes that tied his legs to the
palisades are loosened.
When an elephant is not very formidable or unruly,

it is suffic lent lo place him lengthwise betwixt two large
tr.es about forty feet distant from each other, there to
bind his hind legs in contact together, and fasten them
close to one of the trees with five or six turns of thick
rope; likewise to bind one foreleg, to which greater
li'^erty is given by the length and slackness of the cord-
ap . The pair of tame elephants are then disengaged
from the wild one, and conducted back to the toil to
taki.- charge of another captive. This is a most trying
moment to the wild elephant. While guided by the
tuition, and soothed by the society of his subjugated
bictiii-en, he stands tranquil and quiet, appearing to for-
get his sorrows, and to gather fortitude under his suf-
feiiu;j-s

; but the instant that his companions march
away, finding himself closely bound, a solitary and help-
less prisoner, he is agitated with all the horrors of de-

spair, breaks out into a roaring which makes all the fo-

rest tremble, and, in the fury of his extravagant grief,

often falls a sacrifice to the exertions which he makes to

regain his liberty. At this period, cocoa-nut leaves and
plantain trees are brought to him for food. In the agony
of distress, he tosses them conleinpluously away, or
tramples them with indignation under his feet. The
cravings of luinger, however, at length induce him to

eat, which he does at first with evident reluctance, but
becomes gradually more resigned, and feeds plentifully

at the end of a few hours.

In this manner wiiole herds of elephants are taken
captive ; but sometimes a small party of hunters endea-
vour to seize the males, which often sally forth from the
forests alone in search of richer provision. In this object
the hunters are frequently successful, by observing the

following plan, which is very perspicuously related by-

Mr C. Scott. As the hunters know the places where
the elephants come out to feed, they advance towards
them in the evening with four trained elephants. When
the nights are dark, these stragglers arc discovered by
the noise they make in cleaning their food, by whisking
and striking it against their fore legs, and by moonlight
they can see them distinctly at some distance.

As soon as they have determined upon the particular

elephant they mean lo secure, three of the trained fe-

males aie conducted silently and slowly by their drivers,

at a moderate distance from eacii other, near to the place
where he is feeding. These advance very cautiously,

feeding as Ihey go along, and appear like wild elephants
that had strayed from the forest. When the male per-
ceives them approaching, if he takes the alarm, and is

viciously inclined, he beats the ground with his trunk,
and makes a noise, shewing evident marks of his dis-

pleasure, and that he will not allow them to approach
near ; and if they persist, he will immediately attack and
gore them with his tusks ; for which reason they take
care to retreat in good time. But should he be amo-
rously disposed, which is generally the case, he allows
the females to approach, and sometimes even advances
to meet them.
When from these appearances the hunters judge that

he will become their prize, they conduct two of the fe-

males, one on each side, close to him, and make them
advance backwards, and press gently with their poste-

riors against his neck and shoulders. The third female
then comes up, and places herself directly across his

tail. In this situation, so far from suspecting any design
against his liberty, he begins to toy with the females,

and caress them witli his trunk. When thus engaged,
the fourth female is brought near with ropes and proper
assistants, who immediately get under the belly of the

third female, and put a slight cord round his hind legs.

Should he move at this time it is easily broken, and if

he takes no notice of this slight confinement, nor ap-
pears suspicious of what is going forward, the hunters
then proceed to tie his legs with a strong cord, which is

passed alternately, by means of a forked stick and a kind
of hook, from the one leg to the other, as we have be-
fore described. A strong cable, with a running noose
sixty cubits long, is next put round each hind leg im-
mediately above the cords. These cables are secured
in their places by other cords tied roUnd the legs above
them. The putting on these ropes generally takes up
about twenty minutes, during which the utmost silence

is observed ; and the hunters, who keep flat upon the

necks of the females, are covered with dark coloured
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cloihs, which serve to keep them warm, and at the same

time do not attract the notice of the elephant. While
the people are thus busily employed in tying his legs,

he caresses sometimes one and sometimes another of the

seducers, examininij their beauties, and toying with

different parts, by which his desires are excited, and his

attention diverted from the hunters, and in these amorous
dalliances he is indulged by the females. He is now
generally so firmly secured by the pressure of the tamed
elephants on each side, and by the one behind, that he

can hardly turn himself, or see any of the people, who
always keep snug under the belly of the third female

that stands behind, and serves both to keep him steady

and to prevent his kicking any of the people who are

employed in securing him ; but in general he is so much
taken up with his dccoyers, as to attend very little to any

thing else. In case of accidents, however, should he

break loose, the people upon the first alarm can always

mount on the back of the tamed elephants, by means of

a rope that hangs ready for the purpose, and thus get

out of his reach. When his hind legs are properly se-

cured, they leave him to himself, and retire to a small

distance ; but as soon as the females go away he attempts

to follow them, but finding his legs tied, he is roused to

a proper sense of his situation, and retreats towards the

forest. The hunters now follow at a moderate distance

on the females, accompanied by a number of people

that had been previously sent for, and who, as soon as

the v/ild elephant passes near a stout ti'ee, make a few
turns of the long cables that are trailing behind him
around its trunk. His progress being thus stopt, he be-

comes furious, and exerts his utmost force to disengage
himself; nor wHl he then allow any of the females to

come near him, but is outrageous for sometime, falling

down, and goring the earth with his tusks. If by these

exertions the cables are once broken, which sometimes
is effected, and he escapes into the forest, tlie hunters

dare not advance for fear of the other wild elephants, and
are therefore obliged to leave him to his fate ; and, in

this hampered situation, it is said he is even ungenerously
altacked by the other wild elephants. As the cables are

very strong, and seldom give way, such accidents rarely

occur. When he has exhausted himself by his exertions,

the trained elephants are again brought near, and take

iheir former positions. After getting him nearer the

tree, the people carry the ends of the long cables round
his legs, then back and about the trunk of the tree,

making if they can two or three turns, so as to prevent

even the possibility of his escape. For still farther se-

curity, as well as to confine him from moving to cither

side, his fore legs are tied exactly in tlie same manner
as the hind legs were. He is now harnessed with all

the expedition possible in the same manner as those al-

ready described, and conducted to his proper station.

As soon as each elephant is thus secured, he is left in

charge of a keeper, who is appointed to attend and in-

struct him, and four or five inferior servants, in order

lo assist and supply food and water, till he becomes so

tractable as to bring the former himself. The first ob-

ject of the keeper is to gain his confidence, and, for this

purpose, he constantly supplies him with food, and
soothes and caresses him by a variety of little arts.

Sometimes, however, the keeper threatens, and even
goads him with a long stick pointed with iron, but more
generally coaxes and flatters him, scratching his head
and trunk with a long bamboo, split at one end into

many pieces, and driving away the flies from any sores

occasioned by the hurts and bruises he got by his efforts

to escape. The keeper likewise keeps him cool, by
squirting water over his body. In a few days he advan-
ces cautiously lo his side, and strokes and pats him with
his hand, speaking to him all the while in a soothing tone
of voice, and in a little time he begins to know his

keeper, and to obey his commands. I5y degrees the
keeper becomes familiar to him, and at length gets upon
his back from one of the tame elephants, and, as the
animal becomes more ti actable, he advances gradually
forward, till at last he is permitted to seat himself on his

neck, from which place he afterwards regulates all his

motions. The iron hook with which they direct them is

pretty heavy, about sixteen inches long, with a straight

spoke advancing a little beyond the curve of the hook.

When they wish to turn them, they catch one of their

ears with this instrument, and, by pressing it into their

skin, make them move in any direction that is re-

quired.

While they are training in this manner, the tame ele-

phants lead out the others in turn for the sake of exercise,
and likewise to ease their legs from the cords with which
they are tied, and which are apt to gall them severely,

unless they are regularly slacked and shifted. In the
course of five or six weeks, the elephant becomes obe-
dient to his keeper, his fetters are taken off by degi ees,

and generally in about five or six months lie suffers him-
self to be conducted by his keeper from one place to

another. Care, however, is always taken not to let him
approach his former haunts, lest a recoUertion of the
freedom he there enjoyed should induce him again to

recover his liberty. This obedience to his conductor
seems to proceed partly from a sense of gratitude, as it

is in some measure voluntary ; for, whenever an ele-

phant takes fright, or is determined to run away, all the
exertions of the keeper cannot prevent him, even by
beating or digging the pointed iron hook into his head
with which he directs him. On such an occasion, the
animal totally disregards the feeble efforts, otherwise he
could shake or pull him off with his trunk, and dash
him to pieces. Accidents of this kind happen almost
every year, especially to those keepers who attend the
large males, and are in general owing to their own care-
lessness and neglect. It is necessary to treat the males
with much greater severity than the females, to keep
them in awe ; but it is too common a practice among
the keepers, cither to be negligent in using proper
means to render their elephants tractable, or to trust too

much to their good nature, before they are thoroughly
acquainted with their dispositions.

For further information concerning the history of the
elephant, we refer our readers to the following works :

Cuvier's papers Sia- Irs Elcfihans -vivans et fossiles, in

the Annates du Museum d' Histoire .N'aturellc, vol. viii.

and to Ills work on the fossil bones of quadrupeds; La
Menagerie du Museum .Valional d' Histoire JVaturelle,

1801 ; Corse Scott's Observations on different S/iecies of
the Asiatic Elelihants., in the Philosofihical Transactions

for 1799, Part ii. and to An Account of the Method of
catching wild Elephants, by the same gentleman, in the
third volume of Extracts from the Asiatic Researches ;

Cordiner's History of Ceylon ; the Travels of Sparrman,
Vaillant, ant! Bjrrow. (j.f.)

ELEPIIANTA, a small mountain isle, with a double
top, wooded to the summit. It is situated about 5^ miles
in an easterly direction from I5ombay, and is not more
than 5 miles in circumference. Its proper natne is Gali
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Pouri; bul Euiopeaiis call it Elcpbanta, from the figure

of an elcpliant, as large as life, conspicuous in black

stone near tlie sliore, and apparently cut from the rock

on which it stands. A neat village near the landing place

contains all the inhabitants of the island. They are un-

der Biitisli protection, and pay 56/. annually to the Bom-
bay government.

But the si)ot is only deserving of notice, from its ex-

hibiting, wiih the exception of the caves of Ellora, per-

haps unrivalled nionunjcnts of labour and superstitious

zeal. The cave of Eleplianta, as it is commonly called,

has furnished ample materials for the curiosity and re-

search of the student of eastern antiquities The my-

thological symbols and sculpture have been traced to be

of Hindoo origin and execution ; but their date is lost in

fable and obscurity. Whatever mixture of Egyptian or

Ethiopian extraction may have been engrafted on the

stock ol Hindoo mythology, undoubtedly the Brahmins
can claim a large portion of their system of theology to

be of 110 foreign offspring, but the result of their own
subtilty and invention. How vain must it be, at a re-

mote period of time, to attempt to account for the origin

and variety of the symbols of worship of a nation sunk
in idolatry, since the dreams of enthusiasm, the fictions

of poetry, the caprice of princes, the craft of priests,

and the boundless powers of human imagination, all

conspire to raise and embellish the shrines of supersti-

tion, and to propagate delusion and absurdity ! We shall

give our readers such account of the monuments at

Elephanta, as are drawn from the most authentic sour-

ces, and relations of travellers who have repaired to the

spoi.

The cave, about three quarters of a mile from the
beach, is approached by an ascent through romantic
passes of the mountain, and bursts unexpectedly upon
thi eye. A spacious excavation in the solid rock of 1 35
feet ill length, by an equal breadth, presents a magnifi-
cent spectacle of elaborate sculpture and mythological
em1.ci.isi.ment. The roof is supported by pillars of the
rock left standing; their order is uncommon, but effect
agr( cable. Tnc reader is referred to the article of Civil
Architecture in this work, for a Plate illustrative of
pait of the interior of the cave, Plate CLI. The figures
which decorate the wails are in relief so prominent, that
they are attached to the rock only by the back. Gigantic
forms are observed, some with aspects of benignity,
others with looks of terror. Neither in design or" exe-
cution can the sculpture be compared to the monu-
ments of Grecian art ; but it much surpasses inele-
gance, the Egyptian models, and the bas reliefs from
the ruins of Persepolis. The upper extremity of the
cave is chiefly distinguished by the profusion of figures.
Here, the most striking is a bust IS feet high, of a fi-

gure with three heads, expressive of that being of
whom the Hindoos had the most sublime conceptions.
The middle head represents Bralima, or the creative
attribute

; the head on the left, Vishnoo, or the pre-
serving

; and on the right, Seva the destroying, or
changing. Brahma's face is represented full, with a
look of dignity and composure ; his head and neck pro-
fusely covered with ornaments. The face of \'ishnoo
is in profile, with, likewise, a complacent regard, and a
richly decorated head. One hand bears a lotus flower,
the other a fruit resembling a pomegranate

; on one of
his wrists is seen a ring, as worn by the Hindoos at
present. Seva, on the contrary, fiowns with a terrific
countenance in profile, with projecting forehead, and

staring eyes. Snakes supply the place of hair ; and
the representation of a human scull is conspicuous on
the covering of the head. One hand grasps a monstrous
Cobra di Capellaj the other a smaller one ; the whole
calculated to strike terror and amazement ; the length,

from the crown of the head to the chin, is 6 feet, exclu-
sive of the cap, which is 3 feet more.
The bust, or trimurti as it is called, is entire with thei

exception of Brahma's two hands, which are quite de-
stroyed. On each side of the bust is seen a gigantic

figuic leaning on a dwarf, all much defaced. On the

right is a large square compartment, loaded with a va-

riety of figures; the largest of which, 16 feet high, is

the cor.sort ol Seva, represented with one breast. The
figure lias loui- arms, the foremost right hand leaning
on the bull Nundi, the other grasps a Cobra di Capella,
while the inner left hand bears a circular shield. The
head is richly decorated. A male, bearing an instru-

ment resembling a trident, appears on the right hand;
on the left a female holding a mace or sceptre. Brah-
ma is seen with four heads, sitting on a lotus, while, as

it is supposed, Indra and Indranee are represented on
an elephant near him. Here Vishnoo, with four arms,
appears mounted on the shoulders of Garuda. Above
this assemblage are seen small figures, in different atti-

tudes of adoration, supported by clouds. Correspond-
ing with this niche, is another on the left of the bust.

Here two figures are conspicuous, the one a male 14

feet high, said to represent Seva; the other a female
10 feet, who is Parvati his wife. The circular rings,

worn by the Hindoo women at present, are seen on the

legs and wrists of the female ; the mode of braiding the
hair the same ; and the countenance expressive of gen-
tleness. Vishnoo and Garuda are here pourtrayed as

on the other niche, while the heads of most of the atten-

dant small figures have a whimsical appearance of co-

vering, exactly resembling our wigs. Niebvihr, one of

the most intelligent travellers who have visited Elephan-
ta, not possessed of that knowledge of Eastern anti-

quities, requisite to illustrate and explain the sculp-

tures, from his own observation, has drawn conclusions

rather fanciful than just. Of the figure, represented
with one breast, he remarks, that it thence appears, that

the story of the Amazons was not unknown to the In-

dians ; but this, beyond Niebuhr's assertion, we have no
reason to suppose the case. It has been more reasona-

bly deduced, by those acquainted with Indian mytholo-

gy, that it is intended in this figure, considered as male
and female, to represent the active power of Seva, as

Bawani or Courage, and as Isani or the goddess of na-

ture. The above ingenious person appears to us not
more happy in liis conclusion of wigs being of Indian in-

vention. This peculiarity of feature in the symbols,
we conceive to be of foreign extraction, and that the

sculptor, in merely designing to represent curly and
bushy hair, has given them the grotesque appearance of
a wig. But these conjectures cannot detract from Nie-
buhr's general merit as a traveller, w!io must be re-

garded as a person of singular intelligence and erudition.

But we shall pursue our description of the remaining
most remarkable figures.

On each side of the above described groups, is a dark
room, or recess, formerly inaccessible to all, perhaps,
but the Brahniins; but now in undisputed possession of
bats, scorpions, and snakes. On the left of the last men-
tioned assemblage, is observed another group, of which
the most remarkable figure is a male, leading a female
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towards a majestic person seated in the corncv of the

aiche, his head covered like our judges on tlie bench.

The countenance and attitude of the female are expres-

sive of timidity and reluctance. A male urges her for-

ward. Here several small figures are introduced. All

the females have ornaments similar to those worn by

the Hindoo women at present, round the wrists and
legs ; the male's ornaments, bearing the same corres-

pondence, round the wrists alone. This resemblance,
however, assists us but little in ascertaining the date of

the sculptures ; the same customs and dress have been
in immemorial use among the natives of India, as at this

day.

The attention is forcibly arrested by a figure on a

niche of equal dimensions with the last, opposite to it,

and SO feet nearer the entrance of the cave. It is a

gigantic half length of Seva, or the destroyer, in ac-

tion, represented with eight arms, and a belt of human
skulls around his neck. A right hand grasps a sword
iipliited to sever a victim. A Cobra di Capella rises

under one arm; a human skull is conspicuous on the

head. Small attendant figures are pourtrayed in dis-

tress and pain. Many of the figures are mutilated, as

is the principal, whose aspect indicates unrelenting fierce-

ness.

On the other side of the cave, near one of the small

rooms above mentioned, are seen Seva and his consort,

represented sitting in the manner of the country at this

day. A bull reclines at the feet of Seva ; in each cor-

ner of the niche stands a gigantic guard. On each side

of the entrance, is a niche loaded with figures, ail much
defaced and mutilated. In an apartment, half way up
the cave, is inclosed the lingum. The space is entered
on the four sides, where are placed eight colossal statues

difierentiy decorated. Compartments on both sides of
the great cave, separated from it l)y large fragments of
rock, which perhaps formerly composed the roof, pre-

sent several pieces of sculpture ; the most remarkable is

Gancsea, or the Hindoo God of Wisdom, with a human
body and an elephant's head, such as he is represented

in the temples throughout India.

The cave and its decorations appear evidently to be

dedicated to Seva the destroyer. A conviction of the

harmony of the proportions of these gigantic figures,

reconciles the mind to view tl.em with complacency.

Many of them were measured by a scale of proportions,

allowed to he the most correct; and were found not to

deviate more from the standard, than the disproportions

which the configuration of the human body daily pre-

sents. Other excavations are in the vicinity, but being

still unexplored, they are probably of comparative insig-

nificance.

The islanders, who are said to have fled hither from
the opposite island of Salsette, to avoid the persecution

of the Portuguese, and who now live in tranquillity un-

der their Banyan tree, say the cave was formed by the

gods; nor has a much more satisfactory account yet

been traced, than what these simple people give, at least

with regard to the date of its construction. Marks of
dilapidation and ruin are evident throughout the whole
structure. This mutilation is said to have been the ef-

fect of the Portuguese cannon, dragged to the spot for

the purpose of desolating llie shrines of idolatry. How
often is the page of the history of nations stained by
fan;iticism assuming the features of tne most sanguina-

ry superstition, while, in the pursuit of the objects of its

vengeance, it erases the fairest monuments of art, and

abandons itself up to every species of outrage and licen-

tiousness ! However characteristic persecution and the
sword may be, of the spirit of Maliometanism, tliey find

no sanction from th^ mild and benevolent doctrines of
Christianity.

The cave of Elephanta, like the excavations near El-
lora, is the work of a people among whom the arts have
attained a high state of perfection. There, labour and
skill are displayed in a degree much superior to that
necessary to construct the pyramids. The one exhibits
the toil of barbarous slavery, the other the genius of a
civilized and scientific nation. Asiatic literature having
been followed through its thousand streams, at this mo-
ment, the gods of India stand revealed in their various
attributes, almost as clearly as the deities of Greece and
Rome; yet has the research failed to deduce science
from its parent source, and to reflect much light on the

dark page of the history of that splendid .Era, when Asia
eclipsed all nations in works of magnificence and art.

Egyptian priests are believed to have come from the
Nile to the Ganges, and it may be inferred from the
immovable prejudices and self-sufliciency of the Brah-
mins, not as their preceptors, hut rather to be instructed

than to instruct. We know Egypt to have been the

fountain of knowledge for the western, and India for the

eastern regions of the globe ; but which of the two na-

tions can boast of priority of claim to the arts and
sciences, remains a doubt. We are ignorant of what
the learned of Memphis wrote conceriring India, and the

sages of Benares give but obscure accounts of Egypt.
Indeed, Hindoo testimony, from its preposterous claims

to antiquity, is entitled to little belief. We are abun-
dantly warranted in supposing that a connexion sub-
sisted between the aneient idolatrous nations, and that

Egyptians, Indians, Greeks, and Italians emanated fiom
one central point, from thence scattering their different

arts and knowledge, along with themselves, over the
world. See Asiatic Researches, \'o\. iv. ; Niebuhr's Tra-
vels ; and M. Graham's Journal of a Residence in India.

(W. T.)

ELEPHANTIASIS. See Medicine.
ELEPHANTOPUS, a genus of plants of the class

Syiigenesia, and order Polyganiia Segregata. See Bo-
tany, p. 304.

ELEPHANTUSIA, a genus of plants of the class
Polygamia, and order Direcia. See Botany, p. 340.
ELEUSINE, a genus of plants of the class Triandria,

and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 109.

ELEUSINIAN Mysteries. See Free Masonry
and Mysteries.
ELGIN, a royal burgh of Scotland, and the county

town of Morayshire, lies upon the banks of the Lossie,
ai)out seven miles from where that river falls into the
Moray Frith. It is supposed to have derived its name
from Hclg-ij, a Norwegian general, who, in the begin-
ning of the 10th century, when Siward, Earl of the Ork-
nies, spread his conquests over the northern pai-ts of
Scotland, is said to ha\e built a town southward of Dnf-
feyrus. This description corresjionds with tlic scite of
Elgin; and the supposition is farther confirmed by the

inscription on the common seal of the town, Siif-i/lum com-
7nnnf civitatis de JHclgyn. This town consists of one
slieet above a mile in length, intersected by seven small-

er streets or lanes; and the houses which front the prin-

cipal street aie generally of three stories. Near the

centre of the town, and in the middle of the street, which
here widens very much, are huddled together the town-
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house, the sheiifT-coiut-house, and the county jail ;
and

near to these is the parish chuich, a low incgiilar build-

ing, all of which both deform and encumber the street.

At the west end of the town, on a gieen mount called

Lady Hill, are the ruins of a royal ion. The area with-

in the wall which surrounds tlic summit ol" tlie hill is 85

yards in length by 45 in breadth; and from llic remains

of the interior buildings, it would seem, that they once

formed a square. This fort was destroyed by Robert de

Rrucc, when he surprised the English garrison which

then held it, on his unexpected return from the He-

brides.

Elgin was at an early period erected into an Episco-

pal see, and was adorned with the palaces of ecclesias-

tics, and the endowments of monks. The chapel of the

monastery of the Grey Friars, is still almost entire, but

the monastery itself has been long occupied as the habi-

tation of a private family. The Bishop's palace, now the

properly of the Duke of Gordon, is but a mean building,

and can scarcely be distinguished from the ordinary

dwellings. The ruins of the cathedral stand at the east

end of the town, and display both magnificence and ele-

gance. This pile is in the form of a cross, 264 feet long,

and 35 broad, of Gothic architecture, and stands due
east and west. It had five towers; two on the corners

of the west end, 84 feet high, exclusive of the steeples;

two on the east, 60 feet; and one in the middle, 198 feet.

The grand entrance is by the west, through an arched
gateway 24 feet high, and 24 feet broad at the base.

Above this gate was a window in the form of an acute
angled arch, 27 feet high, and 19 wide; and on the east

gable was a parallel range of five windows, each ten by
two feet; above these, five more, each seven feet high;
and over all, a circular window about lo feet in diame-
ter. On both sides of the church, eastwaid from the
transept, were aisles 18 feet broad outside the walls,

having each a large window, and above these a range
of windows six feet in height. The whole is richly or-

namented with carved devices and embellishments. But
the most beautiful part of the building is the chapter-
house, which communicates with the choir by a vaulted
vestry. It has the form of an octagon 34 feet high, and
27 in its greatest breadth. Its vaulted roof is support-
ed by a clustered pillar nine feet in circumference, from
the top of which ribs stretch along the roof to each an-
gle of the octagon. Except where it joins the choir,
there is a window on each side ; and in the north wall
are five stalls in niches for the bishop and dignified cler-

gy. The middle stall intended for the bishop or dean
is larger, and raised a step higher than the rest. This
cathedral was built by Bishop Andrew dc Moray in
1224. In 1390 it was burnt down, together with the
town of Elgin, by Alexander, (son of Robert II.) called
the " Wolf of Badenoch," in resentment against Bishop
Barr. It was soon after, however, restored to its former
magnificence, and Bishop Innes laid the foundation of
the great tower, and made some other additions to the
building. In 1506, the great tower fell, and although
Bishop Foreman began to rebuild it in the following
year, it was not completed till about 32 years after. The
whole cathedral remained entire till 1568, when the coun-
cil at Edinburgh ordered the lead to be taken from the
cathedral churches of Aberdeen and Elgin, and sold for
the maintenance of the Regent P.Iurray's soldiers. Being
thus uncovered and exposed to the weather, it soon after
be^^aii to 'i.ccay, and the great tower fell down in 171 1.
The remains of a high stone wall still exists, which in-

ELK
closed the cathedral and burying ground, withliouses

and small gardens for 22 canons and dignitaries of llie

see.

Among the buildings of this town, it may be proper

to include an intended hospital for the sick poor of the

town and county. The funds, now amounting to near-

ly 40,000/., which are to be appropriated to this pur-

pose, were left by Dr Alexander Gray, a native of El-

gin, who died some years ago in India. The trustees

have already fixed upon a very elegant plan for the

building, and it promises to be a great ornament, as well

as benefit to the town and neighbourhood.

The situation of Elgin seems to have been chosen

without any regard to the advantages of trade or com-
merce, being seven miles from the nearest sea-port ; but

rather for security and subsistence. It stands in the

middle of a rich and fertile country, from which sup-

plies could at all times have been easily drawn. The
morass of Strathcant formed its defence on the south

;

its own castle on the west ; and on the north and east

winds the river Lossie, over which are five stone bridges

of two arches, within the short extent of two miles. The
trade of the town arises entirely from the supply demand-
ed by the surrounding district, and its only manufac-

tures are those which are necessary for domestic purpo-

ses. The council of the burgh consists of 1 7 members,
annually elected by themselves, resident burgesses only

being eligible ; and their revenue is about 200/. a year.

In 1811, the town and parish contained 1258 families,

and 4602 souls. See Pennant's Tour in Scotland ; and

An Account of the Antiquities, is'c. in the Province of
Moray, pp. 16—24. (/j)

ELICHRYSUM, a genus of plants of the class Syn-

gencsia, and order Polygamia Superflua. See Botany,
p. 293.

ELIZABETH. See England.
ELK. This is one of the larger animals inhabiting

the globe, belonging to the genus Cervus, and order
Pecora of Linnseus. The history of the elk is involved
in considerable confusion, from which we shall find it

difficult to lay down its specific characters, as those who
have had the most favourable opportunities for observa-
tion are scarcely agreed concerning them.

This animal dwells in the north-eastern parts of
Europe, in Asia, and North America, chiefly frequent-

ing the colder climates. In the latter country it is call-

ed the moose deer, or wampoose by the natives. It is

said to consist of two kinds, the real elk or moose deer,

which is larger than the tallest horse, and has been
seen eight or ten feet high, of a dark grey colour, some-
times black, but much paler on the legs and beneath
the tail ; the hair is long and coarse, ten or twelve inches

in length on the ridge of the back, and forming a kind
of mane on the upper part of the neck. There is a sort

of carbuncle or excrescence pendent from the throat of
some ; but it is not ascertained whether this is a general

characteristic of the animal, or belongs only to the

Tn.ale. The tail is short, the eyes and ears are large and
erect, and the hoofs broad. But the elk is chiefly dis-

tinguished by two wide spreading palmated horns of

great size, proceeding from the forehead, between two
and three feet long, or even between four and five in

those of the greatest size ; and they have undoubtedly
been seen in recent instances, though not so large, yet
of such dimensions as to enable us to admit the proba-
bility of the fact. The other species is said to be smaller,

and of a light grey colour, to herd in flocks of 20 or 30,
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and to bear more resemblance to the fallow deer; whereas

the moose is either solitary, or not to be I'ouiid with above

four or five in company. The motion of tlic elk is un-

like tliat of the deer ; it docs not spring on being sur-

prised, it advances with a shambling gait, while the

hoofs make a loud cluttering, and runs with great speed.

Its food is the herbage of the ground or the foliage of

young trees It dwells on hills or in woody countries,

sometimes chusing open pastures in summer, and re-

treating to thickets and the banks of lakes or rivers in

winter. Fronj the shortness of its neck and length of

the legs, declivities are principally frequented, for the

ease of reaching the ground. In winter, it prefers

willows and some aquatic plants. These animals breed

about the month of April, and generally produce two

at a time. The males are said to cast their horns an-

inially in November, and to renew them in spring : the

females have none, and are besides very difl'erent from
the males, in being much inferior in size, of a brownish

sandy colour, the hair white at the root, and nearly so

in some parts of the surface.

The elk is of a quiet, tractable, and docile nature.

In its wild state it is harmless and inoffensive, and it

is very easily tamed. When pursued, in crossing rivers

and lakes it makes no resistance, and boys or women
can then destroy it. Mr Hearne relates, that he re-

peatedly saw many as tame as sheep at the settlement

in Hudson's bay, and that they would follow their keep-

ers, or come to meet them, in the same manner as tlie

most domestic animal would have done. At New York
they have been broke to harness, ajid apparently not

without success. The disposition of the animal renders

it particularly favourable for such expLiiments, and it is

not unlikely that it might be naturalized and domesticat-

ed in this islnnd.

Of late years a description has been given by Dr
Smith* of an animal of this genus, which he characterises

as tlic real and genuine elk, and he deduces its cliarac-

teristics from four individuals, whicii were exhibited to

him in America. The colour, he observes, is reddish

in spring ; it then changes to greyish dun, afterwards to

grey in autunm, and continues so during winter. The
rump for six or seven inches from the tail is pale yellow,

and separated by a blackish semicircular line from the

rest of the body. The fore part of the legs and the nose

are black, as also the \mder lip on each side. A mane
about six inches longer than the hair of the rest of the

body, and a beard on the throat and breast, are seen on

the male in winter. He is provided with horns, which,

according to Dr Smith, are not palmated, but consist of

three principal divisions, and are cast, all except a pith

or core, several inches long, in May. In about eight

weeks they begin to grow, and according to the age of

the animal a prong successively vegetates from the inside

of each alternately. Under the lower angle of each eye

is a large external oblique slit, nearly an inch in length,

by means of which a whistling noise is ))roduced. Two
of the animals were males, and two females ; the former
had a small vesicle on the external part of each hind leg,

containing an unctuous matter, which they can open and

anoint the sprouting horns : this was done regularly at

four in the morning and at ten at night. These creatures

ate ordinary vegetables, and readily received tobacco;

but as all were domesticated, no inferences could be

* Late of New-York.

drawn with regard to tiieir food. At the same time it is

said, that in the natural stale they feed on the wild plant.

All being young, at least not full grown, the extreme li-

mits of their size could not be ubcertained; a male, two
years old, was 7 feet 3 inches in length ; a female, three

years old, 7 feet 9 inches long, and 4 feet 7 inches in

height ; tiie ear nine inches long, the tail only three.

The whole were taken in Upper Canada.

From the preceding description, it appears there is a

sensible difference between the real elk of naturalists

and tnose of Dr Smith. The Cervus Pygargus of Pal-

las, which dwells in Russiii, beyond the Volga, seems
to bear some resemblance to the latter, in having the

muzzle and upper lip black ; the tail is only a cutane-

c«is elongation, and the horns are trifurcated. But in

other places he speaks of the elk in contradistinction to

this animal.

There is a striking peculiarity in the nature of the

elk, which has given birth to various conjectures. Wncn
sprung by the huntsman, it sometimes suddenly falls

down as if in a fit, and then as suddenly recovering it-

self, sets off at great speed. An opinion has hence pre-

vailed, that it is subject to epilepsy ; and a part of the

animal's hoof has been worn as an amulet or charm
against that distemper. Horses, it is said, have been
seen with the same peculiarity ; and we know there are

among the smaller tribes of animals, some which coun-

terfeit death on being alarmed.

The elk is Imnted in various ways, for the sake of

its flesh and skin, and as the fur of wild animals is

richer in winter, that season is commonly selected for its

capture. The Indians near Hudson's Bay can easily

run it down, for although endowed with sufficient speed,

the elk is tender-footed and short winded, so that a good
runner will generally tire it in less than a day, and fre-

quently in six or eight hours. However, the huntsniaii

has been known to continue the pursuit two days, before

coming up with the game. On such occasions the In-

dians go lightly clothed and loaded, in order to preserve

them from fatigue. When the elk can advance no far-

ther, it stands and keeps the pursuer at bay vviili its head

and fore feet : by means of the latter it can kill a dog or

even a wolf, and people who suddenly rush upon it, are

in danger of serious injury ; therefore the Indians who
want fire arms, or bows and arrows, stab the animal with

a knife fixed to the end of a long stick. This kind of

pursuit is much facilitated by the state of the snow ; for

a heavy animal like the elk sinks deep at every step,

when a thaw begins, while the huntsman is kept up by

snow shoes on tiie surface. Snares are also set for the

elk: its approach to lakes and rivers is watched, when it

is shot with guns or arrows: dogs are likewise used in

the chase, anti there are various other modes of capture.

The flesh of the elk is good and nutritious, and the

skin is converted to various useful purposes. It serves

for covering the tent of the Indian, for his shoes, belts,

and all the rest of liis clothing, while ladles are mi.de of

the horns. The skin, when properly dressed, is pecu-

liarly soft and even; but not being prepared with oil, it is

said to become hard after having been wet, unless pre-

cautions are taken to rub it while drying.

It is probable that some species of these animals are

extinct, unless they remain in the recesses of thos< fo-

rests as yet unexplored by the modern races of nun.

But we know from undoubted evidence, that they once

dw, ;t in countries, even in these islands which \vc now

inhabit, where they no longer exist, uor docs any tradi-
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tioii of them now remain. Horns of enoimous size are

fi-eciucnilv (liscoveieil near the surface of the eavlli, or

far below' it, which the present elk, though its neck be

of LTcat strcnKlh, would almost seem incapable ot sup-

i)oi tint?. Xor is it less singular, that such remains are

often associated with those of other animals so different

in nature, as to render it doubtful whether the hvmg

race of both could survive together.

These enormous horns are probably more common in

Ireland than elsewhere, and have certainly belonged to

a species nearly analogous to that which dwells in the

northern region's of the world. Of this description is

a pair which Dr Molyncux long ago described in the

Phtlosoliliical Transactions, me:\mn\vj; 10 feet 10 inches,

from tip to tip ; each horn 5 feet 2 inches in length,

and 1 1 inches in circumference at the root. Yet the head

bore no proportion to these immoderate dimensions, for

it was only two feet long, by one in breadth, or just about

the size of that of the largest of the elks described by

Dr Smitli. But these horns do not seem of the largest

size, as Mr Parkinson more recently speaks of one 12

inches in circumference at the root. The place of their

deposit is usually among alluvial remains. Cuvier, a

celebrated anatomist, has objected to the fossil horns be-

longing to the same sjjecies as the present elk, because,

although palmated like them, the palms are higher from

the head, and somewhat of a different figure. But if we
are entitled to judge from analogy, the distinctions are

not very remote ; nay, on strictly attending to the di-

mensions of the heads which are discovered, inferences

might be drawn that the ancient elk of the world was lit-

tle different from the recent elk in size. See Hearne's

Journey from Hudson's Bay. Kalm's Travels in N'orth

America. Philoso/ihical Magazine, vol. vi.* Phitosofihi-

cal Transactions, vol. xxix. p. 31. Parkinson's Organic

J{emains,\o\.'u\. Pallas' Koi/a^-e*, torn. i. p. 8. (c)

ELLESMEI^E, a market town of England, in Shrop-

shire, lies 15 miles north-north-west from Shrewsbury,

and 176 north-west from London, and is situated on the

margin of a beautiful lake, from which it takes its name.

It is a very ancient town, and was formerly very strongly

fortified. During the frequent contentions between the

English and Welsh in the early period of our history,

the castle of Ellesmere became a post of considerable

importance, and was held alternately by both nations.

The site of the castle, from whence there is a delightful

prospect, and a distinct view of nine different counties,

is now converted into one of the finest bowling greens in

the kingdom. No vestige of the building remains, ex-
cept three walls and fosses, by which it is still surround-
ed. It is a neat clean town, but has nothing to boast of
except its situation. It contains four well built streets,

a spacious church of an irregular cruciform construc-
tion, hi the centre of which is a handsome square tower
with pinnacles; and the ceiling of the chapel is highly
enriched with Gothic fret work. The principal trade of
this town consists in malting and tanning, and it has of
late detived considerabk advantages from the Elles-
mere canal, which forms a communication between the
river Dee at Chester, and the Severn at Shrewsbury.
The lake covers 116 acres: it is well stocked with fish,

particularly eels, and its margin is finely wooded. On
one side stand the tower, and a house of industry for the

* Med. Refios. New-York, vol. 2 : from which work
the account in the PMl. Mag. is taken.

ELL

poor of five neighbouring parishes, and on the other the

mansion and park of Oatley.

According to the population return in 1811, the town

and parish contained,

Inhabited houses 1064

Families that occupy them 1091

Families employed in agriculture 613

Families employed in trade and manufactures . 452

Males 27 IS

Females 2924

Total population 5639

See Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xiii. p. 280.

(/O

ELLIPSE. See Conic Sections, and Drawing
Instruments.
ELLIPTIC Motions of the Planets. See As-

TKONOMY Index.

ELLIPTOGRAPH, Farey's. See Drawing In-

struments, Plate CCXXXVIII. Fig. 2.

ELLISIA, a genus of plants of the class Pentandria,

and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 139.

ELLORA, a town of Hindostan, distant about 18

miles from the city of Aurungabad, and six from the

fortress of Doulutabad.
The town itself, of no great extent, is situated in a

valley, and is chiefly celebrated for its vicinity to works
of Hindoo superstition, scattered profusely over the

sides of mountains, about a mile to the eastward.

It has not been ascertained to what period these ex-

traordinary efforts of human labour and zeal may be
accurately referred, certainly to a date antecedent to

the Mahometan conquests in the Deccan, where the do-

minion of the Hindoo dynasty of princes was paramount,

commanding the wealth, resources, and industry, of that

populous region of Asia.

In no quarter of the globe has superstition struck

its roots deeper, and taken more complete possession

of the human mind, than in Asia ; scaling the loftiest

and most inaccessible mountains, to fix its shrines on

their summits, consecrating the gloom of caverns, and
impressing its symbols on almost every remarkable tree

and stone.

Though the religion of Brahma rejects proselytism,

it is well calculated to flatter the passions of the human
heart ; to allure by the magnificence of its temples, its

dazzling processions and ceremonies; to seduce by the

mysterious sublimity of its doctrines; to excite wonder
by its nuinberless penances and mortifications; and to

command the blind submission and admiration of the

multitude by the sacred character of its priests.

These effects are now but partially produced, as the

streams of wealth which fed the Indian pagodas, have
been diverted into other channels, and swallowed up
by the rapacity of conquerors. And though their dark
idolatry is still respected, yet we do not scruple to af-

firm, that the bulwarks of that once inaccessible su-

perstition are gradually undermining, and the charac-

ter of the Bi'ahmin himself becoming impaired in the

eyes of the Hindoo ; the recondite stores of the San-
scrit language being unfolded, and the veil of mystery
which surrounded his mythology, being removed by Bri-

tish intelligence and inquiry. Some of the most celebra-

ted pagodas having fallen under the controul of the East
India Company, many of the most sensible Hindoos
begin to suspect that they are paying hothage to the
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Mammon of the Company, under an incarnation of

Vis/inoOy or Seva.

The caves of EUora must at all limes have powerfully

contributed to upliold the superstition of the Hindoo,
and are not more remarkable for their wonderful con-

struction, than for the durability of materials which
have so long resisted the ravages of time, and the per-

secuting zeal of tlie Mahometan. The writer of the

present article has surveyed these excavations by torch

light, and he can declare that the gigantic forms which
frown on the living rock, must inspire amazement in

minds not tinctured with superstition. A minute de-

scription of Itiem, however, at a remote period of time,

from iiis own observation, cannot be attempted. But
information on the subject is not defective. Intelligent

travellers have attentively examined them, and com-
municated their remarks to the public.

The reader is referred to the article Civil Archi-
tecture in this work, for a particular description, and
for Figures (Plate CLI.) illusiiative of some of the most
remarkable excavations, taken from Sir C. VV. Malet's

account, preserved in the 6th volume of the Asiatic Re-
searches.

Sir Charles, when on the spot, endeavoured to as-

certain the date of these works, but without success.

We have two authorities stated by him regarding
their antiquity and origin, which we shall quote, more
for the amusement than the satisfactory information of

our readers.

A Mahometan, named Meer Ala Khan, an inhabi-

tant of Ahmednugger, mentions that a person of ac-

knowledged erudition told him, "That the town of El-

lora was built by Rajah Eel, who also excavated the

temples, and being pleased with them, formed the for-

tress of Deoghur, (Doulutabad), which is a curious com-
pound ol excavation, scarping, and building, by which
the mountains were converted into a fori, resembling,
as some say, the insulated temple in the area of Indur
Subua. Eel Rajah was contemporary with Shah Momm
Aril, who lived 900 years ago."

On the other hand, a Brahmin, an inhabitant of Ro-
za, quotes a book entitled, Seiua Lye JSIahat, or the
grandeur of the mansion of Sewa, i. e. Mahdew, and
relates, "That the excavations of Ellora are 7894
years old, formed by EUoo Rjjah the son of Pesh-
punt of Elichpoor, when SuOO years of the Dwarpa
Youg Were unaccomplished, which added to 4894 of

the present Kal Youg, makes 7894 Eelloo Rajah's
body was afflicted with maggots, and in quest of cure
he came to the famous purifying water named Sewa
Lye, or, as it is commonly called, Sewalla, that had
been curtailed by Vishnu, (at the instigation of Yem-
durhum, or Jum, the destroying agent,) from sixty

bows length (each four cuvits square) to the size of a

cow's hoof. In this water Eelloo dipped a cioth, and
cleansed with it his face and h?nds, which cleared him
of the maggots. He then built Koond, (or cistern,)

and bathing therein, his wliole body was purified ; so
that looking on the place as holy, he fir^t constructed
the temple called Kiylmas, &c. to the place of Bis-

kurma."
These two authorities are not more remarkable for

the coincidence in the alleged projector Rajuh E -l, or
Eelloo, than for their violent dis'-repancy of d<)tc.

Sir Chailes, howi-.ver, discovered, that ihe excavations
are dot all ol equal antiquity, having traced the more
noriiierly ones to he the works ot the Sewrasor Juttees,

Vol.. VIII. Part I.

who are esteemed schismatics by the Brahmins, and a
sect of comparatively modern origin ; but this discovery
does not ascertain or affect ilic date or origin of the
other excavations, which is lost in fable. No person,
in our opinion, who has surveyed these stupendous
works, can imagine them the result of individual zeal.

The execution of any ol them must be considered a
prodigious effort of enthusiasm in one person, but when
we take them collectively, and view the sides of moun-
tains shaped by the cliissel into temples, caverns, and
areas of unparalleled size, all loaded with mythological
embellishment of the most elaborate workmanship, we
can only ascribe them to the zeal of ages, nourished by
the wealth and munificence of succeeding princes.
The Koond, or cistern, is extant just uithout the

town of Eliora. The holiness of its water still renders
it a place of resort. A Tecrut, or pilgrimage, is per-
formed to it, under the appellation of Sewalla Teerut,
or Koond.
The mythological symbols are considered by Sir C.

Malet to be purely Hindoo, without any admixture of
Egyptian or Ethiopian origin.

But if Sir William Jones's opinion be well grounded,
in which we entirely concur, that a connection subsist-

ed between the idolatrous nations of Egypt, India,
Greece, and Italy, long before they emigrated to their
several settlements, and consequently before the birth
of Moses, we may easily supp<)se them to have borrow-
ed their symbols of worship reciprocally from each
other. Thus the remarkable features of resemblance
so ingeniously traced by Sir William between the dei-

ties of Greece and India will be accounted for.

In executing these works, the chissel appears to have
been the only instrument used, as traces of it arc visible

all over the granite.

They are dedicated chiefly to Mahdewas, the presi-

ding deity, who appears under a two-fold attribute in

the temples of India. He is designated the god of de-
struction, and is conspicuous as the deity who presides
over generation, i-epresented riding on a white bull.

His celestial seat is Mount Cailasu, every splinter of
whose rock is an inestimable gem. On earth, he haunts
the snowy mountains of Himalaya, to the east of the
Brahmaputra river, called Chandrasicharu, or the Moun-
tain of the Moon.
Whoever visits the caves of Ellora, while he admires

such amazing efforts of industry, must deplore its

abuse, in executing works superior in point of lal>our

and skill to the pyramids, and which, like them, can
only serve to be perpetu .1 monumenis of human we.dt-

ness and folly. S:c Aaialic Ri-isearc/ics, vol. vi. (w. T.)

ELOQUENCE. See Ouatorv
ELONGATION. See Astronomy.
ELORA. 5ifc Ellora.
ELSHOLTZl.'K, a genus of plants of the class Didy-

namia, and ord. r Gymnospermia. See Botany, p. .::36.

ELSINEUR. Elsinoer, or, in Danish, Hf.lsin-
GOER, is a town of Denmark, in the island of Z aland;

and is situated on the west side of the Sound, almost
opposite to Helsingljurg on the Sw-dish side of the

Souiid, f/om which it is distant about 3 or 4 English

miles The town of Eisineur is well Imill, tlie houses
heing ' 'utfly of brick, and is regarded as the second
town ill the Danish islands. It oor.tains two rliivciics;

a grammar school ; a custnm-liouse, whicli is m fine build-

ing; scvert'l handsome private bnildin^"-, asd ;; suirar

house. In the year 1753 an attempt was matie to lorm
3 D
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a harbour, but it was found lo be itnpraclicablc. The
road-blead, however, is admirable, and generally con-

tains grtal nunibtis ol" vcsstls lyiiii; at anchor. Those

ships, whitli draw only 8 feet of water, can come up

10 tlic ([uays.

The most intcrestins:; objocl at Elsincur is the fortress

of Cronbtrg, which is situated on the edt;e of a penin-

sular promontory. The royal palace, williin the loriitica-

tions, is a magnificent Cioihic buiUlini!: of freestone,

and of a square iorm. From an inscription over the

Rate, it appears lo have been bep;un by Frederic II.

and repaired and auv;niented by sutceedini;; sovereigns.

Besides the royal apai tments, which are insignificant, it

contains the residence of the commandant, a church, a

corn magazine, ice. In one part of the castle is a plat-

form, from which the view is magnificent. The Swe-

dish coast, towards the north,- is seen for 40 or 50 miles,

while the steeples of Copenhagen may be discerned to-

wards the soutli.

The Castle of Cronberg is strongly fortified towards

the shore by bastions and regular entrenchments ; and

towards the sea by several batteries mounted with 60

cannon, the largest of which are 48 pounders.

Every vessel that passes tlie port, lowers the topsail

and pays a toll, amounting, exclusive of a small duty

for the lighthouses, tol' per cent, on their cargoes, ex-

cepting the English, French, Dutch, and Swedish,

from whom only one per cent is levied. These tolls

supply an annual revenue of U)0,000/. according to Mr
Coxc, or of 200,000/. according to Kuttner. It was in

this castle that the late unfortunate Queen Matilda was
imprisoned. The only other object of interest at El-

sineur, is the Palace of Marienlust, a new but not ex-

tensive building, belonging to the Crown Prince. It

stands on a small steep hill. The garden is called Ham-
let's garden, which, according to tradiiion, is the place

where the murder of his father was perpLtraled. An
account of the shipping of all nations, which paid toll

at Elsineur between the years 1792 and 1804, will be
found under our article Baltic Population SOOO.

-According to trigonometrical observations, Elsineur
is situated in East Long. 12° 38' 2", and Noith Lat.
56" 2' 17" See Coxe's Travels in PfAand. Russia,

Siveden. Ijfc. vol. v. p. 85 ; Kuttncr's Travels through

Denmark, Hwedtn- is'c. letter iv ; Catteau Calleville's

Tablrau de la Mer Balrii/ue. Paris, 1812, torn. ii. p.

324; and Carr's AXrthem Summer. (^')

ELVAS, formerly Jelves, is a city and frontier town
of Portugal, in the province of Alentejo, situated on a
hill covered with olive trees. The streets arc irregular
and narrow, and so full of dirt, that it is difficult to

wade through them, even in dry weather. The town
contains four parish churches, and six religious houses,
besides a monastery of capuchins without the gate. El-
vas is the first and most impoitant fortress in Portugal.
The town is strongly fortifiod, and is defended by two
citadels situated on the adjacent hills. One of these is

called Fort St Luzia. The other was erected by the
Count of Lippe Buckeburgh, and has, thererefore, re-
ceived the name of o forte de .Xossa Scnhora de gra^a de
Lilifie The prince of Waldeck considered it as a mas-
tcrpiecfc of fortilic.ilion, and as superior to any thing
that he had sten. The great aqueduct of Elvas, callfd
oi arcoa de jimoreira, from its commencing near a mul-
berry tree, is a very splendid work. It is a Portus^uese
league in length

; and in the neighbourhood of the town,
where it passes across a valley, it consists of four rows

ELY

of arches, one upon another, of a considerable height!

Elvas, being the chief town of a corrcgimento, is go-

verned by a corregidor, a. /irovcdur, and a juiz de fora.

The hill on which Elvas stands is formed of granite, con-

sisting of while quartz, felspar, and mica, and in some
parts containing steatite. On the declivity of the hill,

the granite is covered with a whitish grey foliated lime-

stone, with sulphurous pyrites and fahltrz interspersed.

Elvas first acquired the name of a city in the reign of

Don Manuel, although it is said to have been rebuilt

by Don Sancho II. who granted the conditions under
which the settlers accepted the lands. The population

of the town and district was 12,000. West Long. 7",

North Lat. 38° 44'.
{j)

ELY, the name of a town of England, in the county
of Cambridge. It is situated on a rising ground on
the river Ouse, in the marshy district called the Isle of

Ely The town is of great antiquity, and is. supposed
to have derived its name either from £lig, from the

great number of eels with which the river abounded,
or from the Saxon word heiig, which signifies a willow,

in consequence of the great number of willows which
grew in the neighbourhood. The streets are irregular,

and excepting the principal one, which contains some
good houses, they are neither lighted nor paved. The
principal public building in Ely is the cathedral, which
was begun in 1093, and finished in 1106. It appears
to be a work of different periods, and is a mixture of

Saxon, Norman, and English architecture. The length

of tlie cathedral from east to west is 535 feet, but the

length within is only 517. The transept is 190 feet

long, and the lantern 170. The western tower is 270
feet high, and the tower on the south wing 120. The
length of the nave is 203 feet, and the heigiit of its

roof 1040. Of late years the choir has been removed to

the cast end of the cathedral, and in 1792 a handsome
painted window has been put up above the altar. St
Mary's Chapel, now Trinity Cliurch, stands near the east

end of the cathedral. It was begun in the reign of Ed-
ward II. and is esteemed one of the most perfect build-

ings of that age. It is 200 feel long within, 46 feet

broad, and the vaulted roof 60 feet high. It lias neitlier

pillars nor side aisles, but is supported by buttresses

surmounted with pinnacles. The Episcopal palace is

built of brick, and the houses of the prebendaries are

near the cathedral, and stand on the site of an ancient
convent endowed by one of the kings of the East An-
gles. There is here a free grammar school for 42 iioys,

besides two charily schools. The inhabitants are clii.^f!y

employed in gardening, the adjacent grounds being piin-

cipally laid out in gardens, wliich supply the neighbour-
ing towns, and even Cambridge, with vegetaldcs. The
following abstract of the population of Ely is for the
year 1811, and includes Cheltisliam in St Mary's Pa-
lish, and Stuntney in Trinity Parish.

Number of inhabited houses 928
Number of families that occupy them .... 944
Families chitfly employed in agriculture . . . 406
F'jiiilies employed in trade and nianufacturo . 263
Number of males 2.034
Number of females 2,215

Total population 4.249

See Benlham's History and jintiquities of Ely ; Mil-
ler's Account of Ely Cat/ic\!ral ; Lyson's Magna Britan-
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nia, vol. ii. ; and the Beauties of England and Wales,

vol. ii. pp. 151— 169. (to)

ELY. See FiFESHiKE.
ELYMUS, a genus of plants of the class Triandria,

and order Dit!;ynia. See Botany, p. !03.

ELYSIUM. See Mythology.
EMB.\BE. or Embabil. See Boulac.
EMBALMING, the art of preserving animal bodies

from decay after deatli.

Nature, to make way for her successive generations,

has decreed, that the cessation of life shall be followed

by the resolution of material substances into invisible

fluids. This is accomplished by putrefaction ; and no
sooner has life departed than its operation begins,

quickly reducing the most beautiful works of the crea-

tion to a loathsome and corrupted mass; subsequent
changes ensue, and, by final decomposition, the inani-

mate matter totally disappears. Mankind, reluctant to

part with beloved or veneriited objects, and actuated by
religious principles relative to the welfare of the soul,

have devised various methods of counteracting the pro-

gress of nature, by preserving their bodies from decay.

On remounting to periods of high antiquity, we find the

Egyptians, one of the earliest nations whose history has

been transmitted to our own times, embalming tlie bodies

of their dead, which were then consigned to appropri-

ate cemeteries, or retained in their dwellings, where
they might be the subject of pious contemplation.

The preservation of the deul in the dwellings of the

living, and their interment within its walls, was not pe-

culiar to the Egyptians. In scripture it is said, that Sa-

muel was buried in his house at Ramah ; and of Joab,

that '• Benaiah, the son of Jehoiada, went up and fell up-

on him., and slew him, and he was buried in his own
house in the wilderness." Nor are examples of this

waiiting in modern history, as the Chinese are said to

keep the bodies of their relatives long unburicd beside

them ; »nd some barbarous nations on the coast of

Africa inter a deceased relative in the hut which he
inhabited.

Embalming, as an art, was carried to great perfection

by the Egyptians: it was conducted by persons specially

initiated in it, and performed at a costly charge to the

survivors. So long as the body remained entire and un-

distm-bcd. they believed that the spirit would reanimate

it after the lapse of thousands of years; and in another

respeci it was no less important, for a son might pledge
the body for his own debt, but it was declared infamous
not to redeem it. History even relates, that the bodies

of ancestors were exposed to the view of strangers, or

produced on ceremoriious occasions by posterity; and it

has been inferred from a passage of Lucian, that he sat

at table along with the corpse of an Egvptian.
There were diflerent modes in which embalming was

performed, as Herodotus and Diodorus, who both tra-

velled in Egypt at different periods, relate, and they

seem actually to have witnessed the fact. According to

the former, the decease of any person of distinction was
followed by great lamentations of the women ; and the

men expressed similar symptoms of grief, while they

religiously abstained from all pleasures and enjoyments.
After llicse emotions subsided, the body was delivered

to tlie professors of the art, to be prepared according to a

fixed price, proportioned to the quality of the deceased.

The operator first proceeded to extract the brain through
the nostrils by means of a crooked instruincnt, and filled

lip the cavity with balsamic ingredients. He next laid

open the abdomen, and the intestines being removed,
were cleansed with wine and odoriferous substances, and
then returned; or they were peihaps tliiown into the
Nile. The cavity was filled with aromatic matter, and
sewed up again. After this the body was deposited 70
days in nitre, and having been removed when these
elapsed, it was washed once more, and swathed in fine

linen besmeared with gum. The process was now com-
pleted after the most expensive method. In another
method, a quantity of oil of cedar being injected, and
the body laid 70 days as before in nitre, the oil on ex-
pulsion brought away the intestines, and the nitre con-
suming the flesh, left nothing but the skin and bones,
whereby embalming was also completed. By a mode
still more economical than either, the abdomen was
merely washed with certain lotions, and the body then
dried 70 days with salt. Diodorus differs from lliis au-
thor, in limiting the period of preparation to 30 days.

From the rapid progress of putrescence in a climate
so hot as that of Egypt, it appears, that these operations
were immediately subsequent to decease, but with one
exception, the oiigin of which must be sought in the
depraved manners of the East. Beautiful women were
not conmiitted to the embalmers before the lapse of four
or five days after death; and the like interval was pre-
served with respect to those of rank-
When returned to the survivors, the body had ac-

quired a fragrant odour, every member remained entire,

no part had undergone any change; the beauty and ap-
pearance of the face were exactly as they had originally

been ; even the hairs of the eyelids and eyebrows remain-
ed in their place. " Thus," says Diodorus, " many of
the Egyptians who keep the dead bodies of their ances-
tors in magnificent houses, see the real features of those
who died many ages before they themselves were born,
and take as much pleasure in gazing on the countenance
of each as if they still lived among them." Probably
this is not an exaggerated description, for examples of
the same, accomplished both by nature and art, illustrate,

that in other cases this has really happened.
It has been remarked, that, contrary to the received

opinion, embalment was rarely performed among the
Egyptians, and being an expensive preparation, was con-
fined to a few of the more wealthy inhabitants; nor is

this disproved by the numerous bodies whicli for many
centuries have been withdrawn from the subterraneous
recesses appropriated for their reception, as Egypt was
a rich and populous country, and long held a distinguish-

ed rank amidst surrounding natio:!.s. But notwithstand-
ing the succinct descriptions of Herodotus and Diodorus,
the real method of emhalment fs not easily comprehend-
ed by the moderns, for some have doubted the possibility

of removing the brain as the former specifies, and others
have supposed that the intestines were totallv destroyed.

Reasoning frorr? ancient history, and from an analysis of
different subjects on the Continent, and parlicniarlv in

these islands, they conclude, that two principal processes
were adopted by the Egyptians. In one, the whole mem-
bei's, features, and apjiearance, were preserved entire;

in the other, and more general o|)eration, the flesh was
consumed, and nothing except the skin and bones retain-

ed. Examples of the former, so f.ir as we know, are

not now extant, but there are two kinds of embalmed
bodies or mummies still obtained in Egypt; those in a
dry indurated state completely impregnated with a re-

sinous n)atter, and which, from the hardness, may be
broken in pieces ; and those which, with the envelope,

3D 2
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are soft and yielding from cxiemal pressure, prepared

with very little resinous matter, and with nothing but

vegetable mould, discoverable in the cavities. It has

generally been supposed, that asplialtum or mineral pitch

was employed ; but more recent experiments prove, that

the impregnation of the body was accomplished rather

by a resinous substance, and that nitre was the salt em-

ployed. Although the flesh unquestionably was, in cer-

tain cases, preserved, it seems probable that the body

was more usually reduced to a skeleton, and boiled in

the resinous or antiseptic matter which was used.

The brain was also, in some cases, effectually remo-

ved for a substitute of this nature. Mr Greaves having

laid open the scull of a body, apparently that of one of

the more wealthy Ei:;yptians, found two pounds of a me-

dicament within it, of the colour, smell, and consistence

of pilch or bitumen, which softened in the heat of the

sun. But the contents of the abdomen, being commonly
reduced to dust, are less easily ascertained. A mummy
being dissected by Dr Hadley in 1763, he found the

bones in actual contact with the pitchy matter of the en-

velope; the tibia and fibula being wrapped up separate-

ly. The scull was quite bare in some places, and also

in contact with the envelope. There were no remains

of flesh or integuments about the head, and the flesh and

skin of the extremities were gone. But in the dissec-

tion of another mummy, the appearances were very dif-

ferent ; for the bandages of the face being laid open, it

was evidently coveied with a varnish or glazing sub

stance; traces of the eye-lids and eye-lashes were per-

ceptible, and the eyes prominent. Tlie ears were not in

the least decayed, nor had the cheeks fallen. The whole

face was kept firin by a resinous or bituminous compo-
sition. Tiic teeth, thirty-two in number, were complete,

while, and perfectly beautiful, but the lips had been re-

moved, and the cavity of the mouih fiiis-d witli an odo-

riferous dust. The nostrils were stopped with cotton and

a kind of ointment, which had also been used in the tho-

rax and abdomen. The hair was short, black, and curl-

ed, and could with difficulty be eradicated.

In general, however, nothing but naked bones are

found on laying open the mummies brought from Egypt,
along with a quantity of vegetable mould occupying what
had constituted tlie thoracic and abdominal cavities,

though sometimes the tendons, skin, and fleshy parts re-

main, and gilding is exhibited on the nails.

In both kinds of embalment, a great portion of pitch
or rosin was used, experiments tending to show that it

was usually the latter. Nevertheless it was not the sim-
ple employment of the balsamic matter which completed
the process, as the body had then to be swathed in an
immoderate quantity of linen fillets or bandages, every
member, even to each finger, being separately wound
up. This envelope consisted of several folds, each fil-

let being of different breadths accordin" to the part it

encircled. Not less than 500 yards of 'filleting, accord-
ing to some writers, or 1000 according to others, were
thus employed. After every member was separately
bandaged, a genera! bandage, binding all the parts to-
gether, surrounded the body, and the whole was inclosed
in an exterior case or covering, on which we now see
Egyptian characters or hieroglyphics. All this filleting
was deeply impregnated with the resinous or bituminous
matter, and has apparently been steeped in it while li-

quified, and in that state applied to the skin or bones.
The art of embalming is thus conjectured to have con-
sisted in the immersion of the body prepared with salt,

or the skeleton, in melted pitch or some resinous sub--

stance, and in filling the scull, as also the thoracic and
abdominal cavities, with some balsamic matter. From
an ancient period, this substance has been the subject of

anxious research among the bodies of the deceased.
Macrisy, an Arabic author, relates, that in the year 328
of the Ifegira, or 949 of the Christian era, while some
Egyptians were digging at the distance of several cu-

bits from the pyramids in quest of treasure, they came
to a sepulchral vault with niches containing figures stand-

ing upright. On breaking them up, mummies were
found within. Beside each was a case, including the

residue of the substance that had embalmed the body,

quite inodorous, but on exposure to heat exhaling a fra-

grance resembling no other perfume. Abdollatiph, an
Arabian physician of acute observation, wlio resided in

Egypt in the end of the 12lh century, describes the con-

stant prosecution of an active search for treasure in the

soil and in the catacombs where the mummies were de-

posited, of which an ample account has already been given
in an earlier part of this work. The Arabs and common
people having penetrated the latter, carried away the in-

vestments of the bodies, or whatever was impregnated
with gum, as he designs it, and sold them to apothecaries.

The balsamic substance found in the scull and abdomen
was carried to Cairo, and offered to sale for a ti'fle. " I

bought three heads," he adds," for an Egyptian drachm.'"
This substance Abdollatiph characterises as being black
like pitch, and emitting an agreeable odour when heat-

ed.

The Egyptians did not confine their art exclusively to

the preservation of the bodies of mankind. Beasts, birds,

fisi'.es, and grovelling reptiles, were all embalmed with
equal care as their fellow creatures ; and apparently the
same means have been employed. Birds in particular

seem to have been objects particularly favoured ; and
as they have either been less sought after by the preda-
tory Arabs, or as their various repositories have been
more recently discovered, they have reached our present

aera in greater numbers and perfection than mummies of
the human species. The latter were inclosed in coffins

made of sycamore, but the animals are usually preserved
in pots of earthen ware.

Besides these, the ordinary modes of embalment, it

appears that immersion in honey was also practised^

although the accounts of it are much more obscure.

If we may credit a Roman poet, the body of Alexander
the Great, which was entombed in Alexandria, had been
embalmed in honey.

Due et ad iEmathios manes ubi belliger orbis,

Conditur Hybljeo perfusus Hectare ducat. Statius.

Whatever may be the truth, the operation had amply-

succeeded here for several centuries subsequent to the

decease of that prince : his body was inspected by seve-

ral of the Roman emperors, who beheld it entire, and
Caracalla remarked a frown on the countenance. Ab-
dollatiph, the Arabian traveller, expresses himself thus:
" A person worthy of credit told me, that, during a search

for treasure near the pyramids, an oblong close vessel

was found. This being opened, appeared full of honey,
whereof the party present ate, but some of them soon
observing hairs sticking to their fingers, on farther exa-
mination, discovered that a young child, with a certaiii

jewel or ornament on its body, was inclosed."

In respect to the period when this art fell into disuse
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»mong the' Etrypiians, little evidence can be produced.

Wc have seen that it was known in the most ancient

times, that it was prosecuted during the most flourish-

in.^- era of their i;i^)tory ; but whether it was gradually

abandoned as uniiect-ss.\ry, or lost in the convulsions of

the kingdom, as oil er arts became extinct, we have no

other evidence bui that of conjecture. Count Caylus

considers that embalming has been disi ontinued in Egypt
since its conqviest by the Romans, about the time of

Diodorus Siculus ; while Blumenbach, a more recent

author, supposes, m parliil conformity with him, that

it has not been practis. d within a thousand years on those

mummies brought to Europe. Tliere is a passage in

the works ol Si Augustine, who lived in the earlier part

of tlie fifth century, wliich, if literally received, would
lead us to infrr that embalming was still known in Egypt.

Treating of the resurrection he says, J^olo mih'i jam o/i-

fionas quod soles ofifionere: non manet integrum cor/ius

sefiulei mortui : nam si mancrei. rcsurgere crederem-

Egyfttii ergo soli credunC resurrecHonem. quia diligenter

curant cadavera morlu-irum. Morcirt, eniin, /labrnt siccare

corfinra et ijuasi ctnea rcddcre: gabbaras ea vacant.

Whether ti, is author speaks from personal knowledge of

the fact, or merely from hearsay, cannot now be ascer-

tained.

The customs of the Jews, a cotemporary people, co-

incided, in some degree, with those of the Egyptians
;

for we read at an early period of their history, that " Jo-

seph commanded his servants the physicians to embalm
his father; and the physicians embalmed Israel: and
forty days were fulfilled for him, for feo are fulfilled the

days of those who are embalmed." Of himself it is said,

" So Joseph died, being an hundred and ten years old
;

and they embalmed him, and he was put in a coffin in

Egypt." The practice of the Jews, however, is not so

well defined as that of the more polished and civilized

Egyptians; for in one of the most specific passages we
read, that when Asa died, " they buried him in his own
sepulchres, which he had made for himself in the city

of David, and laid him in the bed which was filled with

sweet odours, and divers kinds of spices prepared by
the apothecary's art; and they made a very great burn-

ing for him." Whether this was chitfly for preservation,

or merely tlie burning of incense in honour of the de-

ceased, does not appear; but in another passage of sa-

cred writ, Jercrniah prophesies of one of the kings,
" thou shall die in peace, and with the burnings of thy

fathers, the former kings who were before tliee, so shall

they burn odours for thee." At a later period of Jewish
history, the custom may be more distinctly recognized

at the death of our Saviour ; because Joseph of Arima-
thea having obtained leave to remove his body, Nicode-
mus brought an hundred pounds of myrrh and aloes,

" then took they the body of Jesus, and >vound it in linen

clothes, with the spices, as the manner of the Jews is to

bury."
There is another ancient nation among which em-

balment was e.xtensively practised, the Gaunches of the

Canary islands. The history of this people is involved

in great obscimty, and their existence is best proved by
the remains of tlieir dead, for their posterity is almost, if

not entirely extinct. The mode of performing embalment
is not explicilly illustrated, but apparently the brain and
intestines were completely removed, after which it is

said the body was washed with an infusion of pine bark.

Next, it was anointed with butter or warm grease, which
had been boiled along with such penetrating and odori-

ferous herbs as were peculiar to the country, and then

it was exposed to the sun. Being well dried, the same
operations were repeated, and also subsequent drying
until the body was completely impregnated with the

aromatic unguent. When reduced to very inconsidera-

ble weight, the process was deemed complete, and the

deceased was wrapped in an envelope, consisting of
three successive layers of bandages of tanned buckskin
or goal skin about three inches broad. Bodies thus em-
balmed were carried with funeral ceremonies lo caves in

a mountam, and there placed in niches upright. Se-
veral such caverns or catacombs may be now seen in the

Canary Islands, and in some the mummies repose su-

pine, sewed up in goat skins, and slid bearing the hair.

We are unacquainted with the antiquity of this treat-

ment, but It was not less effectual than tne embalming of
the Egyptians. In one of these mummies lately exa-
mined, the features of the face v/ere still perceptible :

the skin of the whole body was well preserved, dry but
pliant, and of a deep brown colour. The hair was very
long, black, and in good preservation,*^liough it could
easily be detached from the head. In the jaws were
thirty-two teeth, so firmly fixed as to require an instru-

meni, or considerable exertion to remove them. The
back and belly were covered with hair, also in preserva-

tion. The scull was empty ; but the thorax and abdomen
full of grain resembling rice.

Embalment seems to have been practised by the inha-

bitants of Peru, at the date of the invasion of the Spa-
niards, and was probaldy known from an ancient period.

Acosta mentions the body of one of their sovereigns so
well preserved by a certain kind of rosin, as, he says,

that it seemed alive. We are farther informed, that

Garcilassa de la Vega, previous to going to Sp.-.in in

1 578, was permitted lo see his deceased ancestors,
whom he found as when alive in a sitting posture, their

hands crossed on their breasts. In this state they had
continued 200 years ; but the mode of accomplishing
their preservation is not explained.

On descending to more modern history, we find that

the 4rt of embalming has been customary throughout
Europe, though for the most part restricted only to ex-
traordinary occasions ; but with respect to the exact
process observed, history is in general silent; neverthe-
less it was probably different from the method followed
by the Egyptians, as the preservation of the body was
not designed to be equally permanent. The following
mortifying picture of the mortality of the great, is found
in the older chroniclers regarding the embalment of
Henry I. of England, who died in the year 11 35 at Cha-
teau-Lyon, in Fiance: "He was removed to INIary's

Abbey at Rouen, where next night his swollen carcase
was opened by a skilful person, and embalmed. His
brain, eyes, tongue, and intestines, wei-e taken out and
deposited in an urn, in a church which had begun to be
erected by his mother, but was completed by himself.

The body being washed with wines, and copiously sprin-

kled with salt, was sewed up in a bull's hide to confine
the smell, which was now so intolerable as to aficcl ihe

assistants ; and one who had been hii-ed for a great reward
to cleave the king's head with an axe, in order to extract
the putrid brain, died from the horrible stench, though
his own. head was well wrapped round with linen cloths.

His body was then brought to Caen, and placed in the
church, where that of his father was deposited. Yet
notwilhstanding the quantity of salt, and the successive
hides enveloping it, a black and fetid matter exuded..
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which was reccivcil in vessels beneath the bier, and

thrown away by the all. ndauis in disgiisl." Tlie body

was .ifltrwards brought lo Ens^lanc], and entombed in

Reading Abbey, where it was discovered a few years

ago.

It has been conjectured, that durini,' the muldlc ages,

or soniewliat later, two n\o(ies ot enibalming were adopt-

ed. The one consisted chielly in making deep gashes in

the body, preceded or followed by lotions of spirits,

wines, or vinegar, and the application of a great quan-

tity of salt. In the other, the body was simply immersed

in some balsamic solution, entirely excUiding the access

of air. We can easily credit the former, but there is

greater difficulty in believing the hitter. It is true, that

tombs are sometimes opened, wherein bodies are found

partly surrounded by a fluid. Such was the case in

1683, when the body of King James V. of Scotland, who

died in 1542, being inspected in the vaults of Holyrood

Chapel, is described to have been " colouied black, with

the balsom that preserved it, which was lyke melted

pitch." The b«ty of Humphrey Duke of Gloucester,

more recently discovered, exhibited a similar appear-

ance, conjectured to be from immersion in some solu-

tion. Still later, the cofFin of Edward IV. of England,

who died in 1482, was discovered containing the skeleton

entire in the year 1789. Some long brown hair lay near

the scull, and some of the same colour but shorter, was

on the neck. In the bottom of the coffin was a liquid

about three inches deep, wherein the Ret and part of

the leg bones were immersed, as had been seen in other

instances. Some of this liquid was analysed, in expec-

tation of finding the ingredients, but it proved to be no

kind of pickle as commonly credited, in which the body

had been immersed for preservation ; and, on the whole,

it was concluded to have been produced by the dissolu-

tion of the body itself. The fact, however, is not clearly

proved ; and a singular discovery was made about the

middle of the preceding century at Riom, in Auvergne,

of a body swathed in fine linen, externally imbued with a

thick balsam. The extremities were swathed up sepa-

rately, and the hands and feet inserted into small cases

filled with balsam. As the body was quite entire,' this

balsamic substance, which was extremely fragrant, could

not have been pioduced by sny deliquescence of the

parts. Whether the Europeans could actually embalm
bodies in equal perfectioii with the ancient Egyptians,

seems to have been a point of controversy in the begin-

ning of the preceding century ; but it has been concluded

in the affirmative, and different receipts are given, con-

sisting principally in emptying the cavities, in copious

lotions, in partial desiccation, and in the abundant use

of aromatic and balsamic substances. We do not here

speak of anatomical preparations, for these are of a dif-

ferent kind from what is understood by cmbalment ; and
injecting wax into the veins, so successfully practised

since the time of Ruysch, the reputed inventor, seems
totally unknown to earlier ages. But either by the means
of art, or by that aberration which sometimes occurs
from the ordinary course of nature, the conservation of
human bodies has been complete after the departure of

animation. The approaches of death are not always an-

nounced by convulsions, nor does a distortion of the fea-

tures necessarily follow. E.Kamples are seen, where no-
thing but placid quiescence proves the transition from
life, while the mortal remains arc preserved from decay.
Thus St Jerome says of P.ailina, a noble Roman lady,
-' Quodgue mirum sit, nihil /lallor mutaverit faciem, sed

ila digni/as i/uadam omnia com/ileverat tit fiutares non
inorluam sed dormieticeni." " What is surprising, her
comuenance, not in the least changed by paleness, pre-

served its dignity, so that she might rather have been
thought asleep than dead." In the pontificate of Inno-

cent VIll. about the year 1454, the body of a female
was found in a marble sarcophagus at Rome, which must
have reposed there for ages, yet the joints were flexible,

the flt-sh was pitted by the touch, and resumed its figure

when the pressure was withdrawn. This is not confined

to the warmer climates, as repeated examples have
proved in these kingdoms. In the year 1497, while
some workmen were digging the foundation of a wall
within a church of London, they found a coffin of rotten

limber, wherein lay the body of a woman '' whole of

skynne, and of bones undissevered ; and the joyntes of
her arms plyable without breaking of the skynne." An
inscription denoted, that it must have lain there above
170 years. In the same city, about the year 173", three

coffins were accidentally laid open at the depth of 18 feet

from the surface. One dated 1665, contained the body
of a man perfect and soft, just as if breath had depart-

ed ; another, the corpse of a female, in a similar condi-

tion ; and the third, that of a child, entire and beautiful

as wax-work, the eyes being open and clear. But with-

in twelve hours after their exposure, all these bodies

began to decompose, which is an invariably consequence
if not counteracted by desiccation. W^e cannot affirm,

that artificial means had been employed in preserving

the semblance of life in any of these instances. But in

others it has not been wanting. Thus a few years ago,

the decay of a wooden coffin at Kilsyth in Scotland,

having laid open a leaden one to view, some sacrile-

gious individuals, in tearing up the latter, removed the

lid of another included witiiin it. This exposed the

body of a female, whose countenance scarcely indicated

the cessation of life : every feature was fresh and entire,

and the limbs full and perfect as if still animated. At
her knee lay an infant, with a glow of colour resembling
vigorous health. The surrounding substances were in

equal preservation. The shroud was complete, and the

ribbands binding it, as vivid in hue as if recently ap-

plied. The coffin had contained a liquid, which, now
partly evaporated, had become vapid, and odoriferous

substances were interposed between the corpses. These
proved to be Lady Kilsyth and her infant son, who, 77
years before, had been accidentally killed in Holland,

and, being embalmed, were sent to Scotland to be
entombed. With still greater certainty we know, that

an inhabitant of London, to enjoy an annuity devised

to his wife, in terms equivalent to as long as she should
remain upon the earth, had her body embalmed on her
decease, and was accustomed to exhibit it with great

unconcern to strangers. In another recent instance,

wheie a French officer had lost the object of liis warm-
est afleclions by sudden death, in the prime of youth
and beauty, he catised her body to be embalmed in the

most skilful manner. The semblance of life in sleep

was restored ; even the bloom of animation was pre-

served. The body was constantly kept in a glass case

in his bed-chamber, where it appeared as if only repo-

sing.

Although the art of embalming be seldom practised

by the more civilized nations, it is not rare among those

still compaiatively rude. An anxiety to " sleep with

their fathers" has animated the greater part of mankind ;

and where this has been precluded by the perishable
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condition of decaying bodies, tlie hones or llic heart have

been selected for interment in a chosen sepulchre. Thus,

if one of the Abiponians, an erratic South American peo-

ple, should decease at a distance from his principal re-

sidence, the body is converted to a skeleton, and carried

along with the tribe, until there be a fit opportunity for

inhumation. If some of the North American Indians

lose a relative on a pressing march, he is interred ; but

when more at leisure, they return to despoil his bones

of the putrid flesh, and convey them to the cemetery of

his kindred. Perhaps a similar custom of carrying the

bones of their leaders along with them prevailed among
the Jews.

At Nukahiwa, one of the Marquesas, we are told by

the late Russian circumnavigators, that embalment is

practised at the present day. The body of the deceased

is washed and laid on a platform, after which it is con-

stantly rubbed during nine months with cocoa-nut oil,

to repel putrefaction. By this continued application it

becomes as hard as stone, and quite incorruptible. In

twelve months, a feast takes place among the survivors,

to thank the gods for having permitted the deceased to

arrive safe in the other world, when the body is bro-

ken into pieces, which, being packed in a small box,

is carried to the morai, or burying-place. Captain
Cook had previously remarked, that the Otaheitans, by
withdrawing the intestines, stuffing the body with cloth,

and using cocoa-nut oil, preserved their chiefs a long

time for public exposure.

We know that of old, a devout motiarch or noble

sometimes appointed his heart to be embalmed and
transmitted to the Holy Land : or when one died in a

remote country, it was frequently inclosed in a silver

urn, and sent to the cemetery of his family, which is

practised at the present day. Thus urns or cups con-

taining hearts are occasionally discovered in vaults and
churches, or even among the family archives long un-
opened. Such was the fact regarding the heart of Ar-
thur Lord Capel in England, who suffered for his at-

tachment to Charles I. : and very recently the heart of

a young nobleman who had many years ago been kill-

ed in a duel, was found in the church of Culross in Scot-

land. It was wrapped in linen, and inclosed in a silver

cup with a cover, but had greatly shrunk from its origi-

tial size.

Somewhat analogous to this subject, is the preserva-

tion of the dead by simple desiccation, at Palermo in

Sicily. There it is said none of the higher ranks are

interred according to the fashion of other European na-

tions, but consigned to the catacombs of a Capuchin
convent about a mile without the city. After the per-

formance of a fimeral service, the body is dried in a stove

heated by a composition of lime, and then placed up-

right in niches in the suljterraneous galleries, clothed in

its usual attire. Although they have remained there

three huiidred years, the flesh dried hard is still upon the

bones, but the contraction and distortion of the features

exhibit a hideous picture of mortality. The inhabi-

tants pay frequent visits to their deceased friends in

this repository, which some years ago is said to have
contained a thousand bodies. It is wonderful how lit-

tle of the animal substance remains in the human frame,

thus intenlionallv or accidentally preserved. A mum-
my from 'I'enei'ifl'e weighed only 30 pounds; and the

body of Robert Braybrough, Bishop of London, who
died in 1404, v/eighed but nine pounds 270 years after-

wards.

There are extensive catacombs near the city of Kiow,
on the banks of the Dnieper, containing great num-
bers of bodies in a state of perfect preservation ; but it

is not known whether they have unditgonc any artiflcial

process, or how long they have been there, though it has
hccn conjectured that the catacombs were constructed
in the tenth century.

Sometimes the progress of corruption is arrested by
means which are little understood or explained. The
bodies of travellers who perish in the sands of Arabia, or
in the snows of the north, frequently remain entire. We
have heard that on the hill of Busaco in Spain, the scene
of a sanguinary contest a few years ago, some of the bo-
dies of the slain are still seen in preservation. But more
permanent preservation ensues with persons who are

lost in mosses, of which, besides others, a remarkable
example occurred in the year 1747. In an extensive

morass in the Isle of Axholm, in Lincolnshire, the body
of a woman was found lying bent together, on one side,

the head and feet almost in contact. From the figure
of her sandals, and other circumstances, it was conjec-
tured that her death had taken place 400 years previous
to this discovery. It is not animal substances alone which
thus resist decay, for nosegays and branches of bays de-
posited along with the dead, have preserved their ver-

dure for ages.

See Gi.ugh's Sefiulchral Monuments, var loc. Ab-
dollatiph Comftendium EgyfiCi, p. 149 Augustini Ser-
7110 351. § 12. O/ii-ra, torn. v. p. 1411. Memoircs de
t'^cademie ties Belles Lettres,iom.2S . Golberry, Voy-
ages, torn. 2. PInlosojUiical Transactions, vol. xliv. p.
571. vol. liv. p. 3— 14. 1794. part 2 Middlcton's Mis-
cellanies, vol. iv. p. 166. ArclKSotogia, vol. xv. p. 301.
(i reaves' Pyramidographia, p. 49. Munimenta Vetusta.
vol. iii. p. 1— 3. plate 7, 8. Cook's Third Voyage, vol.

ii. p. 52,53. Krusenstern's Voyage, vol. i. p. 173. Suth-
erland's Tour, p. 300. Brydone's Tour. v. 2, p. 66.

Blainville's Travels, vol. iii. p. .337. Breval's Travels,
v. i. p. 49. Riegerus Introductio ad Motitiam Reruin,
torn. ii. Herbinius Cryfita Kioviensrs. (c)

EMBANKMENT. See Inland Navig.\tion.
EMBDEN. See Emden.
EMBOTHRIUM, a genus of plants of the class

Tetrandria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p.
114.

EMBRYO. See Botany and Phisiologv.
EMBRYOPTERIS, a genus of plants of the class

DicEcia, and order Polyandria. See BorANY, p. 332.
EMDEN, or Emdden, a town of Prussia, and ca])ital

of the province of East Eriesland. It is situated near the
lake Dollart, and on the east side of the river Embs,
not far from its mouth. The town is large, strong, and
well fortified, and consists of the Old and New Town,
with two fauxbourgs. The principal public buildings
are the Hotel de Ville, three Calvinist churches, and
places of worshi]) for the Roman Catholics, Lutherans,
Mennoniles, and Jews.
Emden has long been known as a place of consider-

able commercial importance. It was declared a free

port in 1750 by the King of Prussia, who established

here an East India Company, which was, however, abo-
lished in 1759, and replaced by the ancient company
for the herring fishery. This fishery employed 60 boats,

and produced annually about 1000 tons of herring.

The harbour of Emden is large and commodious, and
is capable of holding 400 vessels. By means of a canal

upon the Embs, the ships can come up to the Hotel de
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Villc. The following statement of the shipping will

convey sonic idea of the state of trade at Eniden.

1781

1799

Number of Ships.

Outwards. Inwards.

. 1025 1004

. 2151 3402

In the year 1784, Emdcn possessed 273 vessels of the

tonnage of 38,578, besides 43 vessels engaged in the

herring fishciv. In 1804, they employed 500 ships in

the carrying trade alone. Linen cloth and hosiery are

nianufaciurcd here, but to no great extent. The popu-

lation of the town in 1785, was 7968, without reckon-

ing tlie garrison ; in 1802, the inhabitants amounted to

10.400. According to trigonometrical observations,

Ein<icn is situated in East Long. 7° 10' 1", and North

Lat. 53° -2^ 3". (to)

E.MER.\LU. See Oryctognosy.
EMERSON, WiLLi.\.M, an eminent mathematician,

was born on the Ulh May 1701, at Hurworth, near Dar-

lington, in the county of Durham. His father, Dudley

Emerson, who appeai-s to have been possessed of some

little property, taught a school, and seems to have been

a person of some information and genius. From him

William received the rudiments of his education in read-

ing, writing, and arithmetic, and a little Latin, per-

haps as far as the Cordery or Bi za's Latin Testament.

It appears that he made some further progress in the

learned languages afterwards, and received assistance

in acquiring them from a young clergyman, tlien curate

of Hurworth, who was boarded at his father's. In his

early days he appears to have been idle and inattentive,

and exhibited none of those symptoms of supea'ior

genius for which he was afterwards so remarkable.

Indeed, so careless and inattentive to learning was he,

at this period, that he was frequently heard to say, till

lie w as nearly twenty years of age, that his principal and

favourite employment for one season of the year, was

looking after birds nests. But his attachment to child-

ish amusements was soon to pass away, and as he ad-

vanced in years, his mind began to relish, and to be

sensible of the charms and beauties of science. He
went first to Newcastle, and afterwards to York, where
he applied himself with considerable attention and di-

ligence to the study of the mathematics, under the di-

rections of schoolmasters whose names he always men-
tioned with respect. He used also to say, that his fa-

ther was a tolerable mathematician, and without his

books and instruments, his own genius would, perhaps,

never have been unfolded. After his return from York
he resided principally at Hurworth, where he conti-

nued to pursue his studies and amusements at intervals,

till the time of his marriage, which happened about his

32d year. Fi'om this period we may date the com-
mencement of his mathematical labours, or, perhaps,
rather the communication of them to the public. What
he had done before in this line was merely an occasion-

al application for his own amusement, or for the exer-
cise and employment of his leisure houis. But one of
tliose accidents, which, Dr Johnson observes, produce
that particular designation of mind, and propensity to

some certain science, commonly called genius, took
place on this occasion, and added a powerful stimulus
to his native thirst for knowledge and for fame. His
wife was the niece of a Dr Johnson, rector of Hurworth,
vicar of Manfield, in the county of York, and a pre-

bendary of Durham. A man, who, by practising sur-

gery, and from the emoluments arising from liis livings,

had accumulated a considerable fortune.

Johnson had promised his niece, who lived with liim,

five hundred pounds for her marriage portion. Some
time after the marriage, Mr Emerson took an opportu-

nity to mention this matter to the Doctor, and to re-

mind him of his promise. The Doctor, who appears
to have been a man destitute of honour with regard to

his word, did not chusc to recollect any tiling of the

matter, but treated our young mathematician with some
contempt, as a person of no consequence, and beneath
his notice.

Emerson's independent mind could easily have sur-

mounted pecuniary disappointment, his patrimony,
though not large, being equal to all his wants, but

this contemptuous treatment excited his indignation. He
went home, packed up his wife's clothes, and sent them
off to the Doctor, swearing, at the same time, that he
would scorn to be beholden to such a fellow for a single

rag, adding, with great vehemence, that he would prove
himself the better man; and, in order to demonstrate
this, he determined to labour till he became one of the

greatest mathematicians of the age.

Emerson made himself a perfect master of the whole
circle of the mathematics; and having carefully plan-

ned and digested the work to his own satisfaction, he
published, in the -ISd year of his age, his book of Flux-
ions, and at his first appearance as an author, he ob-
tained a respectable place among contemporary mathe-
maticians. Having thus secured his fame upon a firm and
solid basis, he continued from time to time to favour the

public with other valuable publications, on several branch-
es of the mathematics, a list of which may be seen in an
excellent and well written account of his life, by the Rev.
W. Bowe, prefixed to his Tracts, from wliich the chief

part of this account is taken. He was also a frequent
correspondent to the Ladies Diary, a work which has
greatly contributed to the diffusion of mathematical
knowledge, and added a stimulus to youthful exertion.

Emerson was, in person, somewhat below the middle
size, but firm, compact, and well made, very active and
strong. He had a good open countenance, with a rud-
dy complexion, a keen penetrating eye, and an ar-

dour and eagerness of look that was very expressive
of the texture of his mind. His dress was simple and
plain, or, perhaps, some might say slovenly and gro-
tescjue ; but Emerson was a man of independent mind,
and, therefore, was no way uneasy about the appearance
he might make in other people's eyes—he knew his

own value as a man, and disregarding the opinion of

the superficial observer, who places all worth in out-

ward appearances, he claimed kindred, and wished to

be ranked only with the intellectual nobility. His diet

also was as plain and simple as his dress; and his meals
gave him little interruption in his studies, employ-
ments, or amusements. During his days of close ap-
plication he seldom sat down to eat, but he would take

a cold pie, or meat of any kind in his hand, and reti-

ring with it to his place of study, he satisfied his ap-
petite for knowledge and food at the same time. And
when his stock of groceries, or other necessaries in the
article of house-keeping, run low, on Monday morning
he took his wallet, which he flung obliquely across nis

shoulders, and set forward to the market of Djrling-

ton, three miles distant, and after providing the neces-

sary articles, he would set himself contentedly down in
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some public house for (he remaiiulci' of the day, and
ficquenlly for the lught too, sometimes not returning

liouie till late on Tuesday or Wednesday : he remained
talking or disputing on various toi)ics, mechanics, poli-

tics, or religion, according to his company. Being sel-

dom possessed of any stock of ale at home, he vould
sometimes indulge in these protracted potations at Hur-
worth, and he was always remarkably exact in appor-

tioning each man's share of tiie reckoning.

His style in conversation was generally very abrupt

and blunt, and often ungrammatical, and this led many
people to suppose that he could not write his own pre-

faces ; but this was no rule to judge by, as we cannot

with any degree of certainty determine how a man will

write from his conversation. It will ever be a lasting

reproach to the rich and great of his day, that such a

man as Emerson was suffered to end liis days in obscu-
rity. It is true he possessed a small farm, which ren-

dered him in some measure independent; but his abi-

lities deserved greater encouragement, and it is proba-
ble his name Avould scarcely have been known in the

republic of letters, but for the friendship of Mr Mon-
tagu, who first recommended him to that eminent book-
seller Mr Nourse, of London, who engaged him on very
liberal terms, to furnish a regular course of the mathe-
matics for the use of students. It does not appear that

he was very anxious about literary distinctions or titles:

He did not wish to be admitted a fellow of the Royal
Society, because, he said, it was a hard thing that

a man should burn so many farthing candles as he
had done, and then have to pay so much a year for the

honour of F. R. S. at his name. Emerson, like other
men, had his foibles and defects. He was singular and
uncouth in his dress and manners, and hasty and im-
petuous in his temper. But whatever failings he had,

they were more than overbalanced by his virtues. He
had a firm and independent mind, that could not be
lirought to submit to any thing mean, base, or disinge-

nuous ; a pure, genuine, and ardent love of truth, and
a detestation of falsehood of every species. His hones-
ty and integrity were such, that all who knew him re-

posed in him the most implicit confidence, and no man
could ever justly complain that Emerson had deceived
iiim.

His abilities as a mathematician will not rank him
amongst those of the first class. Though he cannot be
said to have added any remarkable discovery to the sci-

ence, yet when we take into consideration the many
valuable works which he has written, and the astonisli-

ing progress which he made in every branch of the ma-
thematics, perhaps without any assistance but the exer-
tions of a vigorous mind, we cannot fail to regard him
as a mathematician of wonderful acquirements, and as

entitled to the gratitude of posterity. He died May
21, 1782, and lies buried in the church yard at Hur-
worth, at the west end of the church, against which is

erected to his memory a stone, with a short Latin in-

scription ; but his works furnish a more splendid, as well

as a more durable moimment to his memory and fame.
For a more detailed account of the life of this celebrnted

mathematician, and of his works, see his Tracts- new
edition, printed in London, 1793, by F. Wingrave. (o.)

EMERY. See Oryctognosy.
EMETICS. See Medicine.
EMIGRATION. When a people find themselves

uncomfortable in their native country, and when tliey

depart out of it in order to settle and live in some other,

Vol. VIII. Part II.

there must be strong inducements leading them to
ado])t such a measure. It is directly repugn mt to those
natural feelings, which local habits and residence, toge-
ther with tender attachments, create ; and these feelings,
even in rude and barbarous countries, are commonly
both strong and lasting. The motives which prove suc-
cessful in overcoming such feelings, and which operate
as inducements to emigrate, must be so powerful as to
produce these effects; and at the same lime to meet
and controul those apprehensions, which the prospect
of dangers and of ditViculties raises in such an under-
taking.

The records of history furnish many disjoined facts,

which lead to the conclusion, that great emigrations
have taken place; whole nations having quitted their
native countries, in order to settle in others which they
deemed preferable. But such events appear to have
been rare. Lesser bodies of people have emigrated fre-

quently, in the prospect of settling in other countries
likely to afford them superior advantages. The emi-
gration of individuals has always been frequent.

In early ages, when the earth was thinly peopled,
and the patriarchal government subsisted, or something
resembling that form, wandering tribes of families of
people often migrated from one spot of territory into
another, in order to find better and fresher pastures for
their flocks. A removal of this kind was easily and
speedily accomplished; and it was not attended with
much hazard, anxiety or labour. The habits of such
a life, however, were productive of a particular cha-
racter among the people; they were necessarily denied
the comforts of regular and permanent habitations

;

their attachments weie not strictly local; their life

was mostly of the pastoral description ; and they were
exposed to such privations as the want of regular till-

age must have occasioned ; the chase occupied part of
their time, and in such a disorderly state of society,
petty feuds and warfare frequently occurred ; their mi-
grations were frequent, but they were not extensive, and
a large river, an extensive desert, or an arm of the sea,
commonly proved limits to them.
The ancient inhabitants of many of the temperate re-

gions of the globe were accustomed- to such easy mi-
grations ; and these have been also practised, in modern
times, by the tribes that occupy the vast plains of Tar-
tary. The frequent passage of trading parties and ca-
ravans, through a country peopled by such wandering
hordes, has proved a temptation to robbery, and has
added this feature to the character of many of the Arab
tribes.

Emigration to remote countries is an occurrence more
serious, being acco .ipanied with greater danger and
difficulty. It is particularly afl'tcting when those who
emigrate have no expectation of again returning to
their native land

;
yet there is evidence of many such

occurrences in remote agrs, and tiie discovery of the
New World has rendered them frequent in latter times.
The local attachmeius of the natives of Swuzerland

are so remarkable, as to have become proverbial
; yet,

in former times, tne people of that country deliberately
resolved to abandon it, ;iiid persisted in that resolution.

Ambition had led a distinguished individual to exert
his influence among tliem, for the forming of this re-
solution, but they [jer.ir vcrcd in it after he was gone,
and were preventid only by tiie superior discipline and
power of the Ronia.i people. . In ;ii'(.ieu eiicu^ns'unces,
it tlierefore appears, that in tne same country, the peo-

3 E
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pic, in general, may possess the strongest local attach-

nic.its, or li.ay become resolved on a general cmigra-

lion. . ,

Hy tl.is it appears, that moral causes may mduce a

ration to cn.igiatc, and that political influence may be

employed exunsively and successfully with tins view.

Naiuial causes do not appear to be so prevalent, tlioui,'!!

it caniiol be doubted that their ii.llucncc may have some

tflcct. The Swiss and the Scolish Highlanders inha-

bit the most rugged countries in Europe, and yet they

possess as warm attachments to Iheir native lands as

any nation on earth; but the Swiss occasionally tiuit

their country, to serve in small bodies as warriors in

other lands.' And frequent emigrations have taken

jilace from the Highlands of Scotland without any hope

or prospect of return.

For those vast migrations of brave yet barbarous na-

tions, by which the Roman empire was overwhelmed,

we may assign very natural causes. The Romans had

become a wealthy and a dissipated, and they were there-

fore a degenerated people. Their luxury and weak-

ness at once templed and encouraged their invaders,

who emigrated in great multitudes, hoping to obtain at

one time the glory of conquest, and settlements in a

lie her and better country.

Accident seems to have sometimes opened a way for

emigration. The occasional passage of some river or

sea, of some forest or desert, or cliain of mountains,

which had served as a barrier, has opened a way at one

time lo the noble spirit of discovery, and the insatiable

spirit of cupidity and ambition. Exaggerated reports

have commonly been made of the new discovered coun-

try, and if these have been employed in artful hands,

in order to excite emigration, great effects have taken

place.

Savage tribes have often been driven to emigrate by

war. Jealous of their liberty, and wanting only a suit-

able extent of lerritoiy in which they may live by the

chase, they can readily remove out of a land in which
they possess no cultivated fields, and no dwellings but

such as are slight and temporary. This view of things

furnishes an explanation of the numerous, extensive,

and yet seldom recorded migrations which have taken

place among the tribes of North and South America.
The spirit of colonization was nearly as ardent among

the commercial and powerful cities of antiquity, as it is

in modern times; but the means of gratifying that spi-

rit were more limited. If the use of the mariner's com-
pass had been known, discovery and colonization must
have extended themselves much earlier over the world.

It is rather to be wondered at, that occasional stoims
and other accidents had not earlier and more widely con-
veyed the kiiowledi^e of nations to each other; but while
the ocean intervened, and seamen durst not venture to

sail much beyond the sight of land, extensive emigra-
tions to remote parts were not practicable.

That considerable migrations, notwithstanding those
difficulties, have occasionally taken place, is believ-

ed on grounds apparently good. Whatever it may be
that has impressed a strong and easily discriminated
character on the different races of mankind, it seems
undeniable that some of those races which belong to

one quarter of the globe have found their way .into ano-
ther. History does not record the liirie, nor the means
of these migrations; but an established resemblance
in fe.itures, in stature, and complexion ; in hal)iis also,

and even in language, appears demonstrative of the fact.

Few subjects of disquisition can be more inlercsting

than it would be to trace the causes an I means of such

migrations ; but as neither the moral, nor the natural,

or political causes of such events can now be certainly

ascertained, it seems better to restrain curiosity within

due bounds, and to attend particularly to events which

cannot fail to be interesting in this kingdom, especially

to those parts of it from which emigration has most fre-

quently and extensively drained away the inhalntants.

Very discordant and even opposite opinions are held

by different persons, witn respect to the causes and the

consequences of emigration from the Highlands of

Scotland. The author of this article has long attended

to the subject; and having no passion in these matters

to gratify, no interest to promote, and no end to accom-
plish, the views that he submits he conceives to have
been fairly and impartially formed.

INIaiiy of the Scotish Highlanders resort to the diffe-

rent colonies of Great Britain, with a view to employ-
ment or fortune ; and many betake themselves to the

lower districts of Scotland, or to England, and reside

mostly in the chief towns, or cities, with similar views.

It is not to these persons, however numerous, that

this article is intended to apply : They have migrated
as individuals for private objects ; and their chpice of a

place of residence, or mode of employment, is not an
object of public attention. In many respects, their mi-
gration has been productive not only of private but of

public advantage.

But when vessels are hired and chartered, for tjie pur-
pose of conveying great bodies of emigrants from a

country but thinly peopled; and wnen the destination of

these is to remote countries, to which it is often difficult

for them to procure a passage, and from which there is

no prospect of their returning,—the matter becomes,
in no slight degree, interesting to tne public.

The history of emigration from the Highlands of

Scotland, the causes of it, the consequences, and the

means of prevention, if such exist, appear to demand par-

ticular notice.

An historical view of Scotish emigration, would not

go back much above half a century. Tne discovery of
the vast regions of America, was accomplished ages be-

fore they could be colonized. Few attempts are at-

tended with more difiicuity than the peopdng of a dis-

tant wilderness. The superior wealth and population

even of England, stimulated by a spirit of enterprise,

and countenanced by the sovereigns of liial distinguish-

ed country, made various attempts, which proved abor-

tive. A growing knowledge of those remote countries,

and perseverance, at last succeeded.

The Scots, disappointed and indignant at the fate

of their favourite colony of Darien, were not soon or

easily induced to embark in any similar design; and it

is not probable that emigration would afterwards have
taken place from that country on a laige scle to Ame-
rica, if there had not occurred a gr; at alter:, tion in the
mode in w hich lands were let and occupied in the High-
lands.

The introduction of sheep-farming on the great scale

into that part of Scotland, undoubtedly occasioi.ed the
removal of a great piopoition of the iuhabiia-.ts. Whe-
ther this effect was unavoidable or not, ii.ay be a subject
for consideration in a posterior part of this article ; the
fact is undeniable.

In furnier tinies, the farming stock of the Highlands
consisted principally of liorned cattle, and these not on-
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Ty required more people to attend on them, but furnish-

ed tlie means of subsistence in greater variety than

sheep. A few stragt^ling goats also appeared tlicre ; and

a very small number of sheep, of ihe small dun faced

and fine wooled breed, now almost extinct. Large tracts

oi country were left by tlie great jandiiolders, to be oc-

cupied mostly as forests for tiieir deer. The chase fur-

nished some degree of eniploynunt and sulisistence

;

the cattle were conveyed in summer to the high grounds

or shealings, in so far as these were accessible, and

then brought down to the straths or vales on tlie ap-

proach of winter. From these were obtained consider-

able quantities of milk, butter, and cheese; and, though
seldom wcil fed, there was a proportion of the cattle that

became fat, and were slaughtered for use. A very se-

vere winter and spring occasionally occurring, consu-

med the little stock, of provender that could be raised in

the country for such multitudes of cattle, and great num-
bers of them perished ; while the surviving animals

were so reduced, as to become of little value. The ma-
nure of so many beasts, however, enabled the people to

cultivate many spots of land in all parts of the IJigh-

laiids, and, one way or other, there were means found

for supporting a considerable population. But under
such a system, the Highland mountains were occujiied

by a stock not adapted for them, antl of this kind of

stock there were more than could be preserved during

the severe months on the straths. In short, the country

was at one time improperly stocked, and overstocked.

It required many articles, the produce of other parts of

the kingdom ; but it raised by much too little to serve as

articles of exchange by export.

Tiie introduction of large fl.icks of sheep to stock the

mountains of the Highlands was rather hazardous.

Vast numbers of birds and be;ists of prey existed there,

and proved extremely destructive to them ; and the na-

tive inhabitants were naturally jealous and hostile. By
degrees, however, it became ([uite apparent, that sheep
were the safe and proper stock of those mountainous re-

gions. They could wander in safety where cattle could
not go; they fed and throve where cattle could not

have subsisted ; and in winter they could feed on the

coarse pastures, or dig through ordinary falls of snow,
without requiring dried provender. But what turned
out of most importance, in point of consequences, was
this, that the produce of slieep flocks might be mostly
exported, and commanded a regular and ample price in

other parts of tlie kingdom.
All these particulars co-operated in recommending

perseverance in the system of sheep husbandry ; and
the last circumstances appear to have been decisive.

Landholders would not give up the advantages to be
derived from such a profitable stock, and as the produce
was destined mostly for exportation, many of the inha-
bitants were obliged to remove.
A very libeial increase of rents, was the invariable

consequence of introducing sheep stocks : They were
safer, tlicy required much less attendance, and the re-

turns were adapted to go regularly to the markets of the
south of Scotland and of England at little expence. The
numerou.-i population could not then be supported, and
their labour was not mu>ch wanted: emigration of course
began, and went on.

It happened, Ihat at this critical period uncommon
encouragement was held out for new settlers to assist

in peopling the wilds of America. Highlanders dis-

possessed of their farms, having no immediate view of

employment in their own cotmtry, and not well adapt-
ed nor much inclined to engage in manual labours in
other parts of the kingdom, weie naturally attracted by
the prospect of becoming, on easy terms, proprietors of
better lands in the colonies. A portion of indignation,
on account of their removal from lands which had long
bein occupied by their ancestors, naturally mingled iu
their feelings on such an occasion. Mutual understand-
ing led them to courage and perseverance. They rose
above those tender feelings of attachment to their native
soil and country, for which they had been long distin-

guished ; and they freighted vessels, and embarked for
America.
The plastic genius and vigorous constitution of such

a people, rendered them uncommonly valuable settlers

in a new country. They were equally fitted for labour
and for mutual defence, and were therefore encouraged
and courted to remove. The success of those who had
fiist emigrated, likewise encouraged others to follow
their example, as they also were in succession removed
Irom their possessions, and flocks of sheep introduced.

In a snort time, land proprietors in the Highlands
were reduced to the necessity of deciding between their

feelings and their interest. If they yielded to the for-

mer, they devised such measures as they could for pre-
serving their people ; if they gave way to the latter, the
people had scaicely a choice left them,—they were
obliged to emigrate.

To describe the affecting scenes which occurred,
when a vessel chartered for America arrived, and when
several hundreds of these people were preparing to quit
for ever that land to which they were ardently attach-

ed, would be a painful task, and in the altered views
and circumstances of those emigrants it is now unsea-
sonable. Many of their desct ndants in the New World,
have long ago ceased to possess those warm attachments
for the land of their fathers; but others residing in the
British colonies, retain the noble spirit of tiicir ances-
tors, and employ it with distinguished effect in their

defence.

As the number of emigrant cargoes increased, it be-
came an object of avarice to take advantage fi-om them.
Deceitful contracts were framed with this intention.

Persons acquainted in the districts, were induced to lend
their nefarious aid in this business; and the deluded emi-
grants were frequently overcharged, crowded to excess
in the vessels tliat conveyed them, and landed in places
or circumstances most unfavourable.

Indistinct reports of these occurrences were frequent-
ly heard; but the spirit of the people had been geneially
stirred and bent on emigrating; they were unwilling to

believe those discouraging reports ; their own turn came,
and necessity was pleaded for their decision, they saw-

no alternative, and embarked.
While it was easy to find settlements in the more ge-

nial climates of America, ihev were of course preferred
j

and Virginia, with North and South Carolina, or New
York, were the chief places of resort for the Scotish
Highlanders. Afterwards, when access was difficult

there,, the Canadas and Nova Scotia were commoiily
preferred before the Fioridas or Georgia; but various

cargoes of emigrants went out into oiner parts of thjijt

counti-y; and some took their passage in irxixpr y^aa's for

the back settlemerits on tlie yvestern frontier, or for

those which took place on the southern margins of the

Lakes.

The course oi emigration was materially affected by
3 L 3
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llie first American war; and the Scots resident in tliat

country, and their descendants, were divided, as tliey

took part with the colonies, or the mother comilry. In-

stead of that security and enjoyment witli wliich they

had been flattered, the settlers were involved in the pas-

sions and dangers of civil war. In the end, when the

peace took place in 1783, those who had embraced the

cause of American independence, and who survived the

war, were secured in their possessions; but many of

the royalists were deprived of those wliich had been ac-

quired by so many labours and sufferings; and the

grants of land which were made in the northern pro-

vinces that remained under the British government,

were not an adeiiuate means of compensation, though

liberally and wisely bestowed.

The policy of the new erected and independent states

having led them to encourage more settk-rs, with a view

to people their extensive territory, encouragement was

again held out to emigrants from this and other coun-

tries ; but so severely had the loyalists been treated in

the United States, that few in proportion were inclined

to venture on a hazardous settlement there. It was on-

ly in situations remote, or otherwise inferior, or it was

on terms above the reach of emigrants in general, that

places were open for them in the territory of the States;

and most of those who emigrated after the peace with

America, were led to settle in the northern provinces

under the British government.

In the single year 1 802, there were 8 vessels loaded

with emigrants, exceeding in all 3 300 in number, and

bound from various parts of the Highlands of Scotland

for America. Most of these went to the British pro-

vinces, only one vessel going to the territory of the

United States.

Such a considerable number of people emigrating

from a country very thinly peopled, and liable to those

cruel and nefarious impositions to which avarice occa-

sionally subjected persons in their situation, very natu-

rally excited public notice and general interest. The
Highland Society interposed with representations; and
a bill was carried through parliament for the purpose of

securing ample space in the vessels hired for emigrants,

and a sufficient stock of pvovisions for their use.

The emigrant bill, which passed in 18o3, has a ten-

dency rather to prevent imposition on the part of ship

contractors, than to prevent emigration. The securing
of ample space and provisions, removes the first and
most formidable danger which emigrants had to dread.

No doubt they must ))ay more liberally for so much bet-

ter accommodation ; but tiiis difference is not so great,

as to prevent any considerable number who had it at

heart to embark. As a measure of policy, therefore,

its influence cannot be great, but it must obviously have
considerable effects as a measure of humanity. In one
view, by discouraging artful and insidious contracts, it

may operate in both characters.

A more powerful l)ar to the progress of emigration
is presented at this time (1814,) in the second Ameri-
can war. It is also to be expected, that the gradual
diminution of the wilds of America must proportionally
reduce the demand and encouragement held out for set-

tlers ; but this will depend on the arrangement of terri-

tory at the conclusion of the war, and on the further pro-
gress of the policy of colonizing.

The most pleasing means that can be employed for the

purpose of preventing emigration must be devised at

home; and this has not esciiped the attention of a liberal

and enlightened legislature.

A rugged and uncultivated country, destitute of pro-

per means of communication, can hardly be expected
to furnish means of subsistence for a growing popula-
tion ; and it cannot be supposed, that any country, in

such a state, can afford to pay for such expensive works
as canals and roads capable of opening it up. The
Highlands of Scotland were precisely in that state,

when the great and liberal plan was formed, of open-
ing a passage from Fort George by Fort Augustus to

Fort William, by means of the Caledonian Canal. This
great undertaking must necessarily require some years

to complete it; and afterwards time will be required, in

order to render it extensively useful. The important
objects of this work, are likely to be greatly promoted
by the invention and use of steam-boats employed on the

lakes. In the mean time, a field of useful labour is open-
ed within that country ; and in the end, it cannot be

doubted, that very great advantages will be derived from
such a splendid national work.

In prosecution of the same general plan, the High-
lands of Scotland have been intersected by roadb in the

most useful directions, executed under the authority of
parliament, partly at the public expence, and partly at

that of the landholders of the country : and piovibiun is

made also for keeping these roads in due repair. Thus
there is laid a great and promising basis of public indus-

try and improvement in that country ; and if unforeseen

events do not prevent the proper use of it, there can be
little doubt, that such improvements as are suitable to.

the countiy will naturally folluv.'; and these must have a
powerful effect in preventing the necessity of such ex-

tensive emigration.

The navigation of the Caledonian canal is not only

well defended by the chain of forts at the two extremities

and the centre of it ; but the lakes not benig liable to

freeze, there is an advantage not commonly to be ob-
tained in canals, which may be expected from this pro-
perty in its waters. Vessels of great burden, it is in-

tended, shall have depth of water to convey them from
the Murray Frith to the Linneheloch, and thence to

the Sound of Mull and the Atlantic. A communica-
tion thus opened between the eastern and western seas,

without going round by Cape Wrath, or encountering
the dangerous passage of the Pentland Frith, must be
extremely useful to the commerce of the kingdom; and
the transit of merchandize and vessels through the ca-

nal, must eventually tend to the improvement of the

country.

Planting of forest trees on the great scale may now be
accomplished with every prospect of a free market, and
ample remuneration. This alone, over a country such
as the mainland of the Highlands, may, in time, be an
improvement more than sufficient to repay the great ex-
pence incurred by the public in opening it up. In the
mean time, planting on a liberal scale will adorn and
shelter the country, and may become a source of high
attraction and elegant amusement for the landholders. A
supply of timber in sufficient abundance in the country,
and the use of water-borne coal, may naturally be ex-
pected to furnish means for introducing manufactures^
especially that of wool, Avhich is raised in great abun-
dance in the Highlands-
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racility of conveyance of lime and rarm-produce,

niiisl naturally sugia;esl to the pcoplt of the countiy to

op''ii quiU'riL-s, and burn the riniestoni- that abounds in

many districts ; and theix cannot be a doubt of a mat kct,

on a growinn- scale, for the vcturns.

Trade and population require supplies of fat cattle

and slitcp; and, of course, many would, in improving
circumstances, be fattened within that remote district.

This new demand would improve the general style of

farming. Green crops and iuclo'jures would be necessary

on most farms ; and these naturally associate with corn,

and require the labours of an increasing population,

furnishing also the means of their subsistence.

Growing interest and activity naturally discover new
sources of employment for the people. The iron forges

of the Highlands might be renewed on a greatly improv-

ed and enlarged scale ; mines and minerals of different

sorts might be worked to advantage
; quarries of mar-

ble, blue slate, or useful stone, would probably be open-

ed ; and this countiy, so long tlu-eatened with desolation,

might smile, arid might be able to rear and su[)port an

augmented population.

Ignorance alone, or prejudice, can maintain, that

sheep faiming is inconsistent with such views in the

Highlands. Even this legitimate system is imperfect

and incomplete, without cultivation. Plantations to shel-

ter the sheep -.tocks, (which they do admirably, and with-

out being injured, when of suflrcient age,) are necessary

to the prospering of the impi-oved breeds of sheep ; and

no stock or breed of sheep can be brought to perfection,

without the benefit of green crops to fatten, and of in-

closures to separate them, and to enable the farmer to

manage them to advantage. The best cultivated pasto-

ral districts present such an arrangement ; and they dis-

cover such a due proportion of black cattle as is neces-

Si'ry to secure the means of comfort and of improvement,
togetlier with the largest returns from the soil. The
milk, hides, and tallow of these, afford comfortable

means of employment and of subsistence ; and a much
greater number of people is maintained, than could have
been supported under an exclusive sheep system. Woods,
cattle, and the mixed culture of hemp and flax, naturally

present extending advantages in prosecuting the fishe-

ries, and in attending to various useful manufactures,
besides promoting the comfort of the inhabitants, and
cooperating with the other modes of improvement in

preventing emigration.

The Highlands, thus opened up and improved, would
furnish useful employment and ample subsistence for a

much gi-eater number of inhabitants than they have ever

yet contained. It is true, that the remarks made above

apply chiefly to the mainland, and that other views

would be necessary in respect of the northern and west-

ern isles.

If the mere crofting system were all the resource that

is now accessible to the Higldanders, it could not much
be depended on. There is a considerable waste of time
and labour in it, and the means and skill employed in

this way are commonly deficient. No doubt, it may in

some degree be useful, particularly if the crofters can

also find occasional employment as labourers to the far-

mers; but an altered and improved system of farming
appears to open the great resource on the mainland.

The rise of a competent numljer of inclosures, and a

proper stock of cattle, together with calcareous ma-
nures and green crops, and corn of course, properly

selected, and cultivated with judgment, would not only

furnish employment and subsistence, but woivld greatly

increase the produce and valu. of those extensive tracts

which are capable of improvement ; and the consc-

(luence would be, that tlie country .at large would be
converted from a sheep-waste into a fertile aijiine terri-

tory. It would tlien be in the power of landholders, at

a moderate exi)ence, to clothe it witii rich and ornamen-
tal jjlantations ; and alterwaids that country would pre-

sent many inducements and attractions to reside in it

;

and manufactures, together with the fisheries, would
more certainly and extensively prosper. In short, there
would no longer be any occasion for the peo|)le to emi-
grate in bodies from the mainland of the Highlands.

With respi ct to the isles, they already possess two
considerable sources of employment,—the fishei'ies and
the manufacture of kelp ; but these isles are generally

naked, without fences, and, of course, almost in the

state of mere wastes, excepting only the lands in tillage;

and these are incapable of improved cultivation while

they are open evei-y winter. The making of kelp, and
attention requisite to the fishing business, being com-
monly in the hands of those who labour the soi!, correct

and regulai' cultivation is obstructed, and scaixely prac-

ticable. There appears to be no ixniedy for this, until

a regular system of intlosures be introduced ; and then

it is no exaggerated supposition, that the sheep stocks

may become triply vahr.ii)le, and the cultivated soils

greatly more productive. After this plan has been adopt-
ed, the regular tillage of the arable soils will naturally

become easier; and, as proper rotations will accompany
inclosures, the labour will divide itself into tne proper
seasons, and fewer hands, regularly employed, will per-
form it. What enci'oachments may tnen be made on the

waste lands cannot be computed; but they will natural-

ly be of considerable importance and extent. Islands

possessing a great extent of low situated lands, numer-
ous herils of black cattle, and calcareous manures in

many parts of the land or the shores, together with sea-

weed, aie subjects adapted by nature for improvement;
and the climate is not very unfriendly to early corn, w hile

it suits admirably for turnips, potatoes, and grass with
seeds. On the larger islands, and on some of the smaller,

stone may be obtained for exterior fences, and sometimes
also for subdivisions; and on these isles where stone

cannot be got, ditches well designed, and pr)perly exe-
cuted and preserved in repair, with such hedges as may
best answer according to circumstances, may operate at

once as fence, drain, and shelter.

This general and improved system is no speculation.

It is already introduced with great advantage by some
of the most intelligent and public spirited proprietors

of estates in these isles ; and it proves an increasing

source of employment and subsistence for the people.

Judicious planting of suitable parts naturally accompa-
nies a system of this kind ; and, by selecting proper situ-

ations, planting the skirts with suitable trees, and then
putting in seedling trees in laige bodies, there is much
less risk of their failing by the breeze. No person ac-

quainted with the country can hesitate in believing that

profitable employment, and growing means of support,

would thus be furnished, for all the present inhabitants

of the isles ; although they should not be occupied with
kelp at all, or with fishing. The great object is to get

them trained to labour so as to perform it well, and with

dispatch; and after this, it will be in the power of land-

holders to arrange the leases of their lands, with views
of regular and progressive improvements.
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A growing population, in the mean time, can furnish

hands lor tlic kelp making and tlic fishings ; and these

-arc, pcrliaps, the people that ought to be accommodated

lor the present with croft lands. In time it may become

expedient to separate these professions, finding other

occupation for the people employed hi those depart-

ments, when they are not engaged in them. Such a re-

source may be naturally obtained within the country in

jobs or piece work,—if ihey are trained to make use of

their spare time, in building dykes, cutting drains or

ditches, planting trees, quarrying stone or slate, making

roads, paring and burning waste lands, preparing com-

posts for meadows and other purposes. The opening

of the country by roads and canals may farther intro-

duce the manufacture of wool, or flax, or hemp, and

other useful branches of the arts ; and even in the low

anil smaller isles, ample occupation may be found for

;he inhabitants.

Hut, in order to shew that such an important object is

in view and will be followed out, a steady and progres-

sively it^tprovi]lg system ought to be generally intro-

duced ; and then it may be safely predicted, that the

course of emigration will be impeded, and that it will

soon entirely cease.

One of the first consequences of this drain of the in-

habitants, is the discouragement and alienation of those

who remain ; and who, in such circumstances, can hard-

ly be expected to pursue vigorously tlie improvement
or labours of a country, where the inhabitants cannot

permanently remain. Another consequence is the leav-

ing of a jjopulation so scanty as not to be adequate to any

rational plan of active improvement, and of course the

protracting of nakedness and desolaiion. The comforts

of those inhabitants who remain, and the interests of

the landholders, are jointly and equally hurt by these

effects. Continued emigration from the Highlands and
isles has also an immediate and pernicious effect, in

draining away a vigorous and hardy people, by wliom
the army and the navy might be considerably recruited

;

and it has the prospective effect of counteracting the

liberal designs and the beneficial purposes of the great

works by which the country is now opening up. It may
farther be asked, how the fishings can be expected to

prosper, if there be not people in the country to prose-
cute them, nor wood nor materials for the boats and
vessels? In short, if the course of emigration had long
gone on, at the rate of its proceeding about ten or twelve
years ago, the consequences would have been, that for

ages to come, improvement would not have been prac-
ticable in that country, and it must have been left in the
nakedness and desolation of a sheep waste. Even tim-
ber fordwcUinghouses, and mortarto build them, could
hardly be expected in a remote and rugged country,
drained of most of its people.

With opposite views, the subject of em'igration has
been treated with considerable ability by various writers ;

but the real history of emigration, its causes and effects,

and above all, its prevention, have scarcely been under-
stood. Interested or partial views of a subject are vvell

known to mislead authors of eminent talents ; and a per-
son of narrow conceptions, who could view only the pre-
sent state of the Highlands, might be surprised into

the opinion, that the country cannot support a growing
population. But if our views be extended to what the
state of this country may and ought to be, we must re-

sist and at once dismiss that idea. Views of improve-
ment may be cherished, even by a landholder, which are

not sufficiently liberal towards the people at large ; but

the true plan of occupation and improvement in that

country must embrace inclosures ; and then it may be-

come the basis of a system, equally judicious and pro-

fitable to all concerned.

Even the prospect of such a system, as would steadily

and progressively add to the resources of that remote
but interesting part of the British territory, is pleasing

to the mind. It would certainly increase very highly

the value of the lands, and add materially to the com-
forts of the inhabitants. Opened by means of the great

canal and the numerous roads intersecting the country,

together with its various and extensive seas, and their

indenting arms ; enjoying the benefit of well planned

and executed fences, at once inclosing, draining, and
sheltering the numerous fields capable of being gained

from extensive wastes ; adorned with rising plantations

of forest trees, and accommodated with the limber and
the shelter they would afford

;
possessing well cultivat-

ed fields, enriched by the manures which abound in the

country, and productive in early grain and green crops;

having improved stocks of the valuable breed of High-
land cattle, together with sheep of superior quality, to

the maintenance of which an improved system would be
adequate ; and possessing a population growing at once
in point of numbers, industry, and comfort, equal not

only to the labours of husbandry, but also to the fishings

and various useful branches of manufacture ; while com-
merce opened the way, and gradually furnished the

means, to acquire wealth ; with all these growing ad-

vantages in their favour, the Higlilands and isles of

Scotland would possess many attractions ; and the last

and melancholy resort of a people driven to desponden-

cy, emip;ration, would cease, (k. k.)

EMISSION OF Heat. See Heat.
EMISSION OF Light. See Optics.
EMOY. See China.
EMPEDOCLES, was the son of Meto, a wealthy

citizen of Agrigentum in Sicily, and flourished about
the 8 4th Olympiad, or 440 years before Christ. It is

not probable that he was born at so early a period, as

to have been a hearer of Pythagoras; but he adopted
the doctrines of that philosopher, and appears evident-

ly, from his own tenets, to have belonged to the Italic

school. He was remarkable for the variety and extent

of his attainments ; and his name became so celebrat-

ed, that when he went to the Olympic games, the

eyes of all the people were fixed upon him as one of the

wonders of the age. He excelled in oratory, upon
which he was the first who gave lessons in Sicily; and
the celebrated Gorgias Leontinus was one of his pupils.

He was possessed of considerable poetical talents, and
has been supposed to be the author of that ancient frag-

ment, which bears the name of" The Golden V^erses of
Pythagoras." The fragments of his verses, dispersed

through various ancient writers, have been collected by
Henry Stephens in his " Poetry of the Piiilosophers ;"

but, if credit may be given to the high commendations
bestowed by Aristotle, Lucretius, and others, upon his

poetry and eloquence, the greater part of his productions
in both these departments must have perished at an early

date. He was not less distinguialied by his skill in me-
dicine, and seems to have owed much of his i..fluence

and reputation to the wonderful cures which he was un-
derstood to have performed. These he did not hesitate

to pass upon the multitude as the effects of magic, or of
some miraculous power; and pretended not only to cure
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^11 diseases, but to drive away old age, and to restore the

dead to life, to raise or moderate the winds, to produce

rain or heat, and to check the progress of epiileniical

diseases. He may be supposed, indeed, by his ntedical

and physical knowledge, to have rendered several actual

services to his country ; as when he is said to liave re-

moved one pestilence Oy luinigalion, aiiotlicr by closing

a chasm in a neighbouring mountain, from which he ob-

served pestilenlial etlluvia to proceed, and another by

correcting the corrupted waters of the river Selinus, by

directing two small streams into its channel; but lie ap-

pears to liave taken advantage of the ignorant admiration

which he receivetl, and is reported to have been highly

gratified with tlie divine honours Avhich were paid him

on some of these occasions. He made a liberal use of

his large paternal estate, especially in giving dowries to

young women, and procuring them suitable marriages.

He took an active interest in the political state of his na-

tive city, and was a determined enemy to tyrannical mea-
sures, and a zealous advocate for the popular form of

government. He at length became an object of so great

veneration to his fellow citizens, that they were ready to

acknowledge him as exalted above the nature of man,
and finally offered to invest him with the sovereign pow-
er. Preferring tl;e tranquillity of a private station, to

the splendour and embarrassments of public life, he de-

clined to accept the office and title, while, at the same
time, he evinced a strong disposition to assume all the

distinctions and appearance of royalty. Clothed in a pur-

ple robe, crowned with laurel, with brazen sandals on

his feet, with long flowing hair, with a grave and com-
manding aspect, liabited, in short, like the gods, and
accompanied by a number of attendants, he was fond of

parading the public ways, and receiving the plaudits of

the people. He is said by Aristotle to have died at sixty

years of age ; but very various accounts are given of the

manner of his death. Some authors relate, that he broke

his leg by falling from a chariot, which brought on a

mortal distemper. Others say, that he terminated his

own existence by throwing himself into the sea, or by
strangulation with a rope. Another account affirms,

that, in his anxiety to examine the crater of Mount Et-

na, he advanced too far, and accidentally fell into the

burning gulf While another report bears, that, after

a sacred festival, he ascended Mount Etna duiingthe
night, and threw himself into the volcano, in the liope

that, the mannei- of his death being unknown, he might
afterwards be accounted a divine person; but that one
of his brazen sandals having been thrown out in a sub-

sequent irruption, his mortality was sufficiently con-

firmed.

Deus immortalis haberi
Dum cupit Empedocles, ardentem frigidus -Etnam
Iiisiluit. Horace ^rs Poet. v. 465.

But the most probable opinion is, that, as Timoeus re-

lates, he went to Greece about the latter part of his life,

and never returned to his native count! y, so that the time
and manner of his death was never certainly known. A
statue was erected to his memory at Agrigentuni, which
was afterwards carried to Rome ; and the inhabitants of
that city, even. in the time of Lucretius, made it their

highest boast, that it had given birth to so eminent a

person as Empedocles, whose poems particularly they
still regarded as oracles. Of the few of his sayings
which have been preserved, the most frequently cited

is his reproof of the luxurious manners of the Agrigen-
tines, namely, that " they pursued pleasures with as

much eagerness as if they were to die before to-nuMrow,
and that they built houses with as much magnificence
as if they were to live for ever." His philosophy, as

far as it can be collected from his fragments, is evidently

atomical ; that the first principles of nature are of two
kinds, active and passive ; that the active is unity or
God, a subtle ethereal fire, intelligent and divine, which
gives being to all things, animates all things, and into

wiiich all things shall be finally resolved; that one spi-

rit thus pervades the universe, uniting all created beings
to itself and to one another, and that it is therefore un-
lawful to kill or eat animals, which are allied to us in

their princi|)le of life; that the passive principle, viz.

matter, is divided into round corpuscles, indefinitely

small, originally eternal, and never capable of being an-

nihilated; that these corpuscles, being put into motion
by the intellectual fire or divine mind, the homogeneous
particles united by a principle of affinity, and the hete-

rogeneous separated by a principle of discord, and thus
formed the four elements, fire, earth, water and air, of
which all bodies are composed ; that the world is one
whole, surrounded by the heavens, which are a solid

body of air crystallized by fire, the sun a fiery mass, the
stars fixed in the crystal of heaven, while the planets

wander freely beneath ; that many demons, emanations
of the divine nature, inhabit the region of the air, and
administer human affairs ; that the soul of man consists

of two parts, the sensitive, produced iike the elements,
and the rational, a demon sprung from the divine soul of
the universe, and sent down into this world as a punish-
ment for crimes committed in a former state, to be puri-
fied by transmigrations through animal and vegetable
bodies; that he distinctly remembered himself to have
been successively a girl, a boy, a bird, a fish, a shrub, and,
lastly, Empedocles; and that all nature is subject to the

immutable and eternal law of necessity. See Cudworth's
Intel. Sijstem ; Stanley's Lives of the PhiloHOjihera ;

Fenelon's Lives of the Philoso/i/iers, translated by the
Rev. J. Cormack ; Castellani Fit. Medic. lUus. ; and
Bruckcr's Hist, of Phil, by Enfield, vol. i. (y)
EMPETRUM, a genus of plants of the class Dioscia,

and order Triandria. See Botany, p. 329.

EMPLEUNON, a genus of plants of the class Mo-
naecia, and order Tetrandria. See Botanv, p. 518.
ENAMEL is a substance of the nature of glass, but

differs from it principally in two points ; first, in its be-
ing more easily fusible, which quality is given to it by
the manner in which the flux is compounded ; secondly,
in having a large proportion of either eartli, or metallic
oxide, united with the flux, to produce opacity. Some
enamels are, however, very transparent, possessing great
clearness and brilliancy of colour, in which case they
differ from glass only in softness or easy fusibility. The
best enamel that can be had for the purpose of making
large plates for painting pictures upon, is the Venetian
white opaque, with the name of Beitolini stamped upon
the cakes, which cakes in general weigh about two
pounds each. This article has not been imported for

some years past, owing to tJie exclusion of the British

trader from the continent. The writer of this article has,
however, been informed, that the maker of the best
white enamel, whose name we have just mentioned, fell

a sacrifice to French tyranny during their struggle for

power in Italy and Naples, 'i'hat this valuable article

was the sole production of an individual, the manufac-
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turc of which was unknown to any but himself, may be

inferred from the non-importation sinre the change of

government in Italy, althouj^h every exertion has been

used by those interested in the use of it, to obtain it at

any price.

When enamel could be brought to England without

restriction, it was generally sold for about six shillings

per pound ; but as it grew scarce, thirty shillings per

pound was given, and, at the present lime, it is as high

as fifty shillings. This high price proved a great sti-

mulus to those, who knew any thing about the nature

of its ingredients, to exert themselves in their endea-

vours to find a substitute, and numerous were the trials

of various persons to make an imitation. All attempts,

however, were inefi'cctual, until very lately, when Mr
Griflitlis, of Round Court, Long Acre, London, suc-

ceeded in producing a hard enamel, superior to the best

Venetian in whiteness, and much more valuable to the

dial-plate makers. But the Venetian is still preferred

for fluxed plates, used for portrait and historical paint-

ings; and, as these plates have always a coat of pure

flux laid over the enamel, upon which the colours are

laid, it requires a peculiar texture in the enamel, so that

when the flux is melted upon it, a partial separation or

cracking should not take place, which arises from the

unequal expansion of the two substances. We have no

doubt that the colouring material used with the flux to

produce the while Venetian enamel, is the pure oxide of

tin, commonly caUcd /lutty. The manufacturers oS. putty

in London, are in the habit of using 30 per cent, of lead

mixed with the tin, which assists the oxidation, causing

it to proceed much faster than when tiie tin is used

alone; but the article made in this manner has a con-

siderable tinge of yellow, which renders it useless for

the purpose of enamel, although it may suit the lapida-

ry or stone mason equally well as if it was made pure.

(t. e.)

ENAMELLING, the art of covering thin plates of

metal with tlie substance called enamel. As this curi-

ous art is carried on to a considerable extent among the

manufacturers of watch dial plates, we shall give our

readers a general idea of the art of enamelling, by ex-

plaining the nature of their manufacture.

Dial Plate Manufacturing.

Dial plate making is divided into hard enamelling, in

which the surface of the plate is covered with hard or

Venetian enamel ; and into glass or soft enamelling, in

which the surface of the plate is covered with the English
soft glass enamel, which is always considered much in-

ferior to hard enamelling.

The metals that suit this kind of enamelling best, are

fine gold or fine copper ; the former may be had from
any goldsmith, the latter at the flatting mills, known by
the name of cnamcllers copper. It is necessary to cau-
tion persons unacquainted with the art against using the

copper too thick, as, in that case, the plates would crack
in the fire.

The slips of copper being cut into square pieces, put
them into a clear fire, till they have attained a red heat

;

when cold they are formed into the intended shape of the
dial. Before proceeding, however, to explain this pro-
cess, we shall here introduce a description of the tools

required in the operation.

l«f, The dies are small circular plates of brass, about

}f\S\ of an inch thick. Their edges should be turned a

ENA
little conical, and in their centres should be holes near-

ly as large as those to be made in the dial plates. An
enamellcr ought to have at kast forty of these, from jths

of an inch, up to 2i inches diameter, observing that the

gradation from one size to another should be exceeding-

ly small, havir>g tliiec sizes between every division on
the gauge. See Fig. 1. of Plate CC^LII.

id, A round ended punch made of steel wire, about
Jjclhs of an inch thick and 1 \ long. This should be fixed

in a convenient handle, and is then fit to punch up the

copper into the centre holes of the dies. Sc;e Fig. 2.

3rf, A clock maker's round broach. This should be
firmly fixed into a strong handle, being used to burnish

up an edge to the copper, and likewise to square up the

centre holes. See Fig. 3.

4//j, A die or block, to set the copper of the desired

concavity. Tliis should be turned of box or any other

hard wood, and should be a little larger in its diameter
than the largest brass die. This must have a hole through
the centre something wider than the hole in the dial plate.

See Fig. 4.

5M, A large pair of scissars to cut tliC copper with.

Horse scissars are most proper for this purpose.

till, A setting spatula, which should be made of steel

wire, about ygths of an inch in diameter and 5 inches

long. One end of this should be beat flat and thin. The
end so prepared is then to be filed a little round, and the

flat part bent so as to form a segment of a circle, some-
what smaller than the curve of the setting die. The
outer part of the curve should then be smoothed on an

oil stone, and the tool is fit to be used. See Fig. 5.

7 tit, A smooth needle maker's file, used for filing the

plated wire, wiiich will be hereafter explained, and like-

wise the edge of the copper, after it has been burnished

up to the edge of the brass die.

8.7i, A small steel point, which should be rather stout-

er than a stocking needle, used for marking the place

where the feet of the dial should be put, and other pur'

poses to be described. See Fig. 6.

9r/i, A large soldering lamp, which should hold at

least a quart of oil. This must have a cylindrical spout

for the cotton, at least one inch and a quarter in diame-
ter, that the oil may have free access to the lighted end
of the cotton. St- e Fig. 7.

\Qth, A pair of corn tongs, or tweezers. These are

so well known as to need no description.

1 \th, A blow pipe for soldering the feet upon the cop-

pers, of a convenient length, and the hole a little more
open than for other purposes.

\2th, A watchmaker's glass and dial gauge. See
Fig. 8.

1 3t/i, A pair of nippers to cut the feet from the plated

wire.

The tools being ready, the workman should proceed

to measure the frames of the watciies; and supposing
that he finds the frame to correspond with one of the di-

visions on the guage, l.e should chuse a die half a size

larger, as the dial must always be one size larger than

the frame, which will be the case when the thickness of

the copper is included. It will be found, if all is con-

ducted according to our directions, that the dial, when
completed, will extend over the frame just enough to

fill the groove in the inner case of a watch, which will

be turned for that purpose. If the dial is to be made to

a brass edge, the uic siiould be fiiii one size less than

the inner rim; lor as the dial has to lie witl.in the rim
of the edge, an allowance must be made for the thick-
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nessof tlie copper, and likevisc for the swelling of tiie

plate in the fire, which is a circumstance that invaria-

bly happens. The proper die being chosen, place one

of the pieces of copper on that side of tlie die which lias

the smallest diameter, and as nearly in the centre as

possible; lay the die, with the copper upon it, Hat on a

table or board, and the round ended punch. Fig. 2. being

put on the centre, press il down and wriggle it round

till the end of it is forced as far as it can go into the cen-

tre hole of the die. The copper is then to be taken oft",

and the bulge thus formed must be filed nearly through.

Let the copper then be placed on the die in the same
manner as before, and the round broach gently thrust

through the centre hole, till it fits it nearly light to the

die. When this is done, holding the die and copper in

the left hand, with the die upwards, let the copper be

cut as nearly round as possible, leaving it about -j'^th of

an inch larger than the smallest side of the die. This

may be best accomplished by holding the scissars a lit-

tle aslant, till the desired breadth is obtained. The die,

with the copper uppermost, is then to be laid on the

work board, and gently rubbed or burnished over with

the round broach, till the copper lies quite smooth and
flat on the die. Hold the die and the copper firmly in

the left hand, and having the broach in the right, bur-

nish that part of the copper which extends beyond the

edge of the die, which is best done by rubbing the broach

round the copper, and pressing it close to the edge of

the die. The copper is now to be taken off the die,

and the edge or rim thus formed must be finished by

filing it till it is equal on every side. The centre hole

must be filed a little to take off the ragged parts, but it

must not be made so low as the edge ; and the bur that

is formed by filing should be scraped off with the edge

of a graver. The copper is then set up to the desired

convexity, by placing it in the setting die, and rubbing

it with the setting spatula till the copper touches in all

parts; after which the feet arc soldered on.

The inconveniences that attended the use of plain cop-

per wire soldered with spdter for the feet, are now en-

tirely obviated, by employing copper wire plated with

silver. When the copper is set up properly, place it'

exactly on the frame of the watch. Hold the copper
and frame in the left hand, and with the point or needle

mark through the holes in the frame where the feet

should be placed; then place the copper in the setting

die, and describe small squares, about each of the marks
that have been made with the point, observing that

these must be large enough to admit the foot wire to

be placed within, as the intention of the squares is no-

thing more than to throw up a bur or ridge, to prevent
the foot from slipping out of its place during the opera-

tion of soldering. The feet for the coppers must now
be cut, by fixing an iron peg into the work board, and
the pieces of plated wire being held against it, it will be
found to form a very good resistance to the action of the

file. It should be observed, that if coppers are to be
made for flat plates, the feet should be filed at right an-

gles ; but if the plates are convex, they should be filed

at an angle as nearly as possible corresponding with the

curve formed in the hollow part of the copper, because
when the foot is placed on the copper, it will be found

to stand perpendicular to the base line, or edge of the

copper. The feet thus filed should be cut ofi' with the

nippers; if for frame plates, about three-sixteenths of an

inch long; but if for fl.'t plates, one-eighth will be suffi-

cient. A small quantity of borax should now be rubbed
Vot.. VHI. Part H.

upon a piece of slate, with the addition of a few drops
of water, into which the filed parts of the feet being
slightly dipped, will greatly facilitute the soldering. The
copper is then to be held in the left hand, and the feet

taken tip with the tweezers are to be set in their proper
places on the copper, when it will be fit for soldering.

When a great number are to be done at once, it will

be the best way to set up all the feet before any are sol-

dered. In this case, the frames set on the board with
the pillars uinvards, make very convenient stands to

place the coppers on till they are soldered. It must be
carefully observed in this kind of soldering, to use the

borax very sparingly ; for as il blubbers up when the

heat first comes to it, the feet would be thi'own down,
which would occasion much difliculty and loss of time
in replacing them.
Take now a large piece of charcoal of a close texture,

and hollowed out, so that the copper may lie convenient-
ly in it, and having your lamp near the edge of the board,
and the copper placed on the coal, which should be held

in the left hand, put the end of the blowpipe into the
centre of the (lame, and holding the copper nearly under
it, give a very slight but steady blast till the copper is

red hot. The pijie should now be withdrawn from the
centre, that the whole of the flame may be collected,

which will be done if the operator blows as hard as he
can. When the copper is arrived nearly at a white heat,

the centre of the blast must be directed immediately over
each of the feet till the solder runs down to the copper,
and the soldering is complete. If the feet have kept in

their places, they will fit into the holes of the fraines;

but if ihey have shified a liltle, which will frequently be
the case, fit thein into the frame, by placing the copper in

the setting die vvith the feet upwards, and the frame be-

ing held over the feet, bend them whichever way may
be requisite, by introducing the setting spatula between
the frame and the copper, pressing it against that side

of the foot or feet that may be necessary, till they fit into

the holes of the frame. When this is done, the copper
is to be gcnlly withdrawn from the frame, and if, upon
examining the upper side, any dints or bulges have been
made, they must be taken out by putting the copper iiTlo

the setting die, and rubbing the spaluld round the feet

till such imperfections are removed. When a copper
is made to a brass edge and frame for a second watch,
the second, or eccentric hole, must be made in the fol-

lowing manner, after the copper has been soldered and
set : Place tlie copper in the brass edge and frame, hold-
ing the copper downwards on the board, with a fine nee-
dle or point put perpendicularly through the seconds
hole of the frame; prick quite through the copper a
very small hole, which must be bulged or raised, by
having a corresponding hole drilled in one of the dies.

The copper is then to be placed on the die, and the hole
that has been pricked, must be placed exactly over the
hole that has been drilled in the die. A smaller round
ended punch should be used to bulge up the hole, which
is to be done in the same manner as was directed for

making the holes in the centres of the plain coppers.
The hole must be finished by filing the upper side; and
if upon exaiiiiiiation it tloes not correspond with the hole
in the frame, it must be made to fit by placing it on the
die again, and opening the hole witli the point, bearing
most on that side that is most out of the centre. It

shotild be observed, that although the plate for a se-

conds watch is desired to be as flat as possible, yet the
copper should be set a little rising ; for if it was not
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kept up a liule in the centre, when the enamel is put on

and the plate fired, it would sink in the centre, an im-

perkction lor which there is no remedy. We would

rccommenil, that all copper used for flat plates should

be annealed and planished before they are put to the die.

This may be done on a piece of flat marble; and the hani-

iwcr should be made ot elder, or liard boxwood, having

a very smooth face. The use of this operation is to take

away the cocklini;; kind of spring, tliat is always left in

the copper when it comes from tlic flatting mills. To
perform this nicely, requires much judgment in the

operator; for if the copper is promiscuously struck with

the liamuier, it is ten to one but the imperfection is in-

creased ; therefore to proceed rightly, the copper must

be examined, and that part whicii is foimd to be the

tightest, or least stretched, and upon which the other

parts will appear to twist and play, must be hammered
till an uniform flatness is obtained. The best method
of ascertaining when the spring is gone, is to let the

piece of copper fall from a small distance upon the mar-
ble slab, and if there is no vibration or ringing noise, we
may conclude that the operation has succeeded. We
should not have been so particular on this point, had we
not been convinced of its utility ; for if this is not done,

the metal will expand unequally in the fire, which will

certainiy cause the enamel to crack in the fire, or warp
in sucli a manner as to be wholly useless. We must not

omit the method of cleansing, (or pickling the copper as

it is technically called,) it being necessary in all cases

where great nicety is required. This is done, by mak-
ing a solution of tiie best double aquafortis and water,

about one part of the former to eight of the latter. Put
the coppers, as soon as they are all soldered, into as

much of the solution as will cover them, and when they

have remained two or three minutes, let one of them be
taken out and washed in clean water, and brushed with

a soft brush and a little white sand. If the scale comes
all off, and the copper looks quite bright, they are suffi-

ciently done ; if not, let them remain some time longer
ill the solution, and, when brushed as before, dry them
with a soft napkin.

Descrifiiioh of the Tools used in Enamelling.

The first is an agate pestle and mortar to grind the
enamel. The best kind are those that are most trans-

parent, and free from opaque spots and veins. See a
section of this in Plate CCLII. Figs. 9. 10.

The second is a small hammer about an ounce and a
half in weight. One face should be flat, and the other
of the shape commonly used in riveting.

The third is a flat spatula seven-eighths of an inch
broad, and a little thicker than those used for paint
knives.

Trie fourth is a spatula rather thicker than the last, but
of equal breadth. One side of this should be flat, and
the other a little curved. This must be made of good
steel, and is used to spread the hard enamel on the cop-
per. See Plate CCLII. Fig. 11.

The fifth is the spatula, for spreading the hard ena-
mel on the under side of the copper. This is called a
bottom spatula. The end of this should be just the same
as the end of the setting spatula described in the copper
\ools, excepting that it should be a little broader.
The sixth is a quill cut just like a tooth-pick. This is

used to clear the enamel out of the centre holes of the
coppers.

The seventh are two damask napkins, for drying the

water from the enamel. These should be very clean,

and always kept separate.

The eighth is a small bason with a cover, to hold the

enamel that is to be used for the tops of tlie dial plates.

The ninth is a gallipot, to hold the enamel that is ts

be used for the bottoms, or under side of the dials.

The tenth is a cylindrical block of wood, to fix the cop-

per on when it is ready to have the enamel laid on the

top. This for common sized plates, may be about an

inch and half diameter, and about six inches long. On
one end of this some soft wax must be fixed, so that it may
form a kind of cap to the block, being about one-third of

an inch thick on the top, and the same on the sides. See
Fig. 12.

The eleventh is a box to hold the plates in, when the

enamel is spread on them. This may be about 1 6 inches

long, and 9 broad. The depth may be one inch and a

half; but it must not have any side under the opening of

the lid.

The twelfth is a small steel-faced anvil to hold in the

hand, to break the enamel into small pieces. The face

may be about one inch diameter, the other part in pro-

portion.

Method of grinding the Soft Glass Enamel, called, by

Enamellers, Glass.

Take a cake of glass enamel, and with the riveting

face of the hammer strike it as near the edge as possi-

ble, holding, at the same time, the forefinger of the left

hand just under the place where the blow falls. By
this means, the vibration that would be given to the

whole cake will be prevented, and it will be broken into

thin flakes. When thick solid pieces happen to fall off,

the anvil must be held in the left hand, with the face

upwards; and the piece being laid on it, must be broken
with the flat face of the hammer, till it is small enough
to be ground. To prevent the enamel from flying about,

the anvil should be so held '» the hand, that part of the

fore finger and thumb may form a kind of rim.

The centre is generally tlie foulest part of the cake,

and is often intermixed with black and red streaks.

When tills is the case, the coloured parts should be re-

jected, as they would otherwise contaminate the whole
enamel. When the enamel is broken as small as is

necessary, no piece being left larger or thicker than a

small pea, the agate mortar must be set on a piece of
coarse linen cloth four times doubled, and made tho-

roughly wet with clean water. This should be laid

on the work-board, and the mortar about half filled

with enamel, which should be nearly covered with

clean water. The pestle is then to be wiped perfectly

clean, and, being grasped by the middle with the left

hand, the right hand placed on the top, and pressing

against the right breast, the operator thus leaning over
the mortar, must give a kind of twisting motion to the

pestle, by bringing the right elbow round the pestle,

forming the axis of the circle ; while the body, being
permitted to rise a little after each twist, fresh panicles
of tlie enamel will fall under the pestle, and be com-
pletely crushed. This part of the operation should he
continued as long as any large pieces of the enamel are

felt under the pestle; for it should be observed, that if

this great pressure, or breaking do^vn, as it is techni-

cally called, is pursued beyond the proper time, some
parts of the glass would be reduced to almost an irn-
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palpable powder, wliile the other part woiikl remain com-
paratively coarse. To prevent this unevenness, the pestle

should be held firmly down in the mortar, with the left

hand grasping it as before, while the right hand gives

a circular motion to the upper part, at tlie same time

using as much strength as can be conveniently exerted.

In a very short time after this method is begun, the large

pieces tliat have escaped the pestle in breaking doivn,

will present themselves under the pestle, and cause it

to jump and twist in contrary directions. This may be

prevented, by feeling for them with the pestle, and

crushing them against the side of the mortar, holding

it at the same time firmly with the left hand. As the

fine flour, into which some parts of the enamel is ground,

would prevent the rest from being evenly ground, it

must be washed away four or five times du; ing the

grinding. This is best done by nearly filling the moi'tar

with clean water, and agitating the enamel with the

broad flat spatula, stirring it from the bottom till the

water appears quite milky; the enamel should then be

suffered to settle to the bottom, and the water pouied
off. A small quantity of water must then be put into

the mortar, sufficient to keep the enamel from clinging

to the sides of the pestle, and the grinding continued

till there appears a difticulty of getting the jjestle to

touch the bottom of the mortar. When it is arrived at

this state of fineness, the pestle must be held in the

middle with the right hand, giving it a circular motion,

clearing the enamel from the sides of the mortar at each
revolution. When this kind of motion is begun, it will

be necessary to hold the mortar with the left hand,

taking great care not to throw the enamel over the

sides, because the dirt tliat it would contract by such an

accident could not be got rid of without an infinite deal

of trouble, besides the risk of breaking the work in get-

ting the specks from the surface of the dial plates, when
the enamel has been fired. As it would be almost im-
possible to lay down a certain rule for the fineness to

which the glass enamel should be ground, as different

parcels, or /lots (as they are called at the glasshouse,)

require to be varied, we can only say, that the finest

should never exceed fine grain gunpowder, while the

coarsest must never be left larger than maw-seed. When
the enamel is completely ground, wash the flour tho-

rouglily from it, and put it in the basin, then keep it

covered with water till it is wanted for use, taking great

care that it receive no dust or dirt.

Method of grinding the Venetian Hard Enamel, for the

Bottoms or under Sides of the Dials.

This enamel is to be broken with the hammer in the

same manner as the gliss enamel ; but, instead of break-

ing it down in the agate mortar, it should be done in

one made of iron, of a cylindrical form. The bottom of

the mortar sliould be faced with steel, possessing a small

degree of contnvity, that the enamel may return to the

centre after eacli blow. The pestle should be about

one inch and a fourth in diameter, and about six inches

long, with the face of steel, about one inch and a half

in diameter, and a little convex, to suit the mortar. The
depth of the mortar should be ahoui four inches; and
with respect to thickness, as there will be no strain

upon the sides, the lighter it is made the better. It

should also be observed, that the arris of the face of the

pestle should be lounded, so as to leave no sharp edges
near the part where it comes in contact with the ena-

mel, as they would be soon broken off, and spoil the other

part of the face. After the enamel has been broken
with the hammer, it must be put into the steel mortar
in small quantities, and pounded till it is as fine as the

glass enamel, (when it has been broken down in the

agate mortar) ; it should then be put into the agate

mortar, and ground till it appears to be reduced almost
to an impalpable powder. It must be remembered not

to wash the enamel that is to be used lor bottoms, as

the flour will, in this case, be more serviceable than de-
trimental. When this enamel is ground, put it into a
clean gallipot, and always keep it covered with water;
for observe, if ever it gets dry after it is ground, it

will be necessary to give it two or three turns in the

agate mortar, otherwise the enamel is likely to blister

in the fire.

Method of grinding and /tickling the Venetian Hard Ena-
mel that is to be used for the Tofis of Dial Platen.

When a piece of enamel is chosen for hard plates,

great attention should be paid to the colour, that which
is the whitest being considered the most valuable. The
piece that is to be ground must be laid upon a clean

planch (or, what would be much better, a tliin plate of

platina,) and placed under the enameller's riiuflle till it

is red hot; it must then be quickly drawn from the

fire, and quenched in very clean spring water. This
will cause the enamel to fly into very small pieces,

which must be collected and put into the agate mortar.

The intention of breaking the enamel in this way, is to

do away, as much as possible, the necessity of using the

hammer and steel pestle ; because, if any small particle

of the steel gets into the enamel, it will cause much
trouble to get it out. The method of grinding it is

just the same as that employed for the other haid ena-

mel, excepting that this must be rather coarser; and
great care must be taken, when the enamel is washed,
not to throw away the water which contains the flour,

which may be collected after it has setthd, and put
into the gallipot with that which is to be used for bot-

toms. When the enamel is ground Rtic enough, it must
be put into a wide-mouthed glass Wittlc with a glass

stopple, and covered with strong nitrous acid ; and in

this state it should remain till wanted for use.

Method of enamelling with the Soft Glass Enamel.

The napkin that is to be used for laying or spread-
ing the bottoms, must be laid on the work-board four

times doubled. The copper is to be held in tlie left

hand, with the feet upwards, and a sm\ll qu intity of
the hard enamel for bottoms is to be t ikeii out of the

gallipot on the end of the bottom spatula, and spread
roughly on the copper, covermg it clos':ly up to tiie

feet and centre holes. It must then be laid between the

folds of the cloth till a little of tiie water is absorbed,

when it must be snioothly spi'ead with the convex side

of the spatula. If too much of tne water is not ab-

sorbed, it will be found that the enamel may be very

easily removed from the parts where it iii s thickest to

those that are too thin, till a general evenness is pro-

duced. It must then be smoothly spread, by dryinir

it more with the napkin, and s[)rcading it a"aii with
the spatula, observing always to beai' pri>portioii?.ly

lighter as the enamel gets drier. The centre hole n;ust

be cleared out by twisting ti-.e quill in it till it brings out
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all the enamel that is in it, and the operation of laying

the bottom is complete.

A clean napkin is then to be folded in the same man-

ner as for laying the bottoms; but it must be laid on

the board so as to hang over tlie edge about three or

four niches; and, to prevent its falling, it is best to put

some kind of weight upon it. When the wax upon the

laying block has been softened, and made of a shape fit

to receive the copper, it must be placed evenly on, and

the feet pressed into the wa.x, till the under edge of the

copper nearly touch. This will be best done by pla-

cmg the setting die on the copper, and pressing it

down, as, by this method, the shape of the copper will

be preserved, and the upper side secured from the per-

spiration of the hands, which might prove injurious to

the work, as any thing of a greasy nature is very apt

to make the enamel blister. The copper must now be

brushed quite clean with a soft hair brush, or hare's

fool, taking great care not to leave any of the hard

enamel on the surface, or about the edge. The block

with the copper on it is now to be held in the left hand,

and a small quantity of the glass enamel is to be taken

upon the end of the flat spatula, and laid upon the cop-

per, near the centre hole, taking very great care not to

let the water through the centie hole, as that would take

the enamel from the bottom, which could not be repla-

ced without taking the glass from the top ; an operation

that would be exceedingly dangerous, as the two kinds

of enamel would get mixed together, which would in-

evitably spoil them both. If a careful attention is paid

to what we have said, an evil of this kind need not be

feared, as the enamel need not be taken out of the ba-

sin with so much water as to render it at all hazard-

ous, if it is lifted slowly, and by that means suffered

to drain a little. When a sufficient quantity of the glass

enamel has been put upon the copper, it must be rough-

ly spread, by repeatedly indenting the edge of the flat

spatula into the enamel, crossing it in all directions till

it lies of an uniform thickness all over the copper. The
surface, in this state, will have various little inequali-

ties and indentations, which may be reduced by just

tapping the side of the block two or three ti»nes with

the edge of the ^atula. The water which this opera-

tion will cause to flow on the surface of the enamel,

must be dried a little with the corner of the cloth, but

not so much as to render the enamel difficult to be mo-
ved ; for the intention of drying it in this state is to

take away the superfluous water that floats on the sur-

face. If, however, the napkin should at any time ab-

sorb so much of the water that the enamel could not be
moved without such a degree of pressure as would
loosen the feet of the copper from the wax, or risk bend-
ing the copper, a drop or two of water may be taken
upon the end of the spatula, and applied to different

parts of the enamel, till the desired effect is obtained.

It rarely happens that the enamel, in this state, is so

evenly laid as to want no adjusting; it must therefore
be carefully observed, that the side or part which is

too thick, must be reduced by removing a part to

places that appear deficient. This may be done by
spreading the spatula over the enamel, turnmg the
block round with the fingers and thumb of the left

hand, till it lies generally even. It must then be dried
again with the napkin, and the surface made smoother,
by passing the spatula over it in all directions, bearing
a little harder on the enamel as it gets drier. As the

rubbing and spreading the enamel in this manner will

attract the moisture to the surface, and hinder the ena-

mel from lying so smooth as is necessary, it must there-

fore de dried again, and the laying finished by gently

passing the spatula lightly over the surface till the ena-

mel lie very smooth and even.

In determining the thickness of the enamel, an al-

lowance must be made for its granulated state previous

to melting, when it occupies a larger space than it does
subsequently. The enamel should therefore be spread a

little thicker than the depth of the edge and centre would
seem to require. In all cases, however, it will be bet-

ter to have the enamel a little below the edge and cen-

tre when it is melted in its first fire, for reasons which
we shall afterwards explain. One thing is to be parti-

cularly observed in enamelling the tops of convex
plates, that the shoulder, which is about ith of the dis-

tance from the edge to the centre, should be laid some-
what thicker than towards the edge, because the edge
being lower than the centre, the enamel when in :i fluid

state in the fire, will flow down to it, and will thus pro-

duce an equality of thickness on all parts of the cop-

per.

When the copper is covered, it must be carefully ta-

ken from the block, by gently raising it with the back of

the thumb-nail, under the edge, and as near each of the

feet as possible. After it is free from the wax, it may be
lifted with the finger and thumb from the block, and
placed under the lid of the box, to keep it from the dust

till it is wanted to be fired.

Descri/ition of Ifie Method of Hard Ena7nelling.

When the copper is nicely pickled, fix it on the lay-

ing block, in the same manner as was directed for the

glass enamelling, and lay a coat of glass enamel about

two-thirds of the thickness that was directed for ma-
king glass plates. This must be fired till the enamel
is melted down to a tolerably smooth surface ; and when
cold, should any specks of dirt appear on the surface,

they must be cut out with the point of a square graver

whetted to a very obtuse angle. After this, the plate

must be put into a solution of nitrous acid and water,

just strong enough to cleanse the scale from the edge of

the copper, being careful not to leave the plate longer

in the solution than is sufficient to clean the edge, and
washing it immediately in clean water.

Let the plate now be fixed on the laying block, in

the same manner as if it were a copper, keeping the

wax soft enough to admit the feet to pass into it with-

out any great pressure, as that might strain the ena-

mel, and cause it to crack in the fire. Take a small

quantity of the hard enamel, thoroughly purified of the

acid by several waters, and, with the rounded part of

the round-sided spatula, spread it as equally as possible

over the whole surface of the plate. When this is done,

the enamel must be dried by laying the corner of a

clean napkin upon it till it has absorbed a part of the

water. It will then be in a fit state to be spread more
equally over the surface of the plate; and, when it is

spread nearly smooth, and of equal thickness, it must
be dried again with the napkin, and the spreading con-

tinued for full ten minutes, or longer, pressing harder
upon the enamel as it gets drier, and rubbing it in eve-

ry direction till it is compressed as closely as possible.

The next department of the business is firing the

enamel, as it is technically called, which consists in.

melting it till it becomes one uniform mass on the sur-
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face of the copper. But before \vc proceed to the de-

scription of firiiiij, the appaiatus for performing- it re-

mains to be described.

The first is a vmg used to support the edge of the dial

while m the fire, so that the feet may not come in con-

tact with any substance, as the motion necessary to be
given to the dial would certainly disturb or loosen

them. These rings are made, at present, of one part

pipe maker's clay, and two parts of the real Dutch
black lead melting pot, i^round to a very fine pow-
der, and well tempered with water to a consistence si-

milar to potter's clay. A large lump of this mixture is

placed upon a square spindle, and set by to dry a lit-

tle, when it is placed in a lathe or turn bench, and
the rings turned out of the solid mass. The (juantity

placed upon the spindle may be sufficient to get two
sized rings from the same mass by turning the largest

size first. To prevent the adhesion of the enamel to tlie

ring, (we mean that which is laid on the under side of

the dial), one part of the ring is made like the frus-

trum of a ^very obtuse angled hollow cone, while the

other side forms a plane perpendicular to the sides of

the cylindrical pans. The dial being laid in the hol-

low side, will just touch it at the part where the cop-
per is bare, and thereby prevent the adhesion of the

enamel. This part of the ring being well rubbed with

fine whitening, will still further prevent such an evil.

When the dial is placed on tiie ring, both are to be set

on a planch, which is a flat circular piece of fine stone,

about .Jth of an inch thick, or, in default of this, it may
be made of Sturbridge clay ; and, as it is necessary

to turn the dial in the fire during the whole time it is

melting, that it may be equally heated, the planch with

the ring and dial upon it are set upon a small piece of

clay, which should be moulded so as to form a segment
of a sphere whose diameter may be about five inches.

This being laid on the coals, under the nuifflc, it will

be found, with a little practice, that the planch may be
very conveniently turned-round on the spherical surface

without slipping off", while the whole of the plate, by
the change of position, will be equally heated. This
last mentioned object is by cnamellcrs called a turner.

for a representation of this, and the manner of placing

the other articles upon it, see Plate CCLII. Fig. 12,

where all of them are shown in section, the dial in this

Figure being a curved one, for a watch without a brass

edge. A, is the dial ; BB the ring; C the planch j and
D the turner.

When the furnace is sufficiently heated, lay the en-

amelled plates upon the hearth, on a ring of a proper
size, and there allow them to remain till the moisture

is entirely evaporated. The planch is then to be with-

drawn from the fire, where it will have attained a white

heat, and the plate and ring set on it as nearly in the

centre as possible ; when the whole is to be placed upon
the turner, under the muffle, and kept in constant mo-
tion, until it assumes one uniform surface. It must then

be immediately withdrawn with the tongs, and another

treated in the same way, till the whole day's work is

fired, which, from the various qualities that may be
given to the work, although made of the same materials,

may vary in number from six to three dozen.

It rarely happens that any plate will come out of

the first fire without a number of small black or green
specks, which, perhaps, were in the enamel, and had
escaped the notice of the operator. In addition to this

imperfection, the union of so many small particles of

enamel in one mass throws u]) to the surface a scummy
and mottled apjiearance, which renders the plate, when
cold, very unpleasing. It will be necessary to remove
these imperfections by first carefully reinoving the

specks with a square graver, whetted so that the face

makes nearly a right angle with the plane of cither

side, observing to hold the index finger of the left hand
immediately under that part of the plate where the speck
is situated, so as to counteract the pressure given to

the graver, and prevent any strain upon the whole,

whicfi might cause the enamel to crack when it again

ajiproaches the fire. Wlien all the specks are removed,
the centre hole of the coppi r, if all lias been conducted
right, will a|)pear to rise above the surface ol the ena-

mel. This must be very caiefully filed down, and the

same operation i)raclised at the edge, which will be

found to have a similar appearance, and the plat'.- is

then ready lo underLjo a process, technically called using

off. This is perfornu.-d by rubbing the surface ot me
plate on a grit stone, with line sand and water, untill all

the glazed appearance is completely obliterated, and one
uniform and equally rough surface is protluced. The
intention of this part of the process, is to remove the

mottled appearance on the surface, and give a more
equal convexity to the plate. It may likewise be observ-

ed, that the flux in the enamel being always in the great-

est quantity near the surface, gives a semi-transparent

appearance to the plate. The using off itxwovcs tiiis im-
perfection, and greatly increases tlie intense wliitcness

of the enamel, adding, at the same time, much to its

beautiful opacity. After the using ofT is complet d,

the plates should be brushed with a stiflf hairi d brush
and wet sand, to remove any light stain; when, being
well washed in clean water, they must be dried with a

clean napkin, and they are ready to receive the finish-

ing fire.

As the specks that have been picked out generally

leave some deep holes in the enamel, they must be fill-

ed up with some of the finest enamel, nearly as fine as

flour; and being placed in a proper sized ring, must
be set on the iron hearth of the furnace, gradually pla-

cing it nearer to the fire, until it attains such a heat as

will permit it to bo placed in the 'hottest part of the

furnace without danger of cracking, which would be
very likely to happen if this gradual annealing was not

attended to. The ring and plate may now be lifted upon
the planch with the tongs, and kept in motion, turning
it gently round until it attains a white heat. As soon

as this is observed, it must be brought out of the fire,

and blown upon with the breath for two or three seconds,

and immediately returned into the furnace, where it may
be suflered to attain a white heat, which will bring it to

a most beautiful gloss, and a degree of whiteness not to

be exceeded. The plate must not be permitted to re-

main one moment longer in the fire after it has arrived

at the desired heat, but must be quickly withdrawn from
the furnace, and set to cool gradually ; when, if it is

found to be free from specks, the operation is finished,

and the plate ready to have the figures painted upon it.

If the enamel should have any specks upon the sur-

face, they can only be removed by the graver, and the

firing repeated, omitting the using off in this case.

This is the process for firing and linishing the glass

enamel plates. We shall now describe the method adopt-

ed to fire and finish the hard enamel dials.

The firing of these when the enamel is laid on, is the

same as for the glass enamel, the apparatus being used
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for both purposes; but the heat applied to melt the

Venetian hard enamel must not be so great, and the

plate must be taken from the fire as soon as the enamel

is found to form one tolerably compact body, as any

longer continuance would have a tendency to spoil the

intended shape of the plate, which is always considered

a most essential quality in hard enamel plates. The

method of usinff off the hard enamel plates is different

from that made use of in the glass enamel ; for as the

proportion of flux in tlie Venetian hard enamel is con-

siderably less than in the glass, and as diminishing the

flux by using it off, (if carried to the extent we have

before described,) would render the surface very po-

rous, great care is necessary to be observed that the

flux may be raised to the surface in the first fire as little

as possiljle ; which is done by giving the plate a very

slight heat, barely sufficient to unite the particles of

enamel into one solid mass. Should any specks ap-

pear, they must be taken out with the graver, as was

directed in the glass enamelling, and the surface must
be reduced to perfect evenness, by rubbing it with a

grey stone, or what is still better, the water of air

stone found in Scotland, and now mucii used by mathe-

matical instrument makers. This method of usiiig off

must be continued until the surface is smootli, and all

the old or first gloss is removed. This part of the pro-

cess should be very carefully performed, for should the

plate receive any strain, it would be cracked in the fire,

and inevitably spoiled ; to prevent which, it will be best

to hold the plate in the fingers of the left hand, wliile

the stone is rubbed lightly over every part of its sur-

face. The plate must then be well washed with very

clean water; and to prevent any particles of the stone

remaining in the pores, it is customary to rub the sur-

face for aliout five minutes with a piece of soft smooth
hoop wood, or what is still better, if it can be had,

soft dog wood cut quite fiat and smooth. When this

is done, the plate must be well washed and wiped, and
will then be ready for the fire.

The heat for finishing may be rather more than that

used in the first fire, as in that instance the intention

was only to unite the particles of ena:mel into one solid

mass. But the prhicipal object in finishing being to

raise the flux to the surface as much as possible, a
greater heat maybe used with advantage; but the plate

must be taken from the furnace the instant that the sur-
face appears bright and glossy.

We shall conclude our directions for firing the plates,
with some general observations upon the accidents that
arc most likely to occur in both kinds of enamelling,
and point out the best methods to remedy them when
they happen. Where good Venetian enamel cannot be
obtained, and mixtures of various kinds are resorted to,

it frequently happens that the glass enamel plates crack
when they are brought to the second fire. This is no
doubt owing to the unequal expansion of the two ena-
mels ; arid where the cracking takes place at the top or
upper side of a plate, it requires very delicate treat-
ment to preserve the dial from being completely spoil-
ed.

To do this successfully, as soon as the crack is ob-
served, the piate must be withdrawn from the fire ; and
•if it extends only from the centre hole to the edge, it

ENG
will, in most cases, bear mending ; but if it has taken

place in two or three places, it will be useless to make
the attempt, as it will rarely succeed. If the dial plate

was to continue in the fire, after it is cracked, a suffi-

cient time, the enamel would close, and the plate become
sound again. But as the copper on its surface is in a

slate of oxidation, the oxide of copper, uniting with

the enamel, weuid rise to the upper surface of the

plate, producing by its union a faint and sometimes a

dark green line, which would evidently render the

plate useless. The operator, therefore, must observe

the time when the crack has opened to its greatest

width ; and before it unite or close at the bottom, the

plate must be withdrawn from the furnace and allowed

to cool. The opening must then be filled with fine ena-

mel, laid sufficiently high to allow for its running down
in the fire; but to adjust the quantity, so as to prevent

the appearance of a scam across the plate, will require

much judgment; and, indeed, however well the opera-

tion may succeed, it will still remain visible, because
the mending cannot be submitted to the process of using

off, as the plate would, by such means, be rendeitd in

parts very porous, and thereby contract dirt when the

fingers touch its surface.

Another very common accident in making glass ena-

mel plates, is to over fire them, (as it is technically call-

ed.) Whenever this happens, the arsenic, which gives

opacity and whiteness to tne material, is converted into

a flux by the extreme heat, and that part of the plate

which has been so treated becomes semi-transparent

and of a light blue colour. The only method that can
be used in that case, is, to return the plate into the fire,

and give it a longer continuance of heat, but as slight

as possible, just keeping it red hot; and to do this con-

veniently, the turner should be brought nearer to the

front of the muffle, as the greatest heat is always at the

back. This treatment will restore the plate to a tolera-

ble degree of wiiiteness, by reviving the powers of the

arsenic; but it must never be expected to look as white
as if it had been properly fired. Should any crack ap-
pear on a hard plate, it would be in vain to try to mend
it; for as the shape of the dial in hard enamelling may
be brought to such great perfection, when all parts of
the process succeed, it is almost needless to say that

the plate would suffer so very much in this point as to

make it good for nothing. An accident, therefore, of this

kind may always, in hard enamelling, be considered as

the close of an abortive attempt, (t. e.)

ENARGEA, a genus of plants of the class Hexan-
dria, and order Moiio;<ynia. See Botany, p. 183.

ENCAUSTIC Painting. See Painting.
ENCELIA. See Paltania, Botany, p. 302.

ENCHYLiLNA, a genus of plants of the class Pen-
tandria, and ordtr M( nogynia. See Botany, p. 165;
and R. Brown's Prodromus, &c. p. 407.

ENDEAVOUR River. See New Holland.
ENDECANDRIA. See Botany, p. 261.

ENDIANDRA, a genus of plants of the class Trian-

dria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 106; and
R. Brown's Prodromus, &c. p. 402.

ENFIELD. See Middlesex.
ENGINE Dividing. See Gkaduation.
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ENGLAND.
PART I. HISTORY.

Under the article Britain, will be found a history of

the island from its first population by the Celts, until

the arrival of the Saxons in 449. This people had been

invited over from Germany by the Britons, to assist

them in repelling tlic inroads of the Scots and Picts.

Led on by Hengist and Horsa, two brothers, who were
celebrated as among the noblest and bravest leaders of

the nation, they soon finished the task which they were
called to accomplish. Tlie northern barbarians were
unable to resist their valour. They were defeated m
several encounters, and at last compelled to retire with-

• in tlieir mountiiin barriers, which have ever since con-

tinued to form the boundaries of England and Scot-

land.

Vortigern, king of the Britons, rewarded his brave

auxiliaries with large possessions in the country which
they had delivered; hut he soon found in them a more
formidable enemy than those from which he had been
freed. The Saxons in Germany, allured by the fertile

soil and soft climate of Britain, flocked in great num-
bers to the standard of their countrymen. Conscious
of tlieir superior valour, they now thought of conquer-

ing the island for themselves ; and from being the pro-

tectors, soon became the masters of the country. They
soon found a pretence for quarrelling with the inhabi-

tants ; and, forming an alliance with the Scots and Picts,

turned their arms against their former fi lends. The
Britons, roused to indignation at such treacherous con-

duct, threw aside their indolence and effeminacy, and
began to exert their ancient valour when it was too late.

They deposed Vortigern, who had rendered himself
despicable by his vices and his weakness, and entrusted

their fortunes to his son Vortimer. Vortimer opposed
the Saxon arms with various success. In one battle

near Aylesford, Horsa, the Saxon general, was slain ;

"but Hengist being continually reinforced by fresh troops

from the continent, overcame all opposition, ani'-spread

his devastations over the whole country. In his bloody

career, he spared neither age, sex, nor condition; the

priests were slaughtered on the altars ; and the bishops

and nobility were mingled with the vulgar in the com-
mon calamity. Some accepted of life and servitude

under their conquerors; and others fled to the continent,

and gave to tiieir new settlement the name ef Brittany.

Uut Hengist prosecuted his conquests until he extended
his authority over the counties of Kent, Middlesex, Es-
sex, and part of Surry, which was denominated the

kingdom of Kent, and was the first Saxon state esta-

blished in England. Hengist fixed his royal seat at Can-
terbury, and, after reigning 40 years, he died about the

year 488.

•o->..xons. Angles, and Jutes, from Germany, encour-

aged by the success of their countrymen, from time to

tiine, flocked in multitudes into Britain, and spread their

conquests over the country, until the natives were either

reduced to entire submission, or were compelled to seek
for independence among the iii.iccessible mountains of

Cornwall and Wales.
After a violent struggle of near 150 years, tlie Hop-

tarchy, or seven Suson kingdoms of Kent, Sussex, Wes-

sex. East Anglia, Mercia, Essex, and Northumberland,
were established m Britain; and the whole southern
part of the island, except Wales and Cornwall, had
changed its inhabitants, language, and customs. Kent,
as we have observed, was founded by Hengist. Sus-
sex owed its establishment to Miia., a Saxon chiel, who
arrived with a band of adventurers in 477 ; and, after

many battles with the natives, secured to himself the
county of Sussex and a great pait of Surry. Wessex
comprehended Hants, Dorset, Wilts, Berks, and the

Isle of Wight, and was founded by Cerdic and his son
Kenric. They landed in 495, but their progress was
long retarded by the valour of the Britons. Nazan-
Leod, who is styled by Henry of Huntingdon, " the
greatest of all the British kings," assembled almost the
whole strength of the natives to meet the invaders. A
desperate battle ensueci, which was long and obstinately

contested on both sides; but the Saxons prevailed, and
Nazan-Leod, with 5000 of his army, perished on the

field. Upon the deatli of their king, the southern Bri-

tons applied for assistance to Arthur, prince of the Si-

lures. This prince, by his wisdom and valour, long
supported their sinking cause. He is said to have de-
feated the enemy in twelve pitched battles; but his mi-
litary atchievements are so disfigured by the fictions of

the bards, that some have even doubted of the existence
of such a person. It is certain, however, that about that

time the Saxons were opposed with considerable suc-
cess; and it was not till after 25 years of almost constant
warfare, that Cerdic was enabled to settle and enjoy his

conquests. East Anglia, containing Norfolk, Suffolk,

Cambridge, and the Isle of Ely, was established by
Uffa, in 575; and about 10 years after, Crida laid the

foundation of Mercia, which extended over seventeen
counties, viz. Gloucester, Hereford, Worcester, War-
wick, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton, Lincoln, Hun-
tingdon, Bedford, Buckingham, Oxford, Stafford, Not-
tingham, Derby, Shropshire, Cheshire, and part of Hert-
ford. The kingdom of Essex, under Erkenwin, was
dismembered from Kent, and comprehended the county
of the same nanie, with Middlesex and part of Hertford.

Northumberland embraced the counties of York,
Lancaster, Durham, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and
Northumberland, with some of the southern counties of

Scotland, and was at first divided into the kingdoms of

Bt-rnicia and D'leri. Ida establislied the first in 542 ; and
jElla the other nearly about the same time; but Adel-
frid, the grandson of Ida, having married Acca, tlie

daughter of jElla, expelled her brother Edwin from his

throne, and united the two kingdoms into one.

No sooner had the Saxons established their dominion
over the country, and driven the natives from their

homes, or reduced them to slavery, than dissensions

and emulations began to appear among the conquerors.

Fierce and uncivilized, they thought only of war. The
different states vied with each other in maintaining the

ascendency over the rest; and all the misery, that ambi-

tion, treachery, or war couid bring upon a people, was
the conseciuence of their ficice contthtions. A detail

of their quarrels would neither be interesting nor in-
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struclive; indeed, the barbarous and credulous annalists

of iliat aj;c have so obscured the various events and re-

volutions of the Heptarchy by their exaggerations, that

it would be impossible to produce any thing like a par-

ticular and coiuinued narrative. It is suHicicnt to know,

that, after above 200 years of almost continual animosity

between the diflcrent kingdoms, Egbert, king of Wes-

sex, by his prudence and valour, united them into one

great state.

Egbert was of the royal family of Wessex, and a

nearer heir to the throne than Urithric, the reigning

monarch. His talents and promising virtues had ex-

cited the jealousy of Brithric ; and he was forced to re-

tire into France, where, at the court of Charlemagne, he

acciuired those accomplishments which enabled him to

prosecute, with such success, his schemes of conquest

and aggrandisement. On the death of Brithric, he was

called to the throne by the unanimous voice of his coun-

trymen. His first efforts were directed against the Bri-

tons of Cornwall, whom he defeated in several eiigage-

ments ; but he was stopt in his progress by the intelli-

gence, that Bernulf, king of Mercia, had invaded his

dominions. Egbert met him at Ellandun in Wiltshire,

and defeated him with great slaughter. Kent, Essex,

and East Anglia, which had been subdued by the Mer-

cians, became the prey of the victors; and Mercia itself

was soon compelled to acknowledge the authority of Eg-

bert. He allowed Wiglef, a Mercian, to retain the

title, while he himself exercised the powers of a sove-

reign. The Nortiuiuibrians submitted upon the same

conditions. Sussex had formerly been united to Wes-
sex ; and thus Egbert became sole monarch of England

about the year 827.

Trantiuillity and union being now restored to the

kingdoms of the Heptarchy by the conquests of Egbert,

and fiinily united under the dominion of this forlunfttp

and warlike prince, they promised themselves the en-

joyment of a permanent peace. But scarcely had Eg-
bert established and regulated his infant monarchy,
when a new enemy unexpectedly appeared on the coast.

A swarm of barbarians from the shores of the Baltic,

under the names of Danes and Normans, had filled the

western countries of Europe with slaughter and devas-

tation. Their first appearance in England was in the

year 787. They afterwards made a descent upon Nor-
thumberland, where, being attacked by the inhabitants,

they were defeated, and all put to the sword. They now
entered the Thames, and having plundered the Isle of
Shepey, retired without molestation. In 833, they land-

ed a formidable army in Dorsetshire, where, being met
by Egbert at Charmouth, they were routed with dread-
ful slaughter ; and about two years after, being joined by
tlie Britons of Cornwall, they made another descent upon
Devonshire, where they were again defeated by Egbert
at Hengesdown.

But the death of Egbert was the signal for new and
more formidable irruptions. His son and successor,
Ethehvolf, was unable to stem the torrent of invasion.
He had neither the valour nor abilities of his father

;

and began his reign by weakening the vigour of his go-
vernment, in assigning part of his territories to his son
Athelstan. The domestic dimensions which might have
been the consequence of this partition of dominion, was
prevented by the continual dread under which the whole
kingdom was held by the inroads of the Danes. No place
could be considered secure from their attacks. When
repulsed in one quarter, they made their appearance in

another, ravaging and destroying wherever they came

;

and carrying off to their ships, goods, cattle, and even
the inhabitants. Though often defeated, they were not

discouraged, but always returned with increasing num-
bers, till, after some years of various success, they

firmly established themselves in the isles of Thanet and
Shepey, from whence they made frequent and success-

ful incursions into the neighbouiing counties. During
this distraction of public aft'airs, the piety of Ethehvolf
carried him to Rome, where he remained about a year.

He there bestowed many presents upon the principal

ecclesiastics of that city ; and made an annual grant of

300 mancuses to the see of Rome, for pious purposes.

On his return, he found himself almost excluded from
his throne. His eldest son, Athelstan, had died during
his absence; and his second son, Elhelbald, had not only

assumed the government of his brother's dominions, but

had formed the design of removing his father from a

station which his weakness and superstition had render-.

ed him so ill qualified to fill. A civil war, however,
was prevented, by Ethehvolf resigning the western part

of the kingdom to his son, and retaining the eastern part

to himself. Affairs being thus amicably adjusted, he
convoked the states of the whole kingdom, and yielding

to the importunities of the clergy, conferred upon thein

a perpetual grant of tythes, for which they had long con-

tended; and exempted them at the same time from all

public burdens whatever.
Ethehvolf survived this transaction only two years;

and by his will, divided his dominions between his two
eldest sons, Ethelbald and Ethelbert. The reign of the

former \vas short and licentious. Ethelbert then became
sole "master of the kingdom, and governed in a manner
iriore worthy of his birth. He was succeeded by his

, brother Ethered, in 866.

The Danes still continued their irruptions; and the

valour of Ethered, and his brother Alfred, who attended

him in ail his enterprizes, was unable to stop their ra-

vages. Encouraged by some partial successes, and the

assistance they received from the East Angles, they now
left the sea coast, and penetrated into the interior. They
took up their winter quarters at Nottingham, but being
dislodged from thence by the English monarch and his

brother,, they retired to Northumberland. They next
established themselves at Reading, from whence they

issued to the battles of Aslon and Basing. In the form-

er the English were victorious; in the latter, the Danes
prevailed, and Ethered, having received a mortal wound,
bequeathed the sceptre to his brother Alfred.

When Alfred ascended the throne, he was only 22
years of age. He had accompanied his father Ethel-

wolf in his pilgrimage to Rome, and on a second visit

to that city, it is said, that, from the genius and pru-

dence which he then displayed. Pope Leo III. prognos-

ticated his future greatness, and even gave him the

royal unction. His reign began with war. The Danes
had overrun the kingdom, and treated the inhabitants

with the greatest cruelty and scorn. They had forti-

fied posts, and built castles for the defence of their b*"-

ders, and the whole country was in some measure
covered with their redoubts. Alfred, in his first en-
gagement, near Wilton, was compelled to retire before

the superior numbers of the enemy. He continued,

however, to harass them with such vigour, that they at

last sued for peace, and agreed to evacuate the king-

dom. But this, and several other similar treaties, were
no sooner sworn to than violated ; and the Danes being
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continually reinforced by fresh bands from Denmark,
became so powerful, that, after various stuggles, the

English submitted, in despair, and Alfred was obliged

to seek si\fL-ty in disguise. He retired to Somersetshire,

and attached himself as a servant to a neat-herd, waiting

in an>;ious solicitude for a favourable opportunity to re-

sume his former dignity, and to bring deliverance to his

country. Leaving this retreat, he secured himself, with

a few followers, in the isle of ^Ihelingay, at llie con-

fluence of tlie rivers Thone and Parrct, which was ren-

dered almost inaccessible by the forests and morasses
with which it was surrounded. From this place he made
frequent and unexpected attacks upon the Danes, wlio

often felt, but knew not who gave the blow. Here he

remained a twelvemonth, when information was brought
him, that the Earl of Devonshire, who had been besieged

by the Danes, in the castle of Kinwith, had routed the

enemy, killed Hubba their chief, and taken the famous
reafen or enchanted standard.

Alfred, animated by the success of his countrymen,
was eager to encourage them by his presence ; but being

unable to procure any correct intelligence respecting the

situation of the enemy, he resolved first to penetrate the

Danish camp, which he did in the disguise of a harper.

He found them indulging in indolence and careless se-

curity, and, having ascertained their numbers, and the

strength of their position, he rejoined his followers. He
then summoned his friends to meet him at Selwood
forest, from whence he led them against the Danes.

Filled with surprise at the unexpected appearance of an

English army, and with terror at the name of Alfred,

they made but a feeble resistance, and implored the cle-

mency of the conqueror. Alfred allowed them to set-

tle in East Anglia and Northumberland, but stipulated,

that they should immediately embrace Christianity.

The Danes submitted, and Guthrum their chief, at bap-

tism, was received by Alfred as his adopted son, under
the ii:nne of Athelstan. The more turbulent with Has-
tings at their head, retired to Flanders, in quest of plun-

der, and ravaged for a time the northern provinces of

France.

England, shaken by so many violent convulsions, now
enjoyed a state of tranquillity ; and Alfred improved this

period in regulating the internal administration of the

kingdom, and providing for its future security. He re-

built and strongly fortified the city of London, repaired

the ruined cities, and raised castles and fortresses in dif-

ferent parts of the country. He established a regular

militia, and built a fleet of 120 ships, which he stationed

\ipon the coast, to prevent the approach of the piratical

Danes. For several years the kingdom was secured

from the ravages of these restless barbarians, until Has-
tings returned with a formidable army, and landed in

Kent. Alfred hastened to the assistance of his people,

and, after a long and arduous struggle, completely clear-

ed the country of its invaders, and ruled, in full tran-

quillity, during the remainder of his life. He died in

the 30th year of his reign, in the full strength of his fa-

culties, and vigour of his age, an ornament and a bless-

ing to the country v.hich he governed. He may be con-

sidered as the greatest warrior, legislator, and scholar

of the age in which he lived ; and he deservedly attained

the appellation of Alfred the Great, and the title of the

founder of the English inonaiciiy. For a more particu-

lar account of his character and exploits, see the article

Alfred.
Eciwvrd, the oldest surviving son of Alfred, and deno-
VoL. VHL Part H.

minated the Elder, as being the first monarch of that

name that sat upon the English thioiie, inherited the
kingdom and military genius of his fiither. His reign,

from beginning to end, was a ccjnlinncd Init a successful

struggle against the Northumbrians and Danes. He
had scarcely taken possession of his father's sceptre,

when his claim to the throne was disputed by his cousin
l^thclwald, who was the son of king Eiliclbert, the el-

der brother of Alfred. Ethclwald huving brought over
the Northumbrians and Danes to his party, made an ir-

ruption into (iloucester, Oxford, and Wills, where they
exercised their usual ravages, and cscajied with their

booty before the king could assemble an army to oppose
them. Edward, however, overran and ravaged East
Anglia in revenge; but the Kentish men, when their

sovereign retired, remained behind, in expectation of

more plunder, and took up their quarters at liury. Here
they were attacked by the rebels; but made such a vigo-

rous resistance, that Ethelwald fell in the action. Though
freed fiom a dangerous rival, his exertions were still

demanded to compel the subjection of the Northum-
brians, who, assisted liy the Danes of Mcrcia, committed
their devastations in the very heart of the kingdom. He
routed them at Telenhall, Temsfurd, and Maldoa^ and,

at length, reduced them under his dominion. He im-
proved the defence of his kingdom, by fortifying the
principal cities. He forced the East Angles to swear
allegiance to him ; expelled the two rival princes of
Northumberland; subjected several tribes of the Britons;

and even obliged the Scots to give him marks of submis-
sion. It is said that he derived considerable assistance,

in his enterprizes, from the activity and prudence of his

sister Ethelfleda, who was widow of the Earl of Mercia,
and who retained the government of that province after

her husband's death. This princess was distinguished

for her mascidine endowments, and disdaining the occu-
pations of domestic life, employed her talents in direct-

ing the afiaiis of the cabinet or the field. She died be-

fore her brother, who, during the remainder of his life,

held the government of Mercia. Edward rtigned 24
years, and Athelstan, his natural son, succeeded to the
throne.

The unsettled state of the kingdom required the ma-
ture age and abilities of Athelstan, in preference to the

youth and inexperience of the legitimate children of Ed-
ward ; and he found little difficulty in maintaining his pre-

tensions. Some discontents attended his accession ; but
his authority was soon so firmly establislied, as to allow
him to direct his attention to more distant objects. He
marched into Northumberland, to provide against the
future insurrections of the Danes. He found them im-
patient of the English yoke; but, in order the better to

secure their allegiance, he conferred upon Sithric, a
Danish nobleman, the title of king, and gave him his

sister Editha in marriage. On the death of Sithric, how-
ever, which happened soon after, his two sons Anlaf and
Godfrid, by a former wife, seized upon the sovereignty;
but Athelstan soon compelled them to fly, when the for-

mer took shelter in Ireland, and the other found protec-

tion from Constantine king of Scotland. Constantino thus
inciu-rcd the displeasure of the English monarch, who
demanded of him to surrender up his guest. Constan-
tine at first consented; but, detesting such treachery,
assisted Godfrid to escape, who turned pirate, and soon
after died. Athelstan, however, resenting this conduct,
penetrated into Scotland, and exacted the most humble
submission from the Scotish king. But no sooner had
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the English retired, tlian Conslantiiie entered into a con-

federacy with Aiilaf, and some of ttic Welsh prifices, and

made an irruption into England. Atlielstan met thern at

Brunsburg, where they were orerthrown wilh terrible

slaughter, and Constanline and Anlal" with dilliculty es-

caped. This monarch passed tiie remainder of his days

in peace, eniployinj^ his talents in the internal retjulation

of his kingdom. The encouragement which he gave to

commerce, evinced a mind superior to the prejudices of

that age; and he enacted a law, that a merchant, who

had made three long sea voyages on his own account,

should be raised to the rank of a tliane or gentleman.

He died at Gloucester, in the 1 6th year of his reign, leav-

ing the kingdom to his brother Ednumd.
The bc;j,inuiiig of a new reign was always the signal

for domestic convulsions. The Northumbrians again

revolted, but were soon reduced to submission; and Ed-

mund took this oppoilunity of removing the Danes from

the towns of Mercia, and thus preventing any farther dis-

turbances in the heart of the kingdom. He also took

Cumberland from the Britons, and conferred it on Mal-

colm king of Scotland, upon condition of his doing ho-

mage for it, and protecting the northern frontiers from

the i^fursions of the Danes. His reign, however, was

but short. Leolf, a notorious robber, had presumed to

seat himself at the same table with the king and his at-

tendants at dinner. Edmund, enraged at his insolence,

commanded him immediately to leave the room ; the

robber refused to obey ; upon which the king, naturally

choleric, seized him by tiie hair; but during the strug-

gle, the dagger of Leolf found its way to the heart of

Edmund, who expired in the arms of his murderer.
His children were too young to wield the sceptre of such

a kingdom, and his brother Edred ascended the throne.

The Northumbrian Danes, as usual, rose in rebellion;

but on the appearance of Edred with an army, they im-
mediately submitted ; and, to secure himself against their

revolts in future, he placed garrisons in all their prin-

cipal towns, and appointed an English governor to watch
their motions. Edred, though neither destitute of abili-

ties nor warlike vigour, became the slave of superstition.

It was in this reign, that the celibacy of the clergy began
first to be insisted upon ; and this dispute, togetlier with
the introduction of a new order of monks, under the pro-
tection of Dunstan, abbot of Glastenbiiry, excited in the
kingdom the most violent commotions. Dunstan had ob-
tained a complete ascendency over the mind of Edred, and
had the direction of the most important matters, both in

the church and state. He had acquired, by his austerities, a
high reputation for sanctity and devotion. Having lost the
favour of the former king by his licentious manners, he
determined to recover his character by a life of morti-
fication. He secluded himself from the world, in a cell

so small, that he could neither stand erect nor stretch
out his limbs in it. Here he employed himself in penance
and devotion ; and pretended that he received frequent
visits from the devil, whose strongest temptations he was
enabled to resist. It is said that the evil spirit one day
assailed him in the shape of a beautiful woman ; but the
saint discovering the deceit, seized him by the nose with
a pair of red hot pincers, and held him there, till he made
the whole country resound with his bellowings. This
and similar stories were not only industriously propa-
gated by the monks, but seriously believed by the peo-
ple; and Dunstan, on his exaltation to the head of the
treasury under Edred, supported with all his power the
monks against the secular clergy. He had introduced

celibacy into the convents of Glastenbury and Abingdon,,
and wished to make it universal throughout the king-
dom. I'hc secular clergy, however, were numerous
and rich, and would not renounce the advantages which
they enjoyed. Tli« monks accordingly inveighed against
the vices of the clergy, and stigmatised their wives with
the name of concubines. These invectives produced
retaliation on the part of their adversaries, and the whole
kingdom was involved in religious contentions and ani-

mosities. The monks, however, were for a time si-

lenced by the death of their patron, Edred, which hap-
pened in the ninth year of his reign. His nephew Edwy
was raised to the throne when about 17 years of age, in

preference to the infant children of Edred; and his

reign is remarkable for the outrages and cruelties, which
under the influence of a degraded bigotry, was commit-
ted upon the person of his beautiful but unfortunate
queen.

Edwy was distinguished by his amiable virtues, as
well as a most graceful figure. He had become early

enamoured of Elgiva, a princess of the royal blood, and,
within the degrees of affinity, prohibited by the canon
law ; but he listened only to tiic dictates of passion, and
married her in opposition to the advice and remon-
strances of his gravest counsellors. The monks were
particularly violent ; and the king heightened their re-
sentment, by resisting their ambitious projects of ob-
taining possession of all the richest convents. Their
hatred was marked with insult and cruelty; and their

conduct on tliis occasion presents us with a melancholy
picture of the human mind, when enslaved by supersti-

tion. While at the coronation feast of Edwy, the nobles
were indulging themselves in riotous mirth, the king
had retired from their noisy revelry to enjoy the compa-
ny of his beloved Elgiva and her mother Dunstan sus-
pecting tlie cause of his absence, soon followed, and,
bursting into the queen's apartment, upbraided Edwy
with his lasciviousness, tore him f'om the arms of his

queen, and pushed him back to the banqueting-hall. Ed-
wy resented this insult, by accusing Dunstan of malver-
sation in the treasury during the former reign, and ba-

nished him the kingdom. This step threw the nation

into a violent feiment. Nothing was now heard but the
praises of the banished saint, and exclamations against
the impiety of the king. These clamours were encou-
raged by the clergy, till at last they proceeded to acts of
the most unwarrantable outrage. Archbishop Odo, with
a band of soldiers, forcibly entered the palace, and car-

ried off the queen. He first burnt her face with a hot

iron, in order to destroy that beauty which had captivated

her husband, and then sent her to Ireland into perpetual
exile.

Edwy knew not till now how dangerous were the ene-
mies he had provoked. He found himself unable to con-
tend with them; and submitted to a divorce, which was
pronounced by the archbishop. The unhappy Elgiva,
being cured of her wounds, and having recovered her
beauty, which her persecutors had attempted to deface,

had returned to England, and was hastening to the

arms of Edwy, when she was intercepted by Odo,
whose barbarous hatred could only he satiated by the

cruellest deatli. This innocent victim w.is hamstrung,
and expired a few days after at Gloucester, in the most
acute sufferings. The fate of Elgiva, instead of exciting

compassion or indignation against her murderers, was
succeeded by fresh acts of violence against her husband.
The people were made to believe, that heaven was
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pouring out its wrath upon the head of Edwy lor his

crimes; and the monks encouraged Edg^'') h's younger

brother, to aspire to the throne. Dunstan immediately

returned to England, to support him with his influence.

Edwy was excommunicated ; and his death, which hap-

pened soon after, left Edgar in tjuiet possession of the

throne. Dunstan was appointed to the see of Worces-
ter, then of London ; and, upon the death of Odo, to

that of Canterbury, of all which he long kept possession.

Edgar was only thirteen years of age when he re-

ceived the crown; but he soon discovered an excellent

capacity in the administration of aflairs, and took such

efl'ectual methods for preventing foreign invasion, and

for securing the internal peace of the kingdom, that

his reign is considered as the most fortunate in the an-

cient history of England. lie kept the Scots and

Northumbrians in awe by a powerful army, which he

quartered on the frontiers; and a formidable navy

checked every attempt of the foreign Danes to make a

descent upon his shores. Three squadrons were sta-

tioned off tlie coast, and had orders to make from time

to time the circuit of his dominions; and it is said, that

when once at Chester his barge was rowed by eight

tributary princes. He supported Dunstan and the

monks in all their schemes of aggrandizement ; and
they in return repaid his favours with the highest pa-

negyiics. At a general council of the prelates and

heads of religious orders, he inveighed against the dis-

solute lives of the clergy, the smaHness of their ton-

sures, thtir gaming, hunting, dancing, and singing,

and particularly against their openly living witli con-

cubiiies, hy which he meant their wives ; he then extolled

Dunstan as the pious reformer of these abuses, and
urged him to employ more vigorous remedies than he

had hitherto done, and to complete the work which he
had begun. The prelate was not wanting in his exer-

tions, and in a short time the new discipline was esta-

blished in almost all the convents. This good under-

standing which subsisted between the king and the

monks, was a great mean of strengthening his autho-

rity, and preserving the peace of the slate. But not-

withstanding his invectives against the licentiousness

of the clergy, he himself was one of the greatest liber-

lines of his time; and, in the gratification of his passions,

did not hesitate to violate every law, both human and
divine. His amours are peculiarly the subject of the

historians of that age, and indeed are still the theme of

romance. He first broke into a convent, and ravished

a nun called Editlia, for which crime this favourite of

the monks was repriminded by Dunstan; but instead

of being obliged to restore her, he kept her as his mis-
tress, and was only to abstain from wearing his crown
for seven years ; while the unfortunate Edwy, for a

crime more venial, was separated from his ([ULen, saw
her treated with the most wanton barbarity, and was at

last expelled his kingdom.
Lodging one night at the house of a nobleman, Edgar

was struck with tlie beauty of his daughter; but being
too impatient to employ intreatles and address in ob-

taining his wishes, he, without ceremony, demanded of
the mother to send the young lady to his bed-chamber.
The motlier knowing well the impetuosity of the young
monarch, thought it safer to deceive than to refuse

him; and promised compliance. But when night came,
she directed a waiting-maid named Eifleda, to steal to

the king's bed and personate her daughter. Wishing,
however, to retire before day-break, as she had been

commanded, the king, well pleased with his companion,
forcibly detained her, and morning revealed the deceit.

But, instead of being displeased with the trick, Elflcda

continued to be his favourite mistress until his marriage
with Elfrida.

Edgar had long heard of the beauty of Elfrida, the

daughter and heiress of Olgar, Earl of Devonshire; and
his curiosity and desire were so excited, that he resol-

ved, if report spoke true, to make her his wife. To
ascertain, however, whether Elfrida was such a person
as she had been described, he sent Earl Athelwold, his

favourite, upon a pretended message to her father, with

orders to bring him a correct account of the beauty of

his daughter. Athelwold, as soon as he beheld Elfrida,

was so overcome with her charms, that he forgot every
other consideration but the gratification of his own
passion, and demanded her from her father for his own
wife. The favourite of a king was not to be refused,

and they were married in private. Athelwold, pleased

with the treacherous part which he had acted, returned
with tidings very difl'erent from what Edgar had ex-
pected. He represented Elfrida as possessed of none
of those accomplishments for which she had been so
highly praised, and assured him that she was altogether

unwortiiy the hand of a king. When he had thus di-

verted the thoughts of Edgar from Elfrida, he took an
opportunity, some time after, of remarking, that the
fortune of Olgar's daughter, rendered her a very ad-

vantageous match for himself; and he requested per-
mission to pay his addresses to her. Edgar, without
hesitation, consented, and even recommended him to

her parents. Athelwold returned to his wife, and had
their nuptials solemnised in public; but, to secure him-
self against all possibility of detection, he used every
precaution to detain Elfrida in the country, and to keep
her at a tlistance from the eyes of the king. The ene-
mies of the favourite, however, soon exposed him to his

master ; but Edgar, dissembling his resentment, mere-
ly expressed to Athelwold his surprise that he never
brought his lady to court, and intimated his desire of
being made acquainted with one of whom he had for-

merly heard so much. The favourite was thunder-
struck at such an intimation, but could not refuse such
an honour, and requested a few hours to prepare his

wife for the king's reception. He fell at her feet, con-
fessed the treachery of which he had been guilty, and
intreated her, if she had any regard for his life or her
own honour, to conceal, by every mean, from his sove-
reign, that beauty which had been so fatal to his fidulity.

Elfrida promised obedience; but, instead of complying
with the wishes of her husband, she was exasperated
against him for having deprived her of a ciown, and
with the hope of still captivating the heart of Edgar,
appeared before him in all her charms. The monarch
was overcome by her beauty, and determined to obtain

her; but for the present concealed his sens.itions from
Athelwold, who was soon after, however, secretly mur-
dered by the king's conmiand, and Elfrida was raised

to the throne. Such was Edgar; yet Edgar was placed
by the monks among the nuiuitfr of the saints. His
reign is remarkable for the es^pation of wolves from
England. He himself took great pleasure in hujiting

these animals ; and he clianged the tribute which liad

been imposed upon the Welsh princes by Alheistan,

into an annual tribute of 300 wolves heads, which pro-
duced such diligence in destroying them, thai they soon
became extinct in the island.

3 G2
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Edgar reigned sixteen years, aud was succeeded by

liis son I'.dward, whom he had by his first wife, the

daughtc-r of Karl Oidmer. Elfrida opposed, with all

her might, the succession of this prince, and endeavour-

ed to obtain the crown for her own son Ethelrcd. But

Dunstan resolutely anointed and crowned Edward at

Kingston, when the whole kingdom immediately sub-

jiiilted to his authority. The disputes between the

inonks and the secular clergy were again revived. Upon

the death of Edgar, the new order of monks was ex-

pelled by the Duke of Mercia from all the monasteries

within his jurisdiction; while they were protected and

encouraged by other nobles of equal power. This gave

rise to a violent controversy, which became the sub-

ject of discussion in several synods. These synods

were composed partly of ecclesiastical members, and

partly of lay nobility; and Duiistan, who had acquired

by his austerities, the favour of the populace, overcame

every obstacle, by the pretended miracles which he

wroui^lit in favour of the monks. At one meeting, find-

ing the majority of votes against him, he hastily rose,

anil gravely said, thst he had just received a revelation

from heaven in support of his cause ; at another time,

a voice issued from the crucifix, declaring that the

establishment of the new order of monks was founded

upon the will of heaven ; and at a third synod, the hall

in which they were assembled, sunk of a sudden, and

many wcie killed or bruised by the fall. It was ob-

served, however, that Dunstan had prevented the king

from appearing that day at the meeting; and that the

beam upon which his own chair stood, was the only one

that did not sink. But notwithstanding this discovery,

the imposture was received and believed as an interposi-

tion of Providence in behalf of the monks.
Edward, whose innocence and simplicity rendered

him incapable of suspicion, favoured and supported the

cause of Dunstan ; but his untimely death, and the con-

sequent irruption of the Danes, put an end for a time

to these monkish controversies. Though Elfrida had
always shewn herself hostile to the cause of Edward,
yet he continued to treat her with great respect, and
expressed a warm afTeclion for her son Ethelred. But
the Queen, wlio, with every exterior accomplishment,
possessed a heart deformed by every vice, waited only

for an opportunity to wrest the sceptre from the hand
of her sovereign. This opportunity was soon afforded

her. Edward, when hunting, being led near Corfe-
castle, where she resided, paid her a visit unattended
by any of his retinue. After he had mounted his horse,

he asked for some drink; but while he was holding the

cup to his head, a servant of Elfrida stabbed him be-

hind. Finding himself wounded, he put spurs to his

horse, but soon becoming faint by tlie loss of blood,
he fell from the saddle, and, his foot being entangled in

the stirrup, was dragged along till he expired. He was
traced by the blood, and his servants interred him pri-

vately at Warcham. The amiable life and tragical death
of this prince, procured him the appellation oi' Martyr.

Elfrida attempted to expiate her guilt, by building
nionasteries, and performing many penances ; but, with
all her hypocrisy, she could never recover the good opi-

nion of the public. Her son reaped the fruit of her
crime; and Ethelred, at the age of eleven, was imme-
diately raised to the throne. But this prince never dis-

played, during a long reign, either courage or capacity
for the government of such a kingdom.

The Danes, who, since the time of Alfred, had been

overawed by the warlike characters of his successprs^

and had been repelled in every attempt at invasion,

soon began to discover, by some partial descents which
they had made by way of trial, that the kingdom was
under vei-y different management, and that they might
resume their depredations with impunity. A consider-

able armament accordingly landed in Essex, and, hav-

ing defeated and slain the Duke of that county, spread

their devastations over all the neighbouring provinces.

Ethelred, whose conduct acquired for him the surname
of Unready, instead of attempting to repel them by force,

with the advice of some of his degenerate and coward-
ly nobles, stipulated with them to leave the kingdom,^
upon the payment of 10,000/. They soon, however,
became sensible of their folly, and determined to collect

a fleet capable of meeting the enemy. The following

year the Danes again made their appearance ; and it

was resolved by Ethelred and his council, to surround
and destroy the Danish fleet while in harbour. This
plan, however, was rendered unsuccessful, by the treach-

ery of Alfric, Duke of Mercia, whose repeated perfidy

brought many calamities upon his country, and wiiose

name is infamous in the annals of that age. He inform-

ed the enemy of their danger, and even deserted to

their standard. But such was the weakness of the Eng-
lish court, that it was found necessary again to entrust

this nobleman with his former government.
The Danes now began to feel their superiority ; and

the divisions among the nobility, and the weakness of
the king, encouraged them to continue their incursions.

In 993, Sweyn, king of Denmark, and Olave, king of
Norway, sailed up the Humber with a considerable

force, and spread their ravages all around. The army
which was assembled to oppose them, was deserted in

battle by their leaders, Ferna, Frithegest, and Godwin,
ho were all of Danish extraction, and offered an easy

victory to the invaders. Encouraged by this success,

and inspired with contempt for such an enemy, they

penetrated into the heart of the kingdom, and were stop-

ped in their depredations only by another compromise,
Ethelred promised them subsistence and tribute, if they

would leave the kingdom. The sum of 15,000/. was
immediately paid, and they soon after departed. A
short respite was the only consequence of this compro-
mise. The Danes again appeared, and laid waste, with

fire and sword, the whole southern coast, from the Se-
vern to the Thames. The miseries which the English
now suffered, reduced them almost to despair; and they

had again recourse to the expedient of buying tranquil-

lity with money. But the invaders rose in their terms,
and demanded 24,000/., to which they had the mean-
ness to submit. Ethelred saw that there was no
end to these submissions, and bethought himself of
other expedients to resist these merciless ravagcrs. He
entered into an alliance with Richard Duke of Norman-
dy, by receiving Emma, the sister of that prince, in

marriage; and he farther endeavoured to secure the
peace of the kingdom, by getting rid of his Danish sub-
jects. Many of these had been employed as mercena-
ries by his predecessors; but, instead of defending the
inhabitants against their invaders, they generally took
part with their countrymen, and assisted in their depre-
dations. They had also rendered themselves most ob-
noxious to the English, by their violence and licentious-

ness ; and the animosity which subsisted between the
two nations was at its height, when Etnelred formed
the bloody and impolitic purpose of massacring all the
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Danish troops lliroughout his dominions. The festival

of St Brice (Nov. 13. 1002) was fixed for the execu-

tion of this ilesign, and sicit-t orders were dispatched

to commence it evi-iy where on the same day. The
populace, enraged by the recollection of former injuries,

and stimulated by tiie commands of their rulers, did not

distinguish between innocence and guilt, and spared

neither age nor sex. Even Gunilda, the sister of the

Danish monarcl>, who had married Earl Paling, and

had embraced Christianity, was included in the fate ol

her countrymen.
This barbarous and perfidious policy, however, in-

stead of relieving the English from their miseries, was
only a prelude to greater misfortunes. Sweyn, king of

Denmark, exasperated by the slaughter of his country-

men, and of his own sister, soon filled the kingdom with

his vengeance. The Englisli, though now prepared to

make a vigorous resistance, were dispirited and betray-

ed by their leaders. Alfric, the commander of the Eng-
lish armies, feigned sick, and refused to lead them
against the enemy. Their calamities were augmented
by famine; and they were obliged to buy a precarious

peace with 30,000/. New and formidable preparations

were made against the return of the enemy. Every
proprietor of eight hides of land, was commanded to

provide a horseman and a complete suit of armour; and

those possessing 310 hides, were to equip a ship for

the defence of the coast. This equipment amounted to

about 800 ships, and 30 000 cavalry. But all these pre-

parations wt-re frustriied, by the treachery of Duke
Edric, and the animosities and factions of the nobility.

Edric had succeeded his father Alfric in the govern-

ment of Mercia, and in the command of the English ar-

mies ; and had married the king's daughter. He was
even a greater traitor tl)an his father, and, like him,

found it his interest to prevent all successes that might
tend to establish the royal authority, and consequently

endeavouied to counteract every plan that was formed
for the defence of the country. General consternation,

and mutual diflridence and dissension, prevailed. The
enen>y appeared in every quarter of the kingdom. The
governors of one province refused to marcli to the as-

sistance of another. General councils were summoned,
but nothing was done; and they at last agreed to sti-

pulate for peace at tlie expense of 48,000/ The Danes
accepted the money ; but finding themselves masters

of the country, disregarded tlie treaty. They continued

their ravages, and even levied new contributions; and

the nobility saw no prospect of relief but in swearing
allegiance to the Danish monarch. Etiielied imme-
diately fled into Normandy, whither he had previously

sent his Queen Emma and her two sons, and where they

were treated by Richaid with every mark of kindness

and honour.

Sweyn, however, survived his exaltation to the throne

of England but a few weeks, and Ethelred \\as recalled

by the prelates and nobles. But adversity hud wrought
no change upon his character, and cowardice and cre-

dulity were its prominent features. His son-in-law, the

perfidious Edric, notwithstanding his n peated treasons,

still retained his influence at court. Affairs soon became
as desperate as formerly; and the English found in Ca-
nute, the son and successor of Sweyn, an enemy no less

terrible than his father. He ravaged the eastern coast

with merciless fury, and then broke into the counties of

Dorset, Somerset, and Wilts. An army was there as-

sembled to oppose him, under the command of Prince

Edmund, the eldest son of Ethelred, and Duke Edric.
But Edric again betrayed his trust; and, after attempting
to get the Prince into his power, he deserted to Canute.
Edmund still kept the field, but was obliged to commit
equal ravages with the Danes, in order to procure sup-
plies for his soldiers. He afterwards retired to London,
determined to lose the capital only with his life. On his

arrival there, however, he found every thing in confu-
sion by the death of the king, who expired after an un-
happy reign of 35 years. Edmund imm<diately ascend-
ed the throne. He was surnamed Ironside, from his

hardy valour ; but his abilities and courage, though
great, were unable to save his sinking country, lie

protracted for a while an unequal war, but was at last

obliged by his subjects to put an end to those convul-

sions, by dividing the kingdom with his rival. Canute
retained the northern division, consisting of Mercia,
East Anglia, and Northumberland, while Edmund kept
possession of tlie southern part. He was soon after mur-
dered at Oxford by his two chamberlains, at the insti-

gation of the infamous Edric.

The tender years of Ednmnd's children, were unable
to oppose the ambition and the power of Canute. But
to give some appearance of justice to his usurpation, he
pretended that in the last treaty with Edmund it was
agreed, that, in case of Edmund's death, Canute should
either succeed to his dominions, or be guardian to his

children. He had no sooner taken possession of the
throne, than he sent the two sons of Edmund to Sweden,
with secret orders to the king, to free him from all fu-

ture anxiety by their death. The Swedish monarch,
too humane for such a deed, sent them to be educated
at the court of Hungary. Edwin the elder brother died
without issue, and Edward married Agatha, the sister-

in-law of the king of Hungary, by whom he had Edgar
Atheling, Margaret, afterwards queen of Scotland, and
Christina, who retired to a convent.

Canute, to secure himself in his dominions, cut off

many of the English nobility on whom he could not rely,

and whom he hated on account of their disloyalty to their

former sovereign; and among the rest perished the trai-

tor Edric, who was publicly executed, and his body
thiown into the Thames. He then married Emma, the
queen of Ethelred, whose children, sujiported by their

uncle Richard Duke of Normandy, had laid claim to the
English throne, and thus he acquired both the friendship

of that prince, and the confidence of his English sub-

jects. Though the beginning of Canute's reign was
marked with severity and injustice, he afterwards re-

conciled the English to the Danish yoke, by the impar-
tiality of his administration. He made no distinction be-

tween the two nations in the distribution of justice; he
restored the Saxon customs in a general assembly of the

states, and thus gradually incorporated the Danes with

bis new subjects. Having firmly establislied Ids power
in England, he made an expedition to Denmark, to re-

sist the invasion of the Swedes. Here Earl Godwin,
and the English troops under his command, performed
such important services, that the king gave him his

daughter in marriage, and treated him ever after with

the greatest confidence. Canute afterwards attacked

and added Norway to his dominions ; and also compelled
Malcolm king of Scotland, to acknowledge himself a

vassal to the Englisli crown for the county of Cumber-
land. The latter years of his life were spent in the ex-

ercises of religion. He undertook a pilgrimage to Rome,
built churches, and endowed monasteries; and died at
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Shaftesbury, the greatest and most powerful monarch

•f his lime, alter a reign of 18 yeais. He left three

sons, Sweyn and Harold by his first wife Alfwcn, the

daughter of tiie Earl of Hampshire, and Hardicaniitc by

Queen Emma. Sweyn was crowned in Norway ;
Har-

dicanutc >» as in possession of Denmark ; and Harold

succeeded lo the crown of Enj^land.

In the treaty with the Duke of Normandy, Canute

had stipulated, that he would leave his kingdom to the

chihlren of Queen Emma; but, Hardicanute being yet

a minor, and unfit lo rule such an extensive and newly

conquered kingdom, he left the succession to Harold.

Hardicanute, hawever, was supported by Earl Godwin,

the most powerful nobleman in England; and a civil

war would have been tiie consequence, had they not

agreed to divide the kingdom between them. Harold

had London, with all the provinces north of the Thames,

and the southern parts were assigned to Hardicanute.

Queen Emma immediately fixed her residence at Win-
chester, and governed in the name of her son.

The ambjlion of Harold, who was remarkable for no

virtue, and whose only accomplishment was agility in

running, by which he acquired the surname of Hare-

fooc was not satisfied with a divided authority ; and his

fears were awakened by the recollection, that he had

other competitors in Alfred and Edward, the two sons

of Ethelred. These princes had arrived from Norman-
dy, on a visit to their mother at Winchester; and Ha-
rold, having gained over Earl Godwin by promising to

marry his daughter, resolved to get rid of his fears by

their death. Alfred was accordingly invited to London
imder the mask of friendship, and was waylaid by the

vassals of Earl Godwin, who, having murdered 600 of

his attendants, seized him as a prisoner, put out his

eyes, and threw him into the monastery of Ely, where
he soon after died. Emma and Edward were no soon-

er apprized of Alfred's fate than they left the kingdom,
when Harold took possession of his brother's dominions.

His triumph, however, was but short. He died after a

reign of four years, neither regretted nor esteemed by
his subjects.

Hardicanute succeeded without opposition ; but soon
lost the affections of his people, by his cruelty, avarice,

and intemperance. His hatred lo his brother Harold
was such, that he ordered his body to be dug up, and
thrown into the Thames. He also revived the odious
ta.K of Dane^elt, which had been originally imposed to

resist the invasions of the Danes, or to pay their exac-
tions, bul which had been long discontinued. This im-
position spread discontent throughout the kingdom, and
the inhabitants of Worcester resisted the payment of it,

and put two of the collectors to death. This drew upon
them the vengeance of the tyrant, who set fire to their
city, and delivered it up to be plundered by his soldiers.

He died soon after of a debauch, and was the last of the
Danish race of kings.

Edward, surnamed the Confessor, the son of Ethel-
red, was called to the throne by the universal consent
of the nation. The English were overjoyed at the re-
storation of their native prince, and congratulated them-
selves with the hope of their never again being subject
to a foreign donjinion. The only fear of opposition on
this occasion was from Earl Godwin, between whom
and Edward there subsisted an open animosity, on ac-
count of the muider of Prince Alfied. Edward, how-
ever, was obliged to smother his resentment for the pre-
sent. He submitted to a reconciliation, and, as a pledge

of his sincerity, he promised to marry Editha, the daugh-
ter of Godwin. New causes of dissension soon arose.

Edward, who had been educated in Normandy, had con-

tracted a partiality for the manners and usages of that

country. Whatever was Norman was sure to meet
with his favour. His court was, consequently, in a short

time crowded with foreigners, who soon introduced their

customs and language among the natives. The atten-

tion and confidence of the king was chiefly confined to

these strangers. He bestowed upon them the highest
ecclesiastical preferment; and the sees of Canterbury,
London, and Dorchester, were filled by Normans.
This excited the jealousy of the English, particularly

of Earl Godwin, who had also been irritated by the

treatment which his daughter had met with from Ed-
ward. The reconciliation of the king with that noble-

man was forced upon him by political considerations

;

but he could not forget the injuries which he had suf-

fered. His hatred to the father was transferred to the

daughter; and the beautiful Editha, though possessed

of many amiable accomplishments, could never acquire

the love of her husband. It is even said, that, during
the whole course of her life, this frigid monarch ab-

stained from ail matrimonial intercourse with her; and
it is asserted by the monks, that he married this prin-

cess purely to exercise his virtues, by withstanding a
continual temptation ; and it was for this absurd, conti-

nence, whetlier pretended or real, that he obtained the

title of Saint or Confessor. As Godwin, however, could
not openly assign this as a ground for disaffection, he
seized upon the more popular pretence,—li.e great pow-
er and influence of the Normans in the government; and
an occasion was soon offered him for declaring his ani-

mosity, and bringing it into action.

Tlie Count of Boulogne, on his return from a visit to

the court of England, had been stopt at Dover by a tu-

mult of the populace, which had been excited by the

insolence of one of his attendants, and from which he
with difficulty escaped. He hastened back to Edward,
and complained of the ill treatment which he liad met
with. The king immediately ordered Godwin, under
whose jurisdiction Dover was, to punish the inhabitants.

Godwin, instead of complying, threw the whole blame
of the disturbance upon the Count and his followers

;

and, under pretence of preparing for an expedition
against the Welsh, he assembled a large army, and
marched directly to Gloucester, where Edward then
resided. The king, totally unprepared for such a pro-
ceeding, endeavoured to gain time by negocialion. In

the meanwhile, he was joined by Siwaid, Duke of Nor-
thumberland, and Leofric, Duke of Mercia, and soon
assembled an army sufficient to set his opponent at de-

fiance. He immediately proceeded to Loiidon, and sum-
moned a council to judge of Godwin's rebellion. That
nobleman, finding himself unable to make head against
the power of his sovereign, fled into Flanders with his

three sons, Gurth, Sweyn, and Tosti ; while Harold
and Leofwin, two others of his sons, took shelter in

Ireland. Their estates were immediately confiscated
;

and Queen Editha was confined in a monastery at

Warewel.
Godwin, however, was not discouraged by this un-

promising aspect of affairs ; and he was too strongly
supported by powerful alliances, both foreign and do-
mestic, to remain quiet under his misfortunes. He as-
sembled an armament in Flanders ; and, when a fa-

vourable opportunity presented itself, he set sail for
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the Isle of Wight, where he was joined by his son Ha-
rold with a squadron from Ireland. They traversed

oil the southern coast, entering the harljours, and car-

ryini^ oH" the ships. Edward had no fleet capable of

opposing them ; and, as they declared that they came
onlv to procure justice for themselves, and to relieve

their country from the tyranny of foreign influence,

they were soon reinforced by great numbers. They
then entered the Thames, and appeared before London.
The king was compelled, by necessity, to conic to an

accommodation. It was agreed, that Robert, archbi-

shop of Canterbury, who was a Norman, and the most
obnoxious of his countrymen, should be banished, and
that Godwin should give hostages for his future obe-

dience. This turbulent nobleman was thus reinstated

in all his former power; but his hostages, for greater

security, were sent by Edward to his kinsman, the

Duke of Normandy Godwin's death, however, re-

lieved the king, for a time, from farther disquietude ;

but his son Harold inherited the power and ambition of

his father, and was superior to him in talents and in

virtue. By his insinuating address, he had softened, in

some degree, the hatred which Edward had always
borne to his family ; and his popularity was daily increa-

sing, by his genei-osity and affability of manners.
The king saw the growing authority of Harold, but

had not vigour to oppose it; and at last had recourse

to the dangerous expedient of setting up as a rival, Al-
gar, the son of Leofric, Duke of Mercia, who possess-

ed the government of East Anglia. Algar, however,
was unable to stand before the power and the intrigues

of Harold, whose influence obtained his expulsion from
his government, and his banishment from the kingdom ;

and the death of Algar, and his father Leofric, which
happened soon after, freed Harold from any farther ap-

prehension from that quarter. His power was also

considerably augmented, by the accession of his brother

Tosti to the dukedom of Northumberland. Siward, the

former duke, had greatly distinguished himself, by an

expedition to Scotland against the usurper Macbeth,
whom he defeated and killed in battle, and restored

Malcolm Kenmore to the throne of his father; but he
lost in that enterprize his oldest son Osberne ; and as

his second son, Waltheof, was too young to be entrust-

ed with such a government, Harold had the influence

to procure it for his own brother. Edward could not

but perceive, that this nobleman was aiming at the suc-
cession to the throne ; and as he felt himself broken
down by age and infirmities, he invited his nephew
Edward, the son of Edniond Ironside, from Hungary,
and appointed him his successor in the kingdom. The
death of that prince, however, which happened a few
days after his arrival in England, and the tender age
and inexperience of his son Edgar Atheling, threw the

king into new difficulties. He still retained his dislike

to the family of Godwin ; and could not brook the idea,

that they who had risen on the ruins of his authority,

should succeed to his throne. He therefore cast his eye
on his kinsman William, Duke of Normandy, and even
secretly commissioned Robert, archbishop of Canter-
bury, to inform William of his intentions.

Duke William had displayed the greatest abilities, both
as a statesman and a warrior. He bad come to the go-
vernment when a minor; and the regency established

by bis father could with difficulty maintain themselves,
amidst the dangers of foreign^Hnvasion and internal dis-

seasion. But the prince no sooner came to maturity,

than he struck terror into his cneinies, by the vigour
and wisdom of his administration. His valour and con-

duct prevailed in every action. He compi lied liis in-

vaders to retire ; reduced his turbulent and licentious

barons to subinission ; and soon cstablislicd his domi-
nions in complete tranquillity. The intelligence of Ed-
ward's intentions excited his ambitious hopes; and he
endeavoured, by every mean, to secure their object.

Harold, however, was equally unremitting in establish-

ing his power, and preparing for the expected vacancy.
He had extorted, by his intrigues, the king's consent
to release the hostages which had been given by his

father, and which were still in the hands of the Duke
of Normandy. He was unwilling that such near rela-

tions should remain prisoners in a distant country, and
was afraid that they might be retained as pletlges for

his own good behaviour, in the event of any dispute
about the succession. He therefore had no sooner ob-
tained Edward's sanction for their release, than he set

sail with a numerous retinue for Normandy. He was
driven by a tempest on the territories of the Count of
Ponthieu, who, being informed of his quality, detained
him prisoner, and demanded an exorbitant sum for his

ransom. Harold, however, found means to acquaint
the Duke of Normandy with his situation; and William
immediately seized this favourable opportunity of gain-
ing over Harold to his views. Supported by the influ-

ence of this most powerful nobleman, he thought his

succession to the throne of England would be secured;
and he accordingly compelled the Count of Ponthieu
to set him at liberty, and received him at Rouen with
every demonstration of respect and esteem. They
were both ignorant of each other's pretensions; and
Harold was not a little surprised, when he heard, for

the first time, of the intentions of Edward to make
William his heir. He was obliged, however, to con-
ceal his feelings. William offered him his daughter in

marriage, and promised to raise his family to still

greater honours, if he would assist him with his power.
He also required him to take an oath that he would
be true to his engagements : to all of which, Harohl
was obliged to feign compliance ; and they parted with
all the appearance of mutual friendship.

The ambition of Harold soon made him forget an
oath which had been extorted by necessity ; and the
discovery of Edward's design prompted him the more
to strengthen his power, and augment the number of
his friends. He took every opportunity of encouraging
the English in their hatred to the Normans, and always
deprecated their subjection to foreign influence. lie
thus attempted to reconcile them to his succession;
and, by a show of great power and influence, he deter-
red Edward from openly declaring his intention in fa-

vour of William.
About tliis time, Harold also acquired very general

favour, by an opportunity which he had of displaying
his abilities and justice. The Welch, under their prince
Griffith, had made repeated inroads, and committed
great depredations on the frontiers, and had been always
able to shelter themselves from pursuit among their in-

accessible mountains. Harold was determined to re-

press these troublesome plunderers. He attacked them
both by sea and land, and followed up his successes
with such vigour, that, in order to save themselves
from total destruction, they were compelled to deliver
up the head of tlieir jjrince, and submit themselves to

the authority of Edward.
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An insurrection had also broken out among the

Northumbrians, which was headed by Morcar, Duke

of Mcrcia, and his brother Edwin; and which had

been occasioned by the tyrannical temper and injustice

of Uukc Tosti. HaroUl was commanded by the kini^ to

repress the insurgents; and he marched a considerable

army into Xorlhund)erland lor this purpose : but, before

con.ai.s' to action, Morcar, relying on the generous dis-

position of his opponent, requested to be heard in his

own defence ; when lie represented, in such strong

colours, the cruelties and indignities which the North-

umbrians had sufiercd from Tosli, and their determi-

nation to perish rather than be exposed to a renewal of

them, that Harold abandoned his brotlier's cause, and

refused to be the instrument of his tyranny. He even

persuaded Kdward to transfer the dukedom to Morcar,

whose sister he soon after married ; and, by his inte-

rest, procured tlie government of Mercia for Edwin.

Tliis marriage was the first circumstance which open-

ed the eyes of William to the insincerity of Harold;

but this nobleman had so secured the affections of his

countrymen, that he now openly declared his preten-

sions to the throne.

Edward, worn out with age, weak and irresolute,

though hostile to the claims of Harold, yet employed

no decisive measures for securing the succession to the

Duke of Normandy ; and, while still undetermined

how to act, he was cut off by death in the 65th year

of his age, and 25th of his reign. Harold immediate-

ly ascended the throne without opposition. The voice

of the people supported his claim, and he was crown-

ed the day after Edward's death, by Aldred, archbishop

of York. His private virtues also entitled him to a

crown, which might be considered as elective; but he

possessed but for a short time what he was so worthy

and able to wear. William of Normandy could not

conceal his disappointment, at the intelligence of Ha-
rold's exaltation : he had indulged himself with the hope

of an easy accession to the crown of England ; but he

now saw it torn from his brow, by one equal in abilities

to himself, and wlio had ac(|uired, by his many virtues,

the love and confidence of his subjects. His indigna-

tion burst forth in menaces and upbraidings: he dis-

patched an embassy to Harold to reproach him with

his breach of faith, and to demand an immediate re-

signation of the throne of England, of which, by the

will of Edward, he was tlie rightful heir. Harold cool-

ly replied, that an oath was only binding when volun-

tary : his was extorted by fear, and therefore could not

be regarded as obligatory. He had obtained the crown
by the unanimous voice of the nation : he should prove
himself worthy of their choice, by maintaining to the

last those liberties which they had entrusted to him ;

and he was determined to lose liis kingdom only with his

life. William was prepared for this answer; and, as he
had resolved upon prosecuting his claim by force of
arms, he continued his levies. His intention was no
sooner made known, than he was joined by numerous
adventurers from different parts of Europe, wlio, im-
patient of peace and tranquillity, were ready to em-
bark in any enterprize which promised them plunder
or renown. He thus found no difficulty of completing
his armament, which, besides his own troops, who were
distinguished for their valour and discipline, was com-
posed of the flower of the continental warriors, com-
manded by the most celebrated champions of the age.
He was also encouraged by the Emperor Henry IV.

who promised to guarantee his Norman dominicilis du-

ring his absence; and by Pope Alexander H. who sent

him a consecrated banner, and a ring with one of St

Peter's hairs in it.

William, in order to divert Harold's attention from

his own preparations, and to embarrass his affairs the

more, excited Tosli, and Halfagar, king of Norway, to

make a descent upon England. This they did with a

considerable army, and overran all the northern parts

of the kingdom. They were first opposed by the Dukes
of Northumberland and Mercia, whom they defeated

and put to flight ; but Harold having hastily collected

an army, engaged them at Standford. The Norwegi-
ans made a most obstinate resistance, but were at last

totally routed. Tosti and Halfagar fell in the action;

and the Norwegian fleet became the spoil of the con-

queror. Prince Olave, the son of Halfagar, however,

was generously restored to liberty, and allowed to de-

part with 20 vessels.

The news of this defeat spread the greatest joy

throughout the kingdom ; but their joy was soon re-

pressed by the intelligence, that the Duke of Norman-
dy had landed in Sussex with a formidable army of

60,000 men. William had been some time detained

by contrary winds; but, as Harold had dismissed his

fleet, on receiving false intelligence that William had
discontinued his preparations, he met with no other

obstacles in his voyage. He quietly disembarked, and
prepared for the arrival of the enemy.
The victory of Standford had so weakened the Eng-

lish army, that it may be regarded as the cause of Ha-
rold's subsequent overthrow. He had lost many of his

bravest officers and soldiers, whose place he could sup
ply only with raw and undisciplined troops, little capa-

ble of resisting the discipline and valour of the Nor-
mans. Elated, however, with success, and relying ^
the confidence and bravery of his subjects, he hasten-

ed forward to meet his new invader. His brother Gurth
remonstrated with him on the danger of staking his

fortune on the issue of a battle, while he had easier

means of victory in his power. It was depriving him-
self of those very advantages which he possessed over
the invader. He was in the midst of his resources,

surrounded and beloved by his people ; while the des-

perate situation of the enemy required a speedy termi-

nation to the contest. The Norman leader possessed

the greatest military talents, and his troops had been

long familiar with conquest. Their valour and disci-

pline rendered them more formidable than their num-
bers ; and, as they had full confidence in the abilities

of their chief, they would fight to the last extremi-

ty. But if their ardour was allowed to cool for want
of action ; if they were harassed with skirmishes, and
straitened in provisions, they would be compelled to

retire, or fall an easy and bloodless prey. If, how-
ever, he was determined upon an engagement, he en-

treated him not to risk his own person, and thus de-
prive his country of its chief resource in resisting a
foreign dominion.

Harold was deaf to persuasion, and approached the
Norman camp at Hastings. He offered William a sum
of money if he would depart the kingdom. William
returned, that he must resign the kingdom, or hold it

of him in fealty, or submit his cause to the pope, or
fight him in single combat. Harold replied, that the

god of battles would determine their differences.

The hostile armies were encamped in sight of each
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other during the night, and waited with anxiety for the

return of day. The English passed the night with

songs and feasting ; tlie Normans in silence and prayer.

The tlawn of morning beheld both armies in battle ar-

ray. William harrangued his soldiers on the greatness

of the prize for which they were to contend; and re-

presented to them the inevitable destruction which

awaited them, should they fail of success. His army
was divided into three lines: the first, consisting of

arcliers and light-armed infantry, was led by Roger de

Montgomery ; the second, composed of heavy-armed
battalions, was commanded by Charles Martel ; while

he placed himself at the head of the cavalry. They
advanced to the attack, singing the song of Roland.

Harold had drawn up his army on a rising ground,

and had secured his flank by deep trenches. He com-
manded on foot the Kentish men, who were placed in

the van, and encouraged his troops, by sharing with

them the post of danger. He was resolved to stand

upon the defensive, and avoid if possible all action

with the cavalry, in which he was very inferior. The
Norman cross-bows at first dreadfully galled the Eng-
lish ; but as they came into closer action, the English
bills mowed down their ranks, and checked the fury of

their onset. The combat was long and desperate, and
disputed with equal bravery on both sides. The Nor-
mans at length began to give way ; William saw the

imminence of his danger, and hastened with fresh forces

to the support of his retreating bands. His presence
revived the courage of his followers, and the Eng-
lish were m their turn compelled to retire. Aided,
however, by the advantage of the ground, and animat-
ed by the voice and example of their king, who had
toiled all day in the front of the battle, tliey renew-
ed the fight, and the Normans were falling in great

numbers. William, finding that he could make no im-
pression on the enemy's position, ordered his troops to

make a sudden retreat, and deceive them by the ap-

pearance of a flight. The artifice succeeded. The
English followed them to the plain, when the Normans
suddenly facing about, and attacking them in both
flanks with their cavalry, drove them back with great

slaughter. They were again rallied by the bravery of

their prince; and' though William repeated the same
stratagem with equaf success, yet the English were en-

abled still to maintain themselves in firm array, and
seemed determined to dispute the victory to the last.

But the death of Harold, who was slain by an arrow
while fighting in the foremost ranks, decided the battle

in favour of the Normans. The English were dispi-

rited by the loss of their brave but unfortunate leader,

and gave way on all sides. The victorious invaders
followed up their success with dreadful slaughter; but
darkness soon put an end to their bloodshed. In this

memorable action, the Normans lost 1 5,000 warriors,

and the duke had three horses killed under him. The
loss of the English was still more considerable; besides
the death of their king and his two brothers. The bo-
dy of Harold could scarcely be distinguished among the
heaps of slain. It was brought to William, who re-

stored it without ransom to his mother. The Normans
gave thanks to heaven for their victory on the field of
battle; and immediately prepared to improve, to the ut-

most, the advantage which they had gained.
The English, considering their great resources, might

have done much to retrieve their affairs ; and had they
heen unanimous, might have worn out their invaders
Vol. VIII. Part II.

by a protracted warfare. But they were divided and
dismayed. The intelligence of the battle of Hastings
spread terror and consternation throughout the king-

dom, and no one appeared to whom the nation could

entrust its fortunes. Edgar Atlieling was proclaimed
king, and Morcar and Edwin, Harold's brothers-in-law,

endeavoured to make a stand in his defence. But theii

plans were disconcerted by the rapid advance of the

conqueror to the capital. The clergy were the first to

bow before his consecrated standard, and even insisted

that the pope's bull called for general submission to the

authority of William. On his approacli, Edgar, the

new elected king, with Siigand, Archbishop of Can-
terbury, and the chief nobility, entered his camp, and
made him a formal offer of the crown of England, upon
condition that he would govern according to the cus-
toms of the country. Though by right of conquest he
could have demanded the crown, yet he chose rather to

accept it as a vohmtary gift; and he was consecrated in

Westminster Abbey, by Aldred, Archbishop of York.
Edwin and Morcar, who had retired with their troops
to their own provinces, and others of the principal nobi-

lity, who were not present at the coronation, s<jon after

came and swore fealty to the new sovereign.

The beginning of William's reign was marked with
mildness and humanity. Though all real power was
placed in the hands of the Normans, he took care that
they should use it with moderation. Every disorder
or oppression met with severe punishment. He built

citadels in London, and other towns best situated for

commanding the kingdom, where he quartered his ar-

my, among whom he had distributed considerable sums
as the reward of their valour ; but he governed them
with rigorous discipline, and restrained every appear-
ance of insolence towards the natives. He received,
with aflability, all who approached his person, and seem-
ed desirous that the two nations should live in the clo-

sest amity.

Peace and tranquillity seemed now to be firmly esta-
blished; and William, nowise apprehensive of any dis-

turbances by his new subjects, went over to Normandy
to receive the congratulations of his countrymen. His
brother Odo, Bishop of Baieux, and William Fitz-Os-
berne, were entrusted with the administration of the
kingdom duiing his absence; and the better to secure
their authority from any fear of resistance, he carried
with him the chief of the English nobility. These not
only served to grace his court by the magnificence and
costliness of their equipages, but might be considered
as hostages for the fidelity of the nation. His depar-
ture, however, was soon followed by conspiracies and
insurrections. The Norman captains, no longer under
the eye of their sovereign, grudged the restraints which
had been imposed upon their rapine, and treated with
contempt a people who had surrendered their liberties

so easily. Theii- insults and depredations produced a
general disaff'ection among the English, which in some
places broke out into open rebellion. A secret conspi-
racy was even formed for a general massacre of the
Norman soldiery, which was to take place on Ash Wed-
nesday, during the time of divine service, when the
Normans would be unarmed ; and Earl Coxo was
murdered by his vassals, because he refused to join in

this enterprize. The presence of William, however,
disconcerted all their schemes. Many of the conspira-
tors fled, whose estates were forfeited, and bestowed
upon his Norman followers; and, as a farther mean of

3H
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^ralifyinj,' lliiir rapatily, lie loiicwcd ilic lax of Danc-

j;clt, whicFi had been so odious to the nation. Tliis

only pioduccd new insurrections, In Exeter, Cornwall,

and Devonshire, ilic inhabitants took up arms, but were

r,oon suppressed. But in the north they assumed a

more formidable appearance. I^dwin and Morcar, im-

pelled by i)rivatc jnjuries, as well as public wroni^s, and

encouraged by the promise of assistance from Wales,

Scotlancf, and Dcimiark, resolved to attempt the de-

livei;uice of their oppressed countrymen ; but they were

surprised by the kinj,' before any of the foreign succours

had arrived, and were oblipjed to submit to his cle-

mency. They were pardoned and restored to their

possessions; but their followers were treated with great-

er rigour, and their lands were divided among his fo-

reign adventurers. Many fled from oppression into fo-

reign countries; and Edgar Athcling, distrusting the

insidious caresses of William, sought refuge with his

two sisters, Margaret and Christina, in the court of

Malcolm King of Scotland, who soon after married

Mirgaret, and treated with kindness all the English

exiles who sought Ids protection. William now began

to view the English as unworthy of his clemency, and

as a people on whom he could place no dependence ; and

henceforth he was determined to treat them with the

utmost rigour. All offices of trust and confidence were

fonst(incntly bestowed upon the Normans, who com-
mitted continual insults arid depredations.

Einding no redress for such injuries fiom their go-

vernors, the English took vengeance with their own
hands, and assassinateil Normans were daily found in

the woods and highsvays, without any possibility of

bringing the perpetrators to justice. INIany of the Nor-
man chiefs finding themselves continually exposed to

the fury of an incensed people, and under constant ap-

"prehtnsions of danger, longed for the peace and secu-

rity of their native country. They desired to be dis-

missed from the service, which William granted, but

at the same time resented, by confiscating all their pos-

sessions in England. New insurrections were followed

by new forfeitures and attainders; and the Normans
found it their interest to instigate rebellion, as they were
sure to be benefited by its suppression.

The three sons of Harold, Godwin, Edmund, and
Magnus, who, alter the battle of Hastings, had retired

to Ireland, encouraged by the general dissatisfaction

of the English, made a descent with a considerable

force on the coast of Devonshire-; but, being defeated

in several actions, they were compelled to return to

their ships. About the same time, the Northumbrians
again took up arms, who being joined by Edgar Athe-
ling and the chief of the English exiles from Scotland,
and assisted by a body of Danes, attacked the Noiman
garrisons of Durham and York, and put every man to

jhe sword. The inhabitants of the southern counties
had also risen, and a general effort seemed now to be
made for the recovery of their liberties ; but it proved
only the means of rivetting their chains more closely.

William having bought off the Danes, and encouraged
his followers with the hope of plunder, inflicted a sig-

nal punishment on the restless Northumbrians. He
laid his desolating hand upon their fertile country be-
tween the Tees and the Humber, for the extent of
about 60 miles; burned their habitations; destroyed
their implements of husbandry ; and drove away their
cattle. The inhabitants were compelled to seek for

.subsistence iq the southern counties of Scotland; but

about 100,000 arc said to have perished miserably in

the woods, of cold and hunger. The other malcon-
tents had submitted to the conqueror, except Here-
ward, a nobleman in East Anglia, who took shelter in

the Isle of Ely, and continued his inroads into the neigh-

bouring country.

AVilliam, however, to prevent any repetition of such
disturbances in future, transferred almost the whole of

the lanrled property in England into the hands of his

Normans; and for this injustice he considered it a suf-

ficient pretence, that most of the ancient proprietors

had been involved in conspiracies and insurrections

against his government. Many noble families were
thus reduced to beggary, and had the mortification of
seeing the meanest and lowest of thuir enemies possess-

ing their castles and demesnes. He next divided the

kingdom into baronies, which he exclusively conferred

upon the most considerable of his followers, with the

reservation of stated services and payments. These
amounted to about TOO, who again parcelled out their

lands, with similar conditions, ainong their vassals or
knights; of which there were 60,215. As the Eng-
lish were totally excluded from the first rank, those

who still retained any property were glad to be re-

ceived as knights, under the protection of some power-
ful Norman. The clergy also felt the effects of his re-

sentment. All Englishmen were expelled from the

higher offices of the church, which were immediately
filled by foreigners ; and the Bishop of Worcester was
the only English prelate that was permitted to retain

his dignity. He even extended the feudal laws to them ;

and all bishops and abbots were obliged to furnish, du-
ring war, a number of knights, proportioned to the ex-
tent of the property possessed by each see or abbey.

William, as he had extinguished the very semblance
of liberty among the English, now attempted to obli-

terate their name, by the destruction of their language.

He ordered, that, in all the schools thioughout the

kingdom, the youth should be instructed in the French
language. This was the language of the court, and of

all fashionable company; and all laws and deeds were
composed in that idiom. The English now saw them-
selves beyond the reach of deliverance : they were
treated with every mark of insolenct and indignity by
their conquerors ; and the plans of oppression which
the king formed, were wantonly executed by his fol-

lowers.

The two great earls, Morcar and Edwin, finding-

themselves despised, and without authority in the state,

resolved to make another effort to recover their inde-

pendence. The former took shelter in the Isle of Ely
with the brave Hereward, while Edwin proceeded to

organize an insurrection in the north. But William
fi'ustratcd their plans, by the fapture of the Isle of Ely.

He surrounded it with flat-bottomed boats, and com-
pelled the rebels to surrender at discretion. Hereward
alone forced his way through the enemy; and the king-

was so charmed with his bravery, that he received him
into favour. Morcar was thrown into prison. Edwin,
in attempting to escape into Scotland, was betrayed, and
killed by a party of Normans ; and many of the prisoners

were punished with the loss of their hands or their eyes,

and were dispersed throughout the country as monu-
ments of tfte king's resentment.

A more formidable rebellion, however, soon follow-
ed. The Norman barons had also felt the arrogance of
William's temper, and disdained to stoop to his arbi-
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trary authority. At the head of the cliscontents were

the Earls of Hereford and Norfolk, and Waltheof, Eurl

of Northumberland, the only Englishman that retained

any power in the kingdom. They embraced the op-

portunity of William's absence in Normandy, to throw

off their allegiance ; and entered into a secret corres-

pondence with the king of Denmark, to assist them in

their designs. Waltheof, hoAvevcr, who had married

Judith, the king's niece, reflecting on the improba-

bility of a successful overthrow of William's power,

and fearing that, by changing one tyrant for many, it

would be the means of increasing, rather than of al-

leviating the miseries of his countrymen, revealed the

conspiracy to his wife. Juditli had fixed her afl'ec-

tionsupon another, and viewing this as a favourable

opportunity of getting rid of her husband, conveyed

the intelligence, with every exaggeration, to her uncle.

Waltheof, immediately after, passed over to Norman-
dy, to inform William of every circumstance, and to

make some atonement for his treason, by an early con-

fession. His departure was no sooner known, than

the conspirators flew to arms, befoi-e their plans were
sufficiently matured, and before the promised assist-

ance from Denmark had arrived. They were conse-

quently soon suppressed; and the king on his arrival,

found order and tranquillity again restored. Many of

the rebels were hanged ; others were punished with the

loss of their eyes or hands; and Fitz-Auber, a noble Nor-
man, and Waltheof, the only two noblemen who suffered

death on this occasion, were beheaded. The fate of

Waltheof was greatly lamented by his countrymen ; and

it was supposed that he owed his death to the instiga-

tions of his wife.

W^hen William first formed the design of invading

England, he had, on the application of the French court,

declared Robert, his eldest son, his successor in Nor-
mandy, and had obliged his barons to do him homage as

their future prince; but after he found himself firmly

established upon the English throne, he still retained

the sovereignty of that ducny ; and when Robert put him
in mind of his promise, he positively refused to fulfil ii.

Robert inherited his father's military valour, and was
equally haughty and impatient ol controul. The denial

of what he supposed his just right, kindled his indigna-

tion, which he had not the policy to conceal. He open-

ly shewed his discontent; and being farther irritated by
an imaginary affront, he left the court, and attempted to

enforce his claims, by taking up arms against his father.

He made an attempt to surprise the citadel of Rouen;
but his design was frustrated by the vigilance of the go-

vernor. He then fled to Hugh de Neufchatel, a power-
ful Norman baron, who assured him of his protection

and assistance ; and was soOn after joined by most of the

young nobility of Normandy and Maine. This unex-
pected and almost general insurrection of his Norman
subjects, compelled William to have recourse to Eng-
land. He assembled an army of Englishmen under the

command of his ancient captains, and passing over into

Normandy, soon re-established his authority in all his

continental dominions. Robert, with the principal in-

surgents, shut himself up in the castle of Gerberoy, which
the king of France had prepared for his reception, and
Avhere he was immediately besieged by his father. The
garrison made a vigorous defence, and, conscious of
their treason, were determined against submission.

They harassed the besiegers by continual sallies; and
many a bloody encounter took place under the walls of

Gerberoy. In one of these, Robert and his father were
opposed without knowing each other, their faces beintj

concealed by their helmets; and being both valiant, they
charged with such fury, that \\'illiam was dismounted,
Tlie arm of Robert was j<ist lifted to strike, when it was
arrested by the voice of his father. Stung with remorsi;

for his unnatural conduct, he immediately tell on hi->

knees, and implored his father's forgiveness. Williani
smarting under the disgrace of his fall, was at first im-
placable ; Init afterwards, reflecting on the generosity of
his son, and influenced also by the mediation of the queen,
he again received him into favotu'.

William employed the interval of peace in making a
general survey of all the lands in the kingdom. He ap-
pointed commissioners for this purpose, who entered in

their register, by the verdict of juries, the extent of lands

in each district, their proprietors, their tenures, and their

value ; describing also the quantity of meadow, pasture,

wood, and arable land, which they contained; and in some
counties, the number of tenants and peasants who lived

upon them. This register was called Domesday Book,
and is still preserved in the Exche(iuer. Had William
always employed his leisure in such praise-worthy Un-
dertakings, it would have done honour to his memory;
but he was generally occupied with other pursuits,

which, while they ministered merely to his amusement,
often brought poverty and wretchedness upon his un-
happy subjects. His love of hunting, particularly, was
carried to such a pitch, that, not content with the exten-
sive forests which former kings possessed in all parts

of England, he resolved to make a new one near ^\'in-

chester, and for this purpose depopulated the county of
Hatnpshire for an extent of thirty miles. The inhabi-

tants were driven from their homes, their habitations

demolished, and their property taken from them, without

any coiupensation being iTiade to the sufferers. The se-

verest laws were also enacted against those who should

hunt in the king's forests; and the killing of a deer or

a boar was punished by the loss of the offender's eyes,

while the crime of murder could be expiatecj by a mo-
(' rate fine.

The amusements of the king, however, were inter-

rupted by the death of his consort Matilda, to whom he
was tenderly attached ; and about three years after he
was called to Normandy, to repress the insolence and
violence of some French barons, who had been encou-
raged by their sovereign to make inroads into his terri-

tories. In all the dissensions in Normandy, the insur-

gents had been in general instigated, and secretly sup-

ported, by the French ; and Williain knew well, that

they were at best but insidious friends. He therefore

resolved to make his vengeance fall upon those who
were the real disturbers of his tranquillity. His rage
was on this occasion greatly heightened by the railleries

of Philip, the French king. He had become very cor-

pulent, and, being confined to bed by sickness, the French-
man observed, that his brother of England was long in

being delivered of his big belly. When ^Villiam was
informed of this, he sent Philip word, that he would soon

be up, and at his churching would present such a num-
ber of lights at Notre Dame as would set all France in

a flame. He accordingly took the field, and, entering

the Isle of France, reduced the town of Mante to ashes,

and carried slaughter and desolation wherever he ap-

peared. His progress, however, was stopt by an acci-

dent which put an end to his life. When leaping a ditch,

the pommel of the saddle bruised his belly, which Mas
3 H3
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soon rollowed by a niortilicauou. On his deathbed, he

endeavoured to atone lor tne many cruelties and acts of

violence which he had committed upon his English siib-

jecls, by ordering Earl Morcar and the other Enijlish

nobles to be set at liberty, and by making rich presents

to enure lies and monasteries. He left Maine and Nor-

mandy to his eldest son Robert, England was be(|Utathed

to William, and Henry ivas put in jjosscssion of the

greatest part ol' his personal treasures. He died in

the 63d year of his age, and 2 1st of his reign over Eng-
land.

William n. surnamed Rufus, from his red hair, im-
mediately hastened to England, before intelligence of his

father's death had reached that kiTigdoni, and having se-

cured the fortresses of Dover, Pevensey, and Hastings,

and seized upon the royal treasure, he was crowned by

Lanfranc the primate. His accession, however, was
soon followed by conspiracies and dissensions. The ba-

rons were more attaciied to Robert, on account of his

open and generous character, as well as his preferable

title, being the eldest son. Many of them also possessed
estates both in England and Normandy, and were un-
willing thar the two territories should be separated, as,

in the event of a war, they would be obliged to resign

either their ancient patrimony, or their new acquisitions.

At the head of the chscontents were Odo, Bishop of
Baieux, and Robert, Earl of Mortainge, maternal bro-

thers of the Conqueror, who, being joined by some of
the most powerful noblemen in the kingdom, and being
encouraged by the expectation of succours from Nor-
mandy, took possession of the fortresses of Pevensey and
Rochester. The king, sensible of his brotlier's superior
claim to the kingdom, and of the strength of the con-
spirators, endeavoured to conciliate the English, by grant-
ing them liberty to hunt in the royal forests, and by ge-
neral promises of lenity in his government. He was thus
enabled to draw together a considerable army, and, en-
tering Kent, compelled his uncles to surrender the for-

tresses which they had seized. The other rebels were
soon reduced to submission, their estates were confis-
cated, and many of them banished the kingdom.

But William forgot, in his deliverance, the promises
which he had made. Instead of ruling with lenity, and
respecting the rights of his people, he became a greater
tyrant than his father. Ambition and avarice were the
principal features in his character. The English were
now exposed to the most arbitrary exactioi.s, and the
church itself felt the effects of his oppression. He seized
the temporalities of all vacant bishoprics and abbeys, and
set up to sale such as he wished to dispose of. He even
turned his eyes towards the duchy of Normandy, and
having excited some of the Norman barons to revolt
from his brother, he led a formidable army to their as-
sistance. But the interposition of the nobles on both
sines brought about an accommodation, in which it was
agreed, among other matters, that on the death of either
without issue, the survivor should inherit all his domi-
nions. Prince Henry, who had sided with Robert in
this contest, finding his interests overlooked in the trea-
ty, retired to St Michael's Mount, a strong fortress on
the coast, and ravaged the surrounding country. He
was there besieged by his brothers; and being obliged
to capitulate, was despoiled of all his patrimony.

• T;ie interested and rapacious spirit of William, how-
ever, was continually exciting him to new acts of op-
pression. After a short and successful war with Mal-
colm, king of Scotland, in which his brother Robert

commanded the Englisii army, and obliged that monarch'
to do homage to the king of England, he again attempt-

ed the conquest of Normandy. He levied an army of

20,000 men, and, conducting them to the coast, as if for

immediate embarkation, he demanded ten shillings a

man in lieu of their services, and then dismissed them
home. With this money he bribed the Norman barons
to rebellion, and purchased the neutrality of the I'rench

king; but he was prevented from prosecuting his schemes
of ambition by an irruption of the Welsh, which obliged
him to return to England. He soon compelled them to

retire, but was unable to follow them within their moun-
tain barriers. His attempt upon Normandy was furthei

suspended by another conspiracy, headed hy Robert
Moubiay, carl of Northumberland, which contemplated
the dethronement of the king, and the advancement to

the throne of Stephen, count of Aumale, nephew to the

Conqueror. Their plans, however, were disconcerted
by William's dispatch, and Moubray was seized and
thrown into prison, where he died.

The conquest of Normandy was still his favourite ob-
ject; and the crusades, which now engrossed the atten-

tion of Europe, gave him quiet possession of those do-

minions which he could not obtain by force of arms.
IJuke Robert was brave, enterprizing, and fond of mili-

tary glory. He was anxious to join the warriors who
were hastening to the Holy Land ; and, in order to ap-
pear in a manner suited to his rank, he offered to mort-
gage his dukedom to his brother for 10,000 merks. Wil-
liam immediately accepted the proposal, and, little soli-

citous about the means by which the money was to bo
obtained, levied the greatest part of it upon the clergy
and the convents, who were obliged to melt their plate

in order to furnish the sum required. Robert was thus

enabled to join the crusaders with a magnificent and nu-
merous retinue; and Normandy was again united to the

crown of England. This acquisition, however, instead

of adding to the power of William, was followed by con-

tinual insurrections on tlie part of the Normans, who
were always encouraged and supported by the French
king; and was, indeed, the cause of all tliose wars be-

tween England and France, which afterwards continued,

for whole centuries, to depopulate and weaken both na-

tions. These insurrections, together with a quarrel
which he had with Anselm, the primate, respecting the
privileges of the clergy, kept William in almost constant

inquietude. Not content with the extent of his territo-

ries, he entered into an agreement with William, Earl
of Poictiers and Duke of Guienne, who had also been
infected with the enthusiasm of the age, to receive his

dominions in mortgage, for a sum of money sufficient to

conduct his vassals into Asia. But the fulfilment of it

was prevented by his death.

When hunting in the new forest, attended by Walter
Tyrrel, a French gentleman remarkable for his skill in

archery, a stag suddenly started before him, when his

companion let fly an arrow, which, glancing from a tree,

struck him to the heart. Tyrrel, terrified at the acci-

dent, immediately fled to France, and joined a crusade of
his countrymen who were then setting out for Jerusalem.
The body of the king, when found by the country peo-
ple, was buried at Winchester without either pomp or
ceremony. His violence, rapacity, and prodigality, had
estranged from him the affections of his subjects, and
none were found to perform the funeral honours belong-
ing to a king. He died in the 40th year of his age. and
13th of his reign.
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Robert, who was the ii.f;htl'ul lieir to the crown, both

by l.'.rtliriglil and by the agreement with his deceased

brotlier, was, after many a rou^h campiiijn in the Holy
Land, indulging himself in euse and pleasure in the de-

licious clin)ate of Italy, where he had married Sybilla,

the daughter of an Italian count, when he received the

intelligence of William's death. He returned to Nor-
mandy about a month after that event, but found his bro-

ther Henry in possession of his crown.

Henry was hunting in the new forest when William
met his death, and was no sooner informed of the cir-

cumstance, than he hastened to Winchester and secu-

red the royal treasures. He then proceeded to Lon-
don, where, assembling some noblemen and prelates

whom he had gained over to his interest, he was sa-

luted king, and in three days after was solemnly crown-
ed by Maurice, bishop of London. Henry, aware of the

weakness of his pretensions, endeavoured to strengthen

his authority, by courting the affections of his subjects.

He confirmed the ancient Saxon laws, and restored the

clergy to their former privileges. He promised to re-

medy many of the grievous oppressions which had exist-

ed during the two former reigns; and for this purpose
passed a charter, in which, among other things, he engag-
ed that he would never seize the revenues of any vacant

see or abbey, oi- let to farm, or dispose of for money, any

ecclesiastical benefice; that, instead of the violent exac-

tions which had been imposed upon heirs by his father

and brother, he would permit them to take quiet pos-

session of their property, upon paying a just and law-

ful relief; that he would not dispose of any heiress in

marriage, but by the advice of all the barons ; that the

barons should have the power of bequeathing, by will,

their money and personal estates ; and that all debts due
to the crown should be remitted. A copy of this char-

ter was commanded to be lodged in some abbey of each
county, that all his subjects might be acquainted with

it; but it was intended merely to serve his present pur-

pose, and to ingratiate himself with his people, and ne-

ver to be seriously acted upon. In all his proceedings,

indeed, he made his own will and pleasure the sole rule

of his government; and this charter, within a century,

had fallen into such neglect, that when the barons of

King John wished to make it the model of the great

charter, a copy of it could with difficulty be found.

Anselm, the primate, who had been obliged to leave

the kingdom by the violence of William, was recalled

by Henry, and reinstated in all his dignities. Henry
kni w well the influence which this prelate had acquired,

by his piety and austerity of manners, over the minds of

the people, and expected that his authority would be
h-trcngthened by having such a person for his friend.

He found, however, that the religious zeal and stubborn
integrity of Anselm, would not bend to his purposes

;

and scarcely had the prelate arrived, than a quarrel

arose between them respecting the investitures in ec-

elesiastical benefices. The prelate refused to do ho-

mage for his spiritual dignity, and declared that he
would not so much as communicate with any one who
had paid such submission. Henry, for the present, did

not press the demand, but sent messengers to Rome to

accommodate matters with the pope. In the mean time,

he married Matilda, daughter of Malcolm HI. king of

Scotland, and niece to Edgar Atheling. This circum-
stance added greatly to his popularity ; and the English
congratulated themselves with the hope of a more equal
and mild administration, when the blood of their na-

tive princes should be mingled with that of their con-
querors.

While Henry had thus endeavoured to establish him-
self on the throne, Robert appeared to assert his claim.

On his return from the Holy Land, he had taken quiet

possession of his ancient dukedom ; and, being encou-
raged by many of the Norman barons in England, who
promised him their assistance to attempt the recovery

of that kingdom, he landed at Portsmouth with a con-

siderable armament. Henry, by his caresses and pro-

mises, had gained over Anselm to his interests ; who so

exerted his influence with the nobility and the people,

that the king was enabled to meet ids brother with a

firm and united army. The two sovereigns, both ap-

prehensive of the issue, refrained from coming to ac-

tion for some days ; when, by the mediation of the pri-

mate, a treaty was entered into, by which Robert was
to receive an annual pension of 3000 merks, upon re-

signing his claim to the crown of England during the

life of Henry; and that, when either of them should die

without issue, the other should succeed to his dominions.

Henry was no sooner freed from the danger of invasion,

than he began to wreak his vengeance upon those no-

bles who had distinguished themselves by their adhe-

rence to the cause of Robert; and scarcely one of them
escaped without banishment or confiscation. It is true,

they were prosecuted upon other charges; but men
easily saw that their punishment arose from their at-

tachment to his brother. Robert, considering such con-

duct an infringement of the treaty, ventured to appear
in England, and remonstrate with Henry in person ; but

his reception was such, that he was glad to purchase his

liberty with the loss of his pension.

Robert, with all his amiable qualities, wanted pru-

dence and firmness. He was open, generous, and hu-

mane. His bravery and itiilitary glory had procured
him the respect and admiration of Europe ; but in peace
he sunk in efteminacy and superstition. He seemed
born to be the sport of fortune. After a life of toil and
ambition in the Holy Land, where he refused to be

crowned king of Jerusalem, he found hiiriself, on his

return, deprived of his birth-right. Confined to his pa-

trimonial dukedom, he was too mild to restrain, by se-

vere discipline, the turbulent spiiit of his barons, and
Normandy, during his reign, became a scene of violence

and depredation. His brother took advantage of his in-

dolence and imprudence ; and when called to mediate
between him and his discontented subjects, instead of

iTiging them to loyalty and obedience, he excited them
to rebellion by bribery and intrigue ; and at last stript

him of his kingdom and his liberty. In a battle, which
decided the fate of Normandy, Robert and the most con-

siderable of his barons were taken prisoners; and this

unfortunate prince, deprived of fortune and friends,

passed the remainder of his life a prisoner in Cardiff
Castle in Wales, where he languished 26 years. Edgar
Atheling, who had accompanied Robert to Jerusalem,
and who had lived with him ever since his return, was
also among the captives in this action ; but Henry gave
him his freedoin and a small pension, and he lived to a

good old age, neglected and forgotten among his coun-
trymen.

Henry having now obtained the great point of his am-
bition, the sovereignty of Normandy, directed his atten-

tion to the settlement of his dispute with Anselm. The
messengers who had been dispatched to Rome to confer

with Pope Pascal II. on the right of the sovereign to
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confer ecclesiMtical benefices, and to receive hoiriage

for them, reliiriicil with a positive refusal of the king's,

demands. Henry, however, was determined not to part

with his rights so easily ; and sent ^^iliianl de Ware-

well to negotiate with his Holiness, and to attcnipf sonic

means of accommodating the affair. During the con-

ference, the English messenger told Pascal, that his

master would rather lose his crown, than part with such

a valuable privilege ;
" And I," replied Pascal, "^

would

rather lose my head, than allow him to retain it." Mat-

ters now grew serious, and the Pope thrtatened Henry

with excommunication, unless he gave up the dispute.

But the king "still persevered in maintaining his rights;

anci by his prudence and abilities, at last brought the

(juarrel to an amicable compromise. He gave up the

right of investiture, which consisted in bestowing upon

the bishops a ring and crosier as the symbols of their of-

fice ; and the pope allowed prelates to do homage for

their temporal properties and privileges.

From this time, Henry was involved in almost conti-

nual war on account of Normandy. William, the son of

Duke Robert, after the imprisonment of his father, had

been entrusted to the care of Helie de St Saen, a noble-

man of strict honour and integrity ; and when Henry

wished to recover possession of his person, Helie with-

drew with his charge to the court of Anjou, and soon

after obtained for him the countenance of Louis the

Gross, King of France. The war which was the con-

sequence, was the cause of many heavy and arbitrary

taxes being imposed upon his English subjects, but was

attended by no memorable event. Hostilities on both

sides were carried on without energy or decision ; and

produced only slight and ineffectual skirmishes on the

iVonticj-s. Louis, however, finding that he could not

prevail by force of arms, endeavoured to interest Pope
Calixtus n. in favour of the young prince. He carried

William to a general council which was held at Rheims,

and represented to them the injustice of Henry in be-

reaving his nephew of his inheritance, and also of de-

taining in prison his brother Robert, who, on account of

his eminent services against the infidels, was entitled to

ihe protection of the holy see. But Henry employed a

more powerful instrument to counteract the intentions of

his enemies. He ordered his ambassadors to gain the

pope and his favourites, with liberal presents and pro-

mises. The cause of William was consequently heard

with coldness; and Calixtus, in an interview which he

had with Henry, declared, that of all men he was, be-

yond comparison, the most eloquent and persuasive !

The war in Xormandy was again renewed ; but Hen-
ry having passed over with an army, gave the enemy
battle at' Brcnneville. During the conflict, Crispin, a

Norman officer, who had followed the fortunes of young
William, struck the King of England on the head with

such force, that all his armour was covered with blood.

Henry, however, no way intimidated, returned the blow,

and continued the combat with such resolution, that he
brought his antagonist to the ground. His troops were
encouraged by his example, and victory declared for the

English. A peace was soon after concluded between
France and England, and the cause of William was for-

gotten.

Henry now seemed to have gained the summit of his

These mutinous nobles were kept in awe by the vigour

of his government, and his enemies were humbled and

discouraged by his invariable good fortune. But an un-

foreseen misfortune blasted his fondest hopes, and dark-

ened with sorrow the remainder of his days. This was
the death of his only son William, a youth of great pro-

mise, who had arrived at his eighteenth year, and who
had been recognised as his successor, and had received

the homage of the barons both of England and Norman-
dy. When the king was returning from the latter coun-

try with a numerous retinue of the chief nobility, one of

the vessels, in which was William and several young
noblemen his companions, was carried on a rock, and

almost immediately went to pieces. The yoimg prince

was put into the boat, and had left the ship, when the

cries of his natural sister, the countess of Perche, re-

called him to her assistance. Upon the return of the

boat, the crew crowded into it in such numbers, that it

went to the bottom, and all perished. A butcher of

Rouen, who clung to the mast, and was taken up next

morning by some fishermen, was the only person saved

;

and it is said that on this occasion, above a hundred and
forty young noblemen of the principal families of Eng-
land and Normandy were lost. When Henry heard ol"

the disaster, he fainted away, and never laughed after.

The death of William left Henry without a male heir

to his crown. His only surviving daughter Matilda, had
been betrothed when only eight years of age, to the

Emperor of Germany. But he dying withoiit issue, she

was afterwards united to Geoffrey of Plantagenet, the eld-

est son of Fulk, Count of Anjou. The king himself, in

hopes of having male heirs, had been iniluced to marry
Adelais, the daughter of the Duke of Louvaine, and the

niece of Pope Calixtus. But this princess, who was of

an amiable person, brought him no children ; and Henry
became apprehensive that his nephew William might
eventually be enabled to recover the birth-right of his

father. But the death of that prince, who was killed in

a skirmish with the Landgrave of Alsace, put an end to

his fears ; and his daughter Matilda having been deli-

vered of a son named Henry, he made the nobility take

an oath of succession in her favour. Henry was in Nor-
mandy when this event happened, and found such satis-

faction in the company of his favourite daughter, who
bore successively two other sons, that he determined to

spend the reinainder of his days in that country. An
irruption of the Welsh, however, recalled him to Eng-
land ; but as he was preparing for his journey, he was
seized with a sudden illness, caused by eating lampreys,
of which he died in the 67th year of liis age, and 35th
of his reign.

Henry, by his prudence, his talents, and his bravery,

would have shone in whatever situation he might have
been placed. His great progress in literature procured
him the name oi Beau-clerc, or the scholar; and his af-

fability of manners encouraged and delighted all who ap-
proached his person. He seemed, however, to possess
the prejudices of his family against the native English;
and during his long reign, none of that nation were ever
preferred to any ecclesiastical or civil dignity. Being
a foreigner was a recommendation to his protection be-
yond what any Englishman was supposed to possess

;

and it was certainly no small evidence of the wisdom
wishes. Profound tranquillity reigned throughout his and moderation of his government, that the tranquillity

extensive dominions, both at home and on the continent, of his English dominions was never once disturbed by
He had secured the affections of his English subjects, those conspiracies and insurrections which were so fre-

by restraining the violence and oppression of his barons, quent in former reigns.
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The death ofHeniy was followed by many years of

tyranny and misery to tlie defenceless inhabitants of

England. This arose not from the character of liis suc-

cessor, but was the conseciuence of usurped power,

which was necessitated to tolerate the violence and op-

pressions of the nobles by whom it was supported. The
oaths of fcally which the barons had taken to Matilda

and her son, were only remembered so loni; as the au-

thority which imposed them was capable of enlbrcins;

obedience. These haughty chieftains had been grow-

ing in power, and exercised almost absolute dominion

over those who held under them. They wished, there-

fore, for a monarcii who should owe to them his exalta-

tion, and who, on that account, would increase and con-

firm their privileges.

Stephen and Henry, the two youngest sons of the Count
of Blois by Adela, daughter of William the Conqueror,

Jiad been bred at the Court of England, and had receiv-

ed great honours and preferment. Henry had assum-
ed .the religious habit, and was created Bishop of

Winchester; and Stephen liad married the daughter

and heiress of the Count of Boulogne, by which alliance

ho became connected with David, King of Scotland,

who was his mother-in-law's brother. The late king

had also bestowed upon Stephen rich and extensive pos-

sessions both in England and Normandy, for which he

had always professed the greatest attachment and grati-

tude; and along with the other barons, had -readily ta-

ken the oath of succession in favour of his cousin Ma-
tilda. But no sooner had his uncle breathed his last,

than these favours, and his own professions, were forgot-

ten ; and hastily leaving Normandy, where lie had accom-
panied Henry, he was received in London by a few of his

partisans, who hailed him king. He next prevailed upon
the Archbishop of Canterbury to put the crown upon
his liead, by falsely asserting tlint Henry, on his death-

bed, had expressed his intention of leaving his kingdom
to the Count of Boulogne; and then proceeded to exer-

cise all the functions of so\ereign authority. Though
few barons attended his coronation, yet none opposed
his usurpation; and in return for their submission, de-

manded nevv immunities and privileges. Stephen was
anxious to secure his tottering throne, and made liberal

promises to ail. To tlie clergy, he promised to fill all

vacant benefices, and never 1o levy any of the vacant
rents ; to the nobility, lie allowed the right of fortifying

their castles, and promised to reduce the royal forests

to their ancient boundaries ; and to the people, he enga-
ged to remit the tax of Dancgelt, and restore the laws
of King Edward. He further fortified his authority by

the sanction of the pope; and surrounded his throne by

a band of mercenaries, whom he liad invited from the

continent, and who defended it by the terror of the

sword.

The barons had no sooner obtained liberty to put
their castles in a state of defence, than the kingdom was
filled with fortresses, which they garrisoned either with

their vassals, or with soldiers who flocked from all quar-
ters. Hence every chief became a petty tyrant, and
exercised the law of retaliation with his own hand.
Private animosities were kindled into open wars, whtch
were carried on with the utmost fuiy ; and all the mi-
series which flow from an uncontrouled power among
the great, fell upon the defenceless people. Tlu- infe-

rior gentry even, finding no redress for any grievance
from the laws, were obliged to secure the protection of

some neighbouring chieftain, by submitting to his ex-

actions, and assisting him in his depredations. England
thus became a scene of uninterrupted violence and de-

vastation. An unbridled and licentious soldiery laid

waste the country, plundered the villages, and even the

cities, set fire to the houses, and sometimes sold the in-

habitants to slavery. Agriculture was neglected, and
its instruments destroyed. A famine was the conse-

quence, which reduced the oppressors, as well as the

oppressed, to the extreme of want and indigence. Ste-

phen was endowed both with valour and abilities, and
beheld with concern the evil efl'ects of some of those

concessions which were extorted from his situation.

The prerogatives of the crown had, in many instances,

been forced to yield to the power of the nobility and

clergy, who, intrenched within their castles, sometimes
set his mandates at defiance. He therefore resolved to

make soine effort for the recovery of the royal authority.

But his measures were ill calculated to accomplish his

purpose. Instead of supporting the people against the

oppressions of the barons, he was equally hostile to

their rights and comfort. He made his power the sole

measure of his conduct, and violated not only the pro-

mises which he had made at his accession, but also the

ancient privileges of his subjects. His mercenaries sub-

sisted entirely by depredation. Their fierceness of dis-

position led them to commit the most wanton outrages ;

and every place was filled with complaints against his

government. His enemies took advantage of the gene-

ral discontent ; and Robert Earl of (iloucester, the na-

tural brother of Matilda, headed an insurrection in fa-

vour of his sister.

On the death of her father, Matilda expected that,

according to his last will, she would have been imme-
diately received as queen. But her claim seems to have
been little attended to, both in Normandy and England ;

and Stephen was scarcely crowned, when he was acknow-
ledged in both kingdoms. Her brother Robert, how-
ever, who was a man of honour and abilities, was much
attached to her interest, and wailed only for a favour-

able opportunity to assert them. Robert possessed con-

siderable influence in the kingdom, and was suppoitcd
by numerous friends and retainers. On Stephen's ac-

cession to the throne, he had taken the oath of fealty;

but with this express condition, that the king should
never invade any of his rights or dignities; and thus he
reserved for himself a pretence for throwing off his al-

legiance whenever he thought proper. As soon, there-

fore, as he had settled the plan of an insurrection, he
retired to the continent, renounced his allegiance, and
sent the king a defiance ; upbraiding him with a breach
of those conditions which had been annexed to his oath
of fealty. About the same tiine, David King of Scot-
land entered Yorkshire with an army in support of Ma-
tilda's claim ; but the lavages and massacres which he
committed, instead of drawing the nobility to his stand-

ard, enraged them against him. They assembled their

vassals, and, awaiting his approach at Northallerton,

defeated hiin with great slaughter; and David and his

son Henry narrowly escaped falling into the hands of
the conquerors. This success overawed the malcon-
tents in England, and might have given stability to

Stepheji's throne, had he not engaged in a quanel with
the clergy.

Sensible of the evils wliich attended the liberty of
erecting so many citadels throughotit the kingdom, wliich

only served as sanctuaries for treason and licentiousness,

Stephen resolved to diminish their number, and for this
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pnrpose began by destroying those of the clergy. Ma-
ny of the prelates had acted entirely as barons, and pos-

sessed fortified castles, and numerous retainers. Under
pretence of a fi-ay which had arisen in the court be-

tween the attendants of the Bishop of Salisbury and the

Earl of Hrittany, the king seized that prelate, and also

his nephew, the Bishop of Lincoln, threw them into

prison, and obliged them to deliver up the stroirj; cas-

tles which they had erected. This bold measure at

once excited the whole power of the ciiurch against

him. Even the Bishop of Winchester, tlie king's bro-

ther, who had received a legantine commission from

the Pope, took part with his brethren, and resolved to

vindicate their violated privileges. Stephen was sum-
moned to appear before a synod held at Westminster,

and to justify his conduct; and submitted so far as to

send a deputy to plead his cause, who accused the two
prelates of treason and sedition ; but the synod, before

they would enter upon this cause, demanded the resti-

tution of their castles. This Stephen refused, and the

Bishop of Salisbury threatened to appe.il to the Pope.

This dispute increased the partisans of Matilda ; and
the legate himself encouraged her to attempt the reco-

very of her rights. She accordinsjly landed in Eng-
land, accompanied by the Earl of Gloucester and 140
knights, and was received by Adelais, the queen-dow-
ager, into Arundel Castle. Her party daily gained
ground, and she was soon in a condition to meet Ste-

phen in the field. A civil war was thus raised in the

heart of the kingdom, which raged for above a year
•with various success. At length, however, the fate of
war deprived Stephen of his crown. While he was be-
sieging the castle of Lincoln, the Earl of Gloucester
arrived with an army to the relief of his friends. Ste-
phen resolved immediately to give him battle. His
troops consisted chiefly of foreign mercenaries, led on
by tumultuous barons. After a violent onset, his horse
gave way, and were soon followed by the infantry.
The king, unaccustomed to fly, was left in the midst
of the enemy. He defended himself with great bra-
very and resolution, till at last his battle-axe and sword
being both shivered in pieces, he was compelled to sur-
render himself to the victors. He was thrown into pri-
son at Gloucester, and loaded with irons.

Matilda was immediately acknowledged as sovereign
by most of the nobility and clergy ; but she seemed to
depend more upon the power of the latter, than of the
barons, for the continuance of her authority. She en-
deavoured to attach the Bishop of Winchester more
firmly to her interests, by entrusting him with the en-
tire administration of the government, and placing in
hjs hands the disposal of all vacant bishoprics and ab-
bies. This unbounded power, accompanied with libe-
ral promises, secured the favour of tlie legate and the
church

; and Matilda might have long reigned in tran-
quillity, had she possessed the policy and prudence to
conciliate a turbulent and martial people. But she dis-
gusted the nation by her pride. She had been the wife
of the emperor, and seemed still to retain a conscious-
ness of her dignity. She knew not how to temper a
refusal with affability ; but rejected the petitions of her
subjects in the most peremptory and haughty manner.
She refused the petition of the Londoners, to replace
the oppressive laws of King Henry by those of Kin?
Edward; and imprudently offended the legate, by de-
nying his request to allow his nephew, Eustace, to in-
herit Boulogne, and Stephen's other patrimonial estates.

This refusal was the cause of another revolution; and
this prelate resolved to deprive lier of a throne, to

which he had been chiefly instrumental in raising her.

He instigated the Londoners to revolt, and had nearly

got possession of the queen's person. Bu' she fled to

Oxford, and afterwards to Winchester, where she was
besieged by the legate. Being hard pressed by famine,

she made her escape, l)ut in the flipjht her brother Ro-
bert was taken prisoner. This nobleman was soon af-

ter exchanged for Stephen ; and as eacli was the life of

his own party, the contest was carried on for several^

years with great animosity, l)ut without any decisive

advantage on either side.

The death of Earl Robert, however, which happen-
ed in 1146, gave a severe blow to the interests of Ma-
tilda, and would have been fata! to lier cause, had it

not been counterbalanced bv the imprudence of Ste-

phen, who alienated the afi"ections of many of his

friends, by endeavouring to extort from them the sur-

render of their castles. About the same time, also,

Eugenius HI had succeeded to the Papal throne, and
had deprived Henrv of the legantine commission, which
he conferred tipon Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbu-
ry, his enemy and rival; and the king, by refusing to

submit to some encroachments of that pontiff, was,
with his whole party, laid under an interdict. These
circumstances encouraged the adherents of Matilda;
and Stephen was obliged to conciliate the church, by
making proper submissions to the Pope. Both sides,

however, were so weakened, that a cessation of hosti-

lities was the consequence; and many of the no1)ility

joined the crusade, which was at tliis time preached by
St Barnard. Matilda had retired to Nonliandy with
her son Henry, to whom she soon after resigned the

government of that duchy.
Yomiq^ Henrv Plantagenet had received the honour

of knighthood from his grand-uncle David, Kins of
Scotland ; and, while in that country, had displayed
such valour, gallantry, and prudence, as raised the
hopes of his party in England. By the death of his

father Geoffrey, in 1150, he succeeded to the duchies
of Anjou and Maine ; and bv his marriage with Elea-
nor, daughter and heiress of William, Duke of Guienne,
and Eirl of Poictou, who had been divorced from
Louis VII. Kinsr of France, he got possession of those

rich provinces as her dowry. His power, added to his

great accomplishments, had such an influence in Eng-
land, that when Stephen was desirous of securing the
crown to his son Eustace, and required Theobald, the
legate, to anoint him his successor, that primate refus-

ed, and immediately fled to the continent. This event
prompted Henry to make an attempt upon England

;

and havintr gained some advantages over the royalists

at Malmesbury, he proceeded to meet Stephen at Wal-
lingford. But the chiefs of both parties dreading the
renewal of bloodshed, compelled the rival princes ta
settle their differences by a compromise. A treaty was
accordingly concluded, by which it was agreed, that
Stephen should enjoy the crown of England during his

life ; that Henry should he acknowledged his succes-
sor; and that William, Stephen's second son Eustace
being dead, should inherit Boulogne, and his patrimo-
nial estates. Stephen survived this transaction only a
year ; and his death put his rival in quiet possession of
the throne.

Henry II. on his accession to the throne of England,
was the most powerful and the ablest sovereign in Eu-
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rope. Besides his English and Norman dominions, he
possessed in right of his father, Anjou, Touraine, and
Maine ; and in that of his wife, Guienne, Poictou,

Xaintonge, Auvergne, Perigord, Angoumois, and the

Limousin. To these he soon after annexed Brittany,

and the county of Nantz. He thus was master of ahovc
a third of the whole Frcncli monarchy, and conse-

quently became an object of appreliension to the French
king, who, though monarch of a rich and fertile terri-

tory, yet had so little controul over his vassals, that

they were accustomed to make war upon each other

without his permission, and sometimes to turn their

arms against their sovereign. Louis had remarked,
with terror, the rising grandeur of the house of Planta-

genet ; and, in order to retard its progress, had always
endeavoured to support the fortunes of Stephen. But
he now saw that it would be in vain to attempt any op-

position to Henry's succession, and considered it more
prudent to conciliate, than to irritate, so formidable a

neighbour.
The English, tired with bloodshed and depredations,

and sensible of the noble qualities of their new monarch,
received him with acclamations of joy, and all ranks
willingly took the oath of allegiance. Conscious that

his title to the throne was supported not only by here-

ditary right, but by the unanimous voice of the people,

Henry began his reign, by resuming those privileges

which had been extorted from the weakness of his pre-

decessor. He restored authority to the laws, by demo-
lishing all the castles which had been built since the

death of Henry L, except a few which he retained in

his own hands, for the protection of the kingdom. He
dismissed the mercenary troops ; revoked all the grants

made by his predecessor ; restored the coin, which had
been much adulterated, during the former reign, to its

proper value and standard ; and, by a rigorous execu-
tion of justice, curbed the violence and robberies of the

feudal vassals. He gave charters to several towns, by
which the citizens held their freedom and privileges

from the sovereign himself; and thus, by enlarging the

power of the people, he diminished that of the nobility,

and was enabled to levy armies independent of the ba-

rons.

So far Henry's schemes of reformation were crowned
with success; but'when he attempted to repress the en-

croachments of the clergy, he found himself surround-
ed with difficulties, and involved in danger and dis-

quietude. He had long cherished the design of putting

a stop to clerical usurpations, and of maintaining the

prerogatives of the crown ; but the mild character, and
advanced years of Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury,
prevented him from employing any active measures
while that prelate lived. On his death, however, he re-

solved to exert himself, and, for this purpose, raised to

the primacy his chancellor Thomas-a-Becket, on whose
fidelity and compliance he thought he could entirely de-
pend.

The clergy, during the former reign, had been ad-
vancing, with rapid strides, to independence ; and such
was the height which they had gained, that it was dif-

ficult to determine whether the king or the primate was
the first man in the kingdom. They had extorted from
Stephen new privileges, and immunities wholly incon-
sistent with the liberty of the subject, or the welfare of
the kingdom. They had renounced all immediate sub-
ordination to the civil magistrate. They claimed ex-
emption, not only from the usual taxes of the state, but
Vol. Vin. Part IL *

also from its punishments, and pretended that ecclesias-
tical penalties alone could be inflicted on their offences.
Innumerable crimes were the eflects of these privilege?,
and murders, robberies, and rapes, were daily perpetra-
ted with impunity by the lower orders of the church.
No less than one hundred murders arc said to have been
committed, since the king's accession, by ecclesiastics;
and holy orders were considered as a sulTicicnt protec-
tion for every species of guilt. The first abuse, how-
ever, which Henry attempted to remedy, was the coin-
mutation of money for penances, which had been intlict-
ed as an atonement for sins. To such an extent had this
imposition grown, that more money was drawn from the
people in that way, than was produced by all the funds
and taxes in the kingdom ; and to relieve his subjects,
in some degree, lioni such a heavy and arbitrary bur-
den, Henry required that a civil officer should, for the
future, be present in all ecclesiastical courts, to give
his consent in every case of a composition for spiritual
offences. He next proceeded to the correction of more
heinous irregularities, and he soon had an opportunitv
afforded him of exerting his abilities to the utmost. A
clerk in the diocese Of Sarum, having debauched a gen-
tleman's daughter, afterwards murdered the father; for
which crime he was tried in the archbishop's court, and
was punished only with degradation. Tliis circum-
stance had excited such general indignation, that the
king commanded the murderer to be delivered up to the
civil magistrate, to receive the punishment of the law.
But Beckett who, since his exaltation to the primacv,
kad broken off all personal intercourse with Henry, aiid
opposed him in all his plans of remedying clerical abuses,
(see Becket,) insisted upon the privileges of their or-
der. He asserted that no ecclesiastic could be punished
with death; and even hinted to the king, that it did not
become him to intermeddle in the aflairs of the church.
Henry was not of a disposition to submit, either to

insolence or injustice. He considered this case as a suf-
ficient pretence for bringing, at once, to a decision, those
controversies which were daily arising between the civil
and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, and to define precisely
what were the powers of the civil magistrate. For this
purpose he convoked all the prelates of the realm, and
demanded of them, whether or not they would submit
to the ancient laws and customs of the kingdom : they
replied, that they would, saving their oiun order. Hen-
ry, indignant at this evasion, left the assembly

; and the
bishops were so terrified by his threats, that they all
complied except Becket, who for a time was inflexible.
but who also was induced to yield at the request of the
pope's legate.

The king then summoned a general council of the'
nobility and prelates, at Clarendon, to whom he sub-
mitted sixteen propositions, which were immediately
agreed to, and which are well known under the title of
the ConstiCutiojis of C/arenclon. Among others, it was
enacted, that all suits respecting the advowson and pre-
sentation of churches, should be determined in the civil
courts; that clergymen, accused of any crime, should
be tried by the temporal judges; that no person, parti-
cularly no bishop, should leave the kmgdom, without
the king's license; that no officer of the crown should
be excommunicated or suspended, williout the sove-
reign's consent ; that no appeal should be carried to the
holy see, except with the permission of the king ; that
all prelates should be regarded as barons of the realm,
should possess the privileges, and be subject to the bur-
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dens imposed upon Uial rank ; iliat goods foiTertcd to

the kiiij; &liould not be protected in cluirchcs and

chuicl) yards; and that the sons ol" villeins should not

receive holy orders, without the consent of their lord.

To these, all the bishops, and even lUcket himself, after

some eiureaty, set their seals, and also took an oath to

observe the constitutions of Clarendon, Ir^'ol/y, wir/igooil

faith, and ivilhout fraud or reserve. Tlic sanction oi

Pope Alexander III. would now have conipkttd Hen-

ry's triumph; but that pontifl", pcrccivinjj the tendency

of these laws to establish the independence of the civil

power on the clergy, rejected them all but six, which

were of the least importance, and which lie was willing

to ratify for the sake of peace. When Becket was in-

formed of Alexander's decision, he expressed the deep-

est sorrow for his compliance ; and even suspended him-

self from the exercise of all ecclesiastical functions, un-

til he s'Viould receive absolution from the pope.

Henry, roused to indignation by the insolence and

obslinacvof the primate, resolved to make him feel the

•weight (if his vengeance. He desired the pope to grant

a legantine commission to the Archbishop of York.

This was sent, but a clause was annexed, forbidding

him to execute any act in prejudice of the Archbishop

of Canterbury. The king, disappointed in his purpose,

returned the commission by the same messenger that

brought it. He then instituted an action against him,

for some lands which he held in his primacy. Becket

excused himself for not appearing personally in court,

on account of sickness, but sent four knights to plead

his cause. This was construed into a disrespect for the

king's court; and for this offence, the primate, in a

great council held at Northampton, was punished with

the confiscation of all his goods and chattels; and Hen-

ry, bishop of Winchester, was compelled, by oider of

the court, to pronounce the sentence against him. He
%vas next day prosecuted for various small sums, which

had passed between him and the king, which he was

obliged to pay ; and then, as if to crush him at once,

Henry demanded of him to give an account of his ad-

ministration while chancellor, and estimated his defi-

ciencies, while in that office, at 40,000 marks. To
answer such a demand, oi even to find sureties for so

great a sum, was impracticable. In this emergency, he

was advised, by the Bishop of Winchester, to offer 2000

marks in lieu of all demands ; but this was rejected by

the king. Some exhorted him to resign his see, on con-

dition of receiving an acquittal ; while others thought

that he should submit himself entirely to the king's

mercy. But Becket saw that Henry was determined

upon his ruin, which would only be hastened by sub-

mission, rejected these timid counsels, and resolved to

brave the utmost efforts of royal indignation.

When the king and his court were assembled, the

primate, arrayed in his sacred robes, proceeded to the

palace, and taking the cross in his hand, as his protec-

tion from any violence, he entered the royal apartments.
Henry, astonished at such unaccountable behaviour,
sent some of the bishops to remonstrate with him on his

conduct. But Becket was deaf to all persuasion. He
put himself and his see under the protection of the su-
preme pontiff, and appealed to him against any sen-
tence which the judges might give on the king's claim.
He then left the palace, and having requested permis-
sion to leave Northampton, he was refused ; but after-

wards withdrawing in disguise, he escaped to Fianders.
In the prosecution of Becket, Henry seems to have

been instigated more by a desire of revenge for Iiia in-

gratitude and obstinacy, than by a regard to justice, or

even prudence. Whatever were the primate's faults,

the king certainly look the most effectual method of

making these faults be forgotten. His violence and in-i

justice opened the eyes of all men to the motives of his

conduct; and Becket soon became the idol of the peo-

ple, and was hailed by the clergy as a martyr in the

cause of the church. Ho was received by the French

king, and Alexander, with every marli of distinction.

Louis was jealous of Henry's growing ]iower, and the

pope readily embraced a cause in which his own imme-
diate interests vrcre so deeply concerned, and assigned

Becket the convent of Pontigny for his residence,

where he lived for some years in great magnificence.

Henry, in revenge, sequestered the revenues of Canter-

bury, and banished all the archbishop's domestics and
relations. He also prohibited, under severe penalties,

all appeals to the pope or primate, and declared it trea-

son to bring from cither of them an interdict upon the

kingdom, punishable in seculars with the loss of eyes

and castration, in regulars with amputation of their

feet, and in laymen with death. These measures only

tended to widen the breach. Becket had the spiritual

thunders at his command, and, in revenge, excommu-
nicated Henry's ministers by name, and absolved from
their oath, all who had signed the constitutions of Cla-

rendon. He even threatened the king with a similar

punishment, and suspended it only to give time for

submission. The pope acquiesced in all these proceed-

ings, but was prevented from supporting the hostility

of Becket, with greater determination, by the fear, that

Henry would join the Emperor Frederic, who, at that

time, supported the claims of an antipope; and as the

means which had already been employed to bring the
king of England to submission had not succeeded to

his expectation, he had more to fear than hope from
the continuance of the dispute. Henry, also, thongl!

he at first paid little regard to the fulminations of the

Vatican, began to dread the effects which a sentence of
excommunication might have upon his subjects, and be-

came equally desirous of a reconciliation. Negociations
were accordingly entered into for this purpose, but
were frequently broken off, by their mutual obstinacy

and jealousy At one conference, held in presence of

the king of France and the French prelates, Henry said

to that monarch, " There have been many kings of
England, some of greater, some of less authority than
myself. There have been also many archbishops of

Canterbury, holy and good men, and entitled to every

kind of respect. Let Becket but act towards me with

the same submission, which the greatest of his prede-
cessors have paid to the least of mine, and there shall

be no controversy between us." This representation of
the case made such an impression on the mind of Louis,

that he withdrew his friendship from Becket; but his

jealousy of the king of England soon led him to a re-

newal of it.

After many fruitless attempts, the controversy was at

last amicably settled. It was agreed that the original

dispute should be buried in oblivion; that Becket and
his adherents should be restored to all their dignities

and livings ; and that those who had been promoted to

benefices, dependent upon the see of Canterbury, durmg
his absence, should be expelled, and the vacancies filled

by the primate. Henry, in return for these concessions,

had only the satisfaction of seeing his ministers absolved
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from the sentence of cxcommuiiicalion, and himself re-

lieved from the dread of a similar punishment. But he

was anxious that trancjuillity should be restored ; and,

in order to flatter the vanity of tlie prelate, even stooped,

at one time, to hold his stirrup, while he mounted.

This condescension of the monarch, however, was only

additional fuel to the pride of lieckct. Elated with the

victory which he had gained over his sovereiijn, he de-

termined to take advantage of his situation, and to repel

every attempt of Henry to set bounds to the usurpations

<jf the clergy.

The King, while the threatened sentence of excom-
munication was hanging over him, in order to secure

the throne in his family, had associated with him his

son Prince Henry in the royalty ; and the ceremony of

coronation was performed by Roger, Archbishop of

York. This proceeding gave great offence to Becket,

who pretended, that, as Archbishop of Canterbury, he

had the sole right of officiating in such a ceremony.
He therefore resolved to be revenged on the authors of

this afl'ront. The promise of Henry to have the cere-

mony renewed by the prelate, would not satisfy his vin-

dictive disposition ; and when on his arrival in England,

he met Roger and the Bishops of London and Salis-

bury, who were on their way to join the king in Nor-
mandy, he intimated to tlie former the sentence of sus-

pension, and to the two bishops that of excommunica-
tion, which at his instance had been passed upon them
by the Pope. He was assured of support from Rome;
and as he knew that his person and dignity were ve-

nerated by the people, he proceeded with tlie more cou-
rage to humble his enemies. He made a solemn pro-

gress through Kent, with all the splendour and magni-
ficence of a sovereign pontiff. Wherever he passed, he
was received with the shouts and acclamations of the

populace; and men of all ranks celebrated his trium-

phal entrance into Southwark with hymns of joy. He
then issued sentence of excomnmnication against some
of the principal nobility, who had assisted at the young
Prince's coronation, or who had been active in the per-

secution of the exiled clergy This haughty and vio-

lent conduct was no sooner reported to Henry by the
degraded prelates, who implored his protection from
the vengeance of their oppressor, than he was so exas-
perated, as to hint a wish that some one would deliver

him from the aggressions of this audacious priest. The
words were scarcely spoken, when four gentlemen of

his household, Hugh de Moreville, Richarcl Brito, Wil-
liam De Traci, and Reginald Fitz-Urse, resolved to

avenge their monarch's wrongs, and secretly proceeded
to England. They were no sooner gone, than their de-

sign was suspected, when the king immediately dis-

patched a messenger after them, charging them to at-

tempt nothing against the life of the primate. But be-

fore the messenger could overtake them, the deed was
done, and Becket was no more. The assassins had
found the prelate in the archiepiscopal palace, and, load-

ing him with menaces and reproaches, followed him to

St Benedict's church, where he went to hear vespers,

and murdei-ed him before the altar. The account of
this transaction filled He;ny with sorrow and conster-

nation. He knew that he would be held up by his ene-

mies as the murderer of the Aichbishop, and would be
exposed to the hatred and detestation of his subjects,

who would regard Becket as a si'lnt and a martyr. In-

terdicts and excommunications he had reason to dread,

would be the consequences of this event, and though

totally ignorant of the fact, yet in vain wouUHie plead
his innocence, if the church should think him guilty.

His grief was consequently poignant and sincere. He
secluded himself in his apartment, and for three days
refused all kinds of food and sustenance. When he was
recalled from his solitude by the intreaties of his cour-
tiers, his first step was to convince the Pope of his inno-

cence ; and, for this purpose, a splendid embassy was
immediately dispatched to Rome, to make all submis-
sion to his Holiness. The name of Henry was received

by the sacred college with every expression of horror
and execration; and the indignation of Alexander could
only be appeased, by the ambassadors asserting, upon
oatli, the innocence of their master, and engaging that

he would submit himself entirely to the judgment of

the Pope. The dreaded punishment was thus averted,

and the trial of his conduct, in the murder of the pri-

mate, was committed to the cardinals Albert and Theo-
din, who were appointed legates, and ordered to proceed
t<i Normandy for that purpose.

In the mean time, Ilenry, with a view to divert the at-

tention of his people from this subject, undertook the

conquest of Ireland. He had received a grant of this

country from Pope Adrian III., and subdued it with such
rapidity, that in a few months he received the submis-
sion of the whole island: (See Ireland.) But he was
recalled from this conquest by the arrival of the legates

in Normandy, who had become impatient of his delay in

appearing before them. At the first conference, he found
their demands so exorbitant, that the negotiation was
broken off; and as the time for taking advantage of Bec-
ket's murder was now past, they found themselves undef
the necessity of lowering their terms, when an accom-
modation was at last happily effected.

Henry having regained the favour of the church, and
established tranquillity throughout his extensive domi-
nions, was regarded as the most powerful potentate of

Europe. A numerous family gave lustre, and promis-

ed stability to his throne, and he looked forward to a

peaceful and happy reign. But his happiness was but

short-lived. His eldest son Henry, who had married

Margaret, daughter of the French king, had been ap-

pointed his father's successor in the kingdom of Eng-
land, the duchy of Normandy, and the counties of Anjou,
Maine, and Touraine ; Richard was invested irrthe duchy
of Guienne, and county of Poiciou ; f ieoffrey inherited

the duchy of Brittany in right of his wife; and Ireland

was destined lor John. These arrangements were in-

tended to prevent all jealousy among his sons, and per-

petuate the greatness of his family. But he found his

government disturbed, and his life imbittered, by those

very sons whose fortunes he had been so anxious to es-

tablish. Young Henry, who was brave, affable, but as-

piring and ambitious, being instigated by the king of

France, desired his father to resign to him the imme-
diate possession either of England or Normandy. On
his receiving a direct refusal, he lied to Louis, and pre-

pared to enforce, by arms, what was denied to his re-

quest. He was soon after joined iiy his brotiicrs Richard

and Geoffrey, who had been incited to rebi'lliun by their

mother Queen Eleanor; and who had ale demanded the

government of those territories which had been assign-

ed them. This unnatural combination was openly en-

couraged and supported by Louis, w!io engaged tho

chief vassals of his crown by oath to atlhere to the cause

of young Henry; and this prince in rtiurn bound him-

self never to desert his French allies. William, king of

3 I :;
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Scotland, wiih the Counts of Flanders, Boulogne, Blois,

and Ell, also entered into the confederacy, and a plan

was projeciid for a general invasion of Henry's domi-

nions. In this emergency, Henry at first had recourse

to the court of Rome, to reduce his undutifiil children

to obedience, and he procured from tlie Pope the ex-

communication of his encniics; but this produced very

little cfTcct, and he was at last compelled lo take up

arms in his own defence. His licentious barons, how-

ever, were in general in favour of the young Princes,

whose government tliey knew would be less vigilant and

severe than that of the'ir father, and consequently many

of them, particularly the Earls of Chester and Leicester,

openly declared against their sovereign. Surrounded

on every side by enemies, he sought assistance from the

Brabanr.oiis, or Cottoreaux, a tribe of lawless banditti,

who had long disturbed the tranquillity of the continen-

tal states by their depredaliojis, ami who proffered their

swords to those who would most freely pay them. With

twenty thousand of these, and a few faithful nobles, Hen-

ry proceeded to the relief of Verneiiil, which had been

invested by the enemy. The garrison had engaged to

capitulate, if not relieved within three days. On the

third day the English army appeared in sight, when Lou-

is, dreading an attack, insidiously demanded a conference,

to settle the articles of a general peace. Henry readily

consented ; but Louis in the meanwhile obliged the gar-

rison to surrender according to agreement, and, having

set fire to the place, began to retire with his army. Plen-

ry, enraged at such treachery, fell upon the retreating

army, and put them to the rout. He then crushed the

insurgents in Brittany, and, while victorious, renewed

the negocialions. At a conference with the king of

Prance, held between Trie and Gisors, PIcnry beheld,

with sorrow, his three sons in the retinue of his enemy;

but anxious to bring them to obedience, he proposed to

ihem the most liberal terms. He insisted on retaining

the sovereign authority in all his dominions, but offered

to Henry half the revenues of England, with some places

of surety in that kingdom; or, if he chose to reside in

Normandy, half the revenues of that duchy, with all

those of Anjou. To Richard, he made a similar offer

in Guienne; and he promised to resign all Brittany in fa-

vour of Geoffrey. These advantageous offcis, however,

were rejected; and Henry was recalled to England by

an invasion of the Scots.

William had entered Northumberland, and commit-
ted the most wanton depredations, but was compelled
to retreat by Riciiard dc I.,ucy, who had been left guar-
dian of the realm during the king's absence. Lucy had
also defeated, with great slaughter, a numerous army of
I'lemings, who had landed in Suffolk under the Earl of
Leicester, and had taken the Earl himself prisoner. The
insurgents, however, were still numerous, and depended
greatly upon the assistance of the king of Scotland, who
had again entered the kingdom with an anny of 80,000
men. Henry hastened home to oppose him; but he first

endeavoured to conciliate the favom- of heaven, to whose
indignation he ascribed the dissensions in his family, by
making atonement to the aslics of Thomas-a-Beckct.
When he came within sight of the church of Canterbu-
ry, he dismounted from his horse, and walking barefoot
to the tom!) of the saint, remained there, in fasting and
prayer, during a whole day and night ; and even pre-
sented his bare shoulders to be scourged by the monks.
After having submitted to this humiliating penance, he
received absolution, and departing for Loudon, received

the agreeable news of the defeat of the Scots, which be-

ing gained on the day of his absolution, was attributed

to the favour of Thomas-a-Betket. William had en-

camped at Alnwick, and thinking himself secure from
any attack, had weakened his army, by sending out nu-

merous parties of pillagers. But Ralph de Glanville,

the famous justiciary, having got intelligence of his

situation, hastened forward by forced marches, and at-

tacking the Scottish camp at unawares, threw the ene-

my into confusion, routed them with great slaughter,

and took their king prisoner. This victory at once de-

stroyed the hopes of the confederates. The Englisli

barons immediately submitted, and in a few weeks all

England was restored to tranquillity. Louis, however,
had again invaded Normandy, and laid siege to Rouen ;

but Henry hastened to its relief, and, after having ob-

tained various advantages over the enemy, at last com-
pelled the King of France to think seriously of peace.
Henry received the submission of his children, upon be-

stowing upon them some castles for their residence,

with suitable pensions; and granting an indemnity to all

their adherents. The King of Scotland was the severest

sufferer on this occasion, and obtained his liberty only
with the loss of his independence. He stipulated to do
homage lo Henry for all his dominions; and engaged that

all the nobles and bishops of his kingdom should do the
same; and also agreed, that the fortresses of Berwick
and Ro.xburgh should be put into the hands of the Eng-
lish. These humiliating terms were rigorously exact-

ed; and William, with all his barons and prelates, did

homage to the King of England in the cathedral of York,
and acknowledged liim their superior lord.

Henry being now freed froin the toils of war, em-
ployed several years of peace in regulating the internal

affairs of his kingdom. He made considerable altera-

tions in the trial by water ordeal, which, though cofi-

dcmned by the church, still subsisted. He also mode-
rated the trial by duel, allowing only either of the par-
ties to challenge a trial, by a jury of twelve freeholders.

He enacted severe penalties against murder, robbery,
false coining, and fire raising; and having partitioned

the kingdom into four districts, he appointed a justice,

who was either a prelate or a nobleman, to go the cir-

cuit in each division, and decide the causes in the coun-
ties. But he was interrupted in the execution of these
wise measures, by new dissensions in his family. Philip,

king of France, had succeeded his father, while only a

youth of sixteen, and had been greatly indebted to the
interference of Henry, in composing the quarrels which
had arisen in the royal family of France on the death
of Louis, and in establishing him upon the throne. But
he requited these services, by fomenting discords among
the children of his benefactor. At his instance, young
Henry renewed his demand of the cession of Normandy,
and when refused, he found protection at the court of
France. Philip, however, not being at that time dis-

posed to support his pretensions, he made submissions
to his father, and was reconciled. Richard also, who
had received the duchy of Guienne, had refused to do
homage for his dominions to young Henry, as had been
agreed upon, which occasioned a war between the two
brothers. And this difference was scarcely settled be-
tween them, when the king discovered, that his eldest

son was again engaged in a conspiracy against himself.

His unnatural designs, however, were defeated by his

death, which was occasioned by a fever, in the 28th year
of his age. Before he expired, he expressed great com-
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punclion lor bis undutiful conduct, and earnestly entreat-

ed to see his father, that he might obtain forgiveness.

Henry, who had been so frequently deceived by the pre-

tended repentance of his children, suspected that his sick-

ness was feigned, and would not trust himself in his

son's power. But when he heard of his death, he was
affected with the deepest sorrow, and reproached him-

self with hardheartedness, in refusing the dying request

of his son. Young Henry dying without issue, Richard

became heir to all his dominions; but not content with

what belonged to his brothei-, he wislicd also to retain

the duchy of Guienne, which Henry had intended for his

youngest son John. He even proceeded to take up
arms in support of his claim; but dreading an insurrec-

tion of the Gascons in favour of his mother, he returned

to obedience. Geoffrey, who had been put in possession

of Brittany, and who was the most vicious of Henry's
children, being known among the people by the name
of the Child 'jf Per<lition, next demanded that the coun-

ty of Anjou sliould be annexed to his territories. This
being refused, he prepared for war. But he was soon

after killed in a tournament at Paris; and his son Ar-
thur, who was born after his death, was invested in his

dominions under the guardianship of his grandfather.

About this time, the attention of all was directed to

the progress of the Infidels in Palestine. Saladin, King
of Egypt, had spread his conquests over the East ; and,

through the treachery of the Count of Tripoli, who com-
manded the Christian army, had reduced Jerusalem,

and had almost entirely subdued the kingdom of An-
tioch. This intelligence filled the Western Christians

Avith sorrow and dismay ; and every effort was made to

excite the sovereigns of Europe to undertake another

crusade for the recovery of the Holy Land. The Arch-
bishop of Tyre having procured an interview with Phi-

lip and Henry near Gisors, gave such a pathetic de-

scription of the sufferings of their fellow-Christians in

Asia, that they mutually laid aside their animosity, and
immediately took tlie cross. But Richard, pursuing the

dictates of ambition rather than of nature, was again se-

duced from his duty by the King of France, who was
still jealous of Henry's power. He entered into an al-

liance with Philip against his father ; and w hen a nego-
ciation was proposed to accommodate their difterences,

Philip reejuired that Richard should be crowned during

the lifetime of Henry, should be invested in all his fo-

reign dominions, and should immediately espouse Alice,

Philip's sister, to whom he had formerly been affianced.

These proposals were rejected by the king of England,

and open hostilities immediately commenced. As this

contest put a stop io the projected crusade, the pope's

legate in France excommunicated Richard as the prin-

cipal cause of discord, and threatened to lay an interdict

on Philip's dominions. But these proved entirely inef-

fectual to restrain the ambition of these princes ; and

they carried on the war with such vigour, that Henry,
after having lost several towns, found himself under the

necessity of submitting to very humiliating conditions.

It was agreed that Richard should marry tlie Princess

Alice, and should receive the homage and oath of fealty

of all his father's subjects; that Henry should pay
20,000 marks to the King of France, to defray the char-

ges of the war; that his own barons should promise,

that in case of his violating the treaty, they would join

Philip and Richard ; and that an indemnity for the past

should be offered to all. These terms, rigorous and mor-
tifying as they were, did not affect him so much as the

discovery that his favourite son John had been leagued
with his enemies. When he read his name in the list of
those barons to whom he had engaged to grant a pardon
for their connection with Richard, he was overwhelmed
with grief. He cursed the day that he was born ; and
bestowed on his imgrateful and undutiful children u

malediction, which he never could be prevailed upon
to retract. This last domestic affliction quite broke his

spirit, and brought on a lingering fever, of which he
died at the castle of Chinon near Saumur, in the 58th

year of his age, and 35th of his reign. This prince was
equally distinguished by his private as well as his pub-
lic virtues. His greatest blemish was his amour with

the fair Rosamond, by whom he had two sons, Richard
Longsword, and GeoflVey, afterwards Archbishop of

York; and his hypociitical devotion at the shrine of

Thomas-a-Becket cannot be justified, even by the emer-
gency of his aflairs at the time. By one weak action he
cancelled the firmness of his past conduct, and rivetted

upon his people those fetters of superstition which, du-

ring the former part of his life, he had been attempting

to unbind. In his general conduct, however, he dis-

played the highest qualities of the understanding and
the heart. He was the most tender and indulgent of

fathers, and though his affections were often torn by

the ingratitude and disobedience of his children, his

temper always inescrvcd its natural sensibility. He
loved peace, and in the execution of justice was severe

without oppression. In war he possessed bravery and

conduct ; and perhaps there never was a monarch who
extendetl his dominions and authority so far, with so

littlt violence and injustice.

Richard was no sooner informed of his father's death

than he was stung with remorse for the undutiful part

which he had acted, and professed his respect for his

father's memory, by retaining Henry's ministers and
servants in those oflices which they had so honourably

discharged to their former master ; while those who had
encouraged and assisted his rebellion, met with neglect

and hatred. He immediately restored to liberty Queen
Eleanor, who had been long detained in confinement;

and profusely bestowed upon his brother John no less

than six earldoms, with many opulent and extensive

possessions. The commencement of his reign, how-
ever, was attended with a very melancholy catastrophe,

which, while it shews the bigotry and superstition of

the age, proves how inefleciual the authority of the

sovereign was to restrain the violence of his subjects.

Richard had prohibited any of the Jews from appearing

at his coronation; but some of that nation, presuming
upon the large presents which they had made to the king,

ventured to approach tlie hall where he dined. As soon

as they were discovered they were exposed to the insults

and outrages of the ])opulace ; and a rumour was wick-

edly spread, that the king had ordered the massacre

of all the Jews within the kingdom. London was im-

mediately filled with uproar. The houses of this de-

fenceless people were pillaged and burnt, and they and

tlieir families put to death. The houses of wealthy

Christians were also attacked and plundered ; and so

general was the spirit of riot and pillage, that when the

king empowered Glanville, the justiciary, to enquire

into the authors of this enormity, so many of the prin-

cipal citizens were found to be involved in it, that it

was deemed proper to drop the prosecution. At York
there were similar disorders, and five hundred Jews,

Avho had retired to the castle for safety, finding them-
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selves unable to defend it against the assaults of the po-

pulace, murdered their wives and children, and threw

the dead bodies over the walls upon the besiegers; tlicy

then set fire to the buildings, and perished in the

flames.

This zeal against the enemies of the cross was the

ruling passion of the times; and Richard, who to this

spirit added a love of military glory, was scarcely seated

upon his throne, when he began to prepare for a crusade

against the Infidels. Every other interest and consi-

deration was sacrificed to the success of this pious enter-

prize. His father had left him above 100,000 marks, and

he endeavoured to increase this sum by every expedient.

The revenues and manors of the crown, and tlie oflices

of greatest trust and power in tlie kingdom, were expo-

sed to sale. The dignity of chief justiciary was bought

by the Bishop of Durliam for 1000 marks; and tlie

vassalage of Scotland, together with the furtresses of

Berwick and Roxburgh, was sold for 10,0'jO marks.

Kxaciions and extortion were next employed, and the

oppression was felt by all ranks. He was at last ena-

bled to proceed with a well-appointed army to the plains

of Vczclav, where he had promised to meet the king of

France. There the two monarchs reviewed their for-

ces, and having sworn inviolable friendship, and pub-

licly pledged their faith not to invade each other's do-

minions during the crusade, they departed for the Holy
Land. Sec Cri'Sades.

Before his departure, Richard had appointed Hugh,
Bishop of Durham, and Longchamp, Bishop of Ely,

justiciaries and guardians of the realm, during his ab-

sence : but scarcely had the king left England, when
an open animosity broke out between the two prelates.

Longchamp was haughty and overbearing ; and, being

armed with the legantine commission, arrested his col-

league, and governed the kingdom by his sole authori-

ty. His arrogance, ostentation, and violence, however,
drew upon him universal hatred; and having ventured

to throw into prison GeoflVey, Archbishop of York,
Prince John, roused from his inactivity by this act of
wanton power, summoned him to appear before a gene-
ral council of the nobility and prelates. Longchamp,
apprehensive of his safety, were he to trust himself into

their hands, fled beyond seas, when he was deposed
from his office of justiciary, and tlic archbishop of Rouen
chosen in his room. As he still, however, possessed the
commission of legate, he continued to disturb the go-
vernment ; and his intrigues were encouraged by the
king of France. This prince, jealous of the renown
which Richard had gained by his military exploits, and
disgusted with the ascendency which he had acquired
over the crusaders, had deserted the crusade under pre-
tence of bad health; and though he had sworn not to
commence hostilities against the dominions of Richard
during his absence, yet he endeavoured by every mean
secretly to annoy and distract his government. He even
detacJied Prince John from his allegiance, by promising
him his sister .\licc in marriage, and offering to put him
in possession of all his brother's transmarine dominions

;

and that vicious prince was prevented only by the au-
thority of the queen-dowager, and the menaces of the
council, from raising a civil war in the kingdom.

Richard was informed of all these machinations of his
rival. The ardour of the crusaders had gradually aba-
led ; and their numbers being thinned by the sword,
by fatigue, and by disease, they now thought of return-
ing home. Richard alone opposed this desire ; but he

was at last obliged to yield to the general wish, an*
concluded a truce with Saladin for three years. On his

way home, Richard was shipwrecked on the coast of
Italy, and, having assumed the disguise of a pilgrim,

attempted to pass secretly through Germany. His ex-
pences and liberalities, however, betrayed the dignity

of his character, and he was arrested at Vienna, by the
Duke of Austria, to whom he had given some disgust

at the siege of Acre. Tliis prince delivered him up for

a considerable sum to Henry VL Emperor of Germany,
who threw him into a dungeon, and loaded hirn with
irons. This fatal intelligence filled his subjects with
grief and consternation. He had secured their affec-

tions by his bravery and generosity; and the only trai-

tor in the kingdom was his brother John, who secretly

rejoiced in his imprisonment, and joined his influence

to that of the king of France to continue his captivity.

They entered into negociations with the emperor to de-

liver his royal prisoner into the hands of Philip, cr to de-

tain him in perpetual confinement; and John, taking
advantage of the general confusion, attempted, with the

assistance of Philip, to wrest the sceptre from the hand
of his unfortunate brother.

The English, however, notwithstanding all these un-
generous efforts, continued faithful to their king ; and,

when the emperor was at last compelled, by the remon-
strances of the German princes, and the threatenings of
the pope, to agree to his release for a large ransom, the
sum was cheerfully raised by his subjects. One hundred
thousand marks were immediately paid, and sixty-seven

hostages were delivered for the payment of 50,000 more.
Richard's arrival in England was hailed with the utmost
exultation ; and never did a nation testify such joy at the
appearance of its monarch. His splendid victories, the
dangers which he had passed, and the sufferings which
he had undergone, endeared him to a martial and high-
spirited people ; and he found all ranks ready to assist

him in taking vengeance on the autliors of his misfor-
tunes. As soon as he had settled his affairs in England,
he hastened to oppose the invasion of Philip in Norman-
dy ; but no exploit worth recording was the conse-
quence of this war. John deserted the cause of Philip,

and implored the forgiveness of his brother. At the

intercession of Queen Eleanor, the king forgot the base-
ness of his conduct, and generously received him into

favour. The war with France was several times con-
cluded and renewed, without any advantage being gain-
ed on eitlier side. A treaty of peace was at last about
to be concluded, by the mediation of the Pope's legate,

when the death of Richard put an end to the negocia-
tion. This prince, after a reign of ten years, passed al-

most in continual hostilities, received his death-wound
when besieging one of his vassals in the castle of Cha-
ins, near Limoges, in the 42d year of his age.

Richard possessed the highest military talents ; and
his intrepidity and personal bravery had acquired him
the appellation of Cceur de Lion. With a disposition

open, generous, and sincere, he was at the same time
ambitious, haughty, and cruel, and had his reign beep
lengthened, the restlessness of his character would have
involved him in constant war with. his neighbours, or
would have led him, as he threatened, to undertake an-
other expedition against tlie Infidels.

The accession ol John to the throne was immediately
followed by the revolt of the provinces of Anjou, Maine,
and Touraine. They declared in favour of Arthur, the

son of Prince Geoffrey, John's elder brother, though on-
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ly a youth of twelve ycais oi' age ; and were readily sup-

ported by the king ol" France, who embraced every op-

portunity of raising commotions in tlie rival kingdom.

John, however, had Richard's will in his favour, and

had been acknowledged by the barons of England and

Normandy. He therefore prepared to maintain his

claim by force of arms ; and passing over into France,

was enabled, by the assistance of the Earl of Flanders,

to defend bimself against all the efforts of his enemy.
Constantia, the mother of Arthur, in the mean tin)e,

becoming jealous of the mtriguing character of Philip,

and suspecting that he intended to usurp the dominion

of the revolted provinces, rather than preserve them
for her son, secretly withdrew Arthur from his court,

and put him into the hands of Jolm, to whom he

did homage for the duchy of Brittany, which he pos-

sessed in right of his father. This defection obliged

Philip to give up the contest, and a treaty was soon af-

ter agreed upon, in which the limits of their territories

were properly adjusted, and the interests of their vas-

sals mutually secured. As a token of sincere reconci-

liation, John gave his niece Blanche of Castile in mar-
riage to Louis, Philip's eldest son, and with her the ba-

ronies of Issoudun and Gracai, and other fiefs in Berri.

John being now undisputed master of the kingdom,
and thinking himself secure on the side of France, began

to give reins to his passions, and to expose himself, by

his tyranny and weakness, to the hatred and contempt
of his subjects. Being deeply enamoured with Isabella,

the daughter and heir of the Count of Angouleme, he was
determined to possess her at every hazard. She was
betrothed to the Count de la Marche, and had been
consigned to the care of that nobleman ; but John per-

suaded her father to carry her off from her husband ;

and having divorced his queen, he married her in spite

of the menaces of the Pope, who exclaimed against

such conduct. The Count de la Marche, and his bro-

ther the Count d'Eu, immediately took up arms, and
excited to insurrection the malcontents of Poictou and
Normandy. The king demanded from his English ba-

rons a sufficient force to quell the rebels. But these

chiefs had begun to feel the influence which they had
in the kingdom, when under the government of a weak
prince, and unanimously refused, unless he would pro-
mise to restore to them their ancicni privileges This
was the first symptom of a regular association among
the nobles, for curbing the power of tlie crown. But
their plan was not sufficiently matured, and they were
obliged to yield to the menaces of their sovereign.

John at first overawed the insurgents by his superior

army, but he soon raised up new enemies by his arbi-

trary and imprudent conduct. It was the custom of

those times, that the causes in the Lords Court were
chiefly decided by duel ; and he carried with him a set

of bravoes or hired ruffians, whom he intended should

fight with his barons, when any controversy was to be

decided between him and them. This gave offence to

all, and discontent and insur/ection became general

throughout his continental dominions. Philip took ad
vantage of this spirit, and being called to mterpose in

behalf of the French barons, he prevailed iipon John to

prqju'se them satisfaction, and to redress thiir grievan-

ces. '^This pioniise, however, with several others, was
remenibered only till he had an opportunit) of violating

them; when Philip at last, scnsililc of bis weakness
and ward of faitli, openly supported the lualcontents.

The Duke of Brittany, who had now arrived at man's

estate, had also become distrustful of his uncle ; and
passing over into Fi-ance, joined the army of Philip, by

whom he was treated with great distinction, and receiv-

ed the hand of his daughter Mary.
The allies were every where victorious; and so rapid

was the progress of their arms, that John was threaten-

ed with the loss of his continental possessions. They
received a check, however, by the rashness of young
Arthur, who, fond of military fame, had entered Poic-

tou with a small army, and laid siege to Mirebeau, where
his inveterate enemy Queen Eleanor then resided. John
hastened by forced marches to her relief, and coming
upon Aithur before he was aware, dispersed his forces

and took him prisoner, together with the most consider-

able of the revolted barons. This good fortune revived

for a time his sinking cause; but he soon exposed him-
self, by his cruelty, to greater odium and danger. Hav-
ing represented to his nephew the folly of his preten-

sions, he endeavoured to withdraw him from the French
alliance, and to bring him back to a sense of duty. But
the young prince, unawed by the presence of his con-

queror, boldly asserted his claim, not only to the French
provinces, but also to the crown of England. The king
finding it in vain to reason the matter, determined to

rid himself of a rival, by his death. Arthur was ac-
cordingly never more heard of; and tnough the cir-

cumstances of hU murder were carefully concealed, yet

it was universally believed that he fell by his uncle's own
hand.

This inhuman deed excited general horror and de-
testation of the tyrant. The Bretons, enraged at the
murder of their prince, laid their complaints before
Philip, and demanded justice on his murderer. Philip
summoned the king of England to trial, and, upon
his non-appearance, adjudged him to forfeit all his

feifs in France. Vigorous efforts were immediately
made to put the sentence into execution ; and, while the

king of France was employed in reducing his fortresses,

and extending his conquests over his dominions, John
was amusing himself at Rouen. When informed of the

success of the enemy, he boasted that he would retake

in a day, what it had cost the French years to acquire.

But notwithstanding his vaunts, Philip proceeded in

his career, and laid siege to Chateau Gaillard, the

strongest fnvtre«': on thp frontiers of Normandy. This
place was defended by Roger de Laci, a brave and de-
termined officer, and a numerous garrison. For a twelve-
month they bravely repelled every assault; but being
at last greatly reduced by famine and fatigue, they were
overpowered and made prisoners of war. On the re-

duction of this bulwark, all Normandy lay open to his

arms, and soon submitted to the conqueror. Anjou,
Maine, Touraine, and part of. Poictou, were also suc-
cessively reduced ; and John was expelled with dis^^race

from all his foreign dominions. On his arrival in Eng-
land, he attempted to excuse the cowardice and folly of
his conduct, by exclaiming against his baions, who, he
pretended, had deserted his standard ; and in order to

regain his character, he collected a fleet, and summon-
ed his vassals to attend him on a foreign expedition

But his design was several times deferred ; and when
he at last ventured abroad with a considerable army, he
merely took and burnt the town of .'\ngcrs, hut fled on
the approacn of Piiilip, and returned to England, loaded
with new shame and disgrace. Though despised for

his ( owardice, and hated for his cruelty, yet he still

preserved tJie prerogatives of his crown ; but new af-
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fronts awaited him, and having imprudently entered into

a contest with the church, he was reduced to the most

abject degradation.

On the death of Hubert, archbisliop of Canterbury,

a dispute arose respectini^ the election of a new pri-

mate. That important privilege belonged to the monks

or canons of Christ Cliurch ; but some of tlie juniors of

that order had met privately, and had chosen Reginald

their sub-prior as Hubert's successor. As no election,

however, could be considered as regular without a cojige

d'elirc from the king, and as the suftVagan bishops of

Canterbury also claimed the right of concurrence in the

choice of their primate, John ordered the monks to

proceed to a new election, when tiie bishop of Norwich

was unanimously chosen. The dispute came before the

Pope, Innocent HI. who, glad of an opportunity of no-

minating to such a high oflice, declared both the elec-

tions null, and commanded the monks, under pain of

excommunication, to choose for their primate Cardinal

Langton, an Englishman, but attached to the see of

Rome. This attempt to usurp one of the highest pre-

rogatives of his crown, filled John with ungovernable

fury. He vented his rage against the monks of Christ

Church, whom he expelled from the convent ; and wlien

Innocent threatened to lay an interdict upon his king-

dom, he swoif that he would banish all the bishops and

clergy of England, and confiscate their possessions.

This idle violence and imprudence encouraged Innocent

to persevere in bringing this weak prince to submission,

and the interdict was accordingly pronounced. At once

the churches were shut ; the altars were despoiled of

their ornaments ; the bells were removed from the stee-

ples; the dead were thrown into ditches, or buric'. in

common fields without any funeral solemnity; marriages
were solemnised in the church-yards ; the people were
forbidden to salute each other, or even to shave their

beards ; and every deprivation was enforced that was
calculated to strike with awe the minds of a supersti-

tious people. John, in revenge, banished the prelates,

and confiscated the estates of all the clergy who obeyed
the interdict; but, instead of attempting to secure the
interest, or gain the affections of the barons, who alone
»vere able to defend him against these papal usurpations,
he seems to have disgusted all orders of men by his ty-

ranny and licentiousness.

As John still continued obstinate, the Pope next pro-
ceeded to pass a sentence of excommunication against

him. Ko sooner was this known, than many of the
bishops and nobility left the kingdom, which so alarm-
ed the king, that he proposed a conference with Lang-
ton at Dover, when he offered to receive him as primate,
to restore the exiled clergy, and to pay a limited sum
as a compensation for the rents of their confiscated es-
tates. The cardinal, however, was not content with these
terms, but demanded that full reparation should be made
to all the clergy. This exorbitant demand put an end
to the confeicnce, and was soon after followed by ano-
ther papal sentence more terrible than either. The
subjects of John were absolved from their oath of fide-
lity and allegiance; all were declared excommunicated
persons, who had any commerce with him, either in
public or in private ; and he himself was deposed from
his throne, which was offered to the king of France.
Philip eagerly embraced the offer, and shewed, by his
preparations, how desirous he was to succeed. He col-
lected a fleet of 1700 sail in the ports of Normandy and
Picardy, and having summoned all the vassals of the

crown to attend him, he was in a short time ready to

make a descent upon England. John, though hated and
feared by all, was enabled to advance to Dover at the

head of 60,000 men ; for the English, however much
disposed to submit in matters of religion, would not yield

their independence to any tribunal ; and had their mo-
narch possessed wisdom and resolution to take advantage
of their spirit, and of the natural enmity which subsist-

ed between tiie two nations, he might liave retrieved his

situation, and broken for ever the power of the clergy

within his dominions. But every thing was to be feared

from his cowardice and incapacity. Instead of braving

the storm, he bartered his kingdom for his safety ; and
at a conference with Pandulph, the pope's legate, he

yielded himself entirely to the discretion of his master.

Innocent was satisfied with his submission, and com-
manded Philip to desist from his enterprize. John was
now made to feel the insolence of papal power. He was
required to resign his kingdom into the hands of the

Pope ; and to hold it as feudatory of the church of Rome,
by the annual tribute of a thousand marks. He then did

homage to Pandulph as the Pope's representative : he
came disarmed into his presence, flung himself on his

knees before him, and swore fealty. By this abject sub-

mission he secured his crown ; but he was degraded in

the eyes of his people. He next received absolution

from Langton the primate, before whom he again pro-

fessed his homage and obedience to the see of Rome,
and engaged to re-establish the good laws of his predeces-

sors, particularly those of king Edward, and to maintain

justice and right in all his dominions.

John, being now restored to the favour of the church,
thought himself secure of tranquillity ; and continued
to exercise his authority with the most overbearing in-

solence and oppression ; but he was only reserved for

farther misfortunes and still greater degradation. The
barons had entered into a confederacy for the restora-

tion of their ancient privileges. They were encouraged
and supported in their design by the archbishop of Can-
terbury, who, being of a generous and liberal spirit,

was anxious to promote the real interests of the liing-

dom. At a numerous meeting of the barons summoned
by him at St Edmondsbury, under pretence of devotion,

he produced an old charter of Henry I. of which he
exhorted t'nrni to dciTiaiid the renewal and observance ;

and represented in such strong colours the arbitrary

conduct of their sovereign, that they all swore before

the high altar to support each other, and to make end-
less war upon the king, till he should grant their de-

mands. They accordingly assembled in London on an
appointed day, and preferred their requests to the king,

which were to renew the charter of Henry, and confirm
the laws of King Edward. John required some delay to

consider of their demands, and promised that he would
give them a final answer at the festival of Easter. In

the mean time he endeavoured to engage the Pope in

his favour, and to draw the clergy to his side by new
concessions. But in this case, the interests of the cler-

gy were in some measure involved with those of the

barons ; and the king soon found, that he had to contend
against the united strength of these two powerful bo-

dies. Innocent, who had received also an application

from the barons, was more inclined to favour the weak
and submissive John, than those high-spirited nobles,

who would embrace the first opportunity to wrest the
kingdom from his dominion. He accordingly expressed
his disapprobation at the conduct of the baronsj but ad-.
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vised the king to grant such demands as were just and

reasonable. At Easter the barons assembled at Slam-

ford, attended by 2000 kniglits, and a considerable num-
ber of foot, and advancing to Brackley, where the court

then resided, presented a schedule of their demands.

The king rejected them with indignation, and the barons

immediately proceeded to open war. Tiiey besieged

the castle of Northampton, occupied Bedford, and wwe
received into the capital williout opposition. Tlic'y laid

waste the king's parks and palaces, and threatened with

their vengeance all the other barons who refused to join

them. John, findhig himself almost completely desert-

ed, was obliged to pretend compliance. He met his

barons at Runnemede, between Windsor and Staines ;

and after a debate of a few days, signed and sealed that

famous deed, called the Great Charter, which secured

very importaiit liberties and privileges to every order

of men in the kingdom ; and which is still regarded as

the great bulwark of British freedom; (see Magna
Charta.) In order to insure the execution of this

deed, the city of London was retained by the barons,

and the Tower was consigned to the custody of the pri-

mate. They were also allowed to choose 25 of their

own number as conservators of the public liberties.

When any of the articles of the charter were infringed,

four of these might admonish the king to redress the

grievance, and upon refusal, the council of 25, in con-

junction with the' great council, were empowered to

compel him to obsei ve the charter by force of arms
These men were, in fact, invested with the sovereign

authority, and all the subjects were bound to swear obe-

dience to them under the penalty of confiscation.

John acquiesced, through feau, in all these regula-

tions ; but he waited only a favourable season to retract

every promise which he had made. He retired into

the Isle of Wight, and, secluded from his courtiers

and his nobles, meditated plans for the recovery of his

authority. He complained to the Pope of the violence

of the barons ; and secretly enlisted into his service a

numerous body of rapacious Braban^ons. Innocent,

enraged at the presumption of the barons in despising

his mandate, issued a bull, in which he annulled and
abrogated the whole charter ; he prohibited tlie barons

from exacting the observance of it, and the king from
paying any regard to it ; and excommunicated all who
should persevere in defending it. John, at the same
time, let loose his mercenaries upon the defenceless

inhabitants; and, as the barons, trusting to the secu-

rity given them by charter, had disbanded their forces,

he marched from Dover to Berwick without opposi-

tion, reducing, wherever he went, the castles and vil-

lages to ashes, and filling the whole kingdom with con-

sternation and misery. The barons, in this extremi-

ty, being unable to make head against their sovereign,

offered the crown to Louis, the son of Philip, if he
would protect them from the violence of the tyrant.

Philip accepted their submission, and, regardless of the

menaces of the pope, sent over a small army to their

assistance ; and soon after Louis arrived with more
numerous forces. On the appearance of Louis, many
of John's foreign troops deserted to the enemy ; but

both armies committed the most wanton ravages. The
French advanced to London, where Louis was solemn-
ly crowned, and received the homage of the barons and
burghers. But the partiality of the new monarch to

his own countrymen, and a report, that he had threaten-

ed to exterminate the English barons as traitors to their

Vol. VIII. Part II.

prince, and bestow their estates and dignities on his

native subjects, were very prejudicial to his cause. This
report was miiversally credited; and the information

was said to have been derived from the Viscount Mclun,
one of Louis' courtiers, who revealed it to some of his

friends on his death-bead. The Earl of Salisbury, and

many other noblemen, jealous of the I'rench influence,

returned to their allegiance to John, who was advan-

cing with a considerable army to make one mighty effort

for his crown; and the French had every reason to

dread a reverse of fortune. But as the king was pass-

ing from Lynn, along the sea-shore, and being igno-

rant of the situation of the place, he lost all his carriages,

treasure, and baggage, by llje influx of the tide. He
was so overwhelmed with giief at this disaster, and the

distracted state of his aflans, that he was seized with a

fever, which soon after put a period to his existence, in

the 49th year of his age, and 18lh of his reign.

The character of this prince has been justly held up to

general reprobation, as including almost every vice tlmt

was mean and odious in our nature; but while we des-

pise his cowardice and detest his baseness, we ought to

remember, that it was to his weakness and incapacity,

more than to the firmness and generosity of the barons,

that we are indebted for the foundation of the British

constitution.

The death of John was fatal to the cause of Louis.

The resentment of the barons against their sovereign

was buried with him in the grave ; and the youth
of his son Henry, who succeeded him, claimed their

pity, rather than enmity. At the head of the oppo-
site party, also, was the Earl of Pembroke, an expe-
rienced and disinterested statesman, who had main-
tained, during the whole contest, his fidelity to John
unshaken, and who was determined to support, at every
hazard, the interests of his son. That nobleman, in a

general council of the barons, was chosen protector of

the realm; and having crowned the young king at

Gloucester, in the presence of Gualo, the legate, he en-

deavoured to reconcile all ranks to the government of

Hem'y, by new concessions. The Great Charter, with

some alterations and additions, was renewed and con-

firmed, and was brought nearly to its present shape;
and these concessions were so acceptable to the nation,

that Louis soon found himself almost without an ad-

herent. The malcontent barons Instcncd to make
their submission, to prevent those attainders to wiiich

they were exposed by their rebellion ; and his cause
was rendered still more desperate, by the defeat of his

troops near Lincoln, and the destruction of the French
fieet, which carried a considerable reinforcement, off

the coast of Kent, by Philip d'Albiney, the English com-
mander. He was consequently glad to conclude a
peace upon any honourable terms ; and stipulated only

for his own safety, and an indemnity to his adherents.

The death of the Protector, which happened soon after

this accommodation, threw the kingdom into new com-
motions. It required all the wisdom and valour of
that virtuous nobleman, to restrain a licentious and
powerful nobility; and though his successor, Hubert de
Burgh, possessed both abilities and integrity, he was un-
able to suppress that spirit of insubordination among
the barons, which is the usual attendant of a minority.

They held by force the royal castles, and usurped the

king's demesnes. They were continually surrounded
by a disorderly retinue, whom they encouraged and
protected, in all their outrages and depredations ; and

3 K
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the people, as well as the king, sufTcrcd by their op-

pressions. The Eail of Alhciiiarlc was pailiculaily

distinguished foi- his violent and illei;al proceedings ;

and Hubert, in order to reduce him to obedience, se-ized

upon llockingham castle, which he had garrisoned with

his ailherents. This drove him to more open rebellion;

but being excomiiunucated by Pandulph, the legate, he

was deserted by his associates, and obliged to sue i'or

mercy, when he was again restored to his possessions.

This restless chief, however, continued lor some time

to give disturbance to the government. When Henry
was declared by the pope to be of full age, and the

barons were re(|uired to resign into his hands the royal

castles anil fortresses, Albemarle and some others open-

ly refused. They even attempted to surprise London,

and seize the person of the liing; and such was the

weakness of the executive, that they were considered

too formidable to be punished. They were at last,

however, through fear of excommunication, forced to

comply.

As Henry advanced to man's estate, he shewed him-

self totally unfit for the government of the kingdom in

its present unsettled state. He was gentle and humane,

but without activity and vigour; and so fickle and ir-

resolute, that men neither valued his friendship nor

dreaded his resentment. Had he been steady to the

counsels of Hubert de Burgh, he might have moderated

and subdued the turbulence of his barons ; but this able

and virtuous minister was displaced, in a fit of caprice,

and exposed to the persecution of his enemies. His

successor, Peter des Roches, bishop of \Vinchesler, was

of a very different character, and by his arbitrary and

violent conduct, raised new divisions in the state. He
was a Poictevin by birth, and advised the king to

invite over a number of his countrymen and other

foreigners, whom he pretended could more safely be

trusted than his English subjects. Upon these men
every place of command and preferment was bestowed,

to the exclusion of the natives, which occasioned such

general discontent, that a combination was formed by

the barons to expel the king's minister from his office.

They withdrew from parliament; and when again sum-
moned to attend, they demanded that Henry should

dismiss his foreigners, otherwise they would drive him
and them out of the kingdom, and put the crown upon

a head more worthy to wear it. Peter des Roches,

however, found means of disconcerting their schemes.

The more obnoxious barons had their estates confiscat-

ed, without legal sentence or trial by peers; and their

possessions were profusely bestowed upon the Poic-

tevins. Edmond, the primate, at last interfered, and
threatened the king with excommunication, unless he
would dismiss his minister and his associates. Henry
was obliged to submit; but tlie barons found it was
only a change of masters. The king having married
Eleanor, daughter of the Count of Provence, the king-
dom was again inundated with strangers, who were
caressed, enriched, and loaded with preferment. This
partiality and imprudetit generosity, often reduced him
to tlie greatest straits for waiit of money ; and as the
parliament often refused him supplies, he was some-
times obliged to have recourse to arbitrary exactions,

and to extort loans from his most opulent subjects. All
the dignities and wealth of the country seem to have been
swallowed up by these hungry foreigners, and Proven-
cals, Savoyards, and Gascons, were sure to meet with
friendship and honour, in preference to his own subjects.

It was the insolence, however, of these favourites, as
much as their power, that excited the indignation of the

barons ; and when complaints were made against their

oppressions and violations of the law, they scrupled not

to say, "What did the English law signify to them."
The discontent of the nation was lieightened by the

failure of the king's expeditions to the continent. In a war
with Louis IX. he lost what remained to him of Poictou,
and involved himself and his nobility in an enormous
debt. But even these grievances of the civil govern-
ment were less burthensome than the usurpations and
exactions of the see of Rome, which the king never
failed to countenance and support. Besides the tenth

of all ecclesiastical livings, the Pope, by his legates,

wrested large sums from the prelates and convents. He
exacted the revenues of all vacant benefices; he claim-

ed the goods of all intestate clergymen, and levied be-

nevolences upon the people. He filled the chief bene-
fices of the kingdom with Italians, who are said to have
possessed, during this reign, livings in England to the

annual amount of 60,000 marks; and. carried his usurpa-
tion to such a height, as to claim a right to all ecclesiasti-

cal property, which he could dispose of at his pleasure.

He next endeavoured to embark Henry in a war with

Sicily, in which he himself was engaged; and offered the

crown of that kingdom to his brother Richard, who had
been created Earl of Cornwall ; and who, having amassed
immense wealth, would be able to support him in his

military operations. Upon the refusal of Richard to en-

ter into such a scheme, it was offered to the king for

his second son Edmond, upon the single condition that

he would defray the expences of the conquest. Henry,
dazzled by such a pcesent, inconsiderately agreed to

the proposal, and gave his Holiness unlimited credit, to

expend whatever sums were necessary for completing
the enterprise. By this foolish bargain, he found him-
self, before he was aware, involved in a debt of 135,000

marks. In this emergency, he applied to the Parliament,

but they unanimously refused to lend their assistance to

such a project. The clergy were now his only re-

source; and, with the -aid of the legate, he extorted

from them 150,000 marks. Thi» sum, however, was
still insufficient. New demands were made by the Pope,
and interdicts and excommunications were threatened

in case of non-compliance. Henry at last began to

discover the cheat, and resigned his claim to a crown,
which he could never expect to enjoy.

About the same time, the Earl of Cornwall engaged
in. an enterprizc equally vain and vexatious. On the
death of the Emperor Frederic, he was tempted to be-
come a candidate for the Imperial throne. After ex-
pending large sums, he was chosen king of the Ro-
mans ; and proceeding to Germany, he attracted, by
his liberality, numerous friends and partizans. But he
was soon drained of his wealth by the avidity of the

German princes, and returned to England, ashamed of

having lavished the savings of a whole life upon the

acquisition of an empty dignity.

The barons still continued resolute in refusing sup-
plies, and every application of Henry was met on the

part of the parliament with a remonstrance against the

oppressions of his favourites, and his violations of the

great charter. He at last pretended, that he had taken
the vow of a crusade, and demanded their assistance.

At this time he made the most humble submissions, and
promised a redress of all ecclesiastical and civil grie-.

vances. But they had so often experienced the deceit-
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fulness of his submission and promises, that ihey at

first licsitatcd to comply ; but at last consented to grant

him a tenth of the ecclesiastical benefices, and a scii-

tage of three marks on each knight's fee, upon condi-

tion that he would ratify the great charter in a more
solemn manner than had hitherto been employed. On
this occasion, the prelates and abbots were assembled,

each with a burning taper in his hand. The charter

was read before them, and sentence of excommunication
was denounced against all who should violate it. They
then threw their tapers on the ground, and exclaimed

—

" May the soul of every one who incurs this sentence

so stink and corrupt in hell!" To which the king sub-

joined—" So help me God, I will keep all these arti-

cles inviolate, as. I am a man, as I am a Christian, as I

am a knight, and as I am a king, crowned and anointed."

But Henry, still weak and inconstant, soon forgot

his oath ; and, again swayed by the counsels of his

favourites, returned to his usual extortions and oppres-

sions. Complaints against his government were loud

and general. The barons, fatigued with fiuitless* .sub-

missions, and seeing no prospect of obtaining redress

at the hands of the king, entered into a confederacy to

seize the reins of the state, and compel the fulfilment

of those promises which they had so long looked for,

but in vain. At the head of this confederacy was Si-

mon de Mountfort, Earl of Leicester, a foreigner by

birth, but who had succeeded to a large inherilence in

England. By insinuation and address, he had acqui-

red a strong interest in the nation, and had gained the

affections of all ranks ; and being of a violent and am-
bitious temper, he was capable of the most daring de-

signs. He had alternately experienced the favour and
hatred of Henry ; but being at last disgraced and ba-

nished from court, he resolved to attempt an innova-

tion in the government, and wrest the sceptre from the

feeble hands of his sovereign. This spirit of hostility

first appeared when Henry had summoned a parlia-

TTient, in expectation of supplies for the Sicilian war.

The barons came to the hall completely armed ; and in

this hostile attitude expostulated with the king on his

imprudent and illegal conduct. That though he had
often acknowledged his errors, and promised to give
satisfaction to the nation, yet he had still allowed him-
self to be carried into the same measures ; that he must
therefore dismiss these faithless counsellors, and confer

authority upon those who were more ready and able to

redress the public grievances. The king yielded to

their demand, and summoned another parliament at

Oxford, to prepare such regulations as might be deem-
ed necessary for the reformation of the state. On the

day appointed, the barons appeared at Oxford at the

head of their vassals; and that assembly, afterwards

known by the name of the Mad Parliament, appointed
24 commissioners, to whom were entrusted the refor-

mation of abuses. Of these, 12 were chosen from the

king's ministers, and 12 from tlic barons; and the king
look an oath, that he would adhere to whatever regu-
lations they should adopt for the welfare of the nation.

At the head of this council was Leicester, who direct-

ed all their deliberations ; and they first ordered that

four knights should be elected by each county, to re-

port at next meeting of parliament the grievances
which were most felt in their neighbourhood. They
then enacted that there should be three sessions of par-
liament every year; that a sheriff should be annually
elected by the votes of the freeholders in each county ;

that no M'ards or cas'.lcs should be entrusted to fo-

reigners; and that no new warrens or forests should

be made, nor the revenues of aUy county or hun-

dred be let to farm. These were the- only regu-

lations of the council, fiom which the pidilic could

derive any advantage. Theu" future conduct betrayed

their selfish and ambitious views; and the object of all

their subsequent measures seems to have been, the con-

tinuance of their authority, and tlic aggrandizement of

themselves and families. They dcnoscd all the chief

officers of the crown, and filled Ih-ir places with their

own creatures. They assumed .lift custody of all the '

castles; and even imposed an oath u; .-> all the lieges,

that they would execute and obey all tie iv.xlinances of

the 24 barons. Even Prince Edward, the king's eldest

son, and the king of the Romans, alter some opposition,

were compelled to take this oath. They bound thpni-

selves also to stand by each other with their lives and
fortunes; and during the interval of the sessio.is, the

whole authority of parliament was vfested in a commit-
tee of twelve.

These proceedings opened the eyes of the nation to

their selfish intentions; and as they had prolonged ihei-

authority from time to time, under the pretence that their

task was not yet brought to a conclusion, the people be-
came apprehensive that they wished to establish their own
power upon the ruins of tlie royal prerogative, and called

loudly for a termination to their intended regulations.

The knights of the shires, who seem to have assembled
in a separate house, also remonstrated against the slow-
ness of their proceedings; and appealed to Prince Ed-
ward to interpose in behalf of the nation. Edward sent

a message to the barons, requiring them to hasten the

conclusion of their undertaking, as he was determined
to resist their usurpations at the hazard of his life. The
poinilar voice was now on the side of the king. The
barons had enjoyed the sovereign power nearly three

years; but, instead of employing it for the good of the

nation, they had openly abused it to the promotion of
their own interests. Jealousies f.nd animosities had al-

so crept into the council ; and '.be defection of the Earl
of Gloucester, whose moder:ii;ufi ill suited with Leices-
ter's ambitious projects, revived Hervy's hopes of regain-

ing his lost power. Leicester, tni'aged at the opposition

he met with even from his own party,, had retired to

France in disgust.

The barons being thus in a manner disunited and de-
prived of their leader, the kin^; t .rk advantage of their

quarrels; and having received ft', i ttie Pope absolution

fiom his oaths and engagemen' -, , e resumed his autho-

rity. He removed all the ofi'iccrs appointed by the ba-

rons; placed new governors .ii the castles; summoned
a new parliament ; and offered to refer all the diflerences

between him and the Earl of Leicester to the mediation
of Margaret, Queen of France. That bold and turbu-
lent nobleman, however, rejected all interference of a
foreign court; and trusting to his influence over the ba-
rons, and the unsettled state of Henry's government,
meditated an insurrection for the recovery of his power.
He had even enticed over to his party Gilbert, the young
Earl of Gloucester, and Henry d'AUmainc. the son of
the King of the Romans; and having entered into a con-
federacy with tlie Welsh, who had made an irruption in-

to England with 30,000 men, he secretly came over
from France, and commenced an open rchelliori. He
was favoured and supported hy the Londoners, who
broke out into open sedition, and committed the most

3 K 2
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horrible excesses. He had also seized the person of

Prince Edward, who was ilic very soul of the royal

cause; and had assumed such an imposing attitude, that

the king was glad to submit to an accommodation. By

this treaty, the barons were again reinstated in the so-

vereignty of the kingdom ; and, at a parliament held at

Westminster, they insisted that their authority should

continue during the lives botli of Henry and Edward.

These ignominious terms were submitted to by the king,

but were rejected by his son, who exerted himself with

such success in the defence of- his rights, that he pre-

vailed upon many, who had adhered to the barons, to

join the royal cause.

Hostilities were again renewed; but the universal

clamour of tlic people for peace was so strong, that both

sides agreed to submit the dispute to the arbitration of

Louis iX. This prince, instead of availing himself of

the distractions of a rival state, to advance his own autho-

rity, or to extend his dominions, had, during the whole

struggle, acted with the greatest moderation and inte-

grity. 'Whenever he interposed in the affairs of Eng-

land, it was with the sincere intention of composing the

differences between the king and his nobility, and he

always recommended to both parlies every peaceable

and conciliatory measure. When appealed to by both

parties, he declared the impartial and honourable dic-

tates of his mind. He annulled the provisions of Ox-
ford, and re-established the royal authority as it stood

before the meeting of the mad parliament; he confirmed

the people in all the privileges and liberties which they

enjoyed by any former concessions or charters of the

crown; and ordered a general amnesty to be granted

for all past oftences. Though Leicester and his asso-

ciates had sworn to abide by the award of the French
monarch, yet they determined to reject this equitable

sentence, and to procure by arms more advantageous

terms. The country again became the theatre of a ci-

vil war. The king and prince assembled their vassals,

and prepared for defence. They were reinforced by
some of the bravest barons of the north ; and the first ad-

vantages were in .their favour. Northampton was car-

ried by assault; and Leicester and Nottingham opened
their gates at their approach. The rebels, however,
were in possession of London, and had laid siege to Ro-
chester. The rojalists hastened to its relief, and Leices-
ter fell back upon the capital. But being strongly re-

inforced, he determined to give battle to the king. The
armies met near Lewes, in the county of Sussex. The
battle was begun by Prince Edward, by attacking with
great fury the Londoners, who composed the van of the
rebel army. He drove them off the field witii great
slaughter; but while he was eagerly pursuing the ad-
vantage which he had gained, his father and uncle were
defeated by Leicester, and taken prisoners. The prince
attempted to retrieve the fortune of the day ; but his
followers were intimidated, and he was obliged to sub-
mit to Leicester's terms. The rebel demanded that the
prince and Henry d'AUmaine should surrender them-
selves as pledges in place of the two kings; that all the
other prisoners should be set at liberty ; and that the final

agreement should be settled under the direction of the
King of France.

Leicester had no sooner got the royal family into his
power, than he forgot his agreement with Edward. He
btill detained the king as a prisoner, and assumed the
sole direction of affairs in tlie kingdom, He engrossed
to himself the ransom of all the prispners ; and siezed

on the estates of eighteen barons as his share of the

spoil in the battle of Lewes. He even treated his con-

federates with the most wanton insolence ; and protected

the pirates of the cinque-ports upon condition of receiv-

ing a third of their prizes. Knowing that this usurpa-

tion of authority could not continue without opposition,

he endeavoured to increase his popularity, and strengthen

his power, by admitting into a share of the government
an order of men, which had been hitherto regarded as

unworthy of a voice in the councils of the nation. He
summoned a new parliament at London ; and, besides its

usual members, he ordered returns to be made of two
knights from each shire, and of deputies from the bo-
roughs. This was the first embryo of the House of
Commons,—an institution which, in process of time,

proved one of the most useful and powerful members
of the British constitution, and which gradually rescued
the kingdom from aristocratical, as well as from regal

tyranny.

Leicester continued to act in the most arbitrary man-
ner', and, trusting to his popularity, proceeded to extin-

guish all rival opposition among the barons. He seized
the Earl of Derby, whom he threw into prison, and
obliged others to leave the kingdom. The Earl of
Gloucester even began to dread his authority, and re-

tired to his estates on the borders of Wales. These dis-

sensions revived the hopes of the royalists; and they
were farther encouraged by the general wish of the na-

tion for the liberation of the young prince, which Leice-
ster found himself compelled to gratify. That noble-

man, however, stipulated for the delivery of all the royal

castles, and that the prince should neither leave the
kingdom, nor introduce any foreign forces into it during
three years. This treaty was of very little advantage to

Edward, who, though declared free by the barons, found
himself surrounded by the emissaries of Leicester. Ho
at last, however, contrived, by the assistance of Glouce-
ster, to make his escape; which was no sooner known
than the royalists flew to arms, and, being joined by many
of the discontented barons, presented an opposition,

which Leicester was unable to withstand. He had fol-

lowed the Earl of Gloucester with an army into Here-
ford; and here he found himself surrounded by his ene-

mies. Edward had cut oft' all communication with his

friends, by destroying the bridges on the Severn; and
had also surprised asid dispersed an army under his son

Simon de Mountfort, which was hastening to his relief.

Ignorant of his son'sfate, Leicester had crossed the river

in boats, and encamped at Evesham, in expectation of

reinforcements. Here he was attacked by Edward, at

the head of the royalists, who were inspirited by their

recent victory. The rebels, who had been weakened
by sicliuess and desertion, defended tliemselves with

great bravery ; but at last gave way on all sides, and
were pursued with immense slaughter. Leicester, with

his oldest son Henry, and about 160 knights, fell in the

action. The old king, who had been placed in the front

of the rebel army, was wounded, and in great danger of

being killed; but, when the blow was falling upon him,
he cried out, " I am' Henry of Winchester, your kingl"
when being immediately recognised, he was carried to

a place of safety. By this decisive victory, Edward at

once quelled a rebellion which had lasted for several

years, and which had threatened to extirpate his family,

and to extinguish the prerogatives of the crown. The
rebellion, however, had been so extensive, that the king,

on resuming his authority, found it necessajy to exer-
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rise it with clemency and moderation. No blood was

shed on the scaffold ; and the only attainders that were

fully carried into execution, were those of the Mount-

fort family.

The Earl of Gloucester, to whom Edward was great-

ly indebted f(5r the recovery of his liberty and the suc-

cess of his cause, considering his services undervalued,

attempted to renew the flames of rebellion, and excited

the Londoners to take up arms. This insurrection was

soon suppressed by the activity of the prince; and Glou-

cester was pardoned, and received into favour, upon his

entering into a bond of 20,000 marks, to keep the peace.

Edward, however, to relieve himself from all apprehen-

sion of disquiet from the formidable power and turbu-

lent disposition of this nobleman, determined to carry

him along with him to the Holy Land, whither he had

promised to accomptmy the king of France.

While Edward was reviving among the Saracens the

glory of the English name, his father was unable to pro-

tect his subjects from the power of the barons, who re-

newed their oppressions, and committed continual ra-

vages throughout the kingdom. Worn out with age,

the feeble Henry could ill manage a sceptre, which in

his best days had been wrested from him by a turbulent

nobility. After the departure of his son, his health visi-

bly declined, and he expired at St Edmondsbury, in the

64th year of his age, and 56th of his reign.

Edward had reached Sicily on his return home, when
he heard of his father's death. His succession, however,
being undisputed, and the council having appointed a

powerful regency during his absence, he was in no hur-

ry to take possession of his crown, but spent a year in

France. He arrived in England after an absence of about
three years, and was crowned at Westminster amidst

the joyful acclamations of his people.
A prince like Edward, who had already gained the

affections of his subjects, and possessed abilities and
courage, might easily have extended the prerogatives of

the crown as they were enjoyed by his most warlike
predecessors; but he was contented with more mode-
rate authority, and set himself to the correction of abuses
in the government, and in guarding against those civil

commotions which had been so frequent during the

reign of his father. He protected the people from the

oppressions of the barons, by a strict and impartial ad-

ministration of justice: He appointed commissioners to

inquire into disorders and crimes of all kinds, and rigo-

rously to inflict the punishment of the laws : These were
distinct from the ordinary judges, and were confined to

the western counties of England, where bands of ban-
ditti had become so numerous and powerful as to set all

law at defiance. Tlie terror, however, which the seve-

rity of the commissioners excited, soon put a stop to

their depredations. Tiie corruption of the judges them-
selves was a more serious evil; and to such an extent
did it prevail, that when they were brought to trial be-
fore parliament, all of them, except two, who were cler-

gymen, were deposed and severely fined. The king
afterwards compelled all the new judges to take an oath
that they would receive no bribes.

The Jews were the greatest sufferers in this general
renovation of the laws; and as they were hated both by
the prince and the people, they were often condemned
upon the slightest pretences. In London alone, 280 of
ihem were hanged for adulterating the coin; many of
them had their lands and goods sold and confiscated;

and Edward, prompted by his zeal against infidelity, or

rather by his rapacity, at last baiii>iicu liiem the king-

dom, and despoiled them of all their property, except
what was sufficient to bear their charges to foreign

countries. Having regulated the internal affairs of the

kingdom in a manner which promised security to him-
self and to his people, Edward turned his views to the

conquest of Wales.
The Welsh were the only remains of the ancient

Britons that had preserved, among their inaccessible

mountains, their laws and customs uncontaminated by
foreign invasion. Bearing a hereditary enmity against

the Englisli, who enjoyed the rich possessions from
which they had been expelled, they seized every op-

portunity of laying waste their country. They endea-

voured to profit by every disturbance among their ene-

mies ; and had been deeply engaged in the rebellion of

Leicester. Lewellyn, Prince of Wales, on the suppres-

sion of that rebellion, had been included in the general

accommodation ; but dreading the resentment of Ed-
ward, he still carried on a secret correspondence with

the Mounifort faction, and had even paid his addresses

to Leicester's daughter. The discovery of this corres-

pondence furnished Edward with a pretext for war. He
marched a numerous army into Wales, and having
hemmed in the enemy among the hFlls of Snowdun, re-

duced them to submission by famine. Lewellyn and all

his barons swore fealty to the crown of England. This
submission, however, was but of short duration. The
Welsh, irritated by the insults and oppressions of their

haughty victors, again flew to arms: But it was the

signal for their ruin. Edward, well pleased with an
opportunity of again going to war, resolved to free him-
self from all future apprehension of disturbance from
that quarter, by making an absolute conquest of the

country. He assembled all his military tenants, and
entered Wales with an army which rendered resistance

vain. Lewellyn was surprized and killed. His brother

and successor, David, was driven from one retreat to

another, and at last betrayed to the enemy. This prince

was tried by Edward as a traitor, and was unjustly or-

dered to be executed. The Welsh nobility immediately
submitted, and the principality received the laws of

England. But the barbarous policy of Edward led him
to a more inhuman step even than the unjust murder of

their sovereign. Sensible how much traditional poetry

and music is calculated to keep alive the idea of national

valour and glory, he assembled together all the Welsh
bards, and ordered them to be put to death.

During an interval of three years of peace, the king
resided chiefly on the continent, whither he had been
called to accommodate a dispute Ijctween the kings of

Arragon and France respecting the kingdom of Sicily.

On his return, he found his attention arrested by tlic

state of affairs in Scotland. Alexander HL had died

without male issue, and had left his kingdom to his

grand-daughter JMargaret, who was yet an infant. Tiiis

princess was the daughter of Eric, king of Norway,
and Margaret, daughter of Alexander, and is common-
ly known in history under the name of the .1/u;(/ of
j^'ornvay. On the death of her grandfather, she was
immediately recognized as sovereign by the states of

Scotland, and a regency was appointed to adminis-

ter the aflairs of the kingdom during her minority.

Edward, whose mind was cOntiimally alive to pro-

jects of ambition, was no sooner informed of Alexan-

der's death, than he conceived the design of uniting

the whole island into one monarchy, by the marriage
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of the Maid of Norwny wltli liis eldest son Edward.

The proposals of the king of England were accepted

and approved of by the Scottish parliament, who even

agreed tliat their young sovereign should l)r educated

at the court of Edward. But these flattering i)rospecls

were soon dissipated by the death of the young prin-

cess, who died on lier passage to .Scotland. The dis-

putes and disorders which were the consequences of her

death, still furnished Edward with a luetence for inter-

meddling in the affairs of the neighbouring kingdom;

and of at last endiavouring to compel, by force of arms,

what he had been prevented from accomplishing in an

amicable manner-. But these transactions, in which he

was chiclly engaged during the remainder of his reign,

will be particularly detailed under the article Scotland.
While Edward was intent on the ccnquist of Scot-

land, he found himself at the same time embroiled in a

war with France. The oiigin of this war was a quar-

rel between an English and Norman sailor at Buyonnc,

in which the Norman was killed. The crew of the

Norman vessel to which the deceased sailor belonged,

complained to the king of France ; but he, without in-

quiring into the business, bade thCm revenge them-
selves, and give him no more trouble. They according-

ly seized an English ship in the channel, and, having

hanged several of the crew at the yard-arm, along with

some dogs, dismissed the vessel, saying. That was the

satisfaction they required for the blood of their coun-
tryman slain at Bayonne. This outrage and insult pro-

duced retaliations on the ships of France ; and, in a

short time, the whole navy of both nations were enga-
ged in the quarrel. The sovereigns seemed to take no
notice of the depredations which Vvere daily commit-
ted against their respective subjects, until, the two
fleets having met, an obstinate battle ensued, in which
the French were totally routed, with the loss of 15,000
men. The aflair had now become too serious to be
overlooked ; and Philip dispatched an envoy to Eng-
land to demand reparation. Edward attempted to con-
ciliate ; and, a"; he was apprehensive of danger from
Scotland, he studiously avoided a rupture with France.
Philip pretended, that as it was his honour merely that

was interested by the outrages of the Gascons, if Ed-
ward would give him possession of Guienne, he would
consider himself satisfied, and would immediately re-

store it. The king was deceived by the artifice, and
ordered Guienne to be delivered up ; but Philip had
no sooner got possession, than he threw off the mask,
and declared himself sovereign of the province. Ed-
ward, enraged more at being thus over-reached, than
even at the loss of his territory, dispatched a considerable
force for its recovery. All his attempts, however, were
unsuccessful ; and he was* in return, threatened with
invasion from France. Philip had entered into a secret
treaty with Baliol, king of Scotland ; and had even made
a descent upon the Kentish coast. His troops took and
burnt the town of Dover, but were soon after compel-
led to retire.

The expences attending his multiplied wars, obli-
ged Edward to have frequent recourse to parliamentary
supplies, and was the means of again introducing the
lower orders into a share of the government. The par-
liament at this time consisted entirely of the great ba-
rons and the knights of tl-.e shires; for the representa-
tives from the boroughs had never been summoned
since the usurpation of Leicester. But as thi; growth
of commerce, and the improvements in agriculture, had

given property and consequence to the inhabitants of
tlie towns, they were also called upon to contribute to

the support of the state. The king, by his prerogative,

had the power of taxing them at pleasure; but he some-
limes found it both difficult and inconvenient in enfor-

cing his demands : the taxes could only be levied with
the consent of each particular liorough ; and this con-
sent was often obtained only by solicitations or threat-

enings. To remedy, therefore, this inconvenience, Ed-
ward resolved to summon two deputies from each bo-
rough, who should be provided with sufficient powers
from their constituents to agree to what he should
require of them: "As it is a most equitable rule," said

he, "that what concerns all, should be approved of by
all; and common dangers be repelled by united efforts."

Above fifty years after, these deputies and the knights
of the shires were united in one assembly, with the

same rights and privileges, and now constitute the

third estate of the realm.

Having procured a liberal supply from his parlia-

ment, Edward determined to prosecute the war, both
in France and Scotland. He overran the latter king-
dom with a numerous army, received the submission
of the nobles, and carried Baliol a prisoner with him
to London. He sent an army of 7000 men into Gui-
enne, under his brother Edmond ; but this prince soon
after dying, the command devolved on the Earl of Lin-
coln, who terminated the campaign without any mate-
lial advantage. Not discouraged by this failure, he
prepared to make a more powerful effort for the reco-
very of the ancient patrimony of his family. He en-

tered into an alliance with the Earls of Holland and
Flanders, and flattered himself that, at the head of the
allied forces, he might penetrate to Paris, and compel
Philip to purchase peace by the restoration of Gui-
enne. Considerable supplies, however, were requisite

for the accomplishment of his plan ; and he obtained
from the barons and knights a grant of a twelfth of all

their moveables; and from the boroughs an eighth. He
also applied to the clergy for a fifth of their move-
ables ; but here he met with an opposition, which put
a stop, for a time, to his projected expedition.

Pope Boniface VIH. had issued a bull, prohibiting

any tax being levied upon the clergy without his con-
sent; and the Archbishop of Canterbury told Edward,
that they owed obedience to their spiritual, in prefer-

ence to their temporal sovereign. " If you refuse, then,"

said the king, "to support the civil government, you
are unworthy to receive any benefit from it;" and or-

ders were immediately issued to all the judges, to do
every man justice against the clergy, and to do them
justice against nobody. Being thus put out of the pro-

tection of the laws, they found themselves at the mer-
cy of every ruffian who chose to insult, to plunder, or

even to maim them; and they were at last glad to sub-

mit to the king's demands, that they might be again

admitted under the king's protection.

These supplies, however, were still insufficient for

Edward's necessities; and he was obliged to have re-

course to arbitrary measures, to complete his prepara-
tions. He carried off grain, and cattle, and other com-
modities, necessary for supplying his army, wherever
he could find them ; for which he merely gave his pro-
mise of after-payment; and, in order to recruit his

forces, he demanded the attendance of every man pos-

sessed of land worth 20/ a-year. These oppressive
exactions spread general discontent. The barons, jea-
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Ions of the royal prerogative, and afraid of their own
privileges, encouraged the complaints of the people ;

and, when Edward ordered the Earls of Hereford and

Norfolk, the constable and marcschal of England, to

take the command of the forces to be employed in Gas-

cony, these noblemen both refused, alVnniing that they

were only bound by tiicir office to attend his person in

the wars. The king, in a rage, exclaimed to Ilt-reford,

tlie constable, " Sir Earl, by God, you shall either go

or hang !"—" By God, Sir King," replied tiie constable,

" I will neither go nor hang !" The king found it pru-

dent not to press the matter; and consequently with-

drew the expedition against Guienne : but lie soon af-

ter embarked, with an army of 50,000 men, for Flan-

ders.

The two earls had gained a strong party among the

barons ; and, when summoned to attend the parlia-

ment, in the king's absence, they came with a large

force, and took possession of the capital. They pro-

ceeded, however, with moderation. They laid tlicir

demands before the council, and only required that the

two charters should receive a solemn confiiniation :

that a clause should be annexed, to secure the nation

against all imposition of taxes, without the consent of

parliament; and that they and their adherents sliould

be again received into favour. The charters were sent

to the king in Flanders, who hesitated for a time to

give his assent ; but the dangerous consequences of a

refusal being represented to him, he at last reluctantly

complied. Some time after his return, he gave a more
willing and absolute confirmation of the Great Charter,

which so completely established its validity, that it was
never afterwards formally disputed.

The war in Flanders was carried on with various

success. Philip had taken Lisle, St Omer, Courtray,

and Ypres; but his career was stopped by the appear-

ance of the English ; and his resources being exhaust-

ed, he had reason to apprehend a reverse of fortune.

Edward, however, had been disappointed of promised
assistance from the king of the Romans, whom he had
highly subsidised, and was equally desirous of conclu-
ding the war. Under the mediation of Boniface, the

two monarchs at last came to an accommodation, in

which they were both influenced by the most selfish

policy. Edward abandoned his ally, the Earl of Flan-

ders; while Philip did the same witli the king of Scot-

land, who was still a prisoner in England; and, by these

mutual sacrifices, they were left at liberty to prosecute
their particular conquests.

A revolt of tlie Scots hastened the return of Edward.
That unhappy people, under the braye Wallace, strug-

gled for a time with the overwhelming power of Eng-
land ; and, though again subdued, and deprived of their

leader, yet they seized the first opportunity of again

rising against their oppressors ; and, led on by Robert
the Bruce, proceeded with a slow but certain step to

the establishment of their independence : (See Scot-
land.) Edward, enraged at their frequent revolts, as-

sembled an immense force; and was hastening to exe-
cute the most dreadful vengeance upon a nation, which
had caused him so much trouble and anxiety ; when he
was suddenly taken ill at Carlisle, and died in the 35th
year of his reign, and 69th of his age.
The abilities of this prince shone with equal lustre in

the cabinet as in the field. The many wise statutes

which he enacted, obtained for him the appellation of
the English Justuiianj and the improvements which he

made in the execution of the laws, gave security and
protection to the lowest orders of the people. But,

while he took care that his subjects should do justice

to each other, he was little solicitous about the recti-

tude of his own proceedings; and his arbitrary and vio-

lent temper, often led him into measures which excited

the murmurs of the nation, and sometimes brought

them to the very brink of rebellion. But his prudence

in stopping in the moment of danger, and withdraw-

ing tlie causes of discontent, prevented any consider-

able disturbance during his reign. He tempered the

severity of his disposition by the aflability of his man-
ners r and few princes have been more revered and re-

spected by their subjects. The conquest of Scotland,

which he considered as the greatest wnterprize of his

life, he left as a legacy to his son, whom he charged,

with his last breath, to prosecute the war, and never

to desist till he had annexed that kingdom to his domi-

nions.

Edward H. came to the throne with the preposses-

sions of all ranks in his favour; and, had he possessed

but a moderate share of prudence and abilities, he might
have preserved inviolate the prerogatives of his crown,
and have maintained a respectable rank among the so-

vereigns of his time. But the weakness of his under-

standing, and the indolence and mildness of his disposi-

tion, rendered him totally incapable of wielding the scep-

tre over a turbulent and high-spirited people. Regard-
less of the dying commands of his father, he discontinued

the war in Scotland, disbanded his army, and gave him-
self up to, pleasure and amusement. He recalled from
exile his favourite Gavestoii, who had formerly minis-

tered to his youthful extravagancies. This Gavcston
was the son of a Gascon knight, and had early insinuated

himself into the affections of young Edwaid. He pos-

sessed an elegant person and agreeable manners ; but
he was vicious and effeminate; and the late king, appre-
hensive of the ascendency which he had gained over his

son, banished him the kingdom, and made the young
prince promise never to recal him. But young Edward
no sooner found himself in possession of the tlironc, than
he sent for his favourite, and immediately distinguished

him with the highest marks of confidence and friend-

ship. He endowed him with the whole earldom of
Cornwall

; gave him his own niece in marriage ; and
seemed happy only as he was enabled to load him with
new honours and possessions. But the mind of Gaves-
ton was ill fitted to bear with equanimity the full sun-
shine of royal favour. Naturally vain-glorious, his pride
rose with his fortunes; and he took pleasure, in display-

ing his power and influence, to the mortification of his

rivals.

While Edward was in France, es])ousing the princess

Isabella, Gaveston was left guardian of tlie realm, with
more ample powers than had usually been conferred

;

but, instead of gaining a party in his favour to support
his sudden exaltation, he disgusted all ranks by his pro-

digality and pomp. The haughty nobles could ill brook
the neglect of a weak monarcli, and the dominion of an
insolent stranger ; and a combination was accordingly

formed to expel Gaveston from the kingdom. At the

head of this combination was the Earl of Lancaster, a
prince of the blood, and one of the most potent barons

in England; and it was also encouraged by the queen,
who hated the favourite on account of his ascendency
over her husband. The barons, when united, were ir-

resistible. They came to the parliament with an
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armed rciiiiuc, and demanded the banishment of the

favourite. Kdward was obliged to submit, and imme-

diately dispatched Gavcston to be lord-lieutcnaiit of Ire-

land.

Unhappy in the absence of his favourite, whose com-

pany alone seemed to give him pleasure, the king tried

every method of prociirinj; liis rccal. He softened the

opposition of Lancaster, and some of the principal nobi-

lity, by raising them to higli offices in the government,

or by loading them with civilities and promises, and then

invited Oaveston to return. The favourite, however,

instead of profiting by his past misfortunes, and hence-

forth enjoying his honours with modesty and modera-

tion, heightened the general discontent, by new insults

and injuries. The barons again took up arms, and com-
pelled the timid Edward to devolve the whole authority

of the kingdom on twelve commissioners. Their power
was to continue only for one year; but whatever ordi-

nances they should think proper to enact, were for ever

to have the force of laws. Among other useful regu-

lations, they banislicd Gaveston for ever from the king-

dom, under the penalty of being declared a public ene-

my, in case of disobedience. The favourite retired to

Flanders, but Edward was inconsolable for his loss; and

removing to York, where he thought himself secure

from his enemies, he again recalled him. The barons

now saw that the death of Gavcston was the only safe-

guard against their own ruin. Lancaster hastened to

York ; but the king had fled with his favourite to Scar-

borough, and haviiig left him there, with a strong gar-

rison, returned to oppose Lancaster. Scarborough, how-
ever, soon after surrendered to the rebels, and the un-
liappy favourite was put to death without even the form
of a trial. The news of Gaveston's murder filled Ed-
ward with grief and indignation; and he threatened his

utmost vengeance against all who had been concerned
in that bloody transaction. But forgetting his feelings

in his fears for his own safety, he agreed to an accom-
modation; and, as the barons were sufficiently satisfied

with their revenge, they offered to ask his pardon pub-
licly on their knees, when a general amnesty was imme-
diately subscribed.

Tranquillity and union being again restored, the at-

tention of Edward was called to the progress of the
Scottish patriots. Ashamed of his former inactivity, and
of having allowed the favorable moment to escape, he
now determined to execute his father's dying command.
He collected, from all quarters, his most warlike vas-
sals, and marched, with an immense army, to the fron-
tiers of Scotland, with the certain hope of finishing, at
one blow, the important enterprise which the first Ed-
ward had so successfully begun. But the decisive bat-
tle of Bannockburn drove him with disgrace from his
expected conquest, secured the independence of Scot-
land, and fixed Robert Bruce upon the throne of that
kingdom.
The Scots now retaliated upon their oppressors, and

made many s\iccessful inroads into England. Tiiese dis-
asters, with Edward's infatuated attachment to favourites,
again excited discontents among the barons, and kindled
a civil war in the kingdom. Hugh Spencer, the new
favourite, was of a noble family, and possessed all those
exterior accomplishments which were fitted to make a
favourable impression on the weak mind of the king.
But he was equally destitute, with Gaveston, of pru-
dence and moderation. He exceeded him in avarice,
injustice, and prodigality, and soon became an object of

greater hatred than even that unfortunate stranger. The
turbulent Lancaster, at the head of the malcontents, en-
tered London with an armed force, and compelled the
parliament to pass a sentence of attainder against Spen-
cer and his father. In this, Edward was obliged to ac-
quiesce; but it was only with the intention of reversing
it as soon as he had an opportunity ; and this opportuni-
ty soon arrived.

The queen, who had all along joined the barons in

their hatred against the favourites, while on a pilgrim-
age to Canterbury, had been denied a night's lodging,
by Badlesmere, governor of the castle of Leeds. Irri-

tated by this affront, she persuaded her husband to take
vengeance on his insolent vassal. Edward immediately
raised an army, and having taken the castle of Leeds,
put the governor to death. Being now emboldened with
success, he resolved to take advantage of his situation,

and to re-establish and confirm his authority, by the de-

struction of his enemies. He recalled the two Spencers
from exile ; and marched with his army to the marches
of Wales, where the discontented barons chiefly resided.

The Earls of Hereford and Lancaster endeavored to op-
pose his passage of the Trent; but being repulsed, they
fled towards Boroughbridge, where, being met by a

body of royalist's, under Sir Andrew Harcla, Hereford
was slain, and Lancaster taken prisoner. As this prince
was taken in arms, he was condemned by a court mar-
tial, and was led to execution, loaded with indignities

and derision. The death of Lancaster was followed by
that of his principal confederates. Many also were
thrown into prison, and others escaped beyond seas.

The young favourite seized upon the most considera-

ble forfeitures. His rapacity was insatiable. It dis-

gusted even the loyal barons, and exposed him to gene-
ral odium.

A difi'erence having arisen between Edward and
Charles the Fair, king of France, respecting the duchy
of Guienne, Isabella was permitted to go over to Paris,

in order to adjust matters with her brother. Charles,

however, required that the king of England should ap-

pear in his court, and do homage for that duchy; but

as there were many obstacles to such a journey, the

queen proposed that Guienne should be given to young
Edward, and that the prince should come to Paris and
do homage to his superior lord. The king, glad of in-

dulging in his indolence, and in the society of his fa-

vourite, willingly consented. The queen, having now
got the young prince into her power, was resolved to

employ his influence for her own aggrandizement. She
had fixed her affections, which had been long estranged

from her husband, upon Roger Mortimer, a powerful

baron, who, having been engaged in the late rebellion,

had escaped into France. At the French court also she

met with many English fugitives, the remains of the

Lancastrian faction, who were ready to countenance any
of her schemes that were likely to be the means of re-

storing them to their possessions and their country. Be-
ing thus supported, and having gained over the Earls of

Kent and Norfolk, brothers to the king, as also the Earl

of Leicester, brother and heir to Lancaster, and the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, with many other noblemen and
prelates, she landed on the coast of Suffolk, with 3000
foreign troops. She openly declared that her only object

was the expulsion of the Spencers from power; but with
the ruin of the favourites, she meditated also the de-

thronement of her husband. As the Spencers were uni-

versally hated, the people soon flocked to her standard,
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and even Robert de Watteville, wlio was sent by the

king to oppose lier, joined her wiih all his forces. Ed-

ward endeavoured to rouse liie citizens of London in his

defence, but in vain ; and bcin;j; in a manner deserted,

he fled towards Bristol. Thither he was pursued by the

Earl of Kent, and the foreign mercenaries. He then

passed over into Wales, leaving the casllc of Bristol to

the charge of the elder Spencer, who liad lately been

created Earl of Winchester; but he was no sooner gone,

than the garrison mutinied, and (klivered up their go-

vernor to the rebellious barons. Tliis venerable noble-

man, now in his ninetieth yeai', was condemned without

trial, was hanged upon a gibbet, had his body cut to

pieces and thrown to the dogs, and his head sent to Win-
chester to be exposed to the derision of the populace.

His son soon after shared the same fate. The king,

disappointed of the expected succours, had attempted

to escape into Ireland, but, being driven back by a storm,

he fell into the hands of the rebels, and was committed

to the castle of Kenitworth, under the custody of the

Earl of Leicester. The queen then summoned a parlia-

ment at Westminster, in which the king was charged

with incapacity for government, and neglecting the pub-
lic welfare. He was consequently deposed, and was soon

after compelled, by menaces, to sign his own resigna-

tion. The young prince was then crowned king ; but

the whole authority of the government fell into the

hands of his mother, and her paramour Mortimer. Not
content, however, with the imprisonment of her hus-

band, and her own exaltation, the queen endeavoured to

hasten his death, by the most ignominious and cruel

treatment. Her criminal correspondence with Morti-

mer had become apparent to all ; and as they became
hated for their vices, the dethroned monarch was regard-

ed with pity and veneration. They did not consider

themselves as safe while the king lived. He was sent

from prison to prison, and made the sport of his merce-
nary keepers. Every mean was tried to break his spirit.

He was kept totally destitute of all the comforts, and
almost of the necessaries of life. At one time they or-

dered him to be shaved, in the open fields, with cold

and dirty water irom a neighbouring ditch; when they

refused to change it, he burst into tears, which bedew-
ing his face, he exclaimed, that, in spite of their cruel-

ty, he should be shaved with clean and warm water. But
sorrow and affliction were instruments of murder too tar-

dy for the impatience of his enemies ; and Mortimer sent
* secret orders to his keepers to have him instantly dispatch-

ed. The assassins seized him while in bed, and, in order

to prevent any outward marks of violence appearing on
his person, they held him down with a table which they

flung over him, and thrust a pipe up his body, through
which they inserted a red hot iron, which consumed his

bowels. His agonizing shrieks, however, discovered to

all the inhabitants of Berkeley castle, the barbarous mur-
der of their unfortunate king.

Indolence and attachment to favourites were the great
Tjlemishes in the character of this monarch; and from
these sprung all his misfortunes. He was of an agree-

able figure ; mild, gentle, and inoffensive in his disposi-

tions; unsuspicious in his confidence, and ardent in his

friendship; and was, in every respect, better fitted for

enjoying the tranquillity and endearments of domestic
life, than for bearing rule over a fierce and turbulent

people.

On the deposition of Edward II. the Earl of Lancas-

ter was appointed by parliament the guardian of the

Vol. VIII. Part IL

young king's person, with a council of regency, consist-

ing of five prelates and seven peers; and though Morti-
mer's name was not included in the number, yet he pos-

sessed the chief authority, and every thing was done by
his influence or direction. The Scots, taking advantage
of the unsettled state of England, broke into the northern

counties, and carried desolation and ruin wherever the)

came. Young Edward, at the head of a numerous army,
marched to the frontiers to oppose them. But the enemy
were commanded by the celebrated warriors, the Earl
of Murray and Lord Douglas, who knowing their infe-

riority in numbers, eluded all his pursuits, yet conti-

nued their depredations. Edward at last found ihcm en-

camped on the southern banks of the Were; but the

position had been chosen with such judgment, that he
found it impracticable to attack them with any prospect
of success. They afterwards moved farther up the ri-

ver, still preserving, however, the advantage of the

ground. Here Edward followed them, and, burning
with a passion for military glory, insisted upon attack-

ing them at all hazards; but he was over-ruled by Mor-
timer, who trusted that necessity would oblige the enemy
to change their situation, and thus offer them a more easy

victory. But this delay had nearly proved fatal to Ed-
ward. Douglas, with 200 chosen followers, secretly en-

tered the English camp in the night-time, and penetra-
ting to the royal tent, would have carried off or killed

the young monarch, had not his attendants, suddenly
awaking, made such resistance as allowed him time to

escape. His chaplain and chamberlain both fell by the

hand of Douglas, who, disappointed in his object,

fought his way back through a host of foes to the Scot-
tish camp. On the ensuing night the Scots decamped,
and before morning had got so far the start of the Eng-
lish, as rendered all pursuit unavailing. Edward, it is

said, wept bitterly when he heard of the enemy's escape

;

and returned to l^ondon highly incensed a'gainst Morti-
mer for preventing his attack upon the Scottish camp.

This nobleman, having in a manner assumed the

sovereign power, treated the regency with the utmost
neglect. He never consulted them on any public mea-
sure ; affected the state and dignity of a sovereign
prince; and was always suriounded with an armed
force. He was sensible of the general hatred in which
he was held, and endeavoured to confirm his power, by
securing peace abroad, and destroying his enemies at

home. He entered into a treaty with the King of Scot-

land, in which it was stipulated that the princess Jean
should be married to David, the son and heirof Robeit
Bruce, and that, upon Robert's paying 30,000 marks,
the English parliament should acknowledge the inde-

pendence of Scotland. He then procured the execution
of the Earl of Kent, and the imprisonment of the Earl
of Lancaster, under a pretence of their having been en-

gaged in a conspiracy to restore the late king, whom
they supposed to be alive. The peace with Scotland dis-

appointed the hopes of the nation, and spread universal

discontent ; and the outrages against the princes of the

blood opened the eyes of the young king to the danger
of his situation. He felt also the bondage in which he
was held by his insolent minister, and longing to be
free, he secretly communicated his wishes to Lord Mon-
tacute, who engaged several other noblemen to join him
in delivering the king and kingdom from the tyranny

of Mortimer. The queen-dowager and her lover resi-

ded in the castle of Nottingham. But as the place was
strictly guarded, and the keys of the gates were every

3 L
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evening; cariitd to the queen, the conspirators were ad-

mitted tliruugli a subttir-iiicoiis passage by the j^ovcr-

nor. 'I'licy scircii upon Mortimer bcloie lie tliouglu of

his danger; and, burryint:; him bclorc the parliaincnt,

which was then silting, he was condemned to death for

liis many crimes and mibdemcanors, without being

allowed to plead in his defence. He was hanged upon

a gibbet at Elmcs near London; and Isabella was con-

fined for life 10 the castle of Risings, with a pension of

4000/. a year.

Edward having now taken the sceptre into his own

hands, began his reij^n by correcting the disorders and

suppressing the numerous gangs of robbers, which had

incieased to an alarming degree during the convulsions

of the former reign, and the lawless administration of

Mortimer. He then directed his attention to Scotland,

which was again involved in a civil war by the death

of Robert 1. and the pietensions of Edward Baliol to

the crown. David Bruce was only seven years of age

when his father died ; and he was soon after deprived

of his able guardian, Randolph, Earl of Murray. The loss

of tiiis great warrior and statesman would have been felt

ill the proudest days of the Scottish monarchy ; but in

the present distracted state of the kingdom, it was a

death-blow to the cause which he supported; and

lialiol, by the assistance of Edward, was raised to the

throne. His reign, however, was but of short continu-

ance. His tame subjection to England excited the ge-

neral indignation of the Scolsj and Edward, with all

his power, found himself unable to subdue the spirit of

that warlike jieople. But his attention was soon drawn
off to more important conquests.

Philip the Eair left three sons, Louis Hutin, Philip

the Long, and Charles the Fair, who were all succes-

sively kings of France, but wlio all died without leav-

ing any male heirs ; and one daughter, Isabella Queen
of England. "On the death of Charles, the male succes-

sion to the throne devolved upon Philip de Valois,

Charles's cousin-german. Edward, however, whose
ambitious mind was always alive to every prospect of

aggrandisement, laid claim to the crown of that king-

dom in right of his mother; but, as the title of Philip

had been universally acknowledged by the French na-

tion, he did not think proper to insist in his pretensions

at present, and probably would never have farther

thought of them, had not some circumstances occurred
which kindled a quarrel between the two sovereigns.

Robert d'Arlois, who was descended from the blood-
royal of France, and was married to Philip's sister, had
been deprived of the county of Artois by Philip the
Fair, and in attempting to recover it by forgery, was
detected, and obliged to fly the kingdom. He found
refuge and protection in the court of England, and,
being a man of abilities, was soon admitted into the
coonciis and confidence of the king. This excited the
resentment of the French monarch, who had also given
serious cause of complaint to Eiiward, by protecting the
exiled David Bruce, and encouraging the Scots in all

their struggles for independence. Mutual threatenings
and recriminations soon led to open hostility. Ed-
ward, at an immense expence, had formed alliances in

the Low Countries, and on the frontiers of Germany

;

but it was difficult to bring so many petty sovereigiis
to act with union and determination. He was at last,

however, enabled to appear in France wiili an armv of
50,000 men. Pliilip ojiposed him with a force double
its strength ; but instead of comin;^ to any decisive ac-

tion, they merely encamped in face of each other, and",

after some mutual bravados, Edward was compelled by

his exhausted finances to retire into Flanders, and dis-

band his army.
The debts which he incurred in this fruitless expe-

dition, and liis preparations for another campaign, obli-

ged him to have recourse to parliament for an extraor-

dinary supply. This was granted upon condition of

his confirming the two charters, and the privileges of

boroughs, and of remedying some lesser abuses. But
as Edward had now assumed the title of King of France,

and had quartered the arms of France with those of

England in his seals and ensigns, the parliament thought

it necessary also to declare that they owed him no obe-

dience as King of France ; and that, whatever miglit be

the issue of his present enterprize, the two kingdoms
must for ever remain distinct and independent. Ha-
ving equipped a fleet of 250 sail, the king again em-
barked for the continent ; but was met ofi" the Flemish
coast by the French fleet, consisting of 400 ships, man-
ned with 40,000 seamen. The action was begun by
the English, who had gained the wind of the enemy.
It was long and fiwcely contested; but the Flemings,

having descried the battle from their shores, issued from
their harbours with a considerable force, and decided

the day in favour of Edward. The French in this en-

gagement lost 230 ships and 30,000 men. But this

success was followed by no event of importance on shore.

Edward took the field with 100,000 men, but was foil-

ed in an attempt upon Touinay ; and the only conse-

quence of all his mighty preparations was a truce for

twelve months. Disappointed at the unsuccessful issue

of his plans, and harassed and affronted by his nume-
rous creditors, Edward returned to England discontent-

ed with himself and with all around him. He now
vented his ill-humour upon his own subjects. Finding,

on his arrival, the Tower of London negligently guard-

ed, he imprisoned the constable and all his officers. He
then dismissed and punished the officers of the revenue.

He displaced and imprisoned the bishops of Chichester

and Lichfield, his chancellor and treasurer ; as also the

keeper of the privy seal, the chief justice, and the may-
or of London. Stratford, Archbishop of Canterbury,

who had been entrusted with collecting the taxes, fell

also under his displeasure; but that prelate being abroad,

escaped the immediate effects of his resentment. He was
no sooner, however, informed of the king's indignation,

than lie resolved to maintain the piivileges of his charac-

ter. He issued a general sentence of excommunication
against all who should exercise any violence on the per-

sons or the goods of clergymen, and even wrote to Ed-
ward that the royal authority was subordinate to the

apostolic dignity. The king sought to humble the pri»

mate, and, as a mark of disrespect and resentment, sent

him no summons to attend the next parliament. Strat-

ford was not discouraged, but repaired to the parlia-

ment-house, arrayed in his pontifical robes, and de-

manded admittance as the first peer of the realm. He
was refused for two days, but was at last allowed to take

his seat, and was reconciled to the king.

Edward, impelled by his necessities, was obliged, in

order to procure money, to acquiesce in almost any
measures which his parliament might propose; and
they, taking advantage of his situation, passed an act,

which made considerable encroachments upon the an-

cient prerogatives of the crown. They required that

the great charter should bo confirmed anew by the
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king ; and that all the great ofticers of the state should

also take an oath to observe it : that no peer should be

punished, but by the award of his peers in parliament :

and that the ministers of the crown should be amenable
to parliament for their conduct in the discharge of their

public duty. Edward consented to this statute ; but

he had no sooner received the promised supply, than

he annulled it ; and, about two years after, even pre-

vailed upon the parliament to re)ieal it.

Affairs on the continent began now to wear an aspect

more promising to Edward's ambitious views. The Count
of Mountfort had seized upon Brittany, to the exclusion

of his brother's daughter, who had been invested in the

duchy during the lifetime ofnier father, and had been

married to Charles of Blois, nephew to the king of

Prance. Charles was powerfully supported by his un-

cle in the recovery of his wife's inheritance ; while

Mountfort strengthened his usurpation by an alliance

with the King of England. War was immediately re-

newed; but, in the very outset of the contest, Mount-
fort was taken prisoner, and conveyed to Paris. This
accident seemed to give a fatal blow to his pretensions.

His fortunes, however, were soon retrieved by the mag-
nanimity of his countess, who, having assembled the

inhabitants of Rennes, presented to them her infant

s«n, as the only male remaining of their ancient prin-

ces, and conjured them, if they had any regard to their

ancient liberties, to save them from the dominion of

France, by defending the rights of her family. They
unanimously declared their resolution to live and die in

her cause ; and their example was followed by all the

fortresses of Brittany. Having placed the province in

a proper state of defence, she shut herself up in the

fortress of Hennebone, where she was immediately
invested by Charles of Blois. During the siege, slie

displayed the most heroic courage and indefatigable

perseverance. The garrison, animated by her exam-
ple, performed prodigies of valour; and when their

strength was nearly exhausted, she broke through the

enemy's line with a small force, retired to Brest, and
forced her way back with a reinforcement of 500 caval-

ly. All her exertions, however, were unable any longer

to resist the numbers of the besiegers, and she was up-
on the point of capitulating, when succours from Eng-
land rescued her from her perilous situation.

After five years of almost constant warfare, in which
neither parly had gained any material advantage, the

memorable battle of Cressy established tlie fame of
England, and secured to Edward a footing in the king-
dom of France. Accompanied by his principal nobi-

lity, and his eldest son Edwaid, Prince of Wales, usual-

ly denominated the Black Prince, from the colour of

his armotir, and then only fifteen years of age, the king of

England embarked with a strong force for the relief of
Guienne; but the winds proving contrary, he ordered
the fleet to steer for the coast.of Normandy, and land-

ed his army at La Hogue. The French, under the

Count d'Eu, constable of France, attempted to oppose
his approach to Caen; but they tied at the first onset,

and the constable was taken prisoner. The English
army, scattered over the country, now destroyed and
pillaged wherever they came without opposition, and
carrie<l their ravages to the very gates of Paris. Phi-

lip, with 100.000 men, advanced to Rouen; but Ed-
^vard retired before his supeiior numbers, and hastened
by rapid marches towards Flanders. The impatience
of Philip, however, to b^ revenged upon his invaders,

who had dared to insult him in his very capital, hur-
ried him forward with such precipitation, that I'^dward
was under the necessity of hazarding an engagement,
or of exposing hjs rear to the attacks of a numerous ca-
valry. The King of England accordingly halted near
the village of Cressy, and, having chosen an advanta-
geotis position, disposed his army in three lines, and
awaited the approach of the enemy. The first line was
entrusted to the Prince of Wales, with the Earls of
Warwick and Oxford under him ; the Earls of Arundel
and Northampton commanded the second ; and the
king took charge of the third. The French soon af-

ter arrived in great disorder, and overpowered with
fatigue. Tliey immediately drew up in battle array.

Tlie van, consisting of 15.000 Genoese cross-bowmen,
was led on by Anthony Doria and Charles Grimaldi

;

the heavy armed cavaliy formed the second division,

and were commanded by the Count of Alengon, bro-
ther to the king; and Philip himself brought up the
rear. The Genoese began the attack, but were soon
obliged to give way before the English archers ; and,
falling back upon their cavalry, threw both lines into

confusion. The Prince of Wales perceived the favour-
able moment, and rushed with his division to the
charge. He was followed by the second line ; but the
French cavalry, recovering themselves, and encouraged
by the example of their leader, made such a desperate
resistance, that the battle was long and doubtfully con-
tested. The Earl of Warwick, apprehensive of the is-

sue, from the superior numbers of the enemy, sent to
entreat Edward to advance to the relief of the prince.
The king was viewing the action from an eminence;
and asking the messenger if his son was wounded or
slain, he was answered in the negative. " Tell my
son then," said he, " that I reserve the honour of this

day to him. He will be able, without my assistance,

to repel the enemy." This confidence of their monarch
inspired the prince and his companions with fresh cou-
rage; and young Edward that day performed stich feats

of valour, as filied even veterans with astonishment. The
French cavalry were again thrown into disorder, and their

leader slain. Their whole army soon after took to flight,

and were pursued without quarter, till darkness saved
them from the rage of their enen>ips. In this battle there
fell on the side of the enemy, the Kings of Bohemia and
Majorca, the Dukes of Lorraine and Bourbon, the Earls
of Flandei's, Blois, Vaudemont, and Aumale, with 36,000
combatants; while the loss of the English was very in-

considerable.

Edwaid followed up his victory by the siege of Ca-
lais, which employed him near a twelvemonth. But
while he was engaged in this entcrprrze, the Scots un-
der David Bruce entered Northumberland with an ar-

my of 50,000 men, and carried devastation and terror

to the gates of Durham. Queen Philippa, in the ab-
sence of her husband, undertook the defence of the
kingdom, and, with a very inferior force, ventured to

give battle to the enemy at Neville's Cross. The Scots
were routed with great slaughter, and King David was
taken prisoner. The Queen having secured her io>aI

captive in the Tower, proceeded to Calais, and there,

by her prudence and humanity, did more for the ho-

nour of her husband and of the kingdom, than by the
victory which she had so lately won. John of Vienne,
the brave governor of Calais, had, during a lengthened
siege, resisted all the attempts of the I'.nglish with the

greatest ability and courage. But despairing of relief,

3 L 2
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am! being reduced to the last extremity by famine and

latii;ue, lie offered to surrender tlie fortress, upon con-

dition that Edward would ensure tlic lives and liberties

of its brave defenders. Edward had been incensed by

their stubborn resistance, and had resolved to take ex-

emplary vengeance on them. He was prevailed upon,

however, to mitigate his severity; and only insisted that

six of the principal citizens should be delivered up to

his resentment, with ropes about their necks, and the

keys of their city in their hands. These conilitions ap-

peared even more hard than their general destruction;

and the inhabitants were lost in despair, when Eustace

de St Pierre offered himself the first victim for the safe-

ty of his friends. Eive othei-s soon followed his exam-

ple ; and these heroic men were led like malefactors to

the tent of the English monarch. They laid the keys

of Calais at his feet, when he gave the barbarous order

for their execution- But the entreaties of Philippa saved

his memory from disgrace. She obtained the pardon

of these gallant burgesses, and having entertained them
in her own tent, dismissed them with presents. In

order to secure the possession of this important for-

tress, Edward emptied the town of its inhabitants, and

repeopled it with English, which was probably the

means of preserving this conquest so long to his succes-

sors. A truce was soon after concluded between the two
sovereigns, and Edward returned in triumph to England.

The general joy occasioned by these successes, how-
ever, was on a sudden damped by a destructive pesti-

lence, which had discovered itself in the north of Asia,

and had spread over the whole of Europe. Its malig-

nity was such, that wherever it appeared a third of the

inhabitants perished ; and in London, during one year,

there were buried in Charter-house church-yard 50,000
persons. This severe calamity, which afflicted equally

the two contending nations, served to prolong the truce

;

but scarcely had it subsided, when the flames of wa'r again

began to rage.

John had succeeded his father Philip in the throne of

France, but though possessed of many accomplishments,
great personal courage, and the nicest sense of honour,
lie was deficient in foresight and prudence. His king-
dom was torn by intestine commmotions, which at last

kindled into open rebellion. Edward, ever ready to take
advantage of every disturbance in the rival kingdom, de-
termined to support the French malcontents. The Black
Prince entered France on the side of Guicnne, and ra-

vaged with impunity the whole of Languedoc, while his

father, with a numerous army, overran and plundered
the open country between Calais and St Omer. Young
Edward, encouraged by his past success, took the field

in the following spring with 19,000 men, and attempted
to penetrate through France, and join the Duke of Lan-
caster in Normandy. But finding the bridges on the
Loire broken down, he was on the point of returning,
when he \vas intercepted near Poictiers by the French
monarch, at the head of an army five times his number.
Seeing all retreat impracticable, the Prince chose his
ground with the most consummate skill, and prepared
for battle. But sensible of his desperate situation, he
listened to the mediation of the Cardinal of Perigord,
and ofTered to purchase his retreat, with the cession of
all the conquests which he had made in this and the for-
mer campaign; and farther, engaged not to serve against
France for seven years. John, however, required that
he should surrender himself a prisoner, with a hundred
of his attendants. Edward indignantly replied, that, what-

ever might be his fate, England should never be obliged

to pay his ransom. All hopes of accommodation being
thus cutoff, both sides left their cause to the decision

of the sword. The English army was stationed at the

extremity of a narrow defile, covered on each side by
hedges, which Edward had lined with archers, through
which the enemy must pass before he could take advan-
tage of his numbers. As the French advanced, they were
annoyed on each side by the English archers, against
whom they were unable to retaliate, and were soon thfown
into confusion. An ambush of 600 men under Captal de
Buche, also attacked them in the rear, which spread such
a panic, that the greatest nart of their army took to flight.

King John with his divisio'^alone, maintained his ground,
and attempted to retrieve by his valour the fortune of

the day; but being at last deserted by his cavalry, and
spent with fatigue, he was overpowered by numbers, and
taken pi'isoner with his youngest son, who had been
wounded while fighting valiantly in defence of his father.

The French monarch was received by the conqueror
with every mark of sympathy and respect. Instead of

being puffed up with exultation at his unexpected suc-

cess, he ascribed his victory not to his own merit, but

to a superior Piovidence, which controuls all the efforts

and prudence of men ; and at a repast which he ordered

to be prepared for the royal prisoner in his own tent,

he stood behind the king's chair as if he had been one
of his retinue, and repeatedly refused to take a place at

table. Such unassuming modesty and genuine heroism,

excited the admiration even of his enemies, and has add-

ed more to the glory of his naHie than all his military

achievements.

The victory of Poictiers was followed by a truce for

two years; and, in the following spring, the Prince of

Wales conducted his prisoner to England. They land-

ed at Southwark, and enteicd the capital amidst an im-
mense concourse of spectators. The captive king rode

a white charger splendidly caparisoned, while his con-

queror attended him upon a black palfrey. John expe-
rienced the same generous treatment from the father

which he had received from the son; but was led by his

misfortunes to submit to a treaty, which would have ruin-

ed and dismembered his kingdom. He agreed to restore

all the provinces which had been possessed by Henry II.

and his two sons, without any obligation of homage or

fealty. This pernicious treaty, however, was rejected

by the Dauphin, who had assumed the government upon
the captivity of his father, and who was resolved to main-

tain the integrity of his dominions. Edward endeavour-

ed to compel him to submission ; and entering France
with 100,000 men, laid waste the provinces of Picardy

and Champagne, and advanced to the gates of Paris.

The prudent Daupliin, sensible of his inability to with-

stand such a force in the field, had resolved to act upon
the defensive. He filled all the considerable towns with

proper garrisons and stores, and shut himself up in the

capital. Unawed by the presence of the enemy before

his gates, he maintained his resolution; and Edward, af-

ter desolating the open country, found it prudent to ac-

cept more moderate terms of peace. The treaty of Bre-
tigni was accordingly concluded, by which it was stipu-

lated, that King John should pay three millions of crowns
of gold for his ransom, about 1,500,000/. of our money;
that the King of England should for ever renounce all

claim to the crown of France, and to the provinces of
Normandy, Maine, Touraine, and Anjou, and should
receive in return the full sovereignty of Guiennc, with
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(lie provir.ces of Poictou, Xaintongc, I'Ai^cnois, Pcri-

c;ort, the Limousin, Qucrcy, Roverguc, rAMp;oiiinois,

and oilier clisti'icts in that quarter, also Calais, Guisnes,

Montreuil, and the county of Ponthieu; and that France
should renounce all title to feudal jurisdiction or homage,
or appeal from tlicni. These terms, thou;^h severe and

very disadvantas^'cous to France, John, as soon as he had

legaiiicd his liberty, prepared to execute with the most
sciupulous fidelity; but he found considerable dilTiculty

in accomplishinui; his honourable intentions, from the

£;reat reluctance which many of the towns and vassals in

the ceded provinces shewed in submitting to the domi-
nion of England. That no endeavours, however, might
be wanting on his part, to adjust all differences between
the two kingdoms, he resolved to take a journey to Eng-
land; and when his couiicil endeavoured to dissuade him
from this step, and hinted their displeasure at his anxie-

ty to fulfil a trec.ty which necessity alone had forced

him to accept, he made this memorable reply, " That
though good faith were banished from the rest of the

earth, she ought still to retain her habitation hi llie

breasts of princes." This good jirince died while in

England, and was succeeded by his son Charles the Wise,
who had more political piudence, but less integrity than

his father.

Young Edward,' who had been invested with the sove-

reignty of the conquered provinces, under the title of the

principality of Aquitaine, had involved himself in debt,

by an expedition which he undertook for the restoration

of Peter the Cruel to the throne of Castile, and was un-

der the necessity of imposing a heavy tax upon his new
subjects. This measure excited general discontent, and
some of the nobles even carried their complaints to the

King of France. Charles considering this a favourable

opportunity of reviving his claim of lord paramount in

these provinces, cited the Prince of Wales to appear at

Paris, to justify his conduct tovvards his vassals. Thci

Prince answered that he would come to Paris, but it

should be at the head of 60,000 warriors. Hostilities im-
mediately commenced, and the French, aided by the fa-

vourable disposition of the inhabitants, and no longer o])-

posed by the abilities of the Black Prince, who was oblig-

ed, on account of liis infirm slate of health, to return to

England, made such progress in iheir conquests, that they

soon regained almost all they had lost by the treaty of

Breligni. Calais, with Boiirdeanx and Bayonne, alone

remained to Edward of all his vast possessions on the

continent.

The Prince of Wales, after a lingering consumption,
died at Westminster in the 46th year of his age; and his

father survived him only about a twelvemonth. He died

at Kew in Surry, in the 65th year of his age, and 51st

of his reign. The reign of Edward HI. is one of the

longest and most glorious in the annals of England. 'l"he

discontents and dissensions occasioned by the weakness
of his predecessor, were forgotten in the domestic tran-

quillity which succeeded. He curljed the licentious

spirits of the nobles, by the prudence and vigour of his

administration ; and gained their affections by his affabi-

lily and munificence. He drained the kingdom, how-
ever, of its wealth and population, by his foreign wars,
which, though they added to his own fame and aggran-
dizement, were of no real utility to his people. His va-

lour and military talents were only outshone by those of
his son, whose name, while it spread terror among his

enemies, was hailed among his countrymen with the

warmest feelings of enthusiasm and afTcction. The war-

like achievements of young Edward were the least of
his praise. He had won all hearts by his affability, kind-
ness, and moderation; and the many eminent virtues for

which he was distinguished, would have rendered him
an ornament to human nature in any country or age.
England had long to regret her loss, in the distur-

bances and insurrections which distracted the succeed-
ing reigns.

Richard II. the son of the Black Prince, ascended
the throne of his grandfather, when only eleven years
of age. The administration of the government, which
had been in a great measure intrusted by Edward, du-
ring his old age, to his second son the Duke of Lan-
caster, was still retained by that prince, who was sup-
ported by the authority of his two brothers, the Dukes
of York and Gioucestcr. As Edward had fixed upon no
plan of government during the minority of his grand-
son, a coimcil of nine peers was appointed by parlia-

ment, with full powers to conduct the business of the
state for one year. The administration was carried on
in the king's name; but the sovereign authority virtu-

ally resided in his uncles. These princes kept in obe-
dience the turbulent barons, who were always ready to

lake advantage of any change in the government, and
their opposite characters also served as a check upon
each other. Lancaster was reserved and unambitious;
York was weak and indolent; but Gloucester possessed
considerable abilities, was bold and enterprising, and
had besides gained the favour of the people. Richard
himself was of a violent temper, and, tiiough young and
inexperienced, could not lirook the subjection in which
he was kept. He was immoderate in his expences and
pleasures; and often neglected the most important af-

fairs, that he might indulge in indolence or amusement.
The wars which his grandfather had left him to finish,

had exhausted the treasury, and impoverished his peo-
ple; and the parliament, in order to relieve his exigen-
cies, had recourse to a poll-tax, which was the cause of
much discontent. They imposed three groats a head
upon every male and female above fifteen years of age.

This new and oppressive measure riiet with universal

opposition among the lower classes ; and their murmurs
and complaints were heightened by the harangues of a

seditions preacher called Bull, who inculcated the doc-
trine of liberty and equality, and inveighed, against the
insolence and injustice of tlitir lulers. Their mhids
were thus prepared for resistance, and it required only

a spark to kindle them into a flame.

This tax was farmed out to tax-gatherers, and was le-

vied with great rigour. One of these irien, having de-

manded payment for a blacksmith's daughter, whom her
father asserted to be below the age, was proceeding to

indecent familiarities in order to ascertain the fact, when
the father, enraged at his insolence, dashed out his

brains with his hammer. This resolute action gave
courage to his neighbours, and they immediately flew to

arms. The spirit of sedition spread rapidly through
the kingdom ; and, before the government were aware,

100,000 insurgents were assembled upon Blackheath,
demanding a redress of grievances. Their leaders had
assumed the feigned names of Wat Tyler, Jack Straw,

Sec. and entering the city, burned the Duke of Lancas-
ter's palace, murdered all the gentry or nobility that

fell into their hands, particularly lawyers and aitornies,

and pillaged the warehouses of the rich merchants.
At length the king invited them to a conference, that

he might know their demands. They required a gene-
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r«l pardon ; the abolition of slavery ; freedom of com-

merce in market towns, without loll or import ; and a

fixed rent on lands, instead of the services due by yil-

lenage. These reasonable requests were romijlied with,

and charters to that purpose were immediately granted.

But while the rebels were thus satisfied in one quarter,

another party of them under \V;it Tyler had entered

the Tower, and murdered the Primate, Sir Robert Hales

the treasurer, and some others of the nohiiiiy. The

king met this tumultuous band in Smithfield, and en-

tered into a conference with their leader. But Tyler,

who had grown bold with success, behaved with such

insolence towards his Majesty, that Walwoilh, the mayor

of London, enraged at liis presumption, felled him to

the ground with his mace, when he was instantly dis-

patched by others of the king's attendants. The mob
seeing their leader fall, were about to sacrifice the

king and all his retinue to their resentment, when

Richard advanced to them with an intrepid counte-

nance, and asked them, " What, my good people, is the

meaning of this disorder? Are you concerned at the

loss of your leader? I am your king. Follow me, and

1 will be your leader." The populace, overawed by his

manner, followed him as if mechanically. He led them

out of the city into the fields, and there peaceably dis-

missed them with the same charters that had been grant-

ed to their friends. The barons, heai ing of the king's

danger, soon after joined him with all their retainers,

when he found himself at the head of an army that de-

fied all opposition. The concessions that had been made
to his people were then revoked by parliament; and

several of the ringleaders of the mob were seized, and

severely punished.

The extraordinary presence of mind which the king

had shewn on this occasion, gave hopes that he would

emulate the glories of his grandfather ; but these were

soon dissipated by the discovery of his indolence and

incapacity.

Since the death of Edward, the war with France had

been carried on without any event of importance. The
Duke of Gloucester had traversed from Calais to Brit-

tany with an army of 10,000 men ; but the enemy, ter-

rified by their former defeats, carefully avoided coming
to a close engagement, and the Duke was obliged to re-

turn. The French, however, soon after meditated, in

their turn, an invasion of England. Some of their

principal sea-port towns were still in possession of the

English; and they considered this the most likely ex-
pedient for wresting them out of their hands. Great
preparations were accordingly made ; and all the nobi-

lity of France were engaged in the enterprize. But
before the army was embarked, their fleet had been
dispersed in a storm, and many of their ships were
taken by the English, which prevented for a time their

hostile designs.

The frequent incursions of the Scots, who were sup-
ported by a body of French cavalry, called the atten-

tion of the English government to the defence of their

frontiers. A numerous army of 60,000 men was im-
mediately collected, which Richard led into Scotland.

The enetiiy retired on his approach ; but he had no
sooner crossed the borders on the east, than the Scots
entered England on the west ; and, ravaging the coun-
ties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire,
returned with an immense booty to their own country.

Richard advanced without opposition to Edinburgh,
which he reduced to ashes. He also burnt Dundee,

Perth, and other places in the low countries; but when
1 c was advised to march towards the west, and inter-

cept the enemy, his indolence and effeminacy overcame
every other consideration, and he hastened home to en-

joy the pleasures and amusements of a dissolute court.

Such conduct soon convinced the nation how little re-

liance was to be placed upon the exertions and abilities

of their sovereign; and the absolute authority which
he attempted to exercise over his-subjects, excited uni-

versal displeasure and disgust.

Richard had been hitherto restrained, in some mea-
sure, by the authority of his uncles, particularly of the

Duke of Gloucester. But, wishing to shake off the

subjection in which he was held, he raised up a rival to

them in the Earl of Oxford. This nobleman was young,
and of very engaging manners, but dissolute and worth-

less. He seemed to possess the entire affections of his'

master. Richard loaded him with titles and dignities.

He created him first. Marquis of Dublin, then Duke of

Ireland, and conferred upon him the sovereignty of

that island for life. These favours could not be over-

looked by Gloucester; and this piince was soon joined

by the principal nobility, in his opposition to the fa-

vourite and his friends. The populariSy of Gloucester
had acquired him a complete ascendant over the parlia-

ment ; and he prevailed with the Commons to carry up
an impeachment to the House of Peers against the Earl

of Suffolk, the chancellor, who was the most able sup-

porter of the Duke of Ireland. The king, apprehen-
sive of danger, withdrew from parliament, and retired

with his court to Eltham. The parliament invited him
to return, and hinted something about deposition, in

case of non-compliance, which immediately ensured

his submission. He stipulated, however, that, except-

ing the present impeachment against the chancellor,

no attack should be made upon any of his other minis-

ters. Suffolk was brought to trial, and charged with

the most frivolous crimes; and, though these even were
not satisfactorily proved, yet he was condemned to be

deprived of his office.

Gloucester was now sensible of the power which lie

had acquired, and proceeded to still farther encroach-

ments upon the royal authority. A commission was
framed, and ratified by parliament, by which a coun-

cil of fourteen persons was appointed, to whom was
transferred the sovereign power for one year. In this

measure Richard was also obliged to acquiesce; but at

the end of the session, he publicly entered a protest,

that the prerogatives of the crown should still be deem-
ed entire and unimpaired. He could not, however,

but see that he was in a manner dethroned ; and his

violent temper soon urged him to seek the means of

recovering his lost authority. He first endeavoured to

gain over the Commons to his interest, by influencing

the elections. But this failing, he had recourse to the

judges, who encouraged him in resisting the authority

of the council. They declared that the late commis-
sion was altogether derogatory to the prerogatives of

the crown, and that those who supported it were guil-

ty of treason. They also gave it as their opinion, that

the king alone has the right of dissolving the parlia-

ment at pleasure ; that that assembly, when it sits, must
first proceed upon the king's business ; and that it can-

not, without his consent, impeach any of his ministers

and judges.

Gloucester at once perceived the king's intentions,

and, in orderto prevent their execution, he and his ad-
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herents assembled their vassals near Hlghgate, and de-

manded tliat those persons who had misled him by

pernicious counsels, should be delivered up to them.

They accused the Archbishop of York, the Duke of

Ireland, the Earl of Suflblk, Sir Robert Tresilian, and

Sir Nicliolas Brembre, as traitors to tiic king and king-

dom. The Duke of Ireland levied some forces, and at-

tempted to relieve liis master; but he was defeated by

Gloucester, and obliged to fly to the Low Countries. The
rest also sought safety in flight; but they were con-

demned by the parliament as guilty of high treason;

and Brembrc and Tresilian, who had been discovered

and taken, were executed. Tlie other judges, who had

given their opinion in favour of the king, were banished

to Ireland. But tiie vengeance of Gloucester was siill

unsatisfied, and it fell upon Lord Beauchamp of Holt,

Sir James Berners, and Sir Simon Burley, who were
all condemned and executed. Burley had been ap-

pointed governor to Richard by the late king and the

Black Prince, and had attended him from his earliest

infancy. He was generally beloved for his many good
qualities, but his enemies were jealous of his influence

over the king ; and though the queen, whose amiable
dispositions had acquired her the appellation of the

" Good Queen Anne," interested herself in his behalf,

and knelt for three hours before Gloucester, begging
for his life ; yet the tyrant was inexorable. This
prince's power, however, which he had so wantonly
abused, was but of short continuance. In less than a

twelvemonth, Richard was enabled to recover his autho-

rity, though by what means is not known, but which
he exercised for a time with great moderation. He dis-

placed the principal officers of the crown, who had late-

ly been appointed by the opposition ; and Gloucester
and the Earl of Warwick were also removed, for a time,

from the council. He confirmed, by proclamation, the

general pardon which had been passed by the parlia-

ment; and endeavoured to engage the affections of the

people, by remitting some subsidies which had been
granted him.

During these domestic convulsions, the French war
was scarcely heard of, and the battle of Otterburn was
the only event that marked the hostilities with Scotland.

This affair, however, proceeded more from a rivalship

between the martial families of Percy and Douglas,
than from any national quarrel. In this engagement,
Douglas was slain, and Percy was taken prisoner; but
both sides claimed the victory. A truce was now esta-

blished with France for twenty-five years ; and Richard,
who had lost his queen, was affianced to Charles' daugh-
ter Isabella, now only seven years old.

During this period also, the Duke of Lancaster, with
the flower of the English army, had been prosecuting,

in Spain, his claim to the crown of Castile ; but after

a vain and useless effort, he was compelled to resign it,

upon receiving a large sum of money. On his return,

he was received with great kindness by the king, who
employed his authority to'counterbalance that of his

uncle Gloucester. This turbulent prince, however, still

continued to excite divisions and rebellion; and the con-
duct of Richard tended too much to heighten, rather than
to soothe the discontents of the nation. His time was
spent chiefly in the company of worthless favourites, and
the public treasures were dissipated in low pleasures
and unprofitable amusements. The truce with France
gave universal dissatisfaction, and Gloucester took ad-
vantage of this spirit to inveigh against the measures of

government, and the pusillanimity of the king. He iri-

flanud the minds of the people by the recital of their

former victories, and compared the glories of the former

reign with the indolence and effeminacy of the present.

His popularity daily increased, and it was even alleged,

that he contemplated the overthrow of the government,

and the detlnonement of the king. Richard at least was
jealous and apprehensive of his popularity, and resolved,

by some decisive measure, to counteract his ambitious

designs. His impetuous temper would not allow him
to deliberate, but he ordered Gloucester to be instantly

arrested and conveyed to Calais. The Earls of Arundel
and Warwick were seized at the same time, and a par-

liament was immediately summoned to deliberate upon
the conduct of these noblemen. They were accused of

high treason, in procuriiig the illegal commission, and

in appearing in arms against their sovereign ; to which
they pleaded, that their crimes had been committed
eight years before, and for which they had received re-

peated pardons. This defence, however, did not avail

them. Arundel was executed, and Warwick was con-

demned to perpetual banishment in the Isle of Man.
A warrant was next issued for bringing over the Duke
of Gloucester from Calais, in order to his trial; but the

governor returned for answer, that he hatl died sudden-

ly of an apoplexy. The suspicious which this circum-
stance excited, were much to the discredit of the king's

honour and humanity, for it was generally believed that

liis uncle was murdered by his orders. Indeed, in the

following reign, it was incontestibly proved before par-

liament, that he had been suffocated with pillows, by

the command of his nephew.
After the fall of Gloucester and his adherents, Richard

endeavoured to attach the opposite party more closely

to his interests, by grants and preferments. The prin-

cipal nobility now seemed devoted to his will ; but it

was the devotion of fear and interest, not of affection ;

and they waited only for a favourable opportunity to

shake off the restraint under which they were held,

and to transfer their submission to a more worthy ob-
ject. While the king thus believed his government
secure from farther opposition, a quarrel happened
among his friends, which, by his imprudent weakness
was rendered the cause of his future overthrow and de-

struction. The Duke of Hereford, son of the Duke of
Lancaster, accused the Duke of Norfolk before parlia-

ment, of having spoken slanderous words against the

king. Norfolk denied the charge, and offered to pi'ovc

his innocence by duel. The challangc was accepted
by Hereford ; and the lists were prepared at Coventry
before the king and a committee of parliament. The
combatants appeared in the field, and, after the usual
ceremonies, were about to engage, when Richard inter-

posed, and, without farther enqtiiry, ordered them both
to leave the kingdom. Norfolk was banished for life,

and Hereford for ten years ; the one without being
convicted of any crime, the other without even being
charged with one. This decision produced general
disap])robation. Norfolk was so overwhelmed with grief
and despondence at the judgment awarded against him,
that he died soon after at Venice of a broken heart.

Hereford's conduct was more temperate and submis-
sive ; and he behaved with such respect before the
king, that Richard remitted four years of his exile,

and granted him letters patent, by which he could take
possession of any mheritance that might fall to him du-
ring his absence.
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Hercfoid retired to Paris, where he met with a fa-

vourable reception from the French kini^, and soon

after entered into a treaty of marrias^c with the cousin

of that monarch, the only daughter of ilie Uukc of

Berry. This alliance, however, excited the jealousy of

Richard, who resolved to prevent it, and dispatched

the Earl of Salisbury to represent the exiled Duke as a

person guilty of treasonable practices, and who would

never be allowed to return to his native country. The

resentment of Hereford, whicii he had hitherto endea-

voured to conceal, now burst forth ; and it was aggra-

vated by new injuries. On the death of his father, the

Duke of Lancaster, Richard revoked the letters patent

which he had given him, and seized upon his inheri-

tance. This determined the Duke to seek justice, and

attempt the recovery of his possessions by force of

arms; and he now, perhaps for the first time, cherish-

ed the thought of aspiring to the crown of England.

He was generally beloved, both on account of his piety

and valour; and all ranks had exclaimed against his ba-

nishment. He was also possessed of great prudence

and firmness, and was connected by blood or alliance

with the noblest families in England. The king, on

the contrary, was universally hated. His total disre-

gard of justice, and of the public welfare, had estranged

from him the affections of his people ; and his weak-
ness and effeminacy had excited their contempt. Their
minds were now ripe for a revolution ; and while

Richard was indulging himself in careless security, his

throne was tottering to its fall. Unmindful of his pre-

carious situation, he imprudently undertook an expedi-
tion to Ireland, to revenge the death of his cousin the

Earl of Marche, who had been killed in a skirmish with
the native Irish. Hereford, who had now become
Duke of Lancaster, taking advantage of his absence,
came over to England with a few followers ; and on his

arrival at Ravenspur in Yorkshire, was immediately
joined by the Earls of Northumberland and Westmore-
land, before whom he took an oath, that his sole object
was to recover the duchy of Lancaster, which had been
so unjustly withheld from him. This reasonable de-
mand was seconded by his numerous friends, and all

the malcontents of the kingdom; and before he reach-
ed the capital, his army had swelled to 60,000 men.
The Duke of York, who had been left guardian of

the realm, and had collected an army of 40,000 men,
found his troops very little disposed to resist the re-
bels, and being at the same time intreated by Lancaster
not to oppose his moderate request, he joined him
with all his forces. When the king received intelli-

gence of this invasion, he hastened to England, and
landed at Milford haven with 20,000 troops ; but he
had not proceeded far, when this army was diminished
by desertion to 6000. Finding himself thus forsaken,
and exposed to the insults of an enraged people, he
privately withdrew from his army, and fled to the isle of
Anglesea, where he intended to embark for France.
Lancaster, aware of his danger should the king escape,
prevailed upon him, by professions of loyalty and sub-
mission, to trust himself in his power ; but he had no
sooner got possession of his person, than he prepared
to usurp his throne. He carried him to London amidst
the shouts of the multitude, who every where exclaim-
ed, " Long live the good Duke of Lancaster, our deli-
verer! and immediately issued writs of election in the
king's name, for a meeting of parliament at Westmin-
ster.

The House of Commons had as yet but too little

weight in the constitution, to be able to controul i.

violence of a powerful faction; and had generally ad-

hered to the interests of the prevailing party. Lancas-
ter consequently found them most obsequious to his

wishes, and ready to second him in all his pretensions.

The peers were equally at his devotion ; and when a

charge, consisting of thirty-three articles, was drawn up
againsf the king, accusing him of tyranny and mis-
conduct, it was received with universal approbation.

Though every article of it was liable to objections, it was
neither examined nor disputed in either House. The
Bishop of Carlisle alone stood up in defence of his un-
happy master ; among other things, he represented to

the parliament, that the misconduct of Richard had
arisen entirely from the errors of youth or misguided
council; and that his tyranny, if it might be so called,

was the consequence of a rebellious disposition in his

subjects, which obliged him to establish his throne by
irregular and arbitrary expedients. If his deposition

was demanded, the son of Mortimer, Earl of Marche,
who had been formerly recognised as his successor by
the Parliament, was the rightful ueir to the throne ; and
however unworthy of reigning Richard might have
rendered himself by his weakness or his vices, the same
reasons could not be advanced for excluding him. The
noble freedom of this virtuous prelate, however, was
received with marked disapprobation. He was imme-
diately arrested by order of Lancaster, and conveyed a

prisoner to the abbey of St Albans. The sentence of

deposition was then unanimously passed against Rich-
ard ; and the Duke of Lancaster was raised to the

throne, by the title of Henry IV.
Richard was committed a close prisoner to Pomfret

castle, and was soon after murdered. The manner of

his death, however, has not been precisely ascertained.

It was the prevailing opinion that his guards, to the

number of eight, rushed into his apartment, and fell

upon him with their halberts ; but that the king, wrest-
ing a weapon from one of them, laid four of the assas-

sins dead at his feet before he was overpowered and
dispatched. Others relate, that he was starved to death

in prison ; and that, after all sustenance was denied
him, he prolonged his wretched existence for a fort-

night, by feeding on the flocks of his bed. Thus died

the unfortunate Richard, in the 34th year of his age,

and 23d of his reign. His errors were of the head ra-

ther than of the heart ; and his oppressions proceeded
more from want of judgment than from any love of ar-

bitrary power. He was all his life the dupe of worthless

favourites, who used his authority for the aggrandise-

ment of themselves, and the overthrow of their enemies

;

and had he possessed only the talent of gaining or of

overawing his barons, his oppressions would have been
overlooked, and he would have been spared his misery
and disgrace. His misfortunes, however, gained more
adherents to his family and cause, than all the meritori-

ous actions of his life.

As Henry had usurped the throne, to the exclusion of

the lawful heir, he had reason to dread a continued op-

position to his government. A turbulent and divided

aristocracy, inflamed by party zeal and personal hostility,

would be ever ready to rise against his authority ; and it

would require all his abilities and foresight to ward off" the

dangers with which he was surrounded. In his first

parliament, their fierce passions burst forth in mutual ac-

cusations and insults ; and traitor and liar resounded
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from all quarters of the House. Henry had as much in-

fluence and address, as to prevent these animosities from

being immediately attended with any serious consequen-

ces ; but he was unable to repress those hostile feelings

which they enp;endercJ, and which afterwards broke into

action, in conliiuial insurrections and conspiracies against

himself. He was scarcely seated on the throne, when a

combination was formed among the principal nobility for

seizing his person at Windsor, and replacing the crown

upon the head of Richard. But the attempt failed, tlu-ough

the treachery of the Earl of Rutland, who betrayed his

confederates, and warned the king of his danger. The
conspirators came to Windsor with 500 horse, but Hen-
ry liad withdrawn to London ; and next day appeared at

the head of 20,000 men. His enemies, unable to resist

such a force, immediately dispersed to their several

homes, in order to excite their followers to arms; but

most of them were intercepted by Henry's adiierents.

The Earls of Kent and Salisbury were taken at Ciren-

cester, and executed without ceremony; the Lords Spen-
cer and Lumley met the same fate at Bristol ; and the

Earl of Huntingdon, Sir Thomas Blount, and Sir Bene-
dict SeFy, with many others, were taken prisoners, and
suffered death. The infamous Rutland presented to the

king the head of Lord Spencer, his brother-in-law, as a

testimony of his loyalty.

Though an unsuccessful rebellion in general serves

only to establish more firmly the throne which it was
intended to overthrow

; yet Henry found it difficult to

shield himself from the designs of his numerous ene-

mies. Conscious of the injustice of his title to the crown,
he tried to soothe them by conciliatory measures, rather

than stimulate their resentment by severity. Knowing
also the influence which pageantry and show has upon
the minds of the people, he caused the ceremony of his

coronation to be performed with all possible solemnity.

A peculiar oil was used upon the occasion; and he affect-

ed the greatest humility and devotion. While a subject,

he was supposed to have imbibed the religious principles

of his father, the Duke of Lancaster, who was the great
patron of the Wickliffites, or Lollards, in England; but

his throne now required the support of the clergy ; and
he endeavoured, by every expedient, to strengthen him-
self by their influence. He made his faith yield to his

interest, and at once procured their favour, by employ-
ing his authority for the suppression of those opinions
which his father had thought it his wisdom to encourage
and protect. He obtained an act of parliament against

them, in which it was enacted, that if any heretic should
relapse or refuse to abjure his opinions, he should be
delivered over to the civil magistrate by the church,
and be committed to the flames before all the people.

A statute, for the suppression of heresy, had been sur-

reptitiously obtained by the clergy during the former
reign, but as it had never received the consent of the
commons, it was never put in execution, and was soon
after repealed. But being now supported by the king
and a formal statute, they proceeded to gratify their ven-
geance upon their opponents; and William Sautre, rec-

tor of St Osithes in London, was selected as the first vic-

tim, who was made to atone for his erroneous opinions
by the penalty of fire.

Henry, however, notwithstanding all his prudence and
caution, was involved in numerous inquietudes. The
Welsh, led on by Owen Glendour, a name revered among
that people even to this day, continued for several years
to give disturbance to his government ; and the Scots,

Vol. VHL Part H.

by their frequent incursions and devastations, kept the

northern counties in constant alarm. Henry, in order to

chastise those troublesome plunderers, assembled his ba-

rons and their retainers, and marched to Edinburgh
without meeting with any rcsistai.ce. He there sum-
moned Robert HL to do homage for his crown; but the

Scots were determined neither to submit, nor give him
battle, and, satisfied with this useL-ss bravado, he mea-
sured back his steps to England. In tlie following year,

the Earl of Douglas passed the borders with 12,000 men,
and, after ravaging the country, was returning home with

his booty, when he was overtaken by the I'ercies at

Homeldon. A fierce battle ensued, in which the Scots

were completely routed, and Doug.as, and many of the

Scottish nobility, fell into the hands of the victors. As
soon as the king was informed of this success, he com-
manded the Earl of Northumberland not to ransom his

prisoners, as he expected, by detaining them in his own
power, to make a more advantageous peace \\ ith Scot-

land. This demand was considered by tiiat nobleman
not only as an entrencluiient upon his right of disposing

of his prisoners as he thought best, which was acknow-
ledged by the laws of war in that age, but also as an insult

to one, who had been the means of placing him upon the

throne. His discontent had also been inflamed by the refu-

sal of Henry to allow him to treat for the ransom of the

young Earl of Marche, to whom he was nearly allied, and
who had been taken prisoner by Glendour. These injuries

determined him to withdraw his allegiance from Henry,
and support the claim of the Earl of Marche, the true

heir to the English throne. For this purpose, he enter-

ed into an alliance with Glendour, and received assuran-

ces of assistance from Douglas, whom he restored to li-

berty. But just when he was ready to take the field,

he was seized with a sudden illness at Berwick. His
son Harry Percy, however, took the command of the

troops, and marched to Shrewsbury, to join the forces of

Glendour. The king fortunately had an army in readi-

ness, which ho was about to lead against the Scots ; but

as soon as he received intelligence of the rebellion, he
hastened to Shrewsbury before the rebels could form a

junction. Percy, impatient to engage, did not wait for the

Welsh ; and the night before the battle, he sent a mani-
festo to Henry, wherein, after charging him with perjury,

usurpation, and tyranny, he renounced his allegiance, and
set the king at defiance. The two armies were nearly

equal in numbers, being about 12,000 strong ; and their

commanders were both renowned for their military

achievements. The battle was consequently long and
fiercely contested. Henry and his gallant son, then only

about fifteen years of age, exposed themselves in the hot-

test of the fight; and Percy and Douglas outrivalled their

former deeds, by their desperate valour in that bloody day.

Douglas seemed determined that the king should that day

fall by his arm. He sought him all over the field; but as

Henry had accoutred several of his captains in the royal

garb, the sword of tlie Scottish chieftain devoured many
pretended kings. The death of Percy, however, who fell

by an unknown hand, decided the victory in favour of Hen-
ry; and Douglas, with many of the rebel leaders, were
taken prisoners.

When Northumberland heard of the fate of his army,

he disbanded some reinforcements, with which he was
hastening to join his son ; and came with a small retinue

to make his submission to the king at York. He pre-

tended that his sole intention in arming, was to mediate

between the parties, which Henry thought, proper to ac-

3 M
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cept 35 an apoIo(»}-, and granted him a pardon. Tlic only

pt rsons that perished by the hands of the executioner

111 lii.s rcl)ellion, were the Earl of Worcester and Sir

liichard \'crnon, who were considered as the cliief au-

thors of the insurrection. 'J'lic clemency of Henry, ho\r-

cver, could not pltach Northumberland to his interests.

That nobleman soon after eni^ajjed to Join another rebel-

lion, headed by the Earl of Nottingham and the Arclibi-

shoj) of York ; but they betook themselves to arms with-

out waiting for their more powerful auxiliary. The
Earl of Westmoreland, with a small body of royalists,

met I hem at Shipton, and desiring a conference between

the two armies, persuaded them, by a promise of par-

don, and a redress of all their grievances, to disliand

their forces on the field, which he engaged also to do

on his part ; but he had secretly given contrary orders

to his own men, and when llie rebels were dismissed,

he seized their leaders, and carried them to the king,

who was advancing with an army to oppose them. Hen-

ry still confined his severity to the heads of the party,

and the prelate and Earl were the only persons that suf-

fered. The Earl of Northuniberland and Lord Bardolf,

upon being informed of this disaster, fled to Scotland
;

hut afterwards returning with some forces, they were de-

fgated at Biamham by Sir Thomas Rokesby, and both

fell in the action.

Henry, being now freed fiom his domestic enemies,

began to look abroad to find some employment for the

restless and disorderly spirits of his people. The dissen-

sions which then agitated the monarchy of France, first

invited his attention. During the indisposition of Charles

VH., who,-though a prince of great spirit and genius, was
subject to frequent fits of insanity, which totally incapa-

citated him from regularly exercising his authority, the

administration of afl'airs in that kingdom was disputed

between the dukes of Orleans and Burgundy. Henry first

entered into an alliance with the Duke of Burgundy, and
sent him a small body of troops to defend him against his

enemies; but he soon after received more advantageous
proposals fiom the Duke of Orleans, which he accepted,

and dispatched a greater force to the support of his par-
ty. The opposite factions, however, had been brought
to a temporary accommodation, when the exertions of the

king of England were rendered fruitless and vain ; and
the declining state of his health prevented him from re-

newing the attempt.

Though Henry was yet in the flower of his age, his

end was visibly approaching; and before his death he
became subject to fits, which at times robbed him of his

senses. As his constitution decayed, his fears of losing
his crown increased ; and such was his anxiety, that he
always slecped with the royal diadem beside him on his
pillow. The Prince of Wales, happening one day to en-
ter his father's chamber, found him in a deep sleep, and
supposing him dead, carried off the crown. The king,
when he awoke and missed his crown, asked the prince,
vith marks of great displeasure, if he meant to rob him
of his dignity before his death ? " No," replied his son,
"supposing your Majesty dead, I took the crown as my
lawful inheritance; but since I see you recovered, I re-
store it with much more pleasure ; and may God grant
you many happy days to enjoy it in peace." The king
was seized with his last fit while at his devotions before
the shrine of Edward the Confessor in Westminster Ab-
bey, and expired in the 46th year of his age, and 1 3th of
his reign.

Had Hcniy IV. come to the th.ronc by the right of in-

heritance, he would have been considered one of the
greatest monarchs that ever held the sceptre of Eng-
land. He possessed great military talents, and his poli-

tical wisdom has seldom been surpassed. Tliougli sur-

rounded with enemies who were continually plotting

against his government, yet such was his vigilance in

detecting a conspiracy, and his activity and prudence in

suppressing it when it rose to rebellion, that his autho-
rity was strengthened by every efi"ort that was made for

its overthrow. His usurpation was certainly in many
respects beneficial to the English nation. During his

reign, the administration of justice became less arbitra-

ry and less venal ; the limitations of the government were
more carefully maintained ; the House of Commons as-

sumed powers which it did not before possess, and rose

in importance and independence. But while we are

pleased with the exercise of his authority, we cannot
but detest the unjustifiable means by which it was ob-

tained. Rebellion against his sovereign; the deposition

and murder of his lawful king ; and the exclusion of the

rightful licir, are crimes that can never be regarded but
with abhorrence. It was these tliat drew upon him the

hatred of his subjects, and from being one of the most
popular noblemen in the kingdom, Henry became one r!"

the most unpopular kings that ever sat upon the throne.

The intelligence of his death was, received without re-

gret, and was immediately forgotten in the sincere re-

joicings that were made at the accession of his son.

Henry V. came to the throne with the tide of popula-

rity flowing full in his favour. His noviciate in arms,
which he performed at the battle of Shrewsbury, gave
indications of a great and military genius ; and these

were strengthened by several advantages which he gain-

ed over the brave Glendour in Wales. But his father,

who was infected with all the jealousies natural to an
usurper, had entertained unreasonable suspicions of the

fidelity of his gallant son ; and during the latter years of

his reign, had excluded him from the command of his

armies, and even from all public business whatever. The
active and enterprizing genius of Henry, being thus re-

strained from its proper exercise, broke out in the extra-

vagancies of riot and dissipation. Surrounded by a crew
of low and profligate companions, he indulged in all their

disorderly humours and ainusements. When heated with

wine, he sometimes encouraged and seconded his asso-

ciates in attacking and robbing the passengers on the

streets and highways, and enjoyed himself by laughing

at the fears and regrets of these defenceless people. In

the midst of his excesses, however, the nobleness of his

heart often appeared through the clouds which his fol-

lies threw over his character; and even when plunged
in the extremes of dissoluteness, he displayed such traits

of genuine humanity and magnanimity, as gave good
reason to cherish the hope of a speedy reformation. Ait

incident is related of him which tended much to encou-

rage that hope, and which shews, that when brought to

reflection, he was ashamed of his irregularities and er-

rors. One of his riotous associates had been indicted be-

fore Sir William Gascoigne, the chief justice, for some
misdemeanour ; and Henry appeared with him at the

bar, on the day of his trial, to give him countenance, ani
to overawe the judge. Finding, however, that the cri-

minal was condemned notwithstanding his interference,

he was so exasperated, that he proceeded to insult the

chief justice upon the bench ; but Gascoigne, mindful
of the dignity of his office, ordered the prince to be com-
mitted to prison for his rude conduct. Henry, as if struck
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at once with a consciousness of his fault, quietly sub-

mitted to his punishment, and acknowledged his errors.

When his father was informed of this circumstance, it

is said that he exclaimed, in a transport of joy, " Happy
is the king who has a magistrate endowed with courage

to execute the laws upon such an offender ; still more
happy in having a son willing to submit to such a chas-

tisement 1"

The first actions of Henry's reign confirmed all the

Hopes that had been entertained in his favour. He as-

sembled his former companions; acquainted them with

his intended reformation ; forbade them to appear in his

presence until they had learned to imitate his example ;

and dismissed them with liberal presents. The wise mi-

nisters of his father were retained in their offices, and re-

ceived his favour and confidence ; even the chief justice,

who trembled to approach the royal presence, was ap-

plauded for his impartial conduct, and encouraged to per-

severe in a just and strict execution of the law s. Henry
next endeavoured to extinguish the remains of faction,

by burying all party distinctions in oblivion, and by exalt-

ing to honourable employments in the state, the adhe-

rents of either party, who were distinguished by their

virtue or abilities. He restored the family of Percy to

their fortunes and honours, and treated hi* competitor,

:he Karl of Marche, with such singular courtesy and
kindness, that this gentle and unambitious nobleman ever

after remained sincerely attached to his person and go-

vernment. Such prudence and magnanimity gained him
the affections of all ranks; and the defects of his title to

the throne were forgotten in the high esteem and regard

in which his personal character was held.

But the mind of Henry, though endowed with the

most shining qualities, and sublimest virtues, had not

escaped the superstition of the age, and in the religious

differences which then agitated the kingdom, he was led

to support, with his countenance and authority, the esta-

blished clergy in all their oppressions. The Lollards had
become formidable to the church by their luimbers and
popularity, and at their head was Sir John Oldcastlc,

Lord Cobham, a man of valour and abilities, who had
been distinguislied with the favour both of Henry and
his father. The zeal and high character of this noble-

man pointed him out to the clergy as a fit object of per-

secution. His punishment would strike teiror into his

party, and convince tl>cm that the laws enacted during
the last reign for their suppression, would be rigorously
enforced. The Archbishop of Canterbury, accordingly,
applied to Henry for permission to bring Lord Cobham
to trial for his heretical opinions ; but the generous na-

ture of the king was averse to such violent measures ;

and he first endeavoured, by a private conversation with
that nobleman, to bring him to renounce his errors. Cob-
ham, hovvever, was resolute in maintaining his opinions;

and Henry finding him immoveable, gave him up to the
fury of his enemies. He was then indicted by the pri-

mate, and condemned to sufl'cr death by fire. But he
made his escape from the Tower before the execution
of his sentence ; and provoked by persecution, and sti-

mulated by religious zeal, he was induced to attempt
the most criminal enterprizes. He endeavoured to rouse
his party in defence of their principles, and formed the
design of seizing the king's person, and taking ven-
geance on their enemies. But the attempt was frus-

trated by the activity of Henry, and tiie conspirators dis-

persed. Some of thein were taken and executed, but
the .greater number were pardoned. Cobham, who had

made his escape, after undergoing a variety of distresses,

•was apprehended about four years after. He was first

hanged as a traitor, and his body was then burned on
the gibbet as a heretic. This insurrection served only

to bring discredit upon the reformers, and checked for a

time the progress of their party. More severe laws were
enacted by parliament against their opinions, which were
now regarded as treasoiiable and dangerous to the state;

and all magistrates were obliged to take an oath that they
would use their Utmost endeavours for the cxlijpation of

heresy.

The ambitious spirit of Henry was now invited to

engage in enterprizes more congenial to his wishes.

The animosities of the rival families of Orleans and
Burgundy had broken out afresh, and their hatred be-

came more itiiplacable than ever. The Duke of Burgun-
dy, by an act of the basest treachery, had procured the

assassination of his rival in the streets of Paris; and the

princes of the blood, combining with young Orleans,

rose to avenge the murder of their relative. The civil

wars were thus renewed, and consumed the very vitals

of the monarchy. The unhappy king, seized sometimes
by one parly, sometimes by another, transferred alter-

nately to each the appearance of legal authority. Henry
resolved to profit by these confusions, and to attempt the

recovery of those dominions which had formerly been
given up in successive treaties with France. He accord-

ingly sent ambassadors to Paris, demanding Catharine,

the French king's daughter, in marriage, with two mil-

lions of crowns as her portion; the restitution of Nor-
mandy, with all the other provinces that had been wrest-

ed fiom England, together with the superiority of Brit-

tany and Flanders. Tliis message threw the French
couit into the utmost consternation. They knew the

abilities of their enemy, and were conscions of their

own desperate condition. They therefore endeavoured
to avert the danger by negociation. They replied that

they were willing to give him the princess in niariiagc,

with eight hundred thousand crowns; to resign the

full sovereignly of Guienne, and to annex to it the

country of Perigord, Rovergue, Xaintonge, the Anjou-
mois, and other territories. But Henry was deaf to

their proposals; and as he could have uo expectation of

his own demands being complied with, he had been di-

ligently preparing for war. He had assenibled a large

fleet and army at Southampton, and was ready to em-
bark with his principal nobility, when he was ariesled

by the intelligence of a coi)sj)iracy at home.
The Earl of Cambridge, second son of the late Duke

of York, had mariied the sistei of the Fail of Alarchc,

and had, along with Loid Scrope of Masham, and Sir

Thomas Grey of Heton, formed the design of raisins^

that noblcn)an to the tluone. But they were discovered
before their measures were ri))c for execution ; and hav-
ing confessed llieir guilt, tluy were immediately brought
to trial, condemned, and executed. This short delay, how-
ever, had nearly proved fatal to Henry's enlerprize. Hs
landed at Havfieur about the middle of Auguil, with
6000 men at arms, and 24,000 foot, and began his ope
rations with the siege of that place. But tlie vigorous
defence of the garrison, and the unusual heat of the sea-

son, had so wasted his army with fatigue and disease,

that he had no sooner got possession of tlie town, than
he was obliged to think of returning to England. The
interval of the siege, however, had been improved by
the French, in assenil)liiig a nunieious army of 14,000
meii at arms, and 4C,000 foot, commanded bv the Con-

S M 2
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sUble D'Albcit; and as Henry had dismissed his trans-

ports, he was under tlic necessity of marchini^ by land lo

Calais, in the lace of this overwhelming force. Aware ol

the danger of such an attempt, he offered to sacrifice the

conquest of Ilarlleur for a safe retreat. But the proposal

was objected to by the enemy, and he had no alternative but

to force his way by his valour and conduct. He directed

his course towards the Somme, pruceeding by easy

marches, and encouraging his men by submitting him-

self to all their fatigues and privations ; and seized by

surprize a passage of that river near St Quintin. But

as he approached the small village of Agincourt, he be-

held the whole French army drawn up in the plain, with

a determination to arrest his progress. A battle was

now inevitable, though against the most fearful odds;

and the safety of the English army depended on its is-

sue. But tiie victory of Agincourt, which was the con-

sequence of it, saved Henry from his perilous situation,

and enabled him to continue his march without molesta-

tion to Calais. For a particular account of this battle,

see Agincourt.
Two years elapsed before he could collect a sufficient

treasure to undertake another expedition with any pros-

pect of success. He then embarked with 25,000, and

subdued, almost without opposition, the whole of lower

Normandy. The contending factions in France were

now headed by the Dauphin and the Duke of Burgundy,

in concert with the Queen. Henry entered into a nego-

ciation with the Burgundiaiis, and offered peace upon
condition of receiving ail the provinces which had been

ceded to Edward HI. by the treaty of Bretigni, with

the addition of Normandy. The terms were accepted ;

but before matters could be finally adjusted, the treaty

was broken off by the reconciliation of Burgundy and

the Dauphin. This reconciliation, however, was but of

short duration ; and the assassination of the Duke of

Burgundy opened to Henry more certain prospects of

aggrandisement. The young Duke, intent only on aven-

ging his father's murderers, entered into a league with

the King of England, and sacrificed to his passions the

true interests of his country. The parties met at Troye,
whither the French court had retired, and it was there

-igreed that Henry should espouse the Princess Cathe-
rine ; that he should be declared and acknowledged law-

ful heir of the monarchy ; that he should be entrusted

with the administration of the government during the
life of Charles; and that England and France should
for ever be united under one king. It was also stipu-

lated, that they should unite their arms against the Dau-
phin, and make no peace or truce with him, but by
common consent and agreement. This treaty was im-
mediately followed by Henry's marriage, when he con-
ducted his father-in-law to Paris, and put him in pos-
session of the capital. The treaty of Troye was con-
firmed by the parliament of Paris and the three estates,

and the King of England administered the government
at his pleasure.

Henry now turned his arms against the Dauphin,
who was unable to keep the field. Fie made himself
master of Sens and Montereau, and after an obstinate
resistance, took Melun. But the want of supplies obli-

ged him to go over to England. During his absence,
the Dauphin had been reinforced by 7000 Scots, under
the Earl of Buchan, and had obtained considerable suc-
cesses in Anjou. At the battle of Bauge, the English,
under the Duke of Clarence, the king's brother, were
completely defeated ; the Duke himself slain, and tlie

Earls of Somerset, Dorset, and Huntingdon, taken pri-

soners. But the return of Henry with a numerous ar-

my, soon restored the foitune of his arms. The Dau-
phin was compelled to retire before him. The principal

fortresses which were held by the adherentsof that prince,

fell into his hands ; and be himself was driven beyond
the Loire, and tlireatencd wit'i total destruction. In
the midst of these successes, the Queen of England was
delivered of a son, which occasioned great rejoicings,

both at London and Paris. The infant prince was call-

ed by his father's name, and seemed to be universally

regarded as the future heir of the two most powerful
monarcliies in Europe.

But Henry was cut off in the zenith of his glory by
the stroke of death. He was seized with a fistula, a
disease at that time not sufficiently understood, and sen-
sible tliat his end was approaching, he proceeded to re-

gulate the government of his kingdom and family. He
left the regency of France to his elder brother, the Duke
of Bedford ; that of England to his younger brother,

the Duke of Gloucester; and the care of liis son's per-
son to the Earl of Warwick. He advised them never
to restore the prisoners taken at Agincourt till his son

came of age ; and to endeavour, by every mean, to

maintain the friendship of the Duke of Burgundy, bv
whose assistance alone they would be enabled to place

young Henry upon the throne of France. He also en-

treated them to continue towards his son that fidelity

and attachment which he himself had so happily experi-

enced during his lifetime. He then applied himself to

his devotions, and expired at the castle of Vincennes, in

the 34th year of his age, and 10th of his reign. The
general character of this prince, as well as his splendid

achievements, endeared him to his subjects, and his me-
mory is still held in reverence by his countrymen. He
attached his friends, by his affability and engaging man-
ners ; and he overcame his enemies, by his address and
clemency. His magnanimous conduct towards the Earl

of Marche, who was the rightful heir to the throne,

shews his superiority to the petty jealousies which gene-
rally influence princes in similar situations ; and his cha-

racter for candour and sincerity must have been firmly

established, when his rival could rely so entirely on his

friendship. The exterior figure of Henry was also high-

ly prepossessing. His countenance was beautiful ; his

limbs genteel and slender, but full of vigour ; and his

stature somewhat above the middle size.

Upon the death of Henry, the English parliament

proceeded to arrange the administration of the govern-

ment during the minority of his son. They entirely de-

parted from the will of Henry. They declined the title

of regent with regard to England, and appointed the

Duke of Bedford protector or guardian of that kingdom.
They invested the Duke of Gloucester with the same
dignity during his brother's absence, while conducting

the war with France ; and entrusted the person and edu-
cation of the young king to his great uncle the Bishop
of Winchester.
The Duke of Bedford continued to prosecute the war

in France with the same success which had distinguished

the arms of Henry. He had strengthened himself by
an alliance with the Duke of Brittany, and had also pro-

cured the neutrality of Scotland. But while employed
in these negociations, he at the same time pushed his

conquests with such vigour, that the Dauphin, who, on
the death of his father, had been crowned at Poictiers

bv the name of Charles VII. was reduced to the last ex-
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iremity. The fatal battle of Venicuil luid ilcprivcd him

of the bravest of his nobles, anil the ilowcr of his army,

lie wandcretl a stranger in his own dominions, without

any resources for recruiting or subsi.sling his troops; with-

out even money suflitient for the decent subsistence of

himself and u few followers. The towns wliich were hold

by his adherents, though bravely defended, were daily

surrendering to tlic enemy for want of relief or supply ;

and he had the dismal prospect of being soon stripped

of all his patrimonial dominions. But the dissensions of

his enemies relieved him fiom his fears, and restored to

him the territories which he had lost. The Duke of

Brittany withdrew from the English alliance, and joined

himself to Chailes, which gave to his affairs a more fa-

vouiable aspect; and the discomfiture of the English at

the siege of Orleans, w hich was defended by the famous

Joan of Arc, was the beginning of disasters, which gra-

dually led to the destruction of the English interest in

France. This was hastened by the defection of the Duke
of Burgundy, and the death of the Duke of Bedford;

and though they continued for several years after to

carry on an unequal war, they daily lost ground, and

in 1450 were finally expelled from all their conquests in

France, except Calais and Guienne. See France.
While England was sacrificing her best blood and trea-

sure in schemes of foreign aggrandizement, which, had

they proved successful, would have degraded her into

the rank of a dependent province, the government at

home was distracted by intestine disputes. The Cardi-

nal of Winchester, who was a man of abilities, but of

an intriguing and aspiring character, had obtained an

ascendency in the English council, and employed all his

authority in counteracting the designs of his nephew the

protector. The Duke of Gloucester, on the other hand,

by his generosity and aflfable manners, had acquired

great and deserved popularity ; but his open and hasty

temper enabled his rival to gain many advantages over
him, and at last to accomplish his destruction. Their
sentiments were particularly opposite with regard to af-

fairs in France. The Cardinal had always encouraged
every proposal of accommodation, vvhile the high-spirit-

ed Gloucester would not relinquish the high pretensions

of his brothers, and still entertained hopes of prevailing

over the enemy. But he was over-ruled in all his mea-
sures, and the war with France was left to languish

through neglect and want of succours; and a truce for

twenty-two months was soon after concluded by the in-

fluence of the Cardinal. This measure was followed by
another still more hostile to the authority of Gloucester.
Henry liad now come of age, but had given no indica-

tions of a capacity, or even of a desire, to hold the reins

of government. It was, therefore, easy to foresee, that

his reign would prove a perpetual minority; and the Car-
dinal taking advantage of the king's situation, resolved

to raise up a more powerful opponent to the protector in

the person of the queen. For this purpose, he had fixed

upon Margaret of Anjou, daughter of Regnier, titular

king of Sicily, Naples, and Jerusalem, and niece of the

French monarch. She was a princess entirely without
(brtune, but was highly accomplished both in body and
mind. She possessed great resolution and penetration,

and was every way qualified to supply the defects and
•weaknesses of her intended husband. This match was
opposed by the Duke of Gloucester, who proposed a

daughter of the Count of Armagnac, but he had not suf-

ficient influence to carry his point ; and the Earl of Suf-

folk, after negociating the truce with I'rance, was em-

powered by the council to make proposals of marriage to

the Sicilian princess. These were immediately accept-

ed ; and Sufifolk, on his return, was raised to the rank of

Duke, and received the thanks of parliament for his ser-

vices.

The queen at once entered into all the measures of the

cardinal and his party; and her first authority was cm-
ployed in removing Gloucester from the council board.

His enemies had taken every opportunity to thwart his

opinions, and to wound his happiness. They first en-

deavoured to render him odious in the eyes of the pub-

lic, whose favour he possessed in a high degree, by ac-

cusing his Duchess of witchcraft. It was pretended that

she, in concert with Sir Roger Bolingbrokc, a priest, and

one Margery Jordan of Eye, a reputed witch, had made a

waxen figure of the king, which they melted before a slow-

fire. As the wax dissolved, the king's strength was sup-

posed to waste, and, upon its total dissolution, his life

was to be at an end. This absurd accusation was listened

to by the credulous king, and the duchess and her asso

ciates were brought to trial. Neither their innocence

nor her rank could save them. They were pronounced

guilty. The duchess was condemned to public penance,

and perpetual imprisonment; Bolingbroke was hanged;

and the woman was burnt. The public, however, were
sensible that this violence arose entirely from the malice

of the Duke's enemies, and, instead of taking part against

the perpetrators of these imaginary crimes, as was their

usual practice, they pitied the unhappy sufferers, and in-

creased their esteem and affection towards the generous

and persecuted Gloucester. The death of this pringe

was almost a necessary consequence to these proceed-

ings. His enemies knew well, that he could never for-

give such cruel injuries, and they had reason to dread

the effects of his jesentment. They therefore resolved

to free themselves from their danger, by his destruction.

A parliament was summoned to meet at St Edmonds-
bury, which was at some distance from the scene of his

popularity, where he was accused of treason, and thrown

into prison. But on the day appointed for his trial, he

was found dead in his bed. Though his enemies en-

deavoured to convince the people that he died a natural

death, and exposed his body to public view, to shew that

there were no marks of outward violence, yet no one

doubted but that he had fallen a victim to their ven-

geance. Ilis uncle the cardinal survived him only a

few weeks, and, it is said, testified the utmost remorse

for his unnatural crime.

The murder of Gloucester covered the king and queen
with universal odium ; and the Duke of Suffolk, who was
now raised to the office of prime minister, and was deep-

ly concerned in that crime, partook also of the general

hatred attending it. The popidar discontent was farther

increased by their arbitrary measures. They managed
all things with milimitcd authority ; they disgusted the

nobility by their overbearing pride, and the people by

their oppressions. The murmurings of the people had

become so loud and unequivocal, that Suffolk, sensible

that he had become an object of public hatred, endea-

voured to allay the storm that was gathering aiound him,

by boldly resisting its fury. He rose in his place in the

House of Peers, took notice of the public discontent, and

complained, that, after his long services both at home and

abroad in maintaining the honour of his native country,

for which he had been rewarded by his sovereign with

the highest honours and distinctions, he should be expo-

sed to its ingratitude and lesentmcnt. But this chal-
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Icngc, instciid of silencing his ejicniics, served rather to

provoke them ; and the commons immediately sent up

to the House of Peers an accusulion of hip;h treason

ii^ainst him, divided into sevei-al articles. These arti-

cles, however, were adopted without inquiry, and were

founded entirely upon the popular clamours. They con-

sisted chiefly in charging him witli having designs upon

the crown; and with being the cause of the English loss-

es in France. Such a charge was easily refuted ; and

the commons themselves soon became sensible of its fu-

tility, and sent up a new charge of misdemeanors. They
accused him of procuring exorbitant grants from the

crown, of embezzling the public money, and of perverting

public justice,—charges much more probable, and not so

i-asily eluded. The king, alarmed at the prosecution of

a favourite minister, summoned all the peers into his

presence, and called upon Suffolk for his defence. That

nobleman denied the charge, but submitted to the king's

mercy. Henry, in order to allay the public discontent,

banished him the kingdom for five years. This irregu-

lar pioceeding, it was easily seen, was intended to screen

the favourite ; and, as he still possessed the queen's con-

fidence, it was supposed that he would soon be restored

;o his former credit and power. But his enemies were
determined that he never should return. He was inter-

cepted in his passage to France, his head was struck off

on the side of the long boat, and his body cast into the

sea.

The Duke of Somerset succeeded to the power of Suf-

folk, and also to his unpopularity. It was under Somer-
set's government that the French provinces were lost

;

and the people, who judge only by the event, repaid

him with their animosity and hatred. These passions

soon broke out in open insurrections; and one Jack Cade,

a low-born Irishman, who had been formerly obliged to

fly into France for his crimes, excited a disturbance in

Kent, which threatened the most dangerous consequen-
ces. He assumed the name of John Mortimer, pretend-

ing to be a descendant of that popular family, which drew
,0 his standard a crowd of adherents. Sir Humphrey
Stafford was sent with a small force, to quell the insur-

rection ; but he was defeated and slain, in an action with
•he rebels near Sevenoke ; and Cade, advancing with
iO,000 followers, encamped on Blackheath. He sent to

the court a list of grievances, and demanded the punish-
ment of Lord Say the treasurer, and Cromer, sheriff of
Kent, for their malversations. The king retired to Ke-
nilworth, and the capital immediately opened its gates to

the rebels. Cade at first maintained great order and dis-

cipline among his followers, whom he always led out into

the fields during the night. But he was obliged to gra-
tify them by the death of Say and Cromer, when they
became so unruly, that his orders were unheeded. They
i?roke into the house of a rich citizen, which they plun-
dered ; and this act of violence so alarmed the inhabi-
tants, that they shut their gates against them. Cade en-
deavoured to force his way, but was defeated with great
slaughter; and the Archbishop of Canterbury, who was
then chancellor, having proclaimed a general pardon to
the rebels, they retreated to Rochester, and dispersed.
Cade was afterwards taken and killed, and many of his
followers were executed.
The suppression of this rebellion did not bring quiet-

jjess and security to the government. The clamours of
the people continued as violent as ever; and were sup-
.ported and encouraged by the appearance of a pretender
i\ the throne. Richard Duke of York was the nearest

heir to the house of Mortimer. His mother Annc^
Countess of Cambridge, was sister to the last Earl of

Marche, who died without issue, and thus he stood plain-

ly in the order of succession to the throne, before the fa-

mily of Lancaster. Richard had displayed great valour

and abilities in his government of France, from which
station he had been recalled by the intrigues of the Duke
of Somerset. He was then sent to suppress a rebellion

in Ireland, and here he was equally distinguished by his

conduct and prudence, and had even been able to attach

to his person and family that independent people, whom
he was sent to subdue. The talents of this nobleman
thus made him formidable ; but he was rendered still

more so by his powerful connections. He possessed im-
mense baronial estates, and was connected by blood or

alliance with the most potent and opulent noblemen in

England. But with all his abilities and power, he was of

a mild and moderate disposition; and his claim to the

crown, which had lain so long doj'mant, would not have
been revived by him, had he not been encouraged to do
so by the weakness and unpopularity of the present go-

vernment. He was also in a manner compelled to it, by
a regard to his own security. He had become an ob-

ject of jealousy to the reigning interest, from his preten-

sions and his power ; and he found it necessary to assert

his right, in order to maintain his safety. He was even
suspected of being concerned in the late discontents and
insurrections, and of having secretly instigated Cade to

rebellion, that he might ascertain the dispositions of the

people towards his title and family. When the govern-
ment heard that he intended to return from Ireland, they

were afraid that he meant to bring a military force along

with him, and issued orders to oppose his entrance into

England. But he refuted the calumnies of his enemies^

by coming only with his ordinary attendants. He could

not but see, however, the danger to which he was expo-
sed as a suspected subject, and he therefore endeavoured
by every mean to strengthen his interest, and to be pre-

pared against every emergency. His partizans were in-

structed to discuss his claim in all companies, and to

maintain his right by succession, and by the Cbtablished

laws and constitution of the kingdom. The question be-

ing thus brought before the public, every one embraced
the one side or the other, according to his convictions,

his feelings, or his interest ; and the minds of men were
thus insensibly led to cherish all those antipathies and
prejudices, which afterwards burst forth with such a

dreadful explosion, and which continued to fill the king-

dom with slaughter and desolation.

The pretensions of both parties may be shortly stated.

The family of Lancaster derived their descent from John
of Gaunt, Dukeof Lancaster, the third son of Edward III;

while the Duke of York was descended by the female line

from Lionel, Duke of Clarence, second son of that mo-
narch. The adherents of the former, while they allowed

the advancement of Henry IV. to be irregular, maintained

that it was founded upon general consent. It leceived the

sanction of a free people, who were driven from their al-

legiance by the tyranny of their rulers, and gratefully be-

stowed the sceptre upon their deliverer ; that, though the

deposition of Richard II. was perhaps rash and imprudent,

yet it was justified by the state of the nation, and it was
now too late to remedy the evil ; that the crown was entail-'

ed upon the family of Henry by reiterated acts of parlia-

ment, and were these acts to be now invalidated, the

English must be considered not as a free people, who could
dispose of their own government, but a patiun of slavej-,
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who were Implicitly transmitted from one master to ano-

ther; that the order of succession was estahlislicd only

lor the general good, and could never be pleaded for the

overthrow ol public tranquiMity; that the nation was

bound to the house of Lancaster by their oatlis of fealty

and allegiance, and were these oaths to be wantonly in-

fringed, it would throw them loose tVoni all princii)les,

and expose them to continued revolutions.

It was replied in favour of the houkc of York, that it

was never too late to correct any pernicious precedent;

for, if it were allowed that present possession of power,

and continuance in it for a few years, were sufficient to con-

vert usurpers into legal princes, it would throw the throne

open to every turbulent innovator; that the deposition

of Richard II. and the advancement of Henry IV. were

not deliberate acts of the legislature, but proceeded from

the levity of the people, or were procured by violence and

usurpation; that the maintenance of order in the succes-

sion, served to prevent those numberless confusions

which must ensue, if no rule were followed but present

advantage and convenience; that the restoration of the

true order of succession could not be considered as a

change which familiarised the people to revolutions, but

only the correction of a former abuse, which had itself

encouraged the giddy spirit of innovation, rebellion, and
disobedience ; that as the original title of Lancaster was
founded entirely on present convenience, even that prin-

ciple, unjustifiable as it was, had now gone over to the

house of York. A weak king governed by corrupt mi-

nisters, or an imperious queen engaged in foreign con-

nections, could never stand in comparison with a prince

of approved wisdom and experience, and the lineal heir

of the crown, who, by his restoration, would remedy
those abuses, of which the nation so justly complained.

These arguments were keenly contested on Ijotb sides,

and the people were completely divided in their senti-

ments and affections. Each party was distinguished by

a particular symbol. The ensign of the house of Lan-
caster was a red rose, that of York a white one ; and the

civil wars which soon after followed, were known
throughout Europe under the name of the quarrel be-

tween the two roses. This fatr.t quarrel, which lasted

nearly thirty years, was signalized by twelve pitched

battles ; and eighty princes of the blood are computed
to have fallen on the field or on the scafrold.

In a parliament assembled soon after the return of the

Duke of York from Ireland, his adherents, encouraged
by the general discontent against the administration, ob-

tained a petition from the lower House, which prayed the

king to dismiss the Duke of Somerset, the Bishop of

Chester, and several others, from his presence and coun-
sels. This request the king hesitated to grant. But it

was soon after seconded by the appearance of the Duke
himself, who had come to London at the head of 10,000

men, and demanded a reformation in the government,
and the removal of the Duke of Somerset from all power
and authority. The gales of the city, however, were shut

against him ; and on his retreating into Kent, he was
followed by the king with a superior army. A confei'-

cnce ensued, in which Richard insisted on Somerset's
being dismissed, and submitting to trial in parliament.

This demand was seemingly complied with, and Somer-
set was put under arrest ; but when Richard came to

pay his respects to the king in his tent, and to repeat

his accusation against the minister, he was surprised to

see that nobleman step from behind the curtain, and of-

fer to maintain his innocence. Richard now found him-

self in the hands of his enemies; but they judged it

prudent to refrain from offering violence to one who was
so po|)ular and powerful, and dismissed him upon a pro-

mise of obedience. He then retired to his seat of Wij^-
more, on the borders of \Valcs.

But new discontents drew Richard from his retreat.

An attempt was made to recover the province of (.ias-

eony from the French, which completely failed. The
blame was laid upon the ministry ; and Henry Iraving

at the same time fallen into a distemper, which rendered
him incapable of exercising the royal power, the queen
found herself unable to resist the opposite parly; and
the Duke of York was invited to take upon him llic ad-

ministration of the government. The Doke of Somerset
was sent to the Tower, and Richard was appoii]to<! lieu-

tenant of the kingdom. The parliament soon after cre-

ated him protector during pleasure, and tl»e way to the

throne thus lay open before him. But Richard had not

yet advanced any pretensions to the crown ; and was
even now irresolute about receiving the power that was
ofl'ered to him. He desired that it might be recorded in

parliament, that this high office was conferred on him
without any application on his part; and that all his

powers should be specified and defined. This excessive
and amiable moderation, however, served only to en-
courage his enemies; and as soon as Henry had re-

covered so far as to have the appearance of directing

the government, he was dismissed from the protector-

ship, and Somerset was again raised to the head of af-

fairs.

Richard was sensible of the dangers which threatened
him, and had recourse to arms. He still complained,
however, only of the king's ministers ; but his complaints
were answered by the appearance of an army, command-
ed by Somerset and the king in person. In the battle

of St Alban's, Somerset was slain with 5000 of his

party. Henry was wounded and taken prisoner, but
was treated by his enemies with great respect and ten-

derness. He was carried back in triumph to London,
where the parliament restored the protectorship to Ri-
chard, but limited its continuance to the period of the
Prince of Wales' majority, who was now about three
years of age. The queen, whose ambition, supported
by her native vigour and perseverance, impelled her
to attempt the rccovei-y of her authority, prevailed upon
her husband to re-assert his prerogative. She took ad-
vantage of the Duke of York's absence from court, and
carried Henry to the House of Lords, to wliom he signi-

fied his intention of resuming the government. This step
was so unexpected, that no opposition was made to it;

and it was accordingly declared that Richard's power
was at an end, and that the king was reinstated in the
sovereign authority. The Duke even acquiesced in this

irregular measure; but soon after, having reason to
suspect that designs were formed against his life, he
withdrew to his castle of Wigmore. Hostilities were
again about to be renewed; when the mediation of the
Archbishop of Canterbury prevented for a time the ef-

fusion of blood. He proposed that the great leaders of
both factions should meet in London, and be solenmly
reconciled. An outward reconciliation was according-
ly effected ; and in a solemn procession to St Paul's,
the Duke of York led Queen Margaret, and the chiefs

of the opposite parties marched hand in hand with each
other.

But this seeming harmony was but of short continu-

ance; a scuflle which happened Uetween the retainers
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of the Karl of Warwick, and those of the king, revived

their animosity and hatred. The Earl apprehending his

life to be aimed at, fled to his government at Calais, and

the Yorkists immediately prepared for hostilities. The

royalists, under Lord Audley, though superior in num-

bers, were defeated at Bloreheath by the Earl ol^ Salis-

bury, who was hastening to join the Duke of York at

Ludlow. But when a general engagement drew near,

a bodv of veterans, which Warwick had brought over

from Calais, deserted to the king, which so dismayed

the rebels, that they separated without coming to action.

The Duke fled to Ireland, and the Earl of Warwick,

with some of the chiefs of his party, retired to Calais.

This nobleman was the most celebrated general of his

age, and had rendered himself extremely popular among

the military, by his braveiy and munificence. Nume-

rous partisans flocked to his standard, and he soon

found himself in a condition again to take the field. He

landed in Kent, with the Earl of Salisbury, and Edward

eldest son of the Duke of York, and was received in

London amidst the acclamations of the populace. The

royal army hastened from Coventry to give him battle.

They met at Northampton, and the action continued for

five hours. Both sides fought with the utmost obsti-

nacy, but the desertion of Lord Grey of Ruthin, who

commanded the van of the royalists, turned the battle

in favour of Warwick, who gained a complete victory.

The slaughter fell chiefly on the nobility and gentry ;

and the Duke of Buckingham, the Earl of Shrewsbury,

with the Lords Beaumont and Egremont, were killed in

the action or pursuit. Henry was again taken prisoner;

but Margaret and her infant son escaped into Scotland.

This victory was followed by the arrival of the Duke of

York from Ireland, and a parliament was assembled at

Westminster to decide upon his claim to the crown.

Richard was now at the head of a victorious army, and

could have stepped into the throne without resistance ;

but his moderation and irresolute temper made him
averse even to the least appearance of violence. He
now, for the first time, openly advanced his claim to the

crown, and pleaded his cause before the House of Peers.

He stated his title by descent ; detailed the cruelties by

which the house of Lancaster had paved their way to

l)ower; described the calamities which attended the

present reign, and called upon them to do justice to the

lineal succession. His claim was taken into considera-

tion, and was solemnly debated for several successive

days. It was at last decided that his title was certain

and indefeasible ; but it was also determined that Henry
should enjoy the crown during life ; that Richard should

have the present administration of the government, and
should be acknowledged the true and lawful heir to the

monarchy, to the utter exclusion of the young Prince of

Wales.
Margaret did not continue long in her retreat. Her

spirit rose superior to her misfortunes. She possessed
inexhaustible resources in the energies of her own mind.

She animated her old friends by her courage and per-

severance, and new ones were attracted by compassion
for her helpless situation. No time was to be lost, and
however unfavourable the present aspect of her inte-

rests, she determined again to assert the rights of her
family. By her insinuating address, by caresses and
promises, she so gained upon the northern barons, that

they all armed in support of her cause ; and she found
herself at the head of an army 20,000 strong, before her
enemies were informed of her intentions. The Duke

of York hearing of her return, but unacquainted with

her force, hastened with 5000 troops to suppress her

adherents. But when he came to Wakefield, he was
surprised to find himself completely outnumbered. Dis-

regarding, however, the dictates of prudence and expe-
rience, he listened only to the suggestions of pride. Ri-

chard, though deficient in political courage, was emi-
nent for his personal bravery. He deemed it unworthy
of his character and reputation to retire before a woman,
and he boldly offered battle to the enemy. His little army
was surrounded and cut to pieces: the body of Richard
was found among the slain. His head was cut off by order

of Margaret, and fixed upon the gates of York, with a pa-

per crown upon it, in derision of his title. His seconc'

son, the Earl of Rutland, and the Earl of Salisbury, were
taken prisoners. Salisbury was immediately beheaded by
martial law ; the other, a youth only of seventeen, was
barbarously murdered in cold blood by the Earl of Clif-

ford, in revenge of his father's death, who fell in the bat-

tle of St Albans.

Margaret improved her victory by hastening to Lon-
don, but weakened her army by sending a detachment
under the Earl of Pembroke, against Edward, the new
Duke of York. Pembroke was defeated at Mortimer's
cross, with the loss of 4000 men. His father. Sir Owen
Tudor, was taken prisoner, and immediately beheaded
by Edward's orders; and this spirit of revenge, when
once begun, continued to actuate both parties during

this long protracted contest. On the approach of Mar-
garet, Warwick, who had been left with the command
of the Yorkists in London, led out his army, and gave
battle to the enemy at St Albans. The Queen was
again victorious. Warwick was compelled to fly and
take shelter in the capital, which was firmly attached

to his party, and the king was left in the hands of the

victors.

But Margaret was scarcely conscious of her triumphh,

when she was threatened by the advance of Edward oij

the opposite side, with a superior army, and found her-

self under the necessity of retiring to the north. The
young Duke then entered London amidst the shouts o!

the citizens. The beauty of his person, his youth, his

bravery, and his affability, had secured their affections ;

but they were as yet unacquainted with his nature,

which was cruel and unrelenting. He was more decid-

ed and resolute than his father, but he had none of his

mildness and moderation. Aware how prejudicial

these estimable qualities were to his father's cause, he

resolved to throw aside all reserve ; to insist openly on

his right to the throne ; and to assume at once the title

and dignity of a king. He assembled the people in St

John's Fields; and after Warwick had harangued them
on the title of Edward, and the tyranny ol the rival fa-

mily, they were asked, whether they would have Henry
of Lancaster, or Edward, Duke of Y'ork, for their king ?

The multitude unanimously shouted, "a York!" Up-
on this, an assembly of bishops, lords, and other per-

sons of distinction, was immediately called at Baynard
Castle, who ratified the popular election, and the Duke
was next day proclaimed in London by the name of Ed-
ward IV.
The new monarch was every way fitted, both by his

talents and his dispositions, for the dangerous situation

which he had to maintain. Bold and enterprising, vin-

dictive and cruel, he was unawed by danger, and inca-

pable of pity. He seemed to exult in scenes of slaugh-

ter and devastation ; and, during his reign, the scaffold.
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as well as the field, incessantly streamed wUli the noblest

blood of England. The fiist act of his government gave

symptoms of his sanguinary disposition. A harmless

tradesman, who kept a shop at the sign of the crown, had

said, in a punning humour, tliat he would make his son

heir to the crown, which gave such ofl'cncc to tlie king,

that the poor man paid for liis wit with the loss of his

head. But Edward was soon called to gratify his savage

nature with nobler deeds of cruelty, ftlargaret, in a few

weeks, had collected an army of 60,000 men among her

partizans in the north, and was returning to the capital

to strike her strongest blow. But she was met at Tou-
ton by 40,000 Yorkists, under Edward and Warwick.
Previous to the engagement, a body of Yorkists under

Lord Fitzwalter, had been dispatched to secure tiie pas-

sage of the river Are at Ferrybridge, but they were

driven from their post witii great slaughter by Lord Clif-

ford, and their leader slain. The disaster at Ferrybridge

was revenged by the defeat and death of Cliflord by Lord
Falconberg, who recovered that important post. This

was immediately followed by a general battle, on the

issue of which depended the fate of the contending fac-

tions. As the Queen's army advanced to the charge,

they were blinded by a shower of snow, which blew full

in their face; and Lord Falconberg, taking advantage of

this circumstance, led out some infantry before the line,

and after discharging a volley of arrows, immediately

retired. The Lancastrians imagining that they had come
within reach of the opposite army, let fly all their ar-

rows, which fell short of the enemy. Edward then ad-

vanced willi his main body, and dealt such havoc among
the dismayed Lancastrians, that they were totally de-

feated. As this prince had issued orders to give no
quarter, the routed army was pursued with terrible

slaughter, and 36,000 men, among which were some of

the principal nobility, are computed to have fallen in the

battle and pursuit. Margaret, with her son and husband,

fled immediately to Scotland, and Edward proceeded to

Y'ork. He took down, from the gates of tliat city, the

heads of his father and the Earl of Salisbury, which he
buried with their bodies, and put in their place the heads
of the conquered generals.

On the return of the king to London, a'parliament

was assembled, which now, overawed by his success, no
longer hesitated between the rival families, but imme-
diately recognised his title, and confirmed his authority.

They were also ready in their servility to second his re-

venge against iiis enemies ; and they passed an act of

forfeiture and attainder against Henry VH. his queen,
and infant son. Tliis act was extended to the principal

nobility and gentry that adhered to their cause ; and their

estates were vested in the crown. But though the vic-

torious Edward had endeavoured to secure his elevation

by the show of legal authority, and by the extirpation of
his adversaries, there were many in the kingdom still

warmly attached to the House of Lancaster. The Earl
of Oxford and his son were detected in a correspondence
with Margaret, were tried by martial law, and imme-
diately executed. Sir Willliam Tyrrel and some others
sufft red in the same arbitrary manner, and for the same
crime. The rigours of the government, however, in-

stead of reconciling the disaffected to its authority, only
increased their animosity, and the people soon discover-

ed tiiat they had exchanged a weak ruler for a tyranni-

cal one.

The battle of Teuton had not extinguished the hopes
of Mi^rgaret. She had engaged the assistance of France
Vol. Vm. PartIL

and Scotland, by promising to the one the surrender of
Calais, and to the other the delivery of the important
fortress of Berwick, should her family be again restored
to the throne of England. Thus supported, she resolv-

ed to make another effort against her enemies, and hav-
ing received from Louis XL 20i,0 men at arms, and be-
ing farther reinforced by manj ol her own partisans, and
a numerous train of Scottish adventurers, she made an
inroad into England. Her ill-fortune, however, still at-

tended her. Her forces received a check at Hcdgelcv
moor, which was soon after followed by a complete de-
feat, near Hexham, by the Yorkists, under Lord Mon-
tague, brother to the Earl of Warwick, and warr'cn of
the East Marches. The Duke ol Somerset, and the
Lords Roi'S and Hniigerford, were taken in the pursuit,

and immediately executed. The unfortunate queen, fly-

ing with her son from the rage of her enemies, was be-
nighted in Hexham forest, and fell into the hands of rob-
bers, who regardless, perhaps ignorant, of her quality,

Siript her of hi-r rings and jewels, and treated lier with
great indignity. Slie, however, found means to escape,
while they were quarrelling about the spoil, and retired
into the thickest of the wood. Overcome with terror and
fatigue, she sunk down in despair, but was suddenly
roused by the appearance of a robber, with his sword
drawn. Seeing no way of escape, she resolved to trust
to his mercy, and boldly advancing, she presented to him
the young prince, '> Here, my friend," said she, " I com-
mit to your care the safety of your king's son." The
man, surprised by the singularity of this adventure, and
pleased with the confidence reposed in him, offered her
his protection, and gave her every assistance in his pow-
er. By his means, she remained concc alcd for some time
in the forest, and then made her escape beyond seas, to

her father's court, where she lived for several years in
"

privacy and retirement. Her husband was not so fortu-

nate ; for after lying concealed for about a year among
his friends in Lancashire, he was discovered, and com-
mitted a prisoner to the Tower.
Edward being now firmly fixed upon the throne, and

freed from all fears of danger from his enemies, gave
loose reins to his libertine disposition, and indulged in

all the dissipations and amusements of a luxurious court.
His debaucheries and amours became so open and un-
restrained, that Warwick, apprehensive that they might
spread disaffection among liis subjects, advised him to

marry; and Edward, in order to give greater security to
his throne, had fixed upon Bona of SaToy, sister to the
queen ol France. By this alliance, he hoped to ensure the
friendship of that power, which alone was able and in-

clined to give support and assistance to his rival, and he
dispatched Warwick to demand Bona in marriage. The
proposals were accepted, and the princess was ready to

set out for England. But while Warwick was engai^ed
in this negociation, Edward had found a queen for him-
self.

Lady Elizabeth Gray, the widow of Sir John Gray
of Groby, was remarkable for the grace and beauty of
her person, as well as for other amiable accomplish-
ments. Her husband, who was a Lancastrian, was
slain in the second battle of St Albans, upon which his

estate was confiscated, when his widow went to live

with her father Sir Richard W^oodville of Grafton. It

was here the amorous monarch first beheld Lady Eliza-

beth, and after having vainly endeavoured to deb; uch
her, he resolved to make her his queen. They were
privately married at her father's seat ; and when this

3 N
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was commimicatcti lo Warwick, lliat nobleman, deem-

ing hinibclf alTronlctl, reiuvncd to England, filled with

rage and discontent. Instead of endeavouring to pacify

this powerful chief, to whom he owed his throne, Ed-

ward heightened his resentment by neglect, and the

Euil retired in disgust from a court wlicre his important

services seemed to be entirely forgotten. The breach

was farther widened by tlie partiality of the king to the

l:\tr.ily of Woodville. The (|uccn's father was created

Earl of Rivers, and invested with the office of con-

stable lor life, and three of her sisters were married

to the Duke of Buckingham, and the Earls of Kent and

Huntingdon. The haughty Warwick could not brook

to sec an upstart family so far suipass him in authority

and influence with the king ; and in this he was joined

by the Duke of Clarence, Edward's brother, and many

of the ancient nobility. The Furl's adherents were daily

increased by his gracious and popular manners, and a

dangerous combination was thus formed against Edward

and his ministers.

The king saw the cloud as it was gathering ; and in

order to secure himself against its effects, entered into

an alliance with Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy,

to whom he gave his sister Margaret in marriage. He,

at the same time, concluded a league with the Duke of

Krittany ; and, by these connections, not only strength-

ened his power at home, but also opened to himself the

prospect of foreign conquests. But intestine commo-
tions prevented him from giving disturbance to his

neighbours, and confined his attention to more imme-
diate objects. The popular discontent first broke out

in Yorkshire, where the inhabitants, complaining of the

oppressions which were exercised upon them, in collect-

ing the revenue of St Leonard's hospital, rose in arms,

•and advanced to the gates of York, in a body 13,000

strong. They were opposed by Loi-d Montague, who,

liaving seized Robert Huklerne their leader, ordered

him to be immediately executed. But being afterwards

headed by Sir Hem-y Nevil, and Sir John Coniers, they

advanced soulhwai-d, and their numbers daily increased.

The Earl of Pembroke was sent against them with a

body of Welshmen, and being joined by the Earl of

Devonshire, with 5000 archers, they approached the re-

bels near Banbury. Sir Henry Nevil was taken prisoner

in a skirmish, and put to death ; which so enraged his

followers, that they fell upon the royalists, routed them
with great slaughter, and having seized Pembi-oke, re-

venged upon him the death of their leader. This dis-

aster was imputed to the Earl of Devonshire, who, in a
fiuarrcl with Pembroke, had retired with his archers
before the battle ; and the king punished his desertion
with death. A part of the rebels then seized the Earl
of Rivers, and his son John, at Grafton ; and as these
noblemen had become objects of envy and dislike, by
their sudden exaltation, they were put to death by the
/jrders of Sir John Coniers. The rebels, however, were
soon after quieted and dispersed, upon receiving a ge-
neral pardon.

It does not appear that Warwick or his party were
concerned in this insurrection. At the commencement
of it he was absent in his government at Calais, and
his brother Montague had assisted in repressing it. In
another rebellion, however, which soon followed, he
took a more active part; and though, perhaps, its ori-

gin cannot be justly imputed to him, yet he aflerwai-ds
encotii-aged it by his coimtentmce and assistance. It

arose in Lincolnshire, and was headed by Sir Rober',

Welles. The rebels amounted to 30,000 men, and
Edward, who entertained no suspicions of the fidelity

of Warwick and Clarence, sent tliese noblemen to raise

forces to oppose them; but as soon as they left tliecolirt,

they levied men in their own name, and issued com-
plaints against the government. In the mean time,

however, the king had defeated the rebels, and put their

leader to death, which so disconcerted Warwick's mea-
sures, that he retired northward, expecting to be joined

by his brother Montague, and Lorcl Stanley, wlio iiad

married his sister. But these noblemen refused thei;-

assistance, and Warwick and Clarence were obliged to

disband their troops, and embark for Calais. But the

deputy governor, whom the Earl had left in that fortress,

seeing him return a fugitive and exile, i-efused him ad-

mittance, upon which he seized some Flemish vessels

which were lying off" Calais, and proceeded to France.

Louis, whose ambition led him to take every oppor-
tunity of giving dist-urbance to his neighbours, received

the banished Warwick with every demonstration of

respect, and by his intreaties and promises, brought
about a reconciliation between that Earl and his former
enemy Margaret of Anjou. The rancorous hatred which
had long subsisted between the parties, was overcome
by the present distresses of both. Forgetting their form-
er animosity, they now united from common interest

;

and Louis prepared a fleet to assist them in the invasion

of England.
But the Duke of Burgundy, enraged at the seizure of

his vessels before Calais, had fitted out a superior fleet,

in order to intercept Warwick, and had sent informa-

tion to the king of England of the designs of his ene-

mies. Edward disregarding this intelligence, made no
preparation against the threatened danger. He even
vauntingly said to Burgundy, that he might spare him-
self the trouble of watching the enemy, as he wished
for nothing more than to see Warwick in England.
Edward, in the mean time, had entered into a secret

correspondence with his brother Clarence, who pro-

mised, on a favourable opportunity, to abandon the

cause of Warwick. This act of treachery, however,
was balanced on the other side, by the Marquis of

Montague, who was in the confidence of Edward, and
who engaged, in a similar manner^ to turn his arms
against his sovereign.

While Edward was engaged in suppressing a rebel-

lion in the north, Warwick, having escaped the Flemish
navy, which had been dispersed in a storm, landed at

DartmoutVi with a small body of troops. His great po-
pularity, however, and the zeal of the Lancastrian party,

which had been crushed but not extinguished, drew
such numbers to his standard, that, in a few days, his

army was swelled to 60,000 men. Edward hastened
southward to oppose him, and the hostile armies met
near Nottingham. The rapidity of Warwick's march
had prevented Clarence from executing his intentions

in favour of Edward, and Montague was the first to be-
tray his trust. Having secured his adherents, Montague
took arms in the night, and hastened to the king's f|uar-

ters. Edward, alarmed at the Lancastrian cry of war,
started from his bed, and being informed of his danger
by Lord Hastings, who urged him to make his escape,
l>e fled with a small retinue to Lynne, in Noifolk,
where he embarked, and Lmded in Holland. Such was
the precipitation with which he left England, that he
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had carried nothing of value along ^vith him, and could

only reward the captain of the vessel with a robe lined

with sables.

The flight of Edward left the kingdom entu'cly at

Warwick's disposal. That nobleman hastened to Lon-

don; and summoning a parliament at Westminster, the

unfortunate Henry was released from prison, and re-

stored to his throne. Being declared, however, incapa-

ble of governing, Warwick and Clarence were entrust-

ed with the regency during the minority of young Ed-
ward ; and, in failure of that prince's issue, Clarence

was appointed successor to the crown. Many of the

Yorkists fled beyond seas, others concealed themselves

in London, and the Earl of Worcester was tlie only no-

bleman that suffered upon the restoration. But tlie tri-

umph of the Lancastrians was of short duration, and

they were soon compelled in their turn to seek fur

refuge and protection from the fury of Edward.
The Duke of BurG;undy had endeavoured to conci-

liate the friendship of the reigning party, by refusing

all succours to his brother-in-law ; but, finding that

Warwick had engaged in an alliance with the King of

France, and had even sent over 4000 troops to Calais

to make inroads into his territories, he resolved to as-

sist Edward in recovering the crown of England. He
secretly eciuipped a small squadron in the ports of Zea-

hmd, in which, with 2000 men, Edward, after an ab-

sence of nine months, proceeded to Englflnd to try his

fortune in the field of war. He landed at Ravenspur
in Yorkshire; but being coldly received, he pretended

that he came not to disturb the peace of the kingdom,
but merely to claim the inheritance of the house of

York; when the adherents of his party flocked to him
from all quarters. Warwick having assembled an army
at Leicester, hastened to give him battle ; but Edward
taking another road, passed him unmolested, and pre-

sented himself before the gates of London. Here he

was admitted without hesitation, and was even joined

by the Archbishop of York, Warwick's brother. The
feeble Henry was again taken from his throne, and
carried back to his old prison in the Tower. Finding
himself now in a condition to face the enemy, Edward
met Warwick at Barnet, in the neighbourhood of the

capital. Warwick had been reinforced by his son-in-

law the Duke of Clarence, and his brother the Mar-
quis of Montague; but the former deserted to his bro-

ther Edward during the night with 12,000 men. This,

however, did not discourage the brave Warwick. He
had advanced too far to retreat; and, disdaining all

the terms offered him by the enemy, he resolved to

stake his fortune upon the issue of a battle. The en-

gagement began early in the morning. The two most
^•enowned generals of the age headed the contending
armies, and their example inspired their followers with

more than ordinary valour. Victory or death seemed
to be the only alternative that was left them ; and the
battle continued lonp; unabated and doubtful. But owing
to a slight mist, the army of Warwick having mistaken
a party of their friends for the enemy, fell upon them
with such fury, that they drove them off the field. This
error turned the fortune of the day ; and Warwick hav-

ing in vain attempted to retrieve the mistake, at last re-

solved to sell his life as dear as possible, and rushing

into the thickest of the enemy, fell covered with wounds.
His brother Montague perished with him ; and as or-

ders had been given by Edward to give no quarter, the

•slaughter was di-eadful.

On this fatal day. Queen Margaret and the Prince

of Wales landed at Weymouth with a small body of

French forces ; but, instead of meeting with the con-

gratulations which she expected, she was confounded

by the intelligence of the death of Warwick, and the

captivity of her husband. Her magnanimity, which-

had formerly supported her under so many trials and

disasters, now failed her ; and foreseeing the dismal con-

sequences of so fatal a rererse, she took sanctuary in,

the abbey of Beaulieu. Here, however, her spirits

were revived, by the appearance of the Earl of Pem-
broke, the Duke of Somerset, and other powerful ba-

rons, who exhorted her still to hope for success, and

offered her their lives and fortunes to support the cause

of her family. Yielding to their encouiagements, and

flattered with tlie prospect of regaining her authority,

she advanced into the heart of the kingdom, while

Pembroke went to levy forces in Wales. Her army
daily increased as she proceeded; but the determined

Edward overtook her at 'J'ewksbury. The Duke of

Somerset, a man of valour and abilities, but rash and
impetuous, commanded the Lancastrians. He repul-

sed the first attack of Edward with such vigour, that

the Yorkists retired with precipitation ; and following

up his success, he ordered Lord Wenlock to support

him in the charge. But Wenlock disobeyed his com-
mands ; and Somerset was overpowered by numbers.
Enraged at his loss, and transported with fury at be-

holding Wenlock still inactive, he ran up to the cow-
ard, and with one stroke of his battle-axe dashed out

his brains.

About 3000 were slain on the side of the Lancas-
trians, and Margaret and the Prince of Wales fell into

the hands of the victors. Somerset, and abont twenty
persons of distinction, having taken refuge in a church,

were dragged thence, and immediately beheaded. Pem-
broke, when he heard of the defeat of his friends at

Tewksbury, disbanded the troops which he had col-

lected, and fled into Brittany with his nejihew, the

young Earl of Richmond. When Margaret and her

son were brought to Edward, that monarch insultingly

demanded of the yoimg prince, how he dared to invade

his dominions. That noble youth, then about eighteen

years of age, appeared undaunted by the presence of

his victorious enemy; but, unmindful of his situation,

he boldly replied : " I have entered the dominions of

my father, to revenge his injuries, and to redress my
own." The barbarous Edward, enraged at his intrepid

spirit, struck him ou the face with his gauntlet ; and
his brothers, the Dukes of Clarence and Gloucester,

with Lord Hastings and Sir Thomas Gray, taking this

as a signal for his death, hurried him into the next

apartment, and dispatched him with their daggers:

This tragedy was followed by the death of King Henry,

who (lied a few days after in confinement; but it was
generally believed, that he was murdered in cold blood

by the hand of Gloucester. Margaret was thrown in-

to the Tower ; but was ransomed for 50,000 c^-owns by

Louis XL and died some years after in France, forgot-

ten and neglected.

The principal leaders of the Lancastrian ])arty hav-

ing perished in the field or on the scaffold, Edward
continued to glut his vengeance, by the execution of

their meaner adherents; and the gibbet soon finished

what the sword had begun. But this relentless mo-
narch, even while his hands were bathed in blood, was
immersed in voluptuous pleasures and amusemehts.

3 N2
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He was universally aUowed to be the most beaiitiliil

man of his time ; and his debaucliciies, which were

open and iiunKious, were encouraged and imitated by

a profligate court. All ranks seemed willing to for-

get the dismal scenes that were past, in the less danger-

ous exploits of gallantry and intrigue. But the king

was roused from his inactivity, by tlic call of the Duke

of Burgundy to unite their arms against I'rance.

A French war was always a popular measure with

'the English parliament; and they readily granted him

a considerable supply, which he increased by levying

a bencvoUnce. He then passed over to Calais with

1500 men at arms, and 15,000 archers, attended by his

principal nobility. But, instead of being joined by the

forces of Burgundy, as he had expected, the Duke was

spending his strength on tlic frontiers of Germany, and

against the Duke of Lorraine. This disappointment

led Edward to listen to the advances of the French mo-

narch, who, alarmed at the prospect of such a formida-

ble invasion, attempted to avert the danger by nego-

ciation, and to detuch him from the alliance of Bur-

gundy. AVhen the king of England dispatched a he-

rald to Louis, to claim the crown of France, and to

carry him a defiance in case of refusal, Louis, instead

of being irritated by the insult, replied with great mo-
deration, and' even gave the herald a considerable pre-

sent. Louis had also requested the good offices of

Lords Stanley and Howard to second his desires for

peace ; and Edward was soon after brought to conclude

a truce, more to the advantage than the honour of

Louis. That monarch stipulated to pay "5,000 crowns,

upon condition of Edward's withdrawing his army from

France ; and 50,000 crowns a year during their joint

lives. It was also agreed, that the dauphin, when
of age, should marry Edward's eldest daughter. The
two monarchs had afterwards a private conference at

Pecquigni, near Amiens, where they interchanged mu-
tual civilities, and confirmed their friendship.

Edward returned to England, after this fruitless expe-
dition, only to disgust his subjects by his profligacy

and cruelty. The Duke of Clarence, since his alliance

with the Earl of Warwick, notwithstanding his after

services, in assisting him to recover the crown, had
never been able to regain the confidence of bis brother.

His open and hasty temper had also multiplied his ene-

mies, among whom were the queen and his brother the

Duke of Gloucester, who united in hastening his de-
struction. Irritated by the indifference with which he
was treated at court, he did not hesitate to express his

dissatisfaction, and sometimes indulged in ill-natured

invectives. His enemies took advantage of his resent-

ment ; and endeavoured to stimulate him to still farther

resistance, by the persecution of his friends. Thomas
Burdet of Arrow, who happened to live in intimacy
with the duke, had a favourite buck killed by the king,
while hunting in the park of the owner; which so vex-
ed Burdet, that, in a hasty humour, he wished the
horns of the deer in the belly of the person who advi-
sed the king to do him such an injury. For this ex-
pression he was tried for his life, condemned, and be-
headed at Tyburn. John Stacey, a clergyman, suffer-

ed also from his connection with Clarence. As he pos-
sessed more learning than was usual in that age, he
was considered by the vulgar as a necromancer; and
his enemies laying hold of this imaginary crime, had
him put to the torture, and executed. Clarence could
not behold his friends falling around him, upon such

trivial pretences, without reflecting on his own danger;
but instead of securing himself from the impending
storm, he seemed imprudently to court it, by loudly

and openly justifying the innocence of his friends, and
condemning the conduct of their accusers. This free-

dom was construed into disrespect to the king and to

the laws; and under that pretence he was ordered to

the Tower. His trial was appointed before the House
of Peers, where the king appeared personally as his ac-

cuser. Ho was charged with arraigning public justice,

and inveighing against the conduct of the king. Upon
this charge he was condemned by his corrupt and sla-

vish judges; and his brother, unmindful of the ties of

blood, or of gratitude for his past services, granted him
only the choice of his death. He was consequently
drowned in a but of malmsey wine. Clarence left two
children ; a son, the unfortunate Earl of Warwick ; and
a daughter, afterwards Countess of Salisbury.

The remainder of Edward's reign is little else than a

continuation of his amours and debaucheries. Among
his numerous mistresses, the most celebrated was Jane
Shore, the wife of a respectable citizen in London.
This lady, though seduced by the flatteries and promi-
ses of this gay monarch, possessed many amiable qua-
lities; and the ascendant which she had obtained over
him, was exercised only in curbing the cruelty of his

disposition, and in the most disinterested acts of bene-
ficence and humanity.
Edward was much engaged, about this time, in pro-

jecting splendid marriages for his five daughters, none
of which, however, took place. The contract between
his eldest daughter Elizabeth and the dauphin, was bro-

ken off by Louis, who found it more to his advantage to

engage his son to the daughter of Maximilian of Austria,

To revenge this indignity, Edward resolved upon war
with France; but while he was preparing for this en-

terprize, he was seized with a distemper, which carried

him off" in the 42d year of his age, and 23d of his reign.

"The character of this prince," says an elegant writer,
" is easily summed up : his good qualities were courage
and beauty ; his bad qualities—every vice ! He left

two sons ; Edward, who succeeded him, then in his

13th year, and Richard, Duke of York, in his 9th.

During Edward's last illness, he had endeavoured to

compose the intrigues which had agitated his court

for some years before his death. These arose froni

the perpetual jealousy which the ancient nobility en-

tertained of the sudden exaltation of the queen and her
relations. At the head of the former were the Duke
of Buckingham and Lord Hastings; and the latter were
supported by the Earl of Rivers, the queen's brother,

and her son, the Marquis of Dorset. Edward had simi-

moned them into his presence ; and after declaring his

intention of entrusting the Duke of Gloucester with
the regency, who was then absent in the north, he re-

presented to them the calamities and dangers that must
attend a continuance of their contests ; and engaged
them to embrace each other with all the appearance of
the most cordial friendship. But this agreement lasted

only with the life of the king; for no sooner had Ed-
ward expired, than their animosities were renewed, and
each party endeavoured to acquire for itself the favour
of the regent.

Gloucester, who, by the most profound dissimulation,

had been able to conceal a heart deformed by every-

thing that was mean, cruel, or base, had hitherto lived

on good terms with both factions. But as his inordi-
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nate ambition led liim now to look towards ihc crown,

lie resolved to attach himself only to those, iVom whom
he might expect least opposition to his views. At the

same time, however, he assiduously paid court to the

Queen, by professing the greatest zeal and attachment

to her family; and thus gained such credit with her,

that she for a time trusted implicitly to the sincerity of

his friendship.

Young Edward had been committed to the care of

his uncle, tlie E;irl of Rivers, tlie most accomplished no-

bleman in England, and resided in Ludlow castle, on
the borders of Wales. The Queen, desirous of retain-

ing him in her power, wrote to her brother to levy a

body of troops, in order to escort the young king to

London, and to prevent him from falling into the hands
of their enemies. This measure gave great oflence to

the opposite faction, who, appreliensive of being redu-
ced to subjection by their rivals, declared their resolu-

tion of resisting force by force. The wily Gloucester
interposed his authority, and, under pretence of pacify-

ing the dispute, prevailed upon the Queen to bring up
no greater retinue than should be necessary to support
the state and dignity of the new sovereign. But he
himself set out from York, attended by a numerous
train of the northern gentry; and at Northampton, was
joined by Buckingham with a splendid retinue. Here
they waited the approach of the king. Rivers, how-
ever, apprehensive that the place would be too small
for all their attendants, had sent his charge forward to

Stony-Stratford, and came in person to pay his respects

to the Regent. He was received with seeming cordi-

ality and friendship ; and they all proceeded next day
to join their sovereign. But when they were entering

Stony-Stratford, Rivers was arrested by order of the Re-
gent, and with Sir Richard Gray, one of the Queen's sons,

and Sir Thomas Vaughan, an officer in the king's house-
hold, was sent a prisoner to Pomfret castle. Glouces-
ter endeavoured to satisfy the young king with respect

to this violence against his relations, but Edvrard was
unable to dissemble his disappointment and displeasure.

When the queen heard of the fate of her brother, she
foresaw that the ruin of herself and family was deter-

mined, and took sanctuary with her family in West-
minster Abbey. Gloucester now used all his arts to

get the Duke of York into his power ; but his mother
resisted all his solicitations; the council, however, threat-

ened to employ force if she continued obstinate ; which
induced her to comply. When she took leave of her

son, she bathed him with her tears, and, as if struck

with a presage of his future fate, bade him an eternal

adieu. Gloucester then took his nephew in his arms, and,

clasping him with feigned affection, declared, that while
he lived, the boy should never want a parent. But the

hypocritical tyrant was all the while meditating the

most bloody designs against the helpless innocent.

Having thus got into his power the principal obsta-

cles to his ambition, Gloucester prepared for more
treacherous and bloody deeds. As he was the nearest

male of the royal line capable of exercising the govern-
ment, he was invested by the council with the office of

protector, without waiting for the consent of parlia-

ment; and the first use he made of his high dignity,

was to order the death of Rivers, and the other prison-

ers in Pomfret Castle. To this tyrannical and sangui-

nary measure Buckingham and Hastings gave their

consent ; and the prisoners were beheaded without any
form of trial. He next sounded Buckii\gham respect-

ing his usurpation of the crown; and prevailed upon
him, by liberal offers of private advantages, to support
him in all his measures. The loyalty of Hastings, how-
ever, was proof against every promise and persuasion;
and that nobleman determined to maintain unshaken
his allegiance and fidelity to the chikhen of Edward.
As the tyrant, therefore, despaired of gaining him to

his interest, he resolved upon his death. With this de-
sign he summoned a council in the Tower. The pro-
tector appeared with a cheerful countenance, and, be-
fore they entered upon business, conversed with the
members with great affability and good humour. He
then left the council, as if called away in haste ; and in

about an hour after returned, btit with quite an altered
look ; his brows knit, and his countenance inllamed
with rage. Those who knew his savage nature beheld
him with horror, expecting some dreadful catastrophe.
After a short silence, he asked them, what pmiishment
they deserved who had conspired against his life. Has-
tings replied, that they deserved the punishment of trai-

tors. " Sec, then," cried the protector, baring his wither-
ed arm, " what the sorceress, my queen-sister, and that
wretch, Shore's wife, have done by their incantations
and witchcrafts ; their spells have reduced my arm to

this condition ; and had they not been timely detected,
my whole body would have suflered the same calami-
ty !" The council gazed upon one another in much as-
tonishment, knowing tliat this infirmity had attended
him from his infancy ; and the silence was again broken
by Hastitigs, who said, " If they have been guilty of
these crimes, they merit the severest punishment."
"If!" cried Gloucester in a rage; "do you reply to

me with your i/s? you are yourself a traitor, and the
chief abettor of that witch Shore ; and I swear by St
Paul, that I will not dine before your head be brought
me." Tie then stiuck the table with his hand, and
the room was instantly filled with armed men. The
council room was now filled with tumult, and one of
the guards aimed a blow with his battle axe at Lord
Stanley's head, which the fellow, in all likelihood, had
been instructed to do ; but that nobleman escaped by
shrinking under the table. Hastings was seized, and
immediately beheaded on a log of wood which happen-
ed to lie in the court of the Tower. Lord Stanley, the
Archbishop of York, the Bishop of Ely, and some other
counsellors, were afterwards committed prisoners to

the Tower; and a proclamation was read to the citi-

zens of London, among whom Hastings was very po-
pular, enumerating his offences, and apologising for his

sudden execution, by the suddenness of the discovery.

In order to carry on the farce, he ordered Jane Shore
to be tried for witchcraft; but as no evidence was pro-

duced against her, she was accused of adultery before

the spiritual court, and condemned to walk barefoot

through the city, and to do penance in St Paul's churcli

in a white sheet, before all the people. This unhappy
woman languished out her life in solittide and indi-

gence, neglected and unpitied by those who had for-

merly been protected by her credit, and had lived upon
her bounty.

After the murder of Hastings, Gloucester proceeded
openly in his ambitious designs. He endeavoured, by
means of Buckingham, to instil into the minds of the
people an opinion of the illegitimacy of the late king
and his children. He thus had the impiety to charge his

own mother with adultery ; and impudently asserted, that

he alone of all her sons was the true oflspring of the
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Duke of York. The pulpit was employed for propaga-

ting these foul calumnies; and Dr Shaw was hired to

harangue the audience in St Paul's, on the incontinence

of the duchess, and the virtues of the protector. " Be-

hold this excellent prince," said the preacher, "the ex-

press image of his noble father, tlie genuine descendant

of the house of York. He alone is entitled to your alle-

i^iancc. lie alone can restore the lost glory and honour

of the nation." It had been previously concerted that

Gloucester should enter the church during this pane-

gyric, when it was expected that tlie people would cry,

"God save King Richard 1" But the protector came too

late ; and though the Doctor repeated his praises, yet

the audience kept a profound silence. Buckingham was

next appointed to harangue an assembly of the citizens,

to whom he enumerated the calamities of the preceding

reign, and the many virtues of tlic protector; and endea-

voured to convince them of the illegitimacy of the pre-

sent king, lie then asked them whether they would

liave a bastard prince, or the virtuous protector, for their

sovereign; but no one answered him. lie entreated them

to speak out their real sentiments, and give him a posi-

tive answer; when some of his own servants, who had

slipped among the crowd, cried out, "God save King
RieiiardT' which was seconded by a few of the citizens,

wlio had been previously bribed. This feeble cry was
interpreted as the voice of the nation; and Buckingham,
with the mayor and aldermen, immediately hastened to

Baynard's castle, where the Protector then resided, to

make him an offer of the crown.

Gloucester, who was a complete master in dissimula-

tion, affected to be surprised at the appearance of Buck-
ingham ; and when informed of his intentions, he refused

the t)ffer of the crown, and declared his purpose of main-
taining his loyalty to the present sovereign. Bucking-
ham appeared displeased with his answers, and told him,
that, as the nation were determined to have another king,

if he resisted their unanimous wish, they must fix upon
some other person who would be more compliant. " I

see," cried the Protector with the most hypocritical hu-
niifity, " that the nation is resolved to load me with pre-
ferments unequal to my abilities or my choice ; and I

graciously accept their petition."

Richard had no sooner obtained the crown, than he re-

solved to secure it by the death of his nephews; and he
gave orders to that purpose to Sir Robert Brakenbury,
constable of the Tower. But that gentleman refused to

be the instrument of his cruelty. I3rakcnbury was then
(^onmianded to resign the government of the Tower for
one night to Sir James Tyrrel, who, with three asso-
ciates. Slater, Dighton, and Forest, soon accomplished
the bloody purposes of the tyrant. They entered the
young princes' chamber while they were fast asleep, and
suffocated them with the bolsters and pillows. They then
buried their bodies deep in the ground under the stair-
case. Their bones were afterwards discovered in the
I'eign of Charles II. and interred under a marble monu-
ment in Westminster Abbey.

Richard employed his new acquired authority, in be-
stowing rewards and preferments upon those who had as-
sisted in his exaltation, and who were best able to sup-
port his government. He created Thomas Lord Hov/-
ard, Duke of Norfolk, and Sir Thomas Howard, his son
Earl of Surrey. He also set Lord Stanley at liberty, and'
made him Steward of the Household. Buckingham, the

. chief promoter of his ambition, was loaded with dignities
,ind honours. He was invested with the office of Con-

stable, and received a grant of the estate of Hereford,

one of the greatest of the ancient baronies. But while
Richard was thus endeavouring to strengthen his ill-got

power, he was hated and feared by every man of sense

and virtue in the kingdom; and the very accomplices of
his crimes were contemplating his overthrow. The Duke
of Buckingham himself soon became disgusted with the

new government; but whether this arose from his own
restless and turbulent disposition, or from any part of

the king's conduct towards him, is not known. It was
only, however, a few month's after Richard's accession,

when this nobleman began to form a conspiracy against

him, and to attempt to pull him from the throne, to which
he had been so instrumental in raising him. For this pur-
pose he cast his eye towards the young Earl of Rich-
mond, who was the only remaining branch of the house
of Lancaster, and who seemed the only person that could
free the nation from the tyranny of the usurper. He was
encouraged in these sentiments by Morton, Bishop of
Ely, a zealous Lancastrian, who had been imprisoned by
the king, but who had afterwards been committed to the
custody of Buckingham.
Henry Earl of Richmond had been carried into Brit-

tany by his uncle, the Earl of Pembroke, immediately
after the battle of Tewksbury, and had been detained

there in a kind of honourable custody by the reigning

duke, at that time the ally of England. Edward IV. af-

ter his restoration, had frequently endeavoured to pre-

vail upon his ally, who was a weak but good prince, to

deliver the young Earl into his power; and had at last

so far succeeded, under a pretence of marrying him to

his oldest daughter, that Henry was put into the hands
of the English ambassadors, and was on ship-board, when
the Duke, suspicious of Edward's real design, recalled

his orders, and saved Richmond from destruction. This
continued jealousy of Richmond's pretensions to the

crown, tended to confirm them in the minds of the peo-

ple; and the universal detestation in which Richard was
held, turned the attention of the nation towards that no-

bleman. But, in order to unite all parties in a cause
which promised to contribute so much to the happiness

of the kingdom, by the expulsion of the odious tyrant,

Morton suggested the project of uniting the opposite

factions, by the marriage of Richmond with the Princess

Elizabeth, the eldest daughter of King Edward. This
scheme was communicated to the Earl, and also to the

queen-dowager. Both entered heartily into the designs

of Buckingham. The queen borrowed a sum of money,
and sent it over to Richmond; required his oath that he
would celebrate the marriage on his arrival in England

;

and promised to join him with all the friends and parti-

zans of the family. But their intention did not escape
the vigilant eye of Richard ; and Buckingham was sus-

pected of being concerned in the conspiracy. The king
resolved to send for him to court, in order to discover

if his suspicions were well founded ; but the Duke, well

knowing his barbarity and treachery, only answered by
taking up arms in Wales, and calling upon his asso-

ciates every where to join him. But the swelling of
the Severn prevented him from marching into England;
and detained him so long, that his army, distressed for

want of provisions, fell off from him, and left him almost
without a follower. In this helpless situation, he put
on the disguise of a peasant, and took shelter in the
house of one Bannister, an old servant of his family. A
large reward, however, was set upon his head ; and the
villain BannistCrj unable to resist the temptation, betray-
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eti his mastof ; when he was brought to the kini^; at

Shrewsbury, and instaiuly executed. The other conspi-

rators, who had risen in difVt rent jiarts of the kinijdom,

as soon as they heard ot" his fate, immediately dispersed.

The Marquis of Dorset aiul the Bisliop of Ely fled be-

yond seas; some of their friends fell into the hanils of

Richard and were executed, and others contrived to con-

ceal themselves from his vengeance. The Earl of Rich-

mond, in ihc mean time, had arrived ofl" the coast of

England with 5000 troops; but hearing of the dispersion

of his friends, he returned to Brittany.

Richard, emboldened by his success, now ventured for

tbe first time to call a parliament, wiiich accjuiesced in

whatever he chose to propose. They approved all his

proceedings; confirmed tlie illegitimacy of Edward's
children; attainted the Earl of Richmond and all his ad-

herents ; anid granted the king tlye duties of tonnage and
poundage for life. He next entered into a negotiation

with the Duke of Brittany for delivering up his rival,

and had nearly succeeded, through the treachery of Pe-
ter Landais, a corrupt minister of that court, when Rich-
mond, having got timely notice, fled into France. Ri-
chard, however, still continued to employ every mean
that might give security to his throne ; and sensible that

his rival was only formidable from his projected mar-
riage with the Princess Elizabeth, the true heir to the

crown, he foimed the design of espousing that princess

himself. He had married Anne, the second daughter of

the Earl of Warwick, and the widow of Edward, Prince

of Wales, whom he himself had murdered. But, con-

sidering her as an invincible obstacle to his designs, he
is believed to have carried her off by poison. He then

made application to his neice, and paid court to the

queen-dowager with such art and address, that that ])rin-

cess, eager to recover her lost authority, did not scruple

to give her consent to this incestuous alliance, and to

marry her daughter to the murderer of her three sons

and her brother: She even so far joined her interests

with those of the usurper, as to desire her son, the Mar-
quis of Dorset, and all her partizans, to withdraw from
the Earl of Richmond. But the young princess dis-

dained to listen to his vile passion, and treated his ad-

dresses with contempt and detestation. While Richard
was thrown into perplexity by her unexpected refusal,

and before he had time to renew his suite, the Earl of
Richmond landed at Milford-haven with a small army of
2000 men. As he advanced, his friends flocked to his

standard ; but his army, with all his reinforcements,

amounted only to 6000 combatants. Richard met him
at Bosworth, near Leicester, with a force double the

number. This superiority of numbers, however, was
Tendered of little advantage, by the dissensions which
prevailed among them. Lord Stanley had been suspect-

ed by Richard of favouring the cause of Heiuy ; and
when he empowered him to levy troops, detained his

eldest son Lord Strange as a pledge for his fidelity.

Tliat nobleman was tlius prevented from openly declar-

ing himself, though he had sent secret assurances to

Henry of his friendly intentions, and, at the head of
7000 men, posted himself on the flank of the two hos-

tile armies, ready to join either party as occasion should
offer Richard, apprehensive of his design, sent him
orders to join him, which Stanley refused; upon which
the tyrant was about to take revenge upon his son, but
he was persuaded to postpone the execution till after

the fight, wlien, be'ing certain of a victory, he would take
ample vengeance Upon all his enemies, both open and

concealed. The trumpets were then ordered to sound
to battle, wliicli began by a flight of arrows; but the
ranks soon began to close, when Stanley advanced, and
joined the army of Richmond. This circumstance turn-
ed the fortune of the day. It inspired Henry's soldiers
with unusual courage, while it spread dismay and con-
fusion amonK Richard's. Richard, enraged to madness
by the treachery of Stanley, and sensible of his despe-
rate situation, resolved to finisli the battle, either by Hen-
ry's death or his own. He rushed into the thickest of
the fight, and flew from raiik to rank in search of his
rival. Richmond himself did not decline the combat;
but when they were just within reach of each other, th(<y

were separated by the crowd. Richard, perceivin;; his

men every where yielding and flying, and giving up all

for lost, spurred his horse into the midst of the enemy,
and h\l covered with slain. His body was found in the
field of battle, in the midst of dead enemies, and disfi-

gured with wounds. It was thrown across a horse, and
carried to Leicester, where it was interred in the Gray
Friars Church. Thus perished Richard III. who waded
to the throne through the blood of his nearest relations;
who considered no enormity too great, and no action too
mean, provided it led him to the object of his ambition. He
enjoyed his exaltation little more than two years ; and
perished by a fate too mild and honourable for his mul-
tiplied and detestable crimes. He was of a small sta-

ture, hump-backed, with a harsh disagreeable counte-
nance, so that his body and his mind were equally de-
formed, (fi)

The decisive victory gained at Bosworth, was follow-

ed by the most important consequences. An ornamen-
tal crown, which Richard had worn in batttle, having
been found among the spoils, was placed upon the head
of Richmond; and the whole army, as by one instanta-

neous movement, shouted aloud, " Long live Henry VII."
His title, indeed, to the crown, was in many respects de-
fective. The hereditai-y right resided in the house of
York, of which there were several princes then alive.

His own descent from the house of Lancaster proceeded
from an illegitimate branch, and though an act of legiti-

mation had been passed in the reign of Richard II. yet
the very patent which conferred the privilege, excluded
the posterity of that line from the crown. But the Lan-
castrian party had resolved to adopt him as their head;
and his solemn engagement to marry the Princess Eli-

zabeth, the representative of the house of York, altach-

eil the adherents of that family to his cause. To the
expectation of this union he owed much of his past suc-
cess, and it was hailed by all considerate men as the pro-

bable termination of tiiose civil wars, whidi had raged
for thirty years with such destructive violence. He did

not, however, deem it expedient to engraft his title up-
on that of the rival house, but being in possession of
the power, he advanced his claim as the heir of Lancas-
ter, while he resolved to prevent the discussion of its va-

lidity.

Having refreshed his army a few days at Leicester, he
proceeded slowly towards the capital, and at every step

of his progress was saluted with the loudest acclamations.

He was received by the citizens of London with every ex-
pression of satisfaction and respect; but scorning to court

popularity, he entered the city in a close chariot, and re-

fused to gratify the people with a sight of their new sove-

reign. Proceeding directly to St Paul's, he deposited the

standards which had been taken at Bosworth, and return-

ed thanks to God for the victory. He hastened to re-
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new in p\iblic his promise to espouse the Princess Eliza-

beth ; but that he might not seem to derive his claim

from her ri^ht, or to depend upon her life for the dura-

tion of his aulliority, he determined lo postpone the alli-

ance till his own coronation should be finished, and his

title recognised by parliament. He was crowned iiing of

England on the 20th of October 1485, with the usual

pomp and ceremonies; and, to heighten the splendour

of the spectacle, he bestowed the rank of knights ban-

neret on twelve persons, and conferred peerages on

three.

When the parliament assembled in the beginning of

the following month, it was found that many members

of the House of Commons, who were his most zealous

partisans, had been attainted in the preceding reign.

These persons he required to abstain from taking their

seats, till an act should be passed to reverse their attain-

der, and thus exhibited a degree of regard to the laws

hitherto unknown in England. The same parliament,

however, gratified the king's resentment towards the ad-

herents of the York family, by passing an act of attain-

der against the Duke of Norfolk, and thirty other per-

sons who had fought under Richard at Bosworth,—

a

measure which could only have been prompted by ava-

rice or revenge, and which excited considerable de-

bates in the house, as well as murmuring among tlie peo-

ple. At the same lime, Henry issued a royal proclama-

him, offering pardon to all who had taken part against

him, upon condition that they submitted by a certain

day, and took the usual oath of allegiance.

Perceiving that the delay of his marriage rendered the

nation more suspicious of his proceedings, and having
been petitioned by parliament to fulfil the wishes of his

people, he espoused the Princess Elizabeth on the 18th

of January 1486. The public rejoicings on this occasion,

were greatly superior to those which had taken place at

liis own accession and coronation ; a circumstance which
Henry regarded with jealous displeasure, as the testimo-

ny of general favour to the house of York, and wliich

gave rise to suspicions in his mind subversive at once
of his own tranquillity, and of that tenderness which he
owed to his amiable consort. Having taken due care to

prolong the continuance of peace abroad, particularly
with the kingdoms of France and of Scotland, he resol-

ved to secure more effectually the internal quiet of his

own dominions. In this view, he set out on a journey
to the northern districts, where the friends of the late

king and of the house of York were most numerous, in

the hope of either awing the malcontents by his pre-
sence, or conciliating them by his condescension.
Upon his arrival at York, he received intelligence that

Lord Lovel was approaching at the head of three or four
thousand men, and that Sir Humphrey and Thomas
Stafford had marched with another army to besiege the
city of Worcester. Though in the midst of disaffected
counties, Henry found resources in his own active cou-
rage, and having hastily collected a small body of troops,
he gave the command to his uncle the Duke of Bedford,
with orders, when he approached the rebels, to publish a
general promise of pardon to all who should lay down
their arms. Lovel, dreading the desertion which this
proclamation might produce among his troops, suddenly
withdrew in the night, and made his escape to Flanders.
His ai-my submitted to the king's clemency; and the
other insurgents, intimidated by the surrender of their
confederates, instantly dispersed. The two Staffords
having pought refuge in some obscure church, which

had not sufficient privileges to protect tliem, were drag-
ged from the altar, and Humphrey, the elder, was exe-
cuted at Tyburn, but the younger, upon the plea of his

youth, received a pardon.

This success was followed by the birth of a son, to

whom Henry gave the name of Arthur, in memory of
the celebrated British king of that name, from whom the
house of Tudor was held to be descended. But neither
the recent triumph over his enemies, nor the acquisition

of a prince, who united all the claims of York and Lan-
caster, could reconcile the hearts of the English to their

sovereign. By a long course of civil war, the people
were become so turbulent and factious, that no king could
please them ; and this rooted disposition to insurrection,

was still farther inflamed by Henry's open animosity to

the house of York. The undisguised preference which
he gave on all occasions to the Lancastrians; his frequent
acts of severity against the opposite party ; his reported
harsh treatment of the Queen; his refusing her, even
after the birth of a son, the honour of a public corona-
tion ; his imprisonment of the young Earl of Warwick
in the Tower ; and his own reserved and haughty address,

all conveyed the idea that his prepossessions against the

Yorkists were inveterate, and contributed to render his

government generally unpopular.

In the midst of these discontents, a report was propa-
gated among the people, that Richard Duke of York,
second son of Edward IV. had saved himself from the

cruelty of his uiicle Richard HI. and was conceai :d

somewhere in England. This story was received with

great avidity, and suggested to a priest in O.xford, nan.cd
Richard Simon, the scheme of raising, upoii this ground,
a pretender to the crown. Aided and advised, at. lias

been generally supposed, by some persons of higher ; nk,

he fixed upon a youth called Lambert Simnel, about fif-

teen years of age, who was the son of a baker, but who
possessed an understanding and address above his con-

dition, and whom he instructed to personate the son of

Edward, who was now rumoured to be alive. Hearing,
however, a new report, that the young Earl of Warwick
had made his escape from the Tower, and observing that

this was a subject of equally general satisfaction, he chan-

ged the plan of his imposture, and taught Simnel to re-

present that unioi lunate prince. Sensible at the same
time that the counterfeit could not stand a very close

inspection, he carried his pupil to Ireland, as the most
proper theatre for opening the scene. In this country,

the people were all devoted to the family of York ; and
the whole officers of state appointed in the preceding
reign, had been improvidently allowed to retain their au-

thority. Here the pretender experienced the most fa-

vourable reception from persons of the highest rank,

whose example was eagerly followed by the lower orders;

and Simnel, having been proclaimed king of Ireland, was
lodged with great pomp in the cas'le of Dublin.

Henry, alarmed by so unexpected a revolution, was at

first inclined to face his enemies in person; but suspect-

ing the conspiracy to have been framed in England, he
directed his own exertions to the discovery of its promo-
ters in that kingdom; while at the same time he did not

fail to provide the most rigorous means of suppressing
the revolt in Ireland. After frequent consultations with
his confidential friends, he commanded the queen-dowa-
ger to be seized, and closely confined in the nunnery of
Bermondesey ; but, unwilling to charge so near a relative

with treason, he assigned, as the cause of this severe

treatment, her having formerly delivered the Princess
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Elizahctii ami her other daughters into the hands of the

late kinii;. lie next ordered W'iirwick to be taken from

the Tower, and led through llic streets of London in tlic

view of the whole people, directing at the same time se-

veral persons of rank, who were attached to the house of

York, and well acquainted with the person of Ihc younij

prince, to approach him, and converse with him. This

expedient had the ciVect of exposing the imposture to his

subjects in England ; but the people of Ireland still per-

sisted in their rebellion, and charged tlic King with hav-

ing exhibited a counterfeit Warwick. John Earl of Lin-

coln, nephew of Edward IV. who had previously retired

to Flanders, biing there joined by Lord Lovel, ajid lur-

rished by the Duchess of Burgundy with 2000 veteran

Germans, under the command of Martin Swart, a brave

and experienced ofHcer, joined the paity of Simnel in

Ireland. The Irish, encouraged by this reinforccincnt,

and having first crowned the impostor with great solem-

nity, proceeded to the invasion of England ; and having

landed in Lancashire, where they were received by Sir

Thomas Broughton, a gentleman of considerable in-

fluence in that country, they advanced into Yorkshire, in

the expectation of being joined by the inhabitants on

their march. But the people in general, convinced of

Lambert's imposture, averse to unite with foreign inva-

ders, and awed by the reputation of Henry, either re-

mained in tranquillity, or repaired to the royal army.

Lincoln, who coinmanded the rebels, and whose force

amounted to 8000 men, perceiving no hopes but in vic-

tory, resolved to bring the matter to a speedy decision.

The king, who, upon the news of Simnel's landing, had
advanced as far as Coventry, was equally eager for the

combat. The hostile armies met at Stoke, near Newark
in Nottingham ; and, after an obstinate engagement,
Hem-y obtained a complete victory, at the expence of

2000 of his best troops. Lincoln, Lovel, Broughton,
Swart, and most of the rebel leaders, with 4000 of their

followers, perished in the field of battle. The impostor
Sinmel, and his tutor Simon, were taken prisoners. The
latter being exempted, as a priest, from the power of the

civil law, was conimitled to close custody for life; and
the former, being too contemptible an object for the re-

sentment of Henry, was made, first a scullion in his kit-

chen, and afterwards advanced to the office of a falconer.

Few of the other delinquents were put to death, but ma-
ny of them were subjected to heavy fines. The proceed-
ings against all who were suspected of having favoured
the rebels were sufficiently arbitiary and rigorous ; but,

on the other hand, the people were gratified, and the

principal source of their disaffection removed, by the

ceremony of the queen's coronation, which took place

on the 25th of November 1487.

Henry, aware of the futility of conquests upon the

contment, or, as some authors rejjresent the matter,

avfTse, through motives of frugality, from all distant ex-
peditions, found it nevertheless necessary, to gratify the

warlike temper of his subjects, and to indulge their an-

cient animosity towards France, by professing a resolu-

tion to resist the encroachments which that rival power
had recently made upon the province of Brittany. Ha-
ving summoned a parliament at Westminster, he found
no difficulty in persuading them to grant him a consider-
able subsidy ; but, in those days, money was more easily

voted than levied in England. The inhabitants of the

more northern counties, who had been always disaffected

to Henry's governnjent, and who still smarted from his

severities after the overthrow of Simnel, resisted the
Vo^. VIII. Paht II.

collection of the tax, and put to death the Earl of

Northumberland, while he attempted to enforce obe-

dience to the laws. (Conceiving themselves too deep in

guilt to escape, they pioeeeded to open rebcllioii; and,

at the instigation of John a Chambre, a seditious fellow

of low birth, they chose Sir John Egreiiiont as their

leader, and declared against the king as a tyrant and
usurper. As soon as Henry received intelligence of this

insurrection, he dispatched a body of troops, under the

Earl of Surrey, who dispersed the rebels without much
difficulty ; and a Chambre, having been taken prisoner,

Was executed at York, with twelve of his accomplices.
Egremont lied for protection to the Duchess of Burgun-
dy ; and the greater part of his misguided followers re-

ceived a pardon.

Henry, disappointed in his wishes to terminate the dis-

pute witli France by ncgociations, found himself under
a necessity of adopting more active measures than he
had intended ; and the distresses of the Bretons became
so urgent, that at length, (after receiving possession of
two sea port towns from his ally, as security for the pay-
ment of his charges,) he sent 6000 men, for ten months,
to resist the progress of the French power. These
troops, under the command of Lord Willoughby of
Broke, rendered the Bretons for some time masters of
the field; but the French retiring into their garrisons,
gave them no opportunity of striking any decisive blow;
and when the time of their service had elapsed, they
returned home, without having aflbrded any essential

support. The King of England, artfully labouring to

avoid the expenccs of war, and yet to thwart the designs
of the French court, became the dupe of his own policy

;

and, by the mai-riagc of the Duchess of Brittany to the

King of France, the province was peaceably annexed to

his dominions. The King of England, chagrined to sec
his schetiics defeated, and unwilling to lose his claims of
re-imburscment from Brittany, abandoned at length his

cautious policy, and resolved to adopt more vigorous
measures, when no measures could be of any avail. Upon
pretence of a French war, he levied a Benevolence upon
his suljjects, (a mode of taxation peculiarly odious, as it

was made at the discretion of commissioners) ; and, hav-
ing summoned a parliament, vaunted, in a magnificent
strain, of his determination to make a conquest of
France. The English nobility, seized with military
ardour, entered with full credulity into the boasting
schemes of their sovereign. On the 6th of October
1492, Henry landed at Calais with a well etjuipped
army of 25-000 foot, and 1600 horse, and without a mo-
ment's deKiy laid siege to Boulogne. But with all this
show of hostility, nci^ociations nad actually conmicnced
before the army left England ; and, after artfully giving
it the appearance of being desired by his nobles, and
owing to the delay of his allies, he concluded a peace
with France on the third day of November. The prin-
cipal article of the treaty, was the pay?iient of nearly
745,000 crowns to Henry by the French government,
partly as reimlmrsement of the sums which he had ad-
vanced to Brittany, and partly as arrears of the pension
due to Edward IV.; besides the stipulation of 25,000
crowns, as an yearly pension to himself and his heiis.

Before the conclusion of the war, a new pretender to

the crown of England had begun to make his appearance.
The old Duchess of Burgundy, not discouraged by the
failure of Simnel's imposture, propagated a report tliat

her nephew, Richard Plantagenct, Duke of Yoik, had
escaped from the Tower when his brother was murdei -

3 O
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ed ; and procured a youth of proper parts to personate

the prince. Perkin Osbec, or Warbeck, the son of a

Flemish Jew, after having been carefully instructed in

the character which he was intended to assume, landed

in Ireland about the commencement of hostilities with

France, and under the name of Richard Plantagenet,

collected a number of partizans in that country. But,

beiiii; joined by few persons of rank, he accepted an in-

vitation from the King of France, where he was enter-

tained with all the honours due to his supposed quality,

and where he succeeded in attaching a number of Eng-

lish gentlemen to his interest. Dismissed from Pans

when peace was concluded with Henry, he proceeded

to the court of the Duchess of Burgundy, who pretend-

ed for some time to treat him as an impostor, but at last

avowed her full conviction of his being the son of her

brother Edward, and the legitimate heir of the English

crown. Ptrkiii, by his prudent conversation and prince-

ly deportment, ably supported the fiction of his royal de-

scent ; and the English became daily more and more pre-

possessed in his favour. Many of the nobles, disgusted

with Henry's government, which tended to weaken their

influence, and some even of his former favourites, who

had been most instrumental in raising him to the throne,

moved by credulity or ambition, and probably conceiving

that their services had not been sufficiently rewarded,

meditated a revolt in favour of his enemy. A regular

conspiracy was formed against his authority ; a corres-

pondence settled between the malcontents in England

and the pretender's friends in Flanders ; and tlie whole

nation, interested in the event, was held in a state of

wonder and suspence as to the issue of the contest. Hen-

ry, well informed of all particulars, and conducting him-

self with his wonted caution and resolution, was active,

ly employed in counteracting the projects of the conspi-

rators. He first took measures to undeceive the peo-

ple, by ascertaining that the Duke of York was really

dead, and by inflicting punishments on those who were
convicted of having been his murderers. He next ex-

erted all his talents of policy and penetration, to detect

the proofs of Warbeck's imposture ; and, by a skilful

employment of spies and bribes, he succeeded in deve-

loping his whole history, designs, and adherents. He
immediately published to the nation the pedigree and
adventures of the pretended Duke of York; and when
his projects were properly matured, proceeded to inflict

punishment upon the principal conspirators. Several

men of note were publicly executed, others detained in

custody, many pardoned ; and, it has been remarked as

a commendable feature of Henry's lenity and discrimi-

nation in prosecuting conspirators, that, if any one ap-

peared to have been actuated by conscientious adherence
to principle, or by affection towards the house of York,
he generally experienced the king's clemency ; but if he

had indicated a restless love of change, or a turbulent

opposition to the laws by which he was governed, he was
then treated with greater severity.

Perkin, having made an unsuccessful attempt to land

on the coast of Kent, proceeded to Ireland ; and being
there also frustrated in his hopes of support, he bent his

course to Scotland. To James IV. who then governed
that kingdom, he had been previously recommended by
the French monarch, who was dissatisfied with Henry
on account of his having joined the confederacy against
his attempts upon Italy. This recommendation procur-
ed him a favourable reception from the King of Scot-

land i
and bis own insinuating adtlress so far imposed

upon that youthful and unsuspecting prioce, that, in the

full belief of his royal birth, he gave him in marriage
the daughter of the Earl of Huntley, who was nearly re-

lated to himself, and who was one of the most accom-
plished ladies of her time. He next entered England at

the head of a powerful army in support of his preten-

sions to the throne, but his story had now become stale,

even in the view of the populace ; and the presence of
the Scots aroused the English rather to repel, than to

join the invaders. A second inroad in his favour was at-

tended with no better success ; and, upon the conclusion
of a treaty of peace between the two nations, he was
obliged to leave Scotland, and to seek a new protector.

His interests in Flanders had been completely overthrown,
and his access to that country in a great measure barred,

by a treaty of commerce with England. Consulting with

his followers. Heme, Skelton, and Astley, three bank-
rupt tradesmen, he determined, under the name of Ri-

chard IV. to try the aficctions of the inhabitants of Corn-
wall, who had recently risen against the levying of a tax,

and whose mutinous disposition, notwithstanding the le-

nity of Henry, still subsisted in a degree which seemed
to promise him a ready adherence. On his first ap-
pearance at Bodmin, he was joined by 3000 of the popu-
lace, and immediately laid siege to the city of Exeter.
Henry, upon receiving information of his proceedings,

prepared with alacrity to meet him in the field ; and was.

seconded with the utmost unanimity by the principal no-
bility and gentry of the kingdom. Perkin, upon hearing;

of his approach, though his followers now amounted to

7000, lost all hopes of success, and secretly withdrew to

the sanctuary at Beaulieu. His wife. Lady Catharine
Gordon, falling into the hands of the conqueror, was
treated with the greatest generosity, and placed, with a
suitable pension, in a reputable station near the person
of the queen. Perkin being persuaded, upon the pro-

mise of pardon, to surrender hiiuself into the hands of
the king, was conducted through the streets of London,
and committed to custody in the Tower. BiK, impa-
tient of confinement, he soon made his escape, and, find-

ing it impracticable to leave the kingdom, fled to the

monastery of Thyne. The prior gave him up to the

king, after having again secured-his pardon, and he was
himself prevailed upon to publish a confession of his im-
posture. Committed once more to the Tower, he soon
renewed his attempts to regain his liberty, and contrived

to engage in his plot the young Earl of Warwick, who
was confined in the same prison. Their designs being
detected, they were both condemned and put to death.

The impostor had rendered himself unwort'ny of mercy

;

but the execution of the last male of the line of Planta-

genet, who had been a prisoner from his childhood, and
who had merely attempted to escape from oppression,

occasioned the greatest discontent among the people,

and must be regarded as the darkest blemish m the

reign of Henry.
Tlie authority of Henry being now securely establish-

ed, and his reputation for vigour and sagacity spread
over all Europe, his amity and alliance was courted with
every demonstration of respect by the most powerful fo-

reign princes. The Princess Margaret, his eldest daugh'
ter, was contracted to James the Fourth of Scotland ; but
as the royal bride was only in the eleventh year of her

age, the marriage was not consummated till three years
afterwards. A similar connection, which had long been
negociating between Arthur, Prince of Wales, and the

Princess Catharine, tbird daughter of Ferdinand and Isa-

.
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bella of Spain, was concluded about the same time, and

the mairiagc celebrated with great pomp about the end

of the year 1501. These two matches were afterwards

productive of the most important events; the former lay-

ing the foundation for the future union of tiic English

and Scottish crowns; and the latter proving a remote oc-

casion of the reformation of religion in Christendom.

Prince Arthur sickened and died a few months after his

marriage; but his fatlier, still desirous to continue his

alliance with the royal family of Spain, after procuring

the pope's dispensation, obliged his second son Henry,

whom he created Prince of Wales, to be contracted to

the infanta. During these more prosperous incidents,

the queen died in childbed, and the ciiild survived her

only a few days ; but, as she had never gained the affec-

tions of her husband, though deservedly the favourite of

the nation, it was not supposed that her deatli made
much impression upon the king; and he soon after be-

gan to lay plans for a second marriage. Hi- first turned

his thoughts to the Queen Dowager of Naples; but,

hearing that her dower was diminished, he abandoned

all further pursuit. In 1506, Philip, Archduke of Aus-
tria, who had married Joan, heiress of Castile, having

embarked with his consort for Spain, was driven by a

storm into the port of Weymouth, and was received by

Henry with every possible demonstration of respect.

Ever watchful how to draw advantage from every inci-

dent, he first prevailed upon Philip to conclude a more
favourable commercial treaty, than that which hitherto

existed between the English and the Low Countries, and
next negociated a lucrative matrimonial alliance between
himself and Philip's sister, Margaret, Duchess Dowager
of Savoy. But the accomplishment of this intended con-

nection was prevented by Henry's declining health, and

by the commencement of a disease which soon termi-

nated in his dissolution. In the view of approaching
death, the king applied himself with much earnestness

to acts of justice, piety, and mercy; and had recourse to

many of those superstitious practices, which were then

held most efficacious for conciliating the favour of

heaven. He paid the debts of all persons in London who
were imprisoned for small sums; and, with the excep-
tion of a few of the more aggravated cases, issued a ge-

neral pardon to all criminals. He directed 2000 masses
to be said for his soul within a month after his decease

;

distributed alms to paupers and prisoners, upon condition

that they prayed fervently for his future felicity; and con-

stituted commissioners, to make restitution to all whom
he had injured or oppressed. He expired, in his favou-

rite palace at Richmond, in the 54th year of his age, and
the 24th of his reign.

Henry VII. was, in stature, above the middle size, and
though of a slender form, yet strong and active. His de-

portment was grave and stately; but when any great

point was to be gained, he was capable of displaying the

most insinuating address. Though not defective in per-

sonal courage, and always collected in seasons of danger,
he was rather cautious than enterprising in the field.

He was indefatigable in public business, and descended
to the most minute details; kept his views impenetrably
secret, and only prescribed to his ministers the parts

which they were to act. His understanding, though not

remarkable for acuteness, was sure in its deliberations,

and the general success of his measures pr-ocured him a
very high reputation for political wisdom. He was more
deficient in the feelings of the heart than in the faculties

•f the mind ; and was little susceptible of the social and

generous affections. An inordinate love of money, and
an unrelenting hatred to ihc Infuse ol Yo;k, were his

ruling passions, and the cl;ief sources ot his vi'es and
his vexations. During the latter part of his life, in par-

ticular, his strict economj cie-Ljiiicrattd ii.toabsOiUit; ava-

rice, wiiich broke ibrougli all restraints; and wil!i the

assistance of two rapacious ministers, Eiiipson and Dud-
ley, he commiitcd tlie most arbitrary exactions upon
his subjects. Uy his frugality and extortions, he accu-
mulated immense wealth, and is said to have possessed,

at his death, in ready inonry, the sum of 1.80ii,uOO^ But
the royal coffers bfiiig then the only treasury ot tiic state,

he may be said to have saved lor the public; and though
a few individuals may have suffered from his rapacity,

he left the nation wealthy and Hounshiiig. His reign, in

a general view, was pros|>( loiis at home and honourable
abroad ; and thougli not peisoiially the least, lie was po-

litically the most uselul prince, iiixt to King Alfred,

that had ijitherto fili.d tlic tiuone ol England. He ioved

peace, without fcaiing war; and extended his power by
wise treaties, ratiier tnan expensive victories. It was
the uniform tendency of his measures to depress the no-

bility and clergy, and to raise up and humanise tlie peo-

ple. By a law, empowering the nobles to break their

entails and alienate their possessions, the overgrown au-
thority and estates of the barons were gradually dimi-

nished, while the property and influence of the commons
were proportionally increased. By repeated statutes, and
a rigorous enforcement of the laws, he prevented the

great families from giving liveries or badges to their de-

pendants and retainers ; and thus effectually suppressed
those armed bands, maintained around the castle of every
baron, and ready for every act of violence or insurrection.

He was not so successful in Lis attempts to abolish the

privileges exercised by monasteries, in affording refuge
to the most notorious offenders ; and all that he was able to

accomplish by his influence with the pope, was to procure
a regulation, that if any, who were once registered as

sanctuary-men, should again sally forth to commit fresh

offences, they might be dragged from the place of their

refuge, and delivered up to justice. His great efforts

were uniformly directed to promote a spirit of industryj

and to extend the benefits of commerce among his sub-
jects. In these views he repealed various statutes, which
acted as restraints upon manufacturing and mechanical
trades; endeavoured to draw the towns from the neigh-
bourhood of strongholds to more commercial situations;

and never failed, in his treaties with foreign powers, to

secure the commercial interests of the kingdom. He ex-
pended fourteen thousand pounds in building one ship,

which was called " the Great Harry," and which may
be considered as, in fact, the beginning of the English
navy; since the government, before this period, had no
other mode, of raising a fleet than by hiring or pressing
the vessels of merchants. By his prudence and perse-

verance, in short, he effected a great and beneficial change
upon the state of the kingdom ; enacted many wise and
salutary laws; restored, or rather established commerce;
reduced to just subordination a factious and insolent aris-

tocracy ; and taught the peaceful arts of civilized life to

a warlike and turbulent people.

Henry VHI. ascended the throne, when he was about
18 years of age, with every advantage that a young
prince could possess, and with the fairest prospects of a
happy reign. Uniting in his person the claims of the
houses of Lancaster and of York, his title was indisputed,

and all factions were extinguished. Beautiful in his form,
3 O 2
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expert in every manly exercise, accomplished in ;i!i tlio

literature of the limes, and even m lulept in school divi-

nity, lit- was rff;ardcU by his people- with induli;eiit afl'ec-

tion and high expectation. At peace with all Euroi>e,

and in possession of a well-stored public treasury, he

foiHid his subjects advancini^ in commerce and the arts,

and was himself furnished with the means of contributing-

to their power and prospeiity. His first measures were

dictated by the wisest policy, and were at the same time

well suite'd to increase his populaiity. He chose as his

ministers, men of eminent abilities and experience ; con-

firmed, by proclamation, the general pardon granted by

the lale king- ; and renewed the treaties of peace which his

father had concluded with Scotland, France, and Spain.

But, destitute of wisdom to improve his advantages, and

of virtue to prosecute the welf.u'u of his subjects, he be-

came negligent of public afi'airs; and abantloniiig himself

to idle dissipation, entrusted the government of the state

to the hands of his ministers. Even in gratifying the

wishes of the nation, he shewed himself more oppressive

than just. Empson and Dudley, tne instruments of the

late king's rapacity, were brought to trial ; but, as they

could not be impeached for having werely put the laws

in execution in obedience to the will of their sovereign,

and as tl'.ey had cautiously preserved the royal orders for

all their proceedings, they wore charged with a treason-

able design to seize the administiation of the govern-

ment upon llic decease of their late master, and, by the

weight of popular prejudice and of court infliu-nce, with-

out either probability or proof, were condemned and exe-

cuted.

One of the first and most important matters, which
engaged the attention of the council, was the marriage of

the king to his brother's widow, Catherine, the Infanta

of Spain, to whom he had formerly been contracted, and

a dispensation for the union obtained from the Pope.

Though Henry himself was averse to the match, and it

was opposed by Warham, archbishop of Canterbury, as

an incestuous alliance, yet the majority of the council,

for political reasons, recommended the completion of the

contract. The royal nuptials were solemnized at Green-
wich, June 7, 1509, and the ceremony of the coronation

was soon afterwards performed with the most extraordi-

nary pomp and magnificence. Engaged in a succession

of expensive amusements, the young king seemed to

think iiimself born for no other object, than to dissipate

the treasures which his father had amassed ; hut not con-

tented with his own private extravagance, he proceeded
to involve his people in the heavier burdens of an un-
meaning and unnecessary war. Seduced by the artifices

of Pope Julius H. and of Ferdinand king of Spain, he
entered into a league with thein against Louis XH. of
France. He was flattered with the idea of being the pro-
tector of the church, and of receiving the title of " The
Most Christian King," which the pope had promised to

transfer from the French to the English monarch. He
was so far blinded by vanity and ambition, as even to

announce an intention of conquering France, and annex-
ing it to the English crown. The parliament and the
nation entered with sufficient alacrity into his views, and
granie.i the most liberal supplies for prosecuting the war.
In 1513. having appointed the queen regent of the king-
dom, Hemy landed at Calais with a powerful army ; and
after an easy victory over the French, a few useless sieges,

and an expensive display of his magnificence at Tournay,
he returned to England, with sutficient honour to his

troops, but with no advantage to his kingdom. His un-

])rovoked attack upon the Fiench king had involved liiiri

in a war also with James IV. of Scotland : and, though
his arms were here attended with greater military suc-

cess, by the fall of the Scottish king, willi the flower of his

nobility, in the memorable battle of I'lotidcn-fieid
;
yet

little political benefit accrued to his subjects to compen-
sate tl.e death of his sister's husband, who miglit have
proved one of his most faithtui allies. Dibcovcring,
liowever, the selfish views of his confederates, wlio were
severally negociating secret treaties with the French
king, he readily listened to the overtures of Louis, with
whom he not only concluded a peace, but also formed a

family alliance, by giving him in marriage his youngest
sister, the Princess Mary.

Henry, now left at liberty to indulge his love of ex-
pensive pleasures, soon exhausted all the treasures which
he had inherited from his father, or obtained from his

parliament; and he had found a minister i-eady to gratify

his most extravagant demands, and to execute his most
tyrannical measures. Thomas Wolsey, (tlie son of ?.

private gentleman, or, according- to others, of a butcher
at Ipswiclv,) wliO had successfully executed some public

commissions in the late reign, had been introdticed to

Henry, by Fox, bishop of Winchester, as a proper person
to assist him, in his insinuating arts, in drawing the king's

favour from his lival the Earl of Surrey; and so com-
pletely did he fulfil, or rather exceed the wishes of his

patron, that, in a few months, he supplanted all foimcr
favourites and counsellors of the king ; became the com-
panion of his pleasures, the repository of his secrets, his

sole and absolute minister. (See Wolsey.) At once
archbishop of York, bishop of Durhain, a cardinal, pope's

legate, lord-chancellor of England, prime minister of

state, and inaster of Henry's thoughts and affections, he

directed the affairs of England with the authority of a

sovereign, and attained a degree of opulence, power, and
influence in the affairs of Europe, which no British sub-

ject had ever possessed. Under his administration, how-
ever, as chancellor, justice was ably and impartially ad-

ministered, and tlie public tranquillity so well established,

that the king and his minister might have ruled without

either domestic disturbance or foreign alarms, had tney
abstained from avaricious measures, and ambitious pro-

jects.

The king of England, hy the native force and situa-

tion of his kingdom, was enabled to hold the balance be-

tween the two rival princes, Charles V. and Francis I.;

and, had he known how to improve his singular advan-

tages, might have been, in reality, a greater potentate

than either of these monarcns, who were so keenly con-

tending for the dominion of Europe. But, actuated by

his own capricious passions, oi- directed by the interested

views of his favourite, this dislinguishecJ superiority of

his situation was never employed for the essential benefit

of his dominions. Both of the rival monarchs anxiously

sought a personal interview with him, in the view of

conciliating his friendship; and the emperor, particular-

ly, arriving in England before Henry could visit Francis,

and inspiring the ambitious cardinal with hopes of the

papacy, found means to secure both the king and tlie

minister in his interests. An offensive alliance was soon

after concluded with the pope and emperor against

France; and the Princess Mary, Henry's only child, was
betrothed to Charles.

The king, strictly attached to the church of Rome, and
particularly displeased with the attacks of Luther upon
his favourite author, Thomas Aquinas, opposed, with aH
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his influence, the progress of the Reforniatlon ; and even
wrole H booli in L.>tin aijaiiist the i;rcat relonuer, a pro-

diiclioii whicli is considered as suliicienlly credilabie to

his talents, and which procured iiini fioni Pope Leo, the

title of " Defender of tiie Failh."

An invadinif army was sent into France in 1522; and
in the year foikjwing, an expedition was made against

Scotland, in order to break, tiie alliance which subsisted

between the Scottish anil the Freijch governments. But
the immense treasures of Henry V'll. were now exhaust-

ed, by a succession of empty patjeants, guilty pleasures,

and useless enterprizes ; anil it was necessary to find

money, not only for the prosecution of the war, but even
for tne ordinary charges of tne government. Large sums
were levied under the ntme of" a benevolence," which
were not gi anted without loud muniuirings on the part

of the nation. A parliament and a convocation were
summoned; but neither tiie clergy nor the commons were
so easily munuged, or so liberal in their grants, as Wolscy
had expected, and seven years were suffered to elapse

before ihey were again assemijlcd. Wolsey, attempting
to render the king independent of the parliament, first

levied in one year wliat they had granted payable in

four; and next pioceetled to raise money uiion the king's

authority alone. The people, at length roused from their

long tubmisaion by the exorbitancy and the illegality of

his exactions, openly opposed the commissioners, and be-

gan to tiireaten a general insurrection. Henry, alarmed
by the consequences of his minister's precipitate mea-
sures, issued circular letters to all the counties, disavow-
ing the assessment, and declaring that lie meant only to

apply to ids subjects for "a benevolence." But tiie city

of London, hesitating to comply witli liis demand, and
open ii.surrections breaking out in different parts of the

kingdom, the king found it prudent to suspend his medi-
tated usurpations; .tiid the cardinal hastened to make his

peace with the sovi iiign, by presenting him with a mag-
nificent palace at Westminster, which he pretended to

have erected, from tlie first, for his master's use. But a

periorl was now appreacuiug to the exorbitant power of

this artful and ambitious prelate ; and the same event,

which siiook his hold of the king's favour, served to over-

throw in England the whole system of papal tyranny.

Henry had be^uii, (at vv at tim? and from what mo-
tives is not precisely ascertained,) to entertain doubts
concerning the legality of bis marriage with his brother's

widow, Catherine of Spain; anti to metlitate the design
of procuring a divorce. It is certain, that Henry VH.
afterwards convinced of the unlawfulness of the match
which he had contracted for his son, charged him, upon
his dcatli-bed, never to consent to its celebration; and
that the states of Castile, when treating respecting the

proposal of a marriage between the Emperor Charles
and Henry's daughter INlary, had, among other objec-

tions, insisted upon the illegitimate birth of that princess.

The marriage of Henry and Catherine had been consider-

ed by all parties from the beginning as sanctified only by
Ihe dispensation of the pope ; but, by the progress of the

Reformation in Englaiul, the authority of such decisions

was more freely (]uestioned than in former times. Car-
dinal Wolsey, and all the English prelates, with only one
exception, concurred in declarini;- that the king's mar-
riage was tmlawful; and Henry found it decided by his

favourite theologian Aquinas, that, though the pope may
dispense with the rules of the church, the laws of God
cannot be set aside by any authority, inferior to that by

IPhich they were enacted. The decay of Catherine's

b.eauty, and the passion which Henry had conceived for

Anne Buleyne, one of the (|u<-en's maids of honour,
though not perhaps the exciting c.uses of his scruples,

furnished additional motives to his desire of a divorce.

Formal and repeated applications weic made to tiic

pope, to annul the king's marriage with Catherine; but

his holiness, while he jirofessed his desire to comply with

Henry's request, was awed by the power of the emperor,
and practised various artifices, to elude the demands of
the English monarch. Urged at tt-ngth by his solicita-

tions, he commissions-Cai;linal Cam|)egio as his legate to

London, who, together with Cardinal Wolsey, should
hold a court for trying the validity of the king's marriage;
but, when the proceedings were nearly brought to a con-

clusion, the legate, upon some frivolous pretences, pro-

rogued the court, and the pontifi" a few days after ad-

journed the cause to his osvn judi^ment at Home.
Wolsey had long foreseen, that his ruin would be the

consequence of tne king's suit for a divorce ; and Ids fall

took place more suddenly than could have been anticipa-

ted. Solicitous to gratify his royal master, yet fearing

to offend the pope, his conduct, throughout the whole
course of the afi'aii, was niysteiious and temporizing.
The king, at last, confident of his minister's talents, or

blinded by the ardour of his wishes, suspected his fide-

lity and zeal in managing the affair. Anne Boleync, who
had been iirepossessed against the cardinal, imputed to

him the failure of her hopes; and her inflnence over
Heury contributed to fortify his suspicions against his

favourite. Even the queen and her parlizans, judging
of Wolsey by the part which he had openly acted, ex-
pressed the greatest animosity against him ; and the most
opposite factions seemed to combine for the overthrow
of that haugiity minister.

Henry, after remaining some time in suspence, at

length resolved upon the ruin of Wolsey ; required him
to deliver up the great seal, and to retire from his palace

in London to his country seat near Hampton Court. He
next ordered him to be indicted in the star chamber, and
abandoned him to all the rigour of the parliament : but
though many charges were brought against him, it was
found difficult to establish the proof of any crime ; and
Henry remitted the sentence of forfeiture, which had
been pronounced against him, and restored his piopcrty
which had been seized. Afterwards, however, finding

that he stood in the way of his measures against the

pope, renewed the prosecution against him ; commanded
liim to be arrested for high treason, and to be brought to

London for trial. But by the fatigues of the journey,
the agitation of his mind, or, as some have alleged, by
the effects of poison which he had taken, he was seized
with a violent disoider by the way, and died at Leicester
Abbey. See Wolsey.

Henry, being thus freed from a person whom he re-

garded as an oiistacle to his intentions, resolved, by the

advice of Craiimer, to have the legality of his marriage
discussed by all tlie universities of Europe; and having
at length procured their suffrages, as well as the opi-

nions of the R.ibbis in his favour, he determined to com-
mence an open resistance to the pope's authority. By
the revival of an old statute, wdiicli had been employed
to ruin AVolsey, and which rendered his exercise of the

power of legate unlawful, though it had been done with

his own permission, he indicted all those ecclesiastics

who had submitted to the legantine court, for having

violated the law; reduced them to compound for their

offence by a fine of 1 18,000/.; and, at Ihe same time, ex-
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torted from them a confession, that " the king was the

proteclor and tlie supreme liead of the church of Eng-

land." By the strict execution of the old statute above

mentioned, much of the profits, and still more of the

power, of the church of Rome was cut off; and hy seve-

ral new acts, the usurpations of tlie pontiff were farther

abolished.

Henry, now determined in his own mind, and prepar-

ed for all consequences, privately married Anne Bo-

leyne; and upon her becoming pregnant, publicly an-

nounced her as his wife, by canning her in a magnifi-

cent procession through the streets of London. His mar-

riage with Catherine having been pronounced invalid

by a court held under Archbishop Cranmer, the new

queen was publicly crowned with suitable splendour,

and was soon afterwards delivered of a daughter, who
received the name of Elizabeth. When intelligence of

these transactions was conveyed to Rome, the pope im-

mediately issued a sentence, declaring the nullity of

Crannier's decision, and requiring Henry, upon pain of

excommunication, to restore Catherine to her place as

his only lawful wife. The king, upon receiving infor-

mation of this decree against him, no longer delayed to

execute his long meditated scheme of renouncing the

Papal jurisdiction. A parliament was assembled, which

ratified the king's marriage with Anne Boleyne, and ap-

pointed the crown to descend to the issue of this con-

nection ; declared the king to be the only supreme head

on earth of the church of England, and granted him a

right to all annates and tythes of benefices, which had
hitherto been paid to the see of Rome. The clergy, as-

sembled in convocation, passed a vote, that, by the law
of God, the Roman pontiff had no more jurisdiction in

England than any other foreign bishop; and the bishops

even took out new commissions from the crown, ac-

knowledging all their spiritual and episcopal authority

to be derived ultimately from the civil magistrate.

While, however, the king of England threw off the

political yoke of the church of Rome, he adhered, with
blind obstinacy, to its most pernicious errors ; and his

subjects were thus brought into a dilemma, which expo-
sed all parties to persecution at his pleasure. It was a

capital crime to acknowledge the pope's supremacy; and,

on the other hand, it was equally punishable to profess
the reformed principles. The Queen, Cromwell, secre-
tary of state, and Archbishop Cranmer, secretly favoured
the Protestant tenets; but the Duke of Norfolk, Gardi-
ner bishop of Winchester, and Sir Thomas More, who
succeeded Woisey as chancellor, were zealous suppor-
ters of the old religion. The latter, with all his natural
gentleness and enlarged mind, acted the part of a fu-
rious inquisitor in the prosecution of heresy ; and, under
his administration, many were put to death for harbour-
i»g the reformed teachers, neglecting the fasts of the
church, or declaiming against the vices of the Popish
ecclesiastics. By these severe executions, however, the
people were rendered only the more favourable to the
new doctrines, and inspired with greater horror of the
old; while on the other hand, many eminent individuals,
who were friendly to the Romish church, and even in-
strumental in those cruelties, suffered in their turn
whenever they ventured to oppose the king's measures.
Fisher, bishop of Rochester, and Sir Thomas More, hav-
ing refused to take the oath which acknowledged Hen-
ry's supremacy as head of the church, and expressed an
approbation of his divorce, were thrown into prison, and
tteated with unusual severity. Archbishop Cranmer,

after having failed in his endeavours to persuade them
to comply, used all his influence to alleviate their suffer-

ings, and to save them from the fate with which they
were threatened. But the king, knowing their attach-

ment to the see of Rome, and the high regard which
was paid by all its adherents to their opinion and exam-
ple, was determined to awe the Papal party by their de-

struction. They were tried, condemned, and beheaded.
(See More.) When their execution was reported at

Rome, the utmost indignation was expressed against

Henry; and he was denounced by the Italian orators, as

worse than Caligula, Nero, Domitian, and all the most
unrelenting enemies of the church. Paul III. who had
succeeded to the pontificate, summoned the king of Eng-
gland, with all his adherents, to appear at Rome, within

ninety days, to answer for his crimes ; and should they
fail to obey, pronounced the sentence of excommunica-
tion, depriving Henry of his crown, laying the kingdom
under an interdict, declaring the issue of his second mar-
riage illegitimate, dissolving all his leagues with any
Catholic prince, bestowing his dominions upon any inva-

der, absolving his subjects from their oath of allegiance,

and declaring it lawful for any one to seize, enslave, and
plunder them, as long as they retained their fidelity to

his person. But these censures, though passed, were
not published, till all agreement with the English mo-
narch should become hopeless, and till the emperor
should be in a condition to carry the sentence into exe-
cution. Henry, on his part, knowing that he might ex-
pect every injury which it might be in the power of
Charles to inflict, exerted all his policy to incapacitate

his adversary from giving effect to his resentment, re-

newed his league with Francis, and even made advances
to the leaders of the Protestant league in Germany. In

the mean time, the decease of Queen Catherine, by re-

moving the foundation of the emperor's principal quar-
rel with Henry, induced the former to make attempts
rather to conciliate his friendship, and to detach him
from the interests of France. Thus was the king left at

full liberty to exercise the decisive authority which he
had acquired over his subjects, and to pursue his schemes
for the utter destruction of papal authority in his domi-
nions.

The monks, in their rage against Henry, employed all

their mfluence to inflame the people against his govern-
ment ; and having engaged in various treasonable prac-

tices, the king resolved to root them out of his kingdom.
Commissioners were appointed to inspect the monaste-

ries; and the greatest disorders having been detected,

the parliament was directed to suppress all the smaller

religious houses, and to confiscate their goods and reve-

nues for the use of the crown. The reformers gained a
farther triumph, by a vote passed in convocation, and
understood to be directed by the king, for publishing a

new translation of the sacred scriptures; but their cause
sustained, about the same time, a severe blow in the

fate which befel their great patroness Anne Boleyne.

Her attachment to the Protestant opinions created her

many inveterate enemies, who only waited for a favour-

able occasion to destroy her influence with the king.

Henry's love to this lady, during the six years which
were employed in procuring his divorce from Catherine,

seemed to increase by every obstacle which was thrown
in the way of his desires ; but he had not long obtained

possession of his object when his affection languished,

and his heart became estranged from his consort. As
she had been delivered of a dead son, which disappoint-
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ed his extreme desire of male issue, his violent temper
was ready to regard her as answerable for the misfor-

tune ; and her enemies took occasion, from her levity of

behaviour, to inflame the king's jealousy by putting the

worst construction upon the harmless, but unbecoming,
liberties to which she was addicted. Her sister-in-law

particularly, the Viscountess of Rochefort, a woman of

most profligate character, regardless of either truth or

humanity, insinuated the most cruel suspicions into the

mind of Henry; and even went the length of suggesting,
that the queen was engaged in a criminal correspon-

dence with her own brother. The king's jealousy be-

came more unrelenting and more ready to lay hold of

the slightest circumstance, in consequence of his love

being already transferred to another object, Jane Sey-
mour, one of the queen's maids of honour. The queen's
innocence cannot reasonably be questioned ; and even
though she had been more guilty, Henry's own noto-

rious infidelities as a husband might have restrained iiim

from exacting the punishment of death. But his cruelty

was as insatiable as his lewdness; and the unhappy ob-

ject of his rage, being tried for adultery and incest, was
condemned, without any legal evidence, to be butned or

beheaded at the king's pleasure. When this dreadful
sentence was pronounced, she discovered no emotions
of terror; but lifting up her hands towards heaven, she
said, "O Fatherl O Creator! thou who art the way, the

truth, and the life, thou knowest that I have not deserv-

ed this fate." She continued to the last to make the

most solemn protestationsof her innocence; and behaved,

at her execution, with the utmost decency and resolu-

tion. Henry himself gave the best proof of the queen's

innocence, and of the sentiment by which he had been
actuated in her condemnation, by celebrating, on the

very day after her execution, his marriage with Jane
Seymour; but his new consort died in the following year,

after having been delivered of a son, who was named Ed-
ward.

Having summoned a parliament and convocation, he
found both assemblies completely subservient to all his

views; and having acquired, by their enactments, the

most absolute authority, he proceeded, without restraint

or remorse, to gratify the savage and selfish passions of
his heart. The tyrannical nature of his measures, and
particularly the destitute condition in which the monks,
expelled from the suppressed monasteries, were left to

wander about the country, at length excited strong dis-

eontents among the people, which in many places broke
out into formidable insurrections. These, however, hav-
ing been repressed, and their principal leaders put to

death, his authority at home, and his influence with fo-

reign powers, having been confirmed by the birth of a

son, he resolved to sieze the present opportunity for ac-

complishing the entire destruction of the monasteries.

To this measure he was impelled, at once by resentment
against some of the abbots, who were suspected of hav-

ing encouraged the recent disturbances, and by his ra-

pacious desires to supply the means of his profusion. In
consequence of the king's unlimited power, and the pro-

gress of the Reformation even among those who had
taken the vows, his design was so successfully conduct-
ed, that, in less than two years, he got possession of all

the monastic revenues. He had now suppressed, at dif-

ferent times, 645 monasteries, (of which 28 had abbots
possessed of seats in parliament,) 90 colleges, 2374 chan-
tries and free chapels, and ilO hospitals. The whole
*nnual revenue of these establishments amounted to

161,100/.; a sum, which, contrary to what has been ge-
nerally apprehended, did not exceed the twentieth part

of the national income. In order to reconcile the people
to these severe measures and extensive innovations, the
most detestable stories were propagated respecting th»
immoral lives of the monks; their reliqucs, and other

superstitions, were exposed to ridicule; and their pre-
tended miracles openly disclosed : (Sec Reformation).
The nation was also made to undi-rstand, that the king
would henceforth have no occasion to levy taxes, but
would be able, from the abbey lands alone, do defray,

both duiing peace and war, the whole charges of go-
vernment ; while, at the same time, he interested the
higher orders in his measures, by giving in presents, or
selling at low prices, the revenues of convents, and even
the benefices of the regular clergy, to his favourites and
courtiers.

By all these acts of violence, the pope was at length
incited to publish the bull which had been passed against
the king of England ; and having hopes, from the recon-
ciliation which had now taken place between Charles
and Francis, that they would unite in the execution of
the sentence, he publicly delivered Henry's soul to the
devil, and his dominions to the first invader. Libels
were dispersed anew, denouncing him as worse than all

preceding persecutors, and particularly reproaching him
with his resemblance to the Emperor Julian, whom he
was said to have imitated in his learning and apostacy,

while he was much inferior to him in point of morals.
In some of these publications, Henry discovered the
pen of his kinsman Cardinal Pole, whom he had origi«

nally distinguished with his favour, but who had taken
a violent part against the king in support of the pajial

claims. Several of the nobility were brought to trial,

and condemned to death for having joined in a conspi-
racy with the cardinal, in the design, as was suspected,
of raising him to the throne by a marriage with the Prin-
cess Mary.
Though Henry had greatly changed the theological

sentiments in which he had been educated, he was ex-
tremely bigotted and dogmatical in the support of those
which he retained; and so much had his native arro-

gance been inflamed by the flattery of his courtiers, iliat

he thought himself entitled to regulate, by his own pri-

vate standard, the religious faith of the whole nation.

He particularly rested his orthodoxy upon the most ab-
surd of all the popish tenets, namely, the doctrine of
transubstantiation; and determined to maintain, in this

essential article, the purity of the Catholic faith, he de-
nounced all departure from the belief of this point as he-
retical and detestable. In his vanity and zeal, he even
held a public disputation on the subject with one Lam-
bert, a schoolmaster, who had appealed to the king's
judgment; and who was cruelly burned at the stake, for

his opposition to this favourite test. In the parliament
a bill was passed, called by the Protestants the "bloody
statute," which reduced the essential articles of religion

to the number of six, namely, the real presence, commu-
nion in one kind, the perpetual obligation of vows of chas-

tity, the celibacy of the clergy, the utility of private

masses, and the necessity of auricular confession. A de-

nial of any of these points was punishable with death
;

and, even though recanted, subjected the offender to the

forfeiture of his goods, and imprisonment during the

king's pleasure : but, in the case of the first, tlie privi-

lege of recantation was not admitted ; whicli was a degree

of severity hitherto unexampled, and even unknown tt
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the inquisition iisilf. \Viili the most aUjcct servility,

the pjriiaincnt cnactcil wiialcvei- llu' kiii:^; and his minis-

ters thou^'IU proper to dictate; conlirrncil the surrciulcr

of tlie nioiK\slcries, and secured tlie properly of tlic ul)-

bey lands to the kiiii^ and Ids successors lor ever ;
attaint-

ed of hit;h treason, without any le-al evidence or impiiry,

but upon a mere suspicion ol' having; aided the iiisuri^ents,

the Marchioness of Exeter, the Countess of Sulihhury, Sir

Adrian I'ortcscue, and Sir Thomas Dini^Iey,—the two

last of whom were executed ; and at labt, in one sweep-

ing act, made an entire suri-ender of all their civil liber-

ties, by givintj to the king's proclamations the same

force as a parliamentary statute.

As soon as the act of the six articles had passed, iiot

less than 500 persons, in consequence of the zeal with

which the Catholics informed against offenders, were

committed to prison ; but though Cranmcr, Cromwell,

and others favourable to the Protestant cause, had not

been able to prevent the passing of the act, they found

means to ellide its execution; and, inconsequence of

their remonstrating against the cruelty of punishing so

many delintiuents, they were all set at liberty. The king,

at the same time, as if desirous to give each party an op-

portunity of triumphing in turn, permitted every indi-

vidual to have in his family a copy of the new transla-

tion of the Bible.

In the course of the year which followed the deatli of

Queen Jane, Henry had been engaged in several matri-

monial treaties, particularly with the ducliess dowager of

Milan, and with Mary of Guise, wno married James V.

of Scotland ; but at length, by the advice of Cromwell,

he contracted a match with a Protestant princess, Anne
of Cleves, of whom a flattering portrait had been shewn

to him, and wiiose relations had great weight among the

Lutheran leaders. Finding, however, that her beauty

did not correspond with the descriptions which he had
received, he conceived a strong dislike to her person ;

and was induced, from mere political motives, to com-
plete the marriage.

A parliament was this year assembled, in which none
of the abbots or priors were allowed a place ; and the

king, after informing them by the mouth of the chancel-

lor, that, in consequence of tlie great diversity of reli-

gions which still prevailed, he had appointed some emi-
nent divines to draw up a list of tenets to which his sub-

jects were to assent, proceeded to make the very unex-
pected demand of a subsidy, on account of the great ex-
pence which he had incurred in putting the kingdom in

a proper state of defence. Already had he dissipated
the immense sums which he had acquired by the plun-
der of the church, and he hati this very year suppressed
the only remaining religious order in England, the
Knights of St John of Jerusalem, or " the Knights of
Malta," as they are cornraoidy called, whose large re-
venues formed no contemptible addition to the spoil
which he had collected from the monasteries. The
commons, though lavish of the liberty and blood of their
fellow subjects, were sufficiently frugal of their money;
and, had it not been owing to the earnest desire of both
the Protestant and the Popish parties to gain the king to
their views, he would have found it no easy matter to
procure their consent to a demand, which was so con-
trary to all the expectations which had recently been
held out to the public, of a long exemption from sup-
plies to the crown.

Tliese measures, though passed in parliament, excited
universal murmurs against the king and his minister

Cromwell. Tlie latter had long been hated by the no-

bility, on account of his low extraction, and his posses

sion of many offices and honours which they considered

as belonging only to persons of illustrious birth ; and he

was eciualiy obnoxious to the clergy and the people, as

the sup|)oscd author of Henry's rapacious proceedings.

By the Catholics he was regarded as the concealed ene-

my of tiieir religion ; and by the Protestants, he was re-

proached with tlie timidity or treachery of his conduct,

in giving his countenance to the persecutions by which
they were harassed. He hatI lost all favour with the

king, in consequence of his having been the adviser of

his late joyless mat riage with Anne of Cleves; and, at.

Henry had now fixed his affi-ctions upon Catherine How-
ard, niece of the Duke of Norfolk, who had long been

at enmity with Cromwell, he was easily persuaded, at

once to seek a divorce from his queen, and to consent to

the ruin of his minister. Cromwell was accused of he-

resy and treason, and, without examination or evidence,

was condemned to death. He made the most humble sub-

mission to the king, and wrote to him for mercy in so mo-
ving a strain as is said to have drawn tears from his eyes.

Archbishop Craumer interceded earnestly in his behalf,

and even went so far as to affirm, that " no king in this

realm ever had such a servant." But the charms of Ca-
therine Howard and the importunities of her fiiends pre-

vailed. Cromwell, one of the wisest and most upright

ministers who had ever served in England, and who, in

all his exaltation, betrayed no insolence towards his in-

feriors, and no forgetfulness of his former obligations,

fell a sacrifice to the pissions of a capricious tyrant, to

whom he had been only too obsequious.

The measures for Henry's divorce were carried on at

the same time with the bill of attainder against Crom-
well. The convocation and parliament readily annulled

his marriage, upon his own affirmation, that he had not

consented inwardly to the match, and had never con-

summated the union. Anne herself discovered the ut-

most indifference in the matter ; and, accepting a settle-

ment of 3000/. a-year, freely consented to the divorce ;

but, unwilling to return to her own country after sus-

taining such an affront, she lived and died in England.

The king's marriage with Catherine Howard, which
soon followed his divorce from Anne Cleves, was re-

garded by the Catholics as a favourable event to their

party ; and a furious persecution was commenced against

the Protestants who offended against the law of the six

articles. Nor did Henry spare the Papists who denied

his supremacy; but displayed, with disgusting ostenta-

tion, his impartial oppression of both parties. Three
Protestants, Barnes, Jerome, and Gen ard, coupled with

three Catholics, Abel, Fetherstone, and Powell, were
carried to execution at the same time; which gave occa-

sion to a foreigner to remark, that, " in England, those

who were against the pope were burned, and those who
were for him were hanged." By these cruelties, a sJght

insurrection was excited in the north; from which Hen-
ry took occasion to order to execution the venerable

Countess of Salisbury, mother of Cardinal Pole, who had

formerly been condemned, and who was now again ac-

cused of encouraging these disturbances. Many other

persons of different ranks suffered about this time, part-

ly on political and partly on religious grounds; but their

punishments only, and not the crimes laid to their charge,

have been recorded.

In order to quiet the northern districts, and to confer

with the king of Scotland, Henry took a journey to the
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cily of York; but James being biibed by his clergy, who
dreaded the consequences of tliis meeting, failed to ap-

pear; and his uncle, enraged at this affront, immediate-

ly ordered war to be carried on against the Scots by sea

and land. Returning to his capital, he experienced a

disgrace wliich touched him much more sensibly. He
liad openly jnoclaimcd the satisfaction which he enjoyed

in his new marriage, and even returned solemn thanks

» to heaven for his conjugal felicity. On the very next

day he received information, too circumstantial and au-

thentic to admit of doubt, that his consort had led a very

dissolute life before marriage, and was strongly suspect-

ed of still continuing her licentious indulgences. Two
of her paramours having confessed their guilt, the queen

herself, while she insisted upon her fidelity to the king's

bed, having admitted her former acts of lewdness, and

the king being little inclined to make any distinction be-

tween these degrees of criminality, she was condemned
to death, and beheaded on Tower-hill, along with the

infamous Duchess of Rochford, who had conducted her

secret amours. At the same time, a bill of attainder for

misprision of treason was passed against her grandmo-
ther, the old Duchess of Norfolk, her uncle Lord Howard
and his lady, the Duchess of Bridgewater, and several

other persons of distinction, because they had concealed

the queen's vicious course of life ; but, probably from
reflecting upon the oppressive cruelty of such a proceed-

ing, he afterwards granted a pardon to most of them.

In order, however, to guard against the renewal of such
misfortunes, he enacted several ridiculous and indeli-

cate laws against concealing the incontinence of future

queens, which furnished matter of great derision to the

people, and which were all repealed in the first year of

the following reign.

Henry, in order to enrich his exchequer without de-

manding a subsidy, took farther steps to dissolve colle-

ges, hospitals, and similar institutions ; and the parlia-

ment, to promote his purpose, annulled all the local sta-

tutes of these foundations, which prevented the surren-

der of their revenues. He proceeded to make inroads

also upon the secular clergy, antl pillaged several of the

wealthier sees of their chapter lands, with which he en-

riched his parasitical flatterers. While he gratified his

rapacity by plundering the church, he continued to in-

dulge his bigotry by persecuting heretics. He engaged
the parliament, indeed, to mitigate the law of the six ar-

ticles, as far as regarded those priests who entered into

ihe married state; but he still persisted in maintaining

the purity of speculative principles, and enforcing uni-

formity in religious sentiments. He had appointed a

commission, to frame a system of faith for the nation
;

and the parliament, in the grossness of their servility,

had passed a law in 1541, by which they blindly ratified,

by anticipation, all the tenets which these divines should
afterwards establish with the king's consent. A small

volume was at length published, called the Institution

of a Christian Man, which may, in fact, be considered

as the composition of the king, and which was voted by
che convocation to be the standard of sound religion. In

all the great points of Christian truth, this production
favoured the sentiments of the reformers ; but the sa-

craments, which a few years before had been limited to

three, were here again increased to the number of seven,

conformably to the opinion of the Catholics. But the

king soon after ordered a new book to be composed, call-

ed The Condition of a Christian Man, which, without
consulting the convocation, but by his own authority and

VoL.VHI. Part II.

that of the parliament, he published to the nation as the
model of their faith, and required them to veer about
in their belief at every signal of his inconstancy. He
was much perplexed, however, what course to take with
the scriptures ; and seems to have felt the diflkulty of
reconciling his requisitions of uniformity with the ))cr-

mission of free enquiry. With the concurrence, there-

fore, of the parliament, lie retracted the concession
which had been formerly made, that every person
might have the scriptures in his family, and now pro-

hibited all but gentlemen and merchants from perusing
them. Even to these classes the permission was grant-

ed with evident hesitation and dread of the consequences
;

for they were allowed to read for themselves, with this

cautious proviso, "so it be done quietly, and with good
order." The mass-book also passed under the king's rc-

visal ; but the principal alterations consisted in striking

from the calendar a few fictitious saints, and erasing the

name of the pope wherever it occurred. This latter ap-

pellation was carefully excluded from every new book
that was printed, and blotted out in every old one that

was sold, in order, if possible, to abolish the term from
the language, and to make the people forget that such
a personage existed.

After the death of James V. of Scotland, Henry pro-

jected the scheme of uniting that kingdom to his own do-

minions, by marrying his son Edward to the heiress of the

Scottish crown ; and a treaty to that effect was actually

concluded, by which it was agreed, that the Princess

Mary should remain in Scotland till she should be ten

years of age ; that she should then be sent to England to

be educated ; and that the kingdom, notwithstanding its

union with England, should retain its own laws and pri-

vileges. But all these prospects of perpetual amity be-

tween the two nations were destroyed by the intrigues of

Cardinal Beaton, and the weakness of the Regent James
Hamilton, Earlof Arran, and the violent temper of Henry
himself, who, upon the first appearance of opposition to

his views, precipitated a new war against the Scots. His
fleet landed ten thousand men at Ijcith, who took and
pillaged the city of Edinburgh, while another army laid

waste the whole country between Berwick and Hadding-
ton. By this violent incursion, he only inflamed the pas-

sions of the Scots without subduing their spirit; and, as

was commonly observed, did too much if he wished to

solicit an alliance, but too little if he intended to make
a conquest.

In the mean time, while thus ardently bent upon pro-

viding a match for his son, he formed another matrimo-
nial connection for himself; and took as his sixth wife

Catherine Parr, widow of Nevil Lord Latimer, a lady

who secretly favoured the sentiments of the reformers,

but who was obliged to conduct herself with so great cau-

tion, that she durst not even intercede for three Protes-

tant gentlemen, and a young lady of her own acquaint-

ance, who were all burned at Windsor a short time after

her marriage. Once indeed she attempted to argue with

the king on theological subjects, who complained of her

to Bisliop Gardinei', and who was instigated, by the ad-

vice of that prelate, to proceed against her with the ut-

most rigour. Articles of i«ii)eachmpnt were actually

drawn up for her trial, and the hour fixed for her com-
mitment to the Tower; but having received timely inti-

mation of her approaching fate, she found means, by her

prudence and address, to pacify her husband, and disap-

point her enemies.

The war with Scotland had led to a rupture with
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France ; and in order to support the burdens of tliis dou-

ble contest, Henry, instead of demanding a subsidy from

liis parliament, (which with all his authority he generally

found it difficult to conlroul in pecuniary grants,) had re-

course to many dishonourable methods of filling his trea-

sury. He required new loans from his subjects, though

lie iiad recently enacted laws, wliicti exempted him trom

the payment of his old debts. He increased the nominal

value of gold and silver; and even caused base money

to be coined, and to be made current by proclamation.

Resolving, in concert with the emperor Charles, to com-

mand his army, which was destined for the invasion of

France, he thought proper, before his departure, to fix

the rule of succession to the crown. By the act passed

for this purpose, it was settled, 1. On Edward Prince of

Wales, and his lawful issue ; 2. On the king's issue by

his present or any future queen; 3. On the Princess Ma-
ry, and her lawful issue ; 4. On the Princess Elizabeth,

and her lawful issue ; and, failing all these, on such as

the king pleased to appoint by letters patent, or by his

last will. But, with his usual caprice, while he opened

the way to the throne to Mury and Elizabeth, he would

Dot allow those acts to be reversed which had declared

them illegitimate, and reserved the power of still exclu-

ding them from the succession, if they refused to submit

to any conditions wiiich he might be pleased to impose.

Henry having appointed the Queen to the office of

Regent duiing his absence, passed oyer to Calais with

an army of 30,000 men, accompanied by the principal

nobles and gentlemen of his kingdom. But, after taking

Boulogne, a misunderstanding arose between the allied

sovereigns ; and the king of England returned home, as

in all his military enterprizes, with an acquisition of little

importance, made at an immense expence. The war
with Scotland in the mean time was conducted feebly,

and with various success. The commons granted a sub-

sidy, to support the expence of these two wars ; but ap-

prehensive lest more demands should be made upon them,

they endeavoured to save themselves, by bestowing on

the king all the revenues of the universities, as well as

of the free chapels and hospitals. Henry, however,
though pleased with a concession which increased his

power, took care to acquaint the universities, that he

had no intention to deprive learning of its endowments;
and it is to his generosity, not to any protection afforded

by his prostitute parliament, that these celebrated esta-

blishments owe their existence.

Having concluded a peace with France and Scotland,

Henry turned his attention to domestic afl'airs, and par-
ticularly to his favourite object of promoting religious

uniformity. The hopes of the reformers, who had been
rather discouraged by the severe law of the six articles,

were revived considerably by some of his measures. He
permitted die litaiiy to be celebrated in the vulgar tongue

;

and added a prayer, to " save us from the tyranny of the
Bishop of Rome, and from all his detestable enormities."
He protected Cranmer in a very decided manner, from
the cabals of his enemies among the Popish party ; and
entirely withdrew his favour from Gardiner, on account
of his malignant attempts to accomplish the destruction
of the Queen. His tyrannical disposition, however, irri-

tated and soured by his declining state of health, impel-
led him to punish, with fresh severities, all who pre-
sumed to differ from himself, especially on the capital
point of the real presence. An ulcer broke out in his
leg, which occasioned hiin extreme pain, and which, in

addition to his monstrous corpulency, at once threat-

ened his life, and rendered Iiim more than usually pas-
sionate and untractable. He became moi-e and more
outrageous as his end approached; and the cruelty of
his temper seemed to increase, in proportion as his

power of exercising it drew near to its termination.
The last objects of lleni-y's cruelty and injustice, were

the Duke of Norfolk, and his son the Earl of Surrey ;

the former the most faithful of the king's ministers, and
the latter the most accomplished of the English nobility.

Their greatness, and not their guilt, excited the workings
of the tyrant's violent and jealous spirit. The great power
of Norfolk, his attachment to the ancient religion, and his

alliance to the thi'one, suggested to Henry's mind that,

during his son's minority, great danger might arise, both
to the public tranquillity, and to the new ecclesiastical

system, from the attempts of so potent a subject. These
suspicions were increased by some unguarded expres-
sions used by Surrey, when he was i-ecalled from the
government of Boulogne, by his refusal of all matrimo-
nial connections that had been proposed to him, and by
an apprehension that he entertained the ambitious view
of espousing the Princess Mary, as a step to the crown.
Disgusted also with the whole family, on account of the
conduct of Catherine Howard, he yielded the more rea-

dily to his vindictive feelings, and, determined upon the
ruin of the two noblemen, he gave private orders to ar-

rest and commit them to the Tower on the same day.
Surrey, accused of entertaining Italian spies in his

family, of holding a secret correspondence with Car-
dinal Pole, and of manifesting his aim at the ci-own, by
having the arms of Edward the Confessor on his scut-

cheon, was without proofs, and in defiance of his able

defence, condemned and executed for high ti-eason. No
greater ci-ime could be discovered against Norfolk, than

his once saying, that the king could not hold out long,

and that the kingdom was likely to fall into disorders,

thi-ough the diversity of religious opinions; but a bill

of attainder nevertheless was passed against him in

the House of Peers, without any species of trial ; and
the king hastening it through the House of Commons
lest his victim should escape, issued the death warrant
with all possible expedition. But his own death on the
evening preceding the day of execution, procured a I'e-

prieve to the noble prisoner ; and it was not thought ad-

visable to commence a new reign with the sacrifice of
the greatest subject in the kingdom. Though the king's

end had for several days been evidently approaching, none
of his attendants dared to inform him of his condition. But
Sir Anthony Denny having at length ventured to make the

solemn intimation, Henry expressed his resignation, and
ordered Craniner to be brought to him. The king was
speechless before that prelate arrived ; but, being de-

sired to give some sign of his dying in the faith of

Christ, he pressed the hand of the Archbishop, and
immediately expired, in the 56th year of his age, and
38th of his reign.

• Henry was very tall, strong, stately in his air, and in

his youth uncommonly handsome, excelling in all manly
exeixises, fond of magnificence, and full of personal cou-
rage. He possessed great vigour of mind, and was dis-

tinguished by an extensive capacity. He was skilled in

music, and spoke with fluency several foreign languages,

particularly Latin and French. He was sincere, frank,

liberal, and capable at least of temporary friendships and
attachments. But his vices wei-e of the darkest hue, and
comprehend all the worst qualities of human nature. A
violentimpetuosity of temper-, and insatiable love of plea-
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sure, and a radical cruelty of disposition, were the dis-

tinp;uishing features of his mind, and the sources of his

greatest crimes, of his profusion, rapacity, injustice, ob-

stinacy, arrop;ance, caprice, bis^otry, and tyranny. He
was filled witli an extraordinary conceit of his own supe-

rior wisdom, and fond of flattery ; uncontroulablc in his

desires, and inflexible in his purposes; never known to

yield or to forgive ; and never " sparing," as he said of

himself, " a man in his anger, or a woman in his lust."

Yet, in spite of his cruelty, extortion, and arbitrary go-

vernment, his exterior ([ualitics so captivated the multi-

tude, that he not only acquired the regard, but in some
degree possessed to the last the affection of his subjects.

He had indeed so completely subdued their free spirit,

that, like eastern slaves, they admired those arts of ty-

ranny which degraded themselves; and had he not, by

promoting their liberation from papal oppression, provi-

ded a corrective for his own despotism, it may be fairly

questioned, whether the English constitution would ever

have recovered from the repeated checks which its radi-

cal principles sustained in his reign.

Edward VI. succeeded his father as king of England
when he was only nine years of age ; but, by the will of

Henry, the government of the kingdom, till the Prince

should have completed his 18th year, was intrusted to

sixteen executors and twelve counsellors, whom he him-
self had expressly nominated, and whom he seems to have
expected to prove equally obsequious after his death as

they had been during his life. Their first act, however,

was to choose a protector of the realm, who might re-

present the royal majesty, and the choice fell upon the

Earl of Hertford, who was tlie young king's maternal

imcle, and naturally interested in his nephew's safety,

while he himself possessed no claims to the throne, which
could endanger the Prince's person, or the public tran-

quillity. Created Duke of Somerset, he procured a pa-

tent from the young king, by which he overturned the

will of Henry VHI. and secured to himself as regent the

full regal power. He had long been regarded as secret-

ly favourable to the principles of the reformers ; and, as

soon as his authority was established, he openly avowed
his intention of correcting all the abuses in the foimer
system. The alterations, indeed, made by Henry, were
rather acts of separation from the Pope, than of reforma-
tion from Popery ; but now the errors of Rome began to

be actually removed, and the history of Edward's reign

becomes rather a detail of the methods employed by his

governors for reforming religion, than a description of
political measures, or warlike events.

The protector took care, that all who were entrusted
with the education of the young king should be attached

to the principles of the Reformation; and, in all his

schemes for correcting the errors of popery, he had re-

course to the counsels of Archbishop Cranmer, a person
of the greatest moderation and prudence. They expe-
rienced considerable opposition from Gardiner, Bishop
of Winchester, which at length drew upon him the in-

dignation of the council ; and he was committed to the

Fleet-prison, where he was treated, not, indeed, with the

cruelty of popish persecutors, but with very unbecoming
sevi rity. Visitors, consisting of ecclesiastics and laymen
Tinitcd, were sent to all the dioceses, with power to cor-

rect the irregularities of the clergy, to abolish ancient

superstitions, and to bring the worship and discipline of

the church nearer to the practice of the reformed. Or-
deis wert: issued to restrain the monks, who had been
placed in the vacant churches, from preaching in defence

of the old abuses; and twelve homilies were published,

which the clergy were enjoined to read to the people,

instead of addressing them in discourses of their own
production. The piolcclor, having made due provision

for the stability of allairs at home, resolved to prosccule

the war with Scotland, in ortlci- to accomplish the ])r()

ject of the late king, for uniting the two kingdoms by lli':

marriage of Edward and Mary ; and, with an army of

18,000 men, attended by ;i Hect of sixty sail, he advan-

ced within sight of the Scottish capital. Having routed

the army of the Scots at I'inkcy with great slaughter,

and appointed connnissioners at Berwick to treat of a

peace, he returned to Lojidon, with that iticrease of po-

pularity and power, which a con(|ucror, it has been ob-

served, is always sure to acquire with the English na-

tion. To this character, however, he added more esti-

mable and amiable virtues; was humble, affable, and ac-

cessible to the meanest subject ; and was obviously in-

fluenced in his general conduct by the principles of reli-

gion and honour. Having .summoned a parliament, he

abated the rigour of many foimer statutes, and particu-

larly abolished the law, by which the king's proclama-
tion was made of equal lorcc with an act of parliament.

The dawn, both of civil and religious liberty, began to

rise upon the English nation ; and the gradual reforma-

tion of papal corruptions continued to be carried on

with prudent perseverance. Various superstitious piac-

tices were abolished ; all images removed from the

churches
;
private masses prohibited; and auricular con-

fession, hitherto accounted an indispensible duty, and
always one of the most powerful engines of a corrupted
church, was pronounced a matter of indifference, wliich

the people might observe or omit, according to their own
choice. The government of the kingdom became in a

great measure aristocratical, in conse(|uence of the late

increase of possessions which the nobles had acquired;
and great distractions prevailed in the state. Lord Sey-
mour, a man of insatiable ambition, and possessed of dis-

tinguished abilities, had recently married the queen dow-
ager, and by this alliance became the rival in power of

his brother the protector. A contest between their wives,

on the subject of precedency, created a breach be-

tween them, and the whole court and kingdom were di-

vided by their opposite cabals and pretensions. Sey-
mour discovered his intriguing spirit and ambitious
views, by the most rash and criminal conduct, by using
unwarrantable means, during the ]U'otcctors absence
in Scotland, to captivate the affections of the young
monarch, by making a direct attack upon his bro-

ther's authority as unconstitutional, in as much as he
was both protector of the kingdom, and governor of the

king's person ; by engaging the young prince to write a

letter to the parliament, desiring that he might be in-

vested with the latter office ; by paying his addresses,

after the decease of the queen-dowager, to the Princess
Elizabeth; by holding a secret correl^ndcncc witli the

king, in which he decried the protector's administration;

by forming partiziins among the principal nobility and
most popular persons of inferior rank ; by collecting, in

short, arms for the use of his numerous retainers, te-

nants, and servants. Somerset, aware of all these cir-

cumstances, endeavoured, by the most friendly expe-
dients, to draw him away from such dangerous coun-
sels; but, finding all his endeavours ineflectual, he was
obliged, in defence of the public peace, to employ se-

verer remedies against his brother's rebellious schemes.
Seymour was committed to the Tower, and his accom-

3 P 2
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plices examined. Full discoveries were said to have

been procured of his treasonable practices; a bill of at-

tainder was passed against him by both houses of par-

liament, and he was soon after beheaded on Tower-hill.

The principal tenets and practices of the Romish

church were now abolished ; but the doctrine of the real

preser.ce was still pertinaciously retained by many of the

people, and zealously inculcated l)y the Catholic preach-

ers. For this offence, Bishop Bonner was deprived of

his see, and committed to custody. Gardiner, also, hav-

ing declined to give proper satisfaction on this point, was

sent to the Tower, and threatened with farther effects of

the council's displeasure. A commission was granted

to the primate and others, to reclaim or to punish all

heretics and contemners of the book of common prayer;

and several unhappy persons were committed to the

flames. By these rigorous proceedings, the whole na-

tion was brought to an apparent conformity with the Pro-

testant doctrine and reformed liturgy; but the Princess

Mary still persisted in adhering to the mass, and reject-

ing the new modes of worship ; and, by the influence of

the Emperor Charles V. a temporary connivance was
procured from the council.

Great discontents began to appear among the people ;

not indeed on account of these reformations in religion,

but in consequence of various grievances to which they

were subjected by the internal changes in the state of
the country, which partly arose from the new system.

The church lands, which were formerly let at low
rents, or left to be cultivated by the poor, having now
passed into the hands of the nobility, were granted to

the tenants on harder terms, or inclosed for the pur-
poses of pleasure and magnificence. The manufactur-
ing arts, also, having advanced more rapidly than the
practice of agriculture, and a great demand having arisen

for wool, both abroad and at home, the country was in-

closed for pasturage in preference to tillage, the tenants

expelled from their habitations, and the cottagers de-
prived of their commons. Destitute also of that relief

in seasons of necessity, which the hospitality and chari-

ty of the convents used to afford, the populace, in many
l)Iaces, were reduced to the greatest misery ; and were
still farther irritated by a severe act of parliament, which
v.-as intended to excite them to more industrious habits.

The protector, who was both from principle and inte-

rest the friend of the people, did every thing in his pow-
er to redress their grievances; and even appointed com-
missioners to hear all causes concerning inclosures and
cottages. But the commonalty, impatient for immediate
redress, had recourse to arms; and, as if an universal
conspiracy had been formed, rose at once in several
parts of the kingdom. It was only in Devonshire and
Norfolk that they assumed the appearance of a regular
army, and became formidable by their numbers. In the
former county, one thousand rebels were cut to pieces
by Lord Rus5el,?*d two thousand in the latter by the
Earl of Warwick. Their leaders were tried and exe-
cuted at London, and many of the inferior class put to
death by martial law. Those that escaped, threw down
their arms upon the offer of pardon ; and a general in-
demnity was soon after published by the protector.
But while these tumultuary insurgents were thus

quickly subdued, the factions in the council, under the
artful management of Warwick, became daily more for-
midable to the protector. Somerset, elated with his
high dignity, had paid too little attention to the opinions
of the other executors and counsellors, and discovered

a disposition to govern every thing according to his own
views. The nobility and gentry were in general dis-

pleased with the preference which he seemed, in the
late commotions, to have given to the claims of the

people. The people themselves, being much influenced

by the Catholic party, and ascribing many of their dis-

tresses to the Reformation, of which he was the open
patron, were not heartily affected to his authority. His
interest being at length overpowered by the increasing
party of his rival, he was obliged to resign the protec-

torship, and to submit to the most humiliating condi-

tions. Warwick, the new protector, having made peace
with Scotland and France, gave full scope to his aspir-

ing and avaricious disposition. Finding that the princi-

ples of the Reformation had sunk too deep into the mind
of Edward to be easily eradicated, he resolved to com-
ply with the prince's inclinations, and pushed the cause
of the Protestants with more zeal and violence than had
ever been done by his predecessor. Many of the bishops,

who favoured the Catholic tenets, were treated with
great severity; several of them deprived of their sees,

and others obliged to secure protection, by sacrificing

the most considerable part of their revenues. An order
was issued by the council for purging the libraries at

Westminster and Oxford of all superstitious volumes

;

and much useless devastation was committed in the exe-
cution of these instructions. The council, however, were
not inattentive to the interests of the public ; and, by their

wise regulations, excited a spirit of industry and com-
merce, hitherto unknown in England. But the ungo-
vernable ambition of Warwick again involved the king-

dom in domestic troubles. He procured for himself
the title and ample possessions of the Duke of Northum-
berland. He found means to accomplish the condem-
nation and death of Somerset, and many of his friends,

as the chief obstacles in his career. He summoned a
new parliament, and took care, by the most arbitrary

interference, to have such members returned as were
obsequious to his will. He brought about a marriage
between Lady Jane Gray and his fourth son. Lord Guil-

ford Dudley; and, at the same time, fortified his family

by other powerful alliances. He then proceeded, with

his last project, to prevail with the young king, whose
health was declining fast, to make such a change in the

succession as would have brought forward his own
daughter-in-law, Lady Jane, as next heir to the crown.
The prince, accustomed to submit to his views, and
anxious to secure a Protestant successor, agreed to refer

the matter to the council ; and at length, after many ob-

jections, the intrigues and menaces of Northumberland
prevailed.

After this settlement of the crown upon the heirs of

the Duchess of Suffolk, the young king's health visibly

declined every day. By the advice of Northumberland,
supported by an act of the council, his physicians were
dismissed, and an ignorant old woman entrusted with the

care of his health. Under her management, his worst

symptoms rapidly increased, and he expired at Green-
wich, in the 1 6th year of his age, and the 7lh of his reign,

He possessed great mildness of disposition, united with

a sagacity far above his years ; and had made attain-

ments in learning which astonished all with whom he con-

versed. Amidst the struggles for power among his mi-
nisters, he was merely the instrument of their mutual
resentments and intrigues; but he never signed the or-

ders of execution against any party without tears in his

eyes. Ilis young mind was deeply tinctured with the
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principles of sound religion; and his many virtues ren-

dered him an object of tender affection to his subjects,

who had soon reason to lament the short duration of his

promising reign.

By the decease of Edward, there were four female

claimants to the crown; Mary, the eldest daughter of

llcnry VIII. by Catherine of Spain, and the first in suc-

cession by her father's will, but whose declared illegiti-

macy had never been repealed; Elizabeth, Henry's se-

cond daughter by Anne liolcync, who had also been de-

clared illegitimate, but whose attachment to Protestant

principles might otherwise have rendered her more ac-

ceptable to the nation; Mary, Queen of Scotland, de-

scended from Henry's eldest sister, whose legitimacy

could not be questioned, but who had been passed over

in Henry's will ; and Jane Grey, tho daughter of Henry's

youngest sister, whose mother, by that monarch's will,

came next to his own daughter, and who, by the will of

the late king, had been preferred before them on the

ground of their illegitimacy. The title of Mary, how-
ever, always esteemed the most natural and just, had
been by her father's will rendered legal and parliamen-

tary; and during the whole of Edward's reign, she had
been uniformly regarded as his lawful successor. The
Protestants, indeed, had reason to dread the effects of

her religious prejudices; but the general hatred enter-

tained against the Dudleys, counterbalanced this ground
of objection. Mary, also, had the policy to promise to

her adherents, that she would make no change in the

laws of Edward respecting religion; and her pretensions

were thus the more readily admitted by the nation at

large. Northumberland, nevertheless, resolved to en-

force the will of the late king in favour of his daughter-

in-law; and having failed in his schemes to bring the

two elder princesses into his power, caused Lady Jane

to be proclaimed queen. Ignorant of the previous po-

litical transactions, attached to elegant literature, and
satisfied with enjoying the affections of a husband de-

serving of her esteem, her heart had never opened to

the allurements of ambition, and she resisted, as crimi-

nal and hazardous, her proposed elevation to the throne

;

but, overcome by the intreaties of her relations, she sub-

mitted at length, in opposition to her own judgment and
wishes. In the mean time, the partizans of Mary were
daily increasing. Lord Hastings, who had been sent to

oppose her claims, revolted to her side with 4000 men

;

Northumberland himself was deserted by his soldiers

on their march; and the council, whom he had treated

as his prisoners, hastened, upon his departure from Lon-
don, to declare against him. Suffolk, who commanded
in the Tower, finding resistance fruitless, opened the

gates to the friends of Mary; and Lady Jane Grey, re-

signing the crown, which she had held only ten days,

gladly returned to that private station which she had
never desired to leave. Northumberland, despairing of

success, joined with apparent satisfaction in the procla-

mation of Mary at Cambridge; and she soon entered

London with the most sensible expressions of loyal at-

tachment on the part of her subjects. Northumberland
was immediately arrested, capitally convicted, and soon
after executed, together with Sir John Gates and Sir

Thomas Palmei-, two infamous instruments of his ambi-
tious and tyrannical measures. Sentence was, at the

same time, pronounced against Lady Jane Grey and her

husband Lord Guilford ; but, without any present view
of putting it in execution. Their youth and innocence

(neither of them having reached their 17th year) plead-

ed sufficiently in their behalf; and Mary was desirous, in

the beginning of her reign, to acquire popularity by the

appearance of clemency. No other blood was at this

time shed; and a general pardon, with a few exceptions,

was granted to those who had been concerned in the

late enterprize against the rights of the sovereign. But

the joy arising from the succession of the lawful heir,

and from the gracious demeanour of the queen in her

first proceedings, was soon clouded by apprehensions of

her hostile designs against the reformed religion. Gar-

diner, Bonner, Tonstal, and the other bishops, who had

been imprisoned in the last "reign, were reinstated in

their sees; and Holgate, Archbishop of York, Bishops

Coverdale, Ridley, llooper, and Latimer, were thrown

into prison. On pretence of discouraging controversy,

all the preachers were silenced, except such as should

receive a particular license; which, it was clearly fore-

seen, would be granted only to the Catholics. Cranmcr
having published, in strong terms, a contradiction of a

report that he had promised to read the mass before the

Queen, was thrown into prison, and condemned for high

treason in having concurred with the friends of Lady
Jane Grey; but he was reserved for a more cruel pu-

nishment. The foreiirn Protestants hastened to leave

the kingdom ; and many useful arts and manufactures

which they had introduced, were lost to the nation. A
parliament was assembled, in which those who hesitated

to comply with the court religion declined to serve,

and which consisted therefore of members favourable

to Mary's designs. Their jealousy, however, was ex-

cited by her proposed marriage with Philip, King of

Spain; and, having remonstrated in strong terms against

so dangerous a measure as a foreign alliance, for this

act of presumption they were instantly dissolved. The
new laws regarding religion were in the mean time

openly put in execution by the government. The mass
was every where established; the marriages of the cler-

gy prohibited; and nearly one half of their number
deprived of their livings. In addition to the discon-

tents excited by these violent and sudden changes, the

intended Spanish match produced a more general ap-

prehension for the liberty and independence of the na-

tion. To obviate all objections, the articles of marriage

were drawn as favourable as possible for the interesl

and security of England ; but as it was naturally con-

cluded that all conditions would soon be violated when-
ever it suited the emperor's views, the publication of them
gave no satisfaction to the people. The nation became
so alarmed by the terror of Spanish tyranny, that a ge-

neral rebellion was threatened, and there needed only

encouragement from some foreign power, or the ap-

pearance of some person of rank as a leader, to over-

turn the authority of Mary. A partial insurrection

broke out in Kent, headed by Sir Thomas Wiat, a Ro-

man Catholic, who issued a declaration against the Spa-

nish match, and the queen's evil counsellors, without

making any mention of religion, and marched to Lon-

don with a body of 4000 men. But he suffered the

critical season to elapse; and his partizans, upon dis-

covering that he was not joined by any person of note,

deserted rapidly fron\ his standard. Obliged to sur-

render at discretion, he was tried and executed. Great

cruelty was exercised against his followers. Four hun-

dred of them are said to have suffered by the hand of

the executioner; and the same number were conducted

before the queen, with ropes about their necks, to re-

ceive a pardon on their knees. The Princess Elizabeth,
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and lier lover the Earl of Devonshire, were commiited

10 the Tower, upon suspicion of having been concerned

in the plot ; liut as Wiat had acquitted them, by a so-

lemn declaration upon the scaffold, of all share in his

rebellion, it was found impracticable to proceed farther

against them, except to retain them both in ctistody.

The Duke of Suffolk having made an unsuccessful at-

tempt, at the same time with Wiat, to raise the mid-

land counties, his daughter. Lady Jane Grey, and her

husband, who still remained under the sentence for-

merly pronounced against them, were ordered to pre-

pare for death ; and the council, dreading the compas-

sion which their youth, beauty, innocence, and noble

birth might excite in the hearts of the people, gave

directions that they should be beheaded within the li-

mits of the Tower. The Duke of Suffolk was soon af-

ter brought to the scaffold. Lord Thomas Grey, Sir

John Throgmorton, and many other persons of distinc-

tion, suffered on the same account. The late rebellion

furnished the queen with a pretence for exercising the

native cruelty of her disposition ; and her vengeance

was directed against many of the nobility and gentry,

more on account of their interest with the nation, than

any appearance of their guilt. Finding that she had

become the object of universal hatred to her subjects,

she determined to disable them from future resistance,

and ordered them to be mustered in different parts of

the kingdom, and to be deprived of their arms.

The authority of Mary was much increased by the sup-

pression of Wiat's rebellion; the emperor had sent 400,000

crowns to be distributed, in bribes and pensions, among
the members of parliament ; and the queen had removed
all alarm regarding the restoration of the church lands,

by resuming the title of supreme head of the church,

which she had dropped some time before. But while the

parliament readily ratified the articles of marriage, which
were drawn so favourably for England, they refused to

pass a law proposed by the chancellor, investing the

queen with a power of disposing of the crown, and ap-

pointing her successor ; but, on the contrary, made
such enactments, as effectually precluded Philip from
possessing any authority in the government of the
kingdom. They refused also to revive the law of the

six articles, and to pass certain bills against heresy

;

and tiie queen finding that they would not sufficiently

serve all her purposes, finished the session by dissolving

them.
Mary's whole thoughts were now occupied with the

completion of her ma-rriage w ith Philip ; and she dis-

covered all the impatience of the youngest and fondest
lover for his arrival. Her health, and even her under-
standing, were visiljly impaired, by her extreme anxie-
ty ; and she at last became apprehensive, lest her per-
son should be so injured by time and sickness, as to
become disagreeable to her future consort. News at

length were brought of his arrival at Southampton, and
they were married a few days after at 'Westminster.
They made a pompous entry into London, where Phi-
lip displayed his wealth with great ostentation; but
his cold and haughty manners were ill calculated to
remove the prejudices of the English nation against
him. Mary soon found that his ruling passion was am-
bition, and that tlie only way of securing his affections
was to render him master of England. Ready to sacri-
fice to his pleasure tiie interest and liberty of her peo-
ple, she summoned a new parliament ; and the influ-
ence of Spanish gold, the zeal of the Catholics, the

powers of the prerogative, procured a House of Com-
mons sufficiently compliant Both houses, upon the

representation of Cardinal Pole, who had come to Eng-
land in the capacity of legate, addressed the King and

Queen, professing their desire to be reconciled to the

apostolical see, and requesting their intercession with

the holy father for their absolution. Their request was
easily granted, and the parliament and kingdom were
formally re-admitted into the bosom of the church.

But while they repealed all former statutes enacted

against the Pope's authority in England, they took spe-

cial care to secure the plunder which they had made
from the ecclesiastics, and to retain possession of all the

abbey and church lands. Having thus made provision

for the safety of their own estates, they became very

indifferpiit about tliR intprests of religion, or the lives of

their countrymen ; and readily revived all the old san-

guinary laws against heretics, placing the national re-

ligion nearly on the same footing as at the death of

Henry VHL But, with all their submission, they still

preserved a regard to national independence ; and re-

sisted all proposals to put the administration into the

hands of Philip, to declare him presumptive heir of

the crown, or even to assist his father by subsidies in

his war against France. The Queen, however, in her

extreme desire to have issue, mistaking the commence-
ment of a dropsy for a state of pregnancy, great re-

joicings were made in the prospect of an heir to the

throne ; and the parliament passed a law, which, in

case of the Queen's decease, appointed Philip protec-

tor during the minority ; but, resisting all farther con-

cessions in his favour, they were unexpectedly dis-

solved.

It was now frequently debated in the council, whe-
ther the laws, lately revived against heretics, should

be put in execution, or merely employed by way of

terror, as a restraint upon the more turbulent and ob-

trusive. Cardinal Pole, though firmly attached to the

Catholic tenets, strongly recommended a toleration of

the Protestants ; but Gardiner, though suspected of

less sincerity in his religious principles, keenly con-

tended for the expediency of a violent persecution.

The arguments of the latter being more agreeable to

the cruel bigotry of Mary and Philip, it was determi-

ned to enforce the laws in all their rigour against the

reformed religion; and England was for three years

filled with scenes of horror, which disgraced human
nature, and rendered the Catholic system an object of

general detestation. It has been computed, that, du-
ring the above mentioned period, 277 persons were
brought to the stake ; besides those who were punish-

ed by imprisonment, fines, and confiscation. Among
those who suffered by fire, were 5 bishops, 21 clergy-

men, 8 lay gentlemen, 84 tradesmen, 100 servants and
labourers, 55 women, and 4 children. Those persons,

too, were not convicted of publicly teaching tenets con-

trary to the established religion; but were seized upon
suspicion of heresy, required to subscribe the Romish
articles of faith, and were generally condemned for re-

fusing to acknowledge the doctrine of the real presence.

Among the chief sufferers, were Hooper, Bishop of
Gloucester ; Rogers, Prebendary of St Paul's ; Ridley,

Bishop of London ; Ferrar, Bishop of St David's ; La-
timer, Bishop of Worcester; and Cranmer, Archbishop
of Canterbury. The principal agent in these barbari-

ties was Bonner, Bishop of London, upon whom Gar-
diner had devolved the invidious office ; a man of pro-
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fligate manners and brutal disposition, wlio seemed to

rejoice in the torments of the unliappy sulTcrcrs, and
Avlio frequently applied the most cruel punishments
with his own hands. Repeated orders A\cro sent from
the council, to quicken the dilii^cnce of the mas^istrates

in searching out heretics; and, in sonic phiccs, tlie gen-

try were constrained to countenance, by their presence,

the barbarous proceedings against the inihappy victims.

An attempt even was made to introduce tlie incpiisi-

tion into the country. But all tliose instances of cruelly

and oppression were so abliorrent to tlic feelings of the

English nation, that they produced the very opposite

effect of what was intended ; rendered the Spariish go-

vernment daily more odious; and forwarded, instead of

checking, the progress of the new opinions.

The effects of the public discontent appeared even
in the next parliament that was summoned ; and the

Queen's application for a subsidy, and for additional

enforcements of persecution, was resolutely rejected.

Philip, in the mean time, finding his authority in Eng-
land extremely limited, sensible of the general hatred

which he had incurred, and tired by the Queen's im-
portunate love and jealousy, went over to Flanders,

where he continued to spend most of his time, and
seldom took any notice of his consort's fond epistles,

except when he had occasion to demand a supply of

money. In order to gratify his wishes, Mary had re-

course to all the violent and irregulai' expedients of

loans, levies, and similar extortions; and, at the same
time, engaged the council, not, however, without the

most vehement importunity and menaces, to declare
war in aid of Spain against France. This measure in-

volved the nation in new difficulties ; and the town of

Calais, which had been held by England above 200
years, having been taken by the French, the whole
kingdom was filled with murmurs and complaints
against the improvidance of the Queen and her coun-
sellors. The Queen herself who had been long in a
declining state of health, conscious of being hated by
her subjects, dejected by the loss of Calais, apprehen-
sive, in the prospect of Elizabeth's succession, for the
safety of the Catholic faith, and overwhelmed with
grief on account of her husband's determination to re-

side in Spain during the remainder of his life, fell into

a lingering fever, which terminated her days in the 43d
year of her age, and the sixth of her reign. She pos-

sessed few qualities, that were either estimable or ami-

able ; and her person was as little engaging as her

mind. She was ciuel from natural disposition, and bi-

gotted from a narrow understanding ; and, excepting

the single virtue of sincerity, her character was a com-
plication of the most odious vices, of obstinacy, tyran-

ny, malignity, and revenge.

After the death of Mary, the Princess Elizabeth

ascended the throne, in the 25th year of her age, not

only without opposition, but with the joyful acclama-
tions of the whole nation. During the reign of her

sister, she had been treated with great severity, and
exposed to the most imminent dangers. Mary and the

Popish bishops, well aware that, upon coming to the

throne, she would instantly overturn that religion,

which they were using such extreme means to esta-

blish, only waited for some new insurrection, or other

favourable pretext, to tak« away her life. Compassion
for her situation rendered her an object of interest to

the nation ; and the difficult part which she had to act,

inured her to that exercise of prudence which qualified

her to reign. Debarred also, by her confinement, from
seeking amusement abroad, she applied herself to the
pursuit of knowledge at home ; and improved her un-
derstanding hy the study of languages and science.
She entered London amidst crowds of people, who
strove with each other to give her the strongest testi-

monies of their affection; and when she readied the
Tower, W'here she had formerly been exposed to all the
higotted malignity of her enemies, she gave tlianks on
her knees to the Almighty, for her deliverance from
bloody persecutors ; but this was the only instance in
which she testified her recollection of past injuries, and
with a magnanimity truly laudable, she received, with
affability, even those who had treated her with the great-
est malevolence. When the bishops, however, came
to express their homage, she turned aside from Bon-
ner, as from a man polluted with blood, and as a just
object of horror to every friend of humanity. Imme-
diately after her accession, she received proposals of
marriage from Philip of S[)ain, who still hoped to ob-
tain, by her means, that dominion over England, of
which he had been disappointed in espousing Mary.
But Elizabeth, neither attached to the person nor to
the religion of her admirer, and sensible of the aver-
sion which her subjects entertained to the Spanish in-

fluence, declined his addresses
;
yet in such an evasive

manner, that for some time he retained hopes of suc-
cess, and even took measures for procuring a dispensa-
tion from the Pope for the match.
The young queen, who had formed a determination,

even amidst the restraints of a prison, to reform the
church, upon her coming to the throne, proceeded with-
out delay, in conjunction with Sir William Cecil, her
secretary of state, to concert measures for restoring the
Protestant religion ; and as the cruelties exercised in the
last reign had completely alienated the people from the
ancient faith, it became a very easy matter to accomplish
this object. Resolved, however, to proceed by secure
and gradual steps, she checked the furious attacks of
the Protestant teachers on the Romish superstitions, by
prohibiting all preaching without a special licence, and
by exempting from this restriction only the more mo-
derate and judicious of her own party; and made no
other innovations in the form of worship, except to for-

bid the elevation of the hoste, and to cause the greater
part of the service to be read in English. At the same
time, she clearly indicated her intentions of supporting
the Reformation, by recalling the Protestant exiles, and
setting at liberty all prisoners who were confined on
account of religion; but delayed the entire change of
the national faith till the meeting of the parliament,

which was summoned to assemble, and in the elections

for which the Catholics scarcely struggled for the su-

periority. After recognizing the queen's title to the

throne, they annexed the supremacy of the church to

the crown ; confirmed all the statutes enacted in King
Edward's reign with regard to religion ; and, in one
session, without violence or clamour, altered the whole
public system of religion, nearly to the very state in

which it is at present established. Thus did England
change its religious tenets four times in the space of 32
years ; but, in this last instance alone, without compul-
sion. The people were now Protestants fi-om inclina-

tion, chiefly in consequence of the persecutions under
Mary; and out of 9400 beneficed clergymen through-

out the kingdom, only 14 bisaops, 12 archdeacons, 15

heads of colleges, and about 80 of the parochial cler-
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gyi quilled ilieir preferments on account of the Refor-

maiion.

Elizabeth, now seated on a Protestant throne, found

all the neiglibouring states, Trance, Scotland, Spain, and

ihe Pope, openly or secretly combined against her; and

having thus no friend to aid her in emergencies, she

sought her great resource in the afTection of her subjects,

and the wisdom of her administration. To make herself

beloved by the people, and at the same time feared by

her courtiers, became therefore the governing maxims

of her conduct. By frugal management of the national

treasure, and by the most gracious aflability in her pub-

lic appearances, she acquired a degree of popularity,

which no other English sovereign ever attained ; and by

a sparing distribution of gifts to her favourites, together

with strict impartiality in dispensing rewards or punish-

ments, she kept the great in sufficient subjection. Her

chief minister was Robert Dudley, son of the late Duke
of Northumberland, to whom she cherished an attach-

ment, for which, as he had neither great abilities nor

virtues, it is not easy to account ; but, to make amends

for his incapacity, the two favourites next in power were

Bacon and Cecil, men of the highest talents and most

indefatigable application, who regulated the finances of

the kingdom, and directed all the gi<eat political mea-

sures of her reign.

While measures were pursuing for settling the pub-

lic religion at home, negociations were, at the same time,

going on for peace with France ; and a treaty was at

length concluded, by which it was stipulated, that the

French monarch should restore Calais at the end of eight

years; that, in case of failure, he should pay 500,000
crowns, and the queen's title to Calais still remain; that

if Elizaljeth broke the peace with France or Scotland
during the interval, she should forfeit all claims to Ca-
lais; and that if the king of France made war on Eng-
land during that time, he should be bound immediately
to restore that foi tress. A peace with Scotland was the
natural consequence of that with France; but a serious
ground of quarrel soon arose between the English and
Scottish queens, which was attended with the most im-
])ortant consequences, and which was removed only by
the death of the latter. The birth of Elizabeth was lia-

ble to the charge of illegitimacy, and the next heir of
blood to the English throne was the queen of Scots, now
married to the dauphin of France. The French king
had been secretly soliciting at Rome, a bull of excom-
munication against the daughter of Anne Boleyne ; and
Mary had been persuaded to assume openly the arms and
title of England. This was vindicated by her descent
from the blood royal, and by the example of other princes

;

but, as it had not been done during the reign of Mary,
Elizabeth considered it as indicating an intention to dis-

pute, on the first opportunity, the legitimacy of her birth,

and the validity of her title to the crown. Hence, she
conceived a violent jealousy against the queen of Scots,
as at once her most formidable rival and mortal enemy.
Determined, as far as possible, to incapacitate her oppo-
nents from executing any project against her, she rea-
dily listened to an application from the Scottish refor-
mers, for assistance against the French party in that
kingdom ; and by the most prompt and powerful succours,
soon secured an honourable and advantageous treaty for
Jierself and her friends. It was stipulated, that the French
should evacuate Scotland, and that the queen of Scots
should abstain from bearing the royal arms of England ;

-.vhile, at the same time, by procuiing favourable terms

for the Scottish Protestants, she continued to possess a

stronger influence over them, than their native sovereign

was ever able to acquire. But Mary afterwards refusing

to ratify the treaty, and thus to make a formal renuncia-

tion of her pretensions, unless she were declared to be
next in the succession to the English crown, and Eliza-

beth determined never to assist in any respect in strength-

ening the claims of so formidable a rival, the two queens,
amidst all the appearance of cordial friendship, conti-

nued to entertain a perpetual jealousy of each others in-

tentions.

In the mean time, Elizabeth, leaving the queen of

Scots sufficiently occupied with domestic contentions,

turned her attention to regulate the affairs of her own
kingdom, and to promote the prosperity of her subjects.

She adopted measures for paying off the debts of the

crown, and reformed the coin which her predecessors
had debased; furnished her arsenals with military stores,

and provided for the general defence of her dominions;
encouraged agriculture and commerce, by wise regula-

tions; and particularly exerted her endeavours to in-

crease the naval power of the kingdom. She bestowed
great encouragementalsoupon the seminariesof learning;

and set an example of moderation and justice to the Ca-
tholic party, by providing for the more faithful payment
of the pensions which had been granted to the dispos-

sessed monks, but which had hitherto been in a great

measure neglected. Powerful at home, and respected

abroad, she received numerous proposals of marriage,

both from surrounding princes, and from the more emi-
nent of her own subjects. The Archduke Charles, se-

cond son of the Emperor ; Casimir, son of the Elector

Palatine ; Eric, King of Sweden; Adolph, Duke of Hol-
stein ; the Earl of Arran, heir to the crown of Scotland

;

the Earl of Arundel, distinguished by his nobility and
wealth ; Sir William Pickering, a man much esteemed
for his personal merit ; and, above all, Robert Dudley,

Earl of Leicester, were all competitors for her hand;

but, while she publicly declared her resolution to lead a

single life, she gave to all her suitors such gentle refu-

sals, as generally encouraged them to persevere in the

pursuits and this she has been supposed to have done
partly from motives of policy, to keep them more at-

tached to her interests, and partly from taking pleasure,

as a woman, in receiving professions of love. While
thus apparently determined to have no heir of her own
body, and avoiding carefully to fix any successor to the

crown, she seems to have also resolved, either from po-
licy or malignity, to prevent every one, who had preten-

sions to the throne, from having either heirs or succes-

sors. Lady Catherine Grey, youngest sister of Lady
Jane, and now the nearest claimant, after the queen of
Scots, to the throne of England, having privately mar-
ried the Earl of Hertford, without the consent of Eliza-

beth, they were both committed to the Tower in sepa-

rate prisons, where they suffered ten years of severe con-

finement ; till the death of the lady, by removing the un-

relenting jealousy of the queen, procured the liberty of

her husband. A similar anxiety to prevent the mar-
riage of the queen of Scots, excited new contests with

that rival princess, in which the treachery and cruelty

of Elizabeth's conduct cannot be justified; though it

must be admitted, that the fears which impelled her pro-

ceedings were not without foundation, and were too often

alarmed by the rashness of Mary's friends. During her
illness, in consequence of the small-pox, when little

hopes were entertained of her recovery, the partizans of
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the Scottish pnncess, and those of the House of Suffolk,

already divided the nation into such violent factions, that

the controversy, it was evident, in case of the queen's

decease, would be terminated only by the sword. The
commons, therefore, as soon as her health was restored,

earnestly entreated her to put an end to such apprehen-

sions, either by choosing a husband, or by naming her

successor. Elizabeth, however, afraid to declare against

Mary, who clearly possessed the right of blood, and

who would instantly have become her avowed enemy

;

and, on the other hand, unwilling, by a settlement in

her rival's favour, to establisii pretensions which might

be enforced even during her reign, she resolved to keep

both parties in awe, by an ambiguous conduct and eva-

sive answers; and chose rather that her subjects should

run the risk of a civil war at her death, than tliat her

throne should be endangered during her life. She con-

tinued, with all her vigour and policy, to avert such at-

tempts on the part of the Popish interest, by giving her

enemies employment at home ; and afforded every ne-

cessary succour, both to the Hugonots in France, and to

the Reformers in Scotland. An event, however, hap-

pened, which placed the person and the fate of her rival

entirely at her disposal ; and effectually precluded all

farther danger from her pretensions. Mary, queen of

Scots, having been reduced, by her imprudence, if not

by her guilt, to take refuge in England, and to seek the

protection of Elizabeth against her own subjects, was al-

lured, by the most plausible professions of tViendship, to

admit the queen of England as umpire in her cause; and

being at length required either voluntarily to resign her

crown, or to associate her son with her in the govern-

ment, leaving the administration of affairs in the hands

of the Earl of Murray, she was, upon her refusal to make
such a submission, unjustly detained as a prisoner in Eng-
land. Various insurrections and conspiracies, chiefly on

her account, and sometimes with her concurrence; an

attempt by the Duke of Norfolk, (for which he suffered

on the scaffold,) to espouse and to deliver the royal cap-

tive; the open interference of the Pope, who excommu-
nicated Elizabeth, and freed her subjects from their al-

legiance to her person ; and particularly, a plot conduct-

ed by the Catholics to assassinate the Queen, to which
Mary, irritated by confinement, and anxious for liberty,

had become a party; these occurrences, and a multitude

of other political considerations, induced Elizabeth to

bring her unhappy prisoner to a trial, and to hasten the

ruin of a competitor, whom she had never ceased to

dread or to hate. Mary, who had now lingered 18 years

in confinement, was accordingly condemned for high

treason against the Queen of England, and beheaded in

one of the rooms of her prison :—a transaction, in the

course of which Elizabeth was guilty of the grossest

dissimulation and most cruel injustice ; and which, what-

ever were the crimes of the sufferer, must remain an in-

delible stain upon the memory of her oppressor.

While Elizabeth was engaged in plotting the destruc-

tion of her rival, she was carrying on a treaty of mar-
riage with the young Duke of Anjou ; and, after long

struggling between ambition and inclination, she was
on the point of yielding to the latter, and of subject-

ing herself and her people to a foreign and a Catholic

prince, when all her favourite attendants and ministers

united in deprecating so imprudent an alliance. A let-

ter, particularly written to her on the subject by the

celebrated Sir Philip Sydney, and distinguished by un-

usual elegance of expression, as well as force of rea-

VoL.VIII. Part II.

soning, is understood to have roused her to reflection

;

and, after spending several nights in restless anxiety,

she finally determined against the match, and dismissed

her lover, with proper apologies for her breach of en-

gagement.
While Philip of Spain had been actively intriguing

with the malecontents in England and Ireland in the

cause of the Queen of Scots and of the Catholics, Eliza-

beth had been rendering powerful aid to the insurgents

against his authority in the Low Countries. In retalia-

tion for this interference, he sent, under the name of the

pope, a body of 700 Spaniards and Italians into Ireland,

where the inhabitants, discontented with the English go-

vernntient, were ready to join any invader; but by the ac-

tive measures of the Earl of Ormond, they were soon re-

duced to the necessity of surrendering at discretion. The
queen of England, on the other hand, countenanced the

predatory attacks of Sir Fi-ancU Drake upon the Spanish
settlements in South America; and, by those mutual ag-
gravations, the two nations were at length brought to an
open rupture. Elizabeth, in the view of an approaching
war with so powerful an antagonist, concluded a league

of mutual defence with the king of Scotland ; and hear-

ing that Philip was secretly preparing an immense fleet

for the invasion of her kingdom, she resolved to strike

the first blow, and to brave his boasted naval force in

his own harbours. Sir Francis Drake was immediately

despatched with a strong squadron, which the London
merchants had assisted to equip, in the hopes of sharing

the plunder; and, sailing direct to Cadiz, he destroyed

about a hundred vessels laden with ammunition and

stores. By this short expedition, the intended invasion

of England was retarded a whole twelvemonth ; and the

English seamen were taught to despise those unwieldy

vessels of the enemy, which were threatening to spread

terror along their coasts. The preparations of Philip,

who meditated nothing short of the entire conquest of

England, were carried on with redoubled vigour ; and

the Spaniards, confident of success, had already denomi-
nated their navy the Invincible Armada. Elizabeth, on

her part, exerted her utmost prudence and vigour to re-

sist the danger with which she was threatened ; and em-
ployed all the resources which her domestic situation,

or her foreign alliances, could afford. By all the Pro-

testants of Europe, the entsrprize was considered as de-

cisive of their fate ; and those who could give no assis-

tance, contemplated, with anxious interest, the approach-

ing struggle. The people of England, animated by tlie

spirited example of their sovereign, manifested the most
determined resolution to defend their religion and their

liberties; and even the Catholic subjects, treated by the

queen with generous moderation, forgetting for the pre-

sent all party concerns, united with one heart in defence

of the common cause. The armada at length set sail

from Lisbon, and entered the Channel in the form of a

crescent, which extended its two extremities to the dis-

tance of seven miles; but, completely baffled in its first

attempts by the skill and courage of the English navy,

gradually weakened by their daring and repeated at-

tacks, and finally overtaken by a dreadful storm when
passing the Orkneys, this mighty armament was so ut-

terly discomfited, that not one half of its ships returned

to Spain, and nothing but want of ammunition in the

English fleet saved it from total destruction: (Seethe

article Armada.) This defeat of the armada inspired

the English nation with a kind of enthusiastic passion

for enterprizes against Spain ; and scarcely a single year

3Q
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was sufl'ei'Cil lo elapse without some successful attack

being diceclcd against llie dominions of Philip. In

1596, particularly, a powerful expedition was fitted out

against Cadiz, which defeated the Spanish fleet in the

bay, took the city by storm, and destroyed in the har-

bour a fleet of merchant ships of immense value. It

was in this reign, and by these enterprizes, that the

l^nglish navy began to acquire that irresistible superio-

rity which it has never ceased to maintain, and that

many of its most able and adventurous commanders
were produced. In this reign, also, notwithstanding

the imperious character of the sovereign, the spirit of

liberty, following the progress of reformation in reli-

gion, presumed to shew itself in the proceedings of the

iMiglish parliament. Elizabeth, indeed, was sufficiently

tenacious of all her prerogatives, and frequently exerci-

sed them with a degree of despotism unequalled by

many of hpr prerlerp-isors. She repeatedly discharged

the House of Commons from discussing, without her

permission, any matters relating either to the church or

the state ; defined their liberty of speech to extend no

farther than aye or no; and, without hesitation, com-

mitted to the Tower every member who presumed to

press any topic contrary to her wishes. But amidst

the tamest submissions and most fulsome flatteries from

successive parliaments, a few resolute individuals, (who

liave generally been branded with the contemptuous

name of Puritans, while they deserve to be revered as

the fathers of British freedom,) persisted, without dis-

may, in assailing public grievances, and asserting par-

liamentary privileges, whenever they could procure

the smallest support; and so far at length did their spi-

rit and numbers increase, that, in the last parliaitient

which Elizabeth assembled, she found it necessary,

while she held the most absolute tone in her messages,

to abandon, in a great measure, the oppressive system
of monopolies, which she was accustomed to grant as

rewards to her courtiers, and which the Commons had
brought in a bill to abolish.

Though the signal advantages gained by the arms of
Elizabeth over the Spaniards, and the uncontrouled
authority which she exercised over her own subjects,

gave complete security to her throne, she continued
to regard her heir, the king of Scotland, with the

same malignant jealousy which had influenced her
conduct towards the unhappy Mary. James had, in-

deed, succeeded to all the claims of his mother ; but,

as a Protestant prince, he did not possess the fa-

vour with the Catholics, which could render his preten-
_bions dangerous; and his indolent, unambitious dispo-
sition, sufficiently secured her from any disturbance in

the possession of the crown. Still, however, she cau-
tiously abstained from satisfying the nation by any de-
claration in favour of his title ; and was as anxious to
prevent every circumstance which might augment his
credit or power, as if he had been her immediate com-
petitor for the kingdom.
The authority of the English in Ireland had been hi-

therto little more than nominal ; and the complete sub-
jugation of that country had been always deferred, by
ihe necessity of watching the more formidable powers
of the continent. But the rebellion in that kingdom
having now risen, under the conduct of the Earl of
Tyrone, to a more alarming height than at any former
period, and the Spaniards having exerted themselves, as
the most efl'ectual mode of diverting the power of the
English from their coasts, in sending succours to the

natives, it was therefore resolved to push the war in

that quarter with more vigorous measures ; and the
young Earl of Essex, who had succeeded, since the
death of the Earl of Leicester, to the queen's favour,
obtained the government of Ireland, and the command
of the army destined for its reduction. Having disgust-
ed the queen by his ill success and insolent behaviour,
he returned suddenly to England to make his peace at

court; but Lord IVIountjoy, who was then appointed as

deputy-governor to the command, by his able and in-

defatigable exertions, defeated the rebels in every quar-
ter, and at length compelled Tyrone to make an abso-
lute surrender of his life and fortunes to the queen's
mercy.

Essex, in the mean time, who had long possessed a
powerful hold of Elizabeth's affections, but whose un-
guvernable spirit she found it requisite to humble, was
brought to trial before the privy-council, and condemn-
ed to retirement in his own house, till the queen should
be pleased to restore him to office. He expressed in

his defence the most dutiful submission to his sovereign's
pleasure; and, as Elizabeth herself had openly declared
that her severity was intended to correct and not to ruin
hiin, it was generally expected that he would soon re-

gain all his ascendancy over her mind, and reappear a
greater favourite than ever. Persuaded, however, by
his enemies, that his lofty spirit was far from being sub-
dued, she pushed her rigorous treatment to a degree
which impressed him with a belief that she was altoge-

ther inexorable, and drove his impatient temper to the
most fatal extremities. He threw ofl' all appearance of
duty and respect, and even indulged himself in grea5
liberties of speech, respecting the queen's advanced age
and decayed beauty. He used every art to increase his

popularity, which was already greater than what any
other subject enjoyed ; and he entered into a secret cor-

respondence with the King of Scotland, whose right of

succession he proposed to compel Elizabeth to acknow-
ledge. Having formed a strong party of malecontents,

and trusting chiefly to his great authority with the po-
pulace, he formed at length the desperate attempt of
seizing the queen's person, removing his enemies from
office, and settling, with the advice of his partizans, a

new plan of government. Finding, however, that his

designs were suspected, and the queen upon her guard,

yet determined to make some open efl'ort before they

should be completely discovered, he adopted the wild

project of raising the city of London in his favour ; and
madly imagined, that by the mere good will of the mul-
titude, he should be able to overturn the wise and well-

established government of Elizabeth. Sallying forth

with about 200 attendants, and calling aloud " for the

queen! for the queen! a plot is laid for my life!" he
proceeded to the house of the sherift', upon whose aid

he placed great reliance. The citizens, in the mean
time, flocked around him in amazement, but discovered

no disposition to join him in arms. Observing their

coldness, and hearing that he was proclaimed a traitor,

he began to despair of success, and lo think of retreat-

ing to his own house. Attempting to force his way
through the streets, which were now barricaded and
guarded, he was beaten back and wounded in the

thigh ; but at length, by pulling his followers on board

of small boats, he escaped down the river to his house,

which he proceeded to fortify in the best manner that

he could, and proposed to defend to the last extremity,

lie was soon compelled to surrender at disci etioii,
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brought to immediate trial, clearly convicted of liii^h

treason, and condemned to capital punishment. Eliza-

beth hesitated long between love and resentment, com-

passion for her favourite, and the care of her own safely.

She signed the warrant for his execution ; then counter-

manded the order; again commanded it to proceed;

and again yielded to a return of tenderness, in his fa-

vour. But, hardened against him at last, cliiefiy by his

supposed obstinacy in making no application to her for

mercy, she finally consented to his death. His proud

heart having been humbled in the solitude of prison, not

by fear, but by sentiments of religion, he made a full

confession of his disloyalty, acknowledged the justice of

his sentence, and testified on the scaffold the most suit-

able symptoms of penitence and piety.

The vigour of Elizabeth's mind and the happiness of

her life seemed to expire with her favouiite; and,

though she went through the business of the state by

habit, she took little interest in any public measure or

event. She sunk at last into a profound melancholy,

which nothing could alleviate, and for which various

reasons have been assigned. Some ascribe this depres-

sior of mind to remorse for having been persuaded to

pardon the rebel Tyrone, or for some other actions of

her life; others to a discovery which she had made of

the correspondence maintained by her courtiers with

her successor, the King of Scotland ; others to the ne-

glect which, on account of her old age and infirmities,

she now imagined that she experienced ; others, to a

mere decay of her faculties, in consequence of long and
severe exertion of mind ; and others, with more proba-

bility, to a revival of her regret for the death of Essex,
whom she had given up entirely in resentment for his

invincible obstinacy, but who, she now discovered, had
actually thrown himself upon her clemency, while his

enemies had found means to conceal his application.

From the moment of making this discovery, she resign-

ed herself to the deepest despondency, refused all sus-

tenance and consolation, rejected all advice from her

physicians, and remained sullen and immoveable on the

floor, venting her grief in sighs and groans. In this

situation she continued for ten days and nights, leaning

upon cushions which her maids brought to her; and, as

her end was visibly approaching, the council sent the

Secretary and Lord Admiral to know her will respect-

ing her successor. She faintly replied, that, as she had
held a regal sceptre, she wished a king to succeed her,

and that her heir, therefore, could be no other than her

near kinsman the King of Scots. Being then exhorted
by the Archbishop of Canterbury to fix her thoughts
upon God, she answered, that her mind did not in the

least wander from him. She soon after fell into a le-

thargic slumber, which continued for some hours, and
then expired without any farther struggle, in the 70th
year of her age, and the 45th of her reign.

The character of Queen Elizabeth varied consider-

ably with the circumstances in which she was placed.

At the commencement of her reign, she was humble
and moderate; and, ascending the throne in highly
difficult circumstances, she conducted the government
with unexampled felicity and success. But she after-

wards became more haughty and severe ; and fre-

quently exerted the powers of her prerogative in the
most violent and oppressive manner. She possessed,

indeed, the most singular talents for government ; and,

in point of vigour, steadiness, penetration, vigilance,

magnanimity, and address, may stand a comparison
with any sovereign in any period of the world. In the

choice of her favourites, she was often guided by un-
worthy and capricious motives ; but her able ministers
and commanders, to whom she owed so much of the
glory of her reign, if not always selected by her own
discernment, were at least advanced and supported by
the constancy of her friendship. Her econoniy was
very remarkable, and enabled her, with a small reve-

nue and few supplies from her people, to execute the

greatest undertakings; but it was a virtue which she
practised more from natural disposition, and a desire of

being independent of parliamentary aid, than fiom any
tender concern for her subjects. She was great, in

short, as a public character; and all her stronger quali-

ties were preserved in due subordination by her own
self-command. But, in private life, she was less to be
admired; and had many infirmities, which all her ex-

cellent sense and strength of mind could not overcome,
and which made her most disliked and feared by those
who were placed nearest to her person. Deficient in

sincerity and sympathy ; vain of her beauty, which
she only could discover; delighted with the praise of

her charms, even at the age of sixty-five; jealous of
every female competitor, to a degree which the young-
est and silliest of her sex might despise ; and subject to

sallies of anger, which no sense of dignity could restrain;

her character adds one more to the many instances

which occur in human life, and which are calculated to

subdue human pride, of the greatest moral weaknesses
united with the highest intellectual superiority. But
whatever was the merit of the sovereign, the progress

of the English nation in arts, arms, commerce, agriculture,

and literature, during the reign of Elizabeth, is unpa-

ralleled in history. The genius of the people, if not

the wisdom of the government, surmounted every

obstacle; and a kingdom, formerly unsettled and stor-

my like the element by which it is encompassed, suc-

cessively sinking under foreign invasion, or torn by do-

mestic disputes, became industrious, enterprising, po-
lite, powerful, secure at home, and formidable abroad.

Its external commerce, by the exertions of its adventu-
rous navigators, was pushed to the most distant quar-
ters of the globe ; and its internal manufactures, aided

by the Flemish artists, who were d-riven from their own
country by the oppressive measures of Spain, flourished

beyond all precedent in every district of the country, in

spite of the oppressive monopolies granted by the crown.
By the progress of religious enquiries, and the perusal

of the scriptures in the amended translation, the people

were improved in taste as well as in morals ; and though
the queen herself was more vain of shining by her own
learning, than liberal in the encouragement of genius,

many of the nobles and higher clergy, both by their

patronage and example, contributed so essentially to

the improvement of the English language, that many
writers have been disposed to fix its Augustan age to

that period. Liberty, indeed, still continued to depend
upon the pleasure of the government; but, though Eli-

zabeth often stretched her power to actual despotism,

yet the people were less abjectly submissive than in for-

mer reigns; and even under her imperious sway, those

noble principles of freedom, which have at length perva-

ded the British soil, began to spring up, and to find a

shelter beneath the fostering protection of enlightened

religious zeal.

Elizabeth was succeeded by James VI. of Scotland,

and I. of England ; and from the period of his acces-

sion, the history of both kingdoms is comprehended un-

der the article Britain. (<?)
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PART II. STATISTICS.

CHAP. I.

General and Frogrcasive Geografihy.

Ekgland and Wales, that part of the British empire,

which forms the larger and southern part of the island

of Great Britain, is situated between 50° and 55° 45' N.

Lat. and 1" SO' East and 5° 4(7 West Long. The sea

bounds it on three sides; and on the north it is bounded

by Scotland : The sea which lies to the east of it is called

the German Ocean; that which washes its southern side

is called the English Channel ; and on the west it is

bounded by St George's Channel.

lis general figure is triangular: one point of the tri-

angle stretches to the north-east; another to the east,

with a little inclination to the north ; and the third stretch-

es to the south-west. The base of the triangle is formed

by a line drawn from tlie South Foreland in the county

of Kent, to the Land's End in the county of Cornwall;

the eastern side of the triangle may be conceived as form-

ed by a line drawn from Berwick in the north-east, to the

South Foreland ; the western side, by a line drawn from
Berwick to the Land's End.

Geographers, and writers on political arithmetic, have
differed considerably respecting the extent of the area

of England and Wales ; their statements varying from
38,000,000 statute acres, to 46,916,000. The most an-

cient and traditional opinion slates the area of South Bri-

tain at 29,000,000 statute acres. On what data or calcu-
lations this statement is founded, or at what period it was
formed, is not known ; but it is probably very ancient, and
derived from tolerably accurate data, as it very nearly

agrees with the extent of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom, and,

in the opinion of some authors, may indeed be traced

back to that time. Although at this period trigonome-
trical and geographical knowledge was not sufficiently

accurate, or so far advanced as to have enabled our an-

cestors to form their calculations of the area of South
Britain, on the principles and according to the results

given by those sciences, yet from other sources they
might be enabled to approach the truth on this subject.

The mode of levying the revenue of the Anglo-Saxon
kings, led to a more minute and accurate investigation
of the extent and cultivation of their territory, than has
since been undertaken or attempted : this is evident from
the minuteness and accuracy with which Domesday Book
is compiled, which continually refers to a more ancient
register of the same kind.

This traditional opinion respecting the area of South
Britain, seems to have been coincided in till the year
1636, when Gerard Malincs published his Lex Mcrcato-
ria, a work of wonderful acutencss and information on the
subject of political economy. In the sixth chapter of this
work, he professes to give a geometrical description of
the world, especially of Europe, measured by millions of
acres of ground upon the map. According to him, Eng-
land contains 29o68,000 acres, forming the 1000th part
of the whole globe, or the 22d part of the earth inhabit-
ed, or the 330th part of the whole earth : of this area he
supposes there are 5,568,000 acres of wild and waste
grounds, and high-ways.

Although an admeasurement of the maps of England

and Wales, even inaccurately constructed as they were
at this period, might have been sufficient to prove that

the areas assigned by tradition and by Malines, were far

below the truth ; yet Sir William Petty, in his calcula-

tion of the extent of South Britain, reduces the num-
ber of acres, considering them as amounting only to

28,000,000. But Sir William Petty in this, as in too

many other instances of political arithmetic, was satis-

fied with vague and loose conjecture, where he might
at least have gained a near approach to truth and accu-
racy. It may, indeed, have happened, that Sir William
Petty calculated by 60 miles to a degree of latitude;

in which case, the number of acres that he assigns to

South Britain will agree very nearly with Morden's map,
which was the best that had been published when he
wrote.

Gregory King, Lancaster herald, who published " Na-
tural and political observations and conclusions upon the
state and condition of England, 1696," which work is

praised and garbled by Davenant, and has been lately

republished entire by Mr George Chalmers,—calcu-

lates that England and Wales contain 39,000,000 acres

;

of which 12,000,000 consisted of heaths, moors, moun-
tains, barren lands, rivers, lakes, meres, and ponds;
roads, ways, and waste lands; or were occupied by
houses, homesteads, gardens, orchards, churches, and
churchyards. The same author calculates, that Eng-
land and Wales are in proportion to the globe of the

earth and seas, as one to 3,300 ;—to the known habita-

ble world, as one to 600;—to Europe (including Musco-
vy) as one to 43 ;—to France, as one to three and a quar-
ter;—to Holland, as nine to two; and to France and Hol-
land, as one to three and a half.

It is evident, that in all these calculations of Malines,
Sir William Petty, and Gregory King, political arithme-
tic had derived no assistance from the more sure and ac-

curate sciences, but had been suffered to range unen-
lightened and uncontrouled, either by geography or
geometry. At length, Dr Edmund Halley, in conse-
quence of the earnest desire of his industrious and in-

quisitive friend Mr Houghton, author of the Collections

for the improvement of Husbandry and Trade, made a
most elaborate calculation with respect to the contents

of England and Wales, which he found to contain in the
gross—that is taking the whole from a single map,—
38,560,000 acres; and on a strict computation of the se-

veral counties, each separately examined, he computed
the total to be 39,938,500 acres ; and as these sums, attain-

ed to by these two different methods, so nearly approach-
ed each other, he concluded that neither of them could be
very wide from the truth. He adds, that, in his judg-
ment, England and Wales might be esteemed the 3000th
part of the whole globe of the earth, and the 1 300th part

of the inhabited world. Dr Halley's own account of his

calculations is given in vol. i. p. 69, of Houghton's Col-

lections. Besides the source of error to which the cal-

culations of Dr Halley were exposed, from the inaccu-

racy of the maps of England, which existed in his time,

(a circumstance which will be afterwards more particu-

larly noticed,) his estimate was rendered erroneous, by
his having used (as most of our geographers still do)

Norwood's measure of a degree of latitude, instead of
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the true measure; or sixty -nine miles and a half, instead

ef sixty-nine and one fifth : had he used the latter mea-
sure of a degree of latitude, the total would have been

reduced about 370,000 acres, which would have nearly

coincided with the area of South Britain, as given by

Morden's map, when measured according to tlie true

length of the successive degrees of latitude and longi-

tude :—the single map, from which Dr Halley took the

gross amount, was Adam's, and the map fron» which
he took the several counties, was the six-sheet map of

Saxton's.

In the Philosofihical Transactions for the year 1711,

(No. 330, page 266.) are given the calculations of Dr
Nehemiah Grew on this subject, and the result of these

calculations. According to him. South Britain contains

72,000 statute miles, and consequently 46,080,000 statute

acres. As Dr Grew was at the trouble to obtain a wheel

measure of those roads, which were necessary to supply

him with what he conceived to be sufficient data on

which to found his calculations, it might be supposed

that the area he assigns to South Britain would approach
very nearly to the truth; but he unaccountably forgot,

that roads are not always straight or smooth ; and assum-
ing, on the contrary, that the wheel measure of them
gave him a straight line, he makes the length of South

Britain, from Newhaven, in Sussex, to Berwick, 395

miles ; and its breadth, from the South Foreland of Kent
to the Land's End, he makes 367 miles; both, as we
shall afterwards see, considerably above the truth. Nor
was this mistake respecting the roads the only source

of his error ; for he very carelessly and inaccurately con-

jectures, that a right-lined triangle, formed by uniting

the South Foreland and the Land's End with Berwick,
is commensurate with the space contained by the irre-

gular outline of the country. This error would have
given less than the real area to South Britain, had the

sides of the triangle corresponded with the actual dis-

tances, though the amount was not sufficient to destroy

the error arising from making these sides too long.

The next calculation respecting the area of South Bri-

tain, was given to the world by Mr Thomas Templeman
of Bury, in his work entitled a J^/'cnu Surveij of the Globe.

According to him, it contains 49,450 square miles, or

31,548,000 statute acres. This extent, much more be-

low the truth than the calculation of Dr Grew raised it

above it, Mr Templeman obtained, by adopting a mode
of computation that is progressively more erroneous, as

it is applied to countries more distant from the equator.

Mr Arthur Young seen)s to have been the first who ob-

jected to the accuracy of Templeman's calculation; but

not perceiving the source from which the error of this

author took its rise, he endeavours to correct it on im-
proper grounds ; and supposing that the error would be
rectified by taking 69 J miles instead of 60 miles to a
degree, and moreover, supposing that Templeman erred

as much in his calculation respecting the area of Eng-
land, as the calculation of Necker respecting the area

of France proved he had done with regard to that

kingdom, Mr Young assigns to England and Wales
46,9 1 5,933 acres.

Amidst this uncertainty of calculation and opinion on
this subject, the trigonometrical survey of England was
begun ; and, in its progress, it was abundantly and clear-

ly proved, that the geography of this country, in many
respects, was very erroneous. Indeed, before it was
commenced, it had been discovered, that in the older

maps the counties in the vicinity of the metropolis were

erroneously laid down, both with respect to the general

amount of their area, and with respect to the particular

areas of each; so that the distance from the South Fore-

land in Kent, to the Land's End, was ascertained to be
less by about half a degree than had been formerly laid

down.
For all the purposes of political arithmetic, however,

it is not necessary to have recourse to that minute ac-

curacy which trigonometrical surveys aflbrd. A suffi-

cient degree of accuracy will be afforded by a mode of

computation, ingenious, easy, and satisfactory, which
was published by Dr Becke, in his Obset-vations on the

Produce of the Income Tax. He was naturally led to

the consideration of the subject of the extent of South

Britain, by the computation of the income of Great Bri-

tain, as stated by Mr Pitt in the House of Commons.
This statesman had assumed the truth of Mr Young's

calculation respecting the area of England, (to which

Mr Middleton, in his Survey of Middlesex, had also

lent the authority of his name,) and, consequently, had

rated the income of this county, in Dr Becke's opinion,

much too high. Dr Becke formed a scale, which is

given below, the construction of which depends on the

length of the degrees of latitude and longitude, accord-

ing to their situation on the surface of the earth. In

this scale, the number of acres and decimal parts in eve-

ry successive four-sided figure, or trapezoid, are given;

these trapezoids being formed by the intersection of

lines, or circles of longitude and latitude, whose distance

from one another is a minute, or the sixtieth part of a

degree. The length of the degree of latitude and longi-

tude, according to their situation, by which the follo\ying

scale is calculated, is taken from the recent observations

and measurements for that purpose, in this country,

as they are detailed at large in the Philosoji/iical Trans-

actions.

A trapezoid, formed by drawing parallel lines across

a map from east to west, and others from south to

north, at the distance of the sixtieth part of a degree,

contains, on an average of every ten minutes succes-

sively, the following number of acres and decimal

parts.

From 49°
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folk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, and the isle of Ely : it

was founded by Uffa, in the year 565, and terminated

in the year 792.

Wessex, or the kingdom of the West Saxons, com-
prehended the coimties of Cornwall, Devonshire, Dor-
setshire, Somersetshire, Wiltshire, Hampshire, and

Berkshire: it was founded by Cerdic, in the year 519,

and ended in the year 828.

Northumberland, which comprehended the counties

of Lancashire, Yorkshire, Durham, Cumberland, West-
moreland, Northumberland, and Scotland, as far as the

Frith of Forth, was founded by Ida, in the year 547,

and terminated in the year 827.

Essex, or the kingdom of the East Saxons, compre-
hended the counties of Essex, Middlesex, and part of

Hertfordshire : it was founded by Erchewin, in the year

327, and ended in the year 827.

Mercia, which comprehended Gloucestershire, Here-
fordshire, Worcestershire, Warwickshire, Leicester-

shire, Rutlandshire, Northamptonshire, Lincolnshire,

Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Ox-
fordshire, Staffordshire, Derbyshire, Shropshire, Not-
tinghamshire, Cheshire, and the remainder of Hertford-

shire, was founded by Cridda, in the year 582, and ter-

minated in the year 827.

The present division of England into counties or

shires, owes its origin to Alfred : these departments

were denominated counties, because each of them, in

the time of the Saxons, was governed by a count, who
by that people was styled ealdorman, or alderman ; an

appellation which seems to have been derived from the

age of the persons who were first honoured with this

title : after the Danish conquest, the appellation Earl,

from the Danish Jarl, was substituted instead of Eal-

dorman. At first the government and management of

the county was exercised by the Earl himself; but, in

process of time, the dignity and title becoming heredi-

tary, the government of the county devolved upon the

Earl's deputy (who is still called in Latin Vice-Comes),

to whom the name of Shiie-reeve, Shrieve, or Sheriff,

was given : this word signifies the manager of the shire

or division, (the Saxon word shire evidently being con-

nected, in etymology and meaning, with the modern
word share) : reeve seems to be the same as the ScoV;h

word grieve, which is still applied to the manager of a

colliery, or to the person who governs and superintends

the reapers during harvest.

According to the division of England by Alfred, it

contained but 32 counties, Durham and Lancashire be-

ing included in that of Yorkshire ; Cornwall in De-
vonshire; Rutland in Northamptonshire; Monmouth-
shire was deemed part of Wales ; and Northumberland,
Westmoreland, and Cumberland, were subject to the

Scots.

During the Norman period of English history, there

were few alterations of consequence in the geography
of England; Cumberland and Westmoreland, indeed,

were wrested from the Scots, but their possession was
still precarious and uncertain; the provinces north of

the Humbcr, which, after the extinction of the Danish
kingdom of Northumbria, had for some time preserved

a dubious independence, were gradually subdued and
incorporated with the monarchy ; but Northumberland,
liable to the inroads and devastation of the Scots, espe-

cially in its northern parts, was still, frequently, only a

nominal part of the monarchy.
The division of Wales into its present counties, took

place at a comparatively late period of our history:
long before the conquest of that country, indeed, by
Edward the First, their princes did homage to the
crown of England; but by that monarch, who may
justly be stiled the conquerer of Wales, the line of their
ancient princes was abolished, and the title of Prince of
Wales was given to the king of England's eldest son.
In the 10th of Edward I. the statute of Rhudhlan was
passed, by which it was declared, that the territory of
Wales, with its inhabitants, which had been formerly
subject to the king by feudal right, was entirely an-
nexed to the crown of the kingdom of England, as part
of that monarchy. Notwithstanding this statute, how-
ever, Wales retained many of its peculiar privileges
and immunities, which were not abolished till the reign
of Henry VIII. By the statute 27th of tliat monarch,
chapter 26, A. D. 1535, entitled, an " act for laws and
justice to be ministered in Wales, in like form as it is

in this realm," it is enacted, that the dominion of Wales
shall be for ever united to the kingdom of England;

—

that all Welshmen born, shall have the same privileges
and liberties as the rest of the king's subjects ;—that
lands in Wales shall be inheritable, according to the Eng-
lish tenures and rules of descent ;—(before the passing
of this act, their lands were divided equally among all

the male issue, and did not descend to the eldest son
alone) ; that the laws of England, and no other, shall

be used in Wales; besides several other regulations
and enactments of inferior moment and interest.

Henry VIII. also passed another statute in the 34th
year of his reign, chapter 26, by which the statute al-

ready mentioned was confirmed, and farther regulations
added: by this statute, some peculiar privileges were
granted to the Welsh, particularly tiiat there should be
courts within the principality itself, independent of the
process of Westminster Hall. But this statute claims
our attention, at present, in a more direct and especial
manner, as being that which gave to the counties of
Wales, and to the adjoining counties of England, the
names and extent which they still retain. By this

act the marches, or intermediate lands between Eng-
land and Wales, were divided into new counties, or
annexed to old counties. The new comities that were
now formed, were Monmouth, which was declared an
English county, Brecknockshire, Denbighshire, Mont-
gomeryshire, and Radnorshire in Wales. Tlie English
counties that were augmented by annexation, were
Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, and Shropshire. The
Welsh counties whicli were augmented, were Cardigan-
shire, Caermarthcnshire, Glamorganshire, Merioneth-
shire, and Pembrokeshire.
The next inferior division of the territory of England

is into trcthings, trithings, or tridings ; lathes, and
rapes. Trething, tiithing, or triding, is an appellation
evidently derived from the circumstance, that the coun-
ty to which it is applied is divided into three parts

;

this appellation is now corrupted into ridings and oc-
curs only in Yorkshire. The terins lathes and rapes
are not of such evident and certain etymology or mean-
ing ; though there can be no doubt, that though not
exactly synonymous with trithings, or the third part
of a county, they signify a larger division of it than
hundreds. Kent is the only county which is divided
into lathes; and Sussex the only one that is divided
into rapes. It does not appear that any appropriate
officer under the sheriff was appointed to either of these
divisions: the trithings, however, were anciently go-
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vcrned by a tiithing-recvc. A large division, some-

thing similar lo triihiiigs, rapes, or lathes, exists in the

county of Lincoln: this county is divided into llirce

districts, each of which, like the large divisions of

Yorkshire, Kent, and Sussex, contains several hun-

dreds. Perhaps, also, the shires, which are found in

some of the northern counties, though now merely iio-

niinal, were originally larger divisions of a similar

nature; such as llallamshirc, which comprehends tlie

district round Sheffield; Richmondsliire in the north ri-

ding, and Hoiidenshire, in the east riding of Yorkshire;

Hexamshire and Bamboroughshire in Northumberland

;

and Xorhamshire and Islandshire, which comprehend

those parts of the county of Durham that are separated

by Northumberland from the body of that county. Parts

of several other counties, as well as Durham, lie detach-

ed ; this is \xry remarkably the case with Worcestershire.

The next inferior division is that of hundreds. The

institution of this division seems rather to have been in-

troduced into England than invented in it ; and there is

reason to believe, that the Saxons, in the southern part

of the island, first introduced it, though this institution,

like all the rest, which related to the due administration

of justice, has generally been ascribed to Alfred.

It is uncertain, whether the appellation of hundreds

was given to these divisions, because they contained a

hundred persons; a hundred heads of families; or, as

some suppose, a hundred farms ; it is, however, most

probable, that each hundred contained one hundred heads

of families, of freemen. That the hundreds were regu-

lated by population, is evident from the great number of

hundreds in those counties that were first peopled by the

Saxons, or which, from their local situation, were least

exposed to the devastation of war, or from their natural

fertility, were most likely to attract, and most capable of

supporting a great number of inhabitants; while, on the

contrary, those counties, which were gained by the Sax-

ons at a later period, which were held by them on a pre-

carious tenure, and continually liable to invasion, or

which were naturally barren and uninviting, contain com-
paratively very few hundreds. Thus, in Kent and Sus-

sex, according to Domesday book, there were, at the pe-

riod when that survey took place, respectively 62, and
64 hundreds, tlie same number which they contain at

present; Norfolk, though in size only about the fifth

county in the kingdom, contains 650 parishes; a greater

number than any other county; and 33 hundreds. Suf-

folk contains 575 parishes; and Essex 415 parishes;

whereas in Lancashire there are only six hundreds ; in

Cheshire seven; in Cornwall nine; in Northumberland
seven divisions, which correspond to hundreds; and in

Cumberland five. In some counties there are hundreds
that do not exceed a square mile in area, nor contain
more than 1000 persons; the hundreds of Lancashire, on
the contrary, average 300 square miles; and the popula-
tion in one of them, Salford hundred, is above 250,000.

In order to remedy the inconvenience resulting from
this circumstance, in the reign of Plenry VIII. the small
hundreds were united, to form divisions, limits, or cir-

cuits, while the larger hundreds were partitioned into
smaller portions.

In the northern parts of England, the counties were
not divided into hundreds, but into wards and wapen-
takes : the former still being the divisions of Cumber-
land, Westmoreland, Northumberland, and Durham;
and the latter of Yorkshire. Wards were so called,

from the inhabitants of each division being, in ancient

times, obliged to keep watch or ward, against the irrup-

tions of the Scots or Picts. The term wapentake is evi-

dently synonymous with iveafion-take, and was given to

the divisions of Yorkshire from the same circumstance.

The subdivision of hundreds into tithings is undoubt-

edly owing to Alfred. " In ancient times, it was ordain-

ed, for the more sure keeping of the peace, that all free-

born men should cast themselves into several companies,

by ten in each company; and that every one of these

ten men should be surety and pledge for the forth-coming

of his fellows; for which cause, these companies in some
places were called tithings ; and as ten times ten make
a hundred, so, because it was also appointed that ten of

these tithings should, at certain times, meet together for

matters of greater weight ; therefore that general assem-

bly was called a hundred."
One of the principal inhabitants of the tithing, who

was called the tithing-man, or head-borough, and in

some counties the borsholder, or boroughs-ealder, was
annually appointed to preside over the rest, and to take

care of their interests. Tithings are seldom mentioned

now, except in legal proceedings, or in topographical

descriptions.

In Lincolnshire another species of division exists, call-

ed Sokes- Soke, Sok, soc, or soka, according to Bracton,

signifies "the power of administering justice, and the

territory or precinct in which the chief lord did exercise

his soke, his liberty of keeping court, or holding trials

within his own soke or jurisdiction."

Although parishes were originally ecclesiastical divi-

sions, yet now they may be properly considered as coming
under the class of civil divisions; and, consequently,

claim our attention under that head. It is not easy to

determine how ancient the division of England into pa-

rishes is : they are mentioned so early as in the laws of

King Edgar, about the year 970 ; but from what occurs

relating to them in these laws, it is plain that they were
gradually formed. They wereoriginally of the same extent

as manors, since it very seldom happens that a manor
extends itself over more parishes than one, though there

are often many parishes in one manor. The parochial

division of England was nearly the same in Edward
First's time, 1288-1292, as it is at present.

Parishes are frequently intermixed with one another.

This seems to have arisen from the lord of the manor
having had a parcel of land detached from the main part

of his estate, but not sufficient to form a parish of itself.

It was natural for him to endow the church which he had
erected on his principal estate with the tithes of these

disjointed lands; especially if it happened, that no church
was then built in any lordship adjoining to these lands.

The settling of the bounds of parishes depends on
immemorial custom ; thougli it is probable, that they
were not settled with very exact and minute precision,

till the passing of the poor laws, when, in consequence
of the claims of relief from their particular parishes

which these laws gave to the poor, it became a matter
of serious consequence to define exactly the limits of

each parish. They cannot now be altered but by legis-

lative enactment.
As it was found, that in the northern counties, where

the parishes extended thirty or forty square miles, the

poor laws could not be duly administered, a law was pas-
sed in the 13th of Charles II. permitting townships and
villages, though not entire parishes, to maintain their

own poor. Hence townships, in the north of England,
may be regarded as divisions subordinate to parishes, and
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are as distinctly limited as if they were separate pa-

ris es.

Towns originally contained but one parish; but many
of them now, fiom the increase of inhabitants, are divi-

ded into several parishes.

Besides parishes, or townships, there are places which

are deemed extra parochial, or not within the limits of

any parish. They were formerly the site of religious

houses, or of castles, the owners of which would not

permit any interference with their rights or privileges.

At present, they enjoy a virtual exemption from main-

taining the poor, because there is no overseer on whom
the order of a magistrate may be served—from the mili-

tia laws, because there is no constable to make the re-

turn—and fronr repairing the highways, because there

is no surveyor. Their tithes are, by immemorial custom,

payable to the king instead of the bishop. Extra-paro-

chial wastes and mareh lands, when improved and drain-

ed, are to be assessed to all parochial rates in the parish

next adjoining. In some counties, liberties interrupt the

general course of law, as affecting hundreds, in the

same manner as extra-parochial places do with regard

to parishes. The number of parishes and parochial

chapelries in England and Wales is 10,674, of which
about 550 extend into two counties, or into more than

one hundred.
Under the generical name of town, are comprehend-

ed the several species of cities, boroughs, and common
towns. A city is a town incorporated, which either is,

or has been, the see of a bishop ; for though the bisho-

pric be dissolved, as at Westminster, it still remains a ci-

ty. Every town, whether corporate or not, that sends

burgesses to parliament, is a borough. There are other

towns which are neither cities nor boroughs; some have
the privilege of markets, and others not. To several of

these there are attached small appendages, called Ham-
lets, which originally, according to Sir Henry Spelnian,

consisted of less than five freemen. Hamlets ai'e some-
times under the same administration as the town to which
they are attached, and sometimes governed by separate

officers.

The number of counties into which England is at

present divided, is forty; and Wales consists of twelve.

Of the former, six may be considered as northern; four

border on Wales: twelve compose the midland district

of England ; eight may be classed as eastern ; three as

south-eastern ; four as soutliern ; and three lie in the

south-west of the kingdom. Wales is divided into two
parts, North Wales and South Wales; in the former are

six counties, and in the latter the same number.
Although, under each of the counties of England and

Wales, a particular description and account of them
will be found, yet it may be proper here, in order to

render this article more complete, to give their bounda-
ries, their divisions into hundreds, parishes, kc. and a

list of their principal towns; referring the reader to each
county for further particulars.

The northern division of England consists of North-
amberland, which is bounded by Scotland and Cumber-
land on the west; by Durham and Cumberland on the

south ; by the German Ocean on the east, and by Scot-

land on the north. It contains one county town, seven
wards, twelve market-towns, and 460 parishes and town-
ships ; the principal towns in it are Newcastle, North
Sliields, Hexham, Morpeth, and Alnwick. Cumberland
is bounded by Scotland on the north ; by the Irish Sea on
the west; on the east by Northumberland and Durham;
Vol. VIII. Pakt II.

and on the south by Westmoreland and Lancashire. It

contains one city, five wards, 17 market towns, and 99
parishes; the principal towns arc Carlisle, Whitehaven,
Workington, and Penritli. Durham is bounded on the

east, by the German Ocean ; on the north, by Northum-
berland; on tlie west, by Cumberland; and on the south,

by Yorkshire. It contains one city, four wards, three
detached hundreds in Northumberland ; 1 4 market towns,
and I 18 parishes; its principal towns are Durham, Sun-
derland, and Darlington. Yorkshire is bounded on the
north, by Durham and Westmoreland; on the east, by
the German Ocean; on the west, by Westmoreland and
Lancashire ; and on the south, by Cheshire, Derbyshire,
Nottinghamshire, and Lincolnshire. It contains one
city, 30 wapentakes, 60 market towns, and 563 parishes j

and is besides, from its great extent, divided into three

ridings, the east, nortii, and west. In the east riding,

the principal towns are York, Hull, and Beverly ; in the

north riding, Whitby, Scarborough, and Richmond ; and
in the west riding, Leeds, Halifax, Wakefield, Hudders-
field, Sheffield, and Bradford. Westmoreland is bounded,
on the north and north-east, by Cumberland ; on the cast,

by Yorkshire; and on the south and south-west, by Lan-
cashiie. It contains one county town, four wards or ba-

ronies, as they are sometimes called, eight market towns,
and 25 parishes; its principal towns are Kendal and
Appleby. Lancashire, the last of the northern counties,

is bounded on the north, by Westmoreland and a part
of Cumberland ; on the east, by Yorkshire ; on the west,

by the Irish Sea; and on the south, by Cheshire. It con-
tains one county town, six hundreds, 27 market towns,
and 61 parishes; its principal towns are Liverpool,
Manchester, Bolton, Preston, Lancaster, Wigan, War-
rington, Blackburn, Rochdale, and Bury.
The four counties wliich border on Wales, are C!»e-

shire, Shropshire, Herefordshire, and Monmouthshire.
The county of Chester is bounded on the north by Lan-
cashire, and a small point of Yorkshire; on the east, by
Derbyshire and Staffordshire ; on the south, by Shrop-
shire, and a detached part of Elintshire ; and on the west,
by Denbighshire and Flintshire. It contains one city,

seven hundreds, 13 market towns, and 68 parishes: the

principal towns in Cheshire, are Chester, Stockport,
Knutsford, Macclesfield, and Nantwich. Shropshire, or
the county of Salop, is bounded by Cheshire, the detach-
ed part of Flintshire, and a corner of Denbighshire, on
the north; on the west, by Denbighshire, Montgomery-
shire, and Radnorshire ; on the south, by Herefordshire
and Worcestershire; and on the east, by Staffordshire.

It contains one county town, 14 hundreds, 17 market
towns, and 170 parishes: the principal towns in Shrop-
shire, are Shrewsbury, Ludlow, Bridgnorth, and Oswes-
try. Herefordshire is bounded, on the north, by Shrop-
shire ; on the west, by Radnorshire and Brecknockshire;
on the south, by Monmouthshire and Gloucestershire

;

and on the east, by Worcestershire. It contains one ci-

ty, eleven hundreds, seven market towns, and 176 parish-

es ; its principal towns are, Hereford and Leominster.
Mftnmouthshire is bounded, on the north, by Hereford-
shire and Brecknockshire; on the west, by Glamorgan-
shire and Brecknockshire; on the south, by the Bristol

Channel; and on the east, by Gloucestershire. It con-

tains one county town, six hundreds, seven market towns,

and 127 parishes: the principal towns in Monmouthshire,
arc Monmouth, Chepstow, and Abergavenny.
The twelve midland counties of England are, Notting-

hamshire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Leicestershire,

3 R
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Rutlandshire, Noilliamptonshire, Warwicksliiic, Wor-

ceslershirc, Glouccstcishire, Oxlbrdsliice, Buckiiigham-

shiic, aii<l IJedforilsliirc.

NoUiiii^h.\iii-.lMic is bounded, on the north, by

Yoikshiic and Liiicolnshiic ; on the east, by Lincohi-

shire; on the west, by Dcibyshiic; and on the south,

by Leicestershire. It contains one county town, six

hundreds, nine niaikct towns, and 168 parishes: the

principal towns in this couiUy are Notlingham, New-

ark, and IMansficld. Derbyshire is bounded, on the

north, by a small part ol Cheshire and Yorkshire;

on the east, by Notlingliamshirc ; on the south, by Lei-

cestershire, a point of Warwickshire, and Staflbrd-

shire; and on the wesl, by Chesliire and Staflbrdshire.

It contains one county town, six hundreds, 1 1 market

towns, and 106 parishes. Its principal towns are Derby,

Chesterfield, Buxton, and Matlock. The county of

Stafford is bounded on the west by Cheshire and Shrop-

shire ; on the east, by Dcrbysiiire and Warwickshire ;

on the south, by Worcestershire ; and on the north, by

Cheshire and Derbyshire. It contains one city, one

cotnity town, five hundreds, 19 market towns, and 150

parishes. The principal towns in Staflbrdshire are Lich-

field, Stafford, Newcastle under Line, and Burton upon

Trent. Leicestershire is bounded on the west by Derby-

shire and Warwickshire ; on tlie east, by Rutlandshire

and Lincolnshire ; on the north, by Nottinghamshire and

Derbyshire ; and on the south, by Northamptonshire.

It contains one county town, six hundreds, eleven market

towns, and 192 parishes. Its principal towns are Leices-

ter, Loughborough, Ilinkley, and Lutterworth. Rut-

landshire is bounded by Lincolnshire on the north and

northeast; by Northamptonshire on the south and sotith-

east, an<l by Leicestershire on the west. It contains one

county town, five h.undrcds, two market towns, and 53

parishes. The principal towns in this county are Rut-

land, Oakham, and Uppingham. Northamptonshire is

bounded on the north and north-west by Rutlandshire,

Lincolnshire, and Leicestershire; on the west, by War-
wickshire ; on the south, by Oxfordshire and Bucking-

hamshire; on the east, by Bedfordshire and Huntingdon-

shire, and a small point of Cambridgeshire. It con-

tains one city, one county town, twenty hundreds,

twelve market towns and 302 parishes. The priticipal

•towns in Northamptonshire, are Northampton, Peter-

borough, Wellingborough, Kettering, and Daventry.

Warwickshire is bounded on the south by Oxfordshire

and Gloucestershire; on the west, by Worcestershire;

on the north-west, by Staffordshire ; on the north, by

Derbyshire; on the north-east, by Leicestershire; and

on the east, by Northamptonshire. It contains one

city, one county town, five hundreds, fourteen market
towns, and 158 parishes. Its principal towns are War-
wick, Coventry, Birmingham, and Stratford on Avon.
Worcestershire is bounded on the north by Salop and
Staffordshire; on the west, by Herefordshire; on the

south, by Gloucestershire; and on the east, by AVar-
wickshire. It contains one city, five hundreds, eleven
inarket towns, and 152 parishes. The principal towns
in this county are Worcester, Kidderminster, Stour-
bridge, and Dudley. Gloucestershire is bounded on
the south by Wiltshire, and part of Somersetshire ; on
the north, by Worcestershire; on the west, by Mon-
mouthshire and Herefordshire; and on the east, by
Warwickshire and Oxfordshire. It contains two cities,

one county town, 28 hundreds, 26 market towns, and
280 parishes. Its principal towns are Gloucester, Bris-

tol (in part), Cirencester, and Tewksbuvy. Oxford-
shire is bounded on the north by Northamptonshire
and Warwickshire; on the west, by Gloucestershire

j

on the south, by Berkshire ; and on the east, by Buck-
inghamshire. It contains one city, 14 hundreds, 12

market towns, and 280 parislies. The principal towns

in this county are Oxford, Witney, Woodstock, and

Banbury. Buckinghams.;ire is bounded on the north

by Northamptonshire ; by Berkshire, and a point of

Surrey, on the south; by Middlesex, Hertfordshire,

and Bedfordshire, on the east; and by Oxfordshire on
the west. It contains one county town, eight hun-

dreds, 16 market towns, and 185 parishes. Its prin-

cipal towns arc Buckingham, Aylesbury, and Eton.

Bedfortlshire, the last of the midland counties, is bound-
ed on the north by Huntingdonshire and Northamp-
tonshire ; on the west, by Buckinghamshire ; on the

south, by the same county and Hertfordshire ; and on
the east, by Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire. Il

contains one county town, nine hundreds, ten market
towns, and 124 parishes. The principal towns in this

county are Bedford, Dunstable, and Ampthill.

The eight eastern counties are, Lincolnshire, Hun-
tingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,
Hei-tfordshire, and Middlesex. The county of Lin-
coln is bounded on the north by Yorkshire ; on the, east

by the German Ocean, and by a part of Norfolk; on
the west by Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire ; and,

on the south, by the counties of Rutland, Northamp-
tonshire, and Cambridgeshire : it contains one city,

31 hiuidreds, 31 market-towns, and 630 parishes. The
principal towns in Lincolnshire are, Lincoln, Boston.

Stamford, and Gainsborough. Huntingdonshire is

bounded on the south and south-east by Cambridge-
shire ; on the north-east by the same "comity; on the

north and north-west by Northamptonshire ; and on the

south-w-est by Bedfordshire. It contains one county-

town, six market-towns, four hundreds, and 107 parishes.

Its principal towns are, Huntingdon and St Ives. Cam-
bridgeshire is bounded on the west by Bedfordshire,

Huntingdonshire, and a point of Northamptonshire;
on the east by Suffolk ; on the south by Essex and
Hertfordshire ; on the north-west by Lincolnshire ; and
on the north-east by Norfolk. It contains one city, one
county-town, 15 hundreds, eight market-towns, and
163 parishes. The principal towns in Cambridgeshire
are, Cambridge, Ely, Wisbeach, and Newmarket. Nor-
folk is bounded on the north and north-east by the

German Ocean ; on tlie south and south-east by Suf-
folk; and on the west by Lincolnshire and Cambridge-
shire. It contains one city, 33 hundreds 32 market-
towns, and 650 parishes. Its principal towns are,

Norwich, Yarmouth, and Lynn. Suffolk is bounded on
the west by Cambridgeshire; on the east by the Ger-
man Ocean ; on the south by Essex, and on the north

by Norfolk. It contains one county-town, 22 hun-
dreds, 29 market-towns, and 575 parishes. The prin-

cipal towns in this county are, Ipswich, Bury St Ed-
mund's, and Lowestoffe. The county of Essex is

bounded on the north by Suffolk and a part of Cam-
bridgeshire ; on the south by the Thames, which di-

vides it from Kent; on the east by the German Ocean;
and on the west by Hertfordshire and Middlesex. It

contains one county-town, 14 hundreds, five half-

hundreds, one royal liberty, 27 market-towns, and

415 parishes. The principal towns in Essex are,

Chelmsford, Harwick, Colchester, Bocking, and Brain=
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tree. Hcitfordsliiie is boumled on the south by Mid-
dlesex ; on the north by Ciniliridgcshire and Bedford-

shire; on tlie west by Bedfordshire and Buckingham-
shire; and on the east by Essex. It contains one coun-

ty-town, eis^ht hundreds, 19 market-towns, and 120

])arishes. Its principal towns arc, Hertford, St Albans,

Ware, and Barnet. Middlesex is bounded on the east

by Essex ; on the west by Buckinghamshire ; on the

north by Hertfordshire; and on the south by Surrey
and a corner of Kent. It contains two cities, six mar-
ket-towns, six hundreds, and 200 parishes. The pi-in-

cipal towns in Middlesex are, London and Westmin-
ster, the capital of Great Britain.

The three south-eastern counties of England are,

Surrey, Kent, and Sussex. Surrey is bounded on the

north by Middlesex and a point of Buckinghamshire
;

on the south by Sussex ; on the east by Kent ; and
on the west by Berkshire and Hampshire. It con-

tains one county-town, 13 hundreds, 14 market-towns,
and 140 parishes. The principal towns in Surrey are,

Southwark, Guildfoid, Kingston-on-Thames, Farn-
liam, Dorking, and Croydon. The county of Kent is

bounded on the north by the Thames; on the east and
south-east by the German Ocean and the Straits of Do-
ver ; on the south by Sussex ; arid on the west by Surrey.

It contains two cities, one county-town, live lathes, 62

hundreds, 39 market-towns, and 408 parishes. The
principal towns in Kent are, Canterbury, Rochester,

Maidstone, Chatham, Gravesend, Dover, and Tun-
bridge. Sussex is bounded on the north by Surrey and
Kent; on the west by Hampshire; on the east by Kent
and the British Channel; and on the south by the lat-

ter. It contains one city, six rapes, 18 market-towns,

64 hundreds, and 312 parishes. Its principal towns
are, Chichester, Lewes, Hastings, and Horsham.
The four southern counties of England are, Berk-

shire, Wiltshire, Hampshire, and Dorsetshire. Berk-
shire is bounded by Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire
on the north; on the north-west by a point of Cilouces-

tershirc ; on tlie south by Hampshire ; on the east by

Surrey ; and on the west by Wiltshire. It contains

one county-town, 20 hundreds, 12 market-towns, and
147 p;irishcs. Its principal towns are, Reading, Abing-
don, Windsor, and Newberry. Wiltshire is bounded
on the north by Gloucestershire; on the east by Berk-
siiire and Hampshire; on the south by Dorsetshire;

and on the west by Somersetshire and Gloucestershire.

It contains one city, 29 hundreds, 23 market-towns, and

304 parishes. Its principal towns are, Salisbury, De-
vizts, Wilton, Bradford, Trowbridge, and Ciiippenham.
Hampshire, which includes the isle of Wight, is bound-
ed on the north by Berkshire ; on the east by Surrey
and Sussex; on lire west by Wiltshire and Dorsetshire;

and on the south by the English Channel. It contains

one city, two county-towns, 38 hundreds, 20 market-
towns, and 253 parishes. The principal tow-ns in this

county are, Winchester, Southampton, and Portsmouth;
and Newport, Cowes, and Yarmouth, in the isle of
Wight. Dorsetshire is bounded on the south by the

English Channel ; on the north by Wiltshire and Somer-
setshire; on the west by Devonshire; and on the east

by Hampshire. It contains one county-town, 34 hun-
dreds, 24 market-towns, and 248 parishes. The prin-

cipal towns in this county are, Dorchester, Poole, Wey-
mouth, Bridport, Blandford, and Shaftesbury.

The three counties in the south-western part of Eng-
land, are, Somersetshire, Devonshire, and Cornwall.

Somersetshire is bounded on the north-west by the
Bristol Channel ; on the north-cast by Gloucestershire

;

on the east by Wiltshire ; and on the south by Dorset-
shire and Devonshiie. It contains two cities, and part
of a third (Bristol), 43 hundreds, 32 market-towns,
and 385 parishes. Its principal towns are, Bath,
Wells, Taunton, and Bridgewatcr. Devonshire is

bounded by the Bristol Channel on the north and
north-west; by the English Channel on the south
and south-east; by Cornwall on the west; and by
Dorsetshire and Somersetshire on the east. It con-
tains one city, 33 hundreds, 39 market-towns, and
394 parishes. The piincipal towns in Devonshire
are, Exeter, Plymouth, Barnstaple, and Honiton,
Cornwall is bounded on the south by the British
Channel; on the north by the Bristol Channel; and
these two seas unite to form its western boundary : on
its eastern side, it borders on the county of Devon.
It contains one county-town, nine hundreds, 27 mar-
ket-towns, and 198 parishes. Its principal towns are,
Launceston, Falmouth, and Truro.

North Wales comprises six counties ; Flintshire,
Denbighshire, Caernarvonshire, Anglesey, Merioneth-
shire, and Montgomeryshire. Flintshire is bounded
by the Irish Sea on the north ; by the estuary of the
Dee and the county of Cheshire on the north-east and
the east; and by Denbighshire on the south and west.
It contains one city, one county-town, five hundreds,
five market-towns, and 28 parishes. Its principal
towns are, Flint, St Asaph, and Holywell.—Denbigh-
shire touches on the north upon the Irish Sea; on the
north-east it is bounded by Flintshire and Cheshire; on
the south-east by Shropshire; and from the south to
the south-west by Montgomeryshire, Merionethshire,
and Caernarvonshire. It contains one county-town,
six hundreds, six market-towns, and 36 parishes.
The principal towns in this county are, Denbigh and
Wrexham. Caernarvonshire has tiie sea on all sides of
it, except the east, where it is bounded by Denbighshire

;

and the south, where it is contiguous to' Merionethshire.
It contains one city, one county-town, ten hundreds,
five market-towns, and 71 parishes. Its principal towns
are Bangor and Caernarvon.—The Island of Anglesey,
on the north-west of Caernarvonshire, contains one
county-town, six hundreds, three market-towns, and
74 parishes. Its principal towns are Beaumaris and
Holyhead.—Merionethshire is bounded on the north
by Denbighshire and Caernarvonshire ; on the cast by
Montgomeryshire and Denbighshire; on the west by
the Irish Sea ; and on the south by Montgomeryshire.
It contains one county- town, five hundi-eds, four mar-
ket-towns, and 37 parishes. In it there is no town
of consequence. The last county in North Wales,
Montgomeryshire, is bounded by Denbighshire and
Merionethshire on the north ; by the latter, and Car-
diganshire, on the west; by Radnorshire and by Shrop-
shire on the east. It contains one county-town, nine
hundreds, six market-towns, and 47 parishes. The
principal towns in this county are Welshpool and
Montgomery.
The six countiesinSouth Wales are, Radnorshire, Car-

diganshire, Pembrokeshire,' Caermarthenshire, Breck-
nockshire, and Glamorganshire. Radnorshire is bound-
ed'on the north by Montgomeryshire; on the east by
Shropshire and Herefordshire ; on the south and south-
west by Brecknockshire ; and on the north-west by Car-
diganshire. It contains one county-town, six iiun-

3 R 3
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drcds, four market-towns, and 52 parishes. The prin-

cipal towns of Radnorshire are, Prestcign and New
Kadnor. Cardiganshire is bounded from tlie north-east

to the south-west by tlie Bay of Cardigan; on the north

by a point of Merioncthsliirc ; on the east by Radnor-

shire and Biecknockshirc ; and on the south by Caer-

marthenshire and Pembrokeshire. It contains one

county-town, five hundreds, four market-towns, and

77 parishes. Its principal towns are Cardigan and

Abercstwyth.—Pembrokeshire, which forms the south-

western extremity of Wales, is surrounded by the sea,

except on its north-east side, where it is bounded by

Cardiganshire ; and on its eastern side, where it joins

Caermarthcnshire. It contains one city, one county-

town, seven hundreds, nine market-towns, and 45 pa-

rishes. Its principal towns nre, Pembroke, St David's,

Tenby, and Haverford West.—Caermarthenshirc is

bounded on the north by Cardiganshire ; on the east

by Rrecknockshire ; on the w est by Pembrokeshire

;

and on the south by Glamorganshire and the sea. It

contains one county-town, eight huixlreds, six market-

towns, and sr parishes. The only town of consequence

in this county is Caermarlhen.—Brecknockshire is

hounded on the south-cast, and partly on the south, by

INIonmouthshire ; on the rest of the south by Glamor-

ganshire ; on the west by Caermarthenshirc and Car-

diganshire ; on the east by a small part of Hereford-

shire ; and on the north-cast by Radnorshire. It con-

tains one county-town, six hundreds, four market-

towns, and 59 parishes. Its principal towns are Breck-

nock and Crickhowell.—Glamorganshire is bounded on

the south and west by the Bristol Channel ; on the

north by Caermarthensliire and Brecknockshire ; and

on the east by Monmouthshire. It contains one city,

one county-town, 10 hundreds, eight market-towns,

and US parishes. The principal towns in this county

ai'e, Caerdiff, LandafT, Swansea, and Myrlhyr-Tedvil.

Three of the counties in England are called counties

Palatine, viz. Cheshire, Durham, and Lancashire : they

are so called a palatio, because formerly the owners of

them had the same rights, powers, and privileges, with-

in them respectively, as the king himself possessed in

his palace. These privileges appear to have been grant-

ed to the counties of Chester and Durham, because they

bordered on an enemy's country; and for the same rea-

son, Pembrokeshire and Hexhamsbire, (the latter of

which is now united to Northumberland,) were for-

merly counties palatine. Of those which yet remain so,

Durham is the only one now in the possession of a sub-

ject : the earldom of Chester was united to the crown
by Henry III. and has ever since that period given a

title to the eldest son of the king; and by various acts

of parliament, the inheritance to the whole lands of the

Duchy of Lancaster is vested in the crown. The Isle

of Ely, though not strictly speaking a county palatine,
possesses jura regalia as a royal fanchise ; the bishop
of Ely, by a grant of Henry I. exercising, within the
isle, a jurisdiction over all causes, as well criminal as
civil.

Counties corporate, arc certain cities and towns, some
with more, some with less territory annexed to them;
to which has been granted, Tiy the special favour of the
kings of England, the privilege to be counties of them-
selves. They are governed by their own sheriffs,' or
other magistrates; so that no officers of the county at
large have any authority over them. Counties corpo-
rate, as well as corporate towns, are not included in

any hundred ; most of the cities of England, as well as

the five towns of Kingston-upon-Hull, Nottingham,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Poole, and Southampton, are

counties corporate.

The town of Berwick-upon-Tweed originally formed
part of Scotland ; but it was reduced under the posses-

sion of the crown of England by Edward I. by whom
a charter, bestowing upon it certain privileges, was
granted to it ; this charter was confirmed by Edward
IV. and James I. It is specially named in all acts of

Parliament.

The Isle of Man is a distinct territory from England,
and not governed by its laws, nor by any act of Par-

liament, unless it is particularly named in it. The prin-

cipal places in this island are Douglas and Castle Town.
The islands of Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark,

formerly belonged to the Duchy of Normandy ; but

were united to the crown of England by the first prin-

ces of the Norman line. They are bound by their own
laws ; but an appeal lies from their courts to the king
in council. Unless particularly named in acts of Parlia-

ment, they do not extend to them. Each of these

islands is divided into parishes, which are again subdi-

vided into what are called vintons.

CHAP. II.

Face of the Countnj.

The most extensive or highly favoured tracts on the

face of the globe, can scarcely exhibit a greater variety

of features than England displays. " In some parts,

verdant plains extend as far as the eye can reach, wa-
tered by copious streams, and covered by innumerable
cattle. In others, the pleasing vicissitudes of gently

rising hills and bending vales, fertile in corn, waving
with wood, and interspersed with meadows, offer the
most delightful landscapes of rural opulence and beauty.

Some tracts abound with prospects of the more roman-
tic kind ; lofty mountains, craggy rocks, deep narrow-

dells, and tumbling torrents ; nor are there wanting, as

a contrast to so many agree-dble scenes, the gloomy fea-

tures of black barren moors, and wide uncultivated
heaths." Such is the general description of the face of
the country of England, given by a writer who, both
from the powers of his pen, and his acquaintance witli

the country he was describing, was capable of drawing
a just and striking picture; but it will be proper and
instructive, as well as interesting, to enter into a more
detailed description Of the physiognomy, as it has been
termed, of the country of England. The chief features

of any country are its vales, hills, rivers, and lakes; and,

of a maritime state, its sea coast. We shall first de-

scribe the vales and hills of England, and afterwards at-

tend to its hydrography ; under this head comprehend-
ing a description of its sea coast, and its rivers and
lakes.

In the English language, the words vale, valley, and
dale, have very appropriate and distinct meanings :

—

vale, which corresponds in meaning with the word
strath in Scotland, signifies an extent of low country,

some miles in width, lying between ranges of higher
grounds: the word valley is the diminutive of vale; ft

is commonly used in the south of England, but in the

north of England and in the south of Scotland, the word
dale is used in the same acceptation, and in the High-
lands of Scotland the word glen. In a valley, the

lower grounds arc narrow, as from half a mile to a mile
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er two in width, generally with a high steep bank

rising on each side. The dell of the south of England

conesponds to the groin or gill of the north of

England, and the cleugh of tiie south of Scotland is

the diminutive of dale or valley, and generally signifies

the branch of a valley, or a short or otherwise inferior

valley : dingle is the diminutive of dell.

Of these we mean to confine ourselves entirely to a

description of the vales of England ; the vallies, dells,

and dingles, are too numerous, and most of them,

though beautiful or striking in tlicir scenery and fea-

tures, too unimportant to be particularly noticed.

As the north of England partakes of the mountain-

ous character of Scotland, it cannot be expected to con-

tain many vales. In entering this country by Northum-
berland, llic first we meet with is the vale of Cocquet,

through wliich the river of that name flows. This vale

is particularly noted for its fertility, and for the ex-

cellence of its agriculture. In the southern part of the

same county is the vale of Tyne, which exhibits a great

variety of landscape, and a little above Newcastle is

very rich and beautiful. The vale of Stockton is form-

ed of the lower vale lands of the county of Durham,
and the district of Cleveland in Yorkshire ; these to-

sjcthcr furm one homogeneous vale, through the middle

of which the Tecs, forming the boundary between the

two counties, winds. This vale accompanies the Tees
from the moorlands of Durham, in the neighbourhood
of Barnard Castle, to its mouth, extending nearly forty

miles. It is bounded on the south by the eastern moor-
lands, and on the north by the high lands of Durham;
in its widest part it is 15 miles across; but its up-
per part, above Darlington, is narrow. In its area are

included the towns of Barnard Castle, Darlington,

Varm, Stockton, and Stockesley ; Hartlepool and Gis-
borough stand on its margins ; its surface is remarka-
bly flat, its soil for the most part fertile, and it is dis-

tinguished for the skill and enterprize of its farmers.

The vale of York may justly be regarded as the first

of river vales in the island: it is situated mostly with-

in the North Riding, but, in its southern extreme, it

extends into the West and East Ridings. Its northern
limit is formed Iiy a number of shallow small lakes or
meres, which lie between the Tees, the Swale, and the

Wiske ; the marshes of Yorkshire a-id Lincolnshire

constitute its southern boundary ; its western limits are

the limestone lands of West Yorkshire, and the skirts

of the western moorlands; the moorlands, limestone

heights, and wolds, of the East Riding, constitute its

eastern boundary. From north to south its lenp;th is

about 60 miles ; its average breadth is about 16; its

area contains more than 1000 square miles. There
are nine towns in the area of this vale, the princi-

pal of which are York, Northalerton, Thirsk, and Bo-
roughbridge; its western margin is studded with Rich-
mond, Rippon, Knaresborough, Tadeaster, and Doneas-
ler; on its eastern margin there are four towns, none of
them however of any size or consequence. The sur-

face of tl-.is vale is sufficiently diversified, to give rich-

ness and beauty to its appearance ; by far the largest
portion of its soil is fertile, and its agriculture is gene-
rally good. The northern extreme of the vale of York
imperceptibly unites with the south-west margin of the

vale of Stockton ; the rising ground by which they are
naturally divided, being so inconsiderable, as to escape
the eye in a general view of the country. Thus, there

is an uninterrupted continuance of wide spreadiug vale

lands, from the mouth of the Tees to the Hlitnbcr, a

distance of almost a hundred miles.

The limestone lands of east Yorkshire, which stretch

westward from near Scarborough, along the feet of the

moorlands, to the Hambledon hills, and then bend
southward to the extremity of those hills, where the line

returns eastward, and along the Howardian hills to

Malton, form three-fourths of the outline of the vale of

Pickering ; the remaining quarter is filled up with the
chalk clifls of the Wold ; its form is an imperfect oval,

the larger diameter of which is about 35 miles

;

its shorter rather more than 10: its area contains

nearly 300 square miles. This vale has all the aj)-

pearance of a lake left dry by nature ; it is in fact a
bason formed by eminences on every side, except one
narrow outlet for its waters. The rivers which flow

through it are the Derwent and Rye. The district of

Holderness, though not strictly speaking a vale, has so

decidedly the natural characters of a true vale district}

with respect to elevation, surface, and soil, that it may
be proper to notice it along with the vales of Yorkshire.
It comprises the country to the north and east of Hull;
and is bounded on the north and west by the Wolds, on
the east by the British Ocean, and on the south by the
estuary of the Humber ; the extent of this flat tract

of land between the skirts of the Wold hills, the sea, and
the Humber, is rather more than 400 square miles.

The towns of Bridlington, Driffield, Beverley, and Hull',

stand near the owtlijie of this district.

There is no vale, or flat tract of land of considerable
extent or importance, as we enter England on the west
side from Scotland, till we reach Lancashire, if wc ex-
cept the district of Carlisle. This may, with little lati-

tude, be deemed an extensive plain: indeed, for several
miles round this city, theie is a vale district of the first

quality ; but the ]ilain, taken in its whole extent, is

bftunded on the north by the estuary and the moss of
Solway; on the north-east, by the heights of Gillsland;
on the east, by the moorlands of Cumberland ; on the
south, it unites with the valley of Appleby ; and on
the west, by the slate-rock mountains and tlie hilet of

Abbey Holm. Its area is four or five hundred square
miles: it is only on its southern margin that in its ele-

vation it rises above the true vale character.

In Lancashire, there are several districts of vale or
flat land ; the first we meet with proceeding from the
north, is what is called the Tylde or Lickl. This tract

stretches between the road from Garstang to Preston
and the ssa, and is about eight or ten miles in width.
The southern part of the large tract which lies between
the Ribble and the Mersey is also flat, quite from the
sea to the commencement of the ridge which divides
Lancashire from Yorkshire. The vale of Warrington,
which enjoys a great degree of fertility, is formed by
the Mersey, and comprises a considerable extent of
ground, both on the Lancashire and Cheshire side of
that river.

Cheshire is in general a flat country: a'^ridge of high
ground crosses it from north to south on its western
side ; and on its eastern border there are some consider-
able eminences, which unite with the hills of Derby-
shire and StaflTordshire : the rest of the county is nearly
level.

The vale of Severn, taken in its most comprehensive
sense, may be considered as beginning above Chepstow:
it receives Worcestershire almost entirely in its outline;

it then contracts and closes on the north with the hills
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of Shropsliiie and Staffonlshirc. lis banks on the west,

are formed by llie forest of Dean, Mayliill, the Malvern

hills, and the hills of Herefontsliirc and Shropshire.

Its eastern banks arc formed by the Suoiidwater and

Colswold hills, and by rising grounds on the borders of

Warwicksliirc, closing with the Lickey and Clent hills.

It IS partially divided into three districts, by Bredon

hill and some smaller hills, the district of Worcester-

shire, the vales of Cilunccstcr, and the vale of Evesham ;

but if we could suppose these hills and some hillocks

near Gloucester removed, the whole would form one

unbroken vale, which accompanies the Severn fiom the

imion of its principal branches till it enters the liri-

tish Channel. The upper part of this extensive vale is

rich, but not picturesque; it is too flat, and the banks

in this part are tame. Its more striking and finished

scenery commences with the Malvern hills ; and from

them, till it reaches Chepstow, its banks present a con-

tinuous scene of picturesque beauty. Indeed, it may
almost literally be deemed a garden of 40 miles extent,

the Severn winding through it with unusual freedom,

while the Welsh mountains, in the distance, present a

striking contrast, and constitute a well-marked and noble

outline.

The vale of Gloucester, or that vale which accompa-

nies the Severn through Gloucestershire, and which has

already been noticed us part of the vale of the Severn,

deserves to be particularly noticed. It may be divided

into two districts,—the vale of Gloucester, and the vale

of Berkely. The form of the vale of Gloucester is

semicircular, the Severn composing the chord, and the

environing hills the arch: in it lie the city of Glouces-

ter, and the towns of Tewksbury and Cheltcidiam. Its

extent from Matson-hill to Bredon-hill, on the north, is

15 miles; its breadth from the Severn to Dowdeshill is

seven or eight miles. It contains 100 square miles, or

between 50.000 and 60,000 acres.

The vale of Berkeley approaches, in its outlines, near-

er to the segment of a circle than to any other regular

figure: the river Severn forms an irregular chord; the

hills to the south and east, a curve, which is continued

to the northern angle by the Matson hills ; from the foot

of these hills to Anscl'ifl', its extent is about 25 miles
;

its medium width about four miles. It contains about

80 square miles, or 50,000 acres. The waters of the

Severn, which here form a lengthened estuary rather

than a river, produce infinite grandeur when they mix
in the view. The surface, which is somewhat irregular,

is clad in perpetual verdure : the bottoms of the hills

stretch in many places towards the river, hung with

beech of the most luxuriant growth: the soil is uniform-

ly rich, and the scenery, in general, extremely tine. The
land is almost entirely appropriated to grass, there be-

ing scarcely 1000 acres under the plough in the whole
district.

In the south-west of England, the vales of Exeter
and Taunton are the most worthy of notice and descrip-

tion. The vale of Exeter accompanies the Exe from
the sea to the Tiverton hills, which constitute its north-
ern boundary. This boundary is continued toward the
east by Blackdown hill, till it reaches the Honiton hills.

The western boundary of the vale is the Halldown Hills,

and a continuation of some heights that lie to the north
of Exeter: here the vale spreads to the west, till it ap-
proacnes Crediton. It contains about 200 stjuare miles,
and is watered by the Exe and the Otter.

The vale of Taunton lies in the north-west quarter of

Somersetsliirc. It is bounded on the north by the Quan-
toc hills; on the south by the Blackdown hills, which
separate it from the vale of Exeter; on the west, it is

bounded by the skirts of Exmore: its boundaries on the
east arc not accurately defined, but in general they are
formed by the rising grounds of Curry, and the marsh
ol South Sedgmore. The vale of Taunton is small,

comprising only about 100 square miles; the river Tone
runs through it : its pioductions arc corn, particularly
wheat, of remarkably fine quality.

The prolific vale of Aylesbury lies in the county of
Buckingham. It is formed by the river Thames, and a
small stream which falls into that river at the bottom of
the vale. It furnishes a rich pasturage to an immense
number of cattle, its amazing fertility being principally

employed in the support of the dairy and grazing sys-

tems.

The Trent in many parts of its course, runs through
vales which, though not of great extent, are not deficient

in beauty or fertility. The vale of Belvoir, in Notting-
hamshire, deserves particularly to be noticed: it forms
a tract, that lies beyond the south-east bank of that river

to the borders of Leicestershire and Lincolnshire. Its

rich loamy soil is cultivated with a mixture of arable and
pasture.

Rutlandshire boasts " one vale of special name," ce-

lebrated by Drayton in his Polyolbion: this is the rich

vale of Catmose, which runs from the western side to

the centre of the county, and is watered by the little ri-

ver Gaush, or Wash.
Wales, though a mountainous coimtry, is not destitute

of vales. 'I'he vale of Mold, in Flintshire, is uncom-
monly rich and beautiful : but the most celebrated of

the Welsh vales is the vale of Chvyd, in Denbighshire.
It commences in the middle of the county, stretching

considerably more than twenty miles from its ui)per end
to the sea. In breadth, it varies from three miles to

eight, according as it approaches to, or recedes from, the

mountains that inclose it. In many parts of these moun-
tains, gaps are formed by nature, seemingly for entran-

ces into it. The vale of Clwyd is in a high state of culti-

vation, and is full of gentlemen's scats, villages, and
towns. The principal of the last, are Ruthen and Den-
bigh. The river Clwyd runs along the vale, and is

joined in its course by several small streams.

The vale of Conway, in Caernarvonshire, along which
flows the river of that name, is a long and narrow ti-act,

celebrated for its romantic and picturesque beatuies. It

affords rich pasturage, corn fields, and groves. Its beau-

ty and fertility are wonderfully set ofl' by the bleak re-

gion of Snowdon, that frowns above it.

The vale of Eestiiiiog, which, however, more aptly

and justly falls under the denomination of a valley, lies

in Merionethshire, forming its north-western angle. It

is small, but strikingly beautiful.

The last vales in Wales that we shall mention, are

those of Towy and Glamorgan. The former is in Caer-
marthenshire, extending 30 miles up the county: its

breadth is about two miles. The river Towy runs
through it: it abounds in picturesque beauties, which,
froiTi the celebrated Grongar hill^ and the castle of Dy-
nevor, afford the richest prospects. The vale of Gla-
morgan, or, more properly speaking, the great level, is

a tract extending along the sea-coast of the county of

that name, stretching inland for eight or ten miles. It

is the most fertile part of Wales, rich in corn, pasture,

and mineral treasures.
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Besides the vale disliicts which have been noticed

and described, there are several other extensive level

tracts in England, which must not be passed over in a

description of the country. The largest plain in the king-

dom extends from the banks of the Thames, through Es-

sex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, comprehending also a consi-

derable part of the counties which border on these to the

west. The road from London to Norwich by Newmar-
ket, which passes along tlie western sides of Essex and

Suffolk, to the middle of Norfolk, being a distance of one

hundred and eight miles, is more level and unvaried in

its surface than any tract of ground of the same length

in England. Indeed, this extensive plain may almost be

said to extend through Lincolnshire, and crossing the

Ilumber, to join the plain district of Holderness in

Yorkshire, which has been already described.

The Wealds of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, form a large

tract of land, in general level, though in some places

its surface is varied with gentle eminences. It extends

from Ashworth in Kent, to Pctworth in Sussex ; be-

ing bounded, for the most part, by the South Downs
on the south, and by the chalk hills of Kent and Surrey
on the north. In length it is about sixty or seventy

miles, and its breadth is from ten to fifteen. It con-

tains nearly 1000 square niilcs. The soil of the Weald,
for the most part, is a pale clay, interspersed occasion-

ally with tracts of heath, especially in the Sussex divi-

sion of it.. The greater part of it is in a tolerably good
state of cultivation; and from the tops of the adjacent

hills it affords one of the finest views imaginable. Its

original appellation seems to have been the Wild Fo-

rest, or Chace; and the Saxon Chronicle informs us,

that the Britons called it Andrede, the Marvellous, or

Coide Andrede, the Mighty Wood. It was, at that pe-

riod, a rude uncultivated waste, overgrown with wood,

for which it is still famous. In order that it might be

reclaimed, tlie Saxons united parcels of it to the farms

in the neighbourhood; and it was applied to the pur-

pose of feeding the hogs of the tenants, being deemed
unfit either for arable or pasture. The vallies with

which it abounds were first brought into a state of cul-

tivation, and took iheir respective appellations from the

persons who brought them into this state ; as Haldean,

(or valley,) Tenterdean, Maldean. In process of time,

and in the Kentish part of the Weald, in consequence

of the custom of gavelkind, these deans are become, by

division and subdivision, very small, in comparison of

what they originally were. In the winter season, and

in wet weather, the roads in many parts of the Weald
are scarcely passable. On the principal roads, wliich

arc from fifty to sixty miles broad, there are generally

paved causeways, about tlirce feet wide, for the accom-
modation of the foot passengers.

The other level tracts of England that deserve, on
account of their extent, to be particularly noticed, are

the fens, Romney marsh, and the marshes of Somerset-
shire, together with some of the principal heaths that

lie on level ground. The ftns, as they are emphatical-

ly termed, lie in the counties of Northampton, Lincoln,

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdonshire, and in

the isle of Ely. These fens are frequently mentioned
• by our ancient civil and ecclesiastical historians. Du-

ring the period of the power and splendour of the Ca-
tholic religion, they were maintained in tolerably good
order, under the direction and patronage of the clergy
and monks, who had many rich religious houses, scat-

tered through them, such as Peterborough, Ely, Croy-

land, Ramsey, Thorncy, Sec. After the dissolution of
these religious houses, at the Reformation, the estates

belonging to them coming into private hands, the dikes

and drains which the clergy had caused originally to

be erected, and which they had kept in repair, fell

into decay, and, in consequence, the country was over-

flowed, and reduced gradually into a Avrctclied condi-

tion. The legislature at length found it absolutely ne-

cessary to interpose; and a statute was passed, 43d
Elizabeth, chap. ii. for the purpose of draining them.
Great objections, however, were made to this plan by
some, on account of its supposed impracticability, or
on account of the enormous exi)encc which it would
require; and by others, on the ground, that, even in

the state in which they were, they would pay better

than if they were to be drained and embanked, at the

expence which would necessarily be required. In con-

sequence of these objections, this plan was not carried

into execution at that time. In the reign of James I.

two laws were passed in favour of draining these fens ;

but these also were not carried into effect. At last, in

the 13th year of the reign of Charles I. a charter was
granted to a corporation, with Francis, Earl of Bedford,
at their head, for draining the great level. The civil

wars for a time prevented the commencement of the
work; and when, in 1653, it was begun, it was again
opposed, on the allegation that the fens produced as

much in reeds and sedge, as they could be made to do
by expensive draining. In answer to this, an account
was taken that year, from which it was proved, that
the wheat, barley, oats, hemp, flax, &c. which grew on
28,000 acres, yielded 113,600/. After the Restora-
tion, the corporation was legally and permanently set-

tled, by the isth Charles II. chap. 17; and on the basis

of this statute, this important undertaking has rested
ever since. By the Bedford Level, as it is called, up-
ward of 300,000 acres of land have been drained ; and
since the completion of that work, other large tracts in

this fenny country have also been reclaimed.
Romney Marsh, in the county of Kent, is an exten-

sive tract of level rich land, lying on the south coast.

What is strictly included under this appellation, com-
prehends about 23,925 acres ; but when it is described,
as it geneially is, in connection with the Welland
Marsh, which adjoins it on the south-west, and with
Denge Marsh, wliich unites with the latter on the
south-east, it includes about 43,326 acres. The level

tract of land, however, in this part of England, is still

more extensive; for Guildford Marsh, wliich lies to the
west of Welland Marsh, comprises 3-65 acres : most of
this latter tract is in the county of Sussex. The soil

of those spacious levels is uuconiniunly rich, being al-

most entirely a deposit from the sea : it consists of a

soft and unctuous clay, mixed with a greater or less

proportion of sea sand. In the summer season, when
the surface is clothed with luxuriant verdure, and co-
vered with numerous flocks of ^iieep and droves of
cattle, the appearance of these levels is uncommonly
beautiful and interesting. They differ from the fens

in this respect, that they were not recovered, but
wiested from the sea; but at what period is nut accu-
rately known. It is probable, however, that parts of
these lands were gained during the early part of the
Saxon period of our history. Somner, in his discourse
concerning Roman ports and forts in Kent, produces a
charter of marsh land by Plegmund, who was arch-

bishop of Canterbury, from A. D. 881) to J/lo ; and this
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charter seems not to havo been among the first. The
clergy, uidcecl, in this part of the kingdom, liad a great

interest in regaining these lands, as most of tlie proper-

ty in the vicinity of them belonged to them; and the

pi-aitice of inning, as it was called, that is, wresting

bnd from the sea, is commonly supposed to have ori-

ginated with thcni. The archbishops of Cantcrbmy,

in particular, applied themselves to this object, and

gave their names to the land which they respectively

gained. Thus we read of Bccket's, IJaldwins's, Boni-

face's, Peckham's innings. The whole level is prevent-

ed from being overflowed at high water, by an immense

embankment, called Dymchurch Wall, from its conti-

guity to the village of that name. This wall forms the

only highway for carriages, along its whole extent, be-

tween ilithe and Ronincy. Its perpendicular height

from the marshes, is, in most parts, from twelve to

eighteen or twenty feet. The slopes are steep, and

pretty regular. Next the sea, it forms a shelving irre-

gular beach, that is carried out to the distance of more
than 100 yards. The width of the top of the wall is

from fifteen to nearly thirty feet. Its length is rather

more than three miles. Arched sluices, that pass un-

der the banks, each with two pair of flood-gates, effect

the drainage. When the tide is low, the waters are al-

lowed to pass off by means of these gates, while they

prevent the sea from entering when the tide is full.

By ancient custom, the lords of the twenty-three ma-
nors in and adjoining to the marsh, have the manage-
ment and superintendancc of the drainage. They ap-

point a bailifl", as principal supervisor of the works.

Edward III. granted a charter of incorporation for the

same purpose. By this charter, the laws respecting

Romney marsh are to be administered by a bailifl",

twenty-four jurats, and the commonalty ; w ho are em-
powered to hold a court every three weeks, to decide

on all pleas, and to choose four judges from among
themselves yearly, besides the bailiff, whose authority

ks to be similar. The bailiff, chosen by the lords of the

manors interested in the marsh, is generally the same
person, as the bailift' chosen under the charter of Ed-
ward III. The courts arc holden at Newhall, in Dym-
church ; and the scots, or levies, for the preservation

of the embankment, are then paid.

We have dwelt thus long and minutely on the fens

of Lincolnshire, &c. and the marshes of Kent, Sec. be-

cause they present very interesting and extensive tracts

of level land, and therefore form a prominent feature

in the physiognomy of the kingdom, and because their

improvement is a matter of great national concern and
benefit. But we must pass over the marshes of Somer-
setshire, and the level heaths of the kingdom, with less

particular and extended description. Sedgmoor is the

largest and most remarkable district of marsh and level

land in the county of Somerset; besides it, there are

the Brent marshes, and the low watery grounds, that

stretch themselves to a great extent on that side of the

county. If to these we add the Connington fens, and
the miry tracts in their vicinity, we shall comprehend
nearly the whole extent of marsh land in Somersetshire.
The most extensive level heaths in the kingdom, are

those of Bagshot, and those which lie on the confines of
Dorsetshire and Hampshire. Bagshot heath forms the
north-western corner of the county of Surry, and pre-
sents a very large tract of uncommonly barren land, for

the most part quite level and uninteresting. The heaths

of Hampshire and Dorsetshire are much less level, and

perhaps not quite so irreclaimable. They commence
about half way between Christchurcli, in the former
county, and Poole, in the latter.

Such are the principal vales and level tracts of Eng-
land and Wales; and from this account and description

of them, it will be seen, that the most extensive and
uninterrupted level tracts are on the eastern sido of the
kingdom; while, with the exception of the vale of
York, the most extensive, as well as the most beautiful,

vales are on the western side, between England and
Wales.
The next grand and distinguishing feature in the

physiognomy of the country, consists of the mountains,
hills, and moorlands ; under the last denomination,
comprehending the principal elevated tracts of heathy
or moorish ground.
Through the whole length of England and Wales,

there are groups of mountains and hills, which, wlien
viewed on a grand scale, may be considered as forming
one chain, extending along the western side of the
kingdom, from Cornwall to Cumberland. In this chain,

all the highest mountains of England and Wales are

situated. The breadth of the kingdom may also be
considered as determined by two lower ranges of hills

;

one of which extends from Dorsetshire into Kent,
while the other stretches, in a waving line, from the

island of Portland to the Wolds, in the east riding of
Yorkshire. The line which is formed by this latter

chain of liills, passes on the western side of Wiltshire
and Oxfordshire, and through Northamptonshire, Lei-
cestershire, Nottinghamshire, nearly to .Scar-borough.

The Bi'istol Channel, and the low grormds of Lanca-
shire and Cheshire, br'eak and divide the western chain
of mountains into three parts; which have been deno-
minated the Northei-n, the Cambrian, and the Devonian
range.

The northern i-ange enters Cumberland from Scot-
land, and, passing thi-ough that comity and Westmore-
land, extends its branches into Northumberland and
Durham. The branch which enters Northumberland
composes the Cheviot Hills. It is not easy to form an
estimate of the extent of these hills, as they unite with

the moorland district of Northumberland to the souLli,

and are continued to the westward by similar green
hills in Scotland. On the supposition that their bases

occupy a ciixle of about fifteen miles in diameter, their

contents will be fr-om 150 to 200 square miles. In form,

many of them ar'e conical, sorTie of them nearly perfect

cones, while the shape of others is very irregular ; in

general, however, they are pointed, their sides ai-e steep

and smooth, and their bases are nearly in contact one
with another. The soil on these mountains, except at

their very tops, where points of rock and loose stones

appear, is fertile; from base to summit, they present a

refreshing and rich green sward. On the. upper parts

of that hill, which is emphatically denominated the

Cheviot, however, extensive heaths are found.

That chain of northern mountains which may pro-

perly be called the Cumberland chain, commences at

Geltsdale Forest, fourteen miles south-east of Carlrsle,

and passes on the west of Durham and Yorkshir-e. The
surface of these mountains, in general, is excessively

rugged; and in their dispositicm there is nothing of r-e-

gularity, no lengthened r-idge, or continuous chain.

The appearance of the whole is that of a congeries of

broken and mostly pointed masses; their bulk im-
mense, and their bases united, or nearly so, except id
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those places where tliey are divided by the lakes which

are scattered amor.g them. The Ciimbiian hills resem-

ble the Cheviot in the green sward witii which they

are covered; but Skiddaw, like Cheviot, is partially

cloathed with heath. The extent of this tract of moun-
tains in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire, is

about 500 or 600 square miles.

The northern range, taking it in its utmost extent,

forms, by its mountains and vallics, the fascinating

scenery round the lakes of Cumberland and Westmore-
land—the gloomy grandeur of Craven, in Yorkshire—
and the romantic dales of Derbyshire. The loftiest

part of it is seen in all its magnificence on the road

from Kirby Lonsdale to Kendal. The general height

of these mountains is from 3000 to 3400 feet. Accord-
ing to the barometrical admeasurements of Mr Dalton,

the particular heights of the most remarkable are as

follows

:

Sea Fell, Cumberland . . . 3240 feet.

Helvellyn, do. ... 3225
Skiddaw, do. ... 3175
Grasmire, do. . . . 2865
Hill Bell 2436
Coniston Oldman .... 2571

Rydal-head 3075
Bonyfell, York 3084
Whernside, do 2475

Ingleborough is nearly the same height as Whernside.
Crossfell, in Cumberland, which borders on the county

of Durham, according to Donaldson, is 3390 feet; and
according to Mr Bailey, (in his Agricultural Refiort of
Cumberland,) 3400 feet. The height of Saddleback, ac-

cording to the latter author, is 3048 feet.

The southern division of the northern range, is di-

vided from the northern division, by the valley of the

Ribble, Craven, and the valley of the Ayre : its west-

ern boundary is formed by the lower, or vale lands of

Lancashire and Cheshire ; its eastern, by the manufac-
turing districts of Yorkshire ; and its southern, by the

upper grounds of Derbyshire and Staffordshire ; the

extent of these hills is above 60 miles : their width is

extremely irregular, being upwards of 20 miles from
the feet of the Cheshire hills, to the hills near Sheffield,

whereas between Blackstone-edge and Huddersfield,

they merely form a ridge. The highest hills in Derby-
shire are Kinderscout, near Hayfield, Axe Edge near
Buxton, and Whinhill and Mam Tor near Castleton

;

but they are much lower than the mountains of Cum-
berland, the highest part of Derbyshire not being more
than 2 100 feet above the sea.

As we approach the Alpine districts on the west of

England, we meet with some hills, which it may be
proper to notice, before we proceed to the consideration

of the Cambrian range. The Malvern hills, which are

situated partly in Gloucestershire, but principally in

Hei'efordshire and Worcestershire, are from 1100 to

1300 feet high: the highest parts are those distinguish-

ed by the names of Herefordshire and Worcestershire
beacons; the former rising near 1260, and the latter

1300 feet above the level of the plain ; the Malvern
hills extend for ten miles, rising on the eastern side, from
the flat country, which forms the vale of the Severn;
they are connected on the western side with a range
of lower hills, which extend several miles into Here-
fordshire.

The Coslwold and the Stroudwater hills, in Glouces-
VoL. VHL Part U.

tcrshire, are by some regarded as a continuation of the
central chain, proceeding south from Derbyshire, and
passing through Glouccslcishirc into Wiltsliirc, there
swelling into the Salisbury downs, and afterwards run-
ning west towards the Land's End in Cornwall. If

viewed in this light, they may be regarded as connect-
ing the northern with the Devonian range. The ex-
tent of the Cotswold hills, from Broadway hill to near
Tetbury, is 30 miles; their area, about 200,000 acres;
their surface is billowy, and their climalurc, if the na-
tural elevation of the land is considered, unusually
mild. The sides of the hills abound with springs,
" and almost every dip has its rill, and every valley its

brook." The Stroudwater hills partake, in some parts,

of the character and features of the Cotswold hills, and
in other parts, they partake of the vale character.

The Wrekin hill in Shropshire is so much higher
than the surrounding hills, that it appears to rise alone
from the middle of the plain. It is craggy at the top.

Its form is that of a long oval, pointing nearly north
and south ; it has been supposed very exactly to re-

semble a whale asleep on the surface of the sea. The
most precipitous side of this mountain is the eastern

;

its height is reckoned about 1200 feet. The Wrekin
may be considered as the northern extremity of a ridge,

lying in the same line with it, and consisting of the

hills of Frodsley, Caradoc, Sec. : each of these has the

long diameter from north to south. Tiiey are craggy
at top, and ascend from the plain of Salop very abrupt-
ly, at an angle of about 60°.

The Cambrian range of mountains is considerably
more elevated in North than in South Wales, extending
through Caernarvonshire and Merionethshire, and de-
clining in height as they pass through Cardiganshire.
The direction of this range in Caernarvonshire is north-

easterly, from Bardsey Island to a promontory in the

bay of Conway. The mountains composing it are the

highest of any in Wales, and gradually ascend from
each extremity of the range towards the centre, which
is formed and occupied by Snowdon, the loftiest of all;

the altitude of the highest point of this celebrated

mountain is about 3600 feet from the high-water mark
on Caernarvon quay. It is composed of various cliffs,

rising one above another ; and that particular peak, to

which the name of Snowdon is given, scarcely exceeds
in height several of the summits that surround it on all

sides.

From Snowdon, a line of mountains extends by the
sea to Plinlimmon, a boundary of North Wales ; of
these mountains, the most lofty and the most celebrated

is Cader Idris. In height it is the second in Wales.
It rises on the sea-shore about a mile above Torvyn. Its

ascent is gradual, first in a northerly direction for about
three miles, then for about 10 miles east-north-east.

From its summit, a branch spreads out in a south-west
direction, nearly three miles long, which is parallel to

the main ridge. On all sides it is steep and craggy, but

the southern side is almost perpendicular. It is about
3540 feet above the level of the sea, which is 80 yards

higher than any of the mountains in Cumberland. On
the east of North Wales, the hills do not attain nearly

such great elevation, gradually declining to the hills of

Shropshire, which have been already noticed. In South
Wales, a chain proceeds to near Cardiff; its direction is

nearly south, a small branch diverging to the west

:

this chain is of far inferior elevation. On the east of

South Wales, are the hills of Herefordshire.

3 S
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The Devoni'.iii range of mountains passes through

part of Sonitrsctshire, through Devonshire and Corn-

wail, and terminates at the Land's End. Tlic highest

part of this range is formed by the mountains of Dart-

moor in Devonshire, the altitudes of the principal emi-

nences being from 1500 to 1800 feet. On approaching

this tract from the south and south-east, the eye is be-

wildered by an extensive vale, exhibiting gigantic tors,

large surfaces covered with vast masses of scattered

granite, and immense rocks. Dartmoor, and the waste

called the Forest of Dartmoor, occupy the greatest por-

tion of the western district, and include between 200,000

and 300,000 acres of uncultivated land ; of these Dart-

moor alone is supposed to comprize upwards of 80,000.

In the highest parts to the north and west are vast

tracts of wet swampy ground, which supply the inha-

bitants with peat for fuel. From Dartmoor the chain

extends to the extremity of Cornwall : the only other

Iiills in this range arc the Mendip hills ; they are situa-

ted in Somersetshire, stretching from Whatcly near

Frome, Selwood on the east, to Axbridge on the west,

and from Redniinsler on the north, to Glastonbury on

the south.

It has already been mentioned, that the breadth of

the island may be supposed to be determined in the

southern and eastern parts by two ranges of hills,

considerably lower than that range, which determines

its length ; according to some, one of these chains ex-

tends from Dorsetsliire to Kent, while the other is re-

presented as stretching from the isle of Portland to the

Wolds. According to others, the three loftiest and

most naked ridges of the south-eastern quarter of the

island, commence on Salisbury plain, an amazing ex-

tent of high and chalky land, stretching 25 miles east

to Winchester, and 28 miles west to Weymouth ; its

breadth, in some places, being from 35 to 40 miles.

The first of the ridges that takes its rise from this quar-
ter, after intersecting Hampshire and Sussex, terminates

at Beachyhead; that part of it which lies in Sussex,
forms the famous South Downs, which are nearly 50
miles long, and about five or six broad. The second
ridge extends to the eastern shore cf Kent, and forms
the Surrey hills or downs, little less celebrated for the

goodness of their sheep-pasture than the South Downs.
A little to the east of Farnham, in this county, they are
merely a narrow ridge, called the Hogsback; but as

they penetrate more deeply into it, their breadth be-
comes considerable ; their southern side, in general, is

steep ; their northern, gently sloping. The third range,
which, by some, is supposed to take its rise on the
Wiltshire Downs, crosses Oxfordshire, &c. into Norfolk.
The hills of Gogmagog in Cambridgeshire, belong to

'.his range. The Chiltern hills, another upland tract of
considerable elevation, extend from Tring in Hertford-
shire to Henley in Oxfoitlshire.

The most extensive and celebrated morelands are
those of Northumberland ; of the five counties, as Mr
Marshall denominates them; of Lancashire; the eastern
and western morelands of Yorkshire; and the more-
lands of Staffordshire. The morelands of Northumber-
land may be divided into the western and the southern

;

the latter, however, unite with, and therefore properly
belong to the morelands of the five counties, according
to Mr Marshall's arrangement. The Western more-
lands occupy more than one-third of the surface of the
county. The north Tyne rises in their north-western
quarter, and runs nearly through the middle of them.

The morelands of the five counties, of Durham, Nor-
thumberland, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and the

northern part of Yorkshire, form one united mass of

mountain heights, which is separated, on the north,

from the main body of the Northumberland morelands,
by the valley of the Irthing, and on the south by the
valley of the Greta, from the western morelands of
Yorkshire. The morelands of Lancashire are separated

into two divisions, by the valley of the Ribble. The
northern division is insulated, being separated from the

western morelands of Yorkshire by Craven, and the

district which intervenes between Craven and Lons-
dale. This district forms their boundary on the north

;

on the west, they are bounded by the cultivated lands
of Lancashire. The southern division of the morelands
unites itself with the southern range of the mountains
of the north of England, which has been already de-

scribed. The eastern morelands of Yorkshire are.

bounded, on the west, by the vale of York ; on the east,

by the sea coast district of the north riding of this coun-
ty ; on the north, by the vale of Stockton ; and on the

south, by the limestone lands of east Yorkshire. Their
extent, if the vallies which lie among them are taken in-

to the calculation, may be about 400 or 500 square miles.

The elevation of this minor class of English mountains
is much below that of the Cumberland mountains.
Their surface is tame, their soil poor, and in natural

economy they resemble the morelands of Northumber-
land and Durham, rather than those of the west riding

of Yorkshire.

The western morelands of Yorkshire, which form a
tract of black, heathy mountains, are bounded on the
north by the valley of the Greta; on the south, they are

divided from the more southern mountains of the

north of England, which have been already mentioned,
by the manufacturing district, and by the valley of
the Ayre ; on the north-west, they extend into West-
moreland and Cumberland ; on the west and south-
west, their boundary is formed by the district of Craven,
which contains tlie mountains of Ingleborough and
Whernside, already described as forming part of the
great northern chain on the east : these morelands
shelve down tlie cultivated lands that constitute the
western bank of the vale of York. The elevation of
the western boundaries of these mountains is very con-
siderable ; inferior, indeed, to the elevation of the Cum-
berland mountains, but much greater than the eleva-

tion of the eastern morelands of Yorkshire. Their sur-
face, however, is tame, meiely swelling: from this cha-
racter, indeed, must be expected their western margin,
which is much broken, and strongly featured.

The morelands of Staffordshire lie on the northern
part of that county, to the north of a line drawn from
Uitoxeter to Newcastle under Lyne. Their elevation

must be considerable, as some of the numerous streams
which take their rise in this tract of country run into

opposite seas. That part of them which lies between
Cheadle and Oak-Moor, consists of an immense num-
ber of rude heaps of gravel, thrown together without
order or form, into sudden swells and deep glens. To
the north of Oak-Moor the calcareous part of the more-
lands begins; reaching in length from the Weaverhills
to Longner, and in breadth from Dove to Morridge,
and including fifty or sixty square miles. This is the
best part of the morelands; the worst part lies north-
east of Mole Cop, and west of Leek. The summits of
some of the hills in this distiict terminate in huge tie-
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meiulous cliffs, particularly those called Leek rocks

:

here single blocks of iinmense size are heaped together,

and some of prodigious bulk have evidently rolled from

the summit, and broken in pieces.

The Wolds of Yorkshire have already been mention-

ed as being considered by some to be the northern ex-

tremity of the chalk hills of England; and, indeed,

their natural character is the same as the chalk hills of

the southern counties, but their termination differs from

that of their western extreme. Here they end abruptly,

in tall, steep, cliffs, the mass having the appearance of

having been impelled in a southern direction ; there llie

extremity is more shelving, broken, and irregular, frag-

ments being found insulated, and scattered at several

miles distance from the body of the hills. The outlines

of the wolds are irregular; with respect to their extent,

if they are measured from the vale lands of Holderness

to those of the vale of York, and from those of the vale

of Pickering to the now calcareous lands at their south-

ern extremity, cannot be less than 500 square miles.

In elevation, surface, soil, and substrata, the wolds are

very similar to the chalk hills of Kent, Surrey, Sussex,

Hampshire, Wiltshire, and Dorsetshire.

In describing the sea coast of England and Wales, we
shall begin with the mouth of the Thames, and pro-

ceed northward. The mouth of this river is formed by
the Naze, a hooked promontory in Essex, to the south

of Harwich, and the North Foreland, in the county

of Kent, or, perhaps, more accurately and strictly speak-

ing, it may be fixed at the Nore, between Leigh in Es-
sex, and Sheerness in Kent. The coast of Essex from the

mouth of this river, thus defined, receding, turns abruptly

to face the east, and is indented by the bays that are form-

ed by the Crouch, the Blackwater, and the Colne. Be-
yond this last river, the coast inclines rather to the

south, but resumes its easterly direction to its union

with Suffolk, where the port of Harwich is formed by

the estuaries of the Stour and the Orwell. It is sup-

posed that the sea has effected great changes in this

part of the coast of Essex, as tradition affirms, that the

outlets of the Stour and Orwell were anciently on the

north side of Landguard fort, and that, at that period,

what are now called the Fleets, was a part of the original

channel. Nearly the whole of the coast of this county

is flat and marshy.
The coast of Suffolk rises in a waving line towards

the north, a little incHned to the east. The first pro-

montory we come to is Orfordness, a low beach run-

ning out into the sea. The town of Orford, formerly
a sea-port, is now at some distance from the sea. Dun-
wich and Aldborough, on the contrary, have been
almost washed away by the sea, which began its en-

croachments before the Norman Conquest. From Or-
fordness to Southwold, the coast lies due north, with

a bold shore; a little to the south of the latter place,

the sea, breaking in upon the shore, forms a creek,

which, spreading out, divides to Dunwich, Southwold,
and Walderswick. The bay before Southwold is Sole-

bay, the scene of the great sea fight in 1672, between
the Dutch under De Ruyter, and the English com-
manded by the Duke of York. This bay was formerly
bounded by Eastonness, and another cape to the south-

east of Dunwich ; but the sea has removed these marks,
and consequently changed the mouths of the bay. From
Southwold northwards, the coast is much embarrassed
with shoals, and presents nothing remarkable, till we
come to Lowestoffe, which is built on a cliff above the

sea, at the most easterly point of Great Britain. The
whole extent of the coast of this county is about 60

miles ; for the most part, it is composed of loamy cliffs,

which, being undermined by the waves, are continual-

ly falling down ; in some parts, however, there are hil-

locks of sand, and in other parts, especially near the

borders of Essex, it is flat and marshy.

The Norfolk coast, to the north of Yarmouth, runs

out in a point into the German Ocean. This point is

called Winterton-ness. Beyond it the coast tends west-

north-west, and then west, the shore being low and

flat, besieged with dangerous sands, especially between
the Ness and Hapsburgh. The most remarkable of the

banks of sand, which lie off at sea, run parallel to the

coast of Yarmouth, and form the celebrated Yarmouth
Roads. From this place, however, north-west to Cro-
mer, and thence to Sheiingham, there are steep and

high cliff's, from 40 to upwards of 80 feet perpendicu-

lar. Proceeding westward the shore is low and flat;

but about Hunstanton, at the mouth of the Wash, the

cliffs appear again. At Lynn Regis the great bay is

formed between Norfolk and Lincolnshire, which in-

dents the county deeply to the south-west. The sea

coast of Norfolk is formed either by clayey cliffs, which

are continually sapped and overthrown by the waves,

or by low sandy shores, covered with loose pebbles. In

some places, a kind of natural bank is fornncd of the

sand, held together by the roots of the sea-reed grass.

Hunstanton cliff, already mentioned, is the only rocky
eminence on this coast. It is composed of chalk and
friable stone, resting on a base of iron coloured pud-
ding stone.

After crossing the Washes, the main land of Lin-
colnshire presents its extended coast, in the form of a

bow, to the German Ocean. In general, it lies low
and flat, or with a small declivity to the east. In some
parts, the land has been gained from the sea, though
in other parts, the sea has in its turn invaded the land

;

and the remains of a forest are visible under the waves.

Its sea-ports, which were formerly numerous, are now
almost entirely choaked up with sand, and some of

them are quite deserted by the ocean. The coast of

Lincolnshire at first stretches a little to the east of the

north, and then gradually inclines to the west, to the

mouth of the Humber. Its extent is upwards of 100

miles.

The extremity of Holderness, in the East Riding of

Yorkshire, contracts into a small neck of land, form-

ing a curve in the sea, towards the south-west. The
extremity of the neck of land is the Spurnhead, a sickle-

shaped promontory that guards the mouth of the Hum-
ber, nearly opposite the port of Grimsby in Lincoln-

shire. Amidst the sands of this river, Sunk Island

is formed on the Yorkshire side. In this part of the

coast of this county, several ports have suffered from

the sea. Headon, which was a free burgh in the reign

of King John, and which, in subsequent times, was so

populous as to have three parish churches, is now
dwindled into a small and insignificant place, with

scarcely any harbour. The coast continues low and

flat, like that of Lincolnshire, till it has passed the little

port of Hornsea, and approaches the quay of Brid-

lington. This sea-port is covered by the point of land

called Flamborough Head, from north-east and north

west winds. Flamborough Head is foiTned by the

Wolds, which here advance towards the coast. It is a

very remarkable promontory, the white perpendicular

3S2
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cliffs of wUich protrude themselves far into the Ger-

man Ocean, and serve as a direction for ships. Many
of the rocks which compose it are insulated, of a pyra-

midal form, and soar to a great height. The bases of

most of them are solid ; but some are pierced through

and arched. On the north side, there are large ca-

vern*. Beyond Flamborough Head, a rocky promon-

tory, of a round figure, projects into the sea, by which

it is surrounded on all sides, except on the west. On
the summit of this rock is built the castle, and on the

side of it the town of Scarborough. The shore here is

remarkably bold ; and the height of the cliffs gives it

some resemblance to the coast near Dover. Between

this place and Whitby, Robinhood's bay lies: the land

is still high, and the sea deep, but the bay is exposed

to the east wind. The Eastern Morelands extend over

the whole country, to the north of Scarborough, to the

coast, one deep hollow of which, formed by a small ri-

ver, is occupied by the port of Whitby. From this

place the shore declines west-north-west, and west by

north. The next conspicuous point of land is Huntly-
cliff. Beyond this, still more to the north, appears

Redcliff, that makes one side of a bay, as the promon-
tory, on which Hartlepool, in the county of Durham,
stands, does the other; the River Tees rushing with a

rapid tide into the German Ocean between them. From
this description of the coast of Yorkshire, it will be seen,

that from the Humber to Flamborough Head it is low
and flat, and from Flamboiough Head to the Tees un-

commonly bold and precipitous. In the first division

of it, it is in general composed of clay. Flamborough
Head is limestone. Whitby presents a coast composed
of aluminous schistus. There are many fishing villa-

ges on the northern part of the coast of this county,

singularly placed, like nests, upon the ledges of the

rocks. No coast in England furnishes a greater varie-

ty of fish than this.

Hartlepool is seated on a little neck of land, stretch-

ing itself into the sea, forming within a safe harbour.
The coast of Durham is flat for some distance from this

place; but as it approaches Sunderland, it becomes
rocky, and is broken into deep caverns. Here the
cliffs seem composed of a peculiar stone, the work of
marine insects. Beyond Sunderland the coast is bleak
and dreary, to the point where the opposite towns of
North and South Shields mark the exit of the Tyne.
The bold ruin of Tynmouth Castle is the first object
that presents itself on the Northumberland coast. At
a small distance northwards stands Cullercoats, a com-
modious little port of artificial construction, though it

is dry at low water, and difficult at the entrance. A
little farther to the north is Seaton Sluice, or Seaton
Delaval, which, like Cullercoats, is an artificial har-
bour, formed by Sir Ralph Delaval, one of the ablest
admirals of the age before the last. From this place
the coast of Northumberland presents nothing remark-
able, except a small island at the mouth of the river
Cocquet, till we reach Bamborough Castle, situated on
a promontory, once a place of great strength. Nearly
opposite to it lies a group of rocky islets, called the
Farn Isles; and to the south Holy Island. The coast
of Northumberland, from the mouth of the Tyne to
Bamborough Castle, is mostly low cliffs. From Bam-
borough to the mouth of the Tweed, a sandy shore ex-
tends.

We shall now proceed to a description of the coast of
The west side of the island, beginning with that of

Cumberland. The coast of this county, and of the de-

tached part of Lancashire, called Furness, forms al-

most a semicircle, beginning at the mouth of the Eden,
and terminating at the isle of Walney. Toward the

Solway Frith, it is marshy, indenting the country af-

terwards with the bay of Kilbride. Workington, near
the mouth of the Derwent, is the first place of conse-
quence that presents itself A little to the south of
this, is Whitehaven, situated on a small bay, surround-
ed with naked hills. It is supposed to have received
its name from the white cliffs, which lie on one side of
its port. Al)out two leagues to the south of Whiteha-
ven, the promontory of St Bees Head stretches out into

the sea. It is noted for the resort of sea-fowl.

The line of sea coast of the county of Lancaster is

very rudely indented by the Irish Sea ; and will be
most intelligibly described, by dividing it into three

peninsulas. Of these the first is comprehended be-
tween the river Dudden, which divides it from Cum-
berland, and the Ken, which separates it from West-
moreland. The second lies between the Ken and the

Ribble ; and the third between the Kibble and the

Mersey, which is the boundary between this county
and Cheshire. The first of these, called Furness, al-

ready adverted to, presents a line of coast of nearly 30
miles. The long and narrow isle of Walney forms the

bulwark of this part of the coast of Lancashire, against

the waves of the Irish Sea ; between it and the main-
land ate some islets. The port of this district is at Ul-
vertone, situated on a shallow arm of the sea, into

which the Leven and other streams flow. This arm,
as well as the broad estuary which separates Furness
from the rest of Lancashire, is crossed, though not

without danger, by horses and carriages at low water.

In front of Lancaster, the bay of Morecambe forms a
deep gulf, fed by the Dudden, the Ken, atid the Lune.
The second part of the sea coast between Westmore-

land and the Ribble, is more extensive, as well as flatter

than the former division ; to the south of the Lune,
the marshy tract surrounding Poulton, on the Wier,
succeeds; afterwards the coast is indented by the great

estuary of the Ribble, descending from below Pres-
ton.

In the last division between the Ribble and the Mer-
sey, the Lancashire coast makes another swell : in no
part is it bold or high, and, as it approaches the

southern confines of the county, it becomes quite flat.

The sea coast of Cheshire is neither extensive nor in-

teresting, being formed entirely of that broad neck of
land, which stretches far into the Irish Sea, between
the Mersey and the Dee.
The coast of North Wales, from the mouth of the

Dee, is for a long space marshy ; but near Holywell,
in Flintshire, the mountains advance towards it, though
they again recede and give place to marshes, at the ter-

mination of the vale of Clwyd. As we enter Caernar-
vonshire, the first object on the coast that presents it-

self is the promontory of Landudno, a steep precipice
hanging over the sea, and stretchijig out far to the
north, at the mouth of the Conway: this promontory
forms one of the horns of a great bay, with Trwynder
point in Anglesey, at the Menai Straits. Beyond the
Conway is the once tremendous precipice of Penmaen-
mawr, overhanging the sea, now safely crossed by a
good road. The coast here is very rocky. The south-
ern extremity of the coast of tliis country is formed by
the peninsulated hundred of Lyn; here many sharp
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points of land run out into the sea, with Says between

them. Off the most westerly point of" this peninsula

lies the small isle of Bardsey.

The Menai Straits, which separate Ang^lesey from

Caernarvonshire, abound in peculiar beauties,—some-

times appearing landlocked, like a great lake, and at

other times assuming the form of a large navigable ri-

ver, flowing with several curves, nearly in a direction

from north to south. The form of the island of Angle-

sey is nearly that of a parallelogram; that part of its

coast which borders on the Menai Straits, is finely wood-

ed ; its northern, eastern, and western points, are sharp

and narrow, and the southern angle is more rounded.

In a peninsula which stretches out far to the west stands

Holyhead ; this peninsula terminates in a high moun-
tain, hollowed by caverns, and frequented by falcons

and sea fowl ; from Holyhead, the shore inclines to the

south-west, and thus completes the figure that the island

forms. Off the eastern point, is the steep rocky islet of

Priestholme ; and off the northern point is another, call-

ed the Skerries, or the Isle of Seals.

The north-west horn of the great bay of Cardigan,

which is the most considerable indenture made by the

sea on the west side of our island, and which is equally

distributed between North and South Wales, is formed
by the coast suddenly turning round the point of Aber-
daron. The sea coast of Merionethshire, which lies in

this bay, is wild and mountainous : the only port in

this county is Barmouth, on a little arm of the sea, into

which several small rivulets discharge themselves.

Below Aberystwyth, the coast of Cardiganshire fronts

the west for some distance, after which it diverges to-

wards the north : the extent of this county along the

shore is nearly 4^0 miles ; it has suffered greatly from
the depredations of the sea, having been formerly ce-

lebrated for numerous towns, but containing now only

a few poor villages. A promontory on the north of St

David's, in Pembrokeshire, forms the southern horn of

the bay of Cardigan. The sea coast of Pembrokeshire
is in general hilly, with steep or perpendicular cliffs :

its north-eastern point is at the mouth of the Tivy.

The first remarkable place is Aberkikor Bay, formed by
Kcnmaes Head on the north, and Pendrowy Head on
the south ; next succeeds Newport bay ; and after that

Fishgard Bay : hence the coast tending to the south-

west winds round Strumble Head, to that of St Da-
vid's, off which lies Ramsey island, together with a

group of rocks called the Bishop and his Clerks ; these

are frequented, in tiie breeding season, by vast numbers
of sea fowl, many of which are unknown in every other

part of the island. The large bay of St Bride's suc-

ceeds ; and beyond some islands which lie on its south-

ern side, is the entrance to the celebrated Milford Ha-
ven ; this is an inlet of the sea, indenting deeply the

southern coast of Pembrokeshire, and occupying a
large space of that county, with its great basin, and
the different creeks into whicli it branches off. It is fed

by some inconsiderable streams from the interior of the

country, few of which are dignified with any certain ap-
pellation, though most of them from small rivulets be-

come extensive estuaries, when they unite wilh the main
basin. Near Pembroke Castle, Milford Haven ex-

pands, inclining chiefly to the west, but near its mouth,
turning abruptly soutliward ; and when viewed from
within, appearing perfectly land-locked: the ports of
Hubberston, Haiken, and Milford, occupy one of the

many bays near the centre of this great sheet of water.

The view of Milford Haven would be much more pic-

turcs(]ue, if it were not for a deficiency of wood : it

also loses much of its effect from the want of grandeur
in the surrounding hills.

Beyond Milford Haven, the coast of South Wales
continues rocky: it is also full of caves and remarka-
ble apertures, to the entrance of the bay of Caermarthen.
The northern horn of this bay is formed by the rock
on which Tenby is situated; the opposite horn, by the

point of Penryhn Gwye,—the extremity of that singu-
lar peninsula in Glamorganshire, that is called Gower,
On the other side of this peninsula lies the bay of Ox-
wich, and still lower the bay of Swansea expands itself.

The greatest part of the sea coast of Glamorganshire
swells into a semicircular sweep, but the western extre-

mity is formed into a narrow beak, between the open
channel, on the one hand, and an arm of the sea, which
runs round the Caermarthenshire coast, on the other.

Beyond the bay of Swansea, the shore presents the cas-

tles of Dunraven, St Donats, and Fienmuni; the bay
Gf Glamorgan next succeeds ; and from its shore, the

Bristol Channel being here much contracted, the

heights of the opposite coasts of Devonshire and So-
mersetshire, between Ilfracombe and Minehead, ap-
pear finely elevated : the sea which separates England
and Wales, contains in this place the two small islands

of the Steep and the Flat Holmes, which however are
much nearer to the Welsh than the English coast.

The shore of Monmouthshire inclines chiefly to the

south, verging at last towards the east : the first part of

it is marshy and low, but as we approach the Wye, it

becomes rocky and lofty.

The coast of Somersetshire receives the Bristol Chan-
nel into an extensive bay, which forms a kind of semi-
circle ; and, if the indented outline of the shore is ta-

ken into the account, it will be found to stretch nearly

60 miles ; at first it forms a broad plain, bordered by
marshes, and it continues chiefly level, till it reaches
the bay of Minehead, where the majestic pile of Dun-
ster Castle appears proudly elevated. From this the

coast of Somersetshire, together with that of Devonshire,
which soon joins it, may be called mountainous, abound-
ing in dark cliffs and rocky hollows. The shore of the

latter county extends at first due west, and then turning

south, the land is very irregularly indented, so as to

form Barnstaple Bay : it turns again westward, and,

afterwards advancing north, forms the bay which is

called Porlidge Mouth, at the extremity of which lies

Hartland Point; the extent of the whole is rather more
than 36 miles.

Soon after we pass Hartland point, the coast of Corn-
wall commences, the land declining to the south-west.

The first place we meet with on the Cornish shore is

Beedshaven. A long range of broken coast succeeds to

St Ives, its inclination being more and more westward
from the south. After passing the semicircular bay of

St Ives, the coast begins to turn, and after Cape Corn-
wall, the Land's End, the most westerly point of the
island, makes its appearance. After doubliiig this point,

the Cornish shore advances southward, with some swells

to the east, and soon expands into the capacious bay of
St Michael. The Lizard is the next remarkable object,

a promontory that stretches out farther to the south
than any part of the western coast of England, being
somewhat below the 50th degree of latitude. The
shore next inclines, for a short space, in a north-east

direction, and then turning irregularly towards the
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boiitheast, becomes indented as far as the southern

horn of the Ram's Head, which is opposite to the coast

of Devonshire. In this pan of tlic Cornish coast, there

are several liajs and havens, the most rcmark.'.ble of

which is I'almouth Haven; the estuaries of the Fowcy

and the Looe follow in succession ; that of tlic Taniar

being the last and most important, where the harbour

and Sound of Flymoulh are formed between the shores

of Cornwall and Devonshire.

Throughout that part of the English Channel, which

runs from the entrance of Plymouth Sound to Ports-

mouth harbour, the coast principally fronts the south:

it is, however, deeply indented with various bays, that

are formed by great projecting headlands. The har-

Ijour of Plvmoulh is double; the outer harbour, princi-

pally for merchantmen, lies beneath the Old Town,

while the noble road, called the Sound of Plymouth,

is formed by the coniluencc of the Plym and the Tamar
with the sea. Plymouth Soinid opens to the south-

east, opposite to the rock on which Eddystone light-

house is built. The Eddystone rocks are a congeries of

irregular rocks, situated about 12 miles from the mid-

dle of the Sound: they are so much exposed to the

heavy swells from the Bay of Biscay and the Atlantic

Ocean, that the waves frequently break over them with

inconceivable fury. In consequence of the many fa-

tal accidents that happened to ships, from running

against these dreadful rocks, a light-house was erected

on one of them in the year 1696: this stood many vio-

lent storms ; but in the dreadful storm that happened

on the 2"th of November, 1703, it was blown down,

and all within it perished. A second light-house was
erected in 1708, and burnt in 1755. The present edi-

fice, which was built by I\Ir Smeaton, and finished in

the year 1759, is universally admired, for the mechanism
and architecture displayed in its construction, and bids

fair to hand liis name down to a very late posterity as

an engineer of the first rate talents and experience.

In proceeding to the east from Plymouth, the first

bay that presents itself is Salcolm Haven ; this was
formerly a port of some note: at the head of the basin

stands the town of Kingsbridge. Between the Hart
Point, one of the most celebrated promontories on the

coast of Devonshire, and Froward Point, the bay of
Dartmouth is formed : this is a spacious haven, capable
of sheltering a large number of ships. The coast from
hence winds to the north-east, and shoots out into a

promontory called Berry Point, which makes one side

of Torbay. The other side is formed by the promon-
tory of Torquay. This bay is in its general form se-

milunar, inclosing a circumference of about 12 miles:
on both sides its shores are winding, and are screened
with grand ramparts of rock; between these, in the
central part, the ground from the inland forms a gen-
tle vale, falling easily and gracefully to the water's
edge. All round the bay, even on its rocky sides, wood
grows with great luxuriance. This noble bay fronts
the south-east : it has frequently afforded shelter to the
navy of England. In the rocks which form the pro-
montory of Torquay, there are various fissures of great
magnitude, and some of them of singular construction

:

that of the greatest magnitude is called Kent's Hole;
it is a vast cavern about 680 feet in depth.

Beyond Torbay, the small river Teign flows into
the English Channel, and soon afterwards, the Ex:
from the mouth of this river the Devonshire coast gra-
dually turns to the south, as it unites with that of Dor-

setshire near Lyme. The shore from hence turns to

front the south-west, terminating far to the south in

Pordand Island. Thus is that immense gulf formed,
which includes the greater part of the south of Devon-
shire, and much of Dorsetshire, together with the
several smaller bays of these counties, which lie be-
tween the Start Point and the Bill of Portland. To the

nortli of Poitland is a safe road for ships ; but its south-
ern point, called the Race of Portland, is one of the
most dangerous places in the English Channel.

Immediately below this island, the Bay of Weymouth
expands itself; on the opposite side of which, that part
of Dorsetshire called the isle of Purbeck, stretches out,

terminating in the point called St Aldham's Head. The
eastern extremity of the coast of this county is called

Pevrell Point, between which and another promontory,
lying to the north, called Handfort Point, is included
Swanage Bay. Turning round the extiemity of Pur-
beck, towards the north, the Bay of Studland is seen,
the remotest headland of which extends to the mouth
of the harbour of Pool. Opposite to this tongue of
land is another promontory, but not quite so long, which
shoots out from the main land of Dorsetshire. Imme-
diately within the entrance between these, lies Branksey
Island. There are several other small islands, round
which the sea forms a vast body of water, constituting

Pool harbour.

The Isle of Wight terminates the bay which is form-
ed by the eastern extremity of Dorsetshire, with a vast

range of cliffs in full front. The western side of this

island is fenced with ridges of rocks, the most remark-
able of which are those called, from their sharp extre-
mities, the Needles. The appearance of these, and
the advancing point of Hurst Castle on the opposite
shore of Hampshire, afford strong grounds to believe,

that in former times the island and the mainland were
united. The southern coast of the Isle of Wight is

edged with very steep cliffs of chalk and freestone,

which, in various parts, are hollowed out into caverns.

Between the island and the main land are several sand-

banks, especially off the eastern part, where is the safe

road of St Helen's. Hurst Castle, which has already

been mentioned, is situated near the extremity of an
extraordinary natural causeway or point of land which
runs two miles into the sea in a south-east direction,

and approaches the Isle of Wight within the distance

of a mile. Through the strait which is thus formed,
the tide rushes with very great force, and has deepen-
ed the channel no less than 28 fathoms. This natural

causeway, at high water, scarcely exceeds 200 yards in

breadth : it is a sterile beach, covered with loose gravel

and pebbles. Towards the isle of Wight, there is a
bold shore, beaten into ledges or terraces of pebbles by
the violence of the waves ; whereas, the other side,

from its sheltered situation, is undulating, marshy, and
undermined, forming the water, when the tide flows,

into a smooth land-locked bay.

The coast of Hampshire, adjoining to Dorsetshire,

fronts the south-east, as the Avon descends by Christ-

Church. The bay of this name is formed by that river

and the Stour, which unite their streams a short dis-

tance below the town. The western termination of

the bay is Hengistbury-Head, generally called by the

seamen Christchurch-Head, from its apparent connec-

tion with that place, as viewed from the sea. It is a

bold headland, about a mile from the extremity from
which the cliff dips for a considerable distance, and the
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estuary of the Stour aiul Avon is there only separated

from the sea by a narrow neck of land. A little to the

east of this is Lymington Bay, from which, till we
reach the month of Southampton Water, nothing re-

markable presents itself.

Southampton Water, or Trissanton Bay, is a large

inlet of the sea, commencing at Caldshot Castle, and

stretching to the north-west upwards of 10 miles: it is

navigable to the head for vessels of considerable bur-

den. Its shores are extremely beautiful and picturesque,

being lined on one side by the New Forest, and on the

other by the ruins of Netley Abbey.
The English Channel, after the junction' of South-

ampton Water, turns round the northern point of the

Isle of Wight, gradually making its compass, till the

coast of Hampsliire fronts the southwest, opposite to

that part of the Isle of Wight where the river Medina
enters the sea. Between the island and the shore of

Hampshire, is the noted road of Spithead: it IJes di-

rectly opposite to the narrow neck of land on which
the town of Gosport stands.

As we proceed to the east from Portsmouth-harbour,

the coast is indented with another large basin, inter-

spersed with various islands. From this basin, several

branches run up into the country, one of them forming

the harbour of Chichester. This basin is filled in part

by the small river Lavent, which flows by that city in a

southward direction. The coast here is extremely level,

and continues so towards the south, till it is terminated

by the bill or peninsula of Selsey. A little further on,

a few low rocks appear in the sea, near Bognor, but

the coast becomes again low and marshy near Little-

hampton. As we proceed to the east, the South Downs
form a nearer back-ground, and at length advancing
close to the coast, break into stupendous cliffs, till they

are terminated by the bold point of Beachy Head. This
promontory lies between Hastings and Shoreham, pro-

jecting perpendicularly over the beach, from which it

has its name. It is the highest on all the south coast of

England. It is noted for shipwrecks in stormy weather,

and has several caverns made in it by the sea.

Beyond Beachy Head, the coast turns to the north-

east, and becomes a sandy and marshy level near Peven-
sey: it continues of tliis description till it reaches the

Rock of Hastings. The port of this name fills a hol-

low space between two cliffs. At the eastern extremity

of this county there is a very capacious bay, or rather

estuary, on which were anciently two good ports, Rye
and Winchelsea. The former is now so completely
choked with sand, that it can admit only very small ves-

sels ; and the latter is entirely deserted by the sea.

After passing Rye, the coast of Sussex stretches out

into a point, which is called Dunge Ness. This is the

extremity of Romney Marsh, in an eastern direction.

The coast of Kent, adjoining to Sussex, is flat,

abounding in sand and pebbles, and continues so till we
pass Sandgate. Here the hills close in ; a steep and
downish tract succeeds, descending from the interior

of the county in a fine ridge, and terminating in abrupt
chalk cliffs. In one of the hollows of this range. Folk-
stone stands between Dover Castle and that cliff so
strikingly described by Shakspeare. A narrow semi-
circular range of cliffs is formed, that recedes a little

from the coast. Beneath this range the town of Dover
occupies all the space open to the sea.

The coast of Kent continues formed of high chalk
cliffs, occasionally sinking into hollows, till we come

to the headland called the South Foreland : from this

])oint the shore fronts the cast, receding so as to sur-

round a large sandy area, which ai)poars to have been
left by the sea. This Ilat tract is terminated in front

by the high grounds of the Isle of Thanet.
Between the South and the North Foreland, are the

Downs, a greatly frequented road for shipping : they ex-
tend about six miles. Off the Downs lie the Goodwin
Sands, distant from Deal five miles, extending north-

north-east and south-so\ith-wcst about 12 miles. They
arc supposed formerly to have made part of the Kent-
ish land, (though this is denied by some), and to have
been overllowed about the end of the reign of William
Rufus, or the beginning of that of Henry I. These
sands are very dangerous for vessels riding in the Downs,
which, in high winds, are frequently driven upon them.
They arc divided into two parts by a very narrow chan-
nel : in many parts they are dry at low water, and in

some places even before that time. The nortliern divi-

sion is of a triangular form, lying north and south to-

wards the sea, and running away south-cast to meet the
cast side, while It tends on the south-west towards the
shore. This part of tlie sands is about 3* miles long,

and 2 J miles broad: the north end, called the North
Land Head, is about six miles from the coast; the west
end, which is called Blunt Head, is very dangerous.
The largest place that dries on this sand, is called by
the seamen Jamaica Island. The south part of the
Goodwin Sands is 3t miles in length, and, at the north
end, not above a mile in breadth, from whence it gra-
dually diminishes towards the south-west, till it ends in

a narrow point called South Land Head, which is only
three miles from the coast. These sands are altered

more or less every year, by storms and strong tides.

The South Foreland forms the eastern point of the
Kentish shore : two light-houses are erected on it, in

order to warn mariners who arrive from the west, of
their approach to the Goodwin Sands. The North Fore-
land forms the north-east point of the Isle of Thanet,
and is, by act vf parliament, ascertained to be the most
southern part of the port of London. This headland
projects into the sea nearly in the form of a bastion,

and is somewhat higher than the adjoining coast: a

light-house is erected on this, as well as oij the South
Foreland, for the general safety of mariners, but more
particularly in order to enable them to avoid striking

on the Goodwin Sands. This light-house belongs to

Greenwich Hospital; and every British vessel sailing

round this point pays 2d. per ton, and every foreign ves-

sel 4d. per ton, towards its support. In this part of the
coast of Kent, the sea gains so much upon the land,

that above 30 acres have been lost within the memory
of some now alive. All vessels passing on the soutii

side of this foreland, are said to enter the Channel; and
all the towns and harbours between London and this

place, whether on the Kentish or the Essex shore, are
called members of the port of London.
No circumstance connected with the progressive geo-

grapliy of England is more interesting than that which
relates to the Isle of Thanet. We trust, therefore, we
shall be excused for dwelling rather at length on its

ancient and present state. At this day, it is scarcely

a peninsula, and yet, in the time of the Romans, it was
a complete island, nearly of a circular form. At this

period the sea on the south-west side, between the island

and the main land of Kent, was at least four miles broad,
gradually decreasing as it passed along the south side
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of tljc island, till at Icngtli its brcadih contracted to two

miles ; and at Sar, whicli was the narrowest part, it was

not more tlian a mile and a hall'. Tims far llowcd the

South, which there met the North Sea : the latter enter-

ed at what was, from this circumstance, called Nortli-

mutha, or North-Mouth. The direct and accustomed

passage to London by sea, lay through the strait between

the Isle of Thanet and the mainland of Kent, as late as

the middle of the 4th century. In the time of Bede,

liowcvcr, the breadth of this passage was considerably

diminished; for he tells us, it was then but three fur-

Jongs wide, and so shallow, that it was fordable in two

places. It continued, however, a passable strait tor

vessels of some size, till about the time of the Norman

Conquest, when the inhabitants perceiving that the tide

no longer flowed with any considerable vigour, began to

erect dykes to keep it out, and thus brought about the

present form and condition of the island. Thus the Isle

of Thanet, which was formerly separated from the main

land of Kent by the entire channel of what was called the

Portus Ritupensis, and was then, in its natural state,

all high land, is now a peninsula, or at most a river-isle

only, with the Stour-wantsome on the south, the Mill-

stream on the south-west, and the Nethergong-wantsonie

on the west. The other part of the island fronts the

East and North Seas as before; but the figure is alter-

ed from a circular to an irregular oval. After the junc-

tion of the isle to Kent, the sea, which no longer flowed

with the same freedom, began to throw up immense
quantities of beach on the opposite shore, which pro-

duced Estanore, that is, the East Stone Shore: this was

originally an island, but the monks united it by a cause-

way to the Isle of Thanet.

Below this island, the coast of Kent, which still fronts

the north, becomes marshy as it descends by Whitstable

to the narrow arm of the sea called the Swale, which

flows along two sides of the isle of Shepey. After this,

the coast turns to the cast till it reaches the point where
the Medway terminates its course, by its junction with

the Swale. Beyond this the fort of Sheerness projects,

and the mouth of the Thames opens.

Of the rivers of England, the most celebrated and
important arc the Thames, the Severn, the Mersey, the

Dee, the Tyne, the Tees, the Trent, and the Medway.
As most of these flow through more than one county,

a full and regular description of them belongs to this

article, not only for that reason, but also, as without this

description our account of England would be unsatisfac-

tory and incomplete; we shall therforc give an account
of the origin, course, and termination of these rivers,

and annex to that account a very brief notice of the other
smaller and less celebrated rivers of this country. In
the last edition of Cambden's Brittania that was publish-
ed by himsef, (1605,) there is a table, from which it ap-
pears that there are upwards of 550 rivers and rivulets

in England and Wales, distinguished by particular
names.
The sources of the Thames are generally admitted to

be four rivulets, that rise in different parts of the Cots-
wold Hills in Gloucestershire, viz. the Lech, the Colne,
the Churne, and the Isis. The last, which is the most
important, and which retains its name the longest, after

receiving the two other streams, becomes navigable;
but for a considerable space the navigation is tedious
and difficult, on account of its winding course, and its

prevailing shallows. The country through which the
Isis flows at first is not pleasant or interesting, as it pur-

sues its way almost unseen, in the middle of an unvaried
plain, first towards the east, and afterwards inclining to

the north. After being augmented by two small streams,

it turns suddenly to the south, and the plain now expands
into a spacious amphitheatre, bounded by some striking

hills, in the centre of which Oxford appears in sight.

At this place the Isis divides into several small channels,

leaving this city on the loft : the branches, however, soon
reunite, and the river turns round the city towards the

north-east. Below Oxford it is joined by the Cherwell,
which, passing on the eastern side of that city, together
with the Isis, nearly insulates it.

The windings of the river through the great level which
it flows through, after passing Oxford, are frequent;
but the general direction of its course is to the south,

with a small inclination to the east, as it passes the

Berkshire hills, and the town of Dorchester in Oxford-
shire. A short distance below this place it is joined by
the Thame. This river takes its rise from several small

streams, some of which descend from the central parts

of Buckinghamshire, others from the borders of Hert-
fordshire, and many from the lower parts of Oxford-
shire.

After the junction of the Isis and the Thame, this ri-

ver obtains its proper name, being originally called

Thame-isis from this circumstance. From Wallingford
to Pangbourn the inclination of the stream is almost due
south; at the latter place it begins to form a considera-

ble circle by the east to the north, below Reading, till it

reaches Henly; after passing this latter place it inclines

by the north-east to the south again, to approach Maid-
enhead; hence it winds in various directions, but gen-
erally south-east, till it passes Mudson and Staines. It

there forms a vast circle by the south to the east, till it

reaches Brentford; after which as it approaches London,
its direction is, for the most part, to the north-east. In

the vicinity of the metropolis it turns with a bold swell

to the east : this direction it preserves, though occasion-

ally varied by broad reaches., as they are called, till it

falls into the sea.

In its passage the Thames receives no fewer than six

considerable rivers that are not navigable, and eleven

that are. Its course has been computed about 160 miles,

of which it is navigable above 130 from its mouth. As
far as Deptford it is navigable for vessels of almost any
burden; to the pool for vessels of 400 tons; to London
Bridge for those of 200. The tides flow up to nearly

the distance of 80 miles from its mouth. The fall of

water from Oxford to Maidenhead is about 25 feet in

every ten miles; from Maidenhead to Chertsey 22 feet

in the same distance; from Chertsey bridge to Mortlake
16 feet; from Mortlake to London about one foot per
mile. Afterwards the fall diminishes more gradually,

till the river unites with the sea.

The Thames is one of those rivers which rather de-

rive their character from the country through which they

flow, than impress their own character by their boldness

and rapidity on the tract they pursue. It passes through
some of the most beautiful, as well as the most fertile

districts of the kingdom; but even where the country

through which it flows is hilly, it never can be called a

rapid stream ; it is not, however, sluggish, but is more
distinguishable for its majesty, and the purity of its wa-
ters, which generally fill its verdant banks, and are sel-

dom discoloured by mud, except after great floods.

When these occur, the whole country in the level parts

of its tract appears like a sea ; but the mischief which is
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thus occasioned, is much less than that produced by

smaller and more rapid streams, wiicii thuy overflow their

banks. The part of its course most dibtinguishcd for

romantic scenery or picturesque beauty, is tliat which

stretches from Walliiigford to Reading, Ilenley, Marlow,

and Maidenhead bridge. About Henley in particular it

sweeps through a rich and highly beautiful country, to

which it adds a majestic and imposing feature; its valleys

in this part of its course are bounded by iiills richly

clothed with beechwood, and finely embellished by the

seats of many of the principal of the English nobility.

Vast plains succeed, in which the Thames constitutes

the chief feature. As it approaches London, its cha-

racter changes, and the richness of nature gives place

to evidences of the power, the wealth, and the skill of

man. Mighty works of art adorn its banks, which
abound in populous towns and villages. At London it

is a superb tide river, " full of vessels of every descrip-

tion, which arrest the eye strongly in the bold sweeps it

afterwards makes, through increasing marshes to the sea,

and to the end it preserves that air of placid dignity and
imposing consequence, which distinguish so eminently

this monarch of the British rivers."

The Severn, the second commercial river in the king-

dom, has its principal source in a small lake on the east-

ern side of Plinlimmon, not far from the head of the

Wye. At first it bears the name of the Hafren river,

the same by which, through its whole course, it was
known to the Britons. From this source it flows towards
the south-east, and afterwards turns to the northeast, as

it approaches Newtown, where it takes its proper
name of Severn. Hence, through the delightful vale of

Montgomery, its course is almost due north, till, enter-

ing the great plain of Shropshire beyond Welshpool, it

turns abruptly to the south-east. Afterwards pursuing
the same direction, it almost encircles the town of

Shrewsbury. Flowing through the celebrated Colebroke
dale, and passing Bridgnorth, it pursues a southerly

course, as it leaves the county of Salop, r.nd enters

Worcestershire, at Bevi'dley. Here it again, a little

lower, becomes a commercial river, being joined by those

numerous canals which bear all the trade of Birming-
ham, Kidderminster, and the other manufacturing towns
of Warwickshire, Staffordshire, and Worcestershire.
The Severn, now a broad stream, crowded with bar-

ges, flows through a pleasant country^ between high
banks, till it approaches the city of Worcester. It then

traverses a part of what is generally called the vale of

Evesham, though that name more properly belongs to

the vale through which the Avon flows, between the fine

ridge of the Malvern hills, and the bold rising ground of

Bredon. After this, its banks become high and steep,

so that it almost disiippcars as it flows through the vast

plain of Gloucestershire. About a mile above Glouces-
ter, it divides into two streams, which re-unite a little

below that city,'"forming the tract of land called Alney
Island. Soon after this jimction, its depth and width are
increased by several streams, as well as canals, from the
clothing districts of this county. At a bend of the river,

where the Stroud water canal joins it, it forms nearly a se-

micircle of ten miles, and flowing again south-west,
grows gradually wider, till it receives the Wye near
Chepstow, and the Avon from Somersetshire, thus form-
ing the Bristol Channel. BctweenTewksbury and the sea,

there is only one passage over this river by bridge ; this

is at Gloucester; the other passages arc by boats.

VoL.VIJI. PartH.

The Severn, partic\ilarly below Gloucester, has fre-

quently overflowed its banks ; and by sudden risings of

the tide, occasioned much damage to the contiguous
country. It is remarkable for its tide, which rolls in

with a head three or four feet high, with a great noise.

This arises from the circumstance, that it receives the

waters of the great Atlantic Ocean with such consider-

able violence, as to fill the channel of the river all at

once; and the opposition which the tides from the ocean
meets with from the strong current of the river, occa-
sions that dashing of the waves which is called the Injgre

or eagre.

In describing the Mersey, it will be necessary to no-
lice the origin and course of the Irwell, which contri-

butes so largely to the waters of the former river. The
Irwell rises in the moors that divide Lancashire from
Yorkshire : it passes through the district of manufac-
turing towns in the former county, flowing at first west-
ward, and then descending in a southward direction to

Bury. Below this town, having been joined by the
Roche, it makes a great curve to the westward again,

till being joined by a small stream from Bolton, it turns

suddenly to the south-east: this course it preserves till

it reaches Manchester, where it is united to the Irk and
the Medlock. From Manchester, its course is nearly

westward, till its junction with the Mersey, which derives

its source from a conflux of small streams at the junc-
tion of Cheshire with Derbyshire: its course is consi-

derably serpentine, but generally with an inclination to

the south-west. The principal place it passes by before
its junction with the Irwell, is Stockport. After this

junction, the latter river loses its name, the united streams
taking the appellation of the Mersey. Its course con-
tinues westward as it passes the town of Warrington, a
little below whicli it forms a great arm of the sea, which,
turning abruptly to the south-west, grows a little nar-
rower as it passes the port of Liverpool, near its exit.

At that part of the Mersey where it swells into a basin,

it is joined by the Weaver. This river rises in the north-
ern part of Shropshire, and flows northward to Nampt-
wich and Northwich, where it is joined by two rivulets,

one from the northern confines of Staffordshire, and the
other from Middlewich. After this junction, its course
inclines to the north-west, till it falls into the Mersey, a
little below Frodsham.
The Mersey, and the rivers which join it, have little

of the mountainous character, except just about their

source, as they soon reach a country abounding in manu-
factures, though hot distinguished for beauty. The
Mersey is navigable for vessels of considerable burden,
for about 35 miles from Liverpool to the mouth of the
Irv/ell ; and the latter river has been made navigable for

boats, barges, S^c. as far as Hunt's Bank, Manchester.
The Dec rises in the mountainous part of Merioneth-

shire, from two rapid streams, which uniting, and de-
scending from the heights which separate Dolgelly from
Bala, form the lake of Pcnible-meer, one of the largest

in Wales. After issuing from this lake, the Dee pur-
sues an easterly course beneath the town of Bala, and
passing through the beautiful valley of Llangollen, with
various windings, enters the great plain of Cheshire,

beneath the park of Wyne Stay. Soon afterwards it

changes its course, pursuing a northerly direction, form-
ing a "deep valley for itself through that plain: then
crossing over to the city of Chester, it half encompasses
its walls; and flowing from thence to the sea, it forms a

3 T
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broad sandy estuary, inclining to the north-west, which

divides Cheshire from Flintshire. By inland na-

vigation, it has communication with tlie Mersey, Kibble,

Ouse, Trent, Derwent, Severn, Avon, Ilumber, and

Thames. It is navigable from near Ellesmere in Shrop-

shire, 10 Chester: but at this city the navigation is ren-

dered difficult and broken by a ledge of rocks running

across the bed of the river, which form a kind of cas-

cade.

Tlie Dee is a most beautiful and romantic river : it is

singular from the circumstance that it increases its rapi-

dity as it recedes from its source, being fed by numerous

rapid streams from the surrounding mountains ; one of

which, called the Ceiro, precipitates itself down the cu-

rious falls of Glyndyflis. Perhaps the grandest view of

the Dee is where it passes into the great plain of Che-

shire, as the mountains recede, and lay it open to the

view. It loses its romantic character as it approaches

the city of Chester, and becomes a deep and tranquil ri-

ver. At Chester it is discoloured by the tide; and though

its windings are numerous, yet they are not picturesque,'

as it passes through a broad marsh before it swells into

its grand basin.

The Tyne is formed from two branches, called the

South and North Tyne. The former takes its rise on the

borders of Durham and Cumberland. At first, its di-

rection is northward, a little inclined to the west by Aid-

stone: it then turns eastward to meet the north Tyne.

This rises- in the moorlands of Northumberland, close

on the borders of Scotland; and being joined by the

Reed, near Bellingham, pursues a south-west course, till

it unites with the South Tyne. After their junction,

the Tyne takes an eastward direction, and at last turning

a little towards the north, falls into the sea beneath Tyn-
niouth Castle.

The course of both the branches of this river is wild

and romantic, till they reach Tynedale, when its cha-

racter changes into a milder and more beautiful cast.

After passing Hexham, which occupies a central spot,

near the junction of the two branches, the Tyne flows

through a vale, rich in manufactures, as far as New-
castle. Here ships of moderate burden can come up ;

but the towns of North and South Shields are the pro-

per ports of this river. Its estuary presents an interest-

ing object from the high hills on each side of it, being
filled with vessels, and winding in extensive reaches
between high banks. Its exit to the sea is not less

striking, the bold ruin of Tynmouth Castle terminat-
ing its northern bank in a grand and impressive man-
ner.

The source of the Tees is contiguous to that of the
South Tyne, in the vast moors which separate York-
shire from Durham, Cumberland, and Westmoreland.
At first it flows in a south-easterly direction ; but be-
neath the town of Darlington, it turns abruptly to the
north-east, and falls into the sea below Stockton, which
may be considered its port. This river, flowing for a
considerable part of its course through a wild and ro-
mantic country, bears the same character. During the
latter part of its course, however, its character changes,
and its banks arc rendered busy and populous by a great
variety of works. In many parts, they are fringed with
wood of considerable growth and value.
The Trent deserves a fuller notice than we have

given to any of the rivers, except perhaps the Thames
and the Severn, on account not only of the length of its

course, but also of the fertile districts through which

it passes ; the immense number of canals, by means of
which it has an inland communication with almost every
part of the kingdom ; and the multitude of rivers, some
of them of considerable size and note, which it receives
in its passage to the sea.

The Trent takes its rise in the hills beyond New-
castle-under-Lyne, in that part of Staffordshire that

borders on Cheshire. At first, its course is nearly

south-east ; it then makes a sudden turn by the east to

the north near Barton. From this place it divides Lei-

cestershire from Derbyshire for a short time. It then

crosses the south part of Derbyshire, and skirting the

north-west part of Leicestershire, it enters Nottingham-
shire a little below Thrumpton. After passing Not-
tingham and Newaik in a north-east direction, it sud-

denly turns to the north, near the latter town, and flow-

ing past Gainsborough, enters Lincolnshire at East
Stockworth ; and about five miles below Burton-upon-
Strather, falls into the Humber. It is navigable up-
wards of 100 miles.

The general character of the Trent, is that of a full

transparent stream. It flows among rich meadows, and
through populous districts ; but unless increased by
floods, it in no respect, and in no part of its course,

resembles the rivers of the north of England. Soon
after it passes Newcastle-under-Lyne, it meets with the

numerous canals which abound in this manufacturing

district : these frequently follow a course parallel with

it, through the pleasant valley near Stone. After its

junction with the Blythe, Taine, Soar, Dove, Derwent,
and Erwark, it becomes a considerable stream, flowing

through a range of beautiful and fertile meadows, bound-

ed by finely wooded hills, and chequered with villages.

After passing Nottingham, another rich vale receives

it, with the hills of the forest of Sherwood on the left.

Before it reaches the town of Newark, it divides itself

into two streams, one of which washes the walls of that

place, and the other passes by Kelham: the two branches

again unite a little below, in a broad plain, which gradu-

ally declines in beauty as it becomes more level. Here
the surrounding flat seldom permits the Trent to be dis-

tinguished. With the assistance of the tide, vessels of

some burden can navigate it as far as Gainsborough.

After passing this town, it flows through a range of fens,

without any distinguishing feature, till joining the York-

shire Ouse, the grand estuary of the Humber is fornfied,

which divides 'forkshire from Lincolnshire.

Of the auxiliary streams which unite with the Trent,

the Blythe is the first of any consequence. It rises a

few miles to tlie eastward of that river, and pursues

nearly a parallel course, till it joins it near King's Brom-
ley. The Tame rises near Coleshill in Warwickshire,

and after a short course, in which there is nothing re-

markable, except the castle of Tamvvorth, it unites with

the Trent a few miles above Burton. The Dove rises

near the Peak in Derbyshire, and after various windings,

generally inclining to the eastward from the south, it

falls into the Trent below Burton. This river is very

romantic in its character for a considerable part of its

course, particularly where it forms the dell of Dove-
dale. It afterwards flows through more expanded vales,

and joins the Trent near Burton. Near Sawley, on the

borders of Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire, the

Trent is augmented by the Derwent, which also rises

near the Peak of Derbyshire, and pursues a course

nearly parallel to that of the Dove to Derby, where it

inclines to the east. The features of this river are still
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more peculiar and extraordinary than those of the Dove.

The Soar is a river of an entirely difTerent character
;

rising west from Hinckley in Leicestershire, it passes

through a rich grazing country, and more than half en-

compasses the ancient town, of Leicester ; after which,

it receives the Wreke from the north-east, and then

turns to Mount Soar Hill, where an abrupt rock, (an

extraordinary feature in so level a country), overhangs

it, watering, in its course, meadows of extraordinary

beauty and fertility, till it falls into the Trent, not far

from Cavendish Bridge.

Yorkshire also supplies various streams, to increase

the size of the Trent. The Don rises in the high moors

of this county, near the confines of Derbyshire. It takes

a south-eastern direction to Sheffield, and then turns

north-east by Rotherham to Doncaster. At Thorne it

alters its course to the north, and soon afterwards joins

the Northern Ouse. The character of this river does

not correspond with its mountainous origin, except very

near its source. Near Doncaster it forms a most beau-

tiful vale, but after passing this town, it sinks into an

extensive flat and tame country, which environs the

Ouse. Just before its junction with this river, it is

divided into two branches, the lower of which appears

to be a navigable cut, and is called the Dutch river.

The Calder rises in Yorkshire, near the borders of

Lancashire. Its course is very winding, but nearly in

an easterly direction, till it reaches Wakefield ; it then

turns to the north, and joins the Ayre near Ferrybridge.

This river is more rapid than the Don, but is more
remarkable, from the circumstance of the numerous
canals by which it is intersected, and which form a junc-

tion between the eastern and western seas, than by any
peculiar feature. The origin of the Ayre is moun-
tainous, a little to the north-east of Settle, in Yorkshire.

It pursues a course to the south-east, nearly as far as

Leeds, where it turns nearly eastward ; after its junction

with the Calder, it traverses a fiat country, and receiv-

ing the Don, joins the Ouse near Howden. The district

of Craven, through which it flows in the first part of

its course, is singularly romantic ; while at Leeds its

character is entirely changed, its banks being covered
with the various manufactories of that place. Between
Leeds and Ferrybridge, it divides one of the richest

plains in the kingdom ; afterwards it possesses little

beauty, passing through a level country, to join the

Ouse, not far from the Don.
The Ure, and the Swale, which may be regarded as

the parents of the Ouse, rise near each other in the

romantic borders of Westmoreland. The Ure flows at

first eastward, and then inclines to the south to Rippon ;

from this place it turns again more to the eastward to

Boroughbridge ; and at Aldborough it unites with the

Swale. The character of this river, through most of its

course, is that of a mountainous stream ; and this cha-
racter it particularly displays in its passage through
Wensley-dale. The direction of the Swale, at first, is

to the south-east ; it afterwards turns to the north-east

to Richmond, and from this place it pursues nearly its

original direction till it joins the Ure. The country
through which this river flows is uncommonly romantic,
till it reaches the great vale of York. Swale-dale, and
the view of the river from the castle at Richmond, are
particularly celebrated.

Those two rivers, after their junction at Aldborough,
take the name of the Ouse. From tliis town, its course
is nearly south-east to York, south to Cathwood, where

being increased by the junction of the Wharfe, it turns

again to tlic southeast, and pursues that direction, with

various windings, till it meets the Trent, and forms the

Humber.
The Humber is a name almost exclusively given to

the great estuary that divides Yorkshire from Lincoln-

shire, being formed, as we have seen, principally of the

Trent and the Ouse, and of the streams which fall into

these two rivers.

The river Medway rises from four sources ; the first

at Crowherst in Surrey, the second at Stewards-mead
in Sussex, the third at Goldwell, and the fourth at Big-
genheath, both in Kent. The first three soon unite
their waters, and take a north-east direction to Tun-
bridge and Maidstone, at which latter place they are
joined by the fourth stream. The tide flows up hither,

and the river is navigable for barges and other vessels
of the burden of fifty tons. After passing Maidstone,
the Medway turns with a long compass by the north to

the east, to reach Rochester and Cliatham. Between
this place and Gillingham, which is about a mile and a
half to the north-east of it, some of the largest ships in

the royal navy are usually laid up. Afterwards it winds
with various curves to the eastward, till it joins the arm
of the sea called the Swale, (which divides the isle of
Shepey from the main land of Kent,) and then turning
again northward, it enters the Nore near the mouth of
the Thames, under the fort of Sheerness. Its whole
course is about 40 miles ; and that circumstance con-
sidered, it is perhaps one of the deepest rivers in Eu-
rope.

During the first part of its course, it is so buried
within its banks, that it adds little to the scenery of the
country through which it flows ; but between Tunbridge
and Maidstone, the valley expands, and the character of
the river is seen in its true light. This character is

still more marked, after it winds round the decayed
town of Aylesford, and becoming suddenly a bold and
wide stream, flows with considerable rapidity under the

arches of the ancient bridge of Rochester. Below the

bridge, it takes a broad sweep, and when increased by
the tide, exhibits, in connection with the superb build-

ings and dock of Chatham, and the great ships within

its port, a grand and striking spectacle. From Chatham
to its mouth, the banks of the Medway are marshy and
uninteresting, till its approach to the sea is indicated by
the immense number of masts which encompass Sheer-
ness.

Besides these rivers which we have described, the

following deserve notice. The Blackwater, which takes
its rise near SafTron Walden, in Essex, and flowing by
Coggleshall and Wetham, falls into the sea at Maldon
in the same county. The source of the Chelmer is near
that of the Blackwater : it winds through the middle of
Essex, and passing Chelmsford, also discharges itself

into the sea at Maldon. The Colne rises near Clare, in

Suffolk, and after passing Colchester, falls into the sea

between Mersey Island and the main-land of Essex.
The Stour divides this county from Suffolk ; it rises on
the southern boundary of the latter county, and falls into

the sea at Harwich ; near its mouth it is joined by the

Orwell, which runs up to Ipswich. Proceeding north-

ward, the next river of consequence which we meet
with, is the Waveney, which forms part of the boundary
between Norfolk and Suffolk, and unites with the Yare
a little above Yarmouth. This river is navigable from
Bungay. The Yare, which falls into the German Ocean

3T2
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below Yarmouth, is navigable as hiRh as Norwich. But

the most important rivers in this part of England, are

the Great and Little Ouse ; the former rises on the

borders of Northamptonshire and Oxfordsliire. Its

course, at first, is cast, a little inclining to the north

through Buckinghamshire ; it then bends to the south,

with many windings, and reaches Bedford, where it be-

comes navigable ; it afterwards proceeds through Hun-

tingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, and the Isle of Ely, to

the coimty of Norfolk ; and inclining more and more to

the north, it falls into the Wash, beneath the walls of

Lyn Regis. In its course, it receives the Nen Irom

Northampton and Peterborough ; the Cam, from Cam-

bridge ; tlie lesser Ouse from Norfolk ; and the Milden-

hall from Suffolk ; all of them navigable rivers. The

entire course of this river may be 100 miles. The

character of this river through the whole of its course,

is very tame and unintercstijig. In the latter part of

its course, it sinks into those great marshes that abound

on this part of the eastern coast. The WcUand has its

source between Lutterworth and Harborough; and after

flowing in a north-east and northerly direction, and

separating Northamptonshire from Leicestershire, Rut-

landshire, and Lincolnshire, it contiibutes to form the

Wash of Fosdyke. The Witham falls into the sea at

the same place, taking its rise noith of Stamford, and

pursuing a northerly direction by Grantham to Lincoln ;

it afterwards changes its course, and flowing first to the

cast and next to the south, its course is terminated near

Boston. As the principal rivers which join the Trent

have already been noticed, we shall proceed to the

Wear. This river rises to the north of the Tees; at

Bishops Auckland, it changes the south-easterly course

which it had hitherto pursued, turns to the north-east,

and after nearly surrounding the city of Durham, it

flows northwaVd to Chester-le-Street, and then inclines

a little to tiie east to reach Sunderland.

As the Tweed is rather a Scotch than an English

river, we shall proceed to a brief notice of the secondary

rivers in the west of England. The Eden, the first

English river on the south-west border of Scotland, has

its source in the moors of Westmoreland ; for a short

vay its course is to the north-east, after which it in-

clines to the north-west till it reaches Crosby, when it

turns to the south-west to pass Carlisle : for the remain-

der of its course, its direction is again north-west. At
its mouth it meets the Eske, and both rivers fall into

the Solway Frith. The Ribble rises in the district of

Craven ; it flows in a south-easterly direction, till it has

passed Settle, when it turns south-west by Clithero,

where it enters Lancashire. After passing Ribchester,

it enters a dale of considerable beauty, to which it gives

name; it next encompasses the handsome town of Pres-

ton, soon after which it discharges itself by a broad
sandy outlet. No rivers occur (except such as have
been already described) that need detain us between the

Ribble and the Wye. This latter river rises on the

south side of Plinlimmon, near the source of the Se-
vern. It flows at first towards the south, with a trifling

inclination to the east; and this direction it pursues
through the great plain of Herefordshire; but as it ap-
proaches Monmouth, its course is south and south-west.

It falls into the mouth of the Severn near Chepstow.
" The romantic beauties of the Wye, which flows in a
deep bed, between lofty rocks, clothed with hanging
woods, and here and there crowned with ruined castles,

have employed the descriptive powers of the pen and

pencil, and frequently engage the curiosity of travel-

lers."

Avon is a name which no fewer than seven rivers in

England and Wales bear; but of these, only the Upper
and Lower Avon, and the Avon of Wiltshire and Hamp-
shire, call for our notice. Our account of the last we
shall defer till we come to the rivers on the south coast

of England. The Upper Avon rises on the borders of
Leicestershire and Warwickshire, and, bringing a large

influx of water past the castle and town of Warwick,
it afterwards flows through a fine country to Stratford

on Avon. From this place, it traverses the great level

of Worcestershire, by Evesham, and, bending to the

south, falls into the Severn near Tewksbury. The
Lower Avon has its source near Wotton Basset, in the
hilly district of North Wiltshire, bordering on the county
of Gloucester. From these hills it flows with a wind-
ing course into the vale that leads to Chippenham ; hence
its windings are still greater and more numerous, the
country through which it passes being very hilly. It

next enters the clothing district of Wiltshire, and for a
short space divides that county from Somersetshire. Its

course is next to the south, and afterwards it takes a
long compass by the west and the north. The city of

Bath is now nearly encircled by its waters. From this

place, with frequent meanderings, it descends to Bristol,

whence it falls into the Bristol Channel at King's Road.
The country through which the Lower Avon flows is in

general rich and picturesque; but its waters are fre-

quently discoloured, after heavy rains, by the chalky

soil of Wiltshire, and the ochry soil of Somersetshire.

The Tamar, one of the most considerable rivers in

the west of England, rises in a moor near Marvingtow,
the most northern part of the county of Cornwall : It

pursues nearly a southerly course, by Tamerton, to the

vicinity of Launceston ; at a small distance from which,

its current is increased by the small river Ottery. After

their junction, it inclines to the east, till it unites with

the Lyd and the Tavy. It novi^ resumes its south direc-

tion, and, uniting with Lynher creek, and continually in-

creasing in importance as it winds along, it forms, be-

tween Plymouth Dock and Saltash, the spacious basin

called Hamoaze, or Plymouth Harbour, which has been

already described. Its course, though short, is in many
parts very striking ; about Launceston, its banks are

finely fringed with wood; while lower down it receives

the character of grandeur, from the numerous large

vessels with which its broad curving branches are

crowded.
None of the rivers in the sotith of England so strong-

ly resemble the bold character of the rivers of the north

of England and of Scotland, as the Dart. It rises in

the mountainous district of Dartmoor, and first de-

scends southward, and then inclines considerably to the

east before it leaves that part of the country. After-

wards its winding course is to the south-east, as it passes

Totness, and falls into the sea between Dartmouth and

Kingsweare. It is particularly distinguished for its ra-

pidity ; and this character it retains even after it leaves

those mountains which inclose its source. When it de-

scends into the rich plains of the southern part of De-
vonshire, its character is changed; and a little to the

west of Ashburnham, it forms a charming valley,

through which it flows in a placid stream. At Totness

it is joined by the tide, when its character again changes

;

now exhibiting, in a striking union, its original boldness

and its subsequent beauty, rolling, in a majestic stream,
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between hills covered with vegetation, woods, and vil-

lages, disclosing new beauties at every curve, and pre-

senting a grand object to the adjacent country, varied

perpetually both in its form and attendant features.

Nearer its mouth, the hills that inclose its channel be-

come more lofty, while the river, windiug between their

wooded and rocky bases, passes the hamlet of Kings-

wcare on its eastern, and the irregular towji of Dart-

mouth on its western bank.

The Exe calls for our notice, more on account of its

beauties, than on account of the length of its course, or

its importance. It rises in the hills of Exmoor, and at

first inclines to the south-east; but afterwards entering

a deep valley, it flows southward, with a little bending

to the west, to Exeter. From this city, its course is

rather to the east of the South, as it forms a grand es-

tuary to Exmouth, where it meets the sea. The most

striking circumstance attending the course of this river,

is the sudden change of character which it undergoes,

from a furious torrent to a placid rivulet, as it descends

from its mountainous origin into verdant meadows.
This striking change of feature takes place, when it

forces itself a passage through the wild hills near

Minehead, into a valley, whose sides are richly clothed

with wood ; but the valley through which it flows does

not become expanded till the Exe is joined by the Culm.
l'"rom their junction, it flows through a district of un-

common richness and beauty.

None of the rivers of Dorsetshire present any cir-

cumstance which calls for notice: their course is not

long, nor is the country through which they flow dis-

tinguished either for much beauty or fertility. We
shall, therefore, pass on to the consideration of the Hamp-
shire and Wiltshire Avon. This river springs from
three sources ; one near Marlborough, and the two
others between jNIarlborough and the Devizes. After

these branches unite, the Avon flows to tlie South,

forming a valley between Marlborough Downs and Sa-

lisbury plain. It passes by Amesbury, and under Old
Sarum, to Salisbury. On one side of this city it is

joined by the Wiiley, and on the other by the Bourne.
Alter this junction, the Avon continues to flow in a
southward direction, through a part of the New Forest,

by Ringwood, till the Stour meets it at Christ Church,
when it falls into the English Channel. By the aid of

the tide, large ships go up to Christ Church; and a

few miles above thts place the navigation by locks com-
niences, which continues to the vicinity of Salisbury.

From this description of its course, it will be seen, that

the country through which it flows is generally desti-

tute of beauty, and not remarkable for its fertility; but

the Avon attracts our notice, from the wonderful rem-
nants of antiquity, to which, if we follow the course of

its stream, we shall be conducted. Stonehenge, Ames-
bury, Harridon Hill, Gainsborough Castle, and Old
Sarum, are among the most striking and celebrated of

these remains. As this river, however, approaches the

New Forest, it has claims on the admiration of the man
of taste. The country now becomes delightfully wood-
ed, the river forming a vale, with the forest on one side,

and various gentlemen's seats on the other; below Ring-
wood it loses this interesting character, and a sandy level

succeeds, which accompanies it nearly to its mouth.
We have thus described, not only the principal rivers

of England, but also those which may be deemed of a

secondary rank ; and we have rendered our description,

both of their course, and of their peculiar and distin-

guishing feature, full and minute, because thus wc
thought we should best exhibit a just and impressive
picture of this part of the physiognomy of the country.

From our account and description, it will be abundantly
evident, that England possesses numerous rivers, not

only of great utility for the purposes of agriculture and
commerce, but of great beauty or grandeur, as forming
features in the landscape. In some districts of England
and Wales, the beauty and grandeur are much increased

by the lakes, to a brief description of the most celebra-

ted of which we shall now proceed.

In Huntingdonshire, from the low and level situation

of the county, and near neighbourhood of the fens, there

are several lakes. The most remarkable are Brick-meer,
Ug-meer, Wittlesey-meer, Ramsey-meer, and Benwick-
meer. Of these, Wittlesey-meer is by much the largest.

Formerly there appears to have been a navigation from
Peterborough to this meer, and from thence to Ramsey;
but now, since some part of the county is drained, the
bounds of these lakes are very much reduced. In Che-
shire there are also several lakes, which likewise have
the name of meers, but none of them are of consider-
able extent. Among the most distinguished are Bog-
meer, Comber-meer, Oakhanger-meer, and Pick-meer.
They are rather singular than beautiful, a river, or at

least a rivulet, running out of each of them. In Wales
there are many lakes, there being scarcely a single county
without them ; but in Cardiganshire and Caernarvonshire,
they are the most abundant or remarkable. In Breck-
nockshire there is a singular lake, called Lyn Savadhan.
It lies near the town of Brecon, and is two miles long,

and nearly the same in breadth. When the spring ad-
vances, and the ice breaks, it makes a great noise, re-

sembling long and repeated claps of thunder, so as to be
heard at a considerable distance. Bosherton-meer, near
Stackpole, in Pembrokeshire, is noted for rumbling
noises on different parts of it ; by attending to which, the
people who live near it are said to l^e able to predict the
weather. Lyn Tegid, in Merionethshire, called by the
English Pemble-meer, is represented as being never
raised abpve its banks, by land floods, heavy raiTis, or the
melting of snow; yet storms of wind commonly, if not
constantly, make it overflow.

But the most celebrated of the English lakes are si-

tuated in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire.
These are Ullswatcr, Thirlmere or Leatheswater, Der-
went-water, Bassenthwaite-water, Overwater, Lowes-
water, Ennerdale-water,. Wast-water, Burnmoor Tarn,
Devock-water, Tindalc Tarn, Talkin Tarn, Tarnwad-
ling, Winander-mere, and Coniston-mere.

tJUswater is situated partly in Westmoreland and
partly in Cumberland. It is about nine miles long, but
at its greatest width little more than one. Its shores
are uncommonly bold, and the fells which are in its

neighbourhood rise with great sublimity; yet, notwith-
standing the vastness of these accompaniments, Ulls-

water retains a character of high and impressive dignity.

This character is intermixed with one lillle less striking,

though of a more mild and captivating nature: The
rocks of the lake, and of its vicinity, are celebrated for

reverberating sounds, so that, by the introduction of a
few French horns and clarionets, according to Gilpin,

"the whole lake is transformed into a kind of magical
scene, in which every promontory seems peopled by
aerial beings, answering each other in celestial -music!"

Thirlmere, or Leatheswater, is a narrow irregular sheet

of water, about three miles in length. It skirts the huge
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base of Helvellyn ; it is situated in the interior of a very

sequestered district; and its shores being for the most

part naked and rocky, it displays a scene of desolation,

heightened in no trifling degree by the huge masses of

stone which appear to have fallen from Helvellyn. The
impression made on the mind and feelings by this scene,

is deepened by the noise of the water-falls, which, on

every side, are tumbling from immense heights. Der-

went-watcr, or Keswick-lake as it is also named, is

about three miles in length, and one and a half in breadth,

somewhat approaching to an oval figure. In beauty it

is superior to all the other lakes, but in dignity and gran-

deur it is much inferior to that of UUswater. Its great-

est blemish to the eye of taste, arises from its want of

proportion, when viewed in connection with the scenery

around it. This scenery is on a very grand and sublime

scale ; whereas the lake is not only too small to be grand,

but also in its features and form excludes all idea of

grandeur; for, being seen all at once, it leaves nothing

for the fancy to feed upon. But, in respect to beauty,

it has undoubted and large claims on the man of taste :

" The soft undulation of its shores, the mingled wood
and pasture that paint them, the brilliant purity of the

water, that gives back every landscape on its bank, and
frequently with heightened colouring ; the fantastic wild-

ness of the rocks, and the magnificence of the amphi-
theatre they form, are circumstances, the view of which
excites emotions of sweet and tranquil pleasure." When
visited by moon-light, the deep shades of the frowning
mountains—the reflected light of the moon on the un-
rippled surface of the water—and the silence of the night,

only broken by the murmurs of the water-falls, are re-

presented as filling the mind with inconceivable pleasure.
About three miles to the north of Derwent-water,

Bassenthwaite-water, or Brood-water, is situated : it is

about four miles long, and at one end nearly a mile
across; but at the other end, its breadth is not more
than a quarter of a mile. There are many points in

the surrounding scenery, which give to this lake a
striking character : on the east of it is spread the beau-
tiful and extensive vale of Bassenthwaite, beyond which
Skiddaw rears its lofty head ; on the west, mountains,
low in comparison with Skiddaw, fall abruptly to the
water's edge, disclosing here and there small patches of
cultivation, and partly covered with thick woods. The
situation of Overwater is naked, and the country neither
sufficiently picturesque or sublime, to engage the atten-
tion of such as have already viewed the beauty of Der-
went-water, or the grandeur of UUswater. It is about
half a mile in length, and rather more than a quarter of a
mile broad. Lowes-water is a beautiful lake, but its

beauty is of a somewhat different character from that of
Derwent-water; woodland and cultivated fields, finely
intermixed, ornament its borders, while its southern shore
is bounded by some lofty eminences, descending in some
parts precipitately to the water : the north shore is more
humble, and soon softens into an open country. It is
about a mile long, and a quarter broad. None of the
lakes m this part of England have juster claims to the
character of picturesque, than Crummock-water; the
barren Mollbreak, and other lofty mountains, border the
western bank of this lake, while its opposite shores " are
much indented, and varied with low bays, curious pro-
montories, little coppices, and trees scattered among
small farms; the whole terminating in a rich scene of
woodland, impending in a beautiful manner from the su-
perior eminences." On each side there is a chain of

mountains; some naked, others wooded to their bases;
" some verdant, some rocky and heathy, and some cover-

ed with red shiver, which streams down their furrowed
sides, exhibiting a singular appearance." This lake is

nearly four miles long; its breadth about half a mile;
its waters are very deep and clear.

About a mile south from this lake, Buttermere-water
is situated, being separated from it by a fine, level, and
luxuriant vale. A range of rugged mountains, rising

abruptly from the margin of the water, hem m its west-
ern shores ; its eastern shores rise more gently, and are
partly adorned with wood. Tiiis lake, though undoubt-
edly beautiful, is more deservedly celebrated for the ca-

taracts which are near its southern extremity, and parti-

cularly for the water-fall, called Scale-force, about a mile
and a half to the west of it. The length of Buttermere
is rather more than a mile and a half, and its breadth about
half a mile. Ennerdale-water is guarded on every side

except the west, by wild and craggy heights, which are
almost impassable. The terrific gloom of these objects

is relieved and enlivened in some degree, by the small
farms, which are scattered along its eastern shores; but,

on the whole, the scenery is melancholy. This lake is

about two miles and a half long, and its breadth, at the
widest part, about a quarter of a mile. Wast-water is

situated in the middle of Wast-dale, on each side ofwhich,
the western mountains rise to a great height, and almost
meet at their bases: the form and position of these moun-
tains add greatly to the effect of the scenery of the lake :

some lean from the opposite sides of the vale towards
each other, so much as to render the distance between
their tops, when contrasted with the distance between
their bases, very singular and romantic ; while others

rise perpendicularly, covered with loose stones of differ-

ent colours, which are continually falling down ; and
when, during their fall, the sun shines upon them, they
are represented as somewhat resembling the Aurora
Borealis. The character of the vale is quite different

:

here every thing is rural, and in the genuine style of
pastoral beauty and simplicity. This lake is about three

miles long, and about three quarters of a mile broad in

the widest part.

The other lakes of Cumberland do not require parti-

cular description, as they present little that is grand or
interesting. Burn-moortarn is seated among the wildest
mountains at the head of Meterdare,' to wliich there is

scarcely a sheep tract to direct the steps of the curious
traveller. The waters of this lake do not cover more
than 250 acres. Dcvock-water is a little larger, occu-

pying about 300 acres. It is situated among the hills,

about five miles south-east from Ravenglass. Talkin-
tarn includes a space of about 40 acres. This lake, as

well as Tindle-tam, which covers about 50 acres, is situ-

ated among the black moors, a few miles to the south-
east of Brompton. Tarn-waddling spreads its waters on
a naked and barren common, about one mile to the west-
ward of the river Eden, at Armaithwaite, above which
it rises 600 feet perpendicular. It covers about 100 acres.

Winandermere is a lake, that serves as a boundary
between the counties of Westmoreland and Lancaster.
It occupies an area of about 15 miles in length. Its

average breadth is about one mile. Its greatest depth,
near Eccles-crig-cragg, has been ascertained to be 200
feet. In the middle of the stream, a smooth rock forms
the bottom of this lake. The sides, in many places, are

perpendicular, and in some they continue so for a mile
without interruption. This lake is principally formed,
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or fed, by four rivulets. The Brathay and Rothay join

at its west corner ; and about four miles lower down, on

the east side, Troutbeck river descends from the falls,

and falls into the Mere. At Causey-beck, its waters are

further augmented by a small rivulet called Estwaite-

water. The waters of Winandermere fall generally with

great rapidity, at its south end, which terminates at New-
jy-bridge, through the channel of the Leven water, and

in their course form several cascades over the craggy
rocks. The character of this lake possesses many stri-

king beauties, with just so much of the romantic, as to

vary and enliven those beauties. Its sides are finely

skirted with rich and picturesque scenery, and the effect

is greatly heightened by several small islands, some of

which are ornamented with castellated buildings. Conis-

ton lake is situated about four miles west from Hawks-
head in Lancashire, is about six miles in its greatest

length, three quarters of a mile in breadth, and in depth

about 40 fathoms. It is chiefly characterised by the na-

ture of its shores, which are frequently indented, and
open into small bays, in a variety of forms.

CHAP. III.

Meteorology of England.

With respect to climate, England, from its situation

in the northern part of the temperate zone, cannot en-

joy long, or in great vividness, the genial influence of

the sun ; and from its being an island, it is exposed to

great variations of dryness and moisture, as well as of

heat and cold, at all seasons ; indeed, its atmosphere is

inclined to be chilly and damp, and is therefore not so

favourable to the ripening as to the growth of the pro-

ductions of the earth. There is, perhaps, however, no
country in Europe, which displays such a rich and beau-

tiful verdure, for such a large portion of the year; since

the rigour of its winter is seldom so great or so lasting

as to destroy this verdure by cold, and the heats of its

summer, interrupted by cooler weather, and refreshed

by frequent showers, do not wither up the grass. On
the continent of Europe, the period when the different

seasons may be expected to arrive, the mode in which
they will respectively commence, and their durations

uninterrupted by unseasonable weather, can safely be
predicted and relied upon ; but in England it is quite

the reverse. The winter months, indeed, are generally

reckoned to be December, January, and February. The
spring months, March, April, and May; the summer
months, June, July, and August; and the autumn months,
September, October, and November ; but it never hap-

pens that the seasons respectively confine themselves to

these months : not unfrequently in the month of Janua-

ry or February, a foreigner, unaccustomed to our climate,

would imagine that spring was about to commence ; the

air is mild and balmy ; the buds begin to burst forth; the

birds, which the rigour of winter had kept from sight,

again make their appearance; and the whole face of na-

ture seems to rejoice. This, perhaps, continues for the

space yf a week or two; when suddenly a gloomy change
takes place, and winter resumes its power. Open and
mild weather is also not unfrequently seen even in De-
cember, especially towards the beginning of that month

;

indeed, in all parts of England, little or no frost is ex-

pected before Christmas; this is almost the only circum-
stance respecting an English winter that can be antici-

pated with tolerable confidence ; the nature of the win-

ter, with respect to severity, and the duration of it, those
who have had the longest experience of our climate, and
paid the greatest and most minute and particular atten-

tion to its changes, and to the apparent or probable signs
of its changes, are totally unable to predict. In one re-

spect, however, our winters differ even when they are
most severe, from the winters of countries which lie un-
der the same latitude on the continent; for while the
sea-ports of Holland and Germany are every winter
locked up with ice, those of England are never known
to suffer this inconvenience.

We have said that December, January, and February,
are generally reckoned the winter months ; but as the
weather in the two latter is not unfrequently much mil-
.der than proper and regular winter weather, so, on the
contrary, the weather of what are called the spring
months, March, April, and May, is very frequently the
reverse of spring weather. March is almost always a

wet and boisterous month, except in those few cases in

which the rigours of winter extend into it. Its moisture is

so great, as to have given rise to the English proverb,
" a peck of March dust is worth a king's ransom." The
month of April is usually mild and moist, and spring
again, after having made a feeble effort to resume its

authority in January or February, attempts, but too
frequently with as little success, to establish its power;
for May, which on the continent is a month of uncom-
mon blandness, and to which, even in England, notwith-
standing our almost uniform disappointment, we ascribe
the same quality, seldom appears, or at least advances
far, before easterly winds set in, which, to the feelings,

are as cold as the coldest winds during the frosts of win-
ter, and which most effectually in all cases check, and in

many instances totally blast, the fruit vegetation.
Hence it appears, that in England, the season of spring

can scarcely be said to exist; certainly, not to go for-

ward, increasing in beauty and interest, till it expands
into the season of summer. But though an English
spring is thus uncertain, interrupted, and short, it has
charms of its own, to which, in a great degree, the same
season on the continent is a stranger; for there are almost
every year, and nearly over the whole of England, days,
and sometimes weeks, during which vegetation proceeds
regularly, and without check, and when the air possesses
all the balminess and mildness of summer, without its

oppressive heat. Indeed, with respect both to the spring
and summer of England, it may justly be observed, that,

amidst all their uncertainty and interruption, they favour
us with weather, such as, (it may be, perhaps, from the re-

lish and contrast which that uncertainty and interruption
create,) even at the period of their highest perfection,
they do not exhibit on the continent.

The summer of England scarcely ever makes its ap-
pearance before the middle or end of June. The first

part of this month, though occasionally mild, too often
partakes of the cold easterly winds of May ; so that,

strictly speaking, May and the beginning of June fall

under no division of the year. The weather, during the
prevalence of the easterly winds, is as cold as that of
winter; but it is not winter; and assuredly there are no
signs of spring, while these winds continue. Generally,
therefore, vegetation makes little advance towards the
luxuriance of summer, till the middle or end of June.
At this period, in the south of England, the country is

uncommonly beautiful ; but in the northern counties,

the weather is still very often cold and ungenial. July,

August, and September, may be said to be real summer
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months over the wliolc kingdom ; but slight frosts some-

times occur (luring the nights of September, even in the

south ; w hile, on the other hand, the month of October,

in this part of England, is often mild, dry, and settled.

In the northern counlies, this month may be said to be

the beginning of winter; or, more properly speaking, ol

that raw, unsettled, wet weather, which always precedes

winter in this island. November seldom advances lar,

before it brings the same kind of weather to the soulh-

em counlies, attended in London and its vicinity, witli

thick fogs and mists.

Such is the climate of England, generally speaking;

but it will be necessary to be more particular, and to de-

scribe the difference (•( climate in the dilVcrent parts of

the kingdom. It is sufficiently obvious, that in the north

of England, the spring, summer, and autumn will be

more Ijackward, less certain, and of shorter duration,

than in the southern parts of tlie kingdom. The tem-

perature there is not only colder, but it is also moister.

The winters arc likewise more severe, and of longer

duration ; so that, to the north of the Mersey and the

Humber, the seasons of spring and summer may be

reckoned to be nearly a fortnight later in their commence-
ment, than they arc in the sotrth and south-western coun-

ties, while the autumn is shorter, and more frequently

interrupted with frosts during the night. It may be

doubted, however, whether the winter in the north of

England is more severe, when compared with the win-

ter in the south of England, in the same proportion as

the spi'ing and summer are longer and warmer; at least,

in the soutliern counties, particularly in those which

lie in the vicinity of London, the winters are nearly equal

in severity, though perhaps not in length, to the winters

of the counties to the north of the INIersey and the

Humber.
Besides the difference between the climate of the

north and south of England, there is also a difference

between the climate of tlie eastern and western coun-

ties. The climate of the latter is much more moist,

and at the same time milder than the climate of the

eastern counties. This circumstance arises from three

causes : the vicinity of the western counties to the great

Atlantic ocean, the extreme prevalence of westerly

winds, and the ridge of hills, already described, which
runs along the western side of the kingdom. The At-
lantic Ocean saturates the westerly winds with im-
mense quantities of vapours, which being intercepted

in their passage by the range of hills, fall in rain. The
eastern side of the kingdom, not receiving these winds
till they have given out their vapours, is much less sub-

ject to rain ; but, on the other hand, from being more
exposed to the cold and piercing east winds, its tempe-
rature is less pleasant, especially during the sunmier
months. It is well known that the temperature of the
ocean is more equable than that of the land ; and, of
course, at least in our latitudes, milder during winter,

and not so warm during the summer : hence, the wes-
tern counlies, being exposed to the winds from the At-
lantic Ocean, generally experience a winter rather
moist than severe. Snow seldom lies in this part of the
kingdom for any length of time. This remark applies
with peculiar force to tlie south--\vcslern counlies of
England, particularly Cornwall and Devonshire, which
being exposed to the winds both from the Bristol and
English Channel, is favoured with uncommonly mild
winters.

The science of meteorology is, even in this inquisi-

tive and enlightened age, so little advanced, and so

bare of facts, that it would be rash to attempt to give
particular details, either respecting temperature, or the

quantity of rain, which would be accurately correct,

and uncjuestionably well-founded, except such as relate

td some few districts of England and Wales. These,
however, it may be proper to give, in order that a clearer

insight may be gained into the nature of our climate, and
into its difference in different parts, and its variations in

the same part.

First, with respect to the quantity of rain which falls

in different parts of England. It has been already ob-
served, that in the western counties much more rain falls

in the course of the year than in the eastern counties

:

and it may be added, that a greater portion of rain falls

on the 7iortli-western coast, compared with counlies that

are situated on the sonlli eastern side of the island. The
proportion of rain which fell in the course of a year at

Townley, in Lancashire, was measured, upwards of a
century ago, and compared with the quantity which fell

during the same space of time at Axminsler, in Essex;
on an average of six years, from 1700 to 1705, inclusive,

it appeared that there fell at Townly 42 i inches, while at

Axminster there fell only 19 J inches. The mean quan-
tity of rain that has been observed to fall in the county
of Rutland, in the course of the year, is 20J inches. At
Selbourne, in Hampshire, where the country is rather

hilly, the average quantity of rain which fell annually,

between 1780 and 1786, was 36.98 inches.

Perhaps no circumstance more evidently and strong-

ly proves the variableness of our climate, with respect

to rain, than the following facts, detailed by Dr Hex-
ham, concerning the quantity of rain which fell in cer-

tain years in Devonshire. There can be no doubt, that

in this county, the climate is not only much moister,

but the actual quantity of rain that falls is much greater,

than in the soulJi and south-eastern counties ; and yet he
informs us, that in 1731, the rain which fell measured
only 17 inches, and 266 lOths; in 1T41, 20 inches and
344 lOths; and in 1743, 20 inches and 908 lOths.

It appears, from a meteorological journal kept ;by

Major Kooke, that the quantity of rain which fell at

the four following places in the year 1798, was as fol-

lows : London, 26.22 inches; West Bridgford, Not-
tinghamshire, 27.22; Lancaster, 48.19; Kendal, 60.85.

A farther comparison of the quantities of rain wliich

fall at these places, may be made by the following tables,

given by Mr Lowe in his Agricultural Survey of the

County of Nottingham: In 1794, there fell at London,
23.32 inches; at West Bridgford, 26.27; at Lancaster,

50.81; and at Kendal, 69 65. In 1795, at London, 18.15 ;

at West Bridgford, 24.64; at Lancaster, 48.98; and at

Kendal, 57-98. In 1796, at London, 17.86; at West
Bridgford, 18.16; at Langar, also in Nottinghamshire,
19.212; at Lancaster, 37.4; and at Kendal, 45.24. The
fall of rain this year at Hull, was 22.98. In the year
1802, there fell at London 15.12 inches, while at Brecon
the quantity was 25.25. The average gauge of rain at

Sheffield is 33 inches in a year, which is about a medium
betwixt what falls in Lancashire and on the eastern coast.

At Langrove, in Shropshire, a register was kept of the

dry and wet days for the years 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799,
1800, and 1801 ; the result of which is, that in 1796,
there were 201 dry days, and 164 wet ; in 1797, 184 dry,

and 181 wet; in 1798, the same; in 1799, 148 dry, and
2 17 wet ; in 1800, )61 dry, and 204 wet; and in 1801,

163 dry, and 202 wet. In Staffordshire, the annmil
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rains generally exceed 36 inches ; whereas, in Worccs-
lersliirc, under the same meridian of longitude, they

fall short of 30;—a proof of what was remarked ahove,

that those northern counties which lie as tar to the west

as the southern counties, in general have a moister cli-

mate.
Ill 1806, the fall of rain at Chcrtsey, in Surrey, was

25 inches; at London, 27; at Dip, in Norfolk, 25; at

Chatsworth, in Derbyshire, 30; at Horncastle, in Lin-

colnshire, 26 ; at Nottingiiani, 25 ; at Hull, 30; at Lan-

cashire, 40
i

at Dalton, in Lancaster, 49 ; and at Kendal,

5 3 inches.

From the observations on the quantity of rain which
fell at Liverpool, for a period of 18 years, beginning

with the year 177'5, made by Mr Hutchinson, clock

master at that place, it appears, that the mean annual

quantity of rain which fails at that place, is 34.4168

inches; and that the mean falls of rain in each month,
and each season of the year, on an average of the same
period, were as follows: February, 1.8471; March,
1.5227 ; April, 2.1041 :—mean fall in the spring, 5.4739.

May, 2.5729; June, 2.8159; July, 3,6528:
—

"mean fall

in summer, 9.056. August, 3.3 lu6 ; September, 3.6544;
October, 3.7239:—mean fall in autumn, 10.6889. No-
vember, 34408; December, 3.2876; January, 2.1741:

—mean fall in winter, 8.9025. At Dover, the mean
annual fall is 3752 inches; at Garsdale, which is a nar-

row valley, 13 miles to the north-east of Kendal, the

q\iantity of rain that fell in the year 1777 was 49.5290

inches, and the number of rainy days 222. In the year

1778, the quantity of rain was 61.3660 inches; and the

number of rainy days 249: and in the year 1779, the

quantity of rain was 45.999 inches, and the number of

rainy days 197.

The comparative wetness of the climate in the north-

west of England, will further appear from the follow-

ing results of an account of the quantity of rain which
fell at Manchester during eight years, from 1786 to

1793, both inclusive. In 178 6, the number of days on

which rain or snow fell, was 207, and the (juantity of

rain 40. 5 ; in 1787, there were 200 rainy or snowy days,

and the quantity of rain 47.5 ; in the year 1788, rain or

snow fell on 178 days, and the quantity of rain was
.^7.15; in 1789, there were 263 days on which rain or

snow fell, and the quantity of rain was 51 inches; in

;790, there were 210 of such days, and the rain amount-
ed to 42.75 inches; in 1791, rain or snow fell, on 233

days, and the quantity of rain was 44 inches; in 1792,

there were 248 days of rain or snow, and the quantity of

rain was 55 25 inches; and in the year 1793, rain or

snow fell on 233 days, and the quantity of rain amounted
to 36.5 inches.

The midland counties in England receive, as might
be expected, nearly the medium quantity of rain that

falls on the western and eastern coasts; or rather, per-

haps, the quantity that falls in them approaches rearer

to the quantity that falls on the eastern than the wes-
tern coast. Even in Derbyshiie, though a mountain-

ous district, much less rain falls than in Lancashire, or

even Stafibrdshire or Shropshire, as will Ije evident

from the following result, from a state of the falls of

rain at Chatswortii, in Derbyshire, for the years 1777,

1778, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782, and 1783. The average

for the annual falls of these seven years, is 27,339 inches:

the average falls in each month, classed according to the

seasons, is as follows: In February, 1.673 inches; in

March, 1.269 ; in April, 2.725—mean fall in spring,

Vol. VIII. PahtIL

5.667:—in the month of May, 2.285'; in June, 1.944;
in July, 2.734—mean fall in summer, 6.963 :—in yVugust,

2.033; in September, 3.173 ; in October, 3.288 :—mean
fall in autumn, 8.944 :—in November, 2. 1 83 ; in Decem-
ber, 2.175 ; in January, 1 853—mean fall in winter, 6.21 1.

From this account, it will be seen, that in this part of

Derbyshire, at least, more rain falls in (he autumn
quarter than in any other quarter of the year, and less

in the spring quarter; while the rain that falls in the

summer and winter quarters, is nearly equal in quan-
tity. By referring back to the account which has been
given of the mean fall of rains at Liverpool for each
season, it will be found that the same is the case there.

This remark, as far as it applies to Derbyshire, is con-

firmed by the result of an account of the quantity of

rain that fell at Chatsworth during a subscq\ient period

of se^en years, commencing with the year 1784;—the

average for the whole period of 14 years, during each

season of the year, being as follows: Spring, 4.959;

summer, 7.547; autumn, 8.181; and winter, 6.686.

It has also been remarked, that as we proceed north-

ward, along the western coast, the quantity of rain

which falls annually increases. Thus, the mean annual

quantity of rain which falls in Liverpool, has been as-

certained to be 34.41 inches; whereas, at Lancaster,

from an account of the rain that fell there, during the

years 1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, and 1790,

kept by Dr Campbell, it appears that the mean annual

fall amounts to 40.3 inches. At this place, also, the

greatest quantity of rain falls during the autunm months,

or more strictly speaking, during the months of July,

August, and September; which circumstance, when we
come to the consideration of the most prevalent winds

in different parts of the kingdom, will be satisfactorily

accounted for.

The counties in the vicinity of the metropolis are

subject to comparatively trifling falls of rain. There
are not data sufliciently accurate, and the result of ob-

servations continued for a sufficient length of time, to

prove this so decisively as could be wished; but the fol-

lowing details of tlie annual quantity of rain at Youngs-
bury, near Ware, in Hertfordshire, 20 miles from Lon-
don, whicli fell during five years, may be admitted as

sufficient evidence, at least as respects that county ; and

the inference is fair, that unless there are local pecu-

liarities in the adjoining counties, the quantity of rain

will he ascertainetl to be nearly similar. In 1737, there

fell 23.664 inches; in 1788, 17.676 inches; in 1789,

29.493; in 1790,22.970; and in 1791, '24.200.

From these details, a tolerably accurate idea of this

branch of the meteorology of England may be formed.

In those parts of the north-western counties, which lie

among the mountains, the greatest quantity of rain

falls, as about Kendal, where the annual average is

ujjwards of 60 inches; and even where the situation is

not mountainous, the north-western counties are expo-

sed to great falls of rain; as we advance on this side

of England to the south, the quantity of rain dimi-

nishes, though it is probable, that in the mountainous

parts of Wales, and in the peninsula of Cornwall, and

tlie west of Devonsliire, this observation will by no

means hold good. In the north-eastern counties of

England more rain falls than in the south-eastern ; but

much less than in the north-western counties. Per-

haps the county in which the least (piantity of rain falls

is Norfolk. From the account already given of the

quantity of rain at Dover, it would appear to be very

3 U
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large ; bul the account was ktpl for loo sliorl a period

10 juslily any positive and general inference.

Willi respect to the seasons of llic year, when the

greatest ijuanlity of rain falls in dillerent pans of ihe

kingdom, it would stem that in tlic wesleni counties,

the aiiiuinii months, or rather the iiionths of July, Au-

gust, Septemher, and October, arc most exposed to

rain; whereas on the eastern side of the kingdom, the

winter months, that is, November, December, and Ja-

nuary, are the wettest. Tiom the greater prevalence

of east winds, during the spring, on llie east coast llian

on the west coast, it often happens, that at this season

the eastern couniies have heavier falls of rain than the

western counties arc liable to.

There arc certainly not sufficient data on which to

ground any slatenunt of the annual average quantity

of rain that falls in England at large. Dr Halley sup-

poses it to be 22 inches; but this is evidently very

greatly below the average. Mr Ualton, with much
greater probability, fixes it at 31.3 inches. This result

is drawn from what Mr Dalton conceives to be the

largest collection of accounts of rain fallen in different

places in England, that had appeared previously to the

publication of his paper on the subject, in the Manches-

ter Transactions for 1798. The average of these ac-

counts is indeed 35.2 inches; but as the details contain

no account of rain in Wales, though they contain an ac-

count of the rain in a much greater proportion of mari-

time than inland counties, and as it may be presumed,

that the rain in Wales would exceed the mean given, as

much as the inland counties, not contained in the list,

from which he drew his mean, would fall sliovt of it,

he concludes, tliat in stating the average of England
and Wales to be 31.3, he appro.\imates as nearly as pos-

sible to the truth.

In order that the relative quantity of rain, which falls

in the inland and maritime counties of England, may be

more clearly and satisfactorily ascertained and compared,
the following tabular view is subjoined, with the number
of years annexed to each place, during which the obser-

vations were made.

Counties Maritime.

Norfolk, ....
Yorkshire,

Northumberland, .

Lincolnshire, .

Sussex, ....
Counties Inland.

Middlesex, . . .

Surrey, ....
Hertfordshire, .

Huntingdonshire, .

Derbyshire,

Rutlandshire, .

Northamptonshire,
Brecon, . . . .

Stafi'ordshire, . .

Worcestershire, .

Nottinghamshire,

.

Afean a»-

Places. nual depth.

Norwich, 13 years, . . . 25.5

Dip, 1 year, 25

Barrowby, nearLeeds, 6 years, 27.5

Ferrybridge, 26.5

Garsdale, near Sedburgh, > „ ,,

3 years, 5
Sheffield, 33
Hull, 2 years, 26.98

Widdrington, I year, . . 2 1 .2

Horncastle, I year, ... 26
Chichester, 26.8

Places.

London, 7 years, .

S.Lambeth, 9 years, .

Chertsey, 1 year, .

Near Ware, 5 years,

Kimbolton, 5 years, .

Chatsworth, IS years,

Lyndon, 45 years,

Oundle, 14 years,

1 year,

Nottingham, 1 year,

West Bridgeford,

Means.

23
22.7

25

25

25
27.8

22.21

. 23
, 26.25

36
29

, 25

27

Couniies Maritime.

Cumberland, . .

Westmoreland,

Lancashire, . . .

Places.

Mean an-

nual depth.

. 67.5

(iloucestershire,

Somersetshire,

Cornwall, . .

Devonshire,

Hampshire,

Kent, . .

Essex.

Keswick, 7 years,

Carlisle, 1 year, .

Kendal, 1 1 years, . .

Eellfoot, 3 years,

Waith Sutton, 5 years, .

Lancaster, 10 years,

Liverpool, 18 years,

Manchester, 9 years,

Townley, 15 years, . .

Crawshawbooth,nearHas-
lingden, 2 years, . .

Dalton, 1 year,

Bristol, 3 years, . .

]5ridgewater, 3 years, .

Minelicad,

Ludguan, near Mounts-
bay, 5 years, . . .

Another place, 1 year, .

Plymouth, 2 years, .

Exeter,

Selbourne, 9 years, . . . .37.2

Fyfield, 7 years, .... 25.9
Dover, 5 years, .... 37.5
Upminster, 19,5

20.2

59.8

55 7

46

45
34.4

33
41

60

49

29.2

29.3

31.3

41

29.9

46.5

3.2

The observations of attentive meteorologists have as-

certained, that in this country it generally rains less in

March than in November, in the proportion, on a me-
dium, of 7 to 12 ; less in April than in October, in the

proportion of 1 to 2 ; and less in May than in Septem-
ber, at least the chances for this are as 4 to 3.

The nature of the climate of England, with regard

to moisture, cannot, ho'wever, be accurately determined,

unless the quantity of dew that falls annually be also

ascertained. On this point there are few observations

or experiments of sufficient accuracy and duration to be
relied upon. Dr Hales thinks, that the quantity of dew
that falls on moist earth in this country is 3.28 inches;

but Mr Dalton justly remarks, that this quantity is too

small, as the dew which is deposited on grass is much
more copious than what falls on moist earth. Hence, he

is disposed to take the dew at 5 inches annually, and

thus to reckon that 36 inches of water is deposited, at a

medium, annually on the surface of the earth in England
and Wales, reckoning 31 for rain, and 5 for dew, which
is equal to 28 cubic miles, or 115 thousand millions of

tons in weight nearly.

Closely connected with this branch of the meteoro-
logy of England and Wales, is that which regards the

evaporation which takes p-lace from the surface of the

gi'ound. As it is evident, that all the water which falls

in the form of rain or dew, must either be carried into

the sea by some river, or be raised in vapour, Mr Dal-
ton has endeavoured to ascertain what proportion is dis-

posed of by the former means, in order that he may be
able to determine the quantity of evaporation. Accord-
ing to his calculations, the Thames carries annually

into the ocean, 166,624,128,000 cubic feet of water, or
little more than Jy part of all the rain and dew in England
and Wales in a year. According to the same author, the

Severn and the Humber cai'ry down as much water re-

spectively as the Thames. The counties of Kent, Sussex,

Hampshire, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, Cornwall, and So-
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inersetshire, from the IVIcthvay to the Lower Avon in-

clusively, do not contain many rivers ; but as they are

supplied by an extent of country etjual to 1 1,000 sciuare

miles, whereas the extent of country from which the

waters of the Thames are drawn is only 600 square

miles, it may be concluded, that the quantity of water

which the rivers in these counties carry into the ocean

is li times the quantity that the Thames carries. Mr
Dalton supposes, that the rivers of Lincolnshire, Nor-
folk, Sufl'olk, and Essex, from the Humbcr to the

Thames, (as the quantity of rain that falls in this district

is comparatively small, and as the country through
•which they flow is very flat,) do not amount to more
than half the size of the Thames, although they are

drawn fiom 7000 square miles. In Wales, from the

Wye to the Dee, including the latter, there are about

6000 square miles, from which the waters of the rivers

of this district are drawn ; and in the northern counties

of Lancashire, Westmoreland, Cumberland, Northum-
berland, and Durham, with part of Cheshire, and a

small part of Yorkshire, from the Mersey, round by the

Tweed, to the Tees, there are about 8000 square miles,

from which the rivers in this district are supplied with

water. As there are, in both these districts, a great

number of considerable rivers, and as the rains, it is

probable, on an average, are double what they are in the

south-eastern counties of the kingdom, Mr Dalton thinks

they cannot be estimated at less than four times the

Thames.
It appears, then, by this estimation, that the water

carried off by all the rivers in England and Wales may
amount to nine times that carried off by the Thames ;

or 13 inches of rain. Hence it follows, that the annual

evaporation in this country is equal to 23 inches of wa-
ter.

With respect to the second branch of the meteorology
of England, the temperature of the atmosphere, as as-

certained by the thermometer, it may be remarked in

general, that over the whole of the country, the heat of

the months of July and August is greater than the hc-at

of any other month ; and that a greater degree of cold

commonly prevails towards the end of December and

the beginning of January, than at any other period of

the year. Perhaps the district of England in which the

thermometer rises to the greatest height during the

summer, is that in the immediate vicinity of the metro-

polis, rather, however, to the west thafl to the east of it.

With respect to cold, during the winter, the north-

eastern counties are more liable to great degrees of it

than the north-western ; and it may generally be re-

marked, that there is not nearly so great a difference

between the north and south of England, in the tempera-
ture of the winter, as in the temperature of the summer
months.

Having premised these general observations, we shall

now proceed to follow the same plan, with regard to

the state of the thermometer in diflerent parts of the

kingdom, as we have already done with respect to the

quantity of rain.

It appears, from an account kept by Mr Hutchinson
at Liverpool, for 2j years, from 1768 to 1792, that the

mean heat at that place, at 12 o'clock, is 53° of Fahren-

heit's thermometer; the greatest degree of heat during

that period, 85°
; the least, 2 2° The greatest range 64°;

and the mean annual range 46°. The mean height of the

thermometer, during the month of February, for that

period, was 44°, of March 47°, of April 52°, of the spring

season 48° ; of the mouth of May 58°, of June 63°, of
July 65°, the mean heat of summer 62°

; of August 65°,

September 61°, October 54°, the mean heat of autumn
60°

; of November 47°, December 43°, and January 41°,

and the mean heat of winter 44°.

The mean heat at Dover is 53°. The greatest de-

gree of heat noticed during the years 1790, 1791, 1792,

and 1793, 86°
; the least i6° ; the greatest range 70°

;

and the mean annual range 51° nearly. As, however,
the observations on which these results are founded,
were not complete during the whole of the years to

which they relate, it is probable that the tempeiatvire
of Dover is not accurately given, as it would then not
be greater than the mean annual heat at Liveri)ool.

From accounts kept at Middlewich in Chesiiire, with

a thermometer in a room where there were no fires, at

10 o'clock in the morning, during the years 1768, 1769,

1770, 1771, and 1772, it appears that the mean heat at

this place is 52° ; the greatest heat 78°
; the least 21°

;

the greatest range 57°
; and the mean annual range 49°.

In the month of February, the mean height was 40°, in

March 43°, in April 50°, and in the spring the mean
heat was 44°

; in the month of May 60°, in June 6.i°, in

July 68°, giving as the average heat of the summer 6 1°;

in August 65°, in September 60°, in October 52°, the

mean heat of autumn being; thus 6j°
; in November 45°,

December 42°, January 37°, giving as the mean heat of
winter 41°.

At Kendal, in Westmoreland, it was ascertained, f[om
the observations of five years, beginning July 1787, that

the mean temperature there, was 46°.08. In winter, dur-
ing wet weather, the mean height of the thermometer
was nearly 40° ; and in the same kind of weather during
the summer, it was about 54°.

The mean height of the thermometer at Lancaster
during seven years, viz. 1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788,
1789, and 1790, was 51° 8 at two o'clock in the after-

noon; 45°. 5 at 10 o'clock at night. The mean heat,

noon and night, 48°.7; the highest degree 82, and the

lowest 18°. The mean heat of January 39°.l,of February
41°.3, of March 41°. 6, April 50°, May 59°. 3, Jime 64°. 5,
July 64°. I, August 63°. 2, September 59° 4, October
52°. 1, November 45° 5, and December 39°. 2, at two
o'clock in the afternoon.

At London, by a mean of the observations made at

the Royal Society fiom 1772 to 1780, it appears that

the mean annual temperature is 51°. 9 ; and the monthly
temperature as follows, January 35°. 9 February 42". 3,

March 46°. 4, April 49° 9, May 56'>61. June '63°. 22,

July 66°. 3, August 65° 85, September 59°. 63, October
52°. 81, November 41° 44, and December 41°. 04. The
greatest usual cold is 20°. and occtirs in January ; the

greatest usual heat is 81°, and happens generally in

July. The limits of the annual variation are 2° 5, that

is, 1° above and 1°.5 below the mean. The greatest

variations of the mean temperature of the same month
in different years, are as follow, January 6°, February
5", March 4°, April 3°, May 2°. 5, June 2°, July 2",

August 2°, September 3°. 5, O'toljer 4°. November 4°,

December 3°. From this st.it.-ment it will be seen, that

the temperature of the summers dilVers much less than

that of the winters. The most common variations of

temperature in London and its vicinity, witliin the space

of 24 hours in every month, are January 6°, February
8°, March 20°, April 18°, May 14", Jun : 12°, July 10°,

August 15°, September 18°, October 14°, November 9°,

December 6°.

3 U 2
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From observations made at Yoik, -which, however,

were confined to one year, it appears, that the mean an-

nual temperature in that city is 49°. Tlie medium heat

of eacli monlli and season, deduced from the same ob-

servations, is as follows : February 35°, March 43°, April

50°, giving as the medium heat of the spring 42°4 ;
of

May 59°, June 63°, July 68°, giving as the medium
temperature of the summer season 63°.-} ; ol August 65°,

September 56", October 48°, giving as the medium tem-

perature of the autumn months 5b°.A ; of November 40°,

December 35°, January 35", giving as the medium tem-

perature of the winter season 36°.

From the observations made with two thermometers

at the same time, one near CuUumpton in Devonshire,

and the other at Yoxlyhall in Stafl'ordshirc, it was ascer-

tained tliat the heat in the former county above that in

the latter, was, one day with another, as follows : No-
vember 1794,5", December 4". J, January 1"95, 8°--^,

February 6°
.4, March 6°.^, April 10°, May 8°.-^^, June

8°. J. The thermometer in Devonsliire was observed at

8°.i and 9°. J A. M. and there was frequently a variation

of one, two, three, and four degrees, and sometimes even

five and seven degrees in that space of time, the thermo-

meter generally standing higher at the later hours, but

sometimes lower. From the observations made by Dr

Highest degree at Sidmouth 76,

Lowest 20,

Greatest vaiiation .... 14,

Mean for the day .... 55,

Mean for the night .... 39,

Annual mean 47,

The mean at Xottingham, for four years, was 48°. 75.

The mean heat of the month of March, at two o'clock in

the afternoon, in Pall iMall, according to Dr Hebreden,
is 50°. At Lancaster, the mean heat of the same month,
at the same hour, is only 41i°.

It must not, however, be inferred from these details,

that the cold in winter, and t!ie heat in sumnier, is never
very extreme in England ; for the climate of this coun-
try varies nearly as much with respect to temperature,
as it does with respect to rain. It occasionally happens,
that very great degrees of cold are felt during the win-
ter months, especially towards the end of December and
tlie beginning of January : in some years the thermome-
ter, without being exposed to the action of any circum-
stances which would bring down the mercury to an un-
fair level, has indicated a degree of cold, not often felt

even in countries lying much farther to the north, and
not enjoying such a near vicinity to the sea as England
does. It is said, that in the years 1791, 1793, and Isfs-U,
the thermometer was observed to be as low as within
five degrees of zero ; and from observations carefully
made at different places, there can be no doubt, that in
the last of these years, it was within eight degrees of
zero. The heat, on the contrary, is sometimes very ex-
cessive, especially in the southern counties of England.
In 1808, the thermometer, at many places in the vicinity
of the metropolis, was nearly 90°, if it did not quite
reach that pomt. It may also be remarked, that in the
southern and south-western districts, in the months of
April, May, and June, if theic are a few days, or even
hours, of bright unclouded sun, the thermometer will
rise as high as in the south of France, or even as high
as in Italy. These gleams, however, are often succeed-
ed by frosty or very cold nights, and probably the next

IJabington, with a thermometer at Ludlow in Shropshire,

it was ascertained, that on an average of 53 days, the

heat was not quite one-eighth of a degree greater than
at Yoxlyhall in Staflbrdshire.

The comparative temperature of different parts of

England will be further illustrated by the following

facts : Dr Thomas Young remarks, that the mean tem-
perature of the six winter months, from October to

March, at London, is 43°. 5 ; while at Dawlish, on the

south coast of Devonshire, it is 45°. 3 ; and at Ilfracombe,

on the Bristol Channel, it is so high as 59°. From No-
vember to March, the mean temperature of London is

42°.6 ; of Penzance, in Cornwall, 48°. 1. From January
to March, at London, 37°. 9 ; at Penzance, 48°. 5 ; and at

Sidmouth, in Devonshire, 41°.7. During February and
March, at London, 41°. 5 ; and at Clifton, 42°. 5. From
October to December, at London, 47° ; and at Sid-

mouth, 43°. 7. From December to February, the mean
temperature at London is 39°. 7. In the most sheltered

parts of Devonshire, during winter, the temperature is

1°.5 above that of London. In the coldest months, at

Penzance, the temperature is 4''. 5 higher than at Lon-
don.

From observations made the same year at Sidmouth
and Derby, the following result is given :

winds S. W.
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wiiid veers round to several cliffercnt quarters in the

course of the day, or even in the course of a few hours

;

but this is never observed to be the case when it blows

with the least violence. Near tlie sea coast, and even at

the distance of several miles from it, during settled and
warm weather, in the summer season, the wind at the

break of day will blow from the land; about mid-day,

or a little before it, it will veer round towards the sea
;

and in the course of the evening it will again become a

land wind. Sometimes we are subject, in England, to a

wind that in some respects resembles the sirocco wind
of Sicily, though the variation in temperature, with us,

is not nearly so considerable. It sometimes happens
towards the end of April, but more frequently in May,
the medium height of the thermometer being about 45°,

with variable winds: The barometer falls, and the wind
then becomes stationary at south-west, or south, blowing
briskly : The thermometer then rises to 59°, 60°, or even
65°, and the heat of the air has an oppressive feel. When
this wind ceases, it is generally followed by a wind from
the opposite point of the compass, i. e. north-east, and
the temperature soon lowers again to 45°. With respect

to the connection of the height of the mercury in the

barometer with the different winds which prevail in

England, it may be remarked, (and tl>e remark will apply,

in a greater or less degree to all parts of the island,)

that the barometer is always higher and more steady

•when the wind blows from the north, or east, or from any

point between these two quarters, than when it blows
from the south, or west, or from any point between these

two quarters ; so that it generally happens that rain falls

when the barometer, with an easterly or north-easterly

wind, is at a height, with which a westerly or south-westerly

wind would certainly indicate settled fair weather. In

the eastern counties of England, when the winds from
the east and north-east blow with the most constancy,

and for the greatest length of time, they are often ac-

companied, especially in the months of April and May,
with a blue mist and vaporous atmosphere.
From the observations made by order of the Royal

Society, it was ascertained, that, at London, the state of

the wind was as follows: The south west- winds blew
112 days; the south-east, 32 days; the north-east, 58
days; the east, 25 days; tlie north-west, 50 days; the

south, 18 days; the west, 53 days; and the north, 16

days. From the same legisler it appears, that, in the

vicinity of the metropolis, tlie south-west wind blows
more upon an average in each month of the year than

any other, i)arlicularly in July and August; that the

north-east prevails during the months of January, March,
April, May, and June, and is least common in February,
July, September and December. The north-west occurs
most frequently from November to March, and less so in

September and October than in any other months.
From other observations made in this part of the is-

land, it has been ascertained, that winds blowing from
every point of the compass between the west, north-

west, and north, are so very dry as not to produce a

day's rain in the year. It sometimes, however, happens,
that with a north-west wind small rain falls for a few
hours. When the wind veers from the north through
the west, it generally continues dry till it reaches the

south-west, when it certainly brings rain. On the other

hand, when it passes southward through the eastern

points, the weather is perfectly dry till it reaches about
the south-east. These observations apply, with diffcr-

i-nt degrees of accuracy,, to the climate, not only in the

immediate vicinity of the metropolis, but also to most of

the counties in the south and south-cast of England.

At Liverpool, Mr Hutchinson made very minute and
careful observations, not only on the direction, but also

on the velocity of the winds prevalent in that part of the

island. His mode of ascertaining the relative velocity,

though not perhaps perfectly satisfactory, is yet suffici-

ently so for our purpose. The following is the result

of his labours, containing the annual mean, deduced
from 25 years observations: Tlie north wind hlew 13

days; its mean velocity is expressed by 8: the north-

east wind blew 29 days; its mean velocity is also express-

ed by 8: the easterly wind prevailed 18 days, with a

velocity expressed by 9: the south-east wind blew 115

days, with a velocity equal to 8: the south wind blew 9 days,

with a velocity expressed by 7 : the south-west blew 54

days, with the velocity of 12: the west blew 49 days,

with the greatest velocity of all the winds being express-

ed by U> : and the north-west wind blew 58 days, with a

velocity equal to 10. If we take the north and east

winds in opposition to the south and west, they will

stand as follows :

Mean
Days. Velocity.

North .... 13 8

North-east . . 29 8

East 18 . , 9

South-east . . H5 9

Total of the N.E.
winds . .

173
Mean velocity of

N, E. winds

South 9

South-west ... 54
West 49

North-west ... 58

Total of the S.W
winds . .

170
Mean velocity of

^

S. W. winds \

7
12

13

10

\0\

From these results it appears, that at Liverpool the

wind blows more frequently from the south-cast than

from any other point; and this circumstance, at first

sight, may be deemed to contradict the general obser-

vations wliich we affirmed on the most prevalent winds
in England: but Dr Darwin, as well as Dr Garnelt, very
satisfactorily ascribe this remarkable deviation at Liver-

pool to some atmospheric eddy, produced by the situa-

tioji of the place.

Upon an average of three years, it was ascertained,

that the wiiids at Dover have blown as follows: North,
27 days; north-cast, 118; east, IS; south-east, o7

;

south, 8; south-west, 195 ; west, 35 ; north-west, 91. If

we take the north and east in opposition to the south and
west, they will stand as follows :

D.iys.

South 8

South-west ... 195

West 35
North-west . . . .91

Davs

North 27

North-east . . .118
East 18

South-east ... 37

Total of the north-

easterly winds
200 329

Total of the south-

westerly winds

The results of these observations, made at Dover, will

confirm the remark of Drs Darwin and Garnett, that the

great prevalence of south-easterly winds at Liverpool is

owing to some local 'aiise. This will be still furthc-
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confirmed and illustrated by the following result of Dr
Campbell's observations at Lancaster; where, upon an

average of seven years, the winds were observed to blow

in the following directions: North, 30 days; north-east,

67 days; north-west, 26 days; south, 5 1 days; south-

east 35, south-west 92, east 17, west 47- Taking the

north and east winds in opjiosition to the south and west,

they stand as follows :

Days.

South 51

Souih-west ... 92

North-west ... 26

West 47

ENGLAND.

North
North-east

South-east

l^ust

149 216

At Sidmouth, in Devonshire, the result of 406 obser-

vations on the winds was as follows

:

Wind. Times.

North 54

North-east ... 40

East 13

South-east .... 58

Wind.
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Jan.

Mean tempcratuic each moiilli . , o"'

Number of clays when thunder was heard 1

Feb.

3 9°
Mar.
39°

It seldom happens that storms of thunder and lig-ht-

ning in England are very fatal ; and it has not been ob-

served, that wlien they are fatal, the mischief which
they do is greater in the southern than in the northern
counties.

The aurora borealis is neither very common nor very

brilliant in the southern pans of the island ; but in the

northern counties it is frequent, and its coruscations very
bright and beautiful. It seems to be ascertained, that

it was very rare in any part of the island, previous to

the commencement of the 18th century; and since 1793,
it has seldom appeared. The only particular observa-
tions on this part of the meteorology of Englaiul that

we possess, are supplied by Mr Dalton, and they refer

to Westmoreland, where they were made ; this philoso-

pher found, that in 1786, the number of the aurora
borealis was 16 : in 1787, 27 ; in 1788, 53 ; in 1789, 45 ;

in 1790, 36; in 179 1, 37, and in 1792, 23. In the month
of January, on an average of three years, the number
was 18 ; in February, 18 ; in March, 26 ; in April, 32 ;

in May, 21 ; in June, 5 ; in July, 2 ; in August, 21 ; in

September, 23 ; in October, 36 ; in November, 38 ; and
in December, 9. When Mr Dalton removed from Ken-
dal to Manchester, he continued to make his observa-

tions on this phenomenon ; and the result confirms the

remark we have made, that since 1793, it has seldom
occurred in this island ; for in 1794, he observed only 6,

in January, March, and December ; in 1795, only 2, both
in September; in the year 1796, none were observed;
in 1797, 13 ; in 1798, none; in 1799, 2 ; in 1800, 4 ; in

1801, 4 ; so that, during this period of eight years, only

32 were observed, whereas during the period of seven
years, from 1786 to 1792, the number was 237.

CHAP. IV.

Soils.

The soils of England are so various, that it is im-
possible to give any general account of them ; and in

most parts of the kingdom, they pass so frequently and
suddenly from one kind to another, that it would be
tedious, and far exceed the limits of this article, even
if the minute and extensive knowledge necessary for

such an undertaking were possessed, to describe them
all, in the different districts. We shall, however, en-

deavour to give the reader such an idea of them as will

enable him to comprehend their leading features, and
to become acquainted with the most prevalent antl ex-
tensive soils in the different districts of England. They
may be classed under the following heads: clay, loam,
sand, chalk, gravel, and peat ; of the first description

there are two kinds ; deep, dark-coloured, rich clay
;

and clay of a less fertile quality, of a pale colour, and
of comparatively small depth. The latter is by far the

most prevalent in England. Of loams, there are several
varieties : strong loam, which in general has been form-
ed of clay, long under a course of tillage, and conse-
quently much exposed to the action of the sun and air;

loam of a less tenacious nature ; calcareous loam, and
sandy loam ; the last, like the first description of loam,
is rather an artificial soil, formed of sand, enriched by
manure, and long exposed to the action of the sun and

April. Mav. Jime. Julv. Ang. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
45° 5 1° 56° 57° 68° 53° 46° 41° 35°37 5127 4 2 01
air. Pure sand is found in few parts of England to any
extent, being for the most part changed into sandy loam ;

the same may be said of chalk as a soil, it having, in

most parts of the kingdom, received the nature and
(|ualilies of calcareous loam by cultivation. Of gravelly
soils, there are two kinds in England, a yellow gravel,
which in general is a hungry and unfertile soil,' and a
gravel of a dark colour, which, where not entirely or in

a great measure denuded of earth, is by no means an
unfertile soil. Peat or mossy soils are very common
and extensive in the northern district of England, and
are also met with, though not so fre<|uently nor to such
an extent, in the south-western and southern counties.
Perhaps they are least common in the eastern and south-
eastern counties. There are very few instances where
the same kind of soil extends for many miles, without
either being vaiied in its quality and appearance, or be-
ing actually changed into a different kind. Perhaps the
Wealds of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, exhibit as large
an extent of nearly the same kind of soil as any part of
the kingdom, with the exception of Norfolk, which, as
we shall afterwards notice, is remarkably similar through-
out, in respect to soil. There is also another kind of soil,
which stretches to a great extent, though not always
exactly of the same nature or quality, and occasionally
broken in upon by a different description of soil : this
is the red loam, which may be traced as far to the north-
east as Nottingham ; abounds in Rutland, is not unfre-
quently met with in Northamptonshire, and appears
thence to stretch to the south-west into Gloucestershire
and Devonshire.

Having offered these general remarks on the soils of
England, we shall now proceed to describe the most
distinguishing and extensive soils of the different dis-
tricts of the kingdom, beginning with the northern dis-
trict.

In Northumberland, strong loam, inclining to clay,'
of a fertile quality, occupies nearly the whole of the
level country on the sea-coast, and reaches as far in
general as the great post road ; above that I'oad, and in
the vicinity of Newcastle, the soil consists of a cold un-
fertile clay. The banks of most of the rivers in this
county, and likewise the vale districts, consist of a
sandy, gravelly, and dry loam. In the middle and south-
cast parts, moist loams, on a cold clayey bottom, are
found : this description of soil occupies a very large
portion of the county. The soil of Durham, near the
Tees, consists of a rich loam, which is also found in the
vicinity of most of the other rivers in this county. On
the sea-coast, especially near Sunderland, calcareous
loam of an excellent quality is found. From Sunder-
land to Castle Eden, the soil is of a cool retentive na-
ture, lying on deep, pale earth, and limestone. The
soil and substratum of the lower lands, in the central
parts of this county, are a pale clayey loam, on a reten-
tive bottom. Many of the hills consist of dry loam,
while others are moorish wastes. In Cumberland, a
very small proportion of strong loam occurs; the most
prevalent soil being dry loams, including the various
kinds, from the rich brown loam to the light sandy
soils ; at least one half of the lower district of Cumber-
land consists of this soil ; and it is also met with on the
sides and summits of many of the mountains. Wet loam
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on a rcicntive clay subsoil is nol common in this coimty.

On the mouritaiiioiis disti'icts, black peal earth is the

most prevalent. The soils of Lancashire, at least the

most prevalent and cxleusivc, may be divided into two

kinds; the sandy lands, wliich in general occupy the

sea-coast; and the rush lands, which lie between those

and the borders of the moorlands. The cold rush lands

commence about midway l)Llwccn Lancaster and Gar-

stang : to the north of them, the soil is warm and sound

land. They continue southward as far as Wigaw. To
the north of Preston, they stretch nearly to the sea-shore,

forming what is called the I'yUlc. The soil, in many

parts, though cool, is deep, and lies on an absorbent

substratum. A small patch of the red soil, which has

already been noticed as stretching from Nottingham-

shire to the western counties, is met with in Lanca-

shire, between Eccleston and Preston. The sandy lands

lie principally between the Ribble and the Mersey,

reacliing westward to the sea, and eastward nearly to

Manchester. The most common subsoil is a red sand

rock. Tlie eastern part of the county in general con-

sists of a cold retentive soil.

The soil of the North Riding of Yorkshire, along the

coast, consists of brownish clay and loam, in many pla-

ces cold and unfertile, partly from its nature, and partly

from the exposed situation of the ground. Cleveland

ronsists generally of a fertile clay, and of a red sandy

soil. The vale of York consists of various soils ; the

upper parts are occupied by cool strong lands : in the

eastern quarter, weak sandy healhlands are found ; but,

in general, the soil of the vale is a rich dry loam : the

western part of this Riding is occupied by moorlands :

tliough, in many of the dales, tlie soil is sharp and fer-

tile. In the West Riding, the arable soils may be con-

sidered as comprehending all llic varieties which pre-

vail in Britain, but the prevailing description is loam ;

limestone land is also met with ; and near the Ouse,
strong tenacious clay: the western division of this Rid-

ing contains extensive moorlands. The wolds occupy
a large part of the East Riding ; the soil on them is

calcareous, with a mixture of gravel : the district of

lloIderneSs, which occupies the other part of tliis Rid-
ing, consists, for tlie most part, of a strong loamy soil.

The most prevalent soil in Westmoreland is a dry gra-

velly mould : in the east and north, sand and hazle mould
are found ; the subsoil in these districts is calcareous :

towards the Eden and eastern mountains, clay is found :

the lops of the mountains are in general covered with a

dry soil, ujion a hard blue rock.

In the district of England which borders on Wales,
there is less diversity of soil than in the northern district.

The county of Chester consists almost entirely of two
descriptions of soil ; sand, generally of a rich quality,

lying on a substratum of red grit rock ; and strong loam

;

the latter in some places is rather moist and retentive,
but on the whole may be regarded as a valuable and
useful soil ; heaths are found intermixed with the loamy
ioil, but not to any considerable extent. The sandy
ioil unites with that of tlie same description in Lanca-
shire, already noticed. In Shropshire there is nearly
an equal quantity of strong and light soils ; the former,
however, is supposed rather to predominate : on the
north-east of the Severn, the soil is light and dry : on
the soutli-west of that river, as low as Cressage, and for
eight miles down, a very great variety, and'rapid suc-
cession of soils, occur: from this place, nearly to Lud-
low, tht; soil, in general, is thin, and rather cold : the

remainder of the county, especially on the south-wcsl

side of it, is mostly tliin soil, some upon clay, some
upon rock : upon the whole, there is in Shropshire

nearly all descriptions of soil, except chalk antl flint.

There are few counties, in any part of I'.ngland, which
present such a large proportion of valuable and fertile

soil as Herefordshire : in its general character, it is a

mixture of marl and clay, in which, at least in some
places, the calcareous earth is very evident and predo-
minant. There is no appearance of chalk or Hint ; but

the tenacity of the clay, besides being reduced and ame-
liorated by the calcareous soil, is farther divided and
softened by sand. In some parts of the comity, howe-
ver, particularly towards the west borders, the clay soil

is cold and ungenial ; the substratum here is limestone,

of an impure kind : towards the east of Herefordshire,

the soil also varies from its general character, being
loose and shallow, and not of very great fertility or value.

In the centre of the county, especially round the city

of Hereford, gravelly soil, to a considerable depth, is met
with. On the south, there is some sand, naturally of
rather a good quality, and much improved by manure
and cultivation. The richest track of the strong clay

soil, extends from Hereford towards Ledbury. In the

county of Monmouth, there is much variety of soil, but
generally of a good quality, and rather di-y ar.d light than

moist and heavy: from Rumney Bridge to Newport,
loam is found resting on rock, rubble, or clay; in the vale

part of this tract, the loam is lighter, much intermixed
with iTiud, and very fertile. Along the coast, from the

Usk to Portskeivit, the soil is also a rich loam, intermix-

ed with mud and sand, and of a biov/nish or grey colour;

the substratum in many parts is limestone : the proper

clay district. of Monmouthshire lies in the hundred of

Usk: this species of soil is also met with in Ragland
hundred: in both these hundreds, the clay is occasional-

ly of great depth, but where not so, it lies on a bed of

rubble. Round the town of Monmouth, the soil is va-

rious, partly clay, partly gravelly sand ; the substratum
rubble: the red soil, already frequently mentioned as

possessing great fertility, and as stretching from Not-
tinghamshire into the west of England, is met with in a

few spots of the hundred of Abergavenny. On the

whole, the county of Monmouth possesses a valuable

and fertile soil.

The soil of many of the counties v.'hich compose the

midland district of England, especially that of Notting-
hamshire, Leicestershire, Rutlandshire, and Northamp-
tonshire, is more uniform and similar than that of any
district in England of an equal size. The prevalent

soils in these counties may be characterised as a loam of
different degrees of depth, strength, and fertility; but
generally rather strong, dry, and sound. Although,
however, this description applies generally to the soils

of this district of England, there are exceptions to it.

In the county of Nottingham, sandy soil is found in the

forest district; rich light loam, lying on sand or gra-

vel, stretches along the banks of the Trent ; and there

are two tracts of land, which are denominated the north

and south clays, though perhaps they might be more
strictly and justly called strong loams. The vale of
Belvoir is one of the best and fairest specimens of the

soil of this county, being a loam of great fertility. That
description of country called Wolds, prevails in some
parts. The soil on them is generally a cold clay. The
subsoil in many parts of Nottinghamshire is limestone;
in other part?, sand and gravel ; and in other parts again,
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the soil continues of the same nature and quality for a

considerable depth. In Leicestershire, no clay or sand,

strictly so called, are to lie met with; nor is there any

moss or peaty soil, the peat boi^s, by draining, cultiva-

tion, and manure, having been rendered valualile meadow
soil. The soil of Leicestershire, therefore, may be divi-

ded into three kinds : strong loam, lijjjliter loam, and loam

nearly of an equal strength as the first kind, but ol a

moister nature. The first description in general is found

in the valleys. The characteristic of the upland soil is

a reddish friable loam, lying on gravel, rock, or marl.

The third description of soil occurs near the banks of

the rivers, or in those places where the peat bogs have

been drained and cultivated. The prevalent soil of

Rutlandshire may be conjectured from the etymology of

the name of the county, ruddle, in many parts of Eng-
land, being the common appellation of that red clay or

loam, with which shepherds mark their sheep. This kind

of soil, of a strong nature, is found extensively in Rut-

landshire, especially in the centre of the county, and to-

wards the northern and western borders. The soil in the

east and south-east parts is mostly shallow, upon a lime-

stone rock. The upland parts of Northamptonshire ge-

nerally consist either of a brown or a red loam, more
or less tenacious. The subsoil in these parts, for the

most part, is stone in loose fragments, or what is usually

called rubble. This stone is evidently calcareous, though

in many places it is not pure enough to be burnt into lime.

Besides this subsoil, the brown or red loam, in other

parts of the county, rests on gravel and clay. In the

north-west of Northamptonshire, the soil is thin and

light, though the subsoils are still for the most part cal-

careous. The east of the county consists of fens; and

in the vicinity of these fens, as well as in the meadow
lands, fertile deep soil is very prevalent. On the whole,

the soil of this county may be described as consisting of

I'ich loam, which seldom changes either into clay or sand.

Of the other counties, which, in the geographical ar-

rangement of England, we placed in the midland dis-

trict, the same observation respecting soil will not hold

good, which we have affirmed respecting the counties

just mentioned. Derbyshire, however, at least the south-

ern part of it, may perhaps be excepted. The most
common soil in this part of the county, resembles the

red soil so frequently noticed ; but it is intermixed with

tracts of sand and gravel. On the north west side of the

county, limestone soil is found of difl'erent qualities and

degi-ees of fertility. On the east side, clay, generally te-

nacious, cold, and unfertile, abounds. The same de-

scription of soil predominates in the north of Derbyshire.

Here also peat and rnoory soil is very prevalent. In

Staffordshire, the soils most commonly met with, are

peat in the northern parts, and loains of various degrees

of strength and fertility in the central and southern parts.

In the neighbourhood of Litchfield, there is much ex-

cellent soil. The lands which border on the Trent are

also uncommonly fertile.

There are few counties in any part of England that

display more unequivocal proofs of fertility of soil, even
to those who are not accurately acquainted with the means
of distinguishing it, than Worcestershire. Though it

varies in its kind, its quality is almost uniformly good.
To the north of Worcester, it consists chielly of rich

loamy sand. In the eastern quarter of the county, the

prevailing soil is, for the most part, a strong clay, but
not cold or ungenial. To the south, between Worcester

' Vol. VIIL Part II.

and the Vale of Evesham, red land and strong loamy
clay are found. In the vale itself, the soil is remarkably
deep and ricli, consisting of a dark coloured earth, in

some parts so strong as to be fit for making bricks; and
in other places of a more friable nature. The substra-

tum here is either gravel or strong clay; light sandy
soils and gravel j)revail chiefly near Kidderminster and
Stourbridge. It is generally supposed that one half of
the coimty consists of rich clay and loamy soils, with a
substratum of limestone. The soil of the Cotswold
hills, in Gloucestershire, consists generally of a calca-

reous loam, mixed with gravel and small stones, which,
in this and some other counties of England, is provinci-
ally denominated stone brash. The soil on the Stroud-
water hills is principally a light loam lying on stone brash.

The vale districts of Gloucestershire possess in gene-
ral a very rich soil, varying from clay of rather a strong
quality, to friable loam. In the vale of Evesham, the

soil for the most part is of the latter description, though
occasionally sand and gravel are inet with. The vale of
Berkeley is more uniform in the nature and quality of
its soil. In the Forest of Dean, which is separated
from the rest of the county by the river Severn, the soil

is rather strong, and by no means unfertile. On the
whole, Gloucestershire possesses a large proportion of
rich and valuable soil, and may be reckoned, in this re-

spect, among the most favoured in England. The soil

of Warwickshire is not nearly so uniformly good as that
of the county just described. In the northern part of
this county, there is much barren and waste land, inter-

mixed, however, with large tracts of strong soil. The
south, and smaller portion of the county, which is called
the Feldon, possesses a rich loamy soil, of very great
fertility. Oxfordshire contains three distinctions of soil;

the red land of the nortiiern district, which extends from
the borders of Warwickshire and Northamptonshire, to

the south of Doddington. This soil, like all the rest of
the saine description, is very fertile. The substratum
is either grit-stone or lime-stone. The next division

of soil is the stone-brash, which lies to the south of
the led land, and stretches the whole breadth of the
county, from the borders of Gloucestershire to those of
Buckinghamshire. It is, however, very narrow on the
borders of the latter county. The predominant feature
in this extensive tract is that of a loose, dry, friable loan\,

mixed with lime-stone, and in general resting upon it.

The third division consists of the Chiltern district, lying
in the south-east of the county, and bordering on Buck-
inghamshire. The basis of this part of Oxfordshire is

chalk, on which there is a surface of loam, of various
depths, and of different degrees of fertility. The most
distinguishing mark of the surface loam, is a very con-
siderable quantity of flints. Nearly, however, one half
of this county, occupying the centre and part of the
southern division of it, includes all sorts of soils, from
loose sand to heavy clay. Tlie soil of the county of
Buckingham is composed chiefly of rich loam, strong
clay, chalk, and loam incumbent on grcivel, and mixed
with it. In the southern parts of this county are the
Chiltern hills, which are principally composed of chalk
intermixed with flints, similar to the chalk and flints of
the adjoining part of Oxfordshire. The soil on these
hills is very shallow; the substratum is uniformly chalk.

In the northern part of Buckinghamshire, the soil is of
a very different quality, being composed of strong rich

loam, occasionally mixed with loam of a more friable

3 X
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nature. The vale of Aylesbury occupies the cenUc of

the county, and in richness of loamy soil, is not surpass-

ed by any vale district in the kingdom. Tlic south ol

Bedfordshire consists of calcareous hills; below which

there is a cold, barren, clayey soil. In a line from the

middle of the county to the south-east corner, the soil

is generally rich, composed of stronfj loam. The west

side is mostly flat and sandy. The sands about Woburn
are almost proverbial for their depth. They are not,

however, by any means unfertile. The vale of Bed-

ford consists of a rich loam. On the north side of

the vale a strong clay occurs. Towards the north and

north-eastern parts of the county, the richest soil is met

with, consisting of loam of uncommon depth. The
substrata most common in this county are lime-stone,

ferruginous sand, and clay.

Of the counties which, in our geographical arrange-

ment of England, were classed under the eastern dis-

trict, the soil is not very various : this remark more par-

ticularly and strictly applies to Lincolnshire, Hunting-

donshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex.

In Hertfordshire and Middlesex, there is greater variety

of soil. Lincolnshire consists of calcareous, sandy, and

loamy soils; the first description is principally found on

the heaths to the north and south of the county, and on

the wolds ; a large tract of sandy soil occurs between

Gainsborough and Newark ; the same kind of soil is

found from Binbrook to Barton ; at the latter place, the

rich loam commences, which occupies an extensive tract.

A loam of an equal, if not superior quality, is found in

the isle of Axeholme. The marsh lands of Lincolnshire

are in general composed of loam, though there are some
spots of cold tenacious clay. The soils in the upland

parts of Huntingdonshire are various, but they consist

principally of a strong deep clay, more or less intermix-

ed with loam, or of a deep gravelly soil, with loam. The
marshes resemble those of Lincolnshire : the same may
be said of the marshes of Norfolk and Cambridgeshire.

The soil of the uplands in this last county, also resem-

bles that of Huntingdonshire, only it presents a smaller

proportion of strong loam ; and calcareous loam, which
does not occur in Huntingdonshire, is met with in Cam-
bridgeshire: the substratum is chalk, gravel, or clay.

It has already been remarked, that the soil of Norfolk is

the most uniform of any in the kingdom ; it is, in fact,

sandy loam throughout the whole county, though in some
parts there is a small proportion of clay : in no part of

this county, however, can there justly be said to be
clayey soil. It may also be regarded as the most artifi-

cial soil in the kingdom. The richest soil lies to the

north and north-east of Norwich ; this tract consists of

a true sandy loam, equal and similar to the best parts

of the Netherlands. To the west and north-west of

Norwich, the soil is much lighter ; and to the south-

west of this city, the soil is so very light, that the sand
' is very often drifted in high winds from one parish to

another. Suffolk may be considered as consisting prin-

cipally of light sand, and of very strong loam, which is

sometimes, though improperly, called clay. The former
prevails chiefly on the sea coast, and in the north-west
part of the county; the latter occupies the centre of the
county : the strongest loam is in that part called High
Suffolk. In Essex, there is very little sandy soil, and
none which can properly be called clay, but loams of all

descriptions prevail: the richest are in the north and
north-eastern parts of the county. About Saffron Wal-
den, the loams are rich, dry, and very fertile. Near the

banks of the Thames, and along the sea-coast, marshy
land prevails. The soils in Hertfordshire consist of loam,
clay, chalk, and gravel : the loams may be divided into

flinty and sandy ; in some places they are of a red colour.

The flinty loam lies to the east of the county: the rich-

est sandy loam is near Cheshunt. Clay occupies the north-

west corner, and a small spot in the south, on the bor-

ders of Middlesex. In the north-east, from Royston
to King's Walden, is a chalky soil : the gravel is a
very poor soil, and prevails near North Minis. Chalk
forms the basis of nearly the whole county. In Mid-
dlesex, the summits of most of the highest hills con-

sist of sand and gravel. Sandy loam is found on all

that part of the county which lies between the road

leading from Hounslow to Colnbrook, on the north,

and the Thames on the south ; the subsoil here consists

of flints and gravel : loain, with a smaller proportion of

sand, occurs to the west of Hounslow, and in the pa-

rishes of Chelsea, Kensington, Sec. Near Harrow, Pin-

ner, and South Minis, on the borders of Hertfordshire,

the soil is a strong loam: this soil also prevails in the

northern vicinity of the metropolis. Clay occurs in

very few places: near Howden, the soil is of this de-

scription. From Rickmansworth to Staines, peaty earth,

on flinty gravel, prevails: the Isle of Dogs, and most ol

the ground on the borders of the sea and Coin, consist

of a rich mud.
The counties which compose the south-eastern dis-

trict, are similar in the general features of their soil.

In Kent, the Isle of Thanet is calcareous : the Isle of
Shepey a strong clay. In East Kent, chalk, loam, and
stift" clay, are found: rich sandy loam occurs on the

sea-coast near Sandwich and Deal. Romney Marsh
consists of loam of great fertility. The Weald of Kent,
Surrey, and Sussex, has already been mentioned, as

containing the greatest extent of clay soil in the king-

dom. The richest loam in this county is near Maid-
stone : the substratum, through nearly the whole of it,

is calcareous. The South Downs in Sussex are calca-

reous ; the centre and north are occupied by the Weald :

the eastern side of the sea- coast consists of a strong

soil, inclining to be wet. The western side, especially

near Chichester, contains loam of uncommon depth,

and which may justly be reckoned among the most fer-

tile soils in the kingdom. Besides the Weald of Surrey,

this county consists of very rich sandy loam, near Go-
dalmin; of clay, between the northern edge of the

chalk hills and the Thames, and to the west of Guild-

ford; of deep calcareous loam between Croydon and

Epsom; of chalk on the Downs; and of rich sandy

loam about Battersea, Mortlake, Moulsey, &.c. Heaths
occupy the south-west part of Surrey.

The Southern district of England is composed of

Berkshire, Wiltshire, Hampshire, and Dorsetshire ; in

all of which counties, calcareous soils are very predo-

minant. In Berkshire, the most remarkable division

is the vale of the White Horse, which is bounded on
one side by the Thames, and on the other by the White
Horse hills: it extends from Buscot to Streathly : the

soil of this vale is a strong grey calcareous loam, evi-

dently formed by vegetable earth and chalk. In the

vale of the Kennett, the prevailing soil is gravel : in

the forest division, there is gravel, clay, and loam; the

last in the centre, and the two former in the southern

parts. Through the middle of the lower part of the

county, the chalky hills extend ; the substratum of the

whole of Berkshire is calcareous. Wiltshire, in respect
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to soil, as well as in respect to the face of the country,

is naturally divided into two districts; the south and

east parts are composed of chalk liills, wliich enter the

county from Berkshire, Hampshire, and Dorsetshire ;

among these hills, however, there are valleys of loamy

soil. The west and north parts of tiie county consist,

for the most part, of very fertile loam, which stretches

south-east and south-west, under the foot of the hills :

this tract varies a little in its soil, as the grourid rises in

the north-west corner, where it joins the high land of

Gloucestershire. Below the middle of the county, Salis-

bury Plain, which has been already noticed, begins: the

soil is a light loam, naturally fertile. In Hampshire,

the woodlands and wastes of Bagshot consist of clay,

sand, gravel, and peat. The second division of soil

stretches from Basingstoke to Winchester, and in

breadth extends entirely across the county : in this

tract, strong flinty loams and hazel-coloured mould or

chalk, occasionally mixed with gravel, prevail : in most

of the vallies, peat is found. From Bishops Waltham
to Christchurch, light sand and gravelly loams gene-

rally compose the soil; clay and strong loams, or brick

earth, are however occasionally met with: the sub-

stratum is argillaceous and calcareous marl : on the heath

and low grounds, peat and turf prevail. For some
miles I'ound Portsmouth, the soil is a strong flinty loam,

lying very near the chalk. The isle of Wight contains

principally three kinds of soil : on the north side it con-

sists of rough strong clay, lying on chalk : in the mid-
dle downs, and on the south side, loams of different qua-
lities and degrees of strength, but almost universally

very fertile : some of these loams approach to the light-

ness of sand, but still retaining their fertility.

The south-western district of England comprizes
Somersetshire, Devonshire, and Cornwall. In Somer-
setshire, there is great variety of soils, as well as very

different degrees of fertility ; the north-east quarter is

in general stony : towards the centime, there are fens and
marshy moors of great extent: oii the west are downs
and open heaths. The low grounds of Somersetshire

in general consist of loam ; on the borders of Dorset-
shire, a stone brash soil, of considerable fertility, pre-

vails: perhaps the most fertile parts of this county, are

the vale of Taunton, and the district round Bridgwater.

The district of Dartmoor, in Devonshire, consists prin-

cipally of peat; where it is not found, the soil is a thin

black mould, lying on pale clay, intermixed with gravel:

the vale of Exeter consists principally of red land, of

great fertility; the same kind of soil, of an equal if not

superior degree of fertility, is found in the district of

South Hams ; the subsoil here is a strong clay. In
West Devonshire, the prevailing soil is cold clay, on a
substratum of rubble. North Devon, in general, is not
more distinguished for the romantic character of the
prospects it affords, than for the goodness of its soil,

except on the summit of the hills, where it is thin. In
Cornwall three descriptions of soil predominate : the
black growan or gravelly; the shelfy or slaty; and the
loams. The first, which prevails in the western parts

of the county, consists of a light black earth, resem-
bling moss in its appearance and qualities, intermixed
with small particles of granite. The slaty soil, which
is the most extensive, is formed of schistose matter,
mixed with loam ; and when properly managed, is by no
means unfertile : but of loams, strictly so called, there
is but a very inconsiderable quantity in this county i these

lie, for the most part, on the low grounds, declivities,

and banks of the rivers. The hills, which run through
the middle of Cornwall its whole length, consist of very
poor soil in general.

With respect to Wales, both North and South, the

soils in general afford so little variety, that it will not

be necessary to describe them minutely and particu-

larly. In the vales and low grounds, they consist, for

the most part, of loams of different degrees of fertility

and strength. Some of the vales, especially in Nortli

Wales, may vie, in natural richness, witli the most fa-

voured districts of England. The sea-coast of some
parts of South Wales consists of a sandy loam, which,
from the moistness of the climate, is often very produc-
tive : the soil of the mountains is frequently thin and
cold ; but in some places dry and sound.
From this description of the soil of England, though

necessarily brief and general, it will be sufficiently ap-
parent that it is suited to almost every variety of pro-
duce ; though, at the same time, much of it is natu-
rally of such a quality and description, that without
skill, labour, and capital, it would but ill repay the
agriculturist, and but scantily supply the wants of the
inhabitants. The soil of a country, however, ought
always to be considered in reference to its climate: we
have seen that the climate of England differs very con-
siderably in different parts of the country ; in some
parts, it is so moist, as to point out the advantage, or
the necessity, if the soil were of a proper description,

of pasture ; in other parts, it is comparatively so dry,

as to be well suited to arable husbandry. The soil, also,

varies in the same manner: in some districts, though
mixed with soils of a different quality, it is evidently

better fitted for grass than for the plough ; while, in other
parts of England, both the soil and the climate point out
the advantage of arable husbandry. When we come
to treat of the agricultui'e of this kingdom, we shall

observe in what manner, and to wliat extent, these cir-

cumstances have been attended to and improved.

CHAP. y.

Niaturat History.

Our account of England would be imperfect, if it

passed over its natural history ; and yet our limits will

not admit of a regular and complete treatise on that

subject; we must therefore adopt a middle course, so
as to give a clear idea of the natural history of this

country, without pretending or endeavouring to give a
full and regular account of it. The natural history of a
country comprehends its Zoology, Ornithology, Ani-
phibiology. Ichthyology, Entomology, and Helniintho-

logy, or what, in the more strict and limited sense of

the term, is called Natural History. The species in the

two last of these divisions are so numerous, that we
shall content ourselves with noting the number con-
tained under each genus that are found in England, and
with particularizing only the most remarkable: For the

CoNCHOLOGv of England, we may refer to that article.

In Botany, also, which forms the next division of Natu-
ral History, taken in its most comprehensive sense, wc
shall confine ourselves to a general description of the

most remarkable vegetables found in England ; refer-

ring such of our readers as wish to learn particularly

what plants under each genus flourish here, to the arti-

cle Botany.
The last division of our account of the Natural His-
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tory of England, will embrace iis Mineralop;y, whicli

will naturally lead to the consideration of its Geology.

Sect. I. Zoology.

In the class Mammalia, and order Primates, the

only Rcnus that is found in England is Vcsfiertilio, the

bat. Of this we have four species: V. auritus, eared

bat. V. murinus, common l)iit. V. noctula, threat bat;

and V. ferrum ctiuinum, the tailed but. The first is the

most common of the English species ; tlie third is the

largest; the fourth is very rarely found here. Of the

genus Phoca, belonging to the next order Fer.e, we

have two species: V. vitulina, sea-calf, or common seal

;

and P. barbata, great seal. The last, however, is very

seldom seen on the English coasts, confining itself gene-

rally to the northern coasts of Scotland. Of the genus

Cams, and species C. faniiliaris, there are several varie-

ties in England; the most noted are the mastiff, bull-

dog, and the different breeds adapted to the chace. C.

vulpus; there are three varieties of the fox in England :

the greyhound fox is the largest, tallest, and boldest

;

he will sometimes attack a full grown sheep: the mas-

tiff fox is not quite so high, but he is stronger built,

and more heavy in his appearance : the least and most

common of our species is the cur fox. Of the geiuis

Felis, we have F. catus; the variety of this, which is

wild, is still found in some of our woods, particularly

in the county of Northampton, and is one of our most

destructive beasts of prey. Of the genus Mustela, the

M. lutra, or common otter, is very frequently met with

in all parts of England: of the martin, we have two

species, or perhaps only varieties, Miistela foina, and

Wustela martes, the common and the pine martin ; the

former is more frequently found in this country, and is,

of all the English beasts of prey, the most beautiful and

courageous. Of this genus there are also found here

IM. putorius, the foumart; and M. vulgaris, the com-
mon weasel. Of the genus Ursus, the U. arctos, or

common bear, is supposed to have been formerly native

here: but if this opinion is correct, it must have been

at a very remote period. U. meles, the badger, is too

often the sport of the thoughtless or the savage part of

the community. Genus Talfia, T. europea, common
mole. Genus Sorex, S. fodiens, the water shrew: this

species is by no means common with us. S. araneus,

common shrew. Genus Erinaceus, E. europeus, hedge-
hog.

Of the order Glires, the first genus that is found in

England is Mus : of this we have M. rattus, black rat

;

M. decuraanus, brown rat; M. musculus, common
mouse; M. sylvaticus, field mouse; M. amphibius, wa-
ter rat. Of the genus Sciurus, S. vulgaris, common
squirrel. Of the genus Myoxua, M. muscardiims, com-
mon dormouse ; in many parts of England, this little

animal is called the sleeper. Of the genus Lefius, L.
timidus, common hare; I>. cuniculus, rabbit; this last

will be noticed under the head Agriculture of Eng-
land.

Of the order Pecora, the first genus we possess is

Cervus : C. elaphus, the stag, in its natural state, is

very rare in England, but there are still a few remain-
ing on the borders of the county of Cornwall. The usu-
al colour of the English slag is a dusky red ; but Buffon
says the most common colour of the stag is yellow. C.
dama, the fallow deer. There are two kinds of fallow

deer in this country, said to be of foreign original ; the
beautiful dappled, originally imported from India ; and
the fine dark brown, introduced by James I. from Nor-
way. Of the genus Ca/ira, C. agrarius, the common
goat. Mr Pennant remarks that the goats of Wales arc
commonly white, and far superior in strength, size, and
fineness of hair, to those of other mountainous regions;
their horns are likewise much longer and thicker at the
base. The haunches of these animals arc frequently salt-

ed and dried, and used as a substitute for bacon. The
genera Ovis and Bos will be treated of under the division
Agriculture in this article. With respect to the latter,

we shall merely remark in this place, that the indigenous
horned cattle of this island are now only known to exist
in Needwood Forest in Staffordshire, and at Chilling-
ham Castle in Northumberland. They are long-legged,
and wild, like deer ; of a pure white colour, with black
muzzles, ears, and tails, and a stripe of the same hue
along the bark.

Of the order Bellu^e, the genus P.quiu will be after-

wards treated of; and also the genus Sus. The wild
boar was formerly a native of our country, as appears
from the laws of Hoel Dha, the Welsh legislator, who
permitted his grand huntsman to chase that animal from
the middle of November to the beginning of December.
William the Conqueror subjected to the loss of their

eyes those who were convicted of killing a wild boar in

his forests. It is not exactly known at what period this

animal became extinct in England.
Order Cete. Genus BaUna ; B. mysticetus, the

common whale, is sometimes found as far south as the

coasts of England. Genus Deljihinus : D. phocena, the

porpus; and D. orca, the grampus.

Ornil/iology.

Order Accipitres. Genus Falco. F. albiciila, the

erne, though common in Scotland, is very rarely met
with in England, pr'ossifragus, the sea eagle ; this al-

so is a very rare bird. Willoughby mentions one that

had its aerie in Westmoreland, and soared aloft in the

air with a cat in its talons. F. chrysaetos, the golden
eagle, is found in the mountains of Wales. F. fulvus,

the ring-tailed eagle. F. milvus, the kite. F. atcr, the

black eagle, has appeared in Derbyshiie. F haliaetos,

the bald buzzard. F. buteo, the buzzard, the most com-
mon of our hawks. F. apivorus, the honey buzzard.

F. aeruginosus, the moor buzzard. F. palumbarius, the

goss-hawk. When falconry was a favourite pursuit in

this country, this bird was in high esteem : in the reign

of Edward III. it was made felony to steal it ; and to

take its eggs, even in a person's own grounds, was
punishable with imprisonment for a year and a day.

Elizabeth reduced the imprisonment to three months.

F. gentilis, the gentle falcon. F. peregrinus, peregrine

falcon. This species breeds among the rocks of Llandi-

den, in Caernarvonshire, which have been long famous
for producing a generous race. F. versicolor, spotted

falcon. This species is not common ; two of them were
shot near Longnor in Shropshire. F. griseus, grey
falcon. This also is uncommon. A bird of this species

was shot at Halifax in the year 1762. F. candicans, the

gyr-falcon. F. lanarius, the lanner. F. cyaneus, the

hen-harrier. This bird breeds on the Cheviot hills.

One of the species was shot some years ago near Lon-
don. F. pygargus, the ring-tail. F. tinnunculus, the
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kestrll. F. iiisus, the span-ow-liawk. F. subbuteo,

the hobby. This bird migrates in October, but it

breeds in England. F. aesalon, the merlin, does not

breed in England, but migrates, and appears again in

October.

Of the genus Sirix, S. bubo, the great horn owl, has

been shot in England, but is very rarely seen. S. otus,

the horn owl, or long-eared owl, is found in the north

of England and Wales. S. brachyotos, the short-eared

owl, is a bird of passage here, and leaves this country

at the same time as the woodcock. S. flammea is the

most common species with us. S. stridula, the screech

owl. S. ulula. S. passcrina, the little owl, is rarely

met with here, but is sometimes found in Yorksliire,

North Wales, and the neighbourhood of London : it

docs not breed in England. Genus Lanius: L. ex-
cubitor, greater butcher-bird. L. collurio, lesser but-

cher-bird.

Order PiCiE. Genus Corvus. C. corax, the raven.
C. coroni, the carrion crow. C. frugelegus, the rook :

this bird remains in England during the whole year,

whereas in France they migrate : none are found in

Jersey. C cornix, the hooded crow : in England, this

is a bird of passage, appearing in the beginning of win-
ter, and going away with the woodcock, probably to

the western islands of Scotland, where they are known
to breed. C. moncdulu, the jack daw : in Hampshire,
where there are few towers or steeples, (in which these
birds deligin to build), they have been known to oc-

cupy rabbit-holes. C. glandarius, the jay : this is one
of the most beautiful of the English birds. C. pica, the
magpie. C. graculus, the Cornish chougli : besides
Cornwall, in which it is very common, and from which
it takes its name, this bird is foimd in North Wales, in-

habiting the clifls and ruinous castles: a few are found
on Dover Cliff, where a pair, sent from Cornwall, escap-

ed, and have since stocked the spot, but do not appear
much attaclicd to it. The Corvus caryocatactes some-
times accidentally visits England. Genus Coracias. C.
carrula, the roller: this bird has been shot in England,
but is only an occasional visitant. Genus Orhlus : O.
galbula, golden oriole, sometimes accidentally appears
in this country. Genus Cuculus : C. canorus, the

cuckoo : it is not ascertained whether this bird mi-
grates from England or not. Genus Ymix : Y. tor-

quilla, the wryneck: it derives its English name from
its often turning about its head. Geuus Picus : P. viri-

dis, green woodpecker. P. major, greater spotted wood-
pecker. P. medius, middle spotted woodpecker. P.

minor, lesser spotted woodpecker : this species is not

nearly so frequently met with in England as the others.

Genus Siita : S. europea, European nuthatch. Genus
Alcedo : A. ispida, the common kingsfisher: this bird

migrates from England. Genus Ufiufia : U. epops,
hoopoe : this species does not breed here, nor does it

visit us at stated times. Genus Certhia : C. familiaris,

the creeper : this is the least of our birds, except the
crested wren.

Order An'sebes. Ge.nn& Jnas. A. cygnus, the wild
swan. A. olor, the tame swan : this bird is tlie princi-

pal ornament of the artificial waters and lakes of our
nobility and gentry ; and they are seen in great plenty
on the Thames, where they are royal property : it is

felony to steal their eggs. In the reign of Edward IV.
whoever did not possess a freehold of the clear annual
value of five marks, was prohibited from keeping a
swan. Formerly, there was a noble swannery at Ab-

bolsbury in Dorsetshire, but the collection is now much
diminished. A. tadorna, the shieldrakc. A. nigra, the
scoter: in very severe weather, during winter, this bird
is sometimes seen on the English coast. A. albifrons,
white-fronted goose : this species visits the fens and
other parts of England, during winter, in small flocks

:

none are seen after the middle of March. A. anscr, the
wild goose. The domestic goose will be considered
when we come to treat of the agriculture of England.
A. segetum, the bean goose : this bird migrates to
England in autumn, from the Hebrides, where it breeds.
A. moschata, Muscovy duck : this bird, a native of the
Urazils, (and not of Muscovy, as its name would seem
to indicate,) is domesticated in this country. A. cly-
peata, the shoveller, remains with us all the year. A.
rubcns, the red-breast shoveller, is an uncommon bird
even in Lincolnshire, where all the species of this genus
most abound. A. strepera, the gadwall, or gray. A.
clangula, the golden eye. A. glaucion, the morillon.
This species is seldom seen except on the sea coast. A.
glocitans, bimaculated duck. This bird is not common
in England. A. penelopc, the wigeon, migrates from
England to the north for the purpose of breeding, and
returns in November : it is sometimes domesticated.
A. acuta, the pin tail. A. ferruginea, ferruginous duck ;

this is a rare bird in England. A. glacialis, the long-
tailed duck, is only a transient visitor here. A. ferina,
the pochard ; this bird is very common in the poulterers
shops in London, where they are called dun-birds. A.
querquedula : The garganey continues in England only
during the summer months, after rvhich it migrates
southward. A. crecca, the teal ; birds of this species
are common in the London markets. A. domestica, the
tame duck, will be properly considered under the agri-
culture of England. A. boschas, wild duck, is taken in
great numbers in the fens of Lincolnshire. A. fuligala,
tufted duck.
Genus JMcri^as. M. merganser, the goosander. M.

Minutus, the lough diver: this bird is seen only in
the north of England, and there only during the winter.
Genus Alca. A. arctica, the puffin : this bird is seen

on the shores of the north of England, about the mid-
dle of April, for the purpose of breeding. A. torda.
the razorbill, breeds in some parts of this country, but
more commonly prefers the western islands of Scot-
land.

Genus Procellaria. P. pelagica, the stormy pctcrcl ;

and P. puffinus, the shearwater, are occasionally seen ofl'

the coasts of England.
Genus Pclicanus. P. carbo, the corvorant : this bird

is not uncommon round the higli rocks of the Isle of
Wight, where tlie sailors give tlicni the name of the
Isle of Wight Parsons; it was formerly domesticated
in this country, and trained to fish for Xhc service of its

master. Even so late as the reign of Charles I. it ap-
pears that there was an ofKcer of the royal houscliold,
entitled master of the corvorants. P. bassanus. the
gannett, or solan goose : tiiis bird, in following its prcv,
is sometimes seen as fur south on our coasts as Corn-
wall.

Genus Colymbus. C. grylle ; the spotted guillemot

:

this bird, common off the coast of Scotland, is sometimes
seen off the shores of England. C. septentrionalis, the
red-throated diver, is never seen, except in tlie liardcst

winters. C. stellalus, speckled diver: while the sprats

arc in tlie Thames, this bird accompanies them, from
which circumstance they are called sprat-loonSr C-
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eri&tatus, the crested grebe, breeds in the tcnny districts

of Lincoliisliirc, Sec. C. auritus, the cared grebe, or

dobcliick, also breeds in this country, though its regular

abode is in tlie lakes of the north ol' Europe. C. obscu-

rus : dusky grebe, like most others of this genus, is met

with in great nunibcrs in the fens, where it breeds. C.

urinator, greater dobchick, or loon, is not a common bird

in England.
CJcnus Larus. L. tridactylus, the tarrock ; L. hy-

bernus, the winter gull ; L. canus, the common gull

;

L. cinerarius, the ledlegged gull ; L. crythropus, the

brown-headed pull, breeds not only in the fens of Lin-

colnshire, but also near the mouths of rivers, in other

parts of England. L. fuscus, the herring gull ; L. ndi-

bundus, the black-headed gull ; this species breeds in

great numbers in the pools and fens of this country.

Genus Strrna. S. hirundo, the sea-swallow ; S. mi-

nuta, the lesser sea swallow ; S. fissipes, the black tern,

abounds iu the fens and in fresh water lakes.

Order GnAi.i./E. Genus Jrdea. A. grus, the com-

mon crane, often visits England, and is sometimes seen

in vast flocks in the fens of Lincolnshire and Cambridge-

shire. A. ciconia, the common stork ; A. major, the

common heron. Heronries are yet met with in some

parts of this country, though they are not nearly so nume-

rous, or so carefully attended to, as they formerly were.

A. stellaris, the bittern; about the time of Henry VIU.
this bird was esteemed a delicious dish at the tables of

the great. A. alba, the white heron, is not common in

this country. A minuta, the little bittern ; this also is a

rare bird.

Genus Scoh/iax. S. arquata, the common curlew, is

very frequent on our sea coasts, and in the fens during

the winter season. S. phaeopus, the whimbrel, is not

nearly so common here as the former species. S. rusti-

c:ola,the woodcock : these birds begin to appear in Eng-
land early in October, but the great body do not arrive

till November or December, when they disperse them-

selves over the country ; towards the middle of March,
they may be observed to be preparing themselves for

their departure to their breeding places, coming down
to the sea coasts ; as soon as the wind is favourable, they

leave this country, but a few sometimes remain behind

and breed here ; from the progress of cultivation, they

are observed to be becoming gradually more scarce in

England. S. major, the great snipe, is a rare bird in

England. S. gallinago, the snipe ; S. galinula, the jack-

snipe, is much less frequent here than the former. S.

pusilla, the dunlin, is common on the coasts of York-
shire, but seldom met with elsewhere. S. glottis, the
green-shank, appears in the wintertime, in small flocks.

S. calidris, the red-shank, is common in the fens of
Lincolnshire. S. totanus, the spotted snipe, is a rare
bird ; as are also S. limosa, the stoneplover ; and S.

laponica, the red godwit. S. jegocephala, the common
godwit, appears in the month of September on the coasts

of Lincolnshire, in small flocks ; they are taken in the
fens and fattened, when they sell for five shillings a

piece. S. canescens, the cinereous godwit, is also com-
mon in Lincolnshire. S. cantabrigiensis, the Cambridge
godwit, is generally met with in the vicinity of the town
from which it takes its name.
Genus Tringa. T. pugnax, the ruff": these birds ap-

pear every spring in the fens of Lincolnshire, and other
places of the north of England, where they make a con-
siderable article of commerce. Above six dozen have
been caught in a morning in one net ; and a fowler has

been known to obtain, for his own share, 40 or 50 dozen
in a season. They leave this country about Michael-
mas. T. vanellus, the lapwing ; T. gambetta, the gam-
bet, is a very rare bird, but it has been occasionally shot

on the coast of Lincolnshire. T. maculata, the spotted

sand-piper, is a bird of passage, and very seldom seen

here. T. cinerea, the ash-coloured sand-piper : these

birds appear on the coasts of this kingdom, in winter,

in large flocks. T. lobata, the grey pharalope, and T.
hyperborca, the red pharalope, are seldom seen on the

coasts ; the same is the case with respect to T. ochropus,

the green sand-piper. T. hypoleucos, the common sand-

piper. T. canutus, the knot ; these birds are said to de-

rive their name from King Canute, who was fond of

them at table ; they are taken in great numbers on the

coast, and fattened in the same manner as the ruffs, to

which they are preferred by many people. T. cinclus,

the purre ; this species comes in very large flocks on the

sea coasts during winter, and leaves this country in

spring. T. pusilla, the little sand-piper. T. squatarola,

the grey sand-piper, is not very common. T. islandica,

the red sand-piper ; these birds sometimes appear in vast

numbers off the coast of Essex.

Genus Charadrhis. C. hiaticula, the ringed plover,

frequents our shores in the summer. C. morinellus,

the dottrell. C. pluvialis, the golden plover, is met with

but in small flocks, on our moors and heaths, in the win-

ter. C. calidris, the sanderling, is most common on the

coast of Cornwall. C. oedicnemus, the stone curlew.

C. himantopus,the long-legged plover, is a very rare bird

in England.
Genus Recurvirostra. R. avocetta, the avocet, breed

on the shores of France, and during winter make their

appearance in this country.

Genus Hematofius. The only species of this genus,

H. ostralcgus, is frequent on most of the shores of Eng-
land.

Genus Fulica. F. chloropus, common water hen. F.

atra, common coot. F. aterrima, greater coot.

Genus Ratlus. R. crex, the rail, is a migratory bird ;

it begins to be heard about the middle of March, and
continues its cry during the breeding season. R. aqua-
ticus, the water rail. R. porzana, the spotted rail.

Order Galling. Genus Otis. O. tarda, the bus-

tard, is hot nearly so common in England as it was for-

merly ; it is sometimes seen in the open country, near
Dorchester; on Salisbury plain; near Newmarket; and
on the wolds of Yorkshire. O. tctrax, the little bus-
tard.

Genus Pava. P. cristatus, the peacock ; and Genus
Mdeagris : M. gallopavo, the turkey, are domesticated

in England.
Genus Phasianus. P. Gallus, the cock, will be noti-

ced, when we treat of the agriculture of this country.

P. colchicus, the pheasant. P. pictus, the golden phea-
sant: birds of this species are common in most parts of
England, particularly in the county of Norfolk ; the fe-

male will sometimes hatch her eggs in the woods of this

county, if undisturbed by the male ( but the pheasant can
scarcely be said to be found in a state of nature in Eng-
land, most of the birds being brought up in confinement,
the eggs hatched under domestic fowls, and the young
at a proper age set at liberty. If it were not for this

method of rearing and preserving them, it is probable
the breed would soon become extinct.

Genus Tetrao. T. tetrix, the black cock, is found in

particular parts of the New Forest, in Hampshire, where
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it is preserved as royal game, and in Wales. T. lagopus,

the ptarmigan, is sometimes, but very rarely, met with

on the lofty hills of Wales and Cumberland. T. attagen,

the red grous, is not uncommon in the heathy and moun-
tainous parts of England; in Wales it is more plentiful.

T. perdix, the partridge : it is observed that this bird

follows cultivation, so that it is found on the inclosed

common lands, where it was not wont to make its appear-

ance. T. coturnix, the quail ; though this bird is more
extensively diffused than the partridge, it is not nearly

so common in this country : it is a bird of passage, ma-
king its appearance here early in spring.

Order Passeres. Genus Columba. C. oeiias, the

common pigeon : this is the parent stock from which C
domestica, the domestic pigeon, is derived ; C. Palum-
bus, tlie ringdove: this is the largest of the species in

this country. C. turtur, the turtle dove, this is a bird of

passage, arriving in England late in the spring, and de-

parting about the latter end of August: in no county are

they so common and numerous as in Kent, where they

are sometimes seen in flocks of 20 or more ; they fre-

quent the pea fields, in which they commit great depre-

dations.

Genus Atauda. A. arvensis, the sky-lark : about
Christmas, immense numbers of this bird are taken and
brought to the London markets; as many as 4000 dozen
have been caught in the vicinity of Dunstable alone, be-

tween September and February. A. pratensis, the tit-

lark. A. minor, the lesser field lark. A. arborea, the

woodlark, is not common here. A. rubra, the red lark,

is common in the neighbourhood of London, but seems
to be rare in other places. A. trivialis, the grass-hop-
per lark. A. nemorosa, the lesser-crested lark, is com-
mon in Yorkshire.

Genus Sturnus. S. vulgaris, the starling : in the fens

of Lincolnshire, myriads of these birds collect, and break
down the reeds with their weight. S. cinclus, the water
ouzel.

Genus Turdus. T. viscivorus, the missel thrush :

this bird, which in Hampshire has received the appella-
tion of the storm cock, from its perching on lofty trees,

and beginning its note a little before the new year, is the
largest of our songsters. T. pilaris, fieldfare, does not
breed in England: it comes about the end of September,
and leaves us about the middle of March. In Hamp-
shire, a singular habit of this bird has been observed; it

appears there generally about the 30th of September,
and departs after a fortnight's stay. On its return, it

comes to the same place about the middle of April, and
stays a week. T. iliacus, the red-wing, appears in this

country a few days before the fieldfare. T. musicus,
the throstle, is one of the finest of our song birds, and
continues longest in song. T. roscus, the rose ouzel

;

this bird is rarely met with in England ; there are, how-
ever, a few instances of its being found. T. merula, the
blackbird. T. torquatus, the ringouzel, migrates in Eng-
land, but in Wales continues the whole year.

Genus Amfielis. A. garrulus, the Bohemian chatterer,
is seldom seen farther to the south in this country, than
Northumberland and Durham : in the year 1791, several
were taken in these counties, as early as the month of
November.
Genus Loxia. L. curvirostra, the gross-bill. L. coc-

cothraustes, the gross-beak. L. enucleator, the pine
gross-beak. L. pyrrhula, the bullfinch. L. chloris, the
greenfinch : the two last species are tamed and domes-
ticated.

Genus Emberiza. E. nivalis, the snow-bunting. E.
montana, the mountain bunting, is found in Yorkshire
and Northamptonshire, but is not common. E. citrinel-

la, the yellow hammer. E. schseniclus, the red sparrow.
E. chloroccphala, the green-hcadcd bunting, is a very
uncommon bird, having been only once or twice taken in

the vicinity of the metropolis.

Genus Fringilla. V. ca;lebs, the chaffinch. F. car-

duclis, the goldfinch. F. canaria, the canary bird, was
brought to England from the Canary Islands, about the
beginning of the 16th century. F. spinus, tlie siskin.

F. cannabina, the greater red pole. F. linota, the linnet.

F. linaria, the lesser red pole. F. domestica, the sparrow.
F. montana, the mountain sparrow.

Genus Muecicafia. M. arlricapilla, the pied fly-catch-

er, is sometimes, but very larely seen here. M. grisola,

the spotted fly-catcher, breeds in England, but migrates
in August.
Genus Motacilla. M. luscinia, the nightingale, visits

England in the beginnmg of April, and leaves it in Au-
gust. It is not found to the north of the middle of
Yorkshire, nor in the south-western counties. M. mo-
dularis, the hedge sparrow ; M. hippolais, the petty-

chaps ; M. salicaria, the red sparrow ; M. sylvia, the
white throat ; M. provincialis, the Dartford warbler, as
its name imports, is almost confined to the neighbour-
hood of Dartford in Kent. M. alba, the white wagtail

;

M. flava, the yellow wagtail. In the north of England
it migrates, but remains in Hampshire during the whole
year. M. oenanthe, the wheat ear, is taken in great

numbers, in July and August, on the South Downs, the

isle of Portland, and on the hills of Surrey and Hamp-
shire. M. ruberta, the win chat, remains the whole year
in the southern counties of England. M. ruricola, the
stone chatter ; M. atracapilla, the black cap; M. phae-
nicurus, the red start ; M. arundinacea, the red wren,
has been seen in few places except the vicinity of Ux-
bridge. M. rubecula, the redbreast; M. troglodytes,

the wren; M. regulus, the golden crested wren, is the
least of our birds. M. trochilus, the yellow wren ; M.
barula, the grey wagtail.

Genus Parus. P. major, the great titmouse, or oxeye;
P. caeruleus, the blue titmouse; P. ater, tlie cole

mouse; P. palustris, the marsh titmouse ; P. caudatus,
the long-tailed titmouse; P. biarmicus, the bearded
titmouse.

Genus Hirundo. H. rustica, the chimney swallow,
appears in March or April, and retires in September or

the beginning of October. H. urbica, the martin, the
" temple haunting martlet" of Shakspeare, conies and
stays later than the preceding species. H. riparia, the
sand martin ; H. apus, the swift, is the largest of our
swallows ; it comes in May and departs before the mid-
dle of August.
G&nns Cafirinudgus. C. europsus, the goat-sucker

;

this is the only bird of this genus that inhabits England.

Amfihybiology.

Order Reptiha. Genus Rana. R. bufo, the com-
mon toad ; R. ruberta, the natter jack ; R. temporaria,
the common frog.

Genus Laccrta. L. palustris, the warty lizard ; L.
aquatica, the water lizard ; L. agilis, the nimble lizard

;

L. vulgaris, the common lizard; L. aurata, the gilded
lizard, is found only in Jersey.

Order Serpentes. Genus Coluber. C. berus, the
viper, is the only poisonous animal in this countryj C.
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prcster, the black viper; C. iiatiis, ihc ringed snake, is

the largest of the species I'ounil here.

Gen\ii .^ntfiiis. A. cryx, the blue-bcUiod snake; A.

fragilis, the blind worm.
Order Nastes. Genus Tetrodon. T. niohi, the

short suiilisii, is taken on the western coasts of England ;

Borlase speaks of one caught near Plymouth, that weigh-

ed nearly 500 puuiids.

Genus Si//ii'm(f/j«s. S. typhle, tlic shorter pipe-fish;

S. acus, the longer pipe-iish ; S. ophidion, the little pipe-

fish.

Genus CyclofHerux. C. cornubiensis, the Jura sucker,

inhabits the seas otV Cornwall; C. bimaculatus, bimacu-

latcd sucker, is found off Weymouth.
Genus Lo/i/tius. L. piscatorius, the toad-fish.

Genus .^cifitnser. A. sturio, the sturgeon, is some-

times found in our larger rivers. It is accounted a royal

fish.

Genus Sgualus. S. canicula, the greater dog-fish; S.

catukis, the lesser dog-fish; S. galeus, the tope; S.

mustelus, the smooth hound ; S. V^ulpes, the sea iox, is

found on the coast of Cornwall. S. glaucus, the blue

shark; S. Cornubicus, the Porbeagle shark ; S. maxirnus,

the barking shark ; S. carcharias, the white shark. These

sharks, especially the last species, are not often seen in our

seas. S. acanthias, the piked dog fish; S. spinax, the

lesser piked dog fish: S. squalina, the angel fish, on our

coast, is frec|uently caught of the weight of 100 pounds.

Genus Haia. R. torpedo ; the torpedo has been occa-

sionally taken in Torbay. R. batis, tlie skate; R. oxy-

rinchus, the sharp-nosed ray ; R. fuUonica, the white

horse ; R. pastinaca, the sting ray ; R. clavata, the

thornback.

Genus Petronyzon. P. marinus, the lamprey ; P. flu-

viatilis, the lesser lamprey ; P. branchialis, the pride.

Ichthyology.

Order Apodes. Genus Murena. M. ophis, the sea

serpent; M. anguilla, the eel; M. conger, the conger

eel.

Genus Anarhichas. A. lupus, the sea wolf, is eaten

sometimes by the English fishermen.

Genus Anunodytes. A. tobianus, the sand eel.

Genus 0/ihidium. O. imberbe, the beardless ophidi-

um, is taken near Weymouth.
Genus Xijihias. X. gladius, the sword fish, sometimes

appears on our coasts.

Genus Lcfitoce^ihalus. L. morisii, the morris launce,

has seldom been seen, except in the sea near Holyhead.
Order Jugulares. Genus Cattiony?nus. C lyra, the

gemmcous dragenet; C. dranunculus, the sordid drago-
net.

Genus Gadus. G. seglefinus, the haddock ; G. mor-
hua, the cod; G. luscus, the bib; G. barbatus, the whit-
ing pout; G. minutus, the poor; G. merlangus, the
whiting ; G. carbonareus, the coal-fish. G. poUachius,
the poUac; G. merluchius, the hake; G. molva, the
ling; G. lota, the burbot; G. mustela, the five-bearded
cod.

Genus Blennius. B. gallerita, the crested blenny

;

B. physis, the hake, is found on the coast of Cornwall

;

B. pholis, the smooth blenny ; B. gunellus, the spotted
blenny ; B. viviparus, viviparous blenny.

Order Thoracici. Genus Qobius. G. niger, the
miller's thumb.

Gcvi\i%Cottus. C.cataphractus, thepogge; C. scorpius,
the father lasher; C. gobio, the bullhead.

Ctcnus Zeus. Z. faber, tlic dorec, is met with princi-

pally oil' tlie coasts of Devonshire and Cornwall. From
its hideous appearance, it ii said, that it was not intro-

duced to Englisli tables, till Quin, the epicure and co-

median, introduced it. Since his time, it has been es-

teemed one of the greatest delicacies. Z. luiia, the opah,

has been sometimes thrown on the coasts of England.
One was taken near Newcastle in 1707; and another,

weighing I40lbs. was caught at Brexhain, near Torbay.
Genus Pteuroncctes : P. hippoglossus, the holibut

;

P. platcssa, the plaice ; P. flesus, the llounder ; P. li-

manda, the dab; P. solca, the sole; P. rhomboides, the

kit, or smear dab, is found on the coast of Cornwall ; P.

rhombus, the pearl; P. maxiinus, the turbot.

Genus S/iarus : S. aur.itus, the gilllicad; S. pagrus,

the red giUhead; S. dentatus, the toothed giltliead, is

seldom met with ; one was kit by the tide, and taken in

the mouth of the Tees.
Genus Labrus : L. tinea, the wrasse ; L. bimacula-

tus, bimaculated wrasse: this species is found off the

coast of Cornwall ; L. trimaculatus, the trimaculated

wrasse, is found off Anglesey; as are also the two next
species, L. variegatus, the striped wrasse, and L. gib-

bus, the gibbous wrasse : the three next species are most
commonly met with off the Cornish coast, L. cornubius,

the goldfinny; L. comber, the comber; and L. Coquus,
the cook.

Genus Perca : P. fluviatilis, the perch ; P. puncta,

the basse ; P. marina, the sea peich ; P. cernua, the

ruffe ; P. nigra, the black fish, is found in the rivers in

Cornwall.

Genus Gasterosteus : G. aculeatus, the ban stickle,

is found in such abundance in the fens and rivers in Lin-

colnshire, that, according to Pennant, a man earned four

shillings a day, by taking and selling them to the far-

mers for manure, at a halfpenny a bushel : they make
their appearance off this coast only once in seven or

eight years; G. ductoi', the pilot fish, very rarely comes
near our coasts, but is sometimes seen in our seas, at a
considerable distance from land; G. pungitius, the les-

ser stickleback ; G. spinnachia, the larger stickleback.

Genus Scomber: S. scomber, the mackarel. An eco-

nomical account of this, and other fish caught in the ri-

vers and off' the coasts, will be given, when we come to

treat of the English fisheries ; at present, we shall mere-
ly mention a fact connected with its natural history:

Pennant mentions an instance of one taken on the Eng-
lish coast that weighed five pounds. S. tliynnus, the

albicore ; S. trachurus, the scad.

Genus Mullus : M. barbatus, the red surmullet; M.
surmuletus, the striped surmullet.

Genus Trigla: T. lyra, the piper; T. gurnardus, the

grey gurnard. This fish seems to grow to a larger size

in the English seas than elsewhere, as here it has been
caught from two to three feet long, whereas in the Bal-

tic it is seldom more than a foot and a half. T. cncu-
lus, the red gurnard; T. hirundo, the tub-fish; T. li-

neatta, the streaked gurnard, is met with off the coast

of Cornwall.

Order Abdominales. Genus Cobitis : C. barbatula,

the loche ; C. taenia, the armed loche.

Genus Salmo : S. salax, the salmon, has been taken
in England of the weight of 74 pounds; S. eriox, the

grey; S. trutta, the sea trout; S. fario, the common
trout; S. carpio, the gilt char; S. alpinus, the char, is

found in the lakes of Cumberland; S. eperlanus, the

smolt, or sparling; S, lavaretus, the guiniad, is found
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in the lalces of Combcrland and Wales; S. allnila, tlic

juvangis, is said to have been carried from England in-

to Scotland by Robert Bruce ; S. thymallus, the grey

ling.

Genus ii;«ojr : E. osseus, the great gar-fish, is taken

off the coast of Sussex ; E. lucius, the pike; E. belonc,

the sea pike; E. saurus, the saury. In Cornwall, where
this fish abounds, it is called the skipper.

Genus jlrgentina : A. sphyrsena, the argentine, has

been found in our seas, but is very rare.

Genus Ciu/iea : C. harengus, the herring. According
to Pennant, there is sometimes taken near Yarmouth, a

lierriiig, distinguished by a black spot above the nose,

which has been seen of the great length of 2 1 i inches.

C. sprattus, the sprat ; C. alosa, the shad.

Genus Cy/irinus : C. barbus, the barbel ; C. carpio,

the carp. According to Fuller, this fisli was introdu-

ced into England, in 1514, by Leonard Mascali. C. go-

bio, the gudgeon; C. tinci, the tench; C. auratus, the

gold fish: this fish was introduced into England about

the year 1691, but was not generally known till 1728,

when a great number were brought from China, and
presented to Sir Matthew Decker, by whom they were
distributed in the vicinity of the metropolis. C. phoxi-

lius, the minnow ; C. leuclscus, the dace; C. rulilus, the

roach; C. brama, the bream.

Entomoloffy.

Order Coi.EOPTEUA. Genus Scarabcus : Of the 433
species of which this genus consists, upwards of 30 arc

natives of England. The Scarabeus auralus, golden
beetle, is considered one of our most beautiful insects.

Scarabeus fasciatus is rare in England.
Genus Liicanus. L. ccrvus, the stag beetle, is the

largest of the order Coleoptera found in this counirv. It

is very common in Kent and Sussex.

Genus Deimcstcs. Of this we have six species.

Genus Bostrichus. B. piniperda oflen commits great

devastation on the bark of elms in England. There are

four species of this genus ; and the same number of the

genus PUnus, and of the genus Hisler. Genus Gi/rivus,

G. Natator. Genus Byn/ius ; B. pilula, and B. varius.

Genus Anthr tonus, A. sciophulaiia, and \''erbabci. Of
the genus Siljiha there arc twelve species, of the A'itiduUi

live, and tiic same numl)er of the genus Cassida. Of iho

150 known species of the Coccinci/a, 17 are very com-
moPi. Of the genus Clinjsomcla, C. Banksii is a rare

insect hcic, but is found in the monlii of May on a

thistle : Besides this, we ])ossess upwards of 30 other

species. Nearly 20 species of the genus Ci ifitoccfiha-

liis, which was formerly arranged as Chrysomela, are

met with, ^\'e have only one species of the Bruchua,
IJ. scabrosus. Of the genus Ciircutio there are upwards
of 60 species, four of llie ./Ittctabus. two of the A^otox^ia.

Of the Ccrambyx, very few are natives; C. coriarius is

ihe largest species. C. violaceus is very rare, and is

supposed to Iiave been introduced from Germany. Of
the Lejuura there are six species, of the A'ea/dalh- three.

Of the Lamfiyris, only two species are caught iicic, and
tlicy are \j) iio means conunon even in the south of
I'.ngland. \Vc have one species of the Jhria, 1 1 of the
CuTi/Jiari/:, 13 of tiie Elatei; four of tlie Cici':dela. The
(;. a()U.:tica is the least of our species. Very few of the

numerous genus Bti/irentis are natives of England, only

eight having been found. There are four of tlie Hydn-
/,/iytus, \~ ol' \.hc Dytiscii-i. Amongst the species of the

Carabus, or ground beetle, are fouiul some of our lai'gcst

Vol. VIII. Paut II.

insects: We ])osscss 26 species of it; two of the Tcnc-

brio, five of the Pimclia ; only one of the Lytta, L. nili-

dula ; two of the Aleloe ; M. tecta is found in Epping
Forest, in July; five of MorUclla ; IS of UtafihUinuti ;

two of Furficula : F. minor, however, is not common.
Order Hf.miptkua. In this, and the remaining or-

ders, we must content ourselves with specifying the ge-

nera found in England, with occasional notices of the

more remarkable species : Blatta, Gryllus, Pu/i^ora, F.

Europaea, very rare ; Cicada, C. sanguinolenta, found

on the chalky and sandy soils near Darlford, the most
beautiful of our Cicadje ; A''otonecCa, JVefia, Cimcx, C.

lectularius, the common bug, was not known before the

beginning of the 17th century; C. festivus is not com-
mon ; A/ihis, Chermes, Coccus, Thrifts.

Order Lepidoptera. Genus Fa/iilio; Of the 877

species, we possess nearly 70. P. machaon, the swallow-

tail, is found in great numbers in the meadows near Bris-

tol. P. hero is very abundant in the marshy parts of

Lancashire, near Manchester. P. populi and P. antiopa

are not common. The rarest of our species are P. si-

biila and P. Camilla; the largest, P. paphia. Genus
Sfi/iinx : Of this we have 20 species; S. atropos, the

Jasmine hawkmoth, is the largest ; S. celerio, S fuci-

formis, S. zonata, and S. chrysorrhea, are very rare,—the
last is foimd in Kensington Gardens in Jmie ; S. api-

formis is found in Sussex. Genus /"/;a/ewa, of the 1534

species which this genus contains, upwards of 300 arc

natives of England.

Order Neuboptera. Genus LibcUida: Of this wc
have 12 species; L. grandis is the largest, and is infe-

rior in bulk to no insect which this country produces.

Genus Efihcmcra, nine species; E, vulgata is the largest.

Genus Phryganea, 16 species;. P. hirta is rare, but has

been found at 0.>;ford. Genus Hcmerabius, 7 species.

Genus /^cnor/id ; of this only one species, P. communis,
is known here. Genus Ka/i/iidia, two species.

Order Hymenopiera. Genus Cyrii/is, nine species.

Genus Tcnthrrdo, 19 species. Genus Sircx, three spe-

cies. Cienus Ic/inenmon, 44 species. Genus S/iAcx, six

species ; S. spirifex has been fovmd near Peterborough.

Genus Ti/i/iia, two species. Genus C/ialcis, one species.

Genus Chrysin, four species. Genus Ves/ia, 1 1 sj)ecies.

Genus .11ns; on the English species of this genus, Mr
Kirby has written with minute, accurate, and extensive

knowledge, and ascertained them to be even more nu-
merous than they were previously supposed to be. Ge-
nus Formica, four species. Genus Mutilla, one species.

Order Diptera. Genus Oestrus, five species. Ge-
nus Ti/iula, 32 species; T. Pomonaj is very rare; T.
zonata has been found at Oxford. Genus Musca, 86
species ; M. semi-argenlata has been found in F^ppin;^^

F'orest. Genus 7\ibanus, six species. Genus Culcx, five

species. Genus F.m/us, four species. Genus Slomoxys,
three species. Genus Cunofis, four species. Genus .'Isi-

lies, 11 species; A. Crabinoformis is the largest, and A.
forcipatus the most common species in F^ngiand. Genus
Bombylius, three species, (ienus lliji/tobosca, lour spe-

cies.

Order Aptera. Genus I.ejiisma, two Ki>ecies; L. sac-

charinum has been brought hither from America. Ge-
nus Podura, eight species. Cienus 'J'vrincs, tv.'o species.

(jenus Pcdiculus, 52 s|)ecies. Genus Palex, one species.

Genus Acarus, 24 species; A. auunnnulis is not com-
mon, except in the chalky dislrictsof Hampshire, Surrey,

Kent, Sussjx, &c. where it is called the harvest bug.
Genus Hydrachna, eight species. Genus J'/iulanifium,

5 Y
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seven species; P. grossipcs and P. hirsutum have been

chiefly found at Milford liavcn. Genus Jranca, 18 spe-

cies; A. aqualica is among the largest. Geiivis Cancer,

36 species; C. salinus is found in the saltpans at Ly-

mington. Genus Monoculus, 10 species. Genus Onis-

cua, 10 species; O. bidentatus lias been found near Mil-

ford haven. Genus Scolo/iendra, four species. Genus

Jttltis, four species.

Ihlminlhology.

Respecting the class Vermes we must be brief, refer-

ring our readers for the third order in it, Testacea, to the

article CoKCHOLOGY. Order Intestina. Genus .^scam,

66 species. Genus Trichocefihalus, five species. Genus

Unciuarca, two species. Genus Sco/ix, one species. Ge-

nus Liifiila, two species. Genus Slrongylus, two species.

Genus licliinorynchus, 37 species. Genus Caryophyl-

l<eus, one species. Genus Linguatula, one species. Ge-
nus Fasciola, 32 species. Genus Tania, 45 species; T.

solium is the most cotnmon. Genus Myxme, one species.

Genus Gordius, two species. Genus Lumbricus, four

species; L. thallassema is found on the shores of Corn-

wall ; and L. oxyurus on the shores of Sussex. Genus
Planaria, three species. Genus Si/iunculus, two species.

Genus Nirudo, eight species.

Order Moi.lusca. Genus Umax, six species; L. lan-

ceolaris (if it may be considered a Limax) is found in the

sea, off the coast of Cornwall. Genus Afilysia; A. depi-

lans is found in the sea about Anglesey. Genus Doris,

four species. Genus J/i/irodita, six species; A. plana

lias been taken off Brighton. Genus Amjihitrite, one

species. Genus TVerfis, three species. Genus y\'azs, three

species. Genus Ascidi'-., four species; A. mammillaris
is principally found off the coast of Cornwall. Genus
Actinia, six species; A. caryophyllus is principally met
with at Teignmouth ; A. sulcata on the rocks off the

Cornish and Welsh seas, and A. Dianthus on the rocks

near Hastings. Genus Pedicellaria, one species. Genus
Holotlmria, one species. Genus Lernaea, four species.

Genus Sefiia, four species; S. sepiola is taken off the

coast of Flintshire. Genus Medusa, five species; M.
octopus and simplex are principally taken off the coast

of Cornwall. Genus Asterias, eight species; A. mem-
branacea is found at Weymouth.

Order Zoophyta. Genus Tujiibora, one species. Ge-
nus jl/arfrc/joj-a, one species. Genus 3fille/iora, nine spe-
cies; a variety of M. fascialis is found on the coast of
Cornwall ; M. alga is found on the same coast. Genus
Celteftora, one species. Genus Gorgonia, three species;
G. placomus and G. verrucosa arc found off the coast of
Cornwall. (Jicxwxs Alcyojiium, six species; A. schlosseri
is found on the coast of Cornwall and Wales; and A.
ascidiodes off the former coast. Genus S/iongia, nine
species. Genus Flustra, eight species. Genus Tubula-
ria, seven species; T. indivisa is the largest; T. flabel-

liformis is found at Milford haven. Genus Corallina,
seven species ; C. squamata, C. elongata, and C. cornicu-
lata are principally met with off the coast of Cornwall.
Genus Senularia, 48 species; S. pustulosa is found off
the isle of Wight. Genus Pennatula, one species. Ge-
nus Hydra, eight species; H. Cereus, H. Bellis, and H.
Gemmacca are found on tlie coast of Cornwall It is un-
necessary to specify the genera and species of the order
Infusoria, as they are met with in water, or in infusions
made with vegetable and animal matter, and conse-
quently not properly natives of any country.

Sect. II. Botany.

It would far exceed our limits, as well as be going be-

yond the object and nature of this article, to particularize

the plants which arc natives of England: Referring our
readers, therefore, to the article Botany, where the ha-

bitats of English plants are given, or at least such as are

natives of England arc specified, we shall content our-

selves here with a general description of English botany
;

and this description we sliall borrow from Mr Aiken, as

being at once concise, accurate, and elegantly written,

" Among the numerous species of vegetables which
are natives of England, scarcely any are adequate to the

sustenance and clothing of man. Our frequent rains,

our blasting winds, and the scanty portion to which we
are stinted of the light and heat of the sun, deprives us
entirely of those vegetable treasures, which, in the tropi-

cal climates, offer themselves, in overflowing exuberance,
to satisfy the wants and luxurious desires of their human
inhabitants. The never- failing verdure of our plains

and hills, covered with a rich carpet of grasses and pa-

pilionaceous plants, shews how admirably our country is

qualified for the support of graminivorous quadrupeds
;

and we find, accordingly, that our ancient forests abound-
ed in stags and roe-deer, as our cleared and cultivated

lands do now with sheep and cattle.

Tlie flora of England, though it cannot boast the most
splendid and exquisite of vegetable productions, yet con-

tains as great a variety of genera and species as any other

country of equal extent. The investigation of indigenous

plants is continually carrying on here with increasing

ardour, and every year brings new accessions to our
crowded ranks of native vegetables.

The first for importance and variety is the family of

grasses. Almost every part of the country that is not

under tillage, is principally covered with grass. Under
almost all the differcMices of soil and situation, we find

the chief covering of the richest, as well as of the most
barren tracts, made up, for the most part, of these

plants. To these we are indebted for the luxuriant ver-

dure of our pastures—for the close velvet carpeting of

our downs and sheep walks—and the more scanty cloth-

ing of our mountainous districts. Twenty-seven genera,

and 1 10 species of grass, are natives of our island, most
of them of common occurrence in situations where they

are found at all. None of them have been proved to be
poisonous, either to man or beast ; on the contrary,

whether fresh or dried, they furnish a grateful food to

all our domestic cattle. The most important gi'asses in

meadows and pastures, are the meadow foxtail grass

;

two or three species of hair-grass and meadow grass ; the

cocks-foot fuscue, and oat grass. Other species arena-
lives of marslics and wet places : These are gcjperally

the lai-gest and most luxuriant; and if in quality they be
somewhat inferior to the preceding, yet the defect is

probably more than compensated by the quantity of her-

bage which they supply. Light sandy soils, especially

the flat parts of the southern and eastern coasts, abound
in grasses that ai'e hardly to be met with in the interior

of the island : tlie herbage of these affords a coarse and
scanty pasture, and they are eminently distinguished
from their kindred species by the length and strength

of their creeping roots. Upon the sides and summits
of our mountains are found a few grasses that^do not

appear elsewhere, mixed with some others of more
general occurrence. As, however, in these bleak and
elevated situations, covered with snow for some months
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in the year, and shrouded with clouds for the principal

part of the remainder, it would bi; scarc' y possible for

these plants to bring their seeds to inaturi;v, we observe

in them a wise and striking deviation from the common
course of nature : like the rest of their tribe, they tlirow

up flowering stems, and bear blossoms; but these are

succeeded, not by seeds, but by bulbs, wliich in a short

time vegetate, and are already furnished with a leaf and
roots before they fall to the ground. All the viviparous

grasses, except one, (Festuca vivifiara,) if transplanted

to a lower and warmer situation, accommodate them-
selves to their new climate, and produce seeds. Besides

these, there are others of a more hardy constitution,

which appear to be the true natives of the mountains,

and multiply their species by seed in the usual way.

Nearly allied to the grasses, in general habit, are a num-
ber of species, natives of moors, bogs, and pools. These
serve to give consistency to the deep mud, or peat, in

which they are rooted, and, when young, afford a coarse
pasture to sheep and cattle. Several of them are used
for matting, thatching, and for chair bottoms. The
stately Tyjiha (Bull-rush) is one of the principal orna-

ments of our ftns and neglected pools ; and tlie several

species of cotton grass enliven many a dreary mile of

bog, by their gracefully pendent tufts of snowy white.

The leguminous, or papilionaceous plants, so called

from their winged blossoms, form a very important di-

vision in English botany. The herbage of all when
fresh, and of many when dry, is a most grateful food to

horses, cattle, and sheep ; and several of them, as the

clovers and vetches, are largely cultivated for this pur-
pose. Many of this class -.re climbers, and adorn our
thickets and hedges with elegant festoons of blossoms
and foliage. Almost all the English papilionaceous
plants flourish best in light calcareous soils, either rocky
or sandy ; and some of them, as the lady's finger and
sainfoin, may be reckoned certain indications of chalk or

limestone.

The umbelliferous plants form another large class in

the natural arrangement of English vegetables, consist-

ing of about 60 species. The roots and seeds of those
kinds which grow on dry light soils, are frequently

aromatic; those that are natives of marshes and moist
meadows, are, for the most part, in a greater or less

degree, poisonous. The whole class, indeed, is a sus-

picious one, and, excepting tlie fennel and celery, not a
single native species is cultivated for the food of man
or beast.

Perhaps the most splendid of all the herbaceous plants,

are the bulbous rooted, which, from their general resem-
blance to the lily, have obtained the name of liliaceous

;

most of these, however, are natives of warmer climates.

The sandy deserts about the Cape of Good Hope, and
the shores of the Indian Ocean, produce the most beauti-

ful species. Of those which are found wild in England,
there are only 28 species ; and the greater number of
these are of rare occurrence in a truly native state. The
spring and autumnal crocus, the snow-drop, the snow-
flake, the three kinds of narcissus, including the daffo-

dil, the fritillary, tulip, and lily of the valley, are more
familiar to us as garden plants, than as natives of our
woods and pastures. The common ones of this class
are ramsons, a species of garlic, meadow saffron, and
the beautiful and fragrant harebell, or wild hyacinth, one
of the principal ornaments of our groves ai>d thickets,

even at a time when they are piofuse of beauties.

Our native fruits belong, for the most part, to the

class of rosaceous plants ; such as the wood strawberry,

the bullace and black thorn, the hawthorn, crab and
mountain ash, the common bramble or blackberry, the

raspberry, stone-bramble and cloudberry. The cherry,

the medlar, the service, and pear tree, whose fruit, when
wild, is of so little account, and of such value when im-
proved by cultivation, belong also to this class.

One of the largest of the natural classes of English
vegetables, is that of the radiated or compound flowered
plants, (including about 120 species). It is rather re-

markable, that out of so large a number of plants, many
of which are very abundant, and of great size, only a

single one, the Tragojionon fiorifolnisi (Falsafy,) should
be applied to the sustenance of man, and not even a
single one should be cultivated for the use of cattle ;

more especially as the Lactuca virosa, (strong-scented

lettuce,) is the only species possessed of deleterious pio-

periies. Most of this class have an ungrateful bitter

taste, and the succulent ones contain a white milky juice,

of an acrid flavour. Of all our native vegetables, lliey

are the commonest, thriving by neglect, and multiplying
by persecution. The farmer and gardener are unceas-
ingly employed in their destruction, for they contribute

little or nothing to the support of man and the larger

quadrupeds ; nor is the beauty of their appearance such
as to obtain for them a place in the flower garden. The
annual kinds, however, producing vast multitudes of
seeds, and the perennial ones being furnished with long
and deeply striking roots, there is no fear of their ex-
termination. They occupy road sides, ditch banks, and
all waste places that are incapable of cultivation, and
seem peculiarly devoted to the sustenance of the grani-

vorous birds by their seeds, and of numerous tribes of
insects by their foliage. The sow thistle, hawk weed,
bur-dock, thistle, cud-weed, coltsfoot, groundsel, dan-
delion, daisy, and yarrow, are the most commonly occur-
ring genera.

Such of our trees and shrubs as have not been already

mentioned, may be considered as forming a peculiar
class, and one of great importance ; it is naturally sub-
divided into the evergreen and deciduous. The most
valuable of our native evergreens are, the box, the pine,

the yell, and the holly. Those of secondary conseriuence
are the juniper and ivy. The spurge laurel, the cran-
berry, and those extremely oriiamcnial plants, llie i'ac-

cinium vilisidea (red whortle berries), and Arbutus uva
ttrni, (bear berry).

The deciduous timber trees, that are cither aboriginal,

or at least have been long naturalized to our soil, are

the oak, the chesnut, ami beech, all of which are moist
bearing trees, or produce farinaceous oil nuts, the

favourite food of hogs, and of many graminivorous qua-
drupeds ; the birch, the alder, tlie horn-beam, the abele,

the black-poplar, and the aspen, bearing catkens ; the
sycamore, the maple, and the ash ; the lime, the elm,
and the vvych-hazle. A middle station between the lim-
ber trees and shrubs, is occupied by the hazle and tlic

numerous species of willow. The pulpy fruit-beaiing

shrubs are, the currant and gooseberry, the elder, the
barberry, the bilberry, the cornel or dogwood, the buck-
thorn, the guelder-rose, and the mazereon. The four

first are wholesome, and grateful to the palate ; the rest

are either insipid or noxious.
The ferns comprise a number of elegant plants, that

grow in moist, shady, and uncultivated places, the uses
of which have been but little inquired into. About 44
species are natives of this country. The roots of most

3 Y 2
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abound in a mild sweetish mucilage, wliich in times of

scarcity has been resorted to for nutriment. The larger

and conimoncbt kinds, such as common terns and brakes,

arc collected and burnt for the potash which is yielded

from their ashes. Tlie Eqiiisetum /njemate, (shave grass,)

is much used by turners and cal)inct-makers, as a fine

tile to smooth their work with.

The last class of Lngliah vegetables that we shall men-

tion, is that of the marine algx, or sra weeds. Between

200 and 300 species arc found ujion our own shores.

The more tender and gelatinous kinds are eaten, either

raw or boiled ; and the rest, on those rocky parts of the

coasts where they can be collected in great quantities,

are burnt into kelp for the use of the soap boilers and

glass makers."

Section III. Afmcral Geogra/i/nj, and Geology.

The last branch of the natural history of England re-

lates to and comprises an account of its mineralogy and

geology. The minerals, in an economical point of view,

will be considered afterwards : At present we shall con-

fine our observations respecting them to those particulars

M-hich regard and illustrate their natural position and

history. For the geology of EngUmd, the materials are

yet very unsatisfactory and inconipleie. In fact, it is a

science stiil in its infancy; hut as geologists, at length,

seem to be convinced of the advantage and necessity of

accumulating and comparing facts, resting on minute

and accurate investigation, before they venture to pro-

ceed to form tlieories, or even to lay down general prin-

ciples, we may hope tiiat geology will soon be advanced

to the dignity and precision of a science. The G>;ologi-

cal Society has done much ; and, from the nature and ob-

ject of its investigations and inquiries, as well as from

the character of its leading members for philosophical

views and general information, much more regarding

the geology of England may fairly and confidently be

expected from tliem. In what we are about to advance

respecting the mineralogy and geology of England, we
shall be much indebted to their labours; nor shall we
pass over the work of JMr Bakewell, entitled, " An In-

troduction to Geology, comprising an outline of the

Geology and Mineral Geography of England ;" for

though in this work there is a lamentable and discourag-

ing want of arrangement and method, and on many points

erroneous or incomplete information
; yet on tlie wliole

it must be regarded as a respectable and useful perfor-

mance on this subject, at least till a more scientific and
complete one makes its appearance.

11 a line be drawn from the western side of the isle of
Portland, passing througii Dorsetshire, about half way
bet.veen Dorchester and Bridport, and going a few miles
to the west of Oxford and NorthaKi[)ton ; and a very
short distance to the east of Leicester arid Nottingham

;

afterwards inclining rather to tlie west, so as to include
Doncaster and York between it and the German Ocean

;

and at length sweeping round the last town m a direction

nearly north-east, so as to reach the vicinity of Scar-
borough, it will include between it and the German
Ocean the whole of the low district of England, which
is composed of chalk, calcareous sandstone, and other
secondary strata or alluvial ground, and in which no
beds of workable coal or metallic veins occur. To the
west of this imaginary line, the country is composed of
secondary strata, of a different description, in many parts

of which beds of ironstone and coal are found. This Mr

Bakewell denominates the middle district. On the

north, this district is bounded by mountains of metalli-

ferous limestone, which entering England from Scot-

land, proceed nearly through the centre of the former
country, and terminate in Derbyshire ; the same species

of country makes its appearance in the south-westerii

counties of England and in Wales. The primary and
transition mountains, in which metallic ores occur, are

met with along the western side of the island. These con-

stitute the alpine parts of England, extending from Corn-
wall and Devonshire through Wales, into the north-west

parts of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and througii ^Vrst-

moreland and Cumberland. It may be remarked, iiow-

ever, that the calcareous strata of the low district appear

on some parts of the eastern side of Durham and Nor-
thumberland beyond Whitby. The principal coal-fields

lie in that part of the middle district, which stretches

from Derbyshire to Northuniljerland, and in that part of

Wales which borders on the Bristol Channel. On the

western side of Cumberland, the coal strata border on a

small part of the alpine district, and dip under the sea.

In the centre and east of England,' ihe strata generally

decline to the south east ; on the western side they are

more broken and irregular. In a direction south-east

from Nantwich in Cheshire to Worcester, all the rock

salts, and most of the brine springs, are situated.

Having given this general description of the geology
of England, we shall now proceed to a more particular

account of it, as well as of its mineral geography.
What has been denominated the low district of Eng-

land, is distinguished, as has been already remarked, by

the absence of any regular beds of coal or metallic veins.

Chalk, roe-stone, calcareous sandstone, and earthy lime-

stone, principally compose it. Earthy limestone and
calcareous sandstone, extend from Doichester to Nor-
thamptonshire, and on the eastern side of Leicestershire,

Nottinghamshire, and Yorkshire, into part ol Durham
and Northumberland. The eaithy limestone in this dis-

trict is far from being pure : it is ge:T',rally of a yellow

colour, and some of it contains 20 per cent, of magnesia.
In the magnesian limestone, there are few organic re-

mains. The strata lie very nearly horizontal, and arc,

in almost every situation, very distinctly seen. Mag-
nesian lime, however, occurs in this district, composed
of beds that are singularly contorted and much elevated.

Between the cl-.alk and tlie limestone, different kinds of

calcareous santrslone occur ; the most singular and im-
portant, is the oolite or roe-stone, of which the Portland

stone, and the Ketton stone of Northamptonshire arc

varieties. Tne roe-stone is separated from the chalk by
beds of sand and s.indslone mixed with clay : these ex-

tend with a considerable degree of regularity over the

whole of the south-east of England, but vary much in

their thickness. It has, however, been remarked, tliat

in the midland and northern counties, less regularity can
be distinguished, and that many of the strata, which are

distinctly seen in the south, are there entirely missing.

Above the chalk, in the low district, lie, in general, tliick

beds of clay and gravel. In the upper part of this clay,

the bones of the elk, the hippopotamus, and the elephant,

have l)een found. In the southern comities, from Dor-
setshire to Kent, and in the midland and eastern counties

of Wiltshire, Berkshire, Hertfordshire, Buckingham-
shire, Essex, Cambridge, Norfolk, Lincoln, and the east

riding of Yorkshire, chalk makes its appearance, in dif-

ferent situations, from under the clay. As the general
rise of the strata is to the north, as we approach the coal
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districts, the strata, wliicli He under the chalk, rise to the

surface. The depth and succession of tlie strata between

the chalk and tlie coal, have not been ascertained with

any degree of minuteness and accuracy, except in one or

two places. Mr Townshend, in a work entitled, " The
character of Moses vindicated as an Historian," has

given the following as the thickness and succession of

the strata from the chalk on the south coast to the coal

districts of Somersetshire. Soil and alluvial ground,

various thickness; clialk more than 400 feet ; three beds

of green, grey, and red sand, with sandstone, 300 feet ;

clay '.iOO feet ; superior oolite, or roe-stone, 40 feet ; cal-

careous grit, 30 feet ; coral rag, 30 feet ; forest marble,

40 feet; great oolite, or Bathstone, 140 feet; clay, 140

feet ; inferior oolite and sand, 80 feet; blue clay, 70 feet;

lyas, 60 feet; and red marie, 180 feet. Hence it is pro-

bable, that, allowing for the dejith of the stratum of clay

over chalk, the depth of the strata in that part of the low
district of England, which comprehends the vale of the

Thames, to the strata containing coals, will amount to

about 700 yards ; but if we estimate the depth of the ar-

gillaceous strata, containing coal, where the chalk ter-

minates, and the subjacent sand rises from under it, as

at Woburn in Bedfordshire, it probably will not amount
to more than 350 yards.

It has been already remarked, that the mineral pro-

ducts of this district are few and trilling: iron pyrites

is met with crystallized in some parts of the chalk rocks,

and crystals of suilpl'.ate of barytus, have lately been dis-

covered in the pits of fuller's earth near Reegate in

Surry. Fuller's earth, also, is peculiar to the strata

under chalk. The iron-stone, which is found in part of

this district, is not so rich as to bear the expence of

bringing fuel from a distance to smelt it. The bones of

quaor\ipe(ls, already mentioned, are never found in the

strata below the chalk, but always in the clay over the

chalk.

Tiie middle district of England, in a minera'ogical

and geological point of view, which is bounded on the

east by the calcareous range that extends from Dorset-
shire to Yorkshire ; and on the west from Northumber-
land to Derbyshire, by the metalliferous limestone moun-
tains of the norlliern alpine district, or by mountains of

millstone grit, resting upon limestone, consists of argilla-

ceous and silicious s.indstone. The secondary strata of

this district extend west, till they touch the Irish sea, on
the coast of Laucasldre ; or, farther south, are bounded
by ihe alpine districts of Wales and Devonshire. The
strata here are very irregular, hills of transition and
basiltic rocks rising through them, and branches from
the mountains of Wales, shooting, as it were, into this

district, especially in Shrupsidre, and in a line extend-

ing from that county to the hills of Charnwood forest in

Leicestershire. Basalt, or whinslone, also appears in this

district, in the eastern moorlands of Yorkshire, which
forms the highest part of it : the sides of the hills coin-

posing these moorlands, are covered with a bed of

aluminous schiatus, upwards of 100 yards in thickness;

this scliislus forms cliffs, extending in a waving line

along the coast near Whitby: above it lie vegetable
soils of various thickness: loose stone or rubble of un-
certain thickness : coal from four to eight inches thick :

compact iron stone, 24 inclies thick, and broken iron

stone five niches thick.

The priucip ,1 co..i fields, in the northern part of this

distiict, lie in Northumberland and Durham, the west

riding of Yorkblure, and Deibyslurc : the strata of coal

terminate a few miles to the north-east of the town of

Derby, but make their appearance again to the south of

the Trent in Leicestershire, near Ashbey de la Zouch :

on the south-east, they terminate at the Charnwood hills;

while, on the south-west, a thick bed of coarse breccia

and gravel, separate them from the coal fields in the

county of Warwick. A considerable part of the western

side of the middle district, from the southern division of

Lancashire to Somersetshire, is occupied by a red sand

rock ; which extends through part of the counties of

Lancashire, Cheshire, Staft'ordshjre, Shropshire, and

Worcestershire: the southern extremity of this rock, in

Shropshire, rests on highly elevated strata of grey

wacke ; and it is probable that it rests, through its

whole extent, on transition rocks. No coal is found un-

der the sand rock, and it seems to cut off the coal fields,

which lie near, or upon it: it occurs at a very low com-

parative elevation. The principal salt springs, and the

rock salt of Cheshire, are near, or on the red sand rock,

in the vicinity of a range of lofty hills, which extend

from the high peak in Derbyshire to Browngrove Lickey

in Worcestershire. Near Northwich, in Cheshire, the

upper bed of rock salt lies 42 yards below the surface,

and is 26 yards thick : it is separated from the lower

bed by a stratum of argillaceous stone 10 yards thick ;

the lower bed has been penetrated to the depth of 40

yards; its breadth is 1400 yards, and, in one direction,

it has been ascertained to extend 1 i mile. Three other

beds of rock-salt have been found in another part of the

county: the uppermost four feet; the second 12 feet

thick ; the third has been sunk into 25 yards. Brine

springs are likewise met with at Droitwich in Wor-
cestershire, in the midst of a similar red sand-stone.

The strata here are as follow : from the surface moidd,

five feet ; marie, 35 feet
;
gypsum, 40 feet ; then a river

of brine 22 inches; afterwards gypsum again: and be-

low this, a rock of salt, into which the workmen have

bored five feet.

Although, as v,-e have already remarked, the red sand-

stone rock cuts off tne coal fields in general, yet in some
parts of Lancashire and the western counties, detached

coal fields arc surrounded by it. The greatest quanti-

ties of coal, however, in this district, are in Stafloid^

shire, and that part of South Wales that borders on the

Bristol Channel : all the strata of coal and iron stone in

South Wales, are deposited in a limestone basin, the

form of which is an irregular oval ; in length 100 miles,

and where broadest from 18 to 20; its greatest breadth

is in tl'.e counties of Moninouth, tJlamorgan, Caermar-
then, and Brecon : in Pembrokeshire it is not more than

five miles broad. The deepest line in this basin is be-

tween Neath in Glamorganshire, and Llanelly in Caer-

marthenshire : the uppermost stratum of coal is found

here : the utmost depth of this stratum does not exceed

50 or 60 fathom.s. The succeeding strata of coal He

deeper, and are accompanied w'ith parallel strata of iron

ore : the lowest strata at the centre range are from 600

to 700 fathoms deep. In this basin there are 12 strata

of coal, from three to nine feet thick, and eleven others

from 18 inches to three feet, making in all 95 feet. The
limestone that forms the substratum of this mineral de-

position, appears to the surface all along the boundary of

the basin, and is supposed to have an underground con-

nection from point to point.

As we approach the south-western counties, the mid-
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die tlisliict becomes very narrow, the calcareous strata

of the low (iisirict approaching near the primary and

transition rocks.

The alpine district of England and Wales is formed

by an assemblage of lofty mountains, which pass along

the western side of the island : the eastern side of the

northern range of these mountains, from Cumberland to

Derbyshire, is composed of subcrystalline metalliferous

limestone, which in many parts is covered with the mill-

stone grit, and shale grit, that have been already des-

cribed. In the south-west part of Yorkshire, the lime-

stone, for more than 20 miles, is covered by the incum-

bent grits; the mountains of Craven again exhibit it

;

and it rests on slate in Swaledale, at the base of Ingle-

borougli, and in other parts adjoining Westmoreland.

'i'lie mountains of this county and Cumberland are com-
posed principally of grey wacke, flinty slate, roof stone,

and porphyry : a low range of granite rock rises near

Snap in Westmoreland, and marble is found in different

parts of tliis county. In this part of the northern range,

ores of lead, copper, and zinc, are found : in some parts

of Craven, carbonate of lead and galena are raised. The
north-west of Lancashire, which composes that district

called Turness, consists for the most part of coarse slate

and grey wacke : red haematite, a very rich and valuable

iron ore, is procured in great abundance in this part of

the country, particularly between Ulverstone and Fur-
ness Abbey. The southern part of this range consists

of the rocks of Derbyshire: these consist of limestone

and basaltic amygdaloid : it is supposed that the former
rest on slate : there are here three beds of limestone,

the depth of which and the basaltic amygdaloid, is up-
wartls of 250 yards ; in some parts a fourth bed of lime-

stone is found, thicker than any of the otliers. The
total depth of all the known Derbyshire strata, includ-

ing the small portion of Nottinghamshire, which con-

tain the magnesian limestone, is 1310 yards. In this

range there are 30 beds of coal, varying in thickness
from six inches to 1 1 feet : the total thickness of coal is

26 yards. Hence it appears, that as the thickness of
the strata of the low district, (as has been already ob-
served,) is about 700 yards, we must sink 1300 yards
deeper, to arrive at the limestone incumbent on slate

rocks, the depth of which, below the stratum of clay, in

the valley of the Thames, must consequently be about
a mile and a quarter.

As we approach the alpine district on the west side of
England, rocks of a similar class to those in Wales are
met with, but surrounded by the secondary strata of the
middle district : the most considerable of ti)ese are the
Malvern hills, and the Caradoc hills in Shropshire. Ac-
cording to Mr Horner, the central parts of the former
are principally composed of granitic rock, mixed with
horneblende : the lower declivities are covered with lime-
stone and sandstone. The Caradoc and Wrekin hills are
composed of a variety of green stone ; some of them con-
tain actynolite : on the sides of these hills are singular
beds of claystone, containing cells, flattened as if by
pressure since their formation.

The mountains, on the eastern side of North Wales,
are composed of limestone, containing lead and zinc.
The limestone is similar to that of the northern range :

detached coal fields are met with on their lower declivi-
ties, in Flintshire and Denbighshire. The limestone rests
on slate, which, as we proceed to the west, is seen rising
from under it : in the same direction, mountains, princi-
pally composed of grey wacke, flinty slate, and roof slate,

are found : veins of quartz, containing copper ore, also

occur. Organic remains have been discovered in the

slate of North Wales ; it has not been ascertained that

any true granite has been found here : in Anglesey there

is serpentine, however, which, from its hardness, beauty,

and tendency to a crystalline arrangement, may perhaps
be regarded as a primary rock. Diallagc, intermixed
with steatite, is found in two mountains, on the eastern

side of Radnorshire. Rocks composed of cellular clay-

stone, resembling lava, are met with to the west of these

mountains, at Llandegley. The north side of Cader
Idris, is covered with scattered basaltic columns, com-
posed of porphyritic greenstone : this mountain contains

silicious porphyry in mass, intersected by veins of quartz

:

silicious schistose porphyry, also intersected by veins of
quartz ; argillaceous porphyry in mass ; and granite com-
posed of quartz and schorl in mass.

It has already been mentioned, that limestone is the

foundation rock of the great coal formation in South
Wales. The principal mineral treasures of the alpine

districts of Wales, are copper, lead, and slate ; and of

the less elevated districts, coals and iron stone.

We shall now pass to the Devonian range of the al-

pine district. The strata of the middle district rise at

an elevated angle, as they approach the granite rocks

of this range. The western boundary of the coal dis-

trict in Somersetshire is formed of metalliferous lime-

stone and grey wacke, which pass from that county

into Devonshire and Cornwall. Moutitains of granite

extend from Dartmoor to the Land's End. Slate, grey
wacke, and sometimes metalliferous limestone, occur
on their declivities and sumtnits. At the Lizard, the

granite rocks are covered with serpentine, near which
diallage in rocks is found. In the serpentine also, soft

steatite is imbedded. The most extensive and valuable

mineral treasures of this part of the alpine district are

copper and tin ; besides these, ores of silver, cobalt, bis-

muth, manganese, antimony, zinc, and iron are found.

Indeed, it has been remarked, that all the 27 known
metals are met with in Cornwall, except platiiia, mer-
cury, molybdena, tellurium, tantalium, columbium, and
cerium. In some of the granite rocks of Cornwall,

schorl is found intermixed; and in some particular

places, it constitutes the principal part of the rock.

Having given this general sketch of the mineral geo-
graphy and geology of England and Wales, arranged
into districts, we shall now proceed, in order more fully

to illustrate this important subject, to offer some mis-
cellaneous remarks, though at the risk of repeating

some of the statements which have been already made.
To begin with the primary rocks. Granite and gra-

nitic rocks occur in Cornwall, Devonshire, North Wales,
Anglesea, the Malvern Hills in Worcestershire, Charn-
wood Forest in Leicestershire, and in Cumberland and
Westmoreland. The granite of these two counties is,

however, porphyritic ; and that of Charnwood nearly

allied to sienite. Blocks of granite are found detached
in some parts of Lancashire and Cheshire. Gneis is

found no where in England, except at the Malvern Hills;

and here it is imperfectly formed. Mica slate occurs
only in Cornwall, where, along with it, lying over gra-

nite, serpentine, another primary rock, is also found
exclusively, with tlie exception of the Isle of Anglesea.
Of the intermediate or transition rocks, slate is found

in Westmoreland, Yorkshire, Leicestershire, North
Wales, Cornwall, and Devonshire. In the Yorkshire
slate are cubic crystals of pyrites. In the slate rock
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at Chavmvood Forest, in Leicestershire, the slaty la-

minae make an angle of 60 degrees with the principal

seam, by which the rock is divided. Graywacke is

met with in Cornwall, where it is called /cillas. In the

northern part of Radnorshire is a lofty range of moun-
tains, composed of graywacke, which, on the eastern

side, resembles sandstone, and on the western, roof-

slate.

The compact limestone of England and Wales be-

longs properly to the transition rocks. In Yorkshire

and the northern counties it rests on slate, and con-

tains a greater quantity of organic remains than the De-
vonshire limestone. Trap, or greenstone, is met with

in Cornwall in transition rocks ; but it possesses no cha-

racters by which it can be distinguished from that found

in primaiy rocks.

Transitions from granite to sienite and greenstone

occur in tlie same block at Charnwood Forest. The
two latter are also met with in Cornwall, Wales, and
Cumberland. Amygdaloid, provincially called toad-

stone, is found in great abundance in Derbyshire.

Porphyry occurs in the western side of England and
Wales. It has already been mentioned, that porphy-
ritic greenstone is scattered over the northern side of

Cader Idris. Basalt is found in Durham, Shropshire, &c.

The lowest of the secondary rocks in England is

frequently a silicious sandstone, coloured by red oxide
of iron, and called red sandstone: this has been already

described. The secondary rocks also include argilla-

ceous sandstone, earthy limestone, calcareous sand-

stone, and chalk ; and contain, besides the rock-salt,

gypsum, iron-stone, coal, and basalt. On the eastern

side of England, the coal strata generally decline to

the south-east ; on the western side, they are more fre-

quently thrown into different and opposite directions,

by faults and dikes. The deepest coal mines in Eng-
land are those of Northumberland and Durham, some
of which are wrought more than .SOO yards below the
surface. The thickest bed of English coal is in Staf-

fordshire, which is 30 feet deep. In general, the beds
of coal in other parts of England and Wales do not ex-

ceed from 6 to 9 feet in thickness. From the account
which we have already given of the low district of Eng-
land, it will be apparent, that there is more than one
third of this country, in which all search for valuable

coal is useless.

Witli respect to the upper secondary rocks, and the

strata containing organic remains in England, there are

magnesian limestone, chalk, flint, gypsum, the marie
and sand over which, in many parts, contain a large

quantity of red oxide of iron. Gypsum is principally

found in Cheshire, Shropshire, Worcestershire, Derby-
shire, and Nottinghamshire. In the gypsum of the

two latter counties, no organic remains have been dis-

covered. The organic remains found in the clay and
gravel which covers the chalk in the southern counties,

have already been noticed. The gravel over the clay

is composed principally of flint, containing distinct im-
pressions of unknown aquatic animals. Between the

clay and the gravel, there is sometimes a thin layer

of fresh-water shells, which are also met with under
the clay. In the strata over chalk, in the isle of Wight,
fresh-water shells have lately been detected.

If we were to cross England, from Hull into Lanca-
shire, we should first meet with a flat country, formed
of alluvial ground. A few miles to the west of this

town, the land becomes more elevated, and we pass

over a range of chalk hills, which compose the southern
extremity of the Yorkshire Woltls. After descending
from these hills, near the Hurnber, we again enter on
alluvial ground, covered with clay and gravel, which
extends nearly to Ferrybridge. Here the magnesian
limestone makes its appearance, which, with the earthy
limestone, form hills of a low elevation, distinctly stra-

tified. The strata are nearly horizontal, and divided
by seams of clay. The extreme breadth of this rang'-

of hills is not more than three miles. Yellow silicioii-;

sandstone comes next, which is the boiimhry of the
low calcareous district. Proceeding towards Wakencld,
the argillaceous coal strata of the middle district, ex-
tending westward more than 20 miles, is met with
Wakefield and Leeds stand near the east side of the
coal district, and Huddersfield and Halifax near thf
western. A few miles to the west of these towns, and
also of Sheflield, hills, composed of millstone grit and
shale grit, rise from under the coal sti'ata. These are
more than 300 yards thick, and no workable coal is

ever found in them. The bases of these hills is metal-
liferous limestone. If we proceed still farther to the
west toward Manchester, we descend the steep west-
ern declivities to the plains of Lancasliirc ; and, leav-

ing the millstone grit and shale grit, we again come
upon coal strata, which, still farther to the west, are
cut off, or partially intercepted by the red silicious sand-
stone already described. The surface here in many
parts is covered by beds of gravel; and in clay pits,

under the surface, are found detached blocks of gra-
nite, basalt, sienite, and slate, similar to the rocks in

North Wales and Westmoreland. From the vicinity of

Prescot to Liverpool, the immediate substratum is form-
ed by the red rocks, which may be seen dipping under
the waves of the Irish Sea.

If we had crossed the island, about 25 miles to the
south of the direction we have just described, near the

latitude of Sheffield and Chester, we should travel over
nearly a similar series of rocks, except that beyond the
vale of Derwent, 12 miles to the west of Sheffield, we
should meet with the metalliferous limestone of Derby-
shire. The same metalliferous limestone would also

be met with, if, after crossing the red sandstone of Che-
shire, we continued our line into Wales. Hei-e it occurs
in Flintshire, forming the boundary of the alpine dis-

trict.

If we cross the island in the latitude of Lancaster,
the metalliferous limestone mountains of Craven, in

Yorkshire, would be observed, rising from under the

grit-stone, and resting upon slate. In this latitude, the
grit-stone mountains of Wharfdale approach near the
earthy limestone on the eastern side, and nearly shut out
the coal district.

In travelling from Kent to Cornwall, nearly 150 miles
of chalk and calcareous sandstone, as far as the western
district of Dorsetshire, are passed over. After we leave

the chalk, a few miles of the lower secondary strata oc-

cur, before we arrive at the transition and primary
rocks.

A brief notice of the principal mineral waters of Eng-
land seems properly to belong to this part of our sub-
ject. They are thus classed by Dr Saunders: The sim-
pler thermal, viz. Bristol, the temperature of which is

74"; Matlock, the temperature of which is 66°; and
Buxton, with a temperature of 82°. The simple saline,

of which Epsom is the principal : the simple carbona-

ted chalybeate, of which Tunbridge is the principal

;
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the hot carbonated chalybeate, or Bath waters, the tcni-

peraiure ol" which is 116°: the saline carbonated chaly-

beate, as the Cheltenham and Scarborough: the vitrio-

latcd chalybeate, as the Hartlcli waters: and the cold

sulphureous, as the Harrowgatc. The waters of Mal-

vern and Holywell seem to owe their medical virtues

entirely to their purity.

CHAP. VI.

JffriculCure.

Having thus fully considered, and, we trust, faith-

fully and accurately described England, as it came from

the hands of Nature, with respect to its climate, soil,

and natural history, we shall now proceed to the second

grand division of our subject ; and consider and describe

it, as it has been operated upon, by the exertion of the

labour, and by the application of the science, the know-

ledge, the skill, and the capital of its inhabitants. From
•he sketch which we have given of its natural slate, it

will be seen, that while it presents no great obstacles, in

any respect, to the successful exertion of human indus-

try ; on the other hand, it does not hold out what is re-

(juisitc or desirable for the subsistence, comfort, or luxu-

ry of man, to be acquired by case and indolence. To
the man of enterprize and science, it is a valuable

country, or may be made so; to the man of indolent

habits and confined knowledge, existence in it could not

be desirable.

This division of our subject naturally comprises se-

veral important branches. In tlie first place, the agri-

culture of the country; the leading principles on which
it is practised ; the more prominent particulars of the

agricultural practice itself; and a comparative view of

agricultural knowledge at present, and at former peri-

ods, claim our attention. In tlic second place, the mines
and quarries, especially the former, as exhibiting evi-

dences of the industry, ingenuity, and success of the

people of this country, and as contributing to their de-

fence, subsistence, power, and wealth, will be consider-

ed in an economical point of view, having been already

treated of as branches of the natural history of England.

In the third place, our manufactures, in which, more
than in any other branch of human industry, England
stands proudly pre-eminent over the rest of the world,

will be considered at considerable length. It will easily

be seen, that, under this head, wc have no concern with

the processes themselves of the difl'erent manufactures,
except so far as a general description of some of them
may contribute to point out and explain the great im-
provements which we have from time to time made in

manufactures. In treating on this subject, also, we shall

intermix or premise historical notices, concerning the

state of our principal manufactures at former periods.

Xeilher our information, our limits, nor the nature and
object of this article, will permit us to render tliese his-

torical notices numerous, regular, or connected. What
we have in view in giving them, is only to enable our
readers to form some idea of the comparative state of
our manufactures now and at former periods; and pro-
ijably, in some instances, such historical notices may be
important and interesting, as pointing out those changes
in national manners and hal)its, which are sometimes in-

dicated by the changes that take place in the manufac-
tures for home use. In the fourth place, wc shall con-

sider the fisheries of England under tlicir two natural

and grand divisions; of the fisheries on our own coasts,

or in our own rivers, and the fisheries which are carried

on abroad, at Greenland and Davis' Straits, in the South
Seas, and off the coasts of Newfoundland. Lastly, the

trade and commerce of England will claim our notice.

The former divided into the inland and coasting trade ;

the latter embracing our mercantile connections with
foreign nations. We are well aware of the extent and
magnitude of this plan ; of the importance, interest, and
advantage, which would result from the complete and
accurate execution of it; and of the extreme difficulty,

and numerous obstacles, which lie in the way of such
execution. Even if it were attempted by numerous in«

dividuals, each most judiciously and impartially selected

for his information and knowledge in one particular

branch, omissions and errors must appear; it must not,

therefore, be a matter of wonder or of censure, if, in the

present article, those who are conversant in any particu-

lar branch of the various and dissimilar subjects which
are treated of, should detect omissions or errors.

Sect. I. State and Management of Landed Properly,
Size and Rent of Farms, is^c.

The natural and proper introduction to an account
of the agriculture of England seems to be a description

of the state of landed properly there ; with this, therefore,

we shall begin this division of our subject.

In England, landed property is tolerably well defined,

and protected by the laws of the land. Through the

various changes, however, that have taken place in our
laws and constitution, in consequence of the conquests
and revolutions to which the kingdom has been exposed,

its landed properly at present is of various descriptions
;

and the laws and regulations respecting it are almost
without number.
The kinds of property connected with the lands of

England may be divided under two heads; namely, into

possessory property, or the actual possession of the lands

and their appurtenances; and into abstract rights arising

out of them. Those who are inclined to tr;;cc tlie ori-

gin and decline of the ancient slruclure of Eiiglisli te-

nures, and to search for the fragments of them tiial arc

still in force, may consult Blacksloiie's Commcrjlai-ies on
the Laws and Constitution of England.
The first division of the species of property 'jlating

to the lands of England, or possessing property, compri-
ses the soil or land itself; the minerals and fossih; it co-

vers ; the waters annexed to it; tiie wood and herbage
it produces; and tlie buildings, fences, kc. thereon erect-

ed. The other division of the species of property rela-

ting to the lands of England, or abstract rights, com-
prises seignorial rights, as chief rents. Sec. ; manorial

lights, as quit-rents, fines. Sec.
;
prescriptive, or com-

mon rights; predial rights, or tithes; and parochial

rights, or taxes. To these, advouson and pailiamentary

rights may be added, as they are not unfrequcntly attach-

ed to landed pro]>erty.

It will be evident, from the consideration of these ab-

stract rights, that possessory property in this country is

further liable to analysis, and to more particular distinc-

tions. In case lands are held unconditionally, and in full

possession, without any other superior than the laws antl

constitution of the country, they are termed freehold.

This term again admits of still further distinctions.

If the lands- are Irahle to regular and fixed annu-.i'
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payments, which payments are beneath iheir annual va-

lue, and without beinjj liable to fine, heriot, or forfeiture,

they are fee-farm hold, or are comprised under the de-

nomination of other inferior holding. When they arc

held of a superior, as part of a royalty, honour, or ma-
nor, and are liable to fines, on account of deaths, transfers,

or other circumstances, they are cofiyhold. Copyhold
property is subject lo the customs of the royalty, manor,

or honour, of which ii is a part.

Leasehold property is also of various descriptions and

value in England ; long leasehold, as for a thousand

years; life leasehold, with a fine certain or under cer-

tain limitations on a renewal ; life leasehold, with an

uncertain fine, which is payable to the proprietor or

other superior; in tills case, he reserves merely a con-

ventional rent; the tenant having paid down a sum of

money to obtain the lease, and the right of alienation :

this practice is common in the west of England. The
conventional rents are reserved and exacted in these

cases, in order that the proprietor of the lands may have

the right of convening the tenants to his court or au-

dit, as well as to know which of his tenants are still

alive, in order that no fraud or overholding may take

place. There is also another kind of life leasehold with

an uncertain fine: this fine is payable to the proprietor,

who receives the full rent of the land at tlie time of

granting the lease; the lessor having a power of alien-

ation ; this is a common practice in Wales and in some
p'arts of England. The last distinction of leasehold pro-

perty, which exists in England, is leasehold for an ordi-

nary term, with the power of alienation. These various

rights of possession are styled tenures. Where a lease

is granted, without the power of alienation or transfer,

it is a species of holding, which merely gives the right

of occupancy.

Legal possession of landed property is gained, by
grant, as from the crown ; by prescription, or long

usage ; by descent, as from an ancestor ; by deed of gift

or settlement; by the testament of the deceased own-
er ; by forfeiture, as to a mortgage ; and by purchase,

either entered on a court roll, or ratified by a deed of

conveyance.
In most parts of England, the tenures are nearly of

the same kind ; and landed property descends in the

same manner; but nearly in the whole of Kent, and in

some small portions of other counties, gavel-kind, or the

equal distribution of landed property among all the sons

of a family, prevails. In some parts also, another spe-

cies of tenure prevails, which is that of borough English,

by which the younger son succeeds to the land on the

death of his father, to the exclusion of his eldest and
other brothers.

Landed property varies in size and value very much
in different parts of England; perhaps the largest in-

come derived from land may amount to nearly L. 100,000
per annum ; but the general annual income arising from
this kind of property is probably not more than one or
two thousand a year. In some counties, particularly in

the west of England, landed property is much divided :

this is also the case in other parts of the kingdom ; while
in some counties, nearly the whole of the landed pro-
perty is in the hands of a very few individuals. In
Cheshire, the estates are perhaps more nearly of a size

than in most other counties, running from L.SOOO to

L. 15.000 a year. In the manufacturing districts, the
small landed proprietors of L.200 or L.300 a year, have
been driven away by the introduction of manufactures,
Vol. VIII. Part II,

and the high price of the necessaries of life, or have
been induced to dispose of their property, by the great
rise in the value of land in these parts.

The management of landed property in England is

generally in the hands of stewards ; in some cases, these
are men practically conversant with the management
and improvement of estates, but too often they are meti
bred to the law, who are better acquainted with the legal
language and formalities of a lease, than with the value
of land, or the mode in which, for the advantage of the
tenant, the landlord, and the community, it ought to be
cultivated.

The size of farms varies very much, not only in dif-

ferent parts of the kingdom, but even iii the same coun-
ty. Farms of the extent of 500 to 1 500 acres are deem-
ed large farms. Those that are under 100 acres are
considered small ones. The largest farms in England
arc to be met with in the northern parts of Northumber-
land, in Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Kent, and Dorsetshire

;

a few also occur in other counties: and in general it may
be remarked, that farms are larger in the north, eastern,
and south-eastern counties, than in the south-western,
western, or north-western counties of England. In Wales,
farms are for the most part veiy small.

The practice of letting land on lease is by no means
common in England ; and it is certainly on the decline.

Where leases are granted, they are generally for 7 or 14
years; seldom for 21 years, or a longer period. Leases
are most usual in those counties where farms arc the
largest. It has already been remarked, that life-lease-

hold is very common in the west of England, and also in

Lancashire, Cheshire, Sec. Where no leases are grant-
ed, the tenant either holds at will, the only tie between
the ownet and occupier being the custom of the estate

or of the county in which it lies, and the conmion law
of the land ; or he holds from year to year, under a
written agreement with specified covenants: this is a
modern usage, but it is becoming more and more pre-
valent.

Where leases are granted in England, they are in ge-
neral much clogged with restiictive clauses; so that the
tenant is either under the necessity of carefully avoiding
all attempts to improve his farm, by introducing new
practices and couises of crops, or he expose* himself by
deviations from the covenants of his lease, to the pay-
ment of those heavy fines which are specified in it.

When the advantages that the English agriculturist

possesses, in respect to climate, arc considered, it will pro-
bably be found that the rent, which he pays for lanti, is

comparatively low. It is impossible to fix with accura-
cy the average rent, either of arable or of pasture land,

throughout the kingdom; but we shall not be very wide
of the truth, if we estimate the average of them both,
taken together, at 20s. per acre. Perhaps, indeed, in the
opinion of many, this may be reckoned too high, since
the average of the county of Norfolk, which, though of
inferior soil, is much better farmed than most of the
arable counties of England, is not above 16s per acre

;

but, on the other hand, it should be coiisiilered, that most
of the arable farms in the north of England, particularly

in Northumberland, Durban , and Yorkshire, as wellasin
many of the arable counties in the south east of England,
as Essex, Kent, Hamps iir<-, £<c. arc let much above 20s.
per acre, and a very small portion of the grass land is

let at so low a rent as this. From communications made
to the Board of .Agriculture, it was asceriaiaed, that the
rise of rents in England between the year 1790 and 1804,

3 Z
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was 39 per cent, and since that period a still farlhcr rise

lias taken place, probably to the amount of 30 per cent.

All llic otliLT cxpences of cullivalion liavc also increas-

ed, some of them in as threat a pioi)ortion. The high-

est rents for arable land (subject to the payment of titlics,

poor rates, Sec.) in England, do not, perhaps exceed 50s.

unless where some peculiar and local advantages exist

:

much land, even of a moderately good quality, is let

from 10s. to 1 2s. per acre. Pasture land varies from

20s. to L.3 ; and where it is of smaller extent, and occu-

pied for local purposes, especially in some of the manu-

facturing counties, it is let as high as L.5, or L.6 per

acre, or even higher.

The English farmer, besides the payment of his rent

to his landlord, is subject to the payment, in most cases,

of tithes and poor rates. The latter vary very much in

different parishes, and even sometimes in the same pa-

rish, at different periods. The former are more steady

and regular in their amount. Perhaps, together, they

may amount to one half, or 3-5lhs of the rent.

The ordinary term of entry to a farm in England is

Lady-day; but Candlemas, Whitsuntide, and Michaelmas,

are also common terms in some parts of the kingdom.

Michaelmas and Lady-day are the customary terms of

payment ; the first payment commences six months af-

ter entry to the possession of the farm. Letting lands

for a term of years for a former rent, but making the

farmer pay a considerable sum by way of fine, was for-

merly a very common custom, but it is now chiefly con-

fined to the crown and church lands.

Sect. IL Agricultural Defiartments.

Having premised these general remarks, we shall

now proceed to an account of the agriculture of Eng-
land. This kingdom, not including Wales, in an agri-

cultural point of view, may very properly be divided in-

to six departments or districts : by an agricultural dis-

trict, meaning that tract, whicli is distinguished from
other parts of the kingdom, by a uniformity or similari-

ty of practice, whether it be characterised by grazing,

sheep-farming, arable management, or mixed cultivation
;

or by the production of some particular article, as dairy

produce, fruit-liquor, Sec. The six agricultural depart-

ments distinguished from one another in this point of
view, are the northern, the western, the midland, the east-

ern, the southern, and the south-western.
The northern agricultural district includes the prin-

cipal parts of Northumberland and Durham, the whole
of Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and York-
shire, (excepting the fens and marshes bordering on
Lincolnshire,) with parts of Cheshire, Staffordshire, and
Derbyshire. This department is distinguished by a cool-
ness of climature, and a backwardness of seasons, as
compared with the more southern parts of the island

;

but its most striking natural feature is derived from its

mountains. As a field of rural economy, it is also strong-
ly distinguished from the other agricultural districts.

On its western side, manufactures, indeed, have prevail-
ed over agriculture; but on its eastern side, all the branch-
es of the latter flourish. It would not, indeed, be easy
to point out any portion of the kingdom, in which a
greater degree of agricultural skill and industry is dis-
played, than in the northern parts of Northumberland,
and on the banks of the Tees.
The western department extends from the Mersey to

the banks of the Somersetshire Avon; being bounded

on the west, by the Welsh mountains ; on the east, by

the lower hills of Stafibrdshire, and the uplands of

Warwickshire and Oxfordshire ; and on the south, by the

chalk hills of Wiltshire, and the Sedgemoors of Somer-
setshire. Nearly the wliolc of this agricultural depart-

ment, comprises an uninterrupted succession of vale dis-

tricts, formed by the passage of the Severn, the Avon,
the Dee, and the Mersey, to the sea. It is no less dis-

tinctly marked by agricultural produce, as the wliole of

it, with the exception of the high lands of Shropshire

ai\d Herefordshire, the Cotswold hills in Gloucestershire,

and the Mcndip hills in Somersetshire, may be almost

said to be applied to the produce of the dairy. It is also

distinguished as an agricultural district, by its fruit-liquor.

The midland department is bounded by the moun-
tains of the northern, and the chalk hills of the south-

ern departments, in its length ; and by the rising

grounds, which separate it from the western depart-

ments, and the banks of the marshes, where the eastern

department commences, in its breadth. Compared with

the great variety of soil and surface, exhibited by the

other departments, this may be regarded as one widely

extended plain of fertile lands, without a single emi-
nence, except the Charnwuod hills. In its agricultural

character, it is distinguished by its mixed cultivation,

to which the nature of its soil and surface is almost

uniformly suitable. " As a wide field of agriculture,

(to use tlie words of Mr Marshall,) in which every

branch of the profession is higlily cultivated, it has

been long popularly known. Here not only the spirit of

improvement, but of cnterprize, may be said to inhabit.

The art, science, and mystery of breeding has here Ijeen

carried to a height, which in any other country probably

it has never attained ;—the same enterprising spirit,

which led to this pre-eminence, still continuing, with

little or any abatement."

The eastern department is not more strongly marked
in its natural, than in its agricultural character ; in the

former, its fens and marshes, as well as the light sandy

quality of its uplands, features that are united in no other

district of the kingdom, mark it out; in the latter, the

turnip husbandry is the most distinguisliing feature.

The agricultui'al pursuits of the eastern department, are

directed, in a principal manner, to grazing, not only in

the marshes and lower grounds, but on the uplands.

Sheep, as well as cattle, are grazed here ; and it may
also be remarked, that in a very considerable portion of

this agricultural district, arable husbandry is veiy ex-

tensively and intimately connected with the fattening of

sheep and cattle. Its boundaries are distinctly marked,
including the fen lands of Lincolnshire, Northampton-
shire, Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, and NorlV)lk,

as well as the rest of Norfolk, and the counties of Suf-

folk in Essex, with those parts of the adjoining counties

which lie close to them.
The southern department, which includes the chalk

hills in the vicinity of the metropolis, as well as those in

the more remote counties, is, by the circumstAnce of

these hills, distinctly marked out, in its natural character,

from the rest of the kingdom. That part of it which lies

in the more immediate vicinity of the metropolis, is, of

course, directed, in the nature and objects of its hus-

bandry, by the demands created by the metropolis ; and
thus an artificial character is, as it were, given to its

agricultural pursuits. The other part of this district is

distinguished by its flocks of sheep, which are fed on its
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chalk hills ; llie breeds, and mode of management, of

which are very difiVrent from those in tiie midland and

eastern dep:irlments.

The natural situation of the last, or south-western

agricultural department, is very remarkable ; it stretches

away from the main body of the island, in a peninsular

form, into the western sea. This peninsula is nearly

200 miles long, and is bounded by that sea, except where

it touches the southern and western departments. The
natural characters of its area, as well as of its situation,

are also singular. Slate rock hills, which are com-
paratively unknown in the rest of the kingdom, except

in a small portion of the northern department, here

abound. The surface, indeed, almost throughout the

department, (its north-eastern angle excepted,) is of a

singular character, consisting of bare steep-sided hills,

separated by narrow vallics : the hills, in general, are

productive to their very summits. In its agricultural

character and pursuits, it is not less remarkable ; the

husbandry that is carried on there being more nearly

allied to the ancient husbandry of the Romans, than any

pursued in this island. Arable, as well as pasture and

dairy husbandry, are indeed pursued, but the mode of

uniting them, tlie practices which prevail in each, and

the grand features of the whole, are remarkable, and

strongly distinguished.

Notwithstanding this general division of the kingdom
into agricultural departments, it may be proper to specify

the counties which are principally occupied in the three

great branches of agricultural industry followed in Eng-
land, namely, arable husbandry ; dairy husbandry ; and

that husbandry which is directed to the breeding and
fattening of cattle and sheep.

The following are the principal counties in which
arable husbandry is pursued to a greater extent than in

the other parts of the kingdom : Kent, Essex, Suffolk,

Norfolk, Hampshire, Berkshire, Bedfordshire, Surrey,

Sussex, Hertfordshire, part of Yorkshire, Durham, and
Northumberland. The dairy counties, either for butter

or cheese, or both, are Cheshire, Shropshire, Glouces-
tershire, Wiltshire, Buckinghamshire, Essex, Suffolk,

Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Cambridgeshire, Dorsetshire,

and Devonshire. The counties most distinguished for

breeding and fattening cattle and slieep, are Lincoln-

shire, Somersetsliire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire,
Tetswater in Durham, and Cleveland and Holderness
in Yorkshire. It will be evident, however, that in this

arr.aigement, many counties must be specified, in which
more than one of the three great agricultural pursuits

are carried on ; and it may be remarked, that the arable

husbandry, in some counties, is closely connected with

the fattening of sheep, but seldom with the dairy hus-

bandry ; while the latter is often connected with the

breeding and fattening of cattle and sheep.

Sect. HI. Arable Husbandry.

In giving a general sketch of the arable husbandry
of England, it will be proper to consider it under two
heads, namely, the instruments employed in carrying it

on, and the crops cultivated. On the first head, our
remarks inusl be brief, since it would lead us far be-

yond our limits to particularise or describe nearly all

the agricultural implements used in England.
The ploughs employed are of various and numerous

sorts, but they may be divided into three principal

classes : the swing-plough, the wheel-plough, and the

turn-wrest plough : tlie first seems to be the oldest

plough in England, at least in its original construction :

it is for the most part a heavy ill made implement. In
its original form, it is not however now often met with

;

but in its improved construction, it is general in tlie

northern, north-western, and some of the midland comi-
ties : in Suffolk, a peculiar kind of swing-plough is used.

Ploughs with one or two wheels are conunon in the

southern, and south-western counties of England, as

Well as in some of the midland counties : a peculiar
plough of this construction is almost exclusively seen
in Norfolk. Turn-wrest ploughs are general over Kent,
and on the chalk hills of Sussex and Hertfordshire : they
are not common in other parts of the kingdom. Besides
these three kinds, double moulded ploughs are used ;

but their use is by no means general, nor is it likely to

continue. On the whole, it may be remarked, that the

ploughs, as well as most of the other agricultural im-
plements in England, are by no means constructed on
those scientific principles, and with that skill which
enables them to do their work well with the least ex-

pence of labour and time.

Perhaps the imperfect construction of the ploughs
may be one cause why in England a greater number of

horses than necessary are employed in them. If we
except the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, in

the south of England, and those of Northumberland,
Durham, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, in the north,

there is perhaps no other county in which more than

two horses will not be seen in a plough. In some coun-
ties, the practice of ploughing with two horses is never
followed, even on the lightest soils ; and it may in gene-
ral be remarked of the south, south-eastern and south-

western counties, that three, four, or five horses, are

almost always employed in a plough. Under some cir-

cumstances, and on some soils, even a still greater num-
ber are used. Notwithstanding this great number of
horses, the furrow, even on light soils, is seldom more
than 3i or 4 inches deep; nor, in general, is more than

three-fourths of an acre ploughed in the course of a

day. Of course, where there are more than two horses,

a driver, as well as a holder, is necessary. In this ns
spect, therefore, English husbandry presents nothing

praise-worthy.

Few of the other implements of argriculture used in

England require particular notice ; they are very nu-
merous ; almost constant changes are making in them

;

but simplicity of principle and construction are too little

attended to. With the exception of the northern coun-
ties, waggons are almost universally used in husbandry,
as well as carts. In the northern counties, on the con-
traiy, waggons are seldom seen in the occupation of a

farmer. The thrashing machine is now pretty common
in most parts of the kingdom, but it is only within these

very few years that it has been introduced into llie

iTiidland and southern counties : though the minutiae of
its construction vary considerably, yet in almost every
case it operates by beating, not rubbing out the grain.

Before agricultural improvements began in England,
there appears to have been little or no fallow land : one
of the first, or at least one of the most striking and im-
portant improvements in its agriculture, was the intro-

duction of fallows ; they arc very common on most of
the strong and wet lands in the arable districts, though
attempts have been made, especially in the southern

counties, which are favoured with a long and dry sum-
mer, to do without them. On the light dry soils, in

? Z 2
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almost every part of llic kingdom, they have been en-

tirely superseded by the iniroduction of turnips and

other j^recn crops.

The courses of crops commonly cultivated vary very

much, not only according to the nature of the soil and

climate, but even with the same soil and climate. In

the best farnicd counties, which may justly lie consuler-

ed to be Norfolk, SutVolk, Kent, and Northumberland, a

general principle is laid down, not to sow two white

crops in succession : this principle is gradually extend-

ing itself, and is acted upon by the best farmers m all

parts of the kingdom. It is, however, still neglected by

too many ; and oats or barley after wheat, wheat after

oats, and two or three crops of oats in succession, are

by no means uncommon. On light soils, the most judi-

cious rotation, and that which is pursued by the most

intelligent and successful agriculturists, is borrowed

from tlie county of Norfolk, and tlience called the Nor-

folk system : it consists of turnips, barley, clover, and

wheat. On heavy soils, no one rotation is nearly so

common as this is on light soils. Those most pursued

are fallow, wheat, beans, oats : fallow, wheat, oats : fal-

low, wheat, clover, beans, oats. Barley is not often in-

troduced into the rotations on strong lands ; and tares

or cabbages are sometimes substituted for fallow. In

the Isle of Shepey, in Kent, and in a few other spots

of uncommon fertility, wheat and beans are grown, with-

out tiie intervention either of a fallow or any other crop.

Besides these rotations, in the course of which the

ground is constantly under the plough, there are other

rotations founded on the principles of what is called the

convcrtiljle husbandry. According to the principles of

this husbandry, the ground, after being laid down for

tl-.rec, five, or more years, to grass, is broken up, and
sown with different species of corn for some years, after

which it is again laid down to grass. This mode of

husbandry is making its way into the best farmed dis-

tricts of England, so that more grass-land, (not per-

manent, but for a few years), is seen in the districts,

strictly speaking arable, than was formerly kept ; and a

greater breadth of ground is under the plough, in many
of those counties, which formerly were almost exclu-

sively under grass.

Wheat is by far the most important, and the most ex-
tensively cultivated crop in England : from what has
been already said, it will appear that it is sown after

clover, fallow, tares, and cabbages ; it is also sown after

beans and potatoes, but never in the best farmed districts

of England after any white crop. As it is a crop on
which the farmer mainly depends, the prepai-ation for

it, in whatever rotation it comes, is managed with great
labour and attention. If it is to be sown after fallow,

the land is ploughed and harrowed repeatedly, and well
manured : after clover, only one ploughing is given, and
seldom more after beans: where tares have been pre-
viously sown, they are got off the land in sufficient time
to plough it more tlian once for the succeeding crop of
wheat. The drill husbandry, with respect to this crop,
is by no means common in England ; and it is still less

frequently put in with the dibble, by far the greatest
proportion being sown broadcast. The usual quantity
of seed to an acre is from 2 4 to 3 bushels. The kinds
of wheat sown are very numerous, but they may be
classed under four heads : cone or bearded wheat, which
however is now little sown ; white wheat, of which the
varieties are almost- numberless ; red wheat, which is

seldom sown where the climate is very good and early,

and the land in high condition ; and sp ing wheat. The
last, in consequence of the high price of wheat, and the

desire which this naturally produces in the farmer to

sow wheat after his turnips in the spring, is becoming
more common, though the real spring wheat is of com-
paratively late introduction. Wheat is seldom sown
before the beginning or middle of September in any
part of England, and seldpm so late as the end of April

:

the most usual period is between the middle of October
and the end of the year. While growing, not much at-

tention or labour are bestowed upon it, unless where it

is drilled, in which case it is howed : where sown broad-

cast, it is sornetimes rolled and harrowed in the spring.

The wheat harvest commences in the south of England
about the end of July, or the beginning of August : in

the midland counties it is about 10 days later; in the

northern counties, nearly three weeks. There is a stri-

king difference in the harvest field operations with re-

spect to tiiis, as well as other kinds of grain, in the

north and iii the south of England : in the former, du-

ring harvest, the corn field exhibits a large num-
ber of reapers, perhaps 50, 60, or even 100, all pro-

ceeding in their operations together, and presenting

an interesting and animating picture. In the south of

England, and indeed over the greater part of the mid-
land counties, on the contraiy, wheat is cut down by
two or three individuals, each of whom contracts to

cut a field, or a certain number of acres. The wlieat

field consequently exhibits merely one or two men, per-

haps, with their wives, working in different parts of
it. Wheat is seldom or never cut down with the

scythe, but is either reaped with the common sickle, or,

as is the practice in some of the counties near the me-
tropolis, as well as in some of the south western coun-
ties, it is baggfd, that is, struck down near the ground
with a large and heavy hook. It is universally bound
in sheaves. Perhaps no circumstance marks the diffe-

rence of climate in the south and north of England more
strongly, than the difference in point of time during
which it is necessary to keep wheat and other grain in

the field before it is taken home. In the southern coun-
ties, it is generally ready in a week or ten days; where-
as, in the north of England, it is necessary to let it

stand out for two or three weeks. In the southern and
midland counties, it is frequently put into barns: in the
northern counties, it is almost universally stacked. As
this grain is so very extensively cultivated, and conse-
quently on much inferior soil, and frequently after very
imperfect preparation, the produce per acre varies very
considerably in different counties: as it is also very
liable in this climate to be injured by a bad seed time, a
wet winter, or a blight during the period of its flower-

ing (which last is here the common cause of the failure

or deficiency of our wheat crop) its produce varies as

much in different seasons in the same part of England,
and under the same management, as it does during the
same season in different parts of the kingdom. The
lowest quantity of produce, except where an absolute
deficiency from blight occurs, inay perhaps be rated at

12 bushels per acre ; the highest at six or seven quar-
ters. The latter have been reaped on the deep loams
near Chichester in Sussex, on the calcareous loams near
Epsom, and in some of the more favoured and highly
cultivated spots of Kent, Essex, Lincolnshire, and So-
mersetshire. A tabular view of the average produce
of the different counties of England and Wales, in

wheat, barley, oats, &c. will afterwards be given.
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The wheat counties of England arc Kent, Essex,

Suffolk, llLiUaud, Hei'trordsliiie, Berksliirc, liampsliirc,

antl Herelurusr.ire ; that is, these are most distinguish-

ed lor the quantity, as well as the quality, ot their

wheat. In the north of England, this grain is of an in-

ferior quality, being cold to the feel, dark coloured,

thick skinned, and yielding comparatively little flour.

In the best wheat counties, and in good years, the

weight of a bushel of wheat, eight gallons to the bushel,

is from 60 to 62 lbs. In the Isie of Shepey, in Kent,

(where perhaps the best samples of wlieat sent to the

London market arc produce(i), this grain, in some fa-

vourable seasons, weighs 64 IDs. the bushel. Where
the climate is naturally colder, welter, and more back-

ward, or in bad seasons, the weight of tlie bushel of

wheal is not more thaii 56 or 57 lbs. It is calculated

that the average weight of the bushel of good English

wheal is 58 lbs. yielding 344^ lbs. of flour for standard

wheaten bread; and 373 lbs. lor household. Seven
busiiels of good wheat will make a suck of wheaten
flour.

The culture of rye, which was formerly pretty ex-

tensive in some parts of England, has now nearly en-

tirely disappeared. This has arisen from the operation

of two causes. In the first place, greater experience

and improved skill have convinced the farmers, that a

very large proportion of veiy light land, which was
deemed tit only for rye, may, by proper management
and due labour and expence, be rendered capable of

producing valuable crops of wheal; and, in the second
place, the increased wages of the labouring classes of

the community has naturally led them to a prelerence
of wheaten bread to bread of any other description.

Rye, however, is still cultivated in some parts of Nortli-

umberland and Durham, either by itself, or along with
wheat; and in the vicinity of the metropolis. In no
other part is it cultivated to any extent for seed: but it

is grown in many counties as green food for cattle,

-coming early in the spring to maturity for this purpose,
and afterwards allowing time for a subsequent crop the
same year.

The culture of barley is also on the decline in most
parts of England, owing, of course, to a diminished
demand for it, and to the increasing demand for wheat,
and consequent high price for this latter gi'ain. The
diminished demand for barley arises from the same
cause which has produced a diminished demand for

rye, namely, the increased wages of the labouring class-

es, in conjunction with another cause, the stoppage of
distillation from this grain, which has frecjuently taken
place in late years. These two causes would probably
have diminished the growth of barley to a still greater
extent than they have done, were it not for its impor-
tance as a crop in the rotation most adapted and bene-
ficial to light lands. The barley counties of England
are principally Norfolk, Suflblk, Cambridgeshire, Bed-
fordshire, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire, and the up-
per parts of Herefordshire, Warwickshire, Shropshire.
The most common preparation for this crop, where its

culture is best understood, and most extensively follow-
ed, is turnips; after these are drawn or eaten off, the
land is ploughed two or three times, and harrowed re-
peatedly. The season for sowing barley extends from the
middle of March to the end of April. It is more ge-
nerally drilled than wheat, but this mode of culture is

by no means common ; when followed, about two bushels
of seed are sownj in the broadcast method, three or 3^

busiiels. There arc two leading varieties of this grain
grown; the common barley, of which there are several
kinds, and big ; the laller, however, is almost entirely

confined to the hilly parts of the northern counties. The
barley harvest, in the south of England, commences
nearly about the same time as the wlieat harvest, per-
haps a little later: in the north, it is often cut down be-
fore the wheat. The practice of mowing it, which has
long been followed in the south, is becoming general

;

but the carrying it home in a loose state, without being
bound into sheaves, is confined to the soutlicrn counties,

and indeed can only be practised there wil'.i safety, where
tlie climate is so warm and steady as frequently to ren-
der it fit to be carried to llie barn-yard in the course of
a few days. It is seldom housed in any part of England.
The produce varies from three to tight (luaitcrs: the
most usual crop is 3i or 4 quarters: the usual weight
of a bushel of barley is 50 lbs. : the best Norfolk barley,

however, sometimes weighs 53 lbs. This crop is grown
in some places after pease and tares, as well as after

turnips ; and where it is sown on strong land, a sum-
mer fallow preparation is sometimes given. The prac-
tice of sowing it after wheat or oats is on the decline.

In consequence of the increased number of horses
kept in England for business or pleasure, within these
few years, the cultivation of oats has been considerably
extended. As, however, they do not suit so well with
a warm and early climate, as with a climate more moist
and backward, the crops of them in the former being
neither so abundant nor of such good quality as in the
latter, the cultivation of ^oats is more attended to in

the north of England and Wales, than in the southern
counties. The counties in which they are most exten-
sively grown, are Northumberland, Durham, Cumber-
land, Westmoreland, Lancashire ; and the fens of Lin-
colnshire, Huntingdonshire, Northamptonshire, Cam-
bridgeshire, and Norfolk. It is calculated that one third
of all the oats grown in England are the produce of
these fens ; they are also cultivated on the higher lands
of Cheshire, Derbyshire, and Staffordshire, and in most
of the Welsh counties, particularly in Caermarthen-
shire. As we advance into the midland counties of Eng-
land, their cultivation becomes less extensive, thougii
many are grown in Leicestershire, and on the Trent
bank land of Nottinghamshire.

There are four leading varieties of this grain culti-

vated in England ; the white, the black, the grey, and
the brown or red : of the white, the subvarieties are
very numerous; but the most common are the common
white, the Tartarian,^ the Dutch, the Poland, and the
potatoe oat: the black and grey are little cultivated:

the red is confined principally to Cheshire, Derbyshire,
and Staffordshire. Besides these kinds, a species of
naked oats, called provincially fiillar, are grown in

Cornwall.

Oats are almost always, in every part of the kingdom,
the first crop after the breaking up of old grass land.

They are also sown generally on strong land, after clover
ley; and in the north of England, they succeed clover
on most kinds of soil. Besides coming in this rotation,

they are sown sometimes after turnips; and where the
husbandry is bad, they are taken as the last crop before
fallow, even when the ground is dirty and exhausted.
In the southern counties of England, the end of Febru-
ary, and in the midland and northern counties, the mid-
dle or end of March is usual seed-time. They are very
seldom drilled. The usual quantity of seed to the acre
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i five bushels. Pcrliapa the produce of no species of

j;rain varies more than that of oats. Where the groiiiul

is foul and exhausted, not snore than 20 bushels arc ob-

tained ; but on rich soil well managed, ei^•ht, nine, and

souieiinics ten quarters, have been procured. In most

parts of Enjjiand ihey arc mown, except when the crop

is very stronij. They arc generally, but not always,

tarried loose into the barn-yard, wljcre they are put up

in stacks.

lleans are grown on alniost all the strong lands ot the

kingdom, which are under the plough ;
and their cui-

livalion probably has not extended, as, according to

the old rotation pursued when most of the land was in

common fields, they, preceded by wheat and followed

by fallow, formed the whole course of tlie husbandry of

our ancestors. But though ihtii cnltivaUon is very ge-

neral, there are few counties in which it is well con-

ducted. Perhaps Gloucestershire in the west of Eng-

land, and Kent and Essex in the south, may be pointed

out, as the counties where the culture of this plant is

conducted with the greatest judgment, skill, and suc-

cess. In these and some other counties, they are plant-

ed in rows or clusters, and carefully weeded, both by

the horse-hoe and the hand. They are generally grown

after wheat, oats, or clover ley; and are put into the

ground as soon in the spring as the weather will permit.

The bean harvest, in every part of the kingdom, is late,

generally ten days or a fortnight after all the white

corn is cut down. The produce varies from 16 to 40

bushels. Pease are very little cultivated in any part

of the kingdom, except in the vicinity of the metropolis,

as a garden crop. Where grown as a farm crop, they

generally succeed clover ley, wheat, barley, or oats. The
produce, in consequence of the unsettled nature of our

climate, is very uncertain and various.

Tares are principally grown as spring food for sheep,

cattle, or horses. In the south of England, there are

two kinds: the winter and spring. The former, sown

in the autumn, is ready to cut in the month of April or

Alay ; but this kind does not come to perfection in the

northern counties. The latter kind is sown in March,
and is cut in the autumn. Buck-wheat is seldom seen

in England. A little of it is cultivated in Norfolk and

some other counties, where the soil is light and poor,

and permitted to remain till it is ripe; in other parts,

it is ploughed down, as a manure, while in flower. The
three kinds of clover, red, Dutch, and yellow clover, or

trefoil, are very generally grown, but to a greater ex-

tent, and with more success in the eastern, southern,

and northern counties, than in the western or midland.

The cultivation of red clover after barley, and as a pre-

paration for wheat, is considered as one of the proofs of
superior husbandry, in those districts where it is exten-
sively and regularly sown in this rotation. In the north

of England, rye-grass is commonly sown along with
clover, where hay is the object; but in the south, and
particularly in the vicinity of the metropolis, clover is

sown alone. Dutch or white clover is used principally

in laying down land to grass. Sainfoin not thriving well,

except where the soil or subsoil is calcareous, is not
met with generally. On the Costwold hills, and on the
chalk soils of Dorsetshire, Hampshire, Wiltshire, Hert-
fordshire, Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, it is extensively
cultivated. It generally remains for eight or ten years;
a much longer period, according to A. Young, than it is

found to do in France. It is macle into hay, and the after

crop eaten by sheep or cattle. Lucerne, nearly allied to

sainfoin in its character, habits, and properties, is not

grown to any extent, except in soaie districts of Sussex
and Kent.

The counties into which the culture and use of that

valuable root, the potatoe, was first introduced, and in

which it is still grown in the greatest perfection, are

Lancashire and Cheshire: in the former, about Altring-

hani, and in the latter, about Frodsham. Potatoes are

also grown to a considerable extent in Yorkshire, par-,

ticularly on the warpland, or the soil on which the sedi-

ment of the liver is permitted to be deposited, Cumber-
land, and Cornwall. Their cultivation and use, however,
are less extensive and common in the western counties,

than in any other part of the kingdom. On the light

soils in the low parts of Vv'ales, they are commonly
grown. They are planted in the months of April and
Rlay, generallv in rows; horse-hoed and weeded by the

hand while growing, and taken up in the month of Oc-
tober, either by the plough, or by a particular kind of

fork. The produce varies from six to ten tons. They
are used as a preparation for wheat, instead of a fallow.

In Lancashire and Cheshire, however, they are planted

on lands broken up from grass for the purpose.

The county of Norfolk was, for a long lime, almost

exclusively remarkable for the great breadth of turnips

sown in it, and for the judgment, skill, and success, with

which they were cultivated ; but at present this most use-

ful and valuable root is grown in almost every county in

England, in a greater or less degree. In a superior man-
ner, however, and to a greater extent in Norfolk and
Northumberland, than in any other county. Perliaps

tliere are fewer turnips grown in Cheshire and Lanca-

shire, in the north-west, and in some of the south-west-

ern counties, than elsewhere. In the north part of Nor-
thumberland, they are almost universally drilled. The
drill husbandry is also used with respect to them par-

tially in other places; but by far the most common
mode of sowing them, is broad cast. They seldom suc-

ceed any other crops, except wheat or oats, though in

some counties they are sown after barley and pease. It

has already been mentioned, that on light soils (on which
they are almost exclusively grown) they are substituted

for naked fallow. In the north of England, the common
time for sowing them is June ; but in the southern coun-

ties, they are seldom sown before July. They are care-

fully hand-hoed while growing; and if drilled, they are

also horse-hoed. They are used for fattening sheep or

cattle, but principally the former. About twenty years

ago, a species of turnip, called ruta baga, or the Swe-
dish turnip, was introduced into this country. It is now
cultivated in almost every district where the common
turnip is grown. Rape is cultivated, either on account

of its seed, to be expressed for its oil, or as a green food

for sheep. With the former view, Yorkshire and Lin-

colnshire are principally distinguished for its growtli : as

food for sheep, it is cultivated to a considerable extent

in the southern and south-western counties, as well as in

Northamptonshire, , Leicestershire, &c. It is seldom

grown, for either porpose, to the north of Yorkshire, or

in the western counties. Cabbages, as food for cattle and

sheep, have been partially cultivated for several years;

but their cultivation does not seem to be extending. Suf-

folk, Leicester, and Lincolnshire, are the counties where

they are principally grown. Nearly the same remark
may be made respecting carrots. They have been long

cultivated to a considerable extent, on the sandy soils of

Suffolk, (where, according to Mr Young, there is a
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gi-ealci' qiKiiitity of them than in any other part of Eng-
land,) but it is only within these few years that they Jiave

been applied as food for live stock. Formerly tiie car-

rots of this county were exclusively sent to the London
market. They are cultivated, as a farm crop, scarcely

in any other county besides Suffolk, if we except Wor-
cestershire, Avherc Wolvcrlcy sands have been long fa-

mous for the growth of this root, as well as for carrot

seed.

The following crops are in general confined to a very

few parts of England. Canary seed is scarcely seen any

where, except in the Isle of Thanet. Saffron, which
was formerly cultivated in various parts of the kingdom,
is now grown almost solely between SaftVon-Walden in

Essex, (which takes its name from this plant,) and New-
market, in a circuit of about ten miles. Another singu-

lar product of Essex is a kind of treble crop of corian-

der, carroway, and teazle ; the two former on account of

their aromatic seeds, the latter for its prickly heads, used

for the purpose of raising the nap on woollen cloths.

Teazles are also grown in some parts of the West Ri-

ding of Yorkshire; but neither there nor in Essex to

nearly their former extent, in consequence of their use

being, in a great measure, superseded by machinery in

the woollen manufacture. Madder and woad are grown,
though not to any considerable extent, in the chalk hills

of Surrey near Bansted, and in West Kent. Mustard,

in Durham, near Wisbeach in the Isle of Ely, and in

some parts of Essex. Liquorice, principally near Ponte-

fract, in the West Riding of Yorkshire. A few medicinal

plants are grown in this country : Nearly 200 acres of

eamoniile in Derbyshire ; and a consideraljle variety of

them abo\it Milcham in Surrey, of which the most im-

portant are peppermint, pennyroyal, savin, angelica,

horehound, camomile, wormwood, hyssop, poppy, laven-

der, and roses.

About 30 years ago, the government of this country

endeavoured, by means of bounties, to encourage and ex-

tend the cultivation of flax and hemp ; but the bounties

were soon withdrawn, it is said, becaiise they indirectly

went to the landlords instead of the tenants, the former
expecting an increased rent for their land, in proportion

to the bounties given. However this may be, tlax and

hemp arc l)y no means extensively cultivated in Eng-
land; chiefly between Bridport and Beaminsler in Dor-
setshire, about Frome, Crewkerne, he. in Somerset-

shire; at Upwell and Chatteris in the Isle of Ely, in some
parts of Lincolnshire, and on the strong lands of High
Suffolk.

England has long been noted for its hops. They are

cultivated in the neighbourliood of Canterbury and
Maidstone in Kent, where there is a larger extent of

ground under this crop, than in any other county in the

kingdom : about Farnham in Surry, and the adjoiniiig

parts of Hampshire, where, from superior management,
or other causes, their quality is so highly esteemed, that

they always bring a much higher price than any other

hops : in Worcestershire, particularly in the vale of the

Severn and in the vale of the Team : in the vicinity of

Slow market in Suffolk, and near Retford in Notting-

hamsliire ; but in these two places only to a very in-

considerable extent : in Herefordshire, particularly on

the confines of Worcestershire : in Essex, about Cas-

tle Hedingham : and hi some parts of Sussex. This
crop is so much affected by the climate, and so much
exposed to blights and other distempers, that its pro-

duce varies more perhaps than that of any other

plant cultivated in the- fields. This will sufficiently ap-
pear, from the following statement of the produce of
hops in England during the years 1794 and 1795. In
the former year, it amounted only to 5,000,000 lbs. where-
as in 1795, the produce was 42,528,587 lbs. The aver^
age, ascertained from the produce of a considerable num-
berof years, is found to be 20 543,070 lbs. Hop grounds
let at a higher rate per acre than any other kind of land
not possessed of peculiar local advantages, bringing
from L.5 to L.IO per acre; and about Farnham, consi-
derably more.

There is scarcely a farm of any extent in the southern
and south western counties, which has not an orchard
attached to it, containing apple trees at least sufficiently

numerous and productive to supply the farmer's family
with cider; but it is exclusively or principally in the
counties of Devonshire, Herefordshire, Worcestershire,
Gloucestershire, Monmouthshire, and Somersetshire,
that cider and perry arc made in very large quantities
for sale ; and where the management of the orchards
forms principally or exclusively the concern of the farmer.
Peny is made chiefly in Worcestershire ; and the cider
of Herefordshire and Gloucestershire is deemed of a
superior quality to that of Devonshire. The actual
quantity of cider made in the cider counties has not been
ascertained. Mr Marshall calculates that the produce
of the four counties of Worcester, Gloucester, Here-
ford, and Monmouth, on a par of years, may be laid at

30,000 hogsheads; of this quantity it is supposed Wor-
cestershire supplies nearly 10,000 hogsheads of perry.
Exclusively of these liquors, which are sent into all

parts of the kingdom, these counties, which may be
considered the principal fritit counties of England, send
large (juantities of fruit chiefly into the northern coun-
ties. The average tonnage of fruit sent out of Wor-
ci'stershire alone, by the canals, into the north, for three
years, amounted to ISOO tons; and in one year it ex-
ceeded 2094 tons. The county of Kent is famous for
orchards of another description from those of the western
counties. These are orchards of cherries and filberts.

The former are common in most parts of Kent ; the lat-

ter are principally confined to the vicinity of Maidstone,
were they amount to several hundred acres.

Sect. IV. Grazing Husbandry.

The principal dairy counties have been already enu-
merated. Of those appropriated to the making of cheese,
Cheshireand Gloucestershire arc the most famous. Much
cheese is also made in that part of Shropshire which bor-
ders on Cheshire, and in North ^Vil^shire ; the former
goes under the name of Cheshire cheese ; the latter vva;;,

till lately, called Gloucester cheese, now it receives its

appellation from the county where it is made. A strong
cheese, somewhat resembling Parmesan, is made at

Chcdder, in Somersetshire. The rich cheese called Stil-

ton, is made in Leicestershire, principally in the villages

round Melton Mowbray. A rich cheese is also made at

Leigh in Lancashire. The other heeses made in Eng-
land, which have acquired a peculiar name, cither ^rom
the quantity made, or from the quality, are the Dc'Mjy-

shire, Siockton, Cottenham, and Southam cheeses. The
two last are new-milk cheeses, of a singularly delicious

flavour ; the places where they are made arc in Cam-
bridgeshire. Bath and York are remarkable for their

cream cheeses. The county of Warwick, and Banbury
in Oxfordshire also are remarkable for cheese: the for-

mer for the quantity made in it ; about 19,000 tons being
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sent annually to London, besides a very large supply to

Birmingham. The cheese made at Uanbury is dislin-

guishfd for its rich quality. 'I'he principal counties in

which large quantities of butter are made, are Bucking-

hamshire, Cambridgeshire, Suflolk, Yorkshire, Dorset-

shire, and Devonshire. Cambridge, Suffolk, and York-

shire, annually supply London with about 60,000 firkuis.

Epping also is famous for its butter, nearly the whole ot

which is consumed in London} the quantity is about

20,000 firkins.

The ricliest grazing lands in England are, the vale oi

Avlcsbury in Buckinghamshire, the marsh lands of So-

mersetshire, the fens of Lincolnshire, Huntingdonshire,

&c. Romney Marsh in Kent, and the midland counties,

Leicestershire, Nottliamplonshire, Jtc. Tiie natural ler-

tility of some of these districts, and the fertility bestow-

ed upon others, bv the agricultural skill, capital, and in-

dustry of the farmer, is astonishing. On the rich graz-

ing lands in Lincolnshire Sj sheep have been kept on an

acre during the summer, besides 1 i bullocks ;
and during

winter, the same ground has kept two sheep per acre.

The hay made in this kingdom is either from the na-

tural grasses, from clover and rye grass, or clover alone,

or from sainfoin. The first description, or meadow hay,

as it is called, is principally the produce of the western

counties, where comparatively little clover is sown, and

where meadows are most extensive and numerous. The

mode of makini; this species of hay is carried to the

greatest perfection in the county of Middlesex, particu-

larly in the immediate vicinity of the metropolis. Clo-

ver hay, either pure, or mixed with rye grass, is most

common in the southern, eastern, and nortliern counties.

Sainfoin hay is confined to those counties uhicli have a

calcareous soil, as on such a soil alone this plant can be

profitably grown. The usual weight of a crop of mea-

dow hay, is from one to one and a half tons per acre ; of

clover hay, from one to two tons; and of sainfoin hay,

about the same quantity. In those counties, which are

peculiarly favoured with an early and dry climate, clover

is sometimes permitted, after it has been once cut, to

stand for the purpose of procuring its seed ; but by far

the greatest proportion of clover seed is obtained irom

Holland and Flanders.

From the sketch which we have given of the arable

husbandry of England, it will be perceived, that, with

the exception of a few counties, it is by no means gene-

rally deserving of a high character for excellence and im-

provement. Many of the implements employed are con-

structed on bad principles, and awkwardly made ; much
labour and expence in the cultivation of the ground is

thus needlessly thrown away. Besides, the ground in

many counties is imperfectly ploughed and kept clean;

and courses of crops are followed, which tend to exhaust

it, or at least to prevent the farmer from reaping all the

advantages from his expence and labour, which, under

more judicious rotations, he could not fail to derive.

Sect. V. Live Stock.

But though the arable husbandry of England, on the

whole, is tiius defective and backward, the agricultural

character of tlie country must be placed deservedly very

high, on account of the breeds of its sheep and cattle,

and the great improvements which within these few years

have been made in them. Respecting the sheep of this

country, we shall enter into pretty full and minute de-

tails; and we trust our readers will not deem these de-

tails too far drawn out, or superfluous, when they reflect,

that the investigation and account wluch we shall after-

wards give of our staple manufactory, will be thus ren-

dered more full, satisfactory, and complete. As the same
reason does not exist for being so particular respecting

the other branches of live stock, we shall bestow on them
a comparatively short notice.

Before, however, we proceed todescribe and enumerate
the different kinds of sheep that are kept in England,

and to form an estimate of the quantity of wool which
they afford, it may be proper to premise some general

remarks respecting their management. Sheep are fed

eithei on the mountainous disiricts of England and Wales,
in the rich grazing grounds, especially in tlie midland
counties, and on the marsh lands, or on arable farms. In

the mountainous districts, the chief object is to breed
them ; where they are kept on grazing grounds, or on
arable farms, the principal object is to prepare them for

the butcher. In some parts of England they are kept

on arable farms, not only for the purpose of being fat-

tened, but also to manure the fallows, by being folded

on them. This practice, however, is by no means ge-

neral. On these farms, the most common mode of fat-

tening them is by means of turnips, oil cake, hay, and
corn.

There are great varieties of slieep kept in this country.

The principal kinds are, the Dishley or New Leicester,

the Lincoln, the Teeswater, the Dartmoor, the Exmoor,
the Dorset, the Hereford, the South Down, the Norfolk,

the Heath, the Hardwick, the Cheviot, the Dunfaced,
the Romney Marsli, the Wiltshire, the Bagshot Heath,

and the Spanish or Merino. Of these, however, it may
be remarked, that the Wiltshire and the Dorsetshire are

nearly alike in their form, the quality of their wool, and

their general properties ; and that the Bagshot Heath

sheep are nearly extinct, or, where remaining, are so

nearly allied to the Heath sheep, that they may be class-

ed with them. The following Table will exhibit a clear

view of these different breeds, according to their most

important and distinguishing properties.
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Different Breeds, and distinguisbing Properties
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the pastures of the eastern and micUanil districts of this

county, the looms of Norwich, Sudbury, Northampton,

and Halifax, are indebted for the materials of workman-
ship.

Tlic lonjj-woolled breeds of slieep are principally met

uith in the western division of the county of Norfolk,

called the Marshland. There are also some sheep of

this description in the eastern point of the county, and

on the banks of the Yare. Tlie first tract may be re-

garded as the extreme part of the Lincoln district, on

which there are about 1 1 sheep to eight acres, each

yielding a fleece of 7 pounds. The number of long-

stapled fleeces in Norfolk may be estimated at 38,500,

and their weight at 1120 packs.

Although the Lincoln district of long-wool extends no
further to the south-east, it yet stretches into, and com-
prises a coiisiderable proportion of Cambridgeshire, par-

ticularly the fenny lands, and the isle of Ely. The stock

here is very light, probably it does not exceed one sheep
to two acres ; the weight of the fleece is nearly eight

pounds; the number of sheep being 41,700, the wool
produced will be nearly 1 400 packs.

It is extremely difficult to estimate the number of

sheep, producing long-wool, that arc kept in Hunting-

donshire ; the flocks of this county being of such various

or dubious characters. Probably of the kind of sheep

we are now considering, there are, in this county, 87.5iiO,

fed upon as many acres of land, which, taking the aver-

age fleece at 7 lbs. will give rather more than 2500
packs. Of these, part is combed and spun in the neigh-

bourhood, particularly on the Northamptonshire border ;

another part is sent to Leicester, and wrought into stock-

ings ; a third portion is used in the manufacture of the

Yorkshire woollens ; and the remainder is manufactured
at Bury St Edmunds, and at Norwich.
The next breed of long-woolled sheep that claim our

notice, are the Dishley. In Leicestershire there were
formerly two distinct breeds of sheep, known by the
names of the old and the new Leicester; but at present
very few of the first are seen. The new Leicester are
principally met with in the county from which they take
their name, in Rutlandshire, the inclosed parts of North-
amptonshire and Warwickshire, and the richer soils in

the eastern part of StafTordshire, and the south of Der-
byshire ; comprizing an extensive tract, the second in

point of dimension, which produces long wool. In con-
sequence of the excellent system of sheep-farming prac-
tised in Leicestershire, and the natural fertility of the
soil, it may be computed that this county maintains
380,500 sheep, which produce more than 11,000 packs
of wool. Notwithstanding the very large proportion
of commonfield land in Northamptonshire, (which of
course is incompatible, or at least highly unfavourable
to sheep farming,) the stock is estimated at one to every
acre, and the weight of the fleece at more than 6 lbs.

;

the whole produce being 16,000 packs of wool, from
640,000 sheep. In Rutlandshire, the number of sheep
js supposed not to exceed U 4,000, which, if the average
m:ght of the fleece be 5 lbs., will give, as the produce
of the county, nearly 2400 packs of wool. In the south-
eastern quarter of Warwickshire, the stock of sheep is
considerably heavier than in any other part of the county

;

and in the northwestern quarter it is very light. Eveii
on the richest soils, the number of sheep cannot be esti-
mated at more than seven to eight acres of land ; the
•Weight of the fleece does not greatly exceed 5lbs.; the
number of sheep are about 160,000, consequently the

annual produce is about 3400 packs. In Staffordshiie

comparatively few sheep are kept. Large fleeces are
found chiefly on the rich land near the banks of the

Trent, in the south-east angle of the county ; and even
here the stock is probably not heavier than 7 sheep upon
^25 acres ; which, supposing that there are 14,000 acres,

over wiiich the heavy breed ranges, will give 3700 sheep,
producing rather more than 100 packs.

The Romney Marsh sheep are the next species of long-

woolled sheep which come under our consideration.

They are almost exclusively confined to that part of

Kent from which they take their name. In this very
fertile marsh, it is estimated, that each acre keeps five

sheep. The fleece, on an average, does not weigh more
than 7 lbs. though particular cases have occurred in

which the weight has risen to 12 or 14 lbs. On the

marsh there are probably 185,000 sheep, producing 5400
packs of wool. In the isle of Shepey, some of these

sheep are also kept ; but though the weight of the fleece

is the same, the stock per acre is less ; so that on this

part of Kont, tlic number uf sheep and weight of fleece

is less than might be expected from the natural fertility

of the soil. Probably on the banks of the Thames and
the Medway there are 108,000 sheep, furnishing nearly
3200 packs. Almost the whole of the wool of Kent is

manufactured in the west of England.
In Devonshire there are two kinds of sheep ; but the

long-woolled are confined almost entirely to the southern
division of the county. The fleeces are estimated at

9 lbs. on an average; but this estimate is too high, 8 lbs.

being nearer the truth. The number of the long-woolled
sheep in this county is about 194,000 ; which, at an ave-
rage of 8 lbs. will give 6450 packs. The most singular,

as well as the smallest of the districts which produce
long-woolled sheep, are the Cotswold Hills in Glouces-
tershire ; from which, it is said, though probably with-

out foundation, that the Spanish flocks derive their

origin. On the Cotswold Hills, the fleece, on an ave-

rage, weighs about 8 lbs. The stock may be estimated

at one to each acre, and the produce at about 6700
packs, there being about 200,000 sheep. Thus we have
gone over all the districts that contain long-woolled

sheep, and, from the statements we have given, it will

be seen, that the total number of this kind of fleeces

which England produces, is nearly 4,300,000, from about
4,000,000 acres of land ; and the weight of the wool
amounts to 131,000 packs, of 240 lbs. each. To this

quantity must be added the skin-wool procured from
slaughtered sheep, which will probably bring the whole
quantity of combing wool up to 1 37,228 packs.

The short-wooUed sheep are not so easily arranged or

estimated as the long-woolled kinds. There are six dif-

serent kinds of them ; the Norfolk, South Down, Wilt-
shire, Reyeland or Herefordshire, the heath sheep, and
the Cheviot or mountain sheep.

The Norfolk sheep is found chiefly in that county, in

Suffolk, and in parts of Cambridgeshire and Essex. In

Norfolk, it is calculated that there are about 684,000
sheep, which at 32 sheep upon 59 acres of land, and at

the average weight per fleece of 2 lbs. will give 5700
packs of wool. In Suffolk, where lich loams and clays

abound more than in Norfolk, the sheep afford rather a
heavier fleece, weighing probably nearly 23lbs. The
slock is about 490,000, and the quantity of wool amounts
to nearly 5000 packs. The Norfolk breed was formerly
confined to the eastern part of Cambridgeshire, while

the southern and central parts were occupied by the
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Wiltshire breed ; but at present the Norfolk sheep are

gaining ground in that county. Tlic average fleece is

rather less than 4 lbs. and the number of sheep is esti-

mated at 47,000 ; these, with the sheep in the fens,

which produce short wool, will make the entire quantity

about 1120 packs. A very small proportior. of Hunt-
ingdonshire is devoted to the grazing of shori-woolled

sheep, and on the ground where they arc kept, there is

not a heavier stock than three-fourths of a sheep per

acre ; so that the whole number is not more than

108,000, producing about 2000 packs of wool. In Bed-
fordshire, the most careful and accurate observations

make the stock of sheep to be at the rate of 92 sheep

upon 97 acres; the average fleece is about 5 lbs.; the

number of sheep 204,000 ; and the produce of wool

about 4000 packs.

In Essex there was formerly a breed of sheep (proba-

bly native) which produced a fleece of long and coarse

wool, usually weighing about 4 lbs. At present, the

Norfolk, South Downs, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, and

Welsh sheep, are kept in the centre of the county,

while the Dishley breed are found along the coast.

The Norfolk occupy the borders of Suff"olk, and the

Wiltshire the north-western part of the county. The
Welsh, or at least sheep resembling the Welsh, are

kept on Epping Forest. The number of sheep kept in

Essex, (reckoning all the kinds which produce short

wool,) may be at the rate of two upon three acres of

land, and the average fleece at 3 lbs. ; the whole num-
ber of sheep at 519,000, and the quantity of wool at

6500 packs.

The next breed of short-woolled sheep which claim

our notice, are the South Down, which were first culti-

vated with success on that part of Sussex from which
they derive their name. In this district it is usual to

shear lambs: the quantity obtained from each being

about 8 ounces; the sheep producing about 2 lbs. The
whole stock, on their native soil, may be estimated at

316,800, and the wool which they produce at 2640
packs. If the rest of the county of Sussex is taken into

the account, where the South Down sheep are kept, the

whole number will probably reach 547,000, and the

fleece 6800 packs. Most of the wool goes into York-
shire, and a small part into the west of England. In

the county of Kent, the fleeces of short wool amount
to about 70u0 packs, shorn from almost 524,500 sheep;
each full grown sheep being estimated to produce 3 J lbs.

of wool, and the lambs ahout 8 ounces. The manufac-
turers in the north of England take off" most of the pro-

duce. The native breed of Hampshire are something
between the sheep of Dorsetshire and those of Wiltshire,

producing a fleece better than the former and worse than

the latter; but the South Down have gained a conside-

rable footing in this county. The stock is estimated at

two sheep upon three acres ; the weight of the fleece is

about 3 lbs. and the total produce of wool is about 6500
packs, from nearly 517,000 sheep. In the isle of Wight
are the Hampshire, Wiltshire, and Dorsetshire breeds,

intermingled with the South Downs. The whole island

is supposed to support about 61,000 sheep, producing
nearly 800 packs of wool.

Surrey is the last county in the south-eastern district

of short wool : it maintains the Dorset, Wiltshire, South
Down, and a few Hampshire and heath sheep. On the

strong lands, the stock is nearly five sheep on six acres,

which gives 273,000 sheep. If to these be added the

stock of the heaths, which may amount to about 10,000

sheep, and take the average fleece at 3 lbs. the produce
of the county will be somewhat more than 3500 packs
of wool, which is manufactured principally in Yorkshire
and Lancashire.

In Wiltshire we enter on a new district of short wool.

The management of the flock is well understood here,

and the fold is the chief object for which it is kept; for

this purpose the Wiltshire sheep are peculiarly well

adapted. On the chalky division of this county their

numbers are very great, the South Down sheep having,
within these few years, gained admission along with the

native breed. This district of Wiltshire is supposed to

support 583,500 sheep, which yield, at 2 J lbs. each, a
produce of nearly 6700 packs of wool. In the north-
western part of the county a much lighter stock is kept,

generally about three sheep to four acres, or perhaps, on
an average, not more than one sheep to two acres. The
number of sheep is estimated at 117,500; which yield,

at three pounds of wool each fleece, 1460 packs. Near-
ly the whole of the wool is wrought in the western ma-
nufactures.

In Berkshire, the Bagshot-heath, Wiltshire, Dorset,
and South Down breeds are kept. The average weight
of wool produced by those different breeds, is about

3i lbs. The stock about three sheep upon four acres ;

the total number 306,600; the whole produce 4150
packs of woolj-^part of which is wrought by the west-

ern manufactures, and the remainder used by those in the

north of England.
In the southern division of Oxfordshire, the Wiltshire

sheep are kept; about four on five acres; the fleece

averaging 3 J lbs. while in the northern division it ave-
rages 4J lbs. In the whole county there are probably
304,600 sheep, and 5300 packs of wool. Of this quan-
tity one portion is used at home, in the manufacture of
blankets at Witney, and of worsted shags at Banbury

;

a second portion is employed at Leicester, in the stock-

ing trade ; and a third is sent to the Yorkshire clo-

thiers.

The wool of Buckinghamshire, with the exception of

that which is produced on the chalk hills of that county,

is fit for the use of the clothier. It is derived princi-

pally from sheep of the Dorset and Wiltshire breed,

though in some parts the Dishley breed has been intro-

duced. The stock in this county is about six sheep to

eleven acres; the total number 223,000; the fleece, on
an average, 3 lbs. and the whole wool produced 2800
packs : a small proportion of which is used in Leicester,

by far the greater part going into the Yorkshire clothing

country.

The sheep in Hertfordshire are chiefly of the Wilt-
shire breed, though the South Down are rapidly making
progress in that county. The fleece of both kinds may
be averaged at 4J lbs. ; the total number of sheep at up-

wards of 277,000 ; and the whole produce of wool at

5300 packs. Nearly the whole of it is wrought up in

the north of England, some little at Leicester, and some
in Suffolk, at Bury St Edmunds.
The vicinity of the metropolis, and the peculiar de-

mands on agricultural produce which it creates, render

Middlesex by no means remarkable, either for the num-
ber of sheep which it supports, or for the judicious na-

ture of their management, or the quality of their wool.

The stock here is extremely light, not being more than

19 sheep upon 32 acres; and as not half the ground
supports this animal, the total number cannot be reckon-

ed at more than 45,000 ; the average weight of whose
4 A 2
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fleeces being 4 lbs. the whole wool produced in this

county is 750 packs.

Tlic sheep of Dorsetshire, it has been already re-

marked, resemble those of Wiltsliire ; in one respect,

however, they are more valuable, at least to the sheep

farmers in the vicinity of the metropolis, as they lamb

very early in the season, and tluis supply the London

market, at a time when this kind of food is in great re-

quest, and consequently very dear. In the county from

which they derive their name, they are, however, in

some measure driven out by llic introduction of the

South Down. In the isles of Portland and Purbeck, and

about VVareham and Pool, a small kind ol slieep pre-

vails, different from the native breed, and resembling the

Welsh sheep. The stock of Dorsetshire is about 632.300,

or 28 sheep to 31 acres. The average fleece is 3 J lbs.

and the whole produce of wool is 9900 packs. In this

county the land)s are shorn, and the wool from them is

about one-third of the quantity obtained from the dams.

Most of the wool is employed in the manufactures of the

vest of Enijiand.

In Devonshire, besides the long-wooUcd sheep already

noticed, there are several kinds which carry short wool

;

the average fleece of which may be estimated at 4 lbs.

According to which, from 457,000 sheep, there will be

produced about 7300 packs of wool, which is manufac-

tured within the county.

Cornwall, both on account of the moisture of its cli-

mate and the nature of its soil, is ill adapted to sheep-

husbandry. It is extremely difficult to form an estimate

of the slock kept in this county : it is very light, proba-

bly not more than one sheep to four acres; the weight

of tlic fleece is about 4 lbs. ; the number of sheep about

230,000; the quantity of wool they afford, neatly 3400

packs. The yarn produced from it is partly wrought

into the common serge of the county, and paitly sent to

Devonshire.

In the east of Somersetshire the Wiltshire sheep are

kept, and in the west the Dorsetshire breed. Besides
these, there is a peculiar breed in Exmoor, and a sheep

of very small size on the Mendip Hills. The weight of

the fleece in this county varies very much ; some not

being more than 2 lbs. while others rise to 14 lbs.; the
average, perhaps, is about 'i^ lbs. The stock is light,

not more than 10 sheep upon 17 acres; the number,
500,700 sheep; the produce about 9400 packs of wool:
a small quantity of which is sent into Yorkshire, and
the principal part manufactured within the county.

The sheep on the Cotswold Hills have already been
noticed. On the hills in the eastern parts of Gloucester-
shire the Wiltshire breed are kept; in the vale of Glou-
cester, the same kind as on the Cotswold Hills ; and to

the west of the Severn the Herefordshire breed. The
fleece of the hrst kind is about 3 lbs. ; that procured
from the vale 5 lbs. ; and that from the Herefordshire
about 2 lb. The whole stock is about 355,000; the
produce in wool above 5400 packs; part of which is

wrought in Yorkshire, and part in the home manufacto-
ry. The limits of the western district of short wool are
accurately defined by the ocean, the Severn, and the
chalky soil, which bounds that river towards the east.

In Herefordshire, another variety of the short-woolled
sheep is found, which afford about 2 lbs. of very excel-
lent wool : they are generally known by the name of
Ryeland sheep. In this county, the practice of cotting
their sheep is very common. The stock kept may be
estimated at three sheep upon four acres ; the number of

sheep at 500,000 ; the produce about 4O0O packs of

wool, which is sent to the clothiers both of the north and

the west of England.

Upon one-third of the land in Monmouthshire, a stock

of one sheep to five acres is kept, each producing IJ lbs.

of wool ; on the remainder of the soil there may be three

sheep to four acres: the whole ininiber being about

177,600 sheep, which yield 1400 packs.

The sheep of Worcestershire are in general small,

though in the vale of Evesham the fleece weighs nearly

9 lbs. As the county is very thinly stocked, the num-
ber of sheep cannot be estimated at more than three to

four acres; and tne fleece, on an average, may weigh
3i lbs.: the county supporting 334,000, and deriving

from them 4800 packs of wool.

A considerable variety of sheep are kept in Shrop*
shire, particularly in the southern portion of the county,

the farmers of which display great spirit in the improve-
ment and extension of the best breeds; but the fleeces

of this county are in general light, by far the greater

number weighing only from l-J-lb. to 2i lbs.; in the le-

vel country they sometimes weigh 4 lbs. ; on the average,

the whole may be calculated at 2 1 ibs. The stock is near-

ly 17 sheep to SO acres; the number of sheep 422,000,

and the whole quantity of wool 4400 packs. The whole
produce is manufactured in Yorkshire.

The greater part of Staflbrdshire supports short-wool-

led sheep. Here 21 occupy 150 acres of ground. The
fleece weighs about 2 lbs. The total number of sheep is

estimated at 183,000; and the packs of wool amount to.

1520; the greater part of which is sent into Yorkshire,

the remainder being v/rought up in the county itscif.

In the counties of Warwick, Lincoln, and Leicester,

there are a few sheep bearing short wool kept. In the

first mentioned county probably 183,000, producing
2300 packs of wool. In Lincolnshire, principally on
the Wolds, and on the drier soils of the heaths of
Ancaster and Lincoln, there may be kept of these

kinds of sheep 123,500, producing 3800 packs of
wool ; the stock being two sheep upon five acres,

and the fleece weighing nearly sA lbs. Short-woolled

sheep are found on the forest land of Leicestershire,

where the number may perhaps consist of 20,000, and
the whole fleeces 290 packs.

On the sandy soil of Nottinghamshire, to the west of

the Trent, there is a small breed of sheep, producing
nearly 2A lbs. of fine wool. The inclosed land in the
same part of the county contains a heavier slock, the

fleece being 4 lbs. Over the whole of Nottinghamshire
there may be about 27 sheep on 46 acres. The forest

breed yields about 709 packs, the heavier breed nearly

2120, and the Dishley breed, which is also kept here,

1270; the whole number of sheep being about 255,200.,

Part of the wool of Nottinghamshire is wrought within

the county, but by far the largest quantity is sent into.

Yorkshire.

In Derbyshire we meet with a new district of short
wool, which extends from the high peak to the borders
of Scotland, and from the moorlands of Yorkshire to the

Irish sea. The sheep have black faces and legs : The
fleeces are loose and coarse. Other kinds, however, are
kept in this county. The average stock is about 21-

sheep on 19 acres; the whole number kept 362,400;
the fleece averages 3 lbs. ; and the total quantity of wool
may be estimated at 4530 packs, the market for which
is Yorkshire.

In Cheshire very few sheep are kept; They, in gene-
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ral, are small, producini; short and fine wool. The stock

is heaviest on the high grounds on the custern part of

the county, and on the forest of Dclamere. It is calcu-

lated, that the whole nun\bcr in the county does not ex-

ceed 15,000, which, yielding an average fleece of 4 lbs.

give 380 packs of wool. In Cheshire, the skin-wool

bears a much larger proportion to the fleeces than in

lost otiier parts of England.
Lancashire also supports few sheep. The return of

stock in this county, iriade by order of government in

the year 1803, includes 80,920 sheep; but this return

is evidently grossly erroneous. It is much more proba-

ble, that, as there is nearly one sheep to three acres of

ground, the whole number may amount to 310,000 ; and

as the fleece averages 3f, lbs. the quantity of wool pro-

duced in Lancashire- may be estimated at 4520 packs :

which is wrought either in the manufactures of the coun-

ty, or in those of Yorkshire.

In considering Yorkshire as supporting short-wooUed

3hecp, it may be proper to take the three Ridings sepa-

rately. In the VVest Riding a great variety are met;
among others, the Dishiey and the Cheviot. In the

more fertile parts, the fleece probably weighs 45 lbs and

the stock is at the rate of four sheep on seven acres
;

while on the hills, where the mountain breed are kept,

the stock cannot be calculated higher than one sheep to

eight acres, and the average fleece at 3 J lbs. The pro-

duce of the whole of this Riding, therefore, is nearly

5000 packs of wool, obtained from 251,700 sheep. The
long-woolled sheep of Holderncss, in the East Riding,

have been already noticed. On the Wolds, a great num-
ber of the short-woulled kind are kept ; according to the

best accounts, about 33 upon 49 acres ; the fleeces weigh-

ing nearly 5 lbs ; the total number of sheep 366,240
;

the packs of wool 6400. In the North Riding, averag-

ing the stock and fleeces of the eastern and western

moorlands and the vale of York, the former may be one
sheep to two acres, and the latter may weigh 6 lbs.;

affording 4660 packs from 280,000 sheep. Most of the

wool from the North Riding is sent into the west of

England.
In Westmoreland, the breed of sheep is of the moun-

tain kind. On the low lands of this county there is about

half a sheep to an acre of ground, but on the mountains
not half that proportion. It is calculated, that the total

stock may amount to 223,700 sheep, which afford 3260
packs, at 3A lbs. each ; the greatest part of which is

wrought by the manufactures of Kendal, and the remain-
der sent into Yorkshire.

On the mountains of Cumberland, the Herdwick and
the mountain breed are kept ; and other varieties in the

vale lands. Part of this county is very thinly stocked,

on 200,000 acres there not being more than 50,000

sheep ; on the remainder of the land there may be near-

ly half a sheep per acre. Over the whole county, per-

haps, there are 378,400 sheep, producing 5900 packs of
wool, at the average of 35 lbs. the fleece.

The Teeswater district of Duiham, on v/hich the

long-woolled sheep of that denomination are kept, has

been already described. Over the rest of the county
short-woolled sheep are generally kept ; the average
fleece may be estimated at 5 lbs ; the number of these

sheep at 159,400 ; and the whole produce of wool at

3300 packs.

On the mountains of Northumberland the black-faced

heath sheep are kept ; but in other parts of this county

a better stock prevails, namely, the Cheviot breed. On

the mountains the stock is light, not amounting to more
than 179 sheep on 277 acres ; in the other districts it is

heavier. Probably in the whole county there may be
538,000 sheep ; and as the average fleece is about 5i lbs.

the total quantity of wool will be 12,330 packs. The
greatest proportion of this wool is sent to Yorkshire ; a

part of it to Aberdeen, and other places in Scotland ; and
the remainder is manufactured within the county.

Over nearly the whole of Wales the sheep are singu-

larly small, with horns, wliite faces, and white legs; but

the influence of diflerent kinds of manufactures is visible

on the flocks of the principality, especially on the flocks

of Montgomery, over which the influence of the market
at Welshpool for Welsh flannels extends. And in Gla-
morganshire, a breed somewhat similar to those on the

Cotswold Hills is kept. In North Wales the stock is

light, five acres supporting not more than a single sheep,

exclusively of cattle. In this division of Wales it may
be estimated that 683,000 are maintained, producing
nearly 5300 packs of wool, the fleece being reckoned, on
an average, at 2 lbs. The principal marts for it are the

fairs of Llanreost and Bangor.

On the mountains of South Wales, the same kind of

sheep are met with, which occupy the mountains of the

northern division of the principalily ; but they are more
numerous in general; the fleeces are reckoned at IJ
pound, and give as their total weight 3570 packs, the

produce of 571,000 sheep: the home manufactures take

off' the whole of it.

Besides the various kinds of sheep which have been
described, the Merino or Spanish sheep must not be pas-

sed over unnoticed ; they were introduced into this coun-
try about 14 years ago, and for some years were a very-

favourite breed ; but it has been ascertained, that though
the fleece does not much degenerate here, yet the car-

cass, which is naturally very ill formed, and aflbrds com-
paratively little weight of meat, does not improve ; and
as the farmer, in the kind of sheep which he keeps, must
look not only to the produce of wool, but also to the
butcher market, he has found it his interest rather to

return to the native breeds of his own country, and to

give up the Spanish sheep ; they have, however, been of
considerable service to the flocks of England, having
been judiciously and successfully crossed, in many in-

stances, with the South Down, Ryeland, h.c.*

It may be proper, as well as useful and acceptable to

the reader, before quitting this most interesting and im-
portant branch of our subject, to give the general results

of the details into which we have entered.

In the first place, with regard to the long-woolled
sheep of England, from the details which we have given,,

it appears that the number of sheep of this kind, kept
in this country, amount to 4,153,308.

That the total number of acres on which they are main-
tained is 3,939,563.

That the average fleece of the long wool, varying in

weight from five to nine pounds, may be estimated at

seven pounds ten ounces.

* These remarks are in direct "opposition to the ex-
perience of Dr Parry of Bath, Sir Joseph Banks, Mr
Birbeck, and others who have raised Merino sheep in Eng-
land, and crossed them with the native breeds. All the
above named gentlemen agree, that the wool does not

degenerate: that the mutton is excellent, and the cross-es

eagerly sought after by the butchers of London :• Their
statements are before the public.
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That the stork, per acre, of this breed of sheep, may country may be ascertained, with as near an approxlma-

be set down as ^| sheep maintained on one acre of ground ; tion to the truth as can be expected on such a subject

;

the heaviest stock btnig 21 sheep on four acres, and tlie the following table will exhibit the result:

lightest one sheep on three acres.
_ Number of long woolled sheep, 4,153.308

That the produce per acre of long fleece woolis nearly Number of short woolled do. . 14.854,299
eight pounds, and the number of packs 131,794. Xotal number shorn, . 19,007,607
The number of sheep of this kind that arc annually slaughter of short woolled

slaughtered, it is not easy to calculate with any consider- sheep per annum, .... 4,221,748
able degree of accuracy ; but, according to the opinion Carrion of do 211,087
of those who have the best means of information, and Slaughter of long woolled do. . 1,180,413
who have taken the greatest pains to inform themselves Can-Jon of do 59,020
on tliis subject, it amounts to 1,176.770: of this number. Slaughter of lambs, .... 1,400,560
probably not more than 196,128, produce wool fit for

Cari-ion of do 70,028
7uanufacturiiig uses, from which about 5434 packs are 7 140 856
obtained. This will make the total number of packs of

'

long wool amount to 137,228. In the second place. Total number of sheep and Iambs in England, 26,148,463
with respect to short-woolled sheep, the number kept

amounts, as appears from the details which have been As the number of lambs yeaned, on an average, in the

given, to 14,854,299 ; the quantity of land on which they course of the year, is calculated to amount to 7,002,802,

are maintained, may be calculated at 28,412,202 acres. and it is seen above, that the number of slaughtered and

The average fleece of this kind of wool may be esti- carrion sheep and lambs, annually, on an average, amounts

mated at 3 pounds 4 ounces ; the smallest produce be- to 7,142 856, it would indicate an annual decrease of

ing 1 J pounds, and the heaviest five pounds. 140,054; and certainly, from all accounts, the sheep

The block, per acre, of the short woolled sheep, is ^'^, stock of this kingdom is not so great as it was some
the highest being four sheep on three acres, and the years ago, though the decrease may not be in quite so

lowest one sheep on four acres. large a proportion.

Tiie produce, per acre, of short fleeced wool, is one The grand result of these investigations, that the num-
pound five ounces, and the total number of packs ber of sheep in England and Wales does not much ex-

202,737. ceed 26 millions, and that the produce of fleece is not

The number of short woolled sheep annually slaugh- annually 400,000 packs, we must acknowledge is at

tered, is calculated to amount to 4.221,748, producing variance with the general opinion on this most important

28,520 |)acks of skin-wool ; besides this, the skin-wool subject, which estimates the produce of England and

of carrion sheep, or those which die annually of disease, Wales at 600,000 packs, and increases the number of

must be reckoned; as it is calculated that these bear the sheep nearly in the same proportion; but this opinion

proportion of one to twenty of the whole stock of the either rests on no specific and particular data, or it is

kingdom, it will give a grand total of 393,236 packs of grounded on an erroneous estimate of the quantity of

long and short wool. land in England and Wales, and, in the next place, on

Taking in all kinds of sheep, and the two different an overcharged calculation of the quantity of stock kept

kinds of fleeces, the average stock per acre, in England, per acre. We have already had occasion to point out

isi| sheep ; the average fleece, nearly four pounds eight the error in the estimate of the quantity of land in this

ounces; the average produce of long skin-wool per acre, kingdom, which reckons it considerably above 40 mil-

about five ounces: of short skin-wjjol four ounces; and lions of acres. The number of acres capable of sup-

of skin-wool over the whole kingdom, nearly five ounces, porting sheep certainly cannot be supposed much to ex-

In estimating the grand total of wool produced in this ceed 32 millions of acres ; the quantity of stock per acre

country, we included 2919 packs of lambs wool from has been averaged from the average stock of the dif-

lambs slaughtered, and 7800 packs from lambs shorn, ferent counties, by Mr Luccock, in his " Treatise on
making the whole quantity of lambs wool 10 718 packs. English Wool," whom we have followed through all

En.!;lish wool is arranged into four classes, according these details, with great confidence, from a well-founded

to tnc fineness of its pile : In the first class, principally opinion of his minute and extensive knowledge on this

produced from the three Ridings of Yorkshire, West- important subject ; and, with him, we have no doubt, that

moreland, Cumberland and Lincolnshire, it is calculated the estimate of 600,000 packs of wool, as the annual pro-

there are 31,007 packs; in the second class, produced duce of England and Wales, is far above the truth, and
from Cambridgesliire, Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire, that it does not reach 400,000 packs.
Kent, Hampshire Devonshire, Cornwall, Berkshire, Ox- The original and established breeds of cattle, with their

fordshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Middlesex, permanent varieties at present in England, are the fol-

Staflordshiic, Warwickshire, Leicestershire, Netting- lowing : First, the Devonshire ; from these are derived
ham, Dcrbysliire, Cliesoire, Lancashire, Durham, Nor- the Herefordshire, the old red cattle of Gloucestershire,
thumberlund, and Wales, it is estimated there are 93,694 and the Sussex. The Devonshire are admirably calcu-
packs. or the third class, produced from Essex, Surry, lated for draught, and fatten easily; they are a most
Wiltshire, Dnrsetshii^, Somersetshire, Gloucestershire, beautiful and well-formed animal : they are chiefly found
Monmouthsliire, Worcestershire, and Shropshire, there in the county from which they take their name. The
are supposed to be 53 486 packs; and of the fourth and Herefordshire are rather larger tlian the Devonshire,
last class, the pro!'u,:e of Norfolk, Suffolk, Sussex, and but similar to them in most of their qualities ; the cows
Hereford, is estimated at 24,450 packs. yield a large portion of rich milk ; they also are princi-
From the data which have been given, the important pally met with in the county from which they derive

and difficult point respecting the number of sheep in this their name. At this time, it is difficult to find any spe-
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cimens of the old variety of the Gloucestershire reds,

which seein to have been a mixed l)rced from the De-
vonshire and Welsh cattle. The Sussex cattle are in

high estimation for beef and labour; and with respect

to milk, they excel the Devonshire and Herefordshire.

They are a mixed breed, having been produced by a cross-

ing of Welsh cattle. They are principally found in

Sussex and Kent: in the former county, oxen arc more
used for draught than in most parts of England ; great

numbers of them are fattened in the marshes and mea-
dows. In Kent are also found a different kind of cattle,

called the Kentish home breed, which are well adapted

for the dairy; they are of a mixed breed, the Sussex

being most predominant, crossed with the Welsh, Al-

derney, &c.
The next breed consists of the Welsh mountain and

lowland cattle ; those of Glamorganshire are in high re-

pute for draught ; tlicy resemble the cattle of Norman-
dy. The Pembrokeshire somewhat resemble those of

Glamorganshire, but they are not equally valuable. The
next Welsh county in which the best breed of the prin-

cipality occur, is Cardigan ; but varieties of this breed

arc found all over Wales, and in most of the southern

counties of England; they are in general quick feeders.

The next are the Lancashire, and north-western and
midland country long horns: they were originally con-

fined to Lancashire, Westmoreland, and Cumberland,
from whence they spread to the south, into the counties

of Derby, Nottingham, Leicester, Stafford, Warwick,
Northampton, and Buckingham. It is rather a singular

circumstance, that the neck of land, containing Lanca-
shire and Cumberland on the western, and Yorkshire,

Durham, and Northumberland, on the eastern coast,

should have been the parent country, both of the long-

horned and short-horned cattle ; the latter extending

from Northumberland southward, to the county of Lincoln.

It was on the Lancashire long-horned, that Mr Bakewell
made his experiments for the improvement of cattle, and

the result was the new Leicester variety, which are cal-

culated solely for the grazier, the old breed retaining their

superiority in the dairy. The former are in great request

in almost all parts of the kingdom.
The noithern short horns, which include the Tees-

water, Lincoln, Holderness, and Tweedside varieties, are

the largest breed in England ; the Hereford being next
to them in that respect : their peculiar advantages are

that they fatten kindly, and yield large quantities of milk
and tallow ; but their milk is not rich, and the cattle

themselves are coarse and ill formed. They are princi-

pally found in the eastern counties.

The extreme coarseness and size of this breed led to

the introduction of Norman and Alderney bulls, which
were first imported into Holderness in Yorkshire ; the

mixture of these breeds has produced that useful and
valuable variety, from which the stock generally kept
by the London cow keepeis is supplied. The pure Al-
derney breed, which are of a very small size, and are

distinguished for being very rich milkers, are chiefly

found in the south of England in the possession of gen-
tlemen.

The northern, or Yorkshire polled cattle, are very
similar in their qualities to the short horned, amongst
which they are found.

The Norfolk home breeds, formerly the principal

stock in the county whence they derive their appellation,

when attention was given to breeding in it, are now sel-

dom met with, though they are still in much repute where

they are kept, and bring high prices from the Smithfield
salesmen.

The Suffolk duns, which are polled and small sized,

are most excellent for the dairy, yielding abundance of
rich milk : they are chiefly found in Suflolk and the ad-

joining counties, and arc generally supposed to have ori-

ginated in the polled Galloway breed of Scotlatid, with
which Suffolk and Norfolk have been supplied during
more than a century.

There are no data, on which to found an estimate
nearly approaching to the truth, respecting the number
of cattle kept in England ; though, as the English nation

consume a much greater proportion of meat than most
other countries, the number must be very considerable.

Mr Arthur Young, in his Toiir to the JVorth of England,
estimated the value of beasts at 36,480,000/. ; and as at

that period, the average value of cattle could not be more
than 10/., the whole number kept then was probably be-

tween three and four millions; the stock of cattle, since

that time, has not increased much. By another mode of
calculation, we may arrive at nearly the same conclusion

;

we have already seen that the annual slaughter of sheep
is not quite one fourth of the total number kept in Eng-
land and Wales ; but the annual slaughter of sheep for

the kingdom is about ten times as great as it is for Lon-
don. Now the average annual supply of cattle for Lon-
don is rather more than 100,000, which, for the whole
kingdom, would be about 1,000,000; and if we reckon
the annual slaughter of cattle for the whole kingdom as

about one fourth of the stock kept, we shall have about
4,000,000 of cattle. It is evident, however, that in all

this calculation, there is too much conjecture for the re-

sult of it to be regarded as a near approximation to the
truth. It may he remarked, that Gregory King estimated
the beeves, stirks, and calves, in his time, at 4,500,000.
The rearing of calves forms an important branch of

husbandly, in some parts of this country, particularly in

Essex, and in the vale of Alesbury in Buckinghamshire.
In Cheshire, more calves are fed during the months of
March and April, than in any other part of England ;

but, as the milk cannot be long spared, they are killed

very young. The suckling of calves for the London
market is carried on to a considerable extent at Cotten-
ham, in Cambridgeshire, (already mentioned as celebra-

ted for its rich cheeses,) as well as in Essex.
There are several kinds of horses bred and kept in

this country, well adapted for the saddle, either as road
horses or hunters ; and for working, as well as for the
race coarse. In the midland counties, particularly in

Northamptonshire and Leicestershire, a very large breed
is kept. They are geneially a dark black colour,

and well adapted for the cart. It is said, that the im-
provement in this breed, which were originally ill-com-

pacted in their make, took its rise from six Zealand
mares, sent over by the late Lord Chesterfield, during
his embassy at the Hague. The improved breed began
io Derbyshire, at his lordship's seat. It afterwards

spread into Leicestershire, where Mr Bakewell, so de-

servedly celebrated for his improvements in the breed of
sheep and black cattle, turned his attention, experience,

and judgment to them, and still farther improved them.
The great demand for this breed is in London, where
they are seen in full perfection in the dray carts, &c.
Yorkshire also has long been celebrated for its breed of
horses, both for the saddle and for draught, but especi-

ally for the former. A variety of this animal, extreme-

ly well adapted for tlie plgugh, has lately been bred in
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the district of Cleveland. SufToIk also produces a breed

of these animals, short, well compacted, and active,

wliich are very valuable as farm horses. The Welsh

horses are small, but active. In no country in the world

has so much attention been paid to horses, for hunting

and the race course, as in Entjland ; and this attention

has been rewarded by the excellence of the aninials

reared. Foreign stallions of the most esteemed species,

such as those from Barbary, Turkey, &c. have been pro-

cured at a very j^reat expence ; and, according to Buffon,

the English horses, in respect to figure, nearly approach

those of Arabia and Barbary. It has been said, that an

Englishman is naturally fond of his horse; and this po-

pular saying is confirmed by the very superior and at-

tentive manner in which horses of nearly all descriptions

are kept, of whatever class of people their owners may
be. The fondness of the English for horse-racing has

undoubtedly contributed to improve the breed, at least

in respect to symmetry of form and speed. The best

race-horses run 82 J feet in one second, or nearly a mile

in a minute.

The number of horses employed in agriculture has

never been very accurately ascertained. Mr Marshall

supposes that each square mile employs 20 horses, which

is about 3 to 100 acres; if this supposition be correct,

and wc reckon that, in England and Wales, there are

30 millions of acres of cultivated ground, the num-
ber of horses would be about 900,000. The following

facts will render this calculation still more probable : In

1804, the number of horses for which duty was paid in

Great Britain, M'as 1,178,000; but, besides these, there

vere a great many others ; and from the communica-
tions made to the Board of Agriculture on this spbject,

it was calculated, that at this period there were 200,000
pleasure horses, 40,000 cavalry horses, 1,200,000 horses
employed in husbandry, and 350,000 colts and mares.
Now, if we deduct from the 1,200,000 horses em-
ployed in husbandry in Great Britain, the number we
may suppose to be employed in this way in Scotland,
which is probably between a fifth and a sixth of what
are employed in the whole island, we shall have between
900,000 and one million for the horses used in husband-
ry in England and Wales. In 1806, the number of
horses was estimated at 919,924. of which about 20,000
were supposed to be employed in stage-coaches, post-
chaises, and hackney-coaches. In the Appendix to the
Report of the Committee on Broad Wheels and Turn-
pike Roads, it is calculated that 100,000 horses are in

constant employment, in waggons, carts, &c. on the roads,
for 300 days in the year. By the 13th George III. the
load allowed to each horse is 16 cwt. ; but let us sup-
pose each horse carries half a ton, and goes 20 miles a
day. The expence of carriage varies from Is. to 2*. per
ton per mile. On the 16 principal roads, the average is
rather more than 1«. If we take it at Is. and allow each
horse to draw half a ton 20 miles, the annual value of
thelabour will be 1 50^ ; and for 100,000 horses 15,000,000^.
The quantity of land necessary to keep pleasure horses
cannot be reckoned at less than five acres ; and the same
quantity for cavalry horses. Perhaps four acres may be
sufficient to keep horses employed in husbandry, on the
roads, &c. while breeding marcs and colts will not con-
sume the produce of three acres. The expence of keep-
ing each horse, on an average of all the kinds kept in
this kingdom, even at the low price of S2s. per quarter
for oats, cannot be estimated at less than 52/. per annum.

Mules and asses, especially the former, are not very

abundant in England ; and are scarcely, if at all, used in

husbandry. They are in general larger than those of
other countries, Spain, Portugal, and Malta, excepted.

Tliere is a great variety in the breeds of swine kept
in this country, of which the following are either the
most common, or the most valuable.

The Berkshire, which is small boned, and disposed to

fatten quickly. It has extended from the district, from
which it derives its name, over most parts of the island.

It is the sort mostly fattened at the distilleries, and is

good cither for pork or bacon.

The Chinese breed, the size of which is small, and
the flesh delicate, is also to be met with in almost every
county. It is the best adapted for using as pork, but is

seldom cured into bacon, being too small for that pur-
pose.

The Gloucestershire breed, which Mr Marshall sup-
poses to have been formerly the prevailin;; breed of the
island, is large, but ill formed. Its colour in general is

white. It is a very unprofitable sort; and is chiefly con-
fined to Gloucestershire, Shropshire, and the west of
Devonshire.
The Hampshire bredd is very large ; but not so com-

pact as the Berkshire. They are white, well disposed
to fatten, and come up to a great weight when properly
managed.
The Herefordshire is a large useful breed, but not by

any means superior to either the Berkshire or Hamp-
shire.

The Rudgwick breed, so called from a town of that

name in Sussex, on the confines of Surrey, is supposed
by Mr Middleton to be the largest in the island ; feed-

ing to an extraordinary size, and, at two years old, weigh-
ing nearly double or treble the weight of other sorts of
hogs of that age.

The Northampton breed, which are reared chiefly in

that county, are of a large size, but they do not fatten

very kindly. The breed of Shropshire is nearly similar
to that of Northamptonshire.
The Swing-tailed breed are not very numerous. Their

size is small; their form well proportioned. They are
very hardy, and fatten to a good weight.

A new variety of swine was introduced by the late

Duke of Bedford, called the larger-spotted Woburn
breed, which are very prolific, hardy, and well disposed
to fatten, attaining nearly twice the size and weight of
other hogs, within the same period of time.

The counties in England most remarkable for the
quantity and quality of their hams, are Westmoreland
and Yorkshire ; and those in which bacon of the best
quality is cured, are Wiltshire, Hampshire, and' Berk-
shire. At Farringdon, in the last named county, up-
wards of 4000/. Worth is sold in the course of the year.

Very little either of bacon or hams are exported ; but
they form a considerable branch of internal commerce.

Goats are reared in ther mont:iinous parts of the north

of England, particularly on the Cheviot Hills ; but in

much greater abundance in Wales. The breed of Eng-
lish and Welsh goats is large, and their skins valuable.

Their milk also yields a profit.

Rabbit warrens are kept only on such kind of land

as is not fitted for any more lucrative and valuable pur-
pose. These are more numerous and extensive per-
haps in Lincolnshire, than in any other county ; and Mr
Young calculates the profit upon them at 471. per
cent. The annual sale of produce is in general esti-

mated at from 3 to 8 coupies per acre. The breeds
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chiefly employed on warrens, are the common grey and

the silver grey. The fur of the first, which is the most

prevalent, is chiefly used in the manufacture of hats.

The skins of the latter kind, which in general are

nearly double the value of those of the other sort, are

dressed as fins for the China market.

Tlie number of poultry kept in farm-yards is not

nearly so numerous now as it was, when farms were
smaller, and thrashing machines were less common.
There ate several breeds in England, but the Dorking
breed is the most remarkable and valuable. At Oak-
inghani, in Berksliire, fowls are fattened or stuffed, and

upwards of 150/. worth frequently sold in a market day.

The chickens of this country are inferior in flavour to

those of Ireland and France. There are different breeds

of ducks kept in England; but the most common are

the white or English breed, and the dark brown or

speckled. Perhaps as many of these birds are kept in

Buckinghamshire as in any other county; it being cal-

culated, that durks to the value of 4000/. are fattened

annually for tiie London market. Geese are numerous
on most of the commons in this country ; but in no part

are they kept in such vast quantities as in the fens of

Lincolnshire, where different individuals possess as

many as a thousand breeders. They are kept for the

sake of their quills and feathers, being stripped, wliile

alive, once a year for their quills, and four or five times

for the feathers. It is scarcely credible what immense
numbers of these birds are driven annually from distant

counties to London for sale, frequently in droves of 2000
or 3000. In the year 1783, one drove containing upwards
of 9000 passed through Chelmsford, on tneir way from
Suffolk to the metropolis. Great numbers of geese are

also kept in the marshes of Somersetshire ; and it is

remarked, that the best goose feathers for beds come
from this county.

Sect. VI. Timber.

In enumerating the agricultm-al products of England,

the timber must not be forgotten. This grows either in

the hedge rows, in the woods and plantations of private

proprietors, or in the royal forests. In the southern,

and particularly in most of the south-western and west-

ern counties, the quantity of timber which grows in the

hedge rows, or in the pasture fields, is very great. In

some parts of England, also, nmch timber grows in

woods and plantations ; so that, taking the whole of

England, it is calculated, that on each estate, the value

of the growing timber is equal to two years rent. The
principal woodland counties are Kent, Sussex, Surrey,

Hampshire, Worcestershire, Chesliire, and paitsof O.k-

fordshire, Northamptonshire, Berkshire, Leicestershire,

&c. It may in general be remarked, that the western
counties are belter wooded than the eastern ; and the

southern than the northern. It is calculated, that in the

county of Worcester alone, there are in the inclosures,

between 300,000 and 400,000 trees, principally oak,

ash, elm, and willow, which might be removed, with-

out any sensible injury either to the proprietor or the
occupier of the soil.

Oak is by far the most important, though not the

most abundant of English trees. It flourishes in great

perfection on the Wealds of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex ;

in the hedge row of Cheshire, in Monmouthshire,
Flintshire, and several other parts of England and
Wales ; but there are some counties that produce very
Vol. VIII. Part II,

few oaks indeed, considering their size, perhaps not

more than n)ay be sufficient for their own consumption,
such as Middlesex, the greater part of Hertfordshire,

Oxfordshire, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, So-

mersetshire, Gloucestershire, (with the exception of the

forest of Dean,) Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk,

Suflolk, and several others.

But the principal supply of oak is derived from the

Royal Forests, of which the following statement will

shew the extent of the land, in which the timber be-

longs to the crown

:

A n. r.

In New Forest, 66,942 3 26
Dean Forest, 23,015 3 29

Aliceholt and Woolmer, . . 8,G9t 1 31'

Whittlewood, 4,850 3 32
Salcey, . . .

' 1,847 23

Whichwood, 3,709 '3 5

Waltham, 3,278 3 2

Sherwood, 1,466 3 10

Bere, 926 2 13

Rockingham, 860 3 23

115,594 34

Besides the timber in these forests, the crown pos-

sesses much of it in Windsor Forest, and in the lands

belonging to it, in the Duchies of Cornwall and Lan-

caster.

It is a generally received opinion, that the growth
of oak timber is on the decline in this kingdom ; and

this opinion is confirmed by the result of two investiga-

tions, which were made at different and very distant

periods, into the slate of the oak timljer in several of

the Royal Forests. In the year 1608, a survey was
made of all the timber that was fit for felling in the

Royal Forest, and other estates of the crown. The
whole, however, was not completed, neither the Fo-

rest of Dean, nor that of Whichwood, being comprised

in the surveys; but the result appears to have been,

that on the part of the Crown's estate that was survey-

ed, there must have been then growing about 649,880

loads of timber fit for the navy, and 1,148,660 loads of

what was doated and decayed. In 1783, another sur-

vey was taken, by order of the House of Commons,
from which it appeared, that in New Forest, Aliceholt

and Woolmer, Bere, Whittlewood, Salcey, and Sher-

wood, there were only 50.445 loads of timber fit for

the navy ; whereas, in 1608, in these forests, there were

234,229; and thai, in 1783, there were in these forests

only 35,554 loads of decayed trees; whereas, in 1608,

there were 265,145; so that the tiuantity of timber in

1783, in those forests, was little more than the sixth

part of what it was at the former period. The general

fact of the decrease of oak timber in nearly all the

counties of England was further confirmed in 1791, by

the answers which were returned by some of the prin-

cipal timber merchants and land-surveyors, as well as

by the chairman of the Quarter Sessions of the several

counties in England and Wales, to questions sent to

them by the commissioners of the land revenue.

Besides oak, elm, ash, beech, alder and willow are

common in the hedge rows. Sec. of several of the coun-

ties. It is impossible to form an esiimate of all these

kinds of trees. Mr Malcolm, in I is survey of Surrey,

supposes, that of oak there may be five trees in every

20 acres; but lhi» is evidently a random conjecture,

4 B
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An attempt was made some years ago, to have a sur-

vey taken of all the timber growiiis; on private estates

in England; but the surveyors were iiiterniptecl by the

proprietors before they got through the second county.

Sect. VII. Scatistical Branch of the J^riculcure of

England.

We now come to the statistical branch of our present

subject, which includes many curious, important, and

highly interesting particulars; but, like all statistical

ciKiuiiies, our investigations on this subject cannot be

expected to proceed on data absolutely certain, or to

give results quite conformable to the truth. The prni-

cipal points to be ascertained, are the number of culti-

vated acres in England and Wales ; tiie distribution and

application of these acres; the value of their several

kinds of produce ; the rental of the land ; the capital

employed in agriculture ; the profits arising from his

labours and capital to the farmer ; the number of peo-

ple employed in agricultural pursuits, kc.

1. We have already endeavoured to show that the quan-

tity of land in England and Wales is about 38,500,000

acres; it may be proper, however, to add, that by the

accounts depended on by JMr Rose, the total acres are

3" 331,400; and by the reports returned to the Board

ol Agriculture, the amount is 37,i)09,455, exclusive of

Wales, which contains about 5,000,000 acres. The

fir.ll point to be ascertained, which ever of these num-

bers we take, (and considering the impossibility of ob-

taining accuracy on this subject, as well as the total

amount, the difference in these statements is not very

considerable or important,) respects the quantity of

waste land. In 1"95, the Board of Agriculture refer-

red the subject of the waste lands in the kingdom to a

committee, who seem to have taken considerable pains

in making enquiries and gaining information ; from

their report it appears, that at that time the number of

acres of waste land in England was 6,259,470, and in

Wales 1,629,307, making a total of 7,«88.777. Dr
Becke, who reckons the total number of acres to be

less than the statements of the Board of Agiiculture, or

Ml Rose makes them, considers the number of acres of

waste land to be also fewer ; not estimating them
higner than 6,477,000; to these however, he adds,

1,310,000 for roads, water Sec. In consequence of the

intiosure bills that have passed since the Report of the

Board of Agriculture in 1795, the number of acres of

waste land must be somewhat decreased: probably if

from 38,500,000 acres, the total in England and Wales,
7,5uO ',,00 acres for waste land, roads, water, &c. are

taken, we shall leave nearly the amount of the number
of acres, either cultivated, or covered with useful tim-

ber, that is, 31,000,000 of acres.

2. The next point relates to the distribution and ap-

plication of this quantity of land. There can be no
doubt, both from particular enquiries in the agriculture

of the several counties, and from the general and ac-

knowledged fact of the great consumption of animal

food in this kingdom, combined with another fact, as

indisputed, that land under grass will not support near-

ly so many inhabitants as under the , lough ; that the

proportion of pasture land is much greater than that

of arable land. Dr Becke, in his pamphlet on the In-

come Tax, supposes that there are ir,481,000 acres in

pasture, meadows, &c. while there are only ll,4vil,000

that are arable; according to other statements, tne quan-

tity of pasture ground is 17,479,000 acres. The Board

of Agriculture calculates that there are 12.000,000 acres

set apart as grass land for meat, and 4,00a,000 acres for

the dairy. The ground employed in the culture of liops,

or for nui series, is supposed rather to exceed 4J,000

acres. The pleasilre grounds, and fruit and kiiciien

gardens, may amount to 50,000 acres.

Taking the arable land at 1 1,500,000 acres, our next

enquiry respects the distribution and application of it.

It is probable, that, notwithstanding the iniprovinicnts

in husbandry by the abolition of fallow on light soils, the

old system of wheat, spring corn, or bea.is and fallow, is

still followed on nearly six-tenths of the arable laud of

England and Wales, including tne common field lands :

three-tenths are probably under a rotation similar to

that pursued in the county of Norfolk, of wheat, tur-

nips, barley or oats, and clover; and the reinainiiig

tenth is under various rotations. According to tliis slale-

ment, 10,000,000 acres of arable laud would be cropped

in the following proportions: Wheat, 2,750,000 acres

;

oats and beans, 2,5u0,000; barley and rye, 750,000;

roots, that is turnips, cabbages, &c. 1,000,000; clover,

1,000,000; and fallow, 2,000,000. If this statement,

and the ratio on which it is founded, be correct, the

number of acres under wheat may be estimated at about

3,200,000 acres; the oats and beans at about 2 800,000

acres; the barley and rye, at about 830,000 acres; the

roots, at about 1,100,000 acres; the clover the same;
and the acres of fallow at rather more than 2,2u0,000

acres. We must confess, however, not only that this

estimate, like all estimates on this subject, is found-

ed on insufficient data, but also that with respect

to the number of acres, which it assigns to barley and

oats, it falls much below the estimate of Mr Arthur
Young. According to him, there are 3,399 326 acres

employed in the cultivation of wheat, and barley and

oats occupy half as much land again as wheat, conse-

quently the number of acres under these species of

grain amount to 5,098.686.

3. The value of the protluce of the cultivated land in

England, it is evident, must vary very much, not only

according to the different degrees of productiveness in

various years, but also according to the price of corn,

&c. On this subject, also, there are various conjectures

and estimates. Before we proceed, it will be proper to

endeavour to form some idea of the average quantity of

the different kinds of grain, &c. raised on an acre of

land, throughout the diflerent counties of England and
Wales. In this we shall be much assisted by the result

of the enquiries of a committee of the House of Lords,
on the scarcity in 18U0. By their directions, the Board
of Agriculture investigated the subject with consider-

able attteniion and minuteness; and in the Appendix to

the Report, Tables were drawn up, from the answers
sent to the Board, of the average produce of wheat,
barley, &c. in nearly all the counties of Britain. These
tables we have compared with the various agricultural

reports published by the Board ; and having supplied
the deficiencies, and corrected them where they ap-
peared to be errroneous, we shall lay, in one Table, the

general results before our readers.
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TABLE I.
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TABLE II.

Counties.

Bedford . . .

Berks . . .

Bucks . . .

Cambridge .

Chester . . .

Cornwall . .

Cumberland
Derby . . .

Devon . .

Dorset . . .

Durham . . .

York ....
Essex . . .

Gloucester .

Hereford . .

Hertford . . .

Huntingdon
Kent ....
Lancashire . .

Leicester . .

Lincoln . . .

Norfolk . . .

Northampton .

Northumberland
Nottingham
Oxford . . .

Rutland . , .

Salop . . .

Somerset
Southampton .

Stafford . . .

Suffolk . . .

Surrey . . .

Sussex . . .

Warwick , .

Westmoreland
Wilts . . .

Worcester . .

Anglesey , .

Brecon . . ,

Cardigan . .

Ciiermarthen .

Caernarvon . ,

Denbigh . . .

Flint ....
Glamorgan . . ,

Merioneth . .

Monmouth . . .

Montgomery
. .

Pembroke . .

Radnor . . . .

Westminster .

Middlesex . .

Annual Value of Land .it

Kiick-Uent.

L.2r9,976
4ur.IS6

497,157

457,751

689,730

564,606

469,250

619,472

1,217,528
489.. '03

505 387
3,107,751

904 893

805,389

441,342

342,055

202,076
864,293

1,270,344

699,158

1,572,736

92K581
695,690

909,996

534,678

498,1.86

99,149

730,099

1,353,282

593,259

757,678

694,078

368,456

567,711

651,306

220,595

812,291

5 16,203

65,121

124,243

101,510

224,152

90,848
183.786

118,615

212,079

83,451

202,211

173,291

160,617

85,268

2 404
344.230

6

11

14

15

14

IS

8

6

12

17

7

18

16

14

12

9

IS

18

4

9

17

13

1

11

1 1

10

3

7

2

2

17

14

8

14

9

4

U
9

2

13

6

19

10

10

9

17

6

8

11

6

7

9

11

4

5

8

5

4
10

10

7

7i
5

6

2

1

4

7i
5

6

5

2

9

2

4

3

10

ri
8

2

9

2

4

8

2

11

S

4

U
9

9

7

1

1

Annual Amount of Profits
arising- from Farming-.

L.272,621

405,150
398 677
453,215

676,864

566,472

469,250

621,693
1,217,547

489,025

506,063
3,111,618

904;615

805,133

453 607
342,350

202,076

868,188

1,270,344

702,402

1,581,9 40

931,842

696,637
906789
534,992

497,625
-.99,174

738,495

1,355,107

594,020

756,635
694,078

369,901

549,950

645,139

221,555

810,627
516,203

65,121

108,446

101,550

224,152

90,848

182,674

118,615

210,760

83,451

203,576

152,008

160,617

88,250

305S
346,087
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In calculating the value of agricultural produce by

means of it, it seems fair, as it exhibits the rack-rent

{though where the lands are let at their full value, the

rack-rent and real rent must correspond, and in some
cases, the real rent would be above the fair rent, or

that rent which would be quintupled in the produce,)

to consider it as 45, instead of 3 times the value of the

rent. If we go on this supposition, then the value

of the agricultural produce will be exhibited thus,

29,503,073/ X 4.5^132,763 828/. ; which differs very

inconsiderably from tne result on this point, which we
obtained by the former mode of calculation. It may,

perliaps, be thought, that as we before averaged the

rent of land at 2O4. per acre, we over-raied it, since, at

this estimate, the total rent woulil be greater than this

Table proves it to be; but in our estimate, we took

into account only such pasture land as is let by the

acre ; and of course excluded all the downs, sheep-

walks, &c.

5. About twenty-four years ago, Mr Young estimated

the capital employed in agriculture at 41. the acre ;

since that time it has increased very much, probably it

is more than doubled ; so that if we take every thing

into account, it will now require 10/. per acre, or at

least 8/. The number of cultivated acres has been esti-

mated at 31,000,000, which, at 8/. would require a

capital of 248,000,000/. ; and, at the latter rate, of

310,000,000/.: Let us take the medium, and the agri-

cultural capital will amount to 279,000,000/. On this

point Dr Becke's siatement is very much at variance

with ours; for he estimated the farming capital in 1800

at 125,000,000/., taking it on an average at 5 clear rents,

viz. pasture 2 to 3, and arable 5 to 7 rents ; but as he
estimates the average rent of England and Wales only

at 16s. the acre, this would be making the capital only

4/. the acre ; a sum, even at that period, much too small.

Besides, he estimates the net profits of the farmers at

15,000,000/., which we shall immediately prove is little

more than the amount of half their profits ; and con-

sequently, as the profits must always bear a certain pro-

portion to the capital employed, if the statement respect-

ing the profits is only about half of the truth, the state-

ment respecting the capital must be erroneous in much
the same ratio.

6. The same Table (No. 2. p. 564) which exhibits

the amount of the annual value of the land in England
and Wales at rack-rent, gives also an account of the

armual amount of profits arising from farming land,

drawn up from the returns made to the tax-office re-

specting the income tax, and presented to the House of

Commons. From this column of the Table it appears,

that the farming profits are 29,476,852/., or nearly the

amount of the rent. Now, in order to arrive at the

amount of the capital employed in agriculture, from the

amount of agricultural profits, it will be necessary, in

the first place, to fix the rate per cent, of the profit.

This certainly cannot be reckoned at a lower rate than
10 per cent, which would make the agricultural capital

amount to 294.768,520/., which, considering the magni-
tude of the sum, and the imperfection of the data on
which we are obliged to proceed, does not differ very
considerably from 279,000,000/., the amount of agricul-

tural capital at vfbich we arrived by calculating it at 91.

per acre.

7. The next enquiry into Vfhich we shall briefly en-

ter, respects the absolute value of the landed property

in England and Wales. Having ascertained the amount
of the rack-rent, we shall have liitle dilhculty in eluci-

dating this point, provided we can determine the num-
ber of years' purchase at which land is sold ; that is,

how many rents ought to be given for the fcc-simple of
land. Mr Arthur Young, in his Enquiry into the pro-

gressive Value of Money, estimates the rate at which
land was sold in the year 1811, at 28 years' purcliase.

As this, however, must have been on the real, and not

on the rack-rent, some deduction must be made on that

score; while, on the other hand, no addition ought to

be made to the rate since 1811, as the value of land

certainly has not increased since that year. Assuming,
therefore, that 28,000,000/. was the amount in that year,

either of the actual rent, or of the rent of such estates

as were within a very short period of the expiration of

their leases, we shall have the total amount of the value
of the landed property of the kingdom, if we multiply
this sum by 28 ; this will give 78,400,000/. as the result.

8. By the returns under the population act in 1811,
it appears that the number of families employed in agri-
cultural operations in England was 697,353 ; and in

Wales 72,846, making a total of 770,199. The average
number of people in a family is about 4.5, which will

make the whole number of people employed in agricul-
tural operations 3,465,895. The number of farmers,
or persons occupying farms, is supposed to be about
200,000. On this supposition, if we take the amount
of their profits at the round sum of 30,000,000/., the
average profit of the farmers will be about 150/. per
annum.

It is scarcely necessary to repeat the observations
which we have already made more than once, that the
result of all these calculations must be considered as
merely approximations to the truth. We arc also sen-
sible, that, with respect to some of the statements which
we have made, they differ from those given by statisti-

cal writers. This difference is accounted for, we trust,

favourably to the superior accuracy of our statements,
by our grounding them on the results of Table No. 2. p.
564 ; which must be regarded as resting on more minute,
careful, and extensive enquiries, than any private indi-

viduals could make. In defence of the accuracy of our
statements, we would likewise observe, that they are at

variance with statements made 10 or 15 years ago; and
we need not remind our readers, that, even within thai

short period, the advance on the value of every thing
(from whatever cause proceeding) has been great.

There is only one point on wliicl- we feel hesitation and
doubt; and that is, respecting the capital per acre re-

quired in agriculture. Yet if Mr A. Young came near
the truth in estimating the English capital employed in

agriculture in 1789 at 41. an acre, whoever reflects on
the increased price of all the expences attendant on a
family and a farm, as well as on the different manner
in which farmers now live, will not deem 9/. per acre as
an overcharged estimate of the capital which a farmer,
who expects to do justice to himself and his farm, ought
to possess for every acre on which he enters.

Before we conclude this branch of our subject, for

the length of which we must apologise on the ground
of its extreme importance, we shall offer a few histori-

cal notices on English farming at various periods. This
will enable our readers to judge of its progress, and to
compare its former with its present state ; for statisti-

cal enquiries, which are confined entirely and exclu-
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sively to the present state of a country, arc neither so in-

teresting, instructive, nor even so intelligible and con-

nected, as those that also embrace some notice of its for-

mer state.

The first decided and important epoch in the history

of English agriculture may be fixed in the reign of

Henry \1I. when a notion began to prevail among the

nobility and gentry, that their estates might be render-

ed much more valuable to tlicni, by being employed in

grazin;^ than in tillage. In consequence of this opinion,

which was acted upon for this and the two succeeding

reigns, there was much discontent among the lower

classes of the people; till at length, in Elizabeth's time,

acts were passed for promoting and ei.couraging tillage,

which were supported by Lord Bacon, and opposed by

Sir Waf.er Raleigh, who thought it impossible to render

jjrain a staple commodity of this country. His speech

e.xhibils a striking picture of the state of English agri-

culture at tliat period. According to him, the poor far-

mers could not purchase seed to sow the land, which

the law required to be sown ; and France offered the

Queen to supply Ireland with corn at two shillings a

bushel, at which price our farmers would be beggars.

It would seem that the tillage laws passed by Elizabeth

were found to be inefficient, if not injurious, for by an

act of the 39 Eliz. they were repealed.

There does not seem to have been any regular mode
of conducting the husbandry of this kingdom, or any

essential improvements introduced into it, till the resto-

ration of Charles II. At this period, many of the land-

ed proprietors, who had espoused the cause of that mo-
narch, and retired to the continent, on their return in-

troduced several of the principles and modes of practice

which they had observed abroad, particularly in Flan-

ders. There is, indeed, good reason to believe, that

clover, sainfoin, the folding of sheep, and perhaps tur-

nips, (though the introduction of the last is generally
fixed at a much later period,) were brought into this

country about the time of the restoration of Charles II.

After this time, agriculture advanced slowly but gra-
dually, being in some instances benefited, and in other
instances rather obstructed, by the works of some fan-

ciful writers. We allude particularly to the writings
of Tuil, which have been of essential service in contri-
buting to introduce the row culture, at least for green
crops, but which had a tendency to do mischief, by in-

sisting on the uselessness of manures.
Hitherto, whatever improvements had taken place in

arable husbandry, little attention had been directed to
the improvement of the stock of the island. At last Mr
Bakcwell turned his thoughts to this subject, and his
example being followed by several spirited and judicious
farmers in various parts of England, more particularly
in the north, this branch of husbandry, as we have
already remarked, has, in by far the greatest portion of
the kingdom, advanced considerably' before its arable
husbandry

; and indeed the principal and most important
improvement in this latter branch may very fairly be
traced to the great improvement in stock ; for the zeal
and ai.xiety of farmers with respect to their stock, led
them to cultivate green crops on a larger scale, and
with more attention and judgment, than they had pre-
viously done

; and by means of these crops, not only
was their ground kept clean, but it was also enriched,
by the additional quantity of manure, which the con-

- s.umpiion of them supplied.

The last epoch in the history of English husbandry
was the establishment of the Board of Agriculture

;

from which perhaps not all the benefit has been derived

which was expected, and which might have been ob-
tained, had their proceedings been more cautious and
judicious ; but which nevertheless has contributed great-

ly to spread agricultural information, to make each part

of the country acquainted with the implements and prac-

tices of the other parts, and to soften and break down
agricultural prejudice, of all prejudices the most stub-

born and long-lived.

Still, whoever has formed his opinion of the excel-

lence of English agriculture, from the high character
which this nation bears for enterprize and success in

other branches of industry, and particularly in manufac-
turing and commercial industry, will be much disap-

pointed. Over the whole kingdom, and even in the im-
mediate vicinity of the largest towns, where the demand
for agricultural produce must be great and regular, and
where the means of improvement are ample and easily

acquired, wastes and commons are found, many of them
consisting of a soil by no means naturally unfertile, and
all of them capable, at little expence, of being rendered
in some degree productive and beneficial to the inhabi-

tants. Besides these wastes and commons, what are

called common fields (wliere the ground, though cul-

tivated, is so much subdivided, and the property so

much intermixed, that it is absolutely impossible to

practise good husbandry, or to derive from it the pro-

duce it might yield) are numerous. While these things

are so, the agricultural industry and enterprize cannot
be rated very high. At the same time it is fair to state,

that within these last 50 years, numerous acts of par-

liament have been passed to inclose and improve these

commons and common fields ; while before his present
Majesty came to the throne, these acts were very few.

J'he first inclosure by act of parliament took place in

the reign of Charles II. ; the next in Queen Anne'a
reign. From 1719 to 1759, 249 acts were passed ; from
1764 to 1779, the number was 941, averaging 58 an-

nually ; from 1780 to 1794, there were 445, averaging
30 annually; in 1795 and 1796, there were 146; and
from 1797 to 1805. there were 704; making in all 2591
inclosure acts. In the ten years from 1785 to 1796, tlie

average number per annum sunk considerably ; but in

the nine years, from 1796 to 1805, it rose again higher
than ever. In the first 40 years of his present Majesty's

reign, there were 12 13 inclosures, containing 1,960,189

acres, which gives an average for each inclosure of 1616
acres. If we estimate the total number of inclosures at

this average, the quantity of land inclosed since the reign

of Queen Anne, (for the inclosure in Charles II. 's time
related to Malvern Chace,) will amount to 4,187,056
acres, up to the end of 1805. Since that period, the

acts for inclosing commons and common fields have not

been less numerous. We have entered on this state-

ment, in order to shew, that, though these commons and
common fields are a disgrace to the agricultural charac-

ter and enterprise of the English nation, yet that dis-

grace is in the course of being wiped away.

It has been more than once noticed, that our agricul-

ture has improved more with respect to farming stock,

tlian with respect to the principles or practices pursued
on arable land Perhaps the truth of this observation

cannot be placed in a stronger point of view, than by
the following comparison between the weight of biil-
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Iftcks, Sec. as it was one hundred years ago, and as it is

4t the present time.

100 Years ago. At present.

Bullocks at an average weighed 370 lbs. 800 lbs.

Calves do. do. 50 140

Sheep do. do. 28 80

Lambs do. do. 13 SO

CHAP. yii.

Horticulture.

The horticulture of England is so justly celebrated,

and is so closely connected with its agriculture, that wc
may be permitted to say a few words on the subject.

Wiien we consider the general coldness and moisture,

as well as the extreme uncertainty and variableness of

our climate, it must be regarded as no unequivocal proof

of our skill and success in horticulture, that by any

means we are enabled to supply ourselves with as many
kinds as we do possess, of the fruits of more favoured

and warmer CQinitries. Nor are our kitchen gardens less

distinguished for the variety and excellence of the ve-

getables which they produce. From the very great and

constant demand for fruit and vegetables which the me-
tropolis creates, the gardens in its vicinity are superior

to any others, in the attention and skill with which

they are cultivated, and in the returns that they make
for the money and labour expended on them. Tlie fruit

gardeners near London not only stock their ground with

apples, pears, cherries, plums, &c. which they call the

7i.fl/ier crop ; but they have also an under crop ; consist-

ing of raspberries, strawberries, &c. On these gar-

den grounds it is supposed that a population is support-

ed at the rale of ten persons per acre. We have parti-

cularly specified the gardens in the neighbourhood of

London, as exhibiting proofs of English skill, enter-

prize, and success in horticulture, beyond what the gar-

dens in the country exhibit. But in the vicinity of most

of the large towns in England, and even at the distance

of 15 or 20 miles from some of them, the exceUence of

our horticulture is apparent.

In ornamental gardening, and the laying out of

grounds, England is also celebrated, being deserved-

ly regarded as the parent country of real taste in this re-

spect. Nowhere is so much attention, and, if the ex-

pression may be allowed, deference paid to nature, in

the laying out of grounds, as in England.

Such is the picture of this country, with respect to

the result of the application of the capital, industry, and

skill of its inhabitants, to the cultivation of the soil.

CHAP. VHL

Of the Produce of Mines and Quarries.

The next branch of industry which we are to consider

and investigate, is that which is employed in the mines
and quarries of the kingdom. In the remarks which
we offered on the mineral geography and geology of

England, tlie produce of the mines was noticed, in so

far as it was connected with that branch of our subject:

but it is now to be considered in another point of view.

In what we are about to offer, we shall, as far as our
materials enable us to do it, in the first place, enume-

rate the principal mineral productions of this country,

on which the industry and capital of its inhabitants are

employed, (so far as regards their unmanufactured
state) ; in the second place, we shall point out the parts

of the kingdom in which they are found ; and, lastly, we
shall endeavour to form an estimate of the quantity pro-

duced, the value of the produce, and the number of

people employed, as well as particularize the uses to

which the various substances are respectively applied.

We must premise, however, that on the last head, our
information must necessarily be either very loose and
conjectural, or limited and partial, since there are not

data on which to ground results, not only accurate but

complete. In this alternative, we shall prefer giving-

what we know to be correct, though thus we must
unavoidably pass over some part of our subject, to

offering vague and unfounded conjectures and specu-

lations.

I. It has been truly and justly observed, that "it

seldom or never happens that countries abundant in the

productions of agriculture should, at the same time',

present an opulent mineralogy : yet England is far from
being deficient in this respect." The author of this re-

mark might have been justified in going farther, and
in asserting, that England, with respect to those trea-

sures which she draws from the bowels of the earth,

holds a distinguished place among Eui'opean nations,

not so much perhaps on account of their very great

abundance and natural richness, as on account of the
industry, skill, and enterprize, with which she has

availed herself of these treasures, and of the capital at

first produced by these qualities, and afterwards brought
to bear in conjunction with them, so as to raise her, in

point of national prosperity, power, and wealth, to the
exalted situation in which she now stands. In another

point of view, also, may her mineral pi'oductions be,

honourably for herself, distinguished fi'om tliose of

most other nations: with them, industry, or capital, or
both, are in genei'al merely sufficient to procure the

minerals in their natural state, or at most, to change
them into their rudest and least valuable form; but in

England, the various minerals which are found in the
bowels of the earth are, for the most part, by the skill

and industry of her inhabitants, either converted into

the most precious and exquisite, or the most useful and
important articles, that the taste, the luxurv, the com-
forts, or the wants of man demand; or they are made
the instruments and means of producing those articles

in the greatest abundance, and with the smallest appli-

cation of capital and labour'. The truth of these ob-
servations will be abundantly apparent, when we enu-
merate the principal mineral productions of this coun-
try, scarcely one of which will not call up to the mind
of the iiiost ignorant and careless observer, the rude
material of wh;it he daily uses, or the means of produ-
cing that I'ude material.

In point of importance, not only on accornit of its

great abundance and utility here, but also on account of

its comparative rarity in most other countries, coal must
be mentioned : then perhaps tin, as another mineral, bv
which England is distinguished fi'om most other nations:

black lead, also, (though found here only in a very few
places, and only in one place in abundance), claims our
notice as an almost exclusive mineral possessed by Eng-
land. After these, may be mentioned iron, lead, and
copper; of wliat are called the inferior metals, (which
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are rare every where), zinc and manganese may be men-

tioned as the most important in our nianufactures. Ol

Ihe productions of our tiuarries, as disiinRui^licd from

llie productions of our nuiurs, marbles and freestone, or

calcareous sandstone, of vHrious colours and i -xiuies,

are in many parts of the kin;,-dom aliundant. Tliere are

also mines of rock salt, pits of fuller's carlh, potter's

clay, Stc.

II. With respect to the counties in which the mme-

ral productions iust enumerated are found: to be.^in

with coal, it may in gci cral be remarked, (as has in-

deed already appeared from our account of the mineral

geography of England), that it abounds in all parts of

the kingdom, except the eastern, southern, south-east-

ern, south-western, and a few of the midland counties.

In the following counties, it is fouiid in greater or^ less

abundance: Northumberland, Durham, Yorkshire Cum-
berland, and Lancashire, in the north of England : in this

northern district, Westmoreland is the only county des-

titute of coal ; in all the rest it is very abundant. To the

south of these counties, coal is found in Derbyshire, Staf-

fordshire, and Shropshire : it is wanting in Cheshire on

the west side, and Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire on

the east side of this district. Qf the midland counties,

Leicestershire and Warwickshire are the only two which

possess this valuable mineral, none being found in North-

amptonshire, Rutlandshire, Oxfordshire, or indeed to the

south or east of these counties ; so that, besides the coun-

ties enumerated in these directions, Huntingdonshire,

Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Middlesex,

Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Hertfordshire, Hampshire, Buck-

inghamshire, Bedfordshire, and Berkshire, are destitute

of coal. As we incline to the west, it is also wanting in

Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire,

Devonshire, (with the exception of the bovey coal), and

Cornwall; Gloucestersliire, Somersetshire, and Mon-
mouthshire, being the only counties that possess coal

mines in this portion of England. With respect to

North Wales, coal is found in Flintshire and Denbeigh-

shire; and in South Wales, in Pembrokeshire, Caermar-

thenshire, and Glamorganshire. Iron is found in Corn-

wall, Cumberland, Derbyshire, Devonshire, Durham,
Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Kent, Lancashire, Mon-
mouthshire, Northumberland, Shropshire, Somerset-

shire, Staffordshire, Sussex, Warwickshire, and Wilt-

shire; but it is most abundant in Shropshire, Glouces-

tershire, Derbyshire, the north of Lancashire, and

Wales. Lead is found principally in Derbyshire, Cum-
berland, Northumberland, Somtrsetsiire, Devonshire,

Yorkshire, Durham, Westmoreland, Cardigan, Flint,

and Montgomery. Tin is confined to Cornwall and
the adjoining parts of Devonshire ; and the black lead

to a small district in Cumberland. Mines of copper are

wrought in Cornwall, Devonshire, Derbyshire, and An-
glesey, and partially in Yorkshire, Staffordshire, &c.
zinc is met with in Derbyshire, Cornwall, &c. : man-
ganese on the Mendip hills in Somersetshire: rock
salt in Cheshire and Worcestershire : alum slate in

Yorkshire : gypsum or alabaster in Derbyshire and
Nottinghamshire : fuller's earth in Berkshire, Bedford-
shire, and Surrey : potter's clay principally in Dorset-
shire ;—and the stone quarries the most celebrated for

the abundance and excellence of their stone, are those
of Portland, Purbeck, Bath, Yorkshire, Northampton-
shire, kc. The most extensive cjuarries of slate, (as

has been already mentioned), are in Westmoreland,

Yorkshire, Leicestershire, North Wales, Cornwall, and
Devonshire.

III. It is extremely difficult to form an estimate of

the quantity produced, of the most important of these
minerils, of the value of the produce, or of the num-
ber of people employed. The consumption of coals in

the kingdom must be enormous : in private families, it

of course depends on the nature of the climate, the con-

dition of the family, and the price of the coals. The fol-

lowing; facts may perhaps supply data, by ineans of which
we may arrive near the truth, respecting the consump-
tion of coals for domestic uses. In London, the con-

sump'ion is nearly about a ton annually for each indi-

vidual, or perhaps more correctly about three chal-

drons (Wii.ton measure, or 28 cwt.) for each house.
Tjiis [ippears from the amount of the quantity brought
into Loiidi .1 from Newcastle, and by means of the Pad-
dinglon canal. In Manchester, where the climate is

colder, and the coals cheaper, it is calculated that each
individual uses two tons annually; or, supposing each
family to consist of 4.5 individuals, this will give 10

tons for each house, or about seven chaldron, Winton
measure. In Newcastle, where the weather is still

colder, and the coals cheaper, the mean consumption
is one third of a Newcastle chaldron (nearly 18 cwt.) per
month for every constant fire, equalizing the kitchen

fire with the rest, which is as much for every fire as

is consumed by each family in Manchester; and rec-

koning one and a half fire through the year, will give

10.5 chaldrons as the annual consumption. This per-

haps may be taken as the extreme consumption of coals

in families in the kingdom; and supposing the con-

sumption in London to be at the lowest rate, the me-
dium will be 6 75 chaldrons for each house in the king-

dom in the course of the year : let us suppose it to be
six chaldrons, the number of houses in England is

1,797,504: the total consumption of coals, therefore,

for domestic use, will be 1.797,504X6, or 10,785,024

chaldrons, or rather more than one chaldron for each
individual. This, it must be confessed, is mere con-

jecture ; but it is probably not far from the truth.

We shall not even offer a conjecture of the quantity of
coals used in our manufactories, but content ourselves

with stating the following facts. If the medium of the

steain entwines consist of 30 inch cylinders, they will

consume 18 bushels of coals per day, which is equal

to three chaldrons per week, or 156 chaldrons per an-

num. The salt-works in Cheshire consume 150,000 tons

of coals annually. The smelling of the copper ore of

Cornwall consumes nearly 200,000 tons of coals per
annum ; and it is calculated, that in the brass and cop-
per manufactories, there are used nearly as many. In

the Coalbrooke-dale district of Shropshire, about 260,000
tons are raised annually—a great proportion is used in

the iron works. The extensive iron works of Messrs
Fcrraday in Staffordshire, are said to consume 1000 tons

per week. In two blast furnaces in Sheffield, from 600
to 800 tons of coals are used per week ; and in the large

iron works 1200. Indeed, when we consider that there

are nearly 200 furnaces in which coke alone is used,

the consumption of coal in the iron works of England
must be regarded as immense.

In addition to these proofs of the very great supply
and consumption of coal, the following miscellaneous
facts may be stated : The quantity of coals raised year-

ly in Northumberland and Durham, is estimated by
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Ml- Railcy at 1,000,000 cliaUlrons, Newcastle incasiire,

(which comaiiis 68 VVincheslcr bushels, and wcii^hs

S3 cwt.) and he supposes that in those counties there

are 200 square miles, or 128,000 acres of coal proper

for exportation. In the year 1800, a committee was

appointed by ParliaiTient to inquire into the state of the

inland coal trade ; and from the evidence adduced, it

was proved that in llie neighbourhood of Dudley, vci'y

thick and rich seams of coal were wrought; that at

Swansea, upwards of 300 vessels were annually em-
ployed in the trade, besides iliat the copper works there

consumed from 1500 to 2000 tons per week; that in

Leicestershire, tliere are many beds of coal very im-

perfectly and partially wrought; tliat a supply of coal

to the amount of between 50,000 and 100,000 tons

might be brought from Newport in Wales to London
annually ; and that not less than from 150,000 to 200,000

acres of coal are found in the neighbourhood of Leeds,

Wakefield, he. Besides our own consumption, it is

calculated, that in lime of peace, nearly 150,000 New-
castle chaldrons of coals are exported, principally to

Holland, Hamburgh, the Baltic, Spain, and Portugal;

and that between 300,000 and 400,000 chaldrons (Wiii-

ton measure) are sent from Whitehaven, Workington,
&c. in Cumberland.
The number of people employed, either directly or

indirectly, in the coal trade, must also be very great:

In 1792, it was calculated, that on the rivers Tyne
and Wear, there were 64,724 men and boys employed :

it has also been estimated, on tolerably good data, that

in Durham and Northumberland, the proportion of men
is as 10,650 to 1,480.080 chaldrons of coals:—in both

these estimates, however, it is proper to remark, that

the seamen wno navigate the colliers are taken into the

account. .

It appears that the iron mines of this country were
•wrought at a very early period, since iron works are

known to have existed in the Forest of Dean, in Glou-
cestershire, before the year 1066. In 1581, in conse-

Cjuence of the great consumption of wood which they

occasioned, they were restrained by act of Parliament.

In 1624, a patent for smelting iron with pit coal was ex-

empted from the law against monopolies: but the use

of wood for this purpose seems still to have continued ;

for in 1719, complaints were made that the waste and de-

struction of the woods in the counties of Warwick, Staf-

ford, Worcester, Hereford, Monmouth, Gloucester, and
Salop, by the iron works, was not to be imagined. At
this period, about 20,000 tons of iron were annlially im-
ported into England from abroad ; and subsequently,

when our manufactures increased, and before our own
mines were probably wrought, the importation was still

greater. In 1737, it was computed that England made
annually at home about 18,000 tons of bar iron, which,

at the rate of three tons of pig iron foi' one of bar iron,

would give 54,000 tons as the produce of our mines. In

1785, a method was invented of converting pig iron into

bar iron, superior to the Swedish bar iron; by which
improvement it was given in evidence before the House
of Commons, in the year 1812, when application was
made for a parliamentary reward for the invention, tliat

whereas, about 30 years before, the importation of fo-

reign iron averaged about 50,000 tons, in 1810 it was
reduced to 20,500 tons ; and that our export of iron,

which at the former period was only a few hundred
weights, in 1810 amounted to 24,500 tons. From other

documents laid before Pailinmcnt, it was ascertained,

that our average import of foreign iron (principally Ijar

iron) from 1800 to 1805, was 38,218 tons, of which 4590^
were exported, leaving 33,628 tons for home eonsunip-
lion ; and that the average of British unmannfactured
ii'on exported from 1800 to 1805, was of bar iron 91,797
cwt., and of pig ir-on 40,186 cwt.: the incre.ise between
the beginning and end of that period was considerable,

since in 1800 there was exported only 55,592 cwt. of
bar iron, and 32,207 of pig iron; whereas, in 1805, there

was exported of the former, 131,896 cwt., and of the lat-

ter 65520. The average real value of pig iion ex|>oi-t-

ed from 1796 to 1805, was upwards of 14,000i?. ; and of

bar iron, upwards of 92,000. At present, the iron mines
of England are supposed to supply ore sufiicient to pro-

,

duce considerably upwards of 150,000 tons of pig iron:

10,300 tons of whicli are made in Derbyshire, the re-

mainder in Yorkshire, Staffordshire, Shropshire, Lan-
cashire, Moninouthshii e, kc. In the last county, there are

nine furnaces, each of which makes about 2000 tons of

pig ii'on yearly. At Myrthyr Tydvel, also, in Glamor-
ganshire, there are furnaces for making pig iron, which
produce 250 tons weekly, and consume 340 tons of coals

daily.*

Copper mines were fiist wrought in England in the

year 1189: in 1561, mines of this metal were discover-

ed in Cumberland ; and in 1622, they were wrought in

sevei-al counties. In 1690, copper was discovered in

Wales, but it would appear, that during all this period,

little attention was bestowed on working any of these

mines ; nor was it before the commencement of the 17th

century that the valuable copper mines of Cornwall
were properly and effectually wrought; and in a few
years, the quantity produced had attained to a consider-

able amount. From 1726 to 1735, there was produced
64,800 tons of ore, which afforded the annual quantity

of about 700 tons of fine copper. From 1736 to 1745,

the oi-e amounted to 75,520 tons, producing 830 tons of

fine copper. From 1746 to 1755, the produce of the

former was 98,790, and of the latter 1080. From 1756 to

1765, 169,699 tons of the former', and 1800 tons of the

latter: and from 1766 to 1775, 254,273 tons of the for-

mer, and 2650 of the latter;—thus exhibiting an inci-ease

in the produce of copper in 50 years, from 700 tons per

annum, to 2650. About the year 1773, new copper
mines were discovered in Derbyshire, which circum-
stance, added to the discovery of the famous copper
mine in Anglesey, forms an important era in the history

of this br-anch of English mining. As long as this lat-

ter mine continued pr'oduetive, it furnished from 5000

to 10,000 toils per quarter, exclusively of what was obtain-

ed from the Mona mine, which probably was nearly as

much; both together employing 1200 miners, and 90

smelters. But both the Parys and the Mona mines have

for some years produced comparatively little copper ore.

In the mean time, the Cornisli and Derbyshire ores were
wrought with great spirit and success; so that the pro-

duce of them, and of the other mines in England and

• Wlien the tax on pig-iron was about to he laid on in 1806, it was ascertained, that there were then in Great Britain 220 blast fur-

naces, of which 169 were in work the prect Jjng j ear, making 249,500 tons of pig-u-on The capital employed in the establishment and
support of these works, was not iesb tUan 5,t>0O,OO0/. ; and they supported a population of 200,000 persons.
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Wales, about the year 1791, had rcnilcrcd this country

one of the principal sources iroin which the world was

supplied with this useful metal, instead of her depend-

ing, as formerly, upon foreign mines for a supply of it.

It has already been shewn, that the Cornish mines in

1775, produced about 2650 tons a year: in 1798, the

produce had increased to 5427 tons. At this lime, the

average annual cost of working them amounted to

313.589/., of which the lalwur was 197,640, and the ma-

terials employed about 1 15,950: the number of men era-

ployed was about 5000, or perhaps nearer 6000. With-

in a very few years afterwards, the copper mines of

Devonshire began to be wrought with spirit and suc-

cess: in 1800 they did not produce more than 100 tons

of fine copper: in 1804, the produce had increased to

300 tons. In 1805, owing to great exertions made in

consequence of the high price of copper, the returns of

the Cornish and Devon mines reached to 7000 tons of

fine copper, producing the sum of 1,260,000/. At pre-

sent, according to Mr Grenfel's Observations on the Cofi-

per Coinage, the Cornish and Devon mines yield 80,000

tons of ore annually ; and the melal thus obtained being

on an average from 5 to 15 in tlie 100th part, may be

stated at 8000 tons of copper : almost all the ore is smelt-

ted in Wales. The consequence of this great increase

in the produce of our own mines, notwithstanding the

inci eased demand foi copper, was visible in the diminu-

tion of our importation of this metal from foreign coun-

tries. In 1806, we imported, chiefly of copper ore,

53,6iJ0cwt.: in 1807, upwards of 96,000: in 1808,91,000:

in 1809,49,000: in 1810, 50,000: and in 18 1 1 ,only 20,000;

—the ore itself having fallen from 73.800 cwt. which it

was in 1807, to about 7000 cwt. in 1810.

In giving a historical sketch of the produce of the

tin-mines in England, we shall not go farther back than

the commencement of the 18th century. At this period,

the mines which had been neglected during the civil

wars, were again wrought with effect and success, pro-

ducing, one year with another, rather more than 1600
tons: From 1720 to 1740, the annual average produce
was 2100 tons; from 1740 to 1750, 2500 ; from 1750 to

1760, 2658; from 1760 to 1770,2728; from 1770 to 1780,

2750; from 1780tol790, 2958; from 1790 to 1800, 3245
tons. From the last period the mines seem to have been
on the decline.

There is undoubted proof that the lead-mines of this

country, at least those in Derbyshire, were wrought in

the time of the Romans, this metal having been export-
ed A. D. 14; and at the time of the Conquest it was
used to roof churches. In 1189, the exportation of it

was carried to a considerable extent. During all this
period, however, it would seem that no mines of this
melal were known, or at least wrought, except those in

Derbyshire. In the year 1289, lead-mines were disco-
vered and wrought in Wales; and the circumstance be-
ing ascertained, that the ore of these mines produced
some silver, increased attention and alacrity were given
to the working of the mines of this metal. The pro-
duce of the lead-mines at present wrought in England
cannot accurately be ascertained ; those of Derbyshire
are supposed to produce annually an average of between
5000 and 6000 tons, but to be on the decline; those on
the borders of Cumberland and Northumberland are
calculated to produce 150.000 pigs of \>, cwt. or 11 250
tons annually: The Cuinlxrland employ upwards of
1000 men. The other metals which are found in Eng-

land do not require any particular notice, except the

black lead of Cumberland ; the manganese of the Men-
dip Hills, and the zinc of Derbyshire. The first is of

excellent quality, and in great demand for pencils, cru-

cibles, &c. No more is wrought than is absolutely ne-
cessary to supply the demand, without lowering the

price. The manganese of the Mendip Hills is become
much more valuable than it formerly was, in consequence
of the mode of bleaching by the oxymuriatic acid, in

which it is largely employed. The quantity of ore of

zinc produced in Derbyshire, is about 500 tons aniiuully.

It is inferior in value to the calamine of Mendip. Be-
sides calamine, blend, or blackjack, another ore of zinc,

but less valuable than calamine, is got in Derbyshire.

The salt pits of Chesliire and Worcestershire appear
to have been wrouglit at a very early period : those of
the former county are supposed by Mr Pennant to nave
been known to the ancient Britons ; and the salt pits in

Worcestershire were certainly wrought before the Con-
quest. In 1389, a licence was given for making salt at

Middlewich; but nearly 150 years after this, salt appears
to have been so rare an article in England, that it was
stipulated, that a quantity of it should be delivered an-

nually by the king of France to this country. It Is ra-

ther a singular circumstance, that though the brine pits

were known so early, the pits of rock salt were not dis-

covered in Cheshire prior to the year 1670. The quan-
tity of rock salt made in Cheshire seems rather to have
declined within these few years. The annual delivery

from the pits is between 50,000 or 60,000 tons, while the

brine pits supply about 45,000 tons. At Droitwich, in

Worcestershire, the salt made and sold in one year ave-

rages upwards of 600.000 bushels ; of which, about one-

sixth is sent abroad. The duty paid by the pits near

this place into the salt-office in London, in the year 1771,

was 61,457/.; at that time nearly one third of the whole
revenue from salt in England. The revenue from the

salt made in Cheshire, however, is of so much more
consequence, that a particular board is appointed for its

collection and management, independent of the boards

of customs and excise. It is estimated, that the home
consumption of Cheshire salt is 16,000 tons, and the

quantity exported about 140,000 tons. The following

particulars will still farther illustrate the nature and ex-

tent of the produce of the salt pits in Cheshire and
Worcestershire. In the year 1798, 816,731 bushels of

rock salt were exported; of which, 651,820 were sent

to Ireland, 54.800 to Germany, 49,800 to Russia, and
37,542 to Denmark. In the same year, 4,138,417 bu-

shels of white salt were exported; of which, 910,272

were sent to Prussia, 892,430 to the United States of

America, 676,624 to Russia, 407,152 to Denmark,
401,464 to Ireland, 366,103 to Germany, and 298,871 to

British America. In 1799, the exportation of rock salt

had considerably increased, the quantity being 1,336,625

bushels; of which, 894,975 were sent to Ireland, 167,600

to Denmark, and 163,317 to Prussia. This year the ex-

portation of white salt had rather declined, the total ex-

portation amounting to 4,132,182 bushels; of which,

1,254,027 were sent to Prussia, 1,026,617 to the United
States. 549,360 to Russia, and 368,565 to Ireland. In the

year 1800, the exportation of rock salt had again rather

increased, the total qu: ntity amounting to 1,397,571 bu-
shels; of which 786 549 were exported to Ireland,

340,652 to Prussia, and 1 73,098 to Russia. The expor-
tation of white salt in 1 800, was greater than it had been
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in either of the two former years, the total f|uantity be-

iiip; 4,.tj8,543 i>uslii Is; of wwich, tlif Uiiitud S( itts took

1,435,085, Prussia 980,250 British America 55 1 958, and

Russi.i 481,501. Aboui 70,000 busluls arc iisu.illy sent

to AlVica. It must lie reni.ukLcl, however, that the white

salt includes wiiat is macle at the salt-pins, the priiici-

pal of wliicii are at Lymington in H impshire, S uidwich

in Kent, and on tlie casts of Esse x, Durham, and Nor-
thumberland. These we have mentioned here, fiuni

their connection with the subject of the salt mines,

thou'^li not strictly in their place. The total number of

salt works in the kingdom is between 180 and 190 ; and

there are upwards of twenty refineries for rock salt.

The salt sent coastwise during the year above specified,

was as follows: British white, 5,631,562 bushels; of

which, 3,827-5 10 were sent from Liverpool, 953,664 from

the port of Gloucester, 229.312 from Bristol, 149 839

from Lymington, 145,983 from Hull, 116,9t8 from Sun-
derland, and 95,563 from Newcastle. During these

years, 165,985 bushels of rock salt were sent coastwise,

all from Liverpool. During the same years, 61,793 bu-

shels of foreign white, and 3250 of foreign rock salt were
sent coastwise. The total consumption ol salt by the

inhabitants of England and Wales, is supposed to be

60,000 tons annually, besides what is used in the fisheries,

for curing meat. Sec.

The statistical particulars connected with the quar-

ries of this country are comparatively so minute and tri-

fling, that we should not be disposed to enter upon them
here, even if we had access to the requisite information;

but, before concluding this part of our subject, it may
be proper to add a few words respecting the pits of ful-

ler's earth, from the immediate and important relation

which this substance bears to our staple manufacture.

We have already mentioned, that they are found in Bed-
fordshire, Berkshire, and Surry ; a pit also has lately

been opened at Maidstone in Kent. Although the de-

mand for fullei's earth is not now nearly so great as

it was formerly, in consequence of many of the clo-

thiers using soap instead of it, yet there is still a con-

siderable demand for it, especially for that which is

procured in Surry. Mr Malcolm, in his agricultural

account of that county, says, that he endeavoured to

ascertain the annual consumption of the kingdom,
anfl that, as nearly as might be, he found it to be about
6300 tons; of which ([uantily, about 4000 tons were sent

from Surry. The price at the pit, in 1805, was about
5s. or 6s. per ton, whereas, in 1744, the price was 4d.

per bushel, which is after the rate of 8s. per ton; a proof

eitiier that the supply had increased, or that the demand
had diminished. Fuller's earth was deemed by the le-

gislature of so much consequence to our woollen manu-
factures, that a special act was passed in the 28th year

of the reign of his present Majesty, prohibiting the ex-
portation of fuller's earth and fullering clay, under a
heavy penalty, and obliging tiie dealers and buyers of it

to enter into bonds, to prevent its exportation ; and cer-

tainly, whatever may be the opinion and practice now,
the great and acknowledged superiority of English cloth

was formerly ascribed, both at home and abroad, to the

use of fuller's earth.

In estimating the amount of the national profit which
is derived from our mines. See', it is evident, that the
mere profit derived by the individuals to whom they be-

long, even added to the net profit of those who lease and
work them, will give us a very imperfect and inadequate
notion of the increase which they biing to the stock of

national wealth. In order to do this, we should be able

to trace the raw produce of our mines through all its

stages, till, by the Wonderful effects of the unparalleled

industry, skill, and capital of this nation, it appears in

the form of the most useful or the most expensive arti-

cles of life. This, however, in most case?, it would be
in vain to attempt, and, at any rate, where it is practica-

ble, it would here be irrelevant, in a great measure, to

our subject. We shall, therefore, conclude our account
of the mining products of this country, with a tabular

view of the profits from quarries, mines, and iron-works,
derived by the proprietors, as returned to the House of
Commons by the commissioners of taxes. It may be
proper to mention, that though the report on the pro-

duce of the income-tax, accompanied with a particular

statement of the profits from lands, &c. on which this

tax was levied, was laid before parliament in 1812, it

does not bring the details which we have extracted low-

er down than the 5th of April 1811.

4 C 2
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Table III. Profits from Quarries, Minea, Iron-works, ijfc.

Counties.

Bedfordshire

Berkshire . .

Chester . . .

Cornwall . .

CiimberlanJ
Derbyshire . .

D.-v(.,.shire

Dorsetshire

Durham . .

Yorkshire . .

Essex . . .

Gloucestershire

Herefordshire

Hertfordshire .

Kent ....
Lancaster . .

Leicestershire

Lincolnshire

Northamptonshire
Northumberland
Nottinghamshire
Oxfordshire
Salop . . .

Somersetshire

Southampton
Staffordshire

Suffolk . . .

Surry . . .

Sussex . . .

Warwickshire
Westmoreland
Wiltshire . .

Worcestershire
Brecon . . .

Caermarlhenshire
Caernarvonshire
Flintshire

Glamorganshire
Monmouthshire
Pembrokeshire
^liddlesex . .

Total

Quarries.

L. 877
2,147

951

i.959

3,907

261

1 668
3,799

33 J

319

15

10

13

3

5

5

15

CI

15

3,248

921

54
3,795

25

1,705

77

327
140

340
25

45
324
307
477

8

5

17

10

12 2

18

10

2

6

292
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lered in an abrupt and improper manner ; and, indeed,

it may justly be doubted, whether the interference of

government, in all cases of trade and conmierce, is so

necessarily and clearly prejudicial to their interests and

flourishing state, as has generally been imagined. There

can be no doubt, that tlie protection and encouragement

of government, like the protection and encouragement

of individuals, may be beneficial to the exertion of human
industry. It is not essentially and necessarily fatal to it,

but orily so far as it is exerted in an improper manner,

or at an improper time, or continued when circum-

stances render it expedient that it should be withdrawn.

At an> rate, whatever may have been the consequences

to the nation at large, of the duties on foreign manufac-

tures, and the bounties and drawbacks on home manu-
factures, which the British legislature has at various

times, and on various occasions, enacted, in obliging

them to purchase the latter when they could have pro-

cured the former at a cheaper rate, there can be no doubt,

that these enactments have contributed to the present

flourishing and extended state of our manufactures and

commerce.
In the third place, infinitely more must be ascribed

to our improvements in machinery, and our consequent

saving of labour, than to either of the preceding causes ;

though, if we trace this cause up to its source, we shall

find, that these improvements in machinery, and this

saving of labour, would not have taken place, unless the

manufacturers had been protected by a free government

;

and probably not unless they had been further protected

by duties on foreign goods, and bounties and drawbacks
on their own. But whatever may have been the dis-

posing causes of these improvements in machinery, by

which so much labour is saved, there can be no doubt,

that to them we should mainly ascribe the flourishing

state and extent of our manufactures at present. It is

sufficiently obvious, that nten will prefer those articles,

whether of necessity, comfort, or luxury, which are of-

fered to them of the best quality, and at the cheapest
rate ; and it is equally obvious, that cheapness of price

must depend, in a great measure, on the smallness of the

quantity of labour by which they are produced, or on
the low rate of wages or mercantile profit. The low
rate of mercantile profit will afterwards be considered

;

but with respect to the low rate of wages, it inay be re-

marked, that where it exists, the workmen are dispirit-

ed, and by no means disposed to exert themselves with

that industry, attention, and skill, which are requisite to

produce articles of a superior quality; but by the intro-

duction of machinery, though the rate of the workmen's
Wages is high, the actual sum of wages which enters

into the price of any article is very low: Thus machi-
nery at once enables the manufacturer to sell h.is goods
cheaper, and to continue the same rate of wages, or per-

haps to increase it, to his work people.

In the fourth place, the immense capital possessed by
the manufacturers of this country must be regarded as

one cause of the flourishing state of our manufactures.
This acts, in many respects, in the same manner as ma-
chinery ; by enabling the possessor of it to buy his raw
material cheaper than he could otherwise do, it enables

him to sell it cheaper. He can also aflbrd to give longer

credit, which is, in fact, to sell goods cheaper. But the

most striking analogy between the effects of large capi-

tal and of machinery, remains yet to be pointed out and
explained. We have just seen, that where machinery

is used in the manufacture of goods, the value of the la-

bour which enters into the price of those goods is much
diminished, though the wages of the labourers continue
the same; in like manner, when a manufacturer is pos-
sessed of a large capital, the rate of profit which he de-

rives from the sale of his goods may be diminished, and
yet his actual pi'ofit may remain the same ; so that he
can, by means of his capital, afford to sell his goods
cheaper, and yet derive the same pecuniary benefit from
his trade, which he did before his capital v/as increased.
It is obvious also, that as the possession of a large capi-

tal is necessary to the erection and maintenance of ma-
chinery, and to the payment of the numerous labourers
which it requires, capital, in this view of it, may be re-

garded as contributing to a diminution of price, and to

superiority of quality, and consequently to an extension
of demand, of trade, and of profit.

In the fifth place, the division of labour is carried

much further in this country than in any other part of the

world ; on the consequences of this. So far us regards
dispatch and dexterity (whatever may be its efiects on
the mind,) it is unnecessary to enlarge.

Lastly, besides these catises of the present flourishing

state of tlie manufactures of this nation, all of which
have been frequently pointed out and explained, there
seems to us to be another cause which has not been suf-

ficiently attended to and appreciated, in considering

this subject. It is, we believe, generally admitted,

that an English labourer will work with much greater
and longer continued exertion than the labourers of most
other nations. In two respects he is superior to them:
in the first place, he possesses more activity and energy,

both of body and mind, than the labourers of those na-

tions who can plod at their work witii equal steadiness,

and for an equal length of time ; and in the second
place, he more than compensates for that superior quick-
ness and agility of body and mind, which the labourers

of France and some other countries display, by the steady

and unremitted nature of his exertions. Such is the

character of the English labourers in general ; but it is

obvious and natural, that this character will not display

itself fully and permanently in action, unless there are

circumstances sufficiently powerful to bring it forth ; or,

in other words, that the English labourer, like all other

men, requires a powerful stimulus to induce him to

work, with all the activity, energy, and steadiness of

which he is capable. It was therefore desirable that his

reward should be in exact proportion to his services
;

but in the case of his being paid by the day, this could

not be the case, as his reward then was in proportion

to the time he was employed, not in proportion to the

quantity of work which he performed. Accordingly it

was the interest of the master to pay his workmen by
the piece ; nor was it less their interest to accede to this

proposition, since thus they were enabled to acquire

more wages than they could possibly do when paid by
the day. This system of task work, so common in al-

most all the branches of our manufactures, must there-

fore be considered as one of the causes of the cheap-
ness, if not of the excellence, of the articles they pro-

duce ; since, where a master pays his workmen in this

manner, he is certain of getting a greater quantity of
woik done for the same money than if he had paid them
by the day, and consequently can afford to sell his goods
at a cheaper rate ; while the workmen, feeling a more
direct and deep interest in what they are about, will

work with more spirit and enterprize.

Such appear to us to be the principal causes of the
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superior quality, the cheaper rate, and the wonderful

variety, extent, and ])iosperiiy of cur manufactures.

Other causes may, and do undoubtedly exist and ope-

rate, but they are' cither partial, and confined to some

particular branches of manufactures, or they may be

traced up to those which \vc have just enumerated and

expiaiacd.

Skot. I. The WoMcn Manufacture.

Having premised these remarks, we shall now enter

on our view of the manufactures themselves, beginning

wilh the woollen manufacture, as the most ancient, and

probably even yet, notwithstanding the rivalship of the

cotton manufacture, the most extensive and valuable.

The introduction of the fabrication of woollens was

undoubtedly owing to the Romans, who persuaded the

rude and savage inhabitants of this island, not only to

exchange the skins in which they had hitherto been

clothed for the more comfortable attire of their con-

querors, but also to turn their attention to the art of

Hxaving. A matiufacture was established at Winches-

ter of sufficient magnitude to supply the Roman army
;

and there is reason to believe, that, while the Romans
remained in possession of this island, this manufacture

was continued. From the period of their quitting it till

the commencement of the tenth century, there are not

any evidences, either direct or indirect, by means of

which we can judge of the state of the woollen manu-
facture ; but at the latter period, from the prices of wool

which are mentioned as the current rate of the fleece,

there is reason to suppose that the article was cultivated

with considerable attention. About the year 925, a

fleece was valued at two-fifths of the whole sheep; a

proportion much greater than that which it bears at

present, and which proves, either that the demand for

the carcass was much smaller, or that for the fleece

much greater than it is in our own times. The value

of the sheep continued nearly the same for some hun-
dred years, while wool at the same time advanced in

price, and continued to do so through the space of two
centuries. The difference in value between them was
very striking in the year 1135, at which time the price

of sheep had declined 50 per cent, and the price of wool
had advanced nearly as much. The demand for fine

cloth, which seems to have been pretty general among
the nobility in Htnry II. time, led to the introduction of
Spanish wool ; but this was soon prohibited by a statute,

which was framed for the encouragement of the British

farmer, and the improvement of his wool. About the
year 1240, the importation of fine cloth began to be
encouraged, the consequence of which was, that English
•wool, being in some measure deprived of the home
market, was sent abroad to Flanders, where it was
manufactured. This kind of traffic subsisted about 100
years without interruption ; till about the year 1330, the
English began seriously to encourage the manufacture
of woollens among themselves ; and the mode which
they adopted for that purpose displays a liberal and
sound policy, very creditable to the times. Sensible of
the superior expertness of the Flemings, they tempted
them to come over and settle iu this country ; their
success and the improvement of the English was so
great, that the legislature very soon began to imagine
that the English fabrics were extensive enough to con-
sume all the wool in the kingdom, and a law was ac-
cordingly passed totally prohibiting its exportation. Th©

consequence was such as might have been anticipated

and expected. Our fleece, which the regular demand
from the Netherlands had increased in quantity, and
greatly improved in quality, suffered in both respects.

The surplus of wool appears fiom the time of Henry II.

to that of Edward 111. to liave constantly increased, and
tlie exportation as regularly took it from the hands of

the grower, wiio, finding that he obtained a higher
price in proportion to the goodness of the quality, turn-

ed his attention to the improvement of his fleece. After-

wards, when the woollen manufacture was established

at hoiTie, it also exerted its natural influence on the

quantity and quality of our wool ; for the flocks in the

southern part of the island, where the manufacture was
most attended to, were in the best condition, and the

quality of the staple most desirable.

Having thus briefly traced the woollen manufacture
of England to the time of Edward III. when it may be
said to have gained a firm footing in this country, we
shall now content ourselves with giving some few de-

tached historical notices concerning it, previously to

entering on an account of its present state. It does not

appear that the original seat of this manufacture was
either in the west of England, or in Yorkshire ; by some,
Kendal is supposed to have been the first town where
it was established ; but the more probable opinion is,

that the Flemings, brought over by Edward III. were
fixed at Cranbrook, in Kent. In the beginning of the

1 6th century, however, the north of England was dis-

tinguished for this manufacture ; for in 1520, it is re-

corded, that there were three famous clothiers living in

the north country, viz. Cuthbert of Kendal, Hodgskins
of Halifax, and Martin Brian of Manchester, each of

whom kept a great number of servants at work, spin-

ners, carders, weavers, fullers, dyers, &c. Towards the

middle of this century, Manchester, Lancashire, and
Cheshire, are mentioned in an act of Edward VI. as fa-

mous for their cotton goods, which were, at that time,

a species of woollen cloths. We have only a tradition-

ary account of the place from which the woollen manu-
facture was introduced into that part of Yorkshire where
it now flourishes ; and this tradition reports, that it was
brought thither out of Devonshire, where it had been

settled by some workmen from Flanders. Rippon seems
to have been one of the towns in Yorkshire, into which
it was first introduced ; but, according to Wright, in his

History of Halifax, it was removed to the latter place

for the sake of the advantage of the coals and water.

During the infancy of this manufacture, the legislature

interfered in it, not only by prohibiting the exportation

of the raw material, but also by limiting and expressly

naming the particular towns, both in tha north and west

of England, in which it was to be carried on. In 1534,

the woollen manufacture in Worcestershire was con-

fined to five towns. In 1551, if we may credit the

accounts, the Hanse merchants exported from this

country 44,000 pieces of cloth, and the English manufac-
. turers 1400 pieces; and a very few years afterwards,

above 200,000 pieces were sent to the Netherlands. In

1614, a great improvement took place in the woollen
manufacture of the west of England, by the invention of
what is called medley or mixed cloth, for which Glou-
cestershire is still famous. At the end of this century,

the total annual manufacture of woollens was estimated
at 8,000,000/. In 1739, the author of Considerations on
the running of wool, gives an estimate of me number of

people employed ii) the Avoollen wjanufs^cture, rating
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Ihem as high as 1,500,000, and, " if these earn, (he adds,)

one with another per day, for 313 working days in the

year, their wages will amount to 11,737,500/." This

author, however, must have greatly overrated tlie num-
ber of people employed, since the wages of labour in

this manufacture, at present, when the price of labour

is at least four times as high as he takes it at, will not

reach that sum. In the year 1770, it was proved, by do-

cuments laid before Parliament, that the official value of

the woollen goods exported, amounted to more than

4>000,000/ From 1772 to 1776, the exportation seems
not to have increased, as it appears from an account of

the value, as rated in the inspectors books, of all the

woollen goods of all sorts, viz. baize, cloths, cottons

(coating), flannels, serges, says, stuffs, stuffs mixed, car-

pets, and worsted stockings, that the amount of the

whole of these articles exported from England, in 1772,
was 4,436,783/.; in the year 1773,3,875,929/.; in the

year 1774,4,333,583/.; in the year 1775, 4,220,173/.; and
in the year 1776,3,868,053/. At this time, as is the

case at present, a much greater value of woollen manu-
factures was shipped from London than from all the out-

ports of England. In the year 1775, when the excess of

London was much less than in sonic other years, the

value of woollens shipped from London was 2,247,570/. j

and from theoutports, only 1,972,602/.

As far. as we are alile to judge of the increase in our
woollen manufactures from the quantity exported, it

does not appear to have been considerable from the end
of the 17th century till the year 1777, as will appear from
the following statement of the value of the exports of it,

at the former period.

In 1698, from London, L.2,102,634; and from the outports, L. 1,017,981 ; total, L. 3, 120,615.

In 1700, 2,021,145; 968,018; . . 2,989,163.

In 1701, 2,045,951; 1,082,414; . . 3,128,365.

In 1783, a pamphlet was published, containing an

estimate of the annual produce and condition of the prin-

cipal manufactures of this country, in which the woollen
manufacture was rated at 1 6,800,000/. ; but the data on
which the autlior builds this calculation are not given.

About this period, the demand for fine cloths seems to

have been increasing, for in an account of the quantity

of the principal articles imported and used in the manu-
factures of Great Britain, on an annual medium of five

yeais, commencing 5th January, 1772, laid before Par-

liament, it appears, that from the year 1772 to the year

1776, the annual medium quantity of Spanish wool im-
ported was 1,578^605 lbs. ; and in the period of five years,

endingl787, the annual medium quantity was l,975.3271bs.

The account was continued down to 1 "99. and it proved
a greater rate of increase in the quantity of Spanish wool
imported, during the two next series of five years :

there being, on an annual medium from 1787 to 1792,

3,174,429 lbs. ; and on an annual medium from 1792 to

1799, 3,800,583 lbs.

In the year 1799, an account of the total value of the

V'oollen manufactures exported, agreeable to the esti-

mates of the inspector-general's books, (and consequent-

ly at least 50 per cent, below the real value,) during the

ten years preceding, was laid before Parliament ; from
this account, it appears, that the official value of these

manufactures, during 1790, was 5,1 90 637/.; during 179 1,

5,505,034/.; in 1792, 5,510.668/; in 1793, 3,806.536/.;

in 1794, 4.390.920/,; in 1795, 5,172,884/.; in 1796,

6,011,133/.; in 1797, 4,936.355/.; in 1798, 6,499,339/.;

and in 1799, 6.860,939/. The effect of the first year of

the war is very visible in the diminution of the value of

the exports for 1793. As this account gives the value

of woollen manufactures exported to each different

countiy, it affords a further insight into the state of the

export woollen trade during this period. By far the

greatest quantity every year appears to have been ex-
ported to the United States; in 1790, the value of the

exports thither was 1,481,378/., and in the year 1799,

2,833,490/. Before the commencement of the war,

.Spam and Portugal seem each to have taken to the

amount of between 300,000/. and 400,900/., and Holland
nearly an equal quantity. Ireland, in 1790, took to the

value of 394.790/., which increased till the year 1793,

when tiie value was only 173,071/. In the year 1794,

•the value again rose nearly to what it was in 1790 ; and

continued to increase to the end of the period, it being
in 1799 as high as 916,190/. The value of the woollen
goods exported to India, (probably nearly all the manu-
facture of the west of England), varied, during this

period, between 362.509/. and 668,161/. France, before

the war, does not appear to have taken, on an average,

woollen goods to the amount of 100,000/. official value.

In the month of April 1800, the principal manufac-
turers of woollen goods in Yorkshire, and in the West
of England, were examined before a committee of the
House of Commons relative to the state of that manu-
facture: We shall, in the first place, give the results of

their evidence on this occasion, and afterwards offer

some remarks upon it; premising, that where no preju-
dices or interests intervene, to conceal, exaggerate, or
distort facts, more information is to be got, on the ma-
nufacturing and commercial state of the kingdom, from
evidence given before Parliament, than from any other
source, or by any other means; since no otherwise can
access be had to the information, experience, and opi-

nions of so many persons, who must necessarily be so
extensively, accurately, and minutely informed, on the
subjects on which they give their evidence.

The first point to which the evidence of the manu-
facturers examined before the committee of the House
of Commons relates is, the number of sheep kept in

England and Wales; these they estimated at 28.000 000;
and the produce of the fleece from these sheep thej-

rated at 6 i0,000 packs, of 240 lbs. each pack. Some
of the witnesses, however, were of opinion, that the
nundjer of sheep, and consequently the produce of
wool, had diminished between the year 1784 and the
period of their examination. On the supposition that

the number of packs was 600,000, they rated the total

value of the wool in the kingdom at 6,600,000/., being
at the average price of 1 1/. per pack. The next point

to be ascertained respected the increase of the value of
the raw material, alter it was manufactured. This in-

crease evidently varied very much; in some kinds of
goods it v/as double only, wiiile in other species of
goods, the increase was ninefold. As the quantity of
goods, in which the former rate of increase look place,

consumed a much greater proportion of the raw mate-
rial than tlic latter, tlie increase was supposed, on an
average, to be tlireefold. According to this supposi-
tion, the total value of woollen goods manufactured in
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the kinsfdom amounted to 19,800,000/. Havini^ thus

ascertained tlicsc points, or at least gained the opinion

of intelligent and experienced manufacturers rcspecl-

ini; Ihcin, it next became a (lucslion of considei-ablc

importance to determine the number of people engajjcd

in this extensive manufacture. On this head, the evi-

dence is not so distinct and satisfactory ; we are merely

inforiTicd, without any detail being entered into, or any

satisfactory calculations given, that the woollen manu-

facture was supposed to give employment to three mil-

lions of men, women, boys, and girls : this astonishing

number was given in evidence, as being actually em-

ployed, though at the same time it was admitted, that,

by the use of the machinery in the various processes

previous to the weaving, 35 persons were enabled to

do the woik, v.hich about the year 1785, when ma-

chinery had not been introduced into the woollen ma-

nutaclure, required the labour of 1634 persons. It is

evident, that tliough, by the introduction of this ma-
chinery, the quantity of human labour necessary to ma-
nufacture the woollen goods was diminished, yet the

capital requisite to carry on the manufacture must
have been considerably increased ; and it was given in

evidence, that the capital vested in machinery and

buildings appropriated to the woollen manufacture,

was, in the opiiiion of the witnesses, supposed to be

nearly equal to the value of the raw material, or

6,000,000,!.

Such was the evidence given respecting all the va-

rious branches of manufacture in which wool was em-
ployed; with regard to the woollen manufactures of

the West Riding of Yorkshire, which at all times have
been the most important and extensive in the kingdom,
it was given in evidence, tiiat tliere were employed in it

72,734 packs of wool, at that time worth 11/. a pack,

and consequently, on the whole, worth 800,074/.; and
that from this quantity of wool, there was inauuf irtured

272,755 pieces ol broad cloth, which, at about 13/. 18*.

the piece, were of the value of 3,795.157/. Ii was fur-

ther stated, that there were 30,o28 packs used in the
woollen manulucture of the West Riding of Yorkshire,
of the average value of 14/. per pack, wnich were ma-
nufactured into 180,168 pieces of narrow cloth, the
average value of which was 6/. a piece, and conse-
quently the total value of this species of cloth was
1,081,008/. making the total value of broad and narrow
cloths to be 4,876,165/. The value of the kerseymeres,
blankets, and oilier goods, was rated at 1.600 lO/. ; and
tlie value of the stuifs, or worsted goods, at 1.400,000/.;
the whole woollen goods manufactured in the West Ri-
ding being thus estimated at 7,876,165 ; or about J- of
the value of the woollen goods manufactured in the
whole kingdom.
Now, with respect to this evidence, so far as it re-

lates to the woollen manuficture of England and Wales
generally, we are afraid that it is erroneous on two of
its principal and leading points. In the first place, it

appears to us, that the number of sheep is over-rated,
and const(|uently the quantity of wool. On this mis-
take we need not enlarge, since we have already en-
deavoured to prove, by enquiring into the number of
sheep, and the pro<luce of their wool in each separate
coumy in England and Wales, tiiut the number of the
former is rather more than 26 0o0 000, and the quan-
tity of the latter rather more than 393,000 packs. In
the second place, it appears to us that the number of
people stated to be employed in the woollen manufac-

ture of the whole kingdom is also greatly over-rate<l.

We have seen that the value of the woollen goods manu-
factured in the West Riding of Yorkshire was about -^
of the value of llic woollen goods manufactured in the

whole kingdom ; now, if we suppose that the number of

hands emjiloyed in the West Ric;ing at that time bore

the same proportion to the hands employed in the whole
woollen manufacture, that the value of the goods did,

there must have been upwards of 1,100,000 people em-
ployed in this part of Yorkshire, that is nearly twice the

number of inhabitants which it then contained. But let

us try this point another way : the value of tlie whole raw
material was estimated at 6,600.000/. : the value of the

whole manufactured goods, at 19,800,000/., leaving

13,200,000/. for interest of capital, manufacturing pro-

fit, and the wages of labour. We cannot estimate these

at less than 20 per cent, on the sum thus reduced, which
will make them amount to the sum of 2.640,000/. ; leav-

ing the sum of 10,560,000/. for manufacturing wages,
which, if there were 3,000,000 of people among wliom
it were to be divitled, would give, as the wages of each
individual, little more than 3/. per annum ; but as we
cannot average the wages of men, women, boys and
girls, at less than 6s 8d. a week, or about 17/. per an-

num, we iiTist suppose that the number of people em-
ployed did not amount to more than 550,000, a number
much more- probable than the former. It may also be
remarked, that the calculation is made at too high a

price of wool ; the average price for three or four years

preceding 1800, being' not more than from ten pounds
to ten guineas. For these reasons, some autiiors who
notice the result of this evidence, not only reduce the

quantity of wool from 600,000 packs to 500,000, (a quan-

tity which we have shewn to be still too great,) but

also from the calculation of the value of the wool ma-
nufactured in 1800, at 10/. 10s. per pack, making the

total value 5,250.000/. But if the manufacturers exa-

mined on this occasion erred in estimating the quantity

and value of English wool too highly, they also erred

on the other hand, in not taking into their account the

value of Spanish wool imported, which at least amount-
ed to 500,000/.; this, added to the former sunn, will make
the total value of the raw material 5,750,000/.; and sup-
posing the manufactured value to be threefold, the total

value of woollen goods will be 17,250,000/.

We should not have thought of dwelling longer on
the state and extent of the woollen manufacture at this

period, had we not observed, that the late Mr Grellier,

who was deservedly celebrated for tlie attention he paid
to statistical enquiries, differs from us in various points

respecting it. This circumstance, joined to the consi-

deration, that if we can determine the state of the wool-
len manufacture in 1800, we shall be the better able to

ascertain its state at present, or at least to form a com-
parison between its slate at the two periods, induces us
to add a few observations, which, in our opinion, will

point out the instances in which Mr Grellier is mista-
ken. In the first place, he gives it as his opinion, that

the real value of the woollen goods exported is only
about 38 per cent, above tiie official value; but this is

certainly a mistake, and we observe in the report on the
state of the woollen manufacture, in 1806, that the com-
mittee, mentioning the very great national importance
of this manufacture, state the official value of t.'.t ex-
ports to be 6,000,000/.; and expressly add, or 9,000 Ouol.

actual value. In the next place, Mr Grellier deducts
from the gross' amount of the value of the manufactured
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goods only 10 per cent, for the protils of the manufac-

turer, including the interest of his capital; but a little

reflection must serve to convince us, that 10 per cent,

on the gross value, is too small a sum; and that 20 per

cent..on the sum which remains, after subtiacting the

price of the raw material from the gross value of the

manufactured articles, is nearer the truth. In the last

place, Mr Grellier, taking all classes of work people,

in the woollen manufactures, together, estimates their

wages at 8s. per week; and by this high rate of wages,

and a reduction in the value of the whole manufactured

goods, notwithstanding he allows less to the master ma-
nufacturer himself, he reckons the whole number of

persons employed only at 440,330. But when we reflect

on the large proportion of women, boys, and girls, that

are employed in this manufacture, and the lowness of

the wages, especially of the two last, we shall be dis-

posed to consider his average rate as too high, at least

for the year 1800; and moreover, when we consider,

that in many of the manufacturing parishes in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, one half or two-thirds of the people

are employed in the woollen trade; that the population

of the whole Riding, in 1800, was upwards of 560,000;
and that tiie amount of the value of the woollen goods
manufactured there was only i of the whole goods ma-
nufactured in the kingdom, we shall be disposed to es-

timate the number of people employed in this manufac-
ture at considerably more than 440,330. At the same
time it must be admitted, that on this as well as on many
other points of statistical enquiry, the data are too few,

or too questionable, on which to ground accurate and
perfectly satisfactory results.

Having thus brought the historical sketch of our
^vooUen manufacture, considered generally, down to

the commencement of the present century, we shall

now proceed to consider the principal branches of it

;

the districts or towns in the kingdom which they oc-

cupy ; and their actual state.

Under the general head of manufactures of wool, we
comprehend not merely what are strictly and properly

denominated the woollen manufactures, but also all ma-
nufactures in which wool is the raw material employed :

these are naturally divided into the manufacture of

woollen and worsted goods; or into those goods in

which the card or the comb are employed in the pre-

paration of the raw material.

The principal seats of the former kind are the West
Riding of Yorkshire, and the western counties of Wilt-
shire, Somersetshire, and Gloucestershire ; and of the

latter kind, the county of Norfolk; for we shall omit
the consideration of tjie stocking manufacture at pre-

sent, and consider it by itself, as stockings, being made
of worsted, cotton, and silk, seem properly to fall un-

der none of these heads. The woollen manufactures

of North Wales will also be considered ; they are prin-

cipally situated in the counties of Merioneth, Denbigh,
and Montgomery.

Tlie length of the manufacturing district of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, from north to south, may be esti-

mated at 40 miles, and its mean width at 20 miles,

giving together an area of 200 square miles; but this

space includes the hardware manufacturing district

about Sheffield, as well as the clothing district ; the lat-

ter commences below Craven, and extends over a tract,

of wiiich Leeds, Bradford, Halifax, and Wakefield, are

the principal centres. Tlie most important manufac-

ture in this district is that of woollen cloth, the greatest

Vol. VIH. Part U.

part of which is made in the neighbourhood of Leeds,

Wakefield, Huddersfield, and Saddleworth. Leeds is

particularly the mart for tlie coloured and white broad

cloths. The former are sometimes called mixed cloths^

and are made of dyed wool. The mixed cloth manu-
facturers reside partly in the villages belonging to the

parish of Leeds, but chiefly at Morley, Guildersome,

Adwalton, Dudlington, Fudsey, I'arsley, Calverley,

Ecclcshall, Idle, Baildon, Yeadon, Guiseley, Rawdon,
and Horsforth, in or bordering upon the vale of Aire,

principally to the west of Leeds ; and at Batley, Dews-
bury, Osset, Horbury, and Kirkburton, west of Wake-
field, in or near the valley of Calder. Very few mixed
cloth manufacturers are to be found to the east and

north of Leeds, and there are very few in the town it-

self. The white cloth is manufactured chiefly at AI-

verthorpe, Osset, Kirkheaton, Dewsbury, Batley, Bir-

stal, Hopton, Merfield, Archett, Clackheaton, Little-

town, Bowling, and Shetley, a tract of country which
forms an oblique belt across the hills that separate the

vale of Calder from the vale of Aire, beginning about

a mile west of Wakefield, leaving Huddersfield and
Bradford a little to the left, terminating at Shipley on

the Aire, and not comhig within less than six miles of

Leeds on the right. The districts of the mixed and

white cloth are in general distinct and separate, but in

some places, particularly at their south-east and south-

west extremities, they run into each other. The prin-

cipal manufactures of woollen in and near Halifax, are

flaiuiels and baizes; though cloth, especially of that

kind which is used for the army, is very generally

made. The blanket and flushing line lies between
Leeds and Huddersfield; and the manufacture of stuffs,

principally in the neighbourhood of Bradford and Ha-
lifax: narrow cloths are made in and near Hudders-
field. At Saddleworth, the manufacture of broad cloths,

nearly equal in fineness to those of the west of Eng-
land, and of kerseymeres, is carried on. At Wakefield
some white cloths are made ; but this place is princi-

pally distinguished for its wool market, and for the

excellence of its mode of dying cloths.

The county which first claims our attention in the

west of England, for its woollen manufacture, is Glou-
cestershire ; here broad cloths of various sorts arc made,
but chiefly superfine, of Spanish wool ; and of fine nar-

row goods, in the fancy way, to a veiy great extent.

This manufacture is carried on in that district wliich, by
Way of distinction, is called the Uolloms, including parts

of the several parishes of Avening, Painswicli, Pilch-

comb, Randwick, Minchinghamplon, Stroud, Bisly,

Rodborough, Stonehouse, King's Stanley, Leonard Stan-

ley, Wood Chester, Horseley, and Eastington ; extensive

works are also carried on at Diirsley, Cam, Uiey, Al-
derlcy, Wickwar, and Wootpn-under-Edgc. Stroud
may be consiilered as the centre of the manufacture in

this part of the country, all the surrounding valleys ex-
hibiting a range of nouses or villages, inhabited by per-

sons engaged in this business.

In Wiltshire, the principal manufactures of woollen
cloth are Bradford, which is considered the centre of
the greatest fabric of superfine cloths in England, which
it shares with the surrounding towns of Trowbridge,
Melksham, Corsham, and Cliippenham ; besides these

places, woollen cloth, of a thin texture, is made at Wil-
ton ; and cloths of various qualities, but all tine, are

made at Warminster, Calne, and Dt-vizes.

The principal places in Sumersttshire, where this

4 D
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manufacture is carried on, are Taunton ; here the wool-

len goods are priiKipally of a coarse fabric : Frome and

Shippon Malkt : the former is famed for its manufac-

ture of second cloths, the latter for superfine, of which

it generally makes annually between 150,000 and 200,000

yards. The woollen cloths made in the west of Eng-

land are commonly arranged into five classes, according

to their thickness: the thickest are double superfine

milled ; the finest and thinnest cloths are for the Turkey
trade ; ladies cloths are rather thicker than these

;

cloths manufactured for the East and West Indies, a

degree thicker; and the superfine are, in point of thick-

ness, next to the double superfine already mentioned.

The woollen manufacture of the west of England also

extends into parts of Dorsetshire, Sturniinster Newton
in that county being famous for its broad cloths and

flannels.

In these two grand seats of the woollen manufacture
of England, the West Riding of Yorkshire, and tlie coun-

ties of Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, and Somersetshire,

there are three different moiles of carrying it on : 1st,

That of the master clothier of the west of England
;

2nd, That of the factory system ; and 3d, That of the

domestic system. The last was undoubtedly the origin-

al, and formerly the most prevalent and extensive sys-

tem, though the state and circumstances of society, and
especially the improvements in machinery, have at pre-
sent confined it within narrow limits. It is to be found
principally a few miles below Leeds and 14 miles to the

south of it. It does not extend far from Leeds in the

other directions. It is also found nearly at the same dis-

tance round Huddersfield. The factory system, howe-
ver, is daily encroaching on the limits of the domestic
system, and, without doubt, will in time totally extir-

pate it.

Through the whole of the west of England, as well
as in the north of England, there are factories : but the
master clothier of the west of England buys his wool
from the importer, if it be foreign, in the fleece, or from
the wool stapler if it be of domestic growth ; and in all

the distinct processes employs distinct classes of per-
sonsjwho work either at their own houses, or in the fac-

tories of their master. None of those workmen go be-
yond their own peculiar branch of the manufacture.
From this circumstance, and the necessary consequence
of it, that each is excellent and perfect in his own line,

it is supposed that the superior excellence of the west
of England cloth arises. Previously to the introduction
of machinery, it was common for the north country man
to come into the west of England, purchase wool, work
it up in Yorkshire, and sell it in its manufactured state in
its native country. This circumstance was supposed to
arise from the north country man being at liberty to work
himself, and employ his family and others as he pleased.
In the factory system, the master manufacturer, who
sometimes possesses a large capital, employs a number
of workmen in one or more buildings or factories under
his own inspection, or that of his superinlendants. It is
evident that, both in the system of the west of England,
where the master clothier gives the raw material to
workmen, who manufacture it either in their own hous-
es or in factories, and in the factory system of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, the workmen have no property in
the goods which they manufacture. This circumstance
marks the essential difference between these systems and
the domestic system.

The domestic system, as we have already mentioned,

still exists in Yorkshire, thougii not to nearly so great an
extent as formerly. It is also found in Devonshire,
(though not in the manufacture of woollen cloth,) in

Wales, and in a small village in Cambridgeshire ; but it

is with it as it exists in Yorkshire, that we are now in-

terested. According to this system, the manufacture is

conducted by a number of master manufacturers, gene-
rally men of small capital, who, besides carrying on their

manufacture of woollen cloth, have small farms of a few
acres, partly for the sup|)ort of their families, and partly

for the convenience of their manufacture. The domes-
tic clothiers have sometimes one loom, sometimes two
or three, but seldom four looms in their houses, at wliich

they themselves, their wives and children, and from three

to seven journeymen, are generally employed : during
harvest, their wives, children, and servants, are sent

out to work. They buy their wool of the dealer, and
formerly used to carry it through all the stages of its

manufacture, and even dye it ; but ai present they make
use of the mills and machinery, which may happen to be
in their neighbourhood, for many of the processes, as

there are public mills near every manufacturing village.

If the distance of the donieslic clothier from these mills

be considciable, or if iie is obliged to go far to a market
for his cloth, he generally keeps a horse, which is sup-
ported on his little farm. As there is coal in all the dis-

trict where the domestic system is principally carried on,

(which may be about fiom 20 to 30 miles long, and from
12 to 13 broad,) the domestic clothier easily and cheap-
ly obtains this article, so necessary for his own comfort,
and for the conducting of his business.

By the natural operation of very obvious causes, the

domestic clothiers are gradually forced from the vicini-

ty of large towns, since near them land rises in price

much sooner, and to a greater degree than at a distance

from them ; and it is a great convenience, if not abso-

lutely necessary, for the domestic clothier to have a small
portion of land attached to his cottage.

The establishment and extension of the factory system
naturally excited the fears and jealousy of the domestic
clothiers ; and, in order if possible to put a stop to it, in

1806 they applied to parliament to put in force the laws
respecting apprentices, and the number of looms. The
first law was passed in the time of Queen Elizabeth, at

a time when the number of our distinct trades was not

above 100, whereas now they are between 600 and 700.

The factory system creating a great demand for manu-
facturers, induced the proprietors of large factories to

take many who had not served the legal length of ap-
prenticeship ; whereas the system of apprenticeship be-
ing more congenial lo the domestic system, those who
followed this system had no temptation to break the law.

The other law, which, in their petition to parliament, the
domestic clothiers wished to be enforced, is commonly
called the weaver's act. It was passed during the 3d of

Philip and Mary, and in certain cases, and parts of

England, limits the number of looms in one building j

but on their application to parliament, it was shewn that

this act does not extend to Yorkshire, Northumberland,
Cumberland, or Westmoreland. The petitioners also

wished, that the statute of the 5 and 6 of Edward VI.
which they contended applied to the gig mill, should be
put in force. Of this statute, the committee, in their re-

port on the evidence, recommended the abolition.

From the report and evidence on this occasion, the
following facts and circumstances may be selected, as
illustrating the state of the woollen manufacture in ge-
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neral, and especially in the West Riding of Yorkshire.

The acts of parliament relating to this manufacture,

which are still on the statute book, amount to nearly 70,

and may be divided into three classes: 1st, Laws for

regulating the conduct of masters and workmen, and for

preventing fraud and embezzlement by journeymen. Sec.

These in general are wise and salutary, particularly one

passed in the 29th Geo. II. by which masters are pre-

vented from paying their workmen in goods ; 2d, Laws
prohibiting the exportation of certain materials and im-

plements, all of which have been passed in the reign of

his present Majesty; and 3d, Laws which controul the

manufacturer in making and selling his cloth, particular-

ly those which prohibit the use of certain articles of

machinery. Among those may be included the law re-

specting apprentices, and the weaving act already men-
tioned.

The committee, in their report, pointed out what in

their opinion were the advantages and disadvantages of

the domestic system, as distinguished from, and contrast-

ed with, the factory system. According to them, one
peculiar recommendation of the domestic system is, that

a young man can always obtain credit for as much wool as

will enable him to set up as a small master manufacturer,

while the public mills enable him to command the use

of very extensive machinery. Another advantage of

this system is made manifest, on the failure of a market
for any particular kind of goods ; since where this sys-

tem prevails, it does not throw a multitude out of em-
ployment, as it does when the stroke falls on the capital

of a great individual. In the domestic system the loss-

es spread much, and it is remarked, that the domestic
clothiers seldom turn off their journeymen. On the

other hand, the domestic clothiers necessarily waste

much time in carrying their g:oods to the fulling mills,

&c. which might be saved, if the factory system, in

which all the operations are carried on under one roof,

were adopted.

Perhaps, however, the most important point of view
in which these systems can be contrasted, respects their

influence on the morals and habits of the people; and
there can be no doubt, that if the distinguishing excel-

lence of the English character results in a great mea-
sure from their domestic habits, or if domestic habits are

favourable to propriety and steadiness of conduct, the

domestic is preferable to that of the factory system.
Viewed in this light, which however is more the object

of the moralist than of the statistical enquirer, the do-

mestic system of Yorkshire, in which the manufacturer
not only works at home in the midst of, and in company
with his family, but also on goods entirely his own pro-

perty, is undoubtedly the most valuable and useful.

Next to this must be placed the system, common but

not universal in the west of England, according to which
the workmen work at their own houses, but on goods
not their own property. Here the domestic habits and
their consequences may be the same as are produced by
the first system; but that feeling which arises from the

•consciousness of the possession of property, which not

only stimulates to industry, but also keeps up regular
habits of conduct and independence of mind, must be
wanting. In the scale of the moralist, the factory sys-

tem must stantl lowest, though, as appiied to the wool-
len trade, it is not so dans^erous to the best interests of

society, as when applied to the cotton trade. The caus-

«s of this we shall afterwards attempt to point out, when

we come to compare the state of the manufacturing po-
pulation of the woollen and cotton districts.

Besides the difference in the mode of conducting the
woollen manufacture, which we have explained at con-
siderable length, there is also a diH'erence between the
Yorkshire and the west of England mode of disposing
of the goods when manufactured. In the latter, they
are principally sold at markets or fairs; in the former,
they are principally sold at what are called cloth-halls,

of which there are three at Leeds, besides halls at Brad-
ford, Halifax, Huddersfield, Wakefield, £cc. We shall

confine our observations to those of Leeds, and to the
mode of conducting business in them.

Tlie two principal halls in Leeds are for mixed and
white cloth. They are principally distinguished from
the third hall, (which was erected about 1795,) by not
admitting any manufacturers to expose their goods in

them, who have not served an apprenticeship to the
woollen trade. Formerly a regular apprenticeship of
seven years was insisted on ; but now five years are
deemed sufficient. The mixed cloth-hall was erected in

the year 1758. At first there vvei'e only 1557 stands,

but afterwards 171 were added, making the total num-
ber 1728. The original price was 31. 5s. 6d. ; but they
have advanced greatly since. The price, however, va-
ries according to the stale of the trade. There are sel-

dom fewer than 7000 pieces of cloth, and sometimes
nearly 20,000 weekly in the coloured cloth-hall.

The white cloth-hall was built in 1775. The number
of stands is upwards of 1200 ; but there are many ma-
nufacturers who have two stands each. In the district

round Leeds, it is computed that there are SSDO mas-
ters who attend both halls; but there are many who
have no stands in either hall, but pay 6d. for every fresh
cloth ; when a cloth has once paid, it does not pay again,
but may be removed to any other part of the market.
There are 15 districts belonging to the coloured, and 17

to the white hall, over each of which there is a trustee,

who manages the affairs of the district; and in all of
whom is lodged the power of directing whatever concerns
the halls. These trustees are elected for three years.

These halls consist of long walks or galleries, through-
out the whole length of which the master manufaclu-
rers have their stands in double rows, each behind his

own little division; his goods being exposed to sale on
the stands. Between these rows, the merchants pass
along, and make their purchases. At the end of an
hour, a bell rings, and the market closes. Such goods
as are purchased, are carried to the merchants' houses;
the goods that are unsold, remain in the hall till tTiey

find a purchaser. Lately, however, the system is in

some degree changed; some merchants give samples
to the manufacturer, and the goods ai'e brought directly

to them, without being exhibited in the hall. The goods
are bought in the halls in their undressed state, and un-
dergo in the working room, or shop of the merchant who
purchases them, various processes, till, being complete,
they are sent either to the home or foreign market.
Sometimes, however, goods are dressed at a stated rate

by dressers, who take them in for that purpose.
Although it is totally foicign to the object of this ar-

ticle to touch upon the nature of the processes through
which this or any other manufacture goes, yet we may
be allowed to state generally, that almost all the machi-
nery now used in the woollen manufacture was borrow-
ed from the cotton manufacture. The spinning jennieF
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were first introduced ; next, the slubbing-mill ; and, third-

ly, the carding niachhic. The spring shuttle was first

used in Yorkshire, and afterwards introduced thence

into tlic west of England. On the other hand, the gig-

mill, which is employed for raising the nap after fulling,

was long in use in Gloucestershire, before it was employ-

ed in Yorkshire, or even in Somersetshire, or Wiltshire.

By the stamping acts, 2d Geo. II. and 5th and 6th

Geo. III. returns are ordered to be made every Easter

to the justices at Pontefract Sessions, of the quantity of

cloth made in the preceding year in the West Riding,
accounts being kept at the fuiling-inills by officers lor

that purpose. This law, however, does not extend to

kerseymeres, and several other kinds of cloth.

In the following Table is given the returns from the

Pontefract Quarter Sessions, down to the present year,

from which not only the great increase in the ciuantity

of goods, which come under the act, may be noticed, but
also the greater proportional increase in the quantity of

broad cloths.

Table IV.

—

^n Recount of the number of Broad Cloths Milled at the several Fulling Mills in the West Riding

of the County of York, from the 2ith June 1725, {the commencement of the act,) to the \2th March 1726, and

thence annually, distinguishing each year; and of the ATarroiu Cloths, from the \st of August 1737, (the com-

mencement of the act,) to the 20 1h January 1738, and thence aniiually, distinguishing each year^ likewise the

number of Yards made each year, from Easter Sessions 1768.
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By the same stampin.e^ acts, three sets of ofTicers

were appointed to bupci'inti'iul the vvoulkii inaijiilac-

tiire, both in Yoiksliire and in the west of England ; but

in the west they perfonn tlicir vluly in a very neglit;Oiit

manner, and in Yorlvshire Ihey ate by no means very

strict or careful. These officers are, 1st, the searchers,

who measure the cloth at tlie fullii.g-niill, after it is

fulled, stamp it, and put their seal on it, with the length

and breadth, which are entered in a book. After this,

the clo''jier may take it away. Tlie second set of offi-

cers are the inspectors, who go among the dressers, in

order to see that they do not overstretch the cloth, and

restamp them, if materially short or narrow. They also

inspect the tenters, and observe that improper cards are

not used in dressing' the cloths. The last set of officers

are the supervisors, who superintend the others. In

purchasing cloth, however, the merchant does not con-

sider himself bound to take the pieces at the length

which the searcher has stamped upon them.

Norwich was the first seat of the worsted manufac-

ture in England, or rather perhaps Worsted, a small

town in the county of Norfolk, from which the manu-
facture took its name. About the end of the 1 4th and

beginning of the 15th century, this species of manufac-

ture extended itself, not only over the county of Norfolk,

but even through Suffolk and Cambridgeshire; and, in

process of time, sent its colonies into Essex, the mid-

land and southern counties, and even into Yorkshire. In

the time of Henry VIII. the sale of stuffs made in Nor-
wich only amounted to 100,000/. annually, besides stock-

ings, which were computed at 60,000/. more. Duiing
the two succeeding reigns, new articles of manufacture

were introduced; and, in 1575, the Dutch, who fled

hither from the persecutions of the Duke of Alva, intro-

duced the making of bonibaseens, a manufacture for

which this city has been long famous. At this period,

however, and for a considerable time afterwards, its

trade did not depend so much upon foreign demand as

it does now. As long as Sir Robert Waipole continued

in power, he encouraged its manufactures of crape, then

a staple article, by using his influence for orders to be
given, that the public mournings should always be in

Norwich crapes. The most fatal blow to the home
trade of this city was given by the prevalence of cotton

manufactures, which began to be sold cheap, after the

invention of Sir Robert Arkwright. It then became ab-

solutely necessary for the Norwich manufacturers to seek
a maiket abroad; and this they succeeded in obtaining.

There was scarcely a country in Europe, in which their

goods were not to be seen, and the demand for them in-

creased so much, and so rapidly, that it became neces-
sary to increase the importation of lay yarn from Ire-

land. Before, however, the commencement of the first

French revolutionary war, the manufactures of Norwich
began to shew symptoms of decline, and the war com-
pleted its ruin. It has since revived a little, but pro-

bably will never regain its former prosperity. While
the trade was tolerable, it was estimated that about
50,000 tods of wool were combed and spun in the coun-
ty of Norfolk, wliich employed about 500 combers, and
furnished spinning work for most of the poor women and
children in the county. During its flourishing state, the
returns of the manufacture were estimated to be about
1,200,000/. per annum; and even in 1805, when it was
deprived of many of its foreign markets, the returns
were nearly 800,000/. Of this sum it was calculated

that the price of labour took off 585,000/., while the va-

lue of the raw material, dying stuff, oil, soap, and coals,

was only 115,000/.; lluis shewing its great importance.

It furnished employment for about 50 distinct occupa-
tions. The staple articles of manufacture in Norwich
may be said lo be its fine camblets, of which the East

India Company take oft" annually a considerable quantity,

and its worsted damasks, shawls, &c.

Before proceeding to the consideration of the woollen

manufacture of North Wales, it may be proper briefly

to notice the districts, or places in England, where other

species of goods made from wool, tlian those already no-

ticed, are manufactured. It would be tedious, however,
even to name all the kinds of these goods, or the various

places in which they are made; we must, therefore, con-

tent ourselves with noticing the most considerable. In

Devonshire, and the adjoining part of Cornwall, as well

as in some parts of Somersetshite, a variety of woollen

goods, little consumed in England, are made, such as

druggets, long-ells, &c. These are sold as they come
from the loom to the merchants of Exeter, where they

are milled, dyed, and finished, and afterwards exported.

The East India Company take off a large proportion of

the long-ells: while this manufacture was in a flourish-

ing state, the average annual value exported to all parts

was valued at 600,000/. In other parts of Devonshire,

there are also branches of the woollen manufacture ; of

which the manufacture of plush, at Modbury, deserves

notice, on account of the ingenious construction of the

machines used for this purpose.

A large manufacture of baize was formerly carried on
in the towns and neighbourhood of Colchester, Docking,
Braintree, and Coggleshall, in the county of Essex. This
article was exported to Spain, Portugal, and Italy; but
the manufacture has greatly declined here, having pass-

ed to other places, especially to Rockdale, in Lancashire,

on the borders of Yorkshire. This, indeed, is one of the

most flourishing places in the kingdom, for the manu-
facture of baize, serges, flannels, Sec. The population

of the district, in which this manufacture is carried on,

is about 36,000; and it is calculated that one half are

employed in it. Baize and flannels are also manufac-
tured at Bury, in Lancashire, and the former article,

with coarse cloth and blankets, at Chichester in Sussex.
Salisbury is noted for its flannels. Blankets are made
at Leeds, Witney, Dulverton, &c. With respect to Wit-
ney, however, it may be observed, that since the intro-

duction of machinery, the chief part of the blankets

(though they still retain the name) are made in Gla-
morganshire, and sent to Witney. Carpets are manu-
factured at Kidderminster, Wilton, Cirencester, Wor-
cester, Axmirister, Ecc. Those made at the last place

are deemed equal to any imported from Turkey or Per-
sia.

At Kendal, Ambleside, and Keswick, there are made
consideiable quantities of coarse woollens, druggets,

Sec. At AndoVer, Basingstoke, and Alton, in Hamp-
shire, the latter article, and shalloons, serges, and a
variety of worsted articles. At Banbury and Coven-
try, worsted shags. At Burford, rugs. Fleecy hosiery

at Godalming, in Surrey. It has already been men-
tioned, that the Norwich manufacture extended itself

into Suffolk ; but the articles now made there rather

differ from those made in that city, consisting of light

stuff, bunting, crape, &C. The manufacture of these

articles is carried on at Sudbury, Bury St Edmund's,
Needhara Market, and Lavenham. In this county,

also, a considerable quantity of yarn is spun for the Nor-
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wich rnanuuicturcs. 'VVcjollen yarn is likewise made at

Urougliton, and llofslingdcan in Lancashire, and in many
parts of Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, &c.

The woollen maniiiactures of Noilh Wales, as has

been alioady mentioned, are carried on principally in

Montgoivicryshire, Merionethshire, and Denbighshire.

They "consist of webs, flannels, stockings, socks, wigs,

and gloves. As the stockings made in Wales are all

worsti-d, we shall consider them here apart from the

stocking manufacture of England. Tiie webs manu-

factured in Norli) Wales are distinguished into two

sorts; strong cloih, or high country cloth; and small

clolli, or low country cloth. The first kind is made in

Merionethshire, principally on the domestic system, but

in some parts there are factories. Almost every little

farmer makes webs, and few cottages are without a loom.

In some cases, the manufactuiing farmers employ wool

of their own growth ; but it is principally bought from

the wool staplers and skinners : all kinds are used in-

discriminately. The quality of the manufactured article

is of various degrees. There is a market for strong

clot; at Shrewsbury; but it is customary for the drapers

of th: - -town to go up into the country, (as they term it,)

and buy goods, wherever tliey can get them. It is like-

wise a custom with the principal drapeis to keep ser-

vants the greater part of the year in the vicinity of the

manufactures, who get acquainted with the persons who
make cloth, assist the poor ones probably with money
to purchase wool, and superintend the making and dress-

ing of the goods. Most of the strong cloth is exported

from London or Liverpool, to Holland, Germany, and

America ;—a very considerable quantity being used

at home for workmen's jackets, ironing cloths, blan-

kets, &c.

The small cloth is manufactured in Denbighshire,

entirely in a large tract of country, which includes

Llangollen and Corwen. The factory system has not yet

been applied to this article. The raw material is pro-

cured from the neighbourhood of Oswestry, and is sort-

ed into two kinds. The finer part is manufactured into

a sort of flannel, called Oswestry flannel ; while the

coarser part is made into small cloth. Most of this is

sent abroad ; and the purposes to which it is there ap-
plied are various. The clothing of the slaves in the

West Indies and South America, creates a large de-

mand. Stockings are said to be made of it in Germany,
and other parts of the Continent.

Flannels form the most important and valuable of the
manufactures of Wales: they are principally made in

Montgomeryshire ; but not entirely so, being made in

various places within a circle of about 20 miles round
Welshpool. The manufacture of flannels is chiefly of
the domestic kind, there being very few factories in

which it is carried on. In Shropshire, however, into
which this native manufacture of Wales has spread
itself, machinery in general is substituted for manual
labour. The market for flannels is Vvelshpool : for-
merly, each manufacturer used to bring hither his own
goods; but now a set of middle-men go about the
country, and buy all the flannel they can lay their hands
upon. At the Pool-market, nothing is bought on credit,
every piece being paid for as soon as measured ; it is

the same with the rest of the woollen manufactures of
the principality. There is no accurate calculation of
the number of yards manufactured, nor indeed can they
be conjectured with any probability. Mr Pennant, in
the year irsi, says, that there were annually brought

into Salop, 700,000 yards of webs ; and to Welshpool.,
between 700,000 and 800,000 yards of flannel ; but it is

not known on what data he grounds his calculation.

Stockings, socks, wigs, and gloves, are made principally

in the town and neighbourhood of Bala, where they are

sold. It is said, that on a market-day, from 200/. to 500/.

worth of stockings alone are sold.

Having thus given a pretty detailed account of the
state of the various branches of the woollen manufac-
ture of England and W^ales, introduced by some his-

torical sketches of its state formerly, we shall conclude
this branch of our subject with an attempt to ascertain,

as nearly as we can, the following points; viz. the value
of the manufactured article; the value of the raw pro-
duce from which it is manufacture^ ; the amount of the
profits of the master-manufacturers, including interest

for tiie capital, and an allowance for machinery, 8cc. ; the

amount of the sum paid in wages ; and the number of
people employed in this branch of manufacture. For
these calculations, the data we take are the amount of
the value of tiie woollen goods exported, and the pro-
ponion which their value bears to the value of the
woollen goods kept for home consumption. We have
already seen, that the manufacturers examined before
the House of Commons in the year 1800, estimated the
total value of the woollen manufactured goods at the
sum of 19. 800,000/. ; but, as we observed, they erred in

supposing tliat the stock of wool in the kingdom was
600,000 packs, whereas, in fact, it does not reach 400,000.
They probably were mistaken, also, in the price they
put upon the wool at that time. Making deductions on
these accounts, and, on the other hand, allowing for the
Spanish wool employed, it is probable that the total

value of the woollen goods, at that time, will be, as we
have already stated, about 17,250 000/. The official value
of woollen goods exported in 1799, was 6,435.423/. ; and,
in the year 1800, 6,918.175/.: the real value, therefore,

must have been above 9,000,000/. ; but let us tike it at

9,000,0 JO/. ; and the value of the whole manufacture at

18,00(J.OOO/. : on this supposition, which is sufficiently

near the fact for our purpose, the real value of the wool-
len goods exported, will be about one half the value of
the wliole goods manufactured in this kingdom. Cir-
cumstances, however, did occur, which necessarily
varied this proportion; since, in consequence of our dis-

putes with America, and the state of the European con-
tinent, the official value of woollen goods exported in

1808, was only 4,853.580/. ; in 1809, 5,416,151/ in 1810,
5,773,214/.; in 181 1, 4,376.545/.; and in 1812, 5,084.991/.
But wc must not conclude, because the value of the ex-
ports was diminished, that therefore the total value of
the goods manufactured was lessened in the same pro-
portion ; for, however it might be with respect to other
manufactures, or with respect to some branches of the
woollen trade, the demand for woollen goods for the
army was increased, at the time when the foreign de-
mand was diminished. We may therefore safely sup-
pose the total value of the woollen goods manufactured
in England and Wales, to be now what we have sup-
posed it to be in the year 1800, viz. about 18 000,000/.

;

of this we must deduct a third, or 6,000,000/., for the
value of the raw produce, which will leave the sum of
12 000.000/. for the master manufacturer and his work-
men. We estimated the wages of the latter, in the
year 1800 (taking men, women, and children,) at 6s 8rf.

per day ; but as this was considerably below the ave-
rage rate of wages, though the rate paid at that period,
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we must reckon their wages soniewliat higher : perhaps

8s. will be the average ot' all classes of labourers in this

nianufacliu'e : if, therefore, from the sum of 12,000,000/.

we deduct 20 per cent, for interest of ca])ital, wear of

machinery, &c. and manufacturing profit, the lemainder

will be the amount of wages; and that sum divided by

20/. which is about the amount of the annual wages at

the rate of 8s. per week, will give the number of people

employed in this manufacture. Now, 20 per cent, on

12,000,000/. is 2,400,000/. which, being subtracted from

12,000,000/., will leave 9,600,000/. as the amount of

manuf.icturing wages, which, divided by 20/. will give

480,000 as the number of persons employed in the wool-

len miaaufacture. We are fully aware of one source

of error in this mode of calculating the number of per-

sons employed in any manufacture, since, if the total

value of the manufacture, the value of the raw material,

and the rate of profit of the manufacturer, continue the

same, by assuming a higher or lower rate of wages, we,

in the one case, diminish, and in the other case increase

the number of people employed, whereas the number
may have been nearly the same. But it is impossible

to do more than approximate to the truth on these

points J and therefore, taking gross numbers, we may
slate the woollen manufacture of England and Wales as

follows.

Total value of the manufactured article, L. 18,000,000

Value of the raw ma-
terial, - - L.6,000,000

Interest on capital and
manufacturing pro-

fit, - - 2,400,000

Manufacturing wages, 9,600,000

18,000,000

Number of people em-
ployed - - 480,000, or perhaps 500,000.

Sect. II. The Cotton Manufacture.

The next branch of the manufactures of England
that we shall notice, is that of cotton. This exhibits a

more surprizing instance of rapid and extensive pro-

gress, than can perhaps be shewn in any country, with
regard to any species of manufacture. There is no
evidence that any article was made of cotton in this

country prior to the middle of the 17th century. In
the year 1641, cotton was imported from Cyprus and
Smyrna, and made into fustians at Bolton, in Lancashire.

As this species of goods passed under the name of Augs-
burgh and Milan fustians, it is not improbable that the

mode of manufacturing them was introduced from Ger-
many or Italy. About 20 years afterwards, cotton was
imported from our North American colonies; and, as a

law was passed in the year 1660, prohibiting it from be-

ing landed anywhere but in tiie English dominions, it is

probable that its value and utility, as an article of manu-
facture, were beginning to be understood and experien-
ced. The cotton trade, however, must have been for

several years afterwards conducted on a very narrow
scale; since, on an average of five years, ending 1705,

the total quantity of cotton-wool imported into England
was only 1,170,881 pounds. In tnc year 1765, the cot-

ton-trade could scarcely be said to be known here ; and
a considerable quantity of the cotton-wool which we
procured from our colonies, we exported to Holland.
Two years afterwards, however, an invention took place.

which, though it is rude and imperfect, compared with
the machinery at present used in the manufacture of cot-

ton, was of the greatest importance in establisiiing and
extending the trade: we allude to the invention of the
jenny. Some years previous to this, however, the pre-

paration of the cotton for spinning liad been facilitated

by the invention of a rude carding machine. The jen-
nies, or spinning machines, were first used by the
country people in Lancashire, on a very confined scale,

few of thein having more than 12 spintlles. The awk-
ward posture required to spin on them, was discourag-
ing to grown up people, who saw, with surprize, chil-

dren fiom nine to 12 years of age, manage them with
dexleiity. The consequences of this invention were
beneficial, not only to the master manufacturers, but
also to the labouring classes of the community ; for the
younger branches of their families, who previously had
been without regular and full employment, now gained
considerable wages, while the weavers, by employing
their own children at the spinning machines, were no
longer at the mercy of the spinners. But, notwithstand-
ing the manifest utility of this invention, and the benefits

it produced to the weavers, some risings of the people
took place, and the jennies were demolished by the
uninformed populace. By degrees, their fears and jea-
lousy of this invention diminished ; and a general ac-
quiescence in their use, to a certain number of spindles,

was brought about, by the prudent and sensible conduct
and admonition of some respectable people in Lanca-
shire. The labouring classes were not long in reaping
such general and undoubted benefits from them, that the
spindles were soon multiplied to three or four times the
original number; and the demand for twist for warps
increasing in proportion as the quantity of weft sup-
plied by the spinning jennies became more abundant,
new machines were invented, for the purpose of manu-
facturing twist, and a ricw impetus was given to the cot-

ton trade.

These machines were the invention of Sir Richard
Arkwright : by means of them, thousands of spindles
are put in motion by a water-wheel, and managed most-
ly by children, without confusion, and with less waste
ol cotton than by the former methods. Soon alter the
invention of Sir Richard Arkwrighl's machines, the
people of Lancashire were incited against them, and
some of them were demolished before protection could
be obtained : this arose from their producing such ex-
cellent twist for warps, that they soon outrivalled the
warps made on the larger jennies, which had yielded
good profit to the owners. But exiierience soon con-
vinced the people, of what, indeed, a little reflection

might have taught them, that if more warps were made,
there would be a greater demand for weft from their

jennies, and a better price for it. Upon these machines,
twist could be made of any fineness proper for warps,
but it was not so proper for weft. On the introduc-
tion of fine calicoes and muslins, which took place in

the year 1781, another machine was invented, called a
mule, being a mixed machine between the jennies and
the machines for twisting, and adapted to spin weft as
fine as could be desired.

As this invention, by creating the necessity and ad-
vantage of large cotton manufactories, and by destroy-
ing wiiat may be called the domestic system of the cot-

ton trade (at least so far as respects the spinning of
cotton), has altered not only the state of tiie trade, but,

in our opinion, the moral character and habits of the
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manufacturing labouicrs engaged in it, it may not be

luiimportant or miintevcsling, to take a rcti-ospective

view of what were their condition and habits previous

to this invention.

From the time that the orip;inal system in the fustian

branch, of buying pieces in the i^rey from the weaver,

was changed, by delivering thcni out work, the custom

of giving them out weft in tlic cops, wliich obtained

for a while, grew into disuse, as there was no detect-

ing the knavery of spinners till a piece came to be wo-

ven ; so that tlic practice was altered, and wool given

with warps, the weaver answering for the spinning.

The weavers, in a scarcity of spinning, have sometimes

been paid less for the weft than tliey gave the spinner,

but durst not complain, much less abate the spinner,

lest their looms should be unemployed: but when spin-

ning jennies were introduced, and children could work
upon tliciii, the case was reversed. At this period of

the cotton manufacture, the cottatje of the weaver pre-

sented an interesting and amiable picture : while he was
engaged at his loom, his children were employed in spin-

7iing the weft; the feelings and habits of domestic life

were entire; and that link of alTeclion between a father

and his children, which secures each very frequently

from vice and misery, and which is closely and inti-

mately connected with the best interests of society, was
sound and unbroken. Lower wages were obtained than

are now got under the factory system, but as method,
regularity, economy, and sobriety, prevailed, what they

earned procured them more of the necessaries and
comforts of life, than they can now obtain with their

increased wages. At that period, Lancashire, which
has always displayed, in a conspicuous and peculiar
manner, the wealth and the vices of the cotton trade,

was not disgraced and degraded l)y those instances and
scenes of vice and misery which now spread over its

surface. The relationships of parents and children
were not then merely a name ; home was not then de-
serted for the ale-house, or for places of still greater
debauchery and vice; health was not then so lavishly

sacrificed to the cupidity of the master manufacturer,
or so much despised and neglected by the manufactu-
ring labourer, in the pursuit and indulgence of his

passions. In short, the manufacturing classes were
then respectable, comfortable, healthy, and virtuous, be-

cause they spent the greatest part of their time in their

own families, and not in crowded manufactories, amidst
the contagion of ignorance, vice, and misery. But wc
forget that our subject and inquiries are statistical, not
moral ; and that our object is to give some historical

notices of the state of the cotton ti'ade, as a source of
national and individual wealth, at difl'crent periods.

For several years after the commencement of the pre-
sent reign, the whole value of the cotton manufactures
of this kingdom, (including Scotland as well as Eng-
land,) was estimated lobe less than 200,000/.; and in

the spinning of cotton yarn, for this amount of cotton
goods, not above 50,000 spindles were employed. In
the year 1781, when, as we have already noticed, mus-
lins were first made in this kingdom, only 5,101,920
pounds of cotton wool were imported. In 1782, in

consequence of the increased demand for muslins, the
(|uantity of cotton wool was more than doubled, and
the amount of cotton goods was estimated at nearly
4.000,000/. During the years 1783 and 1784, there
was no increase in the importation of cotton yarn, and
consequently no increase in the value of cotton goods.
In the year 1784, the patent which Sir Richard Ark-
wright had obtained, for his invention of water ma-
chines, expired, and they were immediately erected in

all parts of the kingdom ; and although the mode of
spinning weft by machinery was yet scarcely known, yet

the spinning of it by the hand engines nearly kept pro-
portion with the increased supply of warp. This year,

the importation of cotton yarn amounted to 11,280,238
pounds, and the estimated value of the cotton manufac-
tures was 3,950,000/. In the following year, a great in-

crease was visible ; the quantity of imported raw mate-
rial having been 17,992,888/., while the valueof the goods
had risen to the sum of 6.000,000/. In 178 6, the quan-
tity of cotton wool imported, amounted to 19,15 1,867

pounds, which was manufactured into goods of the
value of 6,500,000/. And in the year 1787, the quan-
tity of cotton wool was 22,176,887 pounds, which pro-

duced goods of the value of 7,500,000/.

A writer, who investigated the subject of the cotton

manufactures at this time, estimates the supply and ex-
penditure of cotton in the year 1787, in the following
proportions:

Imported from
British AV^est Indies . . .

I'rench and Spanish colonies
Dutch ditto

Portuguese ditto

East India ditto

Smyrna and Turkey . . .

Pounds.

6.600.000

6,000,000

1,700.000

2,500,000

100,000

5,700,000

22,600,000

Worked up in

Candle-wicks
Hosiery
Cotton goods, mixed with silk or linen

Fustians

Calicoes and muslins

This estimate, however, is not correct, with respect
to the quantity imported from the British West India
colonies ; since it appears, from the report of the com-
mittee of the privy council on the slave trade, that the
cotton imported from Jamaica, Grenada, and Barbadoes,
in the year 1783, exceeded the quantity here stated as
imported from all the British West India Islands. In
order to reconcile this with the estimate of the quantity
of cotton, which is stated al)ove, to be used in the ma-
nufactures of this kingdom, in the year 1787, viz.

Pounds.

1,500,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

-6,000,000

11,600,000

22,600,000

22,176,887 pounds, it must be observed, that there was
always a certain proportion re-exported ; so that, pro-

bably, the quantity actually retained for home consump-
tion was very near what it is here said to have been.

It may be proper to point out the view of the state of
the cotton manufacture at this period, which is affoj-ded

by the comparative quantities of the cotton wool em-
ployed in its different branches. Fustians, as we have
seen, were the oldest cotton inanufactures in the king-

dom, whereas muslins and calicoes had only been intro-
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Juced sis years belbrc, viz. in tlic year 1781 ; and yet

the quantity of cotton wool employed in the latter, in

the year 1787, was, according to this statement, very

nearly double the quantity employed in the manufac-

ture of fustians. The same author gives an estimate of

the number of water-mills, or machines for spinning

twist cotton yarn for warps, both in England and Scot-

land. We shall lay before our readers his estimate for

both countries, in order that they may be enabled to

take a comparative view of the state of the cotton trade

in them both.

In Lancashire . .

Derbyshire
Nottinghamshire
Yorkshire
Cheshire ....
Staffordshire .

Westmoreland . .

Fiintsiiire ....
Pembrokeshire .

Berkshire . . ,

The rest of England

In all England . .

In Wales ....

41

22
17

U
8

7

5

3

1

2

6

1 19

4

Lanarkshire . . .

Renfrewshire , . .

Perthshire ...
Edinburghshire . ,

The rest of Scotland

In all Scotland

In the Isle of Man

4

4

3

2

6

19

20

In England and Wales 123

The whole number being 143, the cost of which was
estimated at 715,000/. There were at the same time

550 mule jennies, or machines of 90 spindles each; and
20,700 hand jennies of 80 spindles each, for spinning

yarn for the shute or weft, the cost of which, and of

the auxiliary machinery, together with that of the build-

ings, is stated to have been at least 285,000/., making
tlie total expenditure on the machinery and buildings

1,000,000/. It was, moreover, calculated, that these

establishments, when in full employment, produced as

much cotton wool as could be spun by a million of

persons, upon single wheels. At this period, it was
calculated also, that there were employed 26.000 men,
31,000 women, 53 000 children, in all 110,000 in the

operations of spinning; and 133,000 men, 59,000 wo-
men, and 48.>)0() children, in all 240,00,1 in the subse-

quent stay;es of the mmufactuie; tliere being, in all,

159,000 men, 90.000 women, and 101,000 children, and

a total of 350,000 persons employed in this manufac-
ture ; nearly one-thiid of them in the calico and mus-
lin branches. In these most important branches, at this

time, the raw material was advanced in value from ten

to fifty fold.

From the data which these statements afford, we may
be able to ascertain several particulars respecting the

.state of the cotton manufacture in England at this time,

separately from the state of it in the kingdom at large ;

taking it for granted that the capital and number of

people employed in England, bear the same proportion

to the total capital, and number of people employed in

the whole kingdom, that the nunber of water mills in

the former did to the number in the latter. Now, as

the number of water mills in Great Britain, was 143,

and in England 123, we may consider the proportion in

the latter as six-sevenths of the whole, which will give us,

;!S the cost of the water mi'.!s in EngKuid, ibout the sum
of 600,000/;, and as the cost of the machines for spinning

Yoi^YUl. P.\KT II.

weft, and the necessary buildings, the further sum oV
at least 240,000/., miking the total expenditure in Eng-
land to be about 840,000/., the number of people employ-
ed in spinning the cotton wool about 94,000, and the
number of people engaged in the stibsequent stages of

the manufacture to be about 205.000, in all about 300,000
people employed in the cotton manufacture in England.
About this period, several very large cotton-works were
established in different parts of England. The most ex-
tensive and considerable of which were those of Sir Ro-
bert Peel, at Bury, in Lancashire. By the report of the
committee of the House of Commons, in 1785, on the

subject of the commercial intercourse with Ireland, it

appears, that this gentleman, at this period, employed
6800 people, and that several thousands were employed
by Mr Smith, and numbers proportionally great, by-

other manufacturers of cotton. From the time of the

invention of the mule, till the breaking out of the first

French revolutionary war, the cotton trade of England
flourished in a most astonishing manner ; fortunes were
made, especially in Lancashire, where it was carried on
to the greatest extent, and with the greatest spirit and
enterprise, with almost unparalleled rapidity. The im
provements in the steam engine seconded the improve-
ments in the machinery for spinning cotton, while im-
provements equally great and important were made in

the mode of bleaching and dying the goods. Indeed, it

may well be doubted, whether it could have been pos-
sible to have bleached, by the old process, all the cotton

goods which were now made; so that the discovery
which chemistry made in this art, came very oppor-
tunely to the assistance of the cotton manufacturers.

The breaking out of the war in 1793, gave a great
shock to this trade; at first it was very severely felt;

but afterwards several of the most intelligent and well

informed of those who were engaged in it, having more
leisure, by the decreased demand for their goods, than

they formerly had, applied themselves to the farther

improvement of the machinery used in the spinning of

cotton. Attempts were also made to work a number of

looms together by machinery ; and a factory was actu-

ally erected near Manchester to weave piece goods in

this manner; but it was burnt down before any judg-
ment could be formed how it could have succeeded.

We shall afterwards see that the cotton manufacturers
attained their object in a considerable degree, by the con-

struction of what aie called power looms.

In the year 1795, Dr Aikin published his ffistory of
Manchester., from which wu have gathered the follow-

ing miscellaneous information, respecting the state of

the cotton district of England, at that period. Accord-
ing to him, the increase of value acquired by the raw
material, in tlie labour expended upon it, in manufac-
turing, was generally from 1000 to 5000 per cent. At
Ashton-under-Lyne, a considerable tiuantity of twist

and warps was made, for the heavy goods that were
manufactured in Manchester. At ^Iiddleton, the cot-

ton trade was carried on in all its different processes ;

a large twist manufactory had been established, and
veiy considerable printing and bleaching works: In

this place, as well as in many other parts of Lancashire,

the cotton manufacture had supplanted the long esta-

blished manufactures, the weaving of muslin and nan-

keen having taken place of the weaving of silk. Even
at Rochdale, which we have already noticed as distin-

guished at present for its manufacture of tlannols, and
4 E
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other woollen pjoods, llie cotton manufacture seems to

have gained a footinsj when Dr Aikin wrote; but though

it has spread beyond thi!>. place into Yorkshire, it does

not seem to have flourished much or extensively here.

In 1796, the muslin trade was in a flourishing condition

at Bolton ; but, in consequence of the want of sufficient-

ly powerful streams, tlierc were but few spinning facto-

ries ill this town, or its neighbourhood : there were,

however, many crofts for bleacliing. We have already

noticed that'Bollon was the origir.al seat of the cotton

manufacture; fustians having been made there about

the middle of the ITtli century; from Bolton the cot-

ton trade spread to almost all liie places in Lancashire,

in which it is at present carried on ; among the rest, it

spread to Bury, where it was in 1796, and is yet car-

ried on, in conjunction with the manufacture of flannels,

&c. The works of Sir Robeit Peel, at this place, have

been already noticed : they embraced nearly all the sta-

ges and processes of the cotton manufacture, spinning,

weaving, bleaching, and printing. The first species of

cotton goods manufactured at Blackburn, vvere what

were denominated Blackburn greys : these were plains

of linen, warp shot with cotton. In 1795, this town had

gone very extensively into the making of calicoes, and the

fields in its vicinity were whitened with the material ly-

ing to bleach. Haslingdean has already been noticed,

under the head of the woollen manufactures, as being a

place in which woollen yarn is made: in 1795, twist for

warp was spun in several of the factories in its neigh-

bourhood, the cotton trade having been there lately in-

troduced. We may here observe, that wherever the

cotton trade gained a footing, (with very few and

inconsiderable exceptions,) it preserved and extend-

ed itself: this most certainly is the case in nearly all the

places in which, or in the vicinity of which, the manu-
facture of woollens is carried on, as in those parts of

the West Riding of Yorkshire, bordering on Lancashire.

One of the most obvious and powerful causes of this is,

. that the workmen can with little difficulty turn them-
selves to the woollen trade, if the cotton should suffer a

partial or temporary depression. Our remarks respect-

ing the prevalence of the cotton over the woollen manu-
facture, is further confirmed by what had taken place
about this period at Colne in Lancashire, where the ma-
nufacture of calicoes and dimities had, in a great mea-
sure, superseded the original and long established trade
of making woollen and worsted goods.

But Dr Aikin's account of the places near Manches-
ter, is principally interesting and important in relation to

our subject, from the account which it gives of Preston
;

we shall afterwards have occasion to notice this town as
one of the most flourishing seats of the cotton manufac-
ture: but it was only a short time before 1795 that it

had gained a fooling here; probably the general dispo-
sition and habits of its inha1)itant5, (for it was long known
under tlie name of proud Preston,) presented a more
formidalile barrier to the introduction of the cotton trade,
than would have been offered by any long-established
manufacture. There had been here, however, a large
mart for the sale of Lancashire linens; a species of
manvifacture which we may remark the cotton trade has
nearly rooted out of Lancashire, or at least out of those
parts where it has gained a footing.

In 1795, Chorley was already known for its cotton
factories and its bleaching and printing grounds; and
this favourite and flourishing trade had established itself
at Wigan, notwithstanding the opposition of its original

and celebrated manufacture of checks. But no place in

the vicinity of Manchester perhaps exhibited, thou,rli on
a small scale, such a picture of the extension ol ' is

trade, as a small village in the parish of Leigh. In 1780,
there were only two farm houses, and eight or nine cot-

tages; in the year 1795, there were 142 houses, and 976
inhabitants, who employed 325 looms in the cotton ma-
nufactures, as marseilles quiltings, dimities, corduroys,

Sec. and this rapid increase had by no means reached its

utmost limits. At Warrington, Dr Aikin remarks, there

had been a curious alternate reverse in the state of the

staple manufacture of the place,—sail-cloth, and the

manufacture of cotton. After the termination of the

American war, the demand for the former necessarily

ceasing in a great degree, several of the manufacturers
introduced the cotton branches ; and as the cotton goods
made were principally of the coarse kind, the sail-cloth

weavers found no difficulty in turning themselves to the

new manufacture; but when the French war broke ou.t,

the demand for sail-cloth again becoming extensive and
pressing, the original trade regained its footing.

The cotton manufacture, which, as we have seen, had
its original seat at Bolton, and thence extended itself

not only some way into the north of Lancashire, but also

to its southern extremity, passed easily from the last in-

to Cheshire. The place where it seems first to have
fixed itself, was Stockport; and it is not improbable that

the circumstance of there being here mills for winding
and throwing silk, which were unemployed, by a decline

of this trade, contributed to establish the cotton manu-
facture at Stockport ; for there mills were applied to cot-

ton spinning. Perhaps no town in the whole cotton dis-

trict of England exhibits more of the active and enter-

prising spirit of trade than Stockport: at first the inha-

bitants engaged in the spinning of reeled weft, then in

weaving checks, and lastly in fustians; and scarcely had
the invention of mules produced a thread sufficiently fine

and soft, than they began the muslin trade, which in 1 795

was as flourishing as the circumstances of the times

would admit of;—the present state of the latter trade in

this town, we shall afterwards notice. In 1795, besides a

large number of cotton-spinning shops, there were 23

large cotton factories, four of which were worked by

steam engines. At this period the cotton trade had been
introduced into several other places in Cheshire adjoin-

ing to Lancashire, among the rest into Macclesfield,

Moltram, where there were 12 large machines worked
by water, besides a great ntimber of sinaller ones turned

by horses,—and Duckinfield. In this last place, the

pernicious effects of the cotton factories on the health

and longevity of the inhabitants, were particularly stri-

king ; while the trade had afforded employment to all

ages, it had debilitated the constitution, and retarded the

growth of many, and made an alarming increase in the

mortality. This elTect was principally attributed to the

custom of making the children in the mills work night

and day, one set getting out of bed when another went
into the same; thus never allowing the rooms to be well

ventilated. Before we conclude tliis sketch of the state

of the cotton trade in Cheshire in 1795, we shall mention
one decided and striking proof of its rapid advancement

;

in 1788, as we have already seen, there were only eight

water-mills in the whole county; in 1795, in Stockport
alone, there were 23 large cotton factories, besides a

great number of spinning shops.

Derbyshiie also, at the latter period, had entered pret-

ty considerably into the cotton trade, not only in and near
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the county town, but also at Glossop, Chaple-le-Fiith,

Bakewell ])arish, (into part of which the manufacture of

muslins had been introduced); Cromford, the residence

of Sir Richard Arkwrip;iit, and the first place in this

county in which he established his works ; Chesterfield,

where a cotton mill had then been very lately erected ;

and other places.

From these details a pretty accurate view of the cot-

ton trade in 1795 will be leathered; and when it is re-

collected, that at this period mules had not been invented

much more than 15 years, and water-mills not 28, and

that prior to the invention of the latter there could not

properly be said to be any such trade as the cotton trade

in England, we shall be disposed to admit, that no coun-

try can exhibit a more striking instance of enterprizing

and successful industry.

One of the most obvious and accurate means of judg-

ing of the progress of any manufacture, and of its com-
parative state at different periods, is by ascertaining the

relative quantity of tlie raw materials used at those pe-

riods. We shall therefore lay before our readers an ac-

count of the quantity of cotton imported in Great Bri-

tain, on an annual medium of four periods, of five years

each, commencing 5th January 1772 ; premising, that

the quantity imported for the use of England may
be estimated at six-sevenths of the whole. On an an-

nual medium of five years, from 1772 to 1776, the quan-

tity of cotton wool imported amounted only to 4,414,757

lbs.; during the next period, down to 1787, it had in-

creased to upwards of 16,000,000 lbs. ; in the next, down
to 1792, the quantity was nearly 29,000,000 ; and in the

last of the series of periods, including five years prece-

ding the 5th of January 1799, on an annual medium it

amounted to upwards of 26,000,000 lbs. In the year

1796, there were printed in England and Wales, of

English calicoes and muslins, upwards of 24,000,000

yards; in the year 1800, upwards of 28,000,000 yards:

the value of the former being about 3,500,000/., and of

the latter about 4,180,000/.; but as the quantity of white
muslins and calicoes made in England and Wales, was
probably much greater than that of the printed, they

may be estimated at the value of 3,000,000/., even though
their price, from not being printed, was not so high as

the others. The annual exports of British cotton manu-
factures, from all the parts of the kingdom, on the aver-

age of three years, 1797, 1798, and 1799, was upwards
4,000,000/. In the year 1801, the import of cotton-wool

into Britain was 42,000,000 lbs. and the estimated value

of the cotton manufacture 15,000,000/. sterling. In 1802
the importation of cotton- wool was not less than 54,000,000
lbs. ; and the particulars of the trade were stated, on
good authority, to be as follow : " The raw material,

when delivered on board the merchant ships, costs about
4,000,000/. sterling; upwards of 30,000 tons of shipping,

and about 2000 seamen, are constantly employed in

bringing cotton-wool to this country, and in exporting
the goods manufactured from it. To work the wool in-

to thread, requires a capital in building and machinery to

the amount of 19,225,000/. ; and those buildings and ma-
chinery are chiefly composed of bricks, slates, glass, tim-

ber, lead, iron, copper, tin, and leather, from most of
which, in one shape or other, a considerable duty is col-

lected for the support of the state. This trade gives em-
ployment or support to upwards of 800,000 individuals;

and the annual icturu of the manufacture is nearly as

follows :

Cost of the cotton in the countries where it grows, in

surancc, freight, other shipping charges, and mer-
chant*' profit L. 4,725,000

The interest, at 5 p.er cent, upon the capital

of 9,225,000/., sunk in building and ma-
chinery, with 10 jier cent, for wear and
tear of do. . . . . 1,383,750

Wages of spinning, value of malciials con-

sumed in the process of spinning the cot-

ton into thread, and spinners' profit 5,100,000
Value of materials consumed in subsequent

manufactures, manufacturing wages, inter-

est of capital, and profit . . . 9,000,000

L. 20,208,750

Of which sum, at least 1 3,000,000/. sterling are naid in

wages to the natives of Great Britain."

Though these particulars relate to the stai jf the

cotton trade in Great Britain, yet we have quoted them,
as exhibiting a striking picture of its extent and impor-
tance at this period, and of its rapid advance, which pro-

ceeded in England in at least an equal degree as it did

in Scotland.

In the year 1787, it will be recollected, the number of

water mills in the whole of Lancashire was 41 ; and the
number of mule spindles, worked both by machinery
and hand, in Great Britain, was about 1,700,000. In the

year 1804, there were in Manchester alone 93 spinning
factories, and at least 1,500,000 spindles in the different

factories in the town and neighbourhood. Supposing
that 1000 spindles are a fair average for eacli horse pow-
er, and that the steam engines averaged a ten-horse pow-
er, these spindles would have required ISO such steam
engines to work them ; which, at the estimate of a ton

of coals per day for each engine, must have consumed
about 50,000 tons of coal annually.

In the year 1812, there was laid before the House of

Commons an account of cotton-wool imported, contain-

ing the average of four periods, of five years each, be-

ginning 1792, which we subjoin, although we have al-

ready in some degree, anticipated the result of the im-
portation during the first series of years.

Average of 5 years, from 1792 to 1796, 27,366,938 lbs.

1797 to 1801, 42,125,865
1802 to 1806, 58,776,780
ISOr to 1811, 87,881,808

In order that the increase in the value of cotton goods
exported may be compared with the increase in the

quantity of cotton-wool imported, we give the two fol-

lowing Tables.

4 E 2
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as far to tlic south as Derby. Since 1795, it has gained
a firmer and more extensive fooling in the West Rid-

int; of Yorkshire, intermixing with the original and
staple manufacture of that district. With respect to

the places where the different kinds of goods are maim-
fattured, it may be proper to give more minute infor-

mation : Great quantities of checks are made at Carlisle,

and in other parts of Cumberland ; the lowest qualities

of calicoes are made chiefly at Burnley and Colne in

Lancashire, and at Bradford in Yorkshire ; the best

qualities at Blackburn and Stockport ; the muslins are

made at Bolton, Stockport, and the surrounding vil-

lages ; the shirtings at Blackburn, Stockport, Manches-
ter, Sec. ; the puliicat handkerchiefs in the neighbour-

hood of Manchester; the quiltings and dimities in the

neighbourhood of Bolton, as well as the bed-quilts and
counterpanes ; nankeens and cotton tickings are chiefly

made within seven miles of Manchester ; velverets,

thicksets, and cords, chiefly at Warrington ; and vel-

veteens principally at Oldham, and in very great quan-

tity in those parts of Yorkshire which border on Lan-
cashire ; fustian cutting is almost entirely confined to

the town of Manchester ; bleaching and printing are

chiefly carried on at Blackburn, Bury, Sec. and the for-

mer at Bolton ; calico-printing is also carried on exten-

sively at Carlisle, and in the neighbourhood of London.
Most of the mills for spinning cotton are in the neigh-

bourhood of Manchester and Stockport.

The proportion of the population in the cotton dis-

trict of England employed in that trade, is very great

;

some estimate it so high as five-sevenths. In Bolton

it is supposed to be nearly one-half; in Stockport two-
thirds. The proportion of men and women employed
in weaving was formerly nearly equal ; but, in conse-

quence of the introduction of the power-looms, (to

which we have before adverted, and which forms the

most recent era in the history of the cotton trade of this

country,) though these looms as yet are but partially

applied to weaving, the propoition of women employed
in this branch of the cotton trade may be estimated to

be gi'eater than the men : the number of children is

ufrly equal to both men and women. The proportions

employed in the preparation of the cotton and in spin-

ning, are nearly four-fifths women to one-fifth men : in

this branch, also, the number of children is equal to

both. The quantity of cotton manufactured in the cot-

ton district, is estimated at about 81,000,000 lbs.

In the examination of witnesses before the House of

Commons, in the year 1812, respecting rewarding Mr
Cromplon, who invented the mule, it was given in evi-

dence, that the rate of increase of the cotton trade in

Lancashire and the adjoining districts, within 30 years

from that time, was as twenty to one ; that four millions

of spindles were employed according to Mr Crompton's
invention ; that two-thirds of the steam engines for spin-

ning cotton turned mules; and that the value of the

machinery, buildings, &c. on Mr Crompton's principle,

was between o.OOO.OQO/. and 4,000,000/.; consequently

the value of all the machinery of every kind employed
In the cotton trade, must have been at least 7,000,000/.

As the ofiicial value of the cotton goods exported
fi'om Great Britain in 1 809 and 1810 was upwar<ls of

19,000,000/. each year, we cannot estimate the total

value of the goods made in the cotton district in Eng-
land, both for lionie consumption and exportation, at less

than 29,000,000/. ; allowing the difference between the

o'fficial and the real value, (which, however, cannot be

great,) and the value of tlie goods retained for home
consumptioTi throughout the*ingdom, to be equivalent
to the value of the goods made in Scotland. But as it

may be said, that the quantity exported during these
two years was much greater than the average export,
and that the export of cotton manufactured goods in

1811 was only 1 l,715,5.'5r./., and of cotton yarn 545,237/.,
making a total of 12,260,770/.; and of 1812, of the for-

mer 15,972,826/. and of the latter 966,007/., making a
total of 16,938,833/. ; we shall suppose the steady ave-
rage exportation to be only 15,000,000/., and allowing,
as before, the difference between tiie official and the real
value, and the value of what is retained for home con-
sumption, to be equal to the value of what is made in

Scotland, we shall take 15,000,000/. as the real value of
the goods made in the cotton districts of England. As
it is probable that 80,000,000 pounds of cotton wool is

too high an estimate for the consumption of this district,

we shall take it at 70,000,000, averaging the price at 2s.

per pound ; this will give 7,000,000/. for the total cost
of it ; leaving 8,000,000 for interest of capital, profit to

the manufacturer, and wages of labour. As a very large
proportion of women and children are employed in this

trade, the average wages cannot be rated higher than
15/. per annum. The rate of profit to the manufacturer,
including interest of capital, must be rated at 20/. per
cent, since the expence and wear of machinery are very
great. Now 20/. per cent, on 8,000,000/., is 1,600,000/.,

leaving 6,400,000/. for wages. This at 15/. per annum
for each person employed, will give 426,666 as the num-
ber of people employed. And that this must be pretty

nearly the number, will appear from the following con-
siderations. The number of people in Liverpool, and
in other parts of Lancashire where the cotton trade is

not established, is probably considerably greater than
the population of those places out of Lancashire, in

which the trade is established ; we may therefore take
600,000, which is about 200,000 less than the population
of Lincashire, as the population of the cotton district of
England ; and supposing, as before stated, that five-

sevenths of this population is employed in the trade, the

whole number will be 428,570, which comes very near
the number to which we brought it by the other mode
of computation. The statement, then, with regard to

the cotton manufacture of England, will stand as fol-

lows :

Total value of the manufactured ailicle, L. 15,600,000
Value of the raw material, 7,000,000

Interest on capital, and manufacturers profit 1,600,000

Manufacturing wages 6,400,000

Number of people employed, about . 427,000

In many respects, there is a striking and considerable

contrast between the woollen and cotton manufactures,
which, in every point of view, may be regarded as the

most important manufactures of this country. In the

first, the woollen manufacture in general, at least in the

West Riding of Yorkshire, is carried on by men of com-
paratively small capital ; whereas most of those ciigag-

cd in the cotton maniifaciure are men of rather large

capital. There can be no doubt that this point of con-

trast will soon vanish, both fr<;m the natural course of

trade, and from the superior advantages which the fac-

tory system (so far as regards the grand object, .the

making of money) possesses over the domestic system.

Factories are much more cominon now than thev were
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formerly in the West U'ding, and their number is in-

creasint^. In tlie second fkce, the cotton niunufacture,

as h?.s just been incidentally observed, is distinguished

from the woollen manufacture, by the mode of carrying

it on : tlic most important branch of it, the spinning, is

ciUirely done in factories; and by the late invention of

power looms for weaving, it is highly probable that, in

the course of a few years, the next important branch,

that of weaving, will also be carried on in factories. In

the third place, it may be remarked, that in the cotton

manufacture, the proportion of women and children,

and more especially of the latter, to men, is much great-

er than in the woollen manufacture. In the fourth place,

the cotton manufacture is not nearly so regular and

steady a trade as the woollen manufacture. This seems

to arise principally from two causes. In the woollen

manufacture, the foreign demand and exportation is not

more than equal to the home consumption ; and the goods

manufactured, being less articles of luxury, taste, and

fancy, meet with a more regular and constant demand

:

neither the interruption of foreign trade, nor the vicis-

situdes of foreign fashion, therefore, can influence the

demand so much as is the case frequently with the cot-

ton manufacture. Moreover, in the case of the woollen

manufacture, by far the greatest proportion of the raw

material employed in it is of domestic growth ; whereas

in the case of the latter manufacture, the whole of the

raw material comes from abroad ; consequently the sup-

ply and price of it must vary very often, and very much.

As, therefore, we depend on foreign countries for the

raw material of our cotton manufacture, and on them
also for taking off a much larger proportion of it than of

our woollen goods, the trade in the latter must be more
regular and steady than in the cotton trade.

But the most material and important contrast be-

tween the two species of manufactures, consists in the

different condition of the people employed in them.
Whoever has been in the woollen and cotton districts

of England, must have been immediately struck with

this circumstance; and it is peculiarly striking, and al-

most forces itself upon a person who crosses the coun-
try from York to Manchester, and consequently passes
immediately from the woollen district of the West Rid-
ing, to the cotton district of Lancashire. In the former,
he observes much of the comfort and feelings of domes-
tic life; the habits and manners of the manufacturing
classes are sober, decent, and regular; they seem to
have an interest and a pride in keeping up the respecta-
bility of then- character, in setting a good example to

their children, and in bringing them up in the paths of
virtue. But, even before a traveller has time or oppor-
tunity to ascertain these facts, he is struck with the clean-
liness and neatness of their dress and persons, with the
healthiness of their looks, and with their steady and
cheerful manners. Let him pass into the cotton district,
and the case is most miserably reversed : the manufac-
turing classes are dirty, squalid, and unhealthy in their
looks, having the appearance of debauchery and poverty
strongly marked in their persons. Nor will these ap-
pearances, on enquiry, be found to be erroneous : the ut-
most ignorance and dissolution of manners prevail ; there
is none of that laudable feeling of independence, none of
that prospective prudence, without which the manufac-
turing classes must always be sunk in poverty and vice.
Such being the striking contrast, it is important to en-
deavour to ascertain its causes, and these by no means
lie deep

; they are sufficiently obvious. Before stating

them, however, it may be proper to recal to our readers,

iliat the principal points of contrast regard the health

and morals of the manufacturing classes in the two dis-

tricts : whatever causes will account for their difference

in these respects, will also account for their difference

in respect to comparative cleanliness, comfort, and pe-
cuniary means. In the first place, then, the factory sys-

tem being more prevalent in the cotton than in the wool-
len district, must be looked to as one of the primary and
great causes : it is unnecessary to explain how this must
operate in giving rise to disease and vice ; but it may be
remarked, tiiat, in all probability, even if the factory sys-

tem should become as prevalent in the woollen as it is

in the cotton district, it will not produce effects equally

prejudicial; and this, from the operation of the second
cause of the contrast between the two trades, to which
we shall now allude :—In the cotton trade, the number
of children employed is very great ; and it is easy to

conceive how their health must be affected in a crowded
factory, where they are obliged to work long before their

strength is adequate to the task, and at a period of life

when close and long confinement are extremely preju-

dicial. As they are sent to these factories before they
receive any education, they can attain little while they
are there, associate, while in them, with depraved cha-

racters, and at home meet with no encouragement or
example to cleanliness or propriety of conduct ; it is not

to be wondered that they should almost universally exhi-

bit instances of most disgusting filth, of most pitiable

want of health, and of vice, which at any age would be
shocking, and at their early age is peculiarly so. But
there is still another cause to which we must advert, in

order satisfactorily to account for and explain the con-

trast between the woollen and the cotton manufacturers.

It has already been remarked, that in the woollen trade,

the demand is more regular and steady than it is in the

cotton trade ; consequently, in the former, there are not

so many, nor so great inequalities in the wages of the

manufacturers. Besides, in the woollen trade, when the

demand slackens, it is customary to dismiss as few hands
as possible, but rather to keep them on at a lower rate

of wages : whereas, in the cotton trade, when the de-

mand diminishes in any considerable degree, multitudes

of work people are thrown out of employment. Now,
no person who is in the least acquainted with the habits

and feelings of the labouring classes in England, need be
told, that to them, high wages at one time, and low wa-
ges at another time, constitutes one of the greatest evils

to which they can be exposed. They almost uniformly

live up to the maximum rate of their wages; conse-

quently, when they are not employed, or but partially

employed, they have no means, or very inadequate

means, of supporting themselves. Nor is this the only

evil ; while trade was brisk, they indulged in various

things, which, of course, they cannot acquire when trade

is bad : of course, in the latter state of things, they re-

tain all the wants and habits which they acquired in the

former state of things, and are no longer able to satisfy

them. Thus, with high wages, they are extravagant,

debauched, and thoughtless; and with low wages, they
are starving. It must be obvious, that the more frequent-

ly those fluctuations in trade occur, which produce cor-

responding fluctuations of wages, the more confirmed
and inveterate will all the consequences produced by
these fluctuations become; and these consequences of
extreme high and low wages, frequently, and often ra-

pidly, succeeding one another, are the more di-eadful,
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as they fail on a set of people not prepared by education

or habits of rcllfction ami prudence to ;i\oi(l tlicni. In

the woollen trade, the case is different; wnj^es are much
more regular and steady ; and the people employed in

it are better able, from their education and habits, to

withstand the temptation of high wages, and conse-

quently are less exposed to the evil consequences of

low wages. Such appear to us to be the chief causes

of the difference so visible and general between the con-

dition and morals of the labouring classes in the cotton

and in the woollen districts : it may be added, that the

cotton factories in the former are generally in large

towns, and that at least, so far as respects Manchester,

the principal seat and centre of the trade, a great num-
ber of Irish people are employed in it, who certainly,

from the peculiarities of their national character, are as

little able to withstand the temptations of vice, and of al-

ternate high and low wages, as any race of people in the

world. On the contrary, the factories in the woollen dis-

trict are generally not in towns, and the people who
work in them are generally natives. It is proper, how-
ever, to remark, that the filth, poverty, unhealthiness and

dissipation, which characterize, in such a striking and
lamentable manner, the spinning branch of the manufac-
ture of cotton, do not exist, in nearly an equal degree, in

the weaving and other branches ; many of the weavers,

on the contrary, are industrious, sober, and intelligent

men ; and in the neighbourhood of Manchester, particu-

larly, frequently possess small farms, which they manage
along with their weaving business : these farms, it is

true, are too often neglected, in consequence of their at-

tention and time being almost exclusively devoted to their

other business.

Sect. HI—Manufactures of Silk, Linen, Stockings,

Leather, Irons Steel, Cofifier, Brass, Toys, ilfc. ;

Earthen and China Ware, Glass, Pa/ier, Hats. isfc. ;

Variety of Manufactures concentrated in single Towns,
as in Bristol, is'c.

Although the silk manufa^cture is of considerable

antiquity in England, yet it has never flourished to any
great extent; and at present is of very inconsiderable

importance and value. It appears, that about the mid-
dle of the 13th century, a very large quantity of silk

goods, (at that time a rarity in almost every part of Eu-
rope), was brought into this country. The novelty and
splendour of this article of dress seems to have excited

general interest among our nobility ; but it was not till

nearly two centuries afterwards, that the silk manufac-
ture was introduced. Between the years 1455 and 1463,

the women in many parts of England were engaged in

it ; and in order to encourage their labours, the importa-

tion of several articles of foreign silk was prohibited :

this prohibition was reinforced under severe penalties,

about 20 years afterwards ; but it seems not to have been
effectual, as foreign silk goods were not only much bet-

ter, but much cheaper, than any that could be made
here. About the beginning of the 17th century, the

manufacture of broad silk was introduced; King James
having previously in vain attempted to introduce silk

worms into this country. In 1629, the silk throwers in

London were incorporated ; antl this branch of the trade

seems to have flourished so well, that about 30 years af-

terwards their numbers in the metropolis amounted to

40,000 So far back as the year 1558, the Russia com-
pany had imported raw silk

; probably the produce of

China, procured through Russia; but the quantity was
very inconsiderable; and the silk trade was much im-
peded and crani()od by the difficulty of procuring it from
ouier places. This obstruction continued till the year

1681, when, in consequence of the importation of raw
siik from India, it is stated that the English silk manu-
facture was quadrupled. Within four years after this,

the P'rench refugees came over, and werj established in

Spittalfields, and at Canterbury, and other places. From
1686 to 1688, the average annual importation of silk im-
ported from France, amounted to upwards of 700,000/.

The year 1719 forms a remarkable epoch in the history

of the silk trade in England ; a patent having been grant-

ed at this time for the famous machine for throwing
silk, erected by Sir Thomas Lombe and his brother,

made from a model they had clandestinely obtained from
Italy. By means of this machine, it was confidently ex-
pected that the manufacture of silk would be much ex-
tended, being no longer dependent on foreign countries

for a supply of the prepared material. The silk manu-
facture was indeed extended, but it appears that the im-
portation of Italian organized silk was indispensibly ne-

cessary for the warp in the manufacture. An act of Par-
liament was therefore passed in the year 1779, to permit
the importation of it in the most free and unrestricted

manner; and this act was reinforced in 1783. The silk

trade of this country may justly be deemed to have been
at its acme about this period, since very shortly after-

wards cotton, in a great measure, superseded silk for

ladies gowns. In 1783, an estimate (to which we have
already referred) was published of the annual produce
and condition of the principal manufactures in this king-
dom ; according to which, the silk manufacture was
rated at 3,350,000/. : most probably an overcharged es-

timate. It is curious to observe the estimate which this

author puts on the value of the cotton trade at this time-
only 960,000/. : How different are the two manufactures
at present! So rapid and general was the change of

fashion, which substituted cotton for silk, that in the year

1793, in the neighbourhood of Spittalfields alone, 4500
looms were shut up ; these looms, when in full work,
gave employment to 10,000 people, of whom more than

a half were women and children. A short time before

this, the East India Company, in order to encourage the

British manufacture of silk, introduced into Bengal the

Italian method of winding it ; and they were able to ren-

der this country in a great measure independent of Italy,

kc. for raw and tin-own silk ; besides, it was ascertained,

that the throw mills in England, on tiie whole, threw only

about 50,000 pounds of silk in the year, which was not

equal to an eighth part of the thrown silk imported.

But, unfortunately, the revolution in fashion took place

just about the time when the East India Company had
matured their plans.

The following is the state of the silk manufacture of

this country at present, in the principal places where it

is carried on :—At Derby, there are 12 twist mills, on the

model of those brought over by Sir Thomas Lombe,
which give employment to about 1000 people, mostly

women and children. At Macclesfield, between 20 and
30 silk mills are generally at work for the throwing of

silk, and making of sewing silk, most of which are turn-

ed by water; waste silk is also spun for the making of

stockings and silk handkerchiefs, ribbons, tape, &c. ma-
nufactured. At Leek, ribbons, sewing silk, silk twist,

and buttons : this place and Coventry have taken away
a considerable part of the silk trade from Spittalfitjlds, in
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consequence, it is supposeJ, of ilic effects of the act of

Parliament for regulating wages at t!ic latlc-r place. Co-

ventry and Atlierstone in the same county are the prin-

cipal places for the manufacture of ribbons. At Si Al-

bans and Watford, in Hertfordshire, there are silk mills

on a new and improved construction, which give employ-

ment to a considerable number of people. There are

likewise silk Hiills at ShelTitkl; Bruton, in Somerset-

shire; Sherbournc and Stalbridgc in Dorsetshire; Not-

tingham, Chesterfield, Congleton, where silk is spun for

the ribbon manufacture at Coventry, and several other

places. Silk goods, of vaiious descriptions, are manu-

factured at Oakingham and Colchester; silk handker-

chiefs at Manchester, &c.; and at Towcester in North-

amptonshire, the chief manufacture is silk wrought by

machinery. We have already mentioned, that part of

the Spittalfields manufactures have been transferred to

Coventry and Leek, in consequence of the act for regu-

lating wages : this act has also induced some master

manufacturers of gauze, who used to make tiiat article

in Spittalfields, to remove their trade to Reading, in

Berkshire, where it is rather in a flourishing state. Spit-

talfields, however, must still be regarded as the princi-

pal seat of the silk trade of this country : in that district,

there are upwards of 20,000 looms employed, principally

in the manufacture of light silks, which arc exported to

America when the trade is open. As there is less of

the raw material in them, the English silk manufacturer

can compete, in the American market, with the French
manufacturer; but it is otherwise with heavy silks, in

which the proportion of the raw material is greater. Be-

sides America, the West Indies take off a considerable

part of their goods; and it is calculated that one third

are used for home consumption. The slight articles are

made almost entirely by women and children. There
are three persons to two looms, besides windsters and
warpers ; from this, and from the circumstance men-
tioned before, that when the trade was so bad in the year
ir93, that 4500 looms were shut up, and 10,000 people
were thrown out of employ, we niay safely reckon the total

number of people employed in tlie silk manufacture in

Spittalfields at between 25,000 and 30,000.

Mr Grellier has attempted to estimate the value of
this manufacture in the following manner : " The ave-
rage quantity of raw and thrown silk imported in three
years preceding the 5th of January 1797, was 883,438
lb. the value of which when manufactured is about
2,700,000/. The cost of silk to the manufacturer, if

raw and thrown are taken together at only 28*. per
pound, amounts to 1,260,000/.; and the profits of the
manuf.icturer 245,454/., at the rate of 10 per cent, on the
cost when manufactured." He adds, that the number of
persons employed in this manufacture has been stated at
200,000, but there appears no reason to believe that it

exceeds 65,000 of all descriptions. This estimate seems
to be manifestly wrong in one important particular. Mr
Grellier takes the profit of the manufacturer at the rate
of 10 per cent, on the cost of the article when manufac-
tured

; but the value according to him is 2,700,000/.

:

ten per cent, on this is evidently 270,000/., and not
2)5,454/. The imports of silk from Italy in 20 years,
from 1781 to 1800 inclusive, were on the average per
annum about 4200 bales. The imports from i 800 to
1805 were rather greater, amounting to 672,409 pounds.
The average annual imports of silk from Bengal, from
1775 to 1794, amounted to 3240 bales; and from 1795 to
;804, the average import from Bengal was about 2128

bales. From this it will appear, that the annual con -

sumption of silk is about 6328 bales, or nearly 950,000

pounds. Assuming the price to be 30s. per pound, the

value of the raw material will be 1,425,000/.; and sup-

posing that the average increased value of all silk good?
when manufactured is three times that of the raw mate-

rial, the value of the whole silk manufactured will be
4,275,000/.; deducting from this the sum of 1,425,000/,^

it will give us 3,250,000/., as the sum out of which the

interest of capital, manufacturing profit, and labourers

wages are to be taken. If we reckon 20 per cent, on
this sum for the two former, it will give 641,000, and
the remainder, 2,609,000/., will be the amount of the la-

bourers wages. As a very large proportion of these live

in London, we cannot reckon their wages on an average
of town and country, and men, women, and children, at

less than \5s. a week, or about 40/. a year. If, therefore,

we divide the sum of 2,609,000/. by 40, we shall proba-
bly come near the number of people employed in this

manufacture : this will give us 65,250, and this number
of people seems much more probable than the number
stated by Mr Grellier, when we consider that in Spittal-

fields there are about 25,000 or 30,000, and that in Co-
ventry the ribbon trade occupies a considerable propor-

tion of the inhabitants.

The linen manufacture of England is one of very
small importance, though formerly it appears to have
been of greater extent and value. This article was
made in this country so early as the year 1 1 89, but at

that time by far the greatest quantity used, as well as

that of the finest quality, was imported from Flanders.

About the middle of the 16th ccntuiy, Norfolk engaged
in this manufacture, and a particular privilege wa-s

granted to this county, of manufacturing a kind then

called Dorneck in it. About a century afterwards,

Irish linen yarn was much imported, and manufactured
into linen in Manchester; and it is rather singular,

that notwithstanding; the almost overwhelming influ-

ence of the cotton trade, this manufacture still keeps its

ground in Lancashire nearly to as great an extent as in

any other district of England. Towards the end of the
seventeenth century, our injportations of linen from
France were very large. Mr King, in his Bi HisA Mer-
chant, rates them at the annual value of 900,(j00/. ; ai

the same time he gives rather a favourable view of the

increase of Uiis manufacture in England. In Lanca-
shire and Cheshire alone, he says there was an increase

to the amoimt of 240.000/. per ainiimi : and that in these

counties there were 10,000 looms, and 60,000 people
wholly employed and subsisted by that manufacture.
The increase in Dorsetshire and Somersetshire (where
this manufacture still subsists) he estimates at 100000/.,
and in the other English counties at 40,000/. Tiie im-
portation of linen appears at this time (1702) to have
been recent; for he reckons the whole amount of it

80,000/. under the head of increase. Besides linen of
our own manufacture, we procured it from Scotland to

the amount of lOO'OOO/., from Holland to the amount of
upwards of 200,000/ , and from Germany to the amount
of upwards of half a million. The annual consumption
of linen he rates at 1,750,000/., of which he says that the
English manufacturer supplied 745,561/ Os. Id. Such^
according to him, was the state of this nianufactui-c in

England at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
Parliament seems to have been early anxious to en-
courage and extend this manufacture. By the act of
tonnage and poundage, passed in the 12th of Charles
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II. duties were imposed on foreign linens ; but in con-

sequence of their not being duly proportioned and levi-

ed, and of the decrease in the value of the money duty,

as well as the improvements in the fabric of German

linens, they were not so beneficial as Avas expected and

intended. In the year 1743, a bounty was first granted

on the exportation of British linens; and in 1745, this

bounty was augmented. It appears by the custom-

house books, that, prior to the year 1746, British linen

was so small an article of export trade, that the whole

quantity exported from England never amounted in any

one year to 200,000 yards; and it may be remarked, as

forming a strikmg contrast between the state of this

manufacture in England and Scotland at that lime and

at this, that the whole export from the latter country

did not reach 90,000 yards. The increase of the manu-

facture in England will appear from the follov/ing facts.

In the year 1743, the year when the bounty took place,

the quantity exported from England drawing bounty

was 52,779 yards; in 1753, 641,510 yards; in 1763,

2,308,310 yards; in 1773, 5,868,233 yards; and in 1783,

8,867,915 yards. On an average of 10 years, from the

5th January 1776 to the Sth January 1786, the linen

drawing bounty exported from England was 5,315,354

yards ; and the total average quantity of what was ex-

ported and what was consumed in England, was in 1786

about 30,000,000 yards, in value nearly 1,600,000/. per

annum, and employing and supporting about 200,000

people. It ought also to be remarked, that the increase

in the exportation of the finer linens not entitled to

bounty, between 1743 and 1783, was nearly as great in

value, though not in quantity.

Yet notwithstanding this increase in the linen manu-
facture of England, the importation of linen from Ire-

land continued to increase ; and it is worthy of remark,
that at this period, from a comparison of the English
imports and exports of Irish linen, it appears that four-

fifths, or perhaps seven-eighths of the whole, were con-

sumed by the people of England, and those mostly of the

finest quality. The Lords of Trade, in investigating this

subject, reckoned the home consumption as at least four-

fifths ; but while the importation from Ireland increased,

that from foreign countries diminished, as will appear
from the following statement

:

Imported. Exported.

18,584,503 ells in 1743 9,894,837 ells

8,954,649 . . . 1773 4,385,276

9,629,854 decrease 5,509,561

This manufacture, as well as that of silk, suffered

from the rivalship of the cotton manufacture about the

year 1790, but not nearly to so great a degree. There
are very few data respecting this manufacture about
this period. It appears, however, that the quantity of
linens printed in England and Wales in the year 179 6,

was considerably less than the quantity printed in 1800,
though the exact difference cannot be stated, as the
returns laid before parliament did not distinguish be-
tween printed linens and stuffs. Besides the substitu-
tion of printed cottons for printed linens in dress, the
latter trade must have suffered by the very general
adoption of cotton stockings instead of thread ones, while
the great increase in the importation of Irish linens must
have discouraged&nother branch of the trade.

Vol. VIII. PartU.

That the principal branch of the linen manufacture
must at this time be at a low ebb in England, will ap-
pear from the following facts, ascertained from official

documents: On an average, from the union with Ire-

land to the Sth of January 1813, there have been an-

nually retained, for home consumption in this country,

32,758,958 yards of Irish linen. The annual average
quantity of plain linen imported from Germany, and re-

tained for home consumption, between 1801 and 1812,
was upwards of two million yards ; from Russia nearly
the same quantity ; from Holland and France very tri-

fling. Although not immediately connected with this

part of the linen trade, we may add from the same do-
cuments, that, from 1801 to 1813, the annual average
quantity of Hessen's canvass retained for home con-
sumption, was upwards of 700,000 yards ; of packing
upwards of 500,000 yards; of damask and diaper of
Silesia, between 60,000 and 70,000 yards ; of cambric
and French lawns upwards of 17,000 whole pieces. AH
the Silesia lawns were exported again. Of sail cloth,

upwards of 47,000 ells were retained for home consump-
tion ; and of chequered and striped linen upwards of
12,000 ells. The average total of all sorts retained for

home consumption during this period, was 14,559 pieces,

5,836,621 ells, and 64,705 yards. Although this state-

ment includes Scotland, yet as little foreign linen (except
Irish) is used there, it may be taken as a sufficiently

accurate statement of the consumption of foreign arti-

cles made of flax and hemp in England ; and in con-
junction with the statement of the average quantity of

Irish linen retained, it at least serves to prove, that the

linen manufacture in England cannot be of much impor-
tance or value. It may, however, be proper to point out
the principal places in this country, where articles are
manufactured from flax or hemp.

Canvass for sailcloth is manufactured at Warrington,
though not nearly to so great an extent as formerly, as
at one time it was calculated that half of the heavy sail-

cloth used in the navy was manufactured here ; at Kirk-
ham, in the Filde district of Lancashire, v/here a large
(juantity is made for the navy, 6000 bolts of canvass
having been supplied by two houses in the space of six
months ; at Lancaster, Whitehaven, Workington, Stock-
ton, Whitby, Hull, Retford in Nottinghamshire, Read-
ing, Oxford, Bridport, and all the district between that

and Beaminster in Dorsetshire, as well as in the adjoin-
ing part of Somersetshire. At Bridport, there is also

an extensive manufacture of nets of all sorts, lines, and
small cordage. At one period during the late war, the
number of contractors for sailcloth for the navy were
in England 23, each having 20 looms, and each loom
producing two pieces of canvass in the week ; but Eng-
land was so little able to supply the demand, that by far

the largest proportion was obtained from Scotland, where
the sailcloth manufactures were increasing, while those
in England were diminishing.

In Suflblk, a considerable quantity of hemp is grown,
which is manufactured into strong and coarse linen, and
also into sacking and cordage. The latter are made
chiefly in the vicinity of Stowmarket. Linen for sheet-

ing is made at Bromsgrove in W^orcestershire ; and
sacking for hops, &c. is manufactured in Berkshiie,
where 4000 people are employed, principally at Abing-
don, and in most of the hop counties. These, with some
other linen manufactures in different parts of Westmore-
land, Lancashire, Dorsetshire, Durham, 6«c, of very in-

4 F
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considerable cxieni or importance, may be considereil

as tiic piincijial in England. Linen tliread is made in

ronsidciablc ([uantity, by the poor people m cottages,

in the ntiKlibuurhood of Workington, and exchanged

with trades people lor goods. Mills lor spinning (lax

were first invented at Darlington, where liiey are still

used. M this place, there is also a manufacture of

huckabacks, diapers, and sheeting. It will be evident

from this account of them, that, with the exception ot

the sailcloth manufacture, the value of the goods made,

and consequently the value of the raw material, and tlic

amtmnt of the manufacturer's profit, and the workmen's

wages, must be very tiifling ; and as in time of peace

this principal branch must necessarily fall off very

much, there seems no necessity, even if there were data,

to endeavour to ascertaiti these particulars. It may,

however, just be mentioned, that, in the opinion of Mr
(ircUicr, the linen trade of England amounts to about

one million annually.

As stockings ai'e made of worsted, silk, and cotton,

we shall consider the manufacture of them in this place.

The ait of knitting stockings was introduced about the

middle of the 16tli century; and within 27 years after

needles had been applied to this purpose, the steel frame

was invented, or introiluccd by one Lee of Calverton, in

Nottinghamshire. This county, and the adjoining coun-

ties of Derby and Leicester, still continue the seat of

the stocking manufacture. The Frame-work Knitters

Company were incorporated in 1661; but during the

first century after the invention, few improvements were

inade in the frames, as in 1660 two men were employ-

ed to work one frame. Latterly, however, great im-

provements have taken place in this machine, and it

lias been applied to various purposes besides the mak-
ing of stockings.

The species of stockings made at present in Leices-

tershire, Nottinghamshire, and Derbyshire, in some re-

spects vary from one another. In the first mentioned

county, the stockings are principally or wholly of worst-

ed or of cotton ; very few, if any, silk stockings being

made in the county. The worsted and cotton for ma-
nufacturing them, is prepared either in the county, or

in the neighbouring county of Warwick, particularly

in Warwick itself, where one house is very extensively

concerned in this trade. The articles made in Leices-

tershire are principally light, consisting of sandals,

gloves, half stockings. Sec. a great many of which were
formerly exported to America. The chief places in

the county where this trade is carried on, ate Leices-

ter, Hinckley, and Loughborough ; but in all the prin-

cipal villages through most parts of Leicestershire, the

inhiibitanlb are more or less engaged in this trade. It

is calculated, that there are employed about 20,000 peo-
ple. In Hinckley alone, 3000 are generally employed.
The whole hosiery annually made is estimated at the
value of 1,500,000/.

In Nottinghamshire, the stocking-trade is still more
extensive, as well as valuable, than in Leicestershire.
IJesides stockings, stocking-pieces for pantaloons, kc.
are made ; and of stockings themselves a great propor-
tion are silk. Thread stockings were formerly made
here in great quantities, but, as we before mentioned,
since vhe advancement of the cotton trade, they have
been entirely superseded by cotton stockings. The
trade of Nottinghamshire has undergone great fluctua-
tionsj and is by no means at present in a settled state.

In the year 1 807, which was a flourishing year, it was
veiv great in all its branches. Besides stockings and
stocking-pieces, cotton caps have been made in this

county for some years. These are exported in great

quantities to the Mediterranean, 60,000 dozen having

been sent in one year. Formerly the countries border-

ing on this sea were supplied from Germany ; but the

manufacturers of Nottinghamshire gained possession of

the market, by superior industry and attention, and small-

er profits. . Pieces are also made in the frame, which
are afterwards cut up into gloves, and exported to the

United States and Canada. All kinds of fleecy hosiery

are likewise made ; but what principally distinguisiies

Nottinghamshire, is its manufacture of lace on the

stocking-frame. Warp lace was invented in 1804; and,

in the year 1805, cotton-yarn (for this lace is made of

cotton) was wrought fine enougii to be made into double
press lace, and so much approved, that in 1807 there

were 1200 frames employed; and in 1808, 1500. About
this time an inferior kind of lace was made ; and it is

said that the decaying and unsettled state of the Not-
tinghamshire manufacture is, in a great measure, owing
to the bad quality of these goods. Within these few
years, a patent has been obtained f(U' net silk lace, for

ladies' veils, &c. in the making of which a great many
women are employed, chiefly at Castle Donnington and
its neighbourhood, in Leicestershire, dependant on Not-
tingham. The hosiery manufacture of Derbyshire is

chiefly confined to those parts of the county that border
on Nottinghamshire, and to Litton, near Tideswell. The
number of frames employed, including those on which
silk and cotton stockings are wrought, has been calcu-

lated about 1550. In all these counties, a large propor-

tion of the manufacturers are men of small capital.

Large quantities of cotton gloves are made in Leicester-

shire and Nottinghamshire : woollen gloves are princi-

pally made in Wales and the north of England.
Knit stockings are now seldom made ; though, in the

more hilly or retired parts of England, especially in

Richmondshire, in the North Riding of Yorkshire, in

Cumberland, and in the isle of Purbeck, and at ^Vim-
borne in Dorsetshire, considerable quantities are made.

Linen-lace, made by bobbins, is the chief employ-
ment of the women in the small towns of Bucking-
hamshire, Bedfordshire, Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire,
and in some parts of Devonshire. It is supposed that

more lace of this kind is made at Newport Pagnell,

in the first mentioned county, than in all the rest of

England. At Honiton, in Devonshire, the broadest
lace is made ; but, since the introduction of the Not-
tinghamshire cotton lace, that made of linen thread has
fallen much into disuse; nor is the decline of the trade

to be lamented, since, from the sedentary habits which
were necessary to carry it on, and from the practice of

the females who were engaged in it, crowding together

in small, ill ventilated rooms, in the winter time, for

the purpose of keeping themselves warm, it produced
much ill health in the districts in which it was the

chief occupation.

As somewhat connected with this subject, we may
mention the manufacture of shirt-buttons. This trifling

article is made to a considerable amount, in many
towns in Dorsetshire, particularly about Blandford and
Shaftesbury; and a practice prevails here, which we
have already noticed as prevailing ^vith respect to the

making of linen thread at Workington'. The shirt-
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buttons arc generally exchanged lor goods to the trades-

men, who in their turn endeavour to force them off,

in exchange for what coniniodilies they may want.

This practice of paying for one species of manufacture

by another, or rather of compelling the labouring ma-
nufacturer to take goods in exchange for his work,

seems to have prevailed at an early period ; since a law

was passed against it in the time of Edward IV. and

another law in the time of George II. : but the practice

still prevails, as we have seen in Dorsetshire; and, when
trade is bad in Nottinghamshire, it is resorted to.

As the manufactures of wool, cotton, silk, and linen,

may be regarded as intimately connected, both with re-

spect to the mode in which they are for the most part

carried on, and the purposes to which the goods they

produce are applied, we shall subjoin to this account

of them a curious and striking instance of the division

of labour, as related to them, before we proceed to the

other species of manufactures in this kingdom. In most
places where woollen, cotton, or linen goods are made
to any great extent, there are a set of men who are de-

nominated fine-drawers : the business of these men is to

examine the goods, and if they find any rent or blemish,

lo mend it in such a manner tliat it either may not be

perceived, or at least may not injure the sale of the

goods. But besides these fine-drawers, there are in

London a set of men denominated packers. Men of the

same denomination are found in all the large manufac-

turing towns ; but a packer, in the London acceptation

of the term, is almost, if not entirely, confined to the

metropolis. His business consists in this :—When a

merchant receives orders from abroad for superfine

cloths, kerseymeres, &c. or cotton or linen goods, he

applies to the packer, who, from liis experience, knows
exactly the kind of goods which are wanted, and where
they are to be procured. The packer takes the orders

to the factors, and purchases from them what he deems
necessary and proper : but as many of these goods are

sold in an unfinished state, undyed, and perhaps un-

secured, the packer sees to the scouring, dying, press-

ing, dressing, &c. Even after this, his labour and inore

peculiar business only commences ; for he has to orna-

ment and decorate them according to the market for

which they are wanted ; since, if goods were taken out

to the East Indies, for example, without the appropriate

ornaments, the natives would not believe that they were
of British manufacture, and would consequently re-

fuse to purchase them. The packer employs the fine-

drawer under him, to examine if there be any flaws,

and fine-draw them.
The leather trade of England is one of considerable

extent and importance; but there are no materials

which can supply even a sketch of its history. In the

political essays concerning the British empire, publish-

ed in the year 1772, by J. Campbell, (though without

his name), he gives the following estimate of the value

of this manufacture in Great Britain. Although it com-
prehends Scotland, and it does not appear on what data

it is grounded, yet, as this author seems to be accurate
and well informed on other points respecting the state

of our manufactures at this period, we shall, in the ab-

sence of more satisfactory statements, subjoin it. " Sup-
posing that there are nine millions of people in Great
Britain and Ireland, and that three-fourths of them wear
leather shoes, (which cannot be beyond the reality),

each person upon a medium five pairs in a year, and
tlie price, on a medium, 6s. a pair, (boots included),

this consumption amounts to L. 10,125,000

Supposing tiic consumption of leather by
coaches, cliaises, kc 100,000

By harness, saddles, and bridles 500,000

By leather breeches, suppose 200,000 pair

to be worn annually, at 10s. on an ave-

rage 1,000,000

Total L. 11,725,000

The reader will not fail to remark the large sum al-

lowed for leather breeches, an article now seldom met
with among the lower classes, (with whom it was then

very general) and not very much worn by any rank.

Of this calculation it may be remarked, th:it it estimates

the population of Great Britain and Ireland too low,

but probably it does not carry the value of the leatlier

manufacture (if wc suppose the calculation to apply on-

ly to Great Biitain, and the population of it, indepen-

dently of Ireland, to have been 9,000,000,) much too

high. In the year 1783, according to the estimate of

the annual produce and condition of the principal ma-
nufactures in Great Britain at that time, already refer-

red to, the annual produce of leather was stated at

10,500,000; and it was said to be in a declining state.

About two years ago, in consequence of an intention

on the part of government to lay a tax upon leather,

most of the principal people connected witli tlie differ-

ent branches of the trade were examined before a Com-
mittee of the house of Commons. The information on

the state of this manufacture, connected with our sub-

ject, which they gave, we shall lay before our readers,

along with information on other points on which they

were not called upon to give their evidence. The first

point relates to the supply of the raw material. This
of course we get in large quantities at home; though
the foreign hides are estimated at three-sevenths of tiie

whole quantity used ; and of the skins of calves, sheep,

and deer, one half.

The importation of raw hides appears to have been
most considerable from the continent of Europe, till the

year 1807, when it fell off nearly one-half. In 1808

and 1809, it was not one-tenth of what it had been prior

to 1807; in 1810 it rose higher than in any preceding
year, (from 1803) except 1805; in 1811 and 1812, it

again fell very low, not amounting on the average of

these two years, to one-tenth of the importation of 1807.

From 1803 to 1807, the importation of hides from Ame-
rica was next in amount to the importation from Eu-
rope ; but in 1808, the importation from America was
tripled; and in 1811 it was again tripled. For some
time after we began to trade with Buenos Ayres, hides

were the principal remittance in return for the goods
sent out. The importation of raw hides from Ireland

and the West Indies has continued nearly stationary.

With respect to the importation of tanned hides, skins,

and leather, it takes place chiefly from Ireland, from
the continent of Europe in time of peace, and sometimes
from the East Indies.

According to the opinion of the leather manufacturers,

examined before the Committee, the leather tanned

within the limits of the chief office in London, bears

about the proportion of one to eight of all the leatiier

tanned in England and Wales. Proceeding on this sup-

position, we have, from the return of leather tanned

within the limits of the chief office between the 5 th

January 1812 and 5th January 1813, calculated the

4F 2
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quantity of all the leather tanned witliin that time in

England and Wales, as follows.

lbs.

Hides tanned in England
and Wales, number 8,851,352 weight 39,829,080

Goal's skins tanned in do. 363,324 dozen.

Roans tanned in do. . . 273,800 do.

Pieces of goat and deer skins 396,836 weight 334,744

In almost every part of England and Wales there are

tanneries ; but they arc most numerous and extensive

in Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, Cheshire,

particularly the middle part of the county, Shropshire,

Sussex, Berkshire, (at Wantage in this county is one

of the largest in the kingdom,) Lincolnshire, and Nor-

tliumberhind. About Louth, in Lincolnshire, large sheep

skins, called Lincolnshire basils, are tanned, wliich are

used for blacksmiths' aprons. But by far the greatest

tanneries are in Ucrniondsey, in the Borough. The ma-

nufacture of what is called Morocco leather is almost

entirely confined to this place. The goats' skins used

for this purpose are chiefly got from Mogadore, in Mo-
rocco; some also come from Germany, but they arc of

an inferior quality. The capital necessary for the tan-

ning business is very considerable, since, besides what

is laid out in buildings. Sec. there must be suflicient to

wait the returns, which arc necessarily very slow. It

is calculated that the capital employed, taking in build-

ings, pits, hides, bark, Sec. is more than double the an-

nual sale. The tanners complain that it requires a

greater weight of hide to make a pound of leather now
than formerly ; and this they ascribe to the rapid man-
ner in which cattle are fattened.

The principal leather manufacture is, of course, that

of shoes, either for home consumption, or for exporta-

tion ; and the counties in which shoes are made, on the

largest scale, are Northamptonshire and Staflbrdshire.

In the former county, Northampton, and more particu-

larly Wellingborough and Kettering ; in Staffordshire,

the county town and Newcastle-under-Lyne are the

principal manufacturing places; in most of which, the

leather is delivered out by the master manufacturers to

the small makers. Shoes are also made at Nantwich,
Congleton, and Sandbach in Cheshire, by the small

makers, and sent to the London ware-houses. While
the war lasted, the demand for shoes for the army was
very great, the contractor generally supplying upwards
of 600,000 pair annually ; these he procured almost
entirely from Northamptonshire and Staffordshire. In
Stafford there was one house which employed 1000
workmen, and made about 75,OOu/. worth in the course
of the year. In this manufacture a considerable num-
ber of women and children were employed ; and it may
be remarked, that during the war a number of people
in Norwich and other places found employment by sew-
ing soles to the list shoes made by the French prisoners.
Leather slippers are made in great quantities at Bicester
in Oxfordshire.

It is impossible to conjecture the probable quantity
of leather used in various ways for home consumption
in this country : perhaps the following facts may throw
some light on this subject. The probable annual con-
sumption of leather for one pair of a gentleman's coach
harness, is about 10 pounds; for a common riding sad-
dle and bridle, about 3 lbs. ; for cart harness, about the
same quantity ; for boots, 1 6 lbs. ; for walking shoes, 7 lbs.

;

for dress shoes, 8] lbs.; for high-laced shoes, 7JIbs.

;

and for soldiers shoes, 8 J lbs.

Shoes are principally exported to the East Indies,

Batavia, the West Indies, and Canada: while we tra-

ded with the United States, a great quantity of women's
shoes were sent thither, and many females were employ-
ed in binding them.

Saddles arc made in almost every town, but Sher-
borne and Lyn are particularly ren)arkablc for this

manufacture; they are made here, as well as in London,
for exportation. The hog-skins which, when tanned,

are used for the seat of tlie saddle, are principally im-
ported from Russia. We shall afterwards have occasion

to notice this manufacture, when we come to treat of

the manufactures in the hardware line about Birming-
ham.

Gloves are manufactured chiefly at Woodstock, Wor-
cester, where the manufacture is so extensive that it

employs nearly 500 women besides men, and the returns

are about 100,000/.; Stourbridge, Hereford, York, Swin-
don in Wiltsliire, Yeo\ii in Somersetshire, Hexham, Sec.

a number of weakly people and children are employed
in this trade ; but they are now made by machinery in

some places. Chamois leather is dressed by mills at «
Darlington.

The amount of the value of this manufacture, in all

its branches, it is impossible to ascertain with any de-

gree of accuracy, though it must be very considerable.

In the article of shoes alone, the home consumption
must be great; if we suppose that it costs each indivi-

dual only 10s. a year, on an average of all classes and
ages, and of both sexes, for shoes, this will bring the

amount to above 5,000,000/. The value of all other

articles made of leather, such as harness, saddlery. Sec.

and what is consumed in coaches, must, at least, reach
the same sum ; so that, on a moderate calculation, tlie

annual value of this manufacture may be rated at

10,000,000/.; estimating the value of the raw material

at the usual rale, that is, as equal to one third of the

value of the manufactured article, this will give us
3,333,333/., leaving 6,665,667/. As in many branches of
this manufacture, especially in the most extensive, the

shoe trade, there is little outlay of capital, except for

the purchase of the raw material, probably 15 per cent,

on this sum of 6,666,667/. will be nearly the amount of
manufacturing profit ; this will be nearly 1,000,000/., and
the remainder, divided by 25/., (the probable average
amount of the annual wages of the persons who work at

this manufacture,) will give us about 227,000 as the num-
ber of persons employed in the leather manufacture.

In treating of the mines of England, we incidentally

noticed some of the iron works in which that metal
was brought into the state of what is called pig and bar

iron, partly because this process could scarcely be called

a manufacture, and partly because we wished to form an
estimate of the probable produce of the English mines,

by ascertaining the quantity of pig and bar iron that was
made in the kingdom. But now that we are about to

enter on a view of the hardware manufacture, which, in

point of extent and importance, is probably next to the

woollen and cotton manufactures, and certainly has con-
tributed along with them, to raise the national character

in the estimation of foreigners very high, on the score
of ingenuity and industry; it will be proper to commence
this branch of our subject, by a notice of the most im-
portant iron founderies.

Perhaps the most extensive are those at Colebrook
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Dale, in Shropshire, and at Mossbrout^h, near Rotheram,

in Yorkshiru, in which iron in all its forms is maiuifac-

tui'ixl, ti-oni the poiidcrons iron bridge to small culinary

utensils. At Bcrsliam, near Wrexliam, there are not

only smelting- iurnaces, but furnaces for smcltiny; the

pig- iron, and castnig it into various articles, such as cy-

linders, for fire-eiii^ines, water pipes, boilers, pots and

pans of all sizes, box and flat irons, and cannon and ball

of all dimensions. Here also arc forges for malleable

iron, and wire works, as well as a brass foundery. At
Walton, near Chesterfield, there are a furnace and foun-

dery, in which nearly the same articles are manufactured

as at the works near Wrexham. 'I'here are likewise

large ironfoundeiics at Bradford, Burton on Trent, Neath,

Merthy, Tydvil, Swansea, Tavistock, and many other

places, particularly in the couniirs of Lancashire, on the

northern part near Ulverstone, Durham, particularly at

Swalwell, Winlaton, Lumley, Slionley Bridge, Derwent
Coat, and Blackball Mills: at the three latter places are

manufactories of steel for sword blades;—Gateshead,

Chester-le Street, and Sunderland; Yorkshire, SialTord-

shire, Shropshire, Derbyshire, and Monmouth. Copper
works are established at Swansea, Aberaven, Cobliam,

(at these two places there are also iron works, indeed

they are often united,) Wandsworth, St Helen's, (at which
place a very extensive business was carried on, while the

Anglesea mines were most productive) likewise in the

district of Furness in Lancashire. Great Marlow, where
brass and steel thimbles are also made. Holywell, where
copper sheets for the bottoms of ships, copper-nails, bolts,

brass, hrass-wire and plate brass, are manufactured.
Macclesfield, where also copper for sheathing ships is

made, and a considerable quantity of brass, brass-wire,

brass nails, &c.
But though these and other works of the like nature,

especially some of the iron-works, may astonish us by
their magnitutte, yet, on reflection, they probably will

not excite such wonder and admiration, as the manufac-
tures of Birmingham and Sheffield, and the respective

neighbourhoods of these towns.

Although many of the manufactures carried on in

Birmingham come under the description of hardware,

yet there are also many whicli cannot be classed under
that or any other general head ; but perhaps by no
means can we give such an adequate idea of the manu-
factures of this place, as by the following enumeration
of them, in which will be seen their curious, minute,

and almost endless variety. It is proper to remark, that,

in general, each is a separate trade : this circumstance
will account, in a great measure, for the exquisite work-
manship of many of the Birmingham goods, and the low
price of them all. After this enumeration, we shall of-

fer some remarks on particular branches ; for to detail

particulars, even respecting a few of them, would carry

us far beyond our limits.

Files, guns, pocket-books, gilt toys and jewellery,

watch chains and keys, gun-lock filer, plated goods, fire-

irons, awl-blades, In-ass-founder, saw and edge tools, rim
locksmith, lock and latch maker, swords, bits, buttons,

snuffers, bone and ivory toys, cut sprigs, die sinker, car-

riage lamps, harness plater, steel-chains, cast nails, thim-
bles, braces, cabinet cases, inkstands, ferrules, compasses,
ivory combs, gim-polisher, spectacles, steel toys, pearl

buttons, stamper and piercer, stirrups, packing-boxes, ja-

pan wares, planes, sword hilts, casting pots, spring latch-

ets, gold-hand manufacturer, paper toys, chaser, saddlers

brassfounder, round bolt and chaffing dish maker, scale-

beam, steel-yard, and screve-plate maker, bridle-cutter,

brass nails, and curtain-rings, needles, vice-maker, clock
dial painter, curry-combs, rule-maker, link-buttons, wire-

drawer, scabbards, iron spoons, spade tree maker, fork-

maker, looking-glass, toy and army button-maker, paper-
box turner, mouse-traps, sand-paper, gun-stocker, parch-
ment-maker, last and boot-tree maker, glass-grinder,

anvils, brazier's tools, gun furniture filer, peiidant-maker,

ring-turner, bellows, gun-finisher, saddle-tree maker,
hammers, carpenters and shoemaker's tools, brass cock
founder, hand- wip mounter, pearl and hair-worker, coach-
harness forger, button-shank maker, patton-tyes, gim-
blets, tea vims, medals and coins, copying-machines, pneu-
matic apparatus, lain-road and chain-maker, gun-case
maker, smith's bellows pipe-maker, coffin nails, curtain-

rings, glass beads, engine-cutter, scale beams, wood-
screw maker, bright-engraver, putty-maker and enamel
bo.x maker,—horse, dog, and negro collar, fetter, and
dog-lock maker,—pencil-case maker, glass stainer, pa-
per-stainer, bone mould turner, tortoise shell box and
tooth- pick case maker, warming-pans, fishing-tackle,

cruet-frames, picture-frames, bayonets, malt-mills, hin-

ges, leatlier and horn powder-flasks, cork-screws, gun-
flints, steel keys and combs, glass buttons, bed and
coach-screw maker, umbrella furniture maker, paper-
mould maker, button solderer, paper spectacle case ma-
ker, tin-nail and rivet maker, burnisher of toys, shagreen
and morocco case maker, seal manufacturer, horn-spoons
and buttons, tine-maker, ladies' slippers, stirrup-maker,
curb-maker, spur and rowel maker, powder flasks, sticks

and rods for angling, sleeve buttons, clock hands, brass

mouldings, augers, cock-heel maker, candle-moulds,
teapots, case-plate maker, fiUigree-worker, coach-spring
manufacturer, watch-key, and glass maker, pattern rings,

thong-maker, varnish-maker, dog and cart chain-maker,
printing presses, pins, buckle-chaser, jacks, military fea-

thers, barometers, morocco decanters and cruet stands,

packing needles, horn lanterns, buckle-ring forger, toy-

watch-maker, glass eyes for dolls, mortice and rim lock-

smith, button-card cutter, iron drawer, gridiron and
round bolt maker, spades, dials, gilt-ring maker, steel-

box, spectacle-case and gun-charger maker, pocket-lock
maker, lamp manufacturer, lead-toy, stock-sinker, glass-

house mouldmaker, casting mouldmaker, snuff-boxes, &c.
Tedious or unnecessary as this list may appear to some,

we have deemed it right to insert it ; since, though it

may not be complete, it will serve to give a striking and
curious picture of the wonderful industry and ingenuity
of a town, which does not contain 100,000 inhabitants;

for the trades which we have enumerated are all carried

on in Birmingham alone. No person is unacquainted
with some, probably with many, of the articles of Bir-

mingham manufacture ; their superior quality and cheap-
ness must have been noticed, as well as their wonderful
adaptation to the purposes of almost every art, that the

necessities, or comforts, or luxuries of man requires, as

well as to the demands of philosophy and science, and
the almost infinite caprices of fashion; but perhaps few
know that the articles with which they are acquainted,

and which they admire, are but a very few of those ma-
nufactured in this town, or suspect that the memory, or

even the imagination, might be taxed, without being
able to recall, or to conjecture, nearly all the articles

which the workmen of Birmingham produce. Our wool-

len and cotton goods are founu over most of the continent

of Europe ; they contribute to the health or the coujforts

of the inhabitants of America, Asia, and Africa ; but the
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demand for most of tlicm so c\idcnily proceeds from

their being arlii Its o!" necessity, of the best quality, and

at the clicapest price, tlial wc aie not much surprized at

their wide <lispcrsion : but it is very different with many

of the articles of IJirminghani iiiamifacture, which are

mere tovs, constructed indeed with most exquisite skill

and unlired industry; but still mere toys; and yet they

are more gcneially dispersec'. than any other of our nia-

i.ufattures ; so that perhaps it would be impossilde to go

amoi);^stthe most remote, uninformed, and incurious na-

tion of savages, that had ever been visited by Europe-

ans, without discovering some proof of the worl;man-

iliip of llirmingham.

IJul we should still form an inadequate idea of this

place, and consequently of the state of the manufactures

of England, (for when they are the subject, to omit, or

partially to notice IJirmingham, would be to do great in-

justice to it,) if we permitted the reader to suppose,

from our silence, that all the manufactures carried on

here are of the minute kind, which the list that we have

given might lead them to suppose. Our object in giving

that list, as we have already remarked, was principally

to exhibit a picture of the curious, minute, and almost

endless variety of the articles which this place produced.

But, besides these, all the more ponderous productions

of the casting furnace and rolling mill arc here seen on

the largest scale, and of the most perfect workmanship.
Wt; need only mention Messrs Boullon and \Vatts ma-
iiulactory at Soho, in which the iinost stupendous steam

engines that ever lent their aid to the labour of man, as

well as an infinite variety of toys, in every species of me-
tal and composition, are made.

Tile capital employed in the manufactures of Birming-
ham is not very Luge. There are, indeed, in its immedi-
ate neighbourhood, ten sets of iron works, which are sup-

posed to have tost 50,000/. each; but in the town itself, most
of the manufacturers are men of small capital ; some not

possessing more than -100/. or 500/.; and miuiy not more
than 2000/. or 3000/., employing from five to thirty hands.
The whole amount of capital in Birmingham, (exclusive
of the very large w orks,) is supposed not to exceed lialf a

million.

The work is jjartly carried on in work-shops, and partly
in the houses of the workmen. Women are principally
employed iti polishing the goods, in the glass-toy branch,
and in making of braces. Boys arc chiefly employed by
the out-workers as apprentices, and receive the first year
about one slulling a week, and the last year from five to
ten, besides their clothing : but they receive their food
at home. The wages of the men varies very much,
both as to the particular branches in which they are en-
gaged, and according to the state of trade. In some
branches, where very superior skill, and great experience
and attention, are requisite, perhaps as great wages are
got, as can be obtained by any workmen in London.

It is impossible to state the number of men engaged,
even in the most considerable of the Birmingham manu-
factures, or the exact value of the articles manufactured.
Tiie pojndation of the town itself, and of the manufactur-
mg disti ict, which extends about 1 5 miles, is estimated at
400,000; and it is supposed that nearly 100,000 are em-
ployed in the production of coals and minerals, and in the
rough preparation of iron, for the manufactures of Bir-
mingham. In the brass foundery branch, which is almost
confined to the town, about 10,000 men are employed. In
the button trade, from 7000 to 10,000. In the making of
braces, a manufacture but lately introduced, about 1000.

In the jewellery and gilting trade, from 6000 to 7000. In

the making of many of the toys, a very small capital is

employed, the value of the article consisting almost en-

tirely in the labour employed in manufacturing it; thus

a watch-key, which, jierhaps, goes through twenty hands,

will, after all, sell for \d. or 1 ^f/. Perhaps the greatest

number of hands are engaged in the burnishing line, it

being supposed that nearly 20,000 are thus employed.
The article of plated saddlery, which is the principal pla-

ted article not made generally at Sheffield, as well as at

Birmingham, employs a considerable number of persons.

Xor must the manufacture of muskets be forgotten,

though that now, it is to be hoped, will be almost at an
end. In time of war, muskets of the value of 400,000/.

were manufactured in Birmingham. Some years ago,

when the trade with America was open, between 200 and
300 tons of steel were annually sent thither from this

place. The total value of all the articles made in the

town itself, is estimated at 2,000,000/., of which one half

are sold for home consumption. By far the greatest

proportion of the other half was sent to the United States

when the commercial intercourse was open, and the re-

mainder to South America, Spain, Portugal, Malta, kc.
Hitherto we have chiefly confined our notices to the

manufactures of Birmingham itself; but the neighbour-
hood, including several populous towns, also demands
our attention: some of these towns participate in the

manufactures of Birmingham ; others carry on manufac-
tures little if at all followed in Birmingham. Ponty-pool,

in Monmouthshire, was formerly famous for its manu-
facture of japan-ware; but it is now continued there on-

ly on a very small scale, by the descendants of the fami-

ly that first established it. At Birmingham, Bliston, and
Wolverhampton, however, it is carried on with great

spirit and success, and to a considerable extent. Wol-
verhampton also very largely partakes with Birmingham
in the manufacture of screws; but it is particularly no-

ted for the skilfulness of its locksmiths, in constructing

locks, which are exceedingly curious; some of them
partaking of the nature of clock work, and being of very
minute size. A great part of the irou-mongery is made by
the farmers of the adjacent country, (who, as well as the

females, are regularly brought up to the business,) and sold

by them to the great maSiufacturers. Saddlers iron-mon-
gers are a class of manufacturers, some of whom are found
in Birmingham, but who chiefly reside in Wolverhampton
and Walsall ; they cut out bridles and stirrups, and also

manufacture and fasten on the iron work belonging to

them. But the most extensive, as well as the most cu-
rious branch of the hard-v/are manufacture, carried on
in the vicinity of Birmingham, is the nail trade. Very
few nails are made in the town itself; but in Dudley,
Westbromwich, and Stourbridge, and in all the country
round these places, the making of nails is the chief em-
ployment. It is supposed that in the nailery district, at

least 30,000 people are employed. This manufacture is

almost entirely carried on in the houses and cottages ofthe
labourers. Men, women, and children, all work at it, and
the display of forges at the doors of the houses is very
striking. All the work is done by the piece,—bundles
of iron being delivered to the work people, out of which
they are expected to make a certain quantity of nails.

In no trade, perhaps, do the labourers work so hard as
in this. With their utmost efforts, from early in the
morning till late at night, a man can seldom earn more
than twelve or fourteen shillings a week. Nails used to

be exported to the United States. None are sent to the
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Continent. This trade, which formerly used to be very

extensively diffused over most parts of England, is now
almost entirely confined to the neighbourhood of Bir-

mingham. There are, however, manufactures of them

at Little Dean, in Gloucestershire, Halesowen in Shrop-

shire, and some other places. They were also made at

Chowbent, in Lancashire, till the cotton trade supeiscd-

ed them.

The period at which manufactures were established

at Birmingham, is comparatively recent ; but Sheffield

has been the staple for iron manufactures since the year

1297, at which time falchion-heads, arrow-piles, and an

ordinary sort of knives called whittles, mentioned by

Chaucer, and still known by that name in the north of

England, were made. But it was not till towards the

middle of the 17th century, tliat tlie articles of razors,

knives, and files, for which it is at present so deservedly

famous, were manufactured. It has been remarked, that

for near a century succeeding, tlie Siieffield manufactu-

rers discovered more industry than ingenuity or enter-

prise ; and it was not till the middle of the last century,

that they opened an immediate trade with the continent.

About this time also, buttons of plated metal, sauce-

pans, tea-urns, and candlesticks, were first made. Since

this period, the manufactures of Sheffield have been

progressively advancing.

The hardware manufacture is not confined to the

town of Sheffield, but is spread over a district called

Hallamshire, which extends si.x or seven miles to the

west of it. The manufacturing concerns are under the

superintendence and management of a corporation, stiled

the Company of Cutlers of Hallamshire. This corpora-

tion was established in 1625, and an amendment was
made to it in 1791. It is governed by a master, two
wardens, six searchers, and twenty-four assistants. The
master is elected annually, on the last Thursday in Au-
gust, having previously passed through the inferior offices.

In the neighbourhood of the town, a great number of

works are erected on the river Don, for forging, slitting,

and preparing the iron and steel for the manufactures.
These differ in several respects from the manufactures of

Birmingham. In the first place, copper and brass, as

well as iron and steel, are wrought in the latter place;

whereas, at Sheffield, very little of the former metals are

used. Secondly, The articles made at Sheffield are more
generally articles of real utility; some undoubtedly are

articles of luxury, but there are no toys. Lastly, Its ar-

ticles, in general, are much larger than those of Bir-

mingham. The following list of the principal trades in

Sheffield, if compared with the list we gave of the trades

of Birmingham, will point out in what they agree, and in

what they differ : Knives, scissars, anvils, silver and plat-

ed goods, skaits, joiners tools, saws, fenders, fire-irons,

horn-buttons, horn ink-stands, bit-maker, razor straps,

files, stove-grates, candlesticks, steel-refiners, wool-

shears, haft-presser, silver-smiths, braziers, and tin-

smiths tools, cut-nails, spades, shovels, scythes, sickles,

table-fork-blades, snuffers, cork-screws, nut-crackers,

steel cats and dogs, lancets, desk-knives, tea-pot handle

and knob manufacturer, buttons, coach-harness, weigh-
ing machines, brass ink-pots, powder flasks, shot bolts,

bayonets, wafer-seals, saw-files, shoe, cooks, and butchers
knives, combs, &c. &c.
The plated ware made at Sheffield, (with the excep-

tion of plated saddlery,) is deemed much superior to

that made at Birmingham : their files also have long
been in the highest repute ; of the scythes and sickles,

which form an extensive branch, the coarsest are sent

to Russia; and a finer sort were exported to America.
The conversion of iron into steel, forms a very conside-

rable branch of the manufactures of this town; and the

mechanics who are expert at this process, receive as

large wages as any that are given. Great part of the

manufactures are carried on by men of small capital ; and
not so generally in workshops or factories as is the case

in Birmingham.
The population of Sheffield, and the manufacturing

district round it, is estimated at 60,000; and it is com-
puted that 18,000 are directly employed in the difiVrent

branches : the proportion of men to women is nearly as

two to one. The gross value of the manufactures is sup-
posed to be upwards of 1,000,000/., probably 1,200,000/.;

of these about one half are for home consumption ; one-
third used to be exported to America ; of these, knives,

forks, and saws, formed a large proportion ; and the re-

mainder were principally exported to the continent. Prior

to the introduction of machinery, this place was observed
to abound in cripples, but it is by no means the case at

present.

riles have been mentioned as an article, in the manu-
facture of which Sheffield excels : they are also made of
a superior cjuality, and in great numbers, in Lancashire,
particularly at Prescot : cutlery and steel goods are ma-
nufactured at Salisbury. Cirencester is noted for its cur-
riers knives, which are highly valued throughout Europe
and America. At Abberford in Yorkshire, formerly the
seat of an extensive pin manufactory, the wire-drawing
business is now carried on with considerable success; this

trade is also followed at various other places. Pins are

manufactured at Gloucester, Reading, Sheffield, War-
rington, Waltham Abbey, Bristol, London, Sec. Needles
at Redditch and Feckenham in AVorccstershire, Alcestcr
in Warwickshire, he. Fish-hooks at Carlisle. Iron
hoops at Crayford in Kent, &C. Tin-plates at Caei leon,

Caermarthen, and Kidwelly ; the last place is particular-
ly noted for this manufacture, the tinned iron plates
which are made there, being sent not only to every part
ot the kingdom, but to every trading port in Europe.
The average amount of the real value of the diflerciit

articles, made of iron and steel, annually exported, is

between 3,000,000/. and 4,000,000/.; the "value of arti-

cles manufactured of copper and brass exported, seesns
rather to be on the decline; in the years 1799 and 1800,
the official value was between 800,000/. and 900,000/. ;

whereas for three or four years past, it has varied be-
tween 200,000/. and 300,000/. The value of all tiic ar-

ticles made of iron may safely be rated at 10,000,000/.;
and the number of persons employed at 200,000. The
value of all the articles made of brass and copper is about
3,000,000/.; and probably the number of pcrsoi:s em-
ployed about 50,000; and the value of the steel plating

and hardware manufactures, including the toy trade, can-
not be estimated at less than 4,000,000/.; the number of
persons employed being at least 70.000. Thus the total

amount of the value of all these branches of manufac-
ture from different metals, carried on in England and
Wales, may be estimated at 17,000,000/.; and the num-
ber of persons employed at 320,000.

Under this head may be classed the manufacture of
watch-tools and movements, which is carried on to a cor.-

siderable extent, and with great ingenuity and skill, at

Prescot, in Lancashire, and its neighbourhood. This
place has already been mentioned for the excellence of

its files. They are entirely of the smallest size ; and it
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is supposed ihat the celebrity of this place for watch-

inovcmcnls, is piincipally owing to the superior quality

of their lilcs ami tools. The dniwing of piiiion-wirc had

its origin at Prtscot ; and the niaiuilacture of watch tools

has been carried on bcyoiul the memory of the oldest

watch-makers. The workmen likewise excel in what is

called niotioii-working, such as dial-wheels, locking-

springs. l>our, minute, and second hands. INluin springs,

chains for movements, and watch-cases, were not part ol

the original manufacture, but are now made here. All

the blanches of this curious and ingenious trade are,

however, gradually removing to Liverpool, in the same

manner as the fustian trade, which originated in Bolton,

has centered in Manchester. The tool and watch-moyc-

incnt makers occupy small farms in conjunction with

their manufacturing business : in this circumstance they

resemble the weavers about Manchester. A manufacto-

ry of watch-spring chains has been established, within

these few years, at Christ-church in Hampshire, in

which niany children are employed.

English earthen-ware forms a branch of its manufac-

tures of considerable importance. It is made with the

greatest taste, and in the greatest variety, at the potte-

ries in Stafi'ordshire. The towns and villages that are

so denominated, extend about seven miles, commenc-

ing about a mile from the borders of Cheshire, and ter-

minating at a place called Lane-end. Of these villages,

Burblem and Etruria are the most remarkable : The
first is the ancient seat of the manufacture, earthen-wares

of one kind and another having been made there for cen-

turies. Etruria belongs solely to Mr ^V'edgewood, whose

father gave to the Stafiurdshire ware all the celebrity that

it has so deservedly and universally acquired. Besides

earthen-ware, china-ware is also manufactured in the

pottery district.

The clay for this manufacture is brought principally

from the isle of Purbeck in Dorsetshire, and from De-
vonshire ; the flint from Greenhithe in Kent, whence
several thousand tons are shipped annually : these, and

other raw materials, are also brought from Cornwall,

Hampshire, Sussex, and Wales. It is computed that

nearly 40,000 tons of shipping are annually employed in

bringing these materials to Liverpool. When the Ame-
rican trade was open, about 30,000 tons were employed
in exporting the manufactured articles to the United
States; and nearly as many tons in carrying them coast-

^vise, besides what is sent by the canals. The number
of packages exported from Liverpool, between 1803

and 1811, varied from 25,000 to 47,000.

The population of the pottery district is from 38,000
to 40,000, of which aboui 15,000 or 20,000 are employ-
ed in this manufacture. Women and children are em-
ployed, as well as men; and a family of three or four
children will, with their father and mother, in good
times, earn from 40s. to 45s. a week. They live in cot-

tages of from 51. to 8/. annual rent ; and, in general, are
healthy, industrious, and well-behaved. It is customa-
ry to hire them from Martinmas to Martinmas, allow-
jng them a fortnight's holidays in winter; of course,
when the frost is very severe, they cannot follow their
work.

Earthen-ware is made in various other parts of Eng-
land ; and china-ware, of a Very superior quality, at Wor-
cester, Derby, and Colebrookdale!

In consequence of the great improvements that have
been made in this manufacture, and the introduction
9» mai'.y new and beautiful wares, both for our own

use and foreign markets, the annual value of the whole
will probably not be over-rated at 2,000,000^ ; nor the

number of persons employed at between 35,000 and
40,000.

The manufacture of glass is of very early date in this

country, having been introduced, it is said, about the end
of the 7th century; but it was not till 900 years after-

wards, that the manufacture of fine glass was begun in

London. About the beginning of the 17th century, a pa-

tent for making glass with pit coal was exempted from
the operation of the law against monopolies. The im-
portance of this manufacture now becoming apparer.t, in

the year 1670 manufacturers were procured from Ve-
nice; and within 15 years afterwards, the French refu-

gees, to whom we are indebted for so many improve-
ments in our manufactures, contributed to the improve-
ment of this, especially in the crystal branch of it. From
the beginning till the middle of the 18th century, we ex-
ported large quantities of glass bottles to Holland ; but
at the latter period, in consequence of the erection of a

number of glass-houses in the United Provinces, this

trade declined.

The year 1773 forms an important era in the history

of the English glass manufacture. It was in this year
that the British Plate-glass Manufactory, incorporated
by act of parliament, erected their extensive works at

Ravenhead, near St Helen's, in Lancashire. Their
buildings cost nearly 40,000/. The manufacture was
introduced by workmen from France, from which coun-
try we had previously imported our plate-glass. The
article made at Ravenhead, soon rivalled the French
glass in its perfection and brilliancy of colour, as well

as in the size of the plates. In the year 1789, a steam-

engine was erected, to grind and polish the plates of

glass, which not only saved a great deal of labour, per-

forming as much work as would employ 160 men, but

did it with more exactness and expedition. Cast plate-

glass, with concave and convex mirrors, are now made,
superior to any imported from the Continent. The
works cover about 20 acres of ground; and nearly 300
persons are usually employed in the various processes

of melting, casting, blowing, polishing, &c. Plate-glass

is also made now in London and Liverpoolj the Plate-

Glass Company having been incorporated only for 21

years.

Manufactories of glass of all the other kinds are nu-
merous in this country. Bottle-glass is made at Bris-
tol, as well as crown and flint-glass. In Newcastle,
Sunderland, and Hartley-pans, there are a great many
houses for making crown, common window glass, flint

glass, and green bottles. Stourbridge, Warrington,
and several other places, have also their manufactures
of glass of various kinds. Near Darlington, there is a
mill for grinding optical glasses. This manufacture is

so scattered, that it is difficult to form an estimate of

its annual value, or of the number of hands employed
in it. The former, however, may amount to upwards
of 1,000,000/.; and the latter to between 30,000 and
40,000.

Paper, which is now made in such perfection in Eng-
land, and to such a large annual amount, was almost
entirely imported from the Continent, especially from
France, till near the end of the 17th century. In 1685,

this manufacture was much improved by the French
refugees

; yet we are informed \w King, in the British

Merchant, that before the revolution, there was hardly
any paper made here, except brown. In 1690, white
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paper was first made ; and, in 1695, all the kinds, white,

blue, and brown, were much impioved. In 1721, ac-

cording to King, there were 120 vats within 60 miles of

London, besides several more in Yorkshire, which all

made white paper. These, together with some paper

mills in Scotland, are said to have made more than

300,000 reams, which, at that time, was two-thirds of

tlie whole consumption. Mr King mentions, that, in

England, with five men to each vat, they did not dis-

patch above eight reams in a day; whereas, in France,

with the same number to a vat, they dispatched above

nine reams. At this time (1721) paper was valued at

5s. a ream. In 1783, the annual value of the paper ma-
nufactured in the kingdom was estimated at 780,000/.

;

and it was said to be increasing. At present, besides

making suflFicient of almost every kind for our own use,

we export it to a considerable amount. The annual value

of the article is probably rather more than 1,000,000/.,

and the number of persons employed about 30,000.

There are paper mills on almost every stream, the wa-

ter of which is sufficiently pure for the purpose ; but

perhaps they are most numerous and extensive in the

vicinity of the metropolis, particularly in Kent, near

Maidstone ; in Hertfordshire, Surrey, Buckingham-
shire, Bedfordshire, Hampshire, &c. At Frecfolk, in

this last county, the paper for the Bank of England
notes has been manufactured ever since the reign of

George I.

Hat-making is a very considerable branch of English

manufacture, which is now brought to great perfection.

It seems to have been improved, like the manufacture
of paper, &c. by the French refugees. It is carried on

in various paits of the kingdom. At Newcastle-under-
Line, coarse or felt hats are made, under an incorporat-

ed company of felt-makers. Immense quantities of these

hats are exported to the West Indies, for the use of the

negroes. Felt-hats are also made at Rudgley, Sec; and
other kinds of hats at Stockport, Oldham, Manchester,

Ashby de la Zouch, Burton, Atherstone. Cocker-
mouth, Hereford, Hexham, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Sec.

But, in point of quality, no hats are equal to those ma-
nufactured in London. Straw hats are principally made
at Dunstable.

The other manufactures of England we can only
name; and probably from their great variety, our enu-
meration will not be complete. Gun-powder is made
at Battle, Dartford, Hounslow, Waltham Abbey, Fever-
sham, Sec. Gun flints are a manufacture almost pecu-
liar to England. Shot are cast at Chester, the Borough,
Sec. Copperas works are established in the counties of
Durham and Northumberland, in the Isle of Shepey,
in Kent, Sec. Aquafortis is made at Bradford in York-
shire. Sal-ammoniac at Newcastle, Leeds, and a few
other places. White-lead extensively at Newcastle

;

and white and red-lead at Chester. There are snuff"-

mills at Chester, Bristol, Liverpool, and Gloucester.
Sugar refineries at London, Bristol, Liverpool, and New-
castle. Soap manufactories are established in many
parts of the country ; but London, Bristol, Newcastle,
and Hull have them, perhaps, on a more extensive scale

than other places. There are also manufactures of
turpentine, linseed, rape, and other oils. Tlie prepara-
tion of horse hair, furs, and feathers, employ a good
many people. Brick-making is extensively carried on

jp the vicinity of London, and near those towns where
stone is scarce and dear. But it would be endless, we
Vol. VIII. Paht II.

perceive, even to attempt an enumeration of all the
various kinds of manufactures of England. We shall,

therefore, conclude this branch of our subject, by men-
tioning those manufactures, which are cither confined
to London, or carried on there to the greatest extent,
and in the highest perfection ; and with enumerating
the great variety of manufactures that are concentered
in some of our large provincial towns, since the con-
centration of such a variety is perhaps little less aston-
ishing, than the extent and magnitude of the whole
through the kingdom at large. By thus concluding this
part of our subject, we shall also have an opportunity of
mentioning some kinds of manufactures which we may
have overlooked.

The manufactures of London consist chiefly of fine

goods, and articles of elegant use, brought to more than
the ordinary degree of perfection ; such as cutlery,
jewellery, articles of gold and silver, japan ware, cut
glass, (drinking glasses, cut in London, have been sold
so high as three guineas per glass,) cabinet and uphol-
stery work, and gentlemen's carriages. The amount of
capital, and number of men employed in the manufac-
ture of these two articles, are not less surprising, than
the elegance of taste and high perfection which are dis-

played in the articles themselves ; both of which, especi-
ally carriages, are exported to a great amount. It is

believed that the trade of a coach currier is carried on
nowhere but in London. That of a gold-beater, also, is

either exclusively confined to the metropolis, or seldom
seen elsewhere. Clocks and watches, particularly the
latter, are a very considerable article of manufacture

;

the parish of Clerkenwell containing, it is said, upwards
of 7000 watch-makers. The value of the watches and
marine chronometers made in London and its neigh-
bourhood, is above 1,000,000/., independent of clocks;
the watch-makers of the metropolis making watches,
not only for all the British dominions, but also for all the
civilised world. London is likewise celebrated for the
exquisite skill in the construction of its optical and other
philosopbical instruments. Besides these kinds of ma-
nufactures, and others which have been incidentally men-
tioned before, such as hats. Sec. porter breweries, vine-
gar works, copperas works, calico-printing, distilleries,

glue manufactories, iron founderies, oil mills, saltpetre

VForks, vitriol works, turpentine manufactories, manu-
factures of whitening, dye-houses, Sec. may be mention-
ed. Muffs, an article of no inconsiderable importance,
considering the price which some of them cost, are
principally manufactured in London ; here also are
chiefly found feather-dressers.

Perhaps in no provincial town is there a greater va-
riety of manufactures than in Bristol. Some of theni
have been already mentioned ; but we shall enumerate
them all, in order that an adequate idea may be formed
on this subject. Varnishes of uncommon beauty are
made here ; hats ; leather, both tanned and dressed in

oil ; saddlery, shoes, wliite and red lead, gunpowder,
hard white soap of the best quality in great abundance,
eaithen-ware, glass, a brass-rolling manufactory, works
for smelting lead and making sliot, iron founderies and
slitting mills, tin works, a manutVclory of zinc out of
calamine, pins and other brass articles, turpentine, sul-

pliur and vitriol works, glass-making, refining of su-
gars, and distilleries, are to be seen in this city ; mo.st

on an extensive scale, and conducted with great spirit

and enterprize,

4 G
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Newcastlc-on-Tyne probably is next to Bristol in the

variety of its manufactures. In this town, or its imme-

diate neighbourhood, arc iron furnaces ;
wrought iron

worivs, in some of which anchors and various articles ot

naval ironmongery for the dock-yards are made ;
works

for smelting lead, refineries of lead, lead manufactories

for rolling sheet lead, and converting pig-lead into ce-

ruse and minium for pigments ;
patent shot, colour ma-

nufactories, a manufacture of Prussian blue, glass works,

potteries, manufactories of coal, tar and lamp black, cop-

peras manufactories, manufactories of sal-ammoniac,

glauber's salts, soda, brown paper mills, soaperies, su-

gar-refineries, salt works, and a manufactory for spinning

linen yarn.

At Hull, there are manufactures of sail-cloth, sugar-

houses, soap works, oil-mills, iron founderies, lead ma-

nufactories, a manufacture (if it can be so called) where

mill-stones are formed of the French bur-stone, several

whale-oil yards, large breweries, saw-mills, flour mills,

In Liverpool and its vicinity arc salt refineries, sugar-

bouses, a vast number of manufactories for tobacco-

pipes and pottery, iron founderies, breweries, a steam-

engine for cutting and flattening iron, vitriol and white-

lead works, mills for cutting dye-woods, snuff-mills, salt

and copperas works.

Thus have we endeavoured to give as accurate and

complete an account of the nature and state of the va-

rious manufactures of England, as our information and

our limits would permit. We are sensible it must ne-

cessarily be imperfect or erroneous in some particulars ;

but we trust in none of considerable importance. As
an apology for at least some of the omissions or errore

•with which we may be chargeable, we must, in justice

to ourselves, remiiKl our readers, that several of the

most extensive and valuable of the manufactures of this

country have been for several years past in such a state

of Huctuation, from the extraordinay character and ef-

fects of the war, out of which we have just rescued

ourselves, that it is almost impossible to give such an

account of them, as will at once apply to their present

state, and serve for a general description. We have
therefore preferred, in many instances, describing them
as they were in their settled and regular state, to at-

tempt giving a description of them during the vicis-

situdes to which they were very lately so frequently and
rapidly subject, and from the effects of which they have
not yet recovered, so as to regain their wonted regularity

and steadiness.

It is scarcely necessary to call upon the reader for

his admiration of the wonderful proofs which these ma-
nufactures afford, of the skill, industry, enterprize, and
wealth of the inhabitants of this country. In ancient or
in modern times, there is no parallel to what England ex-
hibits at this moment ; and such is the state of apparent
perfection to which most of her manufactures have
reached,—so completely subservient to their will have
her inhabitants brought the most refractory and stu-
pendous powers of nature,—such a practical demon-
stration have they exhibited of the truth of Bacon's
maxim, that knowledge is power ; that did we not com-
pare what our manufactures are now with what they
were half a century ago,—did we not perceive, even
while we are pronouncing them perfect, new improve-
ments taking place, by m&ans of which, either their

quality is bettered, or human labour is saved ; and did

we not know that our countrymen, in their capital, their

industry, their skill and experience, possess almost in-

exhaustible sources of improvement, we should be in-

clined to pronounce, that the manufactures of England
had reached that point of perfection, beyond which they

could not advance.

In the following Table is given the number of families

engaged in trade, manufactures, Sec. in each county, and

the annual amount of income derived from these sources,

as returned to the House of Commons.

TABLE VII.
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Counties

in England.
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fishery is in a much worse state than it was even in the

year 1783. DarliiioiUh and l''alnH)Ulh are now its prin-

cipal seats. In the i'orincr, the number of vessels em-

ployed in catching the fish, and convcyin;.^ them lo mar-

ket, is upwards of 300. At Falmouth, the number is

rather greater.

The oyster fishery is principally carried on at Col-

ehestcr in Essex, Wells, I'avcrsham, Milton, the Swales

of the Mcdway, Qucenborough, Rochester, Sea Suiter,

Poole, Tenby in I'embiokeshite, and Port Inon in Gla-

morganshire. The Colchester oysters arc the most fa-

mous. Most of these arc brougiil from the little creeks

between Southampton and Chichester, and arc only fat-

tened at Colchester. The oyster fishery at Poole is

very considerable, supplyinp; the London market for two

months every season ; about 40 sloops and boats being

employed in this traffic, the receipts generally averag-

ing between 7000/. and 8000A The Bristol, Bath, and

Gloucester markets, are supplied chiefly from Port

Inon; 200 fishermen, and five or six sloops, being en-

gaged on the oyster fishery there. It is calculated, that

about 10,000 people are employed in this fishery along

the coast of England.
The other fislieries on the coast are comparatively of

little importance ; they consist principally of turbot, cod,

lobsters, See. The fisheries for the two latter are chiefly

on the east and north coasts, while the most extensive

and valuable turbot fisheries are along the coasts of Nor-
folk, Suil'olk, Essex, and in the English Channel.

We arc not in possession of any complete and authen-

tic documents, by means of which we can lay before our
readers an account of the total number of vessels and

men employed in the fishing trade of England at the

present time; but, in the year 1785, there was laid be-

fore tlie Treasury, by the commissioners of the customs,
an account of the total number of ships and vessels, their

tonnage, and number of men, belonging to each respec-

tive port in South Britain, that traded to or from foreign

parts, coastwise, or were employed as fishing vessels,

including each vessel, her tonnage, and men, but once,
irom which we shall extract what relates to the fishing

vessels.

Places.
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peace; but in the year 1798, there were exported only

353,363 barrels of dry Fisli, of which 209,995 went to

the south of Europe; and in 1799 ,313,756 barrels, of

wliicli the soulli of Europe took off 238,953. The ex-

port of wet fish did not tali off in nearly the same pro-

portion ; indeed, in the year 1798, the falling off, com-
pared with 1790, was very triHing, there having been

exported in the latter year 6026 barrels, but then none

of these went to the south of Europe. In the year

I79i^, the auniber of bairels of wet fish exported, amount-

ed only to 3548, of which the south of Europe took 990.

The tonnage, and men employed, of course, fell off

in a similar proportion. In the year 1790, the tonnage

was 31,644, and the men 2608; in 1791, the former was
34,166, ind tbe latter 2639 ; whereas, in 1798, the ton-

nage was only 15,838, and the men 1268 ; and in 1799,

the tonnage was 14,322, and the men 1145. It is pro-

bable, however, thut the Newfoundland h.iliery, which,

at present, is as depressed as it was in 1799, will revive,

now that we are at peace with the south of Europe.

This fishery is almost entirely confined to a few har-

bours on the English Channel, of which Poole is by far

the most considerable.

The English seem to have commenced their fishery

for wliales in the North Seas, about the year 1598, but

the first voyage, expressly undertaken by them for this

purpose, was in the year 1511. At this time the Rus-
sian company sent two ships into the Greenland seas;

and in 1636, King Charles confirmed this fishery solely

to this company. They, however, soon relinquished it.

The trade, after this, seems to have been abandoned,
till the year 1725, wlien the South Sea company revived

it; but they were very unfortunate, so that, in the year

1732, they sold all their ships.

In the year 1750, a bounty of forty shillings a ton vi'as

granted by government. At this time there were sent

from England only 19 vessels, amounting to 6254 tons.

The bounty, however, soon operated advantageously;

for in 1756, there were 67 vessels. The French war
commencing, the number again fell off; and in 1762,

there were only 28. In the year 1770, they had in-

creased to 50, which, on an average, were about 300
tons burden, and navigated each by 54 men, of whom
six were apprentices.

From the year 1770, till the commencement of the

American war, the Greenland whale fishery from Eng-
land progressively improved, there having been, in

1775, the year before hostilities began, 95 ships, con-

taining nearly 30,000 tons, employed in it. From this

period it again declined, there having been, in the last

year of the war, only 38 ships, of about 20,000 tons.

As soon as peace was restored, however, the fishery re-

vived very rapidly; in 1785, there were 136 vessels;

in 1786, 162; in 1787, 219; and in 1788, 216. The
number of seamen employed at this time was riearly

10,000 ; the ships were valued at 3000/. each ; their

out-fit averaged 1000/.; and the wages of the men, and
their expences on the home voyage, 300/. From this

great out-lay, and the low price of oil, &c. those inter-

ested in the trade petitioned for a larger bounty. In

1783, new regulations respecting the bounty were made;
and in 1791, the men were protected, but the bounty
does not seem to have been increased. At present, there*

generally sail from the ports of England, for the Green-
land and Davis' Straits fishery, between 70 and 80 ves-

sels, of the burden of between 20 and 30,000 tons, and
navigated by about 3000 men. The ports from which

they sail, are Hull, Whitby, Scarborough, Shields,
Sunderland, Berwick, and London.
The South Sea whale fishery was not followed in this

country till about the year 1776, when there were
equipped 15 vessels of about 170 tons each. As the
Americans had carried on this fishery before this period,
four American harpooners were sent out in each vessel.

The first voyage was not very successful, as they got
only between forty and fifty tons of oil a-piece, yet the
superior quality, and the price of it, advanced by the
war fi'om 35/. to 70/. per ton, were sufficient to encou-
rage the merchants to persevere in the business. In
1778, 19 vessels were sent into the South Seas; but
from some cause, not explained, in the following year,

1779, the number was reduced to four; and it conti-

nued under 10 till the year 1785, when 11 vessels were
sent out: in 1788, the number of vessels were 42, and
their burden 8637 tons; till the year 1781, all the ves-
sels belonged to London ; after that, Liverpool, and
some other of the out-ports, began to participate in the
trade.

In 1793, the first year of the war, the number of
vessels was 38 ; the war, however, seems to have af-

fected tin's fishery; for, in 1797, the number was re-
duced to 23 ; and it continued nearly the same till the
conclusion of the war. At present, the number is again
raised, there being usually between 35 and 40 vessdls,

the tonnage of which is between 12,000 and 14,000, and
the number of me» employed between 800 and 1000.

From this brief sketch of the fisheries of England,
both domestic and foreign, it is sufficiently obvious that
they are not carried on with nearly the same degree of
enterprize and spirit which is displayed by the English
in almost all the other branches of their trade. Yet
frequent attempts have been made to extend and im-
prove them : companies have been formed by indivi-

duals, and bounties granted by government. Whence
then does it happen, that the fisheries of this country,
especially those on the coasts of the island, are so im-
perfectly and languidly pursued ? Probably, because
in other branches of trade and commerce we have
made such great advances, and can secure, or at least

render probable, such large profits, that the compara-
tively small profits which the fisheries offer to our com-
mercial ambition, are not sufiicient to turn the adequate
capital aside into that channel.

In considering the trade of any maritime coimtry, it

naturally divides itself into three parts; the coasting
trade, the inland trade, and the foreign trade : the last,

strictly and properly speaking, constitutes its commerce.
The two first are versant either about the supply of the
inhabitants of the country, or they indirectly consti-

tute part of its foreign commerce. They must be con-
sidered in the latter light, when they merely bring
goods to the ports of shipment; and in the former light,

when they contribute towards the interchange of arti-

cles of domestic consumption.
The coasting and inland trade of England, though of

great importance and value, even when considered as
confined to articles of domestic consumption, cannot
be brought within an estimate at all approaching to the

truth, the details being much too extensive and scatter-

ed, and many of them too minute.
The coal trade comprises one of the most consider-

able branches of the coasting trade of this country;
the coal ships on the east coast alone, Ijclonging to

Newcastle, Shields, Blyth, Hartley, Whitby, Sunder-
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land, Scarborougli, See. amounting to about 1500 sail,

of from 150 to 400 tons; the number of men cniplo)xcl

in these vessels cannot be fewer than 12,OtO.

According to the account drawn up by the Custom-

house in the year 1785, already referred to, the number

of coasting; vessels at that period was 3445 ;
their ton-

nacre 256,648 ; and the number of men employed m navi-

traling them 17,107: but this account seems to mclude

tlie coal vessels. From the same statement, it appears,

that the following ports had the greatest number ot

coasting vessels: Newcastle, 358; Sunderland, 258;

Beaumaris, 249; Cardigan, 190; St Ives, 173; Hull,

165; Yarmouth, 104; Liverpool, 75 ; and Scarborough,

75.
'

It is a singuUir circumstance, that, according to

this statement, not a single coasting vessel belonged to

the port of London.
, , „ r r-

In the year 1796, a committee of the House ot Com-

mons drew up a report on the London Docks, from

which the following particulars respecting the coasting

trade of London is extracted, which may serve to point

out the great increase in this branch of trade, so far as

relates to the metropolis; and we may safely infer a si-

jnilar increase in the coasting trade between the diffe-

rent provincial ports. In 1700, the coasting vessels

(including their repeated voyages) which arrived in the

port of London, were only 5562; their tonnage, 218,100.

In the year 1750, 6396, and their tonnage 511,680: in

1790, the number of vessels 9278, and their tonnage

927.800: in 1795, the vessels 11,964, and their tonnage

1,196,400: and in 1796, the vessels were 10,629, and

their tonnage 1,323,532. From the report of the select

committee, on the improvement of the port of London,

in 1799, it appears, that in the year 1797, the number

of vessels, (including their repeated voyages), which

entered the Thames from the provincial ports, was

10,781, and their tonnage 1,360,823; and in 1798, the

number of vessels was 10,133, and their tonnage

1,250,449. Considering, with respect to their ton-

nage, there were of coasters in 1798, 5873 vessels

(including their repeated voyages), under 100 tons;

809 from 100 to 150 tons; 98 vessels from 150 to 200

tons; and 14 from 200 to 400 tons; the total number
of vessels being 6844, and their tonnage amounting to

500,636, besides 3289 colliers (including repeated voy-

ages), the tonnage of which, on an average of 228

tons to each vessel, amounted to 749,813, making the

total of vessels, as before stated, to be 10,133, and the

total of tonnage 1,250,449. If from these we deduct
one tenth as the proportion of Scotland, we shall gain

a pretty accurate idea of the coasting trade from the

provincial ports of England to the metropolis, in the

year 1798. Of these coasters, the port of Hull sent

nearly one-fifth, (not including the colliers), there being
100 from Hull, and 396 from the other ports of Eng-
land, and 32 from the ports of Wales.

There are no data on which a calculation can be
grounded of the value of the coasting trade of England.
In the evidence lately given before the House of Com-
mons, on the establishment of a new chartered marine
insurance company, it was calculated that the value of
the goods carried coastwise, was one half of the value
of the exports and imports; but it is not possible to ascer-
tain whether this calculation comes near the truth or not.

It is still more difficult to form an estimate of the in-

land trade of England; nor can any person even ima-
gine its extent, who has not considered the wonderful

and numerous facilities of conveyance, which, springing-

at first from the commercial enierprize and wealth of

the country, have in their turn served to increase and

extend it. The state of the roads in almost every part

of England ; the almost infinite number of carriages,

waggons, he. which are either conveying our mer-
chants and manufacturers, or their goods, without in-

termission, and in the most regular, certain, and expe-

ditious manner ; but, above all, the numerous canals by
which the country is intersected, in almost every direc-

tion, must be taken into the account, if we wish to

entertain any thing like an adequate idea on this sub-

ject. Nor shall we yet be doing justice to our country,

if we do not recollect that all those facilities of convey-

ance are the work of little more than half a century.-

The highways of Britain were not equal in goodness
to those of foreign countries, when the peace of Aix^
la-Chapelle was concluded. From this time to the

death of George II. great exertions were made to im-
prove the state of the roads; and during the first 14

sessions of the reign of George III. the various road

laws were collected into one act, and no fewer than 452

acts were passed for repairing the high ways of diffe-

rent districts. Since that period, not a session has pass-

ed in which acts for repairing and improving the high
ways have not been enacted.

The evidence respecting the extent and rapid increase

of our inland trade, derived from the numerous canals

which have been made since the commencement of the
present reign, is not less striking and unequivocal. A
very early attention was paid to the navigation of our
rivers ; and from the Revolution, to the death of George
II. many streams had been rendered navigable; a still

greater number, however, have been rendered com-
modious to internal commerce, during the present

reign, besides the more valuable improvement of ca-

nals ; nineteen acts during the first fourteen sessions of

this reign having been passed for making artificial navi-

gations ; and subsequent sessions have witnessed nearly

an equal attention to this mode of facilitating internal

commerce.
It would carry us far beyond our limits, even to enu-

merate all the canals which now exist in England. On
this subject, we must refer our readers to the article

Inland Navigation; and content ourselves with re-

marking, that nearly all the great manufacturing towns
are connected with one another by means of canals

;

that by them they can receive most of the raw male-
rials, which they respectively work up ; and that by
far the largest proportion of the manufactured articles

are dispersed over tlie kingdom, or sent to the ports

whence they are embarked to foreign parts, by means
of inland navigation.

The foreign trade of this country is generally con-
sidered of much more importance than its domestic
trade; but this idea appears to us to be erroneous : the
foreign trade is undoubtedly much more imposing in its

aspect, and the extent of it is more easily ascertained

;

but the real value of the domestic trade, if properly in-

vestigated, will be found to be much greater. Let us
only reflect on the population of England and Wales,
which is upwards of ten millions; and on the industry
and wealth of that population; our foreign customers
are undoubtedly more numerous, but they are far be-
hind what may be called the domestic customers in in-

dustry and wealth. Even on the very moderate cotn-
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^utation, that the average annual expence of each in-

«iiviclual of the ten niiliioii inhabitants, amounts only to

30/., the annual domestic consumption will amount to

the enormous sum of 200,000,000/.

We come now to the consideration of the foreign

trade of England; and in describing it, we shall enu-

merate the most important and material articles which
England imports from each particular foreign country,

and which she exports into each particular foreign coun-

try ; and give a statement of the value of the exports

and imports, where they have been ascertained, and also

of the number of vessels employed in euch branch of

foreign trade. We shall conclude this part of our sub-

ject, by a statement of the whole exports and imports,

and of the tonnage, both domestic and foreign, which an-

nually enter or leave our ports.

The principal imports from Denmark, are hides, bar

iron, kelp, furs, tar, and timber and boai-ds of different

kinds : the principal exports to this country are, hard-

ware goods, lead, tin, coals, earthen-ware, glass, salt,

cotton goods, woollen goods, hats, tanned leather, refined

sugar, drugs and dye stuffs, tobacco. Sec. The rt-ul va-

lue of the exports to Denmark, from 1798 to 1803, was
on an average about half a million; from 1803 lo 180",

when the attack on Copenhagen took place, lie value of

the exports varied from 2,000,000/. to 6,000,000/. The
number of vessels employed in the trade to Denmark, in

times of peace, was generally (including their repeated

voyages) of English vessels 200, of foreign vessels 800.

The principal articles of import from Russia are,

pearl and potash, bristles, cordage, flax, hemp, iron,

linens, pitch, tar, tallow, timber, &c. ; the principal arti-

cles of export are coals, salt, sal ammoniac, lead, tin,

hai'd-ware, earthen-ware, glass; woollen, cotton, and silk

goods; refined sugar, dye stuffs. Sec. The official value

of the impoi'ts from Russia is generally about 2,000,000/.

:

of the exports to Russia, about half that amount. The
number of vessels employed in the trade to this country

in times of peace, was generally (including their repeat-

ed voyages) of English vessels about 500, and of foreign

about 100.

The principal articles of import from Sweden are flax,

iron, pitch, tar, timber, 8cc. of export to Sweden, coals,

lead, tin, hardware, earthen- ware, salt, cotton and woollen
goods, sugar, coffee, tobacco, &c. The official value of

the imports fr-om Sweden is generally under 500,000/.

;

of the exports to Sweden under 100,000/. The number
of English vessels employed in this trade is generally
about 50 ; and of foreign about 250.

The priiicipal articles of import from Poland are
corn, particularly wheat, pearl and potashes, timber, &c.

;

of exports, hardware, cotton goods, sugar, coffee, drugs,
apices. Sec. The official value of the imports are gene-
rally about 300.000/.; of the exports under 50.000/. The
English vessels employed in this trade are about 30, and
the fui-eign vessels about 20.

The principal articles of import from Prussia are
Gorn, particularly wheat and oats, flax, hemp, pearl and
pot ashes, timber, &c.; of export, salt, woollen and cot-

ton goods, hardware, earthen-ware, glass, sugar, coffee,

and various articles of East India produce. The official

value of the imports is frequently near a million; of
the exports rather less. The number of English ves-

sels employed in this trade are about 100, and of foreign

vessels, generally about the same number-
The imports from Germany, as well as the exports

from that country, are very numerous ; the principal

articles of the former are corn, flax, hemp, linens, rags,

skins, v/ines, timber, Sec. ; of the exports, hardware, pla-

ted goods, salt, earthen- ware, tanned and wrought leather,

gloves, hats, cotton and woollen goods, silk goods, watch-
es, cabinetwai-e, coaches, he. besides colonial and East
India produce to a large amount. The official value of
the imports from Germany and the exports to it, has
varied very much, at different periods of the war ; and
the average value of each, during the war, was much
greater than before its commencement, as much of the
trade between England and the continent was carried on
through Germany. This will be sufficiently apparent
from the following statement: In the year 1791, the of-

ficial value of the imports from Germany was about

600,000/. ; of the exports rather under 2,000,000/. ; where-
as, in the year 1800, the impoi'ts wei'e upwaixls of

2,000,000/., and the exports rather more than 12,000,000/.

From tliis instance, which, however, it must be confess-

ed, is an extraordinary one, the extreme difficulty may
be conceived of giving any thing like an accui-ate state-

ment of the average value of the exports and imports
of England to and from any particular country, as they
existed during the strange and unparalleled war IVom
which we have just emerged ; though there is no diffi-

culty in giving an average statement of the whole amount
of the imports and exports, from and to all parts of the

world, during that war. The number of English ves-

sels employed in the trade to Germany is generally about

200, and of foreign vessels rather more.
The principal articles of import from Holland are,

geneva, cheese, butter, rags, flax, hemp, madder, clover

and other seeds, coi-n, bacon, &c. ; of export, cotton and
woollen goods, hardware, sugar, coffee, and other arti-

cles of colonial and East India produce, frequently to a
very large amount : the value of the imports is general-

ly under 1,000,000/. ; of the exports, from 1,500,000/. to

3,000,000/ Before the commenCi.ment of the war, the
number of English vessels engaged in this li-ade (inclu-

ding their repeated voyages), was nearly 900, of foreign

vessels about 400.

The principal articles of import from Fi-ance used to

be articles of luxury, such as wines, brandy, lace, cam-
brics, lawns, silks, trinkets, &c.; of exports, cotton

goods, hardware, cutlery, lead, tin, copper-, besides a
vast deal of East and West India produce. The offici-

al value of the impoi-ts fi-om France during the year 1789,
when the Revolution commenced, was r'ather moi'e than
500,000/. ; and of the exports about 1,200.000/., of which
about 800,000/. consisted of English manufactures, and
the remainder of foreign produce. In the same year,

the number of English vessels enrployed in this traffic

(including their i-epeated voyages) was nearly 1400; and
of foreign vessels about 250.

The chief articles imported from Spain are, barilla,

oil, cochineal, fruits, wool, cork, dyewoods, wines, bran-

dy, silk, &c; of exports, hai-dwui-e, earthen-ware, bi'oad-

cloths, leather, hats, baizes, Sec. In time of peace, the
official value ot the imports was usually about 700,0u0/.,

and the exports nearly the same ; and the number of
English vessels engaged in the ti'ade about 200, and of
foreign vessels about 50.

Tlie principal uTiicles of import from Portugal are,

brimstone, cork, drugs, and gums; wines, fruit, dye-
stuffs, hides and skins, Sec; of exports, hardware, coals,

glass, earthen- ware, woollen, cotton and silk manufac-
tures, hats, and East and West India produce ; the va-

lue of the imports is usually about iOOfiOQi.; of the ex-
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ports, rather more than 1,000,000/. : the number of Eng-

lish vessels employed, about 250; of foreign, about 50.

The usual arliclcs of import from Italy, are barilla,

brimstone, cork, oil, fruits, silk, See; of export, hard-

ware, platcd-«art, earthcii-ware, woollen goods, cotton

goods, pilchards, herrings, leather, and East and \Vest

India produce. In time of peace, the official value of

the imports was usually about 900,000/., and of the ex-

ports nearly the same : and the number of English ves-

sels engaged in the trade about 200 ; of foreign vessels,

very few were employed.

The imports from Turkey consist principally of car-

pets, drugs, dye-stufts, fruits, silk, £cc. ; of exports, the

principal are hardware, cotton and woollen goods, yatch-

es, and East and West India produce. The official va-

lue of the imports is about 200,000/. ; of the exports

nearly the same. The English and foreign vessels em-

ployed seldom exceed 20.

The imports from Ireland to England are very nu-

merous ; they consist chieliy of corn, provisions, linen,

hides, Jcc. The principal articles of export are coals,

woollen, cotton, and silk manufactures ; hats, haberdashe-

ry, earthen-ware, salt, glass, and East and West India

produce. The value of the imports vary from 2,000,000/.

to 3,000,000/.; and the exports from 3,000,000/. to

4,000,000/., of which one half generally consists of fo-

reign produce. The ships employed, (including, as usu-

al, their repeated voyages,) are between 4000 and 5000.

The principal articles of import from Nortli .\merica,

are flour, provisions, masts, timber, cotton wool, tobac-

co, rice, tar, pitch, pot and pearl ashes, indigo, furs, kc;
of export, woollen and cotton goods to an immense
amount, hardware, earthenware, books, hats, leather, linen,

shoes, paper, S^c. The value of the exports, especially

those to the United States, has varied much latterly, ac-

cording to the state of political relations between the

two countries. It has been as high as 12,000,000/.; the

value of the imports is comparatively trifling. The ves-

sels employed in time of peace are about 560, most of

which aie foreign.

South America has lately become of great conse-
quence to the English merchant and manufacturer; the

emigration of the Court of Portugal to the Brazils, and
the circumstances which have occurred in the Spanish
provinces, having opened the trade to this country.
The principal imports from South America are cotton,

wool, skins, cochineal, logwood, indigo, Brazilwood, su-
gar, drugs. Sec. The principal exports are, woollens,
silk and cotton goods, linen, leather, hardware, hats,

earthen-ware, kc. The value of the imports from the
Brazils alone, amounted in 1810, to between 2,000,000/.
and 3,000,000/.; and about 160 ships were employed in
the trade.

The principal articles of import from the West Indies
arc sugars, rum, cofl'ee, pepper, ginger, indigo, drugs,
cotton, kc. of export, hardware, provisions, woollen and
cotton goods, hats, glass, earthen-ware, leather, shoes,
ready made clothes, herrings, kc. The real value of
the imports varies from 8,000,000/. to 12,000,000/.; and
of the exports from 6,000,000/. to 12,000,000/. The
ships employed are about 600; the tonnage about 180,000;
and the seamen about 15,000.

The principal articles of import from the East Indies,
China, and Persia, are tea, spices, raw silk, muslins,
nankeens, sugar, indigo, cloves and other spices, opium,
quicksilver, drugs, gums, rice, saltpetre, £cc. The prin-
cipal articles of export are woollen goods, tin, hardware,

lead, copper, bullion, clocks, watches, hats, millinery,

coaches, cabinet and upliolstery goods, Sec.

From the year 1788 to 1811, there were exported to

India bullion to the value of 29,583,210/. ; and mer-
chandise to the value of 35,528,b86/. ; making the total

exports to India, during that period, 65,112,096/.; and
during the same period, there was exported to China,
bullion of the value of 13,295,092/. ; and merchandise to

the value of 24,012,656/.; making the total value of the
exports to China 37,3o7,748/. ; arid the total value of the

exports both to India and China fiom 1788 to 1811,

102,419,844/. On an average of 1811, 1812, and 1813,

the goods exported to India and China, amounted to

1 ,900,000/. ; and on an average of the same years, the

total produce of the articles sold at the East India

Company's sales amounted to about 6,000,000/.

In the year 1771, the tonnage employed in this trade

M'as 61,000; by an act passed in the year 1772, the com-
pany was restrained from building, till their shipping

was reduced to 45,000 tons: this reduction took place

in 1776, when they began to rebuild. In 1792, their

English built ships amounted to nearly 80,00j tons : at

present the tonnage is upwards of 100,000 ; the burden
of the ships varying from 500 to 1500 tons.

This trade has hitherto been wliolly vested in the hands

of the East India Company; but on the expiration of

their present charter, the trade to the East Indies will be

thrown open, under certain regulations : that to China
will still continue the monopoly of the company.
Such is a brief, and necessarily an impertect, abstract

of the principal branches of English commerce. In con-

sequence of the political relations in which this country

has stood for the last twenty years with the continent of

Europe, and for the last eight years with the United
States of America, it is not possible to present a fair

average statement of its regular trade, either with Eu-
rope or America. The following official statement, how-
ever, will serve to give us a clearer insight into the real

value of the exports.

Real value of exports, on an average of three years,

ending 1807, to the continent of Europe, 17,801,232/.:

to Ireland, Gueri.sey, See. 6,41 5,428/. ; to Asia, 3,3o8,99 1/.;

to Africa, 1,278,248/.; to the United States of America,
12,136,811/.; to other parts of America and the West
Indies, 10,599,514/.; making a total, on tlie annual aver-

age of three years, ending 1807, of 5 1,540,224/. ; if from
this sum we deduct 4,000,>i00/. as the value of the ex-

ports from Scotland, it will leave about 47,000,000/. as the

value of the exports from England.
Real value of exports, on an annual average of four

years, endingl 81 1, to the continent of Eurojir, 20,983,808/.

to Ireland, Sec. 7,128.364/. ; to Asi,i, 3,222. .,75/. ; to Afri-

ca, 725,013/.; to the Ui;ittd States, 6,464,059/.; and to

the other parts of America and t'le West Indies,

17,133,553/.; making a total of 55,657,372/.; from whicli,

deducting 4,657,372/., as tiie probable amount of the ex-
ports fiom Scotland, there will remain 51,00u,0o0/ as

the amount of the exports from England. This compa-
rative statement of the exports of two series of years,

will be siifficient to shew how much the value of our
exports varied both to the continent of Europe and to

the United States, particularly to the latter.

The following statement shews the real value of the

imports into England alone, (exclusive of those from
India and China,) and of the exports from England,
distinguishing foreign from English produce export-

ed. In the year ending 10th October 1806, there were
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imported articles to the value of 38,398,6451?.; and

exported of foreign goods, 9,005, 12o;.; and of Eng-

lish goods, 39,368,218/. In the year ending the 10th

of October 1807, there was imported, 40,947,300/.

;

exported of foreign goods, 9,679,652/.; and of Eng-

lish goods, 39,041,854/. And in the year ending

10th of October 1810, the imports were 34,448,620/.;

the foreign exports, 7,138,282/.; and the English ex-

ports, 32,233,477/. Of this immense trade, London

alone possesses nearly two-thirds. Liverpool, Bristol,

Hull, Newcastle, Sunderland, and Whitehaven, rank

next to London in commerce.
The following statement may also be given, as exhi-

biting a clear and satisfactory view of the increase in the

official value of the imports and exports of England du-

ring the last 100 years:

Years. Imports. Exports.

1719 . .
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ed in England at the rate of 5/. I«. 2rf. on the gross

amouiii.^

The Excise, which consists of inland duties, or taxes

on articles niunufacliired or consumed, originated in the

year 1626 ; but was not actually established till the year

1643. In the reign of George I. the excise duties were

rendered perpetual. In the year 1 800, the gross produce

of this branch of the revenue amounted to 1 1,994,199/,
;

in the year 1804, to 20,985,644/.; in the year 1810, the
permanent duties of excise amounted to 18,925,954/.;

and the war duties to 6,488,870/. ; making a total of
25,414,824/. For the year 1813, the following Table ex-
hibits the particulars of the excise duties :

Jccount of the grata actual receiftl in Money, and net firoduce of the Excise Consolidated Duties, Unconsolidated

Duties, Temfiorary War Taxes, and Tobacco and Malts, annual, in England, for the Year ending Sth January

1814.

Articles.

Auctions
Beer
Bricks and Tiles ....
Candles
Cocoa Nuts and Coffee . .

Cider, Perry, and Verjuice .

Glass .

Hides and Skins ....
Hops
Licences

Malt
Paper
Printed Goods
Salt ..../...
Soap

c . .. C British ....
bnirits < ,-,

'

I i oreign ....
Starch

Stone Bottles

Sweets and Mead ....
Tea
Tobacco and Snuff . . .

Vinegar
Wine .

Wire

Total Consolidated Duties .

("British, per 51 Geo.
Spirits < HI. ch. 59. .

(_ Foreign, Do. . .

Total unconsolidated Duties

TEMPORARY WAR TAXES.
Malt, per 43 Geo. III. ch. 81.

Sweets . . Do. . . .

Spirits
^^["'^h. Do.

I Foreign, Do. . .

Tea
Tobacco and Snuff, per 46 Geo

III. ch. 39
Bran-

J
per 47 Geo. III. ch. 27

dy,£cc. ^52 Geo. III. ch. 3. .

Total Temporary War Tajtes

Gross actual receipt in Money Net produce of each article

L. 343,530

2,888,298

300,184
311,305

124,019

25,197

614,054

674,751

53,537

439,892
1,120,558

419„570
947,029

1,548,092

643,039

1,636,523

1,499.110

37,422

2,538

25,453

2,048,096

383,870
42,593

1,100,583

12,887

16 8j
13 lOi

8 lOi

15 f>l

7

17
2i
8

14 8i
3 8i
2

15

1

Oi
12 10

17 3}
1 3

14 Si
16 7i
17

8

6

3

6

U

H
9

OJ
9 6

16 2J
12 3^
18 45

L. 17,242,153 16 3i

L. 5,202 3 3

23,182 7 0}

L. 33,384 10 Oi

L. 2,205,229 10

4,220 2

580,612 6

742.262 2

2,055,263 18
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The income or property tax is 10 per cent, on all in-

comes, (with some exceptions and modifications) ; in the

year 1800, when it was only 5 per cent, it amounted to

4,677,766/.: in 1804, to 3,572,556/. : in 1810, when it was

10 per cent, it amounted to the sum of 12,5 14,369/. : and

in 1813, the gross produce of it was 13,016,041/. Of the

following Tables, the first exhibits the amount of the in-

come of England and Wales, in the years 1806, 180^,

and 1810, derived from all the different sources, except
the public funds, public offices, kc. on which the income
tax was levied ; and the second, the amount of income
in 1810, derived from trades and professions, shewing the
particular sums derived from every rate of income, from
50/. to 5000/. and upwards.
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Total charge for debt payable in Great Britain,

39,337,216/. : 3*.: SJrf.

Unfunded debt and demands outstanding, 5 th January

1814,60,968,966/.: 11». : W^cl.

Ways and means voted 1813

Services

L. 68,106,308

71,976,641 8 3

Deficiency of ways and means L. 3,870,333 8 3

The Navy of Great Britain forms its principal bul-

wark and pride ; and its increase and present strength

are not more astonishing, than the increase and present

amount of the wealth of the kingdom, which we have
just exhibited. At the death of Queen Elizabeth, the

total number of ships belonging to the navy was 42, the

largest mounting 40 guns, and the whole navigated by
8376 men. At the death of King William, the total

number of ships was 256, of which 123 were of the line.

At the death of George II. it had not increased much,
there being only 136 ships of the line. At the com-
mencement of the war in 1793, there were 156 sail of the

line: in January 1801, 195 sail of the line: and in the

month of April 1814, there were in commission 727
ships of war; of which, 157 were of the line, 24 from
50 to 44 guns, 145 frigates, 124 sloops of war, 8 bombs
and fire ships, 184 armed brigs, 39 cutters, and 49
schooners ; besides which, there were in ordinary, re-

pairing, and building, a number, making the total 1022,

and the ships of the line 250. The seamen and marines
employed at this time amounted to 140,000.

Till the war which has just'terminated, the generals

and soldiers of Great Britain certainly did not bear so

high a character as her seamen, but their exploits du-
ring that war has raised them to an equality ; and the

exertions of this country in increasing her troops, far

surpassed those she had put forth at any former period.

In the year 1775, the whole regular troops amounted
only to 33,190; in 1783, to 90,395 ; in 1793, to 38,945 ;

and in 1801, to 149,865 : all these, however, except the

last, were periods of peace. At the termination of the

present war, Great Britain maintained upwards of 28,000

cavalry, 7500 foot guards, 191,000 infantry, and 71,000

militia. The English militia amounted to upwards of

5r,000: besides these, there were the local militia, vo-

lunteer corps, foreign troops, artillery, kc.
The population of England and Wales was long a

subject of great uncertainty, till it was at last determined

by the result of an act of parliament in December 1800,

which directed a general enumeration of houses, fami-

lies, and persons. From this enumeration it appeared,
that there were in England 1,472,870 inhabited houses,
occupied by 1,787,520 families; and that the total num-
ber of persons was 8,331,434: While in Wales there
were 108,053 inhabited houses, occupied by 118,303
families ; and that the total number of persons was
541,546. In the year 1811, a similar enumeration took
place, of which the following are the results :

Inhabited houses in England . . . 1,678,106
in Wales . . . 119,398

Number of families in England . • . 2,012,391

in Wales . . . 129,756
Houses building in England . . . 15,188

in Wales. . . . 1,019

Uninhabited houses in England . . . 47,925
in Wales . . . 3,095

Families engaged in agriculture in England 697,353

in Wales . 36,044
Families engaged in trade in England . 923,578

. . . in Wales . 36,044,

Families engaged in other occupations in > „„, . _

England 5
•'91)450

Families engaged in other occupations in> - „,-
Wales 5

^"'""^

Males in England 4,575,763
. in Wales 295,633

Females in England 4,963,054
in Wales . . . '. . 320,155

Total inhabitants of England . . . 9,538,827
. in Wales . . . 611,788

From a comparison of the population of England in

the years 1801 and 1811, it appears that it had increas-
ed 14i per cent, during that period ; while the popula-
tion of Wales had increased 13 per cept. The popula-
tion of the manufacturing districts had increased in

much the greatest proportion ; in 1801, the population
of Lancashire was 672,731 ; in 1811, it was 856,000. In
1801, the population of the west riding of Yorkshire was
563,953 ; in 181 1, it was 675,100. There is also reason
to believe, t'.at the population of England and Wales,
between 1785 and 1795, increased nearly in the same
proportion as it did between 1801 and 1811. The pro-
portion of sexes was much the same in 18 1 1 as in ISO 1,

that is, about 10 males to 11 females of the resident
population. The following Table exhibits the increase
between 1801 and 1811, in a more particular point of
view :

Population, 1801.
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Till the enumerations of 1801 and 1811, it was gene-

rally supposed, ihul Uicre were not more than 5i per-

sons to a house in London, and the other great towns

;

but the result of these enumerations proves, that, taking

the whole of England and Wales, tlic proportion of m-

habitants to a house is about 5|. while in the towns it

varies very considerably from 4* to 9|.

Although there arc no certain data, by means of

which the population of England and Wales can be ac-

curately ascertained, previous to the enumeration of

1801, yet the following Table, constructed on the best

information regarding this subject, it is presumed, ex-

hibits pretty nearly the state of the population, at dif-

ferent times, prior to 1801 :

Years.

1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1785

1790

1795

Population.

5,475,000

5,240,000

5,565,000

5,796,000

6,064.000

6,467,000

6 736 000
7,428,000

7 953,1)00

8,016,000

8,675,000

9,055,000

The average number of registered burials was sta-

tionary for 21 years, from 1780 to 1800; the average

number being about 192,000 per annum. From 180C

to 1805, the average was 194,000; and from 1805 lo

1810, the average number was 196,000.

In 1780, 1 in 40 died annually.

In 1790, I in 45.

In 1800, 1 in 47.

In 1810, 1 in 49 or 50.

The next Table shews the number of marriages, on
a medium average of 5 years, and also on a medium
average of 10 years, from the passing of the marriage
act to the year 1810:

The following Table exhibits the baptisms, burials,

and marriages at different periods, from 1700 lo 1810 :

Years.
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Wales, 4«. 5 Jrf. No return has been made since the

year 1803 ; but the amount of the poor's rate at present

cannot be mucli less than 8,000,000/.

« •

CHAP. XI.

Conilitution, Government, and Laivs, Civil and

JReligious.

The English government is distinguished from that

of other nations, principally, by this circumstance, that

in it the right of making and that of enforcing the laws,

or the legislative and executive powers, are distinct and

separate. The legislative authority is vested, by the

constitution of the kingdom, in the Parliament, which

consists of King, Lords, and Commons. It is not ac-

curately and satisfactorily ascertained, at what precise

period the Parliament, as it is now constituted, was

formed; that is, when the Commons first began to com-
pose a distinct assembly from the Lords ; but the ge-

nerally received opinion is, that the Parliament was, on

the whole, much the same as it now is, so long ago as

the 17th year of King John, A. D. 1215.

W'nh respect to the manner and time of the assem-
bling of Parliament, it is usually and regularly sum-
moned by the King's writ and letters, issued by the

advice of the privy-council, at least 40 days before it

begins to sit. The Parliament cannot meet of its own
authority, it being a part of the royal prerogative to

convene it at such time and place as the King shall

deem proper. If there should be no Parliament in be-

ing at the death of the King, the last Parliament re-

vives, and is to sit again for six months, unless his suc-
cessor shall dissolve it.

The constituent parts of Parliament, as has been al-

ready remarked, are the King and the Three Estates
(as they are denominated) of the realm, the lords spi-

ritual, the lords temporal, and the commons. The king
and the lords spiritual and temporal sit in one house,
which is called the House of Lords; and the represen-
tatives of the people in another, which is called the
House of Commons. When parliament assembles at
the beginning of a session, the king always meets them
in person, or by commissioners appointed to represent
him. He also has the power to prorogue or dissolve it.

Besides these royal prerogatives, as they respect Par-
liament, the king possesses the privilege of rejecting
any bill that may h.-\ve passed both Houses, and conse-
quently preventing it from being enacted into a law.
The lords spiritual, as a constituent part of Parlia-

ment, consist of the two archbishops and 24 bishops of
England, and four bishops of Ireland. The English
archbishops and bishops sit in the Upper House, from
their holding, or being supposed to hold, certain baro-
nies under the king.
The lords temporal consist of all the peers of the

realm, in their several degrees of duke, marquis, earl,
viscount, and baron. The duke is so styled from the
Latin, Vux, a leader or general. The title of mar-
quis IS derived from the Gothic, and signifies the com-
mander or guardian of a march or frontier. The titles
of earl and baron are also from the Gothic, and sis-nify
simply eminent men. Viscount is derived from the
Latin, and signifies the lieutenant of the count or earl
Ihc bishops are not, sfictly speaking, peers of the
realm, but only lords of Parliament. The number of

the lords temporal is indefinite, the king possessing the

privilege of increasing them at his pleasure. Some sit

in the Upper House by descent ; some by creation ; the

Scotch and Irish peers by election.

The House of Commons consists of knights, citizens,

and burgesses, respectively chosen by counties, cities,

and boroughs. The number of representatives sent to

Parliament, for England, Wales, and the town of Ber-

wick, is 5 13. The Scotch and Irish representatives in-

crease the number to 658 members. No person can

vote for a knight of the shire, unless he possess a free-

hold estate of the annual value of 40s. Neither bene-

ficial leases for a term of years, nor copyhold estates,

give the right of voting. A leasehold, however, vested

in an individual for life, does. Every candidate for the

representation of a county, must have a clear estate of

freehold, or copyhold, of the value of 600/. per annum,
unless he be the eldest son of a peer, or a person qua-
lified as a knight of the shire.

The citizens and burgesses in Parliament are the re-

presentatives of the mercantile and trading interests, as

the knights of the shire are of the landed property.

Many boroughs, however, with no trade, and some
with very few persons entitled to vote, return members
to Parliament, while some of the most populous and
flourishing places in England, as Manchester and Bir-

mingham, send no representatives. The right of Elec-

tors in boroughs varies according to the charters, cus-

toms, and constitutions of the respective places. Every
candidate to represent a city or borough, must possess

a free estate, of freehold or copyhold, to the value of

300/. per annum, unless, as in the case of candidates

for counties, he be the eldest son of a peer, or of a

person qualified as a knight of the shire.

As soon as the Parliament is summoned, the lord

chancellor sends his warrant to the clerk of the crown
in Chancery, who then issues out writs to the sherifis

of every county, for the election of all members to

serve for that county, and for every city and borough
in it, which possesses the privilege of returningmem-
bers to Parliament. But in case a vacancy for any place

occur while parliament is sitting, the speaker of the
House of Commons issues his warrant for the election

of a new member. As soon as the place and time of
election are fixed, all soldiers must be removed to the

distance of two miles or more, and must not return till

the poll is over. No lord of Parliament, or lord-lieute-

nant of a county, has any right to interfere at elec-

tions. When a poll is demanded, it must commence
immediately, and be continued from day to day, for at

least seven hours each day, till it be finished. The she-
riff, or returning officer, has the right of granting a
scrutiny, if it be demanded. The persons returned are
the sitting members, until the House of Commons, up-
on petition, shall adjudge the return to be illegal. All
petitions against sitting members are referred to a select

committee of 15 members of the House of Commons.
On the first day of the meeting of every new Parlia-

ment, the lord steward of his Majesty's household ad-
ministers the necessary and usual oath to the members
present ; and then executes a commission, empowering
certain members to administer the same oath to others.
Every member is obliged to attend his duty in the
House, unless he can shew a sufficient excuse for his

non-attendance ; if he do not, he is ordered into the cus-
tody of the serjeant-at-arms, which is attended with the
expence to the party of about 51. a day. No member
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ran vscatft his scat, unless he accept of an office un-

ik-r the crown. The ofTice of stewards of the chiltern

hundreds (from which neither honour nor profit are dcr

rived) are generally accepted for that purpose. As soon

as the scat in Parliament is thus vacated, these offices

are resigned, and are then ready for any other mem-
bers, who wish to vacate their seats. Commissioners

for prizes, agents for regiments, ofKcers of the excise

and customs, clerks of the treasury, kc. and every

peison who holds any office under the crown, created

since 1705, or any pension during the pleasure of the

king, or for any term of years, are ineligible to sit in

Parliament.

The Parliament thus constituted, consisting of King,

Lords, and Commons, is invested with absolute power.

Besides the power of making and repealing all laws, it

can new-model the succession to the crown ; alter the

established religion of the land ; and even change the

constitution of the kingdom, and of Parliament itself.

The privileges of Parliament are very large, and indeed

are not strictly defined. Amongst them, that of free-

dom of speech is the most important and salutary. It

is particularly demanded of the King in person by the

Speaker of the House of Commons, at the opening of

every new parliament. Another privilege consists in

the protection of the persons of the members of both

Houses from arrest. This privilege, however, does not

extend to treason, felony, nor to the case of writing

and publishing seditious libels. The franking of letters

is also a privilege common to the members of both Hou-
ses of Parliament. There are some privileges peculiar

to the House of Lords. As they constitute the highest

law court in the kingdom, they have a right to be at-

tended by the Judges, the Sergeants at law, and the

Masters in Chancery. Every peer, on obtaining licence

from the king, can constitute another Lord of Parlia-

ment his proxy, to vote for him in his absence. The
peers also enjoy the right of {protest ; that is, each peer
may enter on the journals of the House his reasons for

dissenting from any vote which passes contrary to his

wishes. The privileges peculiar to the House of Com-
mons relate principally to the raising of taxes. All

grants of subsidies or parliamentary aids, by the ancient

indisputable privilege and right of the House of Com-
mons, begin in their House; nor do they ever suffer the

Lords to make any change in the money bills which are

sent up to them.
On the opening of every session of parliament, the

king, either in person or by his commissioners, address-
es both Houses, in a speech from the throne. After this,

the regular business of Parliament commences. In the

House of Lords the Lord Chancellor generally presides

as speaker, and regulates their proceedings. The House
of Commons always elect their own speaker, who must,
however, be presented to the king for his approbation.
The speaker of the house of Commons cannot give his

opinion, unless the house be resolved into a committee,
where he loses, for the time, his character of speaker.
The spe iker of the upper House is always at liberty to

take pari in the debate. The Commons cannot proceed
to business unles there be 40 members present. Two
peers, however, besides the speaker, are sufficient to

constitute a House of Lords. All bills, except money
bills, mav originate in either House. A member first

gives noiicc of his intention to move for leave to bring
in a bill. When leave is given, it is read a first time ;

Vol. VIII. Part II.

and at a convenient distance, a second time. After each
reading, the speaker puts the question, whether it shall

proceed any further ? In the house of Commons, the
speaker cannot vote unless the ayes and noes be ecjual,

and then his casting vote rlecides the majority. But in

the House of Lords, the speaker votes with the House;
and if the contents and non-co>ttents be c(|ual, the latter

have the effect of an absolute majority. In the House
of Commons, two tellers are appointed to count the

votes on each side.

After the second reading the bill is committed, that

is, referred to a committee, eithet select, or of the whole
House. In the latter case, the speaker leaves the chair,

and another person is appointed clinirman of the com-
mittee. In a committee, each member may speak on
the ([ucstion as often as he pleases ; whereas, during the
regular sittings of the House, no person can speak more
than once on any subject, unless in explanation, with
the exception of the member who made the motion be-
fore the House, who has the privilege of replying, at

the conclusion of the debate. The chairman of the com-
mittee reports the bill to the House ; after which it is

read a third time; and one of the members is directed
to carry it to the Lords for their concurrence. Here it

goes through the same forms as in the other House.
When the bills have passed both Houses, they are al-

ways deposited in the House of Lords, to wait the royal

assent, except bills of supply, which are returned to the

Commons. The royal assent is given either by the
king in person, or by commission. When the royal
assent in either way is given to a bill, then it becomes
an act of parliament, and not before. The king, as
well as each House of Parliament, possesses the consti-

tutional power of rejecting any bill; but this power has
not been exercised since the year 1692, when King Wil-
liam HI. refused to pass the bill for triennial parliaments
into a law. -

Strictly speaking, no strangers have a right to be
present in either House during parliamentary proceed-
ings; but in fact, admission is easily obtained. When,
however, a division is about to take place, strangers are
obliged to withdraw. Till within a comparatively re-

cent period, neither House would permit their debates
to be published ; but at present they are regularly and
fully given to the public in the newspapers.
The duration of Parliament was formerly for three

years; but in the beginning of the 18th century, the

duration was extended to seven years. It seldom hap-

pens, however, that Parliament sits out this period.

It is not necessary that there should be the formal
promulgation of an act to give it the force of a law

;

but copies of it are usually transmitted to the chief ma-
gistrates throughout the kingdom. When a law is once
made, it cannot be repealed, amended, or dispensed
with, but by the same authority, and by going through
the same forms, by which it was enacted.

Each House possesses the privilege of adjourning it-

self; by which nothing more is meant than the conti-

nuance of the session from one day to another. A Jiro-

rogation is the continuance of Parliament from one ses-

sion to another. This is done by the king's authority,

expressed by the Lord Chancellor in his Majesty's pre-

sence, by commission from the crown, and sometimes
by proclamation. When Parliament is prorogued, bills

•which had been begun must be resumed de novo in the

next session, and go through all the forms again before

4 I
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they can pass into laws. A dissolution, which is llic ci-

vil death of parliaiiiciit, is cficcled by Uie king's will.

With ifspcti 10 the executive power, ;uk1 the rights

of succesbioTi to the thione ol Englaiiil, tin- i'lindaniciital

niaxim is, thiU the crown is, " by common l;nv and con-

stitutional custom, hertdiianj ; but that the lights ol in-

heritance may iVom time to time be changed or liniiicd

by act of parliament, the crown still continuing heredi-

tary under these limitations." The right of primogeni-

ture amongst the males, and of the males in prefe-

rence to the females, is a constitutional rule in the de-

scent of the ciown. Upon failure of the male line, the

crown descends to the eldest of the female issue, and

the heirs of her body lawfully begotten, and not jointly

to the female issue of the same degree, as in common

inheiitances. By the statute 12 and 13 William HI.

diap. 2. the descent is limited to such heirs only of the

Princess Sophia, grand-daughter of King James I. as

are Protestant members of the church of England, and

arc married to none but Protestants.

The queen consort has many prerogatives different

from other wives. She is a public person distinct from

the king, and is able to jjurchase lands, to convey them,

and to make leases, without his concurrence. In short,

the law considers her, in all respects, as a single wo-

man ; but she is the king's subject, and not his equal.

It is high treason to compass or imagine her death, as

well as that of the king. It is also high treason to vio-

late her person, and in her likewise, if she be consenting.

The law regards and protects in a similar manner, the

Prince of Wales, his consort, and the Princess Royal.

The king's brothers, uncles, grandsons, and nephews,

take precedence of all the other nobility. They, as well

as the Prince of Wales, and the younger sons of the

king, sit in the House of Lords. By statute 12 George
HI. ch. II, no descendants of George II. (except the

issue of piincesses married into foreign families,) can

contract matrimony without the previous consent of the

king, unless, being of the age of 25, they give a twelve-

months notice of such intention to the privy council,

and, before the expiration of that period, no disappro-

bation is expressed by Parliament.

By the constitution of this country, various councils

are allotted to the king, to advise him respecting- public

measures. Besides the Parliament, which has been al-

ready mentioned, the peers of the realm are hereditary

counsellors of the sovereign, and have a right to demand
an audience of him, to lay before him such matters as

they shall consider of importance to the state. The
judges also, are the king's counsellors in matters of law.

But the principal council of the sovereign is his privy
council, tiie members of which are chosen by him, and,
on cnanges of administration, are seldom erased, though
those in opposition seldom attend. They are styled light
honourable, and are sworn to observe secrecy. The
lowest at the board pronounces his opinion first, and the
king, if present, concludes with declaring his judg-
ment.
The cabinet council, as it is called, consists of those

ministers of state, who hold the highest rank and digni-
ty. Tiie members are generally 9 or 1 1 ; consisting of
the lord chancellor, the lord privy seal, the lord presi-
dent of the council, the three principal secretaries of
state, the first lord of the treasury, the chancellor of
the exchequer, and the first lord of the admiralty. The
first lord of the treasury is considered the premier, or
prime miuistcr of the country. It sometimes happens,

that the olVices of first lord of the treasury, and the

chancellor of the cxche(iuer, are held by the same per-

son. No part of the executive authority of the king is

vested in his privy council, the constant style of the law

being the king in council, and not the king and council.

The constitution does not recognise the cabinet council.

The king can remove his conlidential servants, or "the
administration," as it is usually termed, at his ])leasure.

The principal oflicers, who have the management of

the political, military, naval, and financial afi'airs of the

kingdom, are the lord high treasurer, or loids commis-
sioners of the treasury; the principal secretaries of state;

the secretary at war; the commander in chief; the lord

higli admiral, or lords commissioners of the admiralty.

The business of the treasury is to determine on all

matters relative to the civil list, or the other revenues of

the nation ; to give directions for the conduct of all

boards, and persons entrusted with the receipt, manage-
iuent, and expenditure of those revenues; to sign all

warrants for payments out of them, and generally to

superintend every branch of the revenue, belonging to

his iMajesty, or the public. Formerly, there was a lord

high treasurer; but for upwards of one hundred years,

the management of the treasury has been put in com-
mission ; the commissioners being, the first lord of the

treasury, the chancellor of the exchequer, (to whom is

entrusted, in an especial manner, the revenue and ex-

penditure of the nation, and who generally takes tlie

lead on the ministerial side of the House of Commons,)
and three other conmiissioners. Since the union will!

Ireland, the chancellor of the exchequer of that of the

united kingdom is, ex officio, nominated one of the

lords commissioners of the treasury.

There are three principal secretaries of state : the

secretary of state for the home department, who has
management of, and controul over, the internal aflairs

of the kingdom, and from whom ail directions and com-
mands to the lord lieutenants, sherill's, and other magis-

trates, issue; the secretary of stale for foreign affairs,

who, as the narne implies, has the management of all

correspondence and transactions with foreign nations;

and the secretary of slate for war and qolonies, who has

the management of the affairs of the colonies, and to

whom also is entrusted the supreme direction of all war-
like expeditions.

The commander in chief is at the head of the army.'

The secretary at war, when theie is no commander in

chief, (that is, when the king retains actually, as well as

virtually, the first military command in the country,)

superintends and controuis the discipline, as well as

the finance of the army ; but when there is a comman-
der in chief, (as there generally is,) he superintends

the finance, as distinguished from the discipline of the

army ; he communicates with the troops in all matters

that relate to the police, or law of the country. Some
matters of pure discipline, however, are still transacted

under his immediate authority ; for instance, all that

relates to the apprehension and escort of deserters, and

in many more cases; though the measure originates

with the commander in chief, much of the execution

rests with the war office. On the other hand, some
considerable branches of finance, (such as the local al-

lowances to troops on foreign stations, and the barrack

expenditure in general,) do not come under the war
office.

The special superintendance of the navy is seldom
now entrusted to a lord high admiral; but a bo.^rd of
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admiralty is appointed, consisting of a first lord, (who,

gent-rally, is not a naval officer,) and six subordinate

members, among whom are admirals of known skill

and experience. The duty of the admiralty is to con-

sider and determine on all matters relative to the navy

;

to give directions for all services that are to be perform-

ed therein, both in its civil and naval branches ; and ge-

nerally, to superintend the naval and marine establish-

ment. The duties of the commissioners of the navy

are under the lords of the admiralty, to attend to all af-

fairs regarding the civil establisliment of the navy; to

make contracts for civil stores, and distribute them ; to

prepare estimates ; to direct all monies for naval services

into the hands of the treasurer of the navy ; and to ex-

amine and certify his accounts. The transport office,

which was instituted in 1794, has the charge of the

transport service, of sick and wounded seamen, and of

prisoners of war.

The duty of the Sovereign is expressed in his corona-

tion oath, by which he swears to govern according to

the statutes of Parliament, and the laws and customs of

the kingdom ; to cause law and justice, in metcy, to be

executed in all his judgments; and to maintain the Pro-

testant reformed religion.

The constitution of this country ascribes to the Sove-
reign the political attribute of absolute perfection. It

is an ancient and fundamental maxim, that "the king
can do no wrong ;" by which is meant, tliat he cannot

be made personally amenable for any wrong which he

may actually commit. Ids minister being responsible,

in all cases, for the acts of the Sovereign. By the con-

stitution, also, the king never dies, since, immediately
on the natural death of the Sovereign, the regal dignity

is vested in his successor. Besides these attributes, the

king is considered in law as the sole magistrate of the

nation, all other magistrates deriving their power and
authority from him; he has also the exclusive power of

sending and receiving ambassadors, of making treaties,

&c. and of declaring peace or war. By the statute of
the 13 Car. II. chap. 6. he has the sole command of all

fleets and armies, and of all places of strength in the

kingdom.
As the king is considered the prosecutor in all cri-

minal proceedings, he is invested, by the constitution,

with the prerogative of pardoning oH'ences. Another
branch of the prerogative, is the power of issuing pro-
clamations, by which laws already made are enforced.
The other prerogatives of the king, are the power of
conferring honours and dignities, either by writ and
letters patent, as in the creation of peers and baronets

;

or by corporeal investiture, as in the creation of a knight,
of creating new offices, and of regulating weights and
measures, and coining money.
The maintenance of the king's household and the

civil list, are supplied from the annual taxes. The re-

venues of the civil list consist at present of 800,000/.,
granted by the 1st of George III.; 100,000/. granted by
the 1 7th of George III. ; 60,000/. by the 44th of George
III.; 70,000/. by the 52d of George III.; ai.d 35,000/.
the surplus of exchequer fees, granted by 23u of George
III. but which fluctuates with the general expenditure
of the country: the total revenue of the civil list is thus
about 1,065,000/. There are 8 classes of expenditure
from the civil list. The 1st class comprises pensions
and allowances to the royal famiy. I'rorn the year 1804
to 1812, these amounted to about 220,000/. By addi-
tions made in February 1812, in consequence of the

king's illness, they were increased to the sum of 390,000/.

In the second class, are comprised allowances to the lord
chancellor, speaker of the House of Commons, judges
of the King's Bench and Common Pleas, barons of the
Exchequer, and justices of the Court of Great Session
in Wales : in all about 25,000/. In the third class, are
comprised salaries to foreign ministers: these of course
vary according to the extent of our relations with other
powers. Under the fourth class, are comprised bills in

the departments of the lord chamberlain, lord steward,
master of the horse, and master of the robes : about
250,000/. In the fifth class, salaries in the above de-
partinents about 75,000/. The sixth class, comprehends
pensions and compensations to old servants, and late

ministers at foreign courts: about 120,000/. The se-

venth class comprises small fees and salaries to the
amount of about 36,000/. And the last class compre-
hends salaries to the commissioners of the Treasury,
and chancellor of the exchequer: about 9000/. Besides
payments in all these classes, there are occasional pay-
ments, which may amount on an average to 150,000/.

It has already been mentioned, that the king is the
chief magistrate in the country. The principal subor-
dinate magistrates are, the high sherifl's, coroners, jus-

tices of the peace, constables, surveyors of highways,
and overseers of the poor. The high sherifis are elect-

ed annually by the lord chancellor, the chancellor of the
exchequer, the judges, and privy council. The powers
and duties of the high sheriff are very great ; he deter-

mines the election of knights of the shire, and, as the
keeper of the king's peace, is the first man in the coun-
ty, having the power of calling out the fiosse crj7intaCus,

or summoning every person above fifteen years old (ex-
cept peers) to attend him, on pain of fine and impri-
sonment for disobedience. In his judicial capacity, ho
may hear and determine all causes of 40s. value. In
civil cases, he is to serve the writ, to arrest, and take
bail; to summon the jury in all cases, and to see judg-
ment executed. He has under him, the under sheriff,

bailifls, and gaolers.

In every county there are usually four coroners, and
sometimes six. They are chosen by the freeholders.

Their duty is to inquire into the manner and cause of
the death of every person who is supposed to have died
by violence, suddenly, or in prison. The inquiry is

to be made, on view of the body of the deceased, by
a jury, over whom the coroner presides. If, by the
coroner's inquest, any one is found guilty of murder
or manslaugiiter, he is to commit the offender for fur-
ther trial. The next denomination of magistrates are
justices of the peace, tlie principal of whom is the cus-
tos rotulorum, or keeper of the records of the county.
Justices arc appointed by the king's special commission.
In this conuTiission some particular justices are directed
to be always included, without whom no business can be
done ; and, from the first word in the commission, these
are called Justices of the Quorum. Every justice is re-

quired to have 100/. fier annum in estate, clearing all de-
ductions. The Lord Chancellor, the Lord Treasurer,
the Justices of the Court of King's Bench by their of-

fice, and the Master of the Rolls by prescription, are
conservators of the peace throughout the kingdo.m. No
practising attorney, solicitor, or proctor, is capalile of
acting as a justice of the peace. The number of act-
ing resident justices of the peace in England and Wales,
is about 1560. There are two kinds of constables; high
constables and petty constables : the former preside over

4 I 3
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a hundred ; the latter arc inferior officers in every town

and parish. The duty of each class is to keep the peace

in their several districts. The duly of surveyors of the

highways consists, in puttii.g into execution the statutes

for the icpair of the public roads. The overseers of the

poor are empowered to raise money, by levying rates on

the inhabitants for the maintenance of the poor.

The municipal law of England is divided into the un-

written or common law, and the written or statute law.

The common law consists of general customs, the par-

ticular customs of certain parts of the Ivingdom, and

those particular laws wliich are observed by custom only

in certain courts and jurisdictions. The proceedings and

determinations in the ordinary courts of justice are di-

rected by general customs, or the common law, properly

so called. Of these customs the judges are deemed the

repositories, the judicial decisions of their predecessors

being their guides. The written laws of the kingdom
consist of those statutes which are made by the king's

majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the lord's

spiritual and temporal in parliament assembled. If the

common law and statute difl'er, the former gives place

to the latter ; and an old statute is superseded by a new
one ; but if a statute that repeals another be itself re-

pealed, the first statute is revived without any formal

words for that purpose.

Courts of justice in England, are either such as pos-

sess general jurisdiction throughout the whole realm, or

special jurisdiction only in particular places. Of the

former, there are the courts of common law and equity,

the ecclesiastical courts, the courts military, and the

courts maritime. The court of King's Bench is the

supreme court of common law in the kingdom : it is so

called, because the Sovereign was understood to judge
in person ; and its jurisdiction extends to the whole
kingdom, the presiding judge being denominated Lord
Chief Justice of England. Besides the chief judge, there
arc three puisne judges. The authority of this court
extends to criminal as well as civil cases ; the latter is

called the crown side, the former the plea side, of the
court. It is a court of appeal, into which may be re-

moved all ('eterminations of the court of Common Pleas
and of the inferior courts; but from it an appeal lies to

the House of Lords, or to the Court of Exchequer. The
court of Common Pleas determines all civil actions be-
tween man and man, as distinguished from " the pleas of
the crown ;" which term comprehends all crimes and mis-
demeanours. In this court there is one chief and three
puisne judges. The Court of Exchequer, so termed
from the ancient mode of counting upon a chequered
board, is a court of law and 'equity also. It consists of
two divisions : the receipt of the exchequer, which
manages the royal revenue, and in which all causes re-
lating to it are determined ; and the court, or judicial part
of it, which is again subdivided into a court of equity and
a court of common law. From the equity side of this
court, appeals lie immediately to the House of Peers. The
whole number of judges is twelve ; to all of whom, in-
tricate and important points of law, that may occur in

. any trial, are referred. They also sit in the House of
Lords, in order that they may assist them with their
opinion and advice, when that House acts in its judicial
capacity. Formerly the judges were dependent on the
crown ; but his present Majesty began his reign with
declaring, " that he looked upon the independence and
uprightness of the judges as essential to the impartial
administration of justice—as one of the best securities

of the rights and liberties of the subjects—and as
most conducive to the honour of the crown." Upon
this an act was passed, by which the judges are to be
continued in office notwithstanding the demise of the

crown ; nor can they be removed, but by a joint ad-
dress of both Houses of Parliament to the king. The
High Court of Chancery is the most important of all

the king's civil courts of justice. It has its name from
the judge presiding in it, who is styled Lord High Chan-
cellor, because the highest point in his jurisdiction con-
sists in cancelling the king's letters patent, when they are

granted contrary to law. The Lord Chancellor takes
precedency of every temporal lord. By his office he
is speaker of the House of Lords. To him belongs the

appointment of the justices of the peace throughout the

kingdom : and he is patron of all the king's livings un-
der the yearly value of 20/. in the king's books. He is

also the general guardian of all infants, idiots, and lu-

natics. The Court of Chancery, in which the Lord
High Chancellor alone sits, and determines without a
jury, judges causes in equity, in order to moderate the

rigour of the law, to defend the helpless from oppres-
sion, and especially to extend relief in cases of accident,

fraud, and breach of trust. From this court an appeal
lies immediately to the House of Peers, which is the

supreme court of judicature in the kingdom. From its

decision there can be no farther appeal.

The courts of assize act as auxiliaries to the courts
already mentioned: They are composed of two or three

commissioners, who are sent round the kingdom twice
every year, except in the four northern counties of
Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland, and Westmore-
land, in which the assizes are held only once a year.

The trial by jury, handed down from our Saxon ances-

tors, is the most noble feature in English jurisprudence,
and is justly regarded as the safeguard of the lives, li-

berties, and property of the nation. In civil cases there

are two kinds of juries, special and common; special ju-

ries were originally introduced, when the causes were too

intricate for the discussion of ordinary freeholders. In

forming a special jury, the sheriff attends with his frce-

holdersbook, and the proper officer takes indiscriminately

48 of the freeholders, 12 of whom are struck off by eacli

of the attornies on both sides. A common jury is return-

ed by the sheriff, who gives in a list, containing not les.s

than 48, nor more than 72 jurors, whose names are put
into a box, and the 12 first drawn out are sworn on the

jury. The jurors may be challenged by either party.

Each of the 12 men composing the jury is sworn sepa-

rately, well and truly to try the issue between the

parties, and a true verdict to give according to the evi-

dence. The pleadings are then opened by the council

for the plaintiff; after which, the evidence is gone through
in support of the case; the counsel on the other side

next opens the adverse case, and likewise adduces evi-

dence in support of it ; after which, the party who began
is heard in reply. One credible witness is sufficient to

establish a fact. No man can be a witness in his own
cause. The evidence being gone through on both sides,

the judge proceeds to sum up the whole to the jury, in
the presence of the parties, their counsel, and all others,

in open court. He also gives his opinion to the jury in

matters of law arising upon the evidence. If the jury
think it necessary, they retire to consider of their verdict.
They are kept without meat, drink, fire, or candle, (un-
less by permission of the judge,) till they are unanimous-
ly agreed. When they are agreed, they return back to
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the bar, and deliver their verdict ; that is, they find either

for the plaintiff or the defendant. The judgment of the

court follows the verdict of the jury; and where the

judgment is not suspended, or reversed, execution fol-

lows; but the writs of execution must be sued out with-

in a year and a -day after judgment is entered. Such are

the proceedings in civil cases.

The courts of criminal jurisdiction, are either those of

a public and general authority throughout the kingdom
;

or such as are private and special, being confined to par-

ticular parts of the realm. The highest ciiminal court

is the high court of parliament. In it the greatest offen-

ders, whether peers or commoners, are prosecuted and
punished by trial or impeachment. An impeachment is

a presentment to the House of Lords, by the Commons,
in Parliament assembled. A peer may be impeached
for any crime, and a commoner for a capital offence, as

well as for high misdemeanours. No pardon, under
the great seal, is pleadable to an impeachment by the

Commons. In cases of impeachment, after evidence is

gone through, and counsel heard, each peer declares, on
his honour, whether the accused is guilty or not guilty

of the crimes laid to his charge, and he is acquitted or

condemned, according as the majority of the peers are

for or against him. It has already been mentioned, that

the Court of King's Bench, on the crown side, takes

cognisance of all criminal causes. The High Court of

Admiralty takes cognizance of all crimes and offences

committed either upon the sea, or upon the coasts. The
criminal courts of local jurisdiction, are the courts of
oyer and terminer, or courts of assize, held by the judg-

es on the circuit, attended by the justices of the peace
of the county wherein the assizes are holden ; and the

general quarter sessions of the peace, which must be
holden in every county, once in every quarter of a year.

It is holden before two or more justices of the peace,

one of whom must be of the quorum. The jurisdiction

of this court extends to all felonies and trespasses ; but
murders, and other capital felonies, are usually referred

to the assizes.

The regular and ordinary mode of proceeding against a

criminal, is, in the first place, by arrest. The usual mode
of making an arrest, or of apprehending a person, is by
a warrant, granted under the hand and seal of a justice,

on the party requiring it making oath concerning the

crime committed: but arrests may be executed by offi-

cers, without warrant, against persons whom they find in

the act of committing a breach of the peace. When an
offender is arrested, he is taken before a magistrate,

who dismisses him if the charge appears groundless

;

but if otherwise, he is either committed to prison or ad-

mitted to bail, that is, he must give sureties for his ap-

pearance to answer the charge against him. On an ac-

cusation of treason, or of murder, as well as in many
other cases, no bail can be taken ; where it is admissi-
ble, the law directs it not to be excessive. After the

commitment or bail of an offender, follows his prosecu-
tion, or formal accusation, which is first before the grand
jury : this is the only institution of the kind in Europe.
The grand jury is composed of freeholders and gentle-

men of the first respectability in the county. It consists

of 24 good and lawful men, of whom not fewer than 12,

nor more than 23, are to be sworn to discharge the duty
which the law imposes on them. The difference be-
tween the duty of a grand and petty jury consists in

this, that the former hears only the evidence on the part

of the prosecution, whereas the latter hears the prison-
er's defence and witnesses also. As soon as the grand
jury is sworn, the judge delivers to them his charge,
remarking on the different subjects of their inquiry, and
reminding them of their duty. If after having heard
the evidence in support of the accusation, contained in

the bill of indictment laid before them, they are of opi-
nion that the accusation is groundless, they indorse the
bill with the words, "not a true bill," or " not found,"
and the party is discharged of course ; but a new indict-

ment may be preferred to a subsequent grand jury. But
if they are satisfied of the truth of the accusation, they
indorse upon it, " a true bill." The indictment is then
said to be found. Twelve of the grand jury, at least,

must assent to the accusation of the party. There is also
a method of proceeding, in criminal cases, at the suit of
the king, without a previous presentment to a grand ju-
ry, which is by way of information ; either partly at the
suit of the king, and partly of the subject, or in the name
of the king alone.

If the offender, on the bill of indictment being found,
does not appear after being required to surrender him-
self at five county courts, he is judged to be outlawed,
or is rendered incapable of taking any of tlie benefits of
the law, either by bringing actions or otherwise. When
the offender appears in court, the indictment is distinct-

ly read to him, and he is then asked whether he be guilty

or not guilty: if he confesses the crime, the court awards
judgment; if he is obstinately mute, he is considered as
convicted: if the prisoner plead not guilty, the sheriff of
the county is to return a pannel of jurors, who are to be
sworn as they appear, to the number of 12. In all cai)i-

tal cases, the prisoner is allowed to challenge a certain

number of them, without assigning any cause whatever
;

whereas the king can challenge no juror, without as-

signing a reason, to be allowed by the court. In cases of
high treason, petit treason, and misprision of treason, two
lawful witnesses are in general necessary to convict a
prisoner; but in almost every other case, one witness is

sufficient. After the evidence for the prosecutiijn is

gone through, the prisoner is called upon for his defence ;

and when this is finished, the judge sums up the evidence,
pointing out the law to the jury, and uniformly instructing

them, that if any doubt of the prisoner's guilt rests upon
their minds, tiiey are bound to acquit him. Tlie jury then
retire to consider their verdict, which must be given in

open court. The unanimity of all the twelve persons is

the peculiar characteristic of the English jury. If the pri-

soner is found not guilty, he is for ever discharged of the

accusation; but if he be found guilty, the judgment of

the court immediately follows, and he can only be pardon-
ed by an exercise of the royal prerogative. This par-

don must be under the great seal of England ; tlie ne-
cessary effect of it is, the acquitting the offender of all

corporal penalties and forfeitures consequent upon his

crime. But if no pardon be granted, and the sentence
is capital, execution must be performed by the legal of-

ficer, the sheriff or his deputy. The only warrant which
the sheriff has for executing a criminal is tlie judge's
signature upon the calendar or list of the prisoners

names, with their separate judgments in the margin.
The time that elapses between the passing and execu-
ting of the law is left uncertain in the country, but in

Middlesex and London the day and place are named in

the warrant to the sheriffs.

It is beyond our purpose and limits to enumerate the
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punishments thw llic laws of Ent;!and affix to tliflercnt

crimes: it may, however, !)c proiicr biicfly tn iiiciitioii,

that the iniiiislimcm of iloatli is aftixcd in the statute

book to more crimes ii) this tliaii perhaps in any other

CQimtry ; and that hence the laws of Ijij^hind are deem-

ed to be sani^iiinary. lUit thoui^h the statute book af-

fixes capital punishment to a Rieat variety of crimes,

many of which arc by no means dcscrvin;^ of it, yet

there are perhaps as few crimes actually punished with

death in this as in any other country. High treason,

murder, and forgery, are generally thus punished.

Transportation for life, or for a period of years, is the

punisiiment next to death in our criminal code.

The natuial rii,'hts of the people of England, which

are secured by the constitution and laws, are the right

of personal secuiity; the right of personal liberty; and

the right of private jiropcrty. If any Englishman is de-

prived of his personal liberty, he may upon the demand

of his council, have a writ of habeas corpus, to bring

him before the Court of King's IJench or Common
Pleas, who shall determine whether the cause of his

commitment be just. The celebrated statute, by which

the liberty of the subject is thus secured, was passed in

the reign of Charles II. 1679. The principal provisions

of the act arc, to hx the period for bringing the prison-

er into court; to oblige the keeper of the prison, within

six hours, to furnish him with a copy of his commit-
ment, and to prevent a recommitment for tiic same of-

fence. Circumstances, however, sometimes arise, which
render it necessary to suspend the habeas corpus act for

a limited time.

With respect to private property, it cannot be taken

for the public good, on any tax levied upon the subject,

without his consent, expressed by his representatives

in Parliament. Besides these rights, that are secured
to the subject, he has the right of petitioning the king
or cither house of Parliament ; and of having arms for

his self-defence and preservation, such as arc allowed
by law, according to his desire. In treating of these
points, by which the English constitution is distin-

guished, it would be unpardonaljle to pass over the li-

berty of the press : it may be considered as consisting
simply in this, that neither the courts of justice, nor
any other judges whatever, can lawfully take any no-
tice of writings intended for publication, but only of
those that are actually published, and in tiiese cases,
thcymust proceed in the trial by jury. In indictments
for libels, the province of the jury is to determine on
the points of law, as well as on the matter of fact; that
is, to decide, not only whether the libel in question has
been written by the person charged with having done it,

but also whether the contents be criminal or not. It is,

however, a doctrine of English law on this subject, that
it is of no importance whether the matter of the libels
be true or false, as the guilt of the persons consists in
the provoking of another to break the peace ; and this
may be as easily done by publishing a truth as a false-
hood.

By the constitution, the king is considered as the su-
premchead, on earth, of the church of England. By this
authority he convenes, prorogues, restrains, regulates,
and dissolves all synods and ecclesiastical convo"^cations.
The convocation of the clergy in England, however,
have never been allowed to transact any business since
the reign of Queen Anne. The ministers of the csta-
blishcd church arc denominated the clergy, a term

which comprehends all persons either in holy orders,

or in ecclesiastical oflices. The different orders of the

clergy of the church of England, essential to the con-

stitution of episcopal government, are those of bishops,

priests, and deacons; but there arc other officers, which,
though not essentially necessary, have been gradually

introduced, as archbishops, deans, prebendaries, minor
canons, archdeacons, church-wardens, parish clerks, and
the like. The episcopacy of England consists of the two
archbishops of Canterbury and York, and 24 bishops,

who, upon confirmation, may sit in Parliament; there

is also the Bishop of Soder and Man, who has no seat

in the House of Lords. The archbishop is the chief of

the rest of the bishops, and all the inferior clergy in

his province ; he has the right to present to all vacant

livings in the disposal of his bishops, if they are not

filled in six months. The Archbishop of Canterbury
enjoys some privileges above the Archbishop of York;
to him belongs the privilege of crowning the kings and
queens of England ; and of granting special licences to

marry at any time or place, to hold two livings, &c.

He is styled the primate of all England, and precedes
all persons except the royal family.

_^

The province of Canterbury comprehends, 1st, The
bishopric of London, containing Essex, Middlesex, and
part of Hertfordshire: 2d, The bishopric of Winches-
ter, containing Surrey, Hampshire, Jersey, Guernsey,
and Alderncy: 3d, The bishopric of Litchfield and
Coventry, containing Staflbrd, Derby, and part of War-
wick and Shropshire: 4th, The bishopric of Lincoln,

containing Lincoln, Leicester, Huntingdon, Bedford,

Buckingham, and part of Hertford : 5tli, Ely, contain-

ing Cambridgeshire : 6th, Salisbury, containing Wilts
and Berkshire: 7th, Exeter, containing Cornwall and
Devon: 8th, Bath and Wells, containing Somersetshire:

9lh, Chichester, containing Sussex: 10th, Norwich,
containing Norfolk, Suffolk, and a small part of Cam-
bridgeshire : 1 Ith, Worcester, containing Worcester
and a part of Warwick: 12th, Hereford, containing

Hereford and a part of Shropshire: 13th, Rochester,

containing Kent: 14th, Oxford, containing Oxfordshire :

15th, Peterljorough, containing Northampton and Rut-
land: 16th, Gloucester, containing Ciloucestershire

:

17lh, Bristol, containing the city of Bristol, part of

Gloucestershire, and Dorsetsliire: ISth, Landaff, con-

taining Glamorgan, Monmouth, Brecon, and Radnor :

19th, St David's, containing Pembroke, Cardigan, and

Caermarthcn : 20th, St Asaph, containing the greatest

part of Flint, Denbigh, Montgomery, and part of Siirop-

shire : and, 21st, Bangor, containing Anglesey, Caer-

narvon, Merioneth, and part of Denbigh and Montgo-
mery.

In the province of the Archbishop of York, (who
is termed the Primate of England,) there is, 1st, The
bishopric of Durham, which contains Durham and
Nortininiberland : 2d, Carlisle, which contains great_

part of Cumberland and Westmoreland : 3d, Chester,

containing Cheshire, Lancashire, Richmondshire in

Yorkshire, with ])art of Cumberland and Westmore-
land: and, 4th, The Isle of Man.

Archbishops and bishopii are appointed by the king,

by what is called a Conine d'clirc, or leave to elect,

which is sent to the dean and chapter, naniing the per-

son to be chosen. The prelate pays homage to the

king for his temporalities, or the baronies connected
with the see ; and cotnpounds for the first fruits, that
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is, tlie revenue of tlie first year, which goes towards

increasing- the revenues of llic poor clergy. All the

bisho])S are sole judges in their own courts, and issue

writs in their own names, not in the royal style used

by other courts. The Bishop of London, as presiding

over the capital, has the precedence of all the others.

The liishop of Durham, as presiding over the see that

constimtes a county palatine, lias great powers and pre-

rogatives; even the king's judges only sit in his diocese

by his permission. The Bishop of Winchester is the

third in dignity ; all the rest of the bishops take their

places according to the senioiity of their consecration.

The revenues of the bishops vary very much, and are

nuich greater now than they were formerly, being de-

rived from lands and mines, the annual income from
which is of course greatly enhanced. The revenue of

the Bishop of Durham is supposed to be the largest;

and in some years, it is said to have readied nearly

20,000/ ; the amount of the revenues of the two Arch-
bishops, and of the Bishops of London and Winches-
ter, is probably next to that of the Bishop of Durham.
To every cathedral belong several prel)endaries and a

dean, who form the dean and chapter, a council appoint-

ed to assist the bishoj) with theii advice in ecclesiastical

and other matters relative to the sec. At the Reforma-
tion, their salaries were mostly converted into money,
but tliose of Duiham preferred the ancient portions of

land, which have increased so much in value, that Ihey

are now styled golden prebends.

The next order is that of archdeacons ; their num-
ber is about 60; their office is to insjiect the moveables
of the ciiurches, to reform slight abuses, and to induct

into benefices.

The most nuinerous, as well as most laborious order
of the clergy, are the deacons, curates, vicars, and rec-

tors : formerly, the office of the deacons was to super-

intend the poor, the ancient donations to the church
being assigned in three divisions, one to the poor, ano-

ther for repairs, and the tliird for the clergy ; at pre-
sent, the otlice of the deacon is restricted to baptism, to

reading in the church, and assisting the priest at the
communion, l)y handing the cup, only a person cannot
be ordained a deacon under the age of 23 years ; a piiest

must be 24, and a bishop 30. A parson is one who has
full possession of all the rights of a parish church : du-
ring liis life, he has the IVeehold of the parsonage house,
glebe, tithes, &c. ; and for the most part, he has the
right to all the ecclesiastical dues in the parish. If
the prideal, or great tithes, (such as those of corn, hay,
fic), be impropriated, or converted into secular hands,
the priest is termed a vicar, a name implying that they
are the vicarii, or deputies of the rector: but if the tithes

be entire, the priest is styled rector. A curate signifies

one who is not instituted to the cure of souls, but exer-
cises tlie spiritual oflice in a parish under the rector or
vicar. The churchwardens superintend the repairs and
decorations of the church, and the requisites for divine
service, as well as collect the alms of the parishioners:
they are annually elected at Easter. The sacristan, or
sexton, originally had the care of the furniture and plate
of tlie church; but the appellation is now applied to the
grave-digger.

The annual income of the clergy of the church of
England of all ranks, is supposed to be abotit 3,000,000/.;
but the average annual income of the parocliial clergy,
or rectors, vicars, and curates, does not exceed 100/.

This income is derived principally from tithes ; but it

is a mistaken idea to suppose that all the tithes are in

the hands of the clergy,—a great proportion of them
belong to laymen.
The following Table exhibits the annual value of land

in all the counties of England and Wales that is tithe-
free, titheable, tithe-free in part, and tithe-free on pay-
ment of a 7no(lus, which is a very small and inadequate
compensation.

Cuunties.
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CHIAP. xn.

I.anguagi; Literaiure, Jiria and Sciences, Education,

^Manners and Customs, Antiquities.

The language of Rnsland is radically Gothic, tlicre

being scarcely any words in it that can l)e traced to the

Celtic, though there is no doubt that the original popu-

lation of the country was Celtic. From the European

languages of Latin origin and etymology, the French,

Italian, and Spanish, hut most particularly the French,

Ihe F.nglish language has derived a vast number of

words, some of which arc synonymous, or nearly so, with

those of Gothic oriijin, and otliers have been incorpora-

ted, in order to supply the necessary terms for those new

objects and ideas which civilization and science intro-

duce. Of the Gothic dialects, the Belgic, Saxon, and

Danish, the first has supplied more words than either of

the others to the English tongue.

The Anglo-S.ixon is the oldest dialect of the English

language; in this dialect numerous manuscripts exist:

one of its most classic authors is Alfred, whose transla-

tions of Bede and Boethius from the Latin into the An-

glo-Saxon, have been published. At the tinie of the Nor-

man Conquest, Norman French was introduced ; but

though it was the -prevalent language among the nobility

and warriors, it does not seem to have added many terms

to the Anglo-Saxon, or to have changed the idiom or

grammatical construction of the latter till a considerable

time after that period. The constant intercourse, howe-

ver, between England and France, and especially the

conquests of Edward IIL effected, in the 14th century,

a change, in vain attempted by the Norman Conqueror.

Chaucer in paetry, and Sir John Mandcville in prose, are

supposed to exhibit the first specimens of what may be

termed the English language.

The advances of the language towards regular con-

struction, during the fifteenth century, were very great;

but from the reign of Edward VL to the reign of Hen-
ry VIU. it underwent vciy little change or improveinent.

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth, as the English charac-

ter then rose to a high degree of energy, vigour, and in-

dependence, in respect both to mental and moral quali-

ties ; so the language itself advanced to a degree of co-

piousness, dignity, force, and melody, which certainly

has not been sui passed. That it did not lose any of those
noble characteristics in tlie subsequent reign, is abun-
dantly and unequivocally proved, by the common trans-

lation of the Bible, which was executed at that period.
Dignity and force continued in an especial manner to

distinguish the language, till the restoration, when ele-
gance and smartness, in some degree, began to occupy
their place. The style of Addison and his contempora-
ry wits, has been justly celebrated for its neatness and
simplicity ; but it is undoubtedly deficient in energy, and
by no means remarkable for its grammatical correctness.
Since that time, neither the English language or style
have undergone any improvements.

It is absolutely impossible, in this article, even to
give a rapid and very brief sketch of English literature.
It is distingiiished from the literature of most of the
continental nations, by unambitious good sense, solidity
of judgment, and its application in a more direct and
certain manner, to the regulation of domestic and social
life. Anotlier grand feature of the English literature is,

'jriginal genius, which shines forth so conspicuously in'

the writings of Shakspeare, Milton, Newton, and Locke.

As contradistinguished from Scotch literature, the lite-

rature of England may be characterised as iriorc learned,

but less metaphysical.

Since the days of Newton, England has not been emi-

nently distinguished for mathematical science; but to-

wards the wonderful discoveries which the present age

has witnessed in chemistry and the physical sciences, she

has contributed an ample portion. The sciences connect-

ed with the healing art, have made great advances in

England. Perhaps our surgeons are not superior to

those of France, but our physicians are decidedly supe-

rior to the physicians of the continent, in their education,

ananners, professional knowledge, general respectabililj-,

rank and wealth.

Till the ISth century, this country had scarcely anv

native painters of merit ; and it may be added, that it

has been only during the reign of George III. that this

art has met with much encouragement, or displayed

much improvement. Even yet, in painting, engrav-

ing, and architecture, England has not made great ad-

vances. In music, she is still more deficient; for while

almost every nation on the continent, and her sister na-

tions of Ireland and Scotland, have their respective na-

tional music, England is without it.

The higher and middle ranks of English give their

children an expensive, and, in some respects, an excel-
lent education ; but till the institution of Sunday and
Lancasterian schools, the education of the s''eat bulk of

the people was miserably aid lamentably deficient. The
most distinguished and ex:* usive of the public schools

are those of Eaton, Westminster, St Paul's, Harrow,
Rugby, and Winchester. There are only two universities,

at Oxford and Cambridge; at the former, classical learn-

ing is the favouiite pursuit ; at the latter, mathematical
learning.

The distinguishing features of the English character,

are independence of mind and conduct; a reserve, tinc-

tured with austerity and pride; great fondness for domes-
tic life ; a disregard of, and contempt for, show and the-

atrical effect in what they say an.l do; and a decided
preference of comfort to extravagance. In their diet,

they are distinguished from most other natiuns, by the

very large proportion of animal food which they consume
;

their favourite liquors are a e, porter, and port wine
;

for lighter wines, even the higii. ^t ranks have little re-

lish. Tea, which is rarely met with on the continent, is

drank here in immense quantities by all ranks and class-

es of people. Their cookery and dress are particularly

simple: with respect to the latter, it is impossible, by
their dress, to distinguish the sons of the king from the

plainest tradesman. The houses in England, as well as

the persons of the people, bear unequivocal testimony to

their minute and scrupulous regard to cleanliness. 'I'tie

prevalent disorders are, consumption, fevers, apoplexv,

palsy, and lunacy : towards some of those, the uncertainty

of the climate evidently contributes: towards others, the

quantity of animal food and of sircng liquors which are

consumed. The cleanliness of p. rsons, houses, and
streets, however, which are everywhere met with, as well

as the improvements in draining land, which have taken
place during the last century, have rendered England a
much, more healthy country than it formerly was.

The English nobility and gentry spend a large por-
tion of their time on their estates in the country ; and
many of them instruct and amuse themselves, as well as
benefit their fellow-subjects, by t.'ieir attention to agri-
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culture. Some of their country-seats are magnificent

specimens of architecture; but, in general, they are ra-

ther commodious and elegant, than noble and extensive.

The grounds around thcni, however, are almost in ever}'

instance laid out with great taste and effect.

The antiquities of England are generally arranged un-

der six classes: 1. Celtic; 2. Belgic; 3. Roman; 4. Sax-

on ; 5. Danish ; and, 6. Norman. It is extremely doubt-

ful, however, whether there are any antiquities really Cel-

tic. Stonehenge is piobubly Belgic. The Roman anticjuities

are very numerous, and some of them in good preserva-

tion. A great many Roman inscriptions, altai s, &c. have

been found along the frontier- wall from the Western Sea

to the Tyne ; and traces of Roman roads are visible,

from Richborough in Kent, through London, to Chester;

from London to Lincoln ; and from Norwich into Dor-
setshire. The Saxon antiquities are chiefly sacred or

secular edifices; the Danish are camps, and some cas-

tles, to the north of the Humber ; and the Norman are

castles and cathedrals, of which latter, those of Durham
and Winchester may be particularly noticed.

In drawing up the preceding article, a great variety of

books have been consulted for particular points, the ti-

tles of which it is not necessary to give here, since, un-

less on these points, they afford little or no information

respecting the statistics of England.

The works principally consulted were, the agricultu-

ral reports of the different counties ; the various travels

in England ; the Monthly Magazine^ the early voiumes
of which contain many valuable papers on the manufac-
tures, Sec. of diffcri-hi :i wns and districts. Macpher-
son's AnnaU of Commerce. Chalmcr's Estimate of the

Resources of Great Br'uain. Aikin's Manchester. Ai-

kin's (A.) Tour in JVorth Wales. Campbell's Political

Suniey of Gnat Britain. M'Arthur's Political Facts.

Political Essays concerning (he present State of the Bri-

tish Em/lire, 1772. The different county histories that

have been published. Beauties of Engla^id and Wales.

Skeene's Rivera of Great Britain. Young's Political

./irithmetic ; his Tours ; and Annals of Agriculture

.

Commercial Magazine. Wenderburn's View of England.
Zimmerman's Survey of Eurofxe. Williams Qn the

Climate of Great Britain. Colquhoun On the Police of
the Metropolis; On the River Police; On indigence.

Bakewell's lutrocluction to Geology. Beckc On the In-

come Tax. Luccock On Wool. Observations on the

Cotton Trade of Great Britain.

Much information \j^s also derived from different Re-
ports of Committees of the House of Commons, particu-

larly the following : Report on the Woollen Manufacture

of England, 1806. Evidence on the Petitions of the

Calico Printers, 1803, 1804, and 1806. Report on the

Cotton Weaver Journeymen's Petition, 1809. Reports

on the Distillation of Sugar, 1808. Finance Reports.

Population Reports, ISOl, 1811. Returns respecting

the Poor, 1803. Bullion report. Evidence on the East
India Company's Affairs, 1812, 1813. Evidence resfiect-

ing the Orders in Council, 1808, 1812. Report on the

Duties on Leather, 1812, 1813.

Much valuable information was also derived, respect-

ing the principal manufactures, from persons resident

in the respective districts where they are carried on,

and well acquainted with their present state, (w. s.)
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deihruning hun ; she
in\ades England

;

death of the favoi.riic;
Eilward d'-posed Ijy

Parlianient ; js murder-
ed, 449

Edward HI. succeeds his la-

ther; war with Scot-
land, lb.

his narrow escape; ty-
ranny of Moiiimer;
execution uf the Earl
of Kent; execution ef
Mortimer; Eitward in-

ttrleres in the afluirs
of Scotland ; claims the
crown of trance ; fruit-

less expedition to
France ; the French
fleet defeated, 450

bis arbitrary proceed-
ings ; he cuntirms ihe
great charter ; renewal
ufthe war with France;
battle of Cressy, 451

the btois defeated ; siige
of Calais

; truce wiih
Fr.inte; plague in
Limilon ; renewal of
ilie war with France;
battle of Poiciiers;
captivity of the French
king, 45i

invasioii of France; tiea-
ly of Bi-etigni; cou-
«liipi-ed provinces re-
taken by the French;
diath of tlie B.'atk
Pr.nee

; the king's
death, 453

Edward iv. defeats Margaret
at 'luuion; she and
her husband again
H'e to Scotland; act
ot attainder passed
against Henry, his
queen, and son

; Mar-
f/nvt defeated at
Hedgley Muor; Hen-
ry coDQiuitted to the

Tower; ihekiug'j mar-
v.ajie, 4(>5

H.nry IV. linttle of Hinbiiiy;
reliels quieted ; rcbil-

Jiuii of Warwick and
Clarence; thej lice to

Fiance ; Warwick and
(iueen M.irgaret le-

concih'fl ; \\ iirwick
liiids in Kngl-jiid, 4Cj6

Edwai-d's IJight to Hoi-
land ; Henry i-estored

to the throne; Ed-
ward lands ill Yurk-
sliire; takes the king
priuiner, and defeats
Warwick at Rai-net;
Ma i-;;-.! ret deleateii at
Tewkihuiy, and her-
self and sou taken
jirisoner ; mui-der uf
her ion, 467

dcadi of Queen Mnrga-
let ; war witli France;
peace of Pecquigni

;

trial and execution ot"

the Diike of Claivjicr
;

king's amours ; his
death 468

Edwaitl V. succeeds his father,
468

Gloucester's dissimulation
;

ihe Karl of U.vers ar-
rested and put to death;
Hnstuigi louiden d ; arts
of Gloucester to obtain
the crown, 469

Gloucester usurps the
crown, 470

Eilward VI. his accession ; Hert-
ford chosen inoiei tar ;

relbrniatiun completed
;

war with bcoll.iul pitise-
cuted; cabals, and txecu-
lion of Loi-d .Seymour,

peisecuiions by liie refor-
niers; insurrections a-
nioiig the people ; So-
nier^et resigns the pro-
teeiui-shll.; Warwieks
ambiti^jus projects, 4S4

his de:uh, -IHS

Eli;i:jbt til. her accesilon ; re-es-
tablidmient of the I'ro-
leitant faith, 487

her wise and vigo ous ad-
numstiat on

; peace \\i,h
Friime; (juairel wiih
the Scots; Iier lyiaimical
condiicl. 4S8

her illness ; her execution
of Mary Queen of Scots

;

project o( her niarri,ige
>vith the Dtike of An-
j;ju ; hostiliiies with
Spain ; Spanish invasion,
4S9

'

reduction of ihe lebels in
Ireland, and insuri-ectioii
ami execution of Esses,
490

her sickness, and death,
491

Ely, Isle of, 500
Eihelwoif ascends the throne.

416
resigns the kingdom to his

son, ib.

Etiielbiild and Eihelbert, their
reigns, 416

Etlielred, his reign, ib.

his accession, and mar-
riage with the i.iio-
cess of Normandy, 420

he flies to Noiiii«n-!y,
IS vecalUd, and dies
421

'

FpEtinaig, Valeof. 502
Finances,—ciHtuinNjercise, 609;

amoiini of excise du-
ties, rjio

; stamps, land-
tax, assessed taxes, post-
ofiice, projierty tax,
611

Figure ot Kn^Iand, 492
Fisheries—salmon hshery, her-

ring fiNhery, mackarel, pil-
chai-d, 603 ; oyster hshing
vess.-h in 1785, Newfound-
kind fishery, 604; Green-
land fishery, South Sea
nahery, 605

Geography, progressive, first.
Second, and third ite-
I'ods, 494

Geography, m the Xormaii pe*
riod. 495

Gluiiceslcr. Vale of, 502
Godwin. Earl. 11<4,. lo Flanders

from Edward ilie Con-
fessor, liui 11 turns wiih
an army. 423

is lecunti'led lo Edward,
ib.

Government, executive power,
royal family, king's
coiinsetois, cnbittet
council, principal of-
(leers of stale, treasury,
se*i-e(Hiies of staie,
sicietary at war, 616

adn.ii-ftl'y, eoroiiation
oath, K yal pierigative,
civ:l lisl, dilferent ma-
gi^iratcs. hitjh sherili',

toroneis.jusucesof the
peace, 629

comtables, &e. 630
Grey, Lady J.ine, placed upon

the throne, 4S5
Guernsey, Jersey, ilcc. Islands

of, 500

H

Harold snccctds C.intite, 422
di\ ides (he kingdom wiih

IJaidiianuie Uiurders
Alfieti. and dic'*. ih,

Harold, sou of Karl Goilwin,
a,-.piits to the eitiun,
and opi>oses Eilwaid
the Confessor's iinen-
tiun of settling the
crown on Wiliian, of
Normaiidy ; his gener-
ous conduct, 424

ascends ihe throne, de-
f' ats the Norwegians,
biuilc of Hastings 425

his death, ib.

Hardicanutc succeeds to the
^\ho|e kingdom, and
dies of a del'aiich, 422

Henry usurps ilie thione while
i^oberi is absent in ihe
Holy Land and jiasses
a charier in favour of
his si.bjicts, 429

quaneib wiih ihe pri-
uiate; bis crown claim-
ed bj Kobeii; H- beit
r. ai!;iis his riglii upon
rev. i.mg a |j.-nsion

;

he deprnes Robert of
his NuiM an don inions
Olid ojiiiues him fiir

life
; hs dispute " iih

Ihe PoiH:- ; war Witli
France. 430

he cuneliidts a peace with
France ; his only son
Pihice William ilrown-
ed; hisdtaih, ib.

Henry 11. ascends the ihrone,
um\ demoli;hes ihe cas-
ths oihis barons 433

his qtiaiTeli With iiecket;
ihecunsiiiutions of Cla-
rendon ngited to ; he
p'Osecutes the pinnate,
4.?4

thellighr ofllfcket to ilie

continent ; Heiny
tlireatcned with ex-
tonimuuieatioii

; his
coinpi-onnse \Mih ihe
priniute, and Beekd's
u ii\al in England, 435

hit conquesi of Ireland;
Revolt of Piinc- Hen*
ry and his brothtrs;
the king offers them
ternis i,t reconcihatiou,
436

his penance at Becket's
tomb; he defeats W I-

liaui king of Scotland;
new dissension in his
fan; ly : rebellion of

_
Richard. 437

his deaih. ib.

Henry HI. succeeds his father
;

hs wtakiiess; Ins par-
lialiiy for Jbi-eitiners,

442
he renews the great

charter, 443
the uEurpaiions of his ba-

rons
; prince Edward

opposes them and is

taken prisoner; king
and barons aj)peal to
Lt.uis IX- renewal of
the civil war; bat.leof
Lewts, and the king

queen de-
a son; Iiis

•ind his son delalned
prisoners. 444

lie assembles the first
House of Con.mons ;
Prince Edwanl es-
ciipes; battle of F.ves-
ham, and King Hen-
ry's death, 445

Henry IV. usurps the crown.45&
conspii-acyfbrmed against

hiin delt ated ; a statute
lor the snpin-es^ion uV
heresy enforced bv the
clergy; E,,il Do'.glas
celeated by EaJ Percy
at Horneldon ; Percy
and Douglas deliated
by Henry, 457

an insiirrectiun bv the
Duke of Noitliu'mber.
land

; hr dispatches tl.r-

ces to as.ist the Duke
ot Orleans against tite
Duke of Burgundy,—
dies, 458

IIeni7 V. ascends the throne,
ib.

he retans his father's
ministers; restores tlie
ian.ily of Peicy to
then- honours

; perse-
cution of liie Loltaiils,
and more se^err l..\is

enacted agiihist their
opinions. 459

he I, ke, Hiiflei'r; battle
of Agiiiconrt ; subdues
tlie \\hole of luwer
Normandy; hrs mar-
ri.-ge; [he banle of
Bange ; his

livercd of
dealh, 460

Henry \ I. .Miceeeds his faiher;
P:nban.e..t ananges
the adniuiisiiat oil ilui--

higliis minority; Duke
of iiedfurd piostcuies
the w.tr in Fiaiie.^ with
success: Di.ke of Biit-
taiiy ul.hdraws frnui
tin- Kngilsh alliance;
Engl sli diiCom;i(i,d at
the siege of Orlenns by
Joan of Acre; (iisjmtes
biiwe.n Cardi.nl of
W.nch.stei- and the
DiJie of Gli.ucesiter

; a
truce with France Jbr
two nioniln; Heiiiy
g ws, no indications of
a capacity to guvern

;

Ins marriage
; ibe

queen rcino es Glou-
cester from the council
bojiid; Duchess of
Gldiiecsterlbund gmlty
of wiiehr-iafi; Duke uf
Gloucester accused ot'
treason

; his death, 461
and hs queen produces

uiii\er.al iliscnnient by
the iiiiivdcr ol Glouces-
ter; Duke of Sullolk's
deaili ; insurrections
Ul dLr Jack tade, who
assuiutd the name of
John Mortimer ; Sir
HiUiiplney Siatfoid ile-

feMed hy Cade ; Cade
dttl-ated and killed ,-

popular clamour con-
tinues; UiLhaid. Duke
ot York, appears as a
pretender to the
throne, and is forced to
do so fioin a regard to
h'.s per^onal safety, 463

his pretentions to (he
throne, and rhose of the
D-ikeofY.Hk.-R,ehuid
apptai-s m London at
the head of 10,000 men,
atitl demamh (he remo-
val of the Duke of So-
merset from power ;
confertnce wiih tlia.

king;Riih:'i'dappnint-
ed heuienant of the
kingdom, and p;oiec-
lor. during pleasure;
Somerset sent to the
'lower; Somerset wgain
ifiisid to the h. ad of
atfiiirs ; Richaid ha*
retouise to arms, 463

Honry VI. is wounded and tuken
piisoner at the battle of
St Aliiansand Somerset
I'laiii ; Uicliai'd iesto>'ed
to the Protectunhip

;

i
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outward reconciliation

effeclf'l iK'tw^-fii llie

C^iiecH 9111(1 Kicliir'l. I»y

ihe Arelibislioi) 1)1' (J:ia-

terbiiry; Ivittlt- 'if Xordi-

nniptuii; the Kiii^ i.»(v i»

pi-is(HU-v. but iVl;ut;'-iivt

iiml hvv "ioii «.'scai»t-tl iico

Scdtlimi ; Hiflimil open-
ly ;nK:iHees lii* tl nm to

^tht crown, ami it WiS
'dcLiiIi it ill P:a-liaiii'iit

tliat his tirle was itide-

ft-Msil.li.-; battle c.fW:,ke
rirUl (Itfll-nt Hill lU- th

of Ri"h;.nt; Kaih ut"

Uiitliml ami .S:ili'-lmry

t:iU' n pri.(»ii..rs iiul miii*-

dei'eti ; Petiibruk.'- de-

felled ut Morl:intT'3
Cross, anil Sir Owen
'I'u'li'i- t'lken prisuiiiT

and liflu-Mled. >iiid Kd-
ward Duke of Yuik
afjiiin dL-ti:itpd by Mur-
pur<-r ; Oiiko uf Y-uk
advances upon LonJun
wi'li » iiipi-viirr tlirc-o,

an 1 is pvoflairned kin(j

und' r thi- tide of Ed-
ward ihe IV. 4t)4

Honry vil. hi* nfcessum. 472
ills innrringf; insiareeiwn

suppn-'ssi d ; Pruict* Ar-
ilmr born; imposture of
I.;mbi'rt Siiniu-I, ib.

Iwtd*' of atoke ; subsidy re-

ceived (ill" ihe as-iis:anee

of lii'itiany; .iniie\.it.oti

of Bntiuny to France,
47;

pretensions of Perkin \V ir-

I>eck ; Wai'liL-ek iiiires

into Scothtnd ; t:iken pri-

soner, sndexeculed along
v>\ h young Earl Wai--
wlc'k, 474

dcii'li of his queen; his

detiih ; h s charaeler, 475
Henry VIll. his Mucess.on ; his

niarriag'e; war agiinst
France: pea e with
rr.nice ; Cardin:il AVoI-

sey iTT'de minister;
Ki 'g's inierviews wiili

Chn-lts and KnUK-i^ (77
he receives the litlr of He-
fender ut the Faiih; liis

Rrbitriry c<mduct ; liis

scruples coiieeriiinpf the
lcq;aliiy (if his niarriiipf'--;

his applicnrion to ihe
pope for a divore -

; fdl
of Wolspy ; decision of
the univei'siiles on the
kihg-'s marriii^o. 478

lie inaprii's Anne Il-jleyne;
his breath with ilie pope,
exccnrifMi of bishop J- ish-

er and Sir Thooias iMore
;

supj) revision of the monas-
teries, 478

the trial and execution of
Anne Boleyne; the
liing's liiird niarriRg-e;

final suppression of all

monasteries ; Henry is

excommunicated ; snb-
sei'vi- iicy of Paihamcnt
to Henry's despotism, 479

he marries Anneof Ci-ves

;

Cromwell condeanic I

and executed; kin^ di-

vorced from Anm of
rieves; he mnrries Ca-
tlierine Howaf<t. and pro-
secutes the Prutestanis,
480

his Journey to Yoi k. infide-
liiy tind exeeuiion of ihe
queen ; his auedrpis to
direct the Iriith of the
nation; treaiy of inar-
rinKeljetween Prince Ed-
ward anil Mary of Scot-
land. 481

hU dishonourable rrodes of
raising; ntoney; hp in-
vades Fi-a-.ice

; peace
/ith France and Stoi-
l^nd ; U'li injustice to
Norfolk and S_nTy; liU
dei^th 482

Heptarthy. the esublishment
of, 415

tlie kinfjdoms of united
tinder the dominion of
Kgheri, 416

Hilh. Mrthern, Cotswntd,
Strood water, and the Wrc
Uia, 505

H')I;lcrnf*s«. vale of, Sni
Hurticukuie, 5(37

Ji rsev, Guernsey, Klc. Istlands

oT 500
Jews, ni ;si;a[;re of. 4 ;7

Jubj, his accessioi; war M'.lh

Franc^' ; and his inat-
ria;;e, 4 8

he takes Arthur, Duke of
Britiau)-, pr.soner; mur-
ders him ; it expelled
fioin his foreiijn domi-
n ouK ; di^jMiles wiih (he
Pop. ; is excoi't'iiunieac-

ed, :iiul hi-> ~iiii|"eis ab-
soI^ed fi'oui their atU-^i-

ance, 4 9

his aubn.tjsion to (he Po|)e;
confederacy of ihe ha-
runs; Magna Cbaria sifjii-

ed; rtnewalof th? cnil
wars; and Pr nee Louis
of Frinre invited over by
the barons. 4 40

Ireland, eonuucat oL by Henry
a. 435

K
Kent, wealdj of, 503

ft. ni of, ib.

Langiiap;e, ti24

L.ikes, in HuiUini;donihii-e,
Chcshne, and W'jies,
517

in Cumb riand. West-
moreland and Lau-
caihire, ib.

Ulliwater, ib.

Deiwent Witer, ib.

Bioad water. 518
Bnttermere, ib.

\V''iiianderm. re. i?>,

Lancashire, Fyldt-of. 501
Laws. Mtinicip;il fjw ; courts of

justice; j'ldjifes; trial by jn-
ry; in civil cues, 618,
Coinis of criminal jumdic-
lion; mode of pimeeding
in crimnial cases; g-iMnd
jory; outlawry; vei*dict of
the .jury; ruyal pardon,
GIP. Execut'on ; chsracter
of the En^jlish Ism's; ha-
beas corpus; rights of Eng-
lisiiiiien. 620

Literatuie, 6-*4

M
Micnn Chrtrta sig-ned by Kiuff

J.din. 441
Man. Ide of, 500
Maiiufrtctures. causc-s of their

siippi-iority; politic.-dand
civil fiei dim; jn-oteciiun
of ihelegi.d;it irc;machi-
»' O't tflpi-id; division
of lahoia-

i
greater indus-

iiy. 573
woollen maiinfaciure; his-

torical sltitehes; Spaniah
wool first used; maiiulac-
tore jic^ins a firm footing

;

Flemnigs biought ovtr
574

clfjth exported ; state of i?ie

nciiiufaciiire in ISOO, .';75

nsiilt of evidence before
piirlianient. respecting
the West Riding ; errors
in it. 57(5; invsenl state;
pritK* pal seats of it ;

W-st Hiding district de-
strilH-d; Wjixed cloth dis-
tricts ; Gloucestershire
district, 577

Wilfsbii-e district; Simiei-.
stishre district ; different
modes of canj ing on the
manofaciure. 578

acts of Parliament regulat-
ing the mauufactuie;
clofh-hHlIs in Leeds, 8ic.
described, 579

prngrtss of maehinei y

;

Poniefinci return^of the
quantity of cluih milled
in ihi- West Hiding of
Ym-kshire, 580

searchers, ins[teclors, su-
pervisors; Norwich ma-
nufactiires ; historical
Ilofice^ ; present sraie

;

mantifuchire of Uevon*
shir--,—liaiie, blankets,
carpets, shalloon?, &c.
581

manufactures of Norih
y/Aies ; strong cloth,

tniali cloth, flannels; va-
lue of the whole munu-
i'acture; the raw produce,
5B2. Int( rest of [he ca-

pital eniployed; ninnher
of iK'opIc employed ; rc-
sulis, 5US

Cotton; histnrirnl sketches,
583. Change in the con-
dition ot' the labourers;
value ol the manutai-iure
at d ttereni p riuds. 584.
Iiiipnnen:(-nts in II its

branches ; i tlecii of war;
state, ill 1795. in Lanca-
jihiiv. 505. Stale of it in
Cheshire and Derbyshire,
586. .Siaie of it .n ISOI;
compiiisoii at diHeieiit
periods; cotton iinporltd,
587. Official vahie(d"col.
ton manutiti:uired, and
cotton jarn evpnrted;
cuitoik ilistrict deicribul;
propordon uf its popnla.
tiou employed. 5S8. Va-
lue of the nmnul'actund
goods; value of the law
n-,a(eriHJ. interest ai.d
profit, wages, results;
woollen and cotton ina-
MutaeturL-B conir-.sted

;

ditferei.t coiidiiion of the
working people, 589

silk trade, historical notices,
591. Present slate and
pioljable vabje, 592

linen-irade, historical no
lices; efte t nC bounty
on it : Iri^h linen im-
jiorted

; its present slate,

stocking-trade in Leicestcr-
shiie, in Nottingham-
shire, in Derlijshire, 594

lace, 594. iJhirt-buiiorts

;

ci.rious ijislance oi the
division of labour, 595

leath(r-trade, 595. Leaiher
tanned annuully ; tanite-
rles. shoes, s.iddles. gloves;
valueofihe maimlacture,
596

iron-trade, 596. Hirming-
ham. list of maind.iciures
there; remarks on them.
597. Capital; mode of
couducilng; ninnber of
people empl-.yed; Japan
Mart; sercw^, locks, .\;c,

50s. N.dls, 599 Sluf
held; dirference between
llie mannfaciuies ibi le
and at Boniinghinn

; I,st

of manufactures; re-
marks; liles; value, 599,
Number of persons em-
ployed; watJi move-
ments ; earthen ware

;

glass, 600
pa|H-r. Imts, &.C. 601
Lo (Ion inainitactures, ib.
Bristol ditto, ib,

Newcaslh. dinit, 603
Hiill ditto. ;h.

Liverpool diij.o, ib.

concluding remarks; table
showing the fhntiltes
chiefiy en. ployed in
trade, nianulattures, &c,
ib.

Mai7 proclaimed, and acknow-
l< dged by 1 he nation. 485

arrival of ihilip in Kng-
land, and viojent perse-
cutions, 486

dtclans war ag.iinst
francp; her death. 487

Matilda, insu.rectiuus in favour
of, 432

is acknowledged as
Queen ; retires to Nor-
mandy, lb.

Minerah.gy and geology, 540
Minerilr.gital divisions of Eng-

land and Wales, ib.

low. middle, and al|)iue dis-
tricts, ib.

low and middlt districts de-
scribed, ib.

ores found in the alpine dis-

tiici, 542
composition of the Mal»
vein hills, and of the
niountaiiis in North
Wak^s ib.

Cadir Idris miner.ilogy of;
of ores in South \Vale>».
ib.

composition of the Devoni-
au range; primary rocks;

transition rocks; compact
limestone; strata con-
taining organic remains;
strata fron. Hull to Lan-
cadiire, 543

strata from Sheffield to Che-
shire, and Irom Kent to
(ornwatl, ib.

Mineral waters, account of,

ib.

Mines and quarries; coal, 507
iron, lead, tin, copper, pro-
duce, 508

prr,duce of copper and tin,

5fJ9

of lend; salt pits, produce
and consumption ; fullers
t:mh. 571

piniits from. ib.

Mount, ins, a chain of, run
along ihe west side of
England, and nie broken
into the norihirn range,
Nnrthnniberland, and
Cun.her and branches

;

h' Igli's, 505
sonihern division of the

iiorilnrn range of; Cam-
hrmn range; Cader Idris

;

Devonian r^nge; range
of mountains across the
island. 506

Moreland^ of Northnmbcrlund

;

of Lancashire; eastern of
Yorkshire; western of
Yorkshire ; of Siaflijrdsliire,
ib.

Saxons, arrival of, in Englanil

;

their quarrel with lie Bri*
tons, 415

tlieir (leteat by Vortimer,
lb.

pn vail at last, ib.

their quarrel with eack
o:hcr, ib.

SedgtTioor Marsh 504
Severn, valf uf, 501

ill divis.nns. 502
Soils, general reniarks on, and

kinds most prevalent,
527

in the northern district, and
in the dia(rlci hiirdering
on Wales. 528

in the nddland district, ib.
in the souihern. soirrheast-

ern, and south western
districts, .^31

Sweyn, king of Denma'k, as-
cenris the English throne,
421

Stephen usurps the throne, 604.
distracudstaie oCihe king-
dom; irruption of the
Scots; insurrection in fa-
vour of Matilda, 432

death of. ib.

Stockton, vale of, 501

Navy, 613
N

Parishes, mentioned A. D. Q70,
496

rhjsiopnomy of F.iigland, 500
Pukenng. vale oi; 501
Plains, extensive, 501
Population, 614. State of tlie

l)Our, 616

R
Revenue and e,\j)enditure, in

1:^1 ,612
Ricbaid 1. his accession

; pre-
pares for a cruside. and
sets out fur Palrsiiiie;
disorders during his ab-
sence. 438

his captivity in Germany;
his return to England,
:ind his deaih, ib.

Richurd II. a^cendt d the ihronej
in/po ition of a mdl lav

;

relk41ion excited"; slate of
.'iH.ocs wiih Fiance; war
v.nli Scotland i Ear! of
0\fi>id made faioorile;
Ins chancellor impeached,
454

enerouchments on his pre
rogaiive by the Duke of
Gh>itceiter; resisifd hy
Kichaid; success of
Cloiice&ter; Glouctstt r's
tnulty; Itichard reco-
vers his auihoriij

; baltjs
of (iut iburn ; imce with
El-, nee ; seditious cun-
dnctof Gloucester; Glou-
cester siezed .'lid pri-
vately nunderid; Aiiin-
deil e^eeiind. and War-
wick liauished ; King's
friends quarrel. 455

h^s de-.Mh', 456
Riehrd HI. n.iiidei*s Edward

V. and his biother; the
J)hke nf Bu.kingham
conspires again-it the
king, and tiiUes up aims,
4T0

Bnikin^hsm taki n and
(xeci led; Rieliaid's usur-
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ENGRAVING.

Engravino is the art of cxeculins by incision on plates

ol" metal, blocks of wood, kc. tlic lepreseutcition of yiai-

IjIc oljji-cts, with a view to tlie working ofl" impressions

from iheni. Tiicse iniprLssions aix called prints.

AlthoUijh the art of ciigraviiiij, considered in its ap-

plication to the tskiiij; olV impressions, be entirely a

)nodern invention, tlie art itself was practised by the

ancients from tlie earliest times, in various ways, such

as in the decorations of articles of houseliold furniture,

and in the ornaments of dress, such as rings, clasps,

$cc. and in the embellishing of shields, helmets, swords,

and other warlike instruments, as well as in the cutting

of signets or seals. In these respects, however, it must

be considered as a modification of sculpture.

It is probable that the first essays of engraving were

only rude delineations expressed by simple outlines,

such as are described by Herodotus as traced upon the

shields of the Carians.

The dignity and importance of this art are univer-

sally acknowledged, whether consiiiering the great ad-

vantages which society derives from its productions, or

the high qualifications requisite for its professors. By
means of it, the spirit of those splendid and costly pro-

ductions of the art of painting, whether the representa-

tion of some great historical fact, or the embodying and

giving a 'local habitation' to the sublime conceptions of

the poet, which, without its assistance, would be for

ever confined to the palaces of tiic great, is transferred

upon puper in a cheap and portable shape, and multipli-

ed and (iisseminated over distant countries to any extent.

By it, portraits of the patiiot, hero, and statesman, the

philosopher and the poet, and others who have rendered

themselves illustrious or useful to society, are also hand-

ed down to a grateful posterity ; and in its humbler,

though not less useful department, it is of great assis-

tance to the philosopher and man of science, in the il-

lustrations it afibrds to his written descriptions.

The book of Genesis contains the earliest record ex-

tant of the exercise of the art. In it, Bezaleel and

Aholiab are mentioned as being professedly engravers,

and are designated as "filled with wisdom of heart to

work all manner of work with t!ie graver, as well as

to devise cunning works ; to work in gold, and in sil-

ver, and in brass, and in cutting of stones, and to set

them." These and other arts employed by the Israelites

in the decorations of llie tabernacle, which they must
have learnt of the E^ypiians, shew a considerable ad-

vancement in the luxur.cs of life, and su iiLiently wir-
rant the conclusion, that the art was, eve.j at that lune,

not in its inf incy. Mention is also often made in the
sacred writings, at a time much anterior to this, of the
existence of signets, rings, and bracelets, which it is

reasonable to suppose, however rudely executed, were
engraved or carved.

But as the words that are used in the various ancient
languages are not sutTiciently definite, being equally
applicable to carving, engraving, or chasing, there can
be but little deduced with certainty from them. A short
view, therefore, of the relics of antiquity now extant,
will convey a more precise idea of ancient engraving.
The hieroglypliic figures of the Egyptians are per-

baps the most ancient remains of engraving on metal

}

they have been frequently met with, cliicfly in the cof-

fins of mummies, where they had been deposited as a

sort of talismans. There are in the British Museum se-

veral fine specimens of these figures. One of these,

which bears every mark of high antiquity, has been
minutely described by Mr Strutt. (See Dictionary oj

Engravers.) " It represents Isis, and is carved in al-

to-relievo; the goddess appears standing on two croco-

diles, holding in each hand two serpents, a creature

like a scorpion, and a four-footed animal ; from the tails

of the crocodiles arise two ornaments ; upon the top of

one is a bird, but the representation on the top ot the

other is so much obliterated by time, that it cannot be

asceitained. The flat part of the relief, together with

the bottom edges and back part of it, are ornamented
with figures and symbolical representations, executed
entirely with the graver, without any other assistance;

the backs of the crocodiles, and the heads of the four-

footed animals, are also finished with the same instru-

ment, in a very careful manner. It is four inches high,

and three inches four-tentlis at the bottom, from wtiich

it gradually decreases to the breadth of three inches at

the top."

Among the Etruscan antiquities at the British Mu-
seum, collected by Sir William Hamilton, are two spe-

cimens of the art of engraving at a very remote period;

a representation of which forms the frontispiece to one
of the volumes of Strutt's Dictionary. " One of them,"
as he describes it, " is a sheath to a parazoniiim or dag-
ger. It is more than three inches and three-quarters

wide at the top, and decreases gradually to an inch and
a quarter at the bottom ; its present length is eight in-

ches and a half: the story engraved upon it appears to

be taken from Homer. The trophy at the bottom is

symbolical of war; above the trophy, two warriors are

delineated, with a woman, who seems to accompany
them with great reluctance, which 1 conceive may re-

present Paris and his accomplice conducting Helen to

the ship in order to make her escape i" Troy; and at

tl'.e top, the messenger, the servant of Menelaus, is re-

lating to his lord the ungrateful behaviour of his Trojan
guest. The figures are exceedingly rude, and seem to

indicate the very infancy of the art of engraving, for

they are executed with tlie graver only, upon a flat sur-

face, and need only to be filled with ink, and run tlirough

the press, (provided the plate could endure the opera-
tion), to protluce a fair and perfect impression."
He likewise gives the representation of " another va-

luable specimen of ancient engraving, greatly superior

in workmanship to tlie former. It is a patera, or in-

strument used by the priests in their sacrifices; and it

is supposed, with great reason, to have belonged to an
altar dedicated to Hercules, who is represented com-
bating, as it appears to me, Hippolite, the Queen of
the Amazons, whose girdle he was enjoined by Erys-
theus to unclose and take from her."

But M. D'Ankerville, who has drawn up a descrip-
tive catalogue of the antiquities collected by Sir Wil-
liam Hamilton, conceives it to represent Minerva lean-

ing upon the head of that hero, and pressing him for-

ward in the arduous path of glory; his bow and quiver
are behind him. It is precisely seven inches in dianit-
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ter, and about half an inch thick, aiiparcntly made of

brass, but the ornaments and border are inlaid with sil-

ver. The figures and ornaments are carved in bas-relief,

but the hair of the woman, and the smaller folds and or-

naments of the drapery, are executed solely with the

graver. The letters which compose tlic inscription must

be read from right to left,—another strong proof of its

great anticjuity.

Another a])plication of the art of the engraver, which

seems to have been practised from the most remote an-

tiquity, was the making of seals or signets, which were
used as instruments of ratification. Mention of them
is made in the sacred books as far back as the times of

the patriarclis, as well as in the other early writings of

the ancients. It is probable they were engraved on

metal, and the impressions taken fiom them on wax, or

some such soft ductile substance. In Hindostan, the

art of engraving must have been known at a very re-

mote period, as would appear from the specimens which
we have in this country, of the stale of the art with them,

described by M. Lanseer. As the date of one of tlicm

is ascertained, and as the execution displays considera-

ble advancement, it shews that it must have been prac-

tised long before. "They are both deeds of transfer of

land, engraven on tablets of copper, with seals append-

ed to them of the same metal, which seem to have been

struck like coins from an ipitaglio matrix. Tliey are

both in the Sanscrit language. One of them, which is

now in the possession of the Earl of Mansfield, has been
copied in fac-simile, and inserted, with an English trans-

lation by Mr Wilkins, into the first volume of the Asi-

atic Researches. It is dated 20 years before Christ; and

it is further remarkable, that the date is expressed in

Hindoo numei-als, very much reseml)ling the numerals
row in use. The other, which is likewise engraved in

the same manner, has the appendant seal impressed on

a ponderous lump of copper, and attached to the deed
itself by a massive ring of the same metal. The matrix
must have been an engraving of no mean workmanship,
and it exhibits a style of art similar, and not inferior, to

the best of the present productions of the art of Hindos-
tan ; it is in alto-relievo, and being bedded in the metal,

is in high preservation. Its subject is mythological; its

form a circle of about ten inches in circumference ; and
the weight of the metal on which it is stamped not less

than four or five pounds. It was presented to Mr
Neave by Mirza Hazy, grandson of Shah Alum, the

present Emperor of Hindostan, and was found in dig-

ging a foundation within the scite of the ancient fort of

Benares, on the Banks of the Ganges."
The art of die-sinking for stamping coins, though by

no means of so early a date as the engraving of seals,

was practised at a very early period. It is uncertain

whether the coining of money was invented by the

Greeks or Lydians, thougii some suppose that the art

was brought from Hindostan. The first Greek money
is supposed to have been struck by Phidon, King of

the Argives, whose reign is fixed by the Arundciian
inarblcs at about eight centuries before tiie Christian

era, or soon after the age of Homer. Many of the

early Greek and Sicilian coins are beautiful, and in

high relief; to this, however, the coins of Athens form
a remarkable exception, being in a very inferior style

of execution. The art seems to have been communi-
cated to the Romans in the reign of Servius Tullius,

about 4 60 years before the commencement of our era,

by the Lydian colony settled in Etruria. The best of

the Roman medals arc the work of Greek artists, exe-
cuted during tlie reign of Adrian.

The ancients, it has thus been shewn, possessed as

much knowledge in the art of engraving, as would iiave

enabled them, had they known the method of working-
off impressions, to have carried it to any extent. And
the same may be said with regard to printing, when we
consider the stamps for pottery or packages, and other
purposes, preserved in the Mamiltonian collection, hav-
ing even gone so far as to form three lines under each
other. Several of these have been descriljed and copied
by Strutt in his dictionary, and by Mr Lanseer in his

Lectures on Engraving. They are in general of a com-
position like brass, and some of them in stone. In some
the letters are raised, the ground being hollowed out
between them to the depth of the eighth of an inch, and
cut in reverse like printing types, in order that in the

impression they may appear the right way. In others,

the letters are cut in intaglio. One of these, copied by
Strutt, supposed to be an amulet or charm, to secure
the wearer from certain diseases or danger, has the fol-

lowing words, forming three lines, FELICIS AMVLLI
GEMELtE: another has the word nAN<I)IAI: another
cut in form of a heart, with the inscription, BASILEl
SEXIS TERT. Some have inscriptions at full length,

others only monograms. There are others in the collec-

tion of Mr Douce; one in intaglio, engraved on stone,

with which a Roman oculist marked his medicines; and
another of metal, in cameo, containing the name of the

Roman tradesman who used it, TITUS VALAGINI
MAVRI. Many more speciinens will be found in the

antiquities of Father Montfaucon, Franciscus Gori, and
others, who have treated on this subject.

With regard to the state of the art amongst our Bri-
tish and Saxon ancestors, little is known. Like other
savage nations, they possessed the art of making rude
incisions on their warlike instruments, as the remains
found ill their ancient tumuli sufliciently testify; and
their coins are evidently impressions from engravings
cut on iron or steel. Under Alfred the Great, the art

seems to have met with great encouragement ; and, ac-
cordingly, it attained to very considerable perfection
in the making slirines and caskets for the reliques of
saints and other pious uses, which are said to have been
wrouglit in gold, silver, and other metals, adorned with
engravings and precious stones, and to have been the
admiration of all that saw them. There is still preserv-
ed in the museum at Oxford a valuable jewel, richly

adorned with a kind of work resembling filigree, in the
middle of which is seen the half-figure of a man, sup-
posed to be St Cuthbert. The back of this curious rem-
nant of antiquity is ornamented with foliage, very skil-

fully engraved.

Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury, is said to have
practised both designing and engraving, as well as the
working of images and other things, in gold, silver,

and brass. However, from the specimen that remains
of his skill in drav/ing, preserved in an ancient manu-
script in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, we must be
allowed to doubt of the great talent in this way ascribed
to him by his monkish liiographers.

Some time alter the conquest, a new species of en-
graving was introduced into England, in every respect
different from the work of the chaser or carver, namely,
in engraving brass plates on the tomb-stones in church-
es. They were executed entirely with the graver, the
outline being first made out, and the shadows produced
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by strokes crossing each other, and cut deeper, accord-

ing to the strci)i,'tli of shadow intended, precisely in the

way that copperplate cii«i-aving is executed at this time.

Being usually laid Qat on the stones to which they be-

longed, they rornied part of the pavement of the church

;

and so being exposed to the feet of the congregation

passing over tliem, they were necessarily executed in a

coarse manner, and the strokes very deeply cut into the

metal. There are some of these that often display very

considerable talent in the artist.

The art of engraving seals on precious stones or

gems, which was practised by the ancients, and carried

by them to the greatest perfection, was probably the

invention of the Egyptians ; but of the means that were

used to carve such hard substances, from the stupendous

hieroplyphics which are seen at the temple Tentera, and

other places, down to the numerous minute tjems which

formed personal ornaments, rings, signets, &c. we dare

hardly hazard a conjecture. It is supposed that the co-

rundum stone, or adamantine spar, was the substance

employed for the purpose by the Egyptian lapidaries;

and Pliny informs us, that the Romans used to import

sand from Ethiopia and India for this purpose, which it

is probable was no other than the grit or powder of the

corundum stone. Tlic earliest gem er.gravings of the

Egyptians are in intaglio, consisting most commonly of

a grasshopper, a scarabee, or an ibis, and in all probabi-

lity executed before the invention of letters.

The earliest Greek engravings are likewise scara-

bees, and, in point of drawing, little superior to the Egyp-

tian hieroglyphics, and strongly attest their origin: they

are only distinguished from them by the addition of the

names on the several gems, inscribed mi the early Greek
character. The art of gem engraving kept pace in

Greece with the progress of sculpture ; and by tl\e lime

of Alexander the Great, it had arrived at the greatest

perfection. While it declined under the successors of

Alexander, it inigrated to Sicily and Etruiia, and there

shone in undiminished splendour ; but at Rome it never

attained to any excellence, except in the hands of Greek
artists. During the middle ages it was lost with the other

arts, and was afterwards revived in the fifteenth century

by John of Florence, and after him kept up by Dominic
of Milan ; but it has never in modern times regained

its ancient perfection.

We have thus given a slight sketch of the art of en-

graving in the various ways in which it was practised by

the ancients : It now remains to consider its origin and
progress among the moderns, in its more important ap-

plication of delivering impressions upon paper, from
plates of metal and blocks of wood, by means of the

printing or rolling press.

The honour of this invention is equally claimed Ijy

the Germans, Italians, and Dutch ; but as the pretensions

of the latter are by no means supported by any satisfac-

tory evidence, they arc not entitled to our consideration.

The art seems to have originated in Germany, in the

brief malera, or makers of playing cards, who cut their

figures on blocks of wood, stamped them on paper, and
at first coloured or illuminated tnem with the hand; but
afterwards performed the operation in a much more ex-
peditious manner, by blocks cut for the purpose, each
colour requiring a separate stamp. The carvers of the
blocks were called Jormschneidcrs, i. e. cutters of forms.
As the mania for the adoration of images of the saints

was, at this time, (the beginning of the 15th century,)
carried to a most extravagant height, it occurred to the

brief malers, that the public superstition might be made
a source of considei"able emolument to themselves. This
led them to the cutting of images, and the representations

of pious snbjects, which were cut and illuminated like the

cards, and illustrated with a title of the subject, or ap-

propriate passages from legends, executed on the same
block, in the Gothic characters then in use ; these were
vended for the edification and amusement of the unletter-

ed, and those to whom written books were not accessible,

Baron Heincken discovered, " in the Carthusian mo-
nastery, at Buxheim, near Memingen, a print of St

Christopher carrying the infant Jesus over the sea; op-

posite him is a hermit lighting him with his lanthorn
;

and behind him is a peasant, with a sack on his back,

climbing to the top of a hill." This piece is of folio

size, engraved on wood, and illuminated in the same
way as playing cards, accompanied with an inscription

at the bottom: CJiristopheri faciem, die quacungue tueris.

Ilia nemfie die morte viala non morieris. Millesimo cccc°

xx° tertio. This curious print was found pasted on the in-

side of the cover of an old book ; and there being no

reason to doubt its authenticity, it proves that this method
of engraving and printing was practised as early as the

year 1423. This print was purchased by Earl Spencer
some years ago, and is now in his possession. M. Heinc-

ken likewise informs us, that, in the convents in Franco-

nia, Suabia, Bavaria, and tiie Austrian countries, he found

many early specimens of works of the same sort, which
had been intended for the laity, and had been preserved

by the monks, by attaching them to the inside of books.

These detached plates were soon followed by whole
series, consisting of m:iny plates, mostly in folio, print-

ed under the name of legends, in which the figures of

the saints differ little from each other, or from their pro-

totypes, the figures on the cards. They are illuminated

in like manr.er, and leave no doubt by whom they were
executed, and are sometimes accompanied with passages

of considerable length.

Amongst the books of images without test, there are

still preserved in the libraries of the curious, several

copies of the Histcrie -veteris e( A'ovi Testamenli, called

also the Poor Man's Bible. Each plate contains appro-

priate sentences, or the names of the persons, sometimes
at the top, sometimes at the bottom, or in scrolls in the

middle, all in Latin. At the top and bottom are the

busts of two saints, or prophets, with their names under
them. In the middle are three historical subjects, that

in the centre a principal one, and on each side one typi-

cal of it. We shall describe the first plate of this se-

ries, which will afford a fair specimen of the whole : it

has the annunciation in the centre ; the inscription abo\ e

is £cce Virgo conci/iiet et fiariet filium ; on the one side

are Eve and the surpent ; and below, vijiera -vim perdit,

sine vi /lariente fiueUa ; and farther down, on a scroll,

fioria IKSC ctaitsa erit^ et 7ion afierictur. In like mannci',

on the other side, is Gideon with his fleece; above, on a

scroll, di'scendeC dominus, siciit /iluvia in vellus ; below,
rare model Vellus, pluviam sirit arida tellus ; lower down,
creavit domirius ; and, at the bottom, tne indication of
the piincipal subject, Virgo Salutatur. innufita manens
gravidatur. Tliis work contains about 50 plates. There
is likewise an edition of this work, with plates some-
what difTcrcnt, with the inscriptions translated into the Ger-
man language. There still exist copies of other simi-
lar works, such as Historia, seu /irovidentia Virginia .Ma-

ria ex Canlico Caniicorutn, and tlistoria Bea!<e Marie
Virginis- ex evangttistii; et Patribua excer[ita et f.er
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figuras Uluilra/a. These led to books of text, illustrated

will) images, and still engraved on one block, and in all

probability the work of the brief inakr, but printed only

on one side of the papca^biit in some examples the

leaves are pasted togeth^Ftwo and two, to look as if

printed on both sides.

In these works of the briif malcrs, we see the origin

both of prints and books. But though they practised

this art for a long time, the important uses to wliich

their invention might be e.<itended did not occur to them,

till, about the year 1442, Gutienberg of Strasburg, a man
of a bold and speculative disposition, seeing these works,

imagined, that, by cutting each letter separately, he

would be able to print whatever he chose; in this, how-

ever, he was not successful, till, after incredible laliour

and expence, in conjunction with Faust, he found means
to form them of mcial, with punches and matrices, and

produced, about the year 1450, an edition of the Bible,

the first book ever printed with moveable types, wliich,

for beauty of execution, even at the present advanced

state of tlie art, excites the wonder and astonishment of

all who have seen it.

The art of engraving en wood began by degrees to

assume a higher cliaracter. William FiuydenwurfT and

Michael Wolgemuth are the first engravers on wood,

V liose names are preserved. They executed, conjunctly,

the plates of tlie Nuremburg Chronicle, which was pub-

lished in folio in the year 14:^3. They consist of figures

of various sorts, views of towns, &c. ; they are cut with

r.uich boldness and spirit; and the characters of the

heads are often well delineated. They are, however,

marked with all the stiffness and inaccuracy of drawing,

which characterise the works of the German artists of

that time.

In the works of the briff nialrrs we see nothing but

rude outlines, in the lowest style of art, (if it be at all en-

titled to the appellation,) without any attempt at correct-

ness of drawing, expression, or effect. Tlie artists who
followed, who seem to have been numerous, attempting

to give their works a little more finish, by introducing

hliadow, and paying some alttnlion to drawing, brought
the art neart-r to perfection than it had yet been ; and tlie

completion of it was ultimately effected by the genius

cf Albeit Durer, who, as far as regards the executive

j^art of it, brought it to a perfection wliich has hflrdly

l;cen equalled by any succeeding artist.

It does not appear that Pluydenwurff ever engraved
on copper ; but as at this time, with the exception of liim,

it was the piac'.ice of the engravers to exercise bnth arts,

ye defer the few criticisms we mean to offer on their

works, till we coine to the history of copperplate engra-

ving ; and accordingly, in bringing it down to out own
times, we shall take occasional notice of those who have
distinguished themselves in engraving on wood. In con-

cluding this part of the subject, we may remark, that it

has been practised at different periods, both by painters

and engravers, in every country where the fine arts have
been cultivated since the revival, ])rincipaliy in those

imitations of drawings called ciiiar' oscuros, (of which
we shall presently take notice,) as well as in tlie engra-

ving vignettes, decorations for books, and mathematical
diagrams ; for these purposes it is well calculated, as

the block can be inserted along with the text, and print-

ed at the same time. This applicalion of the art has been
brought to the greatest perfection by Mr Berwick of

Newcastle, who, in his two works, the iiistory of birds

and of quadrupeds, at the head of each article has
Vol. VIII. P.m!tTI.

given a representation of the animal of which it treats, ir.

a style wliich, for tastefulness of design, beauty, and de-

licacy of execution, have never been equalled, and their

value is still further enhanced by their truth of represen-
tation.

Engraving in chiar' oscuro is a method of imitating

slight drawings, by means of different blocks of wood.
The Italians ascribe the invention of this branch of the

art to Ugo da Carpi, a painter and engraver, born at Rome
about the year 1486; but as we have many specimens of
chiar' oscuro by the German masters, of a date much an-

terior to the time assigned by the Italians for its invention

by Ugo da Carpi, particularly by Mair, dated 1499, and
one by Lucas Cranach, 1500, we cannot admit that he
was the inventor. In justice, however, to the claims of
Ugo, it must be allowed, that the methods employed by
the German artists differed materially from his. The
former made out the outline and deep shadows by engra-
ving them on copper, and then laid a middle tint over
the whole by impression from a block of wood, cutting
out the places where the clear light was intended to be
left ; while that of Ugo was perfo^ed entirely by differ-

ent blocks of wood, one for the outimeand dark shadows,
another for the lighter shadows, ancra third for the mid-
dle tint. Although the number of blocks was generallv
three, yet, in some instances, four and even five were
used. Papillon (Hisloire cle la Gravare en Bois) gives a
specimen of tiie process, consisting of four blocks, an
impression of each of which is given separately, as well
as one of them all in conjunction. It will be found at

the I54th page of the second volume, to which we refer

the curious reader.

The art of engraving on plates of metal, for taking
impressions on paper, seems first to have been practised
by the German goldsmiths, whose profession was at that
time intimately connected with the arts of painting and
sculpture. The earliest specimens which we have with
dales, are those mentioned by Professor Christ, {Diction-
aire dcs Jilonogrammes,) anc 1465, others 1466, and 146f.
Tnese are all without names, and the works of the se-

veral artists being only distinguished from each other by
monograms, and logogriphes or enigmatical symbols,
(which has occasioned much obscurity and confusion,)
their names are totally unknown to us; but there are
many other prints without either date or monogram,
which, both from their design and execution, prove the
existence of the art at a much earlier period.

The first artist whose name we are acquainted with, is

Martin Schoen, a painter, engraver, and goldsmith. lie
was born at Culmbach in the year 1420, and died at Col-
mar 1486. His plates were executed between the years
1460 and I486. They are very numerous, and making
the necessary allowance for the age and country in

which he lived, and the disadvantages he laboured un-
der, he must be allowed to be a man of strong mind and
fertile imaginstion; ihoirgh his figures have all the mea--
gre taste and bad drawing of that time, his hauls are
well conceived, and tne whole is executed with much
mechanical skill. The tas'e of Jiis design shews the in-

fancy of that branch of the art ; yet the beauty of his ex-
ecution displays a more advanced state in the mechani-
cal part of the art of engraving. He is said to have been
a pupil of Stoltzhirs, (an artist of whom we have no
well authenticated work ;) according to others, of Fran-
cis Stoss, to whose style that of Schoen bears a great re-

semblance, though it must be allowed it is greatly im-
proved.

4L
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If we adroit tliat Schoen's preceptor, whoever he was,

practised the art ten years belorc him, it places its ori-

.;in as far back as the year USO, ten years before the

Tinic fixed by Vasari for its Italian origin.

On the authority of Vasari, the Italians ascribe the in-

vention to Maso, or Thomaso Finij^ucrra, about the

\ear 1460; and this may be correct with regard to Italy:

for it is very possible, that the art of engraving might

have been practised long in Germany without the Ita-

lians being acquainted with it, as, except between Ve-

nice and Antwerp, there was at that lime little inter-

course between the two countries. It is, however, re-

markable, that no suflicicnlly authenticated print of Fi-

nigucrra has ever been produced, although Mariette of

I'aris, and others, have made diligent enquiry on the

-.subject. It is, however, probable, that, amongst the

old anonymous scraps of foliage and grotesque orna-

ments, undoubtedly the work of Italian goldsmiths, there

may be some productions of this artist. There likewise

remain two small pieces of this sort marked with a mo-

nogram, consisting of the letters M. F. somewhat simi-

lar to one of those ^d by Marc Antonio Raimondi, but

the execution of tUrplate is in a very ditVcrent style.

This has been by dAne presumed to signify Maso Fini-

guerra; but i: must be considered only as conjecture.

It is remaikable, that the first book printed at Rome,
which also contained the first engravings executed there,

(which were only maps.) was begun by Sweynheym, and

on his death finished by Buckink, both Germans, as the

dedication to Pope Sextus IV. indicates : Alagisier Con-

radus S',uei/n/ieym, Germanus, a quo formandorum Rome
iiirorum ars firimum firofccta est, 7niithematicis adhi-

bitia viris, quemadmodum tabulis dents imfirimerentur edo-

cuit ;" and that on his death, '' Arnoldus Buckink-, e Ger-

Tnania——adfierfectum o/ius succedens jxerfecit."

This work is dated 1478, biit it appears that it had been

begun as early as 1472. The plates are executed with

great labour, and the letters are struck with punches by

the blows of a hammer. From this it appears, that if

Finiguerra did invent the art of engraving in 1460, it

was kept a profound secret for eighteen years after-

wards.

The next book that appeared in Italy with plates, was
a copy of Dante's Inferno, published at Florence by
Nicollo Lorenzo della Magna, in 1481, embellished with

thirteen engravings by Baccio Baldini, from the designs

of Alessandro Boiicelli. Fac similes of two of these

will be found in M. Heineken's work; and although the

design of the figures is more pure and simple than that

of their German cotemporaries, and the draperies cast

with tolerable ease, yet the style of execution is puerile

and awkward, without any of the delicate finishing

which characterises the works of the Germans, even of
that early period, and is another strong presumption of
the justice of the claims of the latter to the invention of
(he art.

In tracing the history of the art, we cannot withhold
from the Germans the precedence to which they seem
justly entitled. We shall accordingly begin with the
masters of that school.

Of Martin Schoen, and his predecessors, we have al-

ready made mention. The works of his brother Bartho-
lomew, bear a strong resemblance to those of Martin,
but without his neatness or expression. After them
came Israel van Mecheln, Pluydenwurf, Wolgemuth,
and Mair, the inventor of chiar' oscuro engraving.
But Albert Durer was the first that attempted to re-

form the taste of his country, from the rude and barba-

rous style that was then practised. He displays a fer-

tile imagination, and a preciseness of design, but with-

out grace; and, with regai^ko his execution, if we do

not discover in his plates^he boldness and freedom

which arc desirable in large historical works, they at

least display every thing requisite for subjects more mi-

nute and finished. Although the art of engraving has

since had the advantage of the experience of three cen-

turies, it would be difficult to find a more perfect speci-

men of executive excellence than his print of St Jerome,

engraved in the year 1514. He is supposed to have been

the inventor of the art of etching : his works executed

in that way are the earliest extant; they are not equal

to his engravings, but his wood cuts are free and mas-

terly. Although he was acquainted with the anatomy

of the human figure, and designed it occasionally with

correctness, his contours are neither graceful nor plea-

sing; and his figures and drapery are never entirely di-

vested of the formal Gothic taste prevalent at that time.

His plates are numerous, and much esteemed.

What we have said of the style of Albert Durer, ap-

plies in general to his pupil Aldegrever, Hans Sebald

Beham, and his brother Bartholomew, Aldtorfer, Binck,

Goerting, George Penz, and Virgilius Solis, who, from
the small size of the greater number of their plates, are

generally distinguished by the name of the " little mas-

ters," altlwugh they have likewise executed large ones.

Hans Holbein, a native of Augsbourg, or, according to

some, of Basle, an eminent painter, executed several en-

gravings on wood. The most remarkable, are those

called " the Dance of Death," consisting of fifty-three

small prints, the first publication of which took place

about the year 1530.

The German school long continued to produce engra-

vings both on copper and wood, principally illustrations

of books ; but as from this period it does not seem to

have possessed any artists, whose works deserve parti-

cular consideration, and as the characteristics which
distinguished it begin to disappear, from the artists go-

ing to Rome for the sake of improvement, we shall not

prosecute the subject further, but proceed to the Italian

school, from whence every thing that is great and ex-

cellent in modern art has emanated. Generally speak-

ing, they drew correctly, but they seem to have been
more anxious for emolument than fame, if we may
judge from the prodigious number of Bible cuts, and
religious subjects, executed by them, which have all the

appearance of having been done with great rapidity.

After Boticelli and Baldini, already mentioned, An-
drea, Mantegna, and Antonio Pollajuoli, practised the

art. Mantegna, by his superior knowledge of design,

contributed more to its perfection than all his cotempo-
raries in the style of his engraving. He has a great re-

semblance to Pollajuoli; but in the drawing of his fi-

gures he greatly surpasses him, particularly in the na-

ked. Their plates are generally executed with single

strokes, in a diagonal direction, without hatching or
cross lines ; in the manner of drawing done with a pen.

Giovanni Maria di Brescia, and others, followed the
manner of Mantegna, without however making any im-
provement in the art. But Beccafiumi, without much
neatness of handling, produced several works, both etch-

ed, and with the graver only, which display the talents

of a great master. We have likewise by him, as well

as by Andrea Andreani, many prints in chiar' oscuro,

a branch of the art which they carried to greater per-
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fection than it had reached before them. The drawing

is correct, and the execution neat and spirited.

The appearance of Marc Antonio forms the most bril-

liant epoch in the history of Italian art. He was born

at Bologna about the year 1488, and there commenced
his studies as a painter under the tuition of Raibolini,

an artist of considerable celebrity at that time. In these

he appears to have made great progress. It is not known
under whom he learnt the art of engraving, but it is

probable that it was from some one of the goldsmiths

of that day. His first engravings are the four heroes,

and his Pyramus and Thisbe, dated 1502, taken from

the designs of Raibolini.

Being desirous of improving himself by travelling,

lie went to Venice, where he first saw tlie works of the

German engravers, particularly a set of wood cuts by

Albert Durer, representing the life and passion of

Christ. These he copied with such accuracy on cop-

per, that they were often sold for the originals; which
coming to the knowledge of Albert, he came to Venice,
and instituted a prosecution against him for tiie piracy

before the senate.

The excellence of Roman design, which, by the ge-

nius of Michael Angelo and Raffaelle, aided by the dis-

interment of the chef d'auvres of ancient art, and the

magnificence of the Medici, had now reached its acme,
attracted Marc Antonio to Rome, where his merit soon
recommended him to the notice and friendship of Raf-

faelle, who employed him to engrave from his designs

under his own eye, and is said (though without suffi-

cient evidence,) to have assisted him in correcting the

outlines on his plates. The first plate which he execu-
ted from the design of Raffaelle, was Lucretia stab'

bing herself; and in it he seems to have exerted all his

abilities to make it neat and delicate : and soon after,

the plate of the judgment of Paris ; a work possessed

of much more spirit and freedom. His engravings af-

ter Raffaelle are very numerous, and are all marked
with that correctness of scientific delineation, and beau-

ty of character in his heads, which distinguish his works,

and which place him, in this respect, in the highest

rank of engravers of any age or nation.

The style of Marc Antonio, however, possesses none
of the blandishments of smooth delicate execution, to

which his German contemporaries had attained in so

eminent a degree. His manner is dry and unattractive,

without any attempt at the representation of local co-

lour, or the charms of chiar' oscuro, or reflected

light.

Among the many young Italian artists whom the re-

putation of Marc Antonio had attracted to Rome, for

the sake of his instruction, the following may be named
;

Agostino de Musis, Marc da Ravenna, Giuglio Bonaso-
ni, Nicolo Beatrici, and Enea Vico. His school was
likewise frequented by several artists from Germany,
such as Bartholomew Beham, George Penz, James
Binck, and many others.

Marc Antonio, during the life time of Raffaelle, de-
voted himself almost exclusively to engraving the works
of that master; but on his death, which happened in

1520, he executed several plates from the works of
Giuglio Romano, and amongst others a set of lewd sub-
jects, accompanied with verses from the pen of the poet
Aretino. This so highly offended Pope Clement VII.
that he was cast into prison, from whence he was with
great difficulty released, at the intercession of Cardinal
Giuglio" de Medici and Baccio Bandinelli, the sculptor.

In gratitude to the latter of these, he engraved, from a

picture of his, the famous print of the martyrdom ot

St Laurence ; in which, the drawing of the naked (which
he corrected) is excellent, the draperies are ample, and

the character of the heads well expressed: cjualitic;

much greater than can be looked for from the reputa-

tion of Baccio Bandinelli. Tlic last dated print we have
of him is the battle of the Lapithas, 1539.

After Marc Antonio, the credit of Roman art was
well maintained by his pupils, whom we have already

mentioned, as well as by Georgio Ghisi, better known
under the name of Mantuanus, his sister Diana, and
their relations, Giovanni Battista and Adam (Wiisi;

though in none of the higlier excellencies of tlie an
has he ever been equalled by any of his successors.

Agostino de Musis introduced, in a few of his engra-

vings, the method which has since been called Sti(t-

Jding. It had been occasionally practised as far back
as Martin Schoen and Albert Durer; the latter of whom
employed it in imitating the texture of beaver hats, &c.
Agostino perceiving that it was peculiarly expressive
of softness and delicacy, executed flesh with it. A spe-

cimen of his method will be found among his works, in

a small plate of an old man seated on a bank, with a
cottage in the back ground : in this, the face of the fi-

gure is entirely stippled with the graver; but this oc-

curs in his works only in one or two instances.

The art of engraving had been hitherto nearly con-

fined to small piates ; but Cornelius Cort opened tlie

way to a more important walk in the art. He was born
at Hoorn, in Holland, in 1536. It is probable he was
first instructed by Jerome Cocke ; but after having en-

graved a considerable number of plates from the Dutch
and Flemish painters, he went to Italy. He first settled

at Venice, where he resided in the house of Titian, and
engraved some of the finest works of that great painter.

He afterwards established a school at Rome, where he
executed those admirable works after Raphaelle, and
others of the Roman school, which are much sought
after by the judicious collector. The plates of C. Cort
are wrought entirely with the graver, in a bold, open,
and masterly manner, and display more freedom of exe-
cution than had been attempted before. The drawing-

is correct and tasteful ; and his back grounds, particu-

larly his landscapes, are managed with great skill and
address.

This style was imitated by Henry Golzius, who intro-

duced it into the Low Countries, and laid the foundation

of that great excellence which we admire so much in

the works of Bolswert, Pontius, and Vosterman. This
period, when the transcendent beauties of the Roman
and Florentine schools of painting were thus so success-

fully diffused by the talents of Marc Antonio, and his

immediate successors, marks the true era of the perfec-

tion of Italian engraving ; for soon after this time, the

capabilities of the art began to develope themselves, for

displaying the charms of chiar' oscuro, the delicate tex-

ture of human flesh, and, to a certain extent, the beau-

ties of local colour. Its professors gradually relaxed

their efforts in the rugged and difficult paths of design,

to follow the more flowery and attractive pursuits, which
depend on freedom and dexterity of execution ; but the

higher excellencies of the art have never been entirely

lost sight of by the Italian school, and they have shone

forth with great splendour in our own times, united with

all the beauties which the experience of so many cen-

turies has so fully perfected, as the works of Cunego
4L2
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.nil Voipato Rluimlaiiily lcsiiry> an 1 »iill more, iliosc of

Kaffacllc, Moi>;lu-i), and some of his pupiis

The an of tiit;ravii)K ami etching was likewise cul-

'.iv.\U-(l wiili miicii hucccss by must of me Italian i)aiiu-

tr-.. Titian etched many landscapes in a sliijlit and spi-

rited style; and there are also altiibuied lo nini several

lait^c eni;ravin^js on wood. P.irniegi;iai!o etclicd scvtial

plates, which are valuable for the spirit and grate that

he has displayed in them; however, from their very de-

feitive execution, he seems to have been totally ignorant

of the processes employed, and he has accordingly been

considered as the invci.tor of etching, though we know

that it was practised long before by Albert Uurer; yet

it wi.uld appear, that he was either ignorant of its prior

di>covery, or that he only learned it imperfectly by re-

port. There are many cniar* oscuro engravings said to

br hy him, but it is more likely tnat they were executed

bv Ugo da Carpi, or Andrea Andreani, under his ilirec-

d'on. As an engraver, Agostiuo Caiacci must be ranked

amongst the most celebrated artists of Italy. The cor-

rectness of his design is only equalled by the beauty of

his execution ; and his plates would have nearly reached

perfection, if he had paid more attention to the represen-

lation of local colour, and the ett'ect of chiar' oscuro, (a

neglect of which, however, was the prevalent defect of

that age): The lights are, therefore, too much scattered,

and left untinted, both on the front and principal objects,

as well as in the distances, which not only deslioys the

harmony of the elTcct, but gives a sliglit untinished ap-

pearance to the neatest engraving. His heads are re-

markably fine, and the extreniilics are marked in the

most accurate and masterly manner. He studied engra-

ving under C. Cort, to whose works the style of Agos-

tino bears a great resemblance, and, like him, he worked

entirely with the graver. We have likewise several

plates by the rest of the Caracci, which possess all the

beauty and correctness of design, as well as freedom of

execution, which characterise their school. They are

mostly etched first, and touched up with the graver af-

terwards ; but, as they did not dedicate so much atten-

tion to engraving as Agostino, they are not so highly

finished.

The etchings of Stefano Delia Bella, a pupil of Can-
tagallina, born at Florence 1610, are marked with the

character of excellent taste. No artist has ever surpass-

ed him in the delicacy and spirit with which he has han-

dled the point; and his plates have a clear and brilliant

cflect. They arc often slight, which is not surprizing,

when we consider that their number amounted to more
than fourteen hundred. His works are generally of a

small size, and consist of every variety of subject,—por-

traits, history, landscapes, and animals. Callot, wlio was
also a disciple of Cantagallina, though born at Nancy in

Lorraine, must be considered an artist of the Italian

school. The fertility of invention, and the vast variety
which arc found in the works of this excellent artist, is

truly astonishing. The talent he possessed of combining
an amazing number of figures, and of varying their atti-

tudes, without forced contrast, so that all, whether single
figures or groupes, may be distinguished from each
other even in the shadows, was truly admirable, particu-
larly when we consider the extreme minuteness of many
of them. He generally (especially in his large prints)
raised the point of sight to a considerable height, in or-
der to afford more ample room for his figures, and greater
scope to his invention. In that charming print called

'J/ie Punhliincnts, the number of figures he has intro-

duced is astonishing, all of them disposed in diffirent

groupes with the greatest jiulgment ; and the actions of

even the smallest of them, in the distance, are conspicu-

ous, though the largest figui-e on the foreground scarce-

ly exceeds threc-foiii-ths of an inch. The same may be

said of his Fair, and many others. The subjects which
Callot and Delia Bella chose for their works, are nearly

similar; but the excellence of the former consists in the

clearness and perspicuity of his designs, the arrange-

ment of his groupes, and the firmness of his outline ;

while tliat of the latter consists in the freedom ot his

point, and the lightni--ss and elegance of his figures.

The etchings of Spagnoletto (born 1589) are bold and

free ; his lights are broad and clear, ancl have a power-
ful and pleasing effect. He drew correctly, and the ex-

tremities of his figures are marked in a masterly manner.
The characters of his heads are admirably expressed,

particularly of his old men, which he was fond of intro-

ducing into his compositions. CJuercino, (born 1590,)

as an engraver, has left only two memorials behind him
of his talents, a St John and a St Antony of Padua.

They are executed with much spirit and freedom, in a

style resembling his admirable drawings with a pen,

wliich have been imitated so poorly by Pasqualianus, and
in our own time by Bartolozzi in a very superior style,

from drawings in the collection of his present Majesty.

Salvator Rosa has left many etchings, both history and
landscape. In these we must not look for the grace and
interesting delicacy of Corregio or Guido, nor the scien-

tific design of the schools of Rome and Florence. His
figures ill general repi'esent banditti; and his landscape,

the wild and savage grandeur of Alpine scenery. His
style is slight but masterly ; his heads are admirable,

but the legs and other parts of the naked are incorrectly

drawn. His draperies are stiff, and ill cast, and the whole
destitute of elegance: however, the masses of light are

finely preserved ; and his landscape is sublime.

In the department of landscape, Claude Lorraine first

claims our notice. He has left about 28 landscapes,

though in general in rather a slovenly style of execu-
tion. They display great intelligence of the chiar' os-

curo, and have, to the eye of the judicious critic, an
admirable eflfect.^ One of the most characteristic excel-
lencies of his pictures, is the beauty, grace, and fine

diversity of character in his trees ; and these qualities

he has transfused into his etchings with unparalleled
success. One of these landscapes, in particular, may be
mentioned, on the right side of which, in the middle
ground, is a groupe of trees, and seen through the open-
ing the ruins of an ancient temple, in which the richness
and diversity of character, and the truth of nature, we
hesitate not to say, have never been equalled. His sub-
jects are the same as he represented on his canvass,
landscapes with ancient ruins, rivers, and sea views,
embellished with shipping, figures, and cattle. The
etchings of his pupil Swaneveldt, which are very nume-
rous, are executed with much spirit and effect. They
are in general well composed ; but though they possess
much of the truth of nature, and great neatness of finish,

they bear no comparison with those of Claude.
There are many beautiful etchings of the Italian land-

scape painters, as well as by French and other foreigners,
who, studying in Italy, or forming their style on the Ita-

lian models, must be considered as belonging to that
school, such as Caspar Poussin; Mile, Glauber, Botb^
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Rousseau, Sebastian Bourdon, Meyering, Sec. But as

the peculiavilies of each will be better understood by an

inspection of their works, than by any verbal descrip-

tion, we shall not enter on any further details on the

subject.

The etchings of Canaletti, however, are executed in

a manner so different from any thing that had been done

before him, that we cannot forbear taking particular no-

tice of them. They are all architectural subjects, or

views of streets, Sec. principally in Venice : they display

a great intelligence of perspective, and a fine sparkling

effect of light, accompanied with a freedom and boldness

of execution, which is hardly to be seen in the works of

any other artist.

Many engravers have distinguished themselves by an

elegant detail in their lights, whilst the parts in shade

have been left in a state of comparative neglect and ob-

scurity. Canaletti is remarkable for the distinctness and

detail which appear throughout the whole of his compo-
sitions, not only in the parts receiving the clearest light,

but in those also which are under the deepest shade.

The first French engraver that we have on record is

Noel Garnier, who lived about the middle of tlie 15th

century. His manner is very Gothic, and appears like

the work of a goldsmith. He executed a great nutnber

of initial letters for books, ornamented with figures and

foliage. After him flourished Stephen de Laulne : his

works are very numerous. They are in general small.

He copied many of the prints of Marc Antonio witli

much success; but his engravings are mostly from his

own designs. They are executed with the graver only,

and have great merit. Claude Mellon introduced a new
jiiethod. He expressed all the varieties of shadow by

parallel lines without crossings, the greatest depth being

given by only strengthening the lines, and consequently

bringing them closer to each other ; and the effect he

procluced is clear, soft, and agreeable. The number of

his plates is very considerable, among which there are

many admirable portraits. The most singular of all his

productions is a piint called the Holy Hankerchief, or

Sudarium of St Veronica, executed with one spiral line,

running in concentric circles from the point of the nose

to the extremity of the work, with the motto, ''formatur
unicus una," representing, as large as life, the head of

Christ, crowned with thorns, on a piece of linen. This
print is not remarkable for any excellence of character

or design ; we adduce it solely as a specimen of his dex-
terity in the use of the graver, and the whimsical use to

which he, in this instance, applied it. He died at Paris

in 1688. But the most brilliant epoch of French engrav-

ing was the time of Louis XIV. when the magnificence
of the monarch, aided by the taste of his minister Colbert,

produced such a constellation of artists as had never be-

fore appeared at one time. The most distinguished of

all these were Gerard Edeliuck, and Gerard Audran.
Though the former was born at Antwerp, he must be
ronsidered as belonging to the French school, as the

splendid works on which his fame rests were all execu-
ted at Paris, wliere he settled. This extraordinary artist

wrouglit entirely with the graver ; and his execution,

which is both spirited and finished, discovers neither la-

bour nor littleness, negligence nor mediocrity; and his

heads are distinguished by the most lively expression.

He was an accomplished master of what is called colour

in engraving. He excelled both in history and portrait

;

inany of his plates are of a large size, and very nume-

rous, evincing a most surprising facility. Of the family

of the Audrans there were six eminent engravers ; but

the most conspicuous is Gerard, born at Lyons in 1640.

He carried the art to the highest pitch of perfection, pai -

ticularly in his large plates of historical subjects. Tiic

immense plates of the battles of Alexander, after Lc
Biun, and his works after N. Poussin, and other Italian

masters, are a lasting monument of his talents. The
other artists of his family were all men of talents ; and
though none of them equalled Gerard, the numerous
works they have left are an honour to their country.

Nanteuil, who applied himself exclusively to the en-

graving of portraits, certainly of all his contemporaries
is entitled to the highest rank ; and his works are consi-

dered as the first productions of that department of the

art. His style, in clearness and beauty of effect, have
never been surpassed. Although he died at the age of

48, the number of his plates is very great; all of them
in a most finished style. In this department, the Drevets
likewise hold a distinguished situation. There were
three of this name. Peter Drevet the younger, is the

most eminent of the family. His works are executed
with the graver: though they have been surpassed in

boldness and freedom, they have hardly been equalled in

the beauty of his finishing, and the clearness of his stroke.

His celebrated portraits of Bossuetand Samuel Bernard,
are considered the finest specimens of that style of en-

graving. The style of Le-clerc is different from all the

preceding. The versatility of his talents is only equalled

by the industry and success with which he exerted them.
Besides his historical subjects and portraits of a large

size, he executed an incredible number of small pieces

of temporary interest, such as processions, triumphs, as

well as architecture, landscapes, perspectives, and me-
dals. In his best prints, the forms of his figures are ele-

gant and correct : their draperies simple and well adapted

to them, and the expression of his heads noble and clia-

racteristic ; and the landscapes, buildings, and other

accessories, are executed with great taste. He generally

advanced his plates with the point, to a state which left

the graver only to give them more harmony and depth

of effect; and if his execution is inferior to Delia Bella

in the playful charm of the point, it possesses a judicious

firmness, suited to the higher subjects he has engraved.

The number of his plates amounts to nearly 3000.

There were many other artists of eminence at this

time, such as Chereau, Cochin, Simonneau, Beauvais,

Dupuis, &c. but of these our limits do not permit us to

enter on any particular details.

Balechou, born 1715, carried the handling the graver,

as far as relates to the clearness of the strokes and bril-

liancy of colour, to a greater perfection than any preced-

ing artist of his country ; but, notwithstanding the beauty

of his execution, his flesh is like marble, and his drawing
is lame and incorrect. These defects appear most con-

spicuous in his historical subjects and portraits; but his

three landscapes, after Vernct, are aiwongsi the finest

productions of the graver.

Wille, a native of Germany, but who resided mostly

at Paris, and flourised about 1760, carried the excel-

lencies, which we have ascribed to Balechou, still far-

ther. No engraver, since his time, has ever equalled

Iiim in the clearness of his cutting, and the beauty and
smoothness of his effect ; and his style was admirably

adapted to the subjects he chose, which were in gene-

ral the conversations, and other familiar subjects of the
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Dutch and llemisli painters. He imitated sattin with

astonishing success. His print of the death of Cleopa-

tra, after Netsclicr, aflVrds a wonderful example of this.

She is habited in white saltin ; and though wc must

condemn the taste whicii dictated such a costume in

such a subject, every one must admire the talents

wliich its execution displays. The (Icsh in this, as well

as most of his other works, is hard, and like marble,

from the excessive clearness of his lines.

The landscapes, cattle pieces, and drolls of the Fle-

mish and Dutch schools, have been rendered with much
fidelity and spirit by Le Bas. He availed himself much
of the freedom and facility of etching, which he har-

monized in an admirable manner with the dry point

and the graver. He executed upwards of an hundred

plates after Tenicrs, besides numerous engravings from

Ostadc, Wovermans, du Jardin, IJerglicni, and others of

that school.

Troni the brilliant era of the age of Louis XIV. to the

present time, the Trench school has distinguished itself

for all the mechanical excellencies of the graver ; but it

is to be regretted that these qualities, after the time of

Kdelinck and the Audrans till within these few years,

have seldom been displayed on subjects of legitimate

historical composition, but have in general been confin-

ed to the representation of the most absurd and ridicu-

lous frivolities. The genius of David, and a concur-
rence of other circumstances, have revived the study of

the antique, and effected a total revolution in the national

taste ; but in leaving the one extreme of folly and aflecta-

tion,they have gone to the other, that of cold insipidity.

Their historical subjects now, in aiming at the chaste
and rigid style of the antique, present nothing but
groupes of statues, without life, energy, or action. Of
this sort are all the woiks of the present French en-
gravers, though possessing all the beauties of mechani-
cal skill, in which they have so long excelled.
The Flemish and Dutch schools now demand our

consideration ; and as the styles of them both differ not
materially from each other, we shall include them both
imder the same head.

Lucas Jacobs, better known under the name of Lucas
\'an Lcyden, must be regarded as the patriarch of the
Dutch school. He was born in 1494, and was contem-
porary with Albert Duier. There existed between them
the most cordial friendship. He is allowed to have sur-
passed Albert in composition, though inferior to him in
design. His drawing of the figure is stifly taken from
the model, without grace or elegance in the style, which
was at that time prevalent in his country. His execu-
tion is neat and clear ; but as his stroke is equally fine in
the fore-grounds as in. the distances, and as there is a
want of connection in the masses, his plates, though ex-
tremely neat, are inferior in firmness, harmony, and
elTect, to those of Albert Durcr. He engraved on wood
as well as copper, hut his cuts are not numerous. They
are spirited and masterly.

After the death of Lucas Van Leyden, the art seem-
ed to have made little progress for many years, as the
engravers seem to have been principally employed, as
in Germany, in decorations for books. The Wierinxcs
who flourished about 1580, and who imitated the style'
of Albert Durer, with the exception of correct drawing,
and much attention to the marking out the extremities
of their figures, did little towards its advancement.
The family of the Sadelers, at Brussels, made at this

time a conspicuous figure. They drew correctlv. Their

earlier works have much of the German taste ; but this

they in a great measure laid aside when they visited

Italy ; we speak here more particularly of John and the

elder Raphael Sadeler, as the younger branches, Giles

or iEgidius, Justus, and the younger Raphael, had the

benefit of the instructions of their uncles. Their works
arc multifarious, consisting of history, landscape, and

portraits; the latter of which are in general very fine,

and much csteetned. There were in the Low Countries

at this lime many other artists, whose works display

great talent ; the elder and younger Peter de Jode,

Philip, Theodore, and Cornelius Galle the elder, who all

drew correctly ; but as with them engraving was moi e

an article of commerce than an art which was to be cul-

tivated and improved for its own sake, it received little

advantage from their exertions. Cornelius Bloeinart in-

troduced a new style, which was the source from which
the great engravers of the French school derived the
principles of giving so much colour and harmony to

their works. He tinted the lights on his distances, and
other parts of his plates, with great care, which, till his

time, had been uniformly left entirely untouched. By
this improvement, he laid the foundation of those prin-

ciples of colour and chiar' oscuro, which form so essen-
tial a requisite to breadth and unity of efTect, and have
in later times been practised with so much success. The
art received another important improvement from Henry
Goltzius, who, on his return from studying at Rome,
despising the neatness and stiflT dry manner of the little

masters, introduced the bold, free, and clear style of cut-

ting, which distinguish his works. He possessed a most
profound knowledge of the figure, and drew correctly

;

but, in avoiding the formal style of his countrymen, and
endeavouring to imitate the sublimity of Michael An-
gelo, he, as well as Sprangher, fell into the opposite ex-
treme of bombastic absurdity and extravagance. How-
ever, he has never been surpassed, and hardly ever
equalled in the freedom and dexterity of handling the
graver. He engraved small portraits with much taste,

neatness, and good drawing. He also cut, from his own
designs, many blocks in chiar' oscuro, in which he was
very successful. The outlines are executed with all

the freedom and dexterity for which he is so remarka-
ble ; and the works which he has produced in this way
are truly excellent. He was followed by his disciples
John MuUerand Lucas Kilian, who carried his style to
a greater pitch of extravagance than his preceptor had
clone. But it was imitated with more judgment by Ma-
them and Saenredam, whose works display more de-
licacy and correctness.

The brilliancy and splendour of Rubens afforded a
new object for the imitation of the engraver, for which
the improvements of Corn. Bloemart and Goltzius had
prepared the way. About the beginning of the seven-
teenth century, flourished the two Bolswerts, whose first

exertions were in the style of Goltzius ; but under the
instruction of Rubens, they improved their style. Of
this school, Paul Pontius, Vosterman, the younger Pe-
ter de Jode, and others, make a distinguished figure,
principally in their engravings after Rubens and Van-
dycke. They all drew correctly, and have been very
successful in rendering the harmony and beauty of the
originals. But after the death of Rubens, the art of en-
graving gradually declined, and ceased to produce, in
the higher department of the art, any specimens worthy
of our attention. But in the departments of landscape
and animals, and such subjects, in which the Dutch and
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Flemish schools excelled, there are many beautiful

etchings, executed principally by the painters. In con-

sidering this part of our subject, we cannot withhold

from Rembrandt the pre-eminence to which his works
so justly entitle him ; they consist of history, landscape,

and portraits. His drawing of the human figure is very

bad ; his heads are all of a low and vulgar character

;

and even in those historical subjects where dignity and
propriety of costume are so imperiously required, he

has not scrupled to clothe his figures in the Dutch
fashion. But notwithstanding these faults and absurdi-

ties, when we consider the boldness and freedom of his

execution, the richness and variety of his effect, and the

depth and brilliancy of his chiar' oscuro, we must allow

him to be one of the greatest artists that ever lived. The
Hundred Guilder Print, as it is called, the Ecce Homo,
and the Descent from the Cross, are wonderful speci-

mens of his scientific distribution of light, and of the

amazing talent he possessed of giving, with the least

possible effort, strong character to his heads, (coarse and
vulgar, indeed,) as well as of the boldness, freedom, and
facility of his execution. His portraits possess all the

beauties which we have assigned to historical works

;

and as to his landscapes, whether in the varied and bril-

liant effects of sunshine, or the stillness and solemnity

of twilight, we cannot sufficiently admire the beauty,

character, and sentiment, which he has so happily infus-

ed into them ; and even in those slighter works, where-
in there is little more than outline, every stroke of his

point teems with nature, character, and expression. His
etchings in general are executed with aquafortis, and
finished with the graver and the dry point. They are

very numerous, and consequently of very different de-

grees of merit.

The few etchings which Vandyck has left, are admi-
rable specimens of his talents in that way. His prin-

cipal works are the Ecce Homo, from his own design,

and Titian and his Mistress, from a picture of that mas-
ter. The character of his heads is finely expressed

;

the figures are drawn with much taste and correctness
;

the hands are firmly marked, and full of energy ; and

the effect is rich, broad and clear. In the collection of

portraits of the painters and amateurs, published at

Antwerp under his inspection, from pictures of his own,
are a few etched by himself, which, for spirited and
correct drawing, fine expression, and tasteful execution,

are not equalled by any similar work. Their great ex-

cellence will be best seen in those impressions with the

address of Martin Vanden Enden, as the plates were af-

terwards retouched.

Amongst the engravers who have successfully work-
ed after Rubens, we must not pass over Christopher
Jegher, who has left some excellent imitations of Ru-
bens' pen and ink drawings. They are executed on
wood, in a free, bold style, with large powerful strokes;

and he has expressed all the freedom and spirit of the

originals, even in the dark cross-hatchings, a part of the

art of wood-cutting lost to the moderns. The extremi-

ties of the figures are well marked ; the heads, though
slight, are expressive ; and in all his works the style of

the master he worked from is admirably preserved.
There are many fine etchings of Ferdinand Bol, Lie-

vens. Van Vliet, and several other painters of that time,

who either were the pupils of Rembrandt, or irnitated

his style. They have all a fine breadth of light, and are

executed with great spirit and effect ; but have not in

any instance equalled Rembrandt. There are a lew

engravings by Janus Lutma executed at this time in a
new way, called opus matteoti, or the work of the ham-
mer. It was performed on the copper with a hammer
and small punches or chisels, like the etching points ;

and the shadows were made of any depth, according to

the force of the blows and the closeness of the dots.

The barb that was raised on the surface not being en-

tirely scraped off, gives in the first impressions a soft

and agreeable effect.

The family of the Visschers displayed great excel-
lence in the art. They all drew with great taste ; and,

both in their compositions and engravings from other

masters, shewed genius and science in an eminent de-

gree. Cornelius Visscher stands unrivalled for the fide-

lity and spirit wherewith he has rendered the character

and effect of the pictiu'es he worked fjrom ; and is justly

considered an excellent model of imitation for all young
engravers. Flis etchings are free and spirited ; but his

works with the graver are admirable. His mode of exe-
cution with that instrument was as singular as the effect

he produced was scientific and beautiful ; his strokes on
the draperies and backgrounds, are laid, as it would ap-

pear, without attention or study in what direction they

should lie, but just as the plate happened to lie before

him, and these he crossed and recrossed till he had pro-

duced the necessary depth of shadow or colour; but on
the flesh he bestowed particular care, and his heads are

finished in an excellent style, and display both the charac-

ter and expression of the original, and his dexterity in

handling the graver. He has left many woi ks of con-

siderable size, both from his own designs, and the pic-

tures of the Italian and Flemish masters, history, por-

trait, conversations, andJandscapes, &c. which are much
esteemed. His brother, John Visscher, was likewise an

excellent artist. His works are principally etchings

from Berghem, Du Jardin, Ostade, and Brouwer. His
effect is beautiful and harmonious, his drawing excellent,

and his execution free and spirited. His principal works
are after Berghem ; in them he has rendered the spirit

of the originals with much truth, and the animals are

drawn with great beauty and spirit. Nicholas Johii

Visscher, another of the same family, has left many
etchings in a free, spirited, and masterly style. Though
but slightly finished, his drawing is correct ; but he paid

little attention to colour or general effect, and left many
parts of his plates untinted. His work;!, which are

numerous, are principally landscapes, with small figures

and cattle, from Berghem and Du Ja. din.

The painters of the Dutch school have likewise pro-

duced many beautiful etchings of landscapes, conversa-

tions, cattle, &c. The landscapes of Waterloo are

esteemed most. The subjects he chose were wood and

rural scenery. They are executed with much freedom

and great truth. They exhibit none of the taste, grace,

or refined elegance of Claude Lorraine; but are evi-

dently studies of individual nature, without much ima-

gination, sentiment, or selection.

With the etchings of Waterloo, we may contrast the

works, in this way, which have been left us by Jakob
Ruysdael. Without the finishing of Waterloo, they

possess infinitely more spirit and freedom. They are

little more than outlines. His trees have much charac-

ter and variety ; and in decayed trunks, and similar ob-

jects on the foreground, in boldness and powerful exe-

cution, he is surpassed only by Rembrandt. The etch-

ings of Ostade represent merry meetings, and similar

subjects, conceived with great humour, and executed
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those of Paul Potter; while those of Beishem, which

are executed witil the gieatest spirit and taste, and are

also well drawn, are, on a comparison witli the works of
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with much spirit ; and the figures and still life admira- to maps, cuts, and small portraits for books, all of whici:

hlv erouncd. They are all from his own designs, of arc greatly below mediocrity.
.

, -.

various sizes, and very numerous, and of different do- John Payne, a scholar of Simon de Passe, is the first

en-cs of merit. English engraver who merits our attention. He pos-

Of all the painters who have etched animals, for sesscd great talents, as his works sufficiently testify;

scientific drawing and profound anatuniical knowledge, they are not numerous, as he led an irregular life, and

th.re is none to'be compared to Paul Potter. He has died early. His chief works are frontispieces, and other

left many etchings, wherein lie has exerted his great book cuts and portraits; he also executed a variety ot

t ilciits in this way with much success. His figures are other subjects, landscapes, animals, flowers, fruit, birds,

grouped with great taste, and their extremities are &:c. ; hut several of his portraits arc very fine, and by

'marked with great precision. His etchings are not very far the best of his works : these he executed entirely

numerous, and sell at verv high prices. Adrian Van witli the graver, in a free open style, and they have a

dc Veldt, and Karl du Jardin, have likewise executed pleasing effect. He likewise engraved a large print of

many etchings of cattle, which, for tastclulncss, correct- a ship, called the Royal Sovereign, on two plates, wliich,

- •
•- when joined, were three feet lung, by two feet two inches

high. He died about the year 1648.

Faithorne is the next English engraver who merits

our attention. He was a man of great genius, and being

those we have just mentioned, very deficient in the obliged to leave England during the civil war, he went

truth and beauty of anatomical detail. There are many to Paris, where he derived great advantage from the in-

etchings by Cuyp, Stoop, Bamboccio, and others, pos- structions of Nanteuil, and on his return to his native

scsjing in a greater or lesser degree the excellencies country, he executed a great number of portraits, and

which we have mentioned; but on a consideration of several historical subjects, in an excellent manner : he

these, our limits do not permit us to enter. We cannot, worked almost entirely with the graver. In the early

however, conclude this account of the Dutch school, part of his life, be imitated the Dutch and Flemish man-
without making respectful nientioii of an amateur whose ner of engraving; but on his return from France, he

works dis'play so much genius, and would do honour to greatly improved it. His best portraits are admirable,

any artist,—the person we allude to is Count Goudt of and are finished in a free delicate style, with much force

Utrecht. This extraordinary personage practised the of colour ; his drawing of the human figure is by no means
art solely for his amusement; he nourished about the correct nor in a good taste, but as he dedicated so much
year 1610. The plates which he has left are seven in of his time to portrait, the few historical works he has

number, all from the pictures of Adam Elsheimer, with left are not fair specimens of his talents. His portraits

whom he had contracted an intimacy at Rome. His are numerous, and not of equal merit, his best ones arc

drawing is correct and tastefuT; his heads are finely very valuable. His son William Faithorne scraped many
marked; the extremities are judiciously managed; the portraits in niezzotinto, which are greatly inferior to the
effect is strong, deep, and powerful; and the execution works of his father. The invention of this method of
neat. The plates are all remarkable for some peculiar engraving, which a little before this was brought into

effect, of fire or moonlight, of the stillness of the morn- England, and has been since cultivated with so much
ing, or the deep solemnity of twilight; and in them we success, is generally attributed to Prince Rupert, who,
know not which most to admire, the correctness of his it is said, one morning seeing a soldier cleaning his mus-
design, the beauty of his effect, the fine sentiment he ket, which had been rusted by tlie night dew, and ob-
has so happily infused into his works, or the neatness serving something of the appearance of a figure cor-
and appropriate style of his execution. He wrought en- roded on the barrel, he conceived the idea that, by co-
tircly with the graver, and produced his effect not in vcring the plate with such a grained ground, and scrap-
the usual manner, by strengtlienlng the strokes, but ing away the parts where the lights were required, he
by crossing five or six times in the deep shadows, with might produce the effect of a drawing; and that, having
other strokes equally neat. His print called the Sorce- communicated his ideas on the subject to Wallerant
n-, is certainly hard and unharmonious, from the sudden Vailiant, with his assistance he invented an instrument,
transition of the strong lights into the deep shadows; which, in some sort, answered this purpose. The
but m the fine impressions, where the delicate tinting on Prince engraved in this way a print of an executioner,
the lights has not been worn away, this is not so conspi-
cuous.

Till about the middle of the last century, the fine arts
had been but little cultivated in England ; and the works
of any consequence that were executed, were in general
the productions of foreigners, invited from the continent
hy the occasional munificence of the monarch, or the

holding in one hand a swortl, and in the other a head,
after SpagnoUetto, dated 1658. He afterwards engraved,
on a reduced scale, the head of the executioner, for Mr
Evelyn's Scu//itura, who therein assures us, that it was
given to him as a specimen of the new invented art by
Prince Rupert himself. Cut, on the other hand, it is

positively asserted by Baron Heineken, whom we have
taste 01 attwot the nobility. Among the artists who so often quoted, that it was invented by Lieutenant Colo-
have at different times visited England, there have beCn
several eminent engravers, principally in the depart-
ments of history and portrait. The most distinguished
of these are Simon and Crispin de Passe, Wallerant
V'aillant, Judocus and Henry Hondius, Lucas Vostcr-
man, Hollar, Blooteling, Vanderbank, Gribelin, and Do-
rigny ;

but till the time of the eldei Faithorne, who flou-
rished in 1670, the native engravers limited themselvc-

nel Siegen, an officer in the service of the Landgrave of
Hesse, and that the print which he produced was the

portrait of the Princess Amelia Elizabeth of Hesse, en-
graved 'as early as the year 1643, and that Prince Ru-
pert learned the secret from him, and brought it to Eng-
land, \vhcn he came over the second time with King
Char'.es H.

. White, the scholar of Loggan. born 1645, be-
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sicks many portraits in black lead on vellum, in which

he was very successful, has left many engravings of

portraits, fronti .-pieces, and boolc decorations. His en-

gravings, though respectable, are not equal to his draw-

ings. He likewise scraped a few portraits in mezzo-
linto, which are much inferior to his other engravings.

His son, George White, learned the principles of draw-

ing and engraving from his fathei-. His engravings are

neatly executed ; but his principal works arc in mezzo-
tinto, in which he was very successful. He frequently

etched the outlines of his portrait before he laid on the

mezzotinto ground, which gives much firmness and pre-

cision to his effect. The last portrait we have of him
was Bishop Weston, 1731.

George Vcrtue, born 1684, a scholar of Michael Van-
dergucht, was one of the most industrious artists that

this country has ever produced. He has left a nume-
rous collection of portraits, many of them very respecta-

ble, many book cuts, Oxford almanacks, and antiquities

of all kinds ; and he made many drawings in water co-

lours, with the view of engraving them. We are like-

wise greatly indebted to him for his Lives of the Eng-
lish Artists, a work for which he was indefatigable in

collecting information, as well as in procuring portraits

of the artists. The manuscript work came into the

hands of the Hon. Horace Walpole, who revised and
published it. It abounds in much curious and interest-

ing information, andMs well known. He died 1756.

We have several works executed with gicat spirit

and taste, in a very artist-like manner, the productions

of Arthur Pond and George Knapton; among others, a

set of plates, in imitation of chalk, and washed drawings,

from the designs of tlie great Italian masters: some of

these are in chiar' oscuro, with etched outlines. They
flourished about the year 1740.

The first artist of any school, who has been com-
pletely successful in rendering with the truth, spirit, and
character of the originals, the landscapes of the great

Italian masters, (not even excepting Edelinck and Au-
dran, in their beautiful works in this way,) is Francis

Vivares : he was a native of France. It appears that

lie did not apply himself to the arts till he was conside-

rably advanced in life. He learned the principles of the

art from Chatelain in London ; but being a man of great

genius, he improved on the style of his preceptor, and
acquired such freedom in etching as had never been
possessed before by any engraver : the foliage of his

trees is delicately and lightly expressed; and his effect

is deep, broad, and clear. His finest works are from
the pictures of Claude Lorraine, and possess infinitely

more of the character of the originals than those of any
•other engraver.

He must be considered as the founder of the English
school of landscape engraving, and although (except by
WooUett) he has never been equalled, the light which
he gave to succeeding artists has been the means of
keeping up that decided superiority in this department
which this school possesses above every other. He
brought his plates to a state of considerable finish and ef-

fect with the point, and put the last touches on them with
the graver.

The landscapes of Woollett stand unrivalled for beau-
ty of execution, and may be considered the most perfect
models of style for landscape. Like Vivares, he carried
ills plates a considerable way with the point, and gave
them the necessary depth with the graver, touching
ihem up in the more delicate parts with the dry point.

Vot,. Vni. P.iHT IL

His works have all the delicacy and clearness of the
French masters, with all the spirit and taste of Vivares.
He likewise executed several historical plates and por-
traits with great success. His chief works are the large
landscapes, which he has engraved from R. Wilson, and
others; the Death of General Wolfe, after West; and a
small portrait of Rubens, after himself. In tracing the
progress of this branch of the ait, we cannot withhold our
admiration from these two great men, wlio, from the
state of total insignificance and neglect in which they
found it, raised it at once to such dignity and perfection.
The earliest landscapes we have of any importance from
the works of the great painters, arc the engravings of
Bolswert, after the pictures of Rubens. They are^xe-
cuted with his usual ability, in the large broad style

which distinguishes his historical works; but, being en-
tirely with the graver, give a very inadequate idea of
the character of tlie foliage, the quality of surface of the
several objects, or the brilliancy and splendour of Ru-
bens. The large set of landscapes by Audran, after Ni-
colo Poussin, exhibits a nearer approximation to the
true style of landscape, than those of Bolswert, being
executed in a style of much greater delicacy; but, from
the unmanageable nature of the graver for such subjects,
with which they are entirely executed, they are still very
defective in character and spirit. The landscapes of
Balechou, which are unrivalled for clean cutting and dex-
terity of handling the graver, display a most erroneous
conception of the true object of art, and afford, notwith-
standing their astonishing mechanical excellencies, very
imperfect representations of the aerial nature of clouds,
the liquidity of water, or the richness and variety of na-
ture in the foliage of trees. The discrimination of Vi-
vares and WooUet pointed out tlie defects of their pre-
decessors ; and, more particularly in tiie works of the
latter, we find all the trutii of nature united to all the
beauties of mechanical skill.

John Browne is another eminent engraver of land-
scape of this time. He has executed several large
works after S. Rosa, Both, and other great masters, in

an excellent style. He likewise etched many of the
plates which were afterwards finished by Woollett with
the graver.

From this period, the English school is prolific in ar-

tists in every department. In history, the first name that
we ought to mention is that of Sir Robert Strange. He
is admirable for the breadth of his effect, and the beauty
of his execution; but his great excellency is the delica-
cy and softness of his female flesh. In this last, notwith-
standing the perfection that modein art has arrived at,

in all those great qualities which result from mechani-
cal skill, he has never been equalled by any master, as
his engravings from the works of Titian, Guido, Corre-
gio, and the other painters of the Italian schools, suffi-

ciently show ; but it is deeply to be regretted that, with
so many excellencies, his drawing should be so incor-
rect, particularly in the extremities. Of the other artists

who have excelled in history, we have only room to men-
tion a few names; Legat, Basire, Hall, Ryland, Barto-
lozzi. Heath, IloUoway, and many others of our cotem-
poraries, who maintain, with distinguished success, the
respectability of English art.

In the engraving of portrait, the English school, for

a century back, has produced little in the line manner,
which in this way has been almost entirely superseded
by mczzotinto; and, more particularly in small por-
traits, by stippling. The method of mczzotinto is admi-

,4 M
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rably adapted for portraits, especially in the iniitiUiiig of

the bold, broad manner, of the English style, which on-

cinatcd in Sir Joshua Reynolds, and has ever suicc

been the distinguishing characteristic of this scliool.

AVc have many" good portraits by the earlier artists,

such as I'abcr, M'Ardel, Smith, Williams, and others;

but, ill the portraits of Earlom, Watson, V". (ircen, S<c.

after Revnulds, wc sec the art carried to the utmost per-

fection.
'

In stippling, or the chalk munner, llic artists

and their productions arc innumerable, and ol very diflcr-

ent degrees of merit, principally of a small size for books.

We liavc, however, mnny beautifully executed in the

chalk manner by Bartalozzo, IIoll, Collycr, and others ;

but there is perhaps none superior to those ol Caroline

Watson, who has produced, among many others, that

head of Sir J. Reynolds which forms the Irontispiece to

bis works, and which, for spirit and eft'ect, is hardly sur-

passed by the works of any artist.

In landscape, besides Vivaies, Woollett, and Brown,

whom we have already mentioned, we have many fine

works, principally from the pictures of the old masters,

by Byrne, Mason, Wood, Elliot, Lowry, Wilson, Major,

Earlom, and others ; but, of late years, the taste for em-

bellishing books with subjects of topography and anti-

quities, liaving been carried to a most extravagant height,

has diverted the current of British genius from the more

dignified province of heroic landscape, and absorbed all

the talent of the English school ; which, (without depre-

ciating the true value and interest of such works), would

have been more worthily employed in translating the

works of Claude Lorraine, Poussin, R. Wilson, and

home of the eminent artists of the English school.

Engraving in aquatinta, which was invented by St

Non, and communicated to I.c Prince of Paris about the

middle of last century, was brought to England, and

"reatly improved by Sandby. It has been carried to great

perfection by our cotemporaries, in imitating Indian

drawings ; and the process, being simple and expedi-

tious, and of course well adapted to commercial pur-

poses, has been much practised. The English painters

bave produced few etchings that merit our attention
;

and what they have executed, are chiefly on the soft

ground, or on stone, the separate processes of which will

be found detailed at the end of this article.

Mezzotinto has been likewise employed with the

greatest success in imitating the effect of drawings, as

is exemplified in that excellent work by Earlom, called

the Libir Vcritatis, being a collection of 200 plates from
the drawings of Claude Lorraine, in the collection of the

duke of Devonshire. The brilliancy of the effect has
been rendered in an admiiablc style with the mezzotinto,

and the outline added with much truth and spirit, with
etching.

In the department of drolls and conversations, till the
appearance of Wilkie, the English school never pro-
duced any thing; but, in the engravings of the Village
Politicians by Raimbach, and the Blind Fiddler by our
countryman Burnet, from the pictures of that master, we
see specimens of British talent which rival the beautiful
-works of Le Bas after the pictures ofTeniers.
The works of Hogarth exhibit a walk of art untrodden

before him. The Dutch and Flemish schools had car-
ried the representation of local manners to great perfec-
tion ; but Hogarth added to this a dramatic and didactic
character, strong and poignant satire, and epigrammatic
point. " I consider that great and original genius," says
Lord Orford, " rather as a writer of comedy with a pen-

cil, than as a painter. If catching the manners and follies

of an age, ' living as they rise,'—if general satires on
vices, familiarized by strokes of nature, and heightened

by wit, and the whole maintained by proper and just ex-

pressions of the passions, be comedy, Hogarth composed
comedy as much as iNIoliere. In his Marriage a la Mode,
there is even an intrigue carried on through the whole
piece. He is more true to character than Congreve ;

each personage is distinct from the rest, acts in his

sphere, and cannot be confounded with any other of the

dramatis ficrsb7ia. The alderman's footboy, in the last

print of the set I have mentioned, is an ignorant rustic ;

and if wit is struck out of the characters in which it is

not expected, it is from their acting conformably to their

situation, and from the mode of their passions, not from
their having the wit of fine gentlemen. Sometimes he
rose to tragedy, not however in the catastrophe of kings
and heroes, but in marking how vice conducts insensibly

and incidentally to misery and shame. He warns against

encouraging cruelty and idleness in young minds, and
discerns how the different vices of the great and the

vulgar, lead, by different paths, to the same unhappy
end. The fine lady in Marriage a. la Mode, and Tom
Nero in ihc Four Stages o/" Cri^W/i/, terminate their story

in blood : she occasions the murder of her husband ; he
assassinates his mistress. It is seldom that his figures

do not express the character he intended to give them.
When they wanted an illustration which colours could
not bestow, collateral circumstances, full of wit, supply
notes. The nobleman in Marriage a la Mode has a great
air, and the coronet on his crutches, and his pedigree
issuing from the bowels of William the Conquerer, add
to his character. In the Breakfast Scene, the old stew-

ard reflects for the spectator. Sometimes a short label

is an epigram, and is never introduced without improv-
ing the subject." His plates are numerous, and have
all the expression and character of his pictures, and are

executed with great boldness and spirit. H;s drawing,
though not correct, is almost sufficient for the subjects

which he excelled in. It is to be regretted, that his am-
bition prompted him, in an evil hour, to aspire to the

rank of a historical painter—a walk of art in which, from
his previous pursuits, and the peculiar nature of his ta-

lents, (great as they were), he was by no means qualified

to excel. He painted several pictures in this way, which
display the greatest ignorance of the requisites essential

to this branch of the art ; and are completely destitute of
good taste, correctness of design, colouring, in short of
every quality which is considered indispensible in such
subjects. He has likewise engraved them, and in a style

which, though happily suited for those subjects on which
his fame rests, have turned his history into caricature.

There are various kinds of engraving, as has already

been seen ; but that which is performed with the graver

is the oldest, and to it, in common language, the term
engraving is often exclusively applied, in contradistinc-

tion to etching, mezzotinto, or any other method.
The improvements of modern art have given a degree

of importance to the etching-needle, which the older mas-
ters did not acknowledge : and, accordingly, works of

every description, from the largest historical plates to

the smallest vignettes, are, with it, brought up to consi-

derable effect, and finished to the necessary depth with

the graver ; the lights on the more delicate parts being
tinted with the dry point.

The principal instruments used in stroke engraving,

arc, the graver or burin, of which there are various sorts;
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a scraper, a burnisher, and a cushion for suppoi'liiig the

plate.

The graver is an instrument made of steel, of the form

of a quadrangular prism, about one tenth of an inch thick,

increasing a little in thickness as it approaches the han-

dle, which is made of wood. In making the incision, it

is pushed forward by the hand in the direction of the line

required, and held at an angle very slightly inclined to

tlie plane of the copper. It is obvious, that it must be

performed with only one (the lower) angle of liie tool,

and the point is formed by bevelling olf the end of tlie

instrument.

The burnisher is about tiiree inches long, is used to

soften any of the lines which are cut too deep, as well as

in the preparation of tiie copper.

The scraper is an instrument of steel also, about six

inches long, tapering to a point, having three sharp

edges. It is used to scrape off the barb that is formed

by the action of the graver. In order to shew the appear-

ance of the work as it goes on, and to polish ofl' more
completely the barb, a roll of felt or woollen cloth, called

a rubber, is used for rubbing the part of the plate with a

little olive oil.

A cushion, being a leather bag of sand, of about nine

inches diameter, was formerly used to lay the plate upon,

to allow it to be turned in any direction ; but this is no^V•

never used, except by the engravers of writing.

For engraving a series of parallel lines, which are all

either equidistant, or approximating towards each other

in regular gradation, from a great to the most minute

distance, such as in the blue part of a sky, water, or in

plates of machinery, &c. where a smooth flat tint is re-

quired, an apparatus called the ruling-machine was some
years ago invented by Mr Wilson Lowry of London.

The accuracy of its operation is perfect, and the beauty

of the execution is unequalled by any thing that has ever

been performed in any other way. It is performed on

the etching gi'ound by a point or knife connected with

the apparatus, so as to move with unerring certainty, and

bit up in the usual way with the aquafortis. This in-

strument will be elsewhere found minutely described:

(See Ruling Machine). There are numberless spe-

cimens throughout this work of the productions of this

machine, and we may mention at random, Plates CC. and

CCI. to which we refer the reader.

In wood engraving, the block is commonly made of

pear-tree or box, and differs in thickness according to

its size. The surface for the engraving is on the trans-

verse section of the wood : the subject is drawn upon it

•with a pen and Indian ink, with all the finishing that it is

required to have in the impression. The spaces be-

tween the lines are cut away, with knives, chisels, and

gouges, leaving the lines that have been drawn with the

ink.

It will be seen, from this, that the taking impressions

from blocks of wood differs from that of copper-plate in

this, that in the latter they are delivered from the inci-

sion, while in the wooden block they are delivered from
the raised part.

In looking at the works of the old German artists, from
the time of Albert Durer down to Christopher Jegher,

we are surprized at the frequent occurrence and free-

dom of execution of the dark cross hatchings—an opera-

tion which, by the common process of cutting away the

interstices, could not be done but with the greatest la-

bour, and certainly without the freedom which those

artists have displayed.

As many of the impressions exhibit unequivocal evi-

dence of being worm-eaten, every doubt is removed of

the nature of the material on which they havo been

wrought. ^Ve are therefore irresistibly led tc .r ,• con-

clusion, that those parts, instead of being .ui viih the

tool, have been executed by sonic chemical process, in

some degree analogous to etching on copper, b; cor-

roding the interstices instead of the lines ; and it has been

suggested to us by an eminent artist of this city, Mr
W. Lizars, that this might have been accomplished by

sketching in the work with any bituminous substance ca-

pable of resisting the action of acid, such as the common
etching-ground, (see Etchinc), rendered fluid by solu-

tion in oil of turpentine, put on with a pen or hair pencil,

and the rest afterwards corroded. We have likewise

seen several works in this way, portraits and sketches of

all sorts, executed by Mr D. Somerville, wherein he has

introduced these crossings with the utmost freedom and

delicacy. His method he does not choose at present to

divulge, as he intends making it the subject of a publi-

cation.

The method of chiar' oscuro engraving, the history of

which we have already given, is performed with three

blocks. The outline is cut in one, the deep shadows in a

second, and the third gives a tint over the whole, except

where the lights are cut away. See Papillon, Histoire de

la Graveur en Bois.

Etching is performed by covering the plate entirely

with a ground capable of resisting the action of aqua-

fortis. The design is made with a black-lead pencil on

a piece of paper of the same size, which being moisten-

ed for some time in water, and laid on the plate with its

face next the etching, ground, and run through the roll-

ing-press, leaves a distinct impression on it, which is

partially transferred from the paper. The operation of

the needle then takes place, which is performed by
scratching with the point the lines in the different direc-

tions, and crossing them according to the effect requir-

ed. The thickness of the lines, which is regulated by the

quality and distance of the object, will be varied by the

size of tlie point of the etching-needle, being greater or

less according to the purpose for which it is intended.

The corrosion with the nitric acid is performed by mak-
ing a wall round the plate of what is called bordering

wax, in order to contain the aquafortis, which is then

poured over it, and allowed to remain on it according to

the depth that the work may require. It may be then

touched up with the dry point, or deepened, if necessary,

with the graver, having previously cleaned off the ground
with turpentine.

The etching witli the dry point is performed on the

plate, without any ground, solely by the point of the nee-

dle ; and the barb which is, raised by the operation is

taken off by the scraper.

Etching with the soft ground is a method of making
imitations of black-lead or chalk drawings. The ground
is mixed with a proportion of tallow or hog's-lard, ac-

cording to the state of the weather. A piece of thin

paper is putoverthe plate, and attached to it at the four

corners by a little turner's pitch. The design is then

made out on the paper, and shaded to the necessary de-

gree of effect with the black-lead pencil, and the action

of the pencil on the paper takes off the ground from the

copper at the same time ; and when finished, it is bit to

the requisite depth in the usual way. The details of the

various processes will be found more minutely detailed

in the article Etching.
4M 2
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Stippling, or the chalk manner, is performed likewise

on the etching ground, by dots instead of lines made
with the etching needle ; which arc made closer and

thicker, according to the depth of the shadow. A small

wheel, consisting of many points diverging from its cen-

tre, and revolving on its centre, and fixed on a piece of

«,teel wire inserted into a wooden handle, is sometimes

used ; by moving this backwards and forwards, the points

maik the copper, and give an excellent imitation ol the

freedom of chalk-drawing. The work is then bit with

the aquafortis in the usual way.

Another method of etching has just been discovered

by Mr H. W. Williams, and Mr R. Stein of Edinburgh :

it is performed by instruments totally different from the

etching needle ; tlie beauty and richness of its eflect

is only equalled by the rapidity with which it is exe-

cuted. Although the inventors have not as yet prose-

cuted their discovery as far as it is obviously susceptible,

jet what tliey have produced shews that it is capable of

much variety of application. The specimens consist

mostly of landscape and sea views; the skies, which are

executed with minute parallel lines, have all the delicacy

and smoothness of aquatinta ; the water is perfectly li-

quid and transparent, and the rugged character of the

rocks, and other objects in the foreground, is ad^nirably

expressed. The process tiicy do not mean at present to

communicate, but a volume of the specimens they will

shortly publish.

Engraving on steel is principally employed for cutting

signets, punches, matrices, and dies proper for striking

coins and medals. The engraving of the device of the

punches is perfoi nicd in relievo, according to a model in

wax ; and when liuished, it receives a high temper, in or-

der to stand the blows of the hammer in striking the ma-
trix. Tlie steel of the matrix is made hot to soften it,

that it may more easily take the ijnpression of the punch

;

and when struck, is touched up where there are any de-

ficiencies, by means of graving tools, chisels, &c. The
mouldings of the border, engrailed ring, letters, Sec. are

then struck with small steel punches, well tempered, and
%ery sharp.

Etching on steel is performed by drawing the design
with Brunswick black, laid on with a hair pencil. It is

then bedded in glazier's putty, or the bordering v/ax used
for etching, and the aquafortis poured over it, and suffer-

ed to remain till it be bit to the requisite depth. It may
then be poured ofi', and the black cleaned away with a

little turpentine.

The method of mezzotinto is performed by first laying
a ground on the copper, by roughening the whole surface
with a serrated or toothed instrument, and moved in va-
rious directions, till it be brought to such a state as to be
capable, if an impression were taken from it in this stage
of the process, of giving a flat black tint to the whole.
The outline is then traced with an etching needle. The
lightest parts are then scraped to the greatest smooth-
ness ; and the middle tints are also produced in the same
manner, by scraping them, so as to leave a greater or less
portion of the ground, according to the depth required.

Engraving on stone, is a method of imitating pen and
ink drawings, for which the inventor some years ago ob-
tained a patent. It is performed on a slab of marble, or
some close-grained stone. The design and effect is made
out, with a pen dipped in a solution of lac, in the ley of pure
soda, with a little soap, and coloured with lampblack.
When the drawing has been on the stone for three or

four days, or when the ink is perfectly dry, it is soaked

in water. In this state it is daubed with printer's inl-

from the balls, and the ink will adhere to the design and
not to the stone. The impression will be taken from it

in the same way as the letter-press printing, by putting^

a sheet of damp paper over it, and subjecting it to the

action of the printing-press.

Another method of engraving or printing on stone

was invented by Alois Senefclter, a native of Prague in

Bohemia, who obtained an exclusive privilege for it from
the Elector of Bavaria, in 1801 ; and, in 1803, a like pri-

vilege f'.om the Emperor of Austria. He accordingly
established stone printing-houses at Munich and Vienna j

and, under his direction, similar establishments were
formed in France and Italy : but it is at Munich that the

art has been brought to the greatest perfection. It has
been found well adapted for imitation of wood-cuts, draw-
ings, music, all kinds of writing, and geographical maps.
The method is, to take a calcareous stone or slab of

marble, witii a good polish, of from two to three inches,

thick, and of a size proportioned to that of the work to

be executed on it. The design, notes, or letters, are
marked out with a solution of gum lac and potash, co-
loured with lamp black. When they are dry, the stone

is covered with aquafortis ; and the acid attacking all

parts of the stone except those which have been impreg-
nated with the resinous ink, the drawing remains untouch-
ed, and appears like the block of a wood cut. When
the acid hascorroded to a sufficientdepth, the slab is wash-
ed with clean water, and, while wet, printing ink is ap-
plied to it with balls in the usual way, and put through,

the rolling press. At each proof, the block must be
washed with water. This method, for expedition, cheap-
ness, and durability, has greatly the advantage over the

usual processes, particularly for music; and it is said,

that, at the stone printing ofTice at Vienna, thirty thou-
sand impressions were taken ofi" the same slab, and the
last impressions were nearly as good as the first.

Etching on glass is performed by laying on a ground
consisting of a thin coat of bees-wax, and making out
the design with an etching needle. It is then covered
with sulphuric acid, and sprinkled over with pounded
Derbyshire spar(fluor spar). It must be taken off after

four or five hours; and when cleaned with oil of tur-

pentine, the etching will appear, leaving what had been
covered with tlie wax untouched. By this method, glass. ->

vessels are graduated, or ornamented. m
This process is sometimes reversed, by putting on the

design or ornament with a solution of bees-wax in tur-

pentine, and exposing the groiuid to the action of the acid,

which, when sufficiently corroded, will leave the orna-
ment untouched, and the ground deprived of part of its

polish and transparency. It is to be observed, that the
sulphuric acid does not immediately act on the glass, but
only by expelling one of the constituent parts of the spar^
(the fluoric acid,) so that the effect of the corrosion will

be according to the quantity of the fluoric acid evolved,
acting on the glass; and as it possesses much greater
activity in the gaseous state than when combined with
water, the operation will be performed more expeditious-
ly by exposing the plate to the action of the gas as it

evolves, properly secured to prevent its escape; and la-

this way, several plates may be bit at once.

Seal-engraving, which is performed both in cameo and
intaglio, was an art much practised by the ancients. It

was performed on all sorts of precious stones, but onyx-
was the most commonly used for this purpose. Th&
operation is performed by inserting the tools into the ax-
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is of a small iron wheel, which is attached to an appara-

tus like a turner's lathe, and kept in motion by' the foot.

Tiie tools arc tightened by a screw, and the slone to be

engraved is applied by the hand to the tool as it revolves,

and is shifted and conducted as rcquhed. The tools are

generally of iron, and sometimes of brass ; their forms
are various, generally resembling chisels and gouges:
some have small round heads like buttons, others fiat.

Sec. ; and when the stone has been engraved, it is polish-

ed on wheels of hair brushes and tripoli.

See Strutt's Dictionarij of Engravers ; Bryan's Dic-

tionary uf Paititcrsy Ji^igravers, (Jfc; Landseer on Jin-

graving ; Hcineken Idee Gentrale d'une Collection com-

filette d'Esta7n/ies ; Vasan file de' Pittori ; Orlandi,

Abecedario Pittorio ; Cluist. JDictionnaire des Monogram-
men ; Papillon Histoire de la Gravure en Bois ; Felibien

Princi/ies de l\irchitecture et des autres Arts qui en de-

pendent, (p. G.)

ENHARMONIC Change, in music, is the occa-

sional substitution, during performance, of one interval

for another, differing therefrom, in a slight degree, in

order to avoid that departure from the original pitch,

which is called Divergency of Tune, (see that article.)

The Rev. Henry Listen, in his valuable work, entitled

.in Essay on fierfect Intonation^ p. 72, after giving an

extract from Huygen's Cosmotheorios, remarks, that the

pitch, in singing, or on his organ, &c. cannot be pre-

served by slightly tempering every interval, but must be

effected by substituting other notes, in particular situ-

ations; and, at page 120, he shews also, how, when the

musician, by a series of dominants, has wandered away
from his principal key, may recover his lost ground,
while he seems to the hearer to bo persevering in the

same course, by only substituting a particular note, either

higher or lower, by a sc/iisma, by a major, or by a minor
comma, than the one that is written, in the ordinary no-

tation of music, and in which enharmonic changes are

all marked in his improved mode of writing music for

the performer, on perfect instiunients.

Enharmonic Degree of Aristoxenus, or Diesis yua-
drantalis, is an interval, equal |th of a major tone, or
|T; =25.9271353S+ f+2m, or 26S+*f+2im. Some
authors have called this the (luarter tone major, and iVIr

Hoyle denominates it the cnharmonical diesis.

ENHARiMONie Degree of Euclid, is an interval three-

thirtieths of the minor fourth, or -^'5X4111, =25.526742
-}-f-|-2m, and its common log. is = 9875061,2634.
Enharmonic Diesis, (greater ^^,) or diesis greater of

the mean-tone system, (see Vol. VH. Part H.) is an in-

terval whose ratio is -ifl, or — , = 21 2 + 2 m in Fa-

rcy's notation, =.9897000,4336 in common logs. =
.0102999.5664 in recip. logs., =0342153 in Euler's logs.,

= 1,9091591 in major comma logs., = 21.0157248 in

schisma logs. In tuneable intervals it is VIII—3 HI,
=2VIII—3-6ths, =4th—2 III+ 3, by either of which
methods of ascending and descending, or vice versa, in

the tuning process, on an enharmonic organ of Listen's,

this interval may be tuned above or below any given
note ; already it will be found tuned thereon, above
j;fD, E, jfiG and JfB, respectively.

In the symbols explained in Plate XXX. Vol. II. the
following equations will be found to express the exact
relation of this interval to all the other intervals therein,
viz.

&=
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ENTOMOLOGY

KnTOMOLoi.y, fi'Otn ttrofia, ail insect, and Aoyo?. a dis-

coiirae ; the science which treats of insects, a class of

animals, which were formerly arranjjed, along with

CuvsTACEA and ARAcn^'IDEs, under the general deno-

mination of insects (Ivsecta,) which, as we have al-

ready shown under the article Crustaceology, are

now universally allowed to be distinct. Tlie word £»-

Ttujt is derived from i», into, and rinia, to cut ; and in-

scctum has a similar root, from in, into, and scco, to cut,

because insects are divided into numerous segments, or

from their being generally almost divided into two parts,

which are merely attached to each other by a slender

thread. The former term was made use of by Aristotle,

whD lived about 500 years before the Christian era, and

seems to have been known much earlier than his time.

It is defined by him to signify an animal which, by in-

cisions, is severed into two or more parts. The latter

word, inseclitm, is adopted by Pliny, and was in use

among the Latins long before his time, and we find it

applied in the same sense as the t'wTo/K« of Aristotle.

As the animals of this class constitute the most con-

siderable portion of animated beings, it becomes one of

the most interesting and important scicTices which can

engage the mind of the philosopher. The extreme dif-

ficulty of discriminating the characters and particular

aflinities of these beings, arising from their number and

variety of form, in addition to their minuteness, more
strongly claims his consideration. He who neglects the

study of insects, or thinks it beneath his notice, cannot

deserve our respect, as a general observer of nature,

nor be considered a scientific naturalist. The views of

such a man will be partial, and his inquiries circum-

scribed ; he regards only an inconsiderable portion of

animated nature; and he confines his remarks to such
as, from their size and distinctness of character, present

the least obstacle to investigation. In the study of ento-

mology, the man of science will find abundant scope

for the exercise of his zeal. The amazing number of

species ; their curious forms, so infinitely varied, and
yet so nearly and gradually approximating through an
endless series of transitions from one species to another;

the diversity of structure observable in those parts

v.hich afford generic characters, added to the wonderful
changes in form which they undergo, with their surpriz-

ing economy,—are circumstances which contribute to

render them objects of most curious speculation to the

philosopher. And although the study of every class of
animals is most indisputably attended with peculiar ad-

vantages, yet we shall venture to affirm, that it is from
a knowledge of the characters, metamorphoses, and
various modes of life, these little animals are destined

to pursue, that he will obtain a more intimate acquain-
tance with the great laws of nature, and veneration for

the Great Creator of all, than can be derived from the
contemplation of any other class in nature. Many other
attractions accompany the study of this department of
science. The beauty of insects in general, renders
them engaging to many who have neither time nor
inclination for studying their more complicated struc-

ture ; and the gaiety of their colours, often combined
with the most graceful forms, displays a beauty, splen-

dour, and vivacity, greater than that bestowed by the hand

of Nature on any of her other works. One defect in

appearance must indeed be conceded ; and this may be
regarded, in point of beauty, a material defect ; they are

not always so considerable in magnitude as to become,
even with these embellishments, so strikingly attractive.

Were they equal in size to the snrallest birds, their

elegance would render them more inviting in the eyes
of mankind in general ; but, even amongst the minor
species, when examined with a microscope, we find their

beauty and elegance far superior to that of any other
class in nature. " After a minute and attentive examina-
tion," says Swammerdam, " of the nature and structure
of the smaller as well as the larger animals, I cannot
but allow an equal, if not superior, degree of dignity to

the former. If, whilst we dissect with care the larger

animals, we are filled with wonder at the elegant disposi-

tion of parts, to what a height is our astonishment rais-

ed, when we discover these parts arranged in the least

in the same regular manner !"

Insects may be divided into two kinds ; those which
are immediately or remotely beneficial or injurious to

mankind. Many insects certainly seem not to affect us
in any manner ; others, and by far the greater number,
most assuredly fall under one or the other denomination,
and surely on this account demand our most serious at-

tention ; but, lest our allusion to the utility of some in-

sects should seem hypothetical to the superficial ob-

server, whilst the noxious effects of others are too ob-

vious to admit of doubt, we shall be more explicit in this

observation. The depredations of insects upon vegeta-

ble bodies are often detrimental ; but it must be remem-
bered, that in these ravages they often repay the injury

they commit. The locust, the most destructive of all

insects, whose numbers spread desolation through the

vegetable world, are not (except on some occasions when
their multiplication exceeds all bounds) unproductive of

advantage. Although they deprive mankind of a certain

portion of their vegetable food, yet, in return, their bodies

afford nutriment of a wholesome and palatable kind, and
in much greater abundance. The various species of

locusts are the common food on which the inhabitants of

many parts of the world subsist at particular seasons.

The honey of bees, in many warm climates, constitutes

another primary article of food. The caterpillars of

several moths furnish materials for the silken raiment so

universally worn by all ranks in the eastern parts of the

world ; and hence, in these countries, the silky produce
of these industrious little animals is of as much use as

the fleecy coat of the sheep is to us. As an object of

traffic, silk is one of the utmost importance in China
and Tartary ; and, in those parts, paper is manufactured
from the refuse of the same material. The extensive

use of wax, in all ages, is well known ; but it is less

generally understood that all wax is not produced by
the bee alone ; the wax-insect of China is a very distinct

animal: (See Cicada, Index ; and Donovan's Insects of
China). Some insects are used with success in medi-
cine; and many others (the cochineal, for instance,) are

rendered useful in the arts : and greater numbers might
perhaps also be employed for the same purposes. These
few, out of a vast many more instances, are sufficient to

prove the absurdity of an opinion, very prevalent, " that
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insects are too insignificant to deserve the attention of

the philosopher." But allowing these benefits to be un-

known, and that the study of entomology is not produc-

tive of any substantial advantages, )iow absurd would it

still be to treat such an extensive portion of the creation

with neglect ? Tlie objection, that they arc in nowise

conducive to our interests (even if founded in truth),

would be no evidence of the fiivolity of the science,

unless we are to conclude, that the only incjuiries which
merit our rational attention are those which tend to the

gratification of selfishness. If this be admitted as an

objection, how many objects of philosophical investiga-

tion iriust be rejected as frivolous ! From the earliest

period in which the light of natural knowledge dawned,

this class of animals has obtained considerable attention
;

and although the study has not at all times been cul-

tivated with equal ardour, yet we shall hereafter be

enabled to prove that it has not been utterly neglected,

but has engaged the study of men endowed with talents

as splendid, and judgment as refined, as the most exalted

of those who aflect to treat it with contempt.

HISTORY.

From the earliest period of which any authentic re-

cords remain, this science has obtained a very consider-

able portion of attention ; but the total destruction of the

great public libraries, has deprived us of the means of

asceitaining to what state this branch of science had at-

tained, till within about 2000 years of the present time.

We shall now endeavour to lay before the reader an

account of these works ; and, as we deem the subject of

importance, shall, as far as our limits will allow, men-
tion every work, however slight, which has been pro-

ductive of any material information ; at the saine time,

we wish it to be understood, that we do not consider it

necessary, or within our province, to enter at large upon
a critical analysis of the multitude of writings before us,

but only such as we have had an opportunity of consult-

ing with attention, describing the leading intention of
their authors respectively, which we shall enumerate as

nearly as possible in chronological order.

Some books appear to have been written prior to the

date of those which have descended to us, as we infer

from various hints recorded in the earliest of those works
now extant.

The oldest records on this subject are to be found in

the sacred writings, where mention is made of locusts,

flies, and caterpillars ; and it is probable Moses had ac-

quired a slight knowledge of this science from the

Egyptian sages, as his works abound with passages re-

lating to insects ; and amongst the obsolete works of
Solomon, he is said to have treated of " creeping
things."

Hippocrates, who lived about 500 years before Christ
(as we are told by Pliny), wrote on insects. The writ-

ings of the earlier Greek and Latin philosophers, quoted
by Pliny, afford extracts of his labours.

Aristotle flourished in the succeeding age. He wrote,
amongst many other works, a History of Animals^ an
elementary book, giving a general and compreliensive
view of the animal creation ; but he rarely descends to

the description of species. It is a work of the greatest
merit, which no one can impartially peruse without con-
fessing the intimate knowledge its writer must have pos-
sessed of nature. The insect class is treated of in seve-

ral parts of his work. In the seventh chapter of hiB first

book, we find the term enoncc is that of a family, which
constitutes one of his four orders of animals with colour-

less blood. These animals he terms e.rniing-iiinroltii ;

and, in his definitions, he points out, with great accuracy,

in what they dilfer from the other three divisions of this

class, viz. MoUusca, Crustacea, and Tci,tac(a. In the

first chapter of the fourth book, we find the essential

characters more clearly given, namely, the incisions on
the back or belly, or both, by which their bodies ajipear

to be divided into two or more parts. In another part of
his book, more particularly devoted to insects, he des-

cribes them as having three parts, the head, trunk, and
abdomen : the second part is denominated an interme-
diate portion, corresponding with the back and breast of
other animals. He also adds, they have feet. In sub-
sequent passages, he describes insects which fly, and
those that walk. Amongst the former, he notices those
with naked wings, and those covered with a sheath ; and
he observes, that some of these have the sheaths divid-

ed, and others immovably connected. The naked wing-
ed insects are of two kinds, some with four, and others
with two wings. Some of those with four naked wings
are furnished with stings at the extremities of their

bodies, whilst those with two are destitute of this appa-
ratus. He describes, with attention, the hovns (am e?tn(s)

of the butterflies and locusts. When noticing the legs,

he remarks, the leaping feet of the locusts, which he
compares to those of springing animals. Tlie accuracy
with which this learned philosopher has described the
various parts of these animals, cannot but astonish the
learned entomologist ; he will be surprised at their con-
sistency. Their accordance with the entomological de-
finitions of the modern systematists, will excite further
comparison ; and the natural result will be, that, with
the acquired knowledge of 2000 years, so far as he does
proceed, we, until lately, have been unable to amend his

observations. A cursory perusal of the whole work will

show, that whatever might be the merits of this great
man, his writings evince too much acquaintance with
the science of nature to be the produce of any individual

genius, shining with unborrowed light; for, when we
reflect on the slow manner in which all human know-
ledge is developed, we are readily convinced that the

science of nature must have made some considerable ad-

vancements before his time ; and that he has derived
considerable assistance from the works of more ancient

naturalists.

jKlian, in his work on animals, rif^i ^aav, appropriates
several chapters to insects, without entering into the
system at large, confining himself to particular kinds

;

and those noticed are described with attention, as crick-

ets, the generation of wasps, of cantharides, &cc.

Amongst the Greek writers who immediately, or with-
in a few centuries, followed Aristotle, treating on insects,

were Democriius, Neoptolemus, Philistus, Nicander,
Herodius, with many others of less note. These writers

were probably cotemporary with Pliny ; and, during
the same period, several Latin writers seem to have
been induced to pursue this science, through the in-

fluence of the Greeks, who were insensibly led to it from
attending to the culture of bees, w hich at that time was
attended to with the most enthusiastic ardour. Aris-
taniachuB of Soli is said to have written on the subject,

from the result of fifty years experience ; and Philiscus

to have employed his whole life in forests and deserts

attending to their history.

Pliny, in the eleventh book of his Historia JVaturalis^
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treats of insecls. llis observations are cliiefly copied from

the work of Aristotle. In his day, the culture of silk-

worms was an ohjcct of attention. He says tliul garments

of silk vcrc mucli admired in his days by the fair sex,

as it shewed thtir form to advantage from the delicacy

of its texture.

From the time of I'iiny till the overthrow of the Ro-

man empire, the study seems not to have been totally dis-

regarded ; but we are ii^norant what steps were advan-

ced during that period. Amongst the writers were Ti-

tus, .Etius, Alexander, Oribasius, Trallian and Pauhis

>'gincta, who lived between the fourth and seventh cen-

tury. Between the ninth and twelfth century, some of

the' Arabian botanists distinguished themselves as ento-

mologists. The principal were R hazes, Avicenna, Aven-

zoar, and Averrhoes. From this [leriod till the fifteenth

century, a few obscure writers, scarcely worthy of notice,

appeared, viz. INIyrcpsus, Platerus, &c.

Albertus Magnus wrote a general zoological work, en-

titled, De Jiiatnalibus, part of which treats of insects.

He died 1280, but his work did not appear till the year

1619, being printed at Venice.

In 1549, Agricola published his work, De Jnitnalibus

•'iubterraneis, which contains a systematic arrangement

of insects. He reduces all insects to three principal

classes, viz. 1. Those that walk; 2. Those that fly; and

3. Those furnished with swimming feet ; and describes

a number of species.

In 1552, Edward Wotton published a work, entitled,

Dc Diffcrcntiis Animalium, in which he treats largely on

insects. The book is in folio, and appeared three years

before the author's death.

In 1555, Rondelctius of ISIontpellier gave his valuable

work, " Universa aquatilium Historia pars alltra^^ to tlie

world, in which he treats of insects, which he accompa-
nies with wood cuts.

In 1599, in folio, was published at Naples, '•' Ferrante

ImJicraCo dell' Historia A'aturale libri 28."

In 1602, a very voluminous work was published, enti-

tled De ylnimalibus Inseclis, by the " indefatigable com-
piler" Aldrovandus. Donovan is inclined to give him
considerable credit. He has certainly acquitted himself
in collecting together the undigested observations of the

ancients ; but from his entire ignorance of the subject,

he has necessarily fallen into all the errors of his prede-
cessors : we must, however, allow, that he has acted with
candour, having rarely omitted to mention his authori-

ties. He was professor of medicine at Bologna, and em-
ployed much of his time in the study of insects, and ex-
pended large sums of money in accpiiring specimens, and
-employing artists to figure them. He is stated to have
paid two hundred florins annually to an artist, who was
occupied solely iji the delineation of insects. He divides
insects into two great orders, 1. Terrestrial; 2. Jquatic,
which he terms Insccta farica, and jVon farica : these he
divides into sub-orders, from the number and situation

of their wings and feet. His figures are but rudely ex-
pressed, which is excusable. At this time a taste for

more expensive embellishments began to prevail ; but
as the art of engraving on copper had scarcely emerged
from its infancy, these works were exclusively produced
by artists themselves.

In 1512, the Historia Jniinalium Sacra, by Wolfang
Frenzius, dividing insecls into three classes, 1. Aeria, 2.

jicjuatica, 3. Terrea, and containing several new obser-
vations, appeared: and three years afterwards, in the
year 1C16, at Rome, a pamphlet of about one hundred

pages, in Latin, entitled, Dc Formica, by Jcremialj

Wilde.
In 1622, a work but remotely relating to insects, in

4to, appeared in Edinburgh, bearing the following title,

Hirroglyfihica Jinimnliiim Terrestrium, Is'c. gu<£ in Scrijt-

turis Sacris inveniuntur et Jilurium aliorian, ciim eomm
intcrfirctationibus ; which, being the first work relating

to insects published in Britain, is not unworthy of notice

as a curiosity.

In 1630, a thin quarto, by Iloefnagle, was published
under the title of Diverse Insectorum xtolatilinm Icones

ad viviandeliicts, ficrD. J. Hoefnagle, typisque manda-
ttE a jYicolao Johanni Vischer, containing 326 figures,

some of which are very indifferent. He has not adopted

any particular mode of arrangement, but contented him-
self with delineating them in the states presented by
chance, not always following them throughout their pro-

gressive changes.

In 1634, Thomas Mouffet published his Insectorum,
sive mini7)iorum Animaliwn Theatrum, which appears to

be the second work on entomology published in our
country. This work, as its title indicates, is written in

the Latin language ; it appeared in London in one vo-

lume folio, and contains numerous wooden cuts, rudely

executed, accompanied by long, tedious, and often ridi-

culous and fanciful descriptions of the species. The
first seven chapters (ca/iita,) are occupied with heavy
details concerning the common hive bee (Apis J\Ielli_fica.)

The eighth is entitled, De Vesjiis. The ninth, De Cra-

brone et Tent/iredine, which includes the humble bees

(Bojini). The tenth, eleventh, and twelfth, De Mtiscis,

which includes, with several dipterous (or two-winged
insects) many hymenopterous, as well as neuropterous

insects. The thirteenth, De Culicibus. The fourteenth,

De Pa/iilio>iibi!s, which occupies two hundred pages, the

margins being embellished with 112 wooden figures,

executed in the rudest style, yet in most instances toler-

ably intelligible to the skilfulentomologist. Thefifteenth,

De Cicindcla, including the glow-worm {^Lamjiyris,) and

several others. The sixteenth, De Locustis. The se-

venteenth, De Cicadis et Gryllis. The eighteenth, De
Blattis. The nineteenth, De Bufirestide et Cerambice.

The twentieth, De Cantliaride. The twenty-first, De Sca-

rab.eis, which includes many of the larger beetles, (^Co-

leo/itcra). The twenty-second, De Scarabxis Minoribus.

The twenty third, De Proscarabteo et Scarabeo Aquatico.

The twenty-fourth, Dc Gryllotalfia. The twenty-fifth,

De Phryganca. The twenty-sixth, De Tipula. The
twenty-seventh, De Forjicula sive aiiricularia. The twen-

ty-eighth, De Scor/iio, Formica, et Pediculis alatis. And,
lastly, the twenty-ninth, De Cimice Sylvestri. After these,

we arrive at the second book, which treats of apterous

insects, (those wanting wings), amongst which he places

all sorts of Lari><s (or caterpillars) of other species be-

longing to winged insects, and likewise many of the

vermes. Sec. We must apologise to the reader for taking

up so much of his lime with dry statements of the heads

of this work ; but as it was one of the first produced in

this country, we trust he will not consider it as entirely

uninteresting; and as a specimen of his style and notions

relative to insects, we may quote the following, which
speaks of a species of Mantis, (probably il/. re/ig^iosa or

Oratorio) : " Pectus habet longum, tenue, cuculo tectum,

caput simplex ; oculos sanguineos, satis magnos, anten-

nas breves, pedes sex locustarum more, sed anteriores

multo crassiores longioresquc cseterls, quos quia junc-

tos plerumquc elcvat (precantium rilu) a nostraiibvs
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firesque Dieu dici solct : totum corpus macilcntum est.

Tail) divina ccnsctur bcstiola, ut putio intenoganti tie

via, ahero peile extenso recUiin nioiistrat, alque laro vel

miiiqiiam lallat. Cauda iili bifurca, sclaceis duobus acu-

leis prffidita; atc|uc ut naiiutn elcvatione vates leteit, ita

etiaiTi el inotus siuulitudinc ; nequc euiiu ludit ut alii,

iieque saltat, nequc gcsiit ; sed Icnte obainbulans nio-

destiam retiuetet malurani quadam ostendil giavitatcm."

The work is professedly an improvement on that of Dr
Wotton, begun in 1550, continued by Conrad Gcsner;
and was alterw;\rds enriched and publisliedin its present

form by MoniVet.

In 1646, Hollar gained considerable reputation by his

work, Muscarutn, Scarabeorum, Vermiumc/uevarixjigu-

r<z et formtc, otiuies ad vivuin coloribus defiictte et ex col-

Icctione arundeliana, Ufc. which was published at Ant-
werp.

In 1657, the Historia A^aturalis of Johnson, in folio, was
published ; but as this work is a mere compilation, it is

unwortiiy of further notice ; for " he lias not added a sin-

gle remark to what was before known."
in 1658, an English translation of MouflTet's work

was published in London by Topsal, chaplain of St Bo-
tolph.

Goedart, about this time, published a work in the Dutch
language, with plates. This work, considering the time
of its appearance, must be considered of considerable
merit. It has been translated into Latin, French, Ger-
man, and English, with copies of the plates. " For the

space of twenty years," we are told, "Goedart devoted
himself to the study of insects." He followed thern

through their progressive changes with great precision :

this renders his book more extensively acceptable ; and
his figures, which were never surpassed by his prede-
cessors, are sufficiently coi'rect to be understood. The
first edition of this work being sold off, the first volume
of a Latin translation, by Dr Mey, minister of Middle-
burg was produced, under the title of Metamor/i/wscs et

Historia JVaiuralis Insectorum, in 1652. Lister allows

but little credit to the translators of his works : " Goe-
dart," he observes, " left his writings in Dutch ; his

translators were men wholly ignorant of natural history,

and their comments are mere rhapsodies altogether."

In 1664, a quarto, relating to insects as objects of mi-
croscopical investigation, by Power, was published.

In 1665, Hook's Micrografihia appeared ; and, like the
former work of Power, treats of minute insects.

In 1666, was published in quarto, Adami Olearii Got-
torffisc/ie kujist-kammer Slesivig.

Ill 1667, Pinax rcrum naturalium Britannicarum, con-
tinens Vegstabilia, Ayiimalia et Fossilia, in hac insula re-

perta inchoatus, by Christopher Mcrret, M. D. was pub-
lished ill London. This is the first work treating exclu-
sively of the insects of Britain : it contains a brief cata-

logue of such as were known to Dr INIcrret, each being
accompanied by a concise descriptive sentence by way
of name. In the first volume of \.\\cTransactions of the

Entomological Society of London, an account of the in-

sects given by this author, with their systematic names,
is given by A. H. Handorth, Esq.

In 1658, Charlton published a work in London, with
a systematic arrangement of insects, after the manner of
Aldrovandus, entitled, Onomasticon Zoicon, ijfc. 4to.

yoL.VIII. Part II.

In 1669, was printed in Dutch, with a Latin title, at
Utrecht, Historia Insectorum Gcneralia, is'c- by the illus-

trious Swammerdam. This work was printed in 4to.

(and lias since undergone several editions, which we shall

mention in their proper order), illustrated with thiitecn
copper- plates. Many years elapsed before the excellence
of this work, the admiration of later times, was in any
manner ackowledged. It was condemned as inaccurate
until the death of its learned and generous author, afford-
ing one of the many examples of that culpable spirit

which living merit so rarely fails to experience, for la-

bours bestowed for the benefit of an ungrateful world.
No sooner was his death announced, than ids merits were
discovered, and his work was rendered into French by
an anonymous translator: this and many other edi-
tions soon after followed. The system of this author is

interesting; we shall therefore give a short sketch to
our readers. He divides insects into four classes, the
characters being taken from their metamorphoses and
economy. The first undergo no change, and includes
s/iidera, onisci, is'c. (which are noticed under our article

CHusTAGEOLoGy). Thc sccond class includes those
which, after leaving the egg, appear under the form of
the perfect insect, but have no wings; in which state it

eats and grows, till, having passed the chrysalis state, it

issues thence with wings, and is in a condition capable of
propagating its kind. This class comprehends the orders
of insects Ort/io/itera, Der?na/ttera, Dictuofitera, He/nifi-

tera, and JVeuro/itera, of this work. In the third class,

we find those insects which appear when hatched from
the egg, under the form of a caterpillar {Larva,) which
when full grown, changes into a chrysalis, where it

remains until the parts are fit to be developed. The in-

sects included in this class are the orders, 1 . Coleofitera,
and 2. A/itera, (Lamarck); Suctoria, (Latreille) ; whose
larvae divest themselves of their skin before transfor-
mation. The fourth class comprehends those who, ha-
ving attained the pupa (or chrysalis) state, do not divest
themselves of their skin. The insects alluded to are the
orders Diptera and Hymenojitera of modern entomolo-
gists.

In the same year Wolf's Dissertalio de Insectis, isfc.

appeared at Leipsic. The author was professor of me-
dicine at Jena.

In 1671, Redi published his Experimenta circa gene-
rationem Insectorum, in which he combats the long-main-
tained doctrine of equivocal generation with success;
proving by experiments and close reasoning, the fallacy
of such opinions. At the end of this book he has given
figures of the lice of birds.

In 1671, Claude Perrault, one of the most learned
exotic entomologists of his age, author of several very-

ingenious papers in the Memoirs of the French jicademy,
published a folio work at Paris, entitled, Memoires pour
servir a I'Histoire naturelle des Animaux.

In 1672, Ferrard published a work at Naples, of
which we have no account, nor have we met with it.

In 1673, Franzelio submitted his Insecta fy'ovisolii cum
nive delapsa to the world.

In the same year, at Frankfort, was published by
IMollerus, Meditatio de Insectis guibusdam Hungaricis
prodigiosis anno proxime prxterito, ex aere una cum nive-

in agros delapais, ornamented with wooden cuts.
t* (J

4.N
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In 1675, a Iract on the natural history of the Klihe-

Ultra horaria, by Swaiiinicrdani, appeanil, entitled, J-:/}/ie-

meri yUa of afbeeUlingU van '« menschen leven^ -ventoont

in tie Hintoric van ha uUgent ante ern-daff/ilcvent Haft

of Oever-aas.

And in the same year, an elementary tract by George

Belci-io, printed at Upsal, artf/ ray tn'oi^ut.

About the same time, also, by Samuel ISochart, a work

entitled, Hierozoicon, sive 6i/iarlilum ofius de animatibiis

Sanere Scri/tiura.

In \676, some additions to Claude Perrault's work

were published.

In 1679, Madame Maria Sybilla Merian, ve/ Griiffinn,

produced the first part of her work, " Der Kau/ien wun-

derbare ver-ivandelung und sonderbare blumen-nahrung,"

which relates principally to European lepidopterous in-

sects. The autlioress was a native of Frankfort on the

Maine, wife of John Andrew GiaflFinn. In early life, she

imbibed a taste for the study of insects, from being oc-

cupied at times in painting tliesc objects as ornaments to

her flower-pieces. The task of painting insects she per-

formed with tolerable accuracy ; yet there is " a pecu-

liar exuberance of style incompatible with any faithlul

resemblance of nature." Many of her original drawings

are preserved in the British Museum as specimens of

her style.

In 1680 was published, Johannis Jacobi Wagneri,
HistoTta JVaCuralia Helvetiie curiosa. Figurae.

In 1681, Grew published his Museum Regalis Socie-

:atis ; being a catalogue and description of the natural

and artificial rarities belonging to the Royal Society of

London, preserved in Gresham college. London. Folio.

In the same year, an English translation of Swammer-
dani's Efihemeri Vita was produced in London, and a

French translation in Paris.

In 1682, a tinok entitled Johannes Godarlius of In-

sects, done into English, and mtthodisid, iviifi the addi-

tion of notes, the figures etched in cofifier by Mr P. Fib,

was published at York. It is supposed to have been
translated by Lister; the initials M. L. are at the close

of the address " to the reader." The impression, as we
learn from the preface, consisted of one hundred and fifty

copies, which were intended merely for the curious ; and
the notes are copious.

In 1 682, Hoppis published a dissertation on the Gryl-
ius migratorius.

In 1683, the second part of Merian's Der Raufien, &c.
appeared.

In 1685i the first Latin edition of Swammerdam's
ivork was printed in Lyons, under the title, Historia
Generalis insectorum, Latinam fecit H. C. Hcnnius.

In this year also. Lister's Latin edition of Goedart,
entitled, J. Goedartius de Insectis in methoditm redac-
tus, cum nolula'um additidne, o/iere M. Lister, in octavo,
appeared in the Latin language. The author distributes
the materials into a new form of arrangement, the merits
of which are too obvious not to be considered as an im-
provement on the original production. He divides them
into ten sections, as follow.

1. Those with erect wings, and angulaled pupse. But-
terjlies.

2. Those with their wings placed horizontally, and
Vi-hich proceed from caterpillars, called geometre by
Goedart, fiom their gait. Moths. '' '

3. Those with deflexed wings. Moths.

4. Libellula, or dragOT* flies.

5. Bees.

6. Beetles.

7. Grasho/ifiers.

8. Bi/Hcrous, or two-winged flies.

9. Alilli-fiedes. (Now Crustacea.)

10. Hfiiders. (liovf Arachnides.) See the article Caus.
TACEOLOGY.

Although we readily allow Lister the credit due for

this arrangement, yet we cannot avoid expressing our
regret for his remarks on the original author, to whom
he allows neither credit as a naturalist nor as a writer.

He highly praises his skill as a painter ; but says, '• Go-
edart, after forty years attention, seems to have made
but little advancement in his skill in the nature of in-

sects; he rather seems to have diverted himself, than to

have given himself any trouble to understand them ; and
yet after all, you will find him everywhere just and cor-

rect, but in many places short and hardly intelligible."

These opinionsare delivered in a style of affected superio-

rity over his author, highly unbecoming and not stncily

true ; and he gained no reputation on the continent for

these illiberal remarks, which were much condemned.
Also, by the same author, Jlfifiendix ad historiam ani-

malium Anglie. London. Octavo.
In 1687, Leeuwenhoek published his Anatomia seu in'

teriora rerum, cum animatarum turn inammatarum, ofie et

bcneficio exquisitissimorum microsco/iorum detecta.

In the same year, Geyereus wrote a treatise on the

medicinal properties of Spanish flies, [cantharidrs.) un-

der the title, Tractatus fihysico-medicua de cantharidi-

bus.

Also by J. F. Griendel, at Neuremberg, in quarto,

Micrografihia jVova, in which some notice is taken of

insects.

In 1 688 was published an Italian edition of Redi's

Exfierimenta circa Generationem Insectorum, entit.ed,

Rxjierienze intorno alia Generazione drgl' Insetti.

In this year also, Stephen Biankaart of Amsterdam,
published a work, Schon Bergdrr Rufiscn, IVormer, Ma-
den en vliegende Dierkens daar uit voort-kommendc.
The author was a physician, who devoted much time to

collecting insects. The plates are admirably executed-;

but the work in other respects bears but an indiff'erent

character. Friscli and Lyonet consider it but a superfi-

cial production. It treats of the larvae of various insects,

and a few perfect insects are also noticed. Another edi-

tion was published at Leipsic in 1690.

John Cyprien also published at Frankfort, Historia

Animalium, in the same year, in which insects are no-

ticed.

About this period, two papers on insects appeared,
one by John de Muralto, the other by C Menlzeiius.

In 1690, Bilberg published at Upsal a dissertation en-

titled, Locusta.
And in the same year, Ktinig's Regnum Animale.

In this year also, Stephaniis Biancaul published in oc-

tavo, at Leipsic, Schon-berg der Rusfien, Wurmen, Ma-
den.

In 1691, Historia Vermitim, by Jungius, was printed

at Hamburgh.
In 1692, in the Memoirs of the French Academy, we

find a i-.urious paper, by Sedileau, entitled. Observations

sur rorigine d'un esfiece dc Pafiillon, (which treats of So'

turnia f.avonia maj'jr.)
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In 1693, an augmented edition of Swamnierdam's
Uiatoria Generatis Insectorum Latinum, fecit 11. C. llcn-

nius, was printed at Utrecht.

In this year, tlie prodigious ravages occasioned hy im-

mense swarms of locusts, which, in the month of August,

over-ran Germany, and extended partially through the

rest of Europe, even to the northern borders, could not

fail to engage the observations of many writers, among
whom wc find the following naturalists, De Locustia im-

tnenso agminc aerem nostrum im/ilcntibus-, et quid porten-

ciere fiutenluj; by Hebtnsircit ; also Disserlatio de Lo-
cutin, anno firaterito immensa cofiia in Gertnania visis,

cum diatriba, (jzta sententia autoris de Q'i'jb' dc/cnditur,

by Ludolphus The former of these works is comprised
in sixty-five pages, with one plate, from which we learn

the species treated of to be Gryllus migrntorius. The
work of Ludolphus is in folio, and consists of eighty-eight

pages, embellished with figures. The following authors

also published tracts on this subject, namely, Crellius,

Kirkmajor, VVoollenhau|)t, and Trcunera, but we are

ignorant of the titles of these little dissertations.

In 1694, Albino published a small tract on the Spa-
nish flics, [Cant/iarides )

In 1695, the Arcana datura Detectx, by Leeuwen-
lioek, appeared.

And in the same year, a small octavo, Jacobi Petiveri
Museum

Ii] 1699, Hombergh published a paper in the Memoirs
of the Fiti.cli Academy, on Agrion virgo.

In 1700 was published, in three volumes, duodecimo,
Histoire .A'afiire/le des Insectes selon letirs differentes

Tnetamorjxtioses, obsenecs par Jean Goedart. Amster-
dam.

In 1702 James Pctiver produced the first decade of

liis Gazofihylacium natura et ariis" which was carried on
proi^ressively till about tt n years afterwards. It consists

of tin decades, which treat of insects, as well as larger

animals, foss'ls, and plants.

In 1705, <iuv celebrated countryman Ray published his

work entitled, Methodus Insectorum, seu in inethodum ali-

qualem digesta.

In this year also, the entomological part of the work of
Rumphius appeared.

In 1707, appeared in London,^ Voyage to the Islands

of Madeira, Barbadoes, and Jamaica, ivith the A'atural

History Sec. by Hans Sloaiie. I'olio.

In 1710. Russcl published his Theatrum. universale

omnium animalium, which treats of insects.

And the illustrious Ray's Historia Insectorum, under
the care of Dr Derham, after the author's death, appear-
ed. In this work, he divides insects into two principal

classes, such as undergo transformation, and those that

. do not ; and these he subdivides into several orders. He
includes amongst these some vermes, which have again
been removed by Linnaeus, as we shall have occasion to

mention hereafter.

In 1717, Wedelio published a tract on the utility of
Canfharides in the materia medica, in Jena.

And in the same year, J. Peiiver, an entomological
writer, published a work, Pafiilixmum Brittanie Icones,
nomina, &c. in folio, London, which in its time was
certainly a valuable publication to the student of ento-
niology, and even now, as a work of reference, is in

high repute.

In 1720, Frisch published his Beschreibungvon Insec-

ten in Dattschland: the whole work consists of thirteen
parts, each being illustrated by three plates.

In this year, Elcazarc Albin published in London, A
A^aturat History cf English Insects, with one hundred
coj)peiplates, in oiic volume quafto.

In 1721, Bradley published in London, A Phitosofihi-
cal Account of the IVorks of .Yature, which contains
some entomological matter, and also a few engravings of
insects, in octavo.

In 1722, Ofiera Omnia, containing all the works of
Leeuwenhoek.

In 1725, Sir Hans Sloane published in London, the
second volume of his A/'atural History of Jamaica, the
second book of which treats of the insects of that island,
accompanied by several uncoloured plates.

In 1726, Merian published at the Hague, in large folio,

De generatione et Metamor/ihosidus Insectorum Surinam-
cnsium ; the materials of which were collected by her-
sell, or under her directions, in Surinam, where she spent
two years, for the sole purpose of forming a coUeciion,
and in taking drawings for this work ; which is not, how-
ever, entirely devoted to entomology, for besides insects,
we find depicted plants, and various reptiles, as toads,
lizards, serpents, &c.

In 1730, Valisnieri, in his Esjierienze et Observazioni
intorno agli insetti, distributes all insects into four classes,
from their habitats. The first comprehends those which
live on plants; the second, such as live in water; the
third, those that live on earth, or amongst stones ; and
the fourth, those which subsist on ether animals.

In 1731, was published in one volume quarto in Lon-
don, Insectorum Angtix A^'atiiralis Historia illustrala Ico-
riidus in centum tabulis xneis elfganier ad vivum exprcs-
sis, &c. by EieazLU^e Albin, and was esteemed an elegant
woik; but, we must confess, it is more remarkable for
gamlinc33 than fidolily.

In 1731, at Lundoji, Histoire A''aturelle de la Caroline.
la Floride, &e. par Marc Catesby, folio.

In 1734, the fiist volume of Reauniur's Memoires pour
servira VHistoire des Insectes ; was ))ublished in Paris.
Tue five succeeding volumes appeared between tha' time
and 1742.

In 1734, Alberti Scbse. Locupletissimi rerum nafura-
lium Thesauri accurata descriptio, et iconibus arrj/iciosis-
simis ex-firessio Latine ct Gallice, torn. iv. folio. The
first volume appeared in tiie above year, the other three
before 1765.

In 1735, the illustrious Swedish naturalist I.innaeus,
published the fiist ediiion of his Systema A'ature, sive
Regna tria A''ature Hijstematice proposita per classes, or-
dines, genera et species, in which work he distributes in-
sects into four oreiers, according to the number ar:d I'urin

of their wings, under the names, I. Coleoptera ; 2. An-
gioptera; 3. Hemiptera; 4. Ajitera. In the first, are
contained those whose wings are covered ; the second,
those with naked or uncovered wings, as butterflies, dra-
gon flics, ephemeras. Sec; the third, locusts, bugs, Sec.

;

the fourth, those without wings, as lobsters, spiders, lice,

h.c. Besides these, several animals, which, in later edi-
tions of the work, Linnseus considered as vermes, were
included. These were the caith-worm (Lumbricus,)
the leech (Hirudo,) all land and sea shells, and star-
fish (Asterias,) sea-egg (Echinus.) Sec; and in this ar-
rangement he by no means deviated from the received
opinions of his time. In the subsequent editions of his

4 N
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work, these orders arc divided, and the vermes are se-

parated i
and, after the manner of Arisioilc, arc consi-

dered as forming another chus. His final arrangements

wc sliall notice wiien speaking of his last (litli) edition.

See the year 1/67. And m the same year at Upsal,

.Ida Liuraria Scienliarum Huccie.

In 1736, all the works of Svvamnierdam were put to

press, entitled Biblia A'alura, sive Hhtoria Imeclorum

Belgie, cum versions La:ina, //. D. Gaubii, ct vita auc-

toris, per H. Boerhaave. The fiisl volume appeared in

1737, and the second in the year following.

Ill 1738, Lesser puhlished a work, entitled, F. C.Les-

aers Insecto-Tlieologia, oder Vcrntinft-und Hchriflmdssi-

ger Versucit ivie tin mensc/i durch aufmercksame Be-

trac/ilung dcrer sonst ivcnig gcachtclen Insecicn, Sec.

Frankfort and Leipzig, in octavo. This work has never

conic under our inspection. We have, however, no-

ticed a French iranslaiion, which appeared in 1742, at

some length.

In 1739, Linne produced two entomological tracts,

entitled, Oin Rcnarus Br'dmskulor i Lajiland ; the other

dated Stockholm, 2c/ om M'drkwardtglUer uli Iiisec-

terne.

Also at Stockholm, in octavo, Acta Holmenses, Sven-

ska Vclenskajis Jcademiens Handlingar.

And Kongl. Sve7iska Vetenskafis yJcademicns Hallngar.

Stockholm, in octavo.

In 1(40, the folio work of L'Admiral, entitled, Xaaw
kcurige Waariieemingen van Geslaltveriuis&elentie gekor-

luene Diertjea, was published at Amsterdam. It contains

a series of highly finished etchings, which are distinctly

copied by Harris in his Aarelian. This work is confined

to the insects of Europe, and contains figures of about

fifty of the larger species, principally of lepidoptera,

which are represented in various attitudes, with large

branches of the plants on which they fpf.l, genrvally ar-

companied with their larva and pupa. It began in num-

bers, and was intended to contain one hundred plates,

and four hundred pages of letter-press, but the work

was discontinued. Most copies of the work contain

twenty-five plates, and five pages of print ; but Mr Do-

novan's copy, which is the most complete that we have

seen, contains thirty-two plates, and twenty pages.

In 1741, Schaefler published a valuable work, under

the title, Icones Jnsectoriim circa Ratisbonani Indigeno-

rum, in three volumes quarto, with a vast number of co-

loured plates. The classification of this author differs

extremely from that of Linnseus, and approaches that

proposed by Geoffrey, yet it is so far distinct, that being a

system of considerable repute, it may not be amiss to

present an outline of it in this place. He divides insects

into seven orders, which he terms classes :

1. Insecta Coleo/itero-Jiiacro/itera, those with their ely-

tra crustaceous throughout their whole length, and ex-

tending beyond the abdomen when closed.

2. Insecta Coleofitero-imcro/itcra, those with crusta-

ceous elytra shorter than the abdomen.
3. Insecta Coleofitero-hymenojitcra, such as have their

elytra half crustaceous, or becoming membranaceous
towards their extremities.

4. Insecta Hymcno-lefiidoptera, insects having trans-

parent or membranaceous wings, imbricated with scales.

5. Insecta Hymeno-gymnojitera, those with naked
membranaceous wings.

6. Insecta Difitera, or insects with two wings.
7. Insecta Afitera, or those without wings.

In 1742, a French work, being a translation of Lea-

ser's Insecio-T/ieologia, with remarks by Lyonnet, er>ti-

tied, T/icologie dcs Inscctes, ou Demonstration dcs Per-
fections de ,Dieu dans lout ce qui concerne les Insectes.

Traduil de L'Allemand dc Mr Lesser, avec des remarques
de Mr Lyonnet, a la Haye, octavo, appeared. The ori-

ginal work we have never seen; it appeared in 1738. The
views of the author are to promote the' glory of God;
nor did he in any degree attempt to establish any new
facts relative to entomology, but tlirecled his attention to

the collection of such anecdotes relative to the natural

history of insects, as could be rendered a convenient me-
dium for the theological remarks with which his pages
abound. To the entomologist the work is of no use;

for his knowledge was but limited, and his remarks often

erroneous. As a theological production, however, it may
have an useful tendency, as it is calculated to expose the

glaring errors of others, who, with a fanatic spirit, had

entered on the same subject. One of the best chapters

relates to the abuse of insects in theology. lie says, the

Jews are accused of stating many wonderful things rela-

tive to insects, which can only be considered as fables.

Amongst many instances, after repeating the text. Kings
i. 6, 7, concerning the erection of the temple, (" And the

house, when it was in building, was built of stone, made
ready before it was brought thither: so tliat there was
neither hammer nor ax, nor any tool of iron heard in the

house, whilst it was building,") he states, that the Jews
explain this passage in the following manner : The work-

men (they say) employed a worm to shape the stones;

which insect, named Sc/iamir, cut and broke them to

pieces in places where applied. They add, that it was
" figured like unto a grain of Ijarley," and was kept in a

leaden box, " because had it reached rocks, it would have

cleft them, so as to unfit them for use." This fable, with

many others equally absurd, invented by the rabbis, is

partirulaily mentioned. Amongst the legends of Catho-

lic superstition, too, he selects several •necdotes equally

fraught with folly, which, if really believed in the time
of Lesser, will excuse him (he being a divine) for ap-

plying his time to the exposure of such gross absurdi-

ties. Two of these anecdotes we shall take the liberty

of inserting. Baldus relates, that a number of bees acci-

dentally passing over holy ground, paid it homage, and
carried a portion respectfully to their hive ; and it is stat-

ed that St Francis, when walking in his garden, saw a

grashopper, which immediately pitched on his hand, and,

at his command, sung psalms and praises to God.
Detharding also, this year, published a Disguisitio fifty-

sica Vermium in jYorxiegia qui nova visi, in quarto. It is

a small treatise, relating to the larvse of PAa/isnie, or

moths.

In 1743, George Edwards published the first volume
of his J^'atural History of tincommon Birds, and of some
other rare and undescribed animals. London, quarto.

The other volumes appeared before 1752, in which S6«.

veral insects are given.

In 1744, at Stockholm, was published by Degecr, an

interesting little work in octa-vo, on the utility of study-

ii)g insects, entitled, Tal om nytlan, som hiseclere och-

deras sharshadande, tilskynda oss, pointing out the ad-

vantages of cultivating the natural history of those ani-

mals, and, as far as we know, is the oldest work on this

subject.

In 1745, £jusdem Olandska och Gothlandska Resa
fbrr'dttad ar, 1741. Stockholm och Upsala, 1745, one

small volume octavo, by Linne.

In 1746, Ber monatLicli-herausgegebenen Insecten-Be-
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lustigung, by Rosel of Nuremberg, a man of genius, by

profussion a miniature painter. The work is in quarto.

Two other volumes appeared in 1749 and 1755. To
these a fourth volume was added by a relation (Klee-

inannir) after his death in 1761; and, since that period,

Kleenianahus published three other parts.

In 1747, a tract, explaining the advantages arising

from the study of insects, entitled Dissertatio de Usii

Cognitiunis Inseccorum, was published by C. F. Menan-
der.

In the same year, William Gould published in Lon-
don, ^n account of English Jlnts.

Also in Paris by Bazin, ^brege de VHistoire des In-

sectes, /lOur servir de suite a I'Histoire N'aturelle des

Abeilles.

In this year also was pul)lished in quai-to, Adrian Gadd
Observationes Physico-Economica, in eefitentrionali fir<£-

tura tcrritorii sufierioris Satagundia collect cs. Dissertatio

Preside C. F Me?iander, Aboae ; an interesting tract,

explaining the advantages arising from the study of na-

tural history.

In this year, Theologie des Insectcs de Lesser, avec

des remarques de Lyonnet, a la Haye, in two volumes
octavo, appeared, being a translation, with comments by

Lyonnet, of Lesser's Insecto-Theologia, published in

1738.

Also Buzin Gilles Augustin Abrege de I'Histoire des

Insectes fiour ser-i<ir de suite a P Histoire JVaturelle des

Abeilles. Paris, in two volumes duodecimo.
In 1748, was published in London, by J. Dutfield, six

numbers of a natural history of English moths and but-

terflies.

And, in this year, T. C. Hoppe published two small

entomological tracts, as Antiaort-Schreiben auf Hern
Schreibers ziueifel ; and Eichen-Weiden-und Dorrosen.
The first at Gera; the second at Leipsic.

In 1749, Linne published Ejusdem Sk'dnska Resa.

And at Norembergh, J. M.' Seligmann Aves, adjcctis

ex G. Edwardi Iconibus. Folio.

In the same year, or perhaps earlier, the splendid

work of Benjamin Wilks, under the title of The Eng-
lish Moths and Butterflies, together with the Plants on

lohich they feed, and are usually found. The plates,

which appeared first, bear no date. In the third vo-

lume of Rosel's work, Insecten Bclustigung, we find

comments on this work, not to the credit of English en-

tomologists in general, when the science ought, from
the labours of former writers, to have stood on very
high ground in this country, and the public judgment
to have been so far matured as to discover imposition.

Rosel, in the plainest terms, accuses our autiior of pi-

racy ; and, when we reflect on tlie celebrity this work
has heretofore enjoyed as an original production, it cer-

tainly attaches some little reproach to our naturalists,

that facts, so publicly asserted on the continent, should
have remained unknown to us. As the remarks are cu-
rious and interesting, we shall copy this part, translated

by a friend. " In the supplement, or third part of my
amusements of insects, I have mentioned a certain work
which Mr Wilks in London continues monthly, and
promised that I should take some opportunity of giving

a more circumstantial account. Since then the plates

amount to ninety, all of which I have examined with
great attention. They are as yet destitute of any de-

scription, which is, however, promised at some future

period. In the notice to these plates, he professes to

have drawn them from life ; but, by those acquE-intcd

with other works, it will readily be discovered that se-

veral are taken from Albin's work, from Merian's book,

and many from my own. How far he has succeeded, I

leave to the judgment of others. An ape mimics every
thing, but does not always succeed. I may appear to

many too severe ; but let them consider that he counter-
feits the works of others, and gives them for his own. I

venture to assert, that in the future description of his

work, he will be careful not to mention the authors whose
works he has so unjustly robbed; for he already strives

to conceal on his plates what he has copied from others,

by reversing the figures, or by giving them a different

position." Vol. iii. p. 192. 1749. The substance of these
remarks we are sorry to be under the necessity of allow-

ing to be true; for the eye of the artist will perceive, on
comparing the two publications, that Wilks has taken an
unlimited range through the first volume of Rosel. Wc
have repeated the remarks of Rosel at length, because
we wish to impress on the public mind the value and
importance of any general work, in preference to pro-
ductions of this nature. Wilks was also publisher of
Tmeh'e new designs of Butterflies, in which the insects

are disposed in stars, festoons, circles, or other whimsi-
cal groups, forming what are usually denominated "but-
terfly pictures." The nature of the first work above
mentioned, is rather incorrectly stated in the title-page ;

for the plants on which the insects are grouped, are not
those which furnish their natural food ; they consist of
gaudy flowers, auriculas, roses, monstrous varieties of
cultured plants, fruits, &c. the introduction of which, in

preference to their natural food, has incurred considera-
ble censure.

In 1752, Dr Hill, in his History of Animals, published
in London in the year 1752, divides insects into three

classes : the first A/ileria, includes all insects without
wings ; the second Pteraria, is devoted to the winged
insects; the third Gymnanthridia, comprehends those
with soft and naked bodies.

De Geer also in this year, published the first volume
of his invaluable work, Memoires puur servir a I'Histoire

des Insectes, at Stockholm, which was received with
every demonstration of praise to which its merits are
entitled. From the testimony of the author's merit af-

forded by this volume, the continuation was expected
with impatience; but nine years elapsed before the se-

cond volume appeared, and it was altogether twenty-six
years from its commencement to its termination. It was
completed in 1778, in which year the labours of its a\i-

thor closed with his life. He was author of several pa-
pers in various Transactions, which we shall notice in

their proper place.

In this year also, Linne published two dissertations at

Upsal, Miracula Insectorum, anti A''oxa Inseclorum. The
latter of these is very valuable, from the ol)ject in the

contemplation of the author; and the first is not destitute

of merit.

Scopoli, in tlifi year 1753, published hisi Entomologia
Carniolica, in which he distributes all th.e insects of which
he treats, into orders, genera, species, and varieties,

nearly after the manner of Linne. As a systematic work,
this publication is of little importance; in other respects

it is valuable.

In this year also, .Yuva Insectorum S/iecies, Diss.

Prasid. Johanne Lecher. Resp. Isaacus Uddman. Abox,
qunrto.

In the year 1754, Kulm, a learned botanist, pviblishcd

a paper on a species of Cicada, in the Swedish language;
but we are unacquainted with its title.

In 1756, in foiio, Brown's Civil and A'atural History

of Jamaica.

In 1757, /'. Hasselguist's Iter Palccstinum, eller Peso
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'ili Heliga Landet aren 1749—1752, Utgiaver af Car.

Linnfe, appeared at Stockholm.

In 1758, in ijuarto, an interesting work in its day, en-

titled, luijsdem Disscrtatio. Centuria Inaectorum rario-

ntm, iJ'c. Upsalis.

In lliis year, an English translation of one of the works

of Swanimerdam was publislicd in London by Thomas
Flcoyd.

And in 1759, J. C. D. Schreberi JVox<tf Sfiecies Insec-

lorttm., appeared at Halle.

In 1759, Caroli Linna:i .inimaHum S/iecierum, isfc. in

formam enchiridii, Lugil. liat. Octavo.

In 1760, Caroli a Linnc AnKSiiilates Acetdemicx, torn.

V. Ilolmix, octavo.

In 1761, Liniie published his Fundamenin Riitomolo-

ffice, being an inuuduction to Ihc study of the science.

In this year likewise, an iiueresting little work, enti-

tled, Jnsecta Miisei Gracensis, was given to the world

by Nicolaus Poda, giving an account of the insects of

Greece, arranged after the Linnean manner.

J. H Suizer, in the same year, produced an introduc-

tory work to the study of insects, in quarto, illustrated by

several plates, under the title. Die Ke^inzeichen der In-

sekten Jiac/i Anteitung der Ritters, Karl Linnaeus, durcfi

2 J- kuftfrrtafeln erlaulert, 7tnd mil derselben natiirlichen

gcschichtc bcglcUet. Printed at Zurich.

Anil a ncM edition of Linne's Fauna Htcecica editio al-

tera auctior, Stockholmiae, considerably enlarged and

improved, appeared.

In the same year witli the above, an octavo, Det
Trondjcmske og J\/'or&ke Videnskabers Selskabs Skiv/er.

Also Bruniche Martiiius Tiuane. Prodromus Insecto-

iogix Siellaridica- H.*fnise. octavo.

In 1762, Histoire abreg6 des Itwectes aux Environs de

Paris, octavo.

In the same year, Sepp began his work, Bcscliouaring
per •.I'ondern gods in de minstgeachte schefizelen of neder-

landiche Insectc?!, which is entirely dedicated to the

more rare butteiflics and mollis of Holland. The text

is in the Dutch language ; and the plates, which are very
iiumeious, arc admired for their peculiar neatness, being
engraven in the dot or stipple style with considerable de-

licacy and elegance.

In this year, a most valuable systematic work by
Geoffioy, was published in Paris, and demands tlie at-

tention of the modern entomologist. It is entitled, His-

toire abregee des Insectes, and divides insects into six

classes: I. Coleofiteres ; '2. Hemifitcres ; 3. Tetrapteres

ii ailca nuea ; 4. Tetrajitercs a ailcs farincuses ; 5. Difi-

Krcs ; and 6. Afiteres. The first is ^ne same with the
Linnean order Coleofitera ; the second is regulated by
the form of the proboscis ; the third agrees with the
Lejiidufitera ; the fourth comprehends the JVeurofitcra

and Hymenojitera ; the fifth and sixth are the same with
the Linnean orders Di/itera and Alitera. The charac-
ters of these orders are taken from the number of joints

in the feet
; and the generic characters are taken from

various parts of the body. Many of the genera arc per-
fectly natural, and are still in use.

Briinniche, in this or the following year, published two
entomological tracts, Prodromus Inseetohgis Sixltan-
dice, and Eniomologia sistcns Itisectorinn tabulas sys-
lematicas cum introductione et iconibus. The latter is an
elementary work in the Latin and Dutch languages.

In 1763, L. T. Gronovius published in folio, Gronovii
Zoofihylacii. Three fijscicuii only appeared.

Also Johannis Antonii Scopoli Entomcihgia Carmolica,
Vc. Vindebonsej in octavo.

In this year. Den Danake Atlas ued Eric Pontoppidan;
Kiobenhavn, appeared in ciuarto. Other parts appeared
in the years 1764 and 1767, forming altogether three vo-
lumes in cjuarto.

In 1764, Dr M. GeofTroy published in two volumes
cjuarto, Histoire abregee des Insectea, dana laquelle ces
Animaux sont rangca suivant un ordre methodigue. Paris,

.

Lini.e in this year, again appeared before the public,
and jModuced his excellent Ejusdem Museum LodoviciZ
Ulrica Regitie. Holuiiae, in octavo.

AlsoOtho Fr. Miiller Fauna Inaectorum Fridrichada-
lina, aive methodica descrijitio Inaectorum agri Fridricha-

dalcnsia, i^'c. HahiiK et Leipsias, octavo.

Also J. C. Scnaefler's Abliandlungen von Insecten. 3
Bande. Regensburg, tjuarto.

Also the second part of Zoojilnjlacium Gronovianum,
by LaudentiusTheodorus Gronovius, containing descrip-
tions of about six hundred insects, witli synonyms after

the Linnean system, accompanied by four iimstrativc
plates, was printed ai Leyden in lolio.

In 1765, Stba's Thesaurus JVattirx was published at

Amsterdam, in which a vast number oftne extra Euro-
pean insects are figured in a very coarse style.

In this year J G. Gleditsch piililishcd at Halle, in

8vo. the first volume of VermisclUe P/tysicalisch Buta-
niali Oeconomiac/ie Abliandlungen ; two ot.icr voiuiaes
appeared in the two succeeding years.

Also at Copenhag'.'i ind Haicljurgh, Eiic Potitoppi-

dan'b Kurygefasste .Kaclirichten, die .Vaiurfiistoire in

D'dntiaemurk bitriffend

Aiso Det Kiobenhavnske Selakiibs Skrioter, it Kio-
benb.

Ill 1766, Schseffer published at Hegensburg Elemen-
ta EntomologiXi containing \o2 plates, illustrating tlie

principles of his system, atid .ai additional section with
two plates, describing the manner of catcliiiig ii,sects,

and the manner of feeding them, with microscopes, &c.
for examining them. He was autlior of anoi'ier work
on this sub ed, in the German language, entii.'cd, Zivei'

fel und Schwiirigkeiten, ivelchea in der Inaectenl.:htre an-

noch voriualten, published at Regensburg in 4to, but ive

are ignorant of the date.

In this year, also, a second edition of Frisch's work
appeared.

In 1767, Pallas published at Berlin, in 4to, the first

fasciculus of his S/iicilegia Zoologica quibua nova infor-

mia et obscure animalium species Iconibus, deacri/itionibtis

atgue commenrariis illustranrur, a very valuable work.
Several other numbers or fasciculi were published be-

fore the year 1780, when the last made its appearance.

And in the same year, the twelfth edition of the Sya-
tema JV'atur<s of Liiii 4 was produced. As this was the

last work of that illustrious naturalist, we shall lay be-

fore our readers his entomological arrangement. He
divided insects into seven orders, deducing his charac-

ters from their win'.!;s, as follow :

Order I. Coleoptera, (from xoAsos, a sheath, and
n-7ffo«, a wing), including those insects having crustace-

ous shells or elytra, v/hicli shut together and form a lon-

gitudinal suture down the back of the insect. In many
the whole body (abdomen) is covered by these elytra, in

others partially. The coleopterous insects comprehend
those commonly termed beetles.

Order II. Hemipteb a, (from nfi-is-v, half, and a-7£fov, a
•MiJig.) These animals have their upper wings halfcrus-

taceous, and half membranaceous, or of a matter inter-

mediate betwec n leather and membrane. Examples) tlTC

bug, the locust, &c.
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Order III. Lepidoptera, (from Afiris, a scaler and

T7«fo», a wing.) Insects having lour wings imbiicated

With scales. Examfilea, butterflies and moths.

Order IV. Neuroptera, (from veufo», a nerve, and

t7({ov, a tving.) Insects liaving four transparent naked

wings, reticulated with veins or nerves. Examfiles, libel-

lulse, or dragon-flics, &c.

Order V. Hymenoptera, (from Sfc*, a membrane,

and »7<jo», a tving ) Ir.sects with four naked and mem-
branaceous wings. Exam/iles, bee, wasp, kc.

Order VI. Diptera, (from ^uu, two, and ir7Efov, a

iving.) Insects with two wings, as gnats, flies, gadflies, &c.

Order VII. Aptera, (from «, -.vithottt, and Wtfo". a

iving.) Includes all insects without wings, as spidtrs,*

crabs, lice. Sec.

The great perspicuity of Linrsus's System of Ento-

mology, arose from its author having made choice of the

most obvious characters which insects afford for the

leading distinctions of his orders. In the construction

of his genera, he has taken his characters from the parts

of the head alone, paying particular attention to the form,

situation, and structure of the antennae or horns ; these

parts being conspicuous in most insects, and so infinitely

varied in their appearance, as to constitute, with few ex-

ceptions, a permanent distinction. That there are other

characters which, in the opinion of later entomologists,

are better adapted to the purpose of classification, the

reader must be aware ; but these, although really pre-

ferable, are perhaps too minute to become always useful

to the student; yet to the man of science, who is really

willing to learn and study entomology as a science, there

can be no doubt as to the superiority of the modern sys-

tems, although we are ready to allow that the characters

from the mouth are not so well calculated to further the

•views of the superficial observer, as those proposed by

Liniic ; the simplicity of his arrangement, the celebrity

of his name, and the princely patronage under which he

"wrote, conspired, with other favourable circumstances,

to render the science more universally cultivated, ad-

mired, and respected, about his time, than it appears to

have been at any former period. Much credit is un-

doubtedly due to this great man for hi;s entomological

labours; but as we have stated before, when speaking of

Aristotle, he is not alone entitled to our commendation
for the arrangement he has proposed ; we must acknow-
ledge the merits of his predecessors, who wrote under

less favourable circumstances, but nevertheless excelled

in this department of science ; men to whom Li.iiie stands

in a very high degree indebted, and witliout the aid of

which it is impossible to imagine tlie system wiiich nov/

commands our respect. In the works of Aristotle and

Pliny, in those of Aldrovandus, Swammerdain, Ray, W.l-
loughby. Lister, and various others, (whose works we
have noticed), we perceive, with some variations, the

grand outline on wliich he has formed his system. It

was from these valuable sources that he gained the ma-
terials, from which he selected, with profound judgment,
and the greatest success, the valuable matter, carefully

and industriously separating tlie dross. The characters

of his orders and genera also are to be found in several

earlier publications, as are descriptions of several of the

species. But he has concentrated these scattered rays of

science with so much skill and industry, that we must
admit that to him alone the science is indebted for that

firm foundation on which it now rests. His style through-
out i« concise and expressive, but in many instances it is

so laconic, that it is impossible even to guess at the ani-

mals described.

In 1768, was published in Paris, Bomare Dictionaire-

raison7i6 iiniversel d' Histoire JValurelle, ito.

In 1769, in tliree volumes 4to. EJnsdrm Icones Insec-

tnrum circa Katiabonum Indigenorum, i^c. Regeusburg,
by Si.aeffer.

And in the same year, at Leipsic, was published, in

octavo, J. A Scopoli Anni HisCorico JVaiuralcs.

Also Dr John Berktnhout, M. D. published the first

editiou of his Outlines of the JVatural History of GreaC
Britain. That poition containing insects is very limited,

treating of no more than six hunded species, which are

arranged after the Linnsean system. Notwithstanding

the small number of species enumerated, this little work
has tended materially to advance the study of entomo-
logy in Great Britain. Since the publication of the above,

three or four other editions have appeared.

In 1770, J. R. Forster published, at Warrington, in

octavo, ji Catalogue of British Insects, a mere list of La-
tin names, amounting to about loOO species, the greatest

number hitherto enumerated. This was intei dpJ as a
Prodromus to a general work on the insects of biitain,

as we learn from the preface, in which the author ufierij

duplicates in exchange for any not in his coliccuon.

In this year also, D. Drary published a very beautiful

work in one volume, containing comprehensive descrip-

tions in English and French, with an index 6f Lihnsean

names, illustrated by coloured copperplates, entitled,

Illustrations of JVatural History, wherein are exhibited

Figures of exotic Itisects, iT'c. Tue plates form a mis-
ceiianeous assemblage of the more beautiful extra Eu-
ropean insects, which the extensive collection of its

author afforded. Three years afar the publication of the

first volume, a second ajiiieared ; and tlie third, which
concludes the work as far as it proceeded, appeared in

1782. Besides those figured and described in the tliree

volumes published, the extensive cabinet of Mr Drury
contained many choice specimens, reserved as materials

for a fourth volume, amongst which were a vast number
of curious species, collected in the interior of Africa, and
other parts of the world, rarely visited by Europeans,
the introduction of which would have rendered this vo-

lume, (which was never published), of much greater in-

terest to entomologists in general, than either of tlie

preceding. We may observe, that Mr Drury's cabinet

was one of the most extensive ever made, and is said to

have contained in species and varieties, no less than

1 1,000 insects, (in his time the largest collection,) which
he obtained by transmitting printed directions and in-

structions, in various languages, for gathering and pre-

serving insects, offering sixpence an insect for all insects,

" from the size of a honey-bee upwards." His museum
of entomology was disposed of, in London, by public

auction, and produced about six hundred pounds. One
insect, viz Scarabaus Goliathus, (Goliathus magnus)
was purchased by Mr Donovan, for twelve guineas and
a half, who obtained also all the British insects, (which
were very numerous,) collected by Mr Drury, and now
enrich his splendid museum.

Atid in this year also, G. A. Harrcr's Beschreiburg dcr-

jcnigen Insecten welche Herr D. J. Christoph. .ScbselT'er

in cclxxx ausgemahlten kuffertafeln herausgcgiben hat,

Regenshui-g, octavo.

In 1771, John ReinhoKl Forster published JVovx

• The crabs and spiders are now considered as constituting; two distinct classes, Se our article Crust aceolocy.
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.ofiecies Imectorum ccntiina, 1 ; ihe avowed purpose of

wliich, as Uie rcadci- is intoniu-d in llie preface, was to

jjivc (lescriplions of one lunichvd insects, not mentioned

in the hitesl work of the illustrious Linnc. The insects

included arc partly indigenous; some arc from Chuui,

and otiicrs from Soulli America. Tiie greater number

of these are coleopterous insects, and are arranged after

the manner of Lini.e, except the genera a7ith.ribus and

chtcUi, which are taken from Geoffroy. We may ob-

serve many of the insects seem to have been unknown

lo Linne, and some few were previously made known to

the world, bv the works of Schasflfor and Drury. This

the author was aware of; but as they had escaped the

observation of Linne, whose work he was solicitous to

improve, it was considered rif^ht to introduce them. He

was one of those eminent naturalists who accompanied

the celebrated Captain Cook in his voyage round the

vorld, and his labours as an entomologist in those times

entitled him to respect.

The Alantissa Plantarum altera g.enerum editionis \\.

It S/iecierum editionis ii. HolmisE, of Linnfe, in which

several insects, not noticed in other parts of his works,

are described, octavo, appeared in this year.

In 1772, Curtis published in London a translation of

the Fundamenta Entamologi£ of Linne, which consider-

ably advanced the study in this country.

And in the same year, Dr John Coakley Lettsome,

published iti octavo, The JVaturatists and Travellers Com-

fianior., giving directions how to collect and preserve all

sorts of natural productions. It has since undergone

several editions, and may be considered as a very use-

ful book to students of entomology.

Also M. Th. Brunnichii Zoologies Fundamenta firelec-

^io7!/4;«acarffm;macfommorfa/a,Hafni9eetLipsiae, octavo.

In 1773, Kahn published a tract relative to the mode
«f preserving and catching insects, entitled Kurze anki-

tung Insecten zu sammlen.

Thomas Patlinson Yeats published Institutions of Ento-

mology ; an useful work, being a translation of the Lin-

nean orders and genera, collated with three other sys-

tems, namely, those of Geoffroy, Scopoli, and Schaeffer,

together with many ingenious observations, by its trans-

lator. It is particularly defective, however, in the com-
parison drawn between the systems of Linn6 and Scopoli,

from an event which could not be anticipated. When
Scopoli published his Entomologia Carniolica, he coinci-

ded very nearly with Linne, in his arrangeinent ; but in

a work of his, (soon to be noticed^) he abandoned that

method, and adopted another. For an account of the

system alluded to, see the year 1777.

In this year, the account of a tour made by the cele-

brated Russian naturalist Pallas, appeared, entitled, P. S.

Pallas Reise darch Verschiedene Provinzen des Russi-

clien Reichs, St Petersburgh, which has been rendered

into Latin and English.

In this year also, Dr John Hill published a Decade of
turious Insects, some of them not described before,

shown in their natural size., and as they afifieared bejore

the Lncernal Microsco/ie, in which the Afijiaratus was
artifdaily illuminated ; with their History, &c. : illus-

trated with ten quarto plates, in which the figures are

sometimes immensely magnified, and far from correct.

The scientific accounts are given in English, accom-
panied with various interesting observations-as to their

natural history and economy.
In the Transactions of the Entomological Society of

London, vol. i. part I. the work of Benjamin W^ilks is

stated to have been published in this year, but is noticcil

by us as having been published in the year 1749, or ear-

lier: but, from the comments made on that work by

Rosel, it muiit have been published, as we have stated, in

or before 1749.

In 1774 was published at Amsterdam, in folio, by Jacob

L'Admiral, Vcranderingen van Veele Insecten.

Also, at Halle, m 8vo. Der jYalurforscher, but the au-

thor's name not known to us.

And, in tliis year, Iwan Lepechius Tagebuch dcr

Reise durch verschiedetie Provinzeyi der Russischcn

Reichs; Altcnburjj-. One volume appeared hrst, and

two others before 1783.

In 1775, an interesting little work, describing the in-

sects of Switzerland, under the title Verzeichniss d r

ihm Bekantcn Schweilzerischen Insecten, was printed at

Zurich, in quarto, by Joh. Gaspar Faeslins.

In this year, J. C. Fabricius, a pupil of Linne, pub-
lished a new system of Entomology, under the title Sys-

tema Entomologix, in which the principles of a new
mode of classification is for the first time developed.

He has taken the essential characters of the classes, {or-

ders, Linne would have termed them) from the parts of

the mouth (Instrumenta cibaria), which has given this

the title of Cibarian System. He, in this vvoik, divides

insects into eight classes, viz. Elcutherata, Ulonata,

Synistata, Agonata, Unogata, Glossata, Rhyngota, and

Antliata. In this part of his system he has been followed

by very few ; but his mode of distinguisliing the genera

is still retained, and opens the way to the knowledge of

natural genera, which, by his method, are generally to be

distinguished without examination of any other parts.

As he has since that time written several other works,

and added considerably to this system, wc shall defer

noticing it further for the present. We may, however,

observe, that he gained such reputation from this work,

that he was induced to prosecute his entomological stu-

dies with increased ardour, and during his lifetime al- •

ways held the highest rank as an entomologist.

Also, Descrifitionea Animalium, Avium, Amfihibiorum,

Piscium, Insectorum, Vermium ; qua in Itinere Orientali

observavit, Petrus Forskal, Prof. Harn, Post mortem
Auctoris, edidit Carslen Niebuhr; Havnije, quarto.

Moses Harris also published a little pamphlet, enti-

tled. The English Le/iido/itera, or Aurelian's Pocket Com-
fianion, &c. London; an alphabetical catalogue of the

larger lepidoptera, collected by its author in England.

This little tract, although apparently insignificant, has

materially contributed to the practical study of entomo-

logy. The Linnean names, as far as they were known to

him, with the time and place of the appearance of the

insects, in both states, are concisely given in colunms.

A frontispiece is added, explaining the terms used in

the description of animals of this order.

In 1776, Peter Brown figured a number of insects in

his JVew Illustrations of Zoology.

In this year, Sulzer published, in quarto, Abgekiirzte

Geschichte der Insecten, Winterthur.

The Genera Insectorum of Fabricius appeared in this

year.

In this year, also, J. H. Sulzer's Abgek'irtze Geschich-

te der Insecten, 2 Tiieile, quarto.

Also. Beytrage zur JVaturgeschichte von Franz, -von

Paula Schrank, Leipzig, in octavo.

In this year, O. F. Miiller Zoologis Danice Prodro-
mus, &c. HafniK, appeared in octavo, and must ever be

considered a most valua.ble and useful vvorl?.
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In this year was published at Halle, in octavo, the

first part of a work entitled, Joh. Schroter jibhandlun-

gen iiber -verschiedene Gegenstande der J^aturgeschichte ;

a succeeding part appeared in 1777.

A valuable book in quarto, entitled, Systematisches

Vcrseichniz der Schmetterlinge der JVienergcgand, kc.

Wien, appeared in this year.

In 1777, Scopoli published the systematic work before

alluded to, under the title, Introductio ad Historiam A'a-

turalem. In this work (which does not relate exclusive-

ly to the science of entomology), he divides insects into

five tribes, under the singular appellations of Swammer-
dami-lucifuga, Geoffroy-gymnofitera, Rbesetii-lefiidofitera,

Reaumurii-firoboscidea, and Frischii-coleo^itera. In this

manner he identifies each tribe with the name of that

author who has, in his opinion, been most successful in

the explanation of that to which his name is attached.

The order Lucifuga includes two genera, 1. Crustacea,

2. Pedicularia. Gymnofitera comprehends his Halterata^

.4culeata, and Caudala. Le/iidofitera, the genera S/ihinx,

P/inltsna, and PafiHio. Proboscidea, he divides into ter-

restrial and aquatic. And the Coleofitcra he divides

likewise into those inhabiting water, and those the land.

In this fertile year, J. A. E. Gosze began to publish

an extensive systematic work, called Entomologische bey-

Irage zu des Ritters Linne zvjiSlften Ausgabe des J^atur

Systems, Sec. which was continued progressively in

parts till 1783, in octavo.

Esper also produced in Germany the first part of his

valuable work on lepidopterous insects, entitled, Die
Schmettcrling in Abbi/dung nach der A'atur mil Desclirei-

bungen, accompanied by many plates, of which a second
part was published in 1779. Between that time and 1786,

two other parts appeared likewise, and which, altogether,

form a very extensive publication.

In 1778, at Berlin, was published in quarto, by Peter
Simon Pallas, JVatiirgeschichte Alerkmiirdigen Thiere, iri

ivelcher Vornelnnlich neue wid unbekannte TInerarten

durch kupferstriche, Beschreibungen u?id Erklarungen
erlciutert iverden.

And Paul Czempinsky published, in octavo, Totius

Regni Animalis Genera.

Also, in quarto, JVomenclatur nnd Beschreibung der In-

secten in der Graffschaft Ha?iau-MUnzenberg, von Joh.

And. Ben. Bergstraesser.

Also, Magazin fur die Leibhaber der £ntomologie He-
rausgegeben, -von Jos. Casp. Euesly, Zurich and Win-
terthur.

And, in this year, at Leipsic, in octavo, was published,
Versuch einer JVaturgeichichte vom Livland, entivor/en

von J. I,. Fischer.

Moses Harris also published his Aurelian, or Katural
History of English Infects, namely. Moths and Butter-

flies, London, in quarto.

Lastly, J. C. Fabricii Philosofihia Entomologica, &c. a
work to be studied by every scientific entomologist.

In 1779, Pleter Cramer published, De vit Landsche
kafiellen, Voorkomende in de drie Waereld deelcn Asia.,

Africa, en America, or extra European insects, which,
•with the continuation published in the year 1782, con-
sists of four volumes quarto, with many plates, confined
entirely to lepidopterous insects.

And, in the same year, anotlier very expensive work,
in the French language, named Pa/iillons d'Eurofie,
peints d'a/ires A''ature, which, as its title shews, is de-
voted entirely to the lepidopterous insects.

In 1779, was published, in octavo, Anfangs-gr'tlnde der
JVaturgeschichle, von Nath. Gotft. Leske. Leipzig.
Vol VIII Pakt II

In 1780, in Berlin, was published, in octavo, Schrtf-

ten der Berlinischen Gesellschaft J^aturforschendcn
Freunde.

Also, Otho Fabricii Fauna Grantandica, Ecc. Haf-
niae et Lipsis ; a valuable little work, in one volume
octavo.

In 1781, was published, in London, by James Bai-but,

an elementary work, The Genera Insectorum of Lin-
neus, exemplified by various Specimens of English In-
sects. As an illustration of the Linnean system, this

work may be not uninteresting to tlie English reader,
but its views are too limited to admit of even mere gene-
ral utility. Its author does not seem to have been aware
of the vast improvements the science had undergone on
the Continent, in the interval between the publication of
the Genera Insectorum of Linne, and the time in which
he wrote ; and has therefore drawn no comparisons be-
tween them, which, without innovation, must have placed
the science in a more lucid point of view. It is to the

silence of English writers in this respect, arising either

from want of information, from sentiments of illiberality,

from jealousy, or negligence, that we must ascribe the
very low state of entomological knowledge in Britain,

even to the present period.

In the same year, Franciscus Paula Schrank distin-

guished himself by his enumeration of the insects ol

Austria, called Enumcratio Insectorum Austria Indigc-

norum, which has since been rendered into German by
Fuesly.

Johann Nepomuk von Laicharting, in this year, pub-
lished at Zurich, the first part of his catalogue of the

insects of the Tyrol, Verzeichniss und Beschreibung der

Tyroler Insecten ; a second part appeared in 1784. He
adopts a system distinct from that of Linne. Insects
by him are divided into ten classes or orders, charac-
terised from various parts of the body. These orders
are named, Scarabeeiiides, Gryll'dides, Cimicoides, Pa-
piilionoides, Libellulbiden, Vcipbides, Muscoides, Can-
croides, Aranbides, and Otiiscbides.

In this year, the Icones Insectorum fimsertim Rossics,

SiberiiEijue, pecitliarium, cjuts Co/legit et Descriptioiiibus

illustravit, Petrus Simon Pallas, M. D. ErlangJK, ap-
peared in one volume quarto.

And Herbst published Archiv der Inscctengeschichte,

Herausgegeben von Jos. Caspar Fuesly ; Zurich und
Winterthur. In quarto.

In this year, Nicolas Joseph Jacquin published in

quarto. Miscellanea Austriaca, ad Butannicam, Chtmiam
et Historiam J^aturalem.

Also the Genera Insectorum of Linn ee us, Sec. by James
Barbut ; London, quarto, another edition.

And Thunberg published at Up'sal, Ejusdem Musewn
Katuralium Academic Upsalensis iJc. Pars 1 ; to whicli

twenty other parts, and an appendix, were added before
the year 1800.

Also, Beitrage zur Insektengeschichte von August, &:c.

Wilhelm Knoch ; Leipzig, octavo.

And J. C. Fabricii Species /««ff;or«;n, appeared in the

same year.

In 1782, Moses Harris published his Exposition of
English Insects, kc. illustrated by fifty-one copper-
plates, in ([uaito, in which he has given figures of about
500 species. The text is in French and English, and
the specific names are given in Latin, but many such
as can never be adopted; such as, for example, {A/m)
Audeo, Sec.

And in quarto, Eric Pontogpodan Det forslc Forsog
,

paa JVorges JVktttriige Historia, Kioberhavn.

40
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Ri the Transactions of the Paris Academy for this year,

we find a paper by Morand, entitled, Meinoire sur les Vers

de Truffes, et sur Ics Mouclies qui en firoinennent.

i. S. Semler also published, in the German languge,

under the title Versuch einca Diarium iiber die Economic

Mancher Insecten im Winter.

Another interesting work appeared this year, J^uea

Magazin fur die Liebhaber dcr Knlomologie, Herausge-

Seben, von Joh. Caspar Fuesly, Winderthur, in octavo.

A Part of the Encydo/i^die Met/iodigue, comprehend-

ing Histoire .YaturcUe des Animaux, was published in

Paris in this year.

In 1783, Retzius produced his Genera el Sfiecies In-

seciorum, in which the method of De Geer is simpli-

fied, and the terminology of Linne is partly adapted to

that performance. He divides insects into fourteen

classes, under the titles, Leflidofilera, Minguia, JVeu-

ro/itera, Hymenofitera, Sifihonata, Dermafitera, Hemifi-

lera, Coleo/ilera, Halterata, Proboscidea, Sucloria, Jln-

eenata, Atrichelia, and Crustacea.

In this year, a tract on the J/ibides (/ilant-lice, or

fiucerons), appeared, entitled, jVacA/fae zur Bonnetischen

Insectologie.

And W. Curtis published an interesting little pam-
phlet, A short History of the Brown-tail Moth, the larvse

of which appeared in such immense swarms in the

fields surrounding London, during the summer of 1782,

and despoiled so many trees of their foliage, as to create

apprehensions of the total destruction of the whole ve-

getable tribe. The object of this tract was to show, that

grass, not being the food of these voracious animals,

would escape their attack. This is an additional proof,

that some benefit at least may result from an acquain-

tance with the natural history of insects; for the author,

by this publication, was enabled to dispel the uneasiness

occasioned by these supposed " ministers of famine,"

and which prevailed to such an alarming extent through-

out the whole population of that vast metropolis, that

pi'ayers were ordered to be read in all the churches to

avert the supposed impending calamity.

And the following work, which we have never seen,

but understand to be a valuable publication, Abhand-
lungen der Ilallischcn JVatur-forschenden Gesellschaft,

Dessan und Leipzig, in octavo.

Also, the interesting work by Baron De Geer, Gene-
ra et Sfiecies Insectorum, currante, A. J. Retzio, Lipsiae,

octavo.

In 1784, an elementary work, in octavo, entitled. En-
tomologia Scolarum in usu Concinnata, was published by
J. A. B. Bergstraesser.

Thunberg, in this year, published his Dissertatio Sis-

tens Insecta Svecica.

And, in the same year, Harrer wrote on the insects of
Germany, under the title, G. A. Harrer's Beschreibung
Dtrjeniger Insecten Welche Her D. I. C. Schaefler, Ecc.

at Regensburg, in octavo.
Herbst also produced his work, entitled, Kurze Ein-

leitung zur Kenntniss der Insekten, Berlin, octavo.
Laicharting published at Zurich, Johan J^'efiomuk,

von Laicharting Verzeichmss der Tyroler Insecten, 2
lorn, octavo.

In 1785, the following works appeared :

Entomologia Parisiensis, sive Catalogus Insectorum
ifuein agro Parisiensi refieriuntur, Secundu/n Methodum
Geoffrtsanam, (Jfc edente A. F. De Fourcroy, duodeci-
mo, in two volumes.

Matthew Martyn's Aurelian's Fade Mecum, he. was
published in Exeter. The insects are whimsically ar-

ranged, according to the Linnean classes and orders of

plants on which they feed.

Historia JVaturalis Curculionum Suecits ; auctore Ga-
briel Bonsdorff, Sec. Upsalis ; in quarto.

JVatursystem alter Bekanlen in und Auslandischen In-

secten, He. von Carl. Gustaf. Jablonsky, Berlin, Fortge-
setzt von J. F. W. Herbst.

Nath. Gotfr. Leske Reise Durch Sachsen in Ruckaicht
der JVaturgeschichte und Economic, Leipzig ; in quarto.

JVatural-Historische Briefe uber Estreich, Ijfc. von
Franz, von Paula Schrank, und Karl Erenbert Ritter,

von Moll ; Salzburgh.

In 1786, Xavier Walfen published an account of the

insects inhabiting the Cape of Good Hope.
Beitrage zur Geschichte der Schmetterlinge, Ausburg.
Schmiedleins Einleitung in die Insectenlehre, Leipzig,

in octavo.

Scopoli Delicie Flore et Fauna, Is^c. Ticini, in folio.

In 1787, were published the following works :

By Dominicus Cyrillus, a folio work on the insects of
Naples, entitled Entomologie J^eofiolitanx.

A curious little tract, on the gad-fly, was published in

Leipsic, by J. S. Fischer, entitled Observationea de Oet-
tro ovino atque bovino facte.

Fabricius printed his Mantissa Insectorum, isfc. Haf-
niae, in two octavo volumes.

Vincentii Petagnae Specimen Insectorum UUerioris

Calabria, Francofurti et Moguntise.
Meidinger Nojnenclator, (^Versuch einer Deutschen

Systematischen JVomenclatur aller in der tetzen Ausgabe
des Linneischen JVatursystems befindliclien Geschlechter
der Thiere, Wien.) octavo.

Kongb. Svenska Fetenska/is Academiens Handlingar,
in octavo. This work is often quoted thus. Act. Holm.

John Adams published Essays on the Microscope, in

quarto, at London.
In 1789, a series of letters on the important subject

of the cochineal insect, (which had been discovered at

Madras a few years before,) from James Anderson, ad-
dressed to Sir Joseph Banks, from Madras, were pub-
lished. Two other letters on this important subject have
been published since.

And in the same year, Swederus published a mono-
graph on that curious and interesting genus Cerapterus,
in a memoir, entitled Beskrifuing fioa elt nytt genus ib-

land insecterna, horande til Coleoptcra.
The work of M. B. Borkhauscn, treating of the lepi-

dopterous insects of Europe, part 1. appeared at Franc-
fort, under the title jYaturgeschichle der Europaischeri
Schmetterlinge nach Systematischer ordnung.

J. F. Gnieiin published his edition of the Linnean Sys-
tema A'atura. The entomological part is comprized in

three parts, and was published in Leipsic. The editor
is considerably indebted to the writings of Fabricius;
and although he rejects his classification, yet he has
copied the species, and incorporated them with the Lin-
nean genera, which he has divided into families answer-
ing to the Faljrician genera, and has, by this means, very
materially augmented and improved the original work
of Linne ; although we must allow that he has commit-
ted a vast number of the most inexecusable blunders,
especially in his quotations and references to plates. He
has also, in many instances, described the same animal
twice, or three times, under different names. We are
surprised that his errors are less numerous, as he can
be esteemed in no other light than as an industrious
closet compiler.

In this year, also, was published, in Leipsic, octavOj
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a work entitled A'ijlzlic/iea Allerley aus der A'atur und

dem gemeinen Leber,fur atlertey Leser von Job. Aug. E.

Gotzc.
And Ml- Marsliam wrote the article Entomology for

Hall's Encyclopaedia, which is illustrated by three plates.

In tills article he briefly explains the entomological sys-

tem of Liiine, and mentions the names of other authors

of eminence ; and likewise explains the mode of collect-

ing and preserving insects.

Also Beobachtungen und Entdeckimgen aus der .Va-

turkunde von der Gesellschaft A'alur/ursc/iender Freunde

zu Berlin, in octavo.

Likewise J. T. Zs-chach, Museum A". G. Leskeanum
fiars Entomologica, octavo, Lipsiae.

In 1789, a second edition of Berkenhout's outlines,

under the title of Syno/isis of the Natural History of
Great Britain, isfc. appeared.

And Johannes Jacobus Roemer published his Genera
Insectorum Linnet et Fabricii, Iconibus illustrala, is'c.

Vitaduri Helvetorum, in quarto, with thirty-seven ex-

planatory plates, nearly all of which had previously con-

stituted the work of Sulzcr.

In this year, also, the first part of a most voluminous
work, on entomology, was undertaken, at Paris, by the

celebrated Olivier, entitled Entomologie, ou Histoire

.tVaturelle des Insectes, avec des characteres generiguea et

sfiecijigues, isfc. par M. Olivier, M. D. a Paris, in quarto.

From its title, we might infer, that the author intended

to have treated on every class and order, and, in con-

formity with the first part, to have illustrated the whole
with figures. He, however, has confined the work,
which is very extensive, entirely to the order coleoptera,

which was rendered as complete as possible ; it is, hoAV-

ever, as must be expected, a very defective, yet a va-

luable and useful work.
PaykuU published in this year, at Upsal, F.jusdem

Monografihia Stafihytinorum Svecie, in octavo.

And C. de Villers published, at Lyons, a small work,
under the title of Linn a i Entomologia, ts'c. curante et

augente Carolo de fillem, Lugduni, in octavo, in which
he professes to avail himself of the works of Scopoli,

Geoffroy, De Geer, and Fabricius.

In this year, JVatursytem alter bekannten in und auslan-

dischen Insecten, iJfc. von Carl. Gustav. Jablonsky, und
fortgesetzt von Johann. Friedrich. Wilhelm. Herbst,

Berlin, appeared in octavo.

And at Leipsic, in octavo, Anfangs-gr'unde der Jtfatur-

geschichte von, Nath. Gotfr. Leske.
In 1790, some remarks on the genus Melolontha occur

in the Journal fur die Entomologie, by Mayer, who, in

the following year, published a work, in octavo, at

Dresden, entitled Sammlung Physikalischer aufs'dtze, be-

sonders die Bohmische J^aturgcschichte betreffend, von
einer Gesellschaft Bohemischer Naturforscher ; heraus-

gegeben von, Dr Johann. Mayer.
In the same year, 1790, appeared Johann. Daniel

Preysler Verzeichniss B'ohtnischer Jnsecten, Prag. in

quarto, which is a catalogue of the insects of Bohemia.
And Fauna Etrusca, sistens Insecta, que in firovinciis

Florentina et Pisana firesertim collcgit, Petrus Rossius,
Ecc. Liburni, in quarto.

Also, Dissertatio Historico-JVaturalis, ignotas Insecto-
rum sfiecies Continens, Conrad Quesnel, Lundae, in

quarto. Quesnel is author also of two tracts, but we are
ignorant of their dates ; they are entitled Beakrifningar
ofcr 8 nya Suenska, Dagfjdrillar, on Pafiilio ; the other
on noctua firuni, Beskrifnin^ ofver eny A'attfjaril.

Paykull published, in the same year, his Monografihia

Caraborum Siiecix.

Two works, by Scrlba, were also published in this fer-

tile year, Beytrage zu der Insectem Geschichte, heraus-

gegeben von Ludwig Gottlieb Scriba, Frankfurt, in

quarto, part the first; and Journal fur die Liebhaber der

Entomologie, herausgcgebcn vun L. G. Scriba, Frank-

furt, in octavo.

And Insectcn Kalender, von Nic. Jos. Brahm. Mainz,

in octavo.

Lastly, a work which we scarcely consider as worthy

of notice ; it is entitled the JVaCuraliat's Miscellany, or,

as it is also termed, Vivarum JVaturx, by G. Shaw ; the

figures by P. Nodder. It contains a variety of daubed,

(or, as they are termed, coloured) figures, of the more
beautiful and larger exotic insects, as well as other ani-

mals, with descriptions extremely suitable to the gene-

ral class of readers, (children,) for whose purpose, we
conjecture, it was designed by its author, who, with

greater advantages than any other naturalist in this coun-

try, has produced this publication, which, we are sorry

to state, reflects the gi-eatest disgrace on the class of

readers who could give encouragement to so contemp-
tible a performance. We notice it, as we perceive it

quoted by children, who, (with such a work as the

author might have given to the world,) would very pro-

bably be induced to bestow some attention to the study

of natural history, so much neglected in this country.

In 1791, a year which produced several valuable en-

tomological works, Meyer published a work which we
have noticed under the year 1790, wliilst speaking of

another of his works.
The first volume of the Transactions of the Limiean

Society of London was published in London, contain-

ing a paper on Phalxna Bombyx I^ubricefieda of Linne,

and some other species allied to it, by T. Marsliam,

Esq. some observations on the natural history of Cur-

culio La/iathi,anA Sil/iha Grisea of Linne, by W. Curtis,

Esq. ; account of a singular conformation in the wings
of some species of moths, by Esprit Giorna of Turin ;

and descriptions of two new species of Phalena, by

Louis Bosc of Paris : lastly, under the head of extracts

from the minute book, we find mention of a new Buji-

restis, communicated by Mr Dryander.
In the same year, JVeuestes MagazinfUr die Leibhaber

der Entomologie, herausgegeben von D. H. Schneider 5

hefte. Stralsund, in octavo.

Also an interesting work on some of the Hymenoptera,
tnX\X\eA,J^aturgeschichte, Klassifcation, und JVomenclatur

der Jnsecten von Bienen, IVesgen, und jlmeisengeschlet,

Frankfurt am Main, quarto, by Christius Johannes Lud-
wig.

In the year 1792, several valuable works were pro-

duced, and amongst others, the first part of a very con-

siderable work, the jYatural History of British Insects,

by Edward Donovan, which has since been continued in

monthly numbers until the present time. The design
of this immense undertaking is, to afford general and
scientific descriptions of all the insects of Great Britain,

accompanied with a coloured figure of each, as far as

possible, in their various states of transformation. The
work at this time consists of eighteen volumes, and in-

cludes an extensive rariety of the species, being the

most extensive work hitherto undertaken as an elucida-

tion of the Entomology of Britain. It is in octavo, and
still continues to appear in monthly numbers.
Thomas Martyn published in this year, in imperial

4 O 2
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quarto, at London, The F.ngltsfi Entomologist, exhibit-

uig all the colto/iterous Insects found in England, in-

cluding u/nvarUs of Jive hundred different S/jecies, the

Figures of which have never been given to the Public ; the

uhole accurately drawn and /lainted after nature, arran-

ged and named according to the Linnean system. Tlie

figures given in this work are useless, and its letter

press is but indifferent.

Fabricius in this year published iiis Entomologia

Systematica : a supplement appeared in 1798, under

ivliich head wc shall notice his system.

PaykuU also, whose name we have often noticed,

produced his Ji/onogra/ihia Curcuiionum Suecie ; a spe-

cies of writing whicli has tended more than any other to

the promotion of natural history.

In 1793, the Ejusdem Buytrage zur Gcschichte dcr In-

sccten, Erlant^x of Panzer, appeared, who in the same
year bejjan iiis most interesting work in monthly num-
bers, entitled Fauna Inscctorum Germanica Initia, odcr

Deutchtand lusecten, auctore W. F. Panzer, which still

continues to be published.

Dr Smith's Tour on the continent in 1785 and 1787,

.ippearcd in this year. It contains some interesting- re-

marks on the insects v.hich occurred in his journey.

And Nicolaus Josepli Brahm. Verzuck ciner Fauna
F.nttmotogica dcr Gegcnd u/n Mainz, liheinisches Ma-
gazin zur F.rvjeiteruyig der naturktnide, herausgege-

bin von Moriz Balthazar Borkhauzen. Giessen, 8vo.

Also an interesting work in 4lo, entitled, .Vomcnclator

ahtr die in den Rcinelschen Insectcn behisligungen und
Kleemanschen Jicytragen zur Insectengeschichte abge-
bildeten und besrhricbcncn Insecten und Wilrmer mit

nioglichst vollsUmdiger Sijnonymie. Erste Abtheilling.

Niirnberg.

la 1794, a second volume of Linnrsn Transactions
was published, in which are the following papers : the

history and descriptions of four new species of P/ic/u-fja

,

by Mr J. Beckwith; anew arrangement of the genus
Papilio of Linre, by W. Jones, which is so interesting,

as coming from such excellent authority, that we can-

not refrain from laying before our readers an account
of his innovations. The object of his pu|3er was, to

point out that the shape of the wings, (which forms a

principal character with Linr;6 in his distribution of the

families of that genus,) though various at first view,
approach each other so gradually, that it is impossible
to draw from them the distinguishing line between
each family. Linr.e, he observes, was acquainted with
about 274 species, whereas the writer of this memoir
states, that he had seen above 1000 in different cabi-
nets, and about 400 more in various publications ; and
from an attentive examination of these, is induced to
ofl'er the following amendments to the characters of
each of the Linnean families. Linne describes the
Equites as having " the upper wings longer from the
posterior Jmgle to tiie point than to the base ; antennae
often filiform." lie corrects the character thus: " Up-
per wings longer from the posterior angle to the point
than to tlie base, occasioned by having four instead of
three nerves, visible in every other family. The palpi
often only a brush; under Svings, with a connecting
nerve in the centre, and without an abdominal groove."—Hcliconii: "Wings narrow, er;ire, often naked, or
deprived of scales; upper wings long; under ones
short." Linne. To this ciiaracter is added, that the
upper wings have "a connecting nerve in the centre,
very slightly grooved to cdrait the abdomen, which,
•vi'.h the S'i?^nnac, are generally long."

—

Dariii: " Win^s

entire." /.inHc-. To which Jones adds, "-the under wings,
with a coimecting nerve in the centre, and a deep abdo-
minal groove; palpi projecting."

—

A''ym/ihales : "Wings
denticulated." Linne. Jones adds, " the under wings
without a connecting nerve in the centre, with a deep
abdominal groove ; palpi projecting."

—

Plebci: "Small
rurales ; spots on wings obscure." Linne. Jones adds,

"Thorax and abdomen slender; under wings with
no connecting nerve ; antennae clubbed ; and these he
divides into two sections, those with long, weak, flexi-

ble tails; and those without tails, and having the wings
entire.

—

Plebeii urbiculcs : "Spots on the wings gene-
rally transparent." Limte. Mr Jones divides these
into three sections, thus: 1. Thorax and abdomen short,

thick or broad ; under wings without a connecting nerve;
antenna; hooked at their points. 2. Upper wings pointed
at their extremities, and long in proportion to their width.

J. Upper wings less extended, and, together with their

under wings, more round ; their margins entire.—To-
the Linnean families, Mr Jones adds another, which he
terms Romani, which are generally of a large size, with-
out the abdominal groove ; no connecting nerve ; anten-

x.-x. generally sharpened ; and the nerves in both wings
extending from their base to their extremities nearly in

straight lines. We caiiuot conclude our account of this

ingenious arrangement, without observing, that Mr
Jones has made a series of drawings for the gratification

of himself and friends, of every species which he could
obtain access to, in a very elegant and correct style—la
this volume Mr Marwich has given an account of
Gnielin's JMusca Puinilionis, to which some ingenious
remarks are added by Mr Marsham.

In this year, Jlrchives de Vhistoire des Insectes /lubliees

en alhmand, par Jean Caspar Fuesly, traduUes en Fran-
cois. Wintenhur, in 4to.

Panzer also published Fauns Insectorum Americee
Bcrealis prodromus. N'oiimburga;, in 4io. who also

edited the following work :

J. E. Voet Icones Insectorum Coleo/ilratorum, iJ'c. il-

lustravit D. G. Wolfgang, F. Panzer, &c. Erlingaj, iu

quarto.

.Veuegics Magazin /Ur die Licbhabcr der Entomologie,
herausgcgeben von D. \\. Schneider. Stralsund, in 8vo.

In 1793 was published at Halle, in octavo, Fntomolo-
gisches Bilderbuchfur junge Inscktensamlcr, von Johann.
Heinr. August. Dunker.
And David Henrici Hoppe, M. D. Enumeratio Insec-

torum Elytratorum circa Erlangam Indigenarum. Er-
langae. 8vo.

William Lewin published in this year. The Papilios

of Great Britain, in quarto; in which he describes in

English, willi very elegant figures, all the species of
butterfly at that time known to inhabit these islands,

which amounted to about sixty. We understand that

the author intended to have figured all the Lepidoptera
of Britain; but his untimely death prevented his pro-
ceeding farther than the Papiliones.

Lalreille in this year produced his Precis du Charac-
tere des Genres, in which he divides insects into two
sections, viz. those with and those without wings, and
these he divides into the following orders: Co/eo/iteres,

Orthofiteres, Hemi/iteres, Afeuro/ilercs, Le/ndofiteres, Su-
cenrs, Thysanours, Parasites, jlce/ihelcs, Entomoitraces,
Crustaces, and Myria/iodcs ; as he has completely alter-

ed this arrangement in his latter works, we shall omit
noticing this method farther, as it will be sufficiently ob-
vious to the reader what these alterations are from tlie

terms employed, Sec.
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A new edition of Rossi's Fauna Etrusca, &C. was pub-

lished at Helmstad, by Dr Joh. Christ. Lud Hellwig.

Ml Francillon published a small tract on a new co-

leopterous insect, accompanied with a coloured figure.

It is entitled, Dcscrifition of a rare scarabxus, from

Potosi in South Jmerica ; with engraved refircsentations

of the same, colouredfrom ttature. Scarabaus macrcfius

is the name applied to the singular insect.

In 1795, was published Insvcto-Theology, or a De-

monstration of the Being and Perfections of God, from a

consideration of the Structure and Economy of Insects.

This is a translation of Lesser's work, mentioned before

under the year 1742, with Lyonnet's notes, and a few

otlii-rs by the translator. Lond. 8vo.

In 1796, appeared Sammlung naturliistorischer tind

Phijsikiilischcr aufsatze von Frans von Paula Schrank.

Niirnberg. In octavo.

Hoppe produced his Entomologisches Taschcnbuch.

Rcgensburg;. In octavo.

And an interesting work in folio, Museum Kegium
dcscri/itum ab Oligeiio Jacobaeo. Haln.

Jacob Ilubncr published his /3er Samlung Eiiroficis'

cher Schmetlerlinge, Ausburg, in quarto. But few co-

pies of this bcauuful work have reacMcd this country,

and, as we have not examined it with care, must refrain

from giving our opinion on it. From what we have

ieen, it appears to be a valuable publication.

The second volume of Catalogus Bibliothec(S Histo-

rica naturalis, Jose/ihi Banks, Baroniti, by T. Dryan-

der, comprehtnding the entomological works of that

immense collection of books, was published in 1796.

\\'<i cannot speak too highly of its contents, which are

admirably arranged, in such a manner as to be in itself

.1 valuable bibliothecal system of entomological writers.

In 1797, C. VV. liennert published at Berlin a work
in quarto, entitled Ueber den Raufienfras und IVinbriich

in den Jahren.

And Dr J. E. Smith published a magnificent work in

folio, in London, entitled The natural History of the

rarer Lefiidojiterous Insects of Georgia, collected from
:he Observations of Mr John Abbott. It is comprised
in two volumes, with about an hundred plates; and
the insects are represented in their diflercnt states, on
<ine of the plants on wliich they feed. Mr Abbott, the

gentleman from whose notes and drawings the work
was formed, was an assiduous collector of insects resi-

ding in North America, from whom many of the Lon-
don cabinets have received the most valuable specimens
of the insects of those regions, in the highest state of

preservation.

In the same year. Mantissa Insectorum Iconibus il-

lustrata, S/iecies novas aut nondum de/iictas e.rhibens,

fas, 1. auctore, Godofredo Chrisliano Reich, Sec. No-
rimbergas. In octavo.

The third volume of the Transactions of the Linnean
Society of London, containing some interesting ento-

mological papers, appeared, as follow : Observations re-

specting some rare British insects, by W. Lewin ;—

a

History of three Species of Cassida, by the Rev. Wil-
liam Kirby ;—Observations on the Economy of Ichneu-
mon Manifestatwr, by Thomas Marsham, Esq—Obser-
vations on the Insects that infested the Corn in the
year 1795, by Thomas Marsham, Esq.—lastly, a most
interesting and ingenious paper on the Oestrus, or Gad-
fly, by Bracy Clark, Esq.

In 1798, Fabricius published the supplement to his

Entomologia Systematica; which presents an outline of
his system in its latest state ; and being the result of

such extensive knowledge as lie possessed, demands a

considerable share of our attention. He, in this work,
divides insects into thirteen classes, as follow :

Class 1. Eleutherata. Jaws naked, free, bearing

palpi.

Class 2. Ulonata. Jaws covered with an obtuse ga-

lea or niouth-picce.

Class 3. Synistata. Jaws elbowed near the base,

and connected to the lower lip.

Class 4. PiEZATA. Jaws horny, compressed, and
usually elongated.

Class 5. Odonata. Jaws horny and toothed; two
palpi or feelers.

Class 6. MrrosATA. Jaws horny, arched; no palpi.

Class 7. Unogata. Jaws horny, unguiculated.

Class 8. PoLYGNATA. Jaws many, (generally two)
within the lip.

Class 9. Kleistagnatha. Jaws several, without the

lip.

Class 10. ExocHNATHA. Jaws several, outside the

lip, but covered by the palpi.

Class II. Glossata. Mouth composed of a spiral

tongue, situated between the two palpi.

Class 12. Rhyngota. Mouth composed of a beak,

or articulated sheath.

Class 13. Antliata. Mouth composed of a sucker,

not jointed.

In the same year, viz. 1798, Clairville published an
octavo work on the insects of Switzerland, in which
he proposes to divide insects into eight orders, nearly

after the system of Linne ; but he distinguishes them
by different names, and denominates them sections in-

stead of orders. The names are, Elythro/itcra, Dicty-

ofilera, Phlebofitcra, Hallerifxtera, Lefiidofitera, Hemime-
ro/itera Rofiho/ueira, and Pododunera. The work is en-

titled, Rntomologie Helvetique, ou catalogue des Insec-

tes de la Suisse, is'c. avec Descriji. et Figures. Zurich.
Ill the fourth volume of the Linnean Transactions, we

find, an Essay on the Eye-like spot in the Wings of
the Locuste of Fabriciiis, as indicating the male sex;
by Professor Anthony Augustus Henry Lichtenstein

;

—.Account and Figure of a minute Ichneumon ; by G.
Shaw, M. D.

—

Amofihita, a new genus of Hymenopte-
rous insects, including the S/ihex sabulosa of Linne

;

by Rev. William Kirby;—Further Observations on the

W^heat Insect, in a Letter to the Rev. Samuel Good-
enough, by T. Marsliam, Esq.—History of Ti/nda Trl-

tici, and Ichneumon Tijiulcs, with some observations
upon the Insects that attend Wheat; in a letter to

Tliomas Marsham, Esq. by the Rev. William Kirby;
—Observations on the genus Pausus, and Description
of a new Species; by Adam, Afzclius, M. D.

E. Donovan this year published in London, JVaturai

Ilist'jry of the Insects of China, which is the first work
on the entomological produciions of that vast empire
tiiat has appeared. The materials composing this vo-

lume, (which is in 4to.), and from which it was in a
great manner formed, were obtained from the first and
most authentic sources, including many of the s]ietics.

collet^ed at the time of the embassy of Lord Macart-
ney, with many others obtained from the cabinets of
the highest celebrity, and the communications of friends.

The work is illustrated by fifty copper-plates, beauti-

fully coloured. It has been translated into the French
and German languages on the continei.t.

Fauna Ingrice Prodromus, e.rhibens methodicam De-
scri/;tione7n Insestoruin agri Pctrri>:ole^.>.>.\, ijfc. auctCT'^

J. Cederhielm, Leipsis.
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And I'frzctc/iniss der Kafer Prussrns entdor/cn von

Johann Gottleib, von Johann Karl Wilhetm Illigcr, Ijfc.

Halle, in 8vo.

Also Busch Webersicht, [Almanack) der fortschrifle

III li'h.itnc/i. Erfurt, in 8vo.

Likewise, .Valurg-esc/iicfile der sch'ddtichen .Yadelholz-

Insecten, nc6s( .Inweiximg zu ihrer Verlitgung, {Ein

viitzlickea Leaebuch fiir A'aCur/orsc/ier, Eorstmdiiner und

Ockonoinen). Von Georg. Gotifr. Zinke. Weimar, in

Svo.

Voigl, in this very fertile year, published his Magazin

fur den neueslen Zusrand der A'alur/cunde mil B'tisch-

ric/il aiif die dazu ge/ioiigen Nii/fiuiissensc/ia/'ten. Von
Joh. Heinr. Voigt. Weimar, in Svo.

Sclirank also published liis Fauna Boica Durchge-

dachten Geschichle der in Bnjern einheimischen und Zah-

men Thierr. Nurnberg, in Svo.

In the same year, Paykiill published his valuable trea-

tise on the insects of Sweden, entitled, Oustave PaykuU
J-'auna Suecica, Insecta, Upsaliae, in three octavo vo-

lumes.
In 1799, a very useful work, entitled, Euro/i'dische

Fauna oder jVaturgeschichte der Eurofiiiisc/ien TItiere.

Von J. A. E. Goeze, &c. Kaefi r, Leipzig, in Svo.

And Christian Crutzer Entomologische Vcnuche.
Wicn,in Svo.

In 1300, the science of entomology was considerably

advanced, by a vast number of very valuable works.
Cuvier, with the assistance of Dumeiil, published in

Paris his Anatomie C'om/:aree, in which the organization

of insects is treated of at great length, and a new syste-

matic arrangement is proposed, and insects are divided

into two great sections; those with, and those without,

jaws. Ill tlie first, are included the orders Gnalha/iteres,

JVeuro/ileres, Hymenofiteres, Coleo/ileres, and Ortlwpte-
res ; in the second, Hemi/itercs, LeJiidofitereSf Dijiteresy

and JJUeres.

In the 5th volume of the Transactions of the Lin-
nxan Society, published this year, we find two interest-

ing papers, viz. a continuation of the history of Ti/iula

Trilici, by the Rev. W. Kirby ; and some observations
on insects which prey upon timber, with a short history

of Cerambijx Violaceus of Linne, by the same gentle-

man ; both these communications are accompanied by
plates.

In this year, Thunberg published his Museum A'atu-
ralium Jcademia Vpsalensis, isi'c. in 4to.

And E. Donovan published his Insects ofIndia, in 4to ;

and, like the Insects of China, embracing in a general,
yet scientific view, a comprehensive display of the most
rare and beautiful insects peculiar to those fertile re-

gions.

Also Wallher's Forstfihysiografihie Herborn, (Jfc.

In the same year, Jrcliiv fur Zoologie und Zootomie.
You C. R. W. Wiedmann. Berlin and Braunschweig, in
four octavo volumes.
And the Vcrzeiclmiss meiner Insecten Samlung oder

Entomologisc/ies Hundbuch fur Leibhaber und Samler.
Von Jacob Sturm, Erste Heft. Nurnberg, in Svo.

Lastly, the 5lh volume of AMor/jeca Hist.A''at. Bank-
siana, by Dryander, contains some references to the
works of entomological writers.

In 1801, a most interesting publication appeared in
Paris, by the celebrated Professor of Zoology, Lamarck,
entitled Sijstemc des jlnimaux sans Vertebres, in which
we find considerable improvements in the entomologi-
cal department. Ue remoips the greater nijmber of the

Linnaean aptera to two other classes, viz. Crustacea
and Arachnides. See our article Crustaceology.
'J'he Insecta he divides into three subclasses : 1. Those
with mandibles and maxillae ; 2. Those with mandibles
and trunk ; 3. Those without mandibles, but having a
trunk or sucker. In the first, he places the orders Co-
leofiteres, Orthofiteres, and A^'eurofiteres ; the second is

merely confined to the Hymeno/iteres ; and in the third,

the Lejiidopteres, Hemifitcres, Difiteres, and Afiteres,

(which last contains but one genus, viz. /"u/eor, the flea).

His subdivisions of the orders we shall have occasion to

notice hereafter at length.

Fabricius also published his Systema Eleutheratorum
Kiltix, in two octavo volumes.
And llliger produced his Magazin fur Insectenkunde

herausgegeben von Karl llliger. Braunschweig, in oc-
tavo.

Likewise JVeue Beytrage zur Insectenkunde. Von
August. Wilhelm. Knoch. Leipzig, in octavo.
Another interesting work, Frederici Weberi Obser-

raticnes Entomologicte, continentes novorum, qux condi-
dic generum characteres, et nufier detectarum Sfiecierum
descrifitiones. Kiel, octavo.

Lastly, Jacob Sturm's Abbildtingen zu Kare Illiger's

Ueberfetzung von Olivier's Entomologie oder Naturges-
chichte der Insecten. Nurnberg, in quarto.

In 1802, several works appeared in this country, and
two in Paris, highly interesting, especially to the natural
systematise We may first notice Histoire JVaturelle des
Fourmies, et recueil des Memoires, et des Observations
sur tes Abeilles, les Araignes, les Francheurs et autres
insectes. Par P. A. Latreille, Sec. Paris, octavo.

The Rev. William Kirby this year produced that ex-
cellent work, entitled, Monographia apum Anglie, &c.
in two octavo volumes. Our author proceeds to point
out his reasons for taking up this subject, and under the
head of Introductory Remarks, gives us a minute ac-
count of the rise and progress of this department of en-
tomology, with remarks on the various works treating

on this subject, with definitions of the terms used in de-
scribing the genera and species by different authors

;

and after pointing out the confusion which reigned
throughout the order Hymenoptera, gives us a new set

of terms, with comments on terminology in general.

The characters of the order Hymenoptera, with the ge-
neric characters and divisions of families, are next given,

intermixed with the economy of each family and subdi-

vision. Under the head of Addenda, we have some in-

teresting remarks on other hymenopterous genera; and
at the end of the first volume, a series of plates explain-

ing the various parts of the mouth, &c. peculiar to each
family and subdivision. The second volume treats of
the species, with occasional remarks on the peculiar
economy of each. The descriptions are laboured, and
extremely accurate. It is certainly the most scientific

work which has appeared in any branch of natural his-

tory in this country. In the work of Latreille, which we
have mentioned above, we find the same divisions as

those instituted by Mr Kirby; they differ merely in

terms, Latreille considering each of Mr Kirby's subdi-

visions as a distinct genus. We wish we had room to

give a complete account of this interesting publication,

but we have already far exceeded our limits in this de-
partment of the article, and shall therefore lay before the

reader as much of that valuable work as we can find

room for, under the proper head, in our descriptions of
the species.
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Thomas Marshaiu, esq. the oldest of the British en-

tomologists, this year published the first volume of his

long intended work on entomology. This volume treats

of the coleoptera, and is entitled, Entomologia Britannka.

To the genera of Linne, he adds, Cistela, Corticaria, J^iti-

dula, Boletaria, 0/iatrum, Cryfitocefihalus, Auchenia, Cri-

eceris, Ti/lus, Sca/ihidium, Clerus, Pyrochroa, Parnus,

Heterocerus, Bla/is, Lytta, Jfis, and Hydrofihilus ; the

two last, however, are to be found in the MSS. of Linne.

We cannot approve of this author having changed the

names of some of the genera, and using them in a dif-

ferent sense from other authors, and in sometimes un-

necessarily giving up one name, and imposing a new
one ; thus we have Boletaria for Mycetofihagus, and

Corticaria (or Lyctus, Ifls, and Collidium. In his descrip-

tions he is very accurate ; and although he has not

adopted all the Fabrician genera, yet in many instances

his families are composed of the same materials. We
anticipate the completion ot his work with great plea-

sure, as the abilities of the author are universally ac-

knowledged, and his collection and manuscripts ex-

tremely valuable.

The sixth volume of the Transactions of the Linnean
Society of London, which appeared this year, contains

several valuable entomological tracts, viz. " A Disserta-

tion on two natural genera, hitherto confounded under
the name of Mantis; by Anthony Augustus Henry Lich-

tenstein,M.D. &c."—'' Observations on Aphides, chiefly

intended to shew that they are the principal causes of

the blight in plants, and the sole cause of the honey-dew

;

by W. Curtis."—•' Observations on the Curculio Trifo-

lii, or clover-weevil, a small insect which infests the

heads of the cultivated clover, and destroys the seed, in

a letter to T. Marshara, Esq. by William Marwick,
Esq.; with additional remarks by Mr Marsham."—"Far-
ther remarks on the Curculio Trifolii, in a letter to

William Marwick, Esq.; by Martin Christian Gottleib

Lehmann."—" Descriptions of some singular coleopte-

rous insects ; by Charles Schreibers."—" Observations

on several species of the genus Apis, known by the

name of humble bees, and called Bombinitrices by Linne ;

by P. Huber." This last paper is extremely valuable
;

and, with the others, will be mentioned when we are

treating of the genera and species.

This year, an anonymous work, in 2 vols. 8vo. appear-
ed at Edinburgh, under the title oi Elements of A^atural

History. It is a very useful elementary book, and does
credit to the author, who, it is well understood, is Mr
Charles Stewart of that place. The first volume treats

of mammalia, birds, amphibia, and tishes ; the second
volume is entirely dedicated to insects and vermes. It

is now out of print ; and we may suggest, that if a new
edition were altered to suit the present systems, it would
prove still more valuable and interesting to the student
of natural history : we may be excused for adding, that

several species of insects are marked as natives of Bri-

tain, which have not been admitted as such into the best
British collections,—a slight mistake, but one which is

calculated to embarrass the beginner, and may easily be
avoided in future.

In the same year, Faune Parisienne (Insecies) ou His-
toire abregee des Insectes des environs de Paris, classes

d'apres le Syateme de Fabricius, Is'c. Par C. A. Walc-
kenaer, tome premiei'e.

Likewise Observationen Entomologice,isfc. Carl. Fred.
Fallen. Lundse.

And Entomologische Beytragc. Von J. R. Schelkn-
berg. Winterthur, 4to.

In 1803, A. H. Hawortli presented us with the first

part of an elaborate work, entitled, Lefiidofttera Britan-

nica, the object of which is, as we arc informed in the

preface, to give descriptions of the various species of

that beautiful order of insects which are natives of this

country. The task is a very difficult one, this being per-

haps the most difficult of all the orders ; at least in de-

scribing the species, the entomologist will find himself

more perplexed than in his examinations of any other.

The author has acquitted himself, in our opinion, with

considerable credit. Two other parts have since ap-

peared, but the work is incomplete, one part being still

unpublished.

In this year also appeared, Versud- uber die Insecten^

Ein Beytrag zur Verbreitung des Afiitzlichen und Wis-

seniviirdigen aus des Insektenkunde ; von Carl. August.
Schmid. Gotha. In octavo.

Likewise Voyage en Hongrie ; firecede d'une Descrifi-

tion de la Vitle de Vienne et des Jardins imperiaux de

Schoenbnm, par Robert Townson
; publiee a Londres an

1797. Traduit de I'Anglois par Cantwell. Tom 3. Paris.

Octavo.
Also Entotnologisc/ie Hefte, enthaltend Beitrdge zur

iveitern kenntniss und Auskldrungder Insectengeschichte,

isi'c. Ausgearbeitet von einigen Freunden der Miturge-
schichte, mit Kup/ertn/eln, von H. Sturm. Frankfort am
Main. Octavo.

Lastly, D. Joh. Fried Blumenbach's Handbuch der

JVaturgcschiclite. Edit. 7ma. Gdltingen. Octavo.

In 1804, James Sowerby published the first number
of an octavo work, entitled. The British Miscellany, or

coloured Jigures of new, rare, or Utile known animal sub-

jects, not before ascertained to be inhabitants of the Bri-

tish Isles, &c. The few insects figured are highly in-

teresting ; but the work, from want of liberal support,

has never been continued beyond 12 or 15 numbers.
The seventh volume of the Transactions of the Lin-

nean Society of London appeared this year, in which is

the following paper, "Account of the Tusscch and Ar-
rindy Silkworms of Bengal, by Wm. Roxburgh, M. D."

In the s?ime year, Dictionnaire des Sciences A'atureltcs.

Par plusieurs Professeurs du Museum A''alional d' Uis-
toire JVaturelle et des autres principalcs Ecoles de Paris,

(I'Histoire des Insectes, par le Professeur C. Dunieiil,)

Paris. Octavo.
And Afaturhistorische Reise durch eincr Theil Schwe-

dens, von Dr Fr. Weber, und D. M. H. Mulir. Gutteii-

gen. Octavo.

The Annates du Museum JVational d'histuire naturclk'

a Pam, appeared this year in quarto, volume first.

In 1805, Panzer published CViVwcAf Revision der In-
sectcn-fauna Deutschlands, nach dem Systeme bearbeilet,

1-96 hejt. 1. Bandchen. Niirnberg. Octavo.

E. Donovan this year gave to the world another work
on exotic insects, in quarto, entitled, Ati Epitome of the
A''atural History of the Insects ofMw Hollands J^cw Zea-
land, and JVcw Guinea, Ofaheite, and other Islands in the

Great Indian, Southern and Pacific Oceans- including the

fgures and descriptions of one hundred and fifty-three

species, See. This publication is extremely valuable, not

only from the beauty and accuracy of the engravings and
descriptions, but also from its rarity, lew copies having
been published.

Also, Georgii Augusti Goldfuss Enumeratio Inp.ecto-

rum Eleutheratorum capitis borne Spei totiusrjue Africa.
Descriptione Iconibusgue Jionnullarum sfiecierum itovarum
illustrata. Erlangae. Octavo.

Likewise, Journal de la Societe dee JVaturalisies dc.
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I'Unh'crni/e Iiiififhalf de j^Tusco-w. Premiere annee. Ko.

I. ff 2. Avec figures. Moscow. Quarto.

And Insectes reciiei/lees en yljrkjue et en Amerique^

dans les Roxjuumes d'Ovarc et de Benin, a Saint Domin-

t;ue et dans lea efals-iinis, fiendant ics annees lT86et 7.

Par A. r. J. Palisol tic llcauvois. Paris, rolio.

And Dentschlands Fauna in JbbUdungen nacli der Aa-

lur mil Bcschreibungcn von Jacob Sturm, &c. Nuriiberg.

Lastly, VoUsldndige jWuurgeschichte der schddlichen

Fors'.in'ncctcn, nebst cinem jVac/ilrag der Schonensvirethen

Jusecten, •melehe die schddlichen vertilgen helfen. £in

llandbuc/t fiir Forstmdnner, Cameralisten und Oecono-

ji'.en. Herausgegeben von Johan. Math. Beclisteine und

(icorg. Ludw. Scharfenberg, in drey Theilen mil 13

t^ucrtkujij'ern. Leipzig. Quaito.

In 1806, C. Dunieril published at Paris, his Zoologie

.Inalyligue ou Me'liode A'alurelle de Clansifcation des

.4nimaux, Sec. in which we have the Insecta and Arack-

nides classed together, with tabular views of the genera.

An interesting and highly useful work, entitled, &yno-

mjniia I.-isectoruni,isrc. von C. J. Schbiiherr, kc. Stock-

holm, was published. Vol. L Part L which contains sy-

iionymes of each species of insect, with descriptions of

such as arc new, -with occasional remarks. If continued,

it will form in itself a considerable part of an entomolo-

gical library.

P. A. Latrcille also this year published the first vo-

lume of his Genera Cruslaceorum et Jnsectorum; but as

>ve shall follow his arrangement with but little altera-

tion, in the insect class, we shall not enter into any ac-

coiuit of the merits of the work, which we think the

best on the subject hitherto published.

Dr G. W. F. Panzer published a tract, in small octa-

vo, on the Hymenoptera, entitled, Entomolugischer Vcr-

suc/i die Jiirineschen Gattungen der Linneschen Hyme-
noptern nach dem Fabriciusschen System zu. Priiffcn, &c.

von Dr G. W. F. Panzer. Niirnberg.

Also, Handbuch der A''euesten Fntdeckungen in der

Hcilvnttellehre,von D. Karl. Friedr. Burdach. Leipzig.

Octavo.

, And Svensk Entomologi ab Carl. Iser. Linkoping. Oc-
tavo.

Lastly, Svensk Zoologi, eller Svenska Djurcns Historia,

borjad ab C. Quesnel,_/br/'«a?( ab O. S wartz, utgifver med
illuminerande Jigurer ab J. W. Palmstruch. Stockholm.

Octavo.

In 1807, a beautiful work, entitled, Colotired s/iecimens,

to illustrate the A'atural History of Butterflies, from the

collection of Mr Lee of Hammersmith. This publication

is illustrated by twenty copperplates, beautifully colour-

ed, and so admirably executed as to resemble highly

finished drawings. It is the production of a lady, whose
name we are not at liberty to mention, although the work
has done her infinite credit.

Latreille this year published the second and third vo-

lumes of his Genera Crustaceorum et Jnsectorum.

An interesting work was also produced, entitled, Dis-
sertatio Monogra/ihia Caniharidum et Malachiorum Sve-

ci£. Auctor. Carl. Fried. Falle:). Lundae.
The first part of the Transactions of the Entomologi-

cal Society of London, was published this year, and con-

tains notices of a few new British insects, &c. which we
shall notice under their proper head hereafter.

In 1808, Sc: oaherr published a second part of his Sy-

nonomia Insectorum.

And a very interesting work on the insects of Sweden,

entitled Insecta Svecica descri/iia a Leonardo Gyllenhal,
volume the first, which treats of the coleoptera; a second
volume, on the same order, has lately reached this coun-
try. The descriptions of the species are far more elabo-
rate than any wc have yet seen, except Mr Kirby'sj1/o-
nog. A/t. Aug. ; and if continued, will be the best general
work on the Swedish insects that has hitherto appeared.
The ninth volume of the Transactions ot the Linnean

Society of London appeared this year, in which we find,
" The genus A/iion of Herbst's Natur. System consider-
ed, its characters laid down, and many of the species de-
scribed, by the Rev. W. Kirby."—" Some observations
on the insect which destroys the wheat, supposed to be
the wire-worm, by Thomas Walford, Esq. with additional

notes by T. Marsham, Esq."—" Descriptions of Moto-
clea,* a new genus of coleopterous insects, from New
Holland, by T. Marsham, Esq."

In 1809, the fourth volume, completing the Genera
Crustaceorum et Jnsectorum of Latreille, was published.

In 1810, P. A. Latreille published an interesting work,
in one volume, in the French language, entitled. Conside-
rations sur I'Ordre A'aturel des Crustaceee, des Arach-
nides et des Jnsecte.t.

In 1811, the second part of the tenth volume of the

Transactions of the Linnean Society of London was pub-
lished, in which we find, " Description of several new
species of Apion, by the Rev. W. Kirby;"—" Some ac-

count of an insect of the genus Buprestis, taken alive out
of wood composing a desk which had been made more
than twenty years; in a letter to Alex. M'Leay, Esq. by
Thos. Marsham, Esq." And among the extracts from
the minute book, we find notice of I'orficula gigantea of

I'abricius having been taken in Britain.

In 1813, the first part of the eleventh volume of the
Transactions of the Linnean Society of London appeared,
in which the following entomological papers are given :

" An Essay on the British species of the genus Meloe,
with descriptions of two exotic species; by William El-

ford Leach, Esq. F. L. S."—" Strepsiptera, a new order
of insects proposed, and the characters of the order with

those of its genera laid down ; by the Rev. William Kir-
by, F. L. S."—"A Monograph of the British species of

the genus Cholera; by William Spence, Esq. F. L. S."

In 1814, commenced a new work, (which has since

been continued in monthly numbers), entitled. The Zoo-
logical Miscellany, or Descriptions of neiu, rare, or highly

interesting Animals; by William Elford Leach, M. D. &c.
Illustrated with Coloured Figures, accurately drawn from
A'ature; by R. P. Nodder, animal painter. This work
contains descriptions and figures of several new and cu-

rious insects.

List of Entomological Ji'orks not mentioned in the pre-

ceding pages.

Coquebert (Anton. Joann.) Jllustratio Iconographica

Jnsectorum <ju<e in Musais Parisenis observavit et in lu-

cem edidit J. C. Fabricius. Tabularum decas prima. Fol.

Paiisiis. An. 7.

Espcrs Der Europaischen Schmetterlinge Welcher die

Tagschmelterlinge. Quarto.

An Essay preceding a Supplement of the Aurelian, by
Moses Harris. London.

Jacobi Petivcr Gazofihylaceum JVature et Artis. Lon-
don!. Folio.

Sepp's Beschounoing der JVonderin Gods in de Mius-

* Tbia genus was constructed by Olivier long before the publicatifin of Mr Marsham's Dissertation, under the name Paro»sj».
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geachte Schefizelln of Xederlandsche Insccten. Amster-

dam. In lliree volumes, quaito.

Planches enluminees, par D;iubenton le jeune. Folio.

This work contains figures of several very rare insects,

principally of the lepidopterous order.

E/tltenieridesJcadeini<eCesare(SJ\'dtureCuriosorum.iio.

Mrucarum Ortus^ Alimentum et Paradoxa Metamor-

fihosis, par Mariam Sibillain Meriaii. Amstelodami.
Johannis Eusebii Voet Descriptiones ct Icones Cuico/i-

terorum. Quarto.

Lichtcnslein Catal. Mus. Holthuyien.

Scliriften d. Gesellschaft JVaturfonchenden Freunde
zu Berlin Quarto.

Abhandlungen der HatlUchen A''atitrforachenden Gesell-

schaft. Dfssau und Leipzis?. Octavo.

JV'ova Connnetilaria Petropolitaria. Quarto.

George Heinrich Barowsky Gemeiniitzige A'aturgC'

ichichte des Thierreicha.

Bocks JVaturgcschichte vofi Preusen. Tom. 5.

Dominicus Cyrilli Entomologies M'ea/iolitane Sped'
men.

Johanno Leonhard Frischs Beschreibung von allerley

Insecten in Deutechland 13 Thcile. Quarto.
Gleditsch Einleitung in die Porgtmissenachaft.
Hainburgisclics Magazin, oder gesammkte Schrifter.

au3 der A'citurforchung, Sec.

Herbst Gemcinniitzige JVaturgeschichCe.

Petri LoHiiig Iter Hisfianiciim Octavo.
Georgius Marcgraat de Leibstatt Hiataria A'aturalis

Brasilia.

Plltr ct Mitterpachcr Iter per Poseg.
Nicolas Robert Species Florum Farie, aneia (abulia.

Paris. Folio.

ATeuer Schauplaz der A/atur.

Schmeidleins Paschcnbuch fiir Insectenfreunde.

CLASSIFICATION.

Bv this term, we mean the distribution of insects into

subclasses, orders, tribes, families, genera, and species;

and we shall take our outline from the system proposed
by Dr Leach, of which the following is a tabular view.

Subclass I. AiMETABOLIA.
Insects undergoing no metamorphoses.

Order I. Thysanuka. Tail armed with setas.

Order II. Anoplvba. Tail without setse.

Subclass II. METABOLIA.
Insects undergoing metamorphoses.

Century I. Elythropiera. Insects with elytra.

CoHORs. I. Odontostoma. Mouth with mandibles.
* Metamorpnoses incomplete.

Order III. Coleopteka. Wings transversely fold-

ed; eiytta crustaceous, covering the wings, with the su-

ture straight.
*• Metamorphoses nearly coarctate.

Order IV. Strepsiptera. Wings longitudinally

folded; elytra coriaceous, not covering the wings.
*** Metamorphoses si:nii complete-.

Order V. Dermaptera. Wings loni^itudiiially and
transversely folded; elytra somewhat ciustaceuus, abbre-
viated, with the suture straight.

Order VI. Orthopteha. Wings longitudinally

folded ; the internal margin of one elytron covering the

same part of the other ; elytra coriaceous.

Order VII. Dictuoptera. Wings longitudinally

folded twice or more ; elytra coriaceous, nervous, one
decussating the other obliquely.

Cohors. II. SiPHONosTOMA. Mouth wiih an articulatcd

rostrum.
Order VIII. Hemiptera. Elytra somewhat crus-

taceous, or coriaceous ; towards the apex generally mem-
branaceous, horizontal, one decussating the other ob-
liquely. Metamorplioscs half complete.
Order IX. Omoptera. Elytra entirely coriaceous, or

membranaceous, and meeting obliquely, with a straight

suture. Metamorphoses semi-complete, or incomplete.
Century II. Medamoptera. Insects without wings

or elytra.

Order X. Aptera. Mouth with a tubular sucking
rostrum. Metamorphoses incomplete.
Century III. Gymno-tera. Insects with wings, but

no elytra.

Vol. VIII. Part II.

Cohors. I. GlossoStoma. Mouth with a spiral tongue.
Order XI. Lepidopi era. Wings four, membra-

naceous, with pterigostea, covered with meal-like scales.

Cohors. II. Gnathostoma. Mouth witli maxillae and
lip.

Order XII. Trichoptera. Wings four, membra-
naceous, with pterigostea, and hairy.

Cohors. III. Odoni ostoma. Mouth with mandibles,
maxillae, and lip.

Order XIII. Neuroptera. Four highly reticu-

lated wings, generally equal in size; anus of the female
without a sting, or compound borer.

OiiDER XIV. Hymenoptera. Four venose wings,
hinder ones smallest; anus of the female with a sting,
or with a compound borer or oviduct.

Cohors. IV. Siphonostoma. Mouth tubular, formed
for sucking.

Order XV. Diptera. Wings, and halteres or ba
lancers two.

Subclass I. INSECTA AMETABOLIA.
Order I. THYSANURA.-

Tail furnished with setae, or filaments. Mouth with
mandibles, palpi, labrum, and labium.
The bodies of the animals which compose this order,

are generally covered with scales or hair. Their motion
is extremely rapid, or performed by leaping.

Tribe I. Lepismides.

Palpi very distinct and prominent, or exserted. An- ,

tennx composed of a vast number of very short joints..

Tail with tliree exserted sets.

Family I. Lepiamida.

Body depressed, and moving with a running motion.
Tail with three nearly equal filaments.

Genus I. Lepisma. Linn. De Geer, Fabr. Latr.
^ Seiouha. Brown.
FouniciNA. Gcoir. Lamarck.
Antennae inserted between the eyes. Maxillary palpi

slender, composed of five joints, the last of which is elon-
gate, and very slender. Labial palpi with their joints
compressed, dilated, and round. Eyes small and remote.

Sfi. I. Sacharina. Body covered with silvery scales.

Lepisma Sacharina. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

4 P
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LaForbicineJilale. GeolT. Niat.des. Im.n. 613. plate

20. f. 3.

Tills is the only species known. It is very common
amongst books, clothes, kc. and wanders about during

the night. It is supposed to have been originally intro-

duced into Europe from America, where it is said to

live amongst sugar.

Family II. Forbicinida.

Body convex, with an arched back formed for spring-

ing. Tail with three setae, the middle one longest.

Geni's II. FonBiciNA. Geoir.

Lepisma. Linn. Oliv.

Machilis. Latr.

Antennae inserted under the eyes, shorter than the

body. Maxillary palpi thick, with six joints, the last

conic. Labial palpi, with the apex membranaceous.

Eyes large and contiguous.

Sfi. I. Polyjioda. Smoky brown, witli obscure rust-

colourcd spots.

Leftisma polijpoda. Lifin.

Lefiisvm saccharina. Vill. Etit. 4. tab. 1 1. fig. 1.

Machilis Jiohjtwda. Latr. Gen. Crust, ct Ins. i. p. 165.

tab. 6. fig. 4. magnified.

La Forbicine cijlindriijuc. Geoff.

Inhabits all the temperate parts of Europe, and is

found in woods, and under stones.

Genus III. P.etiiodrs. Leach.

Lepisma. Fabr. ?

Antennae longer than the body, inserted under the

eyes. Maxillary palpi six-juiiited, tlie fifth joint inverse-

ly conic, the sixth conic. Labial palpi, with the last

joint obliquely truncate, with the apex acute, and not

membranaceous. Eyes large and contiguous.

Sfi. 1. Maritimus. Blackish, with golden scales. Feet

yellowish. Setae of the tail annulated with white.

Inhabits all the rocky shores of Britain. Dr Leach
first observed this species on the Devonshire coast, and

afterwards in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Can it be

the Lejiisma iioiijjioda of Fabricius ?

Tribe II. Podurellides.

Palpi not exserted, nor very conspicuous. Antennas
composed of four joints, tho last sometimes formed of

several other minute articulations. Tail forked, and
bent beneath the abdomen.
Genus IV. Podvra. Linn. Geoff. De Geer, Fabr.

Lam. Hermann.
Antennae with the last jdint solid, not articulated. Ab-

domen elongate, linear.

Sfi. 1. Ptumbea. Lead coloured, shining, with gri-

seous head and feet.

Fodura phtnibea. Linn Fabr. Lat.

, Podure fdumhee. De Geer.
La Podure grise commune. Geofif.

Inhabits Europe, under stones. A good figure may
be found in Roemer's Genera In-iectorum, tab. 29. fig. 2.

There are a vast number of species in this and the fol-

lowing genus, which are worthy of attention. Fabricius,
who placed these two genera together witliout the
slightest distinction, has described several species, to
which we cannot refer, from not having studied his spe-
cies, which we trust some future zoologist v/ill be in-
duced to examine.
Genus V. Smynthurus. Latr.

PoDURA Linn. Fabr. De Geer, Geoff.

Sfi. I. Fuscus. Body entirely brown.
La Podure brun enfumee. Geoff.
Podure brun, ronde. De Geer, Mem. sur les Ins. vii.

35. tab. 3. fig. 7, 8.

Fodura atra. Linn. ? Fabr.
Smt/nthums fuscus. Latr.

Inhabits Europe, is common on the ground, and in

damp hedges.

.9/;. 2. Viridis. Body green.

Fodura viridis. Linn. Fabr.

La Podure verte aux yeux noirs. Geoff.
Smijnlhums viridis. Latr.

Inhabits various trees in Europe.

Order IL ANOPLURA.
Tail without setae or filaments. Mouth in some fur-

nished with two teeth, (or mandibles ?) and an opening
beneath ; in others with a tubul,ose, very short haustel-

lum.
Tiie animals of this order are parasitical, and were by

Latreille placed in an order which he named Parasita.

This name Dr Leach has changed for the sake of har-

mony, and also to render the name more easy of reten-

tion in the memory, the characters being drawn from the

same parts.

Their motion is slow, and their nourishment is deri-

ved from the blood of mammalia, birds, and insects.

It is almost an established fact, that every species of
bird (and probably mammiferous animal) has its owx>

peculiar parasite; and there is no instance of the;same
species of louse having been observed on two distinct

species of birds, although some birds (as the raven, oys-

ter-catcher. Sec.) are infested with several species of

parasites. The importance of clearly ascertaining the

truth is such, to the ornithologist, that Dr Leach has
employed a considerable portion of time, for the purpose
of investigating and of describing the species with ac-

curacy, little more than a bare catalogue of names and
habitats having been given in the works of Linnseus, Fa-
bricius, and Gmclin. Tlie result of his examinatio)is he
does not consider himself as able to communicate at

present ; but it is his intention, when the subject has

arrived at maturity, to give a paper on this order to the

Linnean Society of London.

Tribe I. Pediculides.

INIouth consisting of a tubulose, very short haustellum'.

Genus VI. Pthirus. Leach.

Pediculus. Linn. Redi, Latr. Fabr.

Anterior pair of feet simple, two hinder pair didac-

tyle. Thorax extremely short, scarcely visible.

Sfi. 1. Inguinalii. Body whitish.

Fediculis inguinalis. Redi.

PedicuUs /lubis. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Xe morpion. Geoff.

Inhabits the pubcs and eyebrows of men and womei>,

especially of those of easy virtue, being commonly known
under the titles crabs, crab-lice. Sic.

Genus VII. Pediculus. Linn. Fabr. De Geer, Geoff.

Redi, Hermann, Lam.
Feet all armed with a finger and thumb. Thorax com-

posed of three distinct equal segments.

Sp. 1. Humanus. Body oval, lobate, white and nearly

immaculate.
Pediculus humanus. Fabr. Linn. Latr.

Pou hiunain du corps. De Geer, Mem. sur les Ins. torn,

vii. p. 67. plate 1. lig. 7.

Inhabits the bodies and garments of men, and is known
by the name of the body-louse. On the continent of Eu-
rope, especially in Spain and Portugal, it is very abun-

dant. In Britain it is of very rare occurrence, and

may have been introduced from the neighbouring coun-

tries.
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S/i. 2. Ci-rvicalis. Body oval, lobed, cinereous, with a

black intenupted band on either side.

Le fiou ordinaire. CieofF.

Pou humaine cle la tete. De Geer, Mem, sur lea Ins,

vol. vii. p. 67. tab. 1. fig. 6.

Pfdiculus huma7iHs var. Linn.

Pediculus cervicalis. Latr.

Inhabits the heads of man throughout Europe. In

Britain it is extremely common, especially in the heads

and upper part of the necks of children, whence they are

extracted by means of a fine toothed comb, or are de-

stroyed by rubbing calomel, mixed with a little fat,

amongst the roots of the hair. This species has been

by many authors confounded with the preceding species.

Tribe II. Nirmides.

Month with a cavity, and two teeth, or mandibles.

Genus VII. Nirmus. Hermann.
RiciNus. De Geer, Oliv. Lam. Latr.

PiDicuLUS. Linn. Geoff. Fabr.

The character of this genus is given in that of the

tribe. All the species inhabit birds. The term ricinus

having been used in botany is rejected, and that of Dr
Hermann's is adopted.

Sji. I. Cornicis. Whitish; head heart-shaped; seg-

ments of the thorax on each side produced into a tooth ;

abdomen oval, transversely banded with brown.
Ricin de la CorncUlc. De Geer, Mem. sur les Ins, torn,

vii. p. 76. plate 4. fig. 1 1.

Ricinus cornicis. Latr.

Inhabits the Corvus cornix of Linnxus.

Subclass IL INSECTA METABOLTA.
Order III. COLEOPTERA.

Order Coleoptera, Linn. Cuv. Lam. Latr,

Class Eleuterata, Fabr.

This order is divided into five great sections, from the

general number of joints in the tarsi.

Section I. Pentamera.

The number of joints in the tarsi is generally five, but
in some of the aquatic genera the number is less.

Tribe I. Cicindelides.

Maxillary palpi four, the interior ones two-jointed.

Labial two. Antennae filiformes. Maxillae furnished at

their extremities with a distinct articulated hook. Man-
dibles with many teeth. Feet formed for running; hin-

der ones with trochanters.

Mcntum broadly notched; internal side of the anterior

tibiae never notched ; antennae not moniliform.

Genus VIII. Manticora, Fab. Oliv. Lam, Latr.

Carabus. De Geer.
Cicindela. Thunberg, Clairville.

Thorax somewhat heart-shaped. Abdomen very large,

pedunculated, nearly inversely heart-shaped. Elytra
embracing and shielding the whole of the abdomen, con-
nected at the suture.

Antennae inserted beyond the apex of the eyes, under
a little process. Clypcus of the same size with the la-

brum. Labial and external maxillary palpi, with the
last joint at the apex much compressed, and gradually a
little broader. Scutellum scarcely visible.

S/i. 1. Maxillosa. Black, with rough elytra.

Manticora maxillosa. Fabr.
I^'Ianticoramaxillaris. Oliv. Latr.
Cicindela gigantea. Thun.
Carabe a tuhercuks. De Geer. Mem. 7. 623. pi. 46.

fig. U.

Inhabits the Cape of Good Hope, and is figured by
Herbst's Archives, tab. 46. fig. 6.

Genus IX, Colliuris. Latr,

Collyris. Fabr.

Cicindela, Oliv.

Thorax long, cylindric-conic, narrow, attenuated in

front. Abdomen long and narrow. Elytra not embra-
cing the abdomen.

* With wings.

S/i. 1, LongicolUs, Cyaneous; apex of the elytra

iiotched ; thighs red.

Collyris longicollis. Fabr.

Cicindela longicollis. Oliv.

Colliuris longicollis. Latr. Ge«. Crust, et Ins. 1. tab. 6,

fig. 8,

Inhabits Bengal.
** Without wings.

S/i. 2. Jjitera. Black ; elytra connected with the mid-
dle part rough ; thighs red.

Collyris afitera, Fabr.

Cicindela aptera, Oliv.

Colliuris afitera, Latr.

Inhabits the East Indies.

Genus X. Megacei'hala, Latr.

Gnatho, Illiger.

Cicindela, Linn. De Geer, Fabr. Oliv.

Thorax short, cylindric. Elytra convex-rounded. La-
bial palpi much longer than the external maxillary palpi.

* Elytra connected ; no wings.

S/i.\. Sencgalensis. Black-green ; antennae and feet

ferrugineous.

Cicindela megalocefihala, Fabr. Oliv.

Megacephala Sencgalensis, Latr.

Inhabits Senegal.
•* Elytra not connected ; wings.

Sji. 2. Carolina. Purple-green ; antennae, mouth, a
lunula at the apex of the elytra, and the feet ferruginous-
yellowish.

Cicindela Carolina, Linn. Fabr.

Megacefihala Carolinemis . Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins.

tab. 6. fig. 9.

Inhabits Carolina, where it is very abundant.
Genus XI. Cioindela, Linn. De Geer, Fabr. &c,
BuPRESTis, Geoff.

Thorax short. Elytra flat, rounded. External maxil-
lary palpi as long as the labial. Antennas inserted into

the anterior margin of the eye. Clypcus shorter than
the labrum.

Sji. 1. Sylvatica. Obscure sneous above; each ely-

tron with an external lunule at the base, with a mark at

the apex, and an intermediate transverse, narrow, sinua-

ted band of white ; with many impressed punctures near
the suture.

Cicindela sylvatica, Linn. Oliv. Latr.

Cicindele des forcts. De Geer. 3fem. 4. 114. tab. 4.

fig. 7.

Inhabits Europe. Is found on Martlesome Heath,
Suffolk, occasionally ; near Christchurch,in Hampshire,
it is very common.

S/i. 2. Hybrida, Goppery-green, or obscure copper-
black above, often with a purple tint ; each elytron with
an external lunule at the base, another at the apex, with
an intermediate transverse sinuous-toothed band ofwhite ;

suture cupreous.

Cicindela hybrida. Linn. Oliv. Fab. Latr.

Cicindele tacfietee. De Geer, Mem. 4. 115. pi. 4.

fig. 8.

Inhabits the sandy maritime plains of Europe ; near
4 P 2
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Swansea, at Cromblyn Burrows, and on the sea-shore

near Yarmouth, it is taken in profusion.

S/i. 2. Cam/nsiris. Green; sides of the head and tho-

rax, wilh the thiglis, coppery-purple; cacli elytron with

four white inari,'inal spots, and a fifth near the suuire.

Cicindela camfiestris. Linn. Fab. Oliv. Latr.

Cicindele c/iam/ieire. Uc Gecr, Mem. 4. p. 113 pi. 4.

fig. I.

Inhabits the sandy plains and pathways of Europe, and

is very plenty.

TRini-. II. Cauaiudes.

Maxillary palpi four, the interiors two-jointed. La-

bial two. Maxillae bent at the apex, hooked, without a

distinct joint. Mandibles rarely with nioie than one

tooth, which is towards the apex. Feet formed for run-

ning; hinder ones with a trochanter.

Mentum broadly notched. Internal edge of the ante-

rioi tibia: often notched. Antennae filiform, sometimes

nioniliform.

I. Body oblons^, or ovoid. Labial palpi, inserted at the

inferior sides of the lip. (Observe. The insects of this

division do not live in the water.)

A. Anterior tibiae notched in their internal edge.

a. Labial and maxillary palpi abruptly terminated, with

a joint very different in size from the others. Antennas

straight.

Gkms XII. NoTHioPHiLus. Dumerll.

CicixDF.LA. Linn. Marsh.
Elaphkus. Fabr. Latr. Illig.

Palpi maxillary external and labial, with the last

joint larger than the preceding joint, and somewhat cy-

lindric.

Tliorax flat, smooth, nearly quadrate, with the trans-

verse diameter exceeding the longitudinal.

S/i. 1. Arjuaticus. Brown-brassy shining. Front corru-

gated. Elytra with punctured striae, and a longitudinal

smooth interval near the suture.

Cicindela ai/uatica. Linn. Marsh.
£lafi/irus atjuaticus. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits pathways and the banks of ponds. Cicindela

siemijinnc'.ata of Linne, Elafihrus scmifiunciatus of FaDri-

cius, Sec. is the same species. TJiere is a variety /3 of

Paykull which has been taken in Norfolk, and on the

shore near Porto- Bcllo, Scotland, having little of the

xneous lustre.

Sfi. 2. Biguttatua, may be at once distinguished by the
whitish termination of its elytra.

Cicindela biguttuta. Marsh.
£la/i/irus biguttatua. Fabr.

Genus XIII. Elaphrus. Fabr. Latr. Dum. Illig.

Cicindela. Linn. Marsh.
Labial and external maxillary palpi, having the last

joint longer than the preceding, and somewhat cylindric.
Thorax truncate-obcordate, convex and unequal, with
nearly equal diameters, or with the longitudinal rather
the longest.

S/i. 1. Rifiarius. Green or brownish bronze; elytra
equally punctured, with impressed spots having a pur-
ple centre, wilh a pale green margin and coppery spot
on each, near the suture.

Jila/ihrus ri/iarius. Fabr. Latr.

Cicindela rifiaria. Linn. Marsh.
Inhabits moist banks, and marshes every where.
Sfi. 2. Uliginosua- Coppery-xneous, with round cica-

trices, more distinctly punctured, centres purple, margin
green, elevated, with cupreous spots between.

£la/i/trua uliginosus. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits marshy and boggy ground. It is esteemed
•X I'a,.** cnpn#>o

don, and in the banks of wet ditches on the borders of

the Links near Edinburg, in great numbers.
Genus XIV. Bembidiuai.
Be.mbidion. Latr.

Cicindela. Linn. Marsh.
Carabus. Linn. Marsh. Fabr. Oliv.

Elaphkus. Fabr. Illig. Oliv.

OcYDUOMUs. -Frolich, Clairville.

Sfi. 1. Flavifies. Thorax somewhat narrower than the-

head, equally broad and long, with very prominent eyes

;

body £eneous above, black-green beneath. Eiytra mar-
bled witli copper, with two impressed dots in each near

the suture. Palpi, base of antennae, and feet, yellowish-

Cicindela Jlavifien. Linn. Marsh.
Mlafilirus JIavifies. Fabr. Oliv.

Bcinbidion Jtax'iprs. Latr.

Inhabiis tlie sandy shores of ponds and rivulets, but

is not common in Britain.

Sfi. 2 Littoralc. Thorax somewhat broader than the

head, truncate obcordate, punctured and excavated at

the angles. Body aeneous black. Elytra with punctured
striae, and each with a humeral spot, another at the ape.x,

and with the feet rufous.

Cuvabus Htturali.i Oliv.

Elu/Jiriis rufiestris. Illiger.

Bcmbidium littomle. Latr.

li.M;i!>its Fiaijcc and Germany.
Observe. Tiiis genus contains a vast number of spe

cies, wiiicli require some dibtiibu'.ion into sections.

b. Labial and external maxiiiarj palpi not abruptly

terminated by a joint distinct from the rest in size. An-
tennae straight.

* Lip prominent; mandibles very strong, their inter-

nal edge prominent or toothed.

t Elytra not truncaic.

Genus XV. Scarites. Fabr. Oliv. Lam.
Antennae moniliform, third joint much longer than the

second. Mandibles dentated on their internal edge. Lip
short and broad, without auricles. Tibis, anicyor ones
palmated.

S/I. I. Gigas. Black, shining. Thorax lunate, behind

on each side with one dent. Elytra smooth, shoulders

one-dentate. Mandibles sulcate, with the internal pro-

cess large, dentate, with the apex acute.

Scaritas gigas. F'abr. Oliv. Latr.

Ini.abitb Baibary and the south of France.

Genus XVI. Clivina. Latr.

Scarites. Fabr.

Tenebrio. Linn.

Carabus. Marsham.
Antennae moniliform, second joint longer than the

third. Mandibles without teeth on their internal edge.

Lip elongate, with two auricles. Anterior tibise gene-
rally notched.

• Anterior tibiae externally dentate.

Sfi.\. Fosior. Blackish or brunneous. Thorax some-
what quaarate, middle of the front impressed. Elytra

with punctured striae.

Ti nebrio fossor. Linn.
Scaritas arcnarius. Fabr.

Clivma artnaria. Latr.

Carabus distans. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe, under stones, especially in moist si-

tuations, wiiere the ground is sandy.
*• Anterior tibix, with obsolete teeth.

.S/2. 2. Gibba. Black brown. Thorax nearly globose.
Elytra with punctured striae, smooth towards their apex.
Feet paler.
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Ctivina gibha. Lati'.

Iiuiabits France and England In moist or damp banks.

In Battersea fields it is very comniou during ihe sum-

mer moiitlis.

Genls XVII. Morion. L^itreiile.

Antennsc moniliform, second joint much shorter than

the third.

Sfi. \. Monilicornis. Plain, elongate, vtry black, shin-

ing; thofax on each side at the posterior angles impress-

ed; elytra striated.

Iniiabits the American islands.

Genus XVIII. Apotamub. Hoffmansegg, Latrielle.

ScAiiiTEs. Rossi.

Aniiiiinae filiform. Mandibles pointed. Exterior maxil-

lary palpi very long and filiform ; labial palpi much short-

er and subuiate.

Sfi. 1. Riifus. See Rossi Faun. Etrus.

Gen!_'s XlX. SiAGONA. Latr.

CucuJus. Fabr.

Antennae somewhat setaceous. Mandibles pointed;

^the internal edge projecting. LabiEft and exterior maxil-

lary palpi lerniinati-d by a nearly securil'orni joint.

Sfi. 1. Ri{fijics. Biunneous-black, punctate; thorax

somewlial sulcale; antennae and feet red.

Citc'jus nijifics. Fabr.
' Siagona rit/ifies. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. torn. i. p.

209, lab. 7, fig. 9.

Inhabits B.irbary.

Genus XX. Sihodhus. Clairville.

Harpalus. L.'ireillc.

Carabus. Linn. Fabr. Marsh. Payk.
Antennae not moniliform, with t)ie third joint much

€lo:igate. External maxillary palpi with the last joint,

savf one, longer than the last.

S/i. 1. Planns. Oblong, black more shining beneath;
elytra with fine punctured strise; trochanters of hinder

thighs acute.

Carabus Uucofihthalmui. Lin. Marsh.
Carabus planus. Fabr.

Carabus sfiiniger. Paykull. Oliv.

Harpalus leucophthalmus. Latreille.

Sphodrus planus Clairville.

lunabits Europe. It is found in cellars and woods.
The Linnean name, is rejected as absurd, most of the

CarabidM having white eyes after death, but never whilst

living.

Genus XXI. Stomis. Clairville.

Harpalus. Latr.

Carabus. Illig. Panz.
Antennae not moniliform, with the third joint not

longer than the following articulations. External maxil-
lary palpi with the last joint somewhat cylindric longer
than the one before it, a little attenuated at its base, and
truncate at the apex.

Sp. 1. Pumicatus. Oblong, blackish brown; antennas
and feet ruRscent ; thorax v/ith an impressed dorsal line,

and a little groove on each side behind; elytra with punc-
tured stria:.

Carabus pumicatus. Illig. Panz.
Inhabits France, Germany, and England, under stones.

Genus XXII. Harpalus. Latr.
CiRABUs. Linn. Fabr. Marsh.
Antennae with the third joint a little longer than those

which follow. External maxillary palpi with the two last

joints equal in length, the last attenuated at the base and
apex.

Hfi. 1. Rujicornis. Head and thorax black; elytra ob-

scure blackish brown, downy, punctuiatc, striated; tho-
rax without foveolac behind; antenna: and feet red.

Carabus rujicornis. Oliv. Panz. Marsh.
Harpalus rujicornis. Latr.

Inhabits Europe, under stones ; the most common spc
cies of the genus.

Genus XXIII. Zabrus. Clairville.

Harpalus. Latr.

Carabus. Fabr.

Antenna; not moniliform. External maxillary palpi
with the last joint shorter than the one before it.

Sp. 1. Tardus. Black above, somewhat fuscous be-
neath; antennae, tibiae and tarsi brown; thorax without
foveola:, the hinder margin and abdomen widely punc
tured; elytra with punctured striae.

Harpalus tardus. Latr.

Carabus gibbus. Fabr.

Iniiabits the plains of France and Italy.

Genus XXIV. Trechus. Clairville, Latr.
Carabus. Linn. Marsh.
Antennae not moniliform. Mandibles pointed. Exte-

rior maxillary and labial palpi filiform, terminated by a
sharp-pointed joint.

Sji. 1. Mtridianus.

Genus XXV Licinus. Latr.

Carabus. Fabr.

Antennae not moniliform. Mandibles very obtuse. La-
bial and external maxillary palpi terminated by a nearly
secuniform joint.

S/i. 1. E7narginatus. Obscure black ; elytra (without
the aiflota ua.s. ) smooth.

Carabus ca^sidcns. F^abr. Illig.

Licinus emarginatus. Latr. Gen, Crust, et Ins. torn. L
p. 199, tab. 7, fig. 8.

Inhabits Europe ; but is very rare.

Genus XXVL Badister. Clair. Latr.
Carabus. F'abr.

Antennae not moniliform. Mandibles very obtuse. Ex-
terior maxillary palpi filiform; the labial palpi termi-
nated by a thick short-ovoid joint

Sp. 1. Bipustulatus. Black; base of antennse, feet,

thorax, and wing-cases, red, the latter with a sutural lu-

nate mark of black.

Carabus bipustulatus. Fabr.
Badister bipustulatus. Latr.

Inhabits France, Germany, and Britain.
** Elytra truncate at their extremities. Head and cor-

selet narrower than the abdomen.
Genus XXVII. Anthia. Web. Fabr. Latr.
Carabus. Oliv. Ijinn.

Thorax cordiform. Head not narrow behind. Neck
not apparent. Palpi filiform. Lip projecting in the form
of a horny tongue. Abdomen oval, convex.

S]i. 1. Decemguttaia. Black; coleopira with nine
grooves, and ten white spots

Carabus decemguttatus. Linn, Oliv.
Anthia decemguttata. Latr.

Inhabits the Capi; of Good Hope, where it is common.
Genus XXVIII. Ghaphipterus. Latr.
CiciNDELA. De Geer.
AnthijV^ Fabr,

Thorax cordiform. Head not narrow behind. Neck
not apparent. Palpi filiform. Lip nearly square, with the
sides membranaceous, and rounded at the extremity..
Abtlomen orbicular, much depressed.

Sji.\. Muttiguttatii.t. Black; front, sides of the tho-

rax, and margins of the wing-cases and sixteen epote
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vhite tomeiitosc ; ilie marginal band of each elytron bi-

dcntate wiihii,.

Carahus muldi^itttatits. Oliv.

.Int/iia vnriegata. Fabr.

Gra/i/ii/iterus multiguttatus. Lair. Gen. Crust, ct Ins.

torn. i. p. 186, lab. 6, fie;. 1 1.

Inhabits E^vpt.

Gems XXIX. Buachinvs. Web. Fabr. Latr. Clair.

(.'MtAnus. Linn. Marsh.
Tliorax cordirorni. Head nol narrow behind. Neck

uol apparenl. Palpi filiform. Lip nearly square, sides

ii>cmbranaceous, and lerminaled by a point. Abdomen
parallelepiped. Tarsi with entire joints.

Obs. All the species of this genus have the power

of emitting a smart sound, accompanied by an evolution

of some gas, which they repeat two or three times at

short intervals when they are first taken.

S/t. 1. Crepitans. Red-rusty; thorax narrowly trun-

cate cordiform ; elytra black-blue-green ; abdomen
blackish; antcnnje, with the exception of the tips of the

tjiird and fourth joints, obscure blackish.

Carabus crejiilans. Linn. Marsh.

Brach'mus cre/iilans. Web. Fabr. Latr. Clairv.

Inhabits Europe under stones. It is rare in England.

There is a small variety found in I'rance and Germany,
that has not hitherto occurred in Britain.

Gexvs XXX. EcHiMuTHUi. Lcach.

Caiiabvs. Linn. Marsh. Fabr.

Lebia. Latr.

BuACHixvs. Clairv.

Thorax short, cordiform, broader than long. Head
not narrow behind. Neck not apparent. External

maxillary palpi distinctly truncate; labial palpi with the

last joint thicker. Abdomen nearly perfectly quadrate.

Tarsi with the fourth joint bifid.

Sfi. 1. Cijanocephalus. Intense blue-green ; first joint

of the antcnnse, thorax, thighs, and tibise, red ; elytra

with punctured striae, the spaces between the stria

punctulated ; knees black.

Carabus cyanoce/j/ialus. Linn. Marsh. Fabr.

Lebia cyanoce/ihala. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. vol. i.

p. 191, tab. 6, fig. 12.

Inhabits Europe under the bark of trees, and on hot

dry banks.

Genus XXXI. Risophilus. Leach.
Carabus. Linn. Fabr. Marsh.
Lebia. Latr.

Thorax cordiform, a little longer than broad. Head
a little narrowed behind. Neck not apparent. Palpi
filiform, terminated with a thick ovoid truncate joint.

Abdomen very much depressed. Tarsi with the fourth
joint bifid.

Sfi. \. Atricafiilhis. Body pale yellowish ; head black;
mouth and thorax reddish; elytra obsolctely striated.

Carabus atricafiillus. Linn. Fabr.
Lebia atricafiilla. Latr.

Inhabits Europe under the bark of trees. In Britain
it very frequently occurs, on the sandy plains which are
thrown up fiom the sea, amongst the roots of junci and
other plants which grow in those parts.

Gemus XXXII. Lebia. Latr.

Carabus. Linn. Fabr.

Thorax cordiform, a little broader than long. Head but
little narrowed beliind. Neck not apparent. Paloi fili-

form, terminated with a large ovoid, truncate joint! Ab-
domen much depressed. Tarsi with entire juints.

Sfi. 1 Q'.iadrimacutata. Thorax ferrugineous ; head
rugulose, black, with the mouth reddish ; elytra striated.

black, with two pale yellow spots on each ; feet p»!e

yellow.

Carabus i/uadrimaculatus. Linn. Fabr.

Lebia (juadrimaculala. Latr.

Inhabits Europe, under the bark of trees.

Genus XXXIII. Cymindis. Latr.

Cauabus. Fabr. Oliv. Marsh.
Tauus. Clairville.

Thorax cordiform. Head not narrowed behind. Neck
not apparent. Exterior maxillary palpi filiform ; labial

palpi terminated by a large securiform joint. Body
depressed. Tarsi with entire joints.

Sfi. 1. Humeralis. Black, punctate ; antennae, mouth,
thorax, lateral margins of the elytra, the shoulders, and
feet, red : elytra striated.

Carabus humeralis. Fabr. Oliv. Payk. Rossi.

Cymindis humeralis. Latr.

Inhabits France, Sweden, Germany, and England;
but is extremely rare.

Genus XXXIV. Zuphium. Latr.

Carabus. Ross. Oliv.

Galerita. Fabr, Clairv.

Thorax cordiform. Head not narrowed behirxl.

Neck very apparent. External maxillary and labial pal-

pi terminated by a large nearly obconic joint. Body very
much depressed.

Sfi. I. Oleus. Red, minutely punctate; head (mouth
excepted) black ; elytra brown, obsoletely striate, with
common red spot at the base, and another at the apex.

Carabus oleus. Rossi Faun. Etrus. i. tab. 6, Fig. 2,

Fabr.

Zufihium oleus. Latr.

Inhabits Italy and the southern parts of France.
Genus XXXV. Galbrita Fabr. Latr.

Carabus. De Geer, Oliv.

Thorax cordiform. Head narrowed, and lengthened
behind. Neck very distinct. External maxillary and
labial palpi terminated by a large securiform joint. Bo-
dy not very much depressed.

Sfi. 1. .4me)-ieana. , Black; first joint of antennse,
thorax, and feet, ferrugineous; elytra black-blue.

Galerita Americana. Fabr. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins.
tab. r, fig. 2.

Inhabits North America. Is very well figured by
Drury, in his Illustrations of Insects, torn. i. pi. 42. fig. 2.

Genus XXXVI. Drvpta. Latr. Fabr.

Carabus. Ross. Marsh.
Cincindela. Oliv.

Thorax cylindric. Head not narrowed or lengthened
behind. Mandibles much elongated and very prominent.
Exterior maxillary and labial palpi terminated by a
large nearly obconic joint, (maxillary ones much length-
ened). Lip elongate linear, with two auricles.

Sfi. 1. Emarginata. Blue, punctate, villose ; mouth,
antennse, and feet, red ; thorax with an impressed longi-
tudinal line ; elytra with punctured strise ; apex of the
first, and middle of the third joint of the antennae,
brown.

Dryfita emarginata. Fabr. Latr. Gen. Cruit. et Ins.

torn. i. p. 197, lab. 7, fig. 3.

Cicindcla emarginata. Oliv.

Carahus dentatus. Ross.
Carabus Chrysostomus. J\Iarsham.
Inhabits France, Germany, Italy, and England. In

tlie former and latter of these countries it is extremeiy
rare. It has been taken near Hastrngs in Suffolk ; spe-
cimens from that neighbourhood are preserved in Dr
Leach's cabinet.
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Genus XXXVII. Odacantha. Payk. Fabr. Latr.

Attelaiius. Linn.

Carabus. Oliv.

Thorax cyliiidric. Head not len'^tliencd or narrowed

behind in any threat degree. Mindibles not remarkably

lonsr or prominent. Palpi filiform.

Observation. The structure of the mouth and the

general appearance of tliis genus is that of Lebia.

S/i. I. Melanura. Green-blue ; first joints of the an-

tenna;, elytra (apex excepted), breast, and feet, pale-rus-

ly-rcd ; thorax distinctly punctured; elytra slightly and

widely punctured, the punctures arranged into obscure

striae ; knees, taj'si, and anteiinse (base excepted), black-

ish.

jittelabus mtlanurits. Linn.

Odacaniha melanura. Payk. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe. In Britain it occurs near Swansea,

and near Norwich in considerable abundance.

Genus XXXVIII. Agra. Fabr. Latr.

Thorax nearly conic. Head much narrowed behind

and lengthened. Palpi filiform, the labial ones with the

last joint oval-round.

Observation. In the structure of the mouth, this ge-

nus makes a near approach to Lebia, from which it dif-

fers ill having the last joint of the labial palpi more
elongate. Latreille makes two divisions, which we sup-

pose should constitute genera.
* Fourth joint of the tarsi bifid.

Sfi. X.JEnea. Thorax punctate ; elytra bidentate.

.igra tcnea. Fabr.

igra cajennensis. Latr.

Inhabits South America.

^ ** All the joints of the tarsi entire.

Bf Sfi. 2. Surinamensis. Brunneous ; head and thorax

black ; antenna; intersected with white and black ; elytra

striated, with tlicir apex bidentate ; feet red.

jlgra surinamensis. Latr.

Inhabits Surinam.

Sji. 3. Pcnnsijlvanica. Black ; elytra red, with punc-
tured striae at the base ; marginal spot, another on the

suture, and the tip, black ; feet red ; knees black.

Inhabits Pennsylvania.
** Lip not prominent; mandibles small, their internal

edge neither toothed or prominent.

Genus XXXIX. Panag^us. Latr.

Carabus. Linn. Fabr. Marsh.
Thorax orbicular. Head narrower than the abdomen,

with very prominent globular eyes. Neck distinct. Ab-
domen large, nearly quadrate.

Sfi. \. Crur-major. Black, deeply punctured; elytra

red, with punctured striae, and a cross, and tips black.

Carabus crux-major. Linn. Fabr. Marsh. Panz.
Panagaus crux-major. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

c. Labial and external maxillary palpi with the last

joint cylindric-oval. Antennae crooked. ^Alandibles short.

Genus XL. Lorioera. Latr.

Carabus. Fab. Marsh.
Antennae incurved, the first joints differing in size and

in proportion from the others. Mandibles with the back
notched and unidentate. Thorax nearly orbicular. Neck
distinct.

Sfi. 1. JEnea. Elytra with punctured striae; the
fourth stria from the suture with three forcae.

Carabus fiiticornis. I*"ab. Oliv. Marsh.
Loricera anea. Lat. G'ra. Crust, ct Lis, 1. Tab, 7,

fig. 6.

Inhabits France, Germany, and EnglancL

B. anterior libinc not notched on their infernal edge.

a. Lip very short, not projecting beyond the first

joint of the palpi. External base of the maxillie not

remarkably ciliated. Abdomen more or less thick.

Genus XLI. Cychrus. Fab. Payk. Latr.

Caraiu's. De Gcer, Oliv. Marsh.
Tenerrio. Linn.

Mandibles narrow, very long, bidentate at their extre-
mities. Elytra embracing the abdomen. Labial and
external maxillary palpi with the last joint much com-
pressed, concave and securiform, or rather spoon-shaped.
Thorax somewliat cordate.

Sfi. 1. Rostratus. Black, elytra sharply punctate-ru-
gose.

Cychrus rostratus. Fabr. Latr.

Tenebrio rostratus. Linn.

Carabus rostratus. Marsii. Oliv.

Inhabits Europe. In England it is rather uncom-
mon, but in Scotland it occurs very frequently under
stones.

Genus XLII. Calosoma. Web. Fabr. Latr.

Carabus. Linn. De Geer, Oliv.

Mandibles neither very narrow or long. Thorax
nearly orbicular. Abdomen nearly quadrate. Labial
and external maxillary palpi with the last joint some-
what conic or triangular.

Sfi. 1. Sycofihanta. Violet-black; elytra gold or cop-
pery green, with about sixteen punctured striae on each,
the intervals obsoletely intersected transversely, the
fourth, eighth, and twelfth from the suture, with some
impressed spots.

Carabus Syco/i/ia>ita. Linn.

Calosoma Sycofihanla. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits the European woods. There are but few in-

stances of its having occurred in this country, six spe-
cimens only being known to us that have been clearly-

ascertained to be British. Two of these from Ireland
are preserved in the collection of Mr Sowerby ; one i!>

the collection of W. J. Hooker, Esq. of Halcsworth
;

another in the museum of S. Wilkin, Esq. which was
taken in the county of Norfolk with the preceding spe-
cimen; a fifth occurred in Devon, near Kingsbridge,
which is now, with another specimen, in the collection of
Dr Leach.

Calosoma Lir/uisitor of Fabricius is sometimes taken
near London, and it has been taken by Dr Leach near
Tavistock in Devonshire ; but it must be esteemed a
rare British insect. It is said sometimes to occur in
plenty near Windsor, on the white thorn hedges, feeding
on the larvse of Icpidopterous insects.

Genus XLIII. Carabus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Latr,
Panz. Marsh.

Mandibles neither very narrow or long. Thorax cor-
diform, truncate, and notched behind. Abdomen ovate.

Obs. As the British species of this genus have been
most sadly confused, we shall describe the species, for

the purpose of correcting the errors of nomenclature,
which Mr Marsham has tended not a little to increase.

Sfi. 1. Viotaceus. Black; margins of the thorax and'

elytra violet-copper ; elytra finely rugulose, somewhat
smooth ; abdomen elongate oval.

Carabus violaceus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Marsh. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
Carabus fiurfiurasccns is said to have been taken in

Britain ; but we have not been enabled to identify it with
certainty.

Sp. 2. Catenulatu.-i. Black; margins of thorax and
elytra violet; thorax broader than lonij, deeply emar-
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giiwtc bchiiid ; each clyiion wiih about fourteen striae ;

the fourth, eighth, and twclfin from the suture inter-

rupted ; the intei vais with a distinct somewhat rugose

line ; abdomen oval.

Carafiiia catenulatua. Scop. Fabr. Latr.

Carabim intricaiue. Marsh. Oliv.

Inhabits tlic soutli of I' ranee, Germany, and Britain.

It is sometimes found quite black, at oilier limes with

a tinge of fine violet. It is very plentiful in Ireland,

Scotland, and Enghind, especially in the two former

countries.

S/i. 3. rmricatus. Black violet above, black beneath ;

thorax narrow, with nearly equal diameters; eiytra

with irregular striae, the intervals punctate-rugose ;
each

elytron with three elevated catenulated lines.

Carabus mtricatus. Linn. Latr.

Curahus cyaneua. Fabr. Panzer.

Inhabits Europe. Is common in Germany and Swe-

den, but is rare in France. Tl>ere is but one instance

of its having occurred in Britain: Dr Leach took a

single speciinen under a stone in a wood opposite the

Virtuous-Lady Mine, on the river Tavy, btlow Tavis-

tock in Devonshire, in the last week in May. It is sin-

gular, that Mr Marsham, (who has every opportunity of

examining the Linnean cabinet,) sliould have confound-

ed the former species with this, as it will in no way

agree with the cliaracter.

Sfi. 4. ^yemoralia. Black ; margin of the elytra and

sides of the thorax violet ; elytra obscure copper, rugu-

lose, with three longitudinal rows of excavated spots.

Carabiia nemoralis. lUig. Latr.

Carabua horteiims. Oliv. Marsh. Fabr,

Inhabits France and Germany.
S/i. 5. Monilis. Brassy-green or violet-black above,

black beneath ; each elytron with about fourteen eleva-

ted lines, two in the middle more distinct than the rest

;

the fourth, eighth, and twelfth from the suture catenu-

lated ; abdomen elongate-oval.

Carabus monilis. Fabr. Latr.

Carabus catcnulatus. Marsh.

Inhabits England, France, and Germany. It varies in

sculpture, those lints on each side of the entire line be-

ing very fretiuently uninterrupted.

Sji. 6. Morbillosua. Brassy or black copper above,

black beneath ; each elytron with three ribs, one at the

suture ; the interstices with a catenulated line, and on

each side of it, with a less distinct smooth punctate-

yugose line ; abdomen elongate-oval.

Carabus morbillosua. Fabr. Latr,

Carabus granulatua. Marsh.
Anlennge quite black ; thorax often or generally cu-

preous or coppery ; intermediate tibise with a reddish-

tomentose line. It varies in colour, being sometimes
violet, with the sides green, or entirely black-bronze.

Inhabits Europe, under stones.

Sfi. 7 Aruensis. Coppery or black above; antennas

altogether black; each elytron with fourteen elevated

lines, three slightly notched transversely ; the fourth,

eighth, twelfth from the suture catenulated; abdomenoval.
Carabus arrensia. Fabr. Illig.

Inhabits Germany, Sweden, and England.
b. Lip projecting as far as the first joint of the palpi

;

exterior base of the maxillae distinctly ciliated; abdomen
generally very flat.

Genus XLIV. Nebria. Latr.

Cababus. Linn. Fabr. Marsh. Schonher.
Lip nearly quadrate, not projecting as far as the la-

brum, nor tricuspidate at its extremity ; labial palpi not

twice as long as the head ; mandibles but little dilatet

externally.
• Back very much depressed.

S/i. 1. Comjilanata. Pale-yellowish; elytra paler, stri-

ated with two transverse bands, composed of black lines.

Carabua comfilanafus. Linn.

Carabus areiiarius. Fabr. Oliv.

JVebria arenaria. Latr. Ge?j. Cruat. et Ina. vol. i. p.

221. tab. 7. fig. 6.

Inhabits the sandy maritime shores of France, Ger-

many, and South Wales.
S/i. 2. Bnvicollia. Black shining antennae ; palpi,

tibiae, and tarsi, brown ; elytra with pur^tured striae-

Carabua brevicollia. Fabr. Schonher.

Carabus irijidus. Rossi.

Carabus rugimarginatus. Marsh.
JVebria bre-vicoUis. Latr.

Inhabits Europe ; is found under stones and under the

bark of trees.

Carabus GyllenhaUi of Schonher, which was discover-

ed as a native of Britainby Dr Leach, at the base of

Ben Lomond in Scotland. Has since been taken in some
plenty near Edinburgh, by the late Richard Rawlins, Esq.

one of the most promising entomologists of our day.

JVebria sabulosa has likewise been taken near Hull in

Yorkshire, by W. Spencc, Esq.
** Back convex. Gen. Heloeium, Leach's MSS.

Sfi. 3. Multipunctata. Black-brassy above, black be-

neath ; middle of each elytron with impressed diluted

spots, in a double longitudinal series ; the intervals

somewhat catenated.

Carabus multifiunctatua. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Marsh.
JVebria muliifiunctata. Latr.

Helobium. multi/iunclatum. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits the noitnerii parts of Europe. In England

it occurs near London occasionally, especially in Batter-

sea-fields. It should Ix; placed, in a natural series, next

to Elaphrus, to which genus it approaches in habit and
economy.
Gexus XLV. Pogonophorus. Latr.

Carabus Linn. Fabr. Oiiv. Marsh.
Leistus. Froclich, Clairville.

Manticora. Jurine.

Lip elongate, even to the labrum, the extremity with

three spines ; labial palpi twice as long as the head ;

mandibles witli their external base much dilated.

S/i. 1 Cirruleus. Blue above ; antennae, mouth, tibia,

and tarsi red-brown.

Carabus sfiinibarbis. Fabr. Panz.

Pogonofiherus cceruleua. Latr. Gen. Crus. et Ins. 1.

tab. 7. fig. 4.

Inhabits England, France, and Germany.
II. Body short ovoid, nearly hemispherical ; labial

palpi inserted nearly on the superior side of the lip. (Obs.

These insects live near the water, and prepare the way
to the following tribe.) Anterior tibiae notched.

Genus XLVI. Omophrox. Latr.

ScoLVTUs. Fabr. Clairville.

Carabus. Oliv.

Lip very small ; labial palpi inserted on the superior

margin of tne lip.

H/t. 1. Limbatum. Pale-ferruginous ; vertex of the

head, a spot behind the thorax, a humeral spot on the

elytra, and the suture with two bands of green.

Scolytus limbatua. Fabr.

Omofihron limbatum. Latr.

Carabus limbatus. Oliv.

Inhabits France and Germany, in moist situations.
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Tribe 111. Dyticides.

Tills tribe is at once distinguished from the Carabici,

I)y the superior length of the hinder legs, which are

formed for swimming.
I. Labial and external maxillary palpi filiform.

A. All the tarsi with five joints, the last of which is

longest.

Genus XLVII. Dyticus. Geoff. Illig. Latr.

Dytiscus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Lam.
Scutellum distinct ; anterior tarsi of the male patelli-

form ; elytra of the female sulcated ; external maxillary

palpi with the last two joints e^iual.

S/i. 1. Marginalis. Ovate, olive-black above; luteous

red beneath the scutellum, of the same colour with the

elytra; clypeus, whole margin of the thorax, and border

of the elytra, red clay-colour; bifurcatur of the sternum
lanceolate.

Inhabits Europe.
Linnxus considered the sexes of this insect as dis-

tinct species, under the names Dijliscus sC7ms!riutus and
warginalis.

Dytiscus circuniflextis of Fabricius, the /lavoscutel/aliis

of Latreille, is very abundant near London. It is dis-

tinguished from marghinlis by its more elongate shape,
by the bifurcate processes of the sternum being spine-

shaped, and by the colour of the scutellum, which is in-

variably ferruginous.

Genus XLVIII. Colvmbetes. Clairville.

Dytiscus. Linn. Fabr. Gyll.

Dyticus. Latreille.

Scutellum distinct ; anterior tarsi of the male dilated,

but not patelliform ; elytra of the female not sulcated
;

exterior maxillary palpi with the last joint longer than
the one before it.

S/i. 1. Bufiustulatus. Oval, depressed, black; finely

striated above the elytra witli impressed points, which
are obsolete ; antennae labrum, two frontal spots ; an-
terior tibiae and tarsi obscure red ; eyes gray.

Dytiscus bi/mstulatus. Linn. Fabr.

Dyticus bipustulalus. Latr.

Dytiscus carbonarius. Gyll.

Inhabits the European waters every where.
Genus XLIX. Lacc^ophilus. Leach.
Dytiscus. Linn. Marsh. Gyll.

Scutellum, none. Antennse, setaceous. Palpi, fili-

form.

Sfi. 1. Minutus. Greenish-testaceous ; legs yellowish.
Dytiscus Minutus. Linn. Marsh. Gyll.

Laccofihilus Minutus. Leach.
Inhabits stagnant waters.

Genus L. Noterus. Clairv. Latr.

Dytiscus. Fabr. Marsh.
Dyticus. Latr.

Scutellum, none. Antennse, with a fifth or seventh
joint dilated. Labial palpi, bifurcate.

Sfi. 1. Crassicornis. Oval, convex, brown ; head and
thorax ferruginous ; elytra sprinkled with impressed
dots ; antennae of the male thick.

Dytiscus crassicornis. Fabr. Oliv.

Dyticus crassicornis. Latr.

Inhabits Germany and France. Thorax in each sex,
with margined sides, with an impressed longitudinal line.

B. The four anterior tarsi, with four joints ; no
scutellum.

Genus LI. IIydroporus. Clairville.

Hyphydrus. Illig. Dumeril.
Vol VIII, Part II.

Dytiscus. ISIarsli.

Body oval ; the brcadlli exceeding the height.
Sji. 1. Fusculus. Oval, plain, black, pubescent, finely

punclulatcd ; elytra fuscous; antennae, feet, shoulders,
and external margins of tiie elytra, rufous.

Dytiscus fusciilus. Illigcr. Latr.

Inhabits the waters of Europe.
Genus LII. IIyphyduus. Illig. Clairville.

HvDUACHNA. Fabr.

Dytiscus. Linn. Marsh.
Body nearly globose ; the height exceeding the

breadth,

Sp. 1. Fcrrugincus. Obscure ferruginous, impunc-
tate ; the base of the elytra with an impression at the
base of the suture.

Dytiscus ovalus. Linn.

Hydrachna gibba. Fabr.
Hyjihyclrus fcrrugincus. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
Dytiscus ovalis of lUiger, Hydrachna ovalis of Fabri-

cius, differs from the above species, in having a more
shining colour, in having the elytra darker and distinctly
and widely punctured. May not the above be but sexual
distinctions ? Such is the opinion of Dr Leach, who
could never find the sexes of each kind.

Ci All the tarsi five-jointed ; the first joint largest

;

with a scutellum.

Genus LIII. P^lobius. Schonher, Leach,
Htgrobia. Clairville.

Hyphydrus. Latreille.

Dytiscus. Marsham.
Hydrachna. F^abricius.

Antennas with the first joint longer and thicker than
the rest.

S/i. 1. Hermanni. Black; head, transverse band on
the thorax ; base and border of the elytra and feet
ferruginous,

Dytiscus Hermanni. Marsh. Oliv.
Hydraclma Herma7ini. Fabricius.

Hyfihydrus Hermanni. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins, 1.

tab. 6. fig. 5.

Inhabits the marshes of France and England. The
last segments of the abdomen, when rubbed against the
elytra, produce a noise.

II. External maxillary and labial palpi subulate

;

hinder thighs covered at their base with a shield-shaped
plate.

Genus LIV. Haliplus. Latreille,

Hoplitus. Clairville.

Cnemidotus. Illiger.

Dytiscus. Geoffrey, Marsham.
Scutellum, none ; body oval, thick.

Sji. 1. Jmftressus. Yellowish or ferruginous; elytra
with some obsolete abbreviated punctured strise, and
with blackish lines and spots.

Inhabits France, England and Germany.

Tribe IV. Gyrinides.

Internal maxillary palpi composed of one part. An-
tennae very short. Eyes divide so as to appear as four.
I'our hinder feet compressed, foliaccous, formed for
swimming.
Genus LV. Gyrinus. Linn. Fabr, Latr. Gyll.

Sfi. 1. JYatator. Oval; elytra with punctured strise
;

the inflexed margin testaceous.

Gyrintis JVatator. Gyll.

Inhabits stagnant waters.

4 Q
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I UIBE v. BUPUESTIDES.

Mandibles with their extremities entire. AntcnniE

filiform or setaceous, often pectinated or serrated. Body

convex, not jumping.

I. Palpi iihform.

Gems LVI. Buprestis. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Antcniix filiform, serrated in both sexes. Thorax

with the hinder margin applied to the base of the ely-

tra. Body cylindric, linear.

S/i. 1. JBiguttata. Green above, blue-green beneath ;

scutcUum transversely impressed; apex of the elytra

serrated ; a white villose spot on each side of the suture,

and three on the sides of the abdomen.

Bttjirestia biguttata. Fabr. Oliv. Marsh. Latr.

Lihubits France and Germany. In England it is

rery rare, but was once observed in very great abun-

dance, by Dr Latham, in Darentwood, Kent.

Genis LVn. Trachys. Fabr. Gyll.

Aniennje serrated and filiform. Thorax with the

hinder margin lobed, and applied to the base of the

elytra. Scutellum obsolete. Body short, ovate or tri-

angular.

S/i. 1. Minuta. Coppery-brown above; front impress-

ed ; elytra with slightly elevated spaces, and transverse

undulating bands of white hair.

Bu/iresiis minuta. Linn. Marsh. Latr.

Trachys minuCa. Gyll. Fabr.

Inhabits tlie nut-tree and elm.

Genus LVIII. Aphanisticus. Latreille.

'BvPRESTis. Fabricius.

Antennae massive.

Sfi. 1 . Emarginatns.

Bu/irestis emarginatus. Fabr.

II. Palpi terminated by a thick joint.

Genus LIX. Melasis. Oliv. Fabr. Lam.
Elater. Linn.

Tarsi with entire joints.

Sfi. 1. Flabelliconiis. Obscure blackish; antennae,

tlbise, and tarsi red-brown; head punctate; thorax

rough, with elevated punctures, haviiig an impressed
dorsal line ; elytra finely rugulose and striated.

Elater bufirtstokles. Linn.

Melaais fiabellicornis. Oliv. Panz. Fabr.

Melasis bujirestoides. Latr.

Inhabits Germany and the south of France. In Eng-
land it has been once taken, by Mr John Curtis of Nor-
wich, a most industrious entomologist.

Genus LX. Cerophytum. Latr.

Tarsi with the last joint bifid.

S/!. 1. Klateroidcs.

Tribe VI. Elaterides.

Mandibles notched, or bifid at their extremities. An-
tenuse filiform. Body leaping. Hinder thighs with a
trochanter.

Genus LXI. Elater. Linn. Fabr. Geof. De Geer,
Fabr. Oiiv. Lam.

Obs. This genus should be divided into several others,
ut the characters have not yet been developed. In

Latreille's Genera Crustacecruin et Insectorum, we find
several sections, of wliich wc shall give some account.
The last joint of the tarsi is not notched. The maxil-
lary palpi much exserted.

* The last joint of the antennffi with the apex so ab-
ruptly acuminated as to give the appearance of a twelfth
joint.

Sji. 1. Ferrugineus. Antennas serrated; colour black.
Thorax, -with the exception of the hinder margin and

elytra, red, finely punctuated, pubescent; elytra with

punctured stiijc.

Elater ferrugineus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Panz. Marsh.

Inhabits rotten trees, especially willows. In Britain

it is very rare. It sometimes occurs in Kent, varies in

size, and occasionally is found with the thorax entirely

black. This last variety is in Dr Leach's collection.

** Last joint of the antennae oval or oblong, not abrupt-

ly acuminate.

1

.

Body not linear, but three times as long as broad ;

abdomen oblong-triangulate.

A. Antennae (of the male at least) pectinated or ser-

rated.

S/t. 2. Castaneus. Antennas of the male pectinated
;

colour black; head and thorax rcd-tomentose ; elytra

yellow punctate-striated ; apex black.

Elated Castaneus. Linn. Fabr. Panz.

Inhabits Europe.
B. Antennae simple ; joints conic.

Sji. 3. Murinus. Black-fuscous, clouded with cine-

reous down; thorax bituberculate ; antennae and tarsi

red.

Elater murinus, Linn. Fabr. Marsh.
Inhabits Europe. Is common on thistles.

2. Body linear, nealy four times longer than broad

;

thorax oblong-quadrate.

•S/i. 4. Marginatiis. Black; front retuse ; antennae,

sides of the thorax, feet, anus, and hinder margins of

the abdominal segments brownish-yellow; suture and
outer margin of the elytra, black.

Elater Marginatus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Marsh.
Inhabits Europe. Is found on various herbaceous

plants in fields.

Tribe VII. Telephobides.

Tarsi with the last joint but one bifid. Antenn^jE

filiform, composed of ten joints. Elytra soft, flexible.

Thorax nearly quadrate, or semicircular.

Genus LXII. Atopa, PaykuU, Fabricius.

Chrysomela. Linnaeus.

Cistela. Olivier.

Crioceris. Marsham.
Dasoillus. Latreille.

Maxillary palpi filiform, with the last joint somewhat
cylindric ; labial palpi not bifurcate. Body ovate. Feet
all simple.

Sji. 1. Cervina. Black, with cinereous down; anten--

nae, feet, and elytra, pale-yellow.

Chrysomela cervina. Linnceus.

Atojia cervina. Paykull, Fabricius.

Dacillus cervinus. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. i. 252.

tab. 7. fig. 11.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus LXIII. Cyphon. Fabricius, Paykull, Gyl-

lenhall.

Ei.odes. Latreille.

Maxillary palpi filiform, the last joint somewhat cy-
lindric. Labial palpi bifurcate. Body sub-ovate or
round-ovate. Feet with their tibias simple, and their
thijjhs not thickened.

Sjt. 1. Pallidas. Sub-ovate, pale-red, punctulated,
pubescent, eyes, antennae, with the exception of tlieir

base, apex of the elytra, and abdomen, blackish; thorax
somewhat semicircular, transverse, lobate behind.

Cyphon fiallidus. Fabricius.

Elodes fidllida. Latr. Gen. Crust, et. Ins. i. "53. tab.

r. fii;. 12.

Inhabits Europe in moist places.

•S^. 2. Fuscescens, Somewhat round-ovate, yellowisi-
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red-fuscous or blackish, pubescent ; thorax short, trans-

verse, anterior margin nearly strait ; feet and base of

the antennae reddish.

Elodes fiiscescens. Latreille.

Inhabits France, in Petit-Gentilli near Paris.

Genus LXIV. Scirtes. Illiger.

Cyphon. Paykull, Fabricius.

Elodes. Latreille,

Chrysomela. Linn. Marsliam.

Maxillary palpi filiform, the last joint somewhat cy-

lindric ; labial palpi, bifurcate. Body ovate, inclining

to round, convex. Feet, with their tibiae, terminated

•with a strong spine. Hinder thighs thickened and form-

ed for leaping.

S/i. 1. Hcmis/i/ierica. . Black, smooth; thorax short,

transverse, anierior margin somewhat concave; tibiae,

tarsi, and base of the antennae, pale fuscous.

Cyphon lixmisfihcsricus. Fabr. Payk.

Klodes hcmin/i/iarka. Latreille.

Clirysomcta /lamis/i/ierica. Marsham, Linn. ?

Inhabits France, England, and Sweden.
Genus LXV. Cupes. Fabricius, Latreille.

Palpi equal, the last joint truncate ; maxillary palpi

with their joints thick. Antennae, cylindric, simple.

Maxillx, with a double process, the external linear,

internal small. ]VIandibul<E with their points notched.

Lip bifid. Body linear, solid, rigid. Feet short.

S/i. 1. Cujiitata. Obscure fuscous, head unequal, red-

dish-yellow.

Cujies ca/iitata. Fabr. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins> 1.

255. tab. 8. fig. 2.

Genus LXVI. Drilus. Oliv. Lam. Latr.

Ptilinus. Fabr. Geoffioy.

Canthauis. Marshani.
Maxillary palpi with their apex acute ; labial short,

somewhat cylindric. Antennae with their internal edge
pectinated. Maxillae with one process. Mandibles notch-

ed at their points Body soft, anteriorly arcuate, inflexed.

Sfi.X- Flavescens. Black, pubescent, elytra yellowish.

Drylus Jlavescens. Oliv. Latr.

Cantliaris serraticornis. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe. Is found in Darent Wood, Kent,

amongst grass, in tolerable abundance.

Genus LXVU. Lycus. Fabr. Oliv. Lam.
Cantharis. Linn.

Lampylis. Geoff. Marsh.
Mandibles with their entire end pointed. Antennae

compressed, more or less serrate, inserted near each
other. Palpi of the maxillae, with the last joint some-
what triangular, having their points broader. Head,
with the mouth produced into a kind of rostrum. Max-
illae with one process. Elytra nearly of equal breadth.

Thorax somewhat quadrate, the anterior margin trans-

verse, strait.

Sji. 1. Minutus. Elytra with four elevated lines;

thorax black, with the margins much elevated; last

joint of the anicniiae reddish.

Lycun Minutus. Gyllt-nhall.

Lam/iyris fiucilla. Marsham.
Inhabits Sweden, Germany, and England, in oak

trunks. It is certainly De Geer's Lamfiyre rouge a

corselet tout noir. Vol. iv. p. 46.

Genus LXVIII. Omai.isus. Geoff. Oliv. Fabr. Lam.
Mandibles with their apex pointed and entire. An-

tennae approximate, the joints cylindric-conic ; the se-

cond and third smallest. Maxillary palpi with the last

joint cylindric-ovate, apex tiuncate. Head exserted.

Maxillae with one process. Thorax nearly quadrate, a

little narrower before, the hinder angles produced and

sharp. Body hard.

S/!. 1 . Suturalis, black ; thorax with a double excava-

tion or fossula behind ; elytra blood-red, with the su-

ture black, deeply punctate-striate.

Omalisus suturalis. Oliv. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Germany.
Genus LXIX. Lamptris. Linn. Geoff. De Geer,

Fabr. Oliv. Lam.
Mandibles pointed at their tips, sharp, and entire.

Antennae approximate, the joints cylindric and com-
pressed, the third of the same length as the following

joints, the second small. Head concealed by the tho-

rax. Mouth small. Maxillx with a double process.

Maxillary palpi with the last joint triangular-ovate,

compressed, the apex acute. Eyes very large. Body
soft, of the male, with elytra and wings ; of the female,

apterous. Thorax semicircular.

Sfi. 1. Sjiendidula. Oblong-brown ; margin of the tho-

rax livid-yellow, anteriorly with a transparent spot on

each side ; abdomen with the margins of the segments,

anus and feet yellowish ; breast reddish.

Lamjiyris s/iendidula. Linn. Latr.

Inhabits Europe ; has never been found in Britain.

Genus LXX. Telephorus. Schaef. De Geer,
Oliv. Lam. Latr.

Cantharis, Linn. Fabr. Marsh. Gyll.

Mandibles, with their apex acute and entire. An-
tennae distant. Joints cylindric, elongate. Maxillx
bifid. Body soft. Palpi, with their last joint securi-

form. Elytra, the length of the abdomen.

Sfi. 1. J'^uscus. Cinereous-black, mouth, base of an-

tennae, thorax, back of the abdomen, sides of the bel-

ly and anus, red ; thorax with a black spot.

Cantharis fusca. Linn. Fabr.

Telephorus fuscus. Latr.

Inhabits Europe in the spring and beginning of the

summer.
Genus LXXI. Malthinus. Latreille.

Cantharis. Linn. Fabr. Marsh.
Telephorus. Oliv. De Geer.

Antennae distant, joints elongate, cylindric. Maxil-
Ix bifid. Mandibles with their points entire, and very

sharp. Body soft. Palpi with their last joint ovate,

acute. Elytra shorter than the abdomen. Head atte-

nuated behind more or less.

Sfi. 1. KiifcolUs. Head not very much attenuated

behind; thorax not broader than long, distinctly mar-
gined behind ; body blackish ; head black ; the two
first joints of the antennae and thorax red; elytra with

some obsolete striae towards the suture, the apex and

two pectoral spots yellow ; base of the feet, anterior

thighs, and tibiae, and knees of the middle feet, fuscous

;

middle of the anus reddisli.

Malthinus rufieollis. Latr.

Inhabits France.

Sfi. 2. Marc^inatus. Head but little attenuated be-

hind ; thorax broader than long,' margined all round ;

body blackish ; base of the antenntc, whole margin of

the thorax, and two pectoral spots, red-yellow; elytra

somewhat smooth, yellow at their points ; base of the

feet and knees pale ; abdomen with the sides and mar-

gins of the segments red-yellowish.

Cantharis biguttata. Panzer.

Inhabits France and Germany.

Sfi. 3. Flavus. Head much attenuated behind; tho-

rax not broader than long, margined nearly all round,

the middle longitudinally impressed ; body yellowish j
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antenna; (base cscepiecl,) verlcx, and dorsal mark of the

thorax, blackish; elytra with punctured slrise, yellow at

their points.

Ttit/t/ioru» minimus. Olivier.

Miitlhinus Jiavus. I.atr.

Inhabits France and England, in the oak.

Sfi. 4. Cotlarin. Head much attenuated behind; tho-

rax not broader than long, distinctly margined behind,

and with a short impression ; body yellowish ; antennae

(base excepted.) head behind, middle of the thorax,

blackish ; elytra smooth, somewhat fuscous, base darker,

apex yellow.

Inhabits France.

Tribe VIII. Melyrides.

Tarsi with the last joint but one not hifid. Mandibles

notched. Maxillae bifid. Antennae filiform, composed

of ten joints. Elytra soft, flexible. Thorax quadrate,

or semicircular.

Genus LXXII. Melyris. Fabr. Oliv. Lam. Latr.

Head ovate, much inflected under the thorax. An-

tennae with the second and third joints nearly cylin-

dric, the former elongate ; the fourth and following

joints turbinated or conic. Tarsi with the outer nails

beyond the middle beneath distinctly unidcntate. Body
oval. Thorax somewhat trapcziform, plain, narrower

before.

5/1. 1. Viridis. Green, with three elevated lines on

each elytron.

Melyris viridis. Fabr. Latr. Oliv.

Inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.
Genus LXXIII. Zygia. Fabr. Oliv.

Head ovate, much inllexed under the thorax. Anten-

nae with the second and third joints somewhat cylindric,

more slender, the former elongate; the fourth and

following joints dentate-serrated, compressed, somewhat
transverse. Tarsi with the outer nails beneath under

the apex obsolelely unidentale. Body oval. Thorax
somewhat trapcziform, anteriorly narrower, the middle

elevated.

Sfi. 1. Oblonga. Red; head and elytra blue or blue-

green.

Zigia Oblonga. Fabr. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. 1.

264. tab. 8. fig. 3.

Inhabits Syria and the kingdom of Murcia in Spain.

Gexus LXXIV. Dasytes. Payk. Fabr. Latr.

Melyris. Oliv. Lam. Illig.

Head somewhat transverse, retracted within the tho-

rax even to the eyes. Tarsi with nails apparently bifid.

Antennae with short turbinated joints, nearly as broad as

long. Lip with the apex deeply notched, almost bifid.

Body without papilla.

Sji. 1. ./tier. Oblong, black, widely punctate, hairy,

the hairs black and cinereous. Head with a double im-
pression in front, which is ovate and roughish.

Dasytes ater. Latr. Fabr.

Melyris ater. Olivier.

Inhabits Europe, amongst grass.

Genus LXXV. Malachius. Fabr. Oliv. Lam. Latr.
Caxtharis. Linn. Marsh.
Telephorus. Schaeffer, De Geer.
Head somewhat transverse, retractile even to the eyes

within the thorax. Tarsi with apparently bifid nails.

Antennae with conic or cylindric-conic joints, longer than
broad, in some few pectinated. Labium with apex en-
tire, or scarcely notched. Body with two papillae on
each side, one under the anterior angle of the thorax,
the other at the base of the abdomen.

Sji. 1. j-Eneus. Brassy-green; head anteriorly red-

yellowish ; elytra blood-red, with the base and half the

suture brassy-green.

Malachius eneus. Fabr. Latr. Oliv. Gyll.

Caniharis enca. Linn. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus LXXVI. Hylecetus. Latr.

Caxtharis- Linnaeus.

LviMEXYLox. Fabr. Oliv. Paykull.

Antennae serrated, the fourth, fifth, and following

joints nearly equal. Elytra covering the back of the

abdomen. Thorax broader than long. Head vertical.

Body linear cylindric.

S/i. 1. Dermestoides. Pale red; eyes and breast

black ; or black elytra brown-black or testaceous with

a black apex ; antennae, feet, and apex of the abdomen
testaceous reddish.

Hytacatus dermestoides. Latr.

Inhabits Germany.
The sexes of this insect seem to have been consider-

ed as distinct species. See Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. 1.

266.

Genus LXXVII. Ltmexylon. Fabr. Oliv. Payk.

Latr.

Caxtharis. Linn.

Elateboides. Schaeff.

Head vertical. Body linear cylindric. Thorax long-

er than broad, nearly cylindric. Elytra nearly covering

the whole elytra. Antennae simple, somewhat fusiform,

the middle joints rather largest.

S/i. 1. J\favale. Head black; thorax entirely or part-

ly, elytra or their base testaceous ; under part of the

body and the feet yellowish.

Lymexylon navale. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Cantharis navalis of Linnaeus, who (as we have already

mentioned in our history of entomological writers) wrote

a dissertation on this destructive insect. The male.
F'abricius has considered as distinct, under the title o!

Lymexylon Jlavifies.

Inhabits in the oak of Europe, which it destroys.

Genus LXXVIII. Atractocerus. Palissot-Beau-

vois, Latr.

Necydalis. Linn.

Lymexylon. Fabr.

Head vertical. Body linear, cylindric. Thorax near-

ly quadrate. Elytra very short. Antennae simple,

somewhat fusiform, the middle joints somewhat largest.

S/i. 1. .h'eeydaloides. Head and thorax fuscous, with

a longitudinal yellowish line.

Atractocerus necydaloides. Palissot-Beauvois, Latr.

.Yecydalis brevicornis. Linn.

Lymexylon abbreviatum. Fabr.

Inhabits Guinea.

Tribe IX. Tillides.
«

Antennae thicker at their extremities, serrated in some,
solid in others. Elytra covering the whole abdomen.
Body cylindric. Thorax narrow behind.

Family I. Tillida.

Tarsi, with the first joint very apparent, longer than
the one before it.

Genus LXXIX. Enoplium. Latreille.

TiLLUs. Oliv. Panz. Fabr.

Dermestes. Rossi.

Palpi filiform. Antennae, with the three last joints

much dilated, serrated. Thorax nearly quadrate.
Sp. 1, Serraticorne. Black. Elytra testaceous.
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Dermestea dentattis. Rossi.

'fillus serratkornis. Olivier.

Eno/Uium serraticorne. Latreille.

Inhabits Italy.

Sp. 2. Jl't'Oeri. Black. Thorax reel. Elytra blue.

Tilliis JVeberi. Fabr.

E}io/ilium IFebcri. Latreille.

Inhabits Germany.
Genus LXXX. Tillus. Oliv. Fabr. Marsh. Latr.

Chrysomela. Linnseus.

Clerus. Fabricius, Olivier.

Maxillary palpi filiform. Labial palpi securiform.

Antennae nearly completely serrated. Thorax cylindric,

or somewhat cordate.
* Thorax cylindric.

5/;. 1. Ehngatus. Black, villous. Thorax red, black

before.

Tillus elongatus. Fabr Marsh. Oliv. Latr.

Chrysomela dmgata. Linnaeus.

Inhabits rotten trees.

T. ambulans is a mere variety of this species.
** Thorax subcordate.

Sfi. 2. Unifasciatus. Black, pubescent. Elytra red at

their base, with a white transverse band in the middle.

Clerus unifasciatus. Fabr. Oliv.

Tillus unifasciatus. Latr.

Inhabits France, Germany, and England.

Genus LXXXI. Thanasimds. Latreille.

Clerus. Geoff'. De Geer, Fabr. Oliv.

Attelabus. Linnaeus.

Cleroides. Schaeffer.

Maxillary palpi filiform. Labial palpi securiform.

Antennje with their extremities thick, and not serrated.

Thorax somewhat cordate.

Sp. I. Formicarius. Black. Thorax and base of the

elytra red. Elytra, with two white transverse bands.

Attelabus formicarius. Linnaeus.

Clerus formicarius. Fabricius, Olivier, Marsham.
Clerus fasciatus. Fourcroy.

Inhabits Europe in trees.

Family II. Clerida.

Tarsi, with the first joint very short, the upper part

concealed by the base of the second articulation.

Genus LXXXII. Opilus. Latreille.

Attelabus. Linnaeus.

Clerus. Geoffroy, De Geer, Olivier.

NoToxus. Fabricius.

Eupocus. lUiger.

Palpi securiform. Antennae with the ninth and tenth

joints obconic, the last oval, obliquely truncate. Eyes
not notched. Thorax conic-cylindric, narrower behind.

S/i. 1. Mollis. Fuscous, villous. Base and apex of the

elytra, and a middle transverse band, with the under
part of the thighs yellowish gray. Abdomen red.

JVotoxus mollis. Fabricius.

Clerus mollis. Oliv. Marsh.
Eupocus mollis. lUiger.

Attelabus mollis. Linnseus.

Opilus mollis. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe, under the bark of trees, especially

of willows, eating the larvae of other insects.

Genus LXXXIII. Clerus. Geoff. Oliv. Lam. Latr.
Attelabus. Linnaeus.

Trichodes. Herbst, Fabricius.
Maxillary palpi terminated by an obconic joint. Labial

palpi, with the last joint securiform. Antennae, with the
three last joints forming an oblong triangular mass, ex-

ternally rounded, internally accuminate. Eyes notched.
Thorax conic-cylindric.

Sp. \. Apiarius. Blue, hairy. Elytra red, with three

transverse black blue bands.

Attelabus apiarius. Linnaeus.

Trichodes apiarius. Fabricius.

Clarion afiivore. De Geer, Geoft'.

Inhabits the nests of bees. Mr Marsham has introdu-

ced this into the British Fauna, apparently without the
least authority.

Genus LXXXIV. Necrobia. Latreille, Olivier.

Dermestes, Linnaeus.

Clerus. Geoffroy, De Geer, Marsham.
Corynetes. Paykull, Fabricius,

Palpi terminated with an obconic joint. Antennae, with
the three last joints forming an oblong triangulate mass,
obtuse both externally and internally.

Sp. 1. Ruficollis. Blue-black; thorax and base of
elytra red.

Dermestes ruficollis. Linn.

Corynetes ruficollis. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe.

Tribe X. Silphides.

Antennae gradually thickening towards their extremi-
ties, or terminated by a solid or perfoliated club. Elytra
covering the greater portion of the abdomen. Body
oval, or parallelepiped.

Family I. Silfihida.

Palpi very distinct. Mandibles, with their apex entire.

Genus LXXXV. Necrophaous. Fabr. Oliv, Lam.
Silpha. Linn. De Geer, Marsh.
Dermestes. Geoffroy.

Antennae not much longer than the head, terminated
abruptly in a perfoliated knob. Elytra truncated in a
strait line, the external margin not canalled or keeled.
Body long, quadrate.

Sp. \. Sfiinipes. Black. Antennae ferruginous at their

points. Elytra with their external margin, and ajouble
transverse undulated band of orange. Trochanters of
liinder thighs produced into a spine.

Inhabits France and England.
A^ecruptiorus vespillo is readily distinguished from this

species, by not having the trochanters produced into a

spine.

Genus LXXXVI, Silpha. Linn. Fabr. De Geer,
Oliv. Lam. L itr. Marsh.

Peltis. Geoffroy.

Silpha, Necrodes, Oiceoptoma, Thanatophilus.
Leach.
Antennx a little longer than the thorax. Elytra with

an external margin. Body more or less oval. Maxil-
lary palpi terminated by a joint, thinner than the one
before it.

* Body elongate, oval. Thorax orbicular. Apex of

elytra obliquely truncate. Hinder thighs of the

male thicker than the rest.

Genus Necrodes. Wilkin's MSS. Leach.
Obs. Kirby, Spencc, Leach, and Wilkin, about the

same time, considered this section as constituting a pe-
culiar genus. We have adopted that name proposed by
Mr W^ilkin, as preferable to any other proposed by the
above gentlemen.

Sp. 1. Littoralis. Black. Antennx, with the three last

joints ferruginous. Elytra with three elevated lines, the
two external ones connected by a tubercle. Hinder tibias

of the male arcuate ; thighs of the same sex toothed.

Silpha littorctlis. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Oliv. Marsh,
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Xecrodta lilloralis. Leach.

Inhabits dead bodies, especially on the borders of

lakes, or on the shores of the sea.

a/i. 2. Curiisi. IJiack. Antennx, with the three last

joints ferruginous. Elytra with three elevated lines, the

iwo external ones connected by a tubercle. Hinder tibix

of the male straight ; thighs of the same sex not dentate.

A'ecrodis curiisi. Leach.

Inhabits Britain with the other species, but is more

abundant, and is not so large by one half.

»» Body oval. Thorax nearly semicircular, transverse,

emarginate before. (EUtra of ihe female entire.*)

Antenna with the club abrupt, distinct.

CIenus Oickoptoma. Leach.

67i. 3. Thoracica. Black. Thorax unequal, ferrugi-

nous, somewhat silky. Each elytron with three eleva-

ted lines.

Sittiha thoracica. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Marsh.

Innabits Europe, in dead animals and putrid fungi.

»»* Body oval. Thorax nearly semicircular, truncate

in front. Antenna: with a gradually formed club.

Sji. 4. Obscura. Black, dull above, finely punctate,

shining beneath. Thorax smoothly punctate, the punc-

tures small and close. Each elytron with three elevated

straiglit lines.

siljiha obscura. Linn. Latr. Marsh.

Inhabits Europe. Is very common on path ways in

the spring and sunmter.

Genus LXXXVII. Agvrtes. Frolich, Latreille.

I^Iycetophagus. Fabricius, PaykuU, Panzer,

Antennae a little longer than the thorax. Palpi max-
illary, with the last joint thicker than the preceding joint.

S]i. I. Castaneus. Sbining, smootli, mouth and soles

of the feet villose. Head and thorax black, smooth,

widely and minutely punctulated. Mouth, antennae,

elytra, and feet, deep castaneous. Scutellum triangular,

punctulated at the base, smooth at the apex, sides equal.

Elytra striated, the striae punctated, ten in each. Body

beneath brown black, apex of the abdomen paler. Feet

villose. Tibiae with little spines and ciliae. Length two

lines and a quarter.

Jgyrtes castaneus. Frolich, Latreille.

Mijcetofihagus castaneus. Fabricius, Paykull.

Alijcetolihagus s/iini/ies. Panzer.

Inhabits France, Germany, England, and Sweden.

Family II. JVitidulida.

Palpi very distinct. Mandibles notched at their ex-

tremities.

Genus LXXXVIII. Scaphidium. Oliv. Payk. Fabr.

Latr. Marsh.
Antennae, with an abrupt club composed of five some-

what hemispheric joints. Body acurriinated at each ex-

tremity. Elytra truncated. Palpi filiform. Scutellum
distinct.

Sfi. 1. Quadrimacidatum. Body black, shining. Tho-
rax somewhat coarctate on each side behind. Elytra

widely punctured, with two blood red spots on each.

Tibiae striated.

Scafiliidium guadrimaculatum. Fabr. Oliv. Paykull,

Marsh. Latr.

Inhabits fungi and rotten wood, in Germany, France,

and England.

Gen'us LXXXIX. Scaphisoma. Leach.

Scaphidium. Fabricius, Latreille, Olivier.

Antennae, with a club composed of five somewhat oval

joints. Body acuminate at each extremity. Elytra trun-

cated. Palpi filiform. Scutellum none.

Obs. The hinder margin of the thorax at the middle
produced into an angle.

Sfi. 1. Jgaricitnnn. Body black, shining, very smooth.
Antennae, apex of the elytra, and feet, pale brown.

SchapMdium agariciiium. Fabr. Latr. Oliv. Panzer.

Hcafihisoma agaricina. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits the Boletus -versicolor, and. other fungi.

Genus XC. Cholera. Latreille, Spence,

Catops. Fabricius, Paykull, Gyllenhall.

Ptomophagus. Illiger.

Mordella. Forster, Marsham.
Helops. Panzer.

Cistela. Olivier, Fabricius.

LupERus. Frolich.

Dermestes. Rossi.

Antennae straight, with a five-jointed club. Maxillar\
palpi with the last joint subulate, conic. Labial palpi

with last joint obtuse.

Obs. This genus has afforded the subject of a learned
and interesting monograph, by \V. Spence, Esq. pub-
lished by the Linnaean Society in the eleventh volume of

their Transactions, to which we refer the reader for de-
scriptions of the species.

Sfi. 1. Oblonga. Narrow, oblong. Thorax narrower
behind, the hinder angles obtuse, the middle slightly fo-

veolated. Antennae somewhat filiform.

Cistela augustata. Fabricius.

C/iolcva oblonga. Latreille, Spence.

Catofifs elongalzis. Paykull, Gyllenhall.

Pto?no/t/iagus rufescens. Illiger.

Mordella fiicea. Marsham.
Lafierus cisteloides. Fib.ich,

Inhabits moss, and under stones.

Gexus XCI. Mtl^echus. Latreille.

Catops. Paykull.

Choleva. Spence.
Antennae incurved, shorter than the thorax, the basal

joints distinctly thicker than the rest; club five-jointed,

the joints transverse. Palpi of the maxilla, with the last

joint subulate. Labial palpi, with the last joint obtuse.

Sfi. 1. Brunneus. Oblong-ovate, black-brown, finely

but widely punctate, slightly pubescent.

Catofis brevicornis. Paykull.

Mylechus Brunneus. Latreille, Gen. Crust, et Ins.

vol. ii. p. 30. tab. 8. fig. 11.

Choleva brunnea. Spence.
Inhabits France, Sweden, and England, in which latter

country it has occurred but twice.

Genus XCII. Cryptophagus. Herbst, Paykull, Gyl-

lenhall.

Ips. Olivier, Latreille.

Dermestes. Fabricius, Scopoli, Panzer.

Body depressed, back plain. Tarsi with elongate

slender joints. Antennae with a compact three-jointed

club.

Sfi. \. Cellaris. Testaceous ferrugineous, widely punc-

tate, pubescent. Thorax finely denticulated, on each

side distinctly unidentate, anterior angles dilated, round-

ed, ending behind in an obsolete tooth.

Ifia cellaris. Olivier, Latreille.

• The genusTHANAToPHiLus ol" Leach, which contains .Silpha sinuata of Fabricius, differs from this division merely in having the

apex of the elytra of the female deeply notched ; we have therefore not adopted it.
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Dermestes cellaria, Scopoli.

Crylnophagus ctUaris. PayUull, Gyllenhall.

Cryfuopliagu.i crcnatus. Hnbst.
Dermeslesfungorum. P;Mizer.

Inhabits houacs. It varies with black elytra, having

the shouldeis terrugiuous.

Genus XCIII. Engis, Paykull,Fabricius, Gyllenhall,

Ips. Herbst.

Ekotylus. Olivier.

Dacne. Latrcille.

Body depressed, back plain. Antennse with a three-

jointed, much perlbliated club. Tarsi with the three first

joints short.

S/i \. Humeralis. Elliptic, black, shining, punctate
;

anttnnJE, head, thorax, humeral spot on the elytra and

feet red, approaching; to blood-red.

Engis humeralis. Paykull, Fabricius, Gyllenhall.

Ifts humeralis. Herbst.

Dacne Humeralis. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe, unaer the bark of trees and in Bole-

ti. Mitidula rujifrons of Marshajn is scarcely distinct.

Genus XCIV. Calobicus. Latreille.

NiTiDULA. Rossi.

Dermestes. Fabricius, Paykull.

Body depressed ; back plain. Antenna vt^ith a two-
jointed club. Mouth covered as with a hood.

Sp.X. Marginalus. Elongate-oval, obscure blackish;

antennas, margins of the- head, thorax, and elytra, fus-

cous-ferruginous ; elytra with punctured striae.

Mitidula hirta- Rossi.

Colobicus marginatus. Latreille.

Inhabits the soutli of France, under the bark of trees.

Length two lines.

Genus XCV. Thymalus. Latreille.

Peltis. Kugellan, lUiger, Paykull, Fabricius.

Ostoma. Laicharting.

Body depressed ; back plain. Tarsi with the third

joint neither bifid nor dilated. Palpi terminated by a

thick joint. Mandibles prominent. Antennae with a
three-jointed club.

Sfi. 1. Ferrugineus. Fuscous-castaneous, with a paler
border ; thorax with impressed punctures; elytra with
six elevated lines on each, three of which are punctula-
ted ; the interstices with a double series of excavated
punctures.

Peltis ferruginea. Kugellan, Fabricius, Illiger,

Thijmalus ferrugineus. Latreille.

Inhabits nort^iem Europe, under the bark of trees.

Genus XCVI. Nitidula. Linn. Fabr. Payk. Oliv.
Lair.

Mandibles prominent. Body short, depressed ; back
plain. Thorax generally broad. Antennae with tiie third
joint twice as long as tlie second ; club abrupt and orbi-

cular, composed of three joints.

Sfi.X. Bi/iustulala. Body elliptic, brown-blackish;
thorax eniargiiiate ; elytra with a red spot on each.

JVicidula Oi/nistulala. Linn. Latr. Fabr.
Inhabits dead carcasses anil Boleti.

Genus XCVU. Ips. Fabricius, Herbst, Gyllenhall.
NiTiDULA. Latreille.

Mandiblps prominent, strong, and much bent at their
points. Body elongate-quadrate; back plain. Thorax
transverse-quadrate. Antennae with the third joint

twice as long as the second ; club abrupt and orbicular,
composed of three joints.

• Gravenherst has wiitten an admirable monoffraph on this tribe, entitled Monographia Coleopterorum Microplerorum,
illustrious author of Monographia Jpum An^tix, is about to publish a oaper on this intej-esttng tribe of insects.

5/2. 1. Ferruginea. Red-castaneous punctate; the punc-
tures of the elytra ruiming together at the suture ; man-
dibles black at their points.

Ifts ferruginea. Fabr. Payk. Panz.
JVicidula linearis. Latreille,

Inhabits Europe.
Genus XCVIII. Biturus, Latr.

Ips. Olivier.

Dehmestes- Geoffrey, De Geer, Fabricius.

Anteniise with the third joint not twice as long as the
following joint ; club composed of three joints. Mandi-
bles prominent. Body oval or oblong ; back plain. Tho-
rax broad behind, with the angles pointed. Elytra cover-
ing the abdomen.

Sfi. 1. Tomentosus. Antennae shorter than the tho-

rax ; thorax short, the posterior angles broadly depressed,
reflected ; body oval, black, with a reddish-yellow down ;

antennae and feet yellow-red.

Dermestes tomentosus. Fabr, lUig, Payk,
Dermestes fumatus. Herbst,
Bylurus tomentosus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe, on the flowers of the ranunculus,
rose, &c.

Genus XCIX. Cateretes. Herbst, Illiger.

Brachypterus. Kugellan.
Dermestes. Linn. Fabr.

Strongylus. Herbst.

Nitidula. Olivier.

Antennae with the third and following joint scarcely
different in length ; club compressed, perfoliate, obconic,
composed of three joints. Thorax rounded, without an-
gles behind. Elytra very short. Body depressed, back
plain. Mandibles prominent.

Family III, Microfiefilida.

Labial palpi scarcely distinct. Antennae placed in an
excavation of the thorax. Mandibles with their apex
arcuate and acute.

Genus C. Micropeplus.
Antennas with the club composed of but one joint.

Maxillary palpi with the last joint subulate.

Sfi. \. Porcatus. Black ; elytra cancellated,

Stafihylinus fiorcatus. Paykull.

Inhabits sandy ground.

Tribe XI. Staphylinides»,

Antennae gradually thickening towards the extremi-
ties, or terminated by a peifoliated mass. Elytra cover-
ing about half the abdomen, or less, but vei'y rarely
more. Body long, and more or less narrow.

Division I.

Anterior margin of the head (bearing the mandibles)
immediately behind the eyes, terminated by a transverse
straight line, (or with a line slightly bent in the middle,)
not rounded or crooked at their sides. Antennae inserted

below the middle part of the above-mentioned line.

Tliorax long. Neck distinct. Body very long and nar-

row. Elytra covering a very small portion of the ab-
domen.
Genus CI. Astrap^sus. Gr-.venherst, Latreille,

Staphylinus, Fabricius, Olivier, Rossi.

Palpi terminated with a joint nearly securiform. An-
tennae nearly filiform, distinctly longer than the head,

Kirby, tbft
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«ith somewhat globose-couic joints. Lip slightly emar-

uinatc. .

5/;. 1. L'lmi. Black, shining; mouth, two basal joints

of the antenna:, iieaily the whole of tlie last joint but

one of the abdomen, the elytra (the sutiiic excepted,)

leddish-biownish; thorax very smooth, with one or two

impressions; elytra with four dots arranged longitudi-

nally in their middle.

.isirajixus ulini. Gravenherst, Latreille.

Sta/ihyli>iu.i itlmi. Rossi.

Sta/i/njlinus iilniineus. Fabricius.

Inhabits Italy and the south of France under the bark

of the elm.

Gkm's CII. Staphvlinus. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Oliv.

Lam. Graven.

Palpi filiform. Antenna: towards their extremities dis-

tinctly thicker, moniliform, the last joint obliquely trun-

cate or emarginatc. Lip deeply emarginate.

S/i. 1. £ryt/iro/:ferus. Black; the greater part of the

antenna, elytra, and feet, red ; hinder margins of the

head and thorax, the breast and a double series of spots

on each side of the abdomen, golden yellow tomentose.

Sta/i/iyliniis eryt/iro/i terns. Linn. Latr. Fabr. Grav.

Inhabits Europe, in dung.

Sp. 2. Politus. Black; head and thorax brassy-black;

head ovate, narrower than the thorax, impressed with

some distant dots: thorax with six or eight impressed

dots, placed in a double longitudinal series ; elytra dark-

er, nearly smooth.

Stap/iylinus poliiux. Gravenherst, Latreille.

Inhabits dung.

Genus CIII. Lathrobium. Gravenherst, Latreille.

P.EDKRUS. Gravenherst, Fabricius, Olivier.

Stai'hvlinus. Linnaeus, Geoflroy.

Palpi subulate, with the last joint acicular and minute.

Antennae nearly filiform, joints nearly conic, those to-

wards the extremities more rounded, and somewhat glo-

bose. Lip deeply notched, nearly bilobate.

Sp. 1. Elongatum. Pubescent, minutely but widely

punctated, black, shining; with the mouth, antennae, and

apex of the elytra and feet, red-brown; head ovate; anten-

na; about the length of the thorax, with the outermost

joints nearly globose ; thorax elongate-quadrate, with ob-

tuse angles, the breasts equal, the middle dorsal line

smooth.

Lathrobium elongatum. Gravenherst, Latreille.

Staphylinus clongatus. Linnaeus.

i'<ef/f?'!(.s elongatus. Fabricius.

Inhabits putrid vegetables, and under stones.

Sp. 2. Riificorne. Black- fuscous, pubescent, widely

but finely punctate; mouth, antennae and thorax, red;

elytra and feet yellow-red; antennae moniliform; thorax

';uadrate; dorsal line smooth.

Pxderus bicohr. Gravenherst, Olivier.

Lathrobium rujicornc. Latreille.

Inhabits France under stones.

Division II.

Anterior margin of the head circumscribed by a curved
line, the antennae inserted on this side of the level of the

line. Elytra covering half the abdomen or more. Thorax
generally longer than broad, or with equal diameters.

Subdivision \.

Maxillary palpi longer than the labial one, with their

extremities thickest; the last joint obscure. Body linear.

Head with a distinct neck. Thorax orbicular or cylindric.

GknusCIV. P.ffiDEnus. I'abr. Oliv. Latr. Payk. Lam,
Graven.

SrAi'HVLiNus. Linnaeus, Geoflfroy, De Geer.

Antennae inserted before the eyes, insensibly thicken-

ing towards their extremities; the third joint very long.

Eyes moderately large.

Sp. 1. Ri/iariu.9. Body red, shining; head, antennae

(four basal joints excepted), apex of the abdomen, and
knees, black ; elytra blue, with wide impressed dots. *

Ptedtrus riparius. Fabr. Latr. Oliv. Graven.

Staphylinus riparius. Linnaeus.

Inhabits banks, and beneath stones.

Genus CV. Stenus. Latr. Cuv. Lam. Fabr. Payk.

Grav.
Stai>hylinus. Linn, Marsh.

PiEDERus. Olivier,

Antennse inserted at the interior margin of the eyes,

abruptly thicker at their extremities, the inferior joints

cylindric, the outer ones conic-globose. Eyes nearly glo-

bose, large.

Sp.\. Biguttatus. Black, with grey down, minutely

punctate, somewhat rugulose ; vertex of the head with

an elevated line ; thorax behind with an impressed little

line ; each elytron with a reddish round spot.

Sta/ilnjlinus guttatus. Linnaeus, Marsham.
Stenus Biguttatus. Fabr. Payk. Grav. Latr.

Inhabits Europe in moist places near water, as on the

banks of streams or ponds.

Subdivision 2.

Maxillary palpi not much longer than the labial, not

thicker at their extremities; the last joint distinct.

A. Mandibles strong, with their internal edge with

one or more teeth. Head free.

a. The second, third, and fourth joints of the tarsi very

short; the last joint as long as the others united.

Genus CVI. Oxyporus. Fabr. Oliv. Lam. Grav.

Latr.

Staphylinus. Linn. Geoff. De Geer.

Antennae scarcely longer than the head, terminated by

a perforated mass. Maxillary palpi filiform; the labial

ones terminated by a very large lunate joint. Thorax
semicircular. Head broader than the thorax.

Sfi. 1. Rufus. Red; suture and apex of the elytra,

anus and breast, black.

Oxyporus rufus. Fabr, Latr. Grav. Oliv.

Staphylinus rufus. Linn.

Inhabits boleti and other fungi.

Genus CVII. Oxytelus. Grav. Latreille.

Antennae somewhat broken, incurved, thicker exter-

nally, with the last joints foliate above; the extreme joint

globose ovate ; the basal joint very long conic. Palpi su-

iDulate. Anterior tibi32 very spiny, with their extremities

notched or narrowed externally, with their tarsi capable

of being reflected fiom their sides.

Sp. 1. Carinatus. Black, shining, distinctly and wide-

ly imprcsso-punctate, front unequal, somewhat inclined

to be rugulose, the anterior space between the eyes ra-

ther smooth ; thorax impressed on each side ; the mid-

dle with three grooves and four carinae ; the two middle

ones joining together; feet blackish; tibiae with very short

little spines.

Oxytelus carinatus. Gravenherst, Latreille.

Inhabits the dung of men and other mammalia.
Genus CVIII. Omalium. Gravenherst, Latreille.

Staphylinus. Geoffrey, Fabricius, Olivier.

Palpi filiform. Antenns thicker towai'd.s their extre-
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itiities, the last joints rounded, somewhat perl'oliatc

Thorax transvei'se quadrau^ the anterior anylos lound-

cd.

S/i. 1. liivularc. Biackisli, punctate; b'.isc cf the an-

tennae and feci pule brown; head wiUi two impressions

between the eyes; tliorax marginated, impressed at the

huider angles, buck with two grooves; elytra twice as

long as the thorax; obscure brown.
Omaliuin rivuiare. Gr.iven. Liitr.

StapliyUnns rh>ularis PayKull.

Inhabits France and England.
b. Tarsi with clonj^-aie joints, tliC last joint shorter

than the othiMS united.

Genus CIX. Anthophagds. Graven.

Staphvlinus. Fabr. Paykull, Olivier.

Carauus. Panzer, Marsham.
Antennje neariy filil'ovni, the second and follovvinej

joints obconic. Palpi filitorm. Thorax elongate, some-

what cordilorm, narrow and truncate behind.

5/;. 1. Pjtnctiilatus. Black i'uscoiis, somewhat smooth,

minutely and finely punctate ; antennae and feet obscure

rufous.

Carahus dimidiatus. Panzer.

Carabus slafUiylinoides. Marsham.
Lcsliva fmnctulata. Latreille, Gen. Crust, et Ins. i.

p. 297, lab. 9. lig. I.

Inhabits France and England; in the last country it

iTiUst be considered as of very rare occurrence.

Genus CX. Proteinus. Latreille.

Antennae evidently thicker towards their extremities.

Palpi subulate. Thorax transverse.

S/i. 1. Braclnjfiterus, Depressed, flat, black, shining,

smooth, silky above; mandibles, basal joint of the an-

tennas, and feel, brown red; head a liule nanower than

the thorax, triangular; thorax short, smooth, anteriorly

a little narrower, the sides somewhat rounded, veiy

slightly margined, the hinder margin twice as broad as

long, the angles slightly prominent and somewhat red-

dish; scutcllum very small; elytra elongate quadrate,

externally marginate ; the hinder and txlernal margins
rounded; abdon:en with the four last joints naked.

Proteinus brnchyterus. Latr.

Inhubiis fnaire and England.

B. Mandibles without denticulations on their internal

edge. Head inserted into the ihorax more or less.

a. Antenna; wide apart, inserted before the eyes ; the

fifih and ioilowing joints, longer than bioad. Tibiae

spinose.

Genus CXI. Tachinus. Graven. Latr.

Oxvpouus. Fidiricius.

S'lAPHvLiNUS. Linne, Geoffroy, Olivier, Paykull.

Palpi filiform.

Sfi. 1 Riijijtes. Black, shining, smooth; antennae fus-

cous; elylra and feet generally brown; external apex of

the elytra paler.

Stafi/iylunis rt/Ji/ies. Paykull.

Tachinus rujifics. Grav. Latr.

Oxyjiorus rufipes Fabricius ?

Inhabits the dung of oxen and horses.

Genus CXII. Tachvporus. Grav. Latr.

Staphylinus. Liiui. Oiiv. Geoff. INlarsh.

OxYPORus. Fabricius.

Palpi subulate.

Sji, 1. Chrysomelinus. Black, shining, smooth ; thorax,

elytra (base excepted), and feel, red yellow; thorax
somewhat transverse ; abdomen with the extremity trun-

cate.

Vol. VIII. Part II.

Tachyliorus c/uysomclinus. Grav. Litr.

Oxyfwrus c/irysomelinus. Fabr.

Stujihylimts c/irysomelinus. Linn. Marsh.
Inhabits flowers, the roots of grass, and moss.

b. Antennae more or less approximate, inserted at the

anterior internal margin of the eye, fifth and following

joints broader tlian long, 'i'ibiae not spiny.

Genus CXlil. Aleociiaua. Knoch, Gravcnherst,

Latr.ille.

Stapiiylixvs. Linn. Fabr. GeofT. De Geer, Oliv.

Marsh.
Head witli the hinder part received into the thorax.

Obs, This genus certainly should be divided into three

or more genera.
* Head about as broad as the thorax, somewhat tri-

angular; neck distinct, but not very slender; tho

rax quadrate, with rounded angles in some ; some-
what orbiculate, as broad as the elytra behind in

others.

S/i. 1. Canalicutata. Red fuscous, feet paler; head
and the two last joints, save one of the abdomen, black ;

elytra together transverse cjuadrate ; back of the tho-

rax excavated with an impressed longitudinal line in the

middle.

Aleochara canaliculata. Grav. Latr.

titajihylinus canalictilatus. Fabr.

Inhabits sandy banks and under stones.

* * Head globose, behind removed from tlic thorax

with a very distinct slender neck ; thorax some-
what globose, or somewhat cordate, rounded be-

fore, narrow, truncated behind, and narrower than

the elytra.

S/I. 2. Impressa. Reddish, head black, thorax witii

three lines, and with two impressions behind ; base of th'-

elytra with two little impressed lines.

ylleoc/iara inifiressa. Grav. Latr.

Inhabits Ai;arics and Boleti.

Genus CXIV. Lojiechusa. Grav. Latr.

Head disengaged from the thorax behuid, with an in-

conspicuous neck or none. Thorax transverse, the sides

rounded. Antennje distinctly perfoliated.

S/i. 1. Bijiunciata. Black, somewhat silky, thorax con-

vex ; elytra conjoined transverse quadrate, with a blood

red spot in each ; feet, liinder margin of the posterior

segments of the abdomen, and anus, red brown.
ylleoc/iara bijiu7ictala. Latreille.

Inhabits horse dung.

Obs. In a natural arrangement of the genera, Psela-
PHUS should probably be jilaced after Lomecluisa., but in

the present infant stale of our knowledge, we must keep
that genus in the section Dimeua.

Tribe XII. ScydMjEnides.

Body ovoid, rounded at each extremity. Palpi very

long. Tarsi short. Elytra hard, covering the abdomen.
Antennae gradually thicker towards their extremities.

Genus CXV. IVIastagus. HofFmansegg, Latreille,

Helhvif;g.

Ptinus. Fabricius, Olivier.

Antennae filiform, (or nearly so), composed of long

joints, geniculated. RIaxillary palpi with the two last

joints forming an oval mass.

Sfi. 1, Pai/iatis. Black.

Inhabits Portugal ; was discovered by Count HofT-

inansegg. In Dr Leach's possession there arc two spe-

cimens which were said to have been taken in Britain.

(iENUS C'XVI. ScYD.M.ENVs. Latreille.

4 R
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PsELAPiius. Illijjcr, Paykull.

Antiiicus. I'abiicius.

Antcnnx gradually thickcninc; towards their extremi-

ties. Maxillary palpi tcrminaltd by an acicular obscure

joint.

S/i. I. Helhvign. Last joint of the maxillary palpi ob-

solete; three last joints of the antcnnn; forming a club.

Thorax ovate. Body fusrous-rcd Ijrown, pubescent.

Head, thorax, and abdomen, (hukcr. Elytr.i smooth.

Psela/ihus lietlwigii. Heibst, Paykull, Iliiger.

Anthkus helivigii- Fubr.

Scijclmttnus hehvigii. Latr.

Inhabits the roots of trees, and under moss.

Sp. 2. Godarti. Last joint of the maxillary palpi con-

spicuous, dentiform, the joints at the apex of the anten-

nx not abruptly larger than the preceding ones. Thorax

somewhat elongate-quadrate, a little narrower behind.

Body deep castaneous, pubescent.

Scydmsnus Godarti. Latr. Gen. Crust, ct Ins. 1.282.

tab. 8. fig. 6.

Inhabits Trance.

TiiiDE XIII. Ptisides.

Antennx much longer than the head, filiform, or ter-

minated by three large joints, not united into a mass.

Division' I.

Antennae uniform, not termir.ated, with three joints

larger than the rest.

Genus CXVII. Prixus. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Lam. Oliv.

Bhuchvs. GeofTioy.

Antennoe approximate, inserted between the eyes.

Lyes projecting. Thorax hood-like. Abdomen nearly

oval. Elytra united in the male.

S/i. 1. Fur. Red-fuscous. Thorax with four tuber-

cles transversely striated, the two middle ones highest,

with tufts of hair, contracted and margined behind.

Abdomen ovate, rounded at tlie base. Elytra villose,

with two yellow-grey bands. The second joint of tiie

antennae shorter than the third. Under pai-t of the body
with short grey-yellow hairs.

Ptinus Fur. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Oliv.

Inhabits houses, committing horrid devastations in

museums.
Ptinus testaceus of Marsham, is merely the male of

this species.

Sfi. 2. Gcrmanus. Fuscous. Tliorax with four tu-
bercles transversely seriated ; with short, obscure-red
hairs, hinder part contracted and marginated. Abdomen
fjuadrate ovate, base straight, transverse, not narrower.
Elytra blackish, with two bands and a spot at the apex,
whitish ; the shoulders prominent. Antennje with the
second joint of tlie same magnitude with the third.
Under part of the body with grey hairs. Thighs with a
naked or brown band.

Ptinus Gcrtnaiius. Fabr. Latr.
Ptinus clegans. lUig. Fabr.
Inhabits houses, with the other.

Genus CXVIIi. Gibiu.m. Scopoli, Latr.
Bruchus. Geoff.

Ptinvs. Fabr. Oliv.

ScoTiAS. Czenpinski.

Antennae inserted before the eyes, simple, and seta-
ceous. Eyes not projecting. Thorax not hood-like.
Abdomen nearly globular. Elytra united.

Sft. 1. Scotias. Castaneous, shining, smooth, antennae
and feet pubescent

Ptinus Scotias. Fabr. Oliv.

Gibbium Scotias. Latr.

Inhabits the museums of southern Europe.
Genus CXIX. Ptilinus. Geoff. Oliv. Lam. Fabi-.

Laii-.

Anobium. lUiger.

Sehrocerus. Kugellan.

Ptinus. Linn. Marsli.

Antennae inserted before the eyes, very much pecti-

nated in the males, scrrat(iil in the females.

Body long ovoid, nearly cylindric. Thorax somewhat
globose.

S/i. 1. Pcctinicornis. Body blackish. Elytra obscure
brown. Antennae and feet reddish. Tliorax rough.
Elytra punctate.

Ptilinus fiectinicornis. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Ptinus fiectinicornis Linn. Marsh.
Dermestes fiectinicornis. Linn. ?

Inhabits old trees and houses, perforating them to de-

struction. Ptinus scrraticornis, Marsham, is the female
of this insect.

^

Genus CXX. Xyletixus. Latr.

Ptilinus. lUiger.

Antenna; inserted before the eyes, serrated in both

sexes. Body short ovoid.

Sp. 1. Lavis.

Ptilimis l(£vis. Iliiger.

Xyletinus lavis. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Antennae terminated by three joints, different from the

rest in size.

Genus CXXI. Anobium. Fabr. Oliv. Delamark,Latr.

Ptinus. Linn. De Geer, Marsham.
Bruchus. Geoff.

Antennae eleven-jointed, with the tiiree last joints ab-

ruptly thicker than the others ; the ninth and tenth

joints obconic ; the tenth oval.

* Thorax short transverse.

S/I. 1. Tessalatum. Thorax bilobate behind the late-

ral margins reflexed. Body fuscous, sprinkled with vil-

lose, obscure luteous spots. Elytra not striated.

Anobium tessalatum. Fabr. Latr.

Ptinus tessalatus. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe.
S/j. 2. Molle. Thorax with the lateral margins not

marginated, acute. Body rufous-fuscous, smooth. Eyes
black.

Anobium molle. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Ptinus mollis. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.
** Thorax not much broader than long.

S/i. 3. Striatum. Fuscous, with greyish down. Tho-
rax with a gibbous protuberance, unisulcate above, with

the angles compressed. Hinder margins somewhat
marginated. Elytra longitudinally punctate.

Anobium striatum. Latr. Oliv. Illig.

Anobium perlinax. Fabr. Paykull.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CXXII. Dorcatoma. Payk. Latr. Fabr.

Antennx nine-jointed; the three last joints very large,

the seventh and eighth triangular, and much dilated on

their internal side.

S/i. 1. Dresdense.

Dorcatoma Dresdense. Fabr. Latr

Inhabits Europe.
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Tribe XIV. Dermestides.

Antennae slender, longer tliun tlic head, and termi-

nated by a large ovoid mass.

Family I. Dcrmistida.

Sternum not produced to the moutli, or over it like a

neckcloth. Tibix spinosc.

Genus CXXIII. Deumestes. Linn. Fabr. Lair.

Marsh. Ilcrbst, Oliv.

Antennx with an ovate club, the last joint short, not

(or but little) longer than the preceding joint. Body nar-

row oval. Thorax with the hinder margin straight, or

obtusely lobed. Palpi very short; maxillary palpi

shorter than the maxillse, or scarcely as long.

Sfi. 1. Lardarius. Black; base of the elytra with a

cinereous-band, with black points.

Dermestes lardarius. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Marsh.
Inhabits Europe.
Dermestes, 2. Vutfiinus, 3. Murinus, 4. Tcsselatus are

the other indigenous species of this genus.

Genus CXXIV. Attagenus. Latr.* Leach.
Megatoma. Herbst.

Dermestes. Fabr. Linn. Latr. Marsh.
AntenniE with an elongate-ovate club, the last joint

longer than the preceding, (especially in the male) tri-

angular or conic. Body broad-oval. Thorax with the

posterior margin narrowly and acutely lobed. Maxillary
palpi exserted, longer than tlie maxillae ; the last joint

elongate-cylindric, very long in some.

Sfi. 1. Peltio. Black; middle of the antennas and of

the tarsi obscure red ; hinder margin of the thorax with

three spots, and the elytra with a spot on each side of
the suture, vellose-white; antenna: of the male with the

last joint ensiform, very long.

Dermestes /lell'w. Linn. Fabr. Marsh. Latr.

Megatoma 7iigra. Herbst. (Variety of the male.)

Inhabits skins in houses, and is found sometimes on
flowers.

S/i. 2. Trifasciatus. Black; hinder margin of the tho-

rax, three bands on the elytra, and the breast grey-villose.

Dermestes trifaseiatus. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe; is found in the south of France, in

Sweden, and in Scotland.

Family II. ]\Iegatomida.

Sternum produced over the mouth, like a neckcloth.
Tibiae not or but slightly spined.

Genus CXXV. Megatoma. t Herbst. Latr.

Dermestes. Linn. De Geer, Fabr.
Body narrow-oval. Antennae with an oval or oblong

club, with the internal edge simple.

Sfi. I. Undatum. Black ; sides of the thorax, and two
undulated bands on the elytra, white-villose. Tarsi ob-
scure red.

Megatoma undulata. Herbst.

Megatoma undatum. Latr.

Dermestes undatus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Panz.

Tribe XV. Byrrhides.I:

Body ovoid. Feet entirely or semicontractile. Ster-

num anteriorly produced to the mouth in the form of a

neckcloth. Antennae thicker towards their extremi-
ties.

Division I.

Tarsi with five very distinct articulations.

Subdivision 1.

Antenna: straight, not inserted in the cavity of the
eyes. Feet perfectly contractile. Mandibles but little,

or not at all, prominent.
Genus CXXVI. Anthrenus. Geoff. Fabr. Oliv.

Lam. Latr.

Byrrhus. Linn. Marsham.
Dermestes. Do Gecr.
Antennas shorter than the thorax, with the club solid.

Palpi filiform, short. Body orbiculate ovate. Scutellum
very minute.

Sfi. I. Scrofihularie. Black ; sides of the thorax, and
three transverse bands on the elytra, grey ; suture and
external margin of the elytra, and hinder margin of the
thorax, rcd-lutcsccnt.

.,inthre7ius Scro/i/mlaria. Fabr. Latr.
Byrrhus Serofihularice. Linn. Marsh.
Inhabits plants in Europe.
Genus CXXVII. Thuoscus. Latr.
Elater. Linn. Olivier, Geoffroy.
Dermestes. Fabr. Paykull, llliger.

Antenna: as long as the thorax, with the three las,

joints large, forming an oval club. Palpi short, with the
last joint securiform. Body elliptic, narrow, depressed.

Obs. This genus probably belongs to the tribe Ela-
terides, from which it differs but in the structure of
its antennae.

Sfi. 1. Dermesfoides. Brown, with grey-yellowish
down; elytra, with punctated strise.

Elater dermestoides. Linn. Oliv.

Dermestes adstrictor. Paykull, llliger, Fabr.
Tlioseiis dermestoides. Latr.

Inhabits European plants ; is rare in Britain.

Genus CXXVIII. Byrrhus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Lam.
Latr. Illig. Gyll.

CisTELA. Geoffroy, INIarsham.

Dermestes. Dc Geer.
Antennje a little shorter than the thorax, with the

four or five terminal joints gradually thicker, compress-
ed. Palpi short, the last joint longest, thick, somewhat
ovate. Body somewhat ovate, very convex above. Scu-
tellum minute.

Sfi. 1. Pilula.

Byrrhus fiilula. Linn. Fabr. Sec.

Cistcla undulata of Marsham is merely a variety of
this species.

Genus CXXIX. Chelonarium. Fabr. Latr.

Antennae seven-jointed, the two last somewhat largest.

Palpi with the last joint securiform. Body ovate, more
convex below.

Sfi. 1. Beauvoisi.

Chelonarium beauvoisi. Latr.

Chetonaritan atruvt. Fabricius ?

Inhabits the island of St Domingo.

Subdivision 2.

Antennas elbowed or geniculated, not inserted in the

• Dermestes of his last work.

t Megatoma serra of Latreille, probably constitutes a distinct genus.
t An artificial tribe, containing many divisions.

4 R S
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cavity of tlic eye. Feet perfectly contractile. Man-

dibles very piominulit.

Genus CXXX. Histkh.* Linn. I'abr. Sec.

ATTELAnvs GcoflVoy.

Body somewhat quadrate. Tliorax transverse. Scu-

tcilum small. Elytra shorter than llic abdomen. Breast

very large. Head intruded into a concavity in the an-

terior pait of the thorax. Palpi filiform, short, unequal,

the last joint somewhat cvlindric, obtuse.

» Body dipressed, ihe'brcadlh exceeding the height.

Tibije broad, somewhat triangular. Tarsi short.

a. Body not very much depressed.

S/i. 1. Unicolor.

Bister unicolor. Linn. Fabr. S;c.

Inhabits dung.

b. Boily very mucli depressed.

Sfi. 2. Planus.

Hintcr filanits. Fabr.

Ijihitbils beneath llie bark of trees.

* * Body very thick and high. Tibiffi narrow, elon-

gate. 'I'arsi slender.

Sji 3. Sulcatiis.

Hinier aulcatus. Rossi, Latr.

Hister slriatus. Fabr. Hcrbst.

Inliabits the dung of oxen and horses.

Subdivision 3.

Antennae strait, not inserted in tiie cavity of the

eyes. Feet semicontractiie.

Genus CXXXl. Nosodenduo.v. Latreille.

Byhrhus. Olivier.

Spii.^ridium. Fabr. Panzer.

Antennas terminated abruptly by a three-jointed per-

foliated club, composed of three joints.

S/i. 1. Fasciculate. Black, shining, distantly punc-
tured ; thorax linear, trausverse ; elytra with elevated,

hairy, brownish smoke-coloured dots.

Sjiheridium fasciculare. Fabr.

Byrr/ius fascicularis. Olivier.

Jn'osodendron fasciculare. Latr.

Inhabits France and Germany, under the bark of

elms.

Gen-US CXXXII. Limnius. Miiller, Gyllenhall, Me-
gerlci.

Dytiscus. Panzer.

Chrysomela. Marsham.
Elmis. Latr.

Antennae nearly filiform, the last joint largest, some-
what oval.

Sfi. \. Volckmari.

Dytiscus Volckmari. Panzer, Faun, Ins. Germ. fas. 7

.

ng. 4.

Limnius Volckmari. Miiller,

Flmis Volckmari. Latr.

Chrysomela bujirestoides. Marsh.

Subdivision 4.

Antennae inserted in the anterior canthus of the eye.
Genus CXXXm. Parnus. Fabr. iUiger, Marsh,
Der ESiEs. Geoffrey.

Elater. Rossi.

Dryops. Olivier, Lamarck, Latr.

Sfi. 1. Auricutatus.

Dryofis Auriculatua. Latr. Olivier.

Division II.

Tarsi with four distinct joints.

Genus CXXXIV. Heterocekus. Bosc, Fabr. Illig.

Latr. Marshani.
Antennx composed of eleven joints, the seven last

forming a dentate or serrated mass.
Sji. 1, Murginalus. Blackish, villose ; sides of the

thorax and abdomen, with spots on the elytra, margins
of the abdomen, and feet, pale luteous.

Heterocerns marginatus. Fabr. Bosc, Illiger, Panzer,
Marsham.

Iniialiits marshy places, burrowing in the muddy banks
of ponds.

Genus CXXXV. GEORissus.f Latr.

PiMELiA. Paykull, Fabr.

Antennae nine-jointed, the three last joints forming a

rounded ntiarly solid mass.

S/i. 1. Pygmxa.
Pimelia fiygmea. Paykull, Fabr,

Georissiis /tygmaus. Latr.

Tribe XVI. Hydrophilides.

Antennas terminated by a club. Maxillary palpi very

long. Chin or mentum large, clypeiform. Head with

the front rounded, cowl-shaped. Feet formed for swim-
ing. Tarsi with the first joint shorter than the second.

Family I. Helofiherida.

Mandibles without teeth at their extremities. Maxil-
lary palpi generally much shorter than the antennae.

Body oblong. Thorax somewhat quadrate, or nearly

semiorbiculate, or somewhat cordate-truncate. Tibiae

slightly sliines. Tarsi filiform, not ciliated, with two
strong, acult-, entire nails.

Genus CXXXVI. Helophorus. Leach.

Elophokus. Illiger, Fabr. Latr. Olivier.

Hydrophilus. De Geer, Marsham.
Clypcus tntire. Palpi with the last joint oval, thick;

maxillary palpi much shorter than the antennae.

•Body elliptic, as somewhat ovate. Thorax broader

than long.

Sfi. 1. Aquaticus.

Flofihorus grandis. Illiger.

Flofihorus atjuaticus. Fabr. Olivier, Latr.

Iniidi)its ditches and stagnant pools of water.
*• Body nearly linear; thorax elongate-quadrate,

Sfi. 2. Elongatus.

Klofiliorus elongatus. Fabr. Latr.

Innabils stagnant waters in England, France and
Germany.
Genus CXXXVII. Ochthebius. Leach.

HYDRiENA. Latr. Illiger.

Hyjrophilus. Marsham.
Elophorus. Paykull.

Clypeus entire. Palpi with the last joint slender,

acuminate ; maxillai'y ones shorter than the antennae.

Sfi. 1. Rifiaria.

Hydrana rifiaria. Illiger, Latr.

Hlofikerus firygmxus. Paykull.

Fhfiherus minimus. Fabr.

Hydrofihilus im/iressus. Marsham.
Inhaljits tiic waters of Europe.

Sfi. 2. Marinus.

• This genus seems to constitute a peculiar family, and might be divided into some very natural genera.
•j This singular genus has the lip and maxills <ji'Helophorus ; the general habit of Byrrhus; and the tarsi of ffgtcrecerus.
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Hydnena Alargilialleus. Latr.

Ihidrupliilus iiiargi/ialleus. iSIarsh.

Elojiliorus marinus. Paykull.

Inhabits Eur(j|>c.

Genus CXXXVIII. IIvuKiENA. Kugcllan, Leach.

Elophekus. Gylleiihall.

Hydruphilus. IMui'sli.

Palpi with the last joint acuminate at each extremity ;

maxillary palpi longer than the antennae. Clypeiis

emari^inate.

S/i. 1. Longifial/iis.

Hijdroli/iiLins iongipal/iis. Marsh.
Inhabits runnihg water.

Family II. Hydrolihilida.

Mandibles with their points bidentatc. Thorax trans-

verse, short. Body haemispheric-oval. Tibiae simple

or spineil. Tarsi ciliated or simple. Maxillary palpi

very long.

Genus CXXXIX. Spercheus. Fabr. Latr. Schon.
Hypri PHiLus. Illiger, Marsh.
Sternum simple. Clypcus cmarginate. Antennae six-

jointed. Tibiae simple, or scarcely spined.

Genus CXL. Hydrobius. Leach.
Hyduophilus. Latr. Fabr. Marsh. De Geer.
Dvriscus. Linn.

Sternum simple. Clypeus entire. Antennse nine-

jointed. Tibise terminated by strong spines. Elytra

entire.

S{i. 1. Luridus.

Hydrolihilus luridus. Latr. Fabr.

Dytisciis luridus. Linn.

Inhabits stagnant waters.

Genus CXLI. Limnebius. Leach,
Hydrophilus. Marsh. Gyllen.

Sternum simple. Clypeus entire. Antennae nine-

jointed. Elytra truncate at their extremities.

S/i. 1. Piscinus.

Hydrophilus fiiscinus. Marsh.
Inhabits drains and springs.

Genus CXLII. Hydrophilus. De Geer, Latr. Fabr.

Marsh.
Uytiscus. Linn.

Sternum produced into a spine. Clypeus entire.

Anteniiae nine-jointed. Anterior tarsi of the male sim-
plf, fihl'orm.

Sfi. 1. Caraboides.

Hydrofthilus caraboides. F'abr. Latr. Marsh.
Inhabits stagnant waters.

Genus CXLHI. Hydrus. Leach, from the Lin-

nean MSS.
Hydrophilus. Marsh. Latr. Fabr.

Sltrnuni produced into a spine. Clypcus entire.

Anterior tarsi of the male patelliform. Antennae nine-

jointed.

Sfi. 1. Piceua.

Hydrofihilus picetis. Fabricius, Marsham.
Inhabits Europe in ditches.

Tribe XVII. Sphxridides.

Antennae terminated by a club. Maxillary palpi very

lonir. Mentum large, clypeiform. Head with the front

rounded, cowl-shaped. Feet formed for walking. Tar-
si with the basal joint as long or longer than the second
joint.

Genus CXLIV. Spharioium. Fabricius, Olivier,

Lamarck.
Dermestes. Liini. De Geer, Marsham.
Body somewhat heniisplicric. Eyes immersed. Tho-

rax transverse. Tibix spinose, armed with heels. Ster-

num behind produced into a conic spine.

Sfi. I. Scarahceoidfs. Black, shijiing, smooth; scu-

tellum long-triangle ; feet very spiny ; each elytron at

the base with a biood-rcd spot, and a livid reddish spot

at the apex.

SjUieridiuin scarahaoides. Fabricius.

S/ili£ridium scarab csoidcs. var. A. Latreille.

Uermestes scarabcsoides. Marsham, Linn.

Inhabits dung.

Tribe XVIII. Coprides.

Antennae eight or nine jointed, terminated by an ab-

rupt lamellated mass. Anterior tibiae large and denta-

ted. Mentum not very large. Mandibles membrana-
ceous. Maxillae membranaceous. Clypeus semicircular.

Family. I. Coprida,

Labial palpi very hairy, the last joint smaller than

the preceding. Scutellum none, or very obscure. Wing-
cases taken together, not longer than broad. Posterior

feet situated near the anus.

Division I.

The posterior, and sometimes the intermediate, tibiae

elongate, slender, little or not at all dilated at their ex-

tremities, nearly cylindric.

Genus CXLV. Ateuchus.* Web. Fabr. Illig. Latr.

CopRis. Geofi'roy.

AcTiNopHORus. Sturm.
ScARAB^Eus. Liim. De Geer.

Antennae nine-jointed. Body depressed. Elytra ta-

ken together square, not abruptly or deeply sinuated

behind the shoulder. Hinder feet not much longer than

the body. Labial palpi, with the basal joint quadrate

oval. Anterior tibiae with four strong teeth externally.

Sp. 1. Sacer.

jiteuchus sacer. Fabricius.

Scarabeus sacer. Linn. Oliv.

Inhabits the southern parts of Europe and Africa.

Genus. CXLVI. Gvmnopleuhus. Illiger.

Ateuchus. Latreille, Fabricius.

Antenns nine-jointed. Body depressed. Coleoptera

quadrate ; their external margin behind the shoulders

abruptly and deeply sinuated. Hinder feet not much
longer than the body. Labial palpi with their basal

joint somewhat quadrate. Anterior tibiae with three

strong teeth externally.

Sp. 1. Flagcllatus.

jiteuchus Jlagellatus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Cymnopleurus Jlagellatus. Illiger.

Inhabits sotitliern Europe and Africa.

Genus CXLVII. Sisyphus. Latreille.

Ateuchus. Illiger, Fabricius.

CopRis. Geoffioy.

ScARAB.EUs. Linn. Olivier.

AiitcnnEE eight-jointed. Coleoptera forming a triangle.

Feet elongate ; hinder ones much longer than the body.

• Insects of this genus are sculptured on the Eg'yptian monuments of antiquity, seTeral specimens of which may be seen in the

-gallery of the British Museum.
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with clavatetliiglis. Body witli the transverse anil per-

pendicular <iianicn.rs nearly equal.

S/i. 1. Sclurjfni.

Sin'j/i/ius scliefferi. Latreillc.

Ateuchus ichxjf\ri. Fabricius.

Scarabaiis sclixffcri. Linn. Olivier.

Inhabits soutiicrn Europe, being extremely fond of

liuman excrement.

Division II.

The four hinder tibise short, or but little lengthened ;

much dilated at their extremities.

Subdivision 1.

Labial palpi, witli tlie last joint, very distinct. Tho-

rax mucl) shorter than the elytra ; much broader than

long. Anterior tibix long, arcuate.

Genvs CXLVIII. CoPHis. Geoffroy, Illiger, Fabri-

cius, Lamarck, Latreille.

ScAUAByEus. Linn. De Geer, Olivier.

Scutellum none. Abdomen elevated, convex. An-
terior tibiae longer than the others ; externally with three

strong teeth, terminated by a tarsus. Antennx nine-

jointed.

1^. 1. Ltniaris.

Cofiris lunaris. Fabricius, Latreillc.

Scarabeus lunaris. Linn. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe. Scarabtcus cmnrginatus of Marsham

is merely the female of this species.

Gekus CXLIX. Onitis.* Fabiicius, Illiger, La-
treille.

SoARAB.«us. Linn. Olivier.

Abdomen depressed. Anterior tibise very long. Scu-
tellum none,

Sfi. 1. Sjihinx.

Scarabxus s/i/iin.v. Olivier.

Oriilis sphinx. Latreille, Fabricius.

Inhabits Africa and the southern parts of Europe.

Subdivision 2.

Labial palpi with the last joint not distinct. Thorax
longer than the elytra. Tibiae all terminated by a tarsus.

Genus CL. Onthophagus. Latreille.

CoFRis. Geoffroy, Illiger, Fabricius.

Sft. 1. Facca.

Scarabeus vacca. Herbst, Linn. Olivier, Marsham.
Cojiris vacca. Fabricius, Illiger.

Onthofihagus vacca. Latreille.

Inhabits dung ; is very common near London.

Family II. Afihodida.

Labial palpi nearly smooth, filiform, the joints nearly

equal, cylindric. Feet all separated by equal distances;

hinder ones distant from the anus. Scutellum distinct.

Gen'usCLI. Ai'HODius.t Illiger, Fabricius, Latreille.

ScAnAB.Ei:s. Olivier, Marsham. Linn.
S/j. 1. Rvfilies.

Aphodius ritji/ies. Fabricius.

ScarabtS2is rti^/ies. Linn. Marsham.
Inhabits dung.

Tribe XIX. Scarab.«ides.

Antennje eleven-jointed, terminated by a lamellated

club. Anterior tibiae large, dentate. Mentum not large.

INlandibles corneous, porrcct. Labrum prominent. Cly-

pens rhomboidal.

Gexus CLII. Lethuus. Fabricius, Scopoli, Olivier,

Illiger, Lamarck, Latreille.

Lucanus. Pallas.

Aniennae terminated by a conic club, obliquely trun-

cate, the ninth joint infundibuliform, including the tenth

and eleventh joints. Head produced behind the eyes.

Abdomen very short. Hinder feet inserted at the anus.

Scutellum very small. Colcoptcra united, forming a
triangle with the apex rounded ; their sides involute in-

flected.

S/t. \. Cefthalotes. Black, elytra smooth.

Lethrus Cephalotes. Fabricius, Olivier, Latreille.

Lucanus ajitcrus. Pallas.

Clunijies scarabeoides. Act. Soc. Berol. vi. 347. tab.

8. fig. 7, 8.

Bulboccrus cefihalotes. Archav. Act. Suec. 1781, p.

246. tab. 5. fig. 3— 12.

Inhabits eastern and southern Europe.
Genus CLIII. Scarabeus. Linn. Geoffroy, Fa-

bricius, Olivier, De Gcer.

Geotrijpes. Latreille, Dumeril, Lamarck.
Antennae terminated by an oval lamellated club.

Thorax shorter than the abdomen, not horned. Hinder
feet distant from the anus. Head not produced behind
the eyes. Scutellum obvious.

S/i. 1. Sttrcorafius.

Scarabaus stcrcorarius. Linn. Fabricius, Olivier.

Geotru/ies stcrcorarius. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe, boring cylindric holes beneath dung,
and flying about in the evening after dusk.

Genus CLiV. Typh/eus. Leach's MSS.
Scarabeus. Fabric'us^ Gyllenhall, Marsham.
Antennae terminated by an oval lamellated club. Tho-

rax shorter than the abdomen ; one each side in front

with a long process, which extends along the sides of
the head. Hinder feet distant from the anus. Head
not produced behind the eyes. Scutellum obvious.

Sp. 1. Vulgaris.

Scarabxus tyfiliaus. Fabricius, Gyllenhall, Marsham.
Inhabits dung of horses on heaths ; is found in spring

and autumn in great plenty in many parts of Britain.

Scarabcsus pumilus of Marsham is merely a stimtcd
or accidental variety of this species.

Tribe XX. Geotrupides.

ScARAB^iDES. Latreille.

Antennse ten-jointed, (in some nine,) terminated by a

lamellated club. Mandibles corneous in part. Clypeus
triangular or quadrate. Anterior tibiae large and den-

tate. Mentum not large.

Family I. Geotrufiida.

No scale between the posterior angles of the thorax
and the exterior base of the elytra.

Division I.

Thorax almost quadrate, more or less transverse.

Mandibles entirely corneous.

• Onitis meris, Latreille ; and Oniiis clinias, Fabiicius j Iiave a scutellum, and should constitute a peculiar genus,
t Jpliodius may be divided, for the sake of convenience, from the clypeus ; 1. Clypeus smooth, emarginate ; 2. Clypeus smooth,

entire ; 3. Clypeus tuberculate.
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Subdivision 1.

LabruTii prominent even beyond the ciypeus. Maxillse

interiorly armed with a horny hook, simple or bifid. Bo-

dy nearly globular or ovoid. Elytra tumid, embracing

the sides of the abdomen.

Genus CLV'. TEgialia. Latreillc.

Aphodius. Panzer, Illiger.

PsAMMODtus. Ciyllenhall.

Antennae distinctly longer than the head ; composed

of nine joints, the first of which is cylindric and a little

hairy. Body nearly globular. Ma>iil;ce with a bifid hook,

Sji. 1. Globosa. Black, shining; head granulated;

elytra striated, impunctate.

Afihodius globcsus. Illiger.

Psammodius globosus. Gyllenhall.

JEgia/ia globosa. Lalreille.

Inhabits the suudy shores of the sea.

Genus CLVI. Trox. Fabricius, Olivier, Lamarck,

Latreille.

SoARABxus. Linn. Marsham, Gcoffioy, Do Gcer.

Antennae scarcely longer than the head ; composed of

ten joints, the first obconic and very hairy. Body ovoid.

Maxillae with a simple hook.

Sp. I. Sabulosus.

Trox sabulosus. Fabricius, Latreillc.

Scarabaus sabulosus. Linn.

Inhabits sandy places.

Subdivision 2.

Labrum not projecting beyond the ciypeus. Body

not globose. Elytra not embracing the sides of the ab-

domen.
a. Labrum entirely hidden. Ciypeus triangular.

Maxilla: coriaceous, or horny ; conic, or triangular.

Mouth very hairy. Scutellum very small. (Colours

dark.)

Genus CLVII. Sinodendron. Fabr. Latr. Don.

SoARABiEUS. Linn. De Geer, Olivier.

LucANus. Marsham.
Antennae, with the laminated club not capable of being

folded; the lamellae very short, resembling the teeth

of a saw. Body cylindric. MaxillaE coriaceous, bilobate.

Sfi. 1. Cylindricuw. Black, shining, impressed-punc-

tate, cicatriculose ; the punctures umbilicated, the um-
bilici perforate. (Male with a conic-compressed horn

;

the female with a short horn on the head.)

Sinodendron cylindricum. Fabr. Latr. Donovan.
Scarabeus cylindricus. Linn. De Geer, Olivier.

Lucanus cylindricus. Marsham.
Inhabits old trees, especially the ash. Is very abun-

dant near Cheltenham, and near Plymouth, in decaying

ash trees.

Genus CLVIII. Ohyctes. Illiger, Latreille.

ScARAB.«us. Linn. Geoffroy, De Geer, Olivier.

Geotrufes. Fabricius.

Antennje with the lamellae of the club long and pla-

tatile. Body ovoid, convex. Mandibles with their ex-

ternal edge without teeth or folds. Maxillae coriaceous,

one-lobed. Thorax with the sides dilated, and a little

rounded.

Sfi. ) . JVasicornis. Fuscous-castaneous, shining ; head
\vith one horn ; elytra polished finely, and distantly

punctured.

Orycles nasicornis. Illiger, Latreille.

Scarabaua nasicornis, Linn.

Geotrufies nasicornis. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe, in old wood.

Genus CLIX. Phii.eurus. Latr.

ScARABiEus. Linn. Olivier.

Geotrupes. Fabr.

Antennae with the lamellae of the club long and pli-

catile. Body ovoid, depressed. Mandibles with their

external edge without teeth or folds. Maxillae corneous,

dentated. Thorax with its sides dilated and rounded.

S/i. 1. Dydimus.
Geotrufies dydimus. Fabr.

PJiileurus dydimus. Latr.

Genus CLX. Geotrupes. Fabr.

ScaraBjEUs. Linn. Oliv. Latr. Lam.
Antennae with the club composed of long, plicatile

lamellae. Body, ovoid, convex. Mandibles with their

external edge crenulated or toothed. Maxillae corneous,

dentated.

S/i. 1. Punctatus.
Gcotru/ies /lundaius. Fabr.

Scairibaus /lunctalus. Latr.

Inhabits southern Europe.
b. Labrum with the anterior edge apparent. Ciypeus

quadrate. Scutellum large. (Colours various and gay.)
* External edge of the mandibles prominent, depres-

sed, with the sides cutting, crenulated, or sinuat-

ed. (Body short, ovoid, or somewhat orbicular :

Scutellum generally large : Thorax short, broad:

Sternum produced into a point anteriorly.)

Genus CLIX. Hexodon. Oliv. Fabr. Lam. Lat.

Mandibles with their points strongly three-toothed.

Body nearly orbicular. Elytra with their exterior side

dilated and channelled. Antennae ten-jointed, with a

small oval club composed of three lamellae. Feet slen-

der. Tarsi with very small nails,

S/i. 1. Reticulatum.

Hexodon reticulatum. Latr,

Inhabits Madagascar.

Genus CLXII. Rutela. Latr.

ScARAB,EUS. Linn. De Geer.

Cetonia. Fabr.

Melolontha. Fabr.

Body more or less ovoid. Elytra with their exterior

side not dilated or channelled. Antennae with their club

large and oblong, composed of three lamellae. Mandi-
bles with their points having three little teeth. Feet

strong. Tarsi with strong nails.

* Tarsi with undivided nails j the nails of unequal size,

Sji. 1. Punctata.

Melolantha fiunctata. Fabr.

Rutela fiunctata. Latr.

Inhabits America.
** Tarsi with undivided equal-sized nails.

Sfi. 2. Lineola.

Cetonia lineola. Fabr.

Rutela lineola. Latr.

Inhabits America. /

*** Tarsi with one nail divided, and another bifid.

(Scutellum very large.)

Sfi. 3. Chrysis.

Cetonia chrysis. Fabr.

Rutela chrysis. Latr.

Inhabits America.
'» Mandibles not, or but little, prominent, without

any crenatures or sinuosities remarkable in theii;

outer edge. (Body ovoid-oblong : Scutellum small,

or moderately sized.)
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Genus Cr.XIII. Melolontka. Fabricius, Olivier,

Lamarck, Lilii-iUc.

ScAK\u^us. Dc Gccr, Linn. Marsham.

Elytra uiih tiicir ixtcii.al cdse not sinuated, very

sli;^luly narrower at tluir base than at their points. Ti-

biae armed with very distinct heels.

H/i. 1. ful^aris. (Common cockchafTor.)

Melotontha vutgaiia. Latreillc, Fabricius.

Scarabaus mcloloniha. Linn.

S/i. 2. Solstitialis. (Summer cockchaffer.)

Mclolontha sotstitiulis. Falnicius, Latreille.

Scarabaus sotsCitialis. Linn.

S/i. 3. yuh.
Melolontha vitis. Fabricius, Latreille.

Sfi. 4. Horticola. (Fernweb.)

Mclolotitha hortkola. Fabricius.

Scarab euahorticoUi. Linn. Marsham.

Sjt. 5. Jg-ricola.

Melolontha agricola. Fabricius.

Obs. The genus JShlolontha should be divided into a

vast number of genera, of which the species are the

types of those inhabiting Great Britain.

Genus CLXIV. IIoplia. lUiger, Latreille.

ScARAB.«us. Linn. Geoff. DeGecr.
Melolontha. Fabricius, Olivier.

Elytra with their external edge sinuated. Tibise with

very obscure spurs or heels.

Sjx. 1. Pzilveridenta,

Melolontha (lulverulenta. Fabricius.

Inhabits France, England, and Germany.

Division II.

Thorax as long as broad, nearly orbicular, or almost

ovoid and truncate at the two extremities. Mandibles part-

ly membranaceous, sometimes entirely corneous. Max-
illse terminated by a membranaceous, or coriaceous lobe.

Subdivision 1.

Labrum prominent. Mandibles entirely corneous.

Elytra dehiscent at the extremity of the suture. Abdo-

men elongate-quadrate.

Genus CLXV. Glaphyrus. Latreille.

ScARAB^us. Linn.

IMelolontha. Fabr. Oliv.

Antennae terminated by a rounded knob, the two last

joints received by the ninth joint.

S/t. 1. Maurus,
Scarabxui maurus. Linn.

Melolontha cardui. F-.br.

Melolontha maurus. Oliv.

Glafihyrus maurus. Latr.

Inhabits Barbary.

Genus C'LXVI Amphicoma. Latr.

Scarabaus De G. er, Pallas.

Melolontha. Fabr. Oliv.

Antennae with an ovoid club, having all the lamellae

disengaged.

S/i. 1. Melis.

Melolontha mclis. Fabr.

.Amfihicoma melis. Latr.

Inhabits Barbary.

Subdivision 2.

Labrum not prominent. Mandibles entirely or partly
membranaceous.
Genus CLXV'II. Anisonyx. Latr.

ScARABiEUS. Linn.

Melolontha. Fabr. Oliv.

Antennje with the first joint not very large, Clypeus

porrcct, a little narrower in front. Palpi very slender,

long, terminated by a cylincliic joint. Tarsi with un-

c(iual nails. Hinder feet large.

S/i. 1 . Crinitum.

Scarabaus tongi/ies. Linn.

JSlelolontha crinita. Fabr.

Jlniso7ujx criuiium. Latr.

Inhabits the C:ipe of Good Hope.
Genus CLXVlll. 'I'richius. Fabr. Latr.

Soar B/EUs. Linn. Gcoflf. De Gcer, Marsham.
Cetonia. Olivier.

AniLiinK with the first joint very large. Clypeus
quadrate. Palpi short, with their last joints oval. Tarsi

with equal nails.

* Body almost entirely (above at least) smooth. Hin-

der feet, with the tibiae and tarsi, of ahiiost equal

lengths.

S/i. 1. Ai'obilis.

Trichius nobilis. Fabr. Latr.

Cetonia nobilis. Oliv.

Scarabaus nobilis. Linnaeus, Marsham.
** Body tomentose. Hinder feet, with the tarsi most

distinctly longer than the tibice.

Sp. 2. Fasciatus.

Trichius faseiaius. L:itreille, Fabr.

Cetonia fasciata. Olivier.

Scarabaus fasciatus. Liiinajus.

Inhabits Europe on umbelliferous flowers.

Genus CLXIX. Cremastocheilus. Knoch, La-
treille.

Antennae with the first joint very large. Clypeus
transverse, the anterior margin replected, arcuate, en-

tire. Palpi short, with the last joint very long, cylindric,

the apex obtuse. Thorax with the anterior angles di-

lated, tuberculiform. Tarsi with equal nails.

Sfi. 1. Castaneus.

Cremastocheilus castaneus. Latreille, Knochi
Inhabits America.

Family II. Cetonida,

A triangular scale interposed between the posterior

angles of the thorax, and the exterior of the base of the

elyi'a.

Genus CLXX. Goliathus.
Goliath. Latreille.

Cei'iNia. Fabr. Oliv.

M 'xillae corneous, or very hard. Mentum very large.

Thorax oi bicular. Elytra slightly or not at all situated

at their external edge. Clypeus with two diverging
lobes.

S/i. 1. Poly/themus.

Cetonia fiolijfihemus. Fabr.

Goliath /lohifihemus. Latr.

Genus CLXXI. Cetonia. Fabr. Latr. Oliv. La-
marck.

ScARAn.s;v'S. Linn. Geoff. De Geer, Marsh.
Maxi lae almost membranaceous, or coriaceous. Men-

tum moderately sized. Thorax triangular, with the an-

terior point truncate. Elytra abruptly sinuated at their

external side, towards the base.

Sfi. 1. Axirata.

Scarabaus auratus. Linn. Marsh.
Cetojiia aurata. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits the flowers of roses.

Tribe XXI. Lucanides.

Antennae with a pectinated club. Anterior tibiae

large and dentated. Palpi four. Labrum generally
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wanting. Mandibles vevy strong, corneous, dentated, ex-

serted. Mentum corneous.

Family I. Lucanicla.

Antenna geniculated. Labruni not discoverable.

* Body ovoid, elevated, convex.

Genus CLXXII. Lamprima. Latreille.

Lethrus. Fabricius.

LucANUs. Schreibers, Donovan.

Thorax and elytra marginated. Antennae with the

first joint straight. Mandibles very large. Sternum pro-

duced into a horn. Anterior tibiae with but few teeth

(lour or five) ; and a scale of a triangular slope at the

apex attached to the heel.

S/i. 1. ^Enea. Golden green, smooth.

Lethrus eneus. Fabricius.

Lucanua aneus. Schreibers.

L,em/irima anea. Latreille.

Genus CLXXIII. jEsalus. Fabricius, Latreille.

LucANUS. Panzer.

Thorax and elytra not bordered. Antenna with the

lust joint bent. Mandibles moderately sized. Sternum

simple. Anterior tibiae with many teeth.

Sfi. 1. Scarab eoides.

jEsalus scarab (Eoides. Latreille, Fabricius.

Lucanus scarabeoides. Panzer.

Inhabits Germany, Austria.
** Body parallelepiped, depressed.

Genus CLXXIV. Plattcerus. GeofFroy, Latreille.

LucANus. Linn. De Geer, Fabricius, Olivier.

Palpi short. Lip smooth.

Sfi. 1. Caraboides.

Lucanus caraboides. Fabricius.

Inhabits rotten trees.

Genus CLXXV. Lucancs of authors.

Platycerus. Geoffroy.

Palpi long. Lip bifid, very hairy, the lacinise resem-

bling pencils.

Sfi. 1. Cervus. (Common stag Beetle.)

Lucanus cervus. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe. Lucanus inermis of Marsham is

merely the female of this species.

Family II. Passalida.

Antennae not geniculated, simply bent, very hairy.

Labrum prominent, and very distinct.

Genus CLXXVI. Passalus. Fabr. Lam.
Lucanus. Linn. De Geer, Olivier.

Maxillae corneous, very much toothed. Lip crustace-

ous. Abdomen separated from the thorax by a wide

space. Elytra embracing the sides of the abdomen.

Feet short.

Sfi. 1. Interrufitus.

Passalus interrufitus. Fabr. Latr.

Lucanus Interrufitus. Linn. Oliv.

Inhabits America.

ed.

Sect. II. Heteromera.

Four anterior tarsi five-jointed, hinder pair four-joint-

Observations. Antennae eleven-jointed,* never lamel-

lated or furnished with a pectiiiat .1 head. Labrum in

all distinct. Palpi four. Mandibl..' ilways horny or cor-

neous, their hiternal edge armed witli one or two teeth.

Maxillae crustaceous at the base, often with two laciniae,

the external one largest, trigonate, or somewhat ovate.

Mentum crustaceous, distinct from the lip. Lip coria-

ceous, hairy.

Division I.

Wings generally wanting. Antennae inserted under

the prominent margin of the head, partly or entirely mo-
niliform. Elytra generally united, embracing the sides

of the abdomen. Maxillae unguiculatcd on their inter-

nal edge. Mentum large, transverse.

Tribe I. Pimeliadse.

Family 1. FimcUada.

Mentum large, more or less cordiform.

Division I.

Antennae abruptly terminated by a Globose head. An-
terior tibiae palmated or dentated externally.

Genus CLXXVII. Chiroscelis. Lamarck, Latr.

Body parallclopiped, depressed, marginated. Scutel-

lum distinct.

Sfi. 1. Bifenestra.

Chiroscelis bifenestra. Latreille, Lamarck.
Inhabits New Holland.

Genus CLXXVIII. Erodjus. Fabricius, Olivier,

Lamarck.
Tenebrio. Linn.

Body nearly orbicular, gibbous. Scutellum none.

Sfi. 1. Gibbus.

Erodius gibbus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits southern Europe.

Division II.

Antennae not terminated by a club. Anterior tibiae

simple.

Subdivision 1.

Body nearly orbicular.

Genus CLXXIX. Zophosis. Latreille.

Erodius. Fabricius, Olivier.

Scutellum none.

Sfi. 1. Testudinaria.

Erodius testudinarius. Fabricius.

Zofihosis testudinarius. Latreille.

Subdivision 2.

Body oblong. Thorax convex, nearly semilunar, or

almost orbicular. Elytra convex.

Genus CLXXX. Pimelia. Fabricius, Olivier, La-

marck, Latreille.

Tenebrio. Linn. Geoffroy.

Thorax much narrower than the abdomen, transverse.

Abdomen nearly orbicular.

Sfi. 1. Bifiunctata.

Pimelia bifiunctata. Fabricius.

Inhabits southern Europe.

Genus CLXXXI.. Moluris. Latreille.

Tenebrio. De Geer.

Pimelia. Fabricius, Olivier.

Thorax narrower than the abdomen, almost orbicular.

Abdomen oval. Antennae gradually enlarging externally)

the last joint almost ovoid.

Sfi. 1. Striata.

Pimelia striata. Fabricius.

Moluris striata, Latreille.

Inhabits Africa.

Genus CLXXXII. Tentyria. Latreille.

• In one sedemora they exhibit the appearance of twelve true joints; many species have the semblance of a twelfth articulation.

Vol. VIII. Part. II. 4 S
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Akis. r'ibricius.

PiMELiA. Olivier.

Tnorux almosl orbicular, narrower than the abdomen.

Abdomen oval. Antennx fililonn, terminated by two

or ihrte nearly globose joints.

S/i. I. Intcrni/ila.

Tenlyria intcrrupla. Latreille.

Fimtlta glabra. Olivier.

Inhabits the western parts of Fiance.

Subdivision 3.

Body oblong. Thorax flat above, more or less trun-

cate-cordate. Elytra plain, or but little convex. An-

tennae with the third joint very long.

Ge.ncs CLXXXIII. Akis. Hcibst, Tabricius.

Tenebrio. Linn.

PiMELi.v. Olivier.

Elytra united. Thorax with equal diameters, trun-

cate behind. Abdomen oval, tlie external basal angles

rounded. ScutcUum very small but distinct.

Sfi. \. Reflexa.

.Ikis rrjlrxa. Fabr. Herbst, Latr.

Pimelia refexa. Olivier.

Inhabits Africa and southern Europe.

Genus CLXXXIV. Eurychora. Herbst, Fabri-

cius, Latreille.

Pimelia. Olivier.

Thorax wider behind, transverse, emarginate before ;

lateral margins elevated. Abdomen triangular, the base

truncated. Scutellum none. Elytra united.

.S/i. 1. Citiata

Euruchora citiata. Latreille, Fabricius, Herbst.

Pimelia ciliala. Herbst.

Subdivision 4.

Body oblong. Thorax flat above, more or less quadrate.

Ge.n'us CL'xXXV. Asida. Latreille.

Machla. Herbst.

Texebrio. Geoffroy.

Opatrvm. Fabr. Oliv.

Pimelia. Panzer.

Thorax with the sides arched, reflexed, anterior mar-
gin concave. Antennae thicker towards their extremities.

Sji. 1. Grisea.

Ofiafrum Griseum. Fabricius.

Alachla rugosa. Herbst.

Pimelia variolosa. Panzer.

isida grisea. Latreille.

Inliabils France, Germany, and Italy.

Ge.ws CLXXXVI. IlEGETta. Latreille.

Blaps. Olivier.

Thorax quadrate, the sides straight, not reflexed. An-
teuns; filiform.

S/i. 1. Striatus.

Sla/m elorigatus. Olivier.

Hegeter siriatug. Latreille.

Inhabits Teneriffe.

Family II. Blaftsida.

Mentum small, or moderately large, quadrate or or-
bicular.

Division' I.

Palpi filiform.

Genus CLXXXVII. Tegenia. Latreille.
SiENOsis. Herbst.

.\kis. Fabricius.

Body elongate, depressed. Thorax nearly cylindric.

Antennae somewhat perforated. Scutellum very small,

conspicuous.

S/i. I. Filiform is.

Stenosis augustata. Herbst.

Phinonieicer brentoides. Rossi.

Jlkis JiUformis . Fabricius.

Tcgenia filiformis. Latrtille.

Inhabits Africa and the south of France.

Genus CLXXXVIII. Scaurus. Fabricius, Olivie.:

Latreille.

Pimelia. Rossi.

Tliorax almost quadrate. Abdomen oval, with the

base truncate. Antennae with the third joint slender,

nearly cylindric ; the eighth, nintli, and tenth, nearly

globose ; the eleventh conic. Anterior feet thick. Scu-
tel.Uin very small.

S/i. 1. Striatus.

Pimelia carinata. Rossi.

Scaurus striatus. LatreiKe, Fabricius, Olivier.

Inhabits the south of I-'rance.

Genus CLXXXIX. Sepidium. Fabricius, Olivier.

Rrrbst, Latreille.

Thorax truncated before and behind, the sides promi-
nent. Scutellum indistinct, .\bdomen oval; the tjase

and apex truncated. Antennae with the third joint long,

the tenth obconic, and the eleventh short ovoid. Body
elongate ovate.

Sfi 1. Tricusfiidatum.

Se/iidium tricus/iidatum. Olivier, Latreille, Herbst,
Fabricius.

Inhabits Africa and southern Europe.

Division II.

Palpi terminated by a thick joint; the last joint of the

maxillary ones securiform.

Gents CXC. Misolampus. Latreille.

Pimelia. Herbst.

Body convex. Thorax almost globose. Antcnnse
with the third and fourth joints of equal length. Scu-
tellum very minute.

Sp. I. Hoffmanseggii.

Pimelia gibitila. Herbst.

Alisolamfius Hoffmanseggii. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins.

tab. 10, fig. 8.

Inhabits Portugal. Discovered by Count HofFmansegg.
Genus CXCI. Blaps. Fabricius, Olivier, Lamarck,

Marsham, Latreille.

Tenebuis. Linn. GeolTroy.

Back fljt. Thorax almost quadrate. Antennae with
the third joint much longer than the fourth. Elytra
witli their extremities pointed.

Sfi. 1. Morlisaga. ^

Blafis Mortisaga. Fabricius, Marsham, Latreille.

Tenebrio martisagus ? Linn.

Inhabits cellars and churches.

Division II.

Wings occasionally wanting. Antennae paitly or en-
tirely moniliform ; inserted under the margin of the
head. Elytra sometimes united, (in all) embracing the
abdomen. Mentum small, not broader than long.

Subdivision I.

Antennae generally serrated or pectinated. Head not
produced into a rostrum bearing antennae. Maxillary
palpi terminated by a large obuigonale joint. Taisi
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with the last joint but one bilobate. Nails simple, en-

tire, or bifid.

TniDE II. Tenebrionides.

Mandibles bifid at their extremities. Head more or

less triangular, without a contraction behind, at its junc-

tion with the thorax.

Family I. Tenebrionida.

Tarsi with entire joints. Antennae moniliform, not

perfoliated or serrated. Maxillae unguiculated.

Genus CXCII. Pedinus. Latr.

Tenebrio. Linn, Geof. Marsh.

Blaps. Fabr. lierbst.

Helops. Olivier.

Opatku.m. Illiger.

Body oval. Maxillary palpi terminated by a thick

joint. Antennae filiform; the last joints globose or tur-

binated.

Sfi. 1. Femoralis.

Pedinus femoralis. Latr.

Male.

—

Bla/is femoralis. Fabr. Herbst.

Oliatrum femoratum. lUij^. Colt-ofi. Bar, i. 109.

Female.— Tttiebrio femoralis. Linn.

0/iatrum fe7norale. Illig. Co/eo/i. Bar. i. 110.

Blufis iaticollis. Herbst.

Inhabits Euiope in sandy places.

Genus CXCHl. Opaikum. Fabr. Oliv. Lam.
SiLPHA. Linn.

Tenebrio. Gioff.

Body oval; Maxillary palpi, with their last joint ob-

irigonate ; antennae i!;radually thicker towards their ex-

ircniiiics; the last joints transverse, compressed.
tl/i 1 Habzdosum.

Ofiatrum sahulosum. Fabr. Latr.

'Silji/ia sahulosa Linn.

In!obiis Eiiio]ie in sandy places.

Genus CXCIV. Tenebrio.* Linn. Geoff. De Geer,
Fabr. Latr.

Thorax behind as broad as the elytra, or scarcely nar-

rower. Body elongate. Antennae scarcely sjradually

thicker towards their extremities, the eii^htli, ninth,

and tenth joints transverse ; the last subt^lobose. Men-
tuni somewhat quadrate. Maxillary palpi with their

last joint thick.

•Sy?. I. Obsciiriis-

7'rnehrio obscuriis. Fabr. Latr. Panzer.
Inhiiljiis Eniope.

Hfi. 2 Moli'or. (Meal beetle.)

Tentbrio molitor. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabii> louses; the larvae in meal and flour; it is

called meat vjorm.

Genus CXCV. Upis. Fabr. Paykull.
Tenebrio Liitr.

Atelapus. Linn.

Tliorux behind narrower than the elytra. Body elon-
gate. Antennae tiiicker towards their extremities. Men-
turn ovate-quadrate; the upper mat gin rounded. Max-
illary palpi with their last joint thick.

Sft. 1. Ceramboides.
Jlttelabjis ceramboides. Linn.
Ufiis ctramhoides. Fabr. Payk.
Tenebrio ceramboides. Lntr.
Inhabits Sweden, in the Boletus fomentarius.

Family 2. Diafitrida.\

Tarsi with entire joints. Antennae not moniliform,

their extremities perfoliated or serrated.

Division I.

Body linear, or nearly so. Thorax almost quadrate

Antennae terminated by a club. Maxillae unguiculated.

Genus CXCVl. Toxicum. Latr.

Antennae terminated by an oval compressed club,

composed of four joints.

Sfi. 1. Richenianum.

Toxicum Richesianum. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. 2

tab. 9, fig. 9.

Inhabits the East Indies.

Genus CXCVII. Sarrotriwm. Illig. Fabr,
HispA. Linn. Marsli.

Tenebrio. De Geer,
Orthocerus. Latr.

Antennae witb the last six joints forming a thick, fusi-

form, downy mass.

Sfi. 1. Muticum.
Sarrotrium nuiticum. Payk. Fabr.
Hiajm muticoT Pinn. Marsh.
Orthocerus hiriicornis. Latr.

Inliabiis sandy places. In Britain it is rare, or at least
very local. It has been found in gravel pits near Nor-
wich, by Mr Joseph Hooker; in a similar situation near
Hampstcad, by Mr Stephens; and in the sandy shores
near Swansea, in South Wales, it is very abundant in
the months of June and July.

Division II.

Body linear. Thorax longer than broad. Antenna
not moniliform, gradually thickening from the third
joint; the extremity more or less perfoliated. Maxillae
simple, not unguiculated.

Genus CXCVIII. Hypophl^us. Fabr. Latr.
Ips. Rossi, Olivier.

Antenna from the fifth joint perfoliated. Labrum ex-
serted. Mentum short, almost transverse-linear. Tho-
rax elongate-quadrate, marginated.

Sfu \'l Bicolor.

Hijfio/ihlceus bicolor. Fabr. Latr.
Ijis bicolor. Olivier.

Inhabits under the bajk of the elm.

Division III.

Antennae not moniliform. Body oval, or nearly orbi-
cular; a little longer than broad.

Subdivision I.

Antennae not serrated at their extremities.
Genus CXCIX. Phaleiua. Latr.
Tenebrio. Fabr.
Anterior tibiae elongate-trigonate. Tarsi short. An-

tennae gradually thickening towards their extremities,
where they are perfoliated. Body oval.

Sji. 1. Cadaverina.

Tenebrio cadaverina. Fabr.
Inhi.bits sandy places.

Genus CC. Diaperi.;. Geoff.^Fabr. Oliv. Lam.
Chrysomela. Linn. Marsh.
Tenebrio. De Geer.
Antennae gradually enlarging towards their extremi-

Tlie Genus Boros of Herbst, the type of which is ffvpopkaus boroa of Fabricius, is unknown to us.

t An artificial family.

4 S 2
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ties, from the fourth joint perfoliated. Body nearly

hemispheric, very convex above.

S/i. I. jDo!eii.

liiafteris holeti of authors.

Chrijsomela liolcli. Linn. Marsh.

Inhabits the boleti of trees.

Ge.vvs CCI. Et;sTROPHus. Latr.

IMvcETOPHAGUS. Fabf.

Antennae gradually enlarging towards their extremi-

ties. Thorax large, almost semicircular. Head much

dcflcxcd.

S/i 1. Demieatoidea.

Mi/celo/i/iagus dermestoidea. Fabr.

F.nstrofihtts dermesloUles. Latr.

Ge.svs ecu. Tetratoma. Herbst, Fabr. Payk.

Antennae terminated by a club of four joints, the other

joints very small. Body oval. Tibiae not spiny.

Sjt. 1. Fungorum.
Tetratoma fungorum. Fabr. Payk. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCIII. Leioides. Latr.

Anisotoma. Illig- Fabr.

SpH^RiDiuM. Olivier.

Tetratoma. Herbst.

Antennae abruptly terminated by a five-jointed club,

the eighth joint (the second of the club) very small.

Thorax almost hemispheric. Tibiae spinose.

Sfi.l. Picea.

Anisotoma fiiceum. Uliger.

Anisotoma fiicea. Panzer.

Leioides picea. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus CCIV. Trachyscelis. Latr.

Mycetophagus. Fabr.

Antennae abruptly terminated by a much perfoliated

six-jointed club. Body rounded, elevated. Feet formed
for digging. Tibiae very spiny.

5/i. 1 . Ajihodioides.

Trachyscelis a/ihodioides. Latr.

Inhabits Egypt.
Gekus CCV. Cossyphus. Oliv. Fabr. Herbst, Latr.

Head concealed under the thorax. Scutellum distinct.

Abdomen included in a canal formed by the elytra. Feet
compressed. Labium naked. Mentum transverse cor-

date-quadrate. Maxillary palpi, elongate; the last joint

securiform. Mandibles abruptly attenuated.

S/i. 1. De/iresstts.

Cossyjihus dejiressus. Fabr. Oliv. Herbst, Latr.

Inhabits the East Indies.

Sfi. 2. Hoffwanseggii.

Cossy/ihus Hoffmanseggii. Latr.

Inhabits Barbary and Portugal.

Subdivision 2.

Antennae terminated by joints resembling in their form
the teeth of a saw.

Genus CCVI. Eledona. Latr.

BoLirovHAGUs. Illig. Fabr.

Opathum. Oliv. Marsh.
DiAPERis. Olivier.

Palpi filiform; maxillary ones with their last joint al-

most cylindric. Antennas arcuate. Body oval, convex,
generally rough. Thorax transverse, emarginate be-
fore; the side often with acute margins.

Sfi. I. Agaricola.

£ledona agaricola. Latr.

Ofiatrum agaricola. Oliv- Marsh.

BoUtofihagus agaricola. Illig. Fabr.

Inhabits Boleti and other Fungi.

Genus CCVII. Epitragvs. Latr.

Maxillary palpi with the last joint large obtrigonate.

Antennae witli the four last joints dentiform. Mentum
very large. Body elliptic or oblong. Thorax quadrate,

or trapeziform.

Sfi. 1 . Fuscus.

Ffiitragiis /uscus. Latr.

Inhabits Cayenne.

Genus CCVIII. Cnodalon. Fabr. Latr.

Maxillary palpi with the last joint very large, securi-

form. Antennae with the six last joints dentiform. Men-
tum not very large. Body oval, very convex. Thorax
transverse.

Sfi. 1. Viridc.

Cnodalon viride. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. 2 tab. 10.

fig. 1.

Inhabits the West Indies.

Division IV.

Antennx nearly or quite filiform, with their extremi-

ties simple.

Subdivision 1.

Mandibles with their extremities bifid.

Genus CCIX. Helops. Fabr. Oliv. Lam. Illig. Latr.

Rossi.

Tenebrio. Linn.

Maxillary palpi terminated by a securiform joint. An-
tennae as long or longer tlian the thorax. Thorax quad-

rate or semicircular. Body convex.

Obs. This genus is artificial, it comprehends the ge-

nevAHelo/is, Platynotus, and part of Melattdrya of FabH-
cius, and part of the genus Serrofialfius of lUiger, and

the rejected genus Helxa of Latreille.

Sfi. 1. Lanifies.

Helofis Lanifies. Fabr. Latr. Oliv.

Tenebrio Lanifies. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCX. Pytho. Latr. Fabr.

Tenebrio. Linn.

Cucujus. PaykuU.
Maxillary palpi terminated by a large almost obtri-

gonate joint. Antennae shorter than the thorax. Body
depressed. Thorax almost orbicular.

Sfi. 1. Cceruleus.

Pytho coiruleua. Latr. Fabr.

Cucujus caruleus. PaykuU.
Tenebrio defiressus. Linn.

Inhabits the mountains of France, Germany and Swe-
den, under the bark of trees.

Genus CCXI. Hallomenus. Hellwig, Payk. Latr.

Dircjea. Fabr.

Serropalpus. Illiger.

Dinophorus. Illiger.

Palpi almost filiform; the last joint of the maxillary

ones almost cylindric.

Sfi. 1. Hujneralis.

Hallomenus humeralis. Panzer.
Hallomenus Bi/imiclatus. PaykuU.
Serrofialfius humeralis. Illiger, Col. Bor. I. 134.

Dircxa humeralis. Fabr.
Inhabits Boleti, and under the bark of trees.

Subdivision 2.

Mandibles with their points entire. Tarsi with denti-

culated nails.
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Genus CCXII. Cistela. Fabr. Latr. Lam. OHv.
Chrysomela. Linn.

MoKDELLA. Geoffroy.

Body ovate. Antennce serrated. Feet rather long.

S/i.l. Ceramboides.

Cistela ceramboides. Fabr. Latr. Oliv.

Chrysomela ceramboides. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.

* Family 3. Melyandrida.

Four anterior tarsi with the last joint but one bilobate.

Maxillary palpi with the last joint large, securiform, or

cbtrigonate.

Division I.

Hinder tarsi with entire joints.

Genus CCXIIL Serroi>alpus. Oliv. Paykull, Illig.

Latr.

DiRc^A. Fabr.

Antennse filiform. Body almost cylindric, and very long.

Sfi. 1. S/riatus.

Serro/iai/tus striatus. Paykull, Illig. Latr.

Dircaa barbata. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe.
Genvs CCXIV. Dircea. Fabr.

Orchesia. Latr.

Hallomenus. Illig. Paykull, Hellwigg.
Megatoma. Herbst.

MoRDELLA. Marsham.
Hinder feet formed for leaping. Antennae clavate.

Body elliptic.

Sp. 1. Micans.

JJircaa micans. Fabr.

Hallomenus micans. Paykull.

Serrojial/ius micans. Illiger, CoL Bor. 1. 135.

Megatoma jiicea. Herbst.

Mordella boleti. Marsh.
Orchesia micans. Latr.

Inhabits Boleti.

Division II.

Tarsi altogether with their last joint but one bilobate.

Genus CCXV. Melandrya.* Fabr. Latr.

Chrysomela. Linn.

Serropalpus. Illiger, Bosc.

Antennae simple, filiform. Maxillary palpi terminated
by an elongate securiform joint. Body nearly elliptic.

Thorax trapezoid, broad behind.

Sfi. I . Caraboides.

ChrysoTiiela caraboides. Linn.

Seri-o/ial/ius caraboides. Olivier, Illiger.

Melandra serrata. Fabr. Latr.

Criocerlis caraboides. Marsh.
Inhabits rotten trees.

Genus CCXVI. Laghia. Fabr. Oliv. Lam. •

Chuysomela Linn.

Canihauus- G(;off.

Tenebkio Dc Geer.
Antennae simple, insensibly growing thicker towards

their extremity. Maxillary palpi double the size of the la-

bial palpi, with the last joint large, securiform ; labiai palpi

with the last joint ovate. Body oblong, (generally villose.)

Sfi. 1. Hirta.

Lagria hirta. Fabr. Latr.

Chrysomela hirta. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCXVII. Nilio. Latr.

jEgithvs. Fabr.

Coccinella. Fabr.

Antennae filiform, simple. Maxillary palpi terminated
by an oblrigonate joint. Body hemispheric.

Sfi. I. Villosua.

jEgithus marginatus. Fabr.

Milio villosus. Latr.

Inhabits Cayenne.
Genus CCXVIII. Calopus. Fabr. Oliv. Payk. Latr.

Cerambyx. Linn. De Geer.
Antennae filiform, serrated. Body narrow, very much

elongated, almost linear. Maxillary palpi terminated by
a securiform joint.

Sfi.\. Serralicornis.

Calofius serralicornis. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Cerambyx serralicornis. Linn.

Inhabits northern Europe.

Tribe III. Pyrochroides.

Head cordiform, abruptly strangulated at its junction

with the thorax. Tarsi with their penulliinate joints all

bilobate. Body elongate, depressed, or convex and cylin-

dric. Thorax almost cordate.

Division I.

Antennae pectinated, serrated, or branched.
Genus CCXIX. Dendroides. Latr.

Antennae branched. Tliorax conic.

Sfi. I. Canadensis.

Dendroides canadensis. Latr.

Inhabits Can,.da.

Genus CCXX. Pyrochroa. Fabr. Geoff. De Geer,
Oliv. Latr.

Canthaeris. Linn.

Antennae pectinated or serrated. Thorax orbicular.

The prevailing colour in this genus is red and black.

Sfi, 1. Rubens.
Pyrochroa rubens. Fabr. Lat. Oliv.

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 2. Coccinea.

Cantharis coccinea. Linn.

Pyrochroa coccinea. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits France, Germany, and England

Division II.

Antennae simple.

Genus CCXXI. Scraptia. Latr.

Labial palpi terminated by a semilunar, or large tii

angular joint. Thorax almost semicircular.

Sfi. 1. Fusca.

Scrafitia fusca. Latr.

Inhabits France.

Genus CCXXII. Notoxus. Geoff. Oliv. Illig. Latr.

Meloe. Linn. Donovan.
Anthicus. Paykull, Fabr
Labial palpi terminated by a small truncate joint. Tho-

rax almost cordiform, produced into » porrected horn in

front.

Sfi. 1. Monoceros.

Meloe monoceros. Linne, Donovan.
JVoloxus monoceros. Olivier, Iliiger, Latr.

Anthicus monoceros. Fabr. Payk.
Inhabits Europe.

• Ilypului gucrcinus of Paykull is possibly referable to this genus.
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Genus CCXXIII. Avthicus. Payk. Fabr. Leach.

NoToxf s. lUiijcr, Lair.

LviTA. Mai-sliam.

Labuil palpi lerminated by a small truncate joint.

Thorax almost cordiform, not anteriorly produced.

S/i. 1. J-'usca.

Lyitafusca. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe.

Sji. 2. Anthcrinus.

./inthicuB ancherinus. Payk. Fabr.

//blGXut anthermus. Lair. lUiger.

Lytta ant/ierina. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe.

Tribe IV. Mordellides.

Head cordiform, abruptly strantfulated at its junction

with the thorax. Hinder tarsi (sometimes the others)

with their penultimate joint entire. Body elevated, ar-

cuate, laterally compressed, and terminated by a point.

Head very large. Elytra very sliort, or very narrow and

pointed behind. Hinder feet large. Tibiae with spurs.

Ge.vusCCXXIV. Rhipiphorus. Bosc, Fabr. Payk.

Oliv. Latr.

MouDELLA. Linn. Marsh.

Tarsi with all the joints simple. Palpi almost fili-

form. Antennae pectinated or Habellatc. Scutellum

none, or concealed.

S/i. 1. Paradoxus.
Mordella fiaradoxa. Linn.

Rhifiifihorus fiaradoxus. Latr.

Inhabits Europe. It is extremely rare. The larvae

inhabit the nests of Vesjia crabro, [//te hornet).

Mordella fiaradoxa of Marsham, which is distinct

from the Linnean species, has been found in the nest of

a wasp, perhaps in that of yes/m vulgaris,

Gen-US CCXXV. Mordella. Linn. Geoff. Fabr.

Latr. Marsh.
Tarsi with all their joints simple. Maxillary palpi

terminated by a securiform joint. Antennae simple, or
very slightly serrated. Scutellum distinct.

S/i. 1. Aculeata.

Mordella aculeata. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Oliv.

Inhabits Europe.
GenisCCXXVI. AxAspis. Latr. Geoff.

MoKDELLA. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Marsh.
Penultimate joint of the four anterior tarsi bilobate.

Maxillary palpi with the last joint securiform. Scutel-
lum none.

S/i. 1. Frontalis.

Mordella frontalis. Fabr. Oliv. Payk. Marsham.
Anas/iis frontalis. Latr.

Inhabits flowers in Europe, especially of umbellate
plants.

Subdivision 2.

Head not produced into a rostrum, bearing antennae.
Antennas simple. Tarsi with bifid nails.

Tribe V. Cantharides.

Head large, cordiform. Neck distinct. Mandibles
not notched at their points. Thorax almost quadrate, or
coniform. Elytra flexible. Tarsi generally with entire
joints.

Familv I. Cerocomatida.

Antennae clavate, or gradually thickening towards
their extremity.

Genus CCXXVn. Cerocoma. Geoff. SchaeflF. Fabr.

Oliv. Latr.

Meloe. Linn.

Antennae (of the males) irregular, nine-jointed, the

last joint very large. Elytra horizontal.

H/i. 1. Schtefferi.

Mtloe Schafferi. Linn.

Cerocoma fic/ne^eri. Latr. Fabr. Oliv.

Inhabits the south of Europe.
Genus CCXXVIII. Mylabkis. Fabr. Oliv. Lamarck;

Latr.

Antennae eleven-jointed, terminated by an arcuate

mass, ending in a point. Elytra deflexed-subrounded.
S/i. 1. Uecem/iunctata.

Mylabris JDecem/iunclala. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Inhabits southern France.

Family II. Melaida.

Antennae of equal thickness, tapering towards their

points, or subclavate, as long or longer than the thorax,

composed of globular or obconic joints.

Division I.

Penultimate joint of all the tarsi bifid.

Genus CCXXIX. Tetraonyx. Latr.

Antennae subfiliform, scarcely gradually somewhat
thicker. Thorax short, transverse, quadrate.

S/j. 1. Octomaculatus.

Tetraonyx octomaculatus. Latreille, Voyage de 3f-

Alex. de Humboldt, &c. p. 237.

Division II.

Tarsi with all their joints entire.

Subdivision 1.

Elytra covering the whole abdomen; their suture
straight. Wings in all.

Genus CCX'XX. Horia. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Head as broad as the thorax. Antennae suaight, com-
pressed, inserted before the eyes. Palpi with their last

joint oval. Tarsi with their nail denticulate beneath.
Body thick.

S/i 1 . Maculata.
Horia maculata. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Inhabits Anierican islands.

Genus CCXXXI. Cissites. Latr. (rejected by this

author). Leach.
Horia. Latr. Fabr. Oliv.

Hi-ad narrower than the thorax. Antennae straight,

compressed, inserted before the eyes. Palpi with their

last joint oval. Tarsi with their nails denticulated be-
neath. Body thick.

Sji. 1. Testacea.

Horia testacea. Latr. Fabr. Oliv.

Inhabits Tianquebar.
Genus CCXXXIL CEnas. Latr.

Meioc. Linn.

Lytta. Fabr.

Cantharis. Olivier.

Antennae crooked, mscrted between the eyes. Palpi
with the last joint cylindric. Body elongate, rounded.

Sp. \.Afer.
Meloe afcr. Linn.

Lytta afer. Fabr.
Oenas afer. Latr.

Inhabits Barbary.

Subdivision 2.

Elytra covering only a part of the Abdomen ; short,
oval, diverging at the suture. Wings none.
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Gr.Nis CCXXXIII. IMeloe. Linn. GcotT. De Gcer,

Fabr. Pallas, Olivier, Lamarck, Mayer, Latr. Leach.

Abdomen very large, i;cnerally soft. Antennae various.

In the lull volume of the Transacliona of the Lin-

nean Society of London, two papers by Di Leach, on the

species of this genus, may be found, in which the species

are arranged, from the structure of their antennae, into

the following sections.

* Antennae filiform.

A. Longer than the thorax and head.

B. Shorter than the thorax and head.

a. The terminal joint emarginate.

b. The terminal juii.t entire.

** Antennx thicker externally.

A. Thorax elongate.

B. Thoiax transverse.
*•* Antennae thicker, and curved in the middle.

Family IIL Canlharida.

Antennae composed of cylindric or obconic joints,

longer than the thorax.

Genus CCXXXIV. Cantharis. Geoff. De Gecr,

Olivier, Lamarck, Latreille.

Mei.oe. Linn.

Lytta. Fabr. Marsh.
Elytra soft, elongate, linear, with the sides somewhat

inflexed, the back convex, rounded. Maxillae with two

membranaceous laciniae, the external one acute within,

subuncinate. Antennae with the first joint larger than

the others ; the second very short, transverse ; the rest

obconic ; the last ovoid.

Sp. 1. yesicatoria,(^S/ian!fi/i fij).

J\Iclo/' vesical orius. Linn.

Cantharis vesicatoria. Dc Geer, Geoff. Oliv. Latr.

Lytta vesicatoria. Marsh. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe ; is found on the ash, but is rare in

England ; it is the common hlistcr-JJy of our shops.

Genus CCXXXV. Zonitis. Fabr. Latr.

Apalus Oliv.

Elytra elongate, linear, soft, covering the whole of the

abdomen, the sides a little inflected. Maxillx not pro-

duced. Antennae with the first joint of the same length

with the third ; the second a little shorter, obconic ; the

third and following cylindric ; the last fusiform, abruptly

terminated by a short point.

Sfi 1. Prcsusta.

Zonitis Prxusla. Fubr. Latr.

Iniiabits suutheixi Europe.
Genus CCXXXVI. Nejiognatha. Illiger, Latr.

ZoNiris. Fabr.

Elytra elongate, linear. Maxills very much produ-
ced, filiform, and curved.

Sfi. 1. Vittata.

Zonitis vittata. Fabr.

.Yemognatfia vittata. Latr. Illiger.

Ge.nus CCXXXVII. Ai'Alus. Oliv. Latr. Fabr.
Elytra abruptly attenuated towards their extremity.

Antennx with the two first joints shorter than the third.

Sfi. 1. Ajiicalis.

Hitaris afiicalis. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. ii. 222.
.//laius afiicalis. Latr. Consicl.

Inhabits southern France.

1 Subdivision 3.

Head produced into a rostrum bearing antennae. Body
nearly linear. Thorax cylindric. Antennae setaceous or
liliform, composed of elongate, cylindric joints. :Maxil-

lary palpi terminated by a large obtrigonate joint. Tarsi
with the penultimate joints bilobale. Nails simple.

Tribe VI. CEdemedides.

Antennx filiform or setaceous. Rostrum not very flat,

and dilated at its extremity.

Genus CCXXXVm. CEdemeka. Latr. Oliv.

Necvdalis. Linn. Fabr.

Antennae inserted at the anterior internal margin of

the eyes. Rostrum not elongate. Eyes prominent. Ely-

tra subulate. Palpi with tlie last joint broader than the

penultimate joint.

Sji. 1. Ccerulca.

JVfcydalis cacrulea. Linnaeus, Fabricius.

Oedemera cterBlea. Latreille, Olivier.

Irihabits Europe,
Gexus CCXXXIX. Stenostoma. Latreille.

Lei'tura, Fabricius.

Antennae inserted on the rostrum beyond the eyes.

Rostrum elongate, acute. Eyes not proininenl. Elytra
long, flexible, not subulate. Palpi with the last joint cy-

lindric.

S/i. 1. Rostrata.

Lefnura rostrata. Fabricius.

Oedemera rostrata. Latreille, Gen. Crust, et lus.

Stenostoma rostrata. Latr. Considerat. 2 1 7.

Ge.nus CCXL. Mycterus. Clairville, Olivier.

Rhinomacer. Fabr. Latr.

Mylabris. Schaeffer.

Antennae inserted before the eyes on the rostrum
Rostrum elongate, narrow. Eyes globose, prominent.
Elytra hard. Palpi with the last joint compressed.

Sji. 1. Curculionides.

Rhinomacer curculionides. Fabricius, Latreille.

Mycterus griseus. Clairville.

Inhabits Europe ; and has been taken in South Devon
by Mr J. Cranch of Kingsbridge.

Trihe VII. Salpingides.

Antennae thicker at their extremities. Rostrum very
flat, and dilated at its extremity.

Genus CCXLI. Svlpingus. Illiger.

CuRcuLio. Linn. De Geer, Marsh.
Anthribus. Fabricius, Paykull, Panzer, Clairville.

RiiiNOSiMUS. Latreille.

Ajitennae inserted before the eyes. EJytra rigid.

S/i. !. Roboris.

Anthribus roboris. Paykull, Fabricius, Clairville.

Rhi7iosimus roboris. Latreille.

Curculio riificallis? Linnaeus.

Inhabits Europe, beneath the bark of trees.

Section III. Tetramera.

Tarsi with four joints.

Division I.

Rync-hophoui. Latreille.

Head anteriorly rostrated ; the mouth at the apex of

the rostrum.

Tribe I. Bruciiides.

Palpi obvious, filiform, not very minute. Rostrum
broad. Labrum exserted. Antennae eleveii-jointed ; sub-

clavate, with the club formed of distinct joints, in some;
filiform, or gradually thicker towards their points, in

others; serrated, or pectinated.

Genus .CCXLII. Pi.atvkhinus. Clairville.

Anthribus. Fabricius, GeoHVoy, Paykull, Latr.

Macrocephalus. Olivier.
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Antennje clavate, the club elongate. Eyes not emar-

ginatc. l^lytra covering the anus above. Body ovate-

oblonj;. Abdomen somewhat elongate-quadrate, round-

ed behind. Thorux somewliat quadiate, a little nar-

rower before. Rostrum broad. Head scarcely nar-

rower at the base.

S/i. 1 . Lalirostris.

.iiii/iribus lu'.iroatria. Fabricius, Latreillc, Paykull.

Ptalijrhinus latiroslris. Clairville.

Macroce/ihalus laliroslris. Olivier.

Inhabits woods in Europe.

Gknus CCXLIII. Anthuibvs. Paykull, Fabricius,

Latreillc, (ieoffroy.

Macuockphalus. Olivier.

Antennae clavate, the club ovate, abrupt, incressated.

Eyes not emarginate. Elytra covering the anus above.

Body short, oval, thick. Thorax transverse, broader

behind, lobated. Rostrum short.

S/i. 1. Scabrosiis.

Jnlhribun scabrosus. Paykull, Fabricius, Latreillc.

Macroce/ihalus scabrosus. Olivier.

Inliiibits the elm.

Gekus CCXLIV. Rhinomaceh. Olivier, Fabricius.

Anthhibls. Paykull, Latreillc.

Antennae clavate. Eyes not emarginate. Elytra co-

vering the anus above. Abdomen elongate, narrow.

Thorax roundish, nearly equally broad. Rostrum at the

base niucl' narrower than the head, the longitudinal di-

ameter many times exceeding tlie breadth. Tarsi, with

the second joint not including the third.

Sji.\. Jtlclaboidea.

jlnthribus rhinomacer. Paykull, Latreillc.

Rhinomacer attelaboktes. Fabricius.

Inhabits pine trees.

Gexvs CCXLV. Bruchus. Linn. De Geer, Olivier,

Fabricius, Latreillc, Marsham.
Myi.aduis. GcoiTroy.

Antennae nearly filiform. Eyes emarginate, for the

insertion of the antcnnse. Body short, oval, thick Elytra

not covering the anus above.

5/1. \. Pisi.

Bruchus /list. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Inhabits southern Europe and northern America.

Tribe II. Curculionides.

Palpi very small, conic-subulate, scarcely discernible.

Rostrum rounded, thick, often proboscis shaped. La-
brum none. Antennae with distinct joints, the eighth
or ninth generally clavate, the club regular, the joints

coriaceous. Head from the eyes more or less narrow-
ed, distinctly produced into a rostrum. Mandibles
small or minute. Mentum not cylindric-cordate. Body
very rarely cylindric. Anterior tibiae never triangular.

Division I.

(Recticornes; straight horns.)
Antennae straight, not gcniculated at the second joint.

Body of all, from the base of the thorax, narrower, not
cylindric.

Genis CCXLVI. Brentus. Fabricius, Olivier,
Herbst, Latreille, Lamarck.
CuRCULio. Linnjeus, De Geer.
Mandibles generally prominulous, the apex generally

bidcndate. Body very long, somewhat cylindric, nar-
rower before, straight, porrect. Thorax elongate-ovate,
truncate before and behind. Elytra rigid,' elongate,
linear, with the apex often spinosc. Feet elongate,
strong, the anterior ones longest. Mentum corneo\is,

cordate-subovate, apex emarginate, base rounded, con-

cave in front.

S/i. I. Anchorago.
Brcntus anchorago. Fabricius, Latreillc.

Inhabits America.
Genls CCXLVII. Cylas. Fabr.

Bhentus. Olivier, Fabricius.

Mandibles short, the apex bidentate. Mentum sub-
orbiculate. Body elongate, narrow before. Thorax
articulated, dilated in front, and ovate-subglobose, stran-

gulated behind. Elytra with prominent shoulders. Tarsi
with the last joint but one bifid.

Sj>. 1. Bruyineus.

Cijclus brtmneus. Latreille.

Brnitus brunneus. Herbst, Fabr.
Inhabits Senegal.

Genus CCXLVHI. Attelabus. Linn. Fabr. Oliv.

Latr.

Clrculio. De Geer.
Head behind simply elongate, produced with no neck.

Tibiae with their points furnished with a double hook.
Body ovate. Abdomen quadrate, rounded behind. La-
bium corneous, quadrate, the middle of the upper mar-
gin emarginate, obtusely unidcntatc.

•S/i. 1. Curculionoides.

Attelabus curculionoides. Linnaeus, Latreille, Olivier.

Inhabits the nut tree and willow.

Genus CCXLIX. Apoderus. Olivier, Latreille.

Attelabus. Linnaeus, Fabricius, Paykull.

Head with a distinct neck. Tibiae with one hook at

their joints. Body ovate. Abdomen quadrate, rounded
behind. Labium corneous, quadrate, the middle of the

upper margin emarginate, obtusely unidentate.

Sfi. 1. Coryli.

Aitelabus coryli. Linn. Fabr. Payk. Latr.

Curculio coryli. Marsham.
Inhabits the nut tree.

Genus CCL. Rynchites. Herbst, Latr.

Curculio. Linnaeus, De Geer, Marsham.
Rhinomacer. GeofTroy, Clairville.

Attelabus. Fabricius, Olivier.

Head elongate behind the eyes, with no neck. Cly-
peus dentate. Tibiae with very short heels. Abdomen
quadrate, rounded behind. Body ovate, narrowly pro-

duced before. Thorax conic-cylindric, broader behind,

(often with a spine on each side in the male). Labium
membranaceous, small, the apex rounded, villose, entire.

Sfi. 1. Bacchus.

Curculio bacchus. Linnaeus, Marsham.
Ry7ichites bacchus. Herbst, Latreille.

Attelabus bacchus. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe, frequenting the nut and vine.

Genus CCLI. Apion. Herbst, Latreille, Kirby.
Curculio. Liniiaeus, Marsham.
Rhino.macer. Geoffroy, Clairville.

Attelabus. Fabricius, Olivier.

Eyes prominulous. Head elongate behind. Abdomen
subovatc. Tibiae with obsolete heels. Labium subquad-
ratc, entire.

Obs. The Rev. William Kirby has given an admira-
ble paper to the Linnaean Society of London on the spe-

cies of this genus, which is published in the ninth volume
of their Transactions. He has added a supplement,
which is published in the tenth volume.
Genus CCLII. Rhamphus. Clairville.

Tarsi with the last joint but one bifid, cordiform.
Head globose. Eyes approximate. Hinder feet formed
for leaping. Tibiae with obsolete heels. Body short, oval.
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S/i. 1. Flavicornis.

Kamfihut fa-vicornia. Latreille, Clairville.

Inhabits the sloe and aspen.

Genvs CCLIII. Bkachycerus. Olivier, Herbst,

Fabricius, Latreille.

CuRCULio. LinnsEus, De Geer.

Tarsi short, with entire joints. Lip crustaceous, sub-

orbicular, the apex truncate, retuse, entire. Body ovate,

thick, gibbous. Eyes lateral. Tibias with their two
points produced, the internal spine bifid. Thorax trans-

verse. Abdomen large, subglobose, ovate, or oval.

S/i. I. Algirus.

Brachycerus algirus. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Africa.

Division II.

(Fracticornes
;
geniculated horns.)

Antennae geniculated, the basal joint very much
elongated, generally received in a lateral oblique groove,

(at the base at least,) or the sides of the rostrum.

(Antennae in all clavate, the club generally composed
of firmly connected joints, the last acute. Tarsi with the

last joint but one bifid, or emarginate above, cordate.)

Subdivision 1.

Antennae inserted beyond the base of the rostrum,
larger than the head, the club distinctly many-jointed,
ovate. Mandibles generally obtuse. Tibiae at the apex
ciliated with spines, in a few terminated by a strong
hook. Body ovate, or elliptic. Colour various.

Genus CCLIV. Cuuculio. . Linnaeus, Fabricius,

CJairville, Olivier.

Brachyrhinus. Latreille.

Body ovate, convex, narrower before. Thorax round,

or conic-cylindric, narrower than the base of the elytra.

Scutellum extremely minute. Abdomen ovate-conic,

subovate, or globose. Lip minute. Antennae eleven-
jointed. Hinder feet not formed for leaping.

Sfi. 1. Imfierialis, (diamond beetle.)

Curculio imfierialis. Linn. Fabr. Oliv.

Brachyrldnus imfierialis. Latreille.

Inhabits Brasil.

Sfi. 2. Argeiitatus.

CurculiQ argentatus. Gmelin, Marsh. Fabr.
Brachyrldnus argentatus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCLV. Lixus. Latreille, Fabricius.

Curculio. Linnaeus, Geoffroy, Marsham, Fabricius.

Body elongate-ovate. Rostrum as broad as the head.

Lip small, entire, transverse-quadrate, corneous, nar-

rower than the mentum.
Sfi. 1. Sulcirosl''is.

Curculio sulcirostris. Linnxus, Fabricius, Marsham.
Inhabits thistles.

Sfi. 2. Parafilecticus.

Curculio fiarafilecticus. Linn.
Lixus fiarafilecticus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits the Phellandrium aguaticum.
Genus CCLVI. RvxcHiENus. Fabricius, Olivier.

Curculio. Linn. Geoff. Lam. Latr.

Body oblong, ovate, twice as long as broad. Anten-
nae with the club three-jointed beginning at the ninth
joint, or eight four-jointed beginning at the eighth joint.

Wings in all.

Sfi. 1. Tortrix.

Curculio tortrix. Linnaeus, Marsham, Latreille.

Ryiichixnus tortrix. Fabricius.
Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 2. Mietis.

Vol. VIII. Part IL

Ci/:rulio abii'tis. Linnxus.
Inhabits Europe in the pine. It was discovered as a

native of Britain by Dr Maiden, who took it near Hame-
ton, in Scotland.

Sfi. 3. Pini.

Curculio fiini. Linn. Marsham.
Inhabits the Pinus sylvestris.

Genus CCLVII. Liparus. Oliv.

Curculio. Linnaeus, Latreille, Marsham.
RvNCHyENus. Fabricius.

Body oblong ovate, twice as long as broad. Antennae
with the club three-jointed beginning at the ninth joint,

or four-jointed beginning at the eighth joint. Wingsnonc.
Sfi. 1. Germanus-
Curculio Germanus. Linnaeus, Marsham.
Rynchanus fusco-macutatus. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe. It occurs in Britain, near Dover
and Hastings.

Sfi. 2. Triguttatus.

Curculio triguttatus. Marsham, Latreille.

Curculio vau of Marsham, is merely a variety of this

insect.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCLVHI. Cryptorvncus. Illiger.

Curculio. Linnaeus, Marsham.
Rynch.enus. Fabricius.

Body round-oval, half as long again as broad. Ab-
domen short, triangular-quadrate. Anus naked. Ros-
trum applied to the breast. Coleoplra subquadrate, the
diameters nearly equal. Hinder feet not formed for

leaping. Mentum corneous, subobtrigonate.

S/i. 1 . Erysimi.

Rynchxnus crysimi. Fabr.

Crytorynchus erysimi. Illiger.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCLIX. Cionus. Clairville, Latreille.

Rynch^nus. Fabr.

Curculio. Linn. Geoff. Oliv.

Body quadrate-ovate, thick, a little longer than broad.
Abdomen large, subquadrate, a little narrower, and
rounded behind. Anus not naked. Rostrum applied to

tlie breast. Coleoptra convex, as broad as long, inflex-

ed behind. Hinder feet not formed for leaping.

Sfi. 1. Scrofihularie

.

Curculio scrofihularits. Linnaeus, Marsham.
Rynchanus scrofihularia. Fabricius.

Cionus scrcfi/iularice. Clairville.

Inhabits the Verbascum and Scrofihularia.

Latreille supposes Rynchanus, T/iafisus, Scrofihularie,

and Verbasci of Fabricius, to be but varieties of one
species.

Genus CCLX. Orchestes. Olivier, Illiger.

RynchjENUs. Clairville, Fabricius, Latreille.

CiRCULio. Linnaeus, Marsham.
Body ovate. Abdomen elongate-quadrate, rounded

behind. Elytra inflexed behind, covering, or at least

touching the anus. Hinder feet formed for leaping.

Sfi. 1. Aim.
Curculio alni. Linnaeus, Marsham.
Rynclienus alni. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 3.

Antennae inserted at the base of the rostrum. Tarsi
reflected to the internal side of the tibiae.

Genus CCLXI. Rhina. Latreille.

Lixus. Fabricius.

Curculio. Olivier.

Body oblong cylindric. Feet elongatq, especially the
4T
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anterior ones. Tibix slender. Rostrum elongate-, por-

lect, cylindric, slender, often bearded.

S/i. 1. Jiarbirostris.

Lixas biirbiroslris. Fabricius.

Hhina barbirostris . Latreillc.

Inliubils Alrica and India.

Genus CCLXII. Calandua. Glairville, Fabricius.

CuRcui.io. Linnxus, GeoflVoy, Olivier.

Ryxlhophohus. Ilerbst.

Body elliinic-oval, flat above. Eyes immersed, oblong,

encircling the head beneath. Rostrum thickened at the

insertion of the anlcnnx. Elytra plain, not covering the

anus above. .\nus acutely prominent. Feet strong.

Sft. 1 . Granaria.

Calanclra granaria. Fabricius, Latreille.

Ciirculiu granaria. Marsham.
Inl; !l)iti Europe.

Geni'sCCLXIII. Cossoxus. Glairville, Fabr. Latr.

CuRCL'1,10. Pa)kull, Hcrbst.

Body vLry much ierigthtiitd, sublinear, or subcylindric,

narrow be lore. Elytra covming the anus above. Tibia

terminated by a hook internally. Back flat, depressed.

Sfi 1. Linearis.

Cussonus linearis. Glairville, Fabricius, Latreille.

Curculio linearis. PaykuU, Marsham.
Curculio fiaj-atielopifiedus. Herbst.

Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Head not gradually prolonged into a rostrum. Tarsi

not spongy beneath.

Tribe III. Bostricides.

Body cylindric, or globose. Head globose Tibiae com-
pressed, anterior ones dentated. Antennae eight or ten-

jointed; the first joint elongate, the two or three last

joints forming a large mass. Tarsi not spongy beneath.

Palpi very small, generally conic, rarely filiform.

Division I.

Palpi very small, conic. Antennae forming a solid

mass, shorter, or not much longer than the head.

Subdivision 1.

Club of the antennae commencing before the ninth joint.

Genus CGLXIV. Hyi.urgus. Latreille.

Ips. De Geer, Marsham.
ScoLTTus. Olivier.

Tarsi with their penultimate joint bifid. Antennae

Tvith the club commencing at the eighth joint, very little

or not at all compressed.

S/i. 1. Lignifierda.

Scolytus Lignifierda. Olivier.

Hylurgus lignifierda. Latreille.

Inhabits beneath the bark of the pine.

Sfi.2. Pinifterda.

IfiH fiinifierda. Marsham.
Hylurgus fiinifierda. Latreille.

Inhabits Britain, perforating the pine bark.
Genus GCLXV. Tomicus. Latreille.

Dermestes. Linnaeus.

Ips De Geer.

BosTRicus. Fabricius, Paykull.

Scolytus. Olivier.

Tarsi with entire short joints. Antennae vath the club
much compressed, beginning at the seventh joint, dis-
tinctly annulated. Body not linear.

Sfi. 1. Tyfiografi/ius.

Dermestes tyfiografihua. Linnaeus.

IfIS tyfiografihe. De Geer.

Bostricus tyfiografilnis. Fabricius, PaykuU.
Ifis tyfiografihus. Marsham.
Scolytus tyfiografihus. Olivier.

Tomicus tyfiografihus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe, under the bark of trees, which i:

gnaws into various labyrinth-like passages.

Genus CGLXVI. Platypus. Herbst, Latreille.

BosTKicus. Helhvig, Fabricius.

Scolytus. Panzer.

Tarsi with entire long joints. AntennaE with the cluit

much compressed, commencing at the sixth joint ; annu-

lations not or but slightly distinct. Body linear.

Sfi. 1. Cylindricus.

Platyfius cylindricus. Herbst, Lat.

Bostricus cylindricus. Fabricius.

Scolytus cylindricus. Olivier.

Inhabits France and Germany, under the bark of trees.

Subdivision 2.

Antennae with the club beginning at the ninth joint.

Genus GGLXVII. Scolytus. Geoffroy, Schjeffer.

Olivier, Latreille.

Hylesinus. Fabricius.

Ekkoptogaster. Herbst.

Coptogaster. lUiger.

Ips. Marsham.
Tarsi with their last joint but one bifid. Antennae with

the club compressed, obovoid, the apex rounded.
Sfi. 1. Destructor.

Scolytus destructor. Oliv. Lat.

I/is scolytus. Marsham.
Hylesinus scolytus. Fabricius.

Inhabits beneath the bark of the elm.
Genus GGLXVIII. Hylesinus. Fabricius, Lat.
Scolytus. Olivier.

Bostricus. Paykull.

Tarsi with their penultimate joint bifid. Antennx with
the club little or not compressed, ovoid, the extremity
pointed.

Sp. \. Crenatus.

Hylesinus crenatus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Scolytus crenatus. Olivier.

Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Palpi very small, conic. Antennae with the club form-
ed of three leaf-like very long laminae.

Genus CCLXIX. Phloitribus. Latreille.

Hylesinus. Fabricius.

Scolytus. Fabricius.

Tarsi with the last joint but one bilobate.

Sfi. I. Olee.

Hylesinus olea. Fabricius.

Scolytus oleic. Olivier.

Phloitribus olex. Latreille.

Inhabits the olive tree in France.

Division III.

Palpi filiform. Antennae with the club perfoliated or
serrated. Tarsi with their joints entire.

Genus CCLXX. Bostricus. Latreille, Olivier.

LiGNipERDA. Herbst.

Apate. Fabricius, Paykull.

Dermestes. Linnaeus.
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Body convex. Thorax elevated, globular, or cubic,

Maxilla: bilobate.

S/i. 1. Ca/iucirius.

Ligni/wrda ca/iucinus. Herbst.

jlfiate ca/iucmiis. Fabricius, Paykull.

Bostricus cafiucmus. Lalreille, Olivier.

Dermestes cajiuci'ius. Linnxus.
Inhabits liurope.

Genus CCLXXI. Psoa. Fabricius, Latreillc, Herbst.

Dermestes. Rossi.

Body flattened above. Thorax almost quadrate. Max-
illae with one lobe.

Sfi. 1. Viennensis.

Psoa -viennensis. Fabricius, Lalreille, Herbst.

Dermestes dubius. Rossi.

Tribe IV. Paussides.

Body oblong and much depressed. Palpi conic-subu-

late. Antennae two, or ten-jointed. Elytra truncated.

Tarsi with entire joints.

Genus CCLXXII. Pausus. Linnaeus, Fabricius,

Thunberg, Herbst, Afzelius, Donovan, Lalreille.

Antennae two-jointed, the last very large and irregular.

Sfi. 1. Microcefifiatus.

Paussus microcefihalus. Linnaeus, Thunberg, Herbst,
Lalreille, Afzelius, Fabricius.

Inhabits Africa.

Genus CCLXXIII. Cerapterus. Swederus, Dono-
van, Lalreille.

Antennae ten-joinled, perfoliated.

Sji. 1. Macteaii.

Cerapterus macleaii. Donovan, Lalreille.

Inhabits New Holland.

Tribe V. Mycetophagides.

Body ovoid or oblong; in some depressed, in others
linear. Palpi filiform or bent at their extremities. An-
tennae ten or eleven jointed, thickening towards their

extremities, or terminated by a perfoliated mass.

Family I.

Antennae ten-joinled.

J^emosomida,

Division I.

Antennae with the club three-jointed, perfoliated.

Genus CCLXXIV. Cis. Lalreille.

Anobium. Fabricius, Illiger, Herbst, Paykull.
Dermestes. Scopoli.

Hylesinus. Fabricius.

Ptinus. Marsham.
Antennae twice as long as the head. Body oval, de-

pressed.

S}i. 1. Boleti.

Dermestes boleti. Scopoli.

Anobium boleti. Fabricius, Illiger, Paykull.
Anobimn bidentatum. Olivier.

Ptinus boleti. Marsham.
Inhabits the Boletus vesicolor.

Genus CCLXXV. Nemosoma. Lalreille.

Dermestes. Linnaeus.

Ips. Olivier.

CoLYDiuM. Hellwig, Herbst.
Antennae not or scarcely longer than the head. Body

linear. Head as long, or nearly as long, as the thorax.
S/i. 1. Elongatum.
JVemoso7na elongatum. Lalreille.

Ifis elongatus. Olivier.

Colydium fasciatnm. Hellwig, Herbst.
Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Antennae with a nearly globose two-jointed club.

Genus CCLXXVL Cekylon. LalrciHe.

Rvzopiiagus. Herbst.

Lyotus. Fabricius, Panzer, Paykull.

Body elongate. Thorax quadrate, with the hinder
margin straight, contiguous with the elytra. Abdomen
not pedunculated.

S/i. I. Histeroides.

JLyctus histeroides. Fabricius, Paykull, Panzer.
Byzo/Uiagus histeroides. Herbst.
Ccryton histeroides. Latreillc.

Inhabits Europe, beneath the bark of trees.

Genus CCLXXVIL Monotoma. Herbst.
Cerylon. Lalreille.

Lyctus. Fabricius, Paykull, Panzer.
Body elongate, linear. Tliorax qu^diale, with the

hinder margin distant from the base of the elytra. Ab-
domen somewhat pedunculated.

S/i. 1. Terebrans.

Cerylon tenebrans. Lalreille.

Inhabits beneath the bark of trees,

Sji. 2. Juglandis.

Lyctus juglandis. Fabricius, Paykull, Panzer.
Corticaria tajcicornis. Marsham.
Inhabits beneath the bark of trees.

Family II. Mycetophagida.

Antennae eleven jointed. Mandibles little or not at all

prominent.

Division I.

Antennae with the club two-jointed.

Genus CCLXXVIH. Ditoma. Latr.

BiTOMA. Herbst.

Lyctus. Fabr. Payk.
Ips. Olivier.

Sfi. 1. Crenata.

Bitoma crenata. Herbst.
Ditoma crenata. Latr.

Lyctus crenatus. Fabr. Payk.
Ips crcnatu.i. Olivier.

Inhabits Europe, under the bark of dead trees.

Division II.

Antennae gradually thickening towards their extremi-
ties. Tarsi with the first joint longer than the following
one.

Genus CCLXXIX. Mycetophagus. Fabricius, Pay-
kull, Oliv. Panzer, Latr.

Tritoi^a. Geoff.

Dermestes. Thunberg.
Silphoides. Herbst.
BoLETARiA. Marsh.
Body oval. Antenna with the last joint elongate, ovate,

^laxillary palpi prominent.

Sfi. 1. Quadrifiustulatus.

Mycetophagus quadrijiustulatua, Fabricius, Lalreille,
Panzer, Paykull.

Boktaria quadrifiustulata. Marsham.
Inhabits fungi.

Division HI.

Antennae gradually thickening towards their extremi-
ties, or with a three-jointed club.

4 T 2
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Subdhnsion I

.

Tarsi with the first joint not Ioniser than the following

one. Palpi very short; the maxillary ones not, or but

little, prominent. Aniennsc with an abrupt club of three

joints, not longer than the head. Body elongate, linear.

Gknus CCLXXX. Colydium. Latr. Fabr. Herbst,

Paykull.

Tritoma. Thunberg.
Ips. Olivier, Rossi.

S/i. 1. Elongatian.

Cuiydium elovgatum. Fabr. Herbst, Paykull, Latr.

Jfis clongatua. Olivier.

Jps linearis. Rossi.

Inhabits Europe, under the bark of trees.

Subdivision 2.

Tarsi with tlie first joint longer than the second.

Palpi very short, the maxillary ones but little or not at

all prominent. AntcnnE as long as the thorax, or less.

Genus CCLXXXI. Latri'dius.* Herbst.

Ips. Olivier.

CoRTicARiA. Marsham.
Dermestes. Fubricius, Paykull.

Antennx with the second joint larger than the third.

Sp. 1. Purcatus.

Latridius fiorcatus. Herbst.

2-atridius minulus. Latreille.

Dermestes margiiiatus. Paykull.
Inhabits houses in Europe.
Genus CCLXXXH. Silvanus. Latreille.

Tenebrio. De Geer.

Dermestes. Fabricius, Panzer.
Ips. Olivier.

Colydium. Paykull, Herbst.

Carlicaria. Marsham.
Antennae with the second and following joints to the

eighth joint nearly equal.

Sfi. 1. Unidentatus.

Hylvanus U7iidentalus. Latreille.

Dermestes unidentatus. Fabricius.
Ips unidentatus. Olivier.

Colydium unidentatum. Paykull.
Colydium planum. Herbst.
Inhabits Europe, under the bark of trees,
Sp. 2. Frumentarius.
Colydium frumentarium. Panzer.
Corticaria frumentaria. Marsham.
Syl-vanus frumentarius. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 2.

Tarsi with the first joint not longer than the following
j-oint. Maxillary palpi prominent. Body elongate, nar-
row. Antennae with the three last joints rather thicker.
Genus CCLXXXIH. Meryx. Latreille.
Thorax almost cordiform. Eves rather prominent.

Palpi clavate, the last joint sub-o'btrigonate, larger than
the rest.

Sp. I . Bugosa.
Meryx rugosa. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. xi. fig. 1.

Inhabits the East Indies.

Division IV.

Antennae cloven-jointed. Mandibles prominent or ex-
serted.

Subdivision I.

Mandibles small. Body long and linear.

Genus CCLXXXIV. Lyotus. Fabricius, Paykull.

Ips. Olivier.

BiTOMA. Herbst.

Corticaria. Marsham.
Antennae with a two-jointed club, Thorax long and

linear.

Sp. I. Oblongus.

I^yctus oblongus. Latreille.

Lyctus canaliculatus. Fabricius.

Ips oblongus. Olivier.

Hiloma uniftunctata. Herbst.

Corticaria oblonga. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe, in old wood.

Subdivision 2.

Mandibles large. Body elongate, much depressed,
nearly equally broad.

Genus CCLXXXV. Trogosita. Fabricius, Oli-

vier, Illiger, Latreille, Lamarck.
Tenebrio. Linnaeus, Marsham, Rossi.

Pi.atycerus. Geoffroy.

Thorax almost quadrate, separated from the abdomen
by a remarkable interval. Antennae moniliform, shorter

than the thorax, compressed towards the apex. Labrum
excerted, coriaceous, small, hairy, in front.

Sp. 1. Mauritanica.

Tenebrio mauritanicus. Linnxus ? Rossi, Marsham.
Trogosita caraboides. Fabricius, Illiger, Paykull,

Herbst, Latreille.

Trogosita mauritanica. Olivier.

Inhabits Europe. Dr Leach has seen it alive in a box
of insects brought from Paia in the Brasils,

Tribe VI. Cucujides.

Body oblong and much depressed. Head not globose.

Palpi filiform or thicker towards their extremities. An-
tennae of the same thickness throughout, all eleven-

jointed. Thorax almost quadrate, generally dentated

or angulated.

Division I.

Antennae moniliform, shorter than the body.

Genus CCLXXXVI. Parandra. Latreille.

IsocERUs. Illiger.

Attelabus. De Geer.

Tenebrio. F'abricius, Herbst.

Labrum very small. Palpi terminated by an oval

joint. Tarsi long. Thorax quadrate, marginate.

Sp. 2. Lavis.
Parandra Levis. Latreille.

jittelabus lavus. De Geer.
Tenebrio brunneus. Fabricius.

Tenebrio purpurascens. Herbst.

Inhabits America.
Genus CCLXXXVII. Cucujus. Fabricius, Olivier,

Paykull.

Cantharis. Linnxus ?

Labrum porrect, very apparent. Palpi with their last

joint obconic, truncate. Tarsi short. Lip bifid.

Sp. 1. Depressus.

Cucujus depressus. Paykull, Olivier, Latreille, Fa-
bricius.

Cantharis sanguinolenta- Linnaeus?
Inhabits Sweden and Germany.

The genus Dacycerus of Erongniart is akin to this genus.
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Division II.

Antcnnse as long as the body, often longer, composed

of elongate cylindric joints.

Genus CCLXXXVIII. Ulkiota. Latreille.

Cerambyx. Liiiiixus.

Brontes. Fabricius.

Crcujus. Olivier, Herbst.

Labium porrect, very apparent. Palpi terminated by

an almost conic pointed joint. Tarsi short.

S/i. 1. Flavi/ics.

Ccramhyx planalus. Linnxus.
Ulciota Jlava/ies. Latreille.

Brontes Jiainlies. Fabi-icius.

Cuciijus Ixlanalus. Herbst.

Cucujus Jiavifits. Olivier, P.iykull.

Inhabits Europe, beneaih the bark of dead trees.

Division III.

Head not gradually produced into a lustrum. Tarsi

strong beneath.

Subdivision 1.

Antennse filiform or setaceous, or slightly thickening

towards their extremities. Maxilla; with no horny hook

on their internal sides.

TuiBE VII. Cerambvcides.

Lip much widened at its extremity, cordiform. Body
elongate. Antennae long, generally inserted in a nitch

in the eyes.

Family I. Prionida.

Labrum very small, or almost none.

Division I.

Antennae moniliform, short.

Genus CCLXXXIX. Spondylis. Fabricius, Olivier,

Latreille.

Attelabus. Linn.

Cerambyx. De Geer.

Palpi with the last joint nearly obconic. Body convex.

Tarsi with the penultimate joint distinctly bifid. Tho-
rax almost orbicular, without border or teeth.

Sfi. 1. Bufirestoides.

S/iondylus bu/irestoides. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

.4ttelabus bufirestoides. Linn.

Inhabits Europe, at the roots of the pine.

Division II.

Antennae pectinated or serrated, in all longer than the

thorax.

Genus CCXC. Prionus. Geoffroy, Fabricius, Oli-

vier, Latreille.

Cerambyx. Linn. Marsham.
Thorax with the sides gently sloping, dentated. An-

tennae serrated, a little shorter than the body ; of the

male twelve, of the female eleven-jointed.

S/i. 1. Coriarius.

Cerambyx coriarius. I..inn.

Prionus coriarius. Latreille, Fabricius, Olivier.

Inhabits Europe.

Familt II. Cerambycida.

Labrum very apparent, of various sizes. Antennas
inserted in a nitch in the eyes.

Division I.

Head vertical. Palpi almost filiform.

Genus CCXCI. Maoropus. Thunberg.

Prionus. Olivier.

Cerambyx. Linn.

Lamia. Latreille.

Body much depressed. Thorax with a moveable spine

on each side, placed on a tubercle. Anterior feet of the

male very long.

S/i. 1. Longimanus.
Prionus longimanus. Olivier.

Lamia longimana. Latr.

Cerambyx longimanus. Linn.

Inhabits Brasil. .

Genus CCXCII. Lamia. Leach.
Lamia. Latreille, Fabricius.

Cerambyx. Linn. Marsham, Fabricius.

Antennae ten-jointed, longer than the body..

This genus is divided into sections.

A. Body depressed. (Lamia, Fabricius.)

Sp. \ JEdilis.

Lamia ttdilis. Fabricius, Latreille.

Cerambyx adilis. Linn. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe.
B. Body not depressed. (Lamia, Cerambyx, Fabri-

cius.)

Sfi. 2. A''ebulosus.

Cerambyx nebulosus. Fabricius, Marsham.
Lamia 7iebulosa. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 3. Textor.

Lamia textor. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
C. Body linear. Thorax not spined at the sides,

(Saperda, Fabricius.)

Sfi. 4. Oculata.

Cerambyx oculalua. Marsham.
Safierda oculata. Fabricius.

iMmia oculata. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCXCIII. Saperda. Leach.
Cerambyx. Marsham.
Antennae eleven-jointed, longer than the body. Body

linear. Thorax without spines.

Sfi. 1. Lineato-collis.

Cerambyx lineato-collis. Marsham.
Safierda lineato-collis. Leach, Zoolog. Mis. vol. i.

Inhabits England.
Division II.

Head nutant. Palpi with the last joint thicker than
the others.

Genus CCXCIV. Cerambyx. Linn. Fabricius, La-
treille, &c.

Stenocorus. Fabricius.

Antennae longer than the body. Palpi with the last

joint obconic, compressed. Thorax with a spine on
each side.

Sfi. 1. Moschattis. (Musk cerambyx.)
Cerambyx moscfiatus. Linn. Fabricius, Latreille, &c.
Inhabits willows in Europe, emitting, whilst alive, a

fine smell, resembling the flavour of roses.

Genus CCXCV. Stenocorus. Fabricius.
Cerambyx. Latreille.

Palpi with the last joint obtrigonate. Thorax without
spines.

5/1. 1. Sftinicornis,

Stenocorus sfiinicornia. Fabricius.

Cerambyx sfimicornis. Latreille.

Genus CCXCVI. Clytus. Fabricius,

Cerambyx. Linn.
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Cali.idu'm. Latreille.

Labial palpi villi Uic last joint obtrigonate. Thorax

without spines, jjlohose. Antctmx shorter than the body.

Hinder thighs clavatc.

S/i. 1. ^rielis.

Ceravihjx arietis. Linn.

Cliilits arietis. Fahricius.

Cattidiinn arietis. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Gknus CCXCVII. Callidium. I'abricius, Latreille.

Ceuxmbvx. Linn. Marshain.

*Labial palpi with the last joint obliigonatc. Thorax

orbicular, depressed, or but lilte convex. Antennae se-

taceous, as long as the body. Hinder thighs abruptly

clavate.

S/i. 1. Violaceutn.

Cerambyx viotaceu3. Linn. Marsh.

Callidium violaceum. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus CCXCVIII. Xecydalis. Linn. Dc Geer,Fa-

bricius.

Leptuka. Geoffroy.

MoLORCHUs. Fabricius.

Elytra subulated, not entirely covering the wings and

abdomen.
Sfi. 1. Rufa.
.Vecydalis rufa. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

Gexus CCXCIX. Molorchus. Fabricius.

Necydalis. Linn. Marsham, Latreille.

Elytra abbreviated.

Sfi.X. Major.

.Yecydalis major.

Molorcfius umbellaturum. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe.

Family III. Lefiturida.

Labrum very apparent. Antennse inserted between
the eyes.

Genus CCC. Leptura, of authors.

Thorax not spined on each side.

Sfi. 1. Elongata.

Lejitura elongata. Fabricius, Latreille, Marshain;
Inhabits Europe.

Genus CCCI. Rhagium. Fabricius.

Leptura. Latreille, Marsham.
Thorax with a spine on each side.

S/i. 1. Inquisitor.

JLe/itura inquisitor. Latr. Marsh.
Ji/iagium inquisitor. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Tribe VIII. Criocerides.

Lip not cordiform. Maxillae with their external di-

vision not resembling a two-jointed palpus. Body elon-

gate. Thorax cylindric or quadrate.

Family I. Sagrida.

Mandibles with their extremities not notched.
Gends CCCII. Megalopus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Antipus ? De Geer.
Antennae almost serrated, inserted at the internal mar-

gin of the eyes, shorter than the thorax. Palpi filiform,

terminated by an elongate, very pointed, and conic joint.

Thorax almost quadrate. Body little lengthened.
i^. 1. J^'igricornis.

Megalo/ius 72igricornis. Fabricius, Latreille. Gen.

Crust, et Ins. 3. tab. 11. fig. 5.

Inhcbits South America.
Genus CCCIII. Orsodachna. Latreille.

Crioceris. Geoffroy, Fabricius, Paykull, Panzer.

Antennve simple, inserted before the eyes, as loner

as the thorax, or less. Maxillary palpi thick and trun-

cate at their extremities. Body long. Thorax elongate

Eyes globose.

Hfi. 1. Cerasi.

Crioceris cerasi. Fabricius.

Orsodac/ina chlorotica. Latreille.

Inhabits Sweden, Germany, and France.

Genus CCCIV. Sagra. Fabricius, Latreille, Herbs'.

Alurnus. Olivier.

Tenebrio. Sulzer,

Antennae simple, inserted before the eyes. Palpi fili

form, the last joint somewhat ovate, the apex acute.

Eyes lunate. Hinder feet, especially the thighs, very
thick. Body elongate.

S/i. I . Femorata.
Sagra femorata. Herbst, Fabr. Latr.

.4lurnus femoratus. Olivier.

Inhabits Africa.

Family II. Criocerida.

Mandibles bifid or notched at their extremities.

Genus CCCV. Donaoia. Fabr. Payk. Hoppe.
Oliv. Latr.

Leptura. Linn. Marsh.
Antennae with elongate cylindric joints, those of the

base obconic. Eyes not notched. Abdomen elongate-
triangular. Hinder thighs thick.

* Hinder thighs dentated

Sfi. \. Micans.
Donacia micans. Hoppe.
Lefitura micans. Marsh.
Inhabits Europe.

** Hinder thighs simple

Sfi. 2. Simfilex.

Lefitura simfilex. Marsham.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCVI. Crioceris. GeofT. Oliv. Lamarck-
Chrysomela. Linn. De Geer.
Lema. Fabricius.

Auchenia. Marsham.
Antennae moniliform, with the exception of the basal

joints, which are globose. Eyes notched. Neck distinct.

Abdomen quadrate.

&p..\. Merdigera.

Crioceris merdigera. Latreille.

Lema merdigera. Fabricius.

.fluchenia merdigera. Marsham.
Chrysomela merdigera. Linn.

Inhabits the white lily.

Tribe IX. Chrysomelides.

Lip not cordiform. Maxillae with their external divi-

sion resembling a biarticulate palpus. Body more or less

ovoid or oval. Thorax transverse, or not longer than
broad.

Family I. Cassidida.

Palpi very small. Antennae inserted near each other
between the eyes, at a distance from the mouth.

Division I.

Body elongate. Thorax almost quadrate.

Genus CCCVII. Alurnus, Fabricius, Latreille.
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IIisrA. Oliviei'.

Body not spinose. Mandibles terminated by a strong

hook.

Sfl. 1. Grossus.

jilurnus grossus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Genus CCCVIII. Hispa. Linn. Fabricius, Olivier.

Criooeuis. Olivier.

Body spinose. Mandibles with their points bidentate.

Sfi. 1. Jtra.

Hispa atra. Linn. Fabricius, Olivier, Panzer.
Inhabits Europe. I his species has been introduced

into the British Fauna on dubious authority.

Division IL

Thorax semicircular. Body shield-shaped.

Genus CCCIX. Himatidium. Illiger.

Imatidium. Fabricius, Latreille.

Antennae entirely exserted, cylindric. Body nearly

quadrate.

Sfi. 1. Leayamim.
I/nalidium leayanum. Latreille.

Genus CCCX. Cassida. Linn. Fabr. Latr. &c.

Antennae thicker towards their extremities, their base
concealed by the thorax. Body nearly orbiculate.

<S/;. 1. Eqiiestris.

Cassida equeatris. Fabr. Payk. Panz, Latr.

Cassida viridis. Marsham, Illiger.

Inhabits Mentha sylvestris.

Family II. Galerucida,

Maxillary palpi very apparent. Antennae inserted

very near to each other, betvi^een the eyes, towards the

middle of the face.

Division I,

Feet not formed for leaping.

Genus CCCXI. Adobium. Fabricius, Latreille.

OiDES. Weber.
Palpi with the last joint but one dilated, the last short,

nearly cylindric, truncate. Antennae almost orbicular.

Elytra with their exterior margin arcuated.

Sfi, 1. Bifiiinclatum.

Morium bifiunctatum. Fabricius, Latreille.

Oides bifiunctata. Weber.
Inhabits E.istern India.

Genus CCCXII. Galeruca. Geoff. Latr. Fabr. Oliv.

Chrysomela. Linn. De Geer, Marsham.
Palpi with the two last joints very slightly different in

size, the last conic. Antennae shorter than the body, the

joints obconic, the second joint half the length of the third.

S/i. 1. Tanaceti.

Chrysomela tanaceti. Marsham.
Galeruca tanaceti. Latreille, Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

^ Genus CCCXIII. Adimonia. Schrank.
Galeruca. Latreille, Fabricius.

Crioceris. Fabricius.

Palpi with the two last joints not very different in size,

the last joint conic. Antennae shorter than the body,

the joint obconic, with the second and third joints shorter

than the fourth joint.

S/i. I. A'lgricornis.

Crioceris nigricornis. Fabricius.

Galeruca nigricornis. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Sp, 2. jlbii.

Chrysomela aim. Marsham.
Galeruca alni. Latreille, Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCXIV. Luperus. Geoff. Oliv, Latr.

Crioceris. Fabricius.

Palpi with the two last joints nearly equal in size, thf.

last conic. Antennae as long as the body, the joiiit cy-
lindric, elongate.

S/i. 1 . I''lav!/ies.

J.u/ierus yiavi/ies. Latreille.

CriocerisJlavipes . Fabricius*

Inhabits Europe.

i>fi. 2. Rujifies.

Crioceris ruji/ics. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Hinder feet formed for leaping, the thighs being ifi-

crassated.

Genus CCCXV. Haltica.
Altica. Geoffroy, Olivier, Panzer, Latreille.

Chrysomela. Linn. De Geer, Marsham.
Crioceris. Fabricius.

Lema. Fabricius.

Galeruca. Fabricius.

Antennae with the second joint generally a little short
er than the third.

• Body ovate.

Sji. 1 . Oleracea.

jlltica oleracea. Latreille, Panzer.
Gallernca oleracea. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.
** Body nearly orbiculate.

Sfi. 2. Testacea.

Galeruca testacea. Fabricius.

Altica testacea. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Family III. Chrysomelida.

Maxillary palpi very apparent. Antennae inserted be-
fore the eyes, gradually thickening towards their points.

Head nutant, forming an obtuse angle with the thorax.

Division I.

Mandibles short, obtuse, truncated, or terminated by
a very short point. Antennae with the four last joints

globose or turbinated.

Subdivision 1.

Antennae with the four last joints turbinated. Body
hemispheric or oval. Thorax transverse.

Genus CCCXVI. Paropsis. Olivier, Latreille.

NoTocLEA. Marsham.
Maxillary palpi terminated by a securiform joint. Bo-

dy hemispherical.

Sfi. 1 . Australasia.

Paro/isis Australasia. Olivier.

Inhaiiits New Holland.

Genus CCCXVH. Dorvphora. Oliv. Latr. Illiger.

Chrysomela. Fabricius.

Maxillary palpi terminated by a transverse joint short-

er than the one before it. Sternum with its middle pro-
duced into a horn.

Sfi. 1. PuTictatissima.

Chrysomela fiunctalissima. Fabricius. •

Doryfihora fiunctatissima. Illiger, Latreille.

Genus CCCXVIIL Chrysomele. Latr. Fabr. Oliv.
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Palpi terminated by two joints of nearly an equal

length, the last almost ovoid truncate, or nearly cylin-

dric. Sternum not produced.
• Thorax with the siflcs incrassated, as if margined :

Body ovate-quadrate.

Sfi. I. Banksii.

Chrysomela Banksii. Fabricius, Latreille, Marsham.

Inhabits Europe.
•• Thorax witli the sides not incrassated. Body

ovate-quadrate.

S/i. 2. Litura.

Chrysomela litura. Fabricius, Latreille, Marsham.

Inhabits the broom.
• • Body elongate-ovate-quadrate.

S/i. 3. Marginella.

Chrysomela marginella. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 2.

Antenns with the four last joints semi-globose al-

most forming a club. Body elongate-quadrate. Tho-

rax as long as broad.

Genus CCCXIX. Helodes. PaykuU, Fabricius,

Olivier.

Prasocuris. Latreille.

Chrysomela. Marsham, Helhvig.

Palpi short, thicker at their middle, the last joint

short-obconic.

S/i. 1. Phellandrii.

Helodes fihellandrii. PaykuU, Fabricius.

Frosocuris phellandrii, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 2. Violacea.

Helodes -violacea. Fabricius.

Chrysomela beccabungis. Hellwig, Marsham.
Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Mandibles abruptly arcuated, terminated by a very

strong point. Antennae with the four last joints elon-

gate, compressed, reversed-conic, the last long almost

elliptic, and terminated by a point resembling an addi-

tional joint.

Genus CCCXX. Colaspis. Fabricius, Latreille.

Maxillary palpi terminated by a large joint, nearly

ovoid.

Sfi. X. Surinamensis.

Colasfiis Surinamensis. Latreille.

Inhabits Surinam.
Family IV. Cryfitocefxhalida.

Maxillary palpi very apparent. Antennae inserted

before the eyes. Head vertical.

Division I.

Palpi with the last joint thick, ovoid. Body nearly

ovoid.

Genus CCCXXI. Eumolpus. Kugellan, Weber,
Fabricius, Latreille.

Cryptocephalus. Olivier, Geoffrey.

Thorax with a very convex back, which is gibbose,

Sfi.X. Vitis.

Cryfitocffihalus -vitis. Fabricius.

Eumfiolus vitis. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe, on the vine.

Division II.

Palpi with the last joint conie-cylindric. Body short-

.-.ylindric.

Genus CCCXXII. Cryptocephalus. Geoffrey, Fa-

bricius, Olivier, Latreille, Lamarck, Marsham.
Chrysomela. Linn. Dc Geer.

Antennae simple, filiform, about the length of the

body.

Sft. 1. Sericeus.

Chrysomela sericea. Linn.

Cryfitoce/ihalus sericeus. Fabricius, Olivier, Marsh.
Inhabits the flowers of the Dandelion.

Genus CCCXXIII. Clythra. Laicharting, Fabrici-

us, Olivier, Latreille.

Chrysomela. Linn.

Melolontha. Geoffroy.

Cryptocephalus. Marsham,
Antennae short, serrated, exserted. Palpi alike.

S/i. 1. Quadri/iunctata.

Clythra quadrijiunctata. Fabricius, Latreille.

Cryptocephalus guadripunctatus. Marsham.
Chrysomela guadripunctata. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCXXIV. Clamys. Knoch, Latreille.

Clythra. Fabricius, Olivier.

Labial palpi furcate. Feet contractile. Antennae short,

serrated, lodged in a rim of the thorax.

Sp. 1. Monstrosa.

Clythra monstrosa. Fabricius.

Chlamys monstrosa. Latreille.

Subdivision 1.

Antennae a perfoliated club. Maxillae with their in-

ternal side unguiculated.

Tribe X. Erotylides.

Family I. £rotylida.

Palpi all terminated by large, semilunar, or securi-

form joints.

Division I.

Antennae with their intermediate joints elongate,

nearly cylindric or obconic. Body much elevated. Tho-
rax flat. Tibiae slender, nearly cylindric.

Genus CCCXXV. Erotylus. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Body ovate or oval.

Sp. 1. Gibbosus.

Erotylus gibbosus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Genus CCCXXV^I. jEgithus. Fabricius,

EnoTYLus. Latreille.

Body hemispheric.

Division II.

Antennae moniliform below, terminated by an ovoid

club. Thorax elevated at the middle. Tibiae elongate-

triangular.

Genus CCCXXVII. Tbito.ma. Fabr. Oliv. Latr.

Body short-ovate, the back elevated in the middle.

Thorax with the middle of the hinder margin dilated

into an angle.

Sp. 1. Bifiustulatu/n.

Tritoma bipustulatum. Fabricius, PaykuU, Latreille.

Inhabits Boleti.

Genus CCCXXVIII. Thiplax. Payk. Fabr. Oliv.

SiLpHA.. Linn. Marsham.
Body oval.

Sp. 1. Russica.

Silpha russica. Linn. Marsham.
Triplax russica. PaykuU, Fabricius.

Tritoma russica. LatreiUe.

Inhabits dead trees and fungi.
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Family II. Phalacriirida.

Maxillary palpi filiform, or thicker towards their ex-

tremities.

Division I,

Tarsi with the penultimate joint, bilobate. Body
not contractile into a ball.

Subdivision 1

.

Body linear.

Genus CCCXXIX. Languria. Latreille.

Trogosita. Fabricius.

Antennae with a five-jointed club.

Sji. 1. Bicolor.

Languria bicolor. Latreille.

Trogosita bicolor. Fabricius.

Inhabits North America.

Subdivision 2.

Body hemispheric.
Genus CCCXXX. Phalacrus, Latreille, PaykuU.
Sphxridium. Fabricius.

Dermestes. Scopoli, Marsham.
Anisotoma. Illiger, Fabricius.

VoLvoxis. Kugellan.

Antennae with a three-jointed club.

S/i. 1. Bicolor.

Phalacrus bicolor. Paykull, Latreille.

Dermestes calthe. Scopoli.

Anisotoma bicolor. Illiger, Fabricius.

Inhabits flowers in Europe.

Division II.*

Tarsi with the joints entire. Body nearly globose,

contractable into a ball.

Genus CCCXXXI. Agathidium. Illiger, Latr.
Anisotoma. Fabricius.

Sph^sridium. Olivier.

VoLvoxis. Kugellan.

Antennse with a three-jointed club.

Sji. 1. J^'igri/ienne.

.ligat/iidium nigrifienne. Illiger, Latreille.

Sjihceridium ruficolle. Olivier.

Anisotoma nigrifiennis. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Section IV. Trimeka.

Tarsi all three-jointed.

Tribe I. Coccinellides.

Antennae shorter than the thorax. Maxillary palpi

terminated by a very large securiform joint. Body he-
mispheric. Thorax transverse, the hinder margin ar-

cuated.

Genus CCCXXXII. Scvmnus. Herbst, Kugellan.
Coc'ciNELLA. Latr. Fabr.

Thorax scarcely narrower than the elytra, the lateral

and external margins meeting together. Body ovate,

pubescent.

.S/(. 1. Biverrucala.

Coccinella biverrucala. Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCXXXIII. CocciNELLA.f Linn. Fabr.

Latr. Sec.

Thorax (even behind) narrower than the elytra. Body
hemispheric, approaching to ovate.

Sfi. 1. Se/iiemjiunctata, (common Lady-cow}.
Coccinella se/item/iunctala. Linn. Fabr. &c.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCXXXIV. Ciiii.ocorus. Leach's MSS.
Coccinella. Fabr. Latr. Marsh.
Thorax lunate, without hinder angles. Body entire-

ly marginatcd.
S/i. 1. Cacti.

Coccinella cacti. Fabr. Latr.

Clnlocorus cacti. Leach's INISS.

Inhabits Europe.

Tride II. Endomvciiides.

Antennae longer than the Thorax. Maxillary palpi
not terminated by a large joint. Body more or less
ovoid. Thorax almost quadrate.

Genus CCCXXXV. Eumorphus. Weber, Latr.
Fabr.

Antennas with the third joint very long. Maxillary
palpi filiform. Labial palpi with the two last joints an
obtrigonate head.

Sji. 1. Kirbyanus.

Eumorjihus Kirbianus. Latr. Gen. Crust, ct. Ins. iii. 72.
£timor/i/ius immargitiatus. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins.

Tab. xi. fig. 12.

Inhabits eastern India.

Genus CCCXXXVI. Endomvchus. Payk. Fabi'.
Chrysomela. Linn. De Geer.
Tenebrio. Marsh.
Antennae with the greater portion of their joints very

short, nearly cylindric ; the ninth longer than the one
before it ; the last with the apex truncate or obtuse.
Palpi with their extremities thicker. Thighs not ab-
ruptly clavate. Body ovate. Thorax short, with the
base gradually enlarging from the apex, not narrowed
behind. Mandibles with their points distinctly bifid or
bidentate.

S/i. 1. Coccineus.

Chrysomela coccinea. Linn.
Endomychtis coccineus. Payk. Latr. Fabr.
Tenebrio coccineus. Marsh.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCXXXVII. Lvcopeudina. Latr.

- Endomychus. Fabr. Payk. Oliv.
Tenebrio. Marsh.
Antennae moniliform, gradually thickening towards

their extremities, the ninth joint scarcely longer than
the one before it. Maxillary palpi filiform. Labial
palpi with the last joint large, almost ovoid. Thiglis
abruptly clavate. Body elongate-ovate. Thorax will;
the anterior angles a little dilated, narrowed behind.
Mandibles with their points veiy acute, undivided.

Sji. I . Bovistee.

Endomychus bovistcs. Payk. Fabr.
Tenebrio bovistcS- Marsh.
Lycojicrdina immaculata. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

Sect. V. Dijiera.

Tarsi with two joints.

Tribe I. Psei.aphides.

Elytra short. Antennae eleven-jointed. Mandibles in all.

* The g-enus Clype.nter of Anderscli has nine joints in its Antennx, and a clypeiform thorax shielding the head,
t The Uritish species are to form the subiect of o. paper for the Linnean Society, by Mr Stephens, an acute entomologist.

Vol. VIII. Part IL
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Herbst, Pay-Genos CCCXXXVIII. Pselaphus
Xull, Uiii^tr.Lautille, Panzer.

Anthicus. Fabr.

AniLiinae wiih the two or three last joints larger than

the rest, the extreme joint ovoid. Labial palpi much
shoitcr than the maxillary ones, the last joint very lontf,

cyliiidric. Maxillary palpi much porrected. Tarsi with

one nail.

S/t. 1. Jin/iressus.

fsctafihus im/iressus. Panzer, Latr.

Inhabits Europe. It sometimes occurs in Battersea

.fields amongst the roots of grass.

Genus CCCXXXIX. Chennium. Latr.

Anteniix with the ten first joints nearly equal, lenti-

cular; the last largest, semiglobose. Palpi very small,

not exserted. Tarsi with two nails.

S/i. 1. Bituberculalum.

Chennium bituberculalum. Latr,

Inhabits France.

Tribe IL Clavigerides.

Elytra short. Antennae six-jointed. Mandibles none.

Genus CCCXL. Claviger. Preysler, lUiger, La-
treille.

Antennae with the middle joints semiglobose, the last

larger, short-cylindric. Palpi very small. Tarsi with
one nail.

Order IV. STREPSIPTERA.

Order Strepsiptera. Kirby.

Order IlYMExoprERA. Rossi.

We are indebted to Rossi lor the discovery of the

type of this highly interesting order of insects. The in-

sect discovered by this author was denominated Xenofis

Vesparum, and was by him, without hesitation or com-
ment, assigned a place among the hymenopterous insects,

next to Ichneumon. The Rev. William Kirby, who first

called the attention of entomologists to a British insect

named Stylofis Melitta, was the first author who observ-
ed that it possessed characters different from those of
any of the established orders of insects ; and this opinion

has been since confirmed by Mods. Latreille, who, in the
end of his Genera Crustaceorum et Insectorum, thus ex-

presses himself. " Insectum firorsus singulare ^Stylops
melitla;, Dom. Kirby'). a Dom. Brebisson accc/ii. Syste-

mala Entomologica perturbare videtiir. cum ex omnibus
Drdinihus repellatur. Xenops Vcsparuin Bosui animal
prcecedcnti affine et ayiimum fiarilcr excrucians. Tcmpus
ducaynus et dies atteri lucem afferreiit." The time he
predicted lias arrived ; and it has been left to the lucid

genius of Kirby to substantiate and to characterise this

order, which he has done in a paper published in the
1 1th volume of the Transactions of the Linnean Society,

from which we shall extract a brief history of the order,
genera, and species.

•' Characters of the Order.

" Body oblong or linear-oblong, somewhat cylindric,
covered with a horny integument.

" Head sessile, broader than the trunk, transverse and
large. Mouth with no visible labnim, labium, or maxil-
te. Mandibles two, corneous, elongate, linear, very nar-
row ; the apex acute, forficatc, inserted under the head
at the base of the palpi, which are two, biarticulate and

very distant. Antennae inserted in an excavation in the
front; base with a two or three-jointed common p I'.un-

cle, composed of very short joints, terminated by two
elongate branches. ^

" Trunk oblong; wings with nerveures diverging like

rays, folding longitudinally, somewhat membranaceo is ;

elytra as if affixed to the base or coxae of the anterior

feet, linear, or somewhat spoon-siiaped, at first diverg-
ing from the body, and tiien curving inwards again, last-

ly again recurving, and not in the slightest degree co-

vering the wings. Legs equal or nearly so in length,

compressed ; the four anterior ones approximate, the
hinder pair remote ; all furnished with trochanters, of
which the two hinder ones are shortest. Tarsi four-

jointed, the first joint largest, the last unarmed."*
Genus CCCXLI. Stylops. Kirby.
Antennae bipartite ; the branches compressed ; the su-

perior branch articulated. Palpi first obconic, large,

compressed ; second, semi-ovate, acute, hollow beneath.
Eyes pedunculated, composed of numerous hexagons,
the septa but iillle elevated. Abdomen lieshy, retrac-

tile within a process of the tjunk. Tarsi with the last

joint notched. Mandibles thicker at their extremities.

Larva unknown; it resides within the bodies of the
jindrenides.

Pupa with a fleshy body, bearing a corneous exserted
head. It is found between the joints of the abdomen of
certain jindrenides.

Sfi. \. MtlittcE.

Genus CCCXLII. Xenops. Rossi, Kirby.

Antennae bipartite; the Ijranches not jointed, semi-
rounded. Palpi, first joint compressed, flexuous ; se-

cond ovate, acute. Eyes pedunculated, composed of
fewer hexagons than those of Svi-ops; the septa thicker,

and more elevated. Abdomen exserted, horny ; anus
fleshy. Tarsi with last joint entire. Mandibles thicker
towards their middle ; apex acute.

L.vRVA parasitical in the bodies of the Vesjiides ; body
lancionate, plicate, fleshy ; head compressed.

Pupa paiasitical under the joints of the abdomen of
the Fes/iides. Body linear, fleshy ; head horny and ex-
serted ; opercula of the eyes fenestrated ; the window
hexagonal.

Sfi. 1. Peckii. Sooty-black-brown; antennae with the
branches more dilute, dotted with white; anus pale; feet

lurid ; tarsi brown. Length H line.

Xcnos fieckii. Kirby, Lin. Trans, xi. tab. 8. and 9.

The larva and papa inhabit the body of Po/;s/f6-yi(sfa^a

of Fabricius, which is found in America.
Body sooty-black-brown, covered with a velvet-down,

wliich can only be seen by means of a very strong glass.

Head between the antennae longitudinally elevated. Pal-

pi with first joint longest. Antennae longer than the

head ; branches pale brown, almost diaphanous, sprinkled
with minute dots of white. Thorax behind, in the mid-
dle, obtusely anpulate. Scutellum longitudinally and
broadly grooved or channelled. Posllumbium pale.

Wings cinereous-whitish, the margin thicker, the nerves
black. Legs cinereous, or rather lurid. Tarsi blackish.

Abdomen darker than the rest of the body. Anus pale
red.

The branches of the antennae have their inner surface

plain, and are probably, under certain circumstances,
applied to each other, so as to fuim a single columnar
branch. The white dots, Mr Kirby suspects, may emit

vol

• AVe have considered it as unnecessary to give the detailed character ; we must therefore refer to Mr Kirby's paper, Linn. Traru-
1. XI. p. It^y— 112.
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a lii^lit (whilst the animal is living) ; but he gives this

idea as a mere conjecture.

The discovery oftliis curious insect is due to the assi-

duous researches of AViiliam Dandridge Pecii, Esq. pro-

fessor of natural history in Harward University, Cam-
bridge, New England, who sent specimens, with draw-

ings made from the recent animal, to the celebrated au-

thor of the Monogra/i/iia Jpum Jnglia:, with the follow-

ing statement, which we have extracted from his letter

to Mr K.irby.*

" Your having met with the remains o( S/re/isi/itera in

foreign Ves/iidcs, made me dctirniine to look for tucm in

those of this country ; and I liave the pleasure to find one

in a species of Polisles that is here very abundant. Tlie

abdomen of this Poiistes is so distorted by them, that I

have no difficulty in knowing them when on the wing.

Taking them with the gauze forceps, bringing them into

a close room, and permitting them to fly to the windows,

I caught them again with a wine-glass and a card, fed

them with sugar, and thus preserved them till their pa-

rasites were disclosed. I had not the pleasure to see

them emerge, but I found them soon after. I obtained

four in this way, and brought several nests of the Polislts

into the house, taking iheni in the night, when all the

inhabitants were at hon)e, in hopes of obtaining more
;

but I got no living ones.
" All that I know of this animal, was picked up in a

few days that I passed at my little place at Newberry.
In feediiig, the head of the larva is near the base of the

cibdonit-n of the wasp, as I found bv dissection. When
the feeding state is passed, it is easy to conceive that it

turns, and with its flattened head separates the mem-
brane which connects the abdominal scuta, and protrudes

itself a little way, accurately closing the aperture, which
is justlar,<e enough to admit it. All this time the wasp
is active, and associates with its companions. When just

protruded, the head of the larva is of a pale brownish
colour; by degrees it assumes a rounder form, and be-

comes almost black.

" The pupa state ensues; but I suspect that only the

]rart exposed to the air, and that in)mediately under the
pressure of the abdominal ring, becomes hard.
" The four I took were all alike, and I concluded that

they were males, from tlie circumstance of their vibra-

llng their wings, wliich several lepidopterous insects of

that sex do likewise. Be assured, that this indicates

eat^er desire. So my insect, whicii I confined under a

watch crystal, coursed round its prison, with surprising
trepidation, as long as it lived, which was but a few
hours."

S/i.2. Rossii- Deep-black; branches of the antennae
compressed; tarsi brown.

Xenofis vcs/iarum. Rossii.

Xeyiojrs rossii. Kirby.

Inliabils Poiistes (lallica, in Italv.

Body black, smoky. Head small. Palpi with the first

joint short, rounded , the second elongate, compressed.
Antenna: scarcely longer than the head, though com-
pressed, as if ensiform.

, Tarsi (foui) brown, white be-
neath.

" Rossi, in his description, uliich, extraordinary as he
deemed his insect, appeals to have been drawn up from
a very cursory ami ina^curale survey of it, mistakes the
mandibles loi seise, and seeuis no; to have traced them to

their point of inseilion under the head, since he merely

says ' Labium brevf, medio tetigerum.' He takes no no-
tice of the eyes being placed in a footstalk or pillar.

The elytra he regards as an appendage of the thorax,
something similar to the haltares or poisers of the Difi-

tera."

Mr Kirby has never seen Xenofis Rossi, but has merely
copied Rossi's account. Upon comparing the descrip-
tions of the two species, we find that they not only differ

in colour, but also in the length of the first joint of the
palpi compared with the second, and in the form of the
branches of the antennae. Rossi makes no mention of
the minute white dots which render those of Xenofia

Pcckii so very remarkable ; we therefore think, that Mr
Kiiby is fully justified in considering them as distinct.

Should the proportion of the joints of the palpi be found
in nature to be the same as expressed in Rossi's figure,

these animals cannot be referred even to the same genus,
but must constitute a new one.

Order V. DERMAPTERA.
Order Dermaptera. Kirby.

Order Coleoptera. Linn. Marsh.
Order Orthoptera. Latr. Lam.

Characters of the Order.

Elytra somewhat crustaceous and abbreviated, of a
square form ; the suture straight. Wings membrana-
ceous, externally coriaceous, large, folded transversely
and longitudinally. Anus armed with a forceps, which
is horny and moveable. Body linear depressed. Anten-
na: inserted before the eyes, composed of from twelve to
thirty joints ; the first articulation largest, the second
very small, the others short, obconic, or nearly globose.
Mandibles with their points bidentate. Palpi filiform,

terminated with a very obscure tuberculiform little body
or spine. Tarsi three-jointed, villose beneath. Eyes
triangular-orbicular, and but little prominent.

Observation. The genera are founded on the number
of joints in the antennae.

Genus CCCXLIIL Forficula. Linn. Fabr. Latr.
Lam. Cuv.

Antennae composed of fourteen joints.

Up. \. AuriciUaria. Forceps at the base internally den-
ticuhited, and a little beneath with a tooth on each side.

Elytra yellowish brown, with the disc darker.
Forjieula auricularia of allthoi s.

Inhabits Europe. Mr Marsham has considered the
sexes of this insect as two species, under the names au-
ricularia and iieglccta.

Genus CCCXLIV. Labia. Leach.
Forficula. Fabr. Latr.

Antennae twelve-jointed.

S/i. \. Minor. Forceps denticulated within.

Forficula minor. Fabr, Panz.
Iii!..,b.is Europe. The forceps of the male are some-

what larger than that of the female, which character INJr

Marsham has considered as specific.

Genus CCCXLV. Labidura. Leach.
Forficula. Fabr.

AntennaE with about 30 joints.

Sfi. 1. Gigantea. Entirely tcstaceous-ycllow.

Forficula gigantea. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe. It was discovered to inhabit Uri-

tain, by the Rev. William Bint;lcy, who obs; rved them
on the sta-coast, near Chiistchurch, Ilampsliire, where
they occurred in great abundance.

• AVe shall transcribe Uiispartof Mr Kirby's paper, with the exception of the terais ; which we shall change for those adopted in this
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Order VI. ORTIIOPTERA.
Order Orthopteua. Oliv. Lam Latr.

Class Ui.oNATA. Fabr.

Orilci- Hemihtbra. Linn.

Characters of the Order.

Elytra coriaceous, the internal margin of one over-

lapping tlie same margin of the oilier. Wings mem-
branaceous, the anterior margin coriaceous, longitudi-

nally folded. Palpi short. Body elongate, narrow. Tarsi

wttb four or three, very rarely with five joints.

Tribe I. Mantides.

Elytra and wings horizontal ; the latter simply longi-

tudinally folded. Tarsi five-jointed. Body somewhat

eylindric or linear. Feet not formed for leaping.

Fa:mily I. Phasmida,

Anterior feet not raptorious. Thorax composed of two
segments.

Genus CCCXLVL Piiasma. Licht. Fabr. Latr,

Leach.
Mantis. Linn. Dc Geer, Oliv.

SpEca'RUM. StoU. Lam.
Body cylindric, filiform, winged. Thorax cylindric,

second segment much longer than the first. Feet simple.

Sji. 1. Violaseens. Green, with the external edge of

the elytra yellowish ; the wings, with the exception of

the coriaceous margin, violet ; the four hinder thighs

spiny beneath.

Phasma viotasccns. Leach, Zoolog. Miscel. vol. i. p. 26.

tab. 9.

Inhabits New Holland.

Genus CCCXLVII. Spectrum. Stoll. Lam. Leach.
Phasma. Fabricius, Latrcille.

Body cylindric, filiform, without wings. Feet siinple.

Sji. 1. Rossium. Body green, or ash-coloured brown,
somewhat obsoletely granulated, with a dorsal carinula;

feet filiforiji, angulate-striate; thighs towards their joints

beneath with one tooth.

Phasma rosaia. Fabricius, Latrcille.

Inhabits Italy and the southern parts of France.
Genus CCCXLVIII. Phyllium. Illiger, Latreillc.

Mantis. Linn. Fabr. Oliv.

Phasma. Lich. Lam.
Spectrum. Stoll.

Body oblong, very much depressed, with elytra and
wings. Abdomen oval or elliptic membranaceous.

Sfi. 1. Siccifolium. Bright green.
Mantis siceifolia. Lin. Fabr. Donovan, jVat. Hist, of

the Insects of India, No. 8. fig. 3.

Inhabits the Molucca Isles.

Family II. Manlida.

Anterior feet raptorious. Thorax composed of one
segment.

Genus CCCXLIX. Empusa. Illig. Latr.
Mantis. Linn. Fabr. Oliv. Stoll. Lam. Lich.
Antennse of the male pectinated. Head produced into

a horn. Four hinder feet having their knees adorned
with leaf-processes.

S/i. ). Mendiea.
Man 'is mendiea. Fabr. Latr. Stoll. Mant. tab. 1 2. fig. 47.
Genus CCCL. Mantis. Linn. Latr. Fabr. Oliv. Lam.

Lich L itr. Stoll.

AnteijuSE in both sexes simple. Head without an horn.
Legs all simple.

Ay;. 1. Religiostt. Pale green, somcwliat linear ; thorax
half the length of the elytra, three limes longer than
broad. Back, with the exception of the anterior part,

longitudinally carinated. Lateral margins yellowish, den-
ticulated. Elytra linear, glaucous transparent green, the
exterior margin yellowish. Wings of the same colour
with the elytra, but paler and more transparent, the tips

brownish. Anterior legs with denticulated coxa:. Ante-
rior thighs yellowish within, denticulated at the base be-
neath ; the spines with black tips.

Alanlis religiosa. Linn. Latr.

Le iMantc. Geoifroy.

Maiitis oratoria var /i. Fabricius.

Gryltus religiosus. Scopoli.

Inhabits the commons and wastes of southern Eu-
rope.

Tribe II. Achetides.

Elytra horizontal. Wings longitudinally folded, often

produced beyond the elytra. Tarsi three-jointed. Hinder
feet formed for jumping.

Family I. Gryllotaljiida.

Antenna: not longer than the thorax. Anterior feet

compressed, formed for digging. Oviduct not exserted.

Genus CCCLI. Gryllotalpa. Ray, Latrcille.

Gryli.us {Acheta.) Linn.

AcHETA. Fabr.

Antennse setaceous, composed of a vast number of

joints, (beyond sixty.) Anterior tibiae and tarsi formed
for digging; two first joints of the tarsi very large, den-

tiform. Hinder feet little formed for jumping.
Sji. 1. Vulgaris. Above fuscous, ferruginous-yellow-

ish beneath; anterior tibix quadridentate ; wings twice

the length of the elytra.

Grytlus gryllotaljia. Linn.

Acheta gryllotaljia. Fabricius.

Gryllotaljia -vulgaris. Latrcille.

Inhabits Europe. The male sings in the evening by
rubbing the elytra together.

5/i. 2. Didactyla. Anterior tibiae bidentate.

Inhabits Cayeime.
This species has been confounded with G. Vulgaris in

several cabinets.

Genus CCCLII. Tridactylus. Olivier, Latr.

Acheta. Coquebert.
Antennse moniliform, (very short), ten-jointed. An-

terior tibix with their joints only spinous. Hinder feet

well calculated for leaping.

Sji. 1. Paradoxus. Paleluteous; thorax pale fuscous,

the sides pale luteous; elytra half the length of the ab-

domen, brown, hyaline externally with white tips ; wings
a little longer than the abdomen, with their base white,

then pale brown, transversely striated.

Inhabits Guinea. It is tlie Acheta digitata of Coque-
bert, tab. 21. fig. 3.

Family II. Achetida.

Feet not formed for digging. Oviduct exserted. An-
tennae longer than the thorax.

Genus CCCLIII. Acheta. Fabr.

Gryllus. Linn. Geoff. Latr. Oliv. Lam.
Sfi. 1. Cam/iestris, Body three times longer than

broad, black, shining.

Grylbis camfiestris. Linn. Latr.

Acheta camfiestris. Fabricius.

Inhabits the temperate parts of Europe. Is not very
common in Britain.
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Tribe III. Locustides.

Elytra and wings oblique. Hinder feet formed for

jumping. Tarsi four-joiiued. Antenin^ setaceous.

Genus CCCLIV. Locusta.* Geoft'. De Geer, Fabr.

Oliv. Lam. Latr.

Gryllus {tettigonia). Linn.

Hinder feet twice the length of the body. Oviduct ex-

serted.

Sfi.\. Viridissima. Green; antennae, vertex, dorsum
of the thorax, and suture of the elytra, fuscousfcrrugi-

neous.

Locusta viridissima. Fabricius, Latreille.

Gryllus x'iridissiinus. Linn.

Inhabits Europe. In the autumn, the perfect insect

may be found in great plenty near London.

Tribe IV. Gryllides.

Elytra and wings oblique. Plinder feet formed for

jumping. Tarsi with three joints. Antennse filiform or

ensiform. Oviduct not exserted.

Family I. Gryllida.

Wings not covered by the scutellum.

Genus CCCLV. Pneumoka. Thunb. Latr.

Gryllus {Locustay Linn.

Acrydium. De Geer, Olivier.

Antennae filiform, composed of from 16 to 20 joints.

Abdomen bladder like, as if inflated. Feet all shorter

than the body.

The species of this curious genus are not well de-

fined ; we shall therefore be silent respecting them, lest

we add to their confusion.

Genus CCCLVI. Truxalis. Fabr. Oliv. Lambert,
Latreille.

Gryllus, (Jcrida.) Linn.

Acrydium. De Geer.

Antennae ensiform. Body narrow-elongate. Thorax
behind dilated into an angle. Hinder legs longer than the

body.

The species are numerous, but are little known, one

species having been confounded with another.

Sji. 1. Misatus. Fabricius.

Genus CCCLVII. Gryllus. Fabricius, Panzer.

Gryllus, (^Locjista.) Linn.

Antennx filiform, or terminated in a club. Hinder
legs not, or scarcely, longer than the body.

This genus comprehends a vast number of species.

Sji. 1. Migratorius. Thorax somewhat carinated

;

mandibles blue.

This species has been taken in Britain occasionally

;

but in the year 1748 it appeared in several irregular

flights, in several parts of Europe, (as we have mention-

ed in our list of entomological writers,) and visited Eng-
land, but they perished in a very short time, before they

did much harm.

Of all the insects which are capable of adding to the

calamities of the human race, locusts seem to possess

the most formidable powers of destruction. Legions of

these voracious animals, of various species, are produced

in Africa, where the devastations they commit is almost

incredible. The air is darkened by their numbers; they

carry desolation with them wherever they pass; and, in

the short space of a few hours, are said to change the

most fertile provinces into a barren desert.

Some of the species serve as food, and are eaten fresh

as well as salted. In the latter state they are constantly

exposed to sale in the Levant; but the quantity of nutri-

tious matter is said to be very small.

Family II. jlcrxjdida.

Wings covered by the scutellum.

Genus CCCLVIII. Acryduium. Fabricius, Geof-
froy, De Geer, Olivier.

AciiETA. Lamarck.
Gryllus, {Bulla.) Linn.

Tetrix. Latreille.

S/i. I. Subulata. Obscure testaceous brown, granu-
lose ; thorax carinated, marginated.

Gryllus subulatus. Linn.

Acrydritim subulaCicm. Fabricius, Olivier.

Tetrix subulata. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. It is found in hot banks, and is sub-

ject to some variation in colour.

The species of ylcrydrium are but little understood.
We seem to possess three very distinct indigenovis spe-

cies, all varying in size, sculpture, and colour.

Order VIL DICTUOPTERA.
Order Hemiptera. Linn.

Class Ulonata. Fabricius.

Order Orthoptera. Latreille.

Order Dictuoptera. Leach.

Characters of the Order.

Elytra coriaceous, nervouse, decussating each other.

Wings membranaceous, with a few longitudinal folds.

Maxillary palpi elongate. Body depressed, oval, or

somewhat orbicular. Tarsi with five joints.

Genus CCCLIX. Blatta. Linn. Fabricius, &c.
Sji. 1. Orientalis. Elongate-ovate, ferruginous brown.

Thorax semicircular, truncate before.

Inhabits North America. Is common in Europe in

houses, but is not indigenous to that quarter of the globe.

The genus Blatta may be defined, (as it now stands,)

to be a general reservoir for all insects, agreeing with
the character of the order. Much might be done to-

wards elucidating this hitherto neglected part of ento-

mology ; and we trust that some entomographer, who
has time, will devote some share of his attention to the
examination of the genera and species.

Ordef'.VIII. HEMIPTERA.
Order Hemiptera. Linn. Lamarck, Cuvier, Leach.
Class Rhyngota. Fabricius.

Order Hemiptera, Section 1. Heteropteua. Latr.

Characters of the Order.

Rostrum attached to the anterior extremity of the

head. Elytra somewhat crustaceous, or coriaceous with

the apex membranaceous, placed in an horizontal direc-

tion, one decussating the other. Thorax with the first

segment, (which bears the feet,) larger than the follow-

ing one. Haustellum with three setae. Ocelli or little

tyes, two, one obsolete.

Obs. The metamorphosis of all the order is semi-com-
plete.

Section I. Terrestria.

Obs. The insects which compose this section are not

• Locusta verrucimra oi' Fd.hv\ci\is, Gryllus verrucivorus of hmnxvis, \is,s lately been taken in plenty near Rochester, byJ.Herslow,

Esq. of St John's College, Cambridge.
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only distinguishe'' from the second section by tlieir

economy, bul likewise by the structure of some essential

organs. Tlie anteniix of this division are exserted, and

arc very distinct.

Triue I. Pentatomiues.

• Antenni composed of five joints. Rostrum with four

distinct joints, the three first of nearly an equal length.

Labium very long, striated. Tarsi with three distinct

joints, the lirst cloiiijate. Head trigonate, immersed

even to the eyes in the thorax.

Family I. Scutdlerida.

Scutellum eloni^ate, coverini; the elytra and the wings.

Gen\js CCCLX. Scutelleka. Lam. Lair. Leach.

Tkivha. Fabiicius.

CiMEX. Linn. Gmelin, Wolff.

Scutflluin covering the whole of the abdomen, longer

than broad. Thorax very narrow in front. Antennae

with the second joint shorter than the third.

S/j. I. HexmaculaCa. Red shining with silver; feet,

antennx, midille of the thorax, six spots on the scutel-

lum, breast, epigastrium, and margin of the abdomen,
black.

Scutellera sexmaculata. Leach's Zoological Miscel-

lany., vol. i. p. 36. tub. 14.

inliabitsnew Caledonia.

(Jknus CCCLXL Tetyra. Fabrlcius, Leach.
Scutellera. Latreille.

Ci.MEX. Linn.

Scutellum longer than broad, not covering the sides

of the abdomtn. Thorax very narrow in front. An-
tennae with the second joiiit longer than the third.

Sfi. I. Lineala. Red, tiiorax with six black lines;

bcuicllum with lour black sjiols ; marginal spots of the
abdomen, and six lines of black punctures.

Cimex lineatus. Linn.

Tetyra nigro-lineala. Fabricius.

Scutellera nigro-lineata. Latreille.

liilKibit-j the southern parts of Europe.
(iENL's CCCLXIL Thyreocoris. Schrank, Leach.
ScuiELLERA. Latreille.

'I'eivka. Fabricius.

CiMEX. Wolff.

Scutellum broader than long. Antennse with the se-

cond joint very short. Thorax with the anterior mar-
gin not much narrower than the hinder margin.

Sfi. 1. Globus. Orbiculate, somewhat triangular,
broader behind, shining brassy-black, punctate.; base of
antennae, row of punctures on each side ol the abdomen,
and knees, red-yellowish ; scutellum with an impressed
arcuate line on each side of the base.

Tetyra globus. Fabricius.
Cimex globus. Wolff. Icon. C/m. fas. 1. p. 3. tab. 1. fig. 3.
Inhabits southern Europe.

Family IL Pentatomida.

Scutellum not covering the wings or elytra.
Genus CCCLXIIL ilnA. Fabiicius.
Ci.MEX. Lum. Wolff.

Peniatoma. Latreille.

tennac with the second joint not longer than the third

;

their base covered by the lateral margins of the head.
Hfi. I. Acuminata. Pale-yellowish, longitudinally

lincated with fuscous, imprcsst-d-punctate ; a fuscous
band running down the middle of t ii; back, divided by a
whitish line ; last joint of the antennae red.

Ciriicx acuminatua. Linn.
JElia acuminata. Fabricius.

J'entatoma acuminatum. Latreille.

Inhabits grassy places. It is rare in Britain.

(!enus CCCLXIV. Pentatoma. Olivier, Latreille.
CiMEX. Fabricius, ^Vdlff.

Body ovate. Thorax with the anterior margin much
narrower than the hinder. Head with nearly equal di-
ameters.

Sfi. 1. Bidens. Body griseous above; thorax with a
len.nthened spine on each side behind.

Cimex bidens. Fabricius.

Fentutoma bidens. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 2. Prasinus. Green above; hinder angles of the
thorax without spines.

Cimcx /'iasi?!us. I'abricius.

Iniialiits Europe.
Genus CCCLX V. Cydnus. Fabricius.

Pentatoma. Latreille.

Body ovate, somewhat orbicular ; anterior margin of
the thorax narrower than the hinder. Head nearly se-

micircular. Antennae with the second joint longer than
the third. Tibiae spinulosc.

Sfi. 1. Oleraceus. Brassy dark green; sides of the
head and thorax with a longituilinal line, on the latter

red ; outer margin of the elytra, a spot on each, wiih two
spots and the apex of the scutellum red ; thighs, (apex
excepted,) and middle of the tibiae yellowish.

Inhabits Europe.

TniBE II. COREIDES.

Antennae composed of four joints. Rostrum with four
distinct joints, the first three of nearly an equal lei.;j;th.

Labrum very long, striated. Tarsi with three distinct

joints, the first elongate. Head irigonate, immersed
even to the eyes within the thorax.

Genus CCCLXVI. Coreus.* Fabricius, Lamarck,
Wolff. Latreille.

CiMEX. Linn. Geoffroy, &c.
Antennx inserted above a line drawn from the eyes to

the base of the labrum ; the last joint thick. Tiiorax with
the anterior narrower than the posterior margin. Body
ovate, the sides of the abdomen dilated. Head irigonate ;

neck not apparent.

Sfi. 1. Marginatus. Red-fuscous, obscure ; sides of the

abdomen elevated, acute ; antennae with their internal

base unidentale, the first and last joints blackisli, the mid-
dle ones red ; thighs beneath willi a canal, and a few lit-

tle leelh.

Corrus marginatus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Cin.cx iiKirginatus. Linn.

Inhabits Europe. Is common on the dock.

Genus CCCLXV^II. Berytus. Fabricius.

NEiDEb. Latreille.

Aniennas inserted above a line drawn from the eyes
Body ovale. Thorax with the anterior margin much to the base of tiie labrum ;

geniculated about their mid.
narrower than the hinder. Head longer than broad. An- die ; the first joint very long, the last thick. Body fili-

• From the Coreus, Dr Leach lias formed a genus wliicli he has named Mvcxis, the characters of which are vertex with two ocelli
placed transversely

;
antenns hlitorm, tour-jointtd, joints cylindric, equal, or with the first joint raiher lonircst Anterior four let I alike

in size and torm-, hinder ones willi thick tliiplis, and with tlie internal side of the tibis dilated ; larsi with il.r fir.i joint loncer llian the
other two conjo.ne.l. Body elongate. Hat above ; thorax triangular, very narmw in front ; ;.l,dni„cn w.tii .lilau d sides Ti.i. gc nu-. con-
tsnis several species, one ot which is figured in the first vol. of Zoological Miscellany, p. 92. lab. 4(J. under Uie title of Mjcti, Cruci/era.
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form. Head somewhat conic ; neck not apparent. Scutel-

lum m'muU', linear conic. Feet eloii;,'atf. Tliii^liscliivale.

Sfi. 1. Ti/iulaiius. Reddish-giay ; antennae as long as

the body, with the last joint fusccus ; clypcus acimiiniite,

and produced ; thorax with iliree elevated lines, which

are parallel and longitudinal, two of ihese are marginal,

the ctlier dorsal ; elytia striate nervous, imi)iessed-

punctatc, spotted with fuscous.

Cimejc tiftutariun Linn.

Berytus lipularius. Fabricius.

JVeides ti/iulariits. Latreille.

Inhabits grassy places.

Genus CCCLXV'III. Ly^^eus. Fabr. Wolff, Latr.

CiMEX. Linn De Geer, &c.

Antennje filiform, inserted beneath a line drawn from

the eyes to the base of the labrum. Body elongate-

ovate. Head trigonate, neck not apparent.

Sfi. 1. Jfiterus. Red, with black spots. Elytra abbre-

viated.

Cimex a/iicrus. Stewart.

Lygaus a/iterus. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCLXIX. Capsus. Fabricius, Latreille.

CiMEX. Linn.

Ly'.aus. Wolff.

Head trigonate, neck not apparent. Antennse seta-

ceous
J
the second joint at the apex thick, the two last

when combined, much shorter than the one before it.

Sft. 1. Mer. Body black.

Inhabits Europe in grassy places every where.

Genus CCCLXX. Miris. Fabr. Latr.

Cimex. Linn. Geoff. Sec.

LygjEus. Wolff.

Antennae setaceous, the second and following joints

alike. Head trigonate. Neck not apparent.

Sfi. 1. Vagans.

Lygeus Vagans. Wolff, &c. Cim. fas. 4. p. 159. tab.

16. fig. 153.

Genus CCCLXXL Myodooha. Latreille.

CiMEx. Du Gcer.

Head ovoid, with a distinct neck. Antennae slightly

thicker towards their extremities.

Sfi. 1. Ti/ntloides.

Cimex fi/iuloides. De Geer, Mem. sur les Inscctes, 5.

554. tab. 35. fig. 18.

Alyodocha ti/iuloides. Latreille.

Triise HL Cimicides.

Rostrum with two or three distinct joints. Labrum
very short, not projecting. Feet simple. Eyes not very

large.

Family I. Cimicida.

Feet formed for walking on the earth, with distinct

nails.

Genus CCCLXXH. Nabis. Latreille.

Ci.MEX. De Geer.

Reduvius. Wolff.

Body not linear. Antennae inserted below the middle

of the head. Rostrum, with the second joint almost as

long as the third. Tliorax not bilobed.

Sp. I. Gigas. Brown, obscurely rayed with red.

Reduvius gigas. Wolff. Cim. 12. fig. 113.

Genus CCCLXXHL Reduvius. Fubr. Oliv. Lam.
Latr.

Cimex. Linn. Geoff. De Geer.

Body not linear. Antennae inserted above a line

drawn from the eyes to the base of the rostrum. Ros-

trum, with the middle joints evidently longer than the

others. Thorax bilobate, abruptly elevated behind.

Tibiae alike, elongate, somewhat cylindric.

Sfi. 1. Personatut. Black.

Redu-vius fiersonatut. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe, is often found in houses, and is said

to destroy the common house bug, Cimex kctularitta.

Genus CCCLXXIV. Petalochirus. Leach.
Petalocheirus. Palissoi de Beauvois.

Reduvius. Latreille.

Body not linear. Rostrum, with the middle joint evi-

dently longer than the others. Thorax abruptly elevated

behind, bilobate. Anterior tibiae dilated into an oval plate.

Sfi. 1. Variegatus. Body variegated.

Petalocheirus -variegatus. Palissot de Beauvois.

Inhabits Africa.

Genus CCCLXXV. Zelus. Fabricius, Latreille.

CiMEX. Linnaeus, De Geer.

Body linear. Anterior pair of feet like the others in

form ; four hinder ones very long, and filiform.

Sfi. 1. Longifies.

Zelus longifies. Fabr. Latr.

Genus CC;C1,XXVI. Ploiaria. Scopoli, Latreille.

Gerris. Fabricius, Scheileuberg.

Cimex. Geoffioy.

Body filiform. Four posterior feet very long, fili-

form ; anterior feet raptorious, with very long coxae.

Sfi. 1. Vagebunda.

Gerris vagebundua. Fabricius.

Genus CCCLXXVH. Cimex. Linn. Latr.

Acanthi A. Fabricius.

Body depressed. Rostium short, setaceous. Wings none.

Sfi. 1. Lectularius. Reddish brown, with short hair.

Cimex lectularius. Linn. Fabr. Latr. 8cc.

Acanthia lectularia. Fabricius.

Inhabits European houses, sucking the blood of man.

The common bug.

Genus CCCLXXVIIL Macrocephaius. Swederus.

Syr lis. Fabricius.

Acanthia. Schellenberg, Wolff.

Abdomen with tlie sides dilated into an angle. An-

terior feet raptorious. Antennae capitate, the last joint

very large, elongate-ovate. Scutellum very large, un-

connected with the thorax, covering nearly the whole of

the abdomen.
Sft. \. Cimicoidcs.

Macrocffihalus cimicoides. Swederus, JVov. Act. Stockh.

8. 1787.3. tall. 8. Fig. I.

Syrtis manicata. Faliricius.

Inhabits Georgia and Carolina.

Genus CCCLXXIX. Phymata. Latreille, Leach.

Syrtis. Fabricius.

Acanthia. Sciielienberg, Wolff.

Body membranaceous, lateral margins elevated. Tho-

rax prolonged into a scutellum behind. Antennae con-

tiguous at their base, with the last joint thicker and

larger, received into a cavity under the sides of the tho-

rax. Anterior feet raptorious.

Sfi. \. Crasaifies.

Syrtis crassifies. Fabricius.

Phymata crassifies. Latreille.

Ihi.a'iits France and Germany.
Genus CCCLXXX.' Tingis. Fabricius, Latr.

Ci-iEx. Linn. Geoff. De Geer.

Acanthia. Schrank, Schellenberg, Wolff.

Body entirely depressed, reticulated. Feet all siinple.

Antennae terminated by an oval joint, the third joint very

long.
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Sfi. \ . Cardui. Body greyisli.

Tingis cardui. Tabiicius, Panzer, Latrcillc.

Inhabits thistles.

C.EKVs CCCLXXX.^ Aradus. Fabricius, Panzer.

CiMEx. Linn. Geol". De Geer.

Af.\NrHiA. Schrank. Wolft".

CoREUs. Schellenberg.

Body depressed. Feet all simple. Antennae with cy-

lindric joints, the second articulation longest.

Sji. 1. Lunatiis-

.Iradus lunatus. Fabricius, Latreillc.

Inhabits Europe.

Family II. Gerrida.

Feet very long, formed for walking on the water, with

the nails very minute, inserted laterally into a fissure at

the extremity of the last joint of the tarsi.

Genus CCCLXXXI. IIvdrometra. Latreillc, La-

marck, Fabricius.

CiMEx. Linnaeus, Geoffroy.

AquARius. Schellenberg.

Antennje setaceous, the third joint much longer than

the rest. Anterior feet simple. Head clongaie-cylin-

dric, ai)ex thickened.

•Sy;. 1. Slugnorum. Black above; feet brown-reddish.

Nijdrometra stagnorum. Fabricius.

Cimex stagnorian. Linnaeus.

.'iquariiis pallidum. Schellenberg.

Inhabits Europe in moist places.

GekusCCCLXXXII. Velia. Latreille.

Cimex. Rossi.

HvDROMETRA. Fabricius.

Antennce filiform, the first joint longest. Anterior

feet raptorious. Rostrum two jointed. Head somewhat
vertical.

Sft. 1. Rivulorum. Black; sides of the thorax and
margins of the abdomen red. Thorax with two anterior

punctures ; each elytra with three, and a spot of white

;

inferior sides of the abdomen punctured with black.

Hydrometra rivulorum. Fabricius.

Vclia rivulorum. Latreille.

Inhabits running water and springs.

Sji. 2, Currens. Apterous, black. Thorax anterior-

ly, with two silky white spots. Middle of the under
part of the abdomen, and its elevated margin, with red
punctures.

Velia currens. Latreille.

Jlydromeira currens. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.
Dr Leach is of opinion, that this is merely the young

slate of the preceding species.

Genus CCCLXXXIII. Gerris. Latreille.

Cimex. Linnaeus, De Geer, Schrank, Geoffroy.
AquARius. Schellenberg.
IIydrometra. Fabricius.

Antennx filiform, the first joint longest, the last cylin-
dric. Anterior feet raptorious. Rostrum three-jointed.
Head porrected.

S/i. I. Paliidian. Brown-olive, black above, cinere-
ous, silky beneath. Abdomen nearly equally broad.
Trunk as long as the head, carinated beneath, a series of
impressed lines on each side. Antenna: and feet black.
Thorax with an elevated line, extending to the middle
of the back. Lateral margins of the thorax and abdo-
men with the anus reddish.

Hudrometra fialudum. Fabricius.
Gerris /laludum. Latreille.

Inhabits France, England, and Sweden.

The species of this genus are certainly but little

known ; they are either subject to great variation, or are

very numerous.

Tribe VI. Aoanthides.

Labrum prominent. Eyes very large. Feet formed
for walking and jumping.
Genus CCCLXXXIV. Acanthia. Schrank, Latr.

Cimex. Linnaeus, De Geer, Geoffroy.

Salda. Fabricius.

Lyg^eus. Wolff.
Antennae filiform, Rostrum straight, long.

S/i. 1. Maculata. Black spotted, with pale colour.

Acanthia maculata. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe in moist places.

Genus CCCLXXXV. Leptopus. Dufour, Latr.

Antennse setaceous. Rostrum arcuate, short.

Obs, Of the species we know nothing ; the genus
was first observed by Dufour in southern France.

Section II. AquATiCA.

Antennae very minute, not exserted, inserted beneath
the eyes.

Obs. All the insects of this Section live in the water

Tribe V. Belostomides.

Tarsi alike, all cylindric, biarticulated, and furnished
vith nails. Body depressed.

Family I. Pelogonida.

Anterior feet not raptorious.

Genus CCCLXXXVI. Pelogonus. Latreille.

Feet all formed for walking. Tarsi cf the anterior

pair of feet, with the first joint very short. Body orbi-

culate-ovate. Antennae four-jointed.

Sji. 1. Marginatiis.

Pelogonus marginatus. Latreille, Gen. Crust, et Ins.
3. 143.

Acanthie hordee. Latreille, Hist. Xat. des Crust, e:

des Insect. 12. p. 142.

Inhabits the south of France.

Family II. Belostomida

Anterior feet raptorious.

Genus CCCLXXXVII. Galgulus. Latreille.

Naucoris. Fabricius.

Tarsi of all the feet biarticulate, cylindric, with two
strong equal nails. Antenna; simple, inserted beneath
the internal angle of the eyes, three-jointed.

S/i. 1. Oculatus.

Galgulus oculatus. Latreille.

.Yaucoris oculatus. Fabricius.

Inhabits Carolina.

Genus CCCLXXXVIII. Belostoma. Latreille.

Tarsi of the anterior feet with a simple nail. Anten-
nae semi-pectinate, inserted under the eyes, four-jointed.

S/i. 1. Testaceo pallidum. Pale, testaceous, eyes ci-

nereous.

Belostoma testaceo-fiallidum. Latreille.

Inhabits South America.

Tribe VI. Nepides.

Anterior tarsi united with the tibiae. Body ilepressco

or linear.

Family I. Aaucorida.

Anus without sets. Tarsi of the four posterior fee',

distijictly biarticulate. Antennae four-jointed.
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Genus CCCLXXXIX. Naucoris. Geoffrey, Fabri-

cius, Olivier, Latreille.

Nepa. Liniiseus, De Geer.

Four posteiioi- feet ciliated, formed for swimming.

Antennx inserted beneath the eyes. Body ovate, much
depressed.

Obs. This genus, in habit, makes a near approach to

the family Belostomida, and should perhaps be placed in

that division.

Family II. JVe/iida,

Anus furnished with two setae. Tarsi of the four

posterior feet one jointed. Antennae three jointed.

Genus CCCXC. Nepa. Linn. De Geer, Fabr. Oliv.

Lam. Latr.

Hepa. Geoffroy.

Rostrum perpendicularly inflected. Body oval. An-

terior thighs thick. Four hinder feet not elongate-fili-

form.

S/i. I. Cinerea. Dark-greyish-black.

JVe/ia Cinerea. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Punaise d'cau scorpion aquaticjue. De Geer.

Le Scor/iion aqualii/ue a corps ovale. Geoffroy.

Inhabits the ditches of Europe.

Genus CCCXCI. Ranatra. Fabr. Schellenberg,

Latr.

Nepa. Linn. De Geer, Oliv. Lam.
Hepa. GtofTroy.

Rostrum porrected. Body linear. Four hinder feet

very long, filiform. Thighs of anterior feet elongate.

S/i. 1. Linearis. Greyish brown.

Ranatra linearis. Fabr. Latr. Schell.

JVe/ia linearis. Linn.

Punaise d'eau scorfiion allonge. De Geer.

Le Scorpion aquatique a corps allonge. Geoff.

Inhabits the ditciies and ponds of Europe. It is very

local in this country. It may occasionally be found near

London in Copenhagen Fields, and in ponds near Ham-
rnersmith. It has likewise been taken near Halesworth

in Suffolk.

Tribe VI. Notonectides.

Tarsi of anterior feet not united with the tibiae. Body
depressed cylindric, or cylindric-oval.

Family I. J\^otonectida.

Tarsi all with two joints.

Genus CCCXCII. Notonecta. Linn. Geoff. Fabr.

Oliv. Latr.

Nepa. De Geer.

Scutellum triangular, large. Four anterior feet with

strong nails ; the hinder pair elongate, ciliated, with ve-

ry minute nails.

Sp. 1. Glauca.

Notonecta glauca. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits fresh waters of Europe.

Family II. Corixida.

Tarsi of the four anterior feet one-jointed, of the hin-

der pair two-jointed.

Genus CCCXCIII. Corixa. Geoff. Oliv. Lam. Latr.

Notonecta. Linn.

Nepa. De Geer.

Sigara. Fabr. Schrank, Schellenberg.

Anterior pair of feet without nails ; the other feet

long, furnished with nails. Scutellum none.

Sp. 1 . Striata.

Vol. VIII. Part. li.

Notonecta striata. Linn.

Sigara striata. Fabr.

Corixa striata. Latr.

This species seems to be subject to very great variety

in colour and size. It occurs in almost every pond and

rivulet, especially where the bolom is slimy.

Order IX. OMOPTERA.
Order Hemittera. Linn. Cuvier, Lamarck.
Class Ryngota. Fabricius.

Order Hemiptera, Section 2, Homoptera. Latr.

Order Omoptera. Leach.

Characters of the Order.

Rostrum attached to the inferior part of the head. Ely-

tra coriaceous or membranaceous throughout, suture

straight. Thorax composed of two segments, the second

as long or longer than the first. Ocelli three.

Observe. Metamorphosis semicomplete, or incomplete.

Tribe I. Tettigonides.

Antennae composed of six distinct joints. Ocelli or lit-

tle eyes three. Tarsi with three joints.

Genus CCCXCIV. Tettigonia. Fabr.

Cicada. Lamarck, Geoff Linn. De Geer, Latr.

Thighs of the anterior feet thick, dentate.

Sp. 1. Hamatodes. Body slightly silky tomentose,

black; anterior segment and margins of the thorax,

sides of the abdomen and ntrveurs of the elytra, ferru-

ginous-red.

Cicada /nematodes. Linn. Latr.

Tettigonia sanguinea Fabr.

Inhabits southern Europe.

Tribe II. Cicadides.

Antennae three-jointed. Ocelli two. Tarsi with three

joints.

Family I. Fulgerida.

Antennae not inserted in the internal sinus of the

eyes; the two first joints conjoined shorter than the

head.

Genus CCCXCV. Fulgora. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Oliv. Cuv.
Front produced into a rostrum. Eyes globular.

Sp. 1. Lanternaria. Rostrum very large ovul. Elytra

and wings variegated, with true wings ocellated.

Fulgora lanternaria. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Surinam. The rostrum of this, (as of all

other species of the Genus) emits a phosphorescent

light in the dark. The light of this species is so very

vivid, as to enable one to read a newspaper.

Sp. 2. Candelaria. Front with a subulate, ascending

rostrum. Elytra green, variegated with yellowish.

Wings yellow with black tips.

Fulgora candelaria. Linn. Fabr. Donov.

Inhabits Cliina, from whence it is very frequently sent

home in collections of insects.

Genus CCCXCVI. Flata. Fabr.

Fulgora Latreille.

F'ront as if truncated, vertical, not rostrated. Eyes
globulare. Elytra very broad, the external margin very

much dilated. Body broad triangular.

Sp. 1. Reticulata,

Flata reticulata. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus CCXXCVIL Issus. Fabr
4X
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FuLGORA. Latr. Olivier.

Cicada. Villcrs.

Front as if tiiuicatcd, not rostrated, vertical. Elytra

at their cxtcriiaJ base very much dilated, with the apex
narrower. Body short, deltoid. Eyes globular.

S/i. 1. Ccjleofilratui. Elytra greyish, often banded or

variegated with black.

Genis CCCXCV'III. Cixus. Leach.

Fi'LGORA. Latruillc.

Flata. Fabricius.

Front as if truncated, not rostrated, vertical. Elytra

with tlie external ni.aii^in nearly straight, or scarcely

arcuate. Body elongate, quadrate. Eyes globular.

S/i 1. A'lrvosus.

Flata nervosa. Fabricius.

Genus CCCXCIX. Tetigometra. Latr.

Fllgora. Panzer.

Antennae cylindric ; second joint somewhat ovate-

rouncled, twice as long as the first; the apex excavated
for the insertion of the tliird or last joint. Body ovate

and depressed. Eyes triangulate.

S/i. 1. fircscens. Yellow-green eyes; and mouth
black. Feet red.

JP^ilgora virencens. Panzer.
Tetigometra vircscens. Latr.

Inhabits France and Germany.

Family IL Deljihacicla.

Antenna: inserted in the internal sinus of the eyes, the
two first joints as long, or longer than the head.

Genvs CCCC. Asiraoa. Latr.

Dei.i'hax. Fabricius.

Antennae as long or longer than the thorax, the first

joint very long, compressed, angulate.

•S/2. 1. Ctciz'icornis. Body brown, or obscure brown
variegated ; apex of the four anterior tibise white ; elytra

semihyaline ; apex with a fuscous band ; nerves spotted
with fuscous.

Deljiliax clavicornis. Fabr.
Asiraca clavicornis. Latr.

Inliabils France and England in grassy places.
Genus CCCCL Delphax. Fabr. Latr.
Antenna: not, or scarcely, longer tlian the head

; the
first joint much shorter than the second.

S/I. 1. Fcllucida. Body pellucid.

Ueljiliax fa-llucida. Vahr.

Inhabits Europe amongst grass.

Family III. Cercofiida.

Antenn:e inserted between the eyes. Thorax not
transverse, hinder margin more or less prominent.
Genus CCCCII. Cetalion. Latr.

LvsTiiA. Fabricius.

Antenna; inserted behind the frontlet.

S/i. 1. Keticulattun.

Lesira reticulata. Fabricius.
Genus tCCCIII. CEucons. Fabr. Schrank, Latr.
Cicada. Linn.

Tettigonia. Olivier.

Antennae inserted on the frontlet, the second longer
than the first joint, the third joint short conic. Thorax
not dilated.

S/i. 1 Sanguinolenta. Black, shining
; each wing-case

witn a spot at the base, one in the middle, and a llcxu-
ous band at the apex blood-red.

Cicada saiiguinoleMa. Linn.
Ccrco/us sa>i!fuiriol('7ita. Fabr.
Inhabits France, Germany, and England^*

Genus CCCCIV. Ledra. Fabr. Latr.

Cicada. Linn. GeofiVoy.

Memuracis. Olivier, Lamarck, Schrank.
Antennae inserted on the frontlet, the two first joints

equal in length, the first rather thickest, the third ending
in a long seta. Thorax on each side dilated into an auricle.

(iENis CCCCV. Memuracis. Latr.
Centkotus. Fabr.

Membracis. Fabr.

Cicada. Linn.

Antennse inserted in the frontlet ; tlie two first joints

nearly equally long; the third elongate-conic. Thorax
dilated behind.

S/i. I. Cornutits. Brownish.
Cicada cornuta. Linn.

Centrotus cornutus. Fabr.

Membracis cornuta. Latr.

Family IV. Cicadida.

Antennae inserted between the eyes. Thorax trans-

verse, hinder margin straight.

Genus CCCCVI. Iassus. Fabr.

Tettigonia. Latr. Olivier, Lamarck.
Front broad, not longer than broad, on each side abovo

the insertion of the antenna; produced into an angle.

Sji. I. Lanio.

Cicada lanio. Panzer.
Iassus lanio. Fabr.

Tettigonia lanio. Oliv. Lamarck.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCC VII. Cicada. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Tettigonia. Ojivier, Lamarck.
Front elongate-quadrate, the apex truncate, convex,

thickened.

Sfl. 1. Firidis.

Cicada viridis. Fabricius, Panzer.
Tettigonia viridis. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Tribe III. Psyllides.

Tarsi with two joints distinct. Antenna; with ten cr
eleven joints, the last with two setas. Legs formed for

leaping. Botli sexes with wings.

Genus CCCCVIII. Psylla. GeofTroy, Olivier, La-
iTiarck, Latreille.

, Cheumes. Linn. De Gcer, Fabricius.

Antennae filiform or slightly setaceous, as long as the
body. Thorax with the anterior margin arcuate.

S/i. 1. Alni. Green-yellowish; anterior segment of the
thorax, scutellum, squamula of the elytra and nerveurs
green.

Clicrmes betulx alni. Linn.

Chermcs alni. Fabricius.

Psylla alni. Latreille.

Inhabits the alder.

Genus CCCCIX. Livia. Latreille.

Diraphia. Illiger.

Antenna: shorter tlian the thorax, the base much thick-
ened even to the middle. Thorax with the anterior seg-
ment transverse, straight.

S/i. 1. Juncorum.
lAvia juncorum. Latreille.

Inhabits Junci.

Tribe V. Aphides.

Tarsi two-jointed ; the first joint very short. Rostrum
in both sexes. Antennae vvith six or seven or eight joints.

Females generally apterous.
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Family I. T/irl/isida.

Tarsi with the last joint vesiculous. Antennae eight-

pointed. Rostrum minute, horizontal, externally without

joints. Head elongate quadrate.

Genus CCCCX. Tiiuirs. Linn. GeoflVoy, Latrcillc,

Lamarck, Olivier.

Elytra and vviugs horizontal and linear.

Sfi. 1. P/iysa/uis. Black, haiiy; antenns, tihiae and

tarsi pale ; nmiule of the tibix pale brown ; elytra and
wings white.

Thrips iiliymjius. Linn. Fabricius, Latreille.

Family II. .4/i/iida.

Tarsi with the last joint with two nails. Antennae six

or seven-jointed. Rostrum very distinct, nearly perpen-

dicular, with three disiinct joints. Head transverse.

Genus CCCCXL Aphis. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Oliv. Lam.
Aniennac setaceous or filiform, seven-jointed. Elytra

larger than the wings, elongate-triangulate. Abdomen
towards the apex generally tuberculated or horned. Eyes

entire.

The animals of this genus are very numerous, and are

found on almost eveiy plant. The French call them
Piicerons. the EuKlisli Plata lice. The species require

examihation. The females are generally apterous.

Genus CCCCXH. Alevrodes. Latr. Lamarck.
TiNi-.A. Liuiiseus.

Phal^na. G>.()ff.

Aiileniia: fiiiform, short, six-jointed. Elytra and wings

cq\ial in size. Body mealy. Eyes two, each divided into

two.

S/i. 1. C/ic/ido'iii. Boily yellowish, or rosy powdered
wiUi white ; eyes black ; each elytia with a puncture and

spot of black.

Tribe VL Aphides.

Tarsi with one joint and one nail. Rostrum in the

female. Wings in the male, but no elytia. Female ap-

terous.

Genus CCCCXHL Douthesia. Bosc. Latr.

Coccus. Dorthes, Fabr. Oliv.

Antennae of the iemale eight-jointed. Abdomen of the

males very setose behind.

Sji. 1. C/iurarias.

Cnccua characias Dorthes, Fabr.

Dorthesia churacias Bosc. Latr

Inhal)its the E^i/ihorbium chararias of southern France.

Genus CCCCXIV. Coccus. Lin. Geofl'. Fabr. Oliv.

Lair. Lam.
Anttnnae of the female eleven jointed. Abdomen of

the males with two very long setae at the apex.

Sp. 1. Cacti.

Coccus cacti. Linn. De Geer, Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits fruit-trees.

This genus requires a minute investia;ation, which
should be conducted by some one possessing a great

sliare of patience, and having a very competent know-
ledge of entomology.

Obder X. APTERA.
Order Aptera. Linn. Delam.
Order Suctokia. Latr.

Characters of the Order.

Body somewhat ovate, compressed, covered with a

coriaceous skin, and composed of several segments.

Trunk short, consisting ol three leg-bearing joints.

Head small, compressed, rounded above, and truncate

before. Eyes minute, orbicular, lateral. Antennae la-

mellilorm, small, ciliated with si)iiiules, one-jointed at

their base, inserted in two excavations behind the eyes.

Palpi filiform (comi)osed of four rounded joints), scarcely

longer than the head, pori-ect, generally resting on the

rostrum. Legs strong, and formed for jumping, especial-

ly the hinder ones. Coxas and thighs large, compressed.

Tarsi elongate, cylindric, composed of five simple joints,

the last articulation furnished with two long, acute, slen-

der nails.

Larva without feet.

Pui'A foliculate.

Genus CCXCXV. Pulex, of authors.

S/i. 1. Irritans. Body brunncous, sometimes inclin-

ing to rust-coloui'.

Tiic common bed-flea. Is fotmd throughout Europe.
Notwithstanding the inconveniences attending this little

insect, there is something pleasing in the appearance of

the flea. Its motions are elegant, and all its postuies in-

dicate agility. The shell with which it is enveloped is

in a stale of perpetual cleanliness, while the muscular
power which it is capable of exerting is so extraordinary,

as to excite our wonder, at so much strength couiined

and concentrated within so small a space ; this species

being able to spring, on the most moderate computation,

to the distance of at least 2uo times its own length. It is

remarkable, that Socrates was ridiculed for his pretend-

ed experiments on this subject, by Aristophanes. Arist.

Clouds, acti. scene 2. This circumstance is alluded to in

Butkr's Hudihras.

S/i. 2. Pent-trans. The c/ii^gcr.
,

Inhabits the West Indies, penetrating the human skin,

and depositing a parcel of eggs within a sac.

The polices of birds and of mammalia ought to be most
carefully examined. There are a vast number of species

wliich have been confounded with P. irritans.

Order XL LEPIDOPTERA.
Order Lepidoptera. Linn. Cuv. Lam. Latr,

Class Glossata. Fabr.

Characters of the Order.

Wings four, covered with scales. Tongue spiral, fili-

form.

Linne divided this order into three genera, viz. Pajiilio

(Ijutteifly), S/ihinx (hawk-moth), and Phalsna (muth),

which were characterized by the form of their antennae ;

and tliese divisions form the three great sections of La-
treille, as follow.

Section I. Diurna.

Wings four ; all, or at least the superior ones, erect,

when the insect is at rest. Antennae with their points

thicker or capitate; in a very few somewhat setaceous,

with the extreme apex hooked.
The insects of this section, which constituted the Lin-

nean genus PafuHo, all fly by day. Caterpillars with six-

teen feet. Chrysalis naked, and generally angulated.

Triue I. Papilionides.*

Hinder tibije with heels only at their extremities.

Antennx not ungulated or hooked at their extremities.

Wings all elevated when at rest.

* We shall for the most part only introduce the indigenous genera, with a complete enumeration of the British species.
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Family I. J'a/iilionida.

Caterpillar elongate, cyliiKlnc. Chrysalis elongate,

angular. Tarsi of Imago with distinct nails.

Gencs CCCCXVI. Papilio. Fabr. Latr. Leach.

Aiitennx, at their points, furnished with a eonic-ovate

or lengtheiied-ovate, somewhat arcuate, club. Palpi

very sc.orl, pressed close to the face, scarcely reaching

the clypcus; the two first joints of equal length; the

third minute, and nearly obsolete. Feet in both sexes

alike, all being formed for walking, and furnished with

distinct but simple claws. Anterior wings generally

soniewiiai falcate ; hinder ones often tailed ; the internal

margin excised or folded to admit of free play for the

abdomen.
Tlie caterpillar is tentaculated, fleshy, and furcate.

The chrysalis angulated, with two processes before; it

fastens itself by a tr.aisveise thread.

Tlic species of this genus, which constitutes the most

beautiful pa; to! the creation, are found chiefly in the

warmer regions, very few occurring in the more tempe-

rate parts of the world. Their flight is extremely rapid.

S/i. 1. Macliaon. Biack and yellow; hinder wings

tailed; edges of the wings black, with yellow crescents;

the tips of the hinder ones with a red spot at their infe-

rior lips.

Papilio Machaon. Linn. Y \\iV.

Iniiabits Europe; the larva in the fennel.

In England ii is called the Sivalloiu-tailed Butterfly,

and is very local. Il is the most superb of all the British

species of this luniily. The caterpillar is green, banded
with black, marked by a row of red spots. It changes
into the chrysalis state in July ; and the fly is found in

August. Two broods are said to be found; the first in

May, having lain in the chrysalis or pupa state all the

winter.

Pa/iilio fiodaiirius of Linne, which belongs to this ge-

nus, has been introduced into the British Fauna, on very

dubious authority.

Genvs CCCCXVIL DoRiris. Fabiicius.

Parnassius. Latreille.

PiERis. Schrank.

Feet all alike in both sexes. Ungues or claws simple.

Palpi rising above the clypeus, very prominent, cylin-

dric-conic, with three very distinct joints. Antennae
with a thickened, somewhat ovate straight head. Hinder
wings not tailed ; the internal margin excised, to admit
of free play for the abdomen.
The chrysalis smooth, somewhat folliculate.

Sft. 1. JjioUo. Wings white, rounded, spotted with
black ; the lower pair marked with annular red spots.

Pafiilio Jfiollo. Gmelin.
Parnassius Afiollo. Latr.

Doritis J/ioUo. Fabr.
Inhabits Germany and France.
Larva black, spotted with red. Chrysalis brown, pow-

dered with violet.

This elegant insect, which has been confounded by
some authors with Doriiis A''etnosyne and P/iabus, is men-
tioned here in order to inform the reader, that it has no
right or title whatever to a place in the British Fauna,
although it has been described as such by Mr Harworth,
and has been figured by Mr Donovan on the most vague
and unsatisfactory authority.

Genus CCCCXVIII. Pontia. Fabr.
PiERis. Schrank, Latr.

Antennae elongate, with an abrupt, obconic, compress-
ed head. Palpi slender, somewhat cylindric ; the last

joint as long as the preceding. Wings not very narrow,

or much lengthened; hinder ones grooved to admit the

abdomen, but not tailed. Feet alike in both sexes ; claws

unidentate or bifid.

Chrysalis angulated, fastened by a transverse thread.

• Anterior wings somewhat trigonate ; hinder ones

somewhat orbiculate.

S/i. 1. Crategi. Wings white, with a faint tinge of

yellowish and black nervcurs.

Pafiilio cratxgi. Linn.

Pieris cratagi. Schrank, Latr.

Ponlia cratcsgi. Fabr.

Inhabits Eiiiope. In England, it is found near Lon-
don, where it is called Black-veined white.

Sji. 2. Bran.iica, (large cabbage-butterfly.)

Pajiilio brassicts- Linn.

Puntia brassica. Fabr.

Pieris braasiciS. Latr.

Inhabits Europe everywhere. The larva feeds on tht

cabbage.
Sji. 3. Ra/i<s, (small cabbage-butterfly).

Pa/iilio rail a. Lmn.
Pontia raps. Fabr.

Picris ra/ns. Latr.

Inhabits Europe on cabbages.

Sfi. 4. A'a/ii, (green-veined white butterfly).

Pa/iilio nafii. Linn.

Pontia na/ii. Fabr.

Pieris nafii. Latr.

Inhabits Europe everywhere.

Sti. 5. Cardamines, (orange-tipt butterfly).

Pa/iiiio cardamines. Linn.

Pontia cardamines. Fabr.

Pieris cardamines, Latr.

Inhabits Europe. The larva feeds on the Cardamine
firatensis.

Papilio daplidice, Linn.; Pontia daplidice, Fabr.; Pie-

ris dapladice of Latreille, has been introduced into the

British catalogue, but on very slender authority.

* * Wings somewhat oval.

Sp. \. Sinapis. Wings white, with blackish tips.

(Wood white butterfly).

Papilio sinapis. Gmelin.
Pieris sinapis. Latr.

Genus CCCCXIX. Colias. Fabr. Latr.

Pieris. Schrank.
Antennae short, gradually thickening into an obconic

head. Palpi much compressed ; the last joint very short.

Feet -alike in both sexes, all with bifid, or unidentate

nails. Wings anterior, somewhat trigonate; hinder

rounded, with a groove to receive the abdomen.
Chrysalis angulated, fastened by a transverse thread.

Sp. 1. Hyale, (clouded yellow butterfly).

Papilio Hyale of authors.

Pieris Hyale. Schrank.

Colias Hyale. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe. Occurs in England once in three

years, in great plenty, in every part of the country. There
is a pale coloured variety of each sex, which have been

considered as distinct species.

Genus CCCCXX. Gonepteryx. Leach.

Colias. Fabr. Latr.

Pieris. Schrank.

Antennae short, gradually thickening into an obconic

head. Palpi short, much compressed ; the last joint very

short. Feet alike in both sexes, all with a bifid or uniden-

tate nail. Wings angulated, large, the hinder one groov-

ed to receive the abdomen.
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Chrysalis angulated, with a thread round its middle.

S/i. 1. Rhamni. Wing of the male yellow, of tlie fe-

male whitish; with a fulvous spot on each.

Paftitio rhamni. Linn.

Colias rhamni. Fabr. Latr.

Picris rhamni. Schrunk.

Gonrjiieryx- rhamni. Leach.

Inhabits Europe in the spring and autumn. Flight

slow.

Genus CCCCXXL Argynnis. Fabr. Latr.

Antenna terminated with a short club. Palpi divari-

cating abruptly, terminated with a minute, slender, aci-

cular, very short joint; the second joint broad, hairy.

Hinder wing orbicular. Anterior feet very short in both

sexes. Tarsi with double nails.

Chrysalis suspended by the tail.

Caterpillars spiny.

Sfi. 1. Lathonia.

Pa/iilio Lathonia. Linn.

Argynnis Lathonia. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe. It is very rare in Britain.

Sp.2. ylglaia

Pafiilio Jglaia. Linn.

Argynnis ylglaia Fabr.

Inhabits Europe. Is very common. Pa/jitio Charlotta

of Sowerby and Haworth seem to be but an accidental

variety of tliis species.

S/i. 3. Adippe.

Argynnis Adippe. Fabr.

Inhabits heaths and the borders of woods throughout
Europe.

5/2.4. Paphia.

Papilio Paphia. Linn.

Argynnis Paphia. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits the borders of woods in Germany, England,

and France.

Genus CCCCXXII. Melit^a. Fabr.

Argynnis. Latr.

Antennae terminated by a short club. Palpi very hairy,

divaricating, with the last joint acicular, half the length

of the preceding joint. Hinder wings orbicular. Ante-

rior feet very short in both sexes. Tarsi with double nails.

Caterpillars pubescent, with fleshy tubercles.

Chrysalis suspended by the tail.

Sp. \. Euphrosyne. (Pearly border).

Papilio Euphrosyne. Lmn.
Argynnis Euphrosyne. Latr.

Melit£a Euphrosyne. Fabr.

Inhabits waste grounds and heaths.

Sp.2 Silene. (Pearly border likeness).

Metitea Sile7ie. Fabr.

Inhabits the same places with the preceding species.

Sp. 3. Cinxia. (Glanville).

Papilio Cinxia. Gmelin.
Melittta Cinxia. Fabr.

Argynnis Cinxia. Latr.

Inhabits Europe. Rare in Britain.

Sp. 4 Artemis. (Greasy).
Papilio Arte?nis. Gmelin.
Melitcea Artemis. Fabr.
Inhabits Europe Is common near Norwich in Norfolk,
Sp. 5. Dictynna- (Heath).
Papilio Dictynna. Gmelin.
Melitcsa Dictynna. Fabr.
Inhabits heaths and marshes. Papilio eos of Haworth

seems to be a variety.

Sp. 6. Lucina. (Duke of Burgundy).
Papilio Lucina. Gmelin,

Meticea Lucina. Fabr.
Inhabits borders of woods and hedges.
Genus CCCCXXIII. Vanessa. Fabricius, Latreille.

Antenna: terminated witli an abru])! short club. Pal-

pi contiguous and terminated gradually in a point; the

two combined bearing some resemblance to a rostrum.
Anterior pair of feet in both sexes short and very iiairy.

Tarsi with double nails. Chrysalis suspended by its tail.

Caterpillar spiny.

Sp 1. Alalanta. (Red admirable.)

Papilio Atalanta. Linn.

Vanessa Atalanta. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. The larva on nettles.

Sp. 2. Cardui. (Painted lady.)

Papilio cardui. Linn.

Vanessa cardui. Fabricius, Latreille.

Sp. 3. Antiopa. (Cambcrwell beauty.)

Papilio Antiopa. Linn.

Vanessa Antiupa. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. The English variety has invariably

a white mai;4;in to the wings.

Sp 4. lo. (Peacock.)
Papilio lo. Linn.

Vanessa lo. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits the nettle.

Sp. 5. Polychloros. (Large tortoise-shell.)

Papdio Polychloros. Linn.
Vanessa Polychloros. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe. The larva on the elm.
<S/;. 6. Urticce. (Small tortoise-shell.)

Papilio urtice. Linn.

Vanessa urtica. Latreille, Fabricius.
Inhabits Europe.
Sp. 7. Calbuni. (Comma.)
Papilio c-album. Linn.

Vanessa c-album. Fabricius.

Gen'usCCCCXXIV. Hipparohia. Fabricius, Leach

.

Maniola. Schrank.
Satyrus. Latreille.

Antennae with a slender somewhat fuciform or some-
what trigonate orbicular club. Palpi meeting above
the tongue, with the second joint very much compres-
sed, and very much longer than the first. Anterior
pair of legs shorter than the rest, and often very hairy

;

feet of the other legs with double nails. Hinder wings
somewhat orbicular or orbiculate-triangulate, witli the
internal margin excavated lo receive the abdomen; the
middle cell closed behind, from which part the ner-
veurs radiate ; the other margin entire, or with acute
or obtuse indentations. Caterpillar downy, with a glo-
bular head somewhat compressed in front ; the abdo-
men bimucronate behind. Chrysalis angulated, with
the front bimucromate suspended by the tail. Leach's-
Zoolog. Miscel. vol. i. p. 27.

Sp. 1. Galathea. (Marbled.)
Papilio Galathea. Linn. Gmelin.
Hipparchia Galathea. Fabricius.
Satyrus Galathea.- Latreille.

Inhabits Europe in fields.

Sp. 2. Hyperanthus. (Eyed.)
Papilio Hyperanthus. Linn.
Hipparchia Hyperanthus. Fabr.
Satyrus Hyperanthus. Latreille,

Inhabits Europe in fields.

Sp. 3 PamphUus. (Heath.)
Papilio Pamphilus. Linn. Gmelin,
Hipparchia Pamphilus. Fabiicius

Satyrus Pamfihilua, Latreille.
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Inhabits heaths.

Sfi. i. Blaiidma. (Scotch argus.)

Pa/:ilio blandma. Donovan.

Inhabits the isles oi' Bute and Arran. The male has

been courountlcd witli Hi/i/mrc/iia Ligea of Fahiicius, to

which species it is very dissimilar.

S/i. 5 Filoselle. (Small meadow brown.)

Pa/iilio PUoselle. Gmeliii.

Hifiparcliia Pilosellx. I'abricius.

Satyrus Filosrlla. Laticillc.

Iniiabits fields and the borders of woods.

Sp. 6. Janira.

Pa/iilio Janira. Linn.

Po/iiliu Jurtina. Linn.

Hilifiarchia Janira. Fabricius.

SaCyrus Janira. Latreille.

Inhabits fields.

S/i. 7. M'gdera. (Gate-keeper.)

Pa/iilio Megdera. Gmelin.
Hi/iftarcliia Megdera. Latreille.

Inhabits fields and the borders of woods.

S/i.S. ^t:geria. (Wood argus.)

Pa/iilio jEgeria Linn. Gmelin.

Bi/i/tarc/iia Mgeria. Fabi'iciiis.

Inhabits borders of woods and fields.

5/!. 9 Semele

Pa/iilio Semele. Gmelin.
Hihfiarchia Semele. Fabricius.

Inhabits heaths and rocky wastes.

Obs. Besides the species of this genus here enume-
rated, there are others which have been taken in this

country, viz. 1. Pafiilio /fej-o of Donovan ; 2. Pajnlio Ty-
Jilion ; and, 3. Papilio Daaus of Haworth : But as these

names are probably wrongly assigned to these insects,

vie shall say nothing more on the subject, but leave this

point to be ascertained by the investigations of the reader.

Genus CCCCXXV. Li.mexitis. Fabricius.

KvsiPH.vLis. Latreille.

Antennae gradually clubbed : club slender, round-ob-

conic. Palpi as long as the head, with the second joint

not very compressed; the anterior margin not remarka-
bly broader. Anterior pair of feet in both sexes very
short and spurious. Wings not much longer than broad.

Four hinder feet with double nails. Larva elongate.
Chrysalis suspended by the tail.

Sfi. \. Camilla. (White admirable.)

Pafiilio Camilla. Linn. Gmelin.
Limenitis Camilla Fabricius.

A''ymphaUs Camilla. Latreille.

Ijihabits Europe. Is rare in Britain, except in Charl-
ton wood, Kent, where it is found in great plenty.

Gen'us CCCCXXVI. Ai'ATURA. Fabricius.

Nymphalis. Latreille.

Antennae vrith an elongate-obconic thickened club,
talpi with the second joint not much compressed, the
auerior margin broad. Anterior pair of feet very short
in Loth sexes.

S/.. 1. Iris. (Purple emperor.)
Pa'rilio Iris. Donovan, Haworth.
.'t/iuttra Iris. Fabricius ?

jVymft',.abs Iris. Latreille.

Inhabiti England.
This beaniful insect is called wood emperor, emperor

of Morocco, &c.

Fa.milt II. Lyctcnida.

Larva oval, depressed. Pupa or chrysalis short, con-

tracted, obtuse at both extremities. Tarsi with very

small nails.

Genus CCCCXXVII. Thecla. Fabr.

PoLYOMMATUs. Latr.

Feet in both sexes all alike ; nails scarcely produced
beyond the pulvilli, which are large. Antennae gradually

clubbed ; the club elongate, cylindric oval. Hinder
wings tailed.

Sp. 1. BeluliC. (Brown hair streak.)

Pafiilio betuUe. Gmelin.
Thecla betulte. I'abr.

Polyommatus betule. Latr.

Inhabits Europe, frequenting the borders of woods.

Sfi. 2. Pruni. (Black hair-streak.)

Pafiilio firuni. Hubner.
Thecla firuni. Fabr.

Inhabits borders of woods.

Sfi. 3. Qnercus. (Purple hair-streak.)

Pafiilio quercus. Gmelin.
T/iacla qiiereds. Fabr.

Polyomma'us quercds. Latr.

Inhabits oak woods, flying on the highest branches ot

the trees.

Genus CCCCXXVIII. Lycana. Fabr.

PoLYOMMATVs. Latr.

Legs alike in both sexes; nails projecting beyond the

pulvilli, which are small. Antennae with an abrupt club,

somewhat ovate, or somewhat oval.

* Hinder wings more or less tailed.

Sfi. 1. Disfiar. (Large copper).

Pafiilio disfiar. Hmvorth.
Pafiilio Hyfioihde. Donovan.
Inhabits the feus of Cambridgeshire, and has been ob-

served near Aberdeen in Scotland.

Sfi. 2. Chryseis. (Purple-edged copper).
I^yccena C/iryseis. Fabi\

• Inhabits Europe. In Britain it is extremely rare.

Sfi. 3. VirganreiE. (Scarce copper).
l^ycixnavirgaurea. Fibr.

Polyommatus xnrgaureie. Latr.

Pafiilio virgatirea. Gmelin.
Inhabits Europe. Very local in Britain. It is found

in some parts of Huntingdonshire.

Sfi. i. P/ilisas (Small copper).

Lyccena P/tUas. Fabr.

Polyommatus Phlxas. Latr.

Iiihabits Europe; much attached to syngenesious
I>lants.

Sfi.s. Rubi. (Green underside).
Pafiilio rubi. Gmelin.
Lycena rubi. Fabr.
Polyommatus rubi. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.
** Hinder wings with the posterior margin entire.

Sfi. 6. Corydon. (Chalk-hill blue).
Pafiilio Corydon. Linn. Gmelin.
Lycena Corydon. Fabr.
Polyommatus Corydon. Latr.
Inhabits chalky districts.

Sfi. 7. .Adonis. (Clifden blue).

Pafiilio Jdonis. Linn. Gmelin.
Lycena Adonis. Fabr.

Inhabits chalky districts.

5/i 8. Dorylas. (Common blue).

Pajnlio Dorylas. Gmelin ?

Pafiilio Icarus. Lewin.
Inhabits Europe everywhere.
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Sft. 9. yh-gtis. (Studded blue).

Pajiilio Argus. Gmelin.

Lijcana Jrgus. Fabr.

Polyommatus Argus. Latr.

Inhabits fields and marshes.

S/i. 10. Idas. (Black-spot brown).

Pa/iilio Idas. Gmelin.

Lijcena Idas. Fabr.

Inhabits F^urope.

SJi. \\. Arlaxerxes. (White-spot brown).

Pa/iilio Arlaxerxes. Gmelin, Stewart.

Z,yc<ena Arlaxerxes. F'abr.

Inhabits Arthur's Seat, and the base of Kirk-hill, one

of the Pentland range, near Edinburgh, in great plenty.

S/i. l2.Al.'.us. (Bedford blue).

Pajiilio A/sus. Gmelin.

Lycsna Alsus. F"abr.

Polyommulus Alsus. Latr.

Inhabits Euiope.

S/i. \5. Argiolus. (Azure blue).

Pajiilio Argiolus. Gmelin.
Inhabits meadows.

Sfi 14, Cymon.
Pajiilio Cymon. Gmelin, Lewin.
Inhabits Europe. In Britain it is very local. It is

found near Sherborne in Dorset, in gieat abundance.

Tkibe II. Hesperides.

Hinder tibine with two pair of heels or spurs, one pair

at the middle, the other at the usual place. Antennae

hooked at their extremities. Hinder wings elevated

when the insect is at rest.

Family I. Uranida.

Antennae filiform, their points narrower and bent.

Palpi long, slender.

Genus CCCCXXIX. Urania. Fabr. Latr.

Papilio. Linn. Crammer.
Palpi with the second joint much compressed, the

third slender, somewhat cylindric, almost naked.

Sji. 1. Leilus.

Pajiilio Leilus. Linn.

Urania Leilus. Fabr.

Family II. Hesjierida.

Antcnnx distinctly terminated with a club. Palpi short,

thick, and s(]uamosc in front.

Genus CCCCXXX. Hesperia. Fabr. Cuv. Lam.
Lati. VValck.

Papilio. Linn.

Palpi with the third joint cylindric, or cylindric-conic.

* Antennae ending in an abrupt, very acute hook.

Sji. 1. Comma. (Pearl skipper.)

Pajiilio Comma Gmelin.
Hesjieria Comma. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe. In England, near Lewes, in Sussex.

Sji. 2. Sylvanus. (Wood-skipper).

PaJdUo Sylvanus. Gmelin.

Ile-sjiiria tiylvunus. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits the borders of woods.
** Antenna with their points arcuate.

S/i.5. Tages. (Dingy skipper).

PaJiUxo 'i'uges. Gmelin.
Htsjieria 'Pages. Fabr. Latr.

inhabits Europe, on 'dry heaths and banks.

Sju i. Malvte. (Mallow skipper).

Pajiilio malviS. Gmelin.
Hesjieria malvx. I'abr. Latr.

Inhabits dry banks.
••• Antennae with straight points.

Sji. 5. Linea. (Small skipper).

Hesjieria linea. Fabr. Latr.

Pajiilio linea. Gmelin.
Iniiabitsthc margins of woods.

Sji.6. Paniscus. (Scarce skipper).

Pajiilio Paniscus. Gmelin.
Hesjieria Paniscus. Latr. Fabr.

Inhabits meadows. Very rare in Britain, excepting

in some parts of Bedfordshire, where it is common.

Sect. II. Crepuscularia.

Wings horizontal in repose. Antennae, prismatic or

fusiform.

The insects of this tribe constitute the Linnean genus
Sjiliinx, wliich has been divided by Fabricius, Latreille,

Scopoli, and Hoffmansegg, into a number of genera.

TrIRE I. SpUINGIDES.

Palpi short, covered with very short, close scales ; the

last joint tuberculiform and very short.

Genus CCCCXXXI. Laothoe. Fabr.

Sphinx. Linn.

Spectrum. Scopoli.

SxMERiNTHUs. Latr.

Antenna: somewhat prismatic, serrated towards the

middle, gradually thicker. Tongue very short. Anterior
wings angulated. Palpi contiguous.

Sji. 1. Ocellaia. (Eyed hawk-moth).
Sjiliinx ocellaia. Linn.

Laothoe ocellaia. I-'abr.

Sjiectrum ocellalum. Scopoli.

SmerinUius ocellatus. Latr.

Inhabits Europe. The larva in the willow and poplar.

Sji. 2. Tilics. (Lime hawk-moth).
Sjihinx tUite. Linn. Gmelin.
Laothoe titix. Fabr.

Sjiectrum tiliiz. Scopoli.

Smerinthus tiUa. Latreille.

Inhabits the lime in the caterpillar state.

Sji. 3. Pojmli. (Poplar hawk-moth).
Sjihinx Jiojiuli. Linn. Gmelin.
Lao til be Ji oji u li. I"ab r.

Sjiectrum Jiojiuli. Scopoli.

Smerinthus Jiojtiili. Liitr.

Inhabits Europe. The larva on poplars and willows.

Genus CCCCXXXIl. Spiiinx. Linn. Fabr. Latreille.

Spectrum. Scopoli.

Palpi contiguous above the tongue. Tongue long,

very tlislinct, convoluted. Antennae prismatic, thicker

towards their middle, in the males slightly ciliated. Ab-
domen with the anus not bearded.

Sji. 1. Porcellus. (Small elephant hawk-moth).
Sjihinx Jioreellus. (imelin, Fabricius, Latreille.

Inliabits Europe. Is rare in Britain.

Sji. 2. Eljicnor. (Elephant hawk-moth).
Sjihin c El/ienor. Linn. Latreille, Fabricius, Gmelin.
Inhubits Europe.
Sji. 3. Lineuta. (Silver line hawk-moth).
Sjihinx lineata. Linn.

Inhabits Europe. Olis. Sjihin.v Lineata of Donovan
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is distinct, and must be considered as a doubtful inha-

bitiinl of Biiiiin.

S/i. 4. Gain. (Scarce spotted elephant.)

Sfi/iitiT f;alii. Fabricius.

Iiil)al)ils Kurope. Foor specimens only have hitherto

been taken in Great Britain; two in Cornwall near Pen-

zance, one near Kingsbridge in Devon, and another near

London.
S/t 5. Eufihorhia. (Spotted elephant.)

Sfihinx eu/i/wrbiis. Ginelin, Fabricius, Latreille.^
^

Inhabits Europe. It is very rare in Britain. The

larva has occurred near Plymouth.

S/i. 6. Pinastri. (Pine hawk-moth.)

S/iliwx fiinaslri. Fabricius, Gniclin.

Inhabits Europe. It has been taken near London, and

in Uavelston wood near Edinbinc;h.

Sfl. 7. Convolvu/i. (Convolvulus hawk-moth.)

S/i/iinx con-voh'uti. Linn. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. It has been taken in the most re-

mote parts of Great Britain, even in the Shetland Islands,

but does not make a regular appearance.

S/i. 8. Ligustri. (Privet hawk-moth.)

S/i/iinx liguslri. F'abricius, Gmclin.

Inhabits Europe. The larva feeds on the privet and ash.

S/i. 9. jilro/ios. (Deatii'b head hawk-moth.)

S/i/iinx atrofios. Linn. Grnelin, Fabricius, Latr.

Sfiectrum atrofios. Scopoli.

Inhabits Europe. It must be considered as a valuable

acquisition to the British cabinet, for although it be very

common in the caterpillar state, yet is it bred with ex-

treme difficulty; and the fly when taken on the wing is

generally very much mutilated and rubbed. The cater-

pillar occurs in potatoe fields, and is said also to feed on
the jasmine leaves.

The death's head hawk-moth is distinguished by a re-

markable spot on its thorax, bearing a slight resemblance
to a skull. From this circumstance, and that of its ut-

tering a sharp sound when handled, it has been consider-

ed, by the vulgai-, as an animal of ill omen, and as a

messenger of fate. The members of a female convent,
(as we learn from Reaumur,) were thrown into great
consternation on discovering one of these insects, which
had accidentally flown in at one of the open windows du-
ring the evening.

Genus CCCCXXXIII Sesia. Fabricius.
Sphinx. Linn. Latreille.

Macroglossum. Scopoli.

Palpi contiguous above the tongue. Tongue very
long, distinct and convoluted. Antennas prismatic,
thicker towards their middle, (of the males ciliated.)

Abdomen with the anus tufted.

* Wings opaque.
Sfi. 1. Slellalarum. (Humming-bird hawk-moth.)
S/i/iinx Slellalarum. Linn. Gmelin, Latreille.
Senia st( Itutarum. Fabricius.
Macrogl'jsr.um stellatarum. Scopoli.
Inhabits Europe. The perfect insect feeds, in the

wing, on the honey of stellated plants.
** Wings transparent.

Sfi. 2. Bombyciformis. (Narrow bordered bee-hawk-
nioth.)

S/i/tinx fusiformis. Linn.
Sesia bombyciformis. Fabricius.
Inhabits En'ope, on the borders of woods.
Sji. 3. Pusiformis (Broad-bordered bee-hawk-moth.)
Sesia fusiformis Fabricius.
Sjihinx fusiformis. Gmelin.
Inhabits Europe, on the borders of woods.

Tbibe Zvg.«kides.
Palpi long, separate, covered with long scales, or por-

rccted hair.

Genus CCCCXXXIV. JEgeria. Fabricius.

SrsiA. Latreille, Laspcyres.

Trochilu.m. Scopoli. ;l

Antennse fusiform. Abdomen with the anus bearded. *

Sfi. 1. Afiiformis. (Bee hornet-sphinx.)

Sesia apformis. Latreille.

JEgeria afiiformis. Fabricivis.

Trochilum afiiforme. Scopoli.

Sfihinx afiiformis. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 2. Craboniformis. (Hornet-sphinx.)
Sesia craboniformis. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 3. Vesfiiformis (Wasp hornet-sphinx.)

Sfihinx chrysorrhea. Donovan.
Inhabits Europe.
Obs. There are several other species of this genus

found in Britain, but their synonyms have never been sa-
tisfactorily ascertained. We may add one more, viz.

Sfi. 4. Tifiuliformis. (Currant hornet-sphinx.)

Sfihinx tifiulif'jrmis. Ginelin.

Sesia tifiuliformis. Latreille.

Inhabits ga-. dens. The larvse perforate and destroy
the currant bushes, and where they are plenty produce
a serious mischief.

Genus CCCCXXXV. Zycsna. Fabricius.

Sphinx. Linn.

Antennae abruptly flexuous-clavate. Palpi cylindric,

conic.

Sfi. 1. Filifienduls. (Six-spot burnet.)

Sfihinx filifiendul(£. Linn.

Zygtsna filifiendulx , Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits fields.

Obs. There is another species, having but five red
spots on the anterior wings, which is distinct, and is ge-
nerally referred to the Zygcsna loti of Fabricius.

Genus CCCCXXXVI. Ino. Leach.
Procris. Fabricius, Latreille.

Zyg.sna. Panzer, Walckenaer.
Sphinx. Linn.

Antennae of the male bipectinate, of female simple.

Palpi short.

Sfi. 1. Statices. (Forrester.)

Sfihinx statices. Linn.

,

Zygxna statices. Rossi, Panzer.
Procris statices. Fabricius, Latreille.

Ino statices. Leach.
Inhabits the margins of woods in meadows.

Section III. Noctuhna.
Wings horizontal in repose. Antennae setaceous,

gradually narrowing towards their extremities.

Tribe I. Bombycides.
Antennas of the male at least serrated. Tongue none.

Palpi two, short, cylindric, very hairy. Thorax not crest-

ed. Wings undivided.

Family I. Cossida.

Antennse with a single series of ciiiae. Wings elongate.

Obs. The larvae of this family generally live on the
solid wood of trees, which they perforate in every direc-
tion. Sides of the chrysalis denticulated.

Genus CCCCXXXVII. FIepialus. Fabr. Latr.
Phai,.ena (jVoctua.) Linn.

Anttn' as moniliform, shorter than the thorax. Palpi
very small, and very hairy. Wings elliptic, equal, long.
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a/i.l. Humuli. (Ghost-swift.)

J\roclua humuli. Linn.

He/iialus /tumuli. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits fields.

S/lH. Ma/ipa. (Map-wing swift.)

P/ialana mapfia. Donovan.

Inhabits Britain. Has been taken near Dunstar cas-

tle, in Somerset, by Mr G. Sowerby. It may be syno-

jjymous with Bombijx velleda of Hubner.

Sfi. 3. Hectus. (Golden swift.)

FhaUna noctua hecta. Gmelin.

He/iialus hectus. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Obs. We have in Britain several other species, but

their characters are evanescent, and their names have

never been determined with accuracy.

Genus CCCCXXXVIII. Cossus. Fabricius, La-

treille, Cuvier.

Phal/ena Bombyx. Linn.

Antennae as long as the thorax, setaceous, furnished

with a single series of short transverse obtuse teeth.

Palpi very distinct, thick, cylindric, and squamous. An-

terior wings larger than the posterior.

S/t. 1. Lignifierda. (Goat-moth.)

Phal<sna (Bombyx) Cossus. Linn,

Cossus lignifierda. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. The larva feeds on the internal

parts of the willovi' and ash. The celebrated Lyonett

has immortalized himself by his laborious work on the

anatomy of the larva, and perfect insect. The caterpil-

lar diffuses a scent, by which its residence may fre-

quently be made known to those passing such trees as

are much infested by it. It remains three years in this

state, when it spins a strong web, intermixed with par-

ticles of wood, and changes into the chrysalis, which it

does in the month of May, and in June the perfect in-

sect starts into existence.

Genvs CCCCXXXIX. Zeuzera. Latreille.

Bombyx. Hubner.
Hepialus. Schrank.

Phal^ena, (Noctua.) Linn,

Cossus. Fabricius.

Antennae setaceous, (in the male pectinated to the

middle.)

Sji. 1. Msculi. (VVood-leopard moth.)

Cossus tesculi. Fabricius.

Sombijx esculi. Hubner.
Zeuzera esculi. Latreille.

Phalcena asculi. Linn.

Inhabits Europe. In England it is rather rare, but

may be found in St James's Park, in July, if industri-

ously sought after.

Family II. Bombycida,

Antennae of the males with a double series of pecti-

nations.

Obs. The larvae of this family live on the leaves of

trees. Sides of the chrysalis not serrated or denticulated.

Genus CCCCXL. Saturnia. Schrank.

Phal^na, (Attacus.) Linn.

Bombyx. Fabricius, Hubner, Latreille.

Wings horizontal. Antennae with the second joint (in

the male) bidentate. Caterpillar naked, elongate, with

the anal feet distinct, and resembling the middle ones,

Sfi. 1. Pavonia minor. (Emperor moth.)
Phalxna attacus fiavonia minor. Linn.

Bombyx fiavonia minor. Fabricius.

Vol. VIII. Part II.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCCXLI. Lasiocamp.4. Schrank.

Bombyx. Fabricius, Latreille.

Superior wings dcflexed ; inferior ones reversed. An-
tenna: of the male very much pectinated. Pulpi not pro-

duced into a rostrum. Caterpillar naked, elongate, with

the anal feet distinct, and resembling the middle ones.

Sfi. 1. Qucrcih. (The eggcr moth.)

Phalana bombyx quercus. Linn.

Bombyx tjuercfts. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. The larva feeds on the bramble.

Obs. The following indigenous species of Fabrician

Bombyx are referable to this genus, viz. 2. TrifoUi ; 3.

Rubi ; 4. Cratccgi; 5. JVeustria ; S.Pofiuli; 7. Lanestris.

The four last are distinguished by their palpi, being
more hairy than the rest, and may be considered ai

forming a subdivision.

Genus CCCCXLH. Bombyx. Fabr. Latr. Schrank.
Superior wings deflexed, inferior ones reversed. An-

tenna of the male very much pectinated. Palpi pro-

duced into a rostrum. Caterpillar naked, with the anal

feet like tlic middle ones distinct.

Sfi. 3. Quercifolia, (lappet moth.)
Phalxna bombyx (juercifolia. Linn.

Bombyx quercifolia. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
Obs. The following indigenous iJomiycf* of Fabriciijs

belong to this genus, viz. 2. Potatoria ; 3. Pini.

Genus CCCCXLHI. Laria. Schrank.
PnAL^ffiNA (Bo.MBYX.) Linnacus.

Bombyx. Latreille, Fabricius.

Wings deflexed, the under ones entirely covered by
the upper ones. Antennae of the male much pectinated,

or much ciliated. Caterpillar naked ; the hinder feet

distinct like the middle ones.

Sfi. 1. JDisfiar, (gipsey moth.)

Phalena disfiar. Linnaeus.

Bombyx disfiar. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.
Obs. This genus requires examination. The follow-

ing species are found in Britain: 2. Monacha, (black
arches); 2. Fascelina, (scarce tussock); A. Pudibunda,
(common tussock); S. Reclusa, (small chocolate-lip);

6. Curtula ? (large chocolate-tip) ; 7. Poboris ; 8. Tri-

macula. (Donovan) ; 9. Ceruleoccfihala, (figure of eight)
;

10. Coryli, (nut-tree tussock); 11. Ziczac, (pebble pro-
minent) ; 12. Dromcdarius, (iron prominent); 13. Buce-
fihala, (buft-tip) ; 14. Tritojihus, (aspen prominent); 15.

Trcfiida., (swallow prominent); with a few other species

whose names are not yet determined. Bombyx -I'isivolorn

of Fabricius, (the Kentish glory,) forms a peculiar ge-
nus, viz. Dorx'illia. Leach.
Genus CCCCXLIV. Cehura. Schrank,
Bombyx. Fabricius, Latreille.

Phal/ena, (Bombyx.) Linnaeus.

Antennse in both sexes pectinated, and gradually ac-

cuminate. Caterpillar, with the anal feet transformed
into a furcate tail.

Sfi. 1. Finula. (puss moth.)

Phalcena bombyx vinula. Linnaeus.

Bombyx vinula. Fabricius, Latreille.

Cerura vinula. Schrank.
Inhabits Europe. The larva feeds in willows an;i

poplars.

Sfi. 2. Fnrcula, (kitten moth.)
Bombyx furcula. Latreille, Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe; not common in Britain.

4 Y
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TlUBE II- Ahctides.

XoctuoDombvcius. Lalreille.

ENTOMOLOGY.

Palpi two. Anleiinvc pccliiiated, or ciliatcil. Tongue

nImUIc, but oficii short, ami sonicwhul membianaceous.

\Viii"s liisronate, dtflexed, umliviUed. Caterpillar will)

Schrank, Latreillc.
sixteen feet.

Gems CCCCXLV. Arctia.

lioMBVx. Fabricius.

Palpi with long scales. Antennse of the males (at

least) with a double series of pectinations. Tongue of-

ten short, composed of two separate filaments.

" Antennas ciliated.

Sft. I. Villica, (cream spot tyger).

Bombyx villica. I'abricius.

Inhabits Europe. .....
Obs. The other indigenous species of this division,

are, 2. Caja, (tyger niolh) ; 3. Plantaginis ; 4. Russula,

(clouded bufl) ; 5. Mendica, (muslin), 6. Mcthrastri,

(ermine); 7. Papyritia, (water ermine) ; 8, Lubricipeda,

(bufl' ermine).
»• Autennse pectinated.

S/i. 1. Sa/icis, (satin moth).

jlrclia salicii. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. The larva on willows and poplars.

S/i. 2. Chrysorrhxa, (golden tail moth).

Bombyx chrysorrhea. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

6y;. 3. Phteorrhex, (brown tail moth).

Bombyx fxhaorrhee. Hawortii.

Bombyx clirysorrhxa. Hiibner.

Inhabits Europe. This is the species whose larva

commits such destruction amongst white thorn hedges,

as mentioned in cur history of entomological dissertations.

Ge.vls CCCCXLVI. Callimorpha. Latreille.

Bombyx. Fabricius.

LoTHOsiA. Fabricius.

Palpi with short, not porrect scales. Antennse sim-

ple, or slightly ciliated. Tongue long, the two fila-

ments conjoined.

Sp. 1. Dominula, (scarlet tyger moth.)

Bombyx dominula. Fabricius.

Callimorpha dominula. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Obs. Bombyx, 2. Rosea (red arches) ; 3. Jacobce, (cin-

iiebar); are referable to this genus.

Tribe III. Tixeides.

Antennae setaceous, simple. Tongue distinct. Palpi

two, cylindric. Wings long, oblong, somewhat elliptic,

incumbent or convolute, inferior ones much folded, all

undivided.

., Family I. Tineida.

Antennae distant from each other. Eyes separate, di-

> ided by a fi outlet.

Division I.

Tongue distinct, elongate. Front not very hairy.

Genls CCCCXLVII. Lithosia. Fabr. Lair.

Wings horizontal. Palpi shorter than the head, last

joint cylindric, distinctly shorter than the setond. Back
much flattened. Antennse simple, or but slightly cili-

uled.

S/i. 1. Quadra, (four-spotted footman).

Phaliena ijuadra. Linn.

Lithosia quadra. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Eurojje.

'I'hc other indigenous species arc, 2. Compluiia; -3.

Rubricollin; 4. Irrorata ; with three spe-ios not yet

ascertained.

Geni's CCCCXLVIII. Yponomeita. Latreillc.

Phalxna, (Tinea.) Limiseus.

Tinea. F'abricius, Hiibner.

Wings rolled, or convoluted. Palpi as long as the

head, the third joint obconic, as long or longer than the

one before it. Antenna: simple.

Sp. I. Kvonymclla.
Phalena cvonymella. Linnaeus.

Tinea exwnymctta. Fabricius.

Ypono7neuia evonymtUa. Latreille.

Inhablls Europe.
Genls CCCCXLIX. Nemapogon, Schrank.
Phal^na (Tinea). Linnaeus.

Tinea. Fabricius.

Alliita. Olivier.

.ficopHuKA. L.iiieille.

^Vil)gb broadly fringed, lying on the back. Palpi

twice as long or more than the body ; the second joint

longer than the head, the last joint almost naked, re-

curved beyond the head.

Obs. To this genus Tinea, 1. Linneella ; 2. Fia-jella

;

3. RoseUa, and their congeners, belong.

Division II.

Tongue not distinct, very short. Front very hairy.

Genus CCCCL. Euplocamus. Latreille.

Tinea. Fabricius.

Pyralis. Hiioiier.

Palpi two; tlie second joint with numerous elongate

scales, the third joint naked and ascending. Antennx
much pectinated.

Sp. 1. Guttella.

Tinea Guttella. Fabricius.

Euplocamus gultellns. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCCLI. Tinea. Latr. Fabr. Hiibner.

Phal^na (Tinea.) Linnaeus.

Palpi four, distinct, upper ones small, inflexed. An-
tenns simple, or slightly ciliated.

Sp. 1. Pelwnclla, (cloth's moth).

Tinea pelionella. Fabr. Latr.

Phalena tinea pelionella. Linnaeus.

Inhabits houses.

Obs. All the cloth moths, of which there are seve-

ral species, belong to this genus.

Family II. A'emophorida.

Antenna; inseried very near to each other. Eyes
nearly meeting behind.

Genus CCCCLII. Nemophoha. IlofTmansegg.
Adela. Latreille.

Nemapogon. Schrank.

Alucita. Fabricius.

Tinea. Hiiimtr.

Phaliena (Tinea). Linnxus.
Sp. 1. Dtgeerella, (Japan moth).

Plialsna tinea Degeerella. Gmelin.
.idtla Degeerella. Latreille.

Inliabits the borders of woods.

06». All the long-horned Japan moths, as they aro

called by English collectors, belong to this genus.

Tribe IV. Noctuides.

Antennae setaceous, in the males sometimes pectina-

ted or ciliated. Tongue distinct. Palpi much com-
pressed. Wings horizontal or incumbent, not divided.

Thorax thick, often crested.
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Familt I. Ercbida.

Palpi with the last joint as long or longer than the

Preceding.
Genus CCCCLIII. Erebus. Latreijle.

NocTUA. Fabricius.

Wings expanded.

Sfi. 1. Odorus.

JV'octua odora. Fabricius.

Erebus odorus, Latreillc.

Family II. JVoctuida.

Palpi with the last joint much shorter than the pre-

ceding, squamous.
Genus CCCCLIV. Noctua. Fabr. Latr. Hiibner.

BoMBYX. Fabricius, Huljncr.

Phal^na (Bombyx). Linjiaeus.

Phal^na (Noctua). Linnaeus.

PjECIlia. Schrank.

CucuLLiA. Schrank.

Obs. The genus JVoctua requires a minute investiga-

tion. It contains several very natural genera, as exhi-

bited in the following divisions :

A. Caterpillar witli sixteen feet.

• Caterpillars half-loopers, their anterior feet mem-
branaceous, evidently shorter than the others.

Wings horizontal.

Sfi. 1. Fraxini, (clifden nonpareil).

JVoctua fraxini. Fabricius, Latreille.

Sfi 2. Sfirj7isa, (crimson undtrwing).

JVoctua sfionsa. Fabricius, Latreille,

To this Si clion JVoctua, 3. JVufila ; 4. Promissa ; S.

Pacta ; 6. Maura., &c. belong.
•• Caterpillars with membranaceous feet of conform-

able size.

1. Wings horizontal.

Sfi 1. Fimbria, (broad bordered yellow underwing
moth.)

Xoclua fimbria. Fabricius.

Sfi. 2. Pronuba, (yellow underwing); 3. Orbona; 4.

Janthina, Sec.

2. Wings deflexed.

a. Sfi. 1. Rumicis, (common knot grass moth); 2.

Psi, (dagger inotli), See.

b. Sfi. I. Ligustri, (coronet); 2. Pisi, (broom moth),

&c.

c. Sfi. 1. Verbasci ; 2. Tatiaceti, &C.

rf. Sfi. 1. Balis, (peach blosbom moth).
e. Sfi. 1. Aleticulosa, (angle shades).

/. Sfi. 1. Pal/iina. (pale prominent moth).

ff. Sfi. 1. Caniclina.

B. Caterpillar with fourteen feet.

Sfi. 1 C/irysitis, (burnished brass moth) ; 2. Festu-
C(C, (gold spot niotii), SiC.

TninE V. Phal^nides.

AntemiK approximating at their base ; those of the

male often pectinated or ciliated. Clypeiis scarcely

promiiitnt. Feet slender, rarely hairy. Palpi two.

Wings undivided.

Family I. Pluilxnida.

Larva with twelve feet.

Genus CCCCLV. Phal^ena. Linnaeus, Fabricius,
Latreille, Leach.

Geo.metka. Ilaworlh, IRibncr.
Antennse of the male pectinated.

Sfi. \. Murgarilaria, (large emerald moth), &c.

'

pAMiLTf II. Geometrida.

Larva with ten feet.

Genus CCCCLVI. Biston. Leach.

Phal^na. Linnaeus, Fabricius, Latreillc.

Geomeiua. Fliibner, Haworth.
Antennae of the male much pectinated. Body thick.

Palpi very hairy.

5^. t. Prodromaria; 2. Bctularia; 3. Hirtaria.

Genus CCCCLVII. Geometka. Hiibner, Haworth.

Phal^va. Fabricius, Latreille, Linnaeus.

Antennae of the male pectinated. Body slender. Pal-

pi but little or not at all hairy. Wings horizontally

extended, hinder margin very angular.

Sfi. I. Ltinaria ; 2. Dolabraria, Sec.

Genus CCCCLVIII. Ouraptervx. Leach.

Phal^na. Latreille, Fabricius, Linnaeus.

Antennae somewhat ciliated. Body slender. Palpi

but little hairy. Wings horizontally extended, inferior

ones prolonged, truncate, and terminated by a tail.

Sfi. I. Sambucaria, (swallow-tail moth).

Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCCLIX. Abraxas. Leach.
Phal/ena. Linnaeus, Fabricius, Latreille, Hiibner,

Haworth.
Antennae simple, not ciliated. Body slender. Palpi

scarcely hirsute. Wings extended horizontally, not an-

gulated or indented.

Sfi. 1. Gros«;^/an'a;a, (common magpie moth) ; 2. Ul-

maria, (scarce magpie moth), he.

Genus CCCCLX. Bupalus. Leach.
Phal^ena. Linnaeus, Fabricius, Latreille.

Geometra. Hiibner, Haworth.
Antennae pectinated in the male. Body slender. Pal-

pi slightly hirsute. Wings horizontally extended, not

angulated or indented.

Sfi. 1. Piniaria.

Phalcsna fiiniaria. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits pine woods.

Genus CCCCLXI. Hipparchus. Leach..

Phal^ena. Fabr. Latr. Linn.

Geome'ira. Hiibner, Haworth.
Wings extended obliquely, the upper covering the

lower ones. Body slender. Palpi slightly hirsute. An-
teni se of the male pectinated.

Sfi. 1. Pafiilionaria ; 2. Prunata, &c.

Family III. Hcrminida.

Caterpillars with fourteen feet, the anal ones distinct,

the first pair of membranaceous ones wanting.

Genus CCC'CLXII. Herminia. Latreille.

Phal.ena (Pyralis). Linnaeus.

CuAMKUs. F''abricius, Bosc.

Pyralis. }Iiii>ncr.

Wings triangulate, nearly horizontal, anterior mar-
gin of the upper wings straight. Palpi two iccurved,

compressed, often very large. Antennae ciliated.

Sfi. 1. Proboscidalis, Sec.

Family JV. PUuyfitericida.

Caterpillar with fourteen feet, anal ones wanting, the

first pair of membramceous ones distinct.

Genus CCCCLXllI. Platyi'teryx. Laspeyercs,Lat.
Phal.ena. Fabricius.

Anterior wings fulcale. Antennte of the male pec-

tinate. Palpi very short, somewhat conic. Tongue
short.

.*>',';. \. Fnlcalaria ; 2. Laccrianaria ; 3. Cul'.aria.

4 Y 2
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Oba. The two last species have their anterior wings

Jcnlate.

Genus CCCCLXIV. Cilix. Leach.

BoMBYx. Fabricius.

Platyi'tkrvx. Latrcillc.

Anterior wings rounded. Antennse of the male pcc-

linated. Palpi very short, somewhat conic. Tongue
none. '

Sji. 1 . Comjiressa, (goose egg moth).

Jiombyx coiti/ircsstts. Fabricius.

Platyliteryx coin/inssa. Latreille.

Cilix comjiressa. Leach.

Family V. Tortricida.

Caterpillars with sixteen feet. Wings, with the body

forming a broad short triangle, dilated on each side an-

teriorly.

Genus CCCCLXV. Tortrix Hubner.

PhaljEna (Tortrix). Linnseus.

PvRAHS. Latreille, Fabricius.

Palpi with the second joint distinctly longer than the

third, and more squamous; third joint short, truncate or

obtuse, not recurved over the head.

S/t. 1. Fagana; 2. Chlorana ; 3. Pomana, &c.

Genus CCCCLXVL Simaethis. Leach.
Tortrix. Hiibner.

Pyralis. Latreille.

Palpi short, rising, the last joint not recurved over the

head ; with the second and third joints nearly equally

long and equally squamose. Inferior wings not com-
pletely covered by the upper ones.

Sfi. I. Dentata.
Tortrix dentata. HUbner.
Pyralis dentata. Latreille.

SimUclhes dentata. Leach.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCCLXVIL Nola. Leach.
Pyralis. HUbner, Latreille.

Palpi short, porrect ; last joint not recurved over the
head; the second and third joints nearly equally long
and equally squamose. Under wings completely covered
by the upper ones.

Sji. 1. Palliolatis.

Pyralis jxalliolatis . Hiibner, Latr.
.Kola fialliolalis. Leach.
Inhabits Europe.

Tribe VI. Pyralides.

Palpi four. Larva (as far as has been ascertained) with
sixteen feet.

Family I. Pyralida.

Superior wings forming with the body a nearly hori-
zontal depressed triangle.

Genus CCCCLXVIII. Botys. Latr.
Phaljena (Pyralis). Linn.
Pyralis. Hubner, Schrank, Scopoli.
Nymphala. Schrank.
Soopula. Schrank.
Pyrausta. Schrank.
Crambus. Fabricius.
Tongue distinct, conspicuous. Palpi exserted.
Sj\. 1. Pinfjuraria. 2. Potamogata. 3. Verticalis. 4.

JjCmnata, &;c.

Genus CCCCLXIX.
Schiffermiiller.

Phalena (Pyralis).
Crambus. I'abricius.

Aglossa. Lajreille.

Pyralis.

Linn.

HUbner, Schrank,

Tongue none. Inferior palpi largest, the second joint

very squamous, the squamae porrected in bundles.

Sfi. 1. Pinguinalis.

Phalxna {lyralis liinguinalia. Linn.

Crambus /linguirialis. Fabricius.

.iglossa fiingumalis. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Family II. Tineida.

Superior wings very long, enveloping the sides of the

body.
Genus CCCCLXX. Galleria. Fabricius. Latr.

Phalena (Tinea). Linn.

Tongue very short. Palpi short : Inferior palpi lar-

gest, with close scales ; upper ones concealed by the

scales of the clypeus. Wings narrow, covering and
pressing against the sides of the body.

Sp. 1. Alvearia.

Galcria alvearia. Fabricius, Latr.

Genus CCCCLXXI. Crambus. Fabr. Latr.

Phalena (Tinea). Linn.

Tinea. GcoflVoy.

AVings narrow, convoluted round the body. Palpi ex
serted, inferior ones lari;est. Head with short closely ap-
plied scales. Tongue distinct.

Sfi. 1. Pineti. 2. Paf.ciwriim. 3. Pratorum, &c.

Genus CCCCLXXII. Tinea. Hiibner, Geoffroy,

Scopoli.

Alucita. Latreille.

Phalana (Tinea). Linn.

Ypsoloi'Hus. I'.'bricius.

Wings nanow, -ibiuptly deflexed, behind and above
ascending. Inferior paipi with the second joint covered
with numerous fasciculi of scales; the last erect, conic,

naked. Head with a bifid crest in front.

Sfi. 1. A''emorum. 2. Vittatua, &c.

Tribe VII. Alucitides.

Pterophorites. Latreille.

Wings divided, or formed of feathers united at their

base.

Genus CCCCLXXIII. Pterophorus. Geoffroy.
Latreille, Fabricius.

Alucita. Hiibner, Schrank, Scopoli.

PhaLjena (Alucita). Linn.

Palpi small, from their base ascending, not longer than
the head, shortly and nearly equally squamose. Anteri-

or wings composed of two, posterior of three feathers.

Pupa naked, suspended by a hair.

Sfi. 1. Pentadactylus. 2. Didactylus, Sec.

Genus CCCCLXXIV. Alucita. Hiibner, Scopoli.

Pterophorus. Geoffroy, Fabricius.

Phal.«na (Alucita). Linn. Villers.

Obneodes. Latreille.

Palpi produced much longer than the head; the se-

cond joint very squamous ; the last joint naked, erect.

Pupa folliculate.

Sfi. 1. Hexadactyla.
Orneodes hexadactylus. Latreille.

Ptero/iliorus hexadactylus. Fabricius.

Phalena alucita hexadactyla. Linn.

yllucita hexadactyla. Hiibner.

Inhabits Europe, often entering houses.

Order XII. TRICHOPTERA.

Order Trichoptera. Kirby.

Order Neuropteha. Linn. Cuvier, Latr. Lam.

i
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Characters of the Order.

Wings much dcfli-xed, with strong nerveurs, hispid or

hairy, tlic lower wings plicate. Antennae inserted be-

tween the eyes, often very long, comiJosed of an infinity

of joints. Fett eloiii!,ate, spinulose. Tarsi elongate,

five-jointed; the last joint with two small nails.

Larva elongate, agile, somewhat cylindric, composed
of twelve joints, the tiiree Hrst harder than the rest, and
each blaring a pair of feet ; the last segment with two
hooked processes. It inhabits tubes constructed of sand,

bits of wood, stone, or grass, glued together by a cement
impenetrable to water.

Papa somewhat resembling the perfect insect, shut up
in the tube it lived in whilst a larva, but having the pow-
er of motion prior to its emerging from the water (in

vhich it resides), for the purpose of changing into the

fly-state.

Genus I. Phrygaxea. Linn. Fabr. Geoff. Latreille.

Ois. This genus F^r Lvach has divided into several

genera, from the proportion of the antennae and palpi.

We shall give as many examples as we can ; but we
must refer to a work which he is about to publish, enti-

tled Tricho/itera Systematica, for a more particular ac-

count, and for the characters of these genera, and of

others named, 1. Ceraclea, 2. Goera, 3. Potomaria, 4.

Proso/ioniOy 5. C/iimarra, 6. Tinodes, 7. P/iilofiolamtis, Siiid

8. JVeuronia.

Tribe L Leptocerides.

Antennae much longer than the whole body.

Genus CCCCLXXV. Leptooerus. Leach's MSS.
Antennae simple, not denticulated.

Sfi. 1. Interruptus.

Phryganea intcrrujita. Fabricius.

Lefitocerus interruptus. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits Great Britain. It is found in great plenty

near Luss, on the banks of Loch Lomond, on the tnar-

gins of rivvilets at Dreghorn near Edinburgh, and near

Carlisle in northern England. It occurs during the day

time on the smaller branches of trees, and in the after-

iioon flies about in great abundance, in flocks.

GenusCCCCLXXVI. Odontocerum. Leach's MSS.
Antennae with their inner edge denticulated.

S/?, 1. Griscum.

Odontocerum griseiim. Leacli's ]MSS.
Inhabits Ireland and England. It is common at Dun-

Sough Gap, near Killarny ; and near Carlisle, on the

banks of the Eden river. It has likewise been taken in

Norfolk, by Mr Scales, near Cheltenham, and near Ply-

mouth, by Dr Leach.

Tribe II. Phuyganides.

Antennae as long as the body.

Genus CCCCLXXVII. Phryganea. Leach's MSS.
Anterior wings soft, villose.

Sft. 1 . Grandis.

Phryganea grandis. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
GenusCCCCLXXVIII.Limnephilus. Leach's MSS.
Anterior wings slightly coriaceous, nerveurs hispid or

iiairy.

Sp. 1. Rhombicus.
Phryganea rhumbica. Linn.
lAmnephilus rhombicus. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits Europe.

Order XIII. NEUROPTERA.
Order Nelroptera. Linn. Latr. Lam. Cuvier.
Class OnoNArA. Fabricius.

Class Synistata Fabricius,

Wings four, naked, reticulated, and divided into a vast

number of areolae.

Sect I. Subulicornes.

Antennae subulate, very short, the last joint setiform.

Maxillary palpi very short. Wings extended horizon-
tally, or erect, very much reticulated.

MetAM ORTHOSIS seinicompkte.
Larvje and Pup.fi aquatic, somewhat resembling the

perfect insect.

Tribe I. Libellulides.

Tarsi three-jointed. Mandibles strong, corneous.
Maxillae corneous, strong. Wings equal, or the hinder
ones a little larger at their base. Abdomen not termi-
nated with setae or filaments. Eyes very large.

Family I. Libellulida.

Wings horizontal. Head hemispheric, with a distinct

vesicle, on which the little eyes are placed in a triangle,

Abdomen more or less depressed. Lip with the middle
lamella smallest.

Genus CCCCLXXIX. Libellula. Linn. Fabricius,^

Latreille, Leach.
Posterior wings alike in both sexes.

5/1. 1. Deprcssa
Libellula depressa. Linn. Fabr. Latr.
Sp. 2. Conspurcata.

Libellula conspurcata. Fabr. Sowerby.
Libellula quadrtfusciata. Donovan.
Sp. 3. Quadrimaculata.
Libellula quadrimaculata. Linn. Fabr. Donovan,
Sp. 4. Canccllata.

Libellula cancellata. Linn. Donovan.
Inhabits Europe. Is common on the Croydon Canali

near London.
Sp. 5. Vulgata.

Libellula vulgata. Linn. Fabr. Donovan.
Sp. 6. Donovani,
Libellula Donovani. Leach.
Libellula biguttata. Donovan.
Sp. 7. Scotica.

Libellula Scotica. Leach, Donovan.
Genus CCCCLXXX. Cokdulia. Leach's MSS.
Libellula. Linn. Donovan, Panzer, Latreille.

Posterior wings in the male produced into an angle at

the anal edge.

Sp. 1. JEnea.
Libellula anea. Linn. Donovan, Panzer, Latreille.

Cordulia <enea. Leach's MSS.

Family II. JEshnides.

Wings horizontal. Head hemispheric, without a 'dis-

tinct vesicle for the little eyes, which are arranged in a
straight line. Abdomen cylindric, sometimes clavate.

Lip M'ith the middle lamella not much smaller than the
others.

Genus CCCCLXXXI. Cordulegaster. Leach's
MSS.
Libellula. Linn. Donovan.
Ashna. Latreille.

Hinder wings of the male angulatcd at their anal
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edge. Abdomen of the male clavate, of the female with

an acuminated process.

S/i. I. jlrinulatus.

Libcttula forcifiata. Harris.

jEa/ina anttutata. Lalreille.

LibrlliUa BuUonii. Donovan.

Corilulegaster annulatus. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits Yorksliiie, Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Somer-

setshire, and Cornwall. It likewise occurs amongst the

lakes, in the north of England ; amongst the Pentland

hills, near Edinburgh; and on Loch Lomond and Loch

Katrine.

Genus CCCCLXXXII. Gomphus. Leach's MSS.
LiBELLULA. Linn. Donovan.

Wings of the male angulated at their anal edge. Ab-

domen clavate in both sexes.

Sfl. 1. Vulgatissimus.

Libellula vulgalissima. Linn.

JLibitlulaforci/iata. Donovan.

(Jomfihus vulgatissimus. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits Europe. Is occasionally taken near London.

Genus CCCCLXXXIII. jEshna. Fabricius.

Libellula. Linn. Donovan.

Hinder wings of the male angulated at their anal edge.

Abdomen cylindric in both sexes, not clavate.

Sjt. 1. Grandis.

Libellula grandis. Linn. Donovan.

uf^nlwa 0'andis. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Obs. There are several European species, which have

been confounded with Mshna grandis.

Genus CCCCLXXXIV. Anax. Leach's MSS.
Hinder wings of the male not angulated at their anal

edge, but resembling those of the female. Abdomen
cylindric in both sexes ; not clavate.

i/i. 1. Imjierator.

Inhabits England.

Family III. Agrionida.

Wings erect. Head transverse. Abdomen cylindric-

linear. Ocelli, or little eyes, placed in a triangle.

Genus CCCCLXJ^XV. Agrion. Fabr. Latreille.

Libellula. Linn.

WMngs membranaceous, with a rhomboidal stigma.

Abdomen of the male not armed with a forceps-like ap-

pendage.
Obs. We have of this genus several indigenous spe-

cies, not accurately determined.

Genus CCCCLXXXVI. Lestes. Leach.

Wings membratiaceous, with an oblong (juadrate stig-

ma. Abdomen of the male armed with a forceps-like

appendage.
Obs. We have three indigenous species.

Genus CCCCLXXXVII. Calepteuyx. Leach's
MSS.
Agrion. Fabricius, Latreille.

Wings coriaceo-nieinbranaceous, without a real stig-

ma, in place of which is sometimes an irregular opaque
spot. Abdomen of the male furnished with a forceps-

like appendage.

Obs. This genus comprehends those Agrionida with
colouied wings.

Tribe II. Ephemerides.

Tarsi four-jointed. Mouth not distinct. Inferior wings
much smaller than the others, sometimes wanting. Abdo-
men with the extiemity furnished with filaments.

Metamorphosis quadruple.

Family I. B'detida.

Tail with two filaments.

Genus CCCCLXXXVIH. Baetis. Leach's MSS.
Ephemera. Linn. Fabricius, Latreille.

Wings four.

Sfl. I. Bioculatus.

Efihemera bioculata. Linn. Fabr.

Baetis biocularua. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits Europe.

Genus CCCCLXXXIX. Cloeon. Leach.

Ephemera. Linn. Fabricius.

Will.tjS two.

S/i. I. Pallida.

Ejihemera di/itera. Linn. Fabr.

Ctoeun pallida. Leach's MSS.

Family II. Efihemerida.

Tail with three filaments.

Genus CCCCXC. Ephemera^ Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Leach.
S/!. 1. Vulgata.

Ejihemera vulgata. Linn. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe.

Sect. II. Filicornes.

Antennae longer than the head, not subulate. Wings
generally deflexed, or incumbent.

Tribe I. Panorpides.

Head anteriorly produced into a rostrum.

Family I. Physafiida.

Wings extended, unequal, anterior ones somewhat
triangulate-rounded, the hinder ones very long, linesr.

Ocelli none.

Genus CCCCXCI. Physapus.
Panoupa Lnn. Fabricius.

Nemopiera. Latreille.

Sfl. 1 Coa.

Fanorfia coa. Linn. Fabr.

JVemoptera loa. Latreille.

Inhabits Portugal, Spain, and the islands of the Ar-
chipelago.

Family II. Panorfiida.

Wings equal, ovate-elliptic, laying one over the other.

Ocrlli three, approximate, arranged in a triangle.

Genus CCCCXCII. Panorpa. Linn. Fabr. Lam.
Latr.

Tarsi with two bent claws, denticulated beneath, hav-

i .g a spongy pulvillus between them. Palpi nearly equal,

filiform ; the last joint cylindric-ovate. iSlandibles with

their points distinctly bidentate. Abdomen of the male
with the three last joints forming a tail armed with a

forceps.

5'/;. 1. Co7nmunis.

Panorpa communis. Linn. Fabr. Latr. Panz.
Inliaiwls Europe.

Genus CCCCXCIII. Bittacus. Latreille.

Panorpa. Linn. Fabr.

Tarsi witli a sijigle nail. Palpi of the maxillae dis-

tinctly longer than the labial ones ; the seconil and third

joint much lengthened, thicker: labial palpi with two
elongate cylindric joints. Mandibles very long, narrow

;

apex acute, entire. Abdomen cylindric, that of the male
not terminated with a forceps. Legs long. ' .

"

£p. 1. Tiflitlarius. Obscure reddish; wings imma-

i
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culatc ; external tnargins ciliated; stigmata obscure;

poims of the liliis I'uscous.

Paiior/ia li/iu/aiia. hum. Fabr.

Bitiacus li/iularius. Latreille.

Inhabits soullicrn France.

Tribe II. Myumeleomdes.*

Antennae thicker towards tlieir extremities. Palpi six.

Wings equal. Tarsi tivf -jointed, the first and last joints

loHReht ; claws two, strong, elongate, acute.

Genus CCCCXCIV. Myrmeleon. Linnaeus, De
Gcer, Fabricius, Latreille, Leach.

Antcnns gradually tluckcr towards their extremities;

shorter than the body. Eyes entire. Abdomen very long,

linear. Labial palpi very long, apex obconic, truncate.

S/i. I. Libelluloides. Body yellow, liiieated with black
;

antennae black ; wings hyaline, with distant spots and

points of blackish colour; under wings less maculated,

>vith two abbreviated blackish bands ; feet variegated.

Myrmeleon libelluloides. Linn. Latr. Fabr.

Inhabits, the south of Europe, and all Africa.

Genus CCCCXCV. Formicaleo. Geoff. Leach.

Myrmeleon. Linn. Fabricius, Latreille.

Antennae gradually thicker towards their extremities
;

shorter than the body. Eyes entire. Abdomen very

long, linear. Labial palpi with the last joint incrassate

fusiform, subulated towards the apex.

Sfi. 1. Formicarius. Wings hyaline, apex acute ma-
culated with fuscous; costal mark and some anasto-

moses whitish.

Mtjrm eleon formicarium. Linn. Latr. Fabr.

Fortnicaleo formicarius. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits Europe in sandy districts ; it varies with im-

maculate wings.

Genus CCCCXCVI. Asoalaphus. Fabricius, La-
treille, Lamarck, Leach.

LiBELLoiDEs. ShaefTcr.

Myrmeleon. Linn.

AntennsE abrupiy terminated by an obtrigonate club.

Eyes composed of two conjoined segments. Abdomen
longer than the thorax, long-ovate.

Sfi. 1. Barbarus Body black spotted with yellow;
wings nervured with golden yellow ; upper ones from
the base of the hinder margin even to the border,

blackish, the border broadly paler; inferior ones with
the base blackish, hyaline in the middle, the apex black.

.'Iscala/ihus barbarus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Barbary.

S/i. 2. Italicus. Black, maculated with hiteous ; wings
obscurely nervured; superior ones with their basial costa,

and with a spot opposite to the internal margin, white,

yellow, or sulphur coloured, the intermediate space
black : under ones with the base black, the middle white-
yellow, the posterior margin and apex blackish.

Ascalaphus italicus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits southern Europe and part of Germany^

Tribe III. Hemekobides.

Antennae filiform or setaceous. Palpi four. Wings
equal. Tarsi live-jointed.

Family I. Hermerobida.

Ocelli, or little eves, not distinct.

«enusCCCCXCVII. Chrysopa. Leach's MSS.

Hemerobius. Linnfe, Geoffroy, Tabricius, Latreille,

Olivier, Lamarck.
Antennae (at least as long as the body) with cylindric

joints longer than broad.

S/i. 1. Pcrla.

Hemerobius f>crla. Linne, Fabricius, Latreille.

Cliri/sGJia fierla. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits woods.

ail. 2. Reticulata.

Hemerobius c/irysofis. Linn.

Chrysojia reticulata. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus CCCCXCVIII. HEMEROBius.f Linne, Fa-

bricius, Latreille, Lamarck, Leach.
Antennae as long, or shorter than the body, joints

moniliform.

5/i. I. Htrtus.

Hemerobius liirtus. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Germany.

Family II. Osmylida.\

Ocelli three distinct.

Genus CCCCXCIX. Osmylus. Latreille.

He.merobius. Fabr. Villers, Roemer, Donovan.
Antennae moniliform.

H/i. 1. Maculatus. Fuscous; head and feet testa-

ceous; wings hairy, the upper ones and the costal mar-
gin of the inferior ones spotted with black.

Hemerobius maculatus. Fabricius.

Hemerobius chrysojis. Roemer, Donovan.
Hemerobius fulvicephalus. Villers.

Inhabits France, Germany, and England ; confounded
with Hemerobius chrysofis of Liiniaeus.

Tribe IV'. Corydalides.

Thorax with the first segment large, not much longer

than broad. Tarsi five-jointed. Wings of equal size.

Feet resembling each other.

Family I. Corydalida.

Ocelli three, arranged in a triangle. Wings incum-

bent horizontally. Tarsi with all the joints entire.

Genus D. Corydalis. Latreille, Palissot.

Hemerobius. Fabricius, Olivier.

Raphidia. Linn.

Antennae simple, the joints very slvort, cylindric. Man-
dibles very large, as long as the thorax. Head broader

than the thorax.

Obs. Latreille considers this genus akin to Raftltidia,

notwithstanding the difference of the tarsal joints, both

in number and form.

Sji. 1. Cornuta.

Hemerobius cornutus. Fabricius, Olivier.

Corydalis cornutus. Latreille, Palissot de Beauvois.

Raphidia cornuta. Liini.

Inhabits Africa, and part of America.
Genus DI. Chavliodes. Latreille, Palissot.

Hemerobius. Linn. De Geer, Olivier.

Semblis. Fabricius.

Antennae pectinated. Mandibles short. Head of the

same breadth as the thorax.

S/i. 1. Pectinicornis.

Hemerobius fiectinicornis. Linn.
Semblis fiectinicornis. Fabricius.

C/iauliodes fiectinicornis. Latr. Palisot da Beauvois

"* This tribe probably contains two families.

t Ihmeroliius phaUniuiJes Ur Leacli places in a peculiar genus named Drepanetteryx.
* In the first volume of the Zoological Miscellany, is instituted a new genus, named Nymphes, which belongs to this family
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Inhabits noitlicrn America.

Family II. Sialicla.

Wings deflexed. Tarsi with the last joint but one bi-

fid. Ocelli none.

Genus Dll. Sialis. Latieille.

Hemerobu's. Gcoffioy, De Geer, Olivier.

Semblis. Fabricius.

S/i. 1. A'iger.

Hem^robe aquatic noir. De Geer.

Hemerobius lutrarius. Linnxus?
Semblis lutrarius? Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe. The larva in water.

TlUUE V. Mantispides.

Anterior feet raptorious. Tliorax with the first seg-

ment large, long. Tarsi five-jointed. Wings of equal

size, deflexed.

Genus Dili. Mantispa. Illiger, Latreille.

Raphidia. Scopoli, Linnaeus.

Mantis. Fabricius, Pallas, Olivier.

Nerveurs hairy.

Sp. 1. Pagana, Pubescent-yellowish; thorax roiigh-

ish; elytra with a yellowish costa, stigma darker.

Mantispa pagana. Illiger, Latreille.

Raphidia jnantispa. Scopoli, Linn.

Mantis persa. Pallas.

Mantis pagana. Fabricius, Panzer.

Inhabits France and Germany.

Tribe VI. Raphidides.

Wings of equal size. Thorax with the first segment
large. Tarsi with four distinct joints, the last but one bi-

lobate. Antennx nearly setaceous. Ocelli three, arrang-

ed in a triangle.

Genus DIV. Raphidia. Linn. Geoff. De Geer, Fabr.

Oliv. Lam. Latr.

Head oval, narrowed behind, inflexed. Thorax with

the first segment very long, narrow, and somewhat
cylindric. Anus of the females with two united

setae.

.S7;. 1. Ophiopsis.

Jiaphidia ophiopsis. Linn. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

Tribe VII. Termitides.

Wings of equal size, horizontally incumbent. Thorax
with the first segment large. Tarsi with three distinct

joints, the penultimate joint entire. Antennae monili-
form, inserted before the eyes. Head short, rounded
behind. Ocellus one.

The animals of this tribe congregate in great num-
bers, and live in societies, being generally known by the
term white ants, a name applied to all the species in-

discriminately.

Genus DV. Termes. Linn. De Geer, Fabr. Oliv.
Lam. Latr.

Perla. De Geer.
Hemerobius. Linn.
Sp. 1. Lucifugmn. Black, shining, and pubescent;

thorax transversely quadrate, with the angles rounded,
yith an impression on each side of the anterior part, the
intermediate space somewhat carinated; wings fusces-
cent-hyaline, the costa blackish ; apex of the joints of
the antennae, tibix, (base excepted), and all the tarsi,
pale-reddish.

Termes lucifugum. Rossi, Latreille.

Inhabits Italy.

Tribe VIII. Psocides.

Inferior wings smaller than the superior ones. Somt
are apterous. Palpi two, composed of four joints.

Family I. Psocida.

Tarsi two-jointed.

Genus DVI. Psocus. Latr Fabr. Lam. Coquebert.

Hejierobius. Linnaeus.

Wings four.

Sp. 1. Bipunc talus. Variegated with yellow and

black; head above the clypeus blackish; superior wings

with a small costal mark, and another on the opposite

margin black; tlie interjected cords blackish; stigma

white, with a black spot.

Psocus bipunctatus. Latreille, Fabricius, Coquebert.

Hetnerobius bipunctatus. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.

Family II. Atropida.

Tarsi three-jointed.

Genus DVII. Atropos. Leach's MSS.
Termes. Linn. De Geer.

Psocus. Fabricius, Latreille, Coquebert.

Pediculus. (Pou,) Geoffrey.

Sp. 1. lAgnaria.

Ter?nes pulsatorium. Linn.

Termes lignarium. De Geer.
Le Pou du Bois. Geoffroy.

Psocus pulsatorius. Fabricius, Latreille, Coquebert.
Inhabits old books, often beating like a watch, whence

it has acquired the name of death-watch.

Psocus Jatedicus of Fabricius, is referable to the ge-

nus Atropos, but whether it be a distinct species from
Atropos lignaria is certainly very doubtful.

Tribe IX. Peblarides.

Inferior wings larger than the superior ones, with
longitudinal folds. Tarsi with three joints. Mandibles
distinct. Thorax with tlic first segment large.

Obs. The wings horizontally incumbent.
Genus DVIII. Nemoura. Latreille.

Phryganea. Linnaeus.

Perla. Geoffroy, De Geer.
Semblis. Fabricius.

Labrum very distinct, almost semicircular. Mandibles
corneous. Palpi filiform. Tarsi with equal lengthened
joints (the middle one scarcely shorter) not spongy be-

neath. Anus without setae.

Sp.\. jVebulosa. Fuscous-black, pubescent ; abdomen
and feet recldisli-fuscous; wings cinereous, immaculate,
the nerveurs darker.

Le Perle Brune a ailes pales. Geoffroy.

JVemoura nebulosa. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DIX. Perla. Geoffroy, De Geer, Olivier,

Lamarck, Latreille.

Phryganea. Linn.

Semblis. Fabricius.

Labrum obscure, transversely linear. Mandibles al-

most membranaceous. Palpi almost setaceous. Tarsi
with the two basal joints shorter than the third. Anus
with two long setae.

Sp. 1. JSIarginata.

Semblis marginata. Fabricius.

Perla marginata. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Phryganea bicaudata of Linnaeus belongs to this genus.
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Order XIV. HYMENOPTERA.
Order Hvmexopteua. Linn. Latr. Lam. Cuvier.

Class Piezata. Fabricius.

Characters of the Order.

Wings nei'vured, (the aveolae large and unequal in

size,) the inferior ones smaller than the upper. Anus
of the females with a sting or an oviduct.

Section I. Terebrantia.

Oviduct lamelliform or filiform, in a few resembling

a sting and valved ; the vagina bivalve, received in a ca-

nal beneath before the anus, the valves compressed, in

some compressed lamelliform ; in others elongate-cylin-

dric, setaceous.

Division I.

Abdomen united to the thorax along its whole breadth,

without any distinct peduncle.

Tribe I. Tenthredinides.

Abdomen sessile. Oviduct composed of two lamellae

which are serrated. Mandibles more or less long, termi-

nated by two strong teeth. Wings with the marginal
cells complete.

Family I. Tenthridinida.

Labruin distinct. Larva: with membranaceous feet.

Genus DX. Cimbex. Oliv. Fabr. Spinoli, Latr.

Tenthredo. Linnaeus, Juiine, Panzer, De Geer.
Crabro. Geoffroy.

Clavellaria. De Lamarck.
Antennae terminated by a distinct club, nearly ovoid.

Obs. This genus is artificial; it contains several natu-

ral genera, which may be defined from the joints com-
posing their antennae.

* Antennae with five joints before the club, which is

nearly solid.

5/i. 1. Femorata. Fabricius.

S^i. 2. Axillaris. Panzer.
** Antennae with five joints before the club, which is

distinctly articulated.

Sfi. 3. Leucorum. Fabricius.
*»* Antennae with four joints before the club, which

is indistinctly articulated.

Sfi. 4. Ameri7i(S. Fabricius, Panzer,

5^. 5. Marginata. Fabricius, Panzer.

Sfi, 6. Lata. Panzer.

5/j. 7. Obscura. Panzer.
**** Antennae with four joints before the club, which

is two-jointed.

Sfi. 8. Faciata. Fabricius, Panzer.
***** Antennx with four joints before the club, which

is composed of three joints.

Sfi. 9. Sericea. Fabricius, Panzer.
Tenthredo sericea and nitens of Linnxus are but sexual

(.iistinctions of the same species.

Gexus DXI. Hyl'otojia. Latr. Fabr. Spinoli.

Tenthredo. Linr.e, Geoffroy, De Geer, Panzer, La-
marck, Olivier.

Cryptus. Jurine.

Arge. Schrank.
Antennae gradually thickening towards their extremi-

ties, composed of three joints, Superior wings with

four submarginal cells, and one marginal cell emitting a
little branch.

Sfi. 1. Roses.

Tenthredo rosx. Linn.

Hylotoma rose. Fabricius, Latrcille.

Inhabits Europe.
Obs. Hylotoma /u7-cata oi LiZU-t'iUe, Tenthredo furca-

ta of Panzer, and its congeners, are distinguished from
the genuine Hylotoma, by having filiform bifurcate an-

tennas, and should constitute a peculiar genus.

Genus DXIL Tenthredo.* Linne, Geoffroy, De
Geer, Latreille.

Allantus. Jurine.

Antenna; simple, composed of nine joints. Superior
wings with two marginal and with lour submarginal
cells.

Sfi. 1. Scrofihularie.

Tenthredo scrofihularia. Linn. Fabr. Panzer.
Allantus scrofihularia. Jurine.

Inhabits Scrofihularia nodosa and aquatica when in

flower.

Sfi. 2, Militaris.

Tenthredo militaris. Fabricius, Panzer.
Inhabits grassy places and the margins of woods.
Genus DXIII. Dolerus. Jurine, Latreille.

Tenthredo. Fabricius, Linnxus.
Antennx simple, nine-jointed. Superior wings with

two marginal and three submarginal cells.

Sfi, I. Gonagra.
Dolerus gonager. Jurine, Latreille.

Tenthredo gonagra. Fabricius, Panzer.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus DXIV. Nematus. Jurine, Latreille.

Antennx simple, nine-jointed. Superior wings witli

one marginal and four submarginal cells.

Sfi. 1. Sefitentrionalis.

Tenthredo sefitejitrionalis, Fabr. Panzer.
JK''ejnatus sefitentrionalis. Jurine, Latr.
Inhabits the European woods.
Genus DXV. Pristiphora. Latr.

Pteronis. Jurine.

Antennx simple, nine-jointed. Superior wings with
one marginal and three submarginal cells. Mandibles
bidentate.

Sfi. 1. Testacea.

Pteronus testaceus. Jurine.

Pristifihora testacea. Latr.

Genus DXVI. Cladius. Latr. lUiger.

Tenthredo. Panzer.

Antennx nine-jointed, branched in the male, siitiplc

in the female. Superior wings with one marginal and
four submarginal areoix or cells. Mandibles bidentate.

Sfi. 1. Diff'ormis.

Tenthredo difformis. Panzer.
Cladius diff'ormis. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DXVII. Lophyrus. Latr.

Pteronus. Jurine.

Hylotoma. Fabr.

Tenthredo. Linn. De Geer, Oliv. Lam. Panzer.

Antennx pennated in the males, serrated in the fe-

males. Superior wings with one marginal and three

submarginal cells. Mandibles tridentate.

Sfi. 1. Pini.

Tenthredo fiini. Linn,

* Some species which are placed in this genus by Latreille, have ten or fourteen joints in their antennae; these should constitute
distinct genera.

Vol. VIII. Part IL 4 Z
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Ilylotoma fiini. Fabr.

Lo/i/iyrus /lini. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

FxVMiLT II. Xijihydrida.

Labrum obscure. Larvae with scaly feet, or at least

not nicnibraiiiiceous.

Genus DXVIII. Megaladontes. Latr. Spinoli.

Tarpa. Fabr. Panzer.

Cei'iialeia. Jurine.

Dii'KioN, Schiaiik.

Muncliblcs long, slender, and strongly bent. Neck

not elongate. Oviduct not exserted. Antennse pectina-

ted or serrated.

S/i. 1. Celihalotes.

Megalodonies cefilialotes. Spinoli, Latr.

Tarjia ccfihalotcs. Fabr.

Iiinabits Europe.

Genus DXIX. Pa.^iphilius. Latr. Olivier.

Tenthkedo. Linn. Lamarck) Panzer.

Lyda. Fiibr. Spinoli.

Cephaleia. Jurine.

PsEN. Schrank.

Maiidiblts long, slender, and strongly bent. Neck
not elongate. Oviduct not exserted. Antennae simple

in both sexes.

Sji. 1. £rytliroce/)hatus.

Pamjiliilus erytliroccfihahis. Latr.

Lyda erythroccjihala. Fabr.

Inhabits Germany and England.

Genus DXX. Cephus. Latr. Fabr. Panz.

SiREx. Linn.

ASTATUS Klug.

Trachelus. Jurine.

Mandibles exserted, longer than wide. Neck long.

Oviduct exserted. Antennae inserted in the front be-

tween the eyes, gradually thicker externally.

Sfi. 1. Troglodyta.

Ce/i/tus troglodyta. Panzer, Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
S/i. 2. Pygmteus.

Cefihus fiygmaus, Latr. Fabr.

Sirex fiygmaus. Linn.

Inhabits Euiope.

Genus DXXI. Xiphydria. Latr. Fabr. Panz. Spi-

noli.

Sirex. Linn.

Urocerus. Jurine.

Hybonotus. Klug.
Mandibles exserted, longer than wide. Neck long.

Oviduct exserted. Antennae setaceous, inserted above
the clypeus.

Sp.\. Camelus.

Sirex camelus. Linn.

Hybonotus camelus. Klug.
Xijiliydria camelus. Latr. Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.

Sji. 2. Dromedarius.

Hybonotus dromedarius. Klug.
Xi/i/iydria dromedarius. Latr. Fabr.
Inhabits Europe.

Tribe II. Urocerides.*

Abdomen sessile. Oviduct filiform, exserted, or in-

closed in a groove beneath the abdomen. Mandibles
short.

Genus DXXII. Oryssus. Latr. Fabr. Jurine, Lara

King. Panz.
Sphex. Scopoli.

Mandibles with their internal edge not dentated. Max-
illary palpi long and pendulous. Antennas filiform, com-
pressed, inserted under the anterior margin of the cly-

peus. Superior wings with one marginal cell, and two

submarginal, the last incomplete. Oviduct capillary,

hidden in a longitudinal groove.

S/i 1. Coronatus.

Oryssus coronatus. Fabr. Latr. Coquebert.

Oryssus vesfiertilio. Klug, Panzer.

Sfihex abietina. Scopoli.

In abils Europe.
Genus DXXIII. Urocerus. Geoff. Schaeff. Oliv.

Lam. Latr. Leach.
Sirex. Linn. Fabr. Jurine, Panz. Klug, Leach.
Ichneumon. De Geer, Scopoli.

Mandibles dentated on their internal edge. Maxillary

palpi very small. Labial palpi terminated by a very

thick, hairy joint. Antennae gradually narrowing exter-

nally, inserted in the front; longer than the thorax.

Superior wings with two marginal and two submarginal
cells complete. Abdomen terminating in a point. Ovi-

duct exserted, composed of three parts, the outer ones

valviform.

Obs. This genus contains two great divisions, which,

from their characters, are evidently natural genera.
* Antennae with 25 joints. Abdomen of the female

terminated with an abrupt elongate horn. Labial

palpi with a distinct basal joint. Maxillary palpi

with two distinct joints of equal length.

Genus Urocekus. Leach.

Sfr. 1. Gigas.

Sirex mariscus. Fabr. (Male).
Sirex gigas. Linn. Fabr. Latr. (Female).

Urocerus gigas. Latr.

Inhabits Europe. Is rare in Britain.

Sfi.2. Fsyllius.

Sirex fisy/lius. Fabr. Klug.
Urocerus gigas. (Variety). Latr.

Inhabits Europe. Was taken near Edinburgh by Mr
John Wilson, of the College, Edinburgh.

** Antennae with 21 or 23 joints. Maxillary palpi

with their basal joint very short, scarcely to be
found.

A. Abdomen of the female terminated by an abrupt,

elongate horn. Labial palpi distinctly triaticulated.

Genus Sirex. Leach.
S/t. 3. S/iectrum.

Sirex emarginatus. Fabr. (Male).

Sirex spec/rum Linn. Panzer, Klug. (Female).

Urocerus spectrum. Latr.

B. Abdomen of the female with the extremity gradu-

ally acuminated.

Sp. 4. Juvencus,
Sirex juvencus. Linn. Fabr. Klug, (Female).
Sirex noctilio. Fabr. Panzer, (Male).

Urocerus juvencus. Latr.

Sirex juvencus. Leach.
Inhabits Europe. Is rare in Britain.

Genus DXXIV. Tremex. Latr.

Sirex. Jurine, Fabr. Klug.
Mandibles denticulated on their internal edge. Max-

illary palpi very small. Labial palpi terminated by a
joint, very thick and very hairy. Antennae setaceous,

inserted in the front. Superior wings with two mar-

• This tribe Dr Leach has proposed to divide into two families, the one to contain the genus Orjimus, the Other Sirex, Urocerus, and
Tremex.
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ginal, and two submarginal cells, complete. Abdomen
terminating in a point. Oviduct cxserted, composed of

three parts, the outer ones valviform.

Sfi. 1. /•'usciconiis.

Sirex fiiscicurtiis. Fabr. Klug.

Tremexfuscicornis. Latr.

Sfi.'i. Columba.

Sirex columha. Fabr.

Tremex columba. Latr.

Division II.

Abdomen united to the thorax by a slender peduncle.

Tribe III. Evanides.

Inferior wings with very distinct nerveurs. Antennx
with 13 or 14 joints.

Genus DXXV. Evania. Fabr. Oliv. Lam. Jurine,

Panzer.

Sphex. Linn.

Ichneumon. De Geer.

Abdomen very small, much compressed, triangular

or ovoid, abruptly pediculaled, and inserted behind the

metathorax.
• Antennae with the third joint much longer than the

second. Upper wings wiih distinct nerveurs and

cells. Mandibles with their internal edge truncate-

unidentate. Maxillary palpi with five distinct joints,

the basal joint obsolete ; the last joint but one of

the labial palpi much dilated. Superior wings with

a triangular marginal cell ; first sul)-marginal cell

distinct ; the second open ; three middle cells open
"beneath.

Sji. 1. Lavigata.

Jivanie lisxe. Oliv.

Evania afifiendigaster. Fabr.

Evania IxxiigaCa. Latr.

Inhabits America.
Dr Leach has seen this insect alive in some boxes of

American insects, and he possesses two specimens taken

at large in London.
•* Antennae with the third joint much larger than the

second. Upper wings with distinct nerveurs and
cells. Mandibles with their internal edg;e distinctly

and acutely tridentate. Maxillary palpi with six

distinct joints; the last joint but one of the labial

palpi not much dilated. Superior wings with the

myr^inal cell semi-ovate ; middle cells two ; apex
without cells.

Sfi. 2. .'l/i/if-ndigasler.

Evania ii/ipendigasler. Panz. Oliv. Latr.

S/i/iex afi/n-ndigaster. Linn.

Inhabits southern France, Spain, and Italy.

*** Anteniise with the third joint not much longer
than the second. Superior wings with the nerveurs
and cells obliterated.

Sfi. 3. Minuta.
Evania minuta. Oliv. Fabr. Latr.

Braclnigaster minutiis. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits France and England.

Genus DXXVI. F<enus. Fabr. Latr. Jurine, Panz.
Ichneumon. Linn. Geoff. De Geer.
Gasteruption. Latr. (obsolete).

Neck elongate. Hinder tibiae clavate. Abdomen a
lengthened club.

Sfi. 1. Jaculator.

Fmua jaculator. Fabr. Panz. Latr.

Ichneumonjaculator. Linn.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DXXVII. Pelecinus. Latr. Fabr.

Neck not apparent. Hinder tibiae clavate. Abdomen
slender, long, and filiform.

Sfi. 1. Polycerat'jr.

Pelecinus fiohjcerator. Latr. Fabr.

Inhabits America.
Genus DXXVHI. Aulacus. Jurine, Spinoli.

Abdomen elliptic, compressed, with a gradually form-
ed peduncle, inserted at the extremity of an elevation in

the metathorax.

Sfi. I. Striatus.

Aulacus striatus. Jurine, Latr.
Inhabits the Alps.

Tribe IV. Ichneumonides.

Abdomen attached to the thorax by a part of its

transverse diameter. Inferior wings with very distinct

nerveurs. Antennse with 21 joints and more.

Family I. Stefihanida.

Mandibles terminated by an entire point, or with but
a very obscure notch. Head globose.

Genus DXXIX. Stephanls. Jurine, Illiger, Latr.
Bhacon. Fabr. Panzer.
Thorax much attenuated anteriorly. Metathorax cy-

lindric, straight or horizontal. Abdomen inserted at the
superior and posterior extremity of the metathorax, the
first segment abruptly narrower than the rest.

Sfi. 1. Coronatus.

Stcfi/ianus coronatus. Jurine, Latr.

Bracon serralor. Fabr. Panzer.
Inhabits Germany.
Genus DXXX. Xorides. Latr.
Anomalon. Jurine.

Cryptus. Fabr.

Metathorax with the hinder segment convex, and at the
apex rounded. Abdomen distinctly pedunculated, in-
serted under the posterior and superior apex of the me-
tathorax.

Sfi. 1. Indicatorius.

Xorides indicatorius. Latr.

Inhabits Eurojie.

Family II. Ichneumonida.

Mandibles bidentate, or notched at their extremity.

Division I.

Abdomen with five very distinct segments.

Subdivision 1.

Superior wings with the first submarginal cell very
large; the two discoidal cells situated longitudinally, one
above the other.

Genus DXXXI. Ichneumon. Latreille.

Maxillary palpi with very unequal joints. Oviduct
with its base not covered by a large scale, exserted.

Obs. This genus, which has been attentively exa-
mined by Latreille, consists of several natural genera

;

but the characters are obscure, and arc not yet fully un-
derstood. Under this head, the following genera, (or
parts of them), proposed by Jurine, Fabricius, Panzer,
Illiger, and VValckenaer, are comprehended; viz. 1.

Cryfilus, 2. Bassus, 5. Pimfi/a, 4. Jofifia, 5. Mctofiius, 6.

Tragus, 7. Alomya, 8. PeltasCes, 9. Oft/iion, and, 10. Ban-
clius.

4Z 2
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The following divisions are proposed by Latreille,

who has submitted these insects to a scrupulous and

daily investigation.

Division A.

Abdomen but little or not at all compressed.

Subdivision a.

Extremity of the abdomen of the female compressed,

and obli(|utly truncated ; oviduct exserted.

1. » Abdomen cylindric, with a very short peduncle.

Genus Pimi-la of Fabricius.

•2. *» Abdomen somewhat ovoid, with the peduncle

long, slender, and arcuate.

Genus Cryptus of Fabricius.

Subdivision b.

Extremity of the abdomen of the female slightly

compressed, not obliquely truncated ; oviduct scarcely

prominent or exserted.

3. * Ahdomen cylindric, almost sessile.

Genus Metopius of Panzer; Pelastes of lUiger.

4. •* Abdomen almost fusiform or cylindric, gradu-

ally narrower towards the base; the peduncle

not slender or arcuate.

Genus Alomya of Panzer.

5. *»* Abdomen ellipsuid or ovalate, with the pe-

duncle slender and arcuate

Genus Ichneumon of Fabricius.

Division B.

Abdomen very much compressed.

6. * Abdomen, apex truncate in the females.

Genus Ophion of Fabricius.

7. ** Abdomen with the apex pointed.

Genus Banchus of Fabricius.

Genus DXXXII. Ac^enitus. Latr.

Cryptus. Falir. Panzer.

Ichneumon. Schseffer, Scopoli, Oliv.

Anomalon. Jurine.

Palpi with their joints not very unlike each other.

Oviduct covered at its base by a large scale.

Sfi. 1. Dubitator.

Crijtitus dubitator. Fabr. Panzer.

Acenitus dubitator. Latr.

Inhabits Germany.

Subdivision 2.

Superior wings with the first submarginal cell small,

or moderately sized ; the two discoidal cells placed in a

transverse line by the side of each other.

Genus DXXXIII. Bracon. Jurine, Fabr. Panzer,
llliger, Spinoli, Latr.

Ichneumon. Linn. Scopoli, Schrank.
ViPio. Latr. (Rejected name).
Mouth produced into a rostrum. Superior wings

with the two first submarginal cells nearly equal, square.
Sp.. 1. Desertor.

Bracon desertor. Fabr. Latr.

Genus DXXXIV Agathis. Latr.
Ichneumon. Jurine.

Bracon. Fabr. Spinoli.

Mouth produced into a rostrum. Superior wings with
the second submarginal cell very small.

Sfi. 1. Panzeri.

Ichneumon fianzeri. Jurine.

Jgathis fianzeri. Latreille,

Genus DXXXV. MinROGASTEU. Latreille, llliger,

Spinoii.

Ichneumon. Linnxus, Fabricius, Jurine, Rossi.

Ceropales. Fabricius.

Cryptus. Fabricius.

Bassus. Panzer.

Mouth not produced. Ahdomen very small and de-

pressed. Oviduct short. Superior wings with one mar-
ginal cell nearly obsolete in some, and three sub-marginal

;

the second minute, the last terminal imperfect.

Sfi. 1. Defirimator.

Ichneumon diprimator. Fabricius.

Microgaster defirimator. Latreille.

Inhabits Germany.

Division II.

Abdomen almost inarticulate, with but three distinct

segments.

Genus DXXXVI. Sigalphus. Latreille, Spinoli.

Sphjeropyx. HofFmansegg.
Cryptus. Fabricius.

Ichneumon. Fabricius.

Chelonus. Jurine, Panz. llliger.

Bracon. Jurine.

Sji. 1. Irrorator.

Sigalfihus irrorator. Latreille.

Cry/ittis irrorator. Fabricius.

Familt III. Alysiada.

Mandibles tridentate at their extremities, forming an

irregular square.

Genus DXXXVII. Alysia. Latr.

Cryptus. Fabricius.

Bassus. Panzer.

Bracon. Jurine.

Cechenus. llliger.

Sfi. \. Manducator.
Cryptus manducator. Fabricius.

Bracon manducator. Jurine.

Bassus manducator. Panzer.

Inhabits Germany.

Tribe X. Diplolepides.

Abdomen inserted to the thorax by a part only of its

transverse diameter. Inferior wings without distinct

nerveurs. Body not contractile into a sphere. Abdomen
compressed or depressed. Oviduct filiform. Palpi ve-

ry short. Antennae filiform, straight, from thirteen to

sixteen-jointed.

Family I. Diplolepida.

Abdomen very shortly, or not at all pedunculated.

Genus DXXXVIII. Ibalia. Latreille, llliger.

Banchus. Fabricius.

Sagaris. Panzer.

Cynips. Jurine.

Abdomen very much compressed, knife-shaped. An-
tennae filiform, joints cylindric.

Sp. 1. Cultellator.

Ibalia cultellator. Latreille.

Banchus cultellator. Fabricius.

Sigaris cultellator. Panzer.

Inhabits Germany and the south of France.

Genus DXXXIX. Diplolepis. Geoffroy, Olivier,

Panzer. llliger.

CvNips. Linnaeus, Scopoli, llliger.

Abdomen with the inferior part compressed, triangu-

lar-ovoid. Antennae filiform, joints cylindric.
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Sfi, 1. Quercui-folU.

Cynifis (juercua-folii- Linnaeus.

Dijtlolefiis quercus-folii. Latr.

Inhtibits Europe.

Genus DXL. Figites. Latr, Jurine.

CvNips. Rossi.

Abdomen with its inferior part compressed, triangular-

ovoid. Antennae moniliform, thicker towards their ex-

tremities.

S/i. \. Scutcllaris.

JFigiies scutcllaris. Jurine, Latr.

Cynifis scutcllaris. Rossis

Inhabits France and England.

Family IL JEucharida,

Abdomen with a very distinct elongate peduncle.

Genus DXLI. Euoharis. Latr. Fabr. Panzer. Spin.

Cynips. Olivier.

Ichneumon. Rossi.

Chalcis. Jurine.

Sfi. 1. Ascendens.

Eucharis ascendens. Latreille, Fabricius, Panzer.

Inhabits Germany.

Tribe VI. Cynipsides.

Abdomen attached to the thorax by a part only of its

transverse diameter. Inferior wings without distinct

nerveurs. Body not contractable into a ball. Abdomen
compressed, or depressed. Oviduct filiform. Palpi very

short. Antennae broken, clavate, or gradually thicker

externally, from six to twelve-jointed. Hinder feet form-

ed for leaping.

Family I. Chalcida.

Hinder tibiae very much arcuated.

Genus DXLII. Leucospis. Fabr. Oliv. Panz. Ju-

rine, Illiger, Spinoli, Latr.

Cynips. De Latour.

Vespa. Sulzer, Christus.

Abdomen as if sessile, somewhat ovate, compressed,

thicker above. Maxillary palpi with the second and third

joints equally long. Superior wings longitudinally du-

plicated, with the marginal and the third submarginal

cells distinct, abbreviated, open.

Sji. 1. Gig-as.

Leucosjiis gigas. Fabr. Latr.

Inhabits France and Germany.
Genus DXLIII. Chalcis. Fabr. Oliv. Panzer, Ju-

-4ine, Illiger, Latr.

Sphex. Linnaeus.

Vespa. Linnaeus.

Abdomen ovoid-triangular, not sessile, terminated by

a point. Superior wings not folded, with the marginal

and submarginal cells none or obliterated. Maxillary

palpi, with tlie last joint but one shorter than the one be-

fore it.

*Abdomen with an elongate peduncle.

Sfi. 1. Clavifies.

Chalcis clavifies. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
** Abdomen with a very short peduncle.

Sfi. 2. Minuta.
Chalcis minuta. Fabricius, Panzer, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Family II. Cynifisida,

Hinder tibiae straight.

Division I.

Anterior segment of the thorax large, forming a trans-

verse quadrate, or triangular, with the apex obtuse or
truncate.

Subdivision 1.

Mandibles with three or four teeth. Thorax with the

anterior segment rounded. Antennae with eight joints,

and above.

Genus DXLIV. Eurytoma. Illiger, Latreille.

Ichneumon. De Geer.

Cynips. Fabricius, Schrank.
Diplolepis. Fabricius.

Eucharis. Fabricius, Panzer.

Chalcis. Jurine.

Figites. Spinoli.

Antennae with distinct, somewhat rounded joints,

verlicillate-pilose in the males. Abdomen much com-
pressed. Oviduct moderately exserted.

Sfi. \. Serratula.

Cynifis scrratula. Fabricius.

Eucharis serratulte. Panzer.

Eurytoma serratulte. Latreille.

Inhabits Germany.
Genus DXLV. Cynips. Geoffroy, Schxff. Fabr.

Olivier, Walck. Latreille.

Ichneumon. Linnaeus.

Diplolepis. Fabr. Illiger, Spin.

Cleptes. Fabricius.

Chalcis. Cuvier, Lam. Jurine.

Antennae with cylindric joints. Abdomen compres-
sed. Oviduct exserted.

Sfi. \. Cafiree.

Cynifis cafiree. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision, 2.

Mandibles with three or four teeth. Thorax with
the anterior segment rounded. Antennae six or seven-

jointed, branched sometimes in the males.

Genus DXLVI. Eulophus. Geoffroy, Olivier, Latr.

Ichneumon. Linnaeus, De Geer, Spinoli.

Diplolepis. Fabricius, Spinoli.

Cleptes. Fabricius.

Cynips. Christus, Jurine.

Chalcis. Lamarck, Jurine.

Sfi. 1. Ramicornis.

Difilolefiis ramicornis. Fabr.

Eulofihus ramicornis. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 3.

Thorax with the anterior segment attenuated in front,

somewhat conic. Mandibles bidentate.

Genus DXLVII. Cleonymus. Latreille.

Diplolepis. Fabricius, Spinoli.

Ichneumon. De Geer, Rossi.

Antennae inserted towards the middle of the face.

Maxillary palpi with four, labial with three joints. Ab-
domen depressed, trigonate.

Sfi, 1. Defiressa.

Difilolefiis defiressa. Fabricius.

Cleonymus defiressus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus DXLVIII. Spalangia. Latreille, Spinoli.

Antenna: inserted near the moutli. Palpi biarticu-

late. Abdomen ovate-conic.
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S/i. I. A'igra'.

S/ialangia nigra. Latrcille, Spiuoli.

Inliabits 1-"ranee.

Division II.

Thorax with the anterior segment very short, trans-

verse-linear.

Subdivision. 1.

Mandibles almost quadrate, with three or four distinct

teeth.

Genus DXLIX. Perilampus. Latreille.

DipLOLEPis. Fabricius, Illiger, Panzer, Spinoli.

Chalcis. Rossi, Cuvier, Lamarck, Jurine.

Cynips. Olivier, Walckenaer.

Mandibles strongly toothed. Club of the antennje

bhort, fusiform.

S/i. 1. Violaceus.

Diplole/iis violacea. Fabricius.

Perilam/ius violaceus. Latreille.

Genus DL. Pteromalus. Swed. Latr.

Ichneumon. Linnaeus.

DipLoLEPis. Fabricius, Spinoli.

Cleptes. Fabricius.

CvNiPs. Olivier.

Sfi. 1. Toriricis.

Pteromalus coriricis. Latreille.

Subdivision 2.

Mandibles terminated in a point, with two or more
teeth.

Genus DLL Enctrtus. Latreille.

Ichneumon. Rossi.

MiRA ? Schellenberg.

Mandibles terminated with but one tooth. Abdomen
very short, trigonate. Head much compressed behind.

Scutellum large.

Sfi. 1. Injidus.

Ichneumon injidus. Rossi.

Encyrtus injidus. Latreille.

Mira mucora ? Schellenberg ?

Inhabits Europe.

Genus DLII. Platygaster. Latreille.

ScELio. Latreille, (rejected name.)

Mandibles terminated by two teeth. Abdomen elon-

gate, depressed. Antennae ten-jointed ; the first joint

very long, the third much longer than the following

joints. Head trignnate-globose.

S/i. 1. Rujcornis.

Platygaster rujicornis. Latreille.

Inhabits France.

Genus DLIII. Scelio. Latreille.

Ceraphron ? Jurine, Spinola.

Mandibles terminated by two teeth. Abdomen elon-

gate, depressed. Antennae ten-jointed, the first and third

joints but little lengthened.

Sfi. I. Rugulosus.

Scelio rugulosus. Latreille.

Genus DLIV. Telias. Latreille.

Mandibles terminated by two teeth. Abdomen elon-

gate, depressed. Antennae twelve jointed.

Sfi. I . Brevicornis.

Telias brevicornis. Latreille.

Tribe VII. Proctotrupides.

Abdomen attached to the metathorax by a portion of

its transverse diameter. Inferior wings without dis-

tinct nervcurs. Body not contractable into a ball. Ab-

domen compressed, or depressed, the hinder extremity
produced into a point or tubular tail, which is univalve
or bivalve. Maxillary palpi long and pendant.

Division I.

Thorax not binodate, the anterior segment transverse,

arcuate.

Subdivision 1.

Antennae with the first joint very long; inserted to-

wards the mouth.
Genus DLV. Sparasion. Latreille.

Ceraphron. Jurine.

Antennae twelve-jointed. Abdomen elliptic, depres-
sed, without any very distinct peduncle.

Sfi 4. Frontale.

Sfiarasion Jrontale. Latreille.

Ceraphron cornutus. Jurine, (female.)

Inhabits France.

Genus DLVI. Ceraphron. Jurine, Spinola, Latr.

Antennae eleven-jointed. Abdomen ovoid, compress-
ed, pedunculated distinctly.

Sfi. 1. Sulcaius.

Crrafihron sulcatus. Jurine, Spinola, Latreille.

Genus DLVII. Anteon. Jurine, Latreille.

Antennae ten-jointed. Abdomen very distinctly and
abruptly pedunculated, ovoid and depressed.

Sfi. 1. Juri7icanum.

./Inteon jurineanum. Latreille.

Subdivision 2.

Antennae inserted towards the middle of the face, orii:

the front, the first joint very long.

Genus DLVIII. Psilus. Jurine, Panzer, Spinola.

Diapria. Latreille.

Chalcis. Fabricius.

Ichneumon. Villers, Rossi.

Antenna: moniliform ; of the males fourteen-jointed ;

of the females twelve-jointed. Superior wings with no
cells ; the costal nerve abbreviated, thicker towards its

extremity.

Sfi. I. Cornutus.

Psilus cornutus. Panzer.

Diafiria cornuta. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus DLIX. Belyta. Jurine, Latreille.

CiNETUs. Jurine.

Antennae filiform; of the male fifteen; of the female

fourtecn-jointed ; all the basal joints elongate. Supe-

rior wings with the cells complete.

Sfi. 1. Bicolor.

Belyta bicolor. Jurine, Latreille.

Subdivision 3.

Antennae with the first joint not elongate.

Genus DLX. Proctotrupes. Latreille, Spinola.

CoDRUS. Jurine, Panzer.

Erioddrus. Walck.
Antennae thirteen-jointed. Mandibles without teeth,

Superior wings with thiee complete cells. Abdomen
scarcely pedunculated, terminated by a joint more or

less long.

Sfi. 1. Brevifiennis.

Proctotrufies brevifiennis. Latreille, Gen. Crust, et I^s.

4. 38. tab. 13. fig. 1.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DLXI. Helorus. Latreille, Jurine.

Sphex. Panzer.
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PsEN. Panzer.

Antennae fifteen jointed. Mandibles dcntated. Su-

perior wings with more than tlirce complete cells. Ab-

domen distinctly and abruptly pedunculated, not ter-

minated in a point.

S/i. 1. jinumali/ies.

S/i/iex aTio?nati/ics. Panzer.

Hehrus anomali/ies. Latreille.

Inhabits Germany and France.

Division II.

Thorax binodate, the anterior segment elongate-

quadrate, or soiiKwhat triuu^iilar. Antennae inserted

on tlie clypcus, near to the mouth.

Genus DLXII. Dryinus. Latreille.

GONATOPUS. Klug.
Antennae straight, ten-jointed. Mandibles with many

teeth. Thorax binodate. Anterior feet very long, ter-

minated by two very large nails internally denticulated,

one of these reflexed.

S/i. 1. Formkarius.
Dryinus forinicarius. Latreille. *

Inliabils France.

Genus DLXIII. Bethylus. Latreille, Fabricius,

lUiger, Spinola.

Omai.us. Jurine.

Ceraphron. Panzer.

Antennae broken, composed of thirteen joints. Man-
dibles bidentate. Thorax binodate, the anterior segment
elongate-quadrate. Feet simple.

Sfi. 1. Cenofxterus.

Bethylua cenofiterus. Latreille.

Tribe VIII. Chrysidides.

Abdomen attached to the metathorax by a portion only

of its transverse diameter. Infeiior wings without dis-

tinct nerveurs. Body not contractable into a ball.

Family I. Clefitida.

Abdomen semicylindric or semicircular, with five seg-

ments in the male, and four in the females. Thorax at-

tenuated in front, divided transversely by four segments.

Genus DLXIV. Cleptes. Latreille, Fabricius,

Panzer, Jurine, llliger, Spinoli.

SpHEX. Linn. Vill.

Chuvsis. Olivier.

Vesi'a. Guoffroy.

Ichneumon. Rossi, Walck.
Sft. 1. Semiaurata.

Cle/i!es semiaurata. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Family II. Chrysida.

Abdomen semicylindric, truncated or roimdcd behind,

often dentated, composed of three, sometimes of four

joints. Thorax semicylindric, divided by three trans-

verse sutures.

Division I.

Metathorax with the middle produced into a scutel-

lum.

Subdivision 1.

Abdomen with the second segment larger than the

others. Palpi many-jointed.

Genus DLXV. Elampus. Spinoli, Latreille,

Chrysis. Fabricius, Jurine.

Hedychrum. Panzer, Lepeletier.

Mandibles dcntated. Abdomen terminated by an ob-

tuse point ; the second segment larger than the others.

S/i. 1 Panzeri.

JUani/ius /lanzcri. Spinoli.

Clirynis fianzeri. Fabricius.

Inhabits France and Germany.
Genus DLXVI. Stiluum. Spinoli, Latreille.

CuKYsis. Linn. Olivier, llliger, Jurine.

Mandibles without teeth. Abdomen with the third

segment very large, slightly dentate behind.

Sji. 1. S/ilc?ididu7>t.

C/irysis sfilendida. Fabricius, Donovan.
Inhabits India.

Subdivision !2.

Abdomen with the third or fourth segment larger than

the others. Palpi two-jointed, (and very small.)

Genus DLXVII. Paunopes. Latreille, Fabricius,

Spinoli, llliger, Lepeletier.

Chrysis. Rossi, Olivier, Jurine.

S/i. 1. Carnea.

Parno/ies carnea. Latreille.

Inhabits France and southern Italy.

Division II.

Metathorax with the middle not elongated into a

scutellum.

Genus DLXVIII. Euchr^us. Latreille.

Chrysis. Fabricius, Jurine, Lepeletier.

Mandibles with one tooth on their internal edge. Ab-

domen semicylindric, elongate, the last segment with

a transverse elevation, and a row of impressed dots.

S/i. 1. Purfiuratus.

Chrysis fiur/iurata. Fabricius.

Euchreus /mr/iuratus. Latreille.

Inhabits France.

Genus DLXIX. Chrysis of authors.

Vespa. Geoffroy.

Mandibles with one tooth on their internal edges.

Abdomen semicylindric, elongate ; the last segment
abruptly divided by an impression, with a transverse

row of inripressed dots.

S/i 1. Ignita.

Chrysis ignita. Linn. Fabricius, Sec.

Genus DLXX. Hedychrum. Latr. Panzer, Spin.

Chrysis. Linn. Fabricius, llliger, Lamarck, Le-
peletier.

Mandibles bidentate on their internal edge. Abdo-
men semicircular, with the extremity rounded ; all the

segments united.

S/i. 1. Aiiratum.

Chrysis aurata. Fabricius.

Section II. Aculeata.

Oviduct none. Sting or aculeus in the females hav-

ing a communication with poisonous glands. Abdomen
attached to the thora.x in all by a part only of its trans-

verse diameter.

Division I.

Hinder feet not pollinigerous ; their tarsi with the first

joint cylindric, not much larger than the others, nor

much compressed. Larvae omnivorous.

Subdivision 1.

Ocelli or stemmata not distinct. Wings often wanting

in the females and neuters.
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Tribe I. Formicarides.*

Abdomen with a peduncle abruptly formed, with a

scale on two knots. Antcnnsc thicker towards their ex-

tremities, the first joint very long, more so in the females

and neuters. Labrum large, perpendicular, corneous,

Obs. These insects live in societies consisting of vast

numbers. The males and the females arc furnished with

wings, the neuters being apterous.

Genus DLXXL Formica of authors.

Lasius. Fabricius.

Peduncle of the abdomen formed of one simple scale.

Sting not punctorious. Poisonous glands in the females

and neuters. Antennx inserted in the front.

S/i. 1. Herculaiica.

Formica lierculanea. Latreille.

Inhabits the European woods, building a large nest

with bits of sticks.

Genus DLXXII. Polyergus. Latreille, Spinoli.

Formica. Jurine.

Peduncle of the abdomen formed of but one simple

scale. Sting not punctorious. Poisonous glands in the

females and neuters. Antennae inserted near the mouth.

Sfi. 1. Rufescens.

Pohjergus rufescens. Latreille.

Genus DLXXIIL Ponera. Latreille, Illiger.

Formica. Linn. Fabr. De Geer, Olivier.

Peduncle of the abdomen formed ofone scale or knot.

Sting in females and the neuters.

• Mandibles of the neuters narrow, elongate, cheliform.

Genus Odontomachus of Latreille's old works. Myr-
MECiA, Fabricius.

Sji. 1. Chelifera.

Ponera chelifera. Latreille.

»* Mandibles of the neuters broad and triangular.

Genus Ponera of Latreille's older works.

Sji. 2. Crassinoda.

Formica crassinoda. Fabricius.

Ponera crassinoda. Latreille.

Genus DLXXIV. Atta. Fabr. lUig. Jur. Latr.

Formica. Linn. Fabricius, Villers.

Peduncle of the abdomen formed of two knots. Sting

in the females and the neuters. Antennae entirely ex-

serted. Palpi very short ; maxillary ones with six dis-

tinct joints. Head of the neuters very large.

* Mandibles of the neuters very narrow, and much
elongated.

Genus Ecitok of Latreille's older works; Myrme-
ciA, Fabricius.

S/;. 1. Hamata.
Myrmecia hamata. Fabricius.

Atta hamata. Latreille.
•* Mandibles of the neuters elongate-trigonate, much

denticulated.

Formica of Latreille's older works; Atta, Fabr.
6/f. 2. Ce/ihalotes.

Atta cc/ihalotes. Latreille, Fabricius.
*** Mandibles of the neuters short, trigonate, scarcely

denticulated.

Genus Formica of Latreille's older works, and of Fa-
bricius.

S/i.3 Capitata.

Atta cafiitata. Latreille.

Genus DLXXV. Myrmica. Latr. Spinoli.

Formica. Linn. Geoffroy, Panzer, Illiger.

Manica. Jurine.

Myrmecia. Fabricius.

Peduncle of the abdomen formed of two knots. An-
tennae entirely exserted. Maxillary palpi long ; six-joint-

ed. Neuters and females armed with stings.

» Mandibles very narrow, very long : Antennae fili-

form.

5/1. \. Forficata.

Myrmcciaforjicata, Fabr.

Myrmica forficata. Latr;
** Mandibles trigonate, but little elongate : Antennae

thicker towards their extremities.

a. Superior wings with three submarginal cells ; the

first and second perfect.

Sfi. 2. Subterranea.

J\Iermica subterranea. Latr.

b. Superior wings with two submarginal cells; the

first perfect.

Sfi. 3. Fugax.
Myrmica fugax. Latreille.

Genus DLXXVI. Cryptocerus. Latr. Fabr. Illi-

ger. •

Formica. Linn. Olivier.

Manica. Jurine.

Peduncle of the abdomen formed of two knots. An-
tennae with the first joint lodged in a lateral ridge of the

head. Neutrals and females armed with a sting.

Sfi. I. Atratus.

Cry/itocerus atratus. Latr.

Tribe II. Mutillarides.

Antennae filiform, vibratous, the first and third joints

elongate.

The insects of this family are solitary. The males are

winged, the females apterous, and there are no neuters.

Family I. DoryMa.

Antennae inserted at the mouth, the first joint very

long. Head small. Abdomen cylindric, having the first

joint nearly trigonate, with the superior sides more ele-

vated, or transverse; rounded above, and separated from
the following joint by an incision. Tibiae slender, not

spinose.

Genus DLXXVII. Labidus. Latreille, Jurine.

Abdomen with the first segment nearly trigonate, witli

the sides elevated like a horse's shoe. Superior wings
with three submarginal cells.

Sfi. 1. Latreiliii.

Labidus Latreille. Jurine.

Dorylus mediatus of Fabricius is probably to be re-

ferred to this genus.

Genus DLXXVIII. DoRYLUs.t Fabricius, Jurine,

Illiger, Olivier, Latreille.

Abdomen with the first segment transverse, rounded

above, and separated from the following joint by an inci-

sion. Superior wings with two submarginal cells.

Sfi. 1. Helvolus.

Dorylus hel-uolus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Family II. Mutillida.

Antennae inserted in the middle of the face. Head
large. Abdomen somewhat conic or ovoid. Tibiae spi-

nose.

* Huber has wi-itten a work on the economy of these animals.

t The males only of this and the preceding genus are known ; the females are supposed to be apterous and solitary.
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Division I.

Abdomen with the two first segments noclifoi-m. Su-

perior wint^s with one submarginal cell.

Genus DLXXIX. Apterogyna. Lutrcillc.

Antenna setaceous, of the male as long as the body,

of the females a little shorter. Mandibles arcuate.

Maxillary palpi long.

Sfi. 1. Olivierii.

ji/iterogyna Olivierii. Latr.

Inhabits Arabia.

Division II.

Abdomen with the first segment of the abdomen nodi-

form. Superior wings with three submarginal cells.

Subdivision 1

.

Maxillary palpi as long or longer than the maxilla:.

Antennse longer than the head, the first joint not receiv-

ing the second.

Genus DLXXX. Mutilla. Linn. Fabricius, Panz.

Jur. Illig. Spinoli.

Sphex. De Geer.

Apis. Chrisius, Harris.

Abdomen (of both sexes) ovoid and convex, the second

segment large, somewhat companulated. Thorax of the

females cubical, with no transverse sutures.

S/i. 1. Euro/Ksa.

Mutilla Euro/iaa. Linn. Fabr. Panz. Latr.

Apis with no wings!! of Harris.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus ULXXXI. Methoca. Latreille.

Mutilla. Jurine.

Abdomen (of the females) ovoid and convex, with the

second segment large. Thorax composed of three seg-

ments, nodose.

S/i. \. IchneumoHoides.

Methoca Ichneumonoides. Latr.

Genus DLXXXII. Myrmosa. Latr. Jur. Panz.

Mutilla. Rossi.

Hyl^us. Fabricius.

Abdomen depressed, elliptic in the males, conic in the
"^ females. Thorax composed of two segments, the ante-

rior segment transverse.

Sfi. 1. Melanocefihala.

Myrmona melanocefihala. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DLXXXIII. Schlerodermus. Klug. Latr.

Abdomen of the females conic. Thorax divided into

three segments by two transverse sutures, the hinder

one elongate.

Sji. 1. Domesticus.

'Schlerodermus domesticus. Klug. Latreille.

Subdivision 2.

Maxillary palpi shorter than the maxillx. Antennae
slender, longer than the head ; the first segment receiv-

ing the second.

Genus DLXXXIV. Myrmecodes. Latreille.

TipHiA. Fabricius.

Mandibles porrected, arcuate, edentulous. Palpi ve-

ry short, three or four-jointed, the last joint obsolete
;

labial palpi shorter, scarcely visible, somewhat conic
;

labial ones cylindric. Antennas not much longer than
the head. Thorax elongate-cubic, a little narrowed be-

hind, composed of three segments meeting together, the
first segment largest.

Sfi. 1 . Pedestris.

Vol. VIH. PartIL

Tifihia Pedestris. Fabricius.

Inhabits New Holland.

Subdivision 3.

Ocelli distinct, smooth. Wings never wanting.

Tribe III. Scolides.

Thorax with the first segment transverse quadrate, or

forming an arc. Feet short, or moderately long; the

hinder ones thick, spinulose, or strongly ciliated. An-
tennse shorter than the head and trunk. Superior wings
with the marginal cell detached Irom the apex ; not

doubled longitudinally.

Family I. Tifihida,

Maxillary palpi long, with the joints very unequal.

Antennse with the first joint obconic.

Genus DLXXXV. Tiphia. Fabr. Panz. Illig. Jur.

Spinoli.

Sphex. Scopoli, Christus.

Bethyllus. Panzer.

Mandibles without teeth. Antennae shorter than the

thorax in both sexes. Abdomen ovale.

Sji. 1 . Femorata.

Tifihia femorata. Fabr. Jur. Latr.

Bethyllus femoratus. Panzer.
Inhabits Europe.
Genus DLXXXVI. Tengyra. Latr.

Mandibles with two teeth. Antennae of the males al-

most as long as the body. Abdomen of the males very
much elongated, almost linear.

Sfi. 1 . Sanvitali.

Tijiffyra sanvitali. Latreille.

Inhabits Italy.

Family II. Scolida.

Maxillary palpi short, joints equal. Antennae with
the first joint long, nearly cylindric.

Division I.

Thorax with the anterior segment transverse-qua-

drate, the hinder margin straight or but little arcuated.

Genus DLXXXVII. Mizine. Latr. Illig. Spinoli.

Plesia. Jurine.

Elis. Fabricius.

Tiphia. Fabr. Panzer.

Sapyga. Jurine, Panzer.
ScoLiA. Rossi.

Mandibles bidentatc.

Sfi. 1. Macidata.

Tifihia maculata. Fabricius,

Mizine maculata. Latreille.

Sfi 2. Volvulus.

Elis volvulus. Fabricius.

Genus DLXXXVIII. Meria. Illiger, Latreille.

Bethylus. Fabricius.

Tiphia. Rossi.

Tachus. Jurine, Spinoli.

Mandibles without teeth.

Sfi. I. Stafihylinus.

Tachus stafihylinus. Jurine.

]\Ieria stafihylinus. Latreille.

Division II.

Thorax with the anterior segment much contracted in

the middle, and very much arcuated behind.

Genus DLXXXIX. Scolia. Latreille.

5 A
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• Superior wings with three subinarp;inal cells, the last

small ; ami two perfect cliscoidal cells. Four hin-

der tibix with acute spurs or heels.

S/t. 1. Hurtorum.

Scoliii horiorutii. Fabricius, Latreille.

•Superior wings with three subniarginal cells, the

last small ; and with three pciftct discoidal cells.

Hinder tibix with the heels broader at their ex-

tremities, and rounded.

.S/i. 2. Intcrnijita.

Jills interriijtta. Fabricius.
'•* Superior wings with two subtnarginal cells, the

second receiving two recurrent neiveurs: Three

perfect discoidal cells : Tibiae as in the last divi-

sion.

S/i. 3. Mdominalis.

Scolia abdommalis. Latreille.

•*** Superior wings with two submarginal cells, the

second receiving one recurrent nerveur ; two per-

fect discoidal cells, and one imperfect below :

Four hinder tibix with acute heels.

Sji. 4. Tridens.

Scotia tridens. Fabricius.

Tribe IV. Sapygides.

Thorax with the first segment forming an arch, or a

transverse square. Feet moderate, or short, slender, not

strongly ciliated or spined. Antenna: in both sexes as

long as the head and the trunk. Superior wings with

the' marginal cell not remote; not folded longitudinally.

Genus DXC. Sapyga. Latr. Jur. Klug. Illig. Spino.

Apis. Linn.

Vespa. GeofTroy.

Hellus. Fabricius, Panzer.

Sphex. Villers.

Mandibles very strong, trigonate, many-toothed. An-
tennae thicker towards their extremities.

S/i. 1. Sexjninctatus.

Hellus sexjiunctatus. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DXCI. Polychrum. Spinoli, Latreille.

Mandibles very strong, trigonate, niany-toothed. An-
tennae filiform.

Sfi. 1. Reftandum.
Polychrum refiandum. Spinoli, Latreille.

Genus DXCII. Thynnus. Fabricius, Salzer, La-
treille, Jurine, Donovan.

Mandibles (of the males) narrow, bidentate, arcuate.

Antennae slender, nearly setaceous.

Sfi. I. Dentatus.

Thynnui', dentatus. Fabr. Latr. Donovan.
Inhabits New Holland.

Tribe V. Pompilides.

Thorax with tlie first segment forming an arch, or a
transverse square. Feet long, the hinder ones as long
as the head and trunk. Antennae slender, formed of
elongate, and slightly scnaled joints. Superior wings
not folding longitudinally.

Family I. Pompilida.

Superior wings with three submarginal cells complete.
Genus DXCllI. Pepsis. Fabricius, Latreille.

PoMriLus. Jurine, Illiger.

Palpi equally long ; the two last joints of the maxil-
lary ones, and the last of the labial ones, shorter than the
lest.

Sfi. \. Stella ta.

Pe/isis stcllata. Pabrlcius, Latreille.

Gi-,Nus DXCIV. PoMpiLus. Latreille.

Maxillary palpi longer than the labial ones, with the

last joint thicker, conic-obovate ; the three last joints

nearly equally long. Labruin inserted under the clypeus.

Antennae (of the females at least,) with their points

convoluted.

Obs. This artificial genus contains the following ge-

nera, proposed by the most learned writers on the hy-

menopterous insects, viz. 1. Pompilus, Fabr. Panzer,

Jur. Illig. Walck. Spin. 2. Sphex, Linn. Scop. Vill.

Cuv. Lam. 3. Ichneumon, Geoff. 4. Pepsis, Fabr.

5. Salius, Fabr. 6. Cryptochkilus, Panzer. With the

rejected genus 7. Psammoc hakes of Latreille.

Sfi. 1. ./Innulatiis,

Pomjiilus annulatiis. Latr. Fabr.
• Cryjitocheilus anyiulatus. Panzer.

S/i. 2. Viaticus.

Pomliilus viaticus. Latr. Fabr. Panzer.

Sfi. 3. Bicolor.

Salius bicolor. Fabricius.

Pomfiilus bicolor. Latreille.

Sfi. 4. Disfiar.

Pomfiilus disfiar. Latreille.

. Sfi. 5. PIan icefIS.

Pomfiilus filanicefis. Latreille.

Genus DXCV. Ceropales. Latr. Fabr. Jur. Paiw,

Spinoli.

EvANiA. Olivier, Villers, Rossi, Cuvier.

Maxillary palpi pendulous, longer that the maxillary

ones; the three last joints equally long, the liist joint

thicker, conic-obovate. Labrum entirely exsertcd, en-

tering to the anterior margin of the clypeus. Antennae

(in both sexes) thick, rigid, with the middle arcuated,

not convoluted.

Sfi. I. Maculata.

Cerofiales 7naculata. Fabricius, Latreille.

Family II. Afihorida.

Superior wings with two complete submarginal celk.

Genus DXCVI. Aporus. Spinoli, Latreille.

Superior wings with the second submarginal cell re

ceiving two recurrent nerveurs.

Sfi. 1. Unicotor.

Afiorus unicolor. Spinoli, Latreille.

Tribe VI. Sphecides.

Thorax with the first segment transverse linear. Feet

long ; the hinder ones as long as the head and trunk.

Ocelli distinct. Superior wings not folding longitudi-

nally.

Family I. Sfthecida.

Mandibles with their internal edge denticulated.

Gi;nus DXCVII. Amophila. Kirby, Latreille.

Sphex. Linn. De Geer, Panzer, Lamarck, Cuvier,

Jurine, Illiger, Spinoli.

Pepsis. Fabricius, Spinoli.

Miscus. Jurine.

Antennse inserted about the middle of the face. Max-
illae and labrum much longer than the head, bent in the

middle. Palpi very slender, with cylindric joints.

* Abdomen twice the length of the thorax, with the

petiolus gradually formed, elongate, and two-jointed.

a. Superior wings with the third submarginal cell not

petiolated.

Sfi. 1. Armata.

Sfiltex armata. Rossi.

Atnofihila armata. Latreille.

m
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b. Superior wings with the third submarginal cell

petiolated.

Sji. 2. Camfiestris.

Amofihila camfiestris. Latreille.

Inhabits sandy places.

** Abdomen as long (scarcely longer) as the thorax,

peduncle short, abrupt.

5/j. 3 Arenaria.

JPe/isis arenaria. Fabricius.

Amofihila arenaria. Latreille.

Inhabits sandy ground.

Genus DXCVIII. Sphex. Linn. Fabr. Cuvier, La-

marck, Jurinc, Illigcr.

Ichneumon. Geoffroy.

Apis. Linn.

Pro-apis. De Geer.

Pepsis. Fabricius, Spinola.

Chlorion. Fabricius.

Antennae inserted about the middle of the face. Max-
illae and labrum scarcely longer than the head, and bent

towards their extremities. Maxillary palpi with all the

joints elongate and obconic.

S/i. \. Flavifiermis.

Pe/isis Jlavi/iennis. Fabricius.

S/i/iex Jlav iftennis. Latreille.

Obs. Pefisis fiennsi/lvanicai and MaxiUosa, with CIilo-

Hon ichneumoneum of Fabricius, are referable to this

genus.

Genus DXCIX. Pron^eus. Latreille.

Drvinus. Fabricius.

Pepsis. Palisot de Beauvois.

Antennae inserted at the mouth, (at the base of the

clypeus?) Maxillary palpi filiform, longer, than the labi-

al palpi. Maxillae terminated by a lanceolate lobe. Lip
'ivith the intermediate division elongate.

Sfi. 1. JEneus.

Dryinus aneus. Fabricius.

Pronxus a?ieus. Latreille.

Genus DC. Chlorion. Latr. Fabricius, Panzer.

Sphex. Christus, Cuvier.

Pepsis. lUiger.

Ampulex. Jurine.

Antennae inserted at the mouth, (at the base of the

clypeus ?) Maxillary palpi filiform, longer than the la-

bial ones. Maxillx terminated by a short lobe. Lip with

the divisions short, as if quadrioblate.

Sfi. 1 . Lobatum.
Chlorion lobatum. Fabr. Latr.

Genus DCL Dolichurus. Latreille.

Pison. Jurine.

PoMPiLus. Spinola.

Aiitennae inserted at the mouth, (at the base of the cly-

peus ?) Maxillary palpi setaceous, longer than the labial

ones.

Sfi. \. Ater.

Pomfiilus corniculus. Spinola.

Dolichurus ater. Latreille.

Family II. Pelofieida.

Mandibles without teeth on their internal edges.

Genus DCII. Podium. Fabricius, Latreille.

Antennae inserted btlow tht- middle of the face. Cly-
pues broader than long. Maxillae entirely coriaceous.

Palpi nearly of equal length.

Sfi 1. Rufifies.

Podium rvjifies. Fabr. Latr.

Genus DCIIl. Pelop.eus. Latr. Fabr. Panz. Spinola.

Pepi^is. Illiger.

SCELIPTIRON. Klug.

Sphex. Linn. Cuvier, Lamarck, Jurine.

Antennae inserted at the middle of the face. Clypeiis

%vith nearly equal diameters. Maxillae with their extre-

mities partly membranaceous. Maxillary palpi longer

than the labial ones.

Sfi. 1. Sfiirifcx.

Sfihex sfiirifcx. Linn.

Pelofiaus sfiirifcx. Latreille.

Sfi. 2. Destillatorius.

Sfihex sfiirifcx. Panzer (/"'aun. Inn. Germ.)i

Pelofiaiis destillatorius. Latreille.

Sfi. 3. Pensilis.

Pelofieus fiensilis. Latreille.

Sfi. 4. Tubifcx.

Pclofixus tubifcx. Latreille.

Obs. The above four species are often confounded iiii-

dor the title of Sfihex sfiirifcx of Linnaeus.

Tribe VII. Bembeoides.

Thorax with the first segment transverse, linear. Feet
short or moderately long. Labrum entirely exserted, ve-

ry large. Ocelli very distinct. Superior wings not fold-

ed longitudinally.

Genus DC IV. Bembex. Fabricius, Olivier, Rossi,
Cuvier, Lamarck, Panzer, Jurine, Illiger, Spinola.

Apis. Linn. Villers, Christus.

Vespa. Sulzer.

Laurum elongate triangular. Mandibles simply uni-
dentate on their internal edge. Maxillary palpi very
short, four jointed. Superior wings with their margin-
al and the last submarginal cell almost meeting at th^f
extremity, separated only by a very short angle.

Sfi. 1. Rostrata.

Bembex rostrata. Fabricius, Panzer, Latreille-.

Inhabits Germany.
Genus DCV. Monedula. Latreille, Panzer.
Vespa. Linn. De Geer.
Bembex. Olivier, Jurine.

Stictia. Illiger.

Labrum elongate-triangular. Mandibles with two er
three denticules on their internal edge. Maxillary palpi
as long as the maxillje, composed of six joints. Superior
wings with the marginal and last submarginal cells

divided by a very distint space.

Sfi. 1. Carolina.

Bembex Carolina. Fabricius.

Monedula Carolina. Latreille.

Genus DCVI. Stizus. Latr. Jurine, Spinol?.

Bembex Oavier, Fabricius.

Crabro. Rossi, Fabricius.

Lakra. Illiger, Fabricius.

Si'HEx. \^illers.

Mellinus. Panzer.

LiKis. Fabricius.

Soolia Fabricius.

Labrum short, semicircular. Palpi filiform, maxilla
ry ones longer, six-jointed ; labial ones four-jointed.

Sfi. 1 . Pufcornis.
Larra rufcornis. Fabricius.

Monedula rujicornis. Latreille.

Tribe VIII. Laurides.

Thorax with the first segment transverse-linear.

Feet short or moderately long. Labrum entirely con-
cealed, or but very obscure. Eyes elongate, reaciiing

the hinder margin. Ocelli very distinct. Anteiin-x
inserted near the mouth; the first joint obovoid, or in-

5 A 2
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scvtcil ill the miJdlc of the face. Superior wings not

folding longitudinally.

Family I. LanUla.

Superior wings with two or three submarginal cells

complete.

Division I.

Eyes entire, not cmarginate. Mandibles without an

cmarginalion on their internal edge.

Subdivision 1.

Antennx thicker externally. Eyes separate.

Genus DCVII. Gouytes. Latreille, llliger, Spin.

Mkllinus. Fabricius, Walckcnaer.

Vespa. Linn. GeoffVoy.

Sphex. Rossi.

Arpactus. Jurine, Panzer.

OxYBELVs. Fabricius.

Aiitennse inserted below the middle of the face.

INIandibles unidentate. Superior wings with the second

submarginal cell sessile.

S/i. 1. Quinquecinctus.

Gurytes quinquccinctits. Latreille.

Genus DCVIIL Nysson. Latreille, Jurine, Panzer,

llliger, Spinola.

Crabiio. Fabr. Olivier, Rossi.

OxYBELUs. Fabricius.

PoMPiLus. Fabr.

Mellinus. Fabr.

Sphex. Villers.

Antennae inserted below the middle of the face. Man-
dibles without teeth. Superior wings with the second

submarginal cell petiolated.

Sfi. 1. Sjiinosus.

JVysso?! sftinosus. Latreille.

Gen-US DCIX. Psen. Latr. Jurine, Panzer, llliger,

Spinola.

PEtoPiEUS. Fabr.

Trypoxylon. Fabr.

Antennae inserted in the middle of the face, towards the

front. Abdomen with the peduncle abrupt and short.

Sfi. 1. jiter.

Psen ater. Latreille.

Tryjioxylon atratum. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 2. .

Eyes meeting behind. Antennae filiform.

Genus DCX. Astata. Latr. Spinola.

Sphex. Villers, Rossi.

Dimorpha. Jurine, Panzer, llliger.

Antennae inserted towards the mouth, at the base of
the clypeus.

Division H.

Eyes entire, not emarginate. Mandibles emarginate
on their internal edge.

Subdivision 1.

Superior wings with three submarginal cells.

Genus DCXL Palahus. Latreille.

Gonivs. Jurine, Panzer.
Philanthus. Fabr.
Crabro. Rossi.

Antennae very short, thicker towards their tips. Cly-
peus divided into three parts by two impressed lines.

Superior wings with the second submarginal cell petip-

latcd.

S/i. 1. Flavijies.

Palarus Jlavijies. Latr.

Philanthus Jiavilies. Fabr.

Genus DCXII. Larra. Fabricius, Olivier, Jurine.

Panzer, Spinola, Latreille.

LiRis. Fabricius, llliger.

Sphex. Villers, Rossi.

Antennae filiform. Superior wings with the third sub-

marginal cell narrow, almost lunate. Mandibles with'

out a tooth-like process on their internal edge.

Sji. 1. Ichneumoniformis.

Larra ichnetunoniformis. Panzer, Fabr. Latr.

Genus DCXIII. Lyroi's. llliger, Latreille.

Tachytes. Panzer.

Larra. Fabricius, Jurine.

LiRis. Fabr.

Andrena. Rossi.

Antennae filiform. Superior wings with tlie third sub-

marginal cell narrow, almost lunate. Mandibles with a

strong tooth on their internal edge.

Sji. I. Tricolor.

Larra tricolor. Fabr.

Tachytes tricolor. Panzer.

Inhabits Germany.

Subdivision 2.

Superior wings with two submarginal cells.

Genus DCXIV. Dinetus. Jurine, Panzer, llliger,

Latreille.

Sphex. SchaefTer.

PoMpiLus. Fabricius.

Crabro. Rossi.

Antennae, (of the males,) moniliform, terminated by
elongate, cylindric joints, convoluted in the middle.

Mandibles acutely unidentate on their internal edge.

Superior wings with the marginal cell appendiculated

;

the two submarginal cells sessile.

.

Sfi. \. Pictus.

I)inet%is fiictus. Jurine, Panzer, Latreille.

Genus DCXV. Miscophus. Jurine, Latreille.

Antennae with the joints alike in both sexes. Man-
dibles without distinct teeth. Superior wings with the

second submarginal cell petiolated.

Sfi. 1. Bicolor.

Miscofthus bicolor. Jurine, Latreille.

Inhabits France.

Division III.

Eyes notched.

Genus DCXVI. Pison. Jurine, Latreille.

Tachybulus. Latreille's older works.

Alyson. Spmola.

Superior wings with three distinct submarginal cells.

Abdomen conic, with a very short, almost imperceptible
peduncle.

6'/!. I. Ater.

Pison niger. Latreille.

Alyson ater. Spinola.

Tachybulus ater. Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. 4. p. 75.

Genus DCXVIl. Irypoxylon. Latreille, Fabri-
cius, Panzer, llliger, Spinola.

Sphex. Linnaeus, Vill. Cuv. Rossi, Christus.

Apius. Jurine.

Superior wings with three submarginal perfect cells

;

the first distinct, receiving a recurrent nerveur; the

second obsolete, much smaller, receiving another ner-
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veur ; the third also obsolete, terminal. Abdomen long

and gradually pedunculated.

FA M I LY I . Oxy bellida .

Superior wings with one complete submarginal cell.

Genus DCXViII. Nitela. Latrcillc.

AntennK filiform nearly straight, longer than the head,

the second and tliird joints nearly of equal length. IVIan-

diblts bidcntaie at their extremities. Tibix not spinose.

Tarsi with small /lulvilli.

5/1. 1. S/iiiicjla.

JVitfla Sfibwla:. Latreillc.

Inliabils llie south of France.

Genus DCXIX. Oxybelus. Latreille, Fabricius,

Panzer, Jurine, Illiger, Spinola.

Vesi'A. Linnaeus, Villers, Christus.

Sphex. Schseffer.

Crabho. Olivier, Rossi.

Antennae thicker towards their extremities, longer

than the head, convoluted, the second joint much shorter

than the third. Mandibles without teeth at their ex-

tremities. TibiK spinose. Tarsi with large fiulvilH,

S/i. 1. Uniglumis.

Vesfia uniglumis. Linn.

Oxybelus uniglumis. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Tribe IX. Crabronides.

Thorax with the first segment transverse-linear. Feet

short, or moderately long. Labrum entirely concealed

or but obscure. Eyes not reaching the hinder part of

the head. Ocelli very distinct. Superior wings not

folded longitudinally. Antennae inserted at the mouth,

with the first joint cylindric or conic, or towards the

middle of the face.

Family I. Crabronida.

Superior wings with one or two complete submargi-

nal cells.

Division I.

Mandibles with their extremities bifid, Superior

wings with but one recurrent nerveur.

Genus DCXX. Crabro. Fabricius, Olivier, Rossi,

Jurine, Panzer, Illiger, Spinola.

Sphex. Linn. Villers.

Vespa. Linn. Geoffrey.

Pemphredon. Fabricius, Spinola.

Antennx witli the first joint long and cylindric. Su-
perior wings with one complete submarginal cell,

Sft. \. Cribrai-ius.

Crabro cribrarius. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 2. Siibterraneus.

Crabro subterraneus. Fabricius, Latreille,

Inhabits Europe.

Sfi. 3. Tibialis.

Pemjihredon tibialis. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.

Obs. These three species may be considered as the

types of as many genera.

Genus DCXXI. Stigmus. Jurine, Panzer, Illiger,

Spinola, Latreille.

Antennse with the first joint obconic. Superior wings
with two complete submarginal cells; and two discoidal

cells.

Sfi. 1. Jter.

Stigmus ater. Jurine, Latreille.

Genus DCXXII. Cemonus. Jurine.

Psen. Panzer.

Pemphedron. Fabricius.

Stigmus. Latreille.

Antennae with the first joint obconic. Superior wings
with two complete submarginal, and three discoidal cells.

Sp. 1. Minutus.

Pemfiliredon 7ninutus. Fabricius.

Pscn fiallifies. Panzer.

Cemonus rniniitus. Jurine.

Stigmus minutus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Mandibles strong, many-toothed. Superior wings with

two recurrent nerveurs.

Genus DCXXIII. Pemphedron. Latreille, Fabri-

cius, Spinola.

Cemonus. Jurine, Panzer, Illiger.

Superior wings with the submarginal cell not nar-

rower towards the apex. Antennse with the first joint

longest, thickest.

S/i. 1. Unicolor.

Pcmfihedron unicolor. Latreille.

Cemonus unicolor. Jurine.

Inhabits Europe.

Family II. Mellinida.

Superior wings with three complete submarginal

cells.

Division I.

Antennae inserted at the mouth, filiform. Clypeus not

trilobate.

Genus DCXXIV. Mellinus. Fabricius, Panzer,

Jurine, Illiger, Spinola.

Sphex. De Geer, Cuvier, Villers.

Vespa. Linn. Rossi, Harris.

Superior wings with all the submarginal cells sessile.

Abdomen distinctly pedunculated. Tarsi terminated by

a thick, joint, bearing a large /lulvillus.

S/t. 1. Rtificornis.

Mellinus rujicoryiis. Fabr. Panzer, Latreille.

Inuabits Europe.

Genus DCXXV. Alyson. Jurine, Panz. Lair.

Pompilus. Fabricius.

Superior wings with the second submarginal cell pe-

tiolated. Abdomen with a short peduncle. Tarsi with

a small pulvilius.

S{i. 1. Lunicornis.

Pomfiilus lunicornis. Fabricius.

'Myson lunicornis. Panzer, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Antennse thicker towards their extrentiitics, inserted

about the middle of the face. Clypeus trilobate.

Genus DCXXVI. Ceuceris. Latr, lUig. Spinola.

Sphex. Schaeffer, Villers, Rossi.

Vespa. Geoffrey, Olivier, Harris.

Philanthus. Fabricius, Jurine, Panzer.

Bembex. Rossi.

Crabro. Rossi.

Antennae gradually thicker externally, very much ap-

proximating at their base, almost as long as the thorax,

the third joint somewhat cylindric. Mandibles with a

tooth in their internal edge. Superior wings with the

second submarginal cell petiolated.

Sfi. \. Major.
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Cerceris major. Spinola, Latreille.

Sfi. 1. Quadricinctus.

I'hitunihus quadricinctus. Fabi'icius, Panzer.

Inhabits Europe.

Genls UCXXVII. Philanthus. Fabr. Panzer,

IHiger, Jurine, Spinola, Laircilic.

Vesia. Geoffrey, Villers.

Sphex. Schaeffer.

CiiABRO. Rossi.

SiMBLErniLus. Jurine.

Antennae distant, abruptly thicker towards their ex-

trcniitics. Mandibles without any process in their in-

ternal edge. Superior wings with all the subniarginal

cells sessile.

Hfi. \. Coronatus.

J'hilanthus coronatus. Fabricius, Panzer, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Tribe X. Vespides.

Superior wings folded longitudinally. Thorax, with

the first segment forming an aic, prolonged behind even

to the origin of the superior wings. Antennae twelve-

juiiited, with their extremities pointed. Lip with three

glandiliferous divisions, or with four long plumose

setae.

Family I. Eumenida,

(Solitary wasps.)

Mandibles longer than broad, anteriorly meeting like

a rostrum. Lip with the intermediate division narrow,

and very long. Clypeus cordiform, with the point por-

rected, and more or less truncated.

Division L

Lip without glands at their extremity, divided into

four very long linear and plumose divisions. Mandi-
bles of the male very large.

Genus DCXXVIIL Synagris. Latreille, Fabricius.

Vespa. Olivier, Jurine.

Palpi four-jointed; maxillary ones very short, labial

ones longest. Abdomen ovate-conic, the two anterior

segments not coarctate.

.Sy;. 1. Cornuta.

•Synagris cornuta. Fabricius, Latreille.

Division IL

Lip having four glandular points at its extremity,

parted into three pieces, the middle one large, and bifid

or notched at its extremity.

Subdivision 1.

Superior wings doubled, three submargindl cells com-
plete. Maxillary palpi six-jointed, not very much short-

er than the labial ones.

Genus DCXXIX. Rygchium. Spinola.
Odynervs. Latreille.

Vespa. Fabricius.

Abdomen ovoid-conic, the first segment not, or
scarcely, narrower than the second. Maxillary palpi,
with the last joint scarcely longer than the terminal pro-
cess of the maxillae ; labial palpi smooth, the last joint
distinct, the first evidently longer than the second.
Maxillas with their process very long and narrow.

S/i. 1. Euro/iaum.
Rygchium Eurofiaum. Spinola.

Vcs/ia ocuta'a. Fabricius.

Odynerus Eurojiisus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus CCXXX. Pterochilus. Klug. Panzeri

Odynerus. Latreille.

VEbPA. Panzer.

Abdomen ovoid-conic. Labium very long. Maxil-
lary palpi, with the last joint not extending beyond the

extremity of the maxillae; labial palpi hairy, the fourth

joint obtuse, scarcely visible. Maxillae with the termi-

nal lobe narrow and long.

Sfi. I. P/iaUratus.

Pterochilus fihalxratus. Klug.

Vesfia fihalerata. Panzer.
Odynerus fihaleratus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCXXXI. Odynerus. Latreille.

Vespa. Panzer, Fabricius.

Abdomen ovoid-conic, the second segment broader

than the first. Maxillary palpi, with two or three of

the joints extending beyond the extremity of the max-
illae. Maxillae with the terminal lobe short, short-lanco

shaped.

Sfi. 1 . Spinifies.

Ves/ia s/iini/ies. Panzer, Fabricius.

Odynerus s/iini/ies. Latreille.

Inliabits Europe.
Genus DCXXXII. Eumenes. Latreille, Fabricius.

Abdomen with the first segment contracted into an

elongate peduncle, the second segment campanulated.

Clypeus longitudinal, anteriorly produced into a poml.

Mandibles forming by their junction a long-pointed

rostrum.

S/i 1. Coarctata.

Eumenes coarctata. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCXXXIII. Zethus. Fabricius, Latreille.

Clypeus as broad, or broader than long, without any

remarkable production in front. Maxillary palpi short-

er than the maxillae.

Sfi. 1. Cteruleo-fiennis.

Zethus caruteo fiennis. Latreille, Fabricius.

Genus DCXXXIV. Disc^livs. Latreille.

Vespa. Panzer.

Clypeus as broad, or broader than long, without any

remarkable protuberance before. Maxillary palpi long-

er than the maxillas.

Sfi. 1. Zonalis.

Vesfia zonalis. Panzer.

Discislius zonalis. Latr.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 2.

Superior wings extended, two subniarginal cells

complete. Maxillary palpi with less than six joints,

shorter than the labial ones.

Genus DCXXXV. Ceramius. Latreille.

S/i. 1. Eonscolumbii.

Cerajnius Eonscolumbii. Latreille.

Family II. Ves/iida.

(Social wasps.)

Mandibles longer than broad, long-quadrate, with

their extremities obliquely truncated. Clypeus almost

quadrate. Lip with the intermediate division a little

lengthened, cordiform.

Genus DCXXXVI. Polistes. Latreille, Fabricius,

Illiger, Spinola.

Vespa. Linnaeus, Geoffrey, Panzer, Jurine.

Mandibles (at least of the females and neuters) with

their internal edge armed with three equal teeth, the
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upper one shorter, ermarginated, acute or obtuse. Cly-

peus, with the mkldle of tlie anterior margin, produced

into a lillle acute entire tooth. Abdomen oval or el-

liptic, in many with a long peduncle.

S/!. 1. Gallica.

Pollutes gnllira. Fabricius, Latrcille.

Iniiabits Europe.

Genus DCXXXVII. Vespa of authors.

INIandibles (at least of the females and neuters) with

the second tooth much broader than the two under ones,

the upper one obtuse. Clypcus with the anterior mar-

gin broadly tiuncate, and somewhat emarginate, with a

tooth on each side. Abdomen ovoid-conic, with the base

abruptly truncated, and very shortly pedunculated.

Sji. 1. Crabro. (Hornet.)

Ves/ia crabro. Lirinaeus, Fabricius, Latreillc, Sec.

Inhabits Europe, building its nest in hollow trees.

Sfi. 2. Vulgaris. (Common wasp.)

Vcsfia vulgaris. Linnaeus, Fabricius, &c.

Inhabits Europe, building its nest in holes under
ground.

Sp. 3. Britamiica.

Vcsjia Britannica. Leach, Zool. Mis.

Inhabits Britain, and builds a nest suspended from
trees.

Tribe XI. Masarides.

Superior wings doubled longitudinally. Thorax with

the first segment forming an arc, prolonged behind

even to the base of the superior wings. Antennae eight-

jointed or more, terminated by a club. Lip without

any glandular points, long, filiform, tubulosc, beneath

with two linear elongate lacinis.

Genus DCXXXVIII. Masaris. Fabricius, Latr.

Antennae (of the male) as long as the head and trunk,

eight-jointed, the last joint thicker, obconic. Abdomen
much elongated.

S/i. 1. Vesfiiforinis.

.Masaris ves/ii/oriiiis. Fabricius, Latreille.

Inliabits Barbary.

Genus DCXXXIX. Chelonites. Latreille, Fabri-
cius, Illiger, Spinola, Panzer.
Masaris. Jurine, Cuvier, Lamarck.
Chrysis. Rossi.

Vespa. Villers.

CiMBEX. Oliv.

Antenna: eight-jointed, longer than the head, the
eighth joint with the following joints forming an obconic
club. Abdomen a little longer than the trunk.

S/i. 1. jt/iiformis.

Chelo7iites a/iiformis. Fabricius, Panzer, Latreille.

Masaris ajiiformis. Jurine.

Vfsjia abbreviata. Villers.

Cimbex ves/iiformis, Olivier.

Inhabits Italy and the south of France.

Division II.

Hinder feet pollenigerous ; their tarsi, with the first

joint, very large, and compressed, elongate-quadrate, or
obtrigonous. Larvse pollenivorous.

Tribe XII. Andrenides.

Lip with the apex subcordate or subhastatc, on each
side with one auricle; nearly straight, or slightly in-

curved in some, rcflcxed in othirs, shorter than the
sheathing tube. Palpi alike.

Family I. Prosofiida.

Lip v/ith the apex dilated, somewhat cordiform.

Genus DCXL. Colletes. Latreille, lUigcr, Spinoli,

King.
Aris. Linnaeus, Olivier, Villers.

Andrena. Fabricius, Jurine.

HvLiEus. Cuvier.

F.voDiA. Panzer.

Melitta. * a. Kirby.

Hinder feet pollenigerous. Superior wings with three

submarginal cells. Antennae with the third joint longer

than the sicond. Abdomen much elongated, more or

less villose. Ocelli forming a curved line. Tongue
obtuse, the apex bilobate.

The shape of the tongue is admirably adapted for the

construction of its cells, which are described by the accu-

rate Reaumur in the fifth memoir of his sixth volume,
" dunt les nids sontfaits d'especes de membranes soyeuses."

According to this author, they make their nests in the

earth that fills the cavities of certain stone walls. Some
of them choose a northern aspect sheltered by trees.

These nests are cylindrical, and consist of from two to

four cells placed end to end, each of whicli is formed
like a thimble, the end of one fitting into the other. The
cells vary in size. The cylinder runs in a horizontal di-

rection; but sometimes, from tlie intervention of a stone

or of some other obstacle, it takes a difi'crent course, so

that the last cell forms an angle with the first. The
cells are composed of many layers of a very thin and
transparent membrane, and the colour is generally red-

dish brown, which arises from the substance with which
they are constructed. This is sometimes nearly liquid,

at others it is meiely a paste composed of pollen and
honey. The larva, when hatched, very soon imbibes all

that is liquid, and when full grown f|uite fills its cell.

The substance with which they form their cells has not

been ascertained, but Reaumur conjectures it to be a

secretion from the insegt.

S/i. 1. Succincta.

Colletes succincta. Latreille.

Melitta succincta. Kirby.

Evodia calendarum. Panzer.

Jlndrena succincta. Fabricius.

Inhabits Europe.
iS/i. 2. Fodiens.

Colletesfodiens. Latr.

Melitta fodie7is. Kirby.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCXLI. Prosotis. Jurine, Fabricius, Illi-

ger, Panzer, Spinoli, King.
HYL.EUS. Latreille, Cuvier, Walckenaer.
Apis. Linn. GeofT.

Andrena. Olivier.

Vespa. Rossi. •

Hinder feet not pollenigerous. Superior wings with
two submarginal cells. Antennae with the second and
third joints nearly equally long. Abdomen conic, gib-

bons above. Tongue obtuse, the apex truncated, on
each side auriculated. Ocelli placed in a triangle.

Ohs. The insects of this genus, when pressed be-

tween the fingers, emit an agreeable odour.

Family II. Jndrcnida.

Lip with the intermediate process lanceolate, acute.

Division I.

Lip when at rest reflexed.

Subdivision 1.

Superior wings with two submarginal cells.

Genus DCXLII. Dasypoda. Latreille, Fabricius-

Panzer, Illiger, Spinola, Klug.
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Andrena. Rossi.

Apis. Cl)iistiis._

Traciivsa. Jmiiie.

Melitta. Kirby. Maxillae inflexed at their middle,

or bulow, their terminal process triangular-lanceolate,

and longer llian their palpi. Hinder feet, with the first

joint of ilieir tarsi as long, or longer than the tibiae.

S/t. I. Hirti/ies.

Dasij/tocla hirtijies. Fabricius, Panzer, Latreille.

Inliabils Europe.

S/i. 2. Flumi/ies.

Dasy/tocla /tlumijies. Panzer._

Ahlitta UnaamtntrdamcUa. Kirby.

Inhabits Europe. It was first noticed by the illustrious

Swammcrdam. They burrow in sandy soil, throwing up

a heap of sand without their hole.

Subdivision 2.

Superior wings with three submarginal cells, the se-

cond small.

Genus DCXLIII. Andkena. Fabricius, Panzer, Ju-

rine, llliger, Spinola, Klug.

Apis. Linnaeus, Villers.

Melitta. **c. Kirby.

Maxillje bent at their extremity, their terminal lobe

scarcely longer than broad. Hinder feet, with the first

joint of their tarsi shorter than the tibis. Labium or lip

little elongate, shorter than its palpi.

The species of this genus are extremely numerous,

and a very large portion of them inhabit Britain. Their

proboscis is downy and thick. The hinder legs of the

male are furnished with a flocculus at their base, the ti-

biae with a thick scopa or brush, and their anus is covered

by a fringe of hairs. They nidificate under ground in a

light soil, some choosing banks over which bushes are

scattered, others bare perpendicular sections, but all

seem to prefer a southern aspect. They excavate burrows

of a cylindric form, from five inches to nearly a foot or

more in depth, of such a diameter only as to admit the

insect. In making tliese holes, they remove the earth

grain by grain, which they throw up on the outside of

their holes in the form of a hillock. Some species pene-

trate in a horizontal, and others in a perpendicular direc-

tion. They construct a cell at the bottom of this hole,

•which they replenish with pollen made into a paste with

honey, and in this they deposit their eggs. The pollen

they carry in the scopa or brush of their hinder tibiae,

\ipon the flocculus at the base of the hinder thighs, and on

the hairs of the metathorax. When the female has com-
miltcd her egg to the paste, she very carefully stops the

mouth of her hole, to prevent the ingress of ants, or of

other insects who might be enemies to the larva.

Ge.nus DCXLIV.' Cilissa. Leach's MSS.
Melitta. Kirby.

Andrena. Latreille, Panzer,

Maxilla bent near their middle, the terminal process
very much longer than broad. Lip elongate, longer than

its palpi. Superior wings with three submarginal cells,

the second small.

This genus is not only distinguished from Andrena by
the characters of the lip and maxillx, but also by having
a longer tongue with very minute auricles, and the tops
of the valves cultriform.

Sfi. 1. Tricincta.

Melitta tricincta. Kirby.

.Andrena tricincta. Latreille.

Cilissa tricincta. Leach's MSS.
Inhabits England.

S/t. 2. Haemorrhoidalis.

AJidrcna hamorr/ioidalis. Panzer.
Melitta chrysura. Kirby.

Inhabits Germany and England.

Division II.

Lip with the intermediate division incurved, or nearly

straiglit. Superior wings m all with three complete sub-

marginal cells.

Subdivision 1.

Lip with the intermediate division nearly straight, not

twice the length of the head.

Genus DCXLV. Spiiecodes. Latreille.

Sphex. Linnaeus, Villers, Rossi.

Apis. Geoffroy.

Proapis. De Geer.
NoMADA. Fabricius.

Andrena. Olivier, Panzer, Jurine, Spinola.

DicHROA. llliger, Klug.

Melitta. **a. Kirby.

Labrum trigonate, of the male entire, of the female

generally emarginate. Antennae of the males long, al-

most moniliform, arcuated. Abdomen with the greater

portion smooth.

The species of S/ihecodes at first sight, bear a near re-

semblance to Sji/iex. They make their nests in bare sec-

tions of banks exposed to the sun, and nearly vertical.

According to Reaumur, they excavate to the depth of

nine or ten inches, and deposit their eggs in a mass of

pollen mixed with honey.

Sfi. 1. Gibbus.

Sphecodes gibbus. Latreille.

A'omada gibba. Fabricius.

Melitta gibba. Kirby.

Dichroa aiialis. llliger.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 2.

Lip with the intermediate division incurved, longer

than the lateral ones, and twice as long or more than the

head.

Genus DCXLVI. Hyl^us. Fabr. Illig. Spin. Klug.

Apis. Linnaeus, Villers, Rossi.

Andrena. Olivier, Panzer, Jurine, Spinola.

HYL.i;us. Fabricius, llliger, Klug.
Melitta. * • 6. Kirby.

Halictus. Latreille.

Lip lanceolate, little sericeous. Hinder feet in both

sexes alike. Anus of the females with a longitudinal

groove above.

The males of this genus are remarkable for an elon-

gate cylindric body. The wings of many of the species

are beautifully iridescent. They nidificate in bare banks.

Sp. 1. Sexcinctus.

Hyleus sexcinctus. Fabricius.

Halictus sexcinctus. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCXLVII. Nomia. Latreille.

Megilla. Fabricius.

Lasius. Jurine, Panzer.
Lip very hairy, or tomentose. Hinder feet of the male

with dilated incrassated tibia and thighs.

S/i. 1. Diversifies.

JVomia diversifies. Latreille.

Megilla curvifies? Fabricius.

Sfi. 2. Difformis.

Lasius difformis. Jurine, Panzer.

Inhabits Germany.
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Tribe XIII. Apides.

Lip with the apex inflected, the intermediate lacinia

filiform, and very long. Labial palpi, with the two first

joints resembling a compressed seta.

Family I. Panurgida.

(Solitary bees.)

Hinder tarsi with the first joint nearly equally broad,

or gradually narrowing from the base to the apex, the

second joint originating from the middle of its apex.

Division I.

Palpi alike.

Genus DCXLVIII. Systropua. Illiger, Klug.

Apis. Schseffer, Rossi.

EucERA. Scopoli.

Andrena. Olivier.

HYL.EUS. Fabricius.

Ceratina. Jurine.

Anthidium. Panzer.

Mandibles bidentate. Superior wings with three com-
plete subniarginal cells. Ocelli disposed in transverse

straight lines. Antennae filiform, elongate; the apex con-

voluted in the males, of the females elongate-clavate, the

apex acuminate.

Sp. 1. Sfdratis.

Syslro/i/ia spiralis. Illiger.

Andrena spiralis. Olivier.

HyUus s/iiralis. Fabricius.

.Anthidium spirale. Panzer.

Inhabits Europe.

Genus DCXLIX. Panurgus. Panzer, Spinola, Latr.

Apis. Scopoli.

Dasypoda. Illiger, Fabricius.

Apis. Kirby. * a.

Eriops. Klug.
Mandibles not dentated. Antennae straight in both

sexes, and subclavate. Superior wings with two sub-

marginal cells. Ocelli disposed in a triangle.

Sfi. 1. Lobatiis.

Panitrgus lobalus. Panzer.

Dasyfioda lobata. Fabr.

Inhabits Europe.

Division II.

Palpi unequal ; the labial palpi setiform.

Subdivision 1.

Labrum nearly quadrate, transverse, or not much lon-

ger than broad. Mandibles tridentate at their points. (Su-

perior wings with three subniarginal cells).

Genus L)CL. Xylocopa. Latr. Illiger, Panzer, Jur.

King. Spinola, Fabr.

Apis. Linn. Geoff. Vill. Rossi, Kirby. (*»rf. 2./3).

BoMBUS. Fabr.

Centris. Fabr.

Labrum transverse, abruptly carinated transversely,

the anterior margin ciliated, emarginated. Antennas fili-

form, with the scapus very long.

The wings of this genus are generally violet coloured,

and composed of a substance between membrane and ce-

rium.

Sfi. 1 . Violacea.

Xylocofia violacea. Fabr. Panzer, and Latr.

Jfiis vialacea. Linn.
Inhabits Europe.
Vol. VIII. Part. IL

The following account of the economy of this species

is extracted from Reaumur. "The mother bee usually

makes her appearance in the spring, as soon as ihe win-

ter is over ; she may then be met with in gardens, visit-

ing such walls as are covered with trees trained on trcl-

lis-work, in a sunny aspect. When once she has begun
to make her appearance, she frequently returns, and for

a long period may be known by her size, and her hum-
ming noise, whicl-, much rcSemblcs that of the genus
Bombus. The object of these early visits is to fix upon a

piece of wood calculated for her purposes. She gene-

rally selects the putrescent s\ipporters of arbours, or

vine-props, and will sometimes attack garden-seats, thick

doors, and window-shutters; but she generally (if not al-

ways) selects a piece cylindrical and perpendicular.

With her strong mandibles she bores into it, directing

her course obliquely downwards, then proceeding in a

direction parallel with its sides, till she has boreda cylin-

dric hole from twelve to fifteen inches in length, and
seven or eight lines in diameter. Sometimes three or

four tunnels are bored in the same piece, nearly parallel

with each other. A passage is left where she enters, or

first begins to bore, and another at the end of the pipe.

As the industrious animal proceeds in her employment,
she clears away the wood which she detaches, throwing

it out upon the ground, where it appears like a small

heap of saw-dust. Thus wc see she has prepared a long

cylinder in the midst of the wood, sheltered from the

weather and from external injuries, and fitted for her

purposes. She now enters to the bottom of the cylinder,,

and deposits an egg, and then lays in a store of polleri

mixed with honey, sufficient for the nutriment of the lar-

va when hatched. At the height of seven or eight lines,

which is the depth of each cell, she next constructs, of

particles of the saw-dust (formed in the boring of her tun-

nel) glued together, and also to the sides of the cylinder,

an annular stage. When this is sufficiently hardened, its

anterior edge affords a support for a second ring of the

same materials ; and thus the ceiling is gradually formed
of these concentric circles, until a small orifice in the

centre only remains; and this is'also filled up with a cir-

cular mass of the agglutinated saw-dust. This partition

exhibits the appearance of as many concentric circles as

the animal has joinings ; and is about the thickness of a

French crown-piece. It serves for the ceiling of the low-

er, and floor of the upper apartment. One cell being com-
pleted, she proceeds to another, which she furnishes in

the same manner; and so on, till she has divided her

whole tunnel into apartments, which are usually about

twelve. When the larva assumes the pupa, it is placed

in its cell, with its head downwaids,'and is thus prevent-

ed, when it has attained its perfect state, and is eager to

emerge into day, from disturbing the tenants of the up-
per cells, who, being of later date each than its superin-

cumbent neighbour, are not quite so perfected as to be
ready to go forth upon the world."

Genus DCLI. Ceratina. Latr. Jurine, Spinola.

Apis. Villers, Rossi, Kirby. (**d. 2.n).

Megilla. Fabr. Illiger.

Prosopis. Fabr.

PiTHITIS. Klug.
Clavicera. VValckenaer.
Labrum almost quadrate, perpendicular, entire. An-

tennx gradually thickening towards their extremities;

the scapus not large.

Sfi. 1. Caruka.
Jfiis ctsrulea. Villers.
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.l/iis cyer.ea. Kirby.

Inhabits Euiope.

Subdivision 2.

Labrum longer than broad, inclined perpendicularly;

porrect beneath the mandibles, elongate, quadrate. iNIan-

dibles stronsj; porrecttd, with the apex bidentate, in

some ; tnij;onatc, and often mullidcntate, in others.

• Labial palpi witli the three first joints continuous,

the fourth inserted under the external apex of the

third.

Gexvs DCLII. Rophitf.s. Spinola, Latr.

]Mi:iidibUs triaisirular. Maxillary palpi sis-jointed.

S/i. 1. Quingursftinosa.

Rojihitcs (juinipiesjiinosa. Spinola, Latr.

Genus DCLIIL Ciiei.ostoma. Latr.

Apis. Linn. Villers, Kirby. (** c. 2. y).

HyL/eus. Fabr.

AxTHOPiioRA. Illiger, Fabv.

Antiiidum. Panzer.

Tracuvsa. Jurine.

]Mandibles (of the females) arcuated, their apex biden-

tate or furcate, porrect, internally hairy. INIaxillary

palpi three-jointed.

The bodies of the insects composing this genus are

very long, slender, and cylindric. The belly of the male,

near tlie anus, is concave, and covered with down; and

at its base is a horn or pi'otuberance. When asleep, they

roll themselves up like an armadillo, the horn or protu-

berance fitting into the anal cavity. They nidificate in

posts and rails. The males usually repose in the centre

of a flower.

fifi . \. Flo ris mn is

.

Hylaus Jlorisomnis. Fabr. Panzer.

Jljiis Jiorisonviis. Linn.

Chelostotna Jlorisomnis, Latr.

Inhabits Euiope. The female is A/2is vmxillosa of

Linne and Kirby ; Hylaus maxillosus of Fabricius.
** Labial palpi with the third joint inserted obliquely

on the external side of the second, near to the apex.

Gekus DCLIV. Heriades. Spinola, Latr,

Apis. Linn. Kirby. (** c. 2. y).

Anthophora. Fabr. Illiger, Klug.
Anthidium. Panzer.
Trachusa. Jurine.

Labial palpi with the second joint longer than the first.

Body very long, cylindric.

This genus, in habit and in economy, resembles Che-
/2s<5?;!2 ; the males are ofien taken asleep in flowers;

their abdomen is then doubled, so that the tubercle with
which its base is armed fits into the cavity near the anus.

8ji. 1. Truncorum.
Heriades truncorum. Spinola, Latr.

Anthophora truncorum. Fabr. Illiger.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCLV. Stei.is. Panzer. -
Apis. Kirby. (*» c. 1/3).

Anthophora. Illiger.

Megachile. Latr. Walck.
Trachusa. Jurine.

Gyrodroma. Klug.
Labial palpi with the second joint not longer than the

first. Maxillary palpi two-jointed ; the first joint longest.

Mandibles strong. Abdomen convex above, smooth be-
low, and scarcely hirsale.

Sfi. 1. Aterrima.

Scelis aterrima. Panzer, Lalreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCLVI. Anthidium. Fabr. Panzer, Klug,

Latreille.

Apis. Linn. Geoff. Schaeffer, Kirby. (» c. 2. /3.)

Anfuophora. Illiger.

Megachile. Walckenaer, Spinola.

Trachusa. Juiine.

Labial palpi with their second joint not longer than the

first. Maxillary palpi one-jointed. Abdomen of the fe-

males, below, very hairy ; above, convex, incurved ; the

base broadly truncate. Mandibles broad, niultidentate.

Tiie anus of the males of this genus is always armed
with spines.

Sp. 1. Manicatum.
Anthidium ?minicatum. Panzer, Latreille.

A/iis maiiicata. Kiiby, Linn.

Inluibits Europe.
The following ir.teresting account of the economy of

Anthidium manicatum, is extracted from Kirby's Mono-
grahhia " Linnaeus," says he, " observes, upon this bee,

in arboribus cavis nidos construit ; but he takes no notice

of the materials of wb.ich the nidi were made. This de-

ficiency has been supplied by Mr James Trimmer and

Sir Thomas Cullum. The former of these gentlemen
some lime since informed me, that having had frecjuent

opportunities of watching the \r\oUor\%oi Anthidium mani-

catuniy and finding that the female constantly attended

stachys gcrmatiica, agrostemma cornnaria, and other wool-

ly leaved plants which grew in his garden, he was curi-

ous to know the reason of this preference. It was not

long before his cviriosity was gratified ; and he discover-

ed that it was the wool which covers tlie surface of tlie

leaves of these plants, that was tlieir attraction; for he

observed the little animal, with her strong " mandibulffi,"

scraping it off with great industry and perseverance;

and v.hile these were thus employed, rolling it up, with

her fore legs, into a little ball ; making, all the time, a

considerable hum. The use to which she applied the

material thus collected, Mr Trimmer could never disco-

ver; we only conjectured that she employed it in the

construction of her nest. Our conjecture is almost turn-

ed into certainty by the following account given by my
ingenious friend Sir Thomas Cullum, to Mr Marsham,
of a nest which he found made of similar materials. He
thus expresses himself, in a letterto that gentleman. " I

observed, in a lock of one of my garden gates, that the

key did not turn easily round ; and upon looking into the

key-hole, I saw something white. I had the lock taken

off, and it was comi;letely full of a downy substance, con-

taining tlie pupa of some bee, I conclude. Upon exa-

mining the downy substance, I am certain it is the fine

pappus or down from the Anemone sylvestris, of which I

had two plants in my garden. I have preserved the

•whole as I found it ; but the bee has not yet made its ap-

pearance in its perfect state. I shall watch their progress,

and send them to you or to Mr Kirby." This letter is

dated October 10, 1800. Sir Thomas has since had the

goodness to send me the nidus ; the pupae are still qui-

escent, (April 2. 1801), and will probably be not disclo-

sed till after Midsummer. Upon comparing it with the

anecdote which I have just related of this bee, I cannot

help being of opinion, that it is the nidus of that species.

It is with some hesitation that I venture to differ from so

accurate an observer as Sir Thomas Cullum ; but it ap-

pears to me that the wool which envelopes the nest and

the cells, is scraped froin the leaves of one of the first

mentioned plants. I gathered some leaves of Agros-
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Hmma cororiaria, and with my penknife shaved off some
of its down : and upon comparing it with that used in

the nest, under a mat^nificr, I found that they were ex-

actly the same. This, in conjuction with JMi- Trimmer's
account, persuades me that the material employed in this

instance is not the pappus oi Anemone sylvestris, which

is of a more silky texture. There were several cells or

cases included in tlie lock unconnected with each other,

except by the wool, which was their common covering.

These cases were of an oval form, and consisted of an

exterior coat of wool ; under this was a membranaceous
cell of a pale colour, which was covered with a number
of vermiform masses of a brown substance, seemingly

made of pollen and honey, in shape and size much re-

sembling S/iharia canalictilata, and like that fungus dis-

tinguished by a longitudinal furrow slightly impressed

These were laid, without any regular order, over the

cell, and by means of them' the wool, which formed its

exterior coat, was made to adhere. It is remarkable
that this bee should employ these materials to cover its

cells, which others use only as food for their larvss. At
the summit of this membranaceous case is a small chim-
ney, with an orifice ; and within it contains another cell,

which is rather coriaceous, strong, and of a brown co-

lour, in the inside shining very much, as if covered with

tinfoil. This may be the folliculus or coccoon made by

the larva, previous to its assuming the pupa. I opened
one of these in the autunm, and another in the spring.

In both tlie animal was still in its larva slate, but had no
food remaining in its cell. In that opened in the spring,

it appeared to be dead. I imagine, when Sir Thomas
CuUum first took them, that they were just ready for

their first change; but that the alteration produced by
removing the nest from the situation the parent insect

had chosen for it, was fatal to some, if not all of its inha-

bitants. Amongst the wool were masses of sweet pollen

paste." He afterwards adds an exUMCt from the Rev.
Gilbert White's Aanirci&rs Calendar, (p. 109.) "There
is a sort of wild bee frequenting the garden campion for

the sake of its tomentum, which probably it turns to

some purpose in the business of nidification. It is very

pleasant to see with what address it strijjs off the pubes,

running from the top to the bottom of a branch, and sha-

ving it bare with all the dexterity of a hoop-shaver.

"When it has got a bundle almost as large as itself, it

flics away, holding it secure between its chin and its fore

Jegs."

Genus DCLVII. Osmia. Panzer, Spinola, Latr.

Apis. Lum. Villers, Kirby. (** c. 2. J-.)

Anthophora. Fabricius, llliger, Klug.
Megachii.e. Walckenaer.
Thachusa. Jurine.

HOPLITIS. Klug.

Amblys. Klug.

Labial palpi with the second joint not longer than the

first. Maxillary palpi four-jointed. Abdomen convex
above, hairy beneath in the females. INIandibles broad.

Sfi. 1. Comuta.
Osmia cornuta. Latreille.

Osmia bicornis. Panzer ?

Afiis bicornis. Kirby ?

Inhabits Europe.
This species selects the hollows of large stones for

the purpose of nidificating.

Sfi. 2. Ccerulescens.

Afiis cctrulcscens. Kirby, Linn.

jlfiis anea. Linn.

Inhabits Europe, constructing its nest of argillaceous

earth mixed witli chalk, upon stone walls. Mr Kirby
supposes tliat it nidilicaics also in chalk pits.

Genus UCLVIII. Megaciule. Latr. Walck. Spin.
Arts. Linn. Villers, Kuby. (•» c. 2. a.)

Anthopiioha. Fabr. llliger, Panzer, Klug.
TuAcnusA. Jurine.

Xylocopa. Fabricius.

Ceniris. Fabricius.

Labial palpi with the second joint not longer than the
first. Maxillary palpi two-jointed, the first rather longest.
Mandibles very strong. Abdomen triangular, fiat above,
very downy bcnealli in the females.

The insects of this genus are well known by the naine
o^ Leaf-cutlersi Car/icnter-bees, -dnd Cou/ieuses tic feuil-
Ics ; iheir interesting economy having attracted the at-

tention of many naturalists. So early as 16ro, it was
noticed by Hay, Dr Liiter, Willoughby, and Sir Edward
King. Liinieeui in this, as in many other insiances, (sup-
posing the economy of a genus to be peculiar to one spe-
cies only,) has confounded several species under the ge-
neral title of A/!is ccntuncularis, and denoted it by the
orange-coloured hairs which cover the under side of the
abdomen, a character which it possesses along with a
great number of species.

Some of the species nidificate in trees, and others be-
neath the ground. The following history of the econo-
my of the genus, (and which will apply to all with which
we are acquainted,) is given by Reaumur. " The nests
they construct are cylindrical, sometimes six inches in

length, and composed entirely of the leaves of trees.

They usually consist of several cells, each of which is

shaped like a thimble, the convex end of the second fit-

ting closely into the open end of the first, the third into

the second, and so on with respect to the rest. Althoui^h
these cells are honey-tight, which is often found within
them in a liquid state, yet the portions of the leaves are not
glued together, but merely most accurately adjusted to
each other. In forming the cell, the pieces of leaf are
made to lap over one another, so that the natural margin
of the leaf is kept on the outside, and that which has
been cut within ; thus a tube is first formed, and in this

way coated with three or four layers, the exterior cover-
ing being made of larger pieces than the interior. In
coating, the provident insect is very careful to lay the
middle of each leaf over the margins of those that form
the first tube ; thus the sutures are covered and strengtli-

ened. At the closed end, or narrow extremity of the
cell, the leaves have a bend given to them, so as to

form a convex termination ; when a cell is formed in

this manner, her next care is' to fill it with pollen and
honey. When it is nearly filled, she dei)osit3 an' egg,
and closes it with three pieces of leaf," (sometimes with
more,) "which are so exactly circular, that a pair of
compasses could not define their maigin more truly;
and these coincide most accurately with the sides of the
cell, and arc retained in their situation by no gluten,
but by the accuracy of their adaptation alone. yVfter

this covering is fitted in, there remains still a conca-
vity which receives the convex end of the succeeding
cell. In this manner, the patient and indefatigable lit-

tle animal proceeds, till she has completed her cylinder
of six or seven cells. This cylinder is coated externally
by other pieces of leaf of larger dimensions than those
used in making the cells, and of a different form, for

they are nearly oval ; those at the ends are bent in-

wards, to cover each extremity. These nests are usual-
ly made in fistular passages, which these indefatigable

creatures bore under ground in a horizontal direction

;
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their diameter is exactly that of the cylinder, to which,

indeed, tl-ey give its form, and their bend to the pieces

which compose it. If by any accident their labour is

interrupted, or their edifice deranged, it is astonishnig

with what persevering patience they set themselves to

put all things again in order. Their mode of cutting

the leaf, too, requires particular notice. Noihitig can

be more expeditious ; they are not longer about it than

we should be with scissars. When the insect has se-

lected a bush furnishing the leaves required, she keeps

hovering over and flving round it, until she has disco-

vered the leaf best adapted for her purpose. When she

has chosen the leaf, she aligiits on it, sometimes on the

upper surface, sometimes tinderneath it, or at other

times on its edge, so that the margin passes between

her legs. As soon as she has made a beginning, (which

she usually docs near the main nerve,) she continues

cutting with her mandibles, until the work be complet-

ed. As she proceeds, she keeps the margin of the de-

tached part between her legs, those on one side being

above, and the other below it, so that the section keeps

yielding to her, and does not interrupt her progress.

She makes her incision in a curve line, approaching the

rachis at first ; but wlien she has reached a certain

point, she keeps receding from it towards the margin,

still cutting in a curve. When she has nearly detached

the portion she has been employed upon from the leaf,

she balances herself, lest its weight should carry her to

the ground ; and the moment of its parting from the

parent stock, she flies off, the detached portion remain-

ing bent between her legs, and being perpendicular to

her body. She pursues the same mode, whatever the

form or size of the piece necessary for her purpose. The
larvae when arrived at full size, spin a coccoon thick and

solid of silk, which they attach to the sides of the cell."

Mr Kirby very justly supposes Reaumur to be mista-

ken with respect to the mode of forming their cylindric

nests. He considers that the nest takes its form, and

the leaves coiTiposing it their bend, from the passage,

and that the external coat must be first deposited, as the

insect could not get between the side of the cylinder and

of the nest.

S/i. 1. Centuncularis.

Jf's centuncularis. Linnasus, Fourcroy, Kirby.

Megachile centuncularis. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe. Builds its cells with the leaves of

Toses, and of the Mercurialis annua.

Genus DCLIX. C^elioxys. Latreille.

Apis. Linn. Villers, Kirby. (*• c. l.n.)

Antiiophora. Fabricius, lUiger, Klug.
Megachile. Walckenaer.
Trachxjsa. Jurine.

Anthidium. Panzer.
Heriabes. Spinola.

Labial palpi with their second joint not longer than
the first. Maxillary palpi two-jointed, the first double
the length of the second. Mandibles narrow and strong
in both sexes. Scutellum spiny. Abdomen conic or
triangular, very little or not at all downy. Anus of the
males spiny.

Hfi. \. Conica.

Jipxi, conica. Kirby.

Ccelioxys conica. Latreille.

Male.
^jiis guadridentata. Linn.
^ntho/ihora guadridentata, Fabr.
Female.

J^fiis conica, Linn,

Inhabits Europe.
Subdivision 3.

Labrum remarkably longer than broad, inclining per-

pendicularly to the mandibles, triangulate, truncate.

Mandibles narrow, pointed, unidentate on their internal

edge. Body simply pubescent. Superior wings with

two suljm .rgiiial cells complete.

Gen'us DCLX. Ammobates. Latreille.

Maxillaiy palpi six-jointed. Superior wings Avith two
submarginal cells.

Sfi. 1. Rujiventris.

Amynobates ru/iventris. Latreille.

Inliabiis Portugal.

Genus DCLXI. Phileremus. Latreille

Epeolus. Fabricius.

Maxillary palpi two-jointed. Superior wings vTith

two suljuiarginal cells.

Sji. 1. Punctalus.

F-lieolus Jiunctatus. Fabricius.

Phileremus Kirbyanus. Latreille,

06s. Latreille has a divison of this genus, in which
the superior wings have but one submarginal cell, which
character is certainly sufficient to constitute a distinct

genus.

Subdivision 4.

Labrum a little broader than long, subsemicircular or

semioval. Mandibles slender, pointed, unidentate on
their internal edge. Abdomen not pollenigerous.

* Lip with the lateral divisions shorter than the palpi.

Body simply pubescent.

Genus DCLXII. Nomada. Scop. Fabr. lUiger,

Klug. Spinola, Jurine, Panzer.

Apis. Linn. Villers, Kirby, (*b.)

Superior wings with three submarginal cells complete-
Maxillary palpi six-jointed.

The history, economy, and mode of nidification of the

insects of this genus (all of whom are remarkable for

the gaiety of their colours) as yet remain a secret. Dr
Leach has strong reasons for suspecting them to be par-

asitical, and this seems the more probable from tiieir

having no instruments for carrying pollen. Their flight

is silent, unattended by any hum ; they frequent dry

banks. Their eyes, whilst living, exhibit through the

external reticulated covering, a surface of hexagons,
which keeps sliifting with the light.

Sfi. 1. Rjtjicornis.

jifiis riificornis. Linn. Kirby.

JVomada rujicornis. Fabr. Latr,

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCLXIII. Epeolus. Latreille, Fabriciu&5

lUiger, Jurine, Panzer, Spinola, Klug.

Apis. Linn. Kirby, (•**.)

Superior wings with three complete submarginal cells-,

!!Maxillary palpi one-jointed.

Sfi. 1. Variegatus.

Mfieolus -variegatus. Fabricius, Panzer, Latreille.

Jfiis jiariegata. Linne.

Inhabits Europe, but is very local, (if not rare.) in

Britain.

Genus DCLXIV. Pasites. Jurine, Spinola.

BiASTES. Panzer.

Nomada. Fabricius.

Anthophora. lUiger.

Superior wings with two complete submarginal cells.

Maxillary palpi four-jointed.

Sfi. 1. Schottii.

Miastes schottii. Panzer.
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JVomada schoilH. Fabricius.

Pesites schotiii. Latrcille.

Inhabits Europe.
*» Lateral divisions of the lip almoit as long as the pal-

pi. Body very villose in parts. Scutclliini spinose,

Superior wings with three submarginal cells.

Genus DCLXV. Ox^a. Klug. Latrcille.

Maxillary palpi one-jointed, very short.

Sfi. 1. Flavescens.

Oxcea JJavcsccns. Kluij. Latreille.

Genus DCLXVL Crocisa. Jurine, Latreille.

Thykeus. Panzer.

Melecta. Fabricius, Illiger, Klug.

NoMADA. Rossi.

Maxillary palpi three-jointed.

Sji. 1. Hktrio,

Melecta hiitrio. Fabricius.

Melecta histrionica, Illiger.

Crocisa hisirio. Latreille.

Inliabits Europe.
Genus DCLXVII. Melecta. Latreille, Panzer,

Fabricius, Illiger, Spinola.

Apis. Linn. Kirby, (»* a.)

Crocisa. Jurine.

Symmoupha. Klug.
Maxillary palpi six-jointed, with five very distinct.

The insects of this genus are supposed to be parasi-

tical.

Sfi. 1. Punctata.
Melecta punctata. Latreille,

Crocisa atra. Jurine.

.']/iis Jmnctata. Kirby.
Inhabits Europe. Is common near Swansea in South

Wales.

Family II. J/iida.

Lip with the apex generally hirsute, not inflected.

Division I.

Hinder feet of the females, with their tibiae externally,

and the first joint of the tarsi very hairy.

Subdivision 1.

Maxillary palpi with more than four joints. Lip with
its lateral divisions as longer longer than the labial palpi.

Antennae of the males very long.

Genus DCLXVIII. Eucera. Scopoli, Fabricius,

Latreille, Panzer, Spinola, Klug.
Apis. Linn. Kirby, (»* d. 1.)

Maxillary palpi distinctly six -jointed. Superior wings,
with two submarginal cells, complete.

Sji. 1. Lo7igicornis.

Eucera longicornis. Fabricius, Panzer, Latreille,

jifiis longicornis. Kirby, Linn.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCLXIX. Macrocera. Latreille,

Eucera. Panzer.
Maxillary palpi distinctly five-jointed, the sixth joint

very obsolete, or wanting. Superior wings with three

submarginal cells complete.

Sfi. 1. Antenuata.

Eucera antenuata. Panzer,
Macrocera antenuata. Latr.

Inhabits- Europe.

Subdivision ~.

Maxillary palpi with four joints or more. Lip with
the lateral divisions shorter than the palpi. Superior
wings with three submarginal cells complete.

Labial and Maxillary palpi alike.

Genus DCLXX. Mehitukga. Latreille.

Maxillary palpi six-jointed. Labial palpi filiform.

6y;. !. Clavicornis.

Alelitturga clavicornis. Latreille.

Inhabits France.
** Labial palpi setiform.

Genus DCLXXI. Anthophora. Latr. Spinola.
Lasius. Jurine.

Apis. Linn. Geoff. Kirby, (*» d. 2. a.)

Podalihius. Walckenaer.
Centris. Fabricius, Panzer.
Megilla. Illiger, Klug. Fabricius.

Mandibles unidentated within. Maxillary palpi sis-
jointed.

Sfi. I. Retusa.

Afiis retusa. Linn. Kirby.
Lasts fiilifies. Jurine.

Megilla fiitifies. Fabricius.

Anthofihora hirsuta. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCLXXII. Saropoda. Latreille-.

'

Megilla. Illiger, Panzer.
Heliophila. Klug.
Apis. Kirby.

Mandibles unidentate within. Maxillary palpi five-

jointed.

Sfi. I. Rotundata.
Megilla rotundata. Panzer.
Sarofioda rotundata. Latreille.

Inhabits Europe.
Genus DCLXXIII. Centris. Fabricius,
Apis. I^inn.

Megilla. Illiger.

Lasius. Jurine.

Trachusa. Klug.
Hemisia. Klug.
Mandibles quadridentate. Maxillary palpi four-jointed.

Sfi. 1. H(Zmorrhoidalis.

Centris /i<etnorr/ioidalis. Fabr. Latr.
Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 3.

Maxillary palpi one-jointed.

Genus DCLXXIV, Epicharis. Klug. lUig. Latr.
Apis. Olivier.

Centris. Fabricius.

Xylocopa. Fabricius.

BoMBus. Illiger.

Acanthopus. Klug.
Superior wings with three submarginal cells.

Sfi. 1. Dasyfius.

Efiicharis dasyfius. Klug. Illiger, Latreille,

Division II.

Hinder feet with the tibiae and first joint of the tarsi

shortly hairy.

(Social bees.)

Subdivision 1.

Hinder tibiae terminated by two spurs or heels. Su^
perior wings with three submarginal cells in all, com-
plete, the last neither linear nor oblique.

Genus DCLXXV. Euglossa. Latreille, Fabricius-
Illiger, Klug.

Centris. Fabricius,

Bremus. Jurine.

Arts. Linn.
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Labrum almost perfectly quadrate. Promuscis as long

as the bod) . Ocelli disposed in a triangle.

S/i. 1. Dentata.

Jinglossa dentata. Fabr. Lair.

iyj 2 Ui/iiidiata.

Ceil iris dimktiata. Falir.

Hiiglossa dimidiata. Latr.

Genus DCLXXVII. Bombus. Latreille, Fabricius,

Illiger, Panzer, Spiiiola, King.

Apis. Linn. Kirby, (*» c 2.)

BnEMUs. Jurinc.

Labruni transverse. Promuscis shorter than the body.

Ocelli disposed in a transverse, straii^ht line.

The Bombi usually nidificate in cavities beneath the

ground, but many of the species, (especially those of a

i'ulvescent colour,) construct their nest of moss, on

the surface. The females appear early in the spring,

when the saliccs or willows, are in bloom. The males

are most abundant in the autumn.

Sji. 1. Terrestris.

Bombus terrestris. Fabv. Latr.

Jjiis Terrestris. Linn.

Lihabits Europe.

Sji 2. Muscorum.
Bombus Muscorum. J'abr.

Inhabits Europe.

Subdivision 2.

Hinder tibiae without spurs or heels. Superior wings

with two or three complete submarginal cells, the last

oblique or linear.

Genus DCLXXVIIL Apis of authors.

Hinder tarsi with their first joint long. Superior

wings with three submarginal cells complete, the last

oblique and linear.

Sfi. 1. jMeli/ica. (Hive bee.)

jlfiis mclijica of authors.

The interesting economy of the hive bee has engaged
the attention of Swammerdam, Reaumur, Huber, Wild-
man, &c. to whose works we must refer the reader, as

the liistory of this curious animal would suffice to fill a

bulky volume.

Genus DCLXXIX. Mehpona. Illiger, Klugellan,
Latreille.

Apis. Fabr.

Trigona. Jurine.

Hinder tarsi with their first joint obtrigonate. Su-
perior wings with two complete submarginal cells.

Mandibles without any remarkable process.
Sji. 1. Favosa.
Afiis favosa. Fabr.
Melifiona favosa. Latr.

Genus DCLXXX. Trigona. Jurine, Latreille.
IVIelipona. Illiger, Klug.
Ai'is. Fabricius.

Centris. Fabr.

•S/i. 1. Amatthea.

Apis amaltkea. Fabr.
Trigona amatthea. Latr.

S/i. 2. Sfiitiipes.

Cerztris sfiini/ies. Fabr.
Trigona spinipes. Latr.

The insects composing this order are distinguished

fro';i ill other insects by the following characters:

Win,«;s two, naked, unprotected. Haltarcs, (poisers

or balancers, placed behind, and generally beneath the

wings.
Besides these characters, may be noted some others

which are common to almost all dipterous insects. The
mouth is for the most part furnished with a rostrum
having no articulations. Thorax composed of but one
segment, always distinct from the abdomen.
The Diptera are at this time undergoing investiga-

tion by some very eminent entomologists, and as the

Editor is desirous of rendering every part of this work
as complete as the nature of the publication will admit,

he has resolved to defer giving the arrangements of this

order, vmtil the article Insecta goes to press, when the

most approved system of Diptera will be given ; in the

mean time, we shall merely give a tabular view of the

arrangement of Latreille, the terminations only being
altered, and the term tribe being used ior family.

Section I. Proboscidea.

Head distinct from the thorax by an evident interval.

Proboscis (rarely wanting) univalve. Tarsi with two
simple nails.

Order Diptera.
Class Antliata.

Order DIPTERA.

£;c.Linn. Latr,

Fabr.

Division I.

Antennse with many joints.

Tribe I. Tipularides.

Division II.

Antennse with not more than three joints.

Subdivision 1.

Antennse with the last joint having at least four rings

or annulations.

Tribe II. Stratiomydes.

Haustellum with two setae.

Tribe III. Tabanides.

Haustellum with many setae.

Subdivision 2.

Antennse with the last joint having not more than
three rings.

A. Haustellum with four setae at least.

a. Proboscis (when at rest) entirely or partially pro-

minent.
* Proboscis terminated by two large lips.

Tribe IV. Rhagionides.

Palpi prominent, cylindric-conic. Wings divarica-

ting. Antennae generally moniliform.

Tribe V. Dolychipodes.

Palpi prominent, lamelliform. Wings incumbent.

Antennae patelliform.

Tribe VI. Mydasides.

Palpi not prominent.
** Proboscis terminated by very small lips.
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Tribe VII. Asilides.

Body long. Wings incumbent. Antennae three-

Tride VIII. Empides.

TuiDE XIII. GONOPSIDES.

jointed

Body long. Wings incumbent. Antennae two-

jointed.

Tribe IX. Anthraoides.

Body short. Wings divaricating. Antennae distant,

thiee -jointed. Head as high as tlie thorax.

Proboscis prominent, nearly cylindric or conic, witli-

out any remarkable dilatation.

TUIDE XIV. Ml'SCIDES.

Proboscis retractile, terminated by a very remarkable
dilatation.

Tribe XV. CEstrides.

Tribe X. Bombylides. Proboscis wanting.

This tribe is considered by Dumcril as forming adis-

Body short. Wings divaricating. Antennx contigu- tiiict division IVoni the triho Muscidcs, and in this opi-

ous, three-jointed. Head lower than the thorax. nio" we most thoroughly concur.

Tribe XI. Acrocerides.

Body short, as if -inflated. Vyings divaricating. An-

Section II. Eproboscidea.

tennje three or two-jointed. Head divided from the thorax by a suture at least.

6. Proboscis (when at rest) retractile within the cavity Proboscis provided with two valves. Nails of the tarsi

of the mouth. double or treble.

Tribe XII. Syrphides.

B. Haustellum with two setae.

For a farther arrangement of the Di/Uera, see I\-

SECTA.

INDEX OF AUTHORS NAMES.

A
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INDEX.

Ccn.S/t.

Abraxas, Lfach ASO
grostnlariata ih. l

ulnmta ib. 2

Acaothia 334
Fabrciui 377
ScUtUiiigll. 378
Wolf 379
Schrank 3ao
Svhraiik 3,il

lecluUiii 378 1

ronculata 384 1

Acanriiarides, p. 712.

Acaiitliio l)onl4e,

Lafrcille 386 1

Acaniliopus, Klug. 674
Achilla 353

Fabru'ius 351
Laireille 353
Coquebert 352

campestris 353 I

digitata 352 l

gntlotalpa 351 1

Achelirid. p 70S.
Achelides. ib,

Acroceridos, p. 751.
Acrydiila, p. 70'P.

Acridium 35S
De Geer 355
De Geer 353

subiilatuni 358 1

Actinophorus,
Sturm 145

Aeuleata, p. 735.

Adda 452
Ue^cerella 452 l

Adimonia, Sclxrank 313
aini ib. 2
nigricomis ih. 1

Adoiiuni, Fabricius 3ii
bipunctstrim ib. 1

j^cophora, t-atr. 440
^geris. Fabricius 4 '4

apirormis ib. 1

crabrojiilorrais ib. 2

tipuliformis ib. 4
vespiformis ib. 3

^gialia, LatrciUe iSS
globosa ib. I

JEgiihus ^ 325
FabricUis 217

margiiiatus ib. i

5;iia, Fabricius 3fi3

acuminata ib. l

^salus, Fabricius 173
scarabseoides ib. i

£^hua 4»i
Latreille 433

antmiata 481 3
gi-andis 483 1

^shiiides, p. 725.
A;-athidiiini» Illiger 331

nigripenne ib. i
Agathis 534

Panz^i-i ib. 1
Ag-Iossa, Latreille 469

pinguinalis ib. i
Agra, Fabricius 38

«nea ii>. i

tayennensis ib. i

peiinsylvannica ib. 3
surinamensis ib. 2

Agrion 485
_

Fabricius 487
.\?r;onides, p. 726.
^g>-nes, Frcelich 97

casianeus 07 1
Akis 18

1

Fabricius IS7
filiforniis lb. 1
rt-flexa 1S3 1

Aleochara 113
Gravenhorst in

bipiinctata 114 1

canaticulata in 1

impressa ib. 2
Aleyrodtfs 412

Chclidonii ib. 1

Allantiis, Junne 512
scropliiilarias ib. 1

Alomya 531
Attica, Geoffi'oy 315

olei-acea ib. 1

teslacea ib. 2
Alucjta 474

Olivier 449
Fabricius 452
Latreille 472
Hiibiier 473

hexadact>la 474
Abiciiida, p. 724.
Alurniis 307

Olmer 303

Cer. Sp.
fi-moiatus, .'03 I

grosjus
,

307 I

Alyria 537
maculfltft ib. 1

Alvriada, p. 732.
A IWon 625

Spinoli 616
ater ib. 1

limicornis 625 1

Amblys. Klug, 657
Ameiaboiia, p. 665,
Ammobates 661

rulirentris ib. 1

Amophila. Kitby 597
avenaria ib. 3

armata ib. I

campesti'is ib. 2
Amphicoma 166

melis ib- I

Ampulex. Juriiie 600
Anaspis, Latreille 226

tVuiitalis ib. 1

Anax, Leach 4S4
imperaior 481 1

Andreiia 64 5

Latreille 644
Olivier 645
Olivier 648
Panzer 646
Hos« 613
Rossi 642

hcemorrhoidalis64 8 2

spiralis ib. 1

Ineincior ib. 1

Anditnida, p, 143,
Andrcnides, ib.

Angle-shades,
Motli 454

Anisonyx 167
crinitum ib. 1

Ani^otonia i02
Fabricius 3^.1

Illiger 3:0
bicolor ib. I

nigripenne 331 l

picea 102 1

piceum ib. 1

Anobium 121
Fab-'-iua 274
Illiger 119

bidentatura 274 1

boleti, Fabr. ib. 1

molle 121 2
pertinax ib. 3

striatum ib. 3
tessellatuin ib. 1

Anomalou 532
Jurine 5>0

Anopleui-a, p. 66S, 666
Antea 557

.jurineanum ib. 1
Antbia. Fabricius 28

Wcbcr 27
decemgultata ib. 1
varifgata 28 i

Anthicus iiQ
Fabricius 222
Fabriei'is 338
Paykuli 223

antheriniis ib. 2
fusca ib. 1
helwif.ii 1J6 1
monoceros 222 1

Aathid.um 656
Fabricius 654
Ill'ger 655

mamcaium 656 1
spirale 64S 1

truncorum 654 1
Anthophagus 109

punctulatus ib. 1
Anthopbora g/j

Fabricius 658
Fabiicius 659
Illiger 664

hirsuta, Linn. 671 1
4H]entata 659 l
retusa 571 I

Antbracides, p. 751,
Anthrenus, Gt-of. 125

schrophulariae ib. 1
Antliiibus 243

P.iykuU 244
latirostris 242 1

rhinomacer 244
scabrosus 243 4

Antipes 302
Aniliata, p. 750,
Apalus 237

Olivier 2=5
aptcalis 237 1

Apate, Fabricius 270
capuzinus ib. 1

Apatunij Fabricius 426

iris 426 1

Aphanisticus 58
emai^iiiatus 53 1

Apltida, p. 715.

Aphides, p. 714,715.
Aptii^ 411
Aphodida, p. 686.

Aphudrus, Fabricius 151

Panzer 155
gtobusus ib< 1

rulipes ib. 1

Aphorida, p. 133.

Apida 67
Apion, Herbst 251
Apis, Christus 580

Chrisms 642
Fabricius 679
Fabricius 680
Geoffroy 645
Geoffroy 671
Kirby 650
Kiiby 651
Kirby 655
Kirby 657
Kirby 668
Kiiby 672
I,innEeu8 590
Linnaus 597
Linnxus 604
Linnieus 640
Unnw^us 641
Linnaeus 653
Linnceus 654
Linnffius 658
Linnsus 659
LhmiEus 662
Linnaeus 663
Linnseu? 667
Linnseus 673
Linmeus 675
LiDn;£Us 677
Olivier 674
Rossi 646
Schosffer 643
Scopoli 649
Villei-s 643

lenea 657 2
amailiea 680 1
bicornis, Kiiby 657 1

centuncularis' 658 1

ecerulea 651 1
ccerulescens 657 2
conica, Kirby 659 1

conica, Linn. Ub. 2
cyanea,Kuby 651 l
favosa 679 1
florisomis 653 1
longicornis 668 1

manisaia 656 1

mellifica 678 1

punctata 667 1

4-di>ntata 659 2
nificornis 662 i
terr.-stris 677 1
varif-gata 663 1
violacea 650 1

Apius, Jurine 5I8
Apoderus, Olivier 249

cui-jli ib. 1
Aporus 595

unicolor ib. 1
Apotamus, Lat, 18

rutus ib. I
Aptera, p. 665, 715.
Apterogjiia 579

Olivierii ib. I
Aquarius, Schelien. 381

Scbelk-nberg 383
paludum 331

Aquaika, p. 712.
Aradiis •

330
iunatus ib. 1

Arctia 445
*^m ib. 1

clnysoirlioea ib. 2
lubrieepeda ib. 8
mendica ib. 5
menthastti ib. 6
pHpyruia ib. 7
phteorrha?a ib.

Iil:inl;(giuis ib. 3
I'lHsiila ib. 4
salicis ib.

villica ib. I
Arclides. p. 7?2.
Arge. Schrank 511
Argynnis 421

Laireille 422
adippe 421 3
aglaia ib 2
acmla ib. 6
eupI\ro5yne ib. 5
laUiunia ib. 1
papliia ib, 4

Ctiu sp,
Arpactus 607
Arcaenites 532

dubitata ib, I

Ascalaphus 496
barbatus ib. t

italicus ib. 2
Arida grisea 135 1

Aritides, p. 750.
Asii-Bca 400

clavicomis ib. 1

Aspen, prominent
motli 445 14

Astata 610
Astatus, Klug. 620
Astrapaua, Graven-

horst 101
ulmi ib.

Ateuchus 145
Illiger 147
Latreitle 146

flagellatus ib. 1

sacer 145 1

sch«fFeri 147 1

Atopa 62
cemna ib. I

Atractoceros 78
nect'daloides ib. 1

Atropos 507
lignaria ib. 1

Alta 574
capitata ib. 3
ceiibalutes ib. 2
paniata ib. I

Attaginus 124
pellio ib. 1

trifasciatus ib. 2
Attelabus 248

De Geer 2S6
Fabricius 250
Geoftroy 130
Linnaeus 37
LinuEeus 91
Linnaeus 92
Linnteus 93
Linuxus 195
Linnaeus 289
Olivier 251

apricarius, Lin-
naeus 93 1

bacchus 250 1

buprestoides 239 1

Attelabus ceramboi-
des, Linnieus 195 1

circu4ionides 248 1
formicarius,
Linnxus 91 l

Ia:vis, De Geer 285 1

melanurua 37 1

mollis 92 1

Auchenia, Marsh, 306
merdigera ib. 1

Autachus 528
striatus ib. 1

Azure blue butterSy
428 13

Badister 26
bipiistulatus ib. 1

Baetis, Leach 488
bioculalus ib. 1

Banchus 531
Fabriciua 538

cuUellator ib, l
Bassus 5Jl

Panzer 535
Panzer 537

manducator 537 1

Bedford blue but-
terfly 428 12

Bee hornet sphinx 434 l

Belita 559
bicolor ib. 1

Belostoma 3S8
testacco pallidum

ib. 1

Belosiomida, p. 712.
Belostomides, ib.

Eembex 604
Fabricius 605
Olivier 606
Rossi 626

caroliim 605 1

rostiata 604 1
Bembicides, p. 739.
Bembidion, Lat. 14

fl^vipes ib. 1

hitorale ib. 2
Bembidiura ib.

flav-pes ib. 1
liitorale ib, 2

Beiitus 367
lipularius 363 1

BethyUus 563

CfH. Sp,
Fabricius 588
Panzer 585

caenopterus 563 1

fencocatus 585 I

Biastes 664
Schottii ib. 1

Biston, Leacb 156
betularia ib. 2
hirtaria ib. 3
prodromaria ib. 1

Bitoraa 284
Herbst 278

crenaia ib, 1

unipunctata 234 1

Bittacus 493
tipularius ib. I

Blauk-arches moth 443 2
BlacU-hair streak

butterfly 427 3
Black spot brown

butterfly 428 10
Blaps 191

Olivier 186
elongatus ib. 1

femoralis 192.

1

laticollis ib. 1

monisaga 191 1

Biatta 359
oiientalis ib. l

Body-louse 7 1

Boletaria. Marsh. 279
4 pustulata ib. l

Boletophagtis 206
agaricula ib. 1

Bombu9 677
Fabricius 650
Illiger 674

muscorura 677 2
lerresfris ib. 1

Bombylides, p. 751.

Bombycida, p. 721.

Bombycides, p. 720.

Bombyx 442
Fabricius 4J0
Fabricius 441
Fabricius 444
Fabricius 445
Fabricius 44(5

Fabricius 454
Fabricius 464
Hiibner 439
Htibner 445
Latreitle 443

sesculi 439 1

chvysorrhOEa 445 2
compressa 464 1

cratigi 441 4
dispar 445 1

dominula 446 1

furcula 444 2
jacobes 446 3
lanestris 441 7

neustria ib. 5
phaeorrhcEa 445 3
pini 442 3
populi 441 6
potatoria 442 2
quercifulia ib. 1

quercus 441 1

rosea 446 2
rubi 441 3
ti-ifolii ib. 2
versicolora 443
Tillica 445 1

vinuta 444 1

Bostricides, p. 698.

Boslricus 270
Fabricius 265
Helhvig 266
Paykull 268

capuzinus 270 1

cylindricus 266 1

tj'pogiaphus 265 1

Botys 463
lemnata ib. 4
potamogata ib. 2
purpur^dis ib. 1

verticalis ib. 3
Brachinus 29

Ciairville 30
crepitans 29 1

Brachycerus, Oliv, ^253

alg'u-us ib. 1
Brachygaster 525

miniitus ib, 1
Bracbypierus 99
Brachyihinus 254

argentatus ib. 2
imperialis ib. 1

Braion 533
Jtnine 537
Spinoli 534

desertor 533 1

luauducator 537 i

Cen,Sp
Gremus 675

Jurine 677
Brentus, Fabricius 246

Olivier 247
anchoiago 246 I

brunneus 247 1
Broad bordered bee
hawk moth 433 3

Broad-bordered yellow
undenving moth 454 1

Brontes, Fabricius 233
flavipes ib, :

Broom moth 454
Brown hair streak

butterfly 427 1

Brown tail moth 445 S
Brucbides, p. 695;
Bruchus 118

Geoffroy 117
pisi 246 I

BuflT-ermine moth 445 8
Btifl'-tip moth 443 13
Bug 377 r
Bulboceros cephalotes

152 1

Bupalus 460
piniaria

. ib. I

Buprestides, p.;|674.

Buprestis
*

56
GeofFroy 11

biguttata 56 1

emarginata 58 I

minuta 57 l

Burnished hrass moth
454

Byrrhides, p, 683.
Byrrhus 126

Linnaeus 128
Olivier 131

fajcicularis ib. l

pilula 128 1

sci-ophuIari2e 126 l

Byturus 93
tomeutosus ib. t

CaelioxTS
conica

Calobicus
marginatus

Calandra, Clairv.

granaria
Calepterys, Leach
Callidium

Fabricius
arieiis

violaceum
Callimorpha

dommulft
jacobeae
rosea

Calopus
serraticomis

Calosoma
inquisitor

sycophants
Camberwell beauty
Cantharida, p. 695.
Cantharides, p. 694.
Cantharis

Geoffroy
Linnaeus
Linnseus
Linnseus
Linnsus
Linnseus
Linnaeus?
Mai-sham
Olirier

%nea
biguttata
coccinea, Latr.
fuscus
navalis

sanguinolenta
Berraticornis,

Marsha ni
vesicaloria

Capsus
ater

Cai-abe a tubercules
Carabides, p. 668.
Carabus

De Geer
De Geer
De Geer
Fabricius
Fabricius
Fabricius
Fabricius
Fabrifius
Fabricius

Fabricius

639
ib, 1
94
ib. 1

262
ib. 1

487
296
297
296 1

297 1

446
ib, 1

lb. 3
ib. 2
21s
ib. 1

42
ib. 3
ib. 1

423 3

234
216
67
70
75
77
220
281
66 I
232
75 1

71 2
220 2
70 1

77 1

281 1

66 1

234 1

369
ib. 1

8 1

43
8

35
41
23
24
25
26
33
40
45
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Cen. S/K

llllfirr 21

Liiinwiii 14
J.iiiiiit'us 30
I.mnxiis 22
I.mn^Ftls 29
J.inn:eu» 30
Ltniiicii» 31

^LimiKUs 32
'l.inmem 30

J,iiitia:ii> 42
J.innicus 44
Mxnham 16
>fnrsham 36
M»rslt;im 109
OlivWr 27
Olivier 37
Olivier 96
llo<si 34

aiTiinrius 44 1

nvvcinis 43 7

:iini'apillus 31 I

Mptisttiliirtis 26 1

biL-Wi'dUiS 44 2
Ciissiil'iis 25 1

cntcu(il»tlis 43 2
cait^iKiliitus,

Mrii-ilKim ib. 5
chrysostomos,

Mai-sliam 3fi I

Coni[)Il1tl4tU8 44 1

cri'i>itnns 2Q I

crux iiiajor 39 1

cyiiiiovivlialiis 30 1

Carnljii^t-'yanin. Fal>. 43 5
tli.-tt_-mguttatus 27 I

d'nt;ttiis 3f') 1

(]ii<iiiti:itiis 100 1

<list:ins 10 \

H.hhiis 23 1

gr iiiuhitiis,

MTi-shim 43 6
g^'Ut-nhfllli,

Srliiinktrr 44
liurleiuis.

M;irshnni, 43 4
tiumtrnlis 35 1

infidiis, Prtn/.er 44 2
iiuricatus. Liu. 43 3

intricntus,

M«rslnm ih. 2
lencnpthalmus 30 i

limbitui 46 1

linm-tilis 14 2
moti'lM, Kalir. 43 S
morbilliisus, Fa-

_

briciiis ih. 6
imilliRiittfltijs 28 1

mult>|iiiiutniiis 4-t 3

nemiii-alis, Luti"- 4^^ 4
oleus 34 1

ptliroi'nis 40 i

plantii 20 I

puiniratns 21 i

purpuvascns 4% 1

4 macnliitus 32 1

rn^tv.itiis 41 1

i-nficnrnis 22 1

rnprimaririnatus,

Mat'.ham 44 2
spin>t):>irt)iis 45 I

Sp'IJij^tT 20 1

BMliiiytiiioitles 109 1

KVf'ophmia 42 I

\'iohcPiis 43 1

Carixnter bee, p. 747.

Cassida 3
tqiu-stris 310 I

Tirdis ib. 1

Cas5idida, p. 702.

CaleiTtfs 99

Cilopi 100
Payliiil! ini

brevironiis ib. 1

elongattis, Pan-
zer 100 1

Cencvnmi5 622
Jm-ine 023

miniitus 622 1

iinir-olor fi23 I

CenTroiiis 405
comutus ib. 1

CeiUris 673
Fflbvicius 650
Fabricius 658
Fabiiciiis 671

Fabrictua 674
Fabricius 675
Fabrielus 630

dimidiata 675 2
h-<enioiT)ioid<)lis 673 I

sp'tiipes 680 2
Cephaleifl. Jurine 5i8

.Turine 519
Cc['biis 520

py^m:pil5 ib. 2
tro^liwlyte'i ib. 1

Cerai-Ii- -. Li'Hch 444
Cei"aiiibyc d». p. 70!.
Cerambycidi's, ib.

CC). S//.

Cei-ambvx 294
De Gccr 283
LatVL-itle 295
Linnaeus 233
LinoKtis 290
Ltnnu:us 291
Linnxis 292
Linivt^us 296
Mai-sb:>in 293
Mai-sbim 296
Marsbaiii 297

xdilis 292 1

arietis 296 I

coii;iriiis 290 I

limeatoctdlis -93 I

luiigiinatius 291 1

mori'liatus 294 1

mbiitosiis 292 2
(toul»lii<t ib. 4
plniiitUH 2,18 1

seiraticoiiiis, Lin.
213 I

spinosus 295 I

Tiol-iceiis 297 1

Cera-nius G^S
floriscolumUii lb. 1

Ceraplirun 556
Jurine 553
Jurine 555
raiiZL-c 561

conuitiis 5!i6 1

nelcatus 555 1

Cei-aptorus 273
niacleii 273 1

Ceratina 651
tfpri^lea 651 1

Cevcftis 626
ir.ajor 627 I

in.jrir 625 1

Cei"copi(la. p. 7i4,

Cercopis 403
sanguitiolenta 403 [

CtTOComa 227
S^hafferi ib. I

Ceroeftmattda.p. 694.

CeropalfS 535
Fabricius 594

nnculata 594 I

Ceropliytiim 60
eliieroidcs 60 I

Cerura 444
furciila ib. 2
viiiula ib, I

Cer> lull 276
Latt-clHe 277

histeroid -s 276 I

teicbrans 277
Cetoniii 170

Fahriciiis 162
Olivier 168

anrata 171 1

rhi-ysis 162 2
fasciata 168 2
liiuola 162 I

noViltj 168 1

polypliemus 170 1

Cetaliou 402
reticulatum ib. 1

Chnlcida, p. 79 J,

Chalcis 545
Ciivier 516
Fabricius 553
Jurine 541
Jurine 544
Lamarck 545
Rossi 549

clavi]>es 543 1

minuta 543 2
Chalk Iiill blue but-

terfly 428 6
CbauUoidcs 501

peciinicornis 501 1

Chei-hi-nus. Illiger 537
Chelonarius 129

atruiti ? ib. 1

Beauvoisii ib. 1

Clielonites 69
apiformis ib. 1

Chfloniis, Jurine 536
Chelnstoma 65i

florisomnis ib. 1

Chenninm 339
bituberculatum ib. 1

Chermes. Linnaeus 408
be'ul:^- alni ib. 1

alni, Fabncius ib. 1

Chilocorus, Leach 334
cacti ib. 1

Chiniirra. Lcacb 47i 2
Chiroscealis 177

bifenesirum ib. i

Chlorioii - 600
Fabricius 593

lobatum 600 1

Choleva 100
Spince 101

bruiinea ib. I

oblonga 100 1

Cbr>*sidida, p. 735.

Cen, Sp,

Chrysis 569
Fabriciu) 565
Fabricius 568

I.innWuJ 566
Oliviel- 564
Rus« 639
Uimi 567

surata 569 3
i^itii ib. I

I'niiT.eri 565 1

purpiiiatft.Fa'

briciui 568 1

5j)leiidida 566 1

Clirysonula 3i3
Fabricius 317
Liimtm 62
LtiUKCUS 90
Liinnf.us 200
Liniii-us 212
Liiinwus 2:5
I,inn;«us 2.6

Limiivus 315
Litimeus 322
Liuii.*Mis 32;
Linn'''us 336
M .rshain 64
Ma:sl)am 132
MiM^h:im 306
Maribnm 3i2

Chrysomeia. Mar. 3 3
M»rsiiatu 3i9

nliii r>i3 2
Baiiksii 318 1

ReccihungflE 3:9 1

boleti 260 1

bnprestnides,
Mar-iiani 132 1

carabnidfS 2i5 1

Cffnimboidoa 2'2 i

ci-i'vina 62 1

coccinca 336 I

eloitpita _ 90 I

lia-nujphxrica 64 l

hirta 216 I

litura 318 2
marffinelta ib. 3

nierdiRera, Lin. .'^06 i

pniietatissima 317
4-puncUta .2"' 1

scricea. Liiui. 322 i

Tan-'ceti M3 1

Clu-ysoinilrda, p. 703.

rhrywiiiLiides. p. 702,

Cbryiopa, Leach 497
ptrria ib. l

reticulata ib. 2
Cicada 594

Linn»>us 403
Linnxus 404
Liiiu»?us 405
Linnaeus 406
Lirinicus 407
Vik-rs 397

cnrnuta 405 1

IiKHiatodes 394 l

lanio 406 1

sanguinoleuia 403 I

vii-i.lis 407 1

Cicad,ida,p.7I4.
Cicadides, p. 7l3.

Cicindcla 11
Clairville 8

De Gecr 23
Linna:us 10
LinuLvus 12
Linnpeus 13
Alaishatn 14
Or.vit-r 9

aptera ib. 2
biguitata 12 1

camnestris 1 1 3
crirolina 10 i
eniargiiiata, Oil. 36 1

flavipes 14 1

^igantc-a 8 t

liybrida 112
loiigicollis, Oliv- 9 I

nugHcephala 10 1

riparia H i

semipunctata 12 I

sjlvatica 11 1

Cioindelides. p. 667,

Cicindele cliumpetre n 3
des foreis ib, 1

lachfte ib. 2
Cili<isa, Leach 644

tricincta ib. 1

Cilix, Leach 464
compressa ib. 1

Cimbex 510
Olivier 6^9 1

amerinae S'O 4
axillaris ib. 2
(asciata ib. 8
feniorata Wt. l

l.pta ib. 6
leuconim ib. 3
marginaia ib. 5
ubicura ib. 7

Cen. Sp.

sericcn _
510 9

Vf^pit'ormii,

Olivier 639 1

Ciniex ^^^

DeGeer 371

De Gier 372
Fabricius 364
GeoftVoy 376
Linnxu« 360
Linnaeus 361
Linujftu 366
Linnieus 368
LiiiiiiPUS 369

LinuKUS 370
Li:ina!US 373
Linu«US 375
LiiiDaius 380
Liinucus 381
Linnieus 3£3
Linnaeus 381
Uos« 3S2
Wolf 362
Wolf 363

acnniinatus ib. 1

npterus 367 1

virens 364 1

globus 362 1

rcctularius 377 1

lineatus 36 1 l

mar^inatus 366 I

pra^inus 364 2
stngnorum 381 1

tipularius 367 1

tipuloides 371 1

Cimicida. p. 611.

Ctmicidt-s, ib.

Cinnabar inoth 4J6 3

Cinef's. Jurine 559

Cionus, ft uvvilla 259
scopliulariie ib. 1

Cis, Litreille 274
biileti ib. 1

Cissiies. Latreillc 231

testacea ib. i

Cistela 100

Fabricius 2;2
Mar-bam 128
Olivier 62

augu'iiata 100 1

cerarnboides 212 1

uuduIati,Mai'. 128 i

Ci\ius, Leach 398
nervosua ib, 1

Cladius ^
5 '6

ditformi; ib. 1

Claniys, Olivier 324
nionstrosa ih. 1

Chrinii npii-cre 93 1

C!a\e[luia. Lnm. 510
<:I;ivreera, Waltk. 65

1

Clavigcr '40

Clavigeies, p 706.

CleoTie 489
pallida ib. 1

Cleoiiymus 517
deprCoSUS ib. I

Cleptes 564
Fabricius 545
Fabricius 550

semiann*ata 564 1

Cleptida, p. 73 "i.

Cleroides, Schieffer 91 1

Citrus. Kabricius 90
Geoffioy 9 J

Geoffi'oy 94
Marsham 91

Marsbam 92
fasL'iatus 91 1

forinicarius ib. 1

Uiollis 92 !

nnif;*vcia'us 90 2

Cbrden blue butter
ny 428

Cli'iua 16

arenarla ib. I

fossor 16 1

gibba ib. 2
Clolhis niolb 451 I

Clou;k-dbu»inotb 445 4
Clunipe5 152

scarabaoides 152 1

Clyilu-a 321
Fabitcius o24

moiistros!! ib. t

quadripunctata 32^. i

Clytus 296
arietis ib, 1

Cnpniidotus. Illigei* 54
Cuodalon 208

viride ib, 1

Coccinella 333
Fabricius 2 7
Linn-^U3 T.^2

Mirshain 334
biverrucuttt 332 1

cacti 334 1

septem-pHUC-
tata 333 1

Coccineltidei, p. 705.

CeA,S(i.
Cocriis 4)4

Cilcti 414 1

chnr.K-ias 413 1

Cnclscliatlcr, com-
mon 163 1

summer ib. 2
Codrui, Jurine 560
Cula^pis 321

suranamensif ib. 1

Coleuplcra, p. 665, 663,
707

CuJias 419
Fabricius 420

hyale 419 1

rhnmni 420 1

ColU'fes 640
Ibdlens ib. 2
incciiu-ta ib, 1

Colbiirit 9
nplera ib. 2
Idugicidlls ib. 1

Collyris, Fiibricius ib.

npiei-a ib, 2
longtcollis ib. 1

Colydium, Hellw. 275
Latrt-ille 2S0

Col>diurn.Payk. 2R2
eiougatnm 2:^0 l

Ittsciatuni 275 I

fninicntanum 28 1 2
planum ib. 1

uiiidLiuatum ib. I

CuIyrriiK-Ks 43
bipu^Mil itds ib. I

Common buiti-rtly 423 7
Comniuii blue hut-

terliy 428 8
Conopiid's. p. 751,
Convolvulus, ha^vk•
moth 431 7

Coprida, p. C35,
Copridcs, ib.

Cujir.s 148
Fatuicius 150
OeotlVoy J-i5

Geolt'ioy 147
lunaris 148 1

racca 150 1

Ccptogaster 267
Cowiulrgaster,
Leach 481
nnnu!atm ib. 1

Coixliiliu, Leaeh 430
a-uea il). 1

Cnreidcs. p, 710,
Conns 366

mjirgUiatus ib. 1

Corixa 393
striata ib. i

Corixid.i, p. 7J3.
Corticaria 284

Mar-ham 28

1

Marsbam 2S2
fniTijtntaria ib. 1

obloniira 2114 I

laxicornis 278 2
Cmyd;ilida, p. 727.
<<M-jdalldes,ib.

Corydut s 500
coiFiiitus ib. 1

Coryneie? 91
rulicullis ib. 1

Cossi *a, p. 720,
Cos^onus 263

liueiris ib. 1

Cussus 4^8
Fabricius 419

irsoili il>. 1

ligniperda 438 1

Cnssyiihus 205
deiTcssus ib. 2
bDitnianseggii ib. I

Crab louse, p. 666,
Crabrii 620

Fabncius fOft

Geotlfoy 520
O.iviei" 5 9
Rossi 627
Rosji 606
Roisi 611
Rofsi 614
Rossi 626

cribrnriu? 620 1

subtrrraneus ib. 2
tibialis ib. 3

Crabronida, p. 741.
Cnbruiiidc!?, ib.

Crabs, p. 666.

Crunilfus 471
Fabricius 463
Fubiiciuf* 4'~'8

Kahrictus 469
paicuoruin 471 3

pimii ib. 1

pingdinnlis 469 1

praioni'u 471 2
Cream spot tiger moih

4-15 I

Cremastoclieilns 169

Cen, t/t.

Cflstanrtit 160 l

rrc|m«cularin, p. 7.9.

trioccris 0^
Fahrtciui 313
Fabricius 3:4
Fabricius 3:5
Gc.HWiy 303
Mariham A2
Mar*hum 2.5
Olivier 308

carabiiidcs,

Maribtin SIS I

ccrnii 303 1

Maviurs 314 1

menbgera 306 1

nigrifuriiii, Fa-
bricius 31^ 1

rulii'es 314 2
CridCrrida.p. 702.

Crioieridcj, ib.

Crui'iiia 666
Jurine 667

at rum ib 1

his'rin 666
Cryptnec]ilmlida,p. 704.
CrypUici phahis 322

Marsham 323
Olivier - 21

riuadrrpunctata ."2'. 1

sericeus 322 i

vitis 323 1

Crypt<»cero8 576
airatus ib, I

CrjiUocheiliis 594
annidaius ib. 1

CiypU'pbagus 102
celluns ib, 1

en naia ib. i

Cryptoilivncbus 258 1

erj'simi ib. 1
CryptiJs 531

Fabncius 539
Fubricitis 536
Fabiicius 5^7
Jurine 511
I'al.zcr 5 '2

dnt.itator ib. 1
irrorator 516 1

mnnducator 537 I

Cucuji !cs, p. 700.

I'ajkull 28S
ccpruleus 210 1

drj}rrssus 287 I

liavipes 288
])l:<piaius ib.

ruHp-.s 19 I

Cucuji;s JIO
Cucii'llia 454
Cup< !.

*65

c.ipitala ib 1

Curculiu 254
De Geer 248
Linn:eu5 241
L'unseus 246
Liiinxus 347
Linna-us 250
I innteus 251
Linnxus 253
Linu«ns 255
Linn:^us 255
Linnaeus 257
I.iiiiKiMn 253
Linn 'US 259
LiuiiXus 2
Liutupus 262
Olivier 261
PajkuU 163

fthetis 256 2
alni 260 1

aigcn'atus 254 2
bnccbus 250 1
cor>li 249 1

g- imanus 257 1

gran^iius 262 1

iinpi'iiitlis 2-4 1

linearis 26'. I
paiaiLlopipedus

paraplecttcus 255 2
pini 2.''6 3
ruficolli? 241 1
scropliuliiria 259 1

suliiinstris 255 1

lorlrix 256 1

tr i,'iittjru« 257 3
van, AtRish. ib. 3

Ctn-cnli*nidts. p. f,96.

Cuvrani^iuvhei ^pbinx
434 4

Cychnis 41
voMi-atus 41 1

C)'tlnu» 265
nitraci 119 ill, 1

C}los, Li^treiUe 247
bruiuieuB jb. 1

Cyii iuidis 33
hunK'ralis ib. l

Cyni]»4 545
Di'latour 542
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Cm.Sp.
Cbrisiuf «46
yabhcius ***
Juriue 538

Linnaeus i39
l.iniiarui S4l

Olivier S^^
Olivier 550
KohI 540

caprwK 54S 1

quercus-folir,

Linnaeus 539 1

BtriratiilJ: 54-1 1

scutcrliarts, Rossi
540 1

CtT»iii<'Ja, p. 733.

Cyni^sitlit, ib.

Cyuhnn rtj

fi.srf*cens oi 2
hxiniiphK-rica t>4 1

pnllKlus 63 1

D
DaciUus, cervinus 62 1

Dacne, L»(reille 93

hutiarnlis »b. I

Dasyiioda ti42

hirtipta '*>• 1

lolata 649 1

pliiruipt'l 642 2

D.tiytes 74

ater ib. 1

Death's head hawk
nioth 432 9

DelphaciJn, p. 714.

D^lpliax 401

cla^icomi? 400 1

pellucida 401 1

Dcndroides 219
cAnadeiiais ib. I

Dirmaptera. p. 665.

Dtrmesiidi, p. 683,

Permtilidts, ib.

Dermestes 12.»

De Gcer y8
De Geer 126

Fabricius 102

Fabricius 94
Tabrkius 99
Geoffi-oy P5
Gtoffroy 128

Geoifroy 135

Linn* us 94
Linnseus 119

LtnnftUS 125

Linnaus 144

Linnaeus 2'i5

LiniiKUs 270
Linnsus 275
Marsliam 124

Paykull 281

Rossi 79

Rossi 100

Rossi 271
Scopoli 330

Seopoli 27

1

Thunberg 279

adsirictor 127 I

boleli 274 1

calthK 330 1

CnpuzinUS 270 I

cellaris 102 I

dematus 79 i

duliiiis 271 1

funiatus 93 1

funeorum 102 1

tarnarius 123 L

marf;;inatus 281 1

murinus 123 2

pcctinicorais ?

Liimseus HO i

pelHs 124 1

ruficollis 94 !

scarabieoides 144 i

tomento&u3 98 1

trifascintus 124 2
lypographus 265 i

ui)d»tus 125 I

untdentatus 282 1

vuIi)inU9 123 2
Diaperida, p. 691.

"OiapLTis 200
boleti 200 I

riapria. Latveille 558

cornuta ib. I

Dichron 645
analis ib. 1

Dictuopiera, p. 6*"i5,

Lc-ach, p. 709.

Dimera, p. 705.

Dinetus 614

p'lctu"? ib.

Dinopbcrui, Illig. 211

Dipiolepida, p. 732.

Diptulepides, ib.

Dipiolepsis 539
Fabncius 544

Fabricius 547
Fabriciua ^49

Cen,Sp,
FftbriciUi 550
lllijSer 545

SpilloU 546

quercui folii 539 1

violaceft 549 1

Diprion, Schraitk 518

Diplera, p. 6t-5, 750.

Pirapha 409

Dirctea 214
Fabricius 2il

Fabkitius 213

barbaii ib. 1

huin«>rilis 211 1

iiii&ani 214 I

Dtscxliai 634

Zonalii 634 1

Ditoina 278
rrcnala ib. 1

Diurna, p. 715.

Dolerus 513

cfonagra «b. i

PoIchorHS 601

ater ib. 1

ntilycliipoiles, p. 750.

Dorcatiima 122

drcsdtiisis ib. 1

Uui-iti>> 41''

Apollo ib. 1

Dorthesia 413

C'harai'hias ib. I

Dorvillia 443

Leacli ib.

vevsicuora ib.

Doiyiida, p. 736,

Doryhis 578
hi'lvotus ib. 1

Doiyjihora 3l7
ptinctfttissima ib. 1

Dvilus, Fabricius 66
flavesCL-us 66 1

Dryinus 562

Fabricius 599
sntus 599
fbriiiicarius *62

Dryops, Oliner 133

auriculatus ib. 1

Drypta 36
cmarginata ib. l

Duke of liurgundy 422 6

Dyiictdes, p. 673.

Dytifus, Geoff. 47

Dytiscui, Lin. ib.

Linnaeus 140

Linnaeus 142

Ularsham 48

Marsham 50

Panzer 132

bitiuslulatus 48 1

cuvbonaiius, Gyl-
hnhdll ib. 1

eii-cumflexus *17

crassicornis 50 1

flavo-scutetlatus,

fiisculus 51 1

tkermanni 5^ i

I'lridtis, Lin. 140 I

tiiarginalis 47 i

minutiis 49 l

ovatis. Illiger 52 1

orntns ib. 1

vulckmari,Pan. 132 1

E
Echimuthus 30

Leach ib.

cyanucephaliis ib. 1

Eciton, Larrcille 574
Egger moth 441 1

Ekkoptogasler 2f^7

Elaiupus 5ti5

panzeii ib. 1

Elaphrus 13

Fabricius 12

Olivier 14

aquaticus 12 1

btguuatus ib. 1

Havipcs 14 1

riparius 13 i

ruprestis II 2

uliginosus 13 2

Elatir 61

Linna^U) 50
Litinxus 127
Rossi 133

buprestoidcs 59 i

castaneus 6i 2
dermestoides 127 1

I'ertugint'us f-l i

marginatus ib. -i

munnus ib. 3
Elaterides, p. 674.

Elaieroides, Scbsf. 77
Eltdona 206

agaricola ib. 1

Eleuinerata, p. 667.

Ehs, Fabricius 587
interrupta ib. 1

Eliris. Latreille J32
\o1kiuari i32 i

Elodei 63

Latreille 64

fuscescens 63 2

liiiemispha?rica 64 1

pallida 63 1

Elopliorus, Gyllcn. 138

llligcl- 136

Paykull 137

aquaticus 136 1

elongatus ib. 2

grandis ib* 1

loDgipalpis, Mar-
sham 138 1

marinus 137 3

minimus ib. 1

pygmseus ib. 1

Elylhroptera, p. 665.

Enipusa 349

mendica ib. 1

Endomychides, p. 705.

Endomytluis 336

Fjbricius 337

bovislae ib. 1

cocciriLa 336 1

Engis 93

hnmeralis ib. 1

Enoi'lium 79
serraticorne ib. 1

weberi 79 2

Entomology, defini-

tion of, p. 64r>.

hiatoi-y of, p. 647.

importance of the
science, p. 646,

uses of, ib.

Epeolus 663

Fabricius 66i

punctatiis ib. 1

variegatus 663 1

Epistrag'ts 207
t'uscus ib. 1

Ephemera 490
Linn^us 488
Linnfeus 489

bioculata 488 l

diptera 489 l

vulgata 490 1

Ephemerida, p. 726.

Ephemeridcs, ib.

Epicharis 674

dusypus ib. 1

EproboKcidca, p. 751.

Erebida, p. 723.

Erebus 453

odorus ib. 1

Eriodorus, Walck, 560

Eiiops 649

Ei-mme moth 445 6

Erodia 640
calendarura 640 l

Ei-odius 178

Fabricius 179

glbbus 173 1

testiidinarius 179 1

Erotylida. p. 704.

Erotyli<les, ib.

Eroiylus 325
Latveille ib.

Olivier 93

gibbosus 325 1

Evania 525
Olivier 595

appendi^aster,
Falmcius 525 1

append igastcr,

P;inzei' ib. 2

lavigaia ib. l

niinuta ib. 3

Evanie ib.

lisse, Olivier ib. 1

Evanidcs, p. 731,

Eucera 66S
Pnnzer 669
Sopuli ,648

anttnuata 669
longicornis 668

Eucharida, p. 733.

Eueharis 511

Fabricius 514

ascendens 5U i

seriatuls 544 1

Euchrenus Sf^S

purpuiatus ib. l

Eucyrtus 551

infidus ib. i

Euglossa 675
dentata ib. I

diinidlata ib. 2
Eumcnida, p. 742.

Eumenns 632
coarctata ib. 1

Eumoli'us 335
Kugellan 321

immarginatus 335 1

Kirbyanus ib. 1

vitis 321 1

Euplocamus 450
guilella 450 1

EupocuSjlItiger 92

dn.Sp.
mollis 92 1

Eurychora 184

ciliata 184 l

Eurytoma 544

scrratuts ib. 1

Eutrophiis 201
dermestoides ib. 1

Eyed buttei tly 424 3

F
Figltes 510

SpiDoli 544
scutellaris 540 1

Figuie of eight
moth 443 9

Ftlicornes, p. 726.

Flata 390
Fabricius 398

nervosa ib. 1

reticulata 396 1

Ftenus 526

JHCuIator ib. 1

Forbicina l

Gi-offroy 2

Forbicine cylindrique 2 1

plnte 1 1

Forbit'inida, p. 666.

Foificuta 343

Fabricius 3-J5

Marsbam 344

auricularia 343 1

gigantea 345 i

minor 344 1

neglecta 343 l

Formita 571

Jurlne 572

LinnKus 573

Linnaeus 574

Linnxus .*>75

Olivier 576

crassinoda 573 2
herculanea 571 1

Formicaleo 495

formicarius ib. l

Formicarides, p. 736.

Forrester 436 1

Fulgerida, p. 713.

Fulgoia 395

Latreille 3'J6

Latreille 397

Panzer 399
candehn-ia 395 2

Unternaria 395 1

viresceus 399 1

Galerita 35

Fabricius 31 -

Amencaua ^s 1

Galeruca 312
Latreille 313

aini ib. 2

nigricomis,
Latreille ib. 1

tatiaceti 312 1

Oalerncida, p. 703.

Galgulus 3^7

oculatus ib. 1

Gall'-r.a 470
utvearia ib. 1

Gastcrnption, Latr. 526
Gate keeper butter-

fly 424 7

Gcometra 457
Haworlh 455

Haworth 456

Hiibner 4*^0

Hiibner 461

dolibraria 457 1

tiinaria ib. 2

Geoinetrida, p. 723,

Gtioiissus 135

pyguiaus ib. 1

GcotVHpes 160

Fabricius 153

Fabricius 159

Latreille 153

didymus 15\i 1

nasi- ovn's 15a l

jiunctaLus i6o 1

steri-orarius 153

Geotrupida, p. 686.

Geottupides, ib.

Cierrida p. 712.

Gtrris 383
paludum ib. 1

Ghosi, Swift 407 I

Gibbum 118
scotias ib. 1

Glnix tile butterfly 422 3
(ilossosioma, p, 6o5.

Giapliyrus 165
maurus it^ 1

Gnathosioma, p. 665.

Goliuthus 170
polyphemus ib. 1

Gompbus 482
vulgatis^inius ib, 1

Gunatopus, Klug. 562

C?n. Sp.

Gonepteryx 420
rhnmni 420 1

Gonius, Jurine 6ii

Gorytes 607
quinquepunc-

tatus ib. 1

Graphipterus 28
multiguttatus ib. 1

Greas) fritillary 422 4

Green-veined white
butterfly 418 4

Giyllida, p. 709.

Gr) Hides, ib.

Gryllotalpida, p. 708.

Gryllotalpa 351
' vulgaris ib. 1

Grjllus 357
Linnaeus 351

Linnxus 353
Linnseus 354
Linnseus 355
Linnseus 356

Linnseus 358

campestris 358 l

didactyla 351 1

gi-jlluialpa ib. i

roigratorms 357 1

religiosus.Scop. 350 1

subuiatus 353 1

viridissima 354 1

vulgaris 350 1

Gymnoptera. p. 665.

Gymnopleurus 146

flagellatus ib. 1

Gyrinus 55

natator ib. 1

Gyrodroma, Klug. 635

H
Halictus 646

seTicinctus ib. 1

Haliplus 54

impressus ib. 1

Hallominus 2ii

Panzer 214

bipuncutus 211 1

hunierulis, Panzer
ib. 1

micans 214 l

Haliica 315

oleracea ib. 1

testacea ib. 2

Harpalus 22
Latreille 23

Latreille 20
Latreille 21

leiicopibalmus 20 1

nificornis 22 1

taidus, Latr. 23 i

Heath, small 4i?2 5

large 424 3

Hedychrum 570

Panzer 5'i5

Hegcter IS'i

striattis ib. 1

Heli>.phdus, Khi^. 672
Helobiiim, Leath 44

miiUipunctatum ib. 3

Helodes 319
PhellaT'diii ib. 1

viol:tcer\ ib. 2
Helopbortda, p. 68 I.

Helopbonis Iji^

aquaticus ib. 1

elongatus ib, 2
Helops 209

Olivier 192
Panzer 300

lampes 209
Helorus 561

aunni&lipes ib. 1

Hemerobe aquatic noir
512

Hemerobida, p. 727.

Hemerubides, ib.

Hemerobius 493

De Get r 501

De Gt er 502

Fabricius 499
Lijinseus 497
Linnseus 505
Linnieus 506
Olivier 500

bipunctatus 506 i

chr>sops, Don 499 i

chiysops, Lin. 497 1

cornutus 500 1

ttilvicephalus 499 i

hirta 498 1

lutrarius 502 1

n!a< uliitus, Fa-
bricius 499 1

pectmicornis 501 1

p( ria 497 1

llemipters, p 665.

Latredle
Linnseus

Hemisia 673

H( pa, Geoffrey 390

Ctn. S/i,

Hepialus
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Fabvicius
Fabricius
Fabricius

crenatus
olew
scolytus

Ilylotoma
Fjibiii-ius

fiircata

pini

roste

Hylurgus, Latr.
ligniperda
piniptTda

Hymenoptera, p,

Linnaeus
Rossi

HypbyJnis
Fabricius
linger

ferriigineus

hermanni
Hypo|)ULeus

bicotor

CtJi.Sp.

267
2fi9

274
26S 1

26y 1

2G8 1

511
517
511
517 1

511 1

2(i4

ib. 1

ib. 2
665.

52
53
51
52
Si
19S

ib.

lasius 406
lanio ib. 1

Ibalia 538
ctiUellator ib. 1

Ichneumon 5U
De Geer 544
De Geer 547
De Geer 523
De Geer 525
Fubricius 535
Fabricius 538
GeofFi-oy 594
Geoffiroy 5P8
Jurine 534
JLinnseus 526
Liniifeus 545
X.inneeu9 546
Linnaeus 550
Rossi 541
Rossi 551
Schceffer 532
Scopoli 533
Villara 553
Walckenaer 564

deprimator 535 1

iondus 555 1

jftculator 526 1

paiizeri, Jur. 514 1

lehneumonida, p. 73i.

Ichneumonides, ib.

Imatidium 309 1

lenyanum ib. 1

Ino, Leach 436
statices ib, 1

Insects, classifica-

tion of. p. 665.

.Toppa, Olivier 531

Ips 97
De Geer 2(54

De Geer 265
Herbs t 93
Olivier 102
Olivier 98
Olivier 275
Olirier 280
Olivier 281
Olivier 282
Rossi 393

bicolor ib. 1

cellaris 102 i

elongatus 275 1

elongatus, Fa-
bL-icius 280 1

ferrugineus 97 •

humeralis 95
linearis 280
piniperda 264 2
typography,
De Geer 265 1

typographus ib. 1

unidentata 282 1

li'on prominent moth
443 12

Jsocerus, Illiger 286

Issus, Fabricius 397
coleoptratus ib. 1

Kentish glory 443
Knot-grass, com*
mon 454

lAbia. Leach 344
rr.mur ib. 1

Labidurfl. Leach 345

p-ifiiutt'a ib. 1

Labi.ins 577
L:\trcillei ib. 1

Lacroplrlns, Lcaeh 40

miuutus 49 1

Laf^ria, Fabricius 216
hirta ib. 1

Lamia 291
Leach 192

aedihs ib. 2
longimana 291 1

niibulosa 292 2

ociiliita ib. 4

textor ib. 3
Lamphyre rouge k

corselet tout noir 67 1

Lampyris 69
A'arsham 67

pusilla ib. 1

splenditlula 69 1

Lampiima 172
tejiea ib. I

Languria 329
bicolor ib. 1

Laothot^, Fabricius 431
ocelinta ib. 1

populi ib. 3

tili£ ib. 2
Large cabbage but-

terfly 418 2

Laria 443
bucephala ib. 13

ceruleocephala ib. 9
cor>'ii ib. 10

curmla ib. 6
dispar ib. 1

dromedarius ib. 12

fascelina ib. 3
monacha ib. 2
pudibunda ib. 4
recluaa ib. 5

ruboris ib, 7

trepida ib. 15

trimacula, Don. ib. 8

tritophus ib, 14
zicgac ib. 11

Larra 612
Fabric'us 613

liliger 606
ichneumoniror-

mis 612 1

Larrida, p. 740.

Larvides, p. 739,

Lasiocampa 441
eratsegi ib. 4
lauesti'is ib. 7

neustria ib. 5

populi ib. 6
quercus jb. 1

rubi ib. 3

trifolii ib. 2

Lasius 647
Fabricius 571

ditforrais 647 2
pilipes 671 1

Lathrobiiim 103
elongatum ib. 1

ruficorne ib. 1

Latriduis 281
minutus ib. 1

puvcatus ib. 1

Lebia 32
Lati-elllc 30
Latreille 31

atricapilla ib. 1

cyanorephala 30 1

quadrimacu lata 32 l

Ledra 404
Fabricius

Leistus, Frcelieh 45
Lema 306

Fabricius 315
merdigera 306 1

Leoides 203

picea ib. 1

Lepidoptera, p. 665.

Linnaeus
Lepisma 1

Fabricius ? 3
Linnaeus 2

polypoda? Fabr. 3 1

polypoda, Linn. 2 1

saccharina, Lin. 1 1

saccharina. Vil. 2 1

Lepismida, p. 665.

Lepisnoides, ib.

Leptocerides, p. 725.

Leptocerus 475
interruptus ib. 1

Leptopus 385

Leptura 300
Fabricius 239
Geoffroy 298
Latreille 301,

Marsham 305
elongafa 300 1

inquisitor 301 1

mic^n* 305 I

rosti-ata 2,19 1

simplex 305 2
LeptuviuH, p. 702.

Lethi-us l':2

Fabricius 172

CO). Sp.

anens 172 1

cephalotes l-'2 1

Lestes 48fi

Lestiva punctulata 109 1

Leucospis 542

eigas ib. 1

LibeTloides, Scha'ff. 496

Libellula 497
Donovan 480
Donovan 481
Latreille ib.

Linnuus 482
Linnaeut 483
Linnaeus 485

(enea 480 1

annularis 481 1

boUoni, Don. ib. 1

cancfllata 479 4

conspui'cata ib. 2
depressa ib. 1

Donovani ib. 6
forcipata, Don. 482 1

^andis 483 1

quadrimacu-
lata 479 3

Scutica ib. 7

vulgata ib, 5
vulpaiissima 482 1

Libellulida, p. 725.

Libellutides, ib.

Licinus 85

emarginatus 25 1

Ligniperda, Hcrbst 270

capusinus ib. 1

Lime hawk moth 4U 2
Limenitis 425

Fabricius
Camilla ib, 1

Limnehius. Leach 141

ptcinus ib. 1

Limncphilns, Leach 478
rhuinbica ib. 1

Limnins, Muller 132

Volckmari ib. j

Liparus 257
germanus ib. 1

triguttatus ib, 2
Liris 606

Fabricius 612
Fabricius 613

ruficornis 606 i

Lithosia 447
complana ib. 2

irroiata >b. 4

quadra ib. 1

rubricollis ib. 3

Livia 409
junconim 407 1

Lisus 255
Fabricius 261

barbirostris ib. 1

jiaraplecticus 255 2

sulcirostris ib. 1

Locusta ^54
viridissima ib. 1

Locustides, p. 709.
Lomochusa 114

bipunctata ib. 1

Lophyrus 517
pini ib. I

Loricera, Latreille 40
eenea ib. 1

Lnoanida, p. 689.

Lucanides, ib.

Lucanus 175

De Geer 174
LinnJBUs 176
Marsham 157
Pallas 152

Panzer 173

Sebreibers 172
ffineus ib. 1

apterns 152 1

caraboides 174 l

cervus 175 1

cylindricus 157 1

interruptus 176 1

Luperus 314
Froelich 100

cisteloides ib. 1

aavipes 314 1

rufipes ib. 2
Lycaena 428

Adonis ib, 7
Alsus ib. 12
Argiolus ib. 13

Argus ib, 9
Artaxeraes ib. 11

Oliryseis ib, 2

corydon ib. 6

cymon ib, 14
dispar ib. 1

dor>'Ias ib. 8

phlxas ib. 4

rubi ib. 5

vir(3^urea ib. 3
Lyea^nidve. p. 718,

Lycopecdina 537
immaculata ib. X

Ctn. Sp.

bovista 337 1

Lvctus 276
Fabricius 277
Fabricius 278

canaliculatus 284 1

crtnalus 278 1

histeroides 27rt 1

juglantis 277 2

oblongus 284 1

Lyda 519

eryihroccphala ib. I

Lygteus 3'')8

\VoIfr 369
Wolff" 370
Wolff 384

apterus 368 l

vegans 370 1

Lyme\yl«in 77
Fubiicius 76
Fabricius 78

abbrevintum ib. 1

Havipes 77 1

navale 77 1

Lyrops 613

tricolor ib. 1

Lysrra 402
reticulata ib. 1

Lytta 234
Mar^ham 223

antherina ib. 1

fusca ib, 1

^esicatoria 224 1

M
Machilis 2

polypoda, Lit. 2 I

Machls. Herbst 185

rugosa 185 I

Macrocephalus -78

Olivier 242
Olivier 243

cimicoides 7^ 1

latii-ostris 2-12 1

scabrbrus 24^ 1

Macrocera 669
atuenuata ib. 1

Macroglossum 413
steliatarum ib. 1

Macropus 2^1

loiigimanus 291 1

Malacbius 75
Eeneus 75 1

Mallow skipper 4"0 4
Malthinus 71

eollaris ib. 4
flavus ib. 3
marginatus ib. 2
ruticoUis ib. 1

Manica, Fabricius 575
Juriue 576

Maniola, Schon. 424
Manticora 8

Jfuine 45
maxillaris 8 1

maxiltusa ib. l

Mantis 350
Fabricius 503
Linnzus 348
Linnxus 349
Liinifeus 350

mcndiea 349 1

ofitoria 350 1

pagana 503 1

persa ib. 1

religiosa 350 1

siccitblia, Dob. 348 1

Mamispa 503
pagana ib. 1

Mantis!>ideS| p. 728,

Marbled butterfly 424 1

Masaris 638
Jtirine 639

apiformis 638 1

vespitbrmis 639 I

Masarides, p. 743.

Mastagus, Hoff. 115
palpalis ib. 1

Meadow brown but-

terfly 424 5

Meal lieetle 194 2
Medamoptera, p. 665.

Megaceidiala 10

Carolina ib. 2

carolinensis ib. 2
senegalensis ib- 1

Megathile 653
tentuncularis 658 l

Megalopus _ 302
nigricornis ib. 1

Meg:itoma 125
Herbst 124

ni^ra ib. 1

undaium 125 1

uniliilttum ib. 1

M< gitonida, p. 683.

Meg'?lidontt_-s 5 S

ctpbalotes ib. 1

Megilla 671

Cen. S/>.

Fabricius 647 1

turvipes ihb

pillipcs 671 1

rotmulaia 672 1

Melamlrya 215
sfi-raia ib. 1

Melandryda, p. 693
Melasis 59

buprestoides ib. 1

flabellicomis ib. 1

Mekclor 667
histrio 666 1

hittrionica ib. ]

punctata 61.7 1

Meliuona 679
lavosa ib. 1

Melitaea 422
anemis 422 4

ciuxia ib, 3

diclynna ib. 5

euphrosyne ib. 1

lucina ib. 6

silene ib, 2
Meliita 640

Kirby 642
Kirby 643
Rirby 644
Kirby 645
Kirby 646

chrycura 641 2
fotliens 640 2
gibba 645 1

iw.immerda-
mella 642 1

tricincta 644 1

Mcllinida, p. 741
Mdlinus 624

Fabricius 607
Fabricius 608
Panzer 605

ruficornis 624 1

MeUiturgia 670
claviconiis ib. 1

Keliie 233
Linnaeus 3.^2

Linnxus 234
LinnSUS 227
Linnaeus 222

afer 232 1

monoceros 22? 1

schflefferi 237 1

vesicatoria 234 1

Meloida, p. 694
Melolontha 163

Fabricius 162
Fabricius I64
Fabricius 166
Fabricius lt)7

Geoffroy 323
Olivier I65

agrieola 163 5
cardui 165 1

crinita I67 I

horiicota l'i3

mauius I65 1

metis 166 1

pulverulenta 164 1

punctata 162 l

solstitiatis 163 2
vitis 163 3
vulgaris 163 1

Melyris 72
Olivier 74

ater ib. 1

viridis 72 1

Membmcis 405

cornutus ib.

Meria 588
stapbylinus ib. 1

Meryx £83

rugosa ib. 1

Metabolia, p. 665

Met^oca 581

icbneumonides ib. 1

Metopsis 531

Micetophagus 97
Fabricius 201

Fabncuis 204

castaneus 97 1

dermtstoides 201 1

spinipes 97 I

Microgasia 535
dt-primator ib, 1

Micropei)lida, \>, 679
Micropeplus 100

porcaius ib, 1

Mira? Schaiur 551

muscora ib. 1

Miris 370
ragaus ib. l

Mi.iolinipiis 189
Hctitmanseggii 189 1

Musioph'is 615

bicolor ib. 1

Mizine 5^7

maculata ib. 1

Molorchus 299
Fabricius 298

umbellataram 299 1

5 C 2

Cen. Sp.

Moluris 181
striata ib. 1

Monedula 005
Carolina ib. 1

ruficornis ib. 1

Monltlla 225
Geoffroy 212
Linnu-us 224
Marsham 214
Marsham 100
Marsham 226

Bculeata 225 1

bolcii 214 1

fronialis 226 1

paradoxa '224 l

picia 100 1

Monlcllides, p. 694
Morion 17

monilicom'j ib. i

!Murpioii, GcoHroy 6 1

Muscides, p. 751
Mutilla 580

Jurine 581

Rossi 582
europca 580 1

Mutillida, p. 736
Mutillides. ib.

Mycciophngida, p. 699
Mycetuphsgides, ib.

Mycetophngus 279
4*pu5tuTatus ib. l

Myctcrus 2 10

griseus ib, I

Myd!«-ides, p, 750
Mylabris 228

Geoflroy 2.J0

Geortroy 2J5
decempunc-

tata 2:s
]\IyI*chus lOX

brtnineus 'b. 1

Myodocba 371
tipuloides ib, 1

Myrinecodcs 584
ppdestvis ib. I

Myrnielion 494
Linnseus 495
Linna-tis 490

fnrmicarium 495 1

iibelluloides 494 I

Myrmelionides, p. 727
Myrmica 575

forficata ib. 1

Ciijax ib. 3

subterranea ib. 2
Myrmicia, Fabr. ib.

tbrGcaia ib, I

Myrmosa 582
melanocephala ib. 1

N

Nabis 372
gigas ib. 1

Naucorida, p, 713
Naucoris 389

Fabricius 387
oculatus ib. 1

Nebria 44
arenaria >b. 1

bvcvicollis ib. 2
multipuQciata ib, 3

sabulosa ib.

Necrobia ,94

ruficollis ib. 1

Necrodes 96
curtisi ib. 2
littoralis ib. 1

Necrophorus 95
spinipes ib. 1

vespiiio ib.

Necydalis 238
Linnseus 298
Linnaeus 299

coEruIea 2"8 1

major 299 J

ruta 298 1

Neides 367
tipularius lb, 1

Neniapogon 449
Fabricius -153

flavella 449 2
linneella ib. 1

odura -153 1

rusea 449 3
Neraatiis 514

septentrionalis ib. I

Nemogrtalha 236
viiiatii ib. 1

Nemophora 452
Di^reerella ib. 1

Nemopliorida, p. 722
Ncmoptera 491

coa ib, 1

Nemozona 275
elongatum ib. 1

Nepa 390
Dc Geer 391
Luuueus c9
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Cen. Sp.

Olivier 392
r'meiVH 3^0 1

lint-iiris 391 1

V'L'pitla. IK 713

N.|iidr-i. p. 7ia

Mounmift .'OS

Leacti.p. 725

IK-b'iI ..;i 5(13 1

N LlirWlHi in, p. t''5

Liuourut, p. 725

Nillio 217
villota ib. 1

N*iniiu!e«. p. W7
Nirmut. Hrrmaun. 7

roinicis ib. 1

Nitela 618

Viiidtili 'JS

i.aireille 9»
Otixicr 9.>

Ki>i>i 9

1

l>ii>ustulata 95 1

liiru Q) 1

liiK-aris 116 1

'MtiHulKlajp. 678

LiniiXiis '^'7

baiis -1.^4

cnmclttm ih.

<'lir%'5iits ib.

Irstiecft if).

tinibiin ib.

ti-:!\ini ib.

htcta 137 2

liiimuli ib. 1

jnnthins 454
AuL-tiifl Ligusiri ib,

Dintirn ib.

luctitulosa ib.

D'Jpta ib.

I'lboiw il>,

p'icta ib.

litilnina ib.

)ibi ib.

prumissa ib.

pmuuba ib.

lut ib.

rumicis ib.

spon&a ib.

tauaceti lb.
Yt-rb^sci ib,

N'ottuiUj, [>. 723
Xuctuidcs. lb.

Kocturaiaj j>. 720
Nola 4^7

I-alliuhtus ill. 1

ililFormis ib. 2
rijvevsipts ib. 1

Nomadi tir.2

LalrtlUe fi-t5

gibba ib. I

riificui-nis f>fS2 i

•cbottii 664 1

Xonpaieil, Clirilrn 454 1

NosoiWndi-rin 131
I'asciculare tb. l

Xolenn
^

50
crJsslcurilii ib. 1

N'othrO|t1iilus 13
acf|u>iticus ib. 1

b gj'tatus ib. Z
Notoclea "I'i

^Jotonecta 392
Linns us 393

gtauca 592 I

striata 393 i

Notoneciida, ji. 723
Noionectidts, ib.

Ntitu![US 222
monoceros ib. 1

Nyii.phala, Schiaok
4(^8

Xympbales 425
Lau-eille 426

Camilla 425 1

iris 420 1

^^ysson COS
spinosus ib. 1

Ochlhcbiu? 137
marin'is ib. 2
ripai'iits ib. 1

Odacatiiba 3?
nu-;annra ib. l

Odona'a. Kabi-. p. 7j;;

Chloiuocenmi 47'i

griitiiiii ib. 1

Odoiitnmathus, La-
ireillc 57

O 'ontnsioma, p. C'J5

Odytierui 629
eumpsus ib. 1

phalceratUB ^30 1

spiuipes 6ii 1

(Edemtrra 238
ccerulea il>, 1

tKflemt;ridi;s,p. 695

Cen. ?t?.

afer ib. 1

a^«i*itlei» p. 751

Oiceoptoma 96
tbonictva ib. 1

O.dt-s j:i

bipMnctata ib. i

Omaliitii rs

sa^umlis ib. 1

Omnium 1C3
ri.iiljre ib* I

Oin!tlu<i,Juriiie 5'V3

OmaphrMii 4'j

li'iibatum il>

Oinopttia. p.
''.'•

LtaL-li, p. 713

Oiiiiis 149

si'biiix ib. 1

Oiuhiiplugui \^0
vaiTu ib. I

Opatk-iini 193

Kibrici-.is 1S5

Jlbfffr 1'12

Mniibam 20-3

BgaiietJt il>- 1

fciiiorile i;'2 1

fcmorauim ib. 1

ftviiciim 155 1

Opliion 5 a
Fabiicius ib.

Opilus 92
niollis ib- 1

Oraiigf ii;>t bulierHy
413 5

Orneod<3 Litmlle 474

hi.*>.:idatt)lus ib. 1

Orsudacjia 303

chlurutica ib, 1

OrJioptura, p. 655

LttreiUe. p. 707
Lan-tille, p. 70S
Laire^llu, p. 709

OlTCtes 158

iiasicoi'uia ib. I

Oiyssus 522
c(>t-uiiatU9 i'j- I

vcspLTiibo ib. 1

Oiidruiiius 14

Osmia 657
Licoruis 657 1

cttrulescens ib. 2"

coriuiia i!j. i

Osmylida, p. 727
Oj>oiyiU3 499

nificulatus ib. 1

Ostoma 95
Ourapleryx 458

stnibuLaria ib. 1

Oxyara 6t:>5

fl.»vfsceni ib. 1

Oxyhtlhda, p. 741
OAybeiii.s 620

uiii^kimis 61C) 1

Oxyporus lOo
Kabt'tcius in
Fabricius 112

chryiomeliiius ib. 1

VUlipC:! Ill 1

niius 100 1

OxytelUi 147
cuL-iiiatus ib. 1

Psecilia. Stiiraiik 454
ra;dt-ru> 104

Gra\eiihoi'st
103

OivitT 105
bicolor 103 2
elun^-ama ib. 1

I'ijKii-ius 101 I

PieIoI'ius 53
Htrrinaniii ib. 1

Paitrubiui. Ltacli 3
iituritirtius ib. 1

Painud lady butterfly
423 2

Palarus 611
ll.tvipeg ib. 1

Pamphibiii 519
cryibiocephjUis

517 1

Patiageus 39
cnix-major ib. 1

Paourpa 492
Lmnsc'is 491
Limiu:us 491

era jyi i

coiiiiniinis 492 1

lijuilariii? 493 1
Panoipid^, p. 72&
Paiiorpidt'S. ib.

Paiuiig da, p. 745
Panuigiij 649

lubatiiS ib. 1

Papilio 416
.\doni9 4?S 7

Adyppe 421 3
/i-igsiia 4J-1- a

Cen. Sp.

A^iitia 421 2

Alsui 428 U
Aiiliopa 423 3

Apollo 417 1

Aixiolus 429 13

A;\rU8 ib. 9
Aii;i\ r\es ib. U
Ai-ttinii 422 4
Atalaiiia 43.3 l

lielul.e 427 1

iilaitdiiil 424 4
brossitie 418 2
C-album 423 7

Cimilla 4.:5 1

cuviiauiiiies 418 5

«ai-diii 423 2

Cbry'.cis 423 2

Cin\ia -m 3

Coruiua 430 1

Coryduil 428 6

crjtrtgi 41S 1

Cyinuii 42ti 14

I>aplKlii-e 4ia

Uavijs 4M
Uittvuiia 422 5

disp;ir 4;-iJ 1

Doiylaa ib. 8

Kiip'li'usyne 422 l.

(^alaihea 424 1

Hero 424
Hipolhoe, Don. 423 I

H>ale 419 1

Hyperamhus 424 2

Juuira^ Liu. ib. n

L-avus, Lewen. 428 S

Idds 428 10
lu 423 4
Iris 426 1

Jurtina 424
Latbouia 421
l.;.ilus 429 1

li»t;a 4^0 5

Lucina 422 6

Maibaun 413 [

Mulvte 430 4
M<'ga:ra 424 7
Itapi 413 4
Painphilus 'iU 3
Paiiiscus 430 G
Pai.'Kia 421 4
PIila:aS 428 4
pilucells 424 5
Podilii-'US 416
Polycblui-OS 423 5
JiFuiii 427 2
qiificus ib. 3
rap£ 413 3

rlmmui 420 I

rubi 428 5

Stfinele 424 9
Sil;:iie 422 2
siiiapis A\'i 6
sylvaiius 430 2
'iases lb. 3
'ly, hon 424
Viigaurca 428 3
iirtitae 423 6

Papiliaiiid;,;, p. 71Q
P.ipil'OniUcs, p. 715
Pr^tiidra 2S5

(tvis ib. 1

Pariies 6u-%

schottii ib. 1

Parnassius 417
Apullu ib. 1

Parnopes 5,j7

caraea ib. l

Parntii i3J
amiculatus ib. I

Parojisii 3i6
A;istr.ilasi-.e ib. 1

Passilida, p. 6S8
PaiS.i|ii! 176

irilciriipttn ib. 1

Pau^sidts, p, 699
Paussns 272

liMLritcephalus ib. 1

Peach bjoisom
inoih 454

Pt;at;<n.k ivittei-IIy 423 4
Pearl skippt-r 4.';o I
Peaily burJi r 422 1

Pearly i.ordtrtd
liktncsi ib. 2

Pedieid.dei, p. 666
PcUiuuhis 7

Geoifioy 507
L iinxiis 7
R di 6

cer\k'ali< 7 2
b'imamia ib, 1

Immaiius. var. ib. 2
pubis 6 1

PtiVdius 192
I'eiDoratus ib. 1

PeU'c Tins 5^7
polycer^tor ib- I

P-lajjiiiiida, p. 712
Pc.'aifoiius 38:3

nuiig:iaatu3 ib, j

Ctn. Sp.

Pclopseidfl, p. 739
rdopafus 603

Fabi'ii-ius 609
diiiillatorius 603 2
pei'Sd.s ib. 3

spir lex ili. l

lubifcx ib. 4

Peltastis 531
llliger 531

Peltis. Geollioy 96
Kugf!l;iii 95

fetriiKiiicus 95 1

Pempinedou 623
Fabniius f'20

Fabiicius 122
minuius ib. 1

tibi-.ilis 620 1

uniculor 623 1

PeiilftriiL-ra, p. 667
Ptulatoma 364

Lati-eille 363
' Lati'eille 365
acciiiiiiuuta 363 1

bidtns 364 1

pi-asiiius ib. 2
Peuiatoiuida, p. 710
pLiitatuaiidcs. ib.

Peps is 503

Fabriciui 597
Fibiiirius S-JS

llltg^-i: 600
1 filler 603
Paliiiut de
Beauvoia 599

areiiaria 197 3

Waviiiemils 5y8 I

iiia\dlu>a ib.

Peiuisylvatiica iu.

siellaia 593 1

Perilaiiipi:| 549
viulaireus ib. 1

Perla 509
De Geer SQ5
tieottioy 503

marg uaia 50^ 1

Perlaiides, p. 728
Petaiothiriis ^74

variegaius Jb. 1

Plialaeiunda, p. 705
Plialacrus 333

bii.<..lur ib 1

Phaleria 199

eHdeverina ib. l

Phala.ua 455
Fabricius 45'i

F^briciiis 4"l

Fabricius 4 '3

Latreillc 457
Latreille 453
Linna-us 437
Liiuiu;li9 438
LiiiniKua 4.39

LailuFua 440
Liiuia-iis 443
Linn.eus 444
Litin»fus 448
Liniicfiii 449
Linuitus 451
Lin.txus 452
LiiiiiaMis 454
Liliuieui 459
Liii;i.£Uj 4'~'0

Liim<eus 462
LiiuiKUS 465
LiiiUiras 4''S

LiuiiKti:! 4(^9

Liimr. us 471
Li.'lijt us 472
Luniaus 473
Liiinctus 474

ffseiili 4v^9 1

tuisus 4"!8 I

Digeerelta 452 1

d)sp:ir 443 1

evunyinella 44^ 1

betins. Oineiin 437 3

Iiexitdacrjbis 47-1 I

maiM'a. l3uu. 437 2

mat-giiniana 455 1

paioiii.i-rninor^

Liiiiia;u3 440 1

pellloiiella 451 1

pinguinalis 4<>9 I

))iiiiitria 4 1

quadra 447 1

(liR-rcit'-lIa 4J2 1

qt;t.reii3 441 1

virula 444 1

Plial.cnida. p. 723
Ptitli-nidts, ib.

Pbasuia 346
Fab icius 3 :7

Liehteiutein 348
ros-Sii 47 I

violaceus 46 I

Phasiuida, p. 703
Pliilanibtis 6ii

Fahvifius 6^!ii

Fabiicius 627
coruuaius ib. \

Gen. 5>,
flavipes 611 1

Fhileuciis 66]

Kiibyanus, Lat. ib 1

puML-iatui lb. I

Phileurm 159
dydiiims 1^9 1

FhiliipuianMis 1

Leach 477
Phloiu'ibuft 269

ple^e ib. 1

Phryyaiit-a 1

LiiiiKCUs 50S
Liiiita:us 50sl

bicaudata 509 1

graiidis 477 1

iiiicri'upta 475 l

lliuinbica 477 1

Phry^ajiides, p. 725
Pbynjaia 379

ctMS!.ipes ib. 1

Physapbiila, p. 725
Pb)sapbu9 491

tu.i lb. X

Pieiis, Latmlle 418
Kihraiik 417
St-hi.mk 419
Schnuitv 420

braiSiL-if 4iS 2
cutdaniiiies ib. 5
cr.it:egi ib, 1

Dapl.itice ib.

Hyale 419 1

Pitris ii.ipi 418
rapa: ib. 3
rhumiii 420 1

S)na|>i<t 4.8 6
PieKata, p. 729

, 1'uilt.lia ISO 1

Fabiicius IS I

Heibit 190
Oii^i.r lb2
Oiiwcr J83
Uiiiiet- 184
Pjiykull 135
Paiiiei- 185
Uus^i 1S3

bipuiictata ISO 1

cai'iiiuta 188 1

LJliata I84 1

gib6aia 190 1

glabei- 182 I

|jy^ina-a 155 1

rtUexa 183 1

striata i8i I

v:in<.li>sa 135 1

Pinieliades, p. rJS
Pimpla 531

FahriL'ius jb.

Pmp liauk inuth 432 6
Pison 616

Juriiie 601
atcr 616 1

uiger, Latr, Gi6 i

Piihiiis 651
Platyi.erus 174

Geo (Troy 2^5
Geotlruy 175

carabuidts 174 1

Platy^ster 552
rubcoruis ib. 1

Platypicrieida, p 723
Platjptepyi 463

Lair, ille 4t4
coDipressa ib. t

eiilii-aria 463 3
falcuiaria ib. 1

latciiinaria ib. 2
Platypus 266

lylindricus ib. 1

Pjfsia, Juriiie 587
FiuiHria 37u

vagebunda ib 1

Piii-utiioia 255
Pudaliiiua 671
Poibuin 003

rulipes lb. 1

Pudura 4
Ltmii£us 5

Btr.i ib. 1
vividis ib. 1

plumbea 4 1

PoJure bruii eiiiume 5 1
GfdiiV'.y ib.

brim roiide 5 l

De Geer ib
grise commune 4 1
GtoHVoy ib.

pliiinbte 4 1

*Dt Getr ib.

verti" aut yeux
iioir 5 2

Polistps 636
gi'.llicae ib. 1

Polych.um 591
Vfpaiidum ib. 1

Polyeigus 572
lutLsrens ib. 1

Polyommatus 428
AUns ib. 12
Argus lb. 9

Ce-H. Sf'.

Corydon ib. 6
Pltl.ea3 ib. -I

rubi ib. 5

viig-aureai ib. 3

Painpilida, p. 738
PoiKpilides, ib,

PyiUiiJIiiS 594
Fabricius €>Qi

Fabticiui 611
Juiine 593
Juiiae 625
Spiiioli 6C1

aiuiuhitus 594 1

biculiu* ib. J
coriiiculus 601 I
(li^par 594 4
miiconiia 625 1
pluiiiipcs 594 5

vialicus ib. '2

Pouera 573
ctielil'era ib. L
crassiuuda ib. 2

Pomia 41^
bras>Ica ib. n
caiilah.iues ib. 5
cratifgi ib. 1

diipliUice ib. 7
napi ib. 4
rail* ib. 3
sinapii ib. 6

Pitplar b-.ukmoth 43l 3
Potiyiiiaiia 1
Puu huiuain de la

leie, De Geer 7 2
huniaiii du corps,
Dc Geer 7 1

pid.jiauv, Geof. 7 i
Pmsuiuris 31J

pbctlaiidiii ib. 1
Priumila, p. 701
Priunus £90

Olivit-r £91
coriarius 190 1

loiigiinanus lyi l
Pi-istij.liuia 575

leslacea 515 1
Pro-apii, De Geer 590
Pniboscidea, p 750
Piotris 4.'?6

stances ib. 1

Prociutiupt;! 560
brevipLTiiiis ih. 1

Pi'octoliupidt-*, p. 734
Pro,, iiicuiaspea 443 H

iioi» ib. 12
pale 454
pebble 44.3 11
shallow ib. 15

Pio)ia;us 51^9

icneus lb. 1
Prosupida, p. 743
Piov.pis 641
I'lOjU poiiaiia I
I'ltileii'us 110

bracliypterus ilj. 1
PsaiiituoLbai'es ay-i

PsUmniodius IBS
gUibosu* ib. I

Pselaiiiirdti, p. 705
Pst-taplnis 3?8

Keluigii lib 1

iiFipreasua 338 1
Pseu 6C9

Pnnzer 622
Panzer 5iU
Shraiik 519

aier 6oy I

paHii>es 622 1

Psilus 553
coriiutus ib. I

Psoa 271
viennensis ib. 1

Psotida. p. 72S
Provides, lb.

Pioehui 505
Fabricius 507

bipunctaius 506 1

latedicus 507
puIsaLu^iUs ib. 1

Psylla ' 408
altii ib. 1

Ps>H dts. p. 714
Pteroctulus 630

pUal*s^altis ib. 1

PCeruninlut 550
turiricis ib. 1

Pteroiiiii 5)5
^ Jurlne 517

tesiace.** 515 I
Pt. ruphariies. La-

ireilie. p. 724
Pleropliuius 473

Geortroy 472
d,d;)Ct)l.s 473 2
h.-\ad:ictyUis 472 3

pemadtt*. lyiui 473 1
Plblriis 6

iiiguinatis ib. 1

PiJtiuus 119
Fabricius 66
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C€n,Sfi,

Tioeides, p. T33.

Tingii 3.80

canlui 'b. l

Tinoties, p. 725.

Tipbia *8*

Fabricim ^^4
*

Kibriciu* SS7

Rossi 588

f«morata S35 1

macuUta *97 1

prt!e5trii S8-I 1

Tipliifles. p- 7l7.

TipiilHriile*. p. 750.

Xorniciit 2_C5

typogrfiplius »b« I

Tonnx 465

Htibner 460

ehlorana 465 2

dentana 466 i

fagama 465 1

poinana 465 3

Toxicum l'^6

richesianum ib. 1

I'rnchelus 520
I'racluisa 612

TrtOiyi 57
minnta id. 1

Irachv'ceHii 204

Bp'liodioiiles ib. 1

meridiaua* Sb. I

Tremex M*

ENTOMOLOGY.

Ceiu Sp.

coluraba 524 I

rii^cK'ornis ib. 1

Tricliini 168

fasciatus ib. 2

nobilis ib. 1

Tricliwlei. Htrbst ^>3

flpiarius ib. 1

Tricli"piei*a, p. 724.

Triil»ciy:«is 352
pnnilo*iui ib. 1

Trigona 680
amnlthea ib. 1

spinipi^s ib. 2
Triplax 328

nissica >b. 1

Tritoma 327
Geoffrey 279
Tliiinlurgr 280

bi.ji-itulata 327 1

ru^sica, Lati'. ib. 1

TrochiUim, ScopoU, 434

flpiforme ib. 1

Trogojite 285
Fabric!us 286
Fabricius 30*

Siilzer 329
btcolor ib. 1

bruiineus 286 1

carflboides 285 1

mauritantca ib. 1

purpurasccni 386 I

Troguj sn

Cen.Sp.

Tros 1.56

sabntosu! ib. 1

Truxalis 356

nnsiiKts lb. 1

Tnpoxylon 617
Fabricius '^>

atratum 603

Tussock, common 443 3

nui tree ib. 10

scTfce ib. 4

Typbietis 154

pumilus jb. 1

vulgaris ib. 1

Vanessa 423

Antiopa ib. 3

atalauta ib. 1

C-8lbuin ib. 7

cardui ib. 3

lo «<>. 4

Polychloroi ib. 5

urticae ib. 6

Velia 382

currens ib. 2

rivulorum ib. 1

Vespa 637
GeoffVoy 569
GeofTroy 607
Geotfroy 626
LinnEeus 543

Cen,Sp,
Linnseua 005
Linnxus 019
LiniKcus 024
Linnaius 029
Stilzcr 604

ftbbrt'viata 639 I

ci-abro 637 1

uculnta 629 1

phalwrata 63o 1

spinipes 631 1

iinigluniis 619 1

vulgaris 637 2

7,onata 634 1

Vespiila, p 742,

Vchpides, ib,

Viappo 533

Ulleiota 283

flavipes ib. 1

Ulonata, Fab. p. 708.

Fabricius, p. 709,

Volvoxys 3 50

Kiigellan 331 1

Upis 195
ceramboidtis ib. 1

Urania 429
Leilus ib, 1

Uranides, p. 719.

Uroccrides, p. 730.

Uroceros 523
Latreille 521

gigas 523 I

gi^s, Linneeus ib. 3

Ccn. Sp.

juvencui 521 4

psyllius ib. 2
spectrum ib. 3

W
Wasp hornet

sphinx 434 3
White spot brown

butterfly 428 XI

White spotted

skipper 430 2

Wood argus but*

terfly 424 8

Wood leopard

moth 439 1

Wood white but-

terfly 434 3

Xenops 342

Peckii »b. 1

Rossii ib. 2

Xorydes 530
indicatoiius ib. 1

Xyletinus 120

la vis ib. 1

Xylocopa 650
violacea ib. 1

Xyphydria 521

camelut ib. 1

Cen. St.
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liNTRE-Douno-E-MiNHO, the name ot one ot tlie

most populous provinces of Portugal, and so called from

its situation between the rivers Douro and IVIinho. It

is bounded on the north by Gallicia, a province of Spain ;

on the east by Trales ISIontcs and Spain ; on the south

by the Portuguese province of Beira, from which it is

separated by the Douro ; and on the west by the Atlan-

tic Ocean. It extends from 40° 50' to 42° of North La-
titude, and from 8° 55' to 7° 55' of West Longitude. It

is about eighteen leagues long, and eleven broad ; and the

whole province is a collection of granite mountains, the

eminences consisting of bare granite sand, and the val-

lies alone being fertile. As the iiiliabitants are extreme-

ly industrious, the soil is well cultivated, and a system

of irrigation is carried on to such an extent, that the nu-

merous wells obtained by digging, give the country an

appearance of being covered with shafts of mines. The
principal article of produce is maize, though rye, barley,

and wheat, are sometimes cultivated. The vine yields

a bad wine resembling vinegar, the grapes being shaded
from the sun by the tops of trees.

The principal vallies in this province are those of

Villanova, of Braga, Ponto de Porto, and of Villar de
Vaiga.
The valley of Villanova is extremely beautiful. Small

fields of maize, and even of rye and barley, and rarely of

wheat, arc encircled with lofty oaks, cliesnuts, and pop-
lars, every tree supporting a vine, which spreads over its

summit, and often reaches the top even of the highest

oaks. The fields are watered by artificial brooks, which
communicate an agreeable freshness to the air even in

the heat of summer.
Arid mountains, covered with heath, separate the val-

ley of Villanova from that of Braga. The city of Braga,
of which we have already given a full description in that

article, is situated in a broad open vale, shaded by trees,

and well cultivated, and abounding with cork trees.

The valley of Ponto de Porto, where there is a stone

bridge over the Cavado, and a village of the same name,
is about a league from Braga. This valley is extremely
beautiful, appearing like a thick wood of high trees,

though the houses, fields, and gardens, are embosomed
among the trees. At the distance of two leagues from
that valley, and at the foot of the mountain, stands the

rich and extensive Bernardino monastery of Bouro, situ-

ated about 500 feet above the level of the sea On a

mountain, at a great distance, is the church of Nossa
Senhora de Abbadia, where there is a miraculous figure

of the Virgin, which is visited by numerous pilgrims.

Into the valley of Villar de Veiga, which is the name
of a large village, the rapid stream of the Rio das Cal-

das pours itself ever rugged rocks ; and, after climbing
the mountains for about a league, the traveller reaches
the village of Caldas de Gerez, celebrated for its warm
baths. The valley is here extremely narrow. To the

eastward, the houses lean against the rocks, a stream
waters them to the west, and also the foot of another
mountain. The valley to the northward rises rapidly up
the heights ; and an eminence to the southward, before

it descends, incloses this dell. The mountains are steep,

lofty, and rocky, trees being found chiefly on the banks
of the river, consisting of oaks, beny bearing alders,

azereiros, and olives. The mountains are covered with

thick bushes, especially along the brooks, and consist of
strawberry trees, erica arborea, azereiros, and two new
varieties of cytisus, which render the mountains impass-
able. Single oaks, of a remarkable kind, grow on the
highest summits.

Tiie village of Caldas de Gerez consists of 40 stone

houses, which are ill built, and have but one story. Tiic

apartments are small and inconvenient, the windows have
in general no glass, and the floors are so bad that one
can see through them. Their only furniture consists of

a rough wooden table and coarse chairs. A small square,

about 200 paces in length, serves as the promenade ; but
there is no place where the company can ride ; ladies,

and feeble patients, being carried in litters borne !)y two
horses. The warm springs rise to the eastward from a
wall of granite rock, at the foot of a high nioimtain.

They are four in number, and over each a s(|uare house
is built, in the middle of which is a bath walled round.

One person only can bathe at a time; and a cuitain is

the only screen for protecting the bathers from view.
One of the springs contains hepatic gas. The heat of
the warmest does not exceed 40° of Reau)iuir; and the
hottest may be used as a bath. The bathing season con-
tinues from June t?!! August. The company, which con-
sists of the English fro\n Oporto, and of the inhabitants

of the small towns of the IVIinho, rise at four in the morn-
ing, bathe or drink the waters immediately, and then
walk till near seven. Tliey dine at 12, and then take a
long sleep ; at four they again bathe or drink the water ;

after sunset they take a second walk, and, after assem-
bling at a tea or card parly, they sup at 10.

The mountains of Serra de Gerez, which separate this

province from Spain, extend in general from east to

west, but send out many arms to the south. The valley
where Caldas lies, stretches in the same direction, rising

continually to the north, till it again sinks towards the
frontiers of Gallicia, which are only three leagues dis-

tant from Caldas. The valley rapidly narrows, becomes
more woody and rocky, till the traveller enters a thick
shade of lofly oaks. Lofty walls of rugged rocks now
appear, and the mountain assumes an appearance of sub-
limity. Near Gallicia, the river Hosnem intersects the
valley obliquely, and flows into another. In this place
are the ruins of a Roman bridge and a Roman road,

which the mountain torrents have in vain endeavoured
to destroy. From this spot a narrow footpath leads into

Spain, which commences in a pass called Portela de
Homem. The highest of the mountains of Gerez is to

the eastward of Caldas, towards IMontu'egre ; the highest
peak, which is between 30oO and 4000 feet high, is

named O Murro de Burrageiro, and consists of rocks
heaped together. The view to the west is extensive,

commanding the greater part of the province of Minho
and the sea. The horizon in other quarters is bounded
by mountains. The granite of which this range of moun-
tains consists, often contains bar-shrerl, and, in the clefts,

mountain-crystals and smoke topazes, and sometimes a
fine rose-coloured quartz. Tlie flora consists of Bis-

cayan and Pyicnean plants, and of several nondescript
species. Wolves are here so numerous, as to render
this range dangerous for travellers. The Caucasian goat
abounds here ; it is found in the northein part of the pe-
ninsula: its flesh is much esteemed ; tlie skin is used as
covers for mules, and the horns for household ornaments.
Great numbers of lizards and snakes abound in this

range : these are generally the Laccrta agilis of Linnaeus,
and the Fi/iera Redi.

Between Caldas and the village of Covide, appear the
remains of an old mountain fort, which the inliabitants

affirm are the ruins of an old city called Chatcedonia.

No inscription occurs among these ruins.

The chief towns of this province are Braga, Oporto,
Viana, Amarante, Guiraarsns, Ponte de Lima, and Pezo
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<le Regna. The principal rivers arc, tlic Minlio, tiie

Douro, ihe Lima, the Nciva, the Cavado, the Ave, &c.

Sill of wliich run westward into the Atlantic.

The province contains three cities, 25 towns, 223,495

lioiises, and 900,COO inhabitants, (tv)

I'.NYDHA, a i^euiis of plants of the class Syngene-

sia, and order Polygamia Scgreguta. See Uotanv, p.

306.

F.P.^CUIS,a s^cniisofpl.ints of tlic class Pentandria,

and Older Motiogynia. See IJotanv, p. 135, 164.

I'.PACT. Si;e CniiONOLOOY.
EPAMINONDAS, a celebrated Grecian general, was

bdin at Thebes in Heeotia ; and was descended, by his

l.itlier Polyninis, from the ancient sovereigns of his

country. lie was educated in his father's house, along

with Pliilip of Macedonia, under the Pythagorean pliilo-

sopher Lysis; and, from an caily age, devoted himself

to the study of philosophy. Nor was he inattentive to

the inoreornamenlal accomplishments; and particularly

applied himself to those athletic exercises, which at that

lime formed the chief amusement of the Grecian youth.

AVhile he was distinguished by the most amiable dispo-

sitions, and mingled freely with young persons of his

own age, he was remarkably reserved in his manners,

lie spoke seldom, even to his intimate feiends ; but the

few words which he occasionally uttered were so uni-

formly pertinent and judicious, that, wlien he was only 15

years of age, it was said of him by Spintarus of Taren-
tum ;" I never knew a man who understood so much
and spoke so little." Though thus accomplished and
admired, he was one of the poorest citizens of Thebes

;

and no solicitations of his friends could ever prevail up-
on him to accept of riches, or to alter his frugal mode of

life. Anxious to correct the luxurious manners of his

countrymen, and to inspire them with that virtuous spi-

rit, which might enable tlicm to maintain their public

liberties, he omitted no opportunity of resisting their dis-

sipated habits ; and, when once questioned, at a public

festival, why be had appeared in so plain a dress, and
with so pensive an aspect, he sarcastically repliec), " be-

cause I wish, that one person may remain to watch over
the safety of the city, when you are all drowned in wine
and debauchery." Having attracted the esteem and affec-

tion of Pelopidas, one of the wealthiest and most illustri-

ous of the Thebans, ho inspired his friend with similar

sentiments ; and, by their united influence and example,
they revived among their fellow cilizens that love of so-

briety and virtue, which laid the firm foundation of their

future eminence. These two friends, having been ap-
pointed to join the troops, which were sent to the assist-

ance of the Lacedemonians, in the war against the
Arcadians, gave the first signal proof of their own mi-
litary spirit, and raised the character of their country
among the neighbouring states. At the battle of Man-
tinea, they sustained with heroic courage the hottest of
the fight, and Pelopidas having fallen covered with
wounds upon heaps of slain, the desperate exertions of
Epaminondas for his rescue restored the victory to the
routed Lacedemonians. When the Spartans, a few years
afterwards, jealous of the rising power of the Thebans,
had treacherously made themselves masters of their
cjty, and when Pelopidas, with the other exiles, had
formed a scheme for the liberalion of their country,
Epaminondas, wliosc obscure station and love of study
had saved him from banishment, privately seconded the
enterprize with the utmost sagacity, and after the execu-
tion of the plot, opetdy appeared among the assertors of
the independence of Thebes. Sacrificing his love of re-

tirement and philosophy to the interests of his country,
he came forward with his friend to share all the burdens
of government, and the dangers of war. By their pru-
dence, vigilance, and activity, they baffled all the exer-
tions of the renowned Agesilaus in several campaigns;
prevented him from gaining any other advantage than
that of laying waste their country ; and gradually taught
the Theban soldiers to face, and even to vanquish, on
equal terms, th.eir hitherto triumjihanl invaders. Ar-
taxerxcs INlnemon, the Persian monarch, having con-
voked an assembly of the Grecian states at Sparta, for

the purpose of accomplishing a general pacification,

Epaminondas was placed at the head of the Theban de-

putation. Here, while the other deputies were overawed
by the haughty Agesilaus, he alone asserted the inde-

pendence of his country, and recommended a general
resistance to the overgrown power of the Lacedemo-
nians. The Spartan king excluded the Thebans from the

league, and war was declared against them as the ene-
mies of Greece. Epaminondas was unanimously chosen
to conduct the aflairs of Thebes; and, having selected

six of the principal citizens as his associates, to whom he
gave the appellation of Beotarchs, or governors of Boeo-
tia, he marched with 6i;(0 infantry and a small bod* of
cavalry, to oppose the Lacedemonian king, Cleombrotus,
at the head of 10,000 foot and 10(^0 horse. The hostile

armies met at Leuctra, a small town in Bosotia, B. C 371.

Epaminondas, by the courage with which he inspired his

troops, and the new plan of attack which he adopted,

gained a complete victory over double his numbers ; and
cm oft" the Spartan commander with the flower of his

army. The victorious chief rejoiced in the exaltation of
his country; but declared that his highest personal gra-
tification consisted in having acquired so great glory-

while his ]iarents were alive. Two years after this me-
morable success, he entered the territories of the Lace-
demonians, where, for the space of 600 years, an enemy's
camp had never been pitched; and, at the head of
70,000 troops from different states, overran all Laconia
with fire fid sword ; advanced to the very walls of Spar-

ta, which on one occasion he had it in his power to de-

stroy ; laid wasle its suburbs in the sight of its kings ;

and, having completely humbled that lormidable power
in the sight of all Greece, returned to Thebes with an

army crowned wilh victory, and loaded with the spoils

of the enemy. Entering his native city, which he had
raised from the lowest humiJiation to the height of poli-

tical greatness, he found a factious parly, prepared to

accuse him and his colleague of treason against the state,

for having retained their office as Beotarclis lour months
beyond the term prescribed by law. An assembly of

the ungrateful people was ready to jondemn the two
friends to capital' punishment, when Epaminondas, anx-

ious to save the life of Pelopidas, acknowledged the

breach of the law which he had committed, and took
upon himself the whole of the guilt in having advised

the measure. " Tlic law condemns me," he exclaimed
before his judges, " and I consent, if it inust be so, to

suffer as an example ; but permit me to make this sin-

gle request. I suffer for having led you into Laconia,

where no enemy before you had dared to penetrate ; I

suffer for having carried into their towns and territories

the desolations which they first brot'.Rht upon our mise-
rable country; I suffer for gaining your victories and
enlarging your power. Behold the crimes for which I

am condemned! let them be engraved upon my tomb,
that, when posterity shall hear of my pmiishment,
they may also be informed of the cause." This speech
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was received with sliouts of applause, and the judge

pronounced a sentence of acquitt;!). Epamiiiondas, strip-

ped of authority, returned without a murmur to the

station of a humble citizen ; and when, a lew years af-

terwards, an army was sent against Alexander the tyrant

of Pherx, he enrolled himself to serve as a common
soldier. In that capacity lie saved the army from des-

truction, ajid was instantly, by the unanimous voice of

the soldiers and citizens, reinstated in the command.
During the intervals of peace, he laboured to introduce

order and integrity into tiie management of the public

finances; and, in ids enlarged views of policy, he adopt-

ed the most cflcrtual plans for rendering his country as

powerful by sea as it was by land. He persuaded tlic

people to vote a large sum for building a fleet ; and suc-

ceeded in gaining possession of the maritime station at

Rliodes and Chjos. But the growing power of Thebes
having excited the jealousy of the other states, he was
called to make head against a formidable confederacy
©f the Mantinean->, Athenians, and Lacedemonians. With
his usual promptitude in warlike expeditions, he made a

sudden attempt upon the city of Sparta ; but, after hav-

ing penetrated to the forum, he was compelled to retreat

by the desperate resistance of Agesilaus and his son
Archidamus. He then hastened to make a similar at-

tack upon Mantinea; but, contrary to his calculations,

found it prepared against a surprise Anxious to re-

trieve his own fame, and to raise the courage of his

army, which ha'l suffered some depression by the fai-

lures of these enterprises, he determined tO' risk a gene-
ral engagement. He had an army of 30,000 infantry

and 3000 cavalry, wliile the united forces of the Lace-
demonians and of their allies did not exceed 20.0U0 foot

and 2000 horse. But, though superior in numbers, he
omitted no advantage whieh it was possible to duiivc

from military skill ; and never exerted his taicuts more
than on this occahion, to deceive and to disconcert the
enemy by his manoeuvres. His order of battle is con-
sidered as the most simijle and best concerted, that has
been recorded in the annals of ancient tactics. Pretend-
ing to pass the Lacedemonians, as if upon a march, he
suddenly formed his line of attack, charged their centre
with a strong columii in an oblique direction, and routed
their main body with immense slaughter. To .u;ain a
complete victory, he had only to colkxt his Thebans,
and fall upon the wings of the enemy, wiiich were ready
to give way ; but hurried along by his desire of victory,

and his inveteracy against the enemy, he advanced al-

most al.one into the niicist of the fugitives. Rrcoveriiig
from their paiiie, thvy assailed him v.ith the utmost fury,

overwhelmed him with a shower of darts, and one uf
them at lengtli plungt-d a lance into his breast, the iron

head of which, broken off by the force of the blow, was
left in his body. Carried to nis tent, he heard without
emotion the declaration of the siirijeons, that l.is wound
was mortal, and that his dea'h must follow the extrac-

tion of the weapon. He first asked his attendants if his

buckler had been saved ; and when it was brought, he
clasped it to his breast as the conipaiuon of bis exploits.

He next inquired concerning the event of the battle ;

and, having been i.iformcd that the Tlitbans were vic-

torious, he exclaimed, '' it is enough ; I die iwicoiiquer-

ed ; advise my countrymen to conclude a peace !" One
of his intimate iriends, lamenting his death, and his

Want of any offspring to revive Lis name ; " you mis-
take," he replied, " I leave Ix hind me two immortal
daughters, the victory of Leucira, and that of Man-

VoL. VHL Part H.

tinea." Having said this, he directed the iron to be ex-
tracted, and instantly expired, U. C. 363. The glory of
his country perished along with him, and his distinguish-

ing greatness consists in this, that he inspired an ob-
scure and oppressed people with his own exalted senti-

ments. He lias justly been regarded as one of the most
distinguished characters that any age or nation has ever
produced; and was equally eminent as a philosopher, a
statesman, a commander, and a virtuous citizen. Sec
Corn. JVepos : Plutarch's Lives, Agcsil. and Pclop.

;

Justin, b. ix.; Pausanias and Xenophon's History <^
Greece; Polybius, b. ix. ; Diod. Sic. b. xv. and xvi.

;

^nac/iarsis, vol. ii. ; Univ. Hist. vols. v. and vi. ; and
particularly M. de Folard's Li/e of Efiaminondat, iJfc-

vol. ii. (9)

EPERUA. See Panzera, Botany Index.
EPHEDRA, a genus of plants ot the class Dicecia,

and order M< nadelphia. See Botan-v, p. 333.

EPHEMERA. See Entomology Index.
EPHESUS, a celebrated city of Ionia, and once the

metropolis of Asia Minor, is affirmed by Pliny, Justin,
and Orosius, to have been built by an Amazon, whose
name also it is supposed to bear. It was then possess-
ed by the Carians and Leieger ; but was occupied by
Androclus, the son of Codrus king of Athens, who con-
ducted the first colony of lonians into Asia. This prince
and his immediate descendants continued, during several-
generations, to exercise the regal power in the new
colony; but afterwards, a change, of which the date and
the occasion are unknown, took place in the form of
government; and the city remained under the adminis-
tration of a senate, till the time of the tyrant Pythagoras,
who usurped the sovereign power, and who flourished
before the birth of Cyrus the Great. Under his suc-
cessor Pindarus, who ruled with an authority equally
absolute but with greater moderation, Ephesus was be-
sieged by Croesus king of Lydia, who, from respect to
the tutelary goddess of the place, restored to the citizens
their former liberty, and conferred upon them numerous
marks of his favour. Pindarus, who, according to jElian,

was the nephew of Croesus, being obliged to resign his
power, retired to Peloponnesus ; but the city, which was
successively subject to the Persians and to the Grecian
states, seems to have again fallen under the dominion of
tyrants. Of these, history has mentioned Athenagoras,
Comas, Aristarchus, and Hegesias, the last of whom
was expelled by Alexander, when he defeated the Per-
sians on the banks of the Granicus, and a democracy
established in the city. After his death it passed into
the hands of several of his successors, and particularly
of Lysimachus, who caused the ancient city to be de-
stroyed, and built a new town in a more commodious
situation, and nearer to the temple of Diana, which was
about seven stadia from the walls of the former. From
this period the Ephesians were subject to the kin^s of
S\ria, till the Romans, when they gave liberty to the
Greek states in Europe, extended the same privileges
to the Greek colonies in Asia. Reinstated in their an-
ciint rights, they became the allies of Rome; but were
afterwards persuaded by Mithridatts of Pontus to take
part with him against their protectors, and even to mas-
sacre, without distinction, all the Roman citizens within
their gates. Tor this barbarity they were severely pun-
ished by the victorious Syila, who suffered his sohli^ rs

to live upon them at discretion, and almost reducid
tiieni to beegary by the heavy contributions which he
imposed ; but by the favdur which they experienced
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from the iuturc cmpci-ors of Rome, they rcgaineil, in a

great measure, their former splciuloui- and enjoyed for

many years some show of liberty. Tl'.e city suffered

severely from the earthquake, which desolated the prin-

cipal cities of Asia in the reign of Tiberius; but was

completely lepaired by that emperor, and ornamented

with many magnificent edifices. The games, originally

instituted in honour of Diana, appear to have been much
attended so late as tlic reign of Caracalla. It is cele-

brated as having been the seat of the most flourishing

of the first Christian cliurchcs, where the apostle Paul

preached for three years, where the evangelist John

resided during the latter part of his life, and where Ti-

mothy was the first bishop. Under the auspices of Con-

stanline and Thcodosius, the Christian faith made rapid

progress, and numerous churches were erected on the

ruins of the Pagan temples. Under the reign of the

emperor Alexis, the fiither of Anna de Comntna, it first

fell under the power of the Saracens, from whom it was
retaken by the Greeks in 1206, but was again lost in

1283, and from the commencement of the I4th century

lias formed a part of the Turkish dominions. Long be-

fore the extinction of the Greek empire, Ephesus had

fallen into general decay ; and a new town and citadel

having been founded at Aiasoluk or Ajasoluk, about two
miles distant, the ancient city was soon totally deserted.

Ephesus was known in ancient times by a variety of

names, Alopes, Ortygia, Merges, Smyrna, Trachsea,

Samornion, and Ptela ; and is described by ancient geo-

graphers as at once the ornament of Asia, and the most
frequented emporium of that continent. .Its citizens, in

addition to their mercantile eminence, were liberal pa-

trons of the fine arts, and their temples possessed many
of the most celebrated productions of ancient genius.

Thcirarchitecture was conducted principally by Pharax,
•whom Vitruvius mentions with much commendation.
Agasius the son of Dosotheus was one of the most
eminent sculptors. Parrhajsius, Apelles, and Ephorus,
(the master of the latter,) all holding the first rank as

painters, were natives of Ephesus. Artemidorus the

liistorian and geographer, and Heraclitus the melan-
choly philosopher, were also born within its walls. The
Ephesians were equally noted for their luxurious and
licentious manners ; and are said to have banished one
Ilermodorus solely on account of his virtue. (See Dr
Goodwin's Works, vol. i. p. 7.) They were much addict-

ed to superstition, sorcery, and magical arts ; whence
arose the proverbial expression, " Ephesian letters," to

denote those spells or sentences, wnich they used to

write upon their girdles, or to imprint upon different

parts of their bodies, as charms against evil, or as sour-
ces of supernatural power.

But the great boast of the Ephesians, and the princi-
pal ornament of their city, was the celebrated temple of
their tutelary goddess Diana. The original object of
their worship was a small statue of elm or ebony, made
by one Canitias, though commonly believed in those
days to have been sent down from heaven by Jupiter

;

but, what is more remarkable, it had no resemblance to
the elegant huntress Diana, and was merely an Egyptian
hieroglyphic, with many breasts, representing the god-
dess of Nature. As the original figure became decay-
ed by extreme age, it was propped by two rods of iron
like spits, which, even after its renewal, were religiously
adopted in the substitute. It was at first placed upon a
block of beach or elm wood, but in later times was pre-
served in a shrine adorned with all that wealth and genius

could contribute. As the veneration for the goddess
increased among the inhabitants oi Asia, a magnificent
ten)])le was constructed on the spot where the elm had
stood, and the sacred image placed within it. This
temple seems to have been several times (Pliny says

seven times, lib. xvi. c. 40.) ruined and rebuilt, a cir-

cumstance which may help to reconcile the discrepan-

cies which occur in ancient writers, as to the dates and
descriptions of these successive erections. One of iheni

is expressly alfiimed by Livy (lib. i. c. 45.) to have
been complctetl in the reign of Servius Tullius, who
flourished at the latest 570 years before Christ. Another
is described which was originally designed by Ctisiphon,

a Cnossian architect, 541 years before the Christian era,

whose plan was continued by Demetrius, a priest of

Diana, and the whole at length completed by Daplinis

of Miletus, and a citizen of Ephesus. This temple is

said to have been partially destroyed by fire on t.he day
when Socrates was poisoned, 4o0 years B. C. and agaii\

356 B. C. by the philosopher Herostratus, on the day
when Alexander the Great was born, Diana, says Tim-
siis the historian, being then absent at the delivery of
Olym|)ias. The incendiary confessed, upon being put to

the torture, that his only motive for the sacrilegious act,

was a desire to immortalize his name ; and though an
assembly of the Ionian states passed a decree condemn-
ing his name to oblivion, the prohibition served only the

more to perpetuate its remembrance. According to

some accouiits, nothing hut the four walls and a few
columns escaped the fury of the flames; wbile others

relate, with greater probability, that only the roof, and
some other paits constructed of timber, were destroyed..

The Ephesians had begun its reparation, when Alexan-
der, in his expedition against the Persians, oft'ered to ap-
propriate his spoils to the completion of the work, upon
condition that his name should be inscribed, as its re-

storer, upon the front of the edifice. This proposal
they accounted it disgraceful for them to accept ; but
secured the forgiveness of the conqueror by the flatter-

ing style in which tlieir refusal was conveyed : " It is

not suitable for one divinity," said the Ephesian deputy,
" to decorate the temple of another." The women of

Ephesus, besides working at the materials intended for

its ornament, devoted their jewels to its restoration ; and
all Asia contributed to its progress. Chciromocrates,
who assisted in building Alexandria, and who had pro-

posed to cut i\Iount Athos into a statue of Alexander,
was the architect employed at its commencement ; but

220 years (says Pliny, lib. xxxvi. c. 14.) or even 400
years (says the same author, lib. xvi. c. 40.) were spent

in completing the building. It is difficult to determine
whether the description of the temple given by this

writer applies to its appearance prior or posterior to the

conflagration in 356; and it is impossible to make it in

any measure intelligible, except by supposing, with the

Marquis de Poleni, that its dimensions were exactly the

same both before and after the time of Herostratus, and
that it was merely restored, though with greater magni-
ficence and taste, to its former state. It was built on a

marshy spot, that it might be more secure from the

effects of earthquakes ; and under its foundations was
laid a bed of charcoal firmly rammed, and above that

another of wool. The whole building was 425 feet

in length, and 220 in breadth, supported by 127 pil-

lars of Parian marble, and of the Ionic order, each 60
feet high. Tuose pillars were furnished by so many
princes, and 36 of them were curiously carved by Sco-
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' pas, while the rest were finely polished. Alontj the

flanks of the cell was a double row of colinuns, 15 oti

each side. It is considered as the first instance in wnich,

according to the Ionic style, the lluted column antl

capital with volutes were introduced ; it is calculated

that each pillar, with its capital and base, contained 150

tons of marble. The doors and panneling were made
of Cypress wood, polished and shining ; a[id the staircase

of vine wood. Its internal decorations were heightened

by the lustre of gold, and especially by the most per-

fect productions of the artists of antiquity. It contained

a statue of Hecate, by Scopas ; a pictuie of the god-

dess Diana, by Timaiele, tiie fiist female artist upon
record ; a painting, by Apeiles, of Alexander giasping

a thunderbolt, purchased for 20 talents of gold. The
shrine was adorned by Praxiteles and his son Cephiso-

dorus ; and the walls by Parrhasius and Apcllcs. The
priests who served in the temple sufi'ered emasculation,

and the sacred virgins were devoted to inviolable ciiasli-

ty. They were eligible only from the higher classes of

the citizens, and enjoyed a great revenue with numer-
ous privileges, in addition to the presents received from
the crowds of worshippers who flocked to the annual

festivals. Their luxurious mode of living, and particu-

larly the cost of their dyed vestments, are described by

ancient writers in the most extravagant terms. The
Asiarchs mentioned by Luke, (^cts xix. 31.) were the

principal ofScers chosen by the community of the Asia-

tic cities, to preside over the games celebrated at Ephe-
sus in honour of Diana, some of whonri might also nave

been priests of the temple. Among other previleges,

the sacred edifice aflbrded an asylum to those who sought

its protection. The inviolable space at first extended

one furlong, and was afterwards increased, first by Mi-
thridates, next by Mark Antony, so as to include a part

of the city ; but, in consequence of the disorders which
attended the exercise of such a privilege, it was entirely

revoked by Tiberius, who declared, that even the altar

itself should not protect a criminal from justice. This
celebrated edifice, after suffering various partial demo-
litions, was finally burnt by the Goths in tiieir third naval

invasion, A. D. 260; and travellers are now left to con-

jecture even as to its scite and its foundations ; but the

confused heaps of aichilectural fragments which still re-

main, sufficiently testify the ancient grandeur of Epiie-

sus. A part of the aqueduct which conveyed waitr into

the city from the spring of Halitaea, still subsists ; and
the pillars which support the arches are of fine marble;
but this structure is generally believed to have been
raised by the Greek emperors, out of the ruins of Eplie-

sus. A high wall, at the circular end of the stadium,

is perfect, constructed of heavy rough stones ; and the

gate of the left wing, built of white marble, is nearly

entire, but is also made up of fragments of former build-

ings, and must have owed its origin to a later age. Two
>ast gateways of a theatre or a Naumachia, and some
walls of brick, faced with large marble slabs, supposed
to have been eithet a part of the temple of Diana, or

of the church of St John, form the other principal ob-

jects of any magnitude. At Aisoluk or Ajasoluk, once
the rival of the parent city, and the resi<lence of the

Saraconic princes in the 14th century, is a large portal,

formerly leading to the citadel, wholly built with Ro-
man tiles, and faced with polished mafble. Over the

gateway, and above a very rich fritze, are three pieces

of exquisite sculpture, one of which, in alto relievo,

represents the biinguig of the body of Patioclus to
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Achilles. For some unknown reason, the Greeks call

it the Gate of Persecution, and believe that it repre-

sents the martyrdom of Christians. Aiasoluk itself is

a miserable village of mud cottages, and about a dozen
small square buildings of brick, the ruins of oratories

or baths, inhabited by 30 or 40 families of Turkish
herdsmen. Its name is considered by some as a Turk-
ish word, signifying the temple of tlie moon, in refer-

ence to the temple of Diuna ; but it is supposed, by
others, to be a corruption of Aiascologos, the modern
Gieek of 'Ayio; &ivMyoi, referring to the residence
there of the evangelisi Juhn. Even the vale of Ephc-
sus has undergone a total change ; and the town could
never be supposed, by an observer ignorant of its history,

to have had a free communication with the sea. The
Cayster, formerly navigable, is now choked with sand,

and flows through sedges, which render it t=>-<iost invi-

sible. Attains l^hilad>lpiius, king of Pergamus, in or-

der to impiove the poii, wldch was shallow and in-

commodious, was persuaded by an architect to construct
an extensive mole ; but, by the interruption thus given
to the current, the eiirti brought down the river has de-
stroyed the poit, and even encroached some miles on the

dominion of the sea.

When the city was taken by the Turks in 1300, "the
desolation was so complete," says Rycaut, "that the

temple of Diana, and the church of Mary, will equally
elude the search of the most industrious Iruveller. " Sec
Ancient Univ. Hist. vol. vii. p 416; Anacharsis' Travels,

vol. vi. p. 188; Vitruvius, 1. viii.; Plin. .^'at. Hist. 1. xvi.

c. 40, and 1. xxxvi. c. 14; Slrabo, lib. xiv; Pocoke's Tra-
vels; Sandy's Travels ; Vogage Pittorcsquc de la Cirece,

p. 177; Dallaway's Constantino/ile, p. 209, 211. (y)
EPHORI. See Sparta.
EPHIELIS. See Botany, p. 195.

EPIBATERIUM. See Botany, p. 319.

EPIBLEMA. See Botany, p. 311.

EPIC Poetry. See Poetry.
EPICURUS, a celebrated philosopher of ancient

Greece, and the founder of that sect which flourished
under his name, was born at Gargettus, a village of At-
tica, in the 109th Olympiad. lie was the son of Neo-
cles and Chserestrata, of the illustrious family of the
Pnilaidcs at Athens. At the age of eighteen, he com-
menced his philosophical studies in this central seat of
learning ; during the period when Xenocrates and Aris-
totle were engaged in exploring the most profound mys-
tcrics of science, and extending the circle of human
knowledge.

Having acquired an high reputation for natural ge-
niub, extensive learning, and patient investigation, when
about thirty years of age, he instituted, at Athens, a
new philosophical school, and propounded to crowded
audiences the peculiar tenets of a system of physical
and moral science, which was diflcrent in many essen-
tial points, from the doctrines that were taught by the
most populai sages of those times. For the grand out-

lines ot his theory of the universe, indeed, he was in-

debted to the previous labours of Leucippus and Demo-
critus, the most ancient atomic philosophers; but from
the sublime conceptions and plastic genius of Epicu-
rus, these broken and discordant features first acquired
such a rational form and consistency, as entitled them
to the name of a system.

His tiieory of morals was as much opposed to the
rigid maxim of the Stoics, as his life and conversation

contrasted with the ascetic habits of the disciples of that

5 D 2
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celebrated school. In the unibrasrcous walks of a de-

iii,'i.lful garden, Epicurus ciijoycl the society of his

fiieiiUs, and deliveivd his iiislruclioiis to his imiiicrous

pti|>iis; whciicc the iiislitiilioii was denominated the

Scho'J of the Garden, as that of Plato was called me
^icademy, liiat of Aristotle the Lyceum, that of Zeiio the

Fijrch, and that of Antisthenes the Cynosargum.

Ills manners were easy and afl'able ; his lite tempe-

rate and virtuous. Having devoted his days to the pro-

pagation of science, he died of an inllammalion, occasion-

ed by a stone in the bladder, after suffering the most

excruciating pain with admirable composure and pa-

tience, in the 127th Olympiad, and the seventy-second

year oi" his age.

It is unnecessary for us, in this place, to enter into

any discussion respecting the physical principles incul-

cated byrtliejcui'us, as we have already exhibited a view

of bis cosmological hypothesis in a former article : (See

AroMicAL Philosophy.) But whatever objections tiie

combined lights of reason and revelation may have al-

forded us against the principles of that system, it must
still be acknowledged to have been the offspring of a

boid, vigorous, and scientific mind ; and it is, perhaps,

the only rational profane theory, on the subject of cos-

mogony, which has had sufficient merit to attract re-

spectaljle ciisciples in modern times.

Tne moral principles promulgated by Epicurus have

afforded a theme of reprehension to the ascetic philoso-

phers of all ages; anil, by a singular misconception of

the nature and tendency of his opinions, the very name
of that illustrious sage lias been converted into an epi-

thet expressive of every thing that is unprincipled, li-

centious, base, and grovelling, in human conduct and
manners. Having assumed, as the basis of his ethical

system, the principle, that pleasure is the chief good of

man, it has been unwarrantably supposed, that his doc-

trines give countenance to habitual intemperance, and
even recommend the unrestrained gratification of every
illicit passion. Nothing, however, can be more unjust
than SUCH a representation of the moral theory of Epi-
curus. His system, indeed, as we have already observ-
ed, was directly opposite to that of the Stoical school.

•Ke rejected the absurd doctrine of fatality, which consti-

tuted the foundation of tlie philosophy of Zeno, and
bolily contended for the free agency of man : a princi-

ple, without the admission of which it were vain to at-

ten)pt to erect any rational system of morality. Dis-
claiming the external aid of gravity in speech, and of
any singular austerity in diess and demeanour, and be-
ing himself naturally endowed with an affable and cheer-
ful disposition, he deemed it not necessary for a wise
man to be morose, but taught his disciples, on the con-
trary, to look for pleasure in the pursuit of wisdom, and
to consider happiness as the concomitant of vii tue. " Wis-
dom," says Epicurus himself, in his epistle to Menseceus,
•' is the chief blessing of Philosophy, since she gives birth
to all other virtues, which unite in teaching us, that no
man can live happily who does not live wisely, conscien-
tiously, and justly ; nor, on the other hand, can he live
wisely, conscientiously, and justly, without living hap-
pily

;
for virtue is inseparable Iro'ni a life of happiness,

and a life of happiness is equally inseparable from vir-
tue." Such principles, whether resulting from correct
views of human nature or not, cannot surely be consider-
ed as holding out any encouragement to intemperate con-
duct, or indulgence in illicit pleasures. " Those," says
one of his disciples, "whom we call lovers oi fiUo'Sure,

arc real lovers of goodness and justice; they are men
wlio practise and cuii.vau: every virtue: for no true

l^leasurc can exist without a good and virtuous life.

Wuen we assert, then, that pleasure is the chief good,
the prime felicity of man, we do not mean the plea-

sures of the luxurious and the libidinous, tlie pleasures-

of the taste, the (ouch, or any of the grosser senses, as

the ignorant, or tliose who wilfully mistake our opi-

nions, maliciously assert; but wnat constitutes pleasure
with us, is the possession of a botly exenipi from pain,

and a mind devoid of perturbation," &c. The suminum
bonian of Epicurus, therefoie, was notliing else tnan the

metis Sana in corfiore sano of the Roman poet ; he propo-
sed to conduct inankiiiii to hapiness, not turough the de-

ceitful labyrinths of seiisual gratification, but along the

pleasant paths of knowledge and of virtue.

A nong those, indeed, who controverted the doctrines

ol Epicurus, there were some who ventured to arraign
his personal character, and who had recourse even to

falsehood and forgery, in order to vilify and degrade him
in the opinion of the people. These aiteinpls, it must
be confessed, however unjustifiable, have been loo suc-

cessful; as the vulgar prejudices of mankind, from the

age of that philosopher down to the present linies, suIR-

cient:y evince. But the malicious libels, which were
iiKiusU-iously circulated, and loo readily believed, against

the moral character of Epicurus and his ciisciples, are

abundanliy refuted by the concurrent testimony of the

most respectable authorities,—of men who, although
they might dissent from his principles, yet bore witness

to the virtuous tenor of his life, and to the purity and
excellence of his precepts.

In reality, both the Stoic and the Epicurean professed

temperance and virtue, though from opposite principles.

According to the former, virtue consisted in a total sub-

jection of the passions, and in the constant and habitual

practice of austerity and disci]jline. The Epicurian, on
the other hand, assumed pleasure as the chief good, but,

at the same time, sought this pleasure in a proper re-

straint of the desires and passions, and in the attainment

of wisdom, and the exercise of viriue. Pain, according
to the Stoic, ought to be considered as an object of in-

diffeience, beneath the regard of a wise man; with the

Epicurean on the contrary, it was a great evil, and to be
avoided by all means. The theory of the latter sect pre-

served the influence of the social and moral affections

entire ; while that of the former evidently tended to pro-

duce ascetic apathy and indifference. We shall have no
reason, therefore, to quarrel with the ethical system of

Epicurus, if its principles be only understood in the

same sense in which he seems to have inculcated them.
To teach mankind the true road to happiness, has been
the professed object of almost every tlieory of morals;
and of all those means by which we can promote our
happiness, it will be readily admitted, that there are

none more efficacious than the cultivation of temperate
and virtuous habits, and the exercise of our intellectual

faculties and benevolent affections.

The doctrines of Epicurus long continued to be fa-

voured by the Romans ; and his school was found to

flourish under the emperors, after other institutions had
begun to decay. The most celebrated adherents to this

system were the elder Pliny, Celsus, Lucian, anil Dio-
genes Laertes.' The Epicurean theory, however, was
not encouraged at Alexandria, which, after the decline

of Grecian learning, became the chief scat of literature

and science; where the eclectics, who still continued to

«
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caTl themselves Platonists, superseded every other school.

Ill the earlier ai;es of the Chri'.tian church, it fell into

\nter nep;loctancl obscurity; but, (lui'iii:4; tiie 15th centu-

ry, the cloctrinus of Epicurus aij;ain bt'i^an to receive

some encouiaifement ; and they were subsequently re-

vi>e(l in the 17th century, by llie writings of CiasseJidi,

Du Rondell, and olliers. Ste Diui!;ciies Laertitis X.

Gi'ssendiand Rondcllius, or Du Hondellc, cle fit. et Mor.

Mfiicuri. Des Couturis, Stir la Morale d'E/iicure. Le
Blanc (le Guillet's French Translation of Lucretius, Pa-

ris, 1788, 2 vols. 8vo. lirucker, Cudworth, Bayle, i\la-

son Good's Lucretius, {z)

EPICYC LOID, in Geometry, is the curve generated

by any point in the plane of a moveable circle, which
rolls either on the inside or the outside of the circum-

ference of a fixed circle. If the circles be both in the

same plane, the curve generated will be the filane epi-

cycloid.

If ai>-ain the moveable and fixed circles be indifferent

planes, and the former be the base of a right cone, that

rolls on the surface of another right cone, the base of

which is the latter, so that the vertices of the cones are

at the same point; then, in this case, the curve generated

by anv point on the plane of the moveable ciicle is call-

ed a s/iherical epicycloid ; because the generating point

being always at the same distance from the common ver-

tex of the cones, the curve described by it will be on the

surface of a sphere.

If a circle roll along a straight line, any point in the

plane of the circle will generate a curve, wiiich is called

a ci/cloid. The three classes of curves evidently belong

to tlie same family ; for if we suppose the cones by which
the spherical epicycloid is generated to change to cy-

linders, by their axes becoming infinitely long ; then, the

spherical will change to a plane epicycloid : and if again

we suppose one of the cylinders to change to a plane, by

the radius of its base becoming infinite, the epicycloid

will be changed to a cycloid.

Galileo appears to have been the first that noticed

pavticolarly the cycloid, about the year 1599. Prom the

elegance of its form, he was led to regard it as a proper
figure for the arches of a bridge : he endeavoured to find

its area, but did not succeed, on account of the imper-
fect slate of mathematical analysis at that time. It was
he that gave the curve the name by which it is now
commonly known.

Mcrsennus, a learned Frenchman, also turned his at-

tention to the cycloid, about the year 1615 ; but neither

was he able to S(|U ure it. Happening, however, in the

year 1628 to become aquainled with Roberval, he pro-

posed the problem of squaring the curve to him ; but he

also was luiable to accomplish it. However, this cir-

cumstance led Roberval to study the works of the Greek
malhematiciap.s, particulaily the writings of Archime-
des, and about six years afterwards, when Mcrsennus
again proposed the problem to him, he effected its so-

lution. His success was communicated by Mcrsennus
to Descartes, as a thing of importance, but he did not

think there was much merit in the discovery. He was
not made acquainted with the demonstration ; but in his

answer to Mersennus, he sent a sketch of one. After-
wards, when Roberval, mortified by the opinion of Des-
cartes, retaliated by saying, that he had discovered his

demonstration by his knowing beforehand what ought to

be the result, the latter investigated the method of draw-
ing tangents to the curve, arid sent his solution to Mer-
sennus, challenging Roberval, and also Fermat, with

whom he then had a dispute, to resolve the same prob-
lem. Roberval inadc various vain attempts, and sent

five or six difiercnt solutions; and it is even supposed
that in the end he availed himself of the true solution of
I'ermat, which had come into the hands of his friend

Mersennus, as Descartes called on him, but in vain, for

a demonstration.

Galileo having been informed by Mersennus about the
year 1659, that the question of the area of the cycloid
was then greatly agitated among the French mathemati-
cians, but, as it appears, without having been made ac-
quainted with what had been found, he requested Caval-
lerius to attempt its solution. Cavallerius tried it, but
did not succeed ; however, after the death of Galileo,

which happened in 1642, his disciples Torricelli and
Viviani, were more successful; the former found the
area, and the latter the method of drawing tangents to

the curve. The claim of Torricelli to the honour of his

discovery was contested by Roberval ; but the charge of

plagiarism, which he brought against the Italian mathe-
matician, has not been believed by his countryman Mon-
tucla, who has discussed the controversy in his History
of Mathematics, second edition.

The cycloid, the source of so much contention, and
on that account compared to the golden apple thrown by
Discord among the gods, was again brought into notice

by Pascal. This philosopher, not less celebrated for

his piety and zeal in defence of the Christian religion,

than his mathematical invention, took the cycloid as the

subject of his meditation in those sleepless nights which
he passed, in consequence of bad health ; and he soon ex-
tended his discoveries beyond what was then known.
He was not of a disposition to boast of his discoveries in

geometry ; but some of his pious friends supposed that

it would be useful to have it known, that the man who
had defended religion and Christianity against infidelitVi

was perhaps the most profound thinker, and the greatest

geometer in Europe. They therefore requested that he
would try the skill of the mathematicians his cotempora-
ries, by proposing publicly his problems on the cycloid.

He took their advice; and, under the assumed name of

.4. Dettonville, he addressed a circular letter to the geo-

metricians, in 1658, inviting them to resolve his prob-
lems, and promising forty pistoles to the author of the

first solution, and twenty to that of the next, requiring
them also to be sent to Paris by an assigned time. Only
two contended for the prize; Laloiiere, a French mathe-
matician, and our countryman Dr Wallis. As the former
had merely made a partial attempt to resolve the prob-
lems, and had failed, his claims were immediately set

aside. Dr Wallis, however, had been more successful,

yet he had committed some mistakes, and, on this ac-

count, the prize was not awarded him. There were
others, who, without aspiring to the prize, sent solutions

of one or other of the problems to Pascal. Of this num-
ber were, Slusius; the prelate Ricci ; the cekbrated
Huygens ; and Sir Christopher Wren, who discovered
the rectification of the curve. Pascal published his own
solutions in the beginning of the year 1659, in a work enti-

tled Letters from A. Dcttonvilte to AT. de Carcavi. In the

same year, Dr Wallis published a work on the cycloid,

and other curves, in which he resolved some of Pascal's

problems by his Aritlunctic of Injinitics ; and, in the year
following, Lalouere also published a treatise on the cy-

cloid; and another work -appeared about the same time
from the pen of P. Fabri, the Jesuit.

The cycloid is remarkable, as well on account of its
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mechanical as its geometrical properties; and Mr Huy-

gcns iliscovcrc.l some ot the most interesting ot both

kinds. To the latter class belongs Ibe pn.perty, wl.ich

we shall demonstrate in this artiele, by winch he shewed

how a pendulum may be made lo vibrate in an arc ot a

cycloid ; and to the Ibrmer, the very beauiil'ul property,

that all vibrations of a pendnlum m arcs ot a cycloid, are

performed in equal times. See Mechanics.

The very curious problem proposed uy John Ber-

noulli, viz. " to tincl the path along whicli a body may

roll i'rom one given pouit lo another, m the shortest

time possible, the points being supposed neither in the

same vertical nor the same horizontal plane," on account

ol its elegance, engaged the attention ot the most cele-

brated mathematicians in Europe, who found, that the

curve required, or the line of swiftest descent, as it is

called, must be a cycloid. See Mechanics.

Epicycloids appear to have been first uivented by Roe-

iner, the Danish astronomer, celebralCLl for having first

discovered the progressive motion of light. He turned

his attention to the theory of epicycloids, while at Pans,

about the year 1674, not as a speculation purely geome-

trical, but with a view to improve mechanics, because

he found that, by giving to the teeth of wheels the figure

of these curves, the action of the moving power on them

•would be uniform ; and that on this account their friction

would be diminished.

There are other branches of mechanics connected

with the theory of epicycloids. Huygens found that,

supposing the force of gravity to act uniformly in the di-

rection of parallel lines, a pendulum moving in a cycloid

Avould perform all its vibrations in equal times, whether

it described a greater or a lesser arc. But, by extending

the hypothesis^ and supposing the force of gravity to be

directed to the earth's centre, and to be in all places as

the distance from the centre, it became a question what

curve a pendulum ought in this case to describe, so as to

perform unequal vibrations in equal times? Sir Isaac

Newton shewed that the curve ought to be an epicycloid.

See Princifiia, lib. i. prop. 5\.

The subject of spherical epicycloids was treated by

Herman, in the first volume of the Commentaries of the

Petersburgh Academy. It appears that a mathemati-

cian, named Ofi'enburg, had proposed this problem, •' to

pierce a spherical roof with oval windows, the perime-

ter of any one of which may be absolutely reciitiable."

Herman believed that he could resolve the problem by

spherical epicycloids; having supposed that, in general,

they admitted of an algebraic rectification. He had, how-

ever, committed a mistake in his reasoning, and thus

was led to a wrong conclusion, as was afterwards shewn
by John Bernoulli, in a paper on the rectification of these

curves, given in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sci-

ences of Paris, 1732, where he shews that the rectifica-

tion of the curve proposed by Herman recjuires the qua-
drature of the hyperbola.

We shall now give a brief view of the properties of

cycloids and epicycloids.

with the straight line at the beginning of the motior:.

when the circle has made a complete revolution, the

point P will have described a curve line APDB, which
is called a common cycloid, also sometimes simply a

cycloid.

2. If, as before, a circle roll along a straight line a 6,

(Fig. 2. and 3.), and Q be that point of its circumference
which was in c<jntact with the straight line at the begin-

ning of the motion ; and P be a given poiut in OQ, the

radius of tiic circle, (Fig- 2.), or in the radius produced
(Fig. 3.), when the circle has completed a revolution,

the point P will have described a curve line APDB,
which is called a firotate or iiiflectt-d cycloid, if the point

P be within the circle (Fig- 2.) ; and it is called a curtate

cycloid, if the point is without the circle.

3. In each of the three cycloids, the circle EF is call-

ed the generating circle.

4. The straight line AB, which joins the points in

each cycloid, where the motion of the point that de-

scribes the curve begins and ends, is called the base of

the cycloid.

5. A straight line CD which bisects the base at right

angles, and terminates in the curve, is called the axis ;

and the point D, in which it meets the curve, is called

the -vertex of each kind of cycloid.

6. A straight line drawn from any point in the curve,

perpendicular to the axis, is called an ordinate to the

axis ; and the segment of the axis between the vertex
and an ordinate, is called an abscissa.

Corollary to Def. 1. and 2. It the generating circle

be supposed to continue to roll along the base produced,
in each case the generating point will describe other

cycloids, exactly like the first. In fact, they may be
considered as forming with it a continuous curve, which
never returns into itself, but goes on indefinitely.

Pkoposition I.

In any cycloid, the base is equal to the circumference
of the generating circle.

In the common cycloid APB, (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 1.)

every point in the circumference of the ge crating circle

will manifestly touch the base, without sliding along it,

while the circle makes a complete revolution : there-

fore, the base of the cycloid is equal to the circumfe-
rence of the circle.

In the jirolate and curtate cycloids, (Fig. 2. and 3.) Q
being the point of the circumference of the generating
circle, which touches the line a 6 at the beginning and
end of the motion ; and P being tne point in tlie revolv-

ing radius OQ, which generates the cycloid APDB, it is

manifest that at the beginning of the motion, the line

PQ will have the position a A, a perpendicular to o 6

;

and at the end, it will have the position b B, another per-

pendicular to a 6 ; therefore a A, A B are equal and pa-

rallel, and consequently AB is equal too b, which again
is manifestly equal to the circumference of the genera-
ting circle (Def. 2.).

I. Of the Cycloid.

Dejinitions.

1. If a circle, EPF, roll along a straight line AB,
(Plate CCLIII. Fig. i), so that every point of the cir-

cumference may touch the line in succession ; and il P
be that point of the circumference which was in contact

Prop. II.

In the three kinds of cycloids, the axis is equal to

twice the straight line drawn from the point that gene-
rates tne curve to the centre of the generating circle.

It is evident from the generation of the curves, that

as the circle rolls along the base AB of the common cy-

cloid (Fig. J.) or along tlie line c 6 of the curtate and
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prolate cycloids, (Figs. 2. and 3.) which is parallel and

cc)U;W to tilt base AB, thf ceiuic advances in a straight

line parallel to AB ; and that liie part of tlie line de-

scribed by the centre IVomi the beginning ol the motion

is Cfiual to the arc of the cirilc that lias i.ccn a[>plii;cl to

AB (I'ig. 1.), or to « 6 (I'ig. 2. 3 )_ Tiitrcloie, when ihe

circle has compltteil half a revolution, its centre O will

be in CD, the axis, and the point I' that generates the

curve, will be at U, the vertex ; so tiiat the distance be-

tween the centre and the vertex is equal to the line OP:
but the height of the centre of the ciicle above the base

is the same as it was at the beginning and end of the mo-
tion, that is, it is equal to the same line OP ; therefore

tlie distance of the vertex from the base is equal to twice

OP, that is, to twice the distance between O, the centre

of the circle, anil the point P that describes the curve.

CoR. A circle described on the axis of the common
cycloid, as a diameter, is equal to the generating circle.

Puor. 111.

If a circle be described on the axis of a common cy-

'eloid as a diameter, and an ordinate be drawn to the

axis; the segment of the ordinate between the circle and
the cycloid is equal to the arc of the circle between the

ordinate and the vertex.

Let UHC (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 4.) be the circle de-

scribed on the axis DC as a diamcltr, and PHG the or-

dinate; the straight line PH is equal to the circular arc

HD
Let FPEbe the position of the generating circle when

the point in the circumference that describes the cycloid

is at P. The circles CHD, EPF are equal, and the lines

HO, PI are manifestly the halves of ciiords equally dis-

tant from the centre; theri-lore PI, HG are equal, (See
Geometry,) and PH~1G^:EC. Now the semicircuin-

ference CHD, or EPF, is equal to the straight line CA
(Prop. I.), and the arc CH or EP is equal to AE, the

part of that line to which it has been applied by tlie re-

volution of the circle; therefore the remaining arc HD
is equal to EC, that is to PH.

CoR. Let the abscissa DG be denoted by the letter

jc, and the ordinate PG by y ; then, if the radius of the

generating circle be expressed by a, and the arc DH by
z, the nature of the common cycloid will evidently be
expressed by the equations

jc~a—cos. r,

!/—2+ sin. z.

By exterminating r, and its functions cos. r and sin. z,

the relation of .r to w will be found, which, however, can-

not be expressed in finite terms; therefore the curve is

transcendental. The relation of the abscissa and ordi-

nate, may, however, be expressed in infinite terms, by a
fluxional equation. See I'luxions.

Prop. IV.

If a circle be described on the axis of a prolate or
curtate cycloid as a dianseter, and any ordinate be drawn
to the axis, the arc of the circle between the vertex and
the ordinate will be to the segment of the ordinate be-
tween the cycloid and circle, as the axis to the diameter
of the generating circle.

Let DHC (Plate CCLIII. Figs. 5. 6.) be a circle de-
scribed on the axis DC as a diameter, and PG an ordi-
nate meeting the cli-clein H; and let dc be the diameter
of the generating circle j the arc DH is to the Srtrsight

iine PH, as DC to d c.

Let EQF be the position of the gcuerating circle when
the point that describes the cuuve is at P; and let FE,
its diameter, which is perpciulicular to a b, meet the or-

dinate ill I: draw I'O to the centre, and on O, with PO
as a radius, describe a semicircle MPN. The semicir-
cles RIPN, DHC, being etjtial (Prop. 2.), and their cen-
tres at tlie same distance lioiii ai, and conseeiuently from
AB and PG ; the lines PI, IIG, which are the halves of
chords at equal distances from the centres of ec|ual cir-

cles, are equal; also, the arc PN is equal to the arc
HC; and the arc PAI to the arc HD. Now, the semi-
circumference EQF of the generating circle being etjual

to AC, half the base; and the arc I'^Q equal to the straight

line a E, along which it has rolled ; that is to AN, a part
of the base, the remaining arc QF is ecjual to NC, the
remainder of the base; but because Plr^HG, therefore

PFI^IG:^NC; therefore the arc QF is equal to the

straight line PH. Now, from similar figures, OP : OQ : :

arc PM {zzarc DH) ; arc QF (z= straight line PH),
therefore CD : erf : : arc DH : PH.

Cor. 1. The arc DH is to the straight line PIT as the
circumference of the circle DHC to the base AB. I'or

the base is equal to the circumference of the circle

FQE.
Cor. 2. Let DG—x, PGzij/, arc DUzZz ; and let a

be the radius of the circle described on the axis, and d
the radius of the generating circle; then because by

the theorem HP—

—

z, the nature of the prolate and
a

"^

curtate cycloids will be expressed by the two equations

jf—a

—

Cos. z,

i/^Z-z-{-Sin. 2.

Prop. V.

In the common cycloid, if a circle be described on
DC, (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 7.) the axis, as a diameter;
and from any point P in the curve, an ordinate PG be
drawn to the axis, meeting the circle in H ; a tangent
PV to the cycloid sliall be parallel to HD, the chord of
the arc between tiie vertex and the ordinate.

At the points H, D draw the tangents HR, DR, the
latter of which will be parallel to the ordinate PG :

draw also another ordinate /i/ig indefinitely nedr to the
former, so that the indefinitely small arcs P/j, H/; may
be considered as coinciding with the tangents VP, RH;
lastly, draw Pg parallel to H/t, and join U/i meeting
PG in ?n.

Because PHizarc DH, and ph-zzarc DH/i ; therefore
/;/;—PH—fl'T VtWh—arc DH, that is, /)y— H/j; hut the
triangles/! H??;, A RD being similar, and /;Rr:RD, there-
fore A H—H m ; hence /ii/'ZZHm, and /i /iZZV m ; the
figure P/i/im is therefore a parallelogram, and conse-
quently p V is parallel to /i D, or to HD,

Prop. VI.

The arc DP of the common cycloid is double tlie

chord DH of tlie corresponding arc of the general ng
circle.

Let the ordinate fihg be indefinitely near t PHG;
juin D/i, meeting PG mm, and draw II ?j perpeiKlicular
to h m.

Because the arcs P/:, HA are iiKlefinitely small, as in

last proiioaitioii, they may be considered as coinciding

with langejjta to the curves, Aud because P/j is parai^
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lel to DH, or D/; (Prop. 5.) tlic fit^iire V/ihm is a pa-

rallelogram; lieiicL- VfiZ^mh; l)Ut II 7?!ZlH A, as was

shewn in Prop. 5 ; and ihcrelore n m^n h, and m hZZ

2hn; therefore P/j—2//7!. Now P/i and 7i h are evi-

dently the increments which the cycloidal arc DP and

the chord DH receive by the ordinate changing its posi-

tion from PCJ \.of!ff; therefore tlie increment of the arc

is always double tiie increment of the corresponding

chord.

Suppose now the arc and chord to be generated by

the ordinate moving pandlel to itself from the vertex

along the axis, then because the arc and chord begin to-

gether, and the increment of the one is double that of

the other, the arc will always be double the correspond-

ing chord.

CoR. The whole cycloid ADB is four times the

diameter of the generating circle, or four times the

axis.

Prop. VII.

If DM (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 8.) be drawn from the

vertex of the cycloid paiallel to the base, and from any

point P in the curve an ordinate PHG be drawn to the

axis, meeting the generating circle in H ; and PL be

drawn perpendicular to DM; the external cycloidal area

DLP is equal to the area contained by the circular arc

DH, and the straight lines DG, GH.
Take a point /i in the curve, indefinitely near to P;

and draw the co-ordinates fi/tg and ft I: join DH, and

complete the indefinitely narrow parallelograms G t,

L r. Because the indefinitely little arc Pfi may be con-

sidered as a straight line, wliich is parallel to DH,
(Prop, v.), the triangles Prp, HGD are similar; hence

rfi:Pr::GD: HG ; that is, G^- : r P : : PL : GH ; since

then the lectangles Gi;, Lr have their sides reciprocal-

ly proportional, they are equal. (See Geometbv). Now
the rectangle Gv maybe considered as the increment of

the circular space DHG; and the rectangle Lr as the

increment of the cycloidal space DLP, corresponding

to a change in the position of the ordinate fioni PHG to

p hg ; for as to the triangles A H v, fiP r, they vanish in

rc'^pect of these rectangles: therefore the increments of

the spaces DHG, DLP, are equal, and consequently the

spaces themselves are equal.

Cor. If AM be perpendicular to DM, the whole
cycloidal space ADM is equal to the- semicircle DHC.

Prop. VIII.

If PHG, (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 8.) an ordinate to the
axis, meet the generating circle in H, and the chord
HC be drawn to the middle of the base, and PK paral-
lel to HC, meeting the base in K ; the space bounded by
the cycloidal arc DP and the straight Ihies PK< KC, CD,
shall be triple the corresponding space bound by the
circular are DH, and the straight lines HC, CD.
Draw HN, a tangent to the circle, meeting the base

in N; also draw the ordinate fi /i g indeiinitely near to
PHG, meeting HC in m ; join he; draw fi k parallel to
Ac, and ics parallel to CH or KP. Because the trian-
gles CNH. TO AH, are simil r, and NC—NH; therefore
hmzzh ti; and becaus. /i A:=A11+ re HDurA il+PH-
Am-frm; tiuit is, becaus. fi t+ / /i^2 hm+ i /i ; ihere-
fon iit-zzfihrn. And bieaiise X's .,

, , i lU i to cm, and
ktix-och, li.irefnre fis^lhm, am /ji—/).s,- h. ace the
purulielogran « K is double the tri ., i.. /iA-?,- and the
fjuadrilateral }ik]\t'\% triple the triangle pk», that is

A c m. Now the former of these is manifestly the incre-

ment of the space PKCD, corresponding to a change of

position of the chord from CH to C A, and the latter is

the iricr' Hunt of the space HCD; therefore the space

PKCD is triple the space HCD.
Con. I. The cycloidal area DAC is triple the semi-

circle DHC.
CoK. J. The interior cycloidal space PDG, is the ex-

cess of three times the space contained by the arc HD,
and the lines HC, CD above the trapezoid PGCK.

Prop. IX.

Let AB (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 9.) be the base of a cy-

cloid, ,ADB and CD its axis: In DC produced take

CV~CD ; and let a semicycloid, the same as DB, be
put in the position AV; and another semicycloid, the

same as DA, in the position BV: Suppose now that a

thread is fastened at V, and applied along the curve, so

as to terminate at A; thsn, if it be unfolded, beginning
at the point A, its extremity P will describe the cycloid

ADB.
Draw AR perpendicular to AB, and equal to CD ; and

describe the semicircle AYR. Let PX, the part of the

thread which has been unwrapped from AX, meet AC
in T; draw XZ perpendicular to AR, meeting the cir-

cle in Y ; and PG perpendicular to DC, meeting the cir-

cle in H ; and join AY, CH.
Because XTP, the part of the thread unfolded, is a

tangent to the cuive, it is parallel to AY (Prop. 5.);

and because it is e(|uul to tiie arc XA, it is double AY
(Prop. 6.), that is, double TX; therefore TXzzTP; and
as, on this account, perpendiculars from X and P on AC
will be equal; AZ is equal to CG : Now, the circles

AYR, CHD are equal, therefore the arcs AY, CH will

be ecpial, and the chords .AY, CH equal and parallel ;

hence PT is equal and parallel to I-IC, and PH is equal
to CT : I'lUt AC being equal to half the circumference
CHD, and AT or YX equal to the arc AY (Pro|>. 3),
that is, to the arc CH ; therefore TC, or PH, is equal to

the arc DH : Hence the point P is ii. a eye loid, ot which
CHD is liie gtneratiiig circle (Prop. 3.), and tiierefore

it is in the cycloid ADB
Note. The property of the cycloid described in this

proposition was discovered by Huygens, and applieci to

the motion of a pendulum. Su[)pose the line VD to be
perpendicular to the liorizon, and two thin plates of me-
tal to be bent into the form of semicycloids, and fixed in

the positions VA, VB; then, it a pendulum were form-
ed by fixing a weight to the end of a thread PXV, and
made to vibrate between the plates, the weight P will,

by its motion, describe the cycloid ADB.
This manner of describing a curve by the extremity

of a thread wiiich is unfoMed from another curve, has

given rise to the theory <>{ involutes and evo/utes, one of

the most elegant speculations of modern geoinetiy. See
Fluxions.

For the application of the properties of the cycloid to

mechanics, see Mechanics.

II. Of Epicycloids.

Dejinilions.

I. Let AEB be a given fixed circle, and EPF a
moveable cu-cle, wliich rolls either on the outside ol the

former (..s in PUte CCLIII. Fig. 10.), or on the inside

(as in Fig. 1 1.), and in the same plane; also let /i be a
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given point in a line tliawn tVoni O, the centre of the

moveable circle through P, a given point in its circum-

ference ; and at the beginning of the motion, let P be at

A, the point of contact of the two circles, and the point

fi at a; then, while the circle makes one complete revo-

lution, by rolling along the arc AB, the line 0/i will re-

volve about O as a centre, and the point /; will describe

a line ajt.d b, which is called an c/iicijc/oid.

2. When the generating circle revolves on the out-

side of the circumference of the fixed circle, the line

described is the exterior epicycloid; and when the gene-

rating circle rolls on the inside of the circumference, the

line described is the interior epicycloid.

3. The circle EPF is called the generati/iff circle, and

the point /i the generating ftoint.

4. A straight line drawn through the centre of the

fixed circle, and H, the middle of the base, is called the

axis; and the point d in which the axis meets the curve,

is called the -vertex.

Corollaries to the Dejinitions.

CoR. 1 . The points a and b, the extremities of the

epicycloid, are in CA, CB, the radii of the circles drawn
to the extremities of the base.

2. The base of the epicycloid is equal to the circum-

ference of the generating circle.

Scholium. It is evident from the manner of describ-

ing the epicycloid, that after the generating circle has

made a complete revolution, if it be supposed to conti-

nue its motion, a series of epicycloids will be described

exactly like the first. Indeed, they may be considered

as forming a continuous curve, which will go on con-

tinually, if the circumferences of the generating and

fixed circles, or their radii, are incommensurable, be-

cause, in that case, the two circles will never come
twice into contact at the same point. If, however, the

radii are commensurable, it is evident that, after a cer-

tain number of revolutions of the generating circle, the

points P and /i will come again to the points A and a,

from which they set out ; and thus the curve will re-

turn into itself

If the point that describes the epicycloid be without

the generating circle, as at//, the curve a /i d b will be
analogous to the curtate cycloid ; but if it be within the

circle at //, then the curve a' ft' ct b' will correspond to

the prolate cycloid ; and lastly, if the generating point be

at P, the curve APDB will be more simple, and will

correspond to the common cycloid.

Prop. I. Problem.

To find the equations which express the nature of any
epicycloid described on a plane.

Let HEX (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 12.) be the fixed circle,

and C its centre ; also let F'H be the generating circle

when it has made exactly half a revolution. Then its

centre O' will be in the axis CH ; and the generating
point will be at D, the vertex of the curve.

Suppose now that the generating circle has rolled

along the arc HE, so that its centre has advanced from
O' to O, and the revolving radius from the position O'D
to the position OP, while the generating point P has
described, by its motion, the epicycloidal arc DP. Draw
PK and OG perpendicular to CD, and OM perpendi-
cular to PK, and produce PO to meet the generating
circle in L, then L will be the point of the generating

Vol. VIII. Part II.

circle that was in cunUict with H, and therefore the arcs

LE, HE are equal.

Taking the centre of the fixed circle as the origin of

the co-ordinates.

Put CK, the abscissa, "^Zx,

KP, the ordinate, ...... ~y»
Arc HE^ arc LE, ...".. ~z,
CE, the rad. of fixed circle, . . ~f,
OE, the rad. of gen. circle, . . . iz<7»

OP, the dist. of gen. point from the centre, -^.b.

Then-^ is the arc of a circle, whose radius is unity,
c

which measures the angle ECHi^FOM; and, in like

rinanner, — is the measure of the angle LOE, or POP

;

a

hence -^-f— ::z( - +— I z is the measure of the angle
c a \c al

POM : Hence

CG=CO X Cos. ECH=(c+i) Cos.A
OGnCO X Sin. ECH=:(c -f a) Sin.—,

OMzrPOxCos.POM:[= .Sin.(l.|-i)z,

PM=PO X Sin. POMzzACos. (i+ i\z;

Now .r— CG -(- OM, and i/ rrOG + PM ; therefore

(A)

x'ZZ{c-'ra') Cos.-^ -f b Cos.

yZZ{c+a) Sin. \-b Sin.

These two ecjuations express generally the nature of

all epicycloids, whether exifnor or interior; because, al-

though in investigating them, we have supposed the

generating circle to be without the fixed circle. By a

well known principle in mathematical analysis, we have
only to change the sine of a and b from -\- to—, thereby

indicating, that the lines which these letters represent,

are to be considered as having a contrary direction to

that which they had in the former case, and the equa-

tions will be adapted to the case of i>i «cnor epicycloids.

In the preceding equations, the co-ordinates are ex-

pressed in terms of the arc, which the generating circle

has rolled over, reckoned from H, the middle of the

base, (Fig. 12.) but it will be convenient to have them
also expressed by the arc described from the beginning

of the motion. Draw a straight line from C through A,
(Plate CCLIII. Fig. 13.) the first point of contact of the

two circles, and let us suppose, that the generating cir-

cle has rolled along the arc AE, while the generating

point, which was at first at A', has described the epicy-

cloidal arc A'P. Let P c meet the circle in N, then the

arcs EN, EA will be equal. Produce PO, CO to L and
F; draw PQ, OR perpendicular to C A; and OT perpen-

dicular to QP. Put the abscissa CQzi^', the ordinate

QPZZ!/', tlie arc AE~2'; and, as before, put CEzTc,
^1

OE=a, PO=:i. Then the angle OCR, or FOT, is—

,

c

radius being unity, and the angle NOE, or FOL~—

,

a

therefore TOL=:-^'-f—=f--f -!):'.

c a \c a)

5 E
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Hence CRrr(f+a) Cos.—

,

2'

OR=(c+a)Sin.—

,

TO= -6Cos. (i+ ^)^',

PT=*Sin.(i+ ^)-;

and since ar'= CR + TO, and y'zz.OR—PT, we have

_,
(B)

o/zi (e + a) Cos. i^— 6 CosY-^ + i) r

v'=(c + a)Sin.i^-iSin. (-i + ^z'

From this solution we may deduce the following con-

sequences :

1. These two sects of formulse (A) and (B), enable us

to find as many paints in any epicycloid as we please,

by the help of the trigonometrical tables. To do " this,

we must give particular values to the angle— , then

we must find from the tables the values of the sines and

cosines of^-, and of (
- + - r— , and from these,

c \c aj a c

the values of x and y, the co-ordinates of points in the

curve may be found ; and, in these calculations, regard

must be had to the signs of the sines and cosines, as is

explained in our article Arithmetic 0/ Sines.

2. If c and a be commensurable, the indeterminate

arc z may be eleminated from either of the formulae

(A), (B),.and thence an equation may be found, which

shall express the relation of x to 5/ in finite terms. For

example, if c : a : : 3 : 2, so that--f-rr— , then,

from formula (A),

a 2c

:c~(c-fa) Cos. — -f 6 Cos. -^,

y:^(c+a) Sin.- -\- b Sin.^.

Put Cos. — ~/!) and Sin. -^ — ». Then, by the
2c 2c

Arithmetic of Sines, (Art. 14.)

Cos.-— 2/j''— 1,
c

5z

Sin. -zrS/iy,

Cos.^=:/i(l— 12y=-f I69*),

Sin. -i:z:5(7— 20</3+16y*;
2c

Therefore
-•^ = (c-fa) (2/i=—

1 ) + 6/, (1— 1 2 9
^ -fl 6 5-*),

y= 2{c+ a)fi q + b{5 9—20q^ + 16y'):

by these equations, and the equation/!^ -f- y^IZl,A and
ly may be eleminated ; and the result will be an algebraic

equation, involving x and y only, which will be the equa-
tion of the curve.

Hence it appears, that if the ratio of a to c can be ex-
pressed exactly by numbers, the epicycloid will be an
algebraic curve, which returns into itself, (Scholium to

Def.) If, however, a and c be incommensurable, the

elemination of z produces an equation of an infinite num-
ber of terms, and therefore in this case the curve is

transcendental ; and in this case also it never returns into

itself.

3. As the order of the curve depends upon the ratio

of the radii of the fixed and generating circles, it may
be worth while to examine some of the more simple
cases.

First, let us take the case of a circle EPC, (Plate

CCLIII. Fig. 14.) which rolls on the inside of another

AEH, so as always to pass through its centre C. In
this case, 6:^a^:— 4 c, because a lies now in a contrary

direction ; therefore, referring the co-ordinates to the line

CA, drawn through A, the first point of contact of the

two circles, we have by the formula (B),

*= |Cos.f-f|Cos.(_f,)

t,= |Sin.i-f|Sin.(-^.)

Now, if in the formulae for the cosine and sine ol

a— b, a and b being any arcs, (Arithmetic of Sines,

Art. 10.) we suppose a~0, and observe that then

Cos. a ZI 1 , Sin. a^ 0, we shall have Cos. (— 6)~ Cos. b,

Sin. (^4)^— Sin. b, and therefore Cos. ( j ^
Cos.-, Sin. (— -1^:— Sin.-; therefore

c \ cj c

x'^.c Cos.-, y^.0.
c

This value of y shews, that the generating point is

always in the axis CA, and since the value of x is evi-

dently the cosine of the arc 2, or AE, the distance of

the generating point from the centre at any time, is the

cosine of the arc that has then been gone over. The
epicycloid in this case is therefore AB, that diameter of

the fixed circle which passes through the point A where
the motion begins.

This conclusion is easily proved synthetically. For
if upon O, the middle of any radius of the fixed circle,

a circle be described to pass through the centre, and
meet a diameter in P, and OP be joined, the angle

POE is manifestly double the angle ACE ; but POE
arcPE , „ »,-,T- „arcAE arc AE .:^___;and 2 ACE= 2-^^=:-p^ ; there-

fore arc PEirarc AE, and so P is a point in the line,

that would be described by the circle EPC rolling on

the inside of the circle AEH.
4. Next, let us suppose that the circle EP rolls on the

outside of another AEH, of the same magnitude, Plate

CCLIII. (Fig. 15.) and that the generating point departs

from A, the first point of contact of the two circum-

ferences. In this case, (Jizzal^c, and we have by for-

mula (B),

CR=:^=:2cCos.-— cCos.-^,

PRri^ynSc Sin. cSin,

c

2r

Let vzz-t then observing that Cos. 2x1 zr2 Cos.'v— I,
c

and Sin. 2 vzz.2. Sin. -v Cos. x, (Arithmetic of Sines,

Art, 14.) we have, after substitution, &c.

X— c= 2cCos.-y (1 — Cos.xi) (1)

yZZ2 c Sin. v ( I— Cos, v)
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Hence -
V' —Sin. 1— Cos.' ... (2')

Let us put X— f^ x*, so that instead of making C the

beginning of the abscissae, we are now to reckon them
from A ; and let Cos. v ::z/i, and we have fiom equa-

tions (1) and (2),

x'zz:2c/i— 2f/(%

From these two equations, let ft be eleminated by the

usual method, (Algebra, Sect. 13,) and the result will

be

the equation of the curve ; which shews' it to be a line of

the fourth order.

This curve has been called the cardioide ; it has seve-

ral remarkable properties : For example, if any straight

line be drawn through A, to meet the fixed circle again

in V, and terminate in the curve at P and P', then VP
and VP* are each equal to AH ; and, consecjuently, all

lines drawn through the given point A, and terminating

in the curve, are equal. By this property, any number
of points in the curve may readily be found. Again, if

tangents be drawn to the curve at the points P, P, they

will form a right angle at X, their intersection.

5. As a third particular case, let us suppose the gene-

rating point to be in the circumference of the generat-

ing circle, and its radius indefinitely great. In this case

(Plate CCLIII. Fig. 15.) PE, the part of the circum-

ference of the generating circle between P, the generat-

ing point, and E, the point of contact, is to be reckoned a

straight line, which being equal in length to the arc AE,
the epicycloid is the same curve as would be described

by P, the end of a thread PEH, wliile it was unwrapped
from a cylinder or circle AEH, round which it was
wound.

In this case, we have 6 ~ a ZT an infinitely great

quantity ; and because, in general, Cos

Cos

Sin.

- Cos. -— Sin. - Sin. -
:

c a c a
'
and Sin.

Cos.—1- Cos.

-

a c
Sin.

when a is infinitely great

because

(Arithmetic of Sines)
;

then Cos.

= Cos. — Sin. — , because— being an indefi-
c a c ^ a °

nitely small angle, its cosine is equal to radius, and its

sine equal to the arc itself; and, in like manner,

Sin. (t+^) = Sin. + Cos.—

:

a
These va-

lues being substituted in the formulae (B), in the case
under consideration, we have

X= c Cos.— -J- z Sin. —

,

c c

^^cSin. z Sin. —

,

c c

for the equations of the curve.

By adding the squares of x and y, we get x' -f-!/^=c^
4" -", an equation expressing a property of the curve,
which is indeed sufficiently obvious; but the relation

of X to !/ cannot be expressed by an algebraic equation,

and therefore the curve is transcendental. This curve

is called the involute of a circle.

Prop. II.

A tangent to an epicycloid at any point is perpendi-

cular to a straight line drawn from it; to the point of

contact of the generating and fixed circles.

Suppose two polygons A 2, 3, 4, E, &c. N 2, 3, 4, E.
Sec. of a great number of sides to be described about

the fixed and generating circles (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 17,)

and that the sides of the one are equal to those of the other.

Suppose now the one polygon to roll on the outside of the

other ; then it is evident that the generating point P will

describe a series of arcs of circles, (whose centres are

the points 1,2, 3, 4, E, &c. If now PX be a tangent to

a curve that touches all these arcs, at any point of con-

tact P it will be perpendicular to PE, the radius of the

arc that is in contact with the curve at P. Imagine now
the number of sides of the polygons to be infinite, then

the epicycloid may be regarded as the curve that touches

all the circular arcs, and E, a point where the polygons
touch each other, will be the point of contact of the

generating and fixed circles. So that the truth of the

proposition is manifest.

CoR. 1. Let O' be the point in which the centre of

the generating circle crosses the axis (Plate CCLIII.
Fig. 18.), and DVI a circle described on O', with a ra-

dius equal to OP, (the distance of the generating point

from the centre ot the generating circle), and II the

point in which the generating circle touches the fixed

circle, when its centre is at O'. Then, if a circle be
described on C as a centre to meet the epicycloid in

any point P, and the circle DVI in V; and PE be drawn
perpendicular to the tangent PX, to meet the fixed cir-

cle in E ; the normal PE shall be equal to a straight line

drawn from V to H. Let O be the centre of the gene-
rating circle when the generating point is at P ; draw
OC to the centre, which will pass through E (by the

Prop.) and join OP, O'V; and because CO'—CO, O'V
=OP, and CVzuCP, the triangles CO'V, COP arc

equal ; therefore the angles HO'V, EOP are equal

;

now HO'irEO, and O'Vi^OP ; therefore the triangles

HO'V, EOP are equal, and HVz=EP.
Cor. 2. If the generating point be in the circum-

ference of the generating circle, a tangent to the curve at

any point P (Plate CCLIII Fig. 21.) will pass through
F, the extremity of the diameter of the generating cir-

cle which passes through E, the point of contact of the

two circles.

Scholium. From this proposition it appears, that if

parallel rays of light fall on the concave circumference
of a circle DR d (Fig. 19), they will, after reflection,

be tangents to an epicycloid DPA, generated by a cir-

cle FPE, which rolls upon a circle AEH, having the

same centre as the circle DRrf, and its radius half the

radius of that circle, and double the radius of the re-

volving circle ; also the generating point being sup-

posed to set out from A, the middle of the perpendicu-

lar radius CR. For let the generating circle be in any
position EPF, P being the generating point, and CEF
that radius of the circle DFR, which passes through
the points of contact of the circles; draw FG perpen-

dicular to the diameter D</, and join FP, which will

touch the epicycloid at P, (Cor. 2.) The angle EFP
5E2
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at the circumference is half an angle at the centre, on

r . ,, iarcPE_
the same arc, and therefore is measured by—- ^^, —

^_Z^, that is by ^^'t^!^ ; but this last arc is also the

EF •'EC
measure of the angle EGA", or CFG; therefore the an-

gles PFC, CFG are equal ; and hence, if GF be the in-

cident ray, FP is the reflected ray. See Optics.

Hence it appears, that in this case the epicycloid is

the catacaustic curve, or tlie curve which passes througli

the intersection of any two parallel or contiguous rays,

after they have reflected from the concave surface. This

curve is beautifully shewn on milk in a bow], by the

reflection of the sun's rays from the polished concave

surface which rises above the surface of the milk.

When rays diverge from one end of the diameter of

a circle, and are reflected from the inside of the circuna-

ference, in this case also the catacaustic curve is an epi-

cycloid, viz. the cardioide: (See Prop. 1). For let tlie

circle EPF (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 20.) roll on the outside

of the equal circle AED, the point P departing from A,

^nd generating the epicycloid APH, through E, the

point of contact of the circles, draw CEF, to meet the

generating circle again in F ; on C as a centre, with CF
as a radius, describe a circle \lVd ; draw FP to the ge-

rating point, and FH to the end of the diameter of the

circle HFrf, which meets the epicycloid. Because AE
and EP are equal arcs of equal circles, the angle ACE
at the centre is double the angle EFP at the circumfe-

rence. But because CF=CH, and consequently the an-

gle CHF=CFn, the angle ACE is double the angle

CFFI ; therefore the angle CFH is equal to the angle

CFP ; and consequently HF being any incident ray, EP
is the reflected ray; moreover, FP is a tangent to the

epicycloid. (Cor. 2).

Note. In the remaining propositions, we shall always

suppose the generating point to be in the circumference

of the generating circle.

Prop. III.

LetH (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 21.) be the middle of HPA,
an exterior epicycloid, C the centre of the fixed circle,

and HVD the generating circle when its centre is in the

axis CH. On C describe an arc of a circle to pass

through P any point in the epicycloid, and meet the ge-

nerating circle in V, and join HV. The chord HV is

to the epicycloidal arc HP, as the radius of the im-
moveable circle to the sum of the diameters of the im-
moveable and generating circles.

Take fi, a point in the epicycloid indefinitely near to

P ; describe the arc J^v, and join Hz- ; let FPE, fjie, be
the generating circle at P and fi ; and FE, fe, the dia-

meters which pass through E, f, the points in which it

touches the arc DA ; join FP, fji, which will be tan-

gents to the curve at P and /i, (Prop. 2. Cor. 2 ) ; and
draw the lines PE, pc, which will be normals to the

curve ; draw Vr perpendicular to Hx) ; also fs perpen-
diculur to FP, and en perpendicular to PE, and join Yf.

Because EP=DV. (Prop. 2. Cor. 1.), therefore PF
=VH ; and in like manner /i/=x,.II ; also, supposing
the tangents FP, j^'i to meet in K, we have, by reject-

ing quantities which are infinitely small in respect of
others, K/=K«, HV= Hr, //—PF=Hf—Hvziri^, and
PK-fK^=the epicycloidal arc V/i ; and since pf—P¥

=(/iK-}-KP-t-P«)—(P«-f«F)=:/)K-|-KP—iF, we have
ri'~arc P/i

—

sY, and arc YtiZZ.rv-\-s¥.

The indefinitely little triangles Yf s, tiVr, are simi-

lar; for the angles at s and r are right angles, and (con-

sidering the arc Vv as coinciding with its tangent) the

angle rVf is equal to the angle DHV, or to EFP, that

is to Fy* ; therefore V xi : Yf: : rv : Y s; but V VZZ.Y, e,

and E e or V-y : F/:: CE (:=:c) : CF (=:c-f 2a) ; there-

fore c : c-f-2 o : : r v : Y s, and by composition c : 2 c-j-

2a:: rv : rv-\-Y s, that is, c : 2 c-J-2 a : : rv: arc P/z.

Now r x' is the increments of the chord HV, and Py; is

the corresponding increment of the arc HP ; and it ap-

pears that the chord HV and arc HP, which begin to-

gether, are augmented by increments which have to each

other the constant ratio of c to2c+ 2a : therefore the

chord HV, and arc HPc themselves, will have to each

other the same ratio.

CoK. The arc HPA, half the epicycloid, is a fourth

proportional to the three straight lines, c, 2f+2a, and 2a.

Scholium 1. If the epicycloid be interior, then the

chord of the generating circle determined as in the pro-

position, will be to the epicycloidal arc as the diff'erence

of the diameters of the fixed and generating circles to

the radius of the fixed circle. The proposition is de-

monstrated in this case exactly as in the other.

2. If we suppose the radius of the fixed circle to be

infinite, its circumference is to be reckoned a straight

line, and the ratio of f to 2 c-f 2 a is that of r to 2 c, or

of 1 to 2. The curve is then the common cycloid; and

the proposition agrees with what has been shewn con-

cerning that curve.

3. It appears that any arc s of a cycloid and epicy-

cloid, may be rectified (that is, a straight line may be

found equal to it), when the curve is described by a point

in the circumferenc of the generating circle. When
the generating point is within or without the generating

circle, the rectification of the curve is reducible to that

of the ellipse ; and therefore cannot be effected but by
approximation. See Fluxions.

Prop. IV.

The same things being supposed as in last proposi-

tion, let PE, (Plate. CCLIII. Fig. 21.) a normal to the

curve at P, meet the circular base of the epicycloid in E;
and let D V, the chord of the generating circle, be drawn.

The area of the space bounded by DH, the diameter of

the generating circle, HV the circular arc, and VD the

chord of its supplements, is to the area bounded by DH,
and by HP the epicycloidal arc, PE the normal, and DE
the arc between the middle of the base and normal, as

the radius of the fixed circle to the sum of three times

its radius, and twice the radius of the generating circle.

Take /i indefinitely near to P; describe the arc fi v ;

join D x', and draw v r perpendicular to DV, and e n

perpendicular to EP. And because the equal arcs \ v,

E f, are indefinitely small, they may be considered as

coinciding with tangents, and V x' r, Yen may be ta-

ken as rectilineal triangles, which will be equal, be-

cause, besides the equal anj^les at r and n, the angle

eYn is equal to EFP, and x) V r to DHV=EFP; there-

fore en~xir. And because it was shewn in last pro-

position that rv oven is to P p, the indefinitely little

arc of the epicycloid, as r to 2 c-1-2 a ; therefore by com-
position, rv : ne -f P fi : :c : 3 c-f 2 a. Now the infi-

nitely little triangle Drx", and trapezoid nP fie, have
the same altitude; for Dr or D x' is equal toP» or fi e ;
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therefore the triangle T>rv is to the trapezoid nP/i e

as rv, the base of the former, to ?; e + ^/' l'>6 ^"'^ "^

the parallel sides of the latter; that is as c to 3 c+ 2 a.

But the triangle and trapezoid are tlie increments by

Avhich the circular space DHVD, and the cpicycloidal

space DHPED, are augmented, in consequence of the

change of position of the normal from PF. to/je; there-

fore, these spaces are continually increased by (|uanti-

ties which have to each other the constant ratio of c to

3c-f2a; and consequently the spaces themselves have

the same ratio.

CoR. The whole cpicycloidal space DHPAD is to

half the area of the generating circle as 3 c-f-2 a to c.

Scholium. When the radius of the circular base is

infinitely great, the epicycloid becomes the common
cycloid; and the ratio of 3 c+ 2a to c becomes the ratio

of 3 c to c, or 3 to 1, as was demonstrated in Prop. 8.

of the Cycloid.

Prof. V.

If a thread be fastened at A, (Plate CCLIII. Fig. 22.)

one extremity of an epicycloid, and applied along the

curve APH, so as to terminate at H, its middle ; tiien,

if it be unfolded, so that PX, the part disengaged, may
always be extended into a straiglit line, its extremity X
will describe another epicycloid HXZ, similar to the

epicycloid APH.
Let HVD and FPE be the generating circle, when

it passes through the points H and P respectively. On
C the centre of the fixed circle describe the arcs HP"R
and PV

;
join HV, and PE ; and make EF to FY as

CE to CF, that is as c to c+2a, and join XY. Be-
cause PF is equal to VH, and the arc PH to the straight

line PX, PF: XP: :f : 2 c+2 a (Prop. 3.) and by con-

version, PF : FX : : c: c-{-2a, that is, by construction,

as EF to FY ; hence the triangles PFE, XFY are "simi-

lar; the angle FXY is consequently a right angle, and

a circle described on FY as a diameter will pass through
X, and touch the arc HR in F. Again, because the

angles XYF, PEP are equal, the arc XF is similar to

the arc PF, and arc XF : arc PF : : chord XF: c/iord PF.
But XF: PF: : YF : FE (or by construction,): : CF :

CE: : arc FH -.arc ED; therefore arc XF : arc PE : :

arc FH : arc ED: But the arc PF is equal to the arc

ED, because, by the generation of the curve, un
AE^arc EP, and arc AED^zarc EPF ; therefore the

arc XF is equal to the arc FH: Hence it follows that the

point X is in an epicycloid HXZ, of which the arc HR is

half the base, and FXY the generating circle. And
because, by construction, E V : FY : : CE : CF ; the dia-

meters of the generating circles, have to each other the

same ratio as the diameters of the fixed circles; there-

fore the epicycloids will be similar.

CoR. Tlie radius of curvature at any point in an ex-

terior epicycloid is to the chord of the arc of the gene-

rating circle, between that point and the base in the

constant ratio of the sum of the diameters of the fixed

and generating circles, to the sum of the radius of the

former, and the diameter of the latter. For XP is the

radius of curvature at X, and FX the chord of the ge-

nerating circle, and PF : FX : : EF : FY. But it has

been sliewn that EF: EC : : FY : CF, from which it fol-

lows, that EF : FC : : FY : YC, and EF : FY : : FC :

YC ; therefore PF : FX : : FC : YC, and PX : FX : :

FC+YC : YC : : 2CF-f-FY : CF+ FY.
This proposition will apply to an interior epicycloid,

by subtracting the diameter of the generating circle, or

Its multiples, instead of adding them. (|)

EPIDEAHC Diseases. See Medicine.
EPIDENDRUM. See Botany, p. 309.

EPIDERMIS. See Anatomy.
EPIGjEA. See Botany, p. 211.

EPIGRAM, (from eti, u/ion, and y^n^nv, to write,)

originally signified merely, as its derivation denotes, an

inscri/icion, generally upon some public edifice, monu-
ment, or remarkable spot. Even among the Greek wri-

ters, however, the word e/iigram gradually acquired a

more extensive signification, and was almost indiscrimi-

nately applied to any short poetical composition, descrip-

tive of local scenery, commemorative of some striking

event, or illustrative of some peculiar moral feeling

or affection of the mind. Of such ancient epigrams or

inscriptions, we have many beautiful specimens in the

Greek Anthologies; and it is justly remarked by Mr
Drake, in his Literary Hours, that a number of these

productions bear, in their style and character, a very

close analogy to the modern sonnet.

Among the Romans, the meaning of the word ap-

pears to have been much restricted; with them an epi-

gram was usually understood to denote a short satirical

effusion ; and, in this sense the name has generally been
adopted in modern times.

The characteristic requisites of an epigram are ex-

pressed in the following couplet

:

"What is an epigi-am ?—A dwarfish whole,

—

" Its body brevity—and wit its soul."

Shortness, indeed, is peculiarly essential to the compo-
sition of an epigram; when spun out to any considera-

ble length, it loses its epigrammatic character, and must
be referred to some other department of poetry. The
wit of an epigram generally consists in some unexpected
satirical point or allusion, which pleases us, either in

consequence of the surprize it excites, or the ingenuity

of the thought, or rather, perhaps, from both combined.

But if we look to the origin of the term, or to the best

examples of this kind of writing, in ancient and modern
times, it will not appear that satire is essentially required

in an epigram ; indeed, many of the most beautiful

specimens of this species of composition have no allu-

sion that can be deemed satirical.

There is no British author, we believe, who, like

Martial among the Romans, has distinguished himself

by the composition of any considerable number of epi-

grams, in his native language ; but the works of some
of our most eminent poets abound in epigrammatic
turns ; and we have ample collections of the scattered

effusions of our wits in this kind of writing. It is very

evident, however, that we are indebted to the Greeks
and Romans for a great deal of that point which is to be

found in modern epigrams. See the Greek Antliologics.

Bland's Translations from the Greek Anthologies. Lea-

sing, Uibcr das E/iigramm. The Festoon, or a Collec-

tion of Kfiigrams, isfc. by Mr Graves. The British

Martial, 2 vols. 12 mo. (z)

EPILEPSY. See Medicine.
EPILOBIUM. See Botany, p. 193.

EPINEDIUM. See Botany, p. 1 17.

EPINAL, or Espinal, a town of France, and the

principal place in the department of the Vosges. It is

situated on the river Moselle, near the moinitains, and
had formerly a celebrated abbey, a college, an hospital,

and four convents. Its commerce consists of corn and
grain of all kinds, of hemp, lintseed, colzat, and wood.
Its principal maimfacturcs are those of paper, earthen-
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ware, unci iiii)C-clay. Oil is made in great quantities

;

and tlicrc are also manufactures of thread, linen, and

cotton stockinjjs. Its fairs are held on the 1st and 3d

Wednesday of eveiy month. Population 7000. (w)

EPII'ACTIS. See Botany, p. 308.

EPIHL'S, was a region in ancient Greece, bounded

on the east by Macedon and Thessaly; on the south by

the Anibracian Guif; on ihe west by the Ionian Sea;

and on the north by the Ceraunian Mountains. It con-

sisted anciently of three divisions; Chaonia, lying to-

•wards the north ; Molosis, the middle or inland pro-

vince; and Thesprotia, extending on the south from

the Ambracian Gulf to the sea. Many cities of consi-

derable magnitude adorned this territory, of which we
shall only mention Ambracia, built near the mouth of

the river Arachtus, which was about three miles in cir-

cumference, and became the residence of the jEacidse,

•who reigned in Epirus ; and Dodona, said to have been

founded by Deucalion as early as the flood, and render-

ed illustrious by the temple and oracle of Jupiter Do-
donaeus, which were accounted the most ancient and
venerable in all Greece. The lands which stretched

along the sea coasts were fertile and well cultivated ; but

the interior parts were covered with vast forests, and
were almost entirely barren. The horses of Epirus
were famous from the most remote antiquity ; and the

dogs, which the Romans called Molossi, from the dis-

trict where they were reared, were every where pur-
chased and employed in hunting.

If credit be due to Josephus, Dodanim, the grandson of

Japhet, having first settled in the Island of Rhodes, either

went over the continent himself, or sent thither some
of his descendants, to people this region. From him the
inhabitants were called Dodonaeans, and their principal

city Dodona : but in a short time after, a number of
different tribes migrated thither, and took possession of
those places which were not yet occupied. Having no
bond of union, they were almost constantly engaged in

war; and though this inspired them with the most ex-
alted courage, it rendered the introduction of civiliza-

tion and refinement slow and difficult.

During the time that the country was divided into a
imraber of independent states, each governed by its

own king with the most despotic authority, the history

of this region is altogether unworthy of attention. It

was only when the kings of Molossis had gained the
ascendency over their neighbours, and had reduced the
whole under their sway, that this region was denomina-
ted Epirus, from a Greek word which signifies the cun-
tincnt. Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, was the first of
the race of the jEacidae, who assumed the sceptre.
But though the ancient annalists generally begin the
history of this country with his accession after the
siege of Troy, yet the exploits which they attribute to
him, are certainly disfigured by poetical invention. The
names of his descendants, who governed Epirus till the
Persian war, are buried in oblivion. When Xerxes in-
vaded Greece, Admetus held the sceptre ; but as he had
refused to assist either party, Themistocles, after the ter-
mination of the war, rejected, with disdain, his offers of
alliance; but when that celebrated Athenian was banish-
ed from the ungrateful country, which his skill and
bravery had saved, he found an honourable asylum in the
court of the prince whom he had formerly contemned.
He was succeeded by his son Tharymbas, who went
to Athrns for the sole purjjose of conveying the litera-
ture, which was there cultivated, to his own country,

and who, on account of the wise laws which he after-

wards enacted, was enrolled among the ancient law-
givers. His descendants, Alcetas, Neoptolemus, Ary-
bas, Alexander, Aecides, Alcetas II. reigned in suc-
cession.

Our attention, however, is powerfully arrested by
Pyrrhus II. the son of Aecides, who, when an infant,

had been saved from the fury of the rebels, who drove
his father into exile. This prince, nursed by misfor-

tune, and educated amid dangers in a foreign land,

was seated upon the throne of his ancestors by Glau-
cius, king of Illyricum ; was afterwards stripped of his

dominions by Neoptolemus, liis great uncle; and was
then sent by his brother-in-law, Demetrius, with whom
he lived in exile, as a hostage to Ptolemy, king of
Egypt. Having conciliated the affection of that mo-
narch, by his assistance he again ascended the throne
of Epirus; joined the Tarentines in a war which they
waged with the Romans ; embarked a powerful army
for Italy ; and, after encountering a dreadful tempest,
arrived at Tarentum. Taking the field at the head of
his own forces and those of his allies, he defeated the

Romans upon the banks of the Siris ; but whilst he
poured his victoiious army over the territories of his

enemies, he was completely routed upon the plains of
Asculum, where he was dangerously wounded. Col-
lecting the relics of his forces, he again encountered
the Romans near Beneventum ; but, after the greatest

part of his army had fallen around him, he was obliged,

not only to leave the field of battle, and retire to Ta-
rentum, but to abandon Italy, and return home. To
retrieve his reputation, and supply his exhausted trea-

sury, his restless spirit then invaded the kingdom of
Macedon, overthrew Antigonus in a pitched battle,

drove him from his throne and his dominions, and took
possession of the kingdom. Fired with success, and
with the hope of still greater conquests, he burst into

the Peloponnesus with a mighty army ; but the brave-

ry of the Lacedemonians arrested his progress : and
having lost his son, and avenged his death, in a bloody

but an undecisive engagement, he directed his march
to Argos, and, by stratagem, made himself master of
that city. But Antigonus, with an army which he had
collected, and Arcus with his Lacedemonians, who had
closely pursued him, entered the city during the night,

immediately attacked his unsuspecting army, and the
morning discovered the terrible carnage which their

fury and revenge had made. Pyrrhus, who now per-
ceived that all was lost, endeavoured in vain to retire

from the city with the wreck of his forces ; and, whilst

he performed prodigies of valour, a woman who sur-
veyed the battle from the top of a house, beheld the
enraged monarch below her ready to plunge his sword
into the breast of her son who had wounded him, and, in

order to prevent the blow, she threw furiously a tile

which she had rent from the roof upon the head of
Pyrrhus, which, felling him to the ground, saved her
son, and avenged her country. The head of the monarch
was severed from the body, and the remains of his army
were made prisoners.

The kingdom, after his death, was successively go-
verned by Alexander II. Plolemy, Pyrrhus HI. and
Deidamia. But though this princess succeeded her fa-

ther, a female hand was too weak to keep her fierce and
turbulent subjects in subjection ; a conspiracy was form-
ed against her, and in the temple of Diana, to which she

had fled for refuge, she was barbarously murdered.
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The Eplrotes then formed themselves into a republic ;

but instead of vindicating, by their future valour, that

liberty which they had shamefully purchased, they gra-

dually sunk from the proud station which tliey formerly

occupied, and became subject to the king of Macedon.
But when the Macedonians under Philip yielded to the

superior destiny of the Romans, the Epirotes received

their liberty from the generosity of the conquerors. To
free themselves from the debt of gratitude, they enter-

ed into an alliance with Perseus, the son of Phi-

lip, against their benefactors, and endeavoured to prop
the power wiiich had long oppressed them. The mag-
nitude of their ingratitude, however, was equalled by its

punishment. After sharing in all the adverse fortunes

of Perseus, the authors of the war beheld Paulus Emi-
lius, with an exasperated army, enter their territories

;

divide among his daring veterans the wealth which had
been amassed forages; level in the dust the cities which
their fathers had decorated; condemn to slavery a hun-
dred and fifty thousand of the wretched inhabitants

;

and transport the chief men of the country to Rome, and
to perpetual imprisonment. The glory of Epirus was
now for ever extinguished. When the Consul Mum-
mius had reduced Corinth to ashes, and dissolved the

Achaian league, Epiius became a Roman province. In

this state of degradation it remained till the division of

the Roman world, when it shared the fortunes of the

eastern empire. But when the French and Venetians,
under the Marquis of Montserrat, had stormed Constan-
tinople, and divided the Greek provinces, Michael, a

bastard of the house of Angeli, fled from the camp of

the Latins, and, seizing upon Epirus, Aetolia, and Thes-
saly, laid the foundation of a powerful dynasty, and
claimed the honours of an independent throne. Theo-
dore Angelus succeeded to the power and ambition of
his brother; took prisoner Courtenay, who had been
elected emperor of Constantinople, and had invaded
Epirus, expelled Demetrius from his kingdom of Thes-
salonica, and assumed the lofty appellation of Emfieror.
This dawn of glory was soon overcast. Amurath II.

having driven his descendants from Epirus, bestowed
the dependant sovereignty upon the family of the Cas-
triots, who governed it with varied success. George Cas-
triot, known by the name of Scanderbeg, was the last of
that race who held the sceptre. From him the territory

passed to the Venetians, but the Turks soon wrested it

from their hands, who still hold it in inglorious subjec-

tion. It is now known by the name of Albania, (.v)

EPISTYLIUM. See Botany, p. 323.

EPITAPH, signifies an inscription upon a tomb, and
is generally designed to commemorate the name and vir-

tues of the deceased. The practice of bestowing epi-

taphs on the dead, which appears to have prevailed from
the most remote ages, among the nations that have at-

tained any degree of civilization, seems to have origina-

ted, partly from the natural vanity of mankind, which
prompts the desire of being remembered after death, and
partly from the affectionate inclination of friends, to per-
petuate the merit of their departed relatives.

An epitaph ought to be short and simple, containing
merely the name, and a brief character of the deceased.
In the case of persons of great eminence and notoriety,

the name, perhaps, is of itself almost sufficient ; but if

the individual be of less note, some more ample desig-
nation is requisite. Laboured characters, however, and
exaggerated representations of merit, are misplaced orv

a tomb-stone; to real worth and dignity they give no

additional elevation ; and, when joined to insignificant

names, they are apt to excite very opposite feelings from
those intended to be produced in the mind of the reader.

The form and lenor of every epitaph ought to be solemn
and impressive ; the introduction of any ludicrous ex-
pression or allusion, in such a situation, must excite dis-

gust.

For a character of the style best adapted to this kind
of composition, we refer our readers to Dr Johnson's
Essay 071 Efiita/ihs, where they will also find a minute
criticism on the epitaphs of Pope, (z)

EPITRITES, in music, is an interval whose ratio

is I, = 254 2 -|- 5 f -f 22 m, and is the Fourth Minor ;

which see.

EPIZOOTY, derived from tvt and ^<»o», signifies a
plague or murrain among animals. In the common ac-

ceptation of the term, murrain is limited to distempers
among useful and domesticated animals, whereas efii-

zooiy comprehends those pestilential ravages to which
the whole living creation is liable.

The frequent recurrence of distempers among the do-
mesticated animals which form the ])rincipal subsistence
of mankind, has attracted particular attention to their

origin, progress, and the means of cure, or of averting

the danger. At present, however, we shall chiefly re-

strict our remarks to some historical notices of the more
singular and decided epizootics which have threatened

the extirpation of animals in difterent countries.

On ascending to the most ancient periods of history,

we discover a destructive epizooty in one of the plagues
of Egypt, extending to all domesticated animals. This
is described by Moses in unctiuivocal terms, " Behold
the hand of the Lord is upon the cattle which are in the

field, upon the horses, upon the asses, upon the camels,

upon the oxen, and upon the sheep ; there shall be a very
grievous murrain;" and there is one remarkable pecu-
liarity indicated here, which identifies it with later epi-

zootics, as being " a boil breaking forth with blains upon
man and upon beast." It has further been exemplified,

that the plague among mankind is frequently accompa-
nied or followed by an epizooty.

Omitting the accounts of ancient poets who treat of
such distempers, wc find several allusions to destructive

epizootics, in the writings of authors long preceding the

Clu'istian era. Plutarch speaks of an epizooty in the

time of Romulus, as a great mortality of men and beasts

in Italy, when they perished almost immediately on the

attack. Dionysius Halicarnassus and Livy, particularly

the latter, describe epizooties, followed by pestilence, at

different intervals of the fifth century anterior to Chris-

tianity, also in Italy. Livy likewise relates, that ^imme-
diately after the capture of Agrigentum by Marcellus,

ill the year 212 before Christ, mankind and animals
were alike the victims of a pestilential disorder; and if

we could trust to Silius Italicus, the symptoms of it

niiglit be dcsci-ibed.

In the earlier centuries of the Christian era, repeated

instances of epizooty ai e found in the works of the an-

cients. Tacitus speaks of a terrible mortality among
mankind and animals, arising " without any sensible in-

temperance of the weather," which swept off all ages
indiscriminately, in the year 65 : and the Roman territory

was raviiged by a similar pestilence about the year 190.

In the fourth century, we learn that the means adopt-

ed to avert a general epizooty in Europe, was mai'king

all .animals on the forehead with a red-hot iron in form
of a cross; and the violence of this remedy probably
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produced that efficacy which is ascribed to it. Vegetius

Rcnatus, who flourished in the same century, suggests

various cures for the diti'erent pestilential disorders of

cattle.

Descending still lower, many examples of epizooty

arc found in coniemporary authors; and it has been re-

marked, that "in the interval between 810 and 1316,

a period of darkness, horror, and calamity, history cha-

racterizes not less than twenty epizootics, more or less

destructive, which ravaged different parts of Eurgpe."

Of these, five or six attacked cattle, two horses, and

twelve animals in general. Four were likewise destruc-

tive of mimkind.
Hitherto, all information concerning such diseases,

had consisted in brief remarks and notices on the simple

existence of the malady ; but, in the sixteenth century,

the subject was examined with more attention. Fracas-

tori, an Italian physician, witnessed an epizooty among
cattle in the year 1514, which first appeared in Frioul,

whence it-spread by contagion to Venice, and from thence

to V^erona. A similar pestilence raged among sheep in

France during the following year, and both are described

as an eruptive fever, narrowly resembling the small-pox.

Few characteristics are preserved, except that it was
extremely contagious, and that the animals which exhi-

bited no eruption perished. However, on the re-appear-

ance of that or another malady in 1578, it was more
plainly designated small-pox, and apprehensions were
some time after entertained, that man might be liable to

infection. The Venetian government, therefore, on an

universal dysentery attacking the citizens of Venice and
Padua, issued an edict in 1599, prohibiting the sale or

distribution of the flesh of cattle, or milk, butter, or

cheese, under pain of death. It had likewise been ob-

served, that such distempers proceeded from the east,

and that some diseased cattle had been brought from
Hungary and Dalmalia, where the malady became so

common, that another market was sought out for the two
cities.

In 1661, after a hot, dry summer, a kind of phrcnzy
spread among animals, especially horses, cattle, and
sheep ; but vve do not know if it was contagious. It was
principally confined to the northern climates, and, on
opening the head, one or more worms were found in the

substance of the brain. Numbers of fasciolae or intesti-

nal worms, were also discovered in many animals pe-
rishing by an epizooty in 1663 and the two succeeding
years, and were then considered the sole cause of the
distemper. Analogous symptoms, though it does not
appear whether the malady was equally fatal, attacked
almost the whole cattle in the Danish territory in 1674.

France was visited by an epizooty among the black
cattle in 1682. The animal functions were uninterrupted
until the attack, when sudden death ensued. This was
accompanied by gangrene of the tongue and intestines,
and the former sometimes came away in pieces. Those
who tended the cattle, and neglected proper precautions,
are said to have been infected by the disease, and to have
died. Its progress was regular, and marked by astonish-
ing rapidity ; and it was observed to be at the rate of 12
English miles in 24 hours. Thus it spread from the
frontiers of Italy to Poland.
The knowledge of the various distempers to which

animals are subject, had wonderfully increased in the
commencement of the eighteenth century ; and oppor-
tunities for observation seemed to keep pace with a gene-
ral anxiety to investigate their cause. Between the years

1705 and 17 11, a distemper called the flying chancre oi

bubo, which the latest authors denominate a real plague
or murrain, was found to be making terrible ravages in

Europe. It had been imported by a single infected ox
broug it into the Venetian states from Hungary and Dal-
malia ; and it was thence disseminated throughout the

Roman territory and the kingdom of Naples, sweeping
away almost the whole cattle in its progress. It did not

reach France until the year 1714 ; and, in the same year,

having been some time prevalent in Britain, the most
vigorous means for repressing it were adopted by go-

vernment. All the animals attacked were ordered to be
destroyed, and buried deep in the earth, and a compen-
sation allowed to those who thus lost their properly.

The violence of the disease did not subsist above three

months, during which time the counties of Essex, Mid-
dlesex, and Surrey, lost 5857 cattle, old and young. At
this time it was observed, that on cows being brought to

a pond to drink, many became giddy, fell down in con-

vulsions, bled copiously at the mouth and nose, and died.

Other nations suffered more severely ; Piedmont lost

70,000 cattle ; Holland, not fewer than 200,000 ; and the

full extent of the epizooty throughout Europe, was cal-

culated to have destroyed 1,500,000 animals. All these

perished of the infection disseminated by the single dis-

eased ox from Hungary. But the disease was marked
by considerable distinctions in different countries ; and it

seems that some of its symptoms bore little resemblance
in one place to what were seen in another.

An intelligent German physician, Andrew Gcelicke,

had an opportunity of making many interesting observa-

tions on an epizooty among black cattle in 1730, which
spread by contagion ; and the attention of M. De Sauva-
gcs of Montpellier was soon afterwards directed to a

distemper among cattle, horses, mules and asses. This
was a blain of the tongue, degenerating into a cancerous
ulcer, whereby that organ was almost totally destroyed.

The commencement and termination of the disease were
sometimes witnessed within 24 hours. The people of

the city of Nismes did not escape ; and on looking into

historical record, several Parisians had apparently been
affected by a similar complaint, in the year 1571. The
tongue of the diseased animals now fell to pieces, while
they fed and performed their ordinary functions.

One of the most destructive epizootics known to have
appeared, again ravaged Europe for at least ten con-

secutive years from about 1 740. Its virulence, however,
was greatest in 1745 and 1746. It was generally thought
to have originated at the siege of Prague, and to have
been disseminated from Bohemia by means of distem-
pered cattle. This disease was exhibited by the same
general symptoms of shivering, palpitations of the heart,

difficult respiration, a frequent cough, coldness of the

hoofs and horns, cessation of the natural evacuations, and
sometimes the animal fell down as if struck by apoplexy.
Eru])tions covered those which survived the violence of

the attack. But it was evidently contagious, and the

strongest precautions were adopted to repress the infec-

tion. Former experience had proved, in the history of

an epizooty,'by Lancisi, that they could not be too strictly

adopted ; for certain drivers having brought their cattle

to a fair in Italy, in the year 1713, a prohibition was is-

sued against holding it, in order to prevent the dispersion

of the cattle. However, the drivers, rather than be dis-

appointed of a market, conducted them by private roads

to Rome, and sold their cattle at a low price. Immedi-
ately afterwards, a contagious distemper spread through
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the whole Roman tenitoiy, and destroyed 300,000 ani-

mals. Notwithstanding similar precautions now enforced,

and burying the diseased cattle, as well as interdicting

the sale of their flesh, untoward accidents happened ; and

if we are to credit the accounts of the times, contagion

was disseminated by the skin. Hut at different places

in France, guards were posted to prevent any cattle from

approaching them, whereby the stock was preserved in

health, though the malady was making rapid advances

in the surrounding country. The Marquis de Courtiv-

ron, instituted numerous experiments regarding this dis-

temper, from which he concluded that it exhibited itself

on the fourth day from infection, that the ninth was its

crisis, and that the contagion could spread only by direct

communication between two animals.

Whether this epizooty totally ceased within ten years,

or, indeed, whether it has ever been completely extirpa-

ted, may be the subject of dispute. Perhaps the renewal

of epidemics is judged to be such, only because observa-

tions are not sufficiently extensive to prove that they are

always subsisting. In the course of the year 1745, anew
remedy, inoculation, had been attempted at Brunswick,
and in an epizooty which appealed in Holland during

1755, the same remedy was repeated, though with little

success, and recommended in Britain by Dr Layard, in

the year 1757. The distemper in the latter country was
considered absolutely similar to the small-pox ; and the

infection was said to have been brought from Holland by
two white calves of a favourite breed, or by two skins of

diseased animals. Whatever was the case, many cattle

perished of it.

Different epizootics appeared abotit the same time'

among the cattle, horses, and reindeer of France, Aus-
tria, Finland, and Lapland. Swine, dogs, and even poul-

try, are said to have been attacked by it. Russia did not

escape ; and, if we can credit the relations given, the ma-
lady was propagated by the skin of an infected bear, even
to the destruction of mankind. These epizootics were
either perpetuated or renewed during the years imme-
diately subsequent, and, if possible, raged more exten-
sively among the various genera of animals. The horses
of Switzerland, the cattle of other countries, sheep, and
particularly lambs, were swept away in thousands. In

1764, dogs were attacked throughout France, poultry in

Spain, and the rest of the feathered tribes all over Eu-
rope. The milk of infected cows spread the contagion

;

for those animals supplied with it were covered with
pustules; and people who suffered in the same manner
experienced great difficulty of deglutition, and burning-

heat in the throat.

For some years, about this period, an epizooty raged
among the black cattle of Holland. It first manifested
itself in the province of Groningen, especially in the vil-

lage of Haren, and spreading insensibly, carried off the

whole cattle belonging to a neighbouring district. Its at-

tack was announced all at once by the animal becoming
dull, and rejecting drink. Fever and shivering, attended
by a general prostration of strength, followed; the ears

and horns grew cold; a cough became unremitting; a

purulent matter was discharged from the nose, and an
ichorous fluid flowed from the eyes. The hide was
puffed up, and a crackling, like that of parchment, was
heard on pressure. Some were attacked by diarrhoea,

others by constipation from the fourth to the sixth day
of the disease, and they died from the second to the

Vol. VIII. Part. II.

eleventh day after its commencement. The blood of
the animals then proved thin ; the intestines inflamed

and putrid; the lungs gangrenous; the gall bladder

always greatly enlarged; and many fasciolae were in the

liver. The symptoms were generally the same; and
Camper, who strictly watched the appearance, progress,

and issue of the malady, pronoimced it a contagious pu-
trid fever. Animals once attacked were never liable to

its recurrence, or at least very rarely; hence Camper,
from that and other circumstances, concluded, that, to

repress it, four principal objects were to be kept in view.
1. To endeavour to prevent the malady, and abate its

virulence. 2. To preserve the fluids from corruption.

3. To preserve the strength of the animal. 4. To cleanse

the intestines immediately on the ajipearancc of the dis-

ease. It is unnecessary to enter on any detail concern-
ing these different principles ; but respecting the first,

in Camper's opinion, there was no means of guarding
against contagion, but by excluding diseased animalsj

and all substances by which infection might be commu-
nicated. He also conceived that inoculation was the

most probable inethod of averting the malignity of the
distemper. He was not discouraged by the doubtful
issue of former experiments, and even repeated them
on a more extensive scale. His first essays, which he
did not consider particularly successful, saved 46 out of
112 infected animals: again, 46 were preserved out of
92 ; and, if cows were not far advanced in gestation,

three-fourths survived the malady by inoculation. Not-
withstanding this naturalist's anxiety to proceed still

more extensively, it was found impracticable to persuade
the proprietors of the animals of the expediency of in-

tentional infection, whence the system of inoculation
was soon brought to a close. It has nevertheless been
successfully practised elsewhere, particularly in Den-
mark ; and in the first three years of the experiment,
less than a sixth part of the infected cattle was lost.

Strong prejudices, perhaps they can scarcely be called

imprudent, were opposed to the same proposal in Eng-
land, when an inoculator applied to the privy council for

permission to carry the variolous matter from Hamp-
shire into other counties. It was then remarked, that

the introduction of a disease where it did not exist,

might spread by contagion beyond the power of experi-
ment to cure, and that it was already known the malady
might be extirpated by killing the cattle. Camper es-

tablished several important points; such as, that the
epizooty imparted by inoculation, was exactly similar to

that communicated by natural infection ; that it was of
a much milder nature ; as also, that animals infected in

this way, resisted both natural contagion and the conse-
quences of inoculation. This malady proved extremely
destructive in Holland ; for it appeared, that of 285,647
animals attacked, not fewer than 208,354 died.

This same, disease seems to have made its way into

Picardy, by the introduction of a diseased cow, as was
supposed, from the Low Countries, in the year 1771;
and after being subdued, broke out with redoubled vio-

lence in 1773. Its first and principal ravages were in

the province of Hainault and Picardy, whence it became
widely extended. Numerous remedies were tried, but
their inefficacy being proved, the extirpation of the ma-
lady was sought in the destruction of the infected ani-

mals. This disease, after minute observations by many
intelligent persons, was identified with that which had

5 F
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been so fatal in the years irt 1 and 1745, and though dif-

ferent symptoms were exhibited in the animals att;icked,

it was as before judged to be the same in all. But

Vicq d'Azyr now made experiments, tending to estab-

lish, that inoculation was not an efl'ectual antidote ; and

the result is said to have coincided with the experiments

of the Marquis de Courlivron some time before. The
British goveri\meiil had adopted the precaution, of or-

dering all infected cattle to be killed by strangulation,

and without effusion of blood ; that their carcases should

be buried deep in the earth, with the hide entire; and

that all fodder, litter, and every thing else which might

comnuinicate the contai:;ion, should be buried along with

them. Similar ordinances were promulgated by the go-

vernment of France, and renewed for several years,

strictly enjoining the destruction of diseased aniinals,

and that their carcases should be buried, and their skins

cut in pieces, in order to prevent any dealings for them.

Indemnification was promised to those who thus lost

their property, and a premium offered to whoever should

substitute horses or mules for cattle in agricultural ope-

rations. By these and other prudent regulations, this,

which is one of the epizooties best characterized in his-

tory, was repressed.

During the period that contagious distempers swept
away the cattle of Europe, a malady even more rapid

in its progress appeared among those of the West In-

dies. Its effects seem to have been more minutely traced

in Guadaloupe, where it first attacked black cattle, then

spiead to horses, and is said even to have affected man.
Animals apparently well, in good condition, and feeding

as usual, were suddenly seized with shivering fits, at-

tended by convulsions in the spine and abdomen, which
sometimes carried them off in an hour. Almost all the

negroes who opened the dead cattle, had boils rising on

their arms, attended by much fever; and those feeding

on their flesh, experienced the like symptoms. But ex-

amples wefe given of several, who actually died from
infection of the distemper. Something similar was wit-

nessed in France, where persons skinning the animals,

themselves died of the contagion, the effects of which
were immediate.

Between the years 1780 and 1790, a pestilential dis-

ease prevailed among the cattle in the northern counties

of Scotland, vulgarly denominated hastij^ from the rapi-

dity of its progress. The animal swelled, its respiration

was affected, there was a copious flow from the eyes, it

lay down, and sometimes expired in a few hours. Tliis

distemper was ascribed, as has been tlie case in many
foreign countries, to the damp and shaded pasturage of
copses, and with the decay of the wood the epizooty has
declined. The peasantry attempted to cure the infected

animals, and prevent contagion of the healthy, by fumi-
gation with the smoke of need fre, which was fire ob-
tained by the friction of a certain wooden apparatus
erected on an islet.

The eastern parts of Asia were visited by a destruc-
\ve epizooty among the horses, especially in 1804; and
after the severity abated in 1805 and 1806, it was re-

newed with uncommon virulence in the year 1807. In
so far as we can learn, this distemper consisted of a sud-
den swelling, attended by shivering fits, an abscess
formed most commonly in the head, and the animal died
in twelve hours at farthest. But, in many instances, its

commencement and termination were infiuitely more
sapid, and dcatli was known to ensue in half an hour.

The malady was observed early at Ochotsk. Cattle,
reindeer, and horses, all suffered ; and of the last, a ca-
ravan consisting of eighty, preserved only ten. The
Russian government of those distant regions, in order to

repress the disease, ordered all the animals perishing of
it to be burnt; but before its nature was well under-
stood, the Jakutciiians, to whom horse flesh is grateful,

unwilling to lose such a source of subsistence, fed upon
it. Most of those who had done so, died within a day
or two ; and a few lingered a fortnight. Those wlio es-

caped were attacked b- severe swellings in the upper
lip and cheeks, which b oke out and left great scars.

Besides these epizoot.i s, of which a general historical

view has been given, otli rs extremely rapid in their pro-
gress, and destructive in their effects, could be detailed;

and their sources might admit of various conjectures.
Most of those which attack the larger and more impor-
tant animals, bear a strong resemblance to the plague
among mankind ; they have been traced, in some in-

stances at least, to putrid miasmata, which, if not the

origin of such a terrible malady, unquestionably foster

its germs, and they are more destructive in all regions
during the same period that the plague is most fatal.

Probably some animals are exclusively the victims of
certain epizooties, while otheis, that is those of different

genera, may escape unhurt; but it is to be doubted,
whether any races are totally exempt from them. Thus
we are told, that the fish of tlie Lake of Constance pe-
rished from a general mortality in 1722. We have seen
that many of the feathered tnl es occasionally suffer in

different countries ; infectious disorders, ending in death,

frequently prevail among dogs ; and a malignant dis-

temper attacked the cats of Westphalia in 1682; while
the same creatures were almost totally extirpated from
the Feroe islands by an epizooty in 1798. It is not an
impmbable theory, that entire genera of animals, once
inhabiting the surface of the earth or the waters, are
now extinct from contagious maladies.

See Phihsofihical IVansactions, vol. xiii. xxix. xxx.
xliii. 1. JMemoires de l\icademie Royale 1748. Lancisi

dc fieste Bovi/la 0/tcra, torn ii. Dufot sur la Maladie
Efiizootique . Vicq Dazyr sur les Ejiizooties- Camper
Oeuvres, lom iii. Paulct Rtclierches sur les Maladies
Epizootigues- Traite de I'Education dcs Animaiix, p. 131.

Landt's History of the Feroe Islands, p. 210. 13ryant

on t/ie Plagues of Egyfit. (c)

EPOCH. See Chronology.
EPPING Forest. See Essex.
EPT.\MER1DE, or Heptameris, in Music, is an in-

terval, so named by M. Sauveur, (see Mem. de I'Acad.

16mo. 1701, p. 407.) as the l-301st part of the oc-

tave, = 2.04057i)5.iS, and its common logarithm i«

.99899990035, but which is assumed by M. Sauveur in

his calculations of musical intervals to be .9989(;00,0000,

in order to have the octave expressed by a sup. log. of

30100(;0,0000. (f)
EQU AL-Beating Concords, in Music. When two

imperfect concords are so adjusted, that their Beats
coincide, (see that article,) or an equal number may be

counted in a given time in each, they are said to be
equal-beating. Dr. Robert Sinith was tlic first who gave
the theory of beats, or applied them in the way now
under consideration, as far as concerned the equal-beat-

ing of concords of different kinds to the same base, as

Illds beating sharfi, and the Vtlis /?«; ,• the Vths7?(!f,

and the Vlths sitarji ; and the Illds fat, and the Vlths
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equally s/ior/i. See his Harmonica, 2d edit, pp.211—
300 X f— x 16—25^

S20.»
, , _ V 5 / _ 600 X .6 _

But Earl Stanhope, in 1806, was the first we believe »"" * — jqT^ > — —^ — •'"> '"*

who proposed to use a succession of equal-beating con-
, . .„ , l r >_

cords of the same kind, in the tuning of musical instru- number of beats sharH, made m 1" by each of these new

menis. A controversy on this subject, which ensued in thirds, as observed in the PhU. Mag. vol. xxx. p. 4, and

the Philosofihical Magazine, to which we have alluded >" onv article Concert Pilch. In order to find the vi-

in our article Bi-erual Third, gave an interest to this l^rations and ratio of the intermediate note bA, we iiavc
" '—'^' " •—

'
'•— +20, and the rest as before; and

15(10—20 ,„^ ^» 380, the vibra-

latter species of equal-beating concords, which led to m Theorem II. C^l, 6=
the discovery of some beautiful theorems relating to y-,^^^'^^+^^^'-*+" _
them by Mr John Farey, and we are happy in having it 4 16

in our power now to lay them before the public for the
^^^^.^^^^ ^ ^^^

300^ 1^ .^ ^^^ ^^^.^ of Eb A. And
first time. " ' 380 19 ^

Any number of tempered concords of the same name in order to obtain the ratios of these bi-equal thirds, we
and kind, i. e. all flattened or all sharpened, may be so c

tuned above each other, and beat equally quick, that the have in Theorem III. first, /=!, 6=20, Sec. and — =
compass or interval of the whole, or the lowest and

4xr3004-0') 1200 15
highest sounds, may be given ones; for put -— nj.9o ' ~ i = yr = Eb A, as before; and sc-

;~ihe number of equal-beatinsr concords to be tuned ;

"**
, , , , „„,^ 4 5

d =2 &
c ^ 4X(300X5 -f 20) ^—ZZthe ratio of each of these concords when /ler/icf; ''""

>
'=

'
'^- ^" ^ =°

oOO x 25 -f 2o x (5 + 4)
^

»—the number of beats in 1" of time; — =, — = f,Ac. Or these same ratios might
r .

7500+180 24 ''. ^——the ratio of the given interval or compass ; and have been got, by inverting the vibrations of the notes

N=:the number of complete vibrations in 1", made already found : thus, ^— = — ; also 300 x— =480, the
by the lowest given sound thereof; and we have 280 19 5

380 19
'r„„-„„„ T vib. of c, and — = — , which, as before, are his Lord-
1 HEOREM 1. ' 480 24

fs \ ship's two new thirds, mentioned in our article Bt-EquAL
N X (

—n'—m'
) 1

2

^ IJ[ '_ Third. The minor sixth CbA is = -—.

—m^-^+ m'--^n+m'--3)i''+ &c. ^ , „ ,r • ^ • , ,. , ,Examfile 2. II it be required to tune his Lord-
thc series terminating, when the index of m becomes ship's ihree equal-beating Tri-ehuai. <iuints, in the
negative, n and r being the least terms (in their lowest major thirteenth G e, (in the middle septave, and
terms) of the ratios, and accordingly as b is positive or

jj

negative ih beatings will be sAar/i or ^a?. partly above and below it,) we have, r = 3, — =
Also, if V= the number of complete -vibrations in 1"

o _ o

of the note anived at, after tuning t of such equal-beat- ^-, — = — , and N =: 180; and Theorem I. gives
ing concords in succession : then,

3' s 10'

Theorem II. 180 x (-^^ X8—27
j

(Km'=t=6x(m'-'+ m'-'/2+mt-3„='+ kc. *=
g

''g ==—— , or 3.1 578947/cf beats

the upper or lower sign being used, according as b is g^"" '^' >''=';"«• ''y
f^^'^

°!" "'"« three consecutive fifths,

positive or negative, or the concords greater or' less than ^'='= ^'"^ ^^"S- ^o'- ^'^^i'- P- '3- I" ^ heorem II. make

19'
perfect.

^ ^ 1
a __

_ ^^^^ the rest as before, and V
C

Andif —-= the ratio of the last or uppermost of t, of so
d !80X3— — xCl+0)

such equal beating concords in succession, then L? = ^^=268.4210526 vibrations

Theorem III. per i" of the note D. See Phil. Mag. vol. xxx. page 5.

< n+ (Nrmt-'=*=Ax)w'-^+m'-^';+ ?»'-'>; ^ + Scc.
) In like manner, when ?=2, we get—— = 401.0526310

d (.\m'=i=6x(m'-'+ '»'-^«+ "i'-3"'' + ii' .( ., ,. r ,, . A ir .
',^ r u^ VII IV vibraUons of the note A. If the value of these three

Example \. If Earl Stanhope 's two equal-beating bi- tri-equal quints be required, they may be hud from
equal major thirds Eb A and b Ac, are to bo tuned in the 180 x 19
minor sixth Ec, in the octave above tenor cliff C, we Theorem III.; or from their vibrations thus,

.^^^

, . _, . ^ n 4 r 5 , ^, 57 „,, , 5100 85 ^.
, ,nave in Theorem I. t^2,—— ——and N—300, = —= GD;also = = DA; and the vibia-m 5 s 8 '85 7620 127

• Dr Smith shews also, page 93, that in an octave,
r4th, and the V above it,^

Every tempered < 3<1, VI. C beat equally quick, but contrary, i. e. Jlut and sharp, or vice versa.

.fth, HI. S
cv ^ r4th

Every tempered <vr C bc.ils hcilf at fast, and contrary, as the < 3d C above it.

C.11'3 Cfitl'S

s F
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10X180 ,„„ .
7620 127

tions of c being —^—=.600, we have ^^:^^^= f^
=: vib. of Ke.

ExamfiU 3. If three equal-beating major thirds be re-

quired to be tuned in an octave above tenor-clifF C, we

have, r = 3,-^=— , — = — , and N = 240, which in
2'

240

CUV 1 St Theorem gives b = -

X ^yX64 — 125^

25 + 20+ 16

720 = 11.80328 times aharti, the rate of each of
61

their beating. In Theorem II. t — \, &c. and V =
720

240 X 5 +
61 18480

61

and 2d, when f = 2, &c. V=

= 302.95082, the vib. of E ;

23280

61
-S381.63934,those of

61

\f\. The ratios of these two notes will be found r^and

a 1— respectively ; and the values of these three new thirds

61 77 97
come out, CE =— E^A = ^ ^"^ b-^c = j^-

Examfile 4. Ii four equal-beating minor thirds be want-
n ' 5 r

ed in the octave as above, we have r =: 4,—= -—, — =

240 X
—, and N = 240; and b = (?

m 6 s

X 625—1296)

216+180+150+125
11040

671
, =16.45305 beats fiat per 1"; and putting

191040

671
r= 1, Sec. in Theorem II. we have V =
284.70939 vibrations of [jE ; also by making ; = 2, and

227040 „ „ ,, ,
„ ,270240

r = 3, we get = 338.36066 = WG, and ^,, =''671 671

402.74217 = A vibrations. The notes themselves will

be found bE-— , bG=— , and A =—— ; and the four

equal-beating minor tliirds will be as follows, viz.

r., 17
671'

,
„

,
„ 796 ,_ . 473 563CbE=—,bEbG=—,bGA=-,andAc=—

.

If, in order further to exemplify the use of our 3d Theo-
rem in finding the last of these thirds, we put ?=4, b=
11040 ^

&c. we have

each of these duodeci-equal quints. Make t = I, &c,
and, in Theorem II. we have,

„,„ „ 343344
240x3

105469 37797168V 2 ^-U^i^BT-'
=358.3722989, the

vibrations of G ; and by next making / = 2, we get

V =^^^^^= 535.9307474, the vib. of d; and thus
105469

by taking new values of t, all the other notes of such a
system may readily be found, and the ratio of each fifth.

In a letter (which the writer has before him) from
Mr Thomas Elliot, organ-builder, and tuner, of Totten-
ham Court, London, addressed to Dr Callcott, in 1807,

respecting his attempts to tune Earl Stanhope's system,

Mr Elliot proposes, as another mode of tuning, to ad-

just four equal-beating fifths in a true major third (and

two octaves follow in the process) above tenor-clift" C ;

thus, CG, g D, DA, and a E. This falling of octaves, as

it becomes necessary in order to keep within the octave

selected for the " foundation," as it is called, might be
introduced into our general Theorems above, but would
too much complicate them. A less general method has

therefore been used in finding the following, viz. Mr
Elliot's quadri-equal quints must each beat^^af 2.016806

times per 1"
; and G will vibrate 358.991597 times, D—

268.235294, and A ^401,344539 times per second.

Earl Stanhope, in the controversy above alluded to,

has mentioned another species of equal-beating concords
requiring three notes to be sounded at the same tinie,

forming two tempered concords ; his two bi-equal thirds,

for instance, between the notes E, b A and c, so adjust-

ed, that there shall be no beating's between the two beat-

ings ; that is, that the beatings of E b A and b A c shall

either be exactly equal, (as in our first example,) or one

be exactly some concordant multifile, as 2, 4, 8, &c.

3 4 5

671

/ 11040 , ,\
5 X (240 X 216 —- X (36+30+ 25)

j

240
11040

X 1296 X (216+189+150+125)
671

563 , , -.= ——= Ac, as before.
67

1

Examfile 5. Suppose it were required to calculate
how many beats must be given to each of 12 successive
,/ifths within 7 octaves above tenor clift' C, we have

• = '^' ^ = IT =
TFs'

"""^ N = 240; and in the

1st Theorem we find b = 240X (128x4096-531441)
1771 47+ U8098+78732+, &c.

343344= —
105459

= •" 3-2554021, the fiat beats per 1" of

T' T'
5 6 8 . , , .—, — , or— , ol the other, in a given

time. See the Philosofihical Magazitie, vol. xxxiii. p.

297. (e)
EQUAL Harmony, has, by one class of musical

writers, as Mr Emerson, Mr Cavallo, Mr Chambers,
&c. been applied to the equalization of the harmony of

the 12 keys, or systems of eight notes, above every

finger-key of the organ or piano-forte, considered as a

key-note ; which system is, however, more commonly,
and ought always to be denominated, the equal tem/ier-

ament, or Isotonic system, and by another and more
correct class of writers, as Dr Robert Smith, Dr Robi-

son, kc. the term equal harmony, has been restricted to

the attempt, to attemper the scale so, that all the con-

cords, (except the unisons and octaves, which are kept

perfect,) may be equally and the most harmonious, within

a given compass of notes.

Dr Smith, in his valuable Harmonics, a work unde-

serving of the censures that have been heaped upon it,

has endeavoured to lay the foundation for such a system

as has been last mentioned, on his important investiga-

tions of the theory of short cycles and beats, and, by

means of which, this author concludes, (pp. 1 18, 259 and

263,) that pairs of " imperfect consonances are equally

harmonious, when their temperaments have the inverse

ratio of the (respective) products of the terms of (each

of) the perfect ratios of the corresponding perfect con-

sonances." And, by help of arithmetical and harmoni-

cal mean proportionals, among the several tempera-

ments of such pairs of consonances, collected in those
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several parcels, composed of Vths, Vlths, and Illds,

and their compliments to, and compounds with Vlllths,

Dr Smith's investigations lead to the conclusions, that

A system of equal-harmony, in one octave, must have
its concords V, VI, and III, tempered, if^ (or+,) or ]y

(or—,) in parts of a major comma, or nearly as follows,

viz.

— 101 +57 —44
360'360' 360

or those tempered concords, are V— 3.08833S, VI +
1.74290S, and III— 1.34542S.

In two octaves, the same will be very nearly

—9 +5 —4
~32' ~32' 12 '

or V—3.095962, VI + 1. 719982, and III— 1.375982.
In three octaves, these temperaments will be very

nearly

—5 -t-3 —2
is' 18' 18

'

or V—3.C57742S, VI + 1.834643S, and III— 1.2230992,

and,

la/our octaves, the temperaments will be nearly

— 11 +7 —4
lo'

'

40' 40

or V—3.0271622, VI + 1.9263762, and III— 1. 1007862.
For various reasons, Dr Smith preferred his three-

octave system to any of the others ; and in his work will

be found ample tables of beats, and directions for cor-

rectly tuning it, upon a proper instrument having 21

strings, at least in each octave, such as he contrived for

the purpose ; and since then the patent piano-fortes and
organs of Mr David Loeschman, having 24 sounds in

the octave, can, with still greater facility, be used for this

purpose; and, indeed, such improved instruments are

necessary for giving correct effect to any system of tem-
perament, except the isotonic, to which alone the defec-

tive instruments in common use, having only 12 sounds,
are correctly applicable.

Dr Smith shews, that his system of equal harmony in

three octaves, when tempered as above, has very nearly

an equality of beating ^ and ff, between the Vths and
the Vlths to the same base respectively ; he also men-
tions, at page 220, that the same differs but little from
a system wherein the major third, and the major sixth

are equal-beating to the same base, the former ]y and the

latter ^. Mr Farey has shewn in the Phil. Mag. vol.

xxxvi. p. 51, that the temperaments in this case, by ulti-

mate ratios, are

—2 +1 —

1

~T' ~7' "~7'

or V—3.1451042, VI -f 1.5725522, and III— 1.5725522.

The Doctor likewise shews, that a system, (previ-

ously proposed by M. Henfling,) wherein the mean tone

is to the major limma as 8 : 5, or the octave is divided

into 50 equal parts, approaches very near to his favourite

system of equal harmony, stating its temperaments (p.

J57)at
—41 -f 25 —16

_

148' 148' "148 '

which are equivalent to V—3.0494752, Vl-f 1.8594372,
and III—1.1900382.

All these various systems treated of by Dr Smith,
having their temperaments expressed in decimal parts
of the schisma 2, will enable the reader to compare thena
readily, and calculate their beats by the 5th method, in

Part I. of our third volimie. (f)
EQUAL Temperament, is applied to a system of

intervals, wherein each concord, throughout the scale,

is alike tempered, and wherein there are twelve semi-
tones, precisely equal ; and thence it is called the Iso-
tonic System; each of which semitones are = 5 1 S
-|- f -f- 4-j.'jm, and their ratio the 12th root of A, which
therefore is surd or incommensurate. IJut Mr Fa-
rey has shewn, that a commensurate system, seven of
whose half tones are of the value 51 2-|- f-f 4 m, and
five of them of the value 51 2 -|- f+ 5m ; also, eleven
of whose fifths are ol the value 3572 + f-f 31m ; and
one of the value 357 2 ( f+ 30m, differing at the most
only m, in each case, or less than the --ijjyth part of a
major comma! and yet this temperament, so perfectly

equal as to any particular discovery of the error, in the
use of it, may be tuned throughout, by perfect intervals,

that is, true fifths, fourths, and thirds, properly combined.
See Farey's Temtieranients. (f)
EQU.\L .Altitudes. See Astronomy.
EQUATION OF Time. See Astronomy.
EQUATIONS. See Algebra.
EQUATOR. See Astronomy and Geography.
EQUATORIAL Instruments. See Observatory.
EQUINOCTIAL. See Astronomy and Geography.
EQUINOXES, Precession of. See Astronomy.
EQUISETUM. See Filices.
ERANTHEMUM. See Botany, p. 80.

ERASMUS, or Desiderius,* one of the most cele-
brated scholars of his age, was born at Rotterdam on the
28lh of October 1467 ; and though doomed to struggle,
from his birth, with all the disadvantages of poverty and
obscurity, yet, by the sole aid of his talents and applica-
tion, he acquired the favour and protection of the most
distinguished personages of that eventful period in which
he lived. He was the natural son of Gerard, a native of
Tergou, by Margaret, the daughter of a physician in

Sevcnbergen, whom his father intended to marry; but,
being deceived by a report of her death, he became dis-

gusted with the world, and took orders in the church.
When little more than four years of age, Erasmus was
so remarkable for his musical voice, that he acted as
chorister in the cathedral of Utrecht ; and when he had
attained his ninth year, he was sent to a school at Daven-
ter, where he made great progress in learning, and pos-
sessed so excellent a memory, that he was able to repeat
the greater part of Terence and Horace. At thirteen

years of age, he was deprived of both his parents ; and
his guardians, with a view to embezzle his little patri-

mony, forced him into a monastery. His constitution,

which was naturally delicate, rendering him unable to

bear the walchings and other austerities of the monastic
life, and his whole sentiments and temper being equally
averse from the habits of the profession, he accepted, in

his 23d year, an invitation from Henry a Borgis, Bishop
of Cambray, in whose family he admits that he wanted
for nothinsj

little

ly, but from whose patronage he derived very
assistance. In 1496, he went to study at Paris,

where he supported himself by instructing a few pupils
in private, and where the literary exertions, to which he

• His original name was Gerard, sij;nifying " amiable," which according to the custom of the times, he rendered into the Latin epi-
thet Desiderius, and the Greek Erasmus, or rather, as he afterwards wished to have expressed it, Erasmius,
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was compelled by his necessities, greatly contributed to

his future eminence. By the friendship of some of his

pupils, who were the sons of Englishmen, and particu-

larly of William Lord Mountjoy, who afterwards allow-

ed him an annual pension of a hundri-d crowns, he visit-

ed England in 1497, and formed an acquaintance with the

most eminent literary characters of that country. Du-
ring the succeeding ten years, he seems to have frequent-

ly changed his place of residenct, and to have visited

various parts of France, England, and the low Countries.

He was most stationary, however, in Paris, where he em-
ployed himself in the study of the Greek language, and

in the composition of his early publications. He com-
plains, in his epistles, that the want of money prevented

him, about this time, from fiuisliiug many of his treati-

ses, and compelled him to spend much of his time in

reading lectures to young students. He received, how-
ever, frequent donations from his friends and patrons,

particularly from Anne Bersala, Marchioness of Ure,

whoiii he often addressed in letters of the most compli-

mentary style, and to whom he made known his pecuni-

ary wants with very little delicacy. About the begin-

ning of the year 1507, he went to Italy, in order to take

a doctor's degree, which, he observes, "makes one nei-

ther better nor wiser, but must be done, if a man would
be esteemed by the world." Having resided about a

year in Florence, he proceeded to Venice, where he pub-
lished a tiiird edition of his Adages ; and, after spend-

ing a short time at Padau, he arrived in Rome in 1509.

At this time, he was acting as tutor to Alexander,

Archbishop of St Andrews, natural son of James IV.,

of wliom he draws a very high character, and who v/as

afterwards slain, with his father, at the battle of Flodden
Field. At Rome, he at first experienced the most
ili.ltcring attentions, and received several advantageous
oficrs to induce him to settle in that capital; but at

length he seems to have questioned the sincerity of his

Italian fric nds, and, in his " Praise of Folly," which he
M rote soon after, expressly complains of the neglect with

which he was treated by the pajial court. He gladly ac-

cepted, therefore, the invitations of Henry VIII. and of

liis former pupil, Lord Mountjoy, to return to England,
wiiere he continued a considerable time in great favour

with the King, with Wolsey, witli Warkham Archbishop
of Canterbury, with Sir Tliomas More, and many other

nobles and prelates of distinction. Invited to Cambridge
by Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, he was promoted suc-

cessively to the divinity and to the Greek professorship ;

and continued to teacli publicly in that university for

the space of four years. Though he received many va-

luable donations, and derived several small annual pen-
sioiis from the liberality of his patrons, or from the liv-

ings with which he was presented, he was always in

poverty, and always importuning his friends for pecunia-

ry assistance. Either from want of economy, or from
the infirm state of his health, which required many in-

dulgences, or from his satirical disposition, which aliena-

ted the affections of his admirers, he found himself un-
able to subsist in England; and, in 1514, he removed to

Germany, where he was appointed nominal counsellor to

Cliarks, Archduke of Austria, with an annual stipend of
200 florins. From the period of his publishing the
•' Praise of Folly," he was no longer considered as a
true son of the church ; and his incessant invectives
against the monastic orders drew upon him the bitterest

persecutions from that quarter. In order to shelter him-
self from their slanders and machinations, he petitioned

and procured from Pope Leo X. a dispensation. In due
form, from the vow which he had reluctantly made in his

youth among the regular canons. In 1516, he publish-

ed and dedicated to Leo his edition of the New Testa-

ment in Greek and Latin, with notes, a work which had
long occupied his chief attention, and which, while it drew
upon him the censures of ignorant and envious critics,

was highly valued by all who were capable of aprecia-

ting its merits. About the same time he produced, and
inscribed to Archbishop Warkam, an edition of the

works of Jerome, whom he professed, in rather exag-
gerated terms, to hold in the greatest estimation, as an
author and a theologian. He received the most pressing

invitations from Francis I. to settle in his dominions; but

dreading the envy of the French literati, and the perse-

cutions of the Doctors of the Sorbonne, and being un-
willing to forsake possessions for promises, he retained

preferments under the Emperor. In 15 17, he revisited

England, and was very courteously received by the kinj
and by Cardinal Wolsey ; but, thouL;h he declined their

offers to provide for him in that kingdom, he mentioned
to one of his friends, that his English revenues constitu-

ted his chief support. In the same year he published a

work entitled Querela Pads, in which, with much sound-
ness of reasoning, power of eloquence, and freedom of

sentiment, he expostulates with the sovereigns of the

world upon the atrocities of war, and pronounces all

hostilities which are not strictly defensive, to be unlaw-
ful and imchristian. A benevolent project for a con-

gress of princes at Cambray, who should enter into mu-
tual engagements for the preservation of peace, having
been tirlhappily thwarted by the arts of interested per-

sons, Erasmus wrote his " Complaint of Peace," at the

request of John Syivagius, chancellor of Burgundy, who
had been a zealous promoter of the plan. (The work
was dedicated to Philip of Burgundy, Archbishop of

Utrecht, who expressed his approbation, by ofl'ering the

author a benefice, and presenting him uitli a valuable

sapphire ring, which he requested him to wear for his

sake.) During the six succeeding years, he resided

cliiefiy at Louvain ; and, by the commencement of the

Reformation under Lutlier, was involved in new difficul-

ties and disputes. Hitherto, he had often experienced
the enmity of the scolastic divines, and of the monastic
orders, whose absurdities and immoraiilies he had so

openly assailed in his writings : but he found no difficulty

in parrying their attacks, and preserving the favour of

the most zealous Catholic princes and prelates. But, as

the struggles between the Romanists and Reformers be-

came more serious, it required his utmost exertion of

ingenuity and caution to preserve at once consistency of

sentiment, and security from persecution. Both in con-

versation, and from the press, he had been accustomed
to inveigh against many of those errors in doctrine, and
superstitions in worship, which disgraced the church of

Rome. Some of these he ably confuted by the utmost
solidity of argument and force of eloquence ; while he
directed against others those weapons of ridicule and
sarcasm, which he was able to wield with such irresisti-

ble effect. Nor did he spare even the cliaracter of the

ecclesiastics ; but, with the greatest ability and ijiost ex-

quisite raillery, exposed to the world their spiritual do-

mination, their impious frauds, their ambition, avarice,

and luxurious excesses. Scarcely did one of those opi-

nions and practices, which Luther afterwards attempted

to reform, escape the animadversions of his pen ; and,

as his writings were read with universal admiration, they
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coiitVibuted, in no small degree, to the progress of the

Refonn.ilion: "Luther," it was said, "hatched the egg
vvliich Erasmus had laid." Nor was he merely the

forerunner of the great reformer; but, for some lime

aftei' Luther had commenced his career, he acted as his

admirer and auxiliary ; applauded his conduct, and ex-

pressed hopes of his success ; recommended moderation

in his measures, but encouraged him to proceed ; vindi-

cated his character to the dignitaries of the church, con-

demned the spirit of his adversaries, and always insisted

that his books should be answered by reasoning, instead

of being suppressed by authority. In several of his

publications, he openly concurred with him in denoun-

cing the obscure and unedit'ying systems of the school

divines, and calling the attention of mankind to the stu-

dy of the Sacred Scriptures, as the only standard of re-

ligious truth. In his celebrated " CoUoc|uies," particu-

larly, which he ptiblished in 1522, he directs his severest

strokes against the monks and their superstitions; and
so manifest was its reforming tendency, that the Faculty

of Theology at Paris, and afterwards a provincial coun-
cil at Cologne, denounced it as " a wicked book, the pe-

rusal of which should be forbidden to all, especially to

the young, and which ought, if possible, to be entirely

suppressed." But, though he entertained so great a

similarity of sentiment with the reformers, he was pre-

vented, by a variety of circumstances, from decidedly

espousing their cause. His extreme love of peace ren-

dered him averse from those measures of direct opposi-

tion to the church, which had become necessary, and
flattered him with the delusive hope of a gradual refor-

mation by gentler methods. His excessive deference

for persons of high station, his intimate acquaintance

with the more learned ecclesiastics, and his love of the

literary reptitation which he had acquired among them,
kept him from embracing a party, to which his patrons

and friends were personally adverse. His dread of losing

the pensions and other emoluments, which he derived
from the Catholic princes and prelates, may be supposed
to have had a considerable influence on his conduct.

His natural timidity of mind particularly disqualified

him for encountering persecution ; and, by his own con-

fession, would have induced him to consult his personal

safely, however much he had approved the sentiments

and measures of the reformers. " It is true," he writes

to his friend Richard Pace, dean of S( Paul's, " Luther
hath given us many a wholesome doctrine, and many a

good counsel ; and I wish he had not defeated the effect

of them by his intolerable faults. But, had he written

any thing in the inost unexceptionable manner, I had no
inclination to die for the sake of truth. Every man hath

not the courage requisite to make a martyr ; and I am
afraid, were I put to the trial, I should imitate St Peter."

There is no reason, indeed, to suppose, tliat those mo-
tives, powerful as must have been their influence upon
such a feeble temper as he possessed, engaged him
either to act or write in direct opposition to his con-
science ; but they may have biassed his judgment, while
he was unconscious of tlieir operation, and may serve to

palliate, while they cannot excuse, the unworthy conceal-

ment and concession of his opinions, by which he endea-
voured to ensure his tran(]uilliiy. While he embraced
every ojjporlunity, in his epistles, to disclaim all connec-
tion with Luther, he was equally anxious to evade the
repeated attempts v.'hich were made to engage him in a

controversy with the reformer; and, on one occasion,
when cxiiorted by Mountjoy to repel the accusations of

heresy witli which he was assailed, by taking up his pen

in defence of the church, he frankly replied, " Notliinij

is more easy than to call Luther a blockhead ; nothing

less easy than to prove him one ; at least so it seems to

me." At length, partly irritated by the reproaches of

the more zealous reformers, and partly apprehensive of

incurring the displeasure of the court of Rome, he pro-

ceeded first to repress his own zeal against the abuses ii)

the church ; then to assume the character of a mediator

between the contending parties; then to censure the im-
petuosity of Luther's proceedings; and finally, to enter

the lists as his antagonist.

Upon a rumour probably of his intention to attack the

reformers from the press, Luther addressed him in a let-

ter, full of spirit, yet expressed with much apostolical

dignity, in which he reminds him of his weakness, and
exhorts him to continue to be a spectator rather than an

actor in the contest : " We saw the Lord had not confer-

red on you the discernment and resolution to join us, and
openly expose those monsters; therefore dared not ex-

act fi om you what greatly surpasseth your strength and
capacity. We have even borne with your weakness, and
honoured that portion of the gift of God which is in you."
" On the other hand, my dear Erasmus, if you duly re-

flect on your own imbecility, you will abstain liom these

sharp and spiteful figures of rhetoric ; and if you cannot

or will not defend our sentiments, you will let them alone,

and treat of subjects which suit you better." In 1525,
however, Erasmus commenced open hostilities, by pub-
lishing his Diatribe de libera jlrbltrio, in which he merely
opposes the opinions of Luther on Predestination; a sub-

ject which he seems to have purposely selected, as it

furnished the appearance of dissenting from the refor-

mer, while it was altogether unconnected with his more
obnoxious tenets; and in the discussion of which, he was
in fact led to controvert the sentiments of St Augustine
and of Thomas Aquinas, as much as those of the Ger-
man divine. In a letter to Melancthon, he makes an apo-

logy for this publication, alleging in his defence, that the
calumnies of the ecclesiastics, who made him pass for a

Lutheran, and the importunity of princes, whose authority

he could not disregard, had constrained him to write;
and intimating at the same time, as a farther proof of his

general good will, that he had employed all his influence

to prevent the exercise of cruelty towards the reformers.
Luther replied in a treatise, eniitled De servo Arbitrio,

in which he appears greatly supeiior to his opponent in

the knowledge of the subject, and the management of the
argument; but treats him thiougliout with very little

courtesy, which, indeed, he had not much title to expect

;

and assails him with a mingled volley of compliment antl

scorn, of commendation and invective. Erasmus renew-
ed the controveisy, by publishing his fiy/ieras/iistes, and
the dispute was carried on with augmented and unjusti-
fiable acrimony on both sides. After the year 15 23, Eras-
mus resided several years at Basle, a place to which he
was much attached, and which his enemies used to call

his city of refuge. He was made rector of the university,

and being surrounded by friends in whom he could con-
fide, he found himself more secure from injury among
the reformed divines of that city, than among the Romisii
monks and ecclesiastics. But when the pri tcstants gain-
ed the ascendency in the revolution which took place
there in 152'J, he became apprehensive of l)cing suspect-
ed as their coadjutor should he continue among them,
and removed to Friburg. In the course of tiie year pre-
ceding his removal, he published two treatises in llje
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form of dialogue ; one of which, the most learned of all

his writings, discusses " the right pronunciation of the

Greek and Latin languages;" and in the other, entitled

Cictromanun, he rallies, with great ingenuity and spright-

liness, the servile followers of Cicero, who scrupled to

employ any word or phrase which was not to be found in

his works. This latter production drew upon him much
odium from many of his learned contemporaries, whose
sentiments he controverted, or whose merits he had tail-

ed to praise, according to their expectations ; and parti-

cularly from Julius Scaligcr, who published two orations

against him so full of bitterness and scurrility, that his

own friends expressed their dissatisfaction, and prevailed

upon him, after the death of Erasmus, to do justice to

his memory. As Erasmus advanced in life, he lost much
of that openness and candour which had distinguished

his early years; and so anxious did he become to dis-

claim the cause of the reformers, that, besides dissem-

bling, he proceeded to contradict his most avowed sen-

timents. He had always professed his abhorrence of

every thing like cruelty in the measures which were
adopted for suppressing the principles of the Reforma-
tion ; but, when some of the Protestants began to produce
passages from his vvritings, which seemed to favour their

cause, and particularly to deny the lawfulness of putting

heretics to death, he was so fearful of being suspected

by the persecuting princes of his day of condemning their

barbarous doings, that he published a letter " against

some who falsely call themselves Evangelics," in which
he maintains, with unusual acrimony, that there were
certain heretics, who might lawfully be put to death, as

guilty of blasphemy and sedition. These unworthy con-

cessions on his part were duly appreciated by the court

of Rome ; and, as he was now the declared defender of

the church, it was resolved to prepare him for receiving

a seat in the College of Cardinals ; but these rewards

came too late, and his increasing infirmities obliged him
to decline the preferments which were offered to him in

that view. In 1535, he went to Basle, in order to super-

intend the printing of his £cclesiasles, and in the hope
of recovering his lost health ; but his strength continued

rapidly to decline, and he died of a dysentery on the 12th

day of July 1536, in the 69th year of his age. He was
buried with great funeral pomp in the cathedral church
of Basle, where his tomb still remains, and where his

cabinet, containing his ring, seal, pencil, knife, sword,
portrait, and the New Testament written by his own
hand, is exhibited to strangers, as one of the greatest cu-
riosities in the city. His memory is equally honoured
at Rotterdam, by an inscription upon the house in which
he was born, and upon the college which bears his

name ; and by a bronze statue in the great square. By
his will, he left handsome legacies to several of his

friends, and directed the remainder of his property to be
applied to charitable purposes ; by which it appears that
he was neither so straitened in his circumstances, nor
so defective in economy, as he was accustomed to repre-
sent himself. He is said to have left more than 7000 du-
cats. Erasmus was rather of low stature, but well form-
ed, of a fair complexion, with grey eyes, a cheerful
countenance, a low voice, and agreeable elocution. His
bodily constitution was very infirm

; and, among other
peculiarities, he was not able to endure even the smell
of fish, which made it necessary for him to procure a dis-
pensation for using other food in Lent, and which gave
him occasion to say of himself, that however friendly to
the church in principle, he had a most Lutheran stomach.

He was always neat in his apparel, facetious in his dis-

position, and fond of a witty story, though directed

against himself. He used to dine late, that he might
have a long morning for study ; but after dinner, he con-

versed cheerfully with his friends on any subject, and

delivered his opinions both on men and things with the

greatest freedom. In his intellectual character, he was
distinguished by a strong memory, extensive reading, a

penetrating genius, and a lively imagination. He: com-
posed with great facility, but disliked the task of revi-

sing his writings. His prose style in Latin, (the language

to which he chiefly devoted his attention,) though not

always classically pure, is uniformly unaffected, clear,

and copious ; but his verses in that language, though
sufficiently correct in point of prosody, and distinguiscd

by good sense, discover little elegance of taste or poeti-

cal talent. He was constant and faithful to his friends,

but too apt to trouble them with complaints against his

adversaries; and, though generous and charitable to

those who were poorer than himself, he was not very

delicate in soliciting and accepting pecuniary donations

from his patrons. With all the allowances which can

be fairly made for his prejudices of education, his love

of peace, and his reluctance to offend his best friends, he

cannot be acquitted of timidity, lukewarmness, dissimu-

lation, and a partial desertion of principle in the business

of the Reformation ; but he spent a long life in opposing

ignorance and superstition, and promoting the interests

of sound literature and true piety ; and, with all his fail-

ings, he must unquestionably be regarded as one of the

principal ornaments of the age in which he lived. His
works, which were very voluminous, consist of transla-

tions from the Greek ;
grammatical and philological dis-

sertations ; various treatises on moral and religious to-

pics ; a version of the New Testament ; paraphrases and

commentaries on several parts of sacred scripture ; apo-

logies, epistles, declamations, orations, poems, adages,

apophthegms, editions of celebrated authors, &c. His
paraphrases were the most favourably received of his

theological productions ; and his colloquies, and Praise

of Folly, have been the most frequently printed of all his

writings. The best and most elegant edition of his works
is that published in Holland by Le Clerc, in eleven vo-

lumes folio, 1"03. See Jorlm's Lije ofErasmus; Bayle's

Dictionary ; General Biografihical Dictionary ; Robert-

son's History of Charles V. vol. ii. p. 156 ; Le Clerc's

Bibl. Univ. tom. viii. p. 215 ; Milner's Church Hist. vol.

iv. App. p. xvi. and pp. 845, 943, 1050. (y)
EREMOPHILA. See Botany, p. 252.

ERFURTH, Erfort, or Erfurt, formerly Erfics,

or Erflis, is an ancient town of Germany, pleasantly si-

tuated on the river Gera, which flows through the town
in numerous branches. Although the town is in general

ill built, yet it possesses several public buildings of im-
portance. The cathedral, which was built in 752, con-

tains a huge bell, which weighs 30,250 pounds. In the

cidevant convent of the Bernardins, is shewn the tomb of

the famous bigamist, the Count of Gleichen, who is said

to have been interred there beside his two wives. The
university of Erfurth was established in 1392, and half of

the chairs were filled by Catholics, and the other half by

Protestants. In 1754, the Academy of Sciences was
founded, which was subsequently enlarged by the addi-

tion of a botanical garden, an anatomical theatre, an ob-

servatory, a riding school, and a society of natural history.

The principal public libraries are those of the Univer-
sity, of the Academy of Physics, of the Scottish Benedic-
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tines, and of the Lutheran ministry. The library of the

Scottish Bencdiclines possesses a cabinet of physical and

mathematical instruments ; and that of the Lutheran mi-

nistry contained some ancient MSS. of the Hebrew Bible.

The house for the orphans of Lutherans was formerly

the monastery of the Augustins, and contains a cabinet of

natural history. Erfurth formerly contained eight mo-
nasteries, four Catholic churches, and nine Lutheran

churches. The town is defended by the fortress of Pe-

tcrsberg, which was generally considered as a place of

strength till the year 1806, when the French entered it

without resistance. The country around Erfurth is fer-

tile in corn and vines, and abounds in bastard saffron and

anise, which the inhabitants cultivate with great care.

Almost every house in the town has a garden, hence the

number of gardens amounts to about 1200.

A variety of manufactures aie carried on at Erfurth,

but tlie principal ones are those of woollen stuffs, leather,

and ribbons, the last of wliich gives employment to 1500

individuals. Population 17,000. Its position, according

to trigonometrical observatiojis, is east longitude 1 1° 2'

26", and north latitude 50° 58' 45". For an account of the

Academy of Erfurth, see our article Academy. See
also Erfurt und das Erfurtische Gebiet, Voni Prof. Do-

minicus, Gotha 1 793, vol. ii. ; and Erfurt init scinen Mcrk-
vjurdigkeiten und AUerthumern, Vom D. Arnold, Gotha
1802, 8 vo. (to)

ERIACHNE. SeeBoTANY, p. 109.

ERL\NTHUS. See Botany, p. 1 10.

ERIC. See Denmark.
ERICA. See Botany, p. 195.

ERIGERON. See Botany, p. 295.

ERINUS. See Botany, p. 246.

ERIOCAULON. See Botany, p. 103.

ERIOCEPIIALUS. See Botany, p. 303.

ERIOCHILUS. See Botany, p. 301.

ERIOGONUM. See Botany, p. 202.

ERIOPHORUM. See Botany, p. 95.

ERIOSPERMUM. See Botany, p. 183.

ERIOSTEMON. See Botany, p. 215.

ERITHALES. See Botany, p. 145.

ERIVAN, luvAN, or Irivan, a town of Armenia, in

the Persian empire, and capital of a province of the same
name. The province is bounded by the Rlossian hills

on the north and west, by the Araxes on tlie south, and
by the districts of Karabaui^ and Karadaug on tlie east.

The town is situated- on the banks of the Zengui, in a

plain surrounded by mountains. It is defended by a for-

tress of an elliptical form, and upwards of 6000 yards in

circumference. Tlie north-west side of the town stands

upon a precipice, about 600 feet high, and impending
over a river; but it is commanded by the fort, which is

surrounded with two strong walls flanked with towers.

The town is large, dirty, and ill built. The churches,
wliich resemble catacombs, are small, and half buried in

the ground. There are 28 poorly endowed convents in

the town and neighbourhood for both sexes.

Erivan docs not at present contain a tenth part of its

former population, and it has been reduced by repeated
sieges to a ruinous condition. In the year 1803, the Rus-
sians under General Godovitch blockaded the town for

nearly six months, and at last attempted in vain to carry

it by storm. They were repulsed with great slaughter,

and nearly half of the army was lost during its retreat to

Teflis. The Turks and Persians, however, have repeat-

edly taken the town; and it has remained in the posses-
sion of the latter since the peace of Nadii' Shah, in 1748.
Vol. VIIL Part II.

About two days journey to the north-east of Erivan,

is the beautiful lake which the Persians call Dcria Shi-

reen, or Goucheh. It is about five fursungs in circuit,

and abounds in trout, and other delicious fish. The
Armenian sanctuary of tlie three churches, which Sir

John Chardin has particularly described, is about nine

miles from Erivan. At a short distance to the soutli

of the town is the famous mountain of Ararat, where
the ark rested after the deluge. According to Major
Sutherland, it forms an angle of an immense range of

mountains, and has two summits, on the highest of

which the natives believe that part of the ark still re-

mains. A chasm of prodigious depth, resembling a cra-

ter, exists in one of its sides. It is often covered with

smoke, and Dr Reineggs affn-ms, that during three suc-

cessive days he saw it discharge fire. The ruins of the

once magnificent city of Nukshcevan, ov .Araxiiaiiay are

situated about twenty-six fursungs to the south-east of

Erivan. It is a heap of rubhish, and docs not contain

more than 400 inhabitants. The prince of Pei-sia gene-
rally pitches his camp here, to direct the operations of

the campaign against the Russians. East Long. 45° 15',

and North Lat. 40° 1 P. See Chardin's Travels. Mac-
donald Kinneir's Geographical Memoir of the Persian
Em/lire, p. 319, 320; and our article Ararat, (y)
ERLACH, or Cerlier, is a small town of Switzer-

land, in the Canton of Berne, beautifully situated at the

western extremity of the Lake of Bienne, near the em-
bouchure of the Tiiiele, and at the foot of the Julimont
or Jidius's Mountains, upon which one of the strongest

enti'enched camps of this great warrior was established.

The Chateau of Cerlier, situated upon the Julimont, was
built about the middle of the 1 Uli century by the Count
Bourcard, one of whose brothers founded the convent of
St John, situated near the emliouchure of the Thiele, and
formerly known by the name of the Convent of Eriach.
The view of this ancient abbey, and of the bridge over
the Thiele, is very picturesque. The isle of St Pierre,

famous for being the residence of Rousseau, is seen from
Eriach. , See Eljel's Manuii du foyageur en Suisse, torn.

iii. p. 555, Zurich, 1810. (y)

ERLANGEN, or Erlang, is a handsome town of
the kingdom of Bavaria, situated on the river Rednitz.
The town is divided into the Old and New. The New
Town, which is also called Christian Erlang, was found-
ed in 1686, by the Margrave Christian Ernest, to accom-
modate the families of several Protestant refugees from
France. The streets of both the Old and New Town are
regular and spacious, and there are two handsome
scjuares, and some fine churches. The principal public
buildings, institutions, &c. in Erlang, are, the Chateau,
the buildings of the University, which was transferred

from Bayreuth in 1742, the Lutheran church, and the
church of the French and Germans, the Institute of Mo-
rals and Belles Lettrcs, the Library and Cabinet of Na-
tural History, belonging to the university; the Academy
of Music, and two theatres. The principal manufactures
of the town are stockings made in the loom, hats, gloves,

and glass, most of which were established by the French
refugees. About a league from Streitberg, which is one
of the posts of the old road between Eriangcn and Bay-
reuth, is the Grotto of Muggendorf, where there are fine

stalactites, and a fall of water 70 feet high. The new
road to Bayreuth, passes through Creusscn, Pegnitz,
Ililpoldstein, and Esclienan. Population 8700. Its po-
sition, according to trigonometrical observations, is, East
Long. 1 1°

4'i North Lat. 49° 35' 36\ (in)

5 G
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ERMELAND. Sec PiiussiA.

ERNE Lough. See rEiiMANAGii.

ERNODEA. SeclJoTANY.p. 115.

ERODIU.M. See Uotany, p. 259.

EROTEUM. Sec Uoi any, p. 229.

EROTYLUS. Sec Entomology, Index.

ERPETOLOGY. Sec HEiirKTOLOGY.

ERROMANGO. See New Heuuides.
ERTZGEUIRGE. See Saxony.

ERUPTION. See tEtna, Vesuvius, and Volca-

noes
ERUPTIVE Diseases. See Medicine.
ERVUiM. See Botany, p. 278.

ERYCIBE. See Botany, p. in.
ERYNGIUM. See Botany, p. 155.

ERYSIMUM. See Botany, p. 255.

ERYSIPELAS. Sec MEniciNE.

ERYTHRyEA. See Botany, p. 167.

ERYTHRINA. See Botany, p. 268.

ERYTHRONIUM. See Botany, p. 184.

ERYTHROXYLON. See Botany, p. 212.

ERZEROOM, Erzeuum, or Auzerum, the name of

one of the most considerable of the pachalics of Arme-

nia, and of the principal place of the pachalic. It is said

to be divided into 12 districts or sunjeets, governed by a

pasha of three tails, who resides at Erzeroom, the capi-

tal. This city, known to the Byzantines by the name of

Erzc, is one of the most populous and flourishing cities

in the kingdom, and is situated about three or four miles

from one of the streams which runs into the Euphrates.

The town is ill built, the streets are very dirty, and the

houses are for the most part low, and built of wood. The
bazars are large and well supplied with provisions; but

fruit is very scarce, as it is all brought by the Georgians

from the province of Akisha, which is three or four days

journey distant. In 1810 there were nearly 40 mosques,

four of which were deemed handsome, a Greek church,

a large Arminian chapel, and three celebrated monaste-

ries at some distance from the city.

The town is surrounded with walls, and on the south

is protected by a citadel mounting 20 pieces of cannon

of various calibres. On its eastern face it has regular

embrasures ; but from its want of solidity, it is equally

defenceless with the rest of the castle. On the north

side of the town is a very high mountain, covered with

eternal snow. The plain in front is about 20 miles in

circumference, and is adorned with more than 60 vil-

lages. In the year 1807, when the French legation un-

der General Gardanne passed through this place, there

\vas on the ramparts a house in ruins, which was used

for leprous persons. The plague then raged in the

town, carrying off from 20 to 25 persons daily. The
principal articles of manufacture in Erzeroom are, cop-

per, the ore of which is brought from a place about
three days journey from the town, and the skin of a spe-

cies of martin. Erzeroom is the staple of the merchan-
dise of India, consisting of silk, cotton, painted linens,

spices, rhubarb, madder, and zedoary.

The climate of Erzeroom is intensely cold in winter,

but the air is salubrious, the water good, and the natives

strong and healthy. The winter commences in the month
of August, when the snow begins to fall. It continues
on the ground from October till March, when it melts,
and causes all the rivers in the country to overflow thei?

banks. According to Mr Macdonald Kinnier, the popu-
lation of the city was about 100,000, of whom 15,000
-Were Ai-menians, and llie rest Turks, with the exception

«f200 or 300 Greeks. The author of the " Journal,"

who accompanied the French Legation in 1807 and 1808,

makes the population 130,000, and says that 500 of these

were Armenian catholics.

Erzeroom is five ordinary days journey from the

Black Sea, thirteen from Diarbeker, and nine from
Bayazid. It is situated in East Long. 40° 57', and North
Lat. 39° 57'. See Journal d'tin Voyage dans la Turquie

D'ylsie, ct la Perse, fait en 1807 ec 1808, p. 21. Paris

1809; and Macdonald Kenmev's Gcogra/i/ikal Memoir

of t/te Persian Em/iirc, p. 321, 322. Lond. 1813. ^-lu)

ESCALLONIA. See Botany, p. 146.

ESCAPE. See Fire Escape.
ESCAPEMENT. See Horology, and Time-Keep-

ers.
ESCHATON, an interval in music z=— , of Dr Call-

. 16,677,181,699,666,569
cott, has a ratio ——-— -——ZZ5 S -}- 2 f, zr

16.777,216,000,000,000 ^ '

5.2993222, and is the Greater Residual, (f)

ESCHATON of M. Hen/ling and Travers, is an in-

terval whose ratio is ^—^^-=62—f-fm,— 5.8582022,
o9o,2 16

and is the Major Residual, (f)
ESCOBEDIA. See Botany, p. 252.

ESCULAPIUS. SeejEscuLAPius.
ESCURIAL, the name of a village in Spain, about

seven leagues from jNIadrid, and celebrated for the mag-
nificent palace of the Escurial, or St Lorenzo, which has

been deemed by the Spaniards the eighth wonder of the

world. This splendid structure was begun in 1557, by
Philip II. in commemoration of the battle of St Quintin,

which he gained on the day of the Spanish saint St Lo-
renzo, from which it received its name. The first archi-

tect was John Baptiste Manegro of Toledo, and upon his

death, in 1567, the work was continued by Buslamanti,
one of his pupils, who died in 1597.

The building, which consists of grey stone, from the

neighbouring quarries, is arranged in the form of a grid-

iron, in allusion to the martyrdom of St Lorenzo. The
dome of the church is surrounded with eight symme-
trical towers, which give a fine effect to the whole edi-

fice.

The Escurial is a long parallelogram with four fronts.

The principal or north front is 637 feet broad, and 5

1

high up to the cornice. It is flanked at each angle with a

tower ISO fect'high. It has three entrances, and 200 win-
dows. The lower part of the central gate is adorned
with eight Doric columns, and the upper part with four

Ionic columns. The front on the opposite side towards
the east, is of equal extent, and is approached by a large

square raised on arches like a terrace, and surrounded
with a lofty ballustrade. The west and south fronts are

of the same dimensions ; the latter having five rows of

windows, and the former almost none.

This vast building affords accommodation to a comtnu-
nity of monks, as well as to the sovereigns of Spain.

The apartments occupied by the monks contain vari-

ous objects deserving of notice. The chapter room and
the prior's apartment contain many admirable pictures.

The old church is 129 feet long, and 33 feet broad. The
refectory is 103 feet long, and 33 broad. Among other

paintings, is a Lord's Supper by Titian, which is greatly

admired. The ground cloister is a square formed by a

double row of piazzas, one above the other, 93 feet long

on each of the four sides, and 17 feet broad. The walls

of the lower cloister are covered with paintings by the

first artists. The staircase from the lower to the uj>per
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cloister is adorned with fine fresco paintings, one ofwhich

represents the foundation of the monastery, and the bat-

tle of St Quiiitin. The upper cloister itself is ornamented

with the finest pictures.

The double cloister, which is built of granite, is 52

feet high, and has four grand fronts, one at each side,

opening on a spacious court of 83 arches, eleven in each

row, supported by 96 columns, which are Doric below

and Ionic above. The area of the cloister is divided

into several compartments. A sinall octagonal temple,

about 52 feet high and 26 in diameter, and terminating

in a dome, occupies the centre. Without it is built of

granite, and within of fine jasper marble ; and its eight

sides are alternately adorned with projecting columns,

or with statues as large as life ; all the ornamental sculp-

ture being wrought in Genoa marble.
The libraries are peculiarly valuable and interesting.

In one of the libraries is a collection of books in Latin,

Hebrew, and Arabic characters, with an assemblage of

4300 MSS, of which 567 are Greek, 67 Hebrew, 'l805

Arabic, and 1820 in Liitin, Castilian, and other langua-

ges. In this number are included several Bibles, parti-

cularly the Greek Bible of the Emperor Cantacuzene.
There is also in this library a collection of ancient and
modern medals. A part of the other library, which is

deposited in a private cabinet, contains many choice de-

signs and ancient MSS. Among these is a copy of the

Four Evangelists, 700yearsold, embellished with minia-
tures, and also a Greek Liturgy, supposed to have been
written by St Basil. The apartment in which these are

contained is adorned with fluted Doric columns, and the

voof and frieze are covered with allegorical paintings.

On a table in the centre, is a small octagonal temple,
which represents Charlemagne in the midst of his prin-

ces and palatines. The temple is of silver, and is em-
bellised with 20 pounds of lapis lazuli, 48 ounces of gold,

and 1448 ounces of silver, besides agates, diamonds, and
other precious stones. The monks are extremely atten-

tive in shewing all these curiosities to strangers.

The royal apartments are adorned with the finest paint-

ings, which are displayed in two adjacent galleries. One
of these is called the Gallery of the Infanta, and the other,

which is the principal one, is 70 feet long, on the walls
of which are traced many of the military atchievements
of the Spaniards, from which it has received the name
of the Battle Hall.

The Campana communicates with the main building
by a double gallery, one above the other, 86 feet long,

and adorned with Ionic columns. The church is ascend-
ed by a fine staircase, 136 feet broad, and 34 long, which
leads to a piazza, forming the foreground of the church
This piazza opens to five arcades resting on pilasters,

which support Doric semicokimns. Above these is

raised a second body, adorned with six statues of the
kings of Israel, 18 feet in length, and formed of white
marble inlaid with black. This front is flanked by two
towers, which are used as belfries. The inside of
the church, which is Doric, is in the form of a Greek
cross, with a lofty dome in the centre. It is 313 feet

long, and 194 broad, and contains 48 altars, enriched by
fine paintings. A fine marble statue of St Lorenzo is

placed over the holy water pot, and is supposed to have
been an antique discovered at Home. The interior

of the choir is exquisitely finished, and the fine paint-

ings of Cambiaso cover the walls and ceilings. The
pulpit of cedar and ebony, resting on four columns of
bronze, is finely ornamented; and there are two rows

of stalls, including 228 scats. The chancel, whicH is

raised by 12 steps, is adorned with bronzes, and has
fresco paintings on its roof. It contains two mauso-
leums, one representing the statues of Charles V., his

Empress Elizabeth, his daughter the I'^mpress Mary,
and his sister the Queen of Fiance and Hungary. The
other exhibits the statues of Philip II. and of his three

queens, Anne, Mary, and Elizabeth, all of gilt bronze.

Three doors, adorned with chrystal and bronze, lead uti-

dcr an arch into the chancel, and conduct to three com-
partments, where the royal family assist at divine ser-

vice. The principal altar consists of fotir bodies of
architecture. In the first are six Doric columns, in the
second six fluted Ionic columns, in the third four flu-

ted Corinthian columns, and in the fourth two Com-
posite ones. Fifteen statues, and several paintings, are
attached to these, several of which are very beautiful.

The ornaments of the columns and pilasters are of gilt

bronze. In the centre of the altar stands a Corinthian
circular table, 14 feet 7 inches high, and 6 feet 7 inch-
es in diameter. It is adorned with the statues of the
twelve apostles, in gilt bronze, and with eight columns
of red jasper marble, which can scarcely be distinguish-

ed from agates. This beautiful structure terminates in

a dome of jasper marble, which contains a statue of
Christ, and is adorned with a topaz as large as the hand,
and encased in a rose of gold. Within this taber-
nacle is inclosed another, more gorgeous and magnifi-
cent; it is of a square form, 19 inches high. It is de-
corated on each side with four columns and four pilas-

ters, having their bases and capitals of gold enamel, and
the cornice of silver. It is crowned with small pyra-
midal spires, placed on pedestals of vermilion stone,
embossed with gold. Two doors of rock crystal, stud-
ded with gold, appear at the two sides, and the whole,
like the larger tabernacle, terminates in a dome, on the
top of which is an emerald attached to a rose of gold,
and on the inside a beautiful topaz inclosed in gold
enamel.

The sacristy is included in one beautiful nave, 93
feet long, and 80 feet broad, and is enriched with re-
lics, shrines, chalices, crosses, chandeliers, and paint-
ings of inestimable value. On the altar called Santa For-
ma, adorned with the finest marble and bronzes, is pre-
served a splendid tabernacle, presented by the Emperor
Leopold.
The treasury of this church contains many articles of

great value: among these are a statue of St Lorenzo,
which weighs 900 marks of silver, and 36 marks of
gold; an allegorical statue of the city of INIessina,

which bears in its hand an ostensoire of gold, weighing
50 marks; a small temple of gilt bronze, more than 100
feet high, adorned with eiglit Doric columns, and sur-
mounted with a dome; a crucifix of silver, attached to

a cross of gilt silver, having a topaz on the head, a large
ruby in each hand, and a brilliant stone, an inch in dia-
meter, at the feet, which was long considered as a dia-

mond.
The place of interment for the royal family of Spain,

is called the Pantheon. It is below the church, and is

perhaps the most splendid part of the Escurial. The
descent is by 59 steps, which form tlie first staircase.

Its walls and arches are encrusted with the finest mar-
ble, and it leads to a landing place of a round form, de-
corated in a similar manner. After continuing to de-
scend some stairs, we discover a beautiful front, formed
by 10 marble Doric columns, the ornaments of which

5 G 2
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are' all of gilt bronze. On each side are placed two al-

legorical statues of bronze, one representing Human
Nature, and the other Hope. After descending 34

steps, we advance to the apartment, where the remains

of 43 infants and infantos are interred. In another

apartment, beneath the chancel, and still more magni-

ficent, arc interred the remains of the kings and queens.

It has the form of an octagon, and is 31 feet in diame-

ter and 33 feet high, and is incrusted with beautiful

marbles of various colours, and decorated with gilt

bronze. The door is in one of the angles, and imme-
diately opposite to it is the altar ; the other six angles

arc Separated by 16 double Corinthian pilasters. In the

intervals are arranged 2i urns or tombs, four being in

each angle. There arc other two beyond the entrance,

resting on the claws of a lironze lion, and both of mar-

ble. Sovereigns, principally of the Austrian dynasty,

occupy fourteen of these tombs, each sepulchre having

an appropriate inscription. Only two of the princes of

the French line are interred here. A hirge bronze

lamp, surrounded with 24 chandeliers, hangs from the

centre.

On the east and south of the palace are a series of

gardens supported with walls, and laid out in terraces,

which give them the appearance of hanging gardens.

The ground is very unequal, and the greater part of

them are disposed in the form of an ainphitheatre. In-

geniously constructed stairs form the communication
between the gardens.

A beautiful road, about a quarter of a league in length,

and planted on both sides with lofty elms and linden

trees, leads to the village of the Escurial. A subterra-

neous corridor, arched with freestone, and called the

Mina, leads also to the village. Another road leads to

Fresneria, a country house situated a quarter of a league

to the east of the palace, and in the centre of it is a piaz-

za, supported by Doric columns. The road to Madrid

is excellent, but is through a naked country, without

fields or pastures. In going from Madrid, it first winds

along the Manzanarez, and leaving the Casa del Campo,
it passes Pardo, and then three houses in succession,

where relays of horses are provided. It then conducts

to Valde Morillo, from whence the Escurial is first seen.

The beautiful gardens of the Escurial are intersected

by woods and meadows, containing numerous streams

and fountains, and small lakes abounding with fish. In

the middle of one of these lakes is a covered pavilion,

adorned with eight columns, and encircled with a little

garden bordered by a ballustrade.-

The lofty mountains which separate the province of

Old and New Castile, surround the Escurial. They
are drearv, bare, and uncultivated. Spacious reservoirs

have been constructed in these mountains for collect-

ing the water, which is conveyed by an aqueduct to sup-

ply 92 fountains. The royal family, before the Spanish
revolution, inhabited the Escurial from September to

December, a season almost wholly employed in devo-

tion. Since the invasion of Spain by the French, the

internal decorations of the Escurial have been greatly in-

jured, and the finest paintings have been carried to the

JiOUvre. The position of the Escurial, according to trigo-

nometrical observations, is West Longitude 4" 7' SO",

and North Latitude 40° 35' 50". See Townshend's Tra-

vels in S/iain, vol. ii. ; Laborde's View of S/iahi, vol. v.

p. 143—155; Link's Journey through Portugal, p. 302;
and Francisco de los Patlros Descrijition brtve del Mo-
nasterio de H. Lorenzo el real del Escorial. (j)

ESCUTCHEON. See Heraldrt.
ESK. See Dvmfries-shire, Forfarshire, and Mid

Lothian.
ESN EH, or Asna, the Latro/iolis of the ancients, is

an important town in Upper Egypt, situated to the west
of the Nile, between Assouan and Cous. This place is

remarkable for its public baths, and its commerce. The
Mahometans have several mosques here, and the Copts
a church, which is served by two priests. The Copts
from the most distant provinces of the kingdom, repair
hither as a place of pilgrimage. The surrounding country
is rich and well cultivated, abounding in grain and fruit.

In the chain of mountains which stretches to the east
of the Nile, and almost opposite to Esneh, are quarries
of a soft stone, which becomes hard in tlie fire, and is

used in the fabrication of kitchen utensils.

This town is famous for the celebrated temple of La-
topolis, of which we have given a drawing in Plate
CXLVIH. and a description in our article Civil Ar-
CHiTECTVRE, vol. vi. part ii. to which we refer the read-
er. East Longitude 49° is', and North Latitude 25°. See
Savary's Letters, i^c. vol. ii.; and Dcnon's Travels in

Effyfiti vols. ii. iii. (_/)

ESPALIER Trees. See Gardening.
ESPIRITU Santo. See JVew Hebrides.
ESQUIMAUX. See Hudson's Bay, and Labrador,
ESQUIRE, in the strict and legal acceptation of the

term, is a name of dignity next above the common title

of gentleman, and below that of knight. Its etymolo-

gy is evident, the English word being derived imme-
diately from the French ccuyer, or, as it was formerly
written, escuyer ; and the French term is derived from
the Latin scutifer or scutanus ; the root of all the tcims
being the Greek word o-xi/ts?, a shield. The rank of

esquire was at first officiary, but now it is merely ho-
norary. In its original acceptation, as denoting an
officiary dignity, it may be traced among the Greeks
and Romans. Euripides mentions shield-bearers, vtcat-

cTi^sjv, vica.TVic-ir,i, and aa-TTiS'of'oPoi ; and armiger and sck-

tigerulus are employed by Piaiitus. Bules is mention-
ed by Virgil as Dardaniae Anchisae armigcr. Even
among the Britons, according to Tacitus, the office of

esquire or armour-bearer was known ; for he informs

us, that Cartismandica, queen of the Brigantes, mar-
ried the esquire (armigerum) of her husband. The
knights of ancient Gaul were attended in their wars
by two iixsTxi, or ministers; who seem to have been the

same whom Posidonius (afiud Athenaeum) represents

as sitting with them at table, bearing their shields. In-

deed, almost all the ancient nations of Europe, who
signalised themselves in arms, appear to have had this

office. The Longobards denominated the person who
held it Schilpor, ;. e. shield-bearer; and the Germans,

in the time of Charlemagne, called him Schild-knapa:

an appellation not uncommon among our Saxon ances-

tors before the word esquire was borrowed from the

French.

Originally the office of an esquire was merely to carry

the shield of the knight to whom he was attached ; but

afterwards, as we have shewn in the article Chivalry,
(to which we refer for what relates to esquire as con-

nected with that institution,) his offices were more im-

portant and numerous. Among the French, the grand

escuyer was master of the horse. His business was to

assist the sovereign in mounting or dismounting from

his horse, and to give him his sword and belt. In the

court of the eastern empire, there was an officer called
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Sxji(7«f(o«, ^vho used to bear before the emperor ihe sa-

cred standard, and his (ncalcceioi, or shield, in a case.

It appears, from these instances, that the titles, ar-

migcr, ecuyer, esquire. Sec. did not originally imply

that the persons possessing; them were entitled to bear

coats of arms, but only that their office was to carry the

arms of the knights, or of those persons of superior rank

to -whom they were attached ; so that there is no con-

nection between the strict etymology of the name, and

the common acceptation in which it is i^enerally used.

The n:\me of esquiie becjan to be honorary al)out the

time of Richard II. tliere being an instance of a person

being made esquire by patent, with arms, by this king.

It is, however, still a matter of difliculty and dispute,

what constitutes the distinction, or who is a real es-

quire; for it is a vulgar error, that any estate, however
large, can confer this rank upon its owner. The fol-

lowing are undoubtedly entitled legally to this rank and
denomination, viz. esquires of the body; of these there

are four to attend on his majesty's person: the eldest

sons of knights, and their eldest sons successively: all

noblemen's younger sons, and the eldest sons of such

yoimger sons; the two latter species of esquires, Sir

Henry Spelman entitles armigcri natatitii. Fourthly,

such to whom the king gives arms with this title: these

are created either by letters patent, or by investiture,

which used to consist in a collar of S. S. and silver

spurs: the right of primogeniture in their lineal pos-

terity is also accompanied with this honour. Fifthly,

esquires by virtue of their olTices, as justices of the

peace, but only while he is in commission, unless he is

otherwise qualified to bear the title; the officers of the

king's courts, and of his household. All the titulary

lords, who are such on account of office, or of high

birth only, have not, by the common law, any title but

that of esquire. In the commission appointing those

who were to treat of an union between England and
Scotland, a person holding the highest civil station,

next to the royal family, is denominated "William
Cooper, Esquire, our Keeper of our Great Seal of Eng-
land." Foreign peers are only esquires in law. To
the five sorts of esquires already named, may be add-

ed the esquires of Knights of the Bath, each of whom
constitutes three at his installation. The sheriffs of

counties retain the title during the-ir lives. The heads
of some ancient families are said to be escjuires by pre-

scription. Colonels, Sergeants at law, and Doctors in

the three learned professions, are ranked above the dig-

nity of esquire, and next to that of knighthood. See
Selden's Titles of honour. Verslegan's Restilulwn of
decayed Intelligence. Blackstone's Commentaries, (w. s.)

ESSAYING. See Mint.
. ESSENES. See Free Masonry, and Mysteiues.
ESSEQUIBO. See Bekbice, Demerara, and Gui-

ana.
ESSEX is a maritime county on the east coast of

England. It is bounded on the east by the German
ocean ; on the west bv the rivers Lea and Stort, with

a part of Hertfordsliire ; on the north by the river

Stour and part of Cambridgeshire ; and on the south
by the river Thames. It is divided from the county
of Suffolk, on the north, principally by the Stour; from
Middlesex, on the west, by the river Lea; and fiom
Kent, on the south, by the Thames. Measured from
east to west, its extent is nearly 60 miles; from north to

south about 50. Its outline abnut 120 miles; its area,

as ascertained from the map latelv published by the

Board of Ordnance, is about 942,720 acres. It was

formerly supposed to contain \ipwards of one million

of acres. Even on the lower and more accurate calcu-

lation, it reckons among the largest counties in Eng-
land. Its figure is irregularly quadrangular; its ma-
ritime side, in particular, being indented and uneven.

On the eastern coast of England there are three coun-
ties, which together form a tame continued tract of

vast extent, undistinguished by any considerable emi-
nence or ridge: Of these Essex is the most southern;
but though it is flat, it is in general sufficiently eleva-

ted to be dry and arable. Towards the north-west the

country rises; the most level tracts are those of the

southern and eastern hundreds. It has been already

mentioned, that its maritime side is indented and un-
even ; it is in fact broken into a series of islets and
peninsulas, which are deeply cut in by the arms of the

sea, and exhibit evident marks of the force of that ele-

ment. Along the coast, the greater part of which is

protected by embankments, there arc extensive and va-

luable salt marshes ; and that part of the county which
lies alonir the banks of the Tliames, is also, for the most
part, low and marshy. The eflVcls of the violence of
the seals no where more conspicuous tlian in that part

of the coast of Essex called AV'alton Ness. This pro-
montory formerly extended much farther to the east

than it does at present ; the ruins of buildings having
been discovered at a considerable distance, particular-

ly in a shoal called West Rocks, nearly five miles from
the shore, which is left dry at the period of great ebbs.

On these i-ocks, a town called Orwell, is traditionally

reported to have stood; and the spot whei-e the ruins

are found is still distinguished by the appellation of
the town. On the coast of Dengey Hundred also,

which is now protected from the sea by embankments,
that element, in time past, made great depredations.

Off the coast there is a sand called Buxey Park, and old

seamen still living have heard their grandfathers say,

that, when they wei-e boys, Buxey Park was covered
with trees.

The divisions of this county ai-e both natui'al and ar-

tificial. Its natural divisions are into continent and
islands ; the latter are numerous, but not extensive,

lying partly on the German Ocean, and partly on the

river Thames. Mersey island, situated at the con-

fluence of the rivers Colne and Blackwatcr, and sepa-

rated from the mainland by tlie small channel called

the Pyefleet, is aI)out five miles from east to west, and
abovit two from north to soutli. It possesses many na-

tural beauties, is well wooded, varied with hill and
dale, containing excellent springs, and of a rich and
fertile soil. Towards the south of the county are the

islands of Rushley, Havengore, New England, Potten,

Foulness, and Wallasea. These are contiguous to each
other, and possess a I'ich soil. Canvey island is in the

south-west of the comity, situated nearly at the mouth
oi'^the Thames, and surrounded by the branches of that

river.

The artificial divisions of the coimty, are hundreds,

towns, parishes, and hamlets. There are fourteen hun-

dreds, and five smaller divisions, called half hundreds,

viz. Bec.ontree, ChafTord, Chelmsford, Clavering, Den-
gey, Duninow, Freshwell, Harlow, Hnvering-atte-

Bower, Ilinckford, Lexden, Ongar, Rocliford, Tcn-
dring, Thurstable, Attlesford, Waltham, Winstree, and
Witham. There are three borough towns, Colchester,

Harwich, and Maldon, besides the town of Saffron

Walden. It contains 404 entire parishes, and four

parts of parishes. There are in it fourteen divisicv
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al meetings, or petty sessions; and 140 acting coun-

ly magistrates. It returns eiijht mcmbeis to par-

liament, viz. two for the county, and two for cacli of

the • borough towns. It is in the diocese of London,

contains three archdeaconries, and fifteen deanries ; is

ill liic home circuit, and pays twenty-four parts of the

land-tax. Its quota lo the regular militia is 960 men;
Jo the local militia, 3553.

Essex enjoys, on the whole, a mild climate ; for

tliough it is exposed to pieiciiig winds from the east,

especially during the spring months, these winds arc

not nearly so cold, or prejudicial to vegetation or health,

as the same winds in the more exposed county of Nor-

folk. Part of the eastern and southern limits, for ten

or twelve miles from the sea and the Thames, are

subject, during autumn, to thick and unpleasant fogs,

which are often productive of agues. This disorder is

not nearly so prevalent or so dangerous as it was for-

merly, before the marshes were so well drained, and the

land so highly cultivated as it is at present. The quan-

tity of rain which annually falls in this county is compa-

ratively small, not averaging more than twenty or twenty-

iwo inches.

There is great variety of soil in Essex, though, per-

haps, there is little of what may properly be called clay.

The district called the Rodings, which contains eight

contiguous parishes, on the west side of the county, near

the borders of Hertfordshire, contains a soil that comes,

perhaps, as near to clay as any part of Essex, hut which,

in fact, is only a strong wet loam. This district is very

fertile, but is proverbial for the badness of its roads, and

the uncouth manners of its inhabitants. In the eastern

part of the county the soil for the most part is of a strong

good staple, intermixed, however, with light dry turnip

land. Towards the middle and northern part, bordering

on Suffolk, the soil varies considerably, some being light,

with a species of marl below the surface, at the depth

of a foot, or a foot and a half, while other parts are of a

moist and rather strong soil. In the western part, which
borders on the river Lea, almost every variety of soil is

met with, from a wet heavy loam, upon brick earth, to a

light, thin, tender soil, upon gravel. Mr Young, in his

agricultural report of this county, divides it into eight

districts, in respect to soil, viz. the Roding district, where
the soil is so wet and strong, that only one crop is taken

after fallow; this district, according to him, contains 156

square miles ; secondly, the district of fertile loam,
which stretches along the banks of the Thames, and the

shore of the German ocean, and contains 255 square
miles; and the third, fourth and fifth districts, which lie

partly on the borders of Cambridgeshire, and partly to

the north of Rochford, consist of strong land, and con-
tain 222 square miles ; the sixth district, which is a tur-

nip loam, and stretches from a little to the south of Col-
chester past that town, to the borders of Suff'olk, contains

114 square miles; the seventh district is very small, it

lies in the north western corner of tlic county, the sub-
soil of this is chalk ; the last district, according to Mr
Young, consists of miscellaneous loams, and occupies
nearly the entire centre of the county, besides part of
the \\estern border of it; it contains 681 square miles.
From this account of the soil of Essex, it will be seen
that this county is on the whole fertile, possessing some
very rich soil, while scarcely any part of it contains soil

of a very poor or unimproveable nature.

Although there are no large rivers in Essex, yet it is

well situated in respect of river navigation. The Thames
forms its whole southern boundary ; the Stour, which is

navigable to Shoebury, is its northern limit ; and on the
west it has the two navigations of the Stori and the Lea.
Besides these, the estuary of the Black-water penetrates

12 miles into the county, and afterwards is navigable to

Chelmsford. Nearly the whole of the county, except
those hundreds near the Lea and the Thames, which are
emphatically styled the Hujidreds of Essex, is well wa-
tered by the many brooks and rivers which run through
its vales. The principal rivers, which, properly speak-
ing, belong to this county, are the Colne, which rises

near Clare in Sufiolk, and after passing Colchester,
empties itself into a creek of the Lea, between Mersey
island and the main. The Black-water, which rises near
Saffron Walden, and flowing by Coargleshall and Wi-
tham, falls into an arm of the sea at Maldon ; the Chel-
mer, which, rising near the source of the Black-water,
fertilizes and beautifies the middle of the county, and
passing by Chelmsford, unites at Maidon with the for-

mer river ; the Crouch, which, after a short course on the
south-eastern side, joins the Lea among the marsiies of

Burnham and Foulness Isle; and the Roddon, which
enters the Thames near Barking.

The state of property in Essex is such as might be
expected from its vicinity to the metropolis, and the en-
terprising spirit and wealth of its farmers ; for though
there are a few very extensive estates in the possession

of the nobility, or some very wealthy private individuals,

yet, perhaps, in no county is there a greater number of
moderate sized farms, the property of mere farmers,

while near the metropolis the land is divided into small
portions, to accommodate the merchants of London, or
for the purpose of nurseries and garden grounds, to sup-
ply the wants and luxuries of that city. The manage-
ment of estates is entrusted either to attorneys, or to

farmers of skill and experience. With respect to te-

nures, free-hold are by far the most numerous, exten-

sive and valuable; next to these are copy-hold; lease-

hold estates are the fewest and least valuable. There
are many estates in ^mortmain, belonging to Guy's and
Christ's Hospitals, and other corporate bodies. The
houses of many of the landed proprietors are magnifi-

cent ; of this description are Wansted House, the seat of

Mr Wellesly Long: this is one of the largest houses in

the kingdom. Audley-end, the seat of Lord Braybrooke,
is not more remarkable for its magnificence, than for

the taste with which the grounds around it are laid out.

Besides these, may be noticed Gosfield, the seat of the

Marquis of Buckingham ; Thorndon, the scat of Lord
Petre; and Mistlcy Hall, the seat of Mr Rigby.

Essex, like every other county in the kingdom where
agriculture is well understood, and carried on hi such a

manner as at once to enrich the farmers, and benefit the

nation at large, is distinguished for the size of its farms;

though it would appear from the account of Mr Young,
that there are not so many large farms nov/ as there were
in 1767, when he found, in the district of llie hundreds,

some of above 1000/., 1500/., and even 2000/. and up-
wards per annum. One of the largest farms in the

county at present contains 1600 acres. The character

of the Essex farmers, in general, is higlily respectable,

not merely on account of their intimate knowledge of

their own profession, both in theory and practice, but

also on account of their general accpiaintance with the

sciences and arts connected with agriculture. The rent

given for land in this county is certainly not high, when
the general goodness of the soil and climate, and its vici-

nity to the best market, are taken into consideration. In

the year 1S05, the average of the Roding district was
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about \6$. an acre; of the second distiict of West Gra-
cey, 2Ss. ; of the third district I7s.; of the fouitii, 16*.;

of tlic fifth, l"s. ; of tlie sixth 21«.; of the seventh, 15*.;

and of the eighth, 20s. At that lime the total rent was
estimated at 9o6,320/. or, on an average of tlie whole
county, not more than 20.5. an acre. Since that period,

rents in Essex, as well as elsewhere, have risen conside-

rably, but not to the level of other districts not so highly

favoured in situation, soil, and climate. The average of

the poor rates is about 9s. in the pound ; the composi-
tion for tithes, per acre, in 1S05, was 4s. 9d. Leases,

which formerly were almost universal, latterly have be-

come hy no means general ; where they are granted,

ridiculous or impraclic;vble covenants, which might
have been proper a hundred years ago, are too often re-

tained.

Essex may emphatically be deemed an arable county,

not merely because by far the largest portion of the

ground is imder the plough, but also because its grain

is of the best quality, and its fields exhibit some of the

best specimens of English arable husbandry. Only two
kinds of ploughs have gained a firm and general footing

in the county; the swing and wheel ploughs, both con-

structed oi>-a better principle, and much lighter and ea-

sier of draught, than are commonly met with in Eng-
land. They are worked commonly with two horses, but

sometimes with three yoked a-breast, without a driver.

The other agricultural implements are equally simple
and well constructed with the plough ; none, however,
require to be noticed as peculiar to Essex, except the

concave roller, and the bean stubble rake. Thrashing
mills of various kinds are not uncommon, and one horse
carts have been lately introduced.

Essex has long been an inclosed county; the fences

generally consist of various kinds of wood ; but they arc,

in most parts, so high and thick, that they exclude the

sun and air.

On all soils, except sound dry turnip soils, fallowing

js practised in Essex, and the fallows are uncommonly
well and carefully wrought, being frequently ploughed
eight times. It has already been mentioned that the

Roding district consists of strong wet soil ; in this dis-

trict a singular rotation is followed, viz. fallow, wheat,
fallow, hurley. In tlie other districts, the rotations)

though various, present nothing peculiar, except what
arises from the crops peculiar to Essex, whicli will af-

terwards be noticed. This county has long been famed
for the excellent quality of its wheat, which, with that

from Kent, always obtains the highest price in the Lon-
don market. This grain is either sown on a fallow, or
after beans or clover: in some parts it is drilled and
liorse-hocd. Dibbling it is also practised, but not to any
extent. Till very lately, scarcely any spring wheat
was sown, but now it is gaining ground. The mean
produce of the county is about 25 bushels per acre.

The barley of Essex is also in great demand : it is

sown either after a fallow on strong lands, or on dry
land after turnips, seldom after beans, pease, or tares.

The average produce of this grain is between four and
five quarters: it is seldom made into bread, even the
poorest of the people refusing to eat it, except in times
of the greatest scarcity. Oats are sown after fallow
sometimes, but moie frequently after beans, &c. Tar-
tarian, potatoe, Dutch, and black oats, are sown: in

some parts of the county, the produce is very large :

the average of the whole probably about five quarters.
Though a large portion of the soil of Essex is suited to

beans, they are not esteemed so highly, nor cnUivated so
well and extensively, as they ought to be: where grown,
they are generally put in alter wheat, sometimes but not
always dibbled, more frequently drilled; in both cases
hand-hoedi but horse-hoeing is neglected : the average
crop is supposed to be 27 bushels per acre. Near the
metropolis, great quantities of white pease arc sown

;

but this crop is not very cominon in other parts of the
county. There is not much turnip soil in Essex, but
the culture of this root is well understood where it can
be practised : they are generally grown after early
pease ; sometimes, but not usually, drilled, and fed olV
cither with bullocks or shec]) : the average price for
feeding on the land with sheep is 3/. jier acre. They
are found to succeed best near the coast, it is supposed,
from the inlluence of the sea air. Swedish turnips are
also grown to a considerable extent, and a few cab-
bages. Potatoes, which have long been cultivated to a
great extent in the northern counties, have compara-
tively made little progress in the south of England.
Essex, however, is an exception to this remark : here
they are very largely grown, London receiving its chief
supply of this valuable root from Essex. Near Barking
is one of the greatest potatoe planters in the kingdorn,
who seldom grows fewer than between 200 and 300
acres. Clover, which most probably was introduced*
into England from Flanders, and first into that part of
England which lies opposite that country, has been so
long cultivated in Essex, that it is said now not to pro-
duce such certain and fidl crops as formerly : the same
complaint is made in Norfolk. Rape or cole is much
cultivated in most parts for food; and about lieding-
ham, Manninglree, &c. for seed : in the rich district of
Romford, they have immense crops of this plant, anil
manage it in a most admirable manner. Hops were
formerly much more extensively cultivated than at pre-
sent; they are chielly now grown in the parishes of
Hedingham, Waplestead, Colne, Chelmsford, fee: the
sorts are the Kentish, Essex, Worcester, and sometimes
the Farnham : they are usually gathered in September.
It is remarked, that the Kentish hop-pickers pick nearly
one half more than tliose in Essex ; the reason is, that
the former work by the piece or task-work. The hops
in this county are not very highly esteemed, at least in
point of strength they are inferior to the hops of Kent,
but not so in flavour. In tlie neighbourhood of Heding-
ham, the crops are sometimes very heavy, upwards of
24 cwt. having been gathered from an acre; the ave-
rage produce is about eight cwt. Hop ground has
been sold in this neighbourhood at the rate of 182/. per
acre, which is equal to 30 years' purchase at 6/. per
acre.

Ilitheito, the different crops that have been enume-
rated, are grown in other counties as well as in Essex

;

but the following productions arc peculiar to Essex :

they form a treble eiop, consisting of coriander, teasel,
and caraway. The seeds of these plants are sown to-
gether ; the farmer generally takes a partner in this
concern, who sows the land, keeps it clean, and cuts,
thrashes, and jirepares for market the crops, while the
farmer provides and ploughs the ground. The connec-
tion lasts three years: in the first the coriander is ripe,
and generally produces iVom 10 to 14 cwt. jjer acre: in
the second year the teasel is ready, which geneially
yields a load or six score stafl's, of fifty heads each staff:
tlie caraway also this year yields from three to six cwt.
of seed. It is not, however, till the third year, Hut this
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last comes to perfection, at which period it will yield

from 10 to 14 cwt. per acre, while the teasel declines,

only those plants coming to a head which were not suf-

ficiently forward the preceding year. The heads of the

teasel arc bought by the woollen manufacturers for the

purpose of dressing their cloth, but they are not nearly

so much used for this purpose as formerly. In some
parts of Essex there are gardening farmers, who travel

about and take grass land, for the purpose of breaking

it up and sowing it with caraway seed : tliey enter into

partnership with the farmers, on the same terms as

liave been already specified. Mustard is cultivated in

some of the islands of Essex, and in the embanked
marshes. Saffron is not cultivated now in Essex to such
an extent as formerly ; it is principally grown between
SafTron Walden and Cambridge, in a circuit of about

10 miles. One of the best proofs of good husbandry in

a district, is the general use and judicious management
of turnips where the soil is suitable, and of tares where
the soil is too heavy and wet for turnips. In Essex there

is not much turnip soil, but tares are extensively and
judiciously cultivated. On the lands of this county which
have a chalk bottom, sainfoin is grown ; but the crops

are not very heavy. This valuable plant has also been
cultivated on a sandy bottom, wiih more success than

might have been anticipated. Though Essex is decid-

edly an arable county, and stands very high among the

English counties for the goodness of this species of

husbandry, yet the extent and value of its marshes, as

well as the grazing qualities of the district of Epping,
give it celebrity as a grazing county also. The propor-

tion of grass land to arable, is supposed to be as one to

seven or eight. Near London, considerable quantities

of hay are grown ; it is managed much in the same man-
ner as in Middlesex ; the produce is often very great,

as not unfrequently three loads of 1800 cwt. each load,

is got, at two cuttings, from an acre. All the marshes
possess very rich and valuable grazing land ; but those

on the banks of the Thames are greatly superior to those

on the ocean or Blackwater ; the rent varies from 3/. to

10/. per acre ; the latter are principally taken by the

London butchers. The marshes in Dengey Hundred
are singular, from the circumstance that they rise in

elevation as they approach the sea. The great rise in

the price of corn has induced several of the proprietors

latterly to let their marsh land to be ploughed. Be-
tween the Blackwater and the Crouch, there are salt

marshes, which are very valuable. The dairies of Ep-
ping and its vicinity are famous for the richness of their

cream and butter: the cows used are principally the
Holderness, Leicester, and Derby, though other breeds
are often mi.^ied. In making Epping butter, the milk
is sutVcred to stand 24 hours, when the cream is skim-
med ofl", and the milk is drawn into other vessels, where
it remains for about 20 hours, when the cream is again
taken of!': this is called doubling-. It is afterwards put
into deeper vessels, when all the remaining cream is

separated from it : this is called irtbling. The butter
made from the two last skimmings is of inferior quality.

There is one thing peculiar to the dairy-women, which
is, that there must be a certain proportion of sour in the
cream ; otherwise they cannot ensure good butter. The
butter made by the smaller farmer is either carried to

Epping market, or sold to higglers ; but the large far-

mers generally agree with some Clare-market butter-
man for the Wi.ole produce of the dairy.

Essex has long been noted for its calves. Formerly

it was supposed that more were bred and fattened here
than in any other English county ; but the practice is

on the decline. Besides the calves that are bred in Es-
sex, great numbers are brought from other parts of the
kingdom, and fattened here, especially by the farmers in

the Burnbam and Southminster marshes. To promote
their fattening, they are frequently given a small ball

composed of the powder of fenugreek, wheat meal, and
a small quantity of powdered chalk, mixed up with mild
ale. Essex is not famous for its live stock, though in

some parts the Devon breed of cattle are gaining a foot-

ing. Where early lambs are in demand, the Dorset
sheep are kept: besides these, there are in the county
a mixture of Norfolk, Welsh, and Wiltshire. Consider-
able attention has been paid to the breed of hogs : there

is one kind very valuable, called the Essex half black
;

the Berkshire is the favourite breed in the southern parts

of the county. The Suffolk breed of horses are gene-
rally employed for agricultural purposes. Oxen are
seldom wrought.
There are several decoys among the islands and

marshes; the most considerable is in Mersey island:

when any person approaches the decoy, he takes a piece
of lighted turf in his hand, as the wild ducks, it is said,

would otherwise smell the person, and immediately quit

the pond.

Essex is a well-wooded county ; for, besides the tim-
ber in the hedge-rows, it is calculated that there are up-
wards of 50,000 acres of woods and woodlands, which,
connected with the hedge-row timber, are reckoned
worth nearly three millions. There are some very large

trees in the county ; a cedar at Faulkburne Hall is sup-
posed to be the largest in the kingdom ; its girth, at six

inches from the ground, being 18 feet; at 10 feet from
the ground, 14 feet; and its height to the first branch,

nine feet. In the church-yard at Woodford, is a re-

markable yew tree ; the spread of the houghs forms a
circumference of 180 feet; its girth, at four feet from
the ground, is 14 feet. But the most remarkable tree

in Essex is the Fairlop oak in Hainault Forest; the tra-

dition of the country traces it half way up the Christian

era. It has lately been much injured by fire, it having
been customary, on the first Friday in July, to hold a

fair under its branches : on one of these occasions, it

accidentally took fire. Before this accident, its branches
overspread an area nearly 300 feet in circumference. ^

In the reign of James II. the forest of Essex, as it was
called, extended almost over the whole county. The
forests of Epping and Hainault still retain the name,
and support a few deer; the extent of forest land is sup-

posed to be about 10,000 acres. In the marsh districts,

ozier plantations are much attended to, and are found to

be very profitable. There are no extensive orchards of

apple or pear trees, but many cherry ones at Burnham,
Southminster, &c. The wastelands, including the forests,

are estimated at 15,000 acres.

The agricultural improvements of the county are

many and numerous ; of these by far the most import-

ant and the best understood is under draining. From
the moist nature of a great part of the soil, this improve-
ment was much wanted, and it has, in general, been

carried on, on the most scientific principles, and with

great care and skill of execution. Almost all the known
kinds of manure are employed in Essex, but chaik is

not so commonly used as formerly. Fiom the nature

of tlie sea coast, as well as the south boundary of Essex,

embankments are absolutely necessary ; indeed, the
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whole ihores of Essex arc embanked, except at Piir-

fleet, Soutliend, and Harwich : most of the embankments
are old.

We have dwelt thus long and fully on the a[>;ricul-

ture of Essex, because it is in general excellent, and be-

cause it is this which principally distinguishes the county.

In no other respect is it of much note, and therefore our
remaining account will not detain us long. As inter-

mediate between its agriculture and manufactures, its

fisheries shall be first considered.

There are very few ponds for fresh water fish in the

county, though, in the vicinity of London, they would
pay well ; and it appears, that formerl^' there were seve-

ral ponds of this description. In Foulness Island there

are salt water stews for various sorts of sea fish. But
oysters are the fish for which Essex is particularly cele-

brated. Tiie s/tafs or small oysters are brought chiefly

from Portsmouth, and the neighbourhood of Chichester.

The principal breeding rivers in Essex are the Crouch,
the Blackwater, and Colne. Though the produce of

this fishery has obtained the general name of Colchester
oysters, yet they are of several kinds: the Pycflect is in

most request. The creek in which this species is found,

extends from the river Colne, to the Strode, at the en-

trance of INIersey Island. The creeks extending from
the Thames round Bomfleet are also famous lor pro-

ducing good oysters. The Walfleet and Burnham
oysters are the product of the creeks and pits ot the ri-

ver Crouch. The dredging boats employed are from
14- to 30 or 40 tons; the fitting out one of 20 tons, will

require 150/. There are from two to four men in each
vessel, who are paid by shares, and the master has a

share for the vessel. There has been an increase of

hoats, and of course of men, of more than one half, with-

in the 1; si 50 years ; the iiumbLr of vessels being now
tjpwards of 200, and of men and boys above 500. The
quantity of oysters taken in a season is su])posed to be

above 20.000 bushels. The principal market is London
;

they are also sent to Hamburgh, Bremen, Holland,

France, and Flanders. Many vesse s belonging to Essex
are also employed in the cod, turbo , mackerel, herring

and sprat fisheries.

Formerly Essex was rather noted for its woollen ma-
nufacture ; but latterly it has niucli declined. I'aize,

however, is still made at Booking, Baintre, and Colches-
ter ; at the latter place, before the war in 1 79 t, the num-
ber of hands employed, including the iieiglibuurlioocl,

was about 20,000 ; but the war reduced the number to

about 8000. In some of the villa!;es, sacking and hop
bags are manufactured. Near VV^oodford Bridge is an
artificial slate manufactory ; not far Irom Leyton, on the

Lea, are mills for making sheet lead ; and in the vicinity

of the metropolis, are several large calico jirintiiig ma-
nufactures.

The state, and expence of supporting the poor, un-
fortunately constitute a very important article in the

statistics of every county of Er.gland. On this subject

there has been no oflicial and accurate information since

the year 1803. At that period, in Essex there were 17"

parishes, who maintained their poor in workhouses. The
number was 2969 ; the expence was at the rate of 13/.,

lis. for each person. The number of persons relieved

out of workhouses was 35.3S8, besides 6780 who were
not parishioners ; tlie expence was at the rate of 3/.,

15.?. 9(1. for each person. The number of i)crsons re-

lieved in and out of workhouses was 38,337, besides non-
parishioners. I'he total expence was 183,582/., or at

Vol. VIII. Part II.

the rate of 4/. : 15 : 9 for each person. The number of

parishioners relieved by the poor's rate was 17 in a

Imndred of the resident population. There were at

that lime 238 friendly societies, the number of persons
belonging to them being six in a hundred of the resident

population. The amount of the total money raised for

the poor, was 19s. Urf. the head on the population.

Essex is a' very uninteresting county to the minera-
logist. It is nearly exempt from quariies, or any mass
of rocks ; and it possesses no mines of any kind. It

has, however, already been noticed, that chalk is found
on the borders next Cambridgeshire ; but the most ex-
tensive chalk <piarrios are at PurHeet. On the estate

of Mr VVhitbread here, there is a hold cliff of chalk, co-
vered by many feet of surface loam. It appeals to have
been wrought for many years ; but certainly never
with so much enterprise, nor in such an economical and
efl'ectual manner, as at present. Most of the chalk is

shipped in vessels, which can come nearly up to the

quarry. But though Essex is so uninteresting to the

mere mineralogist, there are appearances in pans of it,

which must be instructive to the geologist. At Har-
wich, the conversion of the clay ooze into a stone, so

hard that it is employed for building, may be distinct-

ly traced. There are masses of it which are at one end
ooze, and at the other stone. There is also, in the cliffs

near Harwich, a stratum of concreted shells; and vari-

ous teeth of large animals, among wdiich are some of ele-

phants, have also been laid bare by the falling of the cliff.

Bones of elephants have also been discovered in other
parts of Essex. The whole island of Foulness, aiul pro-
bably some other of the Essex islands, has evidently

been formed, as on it there are layers of oyster and coc-

kle shells. In the banks of the Thames at Dagenham,
a very destructive breach was formed in 1707 by the vio-

lence of the wind and tide, While the works for repair-

ing this breach were carrying on, a very extensive stra-

tum of moorlog, or cotton wood, was found. This stratum
was 10 feet deep. Several stags horns were lying above
the moorlog.

Numerous antiquities have been discovered in Essex.
The great Roman way, now called Stane-Street, led

from Colchester through the middle of the county to Bi-
shop Storlbrd in Hertfordshire. Of the five Roman sta-

tions in this county, Camolodunum, the present Colches-
ter, was unquestionably the principal one. Tessalated
pavements have been discovered in several places; and
the remains of a Roman villa near Ridtrewell.

Before the dissolution of monasteries, Essex contained
47 religious houses. Of these, two were mitred abbies,

six common abbies, 22 priories, three nunneiies, three
colleges, two preceptorics of templars, and nine hospi-

tals. Of these, so much of the remains of Widtham Ab-
bey still remain, as to prove that it must have been, when
complete, one of the most curious and perfect specimens
of the ornamented columns, semicircular arches, and
other characteristics of the Norman style of architecture.

In the parishes of Chadwell and Little Thurock are se-

veral caverns formed in the chalk, which arc supposed
to have been the granaries of the ancient Britons.

The celebrated Bow Bridge crosses the Lea about two
miles to the east of London : it was built in the time of
Heni-y I. and is supposed to have taken its name fiom
being the first bcvj or arclia! bridge erected in this coun-
ty : In the time ofllem-ylll.a singulartoll was granted,
by which every person carrying across it a dead .Tew,

was obliged to pav eight-pence.
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There arc several singular custoiiis.ol great anliquity,

slill existing in lissex : ihc most extraordinary is the

well-known custom of the manor of little Dunmow, by

which a gammon, or llitch ol" bacon, is delivered to any

married couple, who would take a prescribed oath, the

substance ol'which is given in the Spectator. The ear-

liest delivery of the bacon, on record, was in the 23d of

Iftnry \'I. The last persons who received it, established

their rij^ht in 1751. A very singular custom prevails in

the manor of Rochford; this is the holding of what is

called the Lavjless Court : it is held in the open air, on

Ihe midnight of the first Wednesday after Michaelmas

day ; all the business is transacted in whispers, and the

minutes arc made with coal instead of pen and ink. The
steward opens the court in as low a voice as possible;

those tenants'who neglect to answer arc heavily fined,

and every absentee forfeits double his rent for every

hour's absence: the time of assembling is from 12 till

cock-crow. In Chingford parish, there is an estate held

in a singular tenure from the rector ; on every alienation,

the owner, with his wife, man-servant, and maid-servant,

roines to the parsonage, where he pays homage in the

following manner: He blows three blasts with a horn;

carries a hawk on his fist, and his servant has a grey-

hound, both for the rector; he receives a chicken for his

hawk, a peck of oats for his horse, and a loaf of bread

for his greyhound. They all dine, after which he blows

three blasts with his horn, and they depart. The cus-

tom of the manor of Woodford is that called borough

JLtiglis/i,hy which the younger son inherits.

Several men of considerable celebrity have been na-

tives of Essex ; among whom may be mentioned, Phila-

mon Holland, called the translator general of his age
;

)ie was born at Chelmsford in 1551. Thomas Audley,
Lord Chancellor of England, iii the reign of Henry VHI.
Samual Purchas, who enlarged and republished Hack-
luyt's Collection ofi'oyages and Travels : it is well known
under the title of" Purchas' Pilgrimage;" and Sir Tho-
mas Hoc, the first English ambassador to the East : the

celebrated Alexandrian MS. of the Greek Testament
was brought by him into this country. Nor must Ed-
ward Bright, a shop-keeper of Maldon, be forgotten ; few
men have reached a greater size and weight than he

;

at the age of 12 he weighed 144 pounds. The last time
he was weighed, about a year before he died, his weight
was 584 pounds ; his body, round the chest, was five feet

six inches ; round the belly six feet 1 1 inches ; he died
at the age of 29.

The Trinobautes inhabited Essex at the time of the
Roman invasion : They had two considerable fortified

stations—one of which was at Colchester. It is said that
one of their princes invited Caesar into Britain, in conse-
quence of disputes among his tribe. When tlie Romans
divided the country, Essex was included in that part
called Flavia Cxsariensis ; the five principal stations of
the conquerors were all seated on the road which formed
the fiftli Iter, from London to \'cnta Icenorum. During
a certain period of the Saxon Heptarchy, Essex formed
a separate kingdom, called East Seaxa ; Erkenwin is

supposed to have been the first king in 527. Essex is

less noticed by ancient historians than any other of the
kingdoms of the heptarchy. William the Conqueror de-
prived 90 land-owners, of this county, of their lands; and
the Norman barons constructed numerous castles, and
tyrannised over the inhabitants. In the civil wars be-
tween the houses of York and Lancaster, Essex suffered
much from the i'lterference of the Dc Veres; and also

in Charles I. time, during the long siege of Colchester.
Eormcrly there were 12 castles in this county, four of
which were denominated royal castles: there are two
remaining, Languard Fort and Tilbury Fort; in the
neighbourhood of the latter, Queen Elizabeth reviewed
the army, which she had assembled to oppose the Spa-
nish armadu.

Tiie population of Essex, in the year 1700, was
159,200; in 1750,167,800; and in 1801,234,000. On
an average of several years, it is found that there has
been one baptism to 33 persons; one burial to 44 per-
sons ; and one marriage to 128 persons. In 1810, the
baptisms of male* were 3792 ; of females 3678 ; total

7470 : the burials of males 2807 ; of females 2531 ; total

5338 : the number of marriages 1892.

The following further details on this subject arc taken
from the population returns for 181 1 :

—

Inhabited houses 42,839
Families inhabiting them 51,645
Houses building 255
Houses uninhabited 1,012
I'aniilies employed in agriculture . . . 28,517
Do. employed in trade, manufactures. Sec. 14,182
Do. otherwise employed 8,944
Males 124,839
Females 127,634

Total 252,473
Population in 1801 234,000

Increase 18,473

See Young's jigriculture of Essex ; Mortxm's Histonj

of Essex ; Lyson's Environs of London, vol. iv. ; Beau-
ties of England, vol. v. (w. s.)

ESTELA, is a manufacturing town of Spain, in the
province of Navarre. It is watered by the rivers Ega
and Ureder, is defended by a castle situated in a plain,

and contains several churches and convents. There is a
university in its neighbourhood, which was founded in

1565. Coarse woollen goods are manufactured in the
town, and it contains some distilleries of brandy. Popu-
lation 4500. (y)

ESTHONIA. See Revel.
ESTRELLA Serr.v de, the Moits Herminius of the

ancients, is the most extensive and highest range of
mountains in Portugal. It is a branch of the high range
that divides Old and New Castile, and stretches, like

most of the other mountain ranges in the peninsula, from
north-east to south-west. It rises from a mountain plain

of a considerable height, and is covered with snow dur-
ing more than four month* of the year. Link has esti-

mated its elevation at 5000 or 6000 feet above the level

of the sea.

The southern or highest part of the range is called

Scrra Drava, or the wild mountains, from their steep

and rocky character; and the northern, or lower part of

the range, is called Serra Mansa, or the gentle moun-
tains. The whole of these mountains consist of granite.

The highest summit is called Jifalhaode Serra, and is a

large but gently arched plain, of so great an extent, that

the spectator does not at all observe the rough rocky
sides that surround the mountain every where but to the

north-east. There are two lakes in these mountains.
One called the Lagoa Escura, or dark lake, is of a fine

round form, and is most lomantically situated, being sur
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voundcd with high and wild rocks. It is deep and cold.

The Lagoa Rotonda, which is the stnallcst, is completely

round. It is surrounded with high rocks, and is remark-
able for the transparency of its water. Tlic principal

lake is called Lagoa Longa, or Comprides. It occupies

the middle of a valley of considerable length. Its breadth

is unequal, and, from its marshy banks, it is less beau-

tiful than the other two.

Many large and small rivers take their rise in this

range, particularly the Mondego, the Vouga, and the

Zezere. (7)

ESTREMADURA, F.xirema Diirii, is a province of

Portugal, which is bounded by Beira on the north, by

Alentejo and Beira on the south, and by the sea on the

west. It extends about 140 miles from north to south,

and about 70 in breadth, and contains 5440 square miles.

It is cut in the direction of east and west by the Tagus,
which throws itself into the sea at Lisbon. This pro-

vince forms a long and narrow stripe of land, extending

along the sea shore from the embouchure of the Mon-
dego to below the town of Setuval. On account of its

proximity to the Atlantic, the climate is remarkably mild,

and is very salutary and pleasant to those who are accus-

tomed to it. During the period between the end of July

and the beginning of September, every thing is parched.

Not a blade of grass is to be seen, and the evergreens

are shrivelled up. The heat continues incessantly, with

a sky almost always serene. The north wind prevails

in summer ; but its direction being changed by tlie

mountains of Cintra, it becomes a north-west, and cools

the air considerably. The greatest heat always accom-
panies the east wind ; and in the summer of 1798, the

heat was 104° of Fahrenheit: a heat of 95° is not un-

common. The soil round Lisbon consists of limestone

and basalt. In some places, the limestone is very close

and excellent for building. The basalt begins at the

bank not far from the sea, and then proceeds through
Quelus towards Bellas ; meanwhile a branch of the ba-

salt mountains stretches beyond Lisbon by the Aqueduct,

and unites with the abovementioned chain towards Bel-

las. Hence the basalt country extends as far as Cabega
de Montachique. It properly forms only one mass of ba-

salt, which is occasionally covered with limestone.

The mildness of the climate is peculiarly favourable to

agriculture, and the soil is productive or unproductive,

according to the quantity of rain which falls. Wheat is

commonly sown in the neighbourhood of Lisbon ; barley

is also sown ; but rye is only grown for cattle, and oats

are never seen. The fallows are ploughed in autumn, a

second time in May, and then at seed time, when the au-

tumnal rains have softened the earth. Light soils are

dug, but those which are heavy are ploughed with oxen
of extraordinary size, strength, and beauty. The harvest

is in May. The corn is generally thrashed, but some-
times trodden out by oxen and horses. Putrefied plants

are the only manure which is employed. Rye is often in

ear in February and March, and is commonly cut down
for fodder before it is ripe. Spanish potatoes are occa-

sionally grown; but this root is generally imported from
England and Ireland.

The mountains of Cintra consist of granite, composed
of clear white quartz, a reddish felspar, and black mica,
against which leans a white 01 foliaccous limestone, or a

proper siinkstone. The south side of these mountains
is arid, naked, and parched up, and consists of bare heap-
ed up rocks, affording a wild and a dreary prospect.

The north side of the range is to a certain height cover-

ed Willi country houses, and charming quintas, forming
a shady wood of the finest trees, such as oaks, j)ines, le-

mon trees. Sec. From the top, there is a fine prospect
of the well cultivated valley of Colanos.
The principal fruits of Portuguese Estremadura, are

citrons, lemons, oranges, grenailcs, figs, dales, and al-

monds. Great quantities of Lisbon wine are made in

the province. Salt forms one of the chief articles of its

commerce. The principal towns of the province are
I/isbon, Lciria, Abrantes, Pombal, Alcobaca, Schiral,

Thomar, Santarem, Alanquer, Torres Vcdras, Cintra,

and Cascaes. The province contains 8 jurisdictions, 400
parishes, and 350,760 inhabitants, [j)
ESTREMADURA, is the name of the largest and

most fertile, though the least populous and the least cul-

tivated ol the provinces of Spain. It is bounded on the
north and north-cast by the kingdom of Leon ; on the

east by New Castile ; on the south and souili-cast by
the kingdom of Seville in Andalusia ; and on the west by
the Portuguese provinces of Estremadura, Beira, Entrc-
Trajo-et-Guadiana. It is about 50 leagues long from
north to south, and 45 broad from east to west, and con-
tains about 2000 square leagues.

This province is intersected by ranges of hills, the

mineralogy of which has not yet been carefully exa-
mined. A mine of copper, in a blue and green mixed
stone, occurs in the Sierra de Guadalupe, to the south of
the village of Logrosen. There is a lead mine, which
has been worked on an eminence called Vadija, or val-

ley of Las Minas, about 2i leagues from Logrosen, on
the road to Zolamca. Another occurs about a league
from Aloccr, in a plain intersected by banks of calca-

reous stone and slate. Blood stones are found near
Nabal \'illar. A vein of whitish and tasteless phospho-
ric stone, which, when pounded, takes fire, and gives a
blue flame, crosses the road obliquely from north to

south, on leaving the village of Logrosen at the foot of
the Sierra de Gnadalupe. A black earth, which shines

when rubbed between the hands, is found upon a very
steep mountain on the road between Alcocer and Xabal
Villar. Laborde says, that it is a mine of refractory

iron. A mine of iron on a sandy stone, containing

very fine red ochre, is found between Alcocer and Or-
ellona. A blackish mineral, which Mr Bowless regards
as an infusible iron, which strikes fire with steel, and
contains a red emery, is found on the mountain of
Lares, about a league from Alcocer. This mine was
worked by the Moors, who erected a fortress on the

mountain, which still remains. The mountain is com-
posed of a brown freestone, mixed with quariz. Near
Alcocer, there also occurs a smooth emery, with grains,

containing a small quantity of gold. It was likewise

worked by the Moors.
Silver is found in a whitish stone, wiih a white mica,

on the mountain to the north of Logrosen. It also oc-

curs upon an eminence called Cliantee, towards Zala-
mea, two leagues from the eminence called Vadija. It

is found with lead, in a granite rock cut against its na-

tural direction. The vein also contains spar, quartz,

white and yellow pyrites, and a black shining and crum-
bling pyritous matter. This mine has been worked,
but was abandoned in consequence of being filled with
water. Mr Link informs us, that before he arrived at

Almaraz, he found along the hill to the northward of
the Tagus slaty granite, on which, near the vertex,

rested a clay slate, mixed with much mica. Towards
the Puerto, he found a great change in the kinds of
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^tone; such as clay slate with injca, smchtor.c slate,

j^rccn marl, and between these, strata of carbonates, and

traces of pliosphatcs, of liiucstone, which is also found

in strata in those mountains farther to the westward.

The sandstone is less slaty higher up the Puerto ; and

the summit is covered with ratchil. Towards Joray-

ciego, on the other side, the clay slate and sand slate

continue to the neighbourhood of Tnixillo, tlic country

around which is composed wholly of granite. Sand slate

and clay slate were found near Meajadas, but the rat-

chil began about the voila del dcspobUido, which, at a

village called San Pedro, formed rocks of a kind of

breccia, extending along the Guadiana, to Merida, from

which the course of the river is through plains, or be-

tween gentle hills, as far as Badajoz, excepting a pretty

high granite mountain on the south side of the Guadi-

ana, near Merida. Soon after this follow hills of a kind

of sand breccia, and then a sandy plain as far as Me-
rida.

Several of the Estremadura mountains, particularly

that of Guadalupe, are covered with numerous medi-

cinal plants. This mountain has several stags and

roebucks. The principal mineral springs in the pro-

vince, are those of Cheles, nine leagues from Talavera

la Real ; the Fuente dc las Aguzaderas, near Zafra,

upon the mountain Castellar; the Fuente dell' Carras-

00, near the village of Almaharrin; the Fuente de Ber-

nardo Estevard, near Barcarrota, a small town about

seven leagues from Badajoz, and a quarter of a league

out of the road from Xeres de los Cavalieros; and ano-

ther by the side of the Hermitage of St Bartolome, near

Alange, a town of three leagues to the east of Merida.

The first five of these are cold, and the last is thermal.

It is very copious, and has baths, and was inuch fre-

quented in the time of the Romans, the ruins of a bason

and an oval edifice being still visible.

The Romans were attracted to this province by the

i'cniliiy of its soil, and the mildness of its climate; and
it was converted into a garden, by the industry of the

Moors. Upon the expulsion of the Moors it was great-

ly depopulated, and since that time it has continued

in a state of nearly total inutility to .Spain. The soil is

extremely rich ; but it is almost completely reduced to

the state of rank pasturage. In the district of Badajoz
alone, it is computed that there is a space of waste land

"iS leagues long, by 12 broad. Neither gardens, nor or-

chards, nor fruit, nor mulberry trees, nor hemp, occur
in the whole province. ^VIlcat and rye are almost the

sole productions, and the quantity grown is nearly

sufficient for the support of a scanty population. Olive
trees and vines are not numerous. Chesnut trees are
more abundant, and afford nourishment to the inhabi-
tants. Every autumn, about 4,000,000 head of sheep
are sent into the provinces, and remain during the win-
ter feeding upon the grass. Although agriculture is in

this wretched state, yet theie arc some cantons where
it is more flourishing. Gardens and fruit trees abound
between the Puebla de la Culzada and Montijo, in the
Vera de Plasencia, fee. Olive trees are numerous at

llanos; vines at Talavera la Vieja and Banos ; and nu-
merous plantations of oak, chesnut, and other trei!s,

lound Talavera, between Las Brozas and Arroya del
Puerco, in the Vera de Plasencia, and its valley, and
jicar Ervas, Banos, and Bcjar, Around Caceres and
Plasencia, and in the valley of Bejar, agriculture is more
attended to.

During several centuries, this province possessed
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some good manufactories of broad cloths, and other

woollen stutTs. The principal manufactories which ex-

isted before the revolution were, one of hats at Badajoz.,

established by a Frenchman, two similar manufactories

at Zafr , a number of tanyards at Zafra and at Cace-
res, and a manufactory of broad cloths at Arrago del

Puerco. There is a manufactory of second cloths at

Ervas, and another very considerable one at Bejar,

which sends a quantity to Castile and Andalusia.

Tiie roads and inns in Estremadura are very wretch-

ed. The road which leads into Portugal is the best kept,

and was always repaired when any of the royal family

of Spain and Portug 1 travelled that way. Link de-

scribes this road as more magnificent than any of the

English roads, and better than most of the French.

There are neither schools nor establishments of any
kind in Estremadura, excepting two colleges, the inha-

bitants being in a state of extreme ignorance.

This province contains three bishoprics, Badajoz, Pla-

sencia, andCoria; th ee cathedral chapters in these three

towns, 30 military conimandcries, 415 parishes, 172 con-

vents, 31 hospitals, 2 asylums, 2 colleges for the edu-
cation of youth, 7 cities, 228 small towns, 94 villages,

1 grand military government, 11 particular military go-

vernments, 1 intendant at Badajos, and a royal audience

at Caceres.

The chief towns are Badajoz, which is the capital,

Plasencia, Coria, Merida, I'ruxillo, Xeros, de los

Cavalieros, Llerena, Almatana, Zafra, Caceres, Albu-
querque, and Olivcnga.

The principal rivers are the Tagus and the Guadia-
na, which are navigable, and other eighteen, viz. the

Alagon, the Cuyar, the Sabor, tl'.e Savar, the AUegrette,
the Alamonte, the Guyar, the Navazo, the Naluenga,
the Lentrin, the Rivello, the Guadajiera, the Caya, the

Mutachcl, the Guadarranque, the Gevara, the Albarra-
gena, and the Abrilongo.

The principal mountains are of considerable eleva-

tion, some of them being branches of the Sierra Con-
stantina, in the centre of the kingdom of Seville, which
it crosses from north-east to south, throwing out rami-
fications into the kingdom of Cordova, and joining the

Sierra Morena on the north. The Sierra de Guada-
lupe is very- high, and of gieat extent, and projects a

number of branches into difiercnt parts of the province.

In the years 1787 and 1788, the province contained

415,922 inhabitants, consisting of

Priests 2,441

Parish priests 34i

Monks 2,060

Nuns 1,743

Nobles 3,724

Advocates 305

Writers 505

Students 1,445

Servants 11,036

From this scanty population, the traveller often pass-

es through the immense tracts without seeing a settle-

ment, a house, or a human being, and without perceiv-

ing a tree, or a spot of cultivated land. See Link's

Travels in Portugal; and Labordc's Viero of Sftain, (to)

ESTREMOZ is a small fortified town in Portugal, in

the province of Alentcjo. The town is ill built, but
has a large cheerful square in its centre. There is a

castle on an eminence, and some outworks of no great

importance. There are five religious houses in the
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town, and a sixth in the nciglibourhood, an hospital,

and a casa de misei'icordia. This town belongs to

tlic corregimento of Evora, but being a praca dc armas,

it lias a governor. On the side of the town towards

Lisbon, tlic country is well cultivated, and abounds in

orange gardens and laurels, which continues as long

as the soil is lime, but, on ascending the mountain,

the soil consists of slaty granite, and all cultivation

ceases.

A good marble is found in the neighbourhood of the

town. There is here a small manufacture of cailhen-

ware. Population 6500. (w)
ETAT Major, in the French army, corresponding to

the staff in ours, is composed of a number of select

ofHcers, and constitutes the grand medium for the ar-

rangement and communication of orders. It transmits

all instructions relative to the commissariat, and other

branches of the interior service of the army; receives

reports from detachments, from ofiiccrs in garrisons,

from spies, and, in short, from all ofticers on duty within

the compass of the general's command. It is a recepta-

cle likewise for the papers relating to prisoners and de-
serters, as well as for all ccrtilicates, and written applica-

tions. It issues orders of the day, plans of marches and
engagements, and may be termed, in a comprehensive
sense, tlic channel for the transmission of whatever
requires the decision of a directing head, but is too

much matter of detail to be transacted by the comman-
der-in-chief. The chcj of the ttat major receives from
the gencnil-in-chicf a summary of his directions re-

specting the movement and arrangement of the troops.

Tncse directions he extends and distributes to the head
of each department, so as to convey the wishes of the

commander-in-chief, and to preserve to the latter the

disposal of his time for devising and combining plans

of operation. The duties of head of the slafl' are so

various as to constitute him the next man in importance
to the general. His functions require a cc mprehensive
knowledge of the principles and practice of war, as

well as an accurate acquaintance wiili the scene of lo-

cal operations. To these qualifications he must join

indefatigable exertion, and a perspicuous method of
I ommunicaling orders, lie must be fully competent
io answer the questions of the general in every point

connected with the movements of the army.

It is now somewhat more than a century since the

armies of Europe assumed a magnitude which required

the constitution of an etat major as a distinct body.

N'arious parts of tl;e duty had been previously perform-

ed by particular onicers; but it was under Louis XIV.
and in the war of 1672, that the cstablishnient first re-

ceived a separate form. In the succeeding reigns, va-

rious alterations and improvements were made; but

such liave been the extent of recent changes, that, at

the time of the revolution, there were in a French ar-

my no fewer than three separate establishments, which
divided among them the duties now peiformed by the

rollective etat major. The plan of proceeding has since

then been so much improved, and the olTicers in this

department so much better selected, that the military

triumphs of the French have been, in a great measure,
ascribed to the admirable constitution of this de])art-

inent of the service. A system completely regular

governs all its operations. No sooner does the com-
jnai;der-in-chiel communicate his orders to the chif of

this department, than they are transmitted to the mar-
slials commanding corps, Each corps of the French

army has, moreover, its separate etat major, composed
of a general of division and assistants, called yldjointn.

There is even a third kind of etat major, viz. that of
each division, the plan of which is, on a smaller scale,

the same as that of the former.

From the time of tlie commencing operations, the head
of the staflT in each corps of the French army keeps a

journal of the pioceedings, which is composed fioni

the journals of the ctats majors of divisiotis. T>.i,s

forms a narrative of the difficulties which have occur-
red, the advantages obtained, the losses, exploits, &c.
with brief notices of the actual condition of the corps,
its position, and the nature of ground which it oc-
cupies. An abstract of this journal, made out in a
clear and simple form, is given daily to an ofliccr to be
taken to head quarters, who repairs thither with all di-

ligence, and with orders to deliver it to no one except
the commander-in-chief, or the head of the staff. Each
corps sends its extract at the same hour, so that the
head of the staff is enabled to read and compare at

once the different reports. The officer bringing the
extract is expected to answer promptly all inquiries

;

and, if any particular corps has been forced to take a

station unsuitable to the genera! plan, the deviation is

corrected by the arrangements for the next day, which
are drawn up on the receipt of the reports, and dis-

patched, in return, by the same officer. In addition to

these daily communications, a list is transmitted, evciy
third day, of the number of sick and wounded, and of
those who rema'n fit for action. Frequency of corre-
spondence continues the invariable rule, even when
the different corps of an army are at a considerable
distance. Special orders are given to afford every ac-
commodation to officers travelling as couriers, whether
they require horses, carriages, or even escorts. W'iicu
a division is at the distance of 80 or 100 miles, it still

transmits a daily report to head quarters.

Such is the routine of service for the French elnt

major. In the choice of officers for this department,
the French have been careful, since the revolution, to

distinguish between the requisites for the staff and iIk-

engineer service. While the latter requires extent and
accuracy of mathematical knowledge, th.e proper foun-
dation for the former consists in activity, good sense,
and a practical familiarity with military affairs. .Men
of this character, though unacquainted with mathema-
tics, are capable of reconnoitring at the head of a de-
tachment of horse, and of directing the march of a co-
lumn of infanliy. The points required at their hands,
arc accuracy of local knowledge, a coircct acquaintance
with the force placed under their command, and pre-
cision in the manner of making their report. The pos-
session of good maps anil plans is an object of first rate
importance ; and to this the French have long pai<l

very close attention.

When v.'c come, after all, to analyse this. detail, we
find nothing in it which might not, with proper pains,
be equalled by the other nations of Europe. The rules
prescribed are extremely simple, and the efficacy of
the whole icsuiis from an accurate subdivision and a
correct execution of the duties. Tlie successes of the
French liavc accordingly been owing to tlic concert
and activity which prevailed in their movements, in
concurrence with the splendid talents of a few of their
conmianders. (v)

1/rCHING, in the arts, is a species of engraving,
produced by the action of an acid, or some oti.er corio-
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sive menstruum, upon metal, or other substances suscep-

tible of corrosion. Tliisterm is, liowevcr, more particu-

larly used, to express that peculiar effect produced upon

copper-plate, by the action of dilute aquafortis, which,

from its delicacy and softness of expression, has almost

superseded the use of the graver. The prints, from

plates which are merely etched, possess all the effect

wliich the tool can give in point of strength ; but the

lines are not so deep as those formed l)y the tool, and,

in cons<:fiuence, soon become imperfect, from the wear

of the plate in the act of printing. In order, therefore,

to be enabled to take off a greater number of proof im-

pressions, the etched lines should be cut deeper by

means of the graver. In such instances, the work is

performed by the joint effect of the acid and the gra-

ver, and requires the hand of an excellent artist to ap-

ply the tool to the etched lines, without lessening their

rich softness.

The plates of copper to be etched are prepared in the

same way as those for engraving. The substances and

tools essential to this process, are, first, a varnish to

cover the whole surface to be engraved ; second, etch-

ing needles, which should be made of cast steel wire,

about l-16lh of an inch in diameter. A variety of

these are required, having points of different degrees of

bluiitness. The varnish is of two kinds, hard and soft

;

the former was in use in the early periods of the his-

tory of this art, when etching was deemed of no more
importance than as an expeditious and easy mode of

engraving, and practised by those only who could

not guide the graver with professional skill. The soft

varnish is now generally employed, being more calcu-

lated to produce the peculiar excellence of this sublime

branch of art. The hard varnish is prepared as fol-

lows : Take equal parts of drying oil and mastic. The
drying oil should be prepared from lintseed oil, and kept

till it acquires a certain degree of viscidity, under which

it is said, by painters, to be fat. The oil should be heat-

ed in a stoneware pipkin, with a sand heat, and the mas-

tic added in powder. The heat must now be kept up,

and the mixture stirred, till the whole of the mastic is

dissolved, and the compound becomes an uniform fluid.

While yet hot, let it be strained through a fine linen bag,

and bottled for use.

The following is the preparation of the soft varnish,

as recommended by Le 15offe: Take two parts of clear

white bees' wax, and melt it in a stoneware vessel, in a

sand heat. Then add to the hot wax, in fine powder,

two parts of mastic; let it be added gradually, stirred all

the time, and till it is thoroughly melted. Next add one
part of asphaltum in similar powder, stirring as before,

till it is completely dissolved. Let the liquid now cool,

but not to lose its fluidity. Pour it into warm water, and
mould it with the hands into sticks, or balls, for use.

The soft varsish used by Mr Wilson Lowry, and pre-

pared by himself, is as foilov/s : He directs two parts of

asphaltum to be melted in a glazed earthen vessel, with

a moderate heat. To tliis is to be added one part of

Burgundy pitch, and afterwards one part of white bees
wax ; the whole being stirred till the solution is complete.

It is now poured into warm water, and worked into

masses fit for use.

The copper-platc being prepared, and perfectly clean,

is to be placed by tlie edge in a hand vice, which will

serve as a handle. It is now to be heated over a glowing
uniform fire, or what will be better, laid upon flat plates

of metal heated by a sand bath. This heat must be so

great as to melt the soft varnish. I'or this purpose, one
of the balls or sticks, above-mentioned, must be wrapped
in a piece of taffety. It is now to be drawn over the hot
plate in successive stripes, till it is completely and uni-
formly covered. Still, however, the varnish will exhibit
numerous ridges in the direction in which the ball was
drawn over the plate. This will be remedied by what
is called a dabber, which is formed by wrapping a ball

of cotton wool in a piece of Persian silk. While the
varnish is still melted upon the plate, the dabher is pres-
sed perpendicularly on the plate, and withdrawn in the

same direction. This will give the varnish an uniform
smoothness. Immediately after this, the plate is to be
placed with its varnished side downwards, and a flam-
beau, or large candle, held under it, but at such a dis-

tance as to smoke the plate without burning the varnish.

The smoke, which is no more than lamp black, becomes
incorporated with the varnish, making it completely
black, by which means any lines transmitted to it, of a
lighter shade, are rendered more conspicuous.

The next object is to transfer the design to the surface

of the varnish, which is afterwards to be etched in the

copper. Two methods are employed ; an outline, or
drawing, of the intended size, is first prepared in black
lead pencil or red chalk. This, after being made damp
by lying between two sheets of wet paper, is laid upon
the plate with the drawn side downwards, and then pas-

sed through a rolling press. This will give a reversed
impression of every line of the drawing upon the surface

of the varnish ; so that the intended print will be the
same as the drawing.

The other method of transferring the outline to the

plate, is by covering the back of the drawing with red

lead, by rubbing on with a cushion, and rubbing it off

again till it will not soil the fingers easily. This is laid

on the plate with the drawing upwards, pulling it tight,

and fastening it at the edges. Every line in the drawing
must now be traced with a blunt and smooth pointed

needle, similar in form to those used in etching. Du-
ring the ti-acing, nothing but the point must touch the

plate. To ensure this, a board, called an etching-board,

must be used. This is a thin board with a bevelled edge,
and supported at each end, so as to form a bridge over
the plate without touching it. Without this, the pres-

sure of the hand upon the drawing would cause the var-

nish to be smeared with red lead, and thus render the

outline indistinct. The whole of the lines being traced,

the paper is to be removed, when the outline will be
seen in the colour of the red lead.

If the surface of the varnish be coated with a paint

like composition of white lead and solution of glue, and
the back of the drawing be covered with fine lamp-black
instead of red lead, the outline produced by tracing will

be in black lines, and very distinct.

The next process is, to trace the lines marked upon
the varnish with the etching needle. These, as has been
observed, are formed of cast steel wire, about two inch-

es long, and placed in little wood or ivory handles. The
points, of which there are great variety, are formed and

kept smooth and sharp by rubbing them lengthwise up-

on an oil-stone, causing the needle to revolve between
the fingers as it is moved backwards and forwards. The
same operation must be repeated upon a leather strap.

The lines are to be traced with needles of different

degrees of fineness on the point, according to the fine-

ness or strength of the lines in the design. This must
be left entirely to the judgment of the artist. In land-
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scape or figure etching, the justness of the work will

depend upon the dexterity, j)idgment, and taste of the

artist. When the lines are straight, parallel, and at equal

distances, the correctness of the work may be much aid-

ed by a machine. This is particularly applicable to me-
chanical and architectural engravings, and has been car-

ried to a surprising perfection by the talents of Mr Wil-

son Lowry, who may be justly deemed the founder of a

new school in this useful branch of engraving.

The point of the needle merely passes through the

varnish, laying bare a portion of the copper equal to the

breadth of the point. This being completed, the next

thing is to prepare for applying the acid for etching the

lines, or what is technically called biting in. The plate

is first surrounded with a composition of bees-wax and

pitch and tallow. This forms a kind of wail round the

plate, about three-fourths of an inch high, and forms a

recess or dish for holding tlie diluted acid. A lip or spout

is formed at one corner for pouring off the liquor into a

bottle, whenever it is thought proper to remove it from
the plate.

The aquafortis employed is generally known by the

name of refiner's aquafortis, which is generally weaker
than what is sold for nitric acid. The first of these

should be diluted with from two to three parts of water.

The pure nitric acid would require more water. The
strength of the liquor should, at any rate, be such as to

produce a moderate effervescence with the copper.

The acid liquor should be kept in a widish mouthed
bottle, with a glass stopper, from which it may be easily

poured on to the plate, and back into the bottle from the

lip of wax in the corner.

On the first pouring of the liquor upon the plate,

small bubbles of air will soon appear, as if emerging
from the lines on the plate. The whole mass of liquid

should be slightly agitated with a soft brush or a fea-

ther, for the purpose of facilitating the escape of the

gas. This not only hastens the process, but renders

the corrosion more uniform.

As soon as the finest lines are deemed sufficiently

deep, the liquor is to be poured back into the bottle.

The plate must now be well rinsed with water, and
dried at a heat not capable of melting the wax or var-

nish. The plate is now examined, and those parts which
are intended to possess the lightest shade, are to be what
the artist calls siofi/ied out. This is effected by a mix-
ture of turpentine varnish and lamp-black, intimately

ground together. Those lines which are sufficiently

etched, are now to be covered with this varnish, by
laying it on carefully with a camel-hair pencil. As
soon as the varnish is a little hardened, the etching li-

quor is to be again poured on the plate, observinig the

same treatment as before. When the corrosion has
again proceeded till the next degree of shade is pro-

duced, it is again poured off, and treated as before. By
this manap;emenl, which depends entirely upon the skill

and experience of the artist, the most delicate grada-
tions of shade may be produced. When the corrosion

is deemed sufficient in every part, the plate must be
washed clean, and then uniformly heated to remove the

wax from the sides. While the plate is still warm, it must
be smeared over with oil of turpentine, or olive oil, or

what is cheaper, spirit of tar. Any of these readily soft-

en and dissolve tl>e varnish, by which means it can
easily be removed, and wiped clean with a soft cloth,

or what is better, curriers shavmgs. If, after this, any
part should still be not sufficiently corroded, every other

part must be again covered with varnish ; the nicer
boundaries being stopped out vith the pencil and tur-

pentine varnish. The acid liquor is now to be applied
to the bare part, the plate being surrounded with wax
as before. AVhen the additional corrosion is appurenl,
the wax and varnish is to be removed, and the plate

cleaned as before. This may be repeated as often as

may be found necessary. The plate is now in a stale

to take prints from it. But it will be proper to observe,
that if the etched lines arc not gone over by the graver,
or the dry point, the impressions will soon become
imperfect from the wearing of the plate. Hence re-

touching is always necessary, when a great number of
impressions have to be taken off. In many popular
works, in which the sale is great, the plates require to

be retouched several times, before all the required co-
pies are taken off. Hence wc see how desirable it would
he to use some substance harder than copper for plates.

Glass has been proposed for this purpose, but several

objections in etching this substance render it impractica-
ble. We do not know that polished hardened steel has
been tried. The plates might first be hardened ; without
afterwards tempering them, they might be polished with
great smoothness and accuracy, by machinery similiar to

that used for plate glass. That the acid would etch these
plates as neatly as copper, cannot be doubted, when we
recollect the beautiful ornaments put upon polished
steel by etching, as we shall explain in the sequel of
this article.

The etching with the hard varnish is performed in

the same manher as with that already described. When
the varnish is first laid on the plate, it requires to be held
for some time over the fire, as the linseed oil requires
some time to dry, and become stiff. When the smo-
king ceases, it may be removed. The sign of its being
heated enough, is its acquiring such a degree of adhe-
siveness as to hold any thing fast that may be stuck to

it. This trial is made in the margin, where no lines

will be required. If the heat be contiiuied too long, the
varnish will become too hard, and will be apt to break
off when scratched by the needle. In other respects,

the treatment is the same as with soft varnish.

Another variety of etching is performed with what is

called the sq/i ground, in imitation of chalk or black
lead pencil sketches. The soft ground is prepared by
melting a portion of fat oil, or, what is better, veal suet,

with the common etching ground, or soft varnish al-

ready described. The mass is to be wrapped in a piece
of taffety, and laid on the warmed plate, precisely as di-

rected in laying on the soft varnish, observing the same
treatment afterwards. When the covering is cold, take
a piece of thin paper, rather larger than the plate, and
damp it. Apply it to the coated surface, and turning
the edge on the other side, fasten them with gum or
paste. When the paper is dry, it will become stretched
quite tight. All that is now necessary, is to make a

black lead or chalk drawing upon the paper, in the re-

quired style, observing not to touch the paper in any
other place than the very lines in which the pencil

should move ; this may be effected by the bridge-like

board, which we have already called an etching-board.
When the drawing is finished, the paper must be care-

fully removed, taking hold of it by two corners, and
gently raising these, till the opposite corners are libe-

rated. It will be found, that wherever the pencil has
pressed upon the paper, the ground will have adhered
io firmly to it, that when removed, as had been directed,
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the ground will be bioiiglit away by the paper, from

those parts intciidccl to be etched. The ground, how-

ever, in these pans is not so entirely removed as it

would have been with the etching needle, but a number
of minute particles remain, which partially prevent the

action of the acid, and thus give an effect to the print

taken from such a plate the appearance of a sketch in

chalk or black lead pencil. 'I'lie roughness of the paper

on which sketches are made, does not admit of the lines

being completely covered with the lead or chalk ; so

that if one of these lines be viewed by a magnifying

glass, it will appear a mixture of black and white spots,

which gives the velvety softness peculiar to this style of

drawing. The accidental and irregtdar manner in which

surfaces traced by the pencil on the soft ground are co-

vered with small particles of the ground, occasioned by

tearing off the paper from the plate, produces an effect

very similar in point of softness. Tiie paper being re-

moved from the plate, the composition to keep the acid

upon it must now be placed round the margin, exactly

similar to what has been described in the common etch-

ing. The same rules must also be observed with respect

to pouring off the acid from time to time for the pur-

pose of stolijung out, with the black varnish already

mentioned in the common process.

It will be proper to observe, and will also appear ob-

vious, that the accidental way in which this chalky effect

is produced, will render it impossible to make any im-
provement in the etching, by any manual process, either

with the graver or the dry point. The impressions

should therefore be taken from the plate as the acid

leaves it. See Aquatinta and Exg raving.

A method of imitating sketchy drawings has been in-

vented, which consists in making the etching upon any

compact limestone, such as white marble. The stone

being etched in those parts where more or less shade is

required, tlie perfectly white parts corresponding with

the ]iolished part of the stone. The stone being wet,

and daubed with a printer's ball, the rough parts re-

ceive the ink in proportion as they have been corroded,

while the polished are left free. The paper being laid

upon this, and pressure applied, will give an agreeable

impression.

IVIessrs Brown and Mawe of Derby, and in the Strand,

London, have lately introduced etching upon the very

elegant articles which they form of various coloured

marbles and gypsum. Vases and other antique orna-

ments are beautifully enriched with figures etched upon
ihem by acids. If sulphuric acid of tolerable strength

be laid upon polished gypsum, it gives to the part a

dead white, which forms a good contrast with the po-
lished part. For marbles or any carbonate of lime, the

muriatic acid will answer best. The etching has an
excellent efl'ect upon black marble. It does not merely
deaden the polish, but forms a greyish ground, which is

an agreeable contrast to the black polish.

Although glass plates do not answer for prints, etch-

ing has been employed to ornament glass with good
eifect. The corrosion of glass by the fluoric acid gives
n the appearance of ground glass, so that when the fi-

gures lurmed upon glass arc defePidcd from the acid by
any substance, the ground becomes opaque, forming a
good contrast to the transparent part. The latter is ge-
rally painted representing figures ur llowers, in the man-
ner of painting transparencies. The common etching
ground is generally used to cover the glass, in the same
manner as the copper-plates are first coated, taking the

same pains to spread it tiniformly. When cold, the
figures, but more commonly the ground, require to be
formed partly by needles of different sizes; and a flat

pointed tool when greater surfaces are to be removed.
As soon as those parts intended to be corroded are cut

out, they arc surrounded with soft wax, as directed to

be placed round the margin of the copper-plate, to form
a recess for placing the acid. The etching is performed
by three processes : I. By the liquid acid; 2. By pound-
ed fluor spar; and 3. By the acid gas, or what is more
properly called the superfluat of silex. The liquid acid

is obtained by distilling the gas from fluat of lime and
sulphuric acid, from a leaden retort into a receiver of

the same metal, surrounded with ice, and containing a

little water. The liquid obtained is to be employed on
the glass in the same m.anner as the dilute nitric acid in

etching copper plates. The second method is the most
simple, and is on that account generally practised. It

consists in first reducing the fluat of lime, commonly
called fluor spar, and Blue John, to powder. When the

sides of the outlined plate are surrounded with wax to

about three-fourths of an inch high, the powdered fluor

spar is to be spread upon the plate in a uniform stratum
about 316ths of an inch thick. The remainder of the

cavity must now be filled with diluted sulphuric acid,

the water being to the acid as about three to one by
weight. It must be placed in a warm situation, but not

so hot as to melt the wax or varnish. The sulphuric

acid soon begins to liberate the fluoric acid, which in its

nascent state corrodes the glass. The gas which es-

capes carries the silex of the glass along with it in the

form of superfluat of silex. The fluat of lime used for

this purpose should be very pure, that is, free from
silex. If the latter be present, the acid will be apt to

escape with it, instead of getting the silex from the

glass, by which it becomes corroded. The same evil

occurs when the bodies to be corroded arc exposed to

the gas in which silex is present, because it is already

saturated with what it should take from the glass. The
fluoric acid free from silex puts on the elastic form at a

very low temperature, at less than 60°. Hence glass

may be very advantageously corroded by being immerg-
ed in this vapour. As it combines with the silex of the

glass, it becomes a more elastic fluid, called the super-

fluat of silex. In etching round vessels of glass, it is

not so convenient to use the wall of wax to contain the

liquid ; and hence it will be belter to etch bodies of such

form with vapour, observing not to apply it so hot as to

melt the wax.

When the plate has been exposed to the action of

pulp composed of pounded fluor spar and sulphuric

acid, till the finest lines are corroded sufficiently, which

can only be ascertained by trial and observation, the acid

mass is to be removed, and the plate washed with clean

water, and dried with a low heat. The parts corroded

sufficiently are to be stopped out with turpentine varnish

used in etching copper. The rest of tlie process will

be precisely the same as that of the copper-plates, ap-

plying every time the same quantity of pounded spar

and acid. The pulp which has been used once, may
sometimes be used again, since it will be capable of

corroding so long as any eff"ervescence appears.

This art of etching upon steel, has been practised at

Sheffield and Birmingham for ornamenting polished

steel. The corroded part becomes a dead white, while

the part unaffected remains polished. Tiiose parts in-

tended to be preserved from the acid, are drawn with
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tBrpcnt'ine varnisli, while tli;\t which is to form the wMte
ground is left bare. Tlic space where the acid is to be

exposed is first surrounded by a wall, of a mixture of

bees wax and pitcli, with the addition of a little tallow.

The acid eraploycd is the nitric, diluted with 3 or 4

parts of water, more or less, according to the strength of

the acid. The proportions will be those which produce

the whitest ground. This will be easily formed, by try-

ing different strengths of acid, with a pair of polished

steels kept for the purpose. This beautiful art is much
assisted by bluing and gilding, (o. s.)

ETFOU, or Edfu. See Civil Architecture, vol.

vi. art. ii.

ETHELBALD, See England.
ETHELBERT. See England.
ETHELRED. See England.
ETHELWOLF. See England.
ETHER. See Chymistry.
ETHERED. See England.
ETHICS. Sec Moral Philosopht.
ETHIOPIA. See Abyssinia.
ETHULIA. See Botany, p. 290.

ETON, or Eaton, the name of a large village in the

county of Buckingham, consisting of a single street,

pleasantly situated on the north bank of the Thames, and

connected with Windsor by a bridge.

This village has long been celebrated for its public

seminary, in which many of the distinguislied characters

in the kingdom have received their education. Eton
College was founded in 1440, by Henry VI. for a " pro-

vost, ten priests, six clerks, six choristers, 25 poor

grammar scholars, with a master to teach them, and 25

poor old men." It now supports a provost, seven fel-

lows, two schoolmasters, two cadets, seven clerks, 70
scholars, and 10 choristers, with various other officers

and assistants. Twelve of these scholars are annually

elected to King's College, Cambridge, to which they are

removed, according to their seniority, as soon as any va-

cancy occurs, the average tmmber of vacancies being

about nine in two years. They are entitled to a fellow-

ship, after having continued there three years. Two
scholars arc also sent annually to Merton College, Ox-
ford, where they are named Postmasters. At the age of

19 the scholars are superannuated, and for their benefit

there are a few exhibitions of 21 guineas each, which
has been increased by a legacy of 801. per annum, be-

queathed by a late fellow, Mr Chamberlayne.
Besides the king's scholars, there are generally from

300 to 350 independent scholars, or oppidans, as they

are called, educated here. They are the sons of noble-

men and gentlemen, and reside at lodging houses within

the bounds of the College.

Eton College consists of two courts or quadrangles,

divided by a handsome tower or gateway. In one of

these is the school, the chapel, and lodgings for the

masters and scholars. The school is divided into the

lower and upper, each of which are subdivided into

three classes. The other quadrangle is occupied by the

library, the provost's lodgings, which are in the front,

and tlie fellows' apartments. The library, which is on
the south side, is one of the best and most elegant in the

kingdom, both with respect to its architecture and its

collection of books. The books were bequeathed to it

principally by Dr Waddington, bishop of Chichester,

Dr Godolphin, provost, Nicolas Mann, Esq. late master
of the Charter-hnuse, and Richard Topham, Esq. of
Windsor. This last gentleman also left many elegant

Vol. VIII. Part II.

drawings of Gry,ck and Roman antiquities, collected by
himself at Rom^, at great expense: An elegant collec-

tion of books was likewise bequeathed to the library, by
a late fellow of the college, Air Ilcthcrington, who also

erected, at his own expcnce, a neat chapel in the middle
of the town for the accommodation of the inhabitants.

The college chapel, which is on the south side, is a

very handsome building, ornamented with large abut-

ments, pinnacles, and embrasures, and has sometimes
been compared to the chapel of King's College, Cam-
bridge, to which it is, however, much inferior in internal

decoration. It is 175 feet long, including the antichapel,

which is 62 feet long. In the antichapel is the statue of
the founder, by Bacon, which was erected in 1786; and
a monument of the young Earl of Waldegrave, who
was drowned in 1794, when at Eton school.

A singular custom, known by the name of Montem,
takes place every third ytar on Whit-Tuesdiy. All the
scholars, Sec. march in procession with music and co-
lours to a tumulus, which has received the name of Salt-

hill. The object of this custom is to collect what is

called Salt Money, which is done by the salt-bearers and
scouts dressed in different coloured silks. The salt

money has sometimes amounted to 800/., from the libe-

rality of the king and the royal family ; and this sum is

given to the captain, or senior scholar on the king's foun-
dation, for the purpose of supporting him at the univer-
sity of Cambridge. See Gougli's Camden's Dricannia ;

and Beauties of England and fl'ales, vol. i. p. 398. (ro)

ETORPU. See Kurile Isles.

ETRURIA. See Italy and Tuscany.
ETYMOLOGY, (from the Greek erv/^i, true or real,

and Myoi, s/ieec/i,) the science which investigates the na-
ture, origin, derivation, and formation of words.

The subject of etymology being words spoken or
written, it may be viewed under two aspects : 1 st. As
forming a part of particular grammar; 2d, as consti-

tuting a branch of the pliilosophy of language. In the
former, the office of etymology is to mark out the dif-

ferent classes of words, or fiarts of sficech, as they are
usually termed; the purposes whicb these respectively
serve; the inflections or changes which they may un-
dergo; and the modes in which, by composition or de-
rivation, they are to be deduced or formed from one ano-
ther. In the latter, the etymologist extends his views
beyond mere grammatical i'ornuitions, to the remote and
recondite anal) sis of words, whether primitive or deri-

ved, with a view to trace out the actual origin, progress,
and filiation of languages, and, if possible, to discover
the radical nuclei or germs of human speech, as expres-
sive of human thought. The elucidation of the first

branah belongs to grammarians and lexicograjihers ; the

second forms an interesting subject of philosophical

enquiry.

Considered under either point of view, the importance
of the study of etymology cannot justly be called in

question. As a part of particular grammcr, it consti-

tutes a fundamental and essential branch of it, absolute-

ly necessary for the knowledge of the language, and es-

sentially requisite for attaining either precision of thought,

or accuracy of expression. As an object of scientific

research, etymological disquisitions, temperately con-

ducted, may contribute much to our acquaintance with

the intellectual faculties : throw light on obscure points

of history, or national antiquities; or present many cu-

rious facts respecting the progress of human knowledge:
—»lhey certainly cannot, as some have absurdly maintain-

5 I
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ed, disclose to us the essences of tilings, bat tlicy mny
at least fiiniisli assistance towards unl'oUling the actings

of tl\e mind in observing and discovering the objects af-

fecting it. Prejudices have indeed been entertained

against researches of this description, as if they were

founded upon no certain principles, but resting merely

upon arbitrary conjecture, were consequently unfit to

lead to satisfactory results. But tliis objection applies

not to the nature of the subject, but to the mode in which

the investigation of it has sometimes been conducted.

If fanciful analogies arc allowed to usurp the place of

rational observation, etymological discussions may no

doubt present a mass of learned absurdities ; but when
conducted upon comprcliensive and philosophical views,

and confined within their just and appropriate limits, they

may lead to conclusions gratifying to the inquisitive

mind, and beneficial to science at large.

P'or the conducting of etymological enquiries, it is not

easy to lay down very specific rules ; but some general

principles may be mentioned.

In studying or explaining the etymology of any parti-

cular language, the nature and genius of the language

itself must regulate the mode of proceeding. There
are, however, general principles essential to the expres-

sion of thought, and consequently common to all langua-

ges. Speech is the expression, by articulate sounds, of

our internal tlioughts and feelings; now, as the opera-

tions of the human mind are uniform in similar circum-
stances, language, wherever formed and introduced,

must have proceeded in a track so far uniform, tliat at

least the constituent parts of all languages must be in

reality the same, though, perhaps the characters of each
part may be more distinctly marked in some than in

others. In some, many of the more common relations

of objects, or modifications of action, are expressed by
minute but significant changes or inflections of the radi-

cal word; in others, the changes of the radical word
are few, its multiplied relations, or modifications, being
denoted by supplementary terms, or by peculiar colloca-

tion. The ancient Greek and Latin languages are ex-
amples of the former ; most of the languages of modern
Europe of the latter. According to the peculiar struc-

ture of the language in these points, a corresponding
difference takes place in the character of its etymology,
more refined and complex in some, more simple in others.

Where many relations and circumstances are expressed
by means of inflection, that branch of etymology which
treats of it, must become an important and fundamental
object of attention. Such a language possesses this

advantage, that when the laws of its inflection are under-
stood, and the radical meaning of the verb or noun com-
prehended, each word, whatever place it may occupy in

the sentence, has its precise relation to the others ascer-
tained. In languages of less artificial structure, where
recourse must be had to supplementary terms, much of
the sense must depend upon collocation alone. Langua-
ges of the former description are more susceptible of
variety of arrangement, as well as harmony of modula-
tion; in languages of the latter kind, the arrangement is

necessarily more confined and uniform, but it has been
thought that accuracy and perspicuity are thereby better
attained.

In what manner these varieties in the etymological
structure of languages have arisen, has been a subject
of dispute. Some have supposed that inflections had
their origin from the gradual junction and amalgamation
of separate terms with the radical word: thus, in nouns,

the terms denoting s/iecics, rcdfuent, or subject of action
;

and in verbs, the terms expressing time, volition, com-
mand, or defiendence, being frequently in common use
pronounced along with the word to which they related,

came at length to coalesce entirely with the radical word,
and to form the genitive, dative, and accusative cases of
nouns, the tenses, moods, or voices of verbs, changes that

might easily arise when a language was constantly em-
ployed by an active, ingenious, and animated people. To
others it has appeared more probable, that the progress
of language was in a different direction ; that speech be-

ing intended to communicate the complex feelings and
impressions of the mind, at first consisted of what may
be denominated mere masses of sound, significant only
of these complex impressions, in which substance, qua-
lities, and actions were united and blended without dis-

tinction ; that, by the operation of external objects, a

modification of these impressions taking place, and the

agent, the action, the effect, and the quality, becoming
alternately objects of direct and specific attention, a

corresponding variation to indicate these modifications

took place in the significant sounds ; that separate class-

es of sounds significant, or words, being thus formed,
farther but minuter variations upon these words them-
selves were found necessary, to denote the relations in

which they were supposed to stand, or the particular

mode of operation they were believed to exert: These it

was easy to supply by abbreviation, addition, or more
emphatic enunciation, at the commencement or termina-

tion; and in this manner might be formed the cases of

nouns—the tenses, moods, and persons of verbs ; from
which afterwards might arise, by separation of a part, or

contraction of the whole, new classes of words, denoting-

relation, position, or modification in general, and consti-

tuting the classes of adverbs, prepositions, and conjunc-
tions.

In which of these two tracks we are to look for the

actual progress of language, is a question perhaps inca-

pable of complete solution, nor, as relating merely to

the study of etymology, is it very material to determine
it. It will be sufficient for the etymological student, in

the first place, to ascertain how far the language to which
his attention is turned, partakes of the more simple or

more complicated structure, and then to direct his la-

bours so as to obtain an accurate and perspicuous view
of the general laws and principles by which the inflec-

tions, derivations, and compositions, are regulated. This
constitutes what is usually termed the etymology of a

particular language, forming a radical branch of gram-
mar, a thorough acquaintance with which renders the

subsequent progress comparatively easy.

The second branch of etymology has for its object the

analysis and resolution of words, with a view to discover

their remote origin, the filiation of languages, or the

primitive germs of human speech. For the successful

prosecution of this study, a comprehensive view of the

nature of language in general, in regard to its object,

its constituent parts, and the principles of its formation,

is first of all necessary, that no particular analysis may
be brought forward inconsistent with the fundamental

principles which must operate in all languages. Keep-
ing these in view, and observing accurately the structure

and forms of words in the language to be analysed, it

will not be diflicult, especially in those of regular fabric,

to distinguish with sufficient precision, the radical and
primitive parts, from what are only accessary and acci-

dental. If the modes of derivation and composition are
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found to be uniform,—if the deiivativc words can all be

traced to primitives in tiic language itself,—and if these

primitives can be ultimately resolved into roots, evident-

ly existing in and proper to it, wcmay without hesitation,

assign to that language the title of firimitivc, and accord-

ingly proceed in our attempts to devclopc its remote
constituent parts, and the laws of its formation and struc-

ture. Such we find to be tlie case in the Hebrew, the

Ancient Gothic, the Sanscrit, and some others. If, on

analysing a language, we find all these distinguishing

features, we may justly regard it, in an etymological

view at least, as a primitive, although the similarity of

many of its words to those of another might seem to in-

dicate a derivation; in this case, both languages may
have been branches from the same root, or one of them,

in all its parts, and in its native form, transplanted into a

new soil, and there retaining all its roots, with their ear-

lier ramifications unchanged, may afterwards have ger-

minated into branches peculiar to itself. Of this the

Greek affords an example. Transplanted probably at

first from Pha;nicia in the form of the old Pelasgic, it still

retained, in its new country, the primeval roots, from
which in time emanated, by regular progress, a new and
copious language,—a language, however, in which all

the words are found to be formed from significant roots

still existing within itself: The title of a firimitive lan-

guage may, therefore, with propriety be given to it.

If, on the other hand, a language want these charac-

teristic features of a primitive structure, it falls to be re-

garded as a derivative, and analysed accordingly, with

constant reference to the sources from which its words
have originated. To this class it is probable the greater

part of the languages now existing belong ; and the in-

vestigation of their formation and affinities affords by
far the widest field for the labours of the etymologist.

In the course of such researches, interesting facts are

often disclosed, evincing at once the filiation of langua-

ges, and the common origin of nations; and though the

examination of languages alone, when other documents
are wanting, will not go far in the elucidation of historic

facts, yet etymological enquiries, judiciously conducted,

may afibrd useful aid for judging of the credibility of

the details of remoter periods.

In carrying on such etymological enquiries, atten-

tion should first be paid to the languages in which the

real primitives are to be found. Thus in analysing the

modern English, the Anglo-Saxon, the Greek, the Latin,

must all be referred to, as each of these have contributed

something to the present stock, and without a knowledge
of each, the investigation must be very incomplete. In

the actual deduction of the words as they occur, discri-

minating attention is often required. Sometimes, indeed,

the origin is too manifest to admit of dubiety. Terms
of art, ecclesiastical denominations, and forensic phrases,

if transplanted from one language to another, generally

bear such manifest marks of their peculiar origin, that

they can at once be referred to their primitives ; but
nouns and verbs in common use, particles, prepositions,

and conjunctions, are often so changed in passing from
one people to another, that it requires an accurate scru-

tiny before we can ascertain their parent stem. In such
cases, various circumstances call for attention. The
successive revolutions in the language which we are at-

tempting to analyse should be studied ; changes, both

in orthography and in pronunciation, gradually taking
place, and these sometimes so considerable, that without
remounting to the earlier stages, the connecting links

would (juite disappear. The varieties of enunciation
even of the same words, particularly in the vowels, which
accident may have intnnhiccd, and habit continued ; the
intcrcliange of consonants of the same order, as certain
organs of speech in difl'cient countries are more or less

exercised, and the alteration of letters for tlic sake of
more harmonious sound, arc all of them fruitful sources
of apparent discrepancy, in words of similar origin and
import;—while, at the same time, metaphorical applica-
tions, restricted senses, and analogical niodifications, are
no less apt to produce great variations in meaning. All
these it is the business of a skilful etymologist to analyse,
till the primitive word can be traced through all its chan-
ges. Examples of all kinds may be found in every mo-
dern dictionary. While the etymologist, by attention to

these circumstances, can proceed successfully in his la-

bours, great caution is necessary, on the other hand, to

avoid the fanciful and ab'iurd deductions in which lexi-

cographers and antic[uarians have too rashly indulged.
Etymologies far-fetched, orbuilt upon rescmblancespure-
ly accidental, ought in general to be disregarded ; and
unless historical circumstances can bo traced, sufficient

at least to render the supposed connection or descent pro-
bable, if not certain, a few similarities of speech would
be too weak a foundation for a system of filiation. Occa-
sional coincidences may arise in languages quite uncon-
nected, and which have no radical afTuiity ; it is only
when, by following up the analysis, we can trace the re-

semblance in the radical stems, that we are warranted to

infer the actual descent.

Upon the principles now laid down, etymological
enquiries into the structure of difl'erent languages
might be conducted with success, proceeding by a strict

inductive process from the derivative languages ac-
tually existing, to the remoter primitive tongues,
which furnished the roots whence these have gradu-
ally emanated. When arrived at these primitive lan-
guages, it might still be an object of curious research
to continue the investigation, and endeavour to analyse
these primitive languages themselves, till some view
could be obtained of the first elements, and subsequent
progress of human speech. In every primitive lan-

guage, it seems by no means improbable, that if the
roots could be fully investigated upon just and philoso-
phical principles of etymology, and tlie application of
the elemental sounds in the formation of each distinctly

marked out, a peculiar and specific idea would be
found attached to the use of every individual conso-
nant, prevailing in some form or other, through all the
subsequent ramifications. Not that the general idea
could be in view when the words were formed, but
that the generalisation arose from the repeated applica-
tion of the same souud, to express individual objects or
individual feelings, concurring in tlie same common
quality. By such an analysis, a theory of language
might be formed, according with the progress of na-
ture, and an excellent tract would be opened, for tra-

cing tiie procedure of the human intellect in the ar-

rangement of ideas and formation of speech. A com-
parison of these primitive roots, loo, would best enable
us to determine what degree of affinity existed among
the languages to which they belong, and, perhaps,
throw some light on the much-agitated question,

whether all the languages of the world were really

derived from one. l^robable as the opinion of their

common origin must be allowed to be, and strengthen-
ed by many striking proofs of actual coincidence, still,
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to establish it completely, such cviJcncc seems to be

wanting, as a radic.il analysis, upon the principles now
nienlioned, alone could lurnish.

Etymology has chi. fly been cultivated by lexicogra-

pheis and grantnuifians, a class of writers too nume-

rous to be parlicularized. Philosophical etymology

lias principally been studied by the moderns; a few ex-

amples ot It occur in the writmgs of Plato and Aristo-

tle, and in some of the works of the Platonists of the

Alexandrian school, but these are ojily incidentally,

ana not systematically touched upon. In modern times,

some ol the Dutch pailologisls, particulurly Hemster-

huis and his disciples, have disiiuguislied themselves in

this line. Home i'ooke has thrown great light on Eng-
lisii etymology, and Dr Jamieson has furnished much
valuable iniormalion on that of the Northern languages.

The expected work of Ur Murray on the languages of

Europe, there is reason to hope, will prove a most
valuable acquisition to the lovers of etymological re-

search. (J)

EVAPORATION, is the process by which the aque-

ous particles of bodies are conveited into vapour. This
process is of two kinds. Artificial, and Natural or

Spontaneous. We have already described the general

appearances corinected with the former, (See Chemis-
THY.) and we shall therefore confine our attention at

present to the consideration of the latter.

Spontaneous evaporation is promoted by a variety of

causes, of whicii the principal appear to be, elevation of

temperature, and the successive application of fresh

portions of air. Neither of these circumstances, how-
ever, can be deemed essentially necessary to the pro-

cess ; since ice gradually wastes away at a very redu-

ced temperature, and even more rapidly under an ex-

hausted receiver, than when it is cKposed to a current

of atmospheric air.

Various theories have been proposed, with the view
of explaining the conversion of water into vapour, at

natural temperatures, and its subsequent elevation in

the atmosphere ; but notwithstanding the frequency

with which the process is presented to our observation,

and the important purposes which it is destined to

serve in the economy of nature, there are few subjects

of philosophical enquiry involved in greater obscurity.

According to Dcs Cartes, the action of the sun upon
the water converts small particles of that fluid into hol-

low spheres, which, being filled with a subtile matter,

are rendered specifically lighter than air, and thus

ascend in the atmosphere. Dcsaguliers, assuming the

hypothesis that heat acts more powerfully on water
than on common air, asserts that a temperature,
which by its cold condenses air, may be sufficient to

cause an evaporation from water, or even from ice. He
farther assumes, that the particles of water, after they are
converted into vapour, acquire a repellency to one ano-
ther, and deriving elasticity from the contiguous air,

recede farther and farther, till the specific gravity of the

fluid which they form becomes lighter than air, after

which they ascend. The particles of the vapour are
supposed to retain tiieir repellant force, till by the dimi-
nution of the density of the surrounding air their re-

lative weight is increased, and they again descend in

the form of rain, hail, &c.

A theory somewhat similar to this has been support-
ed, with much ingenuity, by Dalton and De Luc. These
philosophers maintain, that since water passes readily
into vapour in vacuo, where the agency of the air is

completely excluded, its spontaneous evaporation in the
atmosphere may be referred entirely to the operat.on of

caloric. Accordingly, Mr Daiton, agreeably to his

opinion respecting the constitution of the atmospliere,
asserts, that the aqueous vapour, thus formed by heat
alone, exists in air, not in a state of combination with
it, but merely of mixture or diffusion ;—that it exerts
no action whatever with the surrounding gasscs, but sup-
ports itself entirely by its own elasticity;—and that the
quantity of it depends entirely upon the temperature of
the air, and the pressure excited by the vapour already
formed. He even advances a step beyond this, and af-

firms that the quantity of vapour which could exist in

the atmosphere would be the same, though the pres-

sure of the atmosphere did not exist, as the vapour
itself would soon accumulate, and form an atmosphere
which would produce on the surface of liquids all the
mechanical eftects of the air itself.

The principal argument which Mr Dalton has brought
forward in support of his theory, is drawn from the

well-known fact, that water passes readily into vapour
under an exhausted receiver, and where, since there is

no air present, the evaporation must be ascribed entire-

ly to the influence of caloric. Dr Murray has shewn,
however, that it by no means follows, because water
passes into vapour in vacuo, at a natural temperature,

it will pass into vapour to the same extent, at the same
temperature, under the ordinary pressure of the atmo-
sphere. The two cases arc indeed totally different.

When water is placed in vacuo, evaporation cannot, it

must be admitted, be owing to the presence of air ; but

it ought to be recollected, that when the air is removed,
its mechanical pressure is removed along with it : and
it would be altogether illogical to conclude, that because
water passes into vapour in the absence of that pres-

sure, it would do so in an equal degree, when exposed
to it. " The proper manner of making the experiment,"
as Dr Murray very properly remarks, " is to exclude
the chemical agency of the air, while the pressure of it

is preserved; in other words, to place water in vacuo
under the pressure of a column of mercury 29 inches in

height, which is equal to the pressure of the atmo-
sphere. If in this case any vapour were formed, the

conclusion would be just, that spontaneous evaporation

is independent of any chemicalagency of atmospheric air.

But the fact will be found very different ; for althougli

water introduced into the tube of the barometer at 60°

passes into vapour, and depresses the mercury half an
inch, that vapour will be completely condensed, and the

water retained in the fluid form by a pressure a little

greater, instead of being able to exist under the pres-

sure, which is equal to that of a column of mercury 29
inches high. Mr Dalton has endeavoured to repel this

objection, by maintaining, what appears to be quite in-

consistent with fact, that pressure does not prevent the

evaporation of fluids, or at least, that the pressure of the

atmosphere is exerted in such a way as to allow, by its

partial action, the escape of some of the particles of

fluids: for, according to his opinion, "it is not till the

depth of ten or twelve strata of particles of any liquid,

that the pressure upon each perpendicular column be-

comes uniform ; and that several of the particles in the

uppermost stratum are in reality subject to but little

pressure." It is unnecessary to observe that this as-

sertion is entirely hypothetical, and even at variance

with the known laws of hydrostatics.

Th# hypothesis, hcwevei; receives some degree oi=
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Support from the allej^ed fact, that the same quantity

of watery vapour is contained in equal volumes of dif-

ferent gases saturated with moisture. Saussure ascer-

tained this to be the case with common air, carbonic

acid, and hydrogen gas, or rather that these gases exhi-

bited, in the same circumstances, the same hygroscoi)i-

cal condition. Clement and Desormes ivere also led, by

their exijerimcnts, to infer tliat all gases contain, under
similar circumstances, equal portions of water. It was
even stated by Saussure, and the assertion was after-

wards repeated by De Luc and Dalton, that the quan-

tity of watery vapour contained in any gas is the same
as that which would be contained in a vacuum of equal

extent with the space occupied by the gas. These facts,

if admitted, seem to favour the opinion that water is

converted into vapour, and retained in that state, not

by an affinity subsisting between the water and the gas,

(for it is not likely that this affinity should be the same
with all the gases.) but merely by the watery vapour
being raised by the action of caloric, and afterwards

diil'using itself mechanically by its own elasticity.

On the other hand, it may be said, that the accuracy

of these facts is, from their extreme delicacy, very ([ues-

tionable; particularly as they have rather been dedu-
ced by inference, than proved by direct experiment.

A portion of water is allowed to be converted into va-

pour in vacuo, and the depression which it produces
upon a column of mercury, is assumed as the measure
of its elasticity : a quantity of dry air is also introduced

into a receiver of equal capacity with that in which the

vacuum was formed, and an equal portion of water is

introduced, the temperature in both cases being the

same. The acquired elasticity of the vapour, indicated

by the effects of its pressure upon the mercury in an

inclosed barometer, is the same as tliat In the vacuum,
and produces an elevation of half an inch, at the tem-
perature of 60°. It is therefore concluded, that an
e(|ual quantity of water has in all these cases been con-

verted into vapour. But, in opposition to this conclu-

sion, it has been said that the elasticity exerted by the

vapour under these different circumstances, is not an

exact test of its quantity, unless it be admitted that the

vapour is not all attracted by the gases; and this is the

very point to be established. If the vapour be combi-
ned with the gas, its elasticity will be counteracted in

a degree proportional to the attraction exerted ; and it

is easy to conceive, that, at the point of saturation, the

elasticity may be so modified by the power of affinity, as

to indicate the same degree of intensity, though the

quantities of vapour which are present be very differ-

ent.

But it has also been urged, in support of this theo-

ry, that the quantity of moisture deposited by equal
volumes of diflerent gases in a saturated state, is, in all

cases, the same when they are exposed to substances

which have a strong attraction for water. Clement
and Desormes established this fact by experiment with
atmospheric air, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and car-

bonic acid gas; the differences in result being so small
as might naturally be expected from the mode of per-

forming the experiments. But though the argument
afforded by these experiments, in support of tiie opi-

nion that the vapour exerts no action with the gases,

must be admitted to be of some weight, it cannot be
regarded as perfectly conclusive; since it still remains
to be determined, whether the quantities of water,

which cannot be taken from the different gases by de-
siccation, arc exactly ecjual; and there appears to be
no means of ascertaining this by direct experiment.

It cannot be doulitcd, that the gases do differ from
one another, witii respect to their aflinity for water;
since unequal (|uantitics of them arc absorbed by that

lluid under e(|ual degrees of pi'essurc; and though this

affinity may be diniinished when the water exists in a
vaporous state, it is probably never entirely subverted.
Upon tlic whole, then, it inay be concluded, that the
facts which have been stated arc not incompatible with
the opinion, tliat spontaneous evaporation is produced
by a mutual affinity subsisting between air and water.
This opinion, which is the one generally received, was
first suggested by Dr Hallcy ; it was afterwards adopt-
ed by Dr Franklin, and has l)ecn ably supported by
M. Le Roi, Dr Hamilton, Dr Murray, Sec. That a
chemical attraction does exist between water and at-

mospheric air, i« proved by the fact, that water ab-
sorbs a certain portion of its component gases, and re-
tains them in combination with considerable force

;

and every kind of attraction being mutual, air must
also be capable of dissolving water in a degree depend-
ing upon this affinity, though modified, no doubt, by
the elasticity of the vapour which is formed. Mr Dal-
ton maintains, that the combination is entirely mecha-
nical; and that the absorbed gas received into the vacant
spaces, between the particles of the water, is retained
there without the aid of cliemicul attraction. This opi-
nion is somewhat countenanced by the discovery*'of Di-
Henry, respecting the law by which the absorption of
gases is regulated. This very al)le and accurate chemist
found, that the temperature being the same, the quan-
tity of any gas absorijed by water, was exactly pro-
portional to the pressure to which it was subjected, or,
to use his own woids, tliat " under equal circumstan-
ces of temperature, water takes up, in all cases, the
same volume of condensed gas, as of gas under ordi-
nary pressure." But admitting the law, as Dr Mur-
ray has stated with his usual ingenuity, the conclusion
does not follow which has been drawn from it. "In the
absorption of gas by water, two powers operate, or may
be conceived to operate, independent of pressure,—the
affinity between the gas and water tending to combine
them, and the elasticity of the gas counteracting this,

and placing limits to the combination,—precisely in the
same manner as in the solution of a solid, there are two
forces operating, the chemical affinity, and the cohesion
of the solid. In the absorption of a gas, whatever fa-

vours the exertion of the elasticity will lessen the
quantity absorbed; whatever represses it, will promote
the absorption. These effects are produced by varia-
tions of mechanical pressure; the diminution of pres-
sure favouring the exertion of elasticity, and vice versa.
But from this no just argument can be drawn against
the conclusion, that a chemical affinity exists, and is the
primary cause of the combination; and the law stated
by Dr Henry agrees as well with the one theory as the
other."

The principal objection which has been offered against
the theory, that evaporation is owing to a chemical so-
lution of water by air, is, that according to that sup-
position, the process ought to go on most briskly when
the air is in a condensed state; but the very reverse is.

the case. But this objection inay be answered by say-

ing, that though the rjuantiiy of air, which is Uius
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broiiglu ill contact with the water, is increased, its

pressure is increased in an equal degree ; and the efl'cct

of quantity may be more than counteracted by the in-

creased difticuky whicli the water now has to overcome

in assumini; the vapourous state. On the whole, there-

fore, wc are disposed to think, that no argument has

been urged against this theory, of sufficient force to in-

validate its truth; and since a variety of facts, botli of a

direct and analogical kind, conspire to give it support,

we consider it as aflbrding a more satisfactory explana-

tion of the process of spontaneous evaporation than any

which has been proposed. We shall, therefore, now
proceed to illustrate the nature of the operations, by

which the aqueous vapour is supposed to be elevated

into the higher regions of the atmosphere. The cause

of solution being the stronger attraction of water for air,

than for its own particles, the part already dissolved

will, in consequence of the superior affinity of the less

saturated portion of air immediately above it, gradually

diffuse itself, and thus allow the lower strata, in contact

with the fluid, to dissolve an additional quantity. The
process, like the solution of a salt in the bottom of a ves-

sel of water, will go on very slowly when the solvent is

not exposed to any agitation; and, accordingly, it is well

known, that evaporation is greatly promoted by wind,

which brings a continual current of fresh air, while it

carries off tlie portion of it already saturated with mois-

ture. The water being thus converted into vapour, and

gradually elevated into the higher and colder regions of

the atmosphere, is partially condensed, and gives rise to

all the diversified appearances which we call clouds,

mists, fogs, &c. These appearances take place at dif-

ferent heights in the atmosphere, according to the tem-
perature of the air, and the quantity of water which it

holds in solution. Hence we can perceive the reason

why clouds are higher in summer than in winter ; and

why a lowering atmosphere generally announces the ap-

proach of rain, as it indicates the air to be so copiously

loaded with moisture, that the reduction of temperature
produced by a very small elevation, is sufficient to con-

dense the excess of water, which the air is unable to

dissolve. When different strata of air, saturated with

moisture, but at different temperatures, are mixed to-

gether, by winds or any other cause, a precipitation of

water must be the consequence ; for it has been ascer-

tained, that the solving power of air increases in a faster

ratio than the temperature. Tiiis is well illustrated by
the great quantity of rain which falls in mountainous
districts, compared with that in flat and extensive plains.

If the strata of air which are mixed together be in a

state of complete saturation, and difler considerably in

temperature, the quantity of water precipitated will be
very copious: this may be expected to hold particular-

ly when the strata are in opposite states of electricity,

and thus mix rapidly and thoroughly together; hence
the reason of the very heavy showers which usually ac-
company thunder storms. If the temperature of the
atmosphere where the condensation takes place be suf-

ficient to freeze the watery particles as they are formed,
snow is produced ; but if they have time to collect into

drops before they are frozen, they become hailstones.

Southerly winds are commonly followed by rain, because

being warm, and saturated with aqueous vapour, they arc

cooled by coming into a colder climate ; while northerly

winds, by being exactly in an opposite condition, are dry
and parching, and usually attended with fair weather.

When the atmosphere is completely saturated with
moisture, and passes from a denser to a rarer state, it

suffers a diminution of temperature by its increased ca-

pacity for caloric, and being unable to hold the same
quantity of water in solution, it deposits a portion of it.

It is owing to the same cause that a mist or cloud is

formed upon exhausting a receiver with the air pump;
and in like manner may be explained the reason why
fogs usually cover the tops of hills when a current of

air, loaded with moisture, is driven over them. The
air, whicli is perfectly transparent at the bottom of the

vallies, because its temperature is sufficient to make it

dissolve completely the moisture with which it is charg-

ed, becomes opaque in the more elevated regions, on
account of the reduction of temperature which it un-

dergoes, partly from change of position in the atmos-
phere, and partly from rarefaction in consequence cf that

change. On the contrary, when the atmosphere passes

from a rarer to a more condensed state, instead of depo-

siting moisture, its solving power is increased ; and it

dissolves either wholly or partially, the clouds which
may have been previously formed. This is one reason

why the rising and falling of the mercury in the baro-

meter become indications of the state of the weather.

Dr Halley attempted to ascertain the quantity which
evaporates from the surface of water, in natural tem-
peratures, by exposing a circular surface of about eight

inches diameter, to a heat equal to that of a summer's
day, and found it to be at the rate of six ounces in 24

hours, or -ilh of an inch deep in 12 hours. By this ex-

periment, each square foot of surface yields in vapour
daily about half a wine pint; a square mile 6900 tons;

a square degree 33 millions of tons: Phil. Trans. No.
189.) A surface of eight square inches, evaporated by

the natural temperature of the air, without exposure to

wind or sun, in the course of a whole year, 16292 grains

of water, or about 64 cubic inches; consequently the

depth of water evaporated in that time was eight inches.

Such experiments, however, are of little value ; and no

general conclusion can be drawn from them respecting

the average quantity evaporated from the surface of the

earth. The experiments of Mr Hoyle and Mr Dalton

were conducted with greater precision; but still they

must be regarded as only of local application. A cylin-

drical vessel of tinned iron, ten inches in diameter, and
three feet deep, having tubes soldered to it for convey-

ing off into bottles the water which it received, was bu-

ried in the ground in an open situation, and then filled

with gravel, sand, and soil. The whole being covered

with grass, and other vegetables, it was allowed to re-

ceive the rain, and to suffer evaporation from the sur-

face, as in ordinary circumstances. A register was kept

of the water which made its way through the soil into

the bottles; and a raingage of equal surface was placed

close by, for tlie sake of comparison. The following

Table exhibits the results obtained, and also the mean
evaporation from a surface of water, for three succeed?

ing years.
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of the ground m'lKlil have been condensed over the pans.

Dr Wells mciuions, on the authoi-ity of Sir R. Barker

and Mr Williams, both of whom witnessed the process

in India, that, lor the complete success of the experiment,

it is necessary the air should be very still ; and he adds,

that " wind, which so greatly promotes evaporation, pre-

vents the fieezing altogether," without seeming to be

aware, that this fact is still more irreconcileable with

his own hypothesis, it being well known, that radiation

is not aflccied by a transverse current of air. But, ad-

mitting the opinion, that evaporation is the cause of the

reduction of temperature, a good reason may be assign-

ed why an agitated slate of the atmosphere, though it

tends to increase the evaporation, may be unfavourable

to the formation of ice ; because the air in contact with

the surface, and whose temperature is reduced by the

evaporation, is in that case carried off, and mixed with

the general mass, before it has time to communicate its

temperature to the water in the pans. No reason can

be given, on the theory of radiation, why the conge-

lation succeeds best when the pans are placed in exca-

vations ; but, on the theory of evaporation, these exca-

lions afford receptacles for the cooled air, which, ha-

ving its temperature diminished, is increased in specific

gravity, and thus settles in the lowest situations. The
slightest agitation of the air would prevent this. Though
•we state these objections against the hypothesis of Dr
Wells, we are not disposed to say, that radiation has no

share in the effect, or, that the theory which ascribes the

veduction of temperature entirely to evaporation, is al-

together free from difficulties. Several experiments,

performed with the utmost attention to accuracy, are still

necessary for the full elucidation of the subject.

In some of the arts, particularly dyeing and calico-

printing, it is necessary to produce a quick evaporation

without exposure to the light of day. This is sometimes

done by suspending the wet stuffs in buildings for the

purpose, having a great number of perforations, so as to

exclude the light, but allow a continual current of fresh

air to circulate through them ; at other times, the same
thing is effected by exposing the stuffs in a stove, which

has usually a fire, and long flues for diffusing the heat

through the room. The stove is furnished with several

openings at the top, to allow the escape of the air after

it becomes charged with vapour.

The desiccation of other bodies must be carried on,

as much as possible, without the agency of heat : Thus
the form, as well as the colour of delicate plants, upon
which so much of their value in the preserved state de-

pends, would be in a great measure destroyed by expo-
sing tliem to the heat of a stove. It has therefore been
proposed, to dry them in an exhausted receiver, by sus-

pending them over a vessel containing sulphuric acid,

the muriate of lime, or any other substance which has

a strong attraction for humidity, and allowing them to re-

main in that situation, until the whole of their moisture
was evaporated. It has even been proposed, though with

less jirobability of success, to dry gunpowder in the same
manner. On the subject of evaporation, see P/^i/. Trans.

Nos. 192, 407. vol. Iv. p. 182; vol. Ixvii. p. 134. and 257.

Do Luc, Ider-s sur la Meteor-jlugie. Phil. Trans, for 1792.

D ilton's F.ssays in the Manchester Memoirs, vol. v.

Saussure's lissajjs on Hygrometry. Murray's Chemistry,
vol. ii. p. 705. Ur Welis on Dew. (a)

EUCALYPTUS. Se. Botany, p. 223.

EUCLR.'\. Sve Entomilogy Index,
EUCLASE. See Orvciognosy.

EUCLEA. See Botany, p. 381.

EUCLID, the Mathematician, was born at Alexandria
in Egypt, about 300 years before Christ. W« have no
certain information as to the precise period, either of his

birth or death ; nor do we possess many particulars re-

specting his life. It would appear that he resided con-

stantly in his native city, and devoted himself to the stu-

dy of the mathematics, which he cultivated and taught

with distinguished success. Among his scholars, he had
the honour of reckoning Ptolemy Philadelphus, King of

Egypt, of whom Proclus relates an anecdote, worthy of

being preserved, not only as it shows the friendship and
familiarity which Euclid enjoyed with his royal pupil,

but as it is strikingly characteristic of an enthusiastic

geometer, and the only one on record which brings him,
as it were, personally before us. Ptolemy, fatigued with

the long and unremitting attention necessary to compre-
hend the demonstrations of certain propositions, one day
inquired of his teacher, whether he could not point out

an easier method of investigation? " T^'b, sire," replied

the philosopher, ingenuously, " there is no royal road to

geometry."
The work by which Euclid is best known to us is his

Elements ; a work which, to use the words of a learned

critic, " has weathered the vicissitudes of opinion for two
thousand years, and has been translated into all the lan-

guages, both ancient and modern, in which there is re-

finement enough for the expression of abstract truth."

Various opinions, however, have been entertained with

regard to the share which Euclid had in the composition

of these Elements. While some maintain that he was
the author of the whole, others assert that the demon-
strations only are his, and others that he furnished the

propositions alone. As in most disputes of this kind,

none of the contending parties are perfectly correct.

Independent of the undeniable fact, that some particular

propositions were furnished by others, as the 47th of the

first book, by Pythagoras, it must be obvious, from the

state of the mathematical sciences at the period in which
Euclid wrote, that he could not be the author of the

whole. Long before his time, mathematicians had been

engaged in attempting to solve the famous problems of

the duplication of the cube, and the trisection of an an-

gle, problems which they never could have attempted

without the assistance of many propositions to be found

in his Elements. On the other hand, it seems impossi-

ble to grant, what is universally allowed, that he was the

first who arranged all the propositions then known into

a system, without granting a great deal more. The mind
that was capable of putting such a system together, even

though the materials had been ready furnished, could

hardly fail to discover some room for improvement,

—

some defect to be supplied, or some weak link that re-

quired to be strengthened. Reasoning, then, from what

we might naturally suppose to be the process of a mind
accustomed to scientific investigation, we shall be led to

conclude that Euclid must have been the author of no
inconsiderable part of the Elements. This circumstance,

however, is immaterial, and not at all necessary to enti-

tle him to the appellation of the Father of Geometry.

Even supposing every proposition in the Elements to

have been known and demonstrated, still they were but

insulated truths, and, as such, of comparatively little va-

lue. The young mathematician, unless he possessed no

ordinary portion of ingenuity, must have been guided in

his studies in a great measure by accident—interrupted

at every step of his progress, and obliged to go out of
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his way for tlic purpose of investigalinq; a proposkion of

which he was not at first aware, but which was necessa-

ry for the demonstration of a more important truth.

The length of time thus necessary, in the most favoura-

ble circumstances, for acquiring a knowledge of the fuu-

damcnlal propositions, and thcditricuity of bringing them,

after they were known, to bear on any particular point,

so as to be useful in the investigation of new truths,

must have presented obstacles of no ordinary magnitude

even to the most skilful geometer, and rendered the fu-

ture progress of mathematical discovery both slow and

uncertain. Every person who has studied geometry, or

paid any attention to the nature of mathematical investi-

gation, will be ready to admit the truth of tiicse remarks,

and to acknowledge the extent of the obligations which

he owes to Euclid ; nor have the admireis of that dislin-

guisiied mathematician any reason to lament his being

denied, in some instances, the merit of original invention,

while it is admitted that, by the skilful arrangement of

the discoveries of others, he has put into the hands of

his successors an instrument which, at a comparatively

trifling expence of time and labour, has enabled them to

reap not a little of what is most valuable in the field of

mathematical discovery.

As a question has been started with regard to the au-

thor of the Elements, so the merit of the work has like-

wise been a subject of discussion. While some main-

tain that it is not only the most perfect system of elemen-

tary geometry, either of ancient or modern times, but as

absolutely beyond the reach of improvement, except so

far as to fiee it from the blunders of ignorant commen-
tators ; others complain that the demonstrations are un-

necessarily long and prolix, frequently intricate and indi-

rect, and ill adapted to the purposes of instruction. Per-

haps in this dispute, too, both parties are wide of the

truth. It must be acknowledged, on the one hand, that

for " rigid accuracy" of demonstration, perspicuity of

language, and beauty of arrangement, the Elements of

Euclid stand unrivalled, and that modern writers have

excelled in these qualities, exactly in proportion as they

have approached the Greek geometer. It must also be
admitted, however, that in the present state of the mathe-
matical sciences, even these Elements are susceptible of

improvement.
Though they are equally necessary as the foundation

of all mathematical investigation in which magnitude is

concerned, yet they do not bear the same proportion

which they once did to the whole science. They still

deserve, as much as ever, to be studied on their own ac-

count ; but as the field to which they open a way ha«

vastly increased, and still continues to increase, it has

become a matter of no inconsiderable moment to abridge,

as much as possible, the labour necessary to acquire a

knowledge of the elementary truths which they contain.

On this account we are disposed to regard some modern
treatises of geometry as possessing advantages unknown
even to Euclid ; not that they excel, or even equal him,
in elegance and correctness of demonstration, but because
they conduct the learner with greater facility to the ul-

terior and more important objects of enquiry. With all

these concessions, however, we are not prepared to ad-

mit an insinuation that has been sometimes thrown out,

as if Euclid owed the continuance of his celebrity to an
unreasonable and pertinacious adherence to a system,
merely because it is ancient. To such prejudices has
been ascribed, and we believe justly, the bondage in which
the human mind was long held by tlie metaphysics of

Vol. VIII. Part II.

Aiistollc. But to ascribe the reputation of Euclid to a
similar cause, is to place him infinitely lower than he was
ever destined to stand, and to assign to prejudice an au-
thority over mankind, which it never possessed. IJigotry
and superstition may retard or suppress a spirit of ma-
thematical enquiry ; but we cannot admit the possibility
of such a gross perversion of the human intellect, as to

suppose that any thing but intrinsic excellence could se-
cure to an elementary system of geometry, the almost
unanimous approbation of mathematicians for two thou-
sand years.

The other work to which Euclid is in any degree in-
debted fur his reputation with posterity, is his Book of
Data. This treatise, like his Elements, had sulTered
much from the ignorance of commentators, as well as
the depredations of time ; but, like the hitter, revived
with fresh vigour under the renovating hand of Dr Sim-
son of Glasgow. It is still perhaps unnecessarily pro-
lix, and not at all entitled to the estimation in which
it was held by the ancients. At the same time it is cer-
tainly valuable, as containing the rudiments of the goo-
metrical analysis.

Ol Euclid's books on Porisms, nothing can be col-
lected from ancient writers, except that lie did treat of
such propositions, and that they were regarded by the
ancients, as forming a very important part of their analy-
sis. They were restored, or rather discovered anew, by
Dr Simson, and published after his death by the late Earl
Stanhope. See Analysis, Pohis.ms, &c.

Besides the subjects already mentioned, Euclid is

known to have studied various other branches of the ma-
thematics, particularly the conic sections, optics, and as-
tronomy. See Coxic Sections.

It would be impossible to enumerate all the editions
through which the elements have passed, and the com-
mentaries that have been written upon them since the
days of Proclus. Those of Commandini in 1572, and
Gregory in 1703, deserve to be mentioned; but it seems
to be universally admitted, that Dr Simson's of Glasgow
is superior to every other.

Of those who have written on geometry, with the view
of accommodating it to the present state of the mathe-
matical sciences, Legcndre, Lacroix, Mr Playfair, and
Mr Leslie, may be mentioned as the most successful.
Mr West too, deserves to be noticed as the authcr of an
elementary treatise of mathematics, which has not hither-
to enjoyed the celebrity to which it is so justly entitled.

See Trans, of the Royal Soc. of Jidin. vol. iii. part ii.

p. 154. Simson's .B«c//£/, Preface, llwiion'i Math. Did.
articles Euclid, Elements, Sec. Bossut lissai sur I'His-
toire Generate des Mathematiques, Paris 1802. De la
Caille, Legons Elementaires des JSIathematiques, Paris
1811. Playfair's Geometry, Preface. Leslie's Geojnc^ry,
Notes. Ed'm. Rev. vol. xx. p. 79, &c. (r. g.)
EUCORNIS. See Botany, p. 182.

EUDIOMETRY. See Chemistry.
EUDOXUS. See Astronomy.
EVECTION. See Astronomy.
EVESHAM, Vale of. See Gloucestershire and

Wahwickshire.
E\^ESHAM, is a borough and market town of Eng-

land, in the county of Worcester, pleasantly situated on
a rising ground upon the river Avon, over which there
is a stone bridge of seven arches, and where there is a
convenient harbour for barges. The streets are in ge-
neral wide and spacious, and the houses are well built
of brick. There are three parish churches, viz. All

5 K
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Saints and St Lawrence in Evcsliam, and St Peter's in

Bcngewerth ; a free grammar scliool, a charity school,

and an alms house-. Althoii,g!i each of the churches has

a lower, vet the bells ate suspended in a handsome old

Gothic tower about 100 feet liii:;h, and separate from any

other building. This beautiful tower is 117 feet high,

and 22 feet by 22, and is considered as the last monastic

buildinsj erected in England.

There was formerly at Evesham a stately monastery,

whose Abbot sat in the House of Peers. Its privileges

were valued at 1183/. annually at the dissolution. It

was founded in 709 by Prince Egwin, who retired here

after the Pope had deprived him of the bishopric of

Worcester. Of the few vestiges of it which now remain,

the principal are the above tower, and a large elliptical

arched gateway 17 feet long, ornamented with rich

though mutilated images.

The following is the population of the borough ac-

cording to the late returns for 1811:

Inhabited houses 674

Families that occupy them . . . 714

Families employed in agriculture . 313

Do. in trade and manufactures . 339

Males 1371

Females 1697

Total population 3068

An account of the battle of Evesham will be found in

eur article England. See TindarsZ;u('s/i«OT. {j)

EUGENE, Francis, Prince of Savoy, was born in

1663, and was descended from Carignan, one of the

three branches of the house of Savoy. His father was

Eugene Maurice, Earl of Soissons, general of the Swiss

and Grisons, and governor of Champagne in France ; and

his mother was Olympia Marcini, niece of Cardinal Ma-
zarin, a woman of an intriguing disposition, and once

the chief favourite of Louis XIV. He was at first in-

tended for the service of the church, and in 1670 was

committed to the tuition of a doctor of the Sorbonne.

Here he gave great hopes of proficiency in polite litera-

ture ; but was observed, even at that early age, to derive

the greatest pleasure from the perusal of Curtius and

Caesar ; and soon indicated a strong pi-edilection for the

military profession. His father, however, having died

before his son was ten years of age, and his mother hav-

ing lost all her influence with the French monarch, who
even banished her from his dominions, Eugene found his

prospects of promotion in that counti-y considerably di-

minished. He was still maintained by the king accord-

ing to his rank; but was I'cfused an abbey, because he

was considered to he more addicted to pleasure than to

piety ; and a commission in the army, because he was of

too delicate a constitution. He seems afterwards to have
admitted, that Louis nevertheless had gpme regard for

him, and would have at length provided him with a suit-

able employment in his service ; but thinking at the time
that his in< s were slighted, and feeling himself involv-

ed in the disgrace of his mother, he quilled France in

1683, full of enmity against its sovereign, and vowing
that he would never re-enter his territories except with

arms in his hands. In company with his brother Philip,

who had received from the Emperor of Germany the

command of a regiment of horse, he arrived at Vienna
at the moment when it was closely besieged by the Tur-
kish army. He immediately joined the duke of Lor-
raine as a volunteer ; and, having greatly signalized him-
•jclf both in the defeat and pursuit of the enemy, he was

appointed, in the course of a few months, to a colonelcy

of dragoons. In 1684, he was present at the sieges of
Neuhausel and Buda, where he gave such uneciuivocal

proofs of intrepidity and intelligence, that, on his rclurn

to Vienna in 1685, llie prince of Baden presented him to

the emperor with these prophetic words ;
" Sire, here is

a young Savoyard, who will some lime or olher be tlic

greatest captain of the age." Thus he rose daily in fa-

vour at the court of Vienna ; and so great was the rapi-

dity of his military advancement, that he was a major-
general at the age of 21, and a lieutenant-general at 25.

In 168'J, when the French monarch declared war against

the emperor, and it became necessary to form a coali-

tion against his ambitious schemes, Prince Eugene was
sent from Vienna to negotiate an alliance with liis cousin,

Victor Amadeus, duke of Savoy. That selfish and as-

piring prince, who loved neiiiier Louis nor Leopold,
and who was ready to betray both as his interests reqm-
red, was secured on the side of the Imperialists by the

title of generalissimo, from Austria,—a subsidy of 20,i)00

crowns per month from England, a similar allowance

from Holland, and the promise of four millions more to

defray the expcnces of the war. Eugene was sent with

a rcinfoi'cement of German troops to keep him steady to

his engagements, as well as to co operate with him in the

field ; and, during the seven campaigns, which they car-

ried on with various success, he found occasion for all

his talents to watch against the bad faith of the duke, to

retrieve the errors of his bad generalship, and to make
head against the able tactics of the French commander
Catinat. In spite of all these disadvantages, he succeed-

ed in penetrating into France, and had opened a free

passage to Lyons, when Amadeus was seized with the

small-pox, and Eugene was obliged to withdraw the ar-

my to Turin. In reward of liis exploits, he received this

year the order of the golden fleece ; and was created a

field-marshal exactly ten years after his entrance into the

service. He was greatly thwarted by his unmanageable
ally, during the remainder of the war ; and at last, in spite

of all his vigilance, the duke concluded, in 1696, a sepa-

rate treaty with the French, whom he soon afterwards

joined against the emperor. The king of France, think-

ing that Eugene was discontented with the court of Vi-
enna, or that they were discontented with him, made a

proposal that he should enter his service. lie is said to

have offered him his father's government of Champagne,
an annual pension of 2000 pistoles, and the rank of a

marshal ol France; but, so strong was the ])rince*s anti-

patliy to Louis, that he rejected the offer with the great-

est disdain. " I received gayly," he says in his Memoirs,
" the person who brought the proposal, and he did not

surely dare to deliver my answer exactly as I spoke it."

Notwithstanding the unfavourable result of affairs in Ita-

ly, the emperor saw that he was free from all ground of

reproach, and sufficiently testified his approbation, by
giving him the command of the army in Hungary. In

1697, he took the field against the Turks, who were
commanded by the Grand Seignor in person ; and inflict-

ed upon Iheni the severest defeat which they had sus-

tained in the whole course of the war. While march-

ing to attack them at Zenta, on the river Teisse, he re-

ceived an order from Vienna, not to fight a battle in any

circumstances; but, having advanced too far to retreat

with honour or safely, he hastened to the assault, forced

the entrenchments of the Vizier's camp, defeated his

army with great slaughter, and made himself master of

an immense booty, to the amount of several millions ster-
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iiiig. Of the enemy, iO,00(J wcic killed in the field,

10,000 drov/ned in tlie river, and 4,000 taken prisoners

;

while the victorious Imperialists did not lose one thou-

sand men. But his enemies at Vienna having gained

the ascendancy, he was received by the emperor with

the greatest coldness, commanded to deliver up his

sword, charged with disobedience of orders, and arrest-

ed for trial before a council of war. Upon the report of

these proceedings, the populace assembled around his

house, and the citizens offered to form a guard about his

person, to prevent his being removed for examination.

The emperor, either from fear or from conviction, re-

stored his sword, and requested him to resume tlie com-
mand in Hungary. His answer was, as he has recorded

it with Ills own pen," I will do it upon condition of hav-

ing carte blanche, and of not being exposed in future to

the malice of generals and ministers." " The poor em-
peror," he adds, " durst not give me this full power pub-
licly ; but he gave it me in private under his own signa-

ture, with which I was quite satisfied." The war with

the Turks was terminated in anotiier campaign ; and now
for the first time since he commenced his military career,

he was left at leisure to cultivate the arts of peace. He
employed himself in forming a select library, collecting

paintings, building palaces, planning gardens, and hear-

ing music, in preference, as he says, to " the talk of

idlers." During this interval of peace, he enjoyed the

society of the celebrated French General Villars, who
was ambassador at Vienna ; and with whom he maintain-

ed, during the remainder of his life, a most cordial friend-

ship, which was not interrupted even in the midst of hos-

tilities.

When the war of the Spanish succession broke out

in 1701, Prince Eugene was appointed to the command
of the Austrian army in Italy, which consisted of thirty

thousand veteran troops. His cousin, the Duke of Sa-

voy, was now in alliance with the French, and frequently

commanded against him in person. The army with

which he had to contend, was uniformly superior in num-
ber ; and was successively conducted by Catinat, Viile-

roy, and Vendome. Against the first and the last, all

his activity was unavailing ; but he gained several tem-
porary successes when Villeroy had the command, a[id

even made him his prisoner,in a bold though unsuccessful

attempt to surprise Cremona. After two years absence,

he returned to Vienna in 1703, to secure for his army
more regular supplies of men and money ; and being

there appointed to the presidency of the military council,

he rendered great services to the Austrian empire in that

office, by effecting an accommodation with the Hunga-
rian insurgents, and detaching the Duke of Savoy from
his connection with France. He was chiefly instrumen-

tal, also, in concerlnit; with the Duke of Marlborough
the plan of the campaign of 1704, in which he bore so

distinguished a part, and which so completely relieved

the hereditary dominions of Austria from the formidable

danger which threatened them on the Danube : (See
Blenheim.) In 1705, he was sent into Italy with an

army of 28,000 Austrians, in aid of his cousin the Duke
of Savoy, who was now heartily exerting himself in oppo-
sition to France. During the first campaign, while

Vendome commanded the French, he made very little

progress in freeing Savoy from the enemy ; but, in the

following year, when Marsin and La FeuiUade were
placed at the head of tiie hostile army, he gained with

an inferior force, and after an obstinate contest, the fa-

mous battle of Turin, which was followed by the delive-

rance of Italy, and the invasion of France. Returning to

Vienna, he was dispatched in 1708, as a negociator t»

consolidate the coalition; and then hastened with his

army to form a junction with Marlborough, who was en-

camped at Asch in the vicinity of Brussels. Here he
had an interview with his mother, after an absence of

twenty-five years; and though his troops were not come
up, he concurred with the English general in advising

an attack of the French army, and in gaining the decisive

battle of Oudenarde. Having ravaged .'\rtois and Picar-
dy, they undertook the siege of Lisle, which, after being
obstinately defended by Marshal BoufRers nearly six.

months, surrendered to the allied arms. While Prince
Eugene was actively employed in superintending the

siege of the town, his enemies, either at Vienna or at Pa-
ris, are reported to have made an attempt upon his life

by poison. A letter was put into his hands, which con-

tained only a piece of greased paper, which he threw
away; but, being picked up and given to a dog, or ra-

ther, as it was said, being tied about the animal's neck,
he expired in twenty-four hours, with all the symptoms
of having been poisoned. The prince himself remarks
upon this occurrence, that there must have been some
mistake in the supposed cause of the animal's death ;

and that the jiaper probably contained some piece of in-

formation, which might have been rendered legible by
the fire, or some of the usual applications in secret wri-

ting. In 1709, he found himself, together with Marlbo-
rough, at the head of 100,000 men in the Low Countries,

opposed to an army of equal force ujuler Villars, who
acted prudently on the defensive, and made the confede-

rates pay dear for their successes, particularly in the
bloody battle of Malplaquet. It was chiefly by the ad-

vice of Eugene, that the allied forces ventured upon that

daring assault; and he seems to have been fully aware
how much depended upon the result. He had received

a wound behind the ear, when forcing an entrenchment;
and, when urged by his friends to have it dressed, he in-

stantly replied, " If I am beaten, it will not be worth
while ; and if the French are, I shall have time enough."
" What better," he adds, " could I have done than to have
perished, after the serious responsibility which I had
taken upon myself ?" In 1711, the Emperor Joseph I.

died of tlie small-pox; and Eugene, by his skilful ma-
nceuvres,had considerable influence in securing the elec-

tion of his brother Charles, competitor for Spain. This
circumstance, by increasing the power of Austria, ren-

dered the other allied powers less zealous in the coali-

tion against France ; and the prince was tlispatched to

London, in order to retard the progress of a peace.

Here he was received in a manner suitable to his merits

and reputatiori, but was unable to accomplish the object

of his mission. Though iNIarlborough was now in dis-

grace, and it might have been politic to have shunned his

intercourse, Eugene met his old companion in arms with

vindisguised emotion, and passed the greater part of his

time in his company.^ For this, he says, the populace
applauded him the more, and the more honest individu-

als of the opposite paity did not esteem him the less.

The allies, though deprived of the assistance of Britain,

had so much confidence in the talents of Eugene, that

they still continued the war in 1713 ; and, though now
obliged to act solely on the defensive, he greatly sig-

nalized himself by his active vigilance, and at one time,

by a bold advance into Champagne, he occasioned no small

alarm to the court of Versailles. At length, all parties

being worn out with perpetual war, Eugene was ap-
5 K 3
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pointed to negotiate with Villars at Rasladt ; and, in

the course of the year 1714, concluded a ijeneral peace

between the empire and France. Upon his return to

\'ienna, he was received, both by the court and the city,

wiih the most enthusiastic testimonies of approbation,

and immediately applied himself to improve the state

of the public finances. But his respite from the fatitjues

of war was very short. In 1716, hostilities commenced
against the Turks, and he was appointed to the com-

mand of the army in Hungary. Attacked in his camp
by the grand vizier, he repulsed the enemy with great

slaughter, and took the important fortress of Temeswar,

which the Turks had held 164 years. He opened the

campaign of 1717 with the siege of Belgrade, where he

was attended by a number of princes and young men of

rank, who were eager to exalt their reputation, and to

improve their military skill by serving under him as

\olunteers. A large army arrived on the 1st of August

to relieve the place, when his own was weakened by a

fever, and himself labouring under the same disease.

But recovering from his illness about the middle of the

month, he resolved, as his only hope, to attack them
during the night; and after a desperate conflict, drove

them from the heights, gained a decisive victory, and

received on the same day the capitulation of Belgrade.

A peace was concluded in the following year, and he

was appointed by the emperor his vicar-general in Italy,

with a^salary of 150,000 floiins. During a long repose

of nearly fifteen years, he applied himself to the study

of the arts—the arrangement of his books, maps, and

plans—the embellishment of his palace and his gar-

dens—and particularly to the perusal of the best au-

thors. Nor was he idle in his public capacity, but ex-

erted himself to regulate the internal stale of the em-
pire, and especially to the improvement of its commerce.

In 1733, when it was proposed to resist, by force of

arms, the intention of the French court to replace Stan-

islaus on the throne of Poland, he strongly dissuaded

the emperor from a war in which he foresaw so little

support, and so formidable an enemy ; but his counsel

was overruled, and he accepted the command of the

army at the age of seventy. He was received by the

soldiers at Philipsbourg with repeated cries of " Long
live our father I" while thousands of hats waved in the

air. " My old soldiers of Hungary, Italy, Flanders, and

Bavaria, ran to take hold of the knees of my boots ; they

surrounded me, they fastened on my horse, and even

pulled me down with the weight of their caresses : This
was assuredly the most delightful moment of my life."

Though greatly inferior in numljers, he prevented the

Duke of Berwick from penetrating into the heart of the

country, and baffled the talents of D'Asfeld by skilful

marches ; but in the following campaign he finished his

inilitary career by operations of a more active nature,

taking Trarbach, and delivering the electorate of Treves.

Having always advised a speedy termination of so un-

profitable a war, he was not dissatistied at being recalled

to Vienna, to assist at the negotiations for peace ; and
though he took leave of his army with tears, he con-

tinued, during the remainder of his life, to be the advo-

cate of pacific counsels. Though naturally fond of

military renown, and the most ardent of combatants in

early life, his cooler judgment and long experience led

him to form a more enlightened opinion of the evils of

war. " The thirst of renown sometimes insinuates itself

into our councils under the hypocritical garb of national

honour. It dwells on imaginary insults—it suggests

harsh and abusive language—and people go on from
one thing to another, till tluy put un end to the lives of
half a million of men. A military man becomes so sick

of bloody scenes in war, that in peace he is averse to

recommence them. I wish, that the first minister, who
is called to decide on peace and war, had only seen

actual service. What pains would he not take to seek,

in mediation and compromise, the means of avoiding

the effusion of so much blood ?"

He spent the remaining year of his life in complete
retirement, in the conversation of his friends, in the

society of young persons, wliose company he preferred,

and in a becoming attention to the offices of religion.

" I have been happy in this life, and hope to be happy
in the next. I have scarcely had time to commit trans-

gression ; but I have set a bad example, without think-

irjg, by neglecting the exercises of religion, though a

sincere believer in and well acquainted with its doc-
trines. I have led a soldier's life of indifference, and
have acted the part of a philosopher ; but my death I

wish to be that of a Christian. I never liked boasters

either in war or religion ; and it is probably from having
seen on one side the ridiculous impiety of the French,
and on the other the bigotry of the Spaniards, that I

have observed a medium between the two. In foi'mer

days I had so often seen death before me, that I had be-

come familiar with it ; but this is not now the case. I

then sought it; now I wait for it; but I await it with

tranquillity, and look on the past as a pleasing dream.
I am fond of the eloquence of the pulpit. When Bour-
daloue has made me fear every thing, Massillon makes
me hope every thing ; Bossuet astonishes and Fenelon
afl'ects me. I have forgotten the epigrams of Rousseau,
and even his ode to me ; but I often read his Psalms
and his Canticles." This illustrious commander, who
had received thirteen wounds, and who, in almost every
one of his numerous battles, had made many hair-breadth

escapes, died at length tranquilly at Vienna, on the 10th
of April 1736, in the 73d year of his age. He was found
dead in his bed, after having retired in good health from
entertaining company at supper ; and was supposed to

have been suffocated by an immoderate defiuxion of
rheum, to which he was subject. Little remains to be

remarked upon his character, in addition to what may
be suggested by the sketch of his history, and the ex-
tracts from his private memoirs, which we have pre-

sented to our readers. In his military tactics he is con-

sidered as having frequently bordered upon rashness,

and having been generally too lavish of human blood.

He was distinguished for personal courage, and for his

coolness in the midst of dangers; and he mentions two
circumstances, from which he derived the greatest ad-

vantages, viz. always reconnoitring if possible in person,

and writing with a pencil in the memorandum-book of

his aid-de-camp, every order which he gave him to

carry. He has been greatly commended for his gene-

rous disposition ; for the ease with which he descended

to an equality with those who conversed with him ; for

his unaffected modesty, which prevented him from as-

suming any thing over others, and which rendered him
unable to bear, with any tolerable grace, the just ac-

knowledgments which were paid to his merits. See
JSiogni/t/iical Dictionary ; Life of Eugene ; Modern Univ.

Hist. vol. XXV. p. 151, and vol. xxx. p. 396 ; Memoirs of
Frince Eugene of Savoy, written by himself, (y)
EUGENIA. SeeBoTAxy, p. 223.

EUHARMONIC Organ, is a very improved musi-
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cal instrument, the first that ever has been capable of

producing /icrfect harmony, or music wherein none of

the harmonics are tempered or imperfect, in the widest

range of modulation, llie invention of the Rev. Henry
Liston, minister of Ecclcsmachan in Scotland, for whicli

he took out a patent in 1810; (see the Phil. Muff- vol.

xxxvii. p. 328, vol. xxxix. p. 421 ; and the Monthly
Alag. vol. xxxvi. p. 217.) The first of these instruments

was perfected in Edinbuig;h, and had a separate pipe for

each of the numerous sounds wanted. The 12 finger-

keys in common use were made to act always on as

many contiguous notes of the scale, by means of six

pedals, disc!iart:;in!j two shar/is at a lime, and bringing

on as many Jiats, or vice versa, in the order of modula-

tion ; single pedals or foot movements being a most im-

portant improvement on the separate An;jrf-slides in the

harpsichords constructed on Dr Smith's plan, and in the

organ of the Foundling Hospital, London ; and it is some-
what remarkable, that the same system and construc-

tion of pedals occurred about the same time to Mr David
Loeschman in London, who afterwards took out a patent

for applying the same to his improved organs and piano-

fortes, for tempered systems. Besides the ^ and
[7

pedals above described, ^Slr Liston had others for occa-

sionally shifting the finger-key movements from one pipe

to another, higher or lower than it, by the interval of a

major comma.
In order to lessen the bulk and expence of this first

construction of his organ, INIr Liston afterwards con-

trived a mode of temporarily lowering the sound of a

pipe, either one or two commas, and restoring it again

at pleasure, by means of a shader, brought and held near

to it, but not touching its orifice ; and for this contrivance

for diminishing the number of pipes, and for some im-
provements in the bellows, was Mr Liston's patent ob-

tained.

After exhibiting this improved organ during a sea-

son in London, to the most eminent of the musical pro-

fessors and amateurs, INlr Liston published his Essay on
Perfect Intonation, a handsomely printed quarto work
of 144 pages, besides 40 quarto pages of closely printed

music, separately done up, to accompany it. This im-
portant work, forrning a new era in the theory of music,

and its practice on keyed instruments, is prefaced by the

nrost handsome and voluntary testimonials of four emi-
nent London professors, who had performed on and
iieai d the euharmonic organ. The first part of this work
treats of the perfect scale, temperament, and the prin-

ciples and construction of the euharmonic organ ; the

second part treats of musical chords, and their progres-

sions, modulations, iutervals, and their combinations in

chords, modulation within the key, and passing into the

subordinate keys, &c. ; and, lastly, notes illusti-ative of

the text. The engraved examples contain full and very

explicit instructions for learning the use of the euhar-

monic organ, in every key and kind of modulation, and
euharmonic changes ; and the selection of pieces of

music, from many of the best masters, which follow,

being all, like the elementary examples that precede

them, exactly marked wherever the difierenl jxdals arc

to be pressed by the foot or released, during perfor-

mance, in order to proditce the exact perfect chords that

the several com/iosers intended ; and such, indeed, as the

amateurs of music are daily in the habits of hearrng, in

the performances of correct singers, either alone, or

accompanied only by separate peifect instruments for
single fiarts, like the violin, violincello, sliding trumpet,

5cc. (whereon the exact pitch of the notes can be in-

stantly varied at pleasure), or performances wholly by

such perfect instruments, foi' a band of good perfor-

mers; whose refined and delightful harmony had never,

in any considerable degree, been produced, by a single

performer, before the exhibition of the patent organ of

which we are speaking.

The euharntonic organ seems an essentially rc(|uisitc

instrument to the singins^ muatcr, by which, in the

shortest and most perfect manner, a habit of correct in-

tonation in the various keys, and harmonizing with their

fellow performers in every case, might be acquired, and
fixed in his pupils ; and not only so, but practising often

with such an instrument would give almost equal pre-

cision to the performance of those diacords that occur,

and so essentially contribute to the beauties of most com-
positions, when correctly given, as they are on this organ,

but which, it is presumed by the writer, very rarely hap-
pens even with our best performers of single parts in

concert, for want of any audi!)le phenomenon, like tiie

beats of imperfect concords, to exactly fix the point of
perfection in a discord while learning to ])erform, or in

practising, as the cessation of beats do for the concords
;

and, accordingly, he was most forcibly struck on first

hearing Mr Liston's organ, with the perfectly new and
peculiar character of several of the discords, when heard
alone, but more especially when combined in certain

chords; the pleasing effect, for instance, of the II*, 7',

IX (and 7'), and what is more surprising, of the jif VI,
(and Jf II and IV), when combined, as Mr Liston des-

cribes in pages 57, 69, 73 and 99 of his Kssay, and
wherein he nrentions also at page 56 (and 99) and 71 ;

the disagreeable effect of 7 (and 5, II and IV) in the

dominant seventh, and of 2 in the chord of greater

seventh, &c.

To teachers and students of the violin, violincello, &c.
the euharmonic organ would prove a valuable guide
and test for stopping in tune, particularly with the dis-

cords. And, above all, to the theoretic musician and
composer this instrument cannot fail of proving at all

times useful, for trying the precise efiect of every com-
bination of harmony that may suggest itself, and for be-

neficially extending the bounds of this difficult part of

the science, (f)
EVIAN, a town of Switzerland, situated on the south

side of the lake of Geneva, about eight or nine leagues
from Geneva. It contains two parishes and two con-

vents. About half a league from the town, on the side

of Thonon,at the foot of the hill of Amphion, there is a

spring of mineral water, which is much freciuented in

summer. Thirty-six ounces of it contains I a grain of

iron, ^ of a grain of selenite, and 6 grains of lime. The
banks of the lake of Geneva are here remarkably fine.

Not very long ago, carriages could not go any farther

east than Evian. In order to reach Meillerie and St

Gingoulph, it was necessary to follow a very dangei-ous

footpath along the margin of the lake, and even travel-

lers on horseback, were often obliged to dismount. Since

the year 1805, however, a great military road, communi-
cating with the Valais and with the Simplon, has been
cut through the rocks, commanding, -all the way to St

Maurice, a charming view of the Lake of Geneva and
of its northern banks. Population of the town 1502. (th)

EVIDENCE. See Logic.
EVIL, KiNu's, is the name formerly given to scro-

phula, in consequence of its being supposed that the

kings of England and France possessed the power of
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curinij lliis disease by the loucli. The English and

I'lench liavc each contended that this power was first

exercised Uy their respective nionarehs ; the French as-

serting that St Louis was first endowed with it, and the

English that it was possessed by Edward the Confessor.

in the reign of Charles II, the practice seems to have

reached its greatest height ; and such were the crowds

that Hocked to the royal pliysieian, that he is said to have

touched more than six thousand jji-rsons in one year

after iiis restoration. The demands upon the king's

time were so great, that he found it necessary to have

the patients examined by his surgeons, for the purpose

of determining from their certificates if they were pro-

per objects of compassion. Tliey then received tickets

of admission to the royal presence, and were touched by

the king on one of the days of healing, either at White-

hail or Windsor. After touching those that were

brought to him, the king put about each of their necks

a white ribbon, with an angel of gold upon it.

During five years, from 1660 to 1664 inclusive, 23,601

persons were touched by Cliarles II. and from May 1667

to May 1684, the number amounted to 68,506, making
mail 92,107.

Se Wiseman's Chirurgical T"fatise.i, Book IV. chap.

1. Browne's Adcno-Chciradtlogt.i, or an " anatomick-

chirurgical treatise of glandules and strumses, or king's

evil swellings, together with the royal gift of healing or

cure thereof, by contact or imposition of hands, perform-

ed for above 640 years by our kings of England, conti-

nued with thcii admirable effects and miraculous events,

and concluded with many wonderful examples of cures

by their sacred touch." See also the Hdinburgh Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal, Vol. III. p. 185. (tv)

EVIL. See Theologt.
EULER's Logarithms, for musical calculations, are

a series of artificial numbers invented by this author, for

expressing musical intervals in their relations decimally

to the octave, as unity, forming a set of Binary Loga-
rithms, which see. The writer has known a learned stu-

dent of Euler's famous work on music, wherein these

logarithms are used, stopped for want of being able to

deduce common logarithms and lengths of strings from
M. Euler's numbers affixed to the intervals ; not consi-

dering, that one constant ratio must obtain between the
corresponding logarithms in any two tables of different

kinds, and another constant ratio between their recipro-
cals respectively.

In the present case, the reciprocal logs, (or those
which increase with the numbers or intervals) of Euler's,
and the common log. of the octave, (or ratio 4,) are, 1

and .30103 respectively, nearly : we have only, there-
fore, to multiply any of Euler's log. by .30103, to obtain
nearly its recip. common log. If, for example, the me-
dius semitone, the first of Euler's notes above F, were
given, we have .076814 x .30103=: .0231233, whose re-

cip. .9768767 is the common log. near enough for most
experimental purposes, and the number answering to

this last is .94815, tlie length of string to the unison 1.

In like manner, if Farcy's ar;j/JfiVi/com7«as were want-
ed from Euler's logs, since botu of these are of the na-
ture of reciprocal logs, the octave being expressed by
612 and 1 in them respectively, we have only to multi-

ply Euler's logs, by 612, to obtain nearly their artificial

commas. The last example will stand thus : .076814 X
612zz47.010168, or 47, as in the schisma column (s ) of
Plate XXX. Vol. II. ; and it may be remarked hereon,
that whenever the product approaches a whole number,
either above or below it, that such wnole number is, in

general, the proper number of artificial commas sought.
EULER's Scale of musical intervals. It is proba-

ble, we think, that M Euler made the first, though an
unsuccessful attempt, at the grand harmonic improve-
ment, (which Mr Listen has lately effected, by his scale

of perfect harmony, and his Euharmonic Organ, which
see), by endeavouring, on a very limited scale, to avoid
tempered or imperfect concords, by means of more notes

introduced in the octave than the 12 in common use.

M. Euier extended these to 24, eight of which new notes

were only a 7nnjor comma liigher than his notes C^,
Gff, E, Fj^, Gj^, A, Bt>, and li ; and four others of them
a ?ninor conTTna lower than his notes D, F, G, and C : at

the same time, that three notes of his original scale dif-

fer from Liston's, viz. Cj:f, E^, and B[7, in having the

. 24 64 , 128 .
, ^ 128 5 ,9

ratios ^— ,— , and , instead ot ,— , and —-, which
25 75 225 135 6 16

are Liston's notes respectively.

In order to facilitate the labours of those, who, like

the gentleman alluded to in the last article, may be de-

sirous of trying, either by calculation or experiment, the
effect and extent of this scale in producing perfect har-

monics, we have been at the trouble of reducing M. Eu-
ler's vingtquatreave scale, from the octave I' to f, in

which he has published it, to that of C to c, in which all

musical scales are given in our work ; and we have
added in the columns of the following Table, the lengths

of sirings, and number of artificial commas, answering
to eacn of Euler's notes ; and in the last column but one,

we have set down the notes on Liston's organ, (see the

Phil. Mag vol. xxxix. p. 419, or the Monthly Mag. vol.

xxxvi. p. 217,) whereon the several chords in this sys-

tem mighi be tried, and whence these notes might be
transferred to a new instrument, if it were thought
worth any one's while to make such a one, having a pe-
dal for bringing on the eight acute notes, and another
for supplying the four that are minor comma flats, in the

place of their respective original notes, as often as they

are wanted in performance, in this scale proposed by M.
Euler. The last column shews the numeral value of

the notes, major and minor, above C.
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Kiik-r's

Notes

[ca

Conmum Lcnglhs

Loiriiriihms. ofSirings.

.6989700,0

r03874.'.),3

7216037.0
.7269y87,3

.74y63'2.i,2

7550274,5

.7727562,2

.7781512,5

.8007849,4

8-61799.7
.82391187,4

.8288136 6

.84654J4.3

85193746
875;)612.6

.8799661,9

.8976949 6

.9030t;99,9

.9257236 8

.9311 1H7.1

.9488474 8

.9537524,0

.976H762.0

.9S2-'712 3

.0000000,0

.50000

.50568

.52675
- o r, n o

.56187

.56889

.59259

.600^.0

.63210

.64.J00

.6ii667

.67424

.70233

.7111

.75000

.75852

.79012

80000
.84280

.85333

.88889

.89898

.94815

.96000
I 00000

Ai-tif

(Jommas

612
602

566
555

509
498
462
451

405
394
358
348

312
301

254
244
208
197

151

140

104

94

47
36

l.iston's

Noles.

C

B'

15

A'if

A'
A

G'jfi

0»
G

F
Ei:f

E'

E
D'if
D»
D

c

Nicmc-
lals.

VIII

VII'

VII

»vi
VI'
VI

IV'
IV
4

III'

III

II

The want of minor consonances above C, are very ob-

vious in the above systems, which most probably M. Eu-
Icr never tried any more than the equal temperament,
although his name has been often enrolled among the

very numerous theoretic recommenders of the Isotonic
system, (f)

EULER, Leonard, one of the most distinguislied

mathematicians of the IStli century, was the son of Paul
Euler, and Margaret Brueker, and was born at Basic on

the 15th of April 1707.

His father, who had been instructed in mathematics by
the celebiated James Bernoulli, became pastor of the

village of Kiechen, near Basle, in the year 1708 ; and as

soon as his son had ai rived at the proper age, he instilled

into him a fondness for mathematical learning, although

lie had destined him foi' the study of theology. He was
afterwards sent to the university of Basle, where he was
found worthy to receive lesaons from John Bernoulli,

who was at that lime regarded as the first mathemati-
cian in Europe. The assiduity and amiable disposition

of Euler, soon gained him the particidar esteem of that

great master, and the friendship of his two sons Daniel

and Nicolas Bernoulli, who had already become the dis-

ciples and the rivals of their father. John Bernoulli

even condescended to give him once every week a par-

ticular lesson, for the purpose of explaining the difficul-

ties which he encountered in the course of his studies.

Euler had not the good fortune to enjoy long this inesti-

mable advantage. In 1723, he received the degree of

Master of Arts; and on this occasion, he obtained great
applause by the Latin discourse which he delivered,

containing a comparison between the Newtonian and the

Cartesian piiilosophy. At the request of his father, he
now began the study of theology ; but his attachment to

the mathematics was so strong, that his fatlier at last

consented to allow him to follow the bent of his own <re-

nius.

Nicolas and Daniel Bernoulli having accepted in 1725

of the invitation of Catherine I. to become a member of

the Academy of Sciences of St Petersburg, promised it

their departure to em|)loy their influence, to procure for

Euler an appointment in that city. In the following year

ti.cy wrote to liim, that they had a situation in view for

him, and strongly advised him to apply his mathemati-
cal knowledge to physiology. Euler immediately attend-

ed the lectures of the most eminent medical professors

of Basic, and made rapid progress in the study of medi-
cine. His attention, however, was still directed to his

favourite pursuits, and he found Icistuc to compose a

dissertation on the JVaturc and Profiagation of Sound, and
another on the Alasting of Shijis, which was written for

the prize proposed by- the Academy of Sciences in 1727.

As this subject was actually suggested by several mem-
bers of the Academy, with the view of bringing into no-

tice the talents of M. Bouguer, who had paid particular

attention to this subject, and who was then professor of
hydrography in the sea-port town of Croisic, it was not

likely that Euler, who was destitute of all practical

knowledge of the subject, should have succeeded in the

competition. Bougeur, of course, carried off the first

prize ; but Euler obtained what is called the accessit, or
second prize, an honour of no trivial magnitude, when we
consider that he was then only 20 years of age. About
this time, Euler was a candidate for the vacant profes-

sorship of natural philosophy in the university of Basle
;

but he had not the good fortune to be elected.

Daniel and Nicolas Bernoulli used all their influence

to procure an appointment for their young fric;nd ; and
having at last succeeded, they requested him to repair
immediately to St Petersburg. Euler lost no time in

obeying this welcome summons ; but, after he had begun
his journey, he had the mortification to learn that Nico-
las Bernoidii had fallen a victim to the severity of the
climate; and the very day upon which he entered the

Russian territory, was that of the death of the Empress
Catherine I.: an event which at first threatened the dis-

solution of the Academy, of wliicii she had laid the fotin-

dation. Having readied St Petersburg at this unfortu-

nate period, Euler resolved to enter into the Russian
navy, and had actually received the promise of a lieute-

nancy and rapid promotion from Admiral Sievcrs; but
fortunately for geometry, a change took place in the as-

pect of public affairs in 1730, aiid Euler obtained the si-

tuation of Professor of Natural Philosophy. In 1733 he
svicceeded Daniel Bernoulli, when that illustrious ma-
thematician retired into the country ; and in the same
year he married Madeinoisclle Gsell, a Swiss lady, and
the daughter of a painter, whom Peter tlie Great had
carried into Russia upon his return from his first tour.

In 1735, a very intricate problem having been proposed
by the Academy of St Petersburg, Euler completed the
solution of it in three days; but tlie exertion of his minil

had been so violent, that it threw him into a fever, which
endangered liis life, and dejirived him of the use of one
of his eyes. In 1733, the Academy of Sciences at Paris
crowned his memoir, entitled, Sitrla Mature ct Ics Profiri-

etes d It fell, a.nd in 1740, he divided with Daniel Ber-
noulli, and our countryman Colin IMaclaurin, the prize

given by the same Academy, for the best dissertation on
the flux and rcllux of the sea. Daniel Bernoulli liatl

treated the subject with a sagacity and method which
characterized all his labours. The disseitalion of Mu-
claurin contained his celebrated theorem on the equili-

brium of elliptical spheroids ; and that of Euler contain-

ed an improvement on the integral calculus, which seem-
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c<l to resolve the fundamental equation of almost all the

great problems on the motions of the heavenly bodies.

In consequence of an invitation from the king of Priis-

s!:t, through his miniMcr the Count de Mardefold, Eulcr

quitted St Pctcrslnivg:, and went to Berlin in the month

of June l"41. Upon his arrival, he was honoured with

a letter from the King of Prussia, written from his camp

of Rjichenl)acli, and he was soon after presented to the

queen-mother, a princess who took great (ilcasure in the

ronversalion of illustrious men. She treated Euler with

the utmost familiarity ; but never being able to draw him

into any conversation but that of monosyllables, she one

dav asked him why he did not wish to speak to her ?

" Sladam," replied Eulcr, " it is because I have just come

from a country where every person who speaks is

ha?iged."

The memoirs and works with which Eulcr enriched

mathematics and physics are so extremely numerous,

that it would occupy many of our -pages to give even

the briefest account of them. We shall, therefore, con-

tent ourselves with referring the reader to the articles

Achromatic Tklf.scopes, Algebra, Arithmetic of

Hincs, Astronomy, Fluxions, Mechanics, and, in short,

to almost every article in mathematics and physics which

occurs in our work. A full account of Euler's discove-

ries and investigations will be found in these articles, and

it would only be a waste of time to resume these sub-

jects under the present head. In many of his physical

memoirs, Euler has been justly reproached for having

applied the calculus to the most unfounded physical hy-

potheses, or to metaphysical principles, which had not

been sufficiently examined ; and on this account many
of his memoirs have no value whatever, except in so far

as they exhibit fine specimens of the resources of analy-

sis. His Dissertations on Wind Mills, on Achromatic

Telescopes, on Naval Architecture, and on Gunnery, are

among the number of those which are liable to this cri-

ticism.

When Euler was at Berlin, the Princess of Anhalt

Dessau, the niece of the King of Prussia, was desirous

to receive from him some instruction in the different

branches of natural philosophy ; and for her use he drew

up a work, entitled, Leltres a une F/incesse d'jlllemagne,

which was translated into English by the late Dr Henry
Hunter, and which, with the exception of the metaphy-

sical part, has always been much esteemed, particularly

for the singular perspicuity with which its author has

explained some of the most profound truths in physics.

The King of Prussia often employed Euler in calcula-

tions relative to the mint, and other objects of finance,

in the conducting of the waters of San Souci, and in the

examination of canals, and other public works.

In 1744, Euler was appointed director of the mathe-
matical class of the academy, and in the same year he
obtained the prize offered by the Academy of Sciences

of Par' for the best work on the theory of magnetism.
About this lime Rubin's Treatise on Gunnery had ap-

peared in England, and though our countryman had
treated Euler with great severity, this act of injustice

did not prevent him from recommending it to the king
of Prussia, as the best book on the subject. He even
translated it, and in the additions which he made, he gave
a complete theory of the motion of projectiles. M.
Turgot ordered this work to be translated into French,
and introduced into the schools of artillery ; and about
the same time there appeared a splendid edition of it

in England.

Ill 1746, he published his new Theory of Light and
Colours, and in 1759, his memoir Sur les effets da Ron-
lin et du Tatig-fige, gained the prize offered by the French
Academy of Sciences.

In 1750, Euler went to Frankfort to receive his mo-
ther, who was then a widow, and to conduct her to Ber-
lin, where she remained till the time of her death in

1661 ; having enjoyed for 11 years the assiduous atten-

tions of a favourite son, and the high pleasure of seeing

him universally esteemed and admired.

When Euler remained at Berlin, he formed an intimate

acquaintance with M. De Maupertuis, the learned Pre-

sident of the Prussian Academy of Sciences, and he de-

fended IMaupertuis's celebrated and favourite principle

of the least action, by resolving by means of it some of

the most difficult problems in mechanics. In the dis-

pute into which he was thus led with Koenig, who had
attacked Maupertuis in 1751, he lost for a while his

usual serenity, and became one of the enemies of that

unfortunate individual.

Although the nunriber of foreign associates in the

French Academy of sciences was limited to eighti yet

Euler was appointed to the ninth place in 1753, on the

condition that no appointment should take place at the

first vancancy.

In the year 1760, the Russian army under General

Tottleben penetrated into the Marche of Brandenburg,

and pillaged a farm which Euler possessed near Char-

lottenberg. As soon as the Russian general was inform-

ed of the event, he immediately repaired the loss by a

very large sum ; and upon giving notice of the circum-

stance to the Empress Elizabeth, she added to this in-

demnity a present of four thousand florins. This act of

generosity, no doubt, had a powerful effect in attaching

Euler to the Russian government, which, in spite of his

absence, had always paid him the pension which itr grant-

ed him in 1742. Having received an invitation from the

Empress Catherine, he obtained permission from the

King of Prussia to return to St Petersburg to spend the

remainder of his days; but his eldest son was not allow-

ed to accompany him. When Euler was on the eve of

his departure, Prince Czartorisky invited him, in the

name of the King of Poland, to take the road of War-
saw, where, loaded with kindness, he spent 10 days with

Stanislaus, who afterwards honoured him with his cor-

respondence.

Shortly after his arrival in St Petersburg, on the 17th

July 1766, he lost the sight of his other eye, having been

for a considerable lime obliged to perform his calcula-

tions with large characters, traced with chalk upon a

slate. His pupils and his children copied his calcula-

tions, and wrote all his memoirs while Euler dictated

to them. To one of his servants, who was quite igno-

rant of mathematical knowledge, he dictated his £ie-

ments of Algebra, a work of very great merit, which has

been translated into the English and many other langua-

ges. Euler now acquired the rare faculty of carrying

on in his mind the most complicated analytical and arith-

metical calculations ; and M. d'Alembert, when he saw

him at Berlin, was astonished at some examples of this

kind which occurred in their conversation. With the de-

sign of instructing his grandchildren in the extraction of

roots, he formed a table of the six first powers of all

numbers, from 1 to 100, and he recollected them with the

utmost accuracy. Two of his pupils having computed to

the 1 7th term, a complicated converging series, their re-

sults differed one unit in the fiftieth cypher; and an ap-

•'>
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pcai being made to Euicr, he went over tlic calculation

in his mind, and his decision was found correct.

His principal anuiscmcnt, after he lost his sight, was
iO make artificial loaustoiiLS, and to give lessons on ma-
thematics to one of his grand-children, who seemed to

evince a taste for the science.

In ir/I, a dreadful fire broke out in St Petersburg,
and reached the house of Euler. M. Grimm, a native

of Basle, having learned the danger in which his illustri-

ous countryman was placed, tlirew himself among the

flames, and, reaching Euler's apartment, brought him off

on his shoulders, at the risk of his life. His library, how-
ever, and his furniture, were consumed, liut by the acti-

vity of Count Orloff, his MSS. were saved.

Ilaving reviseil the lunar theory with the aid of his

son, and of KraflTt and Lixell, he constructed a set of
new lunar tables, which appeared in 1772. These tables

were, at the suggestion of Turgot, rewarded by the
Board of Longitude in France ; and when the more per-
fect tables of Mayer obtained the great premium of three
thousand pounds offered by the British FarlianifiU, the

sum of three hundred pounds was given to Eulcr for ha-
ving furnished the theorems made use of by Mayer in

his theory.

In the year 1773, Euler published, at St Petersburg,
his great work on the construction and management of
vessels. A new edition soon afterwards appeared at

Paris, and at the desire of the French king, it was intro-

duced into the schools of Maiine, and a reward of looo
rubles transmitted to the author, accompanied by a hand-
some letter from the celebrated Turgot. About the same
time an Italian, an English, and a Russian translation of
it appeared, and the Russian government presented Eu-
Jcr with a gift of 2000 rtibles.

Three of Eulei's memoirs on the Inequalities in the
motions of the Planets, were crowned by the French
Academy of sciences, and he also gaiiied the prizes of
1770 and 1772, by his perfection of the lunar theory.

Having lost his first wife, by whom he had thirteen

children, eight of whom died in early life, he was inar-

Vied a second time in 1776, to Mademoiselle Gsell, the
aunt of his first wife.

Eukr underwent the operation of couching, which
was attended with the happy result of restoring his

sight; but whether tVom the negligence of his sviigeon,

o! from his being too eager to avail himself of his new
orij;ans, he again lost his sight, and sulTered much severe
pain trom the relapse. His love for science, however,
continued unabated, and in the course of seven years, he
transmitted 70 memoirs to the Academy of St Peters-

burg. On the 7th of September I7S3, after having amu-
sed himself with calculating upon a slate the laws of the
ascensional motion of balloons, which, at that time, oc-

cupied the attention of philosophers, he dined with his

relation M. L- xell, and spoke of the planet Herschel,
and of the calcukilions by which its orbit was deteriuin-

e<l. A short lime afterwards, he was amusing himself
with one of h.is grand-childicn, when, on a sudden, his

pipe fell from his han<l, and he expired of an apoplec-
tic stroke, in the 76th year of his ago.

Euler left behind him three sons, having lost his two
daughters in the lattci years of his life. Twenty-six out
of thirty of his grand-children were alive at the time of
his death.

After along life, so successfully devoted to the scien-

ces, Euler's reputation was very widely extended. Be-
sides hLing a foreign member of the .\cadcmy of Scien-

Vor.. vni. Part II,

ces at Paris, he was a Fellow of the Royal Society oJ
London, and he had received from most of the Princes
of the North, with whom he was well acquainted, the
most ilattering marks of their esteem. When the Prince
Royal of Prussia visited St Petersburg, he anticipated
the visit of Euler, and passed several hours at the bed-
side of this great man, holding him all the time by tho
hand, and having, at the same time, upon his knee, one
of Euler's grand-children, who had displayed a prema-
ture attachment to geometry. The death of Euler was
considered as a public loss even in the country where he
lived

i and llie Academy of St Petersburg decreed ta
him, at their own expence, a marble bust, which was
placed in their public hall. In an allegorical picture
which the Academy had put up duiing his life. Geome-
try was represented as placed upon a basement covered
with calculations. These calculations were the formulse
of Euler's Theory of the Lunar Motions.

Euler's knowledge was not limited to mathematics
and the physical sciences. He had carefully studied ana-
tomy, chemistry, and botany, and he was also deeply ver-
sed in ancient literature. He could repeat the iEneid
from the beginning to the end, and he could even tell the
lirst and last lines in every page of the edition which
he used. In one of his works there is a learned memoir
on a question in mechanics, of which, as he himself in-
forins us, a verse of ^Eneid gave him the first idea.

Euler possessed naturally a strong constitution; and
when we consider the nature of his studies, and the as-
siduity with which he )jursued them, we cannot fail to
be surprised at the great degree of health which he en-
jcjyed. In all his habits he was sober and temparate, in
his manners unaffected and pleasing, and in his temper
lively and chearful. In his moral and religious charac-
ter there is much to admire. The high fame which he
ucqtiired, and the interruptions which he must have ex-
pci ienced both at Berlin and St Petersburg, never induced
him to abandon the religious duties to which he had been
educated. As long as he preserved his sight, he assem-
bled the whole of his family every evening, and read a
ctKipter of the Bible, which he accompanied with an ex-
hoiialion. Theology was one of his favourite studies,
and his doctrines were the most rigid doctrines of Cal-
vinism, the only system of religious truth which a phi-
losonher can maintain.

The following is a list of the principal works which
Euler published in a separate form. His papers, which
appeared in the Memoirs of the Academies of Berlin and
St Petersburg, are extremely numerous; and he left be-
hind him no Icwtr than 200 ready for publication, in or-
der to fulfil a promise which he had made to Count Or-
loff, to supply memoirs for the Jcla Pi-li-o/wlUatia for 20
years after his death.

Disseriatio Physica de Sono. Basle, 1727.
Mec/ianica nivtf motus scicniia anatytice txfiosUa. Pc-

tropoli, 1 735, 2 vols.

Tentamen 7Wvis theories musicic. Petrop. 1739. This
work contains many new views; but as M. Fuss re-

marks, it had no great success, as it contained too much
geometry for musicians, and to much music for geome-
ters.

Mithodus in~ie>iii'?idi lineas curvaa maxinii minintive

Jiroprietatf gauc-Icntcs. Lausannit, 1744, 4to.

Introduclio in ^natysin Injinilo^-um. Lausanr.as, 1744,
2 vols. 4to. 'I'his work, which had become very scarce,
was reprinted at Lyons in 1797. It was translated into

French in 1796. In- J. B. Labey, and published at Paris.

5 L
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Theoria motuum /ilanctarum et cometarum. Ucioliui,

1744.

0/iuscula varii arg^umcuti. Beioliiii, 1745, 1750,

1751, 3 vols, in 4to. Tlic lablcs of ihc sun and moon,

which are somtlimcs to be found sepuralcly, form part

of the 1st volume of tliis colltction. As the tlircc vo-

lumes make only COO pages, they arc gencruDy found in

one.

ScietiCia iiavath, sen tractatus de construendis ac diri-

gcndis navibua PeUopoli, 1749, 2 vols. 4lo.

Theoria motuum Luns exIMeiis cmnes ccir/i:jrum ine-

ijualilalcs cum additamento. Bcro'iiin, 1753, 4lo.

Disscrtatio dc princijiio minimx aclionisy una cum ex-

amiiii: objectionum CI. Koenigii, contra hoc /irlncijiium

faclarum. Bi.rolini, 1753, 4lo.

Instilutiones calculi diffrrentialis, cum ejus nsu in ana-

lyst injinitorum ac doctnna scrierum. Ucrolini, 1753.

Another edition of this work was published in 1787, in

2 vols. 410, and anotlier at St i'elersburg in 1804, in 2

vols. 4lo.

Constructio lentium oijcctivarum ex dujilki vitro. Pe-

trop. 1762.

Alcditaliones de /ler/urbatione motus cometarum ab at-

tractione {tlauftarum (jrta, F'etrop. 1762, 4lo.

Theoria motus cor/iorum. solidorum seu rigidorum.

Rostocnii, 1765, 4lo.

Instil uti07ies Calculi Integralis. Petrop 1768— 1770,

3 vols. 4to. Another edition, more correct, was pub-

lished at Petersburg in 1792 and 1794, in 4 vols. 4to.

Dio/itrica. Petrop. 1769, 1771,3 vols, quarto.

A'ox'iS Tabula Lunares singulari viethodo constructs.

Petrop. 1772, 8vo.

Oliuscida Analytica. Pctroj). 1783. 1785, 2 vols. 4to.

Lcttres a une Princcuse d^.4llcmag)ie sur quelques su-

jets de Physique et de Philosofihie. Petersburg, 176S,

1772, 3 vols. 8vo. Another edition of this was pt.ib-

lislied at Berne in 1778, in 3 vols. 8vo. An edition was
published in Paris, with notes by Condorcet, and ano-

llier in 1812, by J. B. Lobey.

lUemens d^Algebre trad, de TAllcmand, par J. Ber-

noulli, avec des notes par Laijrange et Garnier. Paris,

1807, 2 vols. 8vo. Two editions of this work were
published at Lyons in 1774, and 1796, and an edition

appeared in London translated into English.

Theorie comjilete de la constructioji et de la manaiwore

des vaisseaux, (le style retoucLe par Kerauo.) Palis

1776, 8vo. Tlie original edition of this work appeared
at St Petersburg in 1773.

A collection of the best productions of Euler appear-
ed at Brienne in 1797, in 18 volumes.

A more extended list of the writings of this illus-

trious mathematician, will be found in his Eloge by
Nicliolas Fuss, wliich was published at St Petersburg,
in 1783, in 4to. (/i)

EVOCATION, is the name of a religious ceremony
vhich was always observed by the Romans, when they
began the siege of a town, and which they considered as
necessary to their success. It consisted in calling upon
the gods and goddesses of the place to forsake the town
and come over to them. See Macrobius, Sat. iii. 9. (w)
EVOLUTES. See Fluxions.
EVOLUTION. See the articles Algeer.v, and

Arithmktic.
EVORA, or Elvora, formerly Ebora, and tlie ].i-

berqlitas Julia of Julius Csesar, is a city of Portugal,
and the principal town in the province of Alemtejo. It is

the see of an archbishop, a corregidor, a providor, a

juiz, kc. Evora is situated upon a gentle eminence, in

a fruitful plain, in the centre of the province, and is

surrounded by hills. It consists of narrow crooked

streets full of angles, and is distinguished fiom almost

every other town in the kingdom, by its iiigh Gothic
buildings, and a number of old Gothic chuicties. The
houses are in general small and low. The cathedral

churcii is situated in the highest part of the town, and
lias 25 prebends, each of whom enjoys an annual in-

come of 5000 crusades. The archbisiiop's house ad-

joins the cathedral, and not far from it are the shamljles,

an old Romar. building, in which admirably pttserved

Corinthian columns are connected by a plaster wall.

These columns, seven in number, are remarkably beau-

tiful, and a diav.ing of them has been given by Murphy.
It is said to be the remains of a temple of Diana. Be-
fore it was coiivcrtird into the shambles, it had been

used by the Moors as a mosque. In the great square,

and in other parts of the town, there are many other

remains of Roman architecture. On the north side,

the aqueduct enters the town. It was begun by Ser-

toiius, but was entirely renuilt by John III. When iNIr

Link visited tl-.is town, a large and massive edifice was
building for barracks, which, when linishcd, will, he

supposes, be unique in its kind in Portugal.

Evora was lorinerly the seat of an university, but it

has totally fallen into decay since the time of Pojnbal.

There are no manufactures, and no trade in llie town.

It contains five parish churches and 23 religious

houses. It is defended by twelve bastions, and two demi-
bastions. " On the north side of Evora," says Mr Link,
" the hills rise, being round the town, adorned with

gardens, and on their summits with evergreen oaks.

The road from hence to Montemor o Novo, which is

five leagues distant, passes over granite hills, partly

covered with corn fields and partly with fine woods of

evergreen, oaks, and pastures, which give great variety

to the prospect." Population 12,000. West Long. 7°

42', and North L it. 38" 30'. See Link's Travels in Por-
tugal, p. 47 I . (ly)

EU1-'HR.\TES, or more properly called the Phrat,

from the ilebrew Phar, or Pltaratz, to spread, and Pha-
rali, to produce fiuit or llowers; a river of Asia, which,

with the Tigris, forms ih-.; western boundary of the

Persian empire.

The Euphrates has two principal sources in the

mountains of Armenia; the first of these is called Al-

ia, issuing from a mountain in the vicinity of the towns
of Bayazid and Diadin, and receives in its course the

tribute of six springs from Shehrian, Malasjird, Khun-
noos, Chaharbore, Miznajird, and Kague. The second

is formed by the confluence of many streams from the

mountains around Erzeroom ; and is called the Karasu,

from the blackness of its water.

These two streams pursue a westerly direction, and
unite near the town of Kebban, in the recesses of Mount
Taurus, when the river inclines to the south-west, and
passes within a few miles of the walls of Malatea. Recei-

ving at Malatea another tributary stream, it approaches

the Mediterranean, till it is forced into a south-east

course by the mountains in the neighbourhood of Samo-
sata. Though not so rapid, the Euphrates is a much
finer river than the Tigris; while the latter at Argunna
is but a little brook, the Euphrates is 100 yards broad
at Malatea, and at Ul Der, or the ancient Thapsacus,
800. Ten miles from the village of Lemloon, situated

about half way between Bussora and Hillah, its waters
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are difTused over an immense morass, and are again col-

lected about 21 miles north of Samavat. These marshes
have been much increased since 1784, when the Great
Soliman Pasha threw a bank across the river at Delva-

nia, to divert the course of the river into an old chan-

nel, for the purpose of attacking with advantage the

Alghuzil Arabs. At Korna, about 130 miles distant

from its mouth, the Euphrates joins tlic Tigris; their

united streams receive the name of the Shal ool Arab,
and form one of the noblest rivers in the East. Tlic

force of the flood-tide prevails so much at Korna, that,

from the point of the triangle formed by the junction of

the two rivers, it is seen flowing up the Euphrates on
the one hand, and forced back by the strength of tiie

Tigris on the other. Korna is one of the lluec Apameas
built by Seleucus, in honour of his first wife Apama,
and is situated at the point of a triangle, formed by the

confluence of these two streams. Sir John Malcolm,
sent as ambassador from India to the court of Persia by
the Marquis Wellesley, considering the position of Kor-
na peculiarly advantageous, and where an impregnable
fort might be erected at a trifling expcnce, which would
secure the navigation of both rivers, repress the inroads

of the neighbouring Arabs, and command the countries

between Bagdad and Bussora, recommended this object

as worthy of the attention of the governor general of

India. Here the channels of the Euphrates and Ti-

gris are so deep, that a small ship of war might anchor
close to the works, and a canal cut across the base of

the triangle, from one river to the other, would render
any other fortification unnecessary.

Polybius observes, that the Euphrates is remarkable
for differing in one respect from most others in the

Avorld. Rivers, in general, he remarks, increase in

size as they advance in their course, their waters swel-

ling in winter and decreasing in summer. The Euphra-
tes, on the contrary diminishes as it flows, is very high

in the middle of summer, and riO where so broad as in

Syria. This is accounted for from its increase being the

effect of the dissolution of snows in the mountains, and
not of winter rains; canals and reservoirs being employed
to draw off the superabundant waters for irrigating the

districts on its banks, it decreases as it traverses an ex-

tent of country.

Captain M. Kinneir, author of a Geographical Me-
moir of the Persian Empire, who must be supposed the

safest authority to follow, writing fiom actual observa-

tion on the spot, and to whom we are indebted for much
interesting information on tl-.is subject, says, that the

greatest rise of the Euphrates is in J.muary, when it

attains an increase of 12 feet perpendicular; and it con-

tinues to rise and fall till the end of May or beginning

of June. Here is a manifest contradiction of Polybius,

which we cannot hope to reconcile, as it probably pro-

ceeds from some change, in the manner in which the

river is now affected, unknown to us. However, in jus-

tice to Polybius, who is est'jemed an excellent historian,

and drew from the best sources within his reach, we
must observe that that part of his account where he

mentions that the Euphrates decreases in size as it ad-

vances in its course, is supported by Kinneir; for this

author stales that at Hdlah, near the anciint Babylon,

the Euphrntes is only 200 paces broad, and 40 feet deep.

Now Hillah is much below Ul Der, where it is 800
yards broad. Perhaps the great depth of 40 feet may
be thought to compensate in some degree the breadth
so much higher up ; but wc are not warranted to draw

this conclusion, as Kinneir has not given us the depth
of the river at Ul Der. Even in the driest season, the
Euphrates is navigable for boats of considerable bur-
den, up as far as Shukashu, a village situated on the
west bank of the river, and a day's sail from Korna.
The tides of the Persian Gulf reach 20 or 25 miles
above Korna: and the river is navigated, during six
months of the year, by flat bottomed boats up to Hil-
lah. These boats are of a singular construction. The
body resembles a half-moon in shape ; the ribs and
planks are roughly nailed together, and the outside
covered with naptha or bitumen ; there is no keel,

and the rudder, formed of a number of spars clum-
sily bound together, is nearly as large as the vessel;
the rigging consists of one mast and a lateen sail.

When proceeding to Bussora, they float down the stream ;

on their i-elurn, they are tracked up against the cur-
rent. Another kind of boat, perfectly round, made of
wicker work, covered with bitumen, and aliout seven
feet in diameter, called a Kufa, is much used on the Eu-
phrates and Tigris. Herodotus mentions circular boats
made of reeds, in the form of a shield ; and, as Captain
Kinneir remarks, it is curious to observe that so little

alteration in their construction has taken place during
such a lapse of ages.

No subject has excited more the attention of the learn-

ed than the river Euphrates, with regard to its great ca-
nals and artificial lakes, dug for the reception of its wa-
ters at the season of inundation. Of the ancient autho-
rities, Arrian is the most explicit, and who, Dr Vincent
in his learned work on the voyage of Nearchus, says,

possesses the peculiar felicity of rising in estimation in

proportion to the attention paid to liis relations, the pu-
rity of tlie sources whence he drew, liaving been esta-

blished by subsequent discovery and investigation. The
canal of Pallacopas, dug by the first of the Babylonian
kings, is still in existence ; but, since the desertion of
Kufa, having fallen into disrepair, about twenty years
ago it was partially cleared by the Nabob of Oude, in

honour of whom the Arabs now call it Hindi. It is cut
from tlie right baidc of the Eu)ihrates, and that part of
it which still holds water, extends to within five miles
of the city of Meshed Ali, or Nejiff. The remainder
is nearly choked up with sand, but its coui'se may be
traced from the Bahr Nejifl", or Sea of Nejiff, to the
town of Zobeir, and to its termination at the Khore
Abdallah in the Persian Gulf. In the neighbourhood
of Babylon are still the remaiiis of two lakes, celebra-
ted by the names of All and his son Hussein. The up-
per lake lies nearly on the parallel of Babylon : At its

northern extremity stands the town of Kerbela, contain-

ing the tomb of Hussein, the grandson of Mahommed,
From the southern extremity of this lake to the north-

ern point of the lower, or Bahr Nejiff, the distance is

about twenty-five miles. Meshed Ali is situated a lit-

tle to the east. Into t lis lower lake the Euphrates was
turned by the canal of Pallacopas, at the season of its

floods. The opening and shutting of this canal was a
part of the office of the satrap of Babylon; and, as Dr
Vincent remarks, it must have been a duty of the high-
est importance, in a trcict of country where all is desert

that cannot be watered, and every spot fertile that can
be flooded.

When Babylon was the capital of the East, the com-
mand of the waters of the Eujihrales was highly ne-
cessary for the cultivation of the atlji'cent districts;

and thus, as the cities in the vicinity of its banks have
5 L 2
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flourishtd oi' lUcaytd, iu c.uiaU aiul dikes have been

preserved or iieglcctLcl. And thous?!) its srand canals

have failed, the ruinous policy ot Uic TurUs, al this

day, rejrards the paniiil ilislrilnition of its waltrs as an

object of primary imporlance for lue purpose of inii^a-

liui). Arrian gives us liie following accouiit of the origin

and object of the canal of Fallacopas, cut from the li^u-

phrates to draw off its siiptrabui.daul waters. For this

river, he tells us, descending fioni the mountains of

Armenia, flows within its natural channel duiing win-

tei, but receives such an accession of water in the be-

ginning of spring, ai.d a still greater about the summer

solstice, tiiat, ovcillowing its banks, it lays under wa-

ter the plains of Assyria. And unless this inundation,

caused by the dibsolulion of snows in tlie mountains,

were difl'used by means of the cut of Fallacopas over

lakes and marshes, the whole of the surrounding cotm-

try would be desolated. The waters thus drawn of!',

reach the main by a diversity of subterraneous courses.

Tliough the Euphrates again decreases after the disso-

lution and discharge of the snows, yet so great a part of

its waters flow through the Fallacopas, that had not

means been adopted to bank up this channel, and conSne

the river within its natural limits, the whole Euphrates

would probably discharge itself in this direction, and re-

fuse its waters to irrigate and fertilize the plains of As-

syria. On this account the Satrap of Babylon, at a great

expence of labour, cut off the communication, although

the work on being completed, was found to be insuffi-

cient; the embankment being composed of mud and such

like materials, was incapable of resisting the pressure

®f the water, and continued to yield it a jiassage through

tlie canal. Alexander, consulting the advantage of As-
syria, shut out the waters by a more solid and perma-

nent work. At a short distance, a rocky soil was found,

which, when cut through, and prolonged to the Fallaco-

pas, offered the double advantage of conducting the su-

perabundant waters, without injury to its banks, and of

affording a good foundation for the constructing of works
and sluices to admit the waters of the Euphrates at its

season of inundation, and to exclude them effectually

when the floods had subsided, and when it became ne-

cessary to confine the river within its natural channel,

for the cultivation of Assyria. Alexander sailed to Fal-

lacopas, falling down the canal into the IJahr Nejiff.

Here having fixed upon a convenient spot, he founded
a city, defended by walls. J'hus far we follow Arrian.

This city long retained the name of Alexandria, after

that of its founder, but on its becoming the residence

of a dynasty of Arabian princes, was chajiged to that of

Ilira. It is now known by the name of Nejiff or Me-
shed Ali, and is supplied with water by a subterraneous
aqueduct, connected with the cut of Fallacopas. Tliis

the Wahabee, in order to distress the city, broke down,
so that when Captain Kinnier was at Aleshed Ali, in

1808, the inhabitants of the town were obliged to bring
their water in sheep skins, from a distance of three or
four miles.

The Bahr Nejiff, or sea of Nejiff, (the Rahcmah of
D'Anville) is of equal antiquity with the Fallacopas, and
a work of infinite labour. The above mentioned gentle-
man passed through the middle of it, in his way from Sa-
mavat to Meshed Ali, and found it dry, with the excep-
tion of a few ravines and channels of water, near which
the poorer classes rear rice and vegetables. There are
other canals which deserve notice. Of these, the canal
of Kerbela, or Nahr Sa;xs, now called Husseini, at the

cxlremiiy of wliicli is the I.irgc an;l popti'ous town of

Keibcla, or Meshed Hussein, is a very fine one, though
more ancient than tiie tlays of .Mexander, and supposed

at one time to have l)een connected with ti;e B.dir Nijill".

Of the canal of Isn, which is said to liave counnenced at

Is, the modern Hi'., and to have terminated at Opis, con-

necting the Euphrates and Tigris, not a trace now re-

mains. The only canal at piesent conimiinicuting with

the two rivers, is called the Hie. It cuts the Jezua ex-

actly half way between Bussora and Bagdad, ami in spring

is navigable for large boats.

Al the small town of Hit, wliich furnished the biui-

men pf which the walls of Babyion were built, a bridge

of boats is thrown across the Euphrates, lor the conve-

nience of the caravans of Bagdad and Aleppo. There is

a bridge of 15 arches at the town of Argish, three days

journey fiom Van, situated on the north-west side of the

lake of the same name, which is about 168 miles in cir-

cumference, but whose water is so brackish as to Ije

unfit for use.

It is well known that the Euphrates divided the city

of Babylon into tw"o equal parts, flowing through it Iroin

north to south. Its banks were faced with bricks, the

inhaliitai.ts descending by steps to tlie water, through
small brass gates in a lofty wall, parallel willi the river.

Semiramis threw across a bridge of five turlongs in

length, and 30 feet in breadth, to connect the two quar-

ters of the city, and erected a jjalace at each entl of the

biidge. These palaces communicated with each other,

by means of a vaulted passage cut under the bed of the

river, for which purpose an immense lake was dug, into

which its waters were turned. The course of the river,

Kinncir remarks, might easily be diverted, as the banks
of the Euphrates rise above tf.e level of the adjoining

plain; but, as he adds, it is diilicult to conceive how it

could be confined within tlie compass of an artificial

lake, without inundating the surrounding country, or

forcing a passage to the sea. The waters of the Eu-
phrates were again diverted by Cyrus, when he look

Babylon. Taking advantage of a great festival held in

the city, and when all its inhabitants were immersed in

debauchery and revelling, he posted a part of liis troops,

destined for the attack, on ihal side where the Euphra-
tes entered the town, and another division on the side

whence it issued out, giving orders that they should en-

ter the city by marching along the bed of the river, as

soon as they found it fordable. In the evening, he
caused the great receptacles and canals above and be-

low the town to be opened. By this means the Eujjhra-

tes was discharged, and its natural channel left dry.

The enlerprizc was greatly facilitated, and, perhaps,

solely acconqilished, in consequence of the negligence

and disorder of ihe city, as that night the gates of brass

which shut up the avenues from the river to the town
were left open.

When Kinneir examined the ruins of Babylon, he
mentions particularly a pyramid, six miles south-west

of Hillah, called Nimrood by the Arabs, about 50 feet

in height, fioni whose summit the windings of the Eu-
phrates may be traced through the level plain of Shi-

nar. ^'illages and orchards arc seen to line its banks,

while a few hamlets, intcr.spersed here and there on the

desert, appear like spots on the suiface of the ocean.
Though the Euphrates flows through one of the most
productive regions of the earth, the pernicious policy

of the Turk renders unavailing the bounty of nature, the

baneful influence of despotism couvcrting fertile plams
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into sterility, and the habitation of wild beasts. On those

baulks where once flourished the prniidesi. cities of the

world, now languish coaipiir.itivtly insignificant towns;

where luxury and abundance were universally ditVuscd,

a scanty pittance is now gathered; and where mighty
conquerors have contended for kingjdonis, tlie wander-

ing Arab of the desert now vindicates his spoil. But
the whole extent of country aloni^; the banks of the Eu-
phrates must not be included in this picture of desola-

tion. The desci-iptioii of Armenia, through considera-

ble part of wliich this river flows, appeared so delight-

iul to the imagination of poetry, that Milton has fixed

here the terrestrial seat of paradise.

Eden stietch'd her line

J'lom Aiiran, eastward to the royal towers
Of great St'leiiciu, built by Grecian king's,

Or where the sons of Eden long before

Dwelt in Telassar.

Par. Lost. Book IV.

The borders of the Euphrates between Korna and
Sluikashu produce dry grain in abundance, and the ter-

ritory of the Aighazil Arabs, a low marshy tract, form-

ed by tlie expansion of its waters between Lemloon and
Samavat, is celebrated for its crops of rice. There is

an excellent breed of horses on the banks of this river,

in the district inhabited by tlie tribe of INIontefidge, great

numbers of which have lately been exported to India,

by Mr Manesty, the British resident at Bussora. A
very high bred horse, however, is difficult to be pro-

cured, even at Bagdad or Bussora, and will fetch from
1200 to 3000 piastres, or from about 120/. to 300/. ster-

ling.

In noticing the mouth of the Euphrates, we shall at-

tend chiefly to what Kinneir says on the snljject. This
has given occasion to a great deal of discussion. Ur
V'incent has bestowed much pains and argument in elu-

cidating the matter, and D'Anville has been led into

gross mistakes, from ignorance on some particular points

of inquiry. But Kinneir having been encamped for six

months on the banks of the Karoon and Hafar, tmust be

supposed, from his intelligence, and opportunity of in-

vestigation, eminently qualified to give correct informa-

tion, and to settle disputed points.

It has generally, tliough erroneously, been supposed,

that the Shat-ool-Arab, (the combined stream of the Eu-
phrates and Tigris,) eniers the Persian Gulf by a variety

of mouths. This mistake has probably arisen from the ig-

norance of navigators, about the rivers of Susiana, con-

cluding that the seven channels which issue from the

Delta into the sea, at no great distance from each other,

were derived from the Shat-ool-Arab, the river with

which they were chiefly acquainted. Tlicse channels,

or khores, as they are called in Mr Cluer's map, pre-

serve the following order : Cossisa Bouny, Bamishere,
Karoon, Seluge, Mohilla, Goban, and Deria Bona. If it

be proved that the Bamishere, the next in succession,

as well as in magnitude, to the Cossisa Bouny, or Shat-

ool-Arab, is not in the least augmented by the waters of

the latter, clearly none of the others can ; for the only

means of communication is by the Hafar cut. Now, the

ISamishere is the main stream of the Karoon. This river,

after its confluence with the Abzal at Bundikeil, con-

tains perhaps a greater body of water than either the

Euphrates or Tigris separately. This stream, on reach-

ing Sabla,- a ruined village 30 miles east of Bussora, dis-

unites; the largest branch called Hafar, after a course

of fourteen or fifteen miles, again separates. Tl^c great-
est portion of waters flowing obli(|uely to the east, con-
stitute the Bamishere, and the rest enter the Sliat-jol-

Ar.d), through an artificial cut, thiec miles long. Tliis

cut is the only communication which the Shat-ool-Arab
has with the six eastern channels; and as the waters of
the Karoon constantly flow through it into that river, not
those of the Shat-ool-Arab into the Karoon, it is evident
that neither the Bamishere, nor the other Khores, are
derived from the combined sticam of the Euphrates and
Tigris, which, on ajiproaching the Gulf, receives the

name of the Cossisa Bouny.
Tiie Euplirates, according to Arrian and Strabo, en-

tered the Persian Gulf by a separate channel, afterwards
obstructed and turned by the citizens of Orchoe. This
opinion has been acquiesced in by D'Anville. Vincent,
however, thinks this erroneous, and tries to prove th.at

the Pallacopas canal passing near the city of Orchoe,
and entering the gulf in the Khore Abdullah, was mis-
taken by the ancients for the mouth of the Euphrates.
The five remaining channels are ramifications of the

Karoon, which takes an easterly direction towards the
Delta of Goban, on separating from the main stream of
the Sabla. Before Sheikh Solyman raised his bui.d, or

embankment, at Sabla, the Bamisheie was the channel
usually navigated by ships bound to Bussora. They
passed through the Hafar cut, which is at least 150

yards wide, and, at high water, deep enough to admit a

vessel of any size.

Nearchus, on his voyage from the Indus to the Eu-
phrates, entering the cliannel called by Arrian, Pasili-

gris, now known by the name of the Karoon, conducted
his fleet up to Susa, and thence descending with a divi-

sion of his ships through the Hafar cut, which thus ap-

pears to be of greater antiquity than the days of Alex-
der, passed into the Shat-ool-Arab. Some ships, com-
manded by Nearchus in person, sailed up the Euphrates
as far as Babylon. At Babylon the death of Alexander
terminated the further prosecution of an enterprise,

which extended to the circumnavigation of Arabia, up
the Red Sea to Suez. A plan worthy of the compre-
hensive genius of the illustrious projector of a voyage,

which must be considered as the most interesting in the

world, at the time of its accomplishment, opening a

communication with Europe and the most distant re-

gions of Asia, and, as Dr Vincent observes, the source

and origin of the Portuguese discoveries, and the pri-

rnary cause, however remote, of the British establish-

ments in India.

From its source, the Euphrates performs a course of

about 1400 miles to its confluence with the Tigiis at

Korna, which, estimating at the distance of 130 miles

from the Persian Gulf, the waters of the Euphrates con-

sequently flow upwards of 1500 miles in reaching the

sea.

See Kinncir's Geogra/ihical Memoir of the Persian

Km/iirc, pansim, and the accompanying Map; Memoire
sur VEujUiratc et te Tigre fiar D'y^nviUe ; Vincent's

Voyage of JVtarc/ius, and jirrian's Hist, by Gronovius.

(W. T.)

EURIPIDES, a celebrated Grecian tragic poet, was
born in the first year of the 75th Olympiad, (about 463
B. C.) in the island of Salamis, whither his parents had

retired, a short time previous to the invasion of .Attica

by Xerxes. In conricquence of the false interpretation

of an equivocal oracle, he was destined, by iiis father,

for the profession of an athletic champion ; but his own
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natural genius soon dii-ectcd liim to very Jirfcrent pur-

suits. He is said to have studied vlictoiic under Piodi-

cus, natural pliiiosopliy under Auaxagoras, and morals

\uider Socrates. This last, however, allhoui;h afTunied

by various authors, appears to be a mistake ; for, upon a

reference to clironology, it will be foimd, that Socrates

was twelve or tliirteen years younger than Euripides;

which makes it very improbable that the latter could

liave stood in the relation of pupil to the former. But it

is pretty certain, that a gieat friendship and intimacy

subsisted between these two eminent men ; in so much
that Socrates, who in general disapproved of dramatic

exhibitions, seldom appeared at the theatre, unless when

the tragedies of Euripides were to be performed.

At an early age, Euripides imbibed a strong partiali-

ty for the study of philosophy ; but perceiving the dan-

gers and persecutions to which those exposed them-

selves, who ventured to combat vulgar prejudices, and

to controvert the popular opinions, he was induced to

abandon his favourite pursuits, and devoted himself,

from his eighteenth year, to the composition of drama-

tic poetry, in which he soon rose to the highest emi-

nence. He wrote a great number of tragedies, which

were held in the highest estimation during his own time,

and have been admired by the best scholars and most

learned critics of all ages. He was the contemporary and

rival of Sophocles, with whom he repeatedly contested

the palm of superiority in the composition of tragic po-

etry. Like many of the great men of that age, he ex-

perienced the biting ridicule of the celebrated comic
writer Aristophanes ; and, in consequence of the sar-

casms of that formidable wit, it is said he resolved to

withdrav/ from Athens to the court of Archelaus of Ma-
cedon, a great patron of learned men, by whom he was
hospitably received, and raised to high honours. Here,

however, he met with a most tragical fate ; for, while he

was walking in a wood, according to his custom, absorb-

ed in profound meditation, he was encountered and torn

to pieces by the prince's dogs, who happened to be at

that time engaged in hunting. Archelaus lamented his

death, and gave him a magnificent funeral. When the

news of his fate reached Athens, the inhabitants were so

grieved at the event, that the whole city went into mourn-
ing. His great rival Sophocles, with a soul superior to

vulgar jealousy, also manifested his grief in the most
unequivocal manner. He ordered a tragedy to be per-
formed upon the occasion, at which he himself and the
actors appeared in deep mourning. The circumstances
of the death of Euripides, however, are variously report-
ed ; but we have given the most current tradition re-
garding it ; and the event seems to have happened when
he was about 75 years of age.

Euripides is said to have been the author of ninety-
two tragedies, of which nineteen still remain. His per-

formances seldom gained the prize ; yet they were much
esteemed by the Greeks, and so highly venerated among
the Sicilians, that when the Athenian army, commanded
by Nicias, was defeated in Sicily, the soldiers purchased
their lives and liberties by reciting the verses of Euripi-
des. His plays abound so much in moral sentences, and
philosophical maxims, that he was called the philoso-

pher of the stage. By many, he has been considered as

the most accomplished of all the ancient tragic poets,

although the critics are divided in their opinions con-
cerning the superior claims of jEschylus, Sophocles, and
the subject of this article. Quintilian seems un\villing

to decide, yet he evidently gives the palm to Euripides,

(Inst. Or. lib. x. cap. 1.) He is inferior to the two first,

perhaps, in majesty, sublimity, and force ; but he is

generally allowed to surpass them in morality and pa-

thos ; and in the declamatory eloquence of the stage he
is probably unriv-alled. Aristotle calls him the most
tragical of all the poets.

Euripides introduced some improvements into the

composition of tragedy. Among other changes, he sup-
pressed the prologue, in which it had been usual to give
an outline of the story, and threw the exposition of the

subject into the piece itself; a mode of proceeding,

which, although it presented some difficulties to the au-

thor, was of considerable advantage to the dramatic art.

The manners of Euripides were harsh, and his cha-

racter austere ; but his dramatic productions, in general,

do not indicate such dispositions; for there is no poet
who has written with greater feeling and tenderness, or
who has described the passion of love in more expres-
sive and delicate terms. He is said, however, to have
had two wives, whose character and conduct were far

from contributing to soften the asperity of his temper
;

and he acquired the name of the ivoman hater, probably
in consequence of the many invectives which, in his

writings, he pointed against the fair sex.

The earliest edition of Euripides is that of Aldus Ma-
nutius, Venice, 1503, 8vo. It contains only the Greek
text of eighteen tragedies This edition was renewed
by Hervagius, Basil, 1537, &c. Robert Winter pub-
lished another edition at Basil, in 1541, with a Latin
version. John Oporin printed an edition of Euripides,
in Greek and Latin, 1562, fol. Plantinus gave an edition

at Antwerp, 1571, 16mo, with the division and arrange-
ment of the verses by William Canter. Besides these,

we have the edition of Jerome Commelin, Heidelberg,
1597, 8vo; of Paul Stevens, 1604, 4to ; and of Joshua
Barnes, Cambridge, 1694, fol. with a life prefixed, and
learned notes. Some tragedies have been printed sepa-
rately, and commented upon, liy different editors. The
excellent English translation of Euripides by Potter, is

well known. (2^
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EUROPE.

EuuorE is ibc name given to one of tlic four great ili-

visions into xvliicli gcogiaplirrs have divided llie CiUth.

Tliough much the smallest, it is by far the must iuipor-

lant and powerful, and indeed governs almo t all the

others. In the warmtii of its climate, the fi riility ol its

soil, and the richness and luxui'iance of its producliuns,

Europe is perhaps the least favoured quarter of the

world, fiut in tlie political slrt-iiglh and greatness of

the nations which inhabit it, in civilization and refine-

ment, in attainments in science, and in all the useful and

ornamental arts, the superiority is vast and striking.

Here is the theatre on which the human character lias

appeared to the greatest advantage, and where society

has attained its most pt rlcct form, both in ancient and

modern times ; and this smallest portion of the globe,

seems destined to extend knowledge and improvement
over the rest of tlie world.

The origin of the name Euro/te is not certainly known

;

but it seems to have been extended from that of a small

district on the European side of tlic Hellespont, as the

name of Asia spread from the name of the country on

the opposite shore. The extent of this part of the globe,

which yields considerably even to Africa, is from tlie

most western point of Portugal near Lisbon, to the Ura-

lian mountains on the east, in length about 3300 British

miles, and in breadth, fiom the Nona Cape .:' Lapiand

to the southern extremity of Greece, about 2350. The
contents in square miles, though they cannot be calcu-

lated with any degree of accuracy, may be stated at the

medial number of two millions and a half. The ancients

were but very imperfectly acquainted with the boundaries

of Europe. A great proportion of this division, especi-

ally in the north and east, has never been known with

any degree of precision until modern times. It is bound-
ed on the north by the Arctic Ocean, or Frozen Sea;
on the west by the Atlantic Ocean ; and on the soath by

the Mediterranean Sea. Its eastern limits are not so

well defined. As the natural boundaries on this side

extend only a certain lengiii, it is separated from Asia

in many places merely by arbitrary limits. Tlie line

which divides these two quarters of the globe, is gene-

rally understood, however, to proceed along the Uralian

mountains, down the small river Karporiia, the great

river Don, and through the Sea of Azof, the Black Sea,

the Hellespont, the Sea of Marmora, and the Dardanel-
les into the Mediterranean.

There are in Europe no great natural divisions, unless

we consider it as divided by the Baltic into the countries

north and south of that sea. On the north of the Baltic,

are the northern or Scandinavian kingdtmis, Denn-iark,

Norway, and Sweden. The extensive empire of Russia,

occupies the remainder of the north and all the east of

Europe. In the south, is the European part of the

Turkish empire, and the Italian states. In the west,

proceeding from south to north, are the kingdoms of

Spain and Portugal, France, Holland, and part of Ger-
many. And in the centre of Europe are situated most
of the Germany states, Prussia, Poland, Switzerland, Bo-
hemia, Hungary, &c. During the violent and extraor-

dinary convulsions which for the last twenty years have
agitated and desolated this division of the globe, it has
often been difficult to say what were tlie limits, or who

were the masters of many of its states and kingdoms;
but now that the storm has subsiiled, the\ are again re-

turning to nearly their former boundcines, their former
goveinmtius, and their former institutions.

The European islands are numerous, and some of
them extensive and highly important. On the west in

the Atlantic Ocean, are the Azores, situated about thir-

teen <legiecs west of Cape St Vincent in Portugal.
Though frequently classed under Africa, they more pro-
perly belong to Europe, to which they are nearer, from
which they were peopled, and to which they have always
been subject. The British isles, consisting of Great
Britain and Ireland, with the numerous circumjacent
islands belonging to them, the seat of the greatest and
most powerful empire on the face of the earth. The
Faroe islands, belonging to the crown of Denmark. The
large and celebrated island of Iceland, subject to the
same power, lying about 400 miles from the continent
in the Western Ocean ; and numerous other but unim-
portant islands on the Norwegian coast. In the great
Northern Sea, the chief and most extensive are the
remote and dreary and almost uninhabited islands of
No\a Zembla and S])iizbergen. In the Baltic Sea, arc
the islands of Denmark, Zealand, the chief seat of the

Danish monarchy, Funen, Laland, Talster, Bornholm,
kc. ; the islands of Rugen, Oelaud, Gothland, and Aland,
belonging to Sweden; and those of Cronstadt, Oesal,
Dago, kc. subject to Russia. In the Mediterranean,
are the islands of Majorca and Minorca, of Corsica and
Sai'dinia, the large and fertile island of Sicily, Malta,
Candia the ancient Crete, Negropont the aiicicnt Eu-
bcea, with the numerous other islands of the Grecian
Archipelago.
Europe contains numerous peninsulas. Some of its

finest and most celebrated regions are peninsular. Be-
sides innumerable others of lesser extent and import-
ance, we may notice Criin-Tartary in the Black Sea

;

the peninsulas of Greece and of Italy in the Mediter-
ranean ; Spain and Portugal, contained between the

Mediterranean and the Atlantic ; and Jutland, formed by
the Atlantic and the Baltic. We may include also Scan-
dinavia, which is only a large peninsula formed by the

Baltic and the Northern Ocean.
The mountains of Europe do not form ridges of such

vast extent as those of Asia, and are much inferior in

height to those in Thibet and in South .\inerica. Of
the Euiopean mountains, the Alps undoubtedly hold
the first place. They extend, in a kind of semicircular

form, from the Gulf of Genoa, through Switzerland,

which contains their centre and highest parts, and ter-

minate in the Carnic Alps, on the north of the Adriatic

Sea—a length of about 550 British miles. Mount Blanc,

the highest point of the Alpine chain, and the greatest

elevation of the ancient continent, rises 15 662 feet above
the level of the sea. Next to the Alps are the Pyrenees,

which divide France from Spain, extending between the

Atlantic and the Mediterranean. Mont Perdu, which is

considered as the highest elevation of the Pyrenees, as-

cends above the level of the sea about 1 1,000 feet. Be-
tween Norway and Sweden runs the extensive Scandi-

navian chain, known by distinct appellations as it passes

through different provinces. The elevation ot these
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mountains have not been very accurately ascertained ;

but they do not equal the Alps, ov even the Pyrenees.

The grand and extensive ridge of the Carpathian moun-
tains extends, in a semiciicular form, from the mountain

of Javornick, south of Silesia, bounds Hungary on the

north and east, and sends ofl' branches to Tiansylvania

and VVallachia. Its whole circuit may be about 500

miles; and the highest summits of these mountains do

not exceed 8000 or 9'iOO fett. On the south of the

Danube, in Turkey, runs the grand range of the Hse-

mus, stretching from Eniinch to tlie south of Servia, a

tract of 400 miles, known under various names. From
the western extremity of the Ilaemus branch off two
other extensive chains, one running between Dalmatia

and Bosnia; the other passing south, and forming the

mountains of Albania on the west of Greece. The Ap-
pcnincs, brandling ofi' from the Alps near Ormea, sepa-

rate the plains of Piedmont fioni the sea, and stretch, in

one extensive and uninterrupted chain, through the

whole length of Italy to its failhcst extremities. Of the

volcanic mountains of Europe, mount Atna, in Sicily,

claims the first distinction. The other volcanoes are

those of mount Vesuvius near Naples, and mount Ilecla

in Iceland. The islands ofLipan, to the north of Sicily,

also contain many volcanoes, of which S'.romboli is the

chief. The Europcn mountains which we have enume-
rated, with various others of inferior importance, will be

more minutely described under tlieir own names, or un-

der the different countries to which they belong.

On the west of Europe flows the great Atlantic

Ocean, which separates it from the new continent of
America. To different parts of this sea local names
have been given, from the coasts washed by its waves :

As the German Sea, flowing between Great Britain and
the opposite shores of Germany and Denmark ; the

British Cbannel, between the south of England and
the coast of France ; St George's Channel and the Irish

Sea, between Great Britain and Ireland; the Bay of
Biscay, between France and Spain, &c. On the Eu-
ropean coasts of the Atlantic Ocean are various exten-
sive banks or shoals, the resort of cod and other fish,

which prove a useful source of industry and subsistence
to the inhabitants. To the nortli of Europe lies the
Arctic Ocean, extending over the polar regions, tiie

dreary and solitary abode of cold and of ice ; yet even
this enormous and apparently batren waste furnishes a
fertile source of provisions for the human race. Here
the vast and innumerable tribes of herrings find a re-

treat from their numerous foes, and breed their mil-
lions in security. About the middle of winter they
come f(n'th from their retreat, and spread themselves in

three divisions. One directs its course westward, and
reaches the shores of America ; another smaller scpia-
dron passes through the Siraiis of Beering, and visits

the nortli-eastein coasts of Asia. The principal division
reaches Iceland about the beginning of March, in a close
shoal of surprising depth, and of such extent, that its

surface is supposed to equal the dimensions of Great
Britain and Ireland. They are afterwards, however, sub-
divided into numerous smaller columns of five or six
miles in length, and three or four in breadth, which ar-
rive during spring and summer on different parts of the
notth western coasts of Europe. The whale fisheries, too,
Which these northern seas supply, is another source of
considerable wealth to various of tlie European nations.

Ill surveying the continent of Europe, one of its most
striking and important features, is the number and ex-

tent of its inland seas; which have been justly regardec
as one of the chief causes of its industry and civilization,

and consequent superiority to the other grand divisions

of the globe. Amongst these, the Mediterranean is ob-

viously pre-eminent. From its shores, their fiist seats,

both in ancient and modern times, knowledge and civili-

zation have been diffused over the other countries of Eu-
rope. From tne Pi.lars of Hercules, on the west, where
it communicates with the Atlantic, it penetrates between
the continents of Europe and Africa, as far east as Syria
in Asia, a length of 2000 miles, by a breadth of between
400 and 500. On the European side, open two large in-

lets, the Gulph of Venice and the Archipelago, which
still further extend the advantages of inland navigation,

which the Mediterranean so eminently affords. The
wide expanse of this sea is beautifully sprinkled witli

islands, and environed with opulent coasts, abounding
with the most sublime and picturesque features of na-

ture. In the Mediterranean there are no tides, except
in the narrowest straights ; but a current sets along the
Italian shore from west to east, and towards the African

in an opposite direction. This sea abounds in fish. The
chief fisheries are those of the tunny, of the sword-fish,

of tlie sea-dog, and of the anchovy. To the north of th:;

eastern part of this sea, which is denominated the Le-
vant, but distant from it some hundreds of miles, lies the

Black Sea, with which it communicates by two narrow-

straits, and the small sea of Marmora, Avhich is situated

Detween them. Tliis extensive sea, of which the western
parts only belong to Europe, is said to have derived its

name from its Dlack rocks, or dangerous navigation. To
the north of the Black Sea, and connected with it by the
short and narrow strait of Caffa, is tiie sea of Azof, the
utmost maritime limit of Euiope in this quarter. It is

shallow, and polluted with mud, whence its ancient name
of Palus Afeoris.

Amongst the inland seas of Europe, the Baltic holds
the second place. This extensive inlet opens from the

German Sea by a gulf, in tiie direction o! N. E. called

the S/cag-cr fiac/:, and afterwards turns to the south, in

wliat is called the Cattrgat. The Baltic tlien spreads
widely to the N. E. and is divided into two extensive

branches, called the Gulfs of Bothnia and Finland, both

covered with ice during four or five montlis of the win-

ter. The greatest depth of this sea does not exceed 50
fathoms ; and the Swedish naturalists say that it loses

about four feet in extent in the course of u century. Its

waters do not contain above 1 30th part of salt, whereas
other sea-water often holds a tenth. There are no tides,

and the fish are few.

The only other great inland sea of Europe is that call-

ed the Wliiie Sea, wnich is an extensive inlet or gulf of

the Arctic Ocean, penetrating the northern provinces of
Russia in tlie direction of the Baltic. Tiiis sea was bet-

ter known liefore the commerce of Archangel was sup-
planted by that of St Petersburgh.

Tlie numerous and extensive inland seas and gulfs of
Europe, give rise to several celebrated straits. Of these,

besides those already mentioned, the most important are,

the Straits of Gibraltar, which connect the Mediterra-
nean with the Atlantic Ocean ; the Straits of Messina,
between Italy and Sicily ; the Dardanelles, between the

Grecian Archipelago and the Sea of Marmora ; and the

Hellespont, between the Sea of Marmora and the Black
Sea; the Straits of Dov. r, which connect the English
Channel witli the German Sea, and the narrowest dis-

tance between the English and French coasts ; and. in the
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Baltic, the celebrated Strait of the Sound, between the

Island of Zealand and the coast of Sweden, where the

king of Denmark levies a toll on all ships passing up and

down the Baltic; the (!reat Belt, between Zealand and
Funcn ; and the Little Belt, between Funcn and the pe-

ninsula of Jutland.

Europe contains few or no lakes of any great extent.

The most considerable are, the lakes of C^onstance, 45

miles in length, and 1 5 in breadth ; and of Geneva, 40
miles long, and nine at its greatest breadth, both situated

in Switzerland. The lakes, Wenner, 80 miles in length,

and 50 in breadth; Wetter, about 80 miles long, and 12

broad; and Mcelcr, 60 miles by 18, in Sweden. And
Lake Onega, which is about 150 miles in length, by a

medial breadth of about 30; and the Ladoga, 130 miles

long by 70 in breadth, in the western divisions of the

Russian empire.

The more limited extent of Europe admits not the ac-

cumulation of such migiity bodies of water as the Asiatic

and American continents roll to the ocean. The largest

and most important of the European rivers, are, the Vol-
ga, the greater part of which belongs to this division of

the globe. This largest of the European rivers takes
its rise in the mountains of Valday, between Petersburgh
and Moscow, and, after running in a south-easterly di-

rection, a course of upwards of 1700 miles, falls into the

Caspian at Astraean. This noble river, having no cata-

racts, and few shoals, is navigable even as high as Tver.
Its chief tributary streams are, Kama on the east, and
Oka on the west.

Next to Volga is the Danube, whose magnificent
stream rises in Swabia, and passing through Bavaria,

Austria, Hungary, and Turkey, falls into the Black Sea,
after a circuit of 1300 miles. The Danube, though oc-
casionally impeded by small falls and whirlpools, is yet

navigable through an immense extent of its course. The
Dnieper, or ancient Borysthenes, rises in the govern-
ment of Smolensk, about 150 miles to the south of the

source of the Volga, and after a course of about 1000
miles through fertile provinces, falls into the Euxine
Sea. The Rhine rises in the mountains of Switzerland,

and falls into the German Sea, by several mouths, on
the coast of Holland. This noble river, whose banks are
celebrated for their grand and striking scenery, forms
the great barrier between France and Germany, and its

course may be computed at 600 British miles. It re-

ceives, near Mentz, the tributary stream of the Mayne.
The Elbe rises in the Sudetic mountains of Silesia, and,

running through the north of Germany a course of 500
miles, discharges itself into the sea near Cuxhaven. The
Don rises from a lake in the government of Tulan, and
falls into the sea of Azof, after a course of about 800
miles. The Dniester forms the boundary between Eu-
ropean Turkey and Russia, derives its source from the
north side of the Carpathian mountains, and falls into the
Euxine at Akerman, after a course of about 600 miles.

The Dvina and Pelchora direct their course to the Arc-
tic Ocean. The course of the former, which falls into

the White Sea, is about 500 miles ; and that of the latter

450. The Dvina rises in the province of Smolensk in

Russia, and falls into the Baltic at Riga, after running
500 miles. The Vistula rises in the Carpathian moun-
tains, passes Warsaw, and joins the sea near Dantzic,
after a course of 450 miles. The Oder has its source in

the mountains of Moravia, and, after watering Silesia,

Brandenberg, and Pomerania, joins the Baltic, after a
Vol. VIIL Part IT.

course of 380 miles. The Rhone springs from the Gla-
cier of Furca,and, flowing through the Lake of Geneva,
bends its course to the south, ami enters the Mediterra-
nean ; its course is 400 miles. The Loire rises in Lan-
gucdoc, and after running 500 miles, enters the ocean be-

yond Nantes. The beautiful stream of the Seine, on
which the city of Paris is built, falls into the English
Channel at Havre dc Grace, after a course of 250 miles.
The Ebro rises in the mountains of Astuiias in Spain,
and after a south-easterly course of 350 miles, falls into

the Mediterranean Sea. The Tagus has its source in

the west of Arragon, and liolding a course of 450 miles,
falls into the Atlantic at Lisbon. Nor in enumerating
the rivers of Europe, ought we to forget the Thames,
which, though one of the smallest, is one of the most ce-

lebrated ; the seat of British empire, and the grand re-

sort of the commerce of the world.

Excepting a small portion of its most northern limits

which stretches within the Arctic circle, Europe is en-
tirely situated within the temperate zone, and is conse-
quently exempted from the utmost extremities both of
heat and of cold. In so extensive a track, however, the
climate must necessarily be very various. While its

northern states are often cold and bleak, and during ma-
ny months lay bound in the frozen chains of winter, one
wide expanse of snow, its central regions are generally
mild and temperate, and its southern kingdoms enjoy a
sky the most serene, and a climate the purest and most
delightful in the world. The climate of no division of
the globe is more salubrious than that of almost every
part of Europe ; and no where do the human species
live to a more advanced age. The soil of Europe, though
it pours not forth its vegetation with the same spontane-
ous luxuriance as in regions heated by a tropical suk,
yet, aided by the hand of industry, and superior skill in

agriculture, it supplies more certainly and more abun-
dantly than any other quarter of the earth, subsistence
for its numerous population, and furnishes them with all

the comforts and even luxuries of life.

The population of Europe is estimated at 150,000,000
of souls ; which is about one-fifth of the whole popula-
tion of the globe. The Europeans excel both in vigour
of body and in energy and activity of mind; and so far

has their progress in knowledge and arts raised them
above the inhabitants of the other divisions, that they al-

most seem to be a superior race. There can be no doubt
that in Asia were the primeval seats of the human race,

from whence they difi'used themselves over the rest of
the world. The time and circumstances of their first

migrations into Europe, history has not with certainty

recorded. The most ancient population of this quarter
of the earth which we can trace, consisted of the Celts in

the west and south ; the Fins in the north-east ; and the
Laplanders, a diminutive race like the Samoids of Asia,

in the furthest north. Those ancient inhabitants, who
seem to have been thinly scattered, were driven towards
the west and north by the Scythians or Goths from Asia,

whose descendants occupy the greater part of Europe;
and by the Sarmatians or Slavonic tribes, also from Asia,

the ancestors of the Russians, Poles, Sec. From Africa,

also, a colony of the Iberi passed into Spain at a very
early period ; and at a later period, the accession of the

Hungarians and Turks took place from Asia.

The irruptions of these barbarous nations who over-

ran the Roman empire, and settled themselves in every

quarter of Europe, gave rise to a new and singular state

5 M
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of society, dislingiiislicd by the name of the Feudal Sys-

tein. As these conquerors of Europe iiad their acquisi-

tions to maintain, not only against such of the ancient in-

haMtants as lliey had spared, but also against the more

formidable inroads of new invaders, self-defence was their

cliiiif care, and seems to have been the chief object of

their first institutions and policy. ^Vith this view, every

soldier, upon receiving a portion of the lam's which were

divided, bound himself to appear in arms against the ene-

mies of the community. This tenure, by which they

held their land, amongst a warlike people, was reckoned

both easy and honourable. The king or general who
led them to conquest continuing still to be their head,

had, of course, the largest portion allotted to him. These

lands he parcelled out amongst his adherents, binding

those on whom they were bestowed to resort to his stan-

dard when required, with a number of men proportioned

to the extent of territory they received. His chief offi-

cers imitated the example of their sovereign, and in dis-

tributing portions of land to their dependants, annexed

the same conditions to their grant. Thus a feudal king-

dom resembled a military establishment rather than a

civil institution. The victorious army, cantoned out in

the country which it had conquered, continued arranged

under its proper officers, who were ordered to hold them-

selves in readiness to assemble whenever occasion should

require their united operations. The names of a soldier

and a freeman were synonymous. Every proprietor,

girt with a sword, was ready to march at the summons
of his superior, and to take the field against the common
enemy. Such is the origin and outline of that celebra-

ted system which for many centuries prevailed through-

out the whole of Europe. Though it seems well calcu-

lated for repelling foreign assaults, yet it was ill fitted

to promote the ends of internal order and tranquillity, and

•was unfavourable to the cultivation of every art but that

of war. By the gradual operation of various causes, this

barbarous structure has been overthrown in most of the

states of Europe. In some countries, however, conside-

rable remains of it are still to be found, and in all its for-

mer existence, may be traced in their laws, policy, and

institutions.

In Europe, almost alone, or in its colonies, are liberty

and free government to be found. In various states,

freedom is established beyond the reach of accident or

caprice ; and even those governments whichjin theory

are more arbitrary or altogether absolute, the diffu-

sion of knowledge, the state of European society and
manners, and the force of public opinion, has render-

ed in practice comparatively mild, and attentive to

justice and the rights of the subject: The univer-

sal hatred and detestation of which, in this quarter of
the world, where the principles of freedom and of go-
vernment are so much better understood, they inva-

riably render their authors the objects, in a great mea-
sure check such wanton exertions of tyranny as occur
vinder Oriental despotisms. The operation of these cau-
ses is extended, and the administration of its different

governments in some degree assimilated, by that close

and intinate union subsisting amongst its various
states, which is peculiar to modern Europe. In ancient
times, and in other divisions of the globe, every inde-
pendent state is unconnected and detached. It looks
on an inactive spectator, while one of its neighbours is

overrunning and conquering another, and interferes not,

unless for the defence or extension of its own territo-

ries or dominiou. In this state of things, some one in-

dividual power is always acquiring an undue prepon-
derance and ascendency fatal to the independence of
the rest ; and the face of the political world is perpetu-
ally undergoing great and sudden changes. But tiie

sin\ilarity in the situation of the European powers ; the

resemblance of their languages, manners, and laws ;

the extension of their intercourse by travelling and fo-

reign residence ; their union, by the relations of scien-

tific and commercial pursuits, the universality of the
Christan religion, and a conviction of the great and
common advantages of such an union,—have given birth

to an intimate connection in times of peace, and a com-
mon feeling of interest in maintaining the existence of

the present state of affairs. They form a united whole
within themselves, almost separated from the rest of the

world,—a greet federary, acknowledging indeed no
common chief, but united by certain common princi-

ples, and obeying one system of international law.

Each power views with solicitude the dangers which
beset the rest, and feels itself attacked when any of the

weaker states are exposed to the insults or oppressions

of their more formidable neighbours. The power that

would encroach on the territories of any one feeble

neighbour, must lay its account with preserving the

usurpation, by exposing its whole dominions and colo-

nies to the combined attacks of the other states, who will

immediately unite to restore the former balance of power.

Such is the system of political equilibrium which ex-

ists in this quarter of the globe, though an impolitic

ambition, or thoughtless security, has frequently pre-

vented its full application to the affairs of modern Eu-
rope. We may easily perceive, however, how great

has been its influence in maintaining the independence
of the different states, if we consider the trifling extent

of the changes which have taken place in the relative

situations of the European powers, and the distribu-

tion of the Continent under separate governments du-

ring the long period of modern history. Thus in Eu-
rope has been formed a species of general law, which,

in most instances, supersedes an appeal to the sword,

by rendering such an appeal fatal to any power that

may infringe upon the code ; by sending the forces of

the rest invariably against each delinquent ; by agree-

ing that any project of violating a neighbour's integri-

ty shall be prevented or avenged, not according to the

resources of their neighbour, but according to the

full resources of every other member of the European
community, and by constantly watching over the state

of public affairs, even in profound peace. Sucli is the

balancing system, carried to its full extent ; and sucli

is the state of refinement to which it is constantly

tending.

The time, it is probable, is approaching, when the

affairs of Europe, like those of a great commonwealth,
shall be settled, not in the field of battle, but in a ge-

neral congress of deputies from its vaiious states ; and

any of its nations waging war be regarded as guilty of

rebellion ; to quell which, all the rest are bound to con-

tribute their aid. But as civil wars will often take place,

and sometimes succeed in overturning the governments

which they attack, so commotions will also take place

in the European community, and may even be of such

a nature and strength, as to endanger or even altoge-

ther overturn the general confederacy. Of this kind

were the late dreadful and alarming convulsions which
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for a time completely suspended, and seemed to hiivc

entirely destroyed, the balance of power in this part of

the world. But its diflcrent kingdoms having again

subsided into their ancient state, after one of the seve-

rest agitations to which they can ever be exposed, has

established this system much more firmly than if it

had never been interrupted ; and shewn, that no power
need hereafter attempt to disturb it, who is not able

to subjugate Europe.
The Christian is the universal religion of Europe,

with the exception of Turkey, in which Mahometan-
ism is established, but where, nevertheless, at least

one half of the inhabitants are Christians. And its

religion must be regarded as one of the causes of the

superiority of Europe ; for wherever the religion of

Jesus has penetrated, knowledge, industry, and civili-

zation, have followed. The southern parts of Europe
were converted to the Christian faith at an early pe-

riod. Among the barbarous tribes of the North, the

progress was slow. Scandinavia remained Pagan till

the eleventh century ; some Sclavonic tribes on the

South of the Baltic till the thirteenth ; and it is not

above a century since the Laplanders were converted

by missions from Denmark. The chief divisions of

the Christian church are three : The Greek church,

which prevails in Europe, and the two grand distinc-

tions of Catholics and Protestants ; the former of which
are prevalent in the South, and the latter in the North
of Europe.
The progressive geography of Europe will be more

properly and more minutely illustrated under the de-

scriptions of its different kingdoms and states. Spain,

France, and Britain, were early and fully explored by
jhe Romans, who overran them with their arms, and
established in them permanent settlements. Their
ships explored the southern shores of the Baltic, as

far as the river Rubo, or the Western Dvina, and dis-

covered the names of several tribes along the coasts ;

they were also acquainted with the southern parts on
the left of the Danube, but of the central parts of

Germany it is evident, from the maps of Ptolemy,

they had no just ideas. Of Scandinavia, the ancients

knew only the southern parts, as far as the lakes Wet-
ter and Wenner. The Carpathian or Sarmatian moun-
tains were well known, but the line of 50° or 52° north

latitude bounded the ancient knowledge in the north-

cast, and the wide extent of the Russian empire con-

tinued almost unknown to Europe until the sixteenth

century. The greater and more splendid efforts, in-

deed, for extending geographical knowledge, have been
directed to distant regions ; but great and laudable ex-

ertions have also been made to improve the geography
of European nations. Some of them have already

been most minutely and elaborately described ; and it

is probable, from the great and increasing intercourse

amongst its different states, as well as the labours of

scientific and public spirited individuals, every fact of
importance in the geography of Europe will speedily

be unfolded. (6)

EUSEBIUS, surnamed Pamfihilus, was born in Pa-
lestine, and probably in the city of Cjesarea, about the

year 270. There is no certain account of his parents

or other relations, nor of his early instructors ; only ho
himself mentions, that he received his education in his

jiative country. He appears to have been ordained
presbyter by Agapius, Bishop of Caesarea, where he
taught a public school with much reputation. In this

situation he contracted an intimate friendship with
Pamphilus, an eminent presbyter of that church, from
whom he is supposed to have derived mucli assistance
in his studies, and from regard to whoso memory he is

said to have taken the sirname of Pamphilus. During
the Dioclesian persecution, when Pamphilus was im-
prisoned in the year 307, Euscbius assiduously attend-

ed him during his confinement; and after his friend had
suffered martyrdom, A. D. 309, he removed to Tyre,
where he witnessed other striking instances of unsha-
ken suffering in the cause of Christianity. He next
went into Egypt, where the same persecution was car-

ried on, and where he himself was imprisoned, but wav
afterwards released without having been subjected to

any penalty ; a circumstance which, without any appa-
rent ground, brought upon him the charge of having
made some dishonourable submission to the enemies of
his faith. When the persecution ceased, he returned to

Palestine, and was elected Bishop of Cscsarea as is gene-
rally supposed in the year 315 ; but, at all events, he
filled that see in the year 320. From this period, ho
was present at most of the synods held in that part of
the world ; and was generally the advocate of mild and
forbearing measures. He was one of those bishops who
conceived that Arius had been severely treated by Alex-
ander, Bishop of Alexandria, to whom he wrote a letter

in his behalf. He acted a distinguished part at the ce-
lebrated Council of Nice in 325, in which, by the com-
mand of Constantine, he was placed on the right of the
throne, and opened the proceedings by an address to
that Emporer. He hesitated long to admit the term
o/M,osi!-/o5, consubslantial, on the ground that it was un-
scriptural ; but afterwards concurred, upon condition

of being allowed to subscribe it in his own sense of it,

namely, " that the Son of God was not like created
beings, but received his existence and his perfections

from the Father in a different and in an ineffable man-
ner." Hence it has been keenly contested, whether he
favoured the sentiments of Arius or of Athanasius.
The most likely opinion is, that he assented to neither,

but endeavoured to steer a middle course, which has
rendered him obnoxious to the more violent disciples

of both. In the year 330, he concurred with the coun-
cil at Antioch in deposing Eustathius, Bishop of that

city ; but, though he was elected to the vacant see,

which was more honourable and profitable than that of
Caesarea, and though he was earnestly urged by the

bishops and people to accept of the succession, he per-

sisted in his refusal. In 335, he was present at the

Council of Tyre, where he joined those bishops who
condemned the proceedings of Athanasius, Bishop of
Alexandria ; and having been deputed to justify the
sentence to Constantine, he pronounced his celebrated

panegyric of that emperor during the public rejoicings,

in the 30th year of his reign. He was honoured with
very particular marks of the emperor's favour, being
often invited to his table, and admitted to his private

conferences ; and, after his return to Caesarea, received

from him many letters, several of which he has insert-

ed in his life of that prince. It does not, however, ap-

pear, (and it is a strong testimony to his character,)

that he ever employed his great influence with Con-
stantine, either in depressing others or raising himself.

He died in the year 339 or 340, and was succeeded by
his disciple and intimate friend Acacius, who wrote

his life, but whose work has not been preserved. The
character of Eusebius has been variously represented ;

5 M 2
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ami, like most eminent men, he has hnd both warra

friends and inveterate enemies. According to Du Fin,

he was disinterested and sincere—a great lover of

peace, of truth, and religion—little disposed to take an

active share in the quarrels of his contemporaries, and

always aiming to reconcile contending parties. Dr
Lardner also expresses his persuasion, that, though

there may be some things exceptionable in his writings

and conduct, yet he was a good as well as a great man.

His learning, application, and knowledge of the Scrip-

tures, are universally admitted ; and he is at least con-

sidered as the father of ecclesiastical hisiory. To his

great acquisitions in literature, he joined the accom-

plishments of a courtier ; and was a polished speaker,

as well as a voluminous writer. During the wiiole

course of his life he seems to have been remarkably

studious ; and it has excited the astonishment of those

who were themselves distinguished for literary labour,

how he should have been able, amidst the various du-

ties of his function, to find leisure for the composition

of so many large and elaborate works. He seems,

however, to have employed his diligence merely in col-

lecting and arranging materials, and to have paid little

attention to the formation of his style. " His lan-

guage," says Dr Jortin, " is neither elegant nor per-

spicuous ; and where it aims at eloquence and sublimity,

it is usually turgid and perplexed."

jNIany of the works of this learned bishop have been

lost ; and, of others, only parts or translations have

been preserved. Of these may be noticed the life of

Pamphilus, in three books ; a Confutation of Porphyry,

in tbirty books ; a Confutation and Apology, in two

hooks, in which he answers the objections of the hea-

then against the Christian religion ; the Theophany, or

Coming of the Messiah, in five books ; the Diftcrence

between the Gospels, designed to reconcile the seeming
tontfarieties in the accounts of the several Evangelists ;

a Treatise concerning Easter ; an Apology for Origen,

in six Books, of which the first only remains in a trans-

lation of Ruffinus ; the Topics, a kind of geographical

dictionary of the places mentioned in scripture, in two
books, of which the second only is extant in Greek ;

the Chronicle, or chronical canons of universal history,

of which there is only a Latin version by Jerome, which
was first published with any degree of accuracy by Ar-
nauld de Pontac, bishop of Baras, at Bourdeaux, in

1604. A few fragments of the original, preserved in

Greek authors, were collected and published by Joseph
Scaliger at Leyden, in 1605. Of his works, which are

extant and complete, the principal are, a Treatise against

Hierocles, who had made a comparison of ApoUonius
Tyandus with our Saviour Jesus Christ ; Ten Evange-
lical Canons, forming a kind of harmony of the Gos-
pels ; an Oration in Praise of Constantino, which is

highly commended for its eloquence, and which is as
much an argument for Christianity as a panegyric upon
the emperor ; a Description of the Church of the Se-
pulchre at Jerusalem ; Two Books against Marcellus,
who revived the heresy of Sabellius, and whom Euse-
bius treats with great severity ; Three Books of Eccle-
siastical Theology ; the Life of Constantino, in four
books, which is generally counted rather a panegyric
than a history, and in one passage of which the author
goes so far as to compare the three sons of that Empe-
ror to the Trinity; a Commentary upon the Psalms; a
Commentai'y upon the Prophecies of Isaiah; the Evan-
gelical Preparation, in fifteen books; and, the Evangeli-

llcal Demonstration, originally in twenty books, but of

which the last ten are lost; two works which contain the

most learned defence of Christianity, both against Jews
and Pagans, that has been transmitted from ancient times.

The argument proceeds upon the opinion, that the an-

cient philosophers had received many truths, cither im-
mediately or by tradition, from divine revelation. Among
the materials collected in illustration of this point, are
preserved many fragments of writings which had been
long lost. Of these two works, a beautiful edition was
printed in Greek by Robert Stevens in 1544, in two vo-
lumes folio; which were reprinted at Paris in 1628, in

two volumes folio, with a Latin version of the former by
Donatus. The Evangelical or Ecclesiastical Plistory, in

ten books, which contains the history of the church from
the birth of Christ to the death of the elder Licinius, a
period of 324 years. This is accounted the most valua-

ble, but the least accurate, of all the larger works of
'

Eusebius
;
yet, with all its defects, it is a most important

production, as furnishing the principal information which
we possess concerning the first ages of Christianity, and
the books of scripture then received as inspired writings.

Of tliis work, the edilio /irince/is, translated into Latin by
Ruflinus, was printed at Utrecht 1474 ; but the best edi-

tion is that of Henry Valesius, who carefully revised the
Greek text, and gave a new translation, with many learn-

ed notes, printed at Paris in leri, at Frankfort in 1672,
and at Cambridge in 1720, in three volumes folio, by
William Reading, who has added to the notes of Vale-
sius several observations collected from modern authors,

but which Le Clerc pronounces to be of very inferior

character. See Valesius's Life of Eusebius, prefixed to

the Er.clcs. Hist. l^&C\evc's Life of Eusebius. Le Clerc's
^rs. Crit. vol. iii. Fabricius, Bib. Grcec. v. 30. Du Pin,

Bib. t. ii. 1 . Beausobre, Hist. i. 545. Fleury, Hist. Eccles.

vii. Basnage, .dnn. ii. 753. Tillemont, Euseb. vi. Mem.
t. vii. Cave's /f. L. vol. i. in Euseb. JovUn's Remarks on.

Eccl. Hist. vol. ii. p. 91. Lardner's It'orks, vol. iv. p.
201. JVe-di. Biog. Diet. Mosheim's Eccles. Hist. vol. i. p.

357. Brucker's Hist, of Phil, by Enfield, vol. ii. p,
308. (y)

EUS TATIA, St. is the name of one of the leeward
Caribbee Isles, belonging to the Dutch. It is about 29
miles in circumference, and consists of two mountains
forming a huge pyramidal rock rising out of the sea-

The pyramid terminates in a plain encircled with woods,
and has a hollow in the middle, which serves as a den
for wild beasts. There is only one landing place in the

island, wliich is of itself difficult of access, and is besides

fortified with great skill. Although there are neither

springs nor rivers in the island, yet the sides of the

mountains are laid out in neat cultivated settlements.

The pyramid is cultivated even to the top, and sugar and
tobacco are produced in considerable quantities. Hogs,
kids, rabbits, and all kinds of poultry, are reared in such
abundance, that the inhabitants even supply some of the

neighbouring islands.

The property of the island of St Eustatia was first

granted by the States-general to some merchants of

Flushing. It was settled in 1600, and was taken by an Eng-
lish armament from Jamaica in 1665. It was afterwards

taken in the time of Louis XIV. by the combined Dutch
and French ; and the French king at the treaty of Bre-
da, retained possession of it in spite of the remonstran-

ces of his Dutch allies. As soon as the treaty, however,
was signed, he restored the island of his own accord to

the Dutch. The French drove the Dutch from the
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island soon after the revolution in 16SS ; but tliey were
expelled from it in their turn by the English under Sir

Timothy Thornhill, who left a small garrison for its de-

fence. The Dutch obtained entire possession of it at

the treaty of Ryswick. Admiral Rodney got posses-

sion of the island in 1781. The French under the Mar-
quis de Bouillee retook it before the close of the year,

and it was finally restored to the Dutch at the peace of

1783. Population 5000 whites, and 15,000 Negroes.

The position of the road according to astronomical ob-

servations, is in West Long. 63° 4' 45", and in North
Lat. 17° 29'. ij)
EUTOSTHENE' Genera, in Music, according to

Dr Wallis's opinions of the various scales which the

Greeks pretended to have in use, consisted of the fol-

lowing modes of dividing the tetrachord, or minor
fourth, viz.

Chromatic

Diatonic

Enharmonic

19

25 >^
28
19

243

256
39

40
X

5

"i

9

To

^ 15

J9 ^ 19

8

3

T
Two of them involving higher primes than 5, all of

which are excluded in modern music without tempera-
ment, which to the Greeks was unknown it is believ-

ed. (e)
EUXINE Sea. See Black Sea.
EX. See Devonshire.
EXCENTRICITY. See Astronomy Indea:.

EXCESSIVE, in Music, in the nomenclature which
we wish to recommend of musical intervals, is applied

(as the opposite of Defective, which see) to intervals

that are enlarged beyond their regular quantity, by any
other interval than the major comma C {redu?idant), the

minor semitone ^ (.tu/ierjluous.), the minor or medius
semitone ^ or S (sharjiened), the minor, medius, or ma-
jor semitone ^, g, or S (greater or major). Our readers

will accordingly meet on diflerent occasions with schis-

ma-excessive (2), minor comma-excessive (f^), dia-

schisma-excessive (^), enharmonic diesis-excessive (^),
subminimis semitone-excessive (J^ ), minimum semitone-

excessive (^)) apotome-excessive (P), &c. as the pre-

fixes to the names of different intervals, (f)

EXCHANGE, in commerce, has two significations,

the one expressive of a place of public resort among
merchants on particular days, or rather at particular

hours of every day of business ; while another and a more
important meaning of the word denotes the payment
or receipt of money in one country for its equivalent

in the money of another country, by means of bills of ex-
change.

I. In the former meaning of the word, the exchanges of

Amsterdam and London have long been famous through-
out Europe. Large as is the crowd collected daily be-

tween the hours of two and four at the latter, the assem-
blage of the Amsterdam exchange is said, in the days of

the mercantile prosperity of the Dutch, to have been
considerably more numerous; an assertion, however,
which should be qualified, by admitting that traders of an
inferior description were accustomed to repair thither.

In point of extent of space, the new exchange of Liver-

pool takes the lead of both these celebrated places of
mercantile resort, in the same manner that the different

public rooms of Liverpool are superior to those of any

other city in Britain. The hours of meeting on 'Change
have, like our hours of dining, experienced a conside-
rable alteration in the course of the present age ; and,
notwithstanding the endeavours made in London to en-
force adlierence to established rules, by shutting, at a
given hour, all the gates except one, it has become
more and more fashionable to protract the transactions

of business beyond four o'clock, so that it is now ge-
nerally near five before the Exchange is completely
cleared.

II. Exchange, taken in the sense of paying or receiv-

ing money between two countries, forms one of the
most complicated subjects of political economy. The
discrepancies of public opinion, in this respect, have been
strongly exemplified by the recent discussions on the
bullion question. All parties were agreed in regard to

the practical point of the fall of exchange, but the cause
and the manner of its taking place are, to this day, sub-
jects of doubt to many persons, possessed, in other re-

spects, of coBsiderable information. The buUionists con-
tend that the fall was owing to the excess and conse-
quent depreciation of our paper currency; while the mer-
cantile body maintain that it arose from the magnitude
of our foreign expenditure, and the unfavourable ba-
lance of our trade with the continent. Under the head
Bullion we have taken occasion to state, that the point
appeared to us to lie in the middle, but more on the side

of the commercial advocates. That our paper currency-

has undergone a partial depreciation, to the extent of two
or three per cent, can hardly be doubted, on comparing
our tables of the prices of gold and silver, since the year
1800; for at no time since that period, have bank notes
been within three per cent, of the value of silver. On
the other hand, the enormous fall of the continental ex-
change since 1808, is to be attributed much more to

commercial and political causes, than to ovei' issues of
paper currency. The stoppage of the American trade
to the continent of Europe, has always appeared to us
the fundamental root of the evil. It deprived us at once
of a remittance of four or five millions a year, which
came over in weekly packets, in portions of 50,000/. or
100,000/., with as much regularity as the letters which
passed by these vessels. War had had no effect in dimi-
nishing this most important supply, until it was thought
expedient to lay, by our orders in council, an interdict on
the commercial intercourse between the United States

and Europe. It happened unluckily, that soon after try-

ing this unprecedented experiment, the commencement
of the war in Spain called for extraordinary supplies tVom
this country. The absence of American traders making
it necessary for us to effect our remittances in specie,

we were speedily stripped of our bullion; and our defi-

cient crop in 1809, obliging us to import large quantities

of corn, led, in the next instance, to a deprivation of our
current coin.

The bullion question might have been much simpli-
fied, had the parties who spoke and wrote on it been fa-

miliar with the principles of exchange. These will be
most easily comprehended, by dividing exchange into

three heads, real, nominal, and comfiulcd.

Real exchange.—By this head is meant a reference

to actual value, without taking any account of the appa-
rent difference arising from the variety in the money
denominations of different countries. The exchange
from one city to another in the same kingdom, from
Glasgow to London, for example, is abundantly sim-
ple. An allowance of interest for 30, 40, or 45 days, is
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granted in consideration of the superior value of money
ill the metropolis ; and no farther difference exists, as

the currency of the two cities is uniform. A striking

example this of the tendency of exchange to approach

to u state of eciuality. In the same manner, two coun-

tries trading witli each other, though necessarily subject

to boinewliat greater fluctuations than two provinces of

the same empire, discover, in fact, much more of appa-

rent than real difference in the point of exchange. The
object of all trade is to exchange the commodities of one

place for those of another ; and merchants have no interest

in creating in any place an inequality in the value of money.

Equality of imports and exports leads to corresponding

equality of debts and credits, and money being thus of

the same value in one place as in another, the course of

exchange is consequently at par. It not unfrequently

happens, however, that circumstances occur sufficiently

general in their operation, to unsettle this the natural state

of things. A deficient crop in one country, leads to an

importation of corn beyond the amount which can conve-

niently be balanced by exported commodities ; and the

result is, a balance in favour of the country which has

sold the corn. In that country, money becomes of some-
what more value than in the debtor country, because the

object of the latter is to get it conveyed thither, in order
either to procure further supplies, or to discharge the

debt which has been incurred. Specie is accordingly

sent thither, as soon as the difference of value in the two
countries becomes such as to defray the cost of its trans-

port. As it lies in very small compass, the chief ex-
pence of its transportation by sea, is its insurance, the

rate of which is, in time of war, necessarily affected by
the hazard of capture. In some cases, though very rare-

ly, the edicts prohibiting intercourse and interchange of
specie, create an additional burden on the traffic. Such
prohibitions are so ineffectual, and so unnecessary, that

we should not have adverted to them, had not experience
of the present age shewn, that there still exists govern-
ments so backward as to lay stress on them as a part of

its code of regulations.

The stock of coin in a particular country, being no
more than is requisite for the transaction of current bu-
siness, it seldom happens that much of it can be sent abroad.
Bullion is therefore the more frequent resource ; and the

want of bullion leads naturally to the purchase of it

from countries such as Spain, or Spanish America, where
it forms a principal article of export. During our late

years of pecuniary distress, we have imported, in surpri-
zing quantities, the metallic treasures of the Spanish
Main ; but their possession has been very transient, the
military contest in the peninsula, and afterwards in the
north of Europe, having operated as immediate and com-
plete absorbents. India even has been made to furnish
supplies of gold and silvei', the latter probably for the
first time, as she has been making annual drains of sil-

ver from Europe and America during several centuries.
Like the specie of the West, the importations from India
found a speedy vent on the continent, and paper has con-
tinued the only currency of this country. Until the late
stoppage of neutral trade, a British commissary on a
foreign station was accustomed to apply for specie, not
to government at home, but to the merchant, generally
American, who imported the chief supply of goods into
the place of his residence. He gave the American a
bill on London, and received in return the current mo-
ney which the latter had obtained for the sale of his
merchandise. The American remitted his London bill

to a mercantile correspondent, like Messrs Barings,
who paid it away, by order of the owner, to persons ex-
porting manufactures to the United States. The result

accordingly was, that the manufacturers in Yorksliire or
Lancashire were actually the coutributors of the funds
required for our continental expenditure, whether the

latter were wanted in the Mediterranean, the Baltic, or

the central part of Europe.
Were governments to avoid expensive foreign arma-

ments, the course of exchange would experience com-
paratively little fluctuation. In itself, it has a steady

tendency to approximate to a level ; for no sooner does
money become of more value in one country than ano-

ther, than it is the interest of the merchant to send
goods to the spot in question. Intelligence of the re-

lative prices of commodities is transmitted from country

to country by every post, and no men are more expert
in making sliipments, whenever a rise of price affords a
toleiable chance of advantage. These shipments are

continued until prices are brought to a level, a circum-
stance which can hardly happen until the exchange has
been equalized. Any species of merchandise may thus

be made instrumental in contributing to bring things to

the desired level. Bullion has, moreover, the advantage
of general currency, and is consequently resorted to as

the readiest instrument for smoothing the inequalities

of exchange. Being saleable every where, and subject

to no loss by retention, except the loss of interest, it is

particularly calculated for the purpose in question, so

soon as the difference of exchange between two coun-
tries becomes such as to pay for its transmission. The
exportation of it takes place either in bars, as imported
from the mining districts, or in metallic pieces formed
out of coin melted down for the purpose of concealment.

Almost all governments have been desirous of prohibit-

ing the export of their current coin, and all have been
unsuccessful in the attempt. The process of melting is

too short and too easy to be restrained by law ; so that

the chief result of the prohibitory edicts has been an
enhancement of the value of the transmuted metal in

proportion to the risk incurred in the evasion. This
process, however, is unnecessary in this country, in

regard to foreign coin, Spanish dollars for example,
which being exempt from restriction in point of export,

often form a large part of the specie sent abroad for

mercantile and political purposes. Our laws do not aim
at keeping all kinds of coin within the limits of the king-
dom ; they are directed only to the retention of our own
currency.

jYominal exchange. We are now to leave the consi-

deration of the actual effects of trade, and to direct our
attention to the distinctions created by artificial differ-

ences in the state of currencies. It is common to speak
of a fiar of exchange between two countries, by which
is meant " that sum in the currency of either, which
contains the same value of gold or silver as a given sum
of the currency of the other." In former years eleven

guilders of Holland were equal to a pound sterling, and
whenever our pound was above or below that standard

in Dutch money, the exchange with Holland was ac-

counted so much above or below par.

Differences in exchange fi-equently exist without

much real inequality, in the value of specie between the

one place and the other, and these are commonly called

nominal. In times when civilization had made less

progress, and the true policy of countries was little un-

derstood, it was not uncommon for the sovereign to de-
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base the quality of the coin. A more recent, and some-
what less violent, act of injustice, was the reduction of

its weight. In France, irregularities of the latter de-

scription took place about a century ago, and in Tur-
key they have occurred even during the present gene-

ration. The obvious effect of this diminution of va-

lue, must be a reduction of the nominal exchange.
When the French government, under Louis XV. issued

an order that the ecu, till then of five francs, sliould

contain silver of the value of four francs only, foreign

nations would of course consent to receive it only at the

latter rate. In the same way, the value in exchange of

the Turkish piastre fell, not many years ago, to the

half of its former amount. It deserves to be mentioned
that, in our own case, before the new coinage of 1774,

our exchange with the continent was, on account of the

lightness of our coin, two or three per cent, below par;

but that so soon as we had guineas of the full weight,
it regained its proper level.

Another cause of fluctuation, to a certain, though no
great extent, in the rate of exchange, is the occasional
variation in the relative value of gold and silver. In
this country, gold is the standard coin ; in France, in

Holland, and in most parts of the continent, silver is

the standard. Now the price of the one compared to

the other, though not subject to sudden fluctuation,

can by no means be accounted stationary. In a round
estimate it was common to set down gold to silver, in

the ratio of 15 to 1, but various circumstances may mo-
dify the existing proportion. Of late years, the silver

mines of America have been in a state of progressive
and rapid increase; her gold mines, on the other hand,
have become less productive than formerly. The con-
sequence has been a gradual, though not very consider-

able diminution in the relative value of silver. The
practical effect on the exchange is a reduction of those
money denominations, of which silver is the standard.

This being the case in Dutch money, the par of ex-
change between Holland and England, is no longer
1 1, but fully llj guilders for the pound sterling. The
same applies to other jjarts of the continent; but the

difference being merely nominal, has no influence on
the transactions of business.

The introduction of paper currency during the last

and present age, into almost every country of Europe,
has been productive of great though not of permanent
irregularities in the state of the exchange. This way
of augmenting currency is by much too seductive to be
lodged in the hands of any government. On the Con-
tinent, the issues of paper have generally proceeded,
not as in this country from banking incorporations, de-

tached in a considerable degree from the influence of

the government, but directly from the public offices of

the state. The issues have accordingly been published as

far as the projects of government required, or as the

credulity of the public, in a season of enthusiasm, would
bear. No account was taken of the proportion to be
observed with reference to the demands of trade ; and
it was quite forgotten that the existing currency is al-

ways equal, or nearly equal, to these demands. The
history of the French assignats has been I'epeated, al-

though in a style of less extravagance, in all the prin-

cipal countries on the Continent. Spain, Portugal,
Austria, Russia, and Sweden, have each their royal or
imperial bank-notes, which circulate at a great and ac-
knowledged inferiority to the current coin. In France,
the exaltation of the popular mind enabled the execu-

tive power to make, at a particular time, an enormous
abuse of the facility of creating money; but the excess
of the evil produced its cure, and there has been, since
the year 1796, no paper currency of consequence in
that empire. The other nations of the Continent being
somewhat less credulous, and their governments less
violent than the French, have dealt in the more gradual
issues, and have continued, to a considerable degree,
the use of the degraded currency. Its eflect on the
state of exchange will be seen in a moment, on compa-
ring the rates now quoted for bills on Russia, Austria,
or Sweden, with the rates of former years, when the
computations were made exclusively in coin. In our
own case, there can remain little doubt that the fall of
our exchange relatively to France, Holland, America,
and other quarters where the currency is sound, has
been the consequence of the non-convertibility of our
paper currency. The depression has continued too
long to be accounted for by temporary causes. Not
that over issues of bank notes produced the fall in the
first instance, but the fall once occasioned by the optra-
tion of mercantile and political causes, our specie, as we
explained under the head of Bullion, was sent abroad,
and the substitution of paper at home was the cause of
preventing its return. This paper, however undoubt-
ed in point of character, is not current on the Conti-
nent ; it is not convertible into specie, and therefore un-
dergoes a considerable fall, when exchanged for the
precious metals. On attending to the fluctuations in

this respect, we find that our paper has regularly fallen
in proportion as demands for subsidies or other pur-
poses increased the sum required on the Continent.

Comfiuted exchange.—After describing the exchange,
both in its real and nojninnl character, the subject may
appear to he exhausted; but there remains a third dis-
crimination, known by the name of comjiuted exchange.
This might be better understoood, if it were called the
apparent or current rate of exchange, for it means no-
thing else than the rates as they are quoted in the mer-
cantile letters of the day. Merchants lake no account
of the causes which operate more or less remotely on
the statements of exchange. Their business is with
its actual condition; a condition wliich may be affected
by circumstances connected witli either the real or the
nominal exchange. A sudden demand of corn from
the Baltic, may make the real exchange between Eng-
land and Poland in favour of the latter; while the de-
preciated paper of Poland, at least of Russian Poland,
may produce a calculation apparently favourable to Eng-
land. This calculation forms, as it stands, the compu-
ted or current exchange, and is the only part of the
matter noticed in the letters, or attended to in the spe-
culation of merchants.

In describing the nature and effect of inequalities in

exchange, a very important question is, whether they
are, or are not, productive of actual loss? Some persons
imagine that a nominal fall in the value of currency,
leaves things nearly as they were; but we have only to
analyse the transactions of our own governments with
foreign countries, since 1808, to be satisfied that the loss
is real and absolute. Our taxes are paid in paper, while
a considerable portion of our expenditure must be de-
frayed in specie. That specie must either be bought
up by government at a great loss, or our commissaries
in foreign parts must sell bills on the Treasury at a dis-
count which, of late yi'.irs, has risen from 10 and 15,
to 20, 25, and even 30 per cent. The addition thus
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made to our public expenditure is serious, wliile, on the

other lianti, the fail of money lias no icnaency to pro-

duce a counteracting increase of revenue, except in that

limited portion of our taxes which aie levied on mer-

chandise or property ad valorem. In the reign of Wil-

liam III. a similar inequality existed, our exchange with

Holland being 25 per cent, below par. This being prior

to our adoption of paper currency, was caused by the

reduced weight of our silver coui ; for at that time, and

for 20 years after, silver constituted our money-stand-

ard. Our coinage was reformed at a very heavy ex-

pence, in the reign of William ; and the exchange re-

covered its level in the same way that it recovered from

the comparatively small depression which existed pre-

viously to the recoinage of 1774. In Holland, long as

she has been a commercial country, the currency has

been confined to specie, and more particularly to silver.

In the cities, indeed, all great transactions are discharg-

ed in cheques ; but bank-notes, payable, on our plan, to

the bearer, are unknown. Gold ducats are sometimes

useci, but the major part of cash payments is made in

dollars.

mercantile Calculations of Exchange.

The principal trading cities in Europe use the monies
of exchange explained in the following Tables.

Hamburgh.

Exchanges are computed in marks, schilling lubs, and
pfenings ; or in pounds, shillings, and pence, Flemish ;

also in rixdoUars, marks, Sec.

12 Pfenings IZ 1 Schilling lubs.

16 Schillings ZZ. 1 Mark.
3 Marks zz. 1 Rixdollar.

6 Pfenings ~ 1 G rote or penny Flemish.
13 Grotes I^ 1 Schilling Flemish.

20 Schillings Flemish ZZ 1 Pound Flemish.

Thus,6 Schilling lubs zz, \ Schilling Flemish.

7 A Marks ZI 1 Pound Flemish.

There are two sorts of money in Hamburgh, called

banco and currency. Banco bears an agio, or premium
against currency, which is generally from 20 to 25 per

cent.

Amsterdam.

Exchanges are computed in florins, stivers, and pen-

nings ; or in pounds, shillings, and pence, Flemish.

16 Pennings 13 1 Sliver.

20 Stivers n: 1 Florin or Guilder.

2 Grotes, or

Pence Flemish ^ 1 Stiver.

12 Grotes or 6 Stivers :z: 1 Shilling Flemish.
20 Shillings Flemish,

or 6 Florins ^ 1 Pound Flemish.

There are two sorts of money in Holland ; namely
bank-money and currency ; bank-money generally bears
a premium of 2, 3, or 4 per cent, which is called agio.

Paris.

Exchanges are computed in francs and centimes ; or
inlivres, sous, and deniers tournois.

100 Centimes zz I Franc.
12 Deniers — 1 Sou or Sol.

20 Sous :^ 1 Livre.
SO Francs :^ 81 Livres.

3 Livres or 3 Francs — 1 Ecu of Exchange.

America.

Exchanges are computed in dollars, dimes, and cents ;

and in some places in pounds, shillings, and per.ce cur-

rency.

10 Cents HZ 1 Dime.
10 Dimes, or 100 Cents zz 1 Dollar.

12 Pence currency zz 1 Shilling, Ditto.

20 Shillings currency ^ 1 Pound, Ditto.

In the days of the prosperity of Holland, Amsterdan.
was the great medium of European exchange. Its cen
tral situation, the magnitude of its commerce, and the

well known accuracy of Dutch merchants, rendered it ::

kind of pivot, on which the various exchanges of other

countries had a regular tendency to turn. The effect ot

this convenient and central point was to create a steady

inclination towards equality in the bill-transactions oi

different countries. If it happened that a sudden export
of merchandize from one kingdom to another, created an
irregularity in the exchange, the medium of Amsterdam
was open to modify the extent of the dilference, by put-

ting into the balance the bills arising from the transac-

tions of the countries in question with other parts of the

world. This complicated question will be best under-

stood, by bestowing attention on the exchange operation

commonly known by the name of the " chain rule," or
" arbitration of exchanges." This curious and inge-

nious method proceeds on the principle of lessening

the inequality of a direct interchange of bills between
any two cities or countries, by adopting a comprehensive
and circuitous course. We extract the following expla-

nation from Kelly's Cambist, a work of merit on the sub-

ject of which we are treating.

In 1804, Spain was bound to pay to France a large

subsidy; and, in order to do this, three direct methods
presented themselves:

1. To send dollars to Paris by land.

2. To remit bills of exchange directly to Paris,

3. To authorise Paris to draw directly on Spain.

The first of these methods was tried, but it was found
too slow and expensive ; and the second and third plans
were considered as likely to turn the exchange against
Spain. The following method, by circular exchange,
was therefore adopted.

A merchant at Paris was appointed to manage the
operation, which he thus conducted : He chose London,
Amsterdam, Hamburgh, Cadiz, Madrid, and Paris, as
the principal hinges on which the operation was to turn,

and he engaged correspondents in each of those cities to

support the circulation. Madrid and Cadiz were the
places in Spain from which remittances were to be made,
and dollars, of course, were to be sent where they bore
the highest price, for which bills were to be procured
on Paris, or on any other places that might be deemed
more advantageous.

The principle being thus established, it only remained
to regulate the extent of the operation, so as not to issue

too much paper on Spain, and to give the circulation as

much support as possible from i-eal business. With
this view London was chosen as a place to which the

operation might be safely directed, as the price of dol-

lars was then high in England : a circumstance which
rendered the proportional exchange advantageous to

Spain.

The business was commenced at Paris, where the ne-

gociationof drafts issued on Hamburgh and Amsterdam
served to answer the immediate demands of the state

;
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and orders were transmitted to those places to draw for

their rtimbursements on London, Madrid, or Cadiz, ac-

cording as the courses of exchange were most favoura-

ble. Tlie proceedings were all conducted with judg-

ment, and attended with considerable success.

The particular mode of calculation will be understood

with iitUc difliculty, from the following example.

Suppose 1000/. sterling is to be remitted to Cadiz, and

the direct exchange is 40(/. sterling per dollar, l<ut the

I'emitter wishes to send it through Holland and France;

it is required to know which is the most advantageous,

the direct or indirect remittance, the quotation of the

course of exchange being as follows ?

London on Amsterdam, 35 schillings or shillings Fle-

mish per pound sterling. Amsterdam on Paris, 60 pence

Flemish for the ecu of 3 francs. Paris on Cadiz, 15

francs for 1 doubloon of 4 dollars of exchange.

Stalcment.

Hence

1 Pound sterling ^
1 Shilling Flemish :i:

60 Pence Flemish :^
15 Francs n:

1 Doubloon ZZZ

1000 X 35 X 12 X 3 X

1000/. sterling.

35 Shillings Flemish,

12 Pence Flemish.

3 Francs.

1 Doubloon.
4 Dollars.

4

60 X 15

50400 ^^„ , „
: —5600 dollars.

4

The perplexity produced by the endless variety of mo-
ney denominations in different countries, has long been

a subject of general regret. Like the equalization of

weigi.ts and measures, it has at different limes engaged

the speculations of philosophers, and sometimes the at-

tention of governments. Tlie American plan of reckon-

ing by tenths and hundredths of a dollar, is accounted a

considerable step towards simplicity, and has been fol-

lowed in some measure by the French government. At
the beginning of the French revolution, the views of the

enlightened men who belonged to the Assemblee Consti-

tuante, were directed to the formation of an universal

standard for the regulation of weight and measure. Tlie

consequence has been the introduction of new denomi-
nations in both respects ; but so slow are changes of this

description, that the old method is still preferred through-

out the chief part of France. In the adjoining countries,

the new plan has not found, as far as we know, any imi-

tators. Among ourselves, an equalization of weights

and measures has been repeatedly talked of; but no in-

vestigation from authority has taken place since the

year 175S, at which time a committee of the House of

Commons was appointed, to make a report on the sub-

ject. Without venturing to go into the field of general

disquisition, this committee put on record a very clear

and accurate exhibition of the present state of our weights

and measures; and ascertained, that the standard avoir-

dupois pound kept in the Mint weighed exactly 7000
grains troy, a weight strictly corresponding to that of

the two other avoirdupois standards preserved for suc-

cessive ages at the Exchequer and Guildhall. (;t;)

EXCHEQUER. [Scaccarinm, from the French AV/«-
giiier, or the German Schalz-kaminer, Treasury), is a

very ancient court of record, wherein the king's revenues
are received, and all causes respecting the revenue and
rights of the crown are heard and determined.

Camden says that this court took its name from the ta-

ble at which they sat, the cloth which covered it beirig

party-coloured, or chequered, {Brit, p. 113.) Some
Vol. VHL Part II.

persons have thought that there ^vas an exchequer un-
der the Anglo-Saxon kings ; but our best historians are
of opinion, that we derived this institution from the an-

cient Norman exchequer, and that it was introduced
from thence by William the Contpieror. It is certain

that there was an exchequer in the time of his son Hen-
ry I. which was regulated and reduced to its present or-

der by Edward I.

The exchequer consists of two parts or divisions : the
Rcceijit of the Exchequer ; and the Court of Exchequer.
The former is occupied with the management of the
royal revenue ; the functions of the latter are judicial.

The principal officers of the Exchequer are, the Lord
Treasurer, the Chancellor, the Lord Chief Baron, and
three other barons, with a puisne baron, who administers
the oaths of all high sheriff's, under sheriff's, baliflfs, £cc.

;

the Remembrancer for the King, who calls to account,
in open court, all the great accountants of the crown,
£cc. ; the Remembrancer for the Lord Treasurer, who
makes out all estreats, and issues out writs and proces-
ses in many cases, &.c. ; two Chamberlains, who keep the
keys of the treasury, where the records lie ; a Clerk of
the Pijie, into whose custody all accounts and debts due
to the king are conveyed out of other offices, as water
through a pipe ; the Controller of the Pipe ; the Clerk of
the Estreats ; the Foreign Opposcr ; the Auditors ; four
Tellers; the Clerk of the Pells, so called from his parch-
ment rolls; the clerk oi \.\\i JVihils ; the clerk of the
Pleas, &c.

The Court of Exchequer is infeiior in rank to the
courts of King's Bench and Common Pleas. It is divi-

ded into a court of equity and a court of common law.
Tlie court of equity is held in the exchequer chamber,
before the Lord Treasurer, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, the Chief Baron, and three fiuisne Barons,
whose original and primary business related to the fiscal

rights of the crown. But now, all kinds of personal suits

may be prosecuted in the Court of Exchequer, upon the
surmise that the plaintiff' is debtor to the king, which is

held to be mere matter of form and words of course, the
truth of which is never controverted. This fiction gives
rise to the common law part of the jurisdiction of the
Court of Exchequer, which is exercised by the Barons
only. The writ, upon which all proceedings here are
grounded, is called a quo minus, in which the plaintiff

suggests that he is the king's debtor or farmer, and that

the defendant hath done him the injury or damage com-
plained o\,quo 7vinus siifficieris exist it, by which he is the
less able to pay thu king his debt or rent. In the same
manner, also, in the equity side of the court, any person
may file a bill against another, upon a bare suggestion
that he is the king's acconiptant. In this court, on the
equity side, tiie clergy have long been in use to exhibit
their bills for non-payment of tithes ; but the Chancery
has now obtained a large share of this business. From
the equity side of Exchequer, there lies an appeal di-

rectly to the House of Peers ; but from the common law
side, a writ of error must be first brought into the Court
ot Exchequer Chamber.

'I'he Court ofE vchequer Chamber has no original ju-
risdiction, but is only a court of appeal. It was first

erected by statute 31 Edw. III. c. 12, to determine
causes upon writs of error from the common law side of
the Court of Exchequer. It consists of the Lord Trea-
surer, the Lord Chancellor, and the Justices of the King's
Bench and Common Pleas. A second Court of Exche-
quer Chamber, in imitation of the former, was erected
by statute 27 Eliz. c. S, consisting of the Justices of the

5N
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Common Pleas, and the Barons of the Exchequer, be-

fore whom writs of error may be brought to reverse

judgments in certain suits, originally begun in the Court

of kind's Bench. Into the Court of Exchequer Cham-

ber, (which then consists of all the judges of the three

superior courts, and now and then the Lord Chancel-

lor also,) are sometimes adjourned, from the other

courts, such causes as the judges, upon argument, find

to be of great weight and difiiculty, before any judgment

is given upon them in the court below. From all the

branches of this Court of Exchequer Chamber, a writ

of error lies to the House of Peers.

The ancient Court of Exchequer in Scotland, which

was the king's revenue court, was, by the treaty of union,

(Art. 19.) to continue until a new revenue court should

be established by parliament, which was accordingly

done by 6 Ann. c. 25. The judges of this court are, the

High Treasurer of Great Britain, with a Chief Baron,

and four other Barons, who must be made either of Ser-

jeants at law, or English barristers, or Scottish advo-

cates of five years standing. All may plead before this

court who can practice in the courts of Westminster, or

in the Court of Session ; and all the privileges of the Col-

lege of Justice, are communicated to the barons, and to

the other members of this court.

The jurisdiction of the Scottish Court of Exchequer
extends to all matters regarding the revenues of the

crown ; but under two limitations, which were intended

to preserve the private law of Scotland from innovation.

1st, That no debt due to the crown shall affect the debt-

or's real estate, in any other manner than such estate

might be affected by the law of Scotland ; and, 2dly,

That the validity of the crown's titles to any honours,

lands, or casualties, shall be tried, as formerly, by the

Court of Session. See Madox, ///«^ of the Exchequer ;

Blackstone's Comment, b. iii. cb. 4; Jacob's Lavj Diet.

V. Exchequer ; and Erskine's Inst, of the I^aw of Scot-

land, b. i. tit. 3. § 30. et seq. (z)

EXCISE, (generally understood to be from the Bel-

gic accuse, toll or tribute ; though others, as Skinner, de-

rive it from assiaa, assize, as being rated by men appoin-

ted for that purpose,) a branch of the public revenue,

arising from duties paid upon the manufacture or sale

of certain commodities made or sold within the king-

dom. Excise, in its proper acceptation, applies solely to

duties imposed on consumable commodoties made or

produced at home, in contradistinction both to customs,

which are duties payable upon commodities imported

from abroad, and to assessed taxes, which are duties im-
posed upon the tise of certain commodities not imme-
diately consumable. From experience, however, of the

utility of some of the excise regulations, certain branch-

es of revenue arising from both of these have occasion-

ally been put under the management of the excise, but

this was an extension not contemplated at its first esta-

blishment.

The origin of excise, as well as other branches of re-

venue, must be sought for in the unavoidable wants of

the state, consequent upon the progress of civilization

and extension of commerce. The revenue required to

defray the expencc of providing either for the internal

security or external defence of a state, may be drawn
either from some fund belonging to the sovereign and
the public, or from a part of the private revenue of the
people themselves, levied by means of taxation. In the
earlier periods of society, the former mode appears al-

Nvays to have prevailed, and, in many atajts, even after

the introduction of cominerce, public property has been
regarded as one of the great sources of revenue ; the

silver mines of Attica constituted a large part of the pub-
lic funds of the Athenian republic ; and in all the king-

doms of modern Europe, the crown lands were long the

chief resource on which the sovereign relied for defray-

ing his expences. In time, this resource was found to

be wholly insufficient, partly from the waste and dila-

pidation of this public pioperty, but chiefly fiom the

rapid increase of expenditure in the progress of society.

To supply the deficiency, taxes were introduced, upon
the equitable principle, that the people were bound to

contribute a part of their private revenue, to answer the

exigencies of the state, incurred for the common safely

and benefit of all. Taxes must vary in their nature, ac-

cording to the situation of the community, and the mode
of subsistence. In countries chiefly agricultural, taxes

upon land will probably form the principal source of the

public income ; in commercial states, taxes upon com-
modities will be found most availing. In taxing commo-
dities, foreign goods imported are generally first selected;

the duties payable upon these constitute that branch

of revenue denominated the customs. As the exigen-

cies of the state increase, taxation is extended to inland

manufacture, and inland trade of various descriptions :

it is this Ijist branch of revenue which constitutes the

excise.

It can hardly be doubted, that in every community so

far advanced in civilization as to admit an active inter-

change of commodities and the separation of trades and

professions, some species of taxation in the nature of an

excise will be introduced, so soon as the wants of the

sovereign or the state call for any extraordinary supply.

That taxes uporv inland consumable commodities actu-

ally took place in ancient limes is evident, though the

information we have of the manner in which the public

revenues in those periods was levied, is too imperfect

to enable us to determine with accuracy upon what
commodities the duties were imposed, or under what
regulations they were enforced. Among the Greeks
and Romans, consumable commodities of most general

use appear to have been subjected to various rates ; and

so far as can be found, these were laid on the sale or

transit of the goods, and not, as in many cases in modern
times, upon the manufacture. The common mode of

levying the duties, was by officers stationed either at the

principal ports, at the entrances of towns, or in cer-

tain places upon the usual roads ; and the practice seems
to have been universal, of farming out the different

branches of revenue, instead of levying them by the im-
mediate officers of government. In modern times, ex-

cise duties appear to have been first introduced by the

commercial states. Among these, the extent of territo-

ry being inconsiderable, and the circulation of goods

frequent and rapid, consumalde commodities constitu-

ted an obvious, and probably an easier source of reve-

nue than any other. These were therefore resorted to,

when large sums for the public service were required.

In the Low Countries, and in Holland, duties of this

description were first brought to a regular system, and

hence probably we have borrowed the name from the

Belgic.

In England, though subsidies, aids, and benevolences,

were from a remote period granted to the monarch,

and though the customs, or duties upon imported goods,

took place very early, yet it is generally understood,

that what are properly termed excise duties, were nevec

1
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levied before the year 1643, when they were introdu-

ced by an ordinance of the republican parliament at

Westminster. The duties then imposed, were at first

chiefly confined to commodities, where it was thought

the burthen would be least perceptible ; such as beer

and ale, cider, perry, and the like. The royalist par-

liament at Oxford quickly followed the example, by

imposing similar duties. In 1644, the excise was ex-

tended by the Westminster parliament to butcher meat,

wine, tobacco, sugar, and a number of other commodi-
ties in general use. The mode of levying the duties

imposed by these acts, was more strict than it was af-

terwards found advisable to continue, not only makers
and venders, but even private persons preparing the

commodities for their own use being obliged to account.

In 1656, by an ordinance of Cromwell, new excise du-

ties were imposed in room of the former, on beer and

ale, cider, perry, wine, oil, tin, and various other arti-

cles, which subsisted till the restoration. Upon the re-

turn of King Charles in 1669, Cromwell's ordinance of

course fell to the ground ; but some part of the excise

duties which had been imposed were then re-establish-

ed, and assigned to the crown as a compensation for

the feudal tenures, and other oppressive branches of the

prerogative. The commodities subjected to the tax at

that time, were beer and ale, cider, perry, mead, vine-

gar, spirits, coffee, chocalate, sherbet, and tea ; the tax

attaching only to such as were made for sale, and cof-

fee, chocolate, and tea, being rated by the gallon like

strong waters.

These duties (with the exception of what had been
rated upon the gallon of coffee, tea, and chocolate) were
continued after the Revolution, and made part of the

civil list revenue. The duties on spitits were carried

to the aggregate fund in 1736 ; and those on malt li-

quors in England, were applied to the same fund in

1760. Large additions have from time to time been
made to all of them. In 1694, a duty upon salt was
established, which was properly an excise duty, though
then put under different management. In 1697, malt

was subjected to an excise duty, tertlporary at first, but

revived in 1713, and, with large additions, continued to

the present time. During the French wars in the reign

of Queen Anne, the exigencies of the state calling for new
impositions, the articles of sweets, soap, leather, candles,

hops, paper, printed goods, starch, gold and silver wire,

were all made liable to excise. In 1724, the duties

upon tea, coffee, and chocolate, were transferred to the

management of the excise. The manufacture of glass

)iad been subjected to excise duty in the reign of

King ^Villiam, but such a tax being deemed prejudicial

to an infant manufacture, it was very soon taken off ;

however, in 1745, excise duties upon glass were again

imposed, which, with considerable additions, still sub-

sist. The remaining branches of revenue now under
the excise, are the following : Sales by auction, subject-

ed to excise duty in 1777; bricks and tiles in 1784;
wine in 1786; tobacco in 1789 ; salt in 1798 ; and stone

bottles in 1812.

The introduction of the excise into Scotland, appears
to have been nearly cotemporary with its establishment
in England. Excise duties were first imposed in Scot-

land in 1 644 ; these were farther regulated and extend-
ed in 1645 and 1647. After the Restoration, various
duties, termed excise, (though more properly customs)
were imposed by parliament in 1651, upon wine, vinegar,

soap, salt, tobacco, cloth, hats, gloves, and other goods

imported ; and along with these, a proper excise duty
was imjjosed upon malt made within the kingdoin.

Brandy and mum imported, were subjected to excise in

1673. Malt liquors and spirits made in Scotland in 1693,

the duty upon malt itself being soon after taken off. At
the union in 1707, the excise duties then existing in Eng-
land were extended to the whole united kingdom, the for-

mer Scotch excise duties being discontinued. Since that

period, the excise duties have, in general, been the same
in both parts of the kingdom, with some occasional de-
viations, for the most part in favour of Scotland. The
extension of the excise on malt to Scotland in 1713, oc-
casioned much discontent and commotion tluough the
country for several years. At length, in 1723, the Scotch
malt duty was fixed at one half of the English. Even
with this abatement, the discontents were not allayed

for some time, and it required no small degree of exer-
tion and firmness to carry the tax into effect.

The excise duties in other countries, appear so far to

resemble those in Great Britain, that the articles which
form the subject of this tax are generally similar, al-

lowing for unavoidable differences arising from tliemode
of living, the necessities of the state, and not unfre-
quently the ignorance of the rulers. In Holland, be-
sides almost all the articles specified, as falling under
the excise in Great Britain, similar duties are imposed
on butcher meat, fuel, lead, hardware. Sec. In France,
the iron manufacture before the revolution was a sub-
ject of taxatioi* ; and an oppressive duty under the name
of gabelle, levied on the consumption of salt. In Spain,
cloth manufactured was taxed, and every time it was sold

a new duty was incurred.

The general principles of the excise as a mode of tax-
ation, have been already mentioned. It is a duty im-
posed on the manufacture or sale of commodities with-
in the kingdom. For this purpose, all persons engaged
in those branches of manufacture upon which the ex-
cise attaches, are required to make an entry of the pre-
mises in which the business is carried on; to allow ac-

cess there to the revenue oflicei's, that an account may
be taken of the quantities manufactured ; and a corre-

sponding charge of duty made, according to the rates

established by law. In several of the taxed articles, the
interference of the excise is carried no farther, the sub-
sequent sale and transit of the commodities being free ;

but in others, particularly where the duties arc high, it

has been found requisite, for the security of the revenue,
to subject also the dealers and sellers of the commodity
to the visits of the excise officers, in the places where
the goods are kept and sold, and at the same time to

prevent their transit, unless accompanied by a certifi-

cate, to signify that the duties have been paid. It is

on account of these regulations chiefly, that certain im-
ported goods, particularly spirits, wine, tea, and tobac-
co, have been put under the management of the excise.

It has been found by experience, as Dr Smith justly re-

marks, that the excise regulations embarrass the opera-
tions of the smuggler more effectually than any other :

hence, for the security of the revenue, they have been
adopted in many articles, altliough it cannot be denied,
that they may give rise to inconvenience and irritation,

and arc certainly in their nature not strictly agreeable
to the free principles of the Britih constitution. Upon
this account they have always been un])opular ; and an
instance occurred in the time of Sir Robert Walpole,
when the prejudice of the nation was so strong against
them, that that minister was forced to abandon a pro-

5N 2
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lecicd measure for subjectins; wine and tobacco to the

excise, although it was then believed, and has since been

confirmed by experience, that the revenue would have

received material advantai;e from it. The excise laws

and res^ulalions may, however, be vindicated, on the

groinid, that they are necessary whcna larpje revenue

is rtquii'cd for the service of the public ; and though

they are not free from inconvenience, yet in Cireat Bri-

tain at least, the subject is so guarded by lav/ against

any undue exercise of, power in the olTicers, that few in-

stances of real hardship occur. The complaints on

that head, often arise from traders, who feel their illicit

practices obstructed and prevented by their operation.

There is, however, one specific regulation, not indeed

peculiar to the excise, but still more common in the cus-

toms, which has been often, and with much justice, ob-

jected to, that of compelling the trader to return ac-

counts upon oath, of the quantities of his goods subject

to duty. The hazard of perjury, and the diminution, if

not entire loss of all regard to the sanction of an oath,

the inevitable consequence of this regulation, must be

fiir greater evils than can be compensated by any addi-

tional security which the revenue can thus obtain. In-

dependent of these objections, the regulations of the ex-

cise seem upon the whole to be well calculated for se-

curing the revenue at the least possible expence. The
tax generally attaches in that particular stage of the ope-

ration, where the difficulty of clandestine operation is

considered to be greatest ; the duty is found to be le-

vied at less expence than the customs ; and, after the

tax is paid by the trader, it goes with as much rapidity

CIS can well be attained into the public purse.

The mode of levying of the excise revenues at first

was by farming them out,—a mode always odious to the

public, frequently oppressive, and certainly of all others

the most expensive in the end. That system, though
pertinaciously adhered to in France, Spain, and many
other countries, as being in fact best suited to an arbi-

trary government, has been wisely abandoned in Great
Britain. The whole management of the excise in this

country for more than a century past, has been put un-

der the direction of officers appointed by, and immedi-
ately accountable to government. The superintendance

is placed in two Boards; one for England, consisting of

nine commissioners, of whom two are chairmen ; and
one for Scotland, consisting of five commissioners, of
whom one is chairman. The commissioners are nomi-
nated by patent from the crown, and vested with the

power of appointing all the inferior officers. The total

number of officers employed in 1788, in levying and
managing this branch of the revenue, is stated by Sir

John Sinclair {History of the Public Rcvejiue, cap. 4.)

at 4477 in England, and 627 in Scotland,—a number
which has since been increased, though not very great-

ly, considering the great increase of the sum collected.

They now amount probably to about 6000 in all. The
duties are charged by officers termed gaugers, over
whom are placed supervisors. Payment is made to col-

lectors in different places, no one being obliged to tra-

vel farther to make his payments than to the next mar-
ket town. The collectors remit the money to the re-

spective cashier for England or Scotland, and the nett

amount is afterwards paid over to the receipt of exche-
quer.

Whatever objections the excise may be liable to in

cgard to some of its regulations, it is certain that ever

since its establishment it has always been one of the

most productive branches of the public revenue.
For the first ten or twelve years after the Restoration,

when it was in farm, the amount received by the pub-
lic was upon an average about 420,000/. a year. For
the whole period between the Restoration and the Re-
volution, the average may he reckoned about half a mil-

lion a year. During the reign of King William, several

new duties being imposed, and the country gradually ad-

vancing, the excise rose to somewhat above a million annu-
ally, the total revenues of England being then luider four

millions a year. At this period, it appears that the total

excise in Scotland, which was then entirely separate from,

and independent of, the English excise, amounted, as paid

into the exchequer, to 40,000/. a year. In the time of

Queen Anne, new duties were added, and the union

of the two kingdoms being effected, a junction, as well

as assimilation of their revenues, took place. The an-

nual average of the excise during that reign, was for

England about 1,600,000/.; for Scotland nearly 61,000/.

Between 1715 and 1728, the reign of George I. the pro-

duce of the excise for Great Britain, including the an-

nual malt, was nearly 2,340,000/. a year; for Scotland

alone about 74,000/. During the reign of George II.

from 1728 to 1760, a gradual increase still took place

in the produce of the excise, the annual average being

about 3,000,000/. for Great Britain ; the produce for

Scotland somewliat above 97,000/. per annum. In 1759,

tlie year preceding the accession of his present IVIajesty,

the nett excise as paidinto the exchequer was 3,887,349/.

;

the gross produce for Scotland nearly 99,000/. After the

peace of 1763, the addition of several new taxes, but

still more the advancing state of commerce and im-
provement, gave a new increase to the excise; so that

for the five years between 1771 and 1776, the gross an-

nual average amount for Great Britain was 5,340,000/.

;

and the gross annual average for Scotland nearly 140,000/.

During the last five years of the American war, there

was still an increase, and proportionally greater in Scot-

land than in England, the average of these five years

being for Great Britain 5,642,327/., and for Scotland alone

nearly 247,000/. At the time of the peace of Amiens in

1 801, the gross amount for England was 12,507,807/., and
for Scotland 1,054,428/. Since that period the amount
has nearly doubled the gross produce in 1807; being

for Great Britain about 24,000,000/. ; for Scotland a lit-

tle above 2,000,000/. In 1813, the total for Great Britain

was about 24,700,000/. ; for Scotland about 1,945,000/.

By the latest parliamentary finance statements, the

gross produce for the year ending 5th January 1814,

was for England 25,171,274/. : : 1 U, and for Scot-

land 1,861,691/. : 4 : 2. The expence of levying, col-

lecting, and managing this large revenue, amounts to no
more than 3/., 19s. per. cent. See Huic's Abridgment of
Ji.Tcise Statutes. Scotch Acts. Blackstone's Comwcn/ar, .

Smith's Wealth of A''arions. Sir John Sinclair's Histo;

of the Public Revenue. Hamilton's Enquiry into ti •

Princijiles of Taxation. Parliamentary Rc/iorts a

Pafirrs. {^)

EXCITATION. See Electricity.
EXCOMMUNICATION, in ecclesiastical polity,

the judicial exclusion of oft'enders from the religio.

rites arKl other privileges of the particular community
to which they belong. Founded in the r jUiral right

which every sorii tv possesses to guard its laws and pri-

vileges from violation and abuse, by the infliction of
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balutary discipline, proportioned to the nature of the

offences committed against them, it lias found a place

in one form or another, under every system of religion,

whether human or divine. That it has been made an

engine for the gratification of private malice and le-

venge, and been perverted to purposes the most unjus-

tifiable and even diabolical, the history of the world

but too lamentably proves; yet this, though unques-

tionably a consideration which ought to inculcate the

necessity of prudence as well as impartiality and tem-

perance in tlie use of it, aflbrds no valid argument
against its legitimate exercise.

Under the dispensation of Judaism, the contraction

of ceremonial impurity or uncleanness, was attended

with an ipso facto excommunication from the more pe-

culiar privileges of religion, which continued unre-

pealed, till the rites prescribed for restoration to legal

purity were duly performed. Besides this, there does

not appear to have been any excommunication of sijecial

divine appointment, except that which was immediately

accompanied with the ultimate punishment of excision

or death; and from which, of consequence, there was
and could be no absolution. In the later ages of the

Jewish church, indeed, tliis species of discipline was sys-

tematised by the Rabbins, whose opinions, however, are

often so contradictory to each other, that it is next to im-

possible now to ascertain in what the different kinds of

their authorised excommunications consisted. By many
writers they have been divided into three classes, viz.

JViddzd, C/icrem, and Shainmatha, but Sclden has satis-

factorily shewn, that these three epithets are indiscrimi-

nately applied by the Rabbinic authors to every variety

of this punishment, though in general the term Cherem
denotes a severer species of it than the other two. Dis-

tinguished into greater and less, both of them might be

pronounced on an individual either by a public judge, by

a court, by a private person, or even by himself The
least kind, commonly termed A'iddui, i. e. Se/iaration,

might be incurred in a vast diversity of ways, of which

no fewer than twenty-four are specified in the Talmuds
and other Jewish writings; and of which several relate

to moral and religious delinquencies, though others of

them are of the most frivolous description. When pro-

nounced by a court, it was preceded by private censure

and admonition ; after which, if the culprit gave no sa-

tisfactory evidence of repentance, the house ofjudgment,

or the assembly of judges, solemnly warned and threat-

ened him, that if he did not reform, he must fall under

the sentence of public excoriimunicat-yn. If he still con-

tinued obstinate, his name, and the nature of his offence,

were proclaimed in the synagogue to which he belong-

ed, on four successive Sabbaths, in order to bring him
to a just sense of his guilt ; and if this also proved inef-

fectual, he was then solemnly excommunicated. The
sentence, whether pronounced publicly or privately, was
in force for thirty days, during which lie was interdicted

from approaching nearer any person, even his relations,

than four cubits; from cither doing or receiving any of-

iice of kindness which required greater proximity to

other persons than that distance; and from performing

the usual ablutions, previous to sitting down to his meals.

On his remaining impenitent at the close of this period,

it might be extended to thirty and even to sixty days lon-

ger; after which, if still incorrigible, he was subjected

to the greater excommunication. This sentence was
required to be pronounced by not fewer than ten per-

sons, or at least in their presence, and with their con-

currence : and it excluded those on whom It was inflict-

ed from almost all the advantages of civil society. Of
its horrible nature, some idea may be formed by tiic fol-

lowing extract from one which Buxtorf found in an an-

cient Hebrew MS. : Ex- scitteriiia Domini Dominoruni
sit in Analhemate Pioni Jilius Plojti in utra(jue domo ju-
dicii, Superorum scil et Inferorum, in analhemate item.

HancCorutn ejecelsorum, in anathcmate Hcraphim et Ophan-
7iim, in analhemate deniijue totius Kcctesix maximorum eC

mininiorum. Sint super ipsuni plagj: magna et Jideles,

morhi magni et liorribites. Domus ejus sit habituciilutn

draconum; caliginosum Jiat sidus ejus in nubibus; sit in

indignationem iram et excandescendentiani; cadaver ejus

objuiiitiir feris et serpenlihus; lictentur super ipso hostes

et advcrsarii ; argentum et aurunt i/isius dcnlur aliis ; et

07mics Jilii ejus ad ostium ir.imicorurn ijisius sint ejcposili

:

su/ier die ejus obstufiescnnt posteri.—Absorbeatur aicut

Korah et celits ejus ; cum terrore et Cremore egrediatur

anima ejua; incrc/ialio Domini occidat eum : stranguleiur

ut Achitci/ihcl in consi/io .\uo; sicut Lepra Gihazi sit lepra

ipsius; neque idla sit resurrectio ruincs ejusj in seputlura

Israelis 7wn sit sepultura ejus; Alienis detur uxor ipsius,

et super earn prostranlo se alii in jnorte ejus. In hoe

analhemate sit Ploni Jilius Ploni, et hxc sit hareditas ip-

sius." Lexic. Talmud, p. 829. The pronouncing of such
sentences was frequently accompanied with the lighting

of tapers in the synagogue or court-room ; the ringing

of bells and sounding of trumpets. Sec. practices to which
the church of Rome have since had recourse, in order

to give greater solemnity and teirific effect to their ana-

themas. Persons thus excommunicated were prohibit-

ed from carrying on their ordinary employments; could

not buy or sell anything but what was absolutely neces-

sary for the preservation of life; and were not permitted

to enter any place of instruction, for the purpose of cither

teaching or being taught. No person was allowed to

associate, or to eat or drink with them. They were in-

capacitated for acting cither as jiulgt'S oi- as witnesses
;

for circumcising their sons, and for assisting at the fune-

ral oljsequies, even of their nearest relations. The ordi-

nary rites of burial were denied them ; their friends were
not suffered to mourn for them ; and a large stone was
left on their graves, or the people, and sometimes the

judges, heaped stones on the spot where they were in-

terred, as over Achan and Absalom.—The sentence of

the lesser excommunication, wlien inflicted by a jirivate

person, might be removed by one public judge, or by
three men chosen for the purpose ; but to tlie absolution

of those who exconuiiunicated themselves, the sentence

of ten persons was necessary. lie who had been e.K-

conununicatcd in a dream, (as some imagined they might
be) could be loosened from this sentence only by ten men
learned in tlie law and the Talmud. Absolution from
the greater excommunication, might be obtained from a

single judge, provided he was a doctor of the law; but,

in other cases, only from the conciu'i-ing authority of

three judges.— It is somewhat doubtful whether, in any

instance, excommunication among the Jews, though
pronounced by ecclesiastical judges, involved in it ex-

clusion from the synagogues, oris justly to be regarded

as having been more than a civil punishment, till about

or after the Christian aera ; but there can be no doubt
whatever, that, subsequently to that period, it was so

extended, and became in the strictest sense an ecclesias-

tical and spiritual malediction.

Without entering at all into the controversy concern-

ing the jus divinum of excommunication, under the
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Clirislian dispensation, wc shall only observe, that the

early falhcis of tlie cliuicli appear to have justilied it,

chiefly on the ground of its necessity to the preservation

of purity of conduct in tiicir religious communities;

and that during the two first centuries at least, it seems

to have been exercised with becoming moderation.

From Tertullian's apology, wc learn, that the crimes

which in his time subjected to exclusion from Christi:.n

privileges, were murder, idolatry, theft, fraud, lying,

blasphemy, adultery, fornication, and the like ; and, in

Origen's treatise against Celsus, we are informed that

such persons weie expelled from the communion of the

church, and lamented as lost and dead unto God, (ut

fierdilos Deoque mortuos); but that on making profes-

sion, and giving evidence of penitence, they were re-

ceived back as restored to life. It was at the same
time specially ordained, that no such delinquent, how-

ever suitably qualified in other respects, could be after-

wards admitted to any ecclesiastical office. Nor does

it appear that the infliction of this discipline was accom-
panied with any of those forms of excommunication, of

delivering over to Satan, or of solemn execration, which

vere usual among the Jews, and subsequently intro-

duced into them by the Romish church. The authors

and followers of heretical opinions which had been con-

demned by the judgment of the Episcopal order, were
also subjected to this penalty : and it was sometimes in-

flicted on whole congregations when they were judged

to have departed from the faith. In this latter case, how-
ever, the sentence seldom went farther than the inter-

diction of correspondence with these churches, or of

spiritual communication between their respective pas-

tors. To the same exclusion from religious privileges,

those unhappy persons were doomed, who, whether from
choice or compulsion, had polluted themselves, after their

baptism, by any act of idolatrous vi'orship : and the pen-
ance enjoined on such persons, before they could be re-

stored to communion, was often peculiarly severe. The
consequences of excommunication, even then, were of

a temporal as well as a spiritual nature. The person
against whom it was pronounced, was denied all share

in the oblations of his brethren; the ties both of reli-

gious and of private friendship were dissolved; he found
himself an object of abhorrence to those whom he most
esteemed, and by whom he had been most tenderly be-

loved ; and, as far as expulsion from a society held in

universal veneration, could imprint on his character a

mark of disgrace, he was shunned or suspected by tlie

generality of mankind.
It was not, however, till churchmen began to unite

temporal with spiritual power, that any penal effects of
a civil kind became consequent on their sentences of
excommunication; and that this ghostly artillery was
not less frequently employed for the purposes of law-
less ambition and ecclesiastical domination, than for the
just punishment of impenitent delinquents, and the ge-
neral edification of the faithful. But as soon as this

union took place, and in exact proportion to the degree
in which the papal system rose to its predominance over
the civil rights as well as the consciences of men, the
list of offences which subjected their perpetrators to
excommunication, was multiplied; and the severity of
its inflictions, with their penal effects, increased in the
same ratio. The slightest injury, or even insult, sus-
tained by an ecclesiastic, was deemed a sufficient cause
for the promulgation of an anathema. AVhole families,
«i)d even provinces, were prohibited from engaging in

any religious exercise, and cursed v/ith the most tre-

mendous denunciations of divine vengeance. Nor were
kings and emperors secure against these tluinders

of the churrh ; their subjects were, on many occa-

sions, declared, by a papal bull, to be absolved from
allegiance to them; and all who should dare to sup-
port them, menaced with a similar judgment. Nay, to

such an extravagant length was this exercise of power
carried, that instances are on record of bishops having
issued formal excommunications against rats, mice, and
even caterpillars, after a regular judicial process against

them, in which they were allowed the benefit of an ad-

vocate and proctor, to plead and defend their cause.

The pronouncing of sentence was accompanied with
the lighting of torches, which were then thrown on the

ground, and trampled under foot by the people, who
beat time to solemn peals rung on the bells. Hence
the old English expression, to curse ivii/i bell, book, and
candle. The formula was then read to the congrega-
tion, and was of the following import : " M. et N. in

nomine Patris et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti, et 'benedicta:

nostra; Dominae Sanctissimae Marias, atque viriute an-

gelorum, archangelorumque, Sec. a sanctae matris Ec-
clesiae graemio segregamus, ac perpetuae maledictionis

anathemate condemnamus. Sintque maledicti in civi-

tate, maledicti in agio, maledictum horeum eorum, et

maledictae reliquiffi eorum, maledictus fructus ventris

eorum, et fructus terras illorum. Maledicti sint ingre-

dientes, et egredientes. Sintque in domo maledicti, in

agro profugi ; veniantque super eos omnes illae maledic-
tiones quas Dominus per Mosen in populum divinre

legis praevaricatorem se esse missurum intentavit ; sint-

que Anathema Maranatha, id est, pereant in secundo
adventu Domini. Nullus eis Christianus Ave dicat.

Nullus Presbyter Missam cum eis celebrare praesumat,
vel sanctum Communionem dare. Sepultura asini se-

peliantur, et in sterquilinium sint super faciem terras.

Et sicut has lucernse de manibus nostris projectae hodie
extinguuntur, sic eorum lucerna in aeternum extingua-
tur, nisi forte resipuerint, et Ecclesiae Dei quam laese-

runt, per emendationem et condignam paenitentiam satis-

fecerint."—An excommunicated person was proscribed
as unworthy of the commonest enjoyments of social

life ; no one, not even his wife, children, or servants,

was permitted to come near him, under pain of the les-

ser excommunication ; he forfeited every natural right

and legal privilege; and could not act in any public
capacity, or succeed to any private inheritance. If he
did not make satisfaction to the church, and procure
absolution from the bishop within 40 days, he was laid

hold of by the secular power, his property seized, his

person imprisoned, and all his offices vacated ; and if

he died unabsolved, his body was not allowed to be
buried, but ordered to be flung into a pit, or covered
over with stones.

In the Greek church, the formulas of excommunica-
tion are not less dreadful than they anciently were in

the cluirch of Rome. The most frivolous offences,

equally as the most heinous crimes, are visited with it

;

and the person who has been guilty of them is declared,

if he do not repent, to be " separated from the Lord
God Creator, to be accursed and unpardoned, and undis-

solvable after death." Then follow such imprecations
as these : " Let wood, stone, and iron be dissolved, but not

he : May he inherit the leprosy of Gehazi, and the des-

pair of Judas : may the earth divide and swallow him
up, like Dathan and Abiram : may he sigh and trem-
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ble on earth like Cain, and the wrath of God be on his

liead : may he reap no fruit of his labour, and beg his

bread all the days of his life : may his works, his pos-

sessions, his laliour, and his services, be accursed, al-

ways witiiout elTtct or success, and blown away like

dust : may he have the curses of the holy and righteous

patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, of the 318

saints who were tlie divine Fathers of the Synod of

Nice, and of all other holy Synods: and, being with-

out the church of Christ, let no man administer to him
the things of the church, or bless him, or offer sacri-

fice for him, or give him the Atli^asov, or the blessed

bread, or cat, or drink, or work, or converse witii him ;

and, after death, let no man bury him, under penally

of the same condtmnation." Such is tlie superstitious

ignorance of the common people of this church, that

they are said firmly to believe that the dead bodies of

the excommunicated not only remain unconsumed, but

are possessed with evil spirits; are fed and nourished

during the night, and have been found 40 days after death,

as ruddy in their complexion, and full of blood, as if

they had been in perfect health. To prevent this, their

relations are accustomed to cut their bodies in pieces,

and boil them in wine.

In England, excommunication is incurred by contempt
of the Bishop's Court, neglect of public worship, pro-

fane desertion of the sacraments, heresy, adultery, simo-

ny. Sec. But if any spiritual judge pronounce this high-

est ecclesiastical censure for an oft'ence of which he has

not the legal cognizance, the injured party may prose-

cute him at common law, or he may be indicted for it

by the public prosecutor. According to law, excom-
municaiion disqualifies a person for serving upon juries,

for being a witness in any court, and even for bringing

any action, either real or personal, for the recovery

of a debt, or the inheritance of property. Nay,
if the culprit does not, witliin 40 days after the

sentence has been duly promulgated, submit and
abide by the sentence of the spiritual court, on the

bishop's certifying such contempt to the king in

Chancery, a writ called excommunicato cafiiendo, or, from
the bishop's certificate, significavit., may be issued, re-

quiring the sheriff of the county to apprehend and im-
prison him, without bail ormainprize, till his reconcilia-

tion to the church is effected and certified by the bishop.

This power, however, is now seldom exercised, and in

general with becoming equity and moderation.

By the constitution of tiie Church of Scotland, the

same crimes are punishable with excommunication as in

England; but it is now seldom inflicted, except for con-

tumacy. When the lesser excommunication (which in-

volves only suspension from the sacraments) has failed

of its desired effect, or, summarily, in the case of some
particularly heinous offences, after the preparatory forms
have been gone through, the officiating clergyman pro-

nounces the sentence of higher or greater cxcommimi-
calion, in the following or similar words, to the person

himself if present, or concerning him if absent: " Where-
as thou N. hast been, by sufficient proof, convicted of

,

and after due admonition and prayer, remainest obstinate,

without any evidence or sign of true repentance; there-

fore, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and before

this congregation, I pronounce and declare thee N. ex-

communicated, shut out from the communion of the

faithful, debar thee from their privileges, and deliver

thee unto Satan for the destruction of thy flesh, that thy

spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus," The

people are then warned to avoid all unnecessary inter-

course with him ; but at the same time the sentence does
not dissolve the bonds of civil or natural relations. An-
ciently, the excommunicated were, by the law of Scot-

land, incapable of holding feudal rights ; but now, no ci-

vil penalty or disqualification is attached to this severis'

sinia disci/ilinaf ct ultiinum fulmcri Jiccli'sia.

Among the ancient heathen also, excommunication
was by no means infrequent ; and consisted of two kinds,

the less and the greater. Under the first, may not impro-
perly be considered as included, sucii proclamations as

that which Virgil mentions as having been addressed by
the priest, at the celebration of the sacred rites of Pro-

serpine :

Procul, d, procul este profani,

Conclamat vates, totoque absistite luco.

In like manner, it was usual among the Greeks on si-

milar solemnities for the officiating psicst to say, £««»

£x«5 !o-T£ jii^i;Aoi, or Bv^«i ^' £ir/.5£c-S£ ^i^rMii- But besides

this, according to the religion both of ti recce and Rome,
the commission of particular crimes was punished, with

the interdiction of fire and water to the culprit, and with

exclusion from civil rights, as well as religious privile-

ges. Adulteresses, and similar infamous persons, were
prohibited from entering the public temples, or from be-

ing present at the performance of any sacred ceremony.
But perhaps the most authentic, as it certainly is the

most explicit document of the kind, is to be found in the
CEdipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, where the Delphic
Oracle is represented as sanctioning, if not dictating, the

following excommunication of a parricide :

Tot tiVO^' CCTTUVOitf TUTOV oTTt^ lorTt yv,^

T>;$ J" >;5 £>^ K-^a/rvj T£ iC. B^ova^ vffA.iii,

M))t' liiS'iy^tirBcii fittn sr^o5-^aVf/v Tivu,

Mv,r^ iv 0£wy iv^uiTt i>LyjT£ ^vf>tstTi,

Koivo* aroiitB'CCi, i^rp,c y^ti^ii'^Xi v£,m,£(v,

Ts J" yifi.ii 'iiloi'

This greater excommunication was likewise accom-
panied with execrations and anathemas, called by the

Greeks A^ai, and by the Romans Dins, which consigned

the offenders to the furies, and other daemons of hell.

We learn from Csesar also, that the same spiritual wea-
pon was employed with terrible effect by the ancient

Druids: "Si quis," says he, " privatus aut publicus

eorum decreto non stetit, sacrificiis interdicunt. Usee
psena apud eos est gravissima, Quibus ita est interdic-

tum, ii numero impiorumet sceleratorum habentur. Ab
lis omnes decedunt, aditum eorum sermonemque defu-

giunt, ne quid ex contagione incommodi accipiant. Ne-
que iis petentibus jus rcdditur, neque honos ullus coni-

municatur." De Bcllo Gal. lib. vi. c. 13.

But of all the species of excommunications which
have ever existed, that of losing cast among the Hindus
is the most summary, the most easily incurred, and at

the same time the most irremediable. The most trifling

incident occasions it ; s^ich as eating or drinking, or even
speaking with a person of another cast or nation. To
partake of food with a European, or to use the food pre-

pared for thSse of a different cast, is, in particular, the

certain way of incurring this tremendous punishment.

It is attended with the dissolution of every relation and

connection in life ; with disownment by every friend, and

even '.'y husband, or wife and children ; tlie kttw of
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whom, vlicn the parent has lost cast, none will marry;

and sometimes the whole lamily arc involved in the same

calamity and dej^radalion with tlic head. These misera-

ble Pariars, or Chandalas, for so they are termed, lite-

rally become outcasts and aliens. To touch, or even to

convtTsc with them, is to be polluted ; and to shew them

tlie least kindness, however distressing^; may be their cir-

cumstances, is inevitably to share the same dreadful fate.

Nor when once lost can it ever be recovered. Instances

indeed are known, in which persons have incurred it,

merely by some one of their family being absolutely

compelled to live under the roof of a Mussulman, and

wiio have in vain offered a lack of rupees, or 10,000/.

sterling, to have it restored.

On the subject of this article, see Selden de Stjuedriis

is'c. Vet. Ebreor, and de Jure Ocntiiun ; Boljmeri Diss.

.fiiri3 Eccl. AntU/. ; Rycaul's State of the Greek Church;

Blackstone's Commenlarics ; Purdivan's Collections i and

Bafilht Periodical Accounts, vol. i. (rf)

EXETER, ^^\LE OK. See Devonshire.
EXETER, the Isc.\ of Ptolemy, a city of England

in Devonshire, in the hundred of Wonford. The town

is delightfully situated on the slope of a rising ground,

on the eastern bank of the river Exe, whicb winds

round the south-west side of the city. It is sur-

rounded with walls, which inclose a space four fur-

longs long, and tliree broad, nearly in the form of a

parallelogram. This space is intersected by four prin-

cipal streets, nearly at right angles, which Irave lately

been well paved and flagged, and which meet at a

point where a magnificent conduit, called CarfoiXi for-

merly stood, from the Norman words guatre voix, sig-

nifving four ways. The whole extent of ground occu-

pied bv buildings, is about
1
J of a mile long, and one

mile broad. All the gates have been taken down ex-

cepting the south-west gate. The remains of Rouge-
mont castle, which derives its name from the red co-

Jour of the soil on which it stands, are situated on

the north-east, and highest part of the city. It was
erected by the West Saxons, and was very strong, both

by nature and art. Its exterior wall, inclosing a pen-

tagonal space, is now all that remains of it.

There are no fewer than 15 paiisli churches within

the walls of the city, and four in the suburbs, besides

several chapels, and a Jewish synagogue.
The cathedral is a large and magnificent building,

dedicated to St Peter. It was begun in the reign of

Athelstan, in 932, and though carried on under various

bishops for 400 years, it was completed with the same
\miformity is if it had been done by a single individual.

The north tower, which contains a bell weighing
17,472, or 12,500 lbs. according to another statement,
•was finished in 1484. The cathedral was repaired and
new paved in 1763 ; and a most beautiful modern painted
glass window was put up over the west door in 1 766 The
cathedral consists of a nave, with two side aisles, two
short transepts, formed out of two ponderous Norman
lowers, in 1286, and a chapter-house, in the form of a
parallelogram, built in 1430; a choir, with side aisles,

which was finished in 1318, and ten chapels or oratories,
•with a room denominated the consistory court. On en-
tering the cathedral from the west door, the nave has a
striking and magnificent appearance. It is 76 feet
wide within the walls, and 173 feet long, from the or-
gan screen to the western door. Tlic roof is sustain-
ed by 14 huge clustered columns, supporting 16 point-
ed arches, above -which are two tiers of smail open

arches. The choir is of the same width as the nave,

and is 128 feet long. St Mary's chapells 51 feet long,

and there is a space of 25 feet between it and the al-

tar screen. The whole length of the cathedral, froiu

east to west, is 408 feet, including the walls. The
roof is 69 feet high, and the Norman towers 130 feet

to the top of the battlements. These towers have the

same sliupe and character ; they have a massive anil

grand appearance, but are inferior, in point of architec-

ture, to the ornamented parts of the cathedral. The
windows of the cathedral are very large, and are

adorned with tracery and painted glass. The east and
west windows are particularly fine ; the western one is

37 feet high by 27 broad. The lower part is divided

into nine compartments, seven of which are occupied
with full length figures of saints. In the north tower
there is a curious clock, presented to the cathedral by
Bishop Courtenay. The organ is very large, and is

reckoned one of the finest instruments of the kind in

England. The other principal buildings are the bi-

shop's palace, session house, the new gaol, the bar-

racks, the circus, the theatre, the guild-hall, the luna-

tic asyluin, and the county hospital. The bishop's

palace stands near the south-east side of the cathedral,

and is a venerable ftibric, built or enlarged by Bishop
Couitenay. The session house was some time ago erect-

ed in the area inclosed by the walls on the north-west

side ; it is an elegant building of Portland stone, and the

assizes, quarter-sessions, and county-courts, are held in

it. The new gaol for the county is situated on the north
side of the city, below the castle hill. It is built of brick,

from the designs of Blackburn, and is elegant without
and well arranged within. The barracks, which are erect-

ed near the gaol, are capable of accommodating 200 ca-

valry. The circus is built on the scite of old Bedford
house, on ground belonging to the Duke of Bedford

;

and near it is situated a small theatre. The site of the

birthplace of Henrietta, sister to Charles II. lies more to

the south-east part of the city. The buildings erected
upon it are very handsome, and are intended to form
Henrietta Place. Her portrait, by Vandyck, is now in

the Guild-Hail, and was presented to the city by Charles
II. The Guild-Hail, which is commodious, was repair-

ed in 1720. The lunatic asylum is a large and elegant

building, containing 48 apartments, and is furnished with
hot, cold, shower, and vapour baths. The patients are

classed according to their various degrees of insanity,

and the fine extensive airing grounds, allotted for their

use, are separated by lofty biick walls. The Devon and
Exeter hospital for the sick and indigent poor, was found-

ed in 1740, by Dr Alured Clark, Dean of Exeter, aided

by public subscriptions. It was opened on Jan. 1st, 1747.

There is also, in Exeter, an infirmary for diseases of tlic

eye. Besides various Sunday schools, there are ciglit

regular schools for educating and clothing, and two in-

stitutions for maintaining poor children. There are also

various almshouses for the aged and infirm, the princi-

pal of which is called Wynard's or God's House. Each
person has a neat habitation, with a small garden, and a

weekly and an annual pension. An elegant stone bridge,

which cost between 18,000/. and 20,000/., is built over
the Exe. It was begun in 1770. On both sides of it

are houses, with a church over the greater part of it.

The trade of Exeter was formerly very extensive,

from the navigable arm of the sea which flowed near its

walls. Owing, however, to a ridiculous dispute between
the inhabitants and Hugh Courtenay, the Earl of Devon,
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tliat nobleman nearly ruined tlie navigation, by buildinf;

weirs and dams in various parts of it, so as to prevent all

vessels from passing or repassing. The tide had hitiier-

to flowed beyond the city, but it now only reached Top-
sham, a town about 5S miles nearer the sea. The navi-

gation of the river was, however, restored with some
difficulty, by a canal which was cut fron Topsham to Ex-
eter. The navigation was still farther improved in 1695,

when the present haven was constructed. By the erec-

tion of sluices and floodgates, vessels of ISO tons bui-dcn

have been enabled to discharge their cargoes at a good
quay made near the walls of the city, where the custom-
house is built. The total declivity from the quay at Exeter
to the lowermost floodgate at Topsham, is 8 or 10 feet.

The woollen manufacture is the principal source of

employment for the labouring classes. Serges, drug-
gets, duroys, kerseys, and everlastings, are brought in a

rough state from the vicinity of the town, and are dyed
and finished for exportation and home consumption.
Quantities of these goods, to the value of 500,000/., are

annually exported to Spain, Portugal, Germany, and Ita-

ly; and long-ells, to the amount of 400,000/., are annual-

ly purchased by the East India Company. A large cot-

ton manufactory, established on the banks of the Exe,
formerly gave employment to about 300 persons, but it

has now entirely failed. A very considerable and valua-

ble wine trade is carried on in the town.

The Corporation, which has considerable revenues,

consists of a mayor, 24 aldermen, a recorder, chamberlain,

town-clerk, sheriff, four stewards, and several officers of

inferior note. The corporate bodies within the city are

13, and each of them is governed by officers chosen an-

nually. Markets are held here on Wednesday, Friday, and
Saturday; and the fairs are on Ash-Wednesday, Whit-
Monday, August 1st, and December 6th, for horses,

cattle, sheep, and almost every commodity.
Exeter has the advantage of several very pleasant

walks; the one on the north, encompassing the upper
sides of the castle, and extending nearly from East Gate
to North Gate, is a most delightful airy terrace, and is

uniformly admired for its beauty. It was planted with

elms in 1664. Above the quay, on the south side, is the

fine terrace called the Friers. It rises above the river

to the perpendicular height of 100 feet, and commands
a most extensive and beautiful prospect. The air of

Exeter is very salnbrious, the average of burials being

as 1 to 37 of the population.

The following is an abstract of the population-return
for the city of Exeter, in 181 1

;

Number of inhabited houses . . 2,879
Number of families that occupy them, . 4,465
Number of uninhabited houses, . . 92
Number of families chiefly employed in agriculture, 155

Do. employed in trade, manufactures, &c. 2,898
Males, ..... 7,908
Females, ..... 10,988

Total population in 1811, . . . 18,896

Increase since 1801, 1,508

West Long. 3° 30' 34", North Lat. 50° 44'. See Poly-

whele's History of Devonshire; Jenkin's History and
Antiguitics of Exeter, 1806; the Beauties of England
and Wales, vol. iv. p. 45—88 ; but particularly Sir Hen-
ry Englefield and Dean Lyttelton's //w/onca/ Account of
Vol. VIII. Part II.

Kxrtcr Cathedral, witii several prints from drawings of
Mr J. Carter, published by the Society of Antiquaries.

An engraving of the north tower of Exeter cathedral,

and of the south gate of the town, are given in the
Beauties of Etiifland and Jt'ales, vol. iv. (w)
EXFOLIATION. See Surgeuy.
EXHALATION. See Evai'oration and Meteoro-

logy.

EXMOUTH, is the name of a celebrated watering
place in Devonshire, situated on the north side of the

mouth of the river Exe. About a century ago, it was
only a small hamlet inhabited by flshcrmen, but it was
brought into notice by one of the judges of the circuit,

who received great benefit from it as a bathing place.

Exmouth is situated near the sea, between the cliffs,

which as it were open to receive it. It is sheltered on
the north-east and south-east by some high hills, which
rise behind the town, and supply it with excellent water.
The town is furnished with every acconnnodation as a
watering-place, and has a good assembly-room. The
houses are in general low and inconvenient, though well
built, but some of them are good and elegant. The
walks are delightful, and command extensive and pic-
turesque views. The prospect from Chapel Hill embra-
ces a line of coast extending for 20 miles from Exeter
to the Berryhead. Several hills which gradually ascend
from the coast on the opposite side of the liver, break
this line; and behind these hills arise several bold towcr-
ering headlands, of various shapes and unequal heights.

Exmouth -has a chapel of ease, and is a chapelry of
the parish of Littleham. According to the population
returns for 1811, the parish of Littleham and the town
of Exmouth contained 459 inhabited houses, 473 families,

51 families employed in agriculture, 371 in trade and
manufactures, 968 males, 1333 females, and a total popu-
lation of 4301. See Polywhele's History of Devonshire,
vol. ii. p. 215. (w)
EXOTERIC, is a term applied to the public doctrine

of the ancient philosophers which was openly taught to

the world, the exoteric or acroamatic doctrines being con-
fined to a small number of select disciples, (to)

EXPANSION, from the Latin exfiando, ' I expand,'
is a term employed in physics, to denote that increase of
magnitude which almost all bodies, whether solid, fluid,

or aeriform, receive from an increase of temperature.
The instruments by which the expansions of solid bodies
are measured, are named Pyrometers, which were ori-

ginally constructed by means of multiplying wheels,
screws, and levers; but they have recently been con-
structed with micrometer microscopes, which enable us
to measure the expansion of solids with singular accura-
cy. By means of a pyrometer, Mr Ellicot obtained the
following expansions for seven metallic bodies, by the
same elevation of temperature.

Gold.
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and three lines thick, which were placed in a situation

wiicre the thermometer rose from 0° to 27° (of Reaumur,

probably). The measures are given in parts of a line.

Copper.

107

360

Iron.

78

360

Steel tempered
and blued.

77

360

Experiments of a similar kind were made by Smeaton,

Ramsden, Muschenbroek, Borda, General Roy, and Mr
Troui^hton.

In 1794, Mr Troughton made a pyrometer for Captain

Mendoza, similar to that made by Ramsden, and descri-

bed by GencralRoy in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1785, and the instrument having remained some
months in his possession, he embraced the opportunity

of examining the expansions of brass, steel, cast iron,

and flint-glass. The following were the results which
ho obtained

:

the greatest care, yet they differed considerably from
those obtained by General Roy.

In 1794, Mr Troughton constructed a pyrometer* on
a new principle ; hut as it was only designed for trying-

pendulums in a finished state, a length greater than 40
inches could not be subjected to triul. With this instru-

ment he obtained the following results :

Brass .000640

Steel .0003966

7 Exp
5 ti>

Expansion on one inch with 60"

e mercurial thermometer.
Ditto. ditto.

of

The results for cast iron and flint glass he has unfor-

tunately lost. Although these measures were obtained

after frequent repetitions of the experiments, made with

Silver . .

Iron wire .
]

Hard drawn

'

Platina . .

r,nrven,. ? Expansion Oh One inch With

^ 60° ol the mere, therm.

.000480.

.0003305.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Mr Troughton considers all the experiments which
have hitherto been made on the expansion of solids, as

undeserving of confidence, and he proposes to construct

a new pyrometer of the kind already mentioned, so as to

be able to receive a ten feet rod. A series of experi-

ments made with such an instrument, and by a philoso-

pher of Mr Troughton's known accuracy, will be a most
acceptable present to the physical sciences, and will

probably lead to a determination of the law which regu-
lates the expansion of solid bodies.

The results of the best experiments we have given in

the following valuable Table; for which, with the excep-
tion of a few additions, we are indebted to Dr Thomas
Young. It exhibits the increase both of length and bulk
for 180°, and for 1° of Fahrenheit's scale.

Table shewing the Expansions of Solid Bodies, according to the Experiments of various Philosophers.

Solid Bodies.
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Solid Bodies.

Platina,

Platina,

Platina,

Palladium, . . .

Platina and glass,

Regulus of antimony,
Cast iron prism, . .

Cast iron, ....
Steel rod, ....
Blistered steel, . .

Steel,

Hard steel,

Annealed steel,

Tempered steel.

Iron, ....
Iron wire hard drawn . .

Annealed iron, ....
Hammered iron, . . . . ,

Bismuth,
Annealed gold, ....
Gold,
Gold wire, ,

Copper hammered, . . . ,

Copper,
Brass,

Brass scale, supposed from
i

Hamburg, '

Cast brass,

English plate brass rod, . ,

English plate brass trough,
Brass,

Brass wire,

Brass,

Copper 8, tin 1, . . . .

Silver,

Brass 16, tin 1, . . . .

Speculum metal, ....
Spelter solder, brass 2, zinc 1

Fine pewter,

Grain tin,

Tin,

Soft solder, lead 2, tin 1, .

Zinc 8, tin !, a little ham-
mered,

Lead,

Zinc,

Zinc, hammered out half an
,

an inch per foot, . . . '

lor 180° F.

In leiigfth. In hulk.

.000856

.0009

.0010

.0011

.001083

.0011094

.001 1111

.0011447

.001125

.001150

.0011574

.001225

.00122

.00137

.001 156

.001258

.00133

.00139

.001392

.00146

.0015

.00167

.00 1 700

.00191

.001783

.0018554

.001875

.0018928

.0018949

.001933

.002 1

6

.001817

.00189

.0021

.00212

.001908

.001933

.002058

.002283

.002483

.00284

.002508

.002692

.002867

.00344

.002942

.003011

.002570

.0027

.0030

.0033

.003253

.003332

.003337

.003438

.003379

.003454

.003476

.003679

.00367

.00411

.003472

.003779

.00400

.00417

.004180

.00438

.0045

.00502

.005109

.00573

.005359

.005576

.005635

.005689

.005695

.005811

.00648

.005461

.005681

.0063

,00636

.005736

.005811

.006187

.0068 66

.007469

.00852

.007545

.008095

.008625

.01032

.008850

.009061

I'or 1" F.

In length. In bulk.

.00000476

.0000050

.00000551

.0000056

.0000061

.00000602

.00000617

.00000618

.00000636

.00000625

.00000639

.00000642

.00000661

.00000681

.0000058

.0000076

.00000642

.00000699

.0000080

.0000074

.0000077

.00000773

.000008 1

.0000093

.0000093

.00000944

.0000106

.00000991

.00001031

.00001042

.00001052

.00001053

.00001066

.00001074

.0000120

.00001009

.00001050

.00001167

.0000 1 1

8

.00001 l57

.00001056

.00001074

.00001148

.00001238

.00001379

.0000158

.00001393

.00001496

.00001592

.0000191

.00001634

.00001673

.00001428

.000015

.0000165

.0000 1

7

.0000183

.00001805

.0000185

.00001853

.00001907

.00001875

.00001917

.00001928

.00001985

.00002042

.0000204

.0000228

.00001926

.00002097

.000024

.0000222

.0000231

.00002320

.0000243

.000025

.0000279

.00002833

.00003 1 8

.00002973

.00003092

.00003125

.00003156

.00003159

.00003200

.0000322

.0000359

.00003028

.0000315

.000035

.0000354

.000034

.00003168

.00003222

.00003430

.00003714

.00004137

.0000474

.00004179

.00004388

.00004776

.0000573

.00004902

Remarks.

Borda.

AVollastoii.

Troughtoii.

Wollaston.

Benhoud.
SmeatoM.
Roy.
Lavoisier.

Roy.
Phil. Tranb. 1795,428.
Smeaton.
Lavoisier.

Troughton. Nich. IX. p. 230.
Smeaton.
Muschcnbroek.
Muschenbroek.
Borda.
Smeaton.
Troughton.
Muschenbroek.
Muschenbroek.
Smeaton.
Muschenbroek.
Ellicott, by comparison.
Muschenbroek.
Smeaton.
Muschenbroek.
Borda.

Roy.

Smeaton.
Roy.
Roy.

Troughton. Nich. IX. p. 230.
Smeaton.
Muschenbroek.
Smeaton.
Herbert.

Ellicott, by comparison.
Muschenbroek.
Throughton.
Smeaton.
Smeaton.
Smeaton.
Smeaton.
Smeaton.
Muschenbroek.
Smeaton.

Smeaton.

Smeaton.

Muschenbroek.
Smeaton.

.00005019 Smeaton.

It has been found, in general, that equal increments of
Jieat produce a greater expansion at a high temperature,
ihan they do at a low one.

The expansion of metallic bodies seems to have some
connection with their fusibilities. Platina, the least fusible

of the metals, has the lowest expansion ; and lead, one of

the most fusible, has the greatest expansibility. The most
fusible glass is also found to be the most expansible.

From a number of experiments made with Prince
Rupert's drops, which are formed by dropping melted
glass into cold water, Dr Brewster has endeavoured to
obtain a measure of the expansion of glass when in a
fluid state. When the drops are made of flint glass,

they contain a number of cavities formed by the con-
traction of the glass in cooling. These cavities contain
no air. They increase with the magnitude of the drops,

5 O 2
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and may therefore be considered as a measure of the

contraction which the glass undergoes in its transition

from the temperature at which it melts, to the ordinary

temperature of the atmosphere. The magnitude of this

contraction is measured by the difference between the

specific gravity of the annealed and the unannealed

glass. This measure of the contraction must always

err in defect, but the maximum result obtained from a

considerable number of drops, may be regarded as a

tolerably correct measure of the diminution of density.

Tiiose drops should be employed in which tlie cavities

are most numerous, and scattered over every part of

their length. In some large drops of flint glass, the

number of cavities is given. Dr Brewster found that

the specific gravity of unannealed flini glass was 3.20405,

and that of annealed flint glass, from the same pot, 3.2763.

Hence the expansion in passing from the fluid to the

solid state, is greater than -

—

-, or 0.002205. See the
45.

a

P/iil. Trans, for 18 15, p. I. where a full account of these

experiments is published.

Cast iron, antimony, and bismuth, form exceptions

to the general law of expansion, as they actually in-
crease in bulk in passing from the solid to the fluid state.

Mr Mushet has established this fact for cast iron, by nu-
merous experiments, which prove that it is most dense
when fluid, and that it acquires its greatcset volume in

passing from the fluid to tlie solid state. The contraction
of argillaceous bodies, by an increase of temperature,
will be described in our account of Wedgwood's Ther-
mometer.

On the Expansion of Lir/uids.

We have already remarked that all fluid bodies are
also expanded by an increase of temperature. The com-
mon method of measuring these expansions is to enclose
them in a glass tube, and to observe the different heights
to which they rise when subjected to different tempera-
tures. These heights diminished by the expansion of
the glass tube, will afford an accurate measure of the
expansion of the included fluids. In this way M. De
Luc made a number of experiments, which we have
given in the following Table, the degrees in the first

column being those of Reaumur's thermometer.

Table of the Exfiansion of different Fluids.
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vision than in the lower, and he obtained the following

results

:

Ratio of expansion in the liigher

Fluids. division to tliat in the lower.

Quicksilver, 15 to 14.0

Olive oil, 13 13.4

Linseed oil, 15 13.4

Chamomile oil, 15 13.0

Water saturated with salt, . 15 11.6

Alcohol, 15 10.9

Water,
_

. . 15 4.7

The results for water contained in the last column of

the Table, exhibit a very remarkable deviation from the

general law observed by all the other fluids in the Table,

as it possesses the remarkable and anomalous property

of having its maximum density at 40°, and consequently

of contracting when its temperature is either din)inished

or increased. This property of water, first observed by

the Florentine Academicians in 1667, seems to have

been first accurately examined by Dr Croune towards

the end of the 17th century. Dr Hook ascribes the phe-

nomenon to the contraction of the vessel ; but it has been

shewn, in the most satisfactory manner, by the experi-

ments of Mairan, De Luc, Dr Hope, Mr Dalton, and

Sir Charles Blagden, that the phenomenon is not the re-

sult of any illusion. Sir Charles Blagden has proved,

that if water be kept free of all agitation so as to pre-

vent it from being frozen at 32^, and is cooled down to

21° or 22", the expansion still continues under an in-

creasing ratio. Mr Dalton fixed the maximum density

of water at 42 J° of Fahrenheit; he found that the ex-

pansion was scarcely perceptible from 41° to 44°, and

that from 41° to 32° the expansion was about ^l^^th part

of the whole expansion from 42 i° to 2 1 2°. He confirmed

Deluc's observation, that the expansion for any number
of degrees, either above or below 42i°, was the same;
but he afterwards thought that it was greatest below
42°, He also verified the observation of Sir Charles

Blagden, that the expansion continues below 32°, and he

succeeded in cooling it so far down in a tube, that the

water had expanded and risen to the same height as if

it had been heated to 75°. Hence, it must have been

cooled down to 10°. As soon as it was frozen, it sprung

up to 128°.

These remarkable appearances were regarded by se-

veral philosophers as so anomalous, that they were pro-

bably occasioned by some hidden source of error in the

experiments ; and even Mr Dalton himself was induced

to believe, that the anomaly exhibited by water was only

apparent, and arose from the contraction of the vessel

in which the experiment was made. In order to inves-

tigate this point, he repeated the experiments in earth-

en ware and metallic vessels, and compared the results

with those made in glass. In all these trials, the point

of maximum density, instead of being the' same, varied

with each substance, as will appear from the following

Table

:

Water
Water the

, . same
1°^"'-

height.

Brown earthen ware, No. 1 . at 36° at 32° and 40°

Brown earthen ware. No. 2. 38 34 44
Queen's ware, 40 32 48
Flint glass 4U 52 51

Iron, thin plate 42 J 32 53

Copper 454 32 59

Brass 46 32 60

Pewter 46 32 60

Lead 49J 32 67

Notwithstanding the accurate experiments of M. I.e-

fevre Gineau, who proved the maximum density of water

to be 39°. 2, the results obtained by Mr Dalton threw a

considerable degree of uncertainly over the subject, and

chemists were divided in their opinions, till the subject

was investigated by Dr Hope in a new manner, which
was not liable to any error arising from the contraction

of the containing vessels. It occurred to this learned

chemist, that if water expanded by a diminution of its

temperature below 40°, the expansion miglit be lender-

ed visible by the change of place, which would happen
in a column of water when cooling from 40° to 32°, or

when heating from 32° to 40", as the water, which had

a temperature of 32°, would necessarily rise in both cases

towards the surface. He therefore filled a i^lass jar, 8 V

inches deep and 4i broad, with water at the tempera-

ture of 32", and suspended in it two therniomclers, one

having its bulb about half an inch from the bottom, and

the other about half an inch from the surface. The
vessel being placed in a room having the temperature

of 60", it was found that as the temperature rose to 38°,

the thermometer at the surface was always one degree

lower than the one at the bottom ; a sufficient proof that

the density of the water increased as its temperature rose

above S2°. In order to obtain a still more striking re-

sult, Dr Hope employed a jar 21 inches high, and four

in diameter, and he adjusted at the middle of its height

a bason of tinned iron, by filling which, either with hot

water, or a frigorific mixture, he could apply licat or

cold to the middle portion of the fluid colunui. A ther-

mometer being fixed at the top and boltom of the jar as

before, the jar was filled with water at 32°, and water

of the temperature of 68° was poured into the bason of

tinned iron. The lower thermometer rose from 32°

to nearly 37° before the upper thermometer indicated

the smallest increase of temperature, the warm current

having moved downwards in consequence of the con-

traction or increase of density of the water. Dr Hope
reversed this experiment by filling the bason with a fri-

gorific mixture, while the water in the jar had a tem-

perature of 39^°. The upper thermometer descended

to 33° in the course of two hours, while the lower one

suffered almost no change, the current of cooled water

ascending to the top of the jar. By thus varying his

experiments in a very beautiful and skilful manner, Dr
Hope decided the question of the maximum density of

water, and is entitled to the honour of having been the

first who really established the existence of this singular

anomaly.

When the writer of this article had the pleasure of

seeing Monsieur Arago at Paris in the course of last

summer, he mentioned to him a series of experiments

made on the refractive power of water at different tem-

peratures, in order to determine if its maximum density

was above 32°. He filled a prism with water at the tem-

perature of 32°, and observed the angle of deviation pro-

duced by refraction, while its temperature rose from 32'

to 212°. The angle of deviation was greater at 32°, and

it gradually diminished to 212°, exhibiting no marks
whatever of a variation of refractive power at 40°, or at

any point between 32° and 212°. Hence Monsieur

Arago concluded, that since the refractive power always

increases with the density, the density of water must be

ai a maximum at 32°. This conclusion might have been

admitted to have considerable weight, before Dr Hope
had established the opposite conclusion by direct expe-

riment; but, independent of this circumstance, we have

no hesitation in saying, that M. Arago's conclusion is
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not legitimately dcducible from his experiments. It is

assumed in his reasoning, that the refractive jtower of

bodies increases ivith their density, a doctrine which re-

quires to be established by direct experiment, before it

can be admitted as a valid argument in favour of any

other position. Nay, it has actually been proved by Al-

bert Eulcr from numerous experiments, that the refrac-

tive power of glass is increased by heat. An augmen-
tation of temperature of G0° of Reaumur diminished the

focal length ^'^th part, and an augmentation of 33° pro-

duced a diminution oi -^j. M. Euler concludes, without

sufficient evidence, that the refractive power of all fluids

is increased with heat; but though this is obviously er-

roneous, yet the experiments which he has made com-
pletely overturn the assumption of M. Arago, that the

density at different temperatures may be inferred from

the refractive power, and leave the subject of the maxi-

mum density of water in the same state as it had been

left by Dr Hope.
No experiments, so far as we know, have been made,

with the view of explaining this singular property of

water, nor does it readily appear how such experiments
could be made. We have often thought that an inci-

pient crystallization takes place at the point of maximum
density, and gradually increases till the congelation is

completed. But in what manner are we to render this

incipient crystallization apparent ? It is not visible to

the eye ; nor can it be detected by the application of

any known instrument. It has often occurred to us.

that it may be rendered visible, if it does exist, by the
action of the water in depolarising a ray of polarised
light, a property which is possessed by the water as
soon as it is converted into ice. We have shewn from
numerous experiments, that a piece of glass which has
no depolarising structure, receives it by an augmenta-
tion of temperature, and again loses it when the tem-
perature diminishes, and this communication and de-

struction of the depolarising virtue takes place when the
glass is perfectly solid. Hence it is reasonable to infer,

that water, though still in a fluid state in passing from
40° to 32°, may be gradually receiving that peculiar
arrangement which is necessary to depolarise light; and
which belongs to crystallized bodies. Several months
ago, we tried this experiment in a very rude manner,
by melting a quantity of snow between two plates of

glass, and, after the snow was completely melted, a con-
siderable quantity of light was depolarised. As this

effect, however, might have been produced by some in-

visible portions of unmelted snow, we do not consider
the experiment as worthy of any confidence. We have,
however, begun a series of experiments, for the purpose
of determining this interesting point.

We shall now conclude this branch of the subject,

with a tabular view of the different experiments that

have been made on the expansion of mercury, water,
the acids, and alcohol, which have been collected and
arranged in a tabular form by Dr Thomas Young.

Table shaving the Exfiansion of Mercury, according to different Authors.

Mercury,

Specific gravity, 13.6 at 45'

from 32° to 104° . . .

Specific gravity 13.61 at 68'

For 180° of Fahrenheit.
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Tlie formula used in the preceding Table is 1 13156

—

(}/+101)^,the temperature being /", or reckoning the

degrees from 60, 1 —.00058/—.COOO0O625/^
From a diligent comparison of tlic observations of De

Luc, and other natural philosophers, M. Biot of the In-

stitute of France has succeeded in discovering the law of

the expansion of fluids; and by means of a very simple

formula, he has been enabled to calculate the true dilata-

tion corresponding to any given temperature. These

interesting investigations have not yet been published ;

but M. Biot has had the kindness to communicate to the

Editor a general account of his labours.

In all fluids whose expansions have hitherto been ex-

amined, the true dilatation S'T reckoned from 0°, is capa-

ble of being expressed by the formula
S'T=aT+dT-+cT\

T indicating the temperature, and a, b, c, three co-effi-

cients constant for each liquid, but varying in diiferent

liquids. M. Biot has determined the value of these co-

efficients for eight or ten fluids, which are most fre-

quently employed. The preceding formula is applica-

ble with equal accuracy at all temperatures, while the

fluid exists in some state of fluidity, and continues to be
heated. It may, therefore, be extended even beyond
ebullition, if the fluid is contained in a tube where it can-
not boil. The preceding formula likewise agrees with
a set of fine experiments made by M. Charles, with an
instrument of his own invention, for rendering sensible,

and measuring the maximum expansion of water. A
full account of iVI. Biot's investigations, will be found in

the third volume of the Memoires d'Arcucil, which is now
in the press ; and also in a complete treatise on natural

philosophy, with which M. Biot is at present occupied,
and to the appearance of which we look forward with the

highest expectations.

On the Expansion of Gases.

The subject of the expansion of gases, has been inves-

tigated by Priestley, Roy, Saussure, Monge, Guyton,
Duvernas, and Prony ; but the most accurate are those

which have recently been made by Gay Lussac, and our
countryman Mr Dalton. The results obtained by some
of these eminent chemists, are given in the following Ta-
ble drawn up by Dr Thomas Young.

Table of the Exfiansion of Gaseous Bodies.

Gases.
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.innales de CliimiS, torn. xliv. p. 87, or Mc/wlson's Jour-

val, Oct. vol. iv. p. 207. Brewster, P/iil. Tiaiia. 1814,

part 2, and !815, paf!;e I. Young's J\fatural Philoso-

filiy, torn. ii. page 390. See also Chemibiiiy, vol. v.

part ii. (/3)

EXPECTATION of Life, Sec Annuitif.s.

EXPONENTS. Ste Algf.bra.
EXPORTATION. See England.
EXPRESSION. See Paintino.
EXTENDED Thirds, in Music, according to Mr

Marsh, Theory of Harmonics, p. 20, are the same as the
" wolf thirds," or those on which the greatest imperfec-

tion or result of the temperament fails: usually on j^Cic,

15
be, ifFbB, and JrfCF, in the major thirds; \?li-j^P,

[>]iific, and FffG, in the minor thirds. (5)

EXTRAC riON OF Roots. See ARiruMETic and
Al.GEBR*.
EXTREME Intervals, in Music, are, according to

Dr Callcot, " such diatonic distances as are increased or

diminished by a chromatic semitone," (G^-rtm. 1st edit.

p. 113,) and this alteration at page 112, is defined to

be the same with a _/?uf or a sharfi ; yet, except in the

obscure and incorrect section (228) in p. 119, the study

i§ no where advised by this autlior, that sometimes the

minor, and at others the meditis semitone (^ or Q) is his

chromatic semitone. Dr R. Smith, and Mr Liston,

[Essay, p. 24.) denote all those intervals extreme with
respect to C, which arise in modulating therefrom by
fifths, either above ^G, or below (^E. The several ex-
treme flat intervals of the above authors when arranged,

are bil,or2(-S), b^ (— S)> b^C—Cf); biV,or4
(-S) ; b V, or 5 (-S ; b VI, or S i—^), \>7 {—cf,)
and bVIII.or 8 (— S).
And the several extreme shar/i intervals are, ^1 (-f- S),

«n c+cf), «iii (+s),»v(+^), i:fvi(+s),and
S|VII (+ ^). To which may perhaps be added the e.i--

treme doubleJIat mtevvA [7 b VI I, or \y7 (
—

"f— S); and
the extreme double sharji interval J:f^^ 1 (,;^ + S)> ^'''d

i?2t4, orSIV(,^+S).
The letters ^ or g, and their signs

-J- or — , deno-
ting the increase or diminution of the interval, by
S6S+ f+3m, or 4"S-ff+4m respectively, whence the

value of any of tliem may be easily had ; or see the se-

veral intervals Eiohth, Fifth, First, Sec. (j)

EXTREME Diminished and Extreme Supcrjiuous

intervals, according to Mr Chambers, are diminished or

increased by 2^ ; but Mr Overendsays by ^-f §, which
answers to the double flattening or double sharpening
above. (^)

EYE. See Anatomy, Medicine, Optics, Physi-
ology, and Surgery.
EYLAU, Preussisch, or Prussian, a small town in

East Prussia, south-east of Koningsberg, of little note
till it became the scene of a most sanguinary engage-
ment between the French and Russians, on the 8th Fe-
bruary 1807. The Russian army having retreated du-
ring six days, reached on the 7th February the position

behind the town of Eylau, where general Beningsea
bad promised to his impatient followers to give battle

to Bonaparte. The ground was chosen, less from a

consideration of its being favourable to the Russians,

than with a view to the preservation of the city of Ko-
ningsberg. The length of the position was two miles;

it was partly flanked by woods, but, on the whole, the

ground was elevated and exposed. The French took
post on ground nearly parallel, but higher, so as to

command with their artillery the Russian position.

Vol. VIII. Part. II.

The French had likewise the superiority in numbers,
the Russians not exceeding 60,000 men. On the even-
ing before the battle, there was a most sanguinary strug-
gle for the town of Eylau, which finally remained in

possession of the French. The armies passed the night
in the immeiliate neighbourhood of each other, and ea-
ger for the approaching conflict. The cannonade be-
gan at day break, and was conducted at first with great-
er effect on the part of the French, in consequence of
the Russian line standing more exposed. The space
between the armies, though marsliy in open weather,
was easily passable at this season of ice and snow. Bo-
naparte accordingly made two large columns move for-

ward, the one against the centre, the other against the
right of the Russians; but after advancing 300 yards,
the havoc of the Russian artillery was so great as to

break their order, and they returned in confusion. A
subsequent effort directed against the Russian left, was
equally unavailing, the Russians advancing and driving
back their opponents with the bayonet.
These operations, however, were merely preparatory

to Bonaparte's general attack. Calculating that Da-
voust, whom he had detached to take the Russians in

the rear, would arrive at his station towards noon, Bo-
naparte directed a general movement of his army, in-

cluding the guards, in six separate columns, against the
Russian line. A heavy fall of snow concealed his ar-

rangement, and favoured the approach of the columns,
so that they were not discovered till they had come very
near to the Russian line, upon which general Beningsen,
aware of the importance of the moment, made his re-

serve advance, join themselves to the main body, and
rush forward, with united strength, to charge the ene-
my. The French were shaken, gave way, and all the
efforts of their officers to rally them were ineffectu-

al. Their cavalry attempting to turn the fortune of
the day by desperate charges, were cut up in great
numbers; but the Russians had hardly effected this re-
pulse, when they were ordered to face about, a nume-
rous corps appearing on their left, and threatening their

rear. This was the corps of Davoust, who had fortu-

nately been retarded by the wretched state of the roads.

The Russian main body was drawn back from the field

of battle to meet him; and a Prussian corps under ge-
neral Lestocq having, after a most difficult march,
reached the scene of action, advanced to attack Davoust.
Their number did not exceed 6000; but they were ad-
mirably commanded by Lestocq, and the Russian left

wing affording them support, the French were repulsed
with very heavy loss. Night now came on, and Bona-
parte recalled Davoust. Had the Russians been in a
condition to make an attack the next day, their success
would have been certain; but their anmiunition was
expended, and their men were fainting for want of
food. By an iricgularity unfortunately too common in
the Russian commissariat, there had been no supply of
provisions that day ; and Beningsen, apprehensive for
the eventual safety of Koningsberg, took the determi-
nation of retreating, contrary to the concurrent wish of
his generals. The Russians- acknowledged a loss of
neai'ly 20,Ci00 men in killed and wounded, and main-
tained that that of the French exceeded 30,000. Bo-
naparte remained for some time at Eylau, but finding

that the Russian cavalry v/eie competent to the protec-

tion of the surrounding country, and that he could make
no effectual progress against so resolute an enemy, h&
retired in the direction of Dantzic. {j^

5 P
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F.

I'ABIUS. See Romt..

1*"ACE. See DuAWiNCi.
FACULjE. Sec AsTUON-OMv.
TAENZA, Ihc Faxentia of the ancients, a city of

Italy, and capital of the cicpaitment of the Amonc, is

the sec of a bishop suHVagaii of Ravenna. Mr Eustace,

tlie latest author of travels in Italy, describes this ancient

town as spacious and well built. Its g-reat square has a

line range of porticos on either side, and a Corinthian

church belonging to the Dominicans. The cathedral,

which is Gothic, stands in the great sciuare, and is or-

namented with a handsome steeple, five stories high,

with ballustrades. There is a fountain near the church,
having a bason surrounded with four lions of brass, and
encompassed with a wrought iron rail, f'aenza was
once celebrated for its pottery, from which it received its

name. The pottery obtained also the name of Majoli-

ca, from the inventor of it. INIr Eustace observed in

the vicinity of this city, a few traces of the pine groves,

which appear to have formed one of its distinguishing

features in ancient times. Distance from Ravenna, 20
miles south-west. North Lat. 44" 18', East Long. 11°

51'. See Keysler's Travels, vol. iii. p. 246; Eustace's
Classical Tour through Italy, vol. i. p. 142, 143. (to)

FAHLUN, a town of Sweden, in the province of
Dalecarlia, is situated about 300 feet above the level

of the sea, between the two lakes of Run and Warpen,
in a small plain, surrounded on all sides by low hills.

The town, which owes its existence to the celebrated
copper mines in its neighbourhood, is very regular,

and consists of several parallel streets, crossed at right

angles by many others. The houses are principally

built of wood and of stone, and there are two churches
in the town built with brick, and one of them roofed
with copper. The following very interesting and ac-
curate account of the celebrated copper mine, is abridg-
ed from the full account given by Dr Thomson, in his

recent travels in Sweden. " The mine of copper ore
consisted of an immense cone of copper and iron py-
rites, placed with its apex downwards. It has been
wrought from time immemorial, and formerly with so
little care, that about 150 years ago, the whole works
fell in, leaving a great hollow, still very conspicuous
as we approach the mine. Two large pillars, or rather
hills of quartz, however, remained unmoved amidst
the ruins. They may be still seen rising through the
bottom of the great excavation, formed by the trembling
of the mine. For many years galleries were driven
through the old works, and the ore extracted in that
manner; but now the vast heap of ruins has been
wrought out, and they are obliged to go deeper for the
ore which at present they extract. The mine is about
200 fathoms deep. The descent is by an easy winding
staircase all the way; so that you may descend to the
bottom without any other inconvenience than the fatigue
«f going down so many steps. The galleries are all

spacious: none less than eight feet in height, and some
as high as thirty feet. There are about 600 workmen
in the mine. The ore is extracted partly by the mallet,
partly blasted by gun-powder. It is extremely poor,
seldom yielding more than li per cent, of the copper.

To the eye, indeed, it has nearly the appearance of iron

pyrites. This pyiites is frequently mixed with beau-
tiful crystals of actinolite, of considerable quantity,

which gives it, when fresh broken, a very splendid
appearance. This actinolite is likewise found in the
neighbourliood in chlorite slate, crystallized in very
regular four-sided prisms, about an inch in length, and
having a greyish blue colour.

Whether the original great conical mass of ore con-
stituted a vein or not, it is impossible to say; all means
of tracing any thing respecting its situation having been
long ago destroyed. But several veins filled with a

similar ore still exist, and have been wrought.
The ore is drawn up the perpendicular shafts; the

principal one of which is King Adolphus Frederick's
shaft. All the machinery belonging to this mine is

driven by water; and as far as my observations went,
the whole is constructed according to very scientific

and sound principles.

The whole wood-work of the mine is impregnated
with sulphate of iron. The water that collects in the

mine contains likewise a portion of the same salt in so-

lution. As tliis water contains likewise a little sul-

phate of copper, it is pumped up, and made to run
slowly through a pretty long trough, containing pieces
of old iron. By this contrivance, the copper is pre-

cipitated. It is collected occasionally, and smelted.

The water thus freed from copper, though it contains

sulphate of iron, is by much too weak to render it pro-
fitable to crystallize the salt by means of heat.

It is concentrated by a very ingenious method, bor-

rowed from the method used in Germany to concen-
trate some of their weak salt mines. The water is

pumped up to the top of a pretty high wooden stage,

all wrapt round with birch twigs. It is let fall upon
these twigs, and trickles over them to a trough at the

bottom of the stage prepared to receive it. By this

contrivance, a very great surface of the liquid is ex-
posed to the air, which greatly facilitates its evapora-
tion. This process is repeated six or seven times, as

the liquid moves along from one extremity of the stage

to the other. By this time it is so much concentrated

as not to be very far from the point of crystallization.

From this stage it runs into a large vessel lined with

lead, where it is sufficiently concentrated by boiling.

It is then let into a number of small square wooden
vessels, set beside each other in a large apartment for

the purpose. Into each of these vessels a number of

wooden rods fixed to a frame are dipped. Upon these

rods the sulphate of iron crystallizes. The copperas
thus manufactured is used in Sweden, and exported to

different ports in the Baltic.

The whole surface of the plain on which the mine is

situated is thick, strewed with immense round blocks

of granite, quartz, felspar, hornblende, and chlorite slate.

But not a single rock is to be seen in siid in the whole
plain, except the two pyramids of quartz, in the exca-

vation of the mine formerly mentioned. But upon the

higher grounds which surround Fahlun, especially to

the west, rocks will be found exposed in considerable

quantity. The rock which environs Fahlun is a parti-
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cular kliKl of fels])ar, without exliibiting any qu;\rtz or

mica wliicli I was able to detect, though I pursued the

course of the rock several miles. This rock is very

inucii injured by the weallier. I could not perceive any

marks of stratification in it ; but as llic direction of the

high piroimd is from south to north, that is the direction

in which only it can be traced. I observed throe great

veins of hornblende culling ihroug-li this rock, and run-

ning in an easterly and westerly direction. In one of

these veins there was a bed of (juarlz eight inclies thick.

Each of the hornblende veins must have been at least

six feet thick. I observed likewise several veins of

quartz, not exceeding a few inches in thickness, running

in the same direction with the hornblende veins.

The rocks on the c;ist side of the mine, at the dis-

tance of some miles, are gneiss. From the minerals

that accompany the copper ore, such as actinolite, tre-

molite, chlorite, and from several other circumstances,

1 have little doubt that the mine consists, in fact, of a

series of veins in mica slate. The vein-stones appear
to consist chiefly of quartz.

Fahlun is the oldest, and for many years it was the

most productive, mine in Sweden. It is known to have
been wrought since the year 1347. Nor is there any
reason to believe the working of it began only then,

though no authentic records go to a greater antiquity.

In the year 1600 it yielded annually about eight mil-

lions of pounds of copper in the year; but for some
time back, the produce has been greatly diminished,

and there is every reason to expect that no great num-
ber of years will elapse before it ceases altogether to be
productive. Those gentlemen who have the manage-
ment of the mine, are sensible of this circumstance, and
have been turning their attention to the iron mines in

the neighbourhood, as a means of employing the work-
men when the copper mine shall be exhausted. The
governor of the province, who is himself possessed of

some iron mines, and who conceives that the inter-

ference of those gentlemen would be injurious to his

trade, has endeavoured to prevent them from carrying

their views into execution.

The copper mine of Fahlun is at present the pro-

perty of a considerable number of individuals. When
the ore is brought to the surface of the earth, it is divid-

ed into different portions, according to the requisite

shares of each individual. Every one is at liberty either

to smelt his own ore in the way he thinks proper, or to

dispose of it to those who are inclined to purchase it.

From this method of proceeding it happens that there

are a great many different smelting houses, and that

each house conducts its processes upon a small and
economical scale." Population of the town 6000. See
Coxe's Travels, vol. v. ; Catteau Voyage en Allemagne
et en Suede, vol. ii. p. 292, Paris 1810 ; but particularly

Thomson's Travels t/iroug/t Sweden, clu'.p. xji. p. 216;
and Plates ix. and x. of that work, which exhibit a
ground plan of the copper mine, and likewise a perpen-
dicular section of it. (w)
FAHRENHEIT. See Thebmometer.
FAIRFORD, a market-town of England in Glou-

cestershire, is situated in a pleasant country at the foot

of the Cotswold hills, on the banks of the river Colne,
at an old ford near the confluence of that river with the

Thames. The tov/n consists of two sti eets, neatly and
regularly built, and is principally distinguished for its

fine Gothic church, and the exquisitely painted glass

which it contains. The church, which is dedicated ta

tlic Virgin Mary, is a fine specimen of t!ie Gothic
which prevailed about the end of the 15th century. It

consists of a lofty nave, a chancel, side-aisles, and a low
tower rising from the centre of the edifice, which has
been supposed to have been intended for the foundation

of a spire. The whole of the building, wliich is 120 feet

long, and 55 broad, is embattled, and sustained by pin-

nacled buttresses, those of the tower being ttaltened, and
gradually diminishing to the top. Statues, as large as
life, are rudely sculptured on their bases ; and round the

architrave is a scries of grotesque figures. The exterior

is adorned with many niches, whicli had once contained

carved statues. The architecture of the intei ior is re-

markably fine : light fluted pillars, sustaining four arches
on each side, divide the aisles fioni the nave. The aisles

are continued parallel with the chancel, with which there

is a communication by two arches of equal height. The
chancel is encircled with a fine oak screen, adorned with
finely carved tabernacle-work, and stalls of the same
work. The pavement is chequered wilh blue and
white stone.

This magnificent edifice was founded by John Tame,
an opulent merchant, who having, in 1492, taken a vessel

laden with painted glass, and bound from a Flemish port
to Italy, resolved to have a large building erected for its

reception. Having been for some time settled at Fair-

ford, he began the present church in 1493, and disposed
of the glass in 28 windows, each having four or more
compartments. The principal sul)jects of these paint-

ings are scriptural, some of them are the Roman em-
perors, who opposed and who favoured the establish-

ment of Christianity. The designs in the great west
window are the Resurrection and the Last Judgment,
the colours of wh.icli are so brilliant, and the drapery so
delicate, that Mr Dallaway regards them as a more
pleasing specimen of ancient art than will often be met
with in England or on the Continent. Vandyck con-
sidered some of the figures as so well done, that they
could not be surpassed by the best pencil.

The church contains a variety of monuments and se-

pulchral inscriptions. A tomb of Italian marble is erect-

ed in the north aisle to the memory of Sir Edmund Tame,
son of the founder of the church.

There is here a free school endowed for 60 boys, and
other charitable institutions. The Colne is crossed by
three bridges ; and, about three miles from the town is

the great canal which joins the Severn and the Thames.
The inhabitants of Fairford chieily subsist by its markets
and fairs, which are well attended. The population of.

the town and parish, in 1811, was,

Number of inhabited houses^ 295
Do. of families, 295
Do. employed in agriculture, 129
Do. in trades and manufactures, 133
Males, 688
Females, 756
Total population, .... 1444

See Rudge's Gloueeatershire, and the Beauties cfEng'-
land and Wales, vol. v. p. 629—636. {j)
FAIFOE, or Haifo, the name of a sea-port town of

Cochinchina, situated on the banks of a river communi-
cating with Tuion Bay. The river was formerly navi-

gable for large junks, but it will now admit only vessels

of 100 tons burthen. The junks lie at the distance of
about 3 miles from the town, in another river communis

5 P 2
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eating with lliat of Tiiron, and capable of receiving ships

of 200 tons. Tlie best ancliorage is on tlic west side of

the island of Cliam Calloa, in N. Lat. 15° 54', opposite

the river, and about three leagues from the main. Tlie

town of Fail'oe, wliich is about 10 miles from the sea,

was once \ery large, and possessed a flourisliing com-
iiierce. Tlie houses were built of brick, and the streets

well paved. It was destroyed by the rebels during the

civil wars, but is now recovering its former importance.

The vessels which arrive at Faifoc are principally

Chinese, Japanese, and the country ships from India.

A hundred Chinese junks are said to have come annu-

ally to Faifue before its decline. The principal articles

which they exported into Faifoe were alum, China ware,

Congo tea, dried fruits, drugs, sticks of sandal wood,

linen cloth, false pearls, ornaments, pepper of various

kinds, dried blubber, damnicr, ink, isinglass, sweetmeats,

talc, lackered ware, and great quantities of tutenague,

the last of which the king always engrosses to himself.

The Japanese import chiefly copper, and several articles

similar to those enumerated. The country ships im-
port several European and Asiatic commodities, such

as braziery, cutlery, cloths, guns and gunpowder, salt-

petre, silver, clocks and watches, tobacco, opium, gold

lace, brimstone, camblcts, furs, glass ware, hardware,

ironmongery, lead, looking glasses, mathematical instru-

ments, piece goods, tin, sandal wood, swords, shot, and
vermilion.

The exports from Faifoe to China were principally

beetle nut, black wood, bullock's bones, calavances,

cardamoms, cotton, dried sea snails, dried fish, drugs,

pepper, Japan wood, powder, agala wood, beech de
mer, birds nests, blue, (a kind of smalts), cassia, cloves

and nutmegs, deer's sinews, mats of rattan, elephant's

teeth and hones, fish glue, gamboge, coarse linen, rat-

tans, wood for incense, seeds, skins of bullocks, deer and
elephants, stick lac, tin, wax, sugar, and sugar-candy in

great quantities, which is reckoned the finest in the

world. The exports to Japan were ebony, nammorack,
pepper, fish skins in great quantities, hareskins, cow
hides, buffaloes horns, white and dark sugar, Cambodia
nuts, bark, drugs, Sellaw, and silk stuffs. The exports
to India are principally sugar-candy and sugar. Various
articles are also exported to Batavia, Manilla, and Siam.
The duty on all imports is 12 per cent. ; and the master
of every vessel must give in a statement of all his goods,
and agree to pay a certain sum every time that the ship
arrives. The Portuguese pay annually 3000 quans,
(500 of which is equivalent to 2 rupees, or 1 Spanish
dollar,) and the Chinese only from 1500 to 2000, accord-
ing to the size of their junks. It is necessary to present
the king with a piece of scarlet cloth, some fine long
cloth, a sword, telescope, &c. and the principal mandarin
at Hue, which is the royal residence, must also be at-

tended to. See Milburn's Oric7ilal Commerce, vol. ii.

p. 452. (w)
FAIRIIEAD, is situated in the county of Antrim, near

the north-eastern angle of Ireland, and opposite to the
island of Rathlin or Raghery, in Long. 6" 2' W. of
Greenwich, and Lat. 55° 44' N.

This bold headland is composed of the most consider-
able mass of greenstone in the British islands. The
greatest thickness of the bed is 260 feet, and its eleva-
tion above the sea 545 feet. The greenstone rests on
strata of sandstone, which dip south-west, and in these,
a little to the west, the coal mine of Ballycastle is si-

tuated.

Fairhead, in consequence of its superior elevation, is

distinguished, in the language of the country, by the
name of Bcnmore ; it forms the eastern termination of
Bailycastle bay, and is distant about eight miles from
the basaltic district of the (lianl's Causeway, known to

mariners under the general name of Bengore Head.
Nothing can form a more striking contrast than these
two headlands. Bengore is composed of a series of dis-

tinct beds, some of which are formed of columns which,
for symmetry, vie with architectural precision; while
the rest present the most rugged and irregular aspect.

At Fairhead the bed of greenstone is continuous from top
to bottom, and at the same time presents the appear-
ance of columnar disposition; but this, on close exami-
nation, is found to be only an appearance, arising from
the natural disposition of the greenstone to separate into

distinct prismatic concretions, totally destitute of that

uniformity of shape preserved in each individual column
at the Giant's Causeway. Such, however, is the ten-

dency of the greenstone of Fairhead to assume this

structure, that some masses o^ not more than 20 or 30
feet in diameter, and nearly 200 feet in length, may be
observed almost entirely detached from the rest of the

rock, and there, having in some instances swerved a

little from the perpendicular, hang in awful suspense
over the abyss below.

The action of the great current, occasioned by the

flowing of the tide through the Irish Channel, which
disgorges itself just at this point, where it is again met
by the wave of the Atlantic, occasions a never-ceasing

eddy along the shore of Fairhead, which prevents any
accumulation of matter; and were its base not pro-

tected by the enormous fragments of greenstone which
lie scattered over it, the soft material on which the pro-

montory is supported would soon be washed away, and
the whole launched into the ocean.

Even as it is, the barrier formed by these enormous
blocks is not entirely sufficient to resist the inroad of

the waves. From time to time great masses of the rock
fall with a tremendous crash upon the debris below.

In 1810, a fall of this kind took place; and, from the

appearance of the cliff, others may be constantly ex-

pected. Within a few feet, and parallel to the edge,

there are several long deep rents, into which cattle have
sometimes been known to fall, and which, in many
places, may be plumbed to the depth of sixty or eighty

feet; these can only be occasioned by the undermining
of the cliff, as they do not occur excepting along its

edge.

The greenstone of Fairhead is like all other beds of

the same substance, very fine grained, resembling ba-

salt on the u]iper and the under surfaces, and very
coarse grained in the middle of the bed. This pecu-
liarity is distinctly displayed on the under surface of

the mass, where it comes in contact with the sandstone;

but as no overlaying strata occur immediately along the

summit, it is only at some distance from it, that the

fine grain is again observable. Fairhead dips a little

west by south, and is overlaid by sandstone at the dis-

tance of aljout a mile from the sea.

According to Dubourdicu, a species of blindcoal,

which promises to be a profitable return to the proprie-

tors, has been found in the strata beneath the green-

stone on both sides of Fairhead; and what is remarka-
ble, he states that the blindcoal sells for 3s. per toa

more than the blazing coal.

See the Rev. Mr Dubourdieu's StaiisCical Survey of
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.Intrim; and Dr Hamilton's Letters on the County cf
Antrim, (s. n.)

TAIRY-RiNGs, or Circles, is a name which has been
given to spots or rinps in grass fields, which are either

l)arcr tlian the rest of the field, or covered with grass

more green and more luxuriant. Sometimes they con-

sist of a bare ring, seven or eight yards in diameter,

forming a round patli, about a foot broad, and having
green grass in the middle, and sometimes of a circum-
ference of green grass, inclosing a circular portion

covered with grass less luxuriant. Dr Priestley obser-

ved one about a yard in diameter, the ring itself being
about a quarter of a yard broad, and equally so in the

whole of its circumferences, but there was no appear-
ance of any central spot.

Fairy-rings, or rather segments of them, were ob-

served upon Arthur's Seat, near Edinburgh, in the

year 1776, by Dr Ferguson, Dr Black, and Dr Hut-
ton. They resembled the witlicrcd grass of a foot-

path, but they traversed the shoulder of the hill in

such a direction, as to correspond neither to a slieep-

track nor a foot-path. Upon a near inspection, a nar-

row stripe of the grass appeared to be quite dead and
witliered. The breadth ot the stripe was about nine,

or in some places 12 inches ; the sides of it were per-

fectly defi-ned, without any gradation from green to wi-

thered grass, all the plants in the track being killed,

without the contiguous part having suft'ered in the least.

The length of Ihc track was about 100 or 200 yards,
" streching from the south-east side of the southmost
hill, through a hollow, and ascending obliquely the

shoulder of the summit of Arthur's Seat, on the south-

east side." Similar tracks of various extent were found
in all the different aspects and situations, from the south
side of the summit to the north side of the hill, half

way down to the plain, but none at the bottom. Pa-
rallel to each of these tracks of withered grass, which
appeared as if it had been made the year before, and
was then black, from the grass having rotted, the
distance of the old and new tracks was generally only

a few inches. These tracks are not always continuous,
but frequently consist of separate spots. The tracks
were not only always parallel and similar, but the very
spots which composed them were similar, as if the one
had been a copy of the other. The brown colour of
the new track was visible at the distance of 200 or 300
feet ; and even at a greater distance there could be seen
another stripe of a dark green, which was some dark
green grass that had grown among the rotten grass in

the last year's track. The greatest part, however, of
the dark green was behind the last year's track, and
was owing to a similar growth of grass in places where
the grass had been formerly killed or withered, and
which were now almost covered with new plants, which
gave a deeper shade of green than the rest of the hill.

Dr Hutton sometimes noticed five or six successions of

tracks, but those which had been made above three or
four years were much effaced. All the tracks were seg-

iDcnts of large circles. From the observations which
Dr Hutton made, it appeared, that the " progress of
the rings proceeded in the direction of a line drawn
from the centre bisecting the segment, that is to say,

those portions of concentric circles are never inscribed,

but always circumscribed ; and for this reason it will

appear that those circles of which segments are exhi-
bited to our observation, must be iucrcaoing and not

diminishing in their diameter.

" In the spring, about the middle of tlie month of
April, the grass begins gradually to wither and decay.

It is perfectly dead in a little time, that is, in a week
or two, and then appears white or withered. Thus,
every plant being killed in the new track, those vegeta-
ble bodies exposed to heat and moisture gradually decay,
so as next year to exhibit a dark or black, instead of a
light or white track, which it had been the year before

;

but, during the second year, the dead plants are still ob-

served in the turf, which, us it begins to get new plants,

loses gradually the appearance of the old ones, until at

last little moi-e can be observed than a broad shade of a
much deeper green, which, on the one side, is compared
with the natiu'al verdure into which it sometimes seems
gradually to terminate ; whereas, on the other side, the
deep green colour of the ground formerly tracked, is

contrasted with the yellow or light colour of the wither-
ed grass." After a caicful examination of the appear-
ances, Dr Hutton could think of no other mode of ex-
plaining them, than by supposing that they were pro-

duced either by lightning, or by the operation of insects.

Dr Price, Dr Darwin, and Mr Gough, without any
plausible reason, ascribed these ])henomena to lightning

;

but Dr Withering, with much more reason, accounted
for their formation by the growth of fungi. He always
found the spawn of the fungus below the brown and bare
portion, by digging to the depth of two inches, whereas
it was never found below those parts where the grass
was green and luxuriant.

Dr Wollaston has examined the subject of fairy cir-

cles with his usual ingenuity and success. He observed
that the fungi or mushrooms, first noticed by Wither-
ing, were found solely at the exterior margin of the dark
ring of grass. The breadth of the ling, in that instance,

measured from them towards the centre, was about 12
or 14 inches, while the exterior ring, occupied by the
mushrooms, was only about four or five inches broad.
Dr Wollaston conjectured, from the position of the
mtishrooms, that the rings were formed after the man-
ner described by Dr Hutton, by a progressive increase
from a centre, and this opinion was strengthened by find-

ing that a second species of fungus presented a similar
arrangement, with respect to the relative position of the
ring and fungi, the fungi being always upon the external
margin of a dark ring of grass. " ! thought it no: iui-

probablc," says Dr Wollaston, " that the soil which had
once contributed to the support of fungi might be so ex-
hausted of some peculiar pabulum necessary for their

production, as to be rendered incapable of [jroducing a
second crop of that singular class of vegetables. The
second year's crop would consequently appear in a small
ring surrounding the original centre of vegetation, and,
at every succeeding yeai', the defect of nutriment on one
side, would necessarily cause the new roots to extend
themselves solely in the opposite direction, and v/nuld
occasion the circles of fungi continually to jiroceed by
annual enlargement from the centre outwards. An ap-
pearance of luxuriance of the grass would follow as a

natural consequence, as the soil of an interior circle

would always be enriched by the decayed roots of fungi
of the [(receding year's growth."

In opposition to the remark of Dr ^Vithering, that

he never could find any spawn of the fungi among the
green grass, Dr Wollaston repeatedly observed undc-
cayed spawn, even below the most luxuriant grass.
" During the growth of the fungi, they so entirely ab-

sorb all nutriment from the soil beneath, that the herb-
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age is for a while ilestroyed, and a ring^ appears, bare of

grass, surrouudiMg- the dark ring. If a transverse sec-

tion be made of the soil beneath the ring, at this lime,

the part beneath the fungi appears paler ilian the soil on

cither side of it, but that which is beneath the interior

circle of dark grass, is found, on the contrary, to be con-

siderably darker than llie general surroiuiding soil. But,

in the course of a few weeks after the fungi have ceased

to appear, the soil where they stood grows darker, and

the grass soon vegetates again with peculiar vigour, so

tliat I have seen the surface covered with daik grass, al-

though the darkened soil has not exceeded half an inch

in thickness, while that beneath lias continued white

with spawn, for about two inches in depth."

The section of the space occupied by the white spawn,

has, in general, nearly the same form, and may be com-
pared to that of a wave, proceeding from the centre out-

wards, as its boundary on the inner side ascends ob-

liquely towards the surface, while its exterior termina-

tion is nearly in a vertical position. The extent occupied

by the spawn varies considerably, according to the sea-

son of the year, being greatest after the fungi have come
to perfection, and is reduced to its smallest dimensions,

and mav, in some cases, not be discernible before the

next year's crop begins to make its appearance.

For the purpose of observing the progress of various

circles, I marked them three or four years in succes-

sion, by incisions of different forms, by which I could

distinguish clearly the successive annual increase, and I

found it to vary in different circles, from eight inches to

as much as two feet. The broadest rings that I have

seen, were those of the common mushroom, (ag. cam-

pestris) ; the narrowest are the most frequent, and are

those of the champignon (c^. arcades of Dr Withering).

The mushroom accordingly makes circles of the largest

diameter, but those of the champignon are most regular.

There are, however, as many as three other fungi that

exhibit the same mode of extension, and produce the

same effect upon the herbage. These are the aff. ler-

reus, ag firocerus, and the lycojierdon bovista, tlie last of

which is far more common than the two last-mentioned

agarics.

There is one circumstance that may frequently be
observed respecting these circles, which can satisfacto-

rily be accounted for, according to the preceding hypo-

thesis of the cause of their increase, and may be consi-

dered as a confirmation of its truth. Whenever two ad-

jacent circles are found to interfere, they not only do not

cross each other, but both circles are invariably oblite-

rated between the points of contact ; at least, in more
than twenty cases, I have seen no one instance to the

contrary. The exhaustion occasioned by each, obstructs

the progress of the other, and both are starved.

I think it also not unworthy of observation, that differ-

ent species of fungi appear to require the same nutri-

ment ; for in a case of interference between one circle

of puff balls and another of mushrooms, they did not
intersect ; but I cannot say positively that I have seen
more than one instance.

I once found that a tree had interrupted the regular
progress of a circle; but this appeared to be only a
temporary impediment, as the extension had proceed-
ed at the usual rate ; and by passing obliquely from
each side into the soil beyond the tree, had given the
ring the form of a kidney, so that another year or two
tvould probably reunite the two extremities into one
curve surrounding the tree. Being desirous of ascer-

taining in what length of time a soil might again re-

cover the power of producing a fresh crop of fungi, I

cut a groove, in one or two instances, along the dia-

meter of a nuishrooin ring, and inserted a (luantity of
spawn taken from its circumference, with the hope of
seeing it vegetate for some distance near the centre

;

but the experiment failed altogether, as I shortly after

quitted my residence in the country."

Mr Wilson ascribes fairy rings to the action of grubs,
which aie said to lie concealed under the ring among
the roots of the herljage ; and he supposes, that the fungi

give a preference to these rings, on account of the abun-
dance of dead vegetable matter to be found in them.
Mr Florian Jolly supposes, that fairy i-ings, and the

fungi which they contain, are owing to the excrements of

horses, diluted by the rains, and imbibed by the soil. See
Jessop, Phil. Trans. No. cxvii. p. 391 ; Hutton, Edin-
burgh Transactions, vol. ii. p. 1— 1 1 ; Withering's .Ar-

rangement of British Plants, vol. iv. page 222, 3d edit.

Gough, Nicholson's Journal, vol. ix. p. 3 ; Wilson, Id.

vol. xiii. p. 1 ; Florian Jolly, Id. vol. xiii. p. 9.>, 415 ;

Monthly Magazine, vol. xv. p. 219; Gilbert's Journal,

vol. xvii. p. 351 ; and WoUaston, Phil. Trans. 1807, p.

133, or Nicholson's Journal, vol. xix. p. 367. (w)
FAITH. See Theology.
FAITH, Confessions of. See Confessions.
FAKIR, or F.\qiir, from the Arabic Fa/car, signify-

ing a poor person, is a kind of dervise, or religious beg-
gar, very common in Eastern countries. They some-
times travel alone, or in troops of 200 or 300, having a

superior, who is distinguished by his habit.

The Fakirs never work, but subsist solely by the alms
which they receive abundantly from the superstitions of
the people. They go entirely naked, carrying on their

shoulders a thick club, the end of which is wound round
with rags of cloth of all colours. They strew their hair,

which hangs half way down the back, with ashes, with
which they sometiiries besmear their whole bodies.

They are not allowed to marry. " They generally take

up their abode," says Stavorinus, " in shady places, either

in the open air, or in old and ruinous buildings, without
using any thing to repose upon, or to cover themselves.
Genuine Fakirs make vows that they will perform penance
by remaining during their whole lives in some unnatural
or uneasy posture, or by torturing their bodies by various

methods ; but most of them are not excited by real peni-

tence or compunction, but are spurred on by vain glory,

endeavouring to attract the notice and respect of the

commonalty, and thereby to raise themselves to esteem
and honour. I met with several of them at different

times. Among others, were some who, by keeping one
arm stretched out upwards for many years, had lost the

power of lowering it again, and were forced always to

remain in that position. Others, who had made choice

of bending their body forwards, and who were in con-

sequence grown so crooked, that they formed a right

angle. Some who, by continually bending tlie head
backwards, could not bring it back to its natural posi-

tion. There were others, again, who dragged heavy
iron chains about with them during their whole lives."

In another part of his voyages, Stavorinus informs

us, that he met with the ruins of a stone building in

which a Fakir had taken up his residence. He sat en-

tirely naked, by a slow fire, in the middle of the ashes.

His long and black hair was clotted with ashes and
dirt, and he had imposed upon himself the hori-id pe-

nance of thrusting through the glans of the penis

I
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a brass ring, of about the thickness of a quill, and

thiee inches in diameter. The Bengalese women iliink

that sterility may be cured by a particular species of

devotion to this disgusting object. Besides this ring,

Slavorinus observed three other rivetted iron rings link-

ed to it, which miglit weigh altogether about 2 A pounds.

Wlien the Fakir walked, the whole of these rings hung
loose, without seeming in the least degree to incommode
him.

Stavorinus describes another Fakir at Surat, who had

imposed upon himself a silence of twelve years, ten

years of which had already elapsed. He was about 30

years of age, and well made. He was covered with a

white dust, made of the ashes of burnt cow-dung, and

his hair and beard were filled with that dust. In the

large hut where he resided, there was a niche oppo-

site to where he sat, which contained an image three

feet high, carved out of one piece of a black shining

stone, and representing a man in armour, with four arms.

The Gentoos paid the greatest respect to this Fakir.

It would be a waste of time to give an account of the

various tortures by which these Fakirs seek for reputa-

tion. Tavernier informs us, that some of them never

sit or lie down to sleep, but support themselves by a rope

hung down lor that purpose. Others lay fire on their

heads, and burn their scalps to the very bone ; ethers

roll themselves naked on thorns, while some bury them-
selves in a pit or ditch for nine or ten days, without tast-

ing food or drink. D'Herbelot reckons that there are

about 800,000 Mahometan Fakirs, and 1,200,000 idola-

trous ones in the Indies. See Tavernier's Travels, and

Stavorinus' Voyage to the East Indies, vol. i. p. 133,

142 ; and vol. iii. p. 147. {j)
FALCO. See Ornithology.
FALCONER, William, an ingenious poet, of ob-

scure parentage, of whom little more is known than his

genius and his misfortunes. He was a native of Scot-

land, and is supposed to have been born in one of the vil-

lages on the coast of Fife ; but his parents, in conse-

quence of some domestic misfortunes, removed to a sea-

port town in England, where they both died of an epi-

demical disorder, leaving their son, an orphan, in desti-

tute circumstances. Having been bred to the sea, he

spent the greatest part of his life upon that element, in

very subordinate stations. In such unfavourable cir-

cumstances, it is difficult to conceive how he could have

found leisure, means, or opportunity, for acquiring that

knowledge and taste, and for cultivating those poetical

talents, which he afterwards so conspicuously displayed.

On this subject, the scanty memoirs of his busy and ob-

scure life, afl'ord us little or no information ; and we are

left to conclude, that Falconer possessed one of those

ardent and vigorous minds which seem destined to sur-

mount every obstacle opposed by adversity, and to rise

into eminence by their own natural elasticity. The late

ingenious editor of the works of Burns, however, in-

forms us, that Falconer, while serving on board a man
of war, attracted the notice of Campbell, the author of

Leri/i/ianes, who engaged him as his servant, and hav-

ing discovered his talents, took pleasure in promoting
his instruction.

In the year 1751, he published, at Edinburg, j1 Poem,
Sacred to the Memory of Frederick Prince of Wales,

which disjilayed considerable powers of versification, but

attracted little notice. In 17fi2, appeared The Shifitureck,

a Poem, i?i three Cantos, by a Sailor; a production which
has insured to Falconer an eminent rank among the

British poets. This poem, which is founded on real in-

cidents, commemorates the principal occurrences during
a voyage from Alexandria to Venice, in which, having
suffered shipwreck, the author escaped with only two
others of the crew. It was inscribed to Edward Duke
of York, brother to his present Majesty, and was very
favourably received by the public.

Through the inlluence of his royal patron, whom he
further complimented by " ^n Ode on his second dcjiar-

ture from England as Rear Admiral" Falconer obtained

the lucrative situation of purser of the Royal George,
one of the finest ships in the Biitish navy. It was pro-

bably from motives of gratitude, that he was now in-

duced to enter the field of jjolitical controversy ; and
having enlisted under the banners of the party of
" King's Friends," he published a satirical piece, enti-

tled, " The Demagogue," in which he inveighed against

Mr Pitt, (afterwards Earl of Chatham), and his adhe-
rents.

In 1764, he gave a second edition of the Shipwreck,
with considerable additions, having extended it to the

length of about one thousand lines more than the former.

In 1769, he publislied " The Alarine Dictiotiary," in one
volume 4to; a work of considerable utility; and, about
the same time, he gave a third edition of the Shipwreck,
with some alterations.

Towards the close of the year 1769, he embarked,
with several East India supercargoes, on board the Au-
rora frigate, with the view of endeavouring to improve
his fortune abroad. This vessel, however, was never
heard of after her departure from the Cape of Good
Hope, in the month of December; and there is no doubt
that she must have foundered at sea, and gone down with
all her crew.

The title of Falconer to the name of a poet, is suffi-

ciently established by his Shipwreck. The subject was
new, and eminently capable of poetical effect ; and the
poem derived additional interest from the reality of the
incidents which it described. The professional know-
ledge and poetical powers of the author, enabled him to

do ample justice to his theme; and the originality, pa-

thos, and melodious versification of the Shipwreck, have
secured for it a place among the standard and popular
productions of the British muse, (z)

FALCONRY. See Hunting.
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PLATE CCXLI.

1,— !4. Are various Diagrams for illustrating the

principles ot" Dynamics.
Tlie remainder of this Plate is occupied with

ihe Manual Alphabet for the Deaf and Dumb.

PLATE CCXLIL

1. Is a Dynamometer invented by Mr Graham, and
improved by Dr Desaguliers.

2. Is a View of Regnier's Dynamometer.
3. Represents the Spring on an enlarged Scale.

4. Represents the Levers.

5. Represents the Index Plate.

6. Is an Iron Rack, upon which the Dynamometer
is fixed for trying the strength of Men.

7. Is the Handle by which they pull.

8. Is a double Iron Hook for trying the strength of

Animals.

9. Shews the method of using the Dynamometer in

trying the strength of Animals.
10. Shews the method of determining the Muscu-

lar force of the Hands.
11. Shews the method of Measuring the Strength

of the Reins of the Human Iiody.

12. Represents a new Dynamometer proposed by

Dr Brewster.

Fig
Fig

PLATE CCXLIII.

Represents the common Pith Ball Electrometer.
Represents the Apparatus of the Dancing Figures
produced by electrical attraction and repulsion.

Vol. VIII. PAin. II.

Fig. 3. Represents the Apparatus for ringing bells by
means of electricity.

Fig. 4. Represents a more complicated Apparatus for

the same purpose.

Fig. 5. Shews the Leyden Jar or Phial.

Fig. 6. Is the Representation of a Discharging Rod.
Fig. 7. Represents a Pane of Glass coated with Tin Foil

on both sides.

Fig. 8. Represents an Electrical Battery consisting of
15 jars.

Fig. 9. Shews a battery of a different kind, with nine

Jars.

Fig. 10. Is a Representation of the Positive Spark takea
from a Conductor.

Fig. 11. Represents the Negative Spark.

Fig. 12. Is a Combination of the Positive and Negative
Spark.

Fig. 13. Is the Ramified Zigzag Spark.

Fig. 16. Represents an Apparatus for shewing the Ef-
fects of Points.

Fig. 17. Is a view of Mr Nicholson's Instrument for dis-

tinguishing Positive from Negative Electricity.

Fig. 18. Is the Luminous Spiral Tube.

Fig. 19. Is a Series of Luminous Spiral Tubes.

Fig. 20. Represents the Experiment of the Luminous
Word.

Fig. 21. Shews the Construction of the Luminous Jar.

PLATE CCXLIV.

Fig. 1. Is an Apparatus for shewing the influence of'

Points, and producing a Circle of Electrical Light,

Fig. 2. Shews the Construction of the Electrical Or-
rery,
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Fig-

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

3. Hepieser.ls an Apparatus for Ringing Bells by

the Action of Points.

4. Rcpi'tsciits an inclined plain, which is ascended

by a \\n\: and lii»lls, by the influence of Electri-

city.

5. and 6. Represent Dr John Robison's Klectrome-

ter, with which he made his Experiments on the

law of Elcctiical Attraction and Repulsion.

7. Is a Representation of the Delicate Torsion Ba-

lance, invented by M. Coulomb, and employed by

him in determining the Law of Electrical and

Magnetical Action, and for various other delicate

electrical Experiments.

8. Represents the Torsion Micrometer on an en-

larged Scale, being part of the Balance.

9. and 10. Are other parts of the same Instrument

on an enlarged Scale.

11. Is a small insulated Conductor used by Cou-
lomb.

12. Represents another Apparatus employed by Cou-

lomb for determining the Law of the Attractive

Force.

PLATE CCXLV.

1. Represents another Torsion Balance invented by
Coulomb, and employed in his Experiments on

the distribution of Electricity over the Surface

of Conductors.

2. Represents a still simpler Balance used for the

same purpose.

3. Is a small Insulating Apparatus employed in

Coulomb's Experiments.
4. Shews the Method of performing an Experiment
on the Electricity of the Tourmalin.

5. Is a Representation of the Variety of the Tour-
malin called Jsogone.

6. Represents the V'ariety of Borate of Magnesia
called Defective.

7. Represents another Variety of Borate of Magne-
sia called Sufierabundsnt.

8. Is a Perspective View of the Electric Column
invented by De Luc.

9. Is the Apparatus for Ringing Bells by the Elec-
tric Column used by Mr Forster.

10. Shews the three Electric Columns with which
the preceding Apparatus was connected.

1 1. Represents a Column of 1000 series, supported
horizontally upon the caps of two Gold-leaf Elec-
trometers.

12. Represents another Apparatus for Ringing
Bells, constructed by Mr Singer.

13. Represents De Luc's Aerial Electroscope.

PLATE CCXLVI.

1. Is a representation of the under surface of a Fe-
male Torfiedo.

2. Represents the Gymnotus e/ecm"c«s, with its two
electrical organs.

3. Represents the Silurus electricus.

4. Siicws the method of imitating the Aurora Bo-
realis by means of Electricity.

5. Represents an Apparatus for shewing the relative
effects of Negative and Positive Electricity upon
a liglit wheel of Pasteboard.

Fig. 6. Shews the Method of lighting a Candle by Elec-

tricity.

Fig. 7. Shews the Apparatus employed by Cuthbertson

in his experiments on the fusion of Metallic

Wires.
Fig. 8. Represents Van Troostwyk's Apparatus for de-

composing Water.
Fig. 9. Is a representation of Dr Pearson's Apparatus

for the same purpose.

Fig. 10. Shews another Apparatus contrived for the

same purpose, by Mr Cuthbertson.

Fig. 11. Represents the Apparatus used by Mr Caven-
dish in decomposing Atmospheric Air.

PLATE CCXLVII.

Fig. U Represents the common Electrifying Machine
with a Glass Cylinder. On the conductor is

placed Lane's Discharging Electrometer ; and at

the farthest end of it is suspended a Leyden Phial

for medical purposes.

Fig. 2. Is another Electrifying Machine, with a Multi-

plying wheel ; and with Lane's Discharging Elec-

trometer fixed at the end of the conductor.

Fig. 3. Is a representation of Nairne's Patent Electrify-

ing Machine, with a Positive and a Negative con-

ductor ; and having a Leyden Phial, the head of

which is seen in the Figure lying within the po-

sitive conductor.

Fig. 4. Represents the Electrifying Machine invented

and used by Dr Priestley, and consisting of a

globe of glass.

Fig. 5. Is a representation of the Electrifying Machine
invented by Mr Read.

Fig. 6. Represents a small Electrifying Machine for

medical purposes. It consists of a circular disc

of plate glass.

Fig. 7. Represents the same Machine in section, the

four Rubbers being here distinctly seen.

Fig. 8. Represents a Plate-glass Machine of the best

construction upon an insulating stand.

Fig. 9. Is a representation of the Conductor, and of the

circular Plate of Glass seen from above.

Fig. 10. Represents the improved Rubber constructed

by Mr Jones, and containing a spring within it.

Fig. 11. Represents Henley's Quadrant Electrometer.

PLATE CCXLVIII.

Fig. 1. Is a perspective view of the great Electrifying

Machine constructed and used by Van Marum.
Fig. 2. Is a vertical section of the same Machine.

Figs. 3, 4, 5. Represent parts of the preceding Ma-
chine, on an enlarged scale.

Fig. 6. Is a representation of the Silk Machine invented

by Walckier de St Amand of Brussels.

Figs. 7. and 8. Represent the Catskin Electrifying Ma-
chine of Lichtenberg, as improved by Dr Ha-
mel.

Fig. 9. Is a representation of Volta's Electrophorus.

Fig. 10. Represents the Thunder-Rod used by Mr
Read in his experiments on atmospherical elec-

tricity.

Fig. 11. Represents Cavallo's Atmospherical Collector

for similar purposes.
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Figs. 12, 13. Represent the Insulator proposed by Mr
Singer for an Atmospherical Apparatus.

Fig. 14. Represents the Thunder-House,
Fig. 15. Represents the Powder-IIousc.

Fig. 16. Is an Apparatus for shewing the Effects of

Lightning upon Ships.

PLATE CCXLIX.

Fig. 1. Is a Leyden Jar for retaining its charge.

Fig. 2. Two Discharging Rods.

Fig. 3. Method of discharging a Jar by the oscillation of

a body between its two coatings.

Figs. 4. and 5. Represent Henley's discharging Elcctro-

meter.

Figs. 6. and 7. Represent Bonnet's Gold-Leaf Electro-

meter.

Fig. 8. Is Cavallo's Pocket Electrometer.

Fig. 9. Represents another Electrometer of Mr Caval-

lo's.

Fig. 10. Is Saussure's Hygrometer.
Figs. 11. and 12. Represent Singer's new Electrome-

ter.

Fig. 13. Is Brooke's Electrometer.

Fig. 14. Represents Cuthbertson's Compound Electro-

meter.

Fig. 15. Represents Volta's Condensing Electrometer.

Fig. 16. Represents Cavallo's Condenser.

Fig. 17. Represents Cuthbertson's Condenser.

Fig. 18. Is a view of the Condensing Electrometer.

Figs. 19. and 20. Represent Nicholson's Spinning Con-
denser.

PLATE CCL.

Figs. I . and 2. Are a perspective view and horizontal

section of Nicholson's Revolving Doubler.

Fig. 3. Represents Covallo's Multiplier.

Fig. 4. Represents Kinnerslcy's Air Tliermomcter.
Fig. 5. Represents tlic Method of picketing a wild Ele-

phant after it is caught; from an original draw-
ing communicated to the Editor by John Corse
Scott, Esq. F. R. S.

PLATE CCLI.

Contains various Diagrams for illustrating Cavendish's

Theory of Electricity.

PL.\TE CCLII.

Fig. 1. Represents the Dies as used in Enamelling.

Fig. 2. Is a Round Steel Punch.
Fig. 3. Is a Clock-maker's round Broach.

F'ig. 4. Is a Die or Block for giving the proper conca-
vity to the Dial-plates.

Fig. 5. Is a Steel Setting Spatula.

Fig. 6. Is a small Steel Point for marking the feet of the

dial.

Fig. 7. Is a large Soldering Lamp.
Fig. 8. Is a Watch-maker's Glass and Dial Gage.
Fig. 9, 10. Represent the Pestle and Mortar, made of

agate, for grinding the enamel.

Fig. 11. Is a Steel Spatula for spreading the hard ena-

mel on the copper.

Fig. 12. Is a Cylindrical Block of Wood, for holding

the copper when it is to be enamelled.

PLATE CCLIII.

Contains various Diagrams illustrative of the properties

of Cycloidal and Epicycloidal Curves.

END OF VOLUME EIGHTH.

W. Brown, Printer, Philadelphia.
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